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Electric-railway System. Mr. Sprague's Description of
Electric-railway System in Central Indiana, Large Al-
ternatiuEr-direct. Illustrated 338

Elpctric Railwav. The Diatto. Illustrated 118.119
the Multiple-unit (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers) 46, 47, 54, 5o

EJectric Railway in Switzerland. Three-phase 36'J

Electric-railway" Work In the City of Mexico. Illus-

trated 4y

Electric Railways in India. Need of i!35

Electric Railways in Michigan 311, 32e

Electric Railways (Notes)
14. 15. 29. 42. 56 57. 70. 84. 98. 112. 128, 140. 154. 16S. 182.

196. 210. 224. 245. 263. 276. 318, 332. 345. 346. 360. 373. 374, 389

Electric Railways in Northern Spain. By Julius G.
Lav. (U. S. Consular Report) 285

Electric Railwav in Paris, Orleans Underground. By
A. de Courcv." Illustrated 349, 350

Electrlc-railwav Plans of the Penn^sylvania Company. 135

Electric Rail Weldlnsr in Buffalo. Illustrated 76, 77
Electric Roads, Pox River Valley 29H

Electric Shock. Treatment of 163

Electric Shock. Physical Effect nf 341

Electric Street-car System of Hamburg. By Hugh
Pitcairn. (U. S. Consular Report) 145.146

Electric Time Switch. Redding Automatic. Illustrated 273

Electric Tramways in Nice 195

Electric Vehicles for the Army (Woods). Illustrated. 221

Electric Vehicle Said to Have Run 100 Miles 311

Electrical Accessories, A Wedding with 381

Electrical Achievement in Retrospect 219

Electrical Action. Is Atmospheric Pressure Due toV. . 79

Electrical Activity in Germany 103

Electrical Apparatus, Exports of 23, 295.337

Electrical Apparatus Standardization of (American
Institute of Electrical Engineers) IS, 19, 20, 26, 27

325
285

131
209
193

if:i7

262

275

174
89

74
27.^

175

Electrical and Automobile Exhibition at Charleston,
S. C

Electrical Conductors,- Underground Conduits for. By
C. H. Sewall. Illustrated. (Chicago Electrical Asso-
ciation) 280,

Electrical Congress at Parjs, International.-. . .13, 121,
Electrical Dealers' Meetings 79.
Electrical Decorations In New York, lUiLStrated . .216,
Electrical Ejects at the Export Exposition .'.

Electrical Equipment In Fish Bros.' Wagon Factory.
Illustrated 115, llfi.

Electrical Execution. New Method of. Proposed......
Electrical Eyes. By G. H. Robertson. P. C. S...336,
Electrical Features of the Fine Arts Building. Il-
lustrated 363,

Electrical Features of Reciprocity Treaties
Electrical Field in Australia, Activity in the. By C.
Paulo Rei

Electrical Fires, Recent
Electrical Heating and Cooking at the Carmelite Hos-

pice. By Orrin E. Dunlap. Illvstrated 59. 60,
Electrical Illumination at the Chicago Festival. Illus-
trated %

Electrical Imports in Japan
Electrical Library for Annapolis
Electrical Machinery for the Deering Works
Electrical Machinery in France
Electrical Machinery for St. Louis 222,
Electrical Manufacture iu England, Americans Ac-
tive in

Electrical Medication, Crotte's
Electrical Parlor Game (Barron). Illustrated
Electrical Plants. Water-power, in the United States.
By B. C. Washinaton, Jr. (Franklin Institute). .180,

Electrical Power, Float Representing. Illustrated
Electrical Power for Threshing-machine Factory....
Electrical Securities (Notes) "

15, 43. 71, 99, 141, 155, 197. 277. 360,
Electrical Service Needed iu Ecuador
Electrical Shock. Firemen Killed by 107.
Electrical Storms 103,
Electrical Study in Ihe Far North
Electrical Supplies for Fortifications
Electrical Trade Abroad 49, 64. 194, 195.
Electrical Trade with Russia S7
Electrical Trade of the West
Electrical Trolley Riders
Electrical Welcomes. Detroit's. Illustrated
Electrical Work In the Navy. Allotment of
Electrical Work. Licensing Employes nn. and Im-
proving the Quality of Work and Material. Bv
William Brophy. (National Association of Munjcinal
Electricians) 242,

Electrically Heated Theater
Electrically Lighted. Australian Race-track. Illus-
trated

Electrically Operated Porous-plaster Factory. Illus-
trated :i44. 145.

Electricians Working and Fighting in the Philippines.
By Harry A. Armstrong

Electricity in Advertising. Illustrated
Electricity, Effect of. on Animal Growth
Electricity in ('oal Mining. Bv John Price Jackson
.ind Prank F. Thompson. Illustrated. {American
Institute of Electrical Engineers) 117,

Electricity, Imported. Shall, Bpar a Customs Dntv.

.

Electricity in a Gas Plant. Bv H. G. Field. Illus-
trated gii.

Electricity in the Washinston PostofEce
Electricity in Hat Manufacture. Illustrated. .89, 90,
Electricit.v Kills Animals. How 41,
Electricity, New Melhod of Generating, Proposed....
Electricity. Package Transportation by, English
Scheme for

Electricity. Removal of Wool from Skins by
Electricity or Steam for Railroads
Electricity, Transmitting Pictures bv. Illustrated..

- 146, 147,
Electricity on Warships, Lieutenant Brumby's Opin-
ion of

Electricity, Wreckln-r a Bridge bv. IIlustrate<l
Electrolier, An Adiustable. Illustrated
Electromagnet in Eve Surgerv, Use of the
Electromaernet. Pull of.- By J. B. H. Illustrated...
Electro-pneumatic S.vsfem of Motor Control, Westing-
house

Elevated Railway. Bo(:ton 2^,
Elevator Ordinance, ('hicago 1 . . .

.

FIevatf>r. Standard Electric. Illustrnted
Elsin Watch Factory, Three-phase Plant in th'*. Il-
lustrated .- 307. 308,

Viizabeth. N. J.. Telephone Situation in
Fllett, Will Y. Portrait 132,
Emerson's rombined Gas and Steam Engine
Encased Motor;. Western Electric. Uiustrated. ..

.

Enclosed Arc Lamp. Western Electric Alternatlng-
cnrrent. Illustrated .;......

Engine, Interna! Self-oiling Ball. Illustrated - .

.

Fuirine Lathe. Bullock Motor-driven. Illustrated .

.

Fnjrine. New Leffel. Illustrated
Engineers' Club of St. Louis (naner) 351. 352. 353,
England. A Direct-current Switchboard in. Illus-
trated 202,

Fuirland. .American Machinery in 326, 331,
En eland. Electrical Manufacture In, Americans Ac-
tive in

England, novernment Ownership of Telephones In. 38,
Fniriand. The .Johnsons In
England, Westinsrhouse Affairs in 49.
English and American Electrical Engineers May Meet
at Parir

281

312

17.5

217

17>

45

217

3^
267

149
163
297

355

354

13^

181

88
111

73
119
107
13

241
355

88
135
107
367
97

243

iia

63

146

350
296

311

219
14.^

303

266

364

13S

365

83
3m
54

358

2U3

355

178
121
64

329
135
163

Enclish Factory of the Westera Electric Company,
Fire in &j

EnETlish Scheme for Package Transportation by Elec-
tricity ; 341

Entertainment, 'Electrical, Current for, from Automo-
bile ; y7

Essentials of Telephone Construction- Bv Masime
Reber. (Independent Telephone Association) 8. 9

Ericsson Telephone Company at the Independent
Telephone Convention. Illustrated ^

Ericsson Telephone Company (Communication on Na-
tional Telephone Company of England)

Erie Telegraph and Telephone "Company
Escaping Currput Causes Trouble in New Jersey
I'ureka Cable-head Protector. Illustrated
Eureka Electric Company at the Independent Tele-
phone (Convention. Illustrated 5

Eureka Electric Company's Exhibit at the Street-
- railway Convention. Illustrated S2, 253
Eureka Switchboard Telephone. New. Illustrated 53
Eureka Time Recorder. Illustrated ,Si8
Evans. R. H. (Good News from Duluth) 220
Evans, R. H.. President People's Telephone Company.
Portrait rT W

Excelsior Electric Company. Passing of the S-t

Exchange at Minneapolis, Kan. Illustrated 109
Exchauffe System. Farmers' Coramunliy (North Elec-
tric Company). Illustrated 15()

Excursion. An Automobile 2^3
Exhaust Fan. Stnrtevant Electric. Illustrated- .- .40, 41
Exhaust Head, Stnrtevant. Illustrated 'ZifH

Export Trade. Importance of 355
Expert Treatment in Detroit ,,. 241
Explosion of Acetylene Plant -110
Explosion, Great 359, 364
Exports of Electrical Apparatus 23. 295, 337
Extensions of the Lake Street Elevated Railroad. Il-

lustrated 87
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Exlcnsious at Niagara. By Orrln E. Uunlap. Ulus-
Inilcd 1^0

Kye Surgery, Use of the Electromagnet ia 3o

Eyes, Electrical. By G. H. Rot)ertson, F. C. S...336, 337

Failure of Zinc Trust Project 110

Falk Company's Exhibit at the Street-railway Con-
vention. Illustrated 251, 25:i

Fall Festival, Chicago's m, 187,217
Fans, Electric, in the Orient 147

Fans. Electric, Test of 65

Far North, Electi'ical Study in the 13

irare. Four-cent, for Milwaukee 110, 267, 285, 3G5

Fares, Three-cent, in Detroit 45, 62
Fares, Two-cent, on the Chicago General Railway.... 160

Farmers' Community Exchange System (North Elec-
tric Company). Illustrated 150

Federal Salt for Batteries 330,331
Federal Telephone Company 238, 344
li'ells, B: F. (A Home-made Alternator. Illustrated). C3
Fessenden and Kintner's Receiver for Space Teleg-
raphy 363

Fessenden, Reginald A, (Light Standards^ 27

Festival, Chicago, Electrical Illumination at the. Il-

lustrated , 217

Field, H. G. (Electricity in a Gas Plant. Illustrated)
. . . 62, 63

Fine Arts Building, Electrical Features of the. Illus-

trated 363, 364

Fire-aiarm Telephone, Combination (Foote, Piersou
& Co.). Illustrated ^'87

Fire at American Steel and Wire Plant 281

Fire Engine, French Electric. Illustrated 159

Fire in Euglish Factory of the Western Electric Com-
pany 69

Fire in Gasoline Vehicle 296

Firemen Killed by Electrical Shock 107,119
Fireman Shocked Through Wetal Helmet 147

Fires, Recent Electrical 45

Fish Bros,' Wagon Factory, Etectricai Equipment in.

Illustrated 115, 116,117
Fisher, E. B. (Operation and Maintenance of Tele-
phone Plants) - .39, 40

Fisher, E. B. Portrait A

Flexible Shaft and Multi-speed Motor. Stow. Illus-

trated 6S
Fliess, R. A. (Operating Costs of Horse and Electric
Delivery Wagons in New York City) 7C, 77

Float Representing Electrical Power. Illustrated. . 88
Foam Preventer^ Potter's. Illustrated 138

Fog-horn, Electric liiO

Foote, Pierson & Co.'s Combination Fire-alarm Tele-
"

phone. Illustrated 2S7

Foote, Pierson & Co.'s Double-pen Ink-writing Dis-
trict Register. Illustrated 329

Foreign Electrical Notes 37, 383

Foreign Trade. Importance of 355

Fort Wayne Direct-connected Set. Illustrated 110

Fortifications, Electrical Supplies for 241
Foster, Sir Michael. (Electrical Achievement in
Retrospect) 219

Four-cent Fare for Milwaukee 110, 267. 285, 365
Fox River Valley Electric Roads 296
France, Electrical Machinery in

._
163

France, Telephones in .' 17S
Franchises Required 3y

Franklin Institute Anniversaiy 237
Franklin Institute, Mechanical Engineers at 186
Franklin Institute (paper) 180,181
Freight Traffic on an Electric Railway 31

French Electric Fire Engine. Illustrated 159
French Electric Railroad with Steep Grades. Illus-
trated 283

French Ribbon Weavers Using Electric Power. ... 138
Fuse-blowing Accident. Curious 97
Fusible Cut-outs, Design of. By B. H. Glover (Chi-
cago Electrical Association) 322, 323

G. I. Alternating-current Arc Lamp. Illustrated. ... 240
G. I. Arc-lamp Hanger Reel. Illustrated 165
G. I. Push-button Switch. Illustrated '.259
Game, Electrical Parlor (Barr&n). Illustrated 138
Garl Electric Company's Exhibit at the Street-
railway Convention. Illustrated 252, 253

Garton-Daniels Electric Company's Exhibit at the
Street-railway Convention. Ilhistrated 252, 253

Garton Company's. W. R., Exhibit at the Street-
railway Convention. Illustrated 252, 253

Gas and Steam Engine, Combined, Invention of
Claimed 365

Gas-engine Battery, O. K. Illustrated 288
Gas-engine Builders Organize ^ 350
Gas Engine of 200 Horse Power Driving Railway
Generator. Illustrated .'. 331

Gas Engine Said to be a Nuisance 269
Gas Engines in Central Station at Bradford, Pa. Il-

lustrated 187
Gas-lighting Attachments, Electric, for Candle Burn-

ers (Bogart). Illustrated 110
Gas Plant, Electricity in a. By H. G. Field. Illus-
trated 62, 63

Gas Stoves, Ajax Electric Lighter for (Advance Spe-
cialty Company), Illustrated 12

Gases, Rarefied, Electric Discharge in. New Phenome-
non in .

.'. 138
Gasoline Engine, Cornell, for Electric Lighting, Il-

lustrated 166
Gasoline Vehicle Catches Fire 296
Gates, P. W., on the Importance of Foreign Trade... 355
General Electric Company's Exhibit at the Street-
railway Convention, Illustrated ^0, 251

General Electric Subway Transformers. Illustrated.. 180
Generating Electricity, New Method or, froposed. . 174
Generating Set, Bullock Marine. Illustrated 290
Generating Set, Sturtevant. Illustrated 289
Generator, Bullock Street-railway. Illustrated . -193, 194
Generators. Compensated Revolving-field. By H. G.
Reist. Illustrated. (Ohio Electric Light 'Associa-
tion) 309, 310

Germany, Artificial Coal in. By P, J. Osterhaus.
(U. S. Consular Report) 296

Germany, Electrical Activity in ...103,194
Germany, Telephone Rates in 108
Gibraltar, Electric Lighting of 101
Glasgow Contracts : 296

, Glidden, Mr., and His Work 384
Glidden's, Mr., Directors Vote for a .$10,000,000 In-
crease of Capital Stock 329

Glover. B, H, (Design of Fusible Cutouts) 322, 323
Goldsborough. W. El well. (Air-gap and Core Dis-
tribution. Illustrated) 33. 34, 35

Good News from Duluth. By R. H. Evans (Com-
munication) 220

Goodrich Rubber Works. Electric Power Plant in. 261. 262
Government Ownership of Telephones in -England. ..

.

38, 178
Grades. Steep, French Electric Raili'oad with. Illus-
trated 283

Grand Rapids and Centralia. Wis.. Co-operation in.. 79
Grand Rapid.s, Citizens' Exchange at. By J, B.
Ware. Illustrated 279.280

Grand Rapids, Mich., Good Telephone Management
Rewarded In 80

Grupo Vines on Lightning Rods, Why Not Train?.... 125
Greely, A. W., Gen., Annual Report of ..284,285

Gregory Distributing Circle (Therlen Tool Works). II-

lusti-atcd 40
Grid, Storage-battery, New Form of 177, 268
Grounds, Instrument to Locate (American Electric
Specialty Company), Illustrated 152

Hamacok's Alternating-current Enclosed Are Lamp.
Illustrated 124,125

Hamburg, Electric Street-car System of. By Hugh
Pitcairn. (U. S. Consular Report) 145, 146

Hanger Reel, Arc-lamp, G. I. Illustrated 166
Hardwicke, A, H. G, Portrait 272
Harth. A, Portrait 60
Harvard Electric Company at the Independent Tele-
phone Convention. Illustrated 5

Harvey, 111,, Sub-station for Battery Charging at.
Illustrated 101, 102

Hat Manufacture, Electricity In. Illustrated ..89, 90, 91
Havana Street Railways Combined 37S
Hawaii, Electric Railway for 243
Hawaii, Telephone Conveniences in 207
Hayler, George, Jr. (Some Suggestions to the Man-
agers of Small Central Stations) ..* 3S6, 387

Heating and Cooking, Electrical, at the Carmelite
Hospice. By Orrin E. Dunlap. Illustrated. .59, 60, 61

Heating, Lighting and Refrigerating Plant of the
Lessing Apartments. Illustrated 171, 172, 173

Heating and Ventilation, Special Application for
(Sturtevant), Illustrated 152

Heat, Light and Power Supply in the Cable Building.
Illustrated 377, 378

Heavy Traffic on Chicago Elevated and Street Rail-
ways 240

Hine, Henry, General- Manager of the Stanley and
Sprague Electric Companies. Portrait 51

Holland Submarine Boat, Successful Tests of the. .297, 312
Home Company Victorious in Rochester, N. Y SO, 220
Home-made Alternator, A. By B. F. Fells. Illus-
trated , 63

Hooker Stranded, The 116
Horse and Electric Delivery Wagons in New York
City, Operating Costs of. By G. F. Sever and
R. A. Fliess. (American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers) 76, 77

Horseless Carriage, Naming the 49
Hubley, G. Wilbur. (Transformers; Iron Loss—Its
Increase—The Remedy) 102, 103

Humboldt Telephone Exchange. Illustrated 238
Humphrey, H. H, (Imperial Ceatral-statlon Plant in

St. Louis. Illustrated) 351, 352, 353,358
Hunt, Daniel T. Portrait 79
Hydro-electric Motor, Emerson's 365

Illinois, Central, Notes from (Telephone Correspond-
ence) 109,

Illinois District Telegraph Company
Illinois Electric Vehicle Transportation Company

161, VSJ.
IllinoiSj Independent Telephone Movement in. }iy M.
A. King. (Western Independent Telephone Associa-
tion of Illinois)

Illinois Telephone Association s,
Illinois Telephone and Telegraph Company
, 39, 94, 108, 165,
Illumination, Electrical, at the Chicago Festival. Il-
lustrated

Imperial Central-station Plant in St. Louis. By H.
H. Humphrey. Illustrated. (Engineers' Club of St.
Louis) 351, 352, 353,

Imperial Plant in St. Louis, Design of the. By E. G.
Bruckman, (Communication)

Imported Electricit.v. Shall. Bear a Customs Duty..
Improved Duncan Wattmeter (Siemens & Halske). Il-
lustrated

Improving the Quality of Work and Material, Licens-
ing Employes on Electrical AVork and. By William
Brophy. (National Association of lUunicipal Elec-
tricians) 242,

Incandescent Lamp, Desaymar. Illustrated
Incandescent Lamp Guard (Inglls). Illustrated
Incandescent Lamps, Phosphorescence of
independent Exchange at Muncie. Illustrated
Independent Service in Jacksonville. Fla
Independent Telephone Association (Convention at
Chicago, June 26-28. 1899). Illustrated

1. 2, 3. 4. 5, 7, 8, 9, 24, 25, 39,
Independent Telephone Business, Development of the
By H. D. Critchfield. (Independent Telephone As-
sociation) .V. 52,

Independent Telephone Company
Independent Telephone Movement in Illinois. By M.
A, King. (AVestern Independent Telephone Associa-
tion of Illinois)

Independent Telephone "Trust," Proposed
Independent Toll Lines in Kentucky
Independent Toll Lines in Lower Michigan (Map).,,,
Independents Busy in Atlanta
Independent's Good Prospects in Duluth 66.
Independents, Mississippi, Sell Out to the Bell
Independents Prosperous in I^a Crosse
Independents of Shelbyville Not Easily Discouraged.
India, Need of Electric Railways in
Indian Head, Switchboard at United States Proving
Grounds. Illustrated '.

17,
Indiana, Central, Electric-railway System in. Large
Alternating-direct. Illustrated

Indiana, Competition Lively in
Indiana, Map of Long-distance Toll Lines in
Indianapolis, Vandalism in
Inductor Alternators at Schaffhausen, Single-phase.
Illustrated

Industrial Combinations (Notes) ..57, 112,
Influence of Mechanical Draft upon the Ultimate
Efficiency of Steam Boilers. By Walter B. Snow;
Illustrated. (Engineering Society of Columbia Uni-
versity) 74,

Inglis Incandescent Lamp Guard. Illustrated
Injuries Received at a Pay-station Booth, Suit for.

.

Inspection, Pole-line, in Michigan
Insti-ument to Locate Grounds (American Electric
Specialty Company). Illustrated _. . .

Insulated-wire Tester (Star Brass Works). Illustrated.
Insulation, Proper, Duty of Maiutaining
Insulators, Barron Bridle-ring. Illustrated
Integrating Wattmeters, New Westingnousc. Illus-
trated

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers....
International Commercial Congress at Philadelphia..
International Congress of the I'aris Exposition of

1900. By Francis E. Drako
International Electric Railway. Illustrated
International Electric-railway Bridge Opened
International Electrical Congress at Paris 13,
International Yacht Races of 1899. Marconi and His
Wireless-telegraph System at the. Illustrated

213. 214. 215, 216,
InteiTuptor, An Improved Liquid, for RuhmkorU Coils.
By A. A. Campbell Swinton. lUustrated

Investigation. Joint, of Municipal Ownership
Investments in Street Railways: How Can They Be
Made Secure and Remunerative V By Charles T.
Y^erkos. With discussion. (American Street Rail-
way Association) 259, 260,

Iron Clad Resistance Company's New Theater Dim-
mers. Illustrated .i

123
275

328

357

367
37S

32
189
66

75
239
122
269

152
2S9
205
180

273
368

13
32
93

121

261

193

Iron Loss In Transformers; Its Increase and -the
Remedy. By G. Wilbur Hubley. With discussion.
(National Electric Light Association) 102,103

Italy, Sad News from 37 03
Italy, Standard-gauge Storage-buttery Road In.','.'..

.'

241

.J

Jackson, John Price. (Electricity In Coal Mining. Il-
lustrated) .117 118

Jacksonville, Fla,. Independent Service in 66
Jacques-Cartier Water-power Plant, Illustrated 33!»
Jamaica Water Power Utilized for Electric Railway. 133
Japan, Electrical Imports in c!2
Japan, Telephone Manufacturing in

"

^?,
Johnsons in England, The 1^1
Johnston, T. J. (Transmitting Pictures by Electricity) 161
Joint Investigation of Municipal Ownershln 185
JuvinaJl, J. D. Portrait a

IC

Kansas City Scheme. A 122
Kansas, New Work In i.^t
Kansas Telephone Notes "

179
Kaul, Andrew. Portrait ^ 2;i!)

Kaul, Andrew, Jr. Portrait 239
Kelvin, Lord, Retirement of. Portrait 93,173
Kentucky, Independent Toll Lines in 151
Key, Looscj^ Tightening a. Illustrated 186
Keys and Key Fastenings. Illustrated 104, 186
King, M, A, (Independent Telephone Movement in Il-

linois) 32S
Kinloch Telephones in St. Louis 150
Kintner, C. J. (Privacy of Telephone Communica-
tions) 2\/J

Kintner and Fessenden's Receiver for Space Teleg-
I'aphy ^ 3G9

Kite Experiments, Eddy 330
Korea, Electric Railroading in S9

La Bella Power Plant In the Cripple Creek District
Illustrated , 207,

La Crosse, Independents Prosperous in...
Lake Street Elevated Railroad. Extensions of the
Illustrated ,

Lamp, Dr. Auer's, to Work Wonders
Lamps, Sunbeam, New Type. Illustrated
Large Alternating-direct Electric-railway System in
Central Indiana. Illustrated >.

Large Electric Barge
Large Electric Lift a t Weehawken
Largest Ti-ansformers in the World. Illustrated
Lathe, Engine, Bullock Motor-driven. Illustrated
Lay, Julius G. (Electric Railways in Northern Spain)
Lea Enclosed Arc Lamps. lUustrated
League Island Dry-dock
Leather Belting, Price of, Advance in the
Leelanaw County, A Contrast in
LefEel Engine, New. Illustrated
Legal Relation of Rival Telephone Companies
Lessing Apartments, Lighting, Heating and Re-
Library, Electrical, for Annapolis
Licensing Employes on Electrical Work and Im-
proving the Quality of Work and Material. By
William Brophy, (National Association of Municipal
Electricians) 242^

Lifeboat, Self-propelled , , .

,

frigerating Plant of the. Illustrated ,'. 171 172,
Lift, Large Electric, at Weehawken
Light, Heat and Power Supply In the Cable Building
Illustrated 377,

Light Railways in Belgium
Light, Standards of. By S, Everett Doane and Regi-
nald A, Fessenden. (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers)

Lightboat for the Navy. A
Lighting, Train
Lightning and Toothache
Lightning, Bathers Killed by
Lightning Conductors. By Alexander G. McAdie ....

87
366
330

338
69

283
296
303
285
289
205
337
151
54

206

243
208
173
283

.60, 61,
Lightning, Effects of
Lightning, Fatal Stroke of. on Fair Ground
Lighting, Heating and Refrigerating Plant of the
Lessing Apartments. Illustrated 171. 172,

Lightning, New Ulm Telephone Plant Destroyed by.
Replaced. Illustrated

Lightning Rods. Grape Vines on. Why Not Train?.,
Lineman Killed on a Pole
Liquid Air in Prospectus. Illustrated 160,
Liquid Interrupter for Rubmkorff Coils, An Improved.
By A. A. Campbell Swinton. Illustrated

Litigation, Cook Telephone-protectoi
Litigation over Telephone B'ranchise
Little AVolf River Telephone Company
Local Improvement, Electric Lighting a
Location of Telephone Poles, Power of City to Regu-
late

Locomotive, River Cable Laid by a
Logansport. Ind., Situation in 284,
Ijondon, City of. Electric Lighting of the
London, Electric Railroads for
Long-distance Company, American Bell Company to
be Merged in 81, 150,

Long-distance Lines in Arizona
Long-distance Lines Radiating from Salt Lake City.

.

Long-distance Service of the Bell Companv
Long-distance Toll Lines, Value of. By S. P. Sheerin.
With map and discussion. (Independent Telephone
Association) 2'1,

Long-distance Transmission, Butte County
Long Island, Telephone War on
Long Three-phase Electric Railroad in Northern Ohio

Louisville, Telephone Competition for

63
69

62
32
161

328

125

13

161

256

269

179

322
3)5
129
74

343
179
136
178

275
94

McAdie, Alexander G. (Lightning Conductors). 60, 61, 62
McCormack, Ira A. (Train Sen-Ice and Its Practical
Application) 313, 316, 317

McCulloch, Robert. Portrait 149
McLennan & Co.'s, K., Exhibit at the Street-rail-
way Convention. Illustrated 252,253

Macdonald, George F. Portrait 132
Machinery Exhibits at Paris, United States. Il-

lustrated 365, 366, 367
Madison Exchange Controversy. By Charles Web-
ster (Communication) 96. 97

Magnetos and Receiver, Williams-Abbott. Illustrated

Magnets for Trolley Bases .' 185
Maintenance and Construction of Street-railway
Tracks. By Edward Butts. (American Street-railway
Associatiou) 262

Maintenance and Operation of Telenhone Plants. By
E. B. Fisher. With discussion. (Independent Teh'-
phone Association) 39, 40

Manchester, Meiaucboty 195
Manhattan Elevated Contract, Westlnghouse Com-
pany Secures 341

Manila, Good Telephone System Needed In 357
Manila, The Electric Light in 37
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Marconi to Appear Before the British Association. .13S. 205
Marconi Before tbe Institute 247
Marconi Experiments Recent

".32. 191. 205. 213. 214, 215. 216, 217. 285
Marconi and His Wireless-ielegrapli Svstem at tlie
International Yacht Races of 1S99. Illustrated

213, 2U 215. 216, 217
Marconi and His Work 247
Marconi in New York

]91. 205. 213. 214. 215. 216, 217, 247,285
Marconi System, Naval Board Approves 309,326
Marconi Versus Dolbear 219
Marconi's Wireless Telegrapby. I:y W. B. Bradfield. 219
Marine Generatins Set, BullAck. " Illustrated 290
Marshfield, Wis.. The New Order in 3S5
Maryland. Familiar Tactics in 311
Mason, Frank C. Purirait 13:!

Massachusetts. Bell Interests in 38, lOS
May. Thunderstorms in ' 103
Mead, Morris W. Portr;iit . . 133
Mechanical Draft, Influence of. Upon the Ultimate
Efficiency of Steam Boilers. By Walter B. Snow,
Illustrated, (Engineering Society of Columbia Uni-
versity) 74, 7-3

Mechanical Engineers at Franklin Institute IS'j

Medication, Crotte's Electrical 3-54

Metallo-ceramic Resistances 324
Metals. Cohering Action of Different, A Self-recov-
ering Coherer and the Studv of the. Bv J. Chunder
Bose. (Roval Societv) 91. 93

Meters for Telephone Use 238
Metropolitan Elevated Kailwav Svstem. Illustrated,

227, 22S. 229. 230,372
Metropolitan Station in New York. Three-phase 3.-500-

kilowatt Unit for. Illustrated 378

Mexico. Citv of, Electric-milwav Work in the. Il-

lustrated ' 49 t

Mexico. The Telephone in 53. 357

Mica Mining 11. 12

Mica in Ontario. Abundance of 209

Mica Insulator Company's Exhibit at the Street-
railway Convention. Illustrated ^2. 253

Mica Trust Said to be Formed 79
Michigan Companv's Hard Unck 315

Michigan. Electric Railways in 3U, 326

Michigan News (Correspondence) 244

Michigan, One-minute Toll-line Schedule in SI. 2T2

Michigan. Pole-line Inspection in 269

Michigan. Telephone News from
9. SI, ISS. 1S9, 192. 272. 315, 343

Michigan. Telephone Service in. By J. B. W;ire. With
map ISS. 189. 192

Milwaukee and Chicago Electric Eailwa.v. Illustnited.
232. 233. 234. 235

Milwaukee, Four-cent Fare for 110. 26:7. 2?5. 365

Milwaukee, Heavy Shaft in. TrAnsj)Dmng. Illus-

trated 1S5

Mineral Production of IS&S 149

"Minimum Charge" for Electric Light Upheld in New
York 2W. 295

Mining Lamp. Reliance Electric. Illustrated. 208.209- - . . ^. .. . ,
^26
2S6
109

53

Minneapolis Druggists Dii^satisfied

Minneapolis. Independent Telephone Progress in,...
Minneapolts, Kan.. Exchange at. Illustrated
Mississippi Independents Sell Out to the Bell
Missouri-Edison Plant in St. Louis, Electrical Ma-
chinery for 'ss^

Missouri and Kansas Company Doubles Its Stock.... 17S-

Missonri. Combination in lOS

Model Countrv Central-station Plant. A. Ilhistrated. . 1'9

Moe. Lewis C. (Prices of Material Wantedl 310

Mohawk Tallev, Power Development in the. Illus-

trated -. 269

Monongahela Light and Power Company 217

Moore. J. G-. Death of 10

Motor and Dvnamo Men Discuss Business Relations. In
Meter. Blondlot's Electric. Illustrated 130,131
Motor, Clark Semi-enclosed. Illustrated 303

Motor Control. Westinghouse Electro-pneumatic Sys-
tem of . :

2)^8

Motor-driven Engine Lathe (Bullock). Illustrated. . 303
Jlotor. Multi-speed. Stow Flexible Shaft and. Illus-

trated 6S

Motor-suspension and Blow-out Patents 316
Motor, Unipolar. By M. J. Eichhom. Illustrated.
(Communication) 222

Motorman's Troubles. The 104.105
Motors, Encased. Western Eiectric. Illustrated 20S
Motors. Small Towle. Illustrated S2

Motors and D.vnamos. Eagle. lUustrated 138
Motors and Motor Auxiliaries. New, of the Crocker-
Wheeler Company. Illustrated 41. 42

Meters. Stanlev Hot-wire. Illustrated S5S
Mount Whitnev Power Plant 68
Moving Troops on Trolley Cars. Illustrated 2S2
Muucie Telephone Plant. Sale of the. Explained.... si

Multiple Switchboard. North's. Illustrated 96
Multiple-unit Electric-railway Svstem. Mr. Spragne's
Description of the (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers) 46. 47, 54. 55

Multi-speed Motor. Stow Flexible Shaft and. lilus-
trated 6S

Muncie. Independent Exchange at. Illustrated 189
Municipal Lighting in Neganriee 177. 363
Municinal Ownership. Joint Investigation of 1S5
Munsell & Co.'s. Eugene. Exhibit at the Street-rail-
way Convention. Illustrated 252. 253

Nagle. George O. Portrait ^ . 231
Naming the Horseless Carriage 49
National Association of Gas and Gasoline Engine
Manufacturers 350

National Association of Municipal Electricians (Con-
vention at Wilrainston. Del.. Sentember 5 and 6.

1S99V Illustrated. .11. 88. 132. 133. 149. 157. 15S, 159, 242. 243
President Aydon's Address 157, 158
New Officers 1.5S

President William Brophy, Portrait 3.58

Social Features 158
Attendance 15S
Notes of the Electrical Exhibition .'. .1-58. 159

National Carbon Company at the Independent Tele-
phone Convention. Illustrated 5

National Electric Light Association (papers and an-
nouncements) 102. 103

National Telephone Company of England 137,164
National Water-tube Boiler, Illustrated 125
Naval Operations. Wireless Telegraphv in

^ 131, 160, 247, 285, S09. 326. 3S0
Navy, A Lightboat for the 10
Navy. Allotment of Electrical Work in the 97
Necktie Pin. Electric (Roche). Illustrated 193
Negannce, Municipal Lighting in 177. 368
Nemst Lamp. The 28. 341
Newark, N. J.. People's Light and Power Companv's
Plant in. Illustrated .73. 74

New England Companv is Modest 371
New England News i Correspondence). ., .56. 112. ^2,373
New England. Strowger Interests Active in 384
New Hamp-shire. Power Transmission in

New Jersey. Es'-aping Current Causes Trouble
New Jersey, Telephone War in
New Richmond. Plucky
New Ulm Plant. Destroyed by Lightning, Replaced.
Hiustrated

,

New York, Antl-Beil People Getting Together in..
122, 344, 356

New York City, Horse and Electric Delivery Wagons
in. Operating Costs of. By G. F. Sever and R. A.
Fliess. (American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers) 76, 77

New York, Electrical Decorations in. Illustrated. 21G. 217
New York, Greater, Street-railway Interests of. Said
to Be Consolidated 13

New York Electrical Society ...247
New York, Metropolitan Station in. Three-phase 3,o00-

kilowatt Unit for. Illustrated 37S
New York, Marconi in. .191, 205, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 247
New Y'ork, "Minimum Charge" for Electric Light Up-
held in 294. 2?5

New York Notes (Correspondence) 14, 28, 42,
55. 69, S3, 97, 111, 12s, 139. 152, 153, 167, ISl, 195,
210. 224, 244. 262. 275, 290, 303, 318, 332, 344, 359. 372, 3SS

Nes\- York's Large Power Stations 331
New York State Street-railwar Association (Conven-
tion at Ithaca, September 12th and 13th) 138,175

New York State Telephone Company; 206
Niagara Equipmenr, Additional. Illustrated 31. 32

/Niagara, Extensions at. By Orrin E. Dunlap. Il-

lustrated m265
Niagara Falls (Correspondence) 210. 2?I. pK
Niagara Falls Home Telephone Companv. Portraits.

'.

220, 272, 342
Niagara Falls. Night Scenes at. By Orrin E. Dun-
lap. Illustrated 3.55

Niagara Falls Park and River Railway Station De-
stroyed by Fire. Illustrated 175

Niagara, Large New Turbines at. Illustrated 20»
Niagara, New Electric Line at 2£S-
Niagara, New Wheel-pit at 187, 265. ^
Niagara Power Company's Great Exiensioo. Illus-
trated 26a.

,
Niagara Power Development Notes TSt
Niagara Power on Canadian Side, New Arrangement -^
for Developing 65,_I3^03

"

Nice, Electric Tramways in .-. 195
Night Operator Calls for Helo
Night Scenes at Niagara Falls'. Bv Orrin E. Dun-
lap. Illustrated ."

Nolen, James G.. Telephone Patents of
North Electric Company's Automatic Telephone Pro-
tection. Illustrated

North Electric Company's Farmers' Communitv Ex-
change System. Illustrated

"

North's Multiple Switchboard. Illustrated 96
Northern Ohio, Long Three-phase Electric Railroad
in 241, 275

Northern Sjiain. Electric Railways in. By Julius G.
Lay. (United States Consular Report) 285

Northwestern Electrical Association 368.381
Northwestern Elevated Railroad. Illustrated 237,369
Northwestern Notations (Correspondence)

14. 55. 56. 69. 70, 111.
1-39. 153, 1^, 1S2. 196. 244. 275. 276. 344, 345. 372. 373, 388. 389

Northwestern Railway Shops. Electric Power in 383
Norwich. England, Telephone Competition in 122
No Telephone, No Bank 371
Nuisance, Gas Engine Said to Be a 269

195
287

, 355
192

206

150

Oelwein. la.. Chicago Great Western Eailwav Shops
at. Electric Power Plant in the. Bv T. E. Stuart.
Illustrated '. 3^. 336, 337

O'Hara, John E., Retirement of 51
O. K. Gas-engine Battery. Illustrated 2SS
Ohio Brass Company's Exhibit at the Street-rail-
way Convention. Illustrated 252

Ohio Electric Light Association (Convention at Cleve-
land, October 10th and ilth) 219. 235, 309. 310. 386. 387

Ohio, Electric Railroads in. Opposition to 275
Ohio, Telephone Taxation in 3i4
Oiling of Machines 186
Old-time Telegraphers' Association (Convention in
Boston) 13. 14. 172, 173

Omaha-Conncil Bluffs Railwav 235
Omaha Fatality. The 107. 119
One-minute Toll-line Schedule in Michigan 81,272
Ontario, Mica in. Abundance of 20S
Operation and Maintenance of Telephone Plants. Bv
E. B. Fisher, With discussion. (Independent Tele-
phone Association) 39, 40

Operating Costs of Horse and Electric Deliverv
AVagons in New York City. By G. F. Sever and
R. A. Fliess. (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers) 76. 77

Operator. Night. Calls for Help .-.'287

Orient, Electric Fans in the 147
Orleans Underground Electric Railway in Paris. Bv
A. de Courcy. Illustrated 349.350

Osterhaus. P. J. (Artificial Coal in Germany) 296
Overhead Wires in Boston, Removal of 1117

327

52
, 256

, 328

Pacific Cable Projects 65, 176. 3U, 354.

Pacific Coast, Space Telegraphy on
Pacific Const Telephone Notes
Package Transportation by Electricity. English
Scheme for

Pan-American Exposition. Illustrated 41. 380.

Park Commissioners' Rule Against Automobiles Held
to Be Void

Paris-Berlin Telephone Line
Paris, Exhibition of Automobiles in
Paris Exposition of 1900. International Congress of
the. Bv Francis E. Drake

Paris Ex'positioa, Illustrated
13. 121. 312. 354. 356, 365, 366,

Paris Exposition. Telephone Tariff at
Paris, International Electrical Congress at

13, 121. 312,

Paris. New Exchange in
Paris. Orleans Underground Electric Railwav in.

By A. de Courcy. Illustrated Si9,

Paris Streets. Auroniobiles on
Paris, United States Machinery Exhibits at. Illus-
trated 365, 366.

Patent Case. Tesla. Decided
Patent Court Proposed
Patent Office Gazette. Large
Patent Record. A Year's
Patent Record, Illustrated Electrical 16. 29, 30.

44. 57. 58. 72. 85. 86. 99. 100. U3. 114. 127. 128, 141. 142,

135. 156. 170. 184. 198. 211, 212, 225. 226. 246. 264, 278, 291.

292. 305. 306, 319. 320. 333. 334. 247. 348. 361. 3S2, 375. 376,

Patent Suit, Cartv. in Pennsylvania
Patented Articles." Possibility of Tax on
Patents. Elow-out and Motor-suspension
Pav-station Booth, Injuries Received at a. Suit for.

.

Pehington. T. C. Portrait
Pennsvlvania Company. Electric-railway Plans of the
People's Light and " Power Company's Plant in
Newark. N. J. Illustrated 73.

Perturbation of Newton Nichols. The
Philadelphia Export Exposition. .US. 134. 148. 177. 221.

Philadelphia. International Commercial Congress at.
Philippines. Electricians Working and Fighting in
the. Bv Harrv A. Armstrong

Phillips 'Clambake. The. Illustrated 163.

Phoenix Battery Company versus Carbon Trust. .186,

Phosphorescence of Incandescent Lamps
Photograph Sounds. -\ Camera to. Illustrated
Photographv of the Stomach. Illustrated
Physical Effect of Electric Shock ,...,...

207
303
67

311
381

23

13

13

367

390
343
161
316
122
231
135

350
174
203
32
105
174
341

Physics, Section of, A. A. A. S.. iqi 109
Pictures, Transmitting, by Electricity.' ' il'lusVrated. .'
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'M'iin-^Publications (Notes) ^' ""' -^=

(Communication) ..
_" " ^"ustratea.
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S

t?ated
^""°™^"<= Electric Time Switch, lllus-
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'Cn'rr'e'nt-mea'siring 'listriime'iit.' ' "ll-
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Kefrigerati'n'i," Lighting' 'and' 'Heati'n'g' 'pi'ait ' of'the
"°^

Lessmg Apartments. Illustrated, .f 171 179173Register. District, Double-pen, Ink-writing, (p'ootePierson & Oo.) Illustr-ated = ' ' wo

Ausfr'alko"'"'
<^'^''"*'' '° ^^^ Electrical"piel'd" in

'^fil'' ^11'*; (Compensated Re'v'o'lv'iig-fleid"(}ene'ii"-'^
tors. Illustrated)

<!iw <nnReliance Electric Mining Lamp. Il'lustrat^
' ' '

'20S M9Kemova of Overhead Wires in Boston... .^V' m -

&^'sh°o'p,^T°S'e.^'"li?us1^i?ld''^
^"^'^"^-''^ •
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'"^ ^'^'^"'^'^ Telegrapiiy"suk:

Resistance Units, Ward 'Leonard.' illustrated: ..'.. 7.' AlResistances. MetaUo-ceramic .. wS
Resolutions for Mr. yerkes im
Reyqlving-fleld Generators. Compensated. " Bv 'H "g
Eeist. Illustrated. (Ohio Electric Light Associa-
Tion} ^M 9in

SS^Sl'-''/ ,
Manufacture. TVriik'les ' ii.' ' 'funstritcd: . .

.' 330Rhode Island Electrical VTorks 303Ribbon Weavers, French, Using Electric Powers ! i'. lis
Jvival Telephone Companies, Legal Relation of M6
itiver Cable Laid bv a Locomotive, , ,

.

' wo
Roach, .Tohn M. Portraits 2Sl" "47
Eobb. William Lispenard. (Series Arc Lig'h'tJn'g"f'rom

"

Constant-current . Transformers. Illustrated) 223 "4
Robertson. G. H. (Electrical Eves) .."... '

336 ^7Roche's Electric Xecktie Pin. Illustrated...'."."' '

l<>3Rochester, Citv Electrician Needed in
' w

Rochester Has a Citv Electrician iSS
Rochester Telephone Companv JS
Rochester. Telephone Litigatio'h iu "so' 220 ?71Rock Island, Central Union Subscribers Rebel in ' 136Kock Island to Have a New Telephone Companv 23SRolfe Protectors. Illustrated

"

54
Ro.val Society (paper) ""91

93Ruhmkorff Coils. An Improved Liquid Internipter'f'or'by A. A. Campbell Swinton. Illustrated '

SS
Russia, Electrical Trade With "ot sS
Russia, Electrical Undertakings in,. 104
Russian Telephone Extensions 907
Rust—Barton " 22a
Ryan. Harris J. (Pol.vphase Electric' Testing, "illus-
trated)

_ 20 21

Salt Lake City. Long-distance Lines Radiating from 136
Mndusk.v. Central Union Ruse in. Alleged 2S6Sarcasm in Yineennes ""....

32
Schaffhansen, Single-phase Inductor Alternators a'tl
Illustrated 131

Scheeffer -Alternating Walt-Iiour Meter. lilustriited" 209
Schoellkopf. J. F., Death of 174
Scott-Janney Electric C^ompanv 135" 159
Searchlight, Carlisle & Finch- Illustrated '

2S
Searchlights in the Soutb African War 354
Self-oiling Ball Engine, Internal. Illustrated S3
Self-propelled Lifeboat 20S
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Self^recovering Coherer, A, nnd the Study of the
Coherins Action of Different Metals. By J.

Chunder Eose. (Roval Society) 91, 93

Series Arc-light Circuits, Transformers for. .223, 224, 299

Series Arc Lighting from Constant-current Trans-
formers. By William Lispenard Robb. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers). .; .223, 224

Sever, G. F. (Operating Costs of Horse aud Elec-
tric Delivery Wagons in New York City) 76, 77

Sewall, C. H. (Underground Conduits for Electrical
Conductors. Illustrated) 280. 2S1

Shaft, Heavy, In Milwaukee, Transporting. Illus-

trated 185

Sheerin, Simon P. Portrait 2

Sheerin, S. P. (Value of Long-distance Toll* Lines.
With map) 24, 25

Shelbyville Independents of. Not Easily Discouraged. 150

Ship Models at Washington Navy Yard, Basin for.

Illustrated 46, 47, 48
Shock, Electrical, Firemen Killed by 107

Shock, Electric, Treatment of 163
Shocked Through Metal Helmet, Fireman 147

Shop Practice. Illustrated 186
Siemens & Halske's Improved Duncan Wattmeter.
lUustrated 1^

Signal Corps, Operations of the 285

Single-phase Inductor Alternators at Schaffbausen.
Illustrated 131

Skin Disease Treated by Arc Light. Illustrated 269

Sloan, H. M. Portrait 231

Small Central Stations, Some Suggestions to the Man-
agers of. By George Hayler, Jr. (Ohio Electric
Light Association) 3S6. 387

Smoke. The Prevention of, by the Use of Pulverized
Carbon 2-13

Snow, Walter B. (Influence of Mechanical Dra±t
Upon the Ultimate Efficiency of Steam Boilers.
Illustrated) 74, 75

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education
(Annual Meeting at Columbus, Ohio, August 17-19,

1S99) 121

Soldering Aluminum 60

South Africa, Electrical Activity in 194, 195

South African War. Searchlights in 354

South African War, The Biograph in 369

South America, Electrical Trade Outlook in 195

South Bend Company, Sale of the 357

Southern Independent Telephone Association 53,207
South, Toll-line Extension in the 207

Southwestern Independents Planning Toll Lines 384

Sounds, A Camera to Photograph. Illustrated 105

Space Telegraphy at Dover and New York 205

Space Telegraphy, Divers Experiments in 191

Space-telegraphy Experiments on -the Alps 355

Space Telegraphy, Fessenden and Kintner's Receiver
for

159

174

! 365

Space Telegraphv in Warfare. 131. 160, 247, 2S5, 309, 326, 380

Space Telegraphy (Notes) 318, 319, 332

Space Telegraphy on Pacific Coast 303

Spain, Northern, Electric Railways in. By Juiius G.
Lay. (United States Consular Report) 285

Spalding, Jesse. Portrait 45

Speer Carbon Company, New. Illustrated 239

Speer, J. S. Portrait 239

Sperry, Elmer A. (Electric Automobiles) 201, 202,203
Sprague Electric Company, Owners of the. Purchase
the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company 51

Sprague's, Mr., Description of the Multiple-unit Elec-
tric-railway System. (American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers) 46, 47, 54, 55

Staff Changes 51

Standard Automatic Gas Engine Company's Equip-
ment. lUustrated 331

Standard Electric Elevator. Illustrated 364

Standard-gauge Storage-battery Road in Italy 341

Standardization of Electrical Apparatus. (Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers.)

18, 19, 20, 26, 27

Standard Paint Company's Exhibit at the Street-rail-

way Convention 252, 253

Standards of Light. By S. EveFett Doane and Regi-
ald A. Fessenden. (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers) 27

Stanley Company, The 79

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company Passes into
Control of Owners of Sprague Electric Company. 51

Stanley Hot-wire Meters and Lighting Transformers,
Illustrated 358,

Star Brass Works' Insulated-wire Tester. Illustrated.
State Street, Chicago, Trolley on
Statistics, Central-station
Steam and Electric Railroad, Combined, for Colo-

rado
Steam and Gas Engine, Combined, Invention of,

Claimed
Steam Boilers, Ultimate Efficiency of. Influence of
Mechanical Draft upon the. By Walter B. Snow.
Illustrated. (Engineering Society of Columbia Uni-
versity) 74, 75

Steam or Electricity for Railroads 337
Steam Turbine. A 2.000 Horse Power 369

Steep Grades, JFrench Electric Railroad with. Illus-
trated 283

Sterling Electric Company to Remove Its Factory to
Lafayette, lud 165

Sterling Electric Company's New Factory. Illus-

trated 371

Sterling Inclosed Arc Lamps. Illustrated 288

St. Louis. Electrical Machinery in 222,297
St. Louis, Imperial Central-station Plan-t in. By H. H.
Humphrey. Illustrated. (Engineers' Club of St.

Louis) 351, 352, 353, 358

St. Louis. Imperial Plant in. Design of the. By E. G.
Eruckman. (Communication) 367

St. Louis, Kinloch Telephones in 150

Stomach, Photography of the. Illustrated 174

Storage-battery Booster (Bullock). Illustrated HI
Storage Battery Charging at Harvey, 111., Sub-station
for. Illustrated 101, 102

Storage-battery Grid, New Form of 177,268
Storage-battery Road in Italy, Standard-gauge 241

Storms, Electrical 103, 107

Stow Flexible Shaft and Multi-speed Motor. Illus-

trated 68

Street Arc Lamp at Bootle. England. Illustrated... 105

Streetcar System of Hamburg, Electric. By Hugh
Pitcairn. (United States Consular Report). . . .145, 146

Street Cars with Whistles and Telephones 37
Street Lighting by Arches 369

Street Railway Accountants' Association 255
Street-railway Generator, Bullock. Illustrated. . .193, 194
Street-railway Interests of Greater New York Said to
Be Consolidated 13

Street-railway Ordinance in Milwaukee. Proposed. .. 2S5
Street Railways in Connecticut 299

Street Railways, Investments in: How Can They
Be Made Secure and Remunerative? By Charles T.
Yerkes. With discussion. (American Street Railway
Association) 259, 260, 261

Street-railway Tracks, Construction and Main-
tenance of. By Edward Butts. (American Street
Railway Association) 262

Street-railway Valuations, Chicago 221
Streets, Servitude on the. Telephone Lines a 207
Stromberg-Carlson Toll-line Switchboard at Waco.
Illustrated

Strowger Interests Active in New England
Stuart, T. E. (Electric Power Plant in the Chicago
Great Western Railway Shops. Illustrated)

*. 335, 336. 337

Studebaker Hall, Electrical Features of. Illustrated.
363,364

Sturtevant Electric Exhaust Fan. Illustrated 40,
Sturtevant Exhaust Head. Illustrated
Sturtevant Generating Set. Illustrated
Sturtevant's Special Application for Ventilation and
Heating. Illustrated

Suburban Railways About Detroit
Submarine Boat Argonaut
Submarine Boat, Holland, SuccohsI'uI Tests of the.
„ 297.
Sub-station for Battery Charging at Harvey, III.
Illustrated 101,

Subway Dispute in Baltimore
Subway Transformers, General Electric. Illustrated.
Sunbeam Lamps, New Type. Illustrated
Suit for Injuries Received at a Pay-station Booth..
Supply Men, Western. Meeting of
Surface-contact Railway System. Illustrated
Sweden, Telephony in. Illustrated 342,
Swinton, A. A. Campbell. (An Improved Liquid
Interrupter for RuhmkorfE Coils. Illustrated)

Switchboard, A Direct-current, in England. Illus-
trated 202,

Switchboard at United States Proving Grounds, In-
dian Head. Illustrated 17,

Swi;tchboard, North's Multiple. Illustrated
Switchboards, Alternating-current, Standardizing. Il-
lustrated

Switchboard Telephone, New Eureka. Illustrated..!
Switchboard, Toll-line, at Waco (Stromberg-Carlson).
Illustrated

Switzerland, Telephone Projects in
Switzerland. Three-phase Electric Railway in
Szczepanik's Telectroscope

Tax on Patented Articles, Possibility of
Taylor Sleeve-gate Turbine. Illustrated
Technical Knowledge, Value of
Technical Schools (Notes) '."'.'"'.

^ 43. 71. -99, 112, 113, 210, 211, 263, 360,
Telautograph, Canadian Development of the
Telectroscope. Szczepanik's
Telegraph and Telephone Bills in Congress .

.'

Telegraph Line to Dawson City
Telegraph (Notes)
^•- 15, 29. 85, 126. 140, 141, 168. 263,* m*
Telegraph System, Automatic, Pollak-Virfig. Illus-
trated 195, 205, 218, 281, 303, 316, 321, 322,

Telegraphers, Feats of
Telegraphs in Argentina. By A. F. Tennille .

Telemeter. Electric, for Gas Plant. Illustrated
Telephone, Absolution bv
Telephone and Telegraph Bills in Congress '.

Telephone Apparatus, Victor. Illustrated 94,
Telephone Cable with Air Space. Illustrated
Telephone Circuit, A Long
Telephone, Combination Fire-alarm (Foote, Pierson
& Co.). lUustrated

Telephone Communications, Privacy of. By h! P."
Clausen. Illustrated 136, 164, 188

Telephone Communications, Privacy of. By C. J.
Kintner. (Communication)

Telephone Companies, Legal Relation of Rival
Telephone Companies, New (Notes)
„ 67, 81. 109, 123, 151, 165. 189, 23S, 256. 329,
Telephone Companies' Reports and Elections (Notes).

109,
Telephone Competition in Norwich. England
Telephone Competition, Real Benefits of
Telephone Coufiict, The . .

Telephone Construction in Belgium
Telephone Construction, Essentials of. By Maxime
Reber. (Independent Telephone Association) 8,

Telephone Conveniences in Hawaii
Telephone Exchange in Paris. New
Telephone-exchange System, New Automatic. Illus-
trated

Telephone Extensions and Improvements (Notes)".
38,81,

94, 109, 123, 137, 165, 179, 192, 220, 272, 315, 329, 371,
Telephone Extensions, Russian
Telephone Field. Development of the. Illustrated.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8. 9, 12. 13, 24, 25,
38, 39, 40, 52, 53. 66, 67, 80. 81, 94. K, 96, 108, 109,
122, 123, 136, 137. 150, 151, 164, 165, 178, 179. 188, 189,
192, 206, 207, 220. 238, 256, 272, 2S6, 287. 300. 301, 302,
314, 315, 32S, 329, 342. 343, 344, 356, 357, 370, 371, 384,

Telephone Franchise. Litigation over
Telephone Generator, Warner. Illustrated
Telephone Girl, The Acute Ear of the
Telephone Intelligence Bureau, Proposed
Telephone Lines a Servitude on the Streets
Telephone Manufacturers and Dealers (Notes)

9, 38. 67. 96, 109, 123, 137, 151,
165. 179, 189, 207, 220, 238, 272, 287, 302, 315, 357,

Telephone Manufacturing in Japan
Telephone Messages. War Tax on
Telephone in Mexico, The
Telephone, New Eureka Switchboard, Illustrated.

.

Telephone News from the Northwest (Correspond-
ence) 38. 52, 53, 67. 80. 109, 123. 137, 151, 165, 178,
207, 220, 238, ^6, 286, 314, 315, 328, 329, 342, 356, 370,

Telephoue News, General (Notes)
178, 207, 287, 329, 344, 357,

Telephone Notes from the Pacific Coast
Telephone Ordinance, That
Telephone Patents of James G. Nolen
Telephone Plants, Operation and Maintenance of.
By E. B. Fisher. With discussion. (Independent
Telephone Association) 39,

Telephone Poles, Location of. Power of City to
Regulate 179,

Telephone Practice. Departure in. Illustrated
Telephone Projects in Switzerland
Telephone Protection, Automatic (North Electric
Company). Illustrated

Telephone-protector Litigation, Cook
Telephone Rates in Germany
Telephone Repeaters
Telephone Service in Michigan, By J. B. Ware.
With map 1S8, 189,

Telephone Situation in Elizabeth, N. J
Telephone Situation. The 344,
Telephone Subscribers and Rates (Notes). 123, 164,
Telephone System, Good, Needed in Manila
Telephone Tales 67, 123,
Telephone Tariff at Paris Exposition
Telephone Taxation in Ohio
Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Company of Amer-

ica 302, 315, 329, 344,
Telephone "Trust." Proposed Independent
Telephone Use, Meters for
Telephone War on Long Island
Telephone War in New Jersey
Telephone Wires, Effect of Cold on. By F. N.
Averill. (Communication)

Telephones in England, Government Ownership of

41
208

102
150
180
330
122
175
131
343

18
96

297
53

12
354
369
354

161
240
77

389
152
354
379
222

367
163
63

179
379
95
356
238

287

315

207
206

165
122

371
179
370

,
9

207
385

385
25
12

357
256
207

371
53
192
53
53

TenniUe. A. F. (Telegraphs In Argentina) 163
Tesia Patent Case Decided 269
Testing, Polyphase Electric. By Harris J. Ryan.

Illustrated. (American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers! 20 21

Theater Dimmers, New (Iron Clad Resistance" 'Com-
pany) Illustrated 193

Theater, Electrically Heated 121
Therien Tool AVorks' Distributiug Circle. lUustrated 40
Thomas" Address, President, at the Chicago Conven-
tion of the Independent Telephone Association 1, 2

Thompson, Frank F. (Electricity in Coal Mining.
Illustrated) xi7, 118

Thompson. William H. Portrait ! 133
Three-cent Fares in Detroit 45. 62
Three-phase Electric Railroad, Long, in Northern
„, Ohio 241,275
Three-phase Electric Railway iu Switzerland 3G9
Three-phase Plant in the Elgin Watch Factory. Il-
lustrated 307, 308, 309

Three-phase 3,500-kiiowatt Unit for Metropolitan Sta-
tion in New York. Illustrated 37S

Three-thousand-dollar Conversation, An Alleged KM
Threshing-machine Factory, Electrical Power for 111
'I'hunderstorms in Mny 103
Time Recorder, Eureka. Illustrated 258
Time Switch, CleveJand Automatic. Illustrated. .40, 41
Time Switch, Redding Automatic Electric. Illus-
trated 273

Tobacco Factory, Electric Power in a. Illustrated..
.379, 380

207
151

Toil-line Extension in the South
Toll Lines, Independent, in Kentucky
Toll Lines, Long-distance, Value "of. By S. P.
Sheerin. With map and discussion. (Independ-
ent Telephone Association> ; 24,

Toll-line Schedule. One-minute, in Michigan 81.
Toll-line Switchboard at Waco (Stromberg-Carlson).
Illustrated

Toll Lines. Southwestern Independents Planning ....
Toothache and Lightning
Towle Motors. Small. Illustrated
Tracks, Street-railway, Construction and Mainteaance

of. ' By Edward Butts. (American Street P^ailway
Association)

Trademarks '.
.

.

Trade News (Notes) 15, 16. 29. 43, 57,

71. 85, 99. 113, 127, 141. 155. 169. 1S3, 197. 211. 225, 245,

263, 277, 290, 304, 305, 319, 333. 346, 360, 361, 375,

Train Dispatching, Telephony in
Train Lighting
Train Service and Its Practical Application. By Ira
A. McCormack. With discussion. (American Street
Railway Association) 313. 316, 317.

Tramway and Railway World's Booth at the Street-
railway Convention. Illustrated

Transformers, Constant-current, Series Arc Light-
ing from. By William Lispenard Robb. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers). .223,

Transformers; Iron Loss—Its Increase—T'Tie Remedy.
By G. Wilbur Hubley. With discussion. (National
Electric Light Association) 102,

Transformers, Largest, in the World. Illustrated.

.

Transformers for Series Arc-light Circuits. .223, 224,
Transformers, Stanley. Illustrated 358,

Trausformers, Subway, General Electric. Illus-
trated

Transmitting Pictures by Electricity. Illustrated.
146. 147,

Transporting Heavy Shaft in Milwaukee. Illus-
trated

Tree Cutting by Linemen
Tripp & Co.'s Electric Signs. Illustrated
Triumph Direct-current Dynamo. Illustrated
Trolley Eases, Magnets for .^.

Trolley on State Street, Chicago
Trolley-car Accident in Connecticut, Distressing. .

,

90,106,
Trolley Car, Aeronaut Alights on a
Trolley Cars, Moving Troops on. Illustrated
Trolley Riders. Electrical
Troops on Trolley Cars, Moving. Illustrated
Turbine, Taylor Sleeve-gate. Illustrated
Turbines at Niagara, Large New. Illustrated
Twin Cities, Old Company Not Popular in the ,

Twin Cities. Progress in the ;

Two-cent Fares on the Chicago General Railway...

25
272

12
384
63
82

26'2

367

390
96

349

318

253

103
296
299

180

161

185

370
364
110
185
10

119
ia5
282
107
282
240

286
160

12

Telephones iu France
Telephones in Railroad Operation. The Use of
Telephony Abroad (Notes) 8, 39, 81, 238,

Telephony in the South (Notes) 39,

Telephony in Sweden. Illustrated 342.
Telephony iu Train Dispatching
Temple Carbon Brush Holder, Illustrated
Temperature of Hot Part of Machines, How to Take,
Illustrated

Ten-cent Copper Predicted

385
103
354

206
302
108
80

356
220
357
289
356
384

356
66

238
95
52

178
178
122
370
207

186
138

Ultimate Efficiency of Steam Boilers, Influence of
Mechanical Draft Upon the. By Walter B. Snow.
Illustrated. (Engineering Society of Columbia Uni-
versity) 74, 75

Underground Conduits for Electrical Conductors. By
C. H. Sewall. Illustrated. (Chicago Electrical
Association) 280,281

Underground Electric Railway in Paris, Orleans. By
A. de Courcy. Illustrated 349, 350

Unipolar Motor. By M. J. Eichhorn. Illustrated.
(Communication) 222

United Railways' Power Plant iu St. Louis 297

United States Machinery Exhibits at Paris. Illus-
trated 365, 366, 367

United States Proving Grounds, Indian Head, Switch-
board at. Illustrated 17, 18

United States Telephone Company's Service 370

United States Telephone Manufacturing Company at
the Independent Telephone Convention. Elus-
trated 4, 5

United States, Water-power Electrical Plants in the.
By B. C. Washington, Jr. (Franklin Institute). 180, 181

Unfted Telephone and Telegraph Company 302, 344

Union Elevated Railroad Company of Chicago, Annual
Meeting of the 344

Value of Technical Knowledge 77
Valuation Figures, Interesting 177
Valuations. Chicago Street-railway 221

Vandalism In Indianapolis 179

Vander Veer. J. H. (Care of Car Equipment) 271
Vehicle. Electric, Said to Have Run 100 Miles 311

Vehicles, Electric, for the Army (Woods). Illustrated. 221
Ventilation of the Boston Subway. Illustrated 311

Ventilation and Heating, Special Application for
(Sturtevant). Illustrated 152

Verdict, Large, for X-ray Injury Reduced 149

Victor Telephone Apparatus. Illustrated 94, 95
VIncennes, Sarcasm In 32
Virfig, Josef. Portrait 822
Virflg-Pollak Automatic Telegraph System. Illus-
trated 195, 205, 2iS, 281, 303. 316. 321, 322. 339

Volt and Ampere Capacities, Determination of. By
Alton D. Adams 282, 283

Volta Centenary, The 51, 160
Volta Exhibition at Como Destroyed by Fire 37

Waco. Toll-line Switchboard at (Stromberg-Carlson).
lUustrated 12

Wagon Factory, Fish Bros'., Electrical Equipment
In. Illustrated 115.116.117

Wagons, Delivery, in New York City, Horse and
Electric, Operating Costs of. By G. F. Sever and
R. A. Flless. (American Institute of Electrical
Engineers) 76, 77
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War Tax on Telephouo Messages 192
Ward Leonard Resistance Units. Illustrated 316
Ware, J. B. (Citizens* Exchange at Grand Rapids.
Illustrated) 279, 280

Ware, J. B. (Telephone Service in Michigan. Map)
ISS, 1S9. 192

Warfare. Space Telegraphy in 131, 160,247
Warner Telephone Generator. Illustrated 12
Warner. The W. F., Company at the Independent
Telephone Convention 5

Warren Electric Manufacturing Company's "At
Home" ". 3SS

Warships, Electricitv on, Lieutenant Brumby's Opiu-
ion of 219

Warships, Power Transmission on 163
Washington, E. C, Jr. (Water-power Electrical
Plants in the United States) , ISO. ISl

Washington Navy Yard, Basin for Ship Models at.
Illustrated 46, 47, 4S

Washington Postoffice. Eleetricitj* in the 27
Water-power Development. Canadian 146, 147.204
Water-power ElectricaJ Plants in the United States.
By B. C. Washington. Jr. (Franklin Institute)

- ISO. ISl

Water Power. Jamaica, Utilized for Electric Rail-
way 133

Water-power Plant, Jacques-Cartier. Illustrated 339
Waterport-Albion Power Transmission. By Orrin
E. Dunlap. Illustrated v 323, 224

Wart-hour Meter, Scheeffer .Alternating. Illustrated. 20?
Wattmeter Patent LitigaUon 222
Water-tube Boiler, National. Illustrated 12o
Wattmeter. Improved Duncan (Siemens & Halske).
Illustrated 124

Wattmeters, New Westinghouse Integrating. Illus-

trated S2

Wayland. Samuel E. Portrait 2
Weavers. French Ribbon, Using Electric Por.er. ... 13S

Webster, Charles. (Madison Exchange Controversy) 96. 97
Wedding with Electrical Accessories, A 3S1
Weehawken, Large Electric Lift at 2S3
Welcomes. Detroit's Electrical. Illustrated 367
Welding, Electric Rail, in Buffalo. Illustrated 76, 77

Went to Sleep on the Belt and W.is Killed , 195
West, The Electrical Trade of the 135
West Virginia. Activity in 315
Western Avenue Station of Chicago Union Traction
Company. Illustrated .' 230

Western Electric Alternating-current Enclosed Arc
Lamp. Illustrated S3

Western Electric Company, Fire in English Factory
of the ." C9

Western Electric Company Increases Its Capital
Stock Ill

Western Electric Company's Exhibit at the Street-
railway Convention. Illustrated 252. 253

Western Electric Encased Motors. Illustrated 20S
Western Illinois Telephone Association 2S7
Western Supply Men, Meeting of 175
Western Telephone Construction Company, Aifairs
of the SI

Westinghouse Affairs in England 49. 64
Westinghouse Company Secures Manhattan Elevated
Contract 341

Westinghouse Electric and Mannfacturin? Company's
Exhibit at the Street-railway Convention. Illus-
trated 251

Westinghouse Electro-pneumatic Svstem of Motor
Control 288

Westinghouse Integrating "Wattmeters, New. Illus-
trated 82

Westinghouse Steam Tnrblne 369
Westinghouse-Walker Affairs ISO
Wheel-pit at Niagara, New 1S7, 265,280
Wheeler. George Henry. Death of. Portrait 103
Whiteside County Stands Fast 3S5
Windsor. H. H. Portrait 231
Wilkesbarre. New Exchange at 256
Williams-Abbott Electric Company at the independ-
ent Telephone Convention. Illustrated 5

Williams-Abbott Receiver and Magnetos. Illustrated.
12, 13

Williams Electric Company at the Independent Tele-
phone Convention 5

Wilmington Exhibition, The U, 8S, 133
Wind a Drum, How to ISS

Wires. Overhead, In Boston. Removal of . 107
Wireless-telegraph System. Marconi and His at the
International Yacht Races of 1S99. .213, 214 215 216 217

\MreIess Telegraphy, Automatic Repeater for. Sug-
gested. Illustrated i^ 19

Wireless Telegraphy, Marconi's. By W. B. Brad-
iield 919

Wireless Telegraphy in Naval Operations"*.*.!",".".""
: • 131, 160, 247. 285, 309, 326,380
Wireless Telegraphy, Yacht Races Reported by.

.

163. 191. 205, 213. 214, 215. 216. 217
Women's Management of the Automobile 201
Wood Are Lamp Suspension Cutout. Illustrated. .387. 38S
Woods Motor Cab Company 339
Woods Electric Vehicles for the Anuv. Illustrated.. 221
Woods ilotor Vehicle Company * 201
Wool. Removal of, from Skins bv Electricity 1^
Wrecking a Bridge by Electricity. Illustrated 143
Wrinkles in Rheostat Manufacture. Illustrated 330

X-ray Injury, Large Verdict for.
X-ray Notes, Recent

, 149
1&4

Yacht Races of 1S99, International, Marconi and His
Wireless-telegraph System at the. Illustrated

213, 214, 215, 216,217
Yacht Races Reported bv Wireless Telegraphy

163, 191. 205, 213. 214, 215. 2l6, 217
Yerkes. Charles T. (Investments in Street Railways:
How Can They Be Made Secure and Remunerative?)

259, 260, 261
Yuille, George A. Portrait ^. . 231
Yerkes, Mr., Resolutions for 107

Zinc Trust Project, Failure of.
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THE CONVENTION
Of the Independent Telephone Asso-
ciation at* Chicago, June 26th-2Sth.

The meeting of the Independent Telephone asso-

ciation at Chicago on June 26th, 27th and 28th proved

to be the most important gathering of repre-

sentatives of this industry that has ever been held.

The attendance was large and of such a representative

and substantial character that a favorable impression

was made upon outsiders who had been attracted

Tuesday's Proceedings.

The convention proper opened on Tuesday morn-
ing, in the banquet hall of the Auditorium Hotel.
Tliere were over 200 persons present when President
Thomas called the meeting to order and opened
the proceedings by reading the following address:

President's Annual Address.

This is our third annual meeting. I desire first to

thank you for the many courtesies shown me as
president of this organization and to bid you all a
hearty welcome here. I desire especially to thank
the other officers and committees for their support

only very encouraging, but fraught with bright
promise for great future success. This large meet-
ing indicates more than this. It shows conclusively
that the work accomplished in the last two years is

ap])reciated.

We have further evidence of this approval in

the large number of letters from those who can-
not be with us, tendering their good will and ex-
pressing a desire that the organization go on to

the accomplishment of greater things. We, who
have had the affairs of this organization in hand as

your representatives, feel great encouragement in

all thisj and, we desire now to publicly express our

independent telephone association.—delegates attending CHICAGO convention.

to the meeting. It is estimated that over 300 men
participated who were directly interested in the

independent telephone industry, and it may be

looked upon as a significant fact that the list of dele-

gates included representatives from 18 states. The
proceedings were dignified and harmonious through-

out, and the result cannot fail to benefit the associa-

tion and the independent movement.

On Monday headqufarters were opened at the

Auditorium Annex, where the officers of the asso-
ciation received the delegates and held numerous
conferences upon reports from all parts of the coun-
try. It was evident that the Bell interests had been
stirring up the weaker members, as there were many
anxious inquiries from representatives of companies
whose field had been invaded.
Monday evening was given up to committee meet-

ings, at which the work of the year was canvassed.

and valuable assistance at all times in carrying on
the work which we have in hand.

I desire at this time to express for this body our
heartfelt thanks and appreciation to the committees
recently appointed, viz.: The committee on funds
and publicity and the committee on entertainment,

for their faithful and earnest work, which will make
this the best of all our annual meetings; and to the
manufacturers and supply men who have so liberally

contributed to the entertainment fund. We desire
to say that we will not leave yoit until we have con-
clusively proven that your hospitality is duly ap-
preciated.

Men who have undertaken the organization of
mutual interests scattered throughout the entire

United States all agree that it is a task requiring
much time and labor and incidentally a great
amount of money.
We are therefore of the opinion that the indica-

tions here to-day in this, the third annual meeting
of the Independent Telephone association, are not

thanks for this hearty co-operation and expression
of good will. Many inquiries throughout the last

year have reached the officers of this association as

to its objects and ambitions. They have been an-
sv.'ered, not always in the language of the consti-

tution, but apparently to the satisfaction of those
making inquiry. But I know of no clearer or more
expressive language than that found in the con-
stitution in Article II. as follows:

'The objects of this association shall be:
"Sec. I. The protection of all independent tele-

phone interests of common concern to the mem-
bers of the association.

"Sec. 2. The protection of subscribers to tele-

phones and apparatus operated by members of this

association.
"Sec. 3. The bringing about of a reasonable

charge for tolls and the rental of telephones, so

that the telephone" may be within the reach of the

masses of the people.
"Sec. 4. The bringing about of a complete sys-
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tern of inter-municipal communication and long-
distance trunk lines."

We have accomplished to a remarkable degree all

the objects set forth, but have now reached a
condition where there is greater demand than here-
tofore for a close organization which has at its com-
mand all the facilities and men necessary to meet
the attacks of our opponents in their fight for ex-
istence in certain territory of the United States.

If one of our members is attacked, which is the
latest resort of the opposition, with a hope of dis-

couraging the officers and stockholders, with a view
to purchase or procure a contract for connection,
this association should be able, upon request, to
place a working force under the control of such
members to assist in resisting the efforts of the
opposition.
This requires the services of experienced men who

are familiar with Bell methods, who in a little time
can turn Bell arguments to naught, in fact cause
them to act as the boomerang.
As president of this association T have seen many

gratifying results grow out of a letter which gave
new hope and new ideas to the young company just
fighting for existence, and often a letter to com-
panies older in experience, advising them to stand
firm and resist the seemingly kindly proposals of
the enemy, have accomplished the object desired,
and have been the means of keeping within our
ranks those who otherwise might have turned to
the opposition.

It is the desire of man in all pursuits to have some
center, some head to instruct, guard and advise.

We feel that our existence has demonstrated this

truth and that now the numerous telephone interests
are agreed that this organization be perfected and
perpetuated.
We now need in each state an organization similar

to the New State company of Mchigan, the New

principal cross-roads is connected with its exchange
by means of toll stations; while the universal ex-
perience of all companies has been that the de-
mand of the farmer for telephone service at rea-

sonable prices seems to be unlimited. The large

cities are fast falling into line, and our hopes in this

direction are being fully realized. The promise for

the coming year in the large cities is very satis-

factory.

We had at the time of our last meeting, according
to our statistics, about 1,100 independent telephone
exchanges in operation in the United States. The
year just closing has started into operation more
than 1,200 in addition thereto, making a total of

more than 2,300 telephone companies under the inde-

pendent system now in operation.
There are several hundred more in process of con-

struction and a great number of companies which
have franchises or are seeking franchises, which
have not yet begun to build.

While the number of telephone exchanges more
than doubled the past year the investment more than
quadruples on account of the fact that larger ex-
changes, with more expensive equipment, were
among the number of increase. We have now in
operation many thousand miles of toll lines. The
various independent companies are operating more
than 575.000 telephones^ not including those oper-
ated outside of public exchanges and toll-line com-
panies. There is to-day already invested in inde-
pendent telephone exchanges and toll lines more
than $55,000,000, while many millions of capital are
engaged in manufacturing and furnishing supplies
to the operators.

Watered Stock of the Bell.

We do not claim to equal the Bell in amount of

stock issued. We cannot make a $250,000 invest-

ment pay large interest upon a stock issue of $1,500,-

not. They could not because the parent Bell had
tied the hands of the lessee companies so that they
were to have paid more royalty per year upon each
instrument than the instrument would sell for in
the market.
They could not for the other reason that they had

taken too much water in their younger days and
they could not make the dividends go round at

reasonable prices. They do reduce prices now, and
have been for four years, 'tis true. They even give
free telephones and in some instances free toll-line

service; but it is only to crush the independents,
which we are glad the people understand and do
not indorse.

I know of some farmers who built their own tele-

phone lines nearly twenty years ago, who paid to
the Central Union Telephone company $10
per month for each instrument they used for the
first two years, and after a long struggle succeeded
in reducing the amount.
At the same time they were selling to a company

of the farmers' neighbors, for use in South America,
similar instruments for $10 each.
The wonder then is not that the independents suc-

ceed, but that any fail. None ever fail except those
built with wind and watered stock. Place money,
energy and honesty behind your proposition and
the people will do the rest.

But these are not all their troubles.
Some of the sub-Bell companies have already laid

down their burdens, which have been assumed by
others, within the past year. We are told that one
of the large sub-companies refuses longer to pay
royalties, because of the expiration of the basic
patents.
The Western Union Telegraph company, with

several other plaintiff companies, has brought suit
against the American Bell Telephone company

George \\. Beers. Simon P. Sbeerin.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.—PROMINENT INDIANA DELEGATES.
Hugh Dougherty.

Long-distance Telephone company of Indiana,
the United States Telephone company ot Ohio, and
other state companies, to connect up by first-class

copper metallic circuits the local exchanges of the
different states, upon an equitable basis. Their or-
ganization should be encouraged by the local com-
panies and by the state association and should have
the assistance and support of this general organiza-
tion.

Then the state companies should join their wires,

giving to us a complete long-distance system, so that

words of good cheer can pass throughout the land
from the strong to the weak.
We hail with delight the advent of better ap-

paratus; and a trip through the factories, stores and
exhibits to-morrow morning will convince you that

long strides toward perfection have been made by
the manufacturers since our meeting one year ago.

Financial.

In our former meetings, we have always con-
sidered ways and means of interesting large capital

in this field.

Without very much organized effort through the

attention of individuals large capital has become
interested and the year just closing finds the in-

dependent telephone interest with sufficient capital

at its command to carry on the work by the pur-
chase of labor and material faster than they can be
supplied. The factories without exception have in-

creased their capacity and new ones have started
during the past year.

In certain parts of the United States the rural

districts are already well developed, and the work
is going on throughout the entire country in the
smaller towns and cities. The local company is not
satisfied until every village, hamlet, postoffice and

000, besides paying large salaries, but we can and do
make a fair business interest for actual investment
after providing for expenses and depreciation. Water
is all right so long as yovi can make it carry you, but
when the conditions shift, and you have to carry the
water, then it becomes burdensome, and each day
sees your strength failing, until finally you are
crushed under the load.

Therefore, while water is a good thing in its

place, and we heartily recommend it for certain
purposes, nevertheless we advise total abstinence
when it comes to stocks.

Much surprise is expressed throughout the
countr}' at the great success of the independent
companies. Our neighbors thought we would cer-

tainly be swallowed up by the great monopoly, as
it was called. But we have not been, but still live

and flourish and our number is being multiplied.

Why Success Instead of Failure?

After the expiration of the basic patents and its

monopoly of 17 years which our government
seeks to give to the inventor (who rarely gains the
object intended by our government), the people de-
manded cheaper telephone service, which was re-
fused by the Bell company. Cheaper telephones
were not only refused, but the same arbitrary rules
were enforced against the people. The people grew
tired and commenced to build and patronize inde-
pendent telephone exchanges and are going to
continue so to do until they possess the telephone
field.

The independent telephone company which does
not flourish will find the fault is not with the peo-
ple, but with the management of the company's
afi'airs.

But it is asked. Why did not the Bell company
reduce prices? They did not because they could

under the Western Union-Bell contract, in which
they seek an accounting in stocks and dividends
amounting in the aggregate to about $10,000,000.
This suit not only directly affects the American

Bell Telephone company, but also all its sub-com-
panies' stock and holdings.

It will not be possible to go into detail in this
address, but I desire to call your attention, in addi-
tion to what has already been said, simply as an il-

lustration of the condition that exists wherever the
independent companies have been active, to what
we find in Central Union territory, composed of the
greater parts of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.
The Central Union, as they supposed, had this

territory well developed; and with all their water,
were paying fair dividends, five or six per cent, per
annum.
About four years ago they discovered they were

experiencing some opposition and sought to crush
it by Reducing prices and later by giving free ser-
vice ^n towns where the local companies existed.
They found in most instances that their line work
and equipment were old, and with it they were yn-
able to compete with the service given by the new
compan3^ That which had answered the purposes
of a monopoly would hot do for competition, and
so they needed money for the rebuilding of their
old plants. So on the first day of July, 1896, they
mortgaged their property to secure an issue of
$3,000,000 of bonds, of which they issued $2,500,000.
On the 22d day of April, 1S99, this mortgage
was refiled as a chattel mortgage in the state

of Ohio, and, as is required by the Ohio statutes^

an affidavit was made by William H. Henkle, giv-

ing the amount due on that date, under said mort-
gage. $2,537,500.
This mortgage secured an issue of bonds, and is
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made to the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank of Chi-
cago, as trustee.

On the 2d day of January, 1899, the Central Union
Telephone company gave another mortgage. This
is made to the Old Colony Trust company of Bos-
ton, as trustee, and secures an issue of $6,000,000
in bonds.
This is a second mortgage and does not, as is

generally supposed, take up the first mortgage/
which has been refiled as above stated.

It was not intended that the first mortgage should
be paid off, for by the terms of the second mort-
gage, page 24 of said mortgage, it is agreed that

it is subject to the mortgage given to the Illinois

Trust and Savings Bank, trustee. But the Central
Union agrees on the same page that the other half

million shall not be issued.

The mortgaged indebtedness of the Central Un-
ion, then, when all these b6nds are disposed of,

will be $8,500,000, with accumulation of interest.

If the contention of the Western Union Telegraph
company and others in the Boston litigation is

right, then I presume an equivalent of 20 per

cent, of Central Union stock with accumulated divi-

dends would be prior to these mortgages, thus in-

creasing the liability of said company.
These mortgages cover all the property of the

Central Union Telephone company, and according

to the mortgage itself, covers 55 exchanges in Illi-

nois. 41 in Indiana and ^^ in Ohio, making a total

of 172 exchanges. The average mortgaged indebt-

edness on each exchange is about $50,000. The in-

dependents have now in operation in these three

states 420 exchanges, and while they have
not placed opposition in all the towns operated by
the Central Union, the number of towns left is not
large, and the independents are workingi very hard
to that end.
An average of seven-tenths of the pay business for

the use of telephones is paid to the independent
companies.
The decreased earnings of the Central Union are

great, while at the same time their investment and
expenses are increasing all the time.

I do not desire to draw conclusions, but only to^

state the facts. If men who are interested will take

their pencils it will be an easy matter to figure con-
clusions.

The coming year no doubt will be one of interest

and importance to both sides- We should be al-

v;ays ready and on the alert. Station your men in

proper position. See that they are well-equipped,

and have your gunners stand close by your guns.

Miscellaneous.

At the conclusion of this address it was decided to

have it printed in pamphlet form and circulated in

the interest of the movement.
The report of the secretary-treasurer, W. J. Vesey.

was a voluminous document, and was referred to

an auditing committee, consisting of Frank Beam.
L. A. Frazee and J. B. Ware.
Announcement was made that members from Illi-

nois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan would hold meet-
ings during the noon recess to select members of

the executive committee and transact other business

relating to their state organizatiijus. Several mem-
bers took occasion to speak of the necessity for build-

ing up strong state associations. Dr. Lumpkin
said that the Bell company had bought out all the

ot^cers of the Illinois organization, with the ex-

ception of two, and that it was necessary to reor-

ganize, if any serious attempt to fight the Bell was
to be made.
An invitation was extended by the Sterling Electric

company to the members to visit Sans Souci Park
Tuesday evening. The company provided a special

train on the elevated railway and secured admission
for all delegates to the park.

The president called attention to the entertainment

features provided by the local committee. He said

that the arrangements reflected great credit upon the

Chicago manufacturers, who had provided so lib-

erally for the comfort and convenience of the mem-
bers.

At the conclusion of the morning session the

members assembled on the grand stairway in the

rotunda of the Auditorium and were photographed.
The accompanying picture is a reproduction of this

photograph.

The afternoon was occupied with the reading and
discussion of papers. The first of these was by
S. P. Sheerin of Indianapolis, president of the New
Long-distance Telephone company of Indiana, on
"Value of Long-distance Toll Lines."

C. L. Boyce, manager of the Citizens' Telephone
company of Grand Rapids, Mich., had been as-

signed the subject. "Operation and Maintenance,"
but he was unable to be present, and his place was
filled by Mr. E. B. Fisher of the same company.
Maxime Reber, electrical engineer of the Cuyahoga

Telephone company of Cleveland, O.. submitted a
very able paper on "Essentials of Telephone Con-
struction,"

The last paper was by Hon. H. D. Critchfield,

counsel for the United States Telephone company
of Ohio, and treated of "Development of the Inde-
pendent Telephone Business."

Election of Officers.

A short business session was then held at which the
following-named officers were elected:

President—James M. Thomas, Chillicothe, O.

First vice-president—Charles Flower, Detroit,
Mich.
Second vice-president—I. A. Lumpkin, Mattoon,

111.

Third vice-president—George T. Hewitt, Cedar
Rapids, la.

Secretary-treasurer—S. P. Sheerin, Indianapolis,

Ind.
First assistant secretary-treasurer—G. W. Beers,

Fort Wayne. Ind.

Second assistant secretary-treasurer—S. E. Way-
land, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
The advisory board for the ensuing year will

consist of the following-named gentlemen: James M.
Thomas. Chillicothe, O.: Simon P. Sheerin. Indian-
apolis; H. D. Critchfield, Mount Vernon; E. B.
Fisher, Grand Rapids: Hugh Dougherty, Bluffton.
Ind.; H. C. Young. Columbia, Pa.; W. B. Seaton,

Convention Notes.

J. H. McGil), of McGill & Pomeroy, Chicago, was
of course, on hand. ' '

A. V. Ovcrshiner, of the Marion Telephone com-
pany of Marion, Ind., was on hand.

George W. Conover, the well-known electrical
man, spent considerable time at the convention.

E. R. Grier of Chicago, western manager of the
Bryant Electric company, found time to drop in at
the convention.

Milo G. Kellogg, of the Kellogg Telephone and
Switchboard company, was one of the notabilities of
the convention.

A number of inquiries were made for Secretary
J. P. Hutchings of the Kokomo Telephone and
Electric Manufacturing company of Kokomo, Ind.

H. D. Critchfield. Samuel E. Waylaad.

E. B. Fisher.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.

Ashland, Ky.; W. H. Durin, Cedar. Rapids, Iowa;
T. W. Sennott, Chicago.
The following-named gentlemen were selected by

their respective states to serve upon the executive
committee:

Illinois—J. S. McConnell, Chicago.
Indiana—George W. Beers, Fort Wayne.
Ohio—E. L. Barber, Wauseon.
Michigan—J. B. Ware, Grand Rapids.
Wisconsin—William Lohmiller. La Crosse.
Iowa—W. LI. Durin, Cedar Rapids.
Pennsylvania—Colonel H. C. Young, Columbia.
Kentucky—W. B. Seaton, Ashland.
Kansas—W. K. Hewitt, Leavenworth.
Tennessee—F. F. Sapp, Nashville.

This concluded the programme for the business
meeting, and the convention accordingly adjourned.

The city of Brookings. S. D., is arranging to in-

stall a municipal electric-light plant. J.

J. D. Juvinall.

—PROMINENT CONVENTION WORKERS.

It is regretted that Mr. Hutchings could not find

time to attend the convention and remind those at

the meeting that Kokomo telephones were as good
as ever.

The Chicago Telephone Supply company was
represented by D. A. Briggs, who made many
friends and incidentally did considerable business.

The United States Automatic Telephone Register
company of Chicago exhibited its automatic tele-

phone register. Dr. J. F. Wilson doing the honors.

J. G. Ihmsen, the popular representative of the
Keystone Electric Telephone company of Pittsburg,

was one of the conspicuous figures at the convention.

E. B. Overshiner, of the Logansport Mutual Tele-

phone company, was, of course, on "hand. No tele-

phone convention would be complete without Mr.
Overshiner.

The cable pole house and telephone-cable dis-

tributing boards manufactured by F. Bissell & Co.

of Toledo, O., received considerable attention from
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convention delegates. Owing to the rush of busi-

ness in the establishment of the Bissell company the

company was unable to send a representative to this

convention.

J. E. Holyoke, of Holyoke & Holyoke, the tele-

phone specialty manufacturers of Chicago, was

favored with several nice orders from out-of-town

telephone men.

Edward J. Hall, representing the Wilhelm Tele-

phone Manufacturing company of Buffalo, was on

hand Wednesday, explaining the merits of the Wil-

helm instruments.

The American Electrical Works was represented

by its Chicago men, F. E. Donohoe and E. H.

Hammond, who explained the merits of the Ameri-

can wires and cables.

W. J. Barr, general manager of the Transmitter

Manufacturing company of Grottoes, Va., and in-

ventor of the Barr transmitter, attended the con-

vention and made many friends.

President Charles Messer of the Dearborn Elec-

tric company, Chicago, spent considerable time at

the convention, renewing old acquaintances and

making many new friends for his company.

It was a matter of general regret that D. A. Kusel,

of the D. A. Kusel Telephone and Electric Manu-

facturing company of St. Louis, one of the pioneer

telephone men, could not attend the convention.

E. L. Clark, better known as "the popular pole

man," was on hand to renew old acquaintances and

increase the number of telephone men using his com-

pany's products. Mr. Clark was ably assisted by

O. W. Smith.

Many inquiries were made for C. H. North, presi-

dent of the North Electric company of Cleveland.

The North apparatus is becoming better known
every day and the company is finding it a difficult

problem to keep up with the demand.

The Central Electric company of Chicago was rep-

resented by Secretary Chas. E. Brown, C. W. Cobb

and F. M. Pierce. While the company had no ex-

hibit at the convention, delegates and visitors were

well entertained at the company's large store.

'The Leschen-Macomber-Whyte company of Chi-

cago was represented by F. B. Macomber and Geo.

S. Whyte. Two more popular representatives it

would be hard to find. The company distributed a

very neat memorandum book, which was well re-

ceived.

J. R. Wiley, western representative of the Standard

Underground Cable company, was constantly on

hand, impressing upon those at the convention the

merits of the Standard wires and cables, which are

tised in some of the largest telephone plants in the

country.

The W. & C. bipolar receiver, manufactured by

the Couch & Seeley company of Boston, and illus-

trated in the Western Electrician of June 24th,

created considerable talk among those at the con-

vention. It was a pity that the company did not

have an exhibit.

Although located in Chicago, Messrs. Maxstadt

and Jones of the American Electric Fuse company
could not possibly find time to attend the convention,

as the demand for the American fuses has been so

great that the company has been obliged to work

day and night to keep up with its orders.

The Victor Telephone Manufacturing cornpany

of Chicago was represented by President W. T.

Blaine, E. E. Yaxley and Frank Armstrong, who
did the honors for the Victor company in a most
creditable manner. Those who called at the Victor

factory were well entertained by Messrs. Blaine and

Yaxley.

Up to the last moment J. J. Nate, the popular

telephone man of Madison, Wis., expected to be at

the convention, but at the last moment he was ob-

liged to give up the idea of attending the convention.

It was too bad that Mr. Batchelder, also of the

Standard Telephone and Electric company, was ob-

liged to telegraph his regrets.

Perhaps no exhibit attracted more attention than

that of the Illinois Electric company of Chicago. It

was stated that, like the Illinois telephone apparatus,

this exhibit was guaranteed not to be troubled with

"cross-talk." The Illinois representatives were F. E.

Healy, L. K. Gushing, Carl Keith, H. E. Adams
and "Admiral" Dewey Newman.

In the literature distributed at the convention
there were many pointed references to the new order
of things and the ancient enemy. One that at-

tracted a good deal of attention was a card bearing
a "Bell," the old company's well-known mark

—

but the inscription was different, as will be seen
by reference to the reproduction presented above.

The Stromebrg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
company, with its famous "central-energy system,"
was everywhere in evidence at the convention. The
firm was represented by President A. Stromberg.
General Manager Henry Shafer, L. G. Bowman and
P. H. Hertz. It is no wonder the Stromberg-Carlson
company has more work than it can handle, with
such an efficient corps of representatives.

The Moon fuse terminal and other appliances for
the protection of telephone cables from lightning
attracted considerable attention at the convention.
These devices are in general use throughout tho
country, and it is claimed that there is not a single
instance on record where a telephone cable has been

damaged by lightning or high-potential currents

where the Moon fuse terminal was used.

Many queer things happen in the course of a life-

time, yet one may be pardoned for expressing sur-

prise at the radical change in the attitude of such an
earnest exponent of Bell principles as Mr. Fred De
Land, who is now a full-fledged independent "mag-
nate." Mr. De Land is president and treasurer of

several companies, and is now forming a syndicate

to control the lines of 12 independent exchanges in

Pennsylvania.

Th^ Electric Appliance company of Chicago was
represented bv S. A. Dinsmore, S. A. Rail, A. L.
Millard, B. B. Downs and W. P. Upham. This
energetic staff took every opportunity to impress
visitors to the convention with the merits of the
Electric Appliance company's telephone apparatus
and construction material. Two of the representa-
tives wore badges—one a very small one and an-
other extremely large—to show what the Elec-
tric Appliance company was and what it is now.
The Sterling Electric company of Chicago was

everywhere in evidence at the convention and spared
no pains in entertaining the delegates and visitors.

The company was ably represented by F. B. Cook,
W. E. Doolittle, F. J. Tompkins, and, last, but not
least, by its good-looking messenger, George Met-
calf. At the invitation of the Sterling company about
200 members and visitors were entertained at Sans
Souci Park on Tuesday evening.

C. W. Farr, president of the Farr Telephone and
Construction Supply company of Chicago^ managed
to spend a few minutes among the convention dele-
gates. The Farr company has done so large a busi-
ness that its entire force has been taxed to its ut-
most. Many delegates and visitors took occasion to
drop in at the Farr establishment, where they were
welcomed by Mr. Farr and well taken care of by
General Manager Hurst.

miliar faces in the throng at the Auditorium during
the convention, including some who had won con-
siderable prominence during their service with the
Bell interests. Among these might be mentioned
Messrs. Brennan, Kellogg and Cook. Judge Thomas,
the president of the association, was at one time
retained by the Bell interests to look after their

litigation in his section of the country.

One of the articles exhibited at the convention
which attracted attention was the Smith adjustable
universal square telephone arm, which is being
placed on the market by Theodore Smith of Chi-
cago. Although practically a new article, the de-
mand for it has already exceeded expectations. Mr.
Smith is about to place on the market the handy
incandescent electric-light bracket, which works on
the same principle as the telephone arm. This
bracket is especially adapted for telephone switch-

boards, as it enables the operator to turn the light

in any direction, and even behind the switchboard
when an examination is desired to be made there.

Many prominent exchange managers, construc-
tion men and capitalists attended last week's meet-
ing. In the Michigan delegation. Mr. E. B. Fisher

of Grand Rapids was one of the most energetic

and enthusiastic workers. Mr. Fisher has been a

member of the advisory board and has contributed
valuable service. J. D. Juvinall of Upper Sandusky
may be said to have represented the construction

interests of Ohio, while H. D. Critchfield repre-

sented the exchange owners of the same state.

Both are actively engaged at the present term in ex-

tending the independent lines in Ohio. Samuel E.

Wayland, of the Pennsylvania delegation, was one
of the most popular delegates. He reported a

lively interest among independent exchange owners
in his neighborhood. The companies are forming

closer alliances than formerly. Indiana had a

strong representation, including Simon P. Sheerin
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INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.—THE OLD AND THE NEW.

The National Automatic Telephone company of

Chicago, manufacturer of the well-known National

system of automatic telephony, made an elaborate

exhibit at the Great Northern Hotel. It consisted

of a full line of instruments for both large and

small exchanges; in fact, the company showed a

model exchange, which attracted much attention.

The many visitors who called at the Great Northern

to examine the National system were well taken

care of by Superintendent F. A. Lundquist, J. A.

Russell and J. D. Norstrom.

James E. Keelyn, H. C. Dodge and J. G. Nolen
are three of the best-known men in the independent
telephone field. They represented the Western
Telephone Construction company of Chicago, and
that they performed their work well goes without

saying. A large number of delegates visited the

Western company's factory and were pleasantly

entertained. This company made no exhibit at the

Auditorium, but its large factory proved a suffi-

cient attraction to draw a number of the members
and visitors of the association.

Such an important concern as the American Elec-

tric Telephone company of Chicago had naturally

a large staff of representatives at the independent
telephone convention, and the efficiency of its mem-
bers comported well with the size of the delega-

tion. The "boys" who circulated among the dele-

gates and dilated on the advantages of the Ameri-
can apparatus were Messrs. P. C. Burns. Eugene
L. Brown, S. J. Baer. S. W. Moon. J. J. Speed.
H. B. McMeal. W. P. Booth and W. L. Dolman.
Their efforts to increase the prestige of their com-
pany and secure the actual sales of American ap-
paratus were notably successful.

Many " old timers" who have seen years of service

as Bell managers and superintendents and electric-

ians, and almost everything else in the list of officers,

with bigger titles than salaries, are now engaged in

the independent movement. There were many fa-

of Indianapolis, Hugh Dougherty of Bluffton and
George W. Beers of Fort Wayne. They are all

experienced business men and enjoy the confidence
of the community.

Convention Exhibits.
One of the most interesting features of the con-

vention was the exhibits. The rooms in which the
exhibits were shown were always thronged with
visitors who took the opportunity to examine the
various apparatus displayed. Few Chicago houses
made exhibits at the convention. All of them, how-
ever, made arrangements to entertain any visitors

who called at the" various factories, where special

provision was made to entertain properly the large
number of delegates and visitors. Manufacturers
\yho went to the trouble to exhibit their goods proba-
bly received more direct returns from this conven-
tion than any previous meeting at which they ex-

hibited. Pictures of several of the exhibits are given,

and the following are brief descriptions of the more
prominent ones:

Central Telephone and Electric Company^ St.

Loiris,—The exhibit of the Central Telephone and
Electric company was one of the most conspicuous at

the Auditorium, and was personally looked after by
President James "S. Cuming, who was always on
hand to explain the .workings of the Central's

products. The exhibit consisted of telephones,
magnetos, receivers and other telephone parts, and
received critical inspection. Mr. Cuming states that

his apparatus is daily increasing in favor and that

the company is doing a larger business than ever

before.

Commercial Electrical Supply Company, St.

Louis, and United States Telephone Manufactur-
ing Company. St. Louis.—The two concerns named
made a combined exhibit in a room directly off the

convention hall and exhibited various styles of tele-

phones and everything needed in the construction of
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an exchange. The Commercial Electrical Supply
company was represented by C. VV. N. Money^ who
made another record for himself in looking after

the interests of his company at this convention.

Not only did Mr. Money explain the merits of the

goods handled by the Commercial company, but he
also found time to look after the interests of a large

number of his customers, besides making many new
customers and friends. The United States Tele-

phone Manufacturing company was represented by
President Frederick A.- Churchill, Jr. This, being a

new company in the telephone field, naturally at-

tracted considerable attention. Mr. Churchill states

that his company is ready to attend to the needs of

telephone managers and is in a position to supply
their demand for telephone apparatus. Mr. Churchill

is well known to the telephone and electrical trades,

and a more genial representative could not be found
at the convention.

Ericsson Telephone Company, New York city.

—

Harvard Electric Company, Chicago,—Among
tlie displays at tlie Audilorimn Hotel during the con-
vention there was no exhibit that attracted more at-

tention than that of the Harvard Electric company.
It was the first lime in the history of telephone con-
ventions that there was made an exhibit of telephone
lightning arresters, cable heads, cross-connecting
and distributing boards exclusively. The Harvard
Electric company manufactures exclusively the

Standard patent fuse, fusible cut-outs, center-plate

and carbon lightning arresters, cable heads and
distributing boards, all of which were shown at the

convention. The display was presided over by
Manager Frederick Greer, with the assistance of

A. J. Kusel, who explained the strong points of the

Harvard company's apparatus, and from the num-
ber of visitors at the display one could readily see
that independent telephone users are beginning to
l«rarn that good protection from lightning is now a
necessity. The company reports a remarkable run

in height. The machine is suitable for large and
small exchanges, and it is stated that there is prac-
tically nrj limit to the number of subscribers that
may be signalled at the same time. The Warner
company is constantly receiving testimonial letters
from those who have been benefited through the
use of il s inslruMu;nt.

Williams-Abbott Electric Company, Cleveland.—The Williams-Abbott company was represented by
President E. Sands, who personally described the
fine points of the Williams-Abbott apparatus. *Mr.
Sands had on hand various forms of the Williams-
Abbott magneto bells, transmitters and other tele-
phone ])arts which have given such general satis-
faction to users. The Sands bipolar receivers, both
Standard and Pony type, were also exhibited and
were closely investigated. The room in which the
Williams-Abbott exhibit was made was well filled

with interested visitors, who were well taken care
of by Mr. Sands.

I. Williams-Abbott Electric Company.
3. Harvard Electric Company.
-- \ Ericsson Telephone Company.

'

1 William F. Warner Company.

Messrs. Smith, Wells and Miller were in charge of

the Ericsson exhibit, which contained a large num-
ber of handsome patterns of the Ericsson desk sets,

transmitters and telephones. The beauty of the

Ericsson apparatus attracted universal attention, and
few visitors departed without learning the special

claims made for this well-known type of telephone
apparatus. The Ericsson company also had on hand
a number of its agents, who worked indefatigably
among the delegates. The interest shown in the
Ericsson apparatus should certainly result in in-

creasing the demand for it.

- Eureka Electric Company, Chicago.—Doubtless
the largest and most comprehensive exhibit at the
convention was that of the Eureka Electric company.
The exhibit contained the well-known Eureka switch-
boards and the company's various styles of tele-

phones and other appliances used in a telephone ex-
change, which were critically examined by a ma-
jority of the visitors to the convention. Many
prospective customers called at the Eureka exhibit,

where almost the entire Eureka staff was on hand
to look after the interests of the company. The
following-named representatives did the honors for
the company; I. J. Kusel, A. Stein, C. B. Miller,

M. McNeil, Jr., and H. J. Kusel. The Eureka com-
pany took many orders for its apparatus, besides
selling everything exhibited at the convention.

4. Central Telephone and Electric Company.

CONVENTION EXHIBITS.

of goods of its manufacture, the factory I'unning

day and night.

National Carbon Company, Cleveland.—This
company was the only carbon company to make an
exhibit, and it made a very complete and excellent

display. The exhibit w^as in charge of F. H. Mur-
ray, and consisted of over 30 styles of wet bat-

teries, five styles of dry. batteries, samples of granular

and globular carbons for telephone transmitters,

over 60 styles of back plates for telephone trans-

mitters, diaphragms of all kinds, and other products.

The room in which this display was made was nearly

always filled with interested visitors, who w^ere grace-

fully entertained by Mr. Murray.
The W. E. Warner Company, Muacie, Ind.—The

Warner telephone generator, manufactured by the

Warner company, was inspected with interest by
many telephone managers and others. The exhibit

was in charge of T. W. Warner, who explained the

workings of the generator to a large number of in-

terested visitors. This generator has now been per-

fected and is in use all over the United States. It

is said to fill a real need, as it takes the place of hand
generators for ringing up subscribers, especially in

smaller exchanges. The instrument is mounted on
a marbleized slate base and all parts are finished

in black enamel and nickel plate. The cabinet in all

occupies a space of 15 by 18 inches and is 36 inches

i Commercial Eleclrical Supply Company.
I
United States Telephone Manufacturing Company.

5. Eureka Electric Company.
7. National Carbon Company.

Williams Electric Company, Cleveland.—Presi-
dent J. A. Williams and Burt Hubbell of the Williams
Electric company were in charge of this company's
exhibit, which was shown on the banquet-hall floor.

The exhibit contained the various forms of tele-

phones and magnetos manufactured by the company
and used throughout the country. Messrs. Williams
and Plubbell always had large audiences, who paid
the closest attention to the strong points of the
Williams apparatus. The company distributed its

miniature catalogue, containing a scientific descrip-
tion of its apparatus. It was stated that the repre-
sentatives of the Williams company returned to
Cleveland with a number of nice orders secured at

the convention.

The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway
company has revived its plan of substituting elec-
tric power for steam locomotives on its suburban
line between Chicago and Evanston. The distance
is 12 miles, and it is possible that a connection will

be made with the North Side elevated electric rail-

v/ay, by which the Evanston trains of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul company shall use the

elevated structure now building and run around the
Union Loop. The City Council is considering the
railroad company's application for permission to

use electric power on its Evanston route.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Couio, Italy, May 20th to October 2Sth. (The date of the festival
of the centenary of Volta at Como is fixed for September iSth.)

Southern Telephone association, Memphis, Tenn., July 5th.

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus, O.. August 2ist to 25th.

International Meteorological committee, St. Petersburg, Au-
gust 25tb.

National Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6ih.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September i4tb to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeulic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C, September i/tb to 21st,

Chicago Exposition of Electrical Arts, Tattersall's, September
25th to October gth,

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October i7ih to aoth.

If the Jadies take up the horseless carriage with

enthusiasm, who can stay the development of the

new vehicle? And if the automobile serves to at-

tract attention to the stylish millinery of its fair

occupants, will not the ladies be enthusiastic in its

patronage? This line of thought is induced by the

advertisement of "the automobile hat" by a promi-

nent New York firm of retailers. This hat, say the

advertisers, is "our own original creation, designed

especially for wear in the automobile carriage—the

newest and most stylish hat of the season." After

this, who shall say that the automobile has not come

to stay?

experienced and able man, whose prominence in

the community cannot fail to prove advantageous

to the movement.

The Western Electrician feels that it can con-

sistently nenew its congratulations to the independ-

ent movement and the association particularly.

Objection is made to the practice of requiring

payment in advance for goods sent to foreign

countries by American manufacturers. It is said

that while trade in some lines of- American manu-

factures, particularly electric motors and other elec-

trical apparatus, has been increasing perceptibly in

the consular district of Prague, Austria-Hungary.

the system followed by our manufacturers should

undergo material changes if they intend to compete

in that market. It is contended that United States

manufacturers should treat business men and

houses there in the same manner as they treat them

at home; that is to say, if the manufacturer in the

United States is placed in correspondence with en-

tirely responsible houses in Austria-Hungary, which

show a disposition to try an American article and

are desirous of obtaining a sample (not as a loan,

but for purchase), it will not do for the American

manufacturer to write that it is his custom not to

ship to that country unless the money be first de-

I^osited to his credit. It is pointed out that this

only creates suspicion in the minds of business men
there, aside from the fact that no good house will

entertain the idea of doing business on such a

principle. It is suggested that the American manu-'

facturer who desires to enter the Austrian market

s6nd a salesman conversant with the language and

sell to the houses direct, for business men there cal-

culate as closely as they do in this country and are

adverse to paying a middleman. There is not as

much risk by a seller to be taken there as there is

in the United States, for there are no exemption

laws, and the financial standing of firms can easily

be ascertained. Austria-Hungary is becoming a

good market for electrical machinery, the imports

in this line from the United States amounting in

value to $38,492 during the last fiscal year.

The convention of the Independent Telephone

association in this city, which has just closed, was

in man}' respects the most important event in the

history of the movement. The meeting was har-

monious throughout and tended to promote a bet-

ter feeling between the several elements that have

heretofore been regarded as representing conflict-

ing interests. There was not a single discordant

note during the convention, and as a result the im-

pression made upon the public was much more fa-

vorable than that of any former gathering. It must

be admitted that in point of character and stability

the attendance at the meeting just closed was su-

perior to former conventions. The interests repre-

sented, too, were of a different character. It is well

known that several of the gentlemen who partici-

pated in the proceedings were attracted to the con-

vention by the desire to study the men associated

in the movement, and thus form an estimate of

their reliability, based upon personal observation.

The work of the association should have a last-

ing effect upon the industry. There seems to be a

general awakening to the fact that better material

and workmanship must be put into construction

work to insure permanent success. This idea was
encouraged by the convention leaders at every op-

portunity. The papers and discussions invariably

advocated improvements all along the line, and the

manufacturers heartily concurred in the sentiment

which proved so popular among the exchange man-
agers.

The action of the association in re-electing Presi-

dent Thomas was a graceful compliment to a hard-

working officer, who has zealously guarded the in-

terests of the association from the start. It is only

fair that those who have stood by the organization

in the trying times of its first years should reap what-
ever glory and honor it may now be able to confer.

We believe that the present administration will

make the association even stronger than before.

The acquisition of Mr. Sheerin as secretary and treas-

urer secures for the organization the services of an

A tunnel scheme that is worth talking about

—

on paper at least—has been introduced in the shape

of an ordinance in the Chicago City Council, pre-

sented by Alderman John Powers, the experienced

legislator of the council. It appears that a certain

Chicago Subway, Arcade and Traction company pro-

poses to construct, maintain and operate in the

city of Chicago, for a period of 94 years, a system

of subterranean ways and arcades, tunnels and

conduits under any or all streets, avenues, alleys,

courts, parks, public grounds, rivers, canals, slips

and docks. In this ambitious tunnel system the

company asks permission to operate street cars, and

to lay water, drainage and gas pipes and electric

wires, pneumatic tubes, pipes for steam heat and a

high-pressure water system.

The ordinance grants permission to the company
to construct a terminal station, with elevators and
entrances, under the city land lying between Ran-
dolph street on the north, the right-of-way of the

Illinois Central railroad on the east, Monroe street

on the south and Michigan avenue on the west.

This is a pleasing site on the Lake Front Park in

the heart of the city. As compensation for the use

of this land, the ordinance provides that the company
shall pay an annual rent equal to five per cent, of

the valuation of the land. The compensation

fixed by the ordinance for the right to build and
operate the subway system is two per cent, per year

on the gross earnings of the company in addition to

the five per cent, of the value of the city land.

According to the ordinance permission is also

given to the company to maintain and operate, at

the expense of the company, a s^'stem of sewers

placed at a lower level than the sewers of the city,

to collect sewage and garbage in the district occu-

pied by the system of the company, the sewage and

garbage to be treated in reduction works to be op-

erated by the company, presumably to be trans-

formed into fertilizing compounds. All tunnels and

arcades to be built are to be at least 18 feet in width

and 13 feet in height, and the crowns of tunnels built

under the Chicago River must by the ordinance not

be less than 26 feet below city datum.

One section of the ordinance gives the company
the right to construct a system of conduits and

lower-level sewers for the purpose of providing for

gas and high-pressure water mains, electric wires

and cables, telephone and telegraph wires, pneumatic

tubes and light, heat, power and other systems be-

fore constructing its subways for intramural rail-

ways. The ordinance likewise grants permission to

the company to rent space in the conduits, arcades,

subways and galleries to other corporations.

The ordinance requires the company to begin

construction within one year from the passage of

the ordinance, and at least seven miles of the whole
shall be completed within five years. Section 13 of

the ordinance provides that the compensation to the

city for the privileges granted shall be paid for a

period of 10 years after the passage of the measure,

and provision is made giving the city the right to

purchase the entire plant, property, franchise and
business of the company at any time after the expira-

tion of 30 years. The company is required to put

up a bond of $250,000.

It will be seen that few possibilities in the subway
business are overlooked. Alderman Powers seems

"

to think that the street-railway companies are clam-

oring for this ordinance, and he is also credited with

the statement that $250,000,000 of capital is behind
the m^easure. The ordinance was referred to the

judiciary committee.

As might be expected, the proposition is looked

upon with suspicion, although there is urgent de-

mand for relief in the downtown business district,

which many experts declare can only be secured by
the building of a comprehensive tunnel for surface

lines. The present movement is looked upon as a

grab-measure intended to preempt for the benefit

of the gang whatever privileges may be available

under such a franchise. Of course, such an ordinance

cannot command the support of the community.

At a meeting of the judiciary committee later in

the week it was decided to indefinitely postpone

consideration of the Powers subway ordinance.

However, it was recommended that the city advertise

for subway franchise bids early in the fall.
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Convention Attendance.
Following is a list of the convention delegates

;incl visitors, taken from the official register of the
association:

James M. 'X'boiuas, prosiileut IiKlepontlenL Tulrxjlinnc ns-
soelatiou, ChilUcothe, O,

W, J. Vesey, secretary-treusurer ludepeuUent Tcleiiliono
associatlou, Foi't Wayne, liul,

CliarlG.s H. Schweizer, La Crosse ami Sonthpastt*i'u
Telephoue company, La Urosse, Wis.

J», i). Mitcliell, Mai'tiusviHe Xeioplione company. Mar-
tiiisvillo, Ind.

11. !]. Connelly, secretary New Harrison Telr-phnno com-
pany, Toledo, U.

A. H. Rentinger, Home Telephone compiiiiy. Chilli-

COthe, O.
H, C. Young, Columbia Telephone company, Coluinblii,

l*a., and I'eople's Telephone and Teicgrapli company,
Lebauon, Pa.

S. A. iJinsmorc, Kleetric Applinnr-f company, C]ii(jaj;;u.

H. B. McMcal. Amcri.-aii 'l'<'h'pln.iir. 1 'liica;;!..

H. D. Cril<-lilicl(l. CuliinilMis < 'i I i/.i'Ns' TrlcplH.nL' com-
pany, ('oiiiiiiliiis, n., ;iinl Mail III, \«.u-i](.ii Tcieplumt;
conipanv, Mmnil \'i'[-ii<m. (J.

F. K. AVhilr, FIcctricily, .New Yorlt.
Artbui- SIciii, I'^iircka lOlc'i ric com'pany, Chicago.
Hugh Donghcriy, United Telephone company, BluiVtoii,

Ind.
,7. G. Ihmseu, American Electric Telephone company,

Chicago (Keystone branch), I'ittsburg, I'a.

E. B. Overshiner, Logansport Mutual Telephone com-
liany, IChyood Tele[ihone company, Alai'ion Tele-
phone company, Winamoe Telephone company, Ke-
wanna, Ind..

Charles C Cockerill, Jefferson Telephone company,
JcITorson, la.

J. Y. S. Church, Electrical World and Engineer, Chieaso.
L. Samis, Williams-Abbott Electric company, Cleve-

land, O.
1'. C. IJnrus, president Citizens' Telephone company,

.MuwI.'e.L^-on, Mich.
M. A. Charlton, manager Bueyrus Telephone company,

ilucyrns, O.
AV. J']. Doolittle, Sterling Electric company, Chicago.
10. H. Hammond, American Electrical Works, Chicago.
Ceorge F, Stitch, American Electric Telephone company.

Chicago.
AVilliam E. Nicholson, Home Telephone company, Craw-

furdsville, Ind.
J. C. Landes, president Keystone Telephone and Tele-

graph company, Norristown, Pa.
Stephen H, Goddard, Electrical Ileview, New York.
Fred Deland, Pittsburg, Carnegie Telephone company.

Lafrobe Telephone Exchange company. Panhandle
Telephone company, Leeehbnrg Telephone company,
Canonsbnrg Home Mutual Telephone company. AVa.sh-
ingtou Home Mutual Telephone company, McDonald
Home Mutual Telephone company and others.

J, A. Williams, president Williams Electric company,
Cleveland, O.

E. B. B'isher, Citizens' Telephone company, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

L. C. Cole, Bowling Green, O.
S. E. Wayland, Wilkes Barre, Pa., People's Telephone

syndicate, Wilkes Barre; the Lackawanna Telephone
syndicate, Scranton.

F. A. Lundquist, the National Automatic Telephone
company, Chicago.

J. M. Overshiner, Elwood Telephone company, Elwood,
Ind.

George S. AVhyte, secretary Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
company, Chicago.

Frank E. Colbert, Electrical Review, Chicago.
C. E. Kammeyer, Telephone Magazine, Chica-^o.
P. J. Hertz, Stromberr^-Carisen Telephone Maniifaclur-

ing company, Chicago.
Henry Shafer, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactui-

ing company, Chicago.
C. W. Odell, Odell Telephone Exchange and Toll Lines,

Mowloqua, III.

C. D. Juvinall, Upper Sandusky, O.
Thomas AV. Sinnott, United Telephone, Telegraph and

Electric coriipany, Chicago.
il. McFarlin, Mutual Telephone company and 'Central

Telephone company, Des Moines, la.
George W. Beers, president National Telephone and

Telegraph company. Fort Wayne, Ind.
S. F. B. Morse, Chicago.
James WolQ;, New York Insulated AVire company,

Chicago.
Prank Armstrong, president Armstrong Construction

company and director Calhoun County Telephone coni-
I)any, Battle Greek, Mich.

A. N. Wilcox, director Paulding Telopliono companv,
I'aulding, O.

0. K. I>i<kinsnn, secretary Paulding Home Telephone
(.()nui:iny. I'aulding, O.

(.'harlfs BuiTidge, manager the Tecumseh Telephone
(umpany, Tecumseh, Mich.

J. E. Keelyn, president Western Telephone Construction
company, Chicago.

S. P. Sbeerin, New Long-distance Telephone company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

S. J. Bear, Phceuix Telephone company, Topeka, Kan,
C. A. Eisenhart, York Telephone company, York, Pa.
George B. Reedy, York Telephone company, York, Pa.
H. C Dodge, Western Telephone Construction com-

pany, Chicago.
D. McVichie, Marquette County Telephone company,

Ishpeming. Mich.
M. G. K(-'llugL'. Kellogg Switchboard and Supply coui-

[tati.\', Chicago.
C. W. N. Money, St. Louis, Mo.
F. A. Churchill, Jr., United States Telephone Manu-

facturing company, St. Louis, Mo.
Phn- Adler, Lebanon, Ind.
H. G. Mutuany, Ijima Telephone company, Lima, O.
J. F. Maisen, Wapakoneta Telephone company, Wapa-

koneta, O,
J. J. Speed, American Electric 'Pelephone conipanv, Chi-

cago.
H. E. Matthews, Huntington, W. Va.
Max .Silberherg, Anthony company, Cincinnati, O.
Charles Flowers, Detroit Telephone company, Detroit.
L. A. Frazee, Conuersville, Ind.
W. IT. Durin, Cedar Rapids and Marion Telephone coni-

pany, Cedar Rapids, la.
A. T. Averill. Cedar liapids and Marion Telephone com-

pany, Cedar Rapids, la,
C. H. Jnmay, Washington Court House, O.
E. Humphrey, Pike County Telephone company,
. Omega, O.
Carl C. Curtis, Sandu-sky Telephone company, San-

dusky, O.
H, E, Ralston, Hamans Telephone company, MarvviHe,

Mo.
P. L. Bohart. Hamans Telephone company, Maitland. Mo,
W, H. Orr. luca! manager Citizens' Telephone company,

Koll.tnrl. .Mirli.

Thomas I'rlckpr, jjresident Ashtabula Telephone com-
pany. Aslitalmla, O.

A. I'.ullon. Painrsvillf. O.
R. M. SmaM. Pahii^svilh-. O.
W. H. Holland. Hoifzcr-* "abot Elecfric company. Bo-;ton.
W. H. Flidderjohann, Inland Telephone company, New

Knoxville, O.
r.ort Teale, Lamoni Telephone exchange. Lamoni. la.
AY. A. Hopkins, liamorii Tele|)hono cxcluuigi-. Lanmni. la.

II. K, Colo, Owenshoro-Harrlsou Telephone c{nnpany,
Owenslioro, Ky., and Gici'ii Ulvm- Tclei)hone and
Telegniph cr.riii.anv-, J InidrTsun. Ky.

J. G. Taylni', J I.iiil.Tson T-Lpliun.' comrmny, Hender-
son, Ky., and Morganlicld Tcleiihouf' coiiii»any, Mur-
ganllcld. Ky.

<". A. RcfVf, manager I'lymoulh Teleidnjiie conipanv.
I'lynHHiIJi, Ind.

Dr. D. C. Knoll, iirosldent, Plymoulh, Ind.
W. H. Anlram, njanager Valley Telejihonc comiiatiy.

Lebanon, O.
I-'. G. Autoii, superintendent Valley Telephone comijany,

Lebanon, O.
T". E. Cory, Hoopeston, 111.

George W. Russell. Wellsburg, W. Va.
l''red J. Bollmeyer, Northern Construction company,

Bryan, O.
V\'. B. Sea ton. Citizens' Telephone company, Ashland,

Ky., .and I/iiwrence Telephone company, Ironton. n,
L. D. I'assnini, Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone coni-

jiany, I'iltsbnrg, Pa., and Maryland Telephone coni-
panv, I'.alliinnrc, Md.

.J. S. -M.c'niiiirll, Piiited Telegraph, Telephoue and
Elcctri.' eori,[i;i[Ly, I'hicago, HI.

Dr. I. A. Jninii.ldn. .Maltoou. III.

K^ M. Jlarwuod, Shelby County Telephone compji'iy,
Sliell.yvillc. HI.

A\'i]liani Koi.Hiison, Citizens' Telephone company, Muske-
gon, Mich.

J, T. Millmann, National Telephone company, St Johns,
MU_-h.

L. S. Burk, AniLH-ican Electrical Engineering association,
Chicago,

Charles E. Drew. Bunker Hill Telephone company.
Bunker Hill, III.

H. F. Wellman, Citizens' Telephone company, Ashland,
i^y-

A. S. Wellman, People's Telephone company, Catletts-
burg, Ky.

George W. Fair, Schance & Fair Electric company,
Chrisman, III.

J. G. Schance, Schance & Fair Electric company, Chris-
man, III.; also Schance Telephone company, Sidell,

Charles E. Fair. S. junice & Fair Eh^ctric company,
Chrisman, 111.

Milton I, Baird, Maryland, Pennsylvania and AVest Vir-
ginia Telephone and Telegraph company, Connells-
ville. Pa.

J. W. Place, Citizejis' Telephone company. Decatur, Hi.
P. M. Schirmeyer, Citizens' Telephone company, De-

catur, Ind.
C. E. Koont:4, Bremen Telephone company. Bremen, Ind.
Albert Emanuel. Hume Telephone eomijanv, Fiavton <>.

F. G. Wilhof, Home Teleplioiir <-Mi,i|)ii ny, Daylun. n.
H. B. Pruden. Home Trleithoii.- r.UHpan.w t'avlon, ( I.

W. W. Watson, T. and M. TclephuJLe company, Barry,

il. L. StaulTor, T. and M. Telephone company, Barry, HI.
Claude R. Stopps. Napauee Telephone exchange, Nap-

panee, Ind.
H. T. Manner, Farmers' Co-operative Telephone com-

pany, Mansfield, O.
EdwjirdJ. Hall, Wilhelm Telephone company, BuTfalo,

H. A. Price, Valley Telephone company, Saginaw ami
Bay (Jity, Mich.

G. H. Cowdery, secretary (Geneva, O.) Ottumwa Tele-
phone company, Ottumwa, la.

W. H. Butler, Ravenna Home Telephone company and
Kent Home Telephone company, Ravenna, O".

J. B. Ware, secretary Citizens' Telephone company,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Frank L. Beam, president Moimt Vernon Telephone com-
pany, Mouut Vernon, O., and vice-president of
Millersburg, Wooster and Orryille Telephone i-om-
pany.

D. E. Sapp, Mount Vernon Telephone company. Mount
Vernon, O., and Millersburg, Wooster and OrrviLle
Telephone company.

George W. Finch, Finch Telephone company, Escanab.i,
Mich.

James B. Hogg, secretary Theris Telephone comijany.
Cleveland, and vice-president Youngstown Telephone
company, Youugstown, O., Black River Teleplujue
company, Lorain, O., and Cuyahoga Telephone com-
pany, Cleveland, O.

F. W. Grudolph, Oak Harbor Telephone exchange. Oak
Harbor, O.

James W. Sale, general manager United Telephone
company, Blufrton, Ind.

L. C. Davenport, treasurer United Telephone comiianv.
Bluffton, Ind.

O. Rex, North Manchester Telejyhone company, North
jManchester. Ind.

John M. Cortrniii, North Manchester Telephone company.
North Man.-liester, Ind.

R. F. Blonni, Home Teleplione company, Wabash, inil.

AN'ilder Kendall, Home Telephone company, Wabash,
Ind.

H. W. Koohler, People's Telephone company, Leaven-
A^'orth, Kan.

Carl Seyler, Mclntosh-Huutington company, Cleve-
land, O.

E. T. Munger, president Havana Telephone company,
Havana. 111.

Ir;i t.'adw.-tllader. West Lebanon, Ind.
i;oss\ ille Telephone company. Marshfield, Ind.
Perry M. AVarner, Rossville Telephone company, Ross-

ville. III.

M. T. Lott, Elmwood Telephone company. Elmwood, 111.

L. C. Young, Campbellstown and Eaton Telephone line,

Campbellstown, O.
Frank B. Finney, Portsmouth, O.
E. H. Martin. E. H, Martin Telephone company, Web-

ster City, la.
AV. P. Patterson, Mutual Telephone company. Fort Scott,

Kan.
J. A. Miller, Mount Sterling. O.
C. E. Pickert, Moberly Telephone company, Moberly,

Mo.
AA'ill K. McCray, Home Telephone exchange, Kentland.

Ind.
George N. Bandy, president Iowa Telephoue association

and president Hawkeye Telephone company, Perry,
la.

Charles C. Deering, secretary Boone County Telephone
company, Boone, la.

Hiley li. Oustott, Du Quoin. III., McLeansboro Tele-
phone company, Youngblood and Statnper, Burton,
HI., and Du Quoin Telei)hoii(' i-omiiany.

G. F, Briggs, Chicago Telephone Siniply company,
AVilliam Hoyle, Cambridge Ilonu' Telephone company,

Cambridge, O.
P. G. If'arraw, Paris, 111.

George AA''. Hughes, Hume, 111.

F. Knickerbocker, Danville. III.

W. W. Toby, Danville. 111.

E. E. Bonticott. Danville. HI.
T. L. Springer, Creeiifield, Ind.
C. AA''. Shimel, Sliioo'l 'i'deiiiiuni- company. Casey, 111.

F. B. Patten. Sainlwirh. III.

AV. H. Spreer, :\larseilles. HI.
G. M. Stevenson. Belleloulaine. O.
C. R. Post. Chagrin Falls. O.
S. AV. Towle, Clinton, la.
J. C. Joslyn, Sycamore, 111.

E. Rogers, Sycamore. III.

F. E. Harvey, AVh.ite Hall. 111.

Evan Shelby, La Favette Tcleiihone company, La Fay-
ette, Ind.

A. R. Alarkle Brazil Telephone ConBlruction company,
Brazil, 1ml, ^ ^'

Robert Ross, Eagle Creek, Tonu.
C. E Guilford, Kenton Telephone coinnanv. KeiiLon, O

I l'irHkrey'***]'ii
''''*''"* ^'"»'>1« 'X'elfphoiie couMniny,

^^''l'ross<'.'''u'is''"'^''
^'^ Crosse Telephone compiiny. La

''
^I'nxonHn'

''^'*^'''*^*"''^ ^'^'^ Oounly Tclephojie compuny,

''''l'>i',\'on'''ni'^^'^"'^'
^^'"'^ *^0'>»ty Telephone company.

E. A. Croll, general manager Menominee Range Tele-phone compuny, Iron Mountain. Mich.
Edward L. Barber, Norlhwestem Ohio Telenhone coni-

jiany, Wauseou, O.
''. B. 'J'alnion, i)reHident Beloil: (AVis.i Tel..i.lu.n.- ..-ji,-

pany. I -

E. F. Brown, president Menonunee Range Tclei.bone
company. Iron .Mountain, .Mich.

\\. Van Aliddh'swortb, People's Telephone company,
Racine, \\ is.

'

Allen Shewman, People's Telephone company. Racljn-.

Edwin A Knapp, Clinton County Telephone company.
Carlyle, III.

'

Edward Samson, president Jackson Union Telephone
Anna, III.

'

Carlyle B. Miller, Tri-city Telephone company, rihi-
ton, la.

AV. Fornum Collins. Western Electrician, Chicago
L. M. Jennings, Marseilles. 111.
E. 1'. McCoiiiieii, mamiger United Telegraph, Telephone

and Fieri nc .nmiiauy, Chicago.
John W. Salr. iiuMir Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany. Furl Wayne, Ind.
AVilliam L. Moelling, secretai*y Home Telephone and

lelegraph company. Fort AVayne, Ind.
William A. AA^right, manager Hillsboro Telephone com-

pany, Hillsboro, Ind.
Charles E. Brown, secretary Central Electric company,

Chicago.
F. -Al. Pierce. Central Electric company. Chicago.
John B. i)-JI,ii:i. Western Electrician, Chicago,
(-harles L. Jniiey. picsident AVestern Indiana Telenhone

comp;iny, i.'Ncsieii mi, Ind.
John A. Stephens, Western Indiana Telephone company,

(hestertou, Ind.
Robert Felton, AVeslcru Indiana Telephone company,

Chesterton, Ind. 1 ^'

'^- j-*- Fyke, Tippecanoe Telephoue company, Romney,

Henry Shobe, Tippecanoe Telephone company Kirk-
patriek, Ind.

M. P. Gladden, Tippecanoe Telephone company. Stock-
well, Ind. 1 .

,

J. C. Harper, Dane County Telephone company Madi-
son, AA'is.

H. (.). Rugb, Ottumwa Telephone company, Ottumwa, la,
A. J. Vernier, Fayette and Archbold Telephone com-

pany. Archbold, O.
E. J. Pietzcker, American Steel and AVire company Chi-

n>i^^' -Y'"^''^"'^'
^"^'^^i'lli Telephone company, Newark, O.

1. 1-. Ahern, Detioii. AHch., Detroit Teiepuone company,
."-'V rn^',"'',

i^'lL-phone companj', Michigan, and Peo-
ples lelephoue company, New Orleans, La.H J. Kusel. Eureka Electric company, Chicago

John D. Pugh, Mutual Telephone company, Sheluyyille,

Daniel Deprez, Mutual Telephone company, Shelbyyillc,

^^
fiL."^^'"'^^'

Standard Underground Cable companv,
Chicago. '

A. T. Presson, president Interstate Telegraph and Tele-
phone company, Hudson, AA'is.

E. C. Lane, De Kalb County Telephoue company, Ge-

K. A'. Murray, assistant superintendent United States
Telephone company, Cleveland, O.

A. L. Munsell, Atchison, Kan..
I'. F. Sapp, Southern Telephone company, Nashville,

Tenn.
A. B. Miner, secretary Marquette County Telephone

company, Ishpeming, .Mich.
George A. Dole, OAVensboro-Harrison Telephone com-

pany, Owensboro, Ky.
AVilliam Eyerly, superintendent Plymouth Telephone

company, Plymouth, Ind.
F. A. Churchill, Jr., president United States Telephone

JMannfacturing company, St. Louis.
H. C. Chinn, Lewis County Telephoue companv. Canton,

Mo.
Dr. A. J. Horlelly, manager Elkhart County Telephune

company, Shipshewana, Ind.
I'eiry J. Freeman, president Richmond Home Tele-

phone company, Richmond, Ind.C C. (.'liinn. .\Hysouri and Illinois Telejthone company.
Canton. Mo. ^ "

Nathaniel Hi-inemann, president AVausau Telephone eom-
paiiy, Wausan, AA'is.

AN*. AA'. Albers, treasurer AA''ausau Telephone company,
AA'ausau, AVis.

G. D. Jones, director AVausau Telephone company, AA'au-
sau, AVis.

C. F. Bennett, Cedar Valley Telephone company, AA'ater-
loo, la.

G. G. Bicknell, Cedar A'alley Telephoue company, AVater-
ioo, la.

Mack F. Hosen. Columbus, Ind.
AA'. H. G. Butler, Citizens' Telephone company, Colum-

bus, Ind,
J. M. Thompson, Columbus, Ind.
AA'. E. Moss, secretary Evansville Telephone company,

Evansviile, Ind.
F. H. Pollock. Plattsmouth Telephone company, Platts-

mouth, Neb.
F. H. Ewing, electrician, Plattsmouth Telephone com-

pany, I'lattsmouth. Neb.
A. Stromberg. Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufa-.-tur-

ing cinuiian.v, Chicago.
L. G." Bowman, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manu-

facturing company, Chicago.
W. H. Carter, manager Sans Souci Park, Chicago.
F. 1'. Cook, Sterling Electric company, Chicago.
J. F. Tompkins. Slerlinz ICIectric company, Chicago.
B. B. Downs, f'^leri lie .\p|ili,inte company. Chicago.
S. A. liall. I'^lerti'ie Aii|)l ia me company, Chi<'aii'o.
AV, P. Fiihani. l^Ien li,- Api.liance company. * '!ii.'a-j:n.

J. A. AVilliains. Williams Klertrie cornpnnv." 1 |,.v,.|;iii<l O
Bnri Ilnl.hell. Williams Flerlrir r-..iHi>any. r lr\ rL-irul. it,

I.'. L. Burlingliani. MeDerniid Manutam'nriiiL; rum itany.
<.'hicago.

F. AA'. Bnrlinghara, McDermid Manufacturing company,
Chicago.

I. J. Kusel, Eureka Electric company, Chicago.
C. P. Piatt, American Electric Telephone company,

Chicago.
J. J. Spaced, American Electric Telephone compauy, Chi-

cago.
AA'. L. iKiiiuan, American Electric Telephone company.

Cliieago.
C. A^'. Cobb, Central F,leetric company.
J. H. .Mc(iill, XniM 1 1 western Indiana Telephone com-

pany. Vnlp;ir;ii-<n, inil.

Roy li. Pierrr. Xorili western Indiana Telephone com-
pany. Vali.aiais... Ind,

Tteuev Xewman, ll'inois Elect I'lc fonipany, ('lih'ago.
L. K. rnshing. niinot.s Eleclrie conqiany. Chicago.
G.'A. Briggs, Chicago 'J'elephono Sui}ply company.
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James S. Cuiuius, Central Telephone and Electric com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

A. W. Guest, Ogle County Telephone company.
Kocholle, 111.

AV. li. Scrviss, Greenville Telephone exchange, Green-
ville, 5Mch.

Otto Wettstein, Jr., La Porte City, la.

J. A. Russell, National Automotic Telephone company,
Chicago.

C. O. Hatch. National Automatic Telephone company
Chicago.

J. K. jSorstrom, National Automatic Telephone company,
Chicago.

F. A. Lundquist, National Automatic Telephone com-
pany, Chicago.

E. M. Malone. Beloit. Wis.
J. U. Drilley. Hebron. Ind.
John McGregor. Madison. Ind.
F. It. Stricbler. president FrauiiHu Telephone company,

Franklin, Ind.
W. F. Marshall, Norihwest Missouri Telephone com-

panv, Tarkio, Mo.
N. V. Perrv. president Perrv Electric company. Peoria,

in.
Marcellus L. Joslyn. president Citizens' Telephone com-

pany. "Woodstock, 111.

Clarence N, (Goodwin, manager. Citizens' Telephone
company. AVoodstock, III.

G. B. Chorpeuing, Clarkesburg, "W. Va.
F. It. Strickler. Franklin. Ind.
John McGregor, Madison. Ind.
F. H. Schminler. Marion. la.

Fred Bishop. Central City, la.

A. H. Ramsey, Crawford, Ind.
Don Sincleron, Clinton, Ky.
A. D. Hill, Whiteside-Harrison Telephone company.

Morristown. 111.

Ira B. Hyde, Princeton, Mo.
H. G. Orton, Princeton,. Mo.
A. L. Millard, Citizens' Telephone company, Terre

Haute, Ind.
G. S. Van Deusen, Merchants' Mutual Telephone com-

pany. Michigan City. Ind.
L. E. Milry. Napoleon Telephone company. Napoleon, O.
William Folchemer, La Fayette Telephone company.

La Fayette, Ind.

Entertainment Features.

Among the general arrangements for the enter-

tainment of delegates and visitors at the convention
the expedition to Sans Souci under the guidance
of Messrs. Doolittle and Co9k of the Sterling

company, on Tuesday evening, is ^vorthy of spe-

cial attention. A special train on the Alley L
road was secured, and the telephone men taken

from Congress street to the South Side pleasure

ground. The visitors enjoyed the several fea-

tures of the entertainment, especialh^ the electric

fountain, and then paid a visit to the Spanish dance
hall, where a special entertainment had been pre-

pared. During the evening the members of the

part\' enjoyed the hospitality of the Sterling com-
pany, and they expressed their appreciation of the
courtesies extended by a vote of thanks.

On Wednesday afternoon the delegates were
given a tally-ho ride, through the courtesy of

the manufacturers and supply men, through the

South Side parks of Chicago. The procession

left the Auditorium about three o'clock and
went down Michigan avenue, thence to Grand
boulevard, through Washington Park, and by the
way of the Midway through Jackson Park, where a
steamer was in readiness to take the delegates back
to the city. It was to be regretted that the weather
was not as auspicious as it might have been and
that the visitors were not able to see in sunshine the

uili beauties of Chicago's parks. Notwithstanding
tlie weather, however, a very pleasant afternoon
was spent.

The banquet Wednesday evening was a most en-
joyable affair. The banquet hall of the Auditorium
had been appropriately decorated for the occasion
and the tables were arranged in a very attractive

manner. About 300 guests participated in the even-
ing's festivities. Mr. Hugh Dougherty discharged
the duties of toastmaster in a very acceptable man-
ner. The responses were uniformly good and were
fully appreciated. The convention closed with the
banquet. It was a fitting ending for such an im-
portant and successful meeting.

Illinois Telephone Association.

One result of the meeting of telephone men m
Chicago last week was the reorganization of the
Illinois Telephone association. On Tuesday after-

noon the Illinois delegation had a meeting at

the Auditorium and determined to continue the state
organization, and make it a much more efficient

body than heretofore. Eight new members were
secured at the meeting, and assurances w-ere given
that others would be brought in.

The following-named officers and committeemen
w'ere chosen for the ensuing year: President, Dr.
I. A. Lumpkin, Mattoon; vice-president. J. C. Jos-
lyn, Sycamore: secretary. E. P. 5lcConnell. Chicago;
treasurer, Hiley Hiram Oustott. Du Quoin; arbitra-
tion committee, G. W. Hughes, Hume; E. R.
Conklin. Lockport; L. D. Pitcher, Dixon; execu-
tive committee. Dr. I. A. Lumpkin. Mattoon; P. G.
Farrow. Paris; E. !M. Harwood. Shelb\"ville.

The association will be represented in the na-
tional organization b}- J. S. McConnell ot the L'nited
Telegraph. Telephone and Electric company of Chi-
cago, which has an exchange in Hyde Park.

TELEPHONY ABROAD.
Stockholm is generally considered the city of tele-

phones. It has 23.000 telephones to less than 300.-
000 inhabitants, according to a recent estimate. Paris
has only 17.000, to 3,000.000 people. Stockholm ai*i

Paris are also said to be the only cities in the world
that have a complete double-wire s^'Stem.

Essentials of Telephone Construction.'

By Maxime Reber.

When an analysis is made of the numerous ele-

ments which enter into telephone construction, and
the functions of each are properly weighed and
considered, it becomes very difficult to separate what
is essential from that which is 01 secondary impor-
tance. Local conditions are of such importance that

methods particularly suitable in one case might be
^iltogether unfitted for another.

-V peculiarity of telephonic speech transmission is

that, under lavorable circumstances, surprisingly

good results can be obtained with very inferior ap-
paratus and construction, while to secure a service

that will at all times be accurate, rapid, reliable

and satisfactory requires most careful methods and
the best of workmanship and materials, and no
detail is too insignificant to receive thoughtful con-
sideration.

To cover all the points which merit careful con-
sideration in building a complete telephone ex-
change would require the setting forth of complete
specifications and full instructions, covering every
Class, feature and detail of the work, together with
numerous drawings, diagrams and charts.

The literature on modern telephone apparatus and
methods is ver}' meager, and the members of this

association and of the several state organizations
should prepare and read at such meetings as this

convention extended papers on subways, pole-line

construction, wire and cable manufacture and in-

stallation, interior v»iring, switchboard systems, tele-

phone instruments, batteries, protective devices, or-

ganization, cost of materials and work, and other

collateral subjects. The need of such information
is evidenced when the construction of many tele-

phone systems is examined, as in many instances a

a proper knowledge of the subjects would have pre-

vented much inferior construction and the improper
use of much good material.

The subject of telephone construction is of such
magnitude and diversity that a paper of this char-

acter must, necessarily, be unsatisfactory, in that

only an outline of wdiat should be done can be set

forth, without attempting to describe how results

can be achieved.

The ideal telephone system is that in which speech
is clearly and accurately reproduced, in pitch, vol-

ume and quality, in which subscribers can com-
municate with one another with the least exertion

on the part of the subscriber, and in the minimum
amount of time, and which is free of extraneous
noise, and always is in working condition, and these

conditions should be as closely approximated as

possible in actual practice.

A ver}- important consideration before construc-

tion is started is the line capacity for which the

exchange should be built. In determining what
this capacity should be a careful study of the local

situation should be made, and. if possible, a thor-

ough canvass for subscribers should be made before

the construction is started.

Ample provision should be made for future growth,
and in making such provision estimate should be
made of the ultimate capacity to which the ex-

change may grow. The system should then be laid

out in such manner that the growth to such ul-

timate capacity can be made from time to time to

the construction originally put in; and when the

ultimate capacity' is reached the exchange will be
a harmonious whole. Many exchanges which have
been built in the past, because proper provision for

growth had not been made when the exchange was
first built, have had to be completely reconstructed
in the course of a few years.

The system of distribution should next receive

consideration, in order to determine whether it is

more economical and satisfactory to furnish all the
service from one central exchange, or from a central

exchange with sub-stations. This problem requires

a separate solution for each city, and is one into

Avhich manj- elements enter. In some cases it will

be found more advantageous to use the single cen-
tral-exchange system, while in others the central-

exchange and sub-station s\-stem is preferable.

A complete distribution must be worked out for

both systems before the problem can properly be
solved, considering the cost of subways, cables, in-

cluding the interconnecting trunks between sub-
stations and the central exchange, rent, light, heat,

operators' payroll, switchboard attendants, interest

on first cost and rapidity, accuracy and reliability'

of service. The solution of this problem requires
much time, care and accurate calculation, but it

merits and should receive such attention.

As much subway should be built as the money
available will permit, for when the wires are once
placed in subway they require but small attention,

give little future trouble, and- the maintenance ex-
pense is small. They are guarded against injury

from wind, sleet, fire and crosses with high-tension
Avires, and are free from inductive disturbances. The
subway system should be built with a generous duct
capacity, sufficient for the ultimate number of lines

which will be supplied at the central station from
which the subway starts. The subway should be
laid to such grades that there will be no low points
or traps in the conduit which will not drain into

the manholes.
The manholes should be built of as large size

ns possible. Manholes are never built too large.

I. Read before ihe Independent Telephone association, Chi-
cago. June 27. iSgg.

and in no case should they be smaller in length in
the direction of the subway than four feet, and
should have a width of the same dimensions as the
length, although width can be better sacrificed than
length. The conduit should be laid in an encase-
ment of concrete, except under particularly' favoi -

able conditions. Manholes should be built of hard-
burned brick, laid in Portland-cement mortar, to
be plastered on the outside to make them watertight,
and as the brickwork is laid uptheironwork for cable
supports should be built in, together with the laterals
and ventilating pipes. Ventilation should always be
provided, to prevent the accumulation of dangerous
or explosive gases. Covers of manholes should be
substantial castings, sufficiently heavj- to carr>- any
load that might be drawn over them. As the work
progresses, records of distances between manholes
and the dimensions of manholes should be made,
so that there may be no delay in furnishing this
data to the cable manufacturer. Orders for cables
should be placed as soon after subway has been
constructed as possible.

Poles should be of good, sound, durable timber,
and should be set vertically and so that the tops
will line up in a straight line. The diameter of
poles at tops and butts will vary with the kind of
timber to be used, btit poles of any kind should not
have a smaller diameter at the top'than seven inches.
Heavy poles should be selected for corners and
terminals, and such poles should be given a little

additional depth in setting. The poles should be
thoroughly guyed, and for city work poles should
be set on an average not farther apart than 125
feet, and should be shaved, painted and provided
with pole steps. Long spans and terminal spans
should be head-guyed. Poles shorter in length than
40 feet should be set to a depth of about one-sixth
ot their length, but long poles do not require a
proportionately deep setting. In setting poles gains
should be so faced that the cross-arms on alternate
spans will face one another. In refilling the earth
around poles, heavy tampers should be used, and
the ground be thoroughly compacted. In wet and
treacherous ground, or at corners, where guys can-
not be secured, poles should be set in concrete.

Cross-arms on pole lines should be lo-pin cross-
arms, preferably of long-leafed southern pine, and
should not be smaller in size than 3^4 by 4^4. and
should receive two good coats of paint. Cross-
arms should be attached to the poles by bolts pass-
ing clear through the poles, rather than to be fast-

ened to the poles by lag-screws. If wooden pins
are used, the}^ should be of locust, and should be
fastened in the arm by nails driven through the
shank of the pin. but steel pins are preferable.

.A.11 shims, rods, bolts, braces and other pole irons
should be of good bar iron, heavily galvanized.
The galvanizing should stand the usual immersion
test in a saturated solution of sulphate of copper.

Pole lines should be laid out in alleys where pos-
sible.

Satisfactory and efficient service can only be fur-

furnished by having all the lines full-metallic con-
struction. Grounded lines or common-return lines
are objectionable, on account of cross-talk and
noises from inductive disturbances. Such disturb-
ances can only be effectually guarded against by
having both sides of the circuit equally balanced
and equally subjected to the same disturbing influ-

ence, which can only be done by full-metallic

construction. Much more satisfactory long-distance
service can be furnshed to subscribers having full-

metallic circuits, as no repeating coils are neces-
sary, but connections to the toll lines can be made
direct. Common-return lines and grounded lines

require the use of repeating coils, in connecting
up to subscribers having full-metallic circuits, or to
tell lines, and these coils introduce a choking effect

on the voice current.

The cost of full-metallic construction is, of course,
greater than for grounded lines, but the difference

in the character of service that can be furnished will

generally compensate for the additional expense.
Copper wire should be used for all lines, on account
of its light weight and consequent decreased load
on tlie pole lines, small resistance and capacity. Cop-
per wire should be hard drawn, and should have
a conductivity of not less than 97 per cent., and
should conform to the usual requirements for elon-
gation, tensile strength and twists. Joints on copper
lines should be made with Mclntyre or similar

sleeves, and the use of soldering irons should not
be permitted on hard-drawn copper.

In stringing wire, the wire should be given such
a sag. depending upon the temperature at the time
of stringing, that in yery cold weather the lines

will not be drawn up too tight. In case the expense
of copper is prohibitory, then iron lines may be
used for local distribution and for short toll fines,

but such iron should be of good quality, with a low
ohmic resistance, and be well galvanized.
Gases and fumes from manufacturing establish-

ments in cities attack iron wire much more readily

than copper, and iron wires have a correspondingly
short life, and the corrosion of iron wires adds to

their resistance. Iron wire is objectionable in long
toll lines, on account of its weight, large ohmic
resistance and the retarding eft'ect on speech trans-

mission of its magnetic properties.

A large use of aerial cable is to be recommended,
for the reason that such cable requires small space
on the pole lines, and on account of its construc-
tion is free from inductive troubles. Multiplicity

of open w'ires is objectionable, on account of their
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unsighUy appearance, the liability to break down
fium the accuimilation of snow, sleet and wind loads,
the additional ]en<jth of pole required, the liability

of crosses with nigh-tension wa'cs, the dithculty
in transposing to neutralizing inductive disturbances,
and the obstructions offered to firemen.

Tile suspension of aerial cables should be care-
fully done, and be made strong and secure with a
hirge factor of safety. Great care should be exer-
cised in testing cables at the place of manufacture,
and accurate records of these tests should be pre-
served. Joints should be very carclully made, and
none but experienced men should be permitted to
make the splices. Cables should begin and end at

terminal heads, so that testing and repair work can
readily be done. Careful records should be made
of the insulation resistance, specific inductive ca-
pacity and ohniic i-esistance immediately after the
cables have been erected, for comparison with sub-
sequent tests to determine if any deterioration has
taken place. Such data will be found very con-
venient in locating faults. Telephone cables made
up of wires served with a double wrapping of paper,
the separate wires twisted in pairs, the whole formed
into a core with reversals, and encased in a lead

sheath, as provided for in the conference specifica-

tions, will insure good cables. Cable hangers which
will securel}' lit the cable without injury to the

sheath should be used, and the spacing of these

hangers should be uniform on the cable, and close

enough together to prevent appreciable sag between
the points of suspension. Cables should be carried

on pole lines at as low point as will clear obstruc-

tions and conform to ordinances governing the

stringing of wires. Substantial platforms should be
securely attached to the poles at every cable termi-

nal.

Rubber-covered wire should be used in wiring up
buildings and the wiring should be concealed as

much as possible. Telephones should be placed

only on solid walls, where they will not be aifected

by vibration, where they are readily accessible and
will not impede any passageway. In noisy places,

or where privacy is required, sound-proof cabinets

should be used. Ground wires, whether for light-

ning discharge or for use in a signaling circuit,

should be attached to water pipes, gas pipes, between
the meter and the main, or to ground wires driven

to moist earth. Bright metallic contacts between
the ground wires and ground rods should be made
before the soldering is done, and the joints should

be securely made. The wiring, in all cases, should
conform to the requirements of the National Elec-

trical Code. The lightning and sneak-current pro-

tection should be so placed that no dangerous cur-

rents can enter the building.

Selection of switchboard should receive much in-

telligent care and consideration, as it is largely

upon the workings of the switchboard that the char-

acter of the service depends. The very best of

workmanship and materials is none too good, and
the design should be as simple as possible, eliminat-

ing as far as may be the use of relays, condensers,

repeating coils and other secondary apparatus.

That system which requires the fewest number of

movements to be made by the switchboard operator

to place two subscribers in communication is the

best, both on account of the rapidity of service which
can be furnished and the reduction of possible mis-

lakes on the part of the operator to a minimum.
Where an exchange is to begin with more than

800 subscribers, it will be found more advantageous
to use a multiple switchboard, rather than one re-

quiring a trunking system between the operators.

Supervisory signals should always be provided,

which indicate to the operator if the party called

for responds, and when subscribers have finished

their conversation.
The switchboard should be so built that additions

can be made to the ultimate capacity to which the

exchange will grow, without interference with any
of the wiring first put in. and the distributing

boards and cross-connecting boards should be
erected with like provision. A complete monitor
and test system should be provided, and ample pro-

vision for connecting to the tollboard, which should
be put in at the same time and be wired up in con-
nection with the main switchboard. The storage-

battery and motor-generator equipment should be
in duplicate. The failure to make ample provision
in this respect results in frequent and vexatious
interruptions to the service.

After having considered all of the electrical and
mechanical features of the switchboard, and before a

decision is arrived at, an opinion should be ob-
tained from some competent patent attorney, stat-

ing that the switchboard does not infringe any good
and valid patents. A vast number of patents relat-

ing to telephone apparatus and circuits has been
issued, and an authoritative opinion on the validity

of the patents can be pronounced only by one who
makes a special study of such matters.
The exchange should be located at the center of

distribution, so that the number of feet of wire fe-
(juired to reach all subscribers is a minimum, pro-
vided available quarters can be secured in the lo-
cality meeting this requirement, and the rent is not
prohibitory.

The switchboard room should be light, well venti-
lated and easily warmed, and readily accessible.
Sufficient space should be provided in the switch-
board room for growth of the system, as it is very
expensive and unsatisfactory to be compelled to
change the location of the central exchange, and
this is more especially so where subway is used.

Lockers, luncheon and retiring rooms should be
IMOvided fur the operators, and these rooms should
be bright and attractive.

The telephone instruments should be of neat and
attractive appearance, with well finished woodwork
and with all exposed melal parts heavily nickeled,
'i hey sliould be made so as to occupy as small space
on the walls as possible. Bipolar receivers and
granular carbon microphones will generally give
more satisfactory service than other types.
Wiring of the telephones should be well done, and

all joints should be soldered and all contacts so de-
signed that oxidation or the accumulation of dust
cannot introduce resistance into the circuits. The
automatic switches should be of the long-lever
gravity type. All magnet wire should be of the
best quality copper wire, covered with a hard, close
winding of silk. The calling device should be posi-
ti^e and reliable in its operation, and that device
which will require the least exertion on the part
of the subscriber to call the central exchange is the
most desirable. In any event, the clearing-out sig-

lial should be automatically operated by replacing
the receiver on the hook. Experience has shown
that many of the subscribers will not ring off when
conversation is finished, and unless an automatic
device is used, the operators will have to listen in
constantly to ascertain if the lines are in use. This
requires more operators to take care of a given
number of lines than with an automatic clearing-out
signal, and unless the operators constantly watch
the lines, they will test busy, or appear to be in
service, when not actually in use.

Special magnet steel should be used for all per-
manent magnets, as much annoyance and poor
service is traceable to the use of cheap and inferior
magnet steel. Receivers should preferably be made
so that they cannot get out of adjustment, and when
this is not done, provision should be made for
rapidly and accurately making the adjustment.

Receivers and the mouthpiece of transmitters
should be of the best quality of hard rubber. The
iron, brass, gernian silver, hard rubber, wire, cables
and all other parts used in the manufacture of tele-

phones and switchboards should be of the very
best qualit}', and should be particularly suitable for
the purpose for which they are to be used.

Batteries to be used with subscribers' telephones
should be of the best grade open-circuit batteries,

with a low internal resistance, quick recuperative
power, large amperage on short-circuit, and with a
high voltage. On very busy lines closed-circuit
batteries should be used.
Each subscriber's line and each line as it enters

into the central exchange should be protected with
some device w^hich will effectually bar the entrance
into the buildings or the switchboard of destructive
currents, and secure immunity to persons and prop-
erty from lightning discharges, or the crossing of

telephone wires with wires carrying currents of
high voltage. As a rule, protection can best be ob-
tained by a suitable combination of heating coils

and carbon plates, so arranged that sneak currents
will operate upon the heating coils and ground the
line wires, which should be provided with fuses out-
side of the building that will blow with a current
of not to exceed four amperes.

Detailed instructions should be prepared, cover-
ing every class of work, and these instructions

should be full, clear and precise, and the work
should be supervised with sufficient care to see that
it is performed as set forth in the instructions.

Specifications should be written, covering every
class of material which is used, which should be
sufficiently detailed to cover every essential point,

and inspection should be made to see that these
requirements are fulfilled. It will generally be
found that money paid for inspection is most judi-

ciously expended.
In the past there has been much inferior work

done and apparatus manufactured, and while there
may have been some excuse on account of the in-

ability of independent manufacturers and exchange
builders to secure proper materials and experienced
workmen, there is at this time no reason for turn-
ing out any but high-grade work in every branch.
Manufacturers have now had sufficient experience to

understand what is necessary, should have prop-
erly equipped shops, can now purchase high-grade
materials, and secure mechanics skilled in the man-
ufacture and assembling of telephone and switch-
board parts.

It will usually be found advantageous to purchase
complete switchboard and telephone instruments in

preference to purchasing parts and each telephone
company assembling its own apparatus. The estab-
lished manufacturers have special facilities and
trained men. and can turn out better work at as
low a price as it will cost to do inferior work.
As in all other construction careful preliminary

studies and estimates should be made. The work
should be divided into different departments with a
capable and responsible man in charge of each.
Rate of progress should be established so that work
of different departments will all be completed at
about the same time.

Materials should be purchased on competitive
bids, based on detailed specifications, and should be
critically inspected before being used: When quan-
tities are large enough to warrant traveling ex-
pense, inspection at the point of manufacture will
be found advantageous.

In general, essentials of good telephone service
are reliability, accuracy and rapidity. Reliability
can only be secured by placing all parts of the

equipment as far as possible out of the reach 01
disturbmg causes, and this is best done by a com-
prehensive subway system and an aerial cable sys-tem of distribution, with concealed wiring in build-
ings where telephones are located.

Rapidity and accuracy can best be secured by use
of automatic devices of tested merit, to as large an
extent as possible, and by having a minimum
number of contracts to be made before connection
between two subscribers is effected.
Mistakes made in the past should prevent like re-

currences in the future. The experience gained by
the pioneers in the independent movement and the
Bell companies should be thoroughly considered-
features of proved merit should be adopted and
faulty construction should be avoided.

Michigan Lines.
[From the Detroit correspondent of the Western Electrician.

j

The New State Telephone company will install
an exchange at Belleville, Mich.
The Common Council of Niles has granted per-

mission to the Twin City Telephone company for an
exchange there.

The linemen of the Michigan Telephone company
are again out. This time it is a question of wages.
The men demand $60 a month, instead of $55. There
are about 200 linemen involved. Warning has been
given the company that unless the matter is straight-
ened out by the next pay-day there will be serious
trouble.

John T. Belanger of Detroit has just had pat-
ented a telephone-toll apparatus.
The Michigan Telephone company is acquiring

right-of-way near Holly. The present state law is

such that the company cannot trim trees for wires
without the consent of the farmers, and the new
scheme is, therefore, to run the lines along the rail-
road tracks, three feet from the fences, and pay
the farmers a small sum for the right-of-way. The
company contemplates moving all wires to leased
property as soon as the new service is ready.

At the annual meeting of the Michigan Telephone
company, the one-minute system of charges was
adopted. Heretofore, if a man talked four minutes,
long distance, he was charged for five, and if he
talked six minutes he had to pay for 10. The toll
from Detroit to Kalamazoo has, heretofore, been
$1.25 for five minutes' talk; hereafter it will be 2i
cents for a minute.

It will be impossible to lay the cable between
Mackinaw and St. Ignace the coming season, but
the whole northern country system will be in con-
nection with the southern peninsula by the end of
the year. The maximum rate to Mackinaw will
probably be about 50 cents.
The first one-minute toll circuit to be opened will

be Detroit to Kalamazoo; after that, Kalamazoo to
Grand Rapids.
The one-minute toll system will doubtless cut into

the revenues of the telegraph companies and may
possibly precipitate the long-expected war between
the Bell people and the Western Union.
The stockholders at the meeting approved of the

construction of 3.000 miles of pole wire and 20.000
miles of long-distance wire, now under way. The
treasurer's report showed a net gain of 6,088 sub-
scribers since January 1st.

The new relay switchboard for the Detroit ex-
change will be equipped with an immediate capacity
of 12,000. There are now 10 buildings in course of
construction which will be used for exchange pur-
poses.

The new board of directors comprises Charles J.
Glidden. Lowell. Mass.; James P. McKinstrv, Cleve-
land, Ohio; F. A. Forbes, Detroit; Thomas Sher-
wm. Boston: Hugh McMillan. Detroit; Robert T.
Lmcoln, Chicago: W. A. Jackson, Chicago. The
new officers are: President, Charles J. Glidden; vice-
president, J. P. McKinstry; general manager, F. A.
Forbes; local treasurer, Hugh McMillan; secretarj',
George B. Berham; treasurer, Chas. A. Grant.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The American Hardwood Manufacturing com-

pany, Grottoes, Va., which manufactures all kinds
of telephone woodwork, reports a large increase in
orders. It has found it necessary to place addi-
tional machinery in its works and largely to in-
crease its force of employes to keep up with its

trade.

President James E. Keelyn of the Western Tele-
phone Construction company of Chicago reports
that his company is now doing a larger business
than at any previous time in the history of the com-
pany. The many improvements that are being made
in Western telephones, the new patents that the
company is taking out, together with the new high-
grade machinery that is being added to the com-
pany's already well-equipped factory, furnish unmis-
takable evidence of the stability of the company,
and is assurance that it is determined to be the lead-
ing manufacturer of telephone apparatus in the
United States.

The Engineering and Mining Journal thinks that
the substitution of aluminum for copper for electrical
work to any great extent is not probable, or indeed
possible, because the supply of aluminum is not large
enough.
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General Meeting of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers
in Boston.

[Special correspoodence of the Western Electrician.]

Boston. June 2S,—The opening session of the three

days" meeting in this city of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers was called to order at 10:30 a. m.

on Monday, June 26th. by the president, Dr. Arthur

E. Kenneliy of Philadelphia. By that hour about 50

members had assembled to participate in the pro-

ceedings, having /registered their names and re-

* ceived badges in the headquarters of Secretary

Ralph ^V. Pope of New York, who was installed in

Room u of the Walker building at the Institute of

Technolog\-. For the actual work of the session one

of the large lecture rooms of the Institute, on the

second floor of the building. Jiad been placed at the

disposal of the members.
Mayor Quincy of Boston was present to extend a

greeting from the municipality. Among other

things, he said:

"The purposes of your organization appeal to me
as having the greatest of interest for all who are

concerned in the technical, industrial and financial

progress of the countr\^ I suppose it is impossible

to find in industrial history an instance of develop-

ment in which such large financial inyestmem and

such new Hfe have been opened up as is afforded by

the history of the department of electricity, not only

in this country, but throughout the world, since the

formation of your institution.

"That date seems to me to mark about the period

when electrical development passed from the ex-

perimental or preliminary stage to the stage of an

assured basis, and when it appeared to be a field for

the very- large investment of capital of the character

which has taken place since 1S84. The development

snd greater utilization of the telephone, arc light,

incandescent light, electric street railway and electric

motors for various purposes seem to me to afTord

a history of unprecedented advancement, and in the

future those who study these things will, I think,

look back on the last 15 years as one of the most

interesting periods in the development of a new
force, and in the applying of force to the service of

man it is one which cannot be equalled in the records

of the world.
"The possibility of converting the power of the

steam engine to the transmission of electrical energy-

is probably the greatest discover}^ ever made. When
we see the enormous factor which the telephone has

been in the business and social life of the community,

the influence of the electric light, and, most enor-

mous of all. the extent of the electric railway, we
realize. I think, that we have, to some extent, passed

through an electrical revolution.

"While it is impossible to foretell what is in store

for us at this period of the elementary discovery

which has given us the telephone, electric light and
street railway. I think we have by no means come
to the end of the possibilities of electricity on the

inventive more than we have on the industrial side.

"I believe the investment of capital in electricity

will be even larger in the next 15 years than in the

last 15, enormous as that has been.

"And. while a great deal of w'ork in invention has

been done. I beHeve there is a greater work 3-et to

be done in furnishing and applying the apparatus

of this great new force. It therefore seems a most
excellent thing that the men who make a study of

this subject from a strictly technical, scientific stand-

point are organized in this institute.

"I am sure that your deliberations and the inter-

change of ideas and scfentific knowledge cannot but

be o! benefit to the great study, and that the develop-

ment of your ideas will have a very useful result

for the many and varied interests now dependent
upon the continued development of this great new
force which has come into the industrial life of the

world, and has led already to such a marvelous
revolution in the actions and methods of mankind."
(Applause.)

President Kenneliy responded, and said that in

view of the very able address of his honor, the mayor,
he felt the great regret of the members was that his

honor was not a member of their institute. He
convej-ed to Mayor Quincy the thanks of the In-

stitute for his presence and his address, which
showed that he evidently had an observant interest

in electrical progress.
Secretary- Pope then read a number of letters,

most of them in the nature of invitations to visit

various places of interest. These included an invi-

tation from President Eliot and the fellows of Har-
vard College to have the members visit the various
laboratories connected with the college. Similar in-

vitations were received from President John C. San-
born of the Boston Terminal company, to visit the

station: from E. W. Rice. Jr., of the General Elec-
tric company, to visit the works at Lynn and Schen-
ectady, N. v.: C. R. Tenex, special agent of the

American Bell Telephone company, offering free

service over the lines to the members of the Institute;

J. X. Keller, of the New England Telephone com-
pany, a similar favor, and an invitation to visit

the company's exchanges: from President F. Tudor.
Jr.. of the New England Gas and Coke company, to

visit the works in Everett: from Mayor Edgar R.
Champlin of Cambridge, inviting the members to

visit the manual traininsr school and the pumping
station: from. General William A. Bancroft of the
Boston Elevated Railroad compsny. to visit any of

the company's power houses: from President F. A.
Gilbert, of the Boston Electric Light company, to

the works in South Boston; from the Technology-

Club, extending the use 01 its clubhouse, and from
Elihu Thomson, to visit him on Wednesday evening
at his residence in Swampscott, where informal "open
house" would be kept for all. Regrets at inabilit3'

to attend were sent by Gano S. Dunn.
The first business after these communications had

been read was consideration of the important report

of the committee on standardization, which was ac-
cepted as presented, without debate. [The report
will be printed in full in a later issue of the Western
Electrician.]

The first paper of the session was then submitted
by Charles Proteus Steinmetz of Schenectady, N. Y.
It was entitled "Symbolic Representation of General
Alternating Waves and of Double-frequency Vector
Products.". A discussion followed, participated in

by Louis Bell, Elihu Thomson, C. T. Hutchinson,
W. E. Goldsborough, C. A. Adams, Jr., T. J. John-
ston, H. J. Ryan and Samuel Sheldon.

Percival Robert Moses of New York presented a
paper on "The Cost of Electricit\- in Some Typical
Buildings in New York City." This provoked a
warm discussion. Central-station service was cham-
pioned earnestly by Arthur Williams of the Edison
company of New York, and remarks were made by
H. Ward Leonard. C. P. Steinmetz and H. B. Coho.
The next paper was b3- Professor Harris J- Ryan

of Cornell University, on "Polyphase Electric Test-
ing." The discussion that followed was participated
in bj^ Mr. Steinmetz, C. A. Adams. Jr., Samuel
Sheldon and C. P. Matthews.

Onh' two papers were read at the second day's
session of the association. There was a larger at-

tendance when the hour of assembling" arrived
Tuesday than there had been on the preceding day,
and the papers evoked some active discussions.

Allan A'. Garratt of Boston was the first speaker,
his general subject being the application of gov-
erning devices to water-wheel machinery-. The
address was illustrated, and commendatory com-
ments followed from a number of the members.
Among the participants in the discussion were C.

F. Hopewell, W. S. Aldrich. C. W. Rice. C. P.

Steinmetz. Louis Bell. W. E. Goldsborough. H.
A\"ard Leonard and W. J. Hammer.

Car>- T. Hutchinson of New York precipitated the

most animated arguments of the convention with his

paper on "The Protection of Secondary Circuits

from Fire Risks" and the accompanying resolution.

Most of the speakers favored the plan indorsed in

the paper, and the resolution, after some slight

"changes in phraseology had been made, was adopted.
The discussion which ensued was mainly on the

resolution. When the decisive vote was taken it

stood as follows, a few changes having been accepted
by Mr. Hutchinson:
Resolved. That this Institute favors a rule permiiiiDg ihe

o;rounding of one wire of every low-tension consumpiion circuit:
ihac the coramiiiee of the American lustitute of Electrical Engi-
neers on Ihe National Electrical Code is hereby requested to con-
fer with the electrical committee of the Underwriters' National
Electric association in relation to recommending to the National
Board of Fire Underwriters the passage of a rule permitiina or
requirin; the permanent grounding of one wire of distributing
systems under suitable restrictions: that they also confer wih
the same committee in regard to recommending to the National
Board of Fire Underwriters some modification of rule 39 of the
code in relation to the installation of secondary wires when the
primary wires carry a current of over 3.500 volts potential.

In approving the paper. Elihu Thomson stated that

fully 15 years ago he had come to the conclusion
that a method of grounding, practically as outlined
by the speaker, was the best way to deal with the
difficult}-. He had applied such a sj-stem to his

former house in Lynn and found it practical.

C. M. Goddard of Boston seconded the resolution,

and in his capacity- of secretary and electrician of

the L'nderwriters' National Electric association said

the station manager and the underwriter were equally
interested in a solution of the problem of eliminat-

ing risk. The underwriters were prepared to adopt
whatever could be shown to be an efficient remedy
for the evil.

\V. E. Goldsborough did not consider it estab-

lished absolutely that grounding was the best solu-

tion. Severe test of each equipment when installed

should be insisted upon by the underwriters, who
were not. in his opinion, sufficiently firm in their

requirements-
ilessrs- Steinmetz, Bell, James I. Aver, Captain

William Brophy of the Boston cit].- wire depart-
ment. W. L. Puffer and Calvin \A . Rice all favored
the resolution. Captain Brophy thought, howevei.
that insulation ought to be looked after primarily.

That was a preventive measure of primarj- impor-
tance. The greatest stumbling block of all. he be-

lieved, is the peculiar individual known as a con-
tractor. Some contractors were reliable and ought
to be appreciated at their true value, but there were
others who ought to be in jail.

Dr. Bell said the condition under review exists

ail over the country, and the association ought to

voice its sentiments on the subject in the interest

of public welfare.

The AOte on the resolutions was unanimous.

The closing session of the convention was held on
Wednesday. Five papers were read, including two
which were on the second day's schedule.

S. Everett Doane of Marlboro. Mass., was the

first speaker. His paper was entitled "A Plea for

a \\'orking Standard of Light." Several members
indorsed the idea of having a standard established.

Professor W. E. Goldsborough offered this resolu-

tion, which was adopted:

Resolve'l. That a committee be unpointed bv the president tn

have in its rare the furtherance of the establishing of a standard
laboratory for testing lamps, instruments and materials, and

[hat this committee look into the matter of standardizing incan
descent lamps for the general profession, as the committee shall
devise; that the committee maiie its report to the council of the
lustitute. with whom they shall advise, and that me council be
anihorized to promote the work financially, as they may deem
best, to further the result lo be attained.

The next paper was presented by Alton D. Ad-
ams of Boston, on "Motor-speed Regulation."
Brief comments on the ideas contained in the paper
followed, and the president next introduced John
Price Jackson of State College, Pa., whose stibject

was "Electricitj- in Coal Mining."
Wednesday's programme proper was then carried

out: "Air-gap and Core Distribution," by Profes-
sor W. E. Goldsborough of Lafayette. Ind; "Op-
erating Costs of Horse and Electric-deliverj- Wag-
ons in New York Cil\-," by George F. Sever and
Robert A. Fliess of New York; "Electric Auto-
mobiles,"' by E. A. Sperry' of Cleveland, O. These
three papers were listened to with the closest at-

tention, but discussion thereon was necessarily
brief.

As a whole, the general meeting of 1899 was a
great success.^ A feature was the several excur-
sions to engineering points of interest on Monday
and Tuesday afternoons. J. S. B.

Death of J. G. Moore.
John G- Moore, a New York financier and senior

member of the stock-exchange firm of Moore &
Schley, died on June 23d after a long illness. Mr.
Moore was S- years of age. For a number of years
he was active in telegraph enterprises and he was
a director of the Western L'nion company at the

time of his death. In 18S0. when the Western
Union Telegraph company had apparently absorbed
all its rivals. Mr. Moore and his partner, John O.
Evans, conceived the idea of constructing lines

connecting the principal cities and of leasing wires
lo bankers and merchants during their business
hours and to newspapers at night. Abundant capi-

tal was readily secured, and the projectors soon
had many leading points of the West and North-
west connected with the eastern cities, the competi-
tion thus established with the Western L'nion com-
pany resulting in a material reduction of telegraph
rates. Finally, the Western Union bought the lines

of the American L'nion Telegraph company, and
then Mr. Moore organized the Mutual L'nion Tele-
graph company, which began energetically the task
of constructing telegraph lines to all parts of the
L'nited States. Mr. Evans, as president of the com-
pany, attended to its finances, and Mr. Moore had
charge of the work of construction and equipment.
Before this work was completed Mr. Evans died, and
Mr. Moore succeeded him as president. Soon
thereafter the lines of his company were taken over
by the ^^'estern L^nion Telegraph company under
a gg-yezr lease, and Mr. Moore became a director

of the latter corporation.

Trolley on State Street, Chicago.

Some time next week, probably, the Chicago City

Railway company will abandon the use of the cable

in State street for an indefinite period, and after that

time trolley cars will be running in that street from
the heart of the down-town district to Englewood.
The engineers who have examined the cable station

at Twent>'-first and State streets have decided that

the machinery- is worn out. and will require a large

expenditure to repair it- No statement is made as

to when the repairs will be finished. The State street

cable equipment was put in about iSSi and was one
of rhe earliest plants of the kind in the country.

Poles and wires for the State street line are now
being placed in position where needed.

No doubt a similar course will be followed in the

case of the Wabash avenue cable line. The Cottage
Grove avenue portion of this line is supplied with

power from the plant at Cottage Grove avenue and
Fiftv-fifth street.

Detroit Street-railway Ownership.

The question of submitting to a vote of the people

a proposition to proceed to city ownership of the

Detroit street railways was not decided last week.

The special meeting. of the Common Council called

to consider the proposal resulted, after a parlia-

mentary wrangle, in a reference of the questions in-

volved to the committee on streets and ordinances.

A resolution was offered calling a special election

on July loth. It was declared out of order by the

president of the council, who submitted a legal

opinion to the effect that the proposed special elec-

tion is unauthorized by the city charter and would
be illegal for various reasons. The resolution, tn-

gether^-ivilh the legal questions involved, was finally

unanimously referred to the committee.

At a later date the pending ordinances and reso-

lutions in reference to the proposed purchase were

laid on the table by the Common Council. Thus
the matter was indefinitely postponed.

A Lightboat for the Navy.

Among the improvements to be made on the

U. S. S. San Francisco, now at the Norfolk navy
yard, will be a new electric-light plant, to ammunition
hoists, similar to those installed in the cruiser New-
?rk at the navy yard last summer, and a change in

the rig. The electric-light plant on the San Fran-

cisco will be placed in the lug Apache, which is to be

converted into a lightboat and used in lighting ves-

sels that are out of commission or that may be

undergoing repairs.
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Bullock Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany.

As an example of the advancemciit which is being

made in the large manufacturing establishments of

to-day. attention is called to the new manufacturing
plant of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of Cincinnati. Ohio.
This model plant was completed last summer, and

the company moved into it the first of the present

year. The buildings art located at East Norwood,
Ohio, one of the suburbs of Cincinnati, which is

less than five miles from the heart of the city.

The Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern railroad

crosses the Pennsylvania lines at this point, and
both roads have tracks entering the works, giving

the Bullock company excellent shipping facilities.

Perhaps the first impression received by the vis-

itor to the works is the simple yet beautiful archi-

tecture of the several buildings; second, the great

tration of modern machine-shop methods could
hardly be found. There arc no long lines of shaft-

ing and counter-shafting; no unsightly and light-

forbidding belts: each machine in the Bullock works
is driven by an independent Bullock electric motor,
which absorbs power from the transmission lines

only when it is required, and, jjy reason of all this,

one is deeply impressed with the improved atmos-
phere and absence" of the noise due to constantly

running bells and shafts. The application of inde-

pendent electric motors for power purposes is here

shown to be the ideal method.
Among the machines equipped may be mentioned

cranes, power presses, lathes, planers, drills, milling

machines, profilers, emery grinders, hydraulic

presses, boring mills, etc. The motors used for

driving these various tools are designed and adapted
lor the tools mentioned, and are built into the head-

stock of lathes, while in other tools they take the

place of the driving pulley and require no more

contemplating a change of power or material recon-
struction of shops of any kind. Every machine cm-
ployed is modern; every labor-saving and labor-
facilitating device which could be profitably em-
ployed is there; every economic problem has been
carefully worked out; and the result is a plant
which is creditable in every way.
The officers of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing

company are: President and treasurer. George Bul-
lock: vice-president. J. S. Neave; secretary, James
W^ilson Bullock.

The Wilmington Exhibition.

It is said that all the space for the Wilmingt<jn
(Del.) Electrical Exhibition, in connection with the
fourth annual convention of the National Association
of Municipal Electricians, has been taken, and every-
thing points to a most successful meeting. Dele-
gates from the United States and Canada will be pres-

Adniinibtraiiuii builmuK resting L>eiiai

Machine Department.

amount of light and general cleanliness within.

The buildings are constructed of light buff pressed

brick, with appropriate trimmings of stone, and
separated from each other by grass plots, flowers

and shrubs.
The plant comprises the administration building,

machine shops, foundry and power house.

In the administration building are the general

offices, drafting and pattern rooms, lunch room for

officers and heads of departments, with a completely

equipped kitchen and pantry, general lavatory and
locker rooms for workmen. In the main hall of the

administration building is an office of the Postal

Telegraph-cable company and a telephone exchange,

with lines extending to the various departments of

the works. The offices are provided with all modern
conveniences, and finished in quartered oak, with

partitions, doors and windows of stained and plate

glass. The dressing-room section set apart for rne-

chanics and shop employes is not only provided with

the usual toilet arrangements for the men. which, by
the way, are thoroughly modern in every detail, but

there is also a complete system of lockers and baths.

Each man has a locker under key placed at his dis-

posal, and in the lavatory are set bowl, shower and
needle baths.

The drafting and pattern rooms are on the second
floor of the administration building and are very

light and commodious. The kitchen and lunch room,
also on this floor, are home-like in equipment and
decoration.
The machine shops of the Bullock works are

models, and illustrate the great economic progress

made in manufacturing methods. A better illus-

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANV.

room. The motors are of the Bullock slow-speed
type, with the variable-speed control governed by
the Bullock multiple-voltage system. The tools may
be operated in six varying speeds in either direction,

without the use of back gearing or any resistance

whatever in the electrical circuits. The economies
effected by application of motors to machine tools,

although in first cost slightly more expensive than
the use of line shafts, belting and counter-shafts,

soon justifies the additional expenditure. The out-

put of the tool is largely increased on account of

the multiplicity of speed obtainable and the facili-

ties for changing these speeds while the tool is in

operation. Space is economized, as the tool may be
located without reference to line shafting.

The power house is provided with vertical water-
tube boilers, equipped with automatic stokers. A
cross-compound engine direct-connected to two of

the Bullock Electric Manufacturing company's
engine-type generators supplies current not only for

the lighting system, but for the company's multiple-

voltage power-transmission system used throughout
the entire plant. An elaborate switchboard has been
erected with the necessary instruments and switches,

including recording w^attmeters registering the

amount of power being used on the various circuits.

A section of this building, occupying the whole
southerly end. is set apart and fitted out for the

employes' lunch room. Apparatus for heating the

general machine shops is located in the basement
of the DOwer house, and hot air is conveyed under-
ground to its destination.

Altogether the plant is a notable one, and one
which is worthy of a visit from any manufacturer

Machine Shop.

ent, and it is expected that over 100 cities will be rep-
resented. The Board of Trade of the city of Wil-
mington has taken in hand the matter of entertaining
members and guests of the association, and an enjoy-
able time is anticipated. The Pj'le Cycle Academy
will be at the disposal of exhibitors on and after Au-
gust 28th. All exhibits must be in place not later

than Monday noon. September 4th, as the exhibition

opens at 7:30 p. m. on that date. H. B. Mason, 340
Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y., can give further in-

formation.

Mica Mining.

A recent writer in the Age of Steel says that the

mining of mica is the poetry of mining. It is im-
possible to conceive of a more exciting and fascinat-

ing employment. The vein of mica-bearing quartz,

lying between rocks of different formation, has been
found. The cap rock has been blasted away. Little
' niggerheads"—small lumps of crumbling mica
mixed with slate and other rock—are growing plen-

tiful. The rock is carefully examined by the ex-
perienced miner, and all indications are that mica
will soon be found. A blast is made. The rock
and debris are cleared away, and there in the bot-
tom is a block of the precious stuff, a ragged corner
showing itself black and glittering in the white quartz

in which it is imbedded. With the tips of the fin-

gers the miner gently and affectionately brushes away
the dirt and small stones which partly cover it. Its

thickness is carefully noted; its position in the rock
is learnedly discussed, and many a speculation in-

dulged in as to its size and quality. The hole is
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quickly drilled; the small blast is made, just loosen-

ing the rock, and all eagerly crowd around as one

of the men with his pick pulls away the broken stone.

There it lies, a black glittering mass, nine or 10

inches across its face, three or four inches thick,

and irregular in shape, as all blocks of mica are.

A good-sized block, and, if solid and of perfect

cleavage, will be worth several dollars. The excite-

ment is not allayed, however, and will not be until

the block is split open and we know how it looks

on the inside. It is a very bad thing to split open

IX block at the mine, and contrary to all rules, for

there is danger that the fine, polished faces will be

scratched. ^^^__^^^^_«_^
Toll-line Switchboard at Waco.

Among the independent exchanges in the South-

west that of the Independent Telephone company of

Waco, Texas, is one of the most notable. This

company is one of the strongest independent com-
panies in opposition to the Bell system In the South-

west. It is building- an exchange at Waco and con-

necting up towns in the central part of the state with

a network of toll lines.

The company is putting in a strictly copper-metal-

lic system thioughout and =;paring no expense to

put in the best s\stem pos'^iblc The exchange will

TOLL-LINE SWITCHBOARD AT WACO.

be built with strictly multiple switchboard and a

"central-energy system'" will be put in opera-

tion. A large number of toll lines will center at

Waco. The equipment used is manufactured by the

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing com-
pany of Chicago.
The cut shows the toll4ine switchboard. It is

equipped for 30 divided-circuit toll lines. This sys-

tem is claimed to be equal, if not superior, to the

regular bridging system, and it does not infringe the

Carty patent. The instruments used on the toll lines

are the regular individual-generator-call and local-

Fig. I.

battery instruments and w'ill be connected direct

with the "central-energy system."

Ajax Electric Lighter for Gas Stoves.

The device illustrated herew'ith consists of a Rus-
sia-iron cylinder 16 inches long and 2% inches diam-
eter, with polished brass caps on each end and
brass split rings for attaching it to the stove. There
are two cells of battery used, and they are con-

nected in series. They can be easily removed and
new cells inserted by simply slipping off the brass
cap on the lower end of cylinder, which is arranged
to fasten itself to the cylinder by a slight twist. On
the inner side of the cap is a spring which forces

the battery against the terminals of the spark coil,

thus making complete connection. The hand-piece
or sparker is connected to the cylinder by a cord
sufficiently long to reach any burner on the stove,

and is of a unique pattern, so arranged that it is

AJAX ELECTRIC LIGHTER FOR GAS S'lOVES,

almost impossible to short-circuit the battery by
laying the sparker upon metallic substances.
The Advance Specialty company, Chicago, is put-

ting this device on the market, and it has some flat-

tering testimonials. The lighter is in use by a num-
ber of the gas companies, which are said to be highly
pleased with its operation. It makes an ornament
to the stove when attached, and is so practical

that it will last a lifetime. Another claim is that
the device is safe in the hands of children, as it is

impossible to light anything except gas or gasoline
or like substances.

Warner Telephone Generator.

Much time and ingenuity have been expended by
inventors m designing a simple, durable and effi-

cient motor-generator for signaling and other pur-
poses. Among those who have gained considerable
success in this line is W. F. Warner, who recently
developed a battery generator to be operated by
primary or storage batteries. It will give the smaller
exchanges the benefit of power for ringing sub-
scribers without the use of the hand generator.
The illustration gives a good idea of the general

appearance of the machine. It is mounted upon
a cabinet which has rollers, so as to be conveniently
moved around. The cabinet is composed of two
separate boxes, one on top the other, which are
fastened together with screws. The large box at

the bottom contains the batteries which furnish

Fig. 3-

WILLIAMS-ABBOTT RECEI\'ER AND MAGNETOS.

the power for ringing, and in the small box at the
top is contained the primary battery which fur-

nishes pow'er to keep the machine in motion. The
instrunients are mounted upon a marbleized-slate

base, and have all parts finished in black enamel
and nickelplate.

The cabinet is finished in either dark oak or
cherry stain, and presents a handsome and pleasing
appearance. The generator requires no attention

after being started, no oiling or adjusting; nothing

about it to get out of order and make trouble. It
can be run continuously until the batteries are com-
pletely exhausted, if so desired, and, owing to the
fact that there is little or no wear on the machine,
it should last indefinitely with proper care.
The maximum cost of operation will never ex-

ceed 50 cents per month per 100 subscribers, and
in most cases will not exceed half that amount,
so it is the cheapest power as well as the most con-
venient and reliable.

The battery used is the Gordon closed-circuit
type—largest size, with enameled-steel jar. It will

operate the machine from five to eight months
without stopping or recharging. With each mji-

chine are furnished dry cells sufficient to operate
an exchange of 300 subscribers for six months un-
der ordinary conditions, and it will ring through
50.000 ohms.
The William F. Warner company, Muncie, Ind.,

manufactures this generator.

Williams-Abbott Receiver and Mag-
netos.

The accompanying illustrations show some of the
features of the excellent telephone apparatus made

WARNER TELEPHONE GENERATOR.

by the Williams-Abbott Electric company of Cleve-
land. The advantages claimed for the receiver

(Fig. i) are high efficiency, strength, durability and
simplicity, and the absence of all complicated parts

and objectionable devices found in other instru-

ments. The magnet of this receiver is provided
with a positive two-motion adjustment, to and from
the diaphragm, and once adjusted, it can be locked
fast at any point, so that any amount of jar or rough
handling cannot change it while in use. The magnet,.
soft steel poles and coils are strongly mounted to-

gether as one piece, self-contained, and this in turn
is rigidly held only at the front end of the hard
rubber shell near the diaphragm. The back part of

the magnet does not touch the rubber tube; hence,
expansion and contraction of the parts caused by
change in temperature will in no wise aiTect the

adjustment between the poles and diaphragm. Only

the best steel is used in the magnets, which are pow-
erful and well proportioned, the ends being ac-
curately milled and fitted to form perfect alignment
with the soft steel pole-pieces that are bolted firmly
to the arms of the magnet.
A non-magnetic threaded block (of hard white

metal) is bolted between the pole-pieces and flanged
to hold the magnets straight and firm, and also pro-
vided with lugs for set screws. A slight turn to the
right or left accomplishes the adjustment, while the
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pointed set screws, engaging with the shoulder of

the shell, lock the whole fast and also hold the

threads of the block firm and equal in the threads

of the shell.

The hard-rubber shells are of the most approved
pattern, strong, neat and compact, with diaphragm
chambers properly proportioned to get the best re-

sults. AH parts of the receivers are carefully made,
assembled, adjusted and tested before leaving the

factory.

In the company's well-known line of magnetos,
power generators and other devices, several impor-
tant improvements have also been made. The power
generator, shown in Fig. 2, is of improved design,

and carefully constructed of the best material, espe-

cially intended for exchanges that want a first-class

and reliable piece of apparatus. It is made in two
sizes, one for 75.000 ohms and the other for 150,000

ohms capacity, and can be arranged for either flat

or round belt. Grease cups over the bearings avoid
the dripping of oil and provide constant and efficient

lubrication.

The hand generator is the form so long and
successfully used in the company's celebrated mag-
netos. It has wide-cut gears and is furnished with
the company's reliable centrifugal shunt. It is

compact, durable and efficient, and is made with

the same careful workmanship as the larger ones.

In Fig. 3 is shown the company's well-known
three-pole ringer encased in a box. The peculiar

construction produces an increased magnetic action.

Being self-contained and very powerful, it is an effi-

cient device, and the magnets on each side protect

the coils from mechanical injury. As the cut shows,
this ringer, put up in a separate box, forms an ex-
tension bell, very compact and convenient for auxil-

iary service.

For the use of inspectors and testing purposes in

general a neat and compact test bell has been
desigrned. as shown in Fig. 4. It is strong enough
to ring through grounds of high resistance and is

a useful and well-designed piece of apparatus.

Electrical Study in the Far North.

The expedition which Dr. Leopold Kann and his

party are soon to make to Ellesmere Land, west of

Greenland, in connection with the United States

Arctic Geological Survey, promises to be of great
interest and fruitful of results of scientific value.

Dr. Kann, says an Ithaca correspondent of the New
York Tribune, goes mainly for the purpose of study-
ing the phenomena of atmospheric electricity, a
force which is probably responsible for the familiar

"heat lightning." aurora borealis, etc. It cannot be
studied successfully in this latitude, on account of
the vapor in the air; but in the Far North the con-
ditions are altogether favorable, the vapor being
all frozen, and the air therefore dry. Furthermore,
the electric currents there are not impeded in their

progress by any trees or any of the monuments of

civilization, the country being altogether waste. Dr.
Kann is now at work upon some electrometers, by
which, when perfected, he hopes to make a^ series

of accurate measurements of the electric currents
of that latitude, for the purpose of demonstrating, if

possible, the connection between atmospheric elec-

tricity and the rotation of the earth on its axis.

International Congress of the Paris Ex-
position of 1900.

By Francis E. Drake,

Director of Machinery and El-ictricity for tbe Coinmissioaer-
Reneral ot ilie United States.

The Universal Exposition of lyoo is certain to

prove a Mecca to a great number of scientific men
and engineers. This gathering together of techni-

cal men from all parts of the world justifies the

French electricians in their efforts to organize an
international electrical congress, which has already
received the official patronage of the French govern-
ment. In previous conferences questions of units

and nomenclature have been settled by international

agreement, to the great advantage of all concerned.
Since the international electrical congress at Chi-
cago in 1893 there have been unexpected discoveries

in' the application of what seemed once to belong to

pure science and an extraordinary expansion of the

various electrical industries. Engineering practice

has thus awakened an interest in a great number of

problems on which it will be interesting and profit-

able to have the views of technical authorities. The
discussions of the proposed congress will, therefore,

have a character at once both industrial and eco-
nomic.
The work before the proposed congress is pro-

visionally divided as follows:

d) Scientific methods and instruments of meas-
urement.

(2) Production of electrical energy, transformers,

distribution, electric lighting, traction.

(3) Electro-chemistry, electro-metallurgy, accum-
ulators, electric furnaces.

(4) Telegraphy, telephones and various applica-

tions.

(5) Electro-physiology.

The congress will last one week, beginning Friday,

August 18, 1900.

The administration of the exposition has arranged
with the commissioner-general for the United States

for the appointment, under him. of an official dele-

gate with headquarters in Paris, and through him all

correspondence and plans of the organization may
be transmitted. The commissioner-general has

wisely named as his official delegate, under this

agreement, the assistant commissioner-general, who
is in constant touch with the authorities and abun-
dantly able to conduct any conferences which may
be required prior to the opening of the congress.

The method of choosing delegates will be pro-

posed by the authorities at a later date, and a sub-

scription for membership has been placed at 20

francs, merely a nominal fee to apply toward the

current expenses of the reporting staff-

Any communications which may be directed to the

commissioner-general, at either New York or Chi-

cago, will receive prompt consideration. It is to

be hoped that an early conference may be held with

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and
other scientific bodies interested in this work, so

that proper representation from the United States

may be assured.

Lineman Killed on a Pole.

"Eternal vigilance is the price of safety." The
need of unceasing watchfulness in handling high-
potential circuits is again and again impressed on
men engaged in electrical pursuits, but at too fre-

quent intervals they grow careless and over-confi-
dent, with the result that a severe accident, perhaps
a death, is added to the long list of preventable cas-

ualties. Edward Moody, a lineman of the Com-
monwealth Electric company of Chicago, was killed

while at work on a pole on the night of June 24th,

and as it seems evident that his death was nobody's
fault but his own, his sad fate gives one more warn-
ing. He was emplo^'ed in the northern division of the

Commonwealth company's territory, and was at work
on a pole at Southport and Lincoln avenues. The
night was dark; he was in a hurry to make a con-
nection because lights were out that should be burn-
ing; he neglected to use insulating gloves and got

both bare hands on the exposed sides of a i.ooo-

volt alternating-current electric-lighting circuit.

He received the full strength and pressure of the
current through his body and was instantly killed.

Exhibition of Automobiles in Paris.

Paris correspondents report that the automobile
show in the Tuilleries Gardens is a great success,

both from a technical and popular point of view.

It is said that the number of vehicles displayed runs
into the hundreds, and that the exhibits are valued
at over $500,000. Electric carriages and wagons are

particularly numerous and attractive. It is said that

the tendency of the French manufacturers of auto-

mobiles for pleasure riding is to make small vehicles,

seating two or three people, and costing from $700
to $1,200. However, a number of self-propelled

omnibuses and wagonettes are also on exhibition.

Cleveland Street-railway Strike Ended.

On Saturday last a settlement was reached in the

strike on the "Big Consolidated" street-railway sys-

tem of Cleveland. A special committee of the City

Council acted as mediator between the company
and the men, and an agreement, with the stipulations

following, was reached:

1. Restoration of former schedule.
2. In the matter of extra runs and wages therefor the com-

pany will treat with men, and in case no agreement is reached,
they will arbitrate.

3. Questions of wages and schedules will not be arbitrated, but
the company will receive employes jn an effort to adjust them.

4. In matter of discharge of employes a man shall have a hear-

ing, given full opportunity to explain. Hearing to take place be-

fore representatives of men and company.
5. Question of reinstatements to be as previously agreed upon

in original proposal, viz.. 80 per cent, of all old employes taken
back at once, 20 per cent, to be on waiting list, etc.

It is considered that the company won the strike,

but at a tremendous cost. The loss to the Big
Consolidated was about $100,000: the gain to the

Little Consolidated, the parallel line belonging to

Senator Hanna. is placed at $30,000. The 770 men
have lost $30 apiece.

Butte County Long-distance Trans-
mission.

The West has been prolific in utilizing water
power for long-distance electric transmission. One
of the latest plants is that of the Butte County (Cal.)
Electric Light and Power company, for which the
electrical apparatus is in course of construction.
The central power house will be at Butte Creek,
containing two 400-kilowatt Westinghouse "engine-
type" two-phase generators, at 500 volts and
7,200 alternations. The generators will be di-
rect-connected to turbines, which will work
at 400 revolutions per minute. Upon the
ends of the shafts will be placed two "^h-
kilowatt exciters. A complete switchboard will be
provided with the latest devices for manipulating
the system. The equipment will include two sets
of generator fuse-blocks of 600 amperes capacity,

mounted on marble slab, and six Wurts lightning
arresters for 14 amperes and 16.500 volts. The cur-
rent, at 500 volts, two-phase, delivered by the two
400-kilowatt generators, will be carried to the pri-

maries of four Westinghouse raising transformers,
each of 200 kilowatts capacity, and will be delivered
by the secondaries of the transformers at 16,500
volts, three-phase, to the long-distance transmission
conductors. The transformers will be complete
with spark-gap arresters.

Two sub-stations will be installed, one at Chico,
ir miles distant, and the other at Oroville, 23 miles
distant. From these points the current will be dis-

tributed for commercial purposes. The transmission
wires, for both sub-stations, are carried upon the
same poles through the town of Centerville, and
thence branch of¥ to each sub-station.

At the Chico sub-station will be installed two
Westinghouse lowering transformers, each of 200
kilowatts, with 15,000-volt, three-phase primaries,
and 2,00Q to i.ooo-.volt, two-phase secondaries, com-
plete, with spark-gap arresters. A switchboard will

be equipped, and the station will be protected with
three- Wurts lightning arresters. The current will
be applied for lighting and power in the proportion
of 75 per cent, for the former and 25 per cent, for
the latter

At the Oroville sub-station, 23 miles, distant from
the central power, house at Butte Creek, the current
is received by six 25-kilowatt Westinghouse lowering
transformers, with T5,ooo-volt. three-phase primaries
and 400-volt. two-phase secondaries, complete, with
spark-gap arresters. The current at this sub-station
will be used in the proportion of 10 per cent, for
lighting and go per cent, for power. At Oroville
the Kia Ora Gold Dredging company is carrying
on extensive operations, using a large number of
Westinghouse induction motors for operating dredg-
ers, for centrifugal pumps and for the washing trays.
the power being provided by the Butte Creek trans-
mission system.

A. A. Sowers, secretary and general manager of

the Marietta (Ga.) Telephone company, has com-
pleted arrangements with the Standard Telephone
company of Atlanta for a connecting line between
Marietta and Atlanta.

Street-railway Interests of Greater New
York Said to Be Consolidated.

A New York dispatch to the Chicago Record,

dated June 29th, is as follows: ''A gigantic alliance

has been formed and all the details nearly completed

that will place all the street-car and elevated lines

in Greater New York under one control. The plan,

in a word, is the amalgamation of the Metropolitan

Traction company's interests with those of the Man-
hattan railway and the Third Avenue lines in this

borough, and with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

company. George Gould, who manages the fate

of the Manhattan railway and its $48,000,000 of se-

curities, is in Philadelphia conferring with P. A.

B. Widener, the moving spirit in Metropolitan

Traction. The directors of the Traction company
authorized an issue of $5,000,000 of stock to-day."

The present capitalization of the four companies
named is about $175,000,000.

TRIFLING TECHNICALITIES.
The Chicago Record thinks it necessary to revise

an old adage. "Never," it says, impressively, "look
a gift automobile in the works:"

There is an automobile show in progress in Lon-
don. A bad roads exposition with an automobile
show on the side would be a good thing in this

country.—Minneapolis Times.

Automobile or ought not to mobile seems to be
the question at issue between the South Park com-
missioners of Chicago and the owners of several
hundred power-propelled vehicles.—St. Louis Re-
public.

Agent—"Do you think I could sell your father a
lightning rod, little boy?"
Boy—"Nope! Dad's already got one rod an* dat's

got enough lightning in it to burn me an' der dawg
up wid."—Chicago Daily News.
A new definition of science is implied in a story

lately told by Canon- MacColl : "A friend of mine
once shared the box-seat with the driver of a stage
coach in Yorkshire, and being a lover of horses,
he talked with the coachman about his team, admir-
ing one horse in particular. 'Ah,' said the coachman,
'bur that 'oss ain't as good as he looks; he's a scien-
tific 'oss.' 'A scientific horse,' exclaimed my friend,
'what on earth do you mean by that?' 'I means,'
replied Jehu, 'a 'oss as thinks he knows a deal more
nor he does." "—New York Evening Post.

Telegraphers' Annual Gathering.
[Special correspondence of the Western Electrician.]

Boston, June 23.—Vice-president H. J. Pettingill
of the Michigan Telephone company gave a banquet
on June 22d, at Young's Hotel in this city, to the
general committee of arrangements and entertain-
ment having in -charge, plans for. the annual meeting
of telegraphers in Boston in September next. Mr.
Pettingill is president of the -organization known as
the Old-Time Telegraphers' association, and is

much interested in the prospective annual gathering
of the ''experts."

_
Among those present at Mr. Pettingill's invita-

tion were: G. H. Yetman, superintendent of the
Boston district messenger service: *F. T. Viles. city
inspector Western Union company; D. J. Hern,
general manager Mutual district messenger service;

J. H. Wentworth, cashier Western Union company;
Henry C. Sherman, superintendent's department
Western Union company; William E. Durgin, su-
perintendent American Telegraph and Telephone
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company; C. E. Bagley, Manager Postal company;

I. O. Wright, superintendent New England Tele-

graph and Telephone company; C. W. Henderson,

manager Western Union company: E. B. Pillsbury,

superintendent Postal company; Edgar A. Smith,

superintendent of telegraph of the Fitchburg rail-

road; J. W. Larrish, electrician Western Union
company; E. M. Fisher, chief operator of the Asso-

ciated Press; W. H. E. Clapp, cashier Boston dis-

trict messenger service; Rufus R. Wade, chief Mas-

sachusetts district police; Thomas W. Flood, Bos-

ton commissioner of wires; W. J. Denver, assistant

general manager New England Telegraph and Tele-

phone company; S. A. D. Forristall. superintendent

of telegraph of the Boston anl Maine railroad.

At the business meeting after the dinner commit-

tees were apoointed as follov/s:
_

Arrangement and banquet—H. J. Pettingill, W.
T. Denver and Rufus R. Wade.
Transportation—S. A. D. Forristall. John Brant,

E A. Smith, J. W. Larrish and D. J. Hern.

Reception—J. W. Larrish. J. H. Wentworth, C.

W. Henderson, C. E. Bagley.
j t- xi

Press—E. P. Pillsbury, J. H. Fahey and E. H.

Fisher.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, June 27.—It is now stated that the

actual work of substituting electric power for steam

on the Manhattan elevated railroad' system will be

begun in August. Thecontract for g.oootons of third

raits has also been awarded. Mr. W. E. Baker, the

electrical superintendent of the company, has a large

staff of men at work on the plans at 32 Park place.

It is understood that no one company will receive

the contract for the work.

The change in the control of the L'nited Electric

Light and Power company was made last week,

eight out of the 13 old directors retiring. The

company has been closely connected with the West-

inghouse interests, and it has been about the only

important electric-light property that had not been

absorbed by W. C. Whitney's New York Gas and

Electric Light. Heat and Power company. Some
time ago it was reported that the Third Avenue

Railroad company was likely to secure the United

company, so that it might utilize its plant and sub-

ways to compete with the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way in electrical light, heat and power distribution.

More recently it was asserted that the United com-

pany would be turned over to the Consolidated Gas

company, which would utilize it as a factor in the

gas war. George Westinghouse, Paul D. Cravath.

George W. Hebard. C. H. Jackson and Ph. Ferd.

Kobbe were re-elected directors. The new directors

elected were George H. Church, George H. Rae.

Benjamin Whiteley, Cortland Betts. Arthur Starke,

Osborn W. Bright. Joseph F. Sweasv and A. Mur-
ray Young. They take the places of Brayton Ives.

Marcellus Hartlev. C. J. Canda, .August Belmont,

Henry B. Hyde, who died recently, Charles F.

Adams, Duncan D. Parmly and James Stokes.

There are rumors of a strike among the employes

of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company's system

of transportation lines, but President Rossiter de-

nies absolutelv that he has received a single com-
plaint from the men on any of the lines. It is

known, however, that the motormen and conductors

on the Nassau system have been discontented since

they have been working under the re,gulations of the

Brooklvn Heights road. Formerlv. under the John-

son regime, these men were oaid bv the hour: now
they are paid bv the trip. This, they declare, has

resulted in smaller earnings for them, and there has

been much complaint. President Rossiter and the

other officials of the Raoid Transit comoany believe

that the Brooklvn Heights emploves will stand by
them, and that the men of the other lines will not

dare to strike without their aid. Mr. Rossiter savs

that he is ready at anv time to receive nersonally

any complaints from his men. either for themselves
or as representatives of their comrades.
A special meeting of the stockholders of the Third

Avenue Railroad company has been called for Julv
loth. when a proposition to increase the caoital stock

of the comoanv from S12.0no.00o. the nresent amount,
to Svdo.ooo.ooo will be voted upon. The new stock is

to be issued for the purpose of paving the com-
panv's floating debt, incurred in the acquisition

of the securities of other street railwavs. and for

chancring the.motive power of the Third -\venue line

and the acnuired lines. Fifteen millions of the $28.-

000.000 of new stock, it is estimated, will be devoted
to payin.g the cost of the improvements in progress
and in contemplation.
On Julv 1st the Manhattan Electrical Supply com-

pany will advance the wages of all employes who
have been in its service one year at the factory in Jer-

sey City 10 per cent. The advance will affect about
200 employes. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis. June 26.—During the recent flood

in southern Minnesota, the water got so high at

Chatfield that the wheel got fouled and could not
be shut down at the electric-light plant. The engi-
neer therefore had to watch and wait till he was re-

lieved, which was not till the middle of the following
day. The succeeding day there was so much back-
water at the power house that it was impossible
to run the water-wheel, and the engine had become
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disabled, so the plant could not be operated by steam.

The Street Railway company of Duluth, Minn., is

preparing to change its rolling stock from short

cars to double-trucked cars of about the same
patterns as those on the interurban lines between
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

The Seattle Cataract company has made a proposi-

tion to furnish the city of Seattle, Wash., with elec-

tric light for 10 years, with 300 arc lights, at $6.30

each a month. The system is to become the property

of the municipality at the end of that time.

R. G. Wieland of Duluth. Minn., has been granted
a franchise for electric lighting in Duluth, Minn.
Ke proposes to have the system in operation in 90
days.
The council of Duluth, Minn., is considering a

plan to operate the proposed new electric-light plant

b3' gas instead of steam power. It is proposed to

have the plant at the gas-works. The cit>' engineer
is collecting figures as to the comparative cost of

steam and gas. and so far they favor gas.

It is reported from Stillwater. Minn., that the

Stilwell & Bierce company of Da\i:on, O., has se-

cured the ownership of the Apple River Falls dam,
just across the line in Wisconsin, and proposes to

transmit electric power to St. Paul. 30 miles.

The Tri-cit\^ Railway company of Davenport. la.,

has let the contract for the erection of an addition
to its shops, to cost $13,000. The building is to be
completed b}^ September ist. The company will ex-
periment with fenders on its cars and test them with
dummies.
W. B. George has applied for a franchise to op-

erate an electric street railway in Billings. Mont.
It is understood the street railway in Sioux Falls,

S. D.. is soon to be transformed into an electric-car

line.

The attempt to sell the Edison building in Min-
neapolis has produced but one bid, of $47,550. from
Carter. Rice & Co. of Boston. On the advice of the
attorneys the court rejected the bid. The building
is held to be worth from $75,000 to $125,000 by the
creditors.

The Des Moines Edison Light company an-
nounces that as soon as its improvements are com-
pleted rates will be cut 50 per cent, on all kinds of
lighting, and the company will go after bu=;iness

with a vim. The improvements projected will cost

$50,000.

Warren B. Steere of Des Moines. la., is an ap-
plicant at Nevada. la., for a franchise to build and
operate an electric-car line, which he proooses shall

go from Nevada to Ames and to Des Moines.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company has pur-

rhased a building in Stillwater, Minn., for a power
honce and reoair shops.
The council of Grinnell. la., has taken action to

rednce the meter rate per thousand volts of plec-

tricit\' from 15 to 10 cents. The proorietors of the
electric-liffht plant sav they cannot furnish ligh*- at

a less rate than 15 cents. J.

PERSONAL.
Prof. E. L. Nichols of Cornell University will

spend his summer vacation in Europe.

Mr. A. E. Brooke Ridley, a prominent San Fran-.
Cisco electrical man^ was in Chicago early in the

week on a busines errand, which was highly suc-
cessful.

General Leonard Wood, of "Rough Riders" fame
and later military governor of the province of San-
tiago, Cuba, has been offered the presidency of the
newly formed Washington (D. C.) Traction com-
pany and is considering the matter.

Professor Bovey of the faculty of applied science
of McGill University, Montreal, has been elected

a member of the Council of the Institute of Civil

Engineers of England. Many electrical men in the
United States are acquainted with Professor Bovey
and will rejoice at his new distinction.

Mr. Charles G. Burton, one of the best-known
and most experienced electrical salesmen in the
Vvest. has become a member of the selling force of

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pan}^ at Chicago. Mr. Burton's electrical expe-
rience dates back 15 years, and he has been con-
nected with the Brush, Central Electric and Sprague
companies. His services should prove a decided
acquisition to the AVestinghouse company.

Mr. Truman P. Gaylord, formerly associate pro-
fessor of electrical engineering at the Armour In-

stitute of Technology and later connected with the
Chicago Edison company, has accepted a position

as a member of the staff of the Chicago office of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company.
Mr. Gaylord's duties will require the qualifications

of both an engineer and a salesman, and will give

his well-recognized technical abilit>^ a wider outlook
and a more diversified utility.

Samuel Insull. the prominent Chicago electrical

man, is president of the Illinois Electric Vehicle
Transportation company, among his other activities.

and now he has more reason to be opposed to the

cab-horse than ever. He was crossing the street

at Wabash avenue and Jackson street on Saturday
last when he was knocked down by a runaway horse
attached to a cab. The horse became frightened

at the noise of the elevated railway, and was upon
the pedestrian before the latter was thoroughly aware
of the danger. Mr. Insull was knocked down and
severely bruised and cut about the head and body.
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He was taken to the Auditorium, where he had a
luncheon engagement with Mrs. Insull, and where
a surgeon dressed his injuries, which proved painful

rather than serious. Mr. Insull was prevented from
going to his office for several days, but is now about
again.

Thomas J. Johnston has opened an office in the
Park Row building. New York, for the practice of

law, his especial province being the conduct of

patent causes, either in the courts or the United
States Patent Office. Mr. Johnston was admitted
to the bar 17 years ago, and for six years past he
has been retained b}' the General Electric company
in its patent department as an assistant to Fred-
erick P. Fish, the well-known patent counsel. He
has a wide acquaintance among electrical men.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Lee & Sayers have been granted a franchise for

the establishment of an electric-light plant at Ab-
beville, La.

The city of Manchester, England, has accepted the
bid of the Westinghouse company for four engine-
dynamos of i.Soo kilowatts capacity each for the
Bloom street station.

The city of Lake Providence, La., will make im-
mediate arrangements for the construction of water-
works and electric-light plant to cost $17,500. Ar-
thur B. Hider of Greenville, Miss., wnll make plans
and .specifications, and contracts will be let prob-
ably in August.

The city of Colmar, a town of 35,000 inhabitants.

40 miles southwest of Strasburg. Germany, already
owns its own gas-works and w-ater-works. and the
council has just decided to spend about $60,000 in

the erection of an electric-light and power plant,

which will furnish current also for the city's street

railways.

Boiler explosions in electric-light plants are com-
paratively rare, but occasionally one takes place. A
press dispatch states that the boilers of the electric-

light plant at Fairview, 111., blew up a few daj-s ago,
injuring three persons, one of them mortally. Fair-

view is a village of 500 Inhabitants in Fulton County,
and the plant must have been a small one. perhaps
operated In connection with some other manufactur-
ing establishment.

C. W. Jackson was given permission at a recent

meeting of the Chicago City Council to lay electric-

light wires in the alley running north and south
between State street and Plymouth court and Jack-
son boulevard and Van Buren street. The grant is

for the sole purpose of supplying electric light. Ten
per cent, of the gross receipts is to be paid to the

city as compensation on January loth of each of

the 20 years of- the life of the grant. At the expira-

tion of that time the city is to have the privilege

of purchasing the plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Yesler Way cable road at Seattle, Wash., is

being transformed into a double-track electric line

on two prominent thoroughfares, extending from
the water front to Lake Washington.

The new United Railways and Electric company
of Baltimore will erect new car shops and barns on
a site just purchased at a cost of $70,000. It is said

that there will be 13 separate stcne buildings.

It is stated that the Buflalo Street Railway com-
pany will spend $i,ooo,ODO in improvements this

year. Almost $350,000 worth of electrical machinery,

it is said, has already been ordered from the Gen-
eral Electric company to equip five stations.

At a recent riot at Seoul, Corea, 10 cars owned by
the electric-railway company recently established

there were smashed and burned and several of the

tramway emploj^es were killed. A number of Jap-

anese and European motormen saved their lives by
flight. The cars had killed several children since

the service was opened in Seoul.

The government has begun a suburban electric-

car mail delivery in Chattanooga and suburbs. _W.

C. Heckman, assistant superintendent of the United

States Railway Mail Service, arranged the sen-ice

with officials of the Chattanooga Electric Railway
company. This is an innovation for the South that

\vill probably be followed in other cities of that

section.

It ij- announced that as Governor Stephens has

signed the- street-railway bill, the negotiations for a

general consolidation of all the street railways of

St. Louis, which have been in progress for some
time, have been practically com.pleted. The deal

Involves nearly $100,000,000. Brown Bros, of New
York are said to be handling the financial end

of the deal. Without the Suburban, which has not

yet come into the combination, the consolidated

company will have 295 miles of single track, and

including the Suburban and new track to be con-

structed" it will have nearly 400 miles. Over $5,000.-

000 will be expended in improvements, it is said,

and a much larger number of men will be employed
than before.

At the annual meeting of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company of Kansas City the Armour in-

terest came into control of the prope^t\^ The earn-
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ings for the last year were at the rate of -f-h per cent,

on the capitalization—$5,500,000. The company now
controls all the street-car lines of Kansas City. The
board of directors, just elected, includes Charles
Francis Adams of Boston, Norman B. Ream and
P. A. Valentine of Chicago, and Charles W. Armour,
L. E. James, C. F. Morse, W. H. and C. F. Holmes
and Wallace Pratt of Kansas City. The officers are:

Chairman of the board, P. A. Valentine; president.

W. H. Holmes; vice-president, L. E. James; gen-
eral manager, C. F. Holmes: secretary and treasurer,

W. E. Kirkpatrick. Mr. C. F. Morse was the former
president, with Mr. W. H. Holmes as manager and
Mr. C. F'. Holmes as superintendent.

AUTOMOBILES.
A certificate of incorporation of the United States

Vehicle company, with an authorized capital of $25,-

000,000, was filed at Dover, Del., on June 23d.

The company is incorporated for the purpose of

manufacturing vehicles to be operated by com-
pressed air as motive power.

The reports of exports to foreign countries for

the week ended June 21st show that American man-
ufacturers of automobiles shipped 10 cases contain-

ing self-propelling vehicles, worth $15,212, to Havre,

France. There, it is said, the automobiles will be
mounted and shipped to other lands.

A New York paper says that the Fischer Equip-
ment company of Chicago has been commissioned
by the firm of Frederick Loeser & Co. of Brooklyn
to construct a number of automobile delivery wagons.
They are to be built and delivered as soon as pos-

sible, and the firm believes that it will be the first

in Brooklyn to introduce automobile delivery

wagons.

It seems that the automobile industry is to have
the benefit of Mr. Edison's inventive genius. A
dispatch from Orange, N. J., states that Thomas A.

Edison is at work on an electric automobile, which
he believes will be far ahead of anything that the

French or American inventors have as yet turned
out. He declines to make any statement about it

or the principle on which it is to be constructed,

but will say that it can be made for a comparatively
low price, and that his plan will enable the machine
to run for 150 miles without recharging the batteries.

The Riker Electric Vehicle company has been in-

corporated under the laws of New Jersey, with a

capital of $2,000,000 six per cent, preferred stock

and $5,000,000 common stock. The company will

purchase all the patents, machinery, contracts and
rights of Andrew L. Riker and the Riker Electric

Motor company for the manufacture of electric ve-

hicles. It will purchase the extensive works at Eliz-

aoethport, N. J., which are said to have a capacity

of five completed vehicles a day. Among those con-
nected with the company are Andrew L. Riker,

Charles A. Lieb, president of the Great Falls Powder
company of Washington, O. T. Crosby of Washing-
ton and F. C. Stevens, president of the West End
Bank. Washington.

The Automobile company of America, with.head-
([uarters in New York city, was incorporated on
June 2ist, under the laws of West Virginia, with

a capital of $20,000, which may be increased to

$2,500,000. It will confine its operations for the

present to the manufacture of pleasure vehicles pro-

pelled by gasoline. The vehicles, it is said, will

weigh only about 500 or 600 pounds, and will be

cheaper than the electric automobiles. A test of

these vehicles, in competition with automobiles pro-

pelled by electricit}' and other motive powers, is to

be made this month in a road race w^hich will be
held at Ardsley. and the arrangements for which
are being made by John Brisben Walker of Irving-
ton-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.

An ordinance was submitted by Alderman Kunz
in the Chicago City Council on June 26th, granting
the Auto-stage company a franchise to operate
a line of horseless vehicles through all the streets

of the city. The life of the franchise is put at 20
years, and the automobile lines are to be operated
for the exclusive use of passengers. For the first

10 years a compensation of one per cent, of the gross
earnings is offered and three per cent, for the re-

mainder of the term. The fare in the ordinance is

fixed at five cents for any distance between the ter-

minals. Madison street and Wabash avenue is

named as the downtown terminus. Transfers are

to be given and a license fee of $10 a year for each
automobile is provided for. The ordinance was sent

to the judiciary committee.

PUBLICATIONS.
Bulletin No. 2225, describing Bullock multipolar

generators and motors, will be sent to those re-

questing it.

.G. Freytag & Berndt of Vienna publish a col-

ored chart showing graphically the development of
the telephone in Austria from 1881 to iSgg.

The G. P. Magann Air-brake company of Detroit
thinks that it has solved the problem of braking cars
on electric street raihvays. It publishes a pamphlet,
"Storage Air-brake System," which seems to be
carefully prepared and which should interest street-

railway men.

Secretary R. W. Pope has issued Volume XV. of
the Transactions of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers. The volume comprises 812 pages
and includes the papers read at the meetings held
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in the year 1898 and also a catalogue of members^
brought down to May I, 1899.

"Electricity for Printers" is a very neat and taste-

ful brochure; probably it was printed on an electric-

ally driven press. It shows the peculiar advan-
tages of electric drive in the press-room, and such
is the restraint and good taste in its preparation that

one must look closely to discover that it was issued
by the Crocker-Wheeler company.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Contracts have been let, according to a somewhat

mysterious Omaha dispatch to the Chicago Record,
for the construction of a canal and reservoir at a
l^oint about 50 miles from Omaha, to cost more than
$2,000,000. The power will be transmitted to Omaha.
Provisional contracts have been made with all the
big power-users, it is said. Especially at South
Omaha, the introduction of a much cheaper power
is expected to prove of material assistance to the
packing industry and push the town ahead of its

competitors as a meat-packing center. General B.
N. King of Dayton, O., together with a syndicate
of New York and London capitalists, is named as
concerned in the enterprise.

A company has been formed for the development
of the power of Ivy Creek, near Marshall, N. C,
the project having been under consideration several
months by Charles A. Reynolds of Winston, N. C,
and his associates. There will be constructed a
cement-and-rock dam, no feet long at bottom, 340
feet at top, 60 feet thick at bottom, tapering to six
feet thick at top. The race will be blasted out of
solid rock. The power- plant will be located 300
yards down the river, and electricity will be gen-
erated for transmission to Asheville, 14 miles. The
water will pass through a loo-foot solid-rock tunnel
into an iron flume. The two pairs of turbines will

be 27 inches in diameter, each furnishing 1,000 horse
power, and will be connected directly to the dynamos.
Four thousand horse pow-er is available, but only
half of it will be used.

TELEGRAPH.
The capital stock of the new Illinois District-Tele-

graph company of Chicago has been increased from
$100,000 to $200,000.

The Western Union Telegraph company has com-
menced suit in the United States Court at Topeka.
Kan., to enjoin the State Court of Visitation from
putting into effect the new law which reduces tele-

graph rates 40 per cent. It is claimed by the com-
pany that the new rates are confiscatory.

The Western Union Telegraph company reports
as follows for the quarter ended June 30th: Net
revenue (partly estimated), $1,650,000; decrease, as
compared with the corresponding period of last

year, $27,262; interest, $224,273; decrease, $144; bal-
ance, $1,425,727; decrease, $27,118; dividends, $1,-

216.987; increase, $5; surplus, $208,740; decrease,
$27,118. For the year: Net revenue, $5,866,003;
decrease, $224,147.

Frank W. Hawdey, president of the West Indies
Telegraph and Cable company, arrived in New York
recently. '"Cables will be laid from New York
to Cuba soon,'' said Mr. Hawdey. "and there will

also soon be built a gridiron of telegraph and tele-

phone lines on the island. Cuba's facilities of this

sort are now inadequate, and many of the interior
tnwns have no telegraph connection with the coast.
The capital for the development of this enterprise is

largely New York and European."

The board of directors of the Central and South
American Telegraph company has elected the follow-
ing-named officers for the year: President, James A.
Scrymser; vice-president, Charles Lanier; resident
vice-president, Sebastian Camacho, City of Mexico;
treasurer and auditor, Samuel C. Blackwell; secre-
tary. James R. Beard; executive committee, William
Gaston Hamilton, William R. Grace and John L.
Riker. The usual quarterly dividend of \V-i per cent,
was declared.

At a meeting of the directors of the Mexican Tele-
graph company last month the following-named offi-

cers were elected for the year: President, James A.
Scrymser; vice-president, Edmund L. Baylies; resi-

dent vice-president. Sebastian Camacho, City of Mex-
ico; treasurer and auditor, Samuel C. Blackwell;
secretary, James R. Beard; executive committee,
John E. Alexandre. Percy R. Pyne and William
Emlen Roosevelt. The usual quarterly dividend of

2% per cent, was 'declared.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
Chicago bankers offer $265,000 of first-mortgage,

five per cent., 30-year gold bonds of the Decatur
(111.) Gas and Electric company at 104 and accrued
interest. It is said that the expenses of this company
are 52 per cent, of the revenue, and that, on the basis

of the business of the year ended April 30, 1899, the
surplus revenue after paying bond interest is $19,000.

The subscriptions for the Chicago Union Traction
company's stock were paid practically in full on
June 26th, and the plan arranged was that Mr.
Yerkes should turn over his stock in the North and
West Side companies to the Illinois Trust and Sav-
ings Bank, receiving therefor $10,000,000, less the

bank's commissions for handling the money and a

sum estimated at $3,000,000, which it is said repre-

IS

scnts the sum Mr. YerWes borrowed to carry out
some of his tractioti enterprises in the past and
what he subscribed to the stocJc of the Union com-
pany. His obligations in New York are supposed
to amount to $2,000,000, so that he will have about
¥5,000,000 ni cash when the transaction is closed.

Boston bankers offer a portion of the stock of the
Masfachusetts Electric Companies, the recently
formed corporation which has absorbed 33 street-
railway and electric-light companies in the thickly
populated suburban district of Boston. These compa-
nies cover the greater part of the street-railway mile-
age north of Boston, as far as Nashua, N. H., and
Newburyport and Gloucester, Mass., and south as far
as Fall River, Mass., and Newport and Providence,
R. I., connecting directly with the street-railway
system of Boston. Various electric-lighting com-
panies doing business in the same section are also
included. The board of trustees is made up of Rich-
ard OIney. Charles E. Cotting, Eugene N. Foss,
Percy Parker, Charles Francis Adams 2d, Gordon
Abbott. Amos F. Breed, John N. Beckley, Stillman
F. Kelley, Walter Hunnewell. S. Endicott Peabody,
S. Reed Anthony. Everett W. Burdett, Philip L.
Saltonstall and E. Rollins Morse. The trustees
will issue $24,000,000 worth of stock, half common
and half four per cent, preferred. Seventy thousand
shares of the preferred stock and 35,000 shares of
common are offered for public subscription on a
basis of 105 for the preferred stock, one share of
common stock being given as a bonus with every two
shares of the preferred stock. It is reported that the
street-railway companies in the combination have
a total of 647.41 miles of track and that they own
and operate 1,426 cars, of which 618 are closed and
808 open cars. The total number of power stations
is iS, having a total rated capacity of 28,423 horse
power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Following the reading of a paper by John A.

Sleicher of New York on "Street-car Advertising,"
the New York Press association, at its recent meet-
ing at Niagara Falls, adopted a resolution calling
the attention of the state authorities to the "illegiti-
mate use of railway cars for advertising purposes."
A dispatch to the Chicago Chronicle from La-

porte, Ind., says that Professor Talbert of that city,
who is now in Germany, has discovered a way for
a much wider and more scientific investigation of
the action of the brain on the muscles of the body
than has heretofore been known. It has long been
known that stimulation of certain parts of the brain
would cause definite responses from certain muscles
of the body. Professor Talbert has hit upon the
plan of trephining holes in a dog's skull, which he
will fill with ivory plugs to which are attached
electrodes resting on the surface of the brain.
Wires are then attached to a battery, and
the brain at these points is stimulated at will. The
location of the part of the brain governing the leg,
eye, nose, etc., may be found by this new plan.

TRADE NEWS.
Mr. R. M. Shaw, the representative of the Fort

Wayne Electric Works for Southern Illinois, Mis-
souri and the Southwest, has his office at No. 818
Lincoln Trust building, St. Louis, Mo.
The Dodge Manufacturing company of Misha-

waka, Ind., has been incorporated in Illinois as a
foreign corporation, with $30,000 capital stock. The
capital stock of the Indiana company is $500,000.

Electra carbons are carried in stock by the Cen-
tral Electric company of Chicago. These carbons
are deservedly well known, as they are made of ex-
cellent material by most approved methods of man-
ufacture.

The International Correspondence Schools of
Scranton, Pa., have commenced suits against the
United Correspondence Schools and the American
School of Correspondence for infringement of copy-
right in instruction papers. They have issued a
circular headed with the word "Caution," in which
they set forth what they claim to be the salient
facts in the case.

A summer stimulation often is demanded in busi-
ness circles, as well as by the individual. The Cen-
tral_ Electric company, Chicago, states that this sea-
son's demand for electrical supplies is of such a
lively nature that no urging is required to gain
fine orders. There is a generous support in all

departments of electric installation, although with-
out doubt the greatest activity is in telephone ex-
tensions.

Mr. "V. E. Raggio, who for many years has been
connected with the Commercial Electrical Supply
company of St. Louis, Mo., has associated himself
with the Western Electrical Supply company of the
same city, and will travel through the Southwest in
the interest of the latter company. Mr. Raggio has
been very successful throughout this section of the
country, and will, no doubt, continue to receive the
liberal patronage of the past, as he will certainly be
fully supported by the enterprising company with
W'hich he has connected himself.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has recently closed a contract with the
Honolulu Iron Works company for an electrical

equipment of its factories, to be shipped forthwith
to the Hawaiian Islands. The contract comprises
a 150-kilowat, 250-volt, compound-wound Westing-
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house generator, to be belted to a steam engine

driving the generator at 550 revolutions per minute.

A marble switchboard will be provided, with the

latest devices for manipulating the electrical ap-

paratus, and also some Westinghouse electric

motors for operating planing and drilling machines.

F. S. Hunting, treasurer and sales manager of the

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

spent a few days in Chicago last week in the inter-

ests of the Fort Wayne company. Mr. Hunting

states that tlie new company is just starting out

under most auspicious circumstances. The com-

pany is rushed with work, having recently received

a number of handsome orders. The Fort Wayne
Electric Works, as is well known, have one of the

best equipped plants in the countr>% and are now
in a better position to fill orders than ever before.

J. J. Wood is the general superintendent and elec-

trician. Mr. Hunting states that not only will the

high standard of excellence attained by the Wood
systems of electric lighting be maintained, but im-

provements will be made from time to time, as

experience shall suggest.

BUSINESS.
Gates & Randolph of Chicago have sold 200 Ster-

ling arc lamps to Armour & Co., Chicago.

Fortune Bros., 225 Desplaines street, Chicago,
have placed an order -with the Western Electric

company to equip their buildings with an electric-

light plant. All of the material will be of Western
Electric manufacture, and the work will be installed

b}- the construction department.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

reaping the reward for enterprise in the large orders
i: is booking for '"O. K. slow-burning weatherproof"
and ''O. K. slow-burning" or "Underwriters" wires.

The promptness with which it placed these wires
upon the market to meet the new requirements of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters has been
noted b}' the users of wire all over the country.

These wires have been made to strictly comply with

the rules of the National Fire Board relating to slow-
burning wires for inside wiring.

Charles H. Besly Sz Co.. 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, call special attention to their Man-

nocitin, said to be the only absolute rust preventive
for machinerj', engines, tools, guns, cycles and ail

metals. Mannocitin is composed of greases and
volatile oils. It is and remains neutral and con-
tains no acid. On application the oils evaporate,
leaving an air-tight film or skin, which adheres
tightly to the metal and prevents rust and corrosion.
Mannocitin withstands salt air, salt water, rain,

snow, dampness, perspiration, steam, gases and
fumes of acids and ammonia.

The Council of Rangitikei Count}-, New Zealand,
has placed an order with the Berlin Iron Bridge
company of East Berlin, Conn., for a highway
bridge, consisting of a single span of 204 feet, de-
signed to carr\- a distributed load of 1.500 pounds
per lineal foot or a road engine weighing 40 tons.

In transmitting this order the chairman of the
Council says: "As far as I know, this is the first

order of the kind sent to the United States, and
the experiment is being watched by other local

boards." The bridge will be a pin-connected struc-

ture on account of the ease and facility' with which
this class of construction can be erected in the
field.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

627.105. Apparatus for Lighting Car Lamps.
Henry C. Farquharson, New York, N, \. Ap-
plication filed August 13, 1898.

The suspenoed gas lamp has 3 metallic chimney with

electric conductors passing down through the chimney,
spark points connected with the conductors and above
the sas bnrner, aad earthenware tubes within the chimney
and surroanding ihe electric conductors so as to insulate

ihem from the metallic chimney and protect them.

627.106. Apparatus for Electrically Lighting Uamps.
Henry C. Farquharson. New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed December 8, 1898.

The spark-point holdpr has holes through it and spark-

point wires in the boles and clamping devices for the

spark wires, a spider having an opening through which
the spark-point holder passes, and arms variable in length

and adapted to rest upon and be supported by the lamp
chimney.

627.133. Electric Vehicle. William M. McDougall,

East Orange, N. J. Application filed August 4,

1898.

In an electrically propelled vehicle there is the combiiia-

tioo of a plurality of gear wheels, an electric motor and its

shaft, a STStem of levers by which the shaft is-moved to

engage with one or the other of the gears, a pole-changine

switch coniroUing current to the motor and connected
with tlie system of levers, smd means for manually moving
the system of levers.

627.134. Secondary Battery. William M. McDou-
gall. East Orange, X. J. Application filed Au-
gust 4, 1898.

A plate consisting of a case of non-conducting material

having cells therein, a conducting portion confined within

the Cise, portions of which are exposed in the cells, the

exposed portions having enlarged surfaces. .

Issued Juiie 20, iSgg.

signals and a corrent-reversing apparatus for the motor
operated by the relays.

627.245. Railway Signal. James Wayland, Newark,
N. J. Application filed July 13, 189S.

A railway-signal system comprising a plurality of track
sections and corresponding signal stations, an electro-
magnetic circuit breaker in a signal-operating circuit con-
trolled by a rail circuit at one side of the signal station,

the circuit breaker being provided with elastically

monnted multiple contacts of carbon and metal, and ad-
justing device for making the final rupture occur between
the carbon surfaces, and an auxiliary circuit breaker in

the signal-operating circuit controlled by a magnet con-
nected in a track circuit at the other side of the signal.

NO. 627,134.

627.144- Electric Transformer. Gustave A. Scheef-

fer, Peoria, 111. Application filed January 11,

1899- ...
A magnetic core has sides angularly placed with relation

to each other, the sides uniting to form an angular cor-

ner, recesses being provided in the corner angularly dis-

posed with relation to the sides, whereby ventilation may
be secured without impairing the magnetic density.

627,155. .Electrostatic Measuring Instrument. Elihu

Thomson. Sw^ampscott, Mass. Application filed

April 1 8, 1S98.

The improvement described in the art of making elec-

tric measurements consists in inclosing the instroment by
which the measurements are effected in a practically

non-siriking vacuum.

627,172. Telephone Toil Apparatus. John T. Bel-

anger, Detroit, Mich. Application filed April

3, 1899-

In a telephone-toll apparatus the combination of the

telenhone circuit, the signaling circuit including a mova-
ble contact, a circuit bridged onto the telephone circuit

independent of the signaling circuit and containing an
electromagnet adapted to actuate Ibe movable contact of

the signaling circuit and means for energizing the electro-

magnet.

627.242. Electric Relaj^ Herbert B. Taylor, New-
ark. N. J. Application filed August 27, 1898.

A relay having its armature provided with a carbon and
3 metal contact co-operating respectively with correspond-

ing contacts of carbon and metal, one carbon contact hav-

ing a concave and the other a conves-engaging face, one of

them being yieldingly mounted.

627.243. Railway Signal. Herbert B. Taylor, New-
ark, N. J. Application filed October 15, 1898.

A railway-signal svstem comprising a plurality of blocks

or sections, signal stations located at or near the junction

of the blocks, track relays guarding the forward and rear

blocks, respectively, an electric motor for operating the

>o. 627.144.

627,246. Generating Electricity for Cars, etc. James
A\"avland. Newark, N. J. Application filed Julv

26, "1898.

The combination consists of a railway car, a dynamo-
electric generator and a Sanged collar co-operating with
a reversing switch for changing the circuits ot the genera-
tor with relation to the car circuits, the collar being pro-
vided with a pin projecting into an inclined slot formed in

a shaft driven by the car.

627,252. Means for Lubricating Electric Motors.
Niels A. Christensen. Milwaukee, Wis. Applica-

tion filed March 8, 1S99.

In an electric motor the combination with an armature
bearing of a lubricating device comprising an oil well,

means for convejing oil from the well to the bearing,
means for replenishmg the well with oil. and an overflow
passage leading out of the well above the bottom thereof at

a level above which it is desired that the oil shall not rise

therein.

627.266. Process of Producing Acid Chromate of

Lead. Carl Luckow, Cologne-Deutz, Germany.
Application filed December 31, 1S97.

The process described consists of producing acid chro-
mate of lead by means of electrolysis by using in connec-
tion with an anode of lead an aqueous solution as electro-

lyte containing from 03 to 3 per cent, of the sodium,
potassium or ammonium salts of chloric acid in mixture
with the sodium, potassium or ammonium salts of chromic
acid, passing the current and-maintaining the bath constant
by the continuous addition of water and. chromic acid.

NO. 627,155,

627.267. Process of Producing Basic Phosphate of

Copper by Means of Electrolysis. Carl Luckow,
Cologne-Deutz, Germany. Application filed

December 31, 1897. . .

The process is described of producing basic phosphate
of copper by means of electrolysis by using with anodes
of copper an aqueous solution as electrolyte containing
from 0.3 to 3 per cent, of the sodium, potassium or am-
monium salts of chloric acid in mixture with the sodium,
potassium or ammoninm salts of phosphoric acid, passing
the current and maintaining the bath constant by the con-
tinuoas addition of water and phosphoric acid and air.

627,291. Driving Mechanism for Dynamos on Car

Trucks. William L. Bliss, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 2, 1898.

This arrangement includes a truck frame, an axle, a hol-
low shaft mounted to rotate in the truck frame, the hollow
shaft surrounding and spaced from the axle, and a Qesihle
driving connection between the asle and hollow shaft.

627,322. Thermostatic Instrument. Charles Bur-
gher, Winthrop, Mass. Application filed June
7,. 1S98.

The device includes a base, circuit terminals secured
thereto on substantially diametrically opposite sides and
provided with co-operating overlapping arms separated to
leave an opening, a weight to render the co-operating
arms active, provided with a stem extended through the
openin^, and fusible means to restrain the weight from
contact with the circuit terminals until released by heat.

627.326. Electric-lighting Sj-stem for Cars. John
L. Creveling. New York, N. Y. Application
filed April 10, 1899.

The dynamo armature is driven from a reversible source
of motion and a rotating member subject to reversal with
the source of motion, with a pole-changing switch oper-
ated by frictional contact with the rotating member, and
electromaguetic means for breaking the frictional contact.

627,345. Generating Electric Waves or Vibrations.
Daniel M. Moore. Newark, N. J. Application
filed November 16, 1896.

The improvement described in generating electric waves,
vibrations or disturbances suitable for producing luminous
effects Roentgen rays and the like, by interrupting a cir-
cuit of self-induction carrying a varying current, consists
in limine the interruptions to take place at or about the
maximum of each wave of the varying current.

NO. 627,345.

627,366. Insulator for Fastening Electric Wires.
John Treleaven, Vancouver, Canada. Applica-
tion filed Januarv' 4, 1S99.

This insulator has a groove passing approximately half
way around near its top, another groove on the opposite
side curbed downward and intersecting the opposite ends
of the first groove, the intersections being angling obliquely
10 the plane of the first groove, and means for preventing
the insulator from turning when fastened.

627,376. Controller. Thorsten von Zweigbergk,
Cleveland, O. Application filed February 27,

1899.

The combination of a governing cylinder, a reversing
cylinder, a pair of operatitig handles, one for each cylinder,
and a braking handle adapted to operate both of the cyl-
inders without disturbing their handles.

627,417. Electric Motor. Alfred Hinman, Forest
Cit}% Mo. Application filed January- 4, 1S9S.

Renewed May 22, 1S99.

One feature is the armature comprising a frame con-
sisting of flanged end -pieces, cores for the magnets having
their ends bearing on the flanges, and screws passing be-
tween adjacent cores and engaging in tapped holes in the
flanges.

627.442. Process of Electrolytically Treating Ores.

Louis Pelatan, Paris, France. Application filed

October 21. 1897.

The improvement in processes of treating ores electro-

Ivtically consisting in adding to a sludge, consisting of ore

and water, a solvent and picric acid as an oxidizing agent
and then passing an electric current therethrough.
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Switchboard at United States Proving
Grounds, Indian Head.

The electrical plant at the United States Govern-
ment Proving Grounds. Indian Head, consists of two
alternating - current - direct - current Westinghouse
generators (Fig. i), "engine type," of 250 kilowatts
each, and one of 75 kilowatts, alternating-current.
each machine driven by its own engine. The engines
are two 20 by 34 by 16. 500 horse power each, and one
compound 12 and 20 by 12, 150 horse power. Each
oi' the 250-kilowatt generators delivers current simul-
laneously from both sides; from one, direct-current
at 550 volts, and from the other, two-phase alternat-
ing current at 400 volts, 3,600 alternations. The 75-
kilnwatt generator delivers two-phase alternating-
current of the same voltage and frequency as the
aliernating-current side of the larger generators.
Each of the 250-kilowatt generators has an exciter,
yy-2 kilowatts, driven from the engine to which the
main generator is directly connected. The 75-kilo-

Fig. 4 shows the armature of 250-kilowatt generator.
The switchboard consists of five panels, one for

ihe direct-current side of each of the 250-kilowatt
g*ener&.tors, and one for the alternating-current side

of each of the same, and one panel for the 75-kilO'

watt alternating-current generator. Figs. 2 and 3
give front and rear views of the switchboard.
The 75-kilo\vatt generator panel has 200-ampere

alternating-current ammeters, one in each phase:
one 600-volt alternating-current voltmeter, with volt-

meter plug and receptacle, so that the voltmeter can
be thrown on either of the two phases; also a com-
bination rheostat with two concentric hand-wheels
on the front, to control the 75-kilowatt generator and

either phase. This 1,100-volt circuit, in connection
with step-down transformers, is used for furnishing
current to 222 16 candle power incandescent lamps
about the grounds.
Each of the panels for the direct-current side of

the 250-kilowatt generators is furnished with the fol-

lowing devices: An 800-ampere direct-current am-
meter, a 600-volt direct-current voltmeter with
plug and receptacle, a 600-ampere single-pole cir-

cuit breaker, a three-pole single-throw quick-break
washer switch in main circuit of direct-current
side of generator, one rheostat to control the field

current of one of the 7^^-kilowatt exciters.

Arrangements have been made, enabling the alter-

Fig. I. Westinghouse AUernatiog-ourrent-direcE-current 230
Kilowatt Generator.

watt generator has an exciter, 1.87 kilowatts. In the
generating station is an iS^i-kilowatt transformer,
for stepping-up the alternating current to i.ioo volts,

to supply a feeder-line for lighting buildings ad-
jacent to the proving grounds.
The generators provide 'alternating current for

several Westinghouse tj'^pe "C" induction motors,
driving machinery in the powder mills; also direct

current for an electric-railway system, operated partly

by overhead trolley and partly by the Westinghouse
surface-contact system, and for a crane motcr 1;-, the

proving grounds. Alternating current is also pro-

vided for lighting the various mills, offices and
houses. The 75-kilowatt generator runs in parallel

with the alternating-current :ide of the 250-kilowatt
machines, and these latter machines are run in

parallel on their direct-( tirrcnt ends. Any or all of

ihe generator fields may be fed from either or both
of the 7^/i!-kilowr'it excite r-T. which can run separately

or in multiple. The 1.87 kilowatt excil.r can only be

used for exciting the 75-kilowatt generator, which is

entirely separately excite d.

The alternating-current -direct-current generators
are provided with series fields a? well as separately
cxciipd fields. These series fields are just sufficient

to compensate for the drop caused by their direct-

current, and do not interfere with running the 250-

kilowalt and the 75-ki!owati machines in parallel.

Fig. z.

Fig- 3-

Front View of Switchboard
Rear View of Switchboard.

SWITCHBOARD AT UNITED STATES PROVING GROUNDS, INDIAN HEAD.

its exciter. There are four field plugs, three con-
nected to the positive sides of the three exciters and
the fourth to the negative side of the field, so that
the generator field may be connected to any one or all

three of the exciters. Also, there is a four-pole
single-throw quick-break watsher switch for main
circuit of generator. Each of the two panels con-
trolling the alternating-current ends of the 250-kilo-

watt generators has the following instruments: Two
600-ampere alternating-current ammeters, one in

each phase, one 600-volt alternating-current volt-

meter, with voltmeter plug and receptacle, so that

the voltmeter can be thrown on either of the two
phases, a rheostat to control the field current, field

plugs connected to the positive and negative sides of

the 7^/^-kilowatt exciters, a four-pole single-throw

quick-break washer switch for main current of gen-
erator; also, on one of the panels, a two-pole double-

throw quick-break washer switch for connecting the

T8-J4-kilowatt 400-1, lOO-volt step-up transformer to

ternating-current-direct-current generators to be
in multiple with each other at either of their alter-

nating-current or direct-current sides, or that either

of them shall run in multiple with the 75-al-

ternating-current generator when necessary. The
latter may be used as auxiliary to either of the 250-

kilowatt generators in supplying power to the powder
mills, or may be used alone for light loads in sup-
plying either light or power, or both. One of the

large generators, aided by the 75-kilowatt generator,

will be able to carry the ordinary demands upon the

plant, without the second large generator, the two
having sufficient capacity to run the stationary mo-
tors and one locomotive ; or if the load of the

stationary motors be too large, then some of these

can be cut off, enabling the more important work to

be carried on without serious interruption.

The electrical plant was installed by the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company, and
the engines were furnished by Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co. of New York.
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Automatic Repeater for Wireless Teleg-
raphy Suggested.

Mr. S. P. Kingston of Jackson, Mich., is a prac-

tical telegrapher who has followed the experiments
in "wireless" telegraphy with much interest. He
sends the Western Electrician the sketch which is

reproduced on the next page with this explanation;

"Inclosed find a rough sketch of what might be
called a 'wireless-telegraph automatic repeater/ I

understand that wireless telegraphy is practical up
to a certain limit, or, until the curvature of the earth

interferes with the ethereal waves or oscillations.

The idea of having an automatic repeater or re-

peaters seems to have been entirely overlooked. If

such a repeater could be made practicable, it could

be easily placed in a weatherproof box at the foot

of a pole or on the top of a high building. These
repeaters could be placed at regular intervals of.

say, 20 or 25 miles apart. One might say that the

signals received on the receiving side of the re-

peater would interfere with the sending side. But
I understand that these waves can be sent in a cer-

tain direction by using a metal reflector. Whj',
then^ could we not use a shield of similar metal to

protect the sending side of the repeater from the

receiving side.

"Referring to the sketch, (A) is the sending
station, (B) the repeater station, (C) receiving

station. (D) (D) are batteries, (E) (E) induction
coils, (F) (F) ground connections, (G) is the tele-

graph key at the sending station, (H) is the coherer
of the wireless-telegraph repeater. (I) is a relay con-

nected to repeat the signals,. (J) is a repeating

Standardization of Electrical Apparatus.

One of the most important tasks ever undertaken
by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
was the endeavor to formulate a plan of standardiz-

ing electrical methods and electrical apparatus. The
committee to which this arduous work was com-
mitted has already spent 15 months on the task,

submitting a preliminary report at the Omaha meet-
ing of last year and a revised report in Boston on
June 26th of this year. The committee consists of

Francis B. Crocker, chairman; Gary T. Hutchin-
son, A. E. Kennetly, J. W. Lieb, Jr., Charles P.

Steinmetz, Lewis B. Stillwell and Elihu Thomson.
In submitting the revised report the committee

says: "Your committee on standardization begs to

submit the following report, covering such sub-

jects as have been deemed of pressing and Imme-
diate importance, and which are of such a nature
that general agreement may be expected upon them.

While it is the opinion of the committee that many
other matters might advantageously have been con-
sidered, as, for example, standard methods of test-

ing, yet it has been deemed inexpedient to attempt
to cover in a single report more than is here sub-
mitted."
The full text of the revised report is as follows:

General Plan.

EMciency. Sections i to 24.

(I) Commutating machines Sees. 6 to 9
(II) Synchronous machines. Sees 10 to 11

(III) Synchronous commutating
machines. Sees. 12 to ic

4. SWITCHBOARD AT UNITED STATES PROVING GROUNDS. INDIAN HEAD.—WESTINGHOOSE ALTERNATING CURRENT-
DIRECT-CURKENT 250 KILOWATT GENERATOR-ARMATURE.

sounder and (K) is a metal shield or reflector to

separate the receiving and sending sides of the re-

peater."

The possibility is a very interesting one. Mr.
Kingston says that he has not time to make actual

experiment of the practicability of automatic re-

peaters for space telegraphers, but he makes the
suggestion for what it is worth.

(IV)
(V)

(VI)

Regulations for Automobilists Pro-
posed.

City Electrician Ellicott has drafted the points

he thinks should be incorporated in the ordinance
to license automobiles in Chicago, and sent his sug-
gestions to Corporation Counsel Walker, who is

drawing up the ordinance. The suggestions he
makes are:

A license should be issued to the operator upon examination
by a board, coverinq his physical condition, menial balance,
reasonable knowledge of mechanical appliances and his famil-
iarity with the parts of the apparatus liable to become deranged.
The cost of the license should not exceed 25 cents and should

be required to be renewed annually.
Accidents caused clearly throueh carelessness of operators of

these vehicles should be sufficient reason for revocation of
license.
Operators of the vehicles of the character described without

a license should be punishable by a fine of not less than S5 or
more than S25 for each offense.
The speed of vehicles should not exceed eight miles an hour.
Such vehicles should be provided with a four-inch, mecbanic-

ally operated bell and approved brakes should be provided for

stopping vehicles.
The examining board mteht consist of the commissioner of

public works, commissioner of health and the city engineer or the
city electrician, a secretary for keepiog records of the office, and
should make provisions for examinations to be held twice each
month.
The board should be given the authority to revoke licenses

for violation of the ordinance on proof of carelessness or in-

ability of the operators.

Telediagraphy is a new word applied to the art of

electrically transmitting pictures or drawings at a

distance.

Rectifying machines. Sees. i6 to 17
Stationary induction appa-
ratus. Sees. 18 to ig

Rotary induction appa-
ratus. Sees. 20 to 23

(VII^ Transmission lines Sec. 24
Rise of TcHiperalurc. Sections 25 to 31.

Insulation. Sections 32 to 41.

Regulation. Sections 42 to 61.

Variation and Pulsation. Sections 62 to 65.
Rating. Sections 66 to 73.

Classification of Voltages and Frequencies. Sec-
tions 74 to 78.

Overload Capacities. Sections 79 to 82.

.4ppcndices.

(I) Efficiency.

(II) Apparent efficiency.

(III) Power factor and inductance factor.

(IV) Notation.
(V) Table of sparking distances.

Electrical apparatus- will be treated under the fol-

lowing heads

:

I. Commutating Machines, which comprise a con-
stant magnetic field, a closed-coil armature and a

multi-segmental commutator connected thereto.

Under this head may be classed the following:

Direct-current generators, direct-current motors, di-

rect-current. boosters, motor-generators, dynamotors,
converters and closed-coil arc machines.
A booster is a machine inserted in series in a cir-

cuit to change its voltage, and may be driven either

by an electric motor, or otherwise. In the former
case it is a motor-booster.
A motor-generator is a transforming device con-

sisting of two machines, a motor and a generator,

mechanically connected together.

A dynamotor is a transforming device combining

both motor and generator action in one magnetic

field, with two armatures or with an armature hav-

ing two separate windings.

For converters, see III.

IL Synchronous Machines, which comprise a con-
stant magnetic field, and an armature receiving or
delivering alternating currents in synchronism with
the motion of the machine, i. e., having a frequency
equal to the product of the number of pairs of
poles and the speed of the machine in revolutions
per second.

III. Synchronous Commutating Machines.—These
include: i. Synchronous converters, i. e., convert-
ers from alternating to direct, or from direct to
alternating current, and 2, double-current gener-
ators, i. e., generators producing both direct and
alternating currents.

A converter is a rotary device transforming elec-
tric energy from one form into another without pass-
ing it through the intermediary form of mechanical
energy.

A converter may be either:

a. A direct-current converter, converting from a
direct current to a direct current, or,

b. A synchronous converter, formerly called a
rotary converter, converting from an alternating to
a direct current, or vice versa.

Phase converters are converters from an alter-
nating-current system to an alternating-current sys-
tem of the same frequency, but different phase.
Frequency converters are converters from an alter-

nating-current system of one frequency to an alter-

nating-current system of another frequency, with
or without changes of phase.

IV. Rectifying Machines, or Pulsating-currcnt
Generators, which produce a unidirectional current
of periodically varying strength.

V. Stationary Induction .4pparatus, i. e., station-
ary apparatus changing electric energy from one
form into another, without passing it through an
intermediary form of energy. These comprise:

a. Transformers, or stationary induction appa-
ratus in which the primary and secondary windings
are electrically insulated from each other.

b. Auto-transformers, formerly called compen-
sators; i. e.. stationary induction apparatus in which
part of the primary winding is used as a secondary
winding; or conversely.

f. Potential regulators, or stationary induction ap-
paratus having a coil in shunt, and a coil in series

with the circuit, so arranged that the ratio of trans-
formation between them is variable at will.

These may be divided into

:

1. Compensator potential regulators, in which the
number of turns of one of the coils is changed.

2. Induction potential regulators, in which the rela-

tive positions of primary and secondary coils are
changed.

3. Magneto-potential regulators, in which the di-

rection of the magnetic flux with respect to the coils

is changed.
d. Reactive coils, or reactance coils, formerly

called choking coils; i. e., stationary inductance appa-
ratus, used to produce impedance or phase displace-
ment.

VI. Rotary Induction Apparatus, which consist of
primary and secondary windings, rotating with re-

spect to each other. They comprise:
a. Induction motors.
b. Induction generators.
c. Frequency changers.
d. Rotary-phase converters.

Efficiency.

1. The "efficiency" ot an apparatus is the ratio of

its net power output to its gross power input.^

2. Electric power should be measured at the ter-

minals of the apparatus.

3. In determining the efficiency of alternating-cur-

rent apparatus, the electric power should be meas-
ured when the current is in phase with the electro-

motive force, unless otherwise specified, except when
a definite phase difference is inherent in the appa-
ratus, as in induction motors, etc.

4. Mechanical power in machines should be meas-
ured at the pulley, gearing, coupling, etc., thus ex-

cluding the loss of power in said pulley, gearing or

coupling, but including the bearing friction and
windage. The magnitude of bearing friction and
windage may be Considered as independent of the

load. The loss of power in the belt and the increase

of bearing friction due to belt tension should be
excluded. Where, however, a machine is mounted
upon the shaft of a prime- mover, in such a manner
that it cannot be separated therefrom, the frictional

losses in bearings and in windage, which ought, by
definition, to be included in determining the effi-

ciency, should be excluded, owing to the practical

impossibility of determining them satisfactorily.

The-^brush friction, however, should be included.

a. Where a machine has auxiliary apparatus, such

as an exciter, the power lost in the auxiliary appa-

ratus should not be charged to the machine, but to

the plant consisting of machine and auxiliary appa-

ratus taken together. The plant efficiency in such

cases should be distinguished from the machine effi-

ciency.

5. The efficiency may be determined by measuring
all the losses individually and adding their sum to

the output to derive the input, or subtracting their

sum from the input to derive the output. All

losses should be measured at. or reduced to, the tem-

perature assumed in continuous operation, or in

I. An exception should be noted in the case ot storage batter-

ies or apparatus for storing eaergy, in which the efficiency,

unless otherwise qualified, should be understood as the ratio

o£ the energy output to the energy intake in a normal cycle.
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operation under conditions specified. (See Sections

^5 to 31-)

In order to consider the appHcjilioii of the fore-

going rules to various machines in general use, the

latter may be conveniently divided into classes, as

follows

:

I. Coininutating Machines.
6. In commutating machines the losses are:

a. Bearing friction and windage. (See Section 4.)

b. Molecular magnetic friction and eddy currents

in iron and copper. These losses should be deter-

mined with the machine on open circuit, and at a

voltage equal to the rated voltage -f / r in a gener-
ator, and — I r in a motor, where / denotes the cur-

rent strength and r denotes the internal resistance

of the machine. They should be measured at the

correct speed and voltage, since they do not usually

vary in proportion to the speed, or to any definite

power of the voltage.

c. Armature resistance losses. I^r\ where / is the

current strength in the armature, and r' is the resist-

ance between armature brushes, excluding the re-

sistance of brushes and brush contacts.

d. Commutator brush friction.

c. Commutator brush-contact resistance. It is de-

sirable to point out that with carbon brushes the

losses (d) and (c) are usually considerable in low-
voltage machines.

f. Field excitation. With separately excited fields,

the loss of power in the. resistance of the field coils

vhcncver possible, to determine the efficiency of

synchronous machines by input and output tests,

ir. The losses in synchronous machines arc:

a. Bearing friction and windage. (Sec Section 4.)

b. Molecular magnetic friction and eddy currents

in iron, copper and other metallic parts. These
losses should be determined at open circuit

of the machine at the rated speed and at the rated

voltage. -j- / r in a synchronous generator, — Ir in

a synchronous motor, where /^current in arma-
ture, r = armature resistance. It is undesirable to

compute these losses from observations made at

other speeds or voltages.

These losses may be determined either by driv-

ing the machine by a motor, or by running it as a

synchronous motor, and adjusting its fields so as

to get minimum current input and measuring the

input^ by wattmeter. The former is the preferable
method, and in polyphase machines the latter method
is liable to give erroneous results in consequence
of unequal distribution of currents in the different

circuits, caused by inequalities of the impedance of

connecting leads, etc.

c. Armature-resistance loss, which may be ex-
pressed by />/";•; where r ^ resistance of one arma-
ture circuit or branch, / = the current in such arma-
ture circuit or branch, and p = the number of arma-
ture circuits or branches.

d. Load losses as defined in Section 7. While
these losses cannot well be determined individually,

AUTOMATIC REPEATER FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY,

alone should be considered. With shunt fields or
series fields, however, the loss of power in the ac-
companying rheostat should also be included, the •

safd rheostat being considered as an essential part
of the machine, and not as separate auxiliary appa-
latus,

{b) (c) are losses in the armature or "armature
lt)sses:" (d) and (e) "commutator losses;" (f) "field

losses."

7. The difference between the total losses under
load and the sum of the losses above specified should
be considered as "load losses," and are usually triv-

ial in commutating machines of small field distor-
tion. When the field distortion is large, as is shown
by the necessity for shifting the brushes between
no load and full load, or with variations of load,
these load losses may be considerable, and should
be taken into account. In this case the efficiency
may be determined either by input and output meas-
urements, or the load losses may be estimated by
the method of Section II.

8. Boosters should be considered and treated like

other direct-current machines in regard to losses.

9. In motor-generators, dynamotors or convert-

,, rr -1 electric output
crs. the erficiency is the —;

:

—

:

electric input.

II. Synchronous Machines.

10. In synchronous machines the output or input
should be measured with the current in phase with
the terminal electromotive force, except when other-
wise expressly specified.

Owing to the uncertainty necessarily involved in

the approximation of load losses, it is preferable,

they may be considerable and, therefore, their joint

influence should be determined by observation.
This can be done by operating the machine on
short-circuit and at full-load current; that is by de-

termining what may be called the "short-circuit core
loss." With the low-field intensity and the great
lag of current existing in this case, the load losses

are usually greatly exaggerated.
One-third of the short-circuit core loss may, as

an approximation, and in the absence of more ac-

curate information, be assumed as the load loss.

c. Collector-ring friction and contact resistance.

These are generally negligible, except in machines
of extremely low voltage.

f. Field excitation. In separately excited ma-
chines, the / r of the field coils proper should be
used. In self-exciting machines, however, the loss

in the field rheostat should be included. (See Sec-

tion 6f.)

III. Synchronous Commutating Machines.

12. In synchronous converters, the power on the

alternating-current side is to be measured with the

current in phase with the terminal electromotive
force, unless otherwise specified.

13. In 'double-current generators, the efficiency of

the machine should be determined as a direct-current

generator in accordar-ce with Section 6, and as an
alternating-current generator in accordance with

Section ii. The two values of efficiency may be

different, and should be clearly distinguished.

14. In synchronous converters, the losses should

be determined when driving the machine by a mo-
tor. These losses are:

a. Bearing friction and windage. (See Section 4.)

b. Molecular magnetic friction and eddy currents
in iron, copper and metallic parts. These losses
should be determined at open circuit and at the
rated terminal voltage, no allowance being made for
Ihc armature resistance, since the alternating and
the direct currents flow in opposite directions.

c. Armature resistance. The loss in the armatur^e
is q I' r, where / = direct current in armature. V—

.
armature resistance and q. a factor which is equal

to 1.37 in single-phasers. 0.56 in three-phasers, 0.37
in quarter-phasers and 0.26 in six-phasers,

d. Load losses. The load losses should be deter-
mined in the same manner as described in Section
II d. with reference to the direct-current side.

e and f. Losses in commutator and collector fric-

tion and brush-contact resistance. (See Sections 6
and J I.)

g. Field excitation. In separately excited fields,

the /" r loss in the field coils proper should be taken,
while in shunt and series fields the rheostat loss
should be included, except where fields and rheo-
stats are intentionally modified to produce effects

outside of the conversion of electric power, as for
producing phase displacement for voltage control.
In this case 25 per cent, of the /" r loss in the field

proper at non-inductive alternating circuit should
be added as proper estimated allowance for normal
rheostat losses. (See Section 6 f,)

15. Where two similar synchronous machines are
available, their efficiency can be determined by op-
erating one machine as a converter from direct to
alternating, and the other as a converter from alter-

nating to direct, connecting the alternating sides
together, and measuring the difference between the
direct-current input and the direct-current output.
This process may be modified by returning the out-
put of the second machine through two boosters
into the first machine and measuring

,
the losses.

Another modification might be to supply the losses

by an alternator between the two machines, using
potential regulators.

IV. Rectifying Machines or Pulsating-currcnt Gen-
erators.

16. These include: Open-coil arc machines, con-
stant-current rectifiers, constant-potential rectifiers.

The losses in open-coil arc machines are essen-
tially the same as in Sections 6 to o (closed-coil com-
mutating machines). In alternating-current rectifiers,

however, the output must be measured by wattmeter
and not by voltmeter and ammeter, since, owing to

the pulsation of current and electromotive force, a
considerable discrepancy may exist between watts and
volt-amperes, amounting to as much as 10 or 15

per cent.

17. In constant-current rectifiers, transforming
from constant-potential alternating to constant direct

current by means of constant-current transformers
and rectifying commutators, the losses in the trans-

formers are to be included in the efficiency and have
to be measured when operating the rectifier, since in

this case the losses are generally greater than when
feeding an alternating secondary circuit. In con-
stant-current transformers the load losses are usually

brger than in constant-potential transformers, and
thus should not be neglected.

The most satisfactory method of determining the

efficiency in rectifiers is to measure electric input

and electric output by wattmeter. The input is

usually not non-inductive, owing to a considerable

phase displacement and to wave distortion. For this

reason the apparent efficiency should also be con-

sidered, since it is usually much lower than the true

efficiency. The power consumed by the synchronous
motor or other source driving the rectifier should

he included in the electric input.

V. Stationary Induction Apparatus.
18. Since the efficiency of induction apparatus de-

pends upon the wave shape of electromotive force,

it should be referred to a sine wave of electromo-

tive force, except where expressly specified other-

wise. The efficiency should be measured with non-

inductive load, and at rated frequency, except where
expressly specified otherwise. The losses are:

a. Molecular magnetic friction and eddy currents

measured at open circuit and at rated voltage —
/;-, where / = rated current, r = resistance of pri-

mary circuit.

b. Resistance losses, the sum of the P r of primary

and of secondary in a transformer, or of the two
sections of the coil in the compensator or auto-

transformer, where / = current in the coil or sec-

tion of coil, r = resistance.

c. Load losses, i. e., eddy currents in the iron, and

especially in the copper conductors, caused by the

current. ' They should be measured by short-circuit-

ing the secondary of the transformer and impressing

upon the primary an electromotve force suffi-

cient to send full-load current through the trans-

former. The loss in the transformer under these

conditions measured by wattmeter gives the load

losses -\- r r losses in both primary and secondary

coils.

d. Losses dtte to the methods of cooling, as power

consumed by the blower in air-blast transformers,

and power consumed by the motor driving pumps in

oil or water-cooled transformers. Where the same

cooling apparatus supplies a number of transforrn-

ers or is installed to supply future additions, al-

lowance should be made therefor.

19. In potential regulators the efficiency should

be taken at the maximum voltage for which the

apparatus is designed, and with non-inductive load,

unless otherwise specified.
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VI. Rotary Induction Apparatus.

20. Owing to the existence of load losses and
since the magnetic density in the induction motor
under load changes in a complex manner, the effi-

ciency should be determined by measuring the elec-

tric input by wattmeter and the mechanical output
at the pulley, gear, coupling, etc.

21. The efficienc}' should be determined at the

rated frequency and the input measured with sine
waves of impressed electromotive force.

22. The efficiency may be calculated from the ap-
parent input, the power factor and the power output.

The same applies to induction generators. Since
phase displacement is inherent in induction ma-
chines, their apparent efficiency is also important.

23. In frequency changers, i. e., apparatus trans-

forming from a polj-phase sj'slem to an alternating

system of different frequency, with or without a

change in the number of phases, and phase convert-

ers, i. e., apparatus converting from an alternating

system, usually single-phase, to another alternating

system, usually polyphase, of the same frequency,

the efiiciency should also be determined by meas-
uring both output and input.

YII. Transmission Lines.

24. The efficiency of transmission lines should be
measured with non-inductive load at the receiving

end, with the rated receiving pressure and frequency,

also with sinusoidal impressed electromotive forces,

except where expressly specified otherwise, and with

the exclusion of transformers or other apparatus

at the ends of the line.

Rise of Temper^\ture.

General Principles.

25. Under regular service conditions, the tempera-

ture of electrical machinen.- should ne\er be allowed
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29. In electrical conductors, the rise of tempera-
ture should be determined bj' their increase of re-

sistance. For this purpose the resistance maj' be
measured either by galvanometer test or by drop-of-
potential method. A temperature coefficient of 0.4
per cent, per degree C. may be assumed for cop-
per.' Temperature elevations measured in this way
are usually in excess of temperature elevations meas-
ured by thermometers.

30. It is recommended that the following maxi-
nmm \alues of temperature elevation should not be
exceeded:
Commutating machines, rectifying machines and

synchronous machines;
Field and armature, by resistance^ 50° C.
Commutator and collector rings and brushes,
by thermometer, 55" C.

Bearhigs and other parts of machine^ by ther-
mometer, 40° C.

Rotary induction apparatus:
Electric circuits, 50'' C, by resistance.

Bearings and other parts of the machine 40"^

C, by thermometer.
In squirrel-cage or short-circuited armatures, 55"

C. by thermometer, may be allowed.
Transformers for continuous service—electric cir-

cuits by resistance, 50° C. other parts by ihermom-
ter, 40° C, under conditions of normal ventilation.

Reactive coils, induction and magneto regulators
—electric circuits by resistance SS'^ C., other parts by
thermometer 45° C.

Where a thermometer, applied to a coil or wind-
ing, indicates a higher temperature elevation than
that show-n by resistance measurement, the ther-
mometer indication should be accepted. In using
the thermometer, care should be taken so to pro-
tect its bulb as to prevent radiation from it. and, at
the same time^ not to interfere seriously \vith the
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Dielectric Strength.

34. The dielectric strength or resistance to rup-
ture should be determined by a continued applica-
tion of an alternating electromotive force for one
minute. The source of alternating electromotive
force should be a transformer of such size that the
charging current of the apparatus as a condenser
does not exceed 25 per cent, of the rated capacity
of the transformer.

35. The high-voltage tests should not be applied
when the insulation is low, owing to dirt or moisture,
and should be applied before the machine is put into
commercial service.

36. It should be pointed out that tests at high
voltages considerably in excess of the normal volt-
ages are admissible on new machines, to determine
whether they fulfill their specifications, but should
not be made subsequently at a voltage much ex-
ceeding the normal, as the actual insulation of the
machine ma}- be weakened by such tests.

37. The test for dielectric strength should be made
with the completely assembled apparatus, and not
with its individual parts, and the voltage should be
applied as follows:

First, between electric circuits and surrounding
conducting material, and, second, between adjacent
electric circuits^ where such exist, as in transform-
ers.

The tests should be made with a sine wave of
electromotive force, or. where this is not available,
at a voltage giving the same striking distance be-
tween needle points in air, as a sine wave of the
specified electromotive force, except where expressly
specified otherwise. As needles, new sewing needles
should be used. It is recommended to shunt the
apparatus during the test by a spark gap of needle-
points set for a voltage exceeding the required volt-
age by 10 per cent.

A table of approximate sparking distances is given
in Appendix \'.

38. The following voltages are recommended for

Ta— -J

—

A--A.,i_ —>i-—rr-''.7"

to remain at a point at which permanent deteriora-

tion of its insulating material takes place.

26. The rise of temperature should be referred to

the standard conditions of a room-temperature of
2=," C. a barometric pressure of 760 millimeters and
normal conditions of ventilation; that is, the ap-
paratus under test should neither be exposed to

draught, nor enclosed^ except where expressly speci-

fied.

27. If the room temperature during the test differs

from 25" C. the observed rise of temperature should

be corrected by one-half per cent, for each degree

C.^ Thus with a room temperature of ;iS' C., the

observed rise of temperature has to be decreased
by five per cent., and with a room temperature of

is'' C. the observed rise of temperature has to be
increased by five per cent. The thermometer indicat-

ing the room temperature should be screened from
thermal radiation emitted b^' healed bodies, or from
draughts of air. When it is impracticable to secure
normal conditions of ventilation on account of an
adjacent engine, or other sources of heat, the ther-

mometer for measuring the air temperature should
be placed so as fairly to indicate the temperature
which the machine would have if it were idle, in

order that the rise of temperature determined shall

be that caused bj" the operation of the machine.
28. The temperature should be measured after a

run of sufficient duration to reach practical con-
stancy. This is usually from six to 18 hours, ac-
cording to the size and construction of the appa-
ratus. It is permissible, however, to shorten the

time of the test by running a lesser time on an over-
load in current and voltage, then reducing the load
.0 normal, and maintaining it thus until the tem-
perature has become constant.

In apparatus intended for intermittent service, as
railway motors, starting rheostats, etc.. the rise of
temperature should be measured after a shorter
time, depending upon the nature of the service, and
should be specified.

In apparatus which by the nature of their ser\Mce
may be exposed to overload, as railway converters,
and in verj^ high-voltage circuits, a smaller rise of
temperature should be specified than in apparatus
not liable to overloads or in low-voltage apparatus.
In apparatus built for conditions of limited space,
as railway motors, a higher rise of temperature must
be allowed.

1. This correction is also iDleoded to compensate, as nearly
as is at present practicable, for the error involved in the assump-
tion of a constant temoerature coefficient of resistivity; i. e., 0.4
per cent, per degree C., taken with varying initial temperatures.

FIGS. I AND 4. POLYPHASE ELECTRIC TESTING.

normal radiation from the part to which it is ap-
plied.

31. In the case of apparatus intended for inter-
mittent service, the temperature elevation wdiich is

attained at the end of the period corresponding to
the term of full load should not exceed 50'^ C. by
resistance in electric circuits. In the case of trans-
formers intended for intermittent service, or not
operating continuously at full load, but continuously
in circuit, as in the ordinary case of lighting trans-
formers, the temperature elevation above the sur-
rounding air-temperature should not exceed 50° C.
by resistance in electric circuits and 40" C. by ther-
mometer in other parts, after the period correspond-
ing to the term of full load. In this instance, the
test load should not be applied until the trans-

former has been in circuit for a sufficient time to
attain the temperature elevation due to core loss.

With transformers for commercial lighting, the dura-
ton of the full-load test may be taken as three hours,
unless otherwise specified. In the case of railway,
crane and elevator motors, the conditions of service
are necessarily so varied that no specific period
corresponding to the full-load term can be stated.

Insulation.

32. The ohmic resistance of the insulation is of
secondary importance only, as compared with the
dielectric strength, or resistance to rupture by high
voltage.

Since the ohmic resistance of the insulation can
be verj' greatly increased by baking, but the dielec-

tric strength is liable to be weakened thereby, it is

preferable to specify a high dielectric strength rather

than a high insulation resistance. The high-voltage
test for dielectric strength should ahvays be applied.

Insulation Resistance.

S;i. Insulation-resistance tests should, if possible,

be made at the pressure for which the apparatus is

designed.
The insulation resistance of the complete appa-

ratus must be such that the rated voltage of the

apparatus will not send more than of the
I. coo. 000

fui! load current at the rated terminal voltage
throu.gh the insulation. Where the value found in

this way exceeds one megohm, one megohm is suffi-

cient.

I. By the formula R-r=R^ (i-{-o.oo4 fl). Where /P^ is the resist-

ance at room temperature. J!t the resistance when heated, and
the temperature elevation (T-i] in degrees Centigrade.

apparatus, not including transmission lines or switch-
boards:
RatedTeruiiual VoUage. Capacitv. Tes'iog Voitaee

Not exceeding 400 volts Under lo K. W i.ooo volts
10 K. W. and over... 1,500 -•

400 and over, but less than SoovoItsUnder 10 K. W . ...1,500 "

f^ " "
800 10 K. W. and o%-er... 2.000 "

Soo '" 1.200 •' Anv 3,500 '
I-200 •

2.500 • Any 5.000 *

3.500 • Any ' Double the normal
, * rated voltages.

bynchronous motor fields and fields of converters
started from the alteroaiing-current side s.ooovohs

Alternator field circuits should, be tested under
a breakdown-test voltage corresponding to the rated
voltage of the exciter, and referred to an output
equal to the output of the alternator: i. e.. the ex-
citer should be rated for this test as having an out-
put equal to that of the machine it excites.
Condensers should be tested at twice their rated

voltage and at their rated frequency.
The \alues in the table above are effective values

or square roots of mean square reduced to a sine
wave of electromotive force.

39- In testing insulation between different electric
circuits, as between priman,- and secondary of trans-
formers, the testing voltage must be chosen corre-
sponding to the high-voltage circuit.

40. In transformers of from lo.coo volts to 20,000
volts, it should be considered as sufficient to operate
the transformer at twice its rated voltage, by con-
necting first the one and then the other terminal
of the high-yoltage winding to the core and to the
low-voltage winding. The test of dielectric resist-
ance between the low-voltage winding and the core
should be in accordance with the recommendation
in Section 38 for similar voltages and capacities.

41. When machines or apparatus are to be oper-
ated in series, so as to employ the sum of their
separate electromotive forces, the voltage should
be referred to this sum, except w^here the frames of
the machines are separately insulated, both from
ground and from each other.

TIegllation.

42. The term regulation should have the same
meaning as the term "inherent regulation," at pres-
ent frequently used.

43. The regulation of an apparatus intended for
the generation of constant potential, constant cur-
rent, constant speed, etc.. is to be measured by the
maximum variation of potential, current, speed, etc..

occurring within the range from full load to no load,
under '^uch constant conditions of operation as give

[Continued on fage 26.^
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Polyphase Electric Testing.'

Bv Harris J. Rvan.

It is not the object of this paper to take up the

general subject of polyphase methods for making
electric measurements, but to treat more particularly

a method that employs a polyphase source for mak-
ing instantaneous measurements of alternating cur-

rents or pressures without the use of a contact maker.
Description of the Method.—In the diagram of

Fig. I (T) is a special transformer with a closed
magnetic circuit of soft, pure iron or "electrical

steel/' with the portion enveloped by the primary
and secondary coils much restricted in area as com-
pared with the remaining portion of the circuit. The
circuit through each sheet is unbroken by joints,

making it necessary to wind the secondary and
Itrimary by hand after the core forming the mag-
netic circuit has been built up. The primary coil

is so proportioned that sufficient alternating cur-

FIG. 2. POLYPHASE ELECTRIC TESTING.

rent may be circulated in it to provide a maximum
magnetomotive force of about 500 C. G. S. per
centimeter along the core at its restricted portion.

Such exciting current may be taken from the sec-

ondary of an mduction motor appropriated for the

purpose or from a set of phase-changing trans-

formers. Under these circumstances the flux through
the core of this transformer will cause saturation

during 97 per cent, of the time. The greater portion

of the reversal of the flux will occur during 1.5 per
cent, of the time of one alternation. The greater por-

tion, therefore, of the secondary electromotive-force

time integral will occur during 1.5 per cent, of the

time of one alternation and at the instant when
the exciting current passes through zero. The re-

maining portion of the secondary time integral of the

electromotive force will be applied with symmetry
throughout 98. 5 per cent, of the alternation, being
maximum on either side of zero for the exciting

current, and gradually diminishing to zero during

the time in which the exciting current is attaining

its maximum value. It is seen then that the main
portion of the secondary electromotive force >viU

be delivered with great suddenness at the time when
the exciting current passes through zero.

In dealing with 40 cycles per second this electro-

motive force will be delivered during 1.5 per cent.

of the time of one alternation or in about one five-

thousandth of a second. It is seen, also, that the

residue of the secondary electromotive force consti-

tutes an alternating pressure that is one-quarter

cycle behind the primary exciting current. The
cross-section of the restricted area of the magnetic
circuit with reference to the amount of pressure

applied in the primary circuit for excitation is pro-

portioned so that the amount of irregularly deliv-

ered flux cannot appreciably alter the exciting cur-

rent, as it would otherwise be established from in-

stant to instant.

The secondary of the transformer (T) is con-

nected to the pressure circuit of a dynamometer

—

a Weston wattmeter does very well—through the

field coil of which passes the current whose form is

to be determined and which is set up by the source
pressure through some appliance (X). Let us call

the sudden-time integral value of the secondary
electromotive force e. the instantaneous value of

the current c, the effective value of the residue of

the secondary electromotive force E and the ef-

fective value of the current C, then the reading of

the wattmeter will be:
W ^ e c -j- E C cos 0. where © is the angle of

phase difference between E and C. from which we may
deduce the value of c. The phase of the exciting

pressure delivered by M. S. may be changed by
moving the motor secondary or by a proper change
in'the value of the combined polyphase electromotive

forces applied in the phase-changing transformers,

as the case may be, and a new instantaneous value

f.f the current corresponding to the above change
in phase will be obtained. In the same manner other

values of the current may be obtained until the
form of the current curve is sufficiently well de-

fined. To apply the correction E C cos 9 involves

so much attention and labor as to make this method
valueless, if it were not for the fact that it canbe
quite completely compensated for in the following
manner: The exciting current through the primary
of the transformer fT) is passed through the pri-

mary of a suitably designed open-circuit transformer
CO C T). and through the secondary of CO C T) the

connection of the impulse secondary from (T") is

I. Read at the general meelinR of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, Boston, June a6, 1899.

made on its way to the wattmeter. T!ie electromo-
tive force developed in the secondary of (OCT)
will be one-quarter cycle behind the primary exciting

current of the impulse transformer (T>, and there-

fore in unison with the residue electromotive force

of the impulse secondary of (T). The secondary
turns on (OCT) are adjusted in number, so that

the electromotive force generated will equal the

residue electromotive force of the secondary of the

impulse transformer (T), so that when the connection
through the secondary coil of (O C T) is reversed
the residue electromotive force of the (T) secondary
will have been compensated (or.

The reading of the wattmeter will then become
W ^ c e, and since e is constant, the values of W
will be proportional to c or the instantaneous val-

ues of the current.

By using a dynamometer voltmeter, such as the

Weston type, in which separate terminals for the
movable-pressure coil and field circuits have been
arranged, the forms of alternating pressures and
uf liny alternating currents may also be determined.
Thus this method is practicable only for instances

where the plus and minus alternations are alike,

which is the case in much alternate-current practice.

Where, however, the positive and negative forms
differ, one or more aluminum cells should be placed
in series with the impulse secondary. Such cells

have a small internal resistance, and after having
been charged with a direct current will completely
cut off one side of the alternating impulse, pro-
vided the instantaneous pressure in the circuit at
no time exceeds 20 volts per cell. Thus equipped
the method may be used with Weston or similar
make of instruments for ifoirm measurements in

great variety and with ease and facility. This method
is practically the same as Dr. Duncan's,' except
for the manner in which cyclic impulses are obtained.

A Trial of the Method.

At my suggestion a trial of this method was made
by Mr. Lyman H. Brown during the spring of 1898
in the laboratories at Cornell."

Design and Construction of the Impulse Trans-
former.—Figs. 2 and 3 give a plan and elevation
of the transformer as constructed and used by Mr.
Brown. The following are the important dimen-
sions and specifications: The core was built up
without joints from 10 mil Apollo "electrical sheets."
from which the burr due to shaping was carefully
removed. The oxide on the sheets afforded the
anly insulation against eddies. The frame for bolt-
ing the core together was of brass: it did not ex-
tend over the restricted section of the core. The
bolts were thoroughly insulated from the core and
brass frame. The supports and base were made of
oak.

Number of turns in primary 547
Size of primary 14 b. & s. g.
Number of secondary turns adjustable
Number of sheets 48
Thickness of a sheet 01 in.

Area of contracted cross-section of core 25 sq. in.

Area of un contracted cross-section of core 1.5 sq. in.

Length of coniracted section 2.5 in.
Total length of magnetic circuit 10 in.

Normal primary exciting current 3 amperes.

On the assumption that a sufficient phase-changing
pressure is applied In the circuit through the pri-

mary of this impulse tronsformer, so that the irreg-
ularities in the fiux set up in the core will not ap-
preciably alter the form of the exciting current, and
with the aid of a B-H curve for^ the Apollo iron,

I have calculated the following secjuence of electro-

motive forces that will be set up per turn through-
out one-quarter cycle in the secondary of this im-
pulse transformer, when working at 40 cycles per
second. The fractions in the time column give the
portion of a quarter cycle that has lapsed since the
exciting current passed through zero; the figures

under B show the flux density in lines per square
centimeter in the contracted section of the core, and
the values under E in brackets, showing the time

.08.

The corresponding impulse curve of electromotive
force and time is given in Fig. 4 for a complete
alternation. The broken curve shows the estimated
compensating electromotive force that should be pro-
vided by the secondary of the transformer (O C T)
in Fig. I.

Experimental Trial made by Mr. Brown.—A com-
pensating open-coil transformer was used that had
the following dimensions:

Core of laminated iron, rinjj pattern
Mean diameter of ring 8,75"
Cross-section V.'..iJi" X 2i4"
Air-gap ' ."
No of primary turns of No. 10 B. & S. G 121
No. ot secondary turns adjustable

A 150-watt scale Weston wattmeter, wound for
150 volts and two amperes, was used as a dynamom-
eter; the resistance of the pressure coil was cut down
to a point where the instrument operated over a
desirable range. Ten secondary turns were placed

FIG. 5. POLYPHASE ELECTRIC TESTING.

interval over which they were estimated, give the

average of the electromotive forces developed per
volt in the impulse secondary.
Time, B E
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1. Transactions, vol. is., p. 179.

2. Thesis. Lyman H. Brown, Cornell University Library,
T-1898, No. 30.

FIG. 3. POLYPHASE ELECTRIC TESTING.

on the impulse transformer (T), and the same num-
ber was found necessary for compensation on the
(O C T) transformer.
At (X) iu Fig. I, the secondary of the lo-light

transformer reported upon in the Transactions, vol.

viii., page i, was connected through the field coil
of the wattmeter to one pressure of the triphase
source. The primary was kept on open circuit. By
means of an auto-converter, the source pressure was

' so adjusted that a normal fiux was established in

the core of the lo-light transformer (X). For a
phase-changer a Siemens & Halske three horse
power, 33-cycle, triphase, four-pole, iio-volt induc-
tion motor with a ratio of transformation of approx-
imately one was used. By means of an index wheel
and brake attached to the motor pulley the motor
secondary could be set to develop any desired phase
for the exciting current of the impulse transformer.
The phase-changing pressure was set at 100 volts
and the current controlled partly by reactance, and
adjusted to the desired value of approximately three
amperes by means of a non-induction resistance.

A complete reactance control and a higher phase-
changing source pressure would, however, have been
better.

In Fig. 5 the unbroken curve is an alternation of
the magnetizing current for the transformer at (X),
as obtained by Mr. Brown in the employment of this

method, while the curve is the mean of the two
alternations for the one given in Transactions, vol.

vii., page 12, as obtained by the contact-maker
therein employed. The three-phase generator which
supplied current for the experiments had its arma-
ture conductors distributed on a smooth core, and
developed at no load a fair approximation to a
sine curve of pressure. The full-load current output
of this generator was 20 amperes, while the induction
motor used for phase changing required 10 amperes
for field excitation. The armature reaction pro-
duced by this exciting current was comparatively
large, causing the generated pressure curve to differ

some from the pressure curve uied at the time the
original contact-maker measurements were made.
There is, therefore, a fair practical agreement be-

tween the curve taken with the polyphase-impulse
transformer method and the curve taken with the
contact-maker. It was found by J\lr. Brown that

10 impulse-residue electroinotive-force compensating
turns were necessary, while my estimates showed
that but five should have been necessary. This dif-

ference is probably due to the fact that the sheets

were not annealed after they had been tooled into

shape, and that complete reactance control of the

exciting current for the impulse transformer was
not used.

No experiments have been made in which the

aluminum cell was used to cut out either the plus

or minus impulses, so that the forms of unsymmet-
rical curves could be determined. Experimental
data have been obtained by H. J. Hotchkiss,^ from
which it is seen that the aluminum cell will be found
to be reliable for this purpose.

Statistics show that in iSq3 3,030 lamps met the

reciuirements of consumers of electric light in the

city of Brussels. At the present time there are 66_,ooo

lamps. In consequence of the constantly increasing

use of electricity, the city has been obliged to en-
large its works. It is now proposed to acquire five

new vertical- engines of 1.000 hoise power each, to

be placed in works already supplied with five hori-

zontal machines of 500 horse power each.

I. Physical Review, Marcb, 1899.
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conventions and expositions.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, Italy, May 20th to October 2Sth. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volta at Como is fixed for September i8th.)

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus, 0., August 2ist to 25th,

International Meteorological committee. St. Petersburg, Au-
gust 25th.

National Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6lh.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the hranklin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeutic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C, September 17th to 21st.

Chicago Exposition of Electrical Arts, Tattersall's, September
25th to October 9th.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

Not Only those using automobiles or engaged In

tlie horseless-carriage industry that is now springing

up will be grateful to Judge Gibbons for his deci-

sion setting aside the absurd rule of the Chicago

South Park commissioners, prohibiting the use of

moto-vehicles on the parks and boulevards of the

South Side, but all friends of progress as well. As-

suredly the new vehicle has come to stay, and the

pronunciamento of the South Park Board had a

trace of the cheerful complacency of the worthy

Mrs. Partington of Sidmouth, who deemed her

trusty mop a fitting implement of warfare against

the Atlantic Ocean. Judge Gibbons not only de-

clares the rule discriminating against the automo-

bile to be illegal, but he takes occasion to say a

good word for the self-propelled vehicle and its

intelligent use.

It is but natural that the stockholders of the East-

ern Telegraph company and the Eastern Extension,

Australasia and China Telegraph company, who
have been receiving regular dividends of six and

seven per cent, for the last 25 years, should view

with some alarm the prospective construction of

one or more telegraph-cable lines across the Pacific.

A deputation of them waited on the British secretary

of state for the colonies, Mr. Chamberlain, and the

chancellor of the exchequer. Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach, last week, and gave voice to their fears, but

they received but cold comfort. The ilarquis of

Tweeddale, who is chairman of both companies, and
others expressed objection to state competition with

private enterprise, referring to the proposed Pacific

cable, and Sir Michael Hicks-Beach promised to

furnish a written answer. In the meantime, he re-

minded the deputation, the Pacific cable project was
not new and was one the government had a per-

fect right to undertake. Mr. Chamberlain said, too,

that while customers justly complained of the exist-

ing high rates, it was mainly for the sake of an all-

British cable connecting all portions of the empire
that the government entertained the present project.

Then the noble marquis proceeded to unfold a

little scheme. He declared that the proposed cable

would speedily lead to the ruin of the cable compa-
nies the delegation represented, and advanced the

alternative plan of providing for the formation of

a British imperial telegraph company to take over

the securities of the present companies, the stock of

the new company being guaranteed by the govern-

ment at 2% per cent, interest, the present large re-

serve fund of the companies being used to lay the

Pacific and other cables, and the surplus revenue
from the reduction of interest to be devoted to re-

ducing rates and relieving the capital. Sir Michael
Hicks-Beach said that the best answer to the Marquis
of Tweeddale's ambitious proposal was that neither

India nor Australia was prepared to support it. He
also made bold to demur entirely to the objections

raised and strongly intimated that they were un-
tenable.

But, British cable or no British cable, American
interests on the Pacific demand, in any event, a tele-

graphic line connecting the United States, Hawaii
and the Philippines, and controlled by this govern-

ment.

The important report of the committee on stand-

ardiaation of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers is given in full in this issue. It was pre-

sented at the general meeting of the Institute in Bos-

Ion, a preliminary report having been submitted a

year ago at Omaha. The report is of considerable

length, yet it is difficult to see how it could have been

abridged and cover the wide range of subjects that

necessarily had to be considered. It is pressed down
and running over with conclusions of fact. In

sections numbered from one to 82 it states the deci-

sions of the coinmittee on the proper standards of

efficiency, rise of temperature in electrical machin-

ery, insulation, regulation, variation and pulsation,

rating, classification of voltages and frequencies, and

overload capacities. In a brief prefatory note the

committee says that many other matters—testing, for

example—might have been considered with advant-

age, but that it was deemed inexpedient to attempt

to expand the present report to greater size.

For several reasons this report should have the

careful attention of the electrical fraternity. One is

the importance of the subject. Ever since the elec-

trical industry began to approximate its present ex-

tent, thoughtful men engaged in it have perceived the
great advantage of standards of work and standards
of manufacture, if they could be arrived at. This
need has been the theme of papers and discussions,

and on March 23, 1898, ilessrs. Crocker, Hutchinson,
Kennelly, Lieb. Steinmetz, Stillwell and Thomson
were appointed by the Council of the In-
stitute to consider the queston. It is a re-

port from this committee that is now made pub-
lic. The standing of the gentlemen named, as en-
gineers, is of itself an excellent reason why the
definitions and statements they have made should be
respectfully considered. Other reasons are the facts
that the report was made under the auspices of the
Institute, which seems to be the proper body to at-
tempt the desired improvement, and the excellent
character of the report itself. The work seems to have
been carefully and thoroughly done, and although it

IS of such a character that its ultimate usefulness
cannot now be foreseen, there can be no doubt what-
ever that the committee has made a most valuable
contribution to the literature of the profession which
its members adorn.

That electrically transmitted power is supplanting
steam-railway locomotives, to some extent, canno't
be denied. The elevated railways of Chicago,
Brooklyn and New York could be cited, off-hand, as
examples of the change, if the statement were ques-
tioned, and other instances will occur to persons
familiar with the subject. But what is the limit of
electrical application to railways now dependent
on steam locomotives? Has it been reached, or
nearly reached, already, or vrill the time come When
the great trunk lines will be equipped for the elec'
tncal operation of some or all of their trains? This
is a question which many railroad men are study-
ing carefully, and usually without prejudice. These
gentlemen have confidence in the locomotive as an
old and tried friend; but they still continue their
search for the best economy in transportation. But
some of them do look askance at the simple electric
motor and shake their heads doubtfully. Here is

Col. Wiiiiam H. Stevenson of Bridgeport, Conn..
for instance, said to be a railroad man of promi-
nence, who thinks that the electric trains now be-
ing run on the New Canaan branch of the New York,
New Haven and Hartford railroad, and also from
Berlin to New Britain, have not proved that elec-

tricity is capable of doing the work of steam. "Those
electric engines would be a fine thing to use through
the tunnel from the Grand Central Station to Har-
lem," the colonel is reported as saying. "They would
do away with the smoke problem, but I am convinced
that for general railroad work they will never
amount to a row of pins. Electricity will never
pull a train of ten cars over the mountains of Penn-
sylvania. Compressed air won't do it. It takes a

steam engine, with a man to feed it on coal and wa-
ter. Steam will never be supplanted by electricity

as a motive power."

This doesn't seem to be much of an argument,
for surely any practicable amount of power can be

electrically transmitted to the mountains of Penn-
sylvania or to any other point where railroads run.

It is a question of expense. This seems to be the

opinion, also, of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers, which, at its recent convention, discussed

the question, "What are the economic conditions

under which electricity may be profitably substituted

for steam in the operation of branch railroad lines,

and what are the engineering requirements to be

considered on such substitution?" Henrj' S. Prout

of New York. R. E. Moore of St. Louis, Oberlin

Smitli of Bridgelon, N. J., W. L. Webb of Phila-

delphia, J. J. R. Cross of New York and others

took part. The conclusion was that in the opinion of

the members electricity is far more expensive than

steam where traffic is spasmodic, but where it is

fairly continuous electricity may be used more
cheaply. This is practically the opinion of Dr. Louis

Duncan, who made an exhaustive study of the sub-

ject a few years ago. If this view is correct, it may
be that the railroad of the future will be fitted for

both steam and electrical train operation. However,

the revolution, if it is to be effected, will be a very

gradual one—step-by-step development, like the im-

provement of the steam locomotive itself. It is best

not to dogmatize on either side.
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Canadian Electrical Association.
[Special correspondence of the Western Electrician.)

Hamilton, Out., July i.—The city of Hamilton,
pleasantly situated on the western extremity ot Lake
Ontario, was the place chosen for the holding of the
ninth annual convention of the Canadian Electrical
association, which opened in the convention hall

of the New Royal Hotel on Wednesday, June 28th,

at 2 p. m., and continued in session that afternoon,
Thursday morning and jfteinoon, June 29th, and
Friday morning, June 30th, when the proceedings
were brought to a close.

There was a very large attendance of central-sta-
tion, telephone, telegraph, electric-railway, light,

power and supply men. The register of the asso-
ciation contained the following names: Messrs. J.
A. Kammerer, Toronto; J. J. VV'right. Toronto; A.
E. Payne, Toroirto; J. W. Campbell. Toronto; E. B.
Biggar, Toronto; A. B. Smith, Toronto; C. H.
Mortimer, Toronto; P. G. Gossler, Montreal; John
Carroll, Montreal; John Yule, Guelph; George
Black, Hamilton; E. E. Cary, St. Catherines; G. A.
Powell, St. Catherines; A. A. Dion, Ottawa; O.
Higman, Ottawa; C. Thomson, Ottawa; W. H.
Browne, Montreal ; George C. Hinton, Vancouver,
B. C. ; Alexander Barrie, Monti eal; W. J. Plews,
Montreal; H. O. Fisk, Peterboro; W. Ahearn, Jr.,

Ottawa; John Murphy. Ottawa; F. H. Leonard, Jr.,

Montreal; D. H. Henderson, St. Catherines; Will-
iam A. Turbayne. Hamilton; J. F. H. Wyse, Brant-
ford; P. H. Hover, New York; S. E. Fletcher, St.

Johns, P. Q.; C. H. Wright, Montreal; J. E. Bilger,
Berlin; D. R. Street. Ottawa; W. Williams, Sarnia;
A. P. Horner, Toronto; J. J. Ashworth. Toronto;
George H. OIney, Montreal; John C. Gnyfer, In-
gersoll; E. Irving, Hamilton; J. W. Purcell, Walker-
ville; W. G. .Angus, Hamilton; F. W. Martin, Ham-
ilton; George W. Shand, Sarnia; A. A. Wright,
Renfrew; W. W. Maclaren, Montreal; H. C. Ross,
Montreal; W. F. Green, Berlin; A. Sangster, Sher-
brooke; R. K. Pringle, Montreal; J. B. Griffith,

Hamilton; L. A. Somers, Halifax; T. R. Rose-
brugh. Toronto; Gordon J. Henderson, Hamilton;
Fred Thomson, Montreal; James Waddell, Char-
lottetown, P. E. I.; P. H. Hart, Montreal; A. Es-
ling, Toronto; W. W. Grant, Ottawa; John Philip,
Grand Valley; H. S. McLaren. Montreal; A. C.
McDonald, Toronto; W. A. Mackay. Renfrew; H.
R. Leyden, Hamilton; J. Sangster, St. Catherines;
George F. Haworth, Toronto; C. A. Woolsey, Mon-
treal; W. M. Warrington, Toronto; E. D. McCor-
mack, Toronto; John Anderson, Windsor; A. D.
MacArthur, Toronto; E. A. W"allberg, Montreal;
C. H. Waterous, Brantford; B. F. Ressor, Lindsay;
Stephen Noxon, Ingersoll; Joseph Rogers, Toronto;
William McCaffrey, Toronto: Mark B. Thomas,
Dundas; William T. Bonner, Montreal; Johti Milne.
Toronto; H. W. Woodman, Hamilton; A. M. Wick-
ens, Toronto.
The committee which did much to make the con-

vention a success included E. E. Cary, manager
Packard Electric company, St. Catherines; A. B.
Smith, superintendent Great Northwestern Tele-
graph company, Toronto; H. R. Leyden, manager
Cataract Power company, Hamilton; A. J. Nelles,
manager Hamilton. Grimsby and Beamsville Electric
Railway company; Mark B. Thomas, manager Ham-
ilton and Dnndas Electric Railway company and of
the Dundas Gas company; George Black, manager
Great Northwestern Telegraph compan}-, Flamil-
ton; C. K. Green, manager and electrician Ham-
ilton Radial Railway company, and Gordon J. Hen-
derson, manager Hamilton Electric Light and
Power company.
An address of welcome was inade by Mayor Teet-

zel. one of the learned queen's counsel, and the
leading member of the Hamilton bar.

The chair was occupied by W. H. Browne, man-
ager of the Royal Electric company of Alontreal,
who delivered a most interesting address, after

which the secretary-treasurer, C. H. Mortimer, read
the minutes of the last convention, together with his
report, which showed the association to be in a
flourishing condition.

The chairmen read reports of the standing com-
mittees on legislation, statistics, meters and meter
inspection and the special committee to confer with
the Quebec Board of Fire Underwriters.
Mr. A. A. Dion's paper on "Meters and Meter

Rates" was one which elicited a great deal of dis-

cussion on meter testing and meter rates.

"Central-station Accounting from a Business
Standpoint" was the title of a paper read by Mr.
P. H. Hart of Montreal, and resulted in the appoint-
ment of a committee to report at the next convention
as to the best method to be adopted in this regard.
Mr. W. J. Plews, Montreal, read a very interest-

ing paper on "The Protection of Low-tension Wir-
ing against Dangerous High-potential Currents."
and by the aid of a blackboard upon which he had
drawn a diagrain answered manj' questions and
explained to the members the working of an appa-
ratus recently invented to overcome the difficulties

set forth in his paper.
Messrs. F. H. Leonard. Jr., Montreal, W. A. Tur-

bayne. Hamilton, and E. E. Cary. St. Catherines,
contributed papers on the following subjects, re-

spectively: "Transformer Economy," "Long-burn-
ing Enclosed Arc Lamps" and "The Incandescent
Lamp for Central Stations," considering efficiency,

candle power, distribution of light, regulation, and
whether 220 to 240-volt lamps are likely to come
into general use, also a reference to the Nernst
lamp, which, on account of insufficiency of time, were
not discussed.

On Wednesday evening, at five o'clock, a trip was

taken by the members over the Hamilton and Dun-
das electric railway, and at 7:30 o'clock to Burling-
ton Beach, returning by the Hamilton radial rail-

way, visiting en route the power stations of the
Hamilton Street Railway company and the Ham-
ilton Radial Railway company.
At 5 p. m. on Thursday a trip to Grimsby was

taken over the Hamilton, Grimsby and Beamsville
electric railway, and on the return trip a visit was
paid to the Hamilton Electric Light and Power com-
pany. Following this in the evening the annual ban-
quet was held, and over 100 members and guests sat
down. This pleasant feature of the convention was
indulged in until the president, in the words from
"Olhello," said:

In truth 'tis morning;
Pleasure and action make the hours seem short.
Retire thee; go where thou art billeted.

On Friday morning the closing session was held
and' the election of officers took place, which re-
i-ulted as follows:

President—A. A. Dion, Ottawa.
First vice-president—E. E. Cary, St. Catherines.
Second vice-president—P. G. Gossler, Montreal,

Que.
Executive committee (five members re-elected)

—J. J. Wright, Toronto; A. B. Smith, Toronto;
O. Higman, Ottawa; George Black, Hamilton, and
John Carroll, Montreal, Que.; (five new members
elected) D. R. Street, Ottawa; A. Sangster,
Sherbrooke; J. F. H. Wyse. Brantford; B. F. Reesor,
Lindsay, and \V. H. Browne. Montreal, Que.
Secretary-treasurer—C. H. Mortimer, Toronto.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring offi-

cers, the city of Hamilton, the local committee, the
press and to all those w-ho had contributed to the
success of the convention.
At the close of the convention the members took

the Grand Trunk railway for the purpose of paying a
visit of inspection to the Cataract Power company's
works at De Cew Falls.

The place fi.xed for the holding of the next conven-
tion was the city of Ottawa. G. A.

Park Cominissioners' Rule Against Au-
tomobiles Held to be Void.

Judge Gibbons of the Circuit Court of Cook
County has decided that the extraordinary rule of the
South Park commissioners of Chicago in barring
automobiles from the South Side parks and boule-
vards of the city is void. This decision is undoubt-
edly good law and certainly sound sense. It will
meet with general approval.
The decision was rendered in the case of Harry

G. Osburn, electrical engineer of the American Elec-
tric Vehicle company of Chicago, who was arrested
for running an automobile on Jackson boulevard in
violation of the rule mentioned. A writ of habeas
corpus was sued out before the Hon. John Gibbons,
judge of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Joseph
Kipley. chief of police, Daniel O'Neil and'j. Frank
Foster, superintendent for the South Park commis-
sioners, being named as defendants. W. Clyde Jones
of Ludington & Jones appeared for the relator,
Mr.^ Osburn, and K. P. Hollett for the respondents.
The text of the opinion is as follows:
"The Board of South Park commissioners a few

days ago passed an order directing their super-
intendent to exclude automobiles from the parks and
boulevards under their control, and, in obedience
to such order, the relator, w-ho was operating an
automobile on Jackson boulevard in defiance thereof,
was arrested. He immediately sued out of this court
a writ of habeas corpus demanding his release from
arrest, on the ground that the said order is unrea-
sonable, unconstitutional, and therefore void.
"As it is assumed for the purpose of this case that

the South Park commissioners complied with all

the usual formalities in respect to the passage of
by-laws or ordinances, the question arises whether,
under any form of law, it has power to exclude auto-
mobiles from the boulevards within its jurisdiction.

"The- South Park board was created by special
charter passed by the Legislature of this state in

1S69. And the commissioners are, by said act,

empowered to acquire land, which shall be 'held,

managed and controlled by them and their successors
as a public park, for the recreation, health and bene-
fit of the public, and free to all persons forever, sub-
ject to such necessary rules and^regulations as shall,

from time to time, be adopted by said commission-
ers and their sticcessors, for the well ordering and
government of the same.' By subsequent legisla-

tion the board has been empowered to acquire, pub-
lic streets leading to parks under its control, and
the board has all the power, authority and jurisdic-
tion over park property and boulevards which is

exercised by the Common Council of a municipality
over the public squares and places under its juris-

diction. (McCormick vs. South Park Commission-
ers, 150 111., 516.)

"The Legislature leaves no room to question the
object which it had in view in creating the board
and enabling it to acquire, purchase and condemn
property for park purposes, for it declares that the
land so acquired shall be held, managed and con-
trolled by them and their successors as a public
park for recreation, health and benefit of the public,

and free to all persons forever.

"There are few things in life which afford me
greater pleasure than to visit one of the parks on a
Sunday afternoon, during the summer season. I

behold there a picture which, to me, is not only
grand, but inspiring. Men, women and children,

from every walk of life, meet there on a common

level, and ,-,11 seem so happy, and the little ones areso nnrthlul, and the band discourses such enchant-ing strains of sacred music that one is forced toexclaim. This is, indeed, the paradise of the poor.'Monopoly seems to be the inspiration and reali-
zation of the times—monopoly of capital, monopoly
of labor monopoly of trades, monopoly of profes-
sions. Can we not alTord to permit the poor to£njoy a monopoly also? A monopoly of the parks
whicli wcie purchased and beautified for the recrea-
tion, health and benefit of the public? Ves the parks
are theirs; they have become the birthright of the
poor, and the man who would destroy their useful-
ness as the pleasure places of the poor should re-
ceive summary and condign punishment.
"Ihc parks and boulevards are the sacred places

of the cimimon people, and they must not be dese-
crated by the mammon of iniquity.

"This case is important, not only as to the power
of the board to pass the order in question, but how-
far it may go in permitting the parks and boulevards
to be used by automobile companies for gain or
profit. Our boulevards in and between our park
systems have cost us millions of dollars, and it would
be a very convenient thing for an individual or cor-
poration to take possession of them, with or without
the license of the park board, and to use them for
carrying passengers for hire.

"The time may come when the commissioners will
grant licenses for the use of those boulevards, but
there is so much territory all around us, there are
so many streets, why should not the parks and
boulevards be held sacred for the objects for which
they w-ere acquired?
"The automobile has come to remain with us, and

we welcome it as a great improvement over horse
cars and the ordinary street car. The time is not far
distant w-hen no horse car, trolley car or cable car
will be permitted to occupy any of our business
streets. They have served their purpose. They
should be either above or below the surface of our
streets.

"The Board of Park Commissioners have no right
to prohibit any vehicle, used for recreation or pleas-
ure, from using the boulevards, so long as it does
not endanger the safety of others. It has no right
to prohibit the automobile by name any more than
the bicycle or tricycle or dogcart, but it has the
right and it is its imperative duty to prohibit any
vehicle, w-hether bicycle, horse carriage or auto-
mobile, within the parks to run at a higher rate of
speed than four or five miles an hour. Any higher
rate of speed endangers the safety of the women
and children who resort there for recreation and
pleasure. The board has the power to set apart
certain drives or places where they may prohibit
vehicles from going, or, where they have the fa-
cility, they may designate what part of a boulevard
should be used by bicycles, for example, and may
prohibit any other kind' of vehicle from encroaching
upon that territory. But w-here there is but one
north and south boulevard, the board has not the
pow-er to prevent the fortunate owner of an auto-
mobile to use that boulevard for pleasure.
"Aside from the question of passing an ordinance

which is on the face of it unreasonable, the board
has almost plenary power over the parks, and it is

w-ell that it should, because, as already stated, the
parks are a great and grow-ing blessing to the peo-
ple.

"The order in question is void in singling out
automobiles by name and placing them under the
ban of outlawry, wdien, as a matter of common ob-
servation and scientific knowledge, there is less dan-
ger in propelling an automobile than there is in

driving a horse and buggy. The relator is dis-

charged."
C. E. Corrigan, general manager of the American

Electric Vehicle company, is very much pleased with
the result.

Exports of Electrical Machinery.
[From the Washington corresoondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The steady progress of the expansion of our ex-
port trade in electrical machinery is attested by
fi.gures recently compiled by the Treasury Depart-
ment, from which it is learned that the exports in

this line during the month of May w-ere valued at

$241,103, as compared with a value of $180,494 for

the corresponding month of last year. For the
eleven months ended May 31st a total valuation of

$2,517,797 is recorded, as against $1,883,306 for the
eleven months ended May 31. 1898. The exports of
instruments and apparatus for scientific purposes,
under which classification are included telegraph,
telephone and other electric apparatus, also show
large gains, the value for the eleven months of the
current year being $3,929,073. as against $2,521,280
for the preceding eleven months.

TRIFLING TECHNICALITIES.
We are a witless world, I wot.
To work all day when it's so hot.

Now that we have electric light.

Let's sleep all day and work all night!—Chi-
cago Record.

Electric vehicles are barred from some of the parks
of Chicago. We suppose it is because they are so
ugly in appearance that they shock the aesthetic taste

and interfere with the recreation and respite of those
who flee to the parks for relief from the rest of the

city.—New York Tribune.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Value of Long-distance Toll Lines.'

Bv S. P. Sheerin.

The toll line is the youngest child of the telephone

family; the latest comer, but the strongest and most
robust of them all. Without in the least disparaging

any of the branches of the great telephone industry,

it must now be conceded that the toll line takes pre-

cedence of all others in importance and general use-

fulness to mankind.
The exchange in its inception was thought to be a

Cfuvenience by most business men, while a large

number regarded it merely as a toy. Little by little,

it grew in favor in spite of the restrictive manage-
ment which confined it to a comparatively small

area, in towns and cities, and limited its use to the
members of each community who could afford to

pay a high price for it. Hut the telephone ex-
change, while a great aid to business, and a great
con\'enience, could not be called an indispensable
thing. It made work lighter and saved time, but it

did nothing which could not have been done in

some way without it. Distances in towns and cities

are comparatively short, and business could be
fairly well done without it. One of the great needs of

man is that of communication with his fellows. Civ-
ilized man must have someone to talk to. The
early highways of the world were planned and car-

ried forward, not so much by men who had com-
modities to exchange, as by men who had ideas
to communicate to other men along the road.
Interchange of thought is the upbuilding in-

fluence in the development of a country. A man's
pleasure in the interchange of commodities de-
pends entirely upon the profit he has in it. In
the interchange of thought, every good man be-
lieves that the other fellow has all the profit, and
is delighted that it is so.

The telephone toll line has brought the sons of
men closer together than they have ever been since
that bright morning long ago when Noah left the
Ark.

I

, ,

,- 1,!^
One cannot get much closer to another than to be

given an opportunity to whisper in his ear. The
man who had the ear of the king was often a much
more important individual than the king himself.
The telephone toll line has the ear of the world, and,
unlike the man who had the ear of the king, it

uses its position for the benefit of the world. It

has annihilated space and puts the lips of the
New York man to the ear of the St. Louis man
with perfect ease. In shorter distances its work is

equally efifective. The ear of the doctor in the
country town is brought to the lips of the father
ivi'clve miles away, whose daughter has become sud-
denly and dangerously sick, and the doctor is at
the bedside of his patient two hours sooner than he
otherwise could have been.

It would be useless for me to attempt to recount
in detail the many advantages of the toll line. The
people are testifying to its worth as an increaser of
the sum of human happiness by the thousands of
miles of line they are putting in every year.
We must bear in mind that the real development

ol the toll line dates from the inauguration of this
independent movement. The farmer and the resi-
dent of the small town never had any place in the
consideration of the men who owned the telephone
patents, so long as they were in force. As a mon-
opoly the telephone was a selfish and snobbish
aristocrat, who despised the simple ways and slender
purses of plain people, and demanded high tribute
from those who could afford to pay. His motto
was. "the largest possible revenue from the small-
est possible number of telephones." The toll lines
were run upon the same narrow plan, and the
farmer had about as much chance of getting a
telephone, even when he was willing to pay a fair

price for it, as he had of getting a string from the
golden harp of the prophet. But the people of
this country, when they want a thing, always find
a way to get it. The fellow who does not serve the
people when he c.an is not always given a second
chance. The telephone monopoly utterly failed to
cover the field. They purposely and insolently re-
fused to cover it, and refused to allow anyone to
do so.

Parenthetically, I would like to make a bit of
prophecy right here; that is, a thing that will not
be possible twenty years hence. The lawmakers
and courts of this country will not continue to allow
a patentee to deny the benefits of his invention to
people who are willing to pay for it. It is all

right for the patentee and his assigns to have the
right to enforce ample compensation, but this
country will not continue to permit oppressive denial
of benefits to men who are willing to pay for them.
The independent toll lines of the United States

are not more than four years old, and there are over
^5,000 miles of them. No other one interest in
the world has ever shown a development equal to
ihis in the time. They are not all good lines.
They could not have been owing to the conditions
under which they were brought forth. All the
early ones were built with the noisy threats of
patent litigation, damage suits, etc., ringing in the
ears of the builders. Still, there is not a foot of
independent toll line, no matter how bad, that
hasn't served a good purpose. They have all been
educators.
The toll line in the farming district is a veritable

I. Read before the Independent telephone association, Ch/
ago, June 27, 1899.

Godsend. The telephone means more to the farmer
than to the man in town. Distances with him ai;e

greater and social intercourse inore difficult. His
protection, too, is very much less than that of his

bi other of the town. All these things the telephone

gives him. It gives his ear to his neighbor and
his neighbor's ear to him. The farmer's toll line

is already as much of an institution as the farmer's

barn. The more farmers there are who have tele-

phones, the more townspeople there are who will

have to have them.
The question now is how to rnake these toll

lines most serviceable and most profitable to their

remuneration, and as nearly uniform as possible.

Between the larger lines interstate arrangements
should be made for through business with the small-

est possible amount of red tape. The whole inde-
pendent movement has a field and a mission pecu-
liarly its own. It is bone of the people's bone and
flesh of the people's flesh. It was born of the
spirit that made a teapot of Boston harbor. It

has been from the start a vitalized declaration of
the right of every man to enjoy every public utility

that is enjoyed by every other man. The justice

of the contention is now fully admitted by the or-

ganization which until a few years ago was the

MAP SHOWING EXTENSION OF INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE LINES THROUGHOUT INDIANA.

builders and operators? My answer to this is in

three words, "Build good lines."

Notwithstanding the shortness of the time since

the beginning of this independent toll-line move-
ment, it is already far beyond the experimental
stage. There is now no earthly excuse for put-

ling up poor toll lines. The toll-line business to

hold its own must line up with the other con-
struction of the country. We have left the

log house and the rail fence a good ways behind.
The corduroy road is a thing of the past and wheat
is no longer threshed with flails. Discourage the

putting up of anything but metallic lines, on good
cross-armed poles, close enough together. For
the farmer to have the best results from his 'phone
he should be able to talk with ease from his house to

all the towns in which he is likely to have business.

Fair arrangements, based upon absolute equity,

should be entered into by all companies for an
interchange of toll business. Public toll stations

should be as close together as possible, and these

should always be in the hands of obliging and cap-

able people. Rates should be such as will give fair

great telephone monopoly of the United States.

There is no longer such a thing in this country, as

a telephone monopoly. There are now two large
telephone interests. One, a mere bantling scarcely

Uiore^than four years old, which has not yet fully

come to a realization of its own strength and im-
portance. The other an elderly, sedate and some-
what reflective sort of monopoly, making what may
or may not be an honest effort to atone for the
numerous indiscretions' of its past. The bantling
now sets the pace and leads the way in every tele-

phone contention on this continent, and the other
follows with a more or less vigorous "me too."
The small towns and country districts of this

country would have been without telephone service
forever but for this independent movement. The
other people, now that the independents have
blazed the way, meekly fall in line with smiling face

and arms filled with telephones, and softly chant
"me too." I am not at all anxious about the result;

the people of this country know a good thing when
they have it.

This independent movement needs but one thing,
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and that is close and intelligent organization. Its

interests and dangers arc identical in every town,
county and slate of this Union. It is a giant in

strength and a Dewey squadron in possibilities, if

it but act nnitedly. The toll lines should be the
band and bond of union in this independent move-
ment. They are the spinal column, the nervous
system and the circulating blood of the whole thing.

No exchange can live without good toll-line con-
nections no more than Loll lines can live without
exchanges Then' fortunes are inseparably linked.

All possible encouragement should be given to the
putting up of good toll lines. Toll-line rates

should be as nearly equitable as they can be made,
and toll-line companies should treat all exchanges
absolutely alike in the division of tolls. There
should be no paralleling of each other's lines when
it is at all possible to avoid it, and the exact rela-

tions of companies to each other should be set out
hi long-time written contracts. In short, every-
thing should be done that can be done to put the
whole movement on a strictly business basis. The
world will never be without telephones nor without
toll lines. Within five years every fourth house in

the United States will have a telephone. Let us
see to it that they have ours and are pleased with
them.

Discussion.

Mr. De Land: It seems to me that the independent
people could make a good point by taking up the
question of toll lines on the Sabin system. Mr. Sa-
bin has made a signal success by cutting up the min-
ute into halves and three-quarters. Very few people
understand that they can talk 70 words in 30 seconds.
Take out your watch some time and see how many
words you can utterj speaking slowly, in 30 sec-

onds; then 45 seconds^ and then 60 seconds. Mr.
Sabin gives a rate of 10 cents where the three-minute
rate would be 30 or 35 cents. Very often men will

come into your exchange who do not care to pay

2B cents to talk to a neighboring town, because they
have very few words to say. A man can possibly
close a deal in 20 or 30 words. If he can get a 10-

cent rate and occupies the line less than a minute,
including connection^ your line is then ready for the
next customer. If you have two or three lines, you
can make them quite profitable in that way.
Mr. Baird: 1 would like to hear from some gen-

tlemen who have had experience with toll lines as

to how they overcome the conflicting interests ot

the different companies. For instance, take a com-
pany whose line would cover a whole county, per-
haps run into two counties; on account of the Bell
people giving free service over the same district, the
independent would have to give free service also.

Now, how do they connect up these toll lines so
as to overcome these conflicting interests?

Mr. Fisher: There is one point, particularly, that

I want to make a suggestion about; that because the

Bell people give free service we have to do the same
thing. I don't think there is any "because" in that.

Our experience in Michigan, where the independent
company charges a fair price for good service, is

that if the Bell company gives absolutely free, serv-

ice in that community, the Bell company 'is not in it.

We have had numerous instances in our state, and
I know there are plenty of such instances in Ohio,
where the people of the entire community substan-

tially have refused free service. The people of Michi-
gan and the people of Ohio and the people of In-

diana are like the people in the rest of the United
States. You make them understand what is at issue

and what they ought to do, and they will do it every
time. That "because"' I want left out, if you please.

Mr. Harvey: I agree with the gentleman from
Michigan. We got our lines together, where the
Bell people charge 15 cents for 10, 15 or 20 miles,

and we charge a quarter, and the people always come
to us.

Mr. Ottenstatt: I would like to ask the gentle-

man who just had the floor what arrangement he
makes with his neighbors about charges?
Mr. Harvey; When a company comes to us, we

agree that "You use our line, and we will use your
line, and you take the money that you get and we
will take the money that we get."

Mr. Reutinger: I would like to ask the gentle-

man a question as to what he does in case he sends
a message over the lines of another company, an
intermediate company.

Mr. Harvey: Well. Mr. President, three com-
panies have united under that plan, and there are

several more who want to unite under the same plan.

In the case of the three companies that have united
if the message goes clear over one man's line it

is all right; they only use the line for a few minutes,

and he uses ours, and it all comes out right in the end.

It is the same as if it was all under one company's
control.

Mr. Hill: We are operating on the same plan in

four counties, centering in Clinton. la., with 1.300

telephones on the reciprocal plan. They carry our
business and we carry theirs—Mr. Potter of Lee
County and the Clinton company, the Carroll County
company and ours, and the Whiteside and Harrison
County, and there is about between $80,000 and $100.-

000 invested in the business, and we work entirely

upon that plan, except in the case of non-subscribers,
and we are succeeding admirably.
Mr. Fair: We work on that plan, the mutual plan,

v.-ilh other companies with one exception, and that
company we charge 60 per cent, on outgoing busi-
ness, and they get 40 per cent., and of the business
that comes in thev take 60 per cent, and we get 40
per cent. With the exception of that one company
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wc take ail wc get. We take all the outgoing busi-
ness, and they take the business the other way, and
wc hnd that it works very satisfactorily. Wc have
kept track of it, and there isn't enough difference
to pay lor keeping the books. We have kept care-
ful account of that, and wc have been running over
four years. But where wc worked through three
companies, wc work on a percentage—50, 25 and 25.
Mr. Reutinger: Wc have a different plan alto-

L^etlicr of adjusting the business. It is an easy mai-
iv.r to figure out and make a card rate from one point
to another, and from that point to another, and di-
vide the rate on a certain percentage as to the mile-
age, and wc know just exactly where we stand. On
Uie other plan, where you take what you get and
let the other company take what it gets, I do not
ihink it is so fair. Supposing you have a large
exchange, you give the small exchange the benetit
of llic money you have invested.
Now, lor instance, if you have a line from Chilli-

cothe to Greenfield or Washington—we will say
Washington—and one company has built eight miles
of toll lines, and we have built 28 miles, is it fair that
we should give them all they get if we have expended
$145 or $155 a mile on that line? The same way to
Greenfield. If your message is 25 cents, Greenfield
gets eight twenty-fifths and we get 17 twenty-fifths.
That is easily figured. Another case; they have four
miles, and we have something like 22 miles. If

we let him have his quarter for the four miles that
he has built, he would make money, and we would
be out that much,

,

Mr. Critchfield: I know a number of exchanges
in which the plan suggested by the gentleman from
Illinois has been adopted, each company keeping
all it gets. Now, under that arrangement, the bigger
company will get more money than the small one.
If one company has 10 toll stations on its lines, and
another one has a hundred, the one with a hundred
stations, in the natural course of events, would get
10 times as much business starting on its lines as
the connecting company with 10 stations. Now, I

know that there have been many companies which
have kept tab on the business carried on in that
way; I know of three companies adjoining that car-
ried on business that way, starting as an experiment,
and they kept books for two years, and one com-
pany was $2.82 behind what it would have been by
dividing the business, and another company was less

than that behind what it would have been.
The gentleman from Ohio has spoken about a

mileage basis. That is not an accurate plan, and
it is expensive to keep track of it. I have in mind
a system that is operated by five companies, covering
11 adjacent counties. They make a certain rate
from any point in one of the counties to any point
in the next adjacent county. Ordinarily, the rate
to the first station is 10 cents, but that is not ma-
terial for the purposes of this statement. It may be
15, 20, 25 cents. For instance, a message from five

miles inside of A county goes entirely across C
county next adjacent; A and B divide tnat message
equally, except 25 per cent, of it goes to the originat-
ing company in all cases, as an inducement for all

companies to strive to create business on their lines.

The originating company gets 25 per cent, of the
toll charged, and the remaining 75 per cent, is di-

vided between the companies operating in the two
counties. One company may carry that message
25 miles and the other only carry it five. But the
next time a message starts in B county and comes
back to the same point in A county, A gets the bene-
fit of its half of the 75 per cent, for carrying the
message five miles, while the other company carries

it 25 miles, and that equalizes the two messages.
If it Is carried through three counties, for instance,

starting from the line in A county over to C, across
B. that message is divided in the same way, 25 per
cent, to the originating company, and the remaining

75 per cent, is divided equally between the three
companies over whose lines the message passes. In
that way you only have to keep track of the counties.

The next day a message comes back over the same
line, and it is equalized again.

Now, that is the condition that prevails at this

time, and it seems to be the fairest and best method
that can be adopted. But that condition will soon
pass away. We have all experienced the necessity
of having some one trunk system to do our business
to distant points, even in our own state. We cannot
divide a message passing from the Ohio River to

the lakes, for instance, satisfactorily. We become
too much involved and tangled. The proper system
is to build toll lines to connect all the independent
exchanges at. the different points, leaving to the
local companies the business in their own county,
letting them carry the biisiness in their own county
over their own lines; and if they receive a message
and want it transmitted a hundred miles, it goes to

the exchange point in the county seat, and there it

is transferred to the long-distance line, which is

built as well as any line can be built, and taken to

its destination on the percentage basis. In other
words, we realized long ago that we could afford
to give up the business to the adjacent county seat

if we could get the business of the balance of the
county on a percentage basis from connecting lines.

In other words, we realize that if the local lines take
only such business as they can manage, and the

trunk line can get the business from the eight or
ro counties over its own and other similar con-
necting lines. It would be money in our pockets, not
only on a commission basis, but materially strengthen
our exchange, if we could say to our patrons and
to the public, "We will transact your business over

25

as good Hues as can be built for about 60 per cent.
of what you arc now paying."
Mr. Cockerell: Wc have toll lines connecting with

lines from the south part of the state down near
Missouri to the north part. Wc have never di-
vided up our tolls. We ha\e dealt upon the same
plan as stated by our friend from Illinois: each man
keeps what he gets, and so far, although wc have
kept a check on the business and might settle some
tunc, wc have never done it so far, Wc have found
It very satisfactory.

It seems to me that the building of trunk lines
or long-distancc lines is the only practical method
for that class of business, so that we can turn oyer
that business to the long-distancc companies (Ap-
plause.)

Mr. Frjcker: We are connected with a com-
pany that is laboring under conditions unlike any-
thing else in the state of Ohio—our company and a
neighboring company. The Jeftcrson and Warren
companies when they asked for a franchise in Jef-
ferson County were informed by the Ashville Coun-
cil: "We will grant you a franchise on the condi-
tion that every subscriber shall have free toll serv-
ice throughout the county." We were obliged to
accept it. We are in Ashtabula, 10 miles from Jef-
ferson. They wanted to get to Ashtabula. But how
could they do it? They certainly could not afTord
to give free service to Ashtabula, connected with
500 telephones, and wc would not receive them. Wc
said to them, "We will build a line to the corporate
limits of Jefferson, and you take our lines from there
in, and when anyone wants to talk with Ashtabula,
you charge toll, and only let them talk as far as
the corporate limits." They got in in that way, and
we have this arrangement with them. That also
extends to Warren, 38 miles south of Jefferson. They
have a rate of 15 cents, and they take 25 per cent,
and we 75 per cent, of the toll.

Conneaut is 14 miles east, and they have seven
miles of line, and we have seven. They charge 15
cents for a message from Ashtabula to Conneaut,
and we divide that toll rate equally. Between Con-
neaut and Jefferson the toll is 20 cents. Conneaut
receives five cents, Jefferson five cents and Ash-
tabula 10 cents. We have no trouble whatever in
keeping those accounts and having a monthly set-
tlement. We have contracts with them running for
a long term; in fact, through the life of their fran-
chises, as well as being a mutual contract.

Litigation over Telephone Franchise,
[Special correspondence of the Western Electrician.]

Rochester, N. Y., July i.—In Special Term of
court, before Justice Dunwell, the argument on the
demurrer to the complaint in the action brought
by John A. Barhite, as a taxpayer, to restrain the
Home Telephone company from establishing and
operating a telephone system in the city of Roch-
ester, under the franchise granted by the Common
Council in April, was heard. Quite a number of
prominent lawyers were present, including all of the
members of the firm of Satterlec, Yeoman & Tay-
lor, attorneys for the Home company, also Mr.
Barhite, Judge John D. Lynn, who opposes the
instituting of the new system on the ground of
danger to the public, and Corporation Counsel Kin-
ney. Judge Yeoman was heard first. He stated

that the grounds of the demurrer were:

First—Tiiat the pleintiff cannot as a taxpayer mainiain the
cause of action set forth in the coinplaiiu and has not ttgal ca-
pacity to sue as a taxpayer on siicli cause of action.
Second—That the complaint does not state facts sufficient to

coustitule a cause of actioLi against said defendant, the Home
Telephone company of Rochester, N. Y.

The complaint includes the city as one of the de-
fendants, and the corporation counsel's argument
was briefiy confined to the contention that the city

was not properly a defendant.
In referring to the grounds for the demurrer Judge

Yeoman said that the city had not disposed of any
property in granting the franchise, as the Common
Council did not possess the power to give the tele-

phone company permission to use the streets; that

the streets were under state jurisdiction, and that

Mr. Barhite had not, therefore, a cause of action
as a taxpayer. Judge Kinney affirmed the conten-
tion with the statement that streets deeded to the
city were not for all time, but that it was a form of

easement.
Continuing, Judge Yeoman stated that the Com-

mon Council, in entering into the contract or fran-

chise, did not waste public money, that it did not
remunerate the telephone company, and that, as a

matter of fact, the benefits which were derived were
in favor of the city. The streets, he said, were the

property of the state, and the state gave the cor-

poration permission to operate In the streets, sub-
ject to such restrictions as might be made by the

city authorities. He referred to a decision of the
Appellate Court, which ruled that the city of Utica
could not compel a telephone company to vacate
the streets; It could compel it to place its wires
underground; but not compel their absolute re-

moval. Authorities to sustain the demurrer were
cited in large numbers.
John Barhite argued against the demurrer. He

said that there could be no question but that the
conveyance of a right to operate a telephone system
was the conveyance of a property right. The last

Teeislature. in passing the so-called Ford bill, he
said, had denominated a franchise as property which
is subiect to taxation. The papers in the matter
were left with Justice Dunwell. O. E. D.
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Standardization of Electrical Apparatus.

{Continued from i'age 20.]

the required full-load values, the condition of full

load being considered in all cases as the normal
condition of operation.

44. The regulation of an apparatus intended for

the generation of a potential, current, speed, etc.,

varying in a definite manner between full load and

no load, is to be measured by the maximum variation

of potential, current, speed, etc., from the satisfied

condition, under such constant constant conditions

of operation as give the required full-load values.

It the manner in which the variation in potential,

current, speed, etc., between full load and no load

is not specified, it should be assumed to be a simple

linear relation, i. e., undergoing uniform variation

between full load and no load.

The regulation of an apparatus may, therefore,

ditTcr according to its qualification for use. Thus

the regulation of a compound-wound generator

specified as a constant-potential generator will be

different from that it possesses when specified as an

over-compounded generator.

45. The regulation is given in percentage of the

full-load value of potential, current, speed, etc., and

the apparatus should be steadily operated durmg
the test, under the same conditions as at full load.

a6. The regulation of generators is to be deter-

mined at constant speed; of alternating apparatus

at constant impressed frequency.

47. The regulation of a generator-unit, consisting

of a generator united with a prime mover, should

be determined at constant conditions of the prime

mover, i. e., constant steam pressure, head. etc.

It would include the inherent speed variations of the

prime mover. For this reason the regulation of a

generator-unit is to be distinguished from the regu-

lation of either the prime mover or of the generator

contained in it, when taken separately.

48. In apparatus generating, transforming or

transmitting alternating currents, regulation should

be understood to refer to non-inductive load; that

is. to a load in which the current is in phase with

the electromotive force at the output side of the

apparatus, except where expressly specified other-

wise.
. . .

49. In alternating apparatus receiving electric

power, regulation should refer to a sine wave of

electromotive force, except where expressly specified

otherwise.

50. In commutating machines, rectifying machines

and synchronous machines, as direct-current gen-

erators and motors, alternating-current and poly-

phase generators, the regulation is to be determined

under the following conditions:

a At constant excitation, in separately excited

fields.
,. , , . .

b. With.constant resistance, in shunt-field circuits,

and
c. With constant-resistance shunting-series fields;

i. e., the field adjustment should remain constant,

and should be so chosen as to give the required

full-load voltage at full-load cuircnt,

51. In constlant-potentia,l machines, the regula-

tion is the ratio of the maximum difference of ter-

minal voltage from the rated full-load value (oc-

curring within the range from full load to open

circuit) to the lull-load terminal voltage.

52. In constant-current machines, the regulation

is the ratio of the maximum dift'erence of current

from the rated full-load value (occurring within the

range from full-load to short circuit), to the full-load

current.

53. In constant-power machines, the regulation is

the' ratio of nuixiuunn iliffercnce of power from the

rated full-load value toccurring within the range

of operation specified) to the rated power.

54. In over-compounded machines, the regulation

is the ratio of the maximum difference in voltage

from a straight line connecting the no-load and full-

load values of terminal voltage as function of the

current, to the full-load terminal voltage.

55. In constant-speed, continuous-current motors

theVegulation is the ratio of the maximum variation

of speed from its full-load value (occurring within

the range from full-load to no-load) to the full-load

speed.

56. In tran.sformers the regulation is the ratio of

the rise of secondary terminal voltage from full-load

to no-load (at constant primary impressed terminal

voltage), to the secondary terminal voltage.

57. In induction motors, the regulation is the

ratio of the rise of speed from full-load to no-load

(at constant impressed voltage), to the full-load

speed.
The regulation of an induction motor is, therefore,

not identical with the slip of the motor, which is

the ratio of the drop in speed from synchronism to

the synchronous speed,

58. In converters, dynamotors, motor-generators

and frequency-changers, the regulation is the ratio

of the maximum diffei-ence of terminal voltage at

the output side from the rated full-load voltage (at

constant impressed voltage and at constant fre-

quency), to the full-load voltage on the output side.

59. In transmission lines, feeders, etc., the regu-

lation is the ratio of maximum voltage difference

at the receiving end. between no-load and full non-
inductive load, to the full-load voltage at the receiv-

ing end, with constant voltage impressed upon the

sending end.

60. In .steam .engines, the regulation is the ratio

of the maximum variation of speed in passing from

full-load to no-load (at constant steam pressure at

the throttle), to the full-load speed.

61. In a turbine or other water-motor, the regula-

tion is the ratio of the maximum variation of speed
from full-load to no-load (at constant head of water;

i. e., at constant difference of level between tailrace

and headrace), to the. full-load speed.

Variation and Pulsation.

62. In prime movers which do not give an abso-
Uitely uniform rate of rotation or speed, as in steam
engines, the "variation" is the maximum angular
displacement in position of the revolving member
expressed in degrees from the position it would
occupy with uniform rotation, and with one revolu-

tion as 360° ; and the pulsation is the ratio of the

maximum change of speed in an engine cycle to the

average speed.

6^. In alternators or alternating-current circuits

in general, the variation is the maximum difference

in phase of the generated wave of electromotive
force from a wave of absolutely constant frequency,

expressed in degrees, and is due to the variation of

the prime mover. The pulsation is the ratio of the

maximum change of frequency during an engine
cycle to the average frequency.

64. If n = number of poles, the variation of an
fi

alternator is — times the variation of its prime mover

if direct-connected, and — /> times the variation of the

prime mover, if rigidly connected thereto in the

velocity ratio p.

65. The pulsation of an alternating-current circuit

is the same as the pulsation of the prime mover of

its alternator.

Rating.

(J6. Both electrical and mechanical power should
be expressed in kilowatts, except when otherwise

specified. Alternating-current apparatus should be

rated in kilowatts on the basis of non-inductive con-

dition, i. e., with the current in phase with the ter-

minal voltage.

6y. Thus the electric power generated by an al-

ternating-current apparatus equals its rating only

at non-inductive load; that is, when the current is

in phase with the terminal voltage.

68. Apparent power should be expressed iri kilo-

volt-amperes, as distinguished from real power in

kilowatts.

69. If a power-factor other than 100 per cent, is

specified, the rating should be expressed in kilovolt-

ainperes and power-factor, at full load.

70. The full-load current of an electric generator
is that current which with the rated full-load ter-

minal voltage gives the rated kilowatts, but in alter-

nating-eurrent apparatus only at non-inductive load.

71. Thus, in machines in which the full-load volt-

age differs from the no-load voltage, the full-load

current should refer to the former.

If P 3= rating of an electric 9'enerator and E =
full-load terminal voltage, the full-load current is:

/=— in a continuous-current machine or single-

phase alternator.

/= in a three-phase alternator.

£ vr
F

1=— in a quarter-phase alternator.

y2. Constant-current machines, such as series arc-

light generators, should be rated in kilowatts, based
on terminal volts and amperes at full load.

y;^. The rating of a fuse or circuit-breaker should

be the current strength at which it will open the

circuit, and not the working-current strength.

Classification of Voltages and Frequencies.

74. In direct-current, low-tension generators, the

following average terminal voltages are in general

use and are recommended: 125 volts, 250 volts,

550 volts. .
I

'

j

75. In direct-current and alternating-current low-

pressure circuits, the following average terminal

voltages are in general use, and are recommended:
no volts, 220 volts.

In direct-current power circuits, for railway and
other service, 500 volts may be considered as stand-

ard.

76. In alternating-current, high-pressure circuits

at the receiving end, the following pressures are in

general use and are recommended: 1,000 volts, 2,000

volts, 3.000 volts, 6,000 volts, 10.000 volts, 15,000

volts, 20,000 volts.

77. In alternating-current high-pressure gener-

ators, or generating systems, the following terminal

voltages are in general use. and are recommended:
I, r.so volts, 2,300 volts. 3,450 volts.

These pressures allow of a maximum drop in

transmission of 15 per cent, of the pressure at the

receiving end. If the drop requiied is greater than

15 per cent., the generator should be considered as

special.

78. In alternating-current circuits, the following

approximate frequencies are recommended as de-

sirable: I ' !
:

'

25 '^ nr 30 ^ 40 ~ 60 -^' 120 -^ '

I. The frequency of 120 .- may be considered as covering (tie

already existine conunercial frequencies between 120^ and 140^.

and ilie frequency ot 60 ^ as covering tire already existing com-
mercial frequencies between 60 ^ and 70 ^.

These frequencies are already in extensive use, and
it is deemed advisable to adhere to them as closely as
possible.

Overload Capaeitics.

79. All guarantees on heating, regulation, spark-
ing, etc., should apply to the rated load, except where
expressly specified otherwise, and in alternating-
current apparatus to the current in phase with the
terminal electromotive force, except where a phase
displacement is inherent in the apparatus.

80. All apparatus should be able to carry a rea-
sonable overload without self-destruction by healing,
sparking, mechanical weakness, etc., and with an in-
crease of temperature elevation not exceeding 15° C.
above those specified for full loads. See sections
25 to 31.

81. Overload guarantees should refer to normal
conditions of operation regarding speed, frequency,
voltage, etc., and to non-inductive conditions in al-
ternating apparatus, except where a phase displace-
ment is inherent in the apparatus.

82. The following overload capacities are recom-
mended:

First—In direct-current generators and alternat-
ing-current generators, 25 per cent, for one-half
hour.
Second—In direct-current motors and synchron-

ous motors, 25 per cent, for one-half hour, 50 per
cent, for one minute; except in railway motors and
other apparatus intended for intermittent service.

Third—Induction motors, 25 per cent, for one-half
hour, 50 per cent, for one minute.
Fourth—Synchronous tonverters, 50 per cent for

one-half hour.

^
Fifth—Transformers. 25 per cent, for one-half

nour, except in transformers connected to appa-
ratus for which a different overload is guar-
anteed, in which case the same guarantees shall
apply for the transformers as for the apparatus con-
nected thereto.

Sixth—Exciters of alternators and other svnchron-
ons machines, 10 per cent more overload than is
reonired for the excitation of the synchronous ma-
chine at its guaranteed overload, and for the same
period of time.

APPENDIX I.

Efficiency.
~

Efficiency of Phase-displacing Apparatus.
In apparatus producing phase displacement, as,

for example, synchronous compensators, exciters
of induction generators, reactive coils, condensers'
polarization cells, etc., the efficiency should be un-
derstood to be the ratio of the volt-ampere activity
to_the volt-ampere activity, plus power loss.
The efficiency mav be calculated bv determining

the losses individually, adding to them the volt-am-
pere activity, and then dividing the volt-ampere act-
ivitv by the sum.

First—In synchronous comnensators and exciters
of induction generators, the determination of losses
is the same as in other synchronous machines under
sections 10 and 11.

Second—In reactive coils the losses are molecular
friction, eddy losses and P r loss. They should be
measured bv wattmeter. The efficiency of reactive
coils should be determined with a sine wave ot im-
pressed electromotive force, except where expressly
specified otherwise.
Third—In condensers, the losses are due to dielec-

tric hysteresis and leakage, and should be deter-
mined bv wattmeter, with a sine wave of electro-
motive force.

Fourth—In polarization cells, the losses are those
due to electric resistivity and a loss in the electrolyte
of the nature of chemical hysteresis, and are usually
very considerable. They depend upon the frequency
voltage and temperature, and should be determined
with a sine wave of impressed electromotive force,
except where expressly specified otherwise,

APPENDIX II.

.'Ipparent Efficiency.

In apparatus in which a phase displacement is in-
herent to their operation, apparent efficiencv should
be understood as the ratio of net power output to
volt-ampere input.

Such apparatus comprise induction motors, re-
active synchronous converters, synchronous con-
verters controlling the voltage of an alternating-
current system, self-exciting synchronous motors,
potential regulators and open-magnetic circuit trans-
formers, etc.

Since the apparent efficiency of apparatus gen-
erating electric power depends upon the power factor
of the load, the apparent efficiency, unless other-
wise specified, should be referred to a load-power
factor of unity.

APPENDIX III.

Power Factor and Inductance Factor.

The power factor in alternating circuits or ap-
paratus may be defined as the ratio of the electric
power, in watts, to volt-amperes.
The inductance factor is to be considered as the

rat'o of wattless volt-amperes to total volt-amperes.
Thus, if /) =2 power factor, q := inductance factor,

then f' -\- q" ^ I

The power factor is the
(energy component of current or electromotive force)

(total current or electromotive force)

and the inductance factor is the
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(wattlesscomponent ofcurrcntor electromotive force)

(total current or electromotive force)

true power

volt-amperes.
Since the power factor of apparatus supplying

electric power depends upon the power factor of

the load, the power factor of the load should be con-

sidered as unity, unless otherwise specified.

APPENDIX IV.

The following notation is recommended:

E c, voltage, electromotive force, potential dififer-

ence.

/, i, current.

P, power.
<I> magnetic flux.

35 magnetic density.

R, r, resistance.

X, X, reactance.

Z, z, impedance.
L, /. Inductance.

C, c, capacity.

Vector quantities, when used, should be denoted
Ity capital italics.

APPENDIX V.

Table of sparking distances in air between op-

posed sharp needle-points, for various effective sinu-

soidal voltages, in inches and in centimeters:

Kilovolts
Sq. Root o£ Distance.
Mean Square. Inches. C

0.225
o A7

5
10.

20 .

40..

45-.

. o 725
, 1.0

1-3
1.625

2 O
2.45
2-95

3 55

Kilovolts
Sq. Root of Distance
Mean Square. Inches. Cms.

0.571 ^ 4-^5
I-I9 70 5-85
1.84 I 80 7-1

2.54
I

90 8.35
3,3 100 96
4-1

I
no 10-75

5 1
I

120 11.85
6.2 I 130 12.95

7-5
I

140 13 95
9-0

I
150 15 o

14.9
18.0
21 2

24.4
27.3
30.1

32.9
35-4
38.1

Standards of Light.

At the recent general meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers two brief papers
on the subject of light standards were presented
by Messrs. Doane and Fessenden. The subject is

viewed from different points by the two writers^

but both indicate the need of improvement in meth-
ods of photometry.

Plea for a Working Standard of Light,

by s. everett doane.

It was my desire to present what I am about to

say as a part of the discussion on the report of the
committee on the standard of light. As this com-
mittee will not report at this meeting, I bring the

following before the Institute with no intention, of

course, of interfering with the work our committee
is doing. We all agree as to the importance of this

work. What I wish to propose is that this commit-
tee or a new one fix definitely the means for main-
taining a working standard of light pending- the

adoption of a primary one.

There are scattered over the country many well

equipped laboratories, and in the near future every
central station and large isolated plant will be pro-

vided with means for measuring light. There is not
now in existence any workable primary standard

which can be used by the ordinary photometer corps.

It may be said that this is equally true of all pri-

mary standards. The mercury column or resistance

standard, in fact, presents so many difficulties that

it is rarely ever used, even in our best equipped
laboratories. In reply we can say that the standard
of light differs from all these in that its terms are

so indefinite and so crudely outlined that two lab-

oratories cannot produce the same value for the

candle power if they work entirely independently.

The discussion on this paper will probably bring
out ver}' diverse views as to what is the proper di-

rection in which to work to eliminate our present

difficulties with the light standard.

The standard of light is in quite another class from
the other standards. Every instrument-maker is

anxious that his instruments shall be calibrated in

true units, and he can so calibrate them if he uses

care. -He sends his instruments out so calibrated

to the best of his knowledge.
A lamp user may say to the manufacturer, "Your

standard is wrong,"' and neither ever dreams of sug-
gesting a recalibration; they know by experience
that an agreement cannot be reached. No observer
can even duplicate his oivn work. What is the re-

sult? Every lamp-maker in the country is sending
out some lamps which are wrongly marked, accord-
ing to his own standards, because some of his cus-

tomers have standards of their own.
Lamp-makers differ among themselves, and there

exists no way by w-hich they can be brought together.

It is obviously to the interest of the whole electrical

engineering fraternity that some action looking to .

the correction of this condition be inaugurated.

In passing I wish to go on record ns saying that

in a very few years the incandescent lamp will be
adopted as a primary standard. It could be so

adopted to-day if lamp-makers would only tell what
they kno\v.

Every committee ("our committee included") ever

having to do with investigation of proposed light

standards has found an incandescent electric lamp
a very convenient secondary standard. It has been

entirely satisfactory, so much so that my whole pur-

pose in writing this paper has been to sec if we
cannot inaugurate some action which will result in

the appointment of a committee who will provide
means whereby a standard of light may be arbitrarily

maintained. This committee could send out, under
proper restrictions, properly seasoned and calibrated

incandescent lamps for this purpose.

It does not matter just how this is done. Possibly

a national laboratory could be founded. A commit-
tee of the professors of electrical engineering from
our various colleges might agree to do this for us.

Something should be done, and the first step toward
it will be the appointment of an Institute committee
on the maintenance of yvhat our committee on light

may decide is a proper standard value. Such a de-

cision will be arbitrary, and may have to be changed
later, but what of that? We need now a common
worljing standard of light.

That the discussion may be entirely free. I refrain

from making any definite suggestions until the views
of the members may be obtained, but whatever these
views may prove to be, I hope some action will be
taken which will afford us temporary relief and
enable our committee on light standard to pursue
its work unhindered by the necessity for hasty action.

We can take action none too soon. A year from
now, at the rate photometers are being made, we
shall have as many standards of light as Joseph's
coat had colors, unless something be done.

Light Standards.

by regindald a. fessenden.

In previous communications^ by the writer the
following were suggested:

1. A standard of radiation.

2. A standard of light (to be used as primary stand-
ard), which need not be accurate to much within
one-half per cent., in view of the great difference
between the eyes of different observers in regard
to visibility of light of different wave lengths.

3. A secondary standard of light, consisting of
electric incandescent lamps of 16 candle power, the
filaments being placed in bulbs of exceptionally good
vacua and of the size used for 100 candle power.
Since the publication of the above the following

points have been noted: That as the yellowish-green
part of the spectrum seems to be the most constant
in physiological effect, the standard of luminous
effect should be one watt of light of this wave

' length.

That the blackened-copper ball suggested by the
writer as a standard of radiation does not give a

perfectly uniform distribution of radiation; or, rather,

that the presence of convection currents in the air

interferes with the uniform distribution of the radia-

tion, as one part of the ball is thus rendered slightly

hotter than another. This might be obviated by plac-

ing in vacua, but other difficulties are thus intro-

duced. The solution finalh' adopted is that of hav-
ing a plane surface of copper of large extent, black-
ened with platinum black to a fixed degree deter-

mined by the current passed. This method of coat-
ing with platinum black was first suggested by
Lummer and Kurlbaum, and with wires placed
within the copper slab of such resistance and carry-
ing such current that .01 watt is radiated per square
centin)eter of surface of the slab; the slab to be one
meter in diameter, of circular section, one centimeter
in thickness, and its back and sid^s covered with a

layer of three centimeters of eiderdown ; the slab

to be supported in a horizontal plane, and face

downwards, and with rim around it. Under these
conditions, it has been ascertained from preliminary
experiments on a disk of smaller size, convection
currents play a small part, and the radiation to a
point placed 10 centimeters from the face of the

plate is very closely the theoretical amount.
In use with this standard the balance thermopile

described by the writer in a previous communica-
tion must have its faces at right angles, like the

letter L, and be reversible, as before.

As regards the acetylene standard, in vieu^ of the
fact that the Western University of Pennsyl-
vania has not seen fit to make any appro-
priations for scientific work during the last

five years, and the writer's personal means have
been taken up in working along a different line,

but little further has been accomplished. The two-
jet burner described by the writer has been gener-
ally adopted in commercial acetylene lighting, with,

however, one modification, which should be avoided,
i. e., the introduction of holes in the tips for leading
in air. If the pressure is high, as recommended
originally, and the tips are of platinum or platinum
iridium, preferably blackened, the tips never get
hot enough to decompose the acetylene and form
benzine, and no smoke is produced. If it were found
desirable to lose less pressure the tips might be arti-

ficially cooled, but the writer believes the high press-
ure best.

A certificate of incorporation for the Lyons (N. Y.)
Electric company has been filed. The capital stock
IS $5,000, divided into 100 shares of $50 each, for
a term of 50 years. The directors are as follows:
S. E. Bishop. Clyde: A. B. Bishop, Clyde; E. S.

Bishop. Rhiedack; C. N. Towlerton. Lyons; Calvin
Hotchkiss. Lyons: James Bashfdrd, Lyons, and
Clyde W. Knapp, Lyons.

I. Transactions A. T. E. E., vol. xi.. p. no; vol. xii., p. 500;
vol. xiii,, p 201.

Attendance at the Institute Meeting in

Boston.
Tfjllowing is the list of the names of the partici-

pants m the general meeting of the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers in Bo.ston last week,
A number of ladies accompanied ihc gentlemen
named:

AM.'-"!' wMi-"' c CambridEe. Mass

Babso[,.Ro,erw
! .::::: i::::: i::! i!

!

-"^NeiJ^^
iSell. Louis nncinn

m H^^lf-r' ^" w :":-:::::. ::::.Needham Mass
BIodRCtt. George W Boston
Blood.JohnBaIch Bosion
Brooks. Morean Lincoln. Neb.
Brophy W.ll.am.. Boston
BurleiRh, Charles W Boston

r^l^"'' n|-'r Milton. Mass.
Caldwell F. C Coi.imbu?.. O.
Culd.Chas. T New York
slough. Albert L Manchester. N. H
Codman,J.S Boston
Coho. H. B New York
Conant, R. W Boston
Craig. J. Hally Boston
Doaoe. S. E Marlboro. Mass.
Edgar. C. L Boston
French, Thomas, Jr Cincionati, O.
Gale. Horace B Natick, Mass
Garratt Allan V Boston
Goddard. CM .. Boston
Goldsborough, W, E Lafayette, Ind.
Hadley, Fred W Arh'nglon Heights. Mass.
Hamilton, James Boston
Hammer, William J .New York
Herrick, Charles H Boston
Hopewell, Chas. F Cambridge. Mass.
Hosmer, Sidney Boston
Hunt, H, H Boston
Huichinson, Gary T .. ...New York
Jackson Dugald C Madison, Wis.
Kemp.H.,Jr Lynn
Kennelly, A. E Philadelphia
Knight, A. S .Boston
Laboiiisse, JohnP Lynn. Mass.
Latham, H. M Boston
Leonard, H, Ward New York
Lisle, Arthur B Providence. R. L
Lockwood. Thomas D Boston
Lonsdale, John Ellis Providence. R. L
Matthews. C. P Lafayette, Ind.
Moses, Percival R New York
Pope. Ralp . W Elizabeth. N.J.
Puffer. William L Boston
Rice, C. W New York
Richards. C. W Boston
Roberts. Thomas M.... Boston
Ryan. Harris J Ithaca. N. Y.
^ee. A. B Brooklyn
Sever, G. F New York
Sheldon, Samuel Brooklyn
Smith, Wm. Lincoln C<.ncord, Mass.
Sohmann, R. W .... Oakland, Cal.
Spauldiog, H. C Boston
Sperry, Elmer A Cleveland, O.
Stearns. Charles K Boston
Steinineiz, Charles P Schenectady, N Y.
Stine, W. M Swarthmore, Pa,
Storrs, H. A Burlington. Vt.
Thomson, Elthu Swampscott, Masi.
Treat, G. W New York
Wallace, Charles F Boston
Waller, H. W Montreal
Whiting, S. E Cambridge
Williams, Arthur New York
Witherell, Percy W Boston
Wood I e, Leopold New York
Woodward, William C Providence, R L

Electricity in the Washington Postoffice.

Electricity will play an important part in the op-
eration of the new city postoffice which the govern-
ment has just erected in Washington, D. C, at the
cost of several million dollars. In fact, in this mod-
ern building, electricity is called to play an almost
exclusive part., both in lighting and ventilation.
The engine equipment consists of four Buckeye

horizontal tandem-compound engines, supplied with
steam through eight-inch and lo-inch duplicate
steam mains, provided with combined receiver and
steam separators, delivering steam at about 100
pounds pressure. The engines turn at about 275 rev-
olutions a minute, developing 150 horse power
each, or a total of 600 horse power. They are con-
nected directly to the shafts of four loo-kilowatt
Thresher generators, each having capacity for 2,000

16 candle power incandescent lamps. Both engines
and generators, however, are calculated for an over-
load of at least 25 per cent, for a period of several
hours, if called upon by any emergency.
The switchboard is of marble and contains a very

complete outfit of instruments, switches and rheo-
stats. On each floor smaller distribution tablets con-
trol groups of lights.

Throughout the building the ventilating fans are
to be driven by motors operated by the current fur-

nished by the plant, while the canceling machines,
each capable of canceling from 20,000 to 25,000 letters

an hour, are also electrically operated. There are at

present seven of these machines in operation in the

building.

Three electric elevators, designed to be operated
variously from the second to the ninth floors, will

also obtain their current from the plant. The melt-
ing of the large quantities of sealing wax used in the
registry and other departments will also be per-
formed by some satisfactory form of electric heater.

The wiring of the building is run in steel con-
duits, buried in the floors or concealed in the walls
of the building, and there has been used over 200,-

000 feet of conduits for this purpose.
The combination gas and electric-Hght fixtures in

the building are by far the handsomest furnished
any public building in the country, being specially

designed to accord with the architectural features

of the building. The handsome main screen in the
first-floor corridor contains lOi three-light opales-

cent bullseyes to assist in the illumination of the pub-
lic corridor. A. F. T.
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Carlisle & Finch Searchlight.

A new type of searchlight, ilkistratcd herewith,

is being placed on the market by the Carlisle &
Finch company of Cincinnati. It is what is known
as the "deck type." It is usually placed on the

forward deck of the steamer, and is of such height

as to be conveniently handled by the person operat-

ing it. The total height of the projector is about

five feet. Handles are attached for convenience. All

the marine projectors of this company are fitted

with improved glass mirrors which throw the

straightest possible beam of light. Objects two or

three miles distant are rendered plainly visible on

the darkest night.

In addition to the "deck type" this company also

makes all the standard forms of searchlights and

marine projectors. The form of projector designed

to be placed on the pilot-house of vessels is simple

and effective. It renders the control of the light

so accurate and easy that, by a turn of the wrist, the

l.ilot can direct the light to any part of the horizon

01 elevate and depress it vertically. It is claimed

that fully 90 per cent, of the searchlights used on the

western rivers are made by the Carlisle & Finch

company. It is stated that no other make of search-

light has been placed on an Ohio River steamer

during the last two years.

Recognizing the demand for a small and compact

searchlight, this company has brought out a nine-

inch projector which weighs but 35 pounds com-

plete. Like all its other projectors, it is finished in

a variety of styles, from japanned iron to polished

brass. Some of the finest yachts on the lakes are

equipped with projectors of this size. The Carlisle

fk Finch company also makes a line of small acety.

lene searchlights for use on small launches and

CARLISLE & FINCH SEARCHLIGHT.

yachts where it is not possible to have an electric-

light plant. While not possessing the great power
of an electric searchlight, the light is of sufficient

power to pick out buoys and other objects at 800

to 1,000 feet distance.

Meysenburg & Badt are the Chicago representa-

tives of the Carlisle & Finch company, and they

will be pleased to furnish catalogues and all other

information.

The Nernst Lamp.

lamp, and the consumption of current of the Nernst
is just less than one-half the amount used by the

present Ediswan lamps. * s • * \Yg have not

yet decided as to whether we shall manufacture in

this country or in Holland."
Mr. B. M. Drake, the managing director, is an

electrical engineer. He stated that when he took

office the lamp could only be automatically heated in

30 seconds, whereas at the present time it could be

done in six seconds, which, of course, was a great

improvement. .\s a practical engineer, he had no
hesitation in saying that the Nernst lamp was good
enough to cut out the ordinary carbon incandescent
lamps. They now possessed a lamp able to work at

iy2 watts per candle power which would last 500

hours, and which could be automatically lighted in

six seconds ; in fact, it gave some light immediately.

A stockholder asked what the cost of manufactur-
ing the lamp would be, and the chairman answered
that it would be about one shilling.

Mr. James Swinburne, the consulting engineer,

did not like the criticisms of the lamp that have ap-

peared in the English technical press, and he said so.

He originally considered that the immediate future

for the company, as far as profit-making was con-
cerned, would be in selling large lamps to take the

place of arc lamps, but since then so much progress
had been made in the smaller lamps that he felt the

latter was in a very much better position than it

was originalh.' At the same time it must be remem-
bered that the company had to deal with foreign

countries where high pressures and large lights

would probably be in very great demand, much more
so than in this country. As regarded the policy of

the company, he thought the shareholders ought to

be patient. It might be possible to sell lamps this

autumn, but he fell it would be much wiser to rely

on the following autumn. The worst thing the com-
pany could do would be to send out lamps that were
imperfect or caused any sort of failure, and the

next worst tiling was to be overwhelmed with orders

which it could not fill.

At the meeting in London, on June 21st, of the

"Nernst Electric Light, IJmited," which has the

rights of the new Nernst lamp for Asia, Africa, Aus-
tralasia and South America, some interesting state-

ments were made, although it is evident that the

commercial exploitation of the new form of electric

light is still some distance in the future.

The chairman of the company, Sir Henry C.

Mance, said: "We have been fortunate enough to

secure the services of Dr. von Recklinghausen, who
has worked for a considerable time with Professor

Nernst, and therefore we have the best and most
competent man we could possibly find to assist us in

the development of the lamp. We set carefully to

work to make ourselves thoroughly familiar with

the lamp by a long series of experiments, in order to

test the life of the filaments and decide upon the

most suitable sizes of the lamp for market purposes.

When this company was first started it was believed

that the chief use of the Nernst lamp would be for

street lighting, but, as a result of our experiments

^ during the last two or three months, we find that

we can look forward to introducing the light for ex-

tensive use indoors. When we commenced opera-

tions it was expected that we should be chiefly com-
peting for outdoor work, but I do not think there is

a more elegant lamp than the Nernst on the market

at the present time, and I have every confidence that

it will be extensively used indoors. We have a lamp

also which can be used for military purposes. The
smallest lamp we have made is a 10 candle power

Detroit Street-railway Ownership Plan
Declared Unconstitutional.

After all the trouble and v. rangling about the plan

to buy the street railways c.i Detroit for the mu-
nicipality through a commission appointed for the

purpose, the Supreme Court of Michigan has unani-

mously decided that the whole project is unconsti-

tutional in any form. The opinion, written by Jus-

tice Moore, was made public on July 5th. and de-

clared the act passed last winter providing for the

municipal ownership of street railways in Detroit,

and creating a commission to acquire and operate

the system, to be unconstitutional and void. The
decision turns entirely on the proposition that the

law is in contravention of the constitutional provision

that "the state shall not be party to or interested

in any work of internal improvement, nor engaged
in carrying on such work, except in the expenditure

of grants to the state of lands or other property."

If the enabling act had been held to be constitu-

tional, it is very doubtful whether the proposed
change in ownership coujd have been arranged.

,\s it is, the decision has effectually placed a quietus

on the movement.

Through Sleepers to Boston.

The Wabash Continental Limited, leaving Chicago
12:02 noon, arriving in Boston 5:50 p. m. next day,

carries through sleepers to Boston; also the night

express, leaving Chicago 11:00 p. in., arriving in

Boston 10:20 a. m. second day. There are through
sleepers to New York on both trains. Ticket office,

07 Adams street, Chicago. Telephone, Main 1619,

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 3.—Will the street-railway and
electric-lighting interests of the boroughs of Man-
hattan and Brooklyn be consolidated into a gigantic

monopoly? That is the question that men are now
asking themselves, and there are not lacking evi-

dences pointing to an affirmative answer. There is

little doubt that negotiations for the combination of

the surface and elevated-railway systems of the Man-
hattan and Metropolitan companies of New York
and the Rapid Transit company of Brooklyn have

been in progress for some time, and last week it was
freely stated that the deal would go through and that

the Third avenue system was to be included.

If this consolidation is effected, it will mean
also a combination, with possibly one excep-

tion, of all the larger electric-light companies in

New York and Brooklyn. In the lighting field the

consolidation process has been going on for some
lime on both sides of the river, and as the relations

of the New York Gas and Electric Light, Heat and

Power company to the Metropolitan Street Railway

company, and of the Kings County Electric Light

and Power company to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

company, are well known, it follows that a consoli-

dation of the railway companies will mean a practical

unification of the electric-lighting interests of this

great city. But the combination has not been made
yet, and it may not be, although many Wall street

prophets predict it with confidence. There seems to

be a large element of doubt about the attitude of the

Third Avenue company, and it is to be remembered

that that company has a working traffic agreement
with the Manhattan Elevated people. Then there is

the one electric-light company that I referred to
alxive as holding aloof from the "crowd." That is

the United Electric Light and Power company of
Manhattan. The United company was until lately
the representative Westinghouse central-station com-
pany in this city,- but new owners are now in con-
trol, as I stated last week, and the mere "looker-on
in Venice" hardly knows where to place it. One
statement is'^that Standard Oil interests are now
predominant in this company. Old Russell Sage,
top, scoffs at the reported combination, but although
he is a large owner of Manhattan stock he is very
conservative and is not believed to be in touch with
the younger and more progressive element. All the
railway companies named are planning or making
great electrical extensions, at a cost of many millions
of dollars; and no doubt by an intelligent combina-
tion of their resources and business a great saving
could be effected.

The papers report the successful use of the large
electro-magnet arranged for eye surgery in the Man-
hattan Eye and Ear Hospital. A bit of steel was
imbedded in the eyeball of a patient so deeply that
it could not be seen, and the wound it made had
closed behind it, but had not had time to grow to-
g-ether. When the steel first felt the magnetic attrac-
tion it encountered considerable resistance from the
flesh, through which it was dragged slowly and with
much pain to the patient. The instant it drew clear
of the eyeball it leaped to the magnet.

William H. Rieger, a taxpayer, has brought suit
against the Metropolitan Street Railway company to
prevent it from using its electrical conduits for any
other purpose than to enclose electrical conductors
to furnish current for moving and lighting its own
cars. Mr. Riegers counsel say that great loss will
accrue to the taxpayers, from the lack of compensa-
tion for the privilege, if the Metropolitan company
is allowed to lease the right to use its conduits for
commercial power and light purposes. It is asserted
that Mr. Rieger is acting in the interest of some
corporation not named in the complaint.
The Manhattan Railway company has secured a

location for its power house at Seventy-fourth and
Seventy-fifth streets and the East River. The plot
has a frontage of 204 feet on the river by 570 feet
on the side streets, enough space to install the power
for the elevated system and allow for an increase
in growth of 50 per cent. The contract for 9,000
tons of third rail, weighing 100 pounds per yard,
has been given to the Lackawanna Steel company.
The delivery and installation will be begun in Sep-
tember. Competitive bids have been received from
engine builders and boiler makers, and are now under
consideration. The new power house will be
only a mile south of the large generating plant of
the Metropolitan Street Railway company.
Three certificates of merger, completing the deal

whereby the New York and Queens Gas and Elec-
tric company absorbed the New York and Queens
Light and Power company, the Newtown Light and
Power company and the Flushing Gas and Electric
Light company, were filed with the Queens County
clerk at Jamaica last week. The New York and
Queens Gas and Electric company purchased out-
right all of the stock of the different companies
named, and to comply with the law it became neces-
sary for the directors of the several companies to

file their consent thereto in order to complete the
transfer. M. S.

PERSONAL.
General Leonard W'ood has declined the offer of

I he presidency of the Washington Traction and
Electric company and will remain in the army.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The election for bonding the town of Ukiah, Cal.,

(or an electric-lighting system took place last month,
and was carried by a vole of 319 for the bonds and
only 65 against.

The War Department has awarded to J, F. Bu-
chanan & Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., the contract for
the installation of -an electric-light plant at Fort Sum-
ter, S. C, at $1,865, and for a similar plant at St,

Helena, S. C, for the sum of $2,045.

The Montgomery Water Power company was or-
ganized last month in Jersey City with a capital stock
of $600,000. The incorporators are Charles W. King,
William Clarke and R. Vanderhoof of Jersey City,

but these are only agents for the real capitalists.

The company intends to establish electric-light and
power plants all over the South, especially in Ala-
bam^a. The electricity is to be generated by water
power.

New York and Philadelphia capitalists, negotiating
through Brown Brothers & Co., have secured control

of the Harrisburg (Pa.) Electric company. A new
company, to be chartered July 14th as the Harris-

l?urg Light, Heat and Power company, will take

the place of the Harrisburg Electric company, but

there will be no change in the officers of the com-
pany. The incorporators of the new company are

E. Z. Wallower, president of the present companv

;

W. O. Bishop, H. Cohen, T. H. Heist, E. B. Mitch-

ell, Benjamin M. Nead, H. C. Ross, Joseph Strouse

and H. J. Stewart. The new company will be bonded
for $1,000,000 and will issue stock to the amount of

$1,000,000 more. One improvement to be com-
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pleted is Ihe installation of a new unit of power of

0,000 incandescent lights' capacity at tlie Ninth street

plant. There will be a new 750 horse power engine

and two 210-kilowatt generators, with rope trans-

mission to the present line of shafting. This will

greatly increase the capacity of the plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Electric railways now building or projected make

safe the assertion that Chicago and Detroit will soon

be connected by electric lines.

The Rochester Railway company has made
^
ar-

rangements to secure additional power from stations

of the Rochester Gas and Electric company. It is

said that the company may reduce the fare from
Rochester to Charlotte to five cents to compete with

the New York Central Railroad company.

At a meeting on June 29th of the trustees of the

Massachusetts Electric Companies, the new consoli-

dation which has recently absorbed a large number
of street railways in Eastern Massachusetts, the fol-

lowing-named officers were elected: President,

Amos F. Breed; vice-president, Charles E. Cotting;

secretary. Everett W. Burdett; treasurer, J. H.

Goodspeed; e.xecutive committee, Gordon Abbott,

Charles Francis Adams 2d, E. N. Foss, Percy

Parker, Philip L. Saltonstall. The general manager

is P. E. Sullivan.

The Boston Elevated Railway company is cast-

welding some of its track joints. On the Everett

division of the surface road each night there is in use

a welding outfit, comprising a blower, a furnace,

molds and a grinder for smoothing the rail when
the welding is complete. This process does away

with joints, except at intervals of about 400 feet,

and is found to work very well, reducing the jolting

and consequent wear and tear on rolling stock to a

minimum, while at the same time enhancing the

ccmfort of passengers.

The Pasadena (Cal.) street-railway system is to

be improved this suinmer. The electric company
is already making preparations for the extension

and improvement of several of its lines, the most
important of which is the electrical equipment of

the Illinois street road to Moline avenue. This line

will be entirely taken up and relaid with heavier

rails from its beginning, at the corner of Raymond
avenue and Chestnut street, to Moline avenue, and

on to Lake street. Later it is intended to extend it

to Hill street, where it will connect with the

Hill and Colorado street line, and thus make a loop.

By an injunction issued on June 2gth by Judge
Brentano, the Chicago City Railway company is

restrained from attaching to the structure of the

LTnion Loop its wires for the conveyance of elec-

tricity to surface cars. The bill was filed by the

Union Elevated Railroad company and sworn to

by the president of the road, Charles T. Yerkes.

The defendant company has been given permission

by the City Council to put up wires along its road,

which is now operated by cable on Wabash avenue,

so that repairs could be made in the cable -plant.

President Hamilton of the Chicago City company
says that his company may be forced to use horses

if the Lonp people persist in their attitude.

AUTOMOBILES.
In Buffalo some experiments in the use of auto-

raabiles for collecting mail have been made. Mail

from 40 bo-xes in a territory six miles in length was
collected in less than one-half the time, it is said,

that it takes to cover the same route with a horse

and wagon. The experiment will be continued, and

if it proves as great a success as anticipated a num-
ber of automobiles will be placed in regular com-
mission in connection with the postal service.

TELEGRAPH.
Chicago city officials are discussing the advisability

of taxing all telegraph poles within the city limits.

This is a favorite way of increasing the revenue in

other cities, the tax ranging from $1 to $5 a pole.

Corporation Counsel Walker is quoted as follows:

"While the city cannot wholly exclude the telegraph

companies from entering the city, still the city may
exercise any reasonable control over the manner of

placing poles and stringing wires, and may, if it so

desires, compel them to place their wires under-

ground and may charge a reasonable license fee."

The twelfth annual convention of the Train Dis-

patchers' association of America was held at the

Plankinton House. Milwaukee, on June 20th. At-

lanta. Ga., was chosen as the next place of meeting.

and June 14. 1900, as the date. The following-named

officers were elected: President. F. N. Shultz. Gar-

rett, Ind. ; vice-president, J. R. Lusk, Mahoning-

town. Pa.: e.xecutive comjuittee, L. E. McCabc, Fort
Worth, Texas; William M. Goodwin, London, Ont.

;

S. H. Brown, Kansas City, Kan.; F. S. James, Cher-
okee, la.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Street Railway Journal is issuing a weekly

news edition, to supplement its monthly, between the

intervals of publication.

Recent catalogue sheets of Charles Wirt & Co.
of Philadelphia relate to rheostats and theater dim-
mers, to which the firm pays particular attention.

The Petite alternating-current enclosed long-burn-
ing arc lamps are very clearly described in a recent
catalogue of the Western Electric company. Valu-
able hints on the trimming and care of arc lamps are

also given.

TJie Snider-Hughes company of Cleveland, O..
makes "Pumping Machinery" the subject of its re-

cent catalogue. The company makes a large va-
riety of steam pumps, and its catalogue also con-
tains much useful general information.

The installation of chloride accumulators in the

Dun building. New York, is the subject of one of

the latest circulars of the Electric Storage Battery
company of Philadelphia. The battery in this build-
ing has a capacity of 720 ampere-hours at a one-
hour rate.

The Duncan alternating-current meters of the Fort
Wayne Electric Works have long been well known,
and the neat new catalogue of the company ought
to increase the knowledge of their merits. Three
types—watt-hour, ampere-hour and lamp-hour

—

are made.

The Carlisle & Finch company of Cincinnati makes
a specialty of searchlight projectors for lake and
river boats. It issues an attractive catalogue of elec-

tric searchlights, which it makes in several styles,

and also a circular describing acetylene searchlights
for launches, yachts and sailing vessels that have
no electric plant.

"Reciprocating Electric Pumps" is the title of a
recent circular issued by the Commercial Electric
company of Indianapolis. The company makes a
variety of electric pumps for mines, elevators and
house service, and this circular, which is attractively

illustrated, tells all about them. The high economy
of electrical pumping outfits usually explains their

substitution for steam pumps.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Incorporation papers for the Pacific Wave-motor

company of Los Angeles, Cal., have been filed. The
capita! stock is $1,000,000. Subscribers to the stock
are A. Lee Perley, A. R. Hamilton and Joseph Og-
den. The subscribers are named as officers and
directors of the company. They are all residents

of Los Angeles, e.xcepting Mr. Ogden, who lives

at Redlands, Cal. The purposes of the company
are to manufacture and sell inotors to be run by
steam, electricity, compressed air and wave power.
In a general w-ay the company will furnish power
to those who need it.

The plant of the Kalamazoo River Electric com-
pany, near Allegan, Mich., is nearly completed. The
transmission line, as far as the city of Kalamazoo, is

finished, and it will be carried to Marshall, Mich., by
August 1st. The Kalamazoo River company owns,
besides the Allegan power, the power at Ceresco, and
it is expected that it will be developed soon and a

second electric plant installed. Already the company
has more orders for power than can be supplied
from its Allegan plant, and it is desired to commence
the work of construction at Ceresco the coming fall,

if possible, or next spring at the latest. Pojver for

electric-railway service, as well as for light and
comiTiercial motors, will be supplied.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At the recent annual meeting of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers at Cape May it was decided
to hold next year's convention either in Dawson
City, Alaska, or in Porto Rico.

The new rolling-lift bridge at Fort Port Channel,
Boston, is electrically operated. This bridge differs

from Chicago rolling-lift bridges, in that the mov-
able parts form continuous spans across the chan-
nel instead of joining in mid-stream.

TRADE NEWS.
It is stated -that the number of students and grad-

uates of the International Correspondence Schools
of Scranton now amounts to 95,000.

The Manhattan General Construction company,
manufacturer of the well-known Manhattan enclosed
arc lamps, has removed to its new factory at Plane

and Orange streets, Newark, N. J., where its gen-
eral oiifices arc also located. The Manhattan com-
pany retains a sales office, however, at the old ad-
dress, No. II Broadway, Bowling Green building
(room No. .S14), New York.

Articles of incorporation of the Raritan Electrical
Manufacturing coiupany were filed in the Middlesex
county clerk s office, in New Brunswick, N. ]., June
2Sth. The company will manufacture, sell, lease and
use electrical machines and tools, vacuum pumps,
incandescent lamps and various electrical appliances!
The capital is $150,000, divided into 150 shares!
The corporators are Albert H. Gleason, Frederick
N. Waitress and W. Russell Osborn of New York.
The company will use the plant formerly operated
by the Beacon Lamp company.

From the fact that the Siemens & Halske Electric
company of America is about to engage extensively
in the manufacture of electric-vehicle motors, some
persons have inferred that it will abandon other
forms of electrical manufacture. This view is entirely
incorrect. The company will continue to manufac-
ture electrical apparatus of all kinds—direct-current,
alternating and arc machines—and all orders will
receive prompt attention. The Siemens & Halske
company is out for business and proposes to secure
its share.

An official notice of the Underwriters' Inspection
Bureau of New Orleans states that "all matters of
difference between the Underwriters' Inspection Bu-
reau and Thomas S. McLoughlin, electrical con-
tractor of this city, have been satisfactorily adjusted.
All installations heretofore made by him are approved
and passed, practical experience having induced the
bureau to waive its contention against his interpreta-
tion of certain rules of the bureau in respect to such
of his installations as have formed the subject of
contention."

Mr. E. H. Ball, general manager of the Chicago
Belting company, made a business trip to the South
recently in the interest of his company. His visit
was eminently successful, judging from the orders he
brought back. The business of this company has
been increasing so rapidly of late that it has been
compelled to run its factory to its utmost capacity.
Mr. Ball recently secured for his company the serv-
ices of B. F. Horsting, favorably known in the belt
business as having been the secretary and treasurer
of the old Munson Belting company and who so
successfully managed the estate for the assignee
when that company failed. Another man Mr. Ball
secured for his company is George Conger, the
man who had charge of the Chicago factory for
the Munson company. The Chicago Belting com-
pany is one of Chicago's progressive concerns, and
the success with which it is meeting is well merited.

BUSINESS.
The Leschen-Macomber-Whyte company of 19

and 21 South Canal street, Chicago, has a stock
of about 3,500 pounds of No. 9 D. C. C. magnet
wire—new goods—for which it asks an offer.

Doubtless in time the speaking-tube system will

reach a stage of "innocuous desuetude" through com-
petition of intercommunicating telephones. How-
ever, the Central Electric company, Chicago, still

carries such articles in stock to meet current de-
mands. For data upon speaking-tube supplies this

company refers to its general catalogue. Concern-
ing intercommunicating telephones it invites corre-
spondence.

The Vindex Electric company, Chicago, owing to
the rapid increase of its business, has been compelled
to greatly increase its facilities for manufacturing.
The company has recently nearly doubled its floor
space and added m.uch new machinery, but is never-
iheless compelled to work its entire force overtime
in order to take care of the orders. The company's
transformer is recognized as being one of the best
in the market, yet its facilities for manufacturing
are such that it is able to quote low prices.

I'he Mona Manufacturing company, 65 West
Broadway, New York, is the sole manufacturer of
Trotter's Mona commutator compound, which, it is

said, is used by thousands of engineers and electricians
in all parts of the world. The Mona compound is an
efficient lubricator for carbon, leaf or gauze-wire
brushes. It is used by many of the largest and most
important electric plants in the United States and
Canada, and also in England, France, Russia, Ger-
r.iany, Italy, New Zealand, Queensland and in

nearly every part of the civilized world. Engineers
having charge of electric plants- fully realize the im-
portance of having and using a satisfactory com-
mutator lubricator of high grade. A sample will

be sent free to any reader of this journal by address-
ing Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth street. New
York city.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

627,^165. Telephone Index. Herbert L. Allen, Hart-

ford, Conn. Application filed May 5, 1899.

A telpphone index having a back, a number of stiff in-

dependent leaves having reinforced pfrforations near one
ede<=>. anrt a crimped wire exlending throngh the per'ora-

ticns in the leaves and secured to the back.

627.^71. Controller for Motors. Menard K. Bowen

/ssiied June .57, iSgg

and George W. Knox, Chicago, 111. Application

filed November 7, 1898.

A combination with a movable controlHne device of two
engaeing parts connected together, one adapted to nor- 027.
tnally engage the controlHne device, the other adapted to

be broneht into engaeement therewith after the conlrol'ing
device has been moved a predetermined amount and pre-
vent its further movement, and a releasing device asso-

ciatEd therewith and adap[ed to release the part which
prevents the movement of the controUing device, so as to
permit a further movement of the same.

475. Electric Railway. William M. Brown.
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed May 5, 1897.

An electric cortact box containing a magnelically ac-
tuated circuit-closer befween tbe top of the box and the
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source of supply in combination with a magnetically
ac[uated and independently movable circuit- opener be-
tween the top o£ tbe box and the ground side ot the circuit.

627.476. Contact-box for Electric Railways. William
M. Brown, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed

September 30, 1898.

A metallic cover and the base form an electric contact
box; a closed vessel is within the bos; a member secures
the vessel to the cover; a terminal in connection witb the
source of electric supply, spring contacts secured to the

base of the vessel and engaging the terminal, and a circuit-

closer within the vessel electrically connected with the
spring contacts and with the member securing the vessel
to the cover.

627.477. Electric Railway. William M. Brown,
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed May 4, 1899.

The combination ii;clude3 the armature of a circuit-

closer, a pair of magnetically separated magnetic con-
ductors above the armature, and a pair of contact rails,

each forming a longitudinal magnetic continuation of one
of the magnetic couductors

,

627.486. Globe-holding Device for Electric Arc
Lamps. Thomas E. Drohan, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed May 21. 1898.

A slotted cup or receptacle is provided wherein the

globe is adapted to be placed; a ring is mounted upon the
exterior of and rotatable wiih respect to the cup, and
clamping fingers are provided upon the ring and extending
through the slots, tbe walls thereof being adapted_ to

cause the fingers to engage or release the globe as the ring

is rotated in one direction or the other.

627.487. Globe. Thomas E. Drohan. Chicago, III.

Application filed December 23, 1898.

The globe has an opening in the bottom ; a cap normally
covers the opening upon the inside of the globe, the cap
being of larger diameter than the diameter of the opening,
and a projecting lug upon the upper surface of ihe cap.

627.488. Frame or Yoke for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Charles A. Eck, Newark, N. J. Applica-

tion filed February 25, 1899.

In a yoke or frame of the character set forih there is the

combination with tlie wall of the yoke of a hole of suLj-

stantially the same size as the field coils in ihe yoke.

627,494. Storage Battery. Warren P. Freeman.
New York, N. Y. Application filed June 8,

1898.

A storage-battery plate is provided with a vertical chan-
nel on one side and a solid nb on the other side, witb a

seiies of V-shaped grooves or recesses extending trans-

versely to the channel and rib.

NO. 627,476.

627,495. Overhead-trolley System. Emmerich
Frischmuth, Berlin, Germany. Application filed

February 17, 1899.

The means described for continuously supplying current
to a moving car or vehicle consists of a trolley conductor
connected with a source of electrical energy, of a support-
ing arch disposed at an intersection or switch, beneath
which arch the trolley conductor is discontinuous and at

which the ends of the conductors are laterally extended, a
diagonally disposed contact part carried upon the moving
car or vehicle, the same being adapted continuously to

engage the conductor and to supply current to ihe pro-
pelling motor provided upon the car.

627,502. Motor-comiecting Box for Electric-railway

Vehicles. Strathearn Hendrie, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed December 24, 1898.

The couLroller is carried by the car body and the motor
by the car truck, a connecting box completing the circuits
between the controller and motor, comprising a member
secured to the vehicle and a second member detachably
secured to tbe first-mentioned member.

627,519. Electrical Connecting Cord. Charles H.
McEvoy, Lowell, Mass. Application filed Janu-
ary 23, 1899.

A flexible electric conductor, comprising a conducting
core, a conducting tip in electrical connection with the
core, a non-conducting comparatively inextensible cover-
ing for the conductor, reaching nearly from end to end of
the core, and a link secured to the covering and the tip,

627.530. Electrical Speed Indicator. August Raps,
Berlin, Germany. Application filed August 19,

1898.

A speed and direction indicator consists of a dynamo-
electric machine connected 10 be driven by the indicated
shaft or part, a separate source of electrical energy con-
nected with the field circuit of the dynamo-electnc ma-
chine, an electrically operated speed-indicating device
connected with the armature circuit of the dynamo-
electnc machine, an electrically operated direction-
indicating device connected with the field circuit of the
dynamo-electnc machine, and automatic means for re-
versing the field circuit when the direction of rotation of

the indicated sbatt or part is reversed.

627.531. Dynamo-electric Machine. Wilhelm H. A.
Rotth, Berlin, Germany. Application filed March
II, 1899.

Shields or casings are disposed at the sides and conform
approximately to the adjacent field magnets and armature
between which ventilating passages are provided, the cas-
ings having openings provided near the axis of the arma-
ture communicating with ventilating passages provided
therein, whereby cool air is supplied to the ventilating
passages and circulated throughout the machine.

627,549. Electric Controller. Gustaf Valley, Johns-
town, -Pa. Application filed January 7, 1897.

In an electric controller a rotatable drum has a plurality
of contacts, an auxiliary drum is rotatable v\itli the hrsi-

mentioned drum and in eleclric circuit therewith, the
auxiliary drum being surrounded by an arc-extinguishiug
medium and having a plurality of contacts placed in such
relation with the contacts of the first-mentioned drum that
the circuit is always made and broken by the auxiliary
drum.

627,565. Electric Traction Motor. Friedrich W. E.
Zander. Charlottenburg, Germany. Application
filed February 17, 1899.

Claim is made for the combiuation with laterally acting
traction rollers, of an electric motor connected with and
adapted to rotate the same, an electromagnet associated
with one of the rollers, and a coacting armature associated
with the other of the rollers, the electromagnet having a
winding connected in series with the motor, whereby the
pressure of the traction rollers is varied in accordance with
the operative conditions ot the motor.

NO. 627,488.

^2-j,S72>- Electrode. Charles C. Connor, Belfast, Ire-
land. Application filed December 28, 1897.
An electrode cimprises a number of pi.^ces of carbin,

each having a pei foraticn there n, arranged one above an-
other with a distance ring between each piece, and c jii-

nected together by a longitudin.l cord of cast-lead or other
like metal or alloy.

627,577. Telephone. Cleaveland F. Dunderdale, Chi-
cago, III. Application filed December 16, 1895.

In a telephone a primary imperforate diaphragm, a sec-
ondary centrally perforated diaphragm htld in parallelism
with but spaced from the pnmiry d aphragm, and a per-
manent magnet with helices thereon, the ends of which
are in proximity to the primary diaphragm but opposite
to the perforation of the secondary diaphragm, the euJs of
the magnet being of opposite polarity.

627,641. Battery. Valentin Halski, Lemburg, Aus-
tria-Hungary. Application filed October 31, 1896.

The combination includes two bittery cells for feed
tubes, leading to near the bottom thereof, and a swinging
distributer above the tubes arranged 10 tilt and feed the
liquid first into one tube and then into the next.

(^27.686. Automatic Electric Switch. John L. Creve-
ling, New York, N. Y. Application filed Janu-
ary iS, 1899.

A mam circuit coataining a dynami, a storage battery
and an electromagnetic raake-and-bre ik switch having a
coil or coils in ttie main circuit aad having opposing coils
in a derived circuit across the battery and an actuating
coil or coils in a derived circuit across the dynamo mains.

627.7^6. Electric Coin-freed Apparatus. Johann
H. F. Krull, Hamburg, Germany. Application
filed January 17, 1899.

The essential features are a carrier for the object to be
delivered, a pair of electromagnets having coils wound in
opposite directions, an oscillating armature having its

coil wound in one direction, the armature operating the
carrier, a main electric circuit including the armature
coil and one of the coils of each of the electromagnets,
circuit-closing devices, comprising a fixed and a movable
contact interposed in the circuit, a branch from the main
circuit including the second coil of each electromagnet,
and circuit-closing devices comprising likewise a movable
and a fixed contact interposed in the branch circuit; of a
coin guide for guiding a coin first to the miin-circuit con-
tacts, then to the britnch-circuit contacts to successively
close the circuits through the coin, and means operated by
the aforesaid armature for obstructing the coin guideway
in advance of the main-circuit contacts.

627.759. Joint for Electric Conductors. Harry W.
Neild. London. England. Application filed No-
vember 14, 1S98.

A sleeve open at one side for part of its length and coaled
internally with solder.

NO. 627,502.

627,772. Electro-hydraulic Brake for Railway Ve-
hicles. Camille Durey, Paris. France. Appli-
cation filed January 5, 1899.

In an electro-hydraulic brake of the kind described there
is an electric distribution comprising two electromagnets
for operating respectively the valves for closine the ac-
cumulator and opening the front chamber of the brake
cylinder, the electromagnets being actuated by t^vo dis-
tinct sources of electricity and connected with a single
operating switch, enabling ihe putting on or releasing of
the brake, and the extent of braking to be regulated simply
by varying the duration of passage of the current io the
electromagnets by means of a single handle.

627,784. Conduit for Electrical Conductors. Charles
H. Sewall, Chicago, 111. Application filed April

24, 1899.

The combination with the found* lion material of a
street pavement of a conduit formed therein and a roadway
or paving supported thereon .

627.799. Telegraphic Sounder. Jesse H. Bunnell,
New York, N .Y. Applicaton filed August 31.

1898.

The sounder has a compound bise made ot three
or more interconnected plates, one of the plates be

ing of wood and rigidly held between the others, and in
such manner that the edges of all of them shall be free to
vibrate, the lower plate of the set being of metal and con-
stituting a means for protecting the others.

627.813. Telephone-circuit and Switching Apparatus.
Thomas C. Wales, Jr., Newton; Mass. Applica-
tion filed March 14, 1899.
The switching system comprises a series of relay sub-

station circuits, a series of Hnking-cord circuits, a central-
ized_ common source of energy in two serially connected
portions and a common return wire or conductor connected
byone end between the portions; the substation circuits
being in two divisions, each circuit consisting of a single
conducting wire connected at the substatious to the com-mon conductor, and provided with open terminal sockets
at the switchboard sections, and extending through the
relay-switch, one division thereof being connected to one
portion of the source of energy and the second division
connected to the second portion thereof.

627.814. Telephone-exchange Switch Apparatus and
Circuits. Chester H. Arnold, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed March 31, 1S99.

A repeating induction coil comprising two conductive
circuits, botb constituted of four substantially equal
serially connected windings, each having an intimate in-
ductive relation with a different winding of the other cir-
cuit, the first and last windings of the series of each cir-
cuit being thus paired with the first and last respectively
of the other, and the second and third serial windings of
each circuit with tbe third and second respectively of the
other.

627,837. Electric Circuit Closing Device. Ferdi-
nand Wilke, Akron, Ohio. Application filed
April 8, 1899.

The casing and the contact members therein in a nor-
mally open circuit, a plunger supported in the casing with
one end arranged to press one of the contact members nut
of contact, a fusible member engaging the opposite end of
the plunger and exposed to the outer air, and means to
hold the fusible member in operative position against the
end of the plunger to keep it depressed.

627,866. Telephone WViting-desk. Daniel H. Moore,
St. Louis, Mo. Application filed February' 4.
1899.

The board is attached to the bars and posts are atiacbed
to the rear ends of the board. Friction rollers are mounted
between the posts one above the other and in frictional
contact with each other, the straight-edge connecting the
posts just behind the rollers, a crank operating the rollers,
the clamp-jaws extending from tbe bars, the hangers ex-
tending downwardly from the rear one of the bars, the
hooks upon the lower ends of the hangers and a spindle
operating in the hooks.

hi

NO.
^'2.'J,^'J'J.

627.908. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Harry P.
Davis, Pittsburg, and Frank Conrad, Wilkins-
burg. Pa. Application filed April i, 1899.

Claim is made for tbe movable member of the indicating
mechanism, an actuating coil and a combined supporting
and damping device, of a spiral sprin:^ interposed between
the device and a stationary part of the instrument, the
weight of the spring being supported by the stationary
part.

627,^17. Dry Cell. Manes E. Fuld, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed January 21, 1899.

In a dry cell there is the combination with a zinc shell
forming the cell-case and also one of the electrodes, of a
bottom seal composed of pitch and resin, a carbon electrode
resting on this bottom seal and provided with a transverse
slot near its upper end, a granular mass composed of pow-
dered graphite and one or more depolarizing agents sur-
rounding the carbon electrode, plaster-of-paris impregnated
with one or more active agents surrounding the granular
mass and interposed between the mass and the zinc shell, and
a top seal hermetically sealing the upper end of the cell and
projecting into and through the transverse slot in the car-
bon electrode.

627,927. Continuous-contact Trolley. Chester B.
Lebcher, Plains, Mont. Application filed August
22, 1898.

A trolley havitig a main wheel and a supplemental bi-
sected wheel, the latter resting normally above the wire or
conductor and adapted to be brought on the under side of
the wire or conductor when an obstruction is met, by the
bisected wheel provided on the outer sides of its two mem-
bers with star-wheels, the points of which -project beyond
the peripheries of the two members of the bisected wheel.

627.937. Dynamo-electric Machine. Louis O. Lie-

ber, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed Febru-
ary 2, 1899.

In this machine the number of commutator-bars is indi-
visible by the number of poles, the combination with the
commutater, of brushes, the contact-face of each of which
is of a width less than that of all of the cominutator-bars
of one polarity which connect with one series or group in

-ffie winding, and greater than that of all of tbe bars less
cne; the brushes being arranged in their relation to the
bars in overlapping groups; that is to say, the last brush of

one group being the first brush of the succeeding group;
the groups of bushes being equal in number to the differ-

ence between the whole number of commutator-bars and
the next higher multiple of the number of poles, the space
between the centers of the outside poles of each of the sev-
eral groups being uniform and each equal to the space oc-
cupied by an even number of bars, and ihe space from cen-
ter to center of any two poles being a multiple of the space
between the centers of two successive bars.

627,955. Portable Electric Lamp. Albert Doss and
William F. Doss, Denver, Colo. Application filed

August J, 1898.

A portable lamp is described comprising a support, a
lamp proper and two ai:ms revolubly connected with the
lamp at one extremity and with the support at the opposite
extremity.
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Additional Niagara Equipment.
In order to increase its incandescent-light facilities,

the Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and
Power company has had built by the Walker com-
pany of Cleveland a new dynamo, which has been
installed in the station of the Niagara Falls Hy-
draulic Power and Manufacturing company at the

water's edge in the gorge., This dynamo will be
direct-connected to one side of the turbine that now
operates the generator from which the National
Electrolytic company receives its current, as shown
in Fig. I. This turbine is of 2,500 horse power ca-

pacity. The new dynamo is of the alternating-cur-

rent type of 700 kilowatts capacity at a voltage of

2,200. It will be operated at 250 revolutions per min-
ute and 125 cycles a second. There will also be
installed a continuous-current exciter of sufficient

capacity to supply current to the fields of the dy-

city, and two shipments are received back at the

same place. The receipts from inbound freight av-

erage $10. and for outbound freight about $25 a

dayf and it is expected that the total receipts will

be increased to more than $100 a day by June, 1900.

Ann Arbor takes about half of the freight and Ypsi-

lanti is next in volume, but shipments to Wayne
are daily increasing. A good deal of the freight

consists of vegetables and groceries, although trunks
and all light articles usually carried in express cars

on steam railroads are also taken.

Submarine Boat Argonaut.

The new Argonaut, a 60-foot submarine boat, de-

signed by Simon Lake of Baltimore and owned
by the Submarine Boat company, was put into the

water at Brooklyn last week. The boat is fitted

Chicago Ordinance Regulating the Op-
eration of Automobiles.

At the last meeting of the City Council an ordi-
nance was adopted to regulate the operation of auto-
mobiles on the streets of Chicago. This ordinance,

which is based to a large extent upon the suggestions
of Mr. E. B. Ellicott, the city electrician, consists

of II sections.

An automobile is defined to mean any vehicle

propelled by electricity, compressed air, naphtha,
gasoline, kerosene, "or any motive power other
than animal power or motive power supplied solely

by the muscular exertion of a human being." It

is provided, however, that the ordinance shgll not
apply to the cars of steam or street-railway com-
panies.

A Board of Examiners of Operators of Auto-

namo to permit of its being operated so as to produce
1,100 kilowatts for a short time. Details of con-

struction are illustrated in Fig. 2. page 32.

This new dynamo wil carry 12,000 lights at full

load, but it is understood to be the intention of

the company to divide this load between the station

at Fourteenth street, opposite the station of the Ni-
agara Falls Power company, and the new machine,
and possibly also with a plant it now has in the

basement of the ClifT paper mill. The original in-

tention was, however, that the new machine would
enable the company to do away with the last-men-

tioned service. Increased business may change this

plan. The switchboard will be of blue Vermont
marble.
Frank G. Lott is the manager of the company, and

it is under his supervision that the new dynamo has

been installed.

Freight Traffic on an Electric Railway.

The freight traffic of the Detroit, Ypsilanti and
Ann Arbor electric railway promises to be a profit-

able branch of the business of that line. Every day
two shipments are made from its office-depot on
Griswold street, in Detroit, says the Tribune of that

FIG, I. ADDITIONAL NIAGARA EQUIPMENT.

with three rollers, one on the starboard side, an-

other on the port side and another beneath her

screw. It is expected that, with the aid of the roll-

ers, the vessel will be able to move on the ocean's

bottom. The boat weighs 70 tons without her ma-
chinery, has motors of 60 horse power, a suction-

hose pump connecting with a floating tank to supply

her with air while beneath the water, sleeping berths

for eight persons, electric lights, a pumping ap-

paratus for removing 800 gallons of bilge a minute
and a 4,000 candle power searchlight. She is driven

by electricity, storage batteries supplying power.

There are five compartments. In the bow is a door

to allow the diver to leave the boat while she is

submerged. By the use of hydraulic air pressure

this door can be left open while the divers are going
from one compartment to another, as the air pres-

sure prevents the water from rushing in. The boat

in making a descent v/ill not dive, but will go down
with her keel parallel with the surface of the water.

The compressed-air tanks when filled will contain

a supply of air sufficient to last 48 hours. As soon

as the necessary fittings are put in the new Argonaut
will go to work recovering treasure and valuables

from several wrecks along the coast. She will carry

a crew of eight- experienced wreckers.

mobiles, to consist of the city electrician, the com-
missioner of health and the city engineer, is estab-

lished to examine and license persons who desire

to operate self-propelled vehicles. No one shall be
allowed to operate such a vehicle without a license.

Examinations are to be held monthly to determine
the mental and physical qualifications of applicants,

who must possess a suflicent amount of technical

knowledge and ability to understand the working
nfirrs of the mechanism of their vehicles. Success-
fully passing the examination, the applicant is fur-

nished a license authorizing him to act as an auto-

mobile operator. This certificate is good for one
year, on payment of a fee of $3. On renewal the

yearly license fee is $1. Operators' licenses may be
revoked by any member of the Board of Examiners
at any time for sufficient cause. The mayor is to

appoint a secretary to the Board of Examiners and
full records of all applicants must be kept.

No automobile shall be propelled on the streets

of Chicago at a greater speed than eight miles an
hoiu". Each Iself-propelled vehicle must be pro-
vided with an alarm bell or gong, not less than

four inches in diameter, to be sounded at crossings

and at other places where its use is deemed neces-

sary by the operator. Brakes of sufficient power
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to stop the vehicle « ithin 10 feet when going at eight-

mile speed must be provided. Automobiles in mo-
tion on the streets must carry lighted lamps after

dark.
For violation of any provision of the ordinance the

penaltj- is a fine of not less than $5 nor more than

5:25 for each offense.

It is believed that the mayor will sign the ordi-

nance, which will then become a law as soon as

due publication is had.

City Electrician Needed in Rochester.

A Rochester (X. Y.I fireman nan'-.ed Frank J.

Klueh met death while in the discharge of his

dutj' on Sunday, July 2d, by coming in contact with

a burning converter on the outside of a building,

which gave him a fatal shock. It was supposed
that there was a fire in the building, but Chief Boon
discovered that this was not the case and warned
Klueh not to touch anything. To all appearances

Electrical Imports in Japan.

The utilization of electricity is making rapid

progress in Japan, and it is satisfactory to note

that the United States is getting a considerable

share of the requirements for new works, .^s show-
ing the value of the Japanese demand in this direc-

tion, and as a matter of comparison, the figures of

the importations from Germany, England and the

United States will be of interest.

The importations of dynamos and other electrical

machinery' irom Germany increased from a value of

$41,180 in 1895 to $150,000 in 1896 and to $167,000

in 1807. England furnished $174,000 worth of goods

in 1895. .$250,000 worth in iSgiS and $185,000 worth

in 1897. The importations from this country took

an enormous increase within a year or so, jumping

from a value of $67,200 in 1895 to $680,000 in 1897.

The Verkehrszehung of Leipsic, in a recent is-

sue, lays stress on these figures and, for the benefit

of its clients, adds that "the reason for this enor-

mous increase in American exports to Japan is:

Short terms of delivery, strict observance of the

terms of sale, low prices and excellent construction."

A year ago Japan had 39 companies operating

lighting plants. Four of these used water power,

two water and steam power, and the others steam
power only. Besides these plants, the Japanese
government has stations in Tokio, Saseto and Kura.

Tokio is supplied with electric light partly by the

Tokio Electric Light company and partly by Siemens
& Halske's private plant. The Japanese firm of

Kyoto-Suizi-Yimusko, which gets its power from the

Lake Riera Canal, and supplies the Kyoto street

railway and a number of other industrial works,
the copper mines in Ashio and the silver mines
in Inai, use German material, and a copper mine in

Beshi. which is to adopt electrical power, is about
to order the machinery from South Germany. So
that, despite the big inroads already made by Ameri-
cans on the trade, they will require to keep watchful
eyes on new- developments.
There are very few electric railways in Japan. The

four street railways in Kyoto City. Hagoija. Kawa-
saki-Daischi and Odawara-Vumoto use American
motors of the Walker and General Electric types.
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FIG. 2. ADDITIONAL NIAGARA EQUIPMENT.

he received this warning, but just as he had taken
one step down the fire-escape, he was seen to throw
lip liis hands, and his fellow-firemen realized he

had received a shock. All efforts to revive him
failed. At the time he had on leather shoes, but
no gloves. The other firemen wore gloves and
rubber boots. Rochester has no cit^^ electrician,

and the coroners jur\-, in this case, rendered a ver-

dict recommending that the city engage a man for

the position of cit>" electrician, his dutj- to be to

see that all dead wires are removed and that all

wires are properly strung, and to give firemen and
policemen instructions in regard to electric wires

and converters to add to their safetj" in the per-

formance of their duties.

International Electric Railway.

It is- expected that before the month of July is

passed the Internationa! Traction company will

Effects of Lightning.

The United States Weather Bureau has just issued

a statement of damage to property.- and loss of life

bj- lightning in the United States during the last

nine years, from which it appears that 312 persons
are killed annually by lightnmg stroke in this coun-
try, taking a fair average. In this respect the worst
year was 1895. when 426 Americans were destroyed
in this way: in 189S the mortality- was 367. In nine
years, from 1890 to 1S98. inclusive, five individuals

in ever>' million of the population of the United
States were killed by lightning. The danger from
this cause seems to be least in large cities and in

ihickly populated districts. Agricultural laborers
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—BRIDGE WHERE NEW YORK AND CANADIAN LINES WILL CONNECT.

iiave made connection between its Canadian and New
York state lines on the upper steel-arch bridge at

Niagara Falls. The commissioners of the Xew York
State Reservation are expected to pass upon the plans
tor a track or tracks on the riverwaj' which will make
the connection possible. The point where the lines

will meet and be joined on the great arch is well
portrayed in the illustration, the photograph repre-
senting the scene presented to one looking across the
deck of the bridge.

furnish the most victims. Ohio is the greatest suf-

ferer, the death rate by lightning in that state being
24 in every loo.oco persons of the farming class.

The greatest proportion of fatal strokes is found in

the Missouri \^alley. on the Great Plains and in the

Rocky Mountain region.

In 189S no fewer than 1.866 buildings were damaged
or destroyed by. lightning in this country', involving
a loss of $1,446,880. During the same year lightning

killed 964 cattle, 306 horses, 30 mules. 116 pigs and

.\26 sheep, representing a total value of $48,257. All
of this destruction of farm animals was accomplished
by only 710 "strokes." Much of this damage might
be avoided by grounding wires at suitable intervals
along lines of barb-wire fences, which are sometimes
deathtraps to stock, the fatal shocks being inflicted

often through the medium of the wires at a con-
siderable distance from the point hit So far as
human beings are concerned, practically all of the
deaths occur during the five months from April to
September, the highest record being in June and
July.

Sarcasm in Vincennes,
The familiar question of electric street lighting

—

whether by the municipality or the existing company,
and. if by the latter, for how much—is up in Vin-
cennes, Ind.. and has elicited a communication signed
'Taxpayer" and published by the Daily Sun of Vin-
cennes, in whrch the municipal-ownership claims are
treated in a sarcastic vein. Following is an extract:

"The [Cit\-] Council has been offered, since the
bids were opened, as I notice from the Capital,

arc lights, 2,000 candle power, all night and ever\'

night, for $40 a year, with the prospect of getting

them much lower, perhaps down to S20 or $25. And
why not? A few poles and w-ires, and a boiler and
engine, a djmamite or two is all that is needed. Elec-
tric lights are made out of nothing but air anyhow,
and all that is needed is the d>-namites to set the air

afire, and the wires to earn,-- the light when needed.
The air used belongs to all. rich and poor alike, and
costs nobody nothing, and the dynamites and wires
don't cost such a great fortune as the home company
try to make people believe.

"Like Colonel Taylor, for one I am in favor of
throwing open the doors and tearing do^vn the fences
and scattering the rails, and let the whole w'orld

come in and help us to bust the rings and make
this the best lit cit>'' in the world, by giving outsiders

a chance with our gas barons and electric magnates,
that have lorded and rode roughshod over us so
long, with cork heels and steel toes. They put a
few hundreds or thousands of dollars into their old
scrap piles 25 years ago, and ever since they have
set down and feasted and wined and dined on the
fat of the land, and there they set yet, holding up
their olates for more. Not one of them have ever
to strike a tap. or do a lick of work, but living all

tHis time off the taxpa3"ers."

Recent Marconi Experiments.
Acting in conjunction with Mr. Marconi, the

French naval authorities conducted some success-
ful experiments with wireless telegraphy betw"een
ship and shore in the English Channel last month.
The French cruiser Vienne was used for the pur-
pose. One of Marconi's installations was fitted up
on board and the inventor was present on the
cruiser to superintend the experiments. Wiraer-
eux, near Boulogne, and the South Foreland light-

house, on the English coast, were used as the land
stations. One important feature about the opera-
tions is the distance covered. Hitherto, the dis-

tance between the South Foreland and Boulogne,
about 28 miles, was the greatest through which these

ethereal messages have been transmitted: but in the
recent trials it was decided to increase the distance.

Messages were transmitted between the cruiser and
the English land at internals until the vessel reached
a point 12 or 14 miles south of Boulogne. The
greatest distance through which the messages were
transmitted was 42 miles. The increased distance

appeared to have not the slightest effect upon the
current, the messages being recorded at the receiv-

ing, station at the South Foreland with unvar^'ing

distinctness. The experiments commenced at 8 a.

m. and were continued throughout the day. In

the afternoon the channel was enveloped in an ex-

ceedingly dense fog. but it did not in any way affect

the transmission of the messages. On the cruiser

the current was caught b\^ means of a wire passing

up the masthead, and messages w-ere exchanged
while the vessel was traveling at various conditions

of speed.

Phosphorescence of Incandescent
Lamps.

L'EIectricien mentions the fact that in testing the

raritj- of the atmosphere in the lamp globe by strik-

ing it smartly on the sleeve or palm of the hand, or,

better, hitting the glass with a catskin. a phosphores-
cent light is seen, more intense as the exhaustion

is more perfect. The philosopher Picard. over a

couple of centuries ago. noted the same phenomenon
iiT the exhausted portion of a barometer. Hawks-
bee produced similar results by shaking the mer-
cury- in a barometer, the light assuming a purple

hue'. M. Gerard found that this effect could be pro-

duced with a catskin- and a Geissler tube.

It is claimed that after a certain exhaustion is

reached the phosphorescence becomes feebler, and
as the vacuum is advanced to perfection the illumi-

nation becomes almost invisible.

With practice, it is claimed that a very fair test

of the vacuum can be made in the way indicated.

An electric railway is shortly to be built bet\veen

Frederick and Libert>-town, Md. It will be 11V2

miles long and probably will be extended to L'nion

Bridse.
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Air-gap and Core Distribution.'

Bv W. Elwell Goldsborough.

Tlic exact analysis of problems, the solution oi

which depends upon a knowledge of the actual
distribution of the magnetic flux in masses of iron,

'Seems to have received scant attention if wc judge
the present development of the design methods in

use by the writings of Essen, Kapp, S. P. Thomp-
son, Hopkinson, Elihu Thomson, Ryan and many

i

pole-face, owing to the toothed-armature construc-
tion and the relatively narrow clearance space.
Inasmuch as only a little over one per cent, of the
total field-ampere turns is used in forcing the
flux through the armature core and y^ per cent.

is needed to force the flux through the double air-

gap, the assumption that the surface of the arma-
ture under any pole-face is an equipotential area
is admissible. The problem of determining the

exact position of the flux paths and the density

^^ ?r».' / / d / .'
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FIO, 1. Showing the calculated distribution of the magnetic flux in an armahire core under three conditions. A—The dislribmioiffiue ttTtlieTleW

ampere tarns acting alone. B—The distribution due to the armature ampere turns acting alone. 0—Distribution due to the combined
action of the field and armature ampere tuk-ns. The numersU give Che values of the flux density ia decigausse^.

AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION.

more of our engineers who have instructed us so
well in other and intricate matters pertaining to the

efficient construction of electrical machinery.
The only reference to researches bearing directly

upon this subject known to the writer was made
by W. M. Mordey during his discussion of Dr.
John Hopkinson's paper on the "Propagation of

Magnetism in Iron," before the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers. He stated that some seven or
eight years ago he made a test with the object of

finding whether the penetration in laminated iron

took place evenly over the whole area of the sheet.

Although the length of certain paths of the mag-
netic parts was necessarily greater than others^ he
found the magnetic density uniform. He accounted
for it by assuming that any tendency to a greater

density in one place would be counteracted by the

relativel}^ stronger permeability elsewhere.

I am not informed as to the character of the ap-

at various points in the plane of the section then
resolves itself into a problem of dividing that por-
tion of a lamina that lies between the center lines

of two adjacent poles into paths of equal magnetic
reluctance connecting equipotential surfaces.

The pole-face over section A of Fig. i has
been divided, parallel to the shaft, into lo equal
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strips, and these have been projected upon the
armature surface as shown. The. dotted lines join-

ing the pole-faces through the armature show the

dividing lines between the paths of equal reluc-

tance. These paths have been determined by first

equalizing their reluctance on the basis of a per-

meability of the iron of unity and then making

rows drawn in section A show the direction taken
by the flux at as many points and the numbers
mdicatc the densities at the center of the arrows
m decigausscs. The magnetic density in the iron
near the inner surface of the core on ihc dotted
line between sections A and C is a little less than
3,000 gausses, while the density in the iron just
below the teeth on the same line is a little over
21,000 gausses. At no load the fiux paths arc sym-
metrical about the section lines, except in so far
as they are distorted by being slightly depressed
under the leading pole-tips i\S) and raised under
the trailing pole-tips (T) as each molecule of iron
is carried through the cycle of the hysteresis loops
by the rotation of the armature. The arrows pass-
ing through the small circles indicate the points
of maximum density in the rings having radii equal
to the distance of these arrows from the center CO).
In other words, a molecule of iron is subjected
to the greatest magnetic stress when it passes under
one of these arrows. The arrows are supposed to
maintain fixed positions relatively to ^he poles,
while the armature core rotates. Projecting the
maximum density points of section A circumfer-
entially on a radial line, and transferring them to

Fig. 3, we obtain the curve (A), Fig. 3. Part I.

This curve shows the maximum core densities oc-
curring in the iron at points having different radial

distances from the center of rotation. The or-
dinates are expressed in kilogausses and the ab-
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scissa^ in inches. The distance (s-t) is the depth
of the slots; the distance (t-u) the depth of the core
iron belov/ the slots. The magnetic density of

8,000 plotted over (s-t) is the average density in

the teeth and slots; the actual maximum density
in the teeth at no load being 20,600 gausses. In
laying out the equal flux paths of Fig. i, allow-
ance was made for the ditTerence in the actual mag-
netic density in the iron of the teeth and the av-

erage magnetic density in the teeth and slots, by
reducing the depth of the slots and increasing the

length of the clearance space by an amount equal

to the length of an air path having a width equal

to the polar arc and a reluctance equal to the re-

luctance of the path through the teeth and slots.

To determine the hysteretic loss occurring in

the part of the core below the slots from the dis-

tribution curve (A) of Fig. 3. the ordinates of the
curve (A) were raised to the 1.6 power of the

density which they represent and then reduced
in the ratio of their distance from the center of

rotation to the distance of the point (t) from the

center of rotation. In this w'ay the curve (E), Fig.

3. Fart 2, was obtained, the area of w-hich is pro-

Pakt 1, Part 2.

Fio. 3. Core Distribution Curves and Hysteresis Core Loss Curves.
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paratus which Mr. Mordey used in obtaining his

results, nor am I sure that he performed his ex-
periments with the end in view of investigating

the subject from the standpoint from which it is

taken up in this paper. Certain it is, however, that

all theoretical considerations point to the fact that,

as used in electrical apparatus, laminated iron is

not in general so placed as to warrant the assump-
tion that there is an even and uniform distribution

of the flux in planes at right angles to the direction

of the flux paths.

In many instances where the iron is not subject

to cyclic fluctuations in the intensity of the mag-
netic lines, variations in the density in planes at

right angles to the mean path of the fiux are un-
important; but is this true in the cases where masses
of -iron and steel are made to revolve in strong

magnetic fields? or when fields of flux are induced
in masses of iron and by coils excited from sources'

of alternating electromotive force?/

In discussing this matter, suppose we consider

the condition existing in the armature core of a

six-pole, no-kilowatt railway generator, a half-

section through the \armature and field ring of

which is shown in Fig. 2. We have shown in sec-

tion A of Fig. I. by the dotted curve extending
across the pole-face, the air-gap distribution of the

flux at no load. It is practically uniform over the

X. Read at the Reoeral meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. Boston. June 28, 1899.

Flux distribution in the core of an armature under full load conditions. Each path between pole faces as defined by the doited lines

embraces the same number of pausses.

AIR GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION.

the necessary connection for the variations in the

permeability of the iron with the varying densities

by successive trial. Since each of the paths has

the same reluctance and is influenced by the same
magnetomotive force, acting at their terminal

points, the same number of webers passes through
each path and the number of gausses at any point

on the center line of a path is equal to the flux

per path in webers divided by the width of the path

in centimeters at the point considered. The ar-

portional to the hysteretic loss in the core. The
correction for the difference in the distance from
the center (o) of the successive points of the curve
(A) is necessary, as the volumes of the rings which
the densities influence vary 54 per cent, between
the outside and inside rings. \Ve, therefore^ find

that with .the distribution given in section A of

Fig. I, the core loss due to hysteresis will be 663
watts.

If we follow the usual practice in making these
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calculations' and assume that the flux in passing
between the poles spreads evenly over the core, the
density in the core will be 7,220 gausses and the
core loss 492 w'atts, than which the value given
above is ^5 per cent, greater. (See cun^e H.) Ap-
parently, therefore, if we admit the basis upon
which these calculations have been made to be
correct the methods at present in use give erroneous
results.

The discrepancy between the two methods, how-
ever, is greater than the consideration so far pre-
sented would lead us to suppose. In general it

is assumed that if the total effective field ampere-
turns impressed on the magnetic circuit are kept
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at a constant value, i. e., if the difference between
the armature back-ampere-turns and the total im-
pressed-field ampere-turns is kept at a constant
value, the armature losses in the part of the core
that is below the slots will remain constant in value
from no load to full load.

\Vith a view to investigating this point, suppose
we consider the effects produced by the cross-mag-
netizing armature ampere-turns when the field cir-

cuit is open and the armature coils are separately

excited. Under these conditions, as shown in sec-

tion E of Fig. I, a field will be set up through the
trailing pole-tip (T), across the air gap: through
the armature core and back across the air gap,

up into the leading pole-tip (L). The ampere-turns
acting to set up this field will be zero about the
center line of the pole-lace, but gradually increase

to a maximum under the pole-tips. The magneto-
motive force acting on the core paths between the

two halves of the pole-face will be proportional

to the ampere-turns, and if paths be traced through
the armature core, connecting points on either side

oi the center line of the pole-face and having a

constant . reluctance, the average flux density per
path will be proportional to the magnetomotive
force impressed upon each path and a balanced
system of forces will be establishe_d in the armature
core. The- paths traced in section C have been
calculated, with due reference to the permeability
of the iron at different densities, to fulfill this con-
dition; and the densities as indicated b}- the num-
bers over the arrows have been determined as being
the actual densities set up in the core by the cross-
magnetizing ampere-turns. Owing to the fact that

the magnetomotive force acting on the longest
path has the greatest value, the arrow points of
maximum circumferential density all fall in this

path. When these points are projected on the
center line and the values they represent trans-

ferred to Fig. 3. we get the curve (BX which gives
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the values of the maximum densities through which
the iron passes as it is revolved under the poles.

In calculating the h^'steretic losses that will take
place in the core with separate armature excitation,

we get curve (F), obtained from curve (B) in the same
way that curve (E) was obtained from curve (A), and
find that the core losses will amount to 174 watts.

Now to determine the distribution in the core at

full load, when the total effective field ampere-turns
are kept at the no-load value, we must combine the
results alreadj' obtained and recorded in sections

1. Dr. John Hopkiooon, "Philosophical Transactions" of the
Royal Society. May 6, iS35: Gisbert Kapp, "Dynamos. Alterna-
tors and Transformers." p. 242: S. P. Thornpson, "Dynamo-
electric Machinery," p. 176; Ryan and Macomber, "Sibley
Journal," Jan., 1S97. p. 125.

A and B of Fig. i. This v.as done and each of

the arrows of sections A and B were properly
transferred to section C and the vector sums taken.

As examples, vectors (0 and (.c) were combined, as

shown, to obtain vector (r), and vectors (g) and (d)

were combined to obtain vector (s). Again, it must
be noticed that vector (f) is numerically equal to

vector (g), and vector (c) is numerically equal to vec-

tor (d), but, owing to the difference in the angular
positions they assume when combined, vector (r)

has a value 29 per cent, greater than the value of

vector (s). It is is also interesting to notice that as

the load comes on the machine, the density at the
point (f) gradually increases, with constant effective

field excitation, from 4,400 to 5,800 gausses at full

load, and that an increase of 32 per cent, in the
Jiux density at this point has produced an increase
o^ 55 pci" cent, in the core losses per unit volume
for all iron at a distance of (f-o) from (o).

These same considerations apply to all the points

in the armature core to a greater or less degree
and result in giving us an entirely new distribution

of the flux in the core. The points of maximum
radial or circumferential density are also changed,
and we find them located under the trailing pole-
tip (T) of section C, in the leading pole-tip (L), in

the lower part of the core. If wc project the maxi-
mum, densit}- points upon the center line and transfer
them to Fig. 3, we now get the curve (C). the curve
of maximum core densities at full load. Calculating
the hj'steretic losses, we get the curve (G), and finally

determine the full-load loss to be S30 watts. Be-
tween no load and full load, therefore, while the

total flux entering the armature per pole is main-
tained at the same constant value, the hysteretic

loss in the core would seem to increase from 663
to 830 watts, or 25 per cent. And if the final value
of 830 w-atts is compared with the uniform density
value of 492 watts, we see the discrepancj'^ in meth-
ods is really much greater than at first seemed
probable, being 69 per cent, instead of 2)^ per cent.

Of course, these values refer only to the losses

in the solid part of the core below the teeth. The
hysteretic loss in the teeth at no load is 132 watts,
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and at full load 246 watts, owing to the change
in the densitj'^ under the strong or trailing-pole

corner, and an additional 27 per cent, must be added
for eddy-current losses. The total armature-core
losses at no load are, thereforCj 1,000 watts, and
at full load 1,370, and the real increase in the total

core losses from no load to full load is 37 instead
01 25 per cent.

The increase in the core loss with the load which
these calculations show probably accounts in part
for the failure of many machines to come up to

the expectations of their designers, and certainly

presents an interesting field for speculation. With
each change in the depth of the core, the core dis-

tribution of the flux changes. With each modifi-
cation of the percentage of the armature covered
by the poles it changes. With each modification
of the armature winding, the distribution of the

flux in the core changes. All these matters have a
direct bearing upon the core losses and are inter-

esting as problems.
In Fig. 2 the results obtained in connection with

Fig. I are displaj'cd. The equal flux paths traced

between the poles have been carefully located with
reference to the full-load flux distribution and
without reference to the direction of the vectors.

It will be seen, however, that the black vectors on
the right, which are the same as those of section

C. Fig. I. follow quite closely the direction of the
paths; as is to be expected. On the left of Fig.

2 the trace is shown of only the maximum-density
vectois, to the end of bringing* out more clearly

the effect upon the core distribution of the armature
ampere-turns. It will be seen that they have the

effect of forcing the flux toward the bottom or

inner periphery of the core under the leading pole-

tips, and of crowding it upward toward the outer
periphery of the core under the trailing pole-tips.

.\ccordingly, the maximum density curve (C) of

Fig. 3 has an area a number of per cent, greater

than the area of a similar curve plotted from densi-

ties taken in a plane at right angles to the direction

of the fiux. In other words, the area of the curve

(C) represents a greater amount of flux than really

exists in the armature core.

The regulation of the machine here discussed

is modified to some extent by the effect. of the sat-

uration that occurs in the teeth and cast-iron pole

shoes, so that the full-load air-gap distribution is

better than that shown in section C of Fig. 2. but

for the sake of simplicity in taking up the_ subject

for discussion, all modifying factors of this char-

acter have been eliminated.

With the end in view of obtaining experimental
evidence of the correctness of the method of deter-
mining core losses that has been outlined abnve,
two ol my students, Messrs. W. T. Hensley and
E. E. Kirk, constructed a special piece oi appa-
ratus. As shown in the illustration (Fig. 15), it is

an electromagnet, resembling as much as possible
one pair of poles of a multipolar dynamo with a
section of the armature. The armature is of rec-
tangular form. As the flux divides in the pole of a
multipolar machine, each pole of the magnet was
made to represent half a pole of a dynamo.
The magnet is built up of thin plates of trans-
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former iron, .015 inch thick. Working drawings
of the magnet and its parts are shown in Figs. 4
and 5.

The core and armature are made up of 180 of
these iair.inations, held bj^ two side plates, each of
the same surface dimensions, but three-sixteenths
inch thick. The whole is fastened together in both
armature and core b}'- means of rivets.

A series of holes w^as bored in the armature,
perpendicular to the side faces. They are .0S9 inch
in diameter and placed in rows at right angles to
each other, five-eighths inch apart either way. Ex-
ploring coils of five turns each were wound in each
pair of holes, making 29 conductors in each pole.
Double silk-covered wire was used.
Before w-inding the armature it was placed in

a coil oven and baked for 12 hours in order to
rid it of all moisture. To insulate the sides of the
armature and to keep the ends of the coils from
coming in contact with the armature iron, side
plates of W'Ood fiber were put on. holes being bored
in them corresponding with those of the armature.
The winding was then made by threading the holes
with the wire by means of a long, slim needle.
Each coil was tested for grounds and short-circuit
when the winding was completed.
The field winding of the magnet consists of eight

coils, which were so designed that when placed in
a series the magnet could be energized from iio-
volt mains and when connected in parallel it could
be used with as low a voltage as 7.5.

As it was ver\' necessar\' to know the exact area
enclosed by each exploring coil, the distance be-
tween the edges of the holes was accurately meas-
ured. The exact area was then determined where
the holes were not parallel by finding the area of
the parallel part and the area of the trapezoid, and

Pic. 10. Carres showing actual densilr in the armature, «ith one pole at the.

center of the aimatnre. Plane uf £eld yoke at right angles to plane

_ of arrontnre laminae. Airgap. .0612". Field ampere-"
tnms, 1875.
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Taking the sum. The holes were parallel to a depth
of 1.72 inches, but for the remaining distance the
area was a trapezoid. ~ Knowing the area enclosed
b}- each coil, corrections were made for the read-
ings from each coil.

The armature was made deep in order to mag-
nify the distortion of the lines of force which it

was thought would occur. The distribution w-as

studied in the armature alone, as the distribution
in the armature core of a dynamo is the impor-
tant element in calculating the core losses, whereas
the field-core distribution is unimportant.
The terminals of the exploring coils were brought

up to mercury cups in a board above the armature.
These were arranged in such a way that any coil

could be put, when desired, in series with a ballistic
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galvanometer, the terminals of the galvanometer be-
ing simply placed in the two mercury cups con-
taming the terminals of the coil.

Since the coils were wound in planes perpendicu-
lar to each other, they afford a means of determin-
ing the horizontal and vertical components of the
density. Hence, the vector sum of the components
at a given point is the actual density for that point,

and the direction of the vector is the direction of

the flux at the point.

The intensitj' of the magnetism at the center of

the area enclosed by each four holes was determined
by taking the mean of the readings 'from the (n)th
and (n-i)th vertical coils and the mean of the read-
ings of the Cm)th and (m-r)th horizontal coils of
the (y)th vertical and (x)th horizontal rows. The
vector sum of these means gives the intensity at the
point considered, and unless the curves for the hori-
zontal and vertical components are extremely irregu-
lar from point to point, the method gives a very close
approximation to the correct value.

The width of the face of the armature in contact
with the poles was practically the same as that of
the poles; hence the component of the magaetiim
perpendicular to the side faces w'as taken as zero,

since the sides of the armature are parallel also.

Correction was made for the distortion due to the

holes containing the exploring coils as follows:

The actual area enclosed by a square having for

its vertices the centers of lour of the holes was
found and the side of the equivalent square was
determined. Then the ratio of the actual distance
between the iimer sides of the two holes from one
another to the side of the equivalent square was
taken as the correcting multiplier for the holes.

Correction for lamination w"as made as follows:
Weight of armature, if solid, 24,655.3 grams with

wrought-iron at 480 pounds to the cubic foot.

Actual weight of armature. 21, ..137.04 grams. The
ratio of these weights, .87, is the proportion of iron
in the armature.
The gentlemen w^ho constructed this apparatus

also obtained a series of experimental records under
various conditions of working, and their results

are shown, in part, in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The
experimental work w'as completed by Messrs. F.

Maze and C. Williams during the past spring, and
some of the results obtained by them are shown in

Figs. 9, 10, II, 12, 13 and 14.

The results, as they are presented, indicate so
clearly the conditions which obtained In each case
that it is hardly necessary for me to add a word in

explanation.
Fig. 8 is directly comparable with section A of
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cent, in the calculated case. This diiVerence is due
to the fact that the shortest path in Fig, 8 is pro-
portionally longer than the shortest path in sec-

tion A of Fig. I, and to the fact that the armature
of Fig. 8 has an infinite radius, and therefore the
areas of least density rank equally with the areas
of high density in calculating the hysteretic losses,

where, as in Fig. i, the areas of least density are only

54 per cent, as effective as the areas of high density.

The trace of the equal flux paths in Fig. 8 is made
by the dotted lines connecting the pole-faces.

The curves of plates 7 and 8 arc also very in-

structive in throwing light upon the matter. They
bring out clearly the crowding of the lines of force

FIG 15. AIR-GAP AND COKE DISTRIBUTION.

together as they pass the corner positions of the
poles, making the maximum density occur at the

sides, rather than at the mid-point between the poles.

The results shown in the figuies so far discussed
were obtained with the two poles of the yoke act-

ing on the armature section as shown, and without
any effort to produce cross-magnetizing armature
effects.

In the succeeding figures the^plane of the poles

is at right angles to the plane of the armature 1am-
iViSi. The armature is extended by side bars and
a back bar into a rectangular construction across
w^hich the pole yoke bridges. It is this arrangement
of the apparatus that is shown in the illustration

of the apparatus.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the character of the flux
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AIR-GAP AND CORE DISTRIBUTION,

Fig, I. It represents the conditions existing in a

machine in which the poles co^er 65 per cent, of
the armature, however, instead of 80 per cent,, as in

the case of Fig, i, and differences are noticeable
accordingly. For instance, the curve of ma.ximum
density distribution for Fig, 8 is plotted as curve
(D), Fig, 3, and it is seen that the changes in the flux
distribution are hardly so abrupt as in the case of
curve (A), The ratio of the maximum to the mini-
mum density of curve (D) is 9, while the ratio of

the maximum to the minimum ordinates of curve
i\) is 7, The ratio of the hysteretic loss that would
'ccur in an armature having a core distribution like

that of Fig, 8 to the hysteretic loss calculated on
ihe assumption of a uniform density in the core is

1,2,^, Therefore, there is a difference of 23 per cent,

in the experimental case, as compared with 35 per

distribution under the pole-face when the field coils

are acting alone. In this case the symmetrical ar-

rangement of the curves indicates that the flux

divided about evenly and that the return paths to

right and left have about the same reluctance. It

is noticeable, here, as in Fig, S, that the maximum
density occurs at the pole corners, but it falls off

very much more rapidly between the poles, as the
arrangement of the apparatus admits of only about
14 per cent, of the armature surface being covered
by the pole-faces. The bunching of the curves I.,

II.. Ill, and IV, at the sides and of the curves V,, VI,.

A'll, and VIII. at the lower corners of Fig. 10 is

due both to the presence of the rivets at the sides

which hold the armature stampings together and
to the fact, as shown by a special test, that the mag-
netic joints between the armature and end bars were

better at the top and bottom than at the middle of
the ends of the armature.

In Figs. II and 12 the effects of cross-magnetizing
currents impressed upon the armature rectangle
by means of coils wound around the armature and
evenly distributed along its surface are very well
exhibited. The armature ampere-turns were ar-
ranged to act in one direction only, so as to create
a field in the armature rectangle without influencing
the field yoke. The effect (see Fig, 12) was to mark-
edly distort the core distribution in what would
be the direction of rotation in a dynamo; to weaken
the field under the leading pole-tips and to throw
the flux toward the bottom of the core. Under the
trailing pole-tip just the opposite effect is noticeable,
•and the special features discussed in connection with
section C of Fig, i are all present here. In Fig.
II, the arrows bring out strongly the directions
taken by the lines of force issuing from the pole-face.
Inasmuch as they are compelled to separate equally
to the right and the left, the superposition of the
horizontal components of the armature flux upon
the pole-field vectors is well illustrated, and a strong
similarity can be traced between the effects shown
here and those previously calculated.
By doubling the cross-magnetizing effect of the

armature ampere-turns all of the effects just noticed
were brought out much more strongly. From Fig,
14 it will be seen that the flu.x density at the lower
right-hand corner of the armature was raised to
two-thirds of the value of the flux in the upper
courses, and that on the left-hand side the flux has
been throwm into the lower courses to so great an
extent that the density is four times greater at the
bottom of the armature than it is in the left-hand
upper corner. In this latter case the total flux per-
meating the armature core is about 2,2 more than
that set up by the field ampere-turns acting alone,
or the armature ampere-turns set up through the
armature rectangle, a field equal to 1,2 times the
flux set up in the field coils by the field ampere-
turns. The conditions here present are similar to
those existing in the older types of dynamo ma-
chines in which the field under the leading pole-tips
became zero or was reversed by the cross-mag-
netizing effect of the armature ampere-turns.
When the armature ampere-tutns were alone ex-

cited it was found that the distribution of the flux
over a section of the armature core, taken at row
number 9 or 10. and at right angles to the direction
of the flux, was perfectly uniform.

Use of the Electromagnet in Eye
Surgery.

Serious attention is now paid by surgical authori-
ties to the use of specially arranged electromagnets
to attract particles of iron or steel embedded in the
eyeball, William A. Fisher, M. D„ treats the sub-
ject in an interesting article in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, from which the fol-

lowing is an extract:

"We have reports of operations with the Haab mag-
net that are startling, and one would think that the
only thing necessary to record a brilliant operation
would be a patient with a piece of metal in the eye
and a Haab magnet that we could place close to the
patient, touch the button, and remove the piece of
metal from the magnet. In fact, we have a report
of two cases where the magnet w^as successful in
removing metal from the interior of the eye where
the eye and the magnet were separated two inches
from each other. In these two cases the patient was
slowly moved toward the magnet, and when the eye
was separated two inches from the magnet the metal
Hew from the eye to the magnet, I cannot say that
such magnets have never been mrade, but the ones
now on the market have no such power. If they had
that much attraction and no rheostat, I would not
like to subject one of mV patients to such a force.
In the description of its use we are told to place the
patient in an operating chair wdiich is freely movable
in all directions, then gradually approach the magnet
with the patient. No such thing is necessary with
this magnet. We place our patient in a comfortable
position in an operating-chair, or on an operating-
table, arranging the magnet and patient so the tip

of the magnet will be in the line along which you
expect to draw the foreign body. When all is ready
and the tip of the magnet is in contact with the co-
cainized eye, we gradually turn on the current,
"Many think the magnet impracticable if the metal

in the eye happened, as is often the case, to be a long
piece of iron or steel, and lying crosswise to the mag-
net. The first motion that a piece of iron or steel

would make that was lying crosswise in the eye would
be to turn itself, and the point of the metal would
aproach the magnet. We place the patient and mag-
net in position, then touch the tip of the magnet to
the cocainized eye before using any electricity. If

the metal entered the eye back of the lens, we should,
if possible, enlarge the opening and put the oval tip

of the m.agnet into the opening and gradually turn
on the current. If successful, we should find the
metal adhering to the magnet. If we fail the first

time, we can turn off the cui rent, and quickly
turn on and off, and in this way dislodge the
metal. If we cannot find the original opening.
there is no objection to making an opening in

the sclera back of the lens. If w^e succeed in re-

moving the metal in this manner, we are less liable

to destroy t-lie vitreous than we would be if we intro-

duced a small magnet into the vitreous, especially if

we introduced it more than one time, or in more
than one direction, as we usually do,"
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, Italy, May 20th to October zSih. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volia ai Como is fixed for September iSth.)

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus. O., August 2ist to 25th.

International Meteorological committee, St. Petersburg, Au-
gust 25th.

National Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del.. September 5th and 6th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to Novpmber 30th. (Under the auspices of

the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the hranklin In-

stitute.)

American Elecro-tberapeulic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington. D. C, September i7ih to 21st.

Chicago Exposition of Electrical Arts, Tattersall's, September
25th to October 9th.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's. Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

The "naming of the horseless carriage" has been

a hot-weather topic of discussion for several of our

contemporaries, notably the Electrical Review and

the Chicago Record. Aside from publishing wide

the fact that the horseless carriage is already prettj-

well named by the word "automobile," the efforts

of the journalistic linguists have been principallj'^

noteworthj' in exciting the facetious word-maker

and the ambitious amateur in the same line. These

gentlemen produced several glittering gems from

their mines of thought, such as "'antihorse/" "equine-

nit,"' "autema," "autogo/' "voltcar," "moby," "bac-

rotom," "autovolt," "electrola" and "telespin."

The inventor of the last-named, who signs himself

Pat Mulhern. delivers himself in the Chicago Record

to the following effect:

Who is there to whom it does not occur that the
wheels on these carnages acti^ally "spin?" And
all know 'tis by lightning; hence, "telespin'" or
"telspin."

We fear that Pat is fooling W'ith us. We will

have none of him. As for the Electrical Review, it

has pledged its fealty to a word made for it after

anxious search. This word—it is "electromobile"

—

is now- tlie fond device on its banner, and the flag

is nailed to the mast. But alas! popular usage

knows it not.

At last it is possible to say a good word for light-

ning, provided, of course, the storj"^ upon which this

is based prove true, and there should be no ques-

tion of veracity, since the source of information is

the Sun, whose motto is: "If you see it in the Sun
it's so." It is claimed by the veracious chronicler

that a lightning stroke restored vigor to a limb that

had been useless for 13 years. Here is the story as

it appeared in the Sun:

East Brookfield, Mass., July 7.—A remarkable
freak of lightning occurred here yesterday when a

sudden shock restored to its old-time vigor the

left arm of Eli Forbes, which had been useless for

13 j'ears on account of rheumatism. While he was
sitting at the window yesterday a thundershower
came up and with it were two sharp flashes of light-

ning. AVith one of the tremendous crashes Mr.
Forbes felt a sharp pricking of his flesh and tingling

in his bones, and with a jerk his left arm shot vio-

lently forward from its cramped position. The
shock was over in a flash and Mr. Forbes felt his left

arm bristle with vitality and tingle with vigor. To
his delight he found he could use the arm as well as

ever.

It will now be in order for persons suffering from

similar troubles to expose themselves during elec-

trical storms. It may even develop into a fad and

be recognized as good form to rig up a lightning-rod

attachment, which may be run up whenever there

is prospect of atmospheric disturbances. The elec-

tric-belt man and other fakers of this class wnll have

to seek new fields—nothing but the real article will

be accepted hereafter by the afflicted.

Some interesting experiments on collecting at-

mospheric electricity' are making b}' Prof. Alexander

G. McAdie of the United States Weather Bureau

at Washington, who is developing tlie idea of

Franklin's celebrated kite-flying test to an extent

not hitherto attempted. Professor McAdie uses box
kites connected to the receiving apparatus by piano

wire and secures results from cloudless skies, show-

ing that the differences in potential of the atmos-

pheric strata are not wholly due to storms. Meas-

urements are taken on voltmeters, and it has been

found that the obser\^ed electromotive force of the

higher strata of the air is higher than of the lower

and denser layers. The kite has reached an eleva-

tion of a mile or more, it is said, and enough cur-

rent has been received to run a small toy mo-
tor. Special efforts are made in thunderstorms,

and at such time it is said that as high as 4.000 volts

has been recorded by Prof. McAdie's apparatus. A
local chronicler states that on the first occasion

when the Weather Bureau experts succeeded in keep-

ing a kite in the air through a severe thunderstorm

the phenomena were somewhat alarming. There

was an incessant stream of sparks coming from the

wire attached to the kite, accompanied by a sizzling

noise when a finger was held near, and it seemed

certain that the instrument would be burned out.

In fact, the disturbance was so great that the ob-

servatory was believed to be threatened, and it was
proposed to cut the wire and let the kite go. This,

however, was more easily said than done, inasmuch
as contact with the wire meant a severe shock: but,

finally, one of the party in charge broke it. As he
did so he saw a brilliant flare of light about the

recording instrument and felt a shock as of a blow
across the arms.

There is some hope that these experiments may
lead to a possible result in utilizing the vast store

of electricity in the atmosphere, or in the ether, to

do useful work without the interposition of me-
chanically driven "generating" apparatus.

Electrical men in the United States and all other
countries will extend the sincerest sympathy to

their Italian fellow-workers in the calamity by which
the electrical exposition at Como in honor of the

Volta centenary was destroyed. At first the news
was doubted; it seemed incredible that the destruc-

tion by fire could have been as complete as reported.

But later reports confirm the first brief dispatch;

the exhibition was wiped out by the flames. Some
consolation is afforded by the statement that the

original Voltaic pile and many historic manuscripts

were saved.

Despite this crushing disaster, it is reported that

the original programme of exercises in commemora-
tion of the looth anniversary of Volta's great dis-

covery will be carried out—minus the exhibition, of

course. This determination shows the devotion and
courage of the Italian electricians and will excite ad-

miration ever3'where.

We hope that it is not true that a short-circuit

in the wiring caused the fire. Where electrical

conductors are present, there is a disposition on the

part of many uninformed persons to jump to the

conclusion that electricity causes a fire. It would
seem probable that in an electrical exposition, of

all places, the construction work and inspection

would have been so carefullj' done that the danger
of fire from electrical causes would have been very

remote. Additional information on this point will

be awaited with interest.

Readers of Chicago papers who use telephones

were alarmed last week by the announcement that

infectious disease germs had been found in tele-

phone transmitters taken from actual service in the

Chicago Telephone company's system. The re-

markable similaritj' in the phraseology of the an-

nouncements in the several papers, coupled with the

statement that a patent germ-killer had been dis-

covered, awakened suspicions that the object of the

investigation was not entirely disinterested. Inquiry

disclosed the fact that the sensation was the work of

promoters w^ho hoped to profit by the fears pro-

duced in the minds of the public; in a word, the

whole scheme was a cheap trick and a thoroughly

discreditable piece of business.

, It is not necessarj' to consider the merits of the

invention which this scheme was intended to intro-

duce. It is sufficient to know the means employed
to form a correct estimate of the character of the

project. Its promoters cannot hope to secure and
retain public confidence by resorting to such decep-

tion. Thej' cannot plead ignorance, as the}' were

familiar with the work that had already been done

by the Chicago Telephone company and other con-

cerns, especially the elaborate series of tests that had

been made by the Boston Health Department. All

of these investigations showed that fears of spreading

infectious diseases in this manner were without

foundation. Men who have been associated with

the development of the telephone movement from
-the beginning have yet to learn of a well-authenti-

cated case of this kind, and yet the Bell company
has had the danger carefully investigated by the

most eminent scientists of the country.

In view of the5ei"acts the position of the Chicago

alarmists cannot be too severely condemned. Thej'

have forfeited everj' claim to consideration and they

should be made to feel the displeasure of the public.

This is a subject upon which the Bell and anti-

Bell interests may heartily join w'ith the general

public. To permit such deception to pass unnoticed

u'ould seriously affect the development of the tele-

phone industry'.
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FOREIGN ELECTRICAL NOTES.
The Portuguese minister for foreign afTairs invites

tenders fur the installations of electric-light, tele-

phone, etc., at Beira, on the east coast of the Por-
tuguese territory in South Africa.

Under the title of the Siana Electricity company
(limited) a company has been formed in Copen-
hagen, with a capital of $170,000, with power to

increase to $500,000. The capital is principally Dan-
ish. The company has Secured a concession for

electric undertakings at Bangkok, and ha-^ bought
certain rights at Bangkok, and it is intended
to extend operations also to other parts of Siam.
Burmeister & Wain of Copenhagen and Siemens &
Ifalske of Berlin will jointly supply the plant.

The New Zealand Herald states that P. M. Han-
sen has succeeded in arranging in London for a

very powerful and influential company to take over

and work certain tramways in the Australasian col-

onics. The intention is to make a beginning with

the Auckland, New Zealand and North Shore trams.

It is intended to work the tramways entirely by
means of electricity. The company will endeavor
successively to acquire the tramway concessions in

Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, and will

then cross the Tasman Sea and invade Australia,

beginning with Adelaide, South Australia.

About 120 concessions have been granted for the

Imilding of roads in every kind of place in Switzer-

land. These roads, when completed, will have a

length of about 950 miles. About one-half of these

will be equipped with electricity. The motive power
of most of the existing lines is steam, electricity

coming next in order. Water power is used to

some extent and on a few of the lines horses do
the work. Only one line is run by compressed air

—the street-car system in Berne. This power is

costly and the machinery cumbersome, taking up
the space of the entire front platform. Switzerland
has an area of 15,981 square miles and 2,500 miles of

railway. There are 28 main steam trunk lines,

24 narrow-gauge lines, 10 cog-wheel railways, such
as those which surmount the Rigi and Pilatus and
run from Interlaken to Schynige Platte. 20 cable

lines, like that which connects Laussane and Ouchy,
and 26 street-car lines.

The Brazilianische Elektricitats-Gesellschaft, a re-

cently formed organization of German capitalists,

has just been authorized to operate in Brazil. The
ai tides of association state that the object of the

company is to construct and exploit in Brazil and
other countries of South America all kinds of elec-

tric installations and to acquire existing electric

traction, lighting or telephone plants or concessions.

The capital of the company is equivalent to $1,250,-

000, divided into 5.000 shares of 1,000 marks each,

of which 50 per cent, is payable on the constitution

of the company. The following-named companies
are signatories to the articles of incorporation:

Deutsche Bank. Heineman Electrical company, Mit-

teldeutsche Credit Bank, Siemens &: Halske com-
pany. Schlesischer Bankverein. Bergische Mark-
ische Bank, Oberheinische Bank and Thoedor
Wille. "We understand," says a Brazilian paper,

''that among other undertakings, the Rio de Janeiro
telephone service will be undertaken by this com-
pany. There is no doubt of a grand field for such
enterprise in Brazil. Few countries offer such ad-
vantages for the establishment of electric power.
It is impossible to get any distance from any of the

larger cities in Brazil -without finding' abundant
water supply and practically inexhaustible power.
We firmly expect that before many years are over
the Central and many other railroads that now use
steam will be driven by electricity, and think that

this new company could not do better than give its

attention to the subject. With millions of horse
power running to waste at our door, we are still

compelled to import fuel at an enormous cost. When
cheap traction is guaranteed by the use of the power
nature has so liberally bestowed, the greatest prob-
lem of the time will have been solved. It is in

the direction of electrical development that we ex-
pect to see the metamorphosis of Brazil brought
about. Let us begin with the Central railroad and
all the rest will follow suit. There is power enough
wasted on the Little Pirahy to work the whole of

the traffic up the Sierra to Barra and from thence
onward. The only difficulty on the Central seems
to be to keep aw^ay from rivers that could supply
100.000 times the power wanted to drive them—

a

simple waste of raw material."

Trade with China.
[Froai the Journal of the American Asiatic Association.]

Beyond all these questions of the future capacity
of China to consume our surplus products is the
present and pressing question of who is to equip
these teeming millions of people and their still un-
developed country with the appliances of modern
ci\'il]zation. Who is to build their railroads, set up
their electric plants, furnish the machinery to work
their mines, and generally help the China of to-day
to get abreast of the improvements of the age of

steam, of whose existence she is only becoming
conscious? The work must and will be done by
somebody, and it is one from which we cannot afford

to be excluded.
It has been said by one who knows the country

well: "China is about the only part of the world
where the engineer has not set foot, and yet there
is no part of the world where his services are more
needed or would be better rewarded." The com-

peliiiun to furnish the appliances for the transforma-
tion of China is fairly under way, and American skill

and capital are well represented in the struggle.

There would be no misgivings aljout the ability

of our citizens to hold their own in such a contest
were the question merely one of individual capacity.

But railroad enterprise In China has already assumed
the character of political aggression, the transporta-
tion route being valued less a-; a path for commerce
than as furnishing an opportunity to convey troops
and munitions of war into the heart of the empire.
This is a phase of the contest for a place in China
with which the United States can. obviously, have
nothing to do; but it is hardly one of which our
people can afford to be merely idle spectators.

A. A. Dion, President of the Canadian
Electrical Association.

The newly elected president of the Canadian
Electrical association is a practical electrician who
has come up with the development and expansion
of the industry. Like so many of the successful men
engaged in the business in this country, Mr. Dion
gained his early experience in a telegraph office.

He was born in the city of Quebec and was edu-
cated there. He became a telegrapher at an early
age and continued in this capacity until attracted

by the development in the lighting and power trans-

mission branches of the business. Always a close
student and intelligent observer of events, Mr. Dion

A. A. DION.

recognized the vast possibilities in the new fields

and kept abreast of the advances that were con-
stantly being made there. He is now general super-
intendent of the Ottawa Electric company, one of
the most progressive concerns m the Dominion.
Mr. Dion is a member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and takes a lively interest in

the work of that organization. He has contributed
several excellent papers of a practical nature to the
literature of the profession, the latest being a very
comprehensive treatise on "Meters and Meter
Rates." which was read before the convention of
the Canadian Electrical association just closed at

Hamilton.

The Electric Light in fVIanila.

In Manila the central-station plant is near the
center of the city. The Pasig River, which runs
through the city, divides the old from the new town,
and the current is carried across the river by three
bridges on steel poles, the lines being tapped to
supply lights to each bridge. There are 450 steel

and 1,400 wooden poles, and the lines are carried in

oil-filled porcelain insulators. The Manila Electric
Light company has a contract to light the streets
for 20 years, 16 of which are still to run. General
Otis has taken over the responsibilities of the con-
tract, says Industries and Iron of London, and is

paying the electric-lighting bills for the streets. The
original contract provided for 140 2,000 candle power
arc lamps and 1,000 20 candle power series incan-
descent lamps at $60,250 a year. The arcs are 50-

volt lamps. 20 ia series, on a i.ooo-volt circuit. The
number of street lights has greatly increased. On
wide streets the steel poles are in the middle, and
it is provided that the lights should be switched in

20 minutes after sunset and off 20 minutes before
sunrise. There are about 6.000 incandescent 16 can-
dle power lamps, running on lOO-volt alternating-
current circuits. The charge is $1.50 (Mexican) a
month for a 16 candle power lamp, burning halt the

night, and $2 for an all-night lamp. The central

station is equipped with six compound, condensing
engines of 300 horse power each. 10 alternating-cur-

rent generators of 2.000 volts, of 60 kilowatts capacity

each, and four 65-light 2.000 candle power arc dy-
namos, running at 3.250 volts each. The capacity

of the station is 12.000 incandescent lamps and 260
arc lamps.

Chicago's Electrical Exposition.
Preparations for the electrical exposition to be held

in Chicago next fall arc being made with zeal and
inielligencc. The officers of the National Exposition
of hlectrical Arts company, which originated and -

will manage the exposition, are working hard to
make the exhibition a success. It is proposed to
have on exhibition as many electrical novelties as
possible, one of the principal objects of the company
being to have exhibits to satisfy popular curiosity as
well as the questionings of scienlilic men.

Tallersalls* building, which has been selected for
the exposition, has a floor space for exhibits 147
feet by 280 feet. Plans arc now being drawn under
the supervision of Mr. X. J. Heinbach, the presi-
dent of the exposition company, for the remodeling
oi the entire front of the building. The style of
architecture will be Roman and the materials of con-
struction will be of a similar nature to those used
on the World's Fair buildings.

Contracts for the exhibition booths are being closed
rapidly and the prospects arc that the floor of the
building will be well filled with the exhibits. In-
quiries are coming into tiie office of the company
daily and much interest is shown by the electrical
men of the West. Contracts have been closed with
representative firms in Cincinnati and New York,
some of which exhibited in the recent electrical show
at Madison Square Garden. As the exhibition ahd
annual meeting of the American Street Railway asso-
ciation will be held in the same building a week later
(October 17th to 20th). arrangements have been made
to have a large number of the convention exhibits
placed in the hall in time for the electrical exposition.
Nearly one-half of the building will be given up
to these exhibits, which will form a very interesting
and instructive portion of the exposition.
One of the most popular features of the show, un-

doubtedly, will be the exhibits of horseless carriages.
It will be confined to a space 147 by 25 feet ai the
south end of the hall, where a track will be built for
exhibiting the vehicles in motion.

Special arrangements have been made with the
Chicago Edison company whereby exhibitors can se-
cure such power as may be required. The interior
of the building will be handsomely decorated and
some 5.000 incandescent lamps will furnish the light.
Outside the hall Sixteenth street, from State street
to Clark street, will be brilliantly illuminated by
a canopy of incandescent lights.

The period of the exposition. September 25th to
October 9th. comes at a time when the city will be
full of visitors to witness the autumn festivities and
the laying- of the corner-stone of the new p-ostoflice.
Bands will be in regular attendance and special fea-
tures are being arranged for the different days. It is
affirmed that Thomas A. Edison will be present and
deliver an address on "The Progress of Electricity,"
and it is also stated that President Diaz of Mexico
will take a prominent part in the exposition.

Sad News from Italy.

The Chicago Tribune printed this telegraphic dis-
patch:
"Como, Italy, July S.—The Volta electrical ex-

hibition has been entirely destroyed by fire due to
defective electric wires. Many relics of Volta
perished."
The Rome correspondent of the Chicago Record

adds this information: "In taking stock of salvage
at Como it is found that a fair number of relics of
Count Volta's experiments and researches have es-
caped the fire that consumed the buildings of the
electrical exposition. Among these are the original
Voltaic pile and many manuscripts. Despite the de-
struction of the exhibition, the original programme
in commemoration of the life and work of the physi-
cist is being carried out."

Street Cars with Whistles and Tele-
phones.

[Prom the Minaeapolis correspondeot of the Western Electri-

cian.]

The new street cars to be used on the interurban
line between St. Paul and Stillwater will be unique
in their equipment. They will have compressed air
for brakes and whistles, to be supplied by a small
motor, operating an air pump. The air whistle will
be used in the country, where the cars will be run
at a high rate of speed. Each car will also be
equipped with a telephone, with 50 feet of wire and
a switch plug. At intervals of a quarter of a mile
there will be places where the conductor can cut in
on the telephone wire between St. Paul and Still-

water and communicate with the power house or
car barn.

Death of H. H. Brooks.
Many friends, both East and West, of Herbert H.

Brooks, the general manager of the American Cir-
cular Loom company of Chelsea, Mass., will greatly
regret to learn of his death on July 9th, at his home
in West Medford, Mass. Mr. Brooks had been a
sufferer from consumption for several years and had
made trips to Mexico, the West Indies and other
points in the vain efiort to restore hjs health. He
was about 40 years of ageand unmarried. Mr. Brooks
had been connected with the American Circular
Loom company since its inception, and had much
to do with, the perfecting of its well-known form
of interior conduit, which his brother, now deceased,
invented. He had an attractive personality and
was thoroughly well liked.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Ball Interests in Massachusetts.

f From the Boston correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

Rumors of a deal whereby the Southern Massa-
chusetts Telephone company is to be absorbed by
the New England have been current lately here.
Officials of the New England Telephone and Tele-
graph company, while not denying the proposed
absorption, are disinclined to discuss the matter at
presentj. and simply assert that the publication is

somewhat premature. Matters have progressed to

the point where stockholders in the Southern Massa-
chusetts are_ offered in exchange on the basis of four
shares of New England stock for three shares of

Southern Massachusetts. The ofifer now made
in direct, form has been submitted informally
to a majorit}' of the stockholders, and about 90
per cent, of the more prominent ones have
signified their assent to it. The movement is con-
sidered practically certain of success, therefore.

The Southern Massachusetts has a capital of ?6oo.-

oco, and for this $Soo.ooo worth of new shares will

be exchanged. The Xew England company ordi-
narily paj's six per cent, in its annual dividend dis-

bursements, and the Southern Massachusetts has
been paying eight per cent. The latter s^'stem will

probabl}' be made a division of the absorbing con-
cern, with the superintendent and subordinates re-

tained, as at present.

The American Bell Telephone company onh"
holds a minority interest in the Southern Massachu-
setts company, majority control being held by Xew
Bedford investors. The system serves the citj' of

New Bedford, also Fall River. Taunton, Brockton
and other places throughout that section of the state.

The Bell has a minority interest in the Providence
and Southern New England companies, as the Rhode
Island and Connecticut systems are named.
The stockholders of the New England Telephone

and Telegraph company having increased the capi-

tal stock from $12,000,000 to S15.oco.ooo. the directors

of the company have ordered that 9.980 shares be
offered to stockhoideis at par. Sioo. The issued
capital now amounts to $11,976,00-0. President Sher-
win says: "'The great increase at present in the

number of our subscribers, due in part to the low
rates at which the partj'-Une and measured service

is furnished, has demanded a more rapid enlarge-
ment of our facilities than ever before." Each stock-

holder of record at the close of business Mondaj-.
June 26th, will be entitled to one new share for

every 12 then held. The right to subscribe will

expire at i p. m.. July 22d. Payment for full shares
equal to one-half of the shares subscribed for must
be made to Treasurer Driver by August T6th. and
for the remainder on November i6th. The com-
pan ywiU neither bu\- nor sell "rights.'' The Ameri-
can Bell company, owning about 51 per cent, of the

stock, will take §1,500 of the new stock, it is stated.

The proceeds of the sale of the S2.000.000 in bonds
issued by the American Bell company will be used,

in part, in the purchase of New England company
stock.

Samuel J. Powers, special attornej'^ of the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company, is a candidate for

nomination for Congress from the eleventh con-
gressional district in Massachusetts.
The Worcester Telephone company of Worcester,

Mass.. has filed its certificate of incorporation. The
authorized" capital stock is $200,000. par value Sioo.

Henrj' F. Harris (president), William P. Searles
(treasurer) and Henr\^ S. Pratt are the directors.

The purpose of organizing is stated to be the buying
or otherwise acquiring, constructing, maintaining,
selling, leasing and operating public and private
telephone and telegraph lines, both within and with-

out the commonwealth.

Government Ownership in England.

Discussing Mr. Handbury"s telephone bill which
is now under consideration in Parliament, ilr. I. N.
Ford, the London correspondent, says that the Na-
tional Telephone company, perceiving that its busi-

ness is doomed in the course of a few years, is nat-

urally anxious to sell its property* and plant to the
government at the earliest possible date and on the
most favorable terms. The purchase of the telegraph
system is a precedent upon which it depends in forc-

ing upon the government a stock-exchange valuation
of its plant; but that was a notoriously bad bargain
for the Postoffice. In order to promote this object
its directors have influenced certain municipal bodies
to declare in favor of the nationalization of the tele-

phone service, and they have probably had something
to do with shaping the local license clause of Mr.
Hanbur\-'s bill. As it stands, it enables the municipal
authorities to compete with the monopoly until 1911,

but leaves to the Postoffice at that date the option
of deciding whether it will buy the local governmejit's
or the company's telephone system. It is doubtful
whether the municipalities can get their money back
in II years, and it is reasonably certain that they
ought to have the option of remaining permanently
in the telephone business if they desire to do so. Pub-
lic interest will be promoted if the bill be modified
so as to leave a free field for an alternative telephone
ser\-ice throughout the countr\-. The monopoly will
then surrender at discretion and the problem of na-
tionalization or munictoalizing the telephone business
will readily be worked out.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the \Ves[ern Elec-

trician.]

The new telephone exchange in Aitkin, Minn.,
put in by Herman Moork, is about completed.
The annual meeting of the Northwestern Tele-

phone Exchange company was held in Minneapolis
June 20th. President Glidden says the company
does not fear the competition of the Mississippi Val-
ley Telephone company.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company ex-

pects to have its instruments connected up with the
switchboard in Minneapolis early in July.

It is understood the Iowa Telephone company will
inaugurate a war on rates at Elkader, la., on July ist.

The Standard Telephone company is the competitor
there.

The projected Brodhead telephone exchange for
Brodhead, Wis., is practically assured. Active work
will be prosecuted as soon as possible.

President Glidden of the Wisconsin Telet)hone
company at Lowell, Mass., sends a denial to Madi-
.•^on. Wis., that he ever wrote to J. Crawford Harper
at Madison making an ofter for the Dane County
Telephone company's system. Mr. Crawford admits
lie received no written proposition from Mr. Glid-
den, but sa^^s he did receive a proposition verballv
from an agent o( Mr. Glidden, named Webster.
The Little Wolf River Telephone company is an

applicant for a telephone franchise at Fox' Lake,
W'is.

Enough stock has been subscribed in the new
telephone company at Monroe, Wis., to assure its

success.

W. W, Epps has been elected local manager of
the Ottumwa Telephone company at Ottumwa. la.
The company has just received a new switchboard
and 4.500 feet of cable. Many other improvements
are projected.

The Winona Telephone conipan}- of Winona.
Minn., has accepted the proposition of J. D. Hollo-
well to erect a building for its central office.

A\. A. Strom of Hector, Minn., has secured a
franchise for a telephone exchange at Olivia. Minn.
The Pine Bluff Central Telephone company of

Mount Horeb, Wis., has made arrangements with
the Dane County- Telephone company of Madison.
Wis., to exchange messages.
The Central Telephone company proposes to con-

nect with Pocahontas. la.

The Greene and Western Telephone company has
transferred its headquarters from Mason Cit^', la.,

to Greene, la.

The switchboard of the Spencer Telephone com-
pany at Spencer, la., was set fire by lightning, but
was (luickly put out. The damage will amount to
$J50.

The Standard Telephone company is preparing
to cover Fa^-ette County. la., with toll lines.
The Minnesota Central Telephone company of

Willmar, Minn., has bought the stock, franchises,
etc.. of the Redwood Falls Telephone company at
Redwood Falls. Minn. A local system will be put
in at Redwood Falls.

The National Automatic Telephone company will
establish an exchange in Langdon. N. D.
The Billings and Musselshell Telephone company

of Billings. Mont., expects to have its line to the Mus-
selshell completed soon.
The Central Telephone companj^ has ordered a

modern switchboard for the exchange at Manson,
la. It will have self-restoring drops and .'automatic
ringers.

Frank Fee is installing a telephone exchange at
Hartley. la.

The Duluth Telephone company of Duluth. Minn.,
made a secret proposition to the Count}' Board to
make a rate of one-quarter the present figure for
12 telephones, provided the countj^ enters into an
agreement for three or five years and agrees to use
no other telephone than that of the Duluth Tele-
phone company. The board is reluctant to make
such a contract.

Clcid H. Smith is rushing work on the new tele-
phone exchange at Odebolt. la., and will have toll

lines to the towns of Kiron. Deloit. Arthur and
Schleswig. A line will probably be built to Boyer.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company is

extending its wires from Sheridan to Virginia C^itv.

Mont.
The Litchfield (Minn.~) Telephone Exchange com-

pany contemplates extending toll lines to the coun-
try.

The long-distance telephone line has no^w reached
Carrington, N. D.

E. B. Smith, general superintendent of the Iowa
Telephone company at Davenport. la., has gone to
Boston to confer with the officials of the Bell com-
pany on the subject of improvements to the system
throughout the state.

Lakeville, Minn., is soon to have telephone connec-
tion.

S. M. Elwood has been granted a franchise for

a telephone exchange at Sac City. la. Judge Elwood
has offered the franchise to the Sac City Electric
Light company, which declined, and he proposes to

put in a system himself.

The Ogden (la.^ Telephone company now has its

new exchange in working order.

The Duluth Telephone Exchange company is the
successor of the Duluth Telephone companj^ at Du-

luth, :Mmn.. and has a capital stock of $500,000.
I'he company is a Bell concern.
The Douglass County Telephone company of West

Superior, Wis., will soon connect with the long-dis-
'^nce system of the Wisconsin Telephone company.
The American Telephone and Telegraph company
IS also building a long-distance connection through
-Minnesota from Minneapolis, so that the head of the
lakes wiil have two systems of connection with Chi-
cago and the East.
The Dane County Telephone company now has

connection with Riley and Cross Plains Wis
through ilount Horeb.

Allen Rossiter, superintendent of construction for
the Green Bay railroad at La Crosse, was dragged
Irom the top of a freight car by a sagging telephone
wire and killed.

Webster Cit3-, la., will vote July nth on granting
a franchise for a telephone exchange to A. W.
Chamberlain. There is already one independent ex-
change m W ebster City-, and there is a good deal
of doubt as to the advisability of having a second
exchange.
The Forsyth and Lame Deer Telephone company

has been formed at Forsyth. Mont., to build a tele-
phone line to the Lame Deer Indian agencv.

S. Carpenter and Henrys Addie of Cresco la
recentb' mspected the telephone system in Albert
Lea, Minn., and contemplate installing a similar
system in Cresco.
The Northwestern Telephone company of Rush

Cit3% Minn., has completed connection with Prince-
ton, Minn.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

expects to have the St, Paul exchange completely
rebuilt by August ist and a new switchboard in-
.^talled. During the progress of changing from one
system to another the service has been imperfect,
Imt the company expects to have comparatively few
complaints when the new exchange is working.
The Lewistown (Mont.) Telephone company has

been formed with Sio.ooo capital stock to operate
the lines from Lewistown to Gilt Edge and to Oka,
and also the exchange in Lewistown.
The Greene and Western Telephone company of

Greene, la., is reported at Albert Lea, Minn., to have
secured a right-of-way into ^linneapolis and St. Paul,
and it is thought the company will extend its lines
to the Twin Cities this summer and fall.

The Glencoe and Lester Prairie Telephone com-
pany has completed a line between those towns in
^Minnesota.

The Sioux Rapids Telephone company of Sioux
Rapids, la., is about to install a telephone exchange.

C. G. Cockerill is preparing to install a new switch-
board for the telephone exchange in Jefferson, la.
A local stock company is being worked up at Cas-

selton, N. D., to install an automatic telephone sys-
tem.
The Southern Electric Telephone company of

Minneapolis has been granted a franchise for a
telephone exchange at Tracy. Minn.
The Southern ilinnesota Electric company will es-

tablish a telephone exchange at Sleep}- Eye, Minn.,
if sufficient patronage can be secured.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is building a toll line east from Crookston, Minn.,
to Red Lake Falls and St. Hilaire. Minn.
The Mesaba Telephone company of Virginia.

Minn, has been incorporated. The company is com-
pleting a metallic circuit, covering the various towns
on the Mesaba range.

The Litchfield Telephone exchange of Litchfield,

Minn., will extend its toll line from ilannannah,
ilinn.. to Eden ValW, and also from Litchfield to
Greenleaf, Strout. Corvuso and probably Cedar
Mills.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The new telephone line has been completed be-

tween Guinda and Rumsej'^, says the AA'oodland
(Cal.) Mail, and connection will be made with Capaj'.

A new telephone exchange, to be known as the
Madison Square exchange, is to be established at

No. 30 East Twenty-ninth street. New York. The
purpose of the new exchange is to relieve the Eigh-
teenth and Thirty-eighth street exchanges, and 1,100
subscribers are to be transferred from those ex-
changes to the new one, 500 from the former and
600 from the latter. Sixty operators will be em-
ployed in the new exchange. The common bat-
tery system, the same as is now in use at the River-
side and Harlem exchanges, will be used at the Madi-
son Square exchange. The opening of the new ex-
change is expected to facilitate the general tele-

phone business in the central part of the cit^'.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Electric Appliance company of 92 and 94

W^pst Van Buren street. Chicago, is making a special
point of the fact that it is manufacturing its own
telephones. It has felt from the beginning of the
independent telephone business that it wanted to
have only the best apparatus, and to be absolutely
sure that it had the best it has been manufacturing
its own goods with the greatest possible care and
with large facilities. The large volume of this branch
of the business indicates the wisdom of the policy'

the compan}" has followed in this matter.
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That Telephone Ordinance.
[From the Chicago Record.;

The Illinois Telephone company ordinance was
supported in the City Council by a large number
of aldermen whose motives arc believed to have been
good. The ordinance seemed on its face to be for

the benefit of the people, for it gave promise of tele-

phone service at much lower rates than now prevail.

A considerable number of aldermen did not like the

idea of having two telephone systems in the city,

and had the Chicago Telephone company been will-

ing to make a reasonable proposition to its cus-

tomers in regard to rates, they would have stood out
against granting a franchise to a new corporation.

But the Chicago Telephone company was obstinate,

and, in view of the demand for cheaper service, the

aldermen who may have had misgivings about the

new ordinance felt that they could not oppose its

passage.
However, subsequent events seem to prove that

the passage of the Illinois Telephone company ordi-

nance is likely never to be of any benefit to the

public'. There are as yet no signs that the new sys-

tem is to be constructed, whereas there have been
suspicions for some time that the franchise was for

sale. This attempt to introduce competition in, tele-

phone service is turning out as did previous efforts

to benefit the public by granting franchises to al-

leged competing lighting companies. In the end

the rival concerns were consolidated and the con-

sumers of light were compelled to pay interest and
dividends on so many more securities.

This experience with the Illinois Telephone com-
pany franchise ought to be the last of its kind.

The city should take its stand squarely in line with

the position that the telephone business, the lighting

business, the street-railway business and all others

of the same sort ought to be monopolies, and it

should proceed to deal with them acordingly. The
companies engaged in enterprises of this kind should

be assured of immunity from competition. That
done, the public authorities should undertake to

regulate charges and quality of service in the inter-

est of customers. The Legislature should be pre-

vailed upon to authorize the council to regulate

charges, and then the council should proceed to

exercise the authority conferred upon it. That is

the proper way to deal with the local monopoly
problem, until such time as the public shall be pre-

. pared for municipal owmership of public utilities.

TELEPHONY IN THE SOUTH.
The Carrollton (Ky.) Telephone Exchange com-

pany has been incorporated by R. M. Parker and
others^ with a capital stock of $5,000.

The Henderson (N. C.) Telephone company, of

which F. C. Toepleman is general superintendent^

will construct an exchange at Littleton.

The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany will put in a telephone exchange at Wartrace.

Tenn., with John E. Russell as local manager.

The Rutherford (N. C.) Telephone company has
been incorporated for the construction and opera-

tion of telephone lines; capital stock, $10,000; in-

corporators, J. C. Mills, D. F. Morrow and M. O.
Dickerson. i

The Mooresville and Waco Telephone company
(capital stock, $1,000) has been incorporated in Texas
for the construction of a telephone system from
Mooresville to Waco; incorporators, J. E. Brown,
Robert Browm, P. A. Clark and others.

TELEPHONY ABROAD.
A telephone con\'ention betw^een France and Italy

has been signed, subject to ratification by the par-

liaments of the two countries.

The Imperial Diet of Japan last February voted
to expend $12,800,000 within the next seven years

tor the improvement of the government telephone

system, and a young electrical engineer named
Rinja Nakayama has been sent to the United States

for the purpose of investigating the latest inven-

tions and improvements along that line. Japanese

electricians w^ill do all the work.

Ministerial Councilor Professor Herrmann, the

inventor of the postal card, has just suggested to

the Vienna postal authorities the introduction of a

combination of postal card or letter with the tele-

phone and telegraph service. He suggests that a

special postal card be authorized, to be posted in

the ordinary w^ay, the contents to be transmitted to

the address by the receiving postmaster, either by
telegraph or by telephone, as may be most con-

venient. The original then would be delivered with

the ordinary mail, in verification of the message sent

'by wire. The Vienna Chamber of Commerce sup-

ports the innovation, which it declared at its meet-
ing recently to be a cheap and useful means of

bridging the gap between the letter and the telegram.

Franchises Required.

The Common Council of Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
recently notified the Bell company to get a franchise
or take down its wires and poles, and now the West-
ern Union Telegraph company is in receipt of a
similar notice.

Operation and Maintenance.'
Bv E. B. Fisher.

This topic, "Operation and Maintenance," was
assigned to one of the most competent and thor-
oughly posted men in telephony, and I had confi-

dently expected that he would be here himself to

read a paper which would give you information
and valuable instruction; but, unavoidably, circum-
stances or conditions prevented, and less than a

week ago he was compelled to decline the duty.
Our president then telegraphed me, requesting that
I occupy the position of "stop gap."

It is most unfortunate for you and, somewhat
so at least, to myselfj for aside from inability to
treat the topic with the command and technical
knowledge it should have, when presented before
such a body as this, I have been too busy to use
even Avhat little ability I may have properly, and
the time has been too short to suitably formulate
the few stray ideas which have come to me upon
this important subject. The truth is that my ex-
perience as a president or a director of a telephone
company has been more upon the side of finance or
promotion, and my knowledge of operation is from
consultation rather than actual experience, so that
you see my expression "stop gap" is only too cor-
rect, and 1 can hope to be able to do little more
than present a few salient thoughts which come to
the layman, as a text for the discussion which may
follow, and, being brief, will permit more lengthy
discussion.

The general proposition may be assumed that
the greater always includes the lesser, and that a
discussion of this topic from the standpoint of a
larger plant will furnish the required suggestions
for smaller service. Upon that theory, we will start

with the idea that owmers or directors of a given
plant or system have selected as their representative
an intermediary and officer, who might be termed
the general manager. He is their exponent. He
has the general policy of the company; as to them,
he is the organized force which is to give concrete
expression to their abstract wishes. They approach
him only for carrying out their plans, and he is the
sole authority for the general direction of their busi-
ness. He must have a staff of lieutenants, if you
please, who w-ill, under his directions, see that the
plans which he provided are carefully developed.
Had I the faculty and apparatus, I think I would

draw a diagram illustrating this main thought, and
upon the large scroll on the left side place the word
general manager; on the right I would place, as
his chief lieutenants, traffic manager, auditor, supply
and repair department, superintendent of construc-
tion, engineering department, territorial depart-
ment, and, possibly, a seventh department might be
named as the contract department, for, to judge
from some of the reports we see in the newspapers
as to work our competitors are doing in Wisconsin.
Michigan and other states, that seems now to be
a requisite. I deem it true that the first requisite

in such a business is thorough organization. After
that has been secured, discipline can follow, and
should.

In such an organization, at least as far as the
public is concerned, the most important lieutenant
is the traffic manager. He is the man whose imme-
diate subordinates and their assistants come into
contact with the patrons of the exchange, upon
whose technical and business ability and courtesy
depend in very large degree the success of the sys-
tem. He must be a very good judge of human
nature, competent in. the selection of employes, and
also when brought into contact w'ith patrons of the
exchange. As his immediate subordinates should
be named the chief operator in the day system, chief

operator for night duties, the switchboard inspectors
and wire chief. To this list might be added, per-
haps, the chief toll operator and the monitor.

I have not the time, nor you, to follow in detail

the special duties of each one of these employes. I

can only hint or suggest them, and leave to your
individual observation or experience the elaboration
of such hints or suggestions.
The chief toll operator should be thoroughly con-

versant with the entire toll system reached by the
exchange, the points or exchanges, of their perfec-

tion or effectiveness, and should be able to answer
any query of subordinate operators upon this branch
or as to rates of service. Each one of. these oper-
ators should be held to a "civil-service examination"
and rules for this department, to the end that they
may know, without apparent thought, how to reach
the subscribers or points desired, which way is

best, which is the second or next choice if the best
way is in use, and what is the expense. This must
be learned or memorized, so that the answer may be
immediate, and the service desired rendered at once.
One might say that the operators proper are next

in consideration. As to their qualities and duties, no
dissertation is necessary. We, from the managing
side, and the public, from the patronage side, are
in sufficient contact with them to have numerous
ideas as to what they should and should not do. and
we may dismiss the operators wdth this thought.
The chief operators, under the supervision of the

traffic manager, should be very carefully selected,

and should have all the minuti?e of the system thor-
oughly at hand. They should know when their

subordinates are doing their dut>\ when the appa-

I. Read before the Independent Telephone association. Chi-
cago, June 27. 1899.

ratus is in perfect condition, what the public is want-
ing, and whether it is getting what it wants. Much
might be said upon this—^your own experience will
follow the thoughts that will come upon the mere
mention of the general duties. In this department
the record clerks are employed, and their work is

of vital moment. Had we the lime, I should be
very glad to take up each one of the blank forms
used in the exchange with which I am more closely
connected, and discuss the reason for their use and
their utilities.

Thanks to our traffic manager, who is one of
the most competent, as we believe, in the country^
I have brought with me specimens, and shall be glad
personally to exhibit them at convenient opportunity
to anyone who may have special interest in the
topic. We are of the opinion that these records
must be perfect in their information as to lines,
insulation, instruments and the conditions of any
rase of trouble that may arise. Wc require ample
reports, and have a system of combining these re-
ports and the records that enables the traffic man-
ager or his chief operators to secure or to give
complete information at a moment's notice.

It may just be hinted that the traffic manager and
the chief operator must be thoroughly familiar with
the isothermal-service lines or special-stress periods
of the system when serving a thousand or more
telephones. Without this knowledge, it would be
impossible to wisely regulate the number of extra
operators or substitutes required, or to plan the
lime programme of the work so -that operators may
be furnished when the public must have them, and,
at the same time, so that these employes may secure
time for rest and meals, as all humans require. A
mere suggestion in this direction will carry the
thought from j-our own observation to such further
requirements as are peculiar to your own plants.
The monitors, in an exchange of 2.000 telephones,

can earn their monthly salary almost every week
in the conservation of material—in the savings of
the cords alone, if you please—as well as in their
other duties. Your own observation will follow this
thought.
The imperative necessity of having competent

assistants "back of the boards" needs no lengthy
discussion. The sw'itchboard inspection is a depart-
ment with which, even in small exchanges, most of
us are familiar. The wire chief will have in his
general charge the department external to the cen-
tral office, the insulation of inside wires and setting
of instruments, the trouble on lines and the repairs
or maintenance of toll lines near by. Of course^
the traffic manager is watching each one of these
departments, and can only secure the best results
when personal supervision has taught his subor-
dinates that he is watching all their work.
As to each one of these duties, a more lengthy paper

than I am permitted to present as a whole might well
be written and read, to your profit and advantage,
but that is not the province of such a convention
as this or of such a paper. It is only to hint a broad
reference to good organization and to leave to each
of you such details as may be available for your
individual cases.

As to the auditor's department, it is not necessary
to give details. The force of bookkeepers, the
cashier, the subordinates who take care of the
directory, the rate clerks, the people w'ho meet the
public, are all performing duties which differ little

from the average or ordinary employments, and
good business sense will cover these particulars,

as in any business.

The next department is more especially under
the watchful eye of the general manager—the supply
and repair department. The stock room and the
repairs of instruments and cords, etc., will be in

the care of a chief w^ho reports to and takes direct

orders from the manager. Here the manager acts

more directly, perhaps, than in almost any other
department of the system, making a selection of

material required, ordering its purchase and con-
trolling its distribution. Thorough systems and
records in this department as to reception and dis-

bursement of material, repair of apparatus, etc., will

prove profitable in the extreme, and will increase
the efficiency of the business to a degree not realized

until it has been tried.

I may use next in order, though not next in

proper sequence of importance, the superintendent
of construction. He has charge of the external work
of the plant, and under him are the foreman and
the various gangs of outside employes, whether they
are building aerial lines or putting in conduits, or
taking care of terminals—whatever their duty. This
department has been more especially treated in the-

ory in another paper, and needs only to be alluded
to in this connection. We in the independent field

have found that the construction department has
very extensive and continuous duties: hence, in dis-

cussing operation and maintenance we must allude

to it, if not more.
Next the traffic manager, scarcely secondary to the

general manager in importance, is the engineering
department of the telephone system. ^

The average layman, indeed, the average employe
of a telephone system, whether independent or Bell,

has but little conception of the intricacies and pos-
sibilities of this department.

It would scarcely be expected that a "stop gap"
like myself should elaborate this phase of operation
and maintenance. I can only generalize and sug-
gest. It is my opinion that the. independents have
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not given this department the value it deserves or

that is necessary to their highest success and great-

est profit. It is only within a comparatively short

time that many of the subordinates of the Bell com-
pany have given this department of the work any
considerable consideration. It has been exceedingly

useful to them and it would be vastly more useful

lo us, because we have not access to the experience

of the entire field, as the licensees of the American
Bell have had heretofore, as guides to wise action

or the best methods.
The engineering department decides what methods

are best, tests material for the use of the construction
department or apparatus for installation, and ascer-

tains whether such material or apparatus complies
with specifications, or will perform the duties re-

quired.

Right at this point, permit a suggestion which, per-

haps, is foreign to the topic and might have more

STURTEVANT ELECTRIC EXHAUST FAN.

direct place in the topic of construction, but, as I

have hinted, I consider the engineering department
of almost overshadowing importance. I believe it

would be a good thing for this association to assist

its membership and the independent interests gen-
erally with the very best skill that can be com-
manded in this field, employing one, two or even
three experts, if necessary, who shall be employed
not only for testing supplies proposed, but in mak-
ing specifications as to that which is requisite to

accomplish the results we all know must be attained.

There is a field here at which I am merely allud-

ing, that should be carefully considered and dis-

cussed. If an exchange feels that it has not, because
of its size or lack of size, the means with which to

employ the best talent in any particular case, it

should be able to get assistance and know where to

find it; and what better medium than such an asso-
ciation as this, of which that exchange is or should
be a member. With such a department there would
be additional reason for the payment of annual dues
to this association, even though larger sums were
exacted than are now proposed.
Not many of us are yet seriously burdened with

those questions which we are likely to meet in the
near future as to interchange of business and the
extension of toll-line systems. If the independent
systems are to render service equal to public re-

quirements, this department will soon grow in im-
portance and value beyond even the most rosy an-
ticipations of most of us.

In the exchange with which I am more naturally
familiar our toll service has more than doubled
within the past six months, and is still growing at

a ratio that almost overwhelms us. We think that
with cheaper rates for such service than have been
charged heretofore, the popularity of the telephone
as a means of communication will increase beyond
the wildest dreams of those familiar with this de-
partment four or five years ago. This fact is true
with the Bell company, as well as ourselves, and
but suggests what we must prepare for. We must
be wise in the establishment of rates; we must have
our "clearing houses" at convenient points ii> our
respective territories, through which rapid and effi-

cient interchange of business may be accomplished,
and we must provide for methods of operation and
of maintenance on toll lines not heretofore devel-
oped by any independent system in this country.
In this field the old company is still learning many
lessons, with all of its experience. How much more
important that we begin at once to give it the
requisite consideration.
There is but one more thought that I wish at this

juncture to emphasize. As I have before intimated,
and as is apparent from the organization I have in-

dicated, this is for a larger system than most inde-
pendent companies are yet working, and Is founded
somewhat upon the experience and observation con-
nected vvlth the system with which I am more im-
mediately connected. Of course, a small plant would
have less elaboration, and j'ou can subtract from
this such departments as will not be needed, al-

though the various duties here suggested would
have to be cared for in any plant, but your traflfic

manager might well be termed the "whole thing"
in his department, aside from the operators, and
your general manager may be the rest.

But I must hasten. There is one other thought,

perhaps the most difficult and delicate I have ap-
proached. It may be that this ought not to be
broached in a paper on "Operation and Mainte-
nance," and yet I know not where else it should
be included, if not in this. It goes to the root of

our business. We know of exchanges of too or

200 telephones that are undoubtedly being success-

fully operated in their communities at very low
figures of cost. It has been believed by those not
well informed that larger systems ought to be, and
can be, operated at similar cost. It is true in the

telephone business, as it is not true in most other

business, that the larger the business the greater the

expense pro rata and per capita for operation and
maintenance, as well as for construction; where, in

a plant of 1,000 telephones, a rate of, say, $20 to $30
may be fairly successful, in doubling the plant, it

will materially increase cost of building and compel
a still greater increase per telephone in operating.

I am of the opinion that we need, as well as the

public, more information than we have yet secured
in this branch, in accepting franchises or ordinances,

in the larger cities of the country which are now
being developed. We should not be so eager to

"try to secure them as to entail perhaps a serious bur-

den upon the future of the business in the smallness

of the maximum of prices permitted to be charged.

We all know that the old company has exacted
an undue profit; at the same time, it would be most
unfortunate if the independents should establish a

scale of rates for service that would not permit first-

class service and a reasonable return upon the in-

vestment required for such service. I sincerely hope
that any discussion which may follow this paper
will consider fullv this part of the topic.

Thanking you for your patience and forbearance.

and again expressing regret that the gentleman to

whom this topic was first assigned was unable to

be with us and give us of his ripe experience a;id

large observation, I close with hope that we shall

so operate our plants as to compel their patrons to

continue the service and also maintain an increas-

ingly higher standard of usefulness to the public.

Discussion.

Mr. De Land: I would like to ask if it would not
be a good idea to have a committee prepare what
might be called "Specifications for Franchises," to

be used by the association. It seems to me that if

there was a committee of that character to prepare
what might be called a model franchise, we might
be able to do away with the limitation clauses. In
doing work down in Pennsylvania and West Vir-

ginia, we have found that a great many companies
have been "frightened into accepting such a fran-

chise." They had to take that or get nothing. They
have had clauses in their franchises limiting the

rates to $12 or $15, and in one case as low as $9.

The independent people have brought the tele-

phone business to the condition it is in to-day. As
one gentleiTian has said, "there are 10 telephones
in use to-day, where two years ago there was only
one; and in the next five years there will probably
be 40 to where there is one to-day." In every city

that we have gone into and every town the people
there have told us: "You have given us good
service, and we will stand by you. We will take your
franchise and cancel it and give you a new franchise

and remove the limitation clause." It seems to me
if the association would take that question up. that

in a very short time all our franchises would be
granted without the limitation clause, and then we
could give service far superior to anything that we
now have, throw away our present equipment, put

CLEVELAND AUTOMATIC TIME SWITCH.

in impro\ ed equipment, and, if necessaiV. charge,
say, 25 to 30 per cent, higher rates than we are get-

ting at the present time. If you can get $24 to $36,
where you have 100 to 500 subscribers, your price

will be low, if you build good lines.

Mr. Hogue: I don't object to a uniform franchise,

but I think the best way to solve that problem would
be to start a college to educate the councilmen. You
find that in every town where you attempt to get

a franchise the council has diiTerent ideas, and it

is almost impossible to talk those ideas out of their

heads. I think, however, there is a great tendency
on the part of promoters, who have not had any
telephone experience, to go into a town and apply
for a franchise, and base the rates at $9, $10 or $12
per year. A great many people have an idea that

a franchise is wonderfully valuable: that all you
have got to do is to get a franchise in your pocket,

and you have something that you can sell for from
$10,000 to $150,000. My experience with franchises
has been that they amount to nothing until you
invest a large amount of money in developing them.

Mr. Fisher: I found in visiting places in the
Middle West that a great many people imagine that

because a company wth 250 or 300 or 400 telephones
was prosperous at rates that are common in plants
of that size, it was possible to operate a plant in a
city like Grand Rapids or Detroit or Cleveland at

the same figure. People say it is like any other
business. You can do it by wholesale cheaper.
Now, I simply want, in this connection, to sound

a note of warning, and have each one of you say
to your neighbors and friends, that they must be
careful in that direction; that thev must not get

GREGORY DISTRIBUTING CIRCLE.

the impression because they are operating plants in

towns of 5,000 or 6,000 successfully, at a given rate,

that they can come to a town of 40,000 or 50,000 and
operate at a greater profit because of the large num-
ber of possible patrons. There is too much vague-
ness and lack of information in that direction. My
experience in Ohio and in Michigan has led me to

say what I have this afternoon.

You who are interested in the smaller plants and
desire service in larger cities would help your neigh-
bors and friends in the larger cities by making that
fact clear to them. You will frequently be called upon
by officials and others connected with the larger
cities for statements as to what rates you are get-

ting, and perhaps what profits you are making, and
because they are not fully informed upon that very
branch of the subject, they go home with the idea
that they must establish certain limitations for the
benefit of their people in the franchises they grant,
or no franchise will be granted.
Now, we have to live and let live in this field, and

we must not get our rates so low as to prevent our
giving just as good service as anybody in the world
can give.

Gregory Distributing Circle.
The contrivance illustrated herewith is manufac-

tured by the Therien Tool Works, 116 First avenue
North, Minneapolis, Minn., and is designed as an
improvement in line construction. It is planned
to give a better arrangement of wire attachments
for aerial distribution, on a pole top, than the usual
cross-arm construction. It is light and strong, easy

to adjust, and by the use of brackets below the cir-

cle a 40-wire ring may be doubled in capacity. It

is made in several sizes, and it is said that 150 are

in use in Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Cleveland Automatic Time Switch.

The value of a reliable switch for turning on and
ofif lights at predetermined times, particularly for

use on street-lamp posts, worked from constant-

potential circuits carrying commercial loads, is self-

evident- The need of an automatic switch has been
particularly felt by those who have used electrical

signs and electrical displays in show-windows.
A new switch of this type is that shown in the

accompanying illustration and made by the Cleveland
Electric company, Cleveland, O. It consists primarily

of an eight-day Seth Thomas clock, fitted with a

24-hour stem on which is centered a time dial and
two independent pointers. The contact of one of

these with an appropriate piece closes the circuit

through a solenoid, which operates the switch, the

movement of its armature immediately breaking the

circuit with the pointer by moving the piece with

which it makes contact. The same motion places in

position the appropriate contact for the other pointer,

which in turn is removed and the circuit broken
as soon as the reverse operation of the main switch

is inade. <

The switch is designed to withstand climatic

changes, and in this respect it has given especial

satisfaction. The switch has been especially wel-

comed by lighting companies operating on a flat rate.
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as it is designed to regulate tlie aiiiotint of current

used. One operation of the switch is all that is re-

(luired to accomplish its purpose, as the same mo-
tion turns the current on and off. The energizing

of the magnet attracts the armature and the switch

is thereby operated and the current immediately

cut out of the magnet. The disks and all insulated

])arts of the switch are made of porcelain and every

switch is able to carry a definite load. Each switch

is designed especially for the work designated. The
device can be used on alternating or direct current.

Sturtevant Electric Exhaust Fan.

In the ilUistration on page 40 is shown one

of the Sturtevant Monogram type electric fans. The
shell of the fan is of cast-iron, exactly similar in

proportions and form to that used in the regular

Monogram blowers and exhausters. This fan is ar-

ranged as an exhauster, to discharge directly down-
ward, having the side to which the motor is attached

entirely closed, so that air and dust will be drawn
across the motor.
The field ring of the motor is of wrought-iron, and

is bolted directly against lugs which project from
the side of the fan. The poles are two in number,
also of wrought-iron, and carry the field windings.

as shown. The armature is of the drum-wound type,

and the shaft carrying the same is supported in ring-

oiler bearings, suspended in yokes projecting from
either side of the field ring. To avoid any trouble

from oil, it is dripped directly into a tank attached

to the under side of the field ring.

The entire" arrangement is compact and stable,

and it is susceptible of support in any desired posi-

tion. In small sizes it is sufficiently portable to

be used for temporary location, as. for instance, in

different parts of the hold of a ship. Plants of this

type are usually built to operate at pressures of from
one ounce to five ounces per square inch. The
B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass., is the

manufacturer.

Electricity to Be the Main Feature of
the Pan-American Exposition.

At the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo in

1901 there will be about 10 main buildings. Mr.
Edwin Fleming, the secretary of the Board of Man-
agers, says that the main building will be devoted
to electrical apparatus. The exposition authorities

hope to make the greatest display of electrical appa-
ratus ever made. It will be especially appropriate,
owing to the remarkable development of electrical

power at Niagara Falls. The engineers will use
the Falls electrical power to propel all the machinery
used in the exposition buildings and will light all

the buildings with electricity from the same source.

How Electricity Kills Animals.
In the sessions of the Society of Physics and Nat-

ural History of Geneva on March 2d Professor Pre-
vost and Dr. Batelli presented a report of experi-
ments made to determine the mechanism (mechanicst
of death by electricity. They say that all animals
subjected to currents of high tension—2.500 volts,

for instance—die from their effects upon the nervous
system, and chiefly by the arrest of respiration. But
the heart continues to beat; its contractions are
strong. The animal may then be saved by applying
artificial respiration. If a low-tension current is em-
ployed—say 40 volts—the phenomena are different.

The nervous system is but slightly affected and the
animal continues to breathe, but the heart ceases

to beat. Its movements are irregular and it does
not force the blood into the vessels. The heart of

the dog and of the Indian, pig never recovers its

action: these animals die of paralysis of the heart;

they fade away without sign of pain. No method

New Motors and Motor Auxiliaries of
the Crocker-Wheeler Company.

Dynamos and motors were made at first in the
ordinary or open forms and in very high speeds.
Afterward others of medium speeds and very low
speeds for direct connection were placed f)n the

n'larket, and now motors of still other types having
characteristics just described are being manufac-
tured. The Crockcr-Whcclcr company of New
York has given some attention to the designing of

these special types. This follows the success of the
company as a pioneer in the application of motors
to machinery. For places requiring motors capable

arc made. Of these sizes two have four poles and
one has two ])oles. These poles arc split by the divi-

sii'U of the frame, and are, therefore, not provided
with coils, but are made consequent poles, the fields

being energized by the coils which surround the
other poles that are above and below the armature.
Rigid bearings are used, as they arc stronger for

the heavy work which they perform.
Since these machines arc used chiefly in work

which re(|uircs that they be frequently reversed,
the brushes arc not designed to have a lead. The
holders arc fixed permanently in a central position,

and the fields of the machine arc made strong
enough to enable them to run in cither direction

CrocK^i^^
t£^ 47/

Brake Mechanism of One-way Brake Motor. Fig. 4. Motor Equipped wilh Reversing Brake.

NEW MOTORS AND MOTOR AUXILIARIES OF THE CROCKER-WHEELER COMPANY.

of exerting great starting torque and ready reversal
and protection from foreign substances w-hich maj
be in the air, it makes an enclosed motor to

which it has given the term "rriiU" motoi, as ihis

type was first used for hoists, etc., in rolling mills.

The mill motors consist of an ironclad armature
encased on all sides in a cast-steel box nearly the

shape of a round-edged cube. A motor of this type
with a solenoid brake is illustrated in Fig. i. This
box form serves as a complete cover for all the

working parts of the machine, excludes the outer air

and prevents the admission or escape of sparks. As
this construction prevents ventilation, it precludes
the use of this type for continuous running at full

load, on account of heating. Since the enclosing

metal serves at the same time as a field frame and
prevents external magnetic leakage, these motors
may be properly called "ironclad." As shown in

Fig. I, the connecting wires are brought from the

inside throuorh insulating bushings. The box is

provided with feet and with other projections

to form the casing for a pair of gears and the sup-

without sparking. The holders are of Crocker-
Wheeler hammer, radial type, and the current is

conveyed to the brushes by the flexible copper
braids attached to brass plates screwed to the tops
of the carbons. This avoids the passage of the cur-
rent through any sliding contact.

In their operation machines of this type differ

essentially from belt-type machines, in that when
they are slowed down or started from a state of rest

they are capable of exerting a turning power many
times greater than that given at full speed. Their
efificiency is a little lower than that of the belt type,

because they are designed to have certain other
characteristics in a marked degree by its sacrifice.

That obtained at starting and at low speeds is smaller
because the losses are nearly as great as at any
time, while comparatively little power is developed,
although they are making a great starting effort.

At middle speeds the efficiency is the highest.
The Crocker-Wheeler elevator motors are made

in two sizes. This motor is of the self-starting type
and combines the features of toughness and adapta-

Miil Motor, with Special Form of Solenoid Brake. Fig. 2. Elevator Motor with Automatic Switch.
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of restoring them has been discovered. Rabbits
and rats, however, do not die under a weak current;

their hearts, stopped for a moment, resume their

beats when the current is taken off, and they seem
to be as well as before the experiment. The most
curious result obtained is that the pulsation of the
heart of a dog, stopped by a low-tension current,
can be re-established by passing a high-tension cur-
rent through the animal. The paralyzed heart re-

sumes its pulsations and the animal may be revived
by artificial respiration.

ports for countershaft journals when back gearing
is desired. A modified form of this mill motor is

suitable for use as railway or car motors. The
construction of the armature cores is of the slotted

pattern. The core and commutator are mounted
directly on the shaft without the intervention of a
support. The winding of these machines is of the
drum form and is connected for two circuits. The
frames have inwardly projecting poles and are di-

vided horizontally through the axis of the arma-
ture into two parts. Three sizes of these machines

bility for constant reversal found in the mil! motors.
An extra long frame is provided for the purpose
of starting the coils, as shown in Fig. 2. As elevator
work is extremely severe for the motor and for the
electric lights in a building on account of the con-
slant starting, stopping and reversal, under full and
partial loads, some of the features of the mill motors
applied to elevator motors are particularly applica-
ble. The starting coils are graduated so that the
first takes a very little current, the next a little

more, and so on^ while all contribute to the working
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strength of the motor. These coils, when properly

calculated for the load, enable the motor to be started

and brought evenly and quickly to full speed by
the use of a steadily moving switch, without at

any time drawing more current than that used when
running at full speed. This avoidance of a sudden
inrush of current at starting saves any lamps which
may be connected to the circuit nearby from fluctua-

tion and is a feature of this type of elevator motors.

In construction the field is of cast-steel, rec-

tangular in shape and in cross-section, and has two
salient poles and tw-o consequent poles. The salient

poles are placed at the sides, in order to allow the

shaft to be brought close to the floor for direct-con-

nection. Five series coils are used in the gradual

starting of the machine. A modification of this

type for plain factorj', requiring a tough, durable and
inexpensive motor, is made under the term of shop
motor. This is smaller in appearance than the ele-

vator motor and differs only in mechanical details.
_

The new Crocker-Wheeler brake motors are of

the bipolar construction, the brake action being ob-

tained by means of a pivoted field and strap. These
machines are designed to fulfill a demand for use

where an accurate, powerful and sure stopping of ma-
chinery is required, .^s motors are often used for

hoists and in driving machinery which, like printing-

presses, has to be stopped with precision, some
device for braking the motor becomes necessary.

This is supplied in the Crocker-Wheeler one-way
and reversing brake motors, illustrated in Figs. 3

and 4. It is essential that the brake be applied auto-

matically to be simultaneous in action with the

stopping of the power, because if not put on until

after the motor is stopped the load which was
to be hoisted would descend, or the press would run

too far. and if applied too soon would strain itself

by working against the brake. Hand or foot brakes

and others which are separate or independent in

their action require great care in their operation.

The tightening force is a spring, which is re-

strained as long as the operating current is present

in the solenoid or other magnet connected to the

motor winding. The Crocker-Wheeler company
uses part of the regular working current of the ma-
chine for operating the brake at the same time it

energizes the motor fields, and has produced a ma-
chine which is in itself both a motor and a .grip.

It also makes a solenoid brake for the belt-type

machines, the fields of which cannot be pivoted.

.\ form of this brake applied to the mill motor is

shown in Fig. i.

The operation of these brake motors is ver>-

satisfacto^\^ The brake may be adjusted to bring
the machine to a full stop within any space of time,

the rate of absorption of energx' depending upon
the suddenness of the stop. For instance, a size 10

machine, running at normal speed, can be stopped
in three seconds. In this time it would make about
30 revolutions. The rate should be set so as to

hold the full load of the motor: that is. a load that

would require 10 horse power to hoist. If it is

desired to stop the motor in a shorter time than
this, the energy absorbed by the brake would be
correspondingly greater than the full power of the

machine. The iTses of machines of this type are
very numerous, especialh' for cranes, elevators and
hoists, wdrere it is important to hold the load after

it is lifted, also for looms, printing-presses and other

classes of machinery where it is important to obtain

a sudden, accurate stop at a given place, instead

of a gradual slowing down.
The Chicago offices of the Crocker-Wheeler com-

pany are at 1514 Old Colon}- building.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July 10.—Henry Payne Whitney, the
president of the New York Electric Vehicle Trans-
portation company, is a director of the .'American

Air Fow'er company, and it is said that negotiations
are well under way for a consolidation of all the
compressed-air companies, the American .^ir Power
company to be the parent company. That company'
will be closely allied to the Electric Storage Battery
company and the electric-carriage interests through
the Whitney .group of financiers. The operation of

the air-power cars in Twenty-third street having met
all the requirements of the Metropolitan Street Rail-
way companj', it is said, that corporation has decided
to equip with compressed-air motors all its other
crosstown lines, and also the Belt line, and will also
have in operation next winter on its cable and under-
ground trolley roads a large number of compressed-
air snow-sw'eepers. Air power will be substituted

for horses on the Twenty-eighth street and Twent}--
ninth street line, it is said.

A connection between the old Brighton Beach
railroad and the Long Island railroad tracks near
Coney Island, which will enable the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company to run its cars into the terminus
at Manhattan Beach, is being laid, and w-ithin 15
days it is expected that trains will be operated bj- elec-

tricitj' over the Kings County elevated tracks from
the bridge and over the old Brighton road to Man-
hattan bj' way of the new switch.
The temporary injunction recently obtained by

Joseph Blank, a taxpayer, to restrain Commissioner
Henry S. Kearny of the Department of Public
Buildings. Lighting and Supplies from making a
contract for lighting the streets and public buildings

of New York, was continued by Supreme Court Jus-
tice Maddox in Brooklyn on Fridaj-, pending the
trial of the action in October. Mr. Blank contended
that Commissioner Kearny had no authority to let

the contracts, as they had not been approved by the
Municipal Assembly.

Electric cars were run regularly over the Fifth
avenue branch of the Brooklyn elevated railrpad
last week for the first time, and the third-rail system
is declared a success. When the line is equipped
to Coney Island and through service is put in the
> e^m trains will be gradually discontinued, until
nothing but electric trains will run. Last week's
trial Avas awaited with some anxiety, because when
the first trip was made several days before the motor.-
car ripped up the outside guard rail on the track.
The transfer of the Kings County Elevated Rail-

way company to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
pany was practically accomplished last Thursday,
and the latter is now at libertj' to go ahead with its

plans.

The employes of the Metropolitan Street Railway
company consider that they have grievances in the
matter of the number of trips required for a day's
work, but it is probable that the difBculty will be
settled by conference without a strike. " M. S.

PERSONAL.
\\ . H. Wissing has been appointed general agent

at 642 Century building, St. Louis, for Naugle,
Ilolcomb & Co. of Chicago.

.\t the annual meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, in Dover, on Sep-
tember i8th. Professor Fleming will deliver an ad-
dress on the "Centenary of the Electric Current."

The death of H. S. Willard, superintendent of the
Xanticoke (Pa.) Electric Light company, occurred
at the City Hospital in Wilkesbarre on June 29th.
He had been ill with typhoid fever a little over two
weeks. He was 26 years old and unmarried.

Mr. Fred H. Fitch, having become financially in-
terested in the Electrical Installation company of
Chicago, was, at a special meeting of the stock-
holders, held June 17th, elected a director, and at
a subsequent meeting of the directors elected vice-
president of the company.

Brigadier-general Irving Hale of Denver will soon
retire from the service and return to the United
States from the Philippines. General Hale, w-ho
is a well-known electrical man. is a graduate of
West Point. He has made a brilliant record in the
Philippine campaign and his friends are proud of
him.

John E. Powell, who for the last 13 years has been
inspector of electric-lighting plants in United States
public puildings under the control of the Treasury
Department, has been promoted to chief mechanical
and electrical engineer in the office of the supervis-
ing architect of the Treasury Department, The pro-
motion is a well-earned one.

Colonel Charles A. Munson, the popular managei
of the Chicago office of the Fort Wayne Electric
Works, was a passenger on the French liner La
Champagne, that sailed from New York on July
8th for Havre. Colonel Munson will spend the sum-
mer in France, Germany and Switzerland, sailing
from Ha\Te on the return trip on September
16th. His holiday is well earned and his friends
hope that he will thoroughly enjoy it.

L. C. Van Liew% an assistant in the office of Rae
& Monroe, the Chicago electrical and mechanical
engineers, died last w-eek under peculiarly distress-
ing circumstances. Mr. \'an Liew delighted in orig-
inal investigation, and while making some observa-
tions at the plant of the Hinsdale (111.) Electric
Light company on July 2d he slipped and fell into

the hot-w-ell. He was quickly rescued, and while
he was badly scalded, it was not thought that his
injuries would prove fatal. On July 4th Mr. Van
Liew sutTered a relapse, however, and died very
suddenly. He was about 28 years of age and leaves
a wife and tw^o small children, who are thus, almost
without w-arning, deprived of their means of sup-
port.

Charles_ T, Yerkes bade good-bye to the employes
of the North and West Chicago Street Railroad
companies on Saturday last, Mr. Yerkes has re-
signed the presidency of those companies and will
assume immediately the active management of the
Chicago Consolidated Traction company and the
Lake Street and Northwestern Elevated Railway
companies. He will remain in Chicago, with offices
in the Ro}-al Insurance building, and devote his
time to the interests of these three properties. Mr.
Yerkes has been a street-railway man of prominence
for a generation and first became interested in the
North Chicago system in 1886. his previous expe-
rience in the business having been in Philadelphia.
He is a man of great force of character, but his
administration has not been popular w-ith the trav-
eling public on the North and West Sides.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the office
of W. H. Cunningham, village clerk, Greenup, 111.

A Racine, Wis., dispatch states that Matthew
Slusch, A. W. Bishop and other officers of the Milwau-
kee, Racine and Kenosha Electric Railway company
have an option for six months on land at Matanzas,
Cuba, upon which, if it is purchased by them, will
be erected a large electric-lighting plant and ware-
house large enough to hold the produce of the
surrounding country, while a system of electric
railways will be built from Matanzas to the neigh-
boring towns. It is the intention to begin work
inside of four weeks.

The Minneapolis Tribune gives this description
of a large sign erected by a clothing concern in that
city: "The words 'The Plymouth,' in letters of wood
three feet square and a foot thick are strung, one
above the other, on perpendicular iron pipes. These
pipes act as conduits for the electric wires that run
to the letters and light up the 346 incandescent lights
studded in their white surfaces. ,\ switch in the
store turns on these lights everj' night. The sign
weighs 5,000 pounds. A large bolt runs through
the w-all of the sixth story, and attached to this are
the two heai-y hangers that hold the sign suspended.
F'our large double braces, spread at angles of 45
degrees, to prevent the wind disturbing the position
of the sign, are located one between each of the five
stories covered by the sign, and these braces are
held in place by strong plates attached to the wall.
The ironwork of the sign, with the exception of the
braces, has been covered with bronze, and the braces
have been painted the color of the yellow brick of
the wall. The letters of the sign are enameled a
snow white, with trimmings of old gold."

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that work on the projected electric rail-

way to connect Little Falls and Herkimer, N. Y.,
will be begun at once.

Work is under way for an electric railway from
Lewistown to Burnham. Manus and Reedsville. Pa.
The Lewistown and Reedsville Electric Railway
company is building the line, for which the Tennis
Construction company of Philadelphia has the con-
tract. J. 1. Quigley of Lewistown. Pa., is president
of the new electric-railway compan^^
A new traction company was foimed in .\llegheny.

Pa., recently for the construction of an electric line
from Etna to DeHaven, a distance of about five
miles. The company will be known as the Pitts-
burg and Butler Traction company, and the officers

v.'ill be: President, Henr3- Wittmer: \-ice-president,
Xavier Wittmer: secretary, Frank McMillan: treas-
urer, Frank B, Morran,
The Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railroad

companv' has opened its road from Highland Park
to Winnetka. 111. The road will be complete from
Waukegan to Evanston, w^ith the exception of two
blocks in Kenilworth. by July 20th. The Kenil-
worth authorities still refuse to grant an ordinance
to the company through their town east of the
Northwestern railroad tracks.

Regular service on the Needham and Boston street
railwa}- was inaugurated on June 29th. the final trial

trips haA'ing been made on the previous day by a
special party. A collation and reception to Presi-
dent Hicks of the company were given by the citizens
of Needham after the trip. Three lines now have
their terminals in Needham. and a fourth is projected
to run via the towns of Charles River and Dover,
Mass,, to Natick from Needham.
A certificate of incorporation of the Warren

County railroad has been filed. The company will

build an electric freight and passenger road from
Warrensburg. N. Y., to Lake George, a distance
of seven miles. The principal stockholders are ex-
State Treasurer ,\. B. Colvin and J. M, Coolidge
of Glens Falls. J ,\. Powers of Lansingburg and
Congressman L. W. Emerson of Warrensburg. The
capital stock is S200.000. It is understood that in

time the road will be extended from Lake George
to Glens Falls, a distance of 10 miles, thus making
a system 22 miles long, extending from Warrens-
burg to Fort Edward.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The village of Greenup, 111., will receive bids, up

to July 25th. for a complete electric-light plant.

AUTOMOBILES.
The New England Electric \'ehicle Transporta-

tion compc^ny has made a beginning in its automo-
bile business by putting five carriages in service
in Boston. Thirty more are expected within a
month.

Mr. Arthur Lew'is of Boston, lately returned from
Europe, says that the solid-rubber tire for automo-
biles is in great favor in Paris. He thinks that
eventually the solid-rubber tire will be used ex-
clusively for horseless carriages.

Manitowod, W'is., will probably have an automo-
bile-stage line, the Manitowoc Traction company
having been organized for the purpose. It is said
that the company' has placed an order for four auto-
mobile passenger coaches. Two will be used for
transportation of passengers about the town, one
will be run between Manitowoc and Two Rivers,

and the fourth will run between English and Silver

Lakes and Manitowoc.

At its last meeting the Chicago City Council
refused to pass the Auto-stage company's ordinance
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for permission to operate a line of automobiles.

Alderman Hermann opposed the motion to suspend
the rules on the ground that the language of the

ordinance was ambiguous enough to permit new
street-car lines to be established. The vote to sus-

pend the rules was lost—ayes 31, nays 32. The
ordinance was sent back to the committee on li-

censes.

The Stanley Locomobile company has purchased

what is known as the Kingsland property in North
Tarrytown, N. Y., for a factory for the manufac-
ture of automobiles. The tract consists of 225 acres,

with a manor house, and has a mile of river frontage

on the Tappan Zee. The price is said to have been

$185,000. Amzi L. Barber of Ardsley, N. Y., is

president of the company, and John Brisben Walker
of Irvington, N. Y., editor of the Cosmopolitan,

is vice-president. It is asserted that $100,000 will

be spent in getting the factory in operation.

An occasional accident shows that the Chicago

idea of licensing automobile operators, after exani-

ination, has wisdom in it. William K. Vanderbilt,

Jr., has been recently experimenting with a rented

electric carriage at Newport, and he came to grief

on July 4th. It seems that, on Beacon Hill, he

started to back the vehicle down the incline. Go-
ing downward a short distance, he came to a stop,

and then, forgetting to remove his foot on the re-

verse lever, applied the power to go ahead. With
both switches open at the same time the result was
that the machine simply turned over, making a

number of complete somersaults on its way down
the hill. On its tirst turn it landed stjuarely on top

of Mr. Vanderbilt, but so great was its momentum
that it did not stop but went onward in its career

to the bottom of the hill. Mr. Vanderbilt was not

seriously injured, but the machine did not escape

so easily. The motor and battery cells were broken,

the starting lever bent double and the upholstery

torn, the damage being estimated at not less than

$700. Mr. Vanderbilt is not, it is understoo

couraged by the accident. He will have repairs

made to the vehicle, of which he has a rental for the

entire season, and try again.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
A programme of graduate study ill electrical

engineering, at the University of Wisconsin, for the

next college year, has been arranged. Professors

D. C. Jackson and B. V. Swenson and Messrs. C. F.

Burgess and M. C. Beebe are the instructors. The
registrar of the university or Professor Jackson can

give information.

The University of Notre Dame, Ind., is a large and
well-established institution of learning that has

lately devoted much attention to applied electricity.

This department is in charge of Professor J. J.

Green, who is a young and enthusiastic investigator,

and whose successful experiments with Marconi ap-

paratus have attracted much attention.

The Y'ear Book of the Armour Institute of Tech-
nology of Chicago gives all needful information about

the school, with announcements for iSgg-igoo. The
Technical College provides courses in mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, architecture, sci-

ence and civil engineering. Charles Volney Kerr
is professor of mechanical engineering and Irwin

John Macomber is professor of electrical engineering.

The laboratory of this school is particularly rich and
well equipped.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Western Electric company has distributed

copies of its bulletin No. 7002, descriptive of the

arc lamps of its manufacture. If any of the readers

of this journal have not received a copy, this bulletin

will be mailed to them upon request.

Gates & Randolph, the electrical contractors of

13 and 15 Monadnock building, Chicago, have is-

sued an attractive illustrated circular which shows,

in a striking manner, their extensive connections

in the field of electrical machinery. They have di-

rect-current machines, alternators, electrical instru-

ments, arc lamps and switches and switchboards.

The handsome new catalogue of A. U. Ide & Sons
of Springfield. 111., is divided into three parts. Part

I. treats of the well-known Ideal simple and com-
pound engines, showing, with full illustration, the

various types of engines made, with statistical in-

formation and data of performance. Part II.. de-

voted to "Special Equipments and Devices." shows
valves, steam separators, power transmitters, belt

tighteners and the like. Part III. gives the "De-
tails of Construction"—lubrication, drainage, gov-
ernor and so on. The catalogue is a valuable work
of reference and its mechanical execution is excel-

lent.

A very attractive booklet on the subject of "Trol-
ley Trips" in and near New England has been made
by Katharine M. Abbott of Lowell, Mass. The
little work is thorough in detail and information,

dainty in execution and thoroughly sympathetic in

pointing the way to objects of natural and his-

toric interest. It contains a traveler's map. with
trolley, steamer and railroad lines shown, of Massa-
chusetts. Rhode Island. Connecticut and Long Is-

land, which displays the great extent of the electric-

railway network of lower New England. The book-

let is sold for a trifling sum at the Old Corner Book-
store in Boston.

The general catalogue of the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company of Cincinnati is an excel-

lent piece of work. It shows the construction of

the company's various types of generators, both
for belt and direct connection, and also describes

and illustrates the well-known motors of the com-
pany. The Bullock company has had gratifying

success in building and connecting motors for

driving printing-presses and machine tools, and
nuich space in the catalogue is devoted to these

branches of the work. In its fine new factory the

Bullock company, which is the successor of the

Card Electric Motor and Dynamo company, is cer-

tainly very well equipped for turning out a first-

class product, and it is making an enviable reputa-

tion for itself.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The New York and Queens Gas and Electric

company has offered $900,000 first-mortgage five per

cent, gold bonds, due January i, 1949, secured by the

property of the company, which operates within the

limits of the city of New Y'ork, in the borough of

Queens. Its franchises cover Flushing, Murray Hill,

Ingleside, Newtown, Elmhurst, Winficld, Woodside,
Corona, College Point, Whitestone, Ridgewood and
Forest Park. The New Y'ork and Queens Gas and
Electric company, incorporated under the laws of

New York, has had merged into it the following-

companies, viz., the Flushing Gas and Electric

Light company, the New York and Queens Light

and Power company and the Newtow'n Light and
Power company, all of which operate under per-

petual franchises obtained from the old municipali-

ties before the adoption of the new charter of the

city of New Y'ork. It has also acquired by pur-

chase other valuable franchises and rights in the

borough of Queens, which it proposes to utilize in

due time. The foregoing constituent companies

have been supplying Flushing. Murray Hill. Ingle-

side and other subdivisions of the old town of

Flushing with gas and electricity, and Newtown,
College Point and Whitestone with electricity. It

is the intention of the company to extend its mains

to Whitestone, under franchises controlled by it,

to supply the demand existing there for gas. It

is proposed, also, to further extend operations in

this department, taking in other sections of the

territory named. The proceeds of the present issue

of bonds will put the company in possession of funds

with which to make needed changes in equipment,

errlarge its main and wire system and provide work-

ing capital. At the present time, with three execu-

tive forces and with appliances not calculated to

produce economical results in all respects, the net

income is more than sufficient to meet the interest

charges on the present issue of bonds. With certain

changes in existing contracts—which will be made
shortly—and with the contemplated extensions and
improvements effected, the income will be largely

in excess of these figures, without counting on the

increase which may be expected from the present

remarkable growth of the section served. Up to

June 1st of this year the increase of the gas output

over last year was about 27 per cent., while for the

five months ended May 31. 1899. the increase in net

income from electric lighting has been about 40

per cent, over the same period of last year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professor .Allison W. Slocumb of the University

of Vermont has been sued by E. E. Miller of New-
port, a student at the university, for $10,000 damages.

The plaintiff bases his action on injuries said to

have been received by him at the hands of Professor

Slocumb in the winter of 1897. when the latter en-

deavored to take a skiagraph of a broken limb.

What promises to be the first permanent installa-

tion of Marconi apparatus on this side of the Atlan-

tic is that which is to be used by the government

of Trinidad, the southernmost of the Windward Is-

lands, in communicating with its dependency, To-
bago, some 20 or 25 miles away. Mr. W. H. Preece,

formerly at the head of the British telegraphic serv-

ice, has been invited to arrange the matter.

"Scientists," says the Philadelphia Record, "are

much interested in a fad which W. N. Jennings of

this city has been indulging in for the last 18 years,

and which, they say, has proven of much value to

them. No thunderstorm of any moment passes

over the city, no matter whether it is day or night,

that does not find Mr. Jennings arrayed in a spe-

cially constructed rubber suit, on top of his house,

photographing the lightning flashes. When the en-

thusiastic photographer first started this amusement
with his highly sensitized plates he spoiled hundreds
of them before he could obtain any satisfactory re-

sults. Finally, after two years of futile effort, he dis-

covered the right plan, and now his success is won-
derful. This work is considered so important that

Lord Kelvin, the world-renowned scientist, has

placed himself in communication with Mr. Jennings
in order to secure the earliest news of any discovery

which the Philadelphia man may make."

in Chicago last week in the interests of his product.
Mr. Young reports that the demand for Cling-surface
is becoming greater every day, and that it is now
in use all over the country.

T. O. Moloney, president of the Moloney Electric
company of St, Louis, was a recent Chicago visitor,

Mr. Moloney reports that the Moloney transformer
is being received with favor all over the country
and that it is now in use in every state in the Union
as well as in many foreign countries.

The entire plant of the Diamond Incandescent
Lamp company of Denver, Colo., having a capacity
of 1,500 lamps a day, will be sold at auction on
Wednesday, July 26th, at 10 a. m. The plant has been
appraised at less than one-fourth of its original cost.
It is said that this sale will be an opportunity for
someone to purchase a complete plant at a very low
figure. A. M. Estey, the trustee, may be addressed
at 418 Charles building, Denver, Colo.

A dispatch from Trenton, N. J., dated July 8th,
says that the Electric Axle Light and Power com-
pany, with an authorized capital of $25,000,000, was
incorporated on that day. The company is formed
for the purpose of lighting, heating, ventilating and
refrigerating railroad cars by means of electric power
generated by the revolution of the car axle. The
company is the outgrowth of the National Electric
Car Lighting company of New York.

John S, Nowotny of 313 East Second street, Cin-
cinnati, O., wishes it known that he severed his con-
nection with the Nowotny Electric company March
31. 1898. Mr. Nowotny founded the Nowotny Elec-
tric company and managed the business from its

incipiency until March 31, 1898. The assignment
of the Nowotny Electric company, which occurred
June 30, 1899, in no way effects him. After severing
his connection with the company he immediately
embarked in the manufacture of Nowotny's semi-
vacuum long-burning arc lamps and electrical spe-
cialties. The latter-named business is owned solely

by him and operated under his personal supervision
and name, and is not connected with the Nowotny
Electric company.

The Rolfe Electric company has been organized
in Illinois recently, with a capital stock of $50,000.
It intends to manufacture electrical apparatus, and
particularly apparatus designed! and invented by
Charles A. Rolfe of Chicago. Prominent among
the Rolfe devices is the Rolfe protector for protect-
ing telephone, telegraph, fire-alarm and similar cir-

cuits and instruments against power and lighting
currents, lightning and sneak currents. This pro-
tector has been perfected by Mr. Rolfe, after 10
years' practical experience in this field. Another
invention of his which the company intends to

put on the market is a fire-alarm apparatus, which
is especially simple and effective in its operation.
The office and factory of the company are at 355
North Wells street, Chicago.

Mr. Elmer G, Willyoung makes an interesting

announcement. The instrument business lately car-

ried on by him in Philadelphia under the name of

Elmer G, Willyoung & Co. has been transferred

to Foote, Pierson & Co., 82-84 Fulton street, and
Mr. Willyoung will have charge of the expert and
selling end of the business of the New York firm
mentioned, Carl Waser and John S. Dean, formerly
with Willyoung & Co.. will also be associated with
Foote. Pierson & Co.. in charge of the shop work
and laboratory respectively. Foote, Pierson & Co.
are the successors of the manufacturing department
of E. S. Greeley & Co. and are favorably known
to the electrical fraternity. Mr. Willyoung will carry
on his end of the business under his own name, and
states that the contract with James G. Biddle of
Philadelphia as sole selling agent has been annulled.

BUSINESS.

TRADE NEWS.
Albert B. Young, manager of the Cling-surface

Manufacturing company of Buffalo, spent a few days

A circular and price-list of the Incandescent Elec-
tric Light Manipulator company, 116 Bedford street.

Boston, is sent on application. Several styles of

manipulators and cleaners are illustrated.

The Koh-I-Noor Incandescent Lamp company.
1531 Monadnock building, Chicago, of which A. L.

Buchanan is manager, is placing on the market a

lamp for which the company claims a number of

special features, which should prove interesting to

all users of incandescent lamps. Although only re-

cently established, the Koh-I-Noor company is do-
ing a large business and the lamp is said to be re-

ceived with favor.

To meet the large demand for telephone and elec-

tric-light cross-arms the Electric Appliance com-
pany of 92 and 94 West Van Buren street. Chicago,
has been operating for several years past its own
cross-arm factory and has a very extensive plant

for this line of work just outside Chicago. This plant

has enabled the company to take the lead in this

class of material, and it is working its factory night

and day to keep up with the demand for these goods.

It is now nearly 10 years since the B. F. Stur-

tevant company of Boston first began to design and
build its own electric motors. Although originally

designed solely for fan propulsion, these motors
were soon built as independent machines, and to
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a still greater extent as dynamos for direct connec-
tion to Sturtevant engines. To-day the Sturtevant
generating set stands as well established as the well-

known Sturtevant fan, and covers a field peculiarly

its own—that of the small set, with high-grade and
high-speed automatic engine.

That the Bullock apparatus is gaining recognition

in the West is shown by frequent sales and numer-
ous inquiries through the Central Electric company,
Chicago, as western agent for the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company of Cincinnati. One of
the Central company's recent sales was a 7S-kilowatt,
type H, Bullock belted generator, with all acces-
sories, to the Keota Milling. Light and Power com-
pany, Keota, Iowa. This company did not select

the cheapest apparatus on the market, but wished
for that giving permanently good service.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis, Mo., reports that on account of its success
with the Adams-Bagnall enclosed arc lamps, it has

been compelled to add an arc-lamp department to its
business. It says that in every case where it has
installed Adams-Bagnall lamps the results have been
more than satisfactory. Mr. A. W. Dutton, who
has so successfully represented the Western Elec-
trical Supply company for a number of years in
the South, will hereafter make his headquarters at
the company's office in St. Louis and devote his
entire time and attention to managing the arc-lamp
department.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
627,997. Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. Paul

R. Goldey. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

October 26, 1898.

The essential features are a hammer, a trigger carried

thereby, a locking lever, means for locking the trigger in

position, and devices for operating the locking means and
the trigger when the current actuates the electromagnet.

628,014. Attachment for Electric Motors. Charles

R. Meston. St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

November 28, 1S9S.

The electric motor which is normally io circuit has me-
chanical means for laterally displacing the armature of

the motor relative to its field magnets, the maenetism of

the field magnets being relied upon to restore the arma-
ture to its normal position upon the disengagement of the

mechanical means therefrom.

62S.026. Method ot Controlling High-tension Cur-
rents. Henry G. O'Neill, New York, N. Y.

Application filed October 15, 1898.

The method described of coalrolling hieh-tension cur-
rents consists in passing them through a terminal into a
sealed-in glass tube or closure from which air has been
withdrawn, ani tapping them off at different distances
from the terminal by a meiallic contact through the walls
of the glass tube, the voltige being regulated by the length
of vacuum interposed.

628,046. Repeating and Transmitting Telephone.
George K. Thompson, Maiden, Mass. Applica-
tion filed November 29, 1898.

The instrument has transmitting electrodes and a dia-
phragm, the electrodes and the granular variable-resist-
ance material between the electrodes, a mechanical con-
nection interposed between the diaphragm and the
front electrode, the . connection being yielding to expan-
sions and contractions of the adjacent parts such as may
be produced by temperature variation, but rigid and un-
yielding under the rapid vibrations of the diaphragm in

operation.

so. 628,078.

628,050. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines,
Henry H. Wait, Chicago, 111. Application filed

June 10, 1898.

An iron-clad armature for dynamo-electric machines is

described in which the disks having projecting teeth of

substantially the same length as the space occupied by the
coil, with disks having similar teeth projecting farther

than the others adapted to hold blocks or wedges, whereby
the coils are retained in place.

628,068. Telephone System. William W. Bennett,

Mesguite, Tex. Application filed December i,

1897.

The substation instrument includes a pair of receivers
and two separate receiver-operated switcties. the main Hoe
leading to the apparatus in sections which have sep-
arate terminal connections respectively, with the separate
switches, circuit-wire connections including the switches
and the main-line terminals in the bell-circuit, and other
circuit-wire connections including the switches in circuit

with the two receivers and with the transmitter, whereby
the removal of either receiver for use provides for closing
the speaking circuit over one section of the main lins.

628,078. Magnetic Separator. Alvin Dings, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Application filed April 20. 1899.

A revoluble horizontally disposed dsk is parallel with
the conveyor and has a portion overhaoging the conveyor
and a portion extending laterally thereof, a series of
magnets carried by the di^k, circuil-controllers for the
magnets cairied by the disk, and provided eacb wiih a

stationary and a movable part adapted to make contact
with each other, aod a stationary device for engaging the
movable parts of the circuit-coDtrollers for separating the
movable and s'ationary coatacis and cuttine the magnets
out of circuit while they are out of line with the conveyor.

628,109. Alternating-current Arc Lamp. Gilbert L.

Moyer, Hartford, Conn. Application filed April

25, 1899.

Provision is made for a clutch having a part arranged to

open from a carbon a limited distance aod having a part
arranged to open from the carbon a greater distance, mag-
nets with cores for causing the clutch parts to close against
the carbon, and connections between the clutch parts and
the magnet cores.

628.113. Apparatus for Indicating the Number of

Conversations through Telephones. Carl Peter-
sen. Copenhagen, Denmark. Application filed

July 30, 1898.

The signal generator has a spindle and current-collect-
ing brushes, a bellows inflaled by turning the spindle, a

cut-out which normally renders the generator inoperative
on the line, and means operated by the bellows for break-
ing the cut-out, thereby rendering the generator operative
oD the line.

Issued July 4, iSgg.

628,116. Galvanic Battery. Johannes von der Pop-
penburg, Charlottenburg. Germany. Applica-
tion filed November 7, 1898.

This battery comprises a vessel, a cover sealed thereto,
a chambered carbon electrode in the vessel projecting
fluid-tight through the cover thereof, a depolarizing aeeni
in the chamber of the electrode, an insulating plug closing
the lower end of the chamber, a meiallic electrode sur-
rounding the carbon electrode and provided with a me-
tallic conductor projecting fluid-tight through the cover of
the vessel, a salt of an alkali metal filling the space be-
tween the two electrodes and the space between the
metallic electrode and the walls ot the vessel, and
means for introduciug water into the spaces, in com-
bination with a bed of a sulphate difiicult of solution on
which the carbon electrode is seated, and a porous parti-
tion surrounding the lower end of the electrode, on which
partition the metallic electrode is seated.

628,068.

6.-8,177. Safety Appliance for Electric Railways.
Maurice Hoopes, Lynn, Mass. Application
filed June 15, 1896.

A contact device is connected with the return circuit of

the system and normally in contact with a section of the
sectional conductor, an automaiic circuit-breaker in a
branch conductor supplying current to the section.

628,190. Electrical Slow-starting Device for Ma-
chinery. Irving Stone. Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed August 5, iSg8.

The shaft is to be driven by a motor geared with the
shaft, and an auxiliary motor and slow-motion gearing is

interposed between the same and the shaft, and an auto-
matic clutch having one member connected with the slow-
motion gearing and the other member connected with the
shaft, the members being arranged to be locked together
when the auxiliary motor is the driving part and to be dis-
engaged when the same becomes the driven part, whereby
the auxiliary motor employed for starting may become
automatically disengaged,

6j'8.240. Electric Meter. Thomas Duncan, Fort
Wayne. Ind. Application filed July 9, 1898.

Renewed April 5, 1899.

In an induction motor-meter there is the combination ot
the series field-coils, a shunt or volt coil, a transformer
having a primary circuit or coil connected to the supply
mains and a secondary coil supplying current to the volt
coil, an impedance coil in series with the secondary and
volt coils, a phase-chaogiog coil connected to the supply
mains and in iuductive relation to the impedance coil, a
variable resistance in series with the phase-chaugintf coil,

a revoluble artiiature, a retarding device and a regulating
mechanism.

NO. 628,014.

628,245. Dynamo-electric Machine. Maurice Hutin
and Maurice Leblanc. Paris, France. Applica-
tion filed April 10, 1897.

The method of reducing the self-induction of a single-

phase alternating- current induction motor consists in

opposing to the magnetotuotive forces of the inducing
field-pole coils the magnetomotive forces of the induced
arnlature coils, and rotating the armature by the action of
separate field-torque poles upon the poles produced in the
armature by induced currents.

628.246. Telephony. Maurice Hutin and Maurice
Leblanc, Paris, France. Application filed De-
cember 6, 1897.
The method described of transmitting sound by elec-

tricity consists m producing upon a line alternating cur-
rents the sum of whose normal energy is substantially con-
stant from instant to instant, and varying such enetgy byand in accordance with sound waves.

628,2^7. Multiple Telephony and Telegraphy.
Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc, Paris,
France. Application filed December 30, '1897.

A distributer at each end of the line aod a means for
synchronizing the distributers in resonant branches of the
line are described.

628.325. Electric-clock System. Frank Hope-Jones
and George B. Bowell, London, England.
Application fil.ed December 29, 1897.

The controlling primary clock is adapted to be wound at
intervals by electro-magnetic means. Other features are
a going-circuit and generator and a plurality of secondary
clocks iQ the-gomg-circuit. a striking-circuit and generator,
a plurality of electric annunciators in the striking-circuit
situated adjacent to the respective secondary clocks, and
a secondary clock in both circuits provided with means for
controlling the striking-circuit.

628,343, Fixing of Insulators for Carrying Electric-
line Wires. Werner Menzel, Dusseldorf. Ger-
many. Application filed February 27, 1899.
A stem or pin for insulators is screw-threaded through-

out a portion of its length at the end thereof where it
engages the insulator, a series of independent angular
grooves pass around the body of the pin at right angles
to its longitudinal axis, commencing where the screw-
threaded portion ends.

628.

628,,

628,

628,

628,

626

NO. 628,429.

351. Electrotherapeutic Apparatus. Henry G.
O'Neill. New York, N. Y. Application filed

October 15, 1898.

The inclosed chamber, transparent or translucent sup-
port therein, vacuum electrodes of glass adjacent to the
support, metallic electrodes arranged in the chamber so
as to produce a decomposing action on the atmosphere
when connected with a source of high-tension current, and
incandescent lights also adjacent to the support, are de-
scribed.

352. Vacuum Electrode for Therapeutic Pur-
poses. Henry G. O'Neill, New York, N. Y.
Application filed October 15, 1898.

A unipolar electrode of glass or other vitreous material
contains a vacuum chamber having an exterior contact
surface and a single sealed-in terminal designed for con-
nection with a source of high-tension electrical current.

,358. Method of and Apparatus for Varying the
Number of Phases of Polyphase Currents.
Henry A. Rowland. Baltimore, Md. Applica-
tion filed July 16, 1894.

The method of changing alternating current to direct
consists in setting up by the alternating currents dephased
magnetomotive forces, superposing the magnetomotive
forces and producing thereby electromotive forces of a
number of phases greater than that of the original alter-
nating current and commutating the current resulting from
the magnetomotive forces.

.Z7i- Electric Furnace. Frank P. Van Den-
bergh. Buffalo. N. Y. Application filed January
15. 1896.

An electric furnace is described comprising a feeding
device, electrodes adjustable lengthwise with reference to
each other to vary the length of the arc. and also provided
with means whereby the inner ends ot the electrodes are
vertically movable, independent of the lengthwise adjust-
ment, to change the position of the arc.

393. Electric-railway Gate. Thomas O. Cooper.
Wilmington, Del. Application filed October
13. 1S98.

Electrical-railway gale-operating mechanism is pro-
vided, including a stud mounted to move with the gate, a
lever in the path of the stud, and a spring to contact with
the lever, and a signaling device located at a distance from
the gate and provided with a local generator and a local
circuit which is connected with the lever and spring,
whereby the operation ot the gate may be noted inde-
pendent of gate operator's control.

429. Method of Heating Metals by Electricity.

Edward M. Bentley. Boston, Mass. Applica-
tion filed August 20, 1S90,

The method of beating conducting material for indus-
trial purposes consists in placing the material (o be
heated atone terminal of an electric circuit and bringing
it into contact with a liquid forming the other terminal of
the circuit.
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The Chicago Union Traction Company
and Its President.

Since July ist the new Chicago Union Traction
company has been in control of the systems of

cable and electric surface railways heretofore belong-
ing to the North Chicago Street Railroad company
and the West Chicago Street Railroad company

—

about 300 miles of track. The new company is

capitalized for $32,000,000—$12,000,000 preferred and
$20^000,000 common. As everybody knows, Mr. C.

T. Yerkes was the principal owner of the two old

companies and the president of both. He accepted
an offer of $10,000,000 for his holdings in the two
companies and agreed to secure the leasing of the

lines to the syndicate in consideration of rentals

equal to 12 per cent, per annum on the North Chi-
cago stock and six per cent, per annum on the

West Chicago stock, these rentals to be guaranteed
for the terms of the leases by the deposit in escrow
of the shares purchased from himself. It was fur-

ther agreed that the stock thus put in trust should
not be impaired or encumbered in any
way. Mr. Yerkes subscribed for $2,000.-

000 of the peferred stock, carying a bonus
of $1,000,000 of the common stock. Chi-
cago was allotted $3,000,000 of the pre-

ferred stock, and Ne\v York and Phila-

delphia promptly absorbed the remaining
$9,000,000. The cash was called June
26th and 100 per cent, was paid in one
day. Of this $12,000,000. $2,000,000 was
held for treasury purposes and $10,000,000
was paid to Mr. Yerkes for his stock,

less the $2,000,000 which he had sub-
scribed. The principal stockholders in

the new company are William C. Whitney,
Frederick P. Olcott, Anthony N. Brady.
Thomas F. Ryan, William L. Elkins, P.

A. B. Widener. H. B. Hollins. R. A. C.
Smith, F. E. Smith. E. A. Ballard. Jesse
Spalding and Charles T. Yerkes.
About the first ofHcial act of President

Spalding was the issuance of a formal
notice stating that the Chicago Union
Traction company had leased and taken
possession of the railroads and properties
of the North Chicago and West Chicago
Street Railroad companies, and that those
systems w^ould from July ist be operated
by and in the name of the new company.
It was also stated that the board of di-

rectors had elected the following-named
officers: Vice-president in New York.
R. A. C. Smith; vice-president, Walter
H. Wilson; general manager, J. M.
Roach: treasurer. James H. Eckels: as-

sistant treasurer, E. S. Owsley; secretary.

J. C Moore; auditor. F. E. Smith. All

employes and agents of the North and
West Chicago Street Railroad companies
were asked to discharge their present du-
ties until further orders.

The new administration is making haste
slowly. Very few changes have been
made as yet. President Spalding and his

advisers are undoubtedly considering
plans for future improvements, but are

disposed to look the ground over care-

fully and investigate thoroughly before
committing themselves to innovations.
It has been reported at different times
that the "underground trolley" and compressed-air
systems were to be substituted for mechanical haul-

age on the present cable lines, but the prospect of

a change of any kind is still indefinite. The presi-

dent's office is now in the Marquette building, but
it is probable that some other downtown location

will be secured for the company's ofifice. In Mr.
Yerkes' time headquarters were at 444 North Clark
street. Mr. Spalding, the new president, is reported
as having made this statement: "We have had the

property scarcely long enough to do anything with

it as yet, but we have found it in even better condi-
^tion than it was represented to be. We have made
a few minor changes and are contemplating addi-

tions to our transfer privileges. The greatest need
is for more cars, because every car in our barns
is now in use. We are planning to use longer cars.

and arrangements have already been entered into

for securing -them."

Jesse Spalding.

The new president of the Chicago Union Traction
company is a man of ripe experience in practical

business affairs. He has been prominently identified

with the lumber, interests of the Northwest, but is

also prominent in banking and in other affairs of

moment. He was born in Bradford County, Penn-
sylvania, April 15, 1837, and graduated at Athens
Academy. His early life was spent upon his father's

farm, and later he was engaged in rafting logs down
the Susquehanna River and Pine Creek. It was
not long after this before the young lumberman was
buying lumber for his employers, and at the age of

23 he was buying and shipping for himself. He
went West in i860, and realizing the possibilities of

Chicago as a lumber market, he determined to es-

tablish himself in this city. Accordingly he built

mills at Menekaunee, Wis., and also at the mouth
of the Cedar River, and established a sales yard in

Chicago at Lumber and Twelfth streets. He was
largely interested in the opening of the new lumber
district at Twenty-second street, which then had no
street-car connections. It was largely through his

energies that the Lake Michigan Ship Canal and
Harbor company was organized, which opened a

canal across the peninsula between Sturgeon Bay
and Lake Michigan, which shortened the lumber
route to Chicago by 150 miles. In 1892 the govern-

JESSE SPALDING.

ment purchased the canal and made it free to the

public.

Mr. Spalding built Camp Douglas in Chicago at

the breaking out of the Civil War. This ^was an

undertaking of magnitude^ and Mr. Spalding's patri-

otic and energetic fulfillment of his contract brought
him into prominence. Mr. Spalding has always been

prominent in the councils of the Republican party,

and in 1883 President Arthur appointed him col-

lector of the port of Chicago. In 1889 President

Harrison appointed him. one of the commissioners

for the Union Pacific railroad. Under Mayor Col-

vin Mr. Spalding was for three years a member of

the City Council, and, as chairman of the finance

committee, was instrumental in completely restoring

the financial credit of the city. At present he is a

director in the Commercial National. Garden City

and Hibernian Banks, and president of the Spalding

I>umber" company as well as of the Chicago Union
Traction company. Flis long residence in Chicago,

his sagacity and his wide experience make it certain

that the affairs of the new company will be ably

directed.
.

Three-cent Fares in Detroit.
As an outgrowth of the agitation lor municipal

ownership of the street-railway lines of Detroit, the
residents of that city are now paying three cents
each for street-car rides. The change went into
effect on July 14th, but is believed to be only tem-
porary, as the ruse of securing a 48-year franchise for
the companies thereby seems to have failed.
The scheme was this: When the Supreme Court

knocked out the McLeod Municipal Railway Com-
mission by declaring it unconstitutional. Governor
Pingree and Elliot G. Stevenson, who were later
jomed by J. C. Hutchins, proposed to buy the ex-
isting lines for $17,000,000, and to have the city guar-
antee the bonds to this amount. This commission
was to operate the roads and to give three-cent fares
and universal transfers. In case the scheme proved
a failure and the roads did not pay, they were to
revert to Tom L. Johnson and his present partners
owning the roads, and as a guarantee for this the city
was to issue a 48-year franchise to Johnson and his

associates, which should become oper-
ative when the experiment of three-cent
fares proved a failure. The "security
franchise" was passed by the aldermen
by a vote of 19 to 14 on July nth. but
there was intense opposition and cries of
"boodle." The mayor promptly vetoed
the ordinance. The next step was the
announcement of the three-cent rate by
the companies on the 14th. Governor
Pmgree issued circular after circular,
statmg that the scheme was in the in-
terest of the people, but press and public
were very incredulous, as. estimates of the
value of the 48-year franchises were from
$20,000,000 to $40,000,000.
The affair caused a great deal of excite-

ment, but as public opinion seemed to be
opposed to the 4S-year franchise scheme
even with three-cent fares tacked on. it

looks as though the whole Johnson-
Pingree scheme would fall through.
The ordinance can hardly be sustained
over the mayor's veto; and it is prob-
able that the old five-cent rate will be
restored while the companies endeavor
to make the best terms they can in ex-
tending their .franchises.

O.. A. Cooper contemplates establishing an elec-

Iric-light plant at Humboldt, Neb.

Recent Electrical Fires.
In reviewing the electrical fire record

for the period from April loth to July
loth, Mr. W. H. Merrill, Jr., the elec-
trician of the Underwriters' Electrical
Bureau, says;
"An unusual fire was caused by the

focusing of the sun's rays by an electric-
light bulb, which set fire to a curtain
in the window of a residence.
"A four-ton load of hay was destroyed

by fire caused by grounding of trolley cur-
rent through binding wires of hay while
load was passing through a subway. The
hay was completely consumed, but the
fire department saved the truck.
"A falling tree was the indirect cause

of two fires several miles away and the
temporary suspension of traffic on an
electric road. The tree, in falling,

carried down some wires of a telegraph company,
crossing them with the trolley wire. The heavy
current from the latter followed the telegraph wire
20 miles and set fire to two telegraph switchboards.
In both cases the fires were quickly extinguished.
Business on the electric railway was suspended an
hour.
"The usual number of summer fires due to light-

ning discharges entering buildings over electric-

light circuits is reported.

"Troubles from the crossing of signal circuits with
light and power wires seem to be increasing in

cities where overhead construction is still permitted.

Losses in such cases are principally confined to

switchboards and transmitting instruments, and are

invariably aggravated by the presence of wires hav-
ing paraffine insulation, in risks where their use

has been countenanced.
"The serious effects of high-tension current on low-

potential circuits are aaain illustrated by several fires.

Such occurrences sufficiently emphasise the neces-

sity of a rigid observance of the rules in construc-

tion work inside buildings.

"Three deaths from contact with live wires and
one from the breaking down of the insulation of a

transformer have been reported."
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IWr. Sprague's Description of the Mul-
tiple-unit Electric-railway System.
Before tlie American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, on May i6th, Mr. Frank J. Sprague
read a long and long-expected paper on the "Mul-
tiple-unit System of Electric Railways." Mr.
Sprague prefaced his account of his system by
an extended review of electric-railway development.
The multiple-unit system, says Mr. Sprague, may
be briefly described as a semi-automatic system of

control which permits of the aggregation of two or

more transportation units, each equipped with suffi-

cient power only to fulfill the requirements of that

unit, with means at two or more points on the unit

for operating it through a secondary control, and a

"train-line'' for allowing two or more of such units,

grouped together without regard to end relation or

sequence, to be simultaneously operated from any
point in the aggregation.
Describing in particular the car equipment of the

Alley "L" road in Chicago, on which the multiple-

unit system was given its first practical trial, Mr.
Sprague says:

It has been already pointed out that the multiple-

unit system is an aggregation of transportation units

of variable size, each equipped with the power re-

quired to operate that unit at a given schedule and
under determined conditions, with means for con-
trolling the aggregation from two or more points.

This does not necessarily mean that every car is

equipped; that depends upon the schedule and the

requirements of acceleration, for the method is

equally applicable whatever the number of cars that

are equipped with motors or the number of motor-
lessor "train-line" carswhich are mixedinwith them.

For example, a train can be made up of pairs, each

of which forms a transportation unit consisting of

one motor and one motorless car, so that the train

man when at the leading end, at the same time allow-
ing free passage from one car to another. On each
car, therefore, at the right-hand diagonal corners the
ironwork has been removed and a three-part cab
constructed, the outer end being a fixture with a
drop window, and carrying in the angle formed by
the platform the initial controlling mechanism, being
the master controller for the electrical system and
the engineer's valves for the air brakes. On each
side is a door, each hinged in opposite direction,

and folding back one over the other against the
header of the oar, leaving, when in this condition, the

platform clear and the ordinary gate in operation.
When used by the motorman, one or both doors

are closed, the iron gate swung in place, and a small
protecting cab is the result.

Motors and Controllers.

Under one end of the car, in place of the ordinary
truck, is a motor truck carrying two 50 horse power
(hour rating) standard railway motors of capacity
and gearing such as to safely allow the motors to

work up to the skidding point of the wheels with 60
per cent, of the weight of the car equipment and
load upon them.
The motors are of the General Electric manufac-

ture and of the usual Sprague suspension.
In the hood of each car is a controller for the

motors enclosed behind a trap-door which can be
lowered for ready inspection. The controller is of

the multiple-series type, is driven by a small pilot

motor, and provision' is made for at will or simul-
taneously producing a step-by-step or interrupted

or periodic forward movement of the controller,

and a continuous or interrupted return movement of

limited in its movements by increment of the main
current to or above any definite amount.
The throttle is set just short of the skidding point

of the wheels on a normal track, allowing 15 per
cent, adhesion, and absolutely limits the current
input to that which is required by the determined
rate of acceleration. Any rate less than this can
also be effected by proper handling of the motor
controller, so that any movements, no matter how
refined, are perfectly possible.

This throttle is in the circuit of one motor only,
so that it is equally effective whether in the series or
multiple position.

Although there is a master controller on each
platform, their construction is such that interference
with them is difficult, and has never been known '

to occur.

The "Train line."

So far, the system described is that of a secondary
electric control of a single controller, but by paral-
leling the relay and other circuits it is evident that
the two or more equipments on a single car can be
operated, and also that if these equipments are put
on different cars they can likewise be operated,
provided means exist for properly connecting the
prime controlling circuits and insuring practical syn-
chronism of the different controls and equal work
on the different motors. Where the equipments, how-
ever, are on different cars, it then becomes necessary
to have a "train-line" and couplers, so that a govern-
ing circuit which can be energized at various points
is made up of a "train-line" individual to either car
and couplers of some kind between them.
This "train-line" is necessarily an independent line,

Fig. 5. Exterior \ieu-.

can be made up of two, four or six cars, that is,

one, two or three couples, thus averaging one motor
per car in use. Three and five-car trains can be

made up, the third and fifth being a motor car or a

train-line car. In any case, two-motor equipments
can be put on one-half of the cars and the balance
equipped with a "train-line" so as to get one sched-
ule, and when it is desired to increase the schedule
motors and a controller can be added to the par-

tially equipped cars.

Of course, the finality of the system on roads with
frequent stops, to get the maximum schedule speed,

is a motor on each axle, but in a large number of

casei and with pivot-truck cars, commercial de-

mands are such that two motors per car are sufficient,

and on some service two motors on alternate cars

only.

The equipment of the South Side road has been
made on a mixed plan, 120 cars first being each
individually equipped with two motors, then 30
cars with a "train-line," but without motors, and
finally 30 additional cars completely equipped. .

The position and arrangement of the South Side
yards and the running of trains into a Y at one end
and around a loop at the other produces every pos-
sible aggregation of cars. Hence, for the equipment,
in order to avoid head and tail switching, and to

permit of this variable aggregation, there was one
vital condition, which was that no matter how trains

were made up. like hand mo-\«inent at the end of

any car must at all times mean like track movement
relative to the operator, and the system of connec-
tions from one car to another must automatically

provide for such a result.

The Cab

This variation of car aggregation, and the further

condition that no seat-rroom should be taken up by
the motorman, made it necessary to provide each car

with a movable cab on the platform such that it

could be left open for the free use of the ordinary
entrance gate when in the body of the train, and yet

be readily closed and afford protection to the motor-
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it to the off position through various automatics con-
nected with the pilot motor and the initial control

circuits.

In addition to the current-varying controller, there

is a main reverser, likewise operated by the same
agencies as the pilot motor, for determining the

direction of the current delivered to the motors, and

for instantly opening the circuit of the motors
in case of emergency.

Inside of each cab is a small master controller or

operator's switch mounted on a standard and fas-

tened te the woodwork of the cab. Through this

master controller the pilot apparatus of the current-

varying controller and the reversers are governed.

It is provided with a movable handle operating a

spring-retracted spindle which, through various de-

grees of movement, makes contact with the reverser

circuit and with three determinate positions—coast,

series and multiple. Momentary contactson these

various points give any desired intermediate posi-

tion of the main controller, which has a stepped

movement. In order to maintain the controller at

any point, or to keep the governing circuits or train-

lines energized, the handle of the master controller

must be held in position. If the handle is released,

whether from accident or design, the spfindle instantly

returns to coast position, and the controller auto-

matically returns to the off position and cuts ofif

the current, or if the master controller is allowed

to go to the center position, the reverser is instantly

opened and the controller then comes to open-cir-

cuit also automatically.

The arrangement of circuits is such that by the use

"of a relay and throttle and the proper interconnection

between the controlling circuits, the operator is at

liberty to do about as he pleases with the master
controller, and can rely upon the main controller

operating satisfactorily.

For example: He can go to the series or to the

multiple position, or from the last reverse movement
instantly, and the controller, instead of responding
instantly, responds progressively, the pilot being

Fig I. Cross-section.

not being a part of the main motor circuits on any
car. It can be energized, of course, from any elec-

trical source, but for convenience the main source
of supply is the one used.

This "train-line" consists of five wires perfectly
insulated, made into a common cable permanently
located in the car and terminating at each platform
in one or more couplers, in this particular case in a
pair of couplers, one under each corner of the plat-

form, these couplers being shrouded so as to prevent
dirt or rain entering them.
When trains are made up the train-lines are con-

nected by a reversible jumper having corresponding
wires, and the system is so disposed and connected
that no matter from which corner the connections
are made, or how the cars are reversed or altered
in sequence, the circuits are automatically established
such that like track movement is always assured with
like hand movement of the master controllers.

The section of train-line in each car is not a part
of the normal controlling circuit individual to the
control equipment, but is connected with it with
switches, which enables a severance of the two sys-

tems, that is. the local-car system and the train-

line, so that no matter how trains may be made
up, it is always possible to disconnect the controlling
mechanism of any train for any purpose whatever.
The practical result of the system is that every

aggregation of cars, whether one or more, has
identically the same characteristics in the matter of

load, capacity, motor-equipment, rate of acceleration,

etc., as are possible with^a single car. and every com-
bination is made without the slightest thought being
given to pairing of electrical circuits.

Air Brakes.

Each car is eouipped with an automatic aJr-brake
system, supplied by Chrisensen air compressors, with
a reserve tank, and an equalizing pipe running from
car to car, the compressors being started and stopped
aiitomatically through an air-governed switch by
fall and rise of air pressure.

On each platform, alongside of the master con-
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troller, is a small engineer's valve, so that from any
selected cab the air brakes can be operated with
equal facility.

A balance wire runs throughout the train^ and is in-

cluded in the same coupling as connects up the elec-

trical train-line, so that when an air governor
on any car closes circuitj all compressors start and
continue in operation until the last governor throws
out. This is to effect equal work on the various
compressors and to maintain absolute certainty of

air supply at all times.

Automatic Protection.

If a train should part, three systems of automatics
come into play. The reversers go to open circuits,

the controllers to the ofif position and the air brakes
also automatically operate.

If the main circuit fails, all reversers open instantly
and the controllers must come to the ofif position,

which they will do automatically as soon as current
is restored, before current can again be put in the
main motors.
So. too, if there is an instant reversal of the master

controller. The reversers tirst open circuit, the con-
trollers return to the off or any determined position,

then start again, and are instantly arrested on the
first contact. Provision is made so that it is im-
possible to run backward at more than one-half
speed from any platform when operating from that

platform.

Performance.

For several weeks, on account of lack of equip-
ment, the motors on the equipped cars in the morn-
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Basin for Ship, Models at Washington
Navy Yard.

Aside from its general interest, the new United
Slates experimental model basin at the Washington
navy yard forms an exceptionally valuable study to
electrical men, inasmuch as the machinery in it is

electrically operated, with several new applications.
The value of towing experiments upon small

scale models of ships for the purpose of deducing
the resistance of a full-sized ship from that of the
small model was demonstrated by the late Mr. Will-
iam Froude, who, at his own expense, started a
small tank for such experimental work at Torquay,
England, about 1870.

The value of towing experiments upon small-
Navy Department has appreciated for many years
the vaiue of an experimental basin, but it was for
a long time unable to secure an appropriation for
the purpose. Congress finally, about two years ago,
granted $100,000 for this work. The basin proper
was completed the latter part of last year^ and the
special machinery and apparatus have now been
completed and installed.

The basin is located in the southeast corner of the
Washington navy yard. The accompanying illustra-

tions give a very fair idea of the external and internal
appearance, and Fig. i, p. 46, shows the construction
of the main body of the tank proper. The building
(Fig. 5) is 500 feet long and about 50 feet wide inside.

The water surface of the basin is slightly shorter
than the building, being about 470 feet long. The
deep portion is about 370 feet long, the south end.
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upon them. Meanwhile a rough block of shapes
and dimensions to enable the finished model to be
cut from it has been prepared and glued together
under pressure in a large hydraulic press. This block
is placed upon the upper tabic of the model-cutting
machine, ilustrated in Fig. 2, p. 48, the "former"
model being placed upon the lower table. The
model-cutting machine works upon the principle of
the Blanchard lathe, a roller iransversing the surface
of the "former" model and saws or cutters working
upon the surface of the model proper. The bulk
of the material is removed from the block by means
of the saws, which are shifted along a short dis-
tance at a time. Rotary cutters are then applied
which finish the surface of the model very close to
the desired shape. The model is then removed
from the cutting machine and finished by hand, a
very small amount of hand work, however, being
found necessary. It is now ready for varnishing
and the attachment of any appendages, such as bilge
keels, striits, etc. It is finally taken to the measur-
ing machine and careful measurements made of its

exact form and shape, which not only enable the
staff to determine whether the model represents the
lines desired, but gives an exact record of the actual
shape.

The model is now ready for the towing experi-
ments. Figs. 3 and 4 show the carriage used in this

work. Fig. 4 showing the observers in position upon
the carriage. It runs upon eight wheels and spans
the full width of the basin, as shown. The platform
in the center, carrying the recording apparatus, can
be raised or lowered at will. Electricity is used to

BASIN FOR SHIP MODELS AT WASHINGTON NAVY YARD. ^INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING TOWING CARRIAGE.

ing and evening hours were subjected to a regular
increase of load of about one-third, and at times every
motor car has been in operation. The economy of
quick acceleration for high schedules has been
thoroughly demonstrated. When coasting freely, on
test, with car making 15-mile schedule, and under
the conditions of grade and station intervals on the
South Side road, the energy used at the car was
about j'^ watt-hours per ton-mile.

A very large number of records has been taken
by Mr. Lundy [of Sargent & Lundy, the consulting
engineers for the South Side Elevated Railroad com-
panj^J. these running iiito the hundreds, under all pos-
sible conditions of acceleration and all sorts of motor
and trail-car combinations, for determining the best
methods of operation, the highest degree of economy
under various loads, and for ascertaining track, car
and gear resistances, resulting in a very satisfactory
equation with speed and weight as factors. These
are conclusive of the benefits of this method of

operation, independent of the influence on passenger
traffic of high-schedule speeds and short-time in-

tervals.

The -system was put to the hardest test on Oc-
- tober 19th, Jubilee Day, and although operating
with only 148 cars on nearly 20 miles of total

trackage, 240 cars per hour were sent into and out
of the loop at Congress street, hour after hour, with-
out a hitch. This was done by reversing trains at

cross-overs at three or four different points, thus
intensifying the car movement where traffic demands
were greatest.

On this particular day. when the car mileage was
increased about 80 per cent., and with very heavy

- loads, the central station had six 400 horse power
(standard rating) boilers only in use, with but two

[Continued on i>age j'^.]

from which runs begin, being shallow. The water
surface is 43 feet wide, and the depth from top of
coping to the bottom of the basin is 14 feet eight
inches. The basin is materially larger than any
other in existence.

The law authorizing the construction of the model
basin also authorized experiments to be made for

private shipbuilders," provided they defrayed the
actual cost of the same, it being understood, of

course, that such experiments should not interfere
with naval work. This being the case, it was neces-
sary to lay out the plant with a view to the rapid
and economical turning out of routine experiments,
and to this end the endeavor has been throughout
to use machinery for as many of the operations as
possible. Wood has been adopted as the material
for the models, and after some difficulty a satisfac-

tory varnish was found which rendered the surface
of the wood to all intents and purposes absolutely
watertight. The standard length of model used is

20 feef.

. The meihod. of building the model is as follows:
The "lines" of the ship invariably include a body
plan giving sections at moderately close intervals.

From this body plan new sections are drawn to

the proper size for a 20-foot models by means of

the eidograph or large pantograph. These sections
are cut out of paper, and then transferred to wooden
boards, which are sawed to shape. These boards
are next erected in their proper relative positions

upon the erecting table, each board section being
clamped in a vertical plane. They are then covered
with battens about one-half inch "thick and tapering

from amidships toward the end, making a "former"
model, the surface of which is planed smooth. In
cutting out the sections allowance is made for ^the

thickness, of the battens which have to be nailed

drive the carriage; in fact, electricity Is used
for all mechanical work in connection with the
model tank. The speed of the carriage is varied, not
only by making various combinations of the four
motors—one to each pair of driving wheels—but by
controlling the output of the generator in the power
station, which is, perhaps, 100 yards from the tank.
This control is on the Ward Leonard system, and
is very similar to that used to control the motion
of heavy turrets on board ship. By means of a
resistance box on the carriage the current through
the field-coil windings of the generator is increased
or decreased at will. The revolutions of the gen-
erator being kept constant by a delicate governor,
the amount of current generated varies with the
amount of current through the field coils of the
magnet. The whole of the current generated is

passed through the motors, and in practice it is found
that a very exact regulation of speed is obtained
by this combination. The carriage itself, with its

fittings, weighs in the neighborhood of 25 tons,
so that it alone forms a kind of flywheel, and is not
subject to sudden variations of speed. The speed
of the carriage can be varied from .1 knot an
hour, or 20 feet a minute, to 20 knots an hour, oi"

2,000 feet a minute.
, The principal difficulty in connection with the
use of high speeds, which, while not necessary for
the bulk of the experiments, will be of great value
in certain special experiments, is to stop the car-
riage when it is once under way. The electrical con-
trol acts as a brake, because when the current is

shut off the motors become generators, but this

could not be relied upon for high speeds, since the
sudden rush of current due to possible unskillful
manipulation would throw the circuit-breakers, thus
opening the circuit and cutting off the current en-
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tirely. For these reasons there is at the north or

terminal end of the basin a double system of brakes

to take hold of the carriage. The first is a friction

brake consisting of two strips of iron on either side

pressed together by hydraulic cylinders. These
are forced apart by a slipper on the carriage about
10 feet long, which, as well as the brake strips, is

kept thoroughly oiled, so that the coefficient of

friction for stopping, though low, is fairly definite,

and sudden jerks are avoided. The pressure in the

hydraulic cylinders is controlled by an accumulator
and a pump driven by electricity. Great care has
been taken in connection with this part of the in-

stallation that it may be always in working order,

and any trouble or breakdown, except that of the

pump itself^ which runs all the time, will simply
result in setting the pressure at maximum. This
maximum is 600 pounds, but it has been found by
actual experiment that with 500 pounds pressure the

carnage is brought safely to rest when it enters

the brakes at a speed of 20 knots. It is not expected
in practice to repeat this often, since even for the

high-speed runs the electrical brake will be used
to reduce the speed of the carriage before the fric-

tion brake is used. In addition to the friction brake
there is what is called the emergency brake, so
that in case the friction brake fails for any reason,

the carriage would still be caught. This brake con-
sists simply of a piston about 16 inches in diameter,
working in a cylinder which is submerged in the

water of the tank and connected by wire cables to

a hook which takes hold of the carriage. The head
of the cylinder has a round hole and the piston rod
is tapered so that as the rod is drawn out by the
motion of the carriage the hole is gradually closed,

the whole being almost exactly upon the principle

of the hydraulic-gun recoil brake. An escape is

provided for the water around the piston when it

starts from rest to avoid sudden accelerations from
the whole mass of water in the cylinder.

The dynamometric apparatus is designed to avoid
entirely the use of multiplying levers or other de-

vices involving the possibility of friction, and here
again electricity is enlisted. The recording drum
is fitted with apparatus for recording the time and
distance, as usual. The resistance is measured di-

rectly by a spring. The forward end of the spring
is attached to a bracket, which is screwed forward
or back by an electric motor, and a rigid arm runs
up from the bracket, with a pencil recording its

position on the drum. The record then is of the

position of the forward bracket. The after end of the

spring takes hold of a small cross- head, to the other

end of which, again, is attached a towing rod which
takes hold of the model. This cross-head has a

very slight play between stops in the after fixed

done within 50 feet, he throws in by a single motion
of one handle the automatic appliances which start

the drum and record time, distance and resistance.

In this way the resistance pen has to move but a
small distance to reach the position of equilibrium
and almost immediately becomes steady. It will be
seen that with this device friction is eliminated. The
accuracy obtainable depends upon the closeness with
which the automatic stops at the after end of the
spring can be set. In practice it is found that these
can be set to give a play of about the fiftieth of an

scale pan, a second pen set to record the resistance,
and so on. It is evident then that when the run is

made these fixed pens mark off upon the paper a
scale for resistance, avoiding all complications of

corrections for temperature of spring or anything
else. A complete double outfit of springs is already
provided for measuring resistance from one pound
up to 500 pounds, and for special work additional
special springs will be obtained.
The basin is filled from the water system of Wash-

ington and will hold 1,000.000 gallons. Two elec-

FIG. 2. BASIN FOR SHIP MODELS AT WASHINGTON NAVY YARD.—MODEL-CUTTING MACHINE.

inch, and as the springs will extend 10 inches, the
results obtained are practically exact as indicating
the pull of the spring.

There is fitted at the starting end of the basin a
kind of weighing machine with one vertical and one
horizontal arm. This is delicately balanced, and
when the model has been connected up and is ready
for towing, a certain spring being in use, the vertical

arm. or rather a knife edge which bears upon the

trical centrifugal pumps are provided, the larger of

which will empty the tank in about four hours.
The smaller pump is a four-inch pump, used for

draining the last water from the basin and also for

pumping the water from outside the basin, to avoid
the possibility of undue pressure upon it in case it is

left empty for some time. This is necessary, since
the basin is but a short distance from the Potomac
River and extends eight or nine feet below mean
tide level. A gauge indicates the level of the out-
side water, which is found to be, as a rule, about
six feet below the water in the basin.

The leakage from the basin, which is very slight,

and the evaporation are made up with filtered water,

an animal-bone filter being installed with a capacity
of from 50 to 100 gallons a minute, depending
upon the turbidity of the water. In practice a
Muall stream of fresh filtered water is kept running
into the basin all the time, and the level maintained
wherever desired by an adjustable overflew.
The building and tank or basin proper were de-

signed by the Bureau of Construction and Repair,
as well as the machinery for making models. The
electrical installation was fitted by the General Elec-
tric company, many of the electrical details of de-

sign being also due to that company. The car-

nage proper was built by the William Sellers com-
pany, the dynamometer apparatus partly by the

Sellers company and partly by SaegmuUer of Wash-
mgton, who also built the large eidograph. All of

these are upon the designs of the Bureau of Con-
struction and Repair. The model-cutting ma-
chinery was built by Detrick & Harvery of Balti-

more. Md., to the designs of the Bureau of Con-
struction and Repair.
For the information and illustrations in this arti-

cle the Western Electrician is indebted to the

Scientific American.

FIG. 4. BASIN FOR SHIP MODELS AT WASHINGTON NAVY YARD.—T0\VING CARRIAGE WITH OBSER\'ERS AT WOFK.

bracket, and when it touches either stop closes an
electrical contact, which again throws an electric

clutch by means of which the motor, running all

the time, screws forward or back the forward
bracket, thus increasing or decreasing the tension
of the spring until the contact is opened again.

The operator can throw either clutch at will or
set them to work automatically. In practice, when
about to make a run, the operator works the bracket
forward to the immediate vicinity of the position
which he knows it will assume during the run, the

approximate speed of which he knows. The car-
riage is then started, and after a uniform speed has
been obtained, which, for speeds up to 12 knots, is

vertical arm, is connected to the model. A known
weight is then put into the scale pan attached to the
horizontal arm. The automatic attachment in con-
nection with the dynamometer spring is thrown
into gear, and the weighing machine is screwed for-

ward or backward until it is in perfect balance and
the record pen recording the position of the spring
is at rest. It is evident then that the pull of the

spring is exactly equal to the weight in the scale

pan. There are a number of pens which can be
shifted parallel to the recording pen and set in a

definite position to record upon the drum. One of

these pens is set to correspond to the position of the

resistance pen, then another weight is put into the

American Electro-therapeutic Asso-
ciation.

The American Electro-therapeutic association will

liold its ninth annual meeting at Washington, D. C,
September 19, 20, 21, 1899. The president, Dr. F.

B. Bishop, has appointed the following committee
of arrangements: Drs. D. Percy Hickling (221 Third
street, N. W., Washington, D. C), chairman, Jos.
Taber Johnson, G. Lloyd Magruder, Z. T. Sowers,
Robert Reyburn, G. Betton Massey, Charles R.
Luce, Elmer Sothoron, Llewellyn Eliot, Clifton

Mayfield. Willard's Hotel has been chosen for the
headquarters and special rates have been made for

all interested in this meeting.
Many papers have been promised, and a very

successful scientific meeting is assured. There will

be a large exhibition of electro-therapeutic appa-
ratus in Willard's Hall during the meeting of the

association. The committee also promises a pleas-

ant social programme, including a reception by the

president of the United States, an excursion to

Mount Vernon. Arlington and Alexandria (a buffet

lunch to be served at Alexandria) and an evening
visit to the Congressional Library, to be viewed
under electrical illumination. Provisions have also

been made to visit the War. State and Navy Depart-
ments, the United States Treasuiy and other public

buildings.
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Electric-railway Work in the City of
Mexico.

Although the rainy season set in last month, prog-
ress continues in the work of transforming tl\e

Guadalupe and San Angel lines of the District rail-

way in the City of Mexico from mule haulage to

electric traction. However, the weather does inter-

fere with the track and overhead work after midday.
There is still some little work to be done in the cen-
ter of the city, changing from the oia light-weight
rails to the new 8s-pound, 60-foot girders. This
has been a difficult proposition for the company to

overcome, owing to the crowded condition of the
streets and tracks. The construction department,
however, has been able to cope with this feature by
devising temporary tracks and bridges, over which
the present service passes without interference to

or from the new work. The city officials, appreciat-
ing the advantage of the change in service, have given
every assistance to the management in the work.
Fig. I gives an idea of how the work is going on.

The power house (Fig. 2) is a large building, lo-

cated in Colonia, Indianilla, south of the city, and,

with its boiler house and coal storage, presents a

substantial and business-like appearance. The three

buildings are of structural steel, the walls, of stone

and "tepetate," being erected after the steel struc-

ture and roof were completed and the greater part

of the steam and electrical machinery on the foun-
dations. This method of erecting machinery in an
unenclosed building shows the dependence placed on
the regularity of the climatic conditions in Mexico.
The equipment at the power house is, in brief, as

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The general supervision of the work is under Mr.
A. E. VVorswick, vice-president and resident en-
gineer for the District Railway company, assisted by
a capable corps of assistants. The installation of the
boilers and auxiliaries is under the direction of Mr.
J. Pereira, representative of the English Babcock
& Wilcox company in Mexico. The engines and
condensing apparatus were installed by engineers
direct from the Mcintosh & Seymour shops at Au-
burn, N. Y. The electrical apparatus furnished by
the General Electric, company of Schenectady, N.
Y., is being installed by engineers of the Mexican
branch—the Mexican General Electric company.
The facts and illustrations in this description are

t.iken from Modern Mexico.
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I'Jhe figures given are furnished by the Detroit
correspondent of the Western Eectrician. It
should be remembered, in considering them, that
no allowance appears to be made for depreciation,
taxes, insurance and water. The Detroit plant ap-
pears to be operated with greater efficiency than
formerly, but it is not credible that 450-watt arc
lamps can be operated at a cost of less than $47 a
year, if all items properly entering into the cost
arc taken into account.—Ed.l

Public Lighting in Detroit.

The ^latest annual report of the Detroit lighting
commission shows a better record than any before
made. There is a marked deduction in expenses.
The cost of maintaining the lights has been brought
down to $46.46, according to the figures given. The
total amount of money expended for the 12 months

Naming the Horseless Carriage.
While the word '"automobile," as the generic name

for the self-propelled vehicle, is not etymologically
perfect, it seems, nevertheless, to be firmly fixed.
Still, there are those who object to it, and many
suggestions are made.
Mr. C. E. Woods of the Fischer Equipment com-

pany of Chicago writes: "The name I wish to sug-
gest to the public is the name 'autobaine,' which,
translated, means automatic wagon—baine being
derived from an old Greek word meaning wagon;

Fig. I.

follows: Three batteries of Babcock & Wilcox wa-
ter-tube, high-pressure boilers, together with their

pumping, heating and economizing apparatus,

supplying steam to two Mcintosh & Seymour cross-
compound, condensing engines, each direct-con-

nected to one General Electric 425-kilowatt, 550-volt,

direct-current generator, operating at 100 rev-

olutions a minute. In addition, there is one Mc-
intosh & Seymour single-cylinder high-speed auto-
matic engine, direct-connected to one General Elec-
tric 25-kilowatt generator; this latter unit is for use
in lighting the several buildings,, car sheds, machine
shops, etc., with arc and incandescent lamps. Be-
side the machine panels, the switchboard will have
eight feeder panels, the generator and feeder panels
being equipped with the full quota of recording and
safety devices.

Fig. 3 shows a portion of the intecior of the build-

ing during the erection of the machinery and the
general construction of building before the comple-
tion of side walls. The 25-ton traveling crane is

also partially shown. With this hoisting device the
parts—some pieces weighing 25 tons each—of the
engines and electric generators were conveyed from
the freight cars on which they were received and
placed in their relative positions for assembling with
the greatest ease.

The original rolling-stock equipment will com-
prise 35 18-foot special car bodies, measuring 27
feet over platforms, built by the J. G. Brill company
of Philadelphia. Pa., arranged with cross-seats and
long, wide windows, which, when lowered, will tend
to convert the cars from "closed" to "open." This
feature will be greatly appreciated in the semi-tropi-

cal climate of Mexico. The cars will be mounted
on extra heavy Brill trucks, and the electric equip-
ment will consist of two General Electric railway
motors of 35 horse power capacity each, complete
with their controlling devices. The cars will also

be lighted with incandescent lamps, and suitable head
and signal lights will be installed. It is the inten-

tion to use the new cars for first-class passenger
service, and to haul some of the old mule cars as

trailers, for the second-class traffic.

ELECTRIC-RAILWAY WORK IN THE CITY OF MEXICO.

ended June 30th will show the following compari-
sons with the previous year:
Department. 1899. 1898.

Maintenance Si7,4i3-59 $16,305.61
Executive 8,172.13 8,470.57
Station 41,251.98 42,087.44
Lighting 29,345.06 3r.805.47
Snop, 122.17 716.39
Injuries and damages 360.10 327.70

Total £96,665.03 599,713.18

In 1S97 the total amount expended was $110,141.48.
The average number of street lights operated was
1,911, against 1,744 in 1898 and 1,564 for 1897. Of
these, 39 are arc lights on Belle Isle. The number
of incandescent lights operated in the public build-
ings of Detroit was 977; on the island, 934.
The electric output was 3,539,567 kilowatt-hours,

against 3,281,115 for 1898 and 2,890,412 for 1S97.

The amount of coal consumed was 18.166,432 pounds,
against 17,075,525 for 1898 and 15,032,130 for 1897.
This, reduced to the number of pounds per kilowatt-
hour, is 519, against 523 for 1898 and 499 for 1897.

Each arc lamp was operated an average of

3,811 hours and five minutes, or a nightly average
of 10 hours and 25 minutes. The cash cost for each
arc light is placed at $46.46. against $51-85 for 1898
and $64.19 in 1897. The principal deduction in the

cost of light was in the trimming department,
through the introduction of long-burning carbons, at

the suggestion of Commissioner Ingram.

Fig. 3-

so we have, for the name of the vehicle, autobaine,
autobaineer, as applied to a man operator, auto-

baineeress, as applied to a woman operator, and
autobaining or autobaineering for the act of using
the vehicle; in addition to which this name is ap-
plicable to any kind or form of self-propelled ve-

hicle."

Bishop Seymour of Springfield, III., suggests the

word "autokineton," which, he says, is pure Greek.
Other curious possibilities mentioned are "sponto,"
"ahippion," "mob," "dynamette," "machinette,"
"moteel" and "pou vehere."

Westinghouse Affairs in England.

The Westinghouse interests are expanding.. A
company was recently established in France, and
it is now announced that another will commence
operations in England, having works at Manchester.

It is said that George Westinghouse will direct the

enterprise, using American experts and American
ideas with British capital and labor. Lord Kelvin
is mentioned as the technical adviser of the new
company. Like the French company, the English
concern will probably be entirely independent of

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pittsburg, although sustaining intimate and
friendly relations with it.

M-^fi^
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Washington, D. C, September 19th to 21st.

Chicago Exposition of Electrical Arts, Tattersall's, September
25th to October gth.

Internationa] Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October i/t 1 . . : >. i .

recent Institute paper on multiple-unit electric rail-

ways is given in this issue. The inventor's descrip-

tion of this important improvement in electric rail-

roading is of exceptional interest, and deserves a

careful perusal.

One explanation of a recent fire in the infants'

ward at Bellevue Hospital, New York, was that in

some way "the candle was upset." Now people are

wondering why electric lights are not provided in

such an important institution as Bellevue Hospital.

Portable lamps are easily arranged, and the use

of candles in a place where a fire would be such a

serious matter seems to be without excuse.

Although the electric vehicle has scarcely been

introduced into public use, its "dangers" are al-

ready subjects of discussion in the dally newspapers.

Incompetent and reckless operators have given

ground for public alarm, and failure of the con-

trolling devices to work properly has increased the

distrust which many had felt toward the innovation.

It will not allay public fears to point to the number

of accidents that are due to runaway horses. The

street-railway men of the country will appreciate

this fact and they will recall the opposition to the

"deadly" trolley that was developed in this country

only a few years ago. It is true that public senti-

ment has changed, but many enterprises suffered in

the meantime. When a little attention will avert

trouble it seems that the promoters of automobile

companies would do well to avoid the dangers that

the trolley men encountered. This is the critical

time, and by exercising great care and intelligence

the promoters of these new enterprises will save

themselves lots of trouble in the future.

An interesting feature of the electrical display in

connection with the National Export Exposition in

Philadelphia next fall will be the plan of special

illumination of the city hall adopted for the period

of the exhibition. The building is a very imposing

structure, the highest point being 547 feet above the

ground, and at present there is a rim of lights

around the base of the statue of William Penn, which

surmounts the structure. It is claimed that these

lights can be seen at a distance of 30 miles. Before

the exposition opens a ring of arc lights will be placed

around the rim of Penn's hat, over 500 feet above

the pavement, and long strings of incandescent lights

will run from there to the roof of the building.

Every cornice will be studded with lights, and all

sides of the massive building will be emblazoned by
designs in colored lights. Much interest will be

manifested in the effect thus produced. It has been

the experience of managers of expositions that the

arc and incandescent lights do not harmonize when
used for display purposes. The arc lamp is too

harsh to produce pleasing effects, and the incandes-

cent dwindles into insignificance when placed in

contrast with the more powerful illuminant.

In a recent address to employes of the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway company of New York, Mr. H. H.
Vreeland, the president, is reported to have said to

his men that he was surprised that there should be

dissatisfaction among them, as there was only one
railroad company in the country that was paying

the wages of the Metropolitan company for electrical

service, and that was in Boston. "There is trouble

across the river," said he [referring to the ^Brooklyn

strike], "about trying to get $2 a day. Over in

Jersey the average is $i.So; in Philadelphia thej'" are

paying cheaper wages than we are here." The Met-

ropolitan company pays its men on electric cars a

maximum wage of $2.25 a day. Mr. Vreeland seems

to forget that several companies in the West pay an

equal or greater rate. On the Chicago and Evans-

ton line the rate is $2.25 a day; on the La Grange

Suburban road 22V2 cents an hour, and on the Chi-

cago City lines the pay is 21 cents an hour, which

is $2.10 to $2.52 a day. These are for the men on

the electric cars. On the cable roads the Chicago

City Railway company pays the highest street-car

Chicago company pays 23 cents an hour and the

North Chicago $2.25 a day. In the East the wages
vary from the high rate of the Boston company,
referred to by Mr. Vreeland—$2.25 for 10 hours—
to the low one in Philadelphia, 16% cents an hour.

Some of the daily newspapers are discussing at

considerable length the propriety and desirability of

funerals on trolley cars. This newspaper talk is

rather late in the day, inasmuch as funerals of this

character have been conducted for several years.

The special car used for funerals by the Chicago
Electric Traction company was described and illus-

trated in the Western Electrician of March 12. 1898,

and long before that the Calumet Electric Street

Railway company had carried "trolley funerals," as

they have been called. Four outlying cemeteries are

on the lines of the Chicago Electric Traction com-
pany's storage-battery road, and the transportation

of funeral parties followed naturally and almost in-

evitably. In Chicago and other large cities a large

proportion of the funerals are by train on the steam

railroads. It is difficult to see why the substitution

of electric motors for steam locomotives in moving
the trains should introduce any incongruous or dis-

cordant element in the sad procession to the burying-

ground. The poor receive the benefit of a lightening

of the heavy funeral charges with no loss of respect

to the honored dead.

One point in Mr. Fisher's paper on "Operation

and Maintenance," read before the recent conven-

tion of the Independent Telephone association, de-

serves the especial attention of the independent tele-

phone manager. In effect, Mr. Fisher says: Charge

reasonable, just, fair prices for your service; not

ruinously low prices; else you will come to grief.

This Is excellent advice. It does not mean tele-

phone-monopoly prices, by any means, but it means

the rate, in each community, which will return a

fair profit on actual investment when the business

is extended to the limit that may be fairly appre-

hended. Careful examination and calculation in

each instance should determine what the probable

growth of the business will be. The Investor

should ascertain, as closely as possible, what the

ultimate cost of his plant, with first-class construc-

tion, will be. This figure may be very different

from the initial cost. With this cost basis, figure

out the rates on the assumed maximum service and

apply these rates from the start.

We published Mr. Fisher's paper last week, but

on this vital point we may repeat his language:

It Is true in the telephone business, as it Is not

true In most other business, that the larger the busi-

ness the greater the expense pro rata and per capita

for operation and maintenance, as well as for con-

struction: where, in a plant of 1,000 telephones, a rate

of. say, $20 to $30 mav be fairly successful, in

doubling the plant, it will materially Increase cost of

building and compel a still greater increase per tele-

phone In operating. I am of the opinion that we
need, as well as the public, more Information than

we have yet secured In this branch, in accepting

franchises or ordinances, in the larger cities of the

country which are now being developed- We should

not be so eager to try to secure them as to entail

perhaps a serious burden upon the future of the

business in the smallness of the maximum of orlces

permitted to be charged. We all know that the old

company has exacted an undue profit. At the same
time, it would be most unfortunate If the independ-
ents should establish a scale of rates for service that

would not permit first-class service and a reasonable

return upon the investment required for such service.

A case in point is that of the People's Telephone

company of Jackson. Miss. On another page a

correspondent tells the reason of the absorption of

this company by the Bell company of that district.

Rates too low and construction not up to the stand-

ard—such is the story in brief. It was much the

same with the Citizens' Telephone company of

Crystal Springs. Miss., wdiich has likewise gone the

way of absorbed telephone companies. The warn-

ing is clear and should be heeded. Put in more

money at the start; calculate the expense on a basis

allowing for reasonable growth; employ none but

iirst-class construction.
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Henry Hine, General Manager of the
Stanley and Sprague Electric

Companies.
The rumor in Wall street last week that the Stan-

ley Electric Manufacturing company of Pittsfield,

Mass., had been disposed of to a "New York syndi-

cate," with the price for the Stanley stock placed at

,$150 a share, and the additional item of news that Mr.
Henry Hine, manager of the Stanley Electric Manu-
facturing company, had been paid the high compli-

ment of having been appointed the new general man-
ager of the Sprague Electric company, at the same
time retaining the managership of the Stanley com-
pany, is found to be correct. The Western Electric-

ian secured the following statement of facts, author-

ized by Mr. Hine:
"A controlling interest in the Stanley Electric

Manufacturing company has been sold to a New
York syndicate. The price, to be paid for the stock

is $150 a share. Fifteen per cent, has been paid in

cash, and the balance is to be paid within 90 days

fiom the date of the signing of the agreement. The
rumor of consolidation, which is without founda-

tion, is doubtless due to the fact that the new gen-

eral manager of the Sprague company still retams

the managership of the Stanley company, and also

to the fact that some of the stockholders interested

in the Sprague company are also interested in the

recent purchase of the Stanley company."
The entire new list of the Sprague com-

pany's officers is named as follows;

President—A. B. Chandler.

First vice-president—John E. Searles.

Second vice-president—Frank J. Sprague.

General manager—Henry Hine.

Mr. Chandler is president of the Postal

Telegraph-cable company and Mr. Searles,

as is equally well known, was formerly a

prominent officer of the American Sugar
Refining company.

It is rumored, also, that other im-

portant electrical companies, manufac-

turers of direct-current apparatus, have

been approached with the idea of coming
under the control of the interests that are

now dominant in the Sprague and Stanley

companies.
In view of the importance and responsi-

bility of the office thus assumed iby Mr.
Hine, and with a knowledge of the general

interest among electrical people in the

changes that have occurred in two such
important and influential companies, a

word relative to the career of the new
general manager will be timely:

Mr. Henry Hine's record in the elec-

trical business dates back quite a number
ol years. It was about 1877- that he en-

tered the office of Leonard E. Curtis of

New York, a well-known patent attorney,

with a view, perhaps, of fitting himself for

the career of a patent lawyer. Electrical

commercial life, however, proved too al-

luring, and under tempting inducements
he became New York manager for the old

United States company. When, however,
this concern was bought by the We.sting-

house interests Mr. Pline was again made
a New York manager.

It was in 1890 that he undertook the

managership of the Stanley Electric Man-
ufacturing company, and the present re-

markably successful position in the elec-

trical business of this concern stands as

a monument to Mr. Pline's e.Kecutive and
technical ability.

The Stanley company was first started in

1890, occupying one floor, employing 16 men. with a

capital of $25,000. The present authorized capital

is $500,000, with $413,000 subscribed. The first ship-

ment was made in April, 1891. To-day the force of

employes numbers anywhere from 250 to 300 men,
who receive in the neighborhood of $3,000 a week
in wages. Since the company started it has been
called upon to compete with all the great companies
of the country, but has built up a business of over
$600,000 per annum. In the shops now is $300,090
worth of work, and it is interesting to chronicle

that the stockholders have been paid over 40 per cent,

in dividends in the last eight years, and for every

$100 they put in originally they now get $150.

The fact that it was only five years .ago, that the

Stanley alternating generators were first brought
out and the further fact that the company has for

years run practically 24 hours a day form another
tribute to Mr. Hine's ability and good judgment.
It must be remembered, too. that the stock of the

Stanley company was held for the most part by Pitts-

field people, and has heretofore changed hands back
and forth in a small way for about $130 a share. At
the recent sale to the New York people the pri(;e

paid was $i.';o—another indication of tfie value of

a prcpertv which owes its success so largely to the

subject of this sketch.

The Volta Centenary.'

The celebrations in honor of the centenary of the
discovery of the Voltaic pile at Como, which have
just terminated, were conducted on a much more
gigantic scale than had been anticipated by those
who had the good fortune to participate in them.
They extended over a period of three weeks, four
days of which were spent at Como and three at

Milan. The delegates were afterward entertained at

Bologna for a couple of days, and a similar period
at Florence, from which they proceeded to Rome,
nearly a week being the extent of their sojourn in

the Eternal City. Some of them pursued their
travels still further, a French contingent going on
to Naples, while others made their return route via

Venice and Verona. The majority, however, trav-

eled by Pisa and Genoa to Milan, whence they took
divers 'courses toward their respective homes.
The importance of the event would appear to have

been appreciably realized by most countries, and the
delegates generally were thoroughly representative
of the telegraphic and electrical professions. It was,
however, a peculiarly significant sign of the times,

and indicative of the condition of the countries, that

neither Russia nor China was represented, and none
less regrettably suggestive was the fact that while
Germany and France had each a worthy delegation
of between 40 and 50 memliers, many of whom were
among the foremost electrical authorities of the day.

The Dubuque Daily Times of July 15th states that

there is to be a reorganization of the Dubuque Street

Railway company and that the controlling interest

in the line will pass from the Rhomherg estate into

the hands of Bart E. Linehan and William S. Molo.
owners of the Star Electric company.

HENRY HINE.

Great Briiam had only a paltry half-dozen! The
recognition which the Britsh postal authorities ex-
tended to the celebrations simply amounted to the
granting of special leave of absence for a fortnight

to six representatives for the purpose of attending
these functions, and as showing the acumen dis-

played in the selection of the six men from the list

of applicants it may be pointed out that only four
of them deemed it worthy to take advantage of the

facilities offered. In striking contrast to this leth-

argic indifference on the part of the British tele-

graphic service was the action of other countries.

The Italian representatives were afforded permis-
sion to travel all over their railway systems, to the

scenes of the celebrations, while similar privileges

were granted to the French and German congress-

ists, and, indeed. France had arranged to allow the

British delegates free traveling to the Italian fron-

tier, but from some unknown reason this informa-
tion was not communicated to them until after their

arrival at Milan. Far-away Japan had a dis-

tinguished representative in Mr. Tamaki, M. E.. the

engineer to the Imperial Department of Communi-
cations at Tokyo, and America was worthily repre-

sented by Mr. Walter Burton. Roiimania sent M.
Arsenescu. the chief telegraph engineer, from
Bucharest, and the Argentine Republic had her

delegate in Mr. Nicolson, from Buenos Ayres.

Cavalier Cacopardo, the provincial director of

posts and telegraphs at Messina, was the con-

gressist from Sicily, while France had, besides the

controller of telegraphs and the editor of the lead-

ing telegraph journal in France, an illustrious repre-

T. From tlie London Electrician. Since tils account of the

celebration was written the Como exhibition has been destroyed

ly fire.

scntativc in M. Baudot, the inventor of the telegraph
instrument which bears his name, and M. Assant.
interpreter to the minister of posts and telegraphs
at Paris. Austria was well represented, and Hun-
gary had, besides her male complement, two lady
delegates, the only other country recognizing the
sex being Italy herself.

The celebrations took the form, chiefly, of an
electrical exhibition and a display of Volta's instru-
ments at Como, a congress of telegraphists and of
electricians, a ceremony at the statue of Volta at
Como and at his tomb at Camnago, and similar
ceremonies at the statue and tomb of Galvani at
Bologna. The chief orations at Volta's statue,
where a bronze crown, subscribed for by the telegra-
phists of all nations, was unveiled, were delivered
by M. Baudot and the syndic of Como, who each
gave eloquent expression to the importance and
value of Volta's discovery. The congrcssists. who
had assembled on the grand stand, immediately
afterward formed into a procession, and while the
inwn band played the various national anthems,
ihey marched solemnly around the statue with their
heads uncovered. Next morning at six o'clock the
company drove to Camnago. a distance of four kilo-
meters from Como. to the tomb of the great physi-
cist, where a beautiful marble slab, with an oxidized
silver wreath on its surface, was deposited at the
entrance by the French delegation, and numerous
floral decorations were contributed bv the delegates

from other countries. Orations were again
delivered, and after signing their names
in the visitors' book, the company were en-
tertained at the house of the mayor of
Como. Afterward they visited the Cam-
nago Orphanage, an imposing structure on
the side of one of those hills for which
Como and' its lakes are famous. They
were then shown over all the establish-
ment, and afterward entertained at break-
fast in the large hall. During their visit
to Como the delegates were made the re-
cipients of all manner of kindness. On the
evenmg of their arrival they were enter-
'^'"ed at dinner in the grand saloon of the
Hotel Phinius, by the organizing committe
at which the minister of posts and tele-
graphs presided. The exhibition gardens,
the lake and the town were afterward il-
luminated on a magnificent scale in honor
of the strangers. Next evening an operatic
representation of "Othello" was provided
for them in the Social Theater, for which
the famous orchestra from the still more
famous La Scala Theater at Milan was en-
gaged. A reception in the town hall bv
the Civil Servants was the programme for
the third evening, but the final day's ex-
perience at Como was the richest of all.
It took the form of an excursion on the
lake, in a special steamboat provided by
the municipality of Como. Their destina-
tion was Belaggio, situated about 15 miles
from Como, on the promontory which di-
vides the lake into two branches at that
point. Dinner was served in the Grand
Hotel, at which the mayor of Como was
chairman, the company afterward returning
by steamboat to Como, after a memorable
day's enjoyment amid, perhaps, the finest
scenery in all Europe. A farewell visit was
paid to the syndic or mayor of Como, at
the town hall, before departing for Milan,
and grateful acknowledgments were paid
for the munificence and spontaneity of the
generosity extended toward the delegates.

Staff Changes.
On July isth Mr. John B. O'Hara retired from

a connection with the Western Electrician that had
existed since December 15. 1S88. Mr. O'Hara had
been in charge of the editorial department of this
journal since March i, 1891, and had been managing
editor for over six years. During this long period
of service Mr. O'Hara won the hearty esteem
not only of his associates but of a large circle
of friends throughout the electrical fraternity.
His work on the Western Electrician was of a
high order, and it was recognized and appre-
ciated. Mr. O'Hara retired to become manager of
Modern Machinery, a Chicago monthly of wide
circulation, and the admirers of his ability and
character, among whom his late associates of the
Western Electrician number themselves among the
first, hope that he will meet the most abundant meas-
ure of success.

On Saturday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. O'Hara were
the guests of honor at a countrj'-house party given
by Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Kreidler at their place in
Lake Bluff on the North Shore. The occasion
w-as marked by the attendance of present and former
members of the Western Electrician staff and by the
presentation of some books to Mr. O'Hara.

Mr. W. E. Keily, for eight years an associate
editor of the Western Electrician, succeeds to the
position of managing editor. He will be assisted

by Mr. C. W. Whitney, a recent graduate of the
engineering department of the University of Michi-
gan. Mr. Charles S. Clarke, of the business depart-

ment, is likewise a late addition to the stafT of the

Western Electrician.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Development of the Independent Tele-

phone Business.*
Bv H. D. Critchfield.

Part I.

Ten daj'S ago I was asked to occupy not to ex-
ceed 20 minutes of your time. In that time I have
been requested to prepare an address, detailing the
development of the independent telephone move-
ment in the United States. I consented to do the
best I could under the circumstances. I knew the
difficulty of the task, and how entirely inadequate
a discussion of that subject must be under the cir-

cumstances.
Those of us present who have had occasion to

lr3- and get an accurate idea of the situation in our
respective states even, have found it almost im-
possible to keep pace with the development among
our neighbors and personal friends.

As attorney for the United States Telephone com-
pany of Cleveland, O., which is building first-class

long-distance toll lines to connect all of the inde-

pendent telephone exchanges in Ohio, I have had
occasion during the last few months to try to as-

certain the statistics relating to the independent
exchanges and toll-line systems built and building
in my own state. It has been almost impossible
to get them, even with most careful obsen'ation.

Exchanges are built and put into operation in small
towns and connected with the outside world before

their neighbors in adjacent counties are aware of

the fa^t. Toll lines are building, and, like the

Kansas pumpkin vine, in one night grow so far

that the end cannot be found the next day. From
this experience and considering the shortness of the

time allowed for the preparation of this paper, I

know that anj-thing like an attempt to secure sta-

tistical information would be utterly useless, and.
necessarih% a failure. Therefore, what I may say
en the" subject of development will necessarily be
fragmentarj- and of a general character, and con-
tain a suggestion as to the wisdom of attempting
to secure, through the influence of this association
and the records which it may establish, more com-
plete and accurate information for the future.

Those intimately connected with the independent
telephone movement, who read the electrical jour-
nals and newspapers generally, get some glimpse of

the development of the independent telephone busi-
ness from paragraphs of items like the following:
The Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph company began

the constroction of its telephone system in Boston on the 6th
inst,, and the laying of conduit? is the first work undertaken; as
soon as these are finished the overhead lines will be t^ken in
hand. The company has secured up to date about 4.000 sub-
scribers in Boston.
Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Citizens' Telephone company has

increased its capital stock from S200.000 to $300,000.
The IndianapDiis Journal states that the New Telephone com-

pany has completed arrangements for a western wire as far as St.
Lonfs and nltimately Kansas City,
The Citizens' Telephone company, Houston. Texas, to operate

a telephone system in Houston, has been incorporated with a
caoital stock of Sioo.ooo.
The Home Telephone and Telegraph coinoany of Lawrence.

Mass.. has been incorporated with a capital stock of Sioo.ooo.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company will have its Min-

neapolis exchange in operation by the ist of June, and the first

thousand telephones will be c^nnec,ed by that time.
Lowell. Mass.—Tbe Home Telephone and Telegraph company

bas recenily been incorporated.
Binghamton. N- Y.—The Einshamton Telephone company of

this city bas been incorporated to operate in Broome. Tioga,
Chenango and Delaware counties. The capital stock is Sioo.ooo.
Macomb City, Miss,—The Pike County Telephone company

has been incorporated with a capital stock of S25.000
Kossuth, la.--The Kossuth Telephone company bas been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $25,000; principal place of bus-
iness Germaoia. la
The Street and Water Board of Jersey City has passed the or-

dinance grant'ng a franchise to the Hudson Telephone company
over Mayor Hoos' veto.
The Virginia and Tennessee Telephone company, Pulaski, Va..

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $300,000.
The Dahlonega Telephone company has just been organized

at Dahlonega. Ga.

Perhaps the articles are a little longer, and read
like the following, from the Indianapolis Sentinel,
in a discussion of the efforts of the Central Union
Telephone company to place its new mortgage loan
of $6,000,000, in which it says:
The new Central Cnion mortgage shows the company to be the

owner of 41 exchanges in Indiana, There are now more than 150
independent escbanaes: practically every city and town in the
state bas an independent company that is getting about all the
money that is paid for telephones. They are all doing remark-
ably well and all paying dividends. They do not cut rates below
the fair price at which they started and are not expected to.
There are 2H miles of independent toll lines in In-
diana lor every mile of Central Union. The capitalists have
been attracted to the business and are investing for us and it is
safe to say that no amount of money spent by the Bell company
can, even in the slightest degree, check the onward movement of
the company.

The New York Sun published an article in which
the growth of the telephone business in this country,
since 1S84, was shown in figures given by the reports
of the Bell company. The article concludes as fol-

lows:
It must be remembered that the independent telephone move-

ment, which has been growing rapidly from tbe expira-
tion of the fundamental Bell patent six years ago,
has assumed important proportions, and that its pro-
moters and supporters have established in tbe neigh-
borhood of 3.003 exchanges thronghont the country.
Naturally, many of these are in small places where the Bell
company's rates hive proved an insurmountable barrier, but
others are in town? where ex':hanges have been in operation.
The i-)w rates of th° ^nt'-Bell coni:>^nie5 have greatly stimu-
lated the business and placed the service within tbe reach of
inany who could not afford Bell prices. In spite of the reduc-
tion of prices the character of the service has be°n improved,
as competition has made it necessary for the Bell company to
useinventinns an! impro7ements that otherwise would have
been buried.

I. Read before the Independent Telephone association, Chi-
cago, Jane 27, 1899.

This was tbe policy of the Bell management during the period
when it enjoyed a monopoly, bnt.this course had to be abandoned
as soon as the independent movement got thoroughly under
way.

Items and extracts like the foregoing might be
multiplied almost indefinite^', and yet they scarcely
give an adequate conception of the marvelous de-
velopment of the independent telephone movement
and business in our countrj-.

It is altogetlier probable that the statement cred-
ited to the New York Sun is not too high. It is

corroborated by the information given by the In-
dianapolis Sentinel, that there are more than 150
independent exchanges in the Hoosier State. There
are about the same number in Ohio, and some 50
more exchanges in that state are now in different
stages of promotion and completion. It is certain
that prett>' much every city and town in the Buck-
eye state will have an independent telephone ex-
change, with ample long-distance connections, within
the ensuing year. The Bell company in Ohio, rep-
resented by about a half-dozen subordinate or li-

censee companies, has not 100 exchanges in that
state.

The independents, where they have completed ex-
changes in Ohio, are operating more than 21,000
telephones, as compared with but little more than
4,000 used by the Bell company and its licensees
in the same towns and counties, and their toll ser\'ice

is almost proportionately larger than the Bell com-
pany's.

Doubtless, in your interchange of information with
each other, you have secured similar facts as to
the other states represented in this convention. We
know that already, in quite a number of states of the
Union, the independents have thousands more tele-

phones in service than the Bell company- in the
same territory-, and this condition exists notwith-
standing the fact that the old company has been
in operation more than 20 years, while the oldest
independent exchange in the conntn,- has not been
in existence five 3'ears. and this. too. in the face
of the financial depression from which the country
suffered about the time of the expiration of the
fundamental Bell patents.
This growth has come, notwithstanding the claims

of the opposition company that the independents
could not make good telephones and switchboards
and could not operate them successfulb'. even if

they had first-class apparatus. These claims of the
opposition company have been proven untrue. There
are to-day in this country, as you all know, manv
manufacturing concerns turning out apparatus for

the independent telephone users which is equal, in
everj- respect, with that turned out by the manu-
facturers for the American Bell. No better evidence
of this fact is needed than is shown by the figures of
the number of telephones used by the old and new
companies in the same territory.

It has been my good fortune within the last few
days to visit St. Louis and Indianapolis, and. at a
more remote period, Detroit, Grand Rapids, Knox-
ville. Sioux Cit\', Fort Waj'ne, Sandusky and nu-
merous other large cities in which independent tele-

phone exchanges are now in successful operation
in competition with the Bell company. In every
single instance the independents have more tele-

phones than the old company, and in a number of

them three times as many. These exchanges rep-
resent the apparatus of man^^ different manufacturers,
and are working against the most severe and active

competition. In everj* single instance, from my per-
sonal observation, these exchanges are giving most
satisfactory- ser\'ice, and in one of the cities referred

to the largest single switchboard now in operation
in the United States is daily answering more calls

per drop than anj- switchboard in North America.
The tendenc}^ has been toward cheaper sen-ice and

better construction. This tendency toward cheaper
service has gone far enough, and care should be
taken that rates are not fixed so low that the plant
cannot be maintained in first-class condition from its

earnings, in addition to a reasonable profit, through
all the future years. The cities and towns above
specifically referred to are but a drop in the bucket,
and the different manufacturers of independent tele-

phones each have their apparatus in successful op-
eration in hundreds of towns and cities other than
those above mentioned.

Telephone War in New Jersey.

There is even' prospect of a telephone war in

Bound Brook, N. J., between the Home Telephone
company, a local corporation, and the New York
and New Jersey Telephone compan3\ The latter

companj' has had three telephones in Bound Brook
for a long time. Two 3'ears ago the Home company
secured a franchise and established a lo^al exchange.
The New York and New Jersey con.panj' has now
stretched a cable from its main trunk line along
the tracks of the Jersey Central railroad to Man-
ning's drug store, its local exchange. It is now-
installing telephones wher'tver they are ordered. No
permission was granted to the company to string
the cable. Heretofore, the borough officials have
refused to grant the New York and New Jersey com-
pany an}^ rights, and are now watching care-
fully to see if the company goes any further in its

work. The companj-- defends its action in stringing
the cable by stating that it has a perfect right to do
so as long as the supports or wires are not on the
highways.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Miimeapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

A telephone line is being constructed between
Audubon, la., and Manning.
The Northeastern Minnesota Telephone company

has connected with Princeton, Minn. A local ex-
change will be put in.

The Montour (la.) Telephone company has com-
pleted arrangements to connect with the Le Grand,
la., line.

James Hayden proposes to establish a local tele-
phone exchange in Madison, Minn.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will establish an exchange for long-distance tele-
phones m the midway district, between Minneap-
olis and St. Paul. Calls will be made without hav-
ing to call through the citj' boards.
A recent order of the Iowa Telephone company in

Northwestern Iowa forbids "deadhead" messages
between operators on the toll lines, and will not
allow checking up of one town with another. Many
of the local operators are understood to object and
some have ordered the telephones removed 'from
their places of business.
The Jefferson County Telephone company of Jef-

lerson, Wis., has called in 50 per cent of its capital
stock.

Lightning struck the telephone exchange build-
ing m New Ulm, Minn., and cut off all communi-
cation.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has made a lower toll-rate between Minneapolis and
ihe Red River \ alley, based on a one-minute serv-
ice. The old rate was based on three-minute sen-ice.
Additional wires will be strung to relieve the pres-
sure of business on the wires now in sen'ice.
The Wisconsin Telephone company will erect an

exchange and office building at La Crosse, Wis.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will erect a two-story fireproof exchange and office
building at Fargo, N. D. A similar building will
be erected at Grand Forks, N. D.
The Central Telephone companv has completed

a telephone exchange at Pella. la., 'and is preparing
to begin similar work at Newton and Grinnell, la.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company is

preparing to extend its s,vstem in Montana, to con-
nect with the telephone system in the Yellowstone
National Park, at a cost of about $10,000. It is in-
tended to have it completed this season.
The Forman (N. D.) Telephone company has

raised its rates to $2 a month, and its patrons are
displeased thereat.

The Marshfield (Wis.) Telephone company is con-
sidering a proposition to join the telephone company
at Grand Rapids. AVis., in constructing a toll line
connecting the two systems.
The Zenith Telephone company of Duluth, Minn.,

has made the Countv^ Board an' offer to put in as
many telephones as the Duluth Telephone company
at $225 a year, the money to be paid to a trustee, to
go to the company at the end of the vear having
the larger number of paying subscriber's.
The Wood Countj- Telephone company of Cen-

tralia. Wis., reduced telephone rentals 25 per cent.
The Wisconsin Telephone company is putting in

a new line between Oconto. Wis., and Stevens Point.
The city- engineer has stopped the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company from rebuilding- its
pole sj^stems in Minneapolis. The companv hai the
right to replace poles without permission. 'but can-
not make repairs and changes, and this seems to
be what has been done. The city engineer has a
plan which he thinks would solve the difficult^' of
underground wires. He would divide the lines into
mains and distributing leads. The former would
include more than 30 pairs of wires, or more than
five cross-arms to carry the wires. A distributing
lead would include all leads of smaller dimensions.
The main leads would have to go underground,
but the others could be maintained on poles. He
thinks the companies would find it satisfactory, for
it would do away with laying a conduit for two or
three pairs of wires. L'nderground wires are said
to be cheaper in the end than pole construction for
hea\w leads, as they do not require repairs after
the line is completed.
The local teleohone exchange at Aitkin, Minn.,

i^ completed and in operation.
The People's Telephone company has started work

on its new exchange in Superior, Wis. It is to
be done in September.
The rival telephone companies in Duluth. Minn.,

are in dispute. The old company obiects to the
new company stringing its wires near the former's,
saving the new wires would be impaired.
G. D. Dunle\w and other citizens of Fosston.

Minn., propose to form a local exchange company
and put in a system.
The Southwestern Minnesota Telephone company

ha = .been ^ranted a franchise at Slavton. Minn.
Tbp differences between the Inland Teleohone

nnd Telesfranh company and the Spokane and Brit-
'<=h Columbia Teleohone company at Spokane.
Wash., when the letter's wires into Snokane were
cut, have resulted in a suit bein?: brought for S20-.-
nao d.-im.asres. Three causes are alleged: First, the
defendant company broke its aereement; second,
that it cut the plaintiffs wires, and third, that unless
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further restrained, it will still further damage plaint-

iff's property. The Spokane and British Columbia

company announces that it will parallel every toll

line of the Inland company, and will apply for a

franchise and put in another exchange at Spokane

at a cost of $300,000. The old company claims that

it is preparing to put in a new and modern system,

which will Se thoroughly satisfactory, and if a sec-

ond company is admitted to the field, it will be

to the subsequent sorrow of the city, and will require

every business man to have two telephones, at an

increased expense.

The Minnesota Central Telephone company will

extend a toll line to Starbuck, Minn.

The Black Hills Telephone company is putting 111

a switchboard for the new exchange at Speartish,

S. D., and will soon have the instruments in.

A curious Minneapolis man who had a Northwest-

ern telephone in his place of business got tired

of waiting for the Mississippi Valley instrument to

be connected, detached the former and attached the

wires to the latter. The instrument worked well, and

others followed his example, but the Northwestern

company disapproved and took out their instruments

and wires from every offending place. The Missis-

sippi Valley company expects to have its switchboard

in place in a short time now.

The Western Electric Telephone company has

filed a mortgage at Mason City, la., securing its

bonds of $30,000.

Swan Kelley of Atlantic, la., succeeds U. M.

Rudy as manager of the telephone exchange m
CrestoUj la.

, . •

The Iowa Telephone company has completed its

long-distance wires as far as Fairfield, la., and is

pushing on to Oltumwa. There will be a copper

circuit for through traffic and another for local busi-

ness
ihe Sunset Telephone company proposes to con-

nect with the Nooksack Valley at Deraing, Wash.,

and beyond.
Storm Lake, la., will vote on granting a fran-

chise for a local exchange to the Iowa and Nebraska

Telephone company.
ihe ilellevue lelephone company has been in-

corporaied at bellevue, ia., with $10,000 capital

siocK. It proposes to establisn an excnange at taeue-

vue ana connections with the other towns in the

vicinity.

Jonn Nicholson, a lineman employed by the

Northwestern ieiephone iixchange company^ bt.

ir'aul, fell iroin a pole anu received injuries trom

which he died shortly alter. A feed wire of the

street-railway company toucUed an iron step on the

pole, and the action of the wind had worn the m-
bUlation off. When Nicholson stepped on the iron

step ne received a current ot 4!Jo volts, which caused

him to loosen his hold and fall.

ihe teiepnone line between Mount Pleasant, la.,

and HiUsboro has been completed and put in op-

eration.

The telegraph wires of the Burlington railway be-

tween Uarinaa, ia., and rage Center have tele-

phones connected and telephone communication is

possible at tne same time tnat telegraptty is going on.

A chess match has been progressing by teiepnone

between JJavenport, ia., and Clinton, ia.

A telephone line is projected trom iSelle Flame,

la., to Irving.

The Northern Telephone company has been in-

corporated at Fonda, la.

The Little Wolf Kiver ieiephone company has se-

cured control of 100 miles ol toll lines owned by

the Northwestern lelephonsvcompany of Green Bay,

Wis.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has been working to overcome induction ever since

the street-railway company put in its lower dam
power house at Minneapolis. At times the induc-

tion has been simply fatal to the telephone as a

useful instrument. But the company thinks the cure

has been discovered and hopes to have no further

trouble.

L. B. Rowe of Sioux City, la., proposes a long-

distance telephone system to connect Yankton, S.

D., with Armour, Edgerton, Wheeler and other

points in South Dakota and with tlartington. St.

Helena and Ponca, Neb.
A telephone exchange w'ill be installed at Mon-

tevideo, Minn., at once.

Johnson Brothers have been granted a franchise

for a telephone exchange in Armour, S. D. A simi-

lar franchise was granted last October to Rowe
Brothers, conditional on the exchange being in op-

eration by January I, iSgg. Rowe Brothers sold

out to E. C. Ward of Armour, who put in four or

five local telephones. The town officials do not con-

sider this complying with the terms of the franchise,

and declared it forfeited.

L. S. Tainter, the principal owner of the Wis-
consin Valley Telephone company's toll lines and
exchanges in Chippewa Falls, Eau Claire and Me-
nomonie. Wis., announces that the system has been
sold to the Wisconsin Telephone company and will

be turned over within a short time. Mr. Tainter
says the expenses of operating the line are heavier

than the promoters claimed and it has been a losing
venture. About F'ebruary 1st Mr. Tainter notified

all stockholders that anyone who felt dissatisfied

might sell the stock to him. It resulted in his

getting nearly all the stock. He says he feels glad
that he has protected the small stockholders, who
might have invested through his connection.

Mississippi Independents Sell Out to the
Bell.

A Mississippi correspondent sends news of the
defection of the People's Telephone company of

Jackson and the Citizens' Telephone company .of

Crystal Springs and Vicksburg in that state. He
gives the reasons why these companies sold out to the

Bell people, and shows the vital need of establish-
ing fair rates, good line construction and toll-line

connections. The lesson should be a valuable one.

What follows is in the language of the correspondent;
The People's Telephone company of Jackson,

Miss., having recently sold its exchange and con-
necting lines to the Cumberland Telephone and
Telegraph company of Nashville, Tenn. (which
operates throughout this and adjacent sections),

transferred its exchange to the Cumberland com-
pany onJuly 6th. It may be of interest and, perhaps,
value to the independent telephone fraternity to

learn that this sale was practically forced by reason
of two mistakes that are made by many independent
telephone projectors: (i) The People's company cut

the old Bell rates in half, which was too serious a
cut, and made its rates low-er than it could afford
to make, and in consequence it neither realized any
actual profit nor accumulated any reserve fund for

rebuilding its plant when that became necessary;
and (2) having begun with very limited resources
and not having anticipated half the business it in

time secured, its street construction was poor and

NEW EUREKA SWITCHBOARD TELEPHONE.

ii;adequate to carry the large business which came
lO it, so that when the electric railway and more
extended electric-light service was put in at Jackson,
Miss., the People's company was practically lorced to

n,e alternative of rebuilding the street work or else

letinng from the field, and circumstances suggested
the latter as the wiser course. It should be added
mat for a long time the People's company had a
decided advantage over its strong competitor (the

Bell company; as to the number of subscribers, but
more than a year ago the Cumberland people put into

effect a 50-cent residence rate which greatly in-

creased the Cumberland list. Still, the People's list,

though fewer in number, outclassed the Cumberland
as to its commercial value, containing a much larger
proportion of the better class of residences and
business connections.

In Vicksburg and Crystal Springs the Citizens'

Telephone company of the latter place operated,
having at Vicksburg the largest independent tele-

phone exchange in the state. This company has
sold its entire outfit to the Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraph company, making delivery of prop-
erty July 7th. The Citizens' system was first-class

in every respect and comparatively -new, the oldest
of its work being up but two years. It made the
usual mistake of naming rates lower than it could
afford to make—rates that yielded no actual profit

and which would not have permitted the accumula-
tion of a reserve fund with which to make the im-
provements and repairs which would in time have
been required. The owners, finding by experience
this to be true, and also finding it difficult to operate
against the Cumberland 50-cent residence rate,

which was established some 18 months ago, and also

realizing that it would be ultimately at a disadvan-
tage in the unequal contest with the Bell people
by reason of the latter's long-distance service, con-
cluded that their interest would be better served
by selling out to the Cumberland company at a
serious loss. Had its rates been remunerative and
the independent lines throughout the adjoining ter-
ritory been such as to give connection with the sur-
rounding country, it would have been quite different,
and the Citizens' company would doubtless have
continued in business at both points. This sale to
the Cumberland company, together with the latter's
recent purchase of the opposition exchange at Jack-
son, Wesson, Canton and other points in Southern
Mississippi, practically gives the Cumberland com-
pany entire control ol the telephone business in
Southern Mississippi, excepting Meridian, on the
eastern edge, and a few smaller points.

Telephone Manufacturing in Japan.
Consul-general Gowey transmits from Yokohama.

May II, 1899, a clipping from the Japan Times con-
taining interesting information relative to the lele-
phone industry in Japan, as follow^s;
"The manufacture of telephone apparatus has so

far advanced in Japan that, with the exception of
springs, for the supply of which foreign aid is still

depended upon, all other necessary paraphernalia
can be made at home at about one-half the cost of
foreign goods. At present, therefore, only a very
small portion of telephone apparatus is being im-
ported. Foreign instruments are used only in such
places as Tokyo and Osaka, where the telephone
connections are in brisk demand. Again, when the
Communications Department is in need of a large
supply for immediate use, it is obliged to patronize
the foreign rnakers. it being not easy to procure
the supply of Japanese instruments within a short
time in any large quantity. The manufacture is

carried on both at government and private shops,
between which no particular difference is noticeable
regarding workmanship. It is thought in some cir-

cles that, to encourage the development of the in-

dustry, the government shops ought to be closed
and greater patronage accorded private enterprises.
There are in Tokyo quite a number of such factories,
of which only two or three are doing business on a
large scale. There exist also a few in Osaka, as
usual turning out a cheap and inferior quality."

The Telephone In Mexico.
According to a correspondent of Modern Mexico

at Jalapa, that section of the southern republic is

beginning to appreciate the advantages of telephonic
communication. "The telephone line placing in
communication the capital of the state with the port
of Nautla on the north and the cities of Orizaba,
Cordoba and Zongolica on the south, is just com-
pleted. The importance of this line, the total length
of which is 250 kilometers, is great, considering that
it reaches all the most important coffee districts of
of the country, and furnishes to the merchants many
advantages in their transactions with those towns
and farms that the line crosses. A large part of the
material was furnished by the Southern Electrical
Supply company of St. Louis, Mo. The National
Telephone company, w-hich owns the line, is trying
to bring it as far as Vera Cruz, which will increase
trade in general in that part of the republic. The
companies furnishing the public and private lighting
in the cities of Huatusco and Cordoba are consid-
ering a project to enlarge their water as well as
their electric plants."

Southern Independent Telephone Asso-
ciation.

.\t the recent convention of the Southern Tele-
phone association in Memphis the name was
changed to one more distinctive of the aims of the

organization—the Southern Independent Telephone
association. These officers were elected; President,

James D. Randall, Memphis; treasurer, George W.
Scheuing, Memphis; secretary, G. W. Bolton, Pon-
totoc, Miss. A committee, consisting of Captain

James D. Randall, T. D. Young and George W.
Scheuing, was appointed to make arrangements for

the independent telephone companies to enter Mem-
phis. The association will hold its next annual

meeting in Memphis next spring.

New Eureka Switchboard Telephone.

The accompanying cut illustrates the latest com-
bined switchboard and telephone. This instrument
has the great advantage to exchange managers of

allowing them to install branch exchanges in small

nearby towns, using one trunk line and connecting

it to one of the drops of the switchboard.

This new instrument also allows an intercommuni-
cating service in the small towns, and also a trunk

line through the main exchange. It is designed to

meet the requirements of the most exacting service,

and will, no doubt, find ready sale. It is manufac-

tured by the Eureka Electric company, Chicago,

which will be pleased to give further. information.

The Independent Telephone company has com-
pleted a toll line between Hampton and Belmoad,
Iowa.
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New Leffel Engine.
The accompanying illustrations represent the new

class "B,'' standard, center-crank, automatic cut-off

engine put on the market by James Leffel & Co.,

Springfield, O. These engines are intended to meet
the demand for a thoroughly good, simple and easily

cared-for line of automatic engines in the smaller

sizes, up to 50 horse power, that will prove

is provided for draining the cylinder. It is operated
by one lever and has outlet from each cylinder
cock, suitably connected to exhaust pipe.

These engines are equipped with Rite's governing
system, which is very simple. The governor (Fig.

2) consists of one piece, comprising the arms and
weights, with one spring connection, and is pivoted
on one hardened-steel pin. There is nothing corn-

two sides of a single circuit, with a carbon lightning
arrester combined with the protectors. Fig. 2 rep-
resents a lo-line terminal, designed especially for

fire and police-telegraph service. Each line is pro-
vided with two protectors, one of which opens a
two-inch gap at two amperes, while the other makes
a three-quarter-inch opening* at one-half an ampere.
The instrument has carbon lightning arresters for

all the lines, and extra terminals for testing, cross-
connecting and so on.

The Rolfe protectors are the result of nine or
10 years' study and experiment in this field of work.
They have been subjected to almost every con-
ceivable test, and it is said that they have never
failed to operate satisfactorily. Thousands of them
are in actual service to-day in telephone exchanges,
police and fire stations, and elsewhere. The Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters has given them its

indorsement. 1 |
' .1 '.

The principal claims for these protectors are
simplicity, reliability, accuracy, durabilit}', cheap-
ness, low resistance and an entire absence of mag-
nets and like metal parts to be heated. The com-
pany has a comprehensive catalogue of its pro-
tectors, which is furnished upon application.

Mr. Sprague's Description of the Mul-
tiple-unit Electric-railway System.

{Continued fro7n page .//.]

men in the fire room, and there was no straining of
engines, dj'namos or batteries.

As an example of extraordinary dut3\ the opera-
tion during the recent holidays may be cited. Dur-
ing a good portion of the time the central station
is reported by the consulting engineers as operat-
ing as follows:

Fifty per cent, overload for six hours, full load for
1/ hours and 74 per cent, load factor for 24 hours.

NEW LEFFEL ENGINE.—STEAM-CHEST SIDE.

durable and economical in operation, l-ig. i shows
the engine from the steam-chest side and Fig. 2
illustrates the governor in the band flywheel.

The main frame or bed is of substantial propor-
tions and of a design affording extra strength and
stiffness. The cylinder and steam chest are of over-

hanging Type, cast together and firmly bolted to

the bed. The cross-head guides are a part of bed,

bored out, and have very generous surfaces. The
cross-head is of improved mechanical design, hav-

ing pin about mid-center and provided with gun-

plicated; no links, no numerous joints or compli-
cated parts. This governor, with the balanced valve
used, affords a regulation that is said to be prac-
tically perfect, the speed being constant with the

engine loaded or running empty.

Rolfe Protectors.

The Rolfe Electric company of ISS Wells street,

Chicago, is putting out a fine line of protectors for

protecting telephone, telegraph, fire-alarm and simi-

hr instruments and circuits against the injurious

effects of sneak currents, lightning and other high
potentials, and power and lighting currents. The
devices operate to open the circuit when any one
of these objectionable influences intrudes upon it.

They, have demonstrated themselves to be equally

effective, whether the cause which would produce
trouble, if not checked, be a sneak current, a current
from a power or lighting circuit or lightning or

other high potential.

The protectors are built in a great variety of

forms, to meet all possible conditions, circumstances
and lines of service. These forms are for single

lines, for the two sides of a single circuit, and for

from ID to 200 lines converging at any one locality.

FIG. I. ROLFE PROTECTORS.

Out of 120 motor equipments designed for in-

dividual operation, 119 were in daily operation morn-
ing and night, with 28 or 29 trailers, thus overload-
ing the station one-third, and often these trains com-
ing out of the loop from two to five minutes late have
made up time before reaching the end of the run, but
naturally, of course, at a loss of efficiencJ^

The average duty of this equipment is higher than
that of any other elevated railroad in the world.
Cars have frequently made as high as 290 miles a day
for days in succession, and the average, maximum of

FIG. 2. NEW LEFFEL ENGINE.—GOVERNOR IN BAND FLY-
WHEEL.

metal wedge-shaped shoes above and below, ar-

ranged for convenient adjustment. The manner of

fitting cross-head pin enables the latter to be kept

absolutely tight at all times. The piston rod is of

steel ,and turned to a tight force fit in piston, with

suitable shoulder, against which the piston is forced

on the rod; the end of the latter is then securely

riveted over, tightly and firmly holding piston in

place.

The connecting rod is provided with extra heavy
brass boxes at each end, easily adjustable for taking

up wear and keeping distance between centers same
at all times. The main shaft is extra large and
strong, forged in one solid piece, from best quality

hammered iron or steel, and is provided with suit-

able counter-balance disks, securely attached. The
rectangular form of skeleton slide valve is used, bal-

anced by being fitted with a pressure-relieving plate

on back between valve and steam-chest lid. and is

arranged to aft"ord necessary relief in case of water

in the cylinder, and also made adjustable for wear.

This gives a simple, efficient and well-balanced valve,

that is easily understood and no more trouble to

care for than the ordinary type of plain slide valve.

A simple and convenient device (not shown in cuts)

ROLFE PROTECTORS.

Of course, the last-mentioned style is intended for

use principally at stations and exchanges. Most of

the instruments are provided with an effective form
of carbon lightning arrester. The bank instruments
—the ones with protectors for from 10 to 200 lines—

•

are usually made in the form of terminals, with
arrangements for easily replacing any of the protect-

ors, for testing the circuits, and so on.

In Fig. I is shown one of the instruments for the

cars in operation for long periods ran to nearly 100

per cent.

Troubles.

So much for the actual results accomplished on the

South Side road. The question naturally arises,

Have there not been difficulties, and if so, of what
character?

Of course there have been, and I should have been
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surprised, and almost sorry, if it had been otherwise,
because it is only through the difficulties incident to

the earlier operation of a system of this character
that the essentials are fully determined and apparatus
developed to a state of perfection.

It is curious, however, that there have been more
troubles with what Is classed as "standard appa-
ratus" than with that individual to the multiple-unit
control. These latter troubles were, first, with the

rheostats, which were of new construction, and later,

poor brush terminals, cracked gear cases, and with
the earlier type of air governors.
With the specific multiple-unit apparatus the prin-

cipal troubles were with poorly and hastily wound
relay coils, too light and unsubstantial construction
of auxiliary contacts and improper jumper con-
struction, causing an occasional opening of the con-
trolling circuits.

Taken all in all, however, the president and super-

intendent of the road state that there were less

troubles than when starting with their compound
locomotives, and on the whole the success of the

road has been unparalleled in electric-railway his-

tory where so radical a departure has been taken.

Conclusion.

Coming to New York conditions I may say that,

based upon the Chicago performance, and allowing
for difference of coal cost, the Manhattan road, now
operating at 12V2 miles actual schedule during time
of maximum load, and making about 43,000,000

miles annually, can be operated at over a 16-mile

schedule at not exceeding nine cents, instead of ii.g,

and on the existing mileage this would mean a sav-

ing, excluding interest on investment, of about
$1,250,000 per annum, or allowing interest on in-

vestment of about $750,000, to say nothing of any
other gains. A 17-miIe schedule can actually be

made with two motor equipments.
In closing, perhaps I may venture an opinion as

to the general features which should characterize a

suburban passenger railway equipment. I think it

may be safely stated that the first is the use of the

continuous current in the motor equipment, in spite

of the claims which have been made and the results

accomplished with alternating-current motors, at

least so far as we can judge by any present develop-

ments.
The problem, then, is whence shall be derived this

continuous current, and that depends upon dis-

tances. For moderate distances continuous-current
generators supplying current directly to the line with

or without the addition of storage batteries are pref-

erable. When the extent of the line becomes at all*

serious, then it must be considered as made up of a

number of shorter sections joined together, each of

which derives its principal source of supply from a

local station, which station can be driven directly

by water or steam power, or by an alternating cur-

rent from a distant station, using a motor-dynamo
combined in a single type of machine, the rotary

converter, or joined in the form of a directly coupled

set. the dynamo end being for continuous current

and the driver a synchronous or induction type of

motor.
Generally the sub-station should be supplemented

by a storage battery, to take care of fluctuations in

the load, to make even the duty on the sub-station

and, as far as possible, at the central station, and to

take care of some portion of the peak-load caused

by abnormal variations in the aggregate service at

different times of the day.

Of course, with the storage battery comes the

necessity of a means of some kind of automatic regu-
lation: there are various methods, but I will not enter

into them here.

Looking forward, however, to a perfectly assured
future of a heavy service over considerable distances,

I may state that the general equipment of such a

road should generally involve the following essen-

tials:

High-potential alternating-current transmission

from one or two well-placed central stations, with
or without static transformers.

Motor-dynamo sets or rotary converters at a num-
ber of conveniently placed sub-stations, to convert
high-pressure currents into continuous currents of

about 600 volts pressure.

Storage batteries of quick charge and discharge
capacity at the same sub-stations as the motor con-
verters, to equalize their duty and to prevent sharp
variations in the generating plant as well as the sub-
station.

A system of feeders and main conductors.
A power rail or trolley wire supplying continuous

current, but ordinarily without any switching of cur-

rents.

Individual transportation units with a multiple-

unit control, so that combinations of cars without
regard to sequence or end relation can be made up
at any portion of the line independently and con-

trolled from any selected point.
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legcd that the second strike was not inaugurated
until assurances were had from the employes of the
"Little Consolidated" line that they would go out
in the event there was danger of the strikers losing
their cause, thus effectually "tying up" the street-
railwpy service of the whole city.

Second Street-car Strike in Cleveland.

It is only about a month ago that a settlement was
reached in the strike on the "Big Consolidated"
street-railway system in Cleveland, yet the entire sys-

tem was again ''tied up" on Monday morning last.

The men claim that their employers have refused

to live up to the agreement entered into at the time
of the settlement of the recent strike, and they re-

fuse to work. There were scenes of violence on
Monday, but no one was seriously hurt. It is al-

Large Electric Dry-dock Plant.
Washington, July 15.—During the last session of

Congress an appropriation of $1,100,000 was made
for the construction of a granite dry dock at the
Portsmouth, N. H., navy yard. This money is now
available and the Navy Department is now inviting
sealed proposals for the work. They will be opened
on August 26th and the contract awarded as soon
thereafter as possible.

In the equipment and operation of this dry dock,
which will be one of the finest in the world, elec-
tricity will play a very important part. There will
be six 150-kilowatt dynamos of the compound-
wound, direct-current, constant-potential, 125-volt
type, aranged for direct connection, with outboard
bearings. They must be capable of running for a
period of 12 hours on full load without producing
a rise of temperature of more than 35° C. in the
armature or field coils, or more than 45° C. in the
commutator. Three 300-kilowatt motors, each con-
nected to the shaft of a main pump, and one 50-kilo-
watt motor, connected to the shaft of a drainage
pump, will also be provided. These motors will be
wound for 220 volts. The six 150-kilowatt dynamos
will be connected to the switchboard by heavy rub-
ber-insulated cables, covered with a wrapping of
jute as a protection in drawing in. The switchboard
willhave one panel for each dynamo, one total-output
panel and four power panels. Each dynamo panel
will have one triple-pole, single-throw switch, with
fuse connections on the back of the board, one field

rheostat, mounted on the back of the board, with
handle and dial on the front, and one Weston round-
pattern shunt ammeter. Three power panels will be
of 1.000 kilowatts capacity and one will be of 500
kilowatts capacity'.

Eight electric capstans will be furnished and set
on a body of concrete. Three electric winches, each
capable of lifting 20.000 pounds 15 feet a minute with
a purchase of five to one, having two speeds, geared
nine to one on the power side and three to one on
the speed side, will also be furnished. Electric mo-
tors of street-railway type designed for capstan-and-
winch service, with necessary controllers and mag-
netic cut-outs, are to be geared to the capstans and
winches. The speed of the moiors will be about
500 revolutions a minute and the capacity about 30
horse power each.

There will be three vertical, cross-compound, con-
densing, automatically governed engines, each engine
direct-connected to two dynamos. Pumps for the
three injector condensers will be vertical, triplex,

electrically driven pumps, composition lined. A 20-

ton traveling electric crane is to be installed in the
dynamo room of the DOwer station.

When completed, this dock will be a thoroughly
modern one, capable of receiving the largest battle-

ship. The electric plant for pumping and for op-
erating the gates will be the finest that can be pro-

vided. A. F. T.

Amusing if True.

An Indianapolis dispatch, dated July 15th, states

that W. F. Brown, a New York attorney, bought the

Indianapolis and Broad Ripple Rapid Transit com-
pany, a suburban electric line, for $200,000 at auction
on that day. The only one who wanted the road
was the Indianapolis Street Railway company, which
controls all the lines in the city. The owners of this

company organized a straw company to buy in the

Broad Ripple line. There was some misunderstand-
ing, in which Ferdinand Winter, attorney for the

Indianapolis company, bid against Brown, who was
employed by the straw company. Nobody knew
Brown, and he and Winter between them ran the

price up to $200,000 before they discovered they
were both bidding for the same employer. The com-
petition stopped immediately, of course, and all ef-

forts were bent on covering up the blunder, the

street-railway managers being desperately anxious
to avoid the ridicule of the city.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, July" 17.—Another Brooklyn street-

railway strike is on—one that promises to be less

fiercely contested' than that of four years ago. but

still distressing and annoying enough. The strike

was begun yesterday, butcars were run at irregular

intervals under police protection. There was con-

siderable disorder. Several employe.s of the com-
pany and passengers were injured by missiles thrown
at the cars, and a number of strikers were clubbed

by policemen.
The demands of the men. said to have been refused

by President C. L. Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company, wh'ich Is now the "whole thing"

in Brooklyn, do not seem to be unreasonable. They
are:

1. That the time-tables be arranged upon all lines to coinply
with the lo-hour law workday.

2. That the prevailing rate of wa^es shall be S2 for each full

day's work and trips overtime be paid <it 20 cents an hour.
3. That two-thirds of the cars shall be full-day runs.
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4. Thai the company sliall receive commiltecs of Us emproyes
represunlins Ihemuii; ihat no employe Fliall be discriminaled
aRainst for acting on sucli cojnmittee.

5. Thai no man shall be discharged without just and suflicicnl
cause, and only after he has had an impartial heariotj

6. Extra brakemen on the main line: Firit 15 to report forwork at 4 :40 a, m.; balance at 5:30 a. m. All brakcracD to bepaidfrom i5ininntes after tlie.r refrijiriiK lin.e when marked up for
runs When extra brakemen are held lor Rockaway or Coney
Is and runs they are to be paid for all ,ii1,e over one liour. That
all brakemen, aeents, galemen and platform men bepaidiocenuan hour or any fracuou thereof.

The company claims that the men have now sub-
slantially all the privileges they ask for, but that
they are 111 a hyhting mood anrj wanterj to strike
anyway. The company has declined arbitration say-
ing there is nothing to arbitrate. Albert L. Johnson
former president of the Nassau Electric Railroad
company, which sold out to the Rapid Transit com-
pany, sympathizes with the men and gave them a
check for $500. The company employs about 3,5(X)
men, but not all of these have struck. The track
mileage of the system is about 400 miles.
At present the strike is confined to Brooklyn, but

there is undoubtedly some discontent on the Met-
ropolitan lines in this borough, and several con-
ferences have been held between Mr. Vreeland and
his men.
Two electric linemen lost their lives in this city

on Thursday last—George Payne of the Brooklyn
Fire Department and Gustave Hannan of the Edi-
son company of Brooklyn. Both were killed while
on poles and by contact, it is believed, with live wires
either crossed with other wires or inadequately pro-
tected by insulation. Undoubtedly both men could
have saved their lives by proper precautions.

Plans and specifications have been submitted to
the Department of Buildings for a one and two-
story brick-and-granite fireproof electric power
house, to be erected for the Third Avenue Rail-
road company at the northeast corner of Ninth av-
enue and Two-hundred-and-sixteenth street. The
engineers estimate the cost of construction at $1,000,-
000. The building will have a steel frame and will
occupy a plot 319 by 246 feet. Isaac A. Hopper, who
will build the structure, has filed an application for
a permit to begin at once to drive piles and build
self-sustaining masonry necessary for the founda-
tion.

Captain Frank S. DeRonde, very well known to
many electrical men, lives on the Teaneck Road, be
tween Hackensack and Englewood, N. J., and he
is active in opposition to the effort of the Gas and
Electric company of Bergen County to string its

wires along that thoroughfare. It is said that he
and :otlher owmers of fine homes have em-
ployed a number of private watchmen to prevent
tlie electric-light linemen from putting up the poles
.surreptitiously. Teaneck Road is one of the finest

thoroughfares in Bergen County, and is bordered
by the grounds of many well-known men, who object
to the disfiguring poles. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, July 15.—Seymour, la., is taking bids
for an electric-lighting plant.

Foree Bain, the Chicago electrical expert, wants
$200 for his services in examining the electric ele-

vators in the Hennepin County court-house, Min-
neapolis, and has sued the county. He has been
paid $500, but asserts that he had to bring an assist-

ant with him from Chicago, and that the County
Board agreed to pay him $700.

Henry A. Salzer has bought the electric-light

plant at Darlington, Wis., from Frank S. Walker.
The street-railway company in Des Moines, la.,

is putting in heavier steel for its downtown loops.
W. S. Hammond has found it necessary to put

in a new 150 horse po\ver engine for the electric-

light plant at Grinnell, la. This will about double
the capacity of the plant.

Governor Lind of Minnesota has appointed the
following-named members of the new bureau for

examining wiring experts: William I. Gray of Min-
neapolis and Joseph McCauley, St. Paul, as journey-
men electricians, and Charles L. Pillsbury of Min-
neapolis as municipal electrical inspector. The law
applies to counties having a population of 125,000 or
over, and thus takes in only Minneapolis and St. Paul.

All the track is laid for the electric street-car

system in Fond du Lac, Wis., and the cars are run-
ning on part of the line.

The JV'Iadison (Wis.) City Council has ordered all

electric-light, telegraph and telephone wires around
the state capitol grounds to be put underground
within the next 60 days.

The Westinghouse company declined the contract

awarded at Wadena, Minn., for a dynamo, and the

village has let the contract to the Electrical Ma-
chinery company of Minneapolis.

The Twin City Electric company of Grand Rapids,

Wis., has begun work on a new power house.

The street-car company of Sheboygan, Wis., is

preparing to begin work on the extension to She-

bnvgan Falls, Wis,
The new electric-light plant at Homer, Neb., wili

soon be ready for operation.

The new electric-light plant at LeRoy, Minn., has

been completed and put in operation. .

There is a clash in prospect at Fond du Lac, Wis.,

between the electric-raihvay company and the North-

western railroad people. The former proposes to

cross the tracks of the latter, which the railroad offi-

cials say shall never be done.

High water carried out the flume head and threat-
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cned to undermine the power plant of the electric-

light company at Kaukauna, Wis.
Rockford, 111., and Oshkosh, \Vis._, capitalists pro-

pose to invest $75,000 at Stevens Point, Wis., in

improvements to the electric-light plant and by put-

ting in a gas plant.

Bishop & Slusch oi Racine, Wis.^ are the latest

applicants for a franchise" to operate an electric-light

and gas plant in Manitowoc, Wis. The council

does not seem disposed to act upon these applica-

tions, for there are two others waiting for an elec-

tric-car line.

F. H. AVerner has bought the stock of electrical

supplies in Oshkosh, Wis., formerly owned by W. L.

Rideout.
The Pioneer Fuel company's dock in Duluth,

Minn., on Rice's Point, is to be operated by elec-

tricity. It will be the first dock at the head of the

lakes to adopt that powder.

Arrangements have been made at Montello. Wis.,

to resume lighting the streets by electricit>-.

A new repeater and switchboard of the police and

fire-alarm svstem has been put in at Oshkosh. Wis.

The Citizens' Traction company of Oshkosh, Wis..

h rebonding its city tracks with bonds of low resist-

ance, to overcome any possible tendency of the cur-

rent to escape and cause electrolysis.

The Montana Water, Electric Power and Mining
companv has been incorporated at Philipsburg,

Mont., with $500,000 capital stock. It is understood

that work will soon be begun on the proposed elec-

tric plant at Flint Creek Falls.

C. X. Parker of Brainerd, Minn., has disposed of

his electric street-railway material to the Interstate

Traction company of Duluth, Minn., which is about

to change its svstem from horse to electric power.

The Merrill (Wis.) Street Railway and Lighting

company has started the machinery of the new power
house and finds it works well. The company was
burned out a few months ago. but has now replaced

the power station with better equipment than be-

fore. The street cars and electric street-lighting

service have now been resumed.
The Electric Light company of low-a City. la..

has let the contract for the erection of the new power
house, to replace the burned station. The new-

building wmII be thoroughly fireproof and will have
the most modern equipment.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company will erect

a pow-er station at Wildwood to furnish power for

the interurban line to be constructed between St. Paul

and Stillwater. Minn. The distance is 20.44 miles,

and the company expects to make the trip in 55 min-
utes, running time. The company proposes to have

a fine park at Wildwood. with attractions such as

summer operas and the like.

The Des Moines (la.) Edison Light company will

spend about $50,000 this year in improving its twi?

plants -there. It will include additional room at the sta-

tions, new^ arc lights and incandescent dynamos.

J. P. Brown & C^. have been granted a 25-year

franchise for an electric-light plant in Waterville.

Minn. The plant is to be in operation in iS months.
The Dnrand Light and Power company- has been

formed at Durand, Wis., wnth $25,000 capital stock.

It will develop water power at Eau Galle, .and trans-

m"t the power electrically to Durand.
Jackson. Minn., has voted bonds for $10,000 j-or

an electric-lighting plant.

W. I. Gray & Co. of Minneapolis secured the

contract for an electric-light and water system at

Ma>'A-ille. X. D.
John D. Cuddihy and Edward Ryan have been

granted a franchise for an electric-car line through
Calumet, and will construct an electric system from
Laurium and Red Jacket. Mich. J.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., July 15.—For some months past ithas

been reported that the water power at Fenelon Falls,

Ont.. was to be developed for the purpose of trans-
mitting electric power to Lindsay, Ont., a distance
of 14 miles. It is now stated that the undertaking
has been definitely decided upon by the Light, Heat
ind Power company of Lindsay, which expects to

have the new- plant in operation by the ist of Oc-
tober. This company has commenced the work of

construction and is arranging plans for the develop-
ment of about 1,200 horse power. The electric plant
will eventually consist of two 400-kilowatt, three-

phase generators, direct-coupled to turbines. The
company has placed an order with the Canadian
General Electric company for one 400-kilowatt gen-
erator, together with switchboards, step-up and
step-down transformers and all other apparatus re-

quired to complete the electrical installation.

An immense project has just been undertaken by
the Lake Superior Power company. It is the devel-
oping of 60,000 horse power at Sault Ste. Marie.
Ont. Contracts for the power stream have recently
been awarded to the Mason-Hoge company of Chi-
cago, Hubbell &: Co. of Saginaw, ilich.. and E. D.
Smith & Co. of Philadelphia. Pa. The contracts
already let aggregate $2,000,000. The power stream
will be one mile and a quarter in length. 200 yards
in width and the water will be ig^ feet in depth.
Already 500 men are employed on the undertaking.
A manufacturing establishment, covering an eighth
of a mile of ground area, will be erected at once.
The Canadian General Electric company is intro-

ducing a series alternating arc-lighting system to
its patrons, w^hich permits of the operation of arc
lamps in series from an alternating-current gener-

ator of any standard periodicity. It is thought that
this system will tend to revolutionize the sj'Stems
now in use in Canada for street lighting. Appre-
ciating the advantages to be obtained, the Sher-
brooke Gas and Water company of Sherbrooke, Que.,
has placed an order with the Canadian General Elec-
tric company for a complete equipment of 100 of these
lamps, with transformers.

Mr. T. A. Smith, district superintendent of the
Bell Telephone company, at Kingston, Ont., has
invented special instruments of unique design for
communication between the attendants on the sur-
face and the divers at the bottom of the river, while
they are engaged in the work of raising the Corn-
wall bridge across the St. Lawrence at Cornwall.
Ont. The ordinarj' diving apparatus has been re-

placed by special diving bells, so constructed as
to withstand the pressure of the current. The tele-

phone is put inside the bell, and electric alarms
give the signal when either person desires to con-
verse.

Lord Strathcona, Hon. J. I. Tarte. minister of

public works for Canada, and Sir Sandford Fleming.
C. E., as expert in the matter, have been commis-
sioned by the Dominion government to act as Can-
ada's representatives at the conference between Sir

Michael Hicks-Beach and Hon. Joseph Chamber-
lain, the agents-general of the Australian colonies
and the representatives of the Dominion, at which
the whole Pacific-cable project will be considered.

Probably the first municipality in the world to

own and control a long-distance plant for the trans-

mission of electric power will be the town of Oril-

lia. Ont. Electric energy- is now supplied to the
town by steam pow-er, and it is proposed to obtain
power from the Ragged Rapid? of the Severn River,

which flows into the Georgian Bay. and it is expected
that fullj^ 2,000 horse powder will be developed at

that point alone. Besides these rapids, there are

other falls along the river, so that altogether it would
be possible to develop upward of 10.000 horse power.
The rapids are about 18 miles from Orillia. It is

interesting to note that this is the first plant of the
kind in Canada where aluminum wire, instead of

copper wire, is being used for transmission. The
price of the latter w^as so high that experiments,
which proved satisfacton.-, were made with alumi-
num. W.

New England News.
Boston, July 14,-^The suit of the Pennsj'lvania

Steel companj' against the Boston Electric Light
company, to enforce payment of the formers claim

for construction work, contested by the light com-
pany on account of the collapse of the structure

put up by the steel concern, has been settled out
of court.

A new corporation of Massachusetts men. organ-

ized under Maine laws, is the Electrical association,

limited, a construction company, with authorized

capital of S300.000. of which $500 is paid in. Charles

H. Xewhail of Lynn is president and H. P. Clough
of Lynn treasurer. Robert P. Clapp of Lexington.

J. S. Bartlett of Lynn and Charles H. Tolman of

Portland are other corporators.

E. Jones, F. A. Drur>- and X. Sagendorpt are

incorporators in this state of the Citizens' Gas and
Electric Light companj"^ of Spencer, Mass. The
capital is $60,000.

The Pepperell Manufacturing company, which
runs the biggest cotton mills in Maine, at Biddeford,
contemplates substituting electricity- for the present

system, and expects to save $60,000 annually b}' re-

duction of coal cost.

Plans for the Boston Elevated Railway company's
immense new power plant on Lincoln wharf, in this

city, have reached the stage at which it becomes
possble for the management to go before the harbor
and land commissioners of the state and submit their

project for approval. The site is to be filled in to

the regulation line of the water front and about
S2,ooo.ooo will be expended m construction and
equipment work. There will be a big battery of

boilers and seven engines and electric generators

powerful enough to run the entire system of surface

ser\-ice as at present constituted. To the preliminar\-

equipment already' contracted for with the West-
inghouse and General Electric companies, there

wiil be added later, it is stated, enough to bring

the horse power of the plant up to 2S.000. The
company furnishing the most efficient generators in

the early contracts will probably be awarded the

orders for additional machiner3^

The X'orfolk ^^'estern Street Railway company,
which recently opened a line in Xorfolk County-,

this state, between Dedham. Westwood and Med-
field. a distance of nine miles, has been granted a

franchise to extend the line throueh Millis and Med--
way to Franklin, covering a distance of 23 miles

in all. Its cars will also be permitted to run over

connecting lines to Milford. B.

PERSONAL.

formerly of Jamestown, X. Y., was recently elected
president pro tem.

Clifford Jennings has resigned his position as su-
perintendent of the Electric Light company at Hones-
dale, Fa., to accept a position with the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company of Pittsburg.

Joseph VN'etzIer. president of the Electrical Engi-
neer Institute of Correspondence, Xew York, has
had the honorary- degree of electrical engineer con-
ferred upon him by the Stevens Institute of Technol-
ogy, of which he is a graduate.

Charles F. Boyce, now electrician and superin-
tendent for the Cit\- Telephone company of Grand
Rapids, will remove to Detroit on September ist to
assume the position of electrical engineer and super-
intendent of equipment whh the Michigan Telephone
compan}*—a position he filled some years ago.

W. R. Cassells, a prominent merchant of Buenos
Ayres, with the additional distinction of being the
first person to introduce electric lighting in South
America, was in Chicago last week. Mr. CasselFs
friends in Chicago were delighted to meet him again
and endeavored to make his visit a pleasant one.

W'alter A. Crowdus, the well-known inventor of the
Crov.dus storage batter^', has just returned from
an extended trip in Europe in the interests of the
Crowdus accumulator and automobile. Mr. Crowdus
expects to establish a factory- in Chicago for the
manufacture of the apparatus bearing his name.

R. V. West of Middletown, Pa., formerly super-
intendent of the Bloomsburg Electric Light and
Power company, and for some time past superin-
tendent of the Middletown electric-light plant, has
taken charge of the Xanticoke electric-light plant,
taking the place of Superintendent Williams, who
died recentb'.

Frank G. Robinson, one of the proprietors of the
Sharpsville Electric Light company, was killed at
the power house in Sharpsville. Pa., on July Sth.

He was attempting to tighten a loose bolt on one
of the generators without stopping the machinery,
and in some manner received the current from the
machine through his body.

Luther Stieringer was recently presented a hand-
some imported watch with gold hunting case and
mechanism for striking the hours and minutes.
The inscription on the watch is: "Presented to
Luther Stieringer by the Electrical Exhibition com-
pany in recognition of valuable and gratuitous aid
rendered in connection with the Electrical Exhibition
held May, 1899." Mr. Stieringer's expert assistance
was of great value to the managers of the Xew York
show and it is recognized in this pleasant manner.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Xapa Gas and Electric company has been in-

corporated at Xapa. Cal.. by Thomas Addison. John
L. Howard and O. E. Clark, with a capital of $100.-

000.

The plant of the Bellwood electric-light company
at Bellwood. Pa., was sold at sheriffs sale recently
for S7.100 to the first-mortgage bondholders. The
total liabilities were $31,000.

The bid of Priestman & Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

in aniount $3,818. was the lowest received by the
War Department for installing an electric-light plant
at the Dumplings, Conanicut Island. R. I.

The Slatington (Pa.) Borough Council has
awarded the contract to light the streets of that

town to the Slatington Electric Light and Powder
company at $59 for each arc light, or S2.360 a year
for 40 lights.

The lowest bid received by the Treasury De-
partment for the installation of a system of conduits
and wiring for electric lighting in the L'nited States

public building at Camden. X. J., was that of the

Brown Electrical Construction company of New-
Haven, Conn., at $1,994.

John S. Speer was a Chicago visitor last week,
calling on old friends.

Thomas G. Grier of the Western Electric com-
pany, Chicago, is spending a well-earned vacation

among friends in the East.

On account of the death of Edwin Jacobv. presi-

dent of the Toledo. Bowling Green and Fremont
Electric Railroad company. Walter B. Brockway.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Linglestown and Progress Railway company

of Reading. Pa., is securing rights-of-way for a

trolley line from Harrisburg to Linglestown. a dis-

tance of eight miles.

An ordinance was recently passed in Redlands.
Cal.. granting to the Redlands Street Railway com-
pany a franchise for an electric road over certain

streets for a period of 39 years.

The Ramsey street-car barns of the Twin City

electric railway at St. Paul were burned on July iSth.

Sixty electric cars were destroyed, together with
the building and a quantit>^ of general supplies. The
loss is estimated at $125,000.

The construction of the new electric road between
Brooklyn and Rockaway Beach by the Xew Jersey
Construction company has been begun. The new
road will be built by a syndicate, headed by Patrick
Flynn of Brooklyn, and will cost Si.ooo.ooo.

The contract for the laving of the track for the

Mount Pleasant. Scottdale and Connellsville electric

street railway in Western Pennsylvania has been
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awarded to a Brooklyn firm. It is expected to have
part of the line in working order in August.

With the exception of a shore strip at Kenilworth
the electric-railway line between Evanston and Wau-
kegan, ill., is now practically completed. It will

not be long before one can ride by electric car from
Chicago to Milwaukee.

Trolley cars are now running on State street,

Chicago, from Sixty-third street to Van Buren
street. The Chicago City company secured permis-

sion to string the poles and wires temporarily while

repairs are making to the cable power plant.

The purchase of the right-of-way of the Media,
Middletown. Aston and Chester Trolley company
has been made by the syndicate interested in the

new line which is going through Swarthmore, Darby,
Morton and other points between Chester, Pa., and
Philadelphia. F. W. Hammett is president; David
Woolerstine is solicitor and Samuel L. Kent and
B. G. Jones are directors.

AUTOMOBILES.
Mayor Quincy of Boston has vetoed the ordinance

adopted by the Board of Aldermen, by which it

was sought to regulate the use of automobiles in that

city.

A Paris dispatch states that 6"] motor cars started

on the morning of July i6th to race around France,

a distance of 1.450 miles. The trip will occupy nine

days, with two intervals of a day each.

The automobile has taken the fancy of Newport
society. Not only are the male members of the cot-

tage colony using them, but some of the ladies

are also trying their hand at running the new
vehicles.

An Elgin, 111., dispatch states that $10,000 has been
paid as earnest money on the purchase of the Elgin
Sewing Machine and Bicycle Works, that have long
been idle. The buj-^ers are automobile manufactur-
ers, who will start work at once.

C. W. Koch, a Detroit carriage-builder, said in

a recent interview: "While the coming of the elec-

tric car and the bicycle has almost ruined the trade.

the death-blow was given by the introduction of

the rubber tire, which practically makes all further

repairs unnecessary. This is the present state of the

trade. Those shops that manage to make money
must have a capital of $50,000 and upward. The
horseless carriage, however, is bound to revive our
failing trade."

The San Francisco Chronicle states that electricity

from the Blue Lakes in the Sierra is to be utilized

as motive power for automobiles along both sides

of San Francisco Bay and south therefrom as far

as San Jose. Propositions to this eitect have been
received by the Standard Electric company, of which
Prince Poniatowski is president, from the Electric

Vehicle company of New York and from other con-
cerns. There are to be three routes, with charging
stations located at different points around the bay.

Mr. and Mrs. John Davis are making a trans-

continental automobile tour. They left New York
on July 13th and are bound for San Francisco, by
way of Albany. Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago. Omaha
and Denver. They use a vehicle propelled by gaso-

line and were troubled by breakdowns early in the

trip. At Poughkeepsie a machinist was taken

aboard to accompany them as far as Buffalo and
look after the machine. Mrs. Davis writes for the

newspapers en route, and the trip is attracting con-

siderable attention.

It is said that automobiles are to be placed in

competition with the street-car systems of St. Louis.

A corporation for that purpose has been organized,

vv'ith a capital stock of $500,000. It is the intention

of the projectors to place the system in operation

on or before October ist. Cabs, drags, surreys,

tally-hos. carts and omnibuses will be run along cer-

tain specified routes for prices which threaten the

business of the street-railway companies. In addition

to the passenger traffic, the company contemplates

a general express business. Among those said to be
interested are George D. Rosenthal. 5t. Louis,

agent of the General Electric company: Herbert A.

Wagner, general superintendent of the Missouri-

Edison Electric companv: F. W. Abbott and H. R.

Gamble of the General Construction company.
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INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS.
The organization of the National Tube company,

a consolidation of the wrought-steel, iron-tube and
pipe mdustry of the United States, was completed
a lew days ago. The National Tube company con-
stitutes the largest tube concern in the world, and
it is the third largest steel and iron corporation in
the world, only the Krupps and the Carnegies ex-
ceeding it. It embraces the controlling interest in
the steel-tube and iron industry, and owns and is

now operating over 20 plants, the largest of which
is located at McKeesport, Pa. These plants are
now turning out about 1,100,000 tons of all classes
of tubular goods of wrought-iron and steel, embrac-
ing hundreds of varieties from one-sixteenth of an
inch to three feet in diameter. The company gives
employment to 25.000 men. Its authorized capital

has been increased to $80,000,000. At a full meeting
of the,board of directors the following-named offi-

cers were elected; President. Edmund C. Converse;
chairman of the board. Joshua Rhodes; first vice-

president (in charge of manufacturing), F. J. Hearne;
second vice-president (in charge of mercantile af-

fairs), Horace Crosby; third vice-president (finan-

cial). Francis L. Potts; general manager, manufac-
turing department, A. S. Matheson; treasurer, Ar-
thur F. Luke; assistant treasurer (at Pittsburg),

William H. Latshaw; general counsel, Sullivan &
Cromwell. The changes in the board of directors
comprise the substitution of William S. Eaton for

D. W. Hitchcock and the addition to the board of

three representatives of J. P. Morgan & Co.—Messrs.
Coster, Hamilton and Gillard.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Harrison Safety Boiler Works of Philadel-

phia issue a pamphlet to direct attention to the

merits of Cochrane feed-water heaters and separators.

The pamphlet is unique in composition and make-up
and presents the advantages of the Cochrane ap-

paratus in a forcible manner.

The Ward Leonard Electric company has just is-

sued a catalogue of 16 pages devoted exclusively to

Carpenter enamel rheostats. This catalogue of

field rheostats is a comprehensive one, containing

detailed information regarding 125 different standard
forms of field rheostats which are customarily car-

ried in stock by the Ward Leonard company. Each
one of the rheostats listed has its own code word.
which makes the catalogue convenient for foreign

customers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Fred Bussler, an employe of the Lycoming Elec-

tric company of Williamsport, Pa., recently had an
electric current of 2,000 volts pass through his body
while adjusting a switchboard. He fell unconscious
to the floor, but physicians succeeded in resuscitat-

ing him.

At Muelheim-on-the-Ruhr, Germany, a blast-fur-

nace chimney was struck by lightning, being per-

forated at 23 places. It is stated that the holes did

not interfere with the draft, since the waste gas

from the hot-blast stoves was carried off as before.

Repairs were made while the furnace continued in

blast.

The Washington Star of July lOth makes mention
of a strike of the local union of the National

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The union has,

it is said, about 100 members and contains nearly

all the electrical workers in the District. The mem-
bers struck for $3 a day for eight hours' work. The
strike was due to dissatisfaction over the wages,

which ranged from $2 to $2.50 for a day of nine hours.

TRADE NEWS.
The plant of the Raritan Electric company at New

Brunswick, N. J., was destroyed by fire recently.

The loss was nearly $100,000, with about $70,000

insurance. The company was recently organized by
New York capitalists to succeed the Beacon Lamp
company.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of

St. Louis is making some changes in its Pacific

coast business. The Paul Seiler Electrical Works,
which have been its coast agents for several years,

will still handle the Columbia lamps, but in addition

to this agency the Columbia company has opened

a branch office in San Francisco at 120 Sutter street
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in charge of Alexander R. Pike, and will maintain
a large and well-assorted slock of lamps for the
Pacific coast trade.

The Farley Loetscher Manufacturing company of
Dubuque has let a contract to the Star Electric
company for a complete isolated electric plant, with
a capacity of 25 arc and 350 incandescent lights, in-
cluding generator, switchboard and the wiring of the
entire factory.

James G. Biddle of Philadelphia states that Morris
K. Leeds & Co. have purchased the plant, draw-
ings, fixtures, etc., of Elmer G. Willyoung & Co.,
and will continue tht business at the old address,
939 Boycr street, Philadelphia, Mr. Leeds was
formerly with Queen & Co. Mr. Biddle, who acted
as sole agent for Willyoung & Co., will act in the
same capacity for Leeds & Co. The field covered
by Leeds & Co. comprises electrical measuring in-
struments, X-ray apparatus, psychological appa-
ratus, apparatus for physical laboratories, etc.

BUSINESS.
The Advance Specialty company, Chicago, manu-

facturer of electric gas-lighting specialties, reports
a wide demand for its devices, which are meeting
with great favor.

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is issuing
a liberal amount of advertising matter pertaining
to electric-railway supplies. It reports receiving and
shipping a generous line of electric-railway material.

The Metropolitan Compound Manufacturing com-
pany of 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y., reports
a very good business with its boiler compound.
It sends a trial order on approval, and is daily in-
creasing its list of customers.

W. N. Matthews of 312 Commercial building.
St. Louis, says that he has disposed of all his
second-hand weatherproof wire and his entire lot
of Fort Wayne arc machines. His Russell engine
has also been sold, but he has still a long list of
second-hand apparatus.

A. W. Knutson & Co. of Galesburg. Ill, manufac-
turers of the popular Knutson gravity clutch for
arc lamps, report that the demand for this device
has exceeded all expectations. This clutch is being
used by leading electric-light companies throughout
the country, and through its use, it is said, electric-
light managers are enabled to make a large saving
in lamp repairs. Knutson & Co. will be pleased to
send further particulars to those interested.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that the sales of the Adams-Bagnall
enclosed direct and alternating-current arc lamps
have been unprecedented. The public has been quick
to recognize the many advantages, good points and
wonderful improvements which have been made in
this lamp. The Allegheny County Light company.
Pittsburg. Pa., after a series of tests of all of the most
prominent lamps on the market, placed its order
for 1,400 Adams-Bagnall enclosed arcs, to be used
throughout its system. This is one of the largest
orders that has been placed lately, and, considering
the competition, it speaks well for the quality,

workmanship and general efficiency of the Adams-
Bagnall lamp.

Walsh's Sons & Co., doing a general second-
hand business in Newark, N. J., are making a very
special drive in handling second-hand electrical ma-
chinery. This concern is one of the oldest, most
reliable and best known institutions of its kind in

the neighborhood of New York, and with its head-
quarters in Newark. N. J., it is in excellent position
to command quite an extensive market in the pur-

chase and sale of second-hand electric apparatus.

In addition to the line of electric machinery which
the firm has on hand it now has in stock a quantity
of guy cable for telephone construction and also

a lot of other material suitable for the service in the

hands of the telephone contractor. Walsh's Sons
& Co. buy as well as sell second-hand machinery,
and the buying branch of the business is chiefly

handled by P. Walsh. Jr. Mr. Walsh is an energetic

young man and realizes the value of coupling with
shrewd business judgment great courtesj'^ and fair

treatment, not only to buyers but to sellers as well.

As a consequence the firm's electrical department
is naturally prospering.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

628.448. Igniter for Gas Engines. Charles O. Carl-

son New York, N. Y. Application filed May 7,

1898.

In an electric igniter for gas eogines the combination
of a shaft, a ram on the shaft, having a peripheral cam
face and a side cam face, a rotary and longitudinally
movable shaft, the cam faces beiog in operative relation

with the movable shaft, electrodes, and connections be-
tween the movable shaft and the electrodes whereby con-
tact is made and broken.

628.457. Device for Producing Electric Currents at

Sea by the Action of Waves. Max Gehre, Rath,

Germany. Application filed April 6, 1899.

Floats moved by the waves of the sea are connected to

rods projecting from the sea. One rod carries at its upper
end an armature with an induction coil ; another carries a
magnet with aternaling poles.

Issued July 11, i8gg.

628,464. Electric Signaling Apparatus and Circuit.

Felix B. Herzog, New York, N. Y. Application

filed October 25, 1884.

Features enuinerated are: Circuit controllers at several

outlying stations, a separate line from each to a common
station, each controller comprising normally separated

terminals and means for effectively Joining ihese and so

completing the circuit, means for retaining the circuit

closed, a restoring mapnet for each line arranged to con-

trol iis reopening, at the common station an annunciator

composed of separate annunciator elements for each line,

each adapted to respond to the operation of the corre-

sponding circuit closer, a separate switching connection

for each, whereby each of such distant magnets may be
separately controlled from the common station to reooen
the closed circuit and thus restore the indicator of that

line.

628.472. Time Alarm for Telephones. Hermann

Keim, Munich, Germany. Application filed

June 14. 1897.

Combined wiih a clock mechanism are counting disks
operated by the mechanism, a longitudinally movable
arbor, a lever on the arhor, means for shifting the arbor to

bring the lever into engagement with any desired coumina
disk, an additional arbor, a movable connection between
the two arbors, a spring on the second arbor normally re-
taining the lever in a position to be engaged by the count-
ing disks, and a signal device ooeraied on disengagement
of the lever with the counting disk.

628,492. Secondao"" Battery. Charles Ridsdale, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed May 28, 1897.

An electrode for secondary batteries compriping in its

construction a section of oxide of lead formed in a com-
plete integral mass having extensions forming ridges along
Its side or sides and corresponding lecesses also formed
by the ridges, together with extended channels through the
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interior or the section and a strip of conducting material
extended through the sect on.

628,514. Electric Vehicle. William F. Zimmer-
manii, East Orange, N. J. Application filed

May 12, 1899.

The combination with a vehicle of a detachable electric

propelling device comprising an electric motor, a source of

current and a single asle and traction wheels carrying the

same.

628,539. Trolley Wheel. John Kalte. Port Elgin,

Canada. Application filed March 11, 1899.

In a trolley wheel and bearing, in combination, the di-

vided harp, an axle connecting the parts thereof, a trolley

wheel having a central hub, a double cup fitted therein,

cones threaded on the asle. ball bearings and flanges ex-
tending inwardly from the sections and overhanging the
hub of the wheel and closely filling the same.

NO 628 457.

628,567. Telephone-switch Apparatus. Signal and
Circuit. Thomas C. Wales. Jr., Newton, Mass.
Application filed April 17, 1899.

This patent, assigned to (he American Bell Telephone
company, covers the combination in a telepbcne exchange
of a source of current at the central station, a substation
telephone circuit represented on the switchboard by
switch sockets or jacks, having iis conductors extended to

the source of current, and provided at the substation with
a circuit-controlling switch, a local trunk circuit at the
central station having a switch plug and a switch socket at

its terminals respectively, and being conductively
separated into iwo inductively united divisions by an
induction coil with four windings, two of which are
included with the source of supply and a circuit-closing
relay in the switch-plug division, and the remaining two
in the switch-socket division, a test battery and local
circuit, and a second circuit-closing relay, associated with
the switch-plug division, a third circuit-closing relay and
a lamp signal controlled thereby, associated wiih the
iwitch-socket division, and a linking or switch-cord con-
nection circuit, having a bridge between its main con-
ductors and a branch to a grounded battery extending
from the center of the bridge, and having also a signal in-
cluded in one of the main conductors, whereby when the
circuits are switched to form a through circuit the cord
signal maybe operated from the substation, and the lamp
signal of the trunk-line-socket d'vision operated by the
removal of the cord-connection plug from the trunk-line
socket.

628.597. Electric Elevator Alarm. Henry R.
Bruhns. San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

December 30, 1898.
' A series of independent signals, each having a circuit-
closing device and an elecirical circuit, a spring projecting
into the path of the elevator so as to remain depressed
during the passage of the entire length of the elevator, a
fulcruraed lever and a push bar connecting one end with
the spring, a push button actuated by the opposite end of
the lever to close the circuit, and a second spring inter-
posed between the push button and the lever to compen-
sate for irregu'arities of movement of the lever and push-
bar.

628,610. Trolley Pole. Stephen G. Reynolds,
Easton; Pa. Application filed January 7, 1899.

A trolley pole for electric cars, having an integral
foiked upper end, a central vertically disposed grooved
roller mounted in the crotch of the fork, and grooved hori-
zontally arraoged side rollers mounted in the fork branches
above and in rear of the central roller substantially at

right angles thereto.

NO. 628,514.

628,650. Electric-lighting System for Cars. John
L. Creveling. New York, N. Y. Application
filed January 31, 1899.

The system comprises electric lamps, a storage battery
and a generator driven by power derived from the motion
of a car. an electric switch adapted to reverse the connec-
tions between the generator and the battery mains upon
the reversal of direction of rotation of the armature, tbis
switch being operated by frictional contact with a movable
member or members, the direction of motion of which is

reversed with the direction of rotation of the armature,
with a centrifugal governor adapted to break the frictional
contact at a predetermined speed and to complete the
dynamo circuit through the battery at a higher predeter-
mined speed, and independent spring mechanisms whereby
the two operations may be independently adjusted.

628.658. Electric-lighting Apparatus; for Railway
Cars. Charles A. Gould, New York, N. Y.
Application filed July 7. 1898.

One of the car axles is provided with a pulley. A dy-
namo is yieldingly mounted on the car above the axle, so
as to be capable of moving vertically toward and from the

same, and a driving be't connects the car-axle pulley and
the pulley of the dynamo shaft.

628,661. Battery Electrode. John C. Howell, Lon-
don, England. Application filed July 8, 1898.

A battery electrode comprising a metallic ribbon in the
form of a helix with each turn in the form of a cone and
partially covering the next preceding turn.

628.667. Insulated Rail Support. Charles K. King
and George A. Mead, Mansfield, Ohio. Appli-
cation filed May 24, 1899.
A support for electric conductors, comprising a cap, a

block o£ insulating material upon which the cap rests, two
clamps carried by the cap and having means for preventing
their turning, and an elongated vertical portion to permit
of free vertical movement.

628.676. Forming Accumulators. Charles Pollak,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Application
filed March 14, 1898.

The process of forming le^d electrodes in accumulators,
consisting in first treating them as anodes in elecirolytical
elements with a curreut naving a tension which does not
exceed two volts an element, thereby producing a cover-
ing of lower oxide of lead, and then completing the forma-
tion by the use of a current haviag an electromotive force
in excess of two volts.

628.685. Theater Dimmer. Arthur W. Berresford,
Westfield, N. J. Application filed February 27,

1899-

A theater dimmer comprising a suitable supporting
frame, a plurality of resistance plates, a contact lever and
contact points carried by each plate independently of ad-
jacent plates and means for securing each plate to the
supporting frame in removable adjustment.

628.686. Plating Machine. Hermann R. Boissier,

New York, N. Y. Application filed December
22, 1898.

This is an electroplating machine having a tank contain-
ing the electrolyte, one or more anodes ia the tank, a
reciprocating holder, guides relatively stationary to the
tank for guiding the holder, a detachable depending hanger
for the work carried by the reciprocating bolder, and
electric circuits connecting with the anodes and detacha-
ble hanger.

628,695. Electrical Cooking Apparatus. John B.
Gary. Baltimore, Md. Application filed March
10. 1899.

A device consisting essentially of heat-retaining cylin-
ders to utilize the heat of eleciric lamps or electric con-
ductors is described.

^n̂Ifej t^'a fc^to MgTg
o

NO. 628,739.

628,696. Molding for Electric Wires or Other Pur-
poses. Milton Chase and De Forest W. Chase,
Boston, Mass, Application filed October 17,

1898.

A molding for rooms consisting of two parts, one part
adapted to be permanently secured in place, grooves to

receive the electric wires formed therein and having at

its lower end a projection and at its upper end a lip, the
other part having a molding on its face and adapted at its

lower end to fit onto the projection and its upper end to

fit over the lip at the upper end of the fixed portion.

628,702. Electrical Hot-air Heater. John A. El-

liott, Butte, Mont. Application filed January
10, 1898.

The combination of an outer air-tight tank, of an inner
casing spaced therefrom to form top and side chambers,
this casing bieing provided with openings at its base,
of an air pipe entering the side chamber and discharging
into the top chamber, the pipe being formed with coils

vertically disposed within the side chamber, an electric

heater with suitably insulated conneciions within the
inner chamber, and an air pipe discharging from the inner
casing.

628,739. Primary Battery. Edward Baines, New
York, N. Y. Application filed December 29,

1897-

The claim is made for a gravity battery having a negative
electrode of tlectro-negative material located in the lower
part of a jar and in a solution of copper sulphate, and hav-
ing a positive electrode of zinc located in the upper part

of the jar and in a solution of zmc sulphate: a grid of noo-
metallic material is located between the electrodes, and
crystals of copper sulphate are located on the upper side

of the grid occupying the whole of the sectional area of the

jar.

628,762. Aui:omatic Circiait Breaker. Charles M.
Clark. New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 23, 1899.

A circuit breaker provided with a spring-pressed rotary

disk normally in position to render the circuit continuous,

an electromagnet in the circuit and arranged for action on
an overload of current, a spring-pressed latch for normally
locking the disk against the tension of its spring, a con-

nection between the latch and the electromagnet for ac-

tuating the latch and unlocking the disk upon an overload

of current, and an electromagnet for the latch and likewise

in the circuit for movably holding the latch in a, locking

position relatively to the disk and for permitting the spring

of the latch to actuate the latter and unlock the disk upon
tlie passing of an underload of current.

628.770. Manufacture . of Electric Conductors.
Sherard. O. Covvper-Coles. London, England.
Application filed December 24, 1897.
An electric conductor composed of practically pure iron

and provided with a metallic coating having a low melting
point.

628,782. Electric Furnace. James J. Faulkner,
Memphis, Tenn. Application filed November
12, 1898.

The combination with the furnace chamber of two oppos-
ing electrodes and means for automatically adjusting one
of the electrodes, the means comprising a fixed insulated
support for the movable electrode, a sleeve, a spring-
actuated plunger mounted in the sleeve and longitudinally
alined with the movable electrode.

628.807. Electric-current Transformer. Seth K.
Humphrey, Boston, Mass. Application filed

October i, 1898.

A transformer comprising a core consisting of a disk
haying a series of openings through it, a multiplicity of
primaries rove through the openings and over the per-
iphery of the disk, the primaries being arranged in a plu-
rality of sets placed opposite each other and connected,
one set with the opposite set. a continuous secondary wind-
ing consisting of a series of coils, each having connection
with segments of a stationary commutator, and auxiliary
windings extended across the center of the disk and con-
nected in parallel with the primaries.

628,

628,

626

NO. 628.849.

,849. Electric-current Regulator. Frederick E.
Ramsay, Walsenburg, Colo. Application filed

October 14, 1898.

One claim reads: A current regulator for electric
lamps, comprising a pair of disks of insulating material, a
socket piece on one of the disks and a plug on the other,
a series of contact plates radially arranged between the
disks, a core and a coil of wire wound upon the core in
layers, the layers being in electrical connection success-
ively with the plates, a contact block adapted to make
electrical connection with one or the other of the contact
plates, and a contact spring for holding the contact block
in electrical connection with the contact sleeve of the
plug.

,8=^. Galvanic Battery. Walter Rowbotham,
Birmingham. England. Application filed Oc-
tober 21, 1895.

An outer vessel is divided by non-porous perforated par-
titions into three main compartments, the inner one of
which constitutes the active portion of the battery, and
the outer ones constitute reservoirs for supplying the
active portion of the battery with the exciting fluid; metal
and carbon elements are arranged in the inner compart-
ment, the perforations in the non-porous partitions being
arranged to put all the metal elements in communication
with one of the outer compartments and all the carbon ele-
ments in communication with the other outer compartment.

,856. Electric-railway Switch. Frederick A.
Rufif, Detroit, Mich. Application filed May 9,

1898.

The combination of a movable switch member, an in-
sulated section of trolley wire, a connection leading there-
from to a source of electrical energy, an electromagnet
included in the connection and mechanism operated by
the magnet for throwing the switch member, comprising
a walking-beam lever, a connection between the same and
the switch member, a lever operated by the magnet, and a
pitman operated by the lever having a movable connection
with the walking-beam lever and adapted to throw the
same alternately in different directions to move the switch
in opposite directions.

NO. 31.187.

Reissue.

11,759. Insulation of Electric Wires. Joseph A.
Poche, New Orleans, La. Application filed

April 10, 1899. Original number, 608.906. dated
August 9, 1S98.

An insulation for conductors carrying currents of high
potential consisting of a surrounding insulating sleeve
and two inclosing glass cones, retained by a collar at one
end and a nut at the other.

Designs.

31.187. Telephone - receiver Cap. Henry Rose
Cool. Urbana, Ohio. Application filed June 13.

1899. Term of patent seven years.

The design for the telephone-receiver cap shown by the
cut.

31.193. Molding for Electrical Conductors. Hu-
bert Krantz, New^ York, N. Y. Application
filed June 15, 1899. . Term of patent seven years.
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Electrical Heating and Cooking at the
Carmelite Hospice.
By Orrin E. Dunlap.

Electricity is now used for lightinii-, heating and
cooking purposes in the new hospice building of the

Carmelite Fathers on the Canadian side at Niagara
Falls. The plant which has been installed in this

institution has several novel features, and as it is

operated in connection with Niagara electric en-

ergy, it is of much interest. It was installed by
Mr. A. Harth, an electrical engineer who makes
electric heating a specialty.

The hospice plant consists of a transformer sta-

building is loo horse power. Of this amount 25
horse power is applied to lighting, cooking and
heating wa,ter. while the remainder, y^ horse power,
is devot<fd to heating the lower floor of the building.
The .'ipace thus heated consists of 11 bedrooms, re-

ception room and ofihce and the dining room, also
the corridor. This corridor (Fig. 3) is 120 feet long,
fo feet wide and 15 feet high. In it have been placed
nine four horse power electrical heaters. Each bed-
room is 10 by 12 by 15 feet in size, and each has
an electrical heater of four horse power, equipped
with a changeable-heat switch of two heats.

While there are many places in the. country where
electricity is used for cooking small dishes, it is

the two small ovens has three compartments and
each compartment consumes 23 amperes at iio volts.

The large oven takes 50 amperes and its facilities

are such that it will accommodate four large roasts

at one time.

The electric current is carried into the butler's

pantry, where tea and cofifee are made. Here (Fig.

2) are three five-gallon urns and a chafing-dish.

Each of the urns is electrically connected. One is

used for tea. another for coffee, while the third is

used for heating water to supply the tea and cofifee

urns.

In Fig. 4, adjoining the switchboards on the left,

will be seen a barrel-like apparatus. This is the

Fig I. Kitchen, Showinp Electric Stove and Oven.
Fig. 4. Switchboards and 400-gallon Water Heater.

Fig. 2. Butler's Pantry, with Tea and Cofifee Urns and Chafing Di'b.
Fig. 3. Electric Heaters in the Corridors.

ELECTRICAL HEATING AND COOKING AT THE CARMELITE HOSPICE.

tion. which is located about 150 feet west of the main
building. It is a small, wooden structure (Fig. 6,

page 60), in which sre located two 30-kilowatt West-
inghouse and one 25'kilowatt General Electric

transformers (Fig. 7). primary 2.200 volts and three-

phase secondary no volts, the current being trans-

mitted from the transformer station to the main
building (Fig. 5, p. 61) through an underground cable.

The switchboards are located in the basement of

the main structure and are two in number. They
are shown in Fig. 4 in the group of illustrations on
this page. A switchboard with double-throw
switches controls two phases of the current, and the

third phase is controlled by a switchboard adjoin-

ing, and is used for cooking, lights, etc. The
switchboards are so arranged that either transformer

can be used independent of the other for either pur-

pose.

The total amount of electric power used in the

probable that there is not another electrical kitchen

in the world like that installed in the hospice build-

ing, the intention being that it shall have a capacity

of cooking all the meals of the residents and guests

at the hospice. It is shown in Fig. i. The kitchen

has not been installed as a novelty, merely to outline

the possibilities of electrical cooking, but it was
adopted to supersede all other kinds, of fuel com-
monly in use in kitchens, coal, gasoline, oil, etc.. and
it may be said that it has answered all the demands
made upon it in splendid style. This kitchen is oper-

ated by an electric combination range and three elec-

tric ovens. The range has a heating surface of six

square feet. Each square foot of surface has its

individual switch and can be controlled at full or

half heat, as desired. The range, as a whole, con-

sumes 90 amperes of current and each square foot

of surface i.t amperes. The oven capacity consists

of two small ovens and one large oven. Each of

400-gallon boiler in which water is heated for laun-
dry and bathroom purposes. It takes a current of
120 amperes, being divided into three heats. Op-
posite this boiler, but not shown in the illustration,

stands a smaller boiler of 150 gallons capacity. This
boiler is used for heating water for kitchen use, but
can be used in connection with the larger boiler.
The small boiler takes 125 amperes of current, being
also divided into three heats. Both of the boilers
are covered with 2^^-inch asbestos covering, to add
to their efficiency. It may be remarked here that
an effort is made to heat the water when there is

not a demand for the current for other purposes.
The current used by the installation is obtained

from the Canadian Niagara Power company. It is

generated in the station of the Niagara Fails Park
and River Railway company, which is about two miles
distant from the hospice. It is transmitted to the

hospice from the station over No. 3 copper wire.
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With the exception of times in winter when anchor
ice has bothered the generating* statioHj the service

has been ideal. The cleanliness and comfort with
which electricity can be used in a kitchen has been
well portrayed, and the cook in charge speaks very
highly of the use of electricity for kitchen work.
She has had many years of experience with coal

and other fuels, but she pronounces electricity as

far superior. As to what can be accomplished by
the installation of this kitchen, it may be pointed
out that on the occasion of the recent formal opening
and blessing of the hospice, dinner was cooked
lor 250 persons in 2V2 hours. This did not include
the soup making; this requiring some hours of

attention, the soup was prepared the day before.

The efficiency of the ovens has been found to be
very high. The door of the large oven is fitted with
a thermometer, which indicates the stage of heat
at which the oven is prepared to bake or roast. This

FIG. 6. ELECTRICAL HEATING AND COOKING AT THE CAR-
MELITE HOSPICE.—TRANSFORMER STATION.

is plainly indicated, and thus the cook can make
no mistalce in the proper time at which to place her
meats or other articles of food in the oven. As
the Heat i$ always uniform, so should be the cook's
output from her kitchen. There is a noticeable
absence of the smell common where gas is used, and
also of the ashes and dirt where coal is the fuel

consumed. The dinner or other meal cooked, the
heat can be turned ofif, leaving the kitchen as cool
as any other part of the house in summertime.
There is no lingering lire to watch and care for;

no getting up early to see if the fire is out; no
hustling over a slow fire for ,a quick meal, for the
simple turfiing of a switch sends the current through
the range or ovens to any degree the cook may
desire. With no call for current in the kitchen, it

may be directed to the boilers to heat the water
for the various purposes outlined. In the 400-gallon
boiler water is boiled from 60 degrees to" 212 de-
grees in six hours with full heat. In the small
ovens bread can be baked in 18 minutes.
The special apparatus for the plant was built by

the Hadaway Electric Heating and Engineering com-
pany of New York.
As to the cost of the current used in the hospice,

it may be stated that the 25 horse power used for

lighting, cooking and heating w^ater is obtained at

$25 a horse power, or a total of $625 a year for this

service. The current used for heating the corridor
and bedrooms is in use but a small portion of the

year, and this at a time when there is a surplus

of power in the station, in the winter, when but a

small number of cars are operated on the railway
supplied with current from this station. This has
resulted in the Carmelite Fathers getting the cur-

rent for heating in wintertime at a very low price,

possibly in order to encourage electrical installa-

tions of the kind in the vicinity of the Falls. How-
ever, the fact that anchor ice has usually given this

station trouble in very severe weather has led the

engineer who installed the plant to conceive that

an ideal installation for any place where there is any
possibility of the electric current being intermittent

would be a combination electric and fuel hot-water
heating plant. Thus the heating system employed
would be hot water from a boiler under, which an
electric or fuel service could be operated. If. for

any reason, the current gave out or was interfered

with, then the fuel service could immediately be
brought into play and the heating system not in-

terrupted in its work.
One who has been an ardent advocate of the use

of electricity in the hospice is the Very Rev. Anas-
tasius J. Kreidt, the provincial of the Carmelites in

the United States and Canada. For years he has
had such a service in mind, and in his relative,

Mr. Harth. whose portrait is given on this page,
he has found one who has most excellently equipped
his institution. The present building (Fig. 5) is but
a portion of the plan, as contemplated at this point.

When the plan has been perfected the institution will

be one of the finest buildings on the Niagara bor-
der, the idea being to have a religious house where
pilgrims from all sections will be drawn to adore
Nature's God in spirit and in truth. The present
little chapel or shrine of Our Lady of Peace was
erected in the early '20's. The idea of the Niagara
hosnice was conceived by the late Archbisop Lynch
of Toronto, who petitioned Pope Pius IX. to grant
all the favors and privileges of the European sanctu-
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aries to the little shrine at the Falls, with permis-
sion to transfer the privileges to the new shrine
when completed. This was granted, and when the
building is completed it will form one of the most
striking buildings for completeness of detail and
architectural beauty in America. At present the
main building and one wing have been built, forming
an "Lj" the dimensions of which are 200 by 250
feet at the foundation line, the height to the top
of the towers being 85 feet. In time the hospice
and shrine will be combined, and then the shrine
will occupy the center between the two wings, the
northernmost one of which will be the home for
guests or pilgrims and the southern one will be
the monastery. From this it will be seen that the
Niagara hospice of the Carmelite Fathers is des-
tined to be modern in every particular and founded
on the latter-day principles of the order.

Standing on the blufif, back of beautiful Victoria
Niagara Free Park, the hospice building overlooks
the most magnificent scenery in the world. From it

the Falls of Niagara and long distances of the upper
and lower ri\er may be seen. Far off to the north
the glorious Niagara Gorge runs in all its wonder-
ful sublimity, while the speeding of the waters, as

ihey hurl themselves down from Lake Erie, over
reef after reef, in delightful shades of green, broken
by the whitened waters of the rapids above the falls,

convinces one that not only is Niagara fortunate
in its scenic features, but in the wonderful possibili-

ties of its power development, of which the hospice
installation is most significant.

Soldering Aluminum.
With the continued high price of copper, alumi-

num is coming into more extended use as an elec-
trical conductor in places where bare wires are per-
missible. One objection to the use of aluminum
for this purpose heretofore has been the difficulty
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in making soldered joints, and many authorities have
contended that mechanical joints were the only ones
that could be successfully used in electrically connect-
ing lengths of aluminum wire. Mr. H. L. Gronimus
of Chicago claims to have overcome this difficulty,

and the samples of his work, which seem to bear out
his statement, have been examined with much inter-

est by electrical men.
Mr. Gronimus exhibits a soldering metal and a

flux, both of secret com.position. -The flux can be
applied with a common brush or with the tips of
the fingers. It forms a transparent coating on the
surface of the metal and protects it from atmospheric
oxidation. It is said that the flux will not de-
compose or vaporize at temperatures approaching
red heat. This facilitates a good adhesion of the
solder to the metalj and is especially valuable in

electrical work. The solder is a grayish alloy. It

i.> applied v/ith a soldering-iron or blow-pipe. It

is said that tests of months' duration, in saline solu-
tions, show that no galvanic action is set up' be-
tween the solder and the aluminum. Mr. Groni-
mus' solder has been tested for conductivity, and is

said to have 68 per cent, of the conductivity of pure
copper. For the aluminum feeders to be used on
the Northwestern elevated railroad of Chicago it is

proposed to make the joints by using the Gronimus
solder in cast-brass sockets, furnished by Mr. J.

Lang.
It is said that the new soldering process is cheap

and adapted to to the every-day work of electricians.

It is said in York. Pa., that the York Street Elec-
tric Railroad company will shortly pass into the
control of the Elkins syndicate for $500,000. The
bonds and slock of the road amount to $300,000.
The road will be extended to Dover, Manchester,
Norway Park, York Haven, Goldsboro, New Cum-
berland, Wrightsville and other points in York
County, making a continuous line of electric roads
to Harrisburg and Lancaster.
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Lightning Conductors.'
By Alexander G- McAdie.

Beyond doubt, Franklin proved his case that light-
ning rods were efficacious in the protection of build-
ings. Buildings with conductors when struck by
lightning suft'ered little damage compared with those
without protectors.
The chief defects likely to occur are blunted

points and breaks in the continuity of the connec-
tion. The function of a lightning rod is twofold;
first, that of conducting the charge to earth, and, sec-
ond, the prevention of a disruptive discharge by
silent neutralization of the cloud electrification.
The latter explains why a rod terminates in a point,
and likewise why points in good connection with
the ground are always desirable upon buildings. In-
deed, points are somewhat like small water pipes
:Connccted with a large reserv'oir. If you have
enough of them and a sufficient time you mav drain
the largest reservoir. Furthermore, wheii some
.sudden rise or flood occurs in the reservoir, these
minute drains may be of service in keeping the height
of the water down.

In the case of lightning the points are the small
escape pipes, the layer of air between cloud and
earth the retaining wall, and the cloud electrification—or charge—the overflowing and destructive ele-
ment. A large conductor, be it rod or tape, on the
other hand, is more like a large main or waterway,
which has its gate shut until the flood is imminent.
Then the gate is suddenly opened and we try to
compel the torrent to keep to the provided path. We
trust in its ability to safely hold the flood. Gener-
ally it does. In perhaps nine cases out of 10, the
lightning conductor, if it be such a one as we will
describe later, does carry the flash to earth; but there
are cases where the discharges have been heavy and
overflows have resulted. To carry the lightning flash
"the lightning conductor should oiTer a line of dis-
charge more nearly perfect and more accessible than
any other offered by the materials or contents of the
edifice we wish to protect." To prevent the discharge
"the conductor should be surrounded by points."
These quotations are from the report of the Light-
ning Rod Conference.
The statement that lightning always follows the

path of least resistance, as commonly understood and
slated, needs -modification. True it is, that when the
air is strained by beinp; subjected to the electrifica-
tions of cloud and earth, the weakest spot gives way
first, and this is apt to be in line with some small
elevated knob or surface; but it is equally true, and
is perhaps the more general case, that when a really
vigorous disruptive discharge does occur, it is some-
what, as Dr. Lodge aptly puts it, like an "avalanche."
As a matter of fact, we find from the study of actual
c-ises where buildings have been struck, that light-
ning often disregards entirely metallic surfaces and
points. What we should first know is, whether the
condition is to be one of "steady strain"' or "impul-
sive rush"' discharge. In the case of "steady strain,"
the metal is apt to influence the path of discharge;
in the case of an "impulsive-rush" discharge, even
points seem to lose their efficiency and become of Ut-
ile use.

In a letter of an old British admiral there occurs
a description of his being called upon to approve
some specifications for a lightning conductor to
be erected on a certain lighthouse. He was himself
a belie\-cr in the "surface" theory of Harris; but

fig. 7. ELECTRICAL HEATING AND COOKING AT THE CAR-
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thought that, to make sure, he would go and consult

his friend Faraday. Faraday, \vho saw only the

question of conductivity in the problem, said very
positively that the solid rod was better than the tube
(which gives greater surface with less copper), and
that solid volume was everything, superficial area

nothing. Moreover, if Plarris says otherwise, "then,

he knows nothing whatever about it." The admiral
straightway approved the solid-rod conductor for

the lighthouse. Within two or three days he met
Harris, and bringing up the question, was told by
Harris "surface area is most important, and if Fara-

day says otherw'ise, then he knows nothing whatever

about it."

1. Part o£ a bulletin, "Liehtning and the Electricity of the

Air,"' prepared under the direction of Willis L. Moore, chief

of the United States Weather Bureau.

2. Terms used by Professor Lodge.

3. See report of Lightning Rod.Conference.
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Up to a certain point Faraday was right: a copper
rod an inch tliick is capable of carrying almost any
(lash of lightning, and is undoubtedly a great pro-
tector, but if, as we have reason to believe, the core
is seldom given a chance to carry the current, why
have it? The views of Sir W. Snow Harris, based as

they were upon close study of many thousand cases

of lightning action, are finding in the experiments
of to-day the confirmation so long needed.
While not going into details regarding this ques-

tion of the shape of the rod, let us emphasize the fact,

so recently brought out, that if an electric current

flows steadily in one direction in a cylindrical wire,

its intensity is the same in all portions of the wire,

as shown by Hertz, but that with a current of an
oscillatory character, i. e., a current which rapidly

reverses its direction, this condition no longer holds,

and if the direction is altered very rapidly the interior

of the wire, in our case the lightning rod, may be
almost free from current.

In 1S82 appeared the report of the Lightning Rod
Conference, in many respects the most important
contribution to the literature of the subject yet made.
While so many foreign governments, and in par-
ticular France, had by means of officially constituted

boards taken a governmental interest in the protec-

tion of the people from the dangers of lightning, the

English-speaking people of the world, aside from
the few directions officially issued for the protection

of magazines and lighthouses, remained without any
authoritative utterance upon the subject; and while

this conference itself did not have strictly official

not the need for rods that scattered houses in the
country, and especially if on hillsides, have.

2. Use a good iron or copper conductor. If the
latter, one weighing about six ounces to the foot,

and preferably in the form of tape. If iron is used,
and it seems to be in every way as efficient as copper,
ha\'e it in rod or tape form and weighing about
35 ounces to the foot. "A sheet of copper constitutes
a conductive path for the discharge from a lightning
stroke much less impeded by self-induction than the
same quantity of copper in a more condensed form,
whether tabidar or solid."—(Sir William Thomson.)

3. The nature of the locality will determine to a

great degree the need of a rod. Places apart but
a few miles will differ greatly in the relative fre-

quency of flashes. In some localities the erection

of a rod is imperative; in others, hardly necessary.

4. The very best ground you can get is, after all,

for soijie flashes but a very poor one; therefore, do
not imagine that you can overdo the matter in the

making of a good ground. For a great many flashes

an ordinary ground suffices, but the small resistance

of .1 ohm for an intense oscillatory flash may be
dangerous. Bury the earth plates in damp earth or
running water.

5. "If the conductor at any part of the course goes
near water or gas-mains, it is best to connect it to

them. Wherever one metal ramification approaches
another, it is best to connect them metallically. The
neighborhood of small-bore fusible gas-pipes and in-

door gas-pipes in general should be avoided."

—

(Lodge.)

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL HEATING AND COOKING AT THE CARMELITE HOSPICE.—NEW BUILDING.

sanction, it carries, from the character of its makeup,
a weight certainly as great, if not greater, than an
official board. It was simply a joint committee of

representative members of the Institute of British

Architects, the Physical society, the Society of Tele-

graph Engineers and Electricians, the Meteorologi-

cal society, and two co-opted members. As itiight

be anticipated from such auspices, the report is an

excellent one, and must stand for years as the em-
bodiment of the most widely gathered information

and well-considered decisions. The report is em-
phatically one based upon experience.

The famous free-for-all discussion which occurred

at the British Association meeting in 1888, so far

as our judgment goes, simply proved that the de-

cisions of the conference could not at present be

disregarded. As the president of the meeting. Sir

William Thomson, said, "we have very strong rea-

son to feel that there is a very comfortable degree of

security, if not of absolute safety, given to us by
lightning conductors made according to the present

and orthodox rules."

There are one or two further features to which at-

tention may be called. There are some very prevalent

misapprehensions with regard to lightning. For ex-

ample: That it never strikes twice in the same place:

that the most exposed place is always struck: that

- a few inches of glass or a few feet of air will serve

as a competent insulator to bar the progress of a

flash that has forced its way through a thousand feet

of air. etc. These are alluded to in the following gen-

eral directions;

Erection of Rods.—General Directions.

I. Few questions have been so thoroughly dis-

cussed from practical as well as theoretical stand-

points as that of the certainty of the protection af-

forded by properly constructed lightning rods. All

barns and exposed buildings should have lightning

rods. Ordinary dwelling-houses in city blocks have

6. The top of the rod should be plated or in some
way protected from corrosion and rust.

7. Independent grounds are preferable to water
and gas-mains.

8. Clusters of points or groups of two or three

along the ridge rod are recommended.
9. Chain or linked conductors are of little use.

ID. Area of protection. V^ery little faith is to be
placed in the so-called area of protection. The com-
mittee that first gave authority to this belief con-

sidered that the area protected by any one rod was
one with a radius equal to twice the height of the

conductor from the ground. Many lightning-rod

manufacturers consider that the rod protects an area

of radius equal to the height. The truth is that

buildings are struck sometimes within this very area,

and we now hold there is no such thing as a definite

protected area.

11. Return shock. Some uncertainty exists on this

point. The so-called "return stroke" is caused by
the inductive action of the charged cloud on bodies

within its influence, and yet some distance away
from the place of the direct discharge. As explained

by Lord Mahon, who first called attention thereto,

the sudden return of the body charged inductively

to a neutral condition, following the equalization at

some distant place, is the cause of the return shock.

We are beginning, however, to see more clearly into

the character of the stress in the dielectric, preced-

ing and during flashes, and it is only a question of

time before the use of this term, "return shock," will

be abandoned. Of far greater import are the terms
"recoil kick" and "alternate path," as shovm experi-

mentally by Lodge to exist.

12. Upward motion of stroke. There is no reason

to doubt that the discharge takes place sometimes
from earth to cloud. That is to say, that while we
now consider a lightning flash as something^ like

the discharge of a condenser through its own dielec-

tric, made up of excessively frequent alternations.

say something like 300,000 times per second, the
spark or core of incandescent air may seem to have
had its beginning at the earth's surface. That is to
say, the air-gap breaks down first at a point near
the earth.

13. Indifference of lightning to the path of least
resistance. Nearly all treatises upon lightning, up to
within very recent times, assumed that lightning
always followed the path of least resistance. "It is

simply hopeless to pretend to be able," says Lodge,
"to make the lightning conductor so much the easier
path that all others are out of the question." The
path will depend largely upon the character of the
flash.

14. .Any part of a building, if the flash be of a
certain character, may be struck, whether there is

a rod on the building or not. Fortunately, ihese
are exceptional instances. The great majority of
flashes in our latitudes are not so intense but that
a good lightning rod. well earthed, makes the most
natural path for the flash. We have many instances,
however (not to be confounded with cases of de-
fective rods), where edifices, seemingly well pro-
tected, have been struck below the rods.

15. Paradox of paradoxes, a building may be seri-
ously damaged by lightning without having been
struck at all. Take the famous Hotel de Ville of
Brussels. This building was so well protected that
scientific men pronounced it the best protected
building in the world against lightning. Yet it was
damaged by fire caused by a small induced spark
near escaping gas. Dtlring the thunderstorm, some
one flash started "surgings" in a piece of metal not
connected in any way with the protective train of
metal. The building probably did not receive even
a side flash. This is. therefore, a new source of
danger from within, and but emphasizes the neces-
sity of connecting metal with the rod system.

16. Lightning does sometimes strike twice in the
same place. Whoever studies the effects of light-
iiing's action, especially severe cases, is almost
tempted to remark that there is often but little left

for the lightning to strike again. No good reason
is known why a place that has once been struck may
not be struck again. There are many cases on record
supporting the assertion.

17. As lightning often falls indiscriminately upon
tree, rock or building, it will rrake but little dif-
ference sometimes whether trees are higher than
adjoining buildings.

18. It is not judicious to stand under trees dur-
ing thunderstorms, in the doorv'ay of barns, close
to cattle or near chimneys and fireplaces. On the
other hand, there is not much sense in going to bed
or trying to insulate oneself in feather beds. Small
articles of steel, also, do not have the power to
attract lightning, as it is popularly put, or determine
the path of discharge.

19. Unnecessary alarm. Just in advance of thun-
derstorms, whether because of the varying electrical

potential of the air, or of the changing conditions
of temperature, humidity and pressure, and failure

of the nervous organization to lespond quickly, or
to whatever cause it may be due, it cannot be de-
nied that there is much suffering from depression,
etc., at these times. It is. perhaps, possible that
these sufferings may be alleviated. Apart from this,

many people suffer greatly from alarm during the
prevalence of thunderstorms, somewhat unneces-
sarily, we think. Grant even that the lightning is

going to strike close in your vicinity. There are
many flashes that are of less intensity than we
imagine—discharges that the human body could
withstand without permanent serious effects. Vol-
taire's caustic witticism, "that there are some great
lords which it does not do to approach too closely,

and lightning is one of these." needs a little revi-
sion in these davs of high-potential oscillatory cur-
rents. Indeed, the other saying, "Heaven has more
thunders to alarm than thunderbolts to punish,"
has just so much more point to it, as it is nearer
the truth. One who lives to see the lightning flash

need not concern himself much about the possibility

of personal injury from that flash.

20. Finally, if you should be in the vicinity of a
person who has just been struck by lightning, no
matter if the person struck appears to be dead, go
to work at once and try to restore consciousness.
There are many cases on record proving the wisdom
of this course, and there is reason for believing
that lightning often brings about suspended anima-
tion rather than somatic death. Try to stimulate
the respiration and circulation. Do not cease in

the effort to restore animation in less than one hour's
time. For an excellent illustration of a case of
severe lightning shock and recovery, due, it would
seem, to prompt action by the medical gentlemen
present, all who are interested may consult the
Medical News, August 11, 1888. A number of cases
corroborative of this view are on record in various
medical journals.

No matter which method for respiration you use,

it is important to maintain the warmth of the body,
by the application of hot flannels, bottles of hot
water, hot bricks, warm clothing taken from by-
standers, etc.

Firmly and energetically rub the limbs upward
so as to force the blood to the heart and brain. If

an assistant is present, let him attend' to this. Re-
member above all things that nothing must interrupt
your efforts to restore breathing.

When swallowing is established a teaspoonful of

warm water, wine, diluted whisky or brandy, or
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warm coffee should be given. Sleep should be en-

couraged. In brief:

1. IJake the subject breathe by artificially imi-

tating the respiratory movements of the chest.

2. Keep bod}' warm.
3. Send for a physician.

Of the visible effects of lightning stroke upon the

human body little more can be said than that some-
times burns, usually superficial, have been noticed,

frequently red lines or markings, which are localized

congestions of the small blood vessels of the skin.

These, from their irregularities and branchings, have

led to the fanciful idea of photographs of trees, etc.

In conclusion, it may be said that lightning fre-

quently causes a temporary paralysis of the respira-

Boardman River Power Transmission.

Some time ago the Western Electrician published
an account of the plant of the Boardman River Elec-
tric Light and Power company*, operating at Trav-
erse City, Mich. Since that publication the plant
has grown considerably, new machiner>' has been
added, and better service has been provided for the
customers.
The power is derived from the waters of the

Boardman River, one of the swiftest streams in Mich-
igan, and transmitted by means of a three-phase
transmission line to Traverse Cit}', a distance of

nearly five miles. The power house is situated on
the west side of the river, at a place very advantage-

cited. Two 50-light Thomson-Houston arc ma-
chines supply two arc-light circuits for public and
private lighting in the city. The switchboard shown
on the right of the picture is supplied with the
necessary ammeters, voltmeters, regulators, switches
and circuit-breakers.

The current is generated at 2,500 volts and is

tiansmitted to the city over three Xo. i copper wires.
The arc-lighting circuits are carried over four No.
6 copper wires, the circuits dividing at the edge
of the cit>'. Fig. 2 gives a good view of a piece
of the pole line and of the country through which
it passes. A private telephone line strung on the
lower cross-arms connects the power house with
the office of the company in Traverse City.

In the city step-down transfoimers are used to
reduce the pressure from 2,500 to 230, 115 or 52
volts, -zs the service demands. Two 15-kilowatt
General Electric type H transformers on poles, at
the center of distribution, are shown in Fig. 3.

Over 90 transformers of the types F and H are in
use in different parts of the citj\ The current is

used all over the cit}- for incandescent-lamp service,
supplying power for three-phase motors and for
heating' sad-irons and other domestic uses. The
plant has been in steady operation for some years,
giving a 24-hour ser\-ice. The working of the en-
tire system has been very satisfactor3\ The stock
of the company, which is capitalized at Sioo.ooo.
is owned b}- local business men. The company's
officers are : President. William Loudon ; vice-
president. Ed Greilick: secretary-. A. V. Fried-
rich : treasurer. S. Garland : superintendent. Will-
iam Love.

BOARDMAN RI\"ER POWER TRANSMISSION.—D^TiAilO ROOM.

tion and heart beat, which, if left alone, will deepen
into death, but intelligently treated, will generally

result in recoven-.

Three-cent Fares Withdrawn in Detroit.

"The street-car fight in Detroit is developing so

many new features daily that it is almost impossible

to keep up with the record/' says a Detroit corre-

spondent of the AVestern Electrician, writing on
Saturday last. "At four o'clock yesterdaj^ morning
the brief enjoyment by Detroiters of three-cent fares

and universal transfers came to a quick end by means
of special instructions from Superintendent Du Pont
of the Citizens' company, acting under orders from
Tom Johnson, who is at present awa3' attending to

the strike in Brooklyn.
'Through a curious oversight on part of the com-

pan}-, however, Detroiters have been enabled to

pa3- three-cent fares and get transfers on five-cent

straight lines, therebj-^ keeping the three-cent sys-

tem still in vogue, to a large extent. As the three-

cent lines of the old Detroit railway are pledged in

their charters to maintain that rate or forfeit fran-

chises, the situation here is not without its ludicrous

side. .

- "Furthermore, the citizens are now generally seek-

ing revenge for Johnson's attempted introduction of

-the five-cent straight rate. Already action has been
taken to harass the five-cent roads as much as pos-

sible. The points of attack will be special- and un-
authorized turnouts, spur tracks, side tracks, and
freight privileges, the last-named having grown to be
a profitable business, although wholly unwarranted by
the charters of the five-cent roads. Mayor Maybun."
has been asked to lead the citizens' fight for revenge."

The resolutions adopted at a special meeting of

the Common Council on July 22d were as follows:

Whereas. After sis days' experimenting with three-cent fares,

the owners of the street-railway lines of ihi"? citv have issued an
order requiring a straight five-cent fare on the Citizens' and Fort
W^yne lines, with universal transfers, with the evide"t inten-

tion of intimidating the people of Detroit, and to force them into

a weaV compl'ance with the S'-h'-me to buy their lines at the es-
orbi'ant p'-ice of S17.500.ooo. with the alternative of a ^S-year
six-for :i-qu=>rt;er fran~hise: and.
Whereas. The street-railway rompanips of Detroit have en-

joyed many privileges not included in their franchises during
the time t^ey sold ^is tickfit^ for a quarter, which would not have
been granted had the companies expressed any intention of ex-
acting the full price allowed by their franchises; now, therefore,
be it

Resolved. By the Common Council of thp city of Detroit, in ex-
traordinary- sessi-^n assembled, that it is the sen=e of this body
that such action in increasing thp- fares to a straight five-cent

ba5i<^ is an unwarranted act of bad faith on the part of the rail-

roads and is in violation of law.
Resolved, That the corporation counsel be and is hereby

directed to immediately institute the prf^per legal proceedings
to test the legality nf the order issued by the Citizens' and Fort
Wayne Ftr'^et-railwav companies, requiring a straight five-cent

fare on the lines of those companies.

ously located for the easy de\elopment of the water
power. The rfver banks are so shaped and situated

that it was only necessary to build a comparativelj'
short dam to obtain the desired head for operating
the water-wheels. The dam, as constructed, is 700
feet long, 175 feet wide at its base and 30 feet wide
at the crest. It is 24 feet in height and the depth
of water is about 20 feet. The chute is 210 feet long
and 30 feet wide, and it is estimated that 30,000 cubic
feet of water a minute will always be available.

A canal leads to the power house and furnishes

the water under a 15-foot head to the water-wheels.
At present about 600 horse power is used, but 1.200

horse power is available at the dam.
The wheel room occupies the lower floor of the

Electricity in a Gas Plant.'

By H. G. Field.

At first thought it might well be treated as a joke
to suggest the use of electric lights to illuminate
the works of a gas generating and supply compan}".
On the contra^^^ electric lighting may be used in

such a plant to great advantage. The writer has re-
cently planned and supervised the installation of a
small electric plant for lighting the works at Station
A of the Detroit Cit}^ Gas company. A brief de-
scription of this equipment and its special utilit\-

may prove interesting.

The dynamo is a Crocker-Wheeler bipolar belted
machine, with a rated capacitj- of 40 amperes at 125
volts. It is driven by a White &: lliddleton gas en-
gine, rated at nine brake horse power. This engine
furnishes power from its mam belt pulley to drive a
line shaft, from which are belted various machines,
such as drill presses, lathes and blowers for general
shop and forge purposes. An auxiliary- belt pulley
is belted to the other flywheel to drive a countershaft,
from which the dynamo is belted. The countershati
is provided with tight and loose pulleys, to allow
the dynamo to be run or remain idle, as desired.

A flywheel is attached to this countershaft to assist

in maintaining the d3'Tiamo at constant speed.

The marble switchboard contains an ammeter and
a voltmeter of the Weston round pattern, a field

rheostat for dynamo, a Fisher single-pole vertical-

BOARDMAS RIVER POWER TRANSMISSION.^POLE LINE.

An ordinance has been passed in South Pasadena,
Cal., granting special privileges to the Edison Elec-
trical company- of Los Angeles, to erect poles and
string wires along the public streets and alleys of

the citi" for the purpose of conducting electricit>'' for

use in furnishing light, heat and motive power.

building and contains one 45-irLch Samson turbine,

built by James Leffel & Co.. and one 44-inch Trump
turbine, from the Trump Jlanufacturing company.
These turbines are rated at 250 horse power each
and are connected by 34-inch belts to a jack-shaft

on the second floor. This shaft, running the whole
length of the building, is provided with friction

clutches of the Hill and Medart patterns, and is

connected by belting to the generators on the floor

above.
Fig. I shows the dynamo room, with an addition

on the left which contains a 150-kilowatt General

Electric three-phase generator, recently installed.

There are also two 6o-kilowatt General Electric three-

phase generators, only one of which shows in the

illustration. All three alternators are separately ex-

operating circuit-breaker, voltmeter and ground-de-
tector switches, pilot and instrument lamps, and
switches for controlling the various feeders, all pro-
tected by fuses.

The buildings and portions of the grounds lighted

are principally such as would prove dangerous on
account of possible explosions if lighted by gas or
exposed to flame. The feeders run mainlj' outside

of the buildings and supply current at various dis-

tributing centers to a total of about 100 lamps, of

from four to 32 candle power. At the centers of

distribution are cabinets which contain cut-outs with

fuses to protect the various circuits. Especial care

was taken to carefully seal all openings leading from

1. From The Technic. University of Michigan.
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these cut-out cabinets into rooms where clanger

might arise from gas explosion resulting from the

blowing of a fuse, and these cabinets are ventilated

into the open air.

The dangerous departments include the Pintsch

compressor room and tankhouse, the natural, coal

and water-gas purifier cellars and ground-floor
rooms, and the ammonia room. To avoid sparks

in these rooms, keyless sockets are used, and the

lights are operated by switches outside, either pro-

\

\ f-

3 I mi 1
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FIG. 3. BOARDMAN RIVER POWER TRANSMISSION.—TRANS-

FORMERS AT CENTER OF DISTRIBUTION.

vided with special waterproof boxes or placed inside

of cabinets.

The inside wiring is mostly of the exposed or
open character, except where subject to injury by
employes, m which cases molding is used to protect

the wires.

Long extension cords, with rubber, jute and cot-

ton covering, and provided with waterproof sockets

and heavy lamp guards, are used for portables to

facilitate inspection in case of trouble in tanks, puri-

fiers, valves or inaccessible appliances.

Where it was formerly necessary to work in the

dark in case of gas leakage in any department, it is

now possible to turn on electric lights from v/ithout,

enter and make repairs by the aid of electric light

and without danger from explosions.

As auxiliary electrical equipment may be men-

TftP TROn tVflS I

ELECTRIC TELEMETER FOR GAS PLANT.

tioned a storage battery of three cells of type D 7
chloride accumulators used in connection with a

spark coil for the gas-engine igniter in starting up.

This battery also serves to operate an electric counter

located in the coal-gas generator room. This

counter is connected with the large main meter near

the offices and registers, in view of the operators,

the amount of gas passing through the meter.

An electric-telephone system^ with seven instru-

ments, furnishes an easy means for the superintend-
ent to communicate with the various departments.
Some difHculty was found at first, due to coke and
coal dust which collected on top of the magneto
boxes and short-circuited the electrical contacts.
Covers were afterward provided for these contacts,
thus efTectually stopping the trouble.

A new and somewhat novel electrical device for

indicating at the works the exact gas pressure in

the street mains, at the ofiicc building, over two
miles away, has been in successful service for the
past four months. It was invented and designed
for this special service, and a patent has been ap-
plied for to cover its application to indicating or
recording at a distance any pressures, positions,
volumes or changes of pressure or position. The
application may be made equally well to steam or
any vapor, gas or solid.

The indicating instrument consists of a voltmeter
to mea^sure the drop of potential over a circuit of
practically fixed resistance, over which a current
of constant value is passing. The current is pro-
vided by a storage battery, and is maintained con-
stant by being continuously charged by current from
a dynamo. The current from the dynamo is regu-
lated by lamp or other resistance, so that the charg-
ing current is just enough in excess of the battery
current to provide for the loss in the battery accord-
ing to its efficiency. A sliding contact is attached
to the bell of a gasometer at the gas office. This
sliding contact connects with the various segments
of a commutator connected at frequent points on
the resistance coil. These points are spaced uni-
formly with respect to the drop in potential. As the
contact point moves up or down, due to increase or
decrease of pressure in the gasometer, the drop in

potential is greater or less, and is so indicated on
the v^oltmeter at the gas works. The voltmeter is

calibrated to read in terms of gas pressure, as so
many inches of water head. Th^ accompanying dia-

gram illustrates the connections and circuits as ap-
plied to both an indicating and a recording volt-

meter.
In addition to these applications of electricity in

a gas plant, it is now proposed to operate in the

basement of the office building of the gas company
another dynamo, directly connected to a small en-
gine, to be likewise operated by natural gas. This
is to be an exhibition plant, to illustrate the possibili-

ties of using natural gas to advantage in driving dy-
namos for light and power. Current will be sup-
plied to several incandescent lamps to illuminate

the exhibit, to arc lamps and to a motor, which will

operate a pipe-cutting machine, a drill press, an
emery wheel, a grindstone and an exhaust fan to

verftilate the meter-testing and repair department.
A dozen or more electric fans to ventilate and cool
the offices will also be run by current from this same
dynamo.
The possibilities of such plants on a good com-

mercial basis are increasing rapidly, with the many
improvements in the manufacture of close-regulat-

ing gas engines, and especially at the existing low
rates for natural gas. The cost of operation for such
plants is so low that the gas company claims that

with water gas at more than double the present

price of natural gas. the cost of operation would
still allow a good margin to compete with steam
plants using coal for fuel.

The Fire at Como.
It is announced that upon the site of the electrical

exposition building at Como, totally destroyed by
fire on July 8th, new galleries are to be built at

once, and the opening of the resuscitated exhibition

is fixed for August 15th. Among "the curios saved

from the fire is one of Volta's piles—probably the

earliest, says the London Electrician—which be-

longs to the Civic Museum at Como. There have

also been rescued 20 manuscripts, including two
passports and some diplomas; also a few letters of

Volta's, 29 books from Volta's library and 52 pic-

tures, engravings, diplomas, medals, etc. Unfor-
tunately, Volta's condensing electroscope and all

his laboratory notes and scientific correspondence
are lost. Among the interesting electrical exhibits,

not directly associated with Volta, were a number
of Ferraris' models and some of his manuscripts
and diplomas. These have been saved, with the

exception of the first model of the- rotatory field,

which was destroyed.
It has been decided not to abandon the arrange-

ments for a worthy celebration of the actual cen-

tenary next September, when an international con-
ference of scientists will be held and elaborate fetes

are to celebrate the name of Volta.

Lightning and Toothache.
Detroit, July 22.—The following curious instance of

the "superstitions of electricity." if the term may be
used, came to light in this city immediately after

a bolt of lightning had struck Stephen Baldwin's
house, in the heart of the town. A mail carrier who
happened to be close to the scene was knocked down
and stunned by the force of the shock. When he
regained his scattered senses he picked up a stick

of wood fresh from the dismantled barn across the

street and put it in his mail sack. "It will all be

made into toothpicks," he said, "as those_ articles

made from wood that has been struck by lightning

are a sovereign cure for toothache." J. H. G.

A Home-made Alternator.

By B. F. Fells.

Some time ago I described in the Western Elec-
trician the construction of a home-made alternator.
Some of the readers of the article started to build
the machine, and I have been asked for further infor-
mation as to voltage, ?.izc of wire for field and arma-
ture windings and the construction of the hub of the
armature. For the benefit of all who may be inter-
ested. I shall answer very briefly the questions put
to me:
The plans arc for producing a single-phase, alter-

nating-current machine at no volts pressure when
run at about 1,800 revolution per minute, if the fields
are strongly magnetized.
As to winding the field with No, 22 wire and the

s D H

A HOME-MADE ALTERNATOR.—DETAIL OF BEARI^G.

armature with No. 20 wire, or the former with No.
20 wire and the latter with No. 18 wire, I may say
that the capacity might be raised some if the latter
method be employed.
For a more detailed description of the bearing, the

reader is referred to the accompanying drawing, in
which the steel shaft is indicated at (B). the brass
hub for the armature (A), the wood hub (D), and
the rings (C). The wood hub should be turned
2% inches in diameter at the smallest part and three-
fourths inch between flanges. The rings are cut
from seamless brass tubing.

Australian Race-track Electrically
Lighted.

The illustration, reproduced from the Electrical
Review of London, shows the lighting of the cycle
track at Sydney, Australia. There are altogether

SS arc lamps and 70 incandescents, of which 45 arcs
of 2,000 candle power each are placed around the
track at intervals of 35 feet, the lamps being in-

verted with the reflectors immediately over the arc.

The grand and ladies' stands are lighted by incan-
descent lamps. The arc lamps are run six in series

on a 300-volt circuit, and it is said that the lighting
is in every way a success, there being no shado\vs

AUSTRALIAN RACE-TRACK ELECTRICALLY LIGHTED.

on the track. Some of the leading cyclists in the
colony have expressed the opinion that, if anything,
it is safer to ride by night under this light than
by daylight. Since the track has been electrically

lighted there have been no accidents upon it.

Violence in Cleveland.

The street-railway strike in Cleveland assumed
alarming proportions by the close of last week. The
strikers and their sympathizers displayed great bit-

terness toward the "Big Consolidated" company,
and by Saturday night half a thousand militiamen, as

well as the entire police force, were patrolling the
streets to hold the incipient mobs in check. Cars
were stoned, non-union men were jeered at and in

some cases wounded, and feed wires were cut. A
Euclid avenue car filled with passengers was
wrecked by an explosion of nitroglycerin or gun-
cotton, shortly before 11 p. ni. on Sunday, July 23d.

Four passengers were badly hurt. There were sev-

eral cases of rioting on Sunday, with the result that

a number of men orL both sides sustained more or

less severe injuries and many were arrested. The
company declines to submit the difficulties to arbi-

tration.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, Italy. May 20th to October 28ih. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volta at Como is fixed for September iSth.)

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus, O., August 2ist to 25th.

International Meteorological committee, St. Petersburg, Au-
gust 25th.

National .Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeutic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington. D. C. September 19th to 21st.

Chicago Exposition ot Electrical Arts, Tattersall's, September
25th to October 9th.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's. Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

Strikes are very unsatisfactory and unenlightened

methods of settling labor disputes, whatever the

merits of the controversy or whoever the victor.

This is true when the strikers are men, often with

families, who are driven to desperation by real or

fancied grievances. But when the strike is organ-

ized by boys, like telegraph messengers, whose
places can be filled with little difficulty, the idea is

carried to a ridiculous extreme. Such strikes are

reported in New York and Cincinnati, and are, of

course, doomed to failure. The companies may be

put to temporary inconvenience in delivering mes-
sages, but will soon have a new force of messengers,

and the last estate of the ill-advised boy strikers will

be worse than the first. Possibly, the messengers

had just cause of complaint, but they adopted a

foolish and necessarily ineffectual method to re-

dress their difficulty and have bought a dear lesson

of experience early in life.

American electrical engineers are often moved
to impatience in considering the conservative meth-

ods of the Na^^ Department at Washington in re-

fusing to adopt for general use electrical power ap-

plications that have seemingly stood all rea-

sonable tests in actual service. Yet^ when compared
with other navies, the American service is decid-

edly advanced and progressive in the use of elec-

tricity. This fact was well illustrated in a recent

debate in the British House of Commons, in which

Mr. Goschen, the first lord of the admiralty, said:

"Both the United States and Japan are now naval

powers sufficiently -important to make us think we
ought to have a naval attache in those countries.

As attache to the embassy at Washington we are

going to appoint an officer especially' competent to

deal with electrical matters." This shows the repu-

tation of the American navy abroad. Electrically,

it is not without honor save in its own country.

The expressions of the sympathy of electrical men
with their Italian confreres on the los3 of the Volta

relics by the fire at Como have been many and
sincere. Professor J. A. Fleming writes to the

London Electrician: "The calamitous fire at the

Electrical Exhibition of Como which has destroyed

all. or nearly all, of the invaluable historical ap-

paratus of Volta, is something more than a na-

tional disaster. The preservation of the tools with

which great workers have worked is in all cases

a most desirable thing in the interests of scientific

history-, but to lose at one stroke the whole handi-

work of a master on the j^ear of the centenarj' of his

great discoveries is tragedy' of which we have no
previous experience. The great fire of London
swallowed up, I believe, the Magnetic Terrellse of

Gilbert, but the instruments of Galileo and Newton,
Faraday and Davy still fortunately survive. It is

easy to be wise after the event, but rhis loss shows
the risk incurred in gathering into a single inflam-

mable building all the existing memorials of one
celebrity." Professor Fleming suggests that an
official declaration of sympathy by the Institution

of Electrical Engineers be prepared and conveyed

to the president of the gathering at Como on Sep-

tember i8th in honor of the Volta centenary. The
idea is a good one and may well be adopted by the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers also.

In forecasting the future of the automobile it has

been generally taken for granted that the gasoline-

propelled vehicle was the one for cross-country

touring, while the electric carriage was best adapted

for smooth city pavements. But in actual test on
country roads the gasoline motocj'^cle has not done
as well as expected. Here is the transcontinental

trip of Mr. and Mrs. Davis, for instance. They left

New York on July 13th, amid great enthusiasm,

bound for San Francisco. Yet on Jul}' 23d, 10 days

later, they had only reached Syracuse, N. lY., about

300 miles from their starting point. Instead of av-

eraging 15 miles an hour, the}'' had made 30 miles

a day. One breakdown succeeded another with dis-

couraging regularity. -Mrs. Davis is chronicling the

the trip, and when Syracuse was reached she was

almost ready to give up. She writes that they were

stalled just as they entered the business part of the

city. "Were I not determined to reach 'Frisco, I

should turn back in disgust," she adds. "It was the

second break yesterday, the first occurring just as

we entered Canastota and causing a delay of an

hour. Our machinist repaired it. My patience is

exhausted by what seems continual ill-luck, but my

courage does not weaken. Instead of having its

break patched and spinning along on its way, the

automobile still remains in a crippled condition in

the Phoenix foundry, where it was hauled by a horse-

drawn, truck yesterday. The break was more seri-

ous than supposed. The front cylinder was
badly broken and cracked, necessitating ordering a

new one from the factory."

Perhaps an electrically propelled vehicle would
have met as many mishaps as the Davis automobile,

and it is, 01 course, true that in crossing the coun-

try many stretches would be encountered where it

would be difficult—perhaps impossible—to procure

the necessary charging current. The bad country

roads would be at least as trying to the electric car-

riage as to the gasoline vehicle, and it is to be re-

membered that it was an automobile of the latter

type that made the 6oo-!nile trip from Cleveland

to New York. Still, the electric vehicle would have

no cylinders to crack, at any rate, and although it

might have troubles of its own, it does seem that the

presumed superiority of the gasoline or gas-engine

type for country travel may have been much over-

rated.

Despite their bad luck at the start, Mr. and Mrs.

Davis are making a plucky and very interesting

experiment. Very likely the chapter of accidents

that they have encountered may be only the stormy

introduction to a pleasant journey. At least all

friends of progress will hope so and rejoice in a

successful termination of the long tour.

The incorporation of the British Westinghouse

Electric and Marmfacturing company of London
is an interesting and important event. The new
company is capitalized at £1,500,000, and is formed

for the purpose of doing a general electrical manu-
facturing business in England on American lines

and by the use of American expert knowledge and

American patents. That there is a well-recognized

opening for such a concern in Great Britain is not

flattering to English pride, but the fact remains^ and

as "business is business" with the hard-headed

Briton as well as the ambitious Yankee, there is

no doubt that ample capital will be subscribed.

The new" company will have for 10 years the use

of the patents and improvements of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing company of Pitts-

burg for the United Kingdom and all its colonies

except Canada and those in the West Indies.

George Westinghouse and Lemuel Bannister are on

the board of directors and Lord Kelvin is named
as technical adviser. The American company agrees

to relinquish all business in the British company's

territory', including orders on hand, and will supply

all apparatus which the new company may require

until the factory in England is in working order.

This factory will be placed at Trafiford Park, Man-
chester, on a site covering about 40 acres. The
American company guarantees that the profits re-

sulting from the business for the first two years shall

amount to a sum not less than sufficient to paythe six

per cent, dividend upon the preferred stock during

that period. The authorized issue of preferred stock,

it may be explained, is ii,000,000 and of common
stock £500,000. The American company will take all

the common stock for its consideration, and the pro-

ceeds of the sale of preferred shares will be used for

working capital. The contract between the American

and British Westinghouse companies, embodying

these provisions, was entered into on July loth.

The scheme has been carefully worked out and

will no doubt be attractive to British investors. If

the new company is successful, as it should be, it

will, of course, close the British market in a few-

years to American-made Westinghouse apparatus.

But the world is \vide, and on the whole the effect

of the new departure should be stimulating to the

electrical industry at large, as the British Westing-

house company will undoubtedly foster an electrical

demand that will be of general benefit to all.

Some interesting figures of the business of the

American Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing company are given in the prospectus of the new
company. It is stated that the value of the output

of its Pittsburg factory for the j-ear ended March
31st last was $7,140,000. on which the net profit

was more than $1,275,000, "these figures being sub-

ject to final audit." The orders for Westinghouse

apparatus in the new company's territory (United

Kingdom and colonies, with exceptions noted") for

the year ended with June, 1S9S, are certified to be

$650,000, and for the year ended June, 1899, $1,330,000.
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Test of Electric Fans.

"A Comparative Test of 12-inch Electric Fans"
is the subject of a graduating thesis prepared by
Messrs. J. T. Mountain and E. A. Hughes of the

engineering department of the University of Michi-
gan. The object of the investigation that formed
the basis of the thesis was to determine by tests

the relative performance of the latest styles of elec-

tric fans that have been placed on the market. Five
makes of fans were used, three having direct-cur-

rent motors, the others using alternating current.

The principal point to be ascertained by the test

of each fan was the "gross etticiency." This term
was used to indicate the ratio of the useful work
actually done by the fan itself to the work expended
upon the motor in the same time. The work ex-

pended was measured by ordinary methods, care be-

ing taken to reduce the readings to the same basis.

To obtain the useful work accomplished the volume
of air displaced per minute was measured by means
of a large air-tight rectangular box, the fan dis-

charging into one end through a 12-inch circular

opening, the volume of air discharged being meas-

ured at the opposite end as it issued through a

17-inch circular opening. The measurement was
effected by dividing the outlet into eight imaginary

zones and obtaining the average velocity of the air

' in each zone by means of a calibrated anemometer.
"Knowing the area of the zone in square feet and

the velocity of the air in feet per minute," say the

authors, "it was only necessary to multiply each

zone area by the velocity and sum the products thus

obtained to find the total volume of air displaced

in cubic feet per, minute."
The following table gives the results obtained

from the different tests:

Number
Designating

Fan,

No. I...

No, 2,.

No. 4-.

No. 5..

Kind of Motor.

Direct current
Direct cu'rent
Direct current
Alt mating current
Alternating current

Gross
EflScieiicy.

Per Cent.
33-35
21.06
19.70
14.40
9-37

Weight rf Air
Moved per Second
per Watt Input

Pounds.
0,0374
0.0229
o , 02 1

1

0.0171
o.ot54

In conclusion the writers state; "From the above
data it is easily seen that the direct-current fans are

much more efficient than the alternating-current

fans. These tests also show that the old style of

fan (straight blades) has a higher efficiency than the

new style (curved blades). The old-style fan, when
running at 1,700 revolutions per minute, delivered

944 cubic feet of air per minute, while one of the

new-style fans, running at the same speed, displaced

only 844 cubic feet of air per minute. The rise in

temperature of the direct-current fans was very

small, but that of the alternating fans was consid-

erable." ^
New Arrangement for Developing Ni-

agara Power on Canadian Side.

The Ontario government, on July 18th, ratified

the new agreement with the Canadian Niagara
Power company. Under this agreement the monop-
oly clauses contained in the old agreement of 1892

are canceled, and an entirely new tariff has been

fixed in respect to rental. The direct result will be

that other companies, organized with a view to the

development of electrical power at the Falls and

hitherto restrained by the monopoly clauses, will

now be enabled to enter the field. Under the old

agreement the company was given the entire monop-
oly of the water power for practically 100 years at

a rental of $25,000 a year for the first 10 years, after-

ward gradually increasing to $35.ooo a year. The
company not having complied with certain obliga-

tions, an act was passed at the last session of the

Ontario Legislature, authorizing the government to

negotiate with the company for the rescinding of the

monopoly clauses, so as to allow of agreements be-

ing made with other companies, which, to the num-
ber of six, desired privileges of almost equal extent

within Queen Victoria and Niagara Falls Park and
above the Falls. To this end negotiations were car-

ried on for some time, and, as stated, an agreement
has now been reached.

Under the terms of this new agreement, the com-
pany must immediately proceed with the construc-

tion of its works, and have completed by July i,

1903, water connections for the development of 25,-

000 horse power, and 10,000 horse power ready for

actual use, supply and transmission. Instead of a

lump-sum rental, as heretofore, the company is to pay

a minimum of $15,000 per annum, and in addition

thereto at the rate of $1 per annum for each electrical

horse power generated, used or sold up to 20,000

horse power; 75 cents for each additional horse

power between that number and 30.000 horse power,

and 50 cents for each horse power over 30,000

horse power. The company will so construct its

- works that betweeen 100.000 and 200,000 horse power
may be generated, according to the plant. The
agreement is to remain in force for 50 years, renew-

able for two further periods of 20 years each, and the

rentals, in the event of the government not demand-
in.S" a change, to remain as fixed at the present.

The agreement further provides that during the

construction of the works the company may enter

into an agreement to generate electricity from the

plant of the Niaeara Falls Park and River Railway
company, for drilling and other purposes. Express
provision is made that the company shall not amal-

gamate with any other corporation or company with-
out consent of the government, nor enter into any
arrangement for the purpose of pooling their receipts
or keeping up the price of power. The company,
in the meantime, proposes to supply from the rail-

way power house as much electrical energy as it

can dispose of to manufacturers and others on the
Canadian side, and to this end the railway power
house will be enlarged as quickly as possible and
the necessary machinery placLfl In position.

British Transpacific-cable Project.
fFrom the Canadian correspondent of ihe Western Electrician.]

The Pacific cable project is about to be realized.

Official dispatches to the Dominion government con-
firm the report that the imperial authorities have
decided to agree substantially with the proposition
of the Canadian and Australian governments. The
British/government is now to become a party to the
scheme on the basis of an imperial contribution of
five-eighteenths, a contribution of five-eighteenths
from Canada, and the remaining eight-eighteenths
from New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and
New Zealand, in the proportion of two-eighteenths
each. The announcement is hailed with general satis-

faction in Ottawa, as it makes possible the carrying
out the government's resolution, introduced during
the early days of the present session of the Dominion
Parliament, empowering Canada to become party to
the arrangement for construction and joint state
maintenance and control of an all-British Pacific cable
from Vancouver, B. C, to Norfolk Island, and with
branches from that point to New Zealand and
Queensland, on the above basis of contribution.
That it was at one time planned to have the cable

touch at Hawaii is a matter of record, as is also
the fact that the British plans were forestalled by the
action of the then provisional government at Hono-
lulu. This is said to have been brought about by
a peculiar circumstance. When, after the visit of the
Canadian comniissioners. Sir Mackenzie Bowell and
Sir Sandford Fleming, to Australia in 1893, the idea
of a Pacific cable began to take practical shape,
the importance of making a land break in the cable
somewhere about Hawaii was realized by both
emissaries, and they at once asked for and received
sanction of the scheme to take possession, in the
name of the queen, of Neckar Islet, one of the out-
lying islands of the Hawaiian group. The plan was
confided to a certain Australian premier, then in Ot-
tawa, on his way home from England across the

continent. And it is said that upon his arrival at

Honolulu, his promise of reticence broke down un-
der the burden of the secret and he managed to ac-
quaint one of the officials there of the plan. The
result was that President Dole at once dispatched
a steam launch to Neckar to take possession in the

name of the provisional government. When Sir

Sandford Fleming's agent arrived at Honolulu to

carry out the scheme of hoisting the Union Jack
on the proposed cable-landing station, he learned, to

his chagrin, that he had been forestalled and that

a few days previously the Hawaiian flag had been
formally hoisted on Neckar Island. From that time
all notion of laying the cable via the Hawaiian Islands

has been abandoned, and all estimates of cost. etc..

have ever since been based on a landing at Fanning
Island, a route which, w-hile increasing the length

of the first section to 3,500 miles, preserves the

scheme of an "all-British" line.

Passing of the Excelsior Electric Com-
pany.

A well-known name is soon to disappear from the

list of electrical manufacturing companies. The
New York Sun of July 19th says that Charles E.

Dustin has been appointed temporary receiver for

the Excelsior Electric company, whose office is at

115 Broadway, New York, in proceedings for the

voluntary dissolution of the corporation. It is

stated that the company has no available funds to

pay its debts or carry on the business, and is un-
able to procure any money for that purpose. The
total liabilities are $230,621. The assets consist of

machines, tools^ patterns, materials, etc., $46,903
nominal value; office furniture and 55 patents, the

value of which is not given in the schedules. Most
of the machines, tools and patterns are said to be
obsolete. The company was incorporated in Au-
gust, 1881, with a capital stock of $500,000. In May,
1898, it passed into the control of the General Elec-

tric company, which put in Charles E. Dustin as

president and treasurer, and which has since con-
trolled it. There are 26 stockholders, the largest

being C. T. Hughes, $384,500, and J. N. Smith, Lynn.
Mass.. $35,300. Bonds for $166,coo were issued on
December 31. 1888, secured by a mortgage on its

plant and other assets. The receiver is authorized

to continue the business to work up the materials

on hand at the factorv.

Milan, Italy, has an excellent electrical transit

service. The total length of track operated is 66

miles. Most of the lines radiate from the Cathedral

square, while a belt line encircles the city. The
system is divided into sections and the fare for

each section is 10 centesimi (two cents). A special

rate of five centesimi (one cent) is made for the

working and poorer classes for certain periods of the

day.

BOOK TABLE.
Practical ELEcrRiciTV. With Questions and Ans-

wers. Cleveland: Cleveland Armature Works.
1899. Price, $2.

This little book is especially designed for the
large numbers of mechanics and stationary engineers
who are called upon to operate electrical machinery
without knowing very much of its general construc-
tion. It has been written throughout by jjractical

men, who have set forth the general characteristics
of batteries, wiling, dynamos, lamps and instru-
ments in a clear and forcible manner. The publish-
ers have had associated with them in the compilation
of the work Mr. John C. Lincoln, an electrical engi-
neer, who has contributed articles to the book cov-
ering matters of special interest. The principal fea-

ture of the book is the review of each chapter. This
review is in the form of (lucstions placed at the end
of the chapter which'thoroughly review the subject
and bring out all the important points in the chapter,
A key giving the correct answers to all the questions
is provided in the back of the book. The book is

neatly bound in flexible leather and is of a handy
size to carry in the pocket.

Municipal Public-service Industries. By Allen
Ripley Foote. Chicago: Other Side Publishing
Company. 1899. (Pp., viii., 327.)
The subject of this book is one which Mr. Foote

has made the study of years, and, as it is a very
important subject indeed, whatever he has to say
about it is entitled to respectful consideration. In
the present volume the author has collected three
of his contributions to the discussion of the best
method of operating and controlling public-serviCc
utilities. The first of these papers. "How Should
the Franchise Question be Settled?" ii the latest in

time of delivery and perhaps the most important,
as in it Mr. Foote makes a definite attempt to an-
swer the question expressed in the title of the essay.
This paper was submitted to the League of Illinois

Municipalities last spring at the request of Mayor
Warner of Peoria. In its 86 pages Mr. Foote dis-

cusses the franchise problem thoroughly and
dispassionately. Premising that the question should
be settled in the interest of all the people, and
pointmg out the disadvantages of purely munici-
pal ownership on the one hand and unrestricted

corporate ownership on the other, he suggests a
system of municipal control by a board of municipal
regulation to consist of three of the "ablest mu-
nicipal officers in the employment of the people."
To this board may be intrusted "all administrative
questions pertaining to the construction of works,
location of service lines, equipments, character of

service, methods by which a service may be rendered
and schedules governing its operation." Whether
the service is rendered by the municipality or by
corporations, this board is to be supreme, determin-
ing the questions of public policy involved for five-

year periods. At the termination of any five-year

period the municipality should have the option to

continue to operate the industries or lease them,
or. in case corporations are operating, the latter

should be permitted to continue to operate them
or transfer them to public ownership and operation,

as deemed best by the board. In either case a

system of uniform accounting, open to public in-

spection, should be adopted.
This is the merest outline of Mr. Foote's plan,

and students of the question will naturally refer to

the book for details which cannot be given here.

The author thinks that his suggested system "holds
the scales of justice in even balance. For both par-
ties to the contract it is right and just."

The volume contains much general miormation
of value to the seeker after knowledge of the mu-
nicipal-franchise question, and a topical index makes
it more available. One interesting statement is the

estimate that there were in the United States in

1S97 400 municipal electric-lighting plants.

Arc Lights on Church Steeple.

Some of the residents of the South Side, Chicago,
have had their attention attracted of late by the
illumination of the steeple of the Immanuel Baptist
Church on Michigan avenue, near Twenty-third
street. The pastor, Rev. Johnston Myers, con-
ceived the idea of placing arc lamps at the top
of the spire as a means of bringing his church
into greater prominence. While workmen were re-

pairing the steeple a short time ago, a large pulley

and cable connections were placed within a short
distance of the extreme pinnacle, and two lamps
v/ere hung at either arm of an iron-pipe T, the lower
end of which was made secure at a window some
20 feet below. The wires pass up inside of the

steeple, which is 225 feet high, and through the pipe

to the lamps. To trim the lamps the wire is dis-

connected at the bottom of the T and the whole
arrangement lowered by means of the cable pass-
ing over the pulley to the level of the window. The
lamps are 500-watt, lOO-hour, low-tension arcs, op-
erated on a 115-volt circuit. Current is supplied

by the Twenty-seventh street station of the Chicago
Edison company. The church is also furnished

with 450 incandescent lamps.

The electric-railway company intending to oper-

ate at Scottdale, Pa., has been reorganized with
Hon. W. H. Graham of Pittsburg as president and
George Sheppard of Pittsburg as secretary.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Development of the Independent Tele-

phone Business.
By H. D. Critchfield.

Part II.

The independent telephone movement acquired its

first great impetus in the middle western states.

The greatest development has, up to this time, taken

place in those states, notably Iowa, Wisconsin, Mich-
igan, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, while

Pennsylvania, Kentucky, West Virginia, Mnnesota,
Kansas, Nebraska and the Dakotas have followed

but shortly in the rear. But within the past two
years especially the movement has extended, until

it embraces all sections of the country, and to-day

from Portland to Atlanta, from Boston to San
Francisco, from Minneapolis to Galveston, and all

the intervening country, independent exchanges and
toll lines are building, new money and new brains

are becoming interested, new patrons are served, and
new fields developed. This is not idle talk, as the

following will illustrate: On the Pacific Coast Port-

land, Seattle and San Francisco are building; Min-
neapolis and St. Paul are building; New Orleans,

Galveston and Austin are in different stages of com-
pletion. Memphis and Atlanta have recently or-

ganized strong companies which will prosecute the

work to a successful finish at a very early day. I

am informed that contracts for the Pittsburg switch-

board and telephones have been let; Baltimore ana
Boston, the latter the home of the American Bell

Telephone company, are building; that Philadel-

phia and New York will begin actual construction

within the next 60 days. Cleveland will give serv-

ice to more than 6,000 telephones before the close of

the present year. More than 200 men are at work
on the subway in Columbus, O., which will be in

full service within eight months. Dayton and
Springfield, Portsmouth and Marietta are at it; In-

dianapolis, St. Louis, Grand Rapids, Detroit, Du-
buque, Sioux Cit}', Cedar Rapids, Fort Wayne,
Newark and Trenton, N. J., Worcester, Mass., and
Richmond, Va., are among the larger towns and
cities which are now giving cheaper and better tele-

phone service through independent plants than has
ever yet been given by the old company.
That the business has been safely and profitably

conducted is proven by the fact that there have been
fewer failures of independent telephone companies
in the United States since they came into existence

than there have been of national banks—a showing
which no other business, with such phenomenal
growth, has ever shown.
When we who are engaged in the business stop

to think of this fact and realize the growth, but im-
perfectly indicated above, it must fill us with satis-

faction and increase our courage for further efforts

and still greater development. We have been con-

vinced for many months—we can as yet scarcely

talk about years—that we have no occasion to fear

our opponents, although one of the strongest cor-

porations in the country. All that the independent
companies need do is to give good service, always
aiming to build first-class plants, place your rates

at a reasonable profit, but not so low as to deprive

you from the income necessary to maintain your
plant in first-class condition, and af¥ord a reason-

able return on the investment.

Such an array of facts must go far toward con-
vincing the general public that their fears for the

permanency and complete success of the independent
movement are entirely groundless. They are cer-

tainly convincing to any reasonable person, for it

must be remembered that this development has been
in the face of every form of opposition that could

be devised by a skilled and wealthy corporation, and
it can hardily be possible that more vigorous opposi-

tion will be encountered in the future than has al-

ready been met and universally overcome.
Some time ago, as some of you know, I attempted

to discuss this general topic, more especially with

reference to the year 1898, and after adverting to

the impossibility of giving statistics, stated that I

found great satisfaction in the fact that in the larger

cities of the country independent "telephone plants

were approaching completion or soon to be built.

To all of us this phase of development is most sat-

isfying.

One thing, which I should have stated more clearly,

is the fact that in almost every state in the Union.
most notably, perhaps, in the Middle West, before

referred to, strong combinations are being formed
with the sole purpose of building first-class toll

lines within their respective states and with an un-
derstanding or arrangement for the interchange of

business with like companies in adjacent states.

This work has already progressed, until many thou-
sands of miles of this kind of construction are now
built, connecting the local exchanges and toll-line

systems with the outside world, and the work is

rapidly progressing.
With this development must come, and

through this association can and should come, a

harmonious determination or solution as to the
charges for service, not only local, but long-distance.
In this field can such a body find a sphere for great
usefulness, and were it the only department, would
be ample reason for the existence of our organiza-
tion. I am afraid that we do not always realize the
fact that we are dependent to a great extent upon
each other. We have been so busy trying to keep

from being run over by our own business in our
own localities—so uniformly successful, so almost
overwhelmed with the growth in our own neighbor-
hoods—that we have failed to look about us as we
should, and fully appreciate the fact that to make
our investment permanent and safe we must have
the freest intercourse with our neighbors. Not only
our immediate neighbors, but all those with whom
our own communities do business, whenever that

may be and wherever their business interests may
require them to communicate. Let us pause a
moment, both now and when we return to our con-
stituents, and discuss this phase of the situation.

Let us see if we cannot aid the wonderful develop-
ment which is taking place, or rather direct it, so that

the best results may accrue to all.

Another phase of the situation which has been
briefly referred to is the character of construction.
The growth toward better apparatus and better
construction has been quite satisfactory, especially
in the last two years. The time was when inde-
pendent companies built carelessly, giving little at-

tention to excellence in construction or superiority
of apparatus. Other papers have given you
\a!uable information in this department. I find
from listening to the statements of those con-
nected with the larger new companies and of
those who have been longest in the independent
field, as well as from personal observation^
that very radical improvements have been made of
late in the character of construction and results
attained. Brains, inventive genius, have found a
field among the independents, and the" Patent Office
has shown greater activity in this department of
electrical inventions during the past four years than
in all the preceding 20 years. Manufacturers are
striving in every way to better the apparatus turned
out by them. Operators are not slow to avail them-
selves of these improvements. Builders are using
the best, and looking for better, the consequent
result being that a service is now being furnished,
especially by the more recently constructed prop-
erties, that has not heretofore been equaled l>y

either the old or the new companies. But I must
hasten.

In my own state a very- important development
has begun among the farmers. It is true that many
of the small towns and villages are now successfully
supporting telephone exchanges, and the farmers
in the adjacent rural districts are getting service
at a price within their means and are insisting upon
telephone facilities. Thousands are already con-
nected with exchanges, and tens of thousands more
are applying for service in the more thickly settled

agricultural regions of our country.
The telephone will soon be as proportionately

general in the country as it now is in the towns,
and, combined with the electric railway, will bring
the satisfying conveniences of life to the homes of
all, and will have no little influence in deterring
many from leaving the farm to seek the comforts
and conveniences of urban life, because they do
not enjoy the isolation, of the country.
T heard one of our members remark not long ago

that, in his opinion, we were but at the threshold
of the use of the telephone. That may seem an ex-
aggeration, but when within two, three or four .=:hort

years communities have increased their telephone
service from two to 10 times, and there seems no
cessation of the development, such statement cannot
be considered inaccurate. This association, through
its membership, through its influence upon state

and smaller associations, through its organized
committees, its bureaus of information, which cer-

tainly must be provided for in the near future, can
and will exert a profound influence upon the fur-

ther developments of the independent telephone
business.
Heretofore the growth has been, one might say,

sporadic; indeed, you could almost compare the
exchanges scattered here and there to the appear-
ance of a dry pavement, when, at the beginning of

a thunderstorm, you see the great spatters of water
as the big drops fall, and then, as they come faster

and faster, the spatters run together, until the whole
is covered. In the Middle West this process of run-
ning together is already well developed. In some
other portions of the country the shower has just

begun, but will spread and run together, until the
whole country is as thoroughly developed as those
sections in which the movement first originated.

It rests with us, and with others who will be at-

tracted to the association because of its usefulness,

actual and possible, to combine our efforts, while
maintaining our individuality, and the benefit of

local ownership and home control is to make of the
independent telephone system a vast power for the
benefit and advantage of the entire country. The
telephone should be within reach of all, and the
development which I have but hinted at in the fore-

going will progress in geometric ratio, and when
the future annual conventions of this association
shall meet, while they will respect the attainments
of the first five years of independent effort, it will

be said that we were but digging the trenches and
building the foundations for the then superstructure.
Let us see to it that those foundations which we are
now working on are ample in breadth and strength
to support the whole future development, and that
in after years we may say that we have planned
wisely and executed well.

Independent Service in Jacksonville,
Fla.

It is claimed that Jacksonville, Fla., has a larger
proportion of telephones in private residences than
any other city in the country. The independent
company in that city is the Jacksonville Telephone
company, which has been brought to its present
state of efficiency by Mr. W. N. Shine, president
and general manager. A recent visitor to Jackson-
ville had an interesting chat with Mr. Shine:

"After securing the names of nearly 700 of the
best business people of the town as subscribers, Mr.
Shine went before the City Council with an applica-
tion for a franchise. When he had complied with
every provision of the ordmance—and they were not ,

easy—the franchise was granted. He put the rates
at $30 a year for business houses and $20 for resi-
dences. The Southern BeU Telephone company, his
rival, had been charging $60 and $48 for a service
not altogether satisfactory. In April, 1896, he be-
gan the installation of the system. At the present
writing the Jacksonville Telephone company has 705
telephones in use and is daily adding to the num-
ber of its subscribers. An inspection of the ex-
change showed that it is thoroughly up to date; that
it has every appliance necessary to insure prompt
and satisfactory service. Good authorities say Jack-
sonville has the best independent telephone system
in the entire country, and from what I saw on my
visit to the exchange I should judge it was true.
The company will accept only responsible and repu-
table subscribers, and makes contracts for not less
than one year or up to five years. I understand the
old company makes monthly contracts and is not
so careful as to whom it makes them with. The
Jacksonville Telephone company has spent about
$70,000 in installing its plant, but its bonded indebt-
edness is only $30,000. In the past 12 months it has
spent more than $7,500 in extensions and improve-
ments."

Independents' Good Prospects in Du-
luth.

Work was started on July loth on the laying of the
conduit for the new telephone system of the People's
Telephone company of Duluth and Superior, Wis.
Both Mayor Truelsen of Duluth and Mayor Die
trich of Superior were present and took part in the
ceremonies, each of them making speeches to a
large concourse of people that had gathered at Eighth
street and Tower avenue, where work was started.
Manager H. H. Stewart accompanied them. In his
address the mayor of Duluth said:

"With a system on both sides of the bay the old
company, which has been charging exorbitant prices
and furnishing the poorest of service, will be forced
to quit business and seek a location elsewhere. Its

franchise in Duluth will expire in a short time, and
then if it refuses to get out we shall chop down their
poles and force them out. Then the people will see
the necessity of patronizing the new company. There
is not a business man in this city that can afford
to be without connections with the people of Du-
luth. and the new company will soon be the only
means at hand for them to reach the people across
the bay. When the City Council of Duluth called
for propositions for a new system of telephone the
Bell people made none whatever, saying that it had
rights which must be respected by the city. The
company has furnished us with the most inadequate
service imaginable, and need not be surprised that

we accept the first opportunity to get something bet-

ter.'*

False Report of Telephone Combina-
tion.

The Chicago Record of July 20th published a
rumor that the deal for the combination of certain
of the independent telephone manufacturing com-
panies was closed in New York on the day before.
The consolidation was to be known as the Ameri-
can Independent Telephone company, with a capital

of $7,000,000, and was to be financed by Charles
R. Flint & Co. of New York.

Diligent inquiry in Chicago, where some of the
largest independent plants are Mcatedi, failed to
confirm the report. Representatives of the Strom-
berg-Carlson and Sterling companies denied with
emphasis that their companies were in the combina-
tion. President P. C. Burns of the American Elec-
tric Telephone company, on his return to Chicago
on Monday, said simply that there was "nothing
new," and Mr. W. T. Blaine of the Victor Telephone
Manufacturing company also said that the report
was unfounded.
There seems to be little prospect that an effective

telephone ''trust" will be formed. The proposition
has now been "in the air" for five months, and
nothing has come of it. The options have mostly
expired, and manufacturers are busily engaged in

endeavoring to keep up with their orders, for their

own benefit and not that of possible successors, with-

out paying much attention to the disingenuous re-

ports that are from time to time put into circulation.

Contracts have been let for the erection of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant at Palo Alto, Cal., at a

cost of $14,000. It is expected to have the work
completed by September ist.

I
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Telephone News from the Northwest.

[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician.

|

The new telephone exchange at Vinton, la., has

begun operations, with loi instruments connected.

The Iowa Telephone company at once cut rates 30

per cent.

A. W. Chamberlain was granted a franchise for

another telephone exchange in Webster City, la.

The Union Mutual Telephone company has been

granted a franchise for a telephone exchange at

Union, la.

Some of the aldermen of St. Paul object to paying

a toll to connect with lines in the Midway district

that are on the Minneapolis board. These sub-

scribers have their choice which city they will con-

nect with, and then calls from the other city have

to pay toll the same as to any other part of the other

city.

Manager Robinson of the new telephone exchange
in St. James, Minn., has completed arrangements

with the Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-
pany for toll-line connections.

Charles Jorgenson is erecting a new hotel in Al-

bert Lea, Minn., and has let the contract for an

exchange of 50 telephones to connect with every

room in the building. Guests can sit in their rooms
and connect with any line in the city or a toll line, if

desired.

The Peerless Telephone company will construct

a local exchange at Rio, Wis. The Poynette long-

distance line will be extended from Poynette to Rio.

The Delavan Telephone company has been granted

a franchise for an exchange at Delavan, Wis.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has made a rate of 55 cents for one minute's talk

from Minneapolis to Grand Forks, N. D. The
company has recently extended its toll connections

to Barnesville, Minn., and Langdon, N. D.

S. H. Schweizer of La Crosse, Wis., contemplates

establishing a telephone exchange in West Salem,

Wis.
The Sunset Telephone and Telegraph company

has work well along constructing a line to Whidby
Island, from Anacortes, Wash.
The Arcadia CWis.) Telephone company has or-

dered materials for extending the lines to the town
of Glencoe and Bill's Valley.

The State Board of Tax Review of Iowa finds it

a very difficult matter to arrive at a fair value to

place upon telephone lines for assessment purposes.

The cost varies greatly, especially on toll lines.

Some of the mutual and farmers' lines have been

built at very little cost, while the city lines show a

considerable cost.

The Litchfield Telephone compapy will build toll

lines from Litchfield, Minn., to Strout, Greenleaf

and Corvuso.
The four anti-Bell toll-line telephone companies

entering Des Monies, la., are about to unite in the

erection of a toll-line exchange. The work has been

done through the Mutual Telephone company's
board, but this company has found it a great deal

of work and has asked to be relieved of it.

Thomas K. Surborrough of Omaha contemplates

c'stablishing a telephone exchange in Council Blufifs.

la.

The Wausau Telephone company of Wausau, Wis.,

has recently installed a modern switchboard, hav-

ing a capacity of 800, with an automatic ring-off and
electric-light signals.

The Winona Telephone company of Winona,
Minn., has ordered a 1,200-drop switchboard, 6,000

feet of cable wire and other materials for improve-

ments, to cost about $7,000. The Northwestern
Telephone Exchange company will erect a new ex-

change building in Winona, and will install a flash-

light switchboard.
^Mr. Nabel of Danewood, Minn., is arranging to

put in a local telephone exchange at Mora. Minn.
The Northwood Telephone company has ' been

formed to establish an exchange at Northwood. la.

The Fairmont Telephone company will build toll

lines from Fairmont, Minn., to Madelia, and from

Sherburn to St. James.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company

proposes to erect a modern exchange building in

Missoula. Mont
The new switchboard for the Northwestern Tele-

phone Exchange company's St. Paul office has ar-

rived.

The Martin Telephone company of Webster City,

la., has reached RadclifTe, la.

Bell People in Trouble at Ann Arbor.

The Michigan Bell company, at Ann Arbor, an-

nounces that it will not accept the ordinance passed
in its behalf by the Common Council, in which the

limitation of rates to be charged is annexed. A war
on the corporation on part of angry aldermen is

anticipated.
^^

PERSONAL.
The duties of manager of the Citizens' Telephone

company in Grand Rapids, Mich., until recently per-

formed by Charles F. Boyce, will be divided between
C. E. Tarte and A. A. Stacey.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Lewiston (Mont.) Telephone company has

been incorporated by F. E. Wright, A. W. Warr,
T. J. Warr. The capital is $10,000. A telephone line

will be constructed and maintained between Lewis-
Ion and Gilt Edge and Oka.

The Independent Telephone and Telegraph Con-
struction company of Syracuse has been incorpo-
rated with a capital of $5,000. The directors are

Ernest I. White, Edward Barneman, Syracuse, N.
Y.; J. J. Jernigen and John L. Wentz, Scranton, Pa.

The Syracuse Telephone company has been or-
ganized in New York state, with a capital of $450,-
000; directors, J. J. Jermyn, Frank H. Jermyn, John
L. Wentz of Scranton, Pa.; Edward Barneman. Er-
nest L. White, Manning C. Palmer, H. W. Plumb
and Arthur R. Peck of Syracuse, George C. Wentz
of Dpifton, Pa.

The Cottage Grove and Bohemia Telephone and
Telegraph company has been incorporated to con-
struct a telegraph and telephone line between Cot-
tage Grove and Bohemia, Ore., and in other por-
tions of the state. The capital is $5,000. I. H. Bing-
ham, B. Lurch. D. Bristow, Frank Jordan and R. J.

Jennings are the incorporators.

The new Citizens' Telephone company of Water-
town, N. Y., has a capitalization of $50,000, and the
general route is in and through the streets of Water-
town and Jefferson County. The directors are S. C,

Sherman, S. F. Bagg, Robert J. Buck of Watertown;
Robert Bliss, Howard Gallup, Robert S. Monroe.
James K. Whitaker of New York city.

The Niagara Falls Telephone company (capital

stock, $ioo_,ooo), has been incorporated. The points
to be connected with the city of Niagara Falls are
the towns of Lewiston and Porter and the villages

of Lewiston, Youngstown and Lasalle. The direct-

ors are Samuel B. Rawson, Fred H. Sudro, James
A. Dakc, Irving H. Griswold of Elyria, O.; William
R. Campbell, James E. Rock, Alan H. G. Hardwick
and Walter A. Home of Niagara Falls.

A charter was issued at Harrisburg, Pa., recently
to the Home Telephone and Electric company of
Pittsburg, having a capital stock of $100,000. The
company proposes to erect telephone lines in Alle-
gheny, Armstrong, Beaver. Butler, Fayette, Greene,
Indiana, Lawrence, Washington and Westmoreland
counties. It is also proposed to establish a number
of exchanges in the city of Pittsburg and to furnish
the suburban service of the Pittsburg and Allegheny
Telephone company. It is stated that the company
expects to be ready for business by ihe beginning
o'f next year. The directors are Thomas B. Lee,
Harry T. Van Ostrand, John S. Scully, Jr., John
E. Black and John McD. Lee.

TELEPHONE TALES.
Professor A (through the telephone)

—
"Didn't I

leave my umbrella at your house yesterday?"
Professor B—"I don't know ; here are two umbrel-

las. Is this one yours?"—Unsere Gesellschaft.

PACIFIC COAST NOTES.
The Oregon Telephone company is building a

branch line from Astoria to Seaside.

Holmes Bros, are- constructing a telephone line

from Central Point, Ore., to Eagle Point.

The Sunset Telephone company's plant in Tucson,
Ariz., is to be rebuilt for all-metallic circuits.

Steps have been taken to build an extension of
the Ballast Point telephone line to the new light-

house station at the extremity of Point Loma, Cal.,

and the government will be asked to aid in the proj-
ect.

The Boise (Idaho) Statesman says that the Rocky
Mountain Telephone company will expend $500,000
in extending new lines and improving the old ones.
A double copper line will be extended from Idaho
Falls to Dillon, a distance of 147 miles, and a similar
one will be built from Weiser to Buffalo Hump, a
distance of 140 miles.

The Inland Telephone and Telegraph company
is making extensive improvements on its lines. A
line will be built to connect Ritzville, Moscow
and Edwards in Lincoln County. A line will

be built from Arlington to Condon and Fossil, 70
miles in all, in Gilliam County. Ore. This line will

be of aluminum wire, it is said.

It is said that the Sunset Telephone company will

at once begin the erection of a long-distance line

from Tucson, via Mammoth Mine, Florence, Pinal
and Mesa City, to Phcenix, Ariz. From Phcenix
the line may be extended north to Prescott and
Jerome, and then to the line of the Santa Fe rail-

road, either at Ash Fork or Flagstaff. Ultimately
the linewill followthe railroad westward to California,

connecting with California long-distance lines. Such
a line as is proposed, including the best material.

will cost from $400 to $700 a mile, making the total

expense of the circuit from Tucson to the Santa
Fe Pacific, $125,000.

It is announced that the Bell Telephone company
will build a new business block at Battle Creek.
Mich.

The Muskegon (Mich.) Chronicle states that the

Citizens' Telephone company of th^t city is putting
in an exchange with 20 subscribers at Coopers-
ville.

The construction of a new long-distance telephone
line between Kankakee and Chicago has been com-
menced by the Central Union Telephone company.
It may be extended as far south as Paxton. The
improvement will cost $22,000. A rate of from_30
to 35 cents for a message of three minutes' duration

between Chicago and Kankakee has been promised.

The present rate is 56 cents for a five-minute talk.

If you discover a "short-headed" bacilluc- on the
telephone disk, don't drop it and run away, but sim-
ply brush the microbe aside and go on with the talk-

ing. Howe\er, if the microbe has a long head it

would be well to call the physician and have the bug
properly clasMfied.—Des Moines Capital.

The joy of the all-night telephone girl, the one
upon which her chief reliance is placed to help her
cheat the long hours of weariness, is the sociable
night clerks in the always-open drug stores. The
latter entertain a sore of brotherly affection for the
night operator, and evidently lose much sleep in in-

venting ways for her entertainment. The ways of the
young drug clerk, fresh from college, are usually
refreshing. As a general thing he can warble sweetly,
and any knots that may be in his vocalization are
toned down and smoothed out in transmission. His
repertory is inexhaustive and includes everything
in the song dealers' catalogue, and much that is not.

from "Just One Girl" to "Cavalleria Rusticana."
Then he tells such funny stories and is so unassum-
ing. Besides, it is a poor drug store nowadays that
doesn't boast a nmsic box. and this is frequently
brought into requisition for the benefit of the all-night

operators. The poor, unostentatious dispenser of
pills and physic is the telephone owl's idol.—Brook-
lyn Times,

"No. I am not engaged any more," said a newly
arrived drummer to some friends at the Grunewald
recently. "It was broken off by the long-distance
'phone, confound the thing! How did it happen,
did y' ask? Why. it was like this: I was in Atlanta
a few weeks ago and called up my fiancee in Macon
to let her know when to expect me. The service
costs 50 cents for three minutes, and I calculated I

could deliver my message in about^i4 seconds. But
nfter I gave the dear girl the date she insisted, on
holding me while she told about a lawn fete that
some of the j'^oung people were getting up for the next
day. 1 wriggled and writhed, and after she had im-
parted $2.50 worth of details I broke in and told her
that somebody else wanted to use the 'phone. 'O
no, they don't,' she replied, "the operator here says
you may have it as long as you wish,' and on flowed
the legend of the lawn fete. She told me how all

the girls were going to be dressed, what they had
cooked for lunch, and how Annie Jones had refused
to go with Billy Smith, because it was rumored that
Billy played cards on Sunday. I groaned. I had
been stuck for about $7, and time was flying at

the rate of 16 2-3 cents -a minute. 'What's the mat-
ter?' she asked, anxiously; 'you don't seem inter-

ested.' 'Yes, I am,' I said, with perfect truth: T
am weighing every syllable.' 'Then repeat what I

have been saying,' she ordered ; 'go all over it and
don't miss a word.' That was too much. I yelled :

'Ring off!' and banged the receiver on the hook.
Next day I got a package from Macon, returning
the engagement solitaire. There was a sarcastic lit-

tle- note in which she said she thought my suggestion
about the ring was excellent and had acted upon it

at once. Plague take long-distance 'phones ! I never
want to see one again in my life."—New Orleans
Times-Democrat.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
A matter of the greatest importance to telephone

exchanges is the protection of their apparatus from
burn-outs from lightning and other heavy currents.

Numerous devices have been designed for this work.
The one recommended by the Electric Appliance
company of 92 and 94 West Van Buren Street, Chi-
f-'Q^o. 'S claimed to have a number of excellent points.

The Electric Appliance company states that it has
sold large quantities of these protectors and that

the results have been most satisfactory.

The Eureka Electric company of Chicago has
just succeeded in closing the contract for one of the

largest, if not the largest, independent telephone
exchanges to be installed this year—that at Houston,
Texas. The Eureka apparatus \\as selected on ac-

count of its high quality and particular points of

merit. In considering the different types of appa-
ratus the engineers selecting the plant decided that

the Eureka filled the specifications closer for high-

grade telephone apparatus to compete against the

Bell than any other presented. This speaks well

for the Eureka company's apparatus, and especially

as the company is one of the youngest in the busi-

ness. No doubt it will be heard of in many large

deals later on. At the present time the Eureka com-
pany has on hand orders calling for over 5,000 drops

in switchboards of the Eureka metallic-express type,

and in its telephone department it has about all

the business it can handle. When it becomes a ques-

tion of quality, the Eureka company promises that

it will always be found at the front.

The Traverse City Northern Telephone exchange,
operating at Traverse City, Mich., was sold on July

i8th to Mr. W. W. Wheelock, for $10,000. Mr.
Wheelock will proceed at once to put the exchange
in first-class shape in every respect.
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Stow Flexible Shaft and
Motor.

Multi-speed

The Stow Manufacturing company of Bingham-
ton, N. y., thinks that where a suitable current is

obtainable the combination of its flexible shaft and
multi-speed electric motor is the most practical and
economical yet devised for a portable machine tool.

Fig. I shows the motor and shaft combined to lirive

a drill, while Fig. 2 is a transparent cut prepared
to show the method of speed regulation in the mo-
tor. A portable motor is, of necessity, subjected

to much harder usage than a stationary one. It

must be simple and durable in construction, prac-

tically dust and waterproof, and capable of being-

run at a great variety of speeds. The Stow iron-

clad motor met these requirements to a large extent,

but recent improvements in motor-speed regulation

enable the company to ofifer now a portable plant

which it believes to be above criticism. The econ-
omy of varying speed on a constant-potential current

by varying the intensity of the field magnetism is,

as compared with regulating the speed by armature
resistance, undoubtedly conceded to be superior, but
with methods formerly adopted greater air space
and a heavier and more costly field structure were
required, or a reduction of the motor horse-power
rating—both objectionable in a portable motor.
For a motor of given horse power, the company

says the cost has not been increased, the weight has
been reduced and the old-time complicated speed
regulator has been done away with. It is claimed
that the new system gives a variation of about 50
per cent., with all intermediate speeds, instead of

only the five or six changes permitted by the ordinary
speed regulator. •

The standard motors have voltages of no. 220 and
500, but motors are built to order for any practical

number of volts. The normal speed is approxi-
mately as follows: One-half horse power, 1,200

revolutions per minute; one horse power, 1,000;

Removal of Wool from Skins by Elec-
tricity.

A process has recently been patented by a Brad-
lord (England) syndicate for removing wool from
skins by means of an electrical apparatus. This
invention originated with a Bradford lady, Mrs. S.

L. Johnson, and consists of an electric cautery or
fleshing knife in such a form that the wool may
be shorn or cut from the skin rapidly, and without
injury either to the wool or to the pelt. The tool
is held in the hand. Electric cables which pass
through the handle are connected to the two ter-

minals, and thence the current is passed through a
wire of platinum-iridium alloy, which is thus ren-
dered incandescent. The wire is fastened to and
supported by a highly refractory substance, spe-
cially made for the purpose, the current required
being about 60 amperes at a potential of four volts.

The method of removing the wool is simply to push
the cautery along the surface of the skin. The red-
hot knife—if it may be so called—immediately mows
Mown the wool, and the only limit to the speed at

which the work can be done is the deftness of the
operator. The work is performed so quickly that

the heat in no way injures either the skin or the wool.
It is estimated that a girl, with a few hours' practice.

would be equal to dewooling from eight to a dozen
skins per hour, and the cost of the current is so
small—being estimated at the thirty-sixth of a penny
an hour—as to be almost a negligible quantity. The

A Year's Patent Record.
One of the surest indications of prosperity in

this country is the number of patents issued. That
the industrial health of the country is good is indi-
cated by the figures of the Patent Office for the
fiscal year just ended, from which it is learned that
during that year there were received 35,352 applica-
tions for mechanical patents, 2,292 applications for
designs, 91 applications for reissues and 1,861 ap-
plications for trademarks. There were 23,550 pat-
ents granted, including reissues and designs, and
1.406 trademarks were registered. The number of
patents that expired was 16,670. The total receipts
of the office were $1,209,554.88 and the total ex-
penditures were $1,148,663.48, leaving a surplus of
$60,891.40 to the credit of the Patent Office in the
United States Treasury.
The most notable advance of the year in the work

of the Patent Office has been the establishment of
a classification division and its entry upon a thor-
ough revision and extension of the classification of
patents and printed publications, the examination of
which lies at the foundation of the United States
patent system. The necessity for this work, after
being repeatedly called to the attention of Congress,
was finally recognized, and an act w^as passed and
went into force at the commencement of the fiscal

year. It is already evident that the work of the classi-

fication division will prove of great benefit to the
office, increasing the accuracy and rapidity of
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FIGS. I AND 2. STOW FLEXIBLE SHAFT AND MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.

i¥2 horse power, 900; two horse power, 750. These
speeds can be increased by the new speed-rgulating
device about 50 per cent, with all intermediate speeds,
or a much lower speed than normal can be obtained
by the substitution of suitable gears.

Especial attention is directed to these points in

the new motor: Simplicity, absence of rheostat;

50 per cent, variation in speed without loss of effi-

ciency; accurate adjustment' of speed between high-
est and lowest point; strength of the construction,
which, with the simplicity, niakes it unlikely that

the apparatus will get out of order; peculiarly fitted

for direct connection to tool machinery by its shape
as well as the speed variation.

Mount Whitney Power Plant.

The Mount Whitney Power company, operating
one of the largest long-distance transmission sys-

tems in the West, has recently completed its plant.

Power is derived from the Kaweah River, one of the

mountain streams of Mount Whitney of the Sierra

Nevadas. The water-wheels are directly connected
to three Weslinghouse three-phase generators, sep-

arately excited, each of 450 kilowatts capacity. There
are four transformers of 500-kilowatt capacity each.

Three of these are used at one time to raise the

voltage from 440 to 20,000 or 34,000 volts. The
power is distributed throughout the valley below to

a distance of 43 miles. The towns reached are Exe-
ter, Lindsay. Porterville, Viscalia and Tulare, where
sub-stations arc located for the final distribution of

the electricity for irrigation, lighting and various
power purposes. The following-named are the offi-

cers of the corporation: President, William H.
Hammond: vice-president. A. G. Wishon; secretary.

R. P. Hammond; assistant secretary, John Broder;
consulting engineer, Robert McF. Doble: civil engi-

neer, D. L. Wishon; electrician, Donald H. Fry.

advantages of this system of pulling will be obvious.
The wool itself is not injured by lime, chemicals
or other objectionable influence; the mere singeing
of the end of each fiber is, indeed, imperceptible,
and might, possibly, be even found to be advantage-
ous rather than otherwise. The skin, which presum-
ably has been sun-dried in Australia or South Amer-
ica immediately after the slaughtering of the, sheep,

is in itself in a more perfect condition for the tanner

to deal with, and the cost of the process must work
out at something very much less than any of the

prevailing systems. It is estimated that, in any of

the present methods, it costs the fellmonger four

pence per skin to wet down, lime stove or sweat it

into a condition for the puller, and the pulling wages
range from sVid. to S'V^d. per dozen skins. The cost

of the apparatus is small, and it is obvious, there-

fore, that this invention promises to effect such an

economy that it will practically amount to a revolu-

tion in method. Some of the largest fellmongers and
tanners in England, as well as n-any leading comb-
ers and others engaged in the trade at Bradford.

have seen the invention at work, and, without ex-

ception, have signified their marked approval of the

idea. The number of sheep annually slaughtered runs

into many millions, and except during a very brief

period of the year—about shearing time—these

sheep are killed with the wool on the ^kin. How
to get the wool off is a problem w^hich has had

many solutions. The most common processes in

general use, perhaps, are the steeping of the skin

and wool in lime water, and the sweating of the

skins by steaming them, and piling them one upon
another, thus inducing an incipient stage of decom-

position. In both instances the wool is pulled from

the skin by hand, and the process is most obviously

an offensive one. Moreover, both wool and skin

suffer to some slight extent in quality, and especially

in the case of limed skins is wool deteriorated.

searches, and the public will experience correspond-
ing benefits.

The work of classification involves the careful

consideration of each patent in order to place it in

its proper class and sub-class. Many of these pat-

ents have to be read to be fully understood, and
much care must be taken to select titles which will

clearly indicate the contents of each sub-class and
to preserve clear lines between them. Cross-refer-

ences are also necessary between sub-classes of the

same class by reason of the presence of mixed mat-
ter in the same patent. A system of card index of

sub-classes and other details has been perfected

which will make it possible to detect and remedy
any losses. Arrangements have also been made for

the preservation of the classification and for the pre-

vention of unauthorized changes by retaining under
the supervision of the classification division all pat-

ents hereafter granted.

The Nelson Electric Tramway company has been
incorporated at Victoria, B. C. with a capital of

$250,000. to build a tramway of 10 miles length in

Nelson.

An extensive electric-railway system is biiilding in

Magdeburg. Germany. A correspondent says that

it will cost in the neighborhood of $500,000.

Playing Poker by Wire.
[From the Chicago Chronicle.]

Few outside the brotherhood of the key are aware
that operators often play poker over the wire. It

is, nevertheless, a fact, and the diversion is fairly

common.
"When I was working on the Blankety-blank line

at a little railroad station in Illinois," said an ex-

operator the other day, "business was very slack

toward early morning, and we used to get up a

four-handed game regularly. The players were my-
self and three other operators at different points

along the line. We would call each other up and

then every man would deal himself a hand, making
his discards and 'helping' as desired. Of course,

we had to trust to mutual honor as to cheating, but

I think everybody was on the square. All played

freezeout, and the loser had to treat when we got

together at headquarters, which was about once a

month. I must confess that the action was a little

slow, but the game was more exciting than one

might imagine. Almost all the old operators have

plaved cards by telegraph at some time or another."
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Large Electric Barge.

About the time of the World's Fair and shortly

thereafter electric-boat building in the United States

received a decided impetus. For the last four years,

however^ the industry has shown no remarkable
development in this country, and it has been left

to English enterprise to produce the largest elec-

trically propelled vessel—not a yacht, as might be

imagined, but a plain barge, built as a freighter.

In the ordinary steam barge, as the London Elec-

trician points out, the space occupied by the boiler,

engine and coal forms by far too large a proportion
of the whole space available on board. The heat,

moreover, resulting from such means of propulsion
is often undesirable, and even dangerous to some
forms of cargo. With a view to remedying these

evils a large firm of manufacturers near Birkenhead
has had its last new barge built for electric propul-
sion instead of for steam, and by so doing has for

the same size of vessel increased the cargo-carrying
capacity to nearly twice the amount.
The barge, which may probably be claimed to be

the largest electrically propelled vessel in the world,
is 75 feet long and 21 feet beam, with a total dis-

placement of 225 tons when fully loaded. It carries

150 tons of cargo per journey. The battery consists

of 112 Headland storage cells, with the Headland
company's patent bar grid pasted in the ordinary
way. Each consists of 29 plates, g% inches high,, by
12 inches broad, by one-haJf inch thick, separated
by ebonite separators and placed in a lead-lined

teak box 16 inches by 22 inches by 14 inches high.

The box is sealed, but has a specially-designed fume
outlet connected by lead piping to the outside air.

The complete cell weighs 400 pounds and has a
capacity of 2,000 ampere-hours at a normal. discharge
rate of 300 amperes. The whole battery is well in-

sulated and is divided, part being in the bows and
part in the stern of the vessel, the intermediate space
between the two sections being occupied by cargo.

In all, upward of 65,000 of the Headland bar grids
were used in constructing this battery. The vessel

is propelled by a twin-screw propellor worked by
two 40 horse power motors, each taking a current of

150 amperes at a pressure of 200 volts. A Hopkinson
series-parallel controller is used for varying the

speed of the vessel. This is n;anipulated by the
steersman, and has five notches from slow to full

speed. A reversing switch permits the vessel to

proceed ahead or astern at each speed, as desired.

There is a winch or small crane on board, worked
by an eight horse power electric motor, and taking

30 amperes at 200 volts. It has a separate control-

ler with three speeds. The vessel is said to consid-

erably outpace its sister steamboats of equal size,

although it carries nearly twice the amount of cargo.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

Bathers Killed by Lightning.

Earl Simpers, a well-known young athlete and
swimmer at Chestertown, Md., was killed by light-

ning on the evening of July 9th, as he was about to

dive. He had mounted a pile 12 feet high on a pier,

and friends were watching him. As he stood poised
for the plunge, says the New York Tribune, the

flash came from a comparatively clear sky, and the
young man fell to the wharf dead. A companion and
a teamster and four horses that stood scarcely 20

feet away were shocked, but in no degree stunned.

A number of workmen who saw the accident hur-

ried to the spot, and as they raised the dead youth
a second terrific shock came, stunning them all

slightly The face, body and legs of the victim were
discolored and his bathing suit was badly torn. The
pile on which he stood was splintered and the wharf
was damaged by the fatal current.

Miss Nellie Adams, only child of Mrs. Hamilton
Seagreave Adams, with her friends, Miss Nina Miller

of De Land and other guests of the Dewey House,
went for a bath in the surf at Seabreeze, Fla., says

the Baltimore Sun. They had scarcely reached _the

water when a sudden shower came on and a vivid

fiash of lightning, accompanied by a terrific burst

of thunder, startled the party. Miss Nellie Adams
fell, struck by lightning. Physicans w^ere summoned,
but life was gone when they arrived, and the indi-

cations were that death was instantaneous.

Fire in English Factory of the Western
Electric Company.

The Western Electric company of this city has
received a cablegram irom London announcing a

fire in its English works on July 21st.

The loss was about $125,000 and was covered
satisfactorily by Insurance. The plant, until re-

cently the Fowler-Waring Cable Works, Is sltu-

uated at Woolwich. Underground. cables are man-
ufactured almost exclusively, and as the works
cover a good deal of ground it Is probable that only

a small portion was destroyed. This plant, together

with the company's factories at Paris, Antwerp and
Berlin, are under the management of Mr. F. R.

Wells, who has his headauarters at Paris and who
has been the company's European manager for 15

years. It is stated that Mr. Enos Barton, the presi-

dent of the Western Electric company, who has been
abroad, left the factory at Woolwich the day pre-

vious to the fire.

The 37-niile electric road building between Roch-
ester and Sodus, N. Y., is nearing completion.

New York Notes.

New York, July 24.—Greater New York's street-
car strike is dead, though not officially. The strike
spread to this borough on Wednesday, but both in
Brooklyn and Manhattan It came to an end prac-
tically on Saturday. During the week there was
considerable disturbance and several futile attempts
to stop traftic. On this side of the river the cars
were delayed most on Second avenue, but the delay
on that line was of comparatively short duration.
An unsuccessful attempt was made early on Wednes-
day morning to wreck the elevated structure in

Brooklyn at Fifth avenue and Thirty-sixth street, by
means of dynamite. Several of the strikers were
arrested, but they were afterward discharged for
lack oi evidence. Grand Master Workman Par-
sons asserted that 1,500 men had quit work on the
Metropolitan lines, but the company claimed that
the number did not exceed 400. The vacancies were
promptly filled, anyway, and more men applied
than were needed. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit
company was very liberal with lis men who were
loyal to the company and refused to strike. They
were paid double wages, were furnished with meal

* tickets, and received additional compensation for
sleeping in the barns during the nights when the
greatest trouble was feared.

A libel suit was a direct outgrowth of the strike.

Clinton L. Rosslter, president of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company, was arrested on Friday on a
charge of libel preferred by Albert Johnson, who,
with his brother, Tom L. Johnson, formerly con-
trolled the Nassau railroad. The complainant al-

leged that he and his friends were practically ac-
cused by Mr. Rosslter of having been responsible
for the dynamite outrage at Fifth avenue and Thirty-
sixth street on Wednesday morning. John Weldon,
a reporter, in a sworn statement, substantiated the
declaration of Mr. Johnson. Mr. Rosslter. through
his counsel, pleaded not guilty, and a hearing of

the case was set for next Thursday morning. He
was paroled in the custody of his lawyer.
At a special meeting on Wednesday of the stock-

holders of the Third Avenue Railroad company It

was decided to increase the capital stock of the
company from $12,000,000, the present amount,
to $40,000,000. The new stock will be Issued for

the purpose of paying off the company's floating

debt, incurred In the acquisition of the securities

of other street railways and for changing the mo-
tive power of the Third avenue line and the acquired
lines. Fifteen million dollars of the $28,000,000 new-
stock. It is estimated, will be needed to pay for the

improvements on the various lines of the Thir'^

avenue system. The stockholders of the Forty-sec-
ond -Street, Manhattanville and St. Nicholas Avenue
Railway company, which is controlled by the Third
Avenue Railroad company, met on the same day
and voted to increase the capital stock of their com-
pany from $2,500,000 to $7,500,000, the proceeds of

the new issue to be devoted mainly to defraying
the expense of equipping the road with elecetriclty.

M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, July 22.—Keystone, Benton County,
la., is said to be the smallest city in the state to be
lighted by electricity. Otto Kroymann is installing

the plant.

W. I. Cray of Minneapolis has made a survey and
will make estimates on the cost of the proposed
electric line in Mankato, Minn. He places it

roughly at $450,000, including nine miles in the city

and a line to Alma City, Minn.
Will J. Browne has assumed charge of the Light

and Traction company's system at Dubuque, la.

Improvements will be made to the line.

The sale of the Edison Electric company's plant
in Appleton, Wis., to the Fox River Valley Electric

Railway company is about completed. The new
owner will make extensive improvements.
The Coon Rapids Power company has been In-

corporated in Minneapolis, to dam the Mississippi

River, above Minneapolis, and develop electric

power. The officers are those of the Twin City

Rapid Transit company and the capital stock is

$200,000.

The Burgess Electric company of Duluth, Minn.,
has been awarded the contract for an electric-light

plant for the University of North Dakota, at a cost

of $4,000.

The Oshkosh and Stevens Point Electric Railway
compau" bis been incorporated to build a line be-
tween tli:.-f' cities in Wisconsin. It will cut off

yo. miles of travel between Ashland and Chicago.
The capital stock is $150,000.

It is reported at Sioux City. la., that the Standard
Oil crowd, so called. Is after the street-railway sys-

tems of Kansas City. Omaha, Sioux City, Minneap-
olis and St. Paul. An expert is understood to have
been examining the systems, one after the other.

The city of Larimore, N. D., has voted to put in

an electric-light plant.

The officials of Duluth, Minn., contemplate call-

ing an election to vote on constructing an electric-

light plant.

John D. Cuddihy of Red Jacket, Mich., and others
have abandoned the projected electric-car line which
was to connect the village of Calumet, Mich., with
suburbs. The Calumet and Hecla company con-
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irols the streets and everything else there, and
the route which it would allow cars to run on would
suit the needs of the company, but would not serve
the bulk of the population.
Edward li. Beebe, night manager of the North

American Telegraph office in Duluth, Minn., died
recently of cancer of the liver.

The La Crosse (Wis.) City Railway company has
adopted an amendment to its articles of incorpora-
tion, allowing the company to furnish electric heat,
light and power from the trolley wires. The offi-
cers claim the company does not intend to go into
the business except in a small way and as an ac-
commodation. The La Crosse Edison Light and
Power company threatens to apply for a street-car
franchise and put in a system, if its field is invaded.

Chief Engineer Boyd Champlain of the Fargo
.(N. D.) Electric Light company lost his left arm
recently, by getting it caught in an armature.
The Minneapolis (Minn.) Electric Light and

Power company has applied to the court for an order
of dissolution. The company has done no business
for five years.

The Municipal Construction company of Chicago
has made a proposition to the city of Council Bluffs,
la., either to buy the present electric-light system
or build a new one and turn it over to the city.
The municipality is to operate it on its own respon-
sibility, pay interest on the investment, and pay an-
nually to the company a sum equal to the present
price of Its electric street lighting, to be applied on
the principal until the entire cost is liquidated. The
estimated cost is $50,000 to $6o.oco. The city is
now paying $11,000 per annum for light.
The Interstate Traction company of Duluth.

Minn., has filed a trust deed of $50,000, running to
the St. Paul Title and Trust company, to secure the
issuance of that amount of bonds. But $20,000 will
be issued at present, and the remainder kept for
future extensions.
The plant of the People's Light company of Mo-

Iine, III., is being practically doubled. The power
station is being enlarged and a number of new ma-
chines for the production of current put in. A
steam-power plant of 1,500 horse power has been
added.
Lightning struck the power house of the Oelwein

Electric Light and Power company at Oelwein. la.,
recently, and burned out a few coils in the dvnamo!
then running into the ground. All the machinery
stopped mstantly, but it was soon started again.
The lightning arresters were defective.

E. R. Thatcher, head miller of the Sheffield Mill-
ing company of Faribault, Minn., has constructed
an electric oven, to be used in testing flour. The
heat is furnished by means of copper wires coiled
around thin pieces of slate, both top and bottom.
The Perry Electric Light and Power company

of Perry. la., has amended its articles, increased its
capital stock $10,000, making it $30,000, and adding
heating to its business.
The D. & D. Electric Manufacturing company

of Minneapolis secured the contract to furnish an
electric-light plant for the village of Two Harbors,
Minn., at $8,000.
The Kaukauna (Wis.) Electric Light company has

passed into entirely new hands. Thomas Earles
has been installed as president, succeeding his
brother, Dr. William Earles of Milwaukee, who has
been president since the organization of the com-
pany.

The Ottumwa (la.) Gas, Light, Heat and Power
company has amended its articles, making the capital
stock $200,000.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of St. Paul secured the
contract for an electric-light and water plant at Bel-
grade, Minn., for $7,500.

Melrose, Wis., will be asked to vote $9,500 bonds
to aid the projected electric line between La Crosse.
Wis., and Neillsville. If this is successful, other
towns along the line will be invited to vote similar
aid.

C. W. Warfield of Duluth, Minn., will install an
electric-light plant in Bemidji, Minn., at once.

C. T. Busha and E. O. Clark have been sranted
a 30-year electric-light franchise at Big Timber,
Mont., and have ordered machinery.
The employes of the Chippewa Valley Electric

company at Chippewa Falls, Wis., have a grievance
which they want redressed. They ask for either a
reduction in hours or an increase in wages; seats
on the interurban line outside the city, pay during
stops for repairs and allowance for expenses while
delayed at Chippewa Falls.

The Commercial Light and Power company of
Duluth. Minn., says that $100 per annum per arc
street light now is as cheap as $85 for the same
service was a year ago, on account of the increased
cost of everything.
The village of Waterloo, Wis., will soon be lighted

by electricity. The Village Board decided to put
in a plant recently.

S. A. Bowe has been granted a franchise for an
electric-light plant at Huron. S. D. He will repair
the present plant and improve it.

The electric line from Waupaca, Wis., to the
Chnin o' Lakes is comnleted and in operation.
The State Electrical Board of Minnesota held its

first formal meeting recently and selected a seal,
agreed uDon the form of license to be issued and
apnofnted a committee to draft a constitution.

It is proposed in St. Paul to purchase material and
install a police-alarm system in connection with the
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fire-alarm system, using as much of the old ma-
terial of the present system as possible.

It is reported an electric line to run on the east

shore of Lake Winnebago, from Fond du Lac. Wis.,

north, is projected. It is understood that the Fond
du Lac Electric company is interested in the scheme.
The city of Superior, Wis., will put in a new-

system of fire alarms, using storage batteries in-

stead ol gravity cells.

It has been reported that the General Electric

company was in the market to purchase the street-

railway system of Des Moines. President Polk de-

nies that there is any likelihood of the system being
sold.

The contract has been let for the erection of a

power house for the village of Hibbing. Minn.
A. A. Abbott of Butte, Mont., and others propose

to establish an electric-light plant at the head of

Rock Creek, Mont, near Anaconda. J.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. July 22,—The annual report upon munici-
pal statistics of the province 01 Ontario contains

an interesting feature, which goes to show the devel-

opment that has taken place in electric-light plants
• in the province. The hgures are complete only to

the end of 1896, and since then there has been con-

siderable augmentation, but at the end of that year

the clcctric-light plarls, in towns only, aggregated
in value $389,280, and in villages $9,950.

At the annual meeting of the Royal Society of

Canada at Ottawa, Mr. T. C. Keefer, C. E., presi-

dent of the society, read a highly instructive paper
on "Canadian Water Power and Its Electrical Prod-
uct." Mr. Keefer showed the vast resources pos-
sessed by the Dominion, especially in its central and
and western portions. Many of the Canadian rivers

differ largely from those in the South, by not being
navigable at certain parts, owing to falls and cat-

aracts, in all of which was stored up immense re-

sources of latent energy, and which only needed
harnessing to be utilized.

The project of the Ottawa Suburban Railway
company to construct a system of electric radial

railways, centering in the Canadian capital, has
been kept very quiet. Nothing very definite has

been heard of the scheme until it was presented
before the railway committee of the Dominion House
of Commons. The company, which is said to be
abundantly responsible financially, proposes to build

about 50 or more miles of electric road in the vicinity

of Ottawa.
The Secret Service Bureau of Montreal, Que., has

had entrusted to it a case which, it is promised, will

create a stir when the matter is given publicity. It

appears that a systematic theft of electric power
has been carried on by a number of firms in Mon-
treal which use electricity for motive purposes.

The method for purloining the current from the

wires without any record being shown by the meter
is verj' ingenious, and an entirely novel one. Its

detection will necessitate steps on the part of elec-

tric companies to overcome the facility with which
the scheme can now be operated.

It is said that the two largest electrical power
companies of Ottawa. Ont., the Metropolitan Elec-
trical company and the Deschenes Electrical com-
pany, are about to amalgamate and will practically

control all the most valuable and available water
power in the immediate vicinity of Ottawa. The
chief reason for the deal is said to be the anxiety
of the Metropolitan company to start at once to sell

light and power in Ottawa. While the 5.000 horse
power which the company is now developing within

a few miles of Ottawa will be available before snow
flies, it is considered to be a great ad^antage to

get an immediate start from the use of power already

developed by the other companj'. The latter com-
pany having" no franchise to operate in Ottawa, its

surplus power, as it now stands, is of no use. The
Metropolitan company, it would appear, is profit-

ing by the experience of the Cataract Power com-
pany of Hamilton. Ont, which has bought up all

the power in sight in that vicinity, and, in addition,

has purchased the Hamilton street railway and all

the radial roads running into that city. The Cat-
aract companj'^ developed 5,000 horse power 40 miles

from Hamilton, at an enormous expense, and trans-

mits it by copper cables. A New York syndicate

vvas behind the company, furnishing the capital for

the purchase .of the street railway and the radial

roads, and so successful has been the venture that

nothing less than $500 will buy a share in the com-
pany at the present time. The Metropolitan com-
pany claims that it has a more valuable property
than the Cataract company, as it is developing the

power at comparatively small cost and within four

or five miles of the city. The machinery and plant

will be of the most modern design and the facilities

the very best As there will be a number of sub-
urban electric railways projected around Ottawa in

the near future, the Metropolitan company will find

a ready market for a large proportion of the power
it intends to develop.
The Montreal Street Railway company's arrange-

ments for insuring its employes have been an-
nounced to the staff. The schedule of compensation
for injuries, either on or off dut}'. is as follows:

Death from accidental injuries. $1,000: loss of both
eyes, both hands or both feet. $1,000: one hand and
one foot, or one hand or foot and one eye. $1,000:

one hand, one foot or one eye. $500. If an accident
is met with which does not result in the loss of anv
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of the members mentioned, but which incapacitates
from working, the sum of $5 a week, for a period
not exceeding 26 consecutive weeks, will be paid.
If an employe become afflicted with any of the
following-named diseases, similar compensation will
be given: Typhoid, typhus, scarlet fever, smallpox,
pneumonia, appendicitis, diphtheria.
A 75-kilowatt S. K. C. dynamo was put in opera-

tion at Grand Valley, Ont., a short time ago. and
is now supplying from one phase of the machine the
town of Grand Valley with 500 incandescent house
lights and some 50 candle power street lamps. From
the other phase of the same machine, which is wound
for 5.000-volt current, the owners are supplying the
town of Arthur, 12 miles away, with about 600 in-
candescent house lights and five enclosed arc lamps,
as well as 15 32 candle power incandescent street
lamps. This plant is one of the most unique and
complete in Canada.
The power house and factory of the Bronson &

Weston Carbide Works, at the Chaudiere here, are
being rapidly pushed forward to completion. The
factory will be built entirely of stone and steel, and
will be five stories high. The contracts have been
let for the electrical machinery and water-wheels,
which, including the carbide plant, will cost over
$225,000. The generating plant will consist of two
3,000 horse power, single-phase generators, directly
connected to horizontal turbines. There will also
be two 400 horse power. 225-volt direct-current ma-
chines for operating motors for crushing, mixing,
etc. The switchboards will be of gray marble, con-
taining all the necessary instruments for controlling
the heavy currents incidental to the operation of such
large generating units. The current will be con-
veyed from the large alternating generators at a
potential of 2.300 volts to the transformer house
and carbide works, where it will be transformed down
to 75 volts for the furnaces. The 225-volt current
will also be taken direct from the generators to the
various buildings for the supply of power. The en-
tire plant, it is expected, will be in operation by
the first of the year, and the works will be run day
and night.

The new plant built by the Royal Electric com-
pany of Montreal, Que., for the Chambly Manu-
facturing company, has been turned over to the latter

company, and water power is now used instead of

steam to run the new system, which is now supply-
ing power in that city. The woik was commenced
in 1896, and every portion of the apparatus was
manufactured by the Royal company. The power
is transmitted to Montreal by wire, the actual length
from the power house to the city being 17 miles.

The plant consists of four generators of the S. K. C.
alternating-current type, each with a capacity of
2.650 horse power, and the largest of their kind.
The generators in use at Niagara are of 5.000 horse
power each, but they are not so large as those. at

Chambly. but they are run at a higher speed. The
electric current is conducted by cables in conduits
below the floor of the building to the cable gallery
or tunnel, and from there to the switchboard, on
which are mounted switches of special design, which
are the largest in the world, and capable of con-
necting or disconnecting a larger amount of en-
crg>- than has hitherto been undertaken. This is

possible, as each switch is capable of connecting or
disconnecting each generator from ihe lines up
to a capacity of over 3,000 horse power. The power-
house building is some 320 feet long and the switch-
board at present in place 120 feet long. Provision
has been made for four more generators, giving an
ultimate capacitj"^ for the power house cl 20.000 horse
power.
Reports iust received at the Public Works De-

partment, at Ottawa, give details as to the progress
of the Canadian government's Yukon telegraph line.

In May last the wire had been strung a distance
of 54 miles, and now the report states that the line

is completed to Lake Lebarge. which is 15 miles
beyond White Horse Rapids, and 128 miles further
on than Bennett, which is already connected with
Skagway by a telegraph line belonging to the White
Pass Railway company. It is expected that the gov-
ernment line will be into Dawson City by the 15th

of October next W.

PERSONAL,
Mr. H. B. Kinney, a well-known electrical man

in Omaha. Neb., was a visitor in Chicago last week.

Mr. C. W. N. Money of the Commercial Electrical
Supply company of St. Louis was in Chicago on
Monday. He says that business throughout the
Southwest is excellent.

The London Electrician is "authoritatively in-

formed" that on his return to Glasgow from his stay
in London Lord Kelvin will tender his resignation
of the professorship of natural philosophy at Glas-
gow University.

R. E. Williamson. E. E.. has been lately appointed
principal of the School of Electricity of the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools of Scranton. Pa.
H. S. Webb, formerly of Lehigh University, is the
new professor of telegraphy and telephony, succee'3-

ing Mr. Kempster B. Miller in that position.

Charles F. Perry, superintendent of contracts for
the Edison Electric Illuminating company of Brook-
lyn, fell dead on July iSth at his home. 190 Scher-
merhorn street, Brooklyn. He was on his yaca-
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tion and had made arrangements to start for the
country with his family. He was 48 years old and
one of the leading members of the Masonic order
m Brooklyn. A wife and two sons survive him.

Many friends will be pleased to know that Mr.
Henry L. Dohert}-. long general manager of the
Madison (Wis.) Gas and Electric company, has re-
cently been elected to the presidencv of this com-
pany, A new board of directors o'f the Madison
company was elected recently, and Mr. Emerson
McMillin resigned from the board as president and
Mr. Doherty was elected to fill his place. The ap-
pointment indicates the confidence in which Mr
Doherty is held by capitalists in control of gas and
electric properties. Mr. Doherty"s capabilities are
highly esteemed in the West, as his election to the
presidency of the Northwestern Electrical associa-
tion showed, and this new evidence of confidence
on the part of his associates is gratifying rather
than surprising. Mr. Doherty as general manager
of the Madison company has been very successful.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
J. B. Kurtz of Portland has been granted a fran-

chise to furnish electric light and water to Wood-
burn, Ore.

The Commonwealth Electric companv of Chicago
IS buildmg a large addition to its station at Wallace
and Filty-sixth street on the South Side. Two di-
rect-connected generating units will comprise the
initial installation, one of i.ooo kilowatts' capacity
and the other of 400 kilowatts. The new plant will
consist ot Babcock & Wilcox boilers. Southwark
engmes and General Electric three-phase alternators.
The commissioner of Indian affairs i> inviting

sealed proposals, until August 7th, for furnishing
and delivering the necessary materials and labor
required m the construction and completion at the
boarding school, Warm Springs Agency. Oregon
of an electric-light plant. Plans, specifications and
instructions to bidders may be examined at the
United States Indian warehouse, 235 Johnson
street Chicago. III., the Indian Bureau at Washing-
ton or at the agency.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Fire destroyed the car stables of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway company on River street, at Cam-
bridge, Mass., on July 21st

Mr. E. A. Tennis of Milton. Pa., the promoter
of the Lewisburg. Milton and Watsontown Passen-
ger Railway company and the president of the cor-
poration, has purchased the interest of the other
stockholders in the line and is now the sole owner
of the stock of the property. Mr. Tennis has in
contemplation the extension of the hne to Mon-
toursville.

At a recent meeting of the council of Gloucester,
N. J., an ordinance passed first reading giving to
the Delaware River and Atlantic City Railroad com-
pany—said to have been recently incorporated with
a capital of $6,000.000—a franchise to lay tracks
from the Gloucester ferry through the citv. It is
stated that the object of the companv is to build
an electric road s^ miles in length to Atlantic City,
using the three-rail system.

AUTOMOBILES.
The United States Express company will experi-

ment with electric wagons in New York, as it has
done in Chicago. A trial vehicle will be furnished
by the Fischer Equipment company of this city and
if it proves adaptable a large number will be built

The C. H. Sieg Manufacturing company of Ken-
osha, Wis., will be reorganized, and instead of
making bicycles will manufacture automobiles and
gasoline engines. Owing to the changes and fluc-
tuations in the bicycle trade, the company has de-
cided that there is more money in automobiles. The
present building will be enlarged and more men
emploj'ed.

A Washington dispatch says that Postoffice De-
partment officials expect to ask for an appropriation
at the next session of Congress for the use of auto-
mobiles in collecting the mails at all first-class post-
ofiices. The purpose is to ask permission to use
the appropriation of $410,000 made for horse hire.
The recent tests in Buffalo have satisfied the officials

that automobiles may be used to advantage.

Professor Elihu Thomson has had constructed at
his laboratory in Lynn. Mass., a new form of auto-
mobile. It is propelled bj' steam generated b}' a
kerosene engine, and Professor Thomson suggests,
half in earnest, that it bear the name "steamomobile."
The vehicle operates successfully and is capable of

attaining a speed of 36 miles an hour. Sufficient
fuel, which is common kerosene, can be carried for

a 60-mile run, although water must be taken on
every 40 miles.

The Howard H. Brown Automobile company
(capital stock, $100,000) was incorporated in Spring-
field. 111.. Julv 22d. The incorporators are Howard
H. Brown. Dr. P, B. Hayes, Harold A. Smith and
A- L. Kull. all of Chicago. This company has ac-

cmired by purchase the first-mortgage bonds ol the

Elgin Sewing Machine and Cycle company at Elgin.
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The plant is said to be fully equipped with machinery
necessary for the manufacture of automobiles. The
company expects to get possession of the Elgin plant

in a few days and will then commence building auto-

mobiles.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The directors of the General i-Ilecti ic company.

Boston, have declared a semi-annual dividend of

$.3.50 a share on the preferred stock, payable July

31st to stockholders on record July 15th.

The Yuba Electric Power company, by its presi-

dent. John Martin, has executed a deed of trust of

all its property, water ditches, water rights, electric-

light plant and other property to the Mercantile

Trust company of San Francisco, as security for

$1,000,000. which sum the power company was au-

thorized, by its directors, to create as a bonded
indebtedness. The bonds, which are dated June i.

1899. bear interest at the rate of six per cent, per

annum, payable semi-annually.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The catalogue of the University of Wisconsin

for 1898-99 forms a volume of 360 pages. Full in-

forn-ation about all the departments, including the

College of Mechanics and Engineering, is given.

The annual catalogue of the University of Arkan-
sas gives the calendar for 1899-1900 and the an-

nouncements for its different courses for the ensuing
year. The w'ork in electrical engineering is given

under the supervision of Professor William N. Glad-

son.

The third annual register of the Lewis Institute

of Chicago gives detailed descriptions of the courses

and the methods of instruction in the school and a

general announcement for 1899-1900. The Institute

consists of the School of Science and Literature and
the School of Engineering. The latter offers a

four years' course in mechanical and electrical en-

gineering.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Electric Storage Battery company of Phila-

delphia issues a circular descriptive of the installation

of chloride accumulators in the factory building of

Jones Brothers. Brooklyn. N. Y.

"Brazing by Immersion" is the title of a pamphlet
recently issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible com-
pany of Jersey City. It is a reprint from the Cycle

Age and gives a good description of the process of

brazing, as applied to bicycle manufacturing, using

the Dixon company's crucibles.

The August issue of Cassier's Magazine is an
"electric-railway number," containing articles bv F.

S. Pearson. Robert W. Blackwell. Thorburn Reid.

Gary T. Hutchinson. A. V. Abbott, the late M. K.
Bowen. Louis Bell. Frank J. Sprague, D. C Jack-
sen, William J. Clarke and others

The International Correspondence Schools of

Scranton. Pa., issue interesting pamphlets giving per-

tinent information regarding their courses of instruc-

tion. The advantages of the correspondence system.

the methods of instuction and outlines of the courses
are features of the pamphlet on electrical engineer-

ing.

"Resistance Wires" is the subject of a neat book-
let issued by Wilbur B. Driver & Co., 126 Liberty
street. New York. The claims and advantages of

Climax. Advance and "D" resistance wires are

strongly set forth. Tables showing the properties

and carrying capacities of the different wires fur-

nish valuable data.

The Blakely Printing company of Chicago issues

a handsome and tasteful souvenir booklet to an-
nounce its removal to 126-132 Market street, where it

has one of the largest plants in the country for the

printing of books and periodicals. One of the most
notable achievements of the Blakely company was
the printing of "The Book of Wealth." each volume
of which sold for $2,500.

A new 16-page weekly^ The Other Side, has ap-

peared in Chicago. It is devoted to the discussion

of the timely questions growing out of the relations

of public-service corporations to governments and
municipalities. Its special mission seems to be to

take care that the side of the companies, "the other
side." gets a fair show and a fair hearing. It is

published by the Other Side Publishing company.
126-132 Market street. Chicago.

The Chicago Tribune is publishing a series of

articles entitled "The Nineteenth Century Passed
in Review." The second installment appeared last

Si'r-day in the shape of a 12-column article on elec-

tricity and its development. As the industrial ap-
plication of electricity is an attribute of this cen-

tury entirely, this review of electrical progress is

really a condensed history of the art. It is carefully

written and valuable for reference.

The report of Mr. Willis L. Moore, thu chief of the

Weather Bureau of the United States government,
for the year ended June 30, 1898, has been issued

by the Government Printing Office. It contains a

mass of valuable and interesting information relating

to the work of the bureau, including detailed sta-

tistics of the climatology of the United States and

n section devoted to the climate of Cuba. In the
section devoted to new work Mr. Moore briefly

describes the observations of wind velocity, tempera-
ture, barometric pressure and humidity made by
the aid of meteorographs—invented by Professor
Marvin—carried to high altitudes on specially con-
structed kites. In discussing the kite ascensions
Mr. Moore makes the interesting observation that
"Notwithstanding numerous small and a few serious
accidents to the kite itself, the meteorographs have
thus far completely escaped injury, often in a seem-
ingly remarkable manner. In one case, with 12.000
feet of wire out, the kite was struck by lightning,
fusing the wire and setting the kite adrift. Both the
kite and the meteorograph were discovered the sec-
ond day afterward 20 miles away. The kite was but
little injured and the clock of the meteorograph was
still running. In another case the kite broke away
at great elevation and soon disappeared from sight.

The' most careful search failed to discover a trace
of its whereabouts, and it was given up as lost, either
in the waters of adjacent lakes or the somewhat more
distant Canadian forest. About three weeks later

the meteorograph was found and returned to the
Weather Bureau, having suffered only such injury
as resulted from the long exposure to the weather."

MISCELLANEOUS.
The strike of the electrical workers of Washington,

which has been in progress lor the past few weeks,
has ended in a compromise, providing for an eight-
hour day and time and a half for overtime.

The People's Subway company of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has been incorporated, with a capital of $10,000, to
construct underground electric subways and con-
duits. The directors are J. Jermyn of Scranton and
Edward Barnenan of Syracuse.

The Sperry Flour company of Stockton, Cal.. has
received a very large motor which will be used to
supplant the steam power now used in its mill. The
power will be furnished by the Blue Lakes plant.

43 miles distant. The motor was built by the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company of

Pittsburg. It is designed for operation at 2,200

volts, and is rated at 450 horse power.

A tire and police review will be a feature of the
coming convention of the National Association of

Municipal Electricians in Wilmington on Septem-
ber 6th. President Aydon reports that he has sent

out the final invitations for the convention, and that

the replies he has received point to a large attend-

ance. Pyle's Cycle Academy, which has been se-

cured for the electrical exhibits, has been blocked
off and the spaces on the floor sold to various elec-

trical companies. The spaces are all taken, and
there will be an electrical show, lasting from Sep-
tember 4th to September 9th. that is expected to be
very instructive and attractive.

TRADE NEWS.
The daily newspapers assert that the National

Electrical Manufacturing company of Milford,

Conn., has been awarded a contract for installing

a fire-alarm system in Windsor Castle for Queen
\'ictoria.

The Falcon Electric Manufacturing company of

New York has been incorporated with a capital of

^50,000. The directors are Edward Leissner and
H. O. Swoboda of New York and L. E. Frorup
of Brooklyn.

The Holmes Fiber-graphite company, desiring to

increase its facilities, has secured a commodious fac-

tory building at 3155 Wakefield street, Germantown.
Philadelphia, where all communications should now
be addressed.

President Gerald W. Hart of the Hart Manufac-
turing company of Hartford, Conn., was in New
York last week. Mr. Hart's new "Diamond H"
switch has met with such demand that his factory

is taxed to the limit.

The business of the Columbia Incandescent Lamp
company of St. Louis throughout the Northwest
has been increasing to such an extent that the com-
pany has opened a branch office at 295 Syndicate

arcade. Minneapolis, with Mr. Guy V. Williams in

charge.

C. E. Woods, general manager of the Fischer

Equipment company, Chicago, w-as a visitor in New
York last week. Mr. Woods is extremely btisy. as

his company has been almost overwhelmed with or-

ders. But his large automobile factory in Chicago
possesses ample facilities with which to meet the de-

mand.

Mr. W. N. Matthews of St. Louis, the energetic

dispenser of electrical bargains, is astonishing his

friends with letters typewritten partly in red and
partly in black. The scheme originated with Mr.
Matthews, and the red words stand out clearly among
the black, and emphasize important statements in

a very striking manner.

First economy is often poor economy, but it

required several years to prove it electrically. Re-
liable goods always succeed in the end. Bullock
apparatus is made of material selected through years

of experience, assembled with the most accurate

machinery and sold under a responsible guaranty.

The Central Klcctric company, Chicago, is the wcst-
trn agent.

The combined maximum and Integrating electric
meter recently placed on the market by its inventor.
Edward S. Halsey of Chicago, is an instrument of
considerable merit. The invention consists of a
novel and simple device, which may be attached
to integrating supply meters of standard make, now
in common use, thus giving to ihem the additional
function of a reliable maximum recorder.

Inventors or exploiters of novel electrical devices
who may be interested in exhibiting such mechan-
isms at the Paris Exposition may find it worth their
while to correspond with Mr. Gaston Lagelouze. at
II East Twenty-second street. New York city. Mr.
Lagelouze is United States representative for a
promment Parisian organization that controls valu-
able space at the Paris Exposition, and is in search
of some new and interesting invention that would
prove attractive. The space referred to is said to
be worth 500 francs a square meter (about $io a
square foot), and Mr. Lagelouze states that it may
be offered free, under a special agreement with the
inventor relative to exhibition at the fair and the
agency in France, provided, of course, the invention
is of a sufficiently novel, valuable and interesting
character.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company. Chicago, seems

to be headquarters for Edison-Lalande batteries and
renewals. Among its large recent sales it mentions
one of I.coo cells to one buyer.

C. A. Munson and Frank McMaster, 623 M,\r-
quette building. Chicago, are the hustling sales agents
f^r the Fort Wayne Electric Works. Their Terri-
tory includes Iowa, Wisconsin. Nebraska. Kansas
and Northern Illinois.

The question. "What becomes of .he old copper
wire?" is often asked by electrical men. It may
be generally known that the Swarts Metal Refining
company of Chicago makes a specialty of buying up
old scrap-copper wire of any description, for which
it pays the highest market value. Seymour Swarts.
the president of the company, has a wide acquaint-
ance among electrical men. with whom the firm has
done business for many years.

The Buckeye Electric company of Cleveland is

receiving encouragement in the way of increased
orders for its specialty, the Buckeye incandescent
lamp. It states that a certain central-station manager
recently had four Buckeye lamps that had burned
for nearly 6,000 hours tested for candle power. The
lamps were originally of 16 candle power each, and
gave 3.5 watts efficiency on a iio-volt circuit. The
test showed an average of 6.6 candle power, after this
long service.

The recently established Eagle Electric Works of
Peoria. III., is demonstrating by its works its right
to existence. It recently secured the contract for
the erection of an electric-light plant for the Town
Board of Minier, Tazewell County, 111. Another re-
cent order is from the Illinois Beet Sugar company
for an isolated plant in that company's large factory
at Pekin. III. It is also to be noted that the Eagle
company has established a new agency at Des
Moines, la., Mr. L. L. Barge, an energetic and capa-
ble business man. being the representative in that
city.

The Electric Appliance company of 92 and 94
West Van Buren street, Chicago, has recently added
to its cross-arm factory a complete plant for the
manufacture of pins and brackets and is now turning
out this material at the rate of a good many thou-
sand a day. The company is giving especial attention
to the material used in these goods, and is turning
them out with great care, so that each piece may be
just as nearly perfect as it is possible to make it.

Users who have had sad and costly experiences
with inferior pins and brackets will appreciate the
advantage of getting goods that are well made and
absolutely tmiform.

The Cling-surface Manufacturing company reports
rapidly increasing sales, not only in this country,
but also in Australia and European and South
American countries, with a fast-growing business in

Mexico, all seeming to prove that the truth of the
oft-repeated phrase. "The days of tight belts are
over." is having the backing of belt users. A recent
letter from the engineer of Brown. Durrell & Co..
Boston, voices this sentiment: "Having tried cling-
surface on my 12-inch dynamo belt, I have been able
to carr}^ full load with 22 inches sag on belt, with
no perceptible slip. It surpasses my expectations,

and I can cheefully recommend it to do all that is

claimed for it if directions are followed.''

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that its spring and summer business
has been exceptionally good, especially so in the
sales of the Moloney transformer. This trans-
former is one of the most serviceable transformers
on the market, embodying all the desirable features
of economic distribution which experience has thus
f^r suggested in the construction of transformers.
It has never been defeated, it is said, in any com-
petitive tests. The regulation is extremely close
and the mechanical construction is claimed to be
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perfect. These transformers are guaranteed for two
j-ears, and in every instance where they have been

installed are said to have given complete satisfaction.

The Maintenance company, 220 Broadwaj-, pro-

poses that its friends shall ha^-e a "forget-me-not"

always in front of them in the shape of a handsome
paperweight, and it is sending this souvenir out

in quantities throughout the countr3\ The business

of the company is rapidly increasing, and it has made
contracts with many of the larger manufacturers of

the country. The idea of the company is to enter into

contract with the manufacturer to furnish the usual

guarantee for the latter's machinery. This avoids the

necessity of the manufacturer having to send men
all over the country, as is now the case, for trivial

mishaps to the machinery. This system of insurance

is well worth the closest investigation, and Presi-

dent McKenna is always ready to explain its merits

by letter or in person.

President Richards and General Manager Corrigan
of the Ameican Electric Vehicle company of Chicago
were in New York, on July iSth. remaining for several

days. The American Electric Vehicle company has

met with great success with its automobiles in the

East, and Mr. Corrigan has his hands full looking
after both eastern and western matters. Calvin B.
Roulet. eastern representative of the American com-
pany, has established a temporary office in the Park
Row building. New York. Mr. Roulet represented his

company at the Electrical Exhibition, and the pres-
sure of automobile business has been so great as to
prevent his returning to Chicago. In fact, Mr. Rou-
Ict's success has had much to do with the estab-
lishment of a center for the company in New York.
Mr. Corrigan expects to return West in a week, but
President Richards will remain East for some timt

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

628.932. Conductor's Magnetic Check-holder. John
Flinner, Standish, Kan. Application filed

April 17, 1S99.

A magnetic check holder, comprising a magnet secared
to the interior of a car adjacent to each seat, and a check
canrine at one end a metal bar which serves as an arma-
ture for the magnet.

628,957. Electric Transformer. James W. Packard.

Warren, O. Application filed April 22, 1899.

A case for an electric transformer having veniilating

openings in its top and bottom, and a shield or baffle

plate supported from the casing in a position below the
venti'ating openJrg in the bottom thereof, is described.
(See cut.)

KO. 628,957.

628.967. Electrically Driven Vehicle. Henry Van
Hoevenbergh, New York^ N. Y. Application

filed June 2, 1897.

The vehicle is provided with a foot lever, a rack con-
nected therewith, a brush geared to the rack, a rheostat
the contacts of which are engaged by the brush, connections
for short-circuiting the motor after the rheostat has been
completely cut in, and a friction hrake set by the lever after

the motor has been short-circuited,

628.968. Electric Locomotion. Henry Van Hoeven-
bergh. New York, N. Y. Application filed Au-
gust 31, 1897.

A trolley or current-collector for electrically propelled
vehicles provided with an automotic brake capable of be-
ing set when the towing conductor becomes slack.

628,973. Manufacture of Incandescent Lamps.
Adolphe Wierre. Paris. France. Application
filed March 16, 1S98.

Features enumerated are a bulb, a b^se adapted to fit

the mouth of the bulb, leading-in wires in the base secured
therein and insulated from the' base and from each other
by a surrounding vitreous enamel body molded with and
adherent to the base and wires, and a joint uniting bmb
and base formed of fusible material united by fusion both
to the base and to the bulb so as to form an air-tight clos-
ure theretor.

628,982. Cigar Lighter. Augustus C. Grublke.
Waterloo. Ind. Application filed January 6,

1899.

This is an electric cigar lighter having a corrent-con-
ducting body, comprising an upper and lower member.
the members having pivotal connection with each other,
in combioaiion wiih a block of insulaiir^g material, a me-
tallic block inserted in the insulating material, a flat me-
tallic spr ng provided at the upper edge of the metallic
block, and an oscillating spark point having pivotal con-
nection with the metallic block, this oscillating point
eleciricaily charged and arranged to form a contact with a
member of the current-conduct ng body.

L|i|i|i|i|i!:|i|ii|ii|fJ
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NO 629.201.

62S.990. Key Socket. Charles G. Perkins, Hart-
ford, Conn. Application filed February 13. 1899.

In a key scckei. in rombirat'on, an insulating block, a
bushing having a flanged end that has no Fupfort along a
portion of the upper corner of the shell secured to the
insulation, a key spindle rotarily supported by the insula-
tion, and a switch block mourned uv on the sp'ndle and
adapted to alternately make and break connection with
the flanged end of the shell at the localiiy where the
flange is separated from the side wall of the shell.

628,994. Automatic Carrier for Electric Wires.
Frank T. Schottle and Herman C. Willitz, She-
boygan, Wis. Application filed March 3, 1899.

An automatic carrier comprising an elongated case-
spring-actuated driving mechanism in the ca^^e. a pulley
mounted in and projecting medially above ihe case and
driven by the spring-actuated mechanism, and supporting
pulleys mounted on the case, one at the fixnt and another
at the rear of the driven pulley, the supporting pulleys
being adapted to travel on a stretched wire and hold the
intermediate driven pulley up against the stretched wire.

Issued July iS, iSgg.

629,022. Coin-freed Medical Battery and Append-
age. Benzion Wolinski, New Haven, Conn.
Application filed May 15. 1899.

In combination with the grasping handles of a medical
battery and the coin-controlled detent mechanism there-
for, an arm pivoted in circuit with one of the handles and
normally in locking engagement with the electrode or
appendage, a supporting ring for the electrode or ap-
pendage in contact with the arm. a chain connected to the
appendage and passing through the rinp, together with an
arm on the other handle for lifting the arm to release the
appendage.

629.043. Apparatus for Electrolysis. John T. Mor-
row. Great Falls, Mont. Application filed Julv

16, 1898.

In combination with an electrolytic tank and with the
anodes and cathodes thereof, a reed board, a series of
reeds supported therefrom, and mechan'cal means for

moving the reed board to and fro transversely.

629,058. Telephone Holder. Moses Wohlgemuth,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed April 19, 1899.

One claim describes a telephonic attachment having a
bracket, a standard fired thereto, a bar and yoke having a
sliding engagement with the standard, a lever fulcruraed
in the standard and having its inner end coacting with
ihe bar, a second lever fulcrumed in the bottom of the
standard and ha%'ing its upper end operatively connected
to the outer end of the first lever, a third lever, and a rod
connecting the second and third levers, and a carrier

arm pivoted in the third lever.

629.070. Apparatus for Producing Oxygen and Hy-
drogen. Pompeo Garuti and Riccardo Pompili,

Naples, Italv. Application filed December 15,

1896.

Apparatus for producing oxygen and hydrogen by means
of the electrol3sis of water is described. A tank is di-

vided in cells by means of longitudinal metallic dia-

phragms, the lower portion only of which is perforated,
and anodes and cathodes in each of the cells formed by
the diaphragms, the anodes and cathodes being suitably

insulated, whereby the mixing of the gases is prevented as

they pass, the oxygen being retained in the anode and the
hydrogen in the cathode cells, the cells being provided
with openings at the top through which the eas escapes,
consisting of chambers which communicate with the ceils.

NO. 629,260.

629.079. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Rudolph
M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa, Application filed

March 4, 1899.

The vehicle is provided with a body provided with a

seat, and floor in front cf and at a lower level than the
seat, and a batteiy compartment built into and as a p^rc of
the body portion ioaraediately below the floor and forward
of tbe seat of the full width of the body, and a removable
battery support adapted tc this compartment.

629,130. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Ed-
ward W. Jewell. Chicago, 111. Application filed

May 18, 1S99.

.According to the first c^aira, ihe combination with an
electrical measuiing-iostrument casing, ot magnet wind-
ings mounted iherein, and a scale-pan roiatably mounted
upon the casing independently of the magnet windings.

629.153. Electric Heater. Mark W. Dewey, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. Application filed April 24. 1895.

Renewed October 11, 1897.

The combination of a resistance spiral and two insul-
afd plates, the plates arranged one 00 each side of the
spiral and adapted to clamp the same between them, the
plates being spaced apart for the circulation of air there-
between.

629.163. Telephone System. Robert J. Hewett. St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed April 8, 1S98.

This system comprises a metallic talking circuit having
a plurality of subscribers' telephone sets in multiple-arc
relation between the line wire-=. calling generators in mul-
tiple-arc relation to one line wire and earth at the several
subscribers' stations, the connections for the generators at
some stations being with one line wire and at other sta-
tions with the other line wire, bells at the subscribers'
stations connected with each line wire, these bells being
of different tone, and a monitor station having call re-
ceiving and transmitting apparatus responsive to either
line wire.

629.198. Incandescent Lamp, Andrew H. Miller,

Central City, Colo. Application filed September
22, 1S9S.

The lamp described has a base with a positive contact
point, a filament, a leader passing from the positive con-
tact point, a contact fioeer with which the leader is con-
nected, a second contact fineer. a leader passing from the
second contact finger and connected with a filament at a
point intermediate the length thereof, a leader passing
from one end of the filament to the base sheathing, a
third contact finger, a leader between the third contact

finger and the remaining end of the filament, a fourth con-
tact finger, a leader between the fourth contact finger and
the base sheathing, a ring turning on the base, and con-
tact wires held on and moving with the ring and coacting
with the several contact fingers.

629,201. Means for Preventing Sparking when
Making and Breaking Electric Circuits. Adolph
Miiller, Hagen. Germany. Application filed

July 13, 1898.

Consumption apparatus is arranged in the circuit, and a
polarizing battery consisting of such a number of cells that
itwill become polarized up to a higher potential than the
diflference of potential between the source of current and
the consamption apparatus, the polarizing battery being in
series with the source of electricity and with the con-
sumption apparatns. (See cut. j

NO. 629,298.

629.211. Electric Railway. Charles Russell, Sharon
Hill, and Albert C. Welchaus, Lancaster, Pa.
Application filed August 2, 1^8.
An eleciric railway comprising a plurality of transverse

lies, parallel rails adjacent each end thereof, insulator
sockets attached to some of the ties, petticoat insulators
supported by the sockets, and having upwardly extending
projections above the petticoats, the projections having
vertical openings, a trolley rail with a depending web fit-

ting in these vertical openings, U-shaped guard-rail chairs
attached to some of the ties and having upwardly and in-
wardly extending faces, wood guard rails connected to the
inclined faces of the chairs witb their upper edges pro-
jecting above and adjacent the upper edge of the tro'ley
rail, and iheir lower edges projecting below the depending
flange thereof but considerably above the tie.

629.260. Electrode for Storage Batteries. Charles
W. Kennedy, Rutledge. Pa. Application filed

April 30, 1S98.

An electrode for a storage battery, consisting of several
parallel series of masses of active material, one series be-
ing vertically above another, each mass comprising a
series of parallel strips of lead tape, the strips in one mass
extending at right angles to the strips in the next adjacent
masses, and a frame or holder supporting all of the masses.
(See cut.)

629.291. Electric Arc Lamp. Fiancis G. Hall, Jr.,

and Irving E. Burdick, Dansville, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed October 6, 1S9S.

This is a submarine arc lamp. The fourth claim reads :

In combination witb an arc lamp, a water-tight and press-
ure-proof inclosing case wherein an arc of high candle
power may be produced at considerable depths under
water, the case comprising a g'ass globe inclosing the arc.
a metallic case inclosing and supporiing the lamp mech-
anism, a water-tight coupling between the two, also a
water-tight passage between the two for the upper carbon
and a current conductor to the lower carbon and a water-
tight packing bos through which the current conductors
enier the mechanism chamber.

NO. 31,23s.

629.298. Electrical Signaling Apparatus. Charles
E. Kells. Jr., New Orleans, La. Application
filed October 15, 1S98.

The combination of a magneto- generator, a signaling cir-
cuit connecting the magneto with a distant station, a signal
bell included m the circuit when the magneto is at resr,

and devices wuhin the handle of the magneto for cutting
out ihe signal bell from the circuit whenever the magneto
is operated to send a signal to a distant station. (See cut.

)

629.302. Apparatus for Operating Electric Signals

for Elevators. Henry Pedersen. New York.
N. Y. Application filed February 11, 1S99.

Apparatus for electtically signaline to ascending or de-
scending elevator cars from any floor of a building is

described.

Design.

31.23S. Field-magnet Frame. Warren P. Freeman,
New York, N. Y. Application filed April 10.

1899.

The design for a field-magnet frame shown in the cut.
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People's Light and Power Company's
Plant in Newark, N. J.

A disastrous fire in December, 1896, destroyed
the Newark power house of the People-'s Light
and Power company. In the following year
the reconstruction was commenced, and the

building shown in Fig. i was erected. Some
novel features have been introduced in the new
equipment, which exhibits much of interest to the

engineer.
The generating plant consists of two 850-kilowatt,

two-phase Westinghouse alternating-current ma-
chines. These machines have 80 poles, generating

2,400 volts at 7.200 alternations at a speed of go rev-

olutions per minute. Unlike the usual type of gen-

Newark station is deVoted to arc lighting. Eighteen
125-light Brush machines furnish the larger part of
the current to 2,700 arc lights. Fourteen of these arc'
machines are belted to a shaft, which is driven by
a 26 by 48 by 60-inch cross-compound, condensing
engine. There are also in this room two iSMt by3i by
16-inch cross-compound condensing engines. One of
these engines drives four arc machines. The other
drives one day arc machine, one 250-kilowatt direct-
current Westinghouse generator used for power and
a 75-kilowatt direct-current Westinghouse 220-volt
power generator.

In the annex to engine room No, 2 is a Westing-
house two-phase, 2,000-volt, 200 horse power alternat-
ing-current induction motor, which is directly con-
nected by means of flexible couplings at each end of

the shaft to two 125-
light Brush arc ma-
chines, used to operate
day arc lights. This
combination is shown
in Fig. 4. page 74- AU
ihe conductors in en-
gine room No. 2 are
lead covered, run in

conduits of the Na-
tional Conduit and Ca-
ble company's manufac-
ture, under the concrete
floor.

In the gallery of the

ena"ine room is the
swit'-liboard. erected by
the Westinghouse com-

switches. connections and wiring are behind the

board. Upon the face of the board are mounted
only the switchboard instruments and the handles
which control the switches themselves. The gen-
erator panels contain the necessary synchronizer
devices, with an ammeter and an indicating volt-

meter for each phase. A direct-current ammeter is

provided for the field circuit. Voltmeters are

mounted on swinging arms at the end of the board.
Each feeder circuit is provided with an ammeter
and recording wattmeter. Circuit regulators are

also provided with compensating voltmeters and
Mershon compensators. The 500-volt panels are

provided with voltmeters and ammeters and circuit-

breakers. The lighting and power circuits are run
from their respective panels along the under side of

the gallery to iron racks, whence they are rup
through slate slabs located in windows.
The sub-station at Mechanic street is situated

about a mile from the Newark power house. The
2.400-volt current is conveyed by overhead con-
ductors to this sub-station. The installation includes
a 300-kilowatt, 220-volt, Westinghouse rotary con-
verter, which receives the alternating current at

2,400 volts through transformers, and delivers direct

current for motors at both no volts and 220 volts.

Power from this sub-station is supplied to several

establishments, driving electric motors in mills, hat
and shirt factories, jewelry shops and printing plants.

Fig. 3. Rotating-field Alrernator under Con-
struction.

erators, the armatures of the ma-
chines are fixed and the fields rotate.

A view of one of these generators

with its engine is shown m Fig. 2.

The generators are direct-connected
to Corliss cross-compound, condens-
ing engines, and are arranged to work
in parallel. When the load increases,

becoming too heavy for one gener-
ator, the other is switched in. The
two generators have identical wave
forms and work in exact synchron-
ism. This is a feat in engineering
which reflects credit upon the West-
inghouse engineers and constructors.

Fig. 3 shows the rotating field while
under construction at the works of

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany at Pittsburg.

These 850-kilowatt dynamos are excited through
a collector on the shafts. They were specially de-

signed to have a higher all-round efficiency than
is customary and to possess a larger margin for

overload than the standard machines. They are

guaranteed to carry their full-rated loads at a rise

in temperature not to exceed 35 degrees Centigrade
in any part of the machine and a continuous overload
of 60 per cent, with a total rise in temperature not
"to exceed 60 degrees Centigrade, and to carry an
overload of 75 per cent, for one hour with a total

rise in temperature not to exceed 75 degrees Centi-

grade. The generators supply current for incandes-
cent lighting. They are excited by two 62-kilowatt
Westinghouse generators, direct-connected to 8 by
14V2 by lO^/^-inch tandem-compound engines, run
at a speed of 275 revolutions per minute. These ex-
citers are run in parallel, and each is of suiificient ca-

pacity to excite all the alternators and light the
station. There is also one 20 by 40 by 48-inch cross-
compound engine, direct-connected to a 500-kilo-
watt, 500-volt Westinghouse direct-current gener-
ator, which is used to supply the current for the
power circuits, running at a speed of 90 revolutions
per minute.
A third 850-kilowatt, two-phase Westinghouse

generator is under construction for this plant and
will shortly be installed. This will be arranged to
work in parallel with the two now in use,

Electrical Service Needed in Ecuador.
The following extracts are from a letter by Consul-

(C_
' general De Leon, dated Guayaquil, June

12, iSgg, to a New York firm:
There is no electric power used in

Guayaquil and no demand for electrical

supplies. I believe, however, that there
is an excellent opening for an electric-

light and street-railway service. This is

a prosperous city of about 50.D00 inhab-
itants, and with the construction of the
proposed railway to Quito is bound to
increase in population and wealth. It is

at present lighted by gas of poor quality,

which costs the municipality a consider-
able sum annually. A street-car system
traverses almost every street; but mules,
the motive power, are costl3^

The finances of the municipality are in

a flourishing condition. The stock of the

Fig. 1 New Station.

pany. It is of a very elab-

orate character, consisting
of two exciter panels, one
station-lighting panel,
three alternating-current
generator panels, eight

double incandescent-cir-
cuit panels, two 500-volt
direct-current generator
panels, two 500-volt
panels and one two-phase
panel. The generators
are all connected to their

respective panels by heavy
insulated cables, which
are supported by porce-
lain insulators set in iron
racks secured to I-beams, there being six conduct-

ors to each generator. Wires are, run under the

floor, except where they rise on the side wall at one

end of the gallery, running to the I-beams which
support the gallery to their respective panels, to

which they are connected through a slot in the

slate floor. Fig. 5 shows the front of switchboard
and Fig. 6 the rear view.
The primary object in designing the alternating-

current switchboard was to adapt it for parallel

running. Duplicate sets of two-phase bus-bars have
been provided, and the generator, and feeder panels
are equipped with double-throw switches. Any gen-

erator can. therefore, be run separately, from the

others, and any feeder operated from it should the

What is designated as engine room No. 2 of the natvire of the load make it desirable to do so. All

Fig. 2. Rotating-field Alternating-current Unit of 850 Kilowalis.

people's light and power company's plant at NEWARK, ]

car company was at 50 in 1896'; there is now a large
cash reserve equal to 50 per cent, of capitalization;

15 per cent, annual dividends are declared, aftl the
stock brings to-day $150 a share.

Fuel is scarce and expensive, but superb water
power is available at some distance from the city.

In 1896 the installation of an electric-light service
was in progress; but the great fire, which burned
83 blocks of the best part of the city, destroyed the
work and caused the enterprise to be abandoned.
The city is almost rebuilt, with a better class of edi-

fices, and the time seems ripe for a system combining
transportation and illumination.

P. G. Shook and associates of Ensley, Ala., have
received a franchise for electric lighting.
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Electric Railroads for London.
[From the Railroad Gazette.]

Parliamentary committees have during the last

few weeks considered in exhaustive detail the Great

Northern and Strand and the Baker Street and
Waterloo extension bills. The former proposal is

for an electric line from Wood Green to the Strand.

It will consist of four separate railroads. The first

will be from Wood Green to Finsbury Park, and
will be one mile three furlongs and 9.5 chains in

length. Number two will be from Fmsbury Park
to King's Cross, and the whole of that section will

be practically beneath the present line of the Great

Northern, with which the new company is really

affiliated. The tunnel will be very expensive, for

it must be made strong enough to bear the Great

Western trains, and it has to be constructed in such

a way as not to impede the traffic of the Great

Northern. From King's Cross to Holborn the line

must pass beneath private property at great depth.

At Holborn it will cross the Central London Elec-

tric and proceed thence to the Strand terminus. The
total length will be six miles, two furlongs and seven

chains, and the cost in the neighborhood of ?I2,-

000.000. The Great Northern finds itself quite un-

able to adequately deal with the enormous suburban
traffic, hence this new scheme, which will render

considerable assistance in coping with it.

The other bill, the Baker Street and Waterloo,
is for an extension of an alread}^ authorized line,

from Baker street to Paddington and St. Pancras.

The bill asks for power to raise about $9,000,000,

and this includes various subways for establishing

connections between the stations of other railroads.

In the course of the evidence given in regard to

this scheme, statements were made by Sir Benjamin
Baker, Sir J. Wolfe Barry and Sir W. H. Preece
which doubtless possess considerable interest for

Kew York. The heavy cost of these lines handicaps
them when they come to the investing public for

capital. More than once the public has failed to

subscribe the necessary money for carrj'ing out the

works, although interest was guaranteed previous
to the running of the line. As to costs, these, ac-

cording to Sir Benjamin Baker, are estimated as fol-

lows: The Central London, $2,925,000 per mile;

Baker Street and Waterloo, $2,875,000 per mile:

Great Northern and City, $3,260,000; North West
London (another scheme recently brought before
Parliament), $2,425,000 per mile; Great Northern
and Strand, $2,510,000 per mile. These figures in-

clude stations, subways, electric lights, professional
charges and working capital.

Sir J. Wolfe Barry and Sir W. H. Preece gave
evidence against the scheme on behalf of the Met-
ropolitan Railway and District Railway companies,
which opposed the extensions because they would
result in the establishment of a direct competitive
service. The Metropolitan experiments with electric

traction were referred to at length. These two gen-
tlemen are supervising the experiments which were
described as the first real practical trials of electrical

about a third more than the present number of
trains will be accommodated. Sir William Preece's
evidence was to the effect that electrical working
would free the tunnels from foul air, and the increase
of temperature in the tunnels .of 10 degrees or 12
degrees would be done away with. The present
mean rate of traveling on the inner circle of 11.

2

miles an hour will be increased to at least 14 miles.

The present time occupied by the journey round the
whole inner circle will be reduced from 70 to less

than 50 minutes, and in that way eight new trains

maj'^ be brought into service.

The London County Council this year assumed

to this: That the council investigate the practicabil-

ity of constructing a "shallow underground electric

tramway" from Westminster (via Parliament street,

Strand. Fleet street and Cheapside) to the Bank, on
a similar principle to those laid under Andrassy
strasse, Budapest, and in Boston. This proposal
will hardly receive serious consideration at the

hands of the council. ^ ,

The electric trolley lines of the London United
Tramways company are being pushed forward with
all speed and it is expected that by about August one
section will be running. At present there is no
trollev line in existence lu-arur to London than

PEOPLES LIGHT AND POWER COMP.\NV S PLANT IN NEWARK, N. J.—200 HORSE POWER INDUCTION MOTOR
DRIVING ARC MACHINES.

possession and control of over 70 miles of street

tramways and is now seriously engaged in consid-

ering what method of electrical working shall be

adopted, in order that a cheaper, more rapid, ex-

tensive and convenient service of passenger traffic

may be introduced in the suburbs of London. Pro-
fessor A. B. W. Kennedy was recently commissioned
by the London County Council to investigate com-
pletely the various systems used for such busy towns
as London, both in America and on the continent.

After several weeks' tour, inspecting the principal

electrical systems in the States and at Brussels, etc..

Dover; hence the remarkable ignorance displayed
by the great majority of Londoners when they talk
about the trolley, which they have never seen.

FIGS. 5 PEOPLES LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY S PLANT IN NEWARK,
OF SWITCHBOARD.

J.—FRONT AND REAR VIEW

traction for full-sized stock that had ever been made
in England. The engine and dynamos are now be-
ing erected near Earl's Court, and conductors are
being laid on the rails to Kensington Station, and
in a few months a train will be running. The object,
as explained by Sir J. W. Barr>', is not to convince
Sir William Preece or himself of the practicability
of working the Metropolitan service electrically, but
before so large a change is made they had determined
to thoroughly satisfy themselves that they had got
the best kind of rolling stock and the best kind of
conductors, and that they should gradually habituate
the employes and staff to the electrical mode of
traction. With electrical traction it is declared that

he has returned to prepare his report. This is being
awaited with great interest. Meanwhile the London
County Council has been trying to get a bill through
Parliament for the equipment of lines on the elec-

tric trolley, conduit or surface-contact methds, and
proposing to dispense with the sanction of the vari-

ous local authorities through v.hose districts the
new lines would run. But the scheme did not suc-
ceed. While Professor Kennedy's report is being
awaited, however, a member of the council, Mr.
Baker, who last year also made an extensive tour
of inspecting the electric-traction systems of the
States, ccmes forward with a proposal which affects

the very heart of the city of London. It amounts

Influence of Mechanical Draft Upon the
Ultimate Efficiency of Steam Boilers.'

By Walter B. Snow.

In the curves (Fig. i. page 75) are presented
the relative costs of chimneys and of equivalent me-
chanical-draft equipments in a number of boiler

plants widely different in character and rated capac-

ity. In certain of these ihe cost of the existing chim-
ney is known and that of the complete mechanical-
draft plant is estimated, while in others the cost of

mechanical-draft installation is determined from the

contract price and the expense of a chimney to

produce equivalent results is calculated. Costs are

shown for both single, forced and induced engine-
driven fans and for duplex engine-driven plants, in

".vhich either fan may serve as a relay. An apparatus
oi this latter type is evidently most complete and is

necessarily the most expensive. It finds its greatest

use where economizers are employed.
An average of the costs for these nine representa-

tive plants shows the total expense for installing a
forced-draft plant to be only 1S.7 per cent.; that of

a single induced fan and accessories 26.7 per cent.,

and that of a complete duplex induced-draft plant

42 per cent, of that of a chimney. In each case a

-hort steel-plate stack is included.

In other words, if a chimney be estimated to cost

$10,000, there could be saved, on a basis of these

averages, the respective amounts of $8,130, $7,330
or $5,800 in the first cost, according to which system
of mechanical draft is substituted.

For a good steam-boiler plant it is fair to assume
the following as average fixed charges:

Interest 5 percent.
Depreciation and repairs . 4!^
Insurance and taxes iH

Total II per cent.

Experience has shown that these figures also hold
good for a well-designed mechanical-draft apparatus,

and are, therefore, so accepted here.

On the other hand, the fixed charges on a chimney
may be fairly assumed as:

Interest 5 percent.
Depreciation and repairs i^4

Insurance and cases lii "

Total 8 per cent.

In summarized form, the comparative costs and
fixed charges on a $10,000 chimney and on the equiv-

I. Extract from lecture delivered before the Engineering
Society of Columbia University. Mr. Snow is attached lo the
engineering staff of the B. F. Sturtevant company, and takes the

mechanical-draft side of the discussion as to the most efficient

method of producing draft in steam plants,
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iilent mechanical-draft plants of various types will

be as indicated in the tabic:

Comparison of Costs and Fixed Charges.

Method of draft production.
First Cost.

Annual
Fixed Cliarges.

Amount Ratio, Aniounl

S800
462
294
206

Ratio.

Cliininey
Induced Draft Plant (z-fan). .. .

Induced Draft Plant (i-fan)....
Forced Draft Plant (i-fan).. ..

S 10.000

4,200

2,670
1,870

I.OO

%
.I»7

I.OO

58
37
.26

The fact that the mechanical-draft apparatus can
n?iially be placed overhead or on top of the boiler;;,

where it occupies no \aluable space, and that the

15

14
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stractors. they may, under the influence of mechani-
cal draft, be readily operated at considerably above
their original ratings, with substantially the .same
efficiency. As a result, it is possible to obtain a
given output with a plant of less size and first ccst
than is possible with a chimney. This is particularly
true wdierc the steam consumption is liable to sudden
fluctuations for comparatively short periods.
The typical boiler plant already presented will

serve as an excellent illustraiion. Suppose it is de-
termined to omit two of the u boilers, say one from
each pair at the end farthest from the economizers,
and to force the remaining boilers up to the original
rating, which can be easily done by mechanical
means, as a substitute for the chimney. This will
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INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL DRAFT UPON THE ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY OF SIEAIV

3000

space Otherwise occupied by the chimney is at the
same time rendered available, makes possible a fur-

ther saving^, which is necessarily dependent upon
land values. Within city limits, it may readily
amount to $1,000 in a plant of a thousand horse
power.
A concrete 'case. illustrating the possibilities of

mechanical draft, is presented in the accompanying
drawings (Figs. 2 and 3). These show a plant of

2.400 horse power of modern water-tube boilers,

12 in number, set in pairs and equipped with econo-
mizers. Fig. 2 indicates the location of a chimney,
nine feet in internal diameter by 180 feet high, de-
signed to furnish the necessary draft. Fig. 3 repre-
sents the same plant with a complete duplex induced-
draft apparatus substituted for the chimney and
placed above the economizer connections. Each of
the two fans is driven by a special engine, direct-con-
nected to the fan shaft, and each is capable of pro-
ducing draft for the entire plant. A short steel-

plate stack unites the two fan outlets and discharges
the gases just above the boiler-house roof. All of
the room necessary for the chimney is saved and
no valuable space is required for the fans.

In round numbers the cost of the plant is, in detail,

as here shown:

Cost of Boiler Plant with Chimney.
12 boilers S^7,ooo
Two economizers lo.'ioo
Boiler and economizer settings and by-passes 9.000
Automatic damper regulators and dampers 400
Chimney, including foundations 10,700
Boiler house 11,500

Total 879,100

Relative Costs.

decrease the rating to 2,000 horse power, or by 167:':

per cent. The volume of air required per pound of
coal, with the higher combustion rate, deeper fires
and mechanical draft under automatic control, will
be somewhat less than that with the chimney, while,
if the economizers remain the same, their capacity
relative to the heating surface of the boiler will be

Chtmfiey Draft.
j

Cost of chimney Sio.700 I

Cost of damper resula- I

tors and dampers 400
|

lifechanical Draft.

Cost of mecbanical-draft
plant complete $ 4.700

Saving by using raechan-
ical draft 6,400

1 / \ loAnPEBS \.

7 \**-"^
1 /̂

eCOMOMIZER

^^^t^
BY - PASS V\ .v-_

BOILERS Boilers

i

1 ^
BOILER5 BOILERS

\
(11 *

m

i BOILERS BOILERS
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be about as indicated in the table given. A
total possible saving of $13,507 is thus shown, of
which $7,167 is due to the reduction in nominal horse
power made possible by the introduction of mechani-
cal draft.

This points to one of the most important advan-
tages of mechanical draft in connection with a plant
subject to temporary demands for excessive capacity,
as is, for instance, the case in the power plant of
electric railway. For the sudden demand can be met
by forcing the boilers by mechanical draft far above
their rated capacity, instead of by installing reserve
boilers to meet these special requirements.
\ problem that has to be faced soooner or later

in most boiler plants is that of increased capacity.
This dilifcrs from that just presented, in that the
chimney already exists, and it becomes a (|ueslion
whether the desired result shall be obtained by forc-
ing the existing boilers or by adding to their number.
The former method demands an increase in intensity
01 draft, which, with a given chimney, operating well
up to its capacity, can only be obtained by consid-
erable increase of heieht at excessive expense, while,
with either method, a larger volume of air is required,
.i^s a result, increased output frequently demands not
only more boilers, but a new or higher chimney.
Here mechanical draft steps in and presents a simple
solution of the problem.
Considering the matter of increased output solely

111 the light of comparative cost between the intro-
duction of more boilers or the introduction of
mechanical draft, and disregarding any possible
cost of change in the chimney, we iiiav again
take for illustration the plant of 2400 rated
horse power. Sunoose it is desired to increase its
capacity to 2.800 horse power, or by 16% oer cent.
Then the relative costs nnder the two conditions wili
appear as here indicated:

Relative Costs.
3,Soo Nominal Horse
Pozuer Planl, zuith
.Chunney Dt-a/l.

3,400 Nominal IJorse
Power Plant zuilh
Mcchanieal Draft.

Two additional boilers., s 6,167
I
Fan. dampers and ducts. s 1.500

Settings, etc., for two I Savins by usine mechan-
.•"''"i*; ;.•,•; '.-i'>\ icaldratt 8.617Addition to building, etc. 2,700!

Sio.iir Sio,ii7

Chicago Union Traction Company.
George A. Yuille, formerly second vice-president

and assistant general manager of the West Chicago
Street Railroad company, has been appointed assist-
ant general manager of the Chicago Union Traction
company, and T. A. Henderson and F. L. Fuller
are the new superintendents, respectively, of the
North and West divisions.

It is announced that the shares of the company
will be regularly listed within a short time on the
Chicago and New York Stock Exchanges. The ex-
pectation is that there will be very active trading
in the securities, for a time at least, as soon as they
have been admitted to quotation. Sales of the com-

AND 3. INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL DRAFT UPON THE ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY OF STEAM

The costs of the chimney and the mechanical-draft
. apparatus, which are also indicated, show a saving
in first cost of $6,400 as the result of using the me-
chanical-draft method.
The intensity of draft produced by a fan and the

readiness and economy with which it may be secured
make it a simple matter to maintain a combustion
rate higher than that ordinarily obtained wilh a
chimney.
The comparatively low rates of combustion which

have heretofore obtained are largely due to the ina-
bility of the ordinary chimney to overcome the in-
creased resistances incident to the maintenance of
a higher rate. Boilers have been proportioned to
meet these conditions, but it is manifest that, by
changes in design or by the introduction of heat ab-

greater, so that the ultimate waste by heat in the
escaping gases will certainly not be increased.

Relative Costs.

3,400 Nominal Norse [3,000 Nominal Horse
Power Plant, with Power Plant, witli
Chimney Draft. \ Mechatiieal Draft.

12 boilers S37,ooo
I
10 boilers 530,833

Two economizers 10,500
[
Two economizers 10,500

Boiler and economizer
settings and by-passes. 9,000

Automatic damper regu-
lators and dampers.. . 403

Chimney, in clad'

Boiler and economizer
settings and by-passes. 8,500

Boiler house 11,000
iVIeclianical-draft plant
complete 4,700

mon shares were made on the curb last week at ^2.
while the preferred was taken in limited quantities
at 83.

Traffic on the North and West Side lines is heavy,
and the new company is adding 50 cars to the morn-
ing and evening service on the Clark street. Wells
street, Milwaukee avenue, Madison street and Twelfth
street lines. An efifort is being made to give the
people the service that is demanded.

foundations 10,700 I Savings by using mechan
Boiler house 11.500

|
ical draft r. 13.567

S79.100

two conditions will

579,100 I

The original costs under the

Mr. George Truesdell has been elected pjesident
of the Washington Traction and Electric Street
Railroad company of Washington, D. C. Other
officers were chosen as follows: Vice-president,
Charles A. Lieb; treasurer, H. D. Mirick; secretary,
James B. Lackey; assistant treasurer, V. B. Deyber.
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Electric Rail Welding in Buffalo.

The International Traction company of Buffalo

is having about 50 miles of its track in the city of

Buffalo electrically welded by a plant owned by
the Lorain Steel company of Lorain, O., and Johns-
town, Pa. This plant is in charge of H. F. A. Klein-

schmidt as superintendent, with B. C. Shipman as

foreman. It consists of five cars, one of which is

a sand-blast car that moves in advance of the weld-
ing car to prepare the joint. The welder car, the

transformer car, motor and booster car and a car

that follows in the rear to dress the joints by an

application of emerj'^ wheels when necessar>', make
up the remainder of the plant. The welder car, the

transformer car and the booster car are shown in

the illustrations. These three cars are coupled to-

passes through the rotary transformer to ground.
The alternating current from the rotary is led

through a switch and choke coil to the stationarj-

transformer (T) between the welder jaws, the sec-

ondary of which consists of one turn of copper. The
terminals of the secondary- are the clamps that grip
the weld. A rheostat (FR) is shown in the field

circuit of the motor «nd of booster, by which the
attendant in charge can make the machine boost anj-

amount desired to compensate for any lack of line

voltage. The voltage for welding is about 500, but
good welding is said to have been done with a volt-

age as low as 300.

Of the 50 miles of track to be welded in Buffalo
about 25 miles is of 60-foot nine-inch rail. As to

the cost, it is said that it is less than for any other

FIG. I. ELECTRIC RAIL WELDING IN BUFFALO.—THE WELDING TRAIN.

gether. the coupling between the welder car and the

transformer car being so arranged that the first-

named car can be moved several inches back or for-

ward in order to cover the space about the welds
without disturbing the other cars. The cars move
over the line by power taken from the trolley wire,

from which source the current for welding is also

obtained.
While at work in a street the plant creates no great

disturbance, and the welds are made quite ^apidl3^

In streets where it is desired to weld the joints of

an old track, the pavement is opened for a space
about two by two feet, and in the case of new
track this space can be left in the pavement until

the welding is done. The joint offers no interference

with the pavement, as the bar used is flat and lies

close to the web of the rail.

While credit is given Mr. A. J. Moxham for the
success of the method used in welding, it u-as Mr.
Kleinschmidt. who, in attempting to prevent the

soread of the heat after making the weld, discovered
the process which is said to wholh- overcome any
change in the structure of the steel, while it also
produces a weld of great strength. This process
consists in makinsr the weld from a boss on the bar
'Tist"ead of from a flat bar. In making a weld one bar
is placed each side of the rail web. and. the bars hav-
ing bosses on them, the boss is the only part of the
bar that touches the rail. The bars in position, the
clamps of the welding machine are applied to them
and the pressure run up to about 1.400 pounds b}-

means of a h3-draulic jack located over the welder.
The mechanical pressure is applied^ the current is

turned on. and then the metal between the welder
grows brighter and brighter, until a welding heat
is obtained. When this occurs the current is turned
off and the mechanical pressure on the weld is im-
mediately increased to a very great extent. At the
same time artificial means are employed for cooling
the weld while under this enormous pressure. It

is found that the comparativeh"- cool portions of the
welding bar about the boss seixe to confine the
plastic metal and prevent it from spreading, and
while it is cooling the pressure prevents coarse
crj-stallization. The effect is stated to be the same
as though the metal had been hammered. At a
joint the center weld is made first, and then the end
welds, and it is here that the possibility of moving
the welder car a short distance without disturbing
the other cars is found effective.

In the accompanying diagram (Fig. 4) is given a
good idea of the course of the current. It will be
noted that it comes down the trolley througrh an
ammeter (A), and passes thence through a circuit-
breaker (not shown"), and through armature (if) of
the motor end of the booster, and then by one course
through armature and field of generator end of
booster to ground. By the other path the current

form of weld, especially with the nine-inch girder
rail. The Lorain companj^'s process appears to heat
the head of the rail in a comparativeh- small degree,
thus avoiding softening. It is estimated that a con-
tinuous rail joint should equal the rail itself in point
of service. As a bond the welded joint is said to

do way with all danger of electrolvsis.

Trouble in Breckenridge.
Inexperienced men are "especially out of place

when put in charge of electric-light plants. The

Operating Costs of Horse and Electric
Delivery Wagons in New York City.'

By G. F. Sever and R. A. Fliess.

In considering the advantages and disadvantages
of two radically different systems for the perform-
ance of the same work, other things being equal,
the cost is the deciding factor. Assuming that all

other considerations are equal, it will be shown that
the cost of 'operation, maintenance, etc., of the electric
automobile is less than for horses in the light-delivery
service of Xew York cit>\ the horse being considered
in the most favorable light.

From actual tests we are led to the conclusion that,
under highly disadvantageous conditions, the power
necessary- to propel a vehicle through the streets of
New York cit>- from the lower part of the town to
points situated on the highest ground, including all

grades that may be encountered, will not average
more than 120 watt-hours per ton-mile. That this is

a high figure for vehicles of good design and equip-
ment is evident from the results obtained while testing
a delivery- wagon built for a large dry-goods store in
Xew York cit>'. The fact that the small carriage
never reached 120 watt-hours per ton-mile, though
\\orking under most unfavorable conditions, should
lend weight to this conclusion.
Taking 120 watt-hours per ton-mile as a basis on

which to compute the power consumed by an elec-
tric delivery wagon, we will compare the results
where two horses and a deliver}- wagon are consid-
ered with the results that would be obtained if an
electric wagon were substituted. It was found that the
total cost per da^- for two horses, one driver and one
boy. was 428.54 cents. The wagon was to travel 42
miles a day—being an average of 21 miles per day for
each horse. The time in motion was assumed to be
six hours. An electric wagon with an average speed
of nine miles an hour could co\er this dis^nce in
4.66 hours, thus saving 1.34 hours—the other condi-
tions remaining the same. The cost per day for the
electric wagon, assuming cost of power at five cents
per kilowatt-hour, is as follows:

I. Cost of power for 42-miIe run, at 5c. per k. w. tionr 71.28c
Assaming power cocsampiion as 120 watt-hoars per

ton-mile.
Weight of wagon 3.750 ib.
Weight of driver 150 Ib.
Weight of bn^ 125 I b.
Average load 5001b.

Total weight 4,525 lb.

2.263 tons.
Walt-hours per car-mile. 271.56
Watt-hours per 42 car-miles, 11.405.00=11,405 k. w.
honrs.

Taking battery efficiency as So per cent.
Total power to be paid for= 14.256 k. w- hours.

z. Interest on cost of wagon per day 21.4c.
Cost of wagon, $2,300, at 6 per cent interest.

3. Interest on stable rent for one wagon 9.39
4. Driver 171.42
5- Boy 114.2S

Total cost per day for 42 miles, one wagon, one
driver and one boy 387.77c.

Therefore, cost per pound of delivery^ is .1615S
cent, or .0169S cent less than the figures for the horse.
The cost per car-mile is 9.232 cents, or .96S cent less

than for the horse. Cost per ton-mile is 4,08 cents, or
6-12 cents less than for the horse sen-ice. If we con-
sider the load only, it costs 9.232 cents per 500 pounds

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC RAIL WELDING JN BUFF-A.LO-—DIAGRAM OF BOOSTER, ROTARY ANE TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS.

Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician tells of the mishaps of a ilinnesota town in
consequence of this error:

"The_ citj- of Breckenridge. Minn., let the engi-
neer of the electric-light plant go for neglecting to
pump the tank full on two occasions. Once the
delinquent left the tank dry when he went off dut>-
in the morning. There was put in his place a loco-
motive fireman, who has, since he has been running
nights, allowed the oil cups of the dynamo to run
drj' on two occasions, once burning out the babbitt
and causing a t\vo-days' shutdown, and once taking
the temper out of the shaft.

per mile, or at the rate of .018464 cent per pound
per mile, or .00194 cent less per pound than for the
horse service.

Attention is again called to the conditions under
which this comparison is made. The horse is sup-
posed to be able to average 21 miles per daj-, doing
this at the rate of seven miles per hour, under a
draw-bar pull of 50 pounds. In other words, he is

doing work at the rate of .8g of a theoretical horse
power for three hours per da3\ The automobile, on
the other hand, is to do 42 miles a day at the rate

I. Part of paper presented at the general meeting of the
.American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Boston. June 2S. 1899.
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of nine miles per hour, and the cost of power is as-

sumed to be five cents per kilowatt-hour. Under
these conditions the automobile can do the work of

two horses in 1.34 hours less time than they can do
it with a saving of .0169S cent per pound of goods
delivered, or at a saving of 40.752 cents per day on
a delivery of 2,400 pounds.

Now, having shown that it is cheaper to use an

electric delivery wagon than the present horse de-

livery wagon—even when the supposition is made
that the horse is doing much more work than he

really is—it is proposed to make a comparison be-

tween the two systems under conditions which actu-

ally exist to-day. It has been shown that the de-

livery horse docs not average 18 miles per day during

the year. We will assume, however, that the horse

does travel this distance per day. Each wagon will

go '^6 miles a day under this assumption; hence, the

total mileage of the wagon for the year will be 11,268

miles. This assumes that on Sundays the \Yagon

does not go out. Then for 52 days a year, at least,

the horses have to be fed without any work in return.

This, of course, is a condition not met in electric

automobile service.

The cost per day for the two horses, wagon, driver,

etc., necessary to accomplish -^^ miles a day was
found to be 428.54 cents. The cost of covering 11.268

miles will then be $1,562.20. Here it must be re-

membered that 365 days have to be taken. The cost

per car-mile is then 13.86 cents.

When we come to consider the electric automobile

for a year, covering 36 miles a day. Its advantages

are brought out very clearly. Since thevehicle, owing
to the nature of its construction, does not consume
any energy when not in motion, it follows that, dur-

ing the periods of rest, while deliveries are being

made and the wagon is being loaded, there is no
more expense than that incidental to wear and fear.

This, of course, is common in amount to all vehicles

of the same class and may be considered the same in

each case. That a slight loss does occur when the

vehicle is at rest, due to local action, etc.. in the

batteries, is true, but this loss is considered when the

efficiency of the battery is taken at 80 per cent. \Ve

may say, then, that the factor most important in

determining the expense of operating an electric

vehicle is the price that must be paid for the power.

This is a very variable factor, indeed, and the price

per kilowatt-hour will determine in all cases the

amount of saving that will be possible through the

use of electric automobiles.

A stable taking power from a large central station

would, if of average size, add a load which, if prop-
erly distributed, as it easily could be. might become .1

considerable factor in straightening out the load

curve of the station. If several stables were supplied

from the same central station, this load would be-

come a great source of economy to the station, and
power could be sold to them at a very low figure.

Ownng to the regular nature of the work imposed
"iipon the wagons in delivery service, it could easily

be arranged to have the electric vehicles charged at

night af'er the heavy load is off the station. They

FIG. 3- ELECTRIC RAIL WELDING IN BUFFALO. —INTER-
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might also charge early in the morning and. at noon,
or at periods that experience would indicate were the

most advantageous for the station, the time of de-
liveries being adjusted to suit the new conditions.

In this way a stable should be able to buy power
at from one to two cents per kilowatt-hour. As this

time has not yet arrived, we will install for our
purposes a small isolated gas-engine plant. A plant

of this kind should be able to produce a kilowatt-

hour, at the switchboard, for three cents. Assume
the cost for a kilowatt-hour as three cents, the power
consumed per ton-mile as 120 w^att-hours and the

vi'cight as 3,500 pounds for the wagon. Taking the
average load as 500 pounds, weight of driver as 150
pounds, and that 01 boy as 125, the total weight is

4,275 pounds. The cost for the electric vehicle to
cover 11,268 miles is given in the following table:

1 . Cost of power for 11,268 miles at 3 cents S 108.35
A k. w. hour and a coosumption of 120 watl-hours
per ton-mile, total weiRhi=:4,275 lbs. =2, 137 tons,
watt-hours per car mile= 256.44, k. w, hours per
11,268 miles=:2,8S9.57, taking efficiency of battery at
80 per cent k. w. hours to be paid for— 3.621.

2. Interest on cost of wagon at 6 per cent for year 78.05
Cost of wagon, §2,300.

3. Interest on stable rent for one wagon, for year 34-28
4. Driver . 625.68
5- Boy 416.83

Total cost per year §1,263,15

horses occupy about 3,600,000 square feet, or 82.6
acres of valuable street room.

4. When the use of automobiles has become more
general, the cost of operation will be reduced. This
is true for the reason that with an inceascd output
of wagons the price will decrease, and with the
greater use of power the cost of it for this purpose
will diminish. '

5. The danger of accident from runaways will be
eliminated.

Value of Technical Knowledge.

A writer in the Mechanic Arts Magazine of Scran-
ton, dilating on the practical usefulness of an en-
larged intelligence, advances a number of reasons

ELECTRIC RAIL WELDING IN BUFFALO.—TEE WELDER AT WORK.

Then the

Cost per car-mile ,- ii 21 c.

Cost per ton-mile 5.246c.

Cost of power per mile g6ic.

Cost of power per ton-mile 45 c.

Hence the saving, considering that the horse-drav/n
wagon does 36 miles a day six days a week, is 2.65

cents per car-mile in favor of the electric vehicle,

which means a saving of 95.4 cents per day per
wagon.
Owing to the greater speed of the electric vehicle,

it takes only four hours to travel },(} miles as against

5. 14 hours for the horse. This is a saving of 1.14

hours per day or of 356 hours a year.

The tigures given above speak for themselves and
would appear to be a most effective argument in favor

of adopting the electric automobile for delivery serv-

ice.

In light-delivery service in large cities, when a

number of units are employed by individual firms,

the adoption of the automobile would seem to be
merely a question of time. For this kind of service

it seems pre-eminently the best solution. It is

cheaper to operate than horse service, and the me-
chanical problems have been so far solved as to make
the vehicles commercially successful. Though, as

Slated before, it is not the intention to discuss de-
preciation, it may be noted that the comparison of
the costs of operation as regards food, cost of power,
etc., would show a saving in favor of the electric de-

livery wagon, in one year, of 20 per cent., which,
under more favorable conditions as to the price of
pow-er, might easily be increased. Assuming for the
nioment that the depreciation in a year is 25 per
cent, for the electric system, and, under the same
service, conditions, is only 10 per cent, for horse trac-

tion, we still have a saving of five per cent, in favor
of the automobile. The advantages that will arise

from the substitution of mechanical propulsion for
horse traction on a large scale are so well known and
understood that any extended consideration of the
subject seems unnecessary. Among the many ad-
vantages, however, the following would seem to be
the most important;

1. The hygienic condition of large cities will be
improved and the cost of street cleaning will be de-
creased.

2. The wear and tear on pavements and streets will

be reduced and the use of rubber tires will lessen
the noise in the crowded streets.

3. The traffic in cities will not be as congested, ow-
in.e: to the saving in room now occupied by the horse.
When we consider that there are approximately 200.-

OQO horses used in New York city alon§, and that
a horse increases the length of a unit by nine feet,

it can be readily appreciated ho\v great a saving will

be effected. Taking the average width occupied by
a horse and shafts as two feet, it is seen that 200,000

why the acquisition of general technical knowledge
is of value to the average man. He asks, "Why
Read This Magazine?" and as his answers to the
question may be applied to all technical journals
of standing, some of them are quoted:
"Because it will make you more intelligent; be-

cause your intelligence, with the power that it gives
you of perceiving the laws by which matter in its

various forms is controlled, is one of the faculties
that separate you from the lower animal creation;
because you owe it to yourself to develop your nat-
ural gifts: because it is unw^orthy of a human being
to degenerate into a mere machine, performing his
part of the world's work automatically, and using
the product of other men's brains without taking
the trouble to understand the how and why of the
results produced by ingenuity and skill.

^"Learning, says the proverb, is light to carry about.
Knowledge of the principles applied in the construc-
tion of the common necessaries of every-day life

enlarges the mind, quickens the imagination, awakens
the_ perceptions and opens the way to new interests
which are practically unlimited.
"Or consider the matter from the standpoint of

usefulness. Every fresh piece of information that
you possess about useful things adds something to
the capital with which you are to make your way
in life. Capital does not consist of dollars and cents
alone, but includes your health, your brain, your
clever fingers, your ready tongue, your kindly, gen-
erous heart, which prompts you to help another
over a hard place. Every newly acquired fact can
and should strengthen your equipment in some one
or other of these departments; and the applications
of your knowledge of facts are only limited by your
opportunities and yr)ur own readiness to grasp
them. No one knows as well as a mechanic or a
business man how unexpectedly opportunities arise."

"Every detail of your surroundings is interesting
if you only knew something about it. You possibly
flatter yourself that you live in an enlightened age.
'Tis quite true that you do; a great deal is known
to-day about the sun and the moon and the stars
that was not known a thousand years ago; a thou-
sand years ago they didn't make as much use of
electricity as they do now; no one had ever dreamed
of dynamite guns and torpedoes; gunpowder had
not been invented; bicycles were unknown, so
were automobiles and even pneumatic-tired bug-
gies; and neither telephones nor phonographs,
nor kinetoscopes. nor amateur photography had
appeared on the face of the earth. But how
much do you know about these things? It's all very
well to live in an enlightened age. but don't you
think it would be as well if you understood some of
the things that go to make the age so very enlight-
ened?"
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, Italy, May 20th to October 28th. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volta at Como is fixed for September iSth.)

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus, O,, August 2ist to 25th.

International Meteorological committee, St. Petersburg. Au-
gust 25th.

New York State Electrical Contractors' association, Buffalo,
N. Y., August 29th.

Naiiinal Asso^iatioT of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6Lh,

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September i4tli to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the hranklin In-
stitute.)

.American F.IecTo-therapeuiic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C, September 19th to 21st.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to zoth.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Like many people in the United States, some
British observers are alarmed at the growth of the

trusts in this country; but the fear of the trans-

ntlantic commentators is that the great consolida-

tions, particularly in the iron and steel industries, will

make production and prices cheaper. The Iron and
Coal Trades Review of London views with concern

this possibility and asks if British manufacturers are

preparing themselves for it. It believes that they

are at last realizing the fact that they have to face

a state of siege.

Evidently the president of the board of commis-
sioners in charge of Central Park, New York, is a

very cautious man. He says that he isn't opposed
to automobiles, but that the new vehicles should be

admitted to the park very carefully and gradually, so

that, by degrees, horses can become convinced that

an automobile is not an infernal machine. Of course,

it is excellent to be conservative in administering the

people's pleasure grounds; but isn't it one of the rec-

ommendations of the horseless vehicle that its use will

render runaways reminiscences of the past? And is

it not a fact that the self-propelled vehicles—that is,

the electrical ones, which are practically the only

ones that will invade Central Park—have actually

frightened horses in remarkably few instances?

Undoubtedly it will be better, as in Chicago, to al-

low unlimited use of the machines everywhere, pro-

vided the operators are competent and experienced.

It is certainly a great pity that there should be so

much uncertainty about the prospects of an elec-

trical exhibition in Chicago this fall. Ths time and
opportunity are ripe for a populai electrical display

in this great city, but the men to undertake the work
seem to be lacking. The National Exposition of

Electrical Arts company essayed the task, and the

Western Electrician, believing it capable and re-

sponsible, gave it its assistance. An exposition to

last from September 25th to October 9th has been

announced all over the country, but it appears that

the company, either internally disrupted or fright-

ened at the preliminary expense, is abotit to abandon

the project. But the idea should be carried out, if

not by the original company, by someone else. It

is not yet too late, and we hope that the valuable

opportunity afforded by the Chicago fall festivities,

at a time of business revival and confidence, will not

be allowed to pass without a creditable electrical

exhibition.

One is not apt to think of Poland as a land of in-

dustrial alertness, but an English paper states the

application of electricity as a motive power is be-

coming general in that country. Electrically trans-

mitted power is being adopted not only for traction,

but in a great many factories where electi;ic motors

are superseding rope and belt driving. Electric

lighting of factories is becoming conunon, all

new works being built with an electric plant, while

old factories are abolishing oil or gas lamps, replac-

ing them by arc and incandescent electric lamps.

On the Warsaw and Vienna railroad all important

stations are being lighted by electricity, and it has

been decided to increase the plants soon. In the

workshops of this company only electric motors are

used. The Ivangorod-Dombrova Railway company
is also lighting all its stations by electricity. Ac-

cording to a local British consul, the Germans have

succeeded in getting the lion's share of the business

of supplying electrical apparatus, nearly all the im-

portant companies having representatives in War-

saw.

To transmit articulate speech over long distances

v.ilhout connecting wires is an undertaking beset

v,-ith great diiiiculty. as many .zealous experimenters

have discovered within the last year. Yet the daily

newspapers have announced, on more than one oc-

casion, that the feat has been accomplished, basing

their statements on the predictions of enthusiastic

inventors, who are still, however, unable to "de-

liver the goods." The latest iitterance of this char-

acter comes from the London correspondent of a

New York daily, who has discovered that there is

now resident in London a Russian doctor named

Peter Steins, who asserts that he has discovered

a perfect system of wireless long-distance telephony.

"His experiments are being watched with greSt

interest," adds the journalist. We should think

that they would be. But it would be interesting
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to know more of Dr. Steins and of those who are

watching his experiments. His name and fame
seem to have escaped scientific observation thus far.

But when he talks from London to Paris through
space it will be different.

Statistics collected by John Stanton of the Ameri-
can Copper Producers' association show that during

the first half of 1899 the output was 124.487 gross

tons, as compared with 120.487 tons during the first

half of 1898, and with 235.000 gross tons for the

whole year 1898. Lately the production has been
running at the rate of 22,000 tons a month, which
would be equal to about 132.000 tons for the second
half. The Iron Age, after carefully surveying the

field, concludes that no very important additions

to the copper supply need be expected during the

current year, although there will be some expan-
sion, unless some accident cuts ofT some large pro-

ducer. During the first half of 1900 the preparations

for an enlarged output will begin to tell heavily,

it thinks, and the year ought to end with an un-

precedented production of copper. To what extent,

in the meantime, the present high prices for copper
will check consumption, it is difficult to gauge.

Apparently there is no hope of cheap copper for

several months, perhaps for a year, and the prices

of electrical apparatus will be likewise affected.

To err is human, and although engineers and en-

gineering journals have the highest regard for ac-

curacy they arc still human, and they sometimes
make mistakes. When such a slip occurs in the

mere writing of an article, it usually deserves the

mantle of charity, but when the error sticks out in

a recital of the blunders of some other unfortunate,

it is not unfair to remark it as contributing its mite

to the gayety of nations. That is why we advert to

a 1'ecent review in an American technical contem-

porary of a late dictionarj'- of electrical engineering

and chemistry in German, English and Spanish.

The work reviewed is a German product and seems

to consist of language-equivalents, arranged alpha-

betically in parallel columns. Some of these are

funny, and in exploiting the words of this class

which were alleged to be English the reviewer came
across the term "booster." This excited his won-
derment. "This last," he writes, "we at first thought

might be a car starter, but looking across the paral-

lel columns we find its synonyms to be 'el dinamo
suplementaria' (sic) or a 'zusadzdynamo'—from

which we conclude it to be the exciter attachment."

O rash and impotent conclusion! In launching his

shaft of ridicule the critic is himself undone. If he

had had recourse to an electrical dictionary in plain

English he would have discovered that "booster" is

a word in good standing among electrical men and

that it signifies neither a car starter nor an exciter.

Philadelphia proposes to raise money to. erect a

slatue of Benjamin Franklin in Paris, and last week
Mayor Ashbvidge appointed a committee of 27 citi-

zens to carry out the idea. When the Franklin

statue recently presented to the city of Philadelphia

by Justus C. Stravvbridge was unveiled Mr. Beck, the

United States district attorney, who delivered the

oration, suggested that the citizens of the United

Slates ought to present to the French people a statue

of the great man in return for Bartholdi's statue of

Liberty, given to this country. The suggestion was

received with enthusiasm, and it is proposed to raise

the money and begin work as soon as possible, so

that the statue may be shipped to Paris in time to

unveil it during the exposition of next year. It is

intended to locate the statue at Passy, where Frank-

lin lived when he was United States minister to

France. Passy, then a suburb, is now in the heart

of Paris. The statue will be a replica of the one in

Philadelphia, which cost $14,000.

Dr. Franklin was one of the greatest of Ameri-

cans, and a statue of him in Parts, where he was

appreciated as a philosopher, a scientist and a diplo-

mat, will be very appropriate, especially so as coming

from Philadelphia, where he lived for 60 years and

died. Mirabeau, who announced the death of Frank-

lin in the General Assembly of France, said that

"Antiquity would have raised altars to this mighty

genius." Surely a modest statue, erected near the

place of utterance of these words and no years after

the time of their delivery, will in no way exceed

the tribute of respect which is paid to Franklin's

memory by the American and French peoples.
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Daniel T. Hunt.

The successor of Charles T. Yerkes as president

of the North Chicago City Railway company and

the West Chicago Street Railroad company and

of the companies controlled by the two companies

named, is Mr. Daniel T. Hunt. As is very generally

known, the North and West Side companies have

recently passed under the control of a new corpo-

ration, called the Chicago Union Traction rJmpany.
of which Mr. Jesse Spalding is president. \Vhen
Mr. Yerkes resigned from the presidency of the old

companies the honor of continuing the organizations

in order to complete the details of the transfer from
a legal point of view fell to Mr. Hunt as president,

Mr. L. E. Owsley as treasurer and Mr. F. E. Smith
as secretary. The actual administration of the roads

will be in the hands of the Chicago Union Traction

company, of course. The exact status of affairs,

as stated by the new president to a newspaper in-

quirer, is as follows:

"My position is not one of extreme responsibility,

as it was given me merely to meet the legal exigen-

cies of the situation. When Mr. Yerkes stepped out

and down from the presidency of the companies
that were sold to the Union Traction company, some
one had to be placed in his position in order that

there need be no hitch in the formal transfer of stock.

While I consider the honor no slight one, it should
not be understood that I am to do any of the direct-

ing of the company's aftairs. Mr. Spalding is at the

head of the Union Traction company, and if I have
any move to inake it will be along the lines as agreed

DANIEL T. HUNT.

upon by the traction company's executive head and
the board of directors. I cannot say just how long
I will hold this position. It may take several

months to complete the deal from the legal stand-
point, and until it is completed I shall remain in the
office."

Mr. Hunt is the worthy recipient of a very high
compliment. Born in Rutland, Jefiferson County,
N. Y.. something like 55 years ago. he hns had an
active and honorable career in .mercantile afifairs. not
unmixed with the more exciting contests of politics.

In his youth he displayed the activity and energy
which have characterized his undertakings ever since.

His first business engagement was at Charlotte.
the port of Rochester, N. Y., where he was em-
ployed in the freight and ticket office of the New
York Central Railroad company. He was also the
local telegrapher, American Express agent ^ and
steamboat shipping agent.
For 30 years Mr. Hunt resided in Rochester, and

he became one of the best-known men in that city.

He was for years a member of the firm of Ken-
yon & "Hunt, wholesale hatters and furriers. For
"a long time Mr. Hunt was prominent in Republican
politics in Monroe County, exerting a widely rec-

ognized influence. Pie was appointed postmaster of

Rochester by General Grant in 1876, and served
under Presidents Hayes, Garfield and Arthur and
far into Cleveland's first term—12 years in all, prob-
ably an unprecedented record in a city the size of

Rochester. Mr. Hunt was a staunch partisan, but
he conducted the postoffice on business principles,
and it was regarded as one of the most efficient in the
cni.mtry.

In 1882 Mr. Hunt became business manager of the

Post-Express of Rochester. In the newspaper busi-
ness he displayed the same ability and enterprise that
he has shown in other directions, and he retained the
position until 1893, when he removed to Chicago
to become the manager of the American Surety
company of New York, of which company Mr.
Jesse Spalding is the resident vice-president.

Mr. Hunt is married and has two daughters—Mrs.
A. S. Clarke of Rochester and Mrs. A. P. Whitlock
of Syracuse, N. Y. Hus office is in the Marquette
building and he lives at the Hotel del Prado.

The Stanley Company.
In a reminiscent interview Mr. William Stanley

recently stated that the Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing company, organized in 1890 at his suggestion.
was doing a business of $500,000 or $600,000 a year.

"The, company held to its original idea," said Mr.
Stanley, "making fir:^t-class machinery belter than
the other fellow, and asking more for it than he did.

This plan has been rigidly adhered to. The Stanley
Electric Manufacturing company never attempted
to compete with the cheaper, low-grade companies.
It never attempted to secure a contract by offering
a low price. No one man is responsible for the
success of the Stanley Electric Manufacturing com-
pany. The facts are that our men simply built well-
designed machines, and managed the affairs of the
company well. The engineering work was in charge
of Mr. Chesney and Mr. Kelly, and the managing
and financial department was in charge of Mr. Gam-
well and Mr. Hine. It is pleasant to think that the
Stanley Electric Manufacturing company never
copied the work of any other company or inventor.
Every article which it has made has been constructed
from original designs that have been worked out and
perfected in Pittsfield.

"The future of the electrical business is of such
great magnitude that it is difficult to appreciate it.

It will probably be of far greater extent than the

combined steam and hydraulic manufacturing work,
and it is quite possible that in the next few years

it will develop in one or two lines that will make
the business of to-day appear as insignificant as the

original undertakings appeared 10 years ago."

Mica Trust Said to Be Formed.
It is stated that a combination of mica workers

has been made under the name of the American
Mica company of New Jersey, with a capital of

$3,500,000. The new concern will commence opera-
tion on September ist, with head office probably in

New York. It is said that the American Mica com-
pany of Boston, Eugene Munsell & Co. of New
York and the Sills Mica company of Chicago are

in the consolidation. Other mica manufacturers in

the United States are A. O. Schoonmaker of New
V ork. the Chicago Mica company, the Palermo
Mica company of New York, the Shannock (R. I.)

Mica company and the St. Louis Mica company. It

is reported that an advance of five per cent, in price

will be made on September ist and that other ad-
vances may follow. The reason given for the com-
bination is that the supply of mica is limited and
that the companies have had to bid high to get the

material and sell low to gain advantage over com-
petitors.

BOOK TABLE.
Diagrams and Handbook for Telegraph Engineers.

By Willis PI. Jones. Diagrams by W. A. Van
Orden. New York: John B. Taltavall. 1899.

Pocket edition. Price, $1.

The book is, strictly speaking, a collection of dia-

grams, and is exclusively an expert telegrapher's

book. The communication of information is entirely

by diagrammatic illustration. Not one word of ex-

planation accompanies the drawings. Its field of

usefulness would, no doubt, be greatly increased if

some description were given, so that students and
those who are not experts might be able to under-
stand the diagrams and the principles involved. An
aggregation of diagrams of the various systems of

telegraphy, embracing the simple Morse system,
duplex, quadruplex, polar duplex, repeaters, etc.,

is given. In its present form the book is a handy
reminder for the use of those thoroughly familiar

with the systems and apparatus illustrated. B.

Is Atmospheric Pressure Due to Elec-
trical Action?

In an article on "Meteorologic Waves" in the
latest annual report of the United States Weather
Bureau, Professor H. A. Hazen makes this observa-
tion: "It would appear a good working hypothesis
that our waves of high and low pressure are in the
nature of fields of positive and negative electricity

in the atmosphere. Our electrometei:s indicate posi-
ti^e electricity in a high, and negative in a low, or
when rain is falling. Lord Kelvin has also advanced
the view that electric fields may cause a disturbance
of equilibrium in the atmosphere fully equal to that

produced in our highs and lows. The evidence is

accumulating that we have to deal here with some
form of electric action. It would certainly seem a
wise plan to obtain an idea of electric conditions
in our highs and lows on mountains and in .balloons,

or, possibly, by kites."

Electrical Dealers' Meetings.

Electrical contractors from all over New York
slate met in Rochester, on July 21st, at the con-
vention of the New York State Electrical Con-
tractors' association. The meeting was held for the
purpose of effecting a permanent union among the
electrical contractors of the slate and uniting them
for mutual business and social advantage. The dele-
gates were cordially entertained by the Rochester
electrical men and after the business session a
banquet was served. Mr. Fitzgerald acting as toast-
master. The election of officers resulted as follows:
Prtsidcnt. Rudolph Schmidt, Rochester; vice-presi-

dent, David Cronin. Syracuse; secretary. Wells Dy-
gcrt, Buffalo; treasurer, J. C. Stearns, Buffalo;
finance committee, M. Jcrvis Myers, H. J. Sackett
and M. J. Almstead. The association adjourned un-
til August 29th. when it will meet in Buffalo. The
atlcndance at the convention was gratifying, firms

from all over the .state being represented. The firms
represented included:

Rochester—R. Schmidt & Co., Loeffler & Sykes, T, W. Atkin-
son. H'gBins. Alrasiead company. Standard Eleciric Construction
company, J, A. O'Brien, Elwood Eleciric coinpany. Fred Fish tc

Co.. Rochester Electric Motor company and E. C. Bradley & Co,
Syracuse—Chadwick & Lester. David Cronin, Electric Supply

company, Rogers & Hilton. Charles H. Thompson. M. E. Walshe
& Sons and Noxon C. Perlee.
Buffalo—T. P. Little, Eleciric Supply company, Buffalo Elec-

tric company, J. C. Stearns & Co.. Robertson, French Eleciric
company, Albert Mann. T. P. Jones, Mashruter Eleciric com-
piny, J. Loewer & Co., H. L. Peters, T. Flack & Son. Jr^ynes
Electric company, Wilhelm Telephone company. Genesee Elec-
tric company. H. J. Sackett and McCarihy Bro*. & Ford.

Otlitr firms represented at the convention were ihe G. & E.
company of Binghamlon ; J. F. Burns. Schenectady; Hyer
Siieehan Electric Motor company, Newburg; Sheehan & Newett,
Newburg; Still Si Pritcbard, Hamilton

; Johnson & Morton, Utica,
aud the Utica Electric Supply company.

A conference of representatives of electrical sup-
ply companies was held at Philadelphia on July 20tl\

for the pvirpose of discussing the adoption of a uni-

form standard of prices of electrical supplies and
the matter of credits.

Co-operation in Grand Rapids and Cen-
tralia, Wis.

The people of Grand Rapids and Centralia have
had experience in overcoming the competition of

the Bell company, which may be of value to other

independent exchanges. A committee was appointed
by the Business Men's associations of Grand Rapids
and Centralia, Wausau, Merrill and Stevens Point,

to consider the advisability of organizing independ-
ent exchanges along the Wisconsin Valley. The
rates charged by the Wisconsin (Bell) Telephone
company were $4 a month for business telephones
at that time.

After giving the matter thorough consideration, it

was decided that the only competition that would
be successful against the monopoly would be one
organized on a strictly co-operative basis. It was
reasoned that the telephone business should be made
as nearly public as possible. The result has been
that the cities of Wausau, Centralia, Grand Rapids
and Marshfield have all organized under the plan
of purely co-operative companies, and all have made
a success of the venture. The Twin City Electric

company of Grand Rapids and Centralia has built

an exchange worth $10,000 and paid for it in the

last three years. At the time the company was
organized the Bell company had 54 telephones in

use in the cities of Grand Rapids and Centralia;

it has now less than a dozen paying telephones, and
its business is practically confined to long-distance
operations. The Twin City company has 220 tele-

phones now in use, which demonstrates forcibly

what can be done by co-operation wdien people take
the matter rightly in their own hands.
The people are now building an electric-light and

power plant on the san^e co-operative plan, and have
already money paid in, or assured, for the building
of a $25,000 plant. Copies of the co-operative plan
of organization will be sent to any community that

would like to investigate the plan of working. E.
P. Arpin of Grand Rapids, Wis., is secretary of the
Twin City Electric company.

New Canadian Niagara Power Arrange-
ment Abrogated.

A dispatch from Niagara Falls states that the Niag-
^ira Falls Power company has relinquished all its

rights on the Canadian side of the river. The com-
pany has evidently refused the new a.greement that

the Ontario government offered to it, and which it

was thought would be accepted. The new agree-
ment deprived the company of a monopoly of the

right to generate power, which was the essential

feature of the old agreement, to which exception
was taken in the Legislature.

Chicago Electrical Exposition in Doubt.

The National Exposition of Electrical Arts com-
pany, which has been arranging for an electrical

exposition, to be held in Chica.ero this fall, is in diffi-

culties, and the plans for the exhibition are in

doubt- However, there is some hope that oj-.her

capitalists may take up the scheme, and it is possi-

ble that visitors to the fall festivities may still ben-
efit by an electrical show.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.

[From the MiooeapDlis correspondeot of the Western Elec-
trician.

1

The Cedar Valley Telephone company is about to

install a 50-drop switchboard at Cedar Falls, la.

A mutual telephone system is being planned for

Diagonal, la.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company
has promised Des Moines, la., connection with the

Twin Cities next year. The line will be built from
Davenport to St. Paul, and from Council Bluffs to

Kansas City also. The company complains that its

assessment through the state of Iowa of $50 a mile is

too high.

The Dakota Central Telephone company has ab-

sorbed the lines of the Midland Telephone company,
extending from EUendale, N. D., to Kulm, Ludden.
Oakes, La Moure, Edgeley, Frederick, S. D., and
other points.

The Retail Druggists' association of Minneap-
olis has again said "No" to the voice of the tempter
in the shape of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company. The latter is very anxious that

druggists should agree in a body to put in nickel-in-

the-slot telephones, and has made repeated proposi-

tions. But the druggists are shy and coy. They
fear their customers would take offense if they had
to give up five cents every time they wanted to tele-

phone to the grocer, and they might lose trade. So
they laid the proposition on the table until such time

as the Mississippi Valley Telephone company (now
iustailiug an exchange) is ready to make a proposi-

tion on the matter.

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., is to be sued for damages by the estate of John I.

McDonald, who was killed by coming in contact

with a live wire. The electric company whose wire

crossed the telephone wire will also be made a party

defendant.

The Troy and Honey Creek Telephone company
has completed a line from Spring Green to Prairie

du Sac. Wis.
W. H. Barker contemplates establishing a tele-

phone exchange at Sanborn, la.

F. E. Albright and associates have been granted

a franchise for a telephone exchange at Carthage,

S. D.
The Spring Grove Telephone company has been

organized at Spring Grove. Minn., to install a tele-

phone exchange. The company will start with a

membership of at least 25.

F. J. Thrum has bought the telephone exchange at

Eagle River, Wis.
The 'Standard Telephone company will soon begin

work on its new exchange in Dubuque, la.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
may put in an exchange at Park River. N. D.
The application of the Iowa and Nebraska Tele-

phone company at Storm Lake. la., was defeated.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has been refused permission in St. Paul to erect poles

snd string wires for its long-distance service until

the corporation attorney decides the rights of the

company.
The new telephone company at Fosston, Minn..

will put in an automatic system.
A Chicago promoter is working up interest in

fax'or of an independent telephone system at Menom-
nee. !Mich.

The Central Wisconsin Telephone company has
been granted a franchise at Montello, Wis.
The Brodhead Telephone company has secured

a franchise for a local exchange at Brodhead. Wis.
It has been reported th^t the Chicago and Superior

Telephone company, in Wisconsin, has been planning
to sell its system and franchises to the Wisconsin
Telephone company, but the officers of the former
eleny the report.

The Southwestern Minnesota Telephone company
is negotiating with the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company, and may connect its toll lines with
those of the former.
The People's Telephone company of Superior,

Wis., which had been depending on the Wisconsin
Valley Telephone company for toll-line connection
in Northern Wisconsin, announces that it will build
a line of its own between Superior and Ashland, since
the Wisconsin Valley has sold out to the Bell in-

terests.

The Electric Telephone company announces free

service between Germania. Algona. Titonka and
Sexton. la.

A. T. Presson of Hudson, Wis., is an applicant
at Iowa City. la., for a telephone franchise. He pro-
poses tn put in a local exchange.
The Wisconsin Telephone company will expend

.''^T^.ooo in improvements to its system at Ashland.
Wi«.. and vicinity.

The Home Telephone company of New Prague.
Minn., and the Union Hill Telephone company of
Montgomery. Minn., have consolidated. The Home
company recently declared a dividend of 17 per cent.

The Minnesota Central Telephone company held
its annual meeting in Minneapolis recently. Thecom-
panv is extending its lines all through the western
nortion of the '^tate. and has had to double the ca-
pacity cf its old lines.

R. H. Evans, President People's Tele-
phone Company.

Among the first to grasp the situation at the ex-
piration of the fundamental Bell patents and to cham-
pion the cause of the independent telephone men in

consequence was Robert H. Evans of Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Evans, who is a native of Canada, for a time was
successfully occupied in placing orders for different

commercial houses throughout the border states.

His daily intercourse with the commercial world
and his experience with the varied and expensive
modes of communication in vogue convinced him
that the independent telephone system was a matter
of moment to the general public. He associated
himself with the Detroit Telephone company, and
when the formation of the New State Telephone
company was consummated he demonstrated his

ability as a promoter by establishing the New system
in some 13 different commercial centers in the state

of Michigan. From these points now radiate many
local lines, affording suburban and rural districts

efficient and economical comm.unication. He also
disposed of some $75,000 worth of stock for these
companies.
Well persuaded of the superiority of the new and

less expensive system, Mr. Evans endeavored to
engage the attention of capitalists in the province
of Ontario, Canada, and was instrumental in obtain-
ing a charter from the Ontario Legislature to estab-
lish and operate an improved system in the city of
Windsor, and also a franchise from the City Council
of London. These efforts failed of success, but Mr.
Evans, nothing daunted, directed his attention to
Duluth, Minn., and Superior, Wis.
The proposition of a better telephone system at

cheaper rates was laid before the respective civic

ROBERT H. EVANS.

corporations of Duluth and Superior by Mr. Evans,
and after the project had been fully discussed, bids

were called for and a deposit of $2,500 demanded.
Mr. Evans subscribed to the demand and tendered
a proposal, which was accepted, and charters were
granted by unanimous votes of the representatives

of each corporation.

Mr. Evans has not only been successful in securing

these two charters, but he was also instrumental in

interesting the attention of men of capital and ability

in the enterprise. The project has the enthusiastic

support of the citizens of both cities and the financial

backing of substantial business men. . The personnel
of the two concerns—Zenith City Telephone com-
pany of Duluth and People's Telephone company of

West Superior, Wis.—lends semblance of no fictitious

value to the undertakings. Among those interested in

the corporations, beside Mr. Evans, are President J.

B. Stafford of Chicago, Vice-president E. H. Stafford

of Muskegon. Mich. : A. M. Miller and William
Plarrison of Duluth, Minn., and H. J. Minhinnick of

Muskegon. Mich.

Bell Company's Statement.

The American Bell Telephone company s monthly
statement of the output of instruments for the month
ended July 20th, with comparisons, is as follows:

July. July. July, July,

1899. 1S98. 1897. 1896.

Gross output 48,873 21,551 15-859 1Z1584

Returned 18,028 io.oti 7,241 10,490

Net output 30,845 11,540 8.618 2,094

December 21st to July 20th:

Gross output 389,899 187,884 127.778 126,678

Returned 109.765 S3.306 51.847 53.667
Net output 280.134 101.S7S 75.931 73.011

Total out (Julyaoth).. 1.405.020 1.023,699 848,558 747.98?

Telephone Repeaters.

Mr. A. W. Reppy of Nashville, although not an
electrician, takes much interest in electrical prob-
lems and has devoted considerable thought and
experiment to the construction of a telephone re-

peater. He thinks that he is on the right track,

but is careful to make no rash predictions. Instead,
he is conducting his experiments quietly, with the
hope that the successful results he has already ob-
tained for short distances will be borne out by later
tests approximating commercial conditions. Mr.
Reppy began his experiments some time before
Charles J. Glidden's offer of $1,000,000 fdr a practical
telephone repeater was made. He says that the
fundamental principle of his plan is very simple,
and he has a qualified hope that it will result in
tangible improvement to telephone service.

Mr. H. Raison of Huddersfield, England, also
has an apparatus for a telephone repeater that is

"certainly hopeful for practical work." He writes
to the London Electrician; "Qualitatively I have
not obtained the same amount in the repeater as in

the first circuit-, and this appears a condition in the
fGlidden] offer, or I should be tempted to claim
the award. Musical sounds, whistling and singing
have repeated very well, while speech has been un-
certain and weak. It would be interesting to know
what others have done in this way, and if it has
been tried on a practical line. It is a magnifier for
sound that we require; the rest is easy."

Telephone Situation in Elizabeth.

The Elizabeth (N. J.) Telephone company is wag-
ing an energetic campaign. At the recent annual
meeting it was reported that the company had 360
subscribers, and the number is increasing. The
gross receipts for the last year were $8,472.56; ex-
penses, $5,705.91. and the net earnings, $2,766.65.
The officers were re-elected as follows: President
and treasurer, William H. Rankin; vice-president,
Peter Egenoll; secretary, James McMaster.
The New York and New Jersey Telephone com-

pany wants to put its wires underground in Eliza-

beth and lay conduits for them. The Elizabeth
Telephone company opposes this, and thinks it would
give the rival company a monopoly of the streets.

It contends that the work of laymg conduits is too
expensive for it to undertake at this time, and de-

clares that the object of the application is to crush
opposition to the powerful New York and New Jer-
sey corporation.

Home Company Victorious in Roches-
ter.

Justice Dunwell of the Supreme Court of New
York state has decided that the Common Council of

Rochester acted within its powers in entering into

a contract with the Home Telephone company of

Rochester, granting it permission to place its poles

and wires in the streets. This action was strictly

within the discretion of the council, and its action

is not subject to review by the courts in the absence
of fraud or corruption. The action was brought by
John A. Barhite, a well-known lawyer, against the
Home Telephone company. It was a taxpayer's suit

to restrain the Common Council and others from
consummating a contract with the Home Telephone
company. The court holds that the granting of the

franchise was entirely within the discretion of the

Common Council.

Good Management Rewarded in Grand
Rapids.

The annual meeting of the Citizens' (Independent)
Telephone company of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
held last month at the headquarters on Campau
street. The report of the year's work was read by
President Rood and was very satisfactory to the
stockholders, a two per cent, cash dividend having
been paid quarterly during the year, the same as

was done the year preceding. The report showed
a net growth of 520 subscribers. The number of

city subscribers was stated to be 2,859. with 649
outside subscribers, making a total of 3.508. At the

stockholders' meeting, which was held during the

first part of the evening, the same officers and di-

rectors elected last year were re-elected, and at the
directors' meeting which followed all the members
of the executive committee of last year were also

re-elected.

Good Progress in Boston.

The president of the Massachusetts Telephone
and Telegraph company (Independent) of Boston
says that subscribers are being secured very rapidly.

In Boston the lists are close to the 5.000 mark, and
the company expects to have 8.000 when the system
is in operation. Last week the company started

to canvass for subscribers in Lawrence and Wal-
tham. In four days it secured 40 subscribers in

Lawrence and 31 in Waltham.

PERSONAL.
The extension of the electric line from Stockton,

Cal.. to San Jose will be commenced next fall.

President Hudson of the American Bell Telephone
company will spend the month of August abroad.

John Enoch of St. Charles, Mo., will ask for tele-

phone franchise, acting for the Kinlock Teleohone
company of St. Louis, for which he is St. Charles
manager.
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Lively Times in Baltimore.
[Froin the New York Tribune,]

Baltimore, July 27.—At no time in the recent out-

break of trouble between the telephone companies
and property owners of Baltimore over the arbitrary

erection of poles has the situation been as serious

as at present. Bloodshed is likely to occur at any

moment. In making improvements the telephone
people have found it necessary to destroy private

property, erect poles in front of handsome resi-

dences, tear up valuable pavements, etc. To-day
workmen employed in placing a pole in South Bal-
timpre deliberately lowered a pole on the head of

a citizen who had crouched in the post hole for the

purpose of retarding operations.

The trouble grew this morning into a riot, which
the police quelled by arresting three workmen. In

all parts of the city the situation is the same. The
police cut a pitiful figure through it all. They are

supposed to preserve the peace, but their utmost
effort, except in extreme cases, such as that in South

-Baltimore, consists in looking placidly on and en-

joying the rough-and-tumble exhibitions between
the corporation and individuals. They would
promptly arrest any persons engaging in fisticuffs

on the public streets, but there seems to be no wav
to check the more extensive disturbances which
gather hundreds of persons to block ihe streets.

Two blocks on Huntingdon avenue are practically

barricaded. One block on West North avenue, a

fashionable part of the city, is in the same condition.

Residents in this region have determined to defeat

the telephone company's employes and have en-

gaged gangs of men to tear down poles as fast as they

arc erected. Amid the wildest excitement and in the

presence of a crowd of over 500 people, the David E.

Evans company, which is erecting the poles for the

Maryland Telephone company, was defeated in a

combat between its men and the residents of South
Baltimore in erecting a pole on the property of

Mrs. Margaret E. Herget. on Warren avenue, after

a protracted struggle, which lasted from two o'clock

this morning until nearly noon. As the result, Mrs.
Tosiah Armiger. daughter of Mrs. Herget. is ill

from the excitement and noise, and Mrs. Russ and
a Miss Marchbanks, living in adjoining houses, are

al.90 under doctor's care for nervous prostration.

One-minute Toll-line Schedule in Mich-
igan.

[From the Detroit correspondent of the Western Electrician,

1

A new one-minute scale, at a low rate, has been
announced by the Michigan Telephone company, from
the Detroit office. The experiment will be tried on
the Detroit-Kalamazoo line and gradually will be ex-

tended to the whole state. Ten new copper-metallic
circuits have been strung from Detroit west, giving
ample facilities. The cities included are Detroit.

Jackson, Albion, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek. Marshall
and Ypsilanti. Other points will be rapidly in-

cluded, the company at present employing several

hundred men on construction work. Northern
Michigan points will be reached this fall.

The charges will be on a one-minute basis. Here-
tofore the company's charges were on a five-minute
Ijasis.

"It has .been demonstrated." said Manager Trow-
bridge, when asked to explain the radical departure,
"that ISO words can be transmitted in a minute.
In adopting the one-minute basis we have figured

that our new rate will place the telephone within
easy access of many business men who heretofore

have handled their business in other ways, on ac-

count of the expense of five-minute tolls. We will

be able to give a satisfactory service. In California,

where the Sunset company has a one-minute service

in fo'-^e. over 60 per cent, of all business is trans-

acted within the first minute. We shall make an
effort to get our subscribers to do all their talking
within one minute, so to get the full benefit of the
low rate. The rate from Detroit to Jackson, 78
niiles. will be 15 cents per minute."

Sale of the Muncie Plant Explained.

In an interview in Boston, Mr. Z. S. Holbrook,
president of the Massachusetts Telephone and Tele-
graph company, who was also holder of a majority
of the stock of the Muncie Telephone company,
recently sold to persons interested in the independ-
ent telephone company at South Bend, says:

"The report from Cincinnati with regard to the
Muncie Telephone company that it cost $45,000 to
build and was sold for $30,000 is misleading. The
Muncie plant was an independent plant, and has
been established for about two years. It did not
cost $4.^.000. nor was it sold for $30,000; on the con-
trary, the plant sold for more than its cost.

"The plant has been a profitable one, although
the rates were only 25 cents a week for residences
and so cents a week for business. The plant, how-
ever, was one known as the 'common-return' and
a pole system, and poles can be purchased cheaply
in the state of Indiana. The officers of the company
might have sold the plant for a larger figure in an-
other direction, but preferred to have it remain
within the control of independent interests.

"My interests in the company would not have been
sold except for my removal to the East in the in-
terest of the Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph
company."

,

NEW COMPANIES.
The Dover Telephone company has arisen lo com-

pete with the Bell in Princeton, 111. The new com-
pany promises, if it can secure 100 subscribers, to
give a combined residence and business service for
$20 a year.

A franchise has been granted for a short-line tele-
phone from Van Buren to Marion, Ind., for the
special benefit of the citizens of Van Buren. The
necessary poles have been shipped and the work of
putting them up will be begun at once.

Columbus, O., men have incorporated the Na-
tional Telephone company, to operate telephone
lines in neighboring towns. The capital stock is

$10,000. and the incorporators are P. H. Bruck
W. J. Dusenbury, J. J. Dun, G. W. Dun and L. p!
Stephens.

The Western Independent Long-distance Tele-
plione company of Plattsmonth. Neb., has filed ar-
ticles of incorporation with the secretary of state.
The capital is $100,000 and the incorporators are
Charles C. Parmele, Thomas E. Parmele, Thomas
H. Pollock and Thomas H. Ewing. The company
will build full copper-metallic circuits, its object be-
ing to connect the principal cities and towns in
Nebraska, Iowa. and Missouri.

The Plattsmouth Telephone company, which has
been doing business as a company since January
I, iSgg, having started with 100 telephones and now
havmg 300 and over 100 miles of toll lines, has been
mcorporated, with a capital of $50,000.' The in-
corporators are Charles C. Parmele, Thomas E Par-
mele and T. H. Pollock. The 'new company will
do a general telephone and telegraph business in
Cass County, Neb., with headquarters at Platts-
mouth, Neb.

B. W. Bagwell, W. R. Davis and Dr. S. H. Brown
of Sprmg Place. Murray County, Ga., about 40 miles
southeast of Chattanooga, Tenn., have filed a peti-
tion for a charter for the Murray Telephone com-
pany, term of incorporation to be for 30 years and
capital stock $10,000. The object of the proposed
corporation is to construct a telephone line leading
from Spring Place, Ga., to Fashion. Ga., via For"
Mountain and the residence of Dr. Brown, as well
as to other points in the country.

The Lexington Telephone company, iust incorpo-
rated has elected these officers: President, Desha
Breckinridge: secretary and treasurer, John T
Shelby: general manager, J. J. Downing: directors'
\\:C. P. Breckinridge, John R. Allen, F. A Bul-
lock John T. Shelby, J. J. Downing and Desha
Breckinridge. Active operations will be begun at
once. It IS probable that the East Tennessee com-
pany will enter a protest against the city's granting
the new company a franchise, and perhaps will go
to law about it.

Application has been made to the governor of
Pennsylvania by Howard Mutchler, E. W Evans
.Tames Young. S. S. Yohe and G. F. Coffin, all of
Easton, Pa., for the charter of a corporation to be
called the United States Long-distance Telephone
company, the object and purpose of which is the
erecting, constructing, maintaining, purchasing,
leasing and operating telephone and telegraoh lines
and exchanges in and through the counties of North-
ampton. Berks, Bradford, Carbon. Bucks, Chester
Columbia, Dauphin. Delaware, Lackawanna. Lancas-
ter. Lehigh. Lebanon. Luzerne. Lycoming. Mont-
gomery, Monroe. Montour, Northumberland, Phila-
delphia. Pike, Schuylkill, Sullivan, Susquehanna,
Wyoming. Tioga and Wayne.

Affairs of the Western Telephone Con-
struction Company.

Everyone connected with the telephone business
has known of the unfortunate dissensions among the
stockholders of the Western Telephone Construction
company of Chicago, which is the pioneer in the
independent field and one of the largest and most
active concerns in the business. Mr. Madison B.
Kennedy, a prominent stockholder and a man of
wealth and influence, became greatly dissatisfied
with the administration of President James E. Keelyn,
and about a year ago he filed a bill in court, alleging
mismanagement and. asking for the appointment ol
a receiver. The company was and is doing a large
business, and there appeared to be no other cause
for the proposed receivership than the dissensions
referred to. This seems to have been the view taken
by Judge Brentano, at any rate, for on Saturday
last he denied the motion for the appointment of
a receiver, leaving Mr. Keelyn and his friends in
possession of the field. It is to be hoped thai the
company will have no further trouble and will be
able to attend to its business quietly.

It is claimed as remarkable that 'during the last
six years, in every lawsuit thus far decided in which
the company was one of the principals, complainant
or defendant, it has been successful. This statement
means that the company has contested 100 lawsuits
during the period named and has not yet lost a case.
The independent telephone public will doubtless be
disposed to congratulate the Western Telephone
Construction company upon its victory in this case,
particularly in view of its importance in the welfare
and stability of the business.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
A long-distance office will soon be installed at

Rossland. B. C. by the Columbia Telephone and
Telegraph company.

S. Hinchcliffe of the Sunset Telephone company is

in Arizona, arranging for exchanges in Kingman,
Flagstaff, Tucson, Prescott and Phoenix.

The Missouri River Telephone company of Atchi-
son, Kan., has franchises for Nevada, Mo., and
Pittsburg, Kan. In the latter town an exchange
will be established at once.

The long-distance line of the East Tennessee Tele-
phone company from Knoxville lo Bristol is finisheil
beyond Greeneville, with offices there and at Rus-
sellville, Whitesburg, Rogcrsville Junction, Mohawk,
Mosheim, Midway and Rader's.

The lines of the American Telegraph and Tele-
phone company will reach Savannah about Sep-
tember 1st. The lines from Lynchburg, Va., lo
that city are now near Olar, S. C. The company is

also building from Augusta to Charleston, the lines
crossing at Denmark.

The construction of the lines of the Indiana County
Telephone company has now been completed to
Nineveh and Cramer, Pa., and reports from those
places are to the effect that the system is in the best
of working order. It is the intention of the Johns-
town company to connect with the Indiana County
system within the next few weeks.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald says that the
Citizens' Telephone company is disposing of its

treasury stock, with which to defray the expenses
of the improvements recently decided upon, at the

rate of between $1,000 and $3,000 a day. The officers,

without being elated, are very pleased over the
reception which is being given the stock by in-

vestors.

The Chester County (Pa.) Telephone company
has completed all its plans for extension of its lines

from Westchester, Pa., and work is to be commenced
at once on the improvement. The line to Phcenix-
ville is to run by way of Malvern and take in the
latter place, where it is expected a number of tele-

phones will be placed in position within a short
time, many residents desiring the service. The line

to Coatesville will be via Dowmingtown.

It is announced that the Pittsburg and Allegheny
Telephone company will have its system in operation

by the beginning of 1900. Work on the system is

progressing rapidly on every part of the route which
it is proposed to cover and the end is in sight.

The contractors who are laying the conduits have
a number of the streets of the downtown district

torn up now putting in the wires. A large force

of men is employed and the work is not permitted

to lag for any reason.

The independent telephone enterprise in Wayne
County, N. Y., has made considerable advance dur-
ing the last spring. The company at Lyons,
organized by S. E. and A. B. Bishop of Clyde,

N. Y~.. and united with their exchange in Clyde,

has over 70 subscribers in Lyons and has completed
toll lines to Newark. Alloway and Lock Berlin, in

addition to the lines running to Rose and North
Rose. Lock Berlin has had no telephone connec-
tion heretofore. The exchanges mentioned are con-
nected with the Newark exchange of over 100 sub-
scribers. Lines to Wolcott and Savannah will soon
be built.

TELEPHONY ABROAD.
Contract has been made for the construction of

dififerent telephone lines in Mucatah, Mexico, at a

cost of $200,000.

For the contemplated telephone connection be-
tween Berlin and Paris it is proposed to employ cop-
per wire of five millimeters diameter. Two lines are
to be constructed, one a direct line from Berlin to

Paris, and the other by way of Frankfort, so that a
complete breakdown of the service between the two
capitals will be a remote contingency.

Removal of American Bell Company
Reported.

It is stated that the American Bell Telephone
company has completed its arrangements for the

transfer of its entire main-office business from Boston
to New York city at an early date by a consolidation
with the American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany. The stock of the latter company will be listed

upon the New York Stock Exchange. The offices

of the company in Boston will be occupied by the

New England company, which needs more room for
its increasing bifsiness.

The stockholders of the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany at Muskegon. Mich., held their annual meet-
ing recently and elected the following-named di-

rectors: C. T. Hills, C. H. Hills. Thomas Munroe.
J. G. Emery, Willam Robinson, L. B. Smith and
Thomas Hume. This was followed b.y a directors'

meeting, and the election of the following-named
officers: President, C. T. Hills; vice-president,

Thomas Hume: secretary, C. H. Hills; treasurer,

L. B. Smith. The regular semi-annual dividend was
declared.
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New Westinghouse Integrating Watt-
meters.

New tj^pes of integrating wattmeters have recently

been produced by the \\ estinghouse Electric and

Manulacturing company. These wattmeters are of

the induction type, designed tor alternating-current

circuits. The design is very simple and the mstru-

ments are said to be extremely accurate over a

range extending from two per cent, of the full load

to 50 per cent, overload. Severe tests have demon-

strated the intrinsic merits of these new types of

wattmeters.
The case of the Westinghouse wattmeter is of

original design, the finish being black japan: the

edges, lettering and raised parts are in polished

nickel. The complete case consists of two cast-metal

parts, with the joints sealed, making the wattmeter

dust, bug and moisture-proof, thereby excluding

from the wattmeter mechanism three of the most
important causes of inaccurate registration of in-

Fig. I. Regulating Disk.

tegrating waUmeters. The meter and the terminals

are sealed separately, enabling connection to the

circuit to be made without any possibility' of injuring

the wattmeter parts.

Accuracy and permanency of calibration, as well

as mechanical excellence, are made the prime factors

in the manufacture of these wattmeters. The great-

est care is taken in their calibration, and in order

that the operation of these instruments may be
guaranteed, each wattmeter is sealed and shipped

in a separate box. ^^"he^ received, they are ready

for immediate installation, without calibration or

adjustment.
The extreme simplicity and compact form of these

wattmeters are the striking features. Thej' require

no electrical connections to the moving parts and
there are no brushes or moving contacts of any kind.

This extreme simplicity of mechanism insures re-

liability- of operation. The use of commutators and
brushes to convey even the smallest amount of cur-

rent to the moving parts is a distinct and well-rec-

ognized disadvantage. The moving element in the

single-phase wattmeter is a single aluminum disk

(Fig. i). which is supported by a verj^ stiff shaft,

the whole being rigid and very light in weight.

Great attention has been paid to this important fea

ture, since it has a potent influence upon the per-

formance, portability' and life of the wattmeter. The
illustration shows clearly the simplicity of the re-

volving element. In the single-phase wattmeter this

entire revolving element weighs only 15 grams—about
one-half ounce—^being so light that there is no chance
of scratching or injuring the sapphire jewel by vi-

bration or sudden jars. This desirable feature ren-

ders it unnecessarj- to resort to artificial, compli-

cated and delicate devices to obviate injur}' to jewels

necessarily resulting from the use of hea^T revolving
elements. It also allows the meter to respond im-
niedi«telyto sudden change or fluctuation of the load.

Another important feature which has direct bearing
on the wear and conseouent life of the meter is that

the moving element makes but 50 revolutions a min-
ute at full load-

It is affirmed that these wattmeters register ac-

curateh' the true energ\- of the current into which
Ihey are connected, under all conditions of non-in-

ductive or inductive load, the registration being in

international watts. The law of operation of the

meter practically insures absolute accuracy in regis-

tration throughout its entire range, which extends
from two per cent, of full load to 50 per cent, over-

load. This extremely wide range is obtained by the

intrinsic qualities of the meter in maintainine a

strictly proportional registration for all loads. The
accuracy on light loads is especially important, and
is an extremely desirable feature, which should not
be overlooked. In almost all stations a large per-

centage of the total output is used to suoply small

loads, which are usuallv but a small fraction of the

full-load capacity of the wattmeter installed. The
Westinghouse wattmeters possess a great overload
capacit3" and give accurate registi^ation of this over-

load; they make it practicable to install a wattmeter
whose capacity corresponds to the average instead

of the maximum load of the in.stallation.

These wattmeters can be depended upon, the
Westinghouse companj- says, to commence recording
when the load is one-half of one per cent, of their

full-load capacit}-. As an example, an installation

having ^o joo-volt, 16 candle power lamps con-
nected would need a current of 120 amperes to sup-
ply all the lamps. The average load, however,
would probably not exceed one-half the number of

lamps installed. If the full number of lamps in the
installation is seldom burning, and then only for

a short time, an 8o-ampere, loo-volt Westinghouse
wattmeter will be the size of wattmeter to install,

as it can safely carry 120 amperes and give accurate
registration. The light load which would be carried

for the greater part of the 24 hours would be only
a few lamps, possibly not over four 16 candle power
lamps (two amperes). The 80-ampere Westing-
house wattmeter, it is claimed, will give proper reg-

istration of this current, as it can be depended upon
to give accurate account of two per cent, of its full-

load capacity, which is three 16 candle power lamps.
In other words, this So-ampere Westinghouse watt-

meter will give correct registration when but one

Fig. 2. Single-phase Instrument.

NEW WESTINGHOUSE INTEGRATING WATTMETERS

per cent, of the total number of lamps installed is

burning.
The loss of energy in the wattmeter has received

great attention. The shunt and series windings and
the mechanical features of the meter have been espe-
cially studied to bring about an arrangement of

windings and methods of adjustment to minimize
these losses. The shunt windings are so well pro-
portioned, it is said, that the loss amounts to only
1.25 true watts, or, in other words, the shunts of

40 of these meters will consume the same energj' as

one 16 candle power lamp. In the series coil the
loss at full load is so slight that it can be detected
only with the most delicate instruments. This fea-

ture of the Westinghouse wattmeter is of great value,

as the losses due to series coils of meters Lre liable

to be overlooked in station practice, but are, never-
theless, of considerable importance. In some cases,

in series coils containing many turns of wire, the

loss is said to be from 10 to 15 watts when the meter
is fulh' loaded. Besides using up energy- in the watt-
meter itself, this causes a bad voltage drop in the
circuit into which it is connected. It should be borne
in mind that the series coil losses are greatest when
the load on the station is at the maximum. The
light weight of the rotating element in these watt-
meters and the great care exercised in the construc-
tion of the recording movement, or counter, prac-
tically eliminate any losses from friction in the
wattmeters.

Fig. 2 shows a Westinghouse single-phase integrat-

ing wattmeter. Its counter reads directh' in watt-
hours, no constant or multiplier being necessary.

A great varietv' of stj'les is manufactured to cover
circuits of different alternations, current and voltage.

With meters for large currents and voltages less

than 500 volts series transformers are used; for

voltages abo^e 500. shunt and series transformers
are supplied for all wattmeters.

Fig. 3 shows the Westinghouse integrating watt-

meter for three-wire, single-phase circuits. The
wattmeter itself is identical with the two-wire, single-

phase wattmeter described above, and is made to

register the energy delivered by a three-wire circuit

through the medium of a specially designed series

transformer, having two priman.- coils and one sec-

ondaiy coil. One of these primary coils is connected
in series with one of the outside wires of the three-

wire circuit: the othei^ primary' coil is connected in

series with the other outside wire of the three-wire

circuit: the secondarj' coil, in which the current is

proportional to the sum of the currents in the two
priman.^ coils, is connected to the wattmeter. The
shunt circuit of the meter is connected between the

neutral and one of the outside wires. The counter

records directly in watt-hours the total energ>- sup-

plied to both sides of the three-wire installation, no
multiplier or constant being necessary.

The Westinghouse integrating wattmeter for poly-

phase circuits records on a single dial the total en-

crgA' delivered in all the phases of a two-phase or

a three-phase circuit. The manufacturers say that

it will make a correct registration of the true energ>-

delivered by the circuit into which it is connected

under an^- condition of power factor, whether the

circuits are balanced or not. This is an important
advantage, said to be possessed by no other watt-

meter now in operation. The polyphase wattmeter
possesses all the advantages and characteristics of

the single-phase t3-pe, and is exceedingly small and
compact, its over-all dimensions being 12 by "jV-i by
6V2 inches. The counter records the total energy
supplied in all the phases of the polyphase circuit

in which the wattmeter is connected, no multiplier

or constant being necessary-.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company claims that this line of integrating watt-

meters possesses manj- new and novel features and
that it cannot be surpassed for accuracy, permanency,

.\rrang meat for Three-wire Single-phase Circuit.

compactness, durability, completeness, simplicity

and perfection in both electrical and mechanical
design.

Small Towie Motors.

The Central Electric company of Chicago has ^
complete line of one-twelfth, one-eighth, one-fourth,

one-half and one horse power motors for power
purposes. These are of the Towle type, as shown
herewith, and are compact, free-running and effi-

cient. The Central company- requests inspection of

these small motors or correspondence with out-of-

town dealers or central-station men.

Calumet Street Railway.

Judge Kohlsaat of the United States Circuit Court
entered an order last week authorizing Receiver John
McXulta of the National Bank of Illinois to advance
out of the funds of the bank the amount necessarj'

to paj' up the indebtedness of the Calumet Electric

Street Railway company. This indebtedness is

SMALL TOWLE MOTOR.

placed at $368,200, exclusive of the claims for $3,682.-

300 in favor of the insolvent national bank. In the

petition filed in court it was stated that the receiver

of the bank holds 2,944 of the 3.000 bonds, of the
value of Si.ooo each, issued by the road, as well as

4,838 of the 5,000 shares of capital stock, valued at

Sioo each. Mr. McNulta also holds receivers cer-

tificates of the road under order of June i, 1897.

valued at $200,000. exclusive of interest and note5

amounting to $54,500. Another order of the court

allows the receiver to take up all the receiver's cer-

tificates heretofore issued. Both orders were en-

tered on the recommendation of the comptroller of

the currency-. The receiver declared the Calumet is

in a prosperous condition and that there has been
an increase of almost 50 per cent, in receipts during-

the last six months.
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Internal Self-oiling Ball Engine.

The Ball Engine company of Eric, Pa., thinks

that in its new internal self-oiling engine it has an

automatic steam engine which has more points of real

excellence than any other in the field, and is, withal,

strongly built and pleasing in appearance. The dis-

tinctive feature of this new design is the automatic

oiling system, which is simple, efifective and eco-

nomical in the use of oil.

It will be seen by the illustration that the oil is con-

tained in a pocket in the bottom of the frame. The
crank disks in revolving carry over a portion of

this oil into a trough in the top of the frame, covered

in by the hood. From thence the oil flow.« in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

center-crank engine, the company is prepared to

furnish self-oiling engines, built either as simple,
tandem-compound, or cross-compound, and cither
side-crank or center-crank, as desired.

Western Electric Alternating-current
Enclosed Arc Lamp.

The Petite alternating-current enclosed'arc lamp
manufactured by the Western Electric company,
illustrated herewith, is in many respects a radical

departure from former practice in this field, and it

is considered to embody the most advanced ideas,

both mechanically and electrically. It is put forth

INTERNAL SELF-OILING BALL ENGINE.

Streams into the main bearings, and is also carried

by the radial holes to the crank pin. There are re-

movable guiding plates, one on each side of the

connecting rod at the ends of the guides next to

the crank disks, so arranged that they make a slot

through which the oil is guided directly into the

cross-head, which has a large bell-shaped opening
to receive it. The lower guides are so designed
that the cross-head "floats" on the oil. and as the

slides ha\e large areas the wear is practically elimi-

nated in these parts. As the guiding plates guide
the oil directly into the cross-head, the doors on
the side of the frame may be taken away for the
purpose of taking indicator cards or for examina-

FLs strictly up to date in all features entering into the

make-up of an economical and reliable lamp.

In the regulating mechanism an induction arma-
ture of aluminum is used, so combined with the

laminated core of the electromagnet that great

range of adjustment is secured, and it is said that

the lamp will continue to burn steadily under
changes in voltage which will seriously affect other

forms of lamp on the market.

The carbon is fed directly by a specially designed

clutching mechanism which, while giving a preci-

sion of feeding that is all that can be desired, will

not allow the carbon to slip through when jarred

nor by reason of the mechanical vibrations com-
municated to it from the mechanism. This is a

desirable feature and one which makers have long
sought for in vain.

A simple mechanical balancing of the moving ele-
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provided, so constructed that the lamp can be used
witTi a metal reflector, white enameled on the under
side, to throw the light downward, or with an outer
gli>be with or without a reflector.

The inner globe does not require cleaning except
at each trimming.
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tion of the cross-head, without the oil being thrown
on the engineer or on the floor.

These advantages are claimed: The oiling is

automatic and positive, commencing when the engine

starts and stopping when it is shut down, and re-

quires ho attention. There is uniform and copious

lubrication of the various wearing parts, the pass-

ages being large and direct. There are no oil cups

or tubes of any kind to clog up or become inop-

erative. The oil is not exposed to the open air

or to contamination with foreign substances, as the

oiling is entirely internal. There is no saponification

or aeration, and the oil is kept cool and clean.

There is no throwing of oil on surrounding objects.

The workmanship and materials used in the con-

struction of this engine are of high grade. All parts

are made to standard gauge and interchangeable.

All moving parts are carefully balanced and the en-

gine operates quietly and without vibration. _
Al-

though the picture shows a direct-connected simple

T ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.—THREE STYLES.

ments in the lamp mechanism reduces the electrical

energy necessary to effect regulation to a minimum,
with a resulting high efficiency in the lamp.

A particularly noteworthy feature of the lamp is

the arrangement of the side arms which support

the lower carbon and its holder: these are so located

with reference to each other and to the carbons that

it is said that the flaming of the arc and irreg-

ular burning away of the tips of the carbons, so

noticeable in many enclosed arc lamps, is entirely

prevented.
The lamp is short, neat in appearance, easy to

trim and is capable of use with various combinations

of globes and shades. It is readily connected for

operation in multiple at different frequencies, with

simple means of adaptation for voltages varymg
from 100 to 120. It has a life of iqo hours with

each trimming and is practically noiseless.

When used for outdoor illumination no hoods

are necessary, a special weatherproof casing being

Copper Production of 1898.
.\ccording to the figures of the Engineering and

Mining Journal, the production of copper in the
United States increased from 223,825 long tons in
1897. 10 230,241 in 1898. The increase occurred
chiefly in Arizona and Michigan, Montana showing
a decrease, owing chiefly to the smaller output of
the Anaconda mine. In 1898 the United States fur-
nished more than half of the total copper supply
of the world.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New Yoric Notes.

New York, July 31.—The E. P. .\llis company
of Milwaukee has been awarded the contract for fur-
nishing the engines tor driving the geneiators in
the new power house of the Manhattan Railway com-
pany. These engines, which will be among the
largest stationary engines ever constructed, are to
be eight in number and of 8,000 nominal horse power
each. The power house is to be built on the East
River, between Seventy-fourth and Seventy-fifth
streets, and the work on it will be pushed as fast
as possible.

It is rumored that steps are being taken to effect
a consolidation of all the trolley roads in operation
and building in the borough of Queens. The pro-
jectors of the new Cross Country railroad from
Flushing to Jamaica are reported to be back of the
movement. It is proposed to take in the new line
now building by the New York and North Shore
Railroad company and all of the roads operated by
the New York and Queens County company in
Long Island City and vicinity and combine them
with the Long Island Electric Railroad company.
A new through express service is to be operated

between the Brooklyn bridge and Manhattan Beach,
by way of the Kings County Elevated, Brighton
Beach and Long Island railroads. The first through
train will leave Manhattan Beach at 7:30 a. m., and
trains will leave half-hourly thereafter throughout
the day until 12 midnight. The first through train
will leave the Brooklyn Bridge station at 7:45 a. m.,
and thereafter every .^o minutes throughout the day
until 10:45 P- m. These trains will stop only at

City Hall, Franklin avenue, Clarkson street and
Sheepshead Bay, the running time from the bridge
through to Manhattan Beach being 40 minutes.
The libel suit which was preferred against Presi-

dent Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
pany by Albert L. Johnson, the former president of

the Nassau company, has been formally withdrawn
by Mr. Johnson's counsel.

It is said that representatives of the St. Louis
and the Brill Car companies have been in consulta-
tion with officials of the Stephenson Car company,
whose plant at Elizabeth, N. J., has been idle for
some time, and that a consolidation of the three
companies is being negotiated. A large foundry
and a number of other departments may be built

and the works enlarged to three times the present
size of the plant. It is expected that nearly 2,000
hands will be employed in the carworks bei*ore the
fall. The shops of the St. Louis and the Brill com-
pany will also be kept running.
At a recent meeting of the aldermen, a resolution

was offered by Alderman Neufeld. which was re-

ferred to the law committee, to the effect that all

gripmen. motormen and conductors upon the street

or elevated railroads in the city shall be required to

obtain licenses in the same manner as the hackmen.
T'Hpse lir-^nses are to be issued only to citizens of the

T^nited States and to those who have resided in

the city at least one year prior to the application

for the license.
^ - ^t ooriferences have been held recentlv b^-

tiveen President Rossiter of the Brooklyn Raoid
Transit coninanv and comnuttees reoresentin.g the

fii-emen and locomotive engineers of the Brooklvn
elevated road in relation to a re?idjustment of the

rnfesof wao^es conseauent on the change from steam
power to electricity on the road. It is claimed that

a satisfactory agreement has been reached and that

there will be three grades of motormen in the ele-

vated-road service- The first or lowest grade will

include the men running the local bridge motor
cars, the second those who run through electric

cars over the bridge, and the third, or highest, the

men who were locomotive engineers. The lowest

rate of wages will be $2.25 a day. The two higher

rates have not yet been definitely fixed. M. S.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, July 29.—The old rumor has been revived

of a proposed electric-railway system across the en-

tire slate. The promoters of the enterprise are said

to have headquarters at Marshall, Mich.
The Port Huron and Port Austin Electric Railway

company has filed articles of incorporation. The
capital is $25,000.

Thomas Forbes, formerly a trimmer employed by
a Detroit firm, w-as arrested at the request of R. A.

Tress of the Detroit Electric Light and Power com-
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pany. on suspicion of stealing wire. Detroit tele-

phone companies have been bothered for some time

by an organized gang. Other arrests will follow.

Otsego, Mich., has annulled its contract with the

Otsego Electric Light company and has made one

with the Kalamazoo Valley company, and a merry
war is on. Otsego claims that the Otsego company
has not fulfilled its contract, and hence the right to

annul its agreement. The Otsego company has

about $10,000 invested and does not propose to lose

the plant. W. H. Coats, hydraulic and electrical

engineer of Grand Rapids, has made a special test

of the lights in behalf of the city. His conclusions

have not yet been given the public.

George W. Bullis of Ann Arbor is interested in

the proposed lines between Hastings and Battle

Creek. If the connecting lines are built, as contem-

plated, this will give a continuous line across the

state from Grand Rapids to Detroit.

Don M. Dickinson, attorney for the river-front

freight "L" line, writes that the promoters of the road

are about to disclose their plans for a bridge, below

Belle Isle, with an appropriate electric system.

Detroit's first automobile company was organized

early in the week. The present capitalization is

$150,000, and assurances are forthcoming that $1,000,-

000 will be subscribed, if deemed necessary. The
concern will manufacture the Ford motor, the in-

vention of Henry Ford, mechanical superintendent

of the Edison Electric Light Works of this city.

The Ford motor uses gasoline. Ford claims that

there is no noise or odor from his gasoline motor.

The incorporators are Colonel F. J. Hecker. W. C.

McMillan. C. A. Black, A. E. F. White, S. S. De-
lano and Frank R. Alderman, who acts as secretary.

G.

PERSONAL.
George Henry Wheeler, president of the Chicago

City Railway company from 1891 to 1898. is reported

to be seriously ill at Bluff Point. N. Y.

Mr. J. E. Woodbridse. editor of the American
Electrician, and Miss Ethel Hotchkiss. daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hotchkiss. were married on July
23d, at Grace Church, New York city.

Frederick Charles Webb, a prominent English
telegraph engineer, committed suicide la'^t month
while despondent from ill-health. Mr. Webb was
over 70 years of age and had taken a prominent part

in submarine-cable laying.

Mr. M. E. Baird. general manager of the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor. Conn.,

who has been in charge of the Chicago office of the

company, is spending a few weeks in the East on
a combined business and pleasure trip.

Mr. J. FI. Cooke, representing the western interests

of the Buckeye Electric company, has been spend-
ing some time in the Northwest, visiting St. Paul.

Minneapolis and other points. He reports that the

outlook is bright for record-breaking sales of incan-

descent lamps.

The senior prize offered by the cr^mcil of the

British Society of Mining Students for the best

paper on "Electricity as Applied to Mining Engi-
neering." has been awarded to W. S. Gresley. mining
engineer of Erie, Pa., who is an honorary member
of that institute.

Professor H. S. Carhart. professor of physics and
electrical engineering at the University of Michigan,
is in Europe. He has a year's leave of absence from
the university and will spend it in s*^udy in Ger-
many and France. Professor George W. Patterson,

who has been in Germany for a year, will return and
have charge of Professor Carhart's work during his

absence.

The Missouri-Edison Electric Club, composed
wholly of office employes and heads of departments
of the Missouri-Edison Electric company of St.

I.ouis, recently held its annual meeting, followed
by a banquet and minstrel entertainment. The follow-

ing-named officers were elected: President. P. J.

Parker: vice-president, F. Schwedtmann; secretary,

Frank Herbert; treasurer, T. S. Clark. The old boards
of directors and trustees were re-elected.

Mr. Homer E. Niesz, formerly assistant super-
intendent of construction for the Chicago Edison
company, has been promoted to be assistant to the

general superintendent of the company. Mr. L. A.
Ferguson. Mr. Niesz's advancement is well de-

. served, as he has made a fine record for capacity
and zeal. He succeeded Mr. John J. Abbott, who
resigned to become assistant cashier of the American
Trust and Savings Bank. Mr. Niesz's successor in

the construction department is Mr. E. W. Lloyd.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Electrical street decorations will be conspicuous

in the Chicago fall festivities. It is proposed to

erect a number of arches and stud them with incan-
descent lamps. Mr. Samuel Insull. president of the
Chicaso Edison company, is a member of the sub-
committee on decorations.

Incorporation papers were recently filed at Al-
bany, N. Y., by the Catskill Mountain Electric com-
pany, for the manufacture and production of light,

heat and power in Ulster and Delaware counties.
The capital stock is $100,000. The following-named
gentlemen are the directors: John B. Blish, George

I-{. Lasher, Carl Herman, all of Fleischmans, N. Y.;
Charles C. Kaufman, C. S. AUaban and Andrew J.
Kaufman of Margaretville; C. L. Andrus, Stamford,
N. Y.

The contract for furnishing 323 electric arc lights

for Binghamfon, N. Y., was recently awarded by
the City Council to the Binghamton General Elec-
tric company at 27 cents a night for each light.

The Syracuse Electric Light and Power company,
operating in Syracuse, N. Y., is soon to have a
competitor, it is said. The Underground Electric

Wire company proposes to enter the electric-light

field with an increased capital as soon as it can erect

and equip a plant.

A Bloomington, 111., dispatch states that a cor-
poral ion known as the Bloomington Gaslight and
Electric company has been formed by the consolida-
tion of the Citizens' Gaslight and Heating company,
the Citizens' Electric company and the Gridley gas
works. The capital stock is $400,000. It is under-
stood that most of the capital is furnished by Chicago
men. including Morris Ullman. The deal unites all

the lighting plants of Bloomington. with the excep-
tion of the Bloomington Electric company.

The South Wales Daily News states that work
has already been commenced in connection with a

new electrical station at Penarth. which the govern-
ment has decided to erect and equip in connection
with national coast defense. The buildings will cost
about £4.000. and will be erected on the highest point
of the cliff, about half a mile on the Penarth side of

Labernoch Point. A powerful searchlight is to be a
feature of the station. According to the same author-
ity, the station and searchlight will be used by the

Severn submarine miners. The station is to be util-

ized also for training this corps in electric-lighting

work for military and naval purposes.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that a large factory for the production of

Short electric-motor equipments is to be built at

Preston, England, and that Professor Short will

superintend the erection of the works in person.

The street-car strike in Cleveland has practically

resolved itself for the present into a boycott against
the street-railway company and those who patronize
its cars. Some additional attempts at violence were
made last week, but the militia and police are pre-
serving good order on the whole.

The Mill Creek Valley Street Railway company
of Cincinnati has been enjoined by Judge Thompson
from using car controllers infringing the Condict
patent. No. 3Q3.323, belonging to the General Electric

company. The controllers held to be infringing
were made b^"" the Johnson company and the Steel

Motor company.

Judge Adams of the United States Circuit Court
for the eastern division of the Eastern District of

Missouri has issued a decree enjoining the Central
Lmion Brass company from infringing on the Van
Depoele patent. No. 424,695. for "Improvements in

Suspended Switches and Traveling Contacts for

Electric Railways," owned by the General Electric
company.

It is stated that the Metropolitan West Side Ele-
vated Railroad company of Chicago and the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy railroad have practically

come to an agreement whereby the suburban trains

of the latter line will be switched on to the elevated
road at its western terminus, near Douglas Park
boulevard, and carried into the heart of the city

and around the Union Loop.

A temporary injunction was granted the West
Chicago Street Railroad company recently, prevent-
ing interference with the extension of its Kedzie
and California avenue lines across the boulevards.
This victory of the company over the West Park
Board, which opposed the boulevard crossings, was
celebrated on the evening of July 26th with fireworks
and a parade along Kedzie avenue.

The Washington Traction and Electric company
of Washington, D. C. has placed contracts for 10

storage-battery cars, to be run on the Anacostia and
Potomac River division. These cars will be dupli-
cates of the storage-battery cars now running in

Chicago on the lipie of the Chicago Electric Trac-
tion company. Tht. old trolley cars of the system
will be changed to provide for the batteries, which
will be furnished by the Electric Storage Battery
company.

Says the Chicago Record: Everyone connected
with the management of the elevated-railroad prop-
erties in Chicago is cheerful over the prospects for
the future. The traffic figures each month for the
last six months at least have shown steady increases
over last year's records. The Metropolitae road ior
the first two weeks of July gave an increase frac-
tionally under 26 per cent. The South Side Elevated
has shown steady gains in traffic up to 23 per cent.
last month, and it is highly probable that the stock
will soon be put on a four per cent, basis. The Lake
Street Elevated also reports encouraging gains in
the traffic every month, with conditions favorable to
greater percentages of increase.

The directors of the Consolidated Traction com-
pany of Jersev City held their annual meeting re-

cently. The following were elected officers of the
company for the ensuing year; President, Bernard

M. Shanley; secretary, T, J. George, and treasurer,
E. N. Hill. The new board of directors is as follows:
B. M. Shanley, C. A. Griscom, R. C. Jenkinson,
Jeremiah O'Rourke, Thomas F. Ryan, E. B. Gaddis,
A. H. Paget. John E. McArthur, Henry Lembeck,
Albert G. Jennings, L. P. Ward, William J, Davis,
BernaTd M. Shanley, Jr., Dudley Farrand and James
J. Corbiere.

The Plainfield (N. J.) Daily Press states that the
new trolley line from Staten Island ferry to the
Granford township line, and ultimately to Plain-
field, which is being built by Senator John Kean,
will probably be called the "palace line," as the cars
will be unusually handsome, being painted pure
w^hite with gold lettering. The interior of the cars
will be finished in birdseye maple, with large mir-
rors in the end; the cushions will be of red velvet,
and beside each seat will be a touch-button to signal
the conductor. Each platform will have a rubber
mat. while the center of the floors wiW be covered
with the same material. The trucks of 15 of the
cars have arrived, and the road probably will be in
operation by the middle of August.

The Hanover Street Railway company, which' re-
cently came into existence as the result of a con-
solidation of the five roads about Hingham, Mass.,
has organized with the following-named officers'
President. Albert L. Register of Philadelphia: vice-
president. Hon. John J. Whipple of Brockton, Mass.-
treasurer, George A. W. Dodge of New Haven'
Conn.: secretary, Gardner F. Welds: other directors'
Oliver E. Williams of Boston, David Peffer. Jr., of
Philadelphia, Clarence Burgin of Quincy and Her-
bert Nash of Boston. The company contemplates
a change of name from Hanover Street Railway
company to South Shore and Boston Street Rail-
way company. The property is appraised at $1,276 -

470, with a net floating debt of $297,000.

^
"On every trolley car that runs from the Astoria

lerry, opposite Ninety-second street," says the New
York Commercial Advertiser, "there is a poster, in
flaring colors, showing the right way and the wrong
way of alighting therefrom. On one side of the
poster is a spruce-looking damsel in the act of step-
ping easily to the ground, with her face toward the
niotorman. At the other is a stout dame in the
act of turning a somersault on the pavement, with
her packages of kitchenware and baskets of vege-
tables flying in all directions. The lettering accom-
panying the pictures reads simply: 'How to Get Off
and How Not to Get Off a Trolley Car.' At the
first glance it looks like an advertisement, but close
study shows it to be nothing but a free gift of advice
on the part of the transportation company."

AUTOMOBILES.
The automobile race around France, in which

great interest was taken, was won by M. De Knyff,
a Belgian, who, with a 16 horse power machine,
covered the distance in 44 hours 44 minutes, an
average of 31 4-5 miles an hour.

A dispatch from Paris states that two automobiles
on July 30th beat the Paris-St. Mole express in a race
between those cities, a distance of 226 miles, mak-
ing the best time ever recorded for an automobile,
covering the distance in seven hours and ;iS minutes.
The time of the train was seven hours and 48 minutes.

The automobile has received official recogni-
tion at the hands of the German government. Five
automobile postal wagons have just been ordered
by the postmaster-general. Three of these are to
be petroleum and two electric. If they prove sat-

isfactory it is the intention of the authorities to abol-
ish the horse post wagons and replace them with
automobiles.

It is stated that the new bicycle trust is capitalized
at $40,000,000. 42 bicycle plants having been ab-
sorbed, at a cost of $31,000,000, leaving $9,000,000
for working capital and to force out competition.
Under the agreement each factory hereafter will

make but one grade of wheels. According to the
daily papers, it is proposed to make electric automo-
biles so cheaply that the gasoline vehicles will be
forced off the market.

The Tractor-truck Automobile company has been
incorporated in Trenton, N. J., to operate automo-
biles for the carrying of freight, passengers and
express matter, the capital stock being $2,500,000,
of which $1,000,000 is to be preferred stock bearing
seven per cent, non-cumulative dividends, and $1,500.-
000 common stock. The incorporators are T.
Henry Dixon. J. Russell Taylor, C. Berkeley Tay-
lor and George H. B. Martin.

A plan is said to be on foot to establish an auto-
mobile line between Morristown. N. J., and New
York. Many wealthy residents will urge the Morris
County Traction company, which has a capital of
$250,000, to apply to the freeholders to grant a char-
ter for the proposed line. The residents of the town
object to a trolley line which it is proposed to con-
struct, and in view of this objection the traction com-
pany may start an automobile line.

The Chicago Tribune says that an automobile
plant to cost a trifle of $5,000,000 is being built in

I,ong Island City. The work is already well under
way, it is said, and two machine shops for the big
plant are rapidly going up. The factory is being
built on the property of the Daimler Manufacturing
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company. It will be operated under the name oE

the Daimler Manufacturing company, of which it is

an outgrowth, and it has the financial backing of the

Whitney syndicate.

; The Electric Cab company of London is having

more than its share of ill-luck in operating its cab

service. To meet the increasing demand the com-
pany was rushing the building of more vehicles,

but it encountered a serious setback. Society peo-

ple, who have become infatuated with the automo-

bile fad, need drivers for their machines, and as they

are willing to pay good wages, the trained drivers

of the Electric Cab company have been induced

to accept positions with the owners of private auto-

mobiles.

Some time in the fall electric automobile street-

sweeping machines will be used in Paris and the

old clumsy dust machines will in time be done away
with. The motor is in front, while underneath and
behind is a tank for water. The sprinkling device

is in the rear, near the sweepers, which can be raised

out of contact with the pavement whenever desired.

The new machine can be run back and forth over

a street to sprinkle it. It will then return and sweep
the dirt in piles and electrically driven carts will carry

away the dirt after it has been heaped in piles.

An interesting automobile race between electric

carriages took place recently in Paris and brought
out the good features of the American machines in

a very gratifying manner. The race was called the

criterium des electriques, and was organized by the

paper Sport Universel lUustre. The course was
from Porte Maillot to Poissy and back, a distance

of about 50 kilometers. The Columbia carriage of

G. Philippart won the race in one hour 20 minutes
and 29 seconds, while M. Garcin was second in one
hour 48 minutes and 10 seconds. M. Berg, in his

Columbia voiturette, made the trip in one hour 53
minutes and three seconds, thus coming in first in

the voiturette class. The Columbia automobiles use
Phcenix accumulators, the invention of M. Philip-

part.

One of the largest traction engines ever built was
recently completed by the O. S. Kelly company of

Springfield, O., and shipped to Cuba, where it has
been used with considerable success on one of the

largest sugar plantations. The boilers are of the
locomotive type, with grate surfaces varying from
nine to 12 square feet. The boiler pressure is 180
pounds per square inch. The engine develops 120
horse power. The drive-wheels are eight feet in

diameter, and the steel-plate tires are provided with
cleats four inches wide and two inches thick, ex-
tending completely across the face at such an angle
and distance apart as to insure the complete bedding
of one cleat on each wheel before the preceding cleat

has left the ground. The front wheels are five feet

in diameter and are similarly constructed. Steering^
is effected by the usual hand-wheel, worm and shaft,

fitted with chains secured to the front axle. With a
grade not exceeding five per cent., the Scientific
American says that a net load of 30 tons can be
hauled 30 miles per day by this traction engine. Over
dry, natural soil even 112 tons has been hauled. The
engines are adapted to haul freight from plantations
and from mines so remote from railroads that the
transportation of low-grade ores becomes unprofita-
ble.

TELEGRAPH.
Dispatches from Manila give the information that

the Signal Service Corps established cable communi-
cation with Calamba on July 29th. This cable in-

sures uninterrupted telegraphic communication with
the advanced posts in the country occupied by the
insurgents. It is expected that within a short time
all the islands in the archipelago will be connected
with Manila by cable.

The extensive pole 3'ards of the Western Union
Telegraph company have been removed from Mon-
roe, Mich., to Delray, Mich., on the Detroit River.
Monroe is on a small river, near Lake Erie, and the
removal was due to the fact that the waterway from
the lake to the docks was of insufificient depth. It

is said that if the citizens of Monroe had bestirred
themselves sufficiently to have caused the dredging
of the channel the yards would not have been re-

moved.

PUBLICATIONS.
A neat booklet, entitled "Perfection in Detail."

shows the good points of the C-S push-button
switches and wall boxes made by the Cutter com-
pany of Philadelphia. Prices are given.

The Western Electric company of Chicago is dis-

tributing to the trade a neat pamphlet describing

its electrical novelties. Electric flashlights, walking
canes, searchlights, gas-lighters and dental, bicycle,
carriage and photographic lamps are among'thc spe-
cialties quoted.

A beautiful booklet has been issued by Westing-
house, Church, Kerr &: Co., New York, on the sub-
ject of "Light and Power Installation for Private
Residences and Hotels." A handsome cover, heavy,
tinted paper with rough edges and a number of dainty
illustrations combine to make the book very attract-

ive. The illustrations include views of private resi-

dences and hotels where electric lighting is provided
by Westinghouse gas engines and generators. The
AVestinghouse gas engine is specially adapted for

electric lighting, and can be operated by using gaso-
line as fuel when gas is not available. With an elec-

tric plant, light is supplied for the house, stables
jind grounds, and also power for operating pumps,
elevators, ventilating fans, lathes, saws, preparing
fodder, ice freezers, dairy, laundry and other work
connected with private residences and hotels.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Space telegraphy exhibits and experiments will

be a feature of the coming National Export Ex-
position in Philadelphia,

It is reported from Pasadena, Cal., that Professor
T. S. C. Lowe proposes to install a $10,000 electric

fountain in the opera house of that city.

The new pattern works of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric anct Manufacturing company, in course of erec-

tion at East Pittsburg, Pa., collapsed on July 27th,

burying a number of workmen in the ruins. One
man was killed outright and five others were seri-

ously injured. A bridge company was putting up
the structural iron when the accident occurred.

R. C. Richards, an operator and lineman for the
Postal Telegraph company at Gallup, N. M., was
killed by lightning on July 29th at McCathy's Sta-
tion, about 18 miles east of Laguna. He was perched
on a pole testing a wire and talking to the wire
chief at Albuquerque when he was struck, the shock
knocking him off the pole and killing him instantly.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. have received
a contract from the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad company for electrical equipment at the
Fort Madison shops. Fort Madison, la. The firm
has designed the installation, which includes lighting
the shops and the railroad yards, providing electrical

current for operating the turntables for locomotives
and for furnishing power Jn the machine shops and
other purposes.

The steamship Civic brought to New York 9,999
bags or 250 tons of copper coins from India, con-
signed to the Orford Copper company. It is said
that the coins will be melted for refining purposes,
as they are imported as copper scrap. It is explained
that the coins are worth more as copper than as coins
with the price of copper standing at or about the
present value of $18.50 for Lake. The statement is

made that when copper stood 'at io cents there was
a profit in coining for the Indian government, but
conditions are now changed by the prices ruling for
copper. It is said that the copper coins of China
can also be imported and melted at a profit.

For the information of intending bidders, the fol-
lowing data regarding the electric plant and cranes
for the New York navy yard are presented: The
machinery to be installed will consist of one electric
generating plant, complete, from which will be trans-
mitted power to electric motors located at various
points in the several steam-engineering shops of the
yard; four-motor electric traveling crane for the
steam-engineering shops, maximum working capacity
to be 40 net tons, the crane to have a 70-foot span and
travel about 347 feet; three-motor traveling crane, of

25 tons' capacity or 35 tons at test load, with 70-foot
span and travel of about 338 feet; two three-motor
lo-ton cranes, to travel 347 feet; two three-motor
traveling cranes, of 10 tons' capacity, to travel 338
feet. Bids will be received at the Bureau of Sup-
plies and Accounts of the Navy Department, Wash-
ington, D. C, until August 8. 1899. Blank forms of
proposals may be obtained from the bureau or at

the Navy Pay Office in New York.

that the Triumph company has more orders on hand
at the present time than ever before in its history,
wliich speaks well for the excellence of the appa-
ratus. The company's success is due in no small
measure to the energetic efforts of Mr. Jacob.

The Hays Construction comparty, consulting engi-
neers. Truy, O., which makes a specially of remod-
eling electric-light and street-railway plants which
have run down and are not paying satisfactory divi-

dends, is meeting with considerable success in its

line. The company has remodeled and put on a
paying basis a number of plants, and W. S. Hays,
the chief engineer, has been particularly successful
in this work. The company is anxious to communi-
cate with companies which have obstacles of this
kind to overcome, as it believes it can be of great
service.

TRADE NEWS.
W. H. Jacob, the popular manager of the sales

department of the Triumph Electric company, Cin-
cinnati, spent a few days in Chicago last week in

the interests of his company. Mr. Jacob reports

BUSINESS.
The Lynn Incandescent Lamp company of Lynn,

Mass.. issues a blotter stating that "Now is the time
to gather up your burned-out lamps and ship them
to us for renewal or exchange for new ones."

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has
gained the enviable reputation of advertising and
pushing a specialty only when it is absolutely sure
that it is an article of merit. The company is now
sending out handsome mailing cards describing the
Noxall annunciator, which has become so popular
in its territory.

Marquette, on Lake Superior, is one of the most
charming summer resorts reached via the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railway. Its healthful loca-
tion, beautiful scenery, good hotels and complete
immunity from hay fever make a summer outing
at Marquette, Mich., very attractive from the point
of health, rest and comfort. Those desiring further
information should apply at the ticket office, 95
Adams street, Chicago.

W. C. Sterling & Son, Monroe, Mich., one of the
best established firms for the production of tele-

phone, telegraph and electric-railway poles in the
country, state that the volume of their business has
exceeded all expectations. Sterling & Son have 11

pole yards in Michigan and have been wholesale
producers for 20 years. The product handled by
them is said to be the best put on the market. The
firm is known far and wide and bears an enviable
reputation.

Charles H. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, report numerous shipments of their

well-known Helmet oil and Perfection and Bonanza
oil cups throughout the agricultural districts, ex-

tending from Maine to California. In fact, the firm

has never experienced so large a demand for this

well-known lubricant as at the present time. Besly
Sc Co. are also just equipping a machine shop in

India with lathes, drill presses, chucks, fine tools,

etc. The new 1899 catalogue is now ready for dis-

tribution and is mailed free upon application.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply company, 32
Cortlandt street. New York, one of the best-known
electrical supply houses in the East, is having its

hands full filling orders for its well-known products,

particularly its telephones and the famous Mesco bat-

tery. , The business of the Manhattan company is

by no means confined to the United States, as it

constantly receives orders from foreign countries.

The company recently issued a handsome new cata-

logue (No. 10), which conains much information
of value to those interested in telephone and other
electrical work. This catalogue will be cheerfully

mailed to anyone on request.

Bryan & Humphrey, consulting mechanical and
electrical engineers, St. Louis, Mo., report a very act-

ive season. The original installation of 2,500 horse
power for the Imperial central station at Tenth and
St. Charles street, St. Louis, Mo., is about completed,
and an addition of 1,500 horse power of engines,
generators and boilers is being installed and is

expected to be in service by October ist. Bryan
& Humphrey are installing an isolated electric-

lighting plant and electric elevators in the Nugent
dry-goods store. They have also contracted for

electric elevators for the new Lindell and Boyle
buildings on Washington avenue, and are lengthen-
ing the chimney of the Mercantile Club. Their out-
of-town work includes a central station at El Paso,
Texas, a 500 horse power boiler plant for the state

lunatic asylum at St. Joseph, Mo., a 1.200-light iso-

lated lighting plant for the state lunatic asylum at

Nevada, Mo., and an electric pumping station at

White Hall, IlL They also have in hand consider-

able work of less importance, covering a wide field

of engineering.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

629,325. Secondary Battery. Ralph Ashley, Port
Republic, N. J- Application filed July 29, 1897.

In a storage battery the couibinariDO with the series of
clIs, superimposed upon one another, forming a stack or
pile, the cells at one end or side formed wiiii a vertic-1
channel, of the positive aod npgative elecirode? located
in the cells, and the conductors secured to the electrodes
and pas^ini! up through the channels and electrically con-
necting the negative e'ectrode of one cell with the posi-
tive electrode In the cell above.

Issued July 2^, i8gg.

629,340. Electrical Hair Brush. Albert J. Cook,
Jersey City, N. J. Application filed April 11,

1899.

The brush body has a p'urality ot groups of metal'ic
bristles insulated from each other, a battery, an induction
coil having its primary windinR in circuit with the battery,
and separate circuit-wire connections between the primary
and secondary windings of the induction coil and the sep-
arate groups of bristles. (See cut. ) .

629,363. Accumulator Plate. Heinrich F. Hobel,
Berlin, Germany. Application filed January 31,

1899-

Electrode plaie^ for accumulators, characterized by a
large number of small flat formations having a tiiangular
shape being placed alternaiely with their flat Fides to one
pno her in such a way that the points correspond to a simi-
lar position of ihe tas^s of the nesi layer, when placed
side by side, and atioidin^ a latticed work or grid of large
surface composed of several columns thus formed and per-
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forated in an oblique direction, so that solid bars pass
ihrongh from one side of the frame to the opposite one
both in the latticed work and also in the active mass after

it has been spread over the latticed work.

629.371. Storage Battery. Charles -W. Kennedy,
Rutledge, Pa. Application filed August 29,

1898.

This is an electrode for a storage battery having a series

of bars or plates provided with perforaiions, each perfora-
tion bavins the surrounding metal reduced to a thin edge
in or near the central transverse plane of the perforation,

and pellets tightly inserted in the perforations, each pel-

let being formed of coils or riags of active material

adapted to expand radially of the apertures.

629.372. Storage Battery. Charles W. Kennedy,
Rutledge, Pa. Application filed August 29,

1898.

A Storage battery is described having a series of several

superimposed cells arranged to hold the entire electrolyte

of the battery in a series of relatively shallow bodies one
above another, the pair of electrodes each consisting of a

series of parallel perforated sheet-lead tubes, the tubes of

one electrode interlapping with tlje tubes of the other, all

the tubes of both electrodes being in the same horizontal

plane, and charged with granular active material, two
horizontal connecting bars, one for the outer ends of each
series of tubes, the inierlapping ends of the tubes being
disconnected from each other, and both the electrodes of

each pair being adapted to be submerged in one of the
shallow electrolytic masses between the bottom of one cell

and the bottom of the one below, (See cuL)

629.373. CoA-er for Junction Boxes. Edwin Kern
and Charles Claflin, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed October 12, 189S.

A junction bos adapted to be set into the wall, having
an opening or openings for the conneciioD of the conduits
and the entrance of ihe wires, a cover therefor having an
opening for the passage of the wires leading to the lamps
sastained on the fixture, and a fixture-supporting piece se-
cured to the cover and insulated therefrom.

629.394- Process of Reducing Metallic Compounds
and Producing Metallic Carbides. Isaiah L.

Roberts. New York, N. Y. Application filed

May 26, 1896. Renewed May 18, 1899.

The process of reducing metals or forming carbides
thereof which consists in supporting the mixture of the

finely divided metallic compound and carbon upon an in-

candescent conductor or conductors, passing a current of
electricity through the conductor or conductors, fusing the
materials, preventing the passage of the nnfused mass, and
allowing the fused metal or carbide to continuously pass
the conductor.

NO. 629.340.

629,397. Automatic Magnetic Circuit Breaker.
William M. Scott. Philadelphia, Pa. Applica-
tion filed January 28, 1S98.

In combination with an electric switch, means for cens-
ing the opening of the same, means independent of the
switch for normally restraining the opening means and
automatic magnetic means for aciuatiog the restraining
means.

629.308. Controller for Electric-motor Cars or Ve-
hicles. Sidney' H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio. Ap-
plication filed March 2, 1895.

A controller for an electric car or vehicle is des-ribed
which comprises a suitably -actuated shaft, a series of
suitably arranged contacts operatively connected wiih the
shaft and a series of relatively stationary contacts adapted
to be electrically engaged by the contacts on the shaft, of
a contact located within the line of the circuit, a circuit
breaker located in the line of the c-rcuit and adapted to

electrically engage the contact, the circuit breaker nor-
mally being out of engagement with the contact, means
operatively connected with the shaft for actuating the
circuit breaker into electrical engagement with the con-
tact, means operatively connected with the shaft for elec-
trically disengaging the circuit breaker from the contact
preparatory to the interruption of the electrical engage-
ment between contacts of the two series of contacts, means
for locking the circuit breaker in its normal position,
means operatively connected with the shaft for actuating
the locking means to unlock or release the circuit breaker,
and means acting to retain the locking means in its opera-
tive position.

629.309. Controlling Apparatus for Electric Motors.
Sidney H. Short. Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed April 25, 1896.

In combination with a motor circuit and a controlling
switch for the circuit, a series break consisting of a series
of stationary contact points, a series of movable contact
points, a device normally having operative engagement
with a movable part of the controlling switch when the
latter moves toward the "on" position, means for auto-
matically disestablishing the engagement upon reaching
the '"on" position, a connection between the device and the
movable contacts of the series break, and a separate device
attached to the connection and having operative engage-
ment with the movable part of the controlling switch when
the latter is moved toward the '"off " position, whereby the
first movement of the controlling switch to.\ard the "on"
position throws the contact points of the series break into
circuit and leaves them in that position during any further
movement in the direction of the controlling switch, while
any movement of the latter toward the "off" position at
once opens the contact points.

629,406. Adjustable Hanger for Incandescent
Lamps. William N. Thorp and Frank G. Nor-
mart. Fresno, Cal. Application filed August 12,

1S98.

This is an incandescent lamp hanger having a rotaiable
reel or drum, conducting rings fixed 10 the reel or dram
and provided with tongues to which are attached the con-
ductors of a suspension cable, guide tubes supported on a
frame in which the reel is m'mnted, and stems in elec-
trical engagement with the guide tubes and with the con-
ducting rings. (See cut.)

629,424. Arc Lamp. Edward M. Cashion, Glens
Falls, N. Y. Application filed August 29, 1S98.

One claim describes an arc lamp, an inner globe for
surrounding the carbon points, a ventilating cap on the
end of the globe, comprising two plates adjustable one
relatively to the other so as to form an air space between
them, the inner of the plates having an opening through
which the carbon passes, the opening being larger than the
diameter of the carbon, the outer plaie having an opening,
the wall of which engages closely against the carbon, and
a dustpan on the carbon, and adjacent to the iimer plate.

629,435. Third-rail Electric-railway System. John
R. Farmer, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

December 22, 1897,

The combination consists of a supporting rail, a third
rail supported thereon and shaped like an inverted U. in-
sulation between the same and forming an air space be-
tween the bottom of the third rail and the suppjrtiag
rail.

629,624. Electric Signal. Wendell H. Stillwell,

Topeka, Kan. Application filed May 17, 1899.
A signaling device, comprising an electric circuit, a

circuit-closer arranged in the circuit, means operated from
a block at the side of a track rail for closing the circuit-
closer, and an order-holding clip, the order-holding clip
also serving as a short-circuiting device.

NO. 629,372.

629.445. Plug-receptacle for Electric Circuits. John
T. Hunt. New York, N. Y. Application filed

August 12, 1898.

The receptacle has a removable side and is provided with
a partition and openings to admit the main conducting
wires, posts and contacts within the receptacle and carried
thereby, and a transverse screw entering the partition and
securing the side combined with the plu^ adapted to enter
the receptacle and provided with the contacts adapted to

engage the contacts within the receptacle, conducting
wires carried by the plug, and a face-plate to conceal the
plug.

629.504. Motor Apparatus for Looms. Albert B.

Herrick, Ridgewood, and W^illiam M. Brocks
Paterson, N. J. Application filed August 23,

The combination with a driving shafi, of a motor, means
for starting the motor without load to a speed sufficient to

overcome the static inertia of the driving shaft, and means
actuated by the motor for connecting the motor with the
driving shaft, the means being actuated by the motor when
the speed has been attained.

629.508. Insulated Conductor. Jasper N. Keller,

Newton, Mass. Application filed September 7,

An insulated conductor, cons'stiag of a metallic con-
ductor and an insulating covering, interposed between
which are fragments or pieces of insulating material
slightly separated from each other.

629.521. Motor Vehicle. Lucius J. Phelps, New
Brunswick, N. J. Application filed June 20,

1898.

One claim d-jscribes a locomotive tractor provided with
an electric motor controlled by a rheostat aTd commutator
by means of which the motor is started, regulated, stopped
and reversed, the combination of a steering wheel mounted
in a fork with steering head and handle bar. sheave
wheels mounted at the extremities of the handle bar and a
pair of reins passing around the sheave wheels and at-
tached to the lever of the commutator.

629.5S0- Time Stamp. Ernst R. Malmborg, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed January- 20, 1899.

A time stamp is described, the combination with the
lime mechanism comprising an electromagnet of an arma-
ture for the magnet, a rocking arm actuated by the arma-
ture, a flexible band actuated by the rocking arm and
time-indicator mechanism actuated by the flexible band,
the flexible band forming a non-rigid connection between
the rocking arm and the time-indicator mechanism,
whereby the throwing action due to momentum of rigid con-
nections is overcome. (See cut.)

NO. 629,406.

629.584, Station Potential Indicator. Ralph D.
Mershon, New York, N. Y. Application filed

February' i, 1899.
'

A station potential indicator for alternating' current
circuits having line capacity, line leakage or distribmed
load or two or more of the conditions, comprising a local
circuit having means for approximately reproducing in
miniature the impressed and cjunter electromotive forces
of the main circuit and such of the line conditions as may
exist, and means for indicating the value of the resultant
electromotive force.

629.603, Electric Arc Lamp. Paul F. H. Queisser,
Charlottenberg, Germany. Application filed

September 19, 1898.
,

An electric arc lamp is described, the combination con-
sisting of a suitably supported carbon, of feeding mech-
anism therefor, a dash-pot and an adjustable device
interposed between the dash-poi and feeding mechanism,
having separable engagement with the dash-pot. whereby
the feeding mechanism is relieved of the braking influence
of the dash-pot when the arc is in its normal condition.

629,63 1 . Electric-headlight
Wellman. Ashland, Ky.
6, 1899.

Lamp. Harlan P.
Application filed April

The combination with an electric-railway car having at
its end a bousing, and a primary coil located within and
projected beyond the housing, of a headlight lamp and a
secondary coil carried by the lamp and adapted to be
placed in inductive relation to the primarj- coil when the
lamp is placed m its operative position, the lamp casing
having an opening therein coiL;cident with the secondary
coil.

Adolph
_
F. T.

Application filed

629,638. Electric Door-opener.
Wiechers, New York, N. Y.
September 15, 1898.

The combination of the alarm-circuit and means for
closing the same, an electrical door-opener and a circuit
therefor, means, independent of the alarm circuit, for
closing the circuit of the door-opener, another device for
closing the circuit of the door-opener automatically when
the alarm circuit is closed, and a switch for establishing
or interrupting the electrical connection of tbe door-
opener with the last-named circuit-closer of the door-
opener circuit.

629.645. Telegraph Sounder. James S. Baynard,
New York, N. Y. Application filed April 22,

189S.

A telegraph sounder is described, provided with an elec-
tromagnet, a spring-pressed armature lever for the same,
an adjustable backstop for the armature lever, and of a
different material than tbe electromagnet cores, for pro-
ducing distinguishing sounds upon the attraction and re-
lease of the armature lever, the loudness of the sound
being governed by ihe position of the adjustable backstop,
and a resonant casing containing the electromagnet, arma-
ture lever and backstop, the adjustment of the latter per-
mittlne of contacting the backstop with tbe casing at the
point farthest from the armature lever, to transmit the
sound g'ven by the armature lever to the backstop to the
casing, for producing sound calls or signals.

NO. 629,580.

629,663. Fuse Block tor Electric Circuits. Harrv-

P. Davis, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

March 23, 1S99.

There are two separable parts, one of which is provided
with circuit terminals and an opening and the other of
which is provided with a fuse and fuse terminals and a
projection having a blow-out passage and fitting in and ex-
tending through the opening, in combination with a clamp-
ing device adapted to engage both parts of tbe hlc>ck and
draw them together.

629,664- High-tension Circuit Breaker. Harry P.

Davis. Pittsburg, and Gilbert Wright, Wilkins-
burg. Pa. Application filed March 23, 1899.

An automatic electtic circuit breaker, the combination
with a single stationary laminated contact terminal and a
single stationary carbon terminal, of a single movable
terminal corresponding to each of the stationary terminals,
a supporting arm for the terminals having a flexible elec-
trical circuit connection and pivoted to a hinged support,
and means for actuating the support to swing the carbon
contact terminals into engagement and thereafter move
the supporting arm longitudinally tb bring tbe main ter-

minals into engagement.

629,665. Controller for Electric Motors. Harry P.

Davis, Pittsburg, and Gilbert Wright. Wilkins-
burg. Pa. Application filed March 24, 1899.

A controller for electric motors, the combination with
stationary contact Angers or brushes of a drum provided
with suitably arranged and connected contact pieces, a
shaft upon which the drum is rotaiably mounted, a spring
for storing the eneigy imparted to the shaft, means for
clamping either end of tbe spring to the shsft and tbe
opposite end to the drum, according to tbe direction in
which the shaft is rotated, a device for holding the drum
stationary and means for withdrawing the holding device
at a predetermined point in the rotation of the shaft.

629,682. Condenser. Peter C. Hewitt, New York,
N. Y. Application filed June i, 1897.

This is an electric condenser, comprising a dielectric
with coatings, each having a spiral trend, one right and the
other left.

629,^5. Electrolytical Production of Zinc or Other
Metals. Carl Hoepiner, Berlin, Germany. Ap-
plication filed July 16, 1896.

A process which consists in placing a soluble metallic
anode in a solution of a salt capable of dissolving tbe same,
placing a suitable cathode in a second solution containing
a metal other than that contained in tbe anode solution,
separating the two solutions by a suitable diaphragm,
passing a current, thereby bringing the anode metal into

solution and depositing the cathode metal, precipitating
the anode metal from the anode solution and conveying
the resulting solution to the c:athode compartment.

629.686. Process of Extracting Zinc from Its Ores.
Carl Hoepfner. Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger-
many. Application filed November iS, 1897.

The process consists in oxidizing roasting a zinciferous
solph'dic material, converting the resulting sulphurous
acid into sulphuric acid, causing the latter to react upon a

suitable chloride in tbe presence of heat and reacting with
the hydrochloric acid gas thus formed upon the oxidized
material in the presen-e of a metallic chloride solution,

whereby a neutral or slightly basic solution containing zinc
in the form of a chloride is obtained, and electrolyzing the
latter solution.
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Extensions of the Lake Street Elevated
Railroad.

Within the last few months the Lake Street Ele-

vated Railroad company of Chicago has made some
important extensions and improvements which have
added considerably to the value of the service. The
main line, which runs west from the Union Loop
on Lake street, has been extended through Austin to

Wisconsin avenue in Oak Park. From West Fifty-

second street, which is the dividing line between
Chicago and Austin, the road follows South boule-
vard to Lombard avenue, thence south to Randolph
street and west on Randolph to Wisconsin avenue.
The residence districts of both Austin and Oak
Park arc thus reached and suburbanites are given
rapid and efficient transportation to and from the

city.

As the road p?sses from Chicago into Austin at

consisting of a motor car and two traij cars, de-
sce\iding the incline with the trolley pole in position.
Current at 550 volts for the trolley line and the

incline 'i>s obtained from the Cicero and Proviso
Street Railway company's station in Oak Park, while
the road east of Fifty-second street is supplied at

the same voltage from the Western avenue station

of the W'est Chicago Street Ralhoad company.
Another extension that has been recently opened

is the company's line to the Plarlem race track.

This branch, which is also an overhead-trolley sys-
tem, leaves the main line on Randolph street at Cuy-
ler avenue. It runs south on Cuyler avenue to Har-
rison street, thence west to Harlem and south into

the race track. On days when there is racing at

the track express trains are put on, running through
to Harlem without stop from the Randolph and
Fifth avenue stations in the city. These trains are
run at seven-minute intervals between one and two

General Superintendent Frank Hedley. From
Rockwell street west the elevated structure is ar-

ranged to accommodate three tracks and for the

greater part of the distance the third track is already
laid. When this track is completed, express trains

will be put on, to run from Oakley avenue to Fifty-

second street without stop. This service will reduce
the running time between Chicago and Oak Park
about 15 minutes. The running time for the round
trip on the present schedule is 93 minutes.

Electrical Trade with Russia.
[From the WashingtoD correspondeni of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The attention of manufacturers of electrical ma-
chinery and appliances is called to the growing and
important market for electrical apparatus presented
by the Russian empire. During the year 1898 the

EXTENSIONS OF TBE LAKE STREET ELEVATED RAILROAD —INCLINE AT WEST FIFIY-SECOND STREET.

Fifty-second street it changes from a third-rail ele-

vated system to a surface railroad wdth overhead-trol-

ley construction. To effect this change and allow a

through-car service to Oak Park an incline was con-

structed, a portion of which is shown in the accom-
panying picture. This incline extends from the sta-

tion at Fifty-second street to Willow avenue, a dis-

tance of some 1.4C0 feet, and is built with grades
of one and two per cent. The third rail ex-
tends to within a short distance of the foot of the

incline, while the trolley wire runs over the incline

about half its length.

Each motor car is provided with two trolley poles.

one at each end, and when not in use they are pulled
down and fastened securely. The changing of the
motor connections from the third-rail to the trolley

wire or vice versa is accomplished by means of a
large double-throw switch placed in the motor-car
cab. The switch is thrown when both the contact
shoe and the trolley are in contact. It is spe-

cially designed for the purpose and is so constructed
that the two circuits act in parallel in operating the

motors during the short interval that is consumed
in changintr the switch from one set of contacts to

the other. The illustration shows a west-bound train,

o'clock and for a sufficient length of time to bring
the people back after the races.

During the morning and evening the cars on the

main line are operated on a six-minute schedule
through to Oak Park, and during the rest of the

day cars are run every seven minutes. A three-

minute service is also maintained in the morning and
evening between the city and Austin.

A fare of five cents is charged between the city

and the Fifty-second street station, and between that

point and Oak Park, or Austin five cents additional

is collected. But commutation tickets which enable
passengers to travel over the whole length of the

main line are issued at the rate of five cents a ride.

A charge of 25 cents is made for the. round trip on
the express trains to Harlem.
The company operates 37 motor cars and 88 trail

cars. The motor cars weigh 52,OOj9 pounds each
and carry two General Electric motors rated at

160 horse power each. The trailers weigh 32.000

pounds. All cars are equipped with the Westing-
house automatic air brakes. The speed of the trains

varies between 22 and 35 miles an hour. The com-
pany is according its patrons excellent service at

presefit and other improvements are contemplated by

shipments of electrical machinery from this country
to Russia were valued at $16,810. The shipments
during the current year have been somew-hat larger,

but there are circumstances which lead to the belief

that our electrical trade with that country can be
greatly increased if proper efforts are devoted to se-

curing that market. The future of Russia unques-
tionably lies in industrial development, w'hich. in
its now rapid growth, creates new and increasing
demands, and these demands may well be supplied
by the United States. The rapid progress that Rus-
sia is making in industrial centers has attracted much
attention in England, and British manufacturers and
exporters are awakening to the fact that the Russian
empire is a market of immense importance, and they
are consequently laying their plans to secure control
of that market.

It has long been the opinion of our diplomatic
and consular officers in Russia that an exposition
of certain specialties of American electrical manu-
facture in Russia -would be of great" interest and
value, as exhibiting such progress as we have made
in our development, and openng the way to larger
trade relations between the two countries. The idea
seems to have taken definite shape, the State Depart-
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ment having laid the matter before the manufacturers

of the country; it is now waiting to hear from them
before taking further action in the matter. Indi-

vidual manufacturers have expressed hearty ap-

preciation of the opportunity, and'-Congress, at the

coming session, will undoubtedly enact tKe legisla-

tion necessary to put the project "through. The plan

is to move the exhibits at the close of the Paris

Exposition to either Moscow or St. Petersburg, and

to carry on for five months an exposition of Ameri-
can manufactures. It is asserted that the cost will

be as nothing to the trade advantages secured.

The demands of Russia are just beginning to be fdt,

and the people of that country are inclined to adopt

American methods rather than those of any other

nation. Congress will act promptly if there is mani-

fested by manufacturers a desire for the display of

their exhibits in Russia. T.

At! Improved Liquid Interrupter for

Rhutnkorf Coils.'

By a. a. Campbell Swinton.

The following is a description of an improved form

of liquid interrupter, which for I'se with Rhumkorf
coils appears to have several advantages over the

interrupters of Wehnelt and Caldwell, of which it

is a modification. Like the most recent Wehnelt
arrangements, it is capable of easy adjustment to suit

dififerent sizes of coils, different voltages, and to take

more or less current, and give discharges of different

powers and frequencies. It appears, however, to be

free from the troublesome phenomenon of fatigue,

while it operates equally well whatever be the direc-

tion of the current.

The apparatus consists of a glass vessel' (A) filled

with dilute sulphuric acid, into which dips the lead

IMPROVED LIQUID I.NTERRUPTER.

sheet (D). which forms one electrode, and also the

hollow-glass cylinder (D), which is also rilled with

dilute acid and contains the lead sheet (C). which

forms the second electrode. The glass cylinder (B)

is closed at the bottom, with the exception of a

small circular aperture (E), about three. or four md-
limeters in diameter. Through this aperture pro-

jects the small end of the conical glass valve (F)

which, by means of the screwed-carrier tube (H)

and milled nut (G). can be raised or lowered so as

to close or open the aperture to any desired extent.

As in operating the level of the liquid is found to

rise rapidly in the inner cylinder, an overflow is

provided at (J). Like all electrolytic interrupters,

it will only operate upon an inductive circuit, the

amount of the self-induction being one of the fac-

tors, while the applied voltage is another that de-

termines the frequency.

With a given amount of self-induction and a given

voltage, the extent to which the aperture is opened
or restricted by means of the valve enables both

the frequency and the amount of current to be varied

within wide limits. The valve arrangement is. in

fact, even more efficacious in this respect than the

adjustable platinum wire used by Wehnelt, while

the difificulties experienced with the latter, especially

with alternating currents, of the wire melting and the

installation becoming cracked are entirely avoided.

It is true that, after prolonged use. both the A'alve and
the edges of the aperture become slightly eroded: but

if the valve be made long enough, this is easily com-
pensated for. Both for the inner cylinder (B) and
for the valve (F) porcelain may be substituted for

glass.

As the direction of the current through the aper-

ture does not affect the result, it does not signify

which electrode is made positive or which negative.

With alternating currents, the sparks in each direc-

tion seem to be of uniform power, and by suitable

adjustment it is quite simple to obtain with alternat-

ing currents discharges of equal length and power

J. From The Electrician.

to those obtained with continuous currents. With
one of these interrupters connected in circuit with a
lo-inch Rhumkorf coil direct on to the loo-voli mains
(either continuous or alternating), we have found it

possible by simply altering the adjustment of the

valve to vary the primary current from to 25 am-
]jeres, and also to obtain great variation in the fre-

quency. The introduction into the primary circuit

of additional self-induction, or of non-inductive
resistance, enables the frequency' to be varied still

further.

In the design of this interrupter, and in carrying
out the experiments, I am indebted to the co-op-
eration of Mr. J. C. M. Stanton and Mr. H. Tyson
Wolff.

Desaymar Incandescent Lamp.
The accompanying illustration, reproduced from

FElectricien of Paris, shows a lamp named for its

inventor which is to ordinary incandescent lamps
what the Welsbach lamp is to an ordinary gas
burner—a lamp which is claimed to give a con-
siderably increased luminosity at a minimum cost.

A glance at the picture will show the peculiarities

of this lamp, which, like all incandescent lamps, has
the bulb, the vacuum and the filament through
which the current courses, heating the carbon to

incandescence. The carbon, in place of being sim-

Exhibitors at the Wilmington Conven-
tion.

The display of electrical apparatus in Wilming-
ton, Del., from September 4th to 9th, in connec-
tion with the convention of the National Association
of Municipal Electricians, promises to be a success.

Following is a list of the exhibitors so far secured:
Roebling's Sons company. Trenton, N. J.; Wil-
mington Electric Light company. Morris & Co.,
Pyle bicycle supplies. William Lawton. Garrett,

Miller & Co.. Harlan-Hollingsworth company, all

of Wilmington ; Bundy Lamp company. Elmira.
N. Y. ; F. M. Ferrin and J. S. Wilson of Boston:
Universal Electric Switch company. James W. God-
frey (Habirshaw wire and cables). Manufacturers
and Inventors' Electric company. Standard Un-
derground Cable company. Okonite company.
Gamewell Fire-alarm Telegraph company. Baine's
Primary Battery company, Machado & Roller.

Montauk Multiphase Cable company. Fred Pierce.

Monarch Fire Appliance company. National India

Rubber company (Henry Stanley), Safety In-

sulated Wire and Cable company. Day's Kerite, all

cf New York; C. A. Rolfe Electric company. Chi-
cago, 111.; Shelby Electric company. Shelby, Ohio.

Float Representing Electrical Power.
To the large number of people interested in power

matters at Niagara Falls, one of the principal fea-

tures of an industrial parade held in that city on
Monday, July 31st, in connection with the opening
of an Elks' Fair, was the float of the Niagara Falls

Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing company. By
its decorations this float was made emblematical
of the interests it was designed to represent. It

was, as shown in the picture, a large platform
set on a wagon truck, suitably draped and decorated.

In front stood a mast several feet high on which
hung arc and incandescent lamps, while in front

of the mast was an eagle. The center of the plat-

form was filled with the products of the mills on
the power company's lands, and on the platforms sat

four bright-faced young girls. Underneath the plat-

form was a tank filled with water, and running from

DESAVMAR LAMP.

ply a loop, however, is made to coil around a ver-

tical tube ii! the center of the bulb. This tube is

made of a special composition, and is said to give to

the lamp a much greater illuminating power, in ad-

dition to that obtained by the peculiar form of the

filament, at an economy, it is claimed, of 40 to 50
per cent, of the current used.

Ordinar}' incandescent lamps of 16 candle power,
says the French journal, consume an average of

FLOAT REPRESENTING ELECTRICAL POWER.

it up through the mast to a water-wheel on the

back of tlie platform was a hose, the nozzle of which
was suspended over the wheel. By means of a hand
pump the water in the tank was forced through the

hose and fell upon the wheel, causing it to revolve,

the water passing back into the tank for continued
service. The lower part of the float was draped in

black, and the lightning flashes painted on this sug-
gested electricity. The float was drawn b}' four coal-

black horses, each in charge of an attendant dressed
in white duck. The illustration shows the parade
passing down Main street. The line was over three

miles long.

64 watts or four watts per candle. At a price of
12 centimes per hectowatt the expense is about eight

centimes per hour. Many experiments have been
made which give results showing that the Desaymar
lamp of 16 candle power shows a maximum cost

of four to five centimes per hour. This economy
in an extensive plant would be no inconsiderable
item, and should be an incentive to the more rapid
installation of electric plants.

An important establishment is being installed at

Rueil for the manufacture of these lamps, based on
the experimental tests, which have been carefully
and extensively made.

I
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Electric Railroading in Korea.

The opening of an electric railway in Seoul, the

capital of Korea, on May ist, marked an important
step forward in tlie advancement of that nation. For
nearly 4,000 years the only means of travel enjoyed
by Korean gentlemen, says a correspondent of the

Railway Age, have been by the use of chairs or

litters carried by laborers, and a jump direct from
the sedan chair to an electric railway is certainly an

event in eastern life worthy of notice. The opening
ceremonies were attended with much pomp and
gayety, people from all over the country having
traveled to Seoul expressly to witness the event.

Difficulty was experienced in operating the first

car on account of the tlirongs of people who pressed
forward on the tracks. No mishap occurred, how-
ever, and after thenar which contained some of the

officials of the road returned to the power house
a messenger arrived from the emperor requesting

that a special trip be made in order to afford him and
his suite, and the crown prince and his suite, an
opportunity of inspecting the cars. This was
promptly complied with, and the emperor expressed
his pleasure and approval of the new enterprise and
its successful introduction.

The fares on the road vary, according to distance,

from two to 15 cents. This, it is said, creates

surprise, because the people cannot understand why
it costs less to ride so rapidly in 3 beautiful carriage

than in a sedan chair, which can only be carried by
coolies.

All the details of arranging the safe opening and

Electricity in Hat Manufacture.
A recent and \ery inlerestnig application of elec-

tric heat and power is in the manufacture of hats.
In hat manulacturing power is required to drive
the machinery; heat is necessary in large quantities
for the sizing, coloring and dry-rooms; hot' tools
are used for finishing, and light is required for a
part of the year. The heat necessary to produce
a hat in the "rough" may be obtained from steam,
while for finishing either gas or slug-heated tools
have been generally used. Some up-to-date hat
manufacturing establishments, however, are now
supplied with complete electrical equipment.
From the generators power is distributed

throughout the works for running motors attached
to the diiTerent machines formerly driven by shaft-

ing; electric heat is furnished to the hand shells,

machine-iron shells, veluring and shackle stoves,
curling machines, flanging bags, press heads and
other heft tools used in finishing; the plant is lighted
by electricity; while the exhaust steam from the
engines is used to heat water for the sizing and
coloring departments, to keep the water boiling,
in the dry-rooms and for other purposes where
only a low temperature is needed.
Many advantages have been found to result from

the introduction of electricity. Chief among these
is the economy that has resulted from installing
the new system. The engines furnish all the heat
and power necessary for the processes of manufac-
ture by means of the generation of electricity and
Ihe utilization of the exhaust steam. As a rule.

The motors have a rated capacity of 40 horse power.
There are about 800 incandescent lamps of 16 can-
dle power each and 20 enclosed arc lamps for
lighting interior bays in finishing rooms. Small
cluster lighting is used U) a considerable extent
for general illumination. All of the finishing is

done by electrically heated tools, of which there
arc over 300. These consist largely 01 J5-pound
hand shells, supplemented by veluring stoves, ma-
chine-iron she-lls, curling-machine heaters, flanging
bags. etc. The swilchboard is provided with
switches for the various heating circuits, lights,
motors, etc. All of these circuits are independent
lor facility of control, running to distribution boards
on each floor. The exhaust is used lor boilcr-fecd
and hot-water supply for sizing and coloring, for
lieating the "verticaT' dry-rooms by hot blast, for
boiling the water in plank shop, etc. Coils are
immersed in the tubs for boiling the water and the
back pressure on the system is about four pounds.
The balance is established so as to use ail the ex-
haust the entire year, the factory heating being
treated as an intermittent load and using live steam.
For the slift-hat plant of the Milford company

the boiler plant is rated at 250 horse power. The
engine is an 18 by 2^ Corliss, running at Ro revolu-
tions per ininule. The dynamo is a moderate-speed
75-kilowatt belted machine. Electric heating and
lighting are used, but no motors. There are about
225 incandescent lights of 16 candle power each
in this plant. The electric heaters used are veluring
stoves, curling-machine shells, hand shells, round-
ing-off shells, tip-printing and embossing presses,
etc. The switchboard carries switches for the light

and heater circuits, which run to panel boards on
(.ach floor. The w?ter heater? are of 250 and 500

Fig. 1. Hand Shell. Showing Switch and Cord Support. Fig. 6. Electrically Heated Pressing Machines for Straw Hats.

accompanying "celebrations were under the care of

Mr. H. R. Bostwick of San Fraticisco—a task involv-

ing much anxiety, when the fact is remembered that

the Koreans knew nothing of railways or of elec-

tricity, and that in Cairo, Egypt, about 60 people
were killed during the first week of the street cars

in that city.

TRIFLING TECHNICALITIES.
"Did you know our horse balked yesterday?"
"Gracious! What did you do?"
"Hitched an automobile to him and dragged him

home."—Indianapolis Journal.

A young hopeful sat in the window a long time
the other night during a thunderstorm, and con-
templated the scene with a wise look on his face.

Then he turned to his mother and said: "Mamma,
the angels are scratching matches on the sky."

—

Household Words. "

Worse than near thunder
Fear the blue wonder
Of the live wire;

See where it spinles.
How its spark hurtles
Hatred and ire!

Serpentlike swinging,
Hissing and stineing,
Mighty its wrath:

Glancing and flaming.
Slaying and maiming,
Frightful its path.

Man's faithful servant,
Quick and observant,
Sparing no breath;

But as his master.
Fraught with disaster.
Danger and death.

—Chicago Daily News,

ELECTRICITV IN HAT MANUFACTURE.

the only other purpose for which it has been nec-

essary to su_pply live steam has been for the heat-

ing of the buildings. This economical use of

steam has resulted in reducing operating expenses

to a considerable extent. Other advantages claimed

are tiiat better tools can be used, by which a

better grade of goods may be manufactured, and

that the fire hazard is lessened by the use of elec-

trically heated tools.

The Hadaway Electric Heating and Engineering

company of New York has installed many plants

and has devoted considerable attention to electric

installations in hat factories. Chief among the hat-

making establishments making large use of elec-

tricity are those of F. Berg & Co., Orange Valley,

N. J., manufacturers of soft fur hats: the New Mil-

ford Hat company. New Milford, Conn., manufac-

facturer of stifT fur hats, and William Carroll & Co..

Matteawan, N. Y., who manufacture straw ha.t^..

The accompanying illustrations shov/ some of the

electrically heated tools made by the Hadaway
company and used by the hat manufacturers named.

In the Berg factory the power plant is provided

with three boilers of a rated capacity of 225 horse

power each. The main engine is a 425 horse power

Corliss, driving two main shafts on opposite ends of

engine with flywheel grooved for rop^ transmission.

\ supplementary engine of 7S horse power is direct-

connected to a 50-kilo\vatt dynamo. The main dy-

namo is of 150 kilowatts capacity and is belted from

a main shaft. The water heaters are of r.200 horse

power rated capacity. The exhaust system is pro-

vided with separator, back pressure and automatic

reducing valves. Eledtric motors are used for

driving the pouncing, drying, shaving, sizing, iron-

ing, curling and sewing machines and "whizzer."

horse power capacity respectively, ihe first being
used for boiler feed-water heating, the second/ for

water heating for sizing and coloring departments,
etc. The system is run without back pressure, the
water heaters condensing the exhaust. The hot-
water heater is connected to a storage tank for

equalizing the condensation, and so that the color-
ing and sizing vats may be filled rapidly with water
heated to at least 205° F. The system is arranged
so that the moderate-temperature dry-rooms may be
heated by hot water. The storage capacity of the

water is valuable for this purpose in reducing the

amount of steam required at night. The hot water
from condensation in water heaters and waste hot
water from coloring department is collected in a

large iron shell in which a long coil of heavy pipe

is immersed. The waste hot water heats all the

water used in the factory from 40° to 50" F. The
factory heating is done by live steam, as well as the
high-temperature dry-room, presses, etc. There is

not an open coil in the factory, all condensation be-
ing returned to boilers through an automatic re-

turn trap. The large-capacit}^ hot-water system is

of value in the winter in reducing the amount of

steam required to protect the "wet" sprinkler sys-

tem.
The plant of the Carroll factory has an especial

interest, as it was the first in which electric finishing

appliances were used on a large scale. Matteawan
is on a small river which empties into the Hudson,
and power is obtained for most of the time from
a 42-inch turbine operating under 29-foot head. A
150 horse power Corliss engine is in reserve for

low-water periods. The dynamo is a 65-kilowatt
alternating-current machine with belted exciter.

The. primary voltage is 1,000; transformers are
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placed at convenient points throughout the build-

ings. The secondao' windings are for 104 volts.

The switchboard is of the skeleton type, with main

and throw-over switches and instruments. There
are 500 16 candle power lamps for lighting.

No arc lamps are used, but 300 candle power Mogul
incandescents are installed in the bleach house.

The electricall}^ heated appliances in use are hand
flats, glue pots, pressing irons, press machines, tip-

printing presses, machine ironers, etc.

Referring now to individual appliances, Fig. i

(,p. S9) shows a hand shell with switch and cord sup-

port." These shells are patterned after the shapes that

have resulted from many years' use by journeymen
hatters. Careful attention is paid in their manufac-
ture to uniformity of temperature on bottom and

ing done. Fig. 3 shows the typt usually heated
by "flashing" with a gas flame, in which the heat-
ers are now made a part of the internal construction
oF the head.
The soft-hat curling machine, in which, by the

old method, a revolving disk is heated by a Bunsen
burner, affords a novel mode of applying electric

heating and obviates the dirt which is deposited
on the disk, and then on the hat. by the gas burner.
An electric heater, semicircular in shape, is pressed
firmly against the revolving disk, and the heat is

imparted to the disk by conduction. The heater

of control of temperature. These are also made
in sections in which the brim plate is heated by
steam and the crown by electricity. This is par-
ticularly eftective, as the steam gives an initial

temperature of 280° Fahrenheit, and the electric

heater is used to give temperatures above this point.

They are made with the bottom part entirely heated
by steam and the top part heated electrically. With
electrically heated presses there is said to be no stick-

ing of the brims or crowns to the dies. The use of

steam in combination with the electric heater is de-
sirable, for in heating up. the top and bottom parts

^^^T=^^V»»eg^ifl^»J^.

Fig- 2, Group of Electrically Heated and Electrically Driven Ironing Machines.

ELECTRICITV IN HAT MANUFACTURE.

sides. They are supplied with wood or iron han-
dles, as desired, and are made in nine, 12 and 15-

pound weights. The heat is varied according to

use; i. e., moderate for "finishing" and very hot
for "flanging" and "curling." The stand is pro-
vided with a hea^^- slate base, and has projections

or spurs so that the shell maj' be supported when
inclined for veluring. In installing the shells a

cord support is used, which allows the shell to be
moved over a considerabe distance and subjects the
conducting cord to the least strain. The support

made in thi§ form can be properly protected, so
that the heat loss may be reduced. One of these
machines is shown in Fig. 4.

An internally heated flanging bag is illustrated in

Fig- 5 (P- 91 '- The heater is placed inside the bag and
every time a hat is flanged the sand is stirred, keep-
ing the heat uniform over the working surface.

The amount of energj' required is said to be very
small. While working, the bag may be 'lupported

upon an asbestos pad or may be suspended and
the hat block pressed against it. The latter com-

ELECTRICITY IN HAT MANUFACTURE.^SOFT-HAT CURLING MACHINE.

swings as the shell moves on the bench, and the
cord can be kept under slight tension, if desired.

In Fig. 2 is illustrated some of the ironing ma-
chines in the finishing room of the factory of F.
Berg & Co. The machines are electrically heated
and electrically driven.

Printing and embossing-press heads offer an ex-
ceptionally good field for the adaptation of electric

heating. The heat is applied directly to the head,
and obviates the "flashing" method of heating pre-
viously in general use. The work is kept perfectly
clean, the heat is steady and the product corre-
spondingly better. The heaters are niade in sec-
tions, so that by the controlling switch a number
of heats can be secured, according to the work be-

bination is similar in effect to the presses used in

straw-hat manufacture. Each bag is equipped with
a regulating switch, so that the heat may be rapidly

brought up and then maintained at the right tem-
perature.

Fig. 6 (p. 89) shows an electrically heated pressing

machine used in straw-hat manufacture. As usually

employed, these machines are heated by gas; the

dies become sooty, and there is trouble in distribut-

ing the heat uniformly over the whole surface. The
electric heater becomes a part of the die. and being
contained in it the heat is well diffused by the con-
duction of the metal. For the top section of the

press the electric heater provides a clean and uni-

form source of heat, with the advantage over steam

Fig. 3. Electrically Heated Press Head.

are brought together, and the heating up is done rap-

idly by steam, and when separated the electric

heater holds the temperature.
A machine ironer for straw hats is shown in Fig.

7. The hat is rotated on an eccentric lathe. As
it rotates a wet cloth is wound upon it, and the

machine-iron shell is pressed down upon it. steam-
ing the straw. The cloth is then unwound and
the hat "ironed off" with the same shell.

Fig. S illustrates a type of stove used for heating
pressing irons and irons for moderate-temperature
v.ork in place of irons havmg a heater on the inside.

For many purposes they reduce the installation

cost, do away with cords, which become worn,
serve as a stand for the irons and reduce the operat-
ing cost. An internally heated iron radiates over
its entire surface and must have a stand to set upon.
The stove reduces the radiation loss so that two
irons can be heated with less energy than is used
by one internally heated one.

Distressing Trolley-car Accident in

Connecticut.

A very serious accident occurred on the new ex-

tension of the Shelton Street Railway company be-

tween Shelton and Bridgeport. Conn., on the after-

noon of August 6th. The accident was caused by a

car dashing off the trestle at the Oronaque bridge,

while running at high speed. The scene of the dis-

aster is locally known as Peck's Pond, over which the

trestle was erected. The car was filled with passen-
gers from Bridgeport. When it stiuck the eastern end
of the bridge the wheels of the forward truck jumped
the track. The car plunged on a hundred feet out on
the bridge and then toppled over the side of the

bridge and fell into the ravine below. The car turned
completely over in dropping the 50 feet to the

ground below and the trucks and motors came
down on top of the passengers and crushed the life

out of many of them.
The exact number of people on the car was not

known at the time of the disaster. Twent3*-nine pas-

sengers were killed and 12 were seriously injured.

The officers of the company have refused to dis-

cuss the accident, and it is not known why the car

jumped the track. Motorman George Hamilton
was arrested on a charge of manslaughter.

Consul Kenneday of Para, who recently took a

trip up the Amazon on the U. S. S. Wilmington,
says: "The splendid electric railway established at

Manaos. of which Dr. Hebblethwaite is manager and
Mr. Charles R. Flint principal stockholder, is now
being operated. It is 15 miles in length, thoroughly
equipped with all modern improvements, and is cer-

tain to prove a paying enterprise."
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A Self-recovering Coherer and the
Study of the Cohering Action

of Different Metals.'

By J, Chunder Bose.

In working with coherers made of iron or steel,

some special difficulties are encountered in the warm
and damp climate ot" Bengal. The surface of the

metals soon gets oxidized, and this is attended with

variation ot sensitiveness of coherer. The sensitive-

ness, It is true, does not altogether disappear, but

it undergoes a considerable diminution. The pres-

ence of excessive moisture in the atmosphere intro-

duces another difhculty. Substances to be experi-

mented on become more or less opaque by absorp-

tion of water vapor. As fairly dry weather lasts in

Bengal only lor a few weeks in winter, the difficulties

alluded to above are for the greater part of the

year serious drawbacks in carrymg out delicate ex-

periments. To avoid as far as possible the partial

loss of sensibility of the receiver due to oxidation,

I tried to use metals less oxidizable than iron for

the construction of the coherer. In my earlier ex-

periments I derived considerable advantage by coat-

ing the steel spirals with deposits of various metals.

Finding that the sensitiveness depends on the coat-

ing metal and not on the substratum, I used in my
later experiments fine silver threads wound in nar-

row spirals. They were then coated with cobalt

in an electrolytic bath. The coating of cobalt was
at first apt to strip off, but with a suitable modifica-

tion of the electrolyte and a proper adjustment of
" the current, a deposit was obtained which was very
cofierent. The contact surface of cobalt was found
to be highly sensitive to electric radiation, and the

surface is not liable to such chemical changes as

are experienced in the case of steel.

I next proceeded to make a systematic study of

the action of different metals as regards their co-

hering properties. In a previous paper I enumer-
rated the conditions which are favorable tor making
the coherer sensitive to electric radiation. These are
the proper adjustment of the electromotive force

and pressure of contact suitable for_each particular

receiver,, The electromotive force is adjusted by a
potentiometer slide. For very delicate adjustments
of pressure 1 used in some of the following experi-
ments a U-tube filled with mercury, with a plunger
in one of the limbs ; various substances were ad-
justed to touch barely the mercury in the other limb.

A thin rod, acting as a plunger, was made to dip

to a more or less extent in the mercury by a slide

arrangement. In this way the mercury displaced
was made to make contact w-ith the given metal
with gradually increasing pressure, this increase of
pressure being capable of the finest adjustments. The
circuit was completed through the metal and mer-
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lie fixed, a similar ijiccc oi metal beiiiK adjusleil
above the float, so that by working the phinger or
the pressure bulb the two metals could be brought
into contact with graduated pressure. The other
arrangements adopted were the contact of spirals
compressed by micrometer screw, and filings simi-
larly compressed between two electrodes.
With the arrangement described above the action

of radiation on metallic contacts was studied, a
brief account of which will be given under their
respective groupings. It may here be mentioned

91

mobility of the galvanometer spot might be due to
rtsponse, followed by instantaneous recovery, the
galvanometer needle being subjected to opposite
impulses in rapid succession, I interposed a telephone
in the circuit; each time a flash of radiation fell on
the receiver the telephone sounded, no tapping be-
ing necessary to restore the sensitiveness. The re-
(overy was here automatic and rapid. After 20 or
30 flashes, however, the receiver lost its power of
automatic recovery, and the sensitiveness had then
lo be restored by tapping. An interesting observa-

ELECTRICITV IN HAT MANUFACTURE.—FOUR-IRON STOVE FOR PRESSING-JRONS.

ihat certain metals which do not usually show any
contact-sensitiveness can be made to exhibit it by
very careful manipulation. The nature of the re-

sponse of a coherer is to a certain extent modified
by its condition and particular adjustment. A co-

herer freshly made is more difficult to adjust, but
at the same time far more sensitive. The action is

more easily under control and more consistent after

a few days' rest, but the sensitiveness is not so
abnormally great. The contacts of bright and clear
surfaces are difficult to adjust, but such contacts
are more sensitive than those made by tarnished
surfaces. Pressure and electromotive force, as pre-
viously stated, also modify the reaction. For ex-

liun was made to thL- effect that on the last occasion
the receiver responded without previous tapping, a*

rumbling noise was heard in the telephone, which
lasted for a short time, evidently due to the rear-

rangement of the surface molecules to a more stable

condition^ after which the power of self-recovery

was lost.

The state of sensibility described above is more
or less transitory, and is induced, generally speaking,
by a somewhat unstable contact and low electromo-
tive force acting in the circuit. In the majority of

metals the normal tendency is toward a diminution
of contact resistance by the action of electric waves.
The occasional increase of resistance, in general, dis-

appears when the pressure and electromotive forte
are increased. But in the case to be presently de-
scribed we have an interesting exception, where the
normal state of things is just the reverse of what
prevails in the majority of metals.

Alkali Metals.

In the following investigations the radiator is a
platinum sphere 9.7 millimeters in diameter. The
coherer was placed at a short distance, so that the
intensity of incident radiation was fairly strong.
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Fig. 5. liUernaiiy Heated Flanging ba^.

cury. Sometimes the variation of pressure was
produced by a pressure bulb. In the arrangement
described above the contact is between different
metals and mercury—metals which were even amal-
gamated by mercury still exhibited sensitiveness to
electric radiation when the amalgamation did not
proceed too far. In this way I was able to detect the
cohering action of many conductors, including
carbon. For studying the contact-sensitiveness of
similar metals I made an iron float on which \vas

soldered a splJt-tnbe in which the given metal could

1. Paper read before the Royal Society of England.
2, "On Polarization of Electric Ray," Journal of Asiatic

Society of Eergal. May, 1895.

Machine Ironer lor Straw Hats,

electricity in hat manufacture.

ample^ a freshly made and very delicately adjusted
coherer, subjected to slight pressure and small elec-

tromotive force, showed an increase of resistance by
the action of radiation. The galvanometer spot,

after a short interval, resumed its former position,

exhibiting a recovery from the effect of radiation.

The coherer continued to exhibit this eft"ect for some
time, then it relapsed into the more stable condition
in which a diminution of resistance is produced bv
the action of radiation. Another coherer was found
apparently irresponsive to radiation, there being the

merest throb (sometimes even this was wanting) in

the galvanometer spot when a flash of radiation fell

on the receiver. Thinking that this apparent im-

Polassium.—In working with this metal, the ex-
ceptional nature of the reaction became at once
evident. The effect of radiation was to produce an
increase of resistance. . The pressure of contact was
adjusted till a current flowed through the galvan-
ometer, the galvanometer spot of light being at one
end of the scale. On subjecting the receiver to

radiation the spot of light was deflected to the op-
posite end. exhibiting a great increase of resistance.

When the pressure and electromotive- force were
suitablyadjusted a condition was soon attained, when

[Contt?iued o?i fage gs-^
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Conser.ati\e telephone men, whether Bell or In-

dependent, consider it a daring experiment to set

about the establishment of automatic telephone ex-

changes in Chicago, as the new Illinois Telephone
and Telegraph company seems to have done. All

friends of the Independent movement will hope that

a legitimate, honest and healthy competition will

be established in the city of Chicago; but at once

to combat such a strongly intrenched corporation

:.s ;he Chicago Telephone company and to intro-

duce a complicated system of automatic connec-

tions that has been tried only on a small scale and
which has made very little headway in public favor

in the last 10 years seems to be an undertaking of

great and unnecessary magnitude. We sincerely

hope that the new companj- will give the telephone-

using public the service that is demanded. If it

succeeds, its success will be great, and none will

rejoice more heartily than the Western Electrician.

But it hardly- seems the part of prudence to jeopard

the hopes of the thousands who are looking for re-

lief from the existing monopoly By combining with

the effort w^hat is at best but a colossal experiment.

Th& automatic sj-stem should have w-on its spurs

in a town of at least loo.ooo inhabitants before com-
ing to Chicago with its 2.000,000. And it should

be shown how the automatic exchanges are to con-

nect with the manually operated long-distance lines

of the Independents that will soon radiate from

Chicago in all directions. It is fair, perhaps, to give

the system a trial, but there is much about it that

is to be explained, and the _new company should

frankly take the public into its confidence.
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trained young men would be welcomed to subor-

dinate positions that might pave the v,ay to some-
thing worth while.

Catch-words are A'aluable to advertisers, and in

consequence the latest terms of electrical advance-

ment are appropriated to attract attention to the

displa\- "ads" of the daih" newspapers. Thus a

Brooklj'n advertiser calls attention, in bold type,

to "A W'ireless Telegraphy of Prices." These are

merely sounding words, of course, but they catch

the eye. Should the reader wonder w^hat the title

means, he will get but slender satisfaction. "It is

a current saying." saj*s the advertiser, "that on the

day that General Gordon was killed at Khartoum,

the people in the streets and bazaars of Cairo knew

of it, though the distance in a direct line is a thousand

miles, and no telegraph to connect the cities. In our

own cit>- is wireless telegraphy working. This

store's phenomenal midsummer prices are in everj'

one's thoughts. Their influence is felt and talked

about far beyond the city gates. Many already

know before we make an announcement that this

week w'ill have startling advantages for them. And
there's a reasonable cause for such prices, too," etc,

etc. And a little j'urther along the electrical simile

is again put forth: "To-morrow's offers are par-

ticularly electrical—a transmission of wireless

telegraphy. Every alert shopper will detect and

utilize the electro-waves of midsummer prices. Our
advertisement is but a click of the instrument; the

whole store is charged with the force," There isn't

much hard reasoning in such an advertisement, but

it is unusual and readable. It illustrates the extent

to W'hich some of the more popular electrical terms

have been spread among the great American news-

paper-reading public.

With the comparatively sudden increase in the

volume of electrical industries in Great Britain has

arisen a demand for skilled electrical engineers, pro-

gressive and up-to-date. Clear-headed young men
with technical training are wanted by manufacturing

companies, operating companies and municipalities.

The English concerns are looking to the technical

colleges of their own country for their future as-

sistants, but it seems that, just at present, the de-

mand exceeds the supply. It is stated that in one

London school alone notices are posted to the effect

that assistants are needed by eight diffei'ent corpo-

rations or firms doing electrical work.

The American technical schools turn out hundreds

of young men annually who have been well drilled

in the first principles of mechanical and electrical

engineering. It is very possible that many of them

could secure employment in England now by mak-

ing the effort, although it is always to be remembered

that the salar\- standards of the two countries are

very different. However, English practice is im-

proving somewhat in this respect, and as .American

engineers of the first grade have made valuable con-

nections in England, it seems probable that well-

In the recent British naval maneuvers the cruisers

Europa, Juno and Diana were equipped with ap-
paratus for space telegraphy. The ships engaged in

the maneuvers were divided into two divisions. One
was supposed to be protecting a fleet of provision
ships destined for an English port. The other was
to endeavor to intercept the food supplies and pre-
vent their landing. In this scheme of maneuvering
the value of prompt communication from ship to
ship is obvious. It is said, in a general way. that the
usefulness of the new system was demonstrated,,
and that valuable inforn^ation was transmitted from
ship to ship for distances as high as 30 miles.
Signor Marconi was installed on the Juno, com-

manded by Captain Jackson, who is especially in-
terested in the subject of space telegraphv. A cor-
respondent of the London Daily Telegraph gives
an amusing account of the "red-tape" methods" that
were obsened: "Meantime a great deal of secrecy
is observed on the Juno, Mr. Marconi being kept
under lock and key so far as the press is concerned.
It IS a quaint tradition of the na^y that no publicitv
must be given regarding even the most innoceii't
experiments until full information has beea. laid
before the admiralty. This practice, however, does
not prevent everyone in the fleet from being kept
well informed as to the exact course of events. Un-
like most guests on her majesty's vessels, Mr, Mar-
coni does not take his meals in the wardroom, but in
the captain's cabin. He passes most of the day in
work, and does not speak on business matters to
anyone except the commander, who understands the
new system in eveo' detail. At iirst the receiving
instrument was fixed in the chart-room on the Juno,
but in order to secure greater comfort and privacy
for the famous inventor, it has been transferred to
his private apartment." A full report of these in-
teresting experiments would undoubtedly be of great
value to the scientific world, and no doubt it will
be made made public in due time.

It would be w-ell if the Treasurj- Department would
make a more definite classification of the electrical
exports of the United States. For instance, in the
official report of the exports of domestic merchan-
dise for the year ended June 30, 1S98. these items
and values are given: Brass and manufactures 01,

$1,320,093; carriages, cars, other vehicles and parts
of for other railways than steam, $260,393; manufac-
tures of copper, $1,105,236; instruments and appa-
ratus for scientific purposes, including telegraph,
telephone and other electric, $2,770,803: electrical

machinery and machines and parts of, $2,052,504;
lamps, chandeliers and all other devices for illum-
inating purposes, $672,010; miscellaneous manufac-
tures of zinc, $88,423.

It will be seen that with the exception of the elec-

trical machinery entry all the items given may be
composed of electrical and non-electrical exports.
Of course, the government has its own methods
of making classifications, but why are we not told,

for instance, what lamps are electrical, what are
for gas and what for oil? What part of the brass,

copper and zinc manufactures are of electrical ap-
paratus? "What portion of the railwa}- cars and ve-

hicles "for other railways than steam'' are for elec-

tric roads? Why cannot the exports of scientific in-

struments, telegraphs and telephones be recorded

separately instead of in a lump sum? And, finally,

why cannot we know just what the "electrical ma-
chinery and machines and parts of" consist of?

Satisfactory answers to these questions would grat-

ifymany electrical men who have been baffled by the

government's figures when endeavoring to arrive

at the exact amount, in value, of the electrical ex-

port? of this country, either in gross or in any
particular line.

One thing is certain about the electrical export

trade of the L'nited States, however, and that is

that it is increasing. A W'ashington correspondent

of the Western Electrician estimates that the "in-

struments and apparatus for scientific purposes, in-

cluding telegraph, telephone and other electric,"

exported for 1S99 will reach $4,000,000 in value.

Great gains in the class of electrical machinery ex-

ports are also expected to be shown by the official

report for this year.
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A Self-recovering Coherer and the
Study of the Cohering Action

of Different IVletals.

\Contintied from page 9/.]

a flash of radiation made a spot of ligltt swing
energetically in one direction, indicating an in-

crease of resistance; the receiver, however, recov-
ered instantaneously with the cessation of radiation,

and the spot violently swung back to the opposite
end, indicating the normal current that flows in the

circuit. This condition was found to persist, the

receiver uniformly responding with an increase of

resistance followed by automatic and instantaneous
recovery. To prevent oxidation the receiver was
kept immersed in kerosene. When the receiver
was lifted from the protecting bath, it still contin-
ued to respond with an increase of resistance, but
with a gradual loss of power of automatic recovery.
This power was again restored on again immersing
the coherer in kerosene. The receiver in vacuo, or
under reduced hydrogen pressure, would have been
preferred. Had the necessary appliances been avail-
able.

Sodium.—."Vs we pass from potassium to the neigh-
boring metals, there is a gradual transition of prop-
erly as regards the nature of response to electric
waves. With sodium the adjustment is a little more
difficult than with potassium, but the response is

somewhat similar to that of potassium. Though in
general there is an increase of resistance produced
by electric radiation, there are occasional excep-
tions when a diminution of resistance is produced.
With some trouble the adjustment could be made
.so that the recovery is also automatic, but it is not
so energetic as in the case of potassium.

i^ithium.—Specimens of this metal not being avail-
able, I obtained a deposit of it on iron electrodes
by electrolysis of the fused chloride. The action
produced by electric radiation was sometimes an
increase and sometimes a diminution of resistance,
the increase of resistance being the more frequent.
With some difficulty it was possible to adjust the
sensitiveness so that the recovery w'as automatic,
but it was not energetic, nor did this power persist
for a long time.

Metals of the Alkaline Earth.

Pure metals of this group being not available, I
had to rely on the deposit obtained by electrolysis.
Chloride of calcium was fused in a crucible and
deposits were produced on iron cathodes, the anode
being a carbon rod. The deposit was not very even.
One of the iron rods with the deposit was tested
by immersion under water, when hydrogen was
evolved. I did not succeed in getting deposits of
either barium or strontium, the temperature avail-
able not being sufficiently high.
On making a coherer with calcium, and keeping

it immersed in kerosene, an action similar to that
produced by sodium was observed. The tendency
of self-recovery was, however, very slight.

Magnesium, Zinc and Cadmium.

In these metals and in the succeeding groups there
is a pronounced tendency toward a diminution of
resistance by the action of electric radiation. Mag-
nesium being easily oxidizable, there is a thin coat-
ing of oxide on the surface. When this is scraped,
the metal makes a very highly sensitive receiver.
The adjustment is not difficult, the metal allowing
a considerable latitude of pressure and electromo-
tive force. It has already been stated that the metals
which are slightly tarnished can be more easily
adjusted.

Though there is in this metal a decided tendency
toward a reduction of contact resistance, yet it is

possible by careful adjustment to obtain an increase
of resistance. Indeed, it is sometimes possible to
so adjust matters that one flash of radiation produces
a diminution of resistance, and the very next flash
an increase of resistance. Thus a series of flashes
may be made to produce alternate throws of the
galvanometer needle. The more stable adjustment,
however, gives a diminution of resistance, and re-
ceivers made with this metal could be made ex-
tremely sensitive. The tendency toward recovery
is almost wanting.

Zinc.—This metal also exhibits moderate sensitive-
ness: it, however, requires a more careful adjustment.
Cadmium.—The action of this metal is someivhat

similar to that of zinc, but the sensitiveness is very
much less.

Bismuth and Antimony.

Both bismuth and antimony make very sensitive
receivers. IModerately small electromotive force
with slight pressure is best suited for these metals.

Iron and the Allied Metals.

Iron.—The action of this melal is well known.
In one of my experiments I used it in connection
with mercury. When the contact is very lightly
made, there is a tendency toward an increase of re-
sistance by the action of radiation. But after a time
the action became normal; that is to say, there was
a diminution of resistance.

Nickel and Cobalt.—These are also very sensitive.
The surface being bright, the electromotive force
and pressure are to be adjusted with some care.
Manganese and Chromium.—These were obtained
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in the form of powder. Their action is similar to
the other metals of this group.
.'Muminum.—This also makes a sensitive receiver.

Tin, Lead and Thallium.

It is somewhat difficult to adjust tin, but when this
is done the metal exhibits fair sensitiveness. Lead
is also sensitive. The sensitiveness of thallium is

only moderate.

Molybdenum and Uranium.

The specimen obtained was in the form of powde.-
and \ery tarnished in appearance. The sensitiveness
exhibited was slight.

Metals of the Platinum Group.

Platinum exhibited a moderate aninunt of sen-
sitiveness. Spongy platinum also showed the same
action. The absorption of hydrogen made the ac-
tion sbghtly better, but the improvement was not
very marked.

Palladium.—This made a more sensitive coherer
than platinum. The adjustment is, however, more
troublesome.
Osmium.—The specimen was in the iorm of pow-

der. It requires a higher electromotive force to
bring it to a sensitive condition. The sensitiveness
was moderate.
Rhodium w-as found to be more sensitive than

osmium.

Copper. Gold and Silver.

Copper required a much smaller electromotive
force. The sensitiveness was only moderate.
Gold was more diilicult to adjust, but the action

is a little stronger.
Silver.—The receiver was extremely unstable. It

exhibited sometimes a diminution and at other times
an increase of resistance.

Conclusions

It will be seen from the abo\e that all inetais ex-
hibit contact sensitiveness to electric radiation, the

.general tendency being toward a diminution of re-

sistance.

The most interesting and typically exceptional

case, however, was the receiver made with potas-

sium, which not only exhibits an increase of resistance

hy the action of radiation, but also a remarkable
power of self-recover>. In the accidental instances

of increase 01 resistance exhibited by other metals,

an increase of pressure or electromotive force gen-
erally brought the coherer to the normal condition,

which showed a diminution of contact resistance by
the action of electric waves. With potassium I

gradually' increased the pressure till the receiver

grew insensitive. All along it indicated an increase

of resistance, even when one piece was partially

flattened against the other. I increased the electro-

motive force many times the normal value; this

increase (till the limit of sensitiveness was reached)
rather augmented the sensibility and power of auto-

matic recovery. I allow'ed the receiver a period of

rest, the nature of response remaining tile same.
As far as I have tried, potassium receivers always
gave an increase of resistance, a property which
seems to be characteristic of this metal, and to a

less extent, of the allied metals.

It will thus be seen that the action of potassium
receiver is not, strictly speaking, a cohering one.

For it is difficult to see how a cohering* action and
consequent better contact could produce an increase

of resistance. It may be thought that the sudden
increase of current may, by something like a Trevel-
yan-rocker action, produce an interruption of con-
tact. But such a supposition does not explain the

instantaneous action and the equally instantaneous
recovery.

In arranging the metals according to their prop-
erty of change of contact resistance. I w'as struck
by the similarity of action of electric radiation on
potassium in increasing the contact resistance, and
the checking action of visible radiation on the sp'ark

discharge. In the latter case, too, potassium is also
photo-electrically the most sensitive. But the action
is confined to visible radiation, and is most efficient

in the ultra-violet region. I was, indeed. apprehensive
that the action on potassium receiver w-hich I ob-
served might be in some way due to the ultra-violet

radiation of the oscillatory spark. But this mis-
giving was put to rest from the consideration that
the receiver was placed in a glass vessel filled with
kerosene, through which no ultra-violet light could
have been transmitted. To put the matter to final

test, I lighted a magnesium wire in close pro.ximity
to the receiver without producing any effect. Thick
blocks of w'ood of ebonite and of pitch were inter-

posed without checking the action. I then used po-
.larized electric radiation, and interposed a book
inalyzer, si-x centimeters in thickness; when the an-
alyzer was held parallel there was a vigorous action,
but when it was held in a crossed position all action
was stopped. No visible or heat radiation could
have been transmitted through such a structure, and
there can be no doubt that Ihe action was entirely

due to electric radiation.
It would be interesting to investigate whether

the observed action of electric radiation on a potas-
sium receiver is in any way .analcgous to the photo-
electric action of visible light. I have commenced
an investigation on this subject, the results of which
I hope to communicate on another occasion.
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Retirement of Lord Kelvin.

Very cordial and sympathetic wishes of good-will
will follow Lord Kelvin in his retirement from the
chair of natural philosophy al Glasgow L^iiversity.
For over 50 years this eminent man has held a pro-
fessorship in the university, and now. at the age
*jf 75» h<^ retires with a well-won reputation as per-
haps the first man of science now living. His name
will rank high on the honor roll of the nineteenth
century, and he will stand with such men as Davy.
Faraday. Maxwell, von Helmholtz and Henry. Both
in pure scientihc investigation and in piactical appli-
cation he has labored worthily for his fellowmen.
William Thompson (successively Professor Thom-

son, Sir William Thomson and Lord Kelvin) was
born in Belfast, Ireland, on June 26. 1824. He is

of Scotch-Irish extraction, the son of a learned man,
and received a liberal 'jducation. graduating at Cam-
bridge a senior wrangler in 1845. The bent of his

powerful mind was toward electricity and mathe-
matical physics, and in 1S46. at the age of '22. he
was appointed to the professorship at Glasgow he
has now resigned, having steadil> refused tempting
oflers to leave the Scotch mstiiution for positions
at Cambridge University and elsewhere. The ac-
companying portrait is from a photograph of Lord
Kelvin taken in his jubilee year and shows him
in his academic robes. This jubilee celebration, in

LORD KELVIN.

June. 1896, brought together a distinguished gather-
ing of scientific men in Glasgow and elicited con-
gratulatory addresses from 28 unversities, 12 col-

leges and 51 societies and institutions, as well as
a message from the queen.
Lord Kelvin is eminent as an inventor aj. well as

a physicist. His mirror galvanometer rendered the
early Atlantic cables economical in working, and he
was knighted in 1866 for his aid to transatlantic
telegraphy. His siphon recorder was an improve-
ment, and he has invented other valuable aids to
submarine-cable laying and navigation. His elec-
trical measuring instruments are well known. In
1892 Sir William Thomson became Baron Kelvin.
He is an ex-president of the Royal Society and has
received many other honors. Lord Kelvin has sur-
veyed the whole field of electricity and magnetism.
Ss his published works and inventions show^ He
was consulted in relation to the Niagara Falls proj-
ect, and on his last visit to the United States, two
years ago this summer, he inspected the electrical

plant at the Falls with great interest His appoint-
ment as the technical adviser of the new British
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
is a late announcement.

International Electric- railway Bridge
Opened.

The new suspension bridge across the Niagara
River was formally opened on Jidy 21st by the In-
ternational Traction company. The bridge was
beautifully decorated with United States and British
flags, and processions proceeded from each end and
met in the center, while the band plaj'cd the tune
to which "America" and "God Save the Queen"
are sung. After congratulations the guests ad-
journed for luncheon, at w^hich Hon. W. Caryl EI3',

the president of the company, presided.
The bridge is the only structure of the kind now

crossing the Niagara River, all the old suspension
bridges having given way to steel arches. It has
a cable span of 1,040 feet and a suspended span of
800 feet. The width of the roadway is 25 feet, and
through the center of the floor runs a single track
for electric cars. Double tracks are laid on the ap-
proaches at either end. In appearance the bridge
is very graceful, and its service will add materially
to the delights of a trip to Niagara.

The Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway com-
pany has been incorporated in New- York, with a
capital of $500,000. The directors include J. F. Em-
mons, J. \ . Smith. James M. Davis. O. S. Wood.
L. Hall. Louis L. Stanton. It is a reorganization
of an old company of the same name.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Illinois Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany.

An aggressive campaign has been begun by the

Illinois Telephone and '1 eJegraph company, organ-

ized to compete with the Chicago Telephone com-
pany in this city. The company has opened a suite

of offices at 721-723 Rookery building, adjoining

and connected with the offices of theStrowger Auto-

matic Telephone company. In advertisements of

the new Illinois company Albert G. Wheeler's name
is appended as president and L. H. Allen's as con-

tracting agent. M. A. Meyer is president of the

Strowger company and J. Harris is secretary. It is

stated that the Strowger automatic apparatus will be

used, although this fact is nowhere officially and

publicly announced by the company. A circular has

been sent to the subscribers of the existing company,
in which present telephone device.^ are decried with-

out giving much information about "the more mod-
ern ones." Following is the text of the circular:

The value of the telephoQe of to-day is in the number of sub-
scribers and the efficiency of its service.
The telephone instruments and appliances now in use are an-

tiquated.
Tiiis is an age of progress and improvement, and equ .lly rapid

strides have been made in che development of the iciepaune as

of every other device and invention in geaeral use. uut tus very
large amount of money already invested throughout ilie couniiy
in the old-style instruments aud Siviicning devices, and ihe im-
mense sacriiice that would be caused tome esisiiug leiepnone
company by abandoning and throwing away luese aevices aud
substituting for them the more modern ones, has deprived the

public of the benetit and advantages of ihese modern improve-
ments which it Should have enjoyed long since, at a price much
less than the present rates, and without the arbitrary conditions
imposed under the old (the present) system.
'ihis company will begin its operations by providing for at

least 30,000 telepuones, not on philanthropic principles, but

as a business proposition, between the subscrioers and in-

vestors. It being a kuortrn fact that a fair profit c^n be realized by
furnishing very superior service equipped with the most modern
automatic instruments at the rates provided by our ordind.nce.

We respectfully request you to Decome one of the hist sub-
scribers to the Illinois Telephone and Telegraph company, which
will establish a telephone system in the city of Chicago, under
the ordinance granted to it in Feoruary, iSgg, at such reasonable
rates that the use of the telephone will be enormously increased.
The exchanges installed by this company will be strictly hrst-

class; every instrument will be adapted to long-distance service
with metallic circuit, and no party lines, so that service may be
furnished without any possible interference or delay to the
greatest number of subscribers. To facilitate our construction
in all pans of the city, it is important that you sign and return
the enclosed conLract and auplicate at once.
We hope for the immediate co-operatlou and assistance of the

long-suttcrin^ puoiic in this regard, and we will reciprocate
with the most modern equipment, satisfactory service and
reasonable prices.
We, thereiore, ask you to become a subscriber, and assure you

that the policy of the management will be lo provide service tnat
will be prompt, private and perfect.

The enclosed contract is in duplicate and provides
for payment to the Illinois Telephone and Telegraph
company, "its successors or assigns," of the sum of

:>85 a year for a telephone equipment for business
houses, provided, however, that there shall be no
charge until 5,000 instruments are in use; then the

rate lor business telephones is to be $50 a year until

10,000 instruments are in use, after which the regular

^5 rate will be established. The regular annual rate

tor a residence telephone is $50 a year. A provision

of the contract is that a rebate of the first quarterly

payment will be allowed to the first 10,000 subscrib-
ers. There are paragraphs providing for due care

of the instrument by the subscriber, giving the com-
pany the right to remove the instrument in case

of non-payment of rent, asserting that the instru-

ment shall be used only by lessee or on th^ business

of the lessee, and one which reads as follows:

6. The lessor shall have the right hereafter to establish all rea-
sonable rules and reguiatioas necessary tj the conduct of said
Chicago exchange aud the equipments therewith connected, and
the same shall be oioding uj^on the lessee as soon as notified

thereof, provided such rules and regulations shall in no manner
conflictwith the terms of this contract.

It is said that 2,500 orders for the new telephones
were received on the first day after the circulars were
issued (August 4th). By the Strowger system, it

is explained, the subscriber automatically makes his

own connection at the exchange by pulling a switch
on the instrument as many times as there are places
in the number sought—four times for thousands,
three for hundreds, and so on. The switch travels

a different length for each unit from i to o. Thus,
to call 1746, for example, the subscriber inserts a
finger in a finger-hole marked i and pulls the switch
around to a fixed projection, against which the finger
strikes and prevents farther travel. Removing the
finger, the switch flies back to normal, and then it

is pulled a longer distance, in a similar manner,
for 7, and so on for 4 and 6. The contacts thus
made by the subscriber produce a series of auto-
matic selective operations in the exchange, and if

the line is not busy the caller's bell will ring and
he may then take down the receiver and talk to
the person desired. There are two wires only from
each subscriber to the exchange. It is asserted that
this system will work in practice for an exchange of
10,000 subscribers or more. At the office of the
Strowger company the representative of the Western
Electrician was assured that automatic exchanges
working on this principle are in operation in Au-
burn, Perry. Geneva, Oneida, Northville, Amster-
dam and Albion. N. Y. : Princeton, N. J.; Augusta,
Ga. : Aiken. S. C: Morganton. N. C. ; Maryville,
Kan.; Trinidad. Colo; Albuquerque, N. M. ; Yuma,
.^riz. : Albert Lea. Minn. ; Rochester, Minn., and
Coudersport. Pa. Doubters as to the practicability
of the system were recommended to m.ake inquiries
at any of these places. It was said that the automatic
exchanges in Auburn, N. Y., and Augusta, Ga., had

1,000 subscribers each. The engineer ol the Illinois

lelephone and Telegraph company is Mr. S. Potis,

Ji., a well-known mechanical engineer, who designed
the steam plants for several of the large power houses
of the North and West Side street-railway systems
of Chicago. He seems to think that the Strowger
system is feasible.

It is said that the Illinois Telephone and Tele-
graph company will probably increase its stock from
$250,000 to $5,000,000 and that a $5,000,000 bond issue
may be made. On August 1st the Illinois Telephone
Construction company filed articles of incorpora-
tion at Springfield, with a capital stock of ^500,000.
The incorporators are A G. Wheeler, Edward
J. Judd and Louis J. Behan. The purpose of the
newly formed company is said to be to construct
:t complete plant for the Illinois Telephone and
Telegraph company, which has a franchise for laying
underground conduits and for building and operat-
ing a telephone system in Chicago.

Talk of Absorption in Detroit.

A Detroit correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician says that it is reported that the Bell tele-

phone people will absorb the New or Detroit com-
pany. Therumor is unusually active among brokers.
E. J. McKendree, a dealer in stocks and bonds,
says that it comes to him without denial that such
a deal is pending. Broker Corbett says that he has
had more inquiries for Detroit telephone stock dur-
ing the last few weeks than at any previous time.

Many people come to him to see if they can buy
stock. Broker Currie says that an amalgamation of

the two companies is but natural. General Mana-
ger Forbes of the Michigan Bell company was
not inclined to be communicative. He refused, to

answer questions unless they were reduced to writ-

ing. He denied that amalgamation of the compa-
nies was probable in the near future, but admitted
that persons claiming to represent the Detroit com-
pany had made overtures w'ithin a recent date. These
proposals looked toward consolidation. He said

further that the negotiations now on would probably
lead to nothing. He admitted that several of the
largest stockholders were opposed to a union
and had so openly expressed themselves. W. L.
Holmes, president of the Detroit New company,
refused to admit or deny the truth of the story. To
every question put to him, he made answer: "I
haven't a word to sav."

Competition for Louisville.

New \ ork capitalists are said to be interested in

a new telephone system to be established in Louij^-

viUe, to compete with the Ohio Valley Telephone
company, w-hich has had a monopoly in that city for

a number of years, charging exorbitant rates. Per-
haps $2,000,000 will be invested, as it is thought
that the men interested will not limit the outlay.

The representative in Louisville of the New York
people is J. A. Steinau, who has secured the transfer

of a franchise granted by the General Council to the
Louisville Underground Electric Light, Telegraph
and Telephone company more than 20 years ago.
Dissensions arose among the stockholders and
nothing w-as accomplished. Mr. Steinau has secured
possession of the franchise after a year's hard work,
but refuses to tell the price paid for it. It is under-
stood that the Ohio Valley Telephone company will

fight'the new company' in the courts, but Mr. Steinau-
says the franchise wm'U easily stand the legal tfest.

The sympathies of the Louisville people are w'th
the new company, as they feel that the rate fixed

by the old company for years has been an imposition.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Danville Telephone company, Danville, 111.,

is moving into new and more commodious office

rooms, the increased patronage necessitating larger
quarters. The company is installing ihe complete
equipment of the Sterling Electric company of Chi-
cago, consisting of a 500-number metallic board,
adopted for an increase to 1,000 numbers, a 500-
number metallic distributing board, and combined
cable terminals and protectors for 500 metallic num-
bers, together with toll boards, nionitor's desk, etc.

The Danville company has also been making ex-
tensive improvements in the outside construction.

The Mattoon Telephone company, Mattoon, III.,

one of the most successful and progressive compa-
nies in the state, has about completed the moderniz-
ing of its entire exchange. Thousands 6f feet of

cable have been erected, the pole lines rebuilt, and
everything necessary has been done to insure the best
service in the future and accommodate the constantly
growing business. The old quarters have been
abandoned for larger and more convenient exchange
rooms. The new rooms are equipped w'ith the ap-
paratus of the Sterling Electric company of Chicago.
The equipment consists of a 5co-drop metallic switch-
board, arranged for an ultimate capacity of 1,200

subscribers, a 500-number metallic distributing

board, arranged for a continued increase, and com-
bined cable terminals and protectors for 500
subscribers. The Mattoon Telephone company is

now in a position to furnish prompt and efficient

service to its patrons.

Victor Telephone Apparatus.
The Victor Telephone Manufacturing company

of 166-174 South Clinton street, Chicago^ makes a

line of apparatus that is .said to excel the Bell prod-
uct. The switchboard is shown in Figs, i and 2—
a front and rear view respectively. The board is

recommended lor completeness, compactness and
stability, combined with high efficiency. In design-
ing this board the manufacturers have u.^ed the
Victor five-drop and jack section, shown in front

and rear view in Figs. 3 and 4. This important de-
tail has been greatly improved and consists of a
vertical section upon which is mounted five sub-
scribers' line drops and their corresponding jacks.

The five drops which occupy the upper part of the

section are invisibly wired to the jacks, leaving but
10 terminal points coming from each section to the
binding-posts, which are mounted on a hard-rubber
connecting strip that runs behind and at the bottom
of the sections. The section wires are positively

screwed to the top of binding-posts, making any use
of a soldering iron, with its corrosive fumes and
destructive action, inside the board, absolutely un-
necessary. This construction removes all cabling
from the back of drops and jacks, allowing remov-
als and repairs to be made with the greaiest ease
and rapidity. Burnt-out drops, instead of being a

great inconvenience and source of worry, become a
comparatively trifling matter in this board.
Each drop is mounted on two standards. These

standards also serve as the conductors to, the drop
coil. When a drop is to be removed it is onlj* nec-
essary to take out the two screws that fasten the

coil to the standards when it is released, and a new
one can be readily substituted without the use of

the soldering iron and with a remarkable saving in

time over the old method of mounting. The strik-
ing simplicity of this arrangement is seen at once.
The spring-jack used in these sections has shown,

ii is claimed, the distinct advantages it possesses

FIGS- 10 AND II. VICTOR TELEPHONE APPARATUS.

over the types which contain bunches of flimsy

springs and superficial parts. Each jack is made
up of two substantial brass posts and one strong,

simple spring, spaced well apart, that dust or cor-

rosion may in no way short-circuit or weaken them.
All mountings are on hard rubber. The sleeve of

the jack is a highly polished brass bushing, turned
true and fitting the plug snugly. The plug makes
a rubbing contact with a strong german-silver
spring that bears on its tip with an adjustable ten-

sion.

Twenty of these sections, placed side by side,

measure 17 inches high by 20 inches wide, forming
service for 100 subscribers' line drops and their

corresponding jacks. Cords doubly reinforced, end-
ing in the latest improved plugs, are provided for

the cord circuits.

Special attention is called to the operator's set

v/hich accompanies this board. The transmitter is

specially designed for central-station w^ofk. It is

suspended by silk cords, in a hard-rubber bracket.

On this is placed all the metallic parts. The trans-

mitter head is mounted in a manner that is designed
to allow quick removal should trouble ever occur.

The head receiver is claimed to be the most sensitive

on the market, and particular care has been taken
to make all parts adjustable that it may be made
to fit the head of any operator, and though strong
and durable, it is light in weight, and the strain

on the wearer is reduced to the minimum.
The cabinet of this switchboard is artistic, of quar-

ter-sawed oak with a piano finish, and the comfort
of the operators, which is necessary to insure rapid

working, has been the main consideration in its

design. The hard-rubber face and the nickeled

mountings give to the board a finish that is unsur-

passed for beauty. Its strength enables it to stand

up under heavy duty and its simplicity secures rapid

operation.

Below the line iacks is the panel containing the

clearout drops. These may be arranged in a single

row of one. lor each pair of plugs, according to

the regular system of bridged or series drops, or the

Victor system of supervisory signaling may be
adopted. In the Victor system each plug has its own
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individual clearout drop, by means ol which ihc

operator may at all limes be signaled by the sub-

scriber, just as readily as though no plug was in

bis jack. This allows greater rapidity of operation

iind avoids the aggravating mistakes and delays of

the old system, amply justifying the slight additional

cost, as no subscriber's line can become lied up.

The Victor company puts before the public fov

the first time, in this board, its new rolling-cam

listening and ringing key. This key deserves the

favorable comment it has received everywhere. It

equals other parts of the Victor board in extreme

simplicity and positive action. A top view is shown
in Fig. 5 and one from underneath in Fig 6. The
cam movement is obtained by the use of a pivoted

lever, terminating in two hard-rubber rollers, which

depress or release the listening or ringing contacts,

according to the direction in which the key is

thrown. To listen the key is thrown forward; to

ring the key is pulled toward the operator.

The convenient arrangement of the ring-back key

is at once novel and indispensable. This is a small

rubber push-button placed beside the listening and

ringing key, in such a manner that when the hand
1-, on the key the second finger rests over the button

and a slight pressure rings the person who first called

up Central. The operator has but two positive mo-
tions upon the main key and one on the ring-back.

In rapid working it is necessary to have few move-

readily repaired, to ihc second connector; from this

by means of distributing wires the line is carried
ti) the third connector, which forms the terminal
of the desired switchboard number.
The trouble man will be pleased to sec the ad-

vance in the design of the cable terminal (Fig. 8) that
the Victor company presents over those in common
u^e. These, like the cross-connecting board, have
hard-rubber insulation throughout. The lightning
arresters are of the carbon-block pattern. The de-
sign of this arrester is such that when a discharge
lakes place from the line to the ground, through
this arrester, the resulting dust is thrown from the
air-gap. thus avoiding the grounding of the line

and tlic troublesome consequences that usually fol-

low-. Instead ot the carbon blocks, fuse links may
be substituted, should this, for any reason, be found
desirable, as the same clip will hold a carbon block
or a fuse link.

Many believe that a satisfactory desk telephone is

slill'a thing of the future. They would do well to
examine the Victor desk set (Fig. 9). Here beauty
and usefulness have been agreeably combined. The
subscriber will find it an ornament in his office. The
exchange manager will possess an instrument built

to defy hard usage. A frail desk set is a costly
nuisance to an exchange, as not only is the sub-
scriber who is compelled to use it inconvenienced,
but also all who have to transact business with him

matic shunt. The ringers arc sensitive and give a
clear signal. The hook switch has 3 long, stout
lever. 1 he springs arc of gcrman-silvcr mounted
on hard rubber and ail contacts arc of platinum.
The woodwork is finely finished, neat and sub-

stantial. All coneclion.s are soldered and the most
particular care is taken throughout the process of
manufacture of each instrument, every one being
fully tested before leaving the factory. In the bridg-
ing set for toll-line and party-line work an instru-
ment has been produced, it is said, that while it

docs not infringe upon any palenl, possesses all

the advantages of the best-known model.
A very useful set for a great many uses will be

found in the Victor style "H" telephone. The in-
duction coil, ringer, generator, transmitter, receiver
and switch are all mounted in the one box. For
residence or intercommunicating work, this set will

be found desirable. The parts used in this set arc
the well-known standard parts of the Victor instru-
ments.

Telephone War on Long Island.

A recent dispatch from Frecport, N. Y., states that
there is a telephone war on in that part of Long Is-

land between the New York and New Jersey com-
pany and the South Shore company. Eighteen
months ago the South Shore company was organ-

Top View of Cam Lis-
tening Key.

Fig. 6. Back View of Cam Lis-
tening Key.

Fig. 3. Front View
of Five-drop and
Jack Section.

Fig- 4. Back View
of Five-drop and
Jack Section.

Fig. I. From View of Swiccliboaid.

ments, and these simple and direct. A movement
from the operator with a positive stop for listening

and a quick automatic release from the ringing posi-

tion are advantages. The main key, having but two
movements, indicates by its position whether the

listening contacts are depressed or the key cut out.

The key is self-restoring from the ringing position,

operating automatically.

All metal parts of the board are heavily nickeled

and highly polished. The unsparing use of hard

rubber, finest material and best workmanship and
finish are notable. The insulation is excellent.

Nowhere is an important connection made on wood
or fiber, all being mounted on hard rubber. The
wiring is all of tinned-copper wire, protected by a

quadruple covering of silk and one of linen, after

which it is thoroughly saturated with beeswax.
The circuits of this switchboard are straight-metal-

lic to the connectors on the connecting board. This

allows the use of a straight-metallic, common-return,
grounded or mixed system, without any change in

the connections of the board. Means can be pro-

vided at the cross-connecting board to accommodate
these various changes.
The Victor cross-connecting board (Fig. 7) will

be found equal to the switchboard, not only in ap-

pearance and workmanship, but also in practicabil-

ity and general all-arou^id convenience. All the

conductors are firmly mounted on hard rubber.

.A.bsolule protection from serious injury to the

apparatus of an exchange from lightning or heavy
currents is provided on the line side by means of

lightning arresters and fuse links. Each side of the

circuit passes first to the lightning arrester, thence

through the fuse, which is of the link form and

Fig. 2. Back View ot SiMrcliboard. Fig. 7. Cross Connecting Board. Fig. S. Cable Head.

VICTOR TELEPHONE APPARATUS.

over the telephone. The transmitter is made inter-

changeable, as are all parts of Victor apparatus.

Means are provided for readily adjusting it to any
kind of service and any degree of sensitiveness that

may be desired. It is equipped with a special moist-
ure-proof carbon diaphragm, protected at the back
of mouthpiece with a light perforated metallic

shield. The back electrode is a carbon disk

mounted in a metallic thimble, threaded with a very

fine screw thread, \vhich gives a perfect and perma-
nent adjustment v/herev^r set. The whole is en-

closed in a heavy, neat and highly finished nickel-

plated brass case. A genuine hard-rubber mouth-
piece is provided, which always retains its rich

black finish. In the base are mounted all contacts

of the switch, making the most convenient arrange-
ment of this important part on the market. All

operative parts are easily accessible for adjustment,
and are, according to the Victor rule, interchange-

able. Each instrument is provided with an induction

coil proportioned to work in harmony with the rest

of the apparatus.
The Peerless Victor style "C exchange telephone

(Figs. 10 and 11) is said to have no equal, and has
been most favorably received by the telephone public.

The transmitter is the same as that used in the desk
telephone. All the conductors are taken through the

transmitter arm, which is hollo\v and protects the

cords. To remove the transmitter it is only neces-

sary to turn a single screw, when the head is released

and it can be instantly removed. The transmitters

are all interchangeable, making repairs an easy mat-
ter.

This telephone has a guaranteed 12,000-ohm gen-
erator, with noiseless wide gear and a durable auto-

ized by local capitalists, and a laige number of tele-

phones were placed in Freeport, Baldwins, Rockvillc
Center, Lynbrook, East Rockawaj', Hempstead and
Merrick. The compan}'- did so well that at its first

annual meeting a three per cent, dividend was de-

clared. The New York and New^ Jersey company
asked permission to extend its lines, but consent
was withheld for a long time, as the village trustees

favored the local compan3^ Arrangements were
made, however, for the company to attach its wires
'o the village electric-light poles. As soon as it got
a foothold it began a campaign by reducing rates

to secure subscribers. In some cases telephones
were offered free to those who would put them in on
the stipulation that only pay-station rates for mes-
sages would be charged. It is also said that the rates

of the company would be reduced to $15 a year, the
same as the local company's subscribers pay. The
local concern has extended its service to Wreck
Lead and Long Beach. The foreign company's
Fines which were attached to the South Shore com-
oany's poles were cut, and some other wires have
been clipped, shuttiner off some subscribers. The
New York and New Jersey company may retaliate,

and the trouble may reach the courts.

The Legislative Council of Paris, Tenn., has re-

voked the franchise of the Cumberland (Bell) Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, the ground being
the violation of the franchise on the part of the
company in charging several patrons who use long-
distance telephones $,^.50 a month, when, under
the contract with the city, the company is only al-

lowed to charge $3 a month for commercial tele-

phones and $2 for residence telephones.
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North's Multiple Switchboard.

Few managers of small exchanges have se-

riously considered the use of multiple switchboards
because of the expense, as manufacturers do not
seem to have furnished this type of board especially

adapted to their needs. The North Electric com-
pany of Cleveland, O-, now claims to fill this want,

which competition with the latest Bell systems has
created.

The illustrations shown represent a multiple

switchboard in successful operation at Wooster. O.,

and of the type which the North company has

repair bills and maintenance are reduced to the
minunum.
The company is also bringing out other new fea-

tures and is manufacturingacomplete line of all kinds
of equipment used in telephone exchanges, and, al-

though working night and day. it is always ready
to do more business and to extend every courtesy to

those who are in the market for new apparatus.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The telephone department of the Western Elec-

trical Supply company, St. Louis, Mo., has issued an

contracts to be booked m one day that have fallen

to any of the telephone manufacturers this j'ear.

One was the equipment of the Winona Telephone
company of W^inona, Minn. This company has
outgrown its present' equipment and is rebuilding the
plant. The Sterling's pole-top cable terminals and
line fuses will be used in the cable work, and the
complete exchange equipment 01 the Sterling Elec-
tric company will be installed in the new central

office. The Winona company will use a 700-drop
metallic tubular .bridged board, which has an ulti-

mate capacity of 1.200 drops. The second contract
w^as with the Citizens' Telephone company of Hous-
ton, Texas, which is now constructing a plant. This
plant will have an ultimate capacity of 3,000 drops
and will be the largest plant in the state of Texas.
The central-office or exchange equipment will con-
sist of the Sterling tubular drop bridged boards,
thoroughly equipped with the Beach-Cook automatic
flashlight transfer system.

Telephony in Train Dispatching.
All of the signal towers of the New York. New

Haven and Hartford railroad from New York to
Boston are being connected by telephone. The line

has been completed from New Haven to Port Ches-
ter, and it is expected that the New York towers
will be reached in a few days. Emploj'es of the
road believe that the company was led to make
the improvement by talk of a strike among the sig-

nalmen and operators a few weeks ago. It is said
that this is the first attempt which has been made
in America to operate a big line of railroad by the
telephone system.

north's multiple ^VITCHBOARD —FRONT VIEW.

adopted for exchanges of from 3C0 to 600 or 700
drops.

Ihe switching apparatus is mounted in a beauti-

ful dust-proof cabmet. complete in all the conven-
iences of large multiple switchboards and modified
to meet the needs of small exchanges, which
have heretofore been compelled to depend on the
uncertainty and slowness of trunking systems. With
this board every operator can inmiediately connect
with the line of any subscriber to the exchange
without the assistance of other operators.

The line drops and clearing-out drops in this

board, as in all others manufactured by this com-
pany, are armored and wound with the best silk-in-

sulated wire. The\' are mounted in banks of lO, and
can be removed at will, like the line-and-muUiple
jacks. The jacks are strongly made, being of the

best spring metal mounted on genuine rubber and
all contacts soldered. The plugs and cords arc
guaranteed by the manufacturer to stand more wear
than any other grade on the market.
Of all the conveniences introduced to facilitate the

speed of the operator, it is said that none can exceed
those offered in this multiple switchboard. The
lever switches are made of the best spring metal
with platinum contacts, and, by raising the oper-
ator's table, are easily accessible for testing and re-

pairs. Where necessary, any single switch can be
removed w"ith little trouble. The combination of

circuits offered is very complete. B5' the use of

switch or key. the operator can throw in a reserve
set of batteries for the transmitters, cut in or out
the hand and power generators, the line test, re-

peating-coil and toll-line apparatus, night bell, pilot

drops, combine all the operators' transmitters, or
iuch as are desired, cut in the night bell or use
the cord test. In fact, it is said that the board al-

most operates itself. The operator can leave the
board at will without removing the head receiver by
simply removing the plug, while the cord weights,
by sliding on guide wires, never become entangled.

After years of observation and experience in fur-

nishing the wants of exchanges, this switchboard is

offered by the North company as the most perfect
and efficient ever designed for exchanges: and in

increasing the speed of the opeiator and giving a
better service, this board should prove a "dividend
payer."

The North Electric company has always made it

a point to use the highest grade of workmanship and
material, and in this way fortifies its claim that

attractive pamphlet, covering some of the company's
latest things in the telephone line, entitled "A Few-
Ringers." The company illustrates an attractive and
thoroughly up-to-date line of series, bridging and
extension bells, also a transmitter that is entirely

new. thoroughly moisture and damp-proof, the

t

COMMUNICATIONS.
Madison Exchange Controversy.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

I understand that Mr. J. C. Harper, presider^ of

the Dane County Telephone compani' of Madison,
Wis., has caused a report to be circulated that Mr.
Glidden, president of the .Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany, has offered to buy their plant, but that they
had refused to sell it. I notice that Mr. (31iddt:n has
denied this report, and in the issue oi the Western
Electrician of July 15th Mr. Harper is reported
to have said that while Mr. Glidden did not make
the uffer in writing to buy the exchange, he sent
me there as his representative to do so.

I wTOte Mr. Harper some time ago that T was not
there as the representative of Mr. Glidden, and that

1 did not offer to buy the Dane County Telephone
company's plant, and that it w-as only fair to Mr.
Glidden, as well as to myself, that he deny the mis-
statements that were being circulated. Up to the

present time Mr. Harper has failed to do so. to my
knowledge.

In explanation of the controversy, I desire to say
that as I had pri\ate business in Madison some time
ago, I stopped off between trains on my way to

Chicago, and while there made a friendly call on
Mr. Harper, as I had become acquainted w-ith him
through previous correspondence on other matters.

During the conversation Mr. Harper spoke of hav-
ing had several chances to sell the plant, and I

incidentally made the remark that if at any time
he should desire to sell the property, I would lake

NORTH S MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARD, ^—REAR VIEW.

transmitter proper being hermetically sealed, so that,

as it is said, even immersing it in water will not affect

it. To anj'one interested in telephones the pamphlet
should prove valuable. It will be mailed on applica-
tion.

The Sterling Electric company of Chicago closed
up recently what it thinks are two of the largest

pleasure in presenting a proposition from the Dane
County people if they had any to make, as I was
somewhat acquainted with the new officers. He
thanked me for the offer and said that he would take

advantage of it, should he desire to make one. This
was the last I thought of it. and, as I supposed,
closed the incident. I was not there as a representa-
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tive of Mr. Gliddtii or the Wisconsin Telephone

company, and if Mr. Glidden had any idea of piir-

chasinE the exchange, it was not known to nie.

CHAS. WEBSTER.
Waucoma, la., August 7, 1899.

CORRESPONDENCE,

Pull of Electro-magnet.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

I purpose to construct a

fl-s h a ped electro-magnet
with a keeper placed be-

tween the poles, as shown
in the sketch. The area of

magnet poles, air gap and
keeper is one square inch;

the induction is B 12.000 to

square centimeter. Per-

haps some of your readers

can tell me how many
pounds pull wdl be required

to remove keeper from the

poles in the direction of the

J. B. H.
1899.

arrow?
Harvey, 111., July

Allotment of Electrical Work In the
Navy.

With the growing use of electricity on the ships

of the United States navy there has arisen a great

deal of friction between some of the naval experts

over the installation of electric plants aboard ship,

and, as a naval officer aptly remarked, "it has been

the case that two separate departments would be

responsible lor the working of a dynamo at one

end of a wire and a fan at the other." This con-

dition of afTairs has been corrected by Secretary

Long by an order making a rigid allotment to the

respective bureaus of the electrical apparatus which
properly belongs to it. The existing regulations

on the subject are insufficient, and the work has

therefore been allotted as follows: To the Bureau
of Equipment is given entire charge and cognizance

of generators, lights, searchlights, signals and such
apparatus as may be necessary for communication,
fans, fire and water alarms, bells, annunciators, steer-

ing and telephone signals and electric conductors.

The Bureau of Construction and Repair will have
entire charge of electric turret-turning mechanism
and amnmnilion hoists, except those in the turrets,

conformably to the requirements of the Ordnance
Bureau. This bureau will also have charge of the

location of fans and blow-ers for hull ventilation,

boat cranes, deck winches, capstans and engine tele-

meters and electric launches.

To the Ordnance Bureau has been given the charge

of ammunition hoists and rammers and elevating

gear in turrets, range-finders, training and elevating

gear for guns outside of turrets, air compressors,
indicators and transmitters.

The location of leads will be determined by the

Equipment Bureau, but only after conference with

the superintending constructor.

The new order of things sharply draws the lines

between the several bureaus, and the effect of this

will be to do away with the personal warfare that

has existed for some time, to the detriment of the

public service.

Current for Electrical Entertainment
from Automobile.

Mr. George W. Patterson of Chicago is an "elec-

trical entertainer" of local renown and he has shown
that he is up-to-date in his ideas. He lately gave
his entertainment at the Chicago Normal Summer
School, and in order to secure the current for his

experiments and spectacular displays he connected a

couple of wires to the battery of an electric carriage

which had previously been doing good service in

taking a number of the women teachers for short
automobile rides.

There were 700 persons present at the evening
entertainment, and each one was presented a carna-

tion by Mr. Patterson. This introductory feature

was a pleasant surprise, and firmly established the

lecturer in the good graces of the young ladies.

Curious Fuse-blowing Accident.

The Rev. Carl Podin, secretary in charge of the

Seaman's Institute, was seriously injured by the

blowing of a fuse on a Myrtle avenue car in Brook-
lyn last week. Mr. Podin was riding on the front

seat, when there was an explosion, and a mass of

flame flew in his face. He was forcibly thrown to

ihe street. In falling he caught a chain to save
himself, and was dragged some distance. At first

he tried' to keep his head from hitting, but he be-

came unconscious. The car was quickly stopped
and Mr. Podin was taken to his home. The in-

jured man sustained a severe nervous shock.

The Glens Falls (N. Y.) Electric Light and Power
company and the Glens Falls Gas Light company
have united, forming the Glens Falls Gas and Elec-
tric Light company, with a capital of $250,000. The
directors of the new company arc Frank S. Butter-
worth. Walter F. Peacock and Louis C. Hercken-
rath of New York city.

New York Notes.

New York, August 7.—Experiments in wireless
telegraphy have been begun at the United Stales
lighthouse depot at Tompkinsvillc, Stalcn Island.

*he work being done by William F. Clarke, a New
York electrician, under the direction of Colonel Da-
vid P. Heap, the engineer officer in charge of the
Third Lighthouse district. A wire was run up to
the top of the tail flagstaff at the Tompkinsvillc de-
pot and communication was established with a light-

house tender in the bay. No messages were sent,

but bells were rung at both .stati(^ns. The sending
of messages from Tompkin?ville to Coney Island
wdl be attempted soon, and if this experiment suc-
ceeds experiments will follow with the Sco'.'and,

Sandy Plook and Fire Island lightships, and th'-

Navesink lights. Romer Shoal beacon and other
lights about this harbor. Mr. Clarke exinv.t= to

send messages across the 40 miles between the
Tompkinsvillc station and the Fire Island lightship.

The Western Electric company has filed plans for

a lo-story brick and terra-cotta factory building, to

be erected on the northwest corner of Washington
and Bank streets. The dimensions are given as 105

by 143 feet. The building is estimated to cost $450,-

000.

The heads of all the departments of the Metropoli-
tan Street Railway company have been invited by
President H. H. Vreeland to a clambake, wh'ch he pro-

poses giving near his farm, near Brewster, on Satur-
day. After the clambake a reception will be held in

Mr. Vreeland's house. The clambake will not par-

take of the natur,; of a jollification over the victory

which the company gained in the recent strike, as has
been rumored, but is intended solely as an opportun-
ity for the men to enjoy a day in the country.

President Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
company has taken occasion to den}' the rumors,
believed to have been circulated by stock-jobbers.
that he intended to resign. He said he had no
trouble whatever with the directors, and that he
expected to retain his place for several years The
directors are all, he said, delighted with the man-
agement of the strike, which cost the company about
$i^o.cco. The earnings of the company In Julj were
$885,875. and of the roads Included in the system in

the corresponding month last year, S935.474-33-

Among the cars consumed In the recent fire at the

South Orange avenue car barn of the North Jersey
Traction company in Newark weie two of the finest

private trolley cars ever built In this country. The
"New Jersey" was particularly fine in its lighting

and gilt trimmings. The other car. "Judge Krue-
ger," was a "solid-comfort" vehicle, and was pro-
vided with an Icebox and buffet bar; consequently it

was a favorite with the men who were privilerred

to use it. It was ascertained that the fire was caused
bv lightning entering the building on the trolley

wires.

The order regulating the pay of the "motomeers."
as President Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

company' has called the motormen on the company's
lines, has been issued and is now in effect. The men
have been put into three grades, according to the

nature of their work, on surface or elevated lines, and
I he wages for the different grades ha\"e been fi^ied at

$2, $2.25 and $2.50 respectively. M. S.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, August 5.—The Canada Atlantic Railway
company will soon commence the erection of large

car shops at Ottawa, consisting of woodworking,
drying and painting shops, operating them by elec-

tricity.

Mails from the letter boxes, in the larger cities

of the Dominion, will soon be collected by auto-

mobile wagons, Instead of as at present. An auto-

mobile wagon will shortly be put on trial in Toronto.
Ont.. and used for this purpose. If it is found suc-

cessful, the postoffice authorities will introduce ihe

wagons in a number of the largest cities of Canada
at once. An official from the Postoffice Department
at Ottawa recently made a trial run in an electric

carriage In Toronto, taking the longest and heaviest

mail route in that city. The result of the trip was
highly satisfactory. The entire trip extended over

nine miles and was covered In one hour and three

minutes, including two-minute stops at each of the

II offices visited on the route. The actual running
time was not more than S5 minutes, just about half

the time required by the ordinary mail wagon,
A scheme for the harnessing of the entire water

power of the Chaudlere Falls of the Ottawa River
Is projected. A prominent electrical and hydraulic

engineer of Ottawa has for some time been at work
devising a means to avoid the immense waste of

w-ater, consequently of power, and has arrived at

the conclusion that a canal would be the most ef-

fectual and feasible means to prevent it. Instead of

having, as at present, seven or more. power houses,

operated by as many concerns, at the falls, one large

establishment would serve for all. Not only does a

large amount of water escape without being utilized,

but the distribution of the water that is harnessed

is very wasteful, both In head and tall races. It has

been calculated that the f^lls can vield 160.000 horse

power. A new dam will be built above the falls, and
this done. pracBcally no water need go down over

the dron.
The bill providing for Canada's contribution

toward the cost of ihc Pacific cable has passed the
Dominion Parliament, The financial a.^pcct of the
undertaking Is based upon the report of the imperial
committee of 1897, which was favored with the advice
of Lord Kelvin, the distinguished scientist. The
calculation was thai the cai)le would cost in round
numbers £1,492,000. Since then an increase in the
cost of the cable material has brought the proposed
cost up to £1.592,000. The plan contemplates that

this cost shrndfi be divitled in the proportion of five-

eighteenths each by Great Britain and Canada, and
two-eighteenths each by New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland and Victoria, The board of
management will consist of two members from Can-
ada and three each from Great Britain and the Aus-
tralasian colonies. Sir Sandford Fleming has cal-
culated that the cable would earn, with a due allow-
ance for Asiatic business, in its first years of opera-
tion, as follows: In 1902. £114.157: in 1903, £153,031;
in 1904. £197.375. and in 1905. £j49.i44. W.

PERSONAL.
Professor W. C. Rf>ntgcn of Wiirzburg. of X-ray

fame, has been elected to the chair of experimental
physics at Munich University, in succession to the
late Professor Lommel.

William P. Ryman. the first president of the
Wilkesbarre and Eastern railroad and organizer of
the Wilkesbarre Electric Light company, died at
Wilkesbarre, Pa., on July 31st.

W, R. Mason, the St. Louis representative of the
Siemens &: Halske company, was in Chicago last

week. Like others engaged in the electrical trade
of the Southwest, he reports that the only trouble
is to get the apparatus 'to fill the orders.

Alfred Noble, the western member of the Nica-
ragua Canal Commission, left Chicago August 6th
for New York, to sail for Paris with the commis-
sion. Mr. Noble was tendered a farewell banquet
at the Technical Club on the evening before his
departure.

The New York Tribune of August 3d said: Pro-
fessor George Forbes of London, the well-known
electrical expert, is at Niagara Falls, the guest of
the officials of the Niagara Falls Power company.
Professor Forbes was connected with the power
company when the harnessing of Niagara's energy
was first undertaken.

Mr. K. B. Kirkland, formerly New York agent
for the American Circular Loom company, who
now takes the place of manager of that company,
by the death of Herbert H. Brooks, stopped in

Chicago for a few days last week on his way back
from quite an extended trip through the West in

the interests of flexible and electroduct conduit.
He says that business Is very good Indeed.

Thomas A. Edison is spending a few days at the
family cottage at Chautauqua. N. Y. Mr. Edison
was mterviewed at Buft"alo and after learning of the
arrival there of the much-delayed Davis automo-
bi'lc was prompted to speak as follows: "The great
trouble w^th our people is that we rush on the road
with a thing which is but half invented, instead of
waiting until it is perfected in every detail. I have
found that it pays to make haste slowly in these mat-
ters."

Thomas R. Mercein of Milwaukee, the secretary
and treasurer of the Northwestern Electrical associ-
ation, is the guide, philosopher and friend of a num-
ber of members of the association and others
who propose to enjoy a three days" outing at Mack-
inac Island. Special rates have been secured and the
trip will be made from Milwaukee by steamer to
Ludington, Mich. ; thence by rail to Mackinaw. The
party will start on August 17th and will Include sev-
eral Chicagoans.

Mr. W. J. Johnston, well known In the electrical

field as the late publisher of the Electrical World.
has started from New York on a joarney around
the w^orld. to last six months, one month of w-hich
will be spent in Japan and six weeks in India, with
sfae trips to Korea. China, the Philippines and Java.
Mr. Johnston has had this expedition long in mind,
and his recent release from business cares made its

execution possible. He is now In the Yellow^stone
Park region and is scheduled to sail from San Fran-
cisco on August 17th.

Mr. William H. Meado\vcroft, so long Identified

with the General Electric company and Its prede-
cessors, recently tendered his resignation, having
accepted the position of general manager of the Fer-
ret Storage Battery company of New York. On
Friday of last week he was tendered a banquet by
his many friends and associates of the Edison Lamp
Works at Harrison, N. J. Mr. Meadowcroft, In a
farewell speech full of pathos, referred with much
feeling to the many and earnest friendships he had
made and to his deep regrets at parting. His old

friends united in extending to him their best wishes
and Godspeed In his new field of labor.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It Is stated that $75,000 waterworks and electric-

light bonds will soon be placed on the market at

Dillon, Mont.

Mercersburg and McConnellsburg, Pa., have
passed ordinances giving Philadelphia capitalists the
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privilege of erecting electric-light plants in their

towns.

St. Augustine, Fla., has completed the arrange-

ments for the erection of an electric-light plant cost-

ing about $20,000.

Bonds for the construction of a municipal electric-

lighting system for Ukiah, Cal., amountmg to $i»,-

000, have been sold.

Cullman, Ala., has asked for bids on the erection

of water and electric-light plants, for which $3S,ooo

bonds were issued recently.

The York (Pa.) Light, Heat and .Power company

has contracted for the building of a new power

house, to be finished by October 1st. It will have

a capacity of 700 horse power.

The Porterville (Cal.) Light and Power company,

with a capital of $10,000, has been incorporated by

A G Wishon, J. F. Boiler and W. H. Hammond.

The company will receive power from the Mount

Whitney Power company.

Abbeville, S. C, has granted a contract for mu-

nicipal lighting to Sayer & Lee. This firm has pur-

chased water rights on Little River, near Abbeville,

will develop the power of the same and transmit it

for lighting and power purposes.

The Huntsville (Ala.) Electric Light company

has been organized by T. C. du Pont, John H.

Waters, N. F. Thompson and F. J. Tnompson. ihe

company has purchased and will enlarge the Hunts-

ville Electric Light and Power company's plant.

The Commerce Electric Light company of Com-

merce Texas, has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $10,000, to construct -and operate an electric-

light plant, by W. B. Dejarnett, T. U. Thompson,

L. \V. Rutland, J. D. Jernigan and C. C. Kennedy.

The Tuxedo Electric Light company of Tuxedo,

Oran'^e County, New York, has been incorporated,

with a capital of $80,000. The directors include

Pierre Lorillard. Jr., Richmond Talbot, George bris-

wold and Charles S. Patterson of Tuxedo Park,

and W. P. Homans of New York city.

Colonel A H. Leftwieh of Lynchburg, Va., has

purchased 75 acres of land in Amherst County, op-

posite Reusens, Va., including water rights, which

he will organize a company to develop. An electric

plant for transmitting the current for lighting and

power purposes will be erected.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat and Chronicle

states that W. Stanley Bruen, the superintendent oi

the Penn Yan Electric Light and Power company,

has been appointed temporary receiver for the com-

pany This receivership is made pending the fore-

closure of the mortgage held by Henry Russell ot

Albany.

An interesting incident is reported from George-

town British Guiana, which well-nigh plunged the

city into total darkness on the first night of the

rainy season. The city has just installed an electnc-

lii^ht plant, and on this evening the arc-light lamps

were completely filled with small bugs, which ren-

dered the lamps useless for illuminating purposes.

The Verona and Oakmont Electric Light com-

pany has applied for a franchise to furnish electric

lights in the borough of New Kensington, Pa. it

is stated that the company is also endeavoring to

secure franchises in Arnold, Parnassus, Springdale,

Hoboken and other places along the Allegheny

Valley Negotiations are also in progress to pur-

chase the municipal-lighting plant at Tarentum.

The Philadelphia Record is authority for the

statement that the Southern Electric Light and

Power company, which has recently been acquired

1 - the National Electric company, is about to

enlarge its plant. The addition will extend the

plant°from the present building northward to Chris-

tian street, making the plant cover approximately

a space 200 by 400 feet. The plant when completed

will have a nominal capacity of 10,000 horse power.

The Skagway Alaskan says that L. A. Mulineaux,

C C Runner and F. R. Burnham are the promoters

of an enterprise to erect a new system of electric

lights in Skagway. The company, which will be

known as the Alaska General Electric company, has

$20000 in cash and is ready to start construction

work. The main object will be to furnish electric

lic'hts but a telephone and fire-alarm system will

also be introduced. Power will be brought from

the waterfalls by means of a Pelton wheel, the

power being transmitted to a distributing point m
the city. It is expected to have the plant in opera-

tion by September 1st.

V/alter Abbott, vice-president and general man-

ager of the United Electric Securities company of

Boston, is in Detroit to put the Detroit Electric

Li.ght and Power company once more on its feet.

This concern went into the hands of Receiver Wil-

liams last fall on application of the bondholders.

The larger bondholders, among whom is the United

Electric Securities company, which owns the con-

trolling interest in the bonds, have decided to do all

in their power to reorganize the company on a pay-

ing basis. Mr. Abbott has declared that an entire

new plant will be erected. The same building will

be used, but there will be a totally new and up-to-

date equipment. The reorganization leaves the

stockholders out in the cold, placing the bondhold-
ers in absolute possession. It is understood that

W. H. Fitzgerald will remain at the head of the

new concern.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Hartford and West Hartford (Conn.) com-

pany's suburban line to Unionville has been sold

at auction to Samuel D. Coykendall of RondotU,
N. Y., for $20,000.

The new electric railroad built by the Long Island

Railroad company to furnish local communication
between the villages between Far Rockaway and
Rockaway Park was opened July 23d.

It is understood that the Boston capitalists who
have bought the Terre Haute (Ind.) electric railway

will build a line to Brazil. Ind., at once, and will

also purchase the Brazil Rapid Transit Street Rail-

way company.

The work on the Dudley street terminal of the

Boston Elevated Railway company is to be pushed
forward rapidly on the arrival of the necessary steel.

It is anticipated that the entire road will be in op-
eration a year from next fall.

The Blue Hill (Mass.) Street Railway company
has been incorporated with a capital of $150,000.

Charles A. Stone, E. J. B. Huntoon, Charles H.
French, N. Cameron Forbes, W. E. Swan and Ed-
win S. Webster are the directors.

The Clinton and Hudson Street Railway company
has been incorporated in Massachusetts, with a cap-

ital of $100,000. The following-named gentlemen
are the officers: President, A. S. Paton; treasurer.

Walter K. Dane; directors, W. S. Reed and John G.

Peters.

The entire assets and property of the Newark and
Granville Electric Street Railway company of New-
ark, O., will be sold at receiver's sale on August
26th. This system consists of about eight miles of

road in the city of Newark and about seven miles

of road, extending from Newark to Granville.

The entire street-railway system of St. Louis,

with the exception of the St. Louis and Suburban
railway, is now controlled by the United Railways
company, the successor to the Central Traction
company. The company is to have a capital stock

of $45,000,000, when the organization is entirely

completed.

The first car has been run over the Oshkosh-
Neenah Interurban railroad, and the test was suc-

cessful. The road, which is 13 miles in length, is

the property of the Citizens' Traction company of

Oshkosh, Wis., and it is stated that it will ultimately

form part of an electric system between Oshkosh
and Green Bay.

George R. Eullard and C. E. Sawyer of Marshall,

Mich., have taken steps to build an electric railway

to connect the towns of Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan. The road, if built, will become
part of the interurban system projected by an east-

ern syndicate. The terminus of the line will be at

South Bend, Ind.

There has been incorporated in Toledo the To-
ledo and Adrian Electric Railway company, capi-

talized at $25,000, to build an electric railway from
Toledo to Sylvania. The line may be extended later

to Adrian, Mich. The incorporators are: Frederick

W. Hayes, Lester B. French, Isaac E. Kinsely, Al-

exander L. Smith and George H. Beckwith of To-
ledo.

It is stated that A. E. Orswick, manager
of the electrical construction department of the

Federal District of Mexico, has gone to New York
with an option for the purchase of the street-car

system of Guadalajara, the third city of the republic.

The price asked for the iS miles of track, plant,

rolling stock and franchises is understood to be

$750,000.

Through the British Thomson-Houston company
of London contracts for the entire equipment of the

projected Great Northern and City railway of Lon-
don, England, have been aw-arded to the General

Electric company of Schenectady, N. Y., says the

New York Commercial, which also announces that

the Chinese Eastern railway will require about $20,-

000,000 of American railway supplies.

At the recent annual meeting of the Wilmington
and New Castle Electric Railway company, held

in Wilmington. Del., these directors were elected:

Frederick H. Treat, Peter L. Cooper, Jr., Clarence

P. King, Peter J. Ford, Harry A. Richardson, Mr.
Morton, H. H. Ward, H. H. Picrson and John G.

Vogler. Organization was effected with Frederick

H. Treat as president; Peter L. Cooper, Jr., vice-

president; Clarence P. King, treasurer; Mr. Mor-
ton, secretary.

The New Jersey electric-railway system, running

from Hoboken to Faterson, has been transferred

to the White Line Traction company for a con-

sideration of $4,000,000. All the trolley roads of

Northern New Jersey are now controlled by three

corporations, the North Jersey Street Railway com-
pany, the Orange and Passaic Valley company and

the White Line Traction company. These three

systems, controlled, it is understood, by Bernard

M. Shanley, Garret A. Hobart, E. F. C. Young and
a few other capitalists, will eventually be merged.

The Columbus (O.) Street Railway comijany has
paid its first dividend to employes under its profit-

sharing plan, adopted in May. The company pays
a quarterly dividend of one per cent, to holders of

stock, and has determined to pay the same dividend
to employes of one year or more service, the per
cent, to be figured on their j'early earnings. The
average amount received was $6.50 for each man.

AUTOMOBILES.
William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., recently made a record

for speed of 3-Vl' miles in six minutes with an auto-
mobile propelled by gasoline at Newport.

The Automobile Club of London has been nom-
inated by the Royal Commission for the Paris Ex-
position of igoo, to act as the consulting body, in
co-operation with the commission, in reference
to the automobile section of the exposition.

Elwood Haynes and E. L. Apperson have com-
pleted an automobile ride from Kokomo, Ind., jto

Brooklyn. The distance traveled was said to be
1,050 miles and was covered in 20 days, only about
10 of which were occupied with actual running.
This is the longest automobile trip on record in the

United States.

It is stated that an automobile club may be organ-
ized among the business men of Cleveland and
a school maintained where men and w^omen may be-
come familiar with the management of the vehicles.

The Cleveland Automobile company, capitalized at

$500,000, of which Colonel B. Hart is manager, is

doing much to aid the project.

The Riker Electric Vehicle company of Ridge-
way, which has leased the plant of the Brooklyn
and New York Car Supply company at Elizabeth-
port, expects to move its entire plant from Ridge-
w^ay to Elizabeth, N. J., in a short time. The
company now employs 250 hands, but expects to

double this number when it gets to Elizabethport.
where it is the intention to engage largely in the

manufacture of automobiles.

The automobile seems to be supplanting the
horse vehicles in Paris. It is stated that there are
about 1,600 automobiles in the city, the larger por-
tion of which are of the gasoline type. There is a
movement on foot, however, to establish charging
stations along the country roads, so that electric

carriages, when making long journeys, may replen-

ish their motive power. This will probably result

in an increase of popularity for the electric vehicles.

Chicago is likely to have a system of automobiles
to make its mail collections. William G. Edens of

Chicago, stiperintendent of free mail delivery for

the western division, is investigating the feasibil-

ity of the plan for the Postoffice Department, and
went to Washington to recommend the use of the
new vehicles. Mr. Edens spent 10 days at Cleve-
land and Buffalo, examining a variety of gasoline
and electrically propelled vehicles and in studying
practical experiments made with them. At Buf-
falo an experim.ental trip was made for his benefit.

A mail carrier with an ordinary automobile made
a tour of four miles in S3 minutes. During that
time he collected the mail from 30 boxes, being
an average ot about one a minute.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Fort Wayne Electric Works, manufacturers

of the Wood systems, issue a bulletin which contains
matters of special interest concerning -the Wood
constant-current dynamos for arc lighting.

A price-list of cut-outs, switches, insulators, cleats

and attachment plugs is issued by the Western
Electrical Supply company of St. Louis. Extra
sheets for insertion in the company's general cata-

logue No. 14 are also sent to the trade.

The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston has is-

sued the second edition of its illustrated catalogue,
describing the Sturtevant engines and their adapta-
bility for electric-light plants and general high-grade
work. The company has also published new editions

of its bulletins H and I, descriptive of the Sturtevant
electric fans and eight-pole motors and generators.

The Oregon Short Line Railroad company has
issued a very handsomely illustrated folder descrip-

ti\-e of Yellowstone National Park and the routes

to be followed to reach and visit the park. A
number of richly colored views of the geysers and
mountain scenery give one a good idea of the beau-
ties of the park. The railroad runs between Salt

Lake City, Ogden. Butte and other points and con-
nects at Monida, Mont., wdth stage routes for Yel-
lowstone Park.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
It is reported at Deer Lodge, Mont., that A.- A.

Abbott of Butte and other Butte capitalists are

going to establish an electric plant to generate power
to supply the placer mines of Yam Hill, Pioneer
and other camps.

The Baker City (Ore.) Democrat says that opera-
tions have commenced for the building of the pro-

posed 3,000 horse power electric-power plant on the
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North Fork of the John Day River, to supply power

to adjacent mines.

The Yuba Electric Power company has made ap-

pHcation to the Board of Supervisors of Butte

County, Cal., for the grant of a franchise to erect a

pole line through Butte County for transmittmg

and conducting electricity.

The Riverside (Cal.) Enterprise states that lo-

cation papers, claiming 2,000 inches of water of the

ea^t and west forks of Snow Creek, have been re-

corded by Frank E. Dudley. The paper states that

the water is to be used for generatmg electricity

and in transmitting it to the larger towns in South-

ern California.

There is a plan on foot to make use of the water

power of the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers for

the production of electricity. Five water wheels

that belong to a pulp-mill company at Harper's

Ferry may be used to generate 3.000 electrical horse

power. The electricity thus developed will be trans-

mitted to Brunswick, Charlestown, Martinsburg

and Hagerstown, to be used for light and power.

Articles incorporating the Utica (N. Y.) Electric

Light and Power company, following the consolida-

tion of the Utica Electric Light company, the Utica

Electrical Manufacturing and Supply company and

the Trenton Falls Electric Light and Power com-

pany were filed on June 27th. The new company will

operate in Utica, Rome, Prospect, Whitesboro, New
Hartford. Clinton, Frankfort, Ilion, Trenton, Holland

Patent, Oriskany, Mohawk, Herkimer and other

points 'in Herkimepand Oneida counties. The capital

stock is $1,000,000, and the directors are Henry D.

Pixley, Daniel N. Crouse, M.Jesse Braylon and Will-

iam E. Lewns of Utica. William G. Phelps of Bing-

hamton and Joseph Fox of New York. The com-

pany will develop the water power of Trenton Falls.

W. "a. Brackenridge of Niagara Falls has been en-

gaged to take entire charge of the hydraulic develop-

ment. '

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.

This was printed last week by the New York
News Bureau: Although much speculation is afloat

as to the causes behind the steady accumulation of

General Electric common, W'hich has had the effect

of sending the price above 124, no definite explana-

tion has been forthcoming. In one quarter it is

said that the buying is upon piospects of an increased

dividend. Such a move would be the natural result

of the present big earnings of the company, which

are reported to run as high as 20 per cent, on the

common stock. The first dividend on the common
stock was paid last May, at the rate of six per cent,

per annum. Rumor now has it that the company
will hold to this as the regular rate, and will declare

extras from time to time as earnings warrant. It

is the expectation of these extras that is supposed

to be behind the present advance.

Professor A. L. Rice of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn;
"The Place of Correspondence Schools in Engi-
neering Education,"' by Professor Edgar Marburg
of the University of Pennsylvania; "Engineering
Education and Expansion," by Professor W. S.

Aldrich of the University of Illinois; "A Convenient
Laboratory Equipment for the Study of Direct-
current Dynamos and Motors," by Professor PL
B. Smith of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute;

"A Comparative Study of the Electrical Engineer-
ing Courses in Different Institutions," by Professor
F. C Caldwell of the Ohio State University, and
"The Desirability of Uniformity in the Use of Mathe-
matical Symbols and Terms," by Professor A. E.
Haynes of the University of Minnesota.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

The announcement for 1899-1900 of the College o!

Mechanics and Engineering of the University of

Wisconsin has been issued. It contains information

relating to admission and to the course of study.

Entrance examinations for the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology having been held in a number
of cities, a total registration of 633 is reported. This

is 78 more than last year and the largest in the his-

tory of the Institute. Of the number registered 261

are preliminary applicants for admission in 1900. A
continually increasing proportion of applicants di-

vide their examinations between two successive years.

Entrance examinations will be held in Boston in

September also.

Preliminary to the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science at

Columbus. O.. the Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education will hold its annual meet-
ing, the time fixed being August 17th to 19th.

President T. C Mendenhall will deliver, an address.

Among the papers to be read are the following:

"The Essentials of a Technical Education," by

MISCELLANEOUS.
The/ Eastern Oregon Power company has been

incorporated at Baker City, Ore., with a capital of

$100,000, to erect and operate electric-power plants

for mining, milling and other purposes. The incor-

porators are F. Baillie, A. Geiser and J. T. English.

The Truckee River General Electric company has
been incorporated, to operate principally in San
Francisco, with a capital of $2,500,000. The direct-

ors arc F. II. Buck of Vacaville, M. Fleishhacker,

A. J. Hechtman and H. Fleishhacker of San Fran-
cisco and S. D. Rosenbaum of New York city.

Experiments in the ether-wave system of trans-
mitting electricity were conducted at Newbury,
England, recently. A small powder magazine, lo-

cated 400 yards from the sending point, was elec-

trically exploded without the use of wires. The ex-
periments demonstrated the feasibility of using the

system for destroying mines, etc., in war.

Railroad companies are rapidly fitting their freight

cars with air brakes and automatic couplers. An
officer of the Burlington road said in Chicago re-

cently that on his line there are 39,000 freight cars,

60 per cent, of which are equipped with VVestii:ig-

house air brakes and 90 per cent, with Master Car
Builders' automatic couplers.

This remarkable lightning exploit is told by the

Cork (Ireland) correspondent of the Chicago Rec-
ord: "While the Second Battalion of the Cheshire
regiment, Lieutenant-colonel W. F. Curteis com-
manding, was marching to-day (August 4th) from
the garrison at Limerick to Thurles, 34 miles east,

to attend the annual maneuvers, a bolt of lightning
seriously injured two non-commissioned officers

and seven privates. A number of others were dis-

abled, and hardly a man of .the command escaped
some sort of injury."

The provisional programme for the second annual
meeting of the American section of the Interna-
tional Association for Testing Materials has been is-

sued. The meeting will be held at Pittsburg, Pa.,

on Tuesday and Wednesday. August 15th and i6th.

Business sessions will be held in the mornings and
on Tuesday evening, and the afternoons will be
devoted to inspection visits to the Edgar Thomson
Steel Works, the plant of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company and other indus-
trial establishments.

minder of the company. They are like the construc-
tion work of the Installation company—first-class.

There has been incorporated in Los Angeles, Cal.,

the Electric Supply and I*"ixture company, to deal

in electric supplies. 'I^e directors arc M. Y. Kcl-
Irnn. A, W. Brodc, James North, Robert Gaylord
and 'J'. Broulkcs of Los Angeles. The capital is

$25,000.

The large increase in English orders that has
come to the Bullock Electric Manufacturing com-
])any has necessitated the sending of Mr. B. W.
Spcllmirc, its engineer of tests, to the London head-
quarters of the company, Mr. Spellmirc wdl su-

perintend the installation of Bullock machines in

the United Kingdom, the first installations being
in the large printing establishment of Cassell &
Co., London; Nottingham Guardian, Nottingham;
Birmingham Daily Post, Birmingham; Manchester
Evening Chronicle, Manchester, and the Belfast
Evening News, Belfast.

On the 17th of July the works of the American
Electric Meter company were transferred to the
br.ard of directors by William D. Marks, assignee.
On that date the assignee was discharged by the
court. The company, having paid all of its debts
and secured a large amount of additional capital, is

jjrepared to take orders for meters for the two and
three-wire systems, and to guarantee their opera-
tion without calibration by the user. The meter, be-
ing so devised as to have its operation unaffected
by friction, will not change, it is said, with time.

. Once right, it is always right. The company has
greatly improved its process of manufacture and
has about 2,000 meters nearly completed. It is pre-
pared to take orders in large quantities and to

guarantee its meters to the fullest extent. During
the last eight months Professor Marks has perfected
the practical details of manufacture. In the matter
of economy of current the meter, it is claimed, will

be without equal, as the infinitesimal current re-

quired will only be needed when lights or power are

used. A remarkable feature of this meter is the
self-starting pendulum, which only swings when a
load is passing.

TRADE NEWS.
The Columbia Electric and Manufacturing com-

pany of Chicago has been incorporated, with a cap-
ital of $10,000, to manufacture electrical machines
and apparatus. The incorporators are Morris M.
Neurath, George M. Mayer and Emil A. Baseuer.

F. S. Hunting, sales manager of the Fort Wayne
Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind., passed through
Chicago last week on his return from a trip to Min-
nesota. Mr. Hunting states that his company is

doing an excellent business. The Fort Wayne
company has just closed some good contracts in

Minnesota.

The Electrical Installation company of Chicago
is favoring its friends with handsome leather card-
cases. These souvenirs have the name of the re-

cipient stamped in gold on the inside and will be
prized both for their intrinsic value and as a re-

BUSINESS.
The Missouri-Edison Electric company of St.

Louis has recently taken down a lot of weather-
proof wire, which has been overhauled and is now
offered for sale by W. N. Matthews 312 Commercial
building St. Louis, the sales agent for the company,
tor second-hnd material.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports

a large increase of sales of its Newgard waterproof
receptacle and globe. These receptacles are now
made in three styles and are furnished for either

Edison or Thomson-Houston base. The Appliance
company has just issued a handsome circular, de-

scribing and illustrating the differeut styles manu-
factured.

The Triumph Electric company of Cincinnati is

installing a i50-kilow'att, 200-revolution, direct-con-

nected generator for Braun & Fitts, Chicago,
manufacturers of butterine. This unit will be
used for both lighting and power. On account of

the fine regulation of the Triumph machine, it is

particularly useful in supplying current for electric

elevators.

One of the most valuable points relating to the use

of belts is not often enough realized, or. at best, not
emphasized. This is the fact that the more belt sur-

face running in contact with the pulley the more
power there is transmitted by the belt. In running
a belt tight only about half of the pulley surface

Ts in contact with the belt; therefore, if a belt can
be made to run without slipping it can be run slack

and very much power will be gained. The Cling-
surface Manufacturing company of Buffalo, N. Y.,

rep'orts that it is adding scores of belts every week
to the number already running slack, through the

use of Cling-surface, and of the daily letters received

acknowdedging this, one from Alhambra. Cal.. says:

"After thoroughly testing Cling-surface I fiind that

I can run with a slack belt and get more power
by far than I could with a tight belt before using
Cling-surface."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

629,792. Electric-signal System. Victor T. Kis-
" singer and Arthur Trunkel, Chicago, 111. Appli-

cation filed June 5, 1899.

Id an electric-signal system the combination with an
electric generator of a metallic circuit connected with one
pole of the generator, the other pole of which has a
ground connection, a number of sigoal-iranstEitting devices
included in the circuit and each comprising a brake-wheel,
a co-operating contact connected with one part of the
main line, and an electromagnetic motor for turning the
brake wheel connected with the other part of the main
line, and having a manually controlled ground connection.

629,803. Device for Electrically Lighting or Ex-
tinguishing Gas Jets. Oscar von Morstein,
Schoenberg. Germany, Application filed Febru-
ary 17, 1896.

A device is described for electricaUy lighting and ex-
tinguishing any desirable number of gas jets simultan-
eously consisting in a combination of an electromagnetic
gas-closure opener common to all the burners, with a device

Issued Aug^itsl /, i8gg.

for producing secondary currents composed of a primary
bobbin, a secondary bobbin and a circuit breaker with
condenser, with a contact device provided on the gas-clos-
ure opener arranged to disconnect from the circuit the
electromagnet of the gas-closure opener and at the same
time increase the inductor current.

629,819. Apparatus for Automatically Discharging
Guns of Warships. John A. Rowe. London,
England. Application filed March 28, 1899.

This consists of an apparatus for automatically discharg-
ing the guns of a warship by means of an electric current
passing in a circuit in which the guns are included, a cyl-

indrical float submerged in a casing fixed to part of the
ship, the float and its atlachmenis being equal to the
weight of the liquid displaced by it, and the float having
spindles passing in a water-light manner through the ends
of the casing, in combination with means connected with
the spindles and operated by the angular change in the
relative positions of the float and the casing 10 manipulate
the electric circuit and thereby fire the guns included in

the circuit when the ship is upright or reaches a prede-
termined angle. (See cut.)

629,823. Brush Holder. Sidney H. Short, Cleve-
land, O., assignor to the Walker company of

New Jersey. Application filed August 26, 1898.

The brushholder comprises a supporting bar arranged in

a plane transversely intersecting the commutator, a series

of individual brushholders mounted thereon, each adapted
to receive a brush, the brushes being radially arranged
with respect to the axis of the commutator, and means for

adjusting the supporting bar longitudinally of the commu-
tator. (See cut.

)

629.837, Motor Control. Allan H. Whiting, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Andrew L. Riker, New
York, N. Y. Application filed September 27,

1898.

One claim reads: A motor, a power supply therefor, a
cut-off normally admitting power to the motor but auto-
matically cutting off the power upon the application of a

brake, a controller independent of the cut-off and regulat-

ing the supply of power to the motor, and means on the

controller engaging the cut-off and restoring the latter to
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its Dormal position only when the controller is in tbe posi-

tion o£ z^ro or minimum power supply.

629.870. Electric Meter. Gilbert C. Pillinger, Lon-

don. England. Application filed April in. 1899.

In combifiation with an electric meter, a suiiably piv-

oted beam, a pair of recorditiK- tiains carried thereby. So

that either may be operated by the meter spindle, and an

electromagnet influenced by ihe current being measured

and adapted to operate the beam.

629,872. Electric Motor. James T. Robson. Lon-

don. England, assignor of two-thirds to Charles

Henry Marsden and Henry William Headland.

London. England. Application filed November
ID, 1898.

A combined ordouble motor is described consistine of two

electric motors mounted on the Fame shaft, the armature of

each motor being connected wiih the set of field magnets
of the other mot r to rotate therewith, the two armatures

rotat'nE in opposite directions and tbe two sets of field

magnets also rotating in opposite directions.

NO. 629,819.

629.897. Arrangement for Starting Alternating-cur-

rent Motors. Galileo Ferraris and Riccardo
Arno, Turin, Itab'. Application filed July 6,

1895.

In a system of electrical transmission and distr-bution,

the combination ot a source cf single-phase alt*- mating
currents, a line circuit or circuits extending therefrom,
means located at a point or points by which out-of-phase
electrcmotive forces cr currents ate produced from the
single-phafe current, electrodynamic receivers connected
to the single-pbase mains and capable of being connected
with the conductor leading frcm the producer of out-of-
phase electromotive fcrce or currents, and switching de-
vices one for each receiver normally included in and
forming part of the conductor leading from the producer
of ont-of-phase electromotive force, and so airanged that

on manipulating any one of the switching devices the cir-

- cuit of the out-of-phase conductor will be broken, and tbe
corresponding receiver will be conaecled to the producer

" of out-of-phase electromotive for^e.

629.898. System of Electrical Distribution. Galileo

'Ferraris and Riccardo Arno. Turin, Italy. Ap-
-plication filed October 26, 1895.

A single-phase alternating-current system of electric dis-
tribution is described, comprising the combination of high-
tension mains, of an ordinary transformer, of tbe secondary
conductors thereof, of a voltage and phase transformer
having two relatively movable elements, one of which has
wound thereon coils closed upon themselves connected
directly to the high-tension mains, of a connection between
the secondary coil of the voltage and phase transformer
to the sect ndary coil of the ord'nary transformer, and of a
single secondary conductor leading from the other term-
inal of the secondary coil of the voltage and phase trans-
ftrrmer and forming with the secondary conductors of the
ordinary transformer a three-branched two-phase low-

- "tension system

.

629,909. Electric Muscular Exercising Apparatus.
Archie B. McMillan. New York. N. Y. Appli-
cation filed June 14. 1898.

An exercising apparatus operated by drawing cords over
a pulley is combined with a magneto-electric generator
operated by the rotation of the pulley, an ouier circuit in-
cluding parts of the exercising apparatus suitably connected
with the generator whereby the currents developed thereby
may be caused to pass through the outer c-rcuit, an in'er-

rupting device whereby the armature winding of the gen-
erator may be short-circuited intermit'entiy as ihe arma-
ture is roated, su'::h interrupting device including a
pivoted ccnducting part, whereby it miiy be thrown into
and out of operation, a transformer for raising the poten-
tial of the current generated, and switch and circuit con-
nections between the transformer and tbe generator.

NO. 629,823.

629.936. Electric Crane. James F. Tracy. Pitts-

burg, Pa., assignor of one-half to William H.
McFadden. Allegheny, Pa. Application filed

April 22, 1899.

In a crane the combination of a trolley, a standard car-
ried by the trolley, a series of two or more contact pieces
carried by the staufiard, each of the contact pieces being
removable independent of the other pieces, and supple-
mental contacts ad)aceat to the main contact pieces.

S29.952. Means for Driving Machines at Variable
Speeds by Electric Motors. Walter A. Clat-

worthy, 'Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, as-

signorof one-half to J. H. Holmes & Co., New-
castle-upon-Tyne. England. Application filed

March 8. 1899.

This is an electric j1 driving device in combination with
a main an au^tiliary motor operating tbe same driving
shaft and a self-releasing clutch between the motors, a
sliding combination switch, a single hindle adapted to

reciprocate the switch, contacts, resistances and circuits

connected thereto, and' electrically held switches in the
circuits controlling the supply current to the main and
auxiliary motors, and push buttons located where desired
arranged to permanently break the supply circuit to both
motors upon being operated until restored by a repetition
of the movements of the sliding switch.

^29.957. Telephone-exchange System. George L.

Cragg. Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western
Electric company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed May 16, 1898.

An operator's generator and telephone switching appa-
ratus for telephone eschanges in combination with a single
electromagnetic appliance, suitable operator's generator
and telephone-circuit connections, anti switching mechan-
ism operated by the electromagnetic appliance for oper-
atively changing tbe conditions of the operator's telephone
circuit and for connecting the generator with and discon-
necting it from a subscriber's line.

629.978. Coin-freed Apparatus for Distributing

Electric Currents. Carl Bieberstein, Charlot-
tenburg, Germany. Application filed August
26, 1898.

Th's is an improved apparatus for the automatic deliv-
ery of electric current to the consumer tor a ceitain time.
by insertion of a coin, having a double clockwork, the
one being started by means of the coin inserted and start-

ing in its lurn after a certain time the other clockwork,
which interrupts the current until it is closed again by the
insertion of a fresh coin.

629.979. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick Booker,
London. England, assignor of one-half to Julius

Peschek. London, England. Application filed

February 28, 1899.

The main feature is a brake for electric-arc lamps com-
prising the combination of the regulating solenoids with a

part fixed to the carbon suspension drums and their asle, a
part loose upon the axle and rotated by the solenoids, iii-

clined planes on the loose part co-operating with anti-

friction rollers carried by an adjusrahle abutment in such
manner that the rotary motion of the loose part is grad-
ually imparted to the other part and to the carbon-susper-
sion drums and by them through suitable connections to

the carbon carriers.

630,071. Depolarization Substance for Electric

Batteries. Gustav Platner. Witzenhausen. Ger-
many. Application filed December 28. 1897.

A depolarization substance for electric battery cells, tbe
substance being composed of chlorates combined with
meiallic salts capable of readily forming basic salts and
disengaging acids or halogens.

630,076. Electric Swi:tch. John E. Sayles, Mont-
clair. N.J., and. Henry E. Reeve. New Y'ork,

N. Y. Application filed March 26, 1898.

The switch comprises a sheet-metal base having stiffen-

ing flanges and retaining lugs struck up therefrom, an
insulating block secured to the base and centered between
the lugs, the block having contacts thereon, and a switch
lever pivoted upon the base.

NO. 630,205.

630.113. Electrically Operated Display Turntable.

Max Rolle. Phdadelphia. Pa. Application filed

October iS, 1898.

A turn-table applicable to the display of wares and cos-

tumes, a base, a tnrn-table supported thereon with rolling

supports, an electric motor, connected to propel the same
rotalably, a commutator on the motor with two pairs of

brushes alternatively applicable to the commutator, in

combination with a lever controlling the brusbpp, and
stops attached to and operated by the turntable to reverse

the position of the lever and the direction of rotation of the

motor and turn-table-.

630.151. Automatic Telegraphy. Samuel White-
hall. South Bend, Ind. Application filed Feb-
ruary 4, 1898.

The method consists in forming a message or design
made up of parallel lines; telegraphically transmitting the
lines composing the message or design ; recording the

lines in the form of one continuous line and then repro-
ducing the message or design by subdividing the continuous
line and arranging the subdivisions side by side to form
a facsimile of the original message or design.

630.152. Automatic Telegraphy. Samuel White-
hall, South Bend. Ind. Application filed Feb-
ruary 21, 1899.

A receiving surface for use in automatic telegraphy
having the parts thereof adjustable relatively to each
other. jitS

630.153. Trolley Rail for Electric Roads. William
A. P. Wiliard. Jr., Hull, Mass. Application

filed December 24, 1898.

This describes means for electrically connecting adja-
cent ends of two sections of tbe conductor in a third-rail

system, the means consisting of a covered box having in

two sides opposite each other openings provided with in-

sulating linings to receive the ends of the conductor sec-
tions and insulate them from the bos, and a conducting
bond adapted to receive and be bound to the conducting
sections, in combination with the conducting sections, the
ends of which within the box are uninsulated.

630. 1 78. Electric Clock. Richard Biirk, Schroen-
ningen, Germany. /Application filed November
6." 1897-

An electric clock is described having in combination a
ratchet wheel, a pawl arranged to engage the ratchet
wheel, means for lifting the pawl from the rachet
wheel at tbe end of its stroke, a movable device for pre-
venting a full entrance of the pawl between the teeth of

the ratchet wheel, at the middle of its stroke, a contact de-
vice arranged to be engaged by the pawl when the pawl
fully enters between the teeth of the ratchet wheel, an
electric circuit arranged to be closed by the engagement
of the pawl with the contact device, and a magnet in-

cluded in- the circuit and arranged to operate the pen-
dulum.

630.205. Electric Motor for Brakes. Richard A. J.
Evans. Chicago, 111. Application filed Feb-
ruary 8, 1899.

An electric motor for brakes, comprising two field
pieces, field magnets thereon, an armature shaft arranged
between the field magnets, an armature mounted on the
shaft having projecting curved ends partly surrounding
and mechanically engaging the field pieces when a current
is closed through the armature and field, the armature
having it5 windings connected in series and also connected
in tbe field magnets, and a brake-actuating lever attached
to the armature shaft. (See cut.)

630.210, Trolley W'heel. Henry R. Frisbie, Belle-
ville, N. J., assignor of one-half to David Dodd,
Newark. N. J. Application filed June 30, 1897.
The claim reads: A sectional trolley wheel consisting of

a renewable center having a rim U-shape in cross section,
a grooved periphery to form the contact, the rim made
deeper in its central portion to enhance its wearing quali-
ties and thereby prolong its usefulness, a hub on which
side flanges are supported, a thin central web connecting
the hub with the rim so that when tbe flanges are mounted
on the hub side chambers are formed for loose graphite or
other like powdered lubricant, large openings in the web
to open communication between the chambers, longitud-
inal grooves within tbe bore of the hub to hold the lubri-
cant, the bottom of the grooves provided with a plurality
of openings leading into the chambers, means for uniting
and holding the several sections, together.

NO. 630.233.

630,233. Regulating Alternating-current Dynamo-
electric Machines. Maurice Huiin and Mau-
rice Leblanc, Paris, France, assignors to the
Societe Anonyme pour la Transmission de la

Force par I'Electncite. Paris, France. Appli-
cation filed April 10, 1897.

The method of exciting an alternating-current machine,
which consists in charging its field circuit or circnits with
currents derived from the vector sum of two electromo-
tive forces normally at an angle, one of which is propor-
tional to the current sirenath in the armature of the ma-
chine, and the other to the pressure at a predetermined
point ot tbe external circuit. (See cut.)

630.280. System of Electrical Distribution. Gran-
ville T. Woods. New York, N. Y., assignor to
Edward L. Kerr, Jersey City, N. J. Applica-
tion filed October 30, 1896.

This is a system of electrical distribution supplied with
current from two sources of energy, one of which is of
variable potential, the method of starting and regulating
an electric motor consisting in supplying current thereto
from the variable potential source, gradually increasing
the elecLToraotive force from this source until the maxi-
mum potential is reached, supplying the motor with cur-
rent from both sources in parallel, opening the variable
potential circuit, then withdrawing the first electromotive
force, and then throwing the two electromotive forces into
series and varying the electromotive fjrce from the varia-
ble potential source.

630,283. Method of and Apparatus for Utilizing
Waste Gases and Heat from Electric Furnaces.
W^ilhelm Borchers. Aix-Ia-Chapelle, Germany.
Application filed March 6. 1899.

The method of utilizing the waste gases and heat from
electric furnaces, consisting in effecting the electric smelt-
ing or reduction in the interior of a steam generator in the
presence of an excess of the charge which remains unde-
composed, filtering the gases generated in the furnace to
free the satne from dust particles, and cooling the molten
product in the furnace.

NO. 31,317.

630.292. Electric Switch and Alarm. George W.
MacKenzie. Beaver. Pa., assignor to Israel B.

Chantler, Sewickley. Pa. Application filed July
16, 1898.

An electric switching device is described consisting of a
stationary contact member forming one terminal of an
electric circuit, a pivotal support forming tbe other term-
inal of the circuit, an arm pivotally supported therein
provided with a contact member, a fusible substance
thereon and a weight resting on such fusible substance,
and means for operating the arm to make electrical con-
tact upon release of such weight.

Designs.

31.315. Battery-plate Separator. Henry C. Porter,

Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to the Owen
H. Fay Livery company. Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed July 1. 1899. Term of patent seven
years.

31.316. Electrical Terminal. William B. Bragdon,
Cumberland Mills. Me., assignor to S. D. War-
ren & Co., Boston. Mass. Application filed

November 5. 189S. Term of patent seven years.

_- 317. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Herman J.

Jaeger. New York. N. Y.. assignor to the Amer-
ican Miniature and Decorative Lamp company.
New York, N. Y. Application filed June 17,

1899. Term of patent seven years.

The design for an incindescant electric lamp as shown
in the cut.
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Sub-station for Battery Charging at
Harvey, III.

To provide tor the new extension 10 Harvey an
auxiliary charging station for the storage-battery

railroad operated by tlie Chicago Electric Traction
company has been erected at the suburb named.
This company has had in successful operation for

some time an electric line connecting the South Side

of Chicago with South Englewood, Morgan Park and
Blue Island, and operated by storage batteries. The
main line now extends from Sixty-third street and
South Park avenue south through Auburn, South

veyed to the engine by means of a pipe from a tank
placed in a small wooden building in the rear of
the station. The dynamo is a 40-l-:ilowatt. multipolar,
shunt-wound. 200-volt machine, built by the Eddy
Electric Manufacturing company, to run at 850 revo-
lutions per minute. It is belted to the gas engine.
Fig. 3 also shows the instruments placed on the
wooden partition in front of the dynamo. There are
three ammeters, the one on the right indicating the
current of the generator, and the other two being
connected to the battery in the next room. The
voltmeter at the top indicates the voltage of the
dynamo, which generally gives a current of 175 am-

up under the car, receives the tray of batteries, and
i-- then lowered. Thu truck is run ofT to one end of

the track by hand and a tray of fully charged bat-
teries is run up on the other truck and placed in

position.

Charging terminals are placed at both ends of the
short track, so that the battery can be readily charged
before the arrival of the next car. Forty minutes is

required to charge a car battery fully, but the Har-
vey station is only used to freshen up tlie batteries

and not fully to charge them; therefore, as the cars
are run on a 20-minute schedule, ample time is given
between cars to put the cells in good condition for

Englewood. Washington
Heights and Blue Island to

Harvey, ending at One-hun-
dred and Fifty-fourth street,

near the Illinois Central de-

p o t. Morgan Park is

reached by a branch line

which starts at Seventy-
ninth and Halsted streets,

and follows the main line to

One-hundred-and- eleventh

street, then turning west to

Morgan Park. Sixteen

miles IS the length of the

main line, while the Morgan
Park line is seven mile long.

The barns and main
charging station, previously

described at length in the

Western Electrician, are lo-

cated at Eighty-eighth
street and Vixicennes road,

in South Englewood. All

of the cars stop here and
take on freshly charged
batteries. After the exten-

sion to Harvey was opened
up and as the traffic in-

creased the company de-

cided to erect an auxiliary

charging station at the end of the line as a pre-

cautionary means in case of heavy demands on the

batteries resulting from increased traffic or bad
weather.
The station was completed recently and has been

in regular operation since July 5th. Fig. 1 (p. 102)

shows the front of the building, which is a brick

structure, 26 by 70 feet in size, and divided longi-

tudinally by a board partition. The western por-

tion of the building is lo!^ feet wide and is occupied

by the car track. On the east side' are the engine

and dynamo room and the battery room.
Figs. 2 and 3 are illustrations respectively of the

engine and the dynamo. The former is a three-cylin-

der. 50-horsc power Nash gas engine, and was in-

stalled by the National Meter company of New York.

It uses gasoline as a fuel, the gasoline being con-

ihe rcuirn trip. Cars can
be run from the central

station to Harvey and back
again without recharging,

but it has been found ad-

visable to have the bat-

teries freshened up at the

end of the road.
Fig. 5 shows the base-

ment with a battery on one
of the trucks about to be
raised to the car above.
The elevator is operated by
a 30 horse power Sprague
motor, which derives its

power from the station bat-

tery. The plant is run 20

hours each day. starting at

5 a. m. and stopping at i

a. m.

Dynamo for Charging. Fig. 4. Battery Rooai. Fig. 2. Gas Engine Driving Dynamo,

SUB-STATION FOR BATTERY CHARGING AT HARVEY, ILL.

peres at i6o volts. Other devices here installed com-
prise switches, rheostats and a Thomson recording
wattmeter.
The battery room, illustrated in Fig. 4, contains 95

cells, only 81 being used at one time, however. Man-
chester plates, manufactured by the Electric Storage-

Battery company, are used. The battery equipment
of each car is composed of 72 cells, having an aggre-
gate capacity of 400 ampere-hours.

In the basement of the building is located the ap-
paratus by means of which the loaded battery trays

are removed from the cars. Directly beneath the car

track is laid a track of light T-rails. on which two
four-wheeled trucks run. In the center of this track

is a Sprague electric sidewalk elevator. When a car

reaches the station it stops over the elevator. The
latter, with one of the batten.^ trucks upon it, is run

Electric Lighting of
Gibraltar.

Like others of the British
possessions, the Rock of
Gibraltar has been supplied
with electric light. The
difficulties to be surmounted
in its installation were un-

usual. The power station was built on the
King's Bastion, one of the best sheltered points
of the rocks, originally intended for the erection of

artillery barracks, where ever}^ embrasure for the
guns had to be blasted in the hard rocks. The difer-

ent parts of the plant were placed in three steps, one
above the other. At the bottom, almost on a level

with the sea, is the boiler house, then comes the
engine room, and the dynamos and switchboard are
still higher up. The capacity of the works is 10.000
lamps of 16 candle power each. At present there
are 500 lamps of different candle pow'er in use for

street lighting. Only the hospital and the govern-
ment buildings are now illuminated, but later on the
whole of the fortifications will be lighted by electric-

ity. In addition, different parts of the fortifications

are to be supplied with large electric searchlights.
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Transformers; Iron Loss-Its Increase—
The Remedy.'

By G. Wilbl-r Hublev.

Attention to the subject of transformers, meters,

etc., in the alternating field of electrical work has

been very general, and much has been written and
many have been the discussions on these subjects.

The necessity of inspection, testing, etc., of all

meters, in service at regular periods, has been con-

ceded as an economic necessity by central stations,

as well as being recommended by the manufacturers:

yet such has not been true about transformers, and
this important and essential apparatus has been
most seriously neglected, owing to the impression

and erroneously accepted fact that its characteristics

FIG. I. SUB-STATION FOR BATTERY CHARGING AT
HARVEY, ILL.

are, in a measure, unchangeable. The transformer
passes into its work and no further attention is

given, except in cases of absolute failure by "burn-
out" or other extreme condition interfering with
its service. It is, however, a generally accepted fact

that there comes a time in the historj' of trans-

formers when their efficiencj'- and profit-earning
can be greath- increased bj' means of substitution or
change of characteristics. It is the latter plan that

the writer shall treat as the subject-matter of this

paper.

No other question has more commercial signifi-

cance in the operation of a transformer system, from
a central-station point of view, than the con-
stant iron losses of transformers in service. Yet
the question has had, probabl}"-, less careful and sys-

tematic investigation than any other detail of the

alternating system, owing, doubtless, to the fact

that the great and increasing losses in this direction

have not been fully appreciated until within the past

few years.

It must be admitted that great improvement ha^
been made in this direction by the manufacturers,

with a view of reducing this iron loss to its present

low figure; but the question of "fatigue"' is of greater

importance than the initial conditions.

All data, tests, etc., as given in this paper, have
been carefuU.v and accurately compiled from actual

facts and conditions, as they exist in the central sta-

tion with which the writer is identified and of the

compan3' which he represents as delegate to this

convention.
It has been found, in practice, that transformers

having initially low iron losses (within limits of

specifications), after being placed in ser\'ice would
show most decided increase—in most cases over

100 per cent, increase, and in exceptional cases as

high as 300 to 400 per cent, increase, within very

short periods of service under normal conditions.

In fact, the ''fatigue" feature or large increase of

iron losses in man^* transformers made their further

use commercially prohibitive.

To illustrate the conditions of the question, the

writer gives the following records of a few tests

on various sizes of transformers, showing the in-

crease of iron losses during periods of service:

Initial Second Third
Test. Test. Tesi.

Ca- Per Cent.
Increase.

Per Ct.
Inc.

Total
Per Ct._;

•

ity. B U S Inc.

5 & 5 (^ $ C<

500 16 7-2 6t 13 80.6 7.3 15 15.4 10S.4

1,000 •iS 1.8 Ti 7-3 29.3 100 10 33M 72.4
1,500 60 17 (..i 61

K

120 23.7 100

2.000 Ti 3K 125 6.1 66K 145 741 16
§3,J

3,000 80 2j<i J33 66M 130 5 12.8 87i«
4.000 100 2.7 175 4« 60-6 183 4.6 ^l ^z
5.000 120 2-4 140 2.8 16S 143 2.3 3.6 20.8

7,500 14'i 1.1 If? 2.2 15.1 190 13.S 31
^

10,000 IW I.« 250 2.3 31.6 .... 31.6
12,500 =I« 1.7 238 I.I 9.1 315 2.5 32.4 44.5
25,000- 3=3 1.3 530 2.1 64.1 -. 64.1

The tests represent transformers of various tj'pes

of manufacture during years of 1894, 1895 and 1896,

and cover periods of service from 1S94 to 1899- The
actual service between tests varies from periods of

six months to t^'O years, but, in most cases, are tests

made each consecutive j-ear.

During the last few years the writer has carefully

studied this question in its phases, as it relates to

the practical conditions, as met with in every-day
station work.

I. Read before the National Electric Light association at New
York; May 24, 1899.

Onl}- within the last year have manufacturers been
willing to recognize or accept the adopted specifi-

cations on transformers of the central station: in

fact, they would not guarantee initial limits or qual-

ify limits of deterioration of their transformers in

service. The writer adopted transformer specifica-

tions during the year of 1895. in which limits 01 iron

loss were fully 50 per cent, greater than those of

present-daj^ specifications.

The following specification limits were adopted
January' i, 1S99, s^nd all transformers must pass

jnder initial conditions within specified limits, or

be rejected:

Ca-
pacity.

Iron Loss. Reeula-
tion

Ca-
pacity.

Iron Loss,
Reeula-
tion

Watts. Pr. Ct.
Pr. Ct. Watls. Pr. Ct Pr, Ct,

500 35 7.00 3.00 6.250 125 2.00 2 00
*oo 36 6 00 3.00 7.500 150 2.00 2.00

I.ooo 45 4.50 3.00 10,000 175 1.75 2,00
1.250 45 3.60 3.00 12.500 200 2,00
1,500 51 3.40 3.00 15,000 210 1.40 2.00
2.0001 60 3.00 3.00 18.750 225 1,20 2,00
2,500 65 2.60 2.50 20,000 240 1.20 2.00
i.ooo 75 2.50 2.50 25.000 275 1.10 2.00

3.750 90 2.40 2.50 30,000 300 1.00 2,00
4,000 90 2.25 2.50 37,500 375 1.00 2.00
5.000 no 2.20 2.23 50,000 500 1,00 2 00

120 2.00 2.25

Insulation test to be made by a series of make-
and-break contacts, and one prolonged contact, as

follows:

1. Between primary and secondary coils 6.000 volts A. C.
2. Between primary coil and core 6,000 volts A, C.
3. Between secondary coil and core 1,000 volts A. C.
Temperature test measured by thermometers placed in mercury

cups in core of transformers- Increase above surrounding at-
mosphere on full-load test of eight hours' duration must not ex-
ceed 60 degrees Centigrade.
Faiigae.—Iron loss must not exceed 10 per cent, increase above

limits, as specified, within period of two years' service.
Overload.—Transformers must be guaranteed to stand over-

load of 25 per cent, above rated capaciiy, for duration of two
hours, with temperature increase not to exceed 60 degrees Centi-
grade above surrounding atmosphere.
General Guarantee.—^Transformers must be guaranteed for two

years' ser\"ice against burnout from any cause (including light-

ning), providing same are under normal conditions of service.
Remarks.—Toe above specificaiions do not contemplate the

use of oil in transformers.
In case of failure of transformers furnished under speci6cations,

all expenses of rejection shall be borne by the manufacturer.

It has been the practice of the writer to make
initial tests on all transformers when received, and
their acceptance or rejection has been strictly gov-
erned bi" limits as set forth in specifications; and
to repeat this test under similar conditions as often

as opportunity' permits, i. e., at all times when trans-
formers were brought into station from service.

A careful and permanent record of all such tests

is kept, as they apph' to each individual trans-
former.

during 300 days in the 3'ear: therefore, initially,

the transformer will require during year "useful
current" 1,500 kilowatts, and during year "iron-loss"'

current 508 kilowatts, or a total of 2^008 kilowatts
for service.

It will be noted that "useful" current is 74.7 per
cent., and "iron-loss" current 25.3 per cent., or
'iron-loss" current amounts to 33.9 per cent, of
current used "usefully."

Consider similar ser\-ice and conditions on this

transformer after "iron loss" has increased 72.4
per cent., and we find it will require during j-ear

"useful current" 1,500 kilowatts, and during year
"iron-loss" current 876 kilowatts, or total of 2,376
kilowatts for service. It will be noted now that
"useful" current is 63.1 per cent, and "iron-loss"
current is 36.9 per cent, or "iron-loss" current
amounts to 58.4 per cent, of current used "usefully."

The question naturally arose, "What was to be
done with transformers having such abnormal iron
loss?" it being out of the question to scrap these,
or to obtain others by expensive method of exchange
for new "present-day" transformers, under plan
suggested by manufacturers, w^ho willingly proposed
to remedy this condition.
The writer began some experiments in line of

treatment of iron of old transformers, and after
some time obtained most successful and gratifying
results in this direction. Ho'wever, no claims can
be made at present writing of the permanency or
resultant action that may occur by the methods
adopted, as only time test will determine this point;
but it is reasonable to expect the changes made in
the character of the iron in transformers so treated
will prove itself more nearly constant and permanent
than it w'as initially.

The method of treatment adopted is one of anneal-
ing the iron of transformers which show abnormal
loss. The results have proven most gratifying, in
all cases reducing the losses to their initial (or even
better) records, and in no manner affecting other
requisite qualifications of the transformer.
The work can be done readily, and at an admissi-

ble low cost per unit, to make the work commercially
within bounds, and a far better paj'ing investment
than an3' other plan that has been suggested or
followed with the same object in view. In other
words, it restores the transformer system, whether
transformers are new or old t^-pe, to their original,

or even better, condition, as far as iron losses are
concerned.
A table is herewith presented, compiled from rec-

ords of experimental work on transformers taken
frofn senice, without selection, in the regular course
of business of station. It therefore represents act-

ual practical conditions. Some idiosyncracies are

SUB STATION FOR BATTERY CHARGING AT HARVEY, ILL.—BATTERY-TRUCK ELEVATOR.

It is probabb" unnecessary to state what the iron

losses and their increase means to the average cen-
tral station, except to call attention to the fact that

existing iron losses in transformers approximate
from 50 to 70 per cent, of output of the average
alternating station.

Let us consider an average case by way of illus-

tration, to compare the probable useful current sup-

plied with the iron loss or waste current per year
required at installation.

A 1,000-watt transformer having initial iron loss

of 58 watts (5.8 per cent.), having been under service

during a period of two years, records iron loss of

100 watts (id per cent.), or fatigue of 72.4 per cent.

We will make the liberal assumption that this trans-

former averages full load for five hours per day

shown that are interesting. From this table prac-
tically correct deductions may be made as to pos-
sibilities of reduction of constant iron losses, and
the advantages to be derived therefrom:

Initial rest Be fore Test .After Decrease
Test. Treatm ent. , Treatment. Iron -oss.

? = 5
— =;

-5 .,; S-^O := .; in^

g ^ $ - .° 5 K

S & .ill

500 40 8 64 12.S 60 42 8.46 22 34.37 192.7
1,000 60 6 SS s.s 4b« 39 5.90 29 32.95 254
2,000 84 4.1 150 7-5 78.

6

117 3. S3 33 22.00 2S9.1
3.000 loS 3.6 139 4.6 2S.7 97 3.23 42 30.21 367.9
7,500 140 19 167 2.2 19.3 133 32 19.10 2S0.3

10.000 175 lii 240 2.4 27.1 33.33 700.8
25.000 350 1.4 530 2.1 51.5 323 1.29 207 39.06 2,829.5
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This tabic icprcsciUs the average results of tests

of transformers of capacities as noted.

Type, actual service of life of transformers, were

not taken into consideration, as it is the object of

the writer to present the actual practical working

condition of the average central station. The sta-

tion of which the writer is in charge has kept pace

with the times in taking advantage of all improve-

ments of modern apparatus, as well as modern meth-

ods of operation; and. moreover, gained decided

advantage by complete change of all transformers

to those of modern type, dating ftQin the year 1894,

when change was made from 1,080 to 2,000-volt

system; and since such time has made one exten-

sive substitution of about 50 per cent, of these

transformers to others of latest type and manufac-

ture. .

The cost of "annealing treatment," as practiced,

can be accomplished at so low a cost per kilowatt

that it insures its success. The plan to reduce and

regulate the increased iron losses in transformers is

both simple and practical.

The following data of detail costs per kilowatt

capacity have been computed from records of actual

costs during period of experimental work:

Prepara- Anneal- A.ssein- Tes;- Total

tion. ing. bling. ing. cost.

Av. cost per K. W. .092 ,106 .618 .oS.) .50

However, the above costs cannot be taken as

criterion, as such only represent result of experi-

mental work on transformers of various manufac-

ture, type and capacity, and naturally these costs

as given are considerably higher than will be found

in practice. The average costs per unit

will vary greatly under different local con-

ditions, owing to the wide margin of vari-

ation of costs in transformers of small and

large capacity, as the item of cost per

unit does not vary proportionally with

the capacity.

It can be liberally appro.ximated that

complete costs of "annealing treatment"

will vary between 22 cents per kilowatt

on 25 kilowatts size to $2.20 per kilowatt

on one-halt-kilowatt size of transforiucr.

The advantages of the "annealing treat-

ment" of iron of transformers will be

more fully appreciated by facts deduced

from foregoing data, as set forth in the

table given below.

It will be noted that the gains by actual

saving to be obtained through adopted

methods of treatment of iron, at the ex-

tremely low cost per unit, makes the sys-

tem appeal for a place in the economic
field of central-station operation more
strongly than any other measure in this

direction. .

By the most conservative estimate the

average central station can reduce and

regulate within reasonable limits this all-

important feature of loss wherever trans-

formers are in service to 50 per cent, or

their present records, and this means not
,

,.

only a saving of 25 to 30 per cent, oil

yearly cost of fuel, but increased capacity

on boilers, engines, dynamos, etc.

Hence the reduced fixed charges per unit,

higher commercial efhciency of trans-

former system and conseciuent increased

profits per unit of current sold; and last,

but not least important, a periodical in-

spection, reinsulation and general renewal

of all transformers in service, and an ab-

solute control and regulation of their in-

crease of iron losses.

a cherry red. A particular point about the anneal-
ing process is to be sure that the iron is annealed.
We tried annealing by electricity, but it was unsat-
isfactory, from the fact that it was not uniform, and
in some places got hotter than others.

George Henry Wheeler.
Street-railway men will be sadrk-ned by the an-

nouncement that George Henry Wheeler, the presi-
*Ient of the Chicago City Kailway company from
i!<9i to i8y8, and a director at the time of his death.
(bed at the Hotel Champlain. near l-*lattsl)urg, N, W,

Power Development on Canadian Side jjii August iilh, .Mr. Wheeler had been in poor
^—'''^he.'tlth for some time, and a fatal termination rif

his illness was not une.xiiected. but at the last death
at Niagara.

Electric energy developed at Niagara Falls is to
be transmitted to Toronto for manufacturing and
lighting purposes. The authority for this statement
is Mr. Wallace Nesbitt, Q. C. Canadian counsel
for the Canadian Niagara Falls Power company.
Mr. Nesbitt visited Niagara Falls. N. V'.. where
he had been summoned to consult with Colonel
Rankine, secretary of the company, and Professor
George Forbes, I^. R. S., of London, England, the
distinguished electrical engineer. At the meeting
of thtse gentlemen the (pieslion of the transmission
of power to Toronto, Out., was discussed, and it

is understood that a decision favorable to the proj-
ect was reached. Another company, in which Sen-
ator Cox of Toronto and Mr. James Ross of

Montreal are interested, has also opened negotia-
tions with the Ontario government for a franchise
to develop power on the Canadian side of the Falls,

but Mr. Nesbitt says that his company ;is not
afraid of the issue, for it has the capital, it has the

patents and it means business. The Ontario gov-
ernment has notified the Niagara Falls Park com-
missioners to inform the companies which at any
time have made application for the privileges to gen-

>1 53 i 6-
0) £ « SSS

a 2 Kilowatts.
st^-^ Ittp l>,3

=^ Be.fore After

MP-O. BQ° ~^s.rpent. meat. (ri>

500 56064 367.92 192.7 3 85 1. 10 350
1.000 770.98 516.84 254-0 5.03 1.85 275

2,000 1.314.00 1,024.92 5.78 222

3.000 1. 217-64 84972 367-9 7.3+ 360 204

7.500 1.463.90 I. 182 60 280.3 5.60 4.50 125

10.000 2.102.40 T.IOI 60 700.8 14.00 500
a'i.ooo i.6i2.8o i.Si^.io 2.82Q.<i Sfi-SQ 5-50 T.029

Discussion.

H. L. Doherty, Madison : The writer tells every-

thing but the one thing I am most interested in

—

whether the system is patented or secret. He lays

great stress on the annealing. I do not think we
can anneal the iron at a high enough temperature

to have any effect on it without seriously interfer-

ing with the insulation. I noticed in testing trans-

formers that the loss due to aging does not increase

constantly. It increases on some transformers, and
then goes back to the original loss, I do not sup-

pose that the temperature was low enough to have

an effect on the core.

Mr. Hubley: The process is the simple anneal-

ing of iron. The transformer is taken apart and
annealed in the ordinary way, and reassembled.

We found the first resuhs were unsatisfactory, due

to the annealing not being uniform.

Mr. Doherty: At what temperature do you an-

neal?
Mr. Hubley: We have not taken the tempera-

ture, but judge of the annealing by drawing it to

GEORGE HENKV WHEELER.

erate power at the Falls that the monopoly clause

in the Canadian Niagara company's contract has

been canceled and the government is now open to

negotiate.

Professor Forbes was consulting electrical engineer
of the Niagara Falls (N. Y.) Power company during
its construction period and advised it in regard
to the adoption of its system for generating elec-

tricity- and transmitting it for long distances. He
.spent eight months of last year in preparing plans

for the development of w*ater power at the second
cataract of the Nile, visiting that country at the

request of the British government, the power to be
used for pumping for irrigation purposes and for

long-distance transmission.

Electrical Activity in Germany.
H. E. Bandell. a copper dealer at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, Germany, writes to the Engineering and
.Mining Journal to say that the consumption of cop-

per in Germany is not decreasing. "In fact." he
says, "consumption may this year even be somewhat
larger than in 1898, since all works using copper are

fully employed with orders, and some have made
considerable enlargements. Electrical street rail-

roads, electrical vicinal roads are being built now in

Germany everywhere, and electric companies have

yet considerable contracts on hand for building such

roads; also the telephone system is continually en-

larged, and cities and works are more and more
lighted by electricity. In fact, so many contracts

are out that consumption cannot decrease and may
even increase for some time to come."

came (|uitc surldenly. Mr. Wheeler was greatly af-

fected by the ileath of Judge Grinnell, the late gen-
eral counsel of the Chicago City Railway company,
about a year ago, and was never a well man after-
ward. He suffered from a low fever, diagnosed as
malaria. Later a stomach complication was devel-
oped and he was able to take but little nourishment.
His system became debilitated, and when the end
came death was sudden and the immediate cause was
heart weakness. He was treated by several of the
leading physicians of Chicago, and his removal to
the Adirondack region was undertaken in the hope
of benefiting his health. The body was brought to
Chicago and the funeral took place from the Church
of the Ascension on .\ugust 15th.

.Mr. Wheeler was for years an active figure in the
commercial and social life of Chicago. He was born
at Laporte, Ind.. on August i, 1841. His father
was Hiram Wheeler, a nati\e of New Haven. Vt.,
and his mother was Julia Smith Wheeler, born in
New York city. In 18.32 the father of Mr. Wheeler
removed from New York with his family to what
was then considered the remote settlement at La-
porte, where, nine years later, his son. George Henry

Wheeler, was born. The next year the
family removed to St. Joseph. Mich.,
where they made their home for eight
years. Chicago was then a village, but
the elder Wheeler, realizing its commer-
cial possibilities, removed again with his
family and made his home in Chicago in
the year 1840.

George Henry Wheeler was educated
in the public schools of Chicago and
afterward went tr Racine. Wis., where
he took a course in college, and then re-
turned to Chicago and engaged in busi-
ness. In 1860 he entered the grain-ele-
vator business with his father, and in 1867
he was admitted to partnership in the
firm of Munger. Wheeler -.& Co.. which
at that time was one of the largest and
wealthiest concerns engaged in the grain
business in Chicago. He remained with
this firm, actively employed in the man-
agement of its affairs, until 1889, when
it was sold out to an English syndicate
and he retired from active connection
^vith the grain business.

Early in 1891 Mr. Wheeler was elected
^; president of the Chicago City Railway

company, and he remained at the head of
that large corporation for seven years,
being succeeded in 1898 by the late M.
K. Bowen, who died last spring. Dur-
ing Mr. Wheeler's administration the
company adopted electricity for the mo-
tive power on all its lines except the
State street and Wabash avenue cable
systems. Two large electric power
houses were built, and the company now
operates over 150 miles of electric rail-

way. The traffic of the World's Fair year
was handled successfully and proved very
profitable. Mr. Wheeler was a capable
business man. and with the able assist-

ance of Mr. Bowen. one of the best street-

railroad 'men in the country, in directing
the operating department of the com-

pany, his administration was a success. After his
retirement from the presidency. Mr. Wheeler was
again called to the position in August of last year,
when he was acting president for about a month
in the absence of Mr. Bowen. After that, Mr.
Wheeler did not engage in actice business.
Mr. Wheeler was fond of horses and driving and

was president of the Washington Park Club at the
time of his death. He was prominent in the affairs

of the Chicago Club and also a member of the
XTnion League Club. During the World's Fair he
was a director of the local company. He was a di-

rector of the Continental National Bank, one of
the American trustees for the London Guaranty
and Accident coir.pany and connected with sev-
eral other business and social organizations. Mr.
\\' heeler was a wddower. and tw'O children—Mrs.
Lawrence A. Young of Chicago and Henry Lord
\\'heeler, professor of Chemistry at Yale—survive
him.

Thunderstorms in May.
During May, which is the latest month for w^hich

official statistics are available, .5.305 thunderstorms
were reported by the United States Weather Bu-
reau. In May. 189S. there were 2.871 of such
storms, and in ."Xpril, 1899. 1.962. The number re-

ported in May. 1899. is remarkable. The dates on
which the number of reports of thunderstorms for
the whole country were most numerous were:
May 29th. 411; 28th. 311: 31st, 309; 2d, 29.5.

From Illinois 382 thunderstorms were reported;
Ohio, 377; Missouri, 322; Iowa, 289; Michigan, 285,
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Keys and Key Fastenings.

One of the subjects on which the electrical me-

chanic should be well informed is the keying ot

machine parts to shafts and spindles. A contributor

sends the following practical suggestions:

Methods of Fastening—One of the worst kinds

of fastening keys is shown in Figs, i and 2.

This form of key is seldom used by maiiufactur-

ers of electrical machines, but the writer has

frequently fonr.d such keys employed as a make-

shift on repair or alteration work performed

by some electrical mechanic. The key is simply

a piece of curved steel, reduced to a point,

as shown in Fig. 2, and this point is started into a

crudely rounded seat filed out of the collar with

a round or half-round file, as shown in Fig. i at

(A). The key is used because of its readiness of

application. There is no need of cutting a key-seat

in either shaft or the work to be fastened on the

shaft. The key is usually driven home to the point

ot splitting the work, and for a time holds the work

to the shaft firmly. But the vibration of the ma-

chinery eventually tends to loosen the bcveled-

shaped key and force it out. This key, though

operating on one flat surface, cannot be classed with

Che regular flat keys or the square keys which hold

by shearing strain. The type of key shown in Fig.

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Fig. 3 Fig .4

Fig. 6

Fig. 5
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an expanding set-screWj as represented in Fig. 6.

With this form of key, the pin is first inserted, and
then expanded by turning the screw.
Feather Key.—Feather keys are always practical

for use in connection with electrical work. Fig. 7
shows this style of key, the section of which is

square. The greatest trouble is in causing the key
to bind wrong. These keys should not bind on the

top and bottom of the key-seat and be loosp at the

sides, as at (D D). Fig. 8. This often happens, with

the result that the parts loosen and rattle, if they

do not wholly come off. A good driving fit is

essential, and this is obtained by having the key
so that it will bind well on the sides of the seat

in both shaft and work, and barely touch at top
and bottom. When this style of key is used in a

sliding bearing, the plan is something like that in

Fig. 9, in which the key-way in the shaft is marked
(E E). In this case the key is made to slide easily

Fig.40

Fig. 12

Fig .13

n^ n-n

Fig.14
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3 belongs to the flat-key class and acts on the di-

agonal-strut plan. It is suitable for general mechan-
ical work in the electrical shop, providing it is

correctly applied. This key is ordinarily made with
the width about double the thickness and is calcu-

lated to be driven as a strut. This form of key
requires that the sides be perfect in fit. The least

deflection in the taper from trueness will frequently

cause the key to spring and work out of position.

When applied in the form shown in Fig. 3, in

which the key-seat is cut only for the shaft, the

connection is very likely to work loose, as the only
means of holding the work is by frictional binding
of the top of the key to the under surface of the
work. Yet this design of key is sometimes used
in this form, but often with the result that a new
key is made and fitted into key-seats provided in

both shaft and work, as shown in Fig. 4. A flat

key applied in this manner is pretty sure to hold
if put in tight and properly adjusted.

Troublesome Round Key.—The cheapness with
which a round key-seat can be bored into the end
of a shaft and work simultaneously tempts some
machinists to use the round-key plan, as in Fig. 5.

This key is usually a uniformly round steel pin,

and when driven well into place will hold for a long
time. But the mechanical action of the connections
terid-! tn loosen the round key sooner than the
flat or square key. Some machinists partly over-
come this trouble by tapping the seat with a thread
and screwing the key into it with a corresponding
thread. Others split the round key, after boring
into it and tapping it with a thread, then provide

in this key-way while it binds tightly to the hub
or other work which is carried on the sliding bear-

ing. The keys for this service must be perfectly

true and planing may be advantageously used on
the three sides next the seat.

When the Set-screw is Used.—There are certain

parts of electrical machinery apparatus on which
the ordinary forms of keys are not suitable, unless
provisions are made for applying a tightening de-

vice. This is usually found by the use of the set-

screw, applied in the form shown in Fig. 10. When
the set-screw is used, it is usually because the con-
ditions are such that the key must be removed
frequently. In this case the ordinary flat key is

used, a seat for which is cut in the work and, a flat

surface made on the shaft, so that the set-fecrew (F),

Fig. TO, can be screwed down upon the key and
hold it securely to the shaft.

, For light work this

answers the purpose, but unless the collar, hub or

other work is strong, the least excess of strain will

split the metal at the- point where it is weakened
by the set-screw bore. To overcome this that part

of the collar which receives the set-screw should
be provided with a flange, as at (G), Fig. ti. This
will strengthen the collar at that point and prevent
its splitting when under strain from the set-screw.

Tapered Keys Driven in from Both Sides.—Elec-
trical machinists can use the double forni of tapered
keys, as in Fig. 12. to good advantage, if both sides

of the work can be reached, so as to drive from
either side. The taper, of course, is varied to suit

the conditions, but is usually about one-quarter of

an inch to the foot. It is advisable to make the
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keys of the draw form, if possible, like the design
in Fig. 13, in which each key is shaped with a draw-
head or hook, by which the key may be drawn
from its seat more leadily.

Keyless Collars.—The condition may justify the
use of keyless work on some occasions, in which
case the work is simply bound frictionally to the
shaft by the use of a collar and binding bolts, as
shown in Fig. 14. The collars are split and the
bore is a little smaller than that of the shaft, so that
it is possible to bind the surfaces by tightening up
on -the cap screws; or the bore of the collar may
be in excess of the diameter of the shaft, and pad-
ding used to aid in effecting a firm grip on the shaft.

The strain to which these kinds of binding collars
are put requires that brass or malleable-iron be used
in their construction. If made of cast-iron, unless
quite heavy, the pressure of the clamping bolts
would probably fracture the metal.

The IWotorman's Troubles.
LFrora the New York Tribune,]

"Well," said the new motorman, as he dropped
into a chair beside a Tribune reporter last night,
"I've been two weeks on the front of a trolley
car, and I'm ready to agree with the writer of that
editorial in yesterday's Tribune, where he says that
the motorman on the surface car has the hardest
time and deserves the best pay."
Then the new motorman paused while he read a

letter from Delaware County, and after he had fin-
ished he began to tell of some of his experiences.

"I got so sick of the old town," said he, "that
I made up my mind several weeks ago to get out
and never go back. When the folks heard me say
anything about leaving, they would say: 'We'll give
you two weeks, and then Downsville will be good
enough for you again.' That made me hot, and at
last I got money enough together to buy a ticket
to New York. That was just before the trolley
strike, and as my application had been in several
days, I had no trouble in getting a job. They sent
.me with about 50 others down to the Third avenue
depot, and put me on what they call a school car.
This car they use to break in new men on, and it's

a sight to see the greenhorns do 'stunts' on it.

They have it off the track about half the time, and
burn out fuses three or four times a day. They
have school cars of three or four kinds, and you've
got to try your hand for a week altogether on all

the cars before you get to the graduating car. It

was pitiful to see some of the old men who applied
try to get used to running those cars. I saw sev-
eral over 50 years old, and I know from the way they
acted they didn't have a cent. After a week of
practicing some of them failed on the final exam-
inations, and had to go away without work. The
man who rides on the car doesn't know much about
what the motorman has to go through before he's
allowed to take out a car. It would take half a
day to tell all about it.

"To wind up, they make you sit down with an
inspector and answer—or try to—a lot of questions.
These are fired at a man to see whether he remem-
bers what has been told him. One of the exam-
iners asked me what I'd do if the motor-controller
handle should get stnck while the power was on
full, so that I couldn't move it either way, and
the rope on the trolley pole should break. I saw
in a minute that the question was likely to be a
knockout, and not knowng anything better to tell

him, I said I'd get off the car and let it slide. The
inspector just grinned, and said he guessed that
would be the right thing to do.

"Do you know what putting it 'on the loop'
means? No? I thought you didn't. Well, it's

this. There are double motors under each car.

The controller handle is worked on notches, from
one up to seven, according to the make of the car.

The last notch on the motor box is the 'loop.'

Up to the last notch the power is all from one
motor. When the last notch is put on, the second
motor's power is brought into play. That's what
makes that sudden lurch of the car just after it gets

under headway^ and makes you think you're going
over a country-road 'thank ye ma'am.' As much
power goes on with that last notch as was on all

the other notches together.

"I could stand the hard work and irregular hours
all right," continued the new motorman, "but kids

and drunken men are nearly driving nie to drink.

On Monday night at dusk I was sailing down Ham-
ilton avenue, feeling good, because I had not met
with an accident all day. On a doorstep sat a man
and his wife watching their little girl play with a

rubber ball. The child threw the ball up, it bounded
toward the car, and the little girl followed it. I

was running at nearly full speed, and the child

never saw me at all, although I was kicking the

bell for fair. The mother gave a yell and fell back
in the doorway, and the father put his hands over
his eyes. Did I kill the kid? Not at all. I reversed

the power and put on the brake so quick that I

doubled six or eight people right over the backs
of the seats in front of them. I just grazed the kid,

but I suppose the people in the car will be suing
for damages on account of shock to their systems.

If I could get $10 for every shock to my S3'stem in

the last two weeks I'd go back to Downsville wear-
ing a $40 suit of clothes and patent leathers.

"If you bend the fender of your car or run over

a dog or spUI a washerwoman's basket of clothes
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by sUirling too soon, or have a drunken 'bum' fall

otT tlic running board wbile you're waiting for liini

10 get ol¥, you've got to report it. The first four

days I had pretty hard luck, and it took me three

long hours every night to make out a duplicate ac-

cident report. On the fifth night when I appeared

at the depot after my last run, the superintendent

said with a grin: 'You'll find several hundred ac-

cident-report blanks right over there on the table.'

You see, he got so used to hearing of something
going wrong, that he didn't wait for an explana-

tion. I didn't happen to need a report that night,

and I was glad to tell him so.

"I haven't had a cent of money yet, although I'm
on my second week. Y'ou have to put up $15 for a

uniform before you begin work. The badge and
cap and buttons cost $5 or $5 more, and then at the

end of the first full week I was told that the com-
pany always held back a week's pay. If you go into

a gin mill you're discharged. Mr. Rossiter is ex-

ceedingly strict about that. I don't know as you
can blame him any. A drunken man would do
awful work on the front of a trolley car. A sober

man has it hard enoug*i, but it would be a good
deal worse if the man was groggy. If you're sick

and cannot work, you're compelled to take three

days off. This is so that a man won't report sick

too often. He can't afford to do it, if he's going to

lose three full days every time. It's a wonder
more people are not killed. The schedule calls for

running cars at nearly full speed between crossings.

If yon get blockaded the inspector reports you at

once, and at the depot the superintendent can take

STREET ARC LAMP AT BOOTLE, ENGLAND.

explanations or not, just as he likes. As a rule,

explanations don't go. If a man is late on his run
he's likely to lose his job. I've been so homesick
since I've been down here that on one or two
nights I've sat on the bed and bellowed just like

a big calf. I'd shake hands and take off my hat to

a yellow dog this very minute if he came from
Downsville, just for the sake of old times, and be-

cause he came from home. Bnt I ain't going to

gi\ e in. I couldn't stand the ridicule if I went back
now, and I'm getting used to the 'kids' and 'drunks.'

Most of my old friends in Delaware County are

working for not more than $30 or $40 a month, and
I'm making $14 and $16 a week. That will do me
till I can get something better to do. I'm goin.g

to stick it out, but some days, after pretty near

nmning over a 'kid' or a 'drunk,' I can't eat or_

sleep, and then it is that I wish I was back in

Downsville, taking care of the cows and digging

potatoes."

Central-station Statistics.

The latest edition of the American Electrical Di-

rectory gives statistics of 2.360 central-station plants

owned by private individuals- or corporations in the

United States. These plants are owned by com-
panies having a combined capital stock of $279,-

704.610, and employing 1,159,788 horse power in

engines or water-wheels. The number of arc lights

reported is 280,439, of which 250,230 are on series

circuits. 21.043 on low-tension direct-current cir-

cuits and 9.166 on alternating-current circuits. The
total number of incandescent lights ir^ 8.060,364

—

2,679,432 direct and 5,380,932 alternating.

WESTERN ELI-XJIKJCIAN

A Camera to Photograph Sounds.
In an article contributed to the Monthly Weather

Review of the United States government, entitled
"An Advance in Measuring and Photographing
Sounds," Professor Beojamin F. Sharpe describes
a camera to photograph sounds in which some very
ingenious electrical applications are employed. The
writer says that a musical note, which is some com-
bination of pure tones whose frequencies bear a
simple ratio, has to be analyzed into its component
tones before the note is fully determined. "We
might naturally suppose," he adds, "that a further
distinction might be made based on the differences

FIG. I. A CAMERA TO PHOTOGRAPH SOUNDS.

of phase arrangement possible in a note, but it is

found that the ear does not appreciate these differ-
ences, although the photogiaphic instrument de-
scribed makes them evident to the eye." Professor
Sharpe then details the difficulties encountered in

measuring sound and points out the necessity of
producing, for the investigation, a pure tone of
very great constancy in pitch and in intensity. This
is done by vibrating a tuning fork and transmitting
the motion to a thin iron plate. A constant tone
is produced by driving the fork electrically by a
constant current. The intensity of the tone will

depend on the strength of the current, which can
be regulated at will. Moreover, the intensity of the
sound can be defined in terms of the current effective

hi producing it. In other words, the current can
be calibrated in terms of the absolute intensities of

the soiind produced.
For photographing sounds a good electric arc

lamp is reciuired, because the time of exposure is

extremely short. A single fixed lens focuses the
interference bands upon the photographic film.

This film is wound about a horizontal cylinder
kept in constant and rapid rotation. A screen with
tire narrow horizontal slit is set as close as con-
venient to the film. If now the cylinder rotates, the
image of the interference bands will be continuously
printed on the film, the result being parallel bands
with straight edges. But any sound added now
will cause a vibration of the points of the stri..p .

sidewise, and the result will be a set of parallel,

wavy bands.
The accompanying illustration (Fig. i) shows the

niside of the camera. The lid has been removed
and the back let down. The cylinder is shown
belted to a small motor, which is almost com-
pletely covered with a black cloth to prevent its

sparking from fogging the film. But the pulley is

shown, with black and white sectors upon its face.

This is part of a stroboscopic device to observe and
regulate the speed of the motor. Opposite this

disk is a ruby-glass window in the camera for the
purpose of viewing the disk. But this inspection

is made between the tines of another tuning fork

in vibration, as shown in Fig. 2. Two little screens

FIG. 2. A CAMERA TO PHOTOGRAPH SOUNDS.—DEVICE
FOR REGULATING SPEED OF MOTOR.

.(5) are fastened to the ends of the tines in such a
way that they barely meet when the fork is still,

but in vibration slide over each other without touch-
ing. Thus the view is interrupted once during each
complete vibration. Now, if the disk turns just

fa?t enough for one of the black se'ctors to advance
to the position of the next, during the interval that

the screens are closed, of course, the disk will ap-
pear to be at rest. This rate of motion is secured
by feeding the motor with a constant current of

jujit the right strength. This, again, is no easy mat-
ter, but a continental scientist, Lebedew, only a

short time ago, devised a method of accomplishing
it satisiaolorily. His method consists in the arrange-

nient shown "in Fig. 2. The current through .the

motor enters at (T) and passes out at (T). In so

doing it passes constantly through the resistance (R,)
which is not quite large enough to slow down the
motor as much as desired. (R~) is a second resist-
ance, which added to (K,) would slow down the
motor too much. But a shunt through the tuning
fork cuts out (K.J periodically; that is, for a
portion of each fork period, thus bringing down the
average resistance to the required amount; for the
shunt circuit is regularly opened and closed at two
places: at the upper platinum connection on the
fork, and again at the accessory commutator (A) of
the motor. If the shunt is closed at both places dur-
ing the same interval, evidently (R^) is shunted out
during this interval, and the motor gains in speed.
But if the connection is broken at one or the other
of these two places during the entire period of
a fork vibration, then the current must pass through
both resistances (R,) -I- (R.,), and the motor is

slowed down. Accordingly, an automatic balance
can be found between these two tendencies, by ad-
justing (R,). (R._.) and the platinum contact, such
as will give constantly the speed desired. The
regulation is automatic, because the acceleration 01'

the motor itself putsin more resistance and viceversa.
The fork (F) is driven by an independent current, and
is provided with a box having glass windows, as in

the case of the fork of the object glass. By suit-

able pulleys, a speed of about three revolutions per
second is given to the cylinder, and since the shut-
ter slit is less than a half millimeter in vertical width,
and, the cylinder is 5c centimeters in circumference,
it is evident that the time of exposure is less than
one three-thousandth of a second; consequently, a
very intense light is required.

But the time of exposure differs from the time
that the shutter is open, for during this interval a
series of pictures of the size of the shutter has to
be made entirely around the cylinder, unless the
operator wishes to waste his film by blank spaces
or by overlapping pictures. It is. therefore, desir-

able to make the shutter open for precisely a third of

a second at each exposure. This is done by the de-
vice represented in Fig. 3. The shutter (A) is at

the end of a long lever, operated by an electro-

-^r-^

FIG. 3. A CAMERA TO PHOTOGRAPH SOUNDS,—EEVICE
FOR OPENING THE SHUTTER.

magnet (H). The armature (I) has a hinge motion
by means of the thin, flat spring (V), which is firmly
clamped at the end represented toward the right-hand
of the figure. The ciirrent from the battery (O)
passes down the pendulum of the clock, which beats
seconds, and around through the electromagnet,
provided that the platinum point of the pendulum
happens to be passing through the mercury (M),
and provided, also, that the key (T) is closed. The
width of (M) is adjusted so that the pendulum is

in contact with it during about half of one swing;
then, to make an exposure, the key is closed at the

beginning of a swing in either direction, taking
care to open the key when the swing is completed.
This is best done by having the clock where it can
be seen. The ticking is no disturbance, for it dies

away before the shutter is opened.

Street Arc Lamp at Bootle, England.
Bootle is a town of about 50,000 inhabitants in the

North of England. The corporation of the town has
just erected a 220-volt electric-light plant of 300
kilowatts capacity in three dynamo units. One
fe'ature is a balancing transformer, consisting of two
balancing armatures directly connected and work-
ing in separate fields. This is connected across the

outer mains of the three-wire system at the switch-

board bus-bars and also connected to the center

wire. It is capable of balancing the whole system,

so that with a current of 100 amperes in the center

wire, in either direction, the difference of electro-

motive force at feeding points between the two sides

01 the system shall not exceed four volts. Directly

connected to the balancing transformer, one at

either end, are two battery-charging transformers

or "boosters," each capable of an output of 130 am-
peres at 75 volts, and arranged to give any electro-

motive force from 10 to 75 volts on open circuit,

and capable of running witli any current from_

to 130 amperes at any voltage between the limits

mentioned.
For street lighting lo-ampere arc lamps will be

used, many of the poles also having brackets for

two 16 candle power incandescent lamps to be

switched in at midnight, when the arcs are turned

off. A handsome street lamp, surmounting a driuk-

ing fountain is shown in the illustration, reproduced

from the London Electrical Review.
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Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, Colum-
b us. O.. -August 17th to 191I1-

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Colum-
bus. O.. Augast 2ist to 25th.

International Meteorological committee, St. Petersburg, Au-
gust 25th.

New York State Electrical Contractors' association, Buffalo,
N. v.. August 29th.

National .Asso^iattoa of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del.. Septembersth and 6th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeuiic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C. September igih to 21st.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

Pennsylvania Street Railway association. Stevens House, Lan
caster. Pa., October ^(h and jili.

American Street Railway association, Taltersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to 20tb.

A coroner's jury in Omaha has placed the blame

for the recent fatal accident at a fire in Omaha
on the local electric-light company and the city

electrician, charging criminal negligence. An ex-

tension ladder was used at the fire and the ironwork

of it came in contact with an unprotected wire form-

ing one .=iide of a 2.ooo-voU alternating-current pri-

mary circuit. A direct ground through the ladder

was established. Six firemen were standing in mud
and water at the bottom of the ladder operating the

windlass and four of them were killed- The men
uere doing their dutj' manfully, and their death

was very sudden and very sad. Public opinion in

Omaha was greatly stirred np by the affair, which

may result in the burial of all high-potential wires

in that city, aside from any results growing out of

the presentment of the coroner's jury. On the

newspaper statement, it looks as though the con-

struction work of the electric-light company and

the inspection of the city authorities were defective,

and a severe penalty may be imposed.

the address of the place of business, the name of

the bank which is the depository. And people are

calmly asked to contribute their money to back

the "inventions" of those who "have made possi-

ble the production of five horse power from two

without additional cost"!

What a wonderful thing is "the production of five

horse power from two without additional cost"! The
boy who attempted to lift himself by his bootstraps

isn't in the same class with the corporation that

proposes to put two horse power into a machine

and lake five out. for he should have handicapped

himself with an additional burden of half his weight

on his shoulders. However, liquid air is to do the

trick, and the Liquid Air Power and Automobile

company of Boston is to superintend the operation

—

that is, when it gets through offering its stock for

sale to the public, which is its occupation just at

present.

In offering its stock at the modest price of $2.50

a share when the par value is $I0. the company

naturally tells something about liquid air and about

itself in advertisements inserted in the dailj*^ news-

papers. It seems—that liquid air is destined to take

the place of all other forms of mbtive power—steam,

electricity, compressed air, gasoline, etc.. etc.—is an

inevitable conclusion from the latest developments

in the use of this most marvelous force ever dis-

covered. In effectiveness, economy., lightness, safety

and cleanliness it so far surpasses all other powers

that no other result is possible than their final disuse,

and in 10 years from now they will have been rele-

gated to the company of the stagecoach and canal-

boat of our forefathers." Indeed, "from Faraday's

first success in liquefying gas to the harnessing of

liquid air as the universal motive power is a long

step, but no greater than the progress from Watt's

tea-kettle to the magnificent steam engines of the

present, or from Franklin's kite and key to Morse's

telegraph, Edison's light and Bell's telephone."

The company itself is almost appalled by the pos-

sibilities witiiin its grasp. "Not only have these men
[certain liquid-air inventors who are named] devised

the means of controlling the power of liquid air to

the use of man. but through their ingenuity have

been devised the means of more than doubling its

efi'ectiveness. for they have made possible the pro-

duction of five horse power from two without addi-

tional cost. We are perfectly aware that this state-

ment challenges belief, but the incredulous are sim-

ply invited to test it by calling at our offices and

examining for themselves, in anj' way they desire,

the mechanism'which produces this result. We have

no mystery of the spheres, no secret process, but

substantial machinery', covered bj" United States

patents, and as plainh' demonstrated in practice as

the dynamo, the telephone and the air brake." As
is truthfulh- said. "It seems incredible that power in

any desired quantity, a power that will within a few

years,- if not months, become of universal use. can

be secured from the earth's atmosphere, almost with-

out cost: but that it can be done, and in fact is al-

ready done, is a fact demonstrated beyond question

by the inventions owned by this company."

Of course, the company holds the key to millions

in profits, and the investing public is invited to

provide "additional working capital" at the trifling

price of $2.50 a share, although "the stock will un-

doubtedly become the most valuable holding known

to the world of investment."

These quotations are not imaginary: they are

not the dreams of alcheniy: they do not date

back 180 years to the time of the South Sea

Bubble. They are taken from actual advertisements

in last Sunday's Chicago and New York papers.

The names of the officers of the company are given.

Some curious facts were brought to light last

week by the coroner's inquest (still unfinished at

this writing) into the frightful trolley-car accident

of August 6th near Bridgeport, Conn., reported in

the last issue of the Western Electrician. The mo-
torman swore that he had been continuously at

work all day with no opportunity to take food.

The accident occurred in the middle of the after-

noon. The witness should have been relieved at

2:40 p. m.. but the man who should have taken

his place was late, and as the company appears to

have provided no substitutes, the motorman. Ham-
ilton, was compelled to take the car out for the

fatal trip. Going down the incline to the bridge,

the motorman testified, the current was off and the

brakes partly set. The car did not run 15 feet on

the bridge before jumping the track. The witness

immediately attempted to reverse the power, but

found he could not do so. the motor refusing to

reverse. When he found that the power was of

no use the witness said he immediately grasped

the brake handle and did his utmost to stop the

progress of the car. He had almost succeeded in

bringing it to a full stop when it began to topple.

He then dived off the front and over the dasher,

striking on his head on the bridge. Hamilton said

that he was confident that had the power worked
all right he could have stopped the car.

G. B. Underwood of New Haven, an electrician,

at the request of Coroner Doten. examined the con-

tact box of the controller on the front end of the

wrecked car. Mr. Underwood testified that he

found the dooi of the contact box partly opened.

The condition of the box indicated that it had been

opened with a screw-driver, or a similar implement,

as the bolts all were unbroken and in place, which

hardly woidd be the case had the fall from the

bridge broken the box, thus causing it to open.

An examination of the interior of the box disclosed

the fact that some of the contact fingers were miss-

ing, rendering the reverse lever useless. In every

other way the box was in good condition. The
power was turned completely off, but there was no
evidence that the power had been reversed. The
witness said that only two or three were left out

of a total of 2/ of the fingers of the controller. Some
had been freshW broken off, but the majoritj'- had

been removed by means of a screw-driver. It was
possible that those broken ones might have been

broken by the fall of the car. but, in his opinion,

that was not likely. He was then asked if there

was anything about the car to indicate that it could

not have been stopped in time to avert the catas-

trophe. He replied: "No; I think there was time

to stop the car after it left the rails. The time was
short, to be sure, but there was time enough to

s".op it either bj' the use of the reverse lever or the

brake. Of course, if the derailment had jolted the

trolley pole from the wire, the reverse lever would

have been ineffective, as there would have been no
current.''

Other witnesses testified that on the day after

the accident, but before the coroner's jury visited

the scene, a large number of men were engaged in

fiUing-in and tamping with dirt the ties under the

rails at the south end of the bridge.

The fads that the motorman was sent out on a

trip that, if completed, would have compelled him
to work II hours without food; that the controller

appeared to have been tampered with, and that

an effort was made to patch up the roadbed at the

approach to the bridge before the jury could see

its real condition, have an ugly look. The accident

caused 20 human beings to lose their lives. If it

was due to preventable means it will remain an

appalling blot in the historj' of electric-railway

operation. The investigation should be most thor-

ough and searching, and no person or persons

guilty of negligence should escape the severest pen-

alty of the law. And let all electric-railway men
see to it that their employes, their apparatus, their

schedules are such as throw the greatest possible

protection around human life. The legitimate ad-

\antages ot electrical operation should not be

shadowed by such terrible accidents as the one at

Bridgeport.
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Removal of Overhead WJres in Boston.

The report of Mr. Flood, the wire commissioner
of Boston, for the year ended January 31st last, con-

tains a review of the work accomplished since the

office of wire commissioner was established in 1894.

By legislation the burial of overhead wires was
limited to the portions of Boston north of Dover
.-md Berkeley streets, and between Charles River,

the harbor and Fort Point Channel, and the time

limit was January 1. 1900. So much extra work has

I>een done that the prescribed district is now com-
pleted. Conmiissioner Flood in his report says:

"The underground conduit system for the over-

head wires is now completed in the presrribed

district, but the extended use of electrical energy
compels sonic of the electrical companies to add
to their existing conduit systems, while there are

some who have had no overhead wires at any time
now engaged in building conduits.

"With the close of the present year all wires not

exempt by law will disappear from over the surface

of the streets within the prescribed district.

"But two classes are exempt—long-distance tele-

phone and street-railway trolley wires. Exhaustive
experiments are being made to o\ercome the elec-

trical difficulties in the transmission of speech over
long-distance cables, and considerable success has
been attained, and the time may be not far distant

A\hen the long-distance telephone wires can be

placed underground,
"The removal of the overhead trolley wires from

above the surface of the street seems to be as remote
as ever, owing to reasons other than electrical. The
act of 1894 did not, and the act of 1898 will not, com-
])el ihe removal of the overhead trolley wires.

"The removal of the overhead wires for the 10

years beginning January i, igoo, will not be confined
to any particular section of the city, but in such
streets and a\-enues as in the judgment of the com-
missioner of wires contain poles and wires that are

unsafe and a serious obstruction in case of fire. There
is no doubt that a large amount of overhead wire

will be placed underground in sections of the city

ether than that prescribed by the Wire Department.
"W'hile the 1898 district contained fewer overhead

wires than any other section of the prescribed un-
derground district, yet there were more conduits

built and more cable drawn into the same than was
done in any one year since the organization of the

A\'ire Department, most of which was done by the

Boston Electric Light company and the New Eng-
land Telephone and Telegraph company.
"Dead and abandoned wires are still the cause of

much trouble in the portions of the cit}' outside

the underground district; like the poor, they are

rdways with us. but, unlike them, they are extremely
dangerous. The practice of placing high and low-
tension wires on the same poles and fixtures is ex-
tremely dangerous and should be discontinued.

"The number of poles, fixtures and overhead wires
removed since the Wire Department was organized
is as follows:
Poles removed 2.041
Fixtures of all kinds 12.S91

Wire on poles removed (feetj 2,350,o;o

Wire on lixlures I feet) 12.417,650
Wire in cables (feet). 13,845,872
Wire dropping from roofs (feet) 1,562. it6

Railroad feed wires (feet) 288,722
Railroad guard and span wires (feet) .- 340,410

Total amount of wire removed 30,813.838

"This is about 5,836 miles. Of this amount 18,488,-

300 feet, or about 3.502 miles, can be classed as

"dead' and abandoned wire, some of which was
removed bj^ the owners, but nearly all was removed
by this department.
"The interior division examined 565.135 incandes-

cent lamps. 11.644 ^rc lamps. 4,104 electric motors,
with a total of 17.074.Vt1 horse power. The number
of defects discovered bj' the inspectors and caused
to be corrected was 1S.984.

"The number of men in this division is. not suffi-

cient to perform all the duties imposed on it by
the acts of the Legislature, and as a result some
of the most important w'ork must be left undone.
"The reinspection of electric equipments is as nec-

essary as the first inspection. Many of the wires

and appliances in many of the best dwellings,

for instance, may be, and probably are. in an unsafe
condition. It is the duty of this division to know
the exact conditions and have proper remedies ap-
plied before fire or loss of life results from causes
that are preventable, but at present that duty must
be honored in the breach and not in the perform-
ance.

"The necessity for a better class of wormen em-
I'loyed in electrical construction grows greater every
year, and the employment of incompetent men and
so-called 'electricians' adds greatly to the labors

of this division. Gas-fitters and plumbers must ob-
tain a license before pursuing their calling, and it is

just as necessary that electrical workers should be
' compelled to do the same

"Following is the underground work:
Feet of conduit 726 997
Feet of duct 3,469,011
Feet of cable 5,427.482
Feet of single conductor in cables 167,751,793
Number of service connections— 7.313
Number of manholes 4 563
Number feet of Edison tube 395-909
Number feet of single conductor in same 1 442.339
Number of distribution boxes 374

"W^ith the exception of laying submarine con-
duits at the L and Congress street bridges by the
Boston Electric Light company, and one at War-
ren bridge by the New England Telephone and
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Telegraph company, for the protection of their lead-
covered cables, there has been no deviation from
the original underground plans.

"The total rated horse power of boilers in use
for the production of electrical energy in the city
of Boston is 90.382; of engines, 66,774: total capac-
ity of dynamos in incandescent lamps, 424,443; in arc
lamps, 13.094: number of electric motors in opera-
tion. 7.070: total horse power of motors, 84,002;
number of generating stations, 29; number of iso-
lated or private plrlnts, 195."

Resolutions for Mr. Yerkes.
Charles T. \ erkes, who recLiuIy resigned the

(tresidency of the North Chicago Street Railroad
company and the West Chicago Street Railroad
company, was the recipient t.n August loth of a set
of engrossed resolutions and a farewell address at
the hands of a committee of 10. representing all

of the'employes of the West Chicago Street Rail-
road company. The address was in response to the
farewell delivered by Mr. Yerkes at the time of his
withdrawal from the management of the West and
North Division companies some time ago. This in-
teresting testimonial, which was neatly framed in
oak, read as follows:
Memorial address to Charles T. Yerkes. from the employes of

the West Chicago Street Railroad company. Chicago. III. July
15- i«99- Mr. Charles T. Yerkes—Dear Sir: With the feeliuRS
of the profoundest regret, we have read your letter announciDK
the severance of your connection with the West Chicago Street
Railroad company, and at a nieeiing held July 15. 1899, it was
unanimously resolved that we take this early opportunity of ex-
pressing our regret, and also assuring you of our hearty appre-
ciation, both individuallyand collectively:

1. Of your wise and efficient management, even under the fire of
unmerited public censure.

2. Of the faithfulness with which you have kept the pledges
given at the beginning of your administration, maintaining them,
as you have, through fluctuating mouty maikets and desperately
hard times.

3. Of your successful work along the Hue of street-railway ex-
tension, which, in its far-reaching in6ueoce. is, perhaps, one of
the greatest benefils ever realized by the city of Chicago and its
suburbs, and which will increase with the coming years.

4. Of your strict justice and your many acts of geuerosity of
which the world has not known, and, above all, your personal in-
terest in the men themselves. We thank you for your words of
commendation. We are proud of ihe fact that each man's work
however humble and insignificant it may seem, is considered by
you a necessary and important part of the mighty whole.
in conclusion, we wish to assure you that we will give to the

new management the same loyal service which we have given to
you durinc; your administration of the affairs of the company.
Bespeaking for you all the great and good giUs that a benefi-

cent Providence can bestow, continued prosperity and a long
life crowned with health and happiness, we remain.
The employes of the West Chicago Street Railroad com-

pany.
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Electric Clocks,

Electrical Trolley Riders.
The '99 trolley party of the Chicago Electrical

association was an unqualified success. It was
given on the evening of August loth over the
tracks of the Calumet Electric Street Railway com-
pany, in the southern suburbs of the city. Over
100 ladies and gentlemen w-ere members of the merry
assemblage, and every one of them had a good time.
There were three open cars, brilliantly decorated
with incandescent lamps, and a start was made from
Sixty-third street and South Park avenue about
eight o'clock. The route was over the company's
lines to West Pullman, where a stop was made for
dancing and refreshments. Returning, a second in-

lermission was made at a pavdion on the lake shore,
where there was more dancing. The day had been
oppressively warm, but the evening air was just what
it should be for a trolley ride, and the outing proved
a delightful one. The committee in charge of the
affair consisted of Messrs. J. G. McMeen. J. R.
Cravath and V. R. Lansingh. and their work was
successfully supplemented by Mr. T. G. Grier, the
president of the association, and Mr. W. A. Hard-
ing, the master mechanic and electrician of the
Calumet company, both of whom were indefatigable
in their efforts to further the enjoyment of all-

Others present were Mr. A. R. Abbott, a trustee

of the Illinois University; Mr. Joseph Kipley and
Mr. Lyman Lewis, general superintendent and as-

sistant general superintendent of the Chicago police,

and Lieutenant F. B. Badt.

Firemen Killed by Electrical Shock.
A hea\y ground on a 2.000-voit primary circuit of

the Thomson-Houston Electric Light company
caused the death of four firemen and serious injury
to two others at Omaha on the evening of August
9th. The men were in the act of lowering a long
extension ladder from the side of a building in which
a fire had been extinguished. The ladder came in

contact with a wire, the current following the iron-

work of the ladder down to the cranks of the wind-
lass, through the bodies of the six men that were
operating the windlass, thence through the mud and
water in which they were standing into the ground4
All six men were rendered unconscious by the shock.

Two of them recovered in a short time and will

probably live. Three of the firemen never recovered
consciousness. One man. after being revived, re-

marked that he was all right, and. in defiance of the

advice of the physician to lie still and rest, got on
his feet and started to walk away from the building,

falling dead after he had proceeded about 25 yards.

An Omaha correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician, commenting on this unfortunate occurrence.

says that public opinion at present is undoubtedly
in favor of compelling the placing of all electrical

conductors underground in Omaha.
The coroner's jury placed the blam? for the death

of the four firemen on the Thomson-Houston Elec-

tric Light company and the city electrician, charg-

ing criminal negligence.

At a recent meeting of ihc electrical section of
the Franklin Institute Mr. James Haniblet, manager
of the telegraphic-time service of the Western Union
Telej^rapb company at Xew York, presented a .com-
munication on "Electric Clocks, ilislorically Con-
sidered, and the Uniform Distribution of Time." In
efTect. Mr. flamblet said:

Electric clocks were first invented in England, by
Alexander Bain and Sir Charles Wheytstone. about
the year 1840 or 1841. Mr. Bain*s clock consisted
of a pendulum with a bob made of a hollow coil
of wire, through which current from the earth
passed, which, at regular intervals, caused the pen-
dulum to vibrate. Mr. Bain first used an earth bat-
tery for electric clocks. In his original patent he
described a method of propelling the pendulum by
an apparatus at the suspension of the pendulum,
doing without the coils, in another plan he had
coils fixed to the side of the case and steel magnets
in the bob of the pendulum: in this plan he did not
have to convey wires through the pendulum rod.

Sir Charles Wheatstone used magneto-electric cur-
rents to propel the hands of a clock, and Mr. Bain
also mentions the same idea, but did not utilize it.

A Mr. Shepard, in England, made electric clocks
about the year 1849. and announced that he was
going to run all the clocks in the exposition in 1851.
He did not succeed in doing this, however.
The first inventor on this side of the water was

Mr. Moses G. Farmer, the celebrated inventor of
the telegraphic fire-alarm system. The next in-
ventor was Albert Hall of Ohio, in 1854. after which
Mr. Fanner made some improvements in his first

clock.

In i860 the electric watch-clock for registering the
duties of watchmen during the night was invented
by Mr. Hamblet, some of which are still in use in
Philadelphia. In 1864 Mr. Hamblet invented the
first electric pendulum, a model of which was ex-
hibited to the audience. The lecturer described a
number of ingenious pendulums made by Hipp of
Neuchatel, Switzerland.

In the matter of the distribution of time in this
country, the standard of time was adopted by railwaj'
companies in October or November, 1883.

Previous to the adoption of a standard system
of time there were over 80 standards of time through-
out the United States. In the state of Ohio alone
there were eight different standards. Now there is

only one standard of time in the whole country,
differing only by even hours, and the time is sent
d.iily from Washington to the entire country, so
that the whole question is simplified.

The Western Union Telegraph company distrib-
utes the time from Maine to California. In New York
there are something like 1,500 self-winding clocks,
corrected every hour by the standard clock of New
York. In New York city there are 23 wires all over
that city, extending from Western Union building,
105 Broadway. The standard clock sends out its

beats over the city every two seconds, beating the
even seconds, zero. 3. 4, etc.. omitting the 58th sec-

ond ever}- minute, thus making a pause at the be-
ginning of each minute. Every fifth minute 20
seconds are omitted.
Many of the prominent jewelers (nearly 200 in

number) have sounders which tick every two sec-
onds, thus having the advantage of one standard
clock for the whole city. The machinery of this

standard clock was thrown upon the screen in the
form of a lantern slide, and explained very thor-
oughly to the audience. The clock acts upon the

2.^ wires by means of 25 sounders, located near the
clock in the time-ser\'ice room, and at each hour
the standard clock sends a strong synchronous cur-
rent to the whole 1.500 clocks in the city.

The self-winding clock was also exhibited. This
clock is wound by electricity every hour, and does
not require any attention, except when it needs
oiling or renewing of battery, which occurs about
once in every three or four years.

Electrical Storms.

A number of severe electrical storms visited dif-

ferent sections of the country between August 3d
and iith. Much damage was done by the wind and
rain, and the lightning was the direct cause of sev-

eral fatalities and the loss of valuable property.

Philadelphia suffered a loss of over $1,000,000 from
fires caused by lightning and floods resulting from
the very heavy rainfall. Other places in Pennsjd-
vania that reported heavy losses were Williams-
port. Bloomsburg, Connellsville, Bedford. Wilkes-
barre and Butler. Sections of Maryland and
New Jersey were also visited by hea\y storms, and
several persons are reported as having received
severe shocks, some of which were fatal. New Yoru
came in for its share of loss of life and property,
reports from different parts of the state indicating
that the storm was an unusually severe one. The
West also suffered from the effects of the storms,
the greatest losses resulting from the destruction
C'f crops! Chicago, on two successive evenings,
was swept by severe electrical storms, no serious

accidents being reported, however. A trolley car
near Highw-ood made a wild run for half a mile
on account of lightning striking the car and stun-

ning the motorman. The latter lost control of the

car. but it was brought to rest without causing any
serious damage.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Rates in Germany.

In a review of the trade and commerce of Frauk-

fort-on-Main and district for 1S98, Sir C. Oppen-

heimer, the British consul-general for the district,

reports that a proposal for a reduction of telephone

fees is before the Imperial Diet. On January i,

1S98, the total number of telephone subscribers on

the government telephone circuits was 123,091, with

149,064 telephone stations, exclusive of those in

Wurtemburg and Bavaria, which states possess their

own telegraph and telephone ser\^ices. The tele-

phone subscription, outside Wurtemburg. is 150

marks {$36) per annum, the ^^'urtemburg subscrip-

tion being considerably lower. The proposal at

present before the Imperial Diet is for the breaking

up of the subscription into two parts—an annual

rental and a fee for each conversation. The prin-

cipal fee is to be in circuits up to 1,000 subscribers,

60 marks; in circuits from 1,000 to 5.000, 75 marks;

from 5,000 to 20,000,90 marks; with more than 20,000,

ICO marks. The connecting point must not be more
distant than five kilom.eters (about three miles) from

the central office. In addition to this chief fee is

added an additional one for connections, which is to

be calculated upon the average connections Avhich

take place during the year made by each subscriber,

i.e.. all conversations at one single place are added to-

gether and are divided by the number of subscribers.

The average number thus obtained gives the num-
ber of conversations, on the basis of which the cal-

culation is to be made. The tax per conversation

is to be 20 marks for the first 500 conversations;

from 500 to 1.500. for each 500. 30 marks; from 1.500

to 3,000, for each 500. 20 marks, and for more than

3,000, 10 marks. Each series of 500 conversations

Is reckoned full}-. The telephone fee would accord-

ingly be from 80 to 190 marks. Thus partially a re-

duction, partially an increase, would be brought
about.

Provision is made for paying according to the

conversations that actually take place, when the first

400 conversations would have to be paid for at 20

marks: further conversations with 5 pf. (1.2 cents)

each, when each 100 would be counted fully. These
charges are meant for local intercourse: for long-

distance telephones, different proposals are made:
Each conversation of not over three minutes, at a

distance of up to 25 kilometers, inclusive. 25 pf. ; up
to 100 kilometers. 50 pf.; up to 500 kiloweters, one
mark; up to i.ooo kilometers, one mark 50 pf.. and
over I.ooo kilometers, two marks. The highest fee

payable up to now has been one mark. But now
the telephone-exchange system is to be admitted
throughout the empire. Whether this proposal will

be accepted by the Imperial Diet is uncertain, as

there is much opoosition to the method of calcula-

tion proposed. In connection with this Law is the

bill by which privilege is to be granted to the tele-

sraph authorities of the empire to make use of pub-
lic ways, roads, squares and bridges or rivers, as

well as the banks of rivers, inclusive of the open air

and earth, for their telegraoh wires, so far as traffic

is not thereby molested. Telegraph lines are here to

be put on an equal footing with telephone w'^es.

From the Old Bay State.

[Boston correspondence of the Western Electrician. 1

The Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, the Bell company's new rival in this section,

has purchased 150 miles of pole and wire service

from the Western Union Telegraph company,
thereby obtaining connection from Boston with
Providence, \\ orcester, Taunton and other points
in which its new exchanges will be established.

By its recent acquirement of the Southern Mas-
sachusetts Telephone company the New England
Telephone and Telegraph company, which is a sub-
ordinate of the Bell company, added about 4,000
subscribers. Four shares of Xew England stock
were exchanged for three of Southern Massachu-
setts. General Thomas Sherwin is president, and
the other officers are: Treasurer, William R.
Driver; assistant treasurer, Samuel Ivcrs; clerk and
auditor, Samuel W. Leedom; assistant clerk and
auditor. James P. Francis; general manager, Jasper
X. Keller: assistant general manager, W. J. Dener;
superintendent, B. E. Waters. The directors will

be Charles F. Ayer, Closes G. Parker, Samuel Ivt-rs.

Charles W. Clifford. John E. Hudson, Jasper N.
Keller and Thomas Sherwin.
The Board of Public Works of Xew Bedford,

Mass.. has granted a franchise to the Automatic
Telephone company of New Bedford. This is a
local companv. with Sioo.ooo capital. The officers

are: President. F. T. Akin of F. T. Akin & Co.:
treasurer, Frederic Taber, president New Bedford
Safe Deposit and Trust compan}" clerk, A. E.
Perry, of Knowiton & Pern.-. The Strowger auto-
matic-telephone system will be used, it is said.

I'his 53'stem was investigated bj^ Mayor C. S. Ash-
ley and Samuel C. Hunt, who went as far as Au-
gusta, G.a., to. see the actual working of the system.
The officers of tlft lecentV incorporated Worces-

ter Telephone " companj'. Worcester. Mass.. are:

President. Henry F. Harris; vice-president. J. Rus-
sell Marble; treasurer. Hon. William P. Searles;

clerk. William S. Slocum; with a number of promi-
nent citizens as directors.

Departure in Telephone Practice.

The accompanj-ing diagram shows a new tele-

phone-exchange system in which the manually con-
trolled ringing and listening keys are replaced by
automatic keys operated by relay mechanism, each
relay mechanism being controlled b}' an operator's
connecting plug.

While telephone-exchange practice has reached
a high state of perfection in many respects, switch-
boards are still provided with manualh' operated
listening and ringing kej's. Mr. William W. Dean
has successfully solved the problem of dispensing
with manually operated ringing keys. The s^'stem

shown in the illustration employs mechanism Avhich
ii.ot onl}' automatically operates the ringing keys,

but also automatically operates the listening \;e3-s,

a single electromagnetic appliance being emploj-ed,
associated with each cord circuit, which is so or-

ganized and controlled by, the switching apparatus
employed in connecting subscribers for conversa-
tion that all of the various operations of the ringing
and listening keys are automatically accomplished in

orderh^ sequence. The new system was devised by
Mr. George L. Cragg of the patent-law firm or

Charles A. Brov.n & Cragg, and is patented bj^

letters patent No. 629.957. issued August 1st.

When the modern relaj^-telephone switchboard
was put into service, a remarkable increase in the
capacity- of the operators was gained. B}^ dispens-
ing with manually operated ke^-s associated with
the operator's cord sets, it is obvious that the num-

r^=rm

Illinois Telephone Company Increases
Its Stock.

At a stockholders' meeting on Monday the Illi-

nois Telephone and Telegraph company'- voted to
increase the capital stock from $250,000 to $5,000,-
000. Provision was also made for an issue of %S--
000,000 of gold bonds bearing interest at the rate
of 4^/2 per cent, and running for a period of 30
3'ears. It was also decided to increase the numbei
of directors from three to seven. The names are
withheld, and it is said that they will not be given
out until the closing of the negotiations for the
financing of the company. President Wheeler says
that he is now assured of the success of the venture,
but will not give out the details until the construc-
tion work is actually under way. It is stated at

the office of the company that several thousand sub-
scribers have signed the new contracts, one asser-
tion placing the number as high as 7,000. President
Wheeler says that arrangements are now being
made whereby a New York trust company will

receive subscriptions to the bond and stock issues
and give interim receipts, to be exchanged for the
bonds and certificates as soon as thej- can be printed
and delivered. He declines to say what company
will act as trustee.

'This company pledges itself to the public that
the contemplated plant shall be built," Mr. Wheeler
is reported to have said after the meeting of Mon-
day, adding that every mile of the outside wiring
system had been platted and that specifications

Fin

DEPARTURE IN TELEPHONE PR.4CTICE.

ber of motions necessary- to be made by the op-
erator would be considerably reduced, the operator
merely having to manipulate the answering and
connecting plugs, so that, in establishing a connec-
tion, she would have to make only two motions, in-

stead of four. In disconnecting she would make
two more, the total number of movements in the
new S3'stem in connecting and disconnecting being
four instead of six. Mr. Cragg suggests the pos-
sibility of still further reducing the motions to one
in effecting a connection and one in effecting a
disconnection.- so that the total number of the op-
erator's manipulations will be two, instead of six.

He suggests the feasibility of the employment of

relay mechanism adapted automatically to connect
a calling line with the answering end of a cord
circuit, which at the same time will operate a sig-

nal, so that the operator would have to manipulate
onl^- a single plug in connecting and disconnecting,
the answering plug being totalh- replaced b}"" the
relay apparatus. It is obvious that by such a sys-

tem the line indicators could all be dispensed with
and replaced by indicators associated with the cord
circuits, a fewer number of indicators, associated

with the cord circuits, replacing the larger number
of line indicators.

\\ould be ready for the bidders b}" September 1st.

Ic is proposed to let the contracts immediately and
to break ground on September loth at many points
in the territory bounded by Fullerton and Western
avenues and Fifty-fifth street. The underground
system is designed to cover a territorj'^ of 30 square
miles. Simultaneouslj- with the building of the con-
duits, it is promised that pole lines shall be erected
in the outlying districts, and by December loth
President Wheeler says that the company will be-
gin stringing wires and drawing the cables into
the conduits.

New Work in Nebraska.
The Telephone Exchange and Construction com-

pany of St. Louis, of which Mr. Henry A. Coit is

the general manager, has a great deal of new work
in contemplation, as well as that which is already

under way through Nebraska. In addition to the

installation of a new exchange at Si^racuse. Neb.,

the company is building toll lines to connect the

Nebraska Citj- exchange, which Mr. Coit built last

winter, with Syracuse. Julian. Union and Platts-

mouth. Neb. Mr. Coit believes in good construc-

tion. The exchanges are all full-metallic and the

toll lines are copper-mctalHc circuits.

Combination in Missouri.

The deal between the Missouri and Kansas Tele-
phone company of Kansas City. Ivlo.. and the Stand-
ard Telephone company of the same place was
completed early in the month. By the terms of the
contract the Missouri and Kansas Telephone com-
pany- purchases the parallel lines of the Standard
Telephone company, being about 125 miles, and the
Standard Telephone company uses the Bell instru-

ments on all its lines, making direct ph3-sical con-
nection at all junctional points. The Standard
Telephone company owns and operates about 1,100

miles of lines within the state of Missouri, and
under the present arrangement it expects to double
its mileage within a year. The Standard Telephone
company has a capital of $30,000, and has been in

operation a little over a year. The board of di-

rectors was recently reorganized, and the new offi-

cers are as follows: President. S. H. Bevins: snce-

president and general manager, Charles Webster;
secretary, Samuel J. Agnevr.

It is reported that the '^'N^estern Union Telegraph
company is about to place a telephone system at

Iowa Falls, la. It is now claimed that the Cedar
Valley Telephone company will not attempt to place
an exchange in that citJ^
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Telephone News from the Northwe3t.

[From the MinneapDlis correspondent of tlie Western Elec-
trician.]

The Valley Telephone company of Michigan has

fileti a trust mortgage to the Union Trust company
at Detroit for $150,000.

E. F. Bodle, the owner of the telephone system

at Oaker, N. D., has sold out to Mr. Zitelow of

Alicrdeen.

The Wisconsin Telephone company will erect a

$25,000 building at Racine. Wis., for use as offices.

A. T. Presson of New Richmond, Wis., has sold

his telephone plant in that city to thj Mississippi

Valley company.
The Baraljoo (Wis.) Telephone company will ex-

lend its lines to Sauk City.

The Elkhart Telephone company will soon begin
to erect wires and put in poles in the city of Manito-
woc, Wis.

W. M. Martin, who is now manager of the Marsh-
field (Wis.) Telephone company, will be succeeded
by C. M. Dougherty of Grand Rapids, Mich.
The local telephone company, which has been or-

ganized at Monroe, Wis., is receiving the support
of the town.
The deitiand for telephones occasioned by a re-

duction in the rate at Sturgeon Bay, Wis., has been
so great that the company has been unable to keep
up the suppl\'.

A telephone line from Twnn Valley, Minn., to Pos-
sum, is being constructed. As soon as this is com-
pleted Flom will be connected on the same circuit.

The Northwestern Telephone company was not

allowed to string wires for its long-distance lines

af- St. Paul, Minn. The ordinance requires the wires

to be underground and the council refused to make
an exception in this case.

The Northwestern Telephone company has pur-
chased a site upon which to erect a building to be
used as an exchange at Winona, Minn.
The City Council of St. Paul, Minn., has passed

an ordinance by which telephone companies will not
be allowed to charge toll for speaking with St.

Anthony Park, a suburb of that city.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company has a
force of about 150 men at w'ork in St. Paul, Minn.,
stringing w^ires and getting the system in order.
The exchange will soon be installed and it is ex-
pected that there will not be less than 1,200 sub-
scribers by September 1st.

A new telephone line is being placer] between the
towms of Trout and Melrose, Wis.
The telephone line being built between Meniihga.

and Sebeka, Minn., is nearly finished.

The City Council of Dubuque, la., has granted
a franchise to the Standard Telephone company, and
a large force is already at work putting in the sys-
tem.

H. W. Conant of Denison, la., is building a line
from his system at that place to Omaha, Neb.

Captain H. A. Allen of Manchester, la., has again
resumed the position of district manager of the
Iowa Telephone " company. He resigned his posi-
tion to enter the volunteer army.
Genuania and Bancroft, la., will soon be con-

nected by a telephone line.

A new telephone company has been organized at

Ida Grove, la.

The Northern Iowa Telephone company will con-
nect Elma and Cresco, la.

Material for the construction of the Bellevue (la.)

telephone system has arrived and work has been
commenced.

Dysart, Rogerville and Garrison, la., will soon be
connected by telephone lines.

Material has arrived for the construction of a line
between Humboldt and Gilmore, la.

The town of Storm Lake, la., would not allow
the Iowa and Nebraska Telephone comp^-ny to enter
the village. The question was decided at' a sjjecial
eletftion.

The Iowa Union Telephone company will put in-

a metallic circuit betw-een Sioux City, Mapleton,
Ida Groie, Carroll, Rodney and other ptynts in
Iowa,
The Northern Iowa Telephone company has se-

cured a site and will put up a building for an ex-
change at once at Cresco, la.

Bro\ynville, David, Mclntire, Little Falls and
Stacyville, la., will soon be connected by telephone.

REPORTS AND ELECTIONS.
The Citizens' Telephone company of Houston,

Tex., has elected C. C. Greenleaf of Wauseon, O.,
president; E. A. Glass, secretary; F. C. Bogart,
treasurer, and A. L. Waterbury, general manager.
The three last-named are residents of Houston.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Union
Telephone company of Easton, Md., the old board
of directors resigned and their successors were
elected. The new board is composed of Thomas
L. Day of Ridgely, William H. Baker of Dover,
Fred R. Owens of Denton and H. A. Richardson
of Dover. Mr. Day is president, Mr. Baker vice-
president and Mr. Owens secretary. The resigna-
tion of Wilson M. Tylor as treasurer was not acted
upon. The affairs of the company were formally
turned over to the new managers. Some improve-
ments in the system are contemplated, one of which
will better the service at Oxford.
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Exchange at Minneapolis, Kan.
A small independent Iclcphone exchange has been

Installed at Minneapolis, Kan., by F. H. Whitaker
of Topeka, Kan., and the switchboard, built by the
American Electric Telephone company of Chicago, is

shown in the illustration. A local paper says that
"The plant here is in good working order, every in-

strument giving the best of satisfaction, and already
the people who have them are wondering how they
got along without a telephone as long as they have."
It is one of the functions of the Independents to

EXCHANGE AT MINNEAPOLIS, KAN.

put in telephones in small places where no tele-

phones were before, as in this case. Mr. Whitaker
is now- overhauling the telephone plant at Delphos,
Kan.

Notes from Central Illinois.
[From a correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

A company is being organized at Carlinville, Ma-
coupin County, to be known as the Macoupin Tele-
phone company. Its purpose is to maintain a cen-
tral exchange in Carlinville, the county seat of Ma-
coupin County, and build toll lines over the county
to connect all outside towms. Carlinville has 5,000

inhabitants and has had a small exchange for the
last five years, wdth only 100 telephones. The old
exchange has been absorbed by the Bell people, who
are trying to keep out opposition, but the new com-
pany will soon have a franchise and be incorporated
under the laws of the state, with a cash capital of

$10,000, and with J. B. Listen, Theo. C. Loehr, J. A.
Fletcher, Robert Whitely, Jr., and some 20 others

as incorporators.

A franchise has been granted by the council at

Carlinville, 111., to the Girard Telephone company,
for a toll-line connection from Girard, Nehvood,
Virden, Auburn, ]!i[odesto, Waverly, Palmyra, Barr
and Scottville. The Auburn Telephone company
has the right-of-way and will build a toll-line from
Auburn to Pawnee, and loop in to Divernon.
The Springfield Mutual Telephone company will

be read}^ for work in that city about October 1st.

J. A. Fletcher is still building new lines in the

northwestern part of Macoupin County and the

southern part of Morgan County. He has now
about covered a territory 30 miles square, connecting
all towns as well as the farming country. Mr.
Fletcher has been appointed deputy count}^ clerk

of Macoupin County.
The Palmyra, Girard, Virden and Waverly com-

panies have each installed new switchboards in the

last four months, increasing their capacities to 200
telephones each. - *

Chesterfield and Medora will soon be in the In-

dependent field. They are organizing a company
together.

NEW COMPANIES,
The new Angelican Telephone company of An-

gelica. Allegheny County, N.''V., has as directors

Fred R. Pratt, Lew-is C. Rice. Clarence L. Lathrop
and David P. Richardson of Angelica.

The Continental Telephone. Telegraph and Ca-
ble company, with a capital of $1,000,000, w-as incor-

porated at Trenton, N. J. The incorporators are

Flenry C. Lucas of Philadelphia, Frederick T. Ea-
land of New Brighton, N. Y., and J. Herbert Potts

of Jersey City.

The Ontario Telephone company df Western New
York has been incorporated for the purpose of

furnishing a telephone line from Canandaigua to

Holcomb, Baptist Hill, Honeoye, Bristol Center,

Bristol Springs and Naples. The company has been
incorporated with a capital of $8,000, and the di-

rectors are George Blake. George Granby, Frank
James, W. Housel, Naples; F. A. Jones, East

Bloomfield; William H. Doyle, Bristol; John Rick-
etson. South Bristol. The officers are: President,

George Blake. Naples; treasurer, G. R. Granby,
Naples; secretary, Frank James, Naples.
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EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Little Rock. .Xrk.. is now on the long-distance

circuit of the Bell people.

It is said that the Sunset Telephone company will
extend its wires from Quincy to Reno. N'ev.

'

The Inland Telephone company is building a iclc-
phone line from Asotin to .Anatonc, in Idaho.

The Oregon Telephone and Telegraph comp.iny is
putting up a line from Buttcville to St. Paul, Ore.

P. A. Newman of Runge, Tex., has the contract
i'> put up a telephone line between Runge and
i-ioliad via Charco.

Hearne (Tcxa.s) has long-distance connection with
I'alcstine, and a local line is under construction to
I'ranklin, via Whcclock.

The Warcham and Wood Telephone company of
-Manhattan, Kan., has replaced its old central-office
'--quipment with new apparatus.

It is said to be certain that a 200-mile line to con-
nect Nevada City and Quincy, Cal.. will be built.
The line will pass through Sierra County.

The ^'an Wert Home Telephone company, Van
Wert. O., has modernized its central office by the
installation of an entirely new exchange equipment.

Work has been begun on a telephone line from
Matagorda, Tex., via Bay City to Louise, con-
necting there with the Southwesiern company's
system.

The Diamond State Telephone company expects
to have connection with the Delmarvia company of
Wilmington, Del., soon, and as it already covers
the lower part of the state and reaches some Mary-
land towns, it will cover the entire state of Dela-
ware w^hen connection is made with the Delmarvia
company. The line to Wilmington is now being
built, and will probably be in service by the first

of October.

The work of removing overhead telephone wires
m Plainfield, N. J., has been begun, and will be con-
tinued until the last of them have disappeared from
the principal part of the city. The linemen of the
New York and New Jersey Telephone company,
who have been stringing the four new trunk Hues
from New York to Plainfield, and tw-o new- trunk
lines from New York to Somerville, have finished
their work as far as the Netherwood hill, in South
avenue. From that point a cable will carry these
lines to South avenue and Richmond street, where
the wires will enter the conduits.

The Salt Lake (Utah) Tribune says that the Rocky
Mountain Bell Telephone company is to build to St.
George and Pioche. The Sunset Telephone company
contemplates building northeast from Los Angeles
to connect with this line; thus a continuous circuit
will be created from Los Angeles to Montana and
the cities in the Northwest, via Salt. Lake, Utah,
and Boise, Idaho. The first step in this enter-
prise will be taken by the Rocky Mountain com-
pany, when it starts the Nephi-Manti line. A
branch will probably extend from Joseph to Marys-
vale. Other important extensions are already w-ell

under way. Materials have been ordered to connect
Idaho Falls with all settlements in Upper Snake
Valley. Another contemplated line is from Ogden
to Evanston. thence north to the Bear Lake settle-

ment, and thence to McCammon. thus connecting
w-ith the main north and south line.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Sterling Electric company,. Chicago, reports

a great demand for its sectional Bell-type switch-
boards. Among recent customers are the Nevada
Telephone company, Nevada, la. : Moravia Tele-
phone company, Moravia, la. : Chillicothe and Mc-
Arthur Telephone company, Mc.Arthur, O.; Cam-
bridge Mutual Telephone' company, Cambridge,
111.: Charleston Telephone companj^ Charleston,
III. ; Montcalm County Telephone company, Stan-
ton, Mic'n. ; Valparaiso Telephone company, Val-
paraiso, Ind.: Home Telephone company, Kent-
land, Ind. : Lee County Telephone company. Earl-
ville. 111.; Jo Daviess County Telephone company,
Stockton. 111., Warren, 111., Apple River, 111., Scales
Mound, 111., and Nora, 111., and the Crowley Tele-
phone company of Cro^vley, La.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis w-as among the first to see the unlimited pos-
sibilities w-hich the Independent telephone move-
ment has opened up. By persistent efforts and
hustling, this company has kept up with the times
and gradually enlarged its telephone department
until to-day it carries one of the largest stocks of
telephone-exchange and line material in the West.
It has been quick to see and add to its telephone
department anything new and good in that line as
soon as it came out. The company is just putting
on the market its latest improved 1900 telephone,
which has many new and novel features, among
which is its transmitter, w-hich is entirely moisture
and damp-proof. It claims that this transmitter w-'U

out-talk any on the market, and that it cannot pack.
The transmitter proper can be removed and replaced
in a moment. The company is always glad to send
the instrument on trial subject to return if not satis-

factory. _ . . .
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Electric Gas-lighting Attachments for
Candle Burners.

Among the various devices used for igniting gas
jets, those in what are known as "imitation candle
burner" are the most difficult to apply. It is im-
possible for the manufacturer to carry them in

stock, for the reason that the chandeliers supplied
with such candles differ from one another in the
same house, in external appearance and form of

candle, they var\*ing to suit the peculiar ornamenta-
tion and style of the fixture itself. Again, irequently
only a part of the candles on a fixture are to be

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

ELECTRIC GAS-LIGHTING ATTACHMENTS FOR CANDLE
BURNERS.

electrically connected, but the\- must all correspond,
when finished. They must therefore be taken from
the fixture, and the electrical attachments applied to

each 5eparatelj\

These burners consist of a sconce, or metal shell,

and a brass stem passing up through the center, car-

rying the tip- Over this stem is slipped the porce-
lain candle, frequently extremeh- small and irregular
as to its interior. The operating lucclianism for
producing the spark must be attached to the brass
stem, in this cramped space, and still be free to move
readily without sticking or short-circuiting, but
permitting of the taking off and on of the candle at

any time.

Fig. I represents the method of fitting adopted by
the A. L. Bogart company of 123 Liberty street.

New York. The fixed electrode is secured to the
upper part of the stem by a screw, insulated from
the electrode by a special bushing. The electrode is

so curved that its interior portion clasps the cir-

cumference of the stem, but a hea%y mica non-con-
ducting piece extends upward the entire length of

the electrode to the tip between the former and the
stem, thus not only perfectly insulating the electrode,

but preventing it from shifting its position. The
pulley wheel carr>'ing the movable electrode wire li

secured by a brass screw, thus obviating any possi-

bilitj' of rust causing the pulley to stick. Although
there is no pinching or hammering together of the

stem to accommodate the pulley wheel, the parts are

so compact that the smallest porcelain candle used
may be readily slipped over them.

Fig. 2 shows one style of completed burner. Figs.

3 and 4 are respectively candle burners using the

same form of stem, but fitted in the first case with
a stop-cock operated by a stiff pendant wire, and
in the second a ratchet cock acting by alternate pulls

on a chain. This compan3- also fits candles with a
particularly small and neat automatic attachment
operated by a push-button.

Failure of Zinc Trust Project.

The zinc trust, as it attects .-Vmerica. has been
declared a failure by the LaSalle producers, who
control the American market, writes a LaSalle (111.)

correspondent of the Chicago Record. St. Paul de
Sincay of Anglent, Belgium, head of the European
syndicate controlling those markets, has been in

LaSalle in consultation with the heads of the Mat-
thiessen and Hegeler plants and the Illinois Zinc
company in regard to the project, and no under-
standing as to uniform prices or trade arrangements
has been reached. The reasons for the impractica-
bility of the project are many. Competition in the
home market is especially strong, and the contending
American interests have no wish for combination.
It is generally thought that the move of the Eu-
ropean trust is inspired by fear of American com-
petition, as the foreign business of the American
companies is growing rapidly. The Belgian mag-
nate has gone to inspect the Joplin (Mo.) zinc fields.

He has, it is understood, not yet given up hope
of the ultimate formation of the greater trust. If

formed, the holdings of the trust would amount to
$90,000,000.

Triumph Direct-current Dynamo.
The Triumph Electric company of Cincinnati has

been in the field for seven years and claims that
there is no moie carefully designed or better made
apparatus in the market. It prides itself pa'ticularly
on fine machine work and the reliability and dura-
bility of its d}-namos and motors.

In the accompanying illustrations Fig, i shows a
small belted dynamo and Fig. 2 a bar-wound arma-
ture. The Triumph direct-current type of machines
has cast-iron multipolar frames, with laminated
pole-pieces and cast-steel pole shoes. Excepting in

the smaller sizes, bar windings in armattires are
used exclusively without band wires. The armature
cores are ventilated horizontally by circular punch-
ings and vertically by distance pieces between the
plates. The armature coils are liberally insulated
by the best India mica, enclosed in the strongest
tape and fiberite board. The commutator bars are
drop forged and of such surface that the carbon
brushes have never to carry more than 30 amperes
per square inch. The bearings are of the best gun-

commutation tickets, reduce fares to four cents. It
will make the present universal-transfer sj-stem
permanent. It will extend its lines wherever the
public necessities demand. At the expiration of its

franchises the company will sell its lines to the city

if the latter wishes to buy, the price to be settled
by arbitration, if necessary. In return, the companj-
asks: That its franchises be extended 10 j-ears.

That it be given franchises on such streets as will

permit it to perfect its system.

Explosion of Acetylene Plant.

The acetykne-gas plant installed in Wabash, Ind..
eight months ago by the Logansport and Wabash
Valley company, the first in the world to use acet>'-

lene for public illumination, was entireh- destroyed
on August /th b}^ an explosion. A few minutes prior
to the explosion the tanks were freshly charged
with calcium carbide and water, and it is supposed

FIGS. I AND 2. TRIUMFIl DIRFCT-CURRENT DVNAMO.

metal and of the ring-oiling and self-aligning type.
Particular attention has been given to the cool

running of the machine, even on 50 per cent, over-
loads, as is shown by the weight of the material used.
That the work of the Triumph company is not
experimental is demonstrated by the 1,600 machines
of from one to 400 kilowatts placed in the \A'est.

The belted machines for railway work are made
extra hea\-3'. both in bearings and windings, and will,

it is said, take care of as much as 100 per cent, tem-
porary overload without injurious heating or spark-
ing. In sizes above 200 kilowatts a third bearing is

I'sed.

The western office of the Triumph company is
under the management of Gates & Randolph, at
Xo. 13 Monadnock block. Chicago.

the pressure increased too rapidly. The gas supply
of the city is cut off for several weeks.

Four-cent Fare for Milwaukee.
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light com-

pany, at the meeting of the Common Council on

Fort Wayne Direct-connected Set.

The direct-current, direct-connected generator
which the Fort Wayne Electric Works of Fort
Wayne. Ind.. nianufacture is shown attached to
engine in the illustration. The general appearance
of these generators is attractive, and the construc-
tion is said to be the best that good design and
skilled workmanship can produce. The generators
are made with six poles, excepting the largest size,

which has eight poles. The cores of the field mag-
nets are of laminated iron, cast in place in the frame.
The iron-clad drum armatures are barrel-wound
with formed coils placed in the slots of the laminated

FORT WAYNE DlRECr-CONNECTED SET.

August 14th. presented a proposition to grant a
four-cent fare on its lines and to give the city the
right to purchase the road. The movement was
made by the railway company with the object of
settling the differences that have existed between
the company and the city for some time. It is

hardly expected that the propositions submitted will
be granted in their present shape, but' an amicable
settlement is looked for.

The propositions of the company were referred
to a special committee, and in brief, read as follows:
The company will gradually, through the sale of

sheet-iron core, the coils being securely held in
place by binding wires.

The commutator is of solid construction, the seg-
ments being made of a special grade of copper pe-
culiarly adapted to this work. The brush-holders are
designed for heavj- service, and besides being sub-
stantial are convenient to adjust. The brushes are
shifted by turning a small hand-wheel. The Fort
AVayne people furnish a suitable field-regulating
rheostat, as well as the field magnet, armature, out-
side pedestal with bearing, yoke mechanism, brush-
holders and binding-posts.
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Storage- battery Booster.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, has recently shipped to the La
Capital company, Buenos Ayres, a booster, to be

used in connection with the extensive electric system

of this company. The illustration clearly shows the

general features of the machine, which consists of a

100 horse power motor, adapted to use current from
the railway feeders varying in pressure from 550 to

650 volts. At the latter pressure the .speed is 1,000

revolutions per minute. The generator has a double

commutator and is compound-wound, with a ca-

pacity of 1,000 amperes at 60 volts or 500 amperes
at no volts. Provision is made at the switchboard

for using the shunt and series coils separately, the

series winding giving a pressure of 60 volts, while

the shunt winding produces no volts. The machine
is equipped with shaft oscillator, which is of the

automatic magnetic type.

The niachines are rigidly connected by a flanged

coupling and are mounted on a heavy, iron sub-base,

which gives perfect alignment. While under test, in

the presence of the purchaser's engineer, this ma-
chine was shown to possess a perfect electrical and
mechanical balance and to run cool throughout its

several parts.

This is the second booster the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company has furnished the La Capital

company, which speaks well for the Bullock ap-

CORRESPONDENCE. cranks and flywheel mounted the total weight of
each main shaft will be 456,150 pounds. 'T

New York Notes.

New York, August 14.—Bernard M. Shanlcy. the
capitalist who is promoting the union of the lead-
ing traction companies in North Jersey, gives out
the information that the Paterson Railroad com-
pany, the White Line Traction company, the North
Hudson County Railroad company, the Palisade
Railroad company and the Saddle River company
will all be operated, when the proposed consolidation
has been consummated, under the name of the
Jersey City, Hoboken and Paterson Railroad com-
pany. This will be a complete line that will ex-
tend all the way from Jersey City ferry at Ex-
change place to Little Falls. Mr. Shanley sails

for Europe soon and the union will not be effected,

it is sa^d, until his return late in the fall. In this
connection it is announced that Vice-president Ho-
bart has sold all his holdings in the Paterson Street
Railway company, tendered his resignation as presi-

dent of that company, and brought about the selec-

tion of Mr. David Young as his successor.
It has been reported that the officers of the

Staten Island Electric company contemplate bring-
ing a suit against the city to recover $160,000, which
they allege is due for lighting the streets. The
company furnished the lights for the island before

Northwestern Notations.

STOKAGE-E-\TTERY BOOSTER.

paratus. Only the best machinery is selected for

this far-ofi installation, as failure so far from the

source of production would be disastrous to the busi-

ness interests of the operating company.

Electrical Powerfor Threshing-machine
Factory.

The Advance Thresher company of Battle Creek,

Mich., which owns one of the largest threshing-ma-

chine and traction-engine manufacturing plants in

the world, is making some extensive improvements
to its works. E"our new buildings are being erected.

One W'ill be used as a power house and will be 55
by 85 feet in size. A Bates-Corliss engine of 400
horse power capacity will be installed by the Bates

Machine company of Joliet, 111. A 300-kilowatt

Westinghouse two-phase alternating-current gen-

erator will be rope driven by the engine and will

furnish electricity for power and lighting pur-

poses. The factory machinery will be driven by
28 induction motors, ranging in size from five to

40 horse power each. A new round brick chimney
is to be built, to be 125 feet in height. Another
new departure will be an exhibit room, where ma-
chines can be seen in full operation.

Chicago Edison Company Not Ab-
sorbed.

Moved, doubtless, by the consclidation of lighting

and street-railway interests in eastern cities, the Chi-
cago daily newspapers have been reporting and then
contradicting "quiet negotiations" by which the new
Chicago Union Traction company was to absorb
the Chicago Edison company and presumably the

Commonwealth Electric company also. Some time
ago there was a similar rumor, by which the Peo-
ple's Gas Light and Coke company was to be the

absorber and the Chicago Edison company the ab-

sorbee. Nothing came of that report, and Mr. In-

sull, the president of the Chicago Edison company,
says that one story is as reliable as the other. What-
ever the future may hold, the Chicago Edison com-
pany is now doing business in its own name and for

its own stockholders.

Western Electric Company Increases
its Capital Stock.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has
filed a certificate at Springfield, 111., certifying to an
increase of capital stock from $3,500,000 to $8,000,000.

The increase was decided upon at a meeting of the
stockholders a few weeks ago, and is simply a
mov'e necessitated by the rapidly increasing business
of the company. New and better facilities for the

manufacture of electrical goods will be added to

the present factories in Chicago and New York, the

definite plans for the future being left in the hands
of the directors.

On August 1st the citizens of Hastings, Neb.,

voted in favor of issuing $20,000 electric-light bonds.

its incorporation as a borough of New York city,

and since then has received no payments from the
city, although the company claims that official au-
thority was given it to continye to furnish lights.

The lights have been cut out recently, as the com-
pany does not propose to provide illumination any
longer without being paid- Many complaints and
communications protesting against the darkness of

the streets have been made against the city by the
taxpayers affected.

Notices have been sent out to stockholders that
the first installment of subscriptions to the Electric
Axle Light and Power company will be due this

week. This company, it will be recalled, was in-

corporated in New Jersey a few weeks ago with
a capital stock of .$25,000,000. It is one of the
Rice-Whitney electrical companies, and proposes to

enter the car-lighting field and also take up the
refrigeration of cars.

The Long Island Railroad company has recently
been testing a third-rail electric road on a half-mile
stretch near Jamaica. The system is said to consist
of a copper cable carrying the current, which is set

in a hollow wooden beam running along the ties

parallel with and equidistant from the rails. On
top of this copper cable, according to a printed de-
scription, is another smaller cable, about th,e size

of a- telegraph wire, lying loose. As a train passes
along a powerful magnet on the bottom of the cars
lifts this smaller wire, which thereupon becomes
electrically charged for the- length of the cars, but,

it is asserted, is at the same time dead and harmless
two feet ahead of or behind the car.

Permission has been granted to the Westfield and
Elizabeth Street Railway company, known as the

Riker-Hine syndicate, to construct a branch of its

trolley line from Westfield through Cranford to

Rahway, there to connect with the Union and Mid-
dlesex Trolley compariy. The company is Hearing
Roselle with its trolley line, and will shortly be at

Elizabeth.
i : i

'

I

1

The American District Telegraph company of
Brooklyn has reduced its capital stock from $200,-
000 to $100,000, and the stock of the Pacific Postal
Telegraph-cable company of this city has been re-

duced from $1,000,000 to $100,000. Among the di-

rectors of the latter company are R. V. Dey. John
W. Mackay. William H. Baker, Charles R. Hosmer
and A. B. Chandler.

Traffic on the Brooklyn Union elevated railroad
was blocked for nearly two hours, during the rush
time Friday morning, owing to the derailing of a
car at the junction of the tracks leading from the
bridge terminal to the main line at Adams and
High streets.

'The E. P. Allis company is erecting a number of
large vertical cross-compound engines, direct-con-

nected to electric generators, at the new Ninety-
sixth street power house of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company. Hydraulic pressure is being
used to force the flywheel hubs, the spiders of

the generators and the cranks onto the main shafts.

These latter are 34 inches in diameter in the bear-

ings. 37 inches in the center. 27 feet four inches in

length and weigh 70,000 pounds each. With spider,

Minneapolis, .Vugust 11.—The council of St.
Cloud, Minn., has indicated a change of heart in
the matter of granting a franchise for an electric-
light and power system to the Benton Power and
Traction company, and it is understood that orders
are being placed for new material for the proposed
system.

The Oshkosh and Stevens Point Railroad company
has filed a proposition with the city of Oshkosh,
Wis., asking the latter to subscribe $15,000 worth of
stock as an inducement for Ihe construction of the
proposed electric line.

The Edison Light company paid to the city of
Des Moines, la., one per cent, of the gross receipts of
the Des Moines Water Power company, amounting
to $251.15, for the year ended June 30th.
The Duluth Street Railway company of Duluth,

Mmn., paid personal taxes amounting to $18,000 re-
cently, for the years 1895, 1896, 1S97 and 1898.
The Citizens' Traction company expects to have

the mterurban line to Neenah, Wis., running bv Au-
gust 15th.

A strike on the street cars in Sheboygan, Wis., has
been averted. The motormen were ordered to carry
Sio worth of change at all times, and those with fam-
ines claimed they could not do so on their present
wages. Three of the men quit and their places were
filled without trouble.

Thirteen conductors on the street railway of
Waterloo. la., were discharged and three were ar-
rested on a charge of conspiracy to defraud the
cxmipany. This is a penitentiary offense in Iowa.
Ihe management claims that for several months
three of the conductors have been working a plan
of issuing bogus transfers, by which they have de-
irauded the company of several thousand dollars.
The storage batteries furnishing power and light

at night in the court-house at Minneapolis require
extensive changes and improvements, which are ex-
pected to result in saving to the county. These bat-
teries have never been equal to the demands upon
them, and they are now in such condition that the
company from which they were bought has been
asked to submit a bid for a new outfit. The com-
pany will give a guarantee for a year, and after that
time the repairs are not to cost to exceed 10 per cent
per annum.
The Erie Iron Works of Erie, Pa., secured the

contract to furnish the electric-light plant for the
city of Elroy, Wis., at $9,200.

_
The Jackson Milling company has been granted a

iranchise for an electric-light plant at Stevens Point
Vi IS., after a bitter fight.

Tlie employes of the Chippewa Valley Electric
Railway company, operating a trolley system through
Lau Claire and Chippewa Falls, Wis., sent a petition
tor shorter hours, no dockage for delays by power
aihng and permission to sit down outside the city
limits of Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls. They
claim they are getting about 12% cents an hour and
prices of everything, including labor, have gone up
ana they should share in it. The petition was pre-
sented through an attorney to prevent the possible
discharge 01 a committee, should one be appointed
to present it. The officers of the company reside
in Boston. Word was sent that they would treat
with the men and deal fairly, but they would not deal
with an outsider. There was a strike among themen laying track for this company. They demanded
IS cents advance over the $1.50 per day they have
been receiving.

"W. M. Burgess of Duluth, Minn., expects to de-
velop the water power of Black River Falls a few
miles from Superior, Wis., and transmit the power
electrically to Duluth and Superior.
Those interested in the development of the water

power of the St. Louis River above Duluth, Minn
will make the city a proposition to put in an electric-
light plant and light the street.s for five years at
between $40 and $50 per arc light per year and at
the end of the time turn the plant over to the city
for a nominal consideration.

Indiana capitalists are being addressed to interest
them in an electric line from Dodgeville, Wis to
Mineral Point and other towns in the county.
The Twin City Electric company of Cenfralia

VVis., voted to charge 50 cents extra per share on
all stock subscribed after August 15th.
An electric-car line is projected to run from Forest

City, la., to Waterloo. There are 11 water power
dams along the line which could produce electricity
if equipped with dynamos.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. of St. Paul secured the

contract to put in an electric-light and water plant
lor Starbuck. Minn., for $6,360.
John T. Burke of Omaha secured the contract to

furnish and install an electric-light plant for Sej'-
mour, la., at $7,932.
The Superior Rapid Transit company of Superior,

Wis., has practically settled the matter of extending
its lines to the suburb of Itasca, Wis.
The council of Hillsboro. N. D., is considering

the matter of an electric-light plant.

The suit for damages against the Chippewa Valley
Electric Railway company at Eau Claire. Wis.,
brought by Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Elliott, for injuries
sustained in a collision of the defendant's street car
with a railroad train, has been settled foi $4,000.
Mrs. Elliott lost an arm. J,
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New England News.

Boston, August 11.—Major Edward T. Rowell,

president of the Andover and Lowell Street Rail-

way company, ex-postmaster of Low-ell, president

of the Courier-Citizen-Journal Publishing company
of Lowell, and prominent in the Mill City in various

capacities, died very suddenly last Friday afternoon

on a train while en route from this city to Lynn.

He was a graduate of Dartmouth College in 1861,

having been born in the Granite State at Concord

in 1836. He gained his military title by service in

the Civil War. and was wounded at Gettysburg and

Petersburg. He served as postmaster in Lowell

under Grant, Hayes, Garfield and Arthur. He was

Massachusetts state gas commissioner for five years.

In 1897 and again in 1898 he was elected to the

state Legislature. Few men have been so closely

identified with the interests, both mercantile and

philanthropic, of the city of Lowell in recent years.

At the meeting of the stockholders of the Boston

Electric Light company, held on Tuesday, the offi-

cers were re-elected, vvith F. A. Gilbert as president

and Samuel S. Sias clerk and treasurer. It was

voted to issue 5,000 shares of new stock, bringing

the total capitalization up to 30,000 shares, or

$3,000,000. The directors were authorized to sell

the company's former plant in South Boston. The
annual report notes the completion of the company s

fine new station, to which the business of three of

the old stations will be transferred soon, effecting

a great saving in operation expenses. This new

plant is in South Boston. President Gilbert also

states that a renewal for 10 years of the company s

contract with the city of Boston has been effected.

He adds that it is the purpose of the management

to connect all its circuits in the city proper with

the new South Boston station before long, thus

making a still greater saving. The report makes

the following financial exhibits:
iSgg.

Gross earnings 8910,892

Expenses 601.973

S809,943
513,408

Net for stock S252.397

Dividends i43,qo8

S296.535
63,082

$233,453
102,000

1897.

S759.643
485.498

S274.145
55-501

5218,644
110,500

Surplus 6108,489 8131,453 Sio8,i44

The balance sheet of June 30th is as follows:

Plant accounts 82,313,642

Real estate 1,198,699

Underground construclion 1,255,914

Supplies on hand 102.737

Cash 34.398

Accounts and notes receivable 142.177

Total., ..85,047.567

Capital slock ..82,500,000

Firsl.mortgage 6 per cent, bonds 293.000

Consolidated 5rst-mortgage 5 per cent, bonds 957,000

Notes and accounts payable 767,788

Profit and loss 529,779

Total 85,047,567

The messenger boys of the Postal Telegraph com-
pany in Boston went out on strike on August 1st.

For a day or two there were some exciting en-

counters between the new boys and the strikers,

whose places were readily filled. Several scrim-

mages with the police took place, and until they

were re-enforced the bluecoats got rather the worst

of the encounter. The trouble was of short dura-

tion, however, and quiet was soon restored.

The Massachusetts commissioner of corporations

has authorized the Hanbver Street Railway ccjm-

pany to change its name to the South Shore and

Boston. The company now includes the Braintree

and Weymouth, the Bridgewater, Whitman and

Rockland, the Hingham, and the Rockland and Ab-
ington roads, recently consolidated. To retire stock

of the old companies an issue of 6.900 shares of

new stock, amounting to $690,000 capital, is au-

thorized. Mortgage bonds for $161,000 additional

are also authorized. This makes the bonded in-

debtedness $600,000.

The Massachusetts Electric Companies, the big

consolidation of street-railway companies outside

the Boston and suburban system in the eastern part

of Massachusetts, secure the Taunton and Brockton
Street Railway company as their latest acquisition.

This comprises 13 miles of road, capitalized for

$100,000 stock and having outstanding $100,000 in

five per cent, bonds. B.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Arthur Hartwell, the manager of the Chicago

office of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing company, is taking a fresh-water vacation on
the Great Lakes. Ervin Dryer, a salesman for the

same company, having the Dakotas and Nebraska
as his field, is spending a short vacation in Indian

Territory.

Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago Edi-

son company, denies the report that he has agreed
to write a paper against municipal ownership, to be
read at the convention of the League of American
Municipalities to be held in Syracuse next month.
Mr. Insull has neither agreed to attend the conven-
tion nor to write a paper for it.

Many friends of Mr. Marpole Willis, the elec-

trical engineer, formerly connected with the Gen-
eral Electric company, will rejoice to learn that

his health, which has been impaired for several

years as the result of a serious accident, is now

entirely restored. Mr. Willis was for some time
compelled to live in the mild climate of the South,
but he is now in this city and is confident that he
can endure the discomforts of a Chicago winter.

Mr. W. F. Furbeck, long associated with the
Yerkes street-railway interests in Chicago, has re-

signed the position of private secretary to Charles
T. Yerkes. Mr. Furbeck contemplates a trip abroad
and on his return will become associated with the
banking firm of A. L. Dewar & Co. It is possible
that he will also give up the other positions he holds
in connection with the traction interests in Chi-
cago and devote his time entirely to his private
business. L, S. Owsley, now assistant treasurer of

the Union Traction company, will take Mr. Fur-
beck's place as private secretary to Mr. Yerkes.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
"Wadesboro. Mo., will hold an election on August

31st to decide the issuance of $25,000 of bonds for

waterworks and electric-light plant.

Bids will be received between August 20th and
30th for the erection of an electric-light plant at

Pulaski, Va. The plant will supply arc and incan-
descent lights and will cost about $9,000.

Fire destroyed one of the buildings of the electric-

light plant of the Washington Traction and Electric
company on August 9th, causing a loss of probably
$50,000. The upsetting of a lamp in .an adjoining
building where gasoline was used caused the fire.

The work of extending the municipal arc-lighting
system of Chicago is being seriously handicapped,
according to City Electrician Ellicott, by the inabil-

ity of the electrical supply houses to fill the city's

orders. All of the companies are busy, and on this

account the city officials believe they will be delayed
in their work this year from 30 to 60 days.

An increase in the capital stock of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Boston is pro-
posed, and application has been made to the gas
commissioners for authority to issue $750,000 new
stock, which will bring the company's outstanding
capital up to $4,670,000. As soon as the authority
of the gas commissioners has been obtained, a spe-
cial meeting of the stockholders will be called.

Proceeds of new stock are to be used for new con-
struction, general additions and improvements. On
April 3d last the stockholders were offered the right

to subscribe to J.702 shares at $120 a share.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Lightning set fire to the power and car house

of the Newark and South Orange (N. J.) Railway
con.'pany recently. The fire burned three hours,
destroying the structure. Eighty-five cars were
burned.

The West Chicago Street Railroad company's offi-

ces have been practically abandoned, and the busi-
ness of the company, now controlled by the Chi-
cago Union Traction company, is transacted at 444
North Clark street, formerly the headquarters of

the North Chicago company.

Chattanooga, Tenn., is having a serious street-

railway strike. Considerable rioting has been done
at different points of the lines, cars have been stoned
and derailed and one of the company's depots has
been completely wrecked. .\ boycott is said to

have been declared upon all the roads employing
non-union men.

By a vote of 24 to one, at a special session on
August nth, the Common Council of Detroit adopted
the amendments to the ordinances of the Citizens'

and Fort Wayne lines, changing the rate of fare

from five cents to eight for a quarter. A hot legal

fight will ensue. The Detroit Citizens' Street Rail-
way company will undoubtedly refuse to obey the

ordinances, and mandamus proceedings will be com-
menced to force it to show cause why it should not
obey the enactments of the council.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is said that the proprietors of the Waldorf-As-

toria Hotel of New York city will use a Chicago
automobile in the delivery and express service of

the hotel.

Boston has received its first municipal automo-
bile, which was ordered by the mayor some time
ago. It will be run by steam, generated by gasoline
as a fuel, and will be used by the Public Buildings
Department of the city.

,

The Harding Manufacturing company is consider-
ing the establishment of a plant in Chattanooga for

the manufacture of automobiles and agricultural im-
plements. The citizens of Chattanooga are asked
to subscribe $100,000 toward securing the plant.

The bicycle and automobile exhibit at the Paris
Exposition, says Major Brackett, secretary of the
United States Commission to the Paris Exposition,
will be in the building at the Bois de Vincennes.
provided for the housing of the railway exhibits of
all countries. A track some two miles in length,

running around the Lake Daumesnil, has been pro-
vided for showing automobiles and motor, vehicles

of all kinds in operation. A space of 4,300 square
feet in the automobile building has been secured

for American exhibitors. According to indications,
every manufacturer will be represented. The keen
interest shown in this matter in foreign countries
at the present time will make this one of the most
attractive features of the Paris E.xposition.

With a view to the addition of specially con-
structed automobile wagons for the collection of
mail, James E. Bell, superintendent of delivery in
the Washington postoffice, has made a preliminary
test of collecting mail over one of the regular city
routes in an electric automobile of the American
Electric Vehicle company of Chicago. It is stated
that the trial was very satisfactory, the collection
route being covered in much less time than with a
horse.

An automobile gun-carriage, upon which a Colt
automatic rapid-fire gun will be mounted, is now
being constructed at the Duryea factory in Peoria.
111. It is being made to the order of Major David-
son of the Highland Park Military Academy. The
vehicle will be a three- wheeled aft'air, seat four men,
provide for 1,000 rounds of cartridges and weigh
about 1,000 pounds. Major Davidson intends to
run It overland to Washington, where an effort will
be made to interest the army officials in the vehicle.

The New Jersey branch of the Whitney-Elkins
automobile syndicate has completed its organization
by filing a certificate increasing its capital stock
from $100,000 to $1,200,000. The corporation, which
IS to be known as the New Jersey Electric Vehicle
Transportation company, will be one of 20 compa-
nies, to operate in different states. It is said that
the company intends to put an automobile service
in every city of importance in New Jersey and to
establish a continuous line of service between New
York and Philadelphia. The headquarters of the
company will be in Jersey City.

PUBLICATIONS.
Rosenberger's Pocket Law Journal of Chicago is

bright and attractive in its new form. It is of pocket
size, illustrated, and replete with instructive and
interesting matter. Mr. J. L. Rosenberger, the edi-
tor and publisher, is an attorney who has made a
specialty of legal intelligence, and he deserves suc-
cess.

The latest bulletin of the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing company of Cincinnati describes the de-
tails of construction of the Bullock engine-type gen-
erators. These machines have been designed to
meet the requirements of the most exacting service
and are suitable for direct connection to either
steam or gas engines or water-wheels.

INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS.
It is reported in New Y^ork that there is to be a

complete reorganization of the various compressed-
air power companies and affiliated concerns, and
that they are all to be merged into one central cor-
poration, with Harry Payne Whitney, son of William
C. Whitney, as president of the new company. The
companies said to be affected are the New Y'ork
Auto-truck company, capitalized at $10,000,000:
American Air Power company, capital $7,0004000;
International Air and Power company, capital, $7,-
000,000; Denver and St. Louis Auto-truck com-
pany, capital, $5,000,000; Philadelphia Auto-truck
company, capital. $10,000,000; Pneumatic Carriage
company. General Carriage company, Kelly Rubber
Tire Wheel company. The capitalization of the
central company, it is said, will be in the neighbor-
hoood of $100,000,000.

In New Y'ork there is some talk to the effect that
the Standard Oil capitalists are again preparing
to push their big copper combination. It is said
that the plans involve the absorption of several of
the more important copper properties by the Amal-
gamated Copper company, originally designed as an
absorbent for the desirable copper interests. It is

asserted that several properties have been quietljr

picked up during the last month or two, and it is

explained that the combination was not put through
more rapidly because of litigation in progress be-
tween some of the western mining companies. The
plan is to compromise this at the earliest prac-
ticable moment. Among the mines mentioned as
likely to be the first acquired are the Boston and
Montana and the Butte and Boston. Others in the
same locality will be taken if the plans go through.
It is said that several subordinate companies will be
organized as a preliminary to the general merger.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Several changes in the faculty of the Worcester

(Mass.) Polytechnic Institute have been made. Pro-
fessor Albert Kingsbury, M. E., of Durham. N. H.,
has been appointed to the professorship of applied
mechanics. He was graduated at Cornell University,
rcceivin.g the degree of mechanical engineer in 18S9.

Previous to that time he had served an apprentice-
ship of three years in a large machine shop in Ohio
State University. During the last eight years Pro-
fessor Kingsbury has filled the chair of mechanical
engineering at the New Hampshire College of Ag-
riculture and the Mechanic Arts. He will begin work
at the institute in September. Professor Forest R.

Jones of Madison, Wis., has been appointed to the

chair of machine design in the institute. For several
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years he has held a similar chair in the University of

Wisconsin. He also graduated from, Cornell in 1888,

served a long apprenticeship in one of the largest

machine shops in the country before taking his de-

gree, and added some years of field work as an en-

gmeer in the employment of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company. He has published

a complete text-book of machine design in two vol-

umes.
^ ..^_-^_

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Navy Department, through the Bureau of

Supplies and Accounts, is inviting sealed proposals

until August 22d for furnishing the Mare Island

(Cal.) navy yard with three generating sets. Blank
proposals will be furnished upon application to the

bureau at Washington or to the Navy Pay Office

at San Francisco.

TRADE NEWS.
The St. Paul office of the Fort Wayne Electric

Works, which has heretofore been located at 203

Newspaper Row, is now at 615 Gcrmania Life

buildnig. Mr. A. H. Savage, successor to Mr. O.

Claussen, is now the salesman for the territory

covered from St. Paul, Mr. Claussen having been

appointed city engineer of that city.

Mr. H. V. Mann, western agent of the O. K.
dry battery, manufactured by the Non-polarizing

Dry Battery company of New York, was in St.

Louis and Cincinnati last week, establishing local

agencies lor the O. K. battery. He reports an

unusually good business among telephone and elec-

trical firms and the railroad companies.

The Buckeye incandescent-lamp sales for July
are said to have exceeded by many thousands all

previous July records. The candle-pow'er main-
tenance capacity of the special filament which is

manufactured and used exclusively by the Buckeye
Electric company is attracting much attention. A
large stock is carried at Chicago for the benefit

of the western trade.

The Babcock and Wilcox company has sold to

the Manhattan Railway company of New York
city the boilers required for the new electric gen-

erating plant of the latter, which will furnish elec-

tric current for operating its entire elevated-rail-
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way system in New York city. The boiler equip-
ment will consist of 64 Babcock & Wilcox all-
wrought-stecl boilers of 5^-0 liorse power each,
capable of carrying a working pressure of 200
pounds per square inch. The boilers will be fitted
with Roney automatic stokers, manufactured by
Westinghouse, Church. Kerr & Co. This is said
to be the largest single order ever placed for sta-
tionary boilers.

BUSINESS.
"Took out for our exhibit at the National Ex-

port Exposition in Philadelphia," says the Onon-
daga Dynamo company of Syracuse.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, re-
ports, as the banner success of the month, its suc-
cess in introducing the Eldredge battery voltmeter.

Thompson, Son & Co. of New York report busi-
ness as being very brisk. This firm has made re-
cent shipments of several carloads of electrical

machinery. It is making a specialty of rebuilt
transformers for the fall trade.

Prof. J. W. Trotter, president of Trotter's Mona
Manufacturing company of New York, guarantees
his compound to be a perfect lubricant and spark
preventer. This compound, ahhough but recently
placed upon the market, is receiving wide-spread at-

tention, orders coming in for it from all parts of the
country.

The Leather Preserver Manufacturing corpora-
tion, 27 West Monroe street. Chicago, reports that

business is booming and it has all it can do. As
is well known, this concern makes a specialty of
repairing belts and also of purchasing old ones, no
matter what their condition may be. It requests
belt users to send to it any belts which they may
wish to sell. The company will make an offer

for the belts, and if not accepted the belts will be
returned, freight prepaid.

The Central Electric company. Chicago, ex-
presses its pleasure at the growing business in elec-

tric-railway supplies. Electric-railway companies
may be said to be specialists in their requirements,
though it is surprising how much they need from
a general line of electric material. The combina-
tion, as exists with the Central Electric company, of

l-'eeping a comprehensive stock of electric-railway
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material in connection with a large line of general
electrical supplies, affords the advantages of quicker
shipments and reduced tran.-iportation charges, and
the company says thai electric-railway buyers gen-
erally are taking advantage of these benefits.

Among the more important sales of clcclrical ma-
chinery made by the Bullock Electric Manufacturing
company during July were the following: Union De-
pot, Dayton, Ohio, loo kilowatts; Fuller Construc-
tion company. New York city, 200 kilowatts; Wil-
son Aluminum company, Holcomb Rock, Va., 60
kilowatts; Warren K. Blodgctt, Boston, Mass., 50
kilowatts; American Type Foundry company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 25 slow-speed motors; D. E. Whiton
Machine company. New London, Conn., 30 kilo-
v/atts; United States government, San Francisco,
Cal., 30 kilowatts; Pullman Palace Car company, St.

Louis, Mo., yfk kilowatts; Daily Mail, London,
England, 100 horse power; Aldrich Mining company,
Brilliant, Ala., 30 kilowatts; Missouri Lead and Zinc
company, Joplin, Mo., 20 horse power; Boston News
Bureau, Boston, Mass., nine horse power; Hanover
Manufacturing company, Bethlehem, Pa., 10 horse
power; Southern Electric company, St. Louis, Mo.,
12% kilowatts; Vulcan Metal Refinery company, Se-
waren, N. J., \^yi kilowatts.

Gates & Randolph, 13 and 15 Monadnock block,
Chicago, report having a lively trade in Triumph
Electric machines. They are installing a 125-kilo-
watt belted street-railway Triumph generator for

the Ottawa Railway company, Ottawa, 111.; an eight-
pole, slow-speed Triumph generator for a power
plant for Braun & Fitts, butterine manufacturers,
Chicago; a 62%-kilowatt Triumph direct-connected
power machine and three motors for A. Schwill
& Co. in a malt house; a 23-kilowatt lighting ma-
chine for the J. P. Smith Shoe company; a 25-

kilowatt in the Kuntz & Remler restaurant; a 25-
kilowatt for the Potter Wall Paper company, and
several motors to the Gates Iron Works. Nelson
Morris, Armour & Co. J. N. Johnson. Frazer &
Chalmers, etc. They also report the sale of Em-
pire instrunients. Ideal and Victor circuit-breakers.

Sterling arc lamps to the Siemens & Halske com-
pany, Mutual Electric company and others; also
a 150-kilowatt Warren alternator to Manistique,
Mich.; a 6o-kilow^att Warren machine at Bayfield,

Wis., and Diamond meters and transformers to Cen-
tralia. Wis., Bloomington. 111., and other places.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

630,318. Arc-rupturing Device. Ernst J. Berg.
Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application

filed December 17, 189S,

Tht method of rupturing an electric arc which consists

in dynamically acting Tjpon the same by currf nt derived
inductively from the circuit in which the arc is formed.

630.330. Motor Controller for Printing Presses.

Henry H. Cutler, Chicago. 111. Application

filed August 22. 189S.

The combination with a printing-press or other machine
having a reciprocating table, of an electric motor for con-
tinuously driving the table back and forth without slop-

ping, a motor controller for increasing the driving ca-

pacity of the motor, and means operated as the table

approaches the end of its travel for actuating the motor
controller to increase the driving capacity of the motor.

630.331. Motor Controller for Printing Presses.

Henry H. Cutler. Chicago, 111. Application

filed August 22, 1898.

The combination wiih a printing-press or other machine
having a reciprocating table, of an electric motor for oper-
ating the same, a motor controller, movable parts for

operating the controller, one at each end of the travel of

the table and connected so that the movement of one
moves the other, and means for moving the parts as the
table approaches the opposite ends of the travel thereof.

630,333. Diphase Electric Motors. Samuel W.
Dietrich, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor of forty-

nine one-hundredths to Robert W. Beebe,

Terre Haute, Ind. Application filed November
8. i8gS.

The motor has a field-magnet system composed of bi-

polar magnets isolated from each other and each having
both poles presented to the armature space one ahead of

the other, considered circumferentially thereof, and a sin-

gle coil positioned relatively of the magnets to magnetize
all of them. (See cut )

630,345. Automatic Fire-alarm System. George C.

Hale. Kansas City, Mo. Application filed De-
cember 3, 1898.

The apparatus combines a telephone system, a thermo-
stat, a phonograph having a cylinder bearing a record in-

dicating the location of the thermostat, means controlled
by the thermostat for normally holding the reproducer of

the phonograph in inoperative position, and a transmitter

in the telephone system adapted to receive vibrations from
the phonograph.

630,356, Motor Truck. Thomas J. Johnston and
Arthur H. Abell. Schenectady, N. Y., assign-

ors to the General Electric company of New
York. Application filed February 16, 1899.

A truck for heavy service, combining a metallic truck-
frame spring-supported upon three axles, with two mo-
tors entirely within the wheel base, each of the motors
carried at its free end by a spring support upon the inter-

mediate axle.

630,406. Radiographic Apparatus. Samuel W.
Puffer. Rochester, N. Y. Application filed

February 27, 1899.

The apparatus combines a source of X-rays and a suita-

ble receptive surface, with two parallel impermeable bars,

Issued August S, iSgg.

arranged one between the source and the permeable sub-
ject and the other between the permeable subject and the
receptive surface, and the adjustable impermeable indi-

cators on the bars.

630.409. Dynamo-electric Machine. Henry G.

Reist, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric company of New York. Appli-

cation filed June 21. 189S.

The combination of the spider, the ring, the pole-pieces
and the bolts securing both the spider and the pole pieces
to the ring.

C30.418. Method of and Means for Inducing Mag-
netism in Magnetic Circuits. Charles Stein-

mctz, Yonkers, N. Y.. assignor to the General

Electric company of New York. Application

filed August 31. 1891.

The method of transforming alternat'ng electric currents

from one number of phases to another, which consists m
inducing in a series of magnetic circuits magnetic waves
by the magnetizing action of the currents to be trans-

formed, modifying the phases of ihe magnetic waves to

correspond with the current phases desired and inducing
currents of the desired number of phases in a secondary
circuit or circuits in inductive relation to such magnetic
circuits. (See cut on next page,

)

NO. 630.333.

630,419. Alternating-current Motor. Charles P.

SteinmetE, Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York.
Original application filed August 31, 1891. Di-

vided and this application filed May 13. 189?.

The motor consists of the combination of a rotative ele-

ment and two eroups of field-exciting coils at right angles
to each other, inclosing the rotative element and affording

separate magnetic circuits, each of the groups containing a
primary coil and a secondary roil, the primary coils being
of unequal magnet'zing power, connected in series and
adapted to be supplied with single-phase alternating cur-
rents, and the secondary coils also of unequal magnetizing
power and in a closed circuit.

630.448. Electromagnetic Reciprocating Engine.

Mahlon S. Conly, Los Angeles. Cal, assignor

of one-half to William H. Willson, Los Angeles,

Cal. Application filed August 9, 1898.

The combination of an electrical generator, a magnetic

plunger, a plunger cylinder around the plunger and slotted

along its length, insulation between the lips of the slot,

coils surrounding the cylinder, a magnetic metallic case

inciosing the coils and the cylinder and formed in two or

more longitudinal sections, insulation to insulate the sec-

tions from each other, a plunger-operated automatic elec~
trical switch, electrical connections between the generator
and the switch, and electrical connections from the switch
to the coils.

630.466. Automatic Rheostat. James H. Mc-
Gurty, Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

October 11, 1898.

There is combined the resistance bos and the swinging
resistance bar thereof, electrically controlled means for
swinging the bar. a governor shaft carrying a cross-head,
a pair of fiat-blade strips arranged parallel with the shaft
respectively at opposite sides thereof, and provided at one
end with attaching flanges abutting flat against one side of
the cross-bead, screws connecting the flanges of the blade
strips with the terminals of t^ve cross-head, the screws
forming axes for the strips to turn upon, and also provid-
ing fastening means for holding the strips rigid, and a gear
connection between the pivotal end of the resistance bar
and the governor shaft. (See cut on nest page.)

630,470. Electric Arc Lamp. Alexander Stutt-
mann. Russclheim, Germany. Application filed

December 14, 1898.

An electric arc lamp, combining a set of converging car-
bons meeting at a point, each of which carbons has inlaid
therein a continuous body of material along its side which
is included within the angle of convergence, the carbons
being of the same polarity with another set of converging
carbons meeting at a point, each of which carbons has in-
laid therein a continuous body of material along its side
which is included within the angle of convergence, the
converging carbons being of a polarity opposite to that of
the first-mentioned carbons, whereby an arc may be main-
tained between the meeting points of the two sets of car-
bons.

630,475. Electric Headlight Lamp. Harlan P,
Wellman, Ashland, K3'. Application filed May
6, 1899.

The features are a casing mounted on a car and having
positive and negative circuit closers, a resistance inter-
mediate the latter and the trolley-wire circuit, a lamp and
its casing having projecting terminals for contacting with
the circuit closers, one terminal and its coacting circuit
closer having a following contact, the other terminal hav-
ing a fixed contact with its coacting circuit closer.

630.489. Alternating-current Motor. Max Deri,
Vienna. Austria-Hungary. Application filed

January J2, 1S98.

In alternate-current motors the combination of sets of
windings or coils in the armature with resistance connec-
tions which are inserted between the junctions of the wind-
ings or coils in such a manner that in an alternating field

with a certain number of poles the induced currents pass
through the connections, but in an alternating field, the
number of poles of which is diflierent from above, these con-
nections having no current, and switching devices arranged
in connection with the field coils for producing in the
motor fields having a different number of poles with differ-
ent positions of the switching devices,

630.490. Dynamo-electric Machine and Method
of Operating Same. Max Deri, Vienna, Aus-
tria-Hungary. Application filed June 30, 1898.

A combination current generator or motor is described
having a field magnet with coils combined with a contin-
uous-current source and an alternating-current source,
one to produce a constant field and the other an alternat-
ing field with different numbers of poles in the same field

magnet, and an armature provided with windings forming
on the one hand short-cirQuits having the number of poles
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corresponding with the alternating field, and forming on
the other hand other circnits with the number of poles cor-

responding with the constant field.

630,491. Combined Alternating and Continuous-
current Sj'stem of Distribution. Max Deri,

Vienna, Austria-Hungarv. Application filed

July 27, 189S.

The system consists of the combination of alteroatiDg-

current transformers with continnous-carreot secondary
generators connected in series and three leads therefrom,
of which the electromoiive force is added together in such
a way ihat between two leads of the series a pressare giv-

ing rise to wave currents is produced, while between the

one external lead and the connecting lead an alternating

pressure and between the oiher external lead and the con-
necting lead a continuous pressure is produced.

4W^
NO. 630,418.

630,492. Arrangement for Exciting Magnets of

Dynamo-electric Machines. Max Deri, Vi-
enna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed

February- 23, 1S99.

A dynamo having an armature and a field magnet pro-
vided with two sets of excitation coils, one set being com-
pensation coils arranged uniformly like the armature coils,

whereby the magnetic flow produced bj- the compensation
coils shall be contrary to, but practically equal to, the
armatnre field both as to form and strength.

630.501. Metallic Conduit for Electric Wires. Ed-
win T. Greenfield, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed December 12, 1S98.

A pipe or conduit for electric wires vented radially in all

directions throughout its length.

630,513. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Morris,
Chester. Pa., administrator of James E. Morris,
deceased, assignor to Thomas Wilby. Chester,

Pa. Application filed November i, 1S98.

The lamp has a magnet, a magnet core, a dash-pot pro-
vided wiih a piston head adapted for movement therein, a
piston rod. a rigid or unyielding connection belween the
rod and the magnet core, and an opening or channel ex-
lending from above the piston head to below it and
adapted to be automatically closed In the ascending move-
ment and automatically opened in the descending move-
ment of the piston rod.

(^30.539. Automatic Circuit Breaker. Edward M.
Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to the

General Electric company of Ne^r York. Ap-
plication filed April 25, 1898.

The circuit breaker has an overload or series coil, a
shunt coll and a polarized relay controlling the circuit of
the shunt coil, either the shnnt or the series coil acting to

open the circuit breaker.

630.567. Electrically Driven Spindle. Henr>^ B.
Sa^wer, Ne\\-ton. and Russell Robb, Concord,
Mass. Application filed April 14, 1898.

One claim reads: The combination with a spindle having
a flexible bearing, giving it a capacity for gyratory move-
ment, of an induction motor rotor attached thereto and a
stator attached to a stationary part of the machine, but
separated from ibe rotor by an air gap sufficient to permit
the gyratory movement of the spindle and attached rotor
without contact between stator and rotor,

630.568. Dynamo. Herman B. Schneider, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed JuW 13, 1898.

An armature is described having a block or support car-
rying and supporting a supplemental coil and a pivoted
connecting arm. the supplemental coil being adapted to

operate as a governor to the current generated by the arm-
ature as it is rotated between the poles of the magnets.

630,598. Electromechanical Perforating Machine.
George H. Davis, New York, N. Y., assignor

.

' to the ^Eolian company, New York. Applica-
tion filed December 12, 1894.

The combination with a piano or similar musical instru-
ment operated by keys, of a perforating machine having a
rapidly and coostanily reciprocating punch block, a suit-
able die, a series of punches loosely carried by the punch
block, locking devices carried by the punch block, and
means operatively connecting the keys with the locking
devices whereby a punch or punches will be locked to the
punch block during the depression of a suitable key or
keys.

630,612. Process of Producing Chromic Acid by
Electrolysis. Max Le Blanc, Frankfort-on-
the-Main, and Hermann Reisenegger, Hochst-
on-the-Main. Germany, assignors to the Farb-
werke, vormals Meister, Lucius & Briining,

Hochst-on-the-Main. Germany. Application
filed August 19. 189S.

The process consists in first electrolyzing a solution of a
chromium oxide salt in an aqueous solution of the corre-
sponding acid, as for instance solution of chromium sul-
phate In aqueous sulphuric acid, then employing the
mixture of chromic and other acid resulting from the
electrolysis for reactions by which it is reconverted into
the solution of the oxide salt in an acid, charging this at

the cathode when the fluid formerly at the cathode has
been transferred to the anode for formation again of chromic
acid, and so on continuously.

630.61S. Automatic Regulator for Electric Motors.
Albert T. Marshall. Brockton, Mass. Applica-
tion filed August 29, 1898.

The regulator has a contact arm, means normally tend-
ing to move the contact arm In ooe direcUoD, a thermostat

and means controlled by the thermostat for stopping the
contact arm in different relative positions. (See cut).

630,624. Gas-engine Igniter. Charles H. Morse,
Jr.. Chicago, 111., and Frank G. Hobart, Beloit,

Wis., assignors to Fairbanks. Morse & Co.,

Chicago, 111.. Application filed Februarv 6,

1899.

A gas-engine igniter comprising a fixed and a movable
electrode, a shaft carrying the movable electrode, a pro-
jecting finger rotatably mounted on the ourer end of the
shaft, means for actuating the finger, and two springs co-
operating with the finger, one forming a means for yield-
ingly iransmiiting the force of the actuating means to the
shatt and the othernormally holding the electrodes apait.

630.634. Protective Casing for Electric Cables or
Wires. August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 28, 1S99.

A flexible metallic wear-resisting protective casing for
electric cables, consisting of coiled wires constructed in
the form of a tube, and also constructed with part of the
coils disposed for tensile strength of the case, and the
case adapted for the cable to be drawn in and out.

630.635. Protective Casing for Electric Cables or
Wires. August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 28, 1899.

A flexible metallic casing consisting of a spirally wound
overlapped strip, the overlapped margins of which are-
interlocked by an inteimeshing rib of one side and a groove
of the other.

6:^0,6^6. Protective Casing for Electric Cables or
Wires. August Sundh. Yonkers, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 28. 1899.

The casing consists of a spirally wound overlapped me-
tallic strip having spurs along one margin and recesses
along the other margin, the recesses overlapping the spurs.

6so,6$7. Protective Casing for Electric Cables or

Wires. August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 28. 1899.

This casing is made up of an exterior died and over-
lapped strip, intermediate coiled-meiallic strips of lorg
pitch and an interior coiled strip.

630,667. Electric Switch. Henry H. Curtis,

Springfield, Mass. Application filed Novem-
ber 5, 1898.

A switch is described having four upstanding tonnes or
contacts, two switch bars, each consisting of the sheet
metal bent along its central longitudinal portion into V-
form, providing opposing separate double blades, having
for subbta'ntially their entire length the integral uniting

and reinforcing back, the blades being pivoted at their

one end to the contact members and having iheir opposite
ends united by a cross bar of insulating material, and pro-
vided with a handle.

630,671. " Electric Thermostat. Leonard H. Des
Isles. Boston, Mass. Application filed Septem-
ber 2, 1898.

The thermostat has in combination a block to which are

secured two electric contact points insulated from each
other, a casing or cap secured to the block over the

contacts, the casing having an opening therethrongh having
3 bevel edge, a head or block having a spindle or stem
with a bevel shoulder or dovetail end to project into the
casing opening and secured to the casing in the opening by
fusible metal, and a spring bearing on the head and the

casing.

630,690. Process of Manufacturing Metallic Car-

bides. Herman L. Hartenstein, Bellaire, Ohio.
Application filed March 7, 1898. Renewed De-
cember 23, 1898.

j^n improvement in the manufacture "of metallic car-

bides, which consists in diffusing through molten slag as

it comes from the furnace suitable proportioos of carbon-
aceous material and limestone in a finely divided state,

and then subjecting the mixture to the action of an electric

current.

630.697. Electrical Conducting Main. John S.

Highfield. St. Helens, and John M. Cater, Lon-
don, England- Application filed May 16, 1899.

An underground electric conducting line is described,
consisting of a series of dovetail- grooved metal bars each
coated with suitable insulating material and having their

dovetail grooves facing outward, wooden bars arranged
between the metal bars and their dovetail grooves, and a

metal pipe inclosing the bars and having an external

groove extending opposite the dovetail grooves of the

metal bars.

NO. 630.61S.

630,714- Storage Battery. Charles AV. Kennedy,
Rutledge. Pa., assignor to the Electric Power
Development company. Application filed April

13, 1S98.

A storage battery consisting of a cell formed of hard
rubber or non-conducting material having the upper flar-

ing part and (he lower approximately venical-base por-
tion formed with ibe lugs or thickened portions extending
more or less outwardly, and the lugs or thickened portions

extending inward, the lugs being adapted 10 give vertical

support and lateral bracing for the bottom of the tray with
relation to the one below and the one above it.

630,720. Storage Battery. Charles Lindenberger,
Harry Lindenberger, and .William B. Teal,
Hannibal, Mo., assignors of one-third to Wil-
bert H. Cobb. Hannibal, Mo. Application filed

March i, 1899.

The battery has a battery case composed of sections
fitted together and having within it a continuous perfor-
ated partition spaced apart from its walls and forming a
chamber for the circulation of the electrolyte.

^30,753- Storage Batterj'. William H. Smith,
London, England. Application filed May 26,

1899.

The combination of plates or electrodes each comprising
corrugated perforated retaining envelopes of non-couduct-
ing material having wide internal channels and narrow
external channels, active material in the opposing wide
channels thereof, conducting rods embedded in the active
material, separating strips or struts between the electrodes
fitted into . the narrow channels thereof, and means to
yieldingly hold the electrodes together.

Nu.^630,466.

636,780. Overhead Trolley. Henn.' C. Louder-
milch. Enders, Pa, Application filed Decem-
ber 10, 1898.

The wheel of the trolley has a central groove and shoul-
ders or bosses arranged upon opposite sides thereof, the
sides or edges of the shoulders being arranged in spiral or
eccentric order and parallel with each other.

630.796. Method of Preparing Cathodes for Elec-
tro-deposition of Metals. Hermann Becker,
Paris, France. Application filed Maj-^ 3, 1S98.

The method of obtaining by electrolytic deposition
metallic articles having polished surfaces, and easily de-
tachable from the cathode, which consists in preparing a
cathode of any desired shape composed of silver or silvered
metal, with a highly polished surface, then rubbing such
surface with powdered sulphur, prodncing a polished sur-
face of a sulphide of silver, and then depositing the desired
metal upon the cathode by electrolysis.

630.797. Telephone. Henr\' F. Blackwell, Jr.. and
Maude A. Blackwell, New York, N. Y.; Henry
F. Blackwell, Jr., assignor to Maude A. Black-
well. Application filed December 24, 1S98.

The essential feature is a telephone receiver comprising
a casing, a coil in the casing, a diaphragm, a metal core in
the coil, a metal thimble surrounding the coil and connect-
ing with the core, and a switch for controlling the primary
of the instrument.

630,814. Automatic Electrical Gas-Ughting Device.
Svend M. Meyer. New York, N. Y., assignor of

one-half to William H. Seidel, New York.
Application filed June 23, 1898.

The combination of a gas-burner support, burner, gas
cock, insulated plates carried thereby, incandescing mem-
ber mounted on the burner,- suitable conductors con-
necting the respective ends of the incandescing member
with tbe key and its insulated plates, and gripping plates
connected with the respective poles of a suitable source of
electricity and adapted to make electrical connection
with the key and -Insulated plate In turning on the gas.

630,827. Printing Telegraph, Frederick Hachman,
Whitefish Bay. Wis., assignor to Henry L.

Strohmeyer, Milwaukee, Wis., and the Print-
ing Telegraph and T>-pewriter compan3^ St.

Paul, Minn. Application filed October 27, 1898.

One claim describes the combination of a revoluble
wheel having type on its periphery, a rock shaft, an arm
projecting radially from the rock shaft, a hammer in the
free extremity cf the arm adapted by the movement of
the arm to be thrown against the type, paper-feeding rolls,

a finger on the hammer arm adapted to rotate one of the
feed rolls, an electromagnet,' an armature in front of the
electromagnet mounted on a swinging arm, and a rod con-
necting the free extremity of the swinging-armature arm to

a crank on the rock shaft.

Designs.

31.366. Batter>' Plate. Heniy C. Porter, Chicago.
111., assignor of one-half to the Owen H. Fay
Livery company, Chicago, III. Application
filed July l, 1899. Term of patent seven years.

31.367. Batterj-^ Plate. Henr\' C. Porter, Chicago,
111., assignor of one-half to the Owen H. Fay
Liven^ company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed Julj' I, 1899. Term of patent seven j^ears.

31.368. Batterj' Plate. Henr>^ C. Porter. Chicago,
111., assignor of one-half to the Owen H. Fay
Liverj' company, Chicago, 111. Application

filed Jul}' 3, 1899. Term of patent seven years.

31.369. Frame for Electric-fan Motors. Robert
Lundell, New York, N. Y., assignor of two-

thirds to the Sprague Electric compau}-. New
York. Application filed July 16, 1898. Term
of patent 14 years.

31.373- Rail Bond. William B. Cleveland, Cleve-
^
land. Ohio. Application filed May 31, 1899.

Term of patent 14 years.
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Electrical Equipment in Fish Bros.'

Wagon Factory.

In the extensive factory ot the Fish Bros. Wagon
company at Racine, Wis., an interesting direct-

current electrical power-transmission plant has been
lately installed. It inciiides a number of multipolar

steel motors, built by the Northern Electrical Manu-
facturing company of Madison, Wis., varying in size

from "jV-i to 50 horse power each and amounting
in aggregate capacity to about 600 horse power.

These motors drive the varied machinery of the

factory. In the arrangement of the motor equipment

The electrical plant was designed and laid out
by the engineers of the Northern Electrical Manu-
facturing company and the chief engineer and super-
intendei^t of the Fish Bros. Wagon company. The
.tccompanying illustrations show its interesting

features. A plan of the power plant, reproduced
from a drawing made by the Manufacturers' Ap-
praisal company of Milwaukee, is given on page 117.

The main driving engine and the power generators
are clearly shown in this drawing. Fig, 2 (page 116)

shows the driving pulley of the main engine and
the switchboard. Fig. 3 represents the two power
generators on one base with the driven pulley be-

lt will be interesting, both to electricians and to
power users generally, to note that Mr. J. H.
Wright, the superintendent for the Fish Bros, com-
pany, states, over his own signature, that the elec-

trical-transmission plant is satisfactory m every par-

ticular. In a letter to the Northern company Mr.
Wright says:

"We find by actual running tests, extending over
a period of about three months, that we are saving
from 75 to 100 horse power. We were using with
our belted transmission about 300 horse power.
We are doing the same amount of work, and if

anything, a little more, and we are using at present

Motor witb Intermediate Shaft Driving 24-i

Fig. 6. Direct-connected Fan for Picking u

ncli Saw Fig. 5. Motor with Two Pulleys Driving Line Shafts.

p Shaviiigs. Fig. 7. Motor Operating Four-head Sticker Machine.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN FISH BROS.' WAGON FACTORY.

such machines as require the most power and involve

the greatest slippage of belts have been directly

connected. Others of lighter power have been
grouped upon various line-shafts, each shaft operated
by one motor.
The motors derive their power from two dynamos

of.125 kilowatts each (Fig. 3, page 116), driven at 350
revolutions per minute, mounted upon one base and
operated by one shaft, but separable from each
other by means of clutch couplings. These dynamos
are operated by one large pulley located between
them and driven from the pulley of a 400

horse power cross-compound Corliss Nordberg en-

gine. This power plant is so constructed that

either of the dynamos may be thrown out at will

and at the same time a portion of the steam is cut

off from the engine.

tween them. The group of illustrations on this

page (Figs. 4 to 7) shows several motor applications.

Fig. 4 illustrates a slow-speed motor with inter-

mediate shaft driving a 24-inch cutoff saw. Fig. S

represents a motor at the ceiling provided with two
pulleys and an outboard bearing, driving two line-

shafts, from which are operated a number of com-
paratively light-running machines. Fig. 6 shows a

large motor direct-connected to exhaust fan for

picking up shavings. Fig. 7 represents direct-

connected motor operating a sticker machine. This

machine had been very difficult to operate by shaft

and belted drive on account of the slippage of belts

when the sticks were put through the machine, but

the introduction of electric drive on this machine

eliminated this difficulty and increased the daily

output by nparly 50 per cent.

with the electrical transmission about 200 horse
power, so that our estimate of 75 to 100 horse power
is a very safe estimate. The saving will show more
than this, undoubtedly, if you take into considera-
tion such items as starting and stopping the a.

ferent departments.
"We find, also, that there is a slight increase in

the capacity of our machines. How much, we are
not prepared to say at the present time, but we are

quite confident that this item will amount to con-
siderable, as we have noticed already on several

of our large machines, such as a large ripsaw and
a four-sided sticker, that are direct-connected, that

the speed is so constant and positive that no time

is lost on account of the slippage of belts. We also,

w^here we have several of the smaller machines
grouped together and operated by oiie motor, have
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noticed particularly the same results. It seems to

make no difference with the speed of the machines

whether one is thrown in at a time or whether

three or four machines are thrown in together.

"The motor works up to speed almost instan-

taneously, and, in fact, it seems the harder the ma-
chine is crowded the more positive the speed is.

This is very noticeable to any one that has had long

experience in a factory equipped with belted trans-

mission, and where the power is transmitted through
several different belts the loss from slippage is very

great. Another thing which we consider very favor-

able to the electrical transmission is that we were

One 15 horse power motor runs a dowel-cutting
saw. an emery grinder, a Buffington & Forney
combination spoke-tenoning and wheel-finishing
machine and a double-spindle wheel sander.

A 30 horse power. 975-rcvoluiion motor runs a
spoke-tenoning machine, a hub-linishing machine.
a spoke-sawing machine, an i8-inch-belt spoke-
sanding machine, a single-spiiidle spoke shaper,

a 30-inch Sturtevant single-exhaust fan. a double-
spindle shaper. a felloe-rounding machine, a double-
head felloe dowel-saw machine and a vertical single-

spindle iron-frame felloe-boring machine. Another
30 horse power motor drives a 24-inch joiner, a

size. Finally, a 25 horse power, 575-revolution
motor runs two lever feed-post drills, a suspended
tire-drilling machine, hub-cupping and hub-borina"
machines, a box press, a bench emery grinder and
a seven by nine-foot platform elevator.

FIG. 3 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN FISH BROS. WAGON FACTORY.—POWER GENERATORS.

able to change over from our old power plant with

belted .transmission to the new power plant with
electrical transmission without any loss of time.

Our factoo' has been in constant operation during
all of the changes. Of course, this would not
amount to anything in erecting a new factory, but
in equipping an old plant it is a very important
factor to be able to put in a complete new power
plant without any loss of time.

'The only criticism that we can make on our
plant at present is that we did not put in more
direct-connected motors and cut up our different

departments into smaller groups. Of course, this

would increase the expense of equipment, but we
are quite positive that it would pay for the invest-

ment."
All enumeration of the various motors and the

driven machinery 'Avill show the varied w^ork ac-

complished.
A 7V2 horse power. 1.025-revolution motor oper-

ates all the machines in the machine repair shop
(see plan. Fig. i). including two lathes, a 20 by 20

by four-inch planer, a drill press, two knife grinding

machines and an emery grinder. A 10 horse power.
J.coo-revolution motor supplies the power for a

large pendulum-swing cutoff saw. A 30 horse
power, 975-revolution motor runs a large auto-

matic-feed ripsaw. A 40 horse power. 975-revolu-

tion motor drives a 42-inch handsaw, a 20-inch

single surfacer. a lo-inch hand joiner, a ripsaw, an

eigHt-inch joiner and a seven bj^ 16-inch platform

belt-hoist elevator.

A 30 horse power. 975-revolution motor runs a

30-inch double wood surfacer, a 26-inch scraper and
a 24-inch self-feed edger. A 50 horse power, 1.150-

revolution motor operates a 60-inch double Sturte-

vant exhaust fan. A 20 horse power, 650-revolu-

tion motor drives a pole shaper, a double-spindle

shaper, a combination rip and cutoff saw and a

double-spindle emery grinder.

One 40 horse power, 975-revolution motor drives

a large number of machines. The list is as follow's:

Two power hammers, one of 25 pounds and the

other of 50-pound capacity, a No. 3 Sturtevant ex-

haust fan, several emery grinders, two drill presses,

a single punch and shears, three wood-mortising
machines, an Invincible sander. a 36-inch handsaw,
a spoke-shaving- machine, two double-spindle shap-
ers. a three-inch double-head tenoning machine, a

vertical boring machine, a combination sawing and
relishing machine, a cutoff saw. a combination
boring and sawing machine, a ripsaw, a 12-inch

joiner, a pendulum-swing saw, a 26-inch single

planer, two sanding-belt machines, a flexible boring
machine, a disk sander. a grindstone and three
small paint grinders. These machines are located

on three floors.

-\nother 40 horse power, 975-revolution motor
supplies power lor a wood-turning lathe, a 24-inch
single surfacer, a four-inch double-head tenoning
machine, a six-spindle boring machine, a single-

spindle wood-boring machine, a hollow-chisel mor-
tising machine, a double-rotary disk and belt sander
and axle-shaving machine, a skein fitter, a post
axle-boring machine, a Williams-White skein press.

a three-head gaining machine, four double-spindle
shapers. a sticker molding machine, a 12-inch joiner

^nd a cutoff saw-.

20-inch pony planer, a two-side felloe planer, a felloe-

cutoff machme. a rim-rounding machine, a drum
sander and a rim sander.

In the iron-working department a 30 horse
power, 8oo-revolution motor operates three drill

presses, several emery grinders, a 35-inch Sturte-
vant exhaust fan, a "bulldozer." a pneumatic-power
hammer, two cushion hammer, five punching and
shearing machines, a six by 16-foot platform ele-

vator, a band roll, two tire rolls, a box-strap roller,

a tire-welding machine and a hub-mortising ma-
chine. A number of jvood and iron-working ma-
chines in two adjoining buildings are driven by a

25 horse power, 500-revolution motor, which also

Affairs of the Chicago Edison Company.
There is a possibility that an alliance" of traction,

electric-light and automobile interests may be ef-

fected in Chicago in a manner similar to the ac-
complishments in New York and Brooklyn. The
"Whitney crowd" of New York and Philadelphia
now controls the North and West Side surface-rail-

way systems and the Illinois Electric Vehicle Trans-
portation company. Samuel InsuU is president of
the latter company and also of the Chicago Edison
and Commonwealth Electric companies. It is ru-

mored that the eastern syndicate may purchase the
electric-light companies and organize a new com-
pany, capitalized at. say. $25,000,000. to combine
their business with that of the automobile company.
Such a company would have the same ownership
as the Chicago Union Traction company and would,
of course, be closely affiliated with it. The plan
discussed contemplates a four per cent, bond issue

by the proposed company, these bonds to be ex-
changed for the present Edison stock at two for
one, with an additional bonus of the stock of the
new company equal to 50 per cent, of the face value
of the present Edison holdings. However, the deal

is far from completed at present, although it is said

that negotiations have been under way for months.
The Chicago Inter Ocean describes the situation

in these words: "The situation which confronted
the Chicago Edison stockholders was that of a
powerful sjTidicate. which came to Chicago with
the intention of pursuing the same course here that

it has pursued in New York, Brooklyn and Phila-

delphia, where it controls the electric-lighting prop-
erties as well as the street railroads. The Chicago
Edison people had the simple alternative of selling

out or getting into a ruinous fight with a corpora-
tion which produces in Chicago a great deal more
electricity than does the Edison company. Indeed,

the abilitj' of the former in that respect is such that

by eventual development of its plant it will be able

to furnish all the current now furnished by the Edi-
son companj' without the use of a degree of plant

capacity equal to that ow-ned by the Edison. In

other words, the syndicate is in a position to supply
its own w-ants and furnish as surplus current an
amount equal to the output of the Edison. The
syndicate was also able to have its own way.
"There is still another interesting phase. The Illi-

nois Electric Vehicle Transportation company
is owned bj'- the same traction syndicate. The Edi-
son people believed they would be called upon to

furnish current for the electric vehicles. So, doubt-

FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN FISH BROS. WAGON FACTORY MAIN ENGINE AND SWITCHBOARD.

operates a rope cable running over 'the tops of
buildings a distance of nearl}- 200 feet, which cable
operates several sewing machines and a cutoff

saw. The machines operated are: A 30 and a
24-inch box-board sander, three cross-cut saws, a
four-inch sticker, "a 20-inch single-exhaust fan,

two double-spindle shapers, a new Doty punch,
a ^'ertical drill press, two vertical tappers, an axle-

turning lathe, a thread-cutting machine, bolt-

pointing and threading machines, an emerj' grinder,

nut-running and threading machines, a post-bor-
ing machine, a cutoff saw. and three sewing ma-
chines in the carriage-top department.
A 15 horse power, 650-rpvolution motor runs

a belt-hoist elevator in the storehouse, w-ith a plat-

form sgven feet six inches by 16 feet pne inch in

less, they would if things had gone on in statu quo.

But when it was seen that the syndicate w-anted
peaceably to acquire the Edison properties, the

owners of the latter saw readily enough it was
either make terms or fight."

The Hooker Stranded.
Manila advices of recent date are to the effect

that the United States cable ship Hooker is fast

aground in the north channel off Corregidor Island.

The accident is ascribed to an error of the navi-
gating officer. When she went ashore the Hooker
had on board* about 550 tons of cable (about 212
miles) and the cable-laying machiner3^ The cable
and appliances were taken off. but the ship was
still aground at the last report.
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Electricity in Coal Mining.'

By John Price Jackson and Frank F. Thompson.

The statements in this short paper on ihc use of

electricity in mines refer especially to the mining

of soft coal. Of the essential elements in operating

such mines, two of the most important are: First,

apparatus to obtain efficiently the rapid handling

of the coal; and. second, to do this with the least

possible number of openings. These conditions have

evidently been large factors in causing the applica-

tion of electricity to such operations.

The applications of power to mines which we
wish to consider ,

are principally for (a) lighting,

(b) haulage, (c) cutting or drilling, (d) pumping
and driving fans.

Systems.—The systems worth considering which
are in use at present may be tabulated as follows:

1. Kope haulage, and steam for all other purposes.

2. Electric haulage, and compressed air for other

jnirnoscs.

.i." Electric haulage, and electricity for other pur-

poses.

Various other combinations are, of course, used,

but these three will serve the purpose, as represent-

ing well-defined types.

Rope Haulage and Steam Power.—In the past

th^s system has been the standard, and even yet in

many portions of the hard-coal fields has a very

firm hold. Experience has shown rope haulage

much inferior to electricity, in point of working
economy, as is now being illustrated by the con-

and is thoroughly reliable. On the other hand,
pipe lines in extended mines are expensive to lay
and keep in repair. The pipes soon deteriorate, and
when the lines are removed from old workings it

is usually found that much if not all the pipe is

in too bad shape for further use.

The flexibility of the system or its adaptability
to quick changes is not satisfactory.

Electric Haulage and Power.—For convenience
in discussion this head may be divided into two
sub-systems, as follows:

(a) Direct currents for haulage and other power.
(b) Direct currents for haulage and polyphase

currents for other power.
The use of direct-current machinery for pumping

and fans has not been found satisfactory in many
ins'ances. One large company, after a thorough
trial of such apparatus, rejected It in favor of com-
pressed air. The pumps in a mine are subject to
only rare inspection, and that, oftentimes, by un-
skilled workmen. These conditions, combined with
the unfavorable location of the machinery, will soon
cause electrical troubles in the couimutator. or else-

where, of the most carefully constructed motor.
Inasmuch as the stopping of a pump, even for a

short time, may cause excessive damage, the use
of such a motor is a constant menace.
The second electric system, that using direct and

polyphase currents, has the inherent disadvantage
of requiring the installation of two distinct and sep-
arate sets of generators and wiring. That is a mat-
ter cf serious importance, as will be indicated later.

"trips" of from hix to u "wagoii.s." The inside-

haulage motor, a ]4-ton electric locomotive, takes
these "trips" and hauls them to a central point of
ihc breast, and there they are combined into larger
"trips" of about 15 to 35 wagons, and hauled to the
mctuih of the mine by another similar motor. Each
of the haulage motors gives 3,500 pounds, draw-bar
pull. At Cokcton, two miles away, another 14-ton

haulage motor is installed.

The alternating threc-jjhase generator is used ft»r

operating three 10 horse power induction motors for

driving small pumps, one five horse power, one 10

horse power, two 20 horse power and one 30 horse
power induction motors for operating elevators; one
five horse power induction motor for a car lift, and
three General Electric chain coal cutters. The induc-
tirm motors for driving the pumps are located at the

foot of the side entrance, both at Thomas and Cokc-
ton. One 10 horse power induction motor, connected
to a pump having a five-inch suction J50 feet long,

ard four-inch discharge pipe 750 feet long, with
a total elevation of 28 feet, pumping 106 gallons per
minute, was tested and found to take 11,000 watts.

Induction motors are also used for driving fans

and conveyors, which carry the slack coal from be-
neath the screens to the bins, where it is stored
until needed to charge the coke ovens.
Haulage.—Electric-haulage equipments have been

so long in use as to be now in a thoroughly good
state of development. Even yet, however, the fol-

lowing faults may be observed in some of the ma-
chinery; Poorly acting brakes, unwieldj' arrange-

electrical equipment in fish BROS.' WAGON FACTORY.—PLAN OF POWER PLANT. (SEE PAGE II5 )

tinual substitution of electric for rope haulage now
going on in the soft-coal field.

The Mitchell Coal and Coke company had two
mines running for some time at Gallitzen, Pa., under
exactly similar circumstances, but one using rope,
the other electric haulage. It was quickly proven
that the electric was far preferable.
Steam power for pumps and fans in the mines

has likewise been shown by experience to have
many faults. Timbers along which the pipes pass
rapidly deteriorate. The piping is expensive to in-

stall, and can only be kept in good condition by
constant attention. Ii the lines are long they are
a source of large loss of power by radiation and
condensation, even when well covered. They are
a nuisance in the mines, because of their high tem-
perature. The steam motors are expensive from
the standpoint of repairs and attention. Steam cut-

ting and drilling will in most cases prove unwieldly.

Mines operated under this system are witho.ut suit-

able means of lighting, an important matter in

rapid operations.

Electric Haulage and Compressed-air Power.

—

The Bervvind-White company's mines at Windber.
Pa., furnish an excellent example of this system,
and. so far as known, it has given complete satis-

' faction. This plant, which has now six mines in

operation with an output capacity of 5.000 tons per

day. is eventually to be increased to 10 mines \yith,

lo.oco tons capaci y. The haulaee in the mines is

done by electricity, while the drills, interior pumps
a"d fans are driven by compressed air. The use
of compressed air has many obvious advantages.
It is found that the machinery, working under the

extremely severe conditions to be found in a mine,

performs its duty well. It requires little attention

I. Presented at the general raeetine of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 27, 1899.

but is neither so expensive nor cumbersome as the
p"ping used for compressed air. The great advan-
tage in the use of polyphase currents lies in the
fact that they permit the use of a motor that is per-
fectly reliable under essentially , all conditions of

operation to be met with in mining. This compound
electric system seems without doubt to be the best

that can be installed for large operations. It com-
prises the advantages of all the other systems, while

eliminating their most serious defects. A system
using polyphase currents alone might possibly prove
more advantageous, but would have the serious

defect of requiring two trolley wires, and even if

this difficulty were s^vercome. it would have to

await the development of a polyphase motor suit-

able for a mining locomotive.
The Davis Coal and Coke Company.—The Davis

Ccal and Coke company's plant at Thomas, W. Va.,
' so efficiently equipped with this compound elec-

tric service as to be worthy of a short description.

The company operates two mines at Thomas, the

Thomas drift and the Davis shaft, and one mine
at Coketon, a drift.

The power station is a roomy brick building, con-

taining Ames 200 horse power engine, direct-con-

-"^red to a iso-kilowatt. 500-volt. direct-current

generator: two Atlas cycloidal heavy-duty engines

of 1^0 horse power, one of which, is belted to a

mo-kilowatt. 550-volt. three-phase alternator, and

the other to a 75-kilowatt. 550-volt, direct-current

generator. The last-mentioned generator has been

installed temporarily in the place of a second 100-

kilowatt. three-phase. 550-volt alternator, which had

been operated in parallel with the other three-

phase alternator. This 75-kilowatt machine is used

to help the haulage generator.
^^

The coal is hauled by horses from the "rooms

to convenient points, where it is collected into

ment of the various controlling levers and trolley

poles, brake rods or other projections too close to

the track, and unsatisfactory speed and powxr regu-
lation. Although some of these seem of small im-
portance, any one of them is apt to seriously inter-

fere with efficient work. The brakes on a mining
locomotive should be very powerful and quick act-

ing; likewise, the arrangement of motorman's seat.

brake handle, controller and sand-box lever should
be such that the motorman can control his machine
with the greatest possible dispatch and ease. Lo-
comotives have been placed in inines with abso-
lutely no provision for the motcrman, and others

where the lever arrangements are so unwieldy as to

make the quick control necessary to safe operation
impossible. In large coal operations economy is

often to a large extent dependent upon the rapidity

with which the \vagon trains can be moved. Heavy
grades, both in favor of and against the load, are

frequently to be found. In order to draw a large

load and make quick time, the design and control

of the motor should be such as to give an unusually

great draw-bar pull at low speed, and at the same
time have points of comparatively high speed. This
condition is not properly met at present by all of the

mining locomotives in operation. Iti one mine,

which has come recently under the wTiter's observa-

tion, a slightly different design and arrangement
••i control in the locomotive w^ould permit the hand-
ling of much larger loads at -a great saving.

The power-house load curves or haulage are nat-

urally very similar to those of other electric-railway

work! Fig. i (p. iiS) shows curves for ihree stations.

Curve No. i was taken at the DslVIS Coal and Coke
company's mine at Thomas, W. Va. ; two T4-ton

locomotives of 70 horse power were in service, haul-

ing the regular output, which in this case amounted
to about 1,300 tons per day. Curve No. 2 was taken
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at the Berwind-White company's mines at \Vindbe^,

Pa. Five locomotives of 12 and 20 tons are in-

stalled in this mine. Curve No. 3 was taken at the

Davis Coal company's mine at Coketon, Va. One
motor of 14 tons was operating at the time.

Coal Cutting.—Under suitable conditions, under-

cut coal cutters will permit a great saviiig of labor,

and, therefore, 01 expense, in soft-coal mining. But
in a large number of cases such cutters have been

thrown out as unsatisfactorj', and have been replaced

bj^ compressed-air drills or other apparatus. In

mines where curve veins abound they have ordi-

narily gi\en much trouble. The cutter strikes the

clay vein and sticks, or, worse, bends, causing it to
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FIG. I. ELECTRICITY IN COAL .MINING.

wedge tight!}'. This necessitates digging out with
the pickax and expensive repairs. The most seri-

ous difficulty seems to arise from poor mechanical
design and construction, combined sometimes with
electrical faults. It should be possible to overcome
these difficulties. In one mine, where great trouble

of this nature -was previoush- experienced, a new
set of machines is now giving great satisfaction.

Fig. 2 gives the power curve of a 20 horse power
cutter working in the mines at Gallitzen. Pa. In
cases when under-cutlers cannot be made to work,
there seems no valid reason why electric drills could
not be substituted, which would give as good serv-

ice as compressed air, while at the same time pre-

serving the valuable advantage of an all-electrical

plant.

Electric Pumps.—Electric pumps run by induction
motors give very satisfactory service. The condi-
tions met with in mining often necessitate frequent
relocation of the pumps, and in this respect the elec-

tric pump is by far the most satisfactor\^ The at-

tention required is certainly a minimum. A par-

ticular pump tested ran about 10 hours per daj-, and
the onl}' attention Required was that necessarj' for

starting, stopping and lubrication. Some mine own-
ers have objected seriously to the electric pumps.
In most cases these objections have been due tt

the compact arrangement of the pump and motor.
In one mine which came under our observation a

10 horse power pump which was bought with the
motor was replaced bj- the water end of a steam
pump, with a great improvement in the service. If

electric motors were made to suit the pumps, and
not the pumps to suit the motors, it would go far

toward obviating the most serious objections. When
the pump must be of large capacity-, and when it

can be located within a reasonable distance of the

steam plant, a steam pump would probably show
greater economy.
Wiring and Pressure.—^\Vinng in mines is subject
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to certain restrictions, which do not apply in ordi-
nary' wiring. There is no doubt that the 550 volts
used for haulage is dangerous for horses. It is

therefore customary in many mines to shut off the
trolley current while the mules are being taken in

or out of the mines. If a polyphase system is in-

stalled for operating cutters, pumps, etc.. in the mine
it should be run through the air courses, and not
through the main gang^vay. A pressure of 550 volts
alternating is much more dangerous than the same
direct-current pressure. The class of labor which
is usually employed in the soft-coal fields is of
a low grade of intelligence, and many instances
are recorded of serious personal injury or loss of
life from accidental or intentional contact with the
wires on both 500-volt alternating-current and direct-
current service. Although the mine laborers mavhave

been repeatedly warned of the danger, they continue
careless about the wires. When the mine roof is

low enough to be reached by the men the common
practice is to run trolley wire along one side, sup-
ported by the usual hangers. When feeders are
necessary they should be run along the same side.

The other side of the roof should be kept clear.

Ordinary' bare wire is preferable in mine work.
The best insulation, rubber compounds, deteriorate
rapidly under the action of the sulphur water. Any
other insulation soon becomes inefficient, owing to

the moisture, which is always present in a mine.
In large operations, such as those at Windber.

where 20 miles of trolley are already in service, it

is undoubtedly advisable to use at least 500 volts

pressure for haulage. The polj'phase power should
preferabh' be used at a lower pressure for the sake
of safety to employes. This could often be done
without an undue expenditure of copper, by carrj'ing

high-pressure lines overhead to air ducts, or through
unused passages to suitable points for distribution,

where the pressure could be lowered by transform-
ers. When it is necessarj' to run wires down a

shaft through which coal is to be hoisted, the best
practice would be either to use lead-covered cable or
wire which has been insulated with rubber, heavily-

braided, and, drawn into an iron conduit having
the ends hermetically sealed. In many instances
when wires have been -installed without such protec-
tion, in old shafts, trouble has resulted from the

breaking of the wires, caused by lumps of coal fall-

ing down the shaft, etc.

Skilled Employes.—Too much pains cannot be
taken to employ careful men as motormen for the
haulage motors. The mine track is far from being
up to the street-railway standard. To haul a long
trip of wagons over a bad track requires careful

handling of the motor. The motorman should be
trained to study his track and his load, and know
when and where to let his trip run slack and where
to keep the couplings taut. A case came under th^

writer's observation where a careful motorman
handled a trip of 15 loaded wagons, while another
motorman stalled with 10 wagons on the same
stretch of track. This matter is a xQvy important
one from the mine-owners' point of view. The cost

of driving gangways and shafts is considerable, and
any method that will allow of an increase in the
quantity of coal which can be taken from a single

opening in a given time adds very materially to the

mine-owners' profits.

Lighting and Signals.—As the lighting of a mine
is a comparatively simple matter, it is scarcely neces-

sar}' to consider it here. The universal method is

to light up all switch points, and only other places

of exceptional importance. In large mines, using
a number of locomotives, an efficient system of

signals should be used in the main headings. This
should be an automatic block sj'stem. Mr. A. S.

McAlister of Windber, Pa., has worked out such a

system, using incandescent lamps between trolley

and rails, which is working admirably.
Efficiency.—The question of efficiency, from a

fuel standpoint, is of comparatively small relative

value, as the difference in actual cost in fuel in the
different systems is insignificant, when compared
with other expenses. Data available seem to indi-

cate, however, that the all-electric systems lead in

this respect. As regards the total commercial effi-

ciency, including maintenance, labor, interest and
depreciation, there can be no doubt but that the
compound electric system, using polyphase and di-

rect currents, will give the best results.

General.—The data and statements presented in

this short paper are gathered from personal experi-
ence in the mines, from mine superintendents and
from student-thesis work carried on under the su-
pen,-ision of the Pennsylvania State College. In
writing the paper, it was not intended to give a

The Diatto Electric Railway.
In Europe several municipalities have been weigh-

ing the advantages and disadvantages of the trolley
system of street-car service when compared with
the m.any systems of underground distribution; and
the latter seem to be gradually but surely overcom-
ing the objections urged against them.
One of the sub-surface systems, named for its

inventor. Diatto. has recently come into use in the
city of Tours. France, and as this is in many par-
ticulars radicalh' different from most underground
systems, a short description, condensed from TEner-
gie Eiectrique, should be interesting to the readers
of the Western Electrician.

There is a ^series of contact plates, and an inter-

rupter is placed beneath each one. these plates be-
ing located at short inter\-als between the rails.

This interrupter is in the form of a headed bolt

of iron, plunging in a vessel containing mercurj',

the latter in contact w'ith the underground source
of current.

Beneath each car is suspended a bar magnet,
which passes successively over each of the bolt heads.

F.G. 3, DI.\TrO ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—VIEW UNDER CAR.

drawing them upward, but not entirelj- out of the
niercur>-, thus forming a circuit to the motor which
actuates the car.

The bar is longer than the distance between the
contact plates, so that there is no break in the con-
tinuity of contact. These plates are about 20 milli-

meters (o.S inch) above the level of the track.

Reference to Fig. i will aid in understanding the
mechanism, shown in section. The block (S) sur-

rounding the contact plate is of asphalt, the center

being open and resting on a concrete tubing (P).

These blocks, as well as the road proper, have a
foundation of beton, and between the rails the blocks
are bedded in cement and treated to a coating of

asphaltum with an inclination sufficient to drain

away the surface water.

The blocks have each a removable rim of non-
magnetic metal, which surrounds the contact plate,

and is bolted to a bronze frame permanently em-
bedded in the block, as shown at (E).

A piece of cast-iron (M) of great magnetic per-

Fia 2. DIATTO ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—MAGNETIC CONTACT BARS.

complete detailed treatise on the use of electricity

in mines, but to outline the most important condi-

tions and facts bearing upon such utilizations.

Philadelphia Exposition.

The main building of the National Export Expo-
sitio;i at Philadelphia was formally turned over to

the exposition managers by the contractor last week,.

The structure is completed with the e;xception of a

little exterior work. The work on all the exhibition

buildings is so far advanced that the early installa-

tion of the exhibits is possible, and it is believed

that even,-thing will be in place on the opening day,

September 14th. A convention hall is to be con-
structed on the second floor of the north pavilion

01 the main building for the accommodation of

organizations which will not require the extensive

facilities of the Auditorium. The exercises of Frank-
lin Institute's sevent^'-fifth annivcrsan,- will probably
be held in part of this hall. It will seat about 1,000

people.

The plant of the Roanoke (Va.) Street Railway and
Electric Liyht and Power compary has been bought
by Major R. M. Venable of Baltimore.

meabiiitj- is permanently fixed in the mass of the
block, supporting a cross-piece (L), also of cast-iron,

the middle of which in form of a socket permits the

insertion of the piece (J) which makes contact with
the cup of mercurj- below. The lower part of this

cup has a metal stopper, from which leads a copper
wire connecting to the cable (Q).
The cup is of ebonite, and in the mercur\- con-

tained therein the iron boit-{K) rests. The weight
of the bolt and the quantity of mercur>- are so pro-
portioned that the former when inactive is lightly

balanced, so that a ver^- slight attraction will raise

it and form contact through the plate above it.

The contacts on the bolt and the plate, coming into

use when the former is attracted, are of very hard
carbon, the two surfaces being thus .surer of good
contact.

The bar magnet (Figs. 2 and 3) is made up of

ihree bars, the center being of one polarity, while

the two outside bars are of the opposite polarit}'.

the electromagnets shown being so connected as

to produce this result.

Each of these electromagnets has two windings,

both in the same direction. In the normal con-

dition of affairs the magnets arc actuated by the

station current, but if from any cause this circuit
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is broken, or at the moment of starling, a second
current from an accumulator battery does the work.
This battery occupies a space of 85 by 35 by 38 cen-

timeters, and develops 5.5 to six amperes at an

electromotive force of 30 to 32 volts.

The carbon contacts are prevented from arcing

by The fact that the magnetic influence holds the

bolt attracted until a subsequent contact is made,
when, the current having now a second or third

contact, the bolt drops back without the least spark-

ing. The compressibility of the carbon insures a

perfect contact under all conditions.

The head of the bolt deserves special mention.

It is formed of a cone of graphitic carbon, extremely
!)ure. perfectly homogeneous, and so dense as to

admit of perfect turning and to be susceptible of

a beautiful polish. The correspcnding contact be-

FIG I, DIATTO ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—SECTION OF BUX

neath the block is a cup, of the same material,

formed to perfectly fit when receiving the bolt of

carbon, thus making a nearly perfect contact.

The current of the battery, circulating through
the electromagnetic coils, as has been stated, mag-
netizes the outer bars of one polarity and the central

bar of the other. The magnetic circuit is completed
through the wings of the piece (M). Fig. i, over
which the outer bars pass across (L) and to the

bolt, which is strongly attracted to the block (C).

This, given as the theory, has been vindicated by
actual experiment, and shown to very materially

increase the magnetic pull of the coils shown in

Fig. 2.

In order to enable them to pass readily on the

various routes through the city the cars are fur-

nished with overhead trolley apparati^s, a switch

FIG. 5. DIATTO ELECTRIC RAILWAY —CHANGING A BLOCK

serving to instantly change from the one system to

the other.

Fig, 4 gives a general view of the line, while
Fig. 5 shows the ease with which a block may be
changed.

The first practical test of the third-rail system
for hauling regular passenger trains has been made
on the Plymouth division of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford railway, between Braintree and
Cohasset, Mass.. 12 miles apart. Regular passenger
trains brought from Boston by locomotives were
attached at Braintree to the regular double-motor
cars that have been used on the Nantasket Beach
branch for the last four years. The trial is said to

have resulted successfully.
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The Omaha Fatality.

Further dcUiils <if ihc aniileul M Oniah;i by which
foi;r firemen lost the-ir lives l:)y clcciric shock
through an extension ladder used at a fire show
that it is difficult to trace the fatal current to its

source. The ladder used by the firemen came in
.

. II act with only three wires. One was a 2.000-
\(ilt primary, alternating-current wire; the second
was a y.6-aniijere series, direct-current arc-light
wire, and the third wire was one of the outside wires
of a three-wire secondary system carrying 106-212
volts. The primary circuit was used for supplying
two theaters only, and, as the accident occurred
after the matinee held that day, the circuit was un-
doubtedly dead, the double-pole switch on the
switchboard having been pulled. The arc circuit
was for supplying municipal street lights, and it

is believed that there was not a single arc machine
running in the city at the time of the accident. The
third wire was the outside wire of a three-wire
secondary system, of which the neutral wire was
grounded, so that it would seem impossible to have
received more than 106 volts.

The ladder had been in contact with the primary
wire, but at the instant of the accident was not, as
far as known, in contact with this wire. There
seems to be reason to believe that the fatal cur-
rent was received from the three-wire secondary,
and yet, as before stated, the neutral was grounded.
Further than that, thorough tests made after the
accident showed that there were no crosses with
other circuits and no grounds on any of the three
wires touched by the ladder.

As to the line construction at that point, it is

stated that the construction was absolutely modern,

Power from Chicago Drainage Canal.

A special comniiltec was appointed ijy the Civic
Federation of Chicago a short time ago to invcsli-

Ka;e the value and availability of water power that
could )je developed from the drainage canal to
conned the Cliicag'j and Illinois rivers, now nearly
cc'inplctcd. In the cominiltee's report, which has
now been presented, strong arguments arc made
.''.gainst the leasing al the present time of the power
o any private person or corporation for a long
pi r!od of years. No express recommendations arc
made on the subject, but the general tenor of the
repcrl is in favor of the direct use of the power
by the city rjf Chicago for municipal purposes. The
cfimniittee has made a thorough examination of the

subject, having secured testimony as to the actual
w(<rking of the development of the water power at

Niagara Falls, and has come to the conclusion
that the power to be developed in the drainage chan-
nel would amount to about 20,ooo horse power at

Lockporl. or, with the loss in transmission, 16,000

in Chicago.
In discussing the value of the water power to the

city the committee reports as follows:

Tbe drainage board has about 20,000 horse power net at its dis-
posal even when the channel carries only the minimum quantity
ot water required by law. This power could be furnished con-
tinuously night aad day. Converted into electricity and con-
ducted to centers of distribution in Chicago, this would yield
over 16,000 horse power at the sub-stations, which is more than
enough 10 light tbe entire city of Chicago by maintaining an
electric lamp at every street corner in the improved portions of
the city. For that purpose about 16.000 lamps would be required,
consuming not over 14.000 borse power. From practical tests
that have been m^de it is concluded that the actual cost of pro-
ducing this power by steam during the hours of night could not
be reduced below S30 per borse power. The cost at which the
water power of the canal would be delivered in Chicago is much

*"'
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DI.^TTO ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—GENERAL VIEW OF THE LINE.

of the best possible tj'pe and in excellent condition.

The wires all had triple-braided weatherproof in-

sula. ion, and the insulation was in as good condi-

tion as new. The iron edges of the ladder cut

through the insulation.

Bridgeport Wlotorman Said to Be Crim-
inally Careless.

The coroner's jury on the trolley-car disaster at

Peck's Mill Pond, near Bridgeport, Conn., rendered

its verdict on Thursday of last week. Governor
Lounsbury is called upon to convene the Legislature

for the enactment of laws requiring the licensing of

motormen, establishing a trolley-railroad commis-
sion, the reduction of the working hours of motor-

nien and the use of both inner and outer guard

rails on bridges. George S. Hamilton, the motor-

man, was found guilty of criminal carelessness.

The Shelton Street Railway company was found

guilty of negligence in not keeping the approaches

to the bridge in good condition and in not enforcing

its orders for moderate speed.

One of the witnesses in the last days of the inquest

admitted that he removed a fuse from the wrecked
car the day after the accident occurred. He said

ihat he was an employe of the Bridgeport Traction

company, and that when he was at the scene of the

accident he saw the fuse in the car, and, thinkmg
that some person might remove it and make away
with it, he decided to take it. He thought it might

be of use to his employers in proving that the car

was in good condition and that the absence of a

fuse was not responsible for the inability of the

motorman to stop the car. The fuse was produced,

and, after an examination by an electrician, was

1 ronrunced to be in good condition.

less. Tbe dams and races could be built for St.200,000, and a
further outlay of $1,500,000 would be required for the construction
of the works necessary to convert the power into electriciiy, con-
duct it to Chicago and distribute it to consumers. These items
give a total capitalization of §2,700.000. upon which interest must
be computed at + per cent, as a fixed charge. Making a proper
allowance for depreciation and repairs, and adding the expenses
of operation, we tind thatSis would cover the cost per horse power
delivered at the sub-stations, and that the city could save money
even if it had to pay out of its own treasury the total cost of develop-
ment and a rental of Sj2 per horse power net besides. This item of
S12 corresponds substantially to the ofifer of $5 per horse power
which was reiently before the drainage board for consideration.

In an appendix to the report, Francis B. Badt, the
Chicago electrical engineer, gives the subject much
attention. He presents a detailed account, showing
the amount of power that should be available be-
tween Joliet and Lockport, and estimating the effi-

ciencies and transmission losses in conducting the
power to the city. Allowing a line loss of 15 per
cent.. Mr, Badt estimates that 16,245 horse power
could be transmitted to sub-stations in Chicago.
The report concludes as follows: "Your com-

mittee is firmly convinced that no disposition of the
wa er power should be made to private parties at

the present time, but that its full value, whatever
that may be. should be preserved for the taxpayers
of the city and sanitary district. This value for

a period of 50 years, according to conservative esti-

mates, based upon experience in other localities and
upon the opinions of the most competent electrical

engineers, would amount to from $30,000,000 to

,$50,000,000."

The incorporators of the Allentown and Coopers-
burg Street Railway company, capitahzed at $50,000,

to build an electric railway from Allentown to

Coopersburg. Pa., are W. J. Saeger. J. L. Schwartz.
P. F. Connor. J. W. Grader and H. E. Crilly of
.Mlen'nwn.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemc ration of Volta,

Como, Italy, May 20ih to October 28ih. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volta at Como is 6sed for September 18th,)

New York State Electrical Contractors' association, Buffalo,
N. v., August 29th.

National Assoziatioi of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6ih.

New York State Street Railway association, Ithaca, September
12th and 13th.

Old-lime Telegraphers" asscciation and United States Militarj"
Telegraph Corps, Copley Square Hotel. Boston. September i2tQ
to 14th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the PbiJadelphia Commercial Museam and the franklin In-
stitute.)

American Rlecro-therapeutic 3=soc'ation, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C September igih to 2isl.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September.

Penn'^ylvania Street Railway association. Stevens House, Lan
caster. Pa.. October 4th and 5th.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

Mr. J. G. Stowe, the United Slates consul-general

at Cape Town, recently made a tour of Soitth Africa.

In his report to the government this is the closing

paragraph:

"I must make mention of the electric-light and

telephone plants seen on the trip. At Kimberley

the service is American and is good. At Johannes-

burg it is Dutch and everj^one is finding fault: no

service is furnished after 5 p. m.. and you must pay

a year's subscription in advance—about $75 per

month. In Durban it is German and fair."

It is certainly asking much to require a customer

to pay for a year's service in advance, and then give

him no light or telephone connections, whichever

is meant—perhaps both—after five o'clock in the

afternoon. An alleged electric-lighting service that

is shut down at 5 p. m. has a marked resemblance

to an attempt to give the play of "Hamlet"

with Hamlet left out. Perhaps Mr. Stowe is a lit-

tle mixed in his facts, but if he is right it is easy

10 see that at least one of the Uillanders' grievances

is a \&T\ real one.

After an expenditure of about $14,000,000 the Cen-

tral London railway is now fast nearing comple-

tion. This railway is run through tunnels from 50

lo 80 feet under the heart of London. It is to be

electrically operated, and large electric elevators,

capable of carrying 100 persons, will be installed at

the s'.a.ions. Several members of the board of di-

rectors traversed from one end of the road to the

other, over the permanent rails, within a month.

They found, thej- say. that the atmosphere was really

enjoyable; in fact, far more pleasant than the upper

surface. There was ample ventilation, and those

who had been at work below for months said that

it is in the same good state all the year round. It

is pleasanter in the winter because it is rather

warmer than the atmosphere above, and in summer
it is cooler. The track is very substantially con-

structed of loo-pound rails laid on ties embedded
in concrete, as the difficulty of repairs in a deep-

tunnel read is obvious. The system has been care-

fully planned, and when it is put in operation it will

be a notable addition to the efforts that are making
to solve the rapid-transit problem in large cities.

In a letter describing the street-railway system of

Glasgow. Mr. Fcrd, an American journalist, re-

marks that ""Scotch caution and prudence have

characterized the corporation's management of the

tramways from the outset." This is true to an al-

most painful degree, as the correspondent himself

shows. "After an exhaustive investigation of

every known method of mechanical traction," he

writes, "the Town Council decided that the over-

head-electric sj'stem was applicable to every section

of the city. A power station was established, and

two routes, with a combined mileage of three and

a quarter, are now operated by electricity, with sin-

gle and double-decked cars. A third line, from

Glasgow Cross, will speedily be converted into an

electric road. Within six or eight years horses Avill

be entirely displaced, and the tramway sj'stem. now
having a total mileage of 41. will be operated by

overhead wires." Think of it! Within "six or eight

years" a street-railway system of 41 miles will be

entirely equipped for electrical operation, a power

house and two short lines being now in operation.

That is "caution and prudence" with a vengeance.

If the city officials have satisfied themselves that the

overhead system is what they want, why don't they

execute the work in six months, rather than six

years? Having put their hands to the plow, the

managers of the Glasgow corporation should not

dawdle at their work.

Tn the course of a report to a committee of the

ruling body of the Manchester (England) Municipal

Technical Schools, Dr. J. T. Nicholson, head of the

engineering department, recently made some inter-

esting observations on technical schools and en-

gineering works in America. What most struck

Dr. Nicholson was the close practical bearing which

the instruction, and especially the experimental de-

partment, had upon every-day engineering work.

In all cases the professors and teachers were in the

closest relation with practicing engineers. The

professors also have large influence with the em-

ployers of their districts in securing positions for the

students. Dr. Nicholson states that it is believed

that this spirit of mutual helpfulness on the part of

the technical schools and the manufacturers (which

is so marked a feature in America and in Germany)
would be of great assistance in the industrial de-

velopment of England. When technical schools

and institutions are in a position to construct ap-

paratus and carrj' on researches on questions of

immediate interest they are in a position to justifj'

an important relation to the industrial and com-
mercial progress of the country'. Such justification

had long been admitted in .America and Germany,
with results not wholly satisfactory to British trade.

Dr. Nicholson did. indeed, hit upon one of the

reasons for the usefulness of the American technical

schools—insistence on practical work of ever>'-day,

commercial value, although not to the exclusion of

drill in scientific theory and investigation, on which
the practical work of to-morrow will be based. The
class-room, the laboratory and the workshop are

all necessary for the training of the student, and it

is the advantage of the best American schools that

work in none of them is neglected.

Slowly but surely the conviction seems to be
growing in the minds of the managers of the great

steam-railroad systems that they must make use of

the economical transmission of power afforded by
electricity or else abandon much of their local busi-

ness to the various electric-railway companies with
which every trunk-line system now finds itself, to

some extent, in competition. The electric cars offer

travelers between neighboring towns a pleasanter

ride than the coaches drawn behind steam loco-

moti\es. especially in summer; they cover the route

at more frequent intervals and usually land the pas-

sengers nearer their homes or places of business.

And in most cases the fare is much less. In the

n^atter of speed the advantage is usually with the

heavier trains on the steam railroads, with their

comparatively infrequent stops. But for hauls of

from 30 to 60 miles the greater frequency and con-
venience of the electric trains is more than an offset

to the difference in time in favor of the steam lines.

In the suburban districts about Boston, Phila-

delphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, St. Paul,

Milwaukee, and to some extent in the neighborhoods
cf Chicago and St. Louis also, the electric railways

have proved very popular and have cut into the

receipts of the older steam lines to a noticeable ex-

tent. In many other places, too, there are parallel

lines, where steam and electric roads coinpete, to the

detriment of the former.

If the electric system offers the greater economy
for local traffic, as it assuredly does under all ordi-

nary conditions, the remedy for the steam-railroad

corporation is evidently the adoption of the later

method, either by new construction or by co-opera-

tion with existing electric-railway companies. There
are not lacking indications that progressive com-
panies, like the Pennsylvania and New York Cen-

tral, are taking this view of the situation. It is re-

pcr:td that the former company will soon build

parallel tracks for trollej- lines along portions of

its system. In a New York daily paper it is stated

that officers of the New York Central company,
commenting upon this prospect, predict that a simi-

lar arrangement is sure to come in the end on
nearly all the important roads. The cost of operat-

ing the trolley-cars, it was pointed out, is much less

than getting up heavy trains and running them
frequently. Already at Niagara Falls and on one

cr two branches, the New York Central has sub-

stituted electric-motor cars for steam trains, and

the experiment has been satisfactory. It is believed

by many railroad officials that at some time in the

future the railroad company will use its steam

trains largely for long-haul passengers and freight,

and make use of the electric system for short rides

between intermediate stations and the moving of

freight which is not to go far.

It may be, too. that with the adoption of high

voltages for the transmission of alternating current

and sub-stations for the distribution of direct cur-

rent of lower pressure, it may be possible to operate

long trunk lines with economy. Or an alternating-

current motor may be brought forward to solve the

problem. But at present the field of electricity in

practical commercial railroad operation seems to

be limited to hauls not exceedmg 150 or 200 miles.
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Death of Professor Bunsen.

( m August i(nh science Mi-staiiud a great loss in

llie death of Robert Wilhelni Eberhard Bunsen,

M. D.. professor of chemistry at the University

of Heidelberg. Professor Bunsen was in his 89th

year and one of the "grand old men" of the sci-

enlific investigation of the century. He was born

in Gottingen and graduated at the university in

his native town. He was interested in all the nat-

ural sciences, but devoted himself especially to

chemistry. In 1838 he was appointed to the chair

of chemistry in the University of Marburg, wherfc

he remained 13 years. Then, after a year at Bres-

lau. he removed to Heidelberg, where he was pro-

fessor of chemistry until his death.

The value of the original scientific research con-

ducted by Professor Bunsen is so great thSt he may
be considered the peer at least of any chemist of

his time. His discoveries and inventions are many,

but he is perhaps best known in the scientific world

for having laid the foundation of the science of

spectrum analysis and the discovery by its means
of the two alkali metals, ca^esium aiid rubidium.

These discoveries were made in connection with his

no less celebrated colleague, the late Professor

Kirchhoff.
In 1S41 Bunsen invented the form of voltaic cell

bearing his name—a couple consisting of elements

of zinc and carbon immersed respectively in elec-

trolytes of dilute sulphuric and strong nitric acids.

This battery was" of great value, not only in lab-

oratory work, but in many practical applications.

One of the favorite and fruitful themes of Dr. Bun-
sen was the preparation by electrolysis of the rarer

metals. He produced metallic magnesium, chrom-
ium, aluminum, the alkaline eaith metals and the

metals of the cerium group. These experiments
had a practical result, and were follow^ed by the

commercial manufacture of magnesium, cerium,

lanthanium and didymium. His battery was used
not only in the service of inorganic chemistry, but
with its help clear light was thrown upon the con-
stitution of organic bodies.

The University of Leyden conferred upon Pro-
fessor Bunsen the honorary degree of M. D. in

1875. In 1877 the University of Heidelberg com-
memorated the 25th anniversary of his elec-

tion to the chair of experimental chemistry. In

1883 he was appointed one of the eight foreign as-

sociates of the French Academy of Sciences. Last
year the British Society of Arts made him the re-

cipient of its annual Albert medal. His contribu-

tions to science were thus summed up by the council

of the society in voting him the honor:
"Among the numerous and important scientific

discoveries which have rendered the name of Bun-
sen famous wherever science is valued, perhaps the

most striking is the one in which he was associated

with his distinguished colleague. Professor Kirch-
hoff, viz., spectrum analysis, a discovery which has
shed a new and unexpected light on the composi-
tion of terrestrial matter and has enabled us to ob-
tain a distinct knowledge of the chemical composi-
tion of sun and stars. The contributions which
Bunsen has made in the application of chemistry
and physics to the arts and manufactures are of

the utmost value, and their importance may be
measured by two out of many instances. The Bun-
sen battery was. until the iVroduction of the dy-

namo, the cheapest source of electricity; the Bunsen
gas burner, by which a non-luminous, smokeless,

but highly heated fiame is obtained, is now not
only indispensable in all laboratory work, but is

used for heating purposes in thousands of houses
and manufactories, and for illumination, by the in-

candescent system, in millions of lamps. Beyond
these Bunsen's contributions to the sciences of

cheu'-istry and physics have been of the highest im-
portance: but perhaps the greatest benefit which
he has conferred through a long life devoted to the
advancement of science has been the influence

which he has exerted as a teacher."

American Street Railway Association.
The local committee of the American Street Rail-

way association, which has in charge the general
arrangements for the annual meeting and exhibition
of the association in Chicago, from October i/th
to 20th. held a meeting last week, at which J. M.
Roach, the general manager of the Chicago Union
Traction company, was elected chairman. Nearly
all the space in Tattersall's building is now taken by
exhibitors and everything points to a well-attended
and successful meeting. The local com-mittee is

composed of the following-named gentlemen: J. M.
Roach. George A. Yuille. H. M. Sloan, H. H.
Windsor. F. L. Fuller, James R. Chapman and
T. C. Penington.

Electrically Heated Theater.
The first theater in the world to be heated by

electricity is the Odeon in Buenos Ayres. A short
time ago the proprietors asked a local . company
if it would undertake to heat their premises by elec-

tricity, writes a correspondent of the Chicago Rec-
ord, and, although the management had many mis-
givings as to the possibility of being able to do so.

so sanguine was the electrical engineer of the con-
cern, an American, that he could devise a practical

and satisfactory system of electric-heating apparatus
for the purpose, that he was given carte blanche
and immediately proceeded to work out his scheme.
wh'ch he has done successfullv.

Society for the Promotion of Engineer-
ing Education.

The seventh annual nuetmg of the Society for the
Promotion of Engineering JCducation was held in

Columbus. O., on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
August i/lh to 19th.

in addition to the usual routine business, the fol-

lowing-named papers and addresses were presented:
Address by the president, Thomas C. Mcndenhall;

"The Essentials of a Technical Education," A. L,

Rice: "1 he Engineering Educational Value of a
Refrigerating Plant," William T. Magruder; "The
Place of Correspondence Schools in Engineering
Education," Edgar Marburg; "Advanced Algebra
in Engineering and Other Cojlege Courses," F. L.

Emory; "Hydrocarbon Engine-testing Plant of the
Ohio State University," William T. Magruder;
"Teaching Force Assigned per Student in the Sev-
eral DK-isions of a Technical College," J. P. Jackson;
"Methods of Teaching: by Textbook, by Lectures,

by Laboratory, by Design, by Memoir," C. F. Allen;

"A Catalogue and Clipping Case,'' William T.
Magruder; "Engineering Education and 'Expan-
sion."" W. S. Aldrich; "A Convenient Laboratory
Equipment for the Study of Diiect-current Dyna-
mos and Motors." H. B. Smith: "A Comparative
Study of the Electrical Engineering Courses Given
in Different institutions." F. C Caldwell; "An Ap-
prentice System in College Shops." O. P. Hood;
"prawmg. Mechanical Labojatory Practice and
Shopwork in Engineering Colleges," H. E. Smith;
"The Desirability of Uniformity in the Use of Math-
cTT'atical Symbol's and Terms." A. E. Haynes; "The
Use of Graphical Methods in the Solution of Prob-
lems in Mechanics." C. M. Woodward; "On the

Nature of Entropy." Albert Kingsbury; "The Elec-

tive System in Engineering Courses," C. R. Jones;
"D'rect-current Work in the Electrical Engineering
Department of the University of Minnesota." F. W.
Spring.
The discussions of the papers were lively and in-

teresting and the programme was one of great bene-
fii 'o the membership.
The follov/ing-named officers were elected for the

year 1899-1900:

President—L O. Baker, University of Illinois.

Vice-presidents—R. Fletcher. Dartmouth College;

C. D. Marx. Leland Stanford. Junior. University.

Treasurer—C. A Waldo. Purdue University.

Secretary—Edgar Marburg, University of Penn-
sylvania.

The lollow-ing-named members of the council

w^ere elected for the term 1899-1902: Brown Ayres,

G.,W. Bissell. J. J. Flather. W. T. Magruder, F. W.
McNair, J. M. Porter, A. J. Wood.
Members who were in attendance were the follow-

ing-named: A. Kingsbury. W. T. Magruder, T. C.

Mendenhall. H. T. Eddy, Mansfield Merriman, F. C.

Caldwell. A. J. Wood. H. E. Smith, F. W. McNair,
C. A. Waldo, W. K. Hatt, W. D. Pence, C. L. Mees,

C. W. Bissell, A. L. Williston. M. C. Ricker, O. P.

Hood, J. M. Porter. A. N. Talbot, J. N. Bradford.

H. L Jacoby. F. E. Sanborn, C. F. Allen, W. K.

Palmer, B. F. Groat. S. W. Robinson, C. R. Jones,

E. Marburg. W. S. Aldrich, L. E. Reber. Storm
Bull. F. E. French. E. A. Bending. F. W. Brady.

R. S. Woodward, G. B. Halstead.

The members of the society w-ere treated by the

Columbus Engineers' Club to a trolley ride to

Minerva Park on Friday evening. At the park a

dmner was served in the pavilion of the Casino, and
many of the party attended the Casino Theater as

guests of the club. The many laboratories of the

Ohio State University were visited by those in-

terested.

The success of the local details of the conven-

tion was complete and due to Prof. W. T. Magruder
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ohio
Slate University.

International Electrical Congress at

Paris.

The Universal Exposition of I9C'0 is sure to gather

together in Paris a large number of the leading

scientific men and engineers of the world. This

justifies the French electricians in their efforts to

organize an International Electrical Congress,

which has received the ot^cial patronage of the

French government. Li pre\ ious conferences

questions of units and nomenclature have been set-

tled by international agreement, to the great ad-

vantage of all concerned. During the last 20 years

there have been unexpected discoveries, new ap-

plications of what seemed once to belong to pure

science, and an extraordinary expansion of electric

industries. Practice has thus started up a great num-
ber of problems, on which it will be interesting and

profitable to have the views of technical authorities.

Ihe discussions of the congress will therefore have

especially an industrial and economical character.

The work is. provisionally, divided as follows:

1. Scientific methods and instruments of measure-

ments.
2. Production of electric eneigy; transfornjers:

transfer and distribution; electric lighting; traction.

3. Electro-chemistry; electro-metallurgy, accum-

ulators; electric furnaces.

4. Telegraphy; telephones and various applica-

tions.

5. Electro-physiology.
The congress will last during the week ending

August 25. 1900. The subscription for membership

is 20 francs.

The Johnsons in England.
The Johnson Ijroihers. T(»iii and Albert, well

known as street-railway operators in Brooklyn,
Cleveland, Detroit and other cities, are endeavor-
ing to introduce electric street railways in London.
As a preliminary they are surveying a route from
London to Brighton, a distance of 45 miles, which
they expect to cover, over a private right-of-way, in

about an hour, for a fare as low as sixpence. They
e.xpect to build a first-class railroad, if given the
pi ivilcgc, with well-built roadbed, very heavy rails,

large, handsome cars and powerful motors. The
present fare on the steam roads is said to be six shil-

lings, and it is the intention to furnish better and
swifter transfortation at one-twelfth of the existing
rate. It is expected that the new road will become
very popular and that it will be such an object lesson
to Londoners that the building of electric railways
in the great extent of London itself will not be de-
layed.

Mr. Albert L. Johnson is enthusiastic over the
future of electric roads in London. In speaking
of it he said: "In London all the street railroads
are owned by the city. They are, however, leased
to corporations which run them as far behind the
times as London is old. There is a population of
nearly 6,000,000, yet there is no trolley and only
one cable road. If you want to get across the city

you must change from one bus to the other until

the fare becomes enormous in comparison with
what we pay in America. Those who have^studied
the city say that its marvelous populatioji can be
ascribed to one thing, and that is the case with
w^hich one may go to any other city on the face
of the globe. Within 20 minutes' walk from St.

Paul's are the lines one may use to go anywhere.
Yet. with facilities for reaching other places, Lon-
don is the most inconvenient city in the world to
get around in. It is just this latter trouble which
we intend to remedy. No one has ever asked for a
.similar franchise, and we expect to win because of
its very novelty."

Chicago's Fall FestivaL
Chicagoans are making extensive preparations

i"or the fall festivities that are to be held in this
city between October 4th and loth. The sum of
$iS,ooo has been set aside by the arrangement com-
mittee, to be used for decorations. State street,

between Lake and Congress streets, will receive
the greater portion of the appropriation, and the
plan adopted will combine features of the designs
used at the coronation of the czar of Russia, the
carnival of Rome and the decorations prominently
displayed in memorable events in Paris. Along
each side of the thoroughfare will be erected
Venetian masts and carved columns of staff. The
masts will be located at the edge of the sidewalk
on either side of the street, 82 feet apart. Both
the masts and the columns will be 38 feet high
and connected by elaborately decorated arches.
From each of the columns there will be strung
heavy folds of bunting. Festoons of incandescent
electric lights will be hung across the street, as

v^as done last year, and also lengthwise of the
street, connecting the flagstafts and columns.
Great stress, will be laid upon the artistic features

of the electrical illumination, and it is hoped that
n dis'inct advance will be made in this respect.

The lamps will be placed 18 inches apart, and it is

expected that, with flambeaus of gas on every
mast and column, they will present a fine effect.

The merchants along State street are also planning
to aid the decoration committee by the display of
electrical designs. An interesting feature of the
festival week will be an automobile parade, which
is now announced as a certainty. Definite ar-

rangements have not yet been made, but it is an-
nounced that about 50 electric vehicles wnll be in

line, the Woods Motor Vehicle company alone
furnishing 2$ or 30 machines. The American Elec-
tric Vehicle company and others will be repre-

sented.

A Canadian View.

This is a paragraph of an article on the industrial

siluation that recently appeared in the Toronto
World: Great Britain is now face to face with a

rival that is fired with the enthusiasm and ambi-
tion of youth. Great Britain is set in her ways, and
her ways are ancient. The U^nited States is always
on the alert to cast aside the old and adopt the new.
Her conservatism and adherence to custom are what
is hampering Great Britain more than anything else.

She is too slow to adopt new methods. It is al-

most impossible for us to believe that Scotland
Yard, the great police headquarters of London, is

without a telephone, yet such is the fact. The
United States made as much headway in introduc-

ing the telephone in five years as Great Britain has

made in 20. Great Britain is simply not in it with

the LTnited States in the manufacture of electric

machinery, and it is only during the last year or

two that the people of Great Britain have recog-

nized the advantage of electric street cars. Great
Britain is as badly in need of a shaking up, com-
mercially, as some of the decadent nations are

pnlitically. Only a few years ago—less than five

—

Great Britain was recognized as the greatest pro-

ducer of iron and steel in the world. The United
Slates now enjoys that proud distinction. The
Americans are taking away the trade of the British

"n the lather's own territory.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Tne Use of Telephones in Railroad

Operation.

The fact tViat the New York, New Haven and

Hartford Railroad company has put in telephones

in all its signal towers, anticipating, possibly, a

strike of the telegraph operators, calls attention

again to some of the advantages of the telephone

in train operation. Train dispatching by telephone

is done on some of the cross-country electric roads

near Cleveland, and by at least one elevated-rad-

road company in Chicago, but the eastern system

just mentioned is probably the most extensive where

an effort is making to rely on the telephone, rather

than the telegraph, in dispatching trains.

This subject is considered by George W. Blodgett

of Boston in a recent issue of the Railroad Gazette,

and as the writer points out some of the superiori-

ties of the telephone and gives practical hints for

its use in the transmission of train orders, it will

be of interest to the telephone men who read the

Western Electrician.

The telephone has been found valuable even iii the

limited way in which it has been used for railroad

purposes. It is the belief of the writer that it can

be made of greater service with a corresponding

gain in its value and efficiency, and a great savmg of

time. He does not know of an actual installation ol

telephones where there has been a systematic, com-
prehensive plan worked out beforehand for the gen-

eral use of this instrument with proper safeguards

and precautions against errors and neglects. In

sending messages by telephone, there is no record of

the actual message sent over the line, or of what it

was understood to mean at the receiving, end. In the

case of telegraphic messages there may be an auto-

n-atic record of the message actually sent for com-

parison and verification with the original at any sub-

sequent time thereafter, but in the case of the tele-

phone, the message as it is understood may be very

different from what was intended, and there is usu-

ally no way of fixing the blame for the error beyond

a reasonalDle doubt.

It is probably this fact more than anything else

which has made railroad managers so conservative

about the use of the telephone for any except unim-

portant matters. A proposition to use the telephone

for the transmission of train orders whicli are now
sent by telegraph would not be seriously considered.

Yet it can be so used with as great a degree of safety

as is now experienced in the transmission by tele-

graph, and with a great saving of time.

It is not in the transaction of ordinary business

about which there is no urgent haste and no par-

ticular risk that the telegraph is most important; it

is in cases where life and death are at stake; where

minutes or even seconds are of priceless value;

where the delay of an instant may determine the

fate of a hundred people or many thousands of dol-

lars' worth of property. Under precisely the same

circumstances the telephone would be as much su-

perior to the telegraph as the latter is to a letter

sent by messenger. With the telegraph time is con-

sumed in getting communication with the person to

whom it is desired to send a message; time is re-

quired to transmit the words or characters of the

message; more time is taken up in preparing it for

the person to whom it is to be delivered; still an-

other loss is occasioned by the delay or failure of

this latter person to understand what the message

required, or to act upon it when it is understood.

There is a chance for error in each of these trans-

mitting or receiving parties, and in the copying or

delivery of the message, when it is not received di-

rectly by the person to whom it is addressed.

In the transmission of messages by telephone

some of the same errois may occur, or others pecu-

liar to the use of this instrument, but in spite of all

the objections that are brought against it, the tele-

phone is coming more and more into use lor rail-

road purposes and with increased favor. Such im-

provements have been made in the instruments,

in the methods of using them and in the better

education of operators, railroad officials and the

public generally as to the proper ways of. using

the telephone, that for many purposes it is now as

reliable in every way as any of the means pre-

viously in general use. With the use of safeguards

which are now well-known, and of others which may
be devised to meet the needs of each particular situ-

ation, transmission by telephone can be as safely

done as it is to-day by the telegraph. The writer

has made some study of this matter, and will give

here his conclusions, in the hope that they ,niay be

freely discussed, the errors pointed out if they exist,

and a better way discovered.

The proper procedure for sending important

railroad messages by telephone would, he thinks,

be in accordance with the following requirements:

All messages should be first written or copied

out in full in a book kept solely for that purpose

(as is now done in most cases with train dispatcher's

orders sent by telegraph), and this should be done,

whether the message is to be sent by the official

himself or by an operator. While he is not quite

certain what will be found the best practice, yet

the writer believes that all train orders should be
telephoned, whenever it can be done, by an operator
specially trained for that business, but a typewriter

or clerk may also profitably be employed to write

out from dictation all such messages. As a type-

writer cannot well be used for records in a book,
the messages may be written on sheets of proper
size and pasted or otherwise fastened into the book;
or they may be written in a manifold book, and a
copy given to the operator for transmission. When
practicable, such messages should be received by the

operator at the station to which they are addressed
and written in a book used only for messages re-

ceived. If the person for whom the message is in-

tended is not present in person, the operator should
write as many manifold copies as may be needed
at the same time as the original is written. The per-

son or persons who are to receive the order, before
attempting to carry it out, should be brought to the

telephone and report to the train dispatcher the mes-
sage as they have received it. If this cannot be done
at once, then the receiving operator should read the

copy he has made verbatim to the sending operator,

who should make the proper record, and the repeti-

tion by the persons who are to act upon the order

should be made when they have arrived. The writer

thinks this repetition should be made to the train

dispatcher in person, and not to the operator, be-

cause if done in this way it will serve as a check
upon the correctness of both the transmission and
the receipt by the operators, and there will be a

much reduced liability to error. The writer is clear

in his own mind that in some way the official who
issues the order and the person who receives it

and is to act upon it should be brought into corn-

munication with each other before the final word is

given.

The following steps woidd then be necessary in the

regular transmission of train orders or other im-

portant messages;
(i) The message should be written by the train

dispatcher, or at his dictation, in a book kept for

that purpose.

(2) It is to be transmitted by the regular operator

and recorded in a book by the operator who re-

ceives it, making at the same time as many mani-

fold copies as may be necessary for the different

persons who are to act upon the order.

(3) The reading by the receiving operator to the

sending operator of the copy he has written down.

If this is found correct, then

(4) The repetition by the conductor and engineer

of each train which the order concerns directly to

the train dispatcher of the message they have re-

ceived, or of their understanding of what they are

called upon to do.

The telephone over which this is done should be

in a closed room or cabinet to which but one man
is admitted at a time, in order that there may be no
mere repetition by one man of what he has heard

another say just a moment before.

(5) A record of the correct transmission and un-

derstanding of the order by all the men whom it

concerns.

(6) The certification by the train dispatcher of

the correct understanding of the mes.sage and the

O. K. sign for the carrying out of the order.

The operator for sending train orders by telephone

should be clear-headed, intelligent, thoroughly fa-

miliar with the working of the telephone in all cir-

cumstances, well versed in the use of exped-ents for

supplementing or counteracting defective working

at times when normal conditions do not exist. The
transmission of important messages should by no

means be intrusted to persons who have not been

specially trained as telephone operators, except in

emergency or for a temporary makeshift.

With precautions like the above, or such others as

are adapted to the needs of each particular case,

the writer bel'cves that train dispatching can be as

r..Mv done wifh the telephone as with the te|egraoh.

and with much less time and trouble, and it is his

expectation that it will gradually come into use more

and more for this purpose.

Suit for Injuries Received at a Pay-
station Booth.

Joseph Keller has brought suit against the New
York Telephone company to recover damages in the

sumof$;6.500 for injuries said to have been sustained

by him in using one of the public telephone booths,

known as "pay stations," maintained by the com-

pany. The pay station where the plaintiff alleges

his injuries were received is at 100 Broadway, and

the plaintiff ch.arges that the booth was in a danger-

ous condition. In the complaint it is alleged that

this booth was in an inner room on the first floor

of the building, and to reach it customers

had to enter a door from the main hall, pass over the

platform of a staircase, and turn to the left, "and

a person entering said premises and turning to the

right instead of to the left would be precipitated

down the said stairs, a distance of about 25 feet."

It is further charged that the end of the platform

was within the line of the door, and a person en-

tering the doorway would be liable to step on the

end of the platform and be precipitated down the

stairs. According to the complaint, this is what

befell Mr. Keller on the 13th of April last, and he

alleges that he received injuries which confined him
to his bed lor nine weeks, and some of which are

permanent.

Anti-Bell People Getting Together in

New York.
A meeting of the stockholders of the People's

Telephone corporation of New York city was held
last week for the purpose of considering a proposi-
tion looking to the acquisition by that company of
control of the New York and Eastern Telephone
and Telegraph company and the Citizens' Telephone
company. AH three of the companies named were
organized in opposition to the Bell monopoly. An
officer of the People's company stated after the
meeting that a practically unanimous vote had been
taken in favor of the proposition. The plan, as
outlined in the call for the meeting, provided
for the issuance of $1,640,000 of stock for the
purchase of the two companies mentioned. Of
this, it is said that stock to the par value of $1,500,-
oo(> is to go to the Citizens' Telephone company
and 1,400 shares, of a par value of $140,000, to the
New York and Eastern company.

It is understood that the issuance of this stock
is made conditional upon the New York and East-
ern company obtaining the right to lay conduits
and string wires in New York city. The New
York and Eastern Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany is capitalized at $5,000,000. The company has,
after long litigation, secured the right to lay con-
duits and string wires in Brooklyn.
The capital of the People's Telephone corpora-

lion is also $5,000,000. The company was organized
by prominent members of the New York Board
of Trade and Transportation, with others, to be
operated in opposition to the present companies.
The officers of the company assert that they are
entirely serious in their undertaking, and that they
have provisional contracts with a large number of
prospective subscribers.
The Citizens' Telephone company is believed to be

concerned with the manufacture of apparatus rather
than the operation of a telephone system.

A Kansas City Scheme.
The Missouri and Kansas Telephone company is

preparing a new system of rates for house tele-

phones, to become effective soon. It will make a

minimum rate of $18 a year for house telephones on
circuit lines based on a minimum of 30 calls a

month. The plan, according to the Star of Kansas
City, is to charge five cents for each call made, but
it only counts one way. For example, if a man
has a telephone in his dwelling on this system it

will cost nothing for him to call up the house from
a downtown office, but if he calls up the office down-
town from home he must pay five cents for the serv-
ice. In effect, this means that the subscriber pays
for only half the calls on his telephone. There is

one limitation. The subscriber must agree to pay
for 30 calls a month or $1.50, whether he uses the
telephone that number of times or not.

F. F. Rozzelle. attorney for the company, ex-
plained, in discussing the change, that the company
would have made the new rate several months ago,
but its mechanical department had to invent a reg-
ister, and that took time. The company's shop
has some ingenious machinists, and it is one of the
few places in the West where inventions are made
to order. The register has been invented and the
shop is beginning to build the machine. The sub-
fcr-ber in the future will press a button; th'S button
will turn a series of dials with figures like those
on a gas meter. This is in a glass case, where it

cannot be tampered with, but can be seen by the
subscriber every time he looks at the telephone.

Competition in Norwich, England.
Telephone competition is found to have its ad-

vantages in England, where the National company
occupies a position somewhat analogous to that of
the Bell company here. Says the Electrical Engi-
neer of London; "We are informed by the Mutual
Telephone company that the agitation carried on for
the past seven years in Norwich has caused the
National company to reduce its rates in that city

to £5 for 800 calls. The significant part of the mat-
ter is, however, that the rate is only for one year,

leaving it open for the National company at the

end of that time to again ad\ ance the tariff, as was
(lone in Dundee. Sheffield, Manchester, etc., where
the rental of £12 was extorted after the competition
\va5 stifled. Our informant adds that Norwich peo-
ple will not be led away by such tactics, and that

an influential company has been formed for the
purpose of working an exchange. We are not told,

however, what steps the corporation of Norwich
is taking, or that the proposed new company has

ihc sanction of the corporation."

Central Union Mortgage.

The Central Union Telephone company filed yes-

tciday, said the Chicago Times-Herald of August
loih. a supplementary mortgage securing an addi-

tional issue of bonds amounting to $500,000 to the

Old Colony Trust company of Massachusetts under
the same terms as entered in the mortgage for $6-

000,000, dated January 2, 1899, known as five per

cent, gold bonds. The property scheduled is in Illi-

rr.s. Indiana and Ohio.
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Telephone News from the Northwest.

[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician.]

The Greene and Weston Telephone company of

Greene, la., has arranged to connect its toll h'ne

through Southern Minnesota with the new ex-

change of the Citizens' Telephone company, at Man-
kato, Minn. The latter expects to have toll-line

connection with the Twin Ciiies soon after October
1st.

The Fergus Telephone company of Fergus Falls,

Minn., has completed its toll line to Wadena, Minn.,

giving connection with 10 villages en route.

A company is being formed at Hillsboro, N. D.,

to build a telephone line to Mayville.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company will

soon have its exchange in Minneapolis ready for

operation. The switchboard is being set up and
will accomn-.odate 3,600 connections when in.

The Little Wolf River Telephone company has

been granted a franchise for an exchange at Stevens
Point, Wis.

Clinton, Wis., will soon have toll-line connection
with Beloit. Wis., Janesville, and other cities.

The Southern Electric Telephone company is

running lines between Redwood Falls, Minn., and
Sleepy Eye.
The Wisconsin Telephone company will make im-

provenients and additions to its system in the vicin-

ity of La Crosse, Wis., which will cost $20,000.

fhc Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-
pany, in Minneapolis, has sent a letter to all its

subscribers, calling their attention to the fact that the
rules of the company prohibit the use of its in

struments by other than subscribers and employes.
It also contains a reference to arbitrary measures
which may be necessary in case the request is not
lived up to. A number of Minneapolis subscribers
take exception to it. The druggists think it is

done for their benefit especially, and some have
posted the letter up, with comments attached.

The effect of the sale of the Wisconsin Valley
Telephone interests at Chippewa Falls and Eau
Claire, Wis., to the Wisconsin Telephone company
Is beginning to become manifest. The Wisconsin
company has announced that subscribers on the
outside circuit will hereafter pay $2.67 per month.
They have been paying $1.50. A number of sub-
scribers have ordered their telephones out, and
there is talk of organizing a new home company.

R. F. C. litis of Wadena, Minn., is forming a

stock company to put in a local exchange.
The Kossuth Telephone company of Germania.

la., is heading toward Blue Earth. Minn., with its

toll lines, and has already perfected arrangements
to tap Elmore, Minn. This company will also con-
nect with a number of towns in Northern Iowa.
The wires of the Duluth Telephone company and

the Zenith Telephone company at Duluth, Minn.,
meet in alleys every once in a while, and each com-
pany promptly appeals to the Board of Public
Works for a decision against the other.

The Chicago and Lake Superior Telephone com-
pany is an applicant at Marinette, Wis., and the
sister city, Menominee, Mich., for franchises to op-
erate local exchanges.

Se\eral of the outside stockholders of the Ot-
tumwa (la.) Long-distance Telephone company
claim that the sale of the company to H. F. Far-
well of Astoria, 111., was done without their con-
sent and they were defrauded out of all they put
into the enterprise by the sale. They threaten liti-

gation.

Thomas Way of the Western Electric Telephone
company, at Britt, la., has been nominated for rep-
resentative by the Republicans of Hancock County.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will rebuild its system at Austin, Minn.
The Iowa Telephone company wants its franchise

at Des Moines, la., renewed, and wants it very
badly. The company has been running without a
franchise for a couple of years because it could
not accept a franchise giving the council power
'to set a maximum rate, and the council would not
give anything else. As a more tem.pting induce-
ment, the offer has been made to remove the head-
quarters of the company from Davenport, build a
handsome office building and rebuild its entire
system in the city, if only a favorable franchise is

granted.
The Home Telephone company of Sioux City, la.,

will soon have through toll connection with the
Mutual system of Des Moines.
The telephone exchange in Garfield, Wash., was

recently burned out, but has secured new quarters
and will repair the exchange at once.
The Western Electric Telephone company an-

nounces free-toll service between Burt. Bancroft.
Algona. Wesley, Titonka. Sexton. Germania, Ger-
man Valley. Buffalo Center and Ledyard. la., and
Elmore, Minn., to remain so until July i, 1900, and
possibly longer. The public is invited to make lib-

eral use of these lines. It is a competitive measure.
The Spokane and British Columbia Telephone

company has been refused a franchise for a local
exchange in Spokane, Wash. A question has
arisen as to the finality of the act of the council, and
the charter seems to indicate that it was not finally

disposed of. The company is preparing for a bit-

ter fifrht Id secure the franchise and for a struggle
with the Inland company. The Spokane and Brit-
ish Columbia company applied to the Inland com-
pany for a telephone connection and was refused.
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1 hell rental was then tenderc'l and again refused,
when the inatter was taken into court and an order
issued to show cause why the telephone should not
ijc installed.

Will Walker, manager of the Cedar Valley Tele-
phone company at Dysart, la., has been trans-
ferred to Cedar Falls.

M. A. Childs, formerly with the Iowa Telephone
company, has accepted a position with the Boone
company.

J. W. Sanford of Chamberlain, S. D., has se-
cured the franchise for a telephone system in that
town.

It is reported that over one-half the stock required
lor the construction of a telephone line between
Hillsboro, N. D., and Mayville, Minn., has been
subscribed, and there is little doubt that the line will
be constructed.

It is reported that the telephone system at Mon-
roe, Wis., will be ready for operation on September
15th. '

Telephone managers at Kenosha and McLeod,
Wis,, find that applications are so numerous for new
telephones that they can with difficulty secure sup-
plies to fill the demand.
Telephone laborers on the Zenith City Telephone

line at Duluth, Minn,, struck recently for a raise
of 25 cents in their daily wages. The matter was
compromised with but little trouble.
The Northwestern Telephone company has se-

cured an extension of its franchise at St. Cloud,
Minn.
The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company has

,'ecured a franchise for putting in and operating a
sys'eni at Amboy, Minn,
The Home Telephone company of Montgomery,

Minn , has purchased the New Prague Telephone
company's line.
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NEW COMPANIES.

Notes from Central Illinois.

[From a correspondent of ttie Western Electric'an,J

The Kinlock Telephone company of St. Louis
has started to build connecting lines in Illinois, and
will soon have East St. Louis, Madison and Venice
connected with St. Louis. The objective point of
the_ company this year is Springfield, to which place
it hopes to extend its long-distance toll lines by
January i, 1900. The company will connect with
all independent lines en route.
The Macoupin Telephone company is still taking

stock, and \yill be incorporated in October. Fifteen
cities and villages now have representatives in the
new company, and the outlook is good for one of
the best county organizations of independent tele-
phone men in the state. All toll lines will be
metallic.

The stockholders of the Palmyra Telephone com-
pany held a meeting recently and increased their
capital 30 per cent. The new shares of stock were
sold on the same day, and contracts were let for an
increase of plant.

The Bunker Hill Telephone company is preparing
to increase its stock to build toll lines from Bunker
Hill to Brighton, Shipman and Staunton, thence
south to other towns,
W. H. Dews has opened the first independent line

at Chesterfield; and will continue to add thereto.
The Girard-Carlinville line is now under con-

struction and will soon be ready for use.
W. H. Ramsey of Auburn has begun work on the

Pawmec-Divernon toll line.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Work is soon to begin on tlie telephone line from

Randolph, Utah, to nearby points.

Dr. R. E. Carlton contemplates constructing a
telephone system from Bethany to Georgetown,
Ky. :

, ,,

The Blakely (Ga.) Telephone company has com-
pleted its lines to Jakin, Saffold and Cedar Springs
and has begun work on its line to Arlington.

The work of extending the lines of the Cecil (Md.)
Telephone and Telegraph company, which were re-

cently purchased by a syndicate, is now being rap-
idly pushed, and by October every point in Cecil
County of any importance is expected to be con-
nected. New poles and lines are now being put
up between Elkton and Chesapeake City and Elk-
ton and North East.

The Central New York Telephone company has
begun the construction of a new metallic cir-

cuit from Oneonta to Norwich by way of Ox-
•^ --H -jiid Sidney. Heretofore it has been necessary
for Oneonta and Cooperstown to communicate
with Norwich by way of Utica. The new system
will make better connections with New Berlin and
all towns adjacent to Norwich.

The Hudson Te+ephone company of Jersey City
has made arrangements to extend its conduits from
Jersey City west across the Hackensack meadows
to Newark. After a hard fight, the company has

succeeded in getting permission from the Jersey
City authorities to extend its lines in Jersey City

as a rival to the New York and New Jersey Tele-

phone company. The Hudson Telephone company
has decided to increase its capital stock from $ioo.-

ccc to $1,000,000.

The Longvicw Telephone company of Longvicw.
Texas, has been chartered, with a capital stock of
$10,000.

The Chesterfield and Powhatan (Va.) Telephone
company has been incorporated, with a capital
slock of $5,000. by W. W. Baker. B. T. Watkins
of Hallsboro, Dr. J. B. Fisher, W. P, Field of Mid-
lothian, M. A. Cogbill and P. V. Cogbill of Chester-
field.

Amended articles of incorporation of the Ameri-
can Duplex Telephone company have been filed.

The incorporators of the company are Joseph T.
Lyons. Edward L. Tiernuy and John Cars'cr Aldcn.
;dl of Boston. Mass. The company will manufac-
ture, sell and lease telephones, and its principal place
r)f business will be Phcenix, Ariz. The capital stock
is $1,000,000.

A telephone company has been organized at
Jewell City. Kan., to put in independent telephone
systems at Jewell City, Mankato and Burr Oak, and
to connect the three places with toll lines. The
company is headed by Mr. J. W. Berry of the Jewell
Lumber company as president, and Mr. A. Whitney
as manager and superintendent. The company
expects to have the line in operation by October
l.-it.

The Granville (N. Y.) Telephone company has
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000.
It will connect Granville, Middle Granville. Poult-
ney, Vt.. North Granville. Whitehall. Hebron.
North and West Hebron. Salem. Harlford. South
rnid East Hartford, Wells. Pawlet and West Paw-
let, and all towns in Washington. Warren and Es-
rcx counties in New York, and Rutland and Ben-
ninirton counties in Vermont. Its directors are F.

T. Pember, Henry Dillingham. W. H. Hughes, E.

W. Wvman, W. A. Tenney. F. W. Hewitt of Gran-
ville. F. W. Allen and A. T. Hughes of Middle Gran-
ville, and F. E. Hicks of Slyborough.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
C. F. Splitdorf of New York has placed on the

market several new telephone coils and is having
an especially active demand for coils wound en-

tirely with silk-covered wire. Mr. Splitdorf has won
for himself an enviable reputation as a manufac-
turer of electrical coils, and his goods meet with
readv sale from the fact that he knows the value of

careful workmanship.

The George M. Mayer Electrical and Model
Works of Chicaso. which has for the last five years

manufactured telephone switchboards and various
supplies, and made a good reputation for itself in

ihat line of work, as well as in the experimental
field, has now been succeeded by the Columbia
Electric and Manufacturing company of 79 Fifth

avenue. This company has considerably increased

the existing facilities, and will be prepared to

turn out work oromptlv in first-class shape. It

\v^\ direct its efforts chiefly to the manufacturins
of telephone switchboards and parts thereof, as well

as other electrical specialties, such as switch boxes
and electrical instruments. It will also do experi-

mental work to order.

TELEPHONE TALES.
In Nelson. New Zealand, says the Auckland Star.

if yon use the telephone you must not give the

number: you must name the party you want, and
the exchange girl will cheerfully tell you whether
hf i=: in or out; if the latter, where he is and when he
will be back.

Mr. Queers of Kenton, O., relates the followinsr

experience with the telephone, through the local

newspaper:
' B-rrr-rrr-rr-h ! B-rrr-rrr-r-hr

I crawled o«t of bed, collided with a chair and introduced my
left shin to the washstand,
"Hel-Io!"
"Is this the iail?"

"No, it isn't," and I b^need the receiver up wi'h so much en-

erey that it awoke the baby in the next house and stopped ahorse
from snorine in th« b^rn around the corner.

I swore that I would have the infernal machine taken out in

the mornine, but when mornin^ came and with it the brieht and
beamine sunshine. T fnreot the annoyance and even forgave the
pirl up at Central for her mistake when she called up and in-

formed me that the I'n^s were cro'ised. hut'they wo.uld be fixed,

and my 'Dh^ne worked elegantly—for 24, hours.
The next nieht they eot mv nlace mixed up with the poorhouse.
Bat that wasn't such a terrible error.

SUBSCRIBERS AND RATES.
The Nebraska Telephone company has reduced

the monthly rental rate at Kearney on residence
telephones from $2.50 to 75 cents and on business-
house telephones from $3.50 to $2. The reduction
i=; brought about by the competition of the Home
Telephone company, recently organized there.

The report of the Southwestern Telesrraph and
Telephone company for the month of May, 1899.

for the state of Texar-. shows a total of S.a6o sub-
scribers in seven cities. The number of subscriber*
f^-nined in the same cities durina: May was 469. and
the total increase in ihe state between January ist

and June ist was 3.86T.

The National Light Storage Battery company of

Boston, capitalized at $1,000,000. has been incorpo-
rated under the laws of West Virginia.
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Improved Duncan Wattmeter.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Company of

America is now manufactm-ing the Duncan integrat-

ing wattmeter for single-phase alternating currents

under the personal supervision of Mr. Thomas Dun-
can, and the facilities of its large works at Chicago
have enabled him to perfect man}'- improvements,
which hitherto had onl}' been contemplated.

A meter which may be relied v-pon, by the station

manager as well as by the consumer, for faithful

and accurate registration is in demand. The Dun-
can integrating wattmeter has been newly designed

IMPROVED DUNCAN W.4TTMETER.

to fulfill ever>- requirement of accuracy of record,
permanent calibration and economy of operation.
The principle on which this meter operates is thai

of a simple rotating-field, alternating-current, single-

phase motor, in which b}- an ingenious arrange-
ment of inductance the current, divided into two
components, a series and a shunt current, produces
a rotating field. This is accomplished in such a
manner that with the current and electromotive
force of the work circuit in phase the torque is

maximum, while with lagging currents on inductive
loads the torque A'aries in proportion to the real

watts, bringing the meter to a full stop when
the displacement of current and electromotive force
in the work circuit is 90 degrees. Thus the meter
is fully qualified to measure accurately either in-

ductive or non-inductive loads.

The rotating mechanism consists of a vertical

IMPROVED DUNCAN WATTMETER.—CASE REMOVED-

spindle carrying the armature at about its center,

a gear meshing into a dial mechanism at the upper
end. and a retarding disk at the lower end. The
stationary part consists of the case, the field coils and
core, the shunt coil and core, the compensator and
the dial mechanism. The fields are of laminated sheet-

steel stampings riveted together, well japanned and
fastened to the back framework of the meter. The
poles project inward and carry the form-wound
scries coils, connected directly to the terminals of

the meter. The armature core is also laminated,

and is wound with a special shunt coil, the whole
being placed inside the revolving armature. The
shunt and series fields are at right angles to each

other. All small wires are run through flexible rub-
ber tubes; all connections are soldered; all terminal
blocks are extra heavy. The armature is an in-

verted aluminum cup mounted on the spindle. It is

siniplj' a short-circuited winding of a single turn.
In front of the armature is a disk of iron and cop-
per; this is the compensator, mounted on a movable
arm. B3- its use a much longer period of accuracy
can be guaranteed to the meter than if the com-
pensator were absent.
When the meter is shipped from the works, it

is carefully adjusted to register in accordance with
the voltage, capacity and frequency marked upon
it, but in actual use it is not likely to meet with
the ideal conditions of the testing room, while the
same accuracy is required. The compensator is,

therefore, used to obtain an accurate record, even
under abnormal conditions. M'here there is vibra-
tion, the ordinary meter will creep, while any rough-
ening of the jewel, after long use, will cause the
meter to run slow. Moving the compensator to
ihe right will overcome the frictional effect of the
roughened jewel, while a moven-cnt to the left will

prevent creeping.
The retarding device is a disk of aluminum re-

volving horizontally between the poles of two per-
manent magnets of tungsten steel, exposed, after

tempering, to a special process for aging to insure
permanency. The magnets are fastened to the base
by brass clamps. By means of this device a re-

tardation is secured exactly proportionate to the
amount of energy- passing through the meter.
The recristering train is unusually large, the teeth

of each wheel being accurately cut. The wheels are
"-^t cramped, and the dials, large and distinct, may
be easih'^ read. Since nearly all stations sell current

by the kilowatt-hour, these wattmeters for domestic
service read directly in kilowatt-hours, while for

foreign use they are made to read in Board-of-
Trade units. When desired, thev can be furnished

IMPROVED DUNCAN WATTMETER. SIDE VIEW OF MECH-
ANISM.

to read in watt-hours. All sizes, from five lights

10 150 lights, are direct-reading, thereby eliminating

the -use of constants or multipliers. In meters of
larger capacitj^ a small series transformer is used.
To secure a bearing having a ver>^ long life, Cey-

lon sapphires, carefully ground, are alone used. The
jewel is set in a removable spring socket, and the
point of the spindle, also removable, is glass-hard-

ened. When handling or shipping the meter, the
spindle is raised off the jewel by a knurled nut be-
neath the disk.

The impedance coils are enclosed in an iron box
secured fastened to the back of the meter. They
are so surrounded by iron that they are effectually

sheltered from outside magnetic influence.

The case is in two parts, back and cover, hinging
together by a slot and tongue at the bottom and
fastened by a screw at the top. The back is of

heavy cast-iron. The cover is of sheet metal, fitting

tightly into a rubber-lined groove in the back,
which renders the meter dust, insect and moisture-
proof. The case is heavily japanned, both inside

and out. The leading-in wires enter the meter at

the top through rubber gaskets. All meter parts

are interchangeable. '

These integrating wattmeters are manufactured
for secondary- and primarj- circuits in the following
sizes: 50 to ^S volts, five to 600 amperes; 100 to

no volts, three to 500 amperes; 200 to 250 volts,

two-wire, lamp and motor service, three to 250 am-
peres: 200 to 250 volts, three-wire. 100 to 125 volts

on each side, three to 250 amperes; 500 m 6cf. volts,

motor ser\dce, three to 150 amperes: i.ooo to 2,000

primary circuits, five to 500 amperes. Their ac-

curacy is guaranteed on all loads, whether inductive

or non-inductive.

Hamacek's Alternating-current En-
closed Arc Lamp.

This lamp is m mail}- respects a radical departure
from former practice in this field, and it is said
to embody the most advanced ideas, both mechan-
ically and electrically. It is put forth as strictly

up-to-date, with all the requirements essential for
an economical and reliable lamp.

In the regulating mechanism an armature of lam-
inated iron is used, so combined with the solenoid
that great range of adjustment is secured, and it

HAMACEK S ARC LAMP

is asserted that the lamp will n-aintain an arc on
as small a current as it is possible to use to produce
an arc light between carbons. Induction and vi-

bration, heretofore troublesome in alternating-cur-
rent arc-lamp mechanisms, are obviated by the use
of verj- few turns of coarse wire in the solenoid, in-

stead of many turns of fine wire. No. 12 or

---SOLENOID

ARMATURE

CARBON OR ROD

The citizens of Batavia. Ohio, have voted to issue

$18,000 in bonds for an electric-light plant.

HAMACEK S ARC LAMP-—DIAGRAM OF MECHANISM.

Xo. 10 B. & S. wire will answer for lamps running
on from 1^2 to five amperes. The same mechanism
can be adjusted lor the consumption of current

from 1V2 to oVL> amperes in less than one minute.

It is adaptable for either rod or direct-carbon-feed

lamps.
A simple mechanical and electrical balancing

movement is used. This reduces the electrical en-

erg>* necessary to strike the arc and maintain the
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regulation to a minimum, with resulting efifi-

ciency of light. With the oljjectionaljle feature of

vibration entirely absent, the way remains clear for

producing a noiseless mechanism. The humming
sound due to the passage of the current through
the space of the arc is deadened by the use 01

enclosing globes, and as a result the lainp is prac-

tically a noiseless one. The new lamp is claimed

to be simple, easy to make, cheap and reliable:

to have longer range in feed of carbons, due to

variation of voltage, than heretofore known; to be

short, long-burning, taking 100 watts or 500 watts,

direct or alternating current, and, if the latter, for

"^2 or 125 cycles. Of course, it can be used with any
form of globes, shades, reflectors and ornamenta-
tions.

National Water-tube Boiler.

The National Water Tube Boiler company, started

52 years ago under the name of National Iron
Works, has changed hands recently. The new
owners are all business men of New Brunswick,
N. J., of high standing. The directors of the com-

FIG. I. NATIONAL WATER-TUBE BOILER.

pany are Hugh McKeag. Philip Weigel, Jr., Rob-
ert J. Smith. P. M. Welsh, P. G. Polhemus, C. A.
Schenck and Hugh Boyd. The officers are: Pr.esi-

dent, Hugh McKeag; vice-president, P. G. Polhe-
mus; secretary and manager, C. A. Schenck; treas-
urer, Philip Weigel, Jr.

Secretary and Manager Schenck has been with
the National Water Tube Boiler company for 11
years. During the latter part of that time he haj5

been acting as manager. Mr. Schenck is a man of
much executive ability. He is thoroughly acquainted
with the workings of the business as a result of his
wide experience, and will no doubt do much to
improve the condition of the concern.
The National water-tube boiler is said to combine

all the advantages of well-tried principled of con-
struction, besides the best materials and appurte-
nances obtainable. The parts can be easily removed
and cheaply replaced. There is abundant disengag-
ing surface for the liberation of particles of steam,
constant and free circulation in every part, equal

FIG. 2. NATIONAL WATER-TUBE BOILER.

division of strains throughout and provision for all

changes through unequal expansion. The boiler af-

fords easy accessibility to every part inside and out,

and excellent arrangement of furnace for complete
combustion, the heating surfaces being in a position
to receive impinging effect of gases. The joints

and sheets of the boiler are removed from direct

action of the fire, and the suspension is from sup-
ports distinct from the enclosing walls, and all parts
are carefully finished. The boiler has a great excess
of strength above possible steam pressure, correct
proportion securing best results of material.

The National header has distinctive features which
give the National boilers preference o\'er many
others with those who have them in immediate
charge. Assured safety from danger of injury from
breakage, convenience for the removal of the plates

covering the opening to the tubes, large space for

taking out damaged tubes and entire exemption

from leakage are advantages which the attendant
cannot too highly value.

The peculiar form permits the strongest bracing,
and the utmost care has been taken in the patterns
1o_provide for contraction and expansion in heating
ana cooling. The walls of the headers arc very
heavy, and the material is a firm, tenacious mixture,
especially adapted for use under extreme pressure.

In the accompanying cuts of the National boiler.
Fig. I is a side elevation, showing position of clean-
ing doors, and Fig. 2 shows the method of sus-
pension and connections at rear end.

ing a storm, had frdlen. The driver was severely
shocked and knocked off the scat of the wagon,
the current having evidently passed to him from the
horses along the wet reins.

Improved Cable Clip.

The improved Holdfast cable clip that is being
put on the market by James S. Barron & Co., New
York, is worthy the attention of telephone con-
struction companies. It is claimed
by the manufacturers that the cjip

is quickly and easily applied by
hand and can be removed Irom time
to time for new work, as may
be desirable, without destroying
its efificiency. To use it, the
metal strap is simply drawn around
the cable and passed through the
hanger; the part with the hooks
is then turned up. as shown in the
illustration, which action takes up
the slack, binds the strap tightly

about the cable and prevents the
latter from slipping. AH parts are
carefully made, and being of gal-

vanized steel and zinc, they are not
liable to injure the cable. This improved clip is

now being used very extensively by some of the
principal telephone companies, many hundred thou-
sands of them being in service throughout the coun-
try. It is claimed to be the best as well as the
cheapest cable hanger yet produced.

Automobiles for Postal Service.

A Washington dispatch says that it is \-ery un-
likely that the Postoffice Department will author-
ize the use of automobiles at any postoffice within
the next two or three months at least. Applica-
tions have come to the department from postmas-
ters in all parts of the country, desiring to introduce
the automobile, and from firms desiring to furnish
them and ofifering the use of different machines for
experimental purposes. While the department has
a fund out of which it pays for horse hire and al-

lowances, which, it is believed, might be diverted
to paying for automobiles, it would not go very far

at the prices now asked for these machines.
No official tests have been made yet by the de-

partment, "although letter-carriers have been al-

lowed to make their roimds in a few instances by
means of automobiles. The special agent in charge
of the investigation into the ad\'isability of using
automobiles has been authorized to make an In-
diana manufacturer an offer to use his vehicles in

experimenting in an Indiana town where free de-
livery is soon to be established, and it is probable
that the proposition will" be accepted. If the ma-
chines prove satisfactory they may then be pur-
chased by the department and continued in use.

I'here is no prospect that any automobiles will

be placed in the postal service, except in the In-
diana town, as stated, for quite a while to come.

Why Not Train Grape Vines on Light-
ning Rods?

The subjoined dispatch from St. Joseph, Mich.,
to the Chicago Record, dated A-ugust i8th. gives
a hint to lightning-rod salesmen that should not be
overlooked:
The presence of full-grown ripe Worden grapes

upon this market for the last three days has been
puzzling the oldest grape-growers of this vicinity,

who report that this particular variety heretofore
have not been ripe enough to market before Sep-
tember loth. The growers who are now marketing
the npe grapes account for the condition by the
fact that the large vineyards of their district w^ere

struck during an electrical storm, and lightning
leaped along entire rows over the wires which sup-
port the vines. Contrary to the growers' expecta-
tion, who thought all the vines would be ruined,
the green fruit began to ripen immediately, and
only a small portion of the vines were iniured by
the lightnin.g.

Escaping Current Causes Trouble in

New Jersey.

Wires of the Plainfield (X. J.) Gas and Electric

Light company, carrying an alternating current of

1,000 volts, recently caused considerable trouble at

a point where the insulation had. been worn of^

by a tree. The current passed down the tree, which
was wet from a rain, and b\' means of a wire guy,
that supported an iron elcctrjc-Iight pole nearby,

and which also rubbed against the tree, the current

reached the wet ground and shocked several per-

sons and some horses that were passing.

A similar incident is reported from Elizabeth,

N. J., where a team of horses was instantly killed

by walking into a large pool of water into which
a live electric-light wire, that had been broken dur-

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, August 21.—The new power house

of the Third Avenue railroad will be 320 feet long
and 250 feet wide. It will rest on a table of con-
crete seven feet thick, which will in turn rest on
piles 40 feet in length. There will be 32 batteries
of large boilers and 16 engines, each developing
4.000 horse power, and which can be worked uj)
to 6,000 horse power. The complete svstem, when
installed, will, therefore, be able to furnish g(5,ooo
horse power. In order to avoid waste of power
m transmission and the use of long shafts,
the generators will be placed between the cylinders
of the engines. The voltage of the current gener-
ated will be 1,100, which will be reduced at the
branch stations to 500 volts.

Tests of the Clark system of space telegraphy,
which were begun at the Lighthouse Department,
Tompkinsville, recently, were continued Friday
under the supervision of W. J. Clark. They were
confined to the transmission of signals. A very sen-
silive transmitting apparatus of the army set of in-
siruments was placed on the lighthouse tender Mis-
tletoe, while the inexpensive set was used on shore
-Signals were perfectly received at the distance of
yk miles, but at a distance of five miles they were
not so clear. Mr. Clark believes that with his
inexpensive instruments it will yet be possible to re-
ceive messages at a distance of 15 miles.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the New

York and North Shore trolley road last Tuesday
It vyas decided to lease the Whitcstone and College
Point road for the term of ggg years. The stock-
holders authorized the issue of the necessary bonds
for the construction of the new road and directed
that work be begun as soon as the construction
of the extension from Flushing to Jamaica is com-
pleted. This line will be operated in connection
with the Flushing line of the New York and Queens
t..oimty road.
To settle the numerous rumors that have been

afloat regarding the dissatisfaction said to have been
caused by President Clinton L. Rossiter of the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit company, the board of directors
of the company has unanimously passed resolutions
expressing tiie board's cordial appreciation of the
manner in which the affairs of the company were
administered by the president during the recent
strike, and thanking him for the skillful manner in
which greater trouble was averted. The resolutions
also state that the retirement of Mr. Rossiter from
the presidency of the company has never been con-
templated nor has he ever thought of resigning.

It is reported that the Babcock & Wilcox com-
pany may purchase property at Bayonne for a
large new boiler-manufacturing plant. The factory
at Elizabethport would then be transferred to the
new site and buildings to cost more than $1,000,000
would be erected, which would give employment
to over i.ooo men
The Orange and Passaic Valley Railroad com-

rany. which operates the trolley line between Orange
^'allcy and Bloomfield. has bought a large plot of
land near its present car barns, and within the next
60 days will erect a car barn 80 feet wide and 190
feet long. It will be built of brick and will have
storage room for 80 cars. Learning a lesson from
the burning of the cars in the Newark and South
C)range car barn recently, the tracks will be. laid
wiih a decided slope toward the street, so that, in
case_ of fire, it will be only necessary to release the
brakes on the cars, when they will roll out without
power.
A. O. Schoonmaker, the mica dealer, says that

he is not in the trust. He reports that the mica
business is particularly active and that every indi-
cation points to a good fall trade.

The Ward Electric Supply and Construction com-
pany, dealer in electrical supplies at No. 133 William

-"ef. has assigned for the benefit of creditors to
Isaac W. UUman. The company was incorporated
in 1896 with a capital of $15,000. M. S.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. August 19.—The Montreal Electric
Street Railway company is about to place an electric
pay car in its service, so that the men, instead
of receiving their monthly wages at the company s

office, will be paid at the various centers. The new
pay car is constructed much on the same principle
as the regulation mail car used in many parts of
Canada in the electric street-railway service. The
car is divided into two conipartments. One is

merely a passageway, through which the person
receiving money will pass, entrance being made
at one end of the car and exit by the other end.
The other compartment is occupied by the pay-
master and checker, and is properly secured and
guarded from intrusion.

The town of Nelson, B. C, was eri fete on July
31st. when the first spike of the electric street rail-

way to be built there was driven by Mr. C. S. Drum-
mond. managing director of the Duncan mines and
a director of the British Electric Tramway colli-
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pany, which operates 40 such lines in various parts

of the world, and which is constructing lines in

British Columbia. The spike was a gold one, and

it was afterward presented to Mr. Drummond by

the mayor of Nelson. This road will be the first

street railway in the Kootenay, and, in tact, the

only one outside of the coast cities.

The Light, Heat and Power company of Lindsay,

Ont., is contemplating the immediate development

of 1,000 horse power at Fenelon Falls, which will

be transmiUed to Lindsay, a distance of 14 miles.

The hydraulic engineer in charge is Mr. C. H.

Mitchell of Niagara Falls, Canada.

Mr. Rice, hydraulic engineer of Dayton, O., is

consulting engineer for the Grand Falls Water
Power company of Grand Falls, New Brunswick.

This company proposes to develop the power of

the Tobique River in that province.

The Royal Electric company of Montreal, Que.,

has been awarded the contract for the Ragged Rap-

ids power-transmission scheme, at Orillia, Ont., the

original contractors having abandoned the work.

The tender of the Royal Electric company is said

to be $71,000. This is $3,800 more than the first

contract price, but considerable additions have been

made. The company undertakes to furnish lighting

by the first of November and power by the first of

December of the present year.

Mr. G. F. Macdonald of Ottawa is the only Can-

adian holding office in the National Association

of Municipal Electricians, which will hold its annual

convention in Wilmington, Del., coinmencing Sep-

tember sth next. He is the vice-president of that

body. Mr. Macdonald is busy preparing a paper

which he will read before the association. The sub-

ject is "Progress and Development of Police and

Fire-alarm Electric Systems in Canada." With a

view to obtaining as full information as possible,

Mr. Macdonald has written to and received replies

from the various Canadian cities having such sys-

tems.

The .?o-vear franchise to the Toronto Electric

Street Railway company was granted in 1891. The
city, under the terms of the franchise, receives eight

per cent, of the receipts up to $1,000,000, and 10

per cent, of the receipts over and above this amotint.

Besides this the company pays to the corporation

a certain mileage allowance. The city's share of

the receiots from the company now amounts to

about S164.000 oer annum.
The Rev'. Wi'Iiam Fraser. nastor of the Tradesdon

Free Church. Glasgow. Scotland, who is visiting in

this part of the Dominion, speaking of electric

street-railway systems, stated that the net nrofits

for last year of the Glasgow tramway. which_ is

operated hv the city, amounted to $soo.ono. which
renrescnted about one-quarter of the total receints

of that railwav. The fare charged was one cent for

the first half mile traveled by a passenger, and an-

other cent for each mile of the road he may continue

to traverse thereafter. Mr. Fraser expressed a favor-

able oninion of the American plan of a uniform fare,

but claimed that the other svstem was not without

its advantages in many respects.

Tfie construction work on the Metrooolitan Elec-

tric company's water-power project at Britannia vil-

lage, eight miles distant from Ottawa, is progressing

with all the rapidity which the nature of the under-

taking allows. The whole work is to excavate a

canal out of the living rock, over a quarter of a

mile long, 150 feet wide at its narrowest part and

with a depth of 14 feet. To do this necessitates

the removal of 100.000 cubic yards of solid rock.

The canal runs parallel with the rapids, and with

but a few feet of rock between the two. W.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago Edi-

son company, is in the East on a business trip.

It is again reported that Signor Marconi, the re-

nowned inventor, will visit the United States this

fall.

Peter ]. Bourscheidt, secretary and treasurer of

the Eagle Electric Works of Peoria, was a Chicago

visitor last week,

Charles W. Lorrens, an electrical engineer of

London, Eng., is in Pittsburg, visiting the large elec-

trical establishments.

Mr. Edward L. Barr, secretary of the Wallace

Electric company of Chicago, is spending a short

vacation in Wisconsin.

5lr. Jesse Spalding, president of the Chicago
Union Traction company, with Mrs. Spalding, is

spending his vacation on the seashore in Massa-
chusetts.

Dr. Price E. Murray, a telegrapher of 30 years'

experience, but also a regularly graduated physician,

has been appointed manager of the Atlanta office

of the Western Union Telegraph company.

Dr. Elisha Gray is the author of a popular work,

"Nature's Miracles," about to be issued in three

volumes by an eastern firm of publishers. Scien-

tific subjects are considered in a series of "familiar

talks" in these books, the third volume being de-

voted to electricity and. magnetism.

Mr. Arthur Warren of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing company recently passed through
Kew York, on his way horae'|to Pittsburg, after

spending several months abroad. Mr. Warren went
to England in company with Mr. George Westing-
house early in the summer, and while at the time
the object of this mission was not generally known,
the establishment of the Westinghouse interests in

England shows that their journey was not without
results of great consequence.

It is said that among those who will oppose mu-
nicipal ownership at the Syracuse conventicm of the
League of American Municipalities, September 19th

to 22d, will be M. J. Francisco of Rutland, Vt.,

ex-president of the National Electric Light associa-

tion, and H. L. Doherty of Madison, Wis., presi-

dent of the Northwestern Electrical association.

Isaac L. Rice has resigned the presidency of the
Electric Storage Battery company of Philadelphia,

and George H. Day, formerly the first vice-presi-

dent, has been elected by the directors as his suc-

cessor. Mr. Rice said that he had found it abso-
lutely impossible to devote the necessary time to the

details of a manufacturing business so extensive

as that of the company. He remains a member of

the board and retains his large holdings. He con-
tinues also to be president of the Electric Vehicle
company and the Chicago Electric Traction com-
pany.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Tuscumbia, Ala., has granted a franchise to W.

H. Sawtelle and associates for the construction of

an electric-light plant and waterworks.

The proposition to bond the city for $75,000 to

build a system of waterworks and to buy an electric-

light plant recently passed at Dillon, Mont.

The War Department is inviting sealed proposals,
until September 8th, for installing an electric-light

plant at the West Point Military Academy. Blanks
and instructions will be furnished intending bidders
upon application to the quartermaster, U. S. M. A.,

West Point, N. Y.

The recently elected directois of the Phoenix
(N. Y.) Electric Light company are, Robert S.

Sloan. S. Dana Greene, E. S. Tifft, O. F. Gaylord
and Elisha B. Powell. The following-named officers

were elected: President. Robert S. Sloan; secre-

tary and treasurer, E. B. Powell.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A-n electric railway is to be built from Salt Lake

City to the La Sal country, in Southeast Utah, by
the Huntsman Copper Mining company.

The Mount Lowe (Cal.) railway is to be ex-

tended to the summit of the mountain. A corps of

engineers will be put in the field within a short

lime to survey the route of the road. With the

completion of this road the company will have in

operation fully 11 miles of mountain railway, being
the longest electric mountain railway in the country.

Charles T. Yerkes has been elected president of

the Chicago Consolidated Traction company, vice

John M. Roach, resigned. L. S. Owsley has suc-

ceeded W. F. Furbeck ^s vice-president, and the

following changes have been made in the directory:

John R. Walsh, B. B. Lamb and Harvey T. Weeks
elected to succeed John M. Roach. D. H. Louder-
back and C. H. Marlowe. These changes are in

line with the announcement some time ago that Mr.
Yerkes, having freed himself of the management of

the North and West Side roads, would devote his

energies to the building up of the outlying lines.

Mayor Maybury's plan to demand eight tickets

for a quarter in compliance with the amended street-

railway ordinance in Detroit has been frustrated.

The street-railway people went into the United
States District Court with a bill of complaint
that the ordinances are a violation of contract, and
on that showing secured from Judge Swan a re-

straining order temporarily holding up the enforc-

ing of the ordinance. The restraining order stops

everything as absolutely as the injunction would.

On September 4th the court will listen to argument
as to why a preliminary injunction should not be
issued. ^___^_^^^^^_^^^^

AUTOMOBILES.
It is reported that capitalists are planning to

build an automobile factory^ with a capacity of

two vehicles a day, at Napa, Cal.

The English Automobile and Motor company of

Chicago, 111., has been incorporated, under the laws

of West Virginia, with a capital of $5,600,000.

A large tract of land in Lynn, Mass., >vith the

manufacturing buildings thereon, has been pur-

chased by the Equitable Auto-truck and Power
company of Boston. It is the intention of the com-
pany to erect at once one of the largest and best-

equipped malleable-iron and forge plants in New
England.

For some time an electric hose carriage has been

in use by the fire department in Paris. The ma-
chine weighs over a ton, or, with equipment, nearly

three tons. The equipment consists of six men,
apparatus to operate three lines of hose, a scaling

ladder, apparatus for fire in cellars, and one for life-

saving purposes. It can travel 15 -niiles an hour

on good roads, and there is no delay in starting
out. An electrically propelled steam engine and
a hook-and-ladder truck are now being constructed
for e.xperimental purposes.

The Davis automobile, which started some time
ago oi> a cross-continent trip, and which has suf-

fered more than its share of misfortunes and acci-

dents, has reached Toledo, and is now waiting in

that city for repairs and the settlement of an attach-
ment served on the vehicle by a dry-goods firm in

Connecticut.

It is stated that an automobile system will soon
be in operation in Cleveland. The scheme will be
to run the automobiles on schedule time in com-
petition with the street-car lines. The vehicles used
will be covered and will be heated in cold weather.
It is expected that a number will be in operation
within 60 days.

The United States Express company has success-
fully tested a new electric automobile express wagon
in New York city. Similar tests have recently been
made in Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, and the company now intends to place
the new vehicles in regular operation in all the
chief eastern cities.

The automobile parade that is being planned at

Newport will be held on the evening of September
7th. Mrs. Herman Oelrichs, who has had the mat-
ter in charge,, has been making the final arrange-
ments, and it is expected that every horseless car-
riage in the city will be in line. The event prom-
ises to be an interesting feature of society life in

Newport.

The German minister of war is authority for the
statement that the automobile is being closely
watched by military men, with the hope that it

can be used in warfare, especially in those countries
where the roads are good, for the transportation of
supplies and for ambulance service. Animals are
always in the way in war, and when they can safely

be replaced a great stride will have been taken.

The Automobile Club of America has been in-

corporated in Albany. George F. Chamberlain is

the acting president and Homer W. Hedge the sec-

retary. A clubhouse where non-resident members
can be entertained and a stable for the housing of
the automobiles are planned. The most important
work of the club will be the active part it pltrposes
taking in legislation for good roads. This will be
national in its character. It will seek to protect the
interests of automobile owners everywhere. The
club has already been recognized by similar organi-
zations that have been chartered in Great Britain,

France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Bel-
gium.

PUBLICATIONS.
"The Single-phase Alternating-current Motor" is

the title of a 12-page illustrated article that appeared
in the May issue of the Rose Technic, and which
has been reprinted and is now being sent out to the
trade by the Wagner Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of St. Louis. W. A. Layman presented the
paper to the students of the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute. Terre Haute, and made special reference to
the Wagner single-phase motor, describing it in

detail.

A catalogue upon underground electric haulage
has been issued jointly by the Baldwin Locomotive
Worlcs and the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company. Electric mine locomotives pro-
duced by such prominent manufacturers cannot fail

to interest all mine proprietors who study economy
in operating expenses. The catalogue illustrates

and describes the locomotives and contains tables

of dimensions and of the hauling capacity upon vari-

ous grades.

The latest bargain sheet of Thompson, Son &
Co., 107 Liberty street. New York, has been issued

in the shape of a little booklet. It contains a long
list of bargains in electrical apparatus, including
incandescent and arc lamps, dynamos, motors, rail-

way generators, arc machines, transformers, amme-
ters, voltmeters, lightning arresters, alternators, en-

gines, street cars, etc. It is the aim of the company
to supply the electrical trade with dynamos, motors
and engines and parts and pieces on short notice,

and it claims to be able to furnish promptly nearly

everything used in railway, power or lighting plants,

at low prices.

TELEGRAPH.
The Old-time Telegraphers' association and the

L'fnited States Military Telegraph corps have is-

sued their programme for the nineteenth reunion,
whichwill take place in Boston September 12th, 13th

and 14th. The headquarters will be at the Copley
Square Hotel and Hotel Nottingham, whichadjoins.
On Tuesday. September 12th, at 9 a. m., the busi-

ness meeting of the Old-time Telegraphers' asso-

ciation will lake place, and at 11 a. m. the business
meeting of the United States Military Telegraph
corps. Members who expect to be present are re-

ouested to notify Mr. Grant ll. Yetman, No. 234
Devonshire street, Boston, Mass. Mr. Yetman is

secretary of the entertainment comrnittee.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
A vcTy iini<iiic and appropriate invitation is being

sent ont to the electrical {raternity by Eugene K
Phillips, general manager of the American Elec-

trical Works of Providence, R. I. It is printed on

a thin sh;et of rolled copper and invites the recipient

to the 2ist annual Rhode Island clam dinner to be

given by Mr. Phillips at the Pomham Club of Provi-

dence on September 9th.

The Scott-Janney Electric company was recently

incorporated in New Jersey with an authorized

capital stock of $30,000,000, of which $15,000,000 is

to be preferred stock bearing seven per cent, non-

cumulative dividends. It is said that among the

objects of the company are the construction and
operation of direct and alternating-current railways

and railway apparatus, the carrying of passengers

and transportation of freight by land or sea; the

operation of shipyards, canals, waterways, mines and
factories of all kinds, and the development of elec-

tricity in any of its forms.

TRADE NEWS.
The Chicago Mica Mining and Milling company

of 1232 Monadnock building has been organized as

an independent mica company, outside of the com-
panies mentioned as forming the mica trust.

The New York office of the Electric Storage Bat-

tery company, in charge of Charles Blizard, has
been moved from 20 Broad street to the fifteenth

floor of the American Surety building, 100 Broad-
way.

The Northern Electrical Manufacturing company
of Madison, Wis., which installed the interesting

plant in the Fish Bros. Wagon coinpany's factory

at Racine, has recently closed a similar contract for

the engineering work and electrical equipment at

the establishment of the Emerson Manufacturing
company of Rockford, 111.

A press dispatch from Eau Claire, Wis., states

that the trial of Harrigan and others against the Na-
tional Electric Manufacturing company was begun in

the Circuit Court in that city on August 21st. The
pending action involves about $100,000. The com-
plaint alleges "conspiracy" in winding up the afifairs

of the company, and the plaintiffs seek to reopen
the receivership and cause large sums of money
to be paid back into court, and also seek to hold

.stockholders liable upon dividend stock issued to

them, such stock haying been issued on the supposi-

tion of the existence of profits.

The business revival has brought to the front a

number of new concerns in the electric business, and
one of the latest to enter the incandescent-lamp

field is the firm of McLaren & Goodchild of New-

ark, N. J. This concern is now manufacturing an
incandescent lamp that should meet with great suc-
cess. 1 he company's factory is in Newark, where
it is rapidly increasing its facilities for turning out
a high grade of incandescent lamps. This firm
will employ no "army" of salesmen, for Mr. Good-
child, the courteous "business man" of the firm,
will alone look after the outside interests of the
concern and handle the output. It is figured to save
in this way on exploiting expenses, in order that
a corresponding reduction m.ay be made in the price
of the product. Mr. McLaren will do the expert
work for the institution and attend to the turning
out of the lamps, for which his long experience
eminently fits him. The new lamp is said to be
worthy of careful investigation on the part of buy-
ers.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis,' Mo., general selling agent for the Adams-
Bagnall enclosed incandescent arc lampi, is elated
over the recent lamp tests conducted by the elec-
trical department of the Ohio State University.
After a series of the most exhaustive tests as to
efficiency, mechanical construction, rjeneral design
and adaptability, the Adams-Bagnall lamp is stated
to have shown itself to be ahead of all others, mak-
ing the general average of 07.1, 100 being perfect.
The figures for the remaining seven of the lamps
in competition are given as follows: 87, 88.7, 92.6,

93.3, 89, 92 and 90.2 per cent. These tests were con-
ducted not only for scientific purposes, but it was
^he intention of the university to purchase quite a
number of the lamps which prcved themselves the
best. After the showing made it is needlf ss to say
that the contract was awarded to the Adams-Bagnall
':ompany. This test seems to coi roborate what has
always been claimed for this lamp, that it is the
best, most up-to-date and mechanically perfect aic

lamp on the market to-day. Circulars, descriptive

matter and prices will be mailed upon application.

Friends of Fred M. Locke of Victor, N. Y., will

be glad to learn that the controversy over the in-

ventorship of the insulator manufactured by him,
and comprising two or more shells of porcelain
nested together and fused together with glaze, has
been decided by the examiner in the Patent Office

in his favor. Mr. Locke filed his application

for letters-patent in February, 1897, and in August
of the same year Mr. Boch, of the R. Thomas &
Sons company of East Liverpool, O., filed an ap-
plication for the same thing. An interference was
declared between the two applications, and also

between Mr. Locke and a patent granted March
S.' 1898, to Mr. Boch, which comprises substantially

the same invention, except that the parts were fused
together with extra glaze. Interference proceedings
have been pending since September, 1897. and the

examiner has now decided that Mr. Locke has proved
"that Locke was the first to conceive, disclose and
reduce to practice the invention in issue. Judg-

ment of priority is awarded to Fred M. Locke."
In the second interference with the patent of Mr.
Boch, the examiner held that "whichever party is

entitled to prevail as to the issue in one interference
is equally entitled to prevail in the other; the fact in
this instance, the burden of proof is upon Locke, and
that Boch is the patentee, is of no moment, for to the
examiner's mind Locke has established his claims
of priority beyond a reasonable doubt. Judgment
of priority of invention is awarded to Fred M.
Locke."

BUSINESS.
Special privileges are announced in a circular is-

sued by the International Correspondence Schools
of Scranton, Pa., to all who enroll before October
1st.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, attrib-
utes its success with Noxall annunciators to two
points—simplicity of construction and price. A cir-
cular gives a very good description of this instru-
ment.

A contract was recently closed by the E. P. Allis
company of Milwaukee with the Glasgow Corporate
Tramway management for six large engines that will
be used in connection with the operation of electric
street railways in the Scottish city. Four of the
engines are to be 4,000 horse power each and two
of 2,000 horse power each. The cost of the engines
will be about $500,000, and it will be a year and a
half before they are finished and installed. There
was the sharpest competition amcng builders for the
contract, and the success of the Allis company shows
that the American builders can compete success-
fully with English factories on the home ground
of the latter. This contract makes $2,000,000 worth
of machinery that the Allis company is building for
British companies.

It is very pleasing to Gates & Randolph, the
western agents for such well-known concerns as
the Triumph Electric company, Warren Electric
Manufacturing company. Empire Electrical Instru-
ment company, F. A. La Roche & Co. and the
Sterling Arc Lamp company, to experience such a
large demand lor the apparatus handled by them.
The firm has been especially successful in placing
the well-known Empire voltmeters, ammeters and
other electrical instruments, which have been in-

stalled in many of the plants erected in the central
and western states during the last si.x or eight
months. It is claimed that the Empire instruments
possess many points of superiority over old-style
instruments. Eacli instrument is enclosed in an
iron, dustproof case, which also performs the func-
tion of a shield against outside electrical influences.
The instruments are said to be free from friction
errors, dead-beat, sensitive and extremely accurate.
They are made for both alternating and direct cur-
rent.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

630,840. Apparatus for Measuring Electric Cur-
rents. Hermann Aron, Berlin. Germany. Ap-
plication filed December 30, 1897.

This is an apparatus for separately measurme electric

curreats which are alternately flowing in opposite direc-
tions, comprising two recordinE devices, each turninE but
in one direction and locked against turning in the other
direction, the recording devices being separately actuated
by a common shaft.

630.84.T. Combined Telegraph and Telephone.
Robert M. Bailey. Williamsport, Pa., assignor

10 the American Bell Telephone company, Bos-
ton. Mass. Application filed June 10, 1899.

The combination with a telegraph sounder of the elec-
trodes ot a microphone in a telephone circuit, the tele-

graph sounder and one or both of the electrodes of the
microphone being mounted upon the same base or plate.

630,852. Locking Hanger for Electric Arc Lamps.
Jas. A. Brennan, Worcester, Mass., assignor to

the Worcester Electric Light company, Worces-
ter. Mass. Application filed May 24, 1897.

A hanper is described, hiving a locking slepve and nut
to hold the lamp hook immovat>le.

630.8=7. Alarm Device. William C' Brumder and
John Rogginger. Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed September 19, 1898.

The inventors describe an alarm device. compriFin™ a
whistle adapted to be sounded bv fluid medium, a device
for suDplyine the medium to and of forcing it through the
whistle, an electric motor connected bv an electric con-
ductor to a power supply, the motor being adapted for
operating the device applying the medium to and forcing
it through the whistle, and a switch or electric power-
supply controlling means at a distant locality in the elec-
tric circuit adapted under the control of the attendant for
putting the motor and whistle into operation at the distant
whistle locality. (See cut.)

630,905. Electric Arc Lamp. Philip Luhr, Orange,
N. J., assignor to the Manhattan General Con-
struction company of New York. Application
filed August 17, 1898.

An arc lamp is described hav'ng a magnet coil sup-
ported above a floor upon feet or spacing blocks, in com-
bination with an armature, an air space being provided
between the coil and armature.

630,027. Surface-contact Railway System. William
B. Potter. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed March 16, 1898.

The method of insuring the prompt cl'sinf of the suf-
cessive switches in a surface-contact railway system.

Issued August /j, 7^99.

which consists in closing a switch at full current and in-

creasing the resistance in the circuit of the switch until

the shoe makes contact with the switch in advance of the
one already closed, thereby diverting to that switch the
greater part of the current and insuring its closing.

NO. 630,857.

630.930. Armature. Henry G. Reist, Schenectady.
N. Y., assignor to the General Electric company
of New York. Application filed June 20, 1898.

The combination with the armature iron of a dynamo of

an end ring, a space block between the ring and the arma-
ture iron provided with radial spaces to promote ventila-

tion, and an overlapping edge to prevent radial displace-

ment under centrifugal strain.

630.938. Controlling Mechanism for Electric Rail-
ways. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland. Ohio, as-
signor to the Walker company of New Jersey.
Application filed December 7, 1S98.

In a pni^umatic controlling mechanism for electric rail-
way cars is combined a controller and a reversing switch,
and pneumatically operated means for actuating the re-
versing switch in advance of the actuation of the con-
troller.

630.939. Controlling Mechanism for Electric-rail-
way Cars. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland. Ohio,
assignor to the Walker company of New Jer-
sey. Application filed December 7, 1898.

In (his mechanism, which is pneumatically controlled, is
combined a controller and means for actuating the same
a lock for arresting the controller and pneumatically ac
tuated means for releasing the lock.

630.953- Automatic Regulator for Electric Cur^
rents. Adolf Vogt, Budapest, Austria-Hun-
gary, assignor to Fritz Back, Budapest. Ap-
plication filed May 8, 1899.
The regulator comprises two converging planes, a

thermal wire laid thereon, means for including the wire
in an electric circuit, and means aciing upon the thermal
wire at the point where it bridges the proximate edges of
the planes to move the wire as it expands under the ac-
tion of heat away from the planes.

630,066. Carbide Furnace. Ludwig K. Bohm, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Electro Gas com-
pany of West Virginia. Application filed June
15. 1896. Renewed May 25, 1898.

In a carbide furnace, the combination of the upper elec-
trode, a carbide tank provided with grooves in the bottom
thereof, a supporting plate for the tank arranged at an in-
cline and provided with ribs corresponding to the grooves,
a plate attached to the supporting plate for carrying the
current cables, and carbide placed on the bottom 0? the
tank for forming the surface of the lower electrode.

630,974- Electric Block-signaling Apparatus. Henry
H. Creamer. Millbury, Mass. Application filed

April 7, 1899.

An electric block-signaling apparatus for railways is de-
scribed comprising two or more signals at each end of a
sinele-track section, between two turnouts or double-track
sections, two switches at each end of the single-track
section, and switch-operating mechanism at each end of
the section, wires connecting the signals and switches, to
cause a signal to be given at one end of the single-track
section and a diflferent signal to be given at the other end
thereof, as a car enters on either end thereof, and the signal
at one end to be repeated by a car following, and another
signal given at the other end.
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6^0,997. Apparatus for Exliausting Electric Lamps.
Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor

to the United Electric Improvement company,

Gloucester City, N. J. Application filed March
I, 1899.

Means for exhaustine lamp bulbs which comprise an

exhaust conoectioD commuoicaiioR with a group of lamps.

a source of current, and a switch and its c'rcuit connec-
tions for successively cutting each lamp of the group into

and out of circuit. (See cut.)

631,015. Electric-railway System. Joel G. Justin,

Syracuse, N. Y. Application filed July 26, 1897.

Renewed January 20, 1899.

The system comprises a conduit, a conductor in the con-

duit, a contact rail, an oscillating frame supported on the

conductor, and consistinE of arras fivjted on the con-

ductor, the arms being connected bj a strip oE magnetic
metal which carries a contact point connected with the

conductor.

NO. 6jo,g97.

631.023. Telephone-toll Apparatus. Morris C.

Mengis. Baltimore. Md. Application filed Sep-

tember 13, 1889.

The apparatus combines a coin chute, a pivcted coin

lever having one end under the exit end ot the chute, and a

bridging contact on the other end, contact blocks over the

bridtiiiig ccniact to limit the movement of the l:;ver and
prevent the coiu resting on its other c-nd from passing off

and out of the chute, a c^ll ci'Cuii includi' g the contact^,

and a suppoit for the contact blocks raised by the receiver

book, when the receiver is placed on the latter. (See cut.)

631.024. Mechanical Depository. Morris C. Men-
gis, New York. N. Y. Application filed Sep-

tember 10, 1898.

The depositoiy has in combination a main shaft carry-

ing several gears, arms mounted on th^ shaft and pro-
vided each wth a solenoid the core of which is arranged
lo be engaged with ilie corresponding gear, a source of
electric fnergy, anil means for comple ing the electric cir-

cuit in wliich the solenoid n lozated by the intervention of

a coin therein.

631,032. Electric Alarm and Registering or Con-
trolling Apparatus. Max Vester, Leipsic, Ger-

many. Application filed October 29, 1897.

This is an electi ical arm or signaling system combining a

series of signaling circuits, a series of push buttons at a
central station to complete the several signal ng circu'is,

a movable plate covering all of the push buttons, one or
more levers connected to the plate to move the same to

actuate all of the push buttons, and spring-actuated pawls
attached to a fised support, the piwls automatically engng-
ing the plate when it is pushed inward, to lock all of the

pushbuttons inclosed position.

631.037. Electric Appliance for Controlling Supply
of Gas to Burners, etc. Carl Franzen, Cologne,
Germany. Application filed February 20, 1890.

An igniting apparatus for electrically operated incan-
descent gas burners which combines with the burner elec-
tromagnetic means for controlling the flow of gas therero.

a socket provided with electrical contact parts in electri al

connection with the means, and an igniting device com-
prising a stem with coacting contact parts adapted to be
removab'y inserted within the socket, and an igniting con-
ductor electrically connected with the contacts and cairitd
at the upper end of the stem centrally within the 6ame.

631,040. Process of Extracting Precious Metals
from Their Ores. John E. Greenawalt, Denver,
Colo., assignor of one-half to William Robin-
son. Denver, Colo. Application filed April 14,

1898. Renewed January 17, 1S99.

An electrolytic process for the treatment of gold ai.d

silvtrores is described.

631,044. Standard Voltaic Cell. Richard O. Hein-
rich, Berlin, Germany, assigvior to the Weston
Electrical Instrument company, Newark, N. J.

Application filed April 4, 1899.

The ctU has liquid electro les, a diaphragm located
above each electrode and separatine the same from the
electrolyte or bat'ery solut'on, each didphragm being se-

cured to a vent tube which extends above the electrolyte
''

or battery solution, in combination witn means at the top
of the cell for securing the vent tubes directly thereto.

631,055. Electric Arc Lamp. Christi,in J. Toerring.
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed November
5. 1898.

An arc inclosure having a light-transmitting portion
closed at the bottom and -a heat-retaining portion closed
substantially air-tight at the top and shaped to inclose the
carbon pencil, the joint between these portions permitting
the passage of a minute quantity of a r.

631,070. Sound-locating Device. Alfred M. Good-
ale, VValtham, Mass. Application filed August
2J, 1986.

A device comprising the combinali n ot two or more
s''und-collecting devices, a telephone transmitter for each
of such devices, a telephone receiver connected wiih all of

the sevtral transmitters, and a switch interposed between
the transmitters and the receiver and adapted to be oper-
ated by the user of the receiver to ascertain the relative
acliviiy of the tiansmitters.

631,073. Contact System for Electric Railways.
William Grunow. Jr., Bridgeport. Conn., as-

signor of two-thirds to James H. McElroy,
Bridgeport, Conn., and Joseph A. McElroy,
New York, N. Y, Application filed February

3. 1899.

A contact system embodying twin woiking c-nductors
,

a contact receptacle bonded to one member thereof, an

electromagnet movably mounted in the receptacle having
an energizing winding or coil connected with the other
member of the conductors, and track or service rail and
flexible conductors connected with the electromagnet and
source of electrical supply, whereby the device is raised
into contact with the receptacle when the circuit is closed
through the energizing coil and the bonded member of the
working conductor is charged with the supply current.

631.081. Mouthpiece for Telephones. Albert Laem-
mel. New York, N. Y., assignor to John V.
Luff, New York. Application filed April 28,

1899.

A removable lining adapted to fit within the mouthpiece
of a telephone, and molded or formed of one piece of cel-

luloid, the lining being of substantially the same shape as
the mouthpiece to which it is fitted, and provided upon its

larger outer end with a curled flange to removably hold it

in place.

631,112. Electrician's Tool. Daniel S. Geiser,

Waynesborough, Pa. Application filed April 8,

1898.

A tool' having fuse-wire spools or carriers detachably
connected therewith and feed grooves for the wires, rela-
tively so arranged that tlie wire can be fed at right angles
from the spools, lengthwise from the front end of the tool.

631,132. Telegraph Switchboard. John F; Skir-

row. East Orange, N. J. Application filed April

II, 1899.

A flexible connecting cord for uniting electric circuits,

consisting of an insulated ronductor, t^vo slid ng sleevps
located thereon, a ring or eye on each sleeve throuuh
which the cord pisses and suitable terminals or pins for

each end of the cord.

631.134. Electrically Operated Railway-crossing
Alarm. Joseph E. Steele. Columbus, Ohio.
Application filed May 8, 1S99.

The invent'on consists of an electrically ope'ated alarm
bell to be connected with sections of a railw.-y track at

crossings and so designed as 10 signil the approach of

trains.

NO. 631,023.

631,145. Electric Safety Appliance. Franklin H.
Badger and William J Flews, Montreal, Can-
ada, assignors of one-third to Robert Edmund
Thomas Pringle, Montreal, Canada. Applica-
tion filed Janauary 30, 1899.

An auto mat 'c safety switch, combining with a main
circuit and a local circuit, separated one from the other,
a spring-operated switch, adapted to connect the flow
and return wires of the separated circuits, and a pro-
ti^ctive circuit, separated from the local circuit by a

high-resistance medium and contain ng electromag-
netically operated means for auomatically releasing the
switch, the means comprising independent m gnetic
cTils operating upon a common trip, wliereby the local

ciicuit, including the opetatiog devi':e itself and the pro-
tective circuit, is disconnected from the main circuit.

631.150. Telephone Circuit. Hermann Brockelt.

Dresden, Germany. Application filed April 6,

1898.

A telephone system is described having in combination a

ma'n circui[ leading to Kfound, a pair of receivers in the
main circuit, a microphone, a battery, an induciion coil

having its primary in circuit with the battery and micro-
phone and Its secondary in the main, and a secind induc-
tion coil bavins its primary in the m^in circuit and its

secondary in a branch of the circuit with the receivers.

631,162. Electrically Operated Cock and Igniting

Device. Paul L. Guyenot, Paris, France. Ap-
plication filed June 9, 1899.

An electrically operated cock, having a plug and a valve
seat for the plug, electromagnetic means lor lifting the
plug off its seat, magnetic means to then roiate it. and
then allow it to drop on:o its seat again at a dififerent rela-
tive peripheral position.

631,165. Trolley. Herbert Hirschman, 'Salt Lake
City, Utah.' Application filed March 29, 1899.

A trolley wheel and its support are combined with guard-
fingers each pivotally mounted between its ends above the
wheel and extending transverst-ly over a partion of the
wheel, the inner ends of the guard-fingers noimally over-
lappine, and springs connected uith the outer ends of the
fingers and with a fixed support, the fingers being capable
ot lateral movement and held against vertical movement.

631,167. Telephone System. Malcolm S. Keyes and
James H. Spencer. New York, N. Y., assignors
to Spencer & Co., New York. Application filed

January 3, 1899.

A telephone system comprising a plurality of stations, an
induction coil having one end of each of its coils connected
to a line wire leading to all the stations, the other end of
the primary having connect on with a battery and wifi a
second line wire connecting with the calling device at each
station, and the other end of the secondary -coil having
connection with a third line wire in which the receivers of

the several stations are arranged, and transmitters in the
signal circuit, the battery, primary and secondary circuits
being completed by removing the receiver at any one
station.

631,173. Attaching Plug for Flexible-wire Connec-
tions. Daniel McGlone, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 7, 1899.

The plus comprises a metallic plug arranged for attach-
ment to the supporting fixture connected with one of the
line terminals, and a carrier of insulating material mounted
to turn on tht; plug, and carrying two circuit conductors for
the wires, one conductor being in contact with the plug and
the other being arranged for contict with the other line
terminal.

631.191. Storage-battery Cell. Axel K. Wester-
dahi. New York, N. Y. Application filed June
24, 1898.

A battery-cell cover is described comprising an elastic
or yielding marginal portion having openings adra'tting the
battery-element studs or projections and also having a
central opening, and a harder interior portion adapted
to forcibly enter the central opening and thereby expand
the marginal portion bp direct lateral pressure to the cell
walls and element studs .

631.221. Incandescent Lamp. Edmund C. de Mar-
cay, Paris. France. Application filed Septem-
ber 13, 1898.

An incandescent electric lamp having a vacuum bulb
and a hollow reflector tube inside the bulb with open com-
munication between the interior of the tube and the in-
terior of the bulb.

631.222. Submarine Photographic Camera. David
Mason, New York, N. Y. Application filed

November 11, 1898.

One claim reads: An apparatus for phot-graph'ng bod-'es
or surfaces beneath water, consisting of a cameia having
its parts protected from the water and provided with elec-
tromagnetic means for holding it aeainst the side or bot-
tom of a vessel or surface to be photographed; in comb -

nation with an electrical source of ilium nation for illum-
inating such parts or surfaces, together with electromag-
netic means for controlling the mjvem nts of ihecinidra
shutter.

631.225. Electric Meter. Granville F. Packard.
Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed October
10, 1S98.

An electric meter or m^tivedevce for alternating cnfrents
is described having a laminated fi-ld-in ignet structure
comprising five polar projeciions integral with a magnetic
yoke.

631,234. Cleat for Electric Wiring. Henry M.
Stevens, Boston. Mass., assignor of one-half to
the Pettingill-Andrews company, Boston. Ap-
plication filed January 16, 1S99.

A wire-snnporiing cleat consisting of two members
between which the wire is held, each member bavin:; a
hole therethrough and an upturned hollow boss on its

inner face, the boss of each member snugly fitting the hole
in its juxtaposed fallow.

631,238. Motor Apparatus. John E. Tyler, Roxo-
bel, N. C. Application filed June 6, 1898.

Electrically operating devices for operating the feed
valve of a hydraulic apparatus are described

.

631,253. Process of Reducing Aluminum. Frank
A. Gooch, New Haven, Conn. Application
filed April 29, 1899.

The process consists in forming a bath by fusing together
a suitable ompound of aluminum and a suitable halogen
compound of a metal more electrupositive with reference
to sulphur than is aluminum, addn; to the bath a suit-
able compound of sulphur together with alumina, and then
pising an electric current oE suit:ibly low voltago through
the fused mass, thereby elec.rolyzing the same.

631,263. Electrically Operated Gate Valve, Louis
E. Walkins, Springfield, Mass., assignor of one-
fcurth to Francke W. Dickinson, Springfield,

Mass. Application filed December 20, 1898.

The combination with a valve and its threaded stem,
provided wiih a longitudinal keyway, of a hook encom-
passing the valve, and provided wiih a threaded orifice, to

receive the valve stem, a reversible motor provided with a
splined, tubular shaft, encompassing the stem, and means
for energizing the motor in either direction, to open or
close the valve.

NO. 1 1,765.

Reissue.

11,765. Controller for Electric Lights. Orra M.
Laccy, Hanford. Cal. Application filed June 27,

1899. Original No. 625.571, dated May 2;^, 1899.

Thecombination of an electric circuit, lights in the cir-

cuit, and automati'^ inake-and-break device-, whereby if

more lights than a fixed number are travel sed by the elec-
tric current, the lights will be alternately lighted and ex-
tinguished in rapid succession. (See cut )

Design.

31.410. Snap Switch-button. Charles G. Perkins,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-

tric Switch Manufacturing company, Hartford,
Conn, Application filed July 20, 1899. Term
of patent seven years.
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A Model Country Central-station Plant.

Et-hvardsvillc. III., ihe county seal uf Madison
County, is a prosperous town uf 4.000 inhabitants,

situated about 20 miles northeast of St. Louis. A
new electric-light and power plant has been recently

completed there and is now m successful operation.

U has been pronounced to be one of the best con-
structed and most complete country elecric-light

plants in Illinois, and the added statement that it is

the only fireproof plant in the state outside of Chi-

caiio adds special interest to it. ,

The building, shown in Fig. i, is constructed of

brick, with a steel-trussed roof, the construction

being fireproof throughout. A brick partition near

the center divides the structure longitudinally into

two separate rooms. On the left, referring to the

tcrs, switches and regulating devices, each dynanin
having its separate instruments. There are separ-
ate circuits in 'the city for the meter, contract and
power customers, any of which may be thrown on
cither alternator. The switchboard is also complete
with detachable fuse plugs, ground detectors and
circuit-breaker.

The exhaust-steam and water pipes are laid in
trenches 18 inches wide, three feet deep and en-
closed m nine-inch brick walls, covered with yellow-
pine flooring. The exhaust steam passes through
a Cochran heater to an iron tank 11 feel in diam-
eter by seven feet in height, situated in the rear of
the boiler room. From this lank the pipe is turned
down and exhausted into a Worthington cooling
tower. The water that is thus condensed from the

steam falls into a pit, froir

whence it flows by gravity
into a hot well, situated
underneath the tank, into

which it is pumped. Ti

then flows to the Cochran
heater and is pumped by
one of two boiler-feed

pumps back into the boil-

ers. If the exhaust steam
does not supply sufficient

water in the tank the suc-

tion of the pump in what
is called the pump house
is diverted to a nearby
pond and water is pumped
dinct from the pond to the

tank. The arrangement of

the ]nimps is such that

Fift. 3. Dyaamos.

illustration, is the engine and dynamo room,
/J feet in len^xth with a 36-foot frontage, while

the room on the right, which contains the

boilers, feed-water heater and pumps, is 33-

feet wide and extends back 53 feet.

To avoid delay and trouble in case of a

breakdown and to afTord its customers a

continuous service, the company, which is

known as the Edwardsville Electric Light and
Power company, has erected a duplicate plant.

This idea has been followed out in the boiler

room as well as the engine and dynamo
room. There have been installed one large

fine-tubular boiler and a battery of two
smaller ones. Each of tlie smaller boilers

is 60 inches in diameter and 16 feet four inches

in length, there being a 28 by 30-inch steam
dome over both. The large boiler has a di-

ameter of 72 inches and is 20 feet six inches in

length, with a steam dome 36 by 40 inches. Tux-
horn Bros., a local firm, built the two smaller boil-

ers, while the larger one is from the works of John
O'Brien & Co. of St. Louis. The two Tuxhorn
boilers have about the same capacity, combined, as

the O'Brien boiler, and either set will do the work
of the plant.

There are installed in the engine and dynamo
room two St. Louis Corliss engines, built by
the St. Louis Iron and Machine Works. These
engines, which are shown in Fig. 2. are duplicates,

each having a 14 by 36-inch cylinder and a 12-foot

driving pulley. They have been tested to give about
180 horse power each. An arc machine and an al-

ternating-current generator, illustrated in Fig. 3.

are belt-driven by each of the engines, the distance

between centers of the engine and dynamo pulleys

being 25 feet for the alternators and 33 feet for the

arc machines. The alternators are of the General

Electric type, are separately excited and have a

capacity of 90 kilowatts each. They are used to

supply the incandescent-light and power services,

each alternator having a capacity of 1.800 lights.

The two arc-lighting machines have a capacity of

50 and 60 lights respectively. One is a Brush ma-
chine and is shown on the extreme left of the view
m Fig. 3, while the other is a Wood dynamo.
The switchboard, shown in Fig. 2, is of blue Ver-

mont marble aiid was built by the General Electric

company. There are the usual voltmeters, amme-

Electric Lighting of the City of London.

Competition in the ulectric-lighliug service of the
city of London is sought by the Charing Cross and
Strand corporation against the City of London
Electric Lighting company, now doing the business.
A select conuuittee of the House ni Lords is con-
sidering the application of the newcomer, and at a
recent hearing some interesting testimony bearing
(jn the peculiar conditions in the City, was given.
Mr. Frank Bailey, engineer of the City of Lon-

don company, gave evidence af- to the peculiar
ditficullies connected with the supply of electricity
in the city. The company had a larger percentage
of the lamps connected with its system lighted at
one time ihan any other company, reaching no less
than 60 per cent., whereas 33 per cent, was nearer
the ordinary figure. It was, therefore, necessary
to have twice as much plant available to supply
the same number of lamps as in an ordinary area.
The demand for light in the city increased at a
very rapid rate, but only lasted a short time. If

his company were discharged from the burden of
making the large provision for depreciation and re-
serve funds, as was stipulated for in the contracts
with the corporation, it could supply electricity at
10 cents per kilowatt-hour.
Mr. D. J. Ross, engineer to the City corporation.

said he had large experience in laying electric and
lighting mains in the City of London. The whole
of the City streets were very much congested with
mains and pipes of various kinds, and in nearly all

the great thoroughfares it would be impossible to
put further pipes under the pathway, and any new
pipes would have to be laid under the carriage-way

to the great confusion of the traffic.

LonI Kelvin sa-d he had had a
long experience with electrical mat-
ters. There were two unusual cir-

cumstances connected with the sup-
ply of electricity in the City of

London, the extreme rapidity with
which the demand increased and the
short time the demand lasted. The
excessive amount of machinery re-

quired was hardly profitable during
the summer months: in fact, was
worked at a loss. Double the quan-
tity of machinery was required for

either boiler-feed pump
can pump water from the
Cochran heater or the hot
w^ell or tank, and the cold-
water pump can be utilized

for a boiler-feed pump as

well, and if all hot water
is exhausted water can be
drawn from the pond for

the boilers in an emer-
gency.
To celebrate the start-

ing of the plant ^he com-
pany issued printed invita- ^ j^q^,
1 1 o n s to patrons and
prominent citizens to visit the station. An attractive

feature of the "opening" was a display of electrical

cooking and heating apparatus. Refreshments,
comprising coffee, biscuits, .pancakes, etc., cooked
by electricity, were served the guests. Electrically

heated curling-irons, sad-irons, chafing-dishes and
foot-warmers were also on exhibtion. besides elec-

tric motors and electrically driven fans.

The Edwardsville Electric Light and Power
company has a capital stock of $20,000. The fol-

lowing-named gentlemen are the officers of the

company: President, C. H. Fischer; secretary and
treasurer, C. A. Vallette; manager, W. H. Vallette.

Forty-five arcs and about 1.800 incandescent lights

are supplied by the plant, so that each generating

unit can carry the whole load.

Fig. I. Exterior View.

L COUNTRY CENTRAL-STATION PLANT.

the City lighting to what was necessary in ordinary

localities for the same number of lamps. The effect

of competition would be very disastrous and ex-

ceedingly wasteful. The difficulties of supply
would be only increased by dividing the responsibil-

ity betw^een the two companies. Duplicate expen-
diture in plant and mains would become necessary,

and ibe public must eventually suffer from this

unnecessary expense. He believed the inevitable

result would be the buying up of one- company by
the other, or both companies by the corporation,

and that much greater expense would thus be in-

curred.

Henry Lyon, a Scotch electrical engineer, is said

to have completed an electrical refrigerator.
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Extensions at Niagara.

By Orrin E. Donlap.

Tile Niagara Faiis Jrlydraulic Power and Manu-
facturing company is doing a large amount of work

on its property this year, and the result will be that

its output capacity will be materially increased.

This company owns the surface canal that conducts

water from the upper Niagara River through the

cit}' to the edge of the high bank, where it is sup-

plied to penstocks, which in turn supply wheels

located in the power house at the water's edge.

Ever since last spring the company has had a large

force of men operating drill boats, dredges and

scows in the enlargement of this waterway, so that

the amount of water that flows through it to the

canal basin is greatly increased. Of late the main

base of operations has been below Main street, at

which point a fine new steel bridge has been erected

in order that the canal might be widened to full

ICO feet. From this bridge down the width of the

waterway has been extended and the walls carried

back, so that the basin of old hat been turned into

quite a bay. It is from this basin that the forebay

at the edge of the high bank is supplied by con-

necting canals, the penstocks leading from the fore-

bay. The results accomplished should have a bene-

ficial effect, so far as bother from the ice in winter

is concerned. Last winter there was no little

trouble in the basin from the ice.

Down in the pow-er house the scene is one of con-

siderable activity, well representing the company's
intention to keep in advance of the constantly in-

creasing demand for 'power. In this station there

are now in operation five w'heels. four of them
made by James Leitel & Co. of Springfield, C, and
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Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing company has

to do only with the factories that are in sight, so

to speak, and does not cover any negotiations which
the company may have on hand with promoters of

other industries who seek to locate on the lands of

Ihis company. Considering the present industrial

activity in the United States, and especially about

Niagara, this prospective and future consumption
is a material factor of itself, and, of course, must be

provided for.

In order to meet it the Niagara Falls Hydraulic
Power and Manufacturing compiiny has commenced
excavating for the third section of its power station.

This new section will be lOO by 60 feet in size, and
its construction will mak^ the total dimensions of

the station 100 by 180 feft. this will complete the

contemplated size of the station, and will bring it

close up to the pulp mil! of the Cliff Paper com-
pany. When it is built provision will be made for

an electric elevator to carry passengers from- the

top of the high bank to the station, which will be

a valuable addition to present facilities for reaching

the power house. The installation which it is pro-

posed to place in this new section will, so far as at

present planned, be very similar to that in the pres-

ent station, the output being direct current. Work
on this addition will be pushed vigorously in order

that it may be completed as early as possible.

As a still further and even more notable improve-
ment, the Niagara Falls Hi'draulic Power and
Manufacturing company has in contemplation the

erection of a fine new power house below the bank
at the water's edge. It is likely that when it is

built this new station will be located north of the

present power house, beyond the Central flouring

mills. This location will necessitate the extension

~ -*3^:^ffj

EXTE.VSIONS AT NIAGARA. WIDENING CANAL AND BASIN OF HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY.

one by R. D. Wood & Co. of Philadelphia. The
Leffel wheels operate generators that supply the

lower works of the Pittsburg Reduction company,
the Niagara Gorge road, the Lewiston and Youngs-
town road, the Allo^^ Smelting Works, and also

other consumers. The single wheel of R. D.
Wood & Co. operates a generator that furnishes

current to the National Electrolytic company and
also a dynamo of the Buffalo and Niagara Falls

Electric Light and Power company for incandes-

cent lighting. This wheel is located on the latest

penstock erected, which has a diameter of over 11

feet. On this penstock there are still four valves

for wheels, and these wheels are to be installed

at once. One of the new turbines is already in

position, and the second one is on the ground. The
others are expected to arrive as fast as they can
be erected. Two of the new turbines will be di-

rect-connected to generators that will give an ad-

ditional supply of current to the lower works of

the Pittsburg Reduction company, the capacity of

which has just been enlarged.
The National Electrolytic company is also en-

larging- its plant, and will very soon call for an
increase of its current supply. This company is

under the management of Mr. S. P. Franchot, and
it has been most successful in the manufacture of

chlorate of potash, so much so that it has been
forced to keep increasing its factory facilities con-
tinuously. The Acker Process company's plant is

going up rapidly, and early next spring, by the time
the machines are installed to supply it, it will de-
mand a large amount of electricity. While the
plant that is now being built by this company is

of good size, it is already announced that other
building? will be erected within the next two years.
in order that the output capacity of the works may
be verj' large. It is stated that the process used
by this company is destined to revolutionize the
manufacture of caustic soda and bleaching powder.
This brief review of the present and prospective

demand for the power product of the Niagara Falls

of the canal basin some distance north of its pres-
ent boundary, but the company owns all the land
in the vicinit3^ It is intimated that when it is built

this new station will perhaps supply alternating

current, and that the units of development will be
larger than at present. The chief engineer of the

Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing
company is Wallace C. Johnson, and it is under his

supervision that the company's extensive plans are

carried out. The expenditure which the many ex-
tensions and improvements call for represents a
large investment, but Niagara Falls is fortunate in

having ample capital back of its power development.
Arthur Schoellkopf is the business head of the Niag-
ara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing
company, and he is a careful observer of all work
done, while he keeps thoroughly posted on all new
apparatus and the demands of manufacturers.

Opportunities in British Columbia.
"In looking for good markets for the surplus of

our electrical manufactures," writes a Washington
correspondent of the Western Electrician, "it is

well to remember that there are golden opportunities
lying right at our doors, and one of them is to be
found in British Columbia, for whicH Vancouver
is the principal inlet. It has been suggested bj'^

the United States consul there that it would be a
good move to set up a sample room in that city simi-

lar in idea to those already set up in different coun-
tries, with more or less measure of success attend-

ing their introduction. If different manufacturers
combine in these matters the individual expense is

not heavy, and the results will redound to the bene-
fit of all concerned. Among the things for which
there may be found a good market in British Colum-
bia at the present time are electrical apparatus for

street-cars, motors, lights, etc."

September 2, 1899'

Blondlot's Electric Meter.

A recent writer in ITndustrie Electrique de-

scribes an invention which was originally presented

lo the French Academy in 1S98. but which has been
perfected by E. Ducretet, and it is claimed to be

both exact and unchangeable with time.

The apparatus is based in principle upon the oscil-

lations of a movable bobbin through which a cur-

rent is passing in a field produced by a second sta-

tionary spool energized by the same current. ,

The bobbin (A A'), Fig. i, is disposed horizon-

tally. The movable bobbin or solenoid (B), formed
of several turns of wire, and having the form of a

ring, is suspended in such a manner that its plane
will be vertical and that it can turn freely around

FIG. 1. BLONDLOT S ELECTRIC METER.

its vertical diameter. Mercury cups serve to estab-

lish the connections between the movable and fixed

portions of the circuit. The movable bobbin (B)

assumes under the action of current a position of

equilibrium in which its spirals are parallel to those

of the stationary bobbin. If this is moved never

so little from this vertical it will be thrown into

isochronous oscillations.

Let T be the period of these oscillations and I

the intensity of the current. The period T is in-

verselj' proportioned to the square root of the

couple exerted bj^ the stationary upon the movable
bobbin for a known deflection of the laUer. But
this movement is proportional t'O P, and conse-

quently, T is in inverse ratio to I. In other words,
the product I T is a constant quantity, dependent
only on the construction of the two bobbins. This
product I T is simply the quantity of electricity

which crosses a given section of the circuit during
one oscillation. Hence, whatever the intensity of

the circuit and the period of oscillation, the quan-
tity of current which passes in the circuit during
the period of one oscillation is a constant.

The value Q (in coulombs) of this constant is

readily obtained by sending a known current through
the aparatus and noting the corresponding dura-

tion of the oscillation.

To convert the apparatus into a meter for indus-
trial uses it is only necessary to add to the two
bobbins an arrangement which will automatically
register the oscillations, each of whicli will tell the

passase of a quantity of electricity Q. whatever may
have been the intensity of the current at that time,

and consequently, for obtainins; the total quantity

Carson City, Nev., is to be supplied with electric

lights from a plant on the Carson River at Empire.

FTG- 2. BLONDLOT S ELECTRIC METER.

of electricity passing in a given time, we simply mul-
tiply Q by the number of recorded oscillations.

To accomplish this automatic recording of the

oscillations, the oscillatory movement of the ver-

tical bobbin takes place in but one direction. Fig.

I represents the essential parts of the apparatus. A
horizontal arm is fixed to a vertical support, which

in turn is solidly fixed on the bobbin (B), forming

the axis of rotation. . W'hen the annular bobbin has

been deflected from its equilibrium the electro-dy-

namic action sends it forward until the arm strikes

against a spring (R, Fig. 2). formed of a metallic

plate. One extremity of this spring is fastened

rigidly, while the other is held against an immovable
obstacle by the armature of an electromagnet (E),

which holds the spring lightly while the magnet is

inoperative, but immediately the arm touches the
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spring (R) it closes a circuit tluougli the electro-

magnet, the armature closes, fleeing the spring,

which gives the arm a return blow and thus renews

the oscillation continuously while current flows.

A ratchet movement actuated by the armature re-

cords the movements by rack-and-pinion action.

This oscillatory movement of the bobbin is en-

tirely independent of the passive resistance of the

electromagnet counter apparatus, for this is mechan-

ical solely. The magnitude of the impulse im-

parted by the spring is without influence upon the

duration of the oscillation.

The regulation may be varied by varying the

moment of inertia of the movable coil. The appa-

ratus is extremely sensitive to the most rapid

variations of current intensity, and is applicable to

alternate as well as continuous currents. This

movement is accomplished by the following arrange-

ment: Perpendicular to the axis of the movable
coil is fixed an arm carrying a small mass of soft

iron (C), serving as an armature to a magnet (A. i)

fixed to the frame of the apparatus. The attraction

of the magnet, which is extremely weak and only

extends but a short distance, is added to the electro-

dynamic action for returning the movable coil to

its normal position of equilibrium. Friction is thus

overcome and the restoration assured, even in the

case of the weakest currents in electric lighting.

To suppress the self-induction spark a water volt-

meter branches in parallel on the electromagnet

coil. The regulation of this voltmeter is accom-
plished by varying the resistance of the liquid.

The proving of the Blondlot meter is extremely

casv of accomplishment. It only requires to oc-

casionally verify the oscillations by comparison with
the standard. This figure is plainly marked on each
instrument, and terrestrial magnetism has no effect

on its action, which is guaranteed by the fact that

there is in its composition no spring (properly so-

called"), no magnet, no resistance which may vary
and develop a source of error in the working of

the instrument.
"The meter of M. Blondlot seems to present

theoretical qualities which should make it an ex-
tremely exact laboratory instrument." concludes the
writer of the article in the French journal. "But
for industrial use the test should be thorough and
exhaustive before we can fully indorse it. If we
are reserved on this point it is because that in gen-

eral instruments in which action is proportional to

the square of the intensitv give too often but med'-
ocre results. We shall be most happy to see it

demonstrated that M. Blondlot has vanquished this

difficulty."

Surface-contact Railway System.
The following brief description of a new surface-

contact S3'stem for street railways is taken from
I'Electricien: Referring to the illustration, (A) is

a cast-iron foundation and frame, in the interior of

which is a cylinder (F). This cylinder is capable

of vertical movement, but is held in its normal
position by the helical spring (f). A protecting

ring (N) with the cover (D) serves to protect the

inner portion of (A) Current is fed in via the

StJRFACE-CONTACT RAILWAY SYSTEM.

cable (C). and the contact with the conductor (S)
is made by the plunger (H), which is forced down-
ward about 20 millimeters into the mercury con-
tained in the cup (G) by the shoe which is in con-
tact with the motor. The return is through the
rail and wheel.
This system, while quite simple, can hardly be

considered practicable. But it is of interest as an-
other attempt to solve the problem.

The Tunkhannock (Pa.) Electric company, re-

cently incorporated by Henry M. Ives and (jrant

Pelton of Scranton, John S. Russell of Wilkesbarre
and S. W. Eysenbach and W. E. Little of Tunk-
hannock, has elected the following-named officers

for the ensuing year: President, S. W. Eysenbach;
vice-president. Henry M. Ives ; secretary. Miss
Eleanor J. Little; treasurer. John B. Russell, and
superintendent, J. B. Nicholson of Csrbondale,

Space Telegraphy in Warfare.
It is likely that space telegraphy will play a very

important part in the warfare of the future on land
as well as on sea. Action is said to have been
recently taken by the Navy Department looking
to the purchase of instruments for experimenting
with wireless telegraphy on board American ships
of war.
For some time past Lieutenant John Colwcll, the

naval attache of the United Stales in London, has
been carefully following the Marconi experiments,
and fully reporting upon them. Those reports were
considered by Rear-.'\dmiral Bradford, chief of the
Bureau of Equipment, and upon his recommendation
the department has instructed Lieutenant Cohvell
to consult with Signor Marconi regarding the pur-
chase of instruments of the kind used in tlie British
maneuvers and the character of their installation on
board men-of-war.
The \Var Department has also been carrying on

a series of experiments in space telegraphy and is

about to put the invention into practical use. Cap-
tain Squicr of the Signal Service has recently been
in Europe studying the Marconi system and he
has prepared a full report to General Greely, chief
signal officer. Already the department feels jus-
tified in making a practical test of the system, and
Captain Squier has been sent to Luzon to introduce
is. it is said, in Philippine warfare. It will only be
used on a small scale at first, but in all probability

Single-phase Inductor Alternators at
Schaffhausen.

The Falls of SchafThausen, in Switzerland, form
a famous cataract, 100 feet high and with a con-
siderable volume of water. Only a very small pro-
portion of the power available is utilized for useful
work; the illustration shows a portion of the eicc-
trical generating plant of the corporation of Schaff-
hausen, located on the rapids, about a mile above
the falls. The power house is divided into two
parts by a wooden partition. One of these pajts,
shown in the picture, contains two single-phase in-
ductor alternators, built by the Oerlikon company.
The alternators are for the lighting of Schaffhausen,
and continuous-current machines transmit power to
works in the neighborhood. The turbines arc of the
Jonval vertical-shaft type, designed for a fall of 14
feet nine inches and a flow of 240 cubic feet of water
per second. .At high water, however, the fall is only
10 feet, and the flow of water must be increased
to 390 cubic feet per second for the turbines to de-
velop their rated horse power. The regulation is

by hand. The turbines run at 48 revolutions per
minute, and- the alternators are driven through bevel
gearing at 167 revolutions. Rope drive is also em-
ployed for the exciters, as seen in the illustration.
The alternators generate 100 amperes at full load
at a pressure of 2.000 volts and a frequency of 50
cycles per second.
The following details of the alternators are given

SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTOR ALTERNATORS AT SCHAFFHAUSEN.

will be generally used when the conditions of opera-
tion in the Philippines are better understood.

It is also announced that experiments between
Washington and Fort Myer will be resumed soon
and that a school of instruction in space telegraphy

for the men of the Signal Corps wall be fitted up
at Fort Myer. Members of the corps who graduate
from this school will be well qualified to perform
their duties. Three automobiles w-ill be used at

the school during the experiments. Tw^o will be
equipped with the Marconi wireless-telegraphy ap-

paratus and sent to the country nearby, where tests

of the system can be had free from the interruptions

caused by iron and steel in buildings of the cities.

The other automobile will be used for experiment-

ing in the transportation of telegraph supplies and
other materials.

Battery Cells that "Collect Electrical

Energy from the Atmosphere."
G. W. Frazier of Allegheny, Pa., thinks that he

has devised a practicable scheme for collecting

electrical energy from the atmosphere and storing

it in accumulators. He has been experimenting

for years, but has only recently, he says, perfected

the battery, which he claims will be commercially

successful. The earliest battery he contrived

would not ring a three-ohm bell and registered an

extremely light current on the galvanometer. His

later experimental batteries, he claims, have shown

2V2 volts to each cell. Of his work Mr. Frazier is

reported to have said:

"I am convinced that my labor has been along the

right lines. In addition to my small experimental

batteries I have constructed two large perfected

cells, which will be put to the test of hard work
in a short time in a big business block in Pittsburg.

The cells collect the electrical energy direct from the

atmosphere, and give it up as power immediately.

As the summer heat produces electricity, so does

my new battery depend for its great power solely on
moisture and a natural draft or pressure of hot

air through the cell.

in the Electrician of London, from which the pic-
ture is reproduced: Diameter of inductor wheel,
eight feet nine inches. Width of air-gap, five thirt>'-

seconds inch. The cast-iron armature frame is di-

vided in a horizontal plane through the shaft, and
vertically at right angles to the shaft, and the four
parts are bolted together. The core forms two hor-
izontal cylinders, each, of course, laminated, and
the exciting coils are wound in the gap between
them. Each of these two halves of the armature
contains 36 coils, which are wound s^eparately and
slipped into the slotted core afterward. Each coil

consists of seven turns of copper strip, 25 milli-

meters wide and 1.4 millimeters thick (0.9S5 X
0.0552 inch), and the coils of the two halves of the
armature are connected in series. The armature
frame can be shifted parallel to the shaft, so that
the coils of either half of the armature can be got
at easily. The exciting coil has 305 turns of seven-
millimeter copper wire, and the exciter is a two-pole
shunt machine, running at 420 revolutions per min-
ute, and generating 120 amperes at 50 volts.

The switchboard is of the usual Oerlikon pattern,

the fuses and switch contacts being behind the
board. Pilot wires are brought back from three
points of the secondary network in the town, and
the pressure is regulated according to this by the
ordinary method of varying the resistance in the
shunt circuit of the e.xciters.

Current is distributed from about 20 transformer
stations in the town, each with its own secondary
network. This system is more usual in Switzerland
than large sub-stations with banked transformers
and one secondary network. All the high-pressure
cables are underground in stoneware conduits, but
some of the secondary cables are overhead. The
cables are of the double lead-covered type cus-
tomarily employed on the continent.

At Middletown. N. Y.. on September 22d, the
electric road operated by the Middletown-Goshen
Traction company w'ill be sold at auction by the
recei^"er. William B. Royce.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS.

Unless all signs fail, the fourth annual conven-

tion of the National Association of Municipal Elec-

tricians, to be held in Wilmington, Del., on Tues-

day and Wednesday of next week (September 5tli

and 6lh) will be the most successful in the history

of the organization. Elaborate preparations have

been made, and President Aydon. Mr. Mason and

the other members of the executive committee have

been untiring in their efforts to make the gathering

the success it promises to be. Assurances of a

large attendance have been received, not only from

electricians in the eastern and middle states, but

from Canada, California, Utah and other distant

points as well.

It is expected that the convention will be opened

by prayer offered by the bishop of Delaware, and

the delegates are to be welcomed by addresses de-

livered by the governor of the state and the mayor

of Wilmington. After a suitable response President

Aydon will deliver his annual address* These ex-

ercises will be held at the Grand Opera House,

where all business sessions will be held, and are

scheduled to be begun at lo a. m. on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 5th. Further meetings of the association

will be held on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
morning. Papers on practical subjects are to be

read by Thomas Flood, commissioner of Wire De-
partment. Boston: M. W. Mead, city electrician,

Pittsburg; George F. Macdonald, superintendent

of fire telegraph, Ottawa, Canada; S. D. Wheeler.

superintendent of fire telegraph, Springfield; W._ H.

Thompson, superintendent of fire telegraph, Rich-

mond; Captain William Brophy, chief electrician.

Boston; John Weigel. superintendent of police tele-

graph, Boston. Discussions on the papers will be

open and free, so that any member v/ishing spec'al

information regarding any point brought out will

have an opportunity to obtain it.

The Board of Trade of the city of Wilmington
has generously undertaken to entertain all those

who shall be present at the convention, and has ar-

ranged an elaborate programme consisting of boal

rides on the Delaware River, a visit to the forti-

fications recently constructed by the government at

Delaware City, which were intended to protect the

cities of Wilmington and Philadelphia during the

late war with Spain, trolley rides, a review of the

lire and police departments, a reed-bird banquet

at the Clayton iHouse. etc.

Special rates of railroad fare of one and one-

third have been arranged through the Trunk Line
association from all parts of the United States.

All local roads leading to Wilmington have given

the association a rate of one fare for both ways.

Growth of the Association.

The first meeting of the International Association

of Fire and Police Telegraph Superintendents, as

the organization was originally named, was called

to order by Frank C. Mason of Brooklyn, N. Y..

in the Clarendon Hotel. Brooklyn, Tuesday. Sep-

way Beach, at which a large number of those pres-

ent participated. The meeting then adjourned.

The second meeting of the association was held

at Nashville, Tenn., during that state's Centennial

celebration in August. 1897. At this meeting Mr.

W. Y. Ellett of Elmira, N. Y... was elected presi-

dent. After a pleasant and instructive two days'

session the association adjourned to meet in Elmira
in August, 1898.

A large number of delegates, representing many

J. W. AYDON, PRESIDENT NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MU-
NICIPAL ELECTRICIANS.

cities, presented themselves for membership at the

Elmira meeting. To the personal efforts and con-

stant activity of Mr. Ellett the association is largely

indebted for its present large membership and solid

financial condition.

The name International Association of Fire and
Police Telegraph Superintendents was looked upon
as too cumbersome and as confining the associa-

G. F. Macdonald.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS.

-

Adam Bosch.

-VICE-PRESIDENT AND TREASURER.

tember 15, i8g6, in pursuance of a call sent out
by Mr. Mason some months previous. At the
meeting the following-named officers were elected:

President, Frank C. Mason. Brooklyn; vice-presi-

dent. Morris W. Mead, Pittsburg; secretary. L.

Lemon, Baltimore; treasurer. Adam Bosch, New-
ark, N. J.; executive committee. John P. Barrett of

Chicago. S. L. Wheeler of Springfield. Mass.. J. F.

Zeluff of Paterson. N. J., W. Y. Ellett of Elmira,
N. Y., and W. C. Smith of New Haven. Conn. A
constitution and a set of by-laws for the associa-
tion were adopted. After the organization was
formed a pleasant social session was held at Rocka-

tion to special lines. A meeting of the executive.
committee was called in Boston in February, 1899.
and after due consideration and by the advice of

such well-known gentlemen as Captain William
Brophy of Boston. Mr. Mead of Pittsburg, Com-
missioner of Wires Thomas F. Flood of Boston
and Mr. Mason of Brooklyn, it was decided to

change the name to that of the National Association
of Municipal Electricians. This move on the part
of the executive committee has proven to be a wise
one. as it has thrown the door open to all electrical

people employed by municipalities.

During the last year the association has largely
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increased in membership, both active and associate,

and at the present time it is represented in over
150 of the principal cities in the United States.

Mr. Aydon, the present president of the as-

sociation, was elected at the Elmira meeting, and
has, by continual effort and an almost uninter-

rupted flood of communications to electrical people
throughout the United States and Canada, suc-

ceeded in getting many deeply interested who were
lukewarm up to the time of his administration.

The active members of the association consist of
superintendents of fire and police telegraph sys-

tems of the municipalities and towns of America
and other persons having charge of, or connected
with, municipal electrical departments. Associate
members may consist of manufacturers of and deal-

ers in appliances relating to the interests of the as-

sociation. Associate members are not entitled to

vote or hold ofifice. It is stated in the constitution

that the object of the association shall be the ac-
quisition of experimental, statistical and scientific

knowledge relating to the construction, equipment
and operation of fire and police telegraph, light.

heat and power systems, and the diffusion of this

knowledge among the members of the association,

with the view of improving the service and reduc-
ing its cost; and also, according to the fundamental
Irw of the society, the establishment and maintenance
of a spirit of fraternity among the members of the
association.

Officers.

The present officers of the National Association
'jf Municipal Electricians are:

President—Jonathan W. Aydon, Wilmington,
Del.

Vice-president—G. F. Macdonald, Ottawa, Ont.
Treasurer—Adam Bosch, Newark, N. J.

Secretary—H. F. Blackwell, New York city.

Financial secretary—Bert McAllister, Bradford,
Pa.

Executive committee—W. Y. Ellett, Elmira,
N. Y.; William Brophy. Boston, Miass.; M. W.
Mead. Pittsburg, Pa.; W. H. Thompson, Richmond,
Va.; F. C. Mason, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Portraits and brief biographical sketches of nearly
all the officers are given: ^

Jonathari W. Aydon, president of the associa-
tion, was born in Wilmington. Del., December 22,

1850. He has been in the employment of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad company for 30 years, having
been appointed at the age of 19 years train dis-

patcher on the main line between Philadelphia and
Washington. Mr. Aydon is also the superintendent
of the fire and police telegraph system in Wilming-
ton, and has filled the position for several years and
brought the service to a high efficiency. Mr. Aydon
is well knowm throughout the United States ,and
Canada and is particularly popular with the mem-
bers of the association he represents. At the an-
nual convention of the association in Elmira last

year, when he was elected president, it was through
his efforts that the association adjourned to hold its

next meeting at Wilmington, Del. Since that time
he has devoted much time to increase the member-
ship of the association and broaden its scope of

work, and in this he has been remarkably successful.

George F. Macdonald, a Canadian, fills the
office of vice-president, and this fact shows the
friendly international scope of the association. Mr,
Macdonald is the city electrician of Ottawa, Ont.,
to which position he was appointed in 1874. He
was born in Canada and entered the service of the
Montreal Telegraph company in 1863. In 1874 he
built the fire-alarm system of Ottawa, of which he
has since been in charge. Mr. Macdonald is also
secretary of the Fire and Lighting committee of

Ottawa. He is down for a paper on the develop-
ment of fire and police telegraphs in Canada, to be
read at next week's meeting.

Adam Bosch is a graduate of Cooper Union,
New York, having taken the five years' scientific

course and receiving the Cooper Union medal. He
has been for many years a member of the Arrj^rican

Institute of Electrical Engineers and has held the
position of superintendent of the Newark (N. J.)
fire-alarm telegraph continuously since 1876. Mr.
Bosch is treasurer of the association.

Will Y. Ellett, ex-president of the association

and chairman of the executive committee, is a

prominent figure in the councils of the organization.

He was born in Elmira, N. Y., on July 12, 1852, and
took up the study of electricity in 1879, when his

native city introduced the Gamewell system of fire-

alarm telegraph. Mr. Ellett was made superin-

tendent and still holds the position. He is much
interested in municipal electrical problems, which
he has made a constant study, and is a popular
member of the association.

. William Brophy is one of the best-known elec-

trical men in the United States, and his efforts have
ever been directed toward a higher standard of elec-

trical construction. He is distinguished by sound
common-sense in his intercourse w-ith his fellows

and has done much to bring about the present under-
standing between the electrical and insurance inter-

ests of the country. He is an American of Irish

birth, having been brought to this country at the

tender age of five years. Much of Mr. Brophy's
life was spent in Worcester, Mass. From 1871 to

1886 he occupied the position of superintendent of

the fire-alarm telegraph of that city. About 1884

the construction of the plant of the Worcester Elec-
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iric Light company was dcciJcd upuii. Electric

lighting at tlial time was really "in its infancy," and

was regarded with fear. Mr. Brophy was given

charge of the constrnction of this plant, the mayor

holding him personally responsible. He was so

successftil that he attracted the attention of insur-

ance men, who had been at a loss as to the best

way of handling the new electrical development.

Mr. Brophy became the general inspector for the

New England Insurance Exchange, which had

formed an electrical committee, and by hard, in-

telligent work he did a great deal to reduce the

hazard of electrical fires. He appeared at conven-

tions of electrical men, of firemen and of insurance

men, and was instrumental in bringing about the

intelligent co-operation of the present day.

In 1890 Mr. Brophy entered the service of the

Electric Mutual Insurance coiripany, organized for

the purpose of insuring electric-light and power
plants and to encourage a better class of electrical

construction. When that company retired from
business in 1892 he became connected with the Cot-

ton and Woolen Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance

company, which, in connection with other manu-
facturers' mutual companies, took up the work for

which the Electric Mutual Insurance company
was organized. Owing to ill-health Mr. Brophy
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ihc city. Under him was iiUr'jdui.x-d ihe police tele-

phone system of Ucpartmeni ui I'ubh'c Safety. In
. 1.SS7 the new charter was pas^cd in Pittsburg, estab-

lishing ;i bin-cau of electricity, aiitl Mr. Mead was
made the superintendent. 'I his bureau combines
all the electrical interests of I'iitsburg, including
the control of the electric railroiuU, safety arrange-
ments for electrical propulsion, inspection of a:l

electric power, heat and light wires in all the build-

ings of the city, etc. Mr. Meafl is on the electrical

committee of the International Fire Chiefs' associa-

tion, is a member of the national committee for

standardizing wires for electric-light wiring, a mem-
ber of the Old-time Telegraphers' association and
a member of the National Electric Light associa-

tion. He has a wide acquaintance among electrical

nun.
Williain H. Thompson is the superintendent of

the fire-alarm and police telegraph of Richmond,
Va., having held the position since 1884. He was
born at Lynchburg, Va., in 1858. and was educated
at Baltimore. He has much natural mechanical
ability and has devised many of the appliances used
in his department. He keeps well up to date with
electrical advancement, and his services are highly
valued in Richmond. Physically, Mr. Thompson is

one of the .'smallest men in the association, but he

\V. H. Thompson. William Bropliy. W. V. EHett.

M. W. Mead. Frank C. Mason.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS.—EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

was obliged to give up active work in 1S94, but

after a few months' rest he accepted the position of

chief electrician of the Wire Department of the city

of Boston, which position he now holds. The de-

partment was created by an act of the Legislature, in

1S94, for the purpose of removing the overhead
wires in the business portion of the city and super-

vising all classes of electrical construction.

Morris W. Mead, superintendent of the Bureau
of Electricity in Pittsburg, was born at Underbill.

Vt., October 28. 1854. He attended the public

schools of Pittsburg, to which city his parents re-

moved when he was a boy, graduating from the

'Pittsburg High School in 1873. In 1877 he took the

position of head salesman in the establishment of J.

R. & A. Murdock. After a short period he entered

the city fire-alarm office as an operator, being pro-

moted in. a year's time to position of chief oper.itor.

Two years later he was appointed superintendent of

the fire-alarm telegraph, in those days a compara-
tively small mstitution. During his first year of serv-

ice a vacancy occurred and he was made secretary of

the Fire Commission, holding for two years the com-
bined positions of secretary of the Fire Commission
and superintendent of the fire-alarm telegraph. So
many electrical improvements and additions were
made in the department of which he was super-

intendent that another secretary was elected; and
Mr. Mead after that was able to give his entire time

to the superintendence of the electrical system of

has plenty of energy and vivacity and is one of the

popular members.
Frank C. Mason, the first president of the as-

sociation, may be styled the father of the organiza-
tion. He issued the invitations for the first gather-

ing and has taken great interest in it ever since.

To him, more than to any other man, is due its

present success. He is very well known to elec-

trical men all over the country. He is superin-

tendent of the police telegraphs ot Brooklyn and has

l:ieen interested in electrical matters since 1872,

when he started in in Utica, N. Y., with the old

Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph company. He
gained wide experience with various telegraph and
telephone companies, until 1884, when, after pass-

ing, a severe competitive examination, he was ap-

pointed superintendent of the police-telegraph de-

partment of Brooklyn. Mr. Mason is alert and
progressive and has developed the service in his

department until it has come to be regfarded as

one of the best in the country. In i805 Mr. Mason
spent several months abroad, investigating the

working of the police departments of London and
Paris.

Wilmington Exhibition.

An electrical exhibition has been arranged to be

held during the Wilmington convention. This ex-

hibition will open on the evening of September 4th

at 7:30 p. m., and continue for the entire week.

closing at 7:30 p. m. on Saturday evening. Pylc's

Bicycle Academy, the largest budding in the state

of Delaware, has been secured for this exhibition.
The list of exhibitors includes Roebling's Sons com-
pany, Standard Underground Cable company, Oko-
nite company, Shelby Electric company, GamcwtU
Fire-alarm Telegraph company, Montauk Multi-
phase Cable company. Postal and Western Union
Telegraph companies, American Telegraph and
Telephone company. Safety Insulated Wire and
Cable company, Day's Kcrite, Rolfe Electric com-
pany, Monarch Fire Appliance company ^mkI other
equally well known concerns.

Jamaica Water Power Utilized for Elec-
tric Railway.

The license for a system of electric trolley lines

in Kingston, in the island of Jamaica, was granted
to the VV'est India Electric company on March 10,

1898. The company started construction on May
2d, beginning with the erection of poles to carry
the trolley wires. On June 23d track-laying was
commenced on the Constant Spring line. It was
the original intention of the promoters to work the
line by electrical power generated by steam. But
it was suggested that possibly water power could
be used, and engineers were assigned to inquire
into the feasibility of the project. After investiga-
tion, it was decided to recommend the use of the
waters of the Rio Cobre for the developpient of the
necessary power.
The question of obtaining this power was by no

means a simple one. Ordinarily a dam is built

with a short head race, with the power house situ-

ated close to the dam. But in the valley of the
Rio Cobre, though there is a succession of rapids,
there is no place where a dam of this character
cculd be built without raising the water to such a
height as would flood cultivated land and render
the highways impassible. To overcome this a
scheme was evolved by which the available fall of

the river was utilized without in any way inter-

fering with private or public property.
A dam was built across the river immediately op-

posite the mouth of the long tunnel on the railway
near Bog Walk station. It is only nine feet high, -

but it can, if necessary, be raised three feet higher
by the placing of flash boards between steel posts
built in the concrete dam for the purpose. On the
left bank ot the river, at the dam, a "skimming
basin" has been formed, into which the waters of
the river pour, entering thence into a steel conduit
on their way to the power house.
This steel conduit, or pipe, forms the head race

for the power house. It is 6,200 feet long, the dis-

tance of the power house from the dam. It is 10
feet in diameter at the dam and its entrance is pro-
tected by a double screen, which effectually pre-
vents the entrance of weeds and debris with the
v,ater. It is entirely built of steel, ar/l for the
greater part of its length is embedded in rock or
compact earth, well protected from the river floods.

At places it is supported on concrete piers. It is

believed to be the largest pipe in the world, weigh-
ing 1.742,874 pounds, and the steel plates are held to-

gether by 259,102 rivets. The pipe arrived in Ja-
maica in the shape of curved plates, was transferred

to Bog Walk by railway and taken to the site

by teams. The plates were assembled, placed in

position, ertcted and riveted entirely by native

workmen, under the supervision of Mr. Peppard. a
man of experience in this line of work. The native

workmen learned the work as quickly and did it

as satisfactorily as any workmen he had ever handled
on similar construction in any countiy.

The capacity of the pipe is 2,205 gallons of water
;l second. This flows through two pairs of twin
horizontal turbine wheels, each pair being enclosed
in steel casings. After passing through the wheels
the water tiows into the tail race through the draught
tubes. The turbine wheels work oni horizontal
shafts at a speed of 400 revolutions a niinute. These
shafts are coupled direct to the electric generators.
At present there are two generators, each of which
is capable of developing 500 hcrse power. There
are also two smaller water-wheels, each developing
25 horse power, which are used to drive the direct-

current exciters. The generators are of the latest

type, and were built by the General Electric com-
pany. These generators are three-phase alternators

and develop current at about 500 volts.

The power house is built entirely of steel and
concrete, with foundations carried 15 feet below the

bottom of the river to a bed of solid rock. The
building is only 70 feet long and ^^^ feet wide. The
floor of the building is about eight feet above the
highest recorded level of the river at the spot.

The electric power is transmitted from Bog Walk
to Kingston, a distance of 32 miles, on steel poles
and three copper wires. The electromotive force

on the transmission wires is 14,000 volts, and at the
transformer station on Orange street, Kingston, the
current passes through a set of transformers, enter-

ing at the high pressure of the transmission line

and leaving them at about 350 volts. The energy
is then transformed to the form of direct current in

rotary converters and passes to the feeder cables, and
thence to the cars and motors.

It is expected that construction work will soon be
begun on the new electric railway in New Jersey that

is to connect Caldwell with Lake Hopatcong.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, Italy, May 20th to October zSth. (The date of the festival

of the centenary of Volta at Como is fixed for September iSth.)

National Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington,
Del., September 5th and 6th.

New York State Street Railway association, Ithaca, September
12th and 15th.

Old-lime Telegraphers' association and United States Military
Telegraph Corps, Copley Square Hotel, Boston, September istb
to 14th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manntactures for Ex-
port. September lith to November 30th. (Under the anspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the i'ran.klin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeulic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C September 19th to 21st,

International Eshibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September,

Pennsylvania Street Railway association. Stevens House, Lan -

caster. Pa., October 4th and ^ih.

American Street Railway association, TattersalPs, Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.
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An attractive small central-station plant at Ed-

wardsville, in this state, is described in this issue.

It is said to be fireproof, and it is e\ndent that it is

well designed and well constructed. It is certainly

a credit to a town of 4,000 inhabitants, and few

villages of that size can show such a complete and

well-appointed plant.

Next v.'eek*s convention of the National Associa-

tion of Municipal Electricians at Wilmington. Del.,

promises to be a x^vy successful one. A programme
judiciousl}- combining features of instruction and

entertainment has been prepared, and there is no
doubt that all who attend will be benefited. The
association has shown a rapid and healthy gro^1;h

in the few years of its existence; and that it is

of real value to its members cannot be doubted.

In decorating trolley cars with flags and bunting

or other inflammable material, care should be ex-

ercised that these embellishments be disposed in

such manner that sparks from the trolley, in jump-

ing contact at crossovers and other points, w'ill

not be likely to fall among the filmy stuffs and

cause a fire. Fires of this character have frequently

occurred, and w^hile they are usually- subdued with

little damage by prompt effort, they are always

alarming to passengers and sometimes result in

serious injurj' to the car-body. Usually it is open

cars that are thus decorated, and it is not difficult

to arrange the flags and bunting inside and at the

sides of the car, and not on the roof. If the decora-

tion is for a night ride, lines and designs of incan-

descent lamps, either in clear glass or colors, make
the most effective display-, at the expense, of course,

of the added consumption of current.

Many electric-railway companies have still to

learn that the happ3'-go-luck3-, steal-a-switch-when-

you-can plan of operating trains or cars has had its

day, and that with the extension of electric rail-

wa3^s some rational method of train dispatching,

especially on long, single-track lines, must be

adopted. Two accidents, due to lack of intelligent

co-operation of train crews, were reported as hap-

pening on electric railways last week. One was a

head-on collision in Plymouth township, near Phila-

delphia, and several passengers were bidly hurt.

The railway is a single-track road, with turnouts.

The passengers of the southbound car asserted that

the motorman failed to wait at the switch for the

arrival of the car going north, and the accident

resulted.

The other accident was near High Bridge, on the

road leading from Paterson, N. J., to Little Falls.

The trouble here also was caused by the motor-

man losing to steal a switch. Several passengers

were badlj- shaken up and thrown over the seats.

One lady sustained the fracture of tw-o ribs. The
fenders were torn off and the cars were badh* dam-
aged.

^f course, it will be said that the motorman ex-

ceeded the general instructions of the road in each

case. But if the cars were operated on separate

train orders, which could be easilj' and inexpen-

sively delivered at telephone stations along the line,

it is reasonably certain that the accidents never

would have happened.

It is highly gratifying to observe that American

manufacturers are becoming more familiar with the

requirements of foreign markets, as a result of the

valuable information extensivel3- disseminated by

the reports of our consular officers and the intel-

ligent labors of various commercial bodies; 3-et

there is much to be learned b}'^ the majoriti' of

those who desire to obtain a market abroad for

their productions.

A new epoch has opened in the world^'s commerce
—the seller must seek the buyer, must minister to

his wants and produce what he desires. This is

the inflexible law of the future of international

trade. No manufacturer will hereafter find a mar-

ket for his goods if he waits for the buyer to come
and solicit his favor. If the American people ex-

pect to figure largelj' in the markets of the world,

the\' must send men equipped in each particular

branch of industry to studj- the conditions of con-

sumption in everj'" countr\\ The commercial trav-

eler is the most important element in the extension

of our foreign trade: but to be effective, he must be

a man who knows the language of the countr\- to
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which he is sent, who is thoroughly familiar with

the economics of the manufacture 01 the product

he represents, and he must remain long enough

to comprehend the business conditions of the peo-

ple whose trade he desires to secure before his opin-

ions can be safeh' accepted as correct.

The large increase in the exportation of electrical

machinery-, telegraph and telephone instruments and

material and other electrical apparatus during the

last year or so is a strong testimonj^ to the demand
for American work, and it seems that all that is

needed to multiply this trade many times is an in-

telligent study of the conditions that obtain in the

various markets of the world.

Alas, that in ad\^ancing the sacred causes of

science and humanity, which • assuredly the new
liquid-air companies are doing in making five horse

power exist- where onlj- two were before, our latter-

day philanthropists should disagree! Banded to-

gether in the noble work of doing the public good

—

associated, we should saj', in the grand undertaking

of doing good to the public—it is deplorable that

dissensions should arise, e^'en among the truly

benevolent. But such is the frailtj- of poor human-
it>- that the case is even as hinted. The disagree-

ment is about patents, and the statements that follow

are taken from advertisements.

"No patent exists which confers upon anj- per-

son or company a monopoly- of the manufacture

of liquid air," says one company.

"The exclusive control of the inventions of [nam-

ing the inventors] for the economical production

of liquid air and the practical application of liquid

air as power give this company' an absolute monop-
oly of the best methods of using liquid air; and it

will protect its rights in and under these inventions

and patents to the fullest extent," stoutlj' asserts

another.

It v.-ill be obser\-ed that these statements, while

somewhat at variance, are not directh- contradic-

torj-. It ma3'^ be true, and probabl3' is, that no com-
pan3- has a monopoh' of the manufacture of liquid

air; still, one compan3- ma3^ have a monopol3'' of

one certain method, which it considers the best. It

is evidentl3'" a question of methods, and the painful

fact is that each compan3- seems to care less for the

general advancement of the race by the use of liquid

air than it does for the prevalence of its individual

method. It is as though the whole exploitation

was a mere mone3--making expedient—not an im-

provement of industrial processes, but a simple

stock-selling scheme. Alack, that such things be!

An interesting feature of the National Export

Exposition to be opened in Philadelphia this month
is the arrangement for lighting the building and

grounds. The plan is to afford an opportunit3- for

a comparative display and stud3- of three illuminat-

ing agents and five distinct S3'Stems of lighting.

These S3'stems are based on the use of electricit5',

gas and kerosene oil, and in each case the idea

will be to emploj'' the latest improvements and ap-

pliances for the production of the highest measure

and best qualit3- of light. Along the South street

front, the eastern boundarv' and the Vintage avenue

boundar3- of the exposition grounds, and in the open

space between the Implement, Vehicle and Furni-

ture building and the Transportation building, the

incandescent naphtha S3'5tem will be used Powerful

Welsbach gas lamps especial^' designed for out-

door illumination will light the Esplanade from the

main entrance of the grounds to the Main building,

the lobb}' of which will be illuminated b3' Welsbach
burners. On the first floor Welsbach lights .w'ill be

used, while an incandescent electric s\"stem will

illuminate the second floor. The exhibition arcades

will be lighted b>' electric arc lamps. In the great

auditorium, which will be lighted by incandescent

electric lamps, late designs in fixtures and chande-

liers will be showTi. The Kitson Ifght will illumi-

nate the entire central pavilion; the south pa-

vilion will be lighted bj- Welsbach burners, and

the immense main exposition hall b3- both arc and

incandescent electric lamps.

While a mixed lighting scheme of this character

must detract from anj- artistic or decorative effect

of the illumination as a whole, its utilit3' for ex-

hibition purposes is at once apparent, and the ac-

tual effect of the comparison will be awaited with

interest.
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Nature and Cause of Coherer Phenom-
ena.

In a note presented to the Academy of Sciences,

according to I'Electricien, M. Tommasina says that

systematically conducted experiments having for

their end the elucidation of the phenomena of the

conductability changes in metallic dusts and in gen-

oral of powders of all conducting bodies under

the action of currents induced by electrical waves

permit hini to establish the following conclusions:

1. The augmentation of the electrical conductivity

of metallic dusts is in consequence of the formation

of chains rendered conductors by the contacts be-

tween particle and particle.

2. The formation of these chains results from

the orientation of the particles following the lines

of force of the electric field formed by the difference

of potential between the two electrodes.

3. The adherence of the particles is a result of the

heating of the minute contacts produced by the

passage of a scries of very minute sparks.

These conclusions may reasonably be deduced

from the author's precedmg notes, he thinks, but he

has even more solid foundation, based on more re-

cent evidence, which he proceeds to mention.

"Instantaneous Formation of Vertical Chains

without Previous Contact between the Electrodes

and the Filings.—These little chains, which I will

speak of as ot auto-formation, are less readily pro-

duced in the air than in dielectric liquids. In the

air it is necessary to prevent heavy disruptive dis-

charges, from the apparatus with which I experi-

mented, to the induced current of a large Rhumkorff
coil capable of giving sparks 35 centimeters in

length. The resistance used consisted of a hori-

zontal wooden shelf, upon which I placed the fil-

ings, the electrodes being some distance asunder.

Now operating the coil by hand, at each discharge

the chain formed immediately and stretched to the

electrode nearest it.
"^

"In distilled water I have succeeded in producing
these 'chainettes' more than 0.20 of a meter in length,

when allowing the interrupter to act on the coil.

In this case the formation is not instantaneous, but

the chain was less than a second in making con-

tact Avith the upper electrode. If I diminished the

current and permitted the electrodes to remain at

the same distance, I could see a number of chain-

ettes rise vertically, as of one accord, and strive by
rapid jerks to reach the electrode. Now, gradually

increasing the current, one of these chains would
eventually reach the electrode and adhere to it.

The immediate effect of this is to cause all the rest

of the chains to fall in fragments, and to quiet all

movement in the particles. The perfect chaiii,

now a conductor, is not readily broken as long as

the current is permitted to flow, but upon discon-

necting the circuit, a light shock suffices to destroy

the chain.

"Having placed a small quantity of metallic dust

in the bottom of a V-shaped glass tube filled with

distilled water, and separated the electrode terminals

0.15 of a meter, in the tAvo branches of the tube, I

observed the same phenomena, but doubled; that

is, the chains were formed in each branch. The
electrodes being raised from the water so that the

sparks were visible at the surface, the chainettes

were formed as before, and each stretched to nearly

the point where the sparks entered the water.

"In the dark one may see little sparks in line,

forming true luminous chains, of which the length

depends on the current intensity. At the summit
of these chainettes a sort of escaping brush light

may be seen which produces a lively movement in

the dust, but when the chain finally makes contact

with the electrodes all movement and all sparking

cease.

"Phantoms or Specters of Electric Lines of

Force by Chains of Filings in Distilled Water.—
The production of chains between two disruptive

discharges induced me to believe that I might cause

the metallic powders to show the lines of force.

In a large, flat recipient I placed a layer of silver

filings, which I covered with three or four milli-

meters only of distilled water. Two aluminum
wires, enclosed in glass tubes, were placed obliquely,

and separated at their upper extremities to prevent

short-circuit escape, while the terminals in the

water were bent in such a manner as to stand

vertically in the water, while touching the bottom
of the dish.

"V/ith a current less intense than that used in the

preceding experiments, I saw little chains form sud-

denly, radiating from the two aluminum electrodes,

and form precisely similar curves to those formed
by iron filings between magnetic poles. But as

soon as the slightest perfect metallic connection

was formed between the electrodes the movement
ceased, and I was obliged, in order to get a perfect

representation of the lines of force, to break the

chain frequently, when the forrhation was immedi-
ately renewed. By aspirating the water as far as

possible and evaporating the rest, I was able to

preserve the electric phantom thus obtained.

"During this experiment, performed in the dark,

after increasing the current and jarring of the ves-

sel, minute sparks indicated the lines of force.

"These experiments are conclusive to me that

the phenomena seen in the much more limited field

of the coherer are identical with what is shown
here."

The Electrical Trade of the West.
In a recent interview Mr. Ellicott, the city elec-

trician of Chicago, told a reporter of the gratifying
volume of electrical business in the West. "The
General Electric company is about seven months
behind in its filling of orders," said he. "The West-
ern Electric company is between 10 months and
a year behind. Both concerns are crowded with
orders, and have all that they can do to keep up
with the procession, and the same may be said
of other manufacturing companies. So great is the
demand for copper wire that it will not be delivered
in over lo-mile lots at the present time. The city
has been after 400 miles of wire for some time past,
and so far has only been able to secure 150 miles of
the quantity needed.
"The home electrical trade of Chicago is enor-

mous, and is being augmented to an extraordinary
degr(?e by the demands from the countrj'. Where
at one time New York was called on for electrical
supplies, the demand is now made upon Chicago.
There is very little of the western business that
gets by this city. How long this extraordinary ac-
tivity will continue it is hard to say, but I imagine
that by next year things will get down to a normal
level. When the new business started in nearly
all of the supply companies found their manufac-
turing facilities too small for the demand. Addi-
tions have been made, and are being made, and by
1900 will be up to the needs of the trade. There
will be no tendency then to overdo business. Prices
in all kinds of electrical supplies are stifj and likely
to remain so for some time."

Electric-railway Plans of the Pennsyl-
vania Company.

The passenger and freight traffic on the Pennsyl-
vania railroad has increased to such an extent that

the carrying capacity of the road is taxed to the
utmost. To relieve this heavy traffic, and perhaps
to do away entirely with some of the suburban
trains, the company has decided to build and con-
trol electric-railway systems in some of the more
densely populated districts of New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. Already negotiations are pending
which will-unite all the trolley lines in the northern
and eastern section of New Jersey, and the capi-

talists who are negotiating this deal are said to be
planning for a 33-mile road in Pennsylvania from
Philadelphia to South Trenton. As the electric

lines can be operated at less expense than the steam
roads, cheaper fares will be charged, and it is ex-
pected that the bulk of the local traffic will be
diverted from the steam routes. Facilities for the

transportation of freight will be added as the busi-

ness increases. When the plan is carried into ex-
ecution fewer local or short trains will be run on
the steam roads, but more through express trains

will be added to accommodate the increasing de-

mands of through passenger traffic. The company
has already in successful operation several electric

lines and is said to be securing franchises and rights-

of-way to parallel its route from Philadelphia to

Washington with a trolley line.

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science.

The forty-eighth meeting of the American Asso-
ciation, for the Advancement of Science was held
in Columbus, O., last week. Several affiliated so-

cieties also held their meetings at the same time
or previous to the meeting of the association, which
extended from August 21st to 25th. Professor F.

W. Putnam of Cambridge, the retiring president,

called the" meeting to order and introduced the.

president-elect. Professor Edward Orton of Colum-
bus. The scientists were welcomed by representa-
tives of the governor, of the city and of the Ohio
State University, which is located at Columbus, and
on whose grounds the meetings were held. A
number of very interesting and instructive papers
were read, among which were several of an elec-

trical character, delivered in the sections of physics
and engineering. A notable paper was by R. A.
Fessenden, on the nature of electricity and magnet-
ism and a determination of the tensity and elasticity

of the ether, presenting several conclusions which
are new to physicists and are regarded as an advance
toward the solution of some abstruse problems.
The next meeting of the association will be held in

New York, June 25-30, 1900.

Aeronant Alights on a Trolley Car.

John Loomis, an aeronaut, made a balloon ascen-

sion from Sans Souci Park on the South Side of

Chicago, on August 27th, and after shooting upward
to a height of about 2,000 feet, dropped in a para-

chute. In endeavoring to avoid a housetop as a land-

ing place, he came directly down upon the top of a

crowded trolley car on Sixty-first street, between
Wabash and iVIichigan avenues. His parachute

fell over the open side of the car and entangled half

a dozen passengers who had leaped from their seats,

and a panic ensued, the ropes being mistaken for

broken trolley wires. One lady was injured, though
not seriously. Loomis struck the right side of his

face against the trolley wire and received a painful

burn. He said afterward that in 10 years he had
made 250 ascensions, but never found one as excit-

ing as this.

Bids for Chicago Drainage Canal Power-
The trusteees of tlic Chicago drainage canal at

a recent meeting received and referred to the engi-
neering committee two bids for the development
of the water power which will be created at Lock-
port and Joliet by the completion of the canal. One
of the bids was from Clarence Buckingham, one
of the directors of the Chicago Union Traction
company, and the other from the Economy Heat
and Power company of Joliet, of which John Nor-
ton is president. The Norton bid was $4 a horse
power a year for a 75 or 99-year franchise, while
that of Mr. Buckingham was $5 a horse power a
year for a 50-year franchise. It is estimated that
the water power developed will be 20,000 horse
power, which would make the total annual payments
at the terms of the bids $80,000 and $100,000 re-
spectively. The Norton company also agreed to
furnish power for electric lighting to the city of
Chicago at Robey street at $25 a horse power per
annum.
At the same time the trustees adopted a resolution

instructing the engineering committee to put into
any contract which may be drawn a clause allowing
the tritstees, or the city of Chicago, under their
authority, to take over at the end of any period
of 10 years in the life of the contract any plant
which may be erected for the development of the
pOAver, on the payment of proper compensation.
It was taken for granted in the debate over this
resolution that its passage would mean the practical
rejection of any or all bids so far received.

Soott-Janney Electric Company.
The stockholders of the new Scott-Janney Elec-

tric company held a meeting at Philadelphia re-
cently and elected the following-named gentlemen
as directors: Robert Alexander, Philadelphia; Will-
iam B. Hill, New York; Edward A. Abbott, Con-
cord, N. H.; J. F. Tapley, New York; Frank Le-
Bar, Providence Life and Trust company, Phila-
delphia; Henry A. Sage. Ogdensburg, N. Y.; Gor-
don J. Scott, Philadelphia; General Frank Reeder,
Easton, Pa.; J. B. Dill, New York; W. W. Wolver-
ton, treasurer of the Bell Telephone company. New
"iork; Charles W. Drake, former vice-president of
the Missouri Pacific Railway company. New York;
Allen D. Loney, New York; T. Quincy Brown,
president of the Atlantic National Banle of Boston;
Daniel O'Day, Charles Watson. C. W. Ogden of
New York; Frank R. Hansell, George H. B. Mar-'
tin. New Jersey; William S. Janney, R. F. Loper and
Charles W. Walter of Philadelphia. The Scott-
Janney company was recently incorporated at Tren-
ton, N. J., with a capital of $30,000,000, and is said
to have been organized to compete with the Gen-
eral Electric company and, the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company. It is stated that
a large plant will be built in Philadelphia at once.

BOOK NOTES.
D. C. Jackson, professor of electrical engineering

in the University of Wisconsin, and J. P. Jackson,
professor of electrical engineering in the Stale Col-
lege, Pennsylvania, are the authors of a book on
"Elementary Electricity and Magnetism," intended
as a manual for artisans and apprentices and as
a textbook for manual-training schools and high
schools. The volume is about to be published by
the Macmillan company of New York. It is said

that the bock will deal with the subject in a less

didactic manner than usual, but will contain a
very large number of numerical examples, which
are worked out in the text, and also many problems
for the reader to work out.

Readers of the Western Electrician will be much
interested in the announcement of the MacmiUan
company of New York that Mr. B. J. Arnold's work
on "Design and Construction of Electric Power
Plants" will be published this fall. Eleven lectures

delivered before the Department of Electrical and
Steam Engineering of the University of Nebraska
in March, 1897, are the original groundw^ork on
which this book is built. Mr. Arnold was formerly
a student at Lincoln, and his course of lectures
was highly appreciated by the faculty, undergradu-
ates and visiting engineers. By courtesy of the au-
thor an arrangement was made to publish in the
Western Electrician a series of articles based on
these lectures, which were somewhat abridged and
adapted for publication as the work progressed.
These articles ran in this journal from April 3
to August 14, 1897, appearing in a number of in-

stallments and enriched with 78 illustrations. Their
value, due to Mr. Arnold's ability, thoroughness and
skill, both as a student and as an engineer, was
immediately recognized, and the demand for the
numbers containing the articles was such that some
of the earlier ones were out of print before the
series was completed. Taken together, the articles

gave a clear and comprehensive view of the whole
subject of electric power-station design, one ad-
mirable feature being the fairness wnth which dif-

fering theories developed in modern practice were
set forth. Now the whole mass of material has
been recast, amended, brought down to date, and
is about to be published in book form. It is safe

to say that from the electrical engineer's point of
view this will be one of the most important
books of the year.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Privacy of Telephone Communications.

Bv H. P. Clausen.

Part I.

Designers of telephone appliances often receive

peculiar requests for information from superintend-

ents, electricians and others eniplo^ed by the op-

position telephone companies. At a rule, however,

the requests for information, sometimes unreason-

able, ore made by the business managers of operat-

ing companies, and in order to obtain their good-

will (and incidentally the patronage), the designer

is obliged to give some answer to every inquin% no

J.

FIG 1- PKiVACV OF 1E1.EFUONE COMMUNiCAllONS.

matter how absurd or impossible of solution the

problem ma}' appear.

A fruitful source of inquiries, which, at first

thought, might appear to belong to the unreason-

able class, relates to the methods for detectnig and

circumventing the baneful operations of the tele-

phone eavesdropper. Believing that a general dis-

cussion of the methods employed by eavesdropper:^

and means for detecting their presence "on a wire"

may be of interest, it not even of some value, to

his' readers, the writer has prepared a series of ar-

ticles on the subject. The series wdll be illustrated

by simple though entirely practicable diagrams,

tliat may be read at a glance, even by the most in-

experienced telephonist.

Referring to Fig. i, we have before us the well-

known earth-return telephone circuit, comprising

the subscribers" equipment (A) and (B), the line wire

(L) and earth circuit from (E) to (.E^- The opera-

tion of this system requires no further consideration

other than to say that whenever an operator at (A)

desires to speak to an operator at (B), B's atten-

tion is called to the fact by A's performing some
act which vsill result in sounding an alarm at the

(B) telephone station, and, vice versa, (B) may call

(A) whenever the occasion arises. After gaining

the lequircd operators attention, the telephone

users may proceed to transact iheir business.

Now, then, referring to Fig. 2, it will be obsen-ed

that the formerly simple telephone circuit (Fig. i)

has been somewhat complicated by the addition of

a third instrument connected to the line wire (L)

at (C). In other words, another telephone station

has been established, and any communication y^ass-

ing between the (A) and (B) subscribers will be

heard by the secret listener, located at (C).

It might be argued that any unauthorized tapping

of the main line would not long remain undiscov-

ered, and that a systematic inspection of the line

would effectually prevent any branch circuit from
remaining undisturbed beyond the periods of such

inspections. However true this may be with the

clum£\'' operations of a novice, it is not applicable

to the mechanisms of an expert, who expects to

reap a rich harvest by learning all that passes over

the >\nre between the abo^e stations. Take, for

example, the cutting in of an intermediate station,

as shown by Fig. 2, it is hardly imaginable that

any prospective eavesdropper other than the most
clumsy novice would think of tapping the line wire in

such a manner as to reveal the point at which the

branch line was attached. As a rule, the connection

is made by a wire of a small diameter. If the main
line passes through trees, the latter offer a good
support from which the branch line can be con-

nected to the main. On the other hand, the branch
wire may be buried in a trench, then pass up the

side of a pole, and connect to the line wire near

A pole-to-pole inspection of everj' insulator sup-
port of the line was made without the slight-

est indication of a permanent tap being d;scDv^red.

These inspections were repeated with the same re-

sult. This left no other theor.v, aside from the as-

sumption that a temporary tap was being made bj^

someone from the roadside. This theory was ac-

cepted as final when an electrician found that the

line tested open when sending generator current

out over the line, while the other terminal instru-

ment was left disconnected.
About this time the writer's attention was drawn

to the case, and at his suggestion, both ends of the

circuit were arranged with an ordinary 20-ohm
detecting galvanometer and five cells of dry batterj-.

As sho\vn by Fig. 3, the telephones, galvanome-
ters and batteries were connected in series.

Normally, hcjwever, and with a clear line, the g^al-

vanometers should remain in a neutral position by
reason of the batteries (B) and (B') being opposed
to each other's electromotive force (like poles to

earth). After the connections that are shown had
been made, it was found that the galvanometer in-

dicating needle assumed an almost imperceptible

leaning position toward the right. This indicated

a slight ground on the line somewhere beuveen the
end stations, which, of course, allowed the (B) and
(B') batteries to act upon the (G) and (G^j gal-

vanometers. This condition continued unchanged for

several da3-s after, until one evening, during a con-
versation, both speakers were surprised to see the

galvanometer indicating needle exhibit a remark-
able degree of activity, swinging to and fro, and
and finally settling down to a leaning position, far

to the right of its normal position. Thi= was just

the signal that had been looked for, and, in obedi-
ence to instructions, the conversation was con-
chided. Some minutes after the receivers had been

but the tie-wire stuck fast to the insulator (which
was mounted on a side bracket), and then the mys-
tery' was as clear as day. The pony glass insulator

had a hole bored through from the groo^ e down-
ward and into its inner surface. A £iece of broom
wire, wrapped around the tie-wire, passed through
the insulator, then through a hole in the bracket
and through an almost imperceptible hole in the

pole to a point under the lightning-guard wire. A
staple driven over the joint completed the connec-
tion, and it certainly made a pretty piece of work.
the ingenuity of which was deserving of a better
cause.

Central Union Sub3crib3rs Rebal In

Rock Island,
To say that the citizens of Rock Island and Mo-

line, 111., are thoroughl}- disgusted with the service

of the Central Union company seems to be putting
ic mildly. For some time an agitation for better

telephone service has been in pi ogress, and very
recently a committee of the Rock Island Club—
an organization of business men—made a report
on the subject. Here' are some extracts from that
report;

The telephone service that his been furnished in the past has
been so inefficient and wretched that equity would demgnd that
a rebate of one-half or one quarter rentals should be claimed by
all subscribers of last and present quaner.
We believe that a greater portion of the troubles esperienced

in the past are directly traceable to the apparent desire of the
board of directors, which we believe is influenced in turn by the
extortionate demands of the Bell Telephone company, the parent
company. Their pDlicy. we believe, is to encourage strife be-
tween tbe various managers, not in furnishing ihe best service,
but in making the greatest rriurns in rentals at the lowest po'^si-

ble cost. To this policy is attributable the practice of cutting
dowQ the wages of the overworked, overstrained girls in this
office to five cents per hour and working them nine and
one-half hours. Such wages are gross'y inadequate.
Your committee is not disposed to be quieted by empty promises.

The universal experience of the public with the company in the
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replaced on their supports, the galvanometer needle

repeated its former gyrations, an*! ultimately settled

down to the originally slightly leaning state. After

a short time, however, the needle' again became
restless, but only for a few seconds, immediatelj''

settling back to normal. This phenomenon was
repeated several times, and in order to ascertain

whetlier the grcv.nd (for a ground it must be) was
due to accidental causes, a conversation was started,

during which the needle, after a few swings, was
observed to assume its tell-taie leaning position.

Thus it was established beyond a d6ubt that there

was an eavesdropper, and, furthermore, that his sta-

tion equipment consisted simpb' of a speech- receiv-

ing equipment. This probabh" was a fact, for had
the station been equipped with a signal receiver, the

intermittent "cutting in," as was shown by the gal-

vanometer, would have been unneces5ar\-.

Inasmuch, however, as the eavesdroppers iden-

tity and his instruments were never discovered, it

ovXy interests us to learn how the line was tapped.

Observing that the deflections of the galvanometer
needles were about equal in degree at both ter-

minal stations, all poles between the third and fifth

mile were subjected to a mo-st rigorous examina-

past is such that it would be vain to expect any equitable adjust-
ment far the past bad service, aiiv reasonable rate for the Ititure.

or any compeosati in for ihe employes above ihe lowest figures
that the most inefficient help can be obtained for. Your com-
mittee has no reason to expect aity change iu the company's
policy. There is but oue way. in your committee's opii.iou. \o

obtain relief, and that is in the formation of another company and
the unanimous support thereof by the subscribers.
To obtain this relief your commiiiee would advise the calling

of a subscribers' meeting, and an invitation to the business asso-
ciations of Davenport and Moline to act in harmony with the
cluo in calling similar meetings. In the latier city, we feel satis-

fied, the seniiment against tde present company is as strong as it

is here, for its City Council has'passedidenunciatcry resolutions.
Y'our committee is advised that a better service can be fur-

nished for S30 and S18 a year with a liberal margin of profit ihan
we are now receiving. All that we are paying above tnat rate is

tribute levied to enable the local company ana its parent, the
Bell company, to crush people suffering similar grievances who
have the independence to shake off the yoke.

Long-distance Lines Radiating from
Salt Lake City.

The Salt Lake (Utah) Tribune says that early

in September the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone
company expects to have a line operating from Salt

Lake to the coast. Two more wires are being
strung between Salt Lake and Ogden. The line

to Dillon, Mont., will be completed soon and thus
connection will be made with the line from the
coast now being operated to Dillon.

The same company has decided to rebuild the

telephone line from Cheyenne to Laramie. Wyo..
a distance of 50 miles, and will put in a copper cir-

cuit. The cost of the line will be nearly §10,000.

d '"' is believed that it is a link in a long-distance
line from Salt Lake to Denver and the East.
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the insulator. This method of tapping in is very

hard to locate, and cannot be discovered without

a close examination of every support in the circuit.

An instance of line tapping which, for the in-

genuity- displayed, deserves mention cam.e to the

writer's notice several years ago. Important mes-

sages sent over a private telephone line, eight miles

in length, appeared to gain publicity in a remarkably

mysterious manner. The line, an earth return, was
not paralleled by other telephone circuits within five

miles of either side, so the question of induction

did not receive any consideration. The line did not

pass through trees or near large structures, which
might ha.-e ser\-ed as a support for the tap wire.

tion, but even then it was only by the merest acci-

dent that the tap was discovered, and that at a poie

which already had passed muster and been pro-

nounced clear. On leaving this particular pole the

inspector happened to kick away some earth around
the bottom and discovered that the lightning-guard

wire was attached near the ground to a piece of

rubber-covered wire buried in the earth. The other

end of this wire w^as found to terminate near the
fence along the roadside, and connected to the

lower barbed wire, and that is as far as it ever was
traced. It remained to discover how the lightning-

guard wire was connected to the telephone line.

After loosening the tie-wire the line swung clear.

Minneapolis Druggists Dissatisfied,

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
in Minneapolis has instructed its operators in

answering calls from drug stores to ask the caller

if he is the subscriber for the telephone, and if

he replies in the negative, the connection will be re-

fused. The company claims that the amount of triv-

ial conversation by "deadheads" is seriously inter-

fering with the legitimate telephone traffic, and
takes this means of correcting it. But it angers the
druggists very much, and more than one of them
declare that the minute the Mississippi Valley com-
pany gets its exchange in. the Northwestern com-
pany- can take its instruments out cntireh" they
want nothing more to do with the old company.

The Syracuse (N. V.^ Telephone company is lay-

ing subways through East Washington street to

Bank alley and down Bank alley to the rear of the
Snow building, to connect with headquarters. The
company, it is claimed, now has i.Soo subscribers.
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National Telephone Company of Eng-
land.

The annual meeting of the National Telephone

company of England was held in London last

month. This company corresponds, on a smaller

scale, to the American Bell on this side of the

water, and is no more popular. It is proposed that

the British government operate the telephone serv-

ice as a public monopoly, and terms of payment

for the absorption of the National plant have been

discussed. The plans of the company and its re-

lation to the government are therefore of par-

ticular interest.

The president stated that the year to June 30th

had been a record year, and they had had the largest

accession of subscribers that they had ever had in

any previous year. Out of the available balance

of £178.963 they recommended the payment ot a

dividend at the rate of six per cent, per annum,

less income tax. on the first and second preference

shares; of five per cent, per annum, less income tax,

on the third preference shares, and of six per cent,

per annum, free of income tax. on the ordinary

shares. They were constantly incurring expendi-

titre on capital account, and this was a process

which must go on, as the business could not other-

wise increase. If the business was to &o on at any-

rhing like the same ratio as it had done in the

past half year—during which they had spent on

capital account over £37^.3^9 in the erection of

10.479 additional exchange and private lines, and
in the construction of underground lines—they must
have more capital. The system w^as undergoing a

gradual change, owing to new developments, but the

great and vital change which had been made was
in getting out of the air into the earth. In the last

two years the company had expended a very large

sum. indeed, in removing the wires in the air into

pipes in the earth in all the large centers—such as

Liverpool. Manchester and Biimingham. It was
estimated that at the present moment the company
had about £7.^0.000 unproductive in the earth.

A proposition to increase the capital stock of the

company by £2.000.000 w'as submitted to the stock-

holders and passed by a unanimous vote.

Alluding to the need of this money and the rela-

tions of the company to the government, the presi-

dent said in substance:
The company could not go on expanding as

it was doing without having capital powers be-

hind it. unless it was going to stop. He did not.

however, think that it would stop. No doubt some
alarm had been felt in the past few months by those

interested in the company as to what might arise,

as a new policy had had to be faced by the company.
The wise thing in this world was to get all one
could if one could not get all one wanted, and it

was certain that in connection with recent
matters the directors had got all they could, al-

though they had certainly not got all they had wanted.
On behalf of the company they had come to an
agreement with the government. It must be re-

membered that after all the company was only

the delegate—the licensee—of the state, and the

state was absolute master with people in the com-
pany's position. Wisely or unwisely, the state said

that it wanted the telephone to be worked in a pe-

culiar way. Therefore, what was the management
to do? What did wise people do? They accepted
the inevitable. The directors had made up their

minds, after much deliberation, and after under-
going great anxiety in the protection of the com-
pany's interests, to accept the policy of the govern-
ment, and it would be idle to go back and say that

they thought that they could have devised something
wiser. Persons must adapt themselves to the
views of those who controlled them. The govern-
ment thought that the telephone system was to

be popularized, and they had strong views on this

matter. The government was going to popularize
it by spending a large sum of money to compete
with the company. The company had to face the
competition, and they were bound—and recognized
their duty—to act loyally in assisting in the achieve-
ment of the object in view. How far it would
succeed or not time would show. Thej"^ must not,

however, be behindhand in the effort, not only to

secure their own position, being in possession of
eight-tenths or nine-tenths of the centers of the busi-
ness, but they must expand, and honestly and in good
faith see what they could do to assist the government
in popularizing- the telephone. He had no doubt
that the company would be able to maintain its

position, particularly if the chance were given to it

of improving its service by being afforded those
facilities as to wayleaves. etc., without which it

was impossible to have a perfect service. They
would have to stand the shock of competition, but
if this only meant that it would have to do a good
deal more w^ork, and at a less sum per message
on the average: in other words, if its average profits

kept up and its work only increased, the share-

holders would not be much worse off. He only
stated the bare truth when he said that had it not
been for the efforts of his colleagues on the board
the company would have come out of the recent

discussions much worse than w-as now likely 1

be the case. He was sure that the shareholders
would commend the course which the directors had
determined to take, which simply was to co-op-
erate loyally in furthering those views which they

knew that the government hold strongly about pop-
ularizing the telephone. In his speech labt March
in the" House of Commons Mr. Hanbury said a
good many things which were at the moment un-
palatable to the company and to himself, but the
right honorable gentleman made one short state-

ment which disarmed his own (the speaker's) in-

jured feelings. That statement was as follows:

"Th": government is naturally most anxious to be
perfectly fair to the National Telephone company.
It would be mere folly not to recognize fully—and
most unjust not to recognize fully—the work that

the company has done to deveh.p telephonic com-
munication in this country. We want to be fair

to the company, but our fairness must rest upon
established facts." That statement excused a good
many inaccuracies, as to which he would only say

that Mr. Hanbury had been greatly misled by the
information which had been given to him regard-
ing {he company in comparison with other tele-

phone companies elsewhere. Stockholm was the
one great comparison that was made with this

comoany. but with regard to the telephone there,

the lale postmaster-general, Mr. Arnold Morley

—

who was the author really of the agreement with
rhis company as it now stood—sr-id before the par-
liamentari' committee in 1808: "The result of in-

quiries made by me in Sir-ckholm of the postmaster-
general there, and the chairman of one of the com-
panies, was that it was being carried on at a ruinous
loss both to the government and to the company.'*
Continuing, the president remarked that this was
what their company had been having rammed down
its throat—that it was to resort to the meth-
ods of workinor the telephone in Stockholm, in

order that it mi(?ht conduct its business, at a ruin-
ous; lo«=; to itself, for the benefit of those who could
well afford to pay for the service.

The Situation in Concord.
fFrom a correspondent of the Western Eleciric'an.l

Concord, N. H.. August 24.—New Hampshire has
had its first telephone fight. About a year ago the
New England Automatic Telephone company, char-
tered under the law^s of the state of Maine and own-
ing rights of an old local company, applied for per-
mision to lay wires in the city, making very liberal

offers for official telephones and about 50 per cent-

reduction in regular rates to subscribers, compared
with prices of the Be/l company. The new company
also made the first proposition to bury the wires.

Many hearings were held, and the Bell people em-
fSloyed the best lawyers to insist that the new com-
pany put up a guarantee, w-hich was raised to $25,-

000 in cash and $5,000 bonds, notwithstanding the

fact that the Bell company had never made a de-

posit for like privileges. The new company, dis-

liking to be mulcted by the city at the behest of

a rival company (which has been as outrageously
dictatorial here as in any city of the country), will

lie low for the present and wait till the people
who have subscribed for its system shall assert

their rights.

At the last meeting of the city government a

proposition of the Bell company to bury its wires

in certain streets was accepted, and work will soon
be commenced. The Bell people claim great credit

for liberality in so doing, notwithstanding the fact

that the new company first offered to bury its wires

and Mayor Martin's inaugural recommended an
ordinance requiring the work to be done. C.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The New Home Telephone company of Roch-

ester, N. v., has contracted for Stromberg-Carlson

telephones and switchboards and cable of the Stand-

ard Underground Cable company's make.

A dispatch from Knoxville, Tenn., states that the

People's Telephone and Telegraph company of that

city, one of the largest independent telephone com-
panies in the South, has again begun extending its

lines into the territory covered by the East Tennes-

see Telephone company, which operates under the

Bell patents. Lines are being built eastward to

connect with the independent companies at

Bristol and southward to Chattanooga and inter-

mediate points, by October ist. The company ex-

pects to have connection with Dalton, Ga., and later

will extend to Atlanta, while eastern connection will

be made at Bristol with the large eastern cities.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that it has closed recently several

large telephone contracts. It has met with much
success with its new 1900 telephone. This telephone

is said to embody all the newest and most up-to-date

ideas in the telephone line. The telephone depart-

ment of this company has been greatly enlarged, and

it is now carrying one of the largest stocks of tele-

phones in the West. The company is always glad

to send its instruments on trial, with the privilege

of returning them should they not be everything

claimed for them. The company has a numbei" of

circulars, etc., on new things in the telephone line

which it will mail on application.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
(From tin; Mmti'-ipjlis correspondftiit of ilic Western Elec-

trician.

1

The Albert Lea (Minn.) Telephone company will

install an exchange at Aldcn, Minn.
The council of St- Paul is developing a hostile

spirit against the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company- The company is operating with-
out a franchise in that city, and an inquiry to the
corporation attorney brings an opinion that the

company has rights on but a few of the streets

of the city. On the rest it is a trespasser. The
committee on streets proposes to have the poles
removed, even if it is necessary to chop down the

offending poles. The council is inclined to force

the company to accept the same franchise that the
Mississippi Valley company has and pay a revenue
to the city for the use of the streets.

The higher rates proposed by the Wisconsin
Telephone company at Chippewa Falls, Wis., have
rt^sulted in the business men there opening nego-
tiations with 'a Minneapolis capitalist to assist in

putting in a home telephone system. Already two
parties are on the ground seeking franchises.

The Monroe Telephone company of Monroe.
Wis., expects to be ready for business by Septem-
ber 15th.

The American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany has completed long-distance connection with
St. Paul, giving the Saintlj- City connection with
all the wires of the company all over the United
States.

Telephone connection has been completed be-
tween Slayton and Currie, Minn.
Telephone connection betw^een Wheaton, Minn.,

and White Rock. S. D.. has been made.
The Marshfield (Wis.) Telephone company has

an increase of 40 per cent, in subscribers during
the past year. The plant has earned of late about
$190 a month.

P. J. Skolsky of Milwaukee has been appointed
division superintendent for the Wisconsin Tele-
phone company, with headquarters at Eau Claire,

Wis.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company is

working hard in Minneapolis to get its exchange
in operation as soon as possible and take advantage
of the present feeling against the Northwestern
company. The former expects to have 1.200 con-
nections in working order by September loth. Of
this number it is said that all but 10 are now- sub-
scribers of the Northwestern.
The Northeastern Minnesota Telephone company

is preparing to put in an exchange for Princeton,
Minn.
A recent storm at Duluth. Minn., disabled about

four-fifths of the telephones in the city.

An eff'ort w^as made at Lakota, N. D.. recently

to interest the business men in a telephone ex-
change, but without success.

The Brodhead (Wis.) Telephone company has
been formed and will proceed to install an exchange
at once.
A local telephone system is projected for Jordan,

Minn.
The Duluth (Minn.) Telephone company com-

plains of a lack of men to make repairs to its sys-

tem and to construct the toll line to Ashland. Wis.
The Winona (Minn.) Telephone company will

move its central offices to larger quarters. The
Bell company announces that it will put its wires
in the business part of Winona underground, at a
cost of $100,000.

The (Ddebolt Telephone company is an applicant

for a franchise at Ida Grove, la.

The Iowa Telephone company is defendant for

two suits for damages, one for $10,000 and one for

$2,000. for an accident at Riverside, la. C. J. Holtz
was driving a wagon there, loaded with ties. In turn-

ing a corner the wagon struck a telephone pole

and the ties were thrown forward, crushing young
Holtz. The claim is made that the company had
no franchise in Riverside, and the pole was set

directly in the road. The mother of Holtz sues for

$10,000 as administratrix of his estate.

The Mutual Telephone company has been incor-

porated at Burlington, la., with $25,000 capital

stock.

Former stockholders of the Ottumwa (la.) Long-
distance Telephone company have filed a suit in

equity, charging the recent sale to be fraudulent, and
askmg that it be set aside and a receiver appointed.

The Belle Plaine (la.) Telephone company has

filed articles of incorporation.

The telephone system at St. Ansgar, la., will be
extended to Carpenter and other points.

The Mount Vernon (la.) Telephone company has

been incorporated with $10,000 capital stock.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company
expects to have connection between Montana cities

and Salt Lake. Utah, by September ist.

John G. McBride has secured a verdict of $1

damages against the Sunset Telephone company at

Spokane. Wash., for mental anguish for the neglect

to deliver a message notifying him of the serious

illness of his daughter and a request for funds. He
claimed that the failure to send the money caused
an estrangement with his family, which still exists,

and asked $25,000 damages. The court held he had
a cause for action, but only for mental anguish, for

which only nominal damages could be given.
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Potter's Foam Preventer.

To prevent the foaming of boilers the Potter

apparatus is recommended as simple, ingenious and
practical. The device is shown in the accompany-
ing cut (Fig. I). Fig. 2 illustrates the application

to the drum of a Babcock & Wilcox boiler.

This foam preventer, or, more accurately speak-

ing, the Potter mesh^eparator and supofheater,

consists of a box or chamber, containing a number
of layers of wire mesh or perforated plates, located

in the steam space of the boiler, the form being

modified to meet the requirements of each particular

make of boiler.

Through its use perfectly drj^ steam is furnished

to the engine. All the water is kept in the boiler,

where it belongs. The employment and consequent

FIG. I. POTTER S FOAM PREVENTER.

care and maintenance of valves and traps is dis-

pensed with.

How it does it, is the next question. The rapid

opening and closing of the ^alve of an engine

causes pulsations in the flow of steam, and this pump-
like effect, transmitted to the boiler, causes the

water to "lift."

These pulsations are broken up in this separator

b3" the many layers of mesh, and the flow of steam,

is continuous from the entire surface of the water
in the boiler, and water in a solid form is not
"picked up."
The water contained in the steam in the form of

small globules is broken into still smaller globules

on striking the first layers of mesh, and then, on
coming into contact with the remaining layers, it

is still further broken, and finally flashed into dry
steam. Owing to the increased temperature of the
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French Ribbon Weavers Using Electric
Power.

Important improvements in the local industry of
ribbon weaving, throughout the district of Sl
Etienne, France, have been made by the electrical

distribution of power. It is estimated that about
30,000 looms are in use in this district, w-hich in-

cludes the country- surrounding St. Etienne within
a radius of 25 miles. Until quite recently nearly
all of these looms w^ere driven by hand in the
houses of the weavers, who worked for themselves
at the ribbon trade. Many of the hand looms have
now been turned into power looms. electricit\' be-
ing the motive power. The Electrical company of the
Loire has been chiefly instrumental in providing
the motors and furnishing the electricity-. This
company has several generating stations which fur-
nish a total of 2.200 horse power. The current is

distributed by means of a ihree-phase alternating
system at 5,200 volts to 30 transformer stations
over 68 miles of wire. At these stations the pres-
sure is reduced to 190 volts for power and no volts

for lighting purposes. There are S.ooo lamps now
in use and 2.500 looms are operated b;*' motors. It

is estimated that each ribbon loom needs on the
average one-fourth horse power, for which a
charge of $2 a month has been fixed to cover all

costs.

Ten-cent Copper Predicted.

It is now stated that there is little likelihood of
a consolidation of all the copper-producing proper-
ties of the countn," under a combination engineered
by the Standard Oil people. The New York corre-
spondent of the Chicago Tribune says that the
copper mines of Rowan and Cabarrus counties.

X. C. which furnished all the copper used by the
Confederacy- and \vhich are rich in ores, were re-

ccnth- bought by Boston and Xew York capitalists

who are antagonistic to the trust, and who are

supposed to be backed by the great electrical in-

terests, and the new owners have organized the

Union Copper ilining compan3- under the laws of

New Jersey, for the purpose of operating them. The

potter's foam preventer in position in boiler.

mesh,- caused by the friction of the "flow of steam,

a moderate amount of superheat is produced, and
steam is delivered not only free from water, but

superheated. Central-station or isolated-plant engi-

neers will find this device worth investigating. It

is manufactured by the F. D. Potter company, 39
Cortlandt street. New York.

It should be stated that the foam preventer is

not a new^ device; it has been in service in many
plants in New York and elsewhere throughout
the East.

capital of the company is $5,000,000. and it has al-

ready begun the erection of an expensive plant,

and by January- ist next will be producing, it is

said, i.coo tons of ore a day, which will yield 200,-

Gco pounds of pure copper a da^-. It is asserted that

the company proposes to market the copper in New
York at 10 cents a pound, which will give it a profit

of four cents a pound.

Electrical Parlor Game.
The word "electricar' in so many cases is a

"curiosity- exciter" that the Boston electrical game,
illustrated herewith and now being manufactured
by James S. Barron & Co. of 24 to 30 Hudson
street. New \ork, should meet with ready sale.

The game consists of 72 pins on top 01 a desk, over

which a perforated card is placed, with 156 ques-

tions on the left side and 36 answers on the right.

Twenty- of these perforated cards accompany' each
game. The operation of the game is ver>' simple,

Rochester Has a City Electrician.

Louis W. Miller has been appointed citj^ elec-

trician of Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Miller is a young
man who has been connected with the police tele-

graphs of that cit\' for a number of years. He
has invented a protector for police and fire-alarm

boxes, as well as several other de\ace5. His prac-
tical experience will be of much benefit in his new
and more important position.

Rochester has been without a cit\- electrician for

several years, since the resignation of Mr. Barnes,
who left to engage in electrical work for the state.

But last Juh- a fireman met his death by contact
with a converter on the outside of a biulding, and,
as detailed in the Western Electrician at the time,

the coroner's jun.- recommended that a city elec-

trician be appointed, to see that all wires were prop-
erb' strung, to inspect electrical construction and
to instruct firemen and policemen. The Common
Council acted on the susrarestion and appointed Mr.
:Miner.

electrical parlor game.

and is as follows: The key attached to the left

flexible cord is placed on any of the questions
desired, the pointer then attached to the right flex-

ible cord, and tap pins consecutively until the sig-

nal is given, when the answers can be taken from
around that pin. The game is not only amusing,
but instructive, as it answers 720 questions on manj-
subjccts. such as biblical, geographical, astronom-
ical, conundrums, capitals of foreign countries, time
required to digest meats, fish, vegetables, etc.; dis-

tances from New York to all important cities, dis-

tances from. New York ("by water) to foreign coun-
tries, statistics, the Civil War, battles and events.
names of the presidents and other United States
officials.

New York State Street Railway Asso-
ciation.

Tbe seventeenth annual meeting of the New York
State Street Railwaj- association will be held at Ith-

aca. N. Y.. on Tuesday' and Wednesday'. September
i2th and 13th. An attractive programme has been
arranged, and a good attendance is expected. Cor-
nell University- is located in Ithaca, and ihe faculty- of

that institution will help in the entertainment of

the guests. Papers will be read by practical street-

railway managers and engineers and also by some
of the university professors.

Vickers Sons & Maxim of Sheffield, Eng.. have,
it is said, recentl\^ placed a contract in the United
States for two electric battleship cantilever cranes
and trestles and two electric cantilever yard cranes
for their great shipbuilding works. This will be
the largest shipment of cranes ever made to Eng-
land from the United States, and it will form the
largest electric plant of this kind ever erected in

England. The contract calls for an expenditure of
$350,000.
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Eagle Dynamos and Motors.
The Eagle Electric Works of Peoria, 111., are turn-

n;g out an excellent line of d3'namos and motors.
A strong and rigid frame and simplicitj^ in con-
struction are noticeable. The details are carefully
worked out, to combine high efficiency with econ-
omy. This enables the machines to be specially
adapted for stead3', hard work.
The base, the bearing supports, "the field cores

and pole shoes are all in one piece, which does away
with broken magnetic joints, thereby increasing the
efficiency of the magnetic circuit. The bearings

FIG. I. EAGLE DYNAMO.

are self-oiling and spacious. The field coils are
wound on metallic spools. The most careful at-
tention is given to the building of the armature and
commutator; the best material and the highest grade
of insulation are used, assuring mechanical and
electrical excellence. The brush-holders are like-
wise of the latest improved type.

In the accompanying illustrations Fig. i shows
a bipolar dynamo arranged lor belt drive, and Fig.
2 shows the t\-pe of armature.
The Eagle ^A orks have lately increased their

capital stock, and no doubt they will make them-
selves felt in the electrical trade.

New Phenomenon in Electric Discharge
in Rarefied Gases.

_
A glass tube, 20 centimeters long and three cen-

timeters in diameter, having a lateral opening, was
closed at each end and the opening connected with
a mercury air pump. Two rings of aluminum wire
of 0.5 millimeter diameter encircled the tube 15
centimeters apart, and these were connected to the
poles of an induction coil of a maximum, sparking
distance of i.s centimeters. During the exhaustion
of the tube it appeared at first ver>^ much like an
ordinar\- Geissler tube, except that the discharge
was oscillatoiy. Each ring looked like a cathode
and an anode at the same time, for the rarefied gas
acted as one coat of a condenser and the rings as
the other.

_
Then, as the exhaustion continued, blue

rings of light were formed beneath the aluminum
wires, and after breaking loose from the walls, ap-
peared as a double cone of light, which finally
emitted bluish-gi'een rays, having all the properties
of cathode rays. This experiment is described by
Ludwig Fomm in Wiedemann's Annalen.

Marconi to Appear before the British
Association.

The annual meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science will be held at Dover
this month. It is said that wireless telegraphy will
be a leading topic of discussion and Marconi the

FIG. 2. ARMATURE OF E-AGLE DYNAMO.

lion of the occasion. Messages may be exchanged
without w^ires between the British and the French
associations, meeting at Dover and Boulogne re-

spectively, and Marconi will give an account of the
recent experiments conducted by him at the British-

fleet maneuvers and between Dover and the South
Foreland lighthouse and the East Goodwin light-

ship. The Elder Brethren of Trinit>' House have
been impressed with the utilitj- of the system in

communicating messages between lightships and
'he shore, and the admiralty- has also discerned the
importance of the invention in naval operations.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, August 2S.—The report of President

Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company

(or the year ended June 30th was made pul>Mc last

week. The company has paid no dividend, though

the earnings show a total net surplus of earnings

over operating expenses up to June 30, 1899, of

$678,128.75, an increase of $462,549.25 over the pre-

ceding year. During the year the company very

nearly doubled the mileage. President Rossiter

says: "It can now be said of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit system that in mileage of track it is the

largest street-railway system in the world, compris-

ing 504 miles, or more than twice the trackage of

the Metropolitan Street Railway company, and 60

miles more than the Union Traction company of

Philadelphia." Eight different railway lines were ac-

quired or leased during the year, which necessitated

an increase of capital stock to $45,000,000. In

amount of passenger earnings the Rapid Transit

road surpasses every street-railroad system in the

world, with the e.xception of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company
Copper still holds at about the same high price that

has characterized it for some time past, and mean-

while new companies are being organized to take

advantage of the opportunity. Three companies

were organized on Saturday afternoon in Jersey

City, and the articles of incorporation were sent to

Trenton to be filed. The corporations are the An-
gang Copper company, capital stock, $1,000,000;

the Oxide Copper company, capital stock, $5,000,-

000. and the Island Copper company, with a capital

stock of $100,000, which will be increased to $10,-

000,000. The directors of the Angang company are

Charles H. Dickey. Charles B. Burrage, Charles N.

King and Edward E. Storey. These same men are

directors of the other companies, with the addition

of U. H. Broughton and Nathan F. Leopold in the

Island company and George H. Sisson in the Oxide
company. It is said that the Standard Oil peop'e

are backing these concerns.

It is asserted that the Manhattan elevated road

will adopt the multiple-unit system controlled by the

Sprague Electric company, the system which has

been a success on South Side elevated railroad of

Chicago.
The first death due to the new electrical equip-

ment of the Brooklyn elevated railroad occurred

Wednesday. Charles Culberson, a track walker em-
ployed by the company, slipped and fell across the

rails while performing his duties, and a heavy cur-

rent of electricity passed through his body, killing

him almost instantly.

It is asserted that within a short time the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit company wmII be in control of

all the trolley roads now included in the systems

of the New York and Queens County and the New
York and North Shore railroads. When this con-
solidation is effected the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

company will control all the Queens borough trol-

ley roads except those belonging to the Long Island
electric railroad.

One of the worst stoppages since the installa-

lioii of the underground electric system on the

surface lines of the Metropolitan Street Railway
company occurred on Wednesday on the down-
town section of the Sixth and Eighth avenue lines

from Canal street to the Battery place terminus.
The trouble was due to the flooding of the subway
at Canal street and West Broadway, through which
run the wires feeding that section of the line. The
wires were covered with water and the fuses burned
out. In constructing the subway at this point it

was found necessary to pass in under a large brick
sewer on Canal street. As that part of Canal street

was formerly a swamp, the ground at the intersec-
tion was moist and stagnant water had been collect-

ing for some time below the sewer, but its presence
was not felt until Wednesday. It took a gang of

30 men six hours to pump out the w-ater and re-

pair the damage. M. S.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis. August 26.—Sioux City, la., has
passed an ordinance for the appointment of an elec-

trical inspector.

The Citizens' Traction company of Oshkosh. Wis.,
has filed a trust deed for S^oo.ooo to the Royal
Trust company of Chicago. This company has got
into another difference with the city otificials of
Neenah. Wis., where it is building a line. The
franchise provides that on a certain street the tracks
shall be laid on the extreme north. As this street
is on the edge of a fill, and a good part of it has
caved off, the company would have to fill up the
washed-away oortion. Instead of doing so. the
company sought to lay its tracks in the middle of
the street, as staked out. and avoid anv grading.
The city officials interfered and will hold the com-
panv to the franchise.

The Wausau (Wis.) Electric company invites ne-
gotiations from the council for the purchase of its

plant.

Tbe. council of Elrcy. Wis., rejected all bids for
the electric-litrht plant and will put it in under the
sunervision of the electric-Iieht committee.

All the holders of franchises for electric lines in

the copper country on the upper peninsula of Michi-
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.gan have retired in favor of Stone & Webster of
Boston, who will build a belt-trolley line at once.
The line is to be 35 miles long and is to be com-
pleted this fall.

An electric car at Merrill, Wis., was derailed on
a bridge and thrown off the bridge into the river,

a drop of 20 feet. The car turned completely over
and struck on the top, but no one was seriously
injured. Three passengers and the motornian were
bruised and wrenched.
The electric-light plant at Glendive, Mont,, was

burned, with a loss of $6,000; insurance, $4,500.
W. H. Bradley of Tomahawk, Wis., is building

an electric railway from Tomahawk to Clear Lake
Wis.

People of Lynden, Wash., want an electric-car

line from Whatcom. There are a number of in-

dustries interested, and a meeting will be held to
make a guarantee of the freight and passengers to
be furnfshed.

Work is to be begun on the electric road to con-
nect Tacoma and Seattle, Wash., within 30 days, and
it is to be completed by April next. The company
expects to make the trip, 33 miles, in 40 minutes.
Injunction proceedings have been begun at

Stevens Point. Wis., to set aside the contract en-
tered into between the city officials and the Stevens
Point Lighting company. It is alleged that it was
never legally done and that the price paid for lights

is excessive. It is further claimed that the officials

knew that cheaper lights could be secured, but did
not wish to secure them.
Work is being pushed upon the Oshkosh-Neenah

electric railway in Wisconsin, and it is expected
that the line will be finished soon.

Frederick Ford of Madison. Wis., will draw plans
and superintend the construction of the electric-light-

in.g plant to be erected at Waupun. Wis.
Ch'cago capitalists have made a proposition to the

city of Two Rivers. Wis., to construct a power house
and furnish electric lights.

The Lake Geneva. Sycamore and Southern Electric
Railwav company has petitioned the City Council of

L^Ve Geneva for a franchise to operate in the city.

The Crocker-Wheeler company has secured the

contract for all electric and power-generating ma-
rhinerv to be placed in the paper mill at Wausau,
Wis.
The rtlant of the Greeman Electric company at

.Sioux City, la., was blown uo by dynamite, caus-
iner a loss to the company of $3. .500.

An electric-lisrht plant is being constructed at

Bla'r. Wis., w^hich will be onerated bv water power.
It is claimed that lights can he furnished at a rate of

25 rents a month.
The Mankato Traction company has been organ-

ized at Mankato. Minn., with a capital of $50,000. It

is proposed to operate a line between Mankato and
Le Sueur.
The Bur.gess Electric company of Duluth. Minn.,

has secured a contract to place an Boo-light plant in

the normal school at Grand Forks. N. D.
City Electrician Alden of Tacoma. Wash., has

completed plans and specifications for the lieht svs-

tem soon to be constructed at that place. Bids for

furni.=hing the current and operating the system will

be tnken shortly.

The Cannon Hill Street Railway company is a

new company which has been organized at Spokane,
Wash. A franchise will be asked from the city to

operate in certain streets.

The Jamestown (N. D.) Electric Light company
has been granted a 20-year franchise.

A site for the location of an electric power house
for the town of Valley Junction, la., has been se-

cured and work will commence at once upon the

building and upon the system of lighting which
will be put in.

The Edison Electric Light company of Des
Moines. la., has filed a bond to secure the proper
fulfillment of its contract to furnifh 500 incandescent

street lights for the use of the park board.

The Electric Light company of Cedar Falls, la.,

has ordered meters, which w-ill be placed in all

places where electric lights are used.

The Dubuque (la.) Street Railway company is

making preparations for increasing the capacity of

its power house and also for extensive improvements
in the railway system.
The Ida Grove (la.) Electric Light and Heating_

company has let the contract for the erection of

its new building.

J. M. Lue, who was employed as chief electrician

on the Crescent. la., bridge, was drowned in the

river while attempting to swim it.

The General Electric company of Minneapolis,

Minn., is making preparations to enlarge its plant.

A mortgage of $2,000,000 has just been filed, and
Dart of this amount will probably be used for build-

ings.

Work has begun upon the power house which
will supply Bemidji. Minn., with electric lights. It

is expected that the system will be in operation in

a few weeks.
The Town Board of Melrose. Wis., will vote on

the question of the issuance of $9,500 bonds to aid

in the construction of the La Crosse. Black River

Falls and Neilsville electric railroad.

The matter of a local company to build the street

railroad at Janesville. Wis., is being agitated, but
as vet no definte action has been taken.

The Oshkosh and Neenah electric railway has

completed several extensions which have been un-
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dcr way. .A trial run over a part of the new line,
which extends 10 miles from Oshkosh, Wis., was
made in 18 minutes.

.^n arrangement has been perfected between the
Wisconsin Central and the electric railway at Mil-
waukee by which passengers arc transferred from
Waukesha to that city by the latter road.
The Twin City Electric company at Grand Rap-

ids. Wis., has decided to issue stock at $10 a share.
John K. Davis will dam the river near Chippewa

Falls. Wis., and by the energy thus secured will
operates the street-railway company and a pulp mill
which he expects to erect.

The Jackson Milling company, located .it Stevens
Point, Wis., was given a franchise to operate an
electric-light plant by the council, but the mayor
has vetoed the ordinance.

It is probable that Elkhorn, Wis., will soon have
an electric railroad. The Lake Geneva. Sycamore
<Tnd Southern will probably be extended to that
place.

.\ franchise to operate a street railroad has been
asked from Lake Geneva, Wis., by St. Paul men.
There is talk at Racine. Wis., that a franchise

for heating and lighting will be asked of the city
by a local company. Nothing definite has been
done about the matter as yet, however. R.

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, August 26.—The Anthony Manufacturing

company, which proposes to manufacture electrical
apparatus, has filed articles of incorporation at De-
troit. The capital is $5,000. with 40 per cent, paid in.

E. E. Anthony owns 200 shares and C. H. Oakman
and Hugh M. McCormack one share each.
An order for the dismissal of the case of the West-

ern Electric company of Chicago against the De-
troit Telephone company, in which the formei
claims that the latter has been infringing on four
of its patents. Will be presented to Judge Swan.
The new working agreement between the Em-

ployes' association and the local railway com-
panies, embodying the 21-cent rate, has been signed
and has been given immediate effect. The street-car
employes and employers are now at peace; the
threatened strike has been averted.

F. F. Ingram of the Electric Light Commission
is of the opinion that, to still further cut down the
expenses of the Public Lighting Commission, the
men injured in the service of the commission should
be attended by city physicians, instead of being
turned over to doctors called in each case. The
commissioner, who is deeply interested in keeping
down expenses, says: "If such a scheme could be
\v^-'-ed it would save a good deal of money."
The company building the new suburban electric

railway from Detroit to Northville, through Pon-
tiac and Farmington, has put out an issue of bonds,
to run 20 years, secured by first mortgage. This
road will run through some fine scenery and afford
good pleasure riding in the summer months.
The large factory building erected 10 years ago

by the Detroit Motor company, at the corner of
Second avenue and the Grand Trunk railway, and
soon abandoned, has been purchased by the De-
troit Automobile company, and is being fitted up
for the new line of business.
Conductor J. B. Schram of the Detroit Citizens'

Railway company was discharged on April ist, and
the Street Raihvay Employes' union made an in-
vestigation of the case, with the result that the com-
pany has reinstated him, and he has received $230
back pay.

A motornian at Battle Creek leaned out of his
cab window and gave a deaf woman a push that
sent her headlong off the track and saved her from
being crushed. She received only a few slight
bruises.

Work on the power house of the Detroit and
River St. Clair road, at New Baltimore, Mich., is

being rushed, and when completed it will be one
of the largest and most complete electric power
houses in the world. It is expected that cars will
be running from Detroit to Marine City by the
end of August. The section of the road from Ma-
rine City to Port Huron is to be finished bv January
1st.

Somebody stole a lawn roller weighing 300
pounds from the residence of County Auditor Haw-
ley Christian, at Wyandotte, Mich., and placed it

on the track of the Detroit and Wyandotte electric
railway. The result was a damaged electric car and
a badly smashed roller.

Walter A. (iraham. a lineman employed by the
city lighting commission, met his death on August
24th while painting a pole. He took hold of a
live wire and his grip on it was so tight that his
fellow-workmen had great difficulty in releasing it.

He was then lowered to the ground by means of
ropes, and the usual means of resuscitation em-
ployed, but in vain.

There has been under discussion among vessel
owners at Detroit the possibility of adopting wire-
less telegraphy on the Great Lakes. Several owners
here have suggested that the United States Light-
house Board should take the matter ud. The wire-
less system has proved successful. Why should it

not be adopted on the Great Lakes? is the question
many shipowners here are now asking. G.

Fayetteville, N. Y., is now being lighted by elec-

tricity.
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PERSONAL.
Ralph D. Mershon of the New York ofl'ice of the

Westinghoiise Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany was in Chicago last week.

Professor Arthur St. C. Dunston of the Univer-

sity of Kansas has been elected to the chair of elec-

trical engineering at the Alabama Polytechnic In-

stitute.

~ H. L. Doherty, the president of the Northwestern
Electrical association, when in Chicago last week
said that while it was too early to make predictions

about the next Milwaukee convention of the asso-

ciation, he had every reason to expect a gathering

of real benefit to members and visitors.

George M. Ellis, for 13 yeai's superintendent of

the General Electric warehouse at Chicago, has

accepted the position of assistant manager of the

Gregory Electric company and the Charles E. Greg-

ory company. The addition of Mr. Ellis to the

stafT of the Gregory company should be an arrange-

ment mutually advantageous and satisfactory.

J. iJ. Hallberg has resigned his position as elec-

trician for the Standard Thermometer and Electric

company of Peabody. Mass., to become electrical

engineer of the arc-lamp department of ihe Gen-
eral Incandescent Arc Light company of New
York. Mr. Hallberg was electrician for the Stand-

ard company for three years, during which period

the Midget enclosed arc lamp was designed and
perfected.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The plant of the Rappahannock Electric Light and

Power company of Fredericksburg, Va., has been

sold to G. W. Shepherd.

The commissioner of Indian affairs has awarded
to Franklin R. Anson of Salem, Ore., the contract

for installing an electric-light plant at the Warm
Springs Indian agency at $2,948.

A new companj', to be known as the Lyons Elec-

tric Light, Heat and Power company, will build

a $30,000 plant at Lyons, N. Y. The company is

composed of Lyons and Syracuse capitalists.

A controversy that has been waged for some time

in Washington over the price to be paiil for the

street arc lamps has been temporarily settled by
the companies agreeing to furnish the lamps at

$72 each for a year, until Congress acts on the

clause which has been given two dififerent inter-

pretations by the parties concerned.

Several American manufacturing firms will be
benefited by the orders given by the electric-lighting

committee of Dudley, England. The council has
been requested to accept the following bids for an
electric-light and power station: Babcock & Wil-
cox. $10,085 fo^ boilers and fittings; the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company, $30,-

845 tor machinery, etc.; Callender's Cable and Con-
struction company, $35,750, and to Whittaker &
Co., $27,330 for iron building, stack and engine beds.

The Treasury Department has awarded the fol-

lowing contracts for the installation of electric-light

and power plants in various United States public

buildings: Boston, Mass., generators, engines, etc.,

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. of New York,
$18,619; Boston, switchboard, wiring, etc.. D'Olier
Engineering company.. $3,694; Kansas City, Mo.,
generators, Eddy Electric company of Windsor,
Conn., $8,125; Kansas City, engines. Ball Engine
company of Erie, Pa., $9,200; Cincinnati, O., gen-
erators, engines, etc., Ridgeway Dynamo and
Engine company of Ridgeway, Pa., $8,050; Cin-
cincinnati, switchboard, wiring, etc., J. F. Bu-
chanan & Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.. $9,760; Cin-
cinnati, boilers, piping, etc., E. Keeler company of

Williamsport. Pa., $19,450.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is rnmored that a syndicate intends to develop

the water power of the Kankakee River at Kankakee,
III., for the purpose of supplying electrical power
for Chicago traction lines.

A number of Y'"ale students are spending the sum-
mer vacation and earning money for college ex-
penses by working as conductors or morormen on
the Winchester Avenue railroad at New Haven,
Conn.

A company capitalized at $150,000 has been in-

corporated to build an electric railway from Steu-
benviile to Mingo Junction in Jefferson County,
O. The incorporators are William Lipphardt, H.
S. Sands, Lawrence G. Hallock, John Fi. McKec
and Ferdinand H. Eick.

The Ladies' Home Journal says that the trolley
car is popular with theater-going dwellers on Brook-
lyn Heights. While the play is in progress, it is

said, the interior of the car is transformed from a
drawing-room into a dining-room, and supper is

served on the homeward trip.

The Concord. Maynard and Hudson Street Rail-
way company of Concord, Mass., has been organ-
ized to construct a 20-mile electric railway through
Hudson, Stow, Maynard, Acton and Concord. The
dnectors are W. S. Reed, Leominster; E. E. Chain,
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Milford: C. H. Persons and Julius Loene, Maynard;
J. H. Robinson and C. W. Woodbury. Hudson.

The property and franchise of the City Electric
Railway company of Decatur, 111., will be sold un-
der a decree of foreclosure September 5th to satisfy

the bonded indebtedness and defaulted interest, re-

ported to be $19,618.

The City Council of Chattanooga, Tenn.. has
taken a hand in the fight against the Electric
Railway company in sympathy with the locked-out
union motormen. It has passed an ordinance re-
quiring all motormen hereafter employed by the
road to take 15 days' instructions under an expert
motorman before they serve on the road.

Owing to the rapid growth of the electric-railway
system, the state railroad-crossing board of Michi-
gan has decided to require a separation of grades
at all crossings of steam tracks hereafter made.
This is a measure of safety to the public and is

necessary for the making of time, the law requir-
ing a full stop to be made at all grade crossings.

The Calumet Electric Street Railway company of
Chicago has secured a right-of-way from the Pull-
man works through Pullman, paralleling the Illi-

nois Central tracks from One-hundred-and-fourth
to One-hundred-and-fifteenth street, Kensington.
It is said that work on the road will be commenced
immediately. By this arrangement the street-railway
company will have a competing suburban line for
the entire distance from Sixty-third street to Ken-
sington.

The Detroit and Northwestern Railway company
of Detroit, which was incorporated recently, with a
capital of $500,000, has purchased the Grand River
electric railroad and the Pontiac and Sylvan Lake
railway of Detroit, and is now engaged in construct-
ing an electric railway from Detroit, extending
through Ravenswood, Greenfield. Sand Hill. Clar-
enceville, Farmington, Northville, Southfield, North
Farmington, Orchard Lake, Pine Lake, Cass Lake,
Sylvan Lake and Pontiac, a distance of 60 miles.
The otficers of the company are: President, Ed-
ward W. Voigt; vice-president and treasurer, Hoyt
Post; secretary, James A. Randall; acting manager,
Seymour Brownell; engineer, Fred A. Little; elec-
trician. Louis Mouch, and mechanical engineer. J
F. Randall.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is expected that an automobile fete will be held

at Pan, France, next February.

A service of motor vehicles is said to have been
started between Rosas and Figueras, in Spain, a

distance of 12 miles. The vehicles are of eight
horse power and have a seating accommodation for
nine passengers.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Yuba County (Cal.) Electiic Power company

is spending $600,000 in improvements. When com-
pleted the plant will be capable of supplying 15,000
horse power and will have facilities for increasing
I he capacity to 20,000 horse power when necessary.

California and Switzerland lead the world in the
transmission of electricity generated by hydraulic
power. California's waterfalls are estimated to
have 240,000 horse power. They now supply 45,-

000 horse power in electrical energy to Los An-
geles, Sacramento. San Diego and several other
towns.

There is a plan on foot in the cotton-mill section
of North Carolina for the development of water
power on a large scale. The North Carolina Power
company has purchased all rights along an eight-
mile stretch of the Y'adkin River, and will ^rect
a power house to transform the hydraulic power
for electrical distribution throughout the district.

It is stated that 60.000 horse power will be available.

The electrical, energy developed will be distributed
to mills, factories and shops withiu a radius of 40
miles.

The Empire State Power company was recently
incorporated with the secretary of state of New
Y'ork, with a capital of $1,000,000, to develop and
sell electricity for light, heat and power purposes
in the counties of Montgomery, Fulton, Schoharie.
Schenectady, Albany and such other as it may desire.
Schoharie Creek and its tributaries will furnish the
power. The company will have its principal office

in Amsterdam. The following-named are the di-

rectors of the company: William T. lyiayer of Al-
bany. J. George Kaelber of Rochester. Samuel Bol-
ton, Jr., and Ralph S. Everest of Lansingburg, D.
A. Devendorf of Fort Hunter, W. Barlow Dunlap
of Amsterdam and Clarence E. Sprout of Williams-
port, Pa.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Ward Leonard Electric company of Bronx-

ville, N. Y., is distributing to the trade a catalogue
of its enamel field rheostats of the Carpenter type
and also separate price-lists of speed regulators
and rheostats of other designs.

Charles H. Besly & Co.. 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, dealers in manufacturers and ma-
chinists' hardware of every description, are send-
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ing to the trade a 300-page catalogue and price-list
of their fine tools. The catalogue retains its well-
known and convenient pocket size.

A new and attractive catalogue is issued by
the Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City,
N. J., which contains many interesting facts concern-
ing the graphite productions of the company. At-
tention is called to the different uses to which the
graphite products may be applied by electricians.

"Some Suggestions About Ithaca and Its Busi-
ness Resources" is the title of a handsomely illus-

trated booklet that has been published by the Busi-
ness Men's association of Ithaca, N. Y., and is

being distributed by the Ithaca Street Railway com-
pany. The distribution of the book, which makes
an attractive souvenir, is apropos, as the conven-
tion of the New Y'ork State Street Railway associa-
tion is to be held in Ithaca on September 12th and
13th.

Some valuable literature is being sent out by the
Montauk Multiphase Cable company, 100 Broadway,
New York city. Of special interest to electrical
men is the company's "Installation and Specifica-
tion Hand-book." This book is very complete and
not only describes the Montauk multiphase cable
and shows how to install it, but also gives forms
for making estimates and methods of making pro-
posals, so that there is nothing which the installing
electrician desires to know in regard to the in-

stallation of this cable that cannot be found in

this book. A number of drawings showing different
methods of installation are a special feature of
the book, which is intended to put the installing
electrician in a position to do business in the new
insurance field afforded by the product of the Mon-
tauk company. The new price-list enumerates many
additional styles of cable and other data useful to
the buyer. "Facts Regarding the Cable" supplies
arguments to influence prospective purchasers. A
little pamphlet is also issued, containing a copy of
a lecture delivered by Joseph Sachs on the "Elec-
trical Safeguards of a Great City." in which men-
tion is made of the company's thermostatic wire.

TELEGRAPH.
The Florida end of the Miami-Havana cable has

been landed at Miami.

The government of Mexico has awarded a con-
tract for the laying of a cable from the port of
Altata, state of Sinaloa, to Lopaz, Lower Califor-
nia, a distance of 114 miles. The work must be
completed within six months.

The Eastern Extension Telegraph company of
London is said to have made an offer to the Vic-
torian government to lay a cable from Australia
to South Africa without cost to the colonies. The
company requires neither a subsidy nor a guarantee.

A Bremen correspondent of the Chicago Record
says: "The Turkish and Roumanian go\'ernments
have finally granted the much-mooted concessions
for the laying of a telegraphic cable in the Black
Sea. from Constanza. Roumania, to Constantinople,
and a syndicate to do the work and operate the
enterprise has been organized at Berlin under the
style of the Eastern European Telegraphic com-
pany. The Dresden Bank is the chief financial

backer of the undertaking."

The Spokane and Northern Telegraph company
will make some important extensions into the

Boundary Creek Country, near Rossland. B. C. The
new line will be constructed from Marcus, where
connection will be made with the line running to

Rossland, Spokane. Grand Forks. Cascade, Colum-
bia, Greenwood and Midway. F^rom the latter point

it will go down the Kettle River to Curlew and then
to Republic. The latter place will thus be given
direct communication with leading Boundary points.

In a recent article Mr. Henniker Heaton puts
forth a plea for a cheap telegraph system, to extend
throughout the British empire. His project is to
utilize, as far as possible, overland wires and thus
supplement the cables. The projected land lines

are three: i. London to Tiflis, Tiflis to Merv,
Merv to Peshawur (600 miles only to be constructed),
Peshawur to Sadiya. Burmah northeastern frontier;

Sadiya to Hongkong, Hongkong to Shanghai.
From this route it will be seen that by linking
up the 600 miles across Afghanistan a message can
be sent from London to Hongkong and Shanghai
by land. 2. Calais to Constantinople, thence to

Suez and Cairo, and from Cairo to the Cape. This
land line is already being constructed. 3. Calais to

Constantinople, thence to Fao, at the head of the
Persian Gulf; from Fao to Bushire and Jask, and
t"hence to Kurrachee and India.

J. Kajiura, an engineer in the Bureau of Teleg-
raphy of the Department of Communications, in

Japan, was in New Y'ork recently. "The govern-
ment of my country has sent me to investigate your
system of telegraphy," he said to a Tribune reporter.

"We admire your ways of doing business and are
indebted to j'ou for much valuable information. We
believe that the United States is the most progressive
nation in the world and we feel perfectly safe in

copying ypur methods. In Japan we have the Morse
system of telegraphy and about i.ooo miles of wire.
W^e can send messages as rapidly as you can, but
our system of delivery is not so good, because we
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have not the pneumatic tubes. It is a part of iny

Tnission to investigate these, with a view to estab-

lishing them in my country. I will also look into

your telephone system. There are a great inany

telephones in Japan now, and the number is increas-

ing every day."

Advices from Salt Lake City give the information

that the Postal Telegraph-cable company of Utah
has been incorporated, with a capital of $50,000, for

the purpose of constructing, maintaining and operat-

ing telegraph lines in, through and between the

various cities and towns in the state. Work will be

begun at once and the construction of the line

through to the coast will be pushed forward with

dispatch. Headquarters for the Utah, Idaho, Mon-
tana and Wyoming division will be located in Salt

Lake City. The officers of the company are: Presi-

dent, A. L. Thomas; secretary, E. P. Gaylord; treas-

urer, W. S. McCormick.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The committee on stock list of the Chicago Stock

Exchange has admitted the securities of the Chicago
Union Traction company to the unlisted department.

The first sales were at prices ranging between 2>l^/-i

and 38% for the common stock, the preferred selling

between 83% and 84.

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is said that a deaf-mute recovered hi^ hearing

and speech recently by being stunned by lightning

at Harpersfield, N. Y.

A novel method of testing the efficiency of cover-
ings for steam pipes electrically has been devised.

A section of the steam pipe is heated electrically by
means of a coil of wire in oil within the pipe. The
amount of energy necessary to keep tfie pipe at

a definite temperature is measured. Since the en-

ergy supplied is just enough to maintain a con-
stant tempeiature, it must therefore equal the heat

lost from the pipe. Hence, from the electrical en-

ergy supplied the heat lost from the outside of the

pipe can be calculated. The new method was re-

cently described by Professor Charles L, Morton.

A Massachusetts inventor has devised what is

called a "mechanical rat." It consists of a piece

of clockwork driving three rubber-tired wheels,

which can be made to travel 400 feet by one wind-
ing of the spring. The diminutive automobile is

first sent through a pipe to drag through a string,

which can then be used to pull the wire or cable

through, or pull a larger-sized string or rope of

sufticient strength to haul the cable. It is said

that it is much more expeditious than the old

method of running cables through conduits by
shoving sticks coupled together into the pipe one
at a time until the first stick reaches the other man-
hole.

TRADE NEWS.
The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile company of

Dayton, O., has opened a branch office for St.

Louis ancl adjacent territory at 601 Burlington
building, m that city. Louis Bendit is in charge.

The Moloney Electric company of St. Louis,

Mo., is now represented in Chicago by the Illinois

I^lectric company, which carries a full and com-
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plcte stock of transformers ;nul can fill ordcr.s
promptly.

The CInnbrock Steam Boiler company of Brook-
lyn has opened a Chicago office, in charge of Mr.
\\. B. Ham, 457 Monadnock block. This step was
necessary to take care of the constantly increasing
western business of the Clonbrock company. Mr.
Ham is well known, having had an extensive experi-
ence in the boiler business. He was for a long
inne connected with the Boston ofHce of the Babcock
tv Wilcox company. He is an energetic worker,
and it is safe to say that the business of his company
will be largely increased through his efforts.

E. W. Hammer, the president and general man-
ager of the Chicago Rheostat company, has been
in the East during the last two months in the in-

terests of his company and has established a branch
factory, in New York city for the manufacture of

his products. This extension was made necessary
by the rapidly growing eastern and export business
of the company. The Chicago Rheostat company
has enjoyed a phenomenal growth during the last

year under Mr. Hammers management, notwith-
standing the active competition in the rheostat

Inisiness. Mr. Hammer will devote most of his

future efforts to the upbuilding of the eastern fac-

tory and may later on remove to New York with
his family. The New York address of the Chicago
Rheostat company is No. 39 Cortlandt street.

William Roche. 42 Vesey street, New York city,

the inventor and manufacturer "of New Standard
dry cells, reports flattering orders at good prices

for his cells from the best class of battery users.

He says that railroad, telephone and slot-machine
companies are beginning to realize that a couple
of cents in first cost is no saving when they can
get a genuine, reliable dry cell at an honest price.

Mr. Roche attends to every detail of the manufac-
ture of his cells, and although the batteries have
been sold under his name less than two years, still

they have gained a wide reputation. He has in-

vented and inanufactured for others cells that are

extensively known throughout the country, but he
states that the cells he is now making under his

own name will surpass any he has made for others.

The corporation formerly known as Meysenburg
& Badt of 1504 Monadnock block, Chicago, has
changed its title to that of the Badt-Goltz Engi-
neenng company, Mr. Edward A. Meysenburg hav-
ing resigned as an officer of the companj'- and re-

tired from participation in the active management.
Mr. F. B. Badt remains the president of the com-
pany and Mr.. William Goltz the secretary. Lieu-
tenant Badt's reputation as an electrical engineer
is widely extended. Combined wdth a taste and
capacity for the investigation of scientific and tech-

nical problems, he has a practical experience in

electrical designing and expert w'ork that reaches
back to 1S82, when he joined the staff of the old
United States Electric com.pany. Since that time
Lieutenant Badt has been engaged in almost every
department of electrical work; he has written elec-

trical books, and has acquired a fund of valuable
information. Mr. Goltz is a somewhat younger
man. but has also had several years' practical ex-
perience in electrical construction. The company
is. therefore, well ecjuipped to execute engineering-

commissions.
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BUSINESS.
'I'he Electric Ajipliance cimipajiy, Chicago, is

sending out descriptive circulars of its Newgard
waterproof receptacle, which is said to be a boon
where the weather or dampness has a chance to
v.'ork on lamp connections.

Highest market prices and prompt remittances
are what the Swarts Metal Refining company ofTcrs
to lho.se having old scrap-copper wire for sale. The
Swarts company is one of the largest and best-
known concerns in this business an'J has earned
an enviable reputation among electrical men for
honesty of dealing.

The Triumph Electric company is working an
extra force of men day and night to keep up with its

orders. It has had an unprecedented demand dur-
ing the last two months for special applications of
direct-connected motors for factory transmission
and for railway generators. One customer, who has
been using a Triumph lOO-kilowatt railway gener-
ator in connection with several other machines,
states that the former is his standby whenever he
has heavy days; that he has the circuit-breaker set
for over 50 per cent, overload, and runs it there
all the time, and that the machine never gives him
the slightest trouble. The Triumph company is

now getting out some large-sized generators for
several roads, and the excellence of the design is

appreciated by railway men.
The Western Electric company carries in stock

some neat novelties in the way of portable battery
lamps. The Emergency flashlight is made in three
sizes, cylindrical in form, thediaUider of all being the
same, and their length being respectively S^,'^, II

and J3 inches. These lights are said to give from
0.000 to 8,000 flashes before the bat'ery requires
renewal. They are extreinely useful where a light
is wanted quickly. The company is distributing its

catalogue descriptive of this device. This cata-
logue also illustrates the ever-ready electric walking
cane, interior searchlight, electric gas lighter, sur-
gical and dental lamp, electric bicycle lamp, ever-
ready night lamp, electric candle, ornamental ban-
quet lamp, electric ruby lamp for photography,
portable reading lamp, the ever-ready scarf pin and
other battery novelties. A copy of this catalogue
may be obtained by writing to the Western Electric
company of Chicago.

The amount of money-earning time wasted every
day in the shops of the land through stopping to
take up belts because they are slipping is very large.

If a belt did not slip it would be unnecessary to
take it up until the sides touched. The Cling-sur-
lace Manufacturing company of 177-182 Virginia
street, Buffalo, N. Y.. reports that it has thousands
01 belts fulfilling these conditions through the use
of Cling-surface. The Journal Printing company
of Muscatine, la., writes: "We have been using
your Cling-surface on our belts for the past two
months, and unhesitatingly pronounce it an ideal

article. We are able to run our machinery now
with ease and accuracy, that was formerly A'ery im-
perfect because of belts slipping. We now trans-

mit our power a long distance by belts that are
slack, and can start up heavy machinery with ease,

where before they had to be lifted over by hand.
Cling-surface is all and more than is claimed for
it, and we can most heartily recommend its use
to all who drive machinery by belting. Our belts

were ne\er in better shape. Cling-surface did it."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Lone Rock,631,271. Telephone. John Q. Black,

Wis. Application filed March 4, 1898.

The telephone comb'nes a line wire, a receiver con-
nected directly to the line wire, a ground wire leading
away from the rear end of the receiver through induclioo
coils, a shunt wire leading from the rear end of the re-
ceiver to the ground wire at a point bevood the induclioa
coils, and an elastic metal key on the receiver at its rear
end in contact with the line wire but normally out of
contact with other wires, the key being adapted by the
pressure of the finger of the holder of the receiver thereon
to be moved into contact temporarily with the shunt wire,
thereby closing the shunting circuit. (See cut, next page.)

631.277. Electric-alarm Water Cglumn. Martin
L. Bush, Lawrence, and Charles F. Swain,
Methuen, Mass. Application filed April 8,

1899-

The weight and float of a water column are connected by
means of a lever and 3 circuit closer to a battery and alarm
wholly outside of the cylinder and insulated therefrom.

631.278. Thermostat. Joseph Butcher. Jersey Q^\\.y,

N. J. Application filed October 22, 1898.

A thermostat having a base provided with a spring
loogue. a thermostatic element secured at one end to the
free end of the tmgue and extending back over the tongue
whereby the free end of the element is adjacent to the
fixed end of the tongue, electrical contact terminals adja-
cent to the free end of the element, and means for moving
the free end of the tongue laterally.

631,289. Maximum-demand Meter. Walter C. Fish.

Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed

March 10, 1899.

The combination of an electromagnetic ammeter with an
indicator, and means for advanciDS the indicator pro-
gressively as current is indicated and for stopping its ad-
vance when the current indication falls below the maxi-
mum already recorded.

Issued Aiigusl 22, iSgg.

631.290. Electric Meter. Walter C. Fish, Lynn,
Mass, assignor to the General Electric com-
pany of New York. Application filed April 7,

1899.

An integrating wattmeter has combined in it a series
field, a retarding device, a counting device and an arma-
ture in shunt to the mains, with an additional or starting
wnding supplied with substantially constant current and
working in a substantially constant field for overcoming the
friction of the instrument.

631.303. Electric Switch. Gerald W. Hart, West
Hartford. Conn. Application filed December 5.

1898.

The switch has an operating part, a spring frame sepa-
rate but co-operating with it, a carrier, a latch operated by
the operating part and coacting with the carrier, a spring
for advancing the carrier when released, and a spring for

returning the frame and carrier when the latter is again
released.

631.304. Snap-switch. Gerald W. Hart, West Hart-
ford. Conn. Original application filed Decem-
ber 5, 1898. Divided and this application filed

March i, 1899.

One claim reads: In a snap switch a movable contact
member normally locked in one position, an operating
part, the contact member being unlocked and shifted into

another position by a stroke in one direction of the oper-
ating part and there locked by a slight retractive movement
of the operating part, and means lo unlock the contact
member and shift it into its original position by a second
stroke of the operating part in (lie initial direction.

631.313. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick Mcintosh.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application

filed July 16, 1897.

An electric arc lamp having the arc inclosed in a cham-
ber of refractory material whose spectrum is rich in

chemical rays, a casing for the material and an expansion
space between the two, filled with a refractory yielding

heat-non-conducting material, such as asbestos. (See
CDt, next page.)

631,316. Device for Lighting Lamps by Electricity.

Svend M. Meyer, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed February 5, 1898.

The device comprises a suitable source of electricity
and conductors, a rock shaft having a projecting arm and
an incandescing device carried thereby- a circuit-closing
device, closing the circuit through the incandescing mate-
rial at mid-stroke of the rock shaft and a spring operating
to throw the rock shaft to either extremity of its oscillatin'
movement.

(iy,\,2}2.2. Oxidant for Electrical Batteries. Leonard
Paget, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Re-
liance Lamp Electric company of New Jersey.
Application filed July 8, 1897.

The method of manufacturing positive electrodes for
storage batteries, which consists in placing a mass of lead
of convenient form in an electrolyte con^isung essentially
as to its active agent of a peroxide of chlorine dissolved
in a strong solution of su'phuric acid of good conductivity,
making this mass the anode for an electric current, and
adjusting the current so that a potential difference of about
three volts is established between the anode and a cathode
of lead.

fJ.3i.339- Clutch for Electric Arc Lamps. Henry C.
Spinney. Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed April 13, 1899.

The combination of a movable rod or tube, a clutch for
controlling certain movements of the rod or tube, an ac-
tuator for the clutch, and an adjusting device for the
clutch, consisting of an open-sided tiox in which a nut is

located.

631,343- System of Electric Metering. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed March 21, 1898.

The system has in combination one or more meters lo-
cated at or near the transUting devices, for regulating the
amount of energy consumed, with a step-by-step means for
changing the registration of the meter which is actuated
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by a number of current impulses controlled from a point

distant from the meter. (See cut.)

631.354. Telephone Receiver. Joseph A. Williams.

Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to the Williams Elec-

tric company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

filed April 9. 1898.

A telephone receiver having the coil-bearing bobbin sup-

ported independently of the magnet and provided with a

magnetic hub or core that forms the tip of the adjacent

pole of the magnet, aad the body portion of the pole con-
sisting of magnetic strands or wires bunched and shiftable

within the lip and suitably attached to the adjacent por-

tion of the magnet.

631.355. Telephone Receiver. Joseph A. Williams,

Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to the Williams Elec-

tric company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application

filed December 28, 1898.

The features are the combinat'on with the case or shell

enlarged at one end to form the bobbin-receiving chamber
and having an internal annular shoulder at the inner end
of the chamber, of the double bobbin within the chamber,
a disk having the bobbin fixed to its outer side, and three

screws arranged equidistant apart along the surrounding
edge of the disk and having respectively two annular
shoulders closely overlapping opposite sides respsctively

of the disk, which screws are screwed into the shoulder.

'^3'i'35^- Magneto-electric Telegraph. Leonidas G.

Woolley, Kenton, Ohio, assignor to the Na-
tional Magneto-electric Telegraph company.
Springfield, Ohio. Application filed August i,

1898.

In a magneto-electro generator are a revolving armature
and a mechanism for causing it to revolve, combined with
a pivoted key, and means attached to the armature shaft

for controlling the partial revolutions of the armature.
(See cut.)

631,360. Electric Heater. John L. Creveling, New
York, N. y. Application filed January 27, 1898.

An insulating core for electric heaters, comprising a
plurality of separable individual core sections, each sec-
tion being provided with a separate coil-reta'ning support.

NO. 631,271.

631,361. Trolley-pole Catcher. Cornelius A. Davis
and Henry M. Wilson, Somerset, Mass. Ap-
plication filed November 18, 1898.

The catcher has a lower weight for automatically taking
up the slack of the trolley-pole rope, an upper additional
weight or weights for assisting in pulling down the pole,-

and spring detents for the additional weights adapted to be
tripped by the lower weight.

631,395. Jacquard Card-punching Device, Tony
David, Lyons, France. Application filed May
10, 1898.

The claim reads: In combination, a card divided into
metallic zones representing different colors insulated from
each other and each zone representing wefts of the same
color or nature, circuit connections and switch means to

place the zones separately and successively into the elec-
tric circuit.

631,421. Facsimile Telegraph. William P. Dun
Lany and Thomas Mills, Cleveland, Ohio, as-

signors to the International Facsimilegraph
company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

January 8, 1898.

The apparatus combines a telegraph line, a Morse set of
instruments, a facsimile set of instruments including a
platen, a vibrating receiver, a relay for governing the same,
a motor for causing relative movement between the vibrat-
ing receiver and the platen and suitable switch mechan-
ism adapted to disconnect the Morse system and connect
its local battery with an electrically operated part of the
facsimile system.

631,452. Column Printing Telegraph. John E.
Wright, New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 10, 1898.

A printing-telegraph receiver is combined with a local-
alarm circuit, a circuit-closer therein, an escapement, and
means operating a movable part of the receiver mechan-
ism to engage Ine circuit-closer when the escapement is

brought to a predetermined position.

631.453- Telegraphic Relay. John E. Wright, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 10. 1898.

In a relay instrument the combination with a magnet
and two sets of contact scops of- two vibrating tongues or
armatures, the axes of which are connected but with lost

motion between them.

631.454- Telegraph Transmitter. John E. Wright,
New York, N. Y. Application filed May 5,

1899.

The transmitter has in combination a pin barrel, a driv-
ing shaft imparting rotation to the barrel throueh a worm-
gear, a series of keys, an eleciric circuit adapted lo be
closed by the contact of any key with its corresponding pin.

a locking device for arresting the rotation of the driving

shaft, and an electromagnet in the key-controlled circuit
for operating the locking device.

631,467. System of Electric Metering and Apparatus
Therefor. Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia,
Pa. Application filed November 15, 1898.

The method of registering electric current in consumers'
circuits which consists in supplying the consumption or
load circuits with a current of electricity after it has en-
ergized an electric meter, and automatically causing the
meter to register more rapidly per ampere of current con-
sumed when the current consumed is irregular in amperes
than when the consumption is maintained uniform or sub-
stantially constant.

NO. 631,313.

631,468. Method of and Apparatus for Producing
Alkali Salts. Carl Kellner, Vienna, Austria-
Hungary. Application filed October 23, 1897.

An electrolytic apparatus comprising a decomposing cell

having electrodes, a source of electric supply connected
therewith, an oxidizing cell having electrodes and a short-
circuit for the latter electrodes forming part of the supply
circuit.

631.491. Preventing Accidents on Drawbridges to

Electric Cars. Samuel L. Phillips, Washing-
ton, D. C Application filed May 2, 1899.

The system consists in automatically breaking the power
circuit by opening the draw, and thereby depriving the
section of the railway approaching the draw of electric
power, and restoring the power by replacing the draw in

its position of safety.

631,497. Electric Switching System. John Bren-
nan, Jr., St. Louis, Mo. Application filed July
II, 1898.

The combination with a trolley wire of an insulation
frame, contact-making devices adjustably mounted on the
frame, and projections on the trolley for co-operating with
one or the other of the contact-making devices.

631,503, Electric Meter. Caryl D. Haskins. New-
ton, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed June
24, 1898.

The meter, which is capable of running forward and
backward, has in combination an element influenced by
the current flowing in the system, an element influenced
by the potential of the system, the two elements being cap-
able of movement with respect to each other, and means
for changing the relation of the elements so that the meter
will register at one rate for a given flow of current while
moving in one direction, and at a different rate for the
same flow while traveling in the opposite direction.

631,505. Audiphone. Reese Hutchison, Mobile,

Ala., assignor of one-half to James Howard
Wilson, Mobile. .Ala. Application filed March
15, 1899.

Theaudiphcne combines an electrical circuit, an elec-

trical receiving instrument and a plurality of earpieces in

the current adapted to reproduce sounds received in the

receiving instrument, each earpiece being provided with a

regulator to control the intensity of the sounds reproduced
at will, and adapted to remain at any desired point of ad-
justment, and a main-current regulator.

631,511. Electric Clock. Arthur F. Poole, Wash-
ington, Pa. Application filed June 23, 1898.

An electric clock is described having a switch consisting

of a tube containing a conducting liquid, the tube having
electrodes projecting thereinto, a clock mechanism ar-

ranged to swing the tube in one direction, an electromagnet
arranged to swing the switch in the opposite direction and
a retarding connection between the magnet and the switch
arranged to slow down the movement and pievent splash-

ing of the mercury and irregular completion of the circuit.

NO. 631,356. t

631,518. Electric Motor or Generator. James
Burke, New York, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 27, 1898.

There is combined with the magnet frame of the ma-
chine a cradle adapted to support the armature of the
machine and be supported by the magnet frame.

631.555. Thermostatic and Electrical Ventilating

Device. Oscar L. Billings. Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Samuel W McMunn. trustee, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed August 24, 1898.

A ventilating apparatus comprising an air-inlet opening
at the lower part of an apartment, a valve therein, a
weight or its equivalent holding the valve normally closed,

an exit aperture at the upper part of the apartment, a

valve controlling the same, a thermostat connected with
and operating with the valve and an electric actuating de-

vice for the valve of the inlet opening, the electric actual
ing device being controlled by the movement of the valve
of the exit opening,

631,558. Phonograph. Josef Chania, Lemberg,
Austria-Hungary. Application filed September
14, 1898.

An apparatus is described combining with a source of
light a suitable body having the record to be delivered on
its surface, and an electric circuit including a sounding
device and a series of variable resistance devices, the
light being adapted to be transmitted from its source onto
the record and thence to the variable resistance devices.

631,596. Attachment for Electric Trolleys. Her-
man Stuempfle and John Delane, Terre Haute,
Ind. Application filed February 9, 1899.
An attachment for trolleys comprising a harp or forked

socket provided at its inner end with an angular clamp
open at one side, a set-screw through the side thereof, and
a substitute wheel journaled in the arm end of the socket.

631,623. Electrical Fountain Brush. Charles Diehl,
Philadelphia, Pa. AppHcfation filed July 20,

1899.

The hair brush described comprises a fountain brush
having water-supply tubing attached thereto and having
spraying perforations by which the water is directed
through the bristles, and electrical connections by which
the electricity is conducted to the water passing out from the
perforations.

631,628. Electric Lighter for Incandescent Burn-
ers. Charles T. Farnham, Manchester, N. H.
Application filed March 27, 1S99.

The features enumerated area support, a hcoked elec-
trode fixed to ai.d insulated from the support, guides on
the support, a push rod mounted to slide vertically in the
guides, a yielding electrode carried by the rod and adapted
to coact with the fixed electrode, a retracting spring sur-
rounding the rod and an apertured flange on the support,
adapted to be clamped between a gas pipe and the stem of
a burner.

631,631. Electric Alarm Clock. Jacob Goldenberg,
Nicholas Komow and Lion Gutterman, New
York, N. Y. Application filed September 20,

1898.

The clock described has in combination with a casing
having an open rear end and a time mechanism in the cas-
ing, an electromagnet carried by the rear face of the time-
mechanism frame, an alarm sounder operated by the elec-
tromagnet, contact springs carried by the time-mechanism
frame, a battery forming a closure for the rear end of the
casing and removably secured therein, the front wall of the
battery forEning one of its poles and with which one of the
contact springs engages, and a two-pronged yielding con-
tact, mounted to slide in the casing and adapted to be slid
into engagement with the other pole of the battery and the
other contact spring.

NO. 631.353.

631,633. Electric Push-button Cut-out. James I.

Gunther, New York, N. Y. Application filed

April 15, 1899.

The combination with an insulating base block, and a
casing secured thereon having an aperture in its top. of a
spring-supported push button in the aperture, a cylin-
drical insulating block roiatable above the base block,
two oppositely held and electrically connected contact
strips on the insulating block, a four-wineed bracket on
the end of the insulating block separated from the contact
strips thereon, a bent pusher bar connecting the push but-
ton with the plate spring tberefor at one side of the insul-
ating block, a spring finger projecting from the push button
and adapted to engage successively with the wings of the
bracket and give a quarter revolution to the insulating
block for each depression of the push button, two spring-
contact fingers pressing upon the insulating block and con-
tact strips successively as the insulating block is given
quatter revolutions, and two conducting wires in electric
connection with the contact fingers.

631.649. Electric Arc .Lamp. George R. Maclntire,

New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to El-

liott P. Gleason, New York. Application filed

February 28, 1898.

The lamp combines a frame or shell and a solenoid sup-
ported thereby, a conducting carbon holder insulated from
the frame or shell, a connection from the solenoid to the

holder electrically independent of the frame or shell,

means for maintaining contact between the carbon and
the holder, a core for the solenoid secured to the holder,

a clutch carrier secured to the holder, and a clutch piece
ot insulating material mounted in the carrier to make con-
tact with the carbon in the holder.

631,700. Illuminated Street-car Sign. Edward E.

Dodge, Providence, R. I. Application filed

June 8, 1899.

A street-car sign illuminated by electric lamps is de-
scribed.

&3^,733- Electrode for Electric Belts. Frederick G.

Bonfils and John D. Alkire, Jr., Denver, Colo.

Application filed January 9, 1899.

Anelecirode is described comprising two disks, a bo't

connecting them, a body- engaging surface composed of

chamois or other suitable soft material, absorbent material

interposed between the chamois and one of the disks, and
a conductor leading from the bolt to the battery of the belt

or other similardevice.

631,748. Electric-lighting Device for Incandescent

Gas-burners. Svend M. Meyer, New York,

N. Y., assignor to William H. Seidel and

William C. Tegethoff, New York. Application

filed June 23, 1898.

A device fur incandescent gas burners is described
which combines a gas burner, a jet tube for igniting the

same, a gas cock opening communication with the gas

burner and subsequently with the igoiting jet by a further

movement in the same direction, an electric-lighting device

for the jet tube and a circuit-closing device closed by the

extreme movement of the cock by which the lighting jet is

opened and broken in the intermediate position in which
the main burner duct is open.
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Wrecking a Bridge by Electricity.

All interesting feat was accomplished in Clinton.

Ind., on August i8th, when the old wooden wagon
bridge over the Wabash River at that place was
wrecked by electricity. The bridge was built in

1S53. It was a frame structure, supported on stone

piers, as shown in the upper illustration of the group
given herewith. It consisted of three spans, with

a 70-foot draw over the navigable channel of the

stream. The total length was 735 feet. At one
period the bridge belonged to a stock company,
but at the time of the wrecking it was the property
of one man. It was the only toll bridge in the

state of Indiana, and the
toll schedule is seen in the
picture prominently dis-

played on the sign at the
entrance to the bridge.

With the progress of time
the old bridge became an-
tiquated, and it was decided
to replace it with one of

more modern design and
of durable construction.
T h e county authorities

purchased the approaches,
piers and abutments and
entered into contract for a
new steel superstructure to

be erected on the existing
piers and abutments, which
were of ample strength and
in good condition. The
owner of the old bridge
agreed to remqve the frame
structure within 30 days.

He found, however, that

this was no easy accom-
plishment. He traveled
about, consulted bridge and
house wreckers, wrote let-

ters and sent telegrams,

but all to no purpose: no
company or indivi.dual wa,f

found that would agree to

take down the timbers.

leaving the masonry intact,

in the time available. The
30 days passed, and the old

bridge still stood. The
owner succeeded in getting
an extension of a week, but
he was at his wits' end.

The structure could be
blown up with d3'namite,

but the explosion would
destroy the piers also. It

could be set on fire, but
that would crack or injure

the masonry. Several other
plans were suggested, but
the only sure way seemed
to be the erection of false

work, and that method was
out of the question, owing
to the shortness of the time
allotted for the work.
At this juncture Mr. H.

N. Mills, an electrician

living in Clinton, sug-
gested the use of electricity.

He agreed to wreck the

wooden bridge structure

without injuring the piers.

Although the undertaking
was a novel one, Mr. Mills

was confident that his
method must prove suc-

cessful, and he was right.

His offer was gladly ac-

cepted. The method adopted was perfectly simple;

and this is the way it was put into execution:

Each span of the bridge was composed of nine

chords, each consisting of three timbers. There-
fore, if 'these 27 sills were cut simultaneously the

span would drop between the piers to the river

beneath. This was what was actually done, the cut-

ting being accomplished by burning through the

wood by loops of iron resistance wire made red-

hot by the passage of an electric current. The tim-
bers were of yellow poplar and nine inches square.

Each one was burned simultaneously in two places,

about 10 feet from the pier at each end. Thus the
mass of timbers dropped well inside the piers with-
out injuring them.
By this method it was required that 54 resistance

loops be heated to wreck each span. No. 12 iron

wire was used for these loops, and over 100 feet

of it was required. At the bottom of each loop a
five-pound sash weight was fastened to an insu-
lator. This weight pulled the loop down as it

burned /its way through the timber. Sufficient cur-
rent was used to heat the iron wire cherry red.
Alternating current at 50 volts' pressure was em-
ployed, and the distance of the farthest point of
the temporary wiring to the shore connection was
650 feet. One span was wrecked at a time, and the
time that elapsed from the moment of turnmg on
the current until the fall of the fpan was one hour
and 40 minutes in each case.

Examination after the fall of the bridge showed

The smaller picture in the center is a reproduction
of a snap-shot taken as the first span was falling,

and the photograph reproduced in the lower illus-

tration was taken immediately after two spans had
been wrecked.

WRECKING A BRIDGE BY ELECTRICITY.

that all the sills were burned by the wire loops in

exactly the same manner—five inches deep from the

top and three inches deep on the sides. When this

depth was reached the weight of the span fractured

the remaining wood. The cut made by the hot
wire was quite sharp and clean, and the wood was
not charred more than an inch from the place of

fracture.

Mr. Mills' plan was successful in every particular,

and he was the recipient of many congratulations.

The current was first turned on about five o'clock

in the morning on the day of the wrecking, and
at two o'clock in the afternoon the last span

crashed to the river bed and a great shout of admira-
tion went up from the throats of about 2.000 spec-

tators who witnessed the feat.

In the group of illustrations the upper vievv shows
the old bridge as it appeared before the wrecking.

Processional Electric Balls.

In a note presented to the French Academy, some
curious points relative to globular electricity are
given. The writer says that when two metallic
points, very fine and highly polished, each being in

contact with the poles of an electrostatic machine,
rest perpendicularly upon
the sensitive surface of a
photographic plate or gel-
atino-bromide o f silver
placed on m-etallic foil, the
two points being five or 10
centimeters apart, there will
be a visible flow of electric-
ity around the positive pole.
while at the negative there
will be formed a luminous
globe. When this has as-
sumed sufficient dimensions
it will detach itself from
the point, which then loses
its luminosity entirely, and
move slowlyalongthe plate,

making detours, stopping,
and again moving toward
the positive pole. When it

arrives at that point the two
lights become extinct, and
the machine now discharges
as if the two poles were
united by a conductor.
The speed of the proces-

sional globe is very delib-
erate. From one to four
minutes are required to
cover the distance of five
to 10 centimeters. Some-
times in its progress it

breaks into two or more
luminous globules which
march individually to the
general rendezvous.
Developing the plate

shows the route of each of
the members of the proces-
sion, the place of the two
poles, and, finally, if the
experiment is stopped be-
fore its culmination, the
track of the procession is

only completed up to the
point where the globules
had arrived. The track of
the globule becomes a con-
ductor.

While the march is in
progress if powdered sul-
phur is scattered on the
plate the track is marked
by a line of small aigrettes,
having the appearance of a
luminous chaplet.

M. Gustave Plante in

1878. exhibited before the
Academy similar globules
of electricity by the use of
Soo couples of secondary
cells. Du Moncel, writing
of these experiments, and
comparing their results

with the ball electricity of
nature, says:

"When we connect a
battery of 200 couples with a voltmeter of acid-
ulated or saline water, in such a manner
as that the positive electrode is first im-
mersed, the subsequent contact made by the nega-
tive wire at the surface of the liquid results in fusion
and volatilization of the metal, accompanied by a
flame, colored according to the nature of* the elec-
trode. Now, by weakening the solution in the volt-
meter sufficiently to prevent fusing the electrode,
there appears a continuous succession of sparks
accompanied by a noisy crepitation, and these sparks
will continue, through a gradual weakening of the
liquid, for some minutes. But if the reverse of this

method is practiced, bringing the negative first

into the liquid, the phenomena are markedly dif-

ferent. The positive wire does not melt, but at the
point of contact a luminous liquid globule will be
formed, accompanied by a peculiar roaring sound.
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By slowly raising the wire from the liquid the

globule augments in volume as if there were an

attraction exercised by the electrode, until the little

ball acquires about a centimeter diameter, and as-

sumes a rapid gyratory motion. The centrifugal

force flattens the ball, which, if the other pole is

brought near, reaches out as if attracted. If now
the wire is plunged into the liquid the ball disap-

pears simultaneously with the appearance of a bright

spark at the negative terminal."

M. Plante says that the direction of the gyratory

movement is not uniform, but is liable to change

without apparent cause, and is attributable to the

reaction due to escaping current, while the noise is

that of condensing steam generated by the heat

evolved. An intermittent sparking is attributable to

the fact that as the globule reaches its greatest diam-

eter the flattening due to the centrifugal force

finally raises the globule far enough to break the

contact with its lower surface, and thus stop the

flow of current. This allows the fluid again to close

the contact, when the same cycle of phenomena
is presented. It thus becomes an interrupter, more
or less rapid, according to the distance the terminal

is raised from the electrolyte.

If in place of permitting the electrode to be fixed

stationary, it be suspended from a considerable

height as a pendulum, and so adjusted as to barely

touch the fluid in its movements to and fro, and
this be done in the dark, a very interesting result is

obtained. The little balls of fire chase each other

across the surface, back and forth unremittingly,

while the pendulum is in motion; and the effect

is still further heightened if little ripples be formed

Electrically Operated Porous-plaster
Factory.

In no branch of electrical activity has greater
progress been made in the last six or seven years
than in the employment of electric drive in manu-
facturing establishments. Early in the development
of the art of electrical power transmission it was
seen that the electrical system, with one central
source of energy, transmission of power over easily

disposed wires, and motors for individual ma-
chines or groups of machines, possessed many
advantages of economy and convenience over scat-

tered steam engines or long lines of shafting and
belting. In large works the advantage of central-

izing the power generation, obtaining the economy
of large engines in one plant, and also the conse-
quent saving in labor, was at once apparent. In
smaller establishments the economy consisted in

the fact that the power was used for each machine
or group of machines only as needed; there were
no long line shafts to be turned and to consume
power without giving any useful return; the drop
in the wnres of the factory plant is negligible com-
pared with the wastefulness of the line shaft, unless

all the machines attached to the latter are alike

continuously employed, which is infrequently the

case in practice. Another distinct advantage of the
electric drive is the saving in space and the superior
cleanliness, light and ventilation made possible by
the absence of the cumbersome overhead shafts and
pulleys with ther trapping belts.

But for some time the progress in introducing
electrical transmission in factory plants was slow.

Owners and managers looked upon the new system

rQt'oT--
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED POROUS-PLASTER FACTORY.—CALENDER, GRINDERS AND WASHER DIRECT-CONNECTED
TO MOTORS IN BASEMENT.

on the surface of the vessel coiilainiiig the liquid.

Plante, by the aid of his rheostatic machine, was
enabled to produce traveling globules which left

their track plainly visible on a mica plate. "Nothing
is more whimsical," says Plante, "than the move-
ment of this little fire ball, slowly marching, and
choosing its route according to the resistance of the
isolated plate. The mica of a condenser was cut
through the length of the traveled route, and the
tinfoil formed a double chaplet of small grains
melted at the edges of the consumed mica."

with suspicion. The generators might break down,
they said; the motors were unreliable; there was a
distinct addition to the fire hazard. And in the early

days, too, electrical machinery was expensive.

To-day, however, thanks to the electrical engineer's
improvement of the apparatus and to the energy
of the electrical salesman, this antagonistic attitude

is disappearing. The factory manager gives the

electrical man a fair hearing, and each individual case
is figured on a basis of dollars and cents, without
the fear and prejudice of former days. The World's

Fair, with its extensive electrical power transmis-
sion, did much for the electrical factory plant of
to-day; and now the advantages of electric drive
are found in machine shops and other metal-working
establishments, sawmills and all kinds of wood-turn-
ing shops, cotton mills, bicycle factories, sewing-
machine factories, printing establishments, brewer-
ies, watch factories, piano-making establishments,

shoe and clothing factories, foundries and in many
ether industrial institutions. In many of these in-

teresting and instructive motor applications have
been evolved; and this is true in no small degree
of the plant herewith illustrated, which is also prob-
ably the first electrically operated porous-plaster
factory in the world.
This interesting installation is found in the new

building belonging to Bauer &. Black, at the south-
east corner of Armour avenue and Twenty-fifth
street, Chicago. It is a manufacturing establish-

ment emploj'ing a varied assortment of machinery.
Power is transmitted from the Harrison street sta-

tion of the Chicago Edison company to rotary
transformers located at its plant at No. 2640 Wa-

FIG. I. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED POROUS-PLASIER FAC-
TORY.—SMALL PRINTING-PRESSES DIRECTLY

BELTED TO MOTORS.

bash avenue, and from that point is carried on three-

wire mains to the curb wall of the factory building,

the total length of conductors being: over three miles.

The service provides for about 43 constant-po-

tential Bergmann arc lamps of 2,000 candle
power each, 125 Edison 16 candle power incan-

descent lamps, and 35 220-voIt Crocker-Wheeler
motors, aggregating over 100 horse power. The
entire electrical equipment, including wiring in

iron-armored conduit, motors, incandescent and arc
lamps, was installed by the Chicago Edison com-
pany, in accordance with the specifications of the

architects, Holabird & Roche.
On entering the building one is surprised to find

the almost absolute cleanliness of every floor—a con-
dition rarely found in the ordinary factory. Most
of the machinery is located on the first and third

floors, while the second floor is used for office,

shipping room, etc. On the third floor there are

about 80 sewing machines driven on two shafts by
two two horse power motors geared directly to

the shafts. There are also seven Gordon printing-
presses, as shown in Fig. i, six of these presses

being driven by individual one-half horse power
motors, each controlled by a starting box and
switch located on the frame of the press and con-
venient to the operator. The seventh press is driven
in the same manner by a one-fourth horse power
motor. A fan and a churn, located on this floor, are

driven by motors.
The first floor is divided into two parts, one

devoted to machinery for the manufacture of porous
plasters, and the other devoted to cotton machinery.
The porous-plaster machinery is comparatively
heavy, and consists of one 7V2 horse power washer,
two 12 horse power grinders and one five horse
power calender. The washer takes the crude rub-
ber, works it over and thoroughly cleanses it. This
rubber is then sprinkled with the various ingredients

required in the different plasters, and the combina-
tion is mixed between two powerful rollers in a
machine called the "grinder." This rolling or mix-
ing" process calls for a very wide variation of power,
the load on the motor varying between two and 20

horse power. The calender has three large, heavy
rolls, which run at a speed of three revolutions

a minute, and roll out the plaster in thin sheets on
cloth ready for the perforating machine. These
large machines are all located on the first floor,

but are geared to motors which are fastened to the
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ceiling of the basement. By this arrangement,

vhich is indicated in Fig. 2, the gearing of the

motors is entirely out of the way and the hand-

ling of the machines themselves is greatly facili-

tated. An idea of the tremendous pressure from
these rollers may be inferred from the fact that the

12 horse power motors are geared down from about

Soo revolutions a minute to a speed at the rolls of 12

revolutions a minute. As this class of machinery

has never before been operated by motors, the own-
ers had expressed some doubt as to the practicability

of electric power for this particular purpose, since

the conditions were so very exacting and severe.

The result, however, the owners say, has been one

of unqualified success.

One requirement for the grinders was the neces-

sity of instantly stopping them at any time during

the process of the operation. This result is accom-
plished by an ingenious arrangement, by which,

when the motor is thrown off, the armature is short-

circuited momentarily through a special resistance.

The armature then acts exactly like that of a dynamo,
and the current generated acts as a perfect brake on
the machine. Thus, without taking any current

from the line, the momentum of the motor produces
its own brake and the machine stops almost in-

stantly.

In Fig. 3 are shown the perforating machines.
These machines are designed especially for this

class of work, and they not only perforate the

plaster, but also cover it with cloth and cut it off

in the required lengths. There are only eight of

these machines in existence—three of them being
in this particular factory. As shown in the illus-

tration, they are driven by one-half horse power
motors located just beneath the machines.

On the other side of the first floor is another class

of apparatus—the absorbent-cotton machinery. As
this is the only plant of the kind in Chicago, it may
not be out of place to describe briefly its operation.

The bale cotton as it comes from the South is

first passed through what is known as the breaker
lapper. which is shown at the right-hand side of Fig.

4. From here it passes through a mnnber of tanks
and is subiected to steam at high pressure until it

h thoroughly cleaned. It is then put into a rotat-

ing machine (Fig. 5, p. 146), which is direct-con-

nected to a five horse power motor. This machine
revolves at a speed of 850 revolutions per minute.
and the centrifugal action forces the water out of

the cotton. This motor, as- will be seen, has a ver-

tical shaft, so that the armature is in an upright
position. It is ordinarily covered with an iron
case, which protects it from moisture, but this case
has been removed for the puroose of illustration.

From this rotary machine, called the "extractor,"
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ol this operation, is done up in white, fleecy
rolls ready for the market. In Fig. 5 (page 146)
may be seen a partial view of the card machines
in the ne.xt room.
In addition to the special mrtchinery above de-

scribed, the elevator and pump mstallation is also
driven i>y electric motors. Ste;mi is supplied by

Electric Street-car System of Hamburg.'
BV HUGit FlTCAlRN,

The electric street-car system «^f Hamburg is

claimed to be in every respect the best and most
complete on the continent, exhibiting peculiar fea-

tures, both in its construction and. its management.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED POROUS-PLASTER FACTORY.— LAPPERS FOR PREPARATION OF COTTON.

two 100 horse power boilers in the basement, and
is used for heating the building, for the special

processes in the cleansing and preparation of the
cotton, and for heating the rolls of the porous-plaster
machinery. All of the machinery, however, through-
rut the building is run by electric pow^r.

FIG. 3. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED POROUS-PLASTER FACTORY.—PERFORATING MACHINES.

the cotton is taken to a steam dryer and then to the
finisher lapper, which is shown on the left hand
of Fig. 4, which further sifts out and refines the
cotton.

Both the dryer and the lappers are driven from
overhead motors suspended from the ceiling, as

shown in the illustration. These motors are sus-

pended on iron rails so arranged that they can
slide backward or forward, just the same as if they
were placed on the floor. From here the cotton is

taken to the card machines, which are operated
by motors below the floor. These machines care-
fully comb and card the cotton, which, at the end

In the operation of this plant it has been desired

to secure perfect freedom from dust and dirt, as

far as possible, and the use of electric motors seems

to have solved this problem very successfully.

Bauer & Black express themselves as highly

pleased with* the substitution of electricity in place

of the steam plant which they had in their old place

on State street.

Work is rapidly progressing on the Toledo, Fre-

mont and Norwalk electric railway that is building

between Toledo and Norwalk, O., a distance of 65

miles.

It is an especially interesting fact that the whole
plant is the result of American invention, having
been built after the Thomson-Houston system by the

Union Electricity company for the joint-stock com-
pany called the "Hamburger Strasseneisenbahn Ge-
sellschaft" (Hamburg Street Railway company).
Up to about four years ago, the old horse cars

on some lines and small steam cars with trailers

on others were the modes of street-car transit in

ihis city, but the perfection of electrical locomo-
tion and appliances caused an entire revolution.
The company was established with a capital stock

of 21,000,0.00 marks ($4,904,000): its rolling material
consists of 500 trolley cars and 400 smoking cars,

hereafter described. The system is one of aerial

electric current, the so-called "trolley-car system."
It was with great difficulty that the wares could
be strung, as on narrow streets and on those where
traffic is extensive the state prohibited the company
from setting up the poles. The company therefore
had to make arrangements with the different own-
ers of the houses on both sides of the streets, to
obtain permission to anchor the cross wires to
their walls, to which there could be raised no ob-
jection, as it was safe and obviated the presence
of poles on the sidewalk. To obtain this permis-
sion, the company paid to house owners the amount
of the cost price of the poles

—

47 marks ($11.20)
for a one-wire-current anchor and 6;^ marks ($15)
for a two-wire-current anchor. Wherever the poles
are set up, they are of very neat appearance, and
serve not only as poles for electric street-car wires,
but also as electric-light poles.

In some instances the streets proved to be too
narrow to lay a double track, and in order not to
diminish the strength of the current a double con-
tact wire was strung.

Some 10 years ago, before the electric street-car
system was planned, the state of Hamburg had
granted a monopoly of electrical, appliances and
currents on the public roads to the Hamburg Elec-
tricity Works. When the shareholders of the present
electric street-car company resolved to build the
road, and also to build their own electrical plant,

the Hamburg Electricity Works insisted upon its

risrhts, as the only body entitled to build or use elec-
trical appliances or currents on the public roads of
the city of Hambu'-g, although at the time the mo-
nopoly was granted to the said works nobody ever
thought of trolley cars, but simply of "electric-

lights on public roads." However, the contract
reads "electric currents," and not "electric currents
for electric lighting." The Hamburg Electricity

Works, therefore, was greatly in the way of the
newly planned trolley-car system. However, a sat-,

isfactory arrangement was made between the street-

car company and the electricity works, in that the

btter enlarged its plant in order to supply to the

street-car company the electricity required to move
500 trolley cars (or large cars) and 400 trailers (or

.'^mall cars), called "smoking cars." These smok-

I. United States Consular Report. Mr. Pitcairn is the con-
sul at Hamburg.
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ing cars are simply the old horse cars and are

coupled to the trolley car by means of a link or

connecting rod; thus, the old equipment is utilized.

About every third trolley has one of these trailers

ur smoking cars.

The Hamburg Electricity Works pays to the slate

of Hamburg 20 per cent, of its gross income, as

a return for the monopoly; the street-car company
pays for the electric current i2^/-> pfennigs (equal

to 2.97V3 cents) per kilowatt. The state of Ham-
burg refunds to the Electric Street-car company 20

per cent, of this price, leaving a net cost price for

the electric current of 10 pfennigs (2.38 cents) per

kilowatt.

As a compensation for the use of the public roads

the street-car company pays to the state of Ham-

FIG, 5. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED POROUS-PLASTER FAC-

TORY. EXTRACTOR, WITH MOTOR ON VERTICAL SHAFT.

burg one pfennig (0.238 cent) for each passenger.

The average fare for each person carried being 11.5

pfennigs (2.74 cents), the state receives 8.7 per cent,

of the gross income of the company. In addition

to this, the street-car compan}- must keep the pav-

ing inside of the tracks and 30 centimeters (11.8

inches) outside of each track in proper condition.

The fares on the Hamburg trolley cars are ex-

ceedingly low. After long experimenting, the "tar-

iff of distances'' was found to be the better plan,

and was approved by the Senate. It might be men-
tioned here that the street-car company is not at

libert>' to fix the price of the fare on its lines, but
must forward passengers at the rate fixed by the

Board of Public Traffic, to be approved by the

Senate. All lines are divided into zones of 2,000
meters (1.24 miles), and the fare is as follows:

For the first two zones (4.000 meters, or 2.48 miles),

10 pfennigs (2.3,S cents); for each two zones or part

thereof, thereafter, five pfennigs (1.19 cents). Each
passenger, upon payment of the fare, receives from
the conductor a ticket, w-hich is cut of from a long
roll of tickets, each ticket being provided with a num-
ber. The tickets have different colors—yellow for the
lo-pfennig or two-zone distance: green for the 15-

pfennig or four-zone distance: bUie for the 20-pfen-
nig or six-zone distance, etc. The following is a

drawing of a ticket, four times enlarged, showing
'Tie controlling number and other controlling marks,
hereafter described:

I 2 3

J 5

7

1

10

4

Pa =seneers most show ticket

comptroller upon demand.

10

6
No. 20030— 10 pfennig".

8 9

The numbers on the sides of the tickets indicate
the zones; the conductor must tear out that zone
number at which the passengers step on the car.

In this way it is impossible for passengers to com-
mit fraud by buying a two-zone ticket, for a four-
zone trip, etc., as it can at once be seen where
they stepped on the car, and an attempt to deceive
can be detected. When the conductor collects the
fare, it is his duty to inquire the destination of the
passenger, so that he knows exactly whether a 10,

a IS or a 20-pfennig ticket should be given. At the
end of each two zones the conductor fills in a blank
form, and states the last number of each grade of
ticket sold. If a comptroller steps on the car (and
he is liable to step on at any time) he simply counts

the number of passengers, which must also be the
total number of tickets sold; if there is a discrep-
ancy, it proves that either there is a passenger on the,

car who has not paid, or that the conductor has
collected the money, but neglected to give out a

ticket. The passengers are then requested to show
their tickets; the passenger having no ticket (whether

"

he says he has paid his fare or not) must pay again,

nnd the conductor is fined one mark (24 cents) for

the first offense, three marks (72 cents) for the
second, and discharged at once when the third

offense is detected.
The commutation-ticket system is a peculiar fea-

ture. The street-car company, acknowledging the
fact that hundreds of people are bound to use the
cars a dozen or more times a da}-, has issued "com-
mutation tickets," divided in two sections. The
first section entitles the holder of a commutation
ticket to the use of one line in both directions, and
as many times as he chooses, including Sundays.
The second section issues commutation tickets for
the use of all lines, in all directions, and allows
;he holder lo avail himself of the accommodations
is many times as he chooses. These tickets are
valid from three to 12 months, and the prices are
so low that if a person uses the cars over three
times a day a commutation means a saving—in

some cases the fare for each trip amoimting to less

than one cent.

Prices for commutation tickets are as follows:

Duration of ticket. For use on one line. For use on all lines.

Marks. Marks.
1 hree iDOnUis 25-00 £ 5-95 46.50 Si 1.07

7.62

9.28

60.00

73.00

14.28

1737Five monrhs 39-00
S X months 46.00 1095 86.00 20.47
Seven monihs 52.00 12.38 98.00 2332 "1

Eielu months 58.00 13.80 109.00 25.94 J

Nine mon'hs 64.00 15-33 120.00 Z8.56
Ten months 69.50 16.54 130.00 30.94
Eleven months ..! 7500 17.83 140.00 33.32
Twelve monihs 80.00 19.04 150.00 35-70

In addition to this, combination tickets may
be had for the use of one specified line and part of

one other line, and, also in this instance, prices are
extremely low. Further, very cheap tickets are

issued for children going to school. These tickets
are personal, a trip costing about four pfennigs
(0.95 cent).

The cars stop only at fixed halting places to take
on and let off passengers. These halting places
are generallj- at street crossings, marked b}^ a white
sign affixed to lantern poles, on which is printed
the word "haltestelle" (halting place).

ihe trolley cars offer seats for 20 to 28 persons,
10 to 14 on each side. Besides, four persons are

on the car and detects a surplus of passengers, he
notes the number of the conductor, who is fined
three marks (72 cents), which are paid to a charity
fund and divided once a year to employes of the
company requiring support.

All cars—not only the trolley cars, but also the
smokers—are supplied with hand and electro-
magnetic brakes; the latter are applied in case of
danger, and afford a sudden halting of the car.

There are no fenders in use on the cars, but acci-

dents are few. Experiments are being daily made
with all sorts of safety appliances to test their re-

liability; but up to the present the company has
not decided to introduce any particular system on
all cars. There is certainlj'^ an opportunity here for
a good American device, as the different appliances
now in use are not fully satisfactory to the com-
pany or to the authorities-

The Hamburg Electric Street-car company must
be considered a model institution and its system
worthy of careful stud\-.

Canadian Water-power Development.
For over a year the scheme of utilizing the water

power of the St. John River at Grand Falls, N. B.,

for the purpose of generating electricity, has been
in contemplation. Among those interested in the
scheme are Sir William Van Home and Senator
Proctor of Vermont. Recently Senator Proctor
met the council of Grand Falls. He wished a lease

of the commons, a tract of land granted the town
of Grand Falls in the daj^s of King George III.,

and which the town can lease, but cannot sell. The
council informed the senator that they would give
his company a lease if he would guarantee an ex-
penditure of $250,000 within iS months. The sen-
ator, it is reported, was favorable to this argument,
and as a result engineers are now making surveys.

T. Pringle & Son, hydraulic and mechanical engi-
neersof Montreal. have been awarded the contractfor
the erection of large electrical works at Chaudiere.
which is located some six miles from Levis, Que.
The idea is to furnish light and electrical power to
the cit}' of Levis and the smaller places in the im-
UiCdiate neighborhood. The company is known as
the Canadian Electric Light company of Levis. The
necessary power will be obtained b}" damming the
the Chaudiere River. From this dam will extend
three pipes of immense size, each being eight feet

three inches in diameter, to a site Soo _feet below,
where the power house will be constructed. This
will give a drop of 114 feet, and the power gener-
ated in this way will be equal to 6.000 horse power.

FIG. 2. TRANSMLTTING PICTURES BY ELECTRICITY. THE ORIGINAL AND THE PICTURE RECEIVED.

allowed on the front and five persons on the back
platform. The full num.bcr of passengers being on
the car, the conductor lowers a sign, "Besetzt,"

which means "occupied," and a car cannot take
more passengers than the above number. The reg-

ulations in this respect are very strictly observed.
Say, for instance, a ladj' steps on the car at a

halting place, while the conductor is front, c'ol-

lecting fares, the car being already "occupied" when
the lady stepped in; but there being no conductor
to prevent, she goes inside, and a gentleman offers

her his seat, the gentleman ihen taking a stand on
the platform. The conductor returns to his post,

when the gentleman is requested to step off the
car at the next halting place, having forfeited his

seat and the car being fully occupied. Should he
refuse to leave the car. he is put off. The police-

men on the streets have instructions to watch the
cars sharph- when passing their post; and if they
detect a car carrying one person more than the
fixed number, the policemen note the number of the

car. and the company receives word that the said

conductor has been fined three marks (72 centsX
to be deducted from his wages and to be paid to the

police board. If a comptroller of the company steps

The dam on the Chaudiere will extend straight

across, a distance of about 1,000 feet. Six double
turbines of about 1.400 horse power each will be
installed, and the current will be generated bj' six

two-phase d^mamos -of 1,000 horse power each.
Work upon the plant will be begun at once, and it is

expected that it will be completed and ready for

operation in the spring. This will be the first elec-

trical power plant for the city of Levis.

It is difficult to realize the changes made in the
neighborhood of Shawinigan Falls, on the St. Law-
rence River, since the Shawinigan Water and Power
company began the development of the water power
at that place—a development which, it is said, will

eventually be carried out to the extent of 150.000

horse power. The Shaw'inigan company, which
has a capital of $6,000,000. first had to provide means
of communication with the outside world, and this

was done by building a branch railway 4^2 miles

long, to connect with the Great Northern railway.

This gives a direct route to Quebec, and Montreal
is reached by the branch of the Canadian Pacific

railway, running down to Three Rivers. The Shaw-
inigan company bought not only the water-power



rights from llie government, but also 800 acres oi

land immediately adjoining lliat wliicli it is now
surveying and laying out nito town lots, etc. The
company, some months ago, gave to the Warren-

Schart company of New York the contract for a

canal, bulkheads, power house, etc., and it is ex-

pected that this work will be completed by Janu-

ary next, when the necessary dynamos and other

electrical machinery will be at once installed for

the production of 50,000 horse power. This wdl

tnake it the largest power plant in Canada, and

one of the largest in the world, and it can be in-

creased to the limit available, 150,000, as the power

may be required.

Meanwhile the Shawinigan company has been

busy disposing of its wares; that is to say, the

power it is developing, and has already made con-

tracts of the sale of an amount of power which puts

it immediately in the front rank of the greatest

power companies of the world. Among the en-

terprises which will locate there is the Canadian

Carbide company, which has contracted for the use
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now states that the latter company has been awarded
the whole contract, including the construction of

a power house at Ragged Kcipids, dams and ma-
chinery and overhead wires. Mr. Strickland says

that this is the first instance in Canada where a

municipality has undertaken to develop and trans-

mit electric energy such a long distance, the rapids

being 20 miles from Orillia. The Toronto com-
pany has undertaken to put in plant cipabie of de-

veloping 5,000 horse power for supplying light,

heat and power to the whole town of Orillia by
December 1st next. The work was at first injrusted

to a Bufifalo firm, w-hich subsequently backed out,

and the contract was then given to the Toroiito

company at an advance in price. The contract price

is $71,000. W.

Fireman Shocked Through Metal
Helmet.

John 'j. Evans, a captain of one of the fire-engine

companies of Chicago, recently received a 500-volt

TRANSMITTING PICTURES BY ELECTRICITY.—SAMPLES OF THE WORK DONE.

of 10,000 horse power. It comprises Sir William

Van Home of Montreal, William McKenzie of

Toronto, James Sutherland, M. P., of Woodstock,

Ont., and other well-known capitalists. With an

almost unlimited supply of the materials for manu-
facturing calcium carbide, electricity, limestone and

charcoal, and through the patents which it controls,

this company will be in a position to dominate the

whole market for this product. The Shawinigan

company has also made a contract for the sale of

10.000 horse power to the Pittsburg Reduction com-

pany, which will install a plant for the manufacture

of aluminum on a large scale. This latter company,

which has a capital ot $1,600,000, will be the first

10 manufacture aluminum in Canada, and will em-

ploy between 400 and 500 men. Other large con-

tracts for the use of power have also been made.

The statement recently made that the Royal Elec-

tric company of Montreal had been awarded the

contract lor installing machinery for the develop-

ment of power at Ragged Rapids and its transmis-

sion to Orillia. Ont.. seems to be incorrect. Mr.
F Strickland, superintendent for the Electrical

Maintenance and Construction company of Toronto,

shock while performing his duties at a fire. He
wore an aluminum helmet, and as he was leading a

squad of men up a stairway his helmet came in

contact with a live wire which w'as attached to the

dynamo that ran the elevator and which had fallen

across the stairway. As he was standing in water,

a good circuit was made and he received a severe

shock; but beyond a few slight injuries received in

falling down the stairs the man was not injured.

The New York Herald and the Chicago Times-

Herald announce that they have made arrangements

with the management of the ocean-going steamer

La Grande Duchesse to report from its decks, by

space telegraphy, the international races' between the

vachts Columbia and Shamrock, that are to take

'place next month. It is said that the facilities of-

fered by this steamer to carry out the work success-

fully are excellent. The steamer will be present

at all the international yacht races, and it is e.x-

pected that every incident of the races will be quickly

dispatched. The success of this event will be

watched with interest, as it will be the first attempt

on this side of the Atlantic to use the Marconi

.system in obtaining reports of a great event.
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Transmitting Pictures by Electricity.

For the last eight or 10 years, al least, inventors

liavc been working on the problem of transmitting

pictures and drawings by electricity, and results

have been acliicved which are very encouraging.

Some of the most recent work accomplished is re-

produced in the accompanying illustrations. Four
portraits are shown in the group in Fig. I. These
pictures are reproduced from the copy made by the

receiving machine and are not retouched in any
way, rather losing something in sharpness and de-

tail through the jdioto-elching process. The pic-

tures were transmitted this summer between Cleve-
land and St, f-ouis over a Western Union wire
measuring about five ohms to the mile, the total

distance, by wire, between sending and receiving

points being about 650 miles. Readers of the West-
ern Electrician should have little difficulty in rec-

ognizing some or all the portraits, but if a key
is wanted it may be stated that the pictures rep-

resent Gladstone, Admiral Schley, General Fitzhugh
Lee and Mr. M. E. Stone, the general manager of

the Associated Press.

In Fig. 2 the transmitted portrait is placed beside

the original photograph, for comparison. This
picture was also transmitted over the 650-mile cir-

cuit between Cleveland and St. Louis. It repre-

sents Mr. J. C. Barclay, the electrician of the west-
ern division of the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany, who is much interested in the experiments.
The pictures shown herewith were transmitted by

the Dun Lany machines, w'hich are being developed
by the International Facsimilegraph company of ,

Cleveland, and in which the managers of the .Asso-
ciated Press take an interest, as the invention, if

perfected, will be of much \alue to newspapers.
Patents are being taken out in all the more impor-
tant countries. One patent, for a "facsimile tele-

graph," was issued by the United States to William
P. Dun Lany and Thomas Mills on August 22d and
assigned to the company mentioned.

In transmitting a picture or drawing, it is first

stereotyped on a flexible metal plate. The outlines
of the picture are exposed, while the remainder of
the surface of the plate is covered with a non-con-
ductive paint. The plate is then placed around a
brass cylinder five inches long and two inches in

diameter and the machine, which is operated by an
electric motor, is started. An arm bearing a tracer

has its base upon a very finely threaded rod and
gradually moves to the left, until the entire picture
has been covered by the tracer. Both sending and
receiving machines are governed by a simple syn-
chronizing arrangement, so that both machines are
regulated 111 their speed automatically and must, run
exactly together. The tracer at the sending point
controls the current on the wire and closes the cir-

cuit w^henever it comes in contact with the exposed
lines of the picture.

At the receiving end the apparatus is similar to
that at the transmitting point. The projecting arm
over the cylinder, however, is provided with a
stylus controlled by an ordinar}' telegraph sounder.
Around the cylinder is wrapped several sheets of
paper with carbon copying sheets between them.
The sounder bearing the stylus closes down on the
cylinder and copying paper, recording the most
minute lines in the original picture, as the tracer

at the sending point passes over them.
In transmitting written or printed matter the proc-

ess is the same, except that the copy is either writ-

ten or copied on a flexible brass or metal plate,

the circuit being broken whenever the tracer strikes

the ink, which is non-conductive. In this case the
receiving instrument is reversed, so that it records
on the paper the opening instead of the closing of

the circuit. The synchronizing arrangement, which
is perhaps the most important feature of the inven-
tion, is most ingenious and is arranged so that,

no matter how many receiving machines there may
be cut in along the line, it is not necessary to have
an operator or attendant to care for them. It is

said that the operator at the transmitting point can
easily correct or regulate the speed of all.

It is claimed that by using an enlarged cylinder,

a half or even a full newspapei page, in matrix
form, can be placed in a transmitting machine, op-
erated, say, in New York or Chicago, and repro-

duced simultaneously in practically all of the leading

cities of the country within a very few minutes.

Electric Fans in the Orient.

In the Orient the American electric fan is super-

seding to some extent the ancient punka, being
welcomed by everybody except the punka workers,

whom it threatens to throw out of employment.
As soon as the market was discovered Germany ap-

peared in the field as our competitor, says the New
York Tribune, cutting prices and adopting other

expedients to push her w-ares; but the American
.T.achine was found the best, and is the one most
in favor. The rajah of Koti has mounted one on
his throne, and is so much pleased with it that he

has ordered $30,000 worth of fans for distribution in

his dominions and as presents to other rajahs. Ja-

pan is also a liberal buyer, and the fans are beginning

to be introduced into China.

It is said that, with the exception of steel rails,

the iron and steel mills of the country are now so

Ijusy that they cannot accept large orders, unless

for delivery next year.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Vol ta.

Como, Italy. May 20th to October 28th. (The date of the festival
of the centenary of Volta at Como is £xed for September iStb.)

New York State Street Railway association, Ithaca, September
i2th and 13th.

Association of Edison Illuminatiog Companies, Philadelphia,
September 12th to 14th.

Old-time Telegraphers' association and United States Military
Telegruph Corps, Copley Square Hotel, Boston, September i2tlj

to i^th.

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September 14th to November 30th. (Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the tranklin In-
stitute.)

American Electro-therapeutic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C, September 19th to 21st,

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September,

Pennsylvania Streei Railway association, Stevens House, Lan-
caster. Pa.- October 4th and 5th.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

An ingenious application of electricity was made
in the recent wrecking of a wooden bridge at Clin-

ton. Md., described on another page. By the use

of loops of wire heated red-hot by resistance to the

passage of a current of electricity, the sills support-

ing each span of the bridge were burned ofif simul-

taneously. The advantages of the use of electric

heat were that it was confined exactly where it was

wanted and that each of 27 timbers was burned in

two places simultaneously, cutting out the span

sharp and clean. The use of electricity saved much
time and money and extricated the owner of the

bridge from a dilemma in which he became involved

by a promise to wreck the bridge, without injuring

the piers, within a 30-day period. Mr. Mills, the

electrician in charge, deserves much credit for the

successful accomplishment of a novel bit of work.

While the danger from the electrolysis of buried

metal pipes by stray electric currents has been

greatly overrated by many persons and newspapers,

it is a serious evil in some localities. One man
goes so far as to propose that all water and gas

pipes shall be made of glass or some vitreous com-

position. This remedy will hardly be adopted, as,

with improved methods of providing a return path

for the current to the power house, we shall hear

loss of the cause of the damage, until it becomes

so slight as to excite no serious apprehension.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the sugges-

tion, derived from the experience of St. John, N.

B.. that pine plugs be used to make the joints of

water pipes instead of melted lead. It is said that

the experiment has been successful in St. John, and

that the method is not only more economical than

lead joints, but that it promises to work out to

considerable advantage in the insulation of the sec-

tions of pipe.

New Yorkers seem to be somewhat exercised over

the possible dangers of the third-rail system for

elevated railroads now being installed in Brooklyn.

They will find in practice, judging from the experi-

ence of Chicago, that accidents will be few and far

between. Under all ordinary circumstances no per-

son is allowed on the structure save experienced

employes, who realize the danger fully and know
how to avoid the contact rail without difficulty.

In the rare case when a train is stalled, and it is

necessary for passengers to walk on the elevated

structure to' the nearest station, it is easy to pro-

vide a temporary insulated pathway well over the

third-rail at the point where a crossing is made, or,

better still, the current may be cut off from that

section of the road for five minutes untd the pas-

sengers are safely transferred. In Chicago there is

a good board walk over the feeders between the

tracks; and to any person with a cool head and a

knowledge of the position and characteristics of the

third-rail the danger is very slight; it is only neces-

sary, in crossing the tracks, to step carefully over

the contact rails and not on them. However, only

employes should be allowed on the track structure

unless in emergency^ and then it is best to switch the

current off.

The National Export Exposition, which will be

opened in Philadelphia on Thursday of next week,

continuing until November 30th, is an enterprise of

much concern to all American manufacturers who
are engaged in the export trade, who are about to

engage in it, or who would do so were they not

deterred by the difficulties of satisfying customers,

extending credits and making collections among
peoples of varying language and customs 10,000

miles away. The exposition is designed as a com-

plete display of American manufactures and

products suitable for export, planned particularly

for the benefit of many delegates, commissioners

and merchants who will come from every part of

the world to attend the International Commercial

Congress. There will also be a department of

samples of manufactured goods made abroad and

now sold in foreign markets. Thus visitors will

have an opportunity to make direct comparison of

goods of American and European manufacture.

The International Commercial Congress men-

tioned will be most important. It will be convened

in the auditorium of the exposition on October loth

and will be made up of accredited representatives

of the leading governments and chambers of com-

merce of the world—an international gathering of

practical businessmen. The Congress will devote
itself to a discussion of the world's trade by men
directly interested. It is expected that the president

of the United States will welcome the delegates and
deliver the opening address. Thereafter there will

be every opportunity for a full and fair discussion

of all topics affecting international trade. Such
practical subjects as tariffs, bounties, commercial
education, international classification of commercial
statistics, arbitration for the settlement of interna-

tional trade disputes, sample warehouses, the metric
system, parcels posts, interoceanic canals, advan-
tages of an international currency, credit systems and
the need of international laws concerning bankrupt-
cies, patents and trademarks are listed for considera-
tion.

The deliberations of this body should have an im-
portant effect on the foreign trade of the United
States and other countries. Its educational features
will be especially valuable in this country, where
more than one manufacturer has retired from the
export trade after some unfortunate experience, in

Russia or South America, say, by which it seemed
to be shown that the trouble of enlighjening the
foreigners and getting one's money from them was
not worth what it cost. Intelligent, patient, per-
sistent effort to extend the export trade of the
United States is undoubtedly worth while, and we
shall expect to know better how to direct that ef-

fort as one result of the International Commercial
Congress.

Railroad men exhibit much interest in the possi-

bility of making a more extended use of the tele-

phone for train dispatching. The Railroad Gazette;

from which an article on the subject by Mr. G. W.
Blodgett was lately reprinted in the Western Elec-

trician, has printed several communications on the

subject. Mr. Blodgett advocated the use of the

telephone and outlined a plan by which a record of

messages could be kept and by which it might be
assured that train orders were received precisely a^

sent. A Chicago correspondent rather takes Mr.
Blodgett to task and says that while the telephone
would save some time, the advantages of the method
proposed are not as great as the writer of the first

article seems to think. This critic concludes by
saying: "The main point I would make is that to

insure the necessary safety in the handling of train

orders, under the present American dispatching

system, every order must be put in writing;

and. the average penman being able to write no
faster than the aA'erage Morse telegraph operator,

there is no advantage in sending messages any
faster than they are sent now."
On the other side, Mr. C. A. Hammond supports

Mr. Blodgett's position, so that the out-and-out

telephone advocates are in the majority. Mr. Ham-
mond speaks by the light of personal experience.

While superintendent of the Boston, Revere Beach
and Lynn railroad, he devised a system of tele-

phoning train orders, and he grew to have the

greatest confidence in it. No accident ever at-

tended the use of this telephone system, and Mr.

Hammond cannot remember a mistake in trans-

mission, after the "O. K." had been given, in any

essential particular. This writer found the superior

quickness of the telephone invaluable and dwells on
the advantage of rapid question and answer to ex-

plain a situation at one end of the wire to a dis-

patcher or superintendent at the other. "With the

introduction of the metallic circuit and improve-

ments in the transmitter," says Mr. Hammond, "the

telephone service, with reasonable care in main-

tenance, became almost ideally perfect. Dictation

and repetition were under practically the same con-

ditions as if the two persons—sender and receiver

—

were both in the same room. * * * * ]sjot only

was the system of giving train orders by telephone

satisfactory to the superintendent, in its practical

working, but—what was of equal importance—the

employes themselves, especially those whose duties

were affected by it. had implicit confidence in it."

Not infrequently the whole road was run by tele-

phone with entirely successful results. Mr. Ham-
mond details his system of telephone train orders

and evidently believes in the instrument thoroughly.

There seems to be ground for the belief that one

of the coming extensions of the telephone field is

in railroad operation; and telephone men will do

well to give this probable development their care-

ful attention.
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS

Welcomed to Wilmington at the Open-
ing of the Exhibition.

[Special dispatch to [lie Western lilectrician.]

Wilmington. Del., September 4.—What may

safely be pronounced to be the most successful

convention of the National Association of Munici-

pal Electricians commenced with the gathering to-

day at the convention headquarters, the Clayton

House, of the members of the committee appointed

to meet Governor Ebe W. Tunnell and Mr. J. H.

Hughes, the secretary of state of Delaware, who

arrived at 5 p. m. The committee was composed

of Jonathan W. Aydon, president of the association;

Mayor John C. Fahey; M. P. Satterthwaite, vice-

president of the Board of Trade; A. S. Reed, chair-

man of the reception coinmittee; George B. Moore,

chairman of the ladies' reception committee; Josiah

Marvel; Col. Enoch Moore; James Kane, chair-

man of the City Council committee; Col. R. H.

Taylor and Adjutant-general Garrett J. Hart. At

five o'clock the waiting gentlemen met the gov-

ernor and escorted him to the Clayton House. Af-

terward the comiuittee met the New York delega-

tion, with special parlor street-cars for the ladies.

At half-past seven in the evening Mayor Fahey

introduced the governor in an appropriate speech.

Governor Tunnell then formally opened the elec-

trical exhibition at Pyle's Academy given in con-

junction with the convention. The affair was a

marked success socially as well as in every other

way. Many ladies were in attendance, and their

attractive costumes, contrasted with the black even-

ing dress of the gentlemen, formed a pleasing

scene. The streets were especially illuminated;

signs of "Welcome" were frequently displayed;

visitors were given the freedom of the city and un-

limited use of the street-car service. In every way

the opening was most auspicious. F. L. P.

New General Manager for the Chicago
City Railway Company.

Since the laLo M. K, How-m was advanced to the
position of president of the Cliicagf) City Railway
company a year and a half ago, there has been no
general manager for the system. Now the position

has been revived, and Capt. Robert McCulloch has
been appointed to fill it. Mr. George O. Nagle,
the active and efficient superintendent, becomes
assistant general manager by the new arrangement,
and Mr. C. M. Duffy, formerly secretary and treas-

urer of the National Railway coinpany of St. Louis,
is made auditor.

Robert McCulloch is an ex-president of the
.American Street Railway association and a very
\vell-kno\vn street-railway man. For 28 years he
was identified with the street-railway systems of

St. Louis, where he was intimately associated with
Mr. D. G. Hamilton, now president of the Chicago
City c'ompany. Captain McCulloch is of Scotch de-

scent and a native of Virginia. He was educated
at the Virginia Military Institution at Lexington,
Va. He went as a cadet into the Confederate
service in April, 1861, and followed General Lee
tuitil his surrender in April, 1865. He took up his

residence in St. Louis in 1869. and in 1871 entered
the service of the Bellefontaine Railway company
of that city as superintendent. He was afterward,
made secretary, and then ^'ice-president and general
manager of the company. He continued in that

service until 1889, when Mr. Hamilton and his

American Street Railway Association.

Preparations are now well under way for the

eighteenth annual meeting of the American Street

Railway association, which will be held at Tatter-

sails', State and Sixteenth streets. Chicago, October

17th. iSth, 19th and 20th. Papers will be read on

subjects named as follows: "Maintenance of Car

Equipment;" "Modern Street-railway Shops, Their

Design, Machinery and Shop Practice;" "Train

Service and Its Practical Application;" "Invest-

ments in Street Railways—How Can They be Made
Secure and Remunerative?" "Construction and

Maintenance of Street-railway Tracks."

A large exhibition of street-railway supplies is

assured. Secretary Penington reporting that every

foot of space in the hall has been applied for. At
a meeting of the executive committee held in Chi-

cago last February, the following resolution was
adopted:
Resolved, That the last day o£ the convention, Friday, October

20lb, be set apart for the systematic and careful inspection of ex-

hibits by the delegates, and that all street-railway managers be

urged to send delegations from their mechanical, operating and
accounting departments to inspect the same.

The annual banquet will be held Friday evening,

when the officers-elect will be installed.

The headqtiarters of the association will be at the

Auditorium Annex. Railroad rates will be as be-

fore, one and one-third fare for the round trip on the

certificate plan.

Commonwealth Station Criticized.

The Commonwealth Electric company of Chi-

cago operates a central station of about 1,800

horse power capacity at the corner of Fifty-

sixth and Wallace streets. The plant has been in

use for about five years. Recently a number of

citizens in the neighborhood of the plant, headed

by an attorney, Henry M. Coburn, have instituted

proceedings against the company and its employes,

claiming that the sinoke ordinance was being vio-

lated, that the company was maintaining a public

nuisance, and that the health and happiness of the

people residing in the vicinity were menaced. On
September 4th the complainants caused the arrest

of all the employes at the station. The company
claims to be operating its plant entirely within the

laws and under the ordinances of Chicago, having
in use all the latest appliances, such as smoke con-
sumers, automatic stokers, etc. Over 600 arc lamps
are supplied from this station for the use of the

city and the park commissioners. Besides this

power is supplied for government and private uses.

The company is now engaged in reconstructing the

power plant and making additions which, when
completed, will give the station a capacity of froin

.3,000 to 4,000 horse power.

ROBERT .M CULLOCH.

friends purchased the Citizens', St. Louis, Cass
Avenue, Northern Central and Union lines, and
Captain McCulloch was made vice-president and
general manager of these roads, which were oper-

ated by the National Railway company. In 1896-97
Captain McCulloch served as president of the

American Street Railway association. Early in 1899
practically all the St. Louis railroads were
amalgamated under the head of the United Rail-

ways company. Captain McCulloch being re-

tained as division superintendent of the lines, and he

continued in that capacity until September ist. when
his term with the Chicago City road began. Captain
McCulloch is married and has thiee children, one of

whom, Richard McCulloch, is a civil and electrical

engineer in Vienna.
On the occasion of his resignation from the

United Railways company. Captain McCulloch gave
a farewell dinner at the Southern Hotel, St. Louis,
on August 19th, to about a dozen of his old as-

sociates. It is expected that the new general mana-
ger of the Chicago City company will relieve the

president's office of much of its work, having charge
of the operating department of the system.

At a recent election in Dui'ant, Miss., $10,000

worth of electric-light bonds were voted.

Large Verdict for X-ray Injury Reduced.
In the case of Frank V. Balling against Dr. Otto

L. Schmidt and W. C. Fuchs of Chicago, in which
the plaintiff was awarded a verdict of $10,000 for

injuries resulting from an X-ray burn. Judge Chet-
lain has refused to grant a new trial, but entered
judgment reducing the amount of damages from
$10,000 to $7,000. The defendants refused to acqui-
esce in the amended judgment, however, and have
appealed from the decision. This famous case was
reported at some length in the Western Electrician

of May 6. i8qq. The trial lasted 10 days and was
hotly contested. Mr. Balling lost his leg through
injuries which he attributed to the use of the X-ray
in an endeavor to ascertain the extent of injuries
to a fractured ankle. The exposures were from
.30 to 45 minutes' duration, made in the early days
of the art of skiagraphy, and it was contended that
the deep burns made several amputations necessary.

The expert testimony was conflicting, and the jury
gave the plaintiff a verdict for $10,000.

Mineral Production of 1898.
A "Summary of the Mineral Production of the

United States in 1898" has been issued by the Di-
vision of Mineral Resources (of which David T.
Day is the chief; of the United States Geological
.Survey. It is shown that since 1880 the total value
(jf the mineral production of the United States has
increased from $369,319,000 to $697,880,002 in 1898

—

nearly 90 per cent. The normal increase deduced
from this record of 19 years is at the rate of $18,-
000,000 annually, but during the five years since
1893 the rate of increase has been nearly $25,000,-
000 annually. While the normal rate of increase
may lie somewhere between these figures, the totals
are marked by great irregularities. From 1894 to
1895 the mcrease was nearly $100,000,000, and in

the following year the increase was only a little

over $1,000,000. while in the two years from 1892
to 1894 there was a decrease, owing to the business
depression, of over $121,000,000. From 1896 to
1897 the increase was about $8.(x>o.ooo, about 1.3
per cent., while from 1897 to 1898 the increase was
$66,970,534. more than 2'^ times the a«-rage annual
increase from 1893 to 1898. and a gain of nearly
1 1 per cent, over the value of the product in 1897
($550,909,468). The total of $697,880,002 in 1898
was the largest ever recorded in the history of the
United States, exceeding that of 1892, which held
the record prior to 1898, by nearly $50.000,(xw. This
great increase in 1898 is due to a general increase
all along the line of inineral products, all of the
more important of these showing large increases
and ahnost everyone showing some gain.
For the mineral products in wdiich electrical men

are more especially interested these reports are
made

:

Copper.—The copper industry continues to be in
a flourishing condition. The product in 1898 was
526,512,987 pounds.' valued at $61,865,276. the great-
est product and value ever recorded. 494,078.274
pounds, valued at $54,080,180, having been pro-
duced in 1897. The average price per pound in

1898 was 11.75 cents; in 1897 it was 11 cents. .and
in 1896 it was 10.5 cents. The actual scarcity of
copper, with its accompanying rise in price and its

enormous expansion of stock speculation, did not
develop until the end of the year, and did not affect
the returns for 1898. Nor is the great activity in

the location of new copper mines apt to add ma-
terially to the copper product of 1S99 on account
of the time required to open copper properties and
provide reduction plants.

Zinc.—The production of zinc also increased to
115-399 short tons, valued at $10,385,910. from
09.980 short tons, worth $8,498,300. in 1897. This,
too, is the largest product recorded for this coun-
try.

Aluminum.—The production of aluminum made a
notable gain in iSgS over 1897. The product in

1897 was 4,000,000 pounds, valued at $1,500,000, and
in 1S98 it was 5.200.000 pounds, \alued at $1,716,000:
Mica.—The sheet-mica product continued to in-

crease, rising from 82.676 pounds in 1897 to 129.520
pounds, a gain of 56.66 per cent, in 1898. which is

the largest product since 1885. The value increased,
though not in the same proportion as the product.
It rose from $80,774 in 1897 to $103.534—$22.760

—

or 28.18 per cent. In adilition. there were sold
3.099 tons of scrap mica for use in the manufacture
of lubricants, wall papers, boiler coverings, etc.,

valued at $27.56-1. as compared with 740 tons in

1897, valued at $14,452.

Electrical Machinery for the Deering
Works.

- Some time ago the Western Electrician described
the electrical machinery that had been installed at

the works of the Deering Harvester company of

Chicago to operate the twine mill. Orders have
now been given to the General Electric company
for generators and motors, which will increase the
present capacity of the powder plant by 2.100 kilo-

watts. A duplicate to the 750-kilow^att alternator
now installed, a 250-kilowatt and a 1,100-kilowatt
alternator will be added. These large machines will

be three-phase, 40-cycIe. direct-connected, slow-
speed alternators, anci will be used to drive induc-
tion motors, aggregating about 1,000 horse power.
Nearly 900 horse power in motors is now in use
in the twine mill and nearby shops. To accom-
modate these additions to the electric generating
plant a new power house is being erected. It is

hoped to have the new plant running in about two
months.

It is suggested that perhaps one of the most use-
ful possibilities of wireless telegraphy is to keep
up connection with exploring parties going into
remote portions of the world. "If Signor Marconi's
confidence is well founded," says the Chicago Rec-
ord. "Walter W'elhnan could have been in com-

.

munication with London or New York during his

entire journey. The lost Andree might have kept
the world aclvised of his movements. In such a

country as Alaska intercourse could be held between
different camps and the hardship and danger greatly

reduced" in consequence."

T. According to the iigurns oE the Engineering and Mining
Journal, published in the Western Electririan on August 5th. th e

production of copner in the United States in rSg^ was 239.24 i

long tons, or 535.899 fi40 pounds, an amount slightly in excess o f

the government's report.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Independents of Shelbyville Not Easily

Discouraged.
When fire destroyed the exchange of the Mutual

Telephone company of Shelbyville, Ind., a few

weeks ago. the citizens feared that the stockholders

would become discouraged and dispose of their

plant. The fight made by the Central Union against

the local company has been so hard, says the In-

dianapolis News, that the stockholders of the latter

have been compelled to put all their earnings into

improvements. Not less than $5,000 was spent this

summer in building new lines and placing the plant

in an up-to-date condition. This work had not been

completed two weeks, and the Indianapolis line had
not been in operation a week, when fire destroyed

everything in the exchange. A move was made in

three hours after the fire to rebuild the exchange,

and it has been successful. Overtures have been

made for the purchase of the plant for the purpose
of turning -it over to the Central Union, but all

these have failed. Ten thousand dollars' worth of

bonds, drawing six per cent, a year, have been is-

sued, the stockholders taking up 40 per cent, of

the value of their stock in them. A new exchange
is now being built. The Central Union is still giv-

ing all houses the privilege qf free telephones, but

the citizens are loyal to the home company and
are waiting patiently for the new exchange to open.

On August 7th an order was placed with the

Sterling Electric company of Chicago for an en-

tire new equipment, consisting of a 500-number
switchboard. 800-number distributing board, com-
bined office terminals and protectors, pole-top

Removal of American Bell Company.
Writing from Boston, a correspondent of the

New York Herald says that the report of the re-

moval of the headquarters of the American Bell
Telephone company from Boston to New York is

neither confirmed nor denied officially, but has ob-
tained wide circulation. He adds:
The main issue, the consolidation of the Bell

and Long-distance companies of New York, is gen-
erally regarded as settled. One rumor is that the
exchange is to be made on a basis of three shares
of Long-distance stock for one share of Bell Tele-
phone, with the privilege of subscribing for an ad-
ditional share of Long-distance at par, the Long-
distance to pay six per cent. Another rumor that
seems more plausible is that the exchange will

be on the basis of only two shares of Long-distance
for one of Bell Telephone. In the latter event there
would still remain in the treasury nearly $23,000,000

of Long-distance stock, and the rumor was some-
what cloudy as to the ultimate disposition of this

balance.

At first glance, this latter rumor looks rather ridic-

ulous, inasmuch as the Long-distance stock pays only
five per cent., while the Bell stock is paying 15 per
cent, and sold on the market to-day [August 30th] at

365. But the Long-distance company of New York
would be simply the Bell company operating under
another name, and as a New Yoik corporation in-

stead of as a Massachusetts corporation.
The matter of taxation does not seem to be the

reason for the proposed transfer. The manner in

which the company is directed by statute to barter

Farmers' Community Exchange System.
To extend the telephone service of ciiies or towns

into the homes in the surrounding rural districts is a
creditable undertaking, and the North Electric com-
pany of Cleveland is entitled to praise for its

original work in devising a system to this end.
It is the boast of the Independents that the tele-

phone has been put within the reach of the common
people of the cities. Now, it is contended that to
complete the work the farmers in the territory sur-
rounding every city or town should have connec-
tion b> t'Icrhone not only with their neighbors, but
iheir f i^nds in thi city, as well as the physician,
butcher, grocer and commission man.
As will be seen by the accompanying chart, the

North company contemplates having the surround-
ing country territory well covered by this class of
service. There are located at various points switch-
boards of the type shown in the cut of the
telephone instrument. From this central board
there radiate several lines, to each of which are
connected from eight to 10 subscribers' stations.

Each community exchange is connected by trunk
line to the nearest city exchange. In this way a
patron is enabled to connect with any of the other
subscribers connected to his own exchange, or by

terminal and line fuses, the contract calling for the

installation of the whole. The order was filled be-
fore September ist, notwithstanding the fact that

the Sterling company's factory was in an over-
crowded condition, and was already running night
and day on unfilled orders. This was certainly a
piece of quick work, reflecting credit on both the

local exchange and the manufacturing company.

farmers' community exchange system

its stock seems to be the objectionable feature.

There is an opinion in some quarters that, even
if the company did become a New York corporation,

its local interests would remain practically un-
changed. It would make New York its headquar-
ters only as far as it might be necessary to comply
with the laws of the state.

Subway Dispute in Baltimore.

The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone com-
pany has applied to the courts for an injunction to re-

strain the city of Baltimore from interfering with
it in the construction of its private subway system.
There has been an almost continual dispute over
this matter for a year, the controversy being in

the courts in one form or another for the best part

of that time.

The present suit is based on the refusal of the

city to issue permits to the company for the further

extension of the system of the latter. It is desired

by the telephone officials to go ahead with their

plans, and as the city will not voluntarily grant
them authority to do so, they wish to proceed un-
der the protection of the court, if that can be secured.

The city's position in opposition to the proposed
work of the company is taken in the interest of

the success of the general subway which it is now
building. It has been shown by Chief Engineer
Phelps that the private system of the telephone com-
pany, if continued under the plans decided upon,
will interfere seriously with the citv's conduit sys-

tem, as well as place insurmountable obstacles in

the way of a sewerage system, such as the city is

now contemplating.

Kinloch Telephones in St. Louis.

In a recent statement Mr. H. J. Hanford says

that the Kinloch Telephone company of St. Louis
has 4.S12 telephones in actual operation and is put-

tmg in 2,600 more. The present exchange capacity

is for 6,140 instruments. The rates are from $36
per annum for residences to $60 for business houses.

The average return from those in operation is $53.94
per annum. It is asserted that the entire expense
of operation and maintenance is about $20 per an-

num for each instrument. "Our capital." 'says Mr.
Hanford. "is $2,000,000, and our authorized bonded
indebtedness is $2,000,000. of which $1,400,000 have
been sold to the Mississippi Valley Trust company
for cash. At this early date we are able to pay
the interest on the bonds and four per cent, on
the capital, and within six months we shall be able

to pay from seven per cent, to 10 per cent, on the

capital stock. We have sent out bills for. six weeks'
service, and up to this time four-fifths of our cus-

tomers have paid: the next lot of bills will very
likely be paid up almost entirely. We have the

support of the public and the entire enterprise is

a pronounced success."

A telephone line will be constructed at once from
Grand Meadow, Minn., to Pleasant Valley township.

trunking to the city exchange can be connected to

any of the subscribers of the city exchange or other
community exchanges. He can also get connection
with any of the toll lines that connect with the city

exchange. It is reported that city exchanges have had
their toll revenues materially increased in this way.

It will be seen by consulting the chart that where
exchanges have toll lines running into the city these
pole lines can be utilized for bringing in the trunk
lines to the community exchanges, thus saving con-
siderable expense. By running trunk lines in the
way shown but a comparatively small expense is

incurred outside of running the subscribers' lines

to their respective Centrals and the equipment.
The switchboard furnished is said to be free from

all delicate or complicated devices, and so simple
that a child can operate it. The telephones fur-

nished are of the long-distance type and powerful
enough for conversation to the remotest points.

It is claimed that this system has passed the
theoretical point and has proven its practicability
in the hands of several exchanges. It has also been
found that the net earnings of these exchanges have
been materially increased. In some localities where
the city exchange has not furnished this class of
service to the farmers, they have organized their
own companies, built their lines, arranged for city

connections and are rendering a successful service.

In the accompanying chart the subscribers' lines

radiating from the various community exchanges
are shown only in connection with one of the ex-
changes. Let the reader imagine subscribers' lines

radiating from each of these community exchanges
;ind he can realize how far-reaching is this system.
It is said that the plan is meeting a warm welcome
from exchange managers.
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NEW COMPANIES.
The Hico Telephone company has been incorpo-

rated in Austin, Tex., with a capital of $2,500.

The Kosciusko Telephone company has been

chartered in Jackson, Miss., with a capital of $50,000.

The Union Telephone Exchange of Keyser,

\V. Va., has been incorporated, with a capital of

$50,000. George Davis, Keyser, W. Va., is inter-

ested.

The Baldwin and Sebeago Telephone company
of Cornish, Me., has been incorporated to operate

a telephone line. W. H. Fitch of Sebeago is inter-

ested.

The Ottcrbein Telephone company of Otterbein.

Ind., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000. The directors are Lewis Leaning, Isaac

E. Switzer and Robert H. Bolt.

The National Telephone Device company of San
Francisco has been incorporated to buy and sell

telephone patents. The directors are J. Kahn, A.

M. Brown, N. A. Judd of San Francisco and others.

The capital stock is $100,000.

The Clayton (N. Y.) Mutual Telephone company
has been incorporated to operate a telephone ex-

change. The capital stock is $10,000, and the incorpo-

rators are J. C. Winsted, A. R. Morley, E. B. Owen,
H. Brown, R. S. Woodson, C. C. Walls, W. E.

Hubbard, all of Clayton.

The Covington (Ind.) and Coal Creek Co-opera-

tive Telephone company has filed articles of in-

corporation. The company consists of A. P. Burn-
sides and five other shareholders, and the capital

stock is $10,000. It will operate lines in Fountain.

Warren, Vermillion. Parke and Montgomery coun-

ties, and the headquarters will be at Covington.

The Syracuse, Rochester and Lake Ontario Tele-

phone company has been incorporated to operate

in Syracuse, Rochester, Oswego, Auburn, Geneva
and intermediate places. The capitalization is

$100,000. and the directors are Sherman E. Bishop,

Alvin B. Bishop. A. M. Graham of Clyde, Jacob
Strauss. William Scott. C. H. Towlerton of Lyons,
and E. S. Bishop of Rhinebeck.

A number of business men of Stillwell and Perk-
ins, O. T., have organized a company and will con-
struct a telephone line between the two Payne
County towns. They have raised the point that

tolls charged by the Arkansas Valley Telephone
company are too high, and they promise a reduction.

The men interested are W. A. Knipe, John Youst,

Richard Hicks and Cliff Rock.

The Burke County (N. C.) Telegraph and Tele-

phone company has been organized. It is author-

ized to operate telephone exchanges in Morgan-
ton and throughout the county of Burke, with the

privilege of extending its line elsewhere in the state.

The amount of capital stock is $3,000. and the incor-

porators are George I. White. Sinclair M. Mc-
Dowell of Marion and W. C. Ervin of Morganton.
K. C.

At a recent meeting of business men of Red
Lodge, Mont., there was formed the nucleus of a

stock company having for its object the erection

of a city telephone exchange and the construction

of a long-distance line connecting Red Lodge and
the Big Horn Basin. Wyo. Dr. J. M. Fox was
elected chairman and J. S. Robbins was secretary

of the meeting. The directors w'ere instructed to

have articles of incorporation drawn up for the Red
Lodge and Wyoming Telephone company, with

a capital of $10,000. The directors are to be W. A.

Talmage. B. E. Vaill, J. S. Robbins, J. M. Frank-
lin and J. N. Tolman.

A Contrast in Leelanaw County.

"The Michigan Telephone company," says the

Traverse City (Mich.) Eagle, "can talk more and

do less than any corporation of its size that we
know anything about. For the last six years

it has been promising us telephone connection

with different places in Leelanaw County, and so

far it has been nothing but talk. The only

connection it has ever given us is a line to

Suttons Bay, and that was not built by the

company, but by private enterprise. In con-

trast with this it may be stated that the Northern
Telephone company commenced work here less

than a year ago, and has not only built a conjolete

exchange for the city in first-class shape and has
over 200 instruments embraced in it, but its prin-

cipal stockholder. Mr. Wheelock. has in the mean-
time built a line extending into Leelanaw County,
reaching Keswick, Bingham, Suttons Bay. Omena.
Northport. Provemont and Leland. We have waited
a good while for the Bell people to give us tele-

phone service into Leelanaw County in fulfillment

of theb promises, but so far we have waited in vain;

' but now we have such connection with the points

named, given us while the Bell people have been
talking about it."

It is said that the farmers are beginning to take

advantage of the opportunity offered by the Northern
Telephone company to become connected with the

Traverse City exchange. The company has estab-

lished what it calls the "farmers' party line." Sub-
scribers to this service have the free use of all tele-

phones in the city exchange, without the payment
of tolls.

Telephone Newafrom theNorthwest.
[Kroiii the Mianeapolia correspondent of tlie Western Elec-

trician.]

The local telephone exchange at St. Peter, Minn.,
has been sold by W. P. Proctor & Son of Viroqua,
Wis., to H. G. Slater and James Bennett of St.

Peter.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has temporarily receded from its position to com-
pel Minneapolis druggists to put in nickel-in-thc-

slot machines by refusing connections to any but
the subscriber or employes. It does not yield the
point by any means, but pending a settlement the
old system of giving connections to all callers will

be restored.

The Central Wisconsin Telephone company will

put in an exchange at Montello, Wis.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has made a lower long-distance rate from Mankato.
Minn^ to some of the smaller towns in the vicinity.

It is said the Mississippi Valley Telephone com-
jiany has put in place 1,000 instruments for its new
exchange in St. "Paul.

Frank V. Alden, manager of the Mississippi Val-
ley Telephone company's office at Fort Madison,
la., has been appointed to a similar position at

Minneapolis.
The Wisconsin Telephone company will bury a

large portion of its wires in Madison, Wis., and has
applied to the council for permission to begin work.
The line of the Minnesota Telephone company

is about completed from Sandstone to Pine City,

Minn.
The Telephone association of Arlington, Minn.,

at its annual meeting voted that it would consider
an oflcr of $10,000 for the system.
The local telephone exchange at Wadena, Minn.,

finds its business increasing satisfactorily. A toll

line to Sauk Center is planned.
The Board of Education at Oshkosh. Wis., is

the storm center of a battle between the Northwest-
ern Telephone company and the Wisconsin Tele-
phone company. The latter offers to place telephones
in each of the public schools at a figure consider-
ably less than the local company has been doing it.

There are arguments for sustaining the local com-
pany against a foreign corporation and other ar-

guments for running the schools as cheaply as pos-
sible.

The Northern Minnesota Telephone company is

ready to install an exchange in Park Raoids. Minn..
if ^be business men there wnll maintain it.

The Wisconsin Telephone company wnll erect a
iwo-story and basement building in Oshkosh. Wis..
for its exchange. Its wires wall probably be buried
ill the business section.

The Minnesota Central Telephone comoany con-
templates an exchange at New Painesville. Minn.
The Little Wolf River Telephone comoany is

installing its exchange at Fond du Lac. Wis., as
ranidly as possible.

The citv controller of St. Paul has filed a protest

with the Board of Public Works against the North-
western Telephone Exchange company, charging
that it has failed to repair paved streets w^here ex-
cavations have been made for underground conduits.
The Fergus Telephone company of Fergus Falls.

Minn., has just installed a long-distance telephone
board.
The St. Tames (Minn.) Telephone company has

made a traffic arrangement for toll service with the
Northwestern Telephone Exchange company.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange comnany

announces a reduction in toll service from Albert
Lea. Minn., to towns in the vicinity.

The Zenith Teleohone company expects to have
its exchange in Duluth, Minn., in operation by
October rst.

Teleohone service in Minneaoolis suffers some-
what from the kites of small boys becoming en-
tangled with the wires. If the tail winds around
ihc wires and becomes wet a short-circuit results,

and some subscribers find their instruments do not
w or'K and become enraged thereat.

.A. A. .Schneider of Wausau. Wis., now has charge
of the Wisconsin Telephone company's exchanges
in Merrill and Wausau.
Minneapolis capitalists contemplate organizing a

home telephone exchange at Stanley, Wis.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company proposes

to establish a local exchange in Iowa City, la.,

in case A. T. Presson withdraws.
The Citizens' Telephone company now has con-

nection between Corning. la.. Mercer and Prescott,
and wall soon connect with Carbon.
A telephone line is projected from Promise City

to Allerton. la.

The Northern Telephone company of Fonda. la.,

has been granted a franchise at Newell. la.

The Red Lodee and Wyoming Telephone com-
pany has been incorporated to build a telephone
line from Red Lodge. Mont., to Basin City. Wyo.
The Northwestern Teleohone Exchange company

a* Grand Forks. N. D.. kept a record of the calls

through that exchange for August 24th. 25th and
.'6th. The first day there \vere 4.104 local and 722
long-distance connections. The second day there
\vere 5.i'6 local and 6.^4 long-dislance connections,
and the third day there were 4.S38 local and 614 long-
distance calls.

The Commercial Teleohone company has its con-
nection from Toledo. la., to Marshalltown com-

jdeled and is building a line to Garwin and Glad-
brookc.
The Iowa Telephone company has added four

operators to the switchboard in Davenport, la.,
owing to increased work.

Independent Toll Lines in'Kentucky.
ll'foin llie Owensboro. Ky.. Mcsseni;er.]

The Harrison Telephone company has just gotten
out a new directory, and in addition to its con-
(aining a greater number of names than any pre-
vious issue, it contains 40 toll stations, a num-
ber of which arc exclusive. While the Harrison
company is in its fourth year of operation,
il has not until recently begun ihe building
of toll lines, but since it has gotten started in this
direction it will soon reach an important place in
the long-distance telephone business. Its lines now
run as far east as Cloverport and as far west as
Morganfield, and there is under construction a line
from Fordsville to Owensboro; also a line from
Hartford to Owensboro via Livermore and Lewis
station.

Its officers claim that within a year it will have
200 toll stations, including Evansville. Louisville.
New .\lbany, Indianapolis. St. Louis, Cleveland and
many other important points.
That independent telephone companies are a good

thing for the community is easily seen when cities
like Lexington and Faducah are compared with
(3wensboro as regards telephones. Lexington and
Faducah both have been clamoring for Independent
exchanges for two years and both are almost abso-
lutely without long-distance connection and are very
poorly served locally. This is on a par with the
Bell company's policy elsewhere—only improve
wdiere they are compelled to. the kicks of the public
to the contrary notwithstanding.

New Work In Kansas.
[From a Topeka correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The Missouri and Kansas Telephone company is

building a metallic circuit line between Topeka and
Holton, Kan., and St. Joseph. Mo.; also a branch
connecting Whiting with the Atchison line.

An Independent telephone company has been
granted a franchise at Abilene, Kan., in opposition
to the Bell company.
Mr. D. K. Rinehard. of the Holton Telephone

company, is building an exchange at Osage City.
Kan., and expects to build at Lyndon andBurlin-
game and connect the three with a toll line.

Mr. Charles C. Wells, formerly president of the
Towa Telephone association and the Boone County
Telephone companv of Iowa, has just completed a
fine exchange at Marion. Kan., and will build at
Florence and Peabody. Kan., and connect the three
by toll lines with Hutchinson and Salina.
The Washineton Telephone company of Wash-

inffton. Kan., has just finished a line to Greenleaf,
which connects with the lines of the Interstate Tele-
phone company of St. Joseph, Mo., which eives
Washin.Erton connection with the outside world, or
rather with four states. Washington has one of the
most prosperous telephone exchanges in Kansas.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Continental Electric Telephone company of

Chicago, with authorized capital of $50,000, has
been incorporated to manufacture telephones and
electrical apparatus. The incorporators are George
F. Stitch, Tiodolf Lidberg and Alan I. Coyne.

Among the recent contracts made for exchange
equipment may be mentioned that of the Galena
Telephone company of Galena, Kan., which has just
placed an order for switchboard, protectors and dis-
tributing board with the Sterling Electric company
of Chicago. The Galena company expects to begin
giving service before the first of October.

Two neatly illustrated pamphlets have been is-

sued by the North Electric company, 61-73 Frank-
fort street, Cleveland, One is devoted to exchange
switchboards and contains descriptions and illus-

trations of standard lOO-drop and multiple boards,
plugs, spring jacks, line drops, repeating coils

and table equipment. In the other pamphlet arc
described several difterent types of subscribers' in-

struments and desk sets.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company, Chicago, is receiving orders for its prod-
ucts from all over the country. The company has
never been so rushed with orders as it is at pres-
ent, which shows that its product is appreciated.
The Farr company recently issued a new hand-
book of information, showing how to build ex-
changes and country lines. This pamphlet also
contains much other information which should be
of value to telephone men.

The telephone companies doing business in Mich-
igan, numbering 40 or more, escaped taxation last

year by the decision of the Supreme Court which
declared the valuation law of iSSi invalid; but the
attorney-general has given an opinion that they

can be taxed under the law' that was in force before
liie \'aluation law was passed. This law provides
for a specific tax on the earnings of the companies.
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Special Application for Ventilation and
Heating.

A somewhat unique structure at tVie worVcs of the

Capewell Horse Nail compan.v, Hartford. Conn.,

is shown herewith, the upper portions of the space

in the center being formed into a second floor. The

ventilating and heating apparatus, which is of the

blow-through type, is supported upon the trusses

just below this floor and midway of the length of

the building. From either side of the heater there

extends a horizontal pipe nearly down to the end

of the building. Branch pipes from these mains

are carried downward and outward to the side bays,

into which the air is directly discharged, none being

delivered to the center of the building.

From the top of the heater another pipe, extend-

ing upward, supplies a horizontal main with its

series of outlets for the second floor. Evidently,

Instrument to Locate Grounds.

The American Electric Specialty company of

New York is placing on the market a new .instru-

ment Avhich is exactly similar in outside appearance
to that company's direct-reading ohmmeter, and
which is intended to be used for the purpose of

correctly locating grounds or short-circuits. It can
also be used where both ends of the grounded con-
ductor are available.

Three binding-posts are provided on the instru-

ment. The two outside posts are connected to

the conductor to be tested, and the middle post

is connected to the nearest steam, gas or water pipe.

Telephone is placed to the ear and the key de-

pressed, and silence is sought for on the wire.

The reading of the scale represents a percentage,

which, when multiplied by the total length of the

conductor, gives the distance in feet of the fault

> I'

ti I
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SPECIAL APPLICATION FOR \ ENTILATION AND HEATING

both Upon the main and the second floor, the ap-

paratus and piping occupy the minimum of space.

Here the location of the apparatus itself had a

marked influence upon the method of heating to be
adopted. The apparatus is almost exactlj- in the

center of the building, and is arranged to take its

supply from the building itself, when desired.

When so doing the air delivered at the most dis-

tant points, that is. in the outer bays, is gradually

drawn inward to the large center bay, heating it.

so far as its lesser requirements demand, and finalh'

passing again through the fan. Had a less ex-

tended system of piping been adopted, the tendency
toward a vacuum in the vicinity of the fan, although
scarcely perceptible, would have extended. a power-
ful influence to prevent the air reaching the ex-

treme ends and sides of the building before its re-

turn to the fan.

The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston in-

stalled this interesting plant.

Canadian Development of the Telauto-
graph.

Foreign and domestic patents were recently al-

lowed to Thomas J. Murphy, a young electrician

from the zero binding-post. Thus, if a telephone

cable 1.000 feet long was tested and a ground should

be found on one of the leads^ the method would
Tje to connect the two leads together at their dis-

tant end. and connect the two free leads at the

same end to the outer terminal of the instrument

and the sheathing itself to the middle binding-post.

Ill then, the instrument should indicate 0.30, the

fault would be .3 times 2,000. or 600 feet away
from the zero binding-post.

The instrument can be conveniently used to lo-

cate short-circuitLS in long lengths of cable, in

which both ends of the cable are available, by the

device of simply connecting two free ends of one

of the short-circuit lines to the outer posts of the

instrument, and one of the ends of the other line

on which the cable was short-circuited. The pro-

cedure will then be the same as before. If the

length of the cable is accurately known, the short-

circuited place can be located within one or two

inches, and can be cut out and removed on the

first trial, thereby saving many cuts in the cable.

The instrument is provided with dry batteries like

the ohmmeter. but as it has only one scale and

no calibration, it is a cheaper instrument.

Another adaptation of instruments of this kind

INSTRUMENT TO LOCATE GROUNDS.

of Montreal, for what is claimed to be a new sys-

tem of electrically transmitting intelligence to great

distances. The apparatus comprises a transmitter

in the form of a style or pen and a receiver. The
former is so arranged and connected electricallj^

that if the pen is drawn in a definite direction a

definite signal at the receiver will be actuated cor-

responding to the direction in which the pen is

moving. No previous knowledge of telegraphy is

necessarA- in transmitting a message by the system.

In conjunction with the phonautograph. Mr. Murphy
is said to ha\'e devised a means b}" which it is entirely

practicable to send at least 15 separate messages
on the same line simultaneously without any inter-

ference whatever. It is also possible that multiplex
working on submarine cables is within the possibili-

ties of the instrument. The same inventor has
made application for patents on a telautograph.

is the use of the ohmmeter as a pyrometer. A re-

sistance wire of known temperature coefficient is

suitably insulated and placed in the source of high

temperature. Its resistance rises with the tempera-

ture, and the rise in resistance is quickly and ac-

curately measured by the ohmmeter. This instru-

ment will be calibrated to read in degrees directly

with any given pyrometer resistance on special

order.

The original ohmmeter is now manufactured and
ver\- largely sold by the company, the instrument
having found great favor for any purpose where
rapid resistance measurements are to be made.

The Tonawanda Power company has received the
contract for lighting the streets and public buildings
of North Tonawanda. N. Y.. for the ensuing year
for $14,500.

Association of Edison Illuminating.
Companies.

The annual meeting of the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies is to be held at Hotel La-
fayette, in Philadelphia, commencing Tuesday, Sep-
tember I2th. Papers will be read on the following
subjects: "Foreign Meter Practice," "'Automo-
biles/' "Methods and Statistics.'' "Alternating-cur-
rent Transformer System." "Stationary Motors.'
"Report of Lamp-testing Bureau." The Edison
Electric Light company of Philadelphia is planning
to entertain the delegates and is arranging for a
number of short excursions to points of historic
interest. The following-named gentlemen are the
officers of the association: President. R. R. Bow-
ker, New York city; vice-president. George R. Stet-
son, New Bedford. Mass.; treasurer. W. S. Barstow,
Brooklyn. N. Y.: secretary, Wilson S. Howell,
Newark, N. J.; executive committee. R. R. Bowker.
New York city; Alexander Dow, Detroit. Mich.,
Charles L. Edgar, Boston. Mass.: Samuel InsuU.
Chicago, 111.: John AV. Licb. Jr.. New York citj';

T. H. Vail. Philadelphia. Pa.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. September 4,—New Yorkers are
slowly opening their eyes to the fact that there is

an advantage in electric power for street-railway
operation. The Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany's annual report is a striking illustration of the
economy of the underground trolley as compared
with animal power. The report shows that the cost
of operating the great system has been reduced to
the remarkably low ratio of 4S.75 per cent., as
against 52.3 for the previous year. It cost 59 per
cent, to operate the Manhattan raihvay by steam
power and 55.8 to operate the Third avenue sys-
tem by cable.

A series of tests of street-railway brakes has just
been begun by the New York State Raihvay Com-
rnission. Each of the 22 brakes which the commis-
sion has selected will be put to 15 tests at the speed
of eight. 12. 16 and 18 miles an hour. Among those
who have been present at some of the tests may be
mentioned the following-named gentlemen: Colonel
Ashley' W. Cole. George W. Dunn and F. M. Baker
of the commission; President Vreeland of the Met-
ropolitan street-railway system; G. Tracy Rogers,
president of the New York Street Railway associa-
tion and of the Binghamton Street Railway coni-
pam-; Charles R. Barnes, electrical e^Tpert for the
commission, and F. D. Brown, general superin-
tendent: W. H. Pierson. electrical engineer: J. J.
Shea, general foreman, and Thomas Millet, general
m.aster mechanic of the Metropolitan system.
Father Knickerbocker is getting ready to fall into

the line of progress, as automobiles will very likely

be introduced into the Fire Department. Ever
since he took office Chief Edward F. Croker has
been impressed with the advantages of automobiles,
particularly for his own use. in getting to remote
fires, and has begun a series of experiments with
them. He recently tried an automobile made by a
new American company, and after a ride of about
40 miles through the borough of the Bronx, during
which he tried the machine under all road conditions
of hill and level, smooth and rough, he w-as enthusi-
astic about his experiences.-

From Schenectady. N. Y.. comes the report that

there was an explosion on the morning of Septem-
ber 1st in the underground tube works of the Gen-
eral Electric company, setting fire to the building.
George Ruflee. the foreman of the shop, and two
laborers were badly burned, the former perhaps
fatally- The loss will amount to $5,000.

It is reported that within a short time there will

be a meeting between the controlling forces in

Metropolitan Street Railway company- and those 'of

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company, and that Mr.
William C. Whitney will go into the Brooklyn di-

rectory. Mr. Brady, who is very heavily interested
in the Brooklyn company, is a director in the Metro-
politan company also. The meetmg will be for the

purpose of bringing about closer relations between
the two companies, relations which may prepare
the way for ultimate consolidation.

Joseph B. Cooper, formerly a troiley-car con-
ductor, has lodged a complaint with District At-
torney Hiram R. Steele, which will form the basis

for a suit to test the lO-hour law. which Cooper
asserts was violated in his case by the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit company. Cooper claims that on
several occasions he has been compelled to work
more than the 10 hours in order to cover the five

trios he was scheduled to make on his line.

It is said that the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
pany has purchased from L. Bradford Prince a

tract of land h'ing between Flushing and Corona.
There are 25 acres included in the purchase. On
this land the Rapid Transit people expect to build

an immense car and power house of brick and slate,

to replace the old car barns at Maspeth.
New York objects to reckless motor drivers.

.\cting Captain McCormack of the bicycle squad

came near being run over the other night at Broad-
way and Fifty-eighth street by an automobile. He
decided to make a special post of Broadway from
Fortv-seventh to Fifty-ninth street, and detailed
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"Ajax" Whitman to it, with instructions to arrest

the niotormen of all automobiles who "scorched" on

Broadway.
The first of the 100 new cars which are to be put

into service on the Third avenue line was received

here Thursday afternoon. The new cars are about

40 feet long and accommodate 48 passengers. The
seats, which are 24 in number, arc arranged on each

side of a center aisle, are upholstered in red plush

and furnished with electric push-buttons. The ex-

terior is painted a dark red. In addition to these

cars, there are 70 box cars—that is, half open and

half enclosed—now being constructed at the com-

pany's works at Harlem. These accommodate 52

persons each, and are similar to those operated by

the Metropolitan company. It is said that the new
cars when fully equipped will run from the Bat-

tery to Kingsbridge, at Two-hundred-and-sixteenth

street, without transfer. Those now in use will be

put on cross-town branches. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 2.—The recent introduction

of series enclosed arc lighting on alternating-current

circuits by the Canadian General Electric company

of Montreal is meeting with the approval of all

central-station managers. The Sherbrooke Gas and

Electrical company of Sherbrooke, Que., was the

first to adopt this system in Canada. The Tramway
company of Halifax, N. S., has just placed an order

with the General Electric company for 100 of these

lamps with transformers.

Two new directors are about to be elected to re-

place Messrs. Morice and Bique qn the board of

directors of the Royal Electric company of Mon-
treal, and it is staled that Messrs. F. L. Wanklin

and K. T. Blackwell are the gentlemen who will be

added to the board. Both are practical, experi-

enced business men who have achieved enviable

success.

Profesor L. A. Herdt, lecturer on electricity at

McGiil University, Montreal, has written a letter

to the Board of Trade of that city on the subject

of lighting the channel of the St. Lawrence River,

witha view to carrying on navigation at night. He
proposes to place a searchlight on the bow of every

ship- This would cast light upon a double row
of while buoys defining the channel. If a steamer

has a dynamo on board, the matter would be more
simple; if not, a storage battery would accompany
the apparatus. The matter was referred to the har-

bor engineer, to report at an early day.

Now that the city of Hamilton, Ont.. has secured

cheap electric power from near the Welland Canal,

electricity is rapidly displacing steam in many of

Ihe industries of that city and vicinity, as well as

being used to operate the street railway, electric-

lighting plant and several radial railways that run

out of the city. The latest proposal is to use

electricity to operate the machinery at the sewage
interception works.
The following will give an idea of what the Street

Railway company of London. Ont. is losing by
Ihe strike of its employes, which has been in proe-

ress for some months, and which still continues, w^ith

little si.gn of abatement: The earnings for last

Tune were onlv $1,042.17 and the operating expenses

Sd.666.62. a deficit of $.1,624.4=;. In June, last year,

the earnings were $0,790.86 and the expenses $4.I77,-

OJ. a profit of $,^.612.92.

The deal by which the Cataract Power company
svndicate comes into possession of the Hamilton
electric street railway, the Radial electric railway

and the Hamilton and Dundas railway has been

concluded, the business of the street railway pass-

ing into the hards of the syndicate on payment of

about $T.TO.ooo for the controlling interest in the

stock. It is understood there will not be anv rad-

ical chanp'es in the manasrement of the railways

for a while. The syndicate will shortly nroceed
to Kuild electric raihv.ays to Gait, Guelph a-id Brant-

ford, these being now proiected. Hon. J. M. G'bson
^-•^s elected nrp=ident of the svndicate. Mr Tohn
n-rkenson. M. P. P.. vice-president, and J. B. Grif-

fith secretar\'-treasurer.

The city engineer of Ottawa has prepared a re-

port in regard to Ihe construction of conduits for

fhe accommodation of the teleeraph and teleohone
lines of the city. His idea is to build a brick con-
duit large enough to accommodate the gas and
w-ater mains, as well as the wires. From a surface

of concrete, which is to be six inches in thickness,

the height of the conduit to the crown of the arch

will be four feet six inches. The width from side

will be four feet. With straight walls, the top wHl
be semicircular in shape, built of brick to a thick-

ness of nine inches.

The value of radial electrical railways has been
ampl.y demonstrated wherever they have been built in

Canada. They act as feeders to business centers;

-but from the point of view of the radial company,
the chief difficulty is in securing suflacient winter
traffic at first to pay expenses- In some rather un-
promising routes along which these car lines have
been built, the investors have been surprised at the

amount of traffic which has been secured at that

- season, though the original estimates had been
based on the summer patronage. Ottawa will have
its first radial road under construction this fall, the

Ottawa Electric company now being engaged in

letting contracts for the construction of a line to

Britannia. According to the plans filed, this line

will not follow the traveled road most of the way,
but will take a direct route across country, thus
facilitating a fast service. W.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September i.—W. B. Baker and
others propose an electric-car system for Ripen,
Wis., if granted a franchise.

The new power company which proposes to
transmit electric power to Stillwater and St, Paul.
Minn., from Apple River Falls in Wisconsin, has
begun work building dams and other incidental
work, preliminary to the construction of a power
house.
The Benton Power and Traction company of

St. Cloud, Minn., will shortly begin work on a
power house and car barn.

The Spokane and Northern Telegraph company
is extending its wires to Greenwood, B. C, via
Grand Forks.
Arrangements have been made at Tacoma, Wash.,

to place the city light and fire-alarm wires, tele-

phone and traction companies' wires all on the
same poles, and thus reduce the number of poles
in the streets materially.

A far-reaching decision has been rendered in a
Tacoma (Wash.) court against the Spokane Street
Railway company, which is enjoined from allowing
the gas company's pipes to be damaged by escap-
ing electricity. The decision holds that the gas-
pipes were affected by electrolysis, which could
have been avoided by the use of new appliances.
The street-railway company will appeal the case.

Negotiations are closed for the sale of the street

raihvay at Green Bay, Wis., to the Fox River Elec-
tric company.
Larimore, N. D., has awarded a conditional con-

tract to the Triumph Electric company for an elec-

tric-light plant.

The City Street Improvement com-patiy of San
Francisco has the contract for a $40,000 extension
for the Spokane (Wash.') Street Railway company-
The Snoaualmie Falls Power company has rather

disappointed the people of Tacoma. Wash., by con-
tracting with the street-railway company to furnish
::,ooo horse power, which is its present capacity.
The company was exoected to be a sharp com-
petitor of the street-railway and lighting company,
especially in the matter of street lighting, but this

seems to indicate that the raihvay corrioany will use
all the new company's power now^ which will keep
it from enterine into competition,
A new T.2oo-light dynamo ha? been ord^'red for

the electric-light plant of Breckenridfre, Minn.
TJie Omaha Railroad company will put in an

electric signal apparatus at Ogden avenue in West
Superior. Wis., and one at P avenue. It consists

of a bell and an electric light- The approaching
engine, at a given distance, sets the apparatus in

motion, the light flashes and the bell sounds until
th» tr^in has r»assed the crosslne.
The Citizens' Traction comoany of Oshkosh. Wis.,

has increased the was-es of Its men from i^ to IS
cents an hour. Employes on the ne\v interurban
win receive I7 cents.

The Twin City Ranid Transit company has com-
pleted its line to Stillwater. Minn-, and nut it in
ooeranon. The fare from .St. Paul to Stillwater.
22 miles, is .to cents. The time will be s.'? minutes
when the new hieh-soeed motors are received.

Professor Frederi'-k S. .Tones, head professor in

physics at the University of Minnesota, gave a
demonstration before the summer school In Min-
neapolis of the Marconi svstem of wireless teleg-
raphy. He telegraphed without wire connections
through a brick wall, and from one end of the
Science building to the other without the aid of zinc
reflectors.

T. K. Miller. Tulius Witt and Daniel Jones, all

of Oshkosh. Wis., are interested In an electric

coupler, which is intended to give the engineer of
a train notice if the train breaks in two. The con-
trivance can be placed on the cars at a cost of not
to exceed $2..qo each.
The State Board of Electricity held Its first meet-

ing in St. Paul recentlj'. About: 30 local electricians

were re.eistered and 2q applied for licenses. A simi-
lar meeting was held in Minneapolis, before \vhich
about 60 electricians appeared and signified their

Intention of complying with the new law. R.

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, September 2.—Conductor Albert A.

Pierce of the Wyandotte and Detroit River rail-

way, while replacing a trolley, touched the wire.

The roof of the car was wet, and he received the
current with such force that it threw him the entire
length of the car. The muscles of his *'ight arm
were so badly lacerated that he will be disabled for
some time
The City Council of Portland, Mich., has ofifered

the Portland Water company $20,000 for its plant,

and the offer has been accepted. The purchase is

conditional on the result of a popular election, which
will be held to decide the matter. The city has an
electric-lighting plant, in connection with which it

is proposed to run the waterworks.
The Kalamazoo Valley Electric company, four

rniles from Allegan, Mich., proposes to furnish
light and power for several cities and villages in the
southern part of the state. The dynamos will be

driven by large turbine water-whccIs, which are
nearly ready to run. An 80-ton dynamo, which has
already been placed, will furnish 3,000 horse power.
This company also proposes to operate an electric

railway between Kalamazoo and IJattlc Creek, and
will ijrobably spread out still more extensively,
as the Kalamazoo River furnishes almost unlimited
water power.
The City Council of Saginaw. Mich., is trying

to adopt a measure to force all electrical companies
to place their wires underground. A resolution to
that effect was referred to the committee on ordi-
nances at a recent meeting, and the committee re-

ported unfavorably, but the council referred it back,
with orders to formulate an ordinance. The com-
panies are making a hard fight against it, and if the
ordinance is passed they will probably have it tested

in the courts.

At Bay City the receivers of the Consolidated
Street Railway company have given orders for the
erection of a power house 75 by 100 feet in dimen-
sions, to cost $60,000, and car barns adjoining, with
capacity for 50 cars.

Several electrical concerns in this city have been
summoned to appear in the Recorder's Court to an-
swer charges of havin.g violated the 'ordinance that

requires them to take out permits before doing any
wiring. They are making an energetic protest

about what they consider too much ofliiciousness

on the part of Inspector McCarthy, who made the
charges. The electrical companies have an associa-

tion which will fight the City Lighting Commis-
sion, even through the Supreme Court, if necessary.

One manager of an electrical company says that

the inspector \vants them to take out a permit to

shift an electric-light wire from one desk to an-
other in an office. One of his employes, he says,

went to the office of the Delta Lumber companv
and showed the peoole there how to fix their nlant.

which was giving them some trouble. He did no
work- but merely showed them how. The insoector
found it out and the manager was hauled up before
the court.

The Flint and Pere Marouette Raihvay.^-ompanv
took out an Inlun'^tlon. restrainine the Detroit.
Plymouth and Northvllle Electric Railway company
from crossinsf a corner of a bit of land cl-iimed by
th*^ first-named comoanv near its station at North-
vllle. The iniunctl^n restra-ned the electric-rail-

way peonle for a while, but fudge Donovan of the
Circuit Court has dissolved it. and thev can now
roninlete the ro^d unmolested. The iudee held that

the snot was nubl'c p'round. havine been used by the
piiKlir unmolf^sted for over .lo vears.

Suoerlntendent R- W- Hemohill of the Detroit.

Yosilanti and .\nn -A.rbor rallw^v has resigned- .\s

his father is a large stockholder in the road, his

resignation was a surprise, and no reason for it has
been given to the public. J. H. G.

PERSONAL.
F. R." Babcock has been elected treasurer of the

H. W. Johns Manufacturing company of New York
city.

George A. McKinlock of the Central Electric

company is a member of the Chicago committee
appointed to raise money for the storm sufferers

in Porto Rico. He represents the electrical sup-

ply interests.

Mr. W. J. Johnston, the former publisher of the

Electrical World, arrived In Honolulu, on his jour-

ney around the world, on August 23d. He expected

to sail from that port for Yokohama on September
gth, and to return to New York about the end of

May, 1900,

The general superintendent of the Chicago Edison
company, Mr. L. A. Ferguson, is spending a three

weeks' vacation in the East. Before returning to

Chicago Mr. Ferguson will attend the annual meet-
ing of the Association, of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies, which is to be held in Philadelphia Sep-
tember I2th to 14th.

Mr. G. L. Patterson, of the electrical supply

house of Stanley & Patterson. New York, has taken

a well-earned vacation, which he will spend travel-

ing through the lower provinces of Canada, visit-

ing Charlottetown, P. E.-L; Halifax. N. S., and
other points in that vicinity. Mr. Patterson has
taken his fishing tackle, which he expects to use
to good advantage. Mrs. Patterson accompanies
him in his travels, which will last about three

weeks.

Friends of Mr. W. L. Arnold of the Arnold
Power Station company of Chicago who have gently

chlded him for not having taken unto himself a
wife before this may now put aside their fears, for

the marriage of that gentleman to Miss Ida Evans
of Mount Vernon. III., is announced for September
7th. The news will be gratifying to Mr. Arnold's
fellow-workers in the electrical fraternity and he
will be heartily congratulated. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Evans.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The commissioner of Indian affairs' is inviting

sealed proposals, until September i8th. for con-
structing an electric-lighting system at the Indian
school, Flandreau, S. D. All necessary information
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may be obtained at the United States Indian ware-

house. 2^s Johnson street, Chicago, III. or of L. U.

Davis, superintendent of the school.

The Bureau of Equipment of the Na^T Depart-

ment has recommended that the Thresher Electric

company of Davton, C. be awarded the contract

for furnishing the Mare Island (Cal.) navy yard with

three generating sets at its bid of $7-4^8.

The United States engineer at New London,

Conn., is inviting sealed proposals, until Steptember

27th. for furnishing and delivering an electnc-hght

plant at that place. All necessan^ mformation wiU

be furnished intending bidders upon application to

Major S. 5. Leach, New London, Conn.

At the recent annual meeting of the Steelton (Pa.")

Light. Heat and Power company the following-

named directors were elected: Samuel Couffer.

Jerome Kite. Fred. E. Smith, Joseph A. Fletcher

John J. Barnett. W. H. Seibert. John Hess. George

E. Coulson. C. H. Saul. The board organized by

electing Samuel Coufter president, E. C. Keller sec-

retary and George E. Coulson treasurer.

The GloversviUe (N. Y.) Electric company has

been transferred to the syndicate which secured

contiol ofthe Johnstown companysome mon.hs ago.

The following-named directors have been elected: A.

M Young. New York; R. A. C. Smith New \ork;

h' "G. Rinkle. New York; C \V. Hemmlng^^^ay,

New York; P. H. Hanson. New ^ork; Paul 1.

Brady, Syracuse; John Begley, GloversviUe.

\ccordin- to the official statistics of the German

empire just published, it appears that 13 per cent.

of the cities of Germany practice municipal o^vner-

.hip of electric-light plants. Of the cities with a

population of more than 10,000. 51? .m nunTber. 120.

or more than 23 per cent., own their own electnc-

li<^hting plants. Of the 2.700 smaller cities. 300, or

if per cent, have municipally owned plants.

The stockholders of the Porterville (Cal.) Light

and Power company held a meeting recently and

croanized. electing the following-named othcers:

Prl'^ident. Benjamin M. Maddox: vice-president,

W H Hammond; secretary, A. D. Willson; treas-

vrer \ G Wishon. The company has purchased

the 'plant of the Porten^ille electric-light works

and has contracted with the Mount Whitney Power

company for power.

The Bureau of Navigation of the Navy Depart-

ment i=: considering the question of improving the

present plant for lighting the Naval Academy at

Annapolis. It is expected that the plant to be in-

stalled will be of sufficient power to allow an in-

crea^^e in order to furnish sufficient light for the

new academv buildings. It is probable that an elec-

tric plant will be installed, notwithstanding that

a recommendation has been received to use ace^-

lene ^as There will be no delay in making the

contemplated change, as the bureau can use a portion

of the appropriation of last Congress.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Although work on the Northwestern elevated

railway of Chicago is progressing steadily, it is

believed that there is no probability of the road

being in operation before March, and possibly not

before June of next year.

The power house of the Niagara Falls Park and

River raihvay of Niagara Falls, Ont.. situated ]ust

above the Horseshoe Falls, in Queen Victoria Park,

was destroyed by fire on the evening of September

4th. The loss is estimated at $85,000.

A street-car strike is threatened in Philadelphia

which will tie up at least four of the city lines and

may lead to a general tie-up. The strike comes

at an unfortunate time, as the cit\- is full of visitors

called there by the G. A. R. convention.

The Aurora. Yorkville and Morris Railway com-

pany of Aurora. Ill, has been organized with a

capital stock of $150,000. The officers of the com-

panv are: President and treasurer, H. H. Evans,

of Aurora; vice-president, U. P. Ord, of Aurora.

The construction of an electric railway from Aiken,

S. C. to Augusta. Ga., seems certain. The distance

i^ but 16 miles, and between those two places are

the villages of Bath, Langley, Vancluse, AVarren-

ville and Granitevilie, each with a large cotton ,.mill.

the motormen of the Belle Citi- Street Railway

company of Racine. Wis., have received an order

that they must register all fares hereafter. A bell,

with a cord, has been placed on each car for the pur-

pose. The motormen have refused to comply w^ith

the request.

The South Side Elevated Railway company of

Chicago carried an average of 52,599 passengers a

day in August, as against 41.770 in the same month
of'iSgS. The gain is 10.829. or about 26 per cent.,

which comes on top of a gain of 54 per cent, in the

month last year over August, 1^7.

The Logansport, Rochester and Northern Trac-

tion company of Logansport, Ind., which proposes

to build an electric railway between Logansport

and Kendallville. a distance of 93 miles, has com-
pleted its organization by electing the following-

named officers: President, J. T. McNao' of Lo-
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gansport; vice-president, L. W. Walker of Albion:
secretar3% George Holman of Rochester; treasurer,

B. F. Keesling of Logansport; civil engineer, Wal-
ter Osmer of Logansport.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have
approved of the consolidation of the Norton and
Taunton, Norton and Attleboro. Mans.^eld and Nor-
ton and ilansfield and Easton street-railway com-
panies as the Norton and Taunton Street Railway
company. The capital will be $260,000.

A certificate of incorporation has been issued at

Rockville, Md., for the Silver Spring and Sandy
Spring Railway company of Montgomer^"^ Count}'.

The incorporators are Henry Nichols and Allen
Freas of Silver Springs, Warren Choate of Rockville
and William P. Springer of Washington City.

The General 'Electric company of Schenectady has
the contract for building the power house and fur-

nishing the equipment for the Clyde and Sodus Bay
(N. Y.) Electric Railway company This company
has been recentW consolidated \viih ^he Clyde Gas
and Electric company, and the lapital stock of the

latter was increased to $350,000.

It is reported that the electric railway lines of the

Seattle Traction Company, the Union trunk line,

the West Street and North Er:c1 Railway company
of Seattle, Wash., have become the property of a

Boston syndicate. The Madison street cable rail-

way will be purchased in a few daj-s. it is said; the

price to be paid for the four lines being about $2,500,-

coo.

The Diamond State Construction company of

Dover. Del., has been incorporated. Avith a capital

stock of $100,000. to construct electric railways in

Kent County. Among the incorporators are Leo
Belmont. jMorris Bernheimer. William Graham and
Colonel George F. Leland of Philadelphia, and
Attorney-general White. Recorder Lord and others

of Dover.

The following-named officers of the new Steuben-
viUe. Mingo and Ohio A'alley Traction compan}^
of Steubenville. O.. have been elected: President.

William Hearne; vice-president. William Lipphart:
treasurer, L. E. Sands; secretary, T. H. Eick; board
of directors. William H. Hearne. William Lipphart.

L. E. Sands. T. H. Eick. L. G. Hallock, H. S.

Sands and John H. McKee.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Wilmington and Newcastle (Del.) Electric Railway
company was held recently. The old board of di-

rectors was re-elected as follows: F. H. ireat. J.

G. Vogler. H. H. Pearson. Jr., and C. P. King
of Philadelphia; Peter J. Ford and Peter L. Cooper.

Jr., of Wilmington, and Harr^^ A. Richardson of

Dover. The following-named officers were elected:

President, F. H. Treat: vice-president and attorney,

P. L. Cooper. Jr.; secretar\^ and treasurer, C. P.

King.

It is expected that by October ist the power house
of the Dublin tramw-ay will be completed and that

the new electric lines will be put in service soon after.

Much of the machinery and apparatus for the power
house has been furnished by American makers. . The
steel work has been done hy the Riter-Conley
Manufacturing company of Pittsburg. Pa., and the

coal-handling machinery has been supplied by the

C. W. Hunt companj' of New York. The engines
are being built on the main floor by the E. P. Allis

company of Milwaukee.

The Southwestern ilissouri Railway company', that

is to build an interurban electric railway of about
30 miles in length, with headquarters a^ Webb Cit}-.

Mo., will operate its road by a system similar to

that used on the Chicago and Milwuakee electric

raihvay. The General Electric company, which fur-

nished the equipment for the Chicago and Milwaukee
line, will supply the machine^\^ which will consist

of a 750-kilowatt. three-phase, 25-cycle alternator,

four 150-kilowatt rotar\' converters and transform-
ers, to reduce the line voltage of it.000 to 370 volts.

AUTOMOBILES.
^Vn interesting incident in the campaign for the

Republican nomination for lieutenant-governor of

Massachusetts is the announcement that one of the
candidates has hired all the automobiles in Boston
for use on caucus night, September 26th.

The first horseless carriage to ascend Mount
Washington, the highest peak of the White Moun-
tains, successfully accomplished the feat on Au-
gust 31st. It was a gasoline vehicle, and made the
ascent of 6.2SS feet over a route of 10 piles in two
hours and lO minutes.

A campaign is being started in Paris against

automobiles on account of their conductors' reck-

lessness. Considerable complaint has been made on
account of the fast 'driving of the automobiles and
it is said to be extremely dangerous for a person
to cross a street in Paris. In some parts the more
reckless drivers have been stoned.

The sum of $1,000 is said to have been wagered
on the result of a race between a Durs^ea and a

Winton automobile. The challenge was issued by
Dr. Morris of Galesburg, 111., owner of the Winton.
and is for a race of lOO miles on the Galesburg mile-

track. It has been accepted by F. B. Snow of
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Wyoming, 111. The race will probably be held
some time after October 15th.

The stock of the National Motor Carriage com-
pany of Stamford, Conn., in one of whose auto-
mobiles John D. Davis and his wife recently began
a trip across the continent, has been attached by
various creditors, including a nv-mber of the em-
ployes. The exact amount of the claims against
the company is not known, but they are believed
to aggregate about $10,000. It is said' that the diffi-

culties were due to a reorganization of the company,
and that all claims will soon be paid.

It is reported from Paris that the American Auto-
mobile and Motor company. Limited, has con-
cluded a very important contract w'ith the Loco-
mobile company of America, of which A. L. Bar-
ber is president. The company has acquired all

the rights of the Stanley- automobile and, it is said.

will receive about half the production of these ma-
chines. The officers of the company are: Chairman,
Frank L. Gerner; vice-chairman. Albert Geiger of
Boston; directors. Sebastian B. Schlesinger. D. de
la Ville, M. Le Roul, P. Soberano and Baron de
Vilaine. Vicomte de Jotemps is the general man-
ager, W'ith offices at 47 Boulevard Haussmann. Paris.

Three automobiles have been built at the works
of the Fischer Equipment company in Chicago for

the United States Signal Corps. One. a trap, will

carrj' four men and will be used by ihe officers of
the corps. The other two are covered wagons de-
signed to carr^- the tools, signals, telephone appa-
ratus, etc.. necessary for a Signal Corps division.

Each of these w^agons has a carrying capacit3' of

1.500 pounds and a seat for two men. All three
vehicles are equipped with nine horse power motors
and are constructed under the Woods patents. They
were built according to plans and specifications

drawn up under the supervision of the government
and will be tested in Chicago within a few da^'S

by officers from the War Department.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Southern California Power company of Los

1

Angeles, the Pasadena Electric Light and Power
company and the Los Angeles Edison Electric
company ha^-e consolidated, under the name of the i

Edison General Electric compan}' of Los Angeles. :

The capital of the new compan}' will be
$1,250,000. The company- has a three-year con-
tract for lighting Pomona, and will build at once
a transmission line to Anaheim, Fullerton. Orange
and Santa Ana.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, has

issued a neat pamphlet, illustrating and describing-

its Utility cardboard and celluloid shade.

What was formerly the American Street Railway
Directory is now Powers' Street Railway Directory.

The August issue is greatly enlarged and improved.

Steam Engineering, a new monthly, formed by the
consolidation of Live Steam and the Engineer's
Magazine, has made its appearance. It is owned ,;

by the Industrial Press of New York, proprietor

of iyiachiner\', wnth which the new publication will

be affiliated- The first number (for August) is an
interesting and creditable ofie.

The Columbia Electric and Manufacturing com-
pan}- of Chicago is issuing a pamphlet in which
are represented some samples of its punch-press

work, with illustrations. While making a specialty'

of the manufacture of electrical apparatus, this

company also makes dies as well as special tools,

machinen.% etc., to order. Its circular and cata-

logue w^ill be mailed free on request.

One of the greatest obstacles in the way of pos-

itively ventilating small apartments has been the

difficulty of operating the fan introduced for the

purpose. The B. F. Sturtevant company of Bos-
ton has made a careful study of this problem, has

reduced the apparatus to its simplest form, and
presents in its Bulletin M illustrations and descrip-

tions of its electrically driven propellor fans. The
motor is directly attached to the fan shaft. The fan

is of the most efficient t\-pe and the entire arrange-

ment is readily portable. It may be instantly started

and stopped b}' the mere operation of a switch.

A pamphlet, entitled "Twent\-two Years' Life

of Electrical Apparatus," issued by the General
Electric company ol Schenectady, N. Y., shows the

growth of the Brush arc generators. Several hand-
some illustrations help to make the pamphlet a very

attractive publication. The first Brush arc gen-

erator, which was built in 1877, is depicted, as well

as some of the different typts and installations of

the modern machines. Several arc plug switch-

boards are also illustrated. A list of 45 companies
using large Brush arc generators of 4So-light ca-

pacity and above, in 1899. indicates that the Brush
machines are still attractive to the public.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis has recently issued two pamphlets, illustrat-

ing some electrical novelties which are thoroughly
practical and seem to fill a long-felt want. One
illustrate'^ the Ever Ready dr>-battery lamps, which
are made in the form of irrterior searchlights, elec-
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trie gas-lighlers, dental lamps, night-lamps, candles,

etc. The other pamphlet illustrates small storage-

battery lamps, whose battery can be recharged from

any incandescent circuit. These lamps are adapted

for use as bicycle, photographer's, carriage and

watchman's lanterns. They would seem esp 'cially

serviceable in any place where it would be dang^'rous

to carry an e.xposed light. The pamphlets are

mailed on application.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Chicago City Railway company has declared

its regular i|uarterly dividend of three per cent.,

payable on September 30th to stockholders of

record at the close of business on September I5lh.

The books will be closed from September i6th 10

September 20th, both inclusive.

The directors of the Union Elevated Railroail

company of Chicago have declared a four per cent,

dividend to stockholders of record on August 25th.

This is the company operating the elevated-railwaf

loop, and the dividend is the first to be declared.

It was a Hat dividend of four per cent., and was

not for any specified period. It is said to be the

intention to pay dividends regularly at the rate of

four per cent, a year, providing earnings are main-

tained at the present rate. Mr. Yerkes is credited

with owning a majority of the capital stock of the

company. There is outstanding $5,000,000 of capi-

tal stock.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Ray S. Wait, H. W. Hawkins and C. L. Haw-ley

are the incorporators of the Guarantee Electric

company of Chicago, capitalized at $50,000.

The Association of Electrical Contractors of Pitts-

burg and Western Pennsylvania is arranging to hold

a banquet about the middle of September. The as-

sociation, which has been formed less than a year,

has been very successful, and now includes every

contractor in Pittsburg and neatly every contractor

in Western Pennsylvania.

The Treasury Department, through the supervis-

ing architect, is inviting sealed proposals, until

October 2d, for all labor and materials required for

the electric work in the main building at the United

States immigrant station, Ellis Island. New York
harbor. Drawings and specifications may be had
upon application to the department at Washington.

D. C. or to Boring & Tilton, architects. 32 Broad-

way, New York.

The Liquid Air, Power and Autoiuobile company
of Boston, whose advertisements in the daily papers

have attracted so much attention, says that it has

purchased the fire-story and basement brick factory

corner Massachusetts avenue and Albany street,

Cambridge, held under a lease foi some time past.

The building is 50 by 200 feet, giving the company
altogether about i 1-3 acres of floor space, with

ample room for the conduct of the business of

manufacturing liquid air and automobiles and other

machines run by liquid-air power.

The Elevator Conductors and Starters associa-

tion of Chicago desires the City Council to enforce

the laws bearing on safety appliances in public ele-

\ ators and also providing for an elevator-examining

board, to be appointed by the building commis-
sioners, and to consist of one elevator man, one

liability underwriter and one building inspector.

This action on the part of the association is said

to be due to the numerous elevator accidents that

have recently occurred. It is contended that the

accidents are directlv traceable to two causes. The
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first is the iax enforcement of the safety-appliance
ordinances and the second is the employment oi
inexperienced and inconipelenl hands to run the
elevators. The automatic single and double doors
in use in many of the new elevators are specially
condemned as a constant menace to public safety.
Skilled operators complain that these doors can-
not be closed until the elevator is started up or
down. Hasty and unthinking people, they say. in
spite of every warning, will insist on rushing through
an open door, no matter where it leads them.

I.vS

BUSINESS.

TRADE NEWS.
The British Westinghouse Electric and Manu-

facturing company will build gas and steam engines
as well as electrical apparatus.

The McDougall Storage Battery company of New
York city, with a capital stock of $1,000,000. has
been incorporated under the laws of West Virginia.

The General Electric company reports that its

business so far this year has averaged over 60 per
cent, greater than for the corresponding period of
1898.

The American Electric Wire company of Chicago
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $5,000.
to manufacture electrical devices, apparatus and
supplies. The incorporators are Charles B. Staf-
»ord. Samuel Wilson and Isaac M. Crane.

The St. Louis office of the General Incandescent
Arc Light company, removed from the Security
building to 63S Century building, will hereafter be
known as a sales office of the "G. I." company, in-

stead of a branch of the Martin J. Insull company.

The E. P. AUis company of Milwaukee. Wis.,
commencing on September tst. has granted a uni-
form increase to employes working by the hour
of five per cent. The increase does not apply to
en working on a salary or those under contract,

but is said to affect most of the men on the pay
roll, who number appro.ximately 2,000.

A feature of the National E.xport Exposition
that is to be opened in Philadelphia on September
14th wdll be an exhibit by the International Corre-
spondence Schools. Scranton. Pa., illustrating their

method of teaching by mail. The bound volumes
of their instruction and question papers, as well as
\vork done by students, including numerous drawing
plates, may be inspected by visitors, and a represent-
ative will be in charge to give full particulars.

George R. Hamlin, the Washington patent at-

torney, has a pretty well-founded theory that many
practical men working on moderate salaries do not
patent their inventions simply because they cannot
afford to pay the attorney's fee in a lump sum in

advance, as usually required. Mr. Hamlin over-
comes this difficulty by making his fee payable in

installments, and inventors of moderate means hav-
ing new w^rinkles in electrical apparatus will find

his free illustrated booklet. "Information for In-
ventors," interesting reading.

Under the name of Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
with head office in New York, a consolidation has
been effected of the foUowing-na'med companies:
Consolidated Safety Valve company (safety valves).

New York; Shaw Electric Crane company (elec-

tric traveling cranes). Muskegon, Mich.; Hayden
i\'. Derby company (injectors). New York; Peilrick

& Ayer company (railway and machinists' tools,

compressors, etc.), Philadelphia; Ashcroft Manufac-
turing company (gauges, indicators, etc.). New-
York; Manning, Maxwell & Moore (gencr.-tl sales

agents). New York.

Gates & Randolph. 13 Monadnock block, Chi-
cago, report the recent sales of 45 "Triumph gen-
erators, aggregating over 2,000 kilowatts, and 20
motors, aggregating about 200 horse power. The
apparatus was manufactured by the Triumph Elec-
tric comjjany of Cincinnati.

The George C. Tow-le Manufacturing company
of Lancaster, Pa., the well-known fan manufacturing
ctmccrn, has just increased its facilities for manu-
facturing its line of small power motors. The
company has received quite a number of foreign
orders lately for the motors, which speaks well
for these machines and the company's increasing
business. A specialty is made of motors built to
order where special designs are required.

The Western Electric company of Chicago is

agent for hot-wire ammeters and voltmeters made
by the Stanley Manufacturing company. These in-
struments are for either direct or alternating cur-
rent and are made for switchboard work or portable
use. They are said to be accurate and dead-beat,
to possess a wide range of adjustment, and to be
invaluable for general central- station use. The
company also announces that it has recently placed
upon the market a marine type of the Petite en-
closed-arc lamp that is suitable for shipyards and
lake vessels.

the Centra! Electric company, Chicago, reports
further sales of Bullock generators and motors and
IS much pleased at the increasing interest that is

being shown in this apparatus, 'ine Bullock Elec-
tric Manufacturing company is now building gen-
erators for railway and power -work up to Soo kilo-
watts, and the contracts for this type of machinery
up to the present time have been very gratifying.
Vi'hile taking advantage of its unsurpassed factory
facilities to turn out this heavier class of apparatus,
yet the smaller lines are given the closest possible
attention by the company, and those having in mind
the installation of lighting plants will find it to
their benefit to state their requirements to the Cen-
tral Electric company, sales agent for the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing company.
Those in the electrical business having busi-

ness relations already established with firms in for-
eign countries will be interested to know that the
Polyglot company of 120 Liberty street, New York,
is in the novel business of making translations
on scientific and technical subjects, such as foreign
price-lists, catalogues, etc. The company also
makes a specialty of patent translations. Following
is a list of the more important languages which the
Polyglot company translates; English, German,
French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Sw^edish, Norweg-
ian, Danish, Portuguese, Hungarian, Chinese, Arabic,
Japanese; but the company is prepared to handle,
to quote its own words, translations "from and to all

commercial living languages." The Polj'glot com-
pany was an inspiration of its present manager.
Mr. Jean A. Wetmore, M. S., E. E. Mr. Wetmore
is no stranger to the electrical fraternity; in fact,
he was known for 10 years as "the exponent of
high-grade insulation and father of paper insulation."
Mr. Wetmore is an extensively traveled gentleman,
known not only in the United States, but to for-
eign countries as well. He has also an extensive
acquaintance in Cuba and Mexico. Now- that the
United States has extensive interests over sea, the
value of such services as are now offered by Mr.
Wetmore is apparent to the managers of every
large electrical concern. It is safe to say that com-
munication with the Polyglot company will in most
cases result in the establishment of relations that
V ill be entirely beneficial.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
6,11.768. Electric Motor. Johii Anderson, St.

Louis. Mo., assignor of one-half to Patrick

H. Clarke. St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

September 19. 189S.

There is combined with a car truck and track wheels
thereof an electric motor, an armature shaft for the

same, short shafts forming a continuation of the armature
shaft, couplines for removably securing the shafts to-

gether, bearings in the truck frame for receiving the free

ends of the short shafts, a frame to wbich the motor is re-

movably secured and disks adapted to co-operaie with

the track wheels for rotating the latter by friciional con-
tact.

631,769. Electric Hammer. John Anderson, St.

Louis. Mo., assignor of one-half to Patrick H.
Clarke, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Sep-

tember 19, 1898.

The hammer comprises a suitable standard, a hollow-

core electromagnet, supported by the same, a series of coils

comprising the electromagnet, a vertical reciprocating ham-
mer- movably located within the core, and forming an arma-
ture, and a suitable switchboard, and wires leading from the

switchboard to the coils for coatrolling the electrical cur-

rent through the electromagnet, whereby upon the move-
ment of the switchboard the upper coils are successively

and collectively energized, until the armature is completely
raised, and afterward the lower coil is energized, causing

the hammer to be drawn downwardly and render a suffi-

cient blow. (See cut.)

631,786. Space Block for Laminated Armatures.

Henry Geisenhoner. Schenectady, N. Y., as-

signor to the General Electric company of New
York. Application filed December 15, 1898.

The combination with a lamination in a dynamo-elec-
tric machine of ribs secured to the laminalion by means
integral with the ribs and lamination.

Issued Augiisi sg. iSgg.

631.791. Electric Switch. John W. Hearn, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 7,

NO. 631,769.

An electric-railway switch is described, having in com-
bination with two switch magneto armatures indirectly

connected with the switch point for moving the same in

opposite directions, and a movable contact connected with

the maenets for alternately exciting the same, the con-
tact consisting of a solenoid and an armature arranged to
move the contact arm fiom one contact pin to the other.

^^31.796. Storage Battery. Harry H. Kneper, Chi-
cago, assignor to the American Electric Ve-
hicle conipanv, Chicago. Application filed June
27. iSgS.

The battery has a series of accumulator plates and an
envelope for inclosing each of the plates, the envelopes
comprising a sheet of absorbent material wrapped about
the faces and edge of the plate, and a cap of absorbent
material separate from the sheet and fitting over the -end
of (he plate.

631,810. Separator for Accumulator Plates. Harry
G. Osburn. Chicago, III. Application filed Oc-
tober 26. 1S9S.

A separator formed of a plate or sheet of non-conducting
material having uoon one face a series of channels, and
upon the other face a series of channels angularly ar-
ranged relatively thereto, to leave at intervals transverse
6uid paths through the plate.

631.816. Electric Arc Lamp. George C. Pyle. In-

dianapolis, Ind., assignor of one-half to Frank
H. Ewers. Indianapolis. Application filed De-
cember 24. 189S.

An arc lamp including a frime with a suitable supporting
arm therefrom, a guide b = r carried by such arm. an elec-
trode slidably carried on the gu'de ba"". a clutch for sup-
porting the lower end of such electrode, a lever mounted
in the frame, a connection from one side of such clutch to

the lever, and a solenoid for actuating the lever, whereby
one side of the clutch will be elevated

.
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031,^39- Process of Manufacturing White Lead or

Other Pigments By Electrolysis. Herman C.

Woltereck, New York, N. Y. Application

filed December i6. 1898.

The process consislsiD passing an electric current from

a lead anode through ao electrolyte capable of dissolving

lead and coDtaicioR an alkali metal bicarbonate, maintain-

ing the electrolyte at a temperature below 25 degrees centi-

grade, continuously withdrawing the mixed electrolyte

and precipitate from the electrolytic vat. removing the

while lead therefrom by filtration, introducing carbon

dioxide into the filtrate and returning the regenerated

electrolyte to the electrolytic vat.

631,854. Trolley-pole Retriever. Daniel E. Lesser,
'

Warren, Pa., assignor of one-third to Phillip

G Wheeler, Warren, Pa. Application filed June

15. 1898.

A trolley-pole retriever is described comprising a stand-

ard, a shouldered weight within the standard, an arm, a

cord fastened at one end to the standard at a point above

the upward limit of travel of the weight and passing be-

neath a guide sheave and from thence attached to a trolley

pole to provide a permanent allowance of slack.

631 864. Coupling for Electric or Other Wires.

Rolland Thompson. Passaic, N. J., assignor of

one-half to John Dunphy, New York, N.-\.
Application filed June 23, 1899.

The coupling comprises wires having hoop-shaped ex-

tremities containing shoulders extending upwardly from

the upper sides of the wires, and a split sleeve containing

a slot to engage the hooks and having its upper portions

adapted to fit around the ends of the wires, and its lower

side portions extending around and fitting between the

ends of the wires and forming a flush lower side there-

631,869. Signal
Crafton, Pa.

Mechanism.
Application

Gardiner B.
filed May 6,

Gray,

1899.

The mechanism combines a sicnal, having a bias to

danger position, electrically controlled mechanism for

locking the signal at clear position, a id two independent

circuit breaktrs controlled by train movements for con-

irolling the signal-locking mechanism, the circuit breakers

being simultaneously operative to release the signal from

clear position.

631,871. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Ed-
' ward W. Jewell, Chicago, 111. Application filed

February 4, 1899.

An instrument is described having, a field magnet, re-

movable pole pieces fitting the ends thereof, framework in

which the pole pieces are rigidly mounted, a measuring coil

rotatably mounted between the pole pieces, a core rigidly

held in place between the pole-pieces and encircled by

the coil, and springs connected with and opposing the

rotation of the coil, the pole pieces, framework, coil and

springs thereby constituting a unit which may be adjusted

upon or removed from the ends of the magnet as a single

piece.
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is opposite its end which acts on the abutment being ar-

ranged to act on the drum, a carbon holder carried by the

connection, and means for operating the lever by the pass-

ing of a current.

631,970. Electric Terminal. Ferdinand Schwedt-
mann, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Feb-
ruary 27, 1899.

A binding-post or terminal for electric-line wires is

described, formed from drawn-metal tubing, having a
portion thereof flattened to adapt it for contact with an
electrical instrument, and a portion thereof cylindrical to

receive the line wire.

631,975. Means for Operating Electric Arc Lamps.
Herbert A. Wagner and Denney W. Roper, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed May 25, 1899.

In an electric arc-lighting system, the method of heating
the carbon tips by a reduced current, and then altering the
connections of the circuit to permit the flow of normal cur-

rent and the normal operation of the lamp. {See cut.)

September 9, 1899

NO. 631,959.

631,888. Electric Gas-lighting Apparatus. William

E. Cram, Boston, Mass. Application filed Jan-

uary 7, 1898.

A gas burner, having a valve, a vihratile igniting device,

a magnet included in an igniting circuit, a single armature
for controlling the valve and having connections for ac-

tuating the igniting device in one direction, a switch hav-
ing a position in which it makes and maintains contact

between the electrodes ot the ieniiing circuit, and a

thermostatic device adapted to break the igniting circuit

at the burner, under the influence of the gas flame, while

contact is still maintained at the switch.

631,892. Electric Push-button. Louis F. Johnson.

Easton, Pa. Application filed May 29, 1899.

A push button and a case are described, the button hav-

ing a flange or head with a straight bevel upon its inner

side, and a corresponding bevel upon the case to form a

close joint when the two bevels come together.

631,917. Signaling and Controlling Apparatus for

Motor-vehicles. William R. Wynne, London-,

England. Application fikd March 30, 1899.

A controller for electric motors combining a controller

drum, a handle for rotating the drum which is also cana-
ble of a vertical movement, a rod sliding within the axle of

the drum, means connecting the rod and handle whereby a

vertical movement of the handle causes a similar move-
ment of the rod, and an electric switch governed by the

rod,

631,919. Electric Motor. Riccardo Arno, Turin,

Italy. Application filed March 5, 1898.

A method of starting asynchronous monophase alternat-

ing-current motors, which consists in inserting a suitable

resistance in the rotor coils and momentarily rendering
the coils of the rotor unsymmetrical and gradually cutting

out the resistance.

631,959- Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New
York. N. Y. Original application filed Jan-

uary 8, 1898. Divided and this application filed

January 7, 1899.

An electric heater comprising an open helix of resistant

wire having sufficient stiffness or resilience to retain its

helical form, and a support therefor consisting of a i>lur-

ality of rods extended within the helix, of materially
smaller diameter than the interior thereof, so that the
helix is interiorly open for free circulation of air within it,

the rods supporting the convolutions of the helix by tan-

gential contact therewith each at a single point only of

their circumference. (See cut.)

631.965. Electric Arc Lamp. Moses S. Okun,
New York. N. Y. Application filed October 23,

1895.

The lamp has a carbon-feeding mechanism comprising
a lever, a spring-acting drum carried thereby, a flexible

connection wound on the drum, a brake lever to control

the movement of the drum, an abutment to act on the brake
lever, the abutment being located adjacent to the pivot of

the first-mentioned lever, the end ot the brak; lever that

NO. 631,975.

632,004. Electrical Warp Stop Motion. William
H. Baker, Central Falls, R. I., and Frederic E.

Kip, Montclair, N. J., assignors to the Kip-Arm-
strong company of New York. Application
filed October 25, 1898.

For th's warp-stop motion for looms are mentioned the
following features : A series of metallic drops each having
a thread aperture, an elongated guide slot, and a contact
projection between the thread aperture and slot, an elec-
tric circuit having two terminals which extend through the
guide slots in the series of drops, an electromagnet
mounted on the shipper lever and in the circuit, the
shipper lever, the lay and means whereby the shipper
lever is shifted to stop the loom by the lay, when the cir-

cuit is closed by the falling of ons of the drops onto the

upper circuit terminal.

632,019. Controlling System for Electric Motors.
Frank A. Merrick, Johnstown, Pa. Application

filed March 27, 1899.

A controller for electric motors, having a plurality of

separately actuated contacts for varying the motor speed,
separate electromagnets responsive to different current
conditions for controlling the respective contacts, a circuit

including a plurality of such contacts and a manually
operated master controller comprising controlling means
for changing the current conditions in such circuit.

632,033. Trolley. Charles L. Weyand, New York,
N. Y. Application filed April 29, 1899.

A base having rearward teeth, a vertically swinging
-Irolley pole journaled in the base and carrying a latch or
pawl adapted to engage the teeth are in combination with
an electromagnetic device controlling the latch or pawl,
and itself controlled by the current from the line wire.

632.039. Automatic Controlling System for Elec-

tromotive Devices. John B. Blood, Newbury-
port, and Frank A. Merrick, Newton, Mass.,

assignors to Blood & Hale, Boston, Mass.
Application filed July 11, 1898.

The combination with an electric-supply circuit, an
electromotive device connected thereto through a connec-
tion including a switch and a plurality of resistances, of a

plurality of electromagnetic switching devices connected
in shunt with the electromotive device and responding to

successive increments of electromotive force therein to

successively short-circuit the resistances.

switch tongue pivotally connected to one of the rails, a
pair of guides formed integral with the upper face of the
plate and adapted to receive between tbem the trolley

wires, and means for securing the wires in position.

632,058. Incandescent Electric-light Bulb. Ross
Mossgrove, Jr., Steubenville, O., assignor ot

one-half to Emmett McD. McKee, Steubenville,

O. Application filed November 26, 1898.

A blown molded-glass bulb for incandescent electric-
light lamps produced complete with longitudinal corru-
gated walls having the natural vitreous polish and bril-
liancy of the glass.

632.066. Telephone-exchange System. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western
Electric company, Chicago. Application filed

December 18, 1SS8.

The combination with two telephone lines, each pro-
vided with a different connecting piece on each of two or
more switchboards, and each permanently connected to
ground through its individual polarized annunciator, of a
connection between the lines at one of the boards and a
battery closed in derived circuit through the annunciators
to hold tbem in position to prevent false signals.

632.067. Multiple-switchboard System. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application filed Novem-
ber 14, 1891. Renewed November 16, 1896,

A telephone line extending from earth at a substation to
earth at a central station, line terminals at the central sta-
tion connected together in parallel and an indicating
device and a retardation coil included in the line are com-
bined with circuits and contact pieces adapted to short-
circuit the indicating device when a connection is made to
line. (See cut.)

632,076. Electric Switch. Albert E. Wells, Pitts-
field, Mass., assignor of one-half to Chauncey
A. Cornell and William J. Baughman, Pitts-

field, Mass. Application filed February 7, 1898.

An electric switch provided with a terminal block bos
having a cover with a slot registering with a slot in one
side of the bos proper, and a two-armed shutter within
the bos and having one of its arms pivoted on the inside
of the box, the arms of the shutter being adapted to close
the slots.

632,089. Automobile Torpedo. Thomas E. Bar-
row, Mansfield, O., assignor of one-half to

Louis J. McCray, Mansfield. O., and Henr^ L.
McGray, Ashland, O. Application filed July 11,

NO. 632,067.

632.046. Telegraph Register. Edward B. EUicott

and Louis E. Oehring, Chicago, 11^., assignors

to the Western Electric company, Chicago.

Application filed September 15, 189S.

The invention combines electromagnetic printing me-
chanism, a tape-feeding gear train, an escapement there-

for, a stop adapted to engage with a moveable part ot

the train or escapement to prevent the operation thereof,

a spring adapted to disengage the stop and thereby to re-

lease the gear train, and means operated by the electro-

magnetic printing mechanism for controlling the opera-
tion of the spring.

632,052. Switch for Trolley Wires. Alexander F.

Humphrey, Allegheny, Pa. Application filed

November 10, 1S98.

The switch has a supporting plate, a series of rails

formed integral with the underneath face of the plale, a

NO. 632,089.

A submarine aui:omobile torpedo is described consisting
of an outer and inner case, an electric battery situated in
the rear of the inner case, a motor to propel the torpedo
located in the outer case and operated by the battery, and
a mechanism to complete a circuit when a torpedo strikes
an obstruction to explode the charge in the inner case,
consisting of a spring-actuated bolt movably secured in the
fon-vard end of the outer casing, a lever adapted lo be
contacted by the bolt, and two igniting points located in
such a manner and connected with the battery so that
when the lever is struck by the holt, the lever contacts one
of the igniting points and makes an electrical circuit to
ignite a charge in the inner case. (See cut.)

Apparatus. Rudolf Ein-
N. Y. Application filed

632,106. Visual Signal
bigler. New York,
March 29. 1899.

In a visual signal, a main signal plale mounted to swing.
an electromagnet for operating the plate in one direction,
ao electromagnet for operating the plate in the opposite
direction, an electric circuit in which the magnets are
located, a main circuit-closing device for controlling the
magnets, an auxiliary signal normally hidden or covered
by the main signal plate, and an electric circuit in which
the auxiliary signal is arranged, the circuit being manually
controlled from a point remote from the controller of the
main signal circuit.

632,144. Electric Meter. Albert Peloux, Geneva,
Switzerland. Application filed December 16,

An electric meter comprising stationary field coils ar-
ranged in the measuring circuit, and stationary shunt
coils consisting of individual sections, a rotary armature
comprising pieces of magnetic material energized by the
shunt coils during the rotary motion, and current switch-
ing devices operated by the movemeat of the armature,
for inserting the shunt-coil sections into the circuit suc-
cessively.

632,145. Time Switch. Henry S. Prentiss, Eliza-

beth, N. J. Application filed February 13, 1897.

A time switch embodying the usual switch lever co-
operating with contacts for making and breaking the cir-

cuit, a spring-pressed lever adapted to engage with the
lever for turning the same about its pivot to break the cir-

cuit, a latch adapted to engage with and to retain the
lever in its operative position, an electromagnet having its

armature placed in connection with the latch for tripping
the same to release the switch-operating lever when the
electromagnet is tnergized for the purpose of lurning the
switch lever to break the circuit, and a circuit-closer in the
circuit of the electromagnet.

632.211. Electric-conductor Support. Johan M. An-
dersen, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-half to

Albert Anderson. Boston. Application filed

July 2, 1897.

A support for electric conductors is described
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS.
Convention at Wilmington Last Weetc—

Proceedings in Detail.

With all due respect to those large and time-

honored convention cities, Chicago and New York,

it may now be safely put down as a fact that for

genuine interest and enthusiasm in electrical con-

ventions the smaller cities are voted by the majority

of those who attend to be the favorites. In fact,

nowadays, at electrical gatherings of this sort the

remark is often heard: "Give us a smaller town

for an electrical convention." So it will be no

surprise to many familiar with such gatherings to

learn that Wilmington was indeed in holiday attire.

The openingof the exhibition on Monday evening,

September 4th, was reported by telegraph in the

every well-organized city." The mayor spoke
appreciatively of the efforts of Mr. Satterthwaite
of the Wilmington Board of Trade and Mr. Aydon.
the city electrician and president of the association,
to make the convention and exhibition a success.
Governor Tunnell. the next speaker, expressed,

in graceful phrase, his sense of the imp' rtance of
the work of the association. He concluded with
this sensible statement: "I have not a single fact

to state, or a single statistic or a single figure. In
matters of electricity, its use and development, I

am not a well-informed man. I again welcome
you and wish you a most pleasant and successful ses-

sion."

Mr. H. C. Conrad, the city solicitor, also made
a happy speech.
Morris W. Mead of Pittsburg responded for the

association.

President Aydon's Address.

Mr. Aydon reviewed the brief history of 'the or-

So with Dr. Channing, resourceful in ideas, and
Moses G. Farmer, recognized as the most expert
electrical mechanic of that day, the fire-alarm tele-

graph system as we now have it was developed
and made practical.

"Then came Gamewell, indomitable, persistent,

a born organizer, to whose able management is due
the fact that 90 per cent, of all municipal fire-alarm
business of the United States is done by the com-
pany bearing his name. The names of Channing.
Farmer and Gamewell stand high on the roll of
municipal fire-protection fame.

"Fire, while one of man's most useful agents,
is also his greatest enemy. So appalling is the
annual destruction of life and property that the
genius of mankind has been aroused to encompass
its effect. It is not enough to know that a fire

has broken out in a certain district: but the build-
ing, aye, the very room, the dangerous heat or
incipient flame must be known.

DELEGATES AND VISITORS AT THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICIANS CONVENTION.

Western Electrician of lastweek. On Tuesdaymorn-
ing the first business session of the convention was
held in the Grand Opera House. It was well at-

tended, not only by the delegates, but by many
citizens of Wilmington, who v/ere admitted to the

house without tickets. The interior of the theater

was attractively decorated. Bunting, rosettes and
flags were tastefully arranged about the balcony
railing, and in front of the stage were the words,

"What Hath God Wrought," in incandescent lights.

After a musical selection Bishop Coleman offered

prayer, and then Mayor Fahey of Wilmington
welcomed the delegates. The m.ayor said that he
regarded the convention as a most important event.

"In your deliberations," said he. "you will aid us

to obtain a more perfect knowledge of the applica-

tion of electricity in municipal administration and
in the exchange of views and the demonstration
of newly conceived theories your work will prove
of inestimable value. One of the greatest objects

of municipal government is the protection of life

and property and the prevention of crime, and the
municipal electrician, in the accomplishment of

this object, has become an important factor in

ganization. He referred to the invention of the

telegraph and the telephone, the electric light and
the electric railway, and praised the work of Morse,
Bell, Edison, Daft, Vandepoele and Sprague. He
then continued:
"The novelty of Morse's invention had hardly

time to dim before a new electric field was devel-

oped. The birth of the telegraph originated the

idea of municipal fire protection by electric signaling.

But six years had elapsed when Dr. Channing of

Boston published a description of the method of

using the telegraph for the protection of life and
property.

"Before this time cities were districted and a
watch-tower provided for each district, and watch-
men were on duty at all hours. At the sight of

smoke or flame, or if told of a fire, the watchman
would strike upon his bell the number of his dis-

trict. This is the way they do in Japan to-day,

but the Japs are advancing along these lines and
are already preparing to modernize this work.

"In 1851 the city of Boston—leader in all great
enterprises, as she is—took up the matter of fire

protection and voted $10,000 for the experiment.

"Great has been the struggle to arrive at this

result. Devices upon devices have been originated,

until our Patent Office became a thermostatic
Mecca for the inventors of such devices. More or
less meritorious have they all been, and some have
maintained a ci^,mmercial status, but the great bulk
have gone like 'Ships that Pass in the Night.'
"A manual auxiliary fire alarm that would reli-

ably give the desired results was found, and gave
rise to what is known as the Gamewell auxiliary
fire-alarm return call-box system. This, operated
in connection with the street fire-alarm boxes,
greatly extended and perfected the area of mu-
nicipal fire protection. Automatic devices there
were, but none possessing that element of con-
tinuous reliability so necessary to the proper ad-
visement of actual danger or fire. It was Chief
Bonner of New York who said: 'Given advise-
ment of a fire in the first five minutes, I will put
it out in the next five:' and now all this is possible:

and to-day, as a human being is equipped with a
nerve center and nerves radiating therefrom,
wherein every part of the body is sensitive to touch,
so any building can be equipped with a similar nerve
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center and radiating nerves, so sensitive to danger-

ous heat or flame as to be able to signal a warn-
ing to a common center without delay, so that the

first minute will not have elapsed before the warn-
ing is given, both locally and centrally.

'This is accomplished by the Montauk multiphase

cable, the last great electrical invention of the nine-

teenth century, and in many respects the greatest,

because of its saving of human life and protecting

business from serious interruptions.

"In the construction of this cable a natural law
was availed of, and the conditions are such that

when dangerous heat or incipient flame are in

proximity thereto, the action of the cable is im-

mediate, electrically sealing, thus closing the cir-

cuit, as a telegraph operator would his key, for send-

ing the signal to the desired points. By it every

building, of whatever character and wherever lo-

cated, may be vitalized and have its own fire and
police protection. Suburban homes, suburban fac-

tories, all buildings in or beyond the environment
of the municipal fire department by the use of this

Montauk multiphase cable are enabled to have
their own fire-alarm systems."

President Aydon concluded by enjoining the

members of the association to put forth their best

efforts, both for the municipalities they, serve and
ihe national organization.

Tuesday Afternoon Session.

In the afternoon an invitation was received from
C. R. Van Trump, superintendent of the Wilming-
ton City Electric company, to visit the plant of

that company. Then Captain William Brophy of

Boston read a carefully prepared paper on "The
Licensing of Employes on Electrical Work and Im-
proving the Quality of Work and Material." He
dwelt on the advantages of a licensing system and
the need of good construction. The paper was dis-

cussed by Messrs. Mead of Pittsburg, Pillsbury of

Minneapolis, Flood of Boston and Mason of Brook-
lyn.

Clinton R. Woodruff of Philadelphia, secretary

of the National Municipal League, addressed the

association on "Municipal Government."
Following this address, G. F. Macdonald of Ot-

tawa. Ont., read a paper on "The Progress and De-
velopment of the Police and Fire-alarm Telegraph
in Canada." Mr. Macdonald's paper abounded in

interesting statistics.

Wednesdays Sessions.

The first paper of Wednesday was on the "His-
tory of the r olice Telegrapn System," by J ohn
Weigei ot Boston. Mr. Vveigel pomted out the

great advantage of electrical signals in policmg
cities.

In the absence of W. H. Thompson of Richmond,
Va., his paper on "Overhead Construction" was
read by tne secretary.

Thomas W. Flood, commissioner of wires in Bos-
ton, read an interesting paper on "Laws and Gov-
ernment of the Wire Department of Boston." He
spoke of the good work which had been accom-
plished by the wire inspectors in Boston. There
was a time when shoddy material and poor work
was done, but the concerns which did such work
have now been compelled to go elsewhere to dis-

pose of their stuff.

J. O. Leary of the Telegraphers' Benefit associa-

tion addressed the meeting in the interests of that

body.
Morris W. Mead of Pittsburg presented a paper

on the centralization of electrical departments undei
one head. Mr. Mead took the position that the
electrical departments of a city government should
be under one head to make them easy of control.

A number of new members, including several

honorary members, were elected.

On the invitation of Mr. Mead, the association
voted to meet in Pittsburg next year. The date
of the gathering was left with the executive com-
mittee.

Frank C. Mason was elected delegate to the Elec-
trical Congress in Paris next year and also director

of next year's exhibition.

Thanks were extended to the press, the citizens,

to President Aydon and all who had assisted in

making the convention a success.

New Officers.

Officers were elected on Wednesday afternoon.
Comparatively few changes were made, and the new
list is as follows:

President—William Brophy, Boston.
Vice-president—G. F. Macdonald, Ottawa, Ont.
Treasurer—Adam Bosch, Newark, N. J.

Secretary—Henry Cottell, Boston.
F'inancial secretary—Barrett McAllister, Brad-

ford, Pa.
Executive committee—Morris W. Mead, Pitts-

burg; W. Y. Ellett, Elmira, N. Y.; J. W. Aydon,
Wilmington. Del; F- C. Mason, Brooklyn. N. Y.;
Frank G. Boyd, Baltimore.
A portrait of Captain Brophy. the new president,

is given herewith. The recipient of the highest
honor in the gift of the association was torn in

Ireland, but he is an American in thought and
feeling, having been brought up in this country.
He is the chief electrician of the Boston Wire De-
partment. A brief sketch of President Brophy's
career was given in the Western Electrician of
September 2d.
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Social Features.

The visitors were pleasantly entertained at the
exhibition by trolley rides to Shellpot Park and
the Delaware River and to Brandywine Springs.
1 here was also a parade and review of firemen and
policemen, a trip around the city of Wilmington
and a boat ride on the Delaware River.
A feature of the steamboat ride of Thursday was

the presentation of a gold-headed cane to Mr.
Aydon, the retiring president. Mr. Mead made the
presentation speech. On ihe return trip Mrs.
George B. Moore, on behalf of the ladies' recep-
tion committee, presented to Mr. Macdonald of
Ottawa a beautiful. United States flag of silk. Mr.
Macdonald, not to be outdone, gave to the city
of Wilmington a gold seal with the arms of the
city of Ottawa cut upon it.

Attendance.

A partial list of those in attendance is given:
From New York, William C. Callmaun, T. J. Smith,
F. W. Harrington, Edward Barnes, Oilman Fisher,
E. E. Pierce, George T. Manson, Fred Hende,
A. P. Eckert, Marcus Nathan, G. F. Porter, G.
L. Wiley, C. W. Price, Frederick Pearle, Alexander
Henderson, M. J. Leary, Charles W. Price, J. B.
Taltavall; Boston, F. W^ Ferrin, A. S. Clark, John
Weigei, Thomas. W. Flood, John D. Cornady, Will-
iam Brophy; Brooklyn, Newton H. Murphy, F. C.
Mason, Michael E. Dougherty, W. A. Cooper, Bal-
timore, S. A. Williams, F. G. Boyd; Minneapolis,
Charles K. Pillsbury, Z. L. Morrison: Bridgeport
(Conn.), William A. "Bauer, Mrs. Bauer and the
Misses Eva and Emma Bauer; Elmira (N. Y.), Al-
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bert Bundy, W.Y. Ellett; Chicago, Charles A. Rolfe,
F. L Perry; Savannah (Ga.). W. D. Claiborne;
Ottawa (Can.). G. F. Macdonald; Paterson (N. J.),

J. F. Zeluff; Newark (N. J.). Adam Bosch; Pitts-
burg (Pa.), M. W. Mead; Utica (N. Y.). G. F.

Breitenstein; Peoria (111.), F. L, Michael; Corning
(N. Y.), F. P. Foster; New Brunswick (N. J.),
Charles Greenwalt; Charleston (S. C). Lon Sim-
mons, Arthur R. Rhett; Richmond TVa.). W. H.
Thompson; Trenton (N. J.), W. G. Tingley; Ches-
ter (Pa.), W. S. Sykes; Toledo (O.). J. T. Greene.
William Mayo; Harrisburg (Pa.). E. H. Diehe;
Wheeling (W. Va.), J. C. Dunaway.

Notes of the Electrical Exhibition.

Clarence E. Stump was one of the most warmly
welcomed arrivals on Tuesday.

Who said there was "a hole in the wall" on open-
ing night at the electrical exhibition?

General Manager George F. Porter did the hon-
ors, in the absence of W. R. Brixey, for Day's
Kerite.

It was a matter of regret that William Roche
did not himself appear, but Fred Pearce made a

good representative. But where was Roche?
Morris & Co., electrical supplies. Wilmington,

Del., showed full lines of their various specialties,

switches, fuses, etc.* and also a very 'handsome
Rushmore searchlight.

The John A. Roebling's Sons company of New
York and Trenton, N. J., made a handsome exhibit,

and its two representatives, F. W. Harrington and
N, G. Tingley, were always on hand.

Frederick Pearce and Walter H. Pearce looked
after the interests of Pearce's electric turntables

and the Pearce signal system. Mr. Pearce's head-
quarters are now at Nos. i8 to 20 Rose street. New
York.

President J. Jones, of the J. Jones & Son com-
pany, couldn't resist the temptation, and although
his company made no exhibition, he turned up
smiling Tuesday to mingle with the boys at the

Wilmington convention. Mr. Jones has recently

brought out a new lamp, the Radiant, that is said
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to be meeting with great success. Mr. Jones would
find quite a market for this lamp in the West did
he but push it aggressively in that section.

C. P. Piatt, "the ubiquitous," of American tele-
phone fame, passed through Wilmington at the
time of the convention. Mr. Piatt reports a boom-
ing telephone business and says his company, the
American of Chicago, was never so rushed.

W. C. Banks appeared for the Gordon Battery
company of New York. Mr. Banks made a very
.'.ttractive exhibit of his cells, arranging them in a
sort of a pyramid, so as to illustrate, in the most
convincing manner, many fine points of this now
most popular battery.

Manager T. J. Smith of the Manufacturers and
Inventors' company, No. 96 Fulton street, New
York, made a handsome exhibit. His "Morse
watch" for train-dispatchers\ railway-station, mili-
tary-telegraph, inspectors' and lineman service, at-
tracted no httie attention.

It was a matter of great regret that General Man-
ager Leonard F. Requa of the Safety Insulated
Wire and Cable company could not appear in per-
son, owing to the immense business his company is

now handUng. Mr. Requa was represented by
Avery P Eckert. The company made a very neat
exhibit of various styles of safety cables.

One man who was cordially welcomed was Man-
ager Marcus Nathan of the New York Electrical
Exhibition of 1899. It will interest Mr. Nathan's
many friends to know that hf* services have been
secured for a coming exposition, and one of the
largest outside of the electrical line that New
York has ever seen.

Garrett, Miller & Co. made a most creditable

exhibit as manufacturers of telephone apparatus.
This concern has its factory in Wilmington, and
also handles general electrical supplies,' such as

Buckeye and Jandus lamps, etc. These latter spe-
cialties, as well as samples of telephone equipment,
were presented at the exhibition at Pyle's Academy.

President Jos. W. Stover of the Gamewell com-
pany did not disappoint his many friends. He
turned up on Tuesday and was warmly welcomed.
It would have been a pity had Mr. Stover not
appeared, for the Gamewell exhibit was one of the
most important at the exhibition, and in addition
to this the Gamewell company had a friend in al-

most every delegate present.

The Arrowsmith Electric company. Wilmington,
Del., presented a novel electrical sign or "'curiosity

exciter," in the form of a figure of a pretty little

girl that was at intervals illuminated by the quick
flashing of groups of tiny and different-colored elec-

tric-light bulbs. This concern also made a specialty

of the exhibition of Paragon fans and also many
different styles of electroliers.

One remarkable thing in connection with the
exhibition was the fact that everything was in shape
for the opening. There was not an exhibit which
was not in place. Much of the credit for this work
i.- due to Frank C. Mason, who devoted his time
and attention for over a week to getting the ex-
hibits in shape. In this he succeeded, and on the
opening night he was congratulated on his work
by the delegates and many others present who knew
him.

It is safe to say that no Municipal convention is

ever without a handsome exhibit of the Gamewell
Fire Alarm and Telegraph company of New York.
I'his time the exhibit was in charge of A. L. Tinker.
President J. W. Stover was daily expected. The
Gamewell company exhibited its usual line of high-
class fire-alarm telegraphs, police telegraphs and
auxiliary fire alarms. While it is impossible to

describe this exhibit in detail, it may be said that
it occupied practically the entire head of the room
in Pyle's Academy. Mr. Tinker made many friends
in the interest of his company.
Manager William C. Callmaun and Inventor Ed-

ward Baines were enterprising enough to secure one
of the most prominent spaces in Pyle's Academy
in which to present in actual operation a set of

Baines' improved primary batteries. As the Baines
battery is a new type of the gravity blue-stone
order, Mr. Callman's good taste in selecting white
as the predominating color and background of his

booth excited favorable comment; in fact, the ex-
hibit was a very pretty one as well as most practical.

A description of the interesting claims made for
this improved cell is presented elsewhere'in tlfls

issue.

F. M. Ferrin of No. 7 Arch street, Boston, ap-
peared in company with Treasurer A. T. Clark of

the American Circular Loon: company, and talked
municipal cables, also aerial, underground and sub-

marine. Mr. Ferrin is sole manufacturer of the

woven-covered cables. The American Circular

Loom company, through Mr. Clark and New York
Representative James L. Kirkland. made a taste-

ful exhibit of its well-known flexible tubing, some-
thing similar to that at the late New York electrical

show. The National India Rubber company also

made an exhibit.

Captain Candee of the Okonite company and
Charles W. Price of the Electrical Review came
down with the New York delegation. It may be
said that almost all the Okonite force was on hand,
for Messrs. Manson and Secretary W. H. Flodgins
were included in the contingent that was on hand in

full dress on Tuesday evening at the exhibition.
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The Okonite company made a very handsome ex-

hibit of samples of its well-known cable and Man-
son tape, and Mr. Manson distributed among the

friends of Okonite a valuable souvenir in the shape

of a handsome fountain pen of unique design.

The International Correspondence Schools of

Scranton, Pa., saw an opportunity in the exhibition

at the Municipal convention and had on hand a

representative m the person of Richard de Mutelle

and a large quantity of literature descriptive of their

various courses. The International Schools are

now offering a premium of electrical apparatus
worth $10.45, that is given without charge to all

who enroll before October ist in their electrical

engineering, telephony or telegraph courses. This

offer is worth careful investigation on the part

of electrical students looking forward to a course

of studies during the coming winter.

President Charles A. Rolfe of the Roife Elec-

tric company, Chicago, came all the way from Chi-

cago to present to the convention and the East
generally his Rolfe telephone and other electrical

circuit protectors. Mr. Rolfe is now exploiting a

device that has already won its way into the favor

of engineers in a manner that has astonished many
who know how short a time the Rolfe protector

has been on the market. The Rolfe protector opens
the line and instrument circuit, also opens the light-

ning-arrester circuit, which leaves no route for the

dangerous current to travel after the operation of

the protector. It is worth careful investigation, as

written descriptions are entirely inadequate to prop-
erly convey the various "fine points" covered by the
Rolfe instrument.

The Standard Underground Cable company was
represented by Mr. G. L. Wiley, eastern manager.
Its exhibit included a very complete assortment
of samples of wire and cable used for telegraphic
and fire-alarm purposes. The exhibit was contained
m a black-walnut case, the samples being mounted
on a birdseye-maple board. The samples consisted
of a large assortment of rubber-covered, annunciator,
office, weatherprooof, single and duplex wires neatly
arranged in coils, and of telegraph and fire-alarm
cables of all the standard varieties. A much ad-
mired sample was that of the torpedo-cable type
furnished last year for connection to submarine
mines and torpedoes and placed in the harbors of
New York, Philadelphia and other cities for the
government. A high-class lightning arrester, such as
was designed for the Baltimore Electrical Subway
Commission, for the protection of its fire-alarm cir-

cuits, properly connected to a fire-alarm terminal,
v/as also exhibited and met general approval.

Superintendent of Agencies H J. Doyle and F.
T. Hubbell, who looked after the interests of the
Monarch Fire Appliance company, originator and
sole owner of Kilfyre, did their company proud.
Kilfyre is a dry-powder compound, invaluable
through its efficiency as a chemical fire extinguisher.
The strong claim made is that it will put out in-

cipient fires without any damage other than that
already accomplished by the flames. The simple
throwing of Kilfyre will concentrate upon the fire

many more times the quantity of fire-destroying
gases than can be applied in any other way, thus
instantly extinguishing the most furious flames of
burning tar, naphtha, gasoline, coal oil, turpentine,
rubber cement, alcohol and other highly inflam-
mable materials. Although recently launched upon
the market, Kilfyre has been indorsed by the in-

surance fraternity. Many of the great commercial
cofpoiations, the company states, notably the
Standard Oil company, have entirely ceased the
carrying of insurance, fighting their own .fires with
extinguishers and assuming their own losses, which
annually amount to much less than the premiums
They would otherwise have paid. Both Postal and
Western Union Telegraph companies have adopted
Kilfyre for use at their switchboards.

For a long time the Montauk Multiphase Cable
company has been promising a most complete and
interesting exhibit at the Municipal convencion, and
Vice-president and Manager C. W. Price, assisted

by Elwood Price and H. C. Estabrook, kept their

word in a most creditable manner. The various
applications of "the only fire-detective cable in the
world" were illustrated by most beautiful (mechan-
ically speaking) models as well as skillful personal
explanation. The installation and specification

hand-book issued by the Montauk Multiphase Ca-
ble company, sfter careful and painstaking prepara-
tion on the part of Manager Price, is a volume of
which the author can well be proud. This book
is invaluable to contractors and installing elec-

tricians, as it shows how to locate the cable, gives
data necessary for estimates, aho a form of pro-
posal, illustrates the method of making joints,

branch-block, wall-cases, locatior of batteries, and,
in fact, all the necessary data required by the con-
tractor. The revolutionary principle contained in

the construction of the cable consists in the making
of every infinitesimal part ofawirc in its installation

an infallible detecting point for the discovery ot

dangerous heat or flame, combined with the ability to
give automatic notification of the same at any or
all points which may be deemed necessary, thus
making this cable continuously thermostatic
throughout its entire length. Combined in this

cable wi^h this great protection from loss by fire

are all of the necessary wires for giving every kind
of electric service which is needed for all interior

electrical installations.

French Electric Fire Engine.
The substitution of electric power for horses

for the propelling of fire apparatus has been con-
sidered by the fire authorities of Paris for several
years. The advantage of the electric automobile
vehicle is the gain in speed and the consequent sav-
ing of time in case of alarm.

The automobile fire engine illustrated herewith
is the first application of electricity for this pur-
pose, says rinduslrie Eleclrique. The engine was
constructed in the department shops. Should ex-
perience prove favorable, the department will be
equipped throughout with electrical apparatus.
The gross weight of the machine is 2,500 kilo-

grammes (about 2% tons) when mounted ready for

a call, and it can run for from four to five hours at

a speed of 15 to 22 kilometers (nine to 14 miles)
an hour. It carries the men and necessary material
for salvage by ladders, as well as for attacking the
fire with two streams.

The enclosed motor is mounted on an arch of
steel. The forward bearing rests on a sectional

axle with a triple-suspension spring support. The
rear bearing rests on an ordinary axle, through a
simple suspended spring. The motor acts direct
upon an adjustable piston.

The hose cart, an independent apparatus, is

mounted on two wheels, with a draught tongue.
Each of -ihe extremities of the rael-carriage axles
is so mounted as to be capable of raising or lower-
ing the reel by means of a lever. The reel carries

160 meters of hose of 70 millimeters diameter. In

Scott-Janney Electric Company's
Plans.

In a recent issue of the Western Electrician it

was noted that the Scott-Janney company had been
incorporated at Trenton, N. J., with a capital of
.*30,ooo,ooo, and the company was said to have been
organized to compete with the General Electric
company and the VVcstinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company. And it was further slated that
a large plant would be built in Philadelphia at

once.

A representative of the Western Electrician has
interviewed Gordon J. Scott, under whose patents
the Scott-Janney Electric company will operate,
and also Dr. William S. Janney of the company, rela-

tive to the immediate plans of the organization.
Mr. Scott and Dr. Janney, speaking for the com-
pany, stated that negotiations were now under way
for the acquisition of 100 acres of land upon which
to erect the company's shops in the vicinity of Phil-

adelphia. It is the purpose of the company to form
about 20 sub-companies throughout the United
Slates, each of $10,000,000 capital, to manufacture
under Gordon J. Scott's patents, covering a special

method of single-phase heat, light and power trans-
mission, and, in fact, electric power work of every
description.

The Scott-Janney Electric company is prepared
to construct single-phase railways up to ipo miles
in length, and also direct-current railways up to

100 miles. And where the Scott gaso-electric sys-
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FRENCH ELECTRIC FIRE ENGINE.

a box are three nozzles and 80 meters of hose

40 millimeters in diameter. There is also a com-
plete outfit for fighting fires in cellars and similar

places, consisting of mask and water shield for

purifying the air.

The electrical aparatus, which is in front of the

driver of the engine, consists of one voltmeter of

120 volts capacity, one ammeter of 100 amperes
capacity, one cut-out block with fusible strips, one
distribution center with switches for charging or

discharging, a set of switches for the lamps on
the vehicle and a lamp in front of the switchboard,
and a switch controlling the current of two 10-

ampere arc lamps, which may be needed to light

up a dangerous darkness.
The motor is rated at about six horse power

and weighs 180 kilogrammes. The engine carries

a battery of accumulators, weighing 520 kilo-

grammes, with a capacity of 150 ampere-hours, at

a discharge rate of 35 amperes.
It is interesting to note that the weight of the

accumulators is only about one-fifth the total weight
of the machine, which is remarkably light.

The following table shows the high eiftc'ency of
the battery. Specific capacity in ampere-hours
per kiloeramme of plate is showm in the first col-

umn. The second column gives the approximate
discharge in hours, and the third the specific con-
sumption in amperes per kilogramme of plate:

tem would be employed the company would under-
take to operate roads of an indefinite length.
Answering a question as to the nature of the

Scott 'gaso-electric system, Mr. Scott stated that
under this system no conductors at all are needed,
but that its details can only be appreciated by per-
sonal investigation of the method employed. He
slated, however, that by means of the Scott elec-
tric controller, operating under the gaso-electric
system, the speed of cars may be varied at will.

The Scott controller, the company claims, as a
brake for steam roads is far superior to the air
brake, as a train running 60 miles an hour can
be brought to a stop within its own length with-
out the usual jarring of the train. By re-equipping
an ordinary electric car with the Scott controller,
the Scott-Janney Electric company makes the strong
claim that with any given road's present motor
equipment double the number of cars can be run,
this having been tested, the company states, on one
of the largest city railroads in the United States.
The factory is to be built by January ist.

26.7

23-8
22.

2

20.65

19.35

h. m.

17.48
12.24

7-24

5.9

352

The specific consumption under motion is never
less than five to six amperes per kilogramme of
plate, and may attain 10 to 12 amperes.
This engine has been in service since April 26th

last, and tested daily. Up to the publication of the
article. August loth. no weak points had been de-

veloped in its working.

Propagation of Cathode Rays.
Prominent investigators differ radically as to the

propagation of cathode rays. Some hold, says A.
Wehnelt in Wiedemann's Annalen, that the rays
from a concave cathode intersect at the focus and
form an inverted shadow of an interposed object.
Others maintain that they only bend in sHehtly at
the focus and accordingly form an upright shadow.
Herr Wehnelt shows that both views are right to
a certain extent. He finds that the rays do intersect
and form an inverted shadow, but that there exist
still other rays which run nearly parallel to the
axi-^ of the tube indenendent of the position of the
cathode. This explains the upright shadow seen
l)y so many.

The San Diego, Pacific Beach and La Jolla railroad
will soon be operated by electricity.
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Wireless Telegraphy in Naval Opera-
tions.

At the trials of Mr. Marconi's wireless-telegraph

apparatus at the recent Jiritish naval maneuvers,

the maximum distance to which service messages

v/ere sent, says the London Jilectrician, was 60

sta nines, and this was obtained wiih apparatus

similar to that which has been in use for some time

past at South Foreland, the vertical wires being 150

feet and 12S feet long. Mr. Marconi points out

that it would geometrically be necessary to have

poles 700 feet high at each end, in order that a

line between their summits should clear the curved

surface of the earth. The greatest height employed
above the level of the sea, however, did not exceed

170 feet, so that the Hertz waves, if it was really

Hertz waves that passed, had either to go over

a dome of water 530 feet higher than the top of

the masts, or to pass through it. This thickness

of water, Mr. Marconi considers, would probably

be much more opaque than Dover cliff. Non-
official messages were obtained up to 74 sea miles

in one stretch, which Mr. Marconi considers to be
an undoubted record for electric waves.

The following detailed particulars of the trials are

given in an article by Commander E. P. Statham,

R. N., in the Navy and Army Illustrated: When
the reserve fleet first assembled at Torbay, the

Juno was sent out day by day to communicate at

various distances with the flagship; and the range
was speedily increased to over 30 miles, ultimately

reaching something like 50 miles. At Milford
Haven the Europa was fitted out, the first step

being the securing to the main topmast head of a

hastily prepared spar, carrying a small gaff or sprit,

to which was attached the receiver, the wire from
it being brought down to the starboard side of

the quarter-deck through an insulator, and into a

roomy deckhouse on the lower after-bridge, which
contained the various instruments.

M^'hen hostilities commenced the Europa was the
leading ship of a squadron of seven cruisers dis-

patched to look for the convoy at the rendezvous. .

The Juno was detached to act as a link when neces-

sary, and to scout for the enemy, and the flag-

ship, of course, remained with the slower battle

sauadron. The Europa was in direct communica-
tion with the flagship long after leaving Milford
Haven, the gap between reaching 30 or 40 miles
before she lost touch, steaming ahead at a fast speed.

Ke^chinsfthe convovat four o'clock one afternoon,
and leavinsr it and the other cruisers in charge of
the senior caotain. the Europa hastened back toward
another rendezvous, where the admiral had in-

tended remainlns' until he should hear whether the
enemv had found and captured the convoy. But
scarcelv had she e"nt well ahead of the slow shios
when the Juno called her ud. and announced the
admiral coming on to meet the convov. The Jimo
was at this time fully 60 miles distant from the Eu-
ropa.

"Now ima(?ine.'' savs Commander Statham. "a
rhain of vessels 60 mile?; apart; only five would
be TiFcessary to commimicate some vital p'ece of
intplliffence from a di'^tance of 300 milet;, receive

in rf^turn their instructions, and art immpdinfelv. all

in the ronr=;e of h^lf an houf or less. Th's is pos-
sible already. Doubtless a vast deal more will be

the road was not making any m.oney and that the
present reduction was made as a means of increasing

the business of the company.
The main line extends on Twenty-second street

from Wabash avenue west to Fortieth avenue, a dis-

tance of 5^/4 miles. On this route six tickets for 25
cents are now sold and transfers are granted to the

branch lines. There are two branches, one leaving

Twenty-second street at Throop street, and running
south on Throop and Morgan streets, a distance of

2^k miles to Thirty-ninth street, and the other

branching oil at Rockwell street and running three

miles south on Lawndale street to Thirty-sixth street.

Liquid Air in Prospectus.

Whatever the shortcomings of the Liquid Air,

Power and Automobile company of Boston, it is

an ardent believer in printer's ink. and in the matter
of selling its stock it does not hide its light under
a bushel. When it comes to an explanation of its

processes, however, it is not so explicit and business-

like. The curious-minded who send for the com-
pany's pro'spectus may be entertamed and interested,

but the practical, hard-headed mechanic will hardly

be convinced. The company's "department of fi-

nance" is evidently active and flourishing; but in

In the vicinity of Rockwell and Twenty-sixth streets

are located the plants of the National Malleable
Castings company, the W. W. Kimball Organ
company, the McCormick Harvesting Machine com-
pany and other manufacturing establishments, and
at the end of the Throop street branch are the Union
Stock Yards, so that both lines are well patronized.

On these two branch roads 12 tickets are sold for

25 cents, without the privilege of transfer, which is

practically a rate of a cent a mile. Since the tickets

were first issued, on September 6th, the company
has had all the business it could attend to and now
contemplates adding more cars and extending its

lines.

Volta Centenary Celebration.

At the electrical congress to be held at Como
next week (September i8th to 23d) in connection
with the Volta exhibition and centenary, papers
will be read by the following-named gentlemen,
among others: Professor P. Blaserna, "On the

Disturbances to Galvanometers Produced by an

FIG. 2. LIQUID AIR IN PROSPECTUS.—TANK, PUMP AND COILS.

done in a year or two, or less; and meanwhile the
authorities should be making all necessary arrange-
ments for the universal application of wireless teleg-
raphy in the navy. The outfit is not expensive;
fi20 would probably fit up any ship, and it is sure
to become cheaper in time."

Two-cent Fares on the Chicago Genera!
Railway.

Two-cent fares are now being offered on the
branch lines of the Chicago General Railway com-
pany. This company for several years, up to 1897,
had sold six tickets for 25 cents, good on any of its

lines, but at that time discontinued the rate and
had since been charging a full five-cent fare on all

of its cars. Mr. Charles L. Bonney, the vice-presi-

dent of the company, states that under the high fare

Electric Tramway" and "On the Secular Variations
of Magnetic Inclination in Ancient Times;" Pro-
fessor Silvanus P. Thompson, "On Magnetic Fig-
ures and Their Application to the Theory of Ro-
tatory Field Motors;" Professor G. Grassi, "Ex-
periment on the Transformation of Three-phase
into Single-phase Current;" Professor G. Semenza,
"On Electrical Transmission at High Potential."

There will also be a discussion on electrical termi-

nology. Professor A. Righi will open the confer-

ence with an address having for its subject the
work of Volta. There will be an excursion to Vol-
ta's tomb on September 22d and the work of the

congress will be diversified by other excursions,

entertainments and receptions. The congress is be-
ing organized by the Associazione Elettrotecnica

Italiana and the Societa Italiana di Fisica, and
the leading foreign scientific authorities have been
invited to attend.

LIQUID AIR IN PROSPECTUS.—PROPOSED AUTOMOBILE.

the department of actual performance in operating
machinery there stijl remains a large interrogation

point. Still, it is interesting to know what this

widely advertised company has to say for itself; and
it is to gratify the natural desire for information
on this point and in no way to indorse the com-
pany's plans, as far as they are known, that the

Western Electrician quotes briefly from the pros-
pectus of the concern. It is of especial interest to

note that electric heating of liquid-air pipes is a

part of the published plan, and that a dynamo is

to be carried on every automobile.
A careful reading of the prospectus fails to dis-

cover any but the briefest and vaguest references to

the manner of producing and transporting the liquid

air. The book is mainly devoted to a description

of projected liquid-air vehicles, and it is evidently
assumed that liquid air can be had in any desired
quantity and carried in a tank en the automobile.
Liquid air is defined as "simply the atmosphere we
breathe, compressed in a series of cylinders, each
successive cylinder pressing the air into a smaller
and smaller space, the air after each pressuie pass-

ing through cooling tanks, until, finally, when
squeezed into about one eight-hundredth of its

original compass, and cooled to 312° below zero,

it changes from a gaseous state to a liquid. When
this liauid is acrain exposed to the heat of the ordi-
narv air it expands to its original volume with such
rapidity as to exert a force or pressure of over
12.000 pounds to the square inch, giving a tre-

mendous impetus to whatever it encounters; and
even this irr'mensc pressure we vastly increase by
our superheating process." As to the actual pro-
duction and storage of the liquid air, the following
seems to be all the enlightenment that is given:
"The machinery for the production of liquid air is

beinsr rapidly pushed forward, as also the con-
striictlnn of the tanks for transporting the air, the

latter being one of the special devices of Mr. Knud-
sen. These tanks enable the transportation of air

in jib<:olute safely to anv distance, and with the very
slightest amount of evaporation."
Assuming that liquid air is to be had for com-

mercial use and that In orsctlce it can be carried

in a tank on an automobile, the company proceeds

to describe if-s self-propelled wac^ons. It says that

the vehicle illustrated in Fig. i weighs less than 300
pounds, "including the motor and a supply of liquid

air sufficient to carry it 100 miles, and the cost of

the trip Is but a few cents."

Next comes the description of the apparatus on
the wagon: "From the liquid-air tank (T), Figs.

2 and 3. the air is pumped through pipe (t) by pump
CU) and forced through pipe (u) into a small cham-
ber (V). From this chamber it passes into the coils

of pipe (V2), running through the superheating cyl-

inder (V) into the chamber (V i). These coils of

pipe are heated by electricity running through the

wires wound around the pipes, the electricity being
supplied by the small dynamo (W~). From (Vi)
the superheated air passes through pipe (I) into the

rotary motor (X). containing two drums; from the

second drum motion is applied by the shaft (x)

to the pinion (4). in gear with cog-wheel (5) on
shaft (6). to the expansible pulley gear (Z). This

pulley gear communicates the motion by belt (B)
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to shaft (7), which is fitted with a beveled wheel

(8), transmitting the motion to two beveled pinions

on shaft (Q). Through these pinions, the motion
is carried by means of a flexible shafting and bevel

gears to the rear axle, which operates the rear

wheels of the wagon. The carriage is driven, re-

versed and stopped from the operations of the han-

dle (E) in Fig. 4.

"The supply of liquid air from the pump (U) is

very ingeniously regulated by the operation of a

spiral spring (21) attached to the piston (22) in the

cylinder (19). To the end of the piston rod (22)

are attached two arms (23-23), these arms holding
belt (17) on the conical pulley (15). Pipe (20) from
the superheated air chamber (V i) communicates
with this cylinder (19) in such a manner that when
the pump is working too fast the piston is pushed
outward, drawing out arms (23-23), and thereby

deed. Differences of speed are, of course, beside
the question, as the most elementary student of
mechanics knows.

Fig. 5 is a reproduction, said to be from a photo-
graph, of a "rotary compound engine used in ap-
plying liquid-air power," evidently the (X) of Fig, 3.

FIG. 4. LIQUID .4IR IN PROSPECTUS.—CONTROLLING
APPARATUS.

drawing the pulley belt (17) nearer the small end
of the conical pulley (15), thus reducing the speed
of the pump. When the pump is working too
slowly, the spiral speed expands, driving the piston

farther into the cylinder, and thus pushing the arms
(23-23) toward the large end of the conical pulley

(15), which increases the speed of the pump. This
makes a perfect automatic safety valve, accurately
regulating and controlling the power and the sup-
ply of liquid air to the superheating chamber.
"The method of regulating the power is as fol-

lows: The expansible pulleys (Z) and (Z t) con-
nected by belt (B) are expanded and contracted at

will, as the bar (A) attached to them is moved back
and forth by means of the arm (C), this arm (C)
being controlled by the driver. When (Z) and
(Z i) are both of the same size, the medium speed of

Central Charging Plant for Automobiles
in Chicago.

The Illinois Electric Vehicle Transportation
company, oi which Samuel InsuU is president and
Clem B. Rockhill secretary, has purchased the
leasehold of the property at 171-175 Michigan av-
enue, Chicago, for the headquarters of its electric-
vehicle business in Chicago. The consideration is

said to have been $200,000. The new company will
remodel the livery stables now on the premises
and user part of the building as a charging plant
for its cabs and other vehicles. The current will
not be generated on the premises, but will be ob-
tained from the Chicago Edison company. Ma-
chinery will be installed for handling the battery
trays, so that a set of exhausted cells can be taken
from a cab and replaced by a fresh battery in about
two minutes. The operation of charging the cells
will be going on constantly, so that charged bat-
tery sets can be had at any time.

The location is an excellent one for the purpose

—

downtown and on a boulevard. The plot has a
frontage of 105 feet and is 171 feet deep. The offices
of the company will be located here, and there will
be space for vehicle storage. The property has
been long identified with horses and the livery-
stable business, and it is significant of the new
order of things that it should now become a center
for automobile operation.

COMMUNICATION.
Transmitting Pictures by Electricity.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

I see by the article on page 147 of your issue oi
September gth that the transmission of pictures by
electricity has again cropped up.

In all of its essential principles the apparatus de-
scribed is practically identical with the old Caselli
"pantelegraph," described in a book entitled, I

think, "Wonders of Electricity," and published by
D. Appleton & Co.; the date I do not remember,
and I have not the work by me, but I have had it in
my possession since 1872, and the device was de-
scribed as being well known then.

Possibility of Tax on Patented Articles.

LFroin tliu Washington corrcspondeni ol tbe Western Elec-
trician.

I

It is understood that the annual report of the
commissioner of internal revenue will contain a
recommendation to the effect that a tax be levied
on the sale and rental of all articles protected by
patent. The justice and expediency, to say nothing
of the practicability or impracticability, of such a
tax is open to doubt.

Patents are granted to promote the progress and
prosperity not of individuals, but of the whole peo-
ple; and it is a well-known fact that the patentee
of an invention is in many cases not the person
who reaps its financial rewards. That our patent
system, which is generally acknowledged to be the
best that has been devised in any country, has, on
the whole, made for general industrial advancement
is a fact generally admitted. It has added much to
the wealth of the nation. It has been one of the
greatest factors in the development of our natural
resources and the building up of our industries. The
influence of patented inventions is most strikingly
shown in the creation of new industries since 1880,

and this is within the term of patents now in force
or but very recently expired.

Of these new industries none are more noted
than those directly connected with the development
and application of electricity, as, for instance, the
manufacture of electrical apparatus and supplies,
the supplying of electricity for lighting and power
purposes, electric railways and the telephone, all

of which have had phenomenal growth during the
last two decades.
To tax invention might be to kill the goose

that lays the golden egg. The intention of the
founders and the most intelligent friends of our
patent system has always been to lay no ta.x on in-

vention, but, on the contrary, to expend all the
revenues derived from the Patent Office in advanc-
ing the interests of invention. That wise intent has
already been so far departed from that there are
to-day several millions of dollars in the treasury
that has been collected from applicants for patents.

In the face of this fact it is well known that Con-
gress has pinched the Patent Office to such an ex-
tent that proper examinations have, in many cases,

been rendered impossible. One result of this has
been the great impairment of the protection afforded
by patents.

The nation cannot afford to demoralize the pat-
ent system or to diminish in any way the stimulus
it affords to the inventive genius of the country by
levying a tax on invention. The wiser course would

Fig. 5. Plan of AutoiuoDlle M

the wagon is attained; when it is desired to go
faster, the pulley (Z) is expanded and pulley (Z i)

contracted, thus giving more rapid revolutions

through pulley (Z i) to shaft (7) and to the driving

mechanism of the carriage. At the fullest expan-
sion of pulley (Z) a speed of 12 to 14 miles an hour
is attained, or any speed that the carriage may be
geared to from the motor to cog-wheel (5). When
it is desired to ascend a hill, or in heavy wheeling,
pulley (Z) is contracted and (Z i) is expended, thus
giving more power to the driving gear. When pul-

ley (Z) is thus contracted to its smallest dimensions
and pulley (Z i) is expended to its greatest extent

the speed is reduced; but a force of two horse
power conveys the energy of five horse power to the

dr'vmg gear."

The last sentence "challenges belief," as the coiii-

pany itself says. Any system of gearing that will

transform two horse power at the driving end into

five horse power at the driven end is a wonder in-

LIQUID AIR IN PROSPECTUS.

Of course, there was much room for impro.vement
in the old apparatus of Caselli, and I doubt not
the experienced electricians, to whom you refer

in your article, are capajjle of extending an^ im-
proving the principles laid down so as to make the
apparatus commercially practicable, which I believe

Caselli's device never could have been.
It seems to me that the hne for investigation

would be some adaptation of the present "process
cut" to the system of Caselli; it is not impossible
that this has been tried; a simple way of doing it

is to mount the flexible needle which completes the
circuit to trail over the plate with a stop arranged
to prevent the needle reaching the depressions;
the plate could be flat and reciprocate by a four-
motion feed device, or the needle could be reversed
in its trail at the end of the stroke; or the cut could
be formed with cylindrical surface in the usual way.

T. J. JOHNSTON.
New York, September g, 1899.

Fig. 5. The Motor.

be the expenditure of the fees our inventors have
paid and are still paying in the manner contemplated
by the laws and commended by sound views of pub-
lic policy.

Fatal Stroke of Lightningon Fair Ground.
A flash of hghtning, terrible in its consequences,

struck among a group of men on the grounds of
the Fair association at Camargo, 111., on September
7th, while the fair was in progress. Ten persons
were thrown to the ground, two being instantly
killed. Physicians were at once summoned from
Tuscola, and a tent was used as a hospital for the
injured. Many women were shocked and stunned.
The bolt struck on the north end of the grant! stand,
which was full of people just a short time before.
Nearly all of the killed and injured were young
men, and they were seated at supper when the bolt
came. The lightning took one man and left his
brother, who was seated by his side.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
International Electrical Exposition in Commemoration of Volta,

Como, lt^ly. May 30th to October sSth. (Tbedate of the festival

of tlie centenary of Volia at Como is fixed for September iSth.)

Philadelphia Exposition of American Manufactures for Ex-
port, September r4th to November 30th. {Under the auspi'-es of
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the franklin In-
stitute.)

American F.leciro-therapeuiic association, Willard's Hotel,
Washington, D. C, September 19th to 2rst.

International Exhibition of Moto-vehicles, Berlin, Germany,
during September,

Pennsylvania Street Railway association, Stevens House, Lan-
caster. Pa., October ^th and 5th.

American Street Railway association, Tattersall's, Chicago,
October 17th to 20th.

It is something of a coincidence that New York
and Chicago have each a vague, shadowy plan of

utilizing near-by water power for electrical trans-

mission and distribution in the cities. Both

schemes are connected, remotely, with the supply

of potable water. In New York the subject is dis-

cussed in relation to the Ramapo Water company,

which thinks that the city should enter into con-

tract with it to reinforce the Croton supply. From
the source of this company's proposed supply in

the Ramapo mountains to tide-level in New York
there is a fall of four or five hundred feet, and it

has been suggested that this head of water could

be used for power if the scheme of bringing the

water to New York is ever carried out. In Chi-

cago the idea is to utilize the fall in the drainage

canal, . built to drain the Sanitary District of Chi-

cago into the Illinois River, and thus protect the

water of Lake Michigan, used in the city water-

works, from the pollution of sewage. But there

are almost insuperable objections in both cases,

and it is unlikely that either plan will be carried out.

Marconi is said to be on his way to this country

to install the apparatus by which the international

yacht races are to be reported by space telegraphy

for the New York Herald and the Chicago Times-

Herald. He will not appear before the British As-

sociation, which opens its meeting on the day he

is announced to sail for New York. It is said,

however, that the British scientists, who are to

meet in Dover this year, will devote much atten-

tion to the subject with which Marconi's name is

so intimately connected. The young Italian in-

ventor will be heartily welcomed in the United

States, where his work has been admired and ap-

preciated. Marconi is to space telegraphy what

Morse was to ordinary telegraphy or Edison to in-

candescent electric lighting—not the first, perhaps,

to conceive the idea, but the first to evolve a prac-

ticable, working system. He is entitled to much

credit. A word of praise is also due the enter-

prising newspapers which propose to use the new

means of communication in reporting the races be-

tween the Columbia and Shamrock.

That most enterprising nation of the Orient,

Japan, has, during the last few years, assumed an

important rank in the list of commercial nations,

and in doing so has greatly increased her trade with

the United States, which was instrumental in

first opening the doors of that country to com-

merce with the world. There are great possibilities

for electrical apparatus in Japan. Only one elec-

tric road is now in operation in that country—that

at Kioto. The use of dynamos, motors and other

classes of electrical machinery will certainly increase

very rapidly. New electric railways in the leading

trade centers are projected. In the matter of dy-

namo-electric machinery the United States is well

ahead in the foreign trade of Japan, and 'should

strive to maintain its lead, as there is no doubt

that with the opening up of the Island Kingdom,

consequent upon the operation of the new treaties

of 1899, the demand for this machinery will be

greatly stimulated.

The Japanese have no prejudice against Ameri-

can manufactures; on the contrary, their superiority

is freely admitted in many lines.

Under the tariff law of Japan, which went into

effect on January i, 1899, electric-ligh't machinery

and parts are dutiable at the rate of 10 per cent, ad

valorem; telephonic machinery and parts, 10 per

cent.; galvanized telegraph wire, 10 per cent.; tram

cars and parts, 10 per cent.; submarine and under-

ground cables, lO per cent.

Here's the Electrical Review of London in tears,

making pages of fair, white paper somber with its

lamentations, and all because the Allis company of

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A., has secured the con-

tract for engines for the new Glasgow street-

railway plant. Look at the matter as one will, it

cries, Glasgow has blundered. The "tramway com-
mittee," it reflects, must have been fully alive to the

fact that if it employed an American consulting engi-

neer [Mr. Parshall] he was extremely likely to be
partial to America. Again, speaking of the specifi-

cations, our embittered contemporary cannot re-

frain from this remark: "It appears that the Allis

company accepted the dimensions of Mr. Parshall

in toto; it would be interesting to know how he
arrived at them." Is this not a veiled insinuation

of possible collusion between one bidder and the

engineer? Is not such conduct considered dishon-

est as well as dishonorable in England? Is it true

that all Englishmen, at bottom, have a lurking sus-

picion that all Americans have to bt constantly

v.'atched lest they resort to tricky methods, scamped
materials and equivocal evasions? We do not be-
lieve that this last mquiry could be truthfully an-
swered in the affirmative, but it seems to be but
too true that there are millions of Englishmen who
have an ingrained distrust of Americans and all

things American—perhaps one might go further

and say of everything that is not English. Jhe av-

erage Englishman may be thorough and painstak-

ing, if you like; but his mental processes are not as

quick as those of the average American; and he is

apt to be extremely doubtful of an alertness and
adaptability which he can but dimly understand and
may not appreciate. Jle sees clearly enough that

Americans are boastful, which is true; but he does
not discriminate between that self-commendation
which is playful, that which is based on an honest
pride in national achievement and that due to ig-

norance or mere gasconade. In short, as a nation,

England is over-conservative, inclined to be preju-

diced and conceited, and unwilling to admit equality,

much less superiority, in the other nations of the

earth. With more open mind, the people of the

United States, recruited from all the nations of

Europe, see clearly the elements of England's weak-
ness as well as the sterling traits of England's
greatness. Let us hope, too, that profiting by the

example of England's over-confidence, we guard
against our own national foibles and faults, that we
may earn the true respect of England and all others

of the family of nations.

But this is digressing somewhat from the inter-

esting case of the Glasgow corporation. The Eng-
lish Electrical' Review contends that it was unneces-
sary to go to America, as "no American firm has
yet produced better steam engines than are turned

out in our English shops." It states, also, that

many will consider that there is strong evidence
of a foregone conclusion, and complains that "a
gift of i20,ooo is to be made to a foreign firm for

an article in no way superior to the home produc-
tion." The last statement refers to the fact that the

offer of the English firm championed by the Review
was i20,ooo less than that of the Allis company.
The truth of the matter seems to be that the .Allis

bid was accepted, at a higher figure, because the

American company agreed to make delivery within

the stipulated time and to build the engines ac-

cording to specifications. Everyone will admit that

these are important considerations in the awarding
of a contract; and possibly the well-known expe-

rience of the Milwaukee concern in street-railway

work had some bearing on the result. The Eng-
lish critics assail the specifications: but it is unlikely

that the Glasgow people retained Mr. Parshall with-

out fully considering his character and professional

attainments. Having carefully selected their engi-

neer, they wanted the use of his ideas and the class

of 'apparatus he specified. An amusing feature of

the controversy is the fact that the English jour-

nal quoted devotes a long article, in its issue of

September 1st, to a criticism of the specifications,

only to find a little later that its premises were all

wrong. In the same issue of the paper with its at-

tack on American methods, but on a later page,

it is moved to make this correction: "That portion

of the article, alluding to what we understood to

be the American tender, need not be seriously con-

sidered, nor our remarks on Mr. Parshall's apparent

requirements, which are now shown to be unwar-

ranted."

The whole objection to the award to the Allis

company seems to be unwarranted and based on

jealousy. As a Glasgow newspaper remarked, the

corporation of that city cannot invite oulsiders to

bid on its work and then seek for a loophole of

escape from its own act.
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Telegraphs in Argentina.

Bv A. F. Tennille.

On September 30, 1875, an act, containing 162

articles, was passed by the Congress of the Argen-

tine Republic for the government of the telegraphic

lines operated and owned by the government of

that country, amounting to 10,650 miles at the

present time, with a wire length of 22,775 miles, and
representing a monetary value of $5,811,042. It is

curious to note that in Argentina there are four

dmerent systems in existence: First, the lines

operated and owned by the government; second,

lilies owned and managed by several of the prov-

inces or states, wuhm their own boundaries or

terruory; third, those owned and controlled by the

railway companies, and fourth, those owned by
private corporations. Yet between all these varied

interests there exists a general tariff, of which the

national line sets the controlling price, and this

general schedule has, by agreenient, been extended
into the republics of Uruguay, Paraguay and Bo-
livia.

The national government of Argentina was not
confronted with an enormous expense for the pur-

chase of immense corporatiovis to establish its lines,

for all of the Imes owned by that government were
built by the nation, and none were purchased of

outsiders; and the same state of affairs exists with
regard to lines owned by the various provinces.

'J he provincial, railway and private lines have a

combined length of 14,144 miles and a total wire
length of 33,oii7 miles; and the value of these three

systems combined has been placed at $9,188,958.

To construct these lines, it is estimated that the
cost of the national lines has been S508 per mile,

while that of the railway and private lines has
be'en $418. These hgures include the whole cost in

each instance, both for lines, offices, instruments
and all other requirements. While this cost is very
much cheaper than in the United States, it must
be remembered that the services and equipments
are in many ways largely inferior to our own.
Under the question of tariff, I think one very de-

sirable feature that might well be emulated in the
United States is that it is universally the same,
regardless of distance; there is, however, a limit

to the number of words which a message may
contain—100 words—but it is a peculiar rate of

30 cents for each message and three cents addi-

tional for each word contained therein. Press
rates, however, are only 50 per cent, of that tariff.

In Buenos Ayres the daily press telegrams amount
to about 50,000 words. During the year of 1896
the revenue from the government lines amounted
to about $1,157,052, and those from the other lines

to $1,106,698.

Under the law previously mentioned it is pro-
vided that all electrical equipment needed by the
telegraph lines of the republic may be imported free

of duty for 10 years after their establishment.
In every iiistance, where practicable, the national

telegraph office is established in the postofifice. The
administration of the telegraph and postal com-
munication in Argentina is relegated to a director-

general, under whom is a secretary, and it is again
subdivided into three sections. The first of these
sections has under its charge the monetary and
legal affairs; the second, the internal and external

mail and express service, and the third comprises
the immediate- direction of the service of the tele-

graph lines belonging to the government and the

exercise of superintendence over the general direc-

tion on private lines established in the republic.

The director-general is the principal head of the

administration, and he has the right to project new
lines, open up new offices, arrange the tariffs, to

contract for all new lines, instruments and materials

and decides upon the advantages which may accrue

from the establishment of new lines. He also has

a privilege of censorship over private messages in

so far as they may be detrimental to the safety of

the state, contrary to the laws of the country, detri-

mental to public order, to good customs, or which
may be written in insulting terms; but to prevent

this authority from becoming too autocratic, the

law provides for legal proceedings on the part of

the individual should he feel himself aggrieved.

All companies contemplating the erection of new
lines are required first to submit to the executive a

complete description of the proposed line and sta-

tions, the number of telegraph posts to each kilo-

meter, the number of wires to be strung and the

dimensions and quality of both these requisites;

a general description of the ground and of the na-

ture of the soil, also the description of the sources

of electricity, and of the instruments to be employed.

A curious feature of the requirements makes it

possible to erect a line so that the lowest wire may
come within a distance of 11 feet from the ground.

At the present time all the telephone lines in the

republic are owned by private companies, and sta-

tions are in operation in almost every city of im-

portance, the present number of instruments in use

being 24.800; there is no law at present governing

these companies, though there is said to be one in

course of preparation. The monthly rental is not

fixed, but is about $12 legal tender.

A submarine telegraph line has been in operation

between Buenos Ayres and Montevideo, Uruguay,
since 1866, and there is also cable communication
between the former city and the United States.

Electrical Machinery in France.
Although there are quite a number of large works

in France engaged in the manufacture of all kinds
of electrical machinery and appliances, yet the im-
port trade is by no means msignificant, and it is

gratifying to see that the share of the United States
has largely increased during recent years.

The latest available detailed statistics on the
French foreign electrical trade are those for the
year 1897.

In that year the imports into France were as fol-

lows:

DVNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
Francs.

From Switzerland 2,107.500
From Uuited Siates 1,407,300
From Gerraauy 445,000
From Belgium 3^0,000
From oilier countries 132,500

Total./ 4,412.500

or $882,400, to which the United States contributed
$281,400 worth, or about 32 per cent.

Accumulators.
Francs.

From Belgium 21.100
From Germdny 7,840
Froji otuer countries 9,210

Total 38,150

or $7,630, to which nothing was contributed by the

United States.

Parts of Electric Machinery.
Francs

.

From United States 662,220
From Switzerland 589.100
From Germauy 365,500
From Great Britain 90,300
Fiom Belgium 77.400
From other countries 116,100

Total 1,899,620

or $379,920, to which the United States contributed

$132,400 worth, or about 35 per cent. Taking the

three tables together

—

Dynamo-electric machinery S 882,400
Accuiuulators 7>t'30

Parts of electric machinery 379,920

We get a grand total of 81,269,950

of which the United States' share was $413,800, or

about 23 per cent, of the total French importation.

The most striking feature of this trade is the great

share secured by Switzerland. Electric industries in

this little country are assuming larger proportions
year by year. In spite of the fact that Switzerland

has to import every pound of iron and every pound
of coal used in its industry, yet its engineering works
have been brought to an extraordinarily high degee

of efficiency. In 1897 the exports of Swiss-made
electrical machinery amounted in value to 8,274,000

francs, an increase of 2,796,000 francs over the pre-

ceding year. The industrial progress of this little

country, whose area is about one-third of that of

our state of New York, is marvelous indeed. In

1897 the total exports of "machinery" from Switzer-

land were valued at $6,800,000. .

As to the exports of electric machinery from
France, the following may be mentioned:
In 1S97 France exported "dynamo-electric ma-

chinery" to the value of 2,089,076 francs (about

$416,000). Her best buyer was Spain, which country

received more than 40 per cent, of the total exports

(846,749 francs' worth). A considerable quantity of

French dynamos was exported to French Indo-
China, amounting in value to 219,420 francs. The
total value of all kinds of electric machinery ex-

ported in 1897 by France to her colonies and pro-

tectorates amounted to 417,068 francs.

Incandescent electric lamps are imported and ex-

ported in quite considerable Quantities. The imports

in 1897 amounted in value to 569.4^0 francs, chiefly

from Germany (319,180 francs) and from Italy

(105.640 francs), while the exports of incandescent

lamps were valued at 6111,620 francs, of which loi,-

coo francs' worth went to England, 100,000 francs'

worth to Brazil, 96,000 francs' w'orth to Spain. The
United States received 41,000 francs' worth.

On the whole, it may be said that the United

States is already fairly represented in the French
electrical trade. An immense field is open there for

American manufacturers, and the most strenuous

and energetic efforts should be made to increase

our share with the rapidly increasing demand of the

French market. *^-

Power Transmission on Warships.

In a recent article in the Engineering Magazine

G. W. Dickie, a well-known naval designer, says:

"In the important matter of power transmission I

do not know^ of a single ship in which one mode of

transmission, has been adopted throughout the ship.

Steam pipes, water pipes and electric wires are

still run side by side from end to end of the ship,

where one would answer all purposes. While I

have been a strong advocate of hydraulic power
transmission on warships, there are so many opera-

tions in which electric transmission seems to meet

the conditions more directly that I now think we
are fast reaching a stage of development in the

application of this subtle agent which will render

it the best means by which to operate all mechan-
ism requiring power on board warships. The use

of only one means of transmitting power on a given

ship would be a great step in the direction of sim-

plicity."

The Phillips Clambake.
One would naturally be inclined to believe that

it would be a difficult matter yearly, throughout
the long period of 21 years, to give annually an
entertainment of such a character that each year's
celebration should outdo that of the preceding
year. But the unanimous verdict of those gathered
at the Poinham Club in Providence last Saturday
to partake of Eugene Phillips' hospitality for the
tweniy-iirst lime was that the general manager of
the American Electrical Work had again broken
the record.

The majority of those who had been invited to
witness this evidence of Rhode Island's hospitality
assembled in the rotunda of the Narragansett Ho-
tel at 10 a. m., Saturday, and were there welcomed
by General Manager Eugene Phillips and Presi-
dent Frank Phillips of the American Elec-
trical Works. The gentlemen were at once
marshaled mto line to register and "receive the
badge," which ceremony has become a function of
the Phillips entertamment. Street cars were then
taken to the Pomham Club, about six miles from
Providence, where the "bakes" of this year and
also of '98 were given.
Arriving at the grounds about 11 o'clock, the

party was soon joined by the Boston contingent,
and when all had registered and the count been
made it was discovered that this year the record
had surpassed that of any preceding year, as the
highest number of any badge showed the figure

366. It is only necessary to note the fact that last

year there were 306 guests present as against 285
the year before, fully to realize the extraordinary
appreciation of Mr. Phillips' novel method of en-
tertaining the host of friends of his prosperous in-

stitution.

Just before dinner the guests were called in from
the baseball field, rifle range, bowling alley and
other amusements to sit for the clambake picture
that has always formed another function of the
gathering. Inimediatel)' after the photograph had
been taken the 366 guests sat down at the banquet
tables. After partaking of the bounteous spread, that
literally consisted of every delicacy of the season, Mr.
Phillips appointed a toastmaster, and speeches and
story-telling were indulged in until train time for

Boston and New York, when the guests gradually
dispersed, one and all praising the twenty-first an-
nual Phillips clambake as the "greatest yet."

Yacht Races to Be Reported by Wire-
less Telegraphy.

[Special dispatch to the Western Electrician.]

New York, September 12.—The Herald announces
that it has made arrangements with the Wireless
Telegraph company of London for the exclusive

use of the Marconi system of wireless telegraphy
in reporting the America Cup races off Sandy Hook.
By means of the Marconi system and submarine-
cable and land wires, messages will be transmittexi to

ihe Herald office and bulletined almost simultane-
ously with the movements of yachts described in

dispatches.

Signor Marconi and four trained assistants

will sail from Liverpool to-day on Cunard
steamer Aurania, with instruments. Work will be
under the personal supervision of Marconi him-
self. The assistants are the same who have been
engaged in transmitting wireless dispatches across
the British Channel during the last six months.
The transmitting instrument will be upon the

large ocean-going Plant line steamer Grande Duch-
esse. Upon the upper deck of the vessel will be
placed a tall pole, 60 feet in air above the water
line. Signor Marconi and two assistants will be
on this vessel, and a running account will be tele-

graphed by them.
On the cable ship, anchored near Scotland Light,

a snnilar pole will be erected, and here two expert
operators will be stationed to receive messages from
the swdft-moving Grande Duchesse. From the ca-

ble ship the messages will go by submarine and
land wires direct to the Herald ofhce. F. L. P.

Treatment of Electric Shock.

A New York dispatch states that the assertion

is made by Dr. Richard H. Cunningham of Colum-
bia University that he can restore to life a person
who seemingly has been electrocuted. Dr. Cun-
ningham has for a long time been engaged in mak-
ing experiments at the Vanderbilt clinic, in New
York, on dogs, turtles and frogs. He states that

it has been demonstrated beyond contradiction that

an animal apparently killed by contact with an elec-

tric current and in whose body respiration and
circulation have ceased may be brought to life.

Experiments w^hlch the doctor has made seem to

establish the fact that in cases where death occurs
from an electric shock it is not caused by paralysis

of the heart or by any of the causes to wh'ch death
has heretofore been attributed, but by flbri'lar con-
traction of the heart, which results in collapse of

the nervous system. To restore quickly the circu-

lation. Dr. Cunningham creates artificially a tem-
porary circulation of a fluid capable of sustaining

the heart and the nervous system until the heart has
recovered sufficiently to maintain the circulation

in the normal manner.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Privacy of Telephone Communications.

Bv H. P. Clausen.

Part II.

Not many miles from the city of Chicago there

is in active operation a telephone circuit which,

during the sprmg of 1898, created a great deal of

ill-feeling among its several owners by giving pub-

licity to a number of messages passing over it.

The line under consideration was 30 miles- long

and equipped with three instruments, as shown by
Fig. 4. Ihe (B) station was located near the cen-

ter of the line and placed in a railway-ticket office.

The (A) and (C; stations were placed in private

offices of the villages, which, for the purpose of our

account, we will call Antwerp and Benton.

.V few months after the system was installed and
I'.ad been found to give e.xcellent service, the Ben-
ton subscriber made the annoying discovery that

a confidential rnessage sent for transmission by
telegraph to the (B) station, had been communi-
cated to a rival in his business, residing in the

town of Antwerp. Believing that the message
might have leaked out by accident, through no
fault of the operator at (B), no further attention

was paid to the subject at that time. However,
in the course of another week the same thing hap-

pened, and the matter was then taken up with the

(B) operator in order to locate the source of the

leakages.
In the course of his investigations the Benton

subscriber learned that his rival in Antwerp could

not well have been informed of the messages through
treachery on the part of the (B) operator, as the

latter was not on friendly terms with the former.

This conclusion left two other channels open for an
investigation. The most probable theory was that

the fA) operator at Antwerp was the eavesdropper
and afterward the telltale. This was (B's) conten-

tion, while (C) maintained that the telegraph op-
erator at a small station 12 miles south copied the
messages and repeated them to (C'sJ rival at Ant-
werp. This telegraph station is shown at (D), Fig.

5. This presumption was strengthened by the fact

that the CD; station w^as connected to the rival's

office by a private telephone circuit.

In order to determine the question definitely a

number of decoy messages were sent from (C) to

(B), who received them telephonically, but did

not send them by telegraph. Thus, it was hoped that

the (D) operator's complicity might be fixed. The
experiment succeeded. The messages w'ere found
to have been communicated to outsiders.

There remained now only one more test to be
made, and that was to cut off the (A) branch of the

circuit while (C) sent a message to (B). This was
done in the following manner: After signaling

(B). which also operated (A's) bell, the (C) sub-
scriber would communicate the decoy message to

(B), but not before the latter opened the (A) branch.
This test, it was confident!}' anticipated, would
show that the real culprit was to be found on
the (A) branch; but, on the contrary, the leakages
continued as before.

As may be imagined, these decoy-message tests

required a lot of time and careful observations,

and, after all, they led to nothing. It was only
by chance that the mystery was cleared. In the
late tall of 1S98 the (B) operator happened to stop
off at the (D) station. While there he observed
the telephone equipment, which he learned was the
one connected with an instrument located in the
office of (C's) rival at Antwerp. Idly placing the
telephone receiver to his ear, he was attracted by
what appeared to be a faint cross-talk from parallel

wires. "The sounds w-ere not loud enough to permit
them to be understood, but all of a sudden the
sounds came up clear and strong, and what startled

the listener most was the discovery that he was
listening to a conversation being held between the
(C) subscriber and the relief operator at (B).

'This discovery explained the whole mystery.
fC's) rival at (E) had a direct electrical connection
with the line (B) (C): but how this connection was
made remained to be discovered.

Calling to his aid an acquaintance who had an
assortment of measuring instruments and who knew
how to use them, a series of tests was made and
the ground thoroughly gone over, with the result
that to-day there is no cross-talk between the (D)
(E) and (A) (B) (C) stations.
The findings were as follows: The (A) station

instrument bell magnets measured about 1,600 ohms.
While measuring from the line wire to the ground
rod, through the (B) and (C) instruments in parallel,

a resistance of 7,000 ohms was secured, this indi-
cating a very poor ground connection. The (B)
station bell magnets measured 1,600 ohms, but from
the ground wire (which was connected to one of
the steam-railway rails, as shown) to the line wire
the resistance was less than 1,800 ohms. Measure-
ments made at the (C) station gave about the same
results. Access to the (E) station could not be se-

cured, but the observation was made that the (E)
telephone ground w"ire was connected to the iron
pipes of an artesian well. (The (C) station made
use of the same kind of "earth.") At the (D) sta-

tion the bell magnets were found to measure about
8c ohms, while the ground w'ire was connected to
the same rail as that of the (B) station equipment.
Now. by measuring back toward the (E) instru-
ment, the circuit was found to measure about 2,000
ohms.
Fig 5 clearly shows the conditions as they were

found by (B) and his assistant. The diagram also
explains why a message passing between (B) and
(C) could not be understood by an eavesdropper
at (D) unless the (E) station high-retardatio"n bell

Long-distance Telephone company in this city ad-
mitted yesterday that the $j,ooo conversation had
taken place, but said that he could not tell anything
about it, as that would be contrary to the rules of
the company and to the laws of the state.

SUBSCRIBERS AND RATES.
The Illinois Telephone and Telegraph company

claims to have secured 5,000 conditional contracts
for telephone subscribers in Chicago.

The Shenandoah (Pa.) Herald says that the rival
telephone companies in Lebanon are making things
easy for the users of that service. The old com-
pany is now putting telephones in residences for
$15 a year and in business places for ?i8.

"Nearly every one of the New England Tele-
phone company's subscribers in this city,'' says the
St. Albans (Vt.) Messenger, "is complaining loudly
against the enormous increase in rates which went
into effect September 1st. A well-known business
man said that the company was much surprised at
the very large number of telephones which have
been ordered taken out since the notification of the
increase was made. He further said that the busi-
ness men intended taking steps toward forming an
organization to fight the monopoly."

Affairs in Noblesville, Ind., are arranging for a
big telephone war, according to a correspondent of
the Indianapolis Sentinel. "The New Long-distance

PRIVACY OF TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS.

magnets were cut out of circuit, which would be
the case with a person listening at the (E) tele-

phone. On the other hand, the (D) telephone bell

magnets, being of comparatively low resistance,

offered no great bar to the voice currents, and it

was therefore possible for the (E) operator to hear
any message passing between the (C) and (B)
stations by w-ay of the rail (R), which was not "dead
grounded'' at any lime, the roadbed being of a
dry, sand}' character.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the trouble
was "cleared'' by connecting the (B) station ground
wire to a good earth and dropping the rail con-
nection altogether.

An Alleged $3,000 Conversation.
[From the New York Sun, September 4th ]

A person in Brookljai and a person in St. Louis
talked to each other for about 50 hours last week
over the long-distance telephone and it cost them
more than $3,000 for the privilege. Neither party
to the conversation was a woman and there is

nothing on record to show whether St. Louis or
Brooklyn had the last word.
Most of this talking was done between the hours

oi 8 p. m. and 6 a. m., when the rate between
Brooklyn and St. Louis is $5 for the first five min-
utes and a dollar a minute for additional time. The
day rate is $10 for the first five minutes and $2
a minute for additional time. At least one of the
talks, however, lapped over into the Ijigh-priced
hours, for the bill for it was $716. To talk steadily

from eight o'clock in the evening until six o'clock
in the morning at the rate of a dollar a minute
would cost only $600.

The man in Brooklyn and his friend in St. Louis
were both telephone" subscribers and carried on
their conversation through their own receivers in
their homes or offices. Every precaution was taken
in the office of the telephone company to protect
the talkers from interruption. No one was allowed
to break in on the wire, and at each end of the
line where the plug was mserted in the switch-
board a card was hung up warning operators to
keep off. The chief operator at the office of the

company that has just completed a line between
this city and Indianapolis has arranged for con-
nection with a local exchange owned bj^ local capi-
talists, and will charge $12 per year for telephones
in private residences and $15 per year for business
houses. The Central Union company's prices are

$15 for private residences and $20 for business
houses. It is understood that when the new plant
is in operation the Central Union will cut below
the opposition company in prices. If it comes to
this the directors of the new company say they
will also come down As it is impossible for both
companies to do a paying business here, the fieht

will resolve itself into the question of who can hold
out the longest. Business men are expecting the
yearly rate to be as low as Si before the fight is

over."

COMMUNICATION.
National Telephone Company of Eng-

land.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
Reading the very interesting article on page 137

of 3'Our issue of September 2d, regarding the Na-
tional Telephone company, Limited, of England,
we are led to add to the information already given.
The National Telephone company. Limited, is the
only telephone company in Great Britain owned
and controlled b}' private capital. It is the only
company licensed by the government and doing
business under license from the postmaster-gen-
eral. The competition referred to is solely that
of the government postal telegraph and telephone
lines, which were first authorized by act of Parlia-
ment in 1892.

Further, we may state that the National Tele-
phone company. Limited, of England has the ex-
clusive agency for Great Britain for the telephones
made by L. M. Ericsson & Co. of Stockholm,
Sweden; and as an illustration of its requirements,
we are informed that one order placed with Erics-
son & Co. was for lo.ono of the Swedish H<^^k sets,

our No. 375- ERICSSON TELEPHONE CO.
New York. September 5. 1899.
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EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Soutlierii Bell Telephone company will in-

stall an entire new plant at Pcnsacola, Fla.

J. E. Brewer has made arrangements to construct

a telephone line between Wichita Falls, Tex., and

Hot Springs.

Th new Bell line from Troutburg to Albion,

N. Y., is now completed. The line is about 18

miles in length.

The Union Telephone and Telegraph company cpf

Baltimore has been granted by the City Council

of Franklin, Fa., a franchise for the construction

of a telephone system in that city.

The Home Telephone company, within a few

weeks, will fill the gap between Moville and

Holstein, Iowa, building through Pierson, which

will give Sioux City direct connection with that

town.

The Chester County (Pa.) Telephone company is

rapidly getting into shape for the final extension

of its lines, and within a couple of months will be

doing business in several places in addition to West
Chester.

At a recent meeting of the Binghamton Telephone

company the contract for the construction of the

new system w-as let to the Eastern Electrical Con-
struction company of Philadelphia. Work upon
the construction of the system will be begun as

soon as the necessary list of subscribers is com-
pleted.

Manager Parry at Hamilton. O., states that nearly

600 telephones have been connected. He also says

that this company intends to build branch lines to

Winchester by way of Lynn and Fountain City, to

Camden by way of Eaton, to College Corner by
way of Liberty and to Greenville. Other work is

also in contemplation.

The Home Telephone company of Crawfordsville,

Ind.. will soon have an entire new exchange equip-

ment, having just placed an order with the Sterling

Electric company of Chicago for a i.ooo-capacity

switchboard, with fioo numbers mounted, also cross-

connecting and distributing board and 600 com-
bined office terminals and protectors.

The Bishop Telephone company of Central City.

Towa, has lately extended its lines to Palo. Shells-

burg, Brandon and Rowley, making about 50 miles

of new line. The company also intends to extend

from Dundee to Lamont and Aurora. It has $25,-

000 capital. 400 miles of wire and excellent connec-

tions. As soon as the new Independent exchange
in Dubuque is opened, the Bishop company will

make a connection with it.

The Bangor (Me.) Commercial says that the

Enstern Telephone company, which is creeping over

Maine with its $12 a year rate, has lately issued

new cards for its 600 or more subscribers. There
are now thriving exchanges in Rockland. Thomas-
ton. Vinalhaven. W^arren and Waldoboro. and oay
stations at Cbrk's Island. Csmden. Friendship.

Long Cove. Martin's Point. Martinsville. Nor'h
Haven. Owl's Head. Port Clyde, Pleasant Beach
and other places.

The National Telephone company of Fort Wayne,
an Independent corporation.which has n line in oper-

ation from Fort Wayne to Auburn, Ind.. has' the

material on the ground to extend its line from
Aii'^iirn to Butler, where this Ime will be connected
with those of the Butler Telephone company. The
United States Telephone company, an Independent

company that has lines all over Oh^o and Southern
Michigan, has poles set and is putting up the wires

to connect with the Butler Telephone company's
lines from the east. This will give the Butler Tele-

phone comoany connection with all important

points in Oh'o as far east as Cleveland: also in

Southern Michiean and to Fort Wayne and nearby

towns. All business will go through the Butler

office, which will make Butler a sort of center of

distribution.

Illinois Telephone Company Discusses
Conduits.

'President Albert G. Wheeler of the Illinois Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, organized to com-
pete with the Chicago Telephone company, has
made a formal application to the commissioner of

public works in Chicago for permission to open
the streets to lay its conduits. The .application re-

cited that the first highways the company desires to

use are Clark street from the river to Twelfth,
Monroe street from Clinton to Michigan avenue,
and Franklin street from Michigan to Van Buren.
An accompanying blue-print showed a proposed
conduit four feet wide and seven feet high.

Mr. McGann, the commissioner of public works,
wanted more information. He asked these ques-
tions of Mr. Wheeler: "Will you please inform me
what is the necessity for a conduit of the size shown
on platf submitted? What will be the depth of the
conduit below the surface? Cannot manholes be
placed so as not to come in the intersections of

streets where, when in use, they obstruct traffic more
than in the middle of blocks? What is to be your
method of construction—by excavation or tunnel-

ing? If by tunneling, what method of construction
or shield are you going to use? Do you propose
to use the pneumatic system? Have you made in-

vestigation along the route proposed to ascertain

what obstructions may be in the way of constructing

this conduit?"
In answer Mr. Wheeler said:

T. V^'e intend to p^af-e 30,000 telephones in Chicapo at one-lialf

the price of the old company, anH a rondiiit four f^e' by seven
feet is little enough to carry ail the wi^es we need. The con-
duit is not to b° used for any other purpose.
2 Twenty-five feet will be the denth below the surface, be-

cause this will enabl" us to steer cle^r of all other oh=triict'ons

and win be low enough not to interfere with any scheme of a

municipal subway.
3, We never intend'^d to pl^ce manholes at intersections of

streets. We will cut through the ground only once in every
1,000 feet.

4. Tunnelin? will be the method of construction.

5 and 6. The airlock system will be used.

7 There are no obstructions along the route at the depth pro-
posed.

The commissioner said he would consult the

mayor before issuing a permit. What he wanted
to guard against was possible danger to the founda-

tions of buildings and an interruption of street

travel during the time of the fall festival.

REPORTS AND ELECTIONS.

The Muncie (Ind.) Telephone company has been
reorganized. The plant was lately bought by D, F,

Allen of Frankfort, who was elected president. J.

M. Palmer was re-elected secretary and manager,

and Judge O. J. Lotz. Thomas McKillup and J. A.

Hedgecock of Frankfort are the directors.

The Jefferson-Warren Telephone company of

Warren, O.. has elected directors as follows: E.

J. Clapp of Warren. Fred Harrington of Jefferson.

C. W. "Devnc of Orwell. E. E. Howes of Mesooo-
tamia and Dr. C. S, Fenton of Orangeville, The
directors elected Mr, Clapp president and secretary

and Mr, Devoe t.'easurer.

At the recent annual meeting of the Citizens'

Siandsrd Telephone company in Kina-ston. N. Y...

the followine-named directors were chosen: John
H. Farcell. John M, Bailey, Ten Eyck F, Mosher,
Tames H, Le^ke. Steohen V. Frederick. TorneMus
Kill, all of .Albany, and Jav E, Klork of Kingston.

Officers were elected as follows: President, John
H. Farrell: vice-president. Jay E. Klock: treasurer,

James H. Leake; secretary. Ten Eyck F. Mosher.

Eureka Cable-head
Protector.

The Eureka Electric com-
pany of Chicago is now placing

on the market a new and
improved combination cable-

head protector. The company
claims for this device that it

will be a protection to tele-

phone-exchange switchboards
from sneak and strong cur-

rents. It is so constructed

that a heat coil can be used or.

if desired, a fuse coil. The
company is also at the present
time at work upon a new type,

bridged, extra-strength, toll-

line, cabinet telephone, which
it will build in two strengths,

one for ringing 25 telephones

upon a bridged toll line, and
the other to ring loudly and
clearly any number of tele-

phones up to 50 instruments
upon one bridged line. This
is said to be an instrument

of novel design, and a descrip-

tion of it will soon be issued.

The Eureka company will be
pleased to give particulars of

its line of high-grade appa-

ratus upon application. Its

new fall bulletin is now being
sent to all telephone compa-
nies.

Telephone Newsfrom the Northwest.
[From the ,MiniieJij)lis correspondent of the Weiiern Elec-

trician.]

Tht; Wisconsin Telephone company will place its

wires in the business part of Appleton, Wis., under-
ground.
The Zenith Telephone company of Duluth, Minn.,

is preparing to extend us system to Smithville,
New Duluih and Fond du Lac.

rhc Minnesota Central Telephone company has
begun work on an extension of its toll lines from
Morris, Minn,, to Brcckcnridgc, Minn.

A. L, and T, A. Miller expect to have a telephone
exchange in operation at St. Thomas, N. D., by
October 15th.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has completed a telephone exchange, with 75 sub-
scribers, at Anoka, Minn.
The Western Electric Telephone company is build-

ing a toll line west from Fulda, Minn,, to Chamber-
lain, S, D,, and has it about completed,
A telephone toll line is soon to be constructed

from Fosston, Minn,, to Farris, Minn,
The Wisconsin Telephone company is putting in

connections at Clintonville. Wis.
Mr, Greening of Grand Meadow, Minn,, is extend-

ing his telephone system toward LeRoy. Minn.
Hallock, Minn,, is to have an automatic-switch

telephone system in operation soon.
Work will be begun on the new telephone system

at Eikhorn, Wis,, at once.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

contemplates improvements to its exchange at St,
Cloud, Minn,
The Wisconsin Telephone company will erect a

Iwo-story brick building for its central office at
0,=hkosh, Wis,
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is preparing to renew the battle with the Minneap-
olis druggists on the nickel-in-the-slot instruments,
and the operators will receive the same instructions
about giving connections to subscribers only which
proved so obnoxious to the druggists before. Where
druggists will not allow a slof machine in their
places, one will be placed in the neighborhood, as
near as possible, and the company says what trade
the telephone draws will go to the storekeeper who
does permit it. The Mississippi Valley company
will not make any restrictions on who shall use
its instruments.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

la., will begin a campaign to make a material in-
crease in the number of its subscribers, and wants
to have 2,000 instruments connected within a few
months.

~

Robert R. Landon, a graduate of the electrical
engineering department of the state college at Ames,
la., has been sent to Berlin, Germanj', to install a
telephone exchange there.

It is said that J. C. Hubinger of Keokuk, la., re-
cently made an offer of $65,000 for the Mutual Tele-
phone company's system in Des Moines, la. It
was refused, as the company is earning five per cent,
on a capitalization of $300,000.
The low-a Telephone company is entirely rebuild-

in.g its line between Waterloo and Dubuque. la.

The central office of the Columbus (Wis.) tele-
phone exchange has been moved to new and larger
Ciuarters.

The Mutual Telephone company, which was re-
cently incorporated at Burlington, la., will estab-
lish an exchange at Moulton, la.

The Iowa Telephor.e company is preparing to es-
tablish an exchange at Wapello, la,

C, B, Miller of Clinton, la,, has arranged for the
installation of a telephone exchange in De Witt, Ta,

The Sunset Telephone company of Tacoma, Wa.sh,,
is arranging for extending its wires to Fern Hill
and Larchmont at once.

Sterling Electric Company to Remove
its Factory to Lafayette, Ind.

The Sterhng Electric company of Chicago is

about to remove its factory to Lafayette, Ind,, and

with the addition of the new plant the company will

employ, it is said, over 500 hands and will rank

among the largest manufacturers of telephone ap-

paratus in the country. The Sterling company has

been very successful, and it attributes its growth to

the high character of its appliances. It began busi-

ness in February, i8g8, operating under patents

granted to Frank B, Cook, for 17 years chief en-

uineer of the Central Union Telephone company.

Mr. Walter E. Doolittle is associated with Mr.

Cook. The business has grown 30 rapidly that,

after twice enlarging its quarters, the company feels

the need of. facilities twice as great as those it now
oossesses. This expansion certainly speaks well

for the management of the company as well as the

character of the apparatus.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Kokomo telephone goods are neatly illus-

trated and described in a catalogue that is being
distributed by the Kokomo Telephone and Electric
Manufacturing company of Kokomo, Ind, Among
the apparatus described are transmitters, subscrib-
ers' instruments, swdtch and toll-line boards, desk
telephones, lightning arrester and cross-connecting
boards, extension, magneto and bridging bells, dry
batteries, etc.

Independent exchanges are all growing rapidly,

wherever they are giving service meriting patronage.
Fort Dodge, la,, may be cited as an instance. The
Fort Dodge Telephone company has doubled its

capacity since last November, when it began busi-
ness with 300 subscribers. It has just placed an
order with the Sterling Electric company for the
sixth section of 100 numbers for its switchboard,
with distributing board and combined office ter-

minals and protectors.

NEW COMPANIES.

The American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany has been incorporated in Mississippi, with a

capital stock for that state of $25,000.

The East Tennessee Telephone company has re-

ceived a franchise and will put in an exchange at

Morristown, Tenn.

The Fosston (Minn.) Telephone company expects

to have its exchange in running order by October
1.5th. _ , It promises the very best service.
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Cornell Gasoline Engine for Electric

Lighting.

For a long time there has been a demand for a

satisfactory, simple, compact and cheap direct-

belted gasoline engine and dynamo for small iso-

lated plants. In designing the Cornell engine the

Cornell Machine company says that its aim has

been to meet this most pressing requirement. The
outfit that this company is putting on the market is

conspicuous for its absence of intricate parts, and

the regulation is said to be so perfect and the

governor so sensitive that an absolutely perfect

light can be attained, even with the plant in the

Iiands of a janitor or porter who has ordinary in-

telligence. The Cornell engine requires only two
valves, and these are of the vertical poppet type.

Both are perfectly waterjacketed to protect them
from the heat. There is but one cam, which oper-

ates the exhaust valve, making the engine free from

Electric Railway in the Alps.

Writing from Marseilles on July 12th, Mr. Skin-
ner, the United States consul, says: "I am advised

that the Paris, Lj-ons and Mediterranean Railway
compan}-, headquarters at 88 Rue St. Lazare. Paris,

has undertaken the construction and operation of an
electric railway between Fayet and Chamounix, at

the foot of Mont Blanc. The line is to be in opera-
tion within 20 months, and it is to be presumed that

the company will be interested in propositions for

machinerj'^ and equipment. Power is to be furnishe4

Baines' Primary Battery.

Edward Baines has brought out, under a patent
issued July nth, a new form of gravity battery.

Described in brief, the cell has in the bottom of

the jar a copper electrode upon which is placed a
perforated plate or grid. On this grid is a layer

of small and closely packed copper-sulphate crys-
tals, and above, at the top of the cell, is suspended
the zinc element. The negative electrode is at

all times in a 25 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid
containing a small proportion of sulphate of copper.

CORNELL GASOLINE ENGINE FOR ELHCTKIC LIGHTING,

small and delicate parts. The electric igniter is of

the wipe type and operated by a rod attached to

end of cam shaft.

Not washing to make claims that would challenge

dispute, the company conducted several very ex-

haustive tests at its factory, resulting (without a

single exception) in entire satisfaction. Among
other and more exhaustive tests conducted, a 2^.'-j

horse power gasoline engine was direct-belted to

a dynamo of i^/4 kilowatts capacity, and furnished

power for 25 16 candle power incandescent lamps
at no volts 48 hours without a single stop. Hourly
records taken from the voltmeter during this test

showed less than an average of three-fourths of

one per cent, fluctuation, and at no time could the

naked eye detect a flicker in the lights. After the

expiration of 4S hours a tachon eter was attached

to the crank shaft, and by shifting from full load

to no load, and from half load to full load, the

engine was found to maintain a continuous steady

speed throuo-hout, as indicated by the tachometer.

The Cornell Machme company offers this direct-

belted electrical outfit to its patrons in sizes from
2V' to 50 horse nower. w'th the guarantee that it

will furnish a perfectly steady light, and do so at an
exceptionally low rate of fuel consumption.

Either gas or gasoline can be used to operate

the engine, the company claiming that for every

five ffas ie^s burned as fuel in a eas-engine plant,

10 16 candle power incandescent lights can be ob-

tained.

The address of the Corned Machine company is

175 West Superior street. Chicago.

G. I. Arc-lamp Hanger Reel.

The hanger reel for arc lamps illustrated here-

with is recommended as fully covering all the re-

quirements for a self-winding electric reel to feed

an arc lamp or similar electric fixture which it

is desired to raise and lower for use and for trim-

ming, as in the case where the employment of long
step-ladders is objectionable.

It is of very simple and substantial construction,

the drum being of iron, the insulating parts of

slate and the current-carrying parts, of course, of

copper. It can be used indoors or out, and is

lire and waterproof.

The illustrations show the device in both posi-

tions (when raised and when let down), and hardly
require further explanation. The device consists

of a cast-iron drum, supported with iron brackets.
as shown, which can be fastened to a ceiling, a
wall, a pole or any similar support. Inside of the
drum is a strong, tempered coil spring of the proper
power to take up the flexible conductor carrying
the current, which winds or unwinds on the out-
side of the drum. On the supporting brackets are
mounted the porcebin cutouts required bj' the un-
derwriters' rules. This appliance is manufactured
by the General Incandescent Arc Light company
to comply with these rules in all respects.

SECTION THROUGH CELL.

and as this solution is said to have practically no re-

sistance, the current is therefore large and constant.
The batter}' is being manufactured by Baines' Im-
proved Primary Battery company, 594 Broadway,
New York, of which William C. Callmaun is man-
ager. It is claimed by the company that with ordi-
nary attention the Baines battery will give a cur-
rent of eight-tenths of one ampere for an indefinite

time or more than twice that of the ordinary gravity

batteo^ With proper treatment the battery will not
polarize, as sulphate of zinc cannot pass through
the crystals of copper sulphate to the negative elec-

G. I. ARC-LAMP HANGER SEEL.

by the River Arve. The cars are to be automobiles,
each supplied with its own dynamo. The contract
for building the road proper and providing the water
power has been divided into two parts and awarded
to Gagner & Freres of Annency and Richard &
Meynard of Avignon."
AVhether it is proposed to use some form of the

Heilmann system, with an electric generating plant
on each car. or whether the word "dynamo" is. used
for "motor," meaning that each car is to be a motor-
car, is not clear from Mr. Skinner's brief note.

BAINES PRIMARY BATTERY.

trode, and I'ne Hie of the latter is said to be un-
limited, as no copper or refuse is at any time de-
posited upon it. The grid after use may be sold
for more than cost, it is said, owing to the value
of the pure copper deposited upon it. The electro-

motive force of the cell is one volt.

The manufacturers say that this battery is the first

scientific and economical improvement that has been
made in the gravity batterj^ during the last 40 years,

and state further that the Baines battery will not
only take the place of the gravity batten.' now in use
in telegraph, fire-alarm and other high-resistance
circuits, but will also replace the expensive and
troublesome batter^' now used in electroplating,

charging storage batteries, driving motors, etc.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, Septemlicr 11.—The main things of

currenl interest are that Mr. Edison has a gold-

mining machine; the flutter in compressed-air

stocks, and that everything is Dewey, Dewey; but

this last is no news. Every Broadway hotel is even

now crowded to its uttermost. Probably this is due

to the Grand Army travelers, but, nevertheless, it is

Slated that the bulk of the rooms are engaged for

the Dewey celebration.

Mr. Edison's new mine, where he will construct

a large reduction plant and treat gold electrically,

is in the southern part of Santa Fe County, about

25 miles from Santa Fe, New Mexico. According
to dispatches, it is the Oritz mining grant that has

been sold to friends of Thomas A. Edison for

a consideration of about $3,000,000, after much
(rouble and controversy. It is the intention of Mr.
Edison and those associated with him to build a

large reduction plant, where he will treat gold

ore by his new electric process.

At one time it looked as though compressed air

was going to have things all its own way on the

crosstown street-railway lines of New York, but

this week American Air Power stock, which is

traded in on the curb in Broad street, attracted

much attention by breaking sensationally from 62
to 52. The stock was offered at the latter figure

for a while, and received no bid higher than 48.

This break was the result of selling of the same
character as that which has been responsible for

the stock's weakness during the last few days. Air
Power has been forced down from around 70 by
persistent selling, believed to be for the account
of interests which have combined to bear the stock.

Many stories have been circulated to help along
this campaign, most of them telling that the com-
pany's motor system, which is in use on the Twenty-
eighth and Twenty-ninth streets railway, has proven
a failure. It is said that owners of property along
the line of the road are making vigorous protests
against the dirt and the noise caused by the air-

motor cars. It is also said that Metropolitan offi-

cials are very much dissatisfied with the working
of the air motors, and have already signified their
intention of replacing the system with electricity,

but no basis can be found for these reports.
The electrical features of the Dewey celebration

will be very elaborate. A large searchlight will be
placed on the Fifth Avenue Hotel and will be used
to illumine the Dewey arch and colonnade. The
city halls in Manhattan and Brooklyn will be bril-

liantly illuminated, as will also be Grant's tomb,
and the Brooklyn bridge will display electric lights
so as to show the words "Welcome Dewey." The
letters will be 36 feet long and they will extend for
300 feet.

Corporation Counsel Whalen has gone to Bos-
ton for the purpose of inspecting the tunnel that
has been put in operation by the Boston subway
commission. Upon his return he will present his
recommendations in a formal letter to the rapid-
transit commissioners. Action will then be imme-
diately taken by the board, and the plans for New
York's rapid-transit subway will be revised and
completed.
The lives of 200 passengers on a Fifth avenue

elevated train were imperiled Sunday afternoon by
fire. While the train was running at full speed a
sharp report was heard from the front platform
and in a few minutes the car was on fire. Before
the fire was put out the motor car was practically
destroyed and one of the other cars was about half
burned. No one was seriously injured.
Jacob Arnberg, an employe of the Metropolitan

Railway company, while working in the vault under
the tracks of the Lenox avenue under-trolley road
at One-hundred-and-ninth street and Manhattan
avenue was almost instantly killed by an electric

shock on Wednesday last. His forehead came in con-
tact with the conducting rails, which were on either
side of and about a foot below the trolley slot, and
it is evident that he received the 500-volt current
across the brain. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 9.—Larimore, N. D., has
sold bonds to the amount of $7,000 and will install

an electric-light plant.

Professor Zimmer of Hilbert, Wis., has sued the
Fox River Valley Electric Railway company for

$12,000 damages for injuries received by his being
struck by a street car.

Frank S. Walker has sold a controlling interest

in the Electric Light and Power company of
Darlington. Wis., for $27,000.
The Lewiston (Wash.) Water and Power company

has purchased a site on which buildings will be
erected for a power plant to run the street-railway
system.

It is rumored at Eau Claire, Wis., that the Wis-
consin Central railway may build a second electric

line to Chippewa Falls.

There is considerable talk at Maxwell, la., of an
electric-light plant.

Rockwell &.Snider of Chicago were the lowest
bidders for an electric-light plant for Waupun, Wis.,
at $10,558.

The Milwaukee (Wis.") Electric Railway and Light

company has plans for the future for an electric-

railway .system, to run diagonally across the state

to West Superior, with branches to Oconto and
Marinette- It has been rumored that the company
would build a line to Lake Geneva, but this is de-
nied.

I
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A street-car collision occurred on a grade of the
Light and Traction company's line in Dubuque. la..

resulting in a broken leg for one of the motormcn.
The Ottumwa (la.) Electric and Steam comiiany

is rebuilding its tracks on South Market street and
making some changes in the lines.

The Electric Light company of Beloit, Wis., is

making extensive improvements to its power plant.

A new flume is being constructed.

There were 137 permits for electrical work issued
this summer in Superior. Wis., of which between
90 and 100 were for new buildings.

The Fox River Electric Railway company of
Green Bay, Wis., is considering the extension of
its system into the farming country in that vicinity.

Specifications will be prepared by Superintendent
King of the police-alarm system in St. ^aul for a
new police-alarm system.
A bolt of lightning struck the house occupied by

the Rev. Mr. Holly in Keokuk. la., and carried off

a section of the roof, destroyed part of the ceiling
of an upper room, splintered the rafters and shingles
and forced the corner walls, where the bolt entered,
about six inches apart.

A car on the trolley line in Toledo, la., became
wild and unmanageable, with a crowd of 42 aboard.
A collision was inevitable, and 40 managed to es-
cape by jumping. A number were bruised and
shaken up, but none was seriously hurt. The car
damage will amount to $200.

The council of Fargo, N. D., thinks the Hughes
Electric company is taking an advantage of the city

and proposes to retaliate by preventing the company
from extending heating mains through the streets,

to heat buildings from exhaust steam. The city had
the contract to pump water for the Northern Pacific
railroad, but a difference over the rate arose, and
the railroad company (which owns its mains and
pumping station) put in an electric motor and pump
and pumped water by electricity, which the Hughes
company furnished. The electric company claimed
that it was a business proposition, and there was
no reason why it should' refuse the railroad com-
p?nv's business.

W. B. George has applied to the council of Bil-

lings. Mont., for an electric-car franchise to the

West Side.

Th'e City Park Transit company of Spokane.
Wash., has met an invasion into its field by the

Spokane Street Railway company by applying to

the council for permission to build two lines, both
of which will enter the field of the street-railway
company.
The General Electric company of Minneapolis

will install a large storage battery by October i6th.

:o cost $65,000. This will equalize the load on the
machinery, and will furnish light during a tem-
porary stoppage.
The franchise of the Electric Light and Power

company' of Marengo, la., has been extended by
the council, subject to the approval "of- the voters.

The council of Manchester. la., is considering the

formation of a new electric-light company and hav-
ing the system under municipal control.

The city of Stillwater. Minn., is taking bids for

furnishing electric street lighting for a term of five

years.

The Chippewa Valley Electric Railway company
will erect a power station between Chippewa Falls

and Eau Claire. Wis., at a cost of about $25,000.

The Home Electric company has been incorpo-

rated at" Dubuque, la., as a reorganization of the

Liffht and Traction company.
The differences of the Citizens' Traction company

and the city of Neenah. Wis., have been settled, and
the city agrees to make room for the tracks of the

company.
Lane & Francis of Chicago will install an electric-

light plant for Cuba City. Wis.
T^e warehouse of the Northwest Engineering

company. St. Paul, had a narrow escape from serious

loss by fire recently. A five-gallon can of gasoline

became ignited and had a big headway before the

department arrived. About $300 worth of machin-
ery was ruined.

Ole Hanson, an employe of the Water, Light
and Power company of Superior, Wis., wants ^20,-

000 of the compan3''s money as damages for a shock
he received from a wire supposed to be insulated,

but which was not.

A.n electric car line, for passenger and freight, is

projected between Aberdeen an^ Hoquiam, Wash.
W. A. Campbell and A. J. McGregor have a

franchise at Greenwood. B. C. for an electric-light

plant, but it is conditional on its being in by October
T5th. They ha\ e options for devefoping* water
power, but have been delayed, and now have not

the time to get the power plant in shape. The coun-
cil refuses to extend the time and the holders of the

franchise say they will put in a steam plant to keep
the franchise.

The Electric Light and Power company of Ma-
drid, la., has been incorporated to put in an electric-

light plant.

The Des Moines (la.) citj'-railroad service was
severely crippled lately by an accident in its power

house. A few days previous, in a severe electrical
storm, it had 17 cars burned out.

A. T. Jenks was the lowest bidder ior furnishing
electric street lighting for Stillwater, Minn., at 54,225
per annum. As he is connected with the Electric
Light and Gas company, the latter will probably
carry out the contract if it is awarded to him. R,

PERSONAL.
Jacob Loomis. president, and H. H, Thacker.

secretary, of the Lea Manufacturing company of
Elwood, Ind., were in Chicago early in the week.

Mr. F. E. Drake, the director of machinery and
electrical exhibits for the American section at the
Paris Exposition, has returned from France. He
says that the exposition outlook is most promising,
and that the Dreyfus affair will not injure the ex-
hibition.

Colonel Albert D. Shaw of Watertown, N. Y.,
the new commander-in-chief of the Grand Army
of the Republic, is largely interested in the devel-
opment of electric power at Niagara Falls. Since
1890 he has been president of the Canadian Niagara
Power company, which has a lease of water-
power privileges within the Queen Victoria Park.

It is stated that Mr. Oscar Moll will be the traf-

fic manager of the new German-American Cable
company. For 12 years Mr. Moll was traffic man-
ager of the Direct United States Cable company
at London. He will have charge of the German
cable extending from Emden, Germany, to the
Azores, where it will connect with the section ex-
tending to New York.

Luther Stieringer. the expert in decorative light-

ing, has been appointed consulting engineer for the
Pan-American Exposition, to be held in Buffalo
in IQOI. Mr. Stieringer's work as a designer of
electric-lighting effects at expositions, particularlj'

those at Chicago and Omaha, has advanced him to
a position of pre-eminence in the line which he
has made peculiarly his own.

Colonel Charles A. Munson, manager of the Chi-
cago office of the Fort Wayne Electric Works, has
returned from his summer vacation, spent in France,
German}', Austria. Holland and Belgium. Although
tTie trip was primarily undertaken for pleasure,
Colonel Munson found the electrical industries on
the continent to be in a flourishing condition.
Russia, in particular, was deemed to offer a prom-
ising field for the introduction of electrical ^oods
by those whom Colonel Munson questioned. In
Ppris he found the exposition buildings fairly well
advanced and giving indication of great beau<-v. The
electrical display promises to be particularly fine,

and the interests of the United States are in com-
petent hands.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Douglas, Ga., will construct an electric-light plant.

A new company, known as the New Jersey Light,
Heat and Power company, is said to have purchased
property for a large electric plant at Mount Holly,
N. J.

The property, rights, franchises and contracts of
the Huntsville (Ala.) Electric Light and Power com-
pany have been transferred to John H. Waters and
T. C. Dupont of Johnstown, Pa., for $40,000.

The Spartanburg (S. C.) Railway, Gas and Elec-
tric Light company has been incorporated, with a
capital stock of $150,000, by P. H. Gadsden and
William Austin of Charleston, F. H. Knox of Pitts-

Burg. Pa., and others.

The McKeesport (Pa.) Times states that the Mon-
ongahela Light and Power company, that now
has control of most of the electric-lighting, heat and
power plants in the Monongahela Valley, has com-
menced excavating for a large power plant at Rankin.

The acetylene-gas plant that now lights Mount
Kisco, N. Y,, is to be supplanted by an electric-light

plant. A franchise and a five-year contract have
been awarded to the Mount Kisco Lighting com-
pany of White Plains, which will soon begin opera-
tions.

The St. Petersburg (Fla.) Electric Light and
Power company has been incorporated, with a capi-

tal stock of $i.s.ooo, for furnishing light, power or

heat by electricity. Frank A. Davis, E. Irem, C.

Davis, George B. Creveling. A. P. Weller and L. Y.
Jenners are the incorporators.

W. B. Smith Whaley and associates have pur-
chased the property of the Columbia (S. C.) Street

Railway. Light and Power company for $257,500.
and will begin at once the renovation and recon-
struction of the plant, installing new machinery for

supplying additional power.

Waukegan, 111., has had considerable trouble in

obtained electric light for the city, and a short time
ago the local company that was furnishing the lights

shut them off entirely, pending a satisfactory settle-

ment of the controversy. It is understood that the
matter has been amicably settled now by a year's

contract with the company being passed by the City
Council providing for a rate of $78 a year for

each arc lamp for all-night sendee.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The British Columbia Electric Railway company

of Vancouver is spending about $400,000 in extend-

ing and uTiproving its local lines.

The City and Suburban Railroad company of

Washington has completed its electric line to Ecking-

ton and is successfully operating the road.

The Chicago and Milwaukee electric road has

been completed through Kenilworth and Glencoe,

and through trains are now running between Evans-

ton and Waukegan.

H. L. McKee, Walter H. Harrison, W.W. Draper,

S. Crowley and others have incorporated the At-

lanta and Roswell Electric Railway and Power com-

pany at Atlanta, Ga., with a capital stock of $500,000.

The Wellsburg (W. Va.) Herald states that the

City Council has granted a franchise to the company
proposing to build and operate an electric street-car

line through Wellsburg, Lazearville, Midway, Beth-

any, West Liberty and Wheeling.

The Latrobe Street Railway company of Latrobe,

Pa., has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

$18,000, to construct a street railway at Latrobe.

The incorporators of the company are J. M. Mc-
Fadyen, J. B. Anderson, J. Peters, J. C. Head and

J. Eaton.

The Benton Harbor (Mich.) Council has granted

William C. Hovey a franchise to construct and op-

erate an electric street railway in that city. It is

said that the road will be extended along the lake

shore to Paw Paw Lake, South Haven and other

points.

Reading (Pa.) street-car employes asked for an

advance of 10 per cent, in their wages some time ago,

but received no answer. The City Council, believ-

ing that the men are too poorly paid, has passed

resolutions setting forth that the men ought to get

the increase.

The General Electric company has secured an

injunction against the Cleveland, Berea, Elyria and

Oberlin Street Railway company of Cleveland, O.,

restraining it from using motor and controller

equipments on its cars which are adjudged an in-

fringement on the Condict patent (No. 393,323) for

series parallel controllers.

The Lima, Toledo and Cincinnati Railroad com-
pany was recently incorporated, with a capital stock of

$250,000, to build an electric railroad north and south

through Ohio, through the countTes of Montgomery.
Miami, Shelby, Auglaize, Allan, Putnam, Henry,
Wood and Lucas. The road will probably be 143

miles long from Toledo south to Dayton.

The Easton Street Railway company, capitalized

at $40,000, and the Stoughton and Randolph Street

Railway company, with a capital of $80,000, have
been incorporated in Massachusetts, each having the

following-named directors: Edward F. Draper,

John McCarthy, Marcus D. Urann, Samuel K. Kelly,

E. M. Howard, Edward C. Jenny and Amasa Heath.

It is stated that San Jose and Alviso. Cal., may
be connected by an electric passenger and freight

railway. Bids for the sale of the franchise will be
received until September 18th. The Alum Rock
motor line may be changed to an electric road, and
it is said that an electric railway from San Jose to

Las Gatos via Campbell is also being, considered.

Some little excitement was caused one evening
recently by a broken wire on a South Side elevated-

railroad car in Chicago. The "pig-tail" wire lead-

ing from the contact shoe broke and short-cir-

cuited with the truck, causing a little fire at the

end of one of the coaches. The fire was quickly

extinguished and the resulting loss was only nom-
inal.

New York financiers have formed a syndicate to

unite with the Southwest Missouri Electric Railway
company, operating at Joplin, Mo., to extend this

interurban line to Central City, Empire, Duenweg,
Oronogo, Neck City and other mining camps in the

Missouri-Kansas zinc belt. The road is to be stand-

ard gauge and will be used for freight as well as

passenger traffic.

A street-railroad deal is said to be on foot in New
York state, involving all the roads in Albany and
Troy, which will give the consolidated company a

monopoly of street-car traffic from Albany to Lake
Geor.ge on one side of the Hudson, and from Albany
and Troy to Sand Lake, N. Y., and Bennington,

Vt.. on the other. .Anthony N. Brady is said to

be prominent in the negotiations.

The West Elizabeth and Dravcsburg Street Rail-

way company of West Elizabeth, Pa., has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $42,000, to con-

struct an electric railway from West Elizabeth to

Dravosburg. The following-named are the incorpo-

•ators: A. M. Pierce, A. P. Dean of West Eliza-

beth. A. G. Wilson of Coal Valley. S. A. Bryce and

R. M. Curry of Elizabeth.

The Valley Railroad company of Bingham, Utah,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $200.-

000, to construct an electric railway from the sub-

urbs of Salt Lake Citv to Bingham, 14 miles dis-

tant. The officers of the company are: President,

James Campbell; vice-president, Edntund Wilkes:

secretary and treasurer, Henry C. Rollins. The

directors are James Campbell, Edmund Wilkes,
Henry C. Rollins and William C. Hall of Salt Lake
City, and Arthur S. Cook of San Francisco.

J. Winter, D. W. Simons, F. C. Andrews, O. H.
Lane, J. W. Smith and J. H. Andrews are the in-

corporators of the North Detroit Electric Railway
company of Detroit, capitalized at $50,000.

The Port Huron and Port Austin Electric Rail-

way company of Detroit has been incorpor.ited, with

a capital stock of $25,000, by M. A. McCarron and

F. H. Cranford of Detroit and F. T. Sinclair of

Port Austin.

Houghton County, Mich., is to have an electric

railway, with headquarters at Hancock. The coin-

pany, which will commence building the road next

spring, was recently incorporated as the Houghton
County Street Railway company, with a capital stock

of $25,000. The incorporators are F. J. Bawden,
r- A S'one, E. S. Webster, W. C. Forbes, R. L.

MacDuffie, W. C. Chapman and W. H. Taylor.

The work of constructing a trolley line from Lans-

dale to Perkasie, in Eastern Pennsylvania, has been

commenced, and the company expects to have the

line in operation by fall. A power house will be

erected at Souderton. The road will pass through

the boroughs of Hatfield, Souderton. Telford and

Sellersville. It is proposed to extend the line to

Philadelphia by the way of Norristown and Chestnut

Hill.

It is asserted that an eastern syndicate has taken

60-day options within the last few days on all the

street-railway, electric-light and artificial-gas inter-

ests in Beaver County, Pa. It is the idea to oper-

ate all these plants in common. The capital of the

bi'^ concern will be $4,000,000, if the scheme mate-

rializes It is practically the concluding step to

the building of the long-talked-of electric Ime from

Pittsburg to Newcastle, a distance of 53 miles.

During the last few months the Long Island

railroad has equipped a portion of its Jamaica Bay

route for the operation of electric cars, in com-

bination with the regular steam equipment. Power

is being furnished by an electric-light and power

company at Far Rockaway, alternating current be-

ing transmitted to different points on the line, where

it is transformed bv rotary converters to a direct

current of ^7^ volts. A storage battery of 252

cells, located 4.V- miles from the power station, will

operate in parallel with the power-house machinery.

It is now possible to travel from New York to

Boston by trolley cars with only one short break

in the entire distance, and, if present plans do not

miscarry, it will soon be possible to travel in the

same way from Philadelphia to Harrisburg. Gettys-

inirg and Baltimore. Already one can travel all over

the eastern section of New Jersey and the western

section of Long Island by trolley lines, and it is only

a question of a short time when one can travel from

New York to Albany, Troy and Sarato.L^a by the

same means.

The building of the first high-speed railroad oper-

ated by electric power on the system devised by Mr.

F B' iJehr a well-known electrician, between Liver-

pool and Manchester, is under consideration, and it

i^ stated that there will be little difficulty in raising

the capital needed. A committee of the Liverpool

Chamber of Commerce has reported favorably on

the project, and contractors of high standing have

put in estimates and bids for Ihe construction of the

line. It is claimed that the distance of 30 miles can

be covered in 20 minutes.

The Hanover (Mass.) Street Railway company,

a consolidation of the Rockland and Abington,

Braintree and Weymouth. Bridgewater, Whitman

-nd Rockland, the Hingham and Hanover Street

Railway companies, has changed its name to the

= "Uth Shore and Boston Street Railway company.

The capital stock of the consolidated company is

^690 000. The company will onerate through cars

from Bridgewater, Whitman, Rockland and Wev-

mouth to Braintree Station, to connect with the

New York. New Haven and Hartford railroad ex-

press trains.

Depreciation of property values through the con-

struction of the downtown elevated loop is the basis

of another suit filed recently in the Circuit Court

of Chicago, asking $100,000 damages from (he Union

Elevated'^ Railroad company. The Chicago Carpet

company is the plsintiff. and the action rests on the

alleged depreciation of the premises at Monroe

street and Wabash avenue, occupied by the carpet

company, through the presence of the elevated

structure. The charges that the structure shades

'he building, obstructs the free entrance to the

premises and has lessened the rental value of the

place are relied on to sustain the claim for damages.

The work of constructing the Greenbush and

Nassau or the Albany and Hudson (N. Y.) electric

railway is progressing rapidly. At a recent meet-

ing of the stockholders James Purcell of Valatie.

Alorris Hooues of Albanv. ex-Lieutenant-governor

William F. Sheehan, R. A. C. Smith, H. G. Runkel

and John E Borne, president of the Colonial Trust

companv of Ne%> York; A. M. Young of Waterbury,

Corn.: Charles Cooper of Brooklyn and Frederick

J. Collier of Hudson were chosen directors. The

directors organized, electing the following-named

officers: President, Charles Cooper; vice-president,

William F. Sheehan, secretary, R. A. C. Smith, and

treasurer, A. M. Ycmng. The company is capitalized
at $150,000. When the railway from Hudson to
'Rensselaer is completed it is expected that the road
will be made to connect with the Troy and New
England road by the way of Bloomgrove and Albia.

Chicago and Joliet, 111., may be connected by an
electric railway line soon. Plans are said to be under
way by which it is expected to continue the Joliet
railroad from its terminus at Lockport through the
townships of Lockport and Dupage, along the
Romeo road to the Cook County line. It is the
purpose of the Joliet company to connect at Le- .

tnont with the proposed line of the Chicago and
Des Plaines Valley trolley road, for which a fran-
chise has been granted. E. A. Cummings and H.
G. Foreman are among the Chicago capitalists who
are said to be interested in the enterprise.

TELEGRAPH.
General Otis has ordered a court of inquiry to

determine the responsibility for the loss of the
cableship Hooker, which was wrecked recently on
a reef near Corregidor Island. The vessel was a
total loss and has been abandoned. The telegraph
cables, instruments and supplies which she carried
were saved. The cables are intended for service
between the various islands of the Philippine group,
so as to connect the more important with Manila.

AUTOMOBILES.
There has been incorporated, under the laws of

New Jersey, the United States Motor-vehicle com-
pany, with a capital stock of $1,500,000. The in-

corporators are Cornelius J. Field, Willard P. Reicl
and Frank Harvey Field.

S line of electric omnibuses has been started in

Berlin, German}'.

The Twentieth Century Automobile company of
Cleveland has been incorporated with $10,000 capital
stock.

Chicago capitalists are planning to convert a

large carriage factory in Milwaukee into a plant
for the manufacture of automobiles.

In the recent German army maneuvers auto-
mobiles were used in transporting provisions and
ammunition and were found serviceable on paved
roads in Wiirtemburg, even on the steepest grades.

The automobile is becoming very popular in

London and the capacities of the English and
French motor-car factories are beine taxed to

their utmost to supply the demand for the vehicles.

A report from Port Jefferson, L. I., says that an
old rubber factory at Setauket, which has been shut

down for some time, has been purchased for an
autotruck factory and that it will be equipped
at once for the manufacture of autotrucks and auto-

mobiles.

A dispatch from Jersey Citjf, N. J., says that a

new motor-carriage company is forming in that city

and will be incorporated with a capital of $250,000.

There will be manufactured trucks, delivery wagons
and carriages, with appliances invented and pat-

ented by J. W. Walters of New York.

Consul-general Goodnow says that Shanghai is

an ideal place for motor vehicles. The town is

level, with macadamized roads, and the climate is

such, especially in the summer, that everybody
drives. There are nearly 500,000 Chinese in the

settlements, and they take very kindly to American
mechanical inventions as soon as they see them.

There are no street railways in Shanghai, and

there is evidentl}' a good field for the automobile,

as the city is growing rapidly and need is felt for

more rapid transit.

One of the social events of the season at Newport
was the automobile parade which took place on
September 7th. It was arranged by Mrs. Stuyvesant

Fish, Mrs. Herman Oelrichs and Mrs. Oliver Bel-

mont, the last-named leading the parade. Eighteen

automobiles took part and they were all elaborately

decorated with floral and electrical designs. An in-

teresting feature of the event was a driving contest

on an avenue filled with all sorts of obstructions.

Mrs. Oelrichs and Mr. M. M. Shoemaker won first

and second prizes respectively for the skillful

manipulations of their vehicles.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

J. F. Wilson of Milledgeville, Ga., and the Ameri-
can Pipe Manufacturing company. No. ti2 North
Broad street, Philadelphia, Pa., are reported to be

interested in the proposed building of an electric

power plant at Furman's Shoals, Ga. About $400,-

000 will be expended on the plant and the erection

of factories. i .

'

! : 1' i
"!)

The Chicago Drainage Canal Board has, for the

present, abandoned hope of leasing the water-power
rights at Lockport and Joliet. The Economy Light

nnd Power company has withdrawn its- bid of $4 a

horse power a year, and it is likely that the bid of

Clarence Buckingham will also be withdrawn on
account of the conditions imposed by the board

since the bids were opened.
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PUBLICATIONS.
The Star Dynamo Works of Jefferson City, Mo.,

issue a pamphlet describing iheir direct-current, bi-

polar dynamos and motors. The company also

handles switchboards, rheostats, ^oltmeters, ampere-
meters and enclosed arc lamps.

The Western Electric company has in stock a

complete assortment of the Bryant Electric com-
pany's specialties, and is distributmg new catalogues

descriptive of these goods to the trade. 1 he cata-

logues will be sent to anyone on application to the

Chicago office of the company.

The Buckeye Electric company has recently^ made
large shipments of its specialty, the Buckeye in-

candescent lamp to Mexico and Japan. It is the

intention of this company to increase its output

capacity to 10,000 lamps a day. By October ist

the output of the plant will be at the high-water mark.

Klemm & Co., Fifth and Cherry streets, Phila-

delphia, have now on the press a most interesting

and complete catalogue of reliectors and shades of

all kinds for both electric lights and gas. Klemm's
patent adjustable reflector is believed by the man-
ufacturer to be one of the cheapest and best re-

flectors for illuminating show windows and art

galleries, and Klemm's adjustable shade for flat-top

desks is another specialty that is in great demand.
Purchasers of such a line of goods and supply

houses in general will do well to place on file Mr.
Klemm's new catalogue, as it illustrates a LUirprising

number of specialties and novelties in the reflector

line.

"Westinghouse Gas Engines" is the title of a par-

ticularly handsome catalogue that is presented by
the Westinghouse Machine company of Pittsburg.

It is a 70-page book and is filled with interesting

and valuable matter concerning the company's gas
engines. The illustrations are exceptionally fine and
show every detail of the machines. In publishing
this catalogue the Westinghouse company has sought
to give a brief but explicit explanation of the con-
struction and operation of its gas engines. The
cycle of operations is clearly described, and the pic-

tures show the position of the valves and piston
at the periods of induction, compression, ignition
and expansion and exhaust. Thus one may obtain
very good knowledge of the Westinghouse gas
engine. Regulation, automatic starting, testing,

consumption of fuel and water and the comparison
of gas and steam engines are also treated.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A heavy thunderstorm in Paris recently did con-

siderable damage at the exposition grounds. A
portion of the machinery building was unroofed and
the electric-light plant was damaged.

Among the Chicago personal-property assessments
of this year are these: Chicago Edison company,
£1,250,000; Western Electric company, $1,134,611;
Commonwealth Electric company, $600,000.

The Navy Department has awarded the contract
for the six electric cranes for the New York navy
yara to the Morgan company of Alliance, O., and
the Niles Tool Works of Hamilton, O. The total

cost of the six cranes will be $35,080. No decision

has yet been reached on the bids for the power plant.

It is stated that the Standard Oil company will

introduce electricity as the motive power in place
of steam in its works on Newtown Creek. The ex-
pense of the change will be $30,000, and if the ex-
periment is successful electricity will be used for

driving pumps and operating machinery in the other
works of the company.

Experiments with wireless telegraphy have been
made at the Blue Hill (Boston) Observatory re-

cently by the use of kites. Signals were success-

fully transmitted between stations three miles' apart.

The experiments were based on the Marconi sys-

tem and a Marconi transmitter was used, copper
wires being attached to kites at both stations, in-

stead of to masts, as in the Marconi experiments.

A Boston man is credited with saying that inside

of the next five years investigation will show that

electrolysis has practically destroyed every high-
pressure water and gas line in every city in the

country. He says ihe iron pipes will be replaced

with glass pipes, and makes the prediction that

seven years from now nothing will be used for

underground piping of all kinds where high pres-

sures are carried except glass.

The San Juan and Rio Piedras Railway company
has been incorporated at Albany. N. Y.. to operate
an electric railway and furnish electric light at Porto
Rico. The company expects to operate the first

electric-railway and electric power plant on the

island. It has purchased a steam road eight miles
long, and electricity v/ill be substituted as a motive
power, -the overhead-trolley system being used.

The work of reconstructing the road has been begun.
San Juan will also be furnished with arc and incan-

descent lights.

During a recent thunderstorm, in Berlin curious
effects were produced by the lightning on the per-

sons who were struck. Some of the stange freaks

performed are described as follows: "None of the
wounded has eJttensive bxirns; the wounds look as

if caused by a charge of grain shot. The holes
reach to the bone and are surrounded by a web
of blue and brown lines. Many of the injured have
quite a number of such wounds in their feet and
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.-inkles, while others got olf with a skin covfcred
with blue and brown mark^, as if beaten with a
thick stick.''

The Railroad Telegrapher says: "A British firm
has just published the Electrical Inklcss Printer,
> ' K n is said to be the first permanent publication
printed by electricity, by direct positive method and
without ink or rollers. Of course, the journal is

devoted to an exploitation of the method, which,
it is claimed, will effect a saving of 30 per cent, even
if used in connection with machinery now in vogue,"
It would be interesting to know if this refers to an
X-ray method of printing.

Wireless telegraphy is to be given an exhaustive
test on the ships of the United States navy, prob-
ably under the personal supervision of Marconi
himself, and if the test proves satisfactory the sys-
tem will be adopted for signaling purposes. Nego-
tiations have been in progiess for some time to
secure' instruments which had Marconi's approval,
and now Rear-Admiral Bradford, chief of the Bu-
reau of Equipment, has been notified that the desired
instruments of Marconi's make will not only be
furnished, but the inventor himself will come over
to install the apparatus and supervise the prelimi-
nary tests.

It is stated that Thomas A, Edison has completed
an electric gold-extracting machine with which he
claims to solve the problem of gold mining without
water. The machinery, it is said, is now packed
and ready for shipment to Santa Fe, where it will

be erected and started, Mr. Edison is reported as
follows: "I am the patentee of the process, but my
only interest in the Calestro company is my em-
ployment as its expert. I expect to go to New
Mexico to superintend the construction of the plant.

We shall begin work almost at once. At the start

we shall produce $10,000 worth of gold every day.
There is $800,000 worth of it there. The electric
machinery will take it directly from the sand. There
will be no transportation of the ore. We shall

handle it all on the spot and merely ship the pure
gold,"

TRADE NEWS.
The St, Louis office of the Siemens & Halske

Electric company of America has been removed
from 6 Laclede building to 116 Laclede building.
Mr. W. R. Mason is the sales agent in charge of
this ofHce,

The New Excelsior Dry Battery company has
removed from Mount Vernon, N, Y,, to 661-663
Hudson street. New York city, where it will be
pleased to 'nave its customers call and make per-
sonal investigation of its batteries.

Trotter's Mona Mantifacturing company, manu-
facturer of the well-known Mona commutator com-
pound, has removed its offices from 65 West Broad-
way to more commodious ciuarters at 320 Broad-
way, New York, where Professor Trotter will be
pleased to receive his friends and all interested in

commutator compound. Samples of his compound
will be mailed free on application.

The Australian General Electric company of
Schenectady, N, Y,, was incorporated recently with
a capital of $50,000 to deal in electrical apparatus
and construct electrical plants in the United States
and on the continent of Australia and other foreign
countries. The directors are Edgar A, Carolan,
Edward Clark, James O. Carr, Henry W. Darling,
Harold Footman, Elmer E. Gilbert and Myron F.
Westover of Schenectady.

The Henri Nestle company, manufacturer of
Nestle's food, is establishing a large plant at Ful-
ton, N. Y. This plant will be fireproof and of

the most modern construction, using steel frame-
work for the floors and roofs, with brick sidewalls,

the floors being constructed of concrete supported
by steel beams. The Berlin Iron Bridge company
of East Berlin, Conn., furnished and erected all

the steel structural work connected with this build-
ing, under the supervision of Mr, H, J, White,
consulting engineer for Henri Nestle.

A reliable alternating-current switchboard volt-

meter has been produced, it is claimed, by the Stan-
ley Electric Manufacturing company. The volt-
meter operates on the principle of attraction and
repulsion between electrostatically charged parts
and has a guaranteed accuracy of 1.5 per r.ent. It

is said to be absolutely free from effects due to the
frequency used or to wave form of the generator,
and is practically dead-beat, the pointer coming to
rest very quickly. No step-down transformer is re-

quired, and the scale can be calibrated to read either

the primary voltage, to which the voltmeter is di-

rectly connected, or the secondary voltage, at

which^ the lamps are operated. The instrument is

not disturbed by external magnetic fields and has
no magnets, coils or other parts liable to change
position or character and thus affect the readings.
All the working parts are mounted on hard rubber,
securing the best insulation. The Western Electric
company of Chicago is the western agent for these
voltmeters and has issued a bulletin describing them
in detail. The instruments are carried in stock for
use on 1.000 and 2,000-volt circuits, the scale of
the former having a range from 7.=;o to 1,400 volts,

while the scale of the 2,000-volt instrument has a
range from 1,400 to 2,800 volts.
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BUSINESS.
The Dexter Safety Deposit company. Dexter

building, Chicago, recently purchased a loo-kilo-
watt Western Electric belted generator. The con-
struction department of the Western Electric com-
pany installed the generator and switchboard.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

western selling agent for the two-ball cord adjuster
or incandescent-lamp hanger. The company states
that for the last year each month's sales of this
adjuster has shown an increase over that of the
previous month
The shooting in Iowa, Minnesota and South Da-

kota this year promises to be very good, as the
rainf.-ill in all these states was abundant. The best
localities for chicken and duck shooting are said
to be on and tributary to the lines of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railway. A copy of a re-
cent publication issued by the passenger department
of that road can be had on application to George H.
Heafford, general passenger agent, Chicago, 111,, by
enclosing three cents in stamps for postage.

The Wybro Hendy company, San Francisco, Pa-
cific coast representative of the Bullock Electric
Manufacturing company of Cincinnati, reports a
marked increase in business. The company has re-
cently procured a contract from the Oakland Tran-
sit company for an Soo-kilowatt street-railway gen-
erator, directly connected to a cross-compound Cor-
liss engine to be operated at 70 revolutions per
minute. This is said to be one of the largest ma-
chines ever shipped to the Pacific coast and it will
open a new era for the Bullock company.
From all accounts, the Garvin Machine company

of New York is "making hay," so to speak, "while
Ihe sun shines," Secretary F, W. Garvin said re-
cently to a representative of the Western Elec-
trician: "We are simply overwhelmed with orders."
The Garvin Machine company always has an exten-
sive stock of machine tools of the most varied de-
scription, and the present rush of business is one
of the best indications of what might be called "the
expansion at home." Factory managers contem-
plating extensions will make no mistake in placing
the Garvin catalogue on file,

Chicago space is valuable when earth, and not
a very good quality at that, is estimated by the
front foot. When viewed in this light, and where
warehouse space is in demand, it is often better
to sacrifice a few articles not entirely in season, but
which can be bought by others with more store-
room at figures that will yield a good interest on
the investment if held until the proper season ar-
rives. The Central Electric company. Chicago,
overestimated the demand on a few sizes of its

Central "1809" fan motors, and to make room for
winter construction and wiring material is selling
these fan motors at prices that are said to deserve
attention.

One of the most important problems presented
in the equipment of the repair ship Vulcan, which
did such excellent service during the recent war
with Spain, was that of maintaining an endurable
atmosphere in the forge shop and foundry, which
were located between decks. The problem was
solved^ by introducing a large steam fan and system
of piping. This installation, like that in connection
with the foundry equipment, was made by the B, F,
Sturtevant company of Boston. The fan was ap-
plied to exhaust the smoke from the forge hoods
and coincidentally the hot air from the forge shop.
It was stated by the ofificers in charge thai "this
arrangement proved of inestimable value,"

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.
Louis reports that its fall trade has opened up bet-
ter than ever before in the history of its business.
The sales of the Monarch lamp have been especially
flattering. This lamp has been gradually improved,
until to-day it is clainred to be the equal of any in-
candescent lamp made. It is guaranteed to be
absolutely true as to candle power and current con-
sumption. The company also states that its Mo-
loney transformer has established itself as the
equal, if not the superior, of anything of its kind
on the market. The claim is made that the trans-
former has close regulation and high efficiency.
No expense has been spared in its construction,
both workmanship and material bein^ the best that
can be had. The company is willing to guarantee
the lamp for two years.

George E. Fisher, president and treasurer of the
Chase Construction company, general contractor,
Detroit, Mich., has secured the contract for his
company for constructing the Toledo, Fremont
and Norwalk railway, from Toledo to Fremont,
O., which includes all work outside of the power
house and bridges. The company will employ a
force of 200 or more men on this contract when
the work is fairly under way, prelim.inary work
having been started last week. Mr, Fisher states
that his company has had a very busy season and is

now completing the large municipal electric-light-
ing plant for the city of Grand Rapids and the
construction of the Cleveland and Eastern railway
at Cleveland. O. This road runs from Cleveland
^6 miles east to Chardon, C, and is the second
interurban line running out of that city .constructed
by the Chase company. The company has also
just completed and turned over to the owners qtiite
an extensive lighting and power plant, operated
by water power, at Belding, Mich., a high-tension,
multiphase, alternating system being installed.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Scptcmbi- iSgg.

632,252. Rail Bond for Electric Railways. Fred

H. Daniels, Worcester, Mass. Application filed

June 27. 1S99.

A rail bond baving a wire rope loop-1'ke body provided

with terminals, the sid-s of the loop being brought to-

gether for a certain portion of their lenKth between the

terminals and being separated from one another at other

points to form openings or eyes.

632,272. Trolley Catcher. Peter D. Milloy, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Application filed April 29, 1899.

There are combined with a trolley rops teelins and
locking mechanism an extension spring, a stieave mounted
to rotate above and connected witb the spring, the irolley

rope passing from the locking feed mechanism to the

sheave and toence to the trolley arm. means for ext^Dding

the spring, spring-actaaiel doi catches, levers to release

same, and a cylindrical casing to inclose the whole.

632.285. Photometer. Walter F. Smith. Philadel-

phia. Pa„ assignor to the United Electric Im-
oroveraent compam-, Gloucester City. N, J.

Application filed dctober 15, 1898. Renewed
July 25, 1899.

The apparatus combines a honsing. internally equipiied

with a standard lieht and the accessories of a photometer
and provided wiih normally closed doors, and a canier
provided with means for supporting the l-imps to be tested

in position for entering the doors, movable in respect to

each other, and electrical connections for the lamps.
(See cut.)

632.296. Telephone Switchboard and Circuits.

Thomas C. Wales. Jr., Newlon. and Karl W.
Waterson, Lowell, Mass.. assignors to the

American Bell Telephone company, Boston,

Mass. Application filed June 6, 1899.

In a telephone switch"ne system are c Mnbiued a b'anc'i

exchange, a main ce^ tral station connected t^-ereioby
trunk circuits, a source of current at ihe ceniral Matioo
connected to the branch exchange by a supply rircmt,
two divisions of ?nb-stat'on rir^u'ts assof-iated with the
branch exchange, both adapted for Ircal interconnection,
and one division adapted also for connection with the cen-
tral staiion over ihe trunk circuits, each sub-station cir-

cuit extending across [be branch-exchange switchboard
through a call key. a line s'gnal and a series of local con-
necting keys, and termina'ing in the current-supply cir-

cuit, with a plurality of piirs of swif^bboard connection
conductors, the members of each pair being normally
united in series by central-station trunk-circuit connecting
keys at one end. in which keys are located the terminals
of ihe cen'ral-r ffice tiunks, the connection conductors of
each pair being provided with branch contacts in the local

connect ng keys as described, and with branches contain-
ing impedance coils extending to the supply conductors
leading to the respective poles of the source of current.

NO. 632,285.

632.297. Telephone Number and Address Annun-
ciator. William J. Walsh, Hamilton, Canada.
Application filed October 10, 1898.

The annunci^tor his a serits of curved inflesiUe me-
tallic partitions attached to a case, w.th a series of
weighted flexible sheets provided with stops and index
letters upon which are printed the names, numbers and
addresses cf telephone subscribers, made to move back
and forth between the partitions, all consirucied and com-
bined to facilitate tbe fiodiiig of leleph ine subscr bers'
names preparatory to lelepbcning, in Heu of the ordinary
telephone-direct jrj' book now in use.

632.316. Electro-medical Batteiy. Casteran J.

Marius, West Hoboken, N. J. Application
filed July 7, 1899.

An electro-medical roller is described, consisting of a
core co'it%iuing a battery, an induction coil and c mie;-
tions and a positive and negative electrode connected
therewith and fitting peripherally upon the core for direct
contact.

632.346. Insulating Receptacle for Electrical

Switches. Jacob S. Gibbs, Hartford, Conn.,
assignor of one-half to Charles G. Perkins,

Hartford, Conn. Application filed ilay 9. 1899.

A receptacle fjr snap swt^hes, consi'^iing of a cup of
insniaiing maierial having a bottom and side walls, with
perforations made thn neh the bottom into the interior of
the receptacle near diaraeincally opposite sides, ihe side
wail 00 the ouiside ot the botiom end of each perfor-ition
being removed to form a recess which permits a free bend-
ing and m.inipulaiion of each of the circait wires at the
back of the rtceptacle.

632.355. Telephone Transmitter. Tiodolf Lidberg,
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to Hal H.
Davenport, Chicago, 111. Application filed De-
cember 27, 1S98.

A telephone receiver or transmitter is described having
in combin'-.tion a diaphragm, a clamp around its circum-
ference for securing it bodily in position, two or more
spring: in opposite zones in conta'~t w th the riiaphtaem
between the center and the circumfereniial bearin>?

thereof, tbe srr ngs being adapted to exeri an ontward
pressure whereby the diaphragm is displaced in a plane
parallel with its normal plane.

632,357. Circuit Controller. Adam Lungen, New
York, N. Y., assignor in part to Robert Ed-
wards, New York. Application filed June 13.

1899.

In the controller there are a pair of star---h-*ped con-
duciing wheels, a pair of contact fi"g'rs adapted to engage
therewith, a ratchet wheel mounted to turn wi h ihe
wheels, a pawl en^agine the ratchet wheel, a reciprocating
plunger actuating the pawl and means whereby the pawl
will act upon the ratcdel wtteel independently of the
plunger.

632,380. Trolley Wheel. Edwin R. Stihvell, Day-
ton, Ohio. Application filed October 24, 18^.
With a trolley wheel, the bo:e of which is of uniform

diameter ihroughoot its length, are combined a bushing
having its ends screw-threaded to enE=fge the wheel, the
bodv of the bushing being reduced in diameter to provide
a lubricating chamber whTlly within the bushing, the end
walls of (he chamber tapering outwardly to increase the
inner longitudinal area of the chamber, and a series of ori-

fices leading from the chamber.

63:
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NO. 632,421.

;,4i5. Automatic Safety Stop for Elevators

James K. Johnson, Newark, N. J., assignor of

one-half to William R. Weeks, Newark. N. J.

Application filed April 27, 1899.

In an elevator the combination with the hoisiway and the

car movable therein, an el'-ctrii motor, drum and lope
for hoisting the car. with appliances for normally con-
trolling th- mot^r, of an auxiliary switch witn lever for

cutting off ihe carrent from the motor, a brake wheel and
brake lever for checking the rotations of the motor, an
emergency coid directly connecting tbe switch lever and
brak'i lever, a shifter rod connected by a rope to the
emergency cord, a dog upon the car and a bl ick up^n the
shifter rod arranged in the path of the dcg to be moved
when the car passes beyond its normal travel.

.421. Means for Generating Electricity from
Car-wheel Axles. Morris Moskowitz, Newark.
N. J., assignor to the National Electric Car
Lighting company of West ^'irginia. Applica-
tion filed August 3, 1S9S.

On a car-wheel axle are mourned a driving pulley ard
a truck frame, and a dynamo is located on the car truck,
having an armaiure shaft, a pulley wheel on tbe shaft, a

frame located between the drivin^j pulley and the pulley
on the armature shaft, friction pulleys or idiers in the
frame in robing frictional contsct at several points with
the driving pulley and the armature shaft pulley and mak-
ing cont'ct on opposite sides of the central axes of the pul-
leys, (See cut.)

,512. Electric Burglar Alarm. Clyde Coleman,
Chicago. 111., assignor of two-thirds to the

Bankers' Electric Protective company. Chicago.
111. Application filed September 28, 1896.

A system is described which has, in combination with a
main circuit and circuit-varying devices at tbe station and
guard-^d structure respectively, electrical appliances, in-

cluding a swi chine circuit extending to the guarded
structure for operating the circuit-varying device at the

guarded struciu'-e. electrical appliances lor operating the
circuit-varying device at the station, and means for causing
an alarm 10 be given if the normal cr^ndition ot the switch-
ing circuit extending to the guarded structure is interfered

with. (See cut.)

,513. Electrical Burglar-alarm System. Clyde
Coleman, Chicago, III., assignor of two-thirds

to the Bankers' Electric .Protective company,
Chicago, 111. Application filed October 22,

1897.

In this system are combined wiih the alarm mechanism
a h'^u^inJ in which it is dispised, ibe housing having a
door or similar closure, and a main or controlling crcuit
for controlling the al^rm m''chauism. tbe circuit having
contacts which are controlled by the door of the housing,
and mean? adapted to be operated from without the bous-
ing for esiablisbina the main or controlling circuit through
a path which excludes the door contacts.

NO. 63:

632.514. Electric Cable. Clyde Coleman. Chicago.
111., assignor of two-thirds to the Bankers' Elec-
tric Protective company. Chicago. 111. Origi-
nal application filed October 22. 1897. Divided
and this application filed April 10, 1899.

A cable having a plurality of conductois bra ded to-

geth-;r, a flexible insulation surrounding each conductor,
and a cementiog substance filling the interstices of the in-
sulation.

632,516. Circuit Breaker for Controllers. William
H. Conrad, Philadelphia. Pa. Application filed

May 17, 1899.

A dev'ce for a cont'oller, comprising a spring contact
normally re=!iin; rn a disk of the controller cylinder, an
arm lorming a continuation of one terminal of the circuit,

a latch normally adapted to lock the arm to the spring
contact, and a magnet located in the circuit of the con-
troller and adapted to operate the latch to release tbe arm
from tbe contact.

632.5J3. System of Electric Traction. Edouard
^'edovelli. Paris. France. Application filed Maj-
29, 1S97.

In the system described switches are operated bv a shuat
current, and there are means wbeu a single track branches
of placing in series the two ground circuit breakers of the
first block of each section of the double trjck, in such a
manner that whatever may be tbe block that is operated,
the ground crcuit is broken and the current does not pass
to the 1-ist block of the smile track.

632,546. Means for Giving Alarms Through Agency
of Smoke or C)iher Gases. Henry C. Baer,
New York, N. \ . Application filed November
5. 1S98:

Means for indicating the presence of smoke or a noa-
combustion-supportinz gas. consisting of a source of heat
as a flime. a thermostat act^d upoa by the Same and in-
cluded in an electrical circuit, together with a protecting
casting wholly surrounding the fiame and prov ded with
perforations or openings having a capacity to supply a defi-
nite am''unt of air to the flame.

632.-559- Electro-medical Appliai:ce. John A. Free-
man, Beard, Ky. Application filed Mav 10.

1S99.

A medical appliance, having an electrode fjrmed with a
flexible conducting bady member, a conduciing-head at-
tached thereto, and a flexible non-conducting tube inclos-
ing the body member and esoos'ns the head.

632.586. Automatic Code Telegraph Fire-alarm Ap-
paratus. Richard Pearson, London, England.
Application filed December 7, 1898.
The combination with an electrically ooerated 6re-a'ai-m

transmitter and a normally open circuit upon which ibe-m::-
static circuit-closers are arrang-^d in multiple arc. ihe cir-
cuit incluling a releasing eleciromignet whose armature
normally prevents the action of tbe transmitter, of an elec-
tromagnetically operated circuit-closer at the extremity of
the thermostat circuit, a testing circuit including the elec-
tromagnet coil of the circuit-closer and a switch on the test-
ing circuit at the stat'on, whe-'ehy the current of a battcT
m^y be passed through the testing circuit so as to c -use the
releasing electromagnet to be energized and the operation
of the whole transmitter to be determined, and conse-
quently, to enable the effi-ien-y of the transmitter mechan-
ism and that of the thermostat circuit to be ascertained by
closing the switch at the station.

632.643. Retouching Frame. John N. Choate, Car-
lisle, Pa. Application filed October 31, 1898.

One claim reads: In an appar^^tus for retouching nega-
tives the comhiaitioQ with the frame supporting the nega-
tive and having a central cut-out portion, of an eleciric vi-

brator arranged contiguously to ihe opening, an electric
circuit and switch, the latter arranged on the outer side ot
the frame, and a suitable anvil.

NO. 632,665.

632,651. Automatic Car Safety Device for Electric

Elevators. James H. Johnson, Newark, N. J.,

assignor of one-half to William R. Weeks. New-
ark. N. J. Application filed July 11, 1899.

S ^me of the essential pans enumerated are an electric
motor, drum and rope f jr hoi-iting the car, with controller
for normally regoIati:ig the movements of the motor, an
auxiliary switch for cutting ofi: the current from the con-
troller, a safety rope exteuded in the hoistway and con-
nected to the auxiliary switch and a governor upon the
cir with clamp actuated by the governor, when rotated
abnormally fast, to grip the rope and thus open the switch
to stop the motor.

6.-2,658. Electric Rock Drill. George W. Pickett,

Denver, Colo., assignor to the Hercules Elec-
tric Rock Drill company, Denver, Colo. Ap-
plication filed October 4, 1898.

An apparatus combining drilling mechanism having a
reciprocating movement of its rock-cutting parts, an elec-
tric motor having a rotary movement of its armature in
one direction, and gearing connecting the armature shaft
of the motor with the drilling mechanism and provided
with a friction clutch adjusted so as to transmit the power
of the motor to the drilling mechanism, but to slip or yield
at or about the times when the movement of the recipro-
cating parts is reversed.

(^Z-'^S- Electric Fire Engine. William H. H.
Whiting. Beachmont, Mass. Application filed

January' 14, 1899.

Among tbe pans of the machine described are: An
electric motor, an electric conttoller, a direct-operating
rotary pump, suitable induction and eduction pipes, an
antomatic regulating device and a valve adapted so that
its movement shall automatically operate the shaft of the
controller through suitable mechanism. (See cut.)

632.666. Commutator-grinding Rig. Fredrick Wil-
kie. New York, N. Y. Application filed May
25, 1899-

In the grinder is a su-taining yoke adap ed for applica-
tion to a brush arm of a dynamo, the yoke being divided
and combined with means for clamping tbe two pans
thereof, for the purpose of mamiaining tbe working parts
in place and permitting their adjustment.

632.667- Magneto-electric Generator. Joseph A.
Williams, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
Williams Electric company. Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed June 10, 1S98. Renew^ed July
26, 1S99.

The generator combines with the magnets and the pole
p'eces contact plates between the pole pieces and the
magnets, which plates have se tions engaging the magnets
and having other sections engaging the pole pieces.

Design.

31,495. Electrode. Ashley D. Scott, St, Louis.
Mo. Applicatior filed August 10. 1899. Ternr
of patent 14 years.
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Lighting, Heating and Refrigerating
Plant of the Lessing Apartments.

What is said to be tiie most complete apartment
building in America is situated on the North Side
of Chicago, a few blocks from Lincoln Park, at

the northeast corner of Evanston avenue and Surf
street. It is known as the Lessing Apartments
and was built by the E. J. Lehmann estate, which
owns several other apartment houses in different

parts of Chicago. The building is a five-story

Bedford stone, terra cotta and pressed-brick struc-

ture, with basement and attic, and is constructed
in the form of a large block U. the open court and

and shows the location of the boilers, pumps, en-
gines, etc.

The engine room, which is 40 by 42 feet in size,

is illustrated in Fig. i. By reference to this picture
and to fhe plan shown in Fig. 3 one may readily fol-
low the description. In the foreground (Fig. i) is a
75-kilowatt direct-current VVestinghouse generator,
direct-connected to a 13 by 12-inch simple Ideal
engine. The dynamo is a 125-volt. compound,
multipolar machine, and runs at 275 revolutions
per minute. At the right in the illustration is

shown another direct-connected unit, the dynamo
being a lOO-kilowatt. compound, multipolar. 125-
volt generator built by the National Electric com-

a tank in the bottom oi each one. The ice plant op-
erates about four hours during the middle of each
day, or until the water in all the tanks is frozen.
One hundred and fifty pounds of ice are thus
formed in each refrigerator, which is quite suffi-

cient to maintain a nearly constant temperature
at about 40'^ Fahrenheit until the next day. An
auxiliary refrigerating plant is installed in the
power house, where 180 15-pound cakes of ice can
be made dail}-. This ice is formed from distilled

water and is used for drinking and household pur-
poses, a cake being delivered to each apartment
every morning. The ice room is indicated on the
plan of the power house shown in Fig. 3. Reb-

LIGHTING. HEATING AND REFRIGERATING PLANT OF THE LESSING APARTMENTS.—ENGINE ROOM.

main entrance facing Surf street. There are -j^

dwelling apartments in the building and a large
banquet hall is reserved for the exclusive use of the
tcnaiUs.

In designing the Lessing apartment building the
architect, Edmund R. Krause. has paid special

attention to supplying all the comforts and neces-
sities of life that one could desire to find in a modern
structure of this kind. The apartments are not
only lighted by electricity and steam heated, but
are also supplied with city, well and hot water,

and a system of refrigeration keeps the individual

refrigerators in each kitchen cooled. Each apart-

ment is equipped with telephone and call-bell serv-

ice.

The power house is an entirely separate building
and is situated 145 feet south of Surf street. Fig.

~ (^P- 173) shows the power house in the foieground,
with the apartment building on the left. The former
is a brick building no feet long and 58 feet wide,

and contains the boiler room, engine room, ice

room, coal and ash sheds and condenser room.
Fig. 3 is a reproduction of a plan of the building

pany of Eau Claire. Wis. It operates at 250 rev-

olutions per minute, and is coi.nected to a 15V2

by 15-inch simple Ideal engine. These two units

supply current for about 2,500 Buckejx, 16 candle
power, no-volt, incandescent lamps in the main
building and power house, and six Moon incan-

descent arc lamps that are used to light the court
and entrance to the apartments.
On the left-hand side of the illustration is shown

a 14 by 36-inch 60 horse power simple Corliss en-

gine, built by the Filer & Stowell company of Mil-
waukee. This engine runs at 50 revolutions per
minute and is directly connected to* a 50-ton ice

machine, known as a Linde double-acting com-
pressor. A system of pipes connects this com-
pressor with an ammonia condenser and the apart-

ment building. In the kitchen of each apartment
there is placed a refrigerator, in the top of wh-ch
is a coil of pipe connected with the mains leading
from the ice machine. Ammonia is condensed and
forced through all of these coils under 150 pounds
pressure and, by direct expansion, not only cools
the refrigerators, but also freezes water placed in

samen & Almeroth of Chicago designed and in-

stalled the refrigerating system.
In the boiler room, which is 56 by 58 feet in size,

are located the boilers, elevator machinery, pumps,
water heaters, piping, etc. There are three 90
horse power boilers of the horizontal tubular type,

each 36 inches in diameter and 18 feet long. They
were manufactured by the Tobin & Hamler Manu-
facturing company and are fitted with automatic
smoke consumers. The smoke and gases are dis-

charged through a no-foot brick stack. A steam
drum or header, 20 inches in diameter and 18 feet

long, is connected by six-inch pipes to each boiler.

From this header mains are carried to the engine
roorii, to the pumps and to the hot-water heaters.

A surge tank, 48 inches in diameter and 6o inches
high, is placed in one corner of the boiler room,
back of the boilers, to receive water from the city

mains. Outside of the power house is an artesian
- well, 1.400 feet deep, from which water is taken
for drinking and other purposes. Directly above
the well and just below the surface of the ground is

a large cistern. To take the water from the well.
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and force it into the cistern, the sjstem of Dr.

Pohle is used. A five-inch pipe extends down to

a depth of no feet, inside of which runs a i%-
inch pipe to a depth of 100 feet, both pipes ter-

minating in a hea^T "Y" fitting at the top of the

well, from which fitting a five-inch pipe is run

into the cistern. A 10 by 10 by 18-inch double-act-

ing compressor is used to compress air in a re-

ceiver to a pressure of about 40 pounds per square

inch. This receiver, which consists of a steel tank

36 inches in diameter and eight feet long, is con-

nected by a iij-inch pipe to the pipe of the same

size in the well, .-^ir under pressure thus forces

the water up the five-inch pipe into the cistern

above, from which it is pumped to a large tank in

the top of the apartment building.

The system of heating used is the '\\'arren-\Veb

-

ster vacuum system, the vacuum pumps being

placed in the boiler room to remove the air and
condensation from the return mains. These pumps
are six by eight by 12 inches in size and are ar-

ranged in duplicate, the suction connecting with

the receiver on the end of the return and the dis-

charge connecting with a feed-water heater. The
exhaust from all of the engines and pumps is turned

into a 12-inch header, from which two nine-inch

heating mains lead to the building. The heating

is accomplished without any appreciable pressure

and the vacuum registered is usually about 26

inches.

Two boiler-feed pumps, each 7^5 by five by six

inches, and a house-sendee pump 10 by six by
10 inches in size, have their suctions connected

with the surge tank, cistern and feed-water heater

and their discharge with the boilers and a 5,000-gal-

lon house-supply tank in the main building.

A 400 horse power open feed-water heater and
receiver, provided with automatic w^ater supply

and overflow valves, is connected with the suction

of the three pumps mentioned above, and is sup-

plied with steam from the 12-inch exhaust main.

The domestic hot-water service of the main
building is supplied by two heaters, each 36 inches

in diameter and 10 feet in length. These heaters

are made of steel and each contains 34 two-iiich

brass lubes. They are operated by either live or
c-xhaust steam and are each provided with a direct-

and elevator pipes, the total number being 21. As
the tunnel leads from the power house it is seven
feet square, but it is reduced at the street to 4^^ feet

in width and three feet in height, so as to pass
over the city sewer.

Fig. 4 gives a view in the boiler room. On the

left-hand side of the illustration is seen one of the

three boilers and on the right is one of the elevator

pumps and the compression tank above it. The
iw^o domestic-supply water heaters and some of the

pumps show on the back side of the room.

In building this power plant the owners of the
Lcssing Apartments have caused to be erected what
is probably one of the most complete power sta-

tions of its kind in the country, and as no consult-
ing engineer was emploj'ed, the super\"ising archi-

tect, Mr. Krause, -is certainly deserving of credit

for its design. The plant is under the efficient

management of Engineer W. B. Card, and has
been operated without a single accident since it

was first started, some nine months ago.

'il liTn H',
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FIG. 5. LIGHTING, HEATING AND REFRIGERATING PLANT
OF THE LESSING APARTMENTS.—GAUGE AND

SWITCHBOARD.

In Fig- 5 15 illustrated the gauge and switch-

board. All of the gauges are of the Schaeffer &
Budenburg make, and the ammeters and voltmeters
are Weston instruments. The two gauges on the

left panel of the board are connected with the heat-
ing system, one registering the vacuum in the re-

turns and the other the steam pressure. On the

center panel the gauge on the left of the clock
indicates the boiler pressure, and that on the right

the pressure in the air receiver. The three gauges
blow are connected with the refrigerating sj'stem.

the center one indicating the return pressure of

the ammonia, the other two registering the initial

pressure. A Columbia recording steam gauge is

placed below. The two gauges on the right panel
register the elevator hydraulic pressure and the
house water-supply pressus respectively. Three of

Old-time Telegraphers in Boston.
fCorreapondencs of the Western Eieciriciau.]

Boston. September 15.—The freedom of the city

has been extended during the last three days to the

Old-time Telegraphers' association and the United
Siates Military- Telegraph Corps. These two or-

ganizations have been holding their nineteenth an-
nual union convention in the Hub, their respective
business sections being scheduled for Tuesday. Sep-
tember I2th, while the other two days were given
up to excursions to points of interest sbout the

city and suburbs, the visit to Boston concluding with
a banquet at the Hotel Vendome on Thursday even-
ing, September 14th.

Tuesday's business meeting of the Old-timers was
called to order in Allston Hall, President H. J.
Pettengill of Boston presiding. Former President
Samuel A. Duncan of Atlanta, Ga.. pinned upon
the chairman's coat the insignia of office, a badge
bearing the portrait of Professor Samuel F. B.

Morse, originall}' presented by the inventors fam-
ily to Hon. James Douglas Reid, and by him given
to the association, to be worn on official occasions
by the presiding officer.

Ma3"or Josiah Quincy was in attendance at the
opening of the meeting and welcomed the members
to Boston. He was made an honorary' member of

the convention and invested with one of the badges
worn by members. In his address he alluded to the
fact that Professor Morse was born in Boston, his

birthplace being located at the base of historic

Breed's Hill, in the Charlestown district.

Captain Louis A. Chasteau of Philadelphia, one
of the oldest telegraphers present, a veteran of the
Mexican and Civil wars, gave an interesting rem-
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contact thermometer and a Johnson temperature
regulator.

Three hydraulic elevators, two passenger and
one freight, are operated in the building by means
of the Crane system. The elevator machineo' i"

the power house consists of two compound pumps
and two tanks. Water is compressed in the com-
pression tank to 120 pounds pressure and is returned
from the building into the discharge or surge tank.

These tanks are placed directly above the elevator
pumps.
A brick tunnel leads from the boiler room to

the building and is used to carr>- the hot and cold
water, steam and return, ammonia, wire conduit

the two-knife switches have a capacity of 600 am-
peres each, and the other is a 300-ampere switch.

The three-knife switches are of 1,200 and 600 am-
pere capacity respectively. Regulating rheosais

and pilot switches complete the equipment of the

board. Loimsber^- & Eaton were the installing

engineers.
The ammonia condenser is situated in the raised

portion of the power house, directly above the ice

room. It is supplied by a 5^4 by 4^2 by five-inch

pump, located in the boiler room, next to the air

compressor. The boilers, pumps, piping and
heating apparatus were installed bj- Kehm Bros.

& Mertz,

iniscent talk of telegraphic work in both periods

that came under his own obser\'ation.

The report of the secretar>- showed a net gain in

membership of in during the year, bringing the

total up to 630. The treasury balance was ^777-97-

Among the letters received were communicaTions
from Superintendent Roche of the Western Union
and Superintendent Pillsbun' of the Postal Telegraph
companies, extending the freedom of their lines to

members during their stay in the city.

Action was taken in furtherance of the project

of publishing a history of the association, and the

Twin Cities of the Northwest. Minneapolis and St.

Paul, were selected for the convention of ipon. the

i
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time being fixed as the third Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of September. Officers were elected

a^ follows:
President—H. C. Hope, St." Paul.
Vice-president—H. A. Tuttle, Minneapolis.
Secretary-treasurer—John Brant. New York.
Executive committee—James Compton. Nash-

ville; J. J. Dickey, Omaha; Samuel A. Duncan. At-
lanta; H. J. Pettengill, Boston.

On the adjournment of this meeting the Military
Telegraph Corps assembled in the same hall. Presi-
dent William B. Wilson of Philadelphia in the chair.

Mis address in opening the meeting touched upon

Lord Kelvin.

On the occasion of the recent retirement of Lord
Kelvin from the University of Glasgow, the Uni-
versity Court adopted a minute expressed in the
fctilowing terms:
The Court have received wi;h the deepest reRret Lord Kelvin's

petilion for leave to resifin the chair of natuial philosophy. In
RrautinK ihal peiJtioD. as they feel it their painful duty lo do, ibe
Court desire to record the sorrow with which they anticipate the
close of a service that for more than half a century the university
has seen erowing in influence and u-efulness. and io beneficent
application of the inventions of science lo the wants of life, lo
the lighten-nR of labor, to the comfort of the dwelling, lo the
safety of the traveler by land and sei. to the proimtion of (he
facilities of commerce and the means of human intercourse.
They recall with pride the renown which Lord Kelvin's scien-

Electrical and Automobile Exhibition at
Charleston, S. C.

Believing that the South offers an exceptional
field for trade in electrical machinery and appliances
of all kinds, automobiles, etc., a number of the lead-
ing business men of Charleston, S. C, have formed
an organization and will hold a southern interstate
electrical and automobile exi)osilion at Charleston,
beginning November 21st and continuing four days.
The exposition will be the first of its kind held
in the South and will not be mtreiy a local affair,

but will be sufficiently broad in its scope to attract
the attention of the entire Southland. The chief
aim of the promoters is to lay before the people of
the South a thoroughly comprehensive exhibition of
electrical machinery and equipment, automobiles,
telephone apparatus and kindred lines. The exposi-
tion will be held in the Thomson Auditorium, which
(Overs within its walls 30.(X)0 square feet on ground
floor. In beauty, architecture and size it is one
of the largest and finest of its kind in the southern
states, and it is an ideal place for such an exhibition.
The grounds around the building will be elabo-

rately set for the purpose of the exposition, A
handsome electric fountain is to be constructed and
numerous other electrical effects will be provided.
For the purpose of lighting the great building thou-
sands of additional electric lights will be put in.

Charleston is one of the leading commercial cities
of the South, being the outlet for a rich rice and
cotton-producing country and a point of supply
for an extensive territory embracing South Caro-
lina and parts of North Carolina, Georgia. Alabama.
Florida. Tennessee and Mississippi. As favorable
arrangements have been made with all the railroad
lines leading to Charleston, as well as with con-
necting lines, thousands of people from ihe states
mentioned will be attracted to the exposition, and
no doubt many of them will not be drawn by a de-
sire to see the show merely, but also with the pur-
pose to see and investigate the latest improvements
in the electrical field.
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APARTMENT BUILDING.
-POWER HOUSE AND

the question of recognition by Congress and bj^

the Cjrand Army of the Republic of the services of

the members to the government in the Civil War.
In the absence of Secretary James E. Pettit, detained
from the meeting by the illness of his wife, H. P.
Whitford of Chicago was chosen secretary pro tem-
pore.
Among the letters received was one from ex-

President William R. Plum, now abroad, who sent
regrets for his inability to be present. The free-

dom of their lines was tendered by the telegraph
companies, as in the case of the other organization.
A telegram of sympathy was sent to Secretary Pet-
tit, by special resolution of the members, and a
resolution was also adopted favoring the project
for a national monument at Washington. Officers

were re-elected as follows:
President—Col. William B. Wilson, Philadelphia.
Vice-president—Hon. William M. Ives, New

York.
Secretary-treasurer—J. E. Pettit, Chicago.
Executive committee—E. Rosewater (chairman).

Omaha; A. H. Bliss, Chicago, III; A. B. Chandler.
New Vork; W. R. Plum. Chicago. 111.; George C.
Maynard, Washington, D. C; D. Wilmot Smith.
Breckinridge. Minn.; R. B. Hoover, Springfield. O.;
L. A. Somers, Cleveland, O.; J. D. Cruise, Kansas
City, Mo.

tific triumphs have reflected on the university, of which be has
so long been the illustrious ornaiueDt. They grieve to ihink thac
the circle of colleagues and fellow-workers, to whom he has been
eadeared by the kindness of his heart, the uprightness of his
character and the honorable simplicity of his life, must lose the
immediate ofiSces of a friendship so highly prized as his. And
they beg him lo carry with him into his retirement from academic
life the assurance of their warm personal regard, of their sincere
respect for the fidelity with which he has discharged his duty to
the university, of their gratitude for the luster which his achieve-
ments have shed upon it. and of their hope that the evening of his
days may, under the blessing of God, be prolonged and peaceful.

Jn expressing his thanks for this felicitously

v.'orded address, Lord Kelvin said:

I am deeply touched by the kind expressions rpgarding my duty
to the university during my 53 years' tenure of the chair of natural

Automobile Show for Chicago,

In connection with a large cycle show and race
meet that the Arena Athletic Club is planning to
hold at Tattersall's in Chicago from September 25th
to October 9th, an automobile exhibition is being
arranged. It is the intention of the club to devote
an hour during each evening's entertainment to an
exhibition of the automobiles on the track. A num-
ber of motor-vehicle manufacturers have signified

their willingness to be represented and a good dis-

play is hoped for. One prominent manufacturer in

Chicago will show 12 of his vehicles. A showing
of private automobiles, to be conducted by the in-

Many of the members were accompanied to Bos-
ton by their wives, and many points of interest were
visited during the tmie intervening between the
business session and the banquet. Visits to Harvard
College. Professor Morse's birthplace and the cable
station at Rockport. Mass.. where they were received
by Manager George G. Ward, harbor excursions,
and theater parties by special invitation of the man-
agers of several of the leading playhouses, were
features of the occasion.
Thursday the city's steamer J. Putnam Bradlee,

used for trips to the various city institutions in the
harbor, was at the disposal of the party, with Wire
Commissioner Thomas W. Flood in charge as en-
tertainer.

The banquet at the Vendome Thursday evening
was a brilliant affair. From seven to eight o'clock
a reception w-as held, and at the latter hour the
members and their ladies assembled in the dining
hall. The after-dinner speakers included President
Pettengill of the Old-timers. Stephen O'Meara. Sam-
uel J. Powers, Colonel W. B. Wilson. R. J. Hutch-
inson, D. J. O'Leary. S. A. Duncan, A. H. Bliss.

Walter C. Burton, T. E. Fleming and J. P. Cas-
sidy.

The actual attendance of old-time and military
telegraphers was between 150 and 200. B. LIGHTING, HEATING AND REFRIGERATING PLANT OF THE LESSING APARTMENTS —BOILER ROOM.

The annual stockholders' meeting of the Win-
chester .Avenue Street Railroad company of New
Ha\'en. Conn., was recently held, and an entire reor-
ganization of the personnel was effected. The new
officers of the road are: Presidfnt, A. B. Turner,
Boston; superintendent and treasurer. A. '^. Pond,
New Haven: directors. A. B. Turner, Boston; A. E.
Fond. New Haven: Sidney Harwood, Boston; A.
K. Mitchell. Boston: E. E. Floyd. Boston; S. H.
Wagner, I. A. Kelsey, James Graham and H. F.
Spencer. West Haven,

philosophy. lean tru'y say that I have always endeavored to the
utmost of my ability to act for the good of the students iii my
class and to maintain the honor and the usefulness of the univer-
sity; but I feel keenly conscious of many sbbrtcomings, and it is

a most valued solace to me on the occasion of my retirement to

receive such an assurance of approbation as is now given to me
by the University Court.
The happiness which I have enjoyed during 67 years' residence

in the university and my treasured recollections of the inter-

course and of associaiion in work with colleagues and students
make it peculiarly painful to me to cease to be professor and ti

cea-e living in the university: But I hope that this double change
will not imply anything lilie total loss eithpr of intercourse or of

association in scientific work, and I look forward with some de-
gree of satisfaction 10 being permanently connected with the
university in an appointment as research fellow, for which I have
made application to the Senate.

dividual owners, will be an interesting feature of the
exhibition. Automobilism will also play an impor-
tant part in the cycle meet itself, as the racers are

to be paced by motor cycles. At the close of the

exhibition it is planned to have a road race, or,

more properly speaking, a road exhibition, ot elec-

tric vehicles between Chicago and Milwaukee; three
charging station on the road are planned.

The Ohio Valley Electric Railway company has
been incorporated at Huntington, W. Va.. with a
capital of $1,000,000.
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Death of J. F. Schoellkopf.

Jacob F. Schoellkopf, president of the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing com-

pany and also of the Cliff Paper company of Niagara

Falls, N. Y., died suddenly at his home on Dela-

ware avenue, Buffalo, on the riight oi September

15th.

Jacob Frederick Schoellkopf's life is an illustration

of the possibilities before men of energy and business

enterprise in America. His career is notable among
those of the men who have sought fortune on

these shores. He was born in Kirchheim-unter-

Teck, Germany, November 15, 1819. Until he was

14 years old, he attended the schools in his native

town. He then became an apprentice in his father's

tannery. For five years he served as an apprentice

and "then entered a mercantile house as a clerk.

He followed this new line of work for two years,

during which time his thoughts were turned toward

America. In December, 1841, the young German,
then 22 years old, landed in New York. He knew
nothing of the English language, had no friends,

nothing but his trade and his energy to depend upon.

For two years he worked at the tanning trade m
New York city. In 18+4 he came to Buffalo, where
he established a small leather store. He started in

business with a capital of $800. advanced by his

father. Within a short time Mr. Schoellkopf bought
a small tannery at White's Corners, now Hamburg,
near Buffalo. He made a great success of the tan-

,

ning business, establishing tanneries in several

slates.

Not content with his very laige interests in the

tanning business, Mr. Schoellkopf, in 1857, erected

the North Bufifalo Flouring Mills. From the first

the mills were successful, and at the time of his

death Mr. Schoellkopf was one of the largest millers

in the state of New York. He was senior partner

of the firm of Schoellkopf & Mathews. He was
vice-president of the Buffalo. New York and Phila-

delphia railroad before its sale to the Western New
York and Pennsylvania company. For many years
he was vice-president of the Third National Bank
of Buffalo, At the time of his death he was a di-

rector of several banks in Builalo and Niagara Falls.

He was a director and president of the Citizens' Ga^
company. He was a trustee of the Buffalo General
Hospital from the time it was founded. He was a

leader in the building of the Niagara Falls and Sus-
pension Bridge railway.

When the Cliff Paper company of Niagara Falfs

was organized he became its president and has ;>
-

ways had a great interest in the paper and pulp
business. He was at the head of the Schoellkopf
Aniline and Chemical company of Buffalo, and pa-
permakers throughout the countiy are well aware
of the high grade of goods he made.

In 1877 Mr. Schoellkopf's business capacity led

him to make a great investment in Niagara Falls,

when he purchased the hydraulic canal and or-

Germany, and who, with five sons and a daughter,
survives him. One of the sons is Arthur Schoell-

kopf of the Cliff Paper com.pany and also of the

Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufacturing
company. D.

New Method of Generating Electricity

Proposed.
Albert Z. Harlan, an inventor residing in Chi-

cago, claims to have discovered a new method by
which electricity may be generated at a great re-

Photography of the Stomach.
Dr Max Einhorn of New York city made a com-

munication to a iTiedical journal some seven years
ago regarding "gastrodiaphany," in which a minia-
ture Edison lamp in a special mounting attached
to a soft rubber tube containing a wire was intro-

duced into the stomach, so that an examination
can be m.ade of it. This method was called "gas-
trodiaphany," as the stomach became translucent.

The object of this device was to show the size and
situation of the stomach to the eye and also to

PHOTOGRAPHV OF THE STOMACH.

duction in cost. Mr. Harlan states that instead of

using mechanical power to successively bring the

coils of the armature under the influence of the

field-magnet poles of a dynamo, he has devised a
means by which the polarity of the pole-pieces is

rapidly changed, thus, the in\entor thinks, doing
away with the great loss of power used in driving
the armature.

Happy Electricians at the Clambake.
As there are something like three hundred

electrical men represented in the accoinpanying
group picture, it is not to be expected that each face

in the illustration should be a clear and recognizable
portrait. But each face is serene and happy and
all have a common characteristic—an expression
of blissful anticipation, for was not the clambake
dinner immediately in prospect?

lecognize tumors or other gross anatomical changes
of the anterior wall of the stomach. This was, of

course, a different apparatus than the "polyscope,"
which is used for looking into the stomach, and
was not intended to replace an}' such device. It

has been found to be of considerable value to sur-

geons.
In the same paper Dr. Einhorn described a cam-

era for photographing the interior of the stomach,
but, owing to technical difliculties, the camera was
not constructed by Dr. Einhorn. Such a camera
has, however, been perfected by Dr. Fritz Lange
of Munich, Germany, on almost the identical lines

given by Dr. Einhorn.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Lange, says the

Scientific American, from which this article and the
accompanying illustration are reproduced, we are
enabled to present an accurate illustration of the
device employed. The camera is a marvel of com-
pactness, and is constructed on exactly the same
principles as all cameras for taking moving photo-
graphs, although, of course, there is no attempt
made to combine them so as to project the actual
operations of the stomach. The camera itself is

swallowed by the patient, and it contains a small
electric lamp for illuminating the walls of the stom-
ach. A photographic film 20 inches long and a
quarter of an inch wide is wound at the bottom
of the camera. C)ne end of the ,film is fastened
to the cord, which runs freely in the tube. When
the cord is pulled the film is drawn slowlv past the
lens. The cord and the conducting wires must, of
course, be swallowed with the camera itself. When
the camera reaches the bottom of the stomach
the surgeon begins to pull the cord, which runs the
film past the lens. The electric light is then turned
on. and, after the sensitive film has been impressed
with the image, the current is turned off and an-
other section of film is brought into play until the
requisite number of pictures have been obtained:
then the entire apparatus is withdrawn from the
stomach of the patient and the films are carefully
developed and enlarged.

HAPPY ELECTRICIANS AT THE CLAMBAKE.

ganized the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and
Manufacturing company. Under his supervision
and management, and those associated with him,
this canal has had a most wonderful de-
velopment, until to-day it is one of the leading
sources of power in the United States. From the
time it was purchased until now there has not been
an idle moment, so far as extending the develop-
ment is concerned. Despite his years, only this

summer Mr. Schoellkopf purchased Music Hall in

Buffalo, and was having it remodeled at the time
of his death.

On March 12, 1S48, Jacob Schoellkopf was mar-
ried to Christian Sophie Duerr, whom he knew in

The photograph was taken at -the Pomham Club,
near Providence, R. I., on September gth, and the

gentlemen shown by it were the guests of Mr. Eu-
gene Phillips of the American Electrical Works
at the annual Phillips clambake. There were s^6
guests present by actual count, and if they had a

good time before dinner, as their pictures indicate,

their beaming looks of satisfaction after the "bake"
had been taken unto themselves may be better im-
agined than described.

Odessa, Mo., has voted in favor of bonds for an
electric-light plant.

Combined Steam and Electric Railroad
for Colorado.

Plans are under way for the construction of a
new electric road between Colorado Springs and
Cripple Creek, Colo. The object is to give bet-

ter facilities for handling the increasing traffic of
one of the most remarkable gold-mining camps in

|-he world.

The main line from Colorado Springs to Cameron
will be operated by steam, but electricity will be
adopted from Cameron, where a power plant will

be installed, on through and connecting all the
principal mines and points throughout the Cripple
Creek district, enabling shippers to load their ore
direct from mine to cars wdthout long hauls with
teams.
The route as laid out will make the line 35 miles

long. From Colorado Springs the survey runs
through about the same country as the Cheyenne
road to the half-way house, and the maximum grade
will only be about 3^/2 per cent. From that point
to the Cameron terminus the grade will average
two per cent.

Irving Howbert and James F. Burns of Colorado
Springs are the promoters of the enterprise.
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Niagara Falls Park and River Railway
Station Destroyed by Fire.

On the night of Monday, September 4th, the In-

ternational Traction company suftered a loss by tire

through the burning of the power station of the
Niagara Falls Park and River railway on the Ca-
nadian side at Niagara Falls. The fire broke out
about eight o'clock, and, so far as known, was
occasioned by a short-circuit on the alternating-

current line. The attendant in charge discovered
the blaze in the basement, after it had gained a good
start there, and he had barely time in which to

shut down the wheels, throw the switches and es-

cape from the burning building. The railway com-
pany had three 200-kilowatt geneiators in the station,

while the Canadian Niagara Power company had
two 750-kilowatt generators of Westinghouse make
installed there. All these machines, with their

switchboards, etc., were ruined. The total loss is

placed at $go,ooo, on which there was $38,000 in-

surance. The condition of the plant after the fire

is well illustrated in the picture.

As the fire occurred just when the electric rail-

ways in and about the Falls were exceedingly busy
with summer travel, it was necessary to act promptly
if the Park and River railway was to be operated.
Recognizing this fact. President Ely, who hap-
pened to be at the Falls at the time of the fire,

at once set to work, and that night had men make
connection between the wires on the Canadian side

and those connected with the power service of the

Niagara Falls Power company on the New York
side, and in this way secured an immediate supply
of current for his Canadian line, so that traffic over
it was not interrupted but a little while. This is

Meeting of Western Supply Men.
On Friday, September i5ih, a meeting of western

electrical supply men was held at the St. Nicholas
Hotel, Cincinnati. The meeting had for an object
the granting of credits and the promotion of a bet-
ter feeling among the trade and manufacturers in
general. There were altogether about 40 gentle-
men present who represented nearly every prominent
electrical supply house west of the AUeghenies and
east of the Rocky Mountains. Several gentlemen
representing the manufacturers were also present.
The meeting was a most harmonious one and) its

results will unquestionably do much to promote a
better feeling among the trade. The visitors were
welcomed to the city by Mr. Lawrence of the
Standard Electric company, Mr. Glover of the Post-
Glover company and Mr. Hemingray of the Hem-
ingrav Glass company. These gentlemen had a
fine luncheon prepared for their guests, and after
it had been disposed of a trolley ride was taken
through the city. Later an elaborate dinner was
served on the porch of a clubhouse at Chester
Park, and several speeches were made.
Mr. Wolff of the Chicago office of the New York

Insulated Wire company made a happy speech, con-
gratulating the gentlemen present on the good re-

sults of the meeting and predicting great success
for them in the future. By special arrangement, the
evening trains to Chicago and St. Louis stopped
at Chester Park and took the various delegates
home. It was agreed by all present that the gather-
ing had been not only profitable but very pleasant.
Among the gentlemen present were the following-

named: W. W. Low, Electric Applance company;
George S. Searing, Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing

RUINS OF THE NIAGARA FALLS PARK AND RIVER RAILWAY STATION.

the first time that occasion for this has occurred,
but it illustrates most emphatically how fortunate
manufacturers at Niagara Falls will be when the

Canadian Niagara Power company effects its de-
velopment on the Canadian side, and makes it pos-
sible to throw a power service to the New York
side when necessity demands.
At this writing the clearing away of the debris

of the fire has not commenced, and this is taken
by some as an indication that the fire may change
the plans of the Park and River railway to the
extent of leading it to depend en the NeV York
station for operating current until such time as

the Canadian Niagara Power company can get its

proposed new plant in operation. However, the

necessities of the Canadian Niagara Power company
may make such a course impossible at this time.

A Long Electric Railway.

In a dispatch from Toledo, O., it is asserted that

H. A. Haigh and S. S. Angus, capitalists of De-
troit, have completed arrangements which will give
a new electric road from Toledo to Buffalo. The
material is said to be on the ground for the con-
struction of the line from Toledo to Norwalk, and
that section will be running by December ist. Mr.
Haieh states that the road will be pushed through
to Cleveland, and that connections with other elec-

tric lines will carry the road to Buffalo. The new
system will be in running order by the middle of

next June. In connection with this through line

spurs will be built, it is said.

company; C. E. Brown, Central Electric company;
F. Overbagh, Chicago General Fixture company;
A. W. Dee, Dearborn Electric company; L. K.
Gushing, Illinois Electric company; James Wolff,
New York Insulated Wire company; Mr. Lawrence,
Standard Electric company; Samuel Glover, Post-
Glover company; Daniel Hemingray, Hemingray
Glass company; L. Lilly. Devere Electric company;
Mr. Hubbard, Bradford Belting company; F. C
Laufketter, Commercial Electrical Supply company;
R. Stanhope, St. Louis Electrical Supply company;
Mr. Sharpe, South Electric company; R. Scudder,
Western Electrical Supply company; Joseph Lock-
wood, Michigan Electric company; L. P. Cody,
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Electric company; Mr. Nagle,
Nagle Electric company; Mr. Bissell. Bissell, Dodge
& Erner; M. B. Austin, Austin & Co.; Charles O.
Baker, Anchor Electric company; Charles Jenkins
and W. N. Matthews, H. T. Paiste company; E. K.
Patton, Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing
company; R. E. Lucas. India Rubber and Insulated
Wire company; Mr. Proctor, Proctor-Raymond
company.

At a recent election in New Iberia. La., $110,000
worth of electric-light and watei works bonds were
favorably voted.

New York Street Railway Association.

The seventeenth annual convention of the Street

Railway association of the state of New York was
held at Ithaca on September 12th and 13th, When
President G. Tracy Rogers of Binghamton called

the meeting to order it was found that delegates
from 44 street-railway companies were present, be-
sides nearly 50 representatives of manufacturing con-
cerns and supply dealers. The exercises were
opened with the annual address by President Rogers.
Other papers were read as follows; "How Can
We Increase the Efficiency of Employes?" by F. D.
Rounds, general superintendent of the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway company of New York: "Rail
Welding." by R. E. Danforth, superintendent of
the Tntcrna'-ional Traction company of Buffalo:
"Track Bonding," by Alfred Green of Rochester
Railway company; "The Paving Question," by T.
J. NicfioU, vice-president of the Rochester Rail-
way company; "Transfers, Their Use and Abuse,"
general discussion; "Railway Power Distribution
Over Large Areas." by A. H, Armstrong, assistant
engineer, General Electric company; "Some Elec-
tric Street-railway Data." by Professor H. J. Ryan.
Cornell University; "Experiments on Bonds." by
Professor H. H. Norris. Cornell University. Be-
sides the above-mentioned papers, which were thor-
oughly discussed, a number of interesting topics
were brought before the meeting by the members
and guests in attendance. The session of Wednes-
day. September 13th. was held at Sibley College.
Cornell University, and after adjournment the dif-

ferent college buildings were inspected, under the
guidance of the professors of the different depart-
ments.
The customary banquet was held on Tuesday

evening and was greatly enjoyed by all those pres-
ent. DeForest Van Vleet, general counsel of the
Ithaca Street Railway company, acted as toastmaster.
A number of pleasant excursions were taken by

the visitors to points of historic interest in the vicin-
ity of Ithaca, under the guidance of the officials

of the Ithaca Street Railway company.
The following-named gentlemen were elected offi-

cers of the association for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent. G. Tracy Rogers. Binghamton; first vice-presi-
dent, Charles Cleminshaw, Troy; second vice-presi-
dent, John W. Boyle. Utica; secretary and trc-asurer,

Henry A. Robinson, New York; executive com-
mittee, G. Tracy Rogers. Binghamton; Herbert H.
Vi'eeland. New York; Clinton L. Rossiter. Brook-
lyn: T. J. Nicholl. Rochester; W. Caryl Ely, Buffalo.
At the invitation of the International Traction

company it was unanimously agreed to hold the next
annual meeting of the association at Buffalo, on the
second Tuesday and Wednesday of September. 1900.

The Edison Convention.
Among the papers read at the annual meeting of

the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies
in Philadelphia last week were these: "Renewal of
Lamps," F. W. Willcox, Schenectady; "Relations
of Cash and Credit," C. R. Price, New Bedford,
Mass.; "Residence Lighting in Detroit," Alex Dow,
Detroit; "The Wright Meter in Boston," A. S.
Wright, Boston. The report of the lamp-testing bu-
reau was read and discussed, and much att.ention was
devoted to methods of metering, charging and ac-
counting, as usual. In the absence of the president,
Mr. R. R. Bowker of New York, Vice-president
George R. Stetson of New Bedford presided. New
m-embers were elected as follows: Edison Electric
company, Altoona, Pa.; Amsterdam Street Rail-
way company, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Edison Electric
Illuminating company, Baltimore, Md. ; Chester
Electric Light and Power company, Chester, Pa.;
Jackson Light, Heat and Power company, Jackson,
Mich.; Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Tamaqua, Pa.
Among those present were the following-named

gentlemen: H. A. W^agner, St. Louis, Mo.; Joseph
B. McCall, Philadelphia; G. Medici. Milan. Italy:

J. T. Maxwell, Philadelphia: A. F. Walker, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; E. D. Mullen, Philadelphia; Hoyt
Post, Detroit; Guiot Scmenza, Milan, Italy; Henry
W. Darling, Des Moines, la.; J. H. Vail, Philadel-
phia; H. J. Hartnian, Scranton, Pa.; T. E. Cross-
man, New York city; A. J. DeCamp, Philadelphia;

J. M. Eglin, Philadelphia; W. J. Lockhart, New-
ark, N. J.; W. S. Barstow, Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Edwin
R. Weeks, Kansas City, Mo.; R. S. Hale, Bos-
ton; Louis A. Ferguson, Chicago; H. T. Edgar,
Brockton, Mass.; J. W. Lieb, Jr., New York city;

A. S. Knight. Boston; W. H. Atkins, Boston;
W. H. Johnson. Philadelphia; C. R. Price,

New Bedford; J. G. Rossman, Minneapolis,
Minn. ; J. W. Ellard, Baltimore : Leon H.
Scherck, New Orleans; F. M. Noecker, Renova,
Pa.; F. P. Spiese, Tamaqua, Pa.; H. C. Fogle, Can-
ton. O.; W. J. Kehl. New Orleans: Fred M. Kim-
ball. Boston; B. E. Sunny, Chicago; Charles
T. Hughes, New York; E. H. Mullin, New York;
George A. Redman, Rochester; F. W. Willcox,
Schenectady; F. E. Barker, Boston; D. L. Hunt-
ington, Spokane. Wash.; W. S. Smith. Toledo;
Alex Dow, Detroit: Daniel McCov, Grand Rapids.
Mich.: Ch. V/ustenfeld. Elgin. 111.: A. VV. Field.

Columbus, O.; Charles F. Wallace. Brockton, Mass..
A. M. Robertson, Minneapolis; C C. Perry. In-
dianapolis; William Chandler. Sault Ste. Marie.
Mich.; C. L. Edgar, Boston; Luther Stieringer,

Kansas City. Mo.; A. H. Wanwaring, Philadelphia;
John T. Gilchrist. Chicago: F. R. Jenkins, Chi-
cago: E. B. Greene. Altoona, Pa.; George R. Stet-

son, New Bedford. Mass.; Wilson S. Howell. New-
ark. N. J.: H. G. Stott. Buffalo: Caryl D. Haskins,
Boston ; C. P. Steinmetz, Schenectady.
The officers for the ensuing year are: President,

J. W. Lieb. Jr.. New York; vice-president, William
Chandler. Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.; secretary. Wil-
son S. Howell. Newark, N. J. : treasurer, W. S.

Barstow, Brooklyn; executive cornmittee. J. W.
Lieb, Jr., New York, chairman; Samuel Insull,

Chicago; Alex Dow, Detroit: George R. Stetson,
New Bedford. Mass.: W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia;
Charles L. Edgar, Boston; William Chandler (ex
officio). Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.: W. S. Barstow (ex
officio). Brooklyn; Wilson S. Howell (ex officio),

Newark, N. J,
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With an automobile exhibition now open in Ber-

lin, another planned for Chicago next month in

conjunction with a cycle show, and a third an-

nounced to be held in Charleston, S. C, as a part

of an electrical exhibition to be given in November,

it is evident that the new vehicle is finally accepted

by the public, at home and abroad, as an important

factor in the world's transportation. Exposition

managers claim that there is great difficulty in

securing the self-propelled vehicles for show pur-

poses, as the buyers want them for use as fast as

the factories can turn them out. The automobile

has been many years in reaching its present stage

of development, but it has now gained a momentum
that promises to send it down the highway of time

with a rush.

cles over this delay. In fact, it may be said that

in both the United States and the British Empire

the Pacific cable project seems to be curiously fated

to excite dissension and to meet unnecessary delay.

Negaunec. Mich., is the latest town to discover"

that municipal electric lighting is not always what

its promoters promise. By confusing the accounts

of the plant in that town with those of the water-

works an apparent profit to the municipality was

shown. But a Chicago engineer was called in to

make a thorough examination as a disinterested ex-

pert, and he discovered that, so far from showing

a profit, the plant was really operated at a loss.

Mr. Richardson, the engineer consulted, was entirely

dispassionate in the matter and recommended tho

remedies that his judgment counseled. But the

slate of affairs illustrates what is so strenuously con-

tended by the commercial-ownership men—that in

almost every case the calculation of the costs of

municipal lighting is done with such omissions or

lack of understanding that a fair statement of the

cost of the lighting is not arrived at. Central-

station companies, spending their own money and

not that of the taxpayers, know exactly what it

costs them to furnish light, and they very properly

insist that the comparison shall be made on an

equitable basis.

In contrast with Sir William Crookes' sensational

address of last year, the presidential address of Sir

Michael Foster at this year's meeting of the British

Association is described as "an academic review

of a century of science, conspicuous for its bright

literary style rather than originality or deep

thought." There will be little difficulty in recalling

to mind Sir William's startling plan of producing

"electric nitrate" on a tremendously large scale, to

avert the "deadly peril of not having enough to

eat," by fertilizing the wheat lands of the world.

The nitrogen was to come from the atmosphere,

and the suggestion was advanced in all seriousness.

The idea was not taken seriously, however, either

by the author's fellow-scientists or by practical

electricians and agriculturists. It was regarded as

curious that a man of Sir William Crookes' un-

doubted scientific attainments should have advo-

cated a plan so far-fetched to remedy a danger so

remote. But Sir William, although perhaps disap-

pointed at the reception of his address, stuck to his

guns. He considered the future peril of world-

starvation a real one and contended that the remedy
proposed deserved careful consideration. Only

a few weeks ago it was announced that he was pre-

paring a reply to his critics.

While in the United States nothing can. be done
in the matter of furthering the project of laying a

Pacific cable until the assembling of Congress, delay

has also arisen over the steps to be taken to secure

the laying of the proposed all-British cable from

Canada to Australia. The imperial government and

the Canadian and Australasian colonies have come
to terms and the colonial legislatures are passing the

necessary resolutions authorizing their governments

to contribute to the cost. New South Wales is the

only one that has not, although it is understood

there is no trouble about the financial arrange-

ments. Meanwhile the colonial representatives in

London appear to have fallen out. On the com-
mittee to be named Australasia had been allotted

three representatives, Canada taking two seats and

the home government three. New Zealand wants

one of the three Australasian seats allotted to her,

because of her separate contribution and her geo-

gi'aphical position. All the other coloijies are will-

ing, with the exception of New South Wales, which

contests the special claim of New' Zealand. In con-

sequence of this the whole matter of the representa-

tion has been referred to the colonial governments,

and a couple of months has been wasted. In fact,

nothing has been done; and unless the colonial gov-

ernments come to an understanding much quicker

than their London representatives seem able to do,

the question will have to be hung up for an even

more indefinite period, for the agents-general leave

at the end of this month for America, to attend the

International Commercial Congress at Philadelphia.

Great irritation and annoyance exist in colonial cir-

The annual meetings of the United States Mili-

tary Telegraph Corps direct attention to the just

and unrequited claims of men who rendered most

valuable service to their country during the War
of the Rebellion. AVhat the military telegraphers

ask is a full and equal footing under the laws of

the United States with every other branch of the

army that served in the Civil War. They also seek

admission to the Grand Army of the Republic. In

his annual address at Boston last week Colonel

Wilson, the president of the Military Telegraphers'

Corps, stated the case thus: "Our society to-day

represents one of the greatest achievements of mod-
ern times, its members having given to the world

a system of army communication in the field in the

face of the most stupendous battles since the open-

ing of the Christian era. Those who accomplished

this were then modest boys—they are modest men
now—but the survivors owe it to themselves, their

descendants and the memory of the dead to spare

no effort so that full and complete recognition of

their services shall be given, not only by the govern-

ment, but by those who represent the armies which

fought in the field during the Rebellion."

Electrical men appreciate the work of the military

telegraphers and will join with them in the hope
that the long-deferred recognition that is their due

may come speedily.

According to all accounts, Russia promises in the

next few years to afford a profitable market for the

machinery and supplies of American electrical man-

ufacturers. Returning American travelers, United

States consuls and the trade journals and bureaus

of England and the continent agree that the great

country of the Czar is awakening to the opportuni-

ties of its vast domain and is determined to take

advantage of them and to align itself more closely

with the enterprising countries of Western Europe,

In this development imported manufactures will be

needed for many years, although in time, no doubt,

the Russians will be in a position to supply their

own needs. Russia is friendly to the United States;

it has no reason to be jealous of it, and in years

past has shown its regard in a very practical and

effective manner. This lack of political suspicion

or animosity should help the commercial relations

of the two countries, and as the reputation of Ameri-

can goods, especially in machinery and electrical

apparatus, is of the best, the outlook is a favorable

one, if prices, shipping charges and terms of credit

can be arranged satisfactorily.

"In spite of Russia's rapid rise in industries,"

writes Consul Monaghan of Chemnitz, "it will be

a long time before she will be able to supply more

than a very small percentage of her vast needs.

Even the enormous duties cannot keep foreign

goods out of her markets. Mariopol, on the Sea

of Azof, is an excellent field in which to sell ma-

chines and parts of machines. Here, too. is a good

opening for wire ropes, for machine couplers for

wire ropes, for shovels, furnace forks, mining ma-

chinery, etc. English goods are falling oft' because

they are too dear. Germany, favored by cheap

transportation expenses, supplies a large part of the

present demand. Enterprising concerns that go

early to Mariopol, in the heart of the mining coun-

try, are sure to reap a rich reward." The same

writer continues: "The opportunity offered in Rus-

sia is one of the very best in the world. All we

have to do is to adapt ourselves to the requirements

of the Russian people—not a very hard task—and a

very large share of her foreign trade will fall into

our hands. The conditions prevailing in the vast

empire could not be more favorable to our manu-

factures. No nation is so well equipped as we are

to supply Russia with the very best weapons with

which to work out her industrial and commercial

destiny."

In particular there is said to be a notable oppor-

tunity for the installation of electric lighting in the

port and canals of St. Petersburg, where loading

and unloading facilities are seriously curtailed and

the shipping trade of the port materially affected by

the absence of the electric light. To this and other

prospective trade throughout Russia the American

electrical man should be fully alive.
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Electrical Effects at the Export Expo-
sition.

With appropriELle ceremonies tlic Naiional Export
Exposition was opened in Philadclptiia on Septem-

ber 14th. In the absence of P. A. B. Widener, presi-

dent of the exposition, the first vice-president, W.
VV. Foulkrod, delivered the opening address, turn-

in}^ the exposition over to the governor of Penn-

sylvania. Director-general W. P. Wilson delivered

an address on the "Inception. Purpose, Plan and

Scope of the Exposition." "The purpose of this

exposition," said Director Wilson, "is to show the

foreign consumer what the American manufacturer

can make, and how cheaply and ho.v well he can

make it." Governor Stone made an address wel-

coming the visitors, accepting the exposition and

turning it over to the mayor of Philadelphia. Mayor
A^hbridgc accepted the exposition from the gov-

ernor, and then Congressman W. P. Hepburn of

Iowa, chairman ot the congressional committee on

interstate and foreign commerce, delivered the ora-

tion of the day. The benediction was pronounced

|)v Archbishop Ryan, and at its conclusion Presi-

dent McKinley's message, officially opening the ex-

position, was read.

Although still incomplete, the electrical decora-

lions and displays, both of a useful and ornamental

character, will form a very interesting feature of

the exposition. At night the interiors of the group

of buildings are brilliantly illuminated by a com-

bination of electrical systems, the power for which

is furnished partly from the power plant in the

exposition grounds and partly from local electrical

companies. Within the buildmgs are 400 arc lamps

of various kinds and designs. These, with a large

number of incandescent lamps, are supplemented

by the electrical displays connected with the nu-

merous exhibits, which, in one or two instances,

are of great beauty and brilliancy. The electrical

exhibits themselves are in no single instance 01

great magnitude, but in numbers and variety they

are intei'esting and important. They represent

rather those electrical contrivances which are unique

and useful and which are of service to the small

and local conveniences of life rather than great

and extensive operations.

At night the exterior of the buildings will be

ouilined^in an apparent blaze of electric light. The
main building will be especially brilliant. Upon its

roofs, at regular intervals, are high flagstafTs. from

which, during the day. flutter the colors of all na-

tions. The tops of these high poles, instead of

being decorated in the usual way by gilded balls.

arc ornamented by large opalescent globes, and in-

side of each of these is a 500 candle power incan-

descent light. The effect of this, showing nearly

200 lights illuminating the flags below, is very strik-

ing. "About the cornices of' the buildings, below

the flagstaffs. are strung over 2,000 16 candle power
incandescent lamps, making a line of fire which

extends entirely around the structures and marking
their outlines from a great distance. These elec-

trical effects from above form a fine fringe for the

broader illumination below. The outhnes of the

windows, extending from below the cornices almost

to the ground, are indicated by lines of incandescent

lamps.
The grounds themselves, about the group of ex-

hibition buildings, have a few electrical effects. The
facade of the main building is beautifully illumi-

nated. The arches below the great columns are

outlined by 60 incandescent lamps, and the pediment
above them, a representation of Commerce, 30 feet

long and 10 feet high, is illuminated by more than

100 lamps, bringing out on the darkest night all

of the beautiful effects of that ornamentation. High
above this is a splendid quadraga 16 feet high, bal-

anced on either side by groups 10 feet high, rep-

resenting Transportation and Navigation, all of the

splendid figures of which are accentuated in bold

relief by another arrangement of electric light.

The Grand Esplanade, in front of the entrance, is

illuminated by a system of gas lamps in large and
beautiful groups, and no electric light appears be-

yond the line of the cornices of the various build-

ings which skirt the sidewalk of the Esplanade
itself. But the faces of the buildings themselves
present a very brilliant effect from the numerous
varied and fantastic shapes into which designs have
been made by the use of small and many-colored
incandescent electric lamps.
The power for all of these electrical illuminations

is furnished by local companies and by the Expo-
sition company's own plant, as has been noted. The
Powelton Electrical company, a West Philadelphia
corporation, furnishes a part at 2,500 volts, and the
Callowhill street station of the Pennsylvania Heat,
Light and Power company furnishes a portion at

5.000 volts. This outside assistance is supplemented
by currents from the power house of the exhibition

"buildings, in which are three 75-kilowatt. iio-volt

and one lOO-kilowatt. 220-volt machine. There are

also upon the floor of the main building of the

exposition one 30-kilowatt, iio-volt machine, driven

by a gas engine, and a 50-kilowatt rotary trans-

former. The general effect of the electrical illumi-

niition at the exposition is very fine and has at-

iracted favorable comment. The situation of the

buildings themselves is somewhat unfavorable for

a fair view from any conspicuous point in the citv,

but at such point'; as they can be seen a.=; a v/holc

they present a brilliant appearance.

Municipal Lighting in Negaunee.

Not exactly satisfied with its municipal electric-

lighting plant, and to ascertain the exact cost ot

the service, the City Council of Negaunee, Mich.,
retained Pierce & Richardson of Chicago to make an
examination and report. Mr. R. E. Richardson did
the work, and made a report early in the month.
He shows that the plant, contrary to the general
supposition, had been operated at a loss.

Mr. Richardson begins by showing that there is

great difficulty in ascertaining facts in regard to the
water and lighting plants (which are operated from
the same station), because three sets of books arc
kept for them. One set is kept for each plant, and
in addition there is a set for the city department.
Mr. Richardson states (according to the Daily Min-
ing Journal of Marquette, from which this abstract
is quoted) that both plants arc operated in one
building., using the same fuel and supplies. It is

difficult to ascertain exactly what part of the fuel

and supplies each plant consumes, but it is Mr.
Richardson's opinion that the water account has
been loaded with charges that properly belong to
the electric-lighting account. He reports that in the
year 1897 to 1S9S the operating expense of the water
phmt was $4,497.44. with earnings of $7,392.19, giving
a balance of $2,894.75 "" favor of the plant.

In 1898-1S99 the operating expenses for the water
plant were $5,884.88, and the income was $6,970.29,
giving a balance for the plant of only $1,085.41^ Mr.
Richardson explains the discrepancy by stating that
in the year cited the electrical plant was installed-

In 1897-1S98 $2,000 was spent on water mains. In
1898-1899 only $648.60 was expended in the better-
ment of 'the plant, w-hile the only legitimate increase
in expenses,was the addition of $10 a month to the
salaries of two engineers.
In taking up the electric-lighting plant. Mr. Rich-

ardson takes the year from April. 1898. to April.

1899. as a basis for his investigations. The report
of the recorder for that period shows that the oper-
ating expenses of the plant were $3,919.02, compared
with $4,651.15 in receipts, giving a balance of

$732.13 in favor of the plant. Mr. Richardson says:
"This statement is apparently true as far as moneys
paid through orders from the recorder's office and
moneys received at the recorder's ofHce are con-
cerned, but It is by no means a statement as to the
cost per year of the plant to the city."

The cost of the plant to the city, as shown by
the electric-light books. March 15. 1898, is $11,692.82.

Mr. Richardson reports that this is not a true state-

ment, as he finds that in September, 1897, $1,000
was transferred from the city fund to the electric-

lighting fund. This procedure was repeated in De-
cember. 189S. when $2,000 was transferred. In ad-
dition, bills from Engineer McRae on account of
the lighting fund, which amounted to $662.75, were
charged to the city-tax fund. The total of these
amounts. $3,662.75, must be added to the cost of the
plant, which makes it $15,355.58 to date of April.

1898.

From 1898 to 1899, $836.44 was charged to con-
struction. Fifty per cent, of that amount should
have been charged to running expenses. Deducting
this amount from $4. 7;?.96, the total expense of the
plant for the year, April, 1898, to April, 1899, the
running expenses were $4,339.74- Allowing ten per
cent, for depreciation on the investment of $15,-

773.80, $1,577.38 has to be added to running ex-
penses for the year, making a total of $5,917.12.
This statement gives a deficit of $1,265.97. instead of
an earning. Mr. Richardson shows that when other
expenses, such as the increased cost of coal, are
considered, the city is paying $114.49 a year for
every arc light in use.

The author of the report estimates that up to April.

189Q, the plant cost the city $23,198.96. In the same
period the receipts were $6,524.43. He then takes
up the question of rates and unsparingly denounces
the system of flat rates now in use. He states that

the city will never be able to put the plant on a

paving basis unless meters are used, with a sliding
sale of discounts.
Mr. Richardson outlines a scheme of bookkeeping

which would keep the accounts of the two plants
distinct, and which should be adopted if the tax-
payers are going to know anything of what each
plant is doing. Only by changing the present sys-

tem can the affairs of the plants be put on a busi-
ness basis. . Mr. Richardson's summary of his report
is as follows:

A. That the electric-light plant ran behind $1,265.-

97. instead of making $732.13. as shown by the re-

port of April, 1899, for the fiscal year.

B. That a very considerable amount charged to

operating expense of the water plant was expense
which should have been charged to the electric-light

plant.

C. That the city plant can never be put on a paying-

basis until it raises its rates and increases its output.

D. That the actual cost per year for operating indi-

vidual plants cannot be known until meters are put
in and records kept.

E. That the cost of operating each arc lamp for

the last fiscal year was $106.49, ^.s figured from the

present records.

F. That the method of charging for lamps on a

flat basis is wrong from a commercial or business
standpoint, unless rates are put so high as to pro-
tect the station, which would make it very expensive
for the customer who does not waste his lights or
use them to anv great extent.

Dynamo and IVlotor Men Discuss Busi-
ness Relations.

Al the invitation of Messrs. H. H. Culler and
J. G. liickcox, respectively general manager and
secretary of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
company of Chicago, a meeting of representatives
of the dynamo and motor manufacturers of the
country was held al the" Grand Pacific Hotel. Chi-
cago, on the evening of September lylh. The gen-
tlemen present were entertained at dinner by the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing company, and
afterward adjourned to another room, where busi-

ness matters oi general interest were discussed.

Mr. Campbell Scott of the C. & C. company presided
and Mr. C. C. Warren of Sandusky, O., acted as
secretary. The discussion was very general in re-

lation to the recent advance in the price of raw
material and other matters of interest to the trade.

The list of those present, with the companies they
represented, is as follows:

Company. Town. Represented by

C. & C company New York
Warren Electric Manufac-
turing company Sandusky, C. C. Wairen.

Jas. Clark. Jr., & Co Louisvil'e. Ky.. . Jas. Clark.
E. G- Bernard & Co Troy. N.Y E. G. Bernard.
Keystone Electric company Erie, Pa 1. W. Leech.
Akron Electric compiny. .. Akron, O S. A. SaEue.
Belknap Motor company.. Portland. Me,.,. W. Pimiou.
Commercial Electric com-
pany Indianapolis. Ind. S. L. Hadley

Crocker-Wlieeler company New York C. H.Wilmerding
Eddy Electric Mdnufactur-
log company Windsor, Conn.. M. E. Baird.

Elwell-Parker Electric
company Cleveland. .... F. C. Phillips.

Ft. Wayne Electric com-
pany Ft. Wayne F. S. Huut'ng.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric
Brooklioe, Mass. E. R. Harding.

Milwaukee Electric corn-
Milwaukee Walter Gary.

Northern Electric Manu-
facturing company Madison, Wis. A. O. Fox.

Sieraeus & Halske Chicago C. S. Knight.
Triumph Electric compauy Cincinnati, J. C. Hobart.
Quaker City Electric com-
pany Philadelphia .... W. S. Jones.

WagnT Electric Manufac-
turing company St. Louis E. F. Abadie.

Chicago
ChicagoWestern Electric company C.B.Waite.

Sprague Electric company New York E. B. Kittle.

In addition, the following-named companies were
invited to send representatives, but did not do so:

Thresher Electric company, Dayton, O.; Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg; New England Motor company, Lowell, Mass.:
Eagle Electric Works, Peoria, 111.; Jenney Electric

company, Indianapolis; Connecticut Motor and Dy-
namo company, New York.
On September 20th another meeting, at which the

General Electric company was represented, was
held. It is said that no definite plan was adopted,
but a committee was appointed to call- a future
meeting.

New Form of Storage Battery Grid.

An iron grid for storage batteries that is espe-
cially adaptable for use on automobiles has re-

cently been invented by Mr. J. J. O'Connell, a Chi-
cago telephone engineer. The grid consists of a
cast or wrought-steel plate, treated with a lead coat-
ing, to prevent the acid from attacking the iron.

In the construction of the grid a one-eighth- inch
steel plate is placed between two one-sixteenth-inch
sheet-iead plates, and the three plates are then
punched lull of three-fourths-inch holes, spaced so
as to leave enough stock for strength. Lead bush-
ings are inserted in the holes and flanged over at

the ends, so as not to leave the steel exposed. The
whole grid is then tinned, .in order to prevent
electrolytic action between the iron and lead.

Active material is put into the receptacles of the
grid in the regular way. This combination gives
a grid that is especially suitable for automobile
work, as the plates are not as heavy as those made
out of lead or compositions, and, moreover, are
stronger and, it is claimed, will not buckle. The
inventor says that his plate will last as long as any
other plate on the market and is not expensive to
manufacture. The thickness of the plate is. of
course, arbitrary, but the same relation holds be-
tween the steel and lead, viz., the thickness of each
lead plate being one-half that of the steel.

Interesting Valuation Figures.

Some of the revised valuations of personal prop-
erty made by the Board of Review of Chicago are

as follows: Chicago Telephone company, $3,823,-

000: Chicago Edison company, $j, 500,000; Common-
wealth Electric company, $320,000; Chicago Sec-
tional Electric Underground company, $125,000; Os-
burn Electric Manufacturing company. $4,000;
Crocker-Wheeler Electric company (in Chicago),
$5,000; Cosmopolitan Electric company. $30,000;
C. E. Gregory company, $40,000; Western Electric

company, $2,000,000; Electric Appliance company,
$40,000; Mcintosh Battery and Optical company,
$10,000; General Electric company (in Chicago), $89,-

600: Central Electric company, $75,000; Morgan-
Gardner Electric company. $40,000: Cutler-Hainmer
Manufacturing company. $15,000,
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Newsfrom the Northwest.

[From the MtaQeip3lis correspoodent of the Western Elec-
trician.]

The Douglas Count}' Telephone company of Su-

perior. Wis., recently had several trunk lines struck

by lightning, which burned out a large number of

instruments. Repairs were made at once.

The Fargo (N. D.) telephone exchange has over

7C0 instruments in use. This is said to be the great-

est number in proportion to population of any town

in the country.

The Baraboo (Wis.) Telephone company has

completed connections with Sauk Citj- and Prairie
'

du Sac, where it connects with the Troy-Honey
Creek company for points between Prairie du Sac

and Spring Green.

The Crookston (Minn.) telephone exchange has

nearly 200 instruments in use.

A new telephone sw-itchboard has been installed

at St. James, Minn.
The new Hutchinson (Minn.) Telephone <;om-

pany expects to make an addition to its switch-

board soon. It has nearly 100 instruments con-

nected.

The People's Telephone company of Superior,

^Vis.. announces it has made arrangements for con-

nections with Minneapolis.

The council of Appleton, Wis., has granted a

franchise for a local telephone exchaage to Messrs.

Ferdinand and Crosswell and for a toll and local

system to the Chicago and Lake Superior Telephone
company.
The new telephone exchange at Edgerton, Wis.,

is about read}- for operation.

The Southern Minnesota Telephone company is

about to install a local telephone exchange at Red-
wood Falls, Minn.
The Greene and AVeston Telephone company has

nearly reached Shakopee, Minn., with its wires on
the waj- to Minneapolis.

Dennis Ward is about to install a telephone ex-

change in Zumbrota, Minn.
-A.n eftort will be made to establish a local tele-

phone exchange at Olivia. Minn.
The Zenith Telephone company of Duluth, Minn.,

will put in a temporary- submarine telephone cable

between Duluth and W'est Superior, for the benefit

of the grain interest. The company was disap-

pointed in the delivery of the regular cable.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
in Minneapolis has discontinued diplomatic rela-

tions with the Druggists' association. The latter

held a meeting and invited the company to have a

representative present. Instead of a representative,

there was a letter from General Manager Wainman,
stating that he felt he had been treated discourteously

b}" the association and had been misrepresented.

He therefore declined to have anj* further dealings

with the association.

- A local telephone exchange will soon be in order

at Appleton, ilinn.

The 'Western Electric Telephone company is push-
ing work on a line from Chamberlain, S. D., to

Heron Lake, Minn.
The Mississippi A^alley Telephone company claims

to have 4.800 subscribers in Minneapolis, and ex-

pects to have instruments connected for all by Jan-

uary 1st. The company's franchise requires that it

have i.2(X) connections 'oy October 25th. but it ex-

pects to have that many in operation a month prior

to • that date.

The Winona (Minn.) Telephone company has
secured new quarters for its central ofhce.

The Duluth Telephone company- expects to have
toll-line connection with Ashland, Wis., from Du-
luth, Minn., by October ist.

The Dakota Central Telephone company will ex-
tend its wires from Sisseton, S. D., to Bossko
and Veblen.
There is a proposition on foot to run a telephone

line from Sogn. Minn., to Kenyon.
The Wisconsin Telephone company, which w-as

.^topped from extending its system in Sheboygan.
Wis., without a franchise there, has now applied

to the council for that permission.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company is

about to apply for a toll-line franchise in Duluth,
Minn., and proposes a line from the Twin Cities.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has put in a metallic line between Albert Lea and
.\lden, Minn.
H. O. Larson of Chicago has taken charge of

the telephone exchange at Manchestei, la.

The ilutual Telephone company of Des Moines,
la., has been sued by Mrs. Mary C. Roche, as ad-
ministratri.x for the estate of John I. McDonald,
asking Sio.ooo damages for the death of ilr. Mc-
Donald, alleged to have been caused by a shock
receiA-ed from a fallen wire of the company.
The Home Telephone company of Oskaloosa.

la., has nearly 500 subscribers, and is about to put
in a new cable and other improvements at a cost
of $3,000
The Iowa Telephone company- is building a line

from Clinton to DeWitt, la.

Sanborn. la., votes October 2d on granting a
franchise for a telephone exchange.

Missouri and Kansas Company Doubles
Its Stock.

The Missouri and Kansas Telephone company
(Bell) has doubled its capital stock, the amount be-
ing now $2,500,000. New bonds to the amount
of $1,250,000 w'ill also be issued. The company
expects to extend its toll-line service and bury its

wires in Kansas City with the additional capital.

The Topeka State Journal gives a lively account
of the company's operations. "John R. Mulvane,
who is president of the company," it says, "went
down to Kansas City yesterday- [September 12th]
to attend what was said to be a special meeting of
the stockholders of the con^pany. As a matter of
fact, the meeting was attended bj- Mr. Mulvane,
General Attorney Frank F. Rozzelle and si.x other
directors. Each director had with him a large num-
ber of 'proxies' of other stockholders, so that there
was 97 per cent, of the stock of the company repre-
sented at the meeting.

"It was all very simple, as the plan had been
agreed upon beforehand, and the action of the eight
directors was only a formal matter, Mr. Mulvane
did the presiding, Mr. Rozzelle did the steering, and
the other six did the voting.

"It is claimed that none of the additional capital

slock will be offered for sale at present, .\bout
half of the authorized issue of $1,250,000 of bonds
'will be issued in the immediate future. The com-
pany has put up about i.ooo miles of poles and 5.0C0
m.iles of wire during the past year, and in the next
year or so it will extend its lines down through the
Indian Territor\-.

'Tt is said that the Missouri and Kansas Telephone
company began business 20 A-ears ago with a cash
outlay of S15.000. That was when telephone ap-
paratus was high. Its present capital stock of

$2,500,000 represents the profits of the company dur-
ing that time and the water that has been put into it.

Appearances would indicate that it had got along
fsirh' well to have made this increase in addition
to the dividends that have been declared. That there
is money in the telephone business is proven by the
fact of the .ereat number of exchanges which have
been established by Independent companies in Kan-
sas w-ithin the past two or three years."

Government Telephone Extensions in

England.

In his recent annual report the postmaster-general
of England states that the reduction in the charges
for postoffice telephone-exchange w'ires and for

short lines of private wire, which was made in Oc-
tober, 1S97. has continued to lead to an increased
demand for these facilities, the revenue for the year
from this source being £142.600. against ii30,ioo in

the previous year. The number of postoffices open
for trunk-telephone business on March 31st last

was 2S6. an increase of 22 in the year. Out of the
sum of £2,300,000 authorized by Parliament for the

purchase and development of the trunk system, the

expenditure up to March 31, 1809, may be put down
approximately at fi.354.241. The expenditure dur-
ing the year was £153.237. During the year the

trunk system was extended to ^Bradford (Wilts).

'^Buckie. *Cirencester. *Coldstream. Cowbridge.
'^Dunoon. *Hereford. *Huntingdon. "Market Har-
borough. *Nairn, *Newmarket. *North Berwick.
Penzance. ^Peterborouarh, *Rothesay, St. Austell.

*Sali5bur\-, ^Stamford. Truro. Waterford, Wexford.
*Weybridge. In the case of the towns marked with
an asterisk the extension has been carried out under
guarantee from the National Telephone company.
I he total number of trunk-wire transactions during
the year w-as 7,o66.'o6q. or. reckoning each transaction

as invohing at least two spoken messages, a total

immber of 14.T32.138 messages (an increase of 19.7

per cent, t^ver the preceding 3-ear). The revenue was
£167.505 (an increase of 25 per cent."), and the av-

erage value of each transaction was 5.68d.. as against
5.45d.for the previous year. Postoffice telephone ex-
changes were ooened durinsr the vear at Cowbridge.
Fenidale. Forth, Tonyrefail and Treherbert. each
exchange being placed in connection with the trunk
system.

Telephones in France.
All telephone as well as telegraph lines in France

are owned and operated by the government. There
are 112 tow-ns outside of Paris supplied with tele-

phones, with an aggregate population of 6.000.000.

and yet onh^ iS.ooo subscribers, one for each 300 in-

habitants. More than one-half the subscribers in the
entire country- are in Paris, or 9.600—one telephone
for each 253 citizens. Switzerland, with one-tenth the
population of France, has 225 suburban stations,

with 20,500 subscribers. In France the subscriber
must bear the expense of putting in the line, about
three cents a j'ard, and then buy the entire outfit,

at a cost of about $25. He pays in Marseilles an
annual rental of $40. At present it is proposed to
put in metallic circuits and require the subscriber
to meet this expense. As m'ght be expected, there
is much complaint in France, both of the expense
and the unsatisfactory operation of the system.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
-\tlorney C. J. Spellman of Kansas City is suing

the Missouri and Kansas Telephone company for
.$2,000. He demanded that it should furnish hira
with telephone service at $36 a year, according to
an old ordinance, and the company refused.

It is said that the Mutual Telephone company,
which has been doing business in Logansport, Ind.]
for several years, is about to abandon the field. In-
adetiuate support is assigned as a reason for quitting,
the low rate established at the inception of the under-
taking having proved to be insufficient to maintain
the service.

The total assessment of the telegraph and tele-
phone companies of the state of Iowa as agreed
upon by the Iowa Executive Council aggregates
$1,208,836. Of this amount $221,565 is the assessable
valuation of the Iowa Telephone company, with
headquarters in Davenport; S16.150 that of the
.\merican Telegraph and Telephone company of
New- York.

The time allowed the Cumberland Telephone
company by the City Council of Paris, Tenn., to
remove its property in that place has expired. The
council met on July 14th and repealed an act grant-
mg the telephone company a fianchise upon the
ground that it charged too much, and giving it

until August 14th to remove its property, but the
company has shown no disposition to comply, and
is extending its business whereAer it can, and as-
sures the people of Paris that it is there to stav.
If both council and company remain firm the
chances are good for a costly and protracted liti-

gation.

Fair promises by the Bell people are not confined
to the East or Middle West. Thus, the Rocky
Mountain Bell Telephone company says that the
new building in Boise. Idaho, is contracted to be
finished by October 15th. The company will then.
It says, inaugurate the proposed impr'ovments in
the Boise service w-ith a reduction of rates. New
mstruments will be put in for subscribers and all
nistruments used in the exchange will be of the long-
distance stv-le. both business and residence. It "is
promised that the latest improved apparatus known
to the telephone business is to be used in this
system throughout.

The Chicago Telephone company appears to be
making an extra effort to extend its out-of-town
business by making low rates, and appears to have
succeeded in enlisting the farmers as construction
hantis. The Elgin News states that the cc.mnanv is
raakmg arrangements to extend its Plainfield ser\'-
ice out among the farmers, and alreadv to of the
farmers south of that place have subscribed. The
rental for the farmers, on a si.x-oarti- line, is S12
a vear. In addition to this, the farmers haul the
poles out on the line and set them, haul the wire,
pud the telephone company's men come and string
the w-ire and place the instruments.

Long-distance Service of the Bell
Company.

The .American Telephone and Telea-raph com-
pany has completed its lines into St. Paul. This
practically completes the long-distance telephone
connections to northw-estern citifs. and connec-
tion may be had as far west as Grand Forks and
T^mestowr. N. D. The company has slso com-
pleted its lines from Memnhis to Little Rock, and
communication may now be had w-ith that point.
n"d throuf'h the comoletion of this line with manv
of the princ;oal tow-ns and cities in Texas .-md
Arkansas. The comnany has comoleted its line
from Huntsvi'Ie to 'Montgomen.-. Ala., and it is
now constructing a line from Montgomerv to New
Orleans, which will be extended westward to Hous-
ton. Tex., where connection -nill be made with
Galveston.
This company, according to the Chicago Tribune,

has expended more than S3.000.000 during the
present year in extensions which connect its
main lines with many of the smaller towns and
villages through the countrv east of the Mis-
sissippi River. Other work is under wav or in
contemplation ivhich will oracticallv srridiron the
^oiith and which will make it possible for oeoole
ir Chicago to get into telephonic communication
with cities in the southern states as n-ell as they
"•"w- can with the eastern and New Eneland states.
The recent increase in caoital stock of the com-
pany was made necessarv by the extensions to the
present lire and the buildins of new lines in the
territorv in which it operates. Officers of the
company say there is no nrobability of any com-
bination betw-cen it and the many rival concerns
"hicli are springing up throughout the countrj-.
They affect to believe that it would take
years for any new concern to occupy the field
and to take away any appreciable amount of its

business.

Long-distance telephone connection between
Chicago and Dallas, 'Tex., has been made.

C. R. McDowell of Louisville and B. T. Woods
of Perryville have incorporated the Boyle Citizens'
Telephone company, to operate in Boyle and ad-
jacent counties in Kentucky. The capital stock
is $2,200.
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Power of City to Regulate Location of
Teleplione Poles.

In Uic case ul llic city of Marshfield, Wis., against

Telephone company, tlie Supreme Court of Wiscon-
sin says that the city does not own and cannot alien

its streets. It cannot rightfully authorize obstruc-

tions therein without legislative authority. Its duties

and obligations with respect thereto are defined in

its charter.

The general law, the court goes on to say, grants

powers and privileges to persons or corporations

like the defendant company, to be exercised by mu-
nicipal consent or subject to municipal limitations.

Section 177S of the Revised Statutes of the state.

of iSgS, as heretofore interpreted^ authorizes the use

of the highways of the state by such corporations,

by their poles and wires, provided they are so set

a;- not to obstruct or incommode the public use

thereof. But this section, it was conceded, does not

deprive cities of their power of police control over

the manner in which such work shall be done, and
they may adopt, by ordinance, all reasonable regu-

lations for the location and use of telephone poles

and wires in the streets.

In the exercise of this power not only may mu-
nicipal corporations make all reasonable regula-

tions for the location and use of electric wires in

the streets and require all reasonable safeguards

for the same, but, the Supreme Court now holds,

the city authorities may go so far as to prohibit the

encumbering by telephone poles of certain streets,

in the exercise of a reasonable discretion. Such right,

it thinks, necessarily follows, from the grant of the

power to regulate. And it maintains that it is also

implied from the fact that the dominant purpose of

a street is for public passage, and that any appropria-

tion of it by a legislative sanction to other objects

must be deemed to be in subordination to this use,

unless a contrary intent is clearly expressed.

Moreover, a provision in a city's charter that no
obstruction shall be placed in its streets without a

written permit by the Board of Public Works, which

shall have the power to determine the time and

manner of using the streets for placing and main-

taining electric lights, telegraph and telephone poles,

subject to appeal to the Common Council, the court

holds, gives to the board ample power to exercise

control 6ver the streets of the city, subject to ap-

peal to the council. Whether it gives the board

power to totally prohibit the encumbering of the

streets of the city by telephone poles, it does not

deem, it neces,sary to decide in this case.

The fact that the Common Council had adopted no

ordinances, or the Board of Public Works had passed

no regulations, in relation to pole setting, the court

declares, afforded no justification for a threat to

go ahead setting poles. It says that before the board

could act intelligently, it was necessary for it to

know something about the desires and intentions

of persons desiring to use the streets. When the

situation had sufficiently developed so that the board

could act understandingly, it would become its duty

so act. and to act reasonably. It was likewise

incumbent upon the telephone company to make

its purposes and wishes know-n to the board, and

to give the board a reasonable time to take action.

The company, it holds, had no right to enter irpon

the streets of the city, even though no prohibitory

ordinance had been passed, and occupy them as it

pleased, and set up poles that were obstructions at

v,'ill. Its right to go upon the streets with its struc-

tures was limited by the charter provisions men-

tioned, and until it had complied with the require-

ments, the court insists, it was without legal justifi-

cation.

In other words, the court holds that before the

company could occiipy any of the streets, applica-

tion should be made to the Board of Public Works
and a reasonable time given for that body to act.

.A.nd it is of the opinion that the board would have

an undoubted right, in the exercise of a reasonable

discretion, to prohibit the encumbering of the main
business street of a city with wires and poles.

The discretion of the Board of Public Works, the

court adds, can be controlled by the council on ap-

peal, though it is not within the power of the coun-

cil to determine the time when or the manner in

which a telephone company may set up its line, ex-

cept in the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction over

the board.

In the exercise of its powers, the council may con-

sider that the rights of the company, under the gen-

eral law, are in subordination to the police powers
vested in the city authorities, and may adopt all

reasonable regulations necessary to prevent its

streets from being obstructed or encumbered. If

it acts contrary to the law, no doubt, the court says,

an ample remedy exists.

Kansas Notes.

The Sabetha Telephone coinpany is building a

line to a large number of farmers in the country
around Sabetha.

The Concordia Telephone company has gained
about T~, subscribers since it changed its plant from
the automatic to a manual system, and it is still on
the increase. It is now building toll lines to the
neighboring towns.

The Telephone Conflict.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune at
Indianapolis gives a rather interesting sketch of
the telephone development of the Independents.
He claims that the Indiana city is the center of the
movement and states that the history of the Inde-
pendent telephone movement began live years ago
at Fort Smith, Ark., according to the best informa-
tion of men interested in the telephone business.
"The second Independent telephone company," he
adds, "is claimed by Lafayette, Ind. In the last

three years the upspringing of Independent tele-

phone companies has been rapid and widespread,
particularly in Indiana, Illinois and Ohio. Inde-
pendent exchanges have been establish»d in much
smaller towns than the Bell company has entered,
and the reason is that the Independent companies
are formed by home capital, and have the encour-
agement of almost every inhabitant of every town.
The Bell, company has not been inactive during
the growth of the Independent telephone system,
rnd it has been energetically extending its lines

to compete with the Independent companies. The
Independent companies have reduced telephone
rates and the Bell company has met the reductions.
The struggle betvveen the old Bell company and
the new Independent companies is fierce. All sorts
of charges are being made on both sides in an
effort to gain the sympathy of the people. It is

natural that the people should sympathize with
industries originated in the home town or city,

and the Independent companies have had that ad-
vantage, but the Bell company has the equally
great ad\antagc of having been established for
years. Independent telephone n:en do not expect
that they will be able to 'run the Bell out of the busi-
ness.' They believe that when the Independent
system extends from New York to San Francisco
and from Canada to the Gulf, as does the Bell sys-

tem, telephone conditions will balance themselves,
and the two great systems will settle down and
work for business with the equanimity of the two
telegraph companies. That time is some years
away, however, and now a fight is necessary. The
Independent companies assert that the Bell com-
pany is giving telephone service free in many towns
for the purpose of holding its patronage, and that

it has cut rates far below the Independent prices.

This is denied by the Bell company, and it, in its

turn, shows an inclination to say sarcastic things

about the 'young person' and its attempts to be-
come a real competitor of the old and established
Bell company."

Long-distance Lines in Arizona.

It is the intention of the Sunset Telephone com-
pany to commence work immediately on a long-
distance telephone line in Arizona, which will con-
nect Tucson, PhcEnix, Prescott and Jerome and a

number of towns en route. Work will be begun at

three separate construction camps. One party will

work north froin Phoenix and one east from Mesa
and Florence. The third will commence operations
at Tucson and work north to meet the line started

east from Phoenix. It is estimated that the line

will be built between Tucson and Prescott by Jan-
uary 1st. When it is completed it will be extended
south to Naco, near the Mexican line, and perhaps
farther. Another line ultimately will be extended
to Globe. Those who have the matter in charge
say that it will not be long before the line is ex-
tended from Jerome at the northern terminus into

California.

PERSONAL.
Mr, W. H. Adkins, manager for the Southern

Bell Telephone company at .Augusta, Ga., has been
promoted to be special agent, with headquarters in

Atlanta. 1

President P. C. Burns of the American Electric

Telephone company of Chicago visited New York
last week. Mr. Burns has recently greatly increased
his factory facilities and is a very busy man; but
he needed rest and allowed himself a vacation of

a week or so. Mr. Burns made a trip into Canada
and came down through Boston, New York and
Philadelphia.

General Manager Henry Shafer of the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Manufacturing company of Chi-
cago has been on an extended trip throughout the

East. Mr. Shafer was partly on business and partly

on pleasure bent. He seized the opportunity while
in the East of enjoying the Phillips clainbake at

Providence, and also spent some time in Boston,
thence dropping down to ha\'e a glimpse of New-
port. He appeared in New York on Wednesday
of last week and afterward went West, stopping at

a number of points. As is now pretty generally

known, Mr. Shafer was not long ago formally ap-
pointed to the general managership of the Strom-
berg-Carlson company. For a year or so he had
practically held this position and his formal ap-
pointment was simply a public confirmation of the

appreciation of his services and the confidence in

which he is held by Messrs. Stromberg and Carl-
son. The company was never in a more prosper-
ous condition than at the present time, and this

state of affairs is largely due to the harmony in

executive matters that has always existed between
Messrs. Stromberg, Carlson and Shafer.

Vandalism in Indianapolis.

Twice during the last month, according to a
local paper, someone has entered the plant of the
New rclcphone company in Indianapolis with the
evident intenti'in of damaging the lines or building,
and last week linemen found in the alley east of
Alabama, and between Sixteenth and Seventeenth
streets, the cause of trouble which they had tried
for a week to locate. Someone, thought to be con-
nected with those who have forced entrance to the
company's building, had evidently shot holes in

the lead cables, thus destroying the service of lele-

pliones on that circuit. Two sections of the cable
were taken to the police station. The holes had
every appearance of having been made with a rifle

or large-caliber revolver. Mr. Gates and the de-
tectives put on the case say they have as yet no
clew to the persons doing the work.
What is believed to be another attempt at de-

struction of the company's property was a fire that
was started in an open space between two of its

buildings. The space is filled with barrels contain-
ing pipe and others filled with shavings, excelsior
and other light inaterials. The fire was discovered
by Frederick Ernst, the night watchman, while mak-
ing his rounds, and the alarm turned in from the
exchange. Before the fire department arrived, how-
ever, members of the Marion Club had the flames
under control. So well did they do their work that
the services of the fire department were not needed.
The damage was but slight, but it led to an announce-
ment by Harry B. Gates, secretary of the company,
that $500 reward would be paid for information lead-
ing to the arrest and conviction of the person or
persons harassing it.

Absolution by Telephone.
[From the Chicago Tribune.]

A curious instance of the modern tendency of
the Roman Catholic Church to keep abreast of the
age may be found in a theological treatise just pub-
lished in London, entitled "The Sacraments Ex-
plained According to the Teaching and Doctrine
of the Catholic Church." The author is the Rev.'
Arthur Devine. Passionist, a recognized authority
on orthodox Catholic theology. He says it has
not yet been officially decided by the pope whether
or not confession can be heard and absolution given
by telephone, but he is inclined to believe such ac-
tion would be valid under certain circumstances. It
is one of the requirements of valid confession and
absolution that there should be "a moral presence
of the penitent with the confessor." A written con-
fession sent to an absent priest is not valid, but
Father Devine says that "a priest might give ab-
solution by telephone, under condition, to a person
taken suddenly ill, so as to be in imminent danger
of death, and when he cannot possibly reach the
place where the person is," in which case "the peni-
tent and confessor may be truly said to be convers-
ing together, and consequently to be morally pres-
ent to each other." The idea of grafting a venerable
rite upon the most modern of inventions will have
a curious interest for Protestants as w-ell as for Cath-
olics.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The' Inland Telephone company will install a new-

plant at Lewiston, Idaho.

.\- sufficient number of subscribers has been se-
cured for telephones to insure a local line to Astoria,
Ore., from Warrenton. The line will be built as
soon as possible.

The Oregon Telephone company will soon have
its line completed between Myrtle Point and Rose-
burg. For the entire distance between Bandon and
Myrtle Point the line will be rebuilt.

The Independent telephone line between Syra-
cuse and Nebraska City, Neb., is completed and
ready for operation. The Telephone Exchange and
Construction company is the proprietor.

The Butte County Electric Light and Power com-
pany proposes to put in active operation a complete
telephone system to compete with the Sunset Tele-
phone company in the territory reached by its

lines from Redding to Sacramento, Cal.

President G. Y. Wallace of the Rocky Mountain
Bell Telephone company is back in Salt Lake from
a trip to Montana. He says that the work on the
Idaho Falls-Butte line is retarded by the slowness
in setting the poles. It will probably'be a month be-
fore the line is completed, but when the connection
is made a man in Salt Lake can talk to a person
in Portland or any of the coast cities.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Eastern Electrical Construction company

has secured the contract for erecting the plant of
the Montour and Columbia (Pa.) Telephone com-
pany.

The Texas Arm and Pin company of Beaumont,
Tex., manufactures long-leaf yellow-pine cross-arms,
space blocks, oak and hardwood lum'oer pins and
brackets. A specialty is made of the Dewey arm.
The company claims to be the largest manufac-
turer of these goods in the South, the factories of
the firm having a capacity of 10,000 arms a day.
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General Electric Subway Transformers.

Owing to the great extension of underground

line conductors in cities it has become necessary

to employ transformers, not only weatherproof but

waterproof. The General Electric company clanns

to have been the first to attack the problem of

manufacturing a transformer that would not be

damaged by water, even though completely sub-

merged, as sometimes occurs in a manhole. A
complete line of "watertight" or "subway" trans-

formers of sizes from five kilowatts to 30 kilo-

watts inclusive was developed. This apparatus is

said to have the high efficiency and superior quali-

ties of the company's well-known type H trans-

former.
As an indication of the favor with which this

particular production of the General Electric com-
pany is viewed, mention is made of a contract

which the company recently closed with a large

lighting company. Having decided to replace 24,-

000 lights' capacity of pole transformers, this com-
pany contracted with the General Electric company
to supply the necessary capacity of subway trans-

formers of sizes from 10 to 30 kilowatts.

The transformers are of the standard t3-pe H
construction, with exception of the case, which is

oval in horizontal section, with lifting lugs on the

sides, so arranged that they will not interfere with

the sides of manholes when being placed in posi-

tion.

The arrangement for carrying the cables into the

Electric Fog Horn.
One of the latest applications of electricity to

marine devices is the electric foghorn. So long as

men go down to the sea in ships, their greatest

peril will be in the fog-hidden coast. Sound is the

only known method of warning mariners under
such circumstances, and many are the noisy devices

in use for that purpose. The great drawback to the

general use of steam fog-whistles is their cost. It

]S not surprising, therefore, that the marine author-
ities of the United States and Canada have been
watching the development of cheap motive power
with a keen interest. The practical utilization of

the naphtha motor in this connection is said to be

due to the inventive genius of Mr. Trudeau, an
electrical engineer of Ottawa, Ont. In his work-
shop he has already in working order an electric

fog-alarm, which will, in all probability, be the

model generally adopted in the United States, as

well as in Canada. The mechanism has been pat-

ented in Canada, but as the American patent is yet

in abeyance, a general description only is available.

A naphtha engine supplies the motive power to

a dynamo that furnishes the electric current, by
means of which three pairs of electromagnets op-

erate half a dozen clappers that strike against a

large gong with a frequency of about 36,000 strokes

a minute, producing an almost continuous sound.

Its eftectiveness is enhanced by a mechanism some-
v.-hat on the principle of a megaphone, by means
o) which the sound is not only intensified, but
thrown in the required direction. A model of the

Trudeau electric fog-alarm was not long ago tested

at Ottawa, and although it was comparatively a

tiny afifair, its sound w^as easily heard a distance ol

Fig. I. Fig, 2,

GENERAL ELECTRIC SUBWAY TRANSFORMERS.

case is an interesting feature ol the transformer.

The lead-covered cable is passed through a metal

•bushing, and a plumber's wiped joint made, after

which the bushing is drawn tight against a faced

seat by a nut on the inside of the iransformer. a

special wrench being furnished for this operation.

The cover is held in place by a number of bolts,

the surfaces of box and cover are machined, and
a specially prepared elastic packing is used to ex-

clude all moisture.
Referring to the illustrations, Fig. I shows a 10-

kilowatt subway transformer, with cover removed;
Fig. 2 is a diagram of two 30-kilowatt transformers.

as located in a manhole.
The number of bolts for clamping down the cover

indicates that the point of an absolutely watertight

joint has been most carefully considered. In the

cover is shown a short pipe, to which is attached

another pipe long enough to reach above the high-

water mark of the manhole. This serves as a vent

to allow expansion of the oil from heat and also

to prevent explosion in case of the formation of

dangerous gases inside the transformer.

tvi'o miles. The sound of the completed machine
will be easily distinguishable at a distance of 15

miles. It is intended to forward the machine to

the British Columbia coast, where it will be installed

and put in operation at once.

C
the

Westinghouse-Walker Affairs.

A dispatch to the Chicago Inter Ocean from
Cleveland, O., under date of September 15th. reads

as follows:

V bill of complaint was entered in the United Slates Circuit
purt to-day bv the Standard Trust company of New York against

tne Walker company. It sets forth that ihe latter company on
December 20, 1898, issued 51.175,000 worth of -'second-mortgaEft

5 per cent.. 30-year gold bond'*, with interest due semi-dnnnally
from July i. i8q8, and secured by a morlgape on the company's
properly in cieveland and New Haven." It is stated that on
January i. 1899, there became due on the bonds S29.375 interesi,

anH it is aUeged that ihe interest has not been paid.

The petitioner expresses the belief that the company is in-

solvent and unable to pay its debts, and the court is requested to

appoint a receiver or receivers with power to carry on the busi-

ness under the court's control. It is also requested that the

mortgage may be adiud3ed a lien on the property, and that, if

necessary, a foreclosure may be made and a sale of the property

ordered.

As was Stated in the issues of the Western Elec-

trician under dates of September 24 and October
I. 1898, the Walker company was virtually consoli-

dated with the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company last September. The Walker
company still retained its corporate identity, how-
ever, and it is said that this action has been taken

to wind up the affairs and business of the old

Walker company in order that the plant may
be operated under full control of the Westinghouse
company.

Barron Bridle-ring Insulators.

Bridle-ring insulators, designed for carrying

groups of insulated wires to and along the walls of

buildings and distributing them to subscribers'

offices, are being placed on the

market by the manufacturers,

James S. Barron &. Co., 24-30

Hudson sti eet. New York,
These insulators are made of

the best quality of drop-forged
iron and are heavily enameled.
The cut represents the ring ap-
proximately half size. It is

claimed that new wires can be
inserted and old wires re-

moved readilj' from these in-

sulators and without injury.

The rings can be screwed into

the most difficult places with
the hand, and when desired
can be unscrewed and used
again for other work. Being
strongly made, the manufac-
turers claim that they will last

indefinitely. A small-sized en-
amel insulated screw-eye is

also manufactured by James S.

Barron & Co., which has a five-eighths-inch eye,

but no opening at the top.

Why American Apparatus is Preferred.
[From the London Electrical Review.]

A statement has been made elsewhere that the
Japanese prefer American to British electrical ap-
paratus. The reason given is that Americans exe-
cute their orders more promptly than do European
firms, and also that the goods supplied are found
superior. If there is any justification for the latter

statement, it is quite time the matter was investigated
more closely, so far as it concerns English manufac-
turers, for if we fail to retain our reputation gained
of old for superiority, it will be a poor lookout for
our future trade abroad.

Water-power Electrical Plants in the
United States.'

By B. C. Washington, Jr.

For many centuries man has patiently and ear-

nestly sought to control the vast powers of nature,

so that they shall do his bidding. Human genius
has triumphed, and now on the eve of the twentieth
century an enlightened world gazes in wonder and
admiration .while Americans harness the power of

their greatest rivers, convert this power into elec-

tricity and transmit it with commercial success to

distant mining or manufacturing centers.

The application of water as a power for driving
mechanical devices is supposed to have been at-

tempted in Rome, about the time of Augustus, 63
B. C. to A. D. 14. During the succeeding centuries
various machines have been originated for the utili-

zation of water power, and recent years have wit-

nessed a most rapid and wonderful progress in their

development. The old power-wasting water-wheels
of various types have been superseded by turbines
for ordinary heads of water and wheels of the
Pelton and impulse types for extraordinary heads.
The first transmission of electrical power for in-

dustrial purposes was accornplished in 1878, at Ser-
maize, a short distance from Paris, France. The
dynamos in this instance were driven by steam en-
gines. Shortly after this demonstration of the prac-
ticability of the transmission of electricity followed
the application of water-wheels for driving dyna-
mos.

In the United States there are now nearly 500
electric plants operated by water power or water
power and steam combined. Notwithstanding this,

there are many hundreds of fine water powers totally

undeveloped, or only partially developed, which
would yield handsome returns on the cost of im-
proving them and utilizing their power for the gen-
eration of electricity. Some are more favorably
situated than others, but nearly all of them of any
commercial importance can be developed.
The immense advantages of electrical develop-

ment are its cheapness, the flexibility and divisi-

bility of the power and the ease with which it can
be transmitted from ihe point of generation to the
point of utilization.

As a power producer the stream must be rea-
sonably steady in the quantity of its discharge.
This can be readily determined by pursuing the
accurate methods employed in stream measurements
by the government hydrographers.
Having ascertained the fall and the quantity of

discharge, the amount of power that is available
is readily determined. The next problem is the
disposition to be made of the power when it is

developed. This is often known in advance, but
in some cases the power owners are confronted
with many difficulties. The location of the power
may not be suitable for a manufacturing site, and
should it be desirable to transmit the power to
manufacturing centers, existing power and light
companies may own franchises which give them
exclusive control of the territory. It is not always
an easy matter to induce manufacturers owning ex-
pensive steam plants to discard them and substi-
tute electricity, although they know it to be cheaper,
more reliable, cleaner and generally safer than
steam.
The problem of water-power development is, as

a matter of course, one of dollars and cents, and
the main question is. Will the income be sufficient
to pay a reasonable per cent, on the investment,
over and above general and operating expenses,
"^-es. maintenance and repairs and depreciation?
This question is referred properly to the engineers
in_ charge of the prospective development. The
development naturally divides itself between the
expert In hydraulics and the expert in electricity.

To these experts it remains to solve all the varied
and sometimes exceedingly difficult problems that
are presented. The machinery for these plants must
be constructed to suit the conditions imposed, and
the conditions are the unknown quantities which
enter, the equations and are only solved by expe-
rienced engineers. The up-to-date manufacturers of
water-wheels and electrical apparatus employ the
best of engineering talent, and this talent is at the
disposal of those contemplating the construction
of water-power electric plants. Upon the engineers
devolves the selection of the site for the dam and
power house, and the preparation of plans and
specifications for their building and equipment.
The kind of dam and its location depend largely on
the character of the stream, the shape and geologi-
cal structure of its sides and bottom, and also the
topographic features above and below the pros-
pective site. Of course, dams are constructed to
withstand extraordinary freshets and injury from
ice and floating debris of all kinds, and of a' height
that wall not cause disastrous results to surrounding
property from overflow or backwater. Proper pro-
tection is afforded canals, waterways and penstocks
leading to the power house, and ample provision
made to keep sand and other detritus from entering
the water-wheels. Local conditions are also im-
portant factors in the selection of the site for the
power house. When practicable, it is located as
rear as possible to the source of power, so that
the expense for canals, flumes and penstocks will
be reduced to a minimum .

I. Abstract of paper read before the Franklin Institute. Phila-
pelphia, June 10, 1899.

I
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Tlic plan of the power house depends largely

upon the style of water-wheel used and the method
adopted for delivering the water to the wheels and

carrying away the discharge water, the connections

between the water-wheels and generators, and

whether the plant has additional or reserve steam

power. The building and foundations for wheels

and generators must meet every re(|uirement of

strength and solidity. The entire construction must

also be fireproof. No power house is complete

without a traveling crane.

Recent construction shows a very commendable

desire on the part of engineers to standardize the

building plans and machinery as far as practicable.

The location of switchboards, transformers and out-

going wires is matter of detail for the engineers

to decide. Currents of high voltage reciuire ex-

traordinary care in the placing and insulation of

transmission wires.

There are at present two styles of water-wheels

in general use in the United States for dynamo
driving, viz., turbines and impulse wheels. As a

rule, the use of turbines of the vertical and the

horizontal style is confined to powers of ordinary

head, where the water is plentiful. The impulse

wheels are a necessity under opposite conditions.

There are, perhaps, some exceptions to this state-

ment, but I do not think them sufficiently numer-

ous nor important to be cited at this time.

Both styles of water-wheels reciuire the use of

water-wheel governors, and this is especially true

of plants where there is a variable load on the gen-

erators.

There are many different devices on the market

for governing water-wheels. Reports from the plants

show that the field is almost entirely covered by

three governors, viz., the Replogle. the Lombard
and the Geissler. They give remarkably close

government under all working conditions, and

guard against excessive speed or racing in case

of the whole load going suddenly off, as in the

case of circuits opening. Only last year you had

an able paper read to you on the government of

water-wheels, so that there remains little for me
to say in connection with this subject, except that

Mr. Replogle has perfected and brought out a new
governor. It is well known that the voltage drops

at the receiving station as the load increases on

the line of long-distance transmission plants. This

latest governor of Replogle can be so adjusted

as to increase automatically the speed of water-

wheels as the load increases, thereby holding the

voltage constant at the distant end of the line. In

making this advantage possible, he has not de-

stroyed the principle that holds all the gates at

several wheels to the same opening, where a num-
ber of units are running in parallel.

The kind of generators used, of course, depends
largely on the length of the transmission line and

the work required. For all long-distance trans-

mission alternating-current generators are used.

The voltage of the current generated is raised by

transformers and carried at high voltage to the re-

ceiving station, and there stepped down by lowering

transformicrs and utilized for light and power pur-

poses.

The pole lines follow roads when practicable,

and when run across country the timber is cleared

from both sides of the line, so that uprooted trees

and limbs broken by storms will fall clear of the

line. The poles and cross-arms are of selected

timber. The poles are firmly planted and securely

braced at curves. Special high-voltage insulators

are used. The transmission wires are bare copper,

the high voltage permitting the economical use of

light wires. The wires are spiraled, to prevent

induction if telegraph or telephone wires are strung

on the same poles.

A few statistics relative to water-power electric

plants may be of general interest, and, since they

were obtained after the expenditure of considerable

time and labor. I will try to present them in such

shape as not to weary you.

In the first place, the method employed for se-

curing accurate and relialjle data was by personal

correspondence with the electricians in charge of the

plants, a list of the plants operated by water power
t having been furnished me by the different manufac-
y turers whose machinery was tised in the plants.

There are nearly 500 water-power electric plants

in the United States, representing an investment
of over $60,000,000. The total horse power repre-

, sented by water-wheels is over 200,000 The power
[ is furnished for lighting 28,000 arc lights. 845,000

incandescent lights and for operating about 60,000

horse power of motors. There are over 610 miles

of electric street railway operated by water power
electrically transmitted.

The geographical location of the plants shows
that the water powers have been electrically de-

veloped in proportion to the powers available. New
England has no coalfields, but it seems that Provi-
dence has supplied this portion of the country with

[ numerous large water powers. Of the ,^12 plants

from which I have received -reliable data. 115 are

located In the states of JN'Iaine. New^ Hampshire.
Vermont. Massachusetts and New York. Michi-
gan has 26. California 25 and Colorado ti. The
rither plants are distributed amonar the other states.

It seems to lie fairly well established that it pays
tn develop water powers from 50 horse power and
npward. and that additional steam power is neces-
sary w^hen the water power is not sufficient to do

all the work, and is not reliable at all seasons of
the year. It is a well-settled fact that at the pres-
ent time power can be profitably transmitted up to

80 miles, and utilized for any purpose for which
steam jjower has been applied. In mining locali-

ties it has' made possible the profitable reduction
of low-grade ores that could never have been mined
had steam been the only power available, owing
to the enormous cost of coal and the difficulty of
transporting it from the nearest point on railroads
to the mines. In short, we find that our inventors
have produced water-wheels, dynamos, motors and
transformers of the highest efficiency, that govern-
ors regulate the water-wheels with the greatest
precision, that insulators are made to safely carry
currents of enormously high potentials, and that
perfect protection is afforded the electrical appa-
ratus from electrical disturbances caused by light-

ning.

Not imtil all electric-light and power stations are
equipped with total-Qutput wattmeters, and accurate
books are kept, showing the exact amount of fuel

used and all of the expenses of operating the plants,

will satisfactory data be available for comparing
the cost of producing current by the two methods

—

water and steam. When sufficient progress has
been made in adopting uniform methods of keeping
station accounts, and accurate and reliable data
"can be secured, it is my purpose to obtain and
publish comparative statements, showing the cost
of producing current by the two methods.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York. September 16.—The Manhattan Tun-
nel Railway company has petitioned the joint com-
mittee on railroads of the Municipal Assembly for

a franchise to build a tunnel under Chambers street,

beginning at a point 100 feet east of West Broadway
and running thence under the North River to Jersey
City. The projectors of the enterprise say that the
tunnel is designed to furnish adequate transit facili-

ties bet\veen this citj' and New Jersey, and they
proinise to complete it in two years, at a cost of

.'V5.000,000, if the franchise is awarded to them.
Frederick M. Laude, the engineer of the company,
stated in an interview that the tunnel could be built

without much tearing up of the streets. It would
lie. he said, 35 feet below the surface, and would be
constructed by what is known as the shield method.
It is intended to furnish rapid transit for the 90.000.-

000 people who cross the river annually. Mr. Laude
said the railroad would be operated by electricity

and' that the running time to Jersey City would be
four minutes. A fare of three cents a mile or a
minimum of fi^'e cents for the whole trip will be
asked. David J. Newland is president of the com-
pany.
The action brought by the United Electric Light

and Power company to recover damages from the
city for removing and selling its overhead wires,
which has been pending 10 years, terminated on
Wednesday in a judgment for $6,000 against the
city, granted by Justice Russell of the Supremc
Court. The suit was for $250,000. Justice Russell
holds that the action of the city in removing the
wires both from the streets and housetops was
authorized by law. but decides that the city had no
right to take the wire and impound it and sell it

as it did. The judge fixes the value of the wire,
including interest, at $6,000, for which he gives judg-
ment against the city.

The Stephen Merritt Automobile Burial and
Cremation company is the latest exponent of a new-
plan to get rid of the dead "by liquified air and
electricity." The plan of cremation, as Mr. Merritt
sees it. is artistic. The body is conveyed to the
establishment in an automobile. It is prepared fo.-

burial and taken to the top floor, where services
are held. It is then lowered to the cellar an.l
treated first with liquid air and then with electricity.

The ashes are placed in an urn. w^hich is given to the
waiting relatives, who sit on comfortable chairs,
surrounded by a blaze of electricity. The enterprise
has received a serious set-back, however, as the
Board of Health has enjoined Mr. Merritt from
conducting any more experiments on account of
complaints from tho.se living in the vicinity of the
experimental crematory.
As is generally the case with all sorts of new

machinery, the automobile, like the trolley ear, now
and then claims a victim. On Thursday Henry H.
Bliss, 68 years old, a real estate broker of 41 Wall
street, w^as knocked down and run over by an auto-
mobile and was removed to Roosevelt Hospital,
where he died the next morning, his skull having
been fractured.

John D. Crimmins is ha\ing' an electric ambu-
lance built for St. Vincent's Hospital. The new
vehicle, it is said, will run more smoothly than it

is possible for one pulled by horse to dn It is

capable of high speed, and on the ^isphalted cross
streets it will prove a blessing in this regard in

cases of great emergenev.
The changing of the Broadway line of the Metro-

politan Street Railway company from a cable to an
electric road is likely to be delayed for some time.

It is neeesviry to lay heavier rails for the electric

cars than have been used for the cable, as those i'l

use at present are practically worn out. The steel

companv wdiich has contracted to deliver the new-

rails will be unable to do so for four or five months

yet, allhougli they were originally promised for
Scplember ist. Work on the new power house of
the company at Nineiy-firsl street and the East
River is steadily progressing, however. An official

test of the first of the big engines in the new station
was made the other day, and proved satisfactory to
President Vreeland, There will be 1 1 of these big
engines used to generate electricity, and ihey will

supply the entire Metropolitan system.
Officials of the Brooklyn Raiiid Traii_sit company

say that, since the Brooklyn strike, when hundreds
of new men were hired by the company, the cor-
poration has been losing a great deal of money
through the stealing or "knocking ilown" of fares.

It is asserted that the amount thus lost through the
thefts of the conductors will amount to about $50,000,

G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. Ont., September 16.—Promoters will

•apply at the next session of Dominion Parlia-
ment for the incorporation of a company to con-
struct a railway between Ottawa and Brockville.
Out., to be operated by electricilj'.

In connection with the Boundary Falls water-
power development at Rossland, B. C, a timnel
is being driven about 130 feet through the solid
rock, and from the lower end of this tunnel to the
power house there will be a flume 1,800 feet in
Ungth, supported on trestles. It is understood that
a power plant will be put in later.

It was expected that the Yukon telegraph line
between Skagway and Dawson being completed,
construction would have been begun without delay
upon the projected line connecting it with the Brit-
ish Columbia telegraph line at Quesnelle, by
stringing a wire from the latter point to Telegraph
Creek, on the Stikine River, and thence on through
the Atlin district to Lake Tagish station on the
Yukon line. It is now known that, for some un-
explained reason, the Dominion government has
decided to postpone operations.
Mayor Wilson of the city of London, Ont.. an-

nounces that he will call a special meeting of the
City Council to discuss the street-raihvay situation
and push for municipal ownership. He has asked
Ihe city engineer to estimate the cost of an electric
street railway paralleling the lines of the present
electric street railway. The engineer has reported
that the proposed road and the plant requisite for
its operation would cost $500,000. This new proj-
ect is in consequence of the long strike of the elec-
tric street-railway employes, which promises to con-
tinue to an indefinite length.
The commercial developments at Niagara have

made vast strides during the last five years. There
are at present 16 difierent works and factories that
use between them power to the extent of 34.590
htirse power. These include manufactories, elec-
tric railways, electric-lighting works, waterworks,
etc. In October next two new works will be sup-
plied with power, which will bring up the total to
45.19c horse power. The smallest amount of power
consumed by any one concern is 20 horse power,
and the largest 7.200. The income gained by the
Niagara Falls company, which supplies the power,
will, with the above-mentioned additions, amount
10 about $750,000 per annum. The operating ex-
penses do not exceed $125,000. it is said.
A compound friction car brake has been invented

by J. H. K. McCollum of Toronto and is now being
used on some of the cars of the Toronto street rail-
way. The brake can be applied to the axle of any
car. and. obtaining its power from the momentum
of the car. costs nothing to operate. Paten's have
been secured in the United States and Canada and
a company has been formed to exploit the inven-
tion.

Dr. N. H. Ed.gerton of Philadelphia. Pa., the
inventor of the high-tension storage uattery. is

building a factory at Hamilton. Ont.. for the man-
ufacture of the batteries in Canada. This means
another electrical industry for the city of Ham-
ilton, which will employ about 50 men. The equip-
ment of electrical instruments and switchboards has
been given to the Royal Electric company of Mon-
treal. Storage batteries for street-railway purposes
are to be the specialty of this concern, and with the
advent of the electric carriage an immense field will
be opened up for this class of apparatus.
The Montreal Electric Street Railway company

has appealed against the assessment made by the
city upon its poles, wires and rails under the new tax
imposed in the city charter. The city's assessors have
^alued the poles, wires and rails of the compan}', in-

dependent altogether of their pknt 'and machinery.
at $280,000. The company has. it is understood,
about 96 miles of single track in the city, so that the
valuation is on the basis of $3,000 per mile. The
company holds that the valuation for a similar tax
in the city of Toronto is only $1,050 per mile of
track, and asks that its assessment be reduced to
the valuation imposed in that city. This w'ould re-
duce the assessment to something like $100,000. in-

stead of $280,000. The company also objects to the
imposition of the special business tax on the basis
of the assessment of its real property, includino; that
already taxed under the poles, wires and rail tax.
The company points out that, in realitv. as the
law is construed by the assessors, it is being taxed
110 less than three times 011 some of its property
which the city charter designated as real property.
A meeting of the Royal Electric company of Moii-
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treal has been called for the 26th inst, for the pur-

pose of sanctioning the by-law for an increase in

the capital stock. It is proposed to increase the

stork of the company by $750,000, or at the rate

of one share for every two at par. The present

capital is $1,500,000 and the proposed increase will

bring it up to $2,225,000. .

At the regular meeting of the Montreal district

assembly of Knights of Labor a few days ago con-

siderable discussion took place over the advisability

of petitioning the government to appoint experts

to examine electrical plants. It was clearly demon-

titrated during the discussion that accidents result-

ing in a loss of life and limb had taken place

through the neglect of the government m not ap-

pointing an inspector for this purpose.

Mr. N. Pinze of Montreal has invented a new

street-car fender. It is made of slats of iron or

wood fitted on to a frame, which is attached to

the front of the car. These slats are concave in

shape, but the edge above the track is oblique in-

stead 'of straight. By an ingenious contrivance the

motorman can, when he sees any object upon the

track and in danger of collision, drop the fender

so that its oblique edge will be only a fraction of

an inch from the ground. The outside end of the

fender is supplied with small wheels or rollers

which rest upon the rails and prevent the fender

from forming an obstruction to the forward motion

of the car. In addition, this fender is supplied

with springs, which relieve the shock of the blow

inflicted by a body coming in contact with the

fender. It is claimed that the oblique edge of the

fender, together with the springs, will greatly re-

duce the danger of shock and will throw the body

of a person struck by a car to one side. Arrange-

ments are being made to have the new contrivance

tested by the street-railway company.
All the Australian colonies interested in the pro-

posed Pacific cable from Vancouver to Sydney have

been discussing the subject of late. The Victoria

Legislative Assembly has passed a motion declaring

it expedient that the colony of Victoria co-operate

with the United Kingdom, Canada. New South

Wales, Queensland and New Zealand in the con-

struction and working of a cable across the Pacific

Ocean from British Columbia to Australia, touch-

ing at British territory only. Victoria is thus com-
mitted to the Pacific cable, and if the Extension
company wants the Cape route, it must carry it

out itself. In New South Wales nothing will be

done in the direction of bringing the Pacitic cable

question before Parliament until a definite agree-

ment has been arrived at on the subject. The latest

phase in the matter is representation on the board
which is to arrange all the preliminary business and
prepare the tariff. The original proposal was that

a board of eight should be appointed, comprising
three delegates from Great Britain, two from Aus-
tralia, one from New Zealand and two from Canada.
The Australian colonies, and especially New South
Wales and Victoria, considered that the representa-
tion for Australia was too small, and the suggestion
has been made that the three Australian colonies
anH New Zealand should each liave a member on
the board. The matter is now under consideration
of the home authorities.

The Ottawa Electric company has offered to sell

out to the city its electric-lighting plant and patron-
age for the sum of $1,241,740. The Deschenes Elec-
tric company has modified its former offer by oft"ei

ing to supph^ the city with arc lights for street light-
ing, at the expiration of the present contract with
the Ottawa Electric companj-, at the rate of $45
per lamp per annum, which means a saving of $20
per light on the present contract. It also offers

to supply power for manufacturing purposes to the
amount of 2.000 horse powder, in lots of 25 horse
power or upward, at the rate of $30 a horse power,
to any new manufacturing concerns which may lo-

cate in Ottawa. The Metropolitan Electric com-
pany of Ottawa also offers electrical power up to
3.coo horse power, distributed in amounts of 20
up to 100 horse power, at a rate of $25 per horse
power per annum, to encourage the establishment
of new industries at Ottawa.
The Ragged Rapids-Orillia electric power-trans-

mission scheme is now fully under way. The Elec-
trical Maintenance and Construction company of
Toronto. Ont.. is the contractor in charge of the
work. The entire electrical machinery, consisting
of two 300-kilowatt S. K. C. two-phase generators.
with 600 kilowatts in step-up and 600 kilowatts in
step-down transformers, as well as the necessarv
switchboards and station apparatus, and one 50 horse
power induction motor to drive the waterworks
pumps, and one 50 horse power induction motor to
operate the arc machine, is being furnished by the
Pvoyal Electric company of Montreal Rapid prog-
ress is being made and it is expected that li^ht
and power from Ragcred Ranids will be in Orillia
bet-\veen November 15th and December next. W.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, September 16.—The Benton Power

and Traction company of St. Cloud. Minn., has let

the contract to erect a power house and also to
furnish a 500-volt generator for the new plant.
Medical men at Redwood Falls, Minn., are greatly

interested and confused over the result of "a bolt
of lightning which struck Rudolph Luscher. who

was on a grain stack, and burned him somewhat
but did not do him serious injury. The terrible

shock from, the bolt, however, killed his son. Ernest,

who was not struck, but was in a wagon throwing
bundles to his father. Three horses were also

killed.

The Board of Public Works of St. Paul is pre-

paring to apportion the city into districts on which
bids will be asked for lighting separately when the

next lighting contract is let.

It is reported at Madison, Wis., that the persons
interested in the street-railway system at Milwaukee
have purchased the electric car line at Madison, and
will extend and improve it. The report is denied
at Milwaukee.
The Weyauwega (Wis.) Electric Light company

is preparing to double its lightirg capacity.

The Fox River Electric Railway and Power com-
pany of Green Bay, Wis., is about to extend its

lines to Duck Creek, about five miles.

The Wieland Electric company of Duluth. Minn.,
which has a franchise at Sandstone, Minn., for an
electric-light system, has turned it over to the

Richardson Electric company, also of Duluth.
The council of Duluth. Minn., recently passed a

resolution requiring the street-railway company to

improve connections at transfer points and run

cars oftener. The company says arrangements have
been under consideration to do this for some time.

The council of Aberdeen, S. D., has decided to

buy the electric-light and gas systems.

The mayor of Jamestown, N. D., recently vetoed
an ordinance granting the Jamestown Electric Light
company a 20-year franchise. He did so on the

ground that the company had a franchise that still

had eight years to run, claiming that an annullment
passed b}^ the council some time ago was not legal

for the reason that the action could not be taken

nntil 'he facts had been judicially determined, and
that this had never been done. It is claimed, how-
ever, that the veto was filed too late, being filed

on Labor Day. The council did not hold its meet-
ing on the first Monday, as usual, but deferred it

till the second Monday. The question is raised that

the law requires the council to hold its meeting the

first Monday of the month.
The council of Aberdeen, Wash., has granted a

franchise for an electric car line to Mr. Dilman.
\vho proposes a line to Hoquiam. R.

PERSONAL.
Clarence D. Patterson, superintendent of the

Westmoreland Electric company of Greensburg.
Pa., died suddenly on September gth.

Mr. Gerard Swope, formerly of the engineering
department of the Western Electric company, Chi-

cago, now represents that company in St. Louii,
Mo. The office is at 10 Security building.

Signer Marconi sailed for the L^nited States on
September T4th. He has arranged with Colonel Sum-
ner, the United States military attache in London,
for extensive military and na^'al tests of his system
in America.

Mr. G. IT. Atkin. who hae. been connected with
the Thomson-Houston and General Electric com-
panies for the last 10 years, has resigned his po-
=;ition. to accept the treasurership of the Woods
Motor Vehicle company, recently organized in

Chicago.

J. Franklin McGlensey of the Hipwood-Barrett
Car and Vehicle Fender company of New York has
opened an ofBce at 449 Marquette building, Chi-
cago. Mr. McGlensey is introducing his company's
car fender and exhibits very ingeniously, by the

aid of the mutoscope, a test which seems to prove
conclusively the efficiency of the fender.

President C J. Rolfe of the Rolfe Electric com-
pany. Chicago, appeared in New York last week
after his attendance at the Municipal convention in

Wilmington. Mr. Rolfe made the occasion of his

eastern trip one of combined business and pleasure

rnd did a most excellent business in placing his

instruments with eastern companies. Mr. Rolfe
was accompanied on his eastern trip by Mrs. Rolfe,

who spent part of the time in visiting relatives in

ihe East.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The English (Ind.) Electric Light and Manufac-

turing company, which had been furnishing light

and power in the town of English and also had
been conducting the largest spoke factory in South-
ern Indiana, recently failed. Liabilities are said to

be between $150,000 and $200,000. and the assets are
unknown.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A franchise has been granted to the Salt Lake

Rapid Transit company to lay a single or double
car track in extensions of its electric road from
Murray to Sandy, a distance of 5 7-8 miles.

Injunctions against the Worcester and Clinton
Street Railway company of Clinton, Mass., and
the Detroit (Mich.) Citizens' Street Railway com-
pany have been secured by the General Electric

company, restraining the companies named from
using motor and controller equipments which are

adjudged to be infringements of the Condict pat-
ent (No. 393-323) for series parallel controllers.

The Detroit, Utica and Romeo Electric Railway
company of Detroit has begun the construction of
.an electric railway to extend from Detroit through
North Detroit, Warren, Utica, Disco and Wash-
ington to Romeo.

It is rumored that Chicago capitalists have secured
a 30-day option on the purchase of the Chattanooga
(Tenn.) electric street railroad, the two inclines to
the summit of Lookout Mountain, and the broad-
gauge road, extending several miles along the sum-
mit of the mountain.

Turner A. Beale, representing New York men,
has purchased the City Passenger electric railway
of Altoona, Pa., the Altoona and Logan Valley Elec-
tric railway and the Altoona Gas company, from
John Lloyd, the principal owner. The considera-
tion was $1,000,000.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway and Electric
company has bought the Birmingham Traction com-
pany's electric street-car lines, and all the street-

railway lines of the city have passed under the
former's management, giving it 125 miles of track
in the city and its suburbs. The consideration was
in the neighborhood of $i,ooo,c>oo. The purchase
includes the electric lines to North Birmingham
and Gate City and the Highland avenue line.

The Richmond (Ind.) Interurban Railway com-
pany, organized for the purpose of bringing new
lines into Richmond, has begun work on a line

between Richmond and Harrison. O. The line,

when built, will pass through the following towns
and resorts: Elkhorn, Locust Grove, Boston, Wil-
lis, Edgeworth. Goodwin's Corner. Cottage Grove.
East Bath, Shultz, Dixon. Gladys, Mount Carmel»
Sharplin. Glynare, Rockdale. Athens, and on to
Harrison. O.

The Dunkirk and Point Gratiot Traction com-
pany has been incorporated in the state of New-
York, with a capital of $25,000, to build an electric

road from Dunkirk to the shores of Lake Erie at

Point Gratiot. The following are named as the
directors of the company: Holham C. Haggert,
Lester F. Stearns. William Bookstaver, M. L. Hin-
uian. E. R. Warner, A. J. Lunt and C J. Karney
of Dunkirk. A. H. Marsh of Fredonia and S. F.

Nixon of Westfield.

The Union Traction company of Anderson, Ind..

is now constructing an electric railway from Ander-
sen to Muncie. 18 miles, and from Anderson to

Indianapolis, z^ miles in length. The company, by
consolidation, now owns the street-railway plants

in Anderson, Muncie. Marion and Elwood, with
the intervening interurban lines between Anderson
and Marion, and Alexandria and Elwood. With
the lines now under construction completed, the

ccmpany will have about 160 miles of road, about
two-thirds of which will be interurban and one-
third within the towns and cities. The directors

of the company are: President. Philip Matter. Ma-
rion; secretary and general manager. Charles L.

Henry, Anderson; treasurer. George F. McCuUoch.
Muncie; James A. Van Osdol, Anderson; William
C. Sampson. Muncie; Frederick Strauss, New York,
and Randal Morgan, Philadelphia.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is reported that an automobile factory is being

esatblished at Vineland, N. J., by Bouten & Ba'e-
man.

The Lewis Motor Vehicle Manufacturing company
of Philadelphia has been chartered with a capital

stock of $50,000. Among the directors are H. H.
Simpers. L. Pyott, D. C. Clarke.

Within a short time the police department of Hart-
ford. Conn., it is said, will be equipped with an
automobile patrol wagon. If the experiment proves
satisfactory, other wagons and an ambulance will

be added.

The Automobile company of Los Angeles, Cal..

has filed articles of incorporation, with $50,000 capi-

tal stock. Among the directors are I. B. Dock-
weiler. C. Johnson, H. E. Carter. The company
will manufacture and sell automobiles and vehicles

of every description.

The international exhibition of automobiles at

Be»'lin was opened on September 3d. One hundred
and twenty exhibitors had about 140 vehicles on view.

An experimental line of electrical omnibuses was
operated in connection with the exhibition by the

General Omnibus company of Berlin.

The Illinois Central Railroad company is said to

be experimenting with a gasoline velocipede motor
car. to be used in place of handcars bj"" trackmen.
Three persons can be carried on the car. which
aU>ne weighs only 275 pounds, while an ordinary
inspection handcar weighs betv.een 500 and 600
pounds. Th.e average speed is 32 miles an hour.

Henri Fournier, a noted French motocycHst, who
has been prominent on American cycle tracks this

year, recently issued a challenge to any motocycHst
in the United States for a race on motor tricycles

from New York to Boston or from Boston to New
A'ork. This challenge, says a New York dispatch,

has been accepted by Kenneth A. Skinner of Wal-
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thani, Mass., who made a trip fiom New York to

Boston on a motor cycle in the spring.

Major Davidson of the Highland Park Military

Academy, who is having an automobile gun car-

riage built for him at Peoria, 111., expects to have

it completed in time to go overland from Chicago
10 New York and take part in the Dewey celebration.

He says he will then i-eturn to Chicago with his

vehicle and lake part in the parade on October Qth.

Next spring he will go to Washington at the re-

quest of the Ordnance Bureau to exhibit his car-

riage.

The Munson company of La Porte, Ind., manu-
factures what is called a self-contained motor ve-

hicle. It is a combination gasoline and electric ma-
chine, said to be free from starting devices

which are used on common gasoline motors. The
armature of the electric machine acts as the flywheel

of the engine. A stoiage battery operates the ma-
chine as a motor in starting the vehicle, and after

the engine begins to run, it ni turn drives the elec-

tric machine as a dynamo and recharges the storage
battery. It is claimed that this "electric machine
is the governor of the engine and automatically
supplies the extra power required when bad roads
or hills are encountered." Ten gallons of gasoline,

it is said, will furnish power to propel the vehicle

100 miles or more at the rate of five to 15 miles an
hour.

PUBLICATIONS.
Steel-plate planing-mill exhausters, designed for

the removal of chips, shavings, sawdust and refuse

from woodworking machiner}-, are neatly illustrated

and plainly described in a catalogue issued by the

B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston.

A new catalogue is being distributed by the Ward
Leonard Electric company of Bronxville, N. Y. It

contains a comprehensive list of illustrations, show-
ing different types of rheostats, theater dimmers,
motor starters, speed regulators and circuit break-

ers.

A type of the Lombard water-wheel governor
IS bemg manufactured to regulate Pelton and
other makes of impulse water-wheels and also

small turbines. This governor consists of an

hydraulic piston, which exerts its thrust in either

dtreclion, through the mechanism of a rack and
quadrant, to a rock shaft, which is connected to the

nozzle mechanism. It is manufactured by the Lom-
bard Water-wheel Governor company of Boston
and is described in a pamphlet issued by the com-
pany.

A catalogue of electric-light reflectors suitable for

lighting churches, halls, theaters, stores, etc., is

being distributed by Klemm & Co., 132 North Fifth

street, Philadelphia. The manufacturers state that

their reflectors are constructed upon strictly sci-

entific principles, and that they will increase the

light fourfold. The opal porcelain glass used is

semi-transparent, thus allowing a small portion of

the light to go through the reflector to brighten

up the ceiling, and at the same time reflecting a

large portion of the light. As a reflecting surface

corrugated silvered glass is used, the corrugations

in the glass making the light evenly diffused over the

space required.

The third edition of the catalogue of the Elec-

trical Engineer Institute of Correspondence Instruc-

tion of New York has been issued. The courses
taught by the institute include all branches of elec-

trical engineering, including electric lighting, elec-

tric railways, electric mining, telephony, telegraphy,
mechanical engineering, mechanical drawing, etc.

A strong feature of the institute's work lies in the
fact that all its instruction papers have been pre-

pared by eminent specialists and authorities in their

respective fields. A complete synopsis in detail of

every topic in every course which the institute

teaches is an interesting feature of the catalogue.
The institute is said to be meeting with remarkable
success, due to the high standard which it has taken
in the preparation of its instruction papers and the
conscientious manner in which it deals with its

students. Joseph W^etzler. M. E., E. E.. is the presi-

dent of the institute, and T. C. Martin, editor of

the Electrical World and Engineer, is vice-president.

Both these gentlemen are well known to electrical

men. and their connection with the institute is a

guarantee of its high standing. The institute's cata-

logue will be sent free to anyone on application by
addressing the main office, 120-122 Liberty street,

New York.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Pittsburg local union of the Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers is preparing for the national con-
vention of the organization, which is to be held in

Pittsburg the third week in October. Some 200
delegates are expected to be in attendance. A plan
to make the national organization international will

be taken up by the convention.

Successful attempts have been made in Vienna
to transmit messages by means of space telegraphy
to balloons. Three Austrian officers, together with
Professor Thuma of Vienna University, conducted
the experiments, using two balloons, one captive

and the other free. The free balloon at the height
of 1.600 meters ("5.000 feet) plainly received the mes-

sages, and after it had floated away a distance of
ID kilometers (six miles) the signals were satisfac-

torily transmitted.

A French scientist is said to have devised a plan
for preventing the leakage of gas from bottles con-
taining champagne or other fermented liquors. He
covers the cork and neck of the bottle with a layer
of copper, deposited electrically. The bottle is

coated with black lead or zinc powder and then
placed in a bath and plated. After it has been
coppered there will be no difficulty in plating on
a copper base with either gold or silver. The proc-
ess would be an expensive one.

Scientific men are manifesting much interest in

the preparations now making by the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, which is charged with the magnetic
survey of the United States, for determining the ac-

curate deviation of the compass at sea. Recent ac-

cidents 'at sea and the severe competition of ocean
liners have called attention in a striking way to the

need of accurate values of the deviation of the com-
pass. The values of the deviation of the needle gen-
erally used are almost wholly dependent on the ob-
servations made on land, and little has been done
by the United States to secure observations at sea.

The vessels of the Coast Survey are being fitted

with special magnetic instruments for these observa-
tions, and it is hoped that within a short time the

Survey may be able to furnish values of the mag-
netic variation at sea nearly equal in accuracy to

those on land.

The Elizabeth (N. J.) Journal of recent date says:

The Lehigh Valley Railroad conipany is preparing

to make South Plainfield an important point on
the line, and will iiereafter make it a coaling and
water station for locomotives. A large trestle is

being erected to receive the coal for the engines

and all the latest electrical devices for loading en-

gines with the supply are being put in. When the

trestle is completed all the engineers will have to

do is to move up to the trestle and the dump tender

presses a button, letting out. the coal, which is

weighed as it goes, and drops into the engine tender.

The engine can also take water conveniently near.

and all will be done for both main line and branch

engines in a very short time, without having to send

the engines out on the Amboy branch. The work-
men are digging now for the pit in which the motors

for the operation of the coal dumps will be placed.

It is expected the new arrangement will be com-
pleted by October, and the locomotives will begin

then to coal at the new dumps. It is expected also

that the coal-storage plant will be lighted by elec-

tricity.

TRADE NEWS.
Colonel Shay of the Chicago Belting company re-

ceived a warm w^elcome on his visit last week in

the East. Colonel Shay, as rsual, was greatly

rushed, but he had time to see a number of his old

New Y'ork friends. He stopped only a short time

in New York, but if he had remained long enough
to greet all his friends his stay in New York w^ould

extend over a long period.

The firm of A. W. Knutson & Co., brass founders

and finishers, 1076 East Main street, Galesburg, 111.,

has been succeeded by the firm of J. L. Peterson &
Co. Mr. Knutson, the patentee of the Knutson grav-

ity clutch, has sold out his entire interest m the firm,

as well as his interest in the gravity clutch, which has

been manufactured by the firm, to Mr. Peterson.

The clutch is giving the best of satisfaction and will

continue to be manufactured by the new firrn. The
company will send free samples to any electric-light-

ing company, and says it will guarantee satisfaction.

The Chicago House Wrecking company has re-

cently purchased the buildings of the Omaha Ex-
position, including everything that will remain on
the grounds after November 1st, when the exposi-

tion closes. From the pow^r plant and electric-

lighting equipment the company wall obtain posses-

sion of 125,000 pounds of waterproof, rubber-cov-

ered, insulated wire, about 30.000 incandescent

lamps and sockets, 800 poles, three 350 horse power
Westinghouse engines, one 275 horse power Atlas

engine and one 150 horse power Ball engine. These
goods, and, in fact, everything that is included in

the sale, are now being offered for sale by the com-
pany.

The Manhattan General Construction company
reports that its new direct-current Manhattan lamps
are giving the best of service and its agents predict

a large business for this fall. A shipment of 87

of these lamps has just been made to W. H.
Elsinger & Co., St. Paul, Minn., owners of the

Golden Rule dry-goods store, and a contract for

142 lamps for the dry-goods store of B. Nugent
& Bro.. St. Louis, Mo., has been awarded to the

company, it being the highest of nine bidders.

Among other orders mentioned by .the Manhattan
company is one of 60 lamps, secured through its

Chicago agfents. William Sharpe & Son. for the

American Bridge Works of Chicago.

The electrical trade in general and particularly

the many customers of the Edison decorative and
miniature-lamp department w-ill be interested to

know that H. Westbury has been appointed suc-

cessor to W. H. Meadowcroft. who not long ago
resigned to assume the general managership of the

Perret Storage Battery company of New York. Mr.
Westbury is a gentleman thortjughly conversant
with decorative-lamp work in all its branches, having
been with the Edison lamp department lor many
years. No better choice of a successor lo Mr.
Meadowcroft could have been n)adc. At the pres-
ent lime Mr. Westbury is extremely busy over the
contract for dccoralive-lanip w< rk at the Export
Exposition in Philadelphia.

One of the features of the advent of electrically

driven machinery has been the development of-

the electric fan. Originally the pnlky-drivcn fan
appeared to fulfill the requirements of ihe pur-
chaser; soon, however, the steam fan. with direct-

connected engine, displayed its utility, but to-day
the fan driven by an attached motor has shown
its general superiority, and is rapidly supplanting
the steam fan. Progress along this line is claimed
to have been largely due to the energy and fore-
sight of the B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston,
which has been known for years as one of the
largest manufacturers of fan blowers in the world.
For the last ten years it has been gradually, but
surely, perfecting designs and keeping abreast of
the times in this important branch of engineering.
Recent publications of the company display the
features of its electric fans.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric company, Chicago, is ready

to supply the trade with electric-heating and cook-
ing devices. It requests correspondence with cen-
tral-station men who desire to operate their plants
under the highest efficiency by selling surplus cur-
rent.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports
the largest business in the history of the company.
The increase is not confined to any particular line,

hut is evenly distributed among the arc and in-

candescent departments, street-railway, telephone
and telegraph supplies, house goods, and. in fact,

everything electrical.

The Columbia Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Chicago reports that it has recently received
quite a number of orders for its electrical special-
ties, including principally telephone switchboards
and parts thereof and springs of special shapes,
with the dies for the same. This firm makes a
specialty of the latter line of goods in connection
with its manufacture of telephone switchboards and
supplies.

The shooting in Iowa, Minnesota and South Da-
kota this year promises to be very good, as the
rainfall in all these states was abundant. The best
localities for chicken and duck shooting are said
to be on and tributary to the lines of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul railway. A copy of a re-

cent publication issued by the passenger department
of that road can be had on application to George H.
?ieafford, general passenger agent, Chicago, III., by
enclosing three cents in stamps for postage.

Notice has been given of the removal of the Chi-
cago Rheostat company from Chicago to New York.
Branch offices, with a large and well-assorted stock
of rheostats, will be maintained at 1012-1013 Monad-
nock block, Chicago, to accommodate a w^ell-de-

veloped western business, but the factory and main
office will be in New York, in charge of Mr. E. W.
Hammer, at 397 to 407 East Thirty-third street.

While the growth of this company has shown a

good increase, it is believed that the domestic busi-
ness can be handled as well from New York, wilh
a decided advantage in the handling of foreign trade.

Bullock electrical apparatus continues to find fa-

vor, especially among the more exacting users.

Sales reported by the company for August, embrace
52 m.achines, ranging in size from 2% to 800 kilo-

watts' capacity. The orders w^ere widely distributed
throughout the United States, and two were from
Great Britain. The latter were for the celebrated
"teaser" equipment for operating large printing
presses, one 50 horse power equipment coming from
the Free Press of Aberdeen, Scotland, and four 50
horse pow-er equipments from the Scotsman of

Edinburgh. The company has just issued a new
bulletin, which will be forwarded to anyone apply-
ing for it at its general office, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that its summer and fall business has
been unprecedented. It says that the good times
are not confined to any one section of the country,
but seem lo be universal. The company states that its

policy has always been a broad and liberal one.
and with judicious advertising, liberal treatment of

its cu.storners and prompt shipments from stock, it

has grown to be one of the largest electrical supply
houses in the country. This firm is exclusive
territorial sales agent for the Eddy and Warren
apparatus, and has recently closed a number of ver}'

good deals for this apparatus in the Southw^est.
Special attention has been given to the Independent
telephone movement, and the telephone department
of the company is reported as being crowded with
orders. The new 1900 telephone, which is being
sent out on trial, subject to return at the company's
expense if not satisfactory, is said to be meeting
with great success. A complete stock of everyt-hino

pertaining to the equipment of telephone exchanges
and lines is carried.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

632,707. Electric Arc Lamp. Theodore M. Foote,

Chicago. III., assignor of one-half to Charles

H. Seeberger, Chicago, III. Application filed

June 15, 1896.

Tbe lamp has a main magnet or solenoid for establish-

in? the arc. a shunt magnet or solenoid to ioit ate the

operation of the feed-regulatio? mechanism, a shunt cir-

cuit including the shunt masnet. a ttain of wheel work for

feedina or permittine a feed of the carbons, a circuit-

breaking escapement wheel CDnstitutins the driver oE the

train, a contaci-making escapement lever engaeina the

escapem^'nt wheel, the escapement wheel and lever being

included in the shunt cirrnit when so eneaged. the shunt
magnet operating to withdraw the lever into a posifon by

which the escapement wheel in its rotitioi severs the

shunt circuit, thereby permitting a feed of the carbons.

(See ciit.^

NO. 632.707- _

632,709. Telephone System. Samuel B. Fowler.
Tarrvtown. N. Y. Application filed August
25. 1898.

The system comprises a main, metallic telephone c'rcQ't.

an independent return circnit, and a source of current sap-
ply connected directly to one side only of the main circu't

and to the independent return circuit, in combination with
an induction cml having its secondary winding included in

ilie main circuit and its primary winding connected at one
end to the main circnit and at the other end to the return
circuit, a receiver in the ma'n circuit with the secondary
winding and a transmitter included in the connections of

lite primary wiDding, whereby battery current flows over
only one side of the main circuit and the relorn circnit.

632,716. Controlling and Regulating Mechanism
for Engines. Thomas H. Hicks. Fort Wayne,
Ind. Application filed October 21, 1895. Re-
newed April 3, 1S99-

In 3 system of power operation aud regul^tiou are com-
bined with a gas engine prcv^d^d with a gas-supply valve
a maenetic device for controlling the valve, a source o£
electricity for supplying tbe magnetic device with current
to operate tbe valve, anrt a centrifugal governor for throw-
ing the magnetic device in and out of electrical circuit to

cpeiate tbe valve for controlling the speed of the engine.
(See- cut.)

63:

NO. 632.716.

..733. Insulator for Trolley-wire Supports. John
\V. Meaker. Waukegan. 111. Application filed

September 11, I&p6.

An insulator bolt having an inner coating of eoamal or
equivalent material and an outer coating of rubber or other
elastic material.

632.739. Electric Meter. Eustace Oxlej^ Lynn.
Mass.. assignor to the General Electric com-
panj"^ of New York. Application filed julv 27.

iSdQ-

The combioalion with a multiple-series supply circuit
of current-consuming devices aid an electric meter con-
nect'-d in operaiivs relation thereto, a protecting cut-out
for the meter, and an impedance in shunt to the cut-out.
(See cut.)

632,749, Telephone Switchboard. Friedrich M.
Richter. Chemnitz. Germany. Application filed

November 21, 189S.

With the switchboard of an exchange office of telephone
systems are comb ned a pivoted annuiciator flap and a
plug sleeve mounted side by side, the pivot of the flap ex-
tending ]ust underneath the sleeve oi-itice. a cam fast on
the pivot having two cam surfaces adapted, whpn tht fl^p

is down, to form a ri Ige extending into "he path of move-
ment of the plug in the sleeve, and a plu; haviig a w^ist
with shoulders between which the ridge lies, when the flap

falls and the ping is in the sle^-e, the plug beine adapted
to push the cam to raise the flap when inserted and to

Issued Scp!c7nhcr 13, i8gg,

operate against the opposite side of tbe cam ridge with its

bbonlder when withdrawn to raise the flap again.

632.759. Telephone System. James C. Slater. St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed Maj' 23, 1S98.

A telephone system is describsi. consisting of a switch-
board having a switch for each telephone in the system,
electrically controlled mechanism for each switch for
operating the switch, trlephones at outlying stations,
a set of electric conductors running one from the frame
of each telephone 10 its switch-operating mechanism
and back to tbe frame, a series of contact points for
each switch and in position to be engaged by tbe
switch, a second set of conductors running one from
each switch to each of the corresponding contact points
of the other switches, a set of circuit-breakers, one at each
telephone, for each of the first-mentioned conductors,
means located at the telephones of supplying electrical
energy to the circuits, mechanical means of operating and
controlling the circuit-breakers, aud a conductor connect-
ing the telephones together and serving as a return wire
for the talking circuits established by the operation of tbe
switches,

632,772. Trolley. Robert While, Toledo. Ohio.
Application filed May 25, 1S99.

The trolley combines a irolley-paie with a forked head
adapted £3 be secured thereto, p'ovided with an ice
scraper secured within and across the fork, and arched
lips at the ends of the fork sides, having end portions pro-
jecting inwardly, above and partially over the crotch of the
fork, wiih the center portions opening outward therefrom
in a curve, forming together an open mouth-shapeil open-
ing for access to the scraper.

632.805. Automobile. William R. C. Corson.
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Eddy Elec-
tric Manufacturing companj\. Windsor, Conn.
Application filed July 3, 1899.
An automobile is described having supporting wheels,

an electric mctor v\ith rotary field frame having a tubular
shaft, and an armature arranged to rotate oppositely.
bearing boxes connected with the wheel axle and vehicle
frame, bearing-j in ttie hoses supporting the tubular
field-frame shait, bearings in the tubular field-frame
shaft supporting the armature shaft, gearing between
the field shaft and a wheel on one side, and gearing
between the armatare shaft and a wbeel on the opposite
side. (See cut-)

632.849- Trolley Wheel. Ed M. Putnam and Will-
iam Sellers. Haverhill. Mass. Application filed

March 25, 1899.

A trolley wheel having a central hole countersunk at

each end and a series of dovetailed recesses therein, and
containing a suitable lubricating material, is combined
with an asle for the wheel, c^ne-shaped bearings and
means for locking the bearings m their positions, a space
being formed between the central portion of the asle and
the centra) portion of tbe hole in the wheel.

632.S6S. Electric Lock. Joseph R. Francis. Mon-
roe, \\'. \ a., assignor of one-fourth to John
Devitt. Harding, W. ^'a. Application filed

June II, 1S9S.

The combination with a bolt of a pair of parallel adja-
cent contact pldtes in line with and in rear of the bolt
within the limit of its throw, a spring for forcing the bolt
against the contact plates, a pivoted armature lever en-
gaging the bolt for holding ii in forward position against the
action of the spring, and an electric magnet for withdraw-
ing the armature from the bolt and releasing it.

632,873. Voltaic Battery Cell. Henri de Rufz de
Lavison, NeuiUy, France. Application filed

August 12, 189S.

A voltaic cell is described which has an air conduit ex-
tending beneath the negative plate and formed with per-
forations beneath the opposite sides of ihe plate, whereby
air forced throngb the conduit will escape in bubbles
and ascend through the electrolyte along both faces of the
plate.

632.S74, Controlling of Electric Motor Vehicles.
Henry Leitner. London, England, assignor to

the Electrical Undertakings, Limited. London.
Application filed September 27, 1S98.

The apparatus combines with a motor a main geneiaior
and a small battery, a main circuit passing through the
main generator, the armature and the small battery in
opposition to the electroraoiive force of the latter, which
has one pole permanently connected to the similar pole of
the main battery, and an auxiliary circuit comprising the
small battery and the field-magnet coils, the two circuits
being connected only through tbe small baitery.

632.896. Combined Engine and Dj-namo. Charles
C. Cowan. Memphis. Tenn.. assignor to the
Whitfield company, Memphis, Tenn. Original
application filed September 14, 1898. Divided
and this application filed January- 6, 1899.

A dynamo is combined with a separate engine bolted to

the pole-piece of the dynamo so as to be entirely remova-
ble therefrom, and an engine guide or guides formed di-
rectly in tbe pole-piece.

632.897. Combined Engine and Dynamo-electric
Machine. Charles C. Cowan. Memphis. Tenn.,
assignor to the Whitfield company. Memphis,
Tenn. Application Iiled Mi:rch iS. 1S99.

With a dynsmo-electric generator, its armature shaft
and a crank thereon are combined a pair of power cylin-
ders removahly mounted on tbe dynamo, pistons working
in the cylinders, a pi'^ton rod rommon to both pistons,
and means operated by tbe piston rod for rotating the
ciaok.

632,932. Electric Brake. James E. 'Williamson.
Alleghenv. Pa. Application filed October it,.

1897-

A mechanism having a solenoid, comprising a resistance
cnil and a solid end or maenet having a coil tberearound.
the resistance coil_being arranged in sections in series,

means to supply electromotive force to tho several sec-
tions and to the magnet coil, a core arranged in the sole-
noid, adapted to be moved thereby, and adapted to be
coDner;ted with the brake chain or rod, means tT engaje
the core and prevent its withdrawal from tbe cylinder of
the s lenoid when the same is de-energtzed, and means
to release the core.

632.964. Electric Call System. Harry M. Du-
mas. Detroit. Mich. Application filed April

29. 1898.

The csmbinaiion with an electric call circnit and call

mechanism therefor, of an arm or handle for manually
operating the mechanism, a lock for arresting the move-

ment of the arm or handle before it can operate the me-
chanism, an electromagnet for releasing the lock and a
switch for cutting the magnet inta the circnit adapted to be
operated by the arm or handle in the initial movement
(hereof.

632,970. Electric Indicator. Frederick B. Pope.
Augusta, Ga. Application filed Ma}" 15. 1899.
One claim mentions a frame carrying a cluster of inde-

pendent magnets with the poles thereof adjacent to a
commoQ center- a shaft mounted within the center of the
cluster, a needle carried by the shaft adjacent to the poles
of the magnets, and means for laterally adjusting the
needle in relation to the poles of the magnets, and means
for separately exciting the magnets.

^Z^-97Z- Conduit for Electrical Conductors. Mer-
tie O. Spring, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed December 9, 1898.
A conduit comprising a shell or casing and castings to

which the casing is secured, the castings being provided
with hooks or ledges for supporting the cables.

NO. 632.739.

632,980. Electric-railway
Young. Akron. Ohio,
12, 1898.

Switch. Charles E.
Application filed May

A trolley-wire switch is described comptising a switch
plate havii^g guide flanges for directing the movement of the
trolley wheel and a raised track sloping from the ends of
the plate toward the center thereof and adapted to depress
the trolley wheel when striking it. a main trolley-wire ter-
minal at one end of the switch plate, a plurality of con-
ver^ing branch irolley-wire terminals at the other end of
the plate, and a switch tongue normally connecting the
main terminal through one of the branch terminals.

'533039. Detachable Connection for Electric Fix-
tures. Stacey G. Read, Bridgeport. Conn.
Application filed May 13, 1899.
The connection comprises a fixed base having two paral-

lel grooves estending from one edge inwardly or toward
the center, two metal plates having electrical connection
with the feed wires aud secured to the face of the base out-
side the grooves, and projecting over the major part of
their width, and a socket base having two projecting L-
shaped arms in electrical connection with the conductors
of the fistures and adapted to enter the grooves and engage
the plates whereby the fisture may be quickly slid into anil
out of place.

''33.-056. Anode. Arthur L. Walker. Perth Am-
boy, >r. J. Application filed May 6, 1899.
An anode for use in the puriflcatioa of metals by elec-

trolytic separation is described.

633.060. Electrode. Marcel Wuillot, Brussels.
Belgium. Application filed Februarj^ 21. 1S94.

For the manufacture of electrodes of accumulators a
process is described which consists in transforming the
surface of the plates into carbonate of lead, (hen placing
tbe plates in an ammoniacal solution, and passing a cur-
rent of electricity from one plate to the other, thereby
converting tbe carbonate at the anode into peroxide of lead
and at the cathode into spongy lead.

NU. 632,805,

633,064. Mine Locomotive. David L. Barnes,
Chicago, III., and AVilliam P. Henszej\ Phila-

delphia, Pa. Application filed March 20, 1896.

Combined in an electric locomotive are axles, an elec-
tric motor hung to one of the as'es. its armature shaft be-
ing geared thereto, extensions on the motor, boxes adapted
to (be extensions and to the asle. and a frame resting on
ibe boxes and from which the free end ol the motor is

suspended.

633,090. Engine Stop Mechanism. Louis _ St. Pe-
ter, Springfield. Mass., assignor to William
H. Gray, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

February 17, 1S99.
The combination with any engine-controlling mechan-

ism, as an ordinary governor, of an inclosed chamber hav-
ing a diaphragui or piston therein which is operatively
connected with the engine controller, a conduit for leading
the pressure fluid in-o tbe chamber, having a valve, a se'f-

operaiing valve-opening device, an electric circuit normally
open with means f.^r closing it and CDmprising a source of
electrical energy, an electromagnet and an armature, the
latter being arranged to operate as a detent for the valve-
opening device.

633.005. Automatic Device for Operating Electric

Switches. Isidor Deutsch, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed November 2. 189S.
The essential feature?; of the device are an electric c"r-

cnit, a switch included in the circuit, a catch lever con-
necting -with the switch which retains the latter in position

to close the circuit, and an alarm clock having a vibrating
hammer which is arranged to strike the catch lever and
disengage it from the switch to break the circuit.
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Transporting HeavyShaftin Milwaukee.

An interesting method of transporting a large
shaft for a direct-connected electrical generating
unit was recently employed by the E. P. Allis com-
pany in Milwaukee. The Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way and Lighting company, which controb the 225
miles of street-railway lines in Milwaukee, has
erected a new power house adjoining the old plant

at the corner of Oneida and River streets. A i.ooo-

kilowatt, direct-connected street-railway generator
was installed in the power house, among other
new machinery, and ' the engine equipment was
built by the E. P. AlHs company. In the illustra-

tion is shown a view of the large shaft as it was
being transported through the streets fium the
Allis works to the new power house. The arma-
ture was built up on the shaft in the factory of the

AlHs company by the General Electric company,
which had the contract for furnishing the generator,

and it is co\ered by ihe tempoixry housing seen in

the illustration, to avoid exposure to the weather.
In moving the shaft, which weighs about 60 tons,

about one mile. However, in this case the shafts
only held the armature spider in each case, while
the Milwaukee shaft has all the armature windings
complete. The Metropolitan shafts weighed 54
tons erfch and are now parts of the large vertical

compound-condensing engines and the 1,600-kiIo-

watt generators forming the two direct-connected
units added to the plant at the Van Buren street

station.

Joint Investigation of Municipal Owner-
ship.

At the meeting of the League of American
Municipalities, held in Syracuse last week, there
was much discussion of the municipal owner-
ship of public utilities. Maj'or H. V. Johnson
of Denver led the argument In favor of the
extension of the powers of the cities. Papers in

favor were read also from Gustav Tagel, mayor of

Cincinnati; J. R. Robinson, mayor of Colorado
Springs; F. G. Pierce, mayor of Marshalltown,
Iowa. The speakers in opposition were M. A.

of municipal-lighting plants and offering to bear
one-half of an expense, not to exceed $5,000, in-

curred in employing an expert for that purpose.
Changed to include private as well as public plants,

the suggestion was accepted and this resolution

was adopted:

Resolved, That the offer ot the National Electric Light as-
sociat'on to p^y one-half oE the expense, not lo exceed S5.000, to
investigate municipal plants, the investigator to be appointed by
the said association, be accepted upon the following conditions:

1, That the president of the league appoint one investigator
and the president of the National Electric Light assoctaiion
another, these two. with any needed assistants, to investigate
jointly and report en all points of aareement and disagreement.

2, That the investigation extend to the charges for domestic,
commercial and street lighltng, the cost of coal, the wages and
hours ot labor in private companies whose condillons are as
similar as may be to those of the public plants examined The
presidents of the two associations, in conference with their ex-
pert iqvesligators, are to select the plants to be examined, both
public and private. In case of disagreement on this point, half
of the public and half of the private plants are to be selected by
each president.

3, That in view of the regular dues of the league being inade-
quate for even ordinary running expenses, the money for this
investigation shall be secured by our treasurer from special
donations, and our acceptance of the offer under consideration

the ordinary method of moving houses through
streets on rollers was adopted. The illustration

shows the shaft at the end of its journe}', the new
power house in which it is to be placed being seen

on the left. On the right is the Pabst Theater
building. The distance the shaft was transported

\-\'as about a mile and a half, and the route taken

from the plant of the Allis company was across

the Broadway bridge and down Broadway and East

Water. street to the power house at the corner of

Oneida and River streets.

This method of transporting heavy shafts is, of

course, not a new one, as the plan has been used

in other instances where railroad facilities were not

available. One instance that may be mentioned
was the moving last spring of the shafts of the

large generating units for the addition to the power
house of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

road company of Chicago. These shafts were also

built by the E. P. Allis company and were trans-

ported on rollers through the streets from the

nearest point on the railroad track to the power
house on West Van Buren street, a distance of

TRANbPORIING HEAVY SHAFT IN MILWAUKEE.

Gemunder, former director of public improve-
ments, Columbus, Ohio; M. J. Francisco, Rutland,

Vt., and A. R. Foote of Washington. Mr. Gemun-
der considered municipal ownership unwise. He
thought our democratic form of government, while
excellent in securing to the members of the com-
munity their just rights, a flat failure when it en-

tered the mercantile arena. The removing of in-

dustries from channels where the penalty for bad
management was extinction and placing them where
there was practically no penalty was a loss to the
community. Then, in his opinion, the public would
be best served by enlisting the skill and economy
that accompanied private management. In the dis-

cussion in the evening Prof. E. W. Bemis. Mayor
John MacVicar of Des Moines, la., and others

spoke. The sentiment of the mayors present was
in favor of municipal control of water and lighting.

During the discussion Mr. J. B. Cahoon of the
Elmira (N. Y.) Illuminating company and a vice-

president of the National Electric Light association

presented a letter from President S. T. Carnes of

that organization, suggesting a joint examination

shalllje conditional on the raising of this money, for which end
wehereby request all those interested to contribute liberally.

Mayor Henry V. Johnson of Denver, a pro-
nounced advocate of municipal ownership, was
elected president of the league for the ensuing year.
Next year's convention of the organization will be
held in Charleston, S. C.

Magnets for Trolley Bases.
In a German contemporary Mr. A. Hecker pro-

poses the use of solenoid magnets instead of springs
for trolley-pole bases. The trolley pole must be
allowed considerable up-and-down play, and it

sometimes happens that on the trolley leaving the
conductor the pole strikes and breaks a number
of span-wires before the car comes to rest. In order
to avoid this risk, the author proposes to dispense
entirely with springs in the trolley base, and to
SLibstitute for them a coil-and-plunger mechanism
traversed by the main current. If the trolley should
be thrown oi? the conductor, the excitation of the
magnet ceases and the trolley pole falls down by
gravity out of harm's \\'ay.
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Shop Practice.

A method of assembling a core disk at the West
End street-railway shops is shown in Fig. i. The
shaft (A) bears on two supports, high enough for

convenience in working. A collar is set-screwed on

to this shaft at (B), and the disk head butted against

this. Bolts (C C) are cut the right length, threaded

and adjusted in the flange-piece and the disks slipped

on, one at a time. This does away with much
of the apparatus often used in assembling core disks.

Oiling of Machines.

It is worth while to take space to say a few

words as to the oiling of those parts of the core

FIG. I. SHOP PRACTICE.

shaft that are liable to heat. It should always be

remembered that careful oiling means a saving of

oil, but this is not the only benefit derived there-

from. The usual practice is for the operators of

machines to oil up before starting, by taking an

oil-can on which the spout has been enlarged so

as to emit a large quantity of oil quickly. The op-

erator pours the oil on the several bearings, never

noticing, apparently, that more oil runs off than 're-

mains. For every drop of effective oil used, prob-

ably 20 drops are wasted, and may be found in un-

sightly blotches on the side of the machines, as

well as on the floor, makingany. operation necessary

around these parts dirty and disagreeable work.

A drop of oil put in the right place will do good
work, but to do this it is necessary to repeat the

operation oftener. and this is the reason why the

oil is slapped on in large quantities, so as to last all

day.

Drying the Core Disk.

When the disks are on and ready for drying the

electrical mechanic must look after the air. It is

not enough to have plenty of hot air to dry the

core, for often it is found that, after all, the parts

FIG. 2. shop practice

refuse to dry, even with a plentiful supply of hot air.

This is due to the fact that the air has beconie sat-

urated with moisture, and if this moist air is not

given a chance to get out of the drying box. the parts

will not dry. Therefore, one should see to it that the

air has a chance to get out as well as in, and then

there will be no trouble.

Taking Temperature of Full Coil.

In Fig. 1 is shown a good method for taking the

temperature of a hot part. First etch the scale of

degrees on the stem of a thermometer (Dl, and bind

this to the heated part, as shown. Cover the bulb

with waste to prevent the radiation of heat; the read-

ing may be readily taken when the column of mer-
cury has ceased to rise.

How TO Wind a Drum.

In making a taper for cloth to be put on a drum,

cut the cloth down the middle, about half-way round
the cylinder, then gradually taper off, until within

FIG. 3. SHOP practice.

six inches of the distance around. Then, having
tacked the two ends of cloth where they meet, begin
to taper on the inside of the cloth next to the edge
of the first row placed on the cylinder, until a

smooth, even taper is obtained, gradually increasing

the width of the cloth until its full width is reached.

The second part of this taper will only need to be
three or four feet long. A strain of about 75 pounds
should be used on the rows, gradually increasing

the strain as the cloth increases in width, and when
the full width of cloth is reached a strain of 250

pounds should be used. When it is time for the
tapering off,to begin, at the end of the cylinder have
a strip of cloth to use as a gauge, and keep winding
the cloth on the cylinder until the four rows will

just fit between the flange. Begin here to taper,
always leaving just space enough between the cloth
and the edge of the cylinder. The last end of the
taper will then be cut down four rows in width,
the same as the other taper was started.

Cutting Tool.

In Fig. 3 is a useful home-made form of cutting
tool for turning down the ends of the core shaft.

The cutting edge is on top and the adjustment is

made with a hammer. After the shaft has been
running a few days, the cylinder should be tried

with the gauge, to see that it is running free, for
however accurately it may be set when the machine
is first started, it sometimes happens after a short
time that the machine will change its position, al-

lowing some parts of it to come together.

The Repair Shop.

The pattern room of the repair shop should be
provided with tiers of shelves, divided into
apartments and numbered and lettered. A list card
is tacked at one end of each tier and all patterns
are listed on this. The letters represent a certain
class of machinery or parts of machinery. (A) is

the symbol for patterns belonging to a certain piece.

(B) may represent the parts of a motor, and (C)
some other machine, and so on. The numbers will

run from (i) to as many numbers as are required
to designate each piece in motor, etc. For example,
(yV-s) may be the listing for a particular bolt, nut,

set-screw or connecting rod; (B-i) is the symbol
for a particular piece of a motor. The correspond-
ing number of each is stenciled upon the sectional
apartment containing the article. This system per-
mits the foreman of the shop to keep track of the
work and designate to his men just where a par-
ticular pattern is to be found. The foreman's book
of patterns contains the key to the Tetters and num-
bers, and when a machine is run into the shop for
repairs, the foreman simply ascertains what new
parts are required, refers to his book and makes out
the repair card accordingly. The machmists can
quickly find the parts by referring to their tier let-
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SHOP PRACTICE.

Fig. 4 shows ihe detailster and section number,
of the ticket.

Repairing Worn Cones.

In Figs. 5 and 6 is shown an easy method of re-

pairing a worn or a scored cone. First, a steel

mandrel should be turned down, cut with a thread
and put into the cone, as in Fig. 5. The mandrel
may now be held in the chuck of a lathe, while the

worn or scored place in the cone is turned off even.

If it is not convenient to put in a threaded mandrel
use a clasp, such as is shown in Fig. 6, in which the
core of the mandrel is smooth and the cone held
by the nut. As it is necessary to soften the steel

previous to turning down the cone, it will be neces-

sary to restore the temper again. First heat the

cone to a cherry red, dip it in water and finish it

off with emery-cloth, and the cone will be as good
as new.

Tightening a Loose Key.

A loose key may be tightened as follows, if it

is the key-seat that is worn: The old key-seat is

nrst dovetailed out, as shown at (A), Fig. 7, and
then a steel wedge (B) is put in, as in Fig. 8. The
dovetailing can be done with files. If milling cut-

lers are used, the cutters should have their work-
ing faces at an acute angle or end, instead of on
the periphery, and should have their teeth cut slightly

tangent, instead of radial, in order to give them
the effect of a draw cut. like that caused by the

spiral edge of flat ci'lindrical cutters.;

Dies for Light Repair Work.

Dies are now often used in repair-shop practice,

and the accompanying pattern may be serviceable.

The diagram (Fig. g) shows a section of the male
and female die, which is applicable to the making
of small parts, blanks, star gears, etc. Shanks (A A)
of the male die fit into the reciprocating shafts of

the press, and are held by keys (B B). The female
die (C) is connected to the cross-head (D) by the
pins (E E), and the latter are set in the lift plate

(F). The shaft (G) passes into the lift plate, as

shown, and its lower end connects with the elevating
and depressing mechanism of the press. The core
pins CH H FI) are of hard steel, and conform to the

bores (I I I"). These pins perforate the metal of

the part in the mold, making a clean, smooth hole.

Phoenix Battery Company versus Car-
bon Trust.

In St. Louis on September 20th papers in a re-
plevin suit for the machinery and plant which has
been operated at 2120 to 2x40 De Kalb street, by
Samuel G. Booker and the Phoenix Battery Manu-
facturing company, were filed in the United States
Circuit Court by attorneys representing the Na-
tional Carbon company of New Jersey. The value
of the plant is estimated at $10,000, an additional
$10,000 being asked as damages. A United States
marshal seized the plant and the dispute will be
settled in court.

The trouble grows out of the formation of the

fig. 5 AND h. SHOP PRACTICE.

carbon trust. The original carbon company in St,

Louis was the Phcenix Carbon Manufacturing com-
pany, and Col. S. G. Booker was the manager.
The National Carbon company, known generally as
the "carbon trust," sought to absorb the local
concern, so it secured an option on the plant. This
option was secured last January, and on March 15th,

according to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, the
sum of $175,000 was paid for the company's inter-

est in the manufacture of carbons for electric light-

ing and brushes for motor cars. The company re-

tained an interest it had in the manufacture of car-
bon specialties, such as supplies for telephone and
telegraph batteries.

After the sale of the concern to the National
Carbon company, the stockholders and officers or-

ganized a new company under the name of the
Phcenix Battery company. There was a clause in

the contract for the sale which provided that pos-
session should not be given of the plant until after

written notice had been given and six months had
expired.

It is the claim of Colonel Booker that no notice
has been given to any one of the officers or stock-
holders of the company'-, and that hence there was
no occasion for giving possession of the property.
According to the statements made by Colonel Booker,

FIGS. 7 and 8. SHOP practice.

he has secured an option on all of the stock of

the newly organized company and he expected to

start a plant of his own as soon as the buildings
could be erected. For the purpose he bought eight
acres of land on the Oak Flill railway, near Chip-
pewa street, and has the foundations of his build-
ings already laid. He declares that it is his pur-
pose to build up a new business and says that there
is nothing in the obligations of himself or anyone
else who was a party to the sale of the old plant
to prevent him from doing this.

Mechanical Engineers at FrankHn
Institute.

A Philadelphia dispatch says that the Franklin In-
stitute of Philadelphia, under the auspices of the
National Export Exhibition, will celebrate its sev-
enty-fifth anniversary on October loth by holding

FIG 9. SHOP practice.

a congress of mechanical engineers in the Audi-
torium. Dr. Thurston of Cornell University and
Rear-admiral Melville, engincer-in-chief of the
United States Navy, have been invited to read pa-
pers, the former on '"Improvements in the Work
on Shore Engines,"' and the latter on "The Ad-
vance Made in Marine Engines." There will be
other papers on relevant subjects. The attendance
piomises to be large, as the Franklin Institute is one
of the foremost of the recognized scientific bodies
of the United States.

K
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Niagara Power Development Notes.

The Nicigara Falls Power company has called for

bids for the construction of a new vvheel-piu Tnis
wheel-pit is to be located on the inlet canal, op-
posite ihe present central siaiion. ll will prac-

tically be a duplicate of the present pit, which is

over 400 feet long, 179 feet deep and 20 feet wide.

It will provide tor an additional development of

50,000 horse power, and this will bring the com-
pany's output capacity up to 100,000 horse power.

'Ihe contracts wiU be opened on October 5th and
they will call for the construction of all necessary

connecting tunnels. When the inlet canal was
built the masonry for the inlets was placed in the

walls, and when the tunnel was built it was con-
structed large enough for the development of 120,-

000 horse power, so that these features of the de-

velopment are ready for the project.

While the Niagara Falls Power company does
not state the number of wheels to be installed in

the pit at the start, it is sufficiently encouraging to

know that contracts will be let for the construction

of the entire pit. This indicates a rapid develop-

ment of power, for when the development was in

its initial stages the hrst wheel-pit was 140 feet

long, and this was afterward extended to the pres-

ent dimensions. Mow an entirel> new pit is to be

built.

'io the engineering and scientific world this an-

nouncement on the pan of the i\iagara Falls Power
company is lull oi encouragemeni and meaning, it

not only indicates the lull success of the greatest

power development in the world, but it tells ttiat

ii IS to be earned to a point practically impossiuie

for any othei hydraulic development to atiam, ex-

cept in the vicinity of Miagara. Ever since the

[Niagara turbines and generators were started the

place has been the Mecca of scientists and elec-

tricians. With this projected development com-
pleied, it will become still more so.

Contracts have been awarded by the Canadian
Niagara Power company for smking test holes

along the route of the proposed power Lunnel on the

Canadian side of the river, in order that it may be
determined with accuracy just what kind and con-

ditions of rock the tunnel will be built through.

The information gained by these test holes will be

valuable to bidding contractors, as well as to the

company. The holes will be 200 feet deep and 4V^

inches in diameter. They will be sunk by a dia-

mond drill in order that a core of rock may be
brought to the surface for inspection, it will be
recalled that when the tunnel on the New York
side at N iagara was proj ected similar test holes

were sunk. The size of the tunnel that the Cana-
dian Niagara Power company will build is not as

yet announced, but it is well known that it will

be sutticiently large to furnish tail-race facilities

for the development of a very large amount of

power. The tunnel on the Canadian side need not

be so long as on the New York side, the site of the

proposed development being quite different and
near the gorge. For this reason the cost of the

Canadian tunnel will not be so great as that of the

New Y'ork tunnel.

The French-Hickman Fiber company is building

a pulp mill on the lands of the Niagara Falls Power
company at Niagara Falls that will be operated by
electric power. The site is just east of the big

power house, and 500 electrical horse power and

500 steam power will be used at the start. The fac-

tory expects to get in operation by spring. Work
is now in progress on the buildings. They will be
of brick and iron. One will be 384 feet long by 56
feet wide, while another will be 276 feet long by
54 feet wide. These two buildings will be con-

nected by a building 100 feet long and 54 feet wide.

The French-Hickman Fiber company is an English
concern, of which B. F. French of Boston is the

managing director, while Stanton Day of Niagara
Falls will be the manager. The capital of the com-
pany is $750,000. The output capacity of the plant

when it starts is expected to be to tons a day.

The company has a branch in Fargo, N. D.. and
it is from that locality that the raw material will

be obtained. This raw material will be flax straw,

and it will be treated in the Fargo plant before
shipment to Nias^ara Falls, The product of the

Niagara plant will be used in the manufacture of

high-grade papers, and it is said the material has

already been successfully tested.

Electrical Decorations for the Fall Fes-
tival.

Contracts have been let for the street decorations

for the fall festivities to be held in Chicago from
October 4th to loth, and the masts and columns to

decorate Stale street, between Van Buren and Lake
streets, are being erected. The electrical features of

the display will be handled by the Chicago Edison
company, which has contracted to furnish about 4.800

incandescent lamps. These lamps will be strung

about a foot apart on the festoons that are to con-
nect, transversely, the masts on either side of State

street, and will be bunched at the center and ends 01

each festoon. It is also probable that two powerful

searchlights will be placed on each of the large

arches being erected in State street at Lake and Van
Buren streets, so as to illuminate the court of honor
between thpm

Several of the lar^e buildings in the downtown
district will be elaborately decorated with bunting,

flags and electrical designs. The Union League
Club will be illuminated by several hundred lights,

and other buildings, such as the Board of 'i rade
and the Fair store, will be extensively decorated.
Ihe Union Elevated Railroad company will erect
an immense American flag made of colored electric

lights at its Van Buren and State street station, and
the entire loop will be decorated.

Gas Engines in Central Station at Brad-
ford, Pa.

A new industrial situation is being entered upon.
Gas is contesting the position of steam as a motive
power. Heat is but one of the products of coal,

whereas there are many by-products of great value
which are lost when coal is used for fuel alone. Jtiy

utilizing these by-products gas can be produced at

a very I9W cost, reducing the expenditure for gen-
erating electricity, it is contended, materially be-
low the cost of generating eleciricity by steam.
As these facts become more clearly recognized,

it seems to be likely that a great demand for large
electric power units will arise, for which the motive
power will be furnished by gas.

A more general use of gas for fuel would modify
the present practice in electtical installations. The
customary outlines for large electrical plants of
recent construction are about as follows: A central
steam-boiler plant and electric-generating units, the
generators being of the polyphase type, for sup-
plying currents at high voliages; a high-tension sys-

tem of distribution to carry the currents to local

sub-stations, where step-down transformers lower
the high-tension alternating current for rotary con-
verters, which in turn feed direct current to dis-

amounted to 52 cubic feet per indicated horse power
per hour.
By the substitution of gas engines, a more con-

venient arrangtmeni of the floor space in the en-
gine room has been made, by piacmg the four
engines on one side of the mam room and belling
them direct to the dynamos. Two of the 125 horse
power gas engines drive four arc dynamos, two to
each engine. One of the alternators is so placed
that, if necessary, it can be driven by one ol these
engines. Ihe third IJ5 horse power engme drives
the second aliernalor, and the 200 horse power gas
engine will drive a :25-kilowatt Wcstinghouse al-

ternator.

The Bradford plant is a noteworthy one; it is

the first extensive electrical system in which steam
power has been entirely displaced by gas engmes
for supplying electric-light service. The consump-
tion oi natural gas was guaranteed by the Westing-
house Machine company not to exceed 13 cubx feet

per brake horse power hour. The saving, in fuel

alone, as compared with the former consumption
of 52 cubic feet of gas, will be a large item and
pay a handsome percentage upon the investment.
The floor space saved by the present arrangement

of engines and dynamos, and the boiler space, will

be of value when additions have to be made to the
present plant. The saving in boiler repairs, brick-
work and labor in boiler room is another consid-
erable item. Better supervision is secured, as all

the work is now concentrated in the one room.
A Clayton air compressor, driven by a small gas

engine, is used to charge two air reservoirs placed
overhead in the engine room. The compressed air

is used to start the gas engines. The small
gas engine also operates a triplex pump, which fur-

GAS ENGINES IN CENTRAL STATION AT BRADFORD, PA.

tributing circuits, for lighting and power purposes.
If the steam-engine and boiler plant at the central

station were supplanted by a gas-generating plant,

the gas could be conveyed, by pipes, to the various
sub-stations, and used as fuel for gas engines, to

generate electrical current locally at each station.

it is estimated that a gas engine, say of the West-
inghouse type, and electric generator, even of mod-
erate size, can be mstalled, ready for operation, for

a sum m.aterially less than that required for a

steam-engine central-station plant and its system
of distribuiion. It is now claimed that the modern
gas engine is admirably adapted for electric light-

ing, as its economy is very high and its speed reg-

ulation as good as that of a first-class steam engine.

This new industrial situation is finding rapid

exploitation. The Columbus Electric Light com-
pany, Columbus, O., is installing 1,000 horse power
of gas engines, supplanting a like amount of steam
engines. Another interesting gas-engine equipment
is that of the Bradford Electric Light and Fower
company. Bradford, Pa., which has contracted with
the Westinghouse Machine company of Pittsburg
for three gas engines of 125 horse power and one
of 200 horse power. The illustration gives a view
of the interior of the Bradford power house, show-
ing three Westinghouse gas engines already " in-

stalled, driving electric generators, with space for

the fourth engine. The new gas-engine equ'pment
replaces four automatic high-speed steam engines
of the same power, two of which were belted to a
jack-shaft, from which dynamos were driven, the
other two being belted to dynamos in a wing off the
main engine and dynamo room. Steam for the
engines was supplied by four too hor^^e power, hori-

zontal-return tubular boilers, fired by natural gas.

The amount of gas consumed for steam engines

nishes water to the jackets of the gas engines for
cooling purposes.
At the present time it is too early to state what

the average consumption of natural gas will be.,

but, from records already taken, the cost of fuel

for one engine, working 102 arc lights, is about
$1.12 for eight hours' service. The future working
and development of this plant will be a valu-ible
guide to users of power and will be watched with
keen interest.

American Electro-therapautic Asso-
ciation.

The American Electro-thearapeutic association
held its annual meeting in Washington on Septem-
ber 19th. 2oth and 21st. Many men prominent in
the medical profession were in attendance at the
sessions of the association and a number of interest-

ing and valuable papers were read. At the execu-
tive session held on the evening of Wednesday, the
following-named otficers were elected for the ensu-
ing year: President, Dr. Walter H. White of Boston;
first vice-president. Dr. Percy Hickling of Wash-
ington; second vice-president. Dr. Charles O. Fles
of Portland, Me.; treasurer. Dr. Richard J. Nunn
of Savannah. Ga.; secretary. Dr. George E. Bill of
Harrisburg. Pa.; two members of executive -council
to serve three years. Dr. Charles R. Dickson of
Toronto, Canada, and Dr. Frederich Schavoir of
Stamford. Conn. It was decided to hold the next
meeting of the association in New York City Sep-
tember 25. 26 and 27. igoo. Greeting of the Ameri-
can Electro-therapeutic association was sent to
the body of similar character recently formed in
Italy.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Privacy of Telephone Communications.

By H. p. Clausen.

Part III.

When the writer undertook to prepare a ser^e-.

of papers on the privacy of telephone communica-
tions, he did so with the intention of suggesting a

practical method for circumventing or "getting

around" every one of the numerous schemes that

might be employed by persons possessing an ordi-

nary degree of electrical knowledge, for cutting in

and becoming a party to the conversation held by
the lawful users of a telephone system. After going
into it more thoroughly, however, the problem as-

sumed an aspect which prompts the writer to ven-

ture a suggestion, i. e., that the recent and much- .

discussed million-dollar offer for a successful tele-

phone repeater might safely be made to include an
"eavesdropper-proof" telephone system. Briefly, the

conclusion arrived at is that it is exceedingly

cessivelj' cut in and out to the exclusion of the re-

maining wires. But, inasmuch as an actual circuit

is maintained between the telephone stations, there
exists no bar to uninterrupted transmission oi mes-
sages, the only requirement being that the contact
wheels must move in perfect unison with one an-
other.

With the above construction and the clockwork
suitabb"^ proportioned for driving the wheels (W)
at a rate of about 60 revolutions per minute, an
eavesdropper listening to a conversation passing
over the North street wire probably would be
treated to a strange series of wholly unintelligible

sounds. Thus, for example, the sentence "Thomas
Milliken has invented a new telephone," if spoken
into the (T) telephone transmitter, would be per-

fectly plain at the (T) station receiver, but the en-

tire sentence will really have been conducted to the

receiving station over the four wires in fractional

sections. Each wire would carry a part of the con-
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FIG. 6. PHIVACV OF TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS.

difficult, if not impossible, absolutely to protect a

simple one or two-wire telephone circuit against the

possibility of an unauthorized person- learning tnc

nature ot a message passing over the circuit.

In order to determine the correctness of the above
statement the writer believes that his readers would
be pleased to hear from anyone entertaining a

different opinion.
While it may be impossible by the use of one or

two wires to produce an "eavesdropper-proof" tele-

phone system, it does not necessarily follow that

a distribution of wires cannot be designed that will

make it practically impossible for an unauthorized
person to cut in or attempt to cut in on a circuit

without giving some notice of the attempt to the

rightful users, or at least to thwart the eavesdrop-

per's purpose of understanding messages that are

being transmitted.

The writer is not aware that such a system has

ever been used in practice or even designed. There-

fore, the method outlined by Fig. 6 may serve as

a fair indication of what might be accomplished iu

that direction. Referring to the figure. (T) and (T')

represent two telephone-station instruments, with one

side of each connected with the ground (G). The
remaining terminal of each connects to the contact

wheels (W, W'). The telephones may be of any
ordinary exchange type. The contact wheels should

be provided with a self-locking clock movement,
so constructed that the current required to be gen-

erated at the caller's station for attracting the de-

sired correspondent's attention will at the same time

serve as a means for setting the clockwork in mo-
tion and cause the wheels (W. W') to nin in perfect

synchronism and uninterruptedly, until another im-

pulse of current is sent over the circuit, which
will again lock the wheels into a normally resting

position

On the outer periphery of the contact wheels, it

will be observed, there is an extension (K). which
is provided for the purpose of successively making
contact with a set of four springs or brushes (A,

B. C and D). Following the circuits, it will be
noted that the (A) brush connects with the (A')

bioish by means of a wire strung along Centre street.

The remaining contact brushes are likewise con-
nected, but bj' a separate wire for each, as shown,
the (B) wire passing along North street, (C) along
South street and (D) along Oak street. Thus, it

will be seen that normally (with the wheels at rest)

the North street wire presents the only electrical

connection for the (T) and (T') telephone stations,

and if a communication were passing over the cir-

cuit it would be a simple matter to cut in on the
NoUh street wire and "listen in."

However, before commencing tc soeak, the caller,

say at station (T). must apply a Uttle energy to h-s

telephnpe-sienal current genera'^nr, and thp''eby

sound the sisnnl receiver at the (T') sta^-ion. Now.
if it be' rpmembpred that the same current which
operates the signal receiver will also start to **make
the wheels po roun^l." so to speak, it is easy to
see that while the Nor'-h street wire was the n-^r-

mallv connected c'r^^uit. the Centre street wire
would he cut i". :*vi^ t>ip "NTotth s*"rpet wi^e cu*" oflF. at

the rtiornent 'hg cl-^rVwork corn"ip"ced to rf^T'o've

the wheeU ("W^. The s^me would be true ^vith the
Oak and South street wires, each circuit being suc-

versation, and the sounds heard by the North street

eavesdropper would be a jumbie something hke
this: "1 om-en-ied-eph." Ihe same rule would ap-
ply to the remaining wires, with the difference that

each wire would be found conveying a different

section of the message transmitted.

The chief advantage of the system as described lies

in the fact that the line wires, being several blocks
apart, must be connected together and through a

telephone receiver to earth before an eavesdropper
can learn the nature of a message passing over the

circuit.

Anticipating that the possibilitj' of connecting all

of the wires together permits of listening in on a

circuit, and that this danger nlay be construed as

a serious objection to the proposed system, the

writer prepared Fig. 7, which represents the (T)

station shown in Fig. 6. (T) represents the telephone
connected to earth (G), wheel (\V), and through
the brushes (A, B, C and D) to the line wires.

Immediately behind the brushes, it will be ob-
served, there is a contact point (P). which is con-
nected to one terminal of a loud-speaking telephone
receiver (R), provided with the sound-amplifying
funnel (F). The remaining terminal of the receiver

is connected to the break side of an electromagnetic
vibrator (\0. which is supplied with current from
the battery (B). One terminal of the electromag-

FIG. 7. PRlVACV OF TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS.

net (M) is connected to the battery direct, while the
remaining side connects to the armature (A).
The operation of the system is as follows: AVhile

a message is being transmitted the ,vibrator (\0 is

set in action, as is also, of course, the clockwork
driving the contact wheel (WO- Now, by consult-
ing the diagram, it will be seen that whenever a

brush makes contact with the extended portion of
the wheel (WO. that particular brush ceases to lie

in contact with the point (P). This is done for
the purpose of preventing the production of a noise
ill the telephone receivers by the magnetic "kick"
coming from the make-and-break arrangement (\0.
W'th an eavesdropper at (R E). a constant noise is

emitted b^"- the loud-speakingr rece-ver (R), by rea-
son of the earth circuit produced through the
grounds (GO and G") and over the contact (P") of
the brush CU). In case no ground had been made,
but the (B) and (C) wires connected tocre"her in-
stead by the receiver (R T\ as shown, n noise woi^ld
still be the result, for either the (B V^ or (C P>
contact point would remain in circuit with the vi-

brator (V) over the earth (G') and the telephone
ground {G). Thus, with the above construction, it

would appear that a reasonable amount of secrecy
could be maintained for messages transmitted over
the circuit.

Telephone Service m Michigan.'

By J. B. Ware.

The telephone was first brought to the attention
o! me yeucrai puDiic at the Centennial iixposition
at l-nilaueipnia m ib/O, ana as a scicnatic curiusuy
auraciea luucn attenuoii. Durmg tne next luur
}cars iL was aemonsiraied to be ut practical vame,
ana the cuiitrul 01 tne patents necessary to give a
monopoly ui ine invention was sccuieu by a company
ori5auii.cu as tne .American iieli leicpnone company,
wun us maai omce in Boston—the name Beli being
auopiea because ot the importance 01 tbe iuven-
tioiis of iiiisna Urahara iiall. ihe parent com-
pany aeciaea not 10 bulla or opcraie teiepnone
excnanges, but to promote brancli or licensee
compdiiies in states or aistricts, to which tne
tciepuones would be leased at large annual royal-
ties and under ironclad contracts mat they should
not use any otner mstruraenis nor do business
wuh any company using oiher than the Bell com-
pany's instruments.
Among Lbese branch or subordinate Bell compa-

nies was, and is yet, the Michigan ielephone com-
pany, which, while not owning a complete telephone,
has tor 20 years been doing business in Mtcuigan,
and until wuhin about tour years has had a com-
plete monopoly of the teiepnone business of the
state. It built exchanges in the ciiies and larger
towns of the state; laier it constructed toll lines

quite extensively in that portion of the state south
of the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad; it made
exchange-service rates in Detroit ^72 to ?i20 for
business and ^50 and upward for residences; in other
portions of the state the office telephones averaged
over ::^^o and residence $40, the Grand Rapids rates
ranging from $50 to $120 per instrument tor busi-
ness piaccs, the county paying for years $120 for the
county-farm telephone; it issued stock to the
amount of ?2,500,000, which sold at various prices,

and for years paid six per cent, dividends upon the
same.

It was not until 1894 that, owing to certain im-
portant patents having expired, it found itself threat-

ened with competition, its general officers and ex-
change managers explained that it was impossible
to do business at any greatly reduced raies and
have any profits and called attention to the fact

that but six per cent, dividends had been paid.
These statements, constantly reiterated and being
based upon many years' experience, as the Bell
company's_ officials frankly and frequently pointed
out, together with the very limited opportunity of
buying either exchange apparatus or telephones, did
not deter a few parties outside the Bell companj-
from venturing to build exchanges, as was done at
Niles by parties residing in Chicago, and at Port
Huron by parties living in another city. Thus were
started, with inferior material and without local
capital or influence, the two leading exchanges in
the state previous to the summer of 1895.
In the fall of 1894 certain prominent business

men of Grand Rap.ds made application to the citj-

for a 30-year franchise for telephone-exchange pur-
poses, the same limiting service rates to $36 for
business places within a one-mile radius and $24
for residences anywhere in the city, which franchise
was granted and formally accepted in January. 1895.
and is the franchise under which the Citizens' Tele-
phone company is now operating.

It is worthy of note that, while the Bell company
(the Michigan Telephone company) has no franchise
anywhere in the state regulating or establishing ex-
change rates, the Independent companies, with
scarcely an exception, have requested and accepted
franchises not only regulating the business, but
service rates as well, so that without competition
in the state the people would continue to receive
from the Independent companies practically the
same rates as now exist, while the Bell company,
being unrestricted as to rates, could advance them,^
and undoubtedly would do so, as it still claims it"

is impossible to pay expenses at rates charged by
the Independent companies.
Following the date of acceptance of the Grand

Rapids franchise by local citizens, the Michigan
Telephone company established uniform rates April
I. 1S95. in the state, outside Detroit, of $48 for
business places within half a mile (with $5 for each
additional quarter mile) and $^6 for residences, stat-

ing that these were the very lowest rates at which
exchange service could be given and leave any mar-
gin of profits.

The toll-line service was over inadequate single
iron-wire lines, as a rule, and necessarily the service

was unsatisfactory and the rates were high; the ex-
change service was very generally condemned.
No improvements were being made, none were
promised and the officials of the Bell companv con-
stantly assured the oublic no lower rates could be.

nor would be. made.
XTd to th's time there had been no Indeoendent

exrhancrp pf over 'v^n telpnhones out in s"ccs=ful
operation in the United States: the manufacturers

1 Fro-n f^e M chio-'n Tnde = man. Wr W-re i«: the secre-
tary of the Citizens" Telephone company of Gracd Rapids.
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of Independent apparatus had scarcely established

themselves, and the Bell conipanj' claimed their ap-

paratus was infringing the Bell patents and began
numerous suits, none of which proved succcsstui;

the American Bell company had paid dividends ex-

ceeding $21,000,000 in 10 years preceding 1804. and
had over $2,500,000 of surplus; Senator McMillan
had for years been president of the Michigan Tele-
phone company and his great political influence

was naturally in the interest of the Bell company;
practical telephone men of ability and business ca-

pacity were unknown outside the Bell company.
Yet, in spite of these facts, and many obstacles not
named, the Citizens' Telephone company was or-
ganized and incorporated, in August, 1S95, and plans
were made to build an exchange of 1,500 telephones
in Grand Rapids.
Rates were established, on three-year contracts, of

$30 for business telephones within a mile rad'us
(with $2 for each additional quarter mile) and $20

INDEPENDENT TOLL LINES IN LOWER MICHIGAN.

for residences anywhere within the city limits. Con-
struction was begun October 7, 1895, and service

commenced July i, 1896, with about 800 telephones
connected out of nearly 1,600 orders. Because of

construction then under way, and conditions inci-

dent to such an enterprise, poorer service was given,

on the start, than before known in the community,
but this gradually changed until, by October ist, a
much improved service was given and about 1,500

telephones were in use. The service of the Citizens"

Telephone company, at the present time, is not ex-

celled in the state.

Three months before the Citizens' company be-

gan service the Bell company—April i, 1896—re-

duced its rates to $24 for business and $j8 for resi-

dence telephones anywhere in the city. The June,

1896, directory of the Bell company showed it had
1,481 teleohones in service. The loss of subscribers

to the Bell company was so heavy that in November.
1S96, free residence telephones were given to all

iisers of Bell telephones in Grand Rapids and solici-

tors put out to secure other users on the same terms.

This free service was continued nearly or qu'te

two years, during which time the Bell exchange
numbered from i.ooo to i,.'^oo telephones, they hav-
ing 1,299 telephones on January i. 1899, per the

ofiftcial report of the Michigan Telephone company
for the year ending December 31, 1898.

The constant growth of the Citizens' Telephone
company is shown bv the following statistics, from
its last directory—May, 1899:

T^-lehon-s StatP L-'ne Total
Date. - in service, tel" phones.

I line I, 1896 400 none. 400
Sept-mb-r i, 1896 1,460 951 2-4"

J nu^ry I. 1S97 1.776 1,628 3,104

Mav TO, 1897 1,919 I 848 3,767
October 20, 1897 2.074 2.02S 4,102

Aoril 22, 1898 2.3^6 j,382 6.70S

Novpmberi, 1898 2,488 5.677 8,1^5

May r, 1899 2,841 I9:043 21,884

The telephones actually in service in Grand Rap-
ids on August I, 1899. based on the most reliable

figures obtainable, were as follows

:

Business. Refidence. Total.
Chizeo I,?"!© 1,150 2.900

Bell 600 1,000 1,600

The Citizens' Telephone company now owns 14

exchanges, 72 toll stations, over 700 miles of metal-

lic circuit and has over 3,600 telephones of its own
in service.

In Muskegon the Citizens* Telephone company
began service in October, i8q6. It has had a con-

stant and remarkable growth and now has 540
telephones in service. The Bell companv's Mus-
kegon exchange numbers less than 150 telephones,

and has received no regular exchange-service rent-

als for 2% years.

The Twin City Telephone company occupied Ben-
ton Harbor and St. Joseph in the fall of iSg6, which
record is also a remarkably successful one, espe-

cially in Benton lifirbor, where it has nearly 400
telephones in service, while the Bell company has
less than 40—reported to be 12.

Lansing, Kalamazoo, Three Rivers, Allegan,
Cadillac. Petoskey and other important towns in

Western Michigan have had successful exchanges
in operation for two or more years, each with its

interesting history. Eastern Michigan has devel-

oped the telephone field in a rapid way. The largest

exchange in the state, as shown by official figures
on January i, 1S99. was that of the Detroit Tele-
phone company, with over 5.200 telephones in op-
eration in Detroit. The Bell company's exchange
on that date was 4.704, the largest number in its

history. For over two years the Detroit exchange
was the largest Independent exchange in the United
States, and the writer doubts whether the very suc-
cessful exchanges in St. Louis, Mo., and Indianap-
olis, Ind., recently started, have, as yet, more tele-

phones /in service.

Inspired by the success of the Detroit exchange,
the New State Telephone company was organized
to build exchanges and toll lines in territory nat-
urally tributary to Detroit. It b^s a capital of
$1,000,000 and owns a large numBer of exchanges
at Jackson. Ann Arbor, Port Huron, Mount Clem-
ens and other cities, together with a large mileage
of state lines. Its main office is in Detroit.
The Valley Telephone company has built ex-

changes in Saginaw, Bay City and Flint, and in

other and smaller cities in its neighborhood, and
has about 3.000 telephones in service, with every
indication of permanent success.

The Thumb Telephone company has covered the
counties of Huron. Tuscola and Sanilac quite fully,

having over 400 miles of circuits, and is making
many improvements.
The Union Telephone company is one of the lat-

est organized, with main office at Alma. It is con-
necting the Saginaw district with the Citizens'
system and expects to occupy the interior territory.

One of the strongest compani-^s in the state is'

the Central Telephone company of Kalamaz-^o. whi-'h
has covered the southwestern portion with fine cop-
pec toll lines and is manaeed in a businessl'ke w^y
that insures success. Besides these there are, other
companies of lesser size, but of great importance, in

various parts of the state, of which time does not
permit details. The Alpena movement and the
upper peninsula companies have accomplished
much and deserve more space than the writer com-
mands. It can be said, briefly, that in the upper
peninsula the Independents have over 3.000 tele-

phones in service, believed to be more than has the
Bell company in the same field. There are no toll

lines in the upper peninsula connecting the different
sections together.

The Independent long-distance companies of
Ohio and Indiana will make it possible within a
very few months for the exchanges in lower Michi-
gan to talk to points north of the Ohio River be-
tween Pittsburg and St. Louis. Already Fort
Wayne and other interstate points are reached by
copper long-distance circuits.

In the state the Michigan Telephone company
(Bell) had 76 exchanges, with 10 or more telephones
in each, and 19,539 telephones on January 1, 1899,

per official statement. The Independents have in

NEW COMPANIES.
The Scranton and Stroudsburg Telephone com-

pany of Scranton. Pa,, has been incorporated, with
a capital stock of $10,000.

The Union Telephone company of Kcyser, W.
Va., with authorized capital of $50,000, has been
incorporated by C. W. Sicver and others.

The International Telephone and Switchboard
company, with an authorized capital of $1,000,000,

has filed papers of incorporation in New Jersey.
The company is to make telephones and switch-
boards, and the corporators arc L. B. Grant,
Thomas S. White, New York, and J, C. Pope of
Plainficld, N. J.

The United Electric Construction company has
been organized at Kittery, Mc., for the purpose of
operating telephone lines between Wcstfield and
Fairfield. Mass.. and other points, with $200,000
capital stock. The officers are: President, Henrj'
K. Roberts of Medford Hillside. Mass.; treasurer,
George B. Perkins of Medford, Mass.

The New Telephone Incorporation of the City
of New York and State of New York is the title of
a concern which was incorporated at Albany on
September 21st. It proposes to construct and
maintain a line of telephone and telegraph in New
York city and all the principal cities, villages and
towns in the state, including Albany. Troy. U*ica,
Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo. The capita] is

$TO.ono, and the directors Include William G. Conk-
lin, Edward Ashfort, Z. Melville Knowles and others
of New York city.

Independent Exchange at Muncie.

. Muncie, Ind., with its 13.000 inhabi'-ants, has a
Bell exchange and also an Independent company
with about 500 subscr'bers. The latter has been
lately reoreanized and is now In strone^ hands and
is one of the most progressive of the Independent
companies in Indiana.
The accomnanying illustration shows the five-

section switchboard of the Independent comnany at
Muncie. This board was built by the Electric Ap-
pliance company of Chicago and has been in use
for over two years. The outside construction of
the company is excellent.
Prominently shown in the picture, at the right of

the switchboard, is a Warner telephone generator,
made by

_
the W. F. Warner company of Muncie,

Ind. This is a power generator, operated by pri-
mary batteries, and furnishes the current for sig-
naling subscribers. The machine sets on top of
the cabinet, which is made in two compartments.
In the upper and small part is located the special
type closed-circuit battery, which is used to keep
the vibrator in motion, and in the larger part at the
bottom are packed the dry cells which furnish the
power for signaling. An iron cover protects the
machine from dust, and the whole outfit is mounted
on rollers and can be moved easily, weighing about
190 pounds and occupying a space 38 inches high
and 16 by 18 inches in area.

Mr. Palmer, the manager of the Muncie Tele-

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGE AT MUNCIE.

the*state over 180 exchanges—in three years!—with
more than 30.000 telephones in service.

Although the Michigan Telephone company on
July 1st issued a fine state directory, the duplica-

tion of names for the convenience of its patrons
makes it difficult to ascertain the. number of tele-

phones it actually has in service. Thus, in Detroit

appears Richmond & Backus company, with 10 names
of individuals or departments, although the firm has

but two Bell telephones in service. In Allegan, with

but two telephones, the Bell book shows ten names
of county offices, etc., so that "the names of about
30,000 subscribers" represent about 22,000 telephones

in actual service at this time.

Besides surpassing the Bell company in numbers
of telephones and exchanges, the Independents have
m.ore copper circuits, more miles of wire and have
about 200 more toll stations than does the Michigan
Telephone company. The map of the Independent

\Coniimied 07i fage 79-?.]

phone company, says that the Warner generator in
his exchange has been running continuously for
over six months without taking a moment for
changes or repairs. He thinks that it is the cheap-
est method of obtaining power for signaling sub-
scribers. The Warner telephone generator is used
by both Bell and Independent companies, it is said.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Telephone Manufacturing company of Sum-

ter, S. C, will erect a new factory.

The Interstate Telephone company will, it is said,

establish a factory at Durham, N. C., for the man-
ufacture of telephones.

The Sterling Electric company of Chicago has
just contracted to furnish the Tippecanoe Telephone
company a new switchboard and office arresters,

to replace the apparatus heretofore in- use.
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easily by walking. The venture has certainly been

most unfortunate, for the start from New York was

made on July 13th.
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When last heard from. Mr, and Mrs, Davis, who
started to ride from New York to San Francisco in

a gasoline vehicle, were somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of Adrian, Mich, The latest news from these

plucky but ill-starred travelers was as discouraging

as the first, A farmer had been employed to haul

the machine to Adrian, where it went into shop for

inspection and general repairs. The last recorded

speed made by the automobile was 12 miles in four

days. The Chicago Tribune thinks that if Mr. and

Mrs, Davis have any serious intention of going to

California they will get there more quickly and

Mr, Ware makes a strong showing for the In-

dependent companies in Michigan in his article, re-

printed in another place in this issue. He shows

what they have done for the telephone users of that

state, and his straightforward statement, based on

carefully prepared statistics, will gratify every friend

of the movement. In particular, the company with

which Mr. Ware is connected is to be congratulated

on the notable success it has achieved in Grand

Rapids. ^_^^^^^^^^^^_
General Brooke having been directed by the United

States government to prevent the landing of a cable

in Cuba to compete with the Western Union com-

pany, which claims exclusive contract rights, the

Commercial Cable company is much exercised and

is decrying monopoly. Public sympathy with the

Commercial people would be greater, if. in operating

their land lines, they were not at one with the

Western Union company in maintaining a monopoly

of prices. Existing telegraph tolls in the United

States are high, and as there is no competition in

rates, the Postal-Commercial company cannot raise

the monopoly cry with very good grace.

It is pleasing to learn, from a late dispatch from

General Otis, that the United States cable ship

Hooker, which was considered a total loss, is cer-

tain to be saved. The Hooker went ashore on Cor-

regidor Island, at the mouth of Manila Bay, Gen-

eral Otis says that arrangements have been made
for getting the Hooker off the rocks and taking her

to Cavite arsenal, where she will receive repairs

sufficient to permit her to go to Hongkong to be

thoroughly overhauled and put in first-class condi-

tion. It was rather humiliating that the first cable

ship to be fitted out by the government as a con-

sequence of the over-sea expansion of the United

States should be run on the rocks. But, of course,

the fault, if there was a fault, was that of the navi-

gator in charge, and not of the electrical men. The

Hooker is a refitted ship that was captured from

the Spanish during the war: but it is to be hoped

that its evil days are now over, and that after leaving

dock at Hongkong it will have a long and useful

career. ^_^^__^^_^^_^

By inviting bids for the construction of a new
wheel-pit the Niagara Power company gives in-

dubitable evidence of the entire success of the great

plant for the electrical conversion and transmissi'^n

of power from Niaeara Falls. The present wheel-

pit is now. or shortly will be, utilized to its full

capacity of 50,0130 horse power, and the new pit will

double this capacity. An electrical generating

plant of T00.I300 horse power is of tremendous size,

greater than any steam-driven electrical plant in

the world at the present time—perhaps larger than

any other single steam or water-power plant of any

character. The courage and foresight of the

founders have been justified by experience and will

no doubt be financially rewarded. Certainly the

prospects for the latter must be excellent, or the

large expense of doubling the great plant (with

the exception of the inlet canal and tunnel') would

not be undertaken. The whole enterprise is of the

utmost interest and significance as an industrial de-

velopment.

Liquid air may go hang! Electricity in capsules,

for the vest pocket, is now the proper caper in

power development. There is an inventor, a $15,-

000,000 company with an office on Wall street, a

few shares of stock to sell, mention of the discovery

in the newspapers, and all the other adjuncts of a

grand and glorious discovery to ease t\\e burden of

the toiler and lift the shadow from the brow of the

oppressed. Hereafter every man can carry around

enough electricity on his person, in capsules, to run

a planing-mill, and the world will be the better for

it. The citizen, by providing himself with a few

capsules (sold in pasteboard boxes, by the dozen or

gross, by all grocers and dealers in notions'), may
become his own electric-light plant or he can run

an automobile from New York to San Francisco,

The cost will be somewhat cheaper than for the

same amount of quinine and will be about the same

as for a similar quantity of calomel. Being elec-

tricity, the capsules are very exhilarating, and. when

taken internally, they are a specific for chilblains,

mumps and that tired feeling. They contain a
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wonderful white powder, that, for power generation,

is simply dissolved in water, making a battery solu-

tion in which no copper is necessary. The capsule

electricity is cheap, too, as light can be produced
at less than one-fifth of a mill per lamp-hour, or
about one-twenty-fifth of the present cost. Not
the slightest knowledge of the old electricity is

necessary for the user of the new kind, and the

tabules will keep for years in any kind of climate

without losing strength. Children cry for the cap-

sules, and no family should be without them, for if

they are once used they will be always used.

Further details of this remarkable invention are

to be found in the New York papers. The Brook-
lyn Eagle of September 22d had about a column
about it.

At the recent banquet of the Association of Edi-
son Illuminating Companies in Philadelphia. Col.

Eugene Griffin spoke of the part played by electrical

engineers during the late war with Spain. He noted
that many engineering officers in the United States

navy had spoken to him in appreciation of the

work done by the volunteers who came forward to

assist in laying submarine mines for the protection
of the harbors alon.g the eastern coast and in erect-

ing apparatus on land which required electrical skill.

The suggestion originally came, he said, from Mr.
Caryl D. Haskins of Boston. Colonel Griffin made
the point that there was nothing strange in the
efficiency of the volunteer engineers, because in this

case it was the army engineers who had been the
amateurs, while the volunteer electricians had been
the professionals, being accustomed to handle cur-
rents of much higher potential and to lay cables

under water as their daily work. Modern warfare
makes neces.sary the employment of the training of

the electrical engineer and the skill of the electrician,

and it is pleasing to realize that American electrical

men. although trained in the arts of peace, can
readily turn their talents and experience into ef-

fective expression for the national honor or the

national defense.

One of the most active of the municipal-ownership

men at the convention of the League of American
Municipalities in Syracuse last week was Mayor
Johnson of Denver, who was elected president of

the organization. He made the opening address

in favor of his pet panacea and advocated municipal

ownership of waterworks, gas and electric liehting,

street-car lines and telephone service. In addition,

steam heat from the municipal electric stat'ons,

which the mayor confidently states is a by-product

that is "free of extra cost and which, if properly

used, is capable of heating all buildings in a radius

of one-half mile." is to be furnished at small cost

to e-reat public wash-houses.

This is an ambitious programme, and it is sup-

ported by the usual arguments. It is interesting to

note that in discussing the telephone s'tnat'on

Mayor Johnson seems moved to advocate municit^al

ownership principally because of the rapacitv of the

Bell companies. Thus: "In Denver 2.500 telephones

are in use. For an unlimited serv'ce the charge

for a telephone for a year is $120. Indianapolis, with

about the same population, has two systems. The
New Telephone company, with a better system than

Denver, charges only $40 a telephone a year in a

business house and only $24 a year for residences.

Both are full, unlimited, up-to-date systems, as good
as can be had. This New company is doing a fine

business and making a handsome profit. If th's be

true, by what name shall we style the company
which charges the people of its own city three

times as much as is necessary to make a handsome
profit?"

Mayor Johnson admits that a private telephone

company in a city, even with exorbitant charges, is

far better than no telephone system. Why, then,

propose municipal ownership to wipe out the new-

founded enterprises of the Independents, who are

asking only fair and reasonable prices? 'Why

should the new Independent companies suffer for

the misdoines of the old Bell companies? But it

IS very unlikely that the cities of the United States

will ever engage in the general telephone business.

Governinent ownership in the telephone business, as

well as in telegraphy, must be accomplished through

the medium of the United States government or not

at all. Cities might perhaps own or lease a gen-

eral subway system for all buried wires and pipes,

but that will probably be the nearest approach they

will make to telephone operation for subscribers.
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Marconi in New York.
fCoriesponHence of the Western Electrician.]

To make space-signaling tests for the military and
naval authorities of the United States, and also in

pursuance of his agreement with the New York
Herald to report the coming international yacht

races from a vessel to the shore by his system of

wireless telegraphy, Signor Guglielmo Marconi ar-

rived in New York on Thursday of last week. Sep-
tember 2ist. Signor Marconi crossed from Liver-

pool in the Cunard Line steamer Aurania, and
reached the city about noon.
For some reason all experimenters, as far as is

known, who have operated with wireless telegraphy

on this side of the water, have only been partly

successful in telegraphing distances over a few
miles, and in many cases the operators do not hesi-

tate to adinit that high buildings and other struc-

tures, that are inevitable in every large city, in-

terfere greatly with the tests. It is not unreasona-

ble, then, to anticipate that Marconi's expositions

here will give valuable hints in the right direction.

On the Aurania's passenger-list Signor Marconi
was registered as "Mr." As he stepped down the

gangway on leaving the steamer, enveloped in a

huge brown mackintosh and wearing a brown felt

hat. few persons recognized him. He was accom-
panied by Mr. William Goodbody. one of the Lon-
don directors of the Wireless Telegraph company,
and by Charles E. Rickard. W. W. Bradfield and
Willinm Densham. skilled wireless-telegraphv op-

erators, who have been engaged in the exneriments

in the Enelish Channel, and who will be in charge

of the instruments and send the messages to the

Herald during the yacht races. On the Aurania
also came the apparatus which will be used—trans-

mitters, receivers, batteries, etc.; all the appliances

of a telegraph outfit with the exception of wires.

Signor Marconi was greeted by Capt. George
Owen Squier, a personal friend, and Capt. Leonard
Delacour Wildman. both of the United States Sig-

nal Corps, stationed at Governor's Island. To
them Signor Marconi explained that half of his

lug.e-age.including some of his apparatus, had been
misdirected and shipped to Boston, and that he

hardly knew what he had with him and what had
gone astray. He expressed himself as anxious to

know just what was going to be done with his

paraphernalia by the custom-house inspectors. The
officers explained to him that it had been arranged

. with the authorities at Washington that all instru-

ments that he had brnusrht over for use in the ex-

periments before the Board of Army Officers would

be admitted free of duty, but that any other ap-

paratus, to be used in private tests, would be held

dutiable.

A representative of the Western Electrician

called upon Signor Marconi at the HolTEman House
late Thursday afternoon and was received with

everv courtesy.
Althoush Ital'an on his father's side and bv birth,

Marconi's mother was an Englishwoman, and in

general appearance, complexion and manner the

inventor is seemingly a young and clear-complex-

ioned Englishman. Signor Marconi is a man of

medium height and slender, with blue eyes and

clean-shaven face, except for a slight mustache.

He is of a retiring disposition. As might be ex-

pected, he speaks English like a nanve. The
Herald described him most aptly: "Signor Mar-

coni looks the student all over and possesses the

peculiar semi-abstracted air that characterizes men
who devote their days to study and scientific ex-

periment."
Mr. Marconi is apparently besieged by Ameri-

can newspaper men. When your correspondent

paid his respects and waited for admittance there

was already "a man behind a pad" in the room.

And hardly had the writer entered before "No. 3"

knocked at the door.

So much has already been published as to the

details of Marconi's work that no attempt was

made to "interview" him in the strict sense of the

word. The most important observation made by

the newcomer was to the effect that the curvature

of the earth has been discounted. "We have tele-

graphed 70 miles with the height of the vertical

wire 128 feet, and your geometry will tell you that

the curvature is about 800 feet."

Speaking of his recent experiments, Marconi said:

"Another thing we have found out is that moun-
tains, high buildings, steel masts, etc.. do not stop

communication. We were able, while in Bantry

Bay, to talk with a ship lying many miles from us

and separated by a chain of hills hundreds of feet

high. The message radiated in all directions and

was caught by the pole on the other ship. Again,

a very valuable point is that fog does not interfere

with a wireless-telegraphic message at all. In fact,

at times the instruments have appeared to work
better in thick weather. With a pole sufficiently

high, a message can practically be sent any dis-

tance. There was some talk of my attempting to

communicate between New York and Chicago, but

I do not think I shall make that experiment. I

may, however, try it."

The big steamer Ponce, upon which Signor Mar-
coni will probably direct the reporting of the yacht

races, is now at her pier, in Brooklyn. The wireless-

telegraphic apparatus will be installed in a few

days and tests made before the races to insure

perfect working. On board the Grande Duchesse
preparations for putting the instruments and pole

in place have been begun, under the direction of Mr.

W. J. Clarke. When she arrives from Boston every-

thing will be in readiness. From both these fast
steamers, as they follow the races, wireless telegra-
phy will send the story of the contest. It is as yet un-
settled whether the space-telegraph messages will be
received at the Herald office in Herald square, or
\vhether they will be first taken on receivers sta-
tioned at, say, Rockaway. and thence repeated to the
Herald office over an ordinary land line. F. L. P.

Divers Experiments in Space Teleg-
raphy.

Under the direction of the faculty, the electrical
students of the Armour Institute of Technology in
Chicago are arranging a series of space-telegraphy
tests between the Institute building at .Armour
avenue and Thirty-third street and a tug on Lake
Michigan, the distance being two miles or more.

A Pil!tsburg dispatch states that Prof. Reg'nald
A. Fessenden of the Western University of Penn-
sylvania has demonstrated that his wire'ess-te'egra-
phy invention will work at long distances. It

varies in many details, it is said, from Marconi's.
He will use it. by invitation, it is addet], at the
coming international races in New York.

Dr. Peter Stiens, the Russian who proposes to
make the blind see and the deaf hear by electrical

communication with the optic and auditory nerves,
also offers a few ideas on wireless telephony and
telegraphy. A London interviewer reports that the
enterprising doctor expressed himself in 'he fol-

lowing terms: "I am not working on the Hertzian
waves at all. My principle is that of using only
one means of conduction, namely, the earth. I

simply send electricity through the earth from one
apparatus to another in sympathy with it. No high
poles, nor balloons, nor anything of the k'nd are
required for my system. My apparatus is small a"d
portable. I contend that by my invention not only
taps, but spoken words and the sound of the
human voice can be heard, and that at great dis-

tances."

G. H. Smith, a young workman in a tin-plate

factory at Cardiff. Wales, claims to have invented
an improvement on Marconi's system of electrical

transmis.sion through space. He asserts that he has
made a better transmitter than Marconi, a more sen-

sitive receiver and a method of focusing rays so
that they can only be picked up by one receiver

and cannot be intercepted. "I dispense entirely

with the high vertical wire," he is reported to have
said, "and guide and focus the electrical waves so
they have a width of only one inch in passing,

thus making it impossible to intercept them, unless^

indeed, a ship could poise its receiver in the par-
ticular inch of space through which the rays pass.

I am convinced I can telegraph or telephone up
to 150 miles. My apparatus can be put on a table

or anywhere else and can send a message through
a window or wall. It can be worked through the

Wheatstone machine up to 500 words a minute."

Warren S. Johnson and C. E. Fortier of Mil-

waukee have been making successful tests with
wireless telegraphy on a system said to be entirely

diflerent from that of Marconi. Mr. Johnson is

thus reported: "With the instruments we have I

could send the steamer Virginia to sea, steer her
about in the lake and bring her back to port with-

out the aid of any other agency. I mean that there

need not be a person on the boat except some men
to shovel coal into the furnaces, and we would do
the work of navigating the steamer with the aid

of the wireless telegraph with other apparatus at-

tached. Of course, with our present development
of the system of wireless telegraphy we would be
limited in our management of the vessel Iby dis-

tance. It is a mistake to suppose that wireless

telegraphy will ever supplant the other, in which
wire plays so important a part. I believe, how-
ever, the day will come when vessels navigating in

the ocean and the lakes wdll be required by law
to be equipped with the apparatus, and that by
means of it they will be able to communicate at all

times with the shore and with other vessels on
the ocean."

From Colorado Springs comes news that Tesla
is not asleep. He has just begun his work, but he
did not succeed in concealing himself from the

newspaper correspondent. "Two objects brought
me here." said the inventor, according to the ac-

count. "First, to develop, perfect and manufacture
a machine for transmitting messages to Paris next
year without the use of wires: second, to work out
a theory on which I have been experimenting for

five or six years, that there are electrical currents

in the strata of air at various altitudes, from which
tremendous power can be generated. Some years

ago I discovered the principle that power can be
transmitted to any distance without w'res. The
transmission of messages followed close after. Then
I discovered a principle to be made of more service.

I am only at the beginning, but 1 was never more
confident of success. I never fail." Tes'a_ has an
experiment station just east of Colorado City. He
seems to expect to talk to Paris next year without

the aid of wires. He hopes also to perfect inven-

tions for general use in wireless telegraphy.

A foot-wide miniature electric trolley road girdles

the buildings of the Export Exposition at Phila-

delphia and is used to provide amusement and en-

tertainment for children.

Section of Physics, A. A. A. S.

At the recent meeting in Columbus, O., of the
American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence the sessions of the section 01 physics were dis-
tinguished by the high average merit of the papers
rather than by any one or two especially remark-
able productions. The attendance was very satis-

factory as to numbers and principally consisted of
those actually at work in some branch of physics.
This fact appeared in the unusually satisfactory dis-
cussions which followed many of the papers.

Professor F. C. Caldwell of Columbus presented
an interesting and efficient method for the study of
varying conditions in a rotary converter. He had
constructed a set of diagrams, which, when placed
under a disk, with appropriate slits and scales, en-
abled the observer to determine the current and
electromotive force in the various coils, at any mo-
ment, under varying conditions.
The important subject of the efficiency of gas

and oil engines is attracting particular attention
at present, and the paper by Professor H. T. Eddy
of Minneapolis was a welcome contribution to the
subject. He presents a simple, graphical method for
constructing [he entrophy-temperature diagram
from the indicator card, and points out that these
diagrams are particularly valuable in detecting the
weak points of any particular engine.

Mr. L. J. Briggs of Washington has constructed
a convenient electrical condenser of variable capac-
ity, by piling up a series of alternating plates of
brass and mica and compressing the system more
or less by means of a thumb-screw.
Professor J. McK. Cattell of New York, in his

observation that the time of perception is a meas-
ure of the relative intensity of illumination of two
surfaces, has furnished an important contribution
to the subject of photometry. He finds that the
lime required to decide which of two surfaces is

the darker is a direct measure of the difference
of the two surfaces. When one slops to realize that

we recognize our surroundings as stationary, and
as individual objects, in spite of the motions of the
eye and head, whereas the spokes of a moving
wheel and similar objects lose their identity and
appear blurred, we can appreciate the importance
of Professor Cattell's investigations upon this sub-
ject. He finds that within certain limits of speed,

when the motion of the images upon the retina of
the eye is produced by a motion of the head or eye,

a blending does not occur, but if the eye is sta-

tionary and the object moves, blurring takes place.

This would lead to the inevitable conclusion that
the operation of vision is seated more in the brain,

and less in the retina, than is usually assumed. In-

cidentally, it shows that our vision has. by th**

process of evolution, developed so as to be most
useful and effective for us, just as any other func-

tion of the body.
Professor E. W. Scripf^ure of New Haven finds

that an alternating electric current, if the alterna-

tions are slow, produces muscular contraction: on
the other hand, as the rate of alternation approaches
5.000 per second, the muscular contraction in most
cases dis-ippears and an insensibility to pain in the
region affected takes place. This method of anes-
thesia or analgesia promises to be of considerable
utility for local application, as. for example, in

dentistry and the surgery of the extremities.

Doctors H. S. Carhart and K. E. Gu'he of the
University of Michiean presented the value 1-4^^3
volts at 15* Centigrade as the result of their ab-
solute determination of the electromotive force of

the standard Clark cell.

The investigation of the coherer made by Dr.
Augustus Trowbridge of New Haven is an impor-
tant contribution to the subject of wireless teleg-

raphy. He finds that a certain minimum electro-

motive force of from eight to 10 volts is necessary
to break down the resistance of any particular co-
herer, and that electrical impulses, after the first

have practically no beneficial effect. It thus ap-
pears unnecessary that the disturbance should be
oscillatory, as the first wave would produce all

the effect. This observation explains much of the
erratic behavior of coherers in experimental use. .

Professor Reginald A. Fessenden of Allegheny,
Pa., presented a number of interesting papers upon
magnetic and electric subjects: he also described
and explained several new pieces of electrical ap-
paratus. Two papers dealt with the intricate prob-
lem of the factors affecting the resistance, capacity
and polarization in the electrolytic cell.

Dr. F. A. Wolff. Jr.. of Washington. D. C, pre-
sented to the section an interesting account of the
progress that has been made in providing this coun-
try with a national laboratory in which electrical

apparatus can be tested and standardized. He re-

ports that in the office of the United States Standard
Weights and Measures facilities are now available

for the testing of most of the ordinary electrical ap-
paratus, and that many obstacles had to be sur-
mounted, but the progress is extremely encouraging.
A number of articles were read upon optical sub-

jects, which are of interest, particularly in the
theoretical discussions of such phenomena, and of

less practical importance.
Perhaps the most suggestive paper was that by

Professor Fessenden on the nature of electricity'

and magnetism and certain constants of the ether.

After pointing out the great value of dimensional
formulae in the discussion of phvsical prnhlems,
he took up the question of the fundamental relations

between certain optical properties and certain elec-

tromagnetic properties of the ether, pointing out
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that we ha\e three formulae for the relation between
four quantities, and consequently, cannot solve the

equations in the ordinar>' method. It is necessarj^

to obtain some fourth relation between these quan-

tities, and by a discussion of the dimensions of the

quantities involved it becomes possible to make
certain hypotheses; two of these are shown to be

the most probable, and then experimental observa-

tions are called in to determine which of these is

preferable. A large mass of experimental observa-

tions as to the relation between permeability, dens-

ity, specific inductive capacity' and certain optical

constants of a long list of substances leads to a

choice between the two possible formulas. From
this conclusion it is possible to deduce values for

the elasticity' of the ether, as well as its density, and
also, by constructing the dimensional formula for

the magnetic quantities, it is possible to visualize

the nature of the magnetic quantities. It is

hoped that this paper will appear in full in Science,

and the reader must be referred to its full publica-

tion for further details. The mass of evidence is

much too great to be presented in a brief review.

Dr. O. L. Fassig of Baltimore gave an important
generalization upon the weather on the Atlantic

coast, as influenced by certain areas of persistent

high barometer. His conclusic ns will go far

toward raising loner-distance weather predictions

from mere guesswork to scientific conclusions. The
paper will appear in the American Journal of Sci-

ence
The old war between armor and guns is likely to

have its counterpart in a new struggle betn'een

smokeless powder and the mec.ns for locating its

flashes. Professor Fessenden has comribu^ed the

first article on the defensive side, by showing that

by the simple use of a red color screen the flash

becomes quHe readily d'stingnishable. The flash of

smokeless powder proves to be essentially red,

whereas the diff^used light coming from the land-

scape at laree is very weak in the red, consequently,

when a red screen is used, the ilium-nation of the
general landscape is greatly reduced, whereas the
gun fiash appears with undiminished brightness.

The contrast becomes sufficient to enable the ob-
server to read'ly locate the flash.

Professor Thomas Gray of Terre Haute, Ind..

gave some additional observ'ations on the dielectric

strength of oils, pointing out the rather peculiar

fact that the strength per centimeter decreases as

the thickness of the layer increases. These ob-
servations were made between spherical terminals.

He also called attention to certain errors which
might arise in wattmeters, owing to the absorption
of moisture by the surroundings of the resistance

coils, and to others due to capacity conditions in

the fine-wire coil.

In addition to the papers mentioned above, the
following-named were presented to the section of

physics: "Compound Harmonic Vibration of a

String." W. Hallock, New York, N. Y.; "The
Musical Scales of the Arabs." Charles K. Wead.
Washington. D. C; "Medieval Organ Pipes and
Their Bearing on the History of the Scale." Charles

K. Wead, Washington, D. C. ; "Polarization and
Polarization Capacity of an Electrolytic Cell." K.
E. Guthe and M. D. Atkins. Ann Arbor, Mich.;
"Polarization and Internal Resistance of the Cop-
per Voltameter," B. E. Moore, Lmcoln, Neb.; "Con-
cerning the Fall of Potential at the Anode in a

Geissler Tube," C A. Skinner, Lincoln, Neb.: "An
Experimental Test of the Accuracy of Ohm's Law,"
F. A. Wolff, Jr., Washington, D. C; "A New
Spectrophotometer and a Method of Optically Cali-

brating the Slit," D. B. Brace, Lincoln, Neb.;
"On Achromatic Polarization m Crj^stalline Com-
binations." D. B. Brace, Lincoln, Neb.; "A Method
lor the Study of Phosphorescent Sulph'des," Fred.

E. Kester. Columbus. O.; "Accidental Double Re-
fraction in Colloids and Crj'stalloids," B. V. Hill,

Lincoln, Neb. ; "Note on the Age of the Earth." Reg-
inald A. Fessenden. Allegheny. Pa.; "A Barometric
Study of the Radiations of a Black Body Between
600° Centigrade and 1,100° Centigrade," C. E.

Mendenhall, Williamstown, Mass.; "A Barometric
Study of the Radiations of an Absolute Black
Body," F. A. SaUnders. Haverford, Pa.; "On the

Escape of Gases from the Plants.. Accordmg to- the
Kinetic Theory'." S. E. Cook, Lincoln, Neb.; -'On
Differential Dispersion in Double Refracting Me-
dia." E. J. Rendtorff, Lincoln, Neb.; "Relation of

Magnetization to the Modulus of Elasticity," J. S.

Stevens, Orono, Me.: "On Flutings in the Kundt
Sound Tube," S. B. Cook, Lincoln, Neb.; "Some
Unexpected Errors in Wattmeter Measurements."
Thomas Gray. Terre Haute, Ind.; "Optical Cali-

bration of the Slit of a Spectrometer," E. V. Capps,
Lincoln, Neb,

Competition Lively in Indiana.
The Bell Telephone company, having about com-

pleted its copper-metallic long-distance I'.ne between
Wabash, Ind., and Goshen, has announced a cut
of almost one-half in the rates charged by the In-
dependent toll lines between the competing points.

Where the Independent rate has been 25 cents, the
Bell rate is 15 cents. The Independent lines will

at once meet the cut. and south of Wabash, wh_ere
the Bell has a monopoly of toll service, the Inde-
pendents are pushing construction, and will reduce
rates to half those charged by the Belh Between
non-competing points the Bell maintains its tariff.

Telephone Service in Michigan.
\CoJiiinncd fyom pa^^e i8g.'\

lines, published on page 189. indicates a more thor-
ough covering of the state by the Independent lines;

but the magnitude of the growth is perhaps best
shown by the following list of places where the In-
dependents have exchanges as indicated, but the
Bell company has but one telephone in each, unless
otherwise shown:

pany be given control of the situation, for telephone
liberty and prosperity are too sweet and too valu-
able to be surrendered to am' foreign corporation.

Bell
Allegan i

Ath-DS I

Ba-gor 1

Be'lville I

B Hevue i

Birmi 'gham i

Cadillac 4
Ca-^f n City i

Casnovia 1

Cooppisville I

Cassop-li-: I

C'-dar Springs .. i

Coril I

Dncatnr i

-Douglas o
Do*agiac -

4
Edmore i

Evart I

Fennvil'e o
Flushing I

Fremont ".

i

G'Dies o
Han I

Hartford i

H. lly 5
Howard City 1

Im ay City i

I haca I

Kalkaskia o
L ke Od-ssa,, ,; ..

.

i

Lakeview i

Lawton i

Leslie I

Cy^ns J

M = nton I

Maple Rapids 1

M-rrel1u5 3
M'Tine City i

Mtndon i

Cit.

146

96

Bell.

MiHHIeville i

Mon'ague 1

Mnir I

Mullik*»n I

Na?hville 5
Nf

t-yNorth E-anch i

NonhviUe 1

Or on 2

O'sego 2
Osfor'1 I

P-.W Paw I

P-ntwater i

Plymouth i

Rped City 2

Roch-^s er 5
Roikford i

Rimro 9
St Joh"s 5

S^nd Hill I

Sa»anac 1

Saug^'uck o
Shelby i

Sheridau 1

Spana i

S' uth HaveD . i

S an'on 2

Sturgis 3
Tre too 1

Utica I

V rmonrville i

Virk-burg 1

Watf-rvliet o
Wav and 1

Wh'itehaH 1

Zeelaod i

74 places 106

64
30

129

45

]8

179
67

The above list is far from being complete, as
the writer has not sufficient information from cer-

tain portions of the state to give more figures, but
it is sufficient to indicate the trend of the telephone
movement. In other words, the Independents, in

less than four years, have more exchanges in cities

and towns where the Bell company, after 20 years,
has no exchanges than the total Bell company' ex-
changes in the entire state, they having over tmce
as many exchanges as the Michigan Telephone
company.

It is but fair to state that in the great majority'

of cases the Independent companies are improving
their property and are in all cases giving better
sendee than was given before these companies began
service; that the rates for exchange and toll service,

while, perhaps, on an average scarcely half the for-

mer Michigan Telephone companj'-'s rates, in a very-

large majority of cases enable the paying of divi-

dends satisfactory to the average business man, and
many of the companies are so doing. While it is

tiue that in a few cases Independent rates have been
made too low, as a rule they can be maintained
permanently, unless by reason of excessive growth
of exchanges. The Michigan Telephone company
is making sen-ice rates below cost in many cities

and towns in the state where it has competition, and
in Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Benton Harbor, etc.,

has not had, for over two 3'ears. sufficient telephone
rentals to paj- expenses of operation, not including
interest on any portion of the $5,285,000 mortgage
bonds authorized, over half being issued: nor does
the Bell company claim to be able to pay expenses
of operation at the various rates it now charges.
These Bell rates var3^ in different localities, ap-

parently without rh3'-me or reason, as is shown by
the few following:

Res.
I

Bus.

5;= EU Rapids.....; 5^
6 Port Huron 24
6 Mt. Cl-mens iS

Holland 12

Res.

S12

iS

16

'\V

H. R. Lyon has been granted a franchise at Jlan-
dan, N. D., for an electric-light plant.

Bis.
Grqnd Rapids $2+
Ka'amaz"o 24
Charlotte 24
Lcel' 12

Petroit 40
.\lp'na (i

It is impossible for the Michigan Bell company
permanentlj' to do business at a loss. By less than
cost rates, temporarily, it hopes to undermine In-
dependent companies by forcing them to ruinous
rates or creating in the public mind the idea that
the Independent rntes are too hieh. and thus they
tliink to d'vide public support and destroy competi-
tion. "Where neither plan works it is proposed to
purchase comoanies holding strong geo.arachical
positions, judging from the acMons of the Bell offi-

cials in other territory in which they operate.

Besides the phenomena! growth of the Tndepe^d'^nt
movement, its hearty support by the citizens of the
state generally, and by certain commtmities espe-
cially', m^kes a sell-out to the Bell comoany an act
of treachery to the business community': and no
indi-\ndual company or exchancre can so sell without
the loss of business honor to the officers and direct-

ors who should consent to such a s^ep.

The Independent movement tn Michigan has re-

sulted thus far in the following: i. LoAver rates

for both exchange and toll 5er\-ice. 2. Better serv-

ice for exchange and toll lines. 3. More telephones
in use and greater use of telephones. 4. Greater
consideration of telephone users. And. because it

is in th^ interest of all the people of the state, it

will continue to grow and prosper, until through
it eveo' communitj' in the state—business, manu-
facturing, farming, fruit grow-ing, all—will have
permanently good telephone sen'ice at reasonable
rates and managed by citizens of the state. Never
again will the old rates be restored or the old com-

Teleohone Patents of James G. Nolan.
James G. Nolen, a well-known Chicago telephone

man. has been granted patents, under date of Sep-
tember 19th. for a combined generator and ringer
for telephones and for a tablet and index. The
latter patent relates to a series of metallic tablet-
holders, which can be attached to a telephone gen-
erator-box and arranged to hold a printed index of
telephone subscribers. The first-named invention
relates particularly to a novel combination of some
of the telephone parts. One of the essential ob-
jects of the invention is so to arrange and combine
the generator and ringer mechanisms that the usual
polarizing magnet employed for the fields of the
ringer mechanism, together with a number of con-
tacts and connections that heretofore have been
necessary', will be entirely dispensed with. Ano'her
object is to provide meant so that the strength of
the polarizing magnet may be increased or dimin-
ished as may be desired. With these objects in
view the invention consists, broadly, in so com-
binin.g the generator and ringer mechanisms as to
permit of the utilization of the field magnet or mag-
nets of tlie generator as the polarizing magnet for
the fields of the ringer. An advantage is thus
claimed by the inventor over the old method of hav-
ing the fields of the generator surrounding the coils,
as it gives a great retadation, and it is said, for
brid.ee work, will prevent voice currents from cross-
ing the bridge.

Illinois Telephone Company.
The men interested in the Illinois Telephone

and Tele.eraph company assert that alreadv the
company has applications for sen-ice equa'i"g the
number of subscribers to the Chicago Teleohone
company. The city authorities have d'cided to
.grant the new company's app'^ca'^'on to bui'd con-
duits under the streets. Mr. McC-ann. the comm's-
sioner of public works, has notified the cnmoany
that the permits will be issued to accord with the
company's specifications. However, the commis-
sioner makes these resen-ations: "Said permits will
be issued with the express understanding that anv
duly authorized employe of the city of Chicago
shall be permitted by your company to enter your
conduits at any time for the purpose of doing' any
work necessary for the construction and mainte-
nance or the making of any alterations or repa-rs
of the wires used by the city of Chicago, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the said ordinance
of February 20, iSccj, and said permits will be issued
on the further express understanding that the con-
duits constructed and maintained by your companv
under said ordinance will be used for no other
purpose than the stringing of wires for telegraph
and telephone ser\-ice onl}'."

War Tax on Telephone Messages.
Mr. Treat, collector of internal revenue at New

York, has notified the New York Telephone com-
pany that it must furnish a sworn statement of the
number of messages sent, under the contract of 600
messages for $60, between July i, 1898, and May i,

1899. This is to enforce the war tax of a cent a
message which the company tried to evade, ap-
pealing to Commissioner of Internal Revenue Wil-
son at Washington, who returned the following
ruling to Mr. Treat: "You are advised that this
office holds that on each of the .messages sent un-
der the 6oo-messages-for-|(x) contract a tax of one
cent should be imposed, and you are directed to
request the New York Telephone company to fur-
nish you with a sworn statement of messages sent
under this form of contract and report the same
to this ofiice." Soon after the war ta.x was levied
the company reduced its tolls from 15 to 10 cents
a message. Later the price on private lines was
reduced from $90 to $60 for 600 messages. If, how-
ever, the subscriber sent less than the allowed 600
the rate is brought under the war-tax law. It is

on this point, says the New York Sun, that the late
ruling was made. The amount due the govern-
ment is considerably more than $5,000.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Arrangements have been completed for the con-

struction of a telephone system from Lexington to
Lynchburg, A^a., by the Lexington Telephone com-
pany and the Ljmchburg Telephone companj'.

The Independent Telephone company of Yates
Center. Kan., has completed its exchange, begin-
ning with 70 subscribers. It expects to connect with
the new company at Fredonia in a short time.

,A new North Side exchange office will be built
by the Chicago Telephone company- at 273 East
Chicago avenue next spring. The building is to be
a two-story brick structure, and will cost S'JO ooo.

The present offices at Clark street and Chicago
avenue will be moved into it.

The Michigan Telephone company says it is be-
hind its orders in installing new telephones arid has
decided to erect another new telephone exchange,
work to be begun next month. General Manager
Forbes says that \rithin the state the company is from
3,000 to 5,000 telephones behind its orders.
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New Theater Dimmers.
Thei'e has been lately placed upon the market

by the Ironclad Resistance company of Westfield,

N. J., a line of theater dimmers, which the company
asserts to be the embodiment of the latest develop-
ments in that branch of electrical work. While
the electrical side of the question had been thor-
oughly considered, and dimmers bad been produced
which would give a most gradtial and satisfactory
manipulation of the lights, yet it seemed to many,
and to the Ironclad Resistance company among
the rest, that the mechanical makeup of the modern
theatrical bank was not what it should be.

The improvements embodied in the apparatus of
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only for the employment of a screw-driver, and
in addition, in an interlocking bank, the slacking
off of the two turnbuckles in the flexible connections.
Tile transmission of the pull of the master lever
over circular sectors insures an equal strain in all

portions of the arc and renders cramping impos-
sible.

It is sometimes desirable lo so arrange a bank
of interlocking dimmers that movement of the mas-
ter lever will cause some of the contact levers to
travel in the opposite direction, while others follow
the master lever as ordinarily, thus brightening the
lights on one circuit and simultaneously dimming
them on others with a single movement of the
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4. interlocking connection open; Fig. 5, interlocking

connection reversed.

Electric Necktie Pin.

William Koche of New York is introducing a

pretty novelty in the form of a combination electric

necktie pin. The lamp is easily separated from the

the Ironclad Resistance company are stated as fol-

lows: First, the plates—of the well-known Iron-
clad type—with all lever parts, etc., are made to jig

and are interchangeable; second, there is provided
an extremely rigid framework, complete in itself, on
which each plate is independently mounted a.nd

positively fixed, but from which any one may be
independently rerno^ed without interfering with any
other portion of the bank; third, the master lever
shaft is carried in adjustable self-centering bearings
attached to the framework and clear of the plates;
fourth, the interlocking connections are such that
lack of alignment of the operating parts is power-
less lo affect their perfect operation; fifth, adjust-
ments are provided in every place where they are

NEW THEATER DIMMERS.

master lever. This is accomplished in the present
instance by simply crossing the interlocking con-
nections in the manner of a crossed belt, as shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.

Provision is also made to allow for the setting

of any individual dimmer in any desired position,

from full light to no light, and then automatically
carrying it from that point by the simple movement
of the master lever. This is done by providing
a circular arc, concentric with the lever stud, upon
which the interlocking bolt travels before engaging.
That the extreme simplicity and flexibility of this

apparatus, together with the ether features em-
bodied therein, are meeting with the approval of

that part -of the trade which calls for the highest
grade of material, workmanship and adaptability

seems to be shown by the success which has met

fie-

pin, and can be placed quickly in a flower or bou-
quet, producing a delicate and artistic effect. The
lamp used in this outfit is the regularly made in-

candescent kind. It can be used for light in dark
closets or in any place where a light is required

without danger of fire, thus combining usefulness

with amusement.

Bulock Street-railway Generator.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati has entered the railway field. The di-

rect-connected generator shown by the picture was
sold to the Oakland Rapid Transit company of

Oakland, Cal. It operates at a speed of 80 revo-
lutions per minute and develops 550 volts at no

FIG. 3. NEW THEATER DIMMERS.

in any way necessary, thus insuring the operation

of all the parts under all circumstances.

It is obvious that a bank of dimmers so con-

structed may be shipped "knocked down" and as-

sembled at its destination without the necessity of

the employment of skilled labor; and in the case

of large banks or great shipping distances or in-

stallation in inaccessible positions this is a much
appreciated feature.

The cuts make evident, with but little necessity

for explanation, the method of construction adopted.

The frame (Fig. 3), of angle and tee iron, repre-

sents what is undoubtedly the most rigid construc-

tion ever employed for this work, while the re-

moval of a plate in a non-interlocking bank calls

ELECTRIC NECKTIE PIN.

the introduction of the dimmers to the market, as

the Ironclad Resistance company has withm the

last.few months installed banks of this type m three

of the best theaters in New York city—the Empire,

Broadway and Criterion—and in addition thereto

has shipped six banks to other portions of the

United States and five banks to England and the

continent of Europe, besides shipping large num-

bers of individual and small groups of unbanked

dimmers to different parts of this country and Eu-

rope.

In the illustrations, Fig. i represents a bank of

interlocking dimmers in the Empire Theater, New
York-; Fig. 2, bank of non-interlocking dimmers;

Fig. 3, the frame, ready for mounting plates; Fig.

BULLOCK STREET-RAILWAY GENERATOR.

load. It is over-compounded tor a rise of 50 volts

at full load, making the full-load voltage 600.

Among the features of the Bullock street-railway

generator is a scheme for oscillating the brush-

holder mechanism in a direction parallel with the

shaft. The movement is very slow and results in

constantly changing the line of travel over the

commutator face and thus removes all tendency to

cut or groove the latter. The action is the same
as secured by the end play of an armature in a

belted generator or that produced by the electro-

magnetic device used at the end of shaft on rotary

transformers.
The pole-pieces and coils may be removed with-

out disturbing the yoke or armature, and with two
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of them removed, it is possible to remove one or

more armature coils should repairs be necessary.

The armature coils are made of continuous bars

of copper without joints between the commutator
connections, which materially adds to the hfe of

the machine. These coils are all thoroughly in-

sulated, pressed and baked before being placed on

the core, no additional core insulation being neces-

sary'.

Controversy and Conflict in Camden.

Divergent views as to the setting of an electric-

light pole in front of the new government building

in Camden, N. J., brought on a collision between

employes of the Camden Lighting and Heating

company and the federal authorities last week. The
disputed site for the pole is on the corner at Third

and Arch streets. The company sent a force of

men to set the pole, but the government employes

objected, and as a result 14 of the workinen were

arrested, but soon after released on nominal bail.

The companY has had a pole in the angle formed

by the Third street curbs for an e.xtended period.

To get rid of it the architect of the new government
building changed the form of the curb from an

angle to a curve, thus leaving the pole out in the

street. It was the attempt to reset the pole to a

position within the curb lines that caused the bat-

tle. Counsel for the lighting company declare that

it has a vested right in the highway at the point in

question and that neither the city nor the federal

government has any right to dispossess it Judge
E. A. Armstrong, the president, and J. J. B-irleigh,

manager, of the Camden Lighting and Heating
company, are prominent members of the_ National

Electric Light association and ver^- well known to

electrical men gene^alh^
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ELECTRICAL TRADE ABROAD.

Calumet Electric Railway.

It is said that there is a possibility that the plant

of the L-aiume: iiiecLric ^Lreet iv^aiiway couipauy

in the souLliern suuurDs of cnicago may be soia to

the capitalists inieresLed m the new Criicago Union
Iracuon corapan}-. the sysLem is now opcraiea by

the receiver ot the delunct i\auonai Bank of Illi-

nois as a part of ttie assets ot tnat instituaon. im-
provemeuLS proposed by the receiver, uivoiving an
expenaiture ot nearly :;)i25,ooo, bave been apyro\ed
by the United btates Uourt. Consiaerabie sums
have alreaay been expended in improvements and
betiermenis and in me purchase of new rolling

stock. As a result of this the traffic has increased

materially of late, and it is said the company has

now a iraf&c which more than takes care oi all of

its fixed charges and operating expenses, Ihe fol-

lowing expenditures for improvemeuLS were author-
ized by tne court last week: To reconstruct the

Pullman line, ip77,337; to. lay second track in Sixty-

seventh street, h'3j<5o8; to improve termmus at Hai-
sted, ^500; to relay tracks on Stony island avenue,

?0,ooo; to pave South Chicago avenue, §5,000; new
crossing at St. Lawrence ' avenue, $500; to pave
Avenue L and lay new track, $25,000; fenders, §1,500;

to purchase joint-casting machine, $3,500; total,

$123,195-

RECENT X-RAY NOTES.
A dispatch from Dayton, Ohioj states that Dr.

T. A. McCann of that city located a horseshoe nail

in the windpipe of a boy by the X-ray process, and
then extracted the nail by means of a powerful mag-
net. Ihe boy is Clarence Grady of Indianapolis.

The removal of a portion of the backbone is a

delicate and rare operation in surgerj'. It was re-

cently performed in a i>Jew York hospital by Dr.
Robert Abbe, the patient being Mr. Durj-ea. By
the use of the X-ray apparatus the doctors found
that the fifth vertebra was fractured, and they re-

moved the posterior parts of the fifth and sixth

vertebrae, w'hich were pressing on the spinal cord,
thus removing the pressure that had produced some
of the symptoms.

Experiments in Chicago of recent date show that

skiagraphs, like all other pictures, may be made
to deceive, if the operator is so minded. At the
instance of street-railway attorneys. Dr. H. P. Pratt
has made X-ray pictures w-hic'h apparently indi-

cated foreign substances in the body or crushed and
distorted bones, when, in fact, there were no abnor-
mal conditions. The deception was attained by
cramping the joints shown or by placing a foreign
substance outside the body, to be shown as though
inside. Dr. Pratt also contends that it is possible
for an operator to change the apparent location of
the object when inside of the body b}-^ manipulation
of the focus. The la\\Ters say that the experimenrs
show that the skiagraph can be made to lie if the
process is manipulated for that purpose—w-hich, of
course, ever\'body knew beforehand that the com-
petence and integrity of X-ray operators must be
proved for the admission of skiagraphs in e\adence.

A new electric-railway companj- has applied to
the City Council of Joplin, Mo., for a charter. The
new road is said to have considerable eastern capi-

tal behind it, and if the desired franchises are
granted it will be built from JopHn to Belleville.

Central Citj% Duenweg, Grand Falls and other
mining camps not now reached by the Southwest
Misouri electric railway.

Electrical Undertakings in Russia.

The electrical industry in Russia in the form of

stock companies is chiefly a creation of foreign,

especially German, capital, and of a quite recent da-C.

Only 10 years ago Kussia had but one elecLnc St.ock

company, the Electric Lighting company of St.

Petersburg and Moscow, formed in 1888. All the
others have come into existence during the last

five 3-ears. At the end of 189S the number of com-
panies amounted to 20, five of which w-ere purely
foreign companies, w-hile the rest of them, in name
at least, figured as Russian concerns. In the latter

class is the Electric Lighting compaii}'-, which was
formed with a large share of German capital by
the firm of Siemens & Halske of Berlin. In 1896
the declared stock of the company, valued at 4.100,-

CGO rubles, was exclusively subscribed for in Ger-
mall3^ (A ruble is valcd at about 52 cents in Ameri-
can nione}'.)

In 1894 the firm of Sawitzki & Strauss of Kieff
was con\'erted into a stock company, with a capital

of 450,000 rubles. The compan}- supplies the ciCies

of Kieff and Poltava with elecric light and fur-

nishes power for industrial purposes. During
the first three years of the company's existence

dividends of eight per cent., one per cent, and six

per cent, were paid, while in the last two years no
dividend was paid. In the same year. 1894. the Rus-
sian Company- for the Utilization of Electric Power
(capital. 500.000 rubles) was formed. This comj^anj'
did not begin active operations until some years
later, and the result of these operations was not
a financial success.

Then followed in 1895 the Electric compan^"^ M.
M. Podobedow. At first th^s company seemed to
develop favorably: for the first year a dividend of
four per cent, was realized, and the stock was for
a time the object of keen speculation on the St.

Petersburg Bourse. Then a perceptible reaction
took place, and at present the company is in an
embarrassed position. In 1896 the Electricity com-
panywas formed at Warsaw- (capital, 1.200,000 rub'es)

by bankers and manufacturers of Warsaw. It has
so far been successful, although no dividends have
been paid as j-et. Then came the Russian Electric
Railway and Lighting company, formerly R. v.

Hartmann & Co. (capital, i.000.000 rubles). This
company was formed for the purpose of operating
the electric raihvay at Nischni-Novgorod, at the
Great Pan-Russian Fair of 1896. Its first yeZT of
existence closed w-ith a considerable loss.

Mention should also be made of the following-
named companies, w-hich have never been in op-
eration or only during the last year, so that no
account of their business can as 3'et be given:
Russian Electro-mechanic compan}-- fcapital, 4.500.-

000 rubles), the principal object of w^hich is to build
and operate locomotives and electric railways on
Jean Jacques Heilmann's system, the stock being
chiefly in the hands of Frenchmen; Russian Accum-
i:lafor Works. Tudor, wnlh a capital of 600,000 ru-
bles); Northern Electric company (capital, 1,200,0.0

mbies), for the electric lighting of the suburb, Was-
sili-Ostrow, near St. Petersburg; the Wuoxen com-
pany (capital, 5.250,000 rubles), for the utilization of
thew-aterfalls of the River Wuoxen for electric power,
and in which a good deal of foreign capital is repre-
sented, a large shareholder being the firm of Brow-n,
Boveri & Co. of Baden, Germany; the St. Peters-
burg company for the Utilization of Water Power
for Electric Purposes (capital, 6,000,000 rubles), for
uiihzing the power of the w^aterfalls near i\'ar\'a and
of the Imatra. Then come the Siemens & Halske
Russian Electro-technical Works (^capital, 4,000,000
rubles) and the Russian Electric Company Union
(capital, 6,000,000 rubles), both of which are chiefly

dependent on German capital.

Of the foreign companies operating in Russia
three are Belgian, viz.. Compagnie Centrale d'E ec-
tricite a iloscou Eclairage Electrique de St. Peters-
bourg and Compagnie de Traction et d'Electriciie;
tw'o are German companies, the Helios Electric
company of Cologne and the General Electric com-
panj' of St. Petersburg. Of these companies, the
first-named supplies the cities of Rostov-on-Don
and Jekaterinburg in Southern Russia with electric

light; it has been very successful, clearing 82,522
francs in 1S96-97. from a capital of 1.500.000 francs,
and 109.588 francs in 1897-98. The Compagnie de
Traction et d'Electricite has a half interest in the
street railwaj^s of Tula, Kronstadt, Reval, Vilna,
Minsk, Woronesch and Samara. St. Petersburg
is the principal field of operation of the other three
companies. They supply electric powder chiefly for
lighting and industrial purposes.

It should also be mentioned that several of the
numerous Belgian street-railway companies, strictly

speaking, belong to this classification, as some of
the newer ones not only build electric street rail-

ways, but also furnish electric light and electric
power.
Thus, it is e'\Hdent that everji:hmg of any impor-

tance in the electric industn,' owes its existence to
foreign capital and foreign enterprise. The do-
mestic companies have not succcHed in an^' re-

spect and are of no importance. The combination
formed lately in Berlin for electric enterprise? in

Russia will probably s^^ill more strengthen ar-d in-

crease this state of affairs. Of the above-mentioned
firms the following-named are members of this

newlj' formed syndicate: Electric Lighting com-
pany, Siemens & Halske and the Union. Taking
the influence and financial powder of the International
Commercial Bank of St. Petersburg into considera-
tion, there is little doubt that the new combination
will occupy a prominent position among the elec-

trical industries of Russia. The syndicate has a
capital of 20.000,000 rubles. The board of directors

consists of seven members. The headquarters are

at St. Petersburg, and the banking house of Roth-
schild Freres of Paris is also represented. The So-
ciete d' Etudes Russes of Paris and the Franco-
Russian Electric company of Geneva, Switzerland,

are also interested in the syndicate.

The imports of all kinds of electrical machinery
into Russia are steadily increasing. The latest avail-

able statistics on the total importation are those for

the year 1897, when the imports of d^mamo-electric
machinery alone amounted in value to 1.733.OCO

rubles, as against i.214.000 in the previous year.

About tw'O-thirds of this trade is in the hands of
German manufacttirers. G.

Germany,
A most interesting feature of this empire's de-

velopment, writes Consul Monaghan from Chemnitz
Quly 25th) is found in the number of electric piants
ill course of construction and projected, trench
writers, notably Emile Gauaer, Charles Bos and
J. LaFargue, are trying just now to arouse French
emulation. It seems to me that American manufac-
turers might obtain contracts to furnish some of
ihe materials needed in the plants. A large com-
pany has been organized here to build an electric

railroad from this city (Chemnitz) to Burgstaedt, 12

or 15 miles awaj-. As projected, the road is to be
run through many large and important villages. If

continued to Mitweida, as some think it will ^e,
should no rival concern open an opposition line, the
distance covered will amount to 30 or more miles.
There is also a project to build a central electric

plant for supplying the road with pow-er and the
villages through which the road is to pass with
elertricitj' for light. Chemnitz has a population of
nearly 200,000 souls; the towns included in the plans
referred to contain about 75,000. The company ex-
pects to expend $357,000 on the road and a similar
amount on the buildings. Besides this, a cable road
is being surve3-ed to Augustusberg, a well-known
resort, a few miles outside the citj'. While the dis-

position to patronize home industries is very strong
here. I cannot help thinking that we must have
certain things which, once seen, would win their
way to favor.

An interesting question is: How can an Ameri-
can house hope to obtain concessions or contracts?
The best way. it seems to me, w-ould be to send one
or two experts, familiar with electric plants and their
needs, to study the situation. What is true of Chem-
nitz is true of almost ever>' city in the emp-re. In
the month of June there were 330 railroads projected
in the empire. Of these 7s w-ere electric roads: 122
electric plants were projected during the same time.
Itwould be easy for an expert to keep himselfposted.
by visiting or communicating with the United States
consuls-general in Berlin, Frankfort and Dresden.
Patriotism has seldom been pushed so far as to
force private companies to take inferior or dearer
home products.
The market here just now is so large—conse-

quently, so important—that an effort should be made
to sell in it, even at the risk of not making a great
deal of money at the outset. The methods that have
helped at home must help here. A report made
by an expert w^ho has gone carefully over the ground
would supply specific details in a way not possible
to consuls.

South Africa.

A recent issue of the British and South African
Export Gazette contained the following items of

electrical interest: The electric-lighting installation

ordered by the Langlaagte Exploration and Build-
ing company, for the Mayfair township, Johannes-
burg, has been delivered. The electric-lighting and
power plant of the Globe and Phcenix gold mine
includes a 30-kilowatt generator of the four-pole
tj'pe. A 15 horse power motor is also to be installed

at an early date. A complete electric-lighting equip-
ment is under order for the Surprise gold mine,
Rhodesia. An additional generator for supplying
power to the slimes plant is to be erected at the
New Primrose gold mine. Considerable order.=; for
telephone plant and material for the East London
(Cape Colony) telephone ser\-ice are in the hands
of makers. The equipment of the Kimberiey elec-

tric-lighting scheme, the contract for which is being
carried out by Reunert & Lenz, Johannesburg, in-

cludes four dynamos, each of 7S kilowatts. 220 volts,

and a capacity of 300 amperes. They are being man-
ufactured by the General Electric company fUnited
States). The cables employed will be from the
W'Orks of Messrs. Johnson & Phill'ps. A Fowler-
Hall alternator of iSo kilowatts has been erected
at the East London Electric Lighting and Tramway
Works, and a second is on order. These are to

be used for incandescent street and private lighting.

The two tramway and arc-lamp machines are also
of 240 horse power each. An order for two dy-
namos, each capable of an output of 350 kilowatts
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as a continuous load, to cost ^3,150, has been placed
with the South African General Electric company
(Messrs. G. Findlay & Co.) by the Capetown Town
Council. The dynamos, we believe, will be of Amer-
ican pattern.

South America.

The entire South American continent offers a

promising field for electrical trade to the United
States, and that our electrical manufacturers are

beginning to appreciate this fact is evident from
the export figures for the past year, which show
large gains over the preceding" year, especially in

electric street-railway equipment. Taking into con-

sideration the enterprise of our American electrical

manufacturers and the growing importance of their

trade abroad, it is scarcely to be doubted that they

will within a short time secure a much larger por-

tion of the trade of Central and South America
than they now have.

In striving for the South American trade it would
be well for our manufacturers to copy from Euro-
pean manufacturers, who not only study the re-

quirements of the trade, but strive to win it by a

careful attention to the smallest details. Invoices

are made out in the Spanish language, and all in-

formation in connection with articles offered for

sale is in the same tongue. Especial attention is

paid by European shippers to the marks, numbers
and methods suggested by the importers; and par-

ticular stress is laid upon this point, for it is com-
plained in South America that American manufac-
turers either cannot or will not pay attention to ship-

ping directions. As a matter of fact, merchants in

these countries give very explicit directions even

to the minutest details, which, though they may
seem superfluous to Americans, are given by a man
on the spot who is thoroughly in touch with his

subject.

Melancholy Manchester.

Commenting on the announcement of the estab-

lishment in England of an electrical manufacturing
establishment by the British VVestinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing company, a correspondent of the

Manchester Evening Chronicle says: "The an-

nouncement has been made, and with the usual flour-

ish of the Yankee trumpet, that electric works, such
as were never yet seen, are to be erected in Trafford
Prak, Manchester. This statement may be true, but
it is hardly fair that British electric manufacturing
concerns should have been so absurdly depreciated

in this connection. As an instance, it is stated that

the VVestinghouse company is now making four
large electric generators for the Manchester corpora-
tion, which it is inferred no English maker could
touch. As a matter of fact, Messrs. P. R. Jackson
& Co., engineers, Salford, offered to make these

very machines, and to comply with all the conditions
set forth in the specification of the corporation.

The order was given to the Yankee firm, notwith-
standing the fact that the price of the Salford firm

was only iBoo higher in a £70,000 job. However, it

may interest your readers to know that the West-
inghouse company has come rather late in the day.

as events will, I think you will find, soon prove. I

suppose the next boom will be new Yankee loco-
motive works, simply because all our 'loco' shops are

crowded out with work at much higher prices than
obtain elsewhere."

Electric Tramways in Nice.

The following, dated Nice. August 11, 1899, has
been received from Mr. Piatti, the United States

vice-consul: "In the course of an interview which
I had yesterday with the mayor of Nice, I learned
that the new electric tramways which were to be
operated about October 15th will, until the 15th

of December, be run by horse power. The reason
given is that the existing telephonic wires are not
of sufficient strength to resist being affected by the
power used for the tramways, so that they must be
replaced by strong cables placed underground; but
not a single concern, it is said, can be found in

France to deliver the necessary cables before No-
vember 1st. This, in itself, may not be a fact of

paramount importance; but reverting to the con-
tinuous attempt made by this consulate to induce
our manufacturers to cultivate the very considerable
opportunities offered by the port of Nice for a di-

rect trade with the United States, it may not be
out of place to say that in this instance, an Ameri-
can firm might have competed with success in fur-

nishing the necesary electric cables."

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
In testifying before the Industrial Commission at

Washington. R. W. Sherman of Rochester. N. Y..

secretary of the National Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, stated that most of the members of the
organization were linemen. He said that the dues
of his organization v/ere 60 cents a month. There
was a $100 death benefit. There had been 13 strikes

in the organization in 18 months: of these the or-

ganization had won 11, had compromised one and
one was still on. The organization did not include

more than two per cent, of the electrical workers.

As a rule the workers had steady employment.
There was much extra work, for which extra pay
was obtained. The average pay was about $3 a

day. His organization believed in compulsory
arbitration.

Went to Sleep on the Belt and Was
Killed.

Albert Clary, chief engineer at the Southwest
Missouri Electric Railway company's power house*"-'
at Webb City, Mo., was killed by an unusual and
distressing accident last week. Mr. Clary had been
assisting the night engineer, Tom Sterling, in mak-
ing repairs to the machinery in the boiler room,
and when this was finished Mr. Clary walked into
the engine room, where he went to sleep on one
of the broad belts connecting with the generators.
Sterling, who supposed that Mr. Clary had gone
home, a short while afterward started up the ma-
chinery to see if it would work all right, and when
he discovered the frightful work of the revolving
belt he was horrified. Mr. Clary had been crushed
to death. The deceased had been in charge of the
machinery for several years and was well Hked by
the employes. Night Engineer Sterling is also a
trusted employe and he is greatly depressed in
spirit because of the sad accident. Mr. Clary was
a young man, and a wife and two children survive
him.

Suburban Railways about Detroit.

In Detroit, Mich., there are 1S5 miles of purely
city lines and 121 miles of suburban lines, directly

connected with the city lines, which reach to cities

and towns lying in various directions from the city,

some being 50 miles distant. Other suburban lines

are now building, and will be in operation before
the close of the year, which will add over lOO miles
to the total suburban mileage. The new Detroit
and Northwestern railway, building through Green-
field, Sand Hill, Clarenceviile. Farmington, North-
ville, Orchard Lake and Pontiac, is one of the new
roads. The cars to be run on this line will be oi

the latest improved pattern and fitted out with
f.x-Q extinguishers, call bells, ice water, brussels
carpet, cuspidores and lavatory, and will be given
romantic names. This road is scheduled to be in

operation by December 1st.

Automatic Telegraph Sender.
C. M. Baker of Chicago, superintendent of con-

struction of the western division of the Postal
Telegraph-cable company, is en route to Amsterdam.
P>udapest and other European cities, and it is said

that one purpose of his journey is to study the
workings of an automatic telegraph sender. It is

asserted that this machine will transmit 50,000 words
in 25 minutes, which is a very great saving in time
over any of the present methods of sending messages
by telegraph. It is believed that Mr. Baker is

sent by Chicago capitalists who are interested in

the new invention (probably that of Pollak of Vi-
enna), and if the tests and trial which are to be
made result satisfactorily, the machine will be intro-
duced in this country.

Chicago Automobile Exhibition.

The automobile show that is conducted under the
auspices of the Arena Athletic club in connection
with the club's cycle meet at TattersaU's in Chicago
is scheduled to open on Thursday evening, Septem-
ber 28th. George R. Frankland, who is managing
the exhibition, expects between 20 and 25 horseless
vehicles to be shown, including the automobile gun
carriage recently built for Major Davidson of the
Highland Military Academy. Besides the above
vehicles, which, with exception of Major Davidson's
gun, are to be exhibited by the manufacturers, a
number of private owners of automobiles have
promised to have their carriages on view one
evening.

TRIFLING TECHNICALITIES.
Twinkle, twinkle, lillle star

—

Once we wondered what you are;
Since we have electric-light.
You don't look so killing bright.

—Detroit Free Press.

Inventor—What is your candid opinion of my
device?

Friend—It is practically worthless.
Inventor—Yes; I suspected as much; but even a

worthless opinion is sometimes better than none.

—

Chicago Daily News.

"I am in mortal terror!" exclaimed the agitated
maiden, who was preparing to elope. "If the
horses should whinny we are lost!"

"Horses!" said the waiting lover, tenderly re-

assuring her. "Darling, it is an automobile!"—
Chicago Tribune.

"Isn't it awe-inspiring." said the youth with
tendencies toward the sublime, "to think of this

earth rushing forever forward on its track, supiirior

to all human direction and beyond all restraint?"

"Yes," answered the fair girl, softly, after a long
pause. "It makes me think of my new automobile."
—Washington Star.

This fish story is promulgated by the New York
Tribune: On Moosehead Lake. Maine, an angler
was fishing with a steel rod during a thunderstorm
and struck a trout at the same instant that a thunder-
bolt dallied with his rod. The cork handle pre-

vented the angler feeling an\'thing more than a

slight shock, but when he hauled it in he found
the trout stone dead. He figured it out that the

lightning bolt followed the rod and the enameled
line down to where the trout had just taken hold

of the hook, and there killed him.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, September 25.—It is really a piece of
important information, which should be in posses-
sion of every electrical man outside Ihc city of New
York, that it will be next to impossible to get a
room in any of the New York hotels the week oi
the Dewey celebration. Anyone coming to New
York hoping 10 be treated as an old customer by
"Charley" behind the hotel desk, will be surprised
by a ^lony stare and the remark "I'll do the best
I can for you," which only goes to mean that you
may get a cot, but this is even doubtful.
At the meeting last week of the Electric Vehicle

company the following-named were elected di-

rectors: Isaac L. Kice, Martin Maloney, Robert
Mc.'\. Lloyd, John Jacob Astor, George H. Day,
Arthur Phillips, Thomas J. Regan, Daniel H. Shea
and Joseph M. Hill.

It was reported at the close of business last week
that Amalgamated Copper directors had declared a
dividend of 1% per cent, and % per cent, extra
on their stock. Rumors to this eft'ect have been in
circulation for several days and have influenced the
course of the stock in the outside market, although
denied by insiders. Anaconda Copper directors met
during the day and declared an e.xtra dividend of
75 cents per share in addition to the regular semi-
annual $1.25 per share.
A brilliant feature of the Dewey celebration is to

be the electrical illumination of the fleet of war
vessels on Friday and Saturday nights at their
anchorage in the North River off Riverside Park.
Every vessel having an electrical plant will present
its own life-size portrait etched in fire. The signal
to illuminate will be given from the Olympia at
half-past seven o'clock and will be obeyed simul-
taneously on all the vessels of the fleet. "The turn-
ing off of the lights will also be on signal from the
Olympia at half-past nine o'clock.
At Greenport, N. Y., on Friday, the submarine

torpedo boat Holland, operated by gasoline engines
and storage batteries, made a remarkably good
showing on her practice trial. Aside from the
regular run of a mile under water at a uniform depth
of Sevan feet, she discharged a regulation Whitehead
torpedo, such as those used in the navy. Her trial

lasted 1% hours and was witnessed by W. R. Eck-
hert, consulting engineer of the Union Iron Works
of San Francisco, builders of the battleship Oregon
and Dewey's flagship, the Olympia.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Edison Electric Illuminating company of Brooklyn,
held Thursday, the following-named directors were
elected for the ensuing year: Nicholas F. Brady,
Daniel J. Creem, A. W. Dater, Horace C. Du Val,
J. D. Fairchild, Bernard Gallagher, John G. Jen-
kins, Thomas E. Murray, Royal C. Peabody, Henry
Seibert, W. F. Sheehan, James N. Wallace and A. M.
Young. At the meeting of the directors, following
the stockholders' meeting, the following-named of-
ficers were elected: President, Bernard Gallagher;
first vice-president, Henry Seibert; second vice-
president, Royal C. Peabody; secretary, W. W.
Freeman; treasurer and assistant secretary, A. W.
Dater; assistant treasurer, A. N. Neilsen.

Montclair, N. J., has granted a franchise to the
North Jersey Street Railway company for a street
railway through Elm street and Orange road to the
Orange hue. The ordinance provides for a lo-cent
fare to Newark until igoi, when it is to be eight
cents. The rate of fare from Verona, Bloomfield or
Montclair to Orange, when the road is extended to
that city, is to be five cents.
Herman Neilsen, a clerk in a grocery store at

717 Broadway, Williamsburg, was almost instantly
killed Wednesday by a shock from an incandescent
lamp which he attempted to light. A high-tension
conductor had evidently crossed the incandescent-
light wire.

During the last 10 days the aggregate transac-
tions in the shares of Brooklyn Rapid Transit
amounted to about 1,200.000. The entire capitaliza-
tion of the road outstanding is $43,000,000, or 430,-
000 shares. In the trading of 10 days, therefore,
the road has been sold nearly three times over!
On Wednesday more than two-thirds of the entire
outstanding shares changed hands and the stock
fluctuated greatly. Many rumors are afloat to the
effect that Mr. Whitney has secured control of the
road. M. L. G.

Detroit, Mich.
Detroit, September 23.—The Citizens' Street

Railway company has embarked in the car-building
business. Several new cars for the Ecorces, Wy-
andotte and Trenton railway are the work of its

shops.
The council judiciary committee will take up

complaints that have been made as to the blocking
of Third and Griswold streets with suburban freigh"
and also the running of electric freight cars through
the streets.

The company owning the new Jackson. Char-
lotte, Albion and Marshall railway has acceded to
the stringent demands of the city of Marshall and
will pave one foot outside and between, tracks, pav
$5,000 cash for the privilege of the streets, with
$200 a year annual rental, and sell tickets on a basis
of eight for a quarter. Marshall therefore gains
what Governor Pingree has battled for for 10 years
past.

The Detroit, Ypsilanti and Ann .Arbor Railway
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company has tiled a petition asking an amendment

of the recent order oi the Circuit Court that it shall

run cars between Addison avenue and the Flint

aiiU i-ere Marciuette radroad crossing every 15 mm-
ules. The company claims that the service entails

an extra car and that in five weeks the expense of

the extra car was $164 and the receipts but 40 cents.

The recent threat of the Grand Rapids and In-

diana railroad ofiicials that if it came to a matter

of competing with electric roads they would put on

electric cars will have no effect upon the proposed

electric line from Kalamazoo to Crand Rapids, for

which Kalamazoo recently granted a franctuse. A,

D. Rrosser, who is one of the prime movers in the

proposed electric line, said: "Kalamazoo will have

an electric line to Grand Rapids by next summer.

Work on the Battle Creek line is rapidly progress-

ing. Graders are at work in the vicinity of Coin-

stock, less than five miles from Kalamazoo; steel

rails are beginning to arrive in Battle Creek and

the laying of steel will be commenced at that end

and pushed as fast as the rails arrive."

Governor Pingree refuses to run for mayor. He
will not consent to the use of his name in connec-

tion with the office. The only consideration which

might have led him to accept a nomination to the

office of mayor would have been the opportunity

of standing upon a platform for municipal owner-

ship of street railways and three-cent fares under the

plan proposed by himself. The positive refusal,

however, of R. T. Wilson, the principal owner of

the street railways, to negotiate further, and the

sbsolute withdrawal of his offer of sale, put an

end to Governor Pingree's efforts to make three-

cent fares a reality under the proposed plan. The

New Yorkers who dictate the policy of the

street-railway company in this city, having cast

off the municipal-railway deal, have decided that

the straight five-cent fare is a pretty good thing,

and that "they will take the "pound of flesh" ther

franchises give them in other directions. They will

take oft" all transfer privileges, it is claimed, ex-

cept those on the Detroit railway lines, Avhich are

provided for in the franchises.

The Sisters of St, Vincent's Orphan Asylum, with

2^0 inmates, enjoyed their annual trolley ride over

the Rapid railway to Mount Clemens a few days

ago. There were four special cars to accommodate
the party and the Evening News newsboys' band

furnished music. Refreshments were served, and

at Rapid Railway Park a reception was given the

members of the party. G.
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The investment at Omaha and Council Bluffs will

not exceed $500,000, it is said.

Stock is being subscribed for an electric-light

^.tpnipany for Charles City, la.
"" The council of New Richmond, Wis., has bought
the electric-light plant from the New Richmond
Electric Light company, the price being $10,000.

The council of Olivia, Minn.,, is considering an
electric-light and waterworks system for the village.

The Equitable Electric Light company of -Lake
Geneva, Wis., finds its water power not equal to

the demand for light.

H. G. Flieth, A. W. Trevitt and others have ap-

plied for a franchise for an electric street railway

at Wausau, Wis.
A project of considerable magnitude has been

made public at Beaver Dam, Wis. It is for an elec-

tric railway to connect with Portage and Fond du
Lac, Wis., taking in Columbus, Beaver Dam, S.un

Prairie, Juneau, Waupun and Horicon.
A local improvement society is proposed at Clo-

quet, Minn., w-hich is to devise means to secure
electric lighting.

The specifications for lighting the city of St.

Paul next year will divide the city into districts, and
it is hoped to get bids from small plants to light

the territory in which they are located, and thus
secure better figures.

H. M. and C. G. Neff have bought the electric-

light plant in West Union, la., and will make a

number of changes and improvements to it.

The council of Stillwater. Minn., rejected all the

bids for electric street lighting, after the lowest bid-

der withdrew his bid, and will take new bids at once.
Austin, Minn., is taking bids for furnishing an

electric-lighting plant. R.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 23.—It is claimed at South

Stillwater. Minn., that the reports of trouble be-

tween the Twin City Rapid Transit company and

the council of the village are all wrong. The coun-

cil has been ready to grant the requests of the com-

pany in most instances, and the differences have

all been of a minor description. Owing to the

difficulty in getting iron, the extension to South

Stillwater will not be made until next July. It is

rumored at Taylors Falls, Minn., 30 miles north of

Siillwater, that the officials of the Twin City Rapid

Transit company are considering an extension to

that place next year.

The Citizens' Traction company has completed its

interurban line from Oshkosh, Wis., to Neenah, and

put it in operation. The line has not been in com-
plete operation, as the railroad crossing in Neenah
has not been completed, but service has been very

satisfactory otherwise. The Neenah authorities

propose to move the tracks of the Fox River Valley

company on the disputed street, to make room for

the Traction company's tracks. The Fox River

company is understood to be desirous of selling the

tracks in the disputed location to the Traction com-
pany.
The St. Paul Gas Light company proposes to

use the power generated at Apple River Falls, Som-
erset, VVis., to furnish power for its electric street

lighting next year in St. Paul. The falls are 30

miles away and the power will be transmitted by
W'ire overland.

Mount Pleasant, la., has a rule fixing a minimum
rate of 50 cents a month for electricity, no matter

if the meter shows but three cents' worth used.

J. C. McCoid, a citizen thereof, disputes the justice

of the rule and refused to pay his 50 cents for light

he didn't use. The light was shut off his premises

until he pays up. He now threatens a suit for dam-
ages.

C. W. Behnke & Son have been awarded a con-

tract for electric street lighting in Brillion, Wis.,

and will install a plant.

The Electric Light and Power company of Maus-
ton. Wis., has begun work on a new power house.

Orders have been- placed for a new engine of 150

horse powder, a boiler and two water-wheels of 150

horse power.
The Houghton County Street Railway company

has finally secured a charter on sufficiently liberal

lines to permit the construction of an electric belt

line through the copper country in the upper Mich-
igan peninsula. The main line between Houghton
and Calumet will be first constructed. Work will

be begun at once.
The council of Rice Lake, Wis., has contracted

with the Electric Light and Waterworks company
for 14 lights at $90 per light per year for five years.

Townsend, Reed & Co. of Chicago are under-
stood to be interested in an electric railway, to con-
nect Omaha and Council Bluffs with Lake Manawa.

PERSONAL.
Howard Scott Webb has been appointed pro-

fessor of electrical engineering at the University of

Maine.

City Electrician Raymond has resigned his posi-

tion in New Orleans, and the vacancy will be filled

next month by means of a civil-service examination.

Professor Nicholson, who resigned from McGill
University, Montreal, to go to the Manchester (Eng-
land) Technical Schools, is succeeded in the chair

of mechanical engineering by his former assistant,

R. J. Durley, B. S. of London University.

James F. Gray, who, at the time of the World's
Fair, was secretary of the mechanical and electrical

engineering staff's of the Exposition company, and
who was later connected with the Chicago Edison
company, has accepted a position with Sargent &
Lundy, the consulting engineers of Chicago.

Friends of Mr. J. Henry Goehst, superintendent of

construction for the Chicago Edison company, will

sympathize with him in the loss of his father, who
died on Thursday, September 21st, from a stroke

of paralysis. Mr. Goehst, the elder, was in his 70th

year and survived less than 48 hours after receiving

the fatal stroke.

Dr. Gordon Ferrie Hull, who, since t'ne death

of Dr. Rogers, has held the professorship of physics

and astronomy at Colby University, Waterville, Me.,

has resigned his place there to accept the associate

professorship of the department of physics at Dart-
mouth College. He accepted' the chair of physics

in Colby in 1897. Dr. Hull has made an especial

study of light waves and electricity.

William W. Dodge, treasurer of the Dodge Man-
ufacturing company, Mishawaka, Ind., and one of

the principal owners of that company, is dead. He
was a brother of the late Wallace IT. Dodge, founder
of the company. He was born in Mishawaka, Jan-
uary 18, 1S61. Mr. Dodge assisted in organizing

the Western Gas Engine company at Mishawaka,
of which he had been president since the beginning
of the undertaking. He married Miss Nettie Ford,

in i8go, who, with a son, survives him.

The will of the late Jacob F. Schoellkopf of

Buffalo has been filed for probate with the surro-

gate of Erie County. One of its provisions leaves

the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manufac-
turing company's stock which he held in the hands
of five trustees in trust, with instructions that the

power business be continued by the trustees for at

least 10 years, when they will be at liberty to dispose

of the stock to a purchaser, the proceeds to be
equally divided among the children of the deceased.

Mr. C. J. Field, engineer and contractor, who has

for the last year and a half been identified with

and interested in the American Vitrified Conduit
company as general manager, has severed his con-
nections with that company to take the position

of vice-president and general manager of the United
States Motor Vehicle company of New York city.

Mr. Field also proposes to continue his separate

business interests as a consulting engineer and con-

tractor on central-station, railway and underground-
conduit work.
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operate an electric-light plant. James R. Hastings,
D. I. Sic-klesteel and E. Hermes are named as the
incorporators.

A special election recently held in Mayville, N.
D., resulted in favor of an issue of $21,000 worth
of waterworks and electric-light bonds.

An election is to be held at Tallahassee, Fla.,

on October loth, to vote on the question of issuing
$15,000 worth of bonds for an electric-light plant.

David L. May, W. C. Montgomery and R. G.
Phillips of Elizabethtown, Ky., have incorporated
the Elizabethtown Electric Light company, with a
capital stock of $5,000.

O. A. Cooper of Humboldt, Neb., is building an
electric-light plant. The poles are set and the
power house is finished, with the dynamos in place.
He expects to have the plant in operation in a short
time.

The City Council of Roswell, Ga., has granted
franchises to the Roswell Electric Street Railway,
Light and Power company for the construction of
an electric line and operation of an electric-light
plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Erie Canal Traction company of New York

state has been incorporated under the laws of Dela-
ware, with a capital stock of $5,000,000.

The Leavenworth and Lansing electric railway
has been sold to the Kansas City and Leavenworth
Traction company, the price of the purchase being
.KS.ooo.

The overhead trolley equipment put in use on
State street, Chicago, while the cable plant of the
Chicago City Railway company was being repaired
has been removed.

The Temple Street Cable Railway company of
Los Angeles, Cal., has received permission to
change the motive power of the road to electricitj'

and the work will be begun at once.

The San Diego (Cal.) Electric Railway company
has decided to adopt the storage-battery system on
its lines, it is said, and the work of changing the
equipment of its cars will be commenced soon.

Rights-of-way within Kent County, Del., ha\c
been granted to the Delaware CJeneral Electric
Railway company for an electric railway from Mil-
ford through Dover to Woodland Beach, a distance
of 35 miles.

J. E. Lowes and J. E. Feight of Dayton, O., have
been granted a franchise for the construction of an
electric railway from Dayton, extending through
Brookville, Gordon, Ithaca, Arcanum, Jays and
Eaton to Greenville.

A car on the Southwest Missouri electric rail-

way, running between Joplin and Carthage, jumped
the track on the night of September 21st and was
badly smashed. There were 30 passengers on board
at the time, and all were more or less injured, 14
being seriously hurt.

AUTOMOBILES.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The capital stock of the Kensington Electric

Lighting company of Philadelphia, has been in-

creased to $1,500,000.

The Carbondale (111.) Lighting company has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $15,000, to

Experiments made in Paris show, it is said, that
an electric wagon costs 47 per cent, less to run than
a horse wagon and 32 per cent, less than a pe-
troleum motor.

The American Automobile company has been
organized in New Y'ork to control the manufac-
ture and operation of automobiles and motors in

w^hich kerosene or gasoline is used.

The Lanchester Motor company, recently organ-
ized under the laws of New Jersey, proposes to

erect a factory in Pittsburg, to cost about $400,000,
and which w-ill employ about 600 hands.

An automobile cab company organized in Port-
land, Me., recently, intends not only to do a local

business, but also to take passengers up through
the White Mountains. The vehicles for the latter

traffic will probably be tally-ho coaches capable of

holding 10 persons.

C. R. lungerich and Dr. M. L. Williams have
petitioned the City Council of Champaign, 111., for

a 20-year franchise to operate a system of auto-

mobiles. The carriages will be run at lo-minute
intervals over a regular route, and as soon as the
franchise is granted it is slated that a company,
capitalized at $200,000, will be organized to further

the project.

It is reported that the New Y^ork Central Rail-

way intends to establish an electric-cab service in

New York and other large cities along the line;

that the Pennsylvania Railroad has been experi-

menting with a sample vehicle, and that it is pos-

sible that these carriages may be substituted for

the horse-driven cabs at the stations of the com-
pany's system.

The National Export Exposition is planning to

conduct a general exhibition of automobiles, and
is giving" every facility for a representative display

of these modern vehicles. On the west side of the

main building a smooth driveway has been con-

structed expressly for automobiles, on which trials

of speed and comparative tests by horseless car-

riages will be made daily. Several manufacturers
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of vehicles in Philadelphia, New York, Boston and
elsewhere will make cxhihits of automobiles, show-
ing the application of gasoline, electricity and steam
as the motive power.

Some very severe tests have leccnlly been made
in Liverpool with heavy horseless vans. Five of

these anlo-lrucks were given different trials on
the steepest and most difficult hill in Liverpool,

Everton Brow, under the auspices of the Liverpool
Si:lf-propelled Trafftc association. This hill is paved
at different points with macadam, asphaltum, stone

and wood, and to make tbe ascent more difEcult

[he hill was watered in its steepest portions and on
the sharpest curves. The trials resulted very suc-

cessfully. One of the trucks weighed in itself over

three tons, upon which was loaded four tons, and
a heavy trailer attached with '-i^h tons more.

The United States Motor Vehicle company, which
v/as incorporated the first of the month, under the

laws of New Jersey, with $1,500,000 capital stock,

has opened offices in the Townsend building, Twen-
ly-fifth and Broadway, New York city. This com-
pany, it is understood, has secured some strong

patents, and has already developed types of gaso-

line, electrical and other vehicles, and will be on
the market shortly with both pleasure and com-
mercial A'chicles, comprising dififerent types of car-

riages, delivery wagons, trucks, omnibuses, coaches,

etc. Its different types of gasoline engines are

said to be the best ever offered for the different

classes of work, and the company proposes to sell

them to the trade separately, when desired, and
to make marine and stationary types of engines to

sell. Mr. C. J. Field, who has been prominently
identified with electric-railway and central-station

work and the Edison interests for the last 12 years,

is largely interested in this company and is the

vice-president and jgeneral manager.

PUBLICATIONS.
"Gentlemen, the Admiral!" is the toast to Ad-

miral Dewey proposed by the John A. Roebling's

Sons company of New York on a neatly illustrated

souvenir card.

"Monogram" blowers and exhausters, which are

designed to operate against considerable resistance,

are illustrated and described in a catalogue recently

issued by the B. F. Sturtevant company, Boston.

A new catalogue has just been issued by the

Electric Appliance company, Chicago, covering the

entire line of Edison, Thomson-FTouston and West-
inghouse sockets, receptacles, etc. The catalogue

illustrates the latest improvements in the socket

line. A net price-list accompanies the catalogue.

The Duncan integrating wattmeter for single-

phase alternating currents, recently described in

the Western Electrician, is the subject-matter of a

bulletin recently issued by the Siemens & Halske

Electric company of America. Inside and outside

views of the meter are given, with diagrams that

clearly explain how to read the meter dial and

how to make connections with the meter on differ-

ent wire systems.

How Dixon's- flake graphite helps in making rec-

ords on railroads is clearly explained in an inter-

esting pamphlet issued by the Joseph Dixon Cruci-

ble company of Jersey City, N. J. Results of sci-

entific tests are given, which show the value of

graphite as a lubricant as compared with the various

oils and greases in common use. The. Dixon com-
pany also manufactures a graphited wood grease

which is said to be specially adapted for use on
gears of electric-railway cars.

One of the many journals that have appeared in

the last few months, devoted exclusively or in part

to the horseless-vehicle industry, is The Auto-
mobile, which is published monthly by the

E. L. Powers company of New York. The Sep-

tember issue of this journal gives a number of

short and concise articles appertaining to motor
vehicles and promises well for the future.

_
Mr.

Powers is well known in Chicago, and many friends

wish him success in the new venture.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company.
Cincinnati, is issuing a bulletin descriptive of the

Bullock electric-power system for operating news-
paper presses. This system is known as the "teaser"

method of control, and as applied to the method
of operation of large printing presses is said to

possess features of prime importance which are

exclusively its own. Illustrations are given of the

controller, switchboard, motor and some of the

large presses which are driven by the Bullock sys-

A well illustrated catalogue, devoted to cranes

I'nd arr hoists, is being distributed to the trade

by the Whiting Foundry Equipment company of

Harvey, 111. It treats fully on electric and com-
pressed-air cranes, which are a specialty of this

company, and also contains a full description of

other types of traveling cranes, jib cranes, rail-

road transfer cranes, pillar cranes and special

gantry and derrick cranes. Ten pages are

devoted to air hoists. A number of illustrations

of cranes and air hoists in their actual working
conditions are shown. The Whiting company re-

ports that it has better facilities than ever before
for manufacturing the most improved electric and
compressed-air power cranes, and has a large num-
ber of orders from representative concerns for it:s

improved type of electric traveling crane. The
catalogue is sent to all Interested persons on request.

II. V. and H. W. Poor have just issued the thirty-

second annual number of their Manual of Railroads,
in which is given in full detail the financial condi-
tion and results of all railroads in the country, the

several statements having been carefully revised
and brought up to the latest date. One of the de-
partments of the book is devoted to street-surface

railways. It contains statements of street railways,

arranged alphabetically by states, and gives full

details of track mileage and rails, equipment, op-
eration and income, capital stock, bonded and other
debts, cost of road and equipment, investments,
leasehold and other properties, directors, officers,

etc.

"Power Motors" is the title of a carefully pre-

pared catalogue that has been recently issued by
the Western Electric company. Realizing that no
one type of motor or dynamo is equally well adapted
to the various kinds of service now met with in

practice, the Western Electric company has de-

signed a number of types of machines which are

thoroughly up to date and cover all ordinary re-

quirements. The encased type of machine is prac-

tically dust-proof and is especially adapted for use

in out-of-the-way places where it can receive but
little attention. Other types of machines described

are semi-enased, open bipolar or multipolar, slow-

speed multipolar, dynamotors, twin motor-gen-
erators, back-geared motors and direct-connected

engines and dynamos. All of the machines are very
clearly illustrated and described, and reference dia-

grams and tables are given which show the different

dimensions, capacities and other data concerning
them. Interesting information on field windings,

methods of controlling motor speeds, sliding car-

riages, accessories, etc., forms a feature of the book.
One part of the catalogue is devoted to applica-

tions of motors, and fine full-page illustrations clearly

represent some of the various uses to which different

types of the Western Electric company's motors
have been applied. Information necessary in order-
ing the machines is given on the last few pages of

the hook.

Institute of Electrical Engineers in Promoting the
Progress of the Electrical Arts;" Professor F. B.
Crocker, New York, "The Commercial Aspects of
American Electrical Industries."

TRADE NEWS.

INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS.
The first steps in the consolidation of 90 per cent,

of the bridge-building concerns of the United States

are completed, and it seems now almost certain

that a gigantic combination of capital known as the
American Bridge- company will soon be consum-
mated. Representatives of the 30 companies that

ha?/e formed the combination met in New York
recently and appointed a committee to arrange for

the final organization. The capital of the new com-
pany will be in the neighborhood of $65,000,000. of

which $30,000,000 will be preferred stock and %Z'S'-

000.000 common stock. Among the large concerns
that will form the company are the A. P. Roberts
company. Pencoyd, Pa.; Edgemore Iron company,
of Edgemore, Pa.; Wrought Iron Bridge company.
Canton. Ohio; Cornell Bridge company, New York;
Carnegie Bridge company, Pittsburg: Youngstown
Bridge company, Youngstown. Ohio; Boston Bridge
company, Boston; Post & McCord Iron company.
Brooklyn: American Bridge company, Chicago;
Elmira Bridge company. Elmira, N. Y., and the

New Berlin Bridge company. Connerticut.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The General Electric company has declared a

quarterly dividend of iV-i per cent, on the common
stock, payable October 14th to stock of record Oc-
tober 3d.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has declared the regular quarterly dividend
of 1% per cent, on the first preferred stock, payable
October 3d to stock of record September 23d.

MISCELLANEOUS.
On the United States army transport Thomas,

now refitting by the government, all washing, iron-

ing, lifting, refrigerating, distilling, lighting and
other machinery, except that u^'ed for propelling
:.he ship, will be operated by electricity.

The owners of the Cripple Hill gold mines, six

miles from Hot Springs. Ark., have discovered
platinum in their mines. The find was accidentally

made while assaying for gold. The assay is said

to show five to six pounds of platinum to the ton.

According to The Nation, a Danish northern-light

expedition has just left Copenhagen for Iceland.

The expedition has been several months under prep-
aration, and its members have been carefully prac-

ticed in the use of the instruments. Two stations

will be built and will be connected by telephone
and by an optical telegraph. The director of the

Danish Meteorological Office. Dr. .Adam Paulsen.

is at the head of the expedition, and he will test

his own published theories on the aurora, as well

as all of the other late ones of the various scientists.

The expedition will return in May. igoo.

The electrical section of the Franklin Institute

of Philadelphia announces the following lectures for

the evening of October 3d: Dr. EdAvin J. Hous-
ton, Philadelphia. Pa.. "A Summary of Electrical

Progress During the Past 75 Years;" Mr. Ralph
W. Pope. New York. "The Influence of Such So-
cieties as the Franklin Institute and the American

The Metropolitan Street Railway company of
Kansas Cily has placed an order for Ilipwood-Bar-
rett car fenders. The Chicago office, through Mr.
George E. Weiler, closed the deal.

The Mechanical Equipment company of Chicago
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10.-

000 lo manufacture machinery and mechanical and,

electric appliances. The incorporatorn are G. A.
Edward Kohlcr, Franklin VV. Kohlcr and A. Mal-
lorv.

The Wayne Construction company of Fort Wayne,
Ind.. has been incorporated, with a capital stock
of $5,000. to install and operate electric railways,
waterworks and electric plants. The mcorporators
arc J. C. Knight, H. C. Knight and A. M. Rock-
well of Fort Wayne.

W. N. Matthews, the energetic dispenser of elec-

trical specialties and bargains in second-hand ma-
chinery, has recently moved into his new offices,

suite 600, Carleton building, St. Louis. Mr Mat-
thews has increased his facihties for handling busi-
ness and will be glad to have his friends make his

offices their headquarters while in. St. Louis.

The Watertown (N. Y.) Steam Engine company
has opened an office in Chicago for western business
at 900 Fisher building. Mr. Frank H. Pond is the
manager and will have charge of sales in the territory

west of Buffalo. Mr. Pond, who has had 25 years'
experience in the engine business, is well known
throughout the West. He can hardly fail to extend
the Watertown company's business in the western
country to a great extent.

The Southern Trade Record recently conducted
a disinterested investigation for the purpose of find-

ing an adjustable incandescent lamp shade that
would aiTord complete protection to the eyes. Such
a shade it claims to have found in the E?persen
adjustable shade lamp, manufactured by the Pacific
Electric company of La Crosse, Wis. These shades
are made in a variety of styles and are reported as
giving the best of satisfaction.

The Jantz & Leist Electric company of Cincin-
nati^manufactures multipolar motors and dynamos,
and is said to be very well equipped for conducting
ihe business in a thorough and systematic manner.
It has a well arranged manufacturing establishment
at 808 and 810 Elm street, supplied with the most
approved machinery and appliances, and employing
a good force of experienced and well trained hands,
thus enabling the company to turn out work in the
best and most satisfactory manner. The firm de-
signs and makes motors to suit any kind of ma-
chinery, and is always prepared to equip light and
power plants.

A conservative estimate of Nebraska's corn crop
is 300,000,000 bushels. To appreciate better the
enormous size of this crop, a little computation
shows that if loaded into cars of 30.000 pounds' ca-
pacity, it would take 600.000 cars to haul the crop,
or a train over 4.000 miles long. It is said that
thousands of acres of rich, well-watered lands can
still be had in Nebraska and Northern Kansas at
comparatively low prices. Opportunitv for manv
to visit this corn country is being offered by the Chi-
cago. Burlington and Quincy Railway company.
v\'hich has announced cheap-rate harvest exi:ursions
for Oc^ober 3d and 17th.

BUSINESS.
The Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin.

Conn., has the contract for furnishing the structural
steel work for three buildings for the Ottawa Car-
bide company of Ottawa, Canada. The floors are
carried on steel beams and colun'us and the floor-
ing is steel plate. The trusses have a clear span,
and the roofing is a corrugated iron. The bins for
Ihe storage of material are all of plate iron. No
woodwork is used anywhere in the construction of
the buildings.

Cling-surface is a name becoming pretty well
known in the manufacturing world, if inquiries and
sales are an indication. The Cling-surface Manu-
facturing company of 177-182 Virginia street. Buf-
falo, N. Y., reports that it has just established a
branch in Johannesburg, South Africa, to meet the
increased demand for Cling-surface in that section.
K recent letterfrom a prominent mechanical engi-
neer saj's: "Your Cling-surface was a complete
revelation to me. and belts that formerly had to
be run so tight as to cause a great deal of noise
are now running slack and quiet, with not the least
evidence of slipping. I heartily recommend it for
leather belting, for in addition to its increasing the
pulley capacity of a belt, I find the belts are soft
and show a fine glossy, yet very clinging surface."

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that on account of the phenomenal
increase in its business, it has recently been com-
pelled to double its office space and give each of
the various departments a separate office. The
change is said to make an extremely attractive and
businesslike office, and to greatly facilitate the trans-
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action of business. Realizing that the principal

point of a jobber's and manufacturer's success lies

in prompt and satisfactory shipments, the company
has recently taken as a warehouse a building nearly

as large as its present ont, and is to-day carrying

what is probably the largest stock of electrical sup-
plies in the West. With its present greatly en-
larged facilities, it is prepared to ship from St.

Louis stock anything pertaining to the electrical

supply business, thus avoiding delays that are often

expensive and at all times annoying. A carefully
compiled and complete catalogue for each of the
departments, containing the entire line of goods
handled by that department, has been issued and
will be mailed on application.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
633,146. Combined Generator and Ringer for Tele-

phone. James G. Nolen, Cleveland, O., as-

signor of one-half to Charles B. Arthur, Cleve-

land, O. Application filed June 30, 1898.

This apparatus comprises a signai-curreot generator
provided with one or more field magnets, a supporting
frame adjustablj- secured to one of the magnets, a ringer
mechanism, the field magnets of which are arranged within
the supporting bracket, and connections between the

ringer magnets and the legs of one of the generator
magnets,

633,147- Tablet and Index. James G. Nolen,
Cleveland, O., assignor of one-half to Charles

B. Arthur, Cleveland, O. Application filed June
30. 189S.

The combinaiion with a telephone generator bos open at
one side, of a series of metallic tablet holders detachablv
hinged one with aoother. the inner holder form-ng the
door of the bos. margnal flanges formed upon both sides
of the holder, and tablets detachably arranged within the
flanges.

633.164. Electrotherapeutic Bath. Henry Stanger,

Ulm. Germanj". Application filed July lo, 1899.

A bath comprising a tab trapezoidal in form, carbon
electrodes placed the entire length of both the longer
sides of the tub, and means for supp'ying the bath with a
completely uniform electric current.

633. 165. Device for Feeding Current to Electrically

Driven Cars. Carl F, P. Stendebach, Leipsic,

Germany. Application filed April i, 1898.

The combination of a bos mounted in prosimity to the
car rail, a contact point therein for a main conductor and
a branch conductor, a movable contact piece to establish
contact, a bell surrounding the contacts and having iis

lower edge ilnniersed in quicksilver, a rotary shaft mounted
in proximity to ihe contacts, a pivoted lever extending
through the quicksilver and operaiively connected to the
movable contact, and means in connection with the rotary
shaft to operate the lever when the shaft is turned, a lever
fast on the shaft and extending in proximity to a passing
car, means io connection with the car to rotate the lever, a
supply contact intermediate of the rails and in connection
with the branch conductor and a runner on the car to con-
tact with the supply contact when the main contact is

closed.

NO. 633.;

.•ay. Carl F. P. Stendebach,
Application filed September

63$,i66. Electric Raib
Leipsic, Germany.
19, 1S9S.

A contact device for electric railways is described which
has underground feed and sectional conductors, and which

- consists ol a housing tightly closed and having a vertical
spindle mounted therein, insulated contacts, one connected
with the feed line and one with the sectional conductor,
a rotary disk fast on the spindle and having contacts to con-
tact with the stationary contacts when the disk is turned, a
horizontally extending roil projecting into the plow chan-
nel and means in connection with a roll-supporting bar to
tarn the spindle when the roll is acted on by the plow.

633,172. Rheostat. Charles Wirt, Philadelphia,
Pa. Application filed August 7, 1897.

An electrical resistance comprising a continoous and in-
tegral length of conductor wound or folded in a plurality of
elongated sections placed side by side in contact with in-
dependent heat-radiating devices engaging the long side of
the respective sections.

(^33*'^73- Insulator. Frederick H. Withycombc.
ilontreal, Canada, assignor cf eleven-tn'^entieths

to Clement Henrv' McLeod. Montreal Canada.
Application filed Februarj' 2, 1S99.

An insulator, the entire outer or exposed surface of
which is in the form of a protective cushion or guard
made up of small and easily broken horizontal ridges and
having water channels.

633.174- Insulator. Fredericlc H. Withycombe.
Montreal. Canada., assignor of eleven-twentieths
to Clement Henry McLeod. Montreal, Canada.
Application filed Februarj- 2, 1899.
The exposed surfaces of this insulator are composed of

a spiral ridge or ridges adapted to form a protective
casbion.

633.175. Insulator. Frederick Withycombe. Mon-
treal. Canada, assignor of eleven-twentieths to

Clement Henrj'^ McLeod, Montreal, Canada.
Application filed Februarj- 2, 1899.

This insulator has a surface composed of small, easily
broken protuberances.

633.176. Insulator. Frederick H. Withycombe.
Montreal. Canada, assi.gnor of eleven-twentieths
to Clement Henry McLeod, Montreal, Canada.
Application filed February 2, 1S99.

The insulator surface is divided up into small depres-
sions and intervening portions, the latter being adapted to

form a protective cushion.

Issued Scptembir jq, iSgq.

633.182. Adjustable Crossover for Electric Wires.
James E. Blakesley, Chicago, 111. Application
filed Februarj'^ 20, 1S99.
The combination of an npper arm having its central por-

tion insulated, with a metallic portion secured on the
insulated part, and a lower arm pivolally secured be-
tween the insulated part of the upper arm and the metallic
portion.

633,213. Wire Fence-making Machine. John C.

Perr\% Clinton, Mass. Application filed Janu-
ar3'^ 21, 1899.

A machine comprising means for holding the strand and
the stay wires and means for electrically welding the wires
at their point of contact, consisiing of electrodes, an 'auto-
matic circuit-closer and an independent automatic circuit-
breaker.

NO. 633.403.

633,214. Machine for Electrically ^^'elding Wire
Fabrics. John C. Perry. Clinton, Mass. Ap-
plication filed Januarj' 21, 1899.

Electric-welding devices are arranged 10 grasp and weld
crossed wires, and means are provided for moving the
welding devices to feed the wires as they weld them to-
gether.

633.218. Weighing Machine. Francis H. Rich-
ards. Hartford, Conn. Application filed No-
vember 2S, 189S.

Electromagnetic means are used to magnetize a part of
the material supplied to the weighing instrnmentality to
reduce the load, and means are provided for rendering
such electromagnetic means ineffective on the poising of
the load.

633.219. Thermostat Valve. George Scarfe, To-
wanda, Pa. Application filed December 16, 1897.

A thermostat actuates mechanism that is connected with
the diaphragm of a controlling valve used in a heating
system

.

633,223. Electro-medical Apparatus. William P.
Sutton, Toronto. Canada. Application filed

November 25, 1898.

An apparatus embracing in its constraction an insalated
base, an electrode connected to the base consisting of a
plate fitted with a series of open sockets, and conducting
antifriction balls or rollers contained in the sockets and
prDjecting slightly beyond the plate.

633,246. Device for Lighting Lamps b}^ Electricity.

Svend M. Meyer, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed November 30, 1898.

A lamp fount is constructed with suitable recesses or
chambers in combinaiion with batteries inserted therein,
and a manually operated electric-lighting device is car-
ried by the lamp and connected with the batteries.

T^T^~3- 3—n~

NO. 633,494.

633,272. Process of Manufacturing Chlorates by
Electrol}"sis. Thomas Parker, Tettenhall, Eng-
land. Application filed December 22, 1^7.
A current of electricity is passed thr-ough a solution

which is covered with a layer of some buoyant non-con-
ducting material, whereby the gases disengaged are
scrubbed, the current density during the operation being
maintained at about 20 amperes per square foot.

633.275. Means for Electric Ignition for Vapor En-
gines. Car] C. Riotte, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to the C. C. Riotte company of New
York. Application filed January 6, 3899.

In a vapor engine are combined a plurality of cylinders,
a piston moving in each cylinder, a sparking device for
each cylinder embracing a pair of electrodes, an indepen-
dent circuit for each pair of electrodes, a dynamo having a
rotating shaft and means to drive the same, an armature
coil carried thereby and forming a part of each circuit, a
commutator having a segment electrically connected to the

coil and carried by the shaft, a brush for each circuit for
each set of electrodes and in contact with the armature, the
segment being adapted to make and break an electric cir-
cuit with the proper set of electrodes at the proper time.
(See cut.)

633,385- Means for Transmitting Power from Ax-
les to Bodies of Railroad Cars. Louis T. Mann,
Chicago, 111. Apphcation filed December 10
189S.

A shaft in the car body is driven by bevel gearing con-
nected with the trock axles ol the car. and this shaft is inmm geared to a second shaft which operates a dynamo or
other mechanism.

633.-403- Telephone-exchange Switchboard Signal-
ing Apparatus. Thomas C. Wales, Jr.. NewT:on,
Mass., assignor to the American Bell Telephone
companj^ Boston, Mass. Application filed Jan-
uary 23, 1S99.

The system combines two telephone-substation circuits
united by switch apparatus at a central station for through
communication, a switch at the substations of the circuits
controlline the electrical condition thereof, a supervisory
signal at the central station associated with the through cir-
cuit, and two relays one for each component circuit, both
controlling the supervisory signal and responsive each to
the action of the switch at the substation of its respective
component circuit. CSee cut.)

633,432. Combined Telephone-desk and Directory
Support. Samuel H. Dodd. Jeannette, Pa., as-
signor to Samuel Barcley Bishop, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed December 7, 1898.
The combination of a support adapted to be positioned

at one side of and apart from a telephone, a desk attach-
ment removably sustained by the support, and means for
securing the desk attachment to the telephone, thereby
holding the attachment immovable,

633.-47I- Weight and Pressure Indicator. Edward
McGan-ey, Bellefonte, Pa., assignor of one-half
to Guv C. Linn. Cleveland, O. Application
filed April 14, 1S98.
The indicator comprises a vibrating strip or ribbon hav-

ing connection with a weight or pressure device, an electric
circoit. an indicating device, and an interrupter in the
electric circuit, whereby the undulating current will vibrate
the ribbon or strip, and whereby sach vibrations will be
repeated at the indicating device.

IT fcHiHMI3^
NO. 633.547.

633,478. Combined Electric Motor and Pump
Head. Robert J. Northam and George E. No-
lan, Los Angeles, Cal. Application filed De-
cember 20, 1S98.

A suitable frame and a pump shaft joumaled in the
frame are combined with an electric motor secured to the
frame and the shaft of the motor having mechanical con-
nection with the pump shaft.

633,494- Electrical Railway Signal. Judson Shoe-
craft, Topeka, Kan., assignor of one-half to
C. C. Gardiner, Topeka, Kan. Application
filed November 21,. 1898.
There are combined with separate track sections a pair

of relays having the free ends -of their armature disposed
in proximal relation, the free end of one armature being
provided with a terminal hook, and the free end of the
other armature being provided therein with an elongated
eye, having a separable interlocking engagement with the
terminal hook, a fixed contact for each of the armatures, a
bell or alarm circuit including therein both of the contacts
and both armatures, and separate local circuits for the re-
lays respectively including the rails of the separate track
sections. (See cut.)

633..516. Centrifugal Electric Switch. Robert L,
Hunter, ^Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to the
American Signal and Power company of Min-
nesota. Application filed Januarj' 18, 189S.

An explosive engine and its electric igniter are com-
bined with a dynamo-electric machine operated by the
engine, a battery, the dynamo and the battery each having
a terminal connected with the igniter, a common return
including a spark coil, and an automatic centrifugal switch
interposed between the common return and the battery
and dynamo, whereby either may be connected with the
common return to complete the circuit of the igniter.

633,544. Electrolytic Apparatus for Precipitating
Metals. Harry S. Badger, Denver, Colo., as-

signor of one-half to Charles W. Car^d, Denver,
Colo. Application filed Februar\^ 17, 1899.

Pi. precipitating tank is described which comprises a tank
body having a mercur3--coated surface in its bottom, a
revoluble hollow shaft suspended in the taok and provided
with hollow arms having perforations on their lower sides
to deliver air or vapor ill proximity to the surface, means
for rotating the revoluble devices, means for introdnciog
air or vapor to the hollow shaft and its connections, and
an electric circuit in which the hollow-shaft agitating arms
and mercury-coated surface are located.

633,547. Telephone Sj'stem. William M. Davis,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carl-
son Manufacturing company. Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed Februar\' 6. 1899.

The combination with a telephone line extending in two
limbs to the central station, of an annunciator thereat hav-
ing two coils, one connected between each limb and a
third conductor, the coils being wound to coact when cur-
rents are sent over both limbs through the annunciator to

the third conductor and to neutralize or oppose each other
when current passes from one limb through the two coils

in series to the other limb, a battery or source of current
adapted to be connected in circuit to send current from
one limb to the other through the two coils in series, and
means for permanently polarizing the core of the annun-
ciator whereby the annunciator responds to calling cur-
rents sent over one or both limbs to the third conductor
while remaining irresponsive to the batterj' currept. (See
cut.)
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Electric Cabs in Chicago.
Although it is over eight years since the first

electric carriage appeared on the streets of Chicago,
the manufacture, sale and use of electric vehicles, as

an industry, is of comparatively recent date. The
horseless carriage has apparently secured for itself

a secure footing, and while the days of the horse
are hardly "nunihered," still it may be said that

the automobile has entered his field.

Although there arc vehicles on the market pro-
pelled by gasoline, kerosene and steam motors,
the electrically propelled carriage seems to have
found greatest favor in Chicago At present there

by the use of electrically propelled cars. In the same
way, it has been predicted, will the electrically

driven vehicle gradually supplant the h6rse-drawn
cabs oi> other vehicles now used for public hire;

and drawing the parallel still closer, it is claimed
that by the use of the electric vehicle the public
cab service will be improved and popularized; that

is to say, cab companies will be enabled to offer

their patrons more rapid means of transportation

at cheaper fares and still operate at a profit.

The Illinois Electric Vehicle Transportation
company is the first concern to enter the field of

electric-cab service in Chicago. This company has

call for a model up-to-date station. The front

will be altered and remodeled; the main floor will

be lowered three feet, so as to make access to the

street easier, and the alley back of the building will

be paved to afford an entrance in the rear in case

of a blockade on Michigan avenue.

Storage for the vehicles will be provided by the

first floor and part of the basement. .A storage-bat-

tery room, 38 feet in width. 171 feet long and 12

feet high, will be equipped in the basement, with
provision ultimately for 250 40-cell batteries. An
eight-panel switchboard will be equipped with the

necessary instruments. At present the batteries

FIG. I. ELE3TRIC CABS I.N CHICAGO —ILLINOIS CO.MPA^Y'S HANSOM.

are two large manufacturing establishments in the

city which are devoted exclusively to the manufac-

ture of electric vehicles. From these concerns

and others outside of Chicago have come a num-
ber of carriages and delivery wagons which are

owned and regularly used by individuals and busi-

ness houses in the city. But it is to the use of

electric vehicles in public cab and livery service that

the greatest amount of attention is now being paid

in Chicago. The electric carriage has proven very

popular wherever it has been introduced in livery

service in competition with horse-drawn vehicles,

and in New York especially, where it has been in

successful operation for some time, it has become
a familiar object on the street.

Where 20 years ago the horse-drawn street cars

afforded practically the only means of meeting the

demand for rapid transit in chies. the public is

now able to travel farther, faster and more cheaplj;

been incorporated under the laws of the state of

Illinois, to operate electric vehicles in Chicago and
throughout the state. It is the authorized licensee

of the Electric Vehicle company, controlled by the

Whitney-Widener-Elkins syndicate, and forrned to

operate cab systems in all the large cities in the

country. The Illinois company has secured the Le-

roy Payne property at 172-175 IVIichigan avenue, on
an 81-year lease, for its main charging station and

storage room, and has been operating its cab serv-

ice from these headquarters for over three weeks
The building, whicli has been occupied as a livery

stable for years, has a 105-foot frontage on Michi-

gan avenue and is 175 feet deep. It is two stories

in height with a basement. The company pur-

poses to remodel the building throughout and

transform it into a modern structure that will be

in keeping with the neighboring buildings on Mich-

igan avenue. ^Plans are now being drawn which

are charged on the south side of the first floor,

but it is the plan of the company to do all the charg-
ing in the basement eventually, the batteries being
removed from the vehicles when exhausted and
carried to the batter}- room by means of an electric

traveling crane and three electric elevators. This
plan is now being successfully used in the cab sta-

tion of the Electric Vehicle company in New York
city, the time of removing an exhausted battery and
replacing a fresh one being about 40 seconds. For
the present this changing of batteries will be done
iDy hand, the operation taking from two to three

minutes. Later, when the business demands it.

an apparatus similar to the one in use in New York
will be installed.

On the second floor will be fitted tire and light-

repair shops, stock rooms, the general offices of the

company and quarters for the drivers, which will

include general lounging and reading rooms and
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a bath room. Heavj' repairing and forging will

be done in rooms provided in the basement. Room
will be afforded for 200 vehicles when the changes

now contemplated are effected. An electric ele-

vator, of four tons' capacity, will be used to transfer

the vehicles between the different floors. As is

now done in the station of the parent company in

New York, the Illinois company proposes to keep

on hand 50 per cent, more batteries than are re-

quired for the vehicles. The exhausted batteries

will be charged at convenient times, and whenever
a vehicle leaves the station it will carry a fully

charged battery. About two hours is required to

charge an exhausted tray of cells.

In selecting the Michigan avenue site for the

central station the officers of the company studied

the question very thoroughly and looked at about

45 different pieces of property before finally decid-

ing on the one chosen. It was necessary to secure

a location which would be as near as possible

to the center of the city; that is, to the business

and traffic center. An important consideration,

which had to be taken into account, and which
really entirely determined the location, w-as the fac-

tor of "dead mileage."
It can be readily seen that with a locatipn less

central to the principal buildings, theaters and
boulevards, a considerable item of expense would
be entailed bj' the unremunerative expenditure of

power in traveling to different localities in answer
to call by patrons. As an illustration, suppose

will have a total capacity of from 100 to 150 ve-

hicles, and with the plans now contemplated for

the main station, it will mean that more than 300
vehicles and 400 drivers will be employed by the
company'.
At the present time the company is carrying on

a simple livery business, but later on it intends to

establish a regular hack-route service, and event-

ually will go extensively into the business of de-
livering parcels and packages.
There are now at the company's station 12 han-

soms, five broughams, two stanhopes, one trap, one
surrey and one runabout. These vehicles are in use
nearly constantly and may be seen at almost any
time upon the streets and boulevards of the cit>'.

The basis of charge for the cabs is 50 cents for the

first mile and 25 cents for each mile thereafter, for

the hansoms and single-seated broughams. The
other rates are in proportion to the above. As a
w'hole, the' fares charged are less than the regular
cab rates charged for the horse cabs, and the user
has the additional advantage that the electric

vehicle can make much better time than the old-

style cab. The carriages now in use bi' the com-
pany are, it is said, able to rtm from 10 to 16 miles

an hour, and a distance of from 20 to 25 miles may
be traveled by a vehicle on one charge of the batterj%

the length of the trip being, of course, dependent on
the condition of the road traveled over and the

W'ind, which is a ver>" important item.

By the first of November the Illinois company

FIG. 2 ELECTRIC CABS IN CHICAGO —ILLINOIS COMPA^Y S TRAP.

the present location to be actually the center of
the citj" from the electric-vehicle company's point
of view. If the station had been selected, say, 2,500

feet farther away, it would have caused an aver-

age loss of one mile a day for each vehicle, and
with 200 carriages in use, a total of 200 dead miles

would be traveled in one daj% which would cause
a loss of probably thousands of dollars in a year's

time.

This question of dead mileage may be likened

to the loss on electric power-transmission lines.

The company realized that this dead mileage was
to be avoided as much' as possible, and in selecting

the ^Michigan avenue site it believes that it has a

location wliere the dead mileage will average less

than an}- other, with the added advantage of 'oeing

verj' convenient to Michigan and Jackson boule-

vards.

As soon as the plans of the company mature, it

is the intention to establish sub-stations in different

parts of the cir\% where public vehicles may be hired

and also where supplemental charging may be done
for the vehicles from the main station. The location

of these auxiliary stations will depend on the de-

mand for the vehicles in the outlying districts of

Chicago, and the question of dead mileage will

also enter into the selection of the sites. As the

business grows, it is intended to have from seven

to 10 of these stations in different parts of the city.

First there will probably be one established on the

North Side, in the vicinity of North avenue, and

one somewhere south of Thirty-ninth street, on the

South Side. E\entually there will probably be a

sub-station situated in Evanston. These stations

expects to have in addition to its present equipment
10 hansoms, 25 broughams, one stanhope, two
runabouts, two Jady's shopping victorias and two
large victorias. These are now all ordered, and
most of them are completed and on the way. It is

expected to have fully 100 vehicles of various tj'pes

in operation by January- ist. and besides the varieties

mentioned, these w-ill inchide landaus and opera
busses. The vehicles are being manufactured in

Hartford and New Haven, Conn., bj' the Columbia
and Electric Vehicle companj', and are being de-
livered at the rate of about four or five a week.
The motors for the vehicles are being manufactured
by the Siemens & Halske Electric company of Chi-
cago, and the storage batteries by the Electric

Storage Batter>^ company of Philadelphia.
Fig. I is an illustration of one of the company's

hansom cabs. Fig- 2 shows a trap with seats for

four persons. The hansoms and broughams are
all steered bv' means of the rear wheels, the motors
and gearing being mounted on the front axles.

The stanhopes, runabouts and smaller vehicles

are guided by means of the front wheels and have
the motor mounted -on the rear axle. Single
"torpedo" motors of two horse power rated capacity
are used, and are differentially geared to the w^heels.

On the larger vehicles two of these motors are

mounted together. Although only rated at two
horse pow-er, the motors are capable of being over-
loaded for short periods b\' nearly 100 per cent.

In the larger vehicles the batteries consist of 4S
cells with a 7S ampere-hour c^pacit>". while the

smaller cabs and private vehicles carrj- batteries of 44
cells each- The hansom cabs weigh from 3.700 tD

4,000 pounds each, while broughams weigh about 200
pounds less. Each carriage is richly upholstered
and is fitted with incandescent lights.

During the first two weeks of the company's
operations the income from each cab averaged
from 30 to 40 per cent, higher a day than the income
from the New York cab service. This may be in part
due to the curiosity and interest shown by the pub-
lic, but it indicates that the electric-cab service in
Chicago is destined to become an important com-
petitor of the old horse cab. There are said to be
in use in Chicago 900 old-stj-le cabs in "hacking"
ser\-ice and 1.200 cabs and carriages in regular livery
business, making a total of 2,100 horse-drawn vehi-
cles for hire, these figures not including busses or
carryalls.

The Illinois Electric Vehicle Transportation
company, in installing its cab system, states that it

intends to popularize the service as much as possi-
ble and will endeavor to furnish the public with
transportation facilities such as can be obtained
through no other means. Referring back to the
parallel of the electric street car, one finds that the
difficulties and problems to be overcome by elec-
tric-cab companies are not nearly as great as those
which had to be solved before electric traction be-
came a success. When Sprague first ran his electric
car on the streets of Richmond the electric motor
was probably the greatest problem he had to face.
Now the motor has been improved and developed,
and its use and adaptabilit}- are not questioned.
The storage-batferj' problem is becoming less per-
plexing, although the weight of the cells is still a
drawback.
The electric side of the question seems to be

comparatively simple, and the most serious problem
that remains for the electric-carria.ge manufacturers
and users to face is the tire problem. Expense and
durability may be said to be the most important
items entering into the selection of a satisfactorj-
tire. A solid tire is said to give only about nine-
fourteenths of the mileage and speed that 3
pneumatic tire will give, and of course the latter
affords more ease for the occupants and is also
easier for the batteries. Contrary to the com-
monly accepted belief, the greatest cause for trouble
with the pneumatic tire on hea^y vehicles :s not
puncture, which amounts to but" about seven per
cent, of the troubles, but results from the internal
wear of the fibers of the tire due to the weight.
Some tires, after being used for a while, upon
being examined, are found to have the fibers
of the material reduced to a fine powder The
Illinois company has been using large pneumatic
tires on the rear wheels of the hea\T carriages and
solid tires on the front wheels. It is probable,
however, that hereafter the company will use the
pneumatic tires entirely for the public cabs.
Power for charging the batteries is furnished to

the main station by the Chicago Edison company
The substations will receive power from the wires
of the Edison company or the Commonwealth
Electric company, according to whichever is the
handier. The voltage of the charging table runs
from 108 to 125 volts.

Cab systems similar to the one in Chicago are
now being successfully operated in New York city,
Philadelphia and Boston. The parent company has
4,000 vehicles under construction which will be put
into operation as soon as completed. The Illinois
Electric Vehicle Transportation companv is capi-
talized with $25,000,000 worth of assessable stock,
five dollars having been paid in on each share.'
Although another payment of five dollars was called
originally for October 2d. the stockholders have
been granted the privilege of waiting till next Feb-
ruarj' to make the payment. The following-named
gentlemen are the officers of the companv: Pres-
ident, Samuel Insull; vice-president. C. F. Kimball:
secretaiy and treasurer. C. B. Rockhill: superintend-
ent, W. L. Githens.

The Copper Market.
There seems to be no prospect of a weakening in

the price of copper for m.onths to come. Late
quotations are from 18 to 20 cents a pound, with
a brisk demand from electrical and other indus-
tries. In relation to the many new copper-mining
companies recently floated, the New York Sun has
this to say: "The present successful copper mines
sank a great deal of monc}' and made many costly
experiments before they were able to produce cop-
per at the figures shown on their cost sheets in
1899. New copper properties have been floated in
large numbers lately, but as from two to three
years is necessary to develop them and obtain
a regular production from new sources, it w-ill be
some time yet before many of the new copper en-
terprises are established on a good producing basis.
It is to be feared that many of them will never come
within a mile of doing so well as their prospectus
predicts. If the 30 odd new copper properties put
on the market during the last 18 months produce
on an average 3,000,000 pounds each annually it

would be enough to disturb seriously the equilibrium
between supply and demand and cause a big de-
cline in m.arket value. If they cannot produce this
quantitv- in the aggregate it looks as if the share
valuation of the new enterprises were terriblj* in-

flated, as it will be necessary to make a fair output
if many of the concerns are ever to become worth
the subscription price, to say nothing of the market
price, some of the stocks are bringing."
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Women's Management of tha Automo-
bile.

One reason fur ihc popularity of the automobile
is that it lends itself more readily to the guidance
of a woman than do horse-drawn vehicles.

Women's driving lias never been taken very
seriously, and very few of the sex are confident
of themselves when handling the reins over a
horse of any spirit. But the inanimate mechanism
cannot shy or bolt, never gets nervous from flies or
other annoyances, never stumbles, stands without
hitching, doesn't break its Iiarness, and in all ways
commends itself to the ladies. Of course, one must
be taught how to manage the vehicle, but with im-
provements constantly making in the direction of

simplicity this should be no great difficulty to a
woman of fair intelligence who can dispossess her-
self of the awe of the intricacies of a supposed
elaborate piece of mechanism. And in the crowded
thoroughfares of cities drivers will still be required
to use a degree of caution and good judgment un-
der the new order. But, making a fair comparison,
it is evident that the advantages of the new vehicles
for the use of women are real and great. A recent
\\riter in the Chicago' Record takes a rosy view ot

the prospect:
,

'

) |

"For these thousand years," says he (or, more
likely, she), "or more a certain weakness of my
lady's wrists has forced her to sit quietly at my
lord's side and see him hold with superior strength
the reins that guide his high-steppers. And if that
strength failed what could she do but scream?
Some there have been who have driven, and yet no
woman ever yet, deep in her heart, quite lost the
lurking fear of the bit in the teeth nor overcame
entirely her suspicion that the harness would break.
"But with the coming of the new vehicle, with

its smartly curving handles, all this is changed. A
woman can drive now, and turn and race as well

as a man. It needs only the strength of a child.

And. more than that, she can stop—stop wherever
and whenever she pleases, and in any one of four or
five different ways. And when she goes in to call

or shop she has no need to worry about William
and the horses. She knows of a certainty that her
carriage will remain exactly where she left it. and
that it cannot start until she inserts the little brass
key which she carries with her,

"Moreover, she is emancipated from troHey cars
and suburban railroads. If she lives in the country,
40 miles out, no more will she arise in the dawn
to catch the fast train to town and w-orry all day
about getting herself and her bundles to the fast

train at night. She is ready when she pleases best;

her carriage is never eating like horses, nor warm
like horses, never casts a Elioe, and she gets in

and rides to town on 20 cents' worth of gasoline
or electricity (her fare on the suburban train would
have been 49 cents); she shops where she pleases,

locks her bundles under the seat, waits for lunch
at her favorite restaurant and stops for her husband
at the ofiBce, and they spin home together in the
cool of the afternoon, faster than the trolley would
carry them, with no jostling or crowding and no
changing of cars.

"Any woman can learn to operate a motor vehicle
in an hour; she can become proficient in half a day;
in two days, she can go anywhere, even in crowded
streets. It isn't half as difficult to 'drive' a motor
carnage as it is to learn to ride on a bicycle. The
main thing required is presence of mind; a driver
must know instantly which lever to pull to meet
each emergency as it presents itself. A motor ve-

hiclist must exercise the intelligence of the horse,
and no mean intelligence it is, as well as that of

the driver. The training, therefore, is more that
'-

^ 'ho mind than of ihe hands. There are only five

things to learn at first—how to start, how to in-

crease speed, how to use the brake, how to turn
ofT the power and how to ring the bell. All these
operations are performed in most vehicles with
two hand and one foot lever: and thev are no
harder to understand than a sewing machine."

Woods Motor Vehicle Company.
The \Voods Motor Vehicle company has recently

completed its organization. It is incorporated under
the laws of New Jersey, with a capital stock of $10,-

000.000, and is the successor of the Fischer Equip-
ment company. The Fischer plant at 1 10-120 East
Twentieth street, Chicago, has been purchased by
the company, and the five-story building at 547-551

Wabash avenue has also been secured. These build-

ings will be used to manufacture electric vehicles of

ever}' description under the patents oLC. E. Woods.
Factories are also to be erected in New York city

and Canada. The Chicago works are to have a

capacity of 100 vehicles a month, and it is said

that there are orders on hand to keep the plant busy
for several months.
The VVoods company is planning to start a cab

service in Chicago wiihin a short time, which will

compete with that of the Illinois Electric Vehicle

Transportation company. One hundred cabs will

he put into service, and it is said that 35 are now
ready for use. A central location will be secured

for the station, and regular cab rates will be charged.

A cab service is now being operated by the

Vv'oods company in New York city with a few

vehicles, and it is the intention of the company to

place 200 electric vehicles in use there. Arrange-
ments are being made to establish cab systems in

other cities. In Buffalo 50 vehicles will be in-

stalled, in Pittsburg 15, in St. Louis 25 and in Min-
neapolis about 30.

At a recent meeting in Chicago the following-
named gentlemen were elected officers of the com-
pany: President, Frederic Nicholls; vice-presidents,

J. Wesley Allison and A. E. Ames; secretary, A.
E. Chandler; treasurer, G. H. Atkin; general man-
ager, C. E. Woods. The board of directors is coin-
posed of the following-named gentlemen: John W.
Mack.'jy, president Commercial Cable company;
August Belmont; Dr. W. Seward VVebb, presi-

dent Wagner Palace Car company of New Vork
city; Frederic Nicholls, president of the Canadian
Northern Railway company and the Canadian Gen-
eral Electric company; George A. Cox, president
of the B.'ink of Commerce, Toronto; Sir William
C. Van Home, chairman of the board of directors of
the Canadian Pacific railroad; W. D. Matthews, di-

rector of the Canadian Pacific railroad; H. P.
Dwight, president of the Great Northwestern Tele-
graph company, Toronto; A, B. Ames, president
of the Imperial Life insurance company. Toronto;
J. W. Flavell, Toronto; J. Wesley Allison. New
York; Charles Miller of the Standard Oil company,
New York; H. A. Ware, vice-president of the
Northwestern National Bank; C. E. Woods. God-
iroy H. Atkin and Benjamin V. Becker of Chicago.

ranged with a motor for each wheel. Spur gears
for the smaller carriages and chain connection for
the larger ones seemed to be the accepted practice,
the ratio being one to 10 or one to 15, and occa-
sionally one to 20. Regulation of speed is usually
eflfccted by changing the arrangement of the
groups of cells in series and parallel. Forty is

the )iumber of cells frequently employed, and
these are divided into four groups, connected in

parallel at the first notch of the controilcr, two
in parallel and two in series at the second notch.
and all in series at the third. A fourth speed can
be attained by switching the two sides of the field

magnets in parallel. Besides a short-circuiting

brake, all vehicles shown have either shoe or band-
brakes worked by the foot. Ball bearings are em-
ployed and solid or pneumatic rubber tires. Steel

tubes are used to a considerable extent, both for

the frames and for the spokes; for the latter also

wood and, less frequently, steel wire as on bicycles.

Berlin Automobile Exhibition.

The International Exhibition of Motor Vehicles
recently held in Berlin attracted much attention in

Germany and on the continent. The government
displayed great interest in the exposition. General
Lieutenant von Podbielski, the secretary of the Im-
perial Postoffice, accepted the presidency of the
exposition committee.
The exposition was arranged in seven depart-

Electric Automobiles.'
Bv Elmer A. Sperrv.

The electric automobile, coming upon the scene
at this time, falls heir to many of the rich results

worked out in connection with tramv/ay traction.

There are many who go so far as to predict that

the younger claimant will displace the former, espe-
cially the lighter class of street-car service, and this

doubtless will be the case to a degree.
Electric railways are rapidly reaching out with

wider radii of operation and heavier and heavier
equipment, and the automobile will doubtless have
wide use as supplemental to the heavier systems.

In fact, co-operation has already been proposed in

a number of instances. Its great flexibility and

BERLIN AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.— CC MBI^ ATIC N CAR A^D AUTOMCBILE.

ments: Private carriages, cabs, omnibuses and
coaches; trucks and other vehicles for the trans-

portation of goods; motocycles and attachable ve-

hicles; motors and accumulators for automo-
bile vehicles; wheels and framework for motor
vehicles; carriage lamps, outfits, clothing, tools and
various conveniences; printed matter, drawings,
plans and models, and machinery for the manufac-
ture of motor vehicles. There were 150 vehicles dis-

played, representing all the best-known types in

use in Europe. There were no American exhibits.

One curious vehicle, made by Siemens & Halske,

is represented in the accompanying illustration, for

v/hich the Western Electrician is indebted to the

Chicago. Tribune. It is an electric omnibus, made
to run on car tracks with current from an overhead
conductor or independentl}- on the pavement of

any street by a storage-battery equipment. A
Tribune correspondent, writing from Berlin, says

that the vehicle was designed for use in certain

parts of Berlin. It is fitted with this firm's well

known overhead-contact device, and can run on
the rails as a street car or on any ordinary pave-

ment as an omnibus. The accumulators are charged,

it is said, while the vehicle is running as a street

car or is at a halting place. The motorman can

enter or leave the car tracks without wasting a

minute, all that is required- being- to raise or drop
a third pair of wheels. These wheels are small

compared to those which bear the weight of the

car and are grooved like car wheels.

The Siemens & Halske omnibus has been given

only a trial trip so far. but it stood the tests so well

that it may be introduced on several suburban
extensions of street railways and in parts of Berlin

\\here tracks are undesirable.

Describing briefly the technical features of the

electric vehicles shown at the Berlin exhibition, a

German electrical journal notes that the storage-

battery cells are of ebonite and that they are usually

placed' under the seats or in a separate box behind.

Series motors are the rule. Usually one motor

is employed, driving on the rear axle, but

some vehicles have two motors, one at each of

the front wheels, and one large omnibus was ar-

independence of track render it the ideal urban
conveyance.
As the perfection of the electric motor gave the

first impetus to electric-tramway traction, so the
point now reached in the perfection of the storage
battery will yield equal results in the field of the
electric automobile. The past three years have
advanced the art remarkabl3% and drawn to it the
;ittention of both skill and capital, and results have
followed.

The perfected storage battery presents some re-

markable features. It even rivals the electric mo-
tor in its fitness and special adaptability to the
automobile problem. Its very large reserve power
It instant command, its entire freedom from danger
when fully charged, its almost constant pressure
throughout its capacity, its recently developed ca-

pacity for quick charging, and ease with which
charge may be obtained in almost any hamlet in the
country, are among its advantages.
The recent claim of one maker that batteries light

enough for traction purposes would live through
5.000 full discharges is hardly credible, though the
negatives of some special types seem to indicate
a near approach to this figuie. The engineer is at
present engaged in increasing the life of the light

positive, with every indication of success, at least

beyond the point insuring commercial requirement.
It has been supposed that compressed air is the

ideal stored power, but it is safe to say that elec-

tric storage distances it in the important features.

Compressed-air reservoirs weigh about 85 pounds
per cubic-foot capacity for air at 2,000 pounds pres-
sure to the square inch, the air itself weighing
nearly 11 pounds. How many horse power hours
will this cubic foot develop? Those who know are
reticent. It is found that by adding to the air a
large quantity of heat, at extra cost, by compound-
ing cylinders and using pressure reducers and wire-
drawing valves, all with added weight, that about
.27 of a horse power hour may be obtained. We
know that this weight of storage battery will de-

I. Paper read at the geoeral meeting of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, June 28, 1899.
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velop iVi* horse power hours, requiring no reducing

valves and maintaining its pressure practically at

one point until exhausted, rather than gradually

exhausting the pressures, as with air. This straight

line of discharge of the batteries is not matched by

any other storage system of which we now have

knowledge.
, Should the pavements ever be so improved as to

render the rubber lire unnecessary-, would the steel

tire do the work? The bearing of this question

upon the heavier class of automobile drays, vans,

etc., led the author to cause trials to be made touch-

ing this subject. Tests w^ere made with a vehicle,

having two driving wheels, supplied with smooth

wide-faced steel tires, 72 inches 'in diameter, car-

FIG I. A DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD IN ENG-
LAND. FRONT OF THE BOARD.

rying 60 per cent, of load. The approximate draw-
bar pull was ascertained on various kinds of pave-

ment, dirt and gravel roads and macadam, on the

level and on grades, wet and drj'. It was found
that under the most adverse circumstances, ample
adhesion could be relied upon for any conditions

liable to be met. Soapy and greasy Belgian block
pavement was found to give most trouble, but even
here 20 per cent, draw-bar pull could easily be re-

lied upon, with some, but not serious, slipping.

A lasting impression of the adhesion and value

of smooth tires for road traction is made by seeing

a vehicle of this kind ascending a 20 per cent, grade
on an ordinary gravel road and rising easily uphill

over a four-by-four-inch timber, placed in front of

first one and then both the driving wheels, work-
ing as well on the wet portions as on dry.

The designer of the automobile is confronted
v.'ith some practical problems which have not re-

ceived attention at the hands of the railway engi-

neer. For instance, in the simple matter of ren-

dering the vehicle directible and easily controlling

the guiding mechanism. Especially is this true in

so arranging the parts that obstructions will not

easily derange the mechanism or throw the vehicle

out of its course. When one or the other of the

guiding wheels encounters an obstruction of im-

portance, the reaction works back to the guiding
handle, tending to- "whip" it out of the hands of

the operator and throw the vehicle out of its course.

(Recall the threshing of a pole or thills in ordhiary

vehicles.) Many attempts have been made to re-

duce the leverage of reaction, but at best it has

remained a problem of some importance. Experi-

ments designed to thoroughly test the practical

operation of the device employed by the author

show that the amount of side-thiust transmitted to

the guiding handle was practically in proportion

to the leverage measured by the distance between

the steering axis and the plane of the wheel, at the

height of the point of interception of the obstruc-

tion. A 20-inch controlling handle was connected

for equal angular movement with the swiyeling

axles, the wheels being the same diameter, viz., 32

inches, and loaded with the same weight, viz., 370
pounds. A small obstruction causes so flat a

trajectory curve as to be negligible, I have used,

as the height of obstruction, the smallest dimen-
sion of an ordinary Belgian paving block, lying

upon its side, assuming this to be the standard ob-
struction to be encountered by the various wheels

in these tests. Operating the author's device and
an ordinary one each a number of times over this

obstruction, at different speeds, a moment of effort

upon the handle, tending to swing it laterally, or

snatch it out of the grasp of the operator, was found

to be in the two cases as follows: For ordinary

device, mean value for pull — 10% pounds; for

author's device, mean value for pull = o pound.

This shows an entirely different action under prac-

tical operating conditions.

The steering axis is made to intersect the plane
of the wheel well up from the bottom or ground
line, where obstructions are encountered and where
they may be met "head on," and therefore entirely
neutralized, as has been demonstrated, giving no
tendency to deflection of the wheel in eitjier direc-
tion.

It is also found that the arrangement gives the

vehicle a quality of self-centering, or running
straight forward, hands off. This, as will readily
be seen, is a natural result of the obliquity of the
steering axis. The wheels, when turned, in the
act of guiding, describe a conic section, the lowest
point of which is the straight-forward running po-
sition. Another peculiar feature is that in this

action each wheel is entirely independent of the
other, throwing no stress either upon the connect-
ing or guiding rods. Another excellent efl'ect is the
result upon the tires, the act of steering tending
to describe a small arc, rather than the usual twist-

ing of the tires. This can be especially noticed
when the vehicle is standing still.

This system of mounting the wheels is found
to have peculiar advantages on rough roads and
over obstructions, preventing entirely the reaction
to the steering handle, giving entire immunity
from fear of controlling handle being suddenly
wrested from the grasp of the operator, and on
ordinary smooth pavement instantly assuming the
forward position upon being "given the reins."
This feature has been employed upon a number
of vehicles, both here and abroad, and is well re-

ceived.

It is found with automobiles that while the best
practice in tramway traction can be followed closely
in the main, yet the diffeient conditions under
which the vehicles operate, weight of motor per-
missible, height at which the motors are mounted,
enormous variation in the rolling-friction factvjr

and other points allow of departures, which have
an important bearing on the motor design and con-
struction. For instance, with the automobile, only
a small motor is allowable. This should be light
and 3^et should deliver all ihe power necessary in
case of emergency. It is found practical to use
a motor with a somewhat increased ratio of copper
to iron, which should have a high overload capacity,
but. more than all. it is found that the size and
weight of the motor can be greath- reduced, if the
gears can be practically compounded. This is espe-
cially desirable, owing to the enormous variation
in the rolling-friction factor

Obstructions and grades are encountered never
met on tramtracks, and at the same time may be
coupled with soft road, which, ownng to the weights
necessarily present, would render progress impos-
sible, unless an inordinately large motor were at

hand. At such times, often, if a few feet only can
be compassed the journey can be resumed. It is

under these and similar conditions that the value
of the compound gear becomes apparent. One
form of this gear, emploj'ed in a number of vehicles,

has been found to be entirely satisfactory, increas-
ing the leverage of the. motor over the load. In
case of a motor with a suitable overload factor, this

gear, "while onlj"^ doubling the leverage, is found
to compass an3-thing that has ever been encountered
in city, park and countrj' service. Anj' ratio of
gearing can, of course, be employed. By means of
the compound gear the torque is brought up to
nearly the slipping point of the drivers without
overdraft of current supply from the battery. The
manipulation is by a small handle, usually im-
bedded in the cushion at the side, it being used
only at infrequent intervals. This compound gear
not only enables a small motor to meet an emer-
gency, but has an important bearing upon the stor-

age battery-, acting as a safeguard in a very im-
portant sense, preventng, as it does, inordinate
overdrafts of electric current, and, in this way, en-
abling lighter plates to be employed, without fear

of "shedding" the active material. Another feature

of importance in connection with the compound
gear is found to be its interlock and interaction

with the controller. This feature renders the com-
pound gear entirely successful in the most incom-
petent hands. The gear cannot be thrown or

changed when the current is on, nor can the cur-
rent be put on until the gear is entireW thrown to

either one or the other of its normal operative po-
.citions. This is done automatically and without the
knowledge of the operator.
Speaking again of the motor as a whole, its

elevated position and the comparatively open space
it occupies, when compared with street-car motors,
enables the employment of ventilation. This
should be designed with care, so as to prevent in-

gress of water and moisture. The /ventilation is

especiall}^ applicable to the small-sized motors, con-
sidering the hea^^- overloads to which they are

frequently subjected.

In the hands of the non-expert, simplicity of con-
trol is found to be indispensable to satisfactory op-
eration.

With the automobile there is one handle which
always should be kept in hand, viz., the steering

handle. The question naturally arises, "Why not
let this handle do all the work of controlling the

vehicle?'' In a paper before this body, in 1894.

the writer pointed out a sj-stem of tramcar control,

v.-hich has since been wideh' adopted, in w-hich

starting, stopping, speed control and brake were
confined to the operation of a single handle. This

having now been classed as the best practice with

tranicars, why not utilize the combination in con-
nection with the steering handle, allowing it, by
the most natural and almost trivial movem-ents,
to do the whole work of operation? In this way
the entire control of the vehicle is simplified to a
single handle. The direction of the vehicle is con-
trolled bj- lateral movement of the levev, the vehicle

going in any direction to which the handle is

pointed or aimed. Depressing the handle, from
notch to notch, increases the speed, and pulling

up the handle, as one w'ould draw in the reins in

case of emergences instantly turns oft the current

and applies powerful brakes. The intensity of the

brakes is increased as the handle is further raised.

When the speed has been reduced, by again lower-

ing the handle, any of the speed notches can be
readily picked up. the speed and brake being always
under instant control, one hand only being engaged.
It is apparent that the current m.anipulation to the

motor and brakes requires only an imperceptible

effort. In production, the controlling handle is

made either to stay where placed, or is self-raising

to the brake position, to suit the fancy of the owner.
The controlling handle lying nearly horizontal, .the

"aiming" action in steering completes the almost
ideal simplicity of the operation.

The controlling head is supplied with an indicator,

showing at all times the position of controlling

C3'linder, and by touching a button jon the side the

handle may readily be raised for convenience of

occupants, especially for getting in and out on
driver's side.

In crowded thoroughfares, the brake is the most
important feature of the automobile. The French
authorities, in passing upon vehicles, insist upon
this factor more than any other, and it is certainly

the most indispensable. Whatever else the vehicle

can or cannot compass, it must be porsible to stop

it, and that instantly, on occasion. The brake
should be powerful and at least in duplicate. The
carriages of which I speak are each provided with
three separate brake systems.

The location of the controller beneath the foot-

board is found to present decided advantages in

point of convenient interlock and interconnection

with, the brakes. The motor cannot be started

without first removing all the brakes. This loca-

tion gives read}- access at all times and upon all

sides by the hinged floor; gives a natural interlock

between the controller and the" compound gear
above referred to and also between the controller

and charging terminals, which are also here located.

Numerous accidents, and even wrecks, have been
caused by failing to open a special motor switch,

when placing the controller in series position for

charging. A simple interlock with the charging
terminals entirely eliminates this danger, and, in-

deed, the interlocking system throughout the car-

riage verj^ thoroughly protects it in inexperienced

FIG. 2. A DIRECT- CURRENT SWITCHBOARD IN ENG-
LAND. REAR VIEW.

hands; for instance, if the directing indicator

is removed, the motor and controller are

locked. If the index or pointer of this indi-

cator points forward the vehicle will go forward.

If to the rear, the vehicle will go backward. If it

points upward, the carriage may be charged, but

when in this position all the conductors of the

motor cable are automatically open-circuited, pre-

venting accident. The pointer can never be manipu-
lated until the controller is first open-circuited, and
if the index is only partially turned, through care-

lessness or otherwise, the controller cannot be op-

erated until the mistake has been corrected.

The motor being light and small, normally should

be of relatively "high speed," still farther reducing

the weight. A small motor is possible with the

compound gear. The double-reduction motor pos-
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sesses advantages of allowing the hand-brake to

be operated on the intermediate shaft, thus working
through the compensating gear. A small brake, in

this way, gives all the leverage necessary, being one
reduction back through steel gears with small peri-
pheral velocity, thus acting without noise. An-
other advantage of double reduction is in keeping
all the gears of the power system small, and thus
insuring a neater appearance. The somewhat higher
speed permissible in the double-reduction arrange-
ment also renders possible the bipolar motor, with
its higher efEciency. as compared with the multi-
polar. Every condition tending to higher efficien-

cies should be considered in connection with auto-
mobile equipment, as conserving the resources of
the battery. These conditions are not as necessary
with systems of tram traction, where the prime
source of power is always available.

The location of the controller and current-manipu-
lating switches low, and in front of the batteries,

avoids hydrogen detonation and eliminates all dan-
ger of explosion from spark or opening circuit.

Much has been said of one motor versus two.
This is largely a matter of mechanics; it is con-
ceded that one motor gives higher efficiency than
two of half the power, and is less expensive to
maintain. As even the heaviest strains are com-
paratively small, the compensating gear, where one
motor is employed, is easily maintained, yielding
a combination which is far simpler and employs
less parts tban with a double-motor equipmeni.
The automobile will, for some time, necessarily

be in the hands of the inexperienced and non-expert,
and while it is not possible to render it "fool-proof,"
yet certain safeguards may be employed in and
about its operating devices and charging system
which will materially reduce and almost prevent
derangement. The manipulation may be so thor-
oughly interlocked as to effectually prevent a
wrong operation precedmg the right one, and
rendering it nearly impossible to make a mistake
in anything like normal operation. Interlocks and
safety devices are used in many branches of engi-
neering; the introduction of automatic interlocking
switches is a notable example, having placed steam-
railway operation on an entirely new basis. After
subjecting these devices to continued practical test,

and altering them until the requirements seem to
have been met, the author is prepared to say that

there is no reason why the important results reached
in the interlocking switch and signal system should
not be compassed in automobile manipulation, and
by devices vastly simpler and inexpensive.
As to charging and care of batteries, it is believed

that the differential-wattmeter system for ordinary
use, coupled with the periodic inspection by an
expert from the home office or local headquarters,
is the best arrangement now at our command. The
author has found that the differential factor of the
wattmeter should be adjustable and should be
brought from time to time into step w^ith both the
efficiency and charging curves of the battery. These
curves change and are peculiarly altered by the
time factors. These adjustments are easily made
through determinations by the use of hydrometer.
This can easily be one of the duties of the periodic
inspection above referred to. The practical em-
ployment of the adjusting feature, or, in fact, any
device, by means of which the meter may be left

in step with the battery, is found to constitute in

such a meter an almost perfect safeguard against the
destructive effects of overcharge and overdischarge
in inexperienced hands.

Willi the public conveyances, or a delivery sys-
tem, operating a number of vehicles from one sta-

tion, it may not be difficult to secure the services
of a single expert attendant, yet for anything like

commercial operation the automobile itself must
be entirely successful in the hands of the "raw
recruit." The driver must be a man familiar, espe-
cially at first, with the routes and business in hand.
The vehicle must be depended upon to perform
successfully, even under the most trying conditions,

without demanding especial thought or attention

on the part of its operator, who should simply be
a good driver, and who, from an engineering stand-

point, would be considered thoroughly non-expert.

An Automobile Excursion.
F. W. Buskirk of Chicago, assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Erie road, is organizing an
' "automobile party" to make a journey to the Mam-
\ moth Cave of Kentucky. The parly will be made up

of eight persons, traveling in two automobiles,
while a third will carry the baggage of the party.
The start from Chicago will be made about October
15th. if the weather and roads are suitable. The
route going will be via Lafayette, Indianapolis,
Seymour and Louisville. Returning, the party
w'ill pass through Evansville, Vincennes, Terre
Haute, "Bloomington and Joliet.

Death of J. F. Connor.
John F. Connor, a young Chicago electrical man,

died at his old home in Madison, Wis., on Sep-
tember 2ist. Mr. Connor had been engaged in

the electrical contracting business in Chicago for
several years, with an office in the Monadnock
building. When Electricity was published in Chi-
cago, some years ago, he was an associate editor
of that journal. Mr. Connor was well versed in
practical construction work and was highly es-
teemed by his friends for the straightforward man-
liness of his character. He was 29 yearg oi age.

A Direct-current Switchboard in Eng-
land.

The design and arrangement of switchboards is

not the least important of the functions of the elec-
trical engineer, as, with the increasing diversity of
the uses of electricity, the manipulation of the cur-
rent assumes more complex proportions. In the
illustrations on page 202, which represent a five-pan-
eled board for direct-current lighting and power
erected at the works of the Park Gate Steel and Iron
company of Liverpool, England, the Westinghouse
practice is well shown. This board, shown in front
in Fig. I and in rear in Fig. 2, is for 250-voIt service,

but the type provides for the requirements usually
arising for potentials not exceedmg 750 volts. The
two panels at the left in Fig. i control two gen-
erators, which are run in multiple; the middle
panel is for the load, and the two panels to the
right are feeder panels. The first generator panel
is equipped with a single-light bracket, lamp and
shade, an ammeter, a single-pole circuit-breaker,

a voltmeter-plug receptacle and a triple-pole

switch. The rheostat panel carries the resistance-

box contacts and contact arms. The second gen-
erator panel provides for the operation of the other
generator.

The load panel carries an illuminated-dial am-
meter and an illuminated-dial voltmeter, which
swing on a hinge and can be readily seen by the
operator when adjusting the generators for parallel

running. The first feeder panel contains a single

bracket, lamp and shade, a single-pole circuit-

for currents up to Coo amperes. For voltages ex-
ceeding 250, the fuses are not mounted upon the
face of the board.

Phoenix Battery Plant Released on Bond.
The plant of the Phoenix Eallcry Manufacturing

company of St. Louis, of which Colonel S. G.
Booker is superintendent, was released on a bond
of $40,000 on September 26th, and work was resumed.
.\s related in the Western Electrician last week,
a United States marshal seized the plant in a re-
plevin suit brought by the National Carbon com-
pany. The trouble grew out of the purchase of the
plant of the old Phoenix Carbon Manufacturing
company by the carbon trust. The case will come
up in the March term of the United States court,
and Colonel Booker and his associates believe that
they will win it without difficully.

Mr, Albert Blair, vice-president of the Phoenix
company, is thus reported: "We admit that the
factory was bought Irom us by the carbon trust;
that is, so much of it as pertains to the production
of carbons for electric lights and brushes on electric
cars, Wc reserved the patents on machinery and
patterns which were used in the production of
carbons for batteries in connection with the tele-

phone and telegraph and a line of specialiies. The
purchase price of the plant, ?iS7.ooo, was paid over,
but there was a clause in the contract of sale

providing that written notice should be given when
possession was desired and that six months' time

LARGE NEW TURBINES AT NIAGARA.

breaker and a double-pole switch. The second
feeder panel contains two single-pole circuit-break-
ers and two double-pole switches. As additions
are made to the plant, extra panels for controlling
generators and feeders can be added to the switch-
board without interfering with the service.

Flat conducting bars are used to connect the
different instruments and the switches mounted
upon each panel. Each of these bars is of 300
amperes' capacity. For very heavy currents a
larger bar is used, a ventilating space being left

between successive bars. The connections for the
bus-bars are arranged on each panel and can be
attached without difficulty. The Westinghouse
standard adjustable-jaw switches are used.

The range of the ammeters exceeds the normal
rating of the corresponding panels from 25 to 50
per cent. The switches, circuit- breakers and all

connections and terminals are designed to carry the

currents corresponding to their normal ratings con-
tinuously for an indefinite period, and without dan-
gerous rise of temperature will carry temporary
overloads not beyond the range of adjustment of

the circuit-breakers and the scales of the ammeters.
The range of adjustment of the circuit-breakers

varies somewhat between the different sizes, but in

general the circuit-breakers may be set for any pre-

determined current between the limits of 75 per
cent, and 150 per cent, of their normal ratings.

Fuse panels with eight fuse holders are provided
when required; they can be mounted in the space
below the standard panels. These fuses are sup-
plied for potentials not exceeding 250 volts, and

should elapse from the time the notice was given
before possession should be given. A representa-
tive of the trust was here and we asked him for
an inventory of the machinery in the factorj^ which
they claimed under the sale. No such inventory
was given, and a short time ago a representative
of the company came here and demanded immediate
possession. To give possession instanter would
greatly hamper work in the direction of starting

a new plant for the manufacture of the lines which
had been reserved from the sale, and so w^e did
it prcpose to be routed out."

Large New Turbines at Niagara.

The interior of the station of the Niagara Falls
Hj^draulic Power and Manufacturing company pre-
sents a busy scene. Many men are engaged in

erecting new turbines and new generators in order
that the factories that are enlarging may be supplied
with power at the earliest possible moment. In the
illustration will be seen tw'O of the new turbines
in course of erection. The picture gives an excellent

idea of the construction of the wheels. Each of

the turbines is of 2,500 horse powder and w^ill be
operated under a head of nearly 210 feet. Each
wheel is supplied with w-ater from the penstock
erected last j^ear, the supply passing to the wheel
through a 60-inch valve. The position of the two
wheels shown is on the first two valves of the pen-
-stock—that is, nearest the cliff. Each wheel will

be direct-connected to two generators, now being
erected.
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A new incentive to sobriety has arisen, for a Ger-

man investigator asserts that drunkards are more
sensitive to electric shock than other persons. This

writer thinks that there is danger in a shock from
a potential as low as 100 volts, especially if the

recipient is an inebriate. Eschew the fiagon and
the tankard, then, O followers of Thales, that thy

days may be long in the land.

In England the Electrical Trades Union is en-

terprising. It advertises in the technical papers-

"Have you joined the Electrical Trades Union?"'

it asks, in display type, addressing electrical w'ork-

ers in general. "If not, write for particulars to

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

general secretary-," giving the address. This is a

fair, open way of increasing the membership of the

union and would seem to indicate that, in further-

ing the interests of their union, at zny rate, English

electrical workmen are up-to-date.

Mischievous boys threw a bare wire over an

electric-light w-ire in Perth Amboy, N. J., the other

day and were delighted to find that thej^ could feel

Slight shock. Finally, the insulatioi> of the over-

head wire became abraded, and one of the boj'S, who
had been told to wet his hands as an extra pre-

caution, was killed. Aside from burj-ing all high-

tension wares, it is difficult to see how such acci-

dents can be avoided except by the precepts of

parents and teachers, who should impress on Young
America that "fooling" with electrical conductors

of any description is taking a risk that may end in

death-

Electrical decorations formed a very conspicuous

feature of the Dewey celebration in New York last

week. On sea and land, searchlights and incan-

descent lamps, the latter in almost ever>- conceiva-

ble design, made the night brilliant in welcoming

the returning admiral. The magnitude and varieti.-

of the electric-lighting effects were truly impressive.

Thousands of dynamos and djTiamo tenders fur-

nished the "juice," and probabW the incandes-

cent lamps used for the illumination were num-

bered by the hundreds of thousands. In the

"Welcome Dewej'" sign on Brooklyn Bridge alone

there were fully 6,000 lights. Among the other

vessels, the Erin, Sir Thomas Lipton's steam yacht,

which attracted so much attention in the water

parade, was especially illuminated, and it is said

that over 3,000 lamps -were used for the purpose.

The whole display was a great exhibition of ihe

electric-lighting resources of a great citj- as well as

a very striking tribute to the hero of Manila.

In a recent paper on "Electrical Machinerj- on

Board Ship." Alexander Siemens, speaking of

direct-connected generating units, said: 'Tn view

of the contention that English practice is lagging

behind that of other countries, it is as well to re-

member that at the Chicago exhibition the two. or

three direct-driven sets were almost ridiculed by

the American engineers, who confidenth- predicted

that the old country would soon drop this practice

and adopt the American method of belt driving."

Later on Mr. Siemens adds that direct driving is

now as much in use in the United States as any-

where else. But he underrates the extent to which

direct connection had obtained in this countrj' at

the time of the World's Fair. The largest gen-

erator on the exposition grounds, built by an

American manufacturer and installed in the intra-

mural power station, was direct-connected. There

were at least eight direct-connected units of i.ooo

horse power or over, of American make, in Ma-
chinery Hall and the intramural station. Indeed,

it is probable that so many large engine-dynamos

were never assembled before. "

Under the title, "The Existence of Masses Srr.aller

Than Atoms," Prof. J. J. Thomson read a paper be-

fore Section A of the British Association last

month which may tring about a change in existing

views of the nature of electricity-. The subject is

an abstruse one; it has to do with the fundamentals

of all physical sciences anS all material things; but

if we accept the summar}' and comment of the Lon-

don Electrician as correct. Professor Thomson has

been led to believe that "the atom of mattex is not

that fundamental, and invariable unit of mass which

orthodox chemistrj- and physics have long insisted

upon. Indeed, to use Prof. Oliver Lodge's ex-

pression, it would seem as though electricity is the

reallj- atomic thing, and that matter is not atomic

at all in the strict sense. Possibly, nay, even proba-

bly, the researches which Professor Thomson has

prosecuted, in his investigations into this recondite

but fascinating subject, are leading us a step farther

towaid the conviction that has long been growing

in the minds of physicists and chemists, that the

atoms of the elements are one and all built up of

one simple elementary substance; that, in fact, the

so-called elements are not really elementary, but

are modified forms of one and the same substance,

the^r diversified atoms being structurally different.

October 7, 1899

but in substance the same as one another." This

theorj- is difficult" to grasp and hard to believe. It

seems to impW that electricitj-^ is the basis of every-

thing, *"the really atomic thing." That is a stu-

pendous conjecture. In the last analj-sis the one

indivisible thing that remains is electricity-! It is

a startling thought.

It is no derogation to the other gentlemen se-

lected to read papers before the American Street

Railwaj' association to say that the greatest popu-
lar interest will center in Mr. C. T. Yerkes' essay

on "Investments in Street Railways," with its in-

terrogative sub-title, "How Can They Be Made
Secure aiid Remunerative?" No man in the coun-

try- is better fitted to discourse interestingly on the

subject assigned to him. As a "street-railway

magnate," operating principally in Chicago. Mr.
Yerkes is generally credited to have made a large

fortune for himself and to have materially helped

his friends in augmenting their store of wealth. He
is a man of fine executive abilit3-. with pronounced
energ>^ and decision of character and a conspicuous

aptitude for large financial dealings. He has an-

tagonized man}' people, but he made his railways

pa}'. His methods have not escaped criticism; but

no one failed to acknowledge the pov.'er and cour-

age of the man. What Mr. Yerkes says is always
listened to, with attention, certainly, and often w^ith

approval, and as he is a ver>" bus}' man. and seldom
appears at public conventions to enlighten his fel-

lows from the store of his experience, the present

announcement is of exceptional interest.

Canada, with comparatively liule coal and large

and abundani water-courses, otters a promising field

for electro-hydraulic development—a field which is

now being exploited with energy. There is no
doubt that the numerous and increasing projects

for the development of electrical energ}' by water
power, which are now^ either in contemplation or

in course of construction in the Dominion, are

playing an important part in contributing to the

prosperity and progress which that countr)' is now
enjoying. Towns and cities are growing through
the agency of this factor in the commercial and in-

dustrial pursuits of the country-, and the foundations

of future great manufacturing centers in Canada
are being laid- in places where, but for the utiliza-

tion of water powers for the production of elec-

trical power, they would never have been con-

sidered possible.

Ottawa may be cited as one of the cities which
will be greath" aftected by the production of cheap

electrical energ}-. Tw-o of the largest electrical

companies at the Dominion ^capitai are even now
making special offers to supply power to any new
concerns which may be induced by such considera-

tion to establish themselves in the city or vicinity.

The future of Ottawa is not dependent upon the

fact that the seat of the federal government is

there. At her doors and within her gates there is

a vast water power which is capable of furnishing

hundreds of thousaiyis of electrical horse power
to operate factories and other works at verj- low
rates. It is asserted that within a radius of 45 miles

of the cit}-^ fully 1,000,000 horse power is available,

while 200,000 of this power is within eight miles of

the heart of the cit\*. Before the present year

closes conduits will have been laid which will en-

able manufacturers to obtain power at almost ^ny

localitv' at a maximum charge of $23 a horse power

per annum.

In the cit}' of Hamilton, Ont., electrical power
is coming into extensive use. Now that Hamilton

has secured cheap electric power from near the

Welland canal—a power which is transmitted from

a distance of about 40 miles to the city—steam

power seems to be gradually disappearing from the

industrial establishments of Hamilton and vicinitj-.

The province of Quebec is also experiencing a

boom in electrical power development which bids

fair to add materially to its prosperitj- and popula-

tion. The development at the Shawinigan Falls, on

the St. Lawrence, on a very large scale, ma}^ be

cited as an example of this tendency.

To what extent electricitj- will influence the

grow-th and expansion of Canada during the next

10 or 15 years can hardlj^ be estimated, but it needs

no prophet to foretell that it will be ot the greatest

importance in the development of the country-.
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American Street Railway Association

Preparations for the convention of the American
Street Railway association, to be held at Tattersall's,

Chicago, October 17th to 20th, inclusive, are in sat-

isfactory shape, although, so far as exhibits go, pos-
session of the building cannot be had until October
lOth. That will still leave a week for the installation

of exhibits, and everything should be in place on
the opening day. All the space has been taken, and
the display will be a large and instructive one.

Exhibitors are advised that all goods should be
marked with the consignor's name, and directed

to Tattersall's. Chicago, care of H. W. Smith, suc-

cessor to Anderson Transfer company, 161S State

street. Bill of lading or advice that goods have
been shipped in his care should be sent to Mr.
Smith, giving particulars in regard to shipment.
Power in limited quantity, in the shape of 500-volt

current, will be supplied by the Chicago City I^ail-

way company. The Chicago Edison company's
220-volt mains are also connected with the building.

In a general way the entertainment programme
has been arranged. There will be a reception to

the visiting street-railway men and the ladies, be-

ginning at 8 p. m. on Tuesday, October 17th, at

the parlors of the Auditoriiim Annex. This will

be an excellent opportunity for the renewal of old

acquaintances and the making of new ones. On
Wednesday, starting at 1:30 p. m. from the Polk
street station, there will be an excursioii to and
along the drainage canal over the S.anta Fe rail-

road. The Chicago drainage canal is an engineer-

ing work of the greatest interest, and this trip

should be one of the best features of the week. A
tally-ho party for the ladies and their escorts has

been arranged for Thursday afternoon. The party

will start from the Auditorium about 1 145 p. m.
and drive through the South Side parks and boule-

vards to the site of the World's Fair in Jackson
Park, returning in time for dinner. On Thursday
evening there will be a theater party, although the

play has not been selected as yet. Friday is the

great day for the exhibitors, the executive commit-
tee of the association having formally set aside

that day for the systematic and careful inspection

of exhibits. Therefore, there is no special enter-

tainment feature arranged for that day. The an-

nual banquet will be held on Friday evening and
the new officers will be installed.

The special trains from the East will leave Bos-
ton at 10:30 a. m. on October 15th and New York
at I p. m. on the same day, joining at Alb~any at

4:30 p. m.. and arriving in Chicago at 2:30

p. m. on October i6th. The New York com-
mittee on transportation is composed of H. H.
Vreeland. James H. McGraw and T. C. Martin, and
Charles S. Clark is the committee for Boston.

The trains will run over the Boston and Albany.

New York Central and Lake Shore roads.

The Chicago committees in charge of arrange-

ments consist of the following-named gentlemen:

General Cotmiittee.—J. M. Roa-:h. vice-president and eeneral
manager North and West Chic^^o Street Railroad ccmpanies.
chairman: secretary and treasurer, George A. Vullle. second
vice-president West Chicago Street Railroad company: George
O. Nagle, assistant general manager Chicago City Railway
company: H. M. Slo^n, gpneral raanaRer Calumet Electric Street

Railway company; H. H.Windsor, editor Street Railway Re-
view; F. L. Fuller, general superiniendent West Chicago Street

Railroad company: James R. Chapman, general manager elec-

trical departni'^nt, North and West Chicago Street Railroad
companies: T. C. Penington, secretary American Street Railway
association.
Eniert^Jnment Committee.—J. M Roach, chairman; T. M.

Henderson, snperintendent North Chicago Street Railroad com-
pany: A. S. Litilefield. railroad contractor: George C Bailey,

John A. Roeblin^'s Sons company. Ch'cago; Harry Keegan, as-

sistant sup°rintendent North Chicago Street Railroad company;
Frank R. Green, secretary Chicago Ciiy Railway Company;
George A. Yuille; F. W. Edmunds, secretary -Q. & C. company;
F. S. Kenfield, tiusiness manager Street Railway Review-
Exhibit Committee.—James R. Chapman, chairman; C. E.

Moore, master mechanic Chicago City Railway company; John
Miller, master mechanic North Chicago Street Railroad com-
pany ; F. T. C. Brydg-^s, master mechanic West Chicago Street
Railroad coinoany; A. C. Heidelberg, assistant superintendent
Chicago City Railway company; Geo. W, Knox, chief electrician

Chicago City Railway company ; W. A. Harding, master mechanic
Calumet Electric 6treet Railway company; E. C. Noe. engineer
(IJeneral Electric company.
Transportation Committee.—F. L. Fuller, chairman : W. Worth

Bean, president andgeneral manager St. Joseph and Benton Har-
bor Electric Railway and Light company. St. Joseph. Mich.;
William Walmsley, snoerintendenl South Chicago City Railway
company; William J.Cooke, McGuire Manufacturing company:
T.D. Miles, with West Chicago Street Railroad company: J. M.
Atkinson of J. M. Atkinson & Co. of Chicago: John O'Keefe.
with Chicago City Railway company: H. W, Falk, president
Falk Manufacturing company: CHft Wise, contractor.
Publicity and Information.—H. H. Windsor, chairman; C, S.

McMahan, western manager Street Railway Journal; D. B.

Dean, Terre Haute Car Manufacturing company, Terre Haute.
Ind.; J. A. Hanna. Perkham Truck company. Chicago; C. J.

Riley, chief engineer Chicago City Railway; John O'Keefe; A. L.

Tucker. Western Electric company; James A. Brett, general
manager Electric Installation company.
Halls and Hotels.—George O. Nagle. chairman; A. S. Littlefield;

T. M. Henderson, superintendent t^or'h Chicago Street Railroad
company; Harvey A. Higeins. Washburn-Moen Manufacturing
company; F. H. Clark. Electric Storage Battery company;
Robert F. Carr. manager Dearborn Drug and Chemical company;
W. H. Forsytbe, Forsythe Brothers company.
Banquet Committee.—J. M. Roach, chairman; D. G. Hamilton,

Chicago City Railway company; M. E. Starring, assistant general
counsel Cliicago City Railway company; B- E. Sunny, General
Electric company; H. H. Windsor; C. S. McMahao; Geo. C.
Bailey.
Reception and Ladies' Committee.—H. M. Sloan, chairman;

Tbeo, P. Bailey. General Electric company; Joseph Leiter, Chi-
cago City Railway company; Frank R. Green; F. L, Fuller;

C. K. Knickerbocker. Griffin Whe'?l company, Chicago; L.
S. Owsley, secretary and treasurer North Chicago Street Rail-
road company: J. Charles Moore, secretary and treasurer North
Chicago Street Railroad company; T. C. lenington; Geo. A.
McKinlock. president Central Electric company: F. E. Smith,
auditor Chicago Union Traction company.
Finance Committee.

—

Gpo, A. Yuille. chairman; C. R. Pening-
ton. with Chicago City Railway company; J, Charles i\loore;

W, S, Bell, assistant secretary and treasurer West Chicago Street
Railroad company: H. B. White, secretary and treasurer Calumet
Electric Street Railway company; Fred. H. Fitch, General Elec-
tric company.

The list of papers to be read is not long, which
is a good thing, as it will give time for intelligent

consideration and discussion. It is as follows:
"Maintenance of Car Equipment," J. H. Van

den Veer, Brooklyn Heights Railroad company,
Brooklyn, N, Y.

'"MoiJern Street-railway Shops: Their Design,
Machinery and Shop Practice," B. L. Kilgour,
chief electrician Cincinnati Street Railway company,
Cincinnati, O.
"Train Service and Its Practical Application,"

fra A. McCormack, general superintendent Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Investments in Street Railways: How Can

They Be Made Secure and Remunerative?" Charles
T. Yerkes, president Consolidated Traction com-
pany. Chicago.

"Construction and Maintenance of Street-rail-

way Tracks," Edward Butts, chief civil engineer
Metropolitan Street Railway con^pany, Kansas City,

Mo.

League Island Dry-dock.

Washington, D. C, September 30.—The Bureau
of Yards and Docks of the Navy Department is

inviting sealed proposals, until October 21st, for

the construction of a wooden dry-dock j.t the

League Island (Pa.) navy yard. The work is di-

vided into three classes, the second class, or Part B.
including the furnishing and installing in place of

the operating machinery and power plant for the

dock, with all appurtenances. This division sep-

arates the work on the dock from everything else,

and the planning and construction of the big elec-

tric plant which is to operate the winches, the pumps
and other appliances can proceed without complica-
tions on account of the character of the material

used in the dock.
Under Part B there are to be provided eight

electric capstans and three electric winches, each
capable of lifting 20.000 pounds 15 feet a minute,
with a purchase of five to one, to have two speeds,

and to be set in a body of concrete with proper
holding-down bolts. Capstans and winches shall

be reversible in operation, and so designed as to

be operated by hand power, if desirable or neces-
sar3^ The capstans and winches are to be operated
by improved motors and controllers of street-rail-

way type, with a speed of about 500 revolutions
per minute and of power not less than 35 horse
power. The motors must be provided with circuit-

breakers, switches, fuses and other appliances
necessary for their safe and convenient operation.

'The pumping plant is to consist of three in-

dependent centrifugal pumps, with electric motors,
for pumping out the dock, and one centrifugal

drainage pump and motor. Two vertical cross-

compound, condensing, automatically governed
engines, each direct-connected to two dynamos,
are to be installed in the engine house. There will

be four 250-kilowatt dynamos of the compound-
wound, direct-current, constant-potential, 125-volt

type, arranged for direct connection with outboard
bearings. There will be three 450 horse power
motors, each to be direct-connected to the runner
shaft of a main pump, and one 75 horse power
motor, to be direct-connected to the runner shaft

of the drainage pump. The motors are to be wound
for 220 volts.

The switchboard in the power house will have one
panel for each dynamo, one total-output panel and
four power panels. Each machine panel is to have
one triple-pole, single-throw dynamo switch, one
circuit-breaker, one field rheostat, mounted on back
of board, with handle and dial on the front, and one
Weston round-pattern shunt ammeter. Three
power panels are to be of 500-kilowatt capacity each,
and one is to be of 200-kilowatt capacity.

A 15-ton electrically operated traveling crane
is to be installed in the engine house. ,The speed of
hoisting 15 tons shall be 15 feet a minut-e, with a
proportional increase for lighter loads.

Prospective bidders desiring full specifications
and plans can obtain them upon application to
Mordecai T. Endicott, chief of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks, Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
The appropriation available for the entire work is

$825,000. T.

Test of Automatic Telegraph Sender.

A dispatch from Budapest under date of Septem-
ber 30th states that the United Electrical company,
on the preceding night, tried for the first time in

Eastern Europe the rapid telegraphic invention of
Virag and Pollak, The test was made upon the
government wires between Berlin and Budapest,
and it is said that all the experiments were suc-
cessful. The test showed that the messages, which
had 1-ieen previously perforated upon a tape, could
be worked off by electricity at the rate of 78.000
words an hour, although the machine's normal ca-

pacity, as the inventors declare, is 100,000 an hour.
By this system the inventors say one wire can do
the work of 16 wires worked by the present method.
Representatives of several American electrical com-
panies and of the French, Hungarian and German
governments were present at the tests. Although
the trials were said to have been successful, it is

stated through the Associated Press that the Ger-
man postal department considers the apparatus too
delicate for ordinary use.

Space Telegraphy at Dover and New
York.

At the recent meeting of the British Association
at Dover messages were exchanged across the
English Channel, from Dover to Wimcreux, near
Boulogne, by the Marconi space-telegraphy sy.slem.

In Ibis way pleasant greetings were exchanged
between the British and French scientific associa-
tions, which met concurrently, the one at Dover,
the other at Boulogne. Messages were also sent
from Dover to the Electrical Congress at Como.
Italy, by space telegraphy; that is, they were sent
as far as Wimcreux by the new method and thence
forwarded by wire. The results were excellent.
The "Marconi pole" was erected on the tower of
the Dover town hall, and the current was consider-
ably intensified by placing at the masthead a large
cage of close wire netting, cone-shaped at both
ends, the metal netting having the effect of collect-
ing the electrical waves.
An interesting effect of the Dover experiments

was the effect on a near-by telephone circuit. Ac-
cording to the London Electrician, the facts were
these: "A temporary calh ofhce with a metallic
circuit having been erected at the reception room
near the wireless-telegraph installation, and the wires
leading to this call office passing within 10 yards
of the Marconi wire from the mast on the town
hall, induction effects during the transmission of
wireless messages were naturally audible at the
temporary call office; but it would appear that
these were not detected in any part of the per-
manent telephone system at Dover. We understand
that a similar experience was observed at Adelaide,
South Australia, where Sir Charles Todd and Pro-
fessor Bragg have been making experiments in

Marconi apparatus between Henley Beach and the
observatory, and some of the signals were clearly

audible on a telephone wire in ordinary use between
the postoffice and Henley Beach. These observa-
tions have a consideiable practical interest, for if

an earthed telephone circuit can be employed as
a receiver for transmissions over useful distances,

the coherer and its sluggish decoherer can be done
away with and a much more rapid rate of signaling-

be obtained. Metallic circuits would sufficiently

protect the regular telephone service from disturb-
ance."

Marconi's preliminary experiments in New York,
in making ready for the yacht-race report, are re-

ported to have been successful. The test was be-
tween the steamer Ponce, with Marconi on board,
and the station at Navesink Highlands. It was
the day of the Dewey naval parade, and when the
tirst message from Na\esink was received the
Ponce was in the harbor below the statue of Lib-
erty. But as the ship moved up the Hudson River
communication with the Jersey station was coii-

tinued. From the anchorage off One-hundred-and-
twenty-fifth street the messages sent from Navesink
were received with more even regularity, it is said,

than had been the case when the two stations were
closer together. The vertical wire was attached to

a spar lashed to the foremast of the Ponce and
extended 40 feet above the mast. The boat attracted

much attention during the parade, and there were
cheers for Marconi. It is stated that during the
yacht races space-telegraph messages will be sent

from both the Ponce and the Grande Duchesse.
Marconi being in charge of the apparatus on one
and W. J. Clarke and G. R. Ricard on the other.

Duty of Maintaining Proper Insulation.

The demurrer of the defendant, in the case of

Anderson against the Jersey City Electric Light
company, established that the defendant used for

its purposes wires that it had placed in a light

shaft, where it knew that the class of laborers to

which the plaintiff belonged would enter to work;
that these wires were under the control and man-
agement of the defendant, who passed through
them a current of electricity dangerous to a human
being, and that it failed to maintain a proper in-

sulation of this current, whereby the plaintiff,

while working in the shaft (repairing and refitting

same), was injured. In other words, the demurrer
admitted, in effect, that the defendant knew that
the plaintiff would enter the shaft and work in

the vicinity of its wires, and that it did not use
reasonable care to render them safe in view of their

location, whereby the plaintiff was injured.

Such being the case, the Supreme Court of New
Jersey overrules the demurrer, holding that a good
cause of action was thus stated. It says that the
elemental rule is that whoever uses a highly de-
structive agency is held to a correspondingly high
degree of care. Care, in this sense, means more
than mere mechanical skill; it includes circumspec-
tion and foresight with regard to reasonably prob-
able contingencies. And the court more particu-
larly holds that one who uses, controls and man-
ages an electric current of high destructive power,
in a place where it is reasonably probable that
others must enter to work, owes to each person
who so enters a duty to use reasonable care to
maintain a proper insulation of such current.

The city of Saar-Union, Germany, says a Chicago
Record correspondent, has erected municipal elec-

tric-light and power plants for public and private
use at a cost of 150,000 marks.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Legal Relation of Rival Companies.
Section 103 of the transportation corporations

law of New York provides ihat every telegraph or

telephone company shall receive dispatches from
and for every other telegraph or telephone line

or corporation, and from and for any individ-

ual, and, on payment of the usual charges by in-

dividuals for trarsmitting dispatches as established

by the rules and regulations of such corporation,

transmit the same with impartiality and good faith,

and in the order in which they are received; and
if it neglects or refuses so to do, the offender shall

pay $100 for every such refusal or neglect.

If there are two telephone companies doing busi-

ness in a certain village, each with five miles of

wire therein, but one of them without any outside

connection, while the other has 5,000 miles of wire

extending over the whole state, and if the latter

charges an individual $15 a quarter-year for in-

stalling a telephone in his office, and allowing him

excluding that of its customers. Finally, assuming
that section 103 has changed the common-law rule
as to rival companies, and imposed upon one com-
pany the duty to install an instrument in the ofhce
of another, the court says that it has also imposed
the penalty for its violation, and holds that the
remedy prescribed by the statute is exclusive; that

the remedy is an action at law for the damages
allowed by the statute; and that, therefore, man-
damus to compel performance will not lie.

Independents Busy in Atlanta.

The new Atlanta (Ga.) Standard Telephone com-
pany claims to have over a thousand telephones

connected in that city. It is said that the new
company has already expended several hundred
thousand dollars and that its entire investment may
reach $750,000 before the plant is completed. Cap-
tain John W. Rutherford is the superintendent of

state at the earliest possible date. He said the
company would enter into direct competition with
the Bell companies, and in order to do it the rate
will be considerabl}'^ reduced. The new company
is said to be allied with the People's Telephone
corporation of New York, and will handle the i
business out of New York, intercommunicating M
with the People's in the metropolis. The first con- 1
struction is to be done at Yonkers.

Automatic Telephone Protection.

There is probably no feature of the telephone
exchange which has received so much attention
during the last few years from telephone exoerts
and engineers as the matter of protection of the
central- ofifice equipment, the cable and the sub-
scribers' telephones. For years no protection of
any sort was offered outside of the old-style car-
bon lightning arrester, and it is only within a
recent period that apparatus has been offered
to the telephone public which is automatic in the
protection of this equipment, cutting out high-
tension and sneak currents. For the last few years
there have been different methods used which in-
volved the use of fuses or fusible coils, it being
required in these cases to replace the fuses or
fusible coils every time lightning or sneak currents
enter the exchange or telephone.
The North Electric company of Cleveland has

recently brought out an apparatus which it asserts
to be the only equipment that is entirely automatic
in its operation. With this apparatus, when a
high-tension current or sneak current gets on the
line, the line is automatically cut to groiind, cut-
ting out the line drop and heat coil without dam-
aging either. In this case, where a current gets
on the line which would damage the drop, the fuse
in the cable box is blown, openmg the line, when
the automatic cut-out at the central office auto-
matically restores itself. An important convenience
in the use of this apparatus is involved in the fact
that when lightning gets on the line the fuses are
not blown, the discharge being taken to ground
by means of carbon lightning arrester. This equip-
ment allows the use in a cable box of a fuse of
far greater capacity than is possible with other
systems of protection. In this way every little

thunderstorm does not involve the expense of re-

placing numerous fuses or fusible coils burned out,

and. furthermore, saves the time of the inspector
in testing the lines and replacing the fuses or fusible

coils. Another important feature is the fact that

300-paii Equipment of Heat Coils,

to use it to send messages to any place where its

lines extend, the question arises: Will this law
compel this latter companj'- to furnish the other
company a telephone to send its patrons messages?
The Third Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York holds not, in the ca.=^e of the
People against Telephone company, reported in 58
New York Supplement, 221. It declares that it is

foreign to the purpose of the statute to permit an-
other corporation, under pretense of using the line

of its rival for purely private business, to use it to

absorb the very business to which it was intended
simply to permit it to contribute and profit upon
the same footing as an individual. It explains that
when corporate, or even individual, property be-
comes, from its situation and use, employed as a
monopoly of the public service, it can be regulated
by statute so as to prevent extortion or excessive
charges; yet to compel service at unremuneratu'i:
rates is equivalent to taking private property with-
out just compensation, or taking it from one and
giving it to another, and therefore not permissible.
And, assuming it to be the duty of the second com-
pany to render the like service te the first as to an
individual, the court declares it to be plain that
it could not be required to render much more than
the like service, or, in other words, to give the first

company an inequality of advantage under pretense
of equality. And in case it had put in a telephone,
the court holds that it could have made regulations
limiting the first company to its individual business,

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE PROTECTION.

the company. The bill asking the court to ap-
point a receiver for the company, which was filed

in the Superior Court several months ago, was
dismissed at the request of the plaintifTs them-
selves last month. The suit was filed by the At-
lanta Trust and Banking company, trustee for the

bondholders. The trustee acted upon the appli-

cation of Joseph Herzog of New York and others,

who claimed the company had defaulted in the
interest due on some of the bonds. It was claimed
by the telephone company that its books contained
no record of the bonds on which the suit was based,

and it was for that reason the interest had not
been paid. It was also shown that a large majority
oi the bondholders were opposed to the, receiver-

ship and had voted confidence in the management.

New York State Company.
The incorporation of the New York Telephone

Incorporation of the City of New York and State

of New York was noted in the Western Electrician

last week. The new company purposes to supply
the state with telephone service, it is said, beginning
first with the leading up-state cities—Buffalo, Roch-
ester, Albany, Syracuse and Utica. It is provided
that the service may be extended to every city,

town and village of the state. D. A. Reynolds of
New York, one of the incorporators, in an inter-

view said that the company would endeavor to

connect all the leading cities and towns of the

Heat-coii Units.

at all times during the electric storm the lines are
in full working order. The method of mounting
this automatic equipment on angle-iron racks in

combination with a thorough and simple system
of cross connection makes the system thoroughly
elastic, it being applicable either for small or large
exchanges.
The North Electric company says that there is

no apparatus of equal efficiency and perfection
offered, either in the Independent field or in the
ranks of the Bell companies. An important fea-

ture of this system is the elimination of the neces-
sity of expensive office terminals for the cables.

A convenience which will be appreciated by all

inspectors is the facilitj' ofTered for testing the
lines, either to the switchboard or to the outside
lines from the cut-out rack. In this way there
is combined in one piece of apparatus a cross-con-
necting rack, lightning arrester and high-tension
current protector, office terminals and testing

board—a combination which should appeal to all

purchasers who are in the market for a thoroughly
high-grade, up-to-date article.

The North Electric company asserts that it has
had this equipment in use for some time, giving
it a thorough and efficient test, and is prepared to

guarantee that any exchange using its system
of protection will be entirely free from damage
resulting from lightning entering its exchange or
from high-tension or sneak currents getting on the

lines.
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Telephone Newsfrom the Northwest.

[From the Minneapolis correspondent of ibe Western Eleo-
irician.J

The Hanason Telephone company of Deadwood,
S. D., has enjoined the state treasurer from col-

lecting $734, the taxes for iSg6, 1897 and 1898. The
company alleges excessive valuation on the part of

the state assessment board.

J. C. ILubniger, proprietor and general manager
of the Mississippi Valley Telephone company, is in

Minneapolis and St. Paul, looking after the installa-

tion of the new exchanges in the Twin Cities.

The Willow Creek (Minn.) Telephone company is

taking bids for constructing a line.

The telephone wires at Oshkosh, Wis., have been
suffering from the heavy current of the Citizens'

Traction company jumping to the telephone wires

and melting them. They have burned through and
fallen on other wires and iron poles, etc., charging
them with a heavy current. A horse was knocked
down in one instance and a man at the telephone
received a severe shock in another.

The Iowa Telephone company finds there is so

much service on its Davenport, la., board that it

will reduce the instruments attended to by each

operator from 100 to 66. This will increase the day
force from eight to 12 operators.

The Wisconsin Telephone company recently re-

quested permission of the council at Madison, Wis.,

to place Its wires underground. The ordinance pre-

pared to meet that request is unsatisfactory and
the company may not accept it. It provides that

the conduits shall be large enough to accommodate
other wires, which shall be allowed therein on the

payment ot a reasonable charge. The company
complains that electric wires would impair the

telephone service if placed in the same conduit, and
also that it is unjust to require the company to lay

conduits large enough to carry other wires and ca-

bles.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company
expects to have long-distance connection completed
l)etvveen Superior, Wis., and Minneapolis early this

month.
A new switchboard of 100 drops has been received

for the telephone exchange at Edgerton, Wis. A
farmers' telephone company has been organized

near Edgerton, in the town of Christiana, and pro-

poses to build a line from Cambridge to Utica.

The Badger State Long-distance lelephone com-
pany has completed its wires to Oregon, Wis.,

where it will connect with the Dane County Tele-

phone company's system.

The Assembly in St. Paul temporarily shelved

a request from the Mississippi Valley Telephone
company for permission to tear up a certain street

to lay conduits. The reason was that the company
was alleged to have torn up the street without per-

mission and it was proposed to teach the lesson

of getting permission before proceeding.

Ihe boxes and wires of the late Wisconsin Valley

Telephone company, which remained the property

of L. S. Tainter of Menomonie, Wis., when the

system was sold to the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany, have been sold to Hudson, Wis., men, who
will put in a system there.

Long-distance telephone connection has been
made with Thief River Falls, Minn., from Red Lake
Falls, Minn.
M. A. O'Hair of Delavan, Minn., and P. O.

O'Hair of Waverly, Minn., stockholders of the

Minnesota Central Telephone company, contemplate
a suit to determine the legality of the sale of the

line from WiUmar, Minn., to Minneapolis, to the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange company. They
claim that there was no notice to them as stock-

holders that a sale was under consideration, but

that it was made on the quiet a year ago, though
still kept quiet, and during the past year they con-
sidered themselves as stockholders, having an in-

terest in the Minneapolis-Willmar line. The an-

nouncement of the change of ownership has only
been made within a short time. These gentlemen
and others think they have been mistreated. The
attorney for the Minnesota Central company claims
that due notice was given and the sale was a neces-

sity, as the Northwestern threatened to parallel its

line if it was not sold.

Judge Elwood of Sac City, la., has ordered ma-
terials to install a telephone exchange at that city.

The Iowa Telephone company has reduced rates

at Davenport, la., on long-distance instruments $6
a year.

ihe Central Telephone company of Rockwell
City, la., will vote on increasing its capital stock
to $25,000.

The Home Telephone company of Oskaloosa. la.,

will make improvements to its system to cost $3,000,

The Winona (Minn.) Telephone company has
secured new quarters for its exchange and will es-

tablish, itself therein in October.
Whitehall, Mont., expects toll-line connection

with other towns of the state soon.

The Automatic Telephone Exchange company of

Seattle, Wash., has been granted a franchise and
will proceed with work at once.
The Fonda (la.) Telephone company will estab-

lish an exchange at Newell, la.

Improvements are to be made to the telephone
exchange at Estherville, la., under the new manage-
ment.
The Oakville (la.) Telephone company .will build

a line to Wapello, la.

The Red Lodge and Wyoming Telephone com-

pany will proceed at once with work on its line

from Red Lodge, Mont., to Basin City, Wyo.
Work will be pushed as far as possible this fall

and completed in the spring. The Bridger-Wy-
oming lelephone company of Bridger, Mont.,
wants to connect with the former's lines at Chance,

Telephone Conveniences in Hawaii.

Honolulu ranks with Stockholm for extensive
use of the telephone. Rates are moderate in Ha-
waii, and on the island of Oahu, on which Hono-
lulu is situated, there is a telephone to every 41
inhabitants. In Chicago there is one telephone to
every 120 inhabitants. The prominent part given
to the telephone is noticed by every traveler from
other parts of the United States. "The wires run
everywhere, even far out into the suburbs," writes

Miss Ham to the Chattanooga News. "They do
not disfigure the view as in American cities, but
seem ^ part of the vines and creepers that leap
from wall to tree, from tree to tree, and tree to

house. Nearly every house and store is connected
and the rates are so small that they would make a

Bell stockholder weep with sorrow and disgust.

Most notable of all, the company owns small sub-
marine cables and for a mere pittance will connect
a man-of-war or a merchant ship anchored far out
in the harbor with the city. Naval and maritime
folk are socially important, and this ingenious in-

novation has proved an invaluable boon to the
salons ashore and the ships afloat. On one occa-
sion a friend arranged a dinner party of 12 persons,
including the invitation to two naval officers on
their ship, invitations to the other guests, ordering
supplies and engaging waiters, in half an hour,
without leaving the hall in which her telephone
was situated. I do not know of any other city in

the world where such a thing could be done."

Russian Telephone Excensions.

Between St. Petersburg and Moscow, a distance

of 412 miles, is a lately completed telephone line,

said to be the longest in Europe. It was established

by the Postal-telegraph Department of the Russian
government and cost about $200,000. St. Petersburg
was first connected by telephone with the imperial
summer residences of Gatchino in 1882, with Peter-
hoff in 1883 and with Tsarskoe Selo in 1885, these
lines having also been established by the Depart-
ment of Posts and Telegraphs. Then followed the
connection (completed by private enterprise) of

Moscow by telephone with the neighboring places
of Bogorodsk, Pushkin, Odintscvo, Kolomna, Po-
dolsk and Serpuklier. Later (between 1S93-1895)

Odessa was connected with Nikolaiefif (87 miles)

and Rostoff-on-Don with Taganrog (53 miles). In
the grand duchy of Finland the telephone system is

well developed, nearly all the towns being inter-

connected. In St, Petersburg, where a private com-
pany has hitherto had a monopoly for its intro-

duction and working, its employment is chiefly

confined to public and government institutions and
persons of high official, mercantile and financial

standing. This company's concession will shortl}''

terminate, and the government will then take over
the lines, and it promises a general reduction of
rates.

Telephone Lines a Servitude on the
Streets.

It is the imposition of a new and additional

servitude on streets and alleys of a city or town,
the Court of Appeals of Kentucky holds, to erect

telephone poles and string wires thereon. It also

says, in the case of the East Tennessee Telephone
company against the city of Russellville, that pre-
vious to the adoption of the present constitution,

the council of a municipal corporation, without
legislative authority, could not grant to any person
or corporation the right to use the streets and
alleys of a city or town for any purpose other than
for which they were dedicated. And it holds that

now, when a telephone company takes possession
of the streets and alleys of a city or town without
the consent of the legislative bodies or boards of
the city or town, it has no more right to occupy
the streets and alleys than any wrongdoer has who
takes possession of the land of another without his

consent.

COMMUNICATION.
Privacy of Telephone Communications.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

Referring to an article upon the "Privacy of

Telephone Communications," by P. H. Clausen,

page 188 of the Western Electrician of September
30, 1899, I beg to call your attention to United States

patent No. 251,292, granted to James H. Rogers, on
December 20, 1881, which is directed broadly to

the art of secret telephony upon the principle of

divided circuits. The invention disclosed in said

patent is now public property, the patent having
expired in December last. C. J. KINTNER.
New York, October 2, 1899.

Toll-line Extension in the South.

Connections have been established between the
Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee Telephone com-
pany (which connects Middlcton, Tenn., with Toc-
copola, Miss., via Pontotoc, Mist.) and the follow-
ing-named telephone lines: Okolona and Pontotoc;
Tupelo and Okolona; Tupelo, Fulton and Amory;
Aniory and Fayette Court House; Amory and
Aberdeen; Okolona and Aberdeen; Aberdeen and
Columbus; Aberdeen, West Point and Starkvillc;
Okolona, Houston and Pittsboro; Pittsboro, Sa-
repta and Water Valley; Houston, and several other
telephone lines. This makes' a very complete net-
work of Independent telephone lines.

The lines named connect Independent exchanges
at Okolona, Aberdeen, Amory, Columbus, West
Point, Starkvillc and Water Valley.
Other connections will soon be made which will

also place in this group the exchanges at Oxford
and Holly Springs, Miss., and Bolivar, Tenn.
The Southern Independent Telephone association

is doing a good work in Northern Mississippi.
The Independent telephone companies are im-
proving their lines and service and bid fair to do
a good business. Considerable capital is being in-

vested in telephonies, and the, people are learning
to appreciate their convenience.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The American Bell Telephone company has de-

clared the regular quarterly dividend of three per
cent., payable October i6th, to stock of record Sep-
tember 30th.

The Bell Telephone company is said to have se-
cured a lease on all the property of the Wayne
County (111.) Telephone company. This includes
225 miles of line in Wayne and adjoining counties.

A trust deed has been filed in the county record-
er's office at Waterloo, la., from the Cedar Vailey
Telephone company to Ralph Van Vechten, pur-
chaser of $24,000 worth of the company's bonds.
Tlie bonds are 48 in number, being for S500 each.
They draw interest at the rate of eight per cent,

per annum, from September i, 1899. The purchaser
is protected by a blanket mortgage on the com-
pany's property.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has dismissed
the complaint and petition of the Nebraska Tele-
phone company, which sought to restrain the state

board of transportation from ordering a reduction
in rates. The Legislature of 1897 gave the board
of transportation control over express, telephone
and telegraph companies, and John P. Yieser of
Omaha, through the state board, began proceedings
looking to a radical reduction in telephone rates.

The company secured an injunction in the District
Court of the county, but on the hearing Judge
Cornish dissolved the injunction. An appeal was
taken and the Supreme Court sustained the lower
court.

The Board of Education of Detroit received bids
from two telephone companies for furnishing 12
telephones for the schools. The Bell company bid
$]8 a year flat, while the Detroit company, which
formerly bid $25, came in with a bid of $25 a year,
with a discount of $7 a year. On a vote the con-
tract was awarded to the Detroit company. Then
the committee members changed their minds, re-
scinded their action and recommended that the con-
tract be split evenly, six telephones to each company.

During the week of the Dewey celebration in
New York, when it was difficult to get about town,
the telephone lines were in great demand. More
telephone messages were sent than ever before in
one week, and on Thursday, September 28th, the
increase was generally 50 per cent, greater than
on any one previous day. The telephone people
say that the Broad street exchange handled on
Thursday 61 per cent, more business than on any
previous day, and explained it by saying that bank-
ers, brokers, lawyers, customers, visitors and- others
determined to crowd all the business necessary for
three days into one. In the Cortlandt street ex-
change the increase was put at 50 per cent. Every
available operator was kept on duty and frequent
reliefs were made because of the strain.

Brodhead, Wis., has joined the new movement
and will soon have an Independent telephone ex-

change, the switchboard and office equipment for

which will be of the Sterling Electric company's
"Bell-type" manufacture.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Abatis Electric Manufacturing company of

Chicago has changed its name and is now the Acme
Telephone and Electric company.

The Kusel Telephone and Electric Manufacturing
company of St. Louis has about completed the ex-
change at Warren, Ark., of 300 subscribers, and
also one at Tipton, Mo., of 150 subscribers.

The Ericsson Telephone company of New York
city has issued a little sheet called the Ericsson
Series, which it intends to publish at regular inter-

vals. It is of convenient form for reference and
is intended to contain a series of letters giving
information of general interest to the public. The
Ericsson company handles the well-known Erics-

son Swedish telephones, manufactured in Stock-
holm, Sweden, as well as switchboards and tele-

phone supplies.
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Western Electric Encased Motors.

The earliest commercial form of electric motors

was the open bipolar type. This 'form is still in

use, but. owing to the increased applications 10

which motors are put and the variety oi circum-

stances under which they operate, new styles of

motors have been developed, and among them the

semi-encased and the encased types. Motors are

now made both bipolar and multipolar, of open,

semi-encased and encased varieties. Fig. I shows the

latest development of the encased-type machine as

manufactured by the Western Electric company.

This machine is particularly adapted for use in

places where dirt and dust accumulate. Owing
to its peculiar construction, it may be suspended

cased-t>'pe machines are made for slow speed and
intermediate speed. The semi-encased and open-
type machines are made for slow speed, interme-

diate and moderate speeds. The semi-encased and
encased machines are adapted for a back-geared
or speed-reducing device, whereby the motors may
be coupled direct to the line shaft or individual

machines. The encased machines are also adapted
for marine purposes as generators, being direct-

connected to small engines.

Sturtevant Exhaust Head.

As indicated by the illustration, ihis exhaust

head, built by the B. F. Sturtevant company, Bos-
ton, Mass., is designed to separate steam and

FIG. I- V.ESIERN ELECTRIC ENCASED MOTOR.

from the ceiling, or attached to a \yaU or post.

In Fig. 2 IS pictured one of these machines mounted
upon a post and driving a special screw press by

means of gears.

Two great recommendations—cleanliness and
economy—have given the impetus to the motor
business. Motors to-day are made to meet any
conditions which may exist. There are slow-speed

motors, high-speed motors and motors of various

intermediate speeds. Machines ma}- be direct-con-

nected, belted or geared to motors, and all that

water by the utilization of centrifugal force. The
head is attached directly to the end of the exhaust
pipe, from which the steam passes up to the branch
pipes and is discharged tangentially within the case.

Il is thus given a vigorous whirling modon, and
the entrained water and oil are thrown outward
with great force, striking the cool sides and trick-

FIG. 2. WESTERN ELECTRIC ENCASED MOTOR ON POST.

a purchaser need to do is to state explicitly the

conditions under which his machinery must op-

erate, and the manufacturer of electric motors en-

deavors to meet the conditions with the most
appropriate apparatus within the limit of the cost

desired. To show what may be done in the matter

of winding machines for certain purposes an in-

teresting article has been incorporated in the new
Western Electric catalogue on "Power Motors."

entitled "Tvpes of Field Winding and Purposes

for Which "They are Adapted." This is followed

by another short article upon methods for con-

trolling* speeds.

The Western Electric company manufactures a

large number of motors and generators. Its en-

STURTEVANT EXHAUST HEAD.

ling down to the outlet at the bottom. The steam,

now perfectly dr>% finds ready escape through the

central opening above. As water weighs nearly

1,600 limes as much as exhaust steam, and as cen-

trifugal force is proportional to the weigljis of the

bodies in motion, it is evident that the force act-

ing upon the water is nearly 1.600 times that ex-

erted upon the steam, and that the action is both

positive and absolute. These heads are built in

sizes to fit pipes from one inch to _o inches, all

sizes above 10 inches being flanged. The case and

pipes are of hea^T galvanized iron, 16 to 20 gauge,

according to size. All external joints are riveted

.nnd soldered and the internal pipes are double-

braced. ^^^_^^^^

The Frederick. Thurmont and Northern Rail-

way company. Colonel L. Victor Baughman. presi-

dent, has been granted a franchise to lay its tracks

on certain streets of Frederick. Md. The road will

run from Frederick to Gett>-sburg. Pa., via Thur-

mont and Emmitsburg, a distance of about 31 miles.

Self-propelled Lifeboat.

The first motor-propelled lifeboat tried by the
United States has been undergoing experiments at

ii-.e Marquette life-saving station. A 34-foot boat,
the largest in the regular service, was taken for the
purpose. At each end were large water-tight com-
partments, and on and under the decks were simi-
lar compartments which brought the boat right
side up when overturned. In the rear-end space ?

12 horse power three-cylnder engine was set u'

and the forward compartment was fitted with a tanV
for holding 75 gallons of gasoline. A pipe ran to
the engine and an electric battery^ made sparks
which ignited the gasoline on entering the cylinders.

By suitable gearing the engine was made to run
twin screws, which are needed to facilitate the
boat's turning about.

In speed the boat went seven miles an hour. The
engines were stopped, reversed and started back-
ward at full speed in the space of 20 seconds, and
in a circle of 50 feet in diameter the boat turned
around in one minute and 15 seconds.
When it came to a turn-over test the boat was

run between two docks, hooked to a derrick and
raised up and tipped over. She was then lowered
into the water, and immediately on passing the cen-
ter flopped over as readily as when the engine was
cut. In fact, the placing of the engine in her had
no effect on her equilibrium, and it is maintained
by the builders of the engine that it will run upside
down. This, however, was not tried.

The test is the only successful one made in am-
country. German inventors have made a steam
engine that wall propel the boat, but it is very
bulky, and when a vessel is wrecked time is lost
in getting steam up. With the gasoline engine and
electric ignition the power is put in immediate use
by turning on the gasoline and connecting the elec-
tric current.

The assistance to the life savers will be great.
Often these men have to row out miles in the teeth
of a gale and are exhausted when reaching the ves-
sel, but with the engine to drive their boat, all their
strength is saved for the task of rescuing the im-
periled lives of passengers and crew.

If adopted, the lifeboat will use the gasoline en-
gine and carr\^ oars and sails for emergencies. It is

said that sufficient oil can be stored in the tank for
a run of 280 miles.

Reliance Electric Mining Lamp.
The problems involved in the construction of a

practical "safety" lamp for miners are many and
difficult, from the electrical engineer's point of
view. For instance, an electric bulb of such low
candle power as can be pToduced with the current
available in a suitable battery has its light con-
centrated m a very small surface of incandescent
filament, and unless this light, concentrated to a
small spot, is diffused in some way, there is a de-
ficiency of illumination in a practical sense that
is vei y discouraging. Then, too, the exposure of

so bright a spot of light to the eye of the miner in

the absolute darkness of the mine is distressing.

Therefore, while a diffusion of illumination is to

some degree necessarj'^, it must be gained without
strain of this kind to the eje. Yet the strongly
absorptive power of the black working face of the

'"drift" calls for a strong illumination. Such cir-

cumstances involve the consideration of an ade-
quate reflecting device.

Again, the manipulation of the lamp must in-

volve no skill of any kind. Mistakes must be made
impossible. Yet reliability is another important
factor. This implies strength of parts and a capa-
bility of withstanding roughness of handling. The
former is limited by weight and the latter should
provide for the certainty of some damage by blows
and dirt to the outer casing. The lamp should also

be constructed to give light for a definite period,

that can be calculated upon with certainty, without
diminution of illuminating power. This period
should cover the time the miner or "ganger" is

below ground, and, to meet all lengths of "shifts"

and contingencies, it should be about 12 hours with
a moderate surplus.

The battery cells constructed to make deliven^

of a current sufficient to produce this light will

necessarily have to be much more compact and
lighter than cells of such capacitj* usually are. All
primary' batteries, in which renewal of current de-

livery means renewal of chemical solutions and a
soluble electrode of zinc, are not, it is contended,
suited to the hands of the practical miner. But a

storage battery can be recharged by con-
nection with a source of electric current, and as.

nowadays, nearly every mine has some electrical

machinery, or, at least. plent3" of surplus power avail-

able to drive a small dynamo-machine, this method
seems practicable. But the battery must be dry

—

not relatively, but stricth' non-fluid. This last prob-

lem is probably the greatest and most difficult.

Finally, economy in use is to be considered. The
cost of running must not exceed that of a Davy-

safety lamp.
The following is a description of a portable elec-

tric mining lamp in which these points appear to

have been well considered and met.

The general appearance of this lamp is illustrated

by Fig. I. which shows the stout wooden containing

case provided with a protective wire netting or

grating over the lantern front. The object of this

wooden case is to prevent the lamp case proper

receiving injurj- from blows and dirt, and to provide
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a protection that in case of injuiy can be cheaply

and easily renewed or repaired. The lamp case

proper is shown in Fig. 2, and if consists of a sub-

stantial shell of metal, nickeled throuy;hout, having

a lid for admitting the insertion of the battery cells,

which lid is fastened with a catch. The lamp case

is provided with a reflector. At the interior base

of the reflector is a screw-socket for the insertion

of the incandescent bulb; and the reflector carries

a glass front, which, set in a suitable frame, can

be opened when a change of incandescent bulb is

required. This reflector is constructed on true

parabolic lines, but the focal length is very consid-
erable for a reflector of the size, thus allowing of a

certain dispersion of the light rays, yet maintaining

a certain concentration. In this way a general il-

lumination is attained, as well as a powerful direct

illumination. The lamp shell is lined with insulating

material, pierced where the central stem of the

lamp bulb penetrates the case, as shown in Fig. 3.

By moving this switch laterally, the battery is put
into or out of circuit and the lamp is lighted or
extinguished. A hole in the wooden case, corre-

sponding to the position of the switch, allows of

lighting or extinguishing the lamp when encased.

The battery cells—two in number—are shown in

Fig. 4. Contact, each with the other, is made by
simple juxtaposition. It is claimed that the large

surfaces in contact make the connection perfectly re-

liable. These cells are simply slid into the lamp
case, the lid closed, the switch turned into its cen-

tral position, and the lamp is lighted. For recharg-

a-jn*»»'< 1

Scheeffer Alternating Watt-hour Meter.

Afltr long experience in the manufacture of
alternating-current meters the Diamond Meter com-
pany of Peoria has introduced its new type of

meter. Mr. Scheeffer of that company claims to
be the first person wlio put on the market in the
United Slates a watt-hour meter of tlie inductive
type. The faults cf this earlier meter, which have
been eliminated in the new type, are: First,

the meter was not dust-proof; second, heavy
moving parts, which prciented sensitiveness by
the large amount of friction, due to the weight
of shaft and parts; third, the "permanent magnets"
were not permanent, losing their magnetism.
These faults resulted in a want of permanence in

the meter. Electrical faults were large shunt loss,

large loss in the series coils, with consequent large
drop in the service and inaccuracy on inductive

loads, large effect in change of frequency, and
perhaps minor faults.

In the present type "D" Mr. Scheeffer has
adopted the round form, and in order to avoid
unnecessary weight the cases are made of sheet

metal. The projecting flange of the meter is made
slightly tapering. On this is placed a rubber band
over which the case slips. By gently forcing the

case over the taper a perfectly tight joint results.

The connecting or binding posts of the meter are

covered with a liber bushing and forced into the

meter through holes in the castings, making a

tight fit, as the ends of the binding post are not

inconvenience and some expense, whereas, if the
mechanism were easily accessible, the trouble could
be corrected in a few moments.
The meter is furnished with a compensator for

ready and quick adjustment for very light load.
Two knurled posts carry small shields which em-
brace part of the disk. This causes a slight torque
to be given to the disk. One gives a torque toward
the left and the other toward the right, and one
or the other may be made to predominate. By this
means an adjustment is made so that the disk is

on a balance and will move with the slightest load,
giving a high degree of sensitiveness. If the meter
should get sluggish or a want of sensitiveness
should manifest itself, all that is necessary is to
strike a balance with the compensator. If the
jewels should become slightly roughened, it will, as
a rule, have no effect on the accuracy of tlie meter
at full or moderate load, but only on a very light
load. This can be quickly corrected with the com-
pensator by striking a balance, or new jewels can
be replaced in a few seconds without disturbing the
rest of the meter or its calibration.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The first regular Institute meeting of the season
was held in New York on September 27th, Presi-
dent Kennelly in the chair. The paper of the even-
ing, by Professor William Lispenard Robb of Hart-
ford, Conn., was on "Series Arc Lighting From
Constant-current Transformers," and a working
model of the apparatus was shown. The discussion
was participated in by Messrs. Fleming, Hallberg,
Steinmetz and Mailloux.
At the meeting of the council in the afternoon the

following-named associate members were elected:

Fit;- 3

RELI.'iNCE ELECTillC MINING LAMP. SCHEEFFER ALTERNATING WATT-HOUR METER.

ing,' the cells are merely placed in juxtaposition,

arc shown in Fig. 4; and suitable connection is

made at the free ends or plates wath a source of

current. This is accomplished by a recharging de-

vice provided for the purpose.
These battery cells are of novel design and con-

sist of two specially prepared dished plates, which
form the two ends of each cell and the positive

and negative electrodes of each cell, separated by
a frame of insulating compound, thus constituting

the complete cell. The electrolyte is contained or

held in a special absorbent of granulated "kiesel-

guhr," and the cell is rendered non-liquid, so that

it may be placed and operated in any position.

Each cell is said to have a capacity of seven am-
pere-hours, or 13 to 14 watt-hours, at a discharge

rate of half an ampere. With an incandescent bulb

taking half an ampere at four volts, the light is main-
tained for at least 12 hours, it is said.

The cost of recharging is that of 32 watt-hours.

At five cents per kilowatt-hour, the cost of 12 hours

is thus one-fifth of a cent—a cost considerably less

than that of oil, and involving none of the difficul-

ties and disadvantages of the latter.

As there are no inductive resistances, and, owing
. to the small electromotive force, there is no pos-

sibility of spark formation, consequently, the lamps
are put forth as absolute safety lamps.

This lamp is manufactured by the Reliance Lamp
Electric company of 131 Liberty street. New York
city. It is the design of Dr. Leonard Paget, the

well-known electrical and civil engineer, who was
associated with M. Gaston Plante in storage-battery

work for several years.

The street-railway company of Eau Claire, Wis.,

will build a steam.-power plant on the Chippewa
Kive- to operate the interurban Hue.

drilled through, being left closed. When the case

is on, the meter is hermetically sealed and is dust-

moisture and rust-proof.

The moving parts consist of a very thin and light

aluminum disk, with a light shaft, the whole being
very stiff. The damping disk used in the older form
is dispensed with. This is an important improve-

ment, as the lightness of the one disk prevents

any wear or injury to the jewel and also results in

a much better response to sudden changes of load,

to which the parts respond very quickly. The
damping is as well done with the light disk, with-

out the injurious results of a larger disk.

As the manufacturing of permanent magnets is

now much better understood than formerly, it has

resulted in the production of magnets which are

said to be really permanent. These magnets are

perfectly aged, it is asserted, and will remain for

years without change. The shunt core of the

magnetic system is practically closed, thus avoid-

ing the scattering of any lines of force. This has

resulted in the highest economy in the use of a

shunt current, the loss being one-half watt on 125

cycles and three-fourths watt on 60 cycles. This

result, the company believes, is the closest obtained

in a meter.
The series coils consist of only a few turns of

wire without any iron core, and therefore there is

no inductive drop and very small loss, the drop
through the meter being only about one-tenth

volt. The meter may be overloaded 50 per cent,

without any change in accuracy, it is said.

The meter is so constructed that all parts are

readily accessible and simple. A fault of some
measuring instruments is their inaccessibility. It

is often necessary to make some slight adjustment,

and want of accessibility necessitates the sending
of the instrument to the factoiy, causing great delay.

Jlenry Arthur Campbell, Kingston, Jamaica; Leslie
Foster Davis, Kingston, Jamaica.
The following-named associate members were

transferred to membership: William Enoch Moore,
Augusta, Ga.; Henry M. Hobart, London, England;
G. Sacco Albanese, Nice, France.
In order to satisfy the increasing demand for the

final report of the committee on standardization, the
secretary was authorized to publish a special edition,
which will be sold at a nominal price. All members
of the Institute have already been supplied with
copies in the regular edition of the Transactions.

Abundance of Mica In Ontario.
Mr. M. H. Twitchell, the United States consul

at Kingston, Ont., reports that there is great activity
in the mica mining of that part of Canada. A
large section of the country between Kingston and
Ottaw-a is rich in mineral wealth—gold, iron and
mica. The mica mines are the only ones which
at present seem to be paying, and there is a fair
degree of certainty that they will continue profitable.
The products of the various mines are concentrated
at Ottawa and shipped to the United States; con-
sequently, the quantity and value are unknown to
the consul at Kingston. Now, Mr. Twitchell be-
lieves that there is an abundance of mica of all

qualities, from superior white to the lowest grades
of colored mica. From those who are in positions
wdiich entitle their opinions to respect, it is learned
that there are as many as 100 mica-mining prospects
in the vicinity of Kingston. Almost every farmer
in the back townships has a mining prospect of
iron, gold, copper or mica on his farm.

There is agitation at Sherburn, Minn., for an
electric-light system.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New York, September 30.—Admiral Dewey and

the Olympia are the centers of attraction this week.

The electrical features of the decorations through-

out the city and along the river and line of march

are very extensive and beautiful, while the immense
design on Brooklyn Bridge, coutainmg the words

"Welcome Dewey," formed of over 6,000 16 candle

power incandescent lamps, has been a grand success

and was plainly visible to Dewey on the Olympia,

seven miles away, at Tompkinsville,. But everyone

will read in the daily papers throughout the country

all about the Dewey days, so your correspondent

will not now attempt a further description.

It is reported that the Westinghouse company
intends to move its arc-light plant to Newark, N. J.,

where it already owns the land needed.

Whether relations exist between Tammany Hall

and the telephone monopoly in this city, and, if so,

what they are, will constitute one of the lines of

inquiry by the Mazet committee in the near future.

Frank Moss, counsel for the committee, intimated

recently that he would follow up the testimony

on the subject given by Silas B. Dutcher at the

close of last week's hearing. Mr. Dutcher is vice-

president of the People's Telephone company, of

which Darwin R. James is president. This com-

pany was organized to fight the monopoly and has

made contracts with 7,000 subscribers, agreeing to

give them telephone service for $100 a year. It is

stated that the company intends to begin business

as soon as it obtains a permit from Commissioner

Keating of the Department of Highways to open

the streets.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Erie

Canal Electric Traction company, held last Tuesday,

the following-named directors were elected: Louis

A. Von Hoffmann and William Mertens, both of

the banking house of L. Von HOfimann & Co.;

Henry R. Ickelheimer, of the bankmg house of

I-ieidelbach, Ickelheimer & Co.; John G. Carlisle,

ex-secretary of the treasury; Charleton T. Lewis

of the Mutual Life Insurance company; Thomas C.

Piatt, president of the United States Express com-

pany; Frank W. Hawley, president of the West
indies Telegraph and Cable company; James Vir-

dir of the Corporation Trust company; William H.

Baker, vice-president of the Postal Telegraph and

Cable company, and George W. Balch of the

Produce Exchange. The officers of the company
elected were: Louis A. Von Hoflmann, president;

Frank W. Hawley, vice-president, and A. B. Don-
aldson, secretary. This company was organized re-

cently to introduce electricity as a motive power,

not only upon the Erie Canal, but upon all the

canals in the United States and upon the canals of

France and Holland. It possesses patents applying

electricity to a motor or tractor which, from the

towpath, so it is said, will propel or tow six

ordinary canal boats of 240 tons each. five miles an

hour. The capital of the company, amounting to

$5,000,000, has been underwritten by a Wall street

syndicate.

The educational department of the Harlem branch

Young Men's Christian Association, at No. 5

West C)ne-hundred-and-twenty-fifth street, has

added to its curriculum a course in electricity. The
aim is to make this course of practical value to all

men who are interested in any branch of electrical

work. The school will be in charge of Mr. William

J. Clarke, who has seen active service in nearly

every branch of electrical work. The sessions will

be held on Tuesday and Friday evenings, com-"
mencing October 17th, and the course will consist

of 48 lectures. Each lecture will be illustrated by
diagrams thrown upon the screen by means of a

powerful stereopticon, so that each member of the

class may readily follow the explanations of the

teacher, and in addition to this a large amount of

apparatus will be used in illustrating the work.
Electric cars are now running successfully on

the One-hundred-and-twenty-fifth street cross-town
line of the Third Avenue Railroad company. The
conduit system is used where formerly the cars

were operated by cable. M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, September 29.—The deal for the transfer

of the Hamilton and Dundas electric railway to

the Cataract Power company was closed on the 17th

inst. The company paid $iio,oon cash, besides as-

suming bonds of $90,000.

The Royal Electric company of Montreal has
notified consumers of electric light in that city

and its suburbs of a reduction in the lighting rates

of one-fourth cent per ampere-hour, to take effect on
October ist. The present lighting rate is three-

fourths cent per ampere-hour.
A company is being organized among the Ameri-

can visitors at Murraj"^ Bay to establish an electric

plant for the purpose of supplying Murray Bay.
Poinle a Pic and Cap a I'Aigle with electric light.

Few business concerns in Canada can show such
rapid progress as the Toronto Electric Street Rail-

way company. Each year sees a substantial in-

crease in its receipts, and, in consequence, in the
city's share, also, of the profits. A table, compiled
by the city treasurer, shows an increase of $148,210
in the gross returns of this year over those of

1897-98, and an increase of $14,821 in the percentage
which comes to the city.

Professor Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone,
spent the summer at his beautiful home at Beddeck,
Cape Breton. It is understood that this year he
is devoting nearly the whole of his time to experi-
ments with flying machines, and is confident that
he is not only on the right track, but within meas-
urable distance of success. He is developing the
kite idea, experimenting with planes of various
sizes and weights. He has discarded the gen-
eraJly accepted principle that the machine must be
of extraordinary lightness, and is calculating on
securing stability and steadiness from weight.
The annual meeting of the Canadian Fire Under-

writers' association, which met at Quebec this

year, closed its sessions a few days ago. The
underwriters consider the inspection of electrical

installations of the greatest importance. Two fire

cases occurred in Montreal recently where the or-

igin of the fire could be traced to the electric wires
in each of the buildings burned. The underwriters
hope that this question will be taken up by the
city councils of leading cities. The Canadian as-

sociation, after consultation with electricians, has
framed a set of rules, but, of course, can only en-
force them against the insurers.

It is expected that the extension of the telegraph
system of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Straits

of Belle Isle will shortly be effected. At present
the line of the north shore of the gulf extends from
Murray Bay to Big Romaine, a distance of 500
miles. The stretch between Big Romaine and
Chateau Bay. on the Belle Isle Straits, is 315 miles,

and the contract for the construction of the tele-

graph line between these points has been let to

Mr. Xavier Gendreau of Quebec. Chateau Bay
is the nearest point on the Labrador coast to Belle
Isle, the light station at the "front door" of the
St. Lawrence, which station it is intended to con-
nect with the government signal service. But the
experts are as yet undecided how the connection
shall be made. Of course, a cable could easily Ke laid

from Chateau Bay to Belle Isle, but the grinding
of the immense masses of ice which pass through
the straits in spring would make short work of a

cable. The only alternative, therefore, seems to

be the adoption of a scheme of wireless telegraphy,
and the experts of the Public Works Department
of Canada are eagerly following the results of ex-
periments now being made in Europe, with a viev/

to adopting wireless telegraphy as a means of

connecting Belle Isle with the coast signal- sys-

tem. A. V. W.

Niagara Falls.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., September 29.—North Ton-
awanda and Lockport are to profit more largely

by the Niagara power development, as the Niagara
Falls Power company will soon commence the
construction of a new power-transmission pole line

from Niagara Falls to North Tonawanda, and
later on will extend it to Lockport. Next summer
this new line will also be extended to Buffalo.

When the new transmission line is completed, the
present line will be used exclusively for the Buf-
fafo service. The new line to North Tonawanda
will run alongside the present line, the poles
standing nearly 30 feet distant from the present
poles. It will be recalled that the Niagara Falls

Power company owns a right-of-way about 30 feet

wide, from its lands at Niagara Falls to Buffalo.

Lockport is about 25 miles from the Falls by the
North Tonawanda route.

The application of tht* Tnternational Traction
company to be permitted to lay tracks along the
street known as the Riverway, a part of t^he state

reservation at Niagara Falls, between the foot of

Falls street and Niagara street, has been approved
by the commissioners of the state reservation, and
it now goes to the Land Office commissioners,
this being one of the provisions in the bill which
was passed by the last Legislature, making the lay-

ing of tracks on the reservation possible. The
commissioners of the Land Office will no doubt
approve of the application, and then the Interna-
tional Traction company will be allowed to lay
a single track through the street referred to, and
will pay the state of New York $t,ooo annual
rental for the privilege. The construction of this

short piece of track will form the last link in the
belt-line trolley service around the gorge. D.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Henry A. Morss of the Simplex Electrical

company of Boston was in Chicago last week.

Ezra F. Scattergood, instructor of ^mathematics,
electricity and physics at Rutgers College, has ac-
cepted the chair of physics in the Atlanta School
of Technology. He has just returned from a year's
study in Europe, where he went on a -fellowship
from Yale.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Winnipeg has adopted the Western

Electric system of arc lighting and has now in-
stalled a complete plant for street lighting under
municipal control.

An electric-light plant is being installed at Pon-
totoc, Miss. The officers of the company are:

President, O. J. Knox; secretary and treasurer,

Jeff Wilson; managers, C. P. De Journett and
J. V. Cornelius, all of Pontotoc, Miss. The com-

pany expects to be ready to turn on the light by
the 15th of October.

The city-lighting service of the City of Mexico
comprises 481 electric street lights of 2,000 candle
power, 366 of 1,200 candle power and about 150
incandescent lights of 16 and 50 candle power. The
cost of the service per month is about $24,000.

The Winchester (Va.) Gas and Electric Light
company has been awarded a five-year contract
for lighting the city at $35 a lamp per annum. It

is said that the company will erect an entirely
new plant and will put in an incandescent system
for private use.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that the group of capitalists known as

the Whitney-Widener-Elkins syndicate has offered
Si 3,000,000 in cash for the Northwestern elevated
railroad now building in Chicago.

The Fort Wayne (Ind.) Consolidated railway,
which has been in the hands of a receiver for some
time, was sold on September 27th to George A.
Garretson of Cleveland, O., for $1,092,000.

The work of installing the new electric railway
in the City of Mexico, recently described in the
Western Electrician, is rapidly nearing completion,
and it is now expected that the first fine through
the city will be in running order by November ist.

Judge Kirkpatrick of the United States Circuit
Court for the District of New Jersey has issued
a perpetual injunction restraining the Rahway (N. J.)
Electric Light and Power company from further
infringement of the Anderson trolley contact-spring
patent, No. 412,155, belonging to the General Elec-
tric company.

AUTOMOBILES.
W. H. Chapman of Portland, Me., has designed

a very light automobile, built on the bicycle prin-
ciple. It is said to weigh only 380 pounds. There
are two motors, made by the Belknap company of
Portland, of one-half horse power each. The stor-

age battery is in front, and the case may be covered
and used for a child's seat.

An important electric-vehicle concession is said

to have been granted by the municipal government
of the City of Mexico to Charles L. Seager of New
York, who acts for the Electric Vehicle company,
in which are interested Messrs. Whitney, Widener
and Elkins, with many tributary companies organ-
ized for the large American cities. The concession
is for a complete public-coach service of the latest

pattern, to run through the principal streets of the
city and in the populous suburbs of the capital.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Prof. Clement D. Child, of the department of

chemistry at Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.,

announces a new course in electrolysis,

A pamphlet containing an announcement of the
department of electrical engineering has been is-

sued by the University of Illinois. A number of
new courses in this department have been added
to the curriculum in the fields of electro-metallurgy,
alternating-current working and polyphase testing,

and electric-lighting and power plants. The equip-
nient of the electrical engineering laboratory is

being continuously increased for regular and ad-
vanced work in these branches. The four-year
undergraduate course has been made elective for
the last year and a half; that is, at the "middle of his

third year a student may elect his further work, as
follows: (i) regular elective course; (2) electro-
physical course; (3) electro-chemical course.

Five years of work must be completed be-
fore the degree of electrical engineer is given,
the fifth year being devoted entirely to spe-
cial work. During this last year the principal or
primary subjects are elected from the advanced
electrical engineering course and the secondary or
subordinate subjects are elected from the advanced
courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry and me-
chanical engineering. The pamphlet contains the
requirements for the degree of B. S. in electrical
engineering and that of E. E., and also gives a
general description of the courses offered. William
S. Aldrich is the professor of electrical engineering.

On Wednesday, September 27th, the work of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was re-
sumed. Since the end of the last term some changes
have been made in the faculty. Adolph Rambeau,
Ph. D., has been made professor of modern lan-
guages and has charge of that department. Arthur
A. Noyes, Ph. D., formerly associate professor of
organic chemistry, has been made professor of
theoretical and organic chemistry. Jerome Sonde-
ricker, C. E., formerly assistant professor of ap-
plied mechanics, has been made associate professor
of applied mechanics, AUyne L. Merrill, S. B.,

formerly assistant professor of imechanism, has
been made associate professor of mechanism. Ed-
ward F. Miller, S. B., who was assistant professor
of steam engineering, has been n^ade associate pro-
fessor of steam engineering. Carleton A. Read,
S. B., who was an instructor in mechanical engi-
neering, has left to take charge of the mechanical
engineering department in the New Hampshire Col-
lege at Durham. George V. Wendell, Ph. D.,

has returned from three years' study in Germany
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and resumes his duties as instructor in physics.

Frederic H. Keyes, S. B., and Alexander W. Mose-
ley, S. B., have left to take up professional work.
Frederick A. Hannah, S. B., has accepted a posi-

tion in the mechanical department of the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. Captain John Bordman, Jr.,

who was instructor in military science, is on his way
to the Philippines with the Twenty-sixth United
Slates Infantry, of which he is the regimental ad-
jutant. Myron L. Fuller, who was an assi.stant

in geology, has been made an instructor in geology.

The following-named men have been made assist-

ants: Henry E. Andrews, A. B.. in English; Alvan
L. Davis, S. B., and F. L. H. Kimball, S. B..

in mining engineering; Miles S. Sherrill, S. B.,

in analytical chemistry; Etheredge Walker, S. B., in

mining engineering; William S. Newell, S. B.,

in mechanical engineering; George H. Riker, S. B.,

in mechanical drawing, and Frank R. Swift in me-
chanical engineering.

PUBLICATIONS.
The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass.,

has just issued a circular relating to its exhaust
heads, which makes clear the efficiency of cen-
trifugal force as a means of separating water and
steam.

Wood high and low-frequency alternating-cur-

rent dynamos are described in two bulletins re-

cently issued by the Fort Wayne Electric Works.
The manufacturers state that nothing has been
spared to make these machines first-class in every
respect, and that for simplicity, workmanship and
successful operation they leave nothing to be de-

sired.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

mailing, upon application, copies of its Packard
transformer catalogue. This pamphlet, beside giv-

ing prices, contains articles on "Transformers
and Their Profitable Use," by Dugald C. Jackson,
C. E., and on general instructions for testing trans-

formers. It is full of valuable data for the trans-

former user.

Professor Elihu Thomson's interesting lecture on
"Electricity at High Pressures," delivered before

the New York Electrical society on March 29. 1899.

has been published in pamphlet form. Professor
Thomson has always taken a particular delight in

high-potential experiment and research, and his

apparatus formed one of the most instructive and
attractive features of the great exhibit of the Gen-
eral Electric company at the World's Fair.

* The initial number of the Automobile Magazine
of New York is interesting and creditable. The
new publication is of the regular magazine form
and is to be published monthly.- The first issue

contains about too pages of reading matter and is

handsomely illustrated. The articles are of a popu-
lar character, and in one "some cold facts .'ibout the

horse" and his stupidity are laid before the public.

The price of the magazine is 25 cents a copy.

A catalogue devoted to the merits and applica-

tion of granite-rock wool as an insulating material

for pipe and boiler coverings has been issued by
the American Insulating Material Manufacturing
company of St. Louis. This material is said to be
produced from pure rock fiber and to contain no
cork, sponge, hair or other animal or vegetable
matter. It can be subjected to moisture for an in-

definite time and is believed to be practically inde-
structible.

A price-list of electric air heaters has been issued

by the American Electrical Heater company of De-
troit. Heaters for any voltage up to 250 are listed,

and the dimensions, prices and maximum number
of watts are given for the different styles quoted.

The company does not claim that it is economical
to heat residences throughout by electricity, unless
the current is produced at a very low cost, but for
such purposes as raising the temperature in certain
rooms to higher temperatures than the rest of the
house, heating small offices, etc., the statement is

made that no other system can compare with the
electric air heater in efficiency, cleanliness and con-
venience.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Globe Electric company of St. Louis, Mo.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,-

000. The stockholders are Gustav Heidel, George
A. Clark, Gustav Miller and Samuel VV. White.

A recent note from Paris is to the effect that M.
I.anessan, the minister of marine, has ordered the

construction of four submarine torpedo boats at

Rochjsfort. They are to be named the Farfadet,

Corrigan, Lutin and Gnome.

The Ball Electric company of Yonkers, N. Y.,

has been incorporated with a capital of $300,000.

The directors are Abram Sebring and E. M. Roberts
of Brooklyn, D. S. Remsen of Dobbs Ferry, W. F.

Randall of New York city and C. D. Silleck of

Ridgewood, N. J.

Thomas Braniff, Jr., of the City of Mexico has
petitioned the Department of Encouragement for

permission to establish a new industry in that city

for the manufacture of aluminum. He states that

the capital employed will not be less than $1,000,-

000. Electrical energy derived from water power
in the state of Vera Cruz will be employed.

Evelyn B. Baldwin, an observer of the United
States Weather Bureau, who was connected with
the Wellman expedition to the Arctic regions, made
valuable meteorological observations during the trip.

His most striking and important contention is that

the electric energy and force which produce the

aurora borealis can be—and one day will be—util-

ized by science as a power, as coal is used, to per-

form useful work.

Edward Luessen, a young man of Oshkosh, Wis.,

was almost instantly killed recently by grasping a

live electric-light wire. He was repairing a tin

roof and had evidently taken hold of the wire
to raise it over his head. The wire, which was
poorly insulated, carried a 2,500-volt current from
the local electric-Hght works, ar;d as the roof was
of tin, it is evident that the whole charge passed
through the man's body.

_The lords of the admiralty are so well satisfied

with experiments made with the Marconi system of

wireless telegraphy on board the Juno, during the

recent British naval maneuvers, that they have or-

dered a complete set of the apparatus to be supplied
to the Defiance, torpedo schoolship at Devonport.
where a further series of experiments will be carried

out under the direction of Commander Nicholson.
This officer has made a special study of wireless
telegraph}'-, and was sent to the Juno, as second in

command, in order to watch the working of the
system of Signor Marconi.

The secretary of the navy has awarded the fol-

lowing contracts for the construction of the power
plant and cranes for the New York navy yard:
WestinghousQ Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pittsburg, Pa., plant complete, $175,100;
Niles Tool Works, Hamilton, O., one four-motor
electric traveling crane, $11,300; Morgan Engineer-
ing Works, Alliance, O., one three-motor electric

traveling crane, $6,930; Pawling & Harnischfeger,
Milwaukee, Wis., two three-motor electric cranes,

test load, 13 tons, and two three-motor electric trav-

eling cranes, test load, 15 tons, $17,550.

TRADE NEWS.
A useful metal' paper-cutter is a valued souvenir

that is distributed to their patrons by W. C Sterling
& Son, Monroe, Mich., manufacturers of cedar
poles, tics, shingles, etc.

The Knox Auto-motoncer company of Chicago
has been, incorporated to deal in mechanical and
electrical devices, the authorized capital being $5,000.
The incorporators are Joseph B. Woodruff. George
W. Knox and Mason B, Starring. Mr. Knox is
the chief electrician of the Chicago City Railway
company and Mr. Starring is counsel for ihc same
company.

Duncan Bond, Denver agent for the Ball Engine
company, Eric, Pa., has closed contract with the
Mountain Electric company in Denver for two 14
by 14 and one 10 by 12 Ball engines of the new
internal self-oiling type. These engines are to be
built for direct connection to two 75-kilowatt and
one 37H-kilowatt Westinghouse generators, and arc
to be installed, with the dynamos, by the Mountain
Electric company in the Tabor Opera House build-
ing in Denver, which is now being remodeled bv
the present owners, David H. Moffatt, John F.
Campion, Messrs. Bennett and Myers and William
Byrd Page, all of Denver, and ex-Governor Baxter
of Wyoming, under the name of the Bi-metallic
Investment company. When completed, this will
be one of the largest and most modern isolated
electrical plants in Denver.

BUSINESS.
The Western Electric company carries in stock

a complete supply of the Nungesser dry chloride of
silver and closed-circuit batteries.

The Plancock Inspirator company of Boston an-
nounces that its apparatus can now be obtained only
from the company and that no other person, firm or
company is its agent.

The Ward Leonard Electric company of Bronx-
ville, N. Y., announces that it has produced some
new types of rheostats. One of these new in-
struments is used to reduce to one-half the speed
of a motor whose torque is constant at all speeds;
for example, a motor driving line shafting. An-
other of the principal types produced has a two-
to-one taper in ampere capacity, and is intended
for reducing to one-half the speed of a motor
driving a ventilating fan.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.
Louis says that it has demonstrated in a very prac-
tical and conclusive manner that an arc-lamp and
apparatus department is not only a necessary, but
a paying adjunct to an electrical supply house.
This company is agent for the Eddy direct-current
and the Warren alternating-current apparatus, and
reports that it has recently closed a number of very
satisfactory deals. Wherever it has installed this
apparatus it has been very satisfactory. The com-
pany is also agent for the Adams-Bagnall enclosed
arc lamps. It reports that this department is

crowded with orders, and that in very few instances
where it has had these lamps in competitive tests
have they failed to come back without the order.
The general supply business of the company has
been exceedingly good. Its policy of carrying a
complete line and ability to make prompt and sat-
isfactory shipments from stock have earned for the
firm a very good reputation. A complete and up-
to-date line of catalogues, covering everything per-
taining to electrical apparatus and supplies of every
description, has been recently issued by the com-
pany and will be mailed on application.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
633,558. Electric Railway. Richard W. Barkley,

New York, N. Y. Application fifed October

23, 1893-

There are combined with a current collector a movable
carrier therefor, a spring connected with and moving the

carrier in one direction, a stationary incline and connec-
tions for moving the carrier against the force of the
spring, the connections being operated by the incline,

with an air chamber and a conductor insulated by the
chamber. (See cut.)

633,565. Device for Lighting Lamps by Electricity.

Henry M. Brigham and Svend M. Meyer, New
York, N. Y.. assignors to the Empire Self-

lighting Oil Lamp company. Application liled

February 5, 1898.

A device is described which comprises a suitable source
of electricity and conductors, a resistance coil adapted to

be rendered incandescent by the electric current, a sliding

bar mounted on the burner, and on which the coil is

mounted, and a contact device with which the coil-carrying
bar engages so as to close an electric circuit through the
coil in the act of moving the coil into lighting position,

6^3,567. Meter-registering Device. John M. By-
ron, Boston, Mass., assignor to the Rogers
Liquid Meter company, Boston, Mass., and
Portland, Me. Application filed September 7,

A liquid meter is combined with an oscillating cylinder
and oscillating shaft, a registering mechanism operated by
the rotation of the shaft, a yielding electrode in posiiion to

be contacted by a pin, but insulated from the meter, a
registering mechanism located at a distance from the me-

Issiied Seftcmbcr 26, iSgq.

ter, an electromagnet in proximity to the distant registering
mechanism, an armature controlled by the magnet, an elec-
tric circuit connecting the magnet and meter, and means
connected to the armature for imparting intermittent
movements to the d'stant registering mechanism.

NO. 633 558.

^^l^^l^- Casing for and Mounting of Electrical

Fuses or Cut-outs. Louis W. Downes, Provi-

dence, R. I., assignor to the D. & W. Fuse com-
pany. Providence, R. I. Application filed Jan-
nary 12, 1899.
The base and cover of a two-pait inclosing casing_ for

electrical fuses is combined with insijlating blocks, bind-
ing posts, contacts and an electrical fuse.

^ZZ^Sll- Casing for and Mounting of Electrical
Fuses or Cut-outs. Louis W. Downes, Provi-
dence, R. I., assignor to the D. & W. Fuse
company, Providence, R. I. Application filed

January 28, 1899.

The combination with a plug having a contact at each
end. and a fuse connected between the contacts, of a
socket having a sleeve contact in its closed end and a
spring contact at its open end.

(>Z7i'h^^- Printing-telegraph System. Clarence L.
Healy, Newark, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 17, 1S90.

A prinlmg-telegraph transmitter, having combined with
the transmitter shaft the clutch wheel thereon, and the
clutch for engaging the clutch wheel, a clutch magnet for
effecting the positive movement of the clutch and con-
trolled from the keyboard, press relays controlling the
press circuits, a time relay for determining the closure of
the press relay, and a release magnet for the clutch con-
trolled by the time relay.

633,504. Electric Traction of Railway Trains. Otto
H. E. Kaselowsky, Berlin, Germany. Applica-
cation filed July i, 1898.

Reference is made to a system of electrical propulsion,
having motors on the sepa'rate cars of the train, con-
trolling devices one at each end of the train for jointly
closing the circuit to the motor whereby both controllers
need to be adjusted in order to start the train, and upon
the independent operation of either controller the train
will be stopped, a power station carried on the train, a
common-return conductor and a separate line for each car
which passes from the controller at one end of the train to

that at the other.
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633-597- Sprinkler Car. John B. Kenison, Lynn,

Mas5., assignor to the American Car Sprinkler

company, Worcester, Mass. Application filed

November 15, 1S98.

One claim reads : Id a sprinkler car the combination of

a car bod%-. a tank carried thereby, sprinkler pipes con-

nected lo'the tank, an electric motor, a rheostat arm, and
means controlled by the pressure generated by the pump
for shifting the rheostat arm to start and stop the motor.

633,608. Advertising Street Annunciator for Cars.

Phillip H. Patriarche, Toronto, Canada. Ap-
plication (lied May 16, i8gS.

A magnet and armature operated through the closing of

an electric circuit are combined with the rollers of a street

annunciator.

633,623. Street-indicating Device for Street Cars.

Samuel Squire. Westfield, and Arthur Knowles,
New Bedford, Mass. Application filed Decem-
ber 21, 1S98.

Features of the device are a source of electricity, two
electromagnets, two push buttons and conducting wires
connecting the source, magnets and buttons.

NO. 633,695.

633,641. Dynamo-electric Machine. Charles A.
Eck, Newark, N. J. Application filed July 28,

1S99. -
: I

A brush-holder is described which has two superposed
compartments extending parallel to each other and a
fastening piece extending at an angle to the compartments.

633^675. Weighing and Package-filling Machine.
George W. Watson. Boston, Mass., assignor
to the - Electric Scale company, Kittery, Me.
Application filed March ii, 1S98.

An electric machine having a double-contact mechanism,
consisting of a main ccntact and a supplemental contact,
the main contact being made by the tipping of the scales,
the supplemental contact being made by mechanism set
in operation by the closing of the main-cociact mechanism.
which breaks tbe main coniact after the suprlemeatal
contact is made, and independent but cc-operatins mech-
anism, which breaks the supplemental contact after the
main contact is broken,

633,690. Apparatus for Reproducing Motion.
Adolf Franke, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the
Siemens & Halske Electric company' of Amer-

;. ica, Chicago, 111. Application filed February
23, 1899.

An apparatus combining a transmitter having two sets
of multiphase windings for producing oppositely rotating
fields in the transmitter, with a receiver having two sets of
multiphase windings for producing oppositely rotating
fields therein, and electrically associated armatures sub-
jecied to the infiuence of the fields of the transmitter and
receiver.

633,695. Motor-meter for Three-phase Currents.
Georg Hummel, Munich, German}-. Applica-
tion filed December 27, 1897.

A three-phase motor device adapted for measuring the
energy in three-phase svstems. comprising in its structure
a combination of rotating means adapted to actuate a
register and a plurality of pairs of coils acting inductively
upon the rotating means, one coi! of each pair beioe in
series or series relation with the work circuit and tbe other
coil of each pair being in shunt or shunt relation with the
work circuit, and means for shifting the phase of the cur-
rents -in the shunts backward 30 degrees with respect to
their tensions. (See cut.)

633,702. Electrical Measuring and Indicating Ap-
paratus. Carl F. Rodde, Gross Lichterfelde,
Germany, assignor to the Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America, Chicago, 111.

Application filed May 11, 1S99.

An electrical measuring instrument is combined with a
circuit-controlling device connected with a secondary cir-
cuit, a movable needle or part of the measuring instru-
ment adapted to swing into and out of position for engage-
ment with the circuit-controlling device, and an actuated
lever or part adapted to move the needle when it is in a
predetermined position, whereby the circuit- controlling
device is governed and the secondary circuit is in turn
controlled.

fe,7l3- Electric-motor Truck. Wilfred E. Bough-
ton, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to the Lorain
Steel company of Ohio. Application filed Sep-
tember 12, 1898.

The combination, in a motor truck, of a pair of side
bars supported by ihe axle boxes, anti a pair of motor-
sustaining bars detachably connected to depending por-
tions of the side bars, no portion of the side bars or th^ir
depending portions being beneath the under side of the
motor-sustaining bars when the connections are detached.

^33'7^3- Motor Vehicle. Louis Krieger. Paris,

France. Application filed August i, 1S99.

An electric motor mounted on a false or supolementary
axle arranged as a prolongation of tbe wheel axle of a ve-
hicle and connected with the false or supplementary axle by
means of a spring, so that the motor is capable of angular
movement about ihe axis which carries it when differences
of effort are produced on the gearing, and is protected
against shocks or jars.

633,771- Switch for Electric Circuits. Gilbert
Wright and Christian Aalborg, Wilkinsburg.
Pa., assignors to the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company of Pennsylvania. Ap-
plication filed January 30, 1899.

A double-throw switch is described, which ha? in com-
bination with a base having middle and end terminals, a
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double-end laminated contact member, an operating lever,
a supporting arm connecting the contact member with the
base and with the operating lever, a locking device sup-
ported by the arm and operated by the lever, as the lam-
inated contact member reaches either circuit-closing
position.

^33,7'72' Automatic Circuit-breaker. Gilbert Wright
and Christian Aalborg, Wilkinsburg, Pa., as-
signors to the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing company of Pennsylvania. Applica-
tion tiled March 23, 1S99.

The circuit-breaker combines with a pair of main sta-
tionary contact terminals and a carbon shunt terminal in
approximately vertical alignment a pivoted laminated
contact member for bridging the main terminals, toggle
levers for moving the laminated contact member into
operative position, a movable shunt contact piece, and a
supporting arm therefor pivoted to the laminated contact
member.

^33,773- Circuit-breaker. Gilbert Wright, Wilkins-
burg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing com.pany of Pennsyl-
vania. Application filed March 2;^, 1899.
An automatic electric circuit-breaker is described hav-

ing stationary and movable contact terminals, toggle levers
for closing the breaker and constituting the sole means for
locking the same, and knife-edge bearings for the levers.

633.786. Trolley Stand. Harrys W. Brooks, Brad-
dock, Pa. Application filed July 6, 1899.
The stand comprises a base, a casing, standards secured

thereto carrying a swiveled sleeve, a socket swiveled in
the sleeve, a trolley pole secured in the sleeve, and a spiral
spring connecting the socket and the base.

633,801. Means for Utilizing Galvanic Cells or
Batteries. Angel de Castro, New York,, N. Y.,
assignor of one-half to Joaquin Ferro, New
York. Application filed July 28, 1S98.

An electric motar provided with a fiy-wheel is combined
with a series of cells or groups of cells, a^ switch for
throwing the cells or groups of cells into and out of circuit
in quick succession and at frequently recurring periods, a
governor and a switch controlled by tbe governor aud
serving tc cut the cells or groups of cells out of circuit
with the motor when the speed reaches a predetermined
maximum and to restore them to the circuit when the
speed falls to a predetermined minimum, whereby the cells
are each given frequent periods of inaction in wbich to
recover, and all are given longer periods of recovery when
given speed is attained.

6^3,826. Electrically Operated Typewriter. Will-
iam R. Fox and Glenn J. Barrett, Grand Rapids,
Mich., assignors to the Fox Machine company,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Application filed Novem-
ber 8, 1897.

The type, type bars and links, the keys, the plurality of
rock-shafts borizouEally arranged, one for each key, the
pivoted hell-crank levers, a connection between each rock-
shaft and one of the bell-crank levers to operate the same
to position one of the links on tbe depression of a key, are
combined with an electrically operated device to actuate
the positioned links.

633,829. Static Electric Machine. Jose Gallegos,
San Jose de Guatemala, Guatemala. Applica-
tion filed June 19, 1899.

A static ioduciion machine, comprising a series of sta-
tionary coils and means for connecting them with a supply
of static electricity, movable coils arranged to pass adja-
cent to the stationary coils, and collerting devi:es for con-
necting the movable coils with tbe ground when they
register with the stationary coils, and for connecting the
movable coils with a consumption apparatus when they are
in a position between the stationary coils.

633,855. System of Electrical Distribution. Ben-
jamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company of Pennsylvania. Application filed

January 30, 1899.

The system comprises a main transformer having an
auxiliary secondary winding, a supplemental transformer
having its windings r.espectively in series with the^main
and auxiliary windings of the niain transformer and means
for varying tbe acii^e length of the auxiliary winding.

A\\VV\(W—

NO. 633,920.

633,856. Distributed Winding for Electrical Ma-
chines. Benjamin G. Lamme and John P.

Mallett, Pittsburg. Pa., assignors to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
of Pennsylvania. Application filed February 6,

3899.

An electrical machine, combining a slotted core with a
continuous multipolor winding having the middle con-
ductor or one of two middle conductors for each one or
more phases for each pole connected at its respective ends
to the nearest side c')nductors of the phase or phases cor-
responding to the adjacent poles.

857. Dynamo-electric Generator. Benjamin G-

Lamme, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
of Pennsylvania. Application filed April 14,

1899.

The generator has a rotary, laminated field-magnet core
having radial pole pieces provided with coils and with

October 7, 1899

side grooves adjacent to the outer ends of the coils, metal
coil-retaining wedges or plates held in position by projec-
tions located in the grooves and projecting over the edges
or tips of the pole pieces. (See cut.j

633 85S. Field-magnet Coil for Electrical Machines.
Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, and -Charles
E. Skinner, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignors to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pennsidvania. Application filed June
14, 1899

A_ field-magnet coil, comprisinz a plurality of concentric
divisions of copper strap bent edgewise, the turns of each
division being separated by insulation, and the several di-
visions having bare edges separated by air spaces.

633,^7'- Electric-railway Rail Bond. Thomas J.
McTighe, New York, N. Y. Application filed
May 24, 1899.

A rail bond made of wrought metal in one integral piece
comprising shouldered solid rail-attaching terminals and
an edgewise -yielding flat conoerting strap.

033^

NO. 633.S57.

633,920. System of Electrical Distribution. Lewis
B. Stilhvell, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application
filed May 24, 1899.

The system comprises a main supply circuit and a plu-
rality of subordinate distributing circuits, in combination
with a circuit-breaker for each circuit and a time-measur-
ing controlling device for each circuit-breaker, each of
the devices corresponding to a subordinate circuit being
set to insure the opening of its breaker before the breaker
of any dominating circuit can be automatically opened.
(See cut.)

633.944. Loom. William H. Baker. Central Falls,

R. L, and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.

Application filed March 4, 1899.

A mechanism for automatically supplying weft to a loom
while the latter is running, comprising means for control-
ling the operation of a supplying mechanism, consisting of
sn open electric circuit including a generator and an elec-
tromagnet.

633,945- Loom. William FI. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip. Montclair, N. J.
Application filed March 29, 1899.

An electrically controlled weft-supply mechanism for
looms is described.

^33,95^- Timing De^Tce. William M. Brown, Johns-
town, Pa. Application filed September 26, 189S.

Features of the device are an electric source of supply,
a locking member, an electromagnet adapted to act upon
the same, a switch, connections between the switch, elec-
tromagnet and electric supply, an alarm bell, a contact
moving with the time movement, a second contact in the
line of movement of the moving contact, and connactions
between the alarm bell, tbe contacts and the source of
electric supply,

623,969. Automatic Electromagnetic Friction Brake.
Egbert M. Tingley, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
compan}' of Pennsjdvania. Application filed

May 18, 1899.

The combination with a brake and a constantly acting
brake-se'ting means of a plurality of magnet coils ener-
gized by polyphase currents, a movable core section or
armature<or each coil and means for connecting the same
to tbe brake-setting means to oppose the normal action of
the means, the coils and a.rmatures being arranged in tan-
dem so as to exert a straight-line pull when energized.

633.971. Car or Train-lighting Sj'stem for Electric

Railways. Ernest R. Hill, Wilkinsburg, Pa-
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company of Pennsylvania. Ap-
plication filed April 14, 1899.

The system embodies positive, negative and neutral ccn-
tact conductors, a car or train provided with two current-
collecting devices at ranged to severally eneage one or both
of the positive and negative contact conductors, and t'S'o

seti of lamps severally connected between the respective
collecting devices and tbe neutral conductor.

633.972. Ctirrent Collector for Electrical Machines.

Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor

to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing company of Pennsylvania. Application

filed June 5, 1899.

A collector ring for electrical machines comprising a
contact rine. a supporting band and intermediate con-
ducting and supporting arms.

633.976. Loom. Malcolm G. Chace, Central Falls,

R. I., assignor of seventeen-twentieth s to Will-

iam H. Baker and Frederic E. Kip. Applica-

tion filed April 7, 1898.

An automatic flllinz, changing or supplying mechanism
is combined with electrically_ actuated means for csn-
tiolling tbe time cf its operation.
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Marconi and His Wireless-telegraph
System at the International Yacht

Races of I 899.

If it is true, in a literal sense, that "distance
lends enchantment to the view," then those on
board the steamship Ponce on Tuesday of last week
will for this and several other reasons record in

their diaries "October 3d—Truly a delightful day."
To a novice witnessing an international yacht race
for the first time, though, there is a sense of dis-

appointment when the realization comes, as it does
the moment one reaches the course, that a close

view of the competing yachts is not for the ma-
jority of ordinary, or even extraordinary, spec-
tators. For even the most Influential liave to bend
to the wise regulations that keep all craft at a dis-

tance of miles. Only through a glass may the
vachts be seen at all clearlv and then nor satir-fac-

lo this country, and, as Marconi was to all intents

and purposes a Herald man in the matter of re-

porting the race, the utterances of that paper should
be authentic. The following interviews with the

representatives of the United States government
who were on board in official capacity are taken
from that newspaper. The gentlemen quoted were
Lieutenant-commander Qualtrough and Lieutenant
Blish, representing the navy, and Captain L. W.
Wildman and Carl Kinsley of the Signal Service
Department. Mr. Kinsley is a civilian, but has
given much attention to the wireless telegraph, and
was engaged to study and report upon Mr. Mar-
coni's achievements. He was more than pleased
with the work of the day, and at its close, when
asked for an expression of his opinion, said: "My
first report must be made to Captain Squier, but
there can be only one opinion when it is known
that 2.500 words in bulletins were sent ashore, and

islands. The system is certain to be made use of
by the army and the navy. Even if lo-day's rec-
ord could not be improved upon it would be of
great value. But I have seen enough to know that
it is impossible to predict the limit of the wireless
currents. After Signor Marconi completes the work
which the enterprise of the Herald made possible,
he will proceed with a series of tests and demon-
strations for the government. Rear-admiral Brad-
ford is greatly impressed with the possibilities of the
discovery."
With a view of supplementing his own judgment

on what is practically an unlearned subject in this

country, the correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician asked one of the most prominent govern-
ment experts on board to make a statement, if

possible, of the consensus of opinion among the
experts on board as to the practicability of Mar-
coni's work. The response, although the gentle-

G. Marconi. William Goodbody. William DeosTiam.

FIG. I. MARCONI AND HIS WIRELESS-TELEGRAPH SVSTEM AT THE INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACES OF iSgg.—IN THE CHART-ROOM ON THE PONCE.

torily, appearing, as they do, merely as a couple

of white sails, oftentimes too literally "in the dim
distance."

But what the electrically minded voyager lost of

the spectacular side of the race itself during the first

trial of the Columbia and Shamrock on Tuesday,
was compensated for by the courtesy to curious

sightseers of Mr. Marconi and those of the New
York Herald staff concerned with him in accom-
plishing for the first time on this side of the water

a telegraphic feat that is already historical, not

because what Marconi has done since his arrival

in this country had not already been done by h~im

on the other side of the water, but because he here

demonstrated to the people of this country the

practicability of his system. There was unanimity

of opinion on board the Ponce, among the govern-

ment officials and experts that had been sent to

pick faults, if possible, in Marconi's work, that his

system as operated to date from the Ponce is an

eminently practical one, and one that will undoubt-
edly be of great value under certain circumstances

during future naval and army operations.

The New York Herald deserves the highest com-
mendation for its enterprise in bringing Marconi

the total could have been greatly increased, and all

of this was done without any vexatious delays or
repetitions."

Lieutenant-commander Qualtrough was more
outspoken. He became an enthusiast early in the
day, and before nightfall was declaring his belief

that the United States government would do well

to persuade Mr. Marconi to install his system in the

Philippines at the earliest date. "If we could only
have had this last year," said Lieutenant-com-
mander Qualtrough, "what a gieat thing it would
have been. When we landed marines at Guantan-
amo the ships were unable to lend assistance, for

the reason that the enemy could not be located, and
by firing at random our own forces would have been
placed in danger. With the aid of the Marconi
S3"stem the men ashore could have directed the fire,

and ail would have been well. The English are

prepared now to do just what I have outlined. They
send a Marconi apparatus ashore with a landing
party, and communication with the ship is never
lost. In the Philippines the system would right

now be of sreat service to us. It would do away
with wires, which are easily cut. and it would en-

able us to have perfect communication between the

man would not allow his name to be quoted, was
unequivocal in its flattering nature as to the prac-
tical value of Marconi's researches. The gentleman
stated that Marconi had from the start operated
not at all like an experimenter, but like a man who
knew his system so thoroughly that no matter what
contingencies arose he always had at hand the
remedies needed. He further stated, as a man fa-
miliar with telegraphic methods, that 1,500 words
were sent from the Ponce at a distance, generally
speaking, of from five to 20 miles with the repeating
of only a very few words.

On Board the Ponce.

The start of the Ponce from the Anchor Line
dock at the foot of Twenty-fourth street. North
River, on Tuesday morning, was by no means de-
void of excitement among the select few who knew
something of the inner side of things. As had been
generally advertised, the Herald had, very wisely
for various reasons, seen fit to equip two vessels
with wireless-telegraph outfits, thus practically
monopolizing the wireless-telegraph instruments
and experts in the city of New York. The Ponce
carried Marconi, and the Grand Duchess, with W.
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J. Clark, general manager of the United States

Electrical Supply company, in charge, had another

wireless-telegraph outfit of Mr. Clark's design.

Even with all points guarded and every precaution

and safeguard taken to insure success, there was
considerable anxiety among those in charge of the

work. It will be a surprise to many to know that

from the best authority it had been learned that

threats had been made by certain persons to the

effect that the proposed feat in news gathering would
never be accomplished. It was admitted on Tuesday
night that threats had been made that if no other

means were successful there might be an attempt

to injure the pole or installation at the Highlands

of Navesink. And a whisper, too, from one who

done. Marconi impressed one during the trip on
the Ponce as a self-contained young man not desir-

ous of being a prophet, but rather the reverse in
his unwillingness to discuss future results. Even
after accomplishing Tuesday's satisfactory work he
had little to say beyond a quiet acknowledgement
of a self-evident success. He "attends strictly to
business,** to use a common phrase, and, apparently,
in a thoroughly practical manner, seeming, as one

thus besought him was entirely commendable and
that his patience was quite remarkable, particularly
v/hen one remembers also that, being a foreigner, he
is entirely unused to American newspaper methods,
that sometimes display an energy that becomes an
unpleasant aggressiveness. Fig. 3 is reproduced
from the Herald, as it is a true picture, showing
how many curious ones constantly hugged the
temporary fence that barred the way to the chart-

FRom i^.y.ff£Rfii,t>,

FIG. 3. MARCONI AT THE YACHT RACES.—CURIOUS ONES
AT THE CHART-ROOM DOOR ON THE PONCE.

knew, revealed that other threats had been made
of a possible attempt to disable or in some way
impede the progress of the Ponce on its trip to the

ocean.

, All fears proved groundless, happily, for the

Ponce, a little late in starting from its dock, but

unimpeded, made all possible speed down the har-

bor and through the Narrows to the flag-boat where
the Columbia and Shamrock waited the report of

the starting gun.
The day was simply perfect for sightseeing, with

the bright sunshine and clear, cool, bracing air, and
iiad the wind lasted it would have been an ideal one
for the race. There was, too, not enough swell to

cause that old and disagreeable enemy of all ocean
sightseers, seasickness; theweather god never proved

MARCONI AT THE YACHT RACES. MAP OF THE ROUTE OF THE PONCE.

of the signal officers on board the Ponce put it,

"always to know from experience just what to

do in every emergency and to do it promptly."
As a matter of course, the man must have felt the
weight of some responsibility on this, the occasion
of his first appearance in the United States, but
while his manner during the tests was at times
a little brusque, anyone that saw the incessant

room with eyes at the window and the door to see
Marconi and how he "did it."

As Marconi, for so young a man, has made a really

wonderful accomplishment in advancing methods
of communication, the accompanying pictures in

the Western Electrician showing him as he appears
under different circumstances will perhaps prove
of interest. Fig. 4 is an excellent near profile

view of Mr. Marconi, as he sat upon the deck of

the Ponce. This is an unusual picture, in that it

shows Mr. Marconi in repose. No better idea,

however, can be had of Marconi and his three
clever young English assistants than that given
by Fig. 5. To the left in this picture, which shows

POSTM.'TttEGRftPH-CHBU CQWPftHT <-::ir" THE COMHERCIil CftBLE COMPm.

TELEGRAM

JARCONI AND HIS ASSISTANTS.

himself more generous. Fig. 2, as shown above,
is reproduced from the Herald for the benefit of

those not familiar with the map of the lower bay
of New York. The black line across the map
shows approximately the course of the Ponce
as it progressed after the yachts and along the Jer-
sey coast.

Marconi and His Assistants.

Mr. Marconi and his assistant, Mr. W. Densham,
worked steadily throughout the entire day, taking
turns in the chart-room, where the sending was

pestering of the inventor at almost every move
must have conceded his wonderful patience, exhib-
ited under trying circumstances. Government offi-

cials were always around, as were newspaper writers,

artists and photographers, and not a few ladies. All

were greatly interested, but each had his or her
particular "ax to grind"—a telegram to the land,

a trivial question or something of a similar trifling

nature, perhaps. Everybody had something for

Marconi to do, forgetful of the pressing require-

mens of the work in hand. Be it said to the credit

of Marconi that his courtesy to the throngs that

FIG. 6. MARCONI WIRELESS-TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.—

A

MESSAGE FROM THE PONCE AT SEA.

the four men glancing over maps in the uptown
Herald office during their preliminary survey of
New York harbor, sits Marconi; next in line ap-
pears Charles E. Rickard, then W. W. Bradfield,
and last, but not least, William Densham. It was
the last-named gentleman who relieved Mr. Mar-
coni the greater part of the time at the sending
and receiving apparatus on the Ponce during the
telegraphing on Tuesday. This picture is repro-
duced through the courtesy'' of the New York Her-
ald, which journal and its representative, Mr. Red-
ding, extended to the Western Electrician corre-
spondent many courtesies, enabling him to secure
photographs during such a busy time.

The Apparatus Used.

Relative to securing information as to the elec-

trical details of Mr. Marconi's apparatus, it will
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perhaps not be a surprise to many to learn that it

is plainly evident that Mr. Marconi realizes that the

best patent an electrical man can have is, perhaps,
one not yet issued, or a device guarded by a tightly

closed mouth. The man interviewing Marconi or
entering the chart-room of the Ponce with the ex-
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there is a handle extending upward about three
inches, for the operator. This key is swung up
and down over a wide gap in order to break the
spark of the mduction-coil primary circuit, which
it controls.

The induction coil is described as one capable
of giving, say. a maximum spark of 10 inches.
During the sending from the Foncc on Tuesday
the gap between the spherical terminals of the coil,
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anyone electrically posted. For one cannot help
feeling that within this boxed portion of Marconi's
apparatus lie the clues to all the young Italian's
best work.
During the receiving a close listener fails to de-

tect what would be expected from a familiarity
with one sort of receiving apparatus used in this
country; that is, a decided vibration of the coherer.
One iuar^ um reiy the faini "click." "click" fif what

FiG. 4, MARCONI AT THE YACHT RACES

pectation of having revealed to him the fine points
in the Marconi wireless-telegraph apparatus went
away disappointed. It is safe to say that even the
government officials and other scientific men,
posted on ship in search of information and given
every opportunity to inspect generally, but not to

take apart, will confine their reports to expressing
themselves on results witnessed rather than to

methods and mechanism employed in producing
such results.

The photograph reproduced in Fig. i (page 213)
is of peculiar interest, as it was taken on Tuesday
afternoon by flashlight, a short time after the word
"no race" had been passed down from the bridge.

Capt. Wildmaa. Lieut. Blish. View on the Ponce.

FIG. 9. MARCONI AT THE YACHT RACES.

and hence the spark employed, was about one inch
in length. The knob terminals and the spark be-
tween are indicated graphically in Fig. i in the little

sl'jetch from the Herald in the upper right-hand
corner. Mr. "Marconi's operator and assistant, Mr.

might be the armature of, say. a delicate relay.

There seems also to be no method of revolving the
coherer, at least nothing that gives out sound.
This is the extent to which the ordinary observer
sees into Marconi's apparatus. But results are free

to all, and these appear in "Continental" or "Inter-
national" Morse characters, as shown at the bottom
of Fig. 6, a photographic reproduction of a piece
cf the tape on which messages on Tuesday were
received on the Ponce, with a reproduction of a
message from the Ponce at sea telegraphed to the
Western Electrician at Chicago.

Relative to the external arrangement of Marconi's

FIG. 7. 'MARCONI AT THE YACHT RACES.

and Marconi is "sending," not posing for the pho-
tographer. In this photograph Marconi's mana-
ger, Mr. Goodbody, appears in the background,
while Mr. Densham stands just back of Marconi,
waiting to relieve his chief.

The Marconi key is not a telegraphic key in the

strictest sense, but is somewhat similar in appear-
ance. It is a longer lever (about 14 to iS inches)

pivoted at about its middle in a similar manner to

a telegraphic key, but instead of a finger button

THE STEAMSHIP PONCE FITTED WITH WIRELESS-TELEGUAPH APPARATUS.

Densham, was willing to state as an Interesting

point that the spark length was varied under dif-

ferent conditions of sending and to suit different

circumstances.
During the process of sending the iron-cased

receiving instrument, which appears in Fig. i to the

left, is cut out by what appears to be a simple wire
"jumper." As a matter of course, these mysterious
iron-cased boxes thus protected, it is understood,
from stray "waves," are an object of curiosity to

FIG. O. MARCONI WIRELESS-TELEGRAPH SYSTEM—.MAST
AND VERTICAL WIRE ON THE PONCE.

equipment on board ship, the pictures (Figs. 7 and
S) show different views of the Ponce, the latter

picture being taken from the stern of the vessel.

Glancing to the top of the foremast, it is easy to

distinguish the vertical wire as it is hung from the
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extra topmast that is slightly inclined from the

vertical. It may surprise some to know that the

Marconi vertical conductor is simply a black m-
suFated "vvire, or, more strictly, a cable consisting

CI seven No. 20 copper wires or strands. This con-

ductor is estimated at 150 feet in length, and is sim-

ply dropped from the little topmast down into the

chart-room window, which is under the bridge and

just back of the wheel house. The manner in which

the conductor enters the chart-room is clearly shown
in Fig. 9. In this illustration it will be noticed

that as the wire approaches the deck and as it

enters the chart-room the insulation is made extra

hea\-j' by rubber tubing and guttapercha stretcher

insulators. The need for this was appreciated

after repeatedly hearing the common warning of the

FIG. 10. MARCONI WIRELESS-TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.
"GROUND connection" ON THE PONCE

Operator in the chart-room, "Keep your head away
from that wire!" This picture shows Marconi
coming out of the chart room.
The "ground" connection, Fig. 10, employed by

Mr. Marconi is simply a bare copper wire, about
No. 6 gauge, run carelessly across the chart-room
floor out onto the deck and over the side of the
vessel down to the iron guard rail on a lower deck,

where it is wound around a support of the deck
and then clamped b\' a nut around the end of a

bolt in the iron framework of the vessel.

Operation of the System.

Mr. Marconi during the day was caught "on the
run," so to speak, and was asked to express in a
rough way on paper his conception of the Hertzian
wave that comes from the vertical wire hanging
from the mast. A card had been prepared by j'our

correspondent with a pencil sketch of the diagram
here shown in Fig. 11, supposed to represent
an upright pole or mast from which hangs the Mar-
coni vertical conductor. Quick as a fiash Marconi
seized the pencil and by a single down-and-up
stroke made tlie two "wave marks" shown in Fig.

12, and with the words "Long waves—like that,"

was off.

As Mr. Marconi was not available, Mr. Densham
was afterward asked to explain this diagram more
fully, and he stated that Fig. 13 gives a more cor-
rect idea of the way the Marconi people conceive
the theoretical appearance of the wave. But just

how the wave might start from the wire was a ques-
tion. Mr. Densham stated further that practice

seemed to prove that the wave was about four times
the length of the wire, as indicated in the diagram,
Remembering, therefore, that the general standard
height of the vertical wire now employed by Mar-
coni is 150 feet, this would make the wave. say. 600
feet as it leaves the 150-foot vertical conductor.
Mr. Densham was asked what was the effect

of an increased spark length or electromotive force;

whether the length of a spark gave an increase of

the distance reached by a message. His answer
was to the effect that it made very little difference

after certain points.

The Marconi people were questioned as to the
methods likely to be employed by Mr. Marconi
in the line of directing the Hertzian waves, but the
answer came with a smile that on this subject they
"had nothing to saj'."

"Iricidentall}', it should be recorded that the first

message sent by the Marconi system of wireless

telegraphy in the United States from on board
steamship Ponce was by Marconi on September
29, 1899, as follows:
V V V.
RU there?
M M yes; here.
M Stand bi a mo.

(Signed) G. Marconi.

During the voyage down the baj' on Tuesday
stock quotations were received on the Ponce and
a number of private telegrams sent to land, to be

curate descriptions of the work being done, and
there was joy on the Ponce when word came back
that everything was working so perfectly that only
a very few seconds separated the chart-room within
which the sending was being done and the office
of the Herald.
During those early moments of the race when

favoring winds filled the sails of the challenger while
the cup defender was floundering a bit uncertainly
in the smooth sea, every breeze was described. The
fifth bulletin read thus;

Shamrock apparently leadinj; slidhlly. Both balloon jibsspill-
ing wind, bnt Shamrock's sail is drawing the better. Course
clear.

It required, says the Herald, one minute and a
quarter to send this dispatch, yet the first three
words, "Shamrock apparently leading." were re-
ceived in New York and given out as a separate
bulletin before the last word, "clear." was sent.

Whenever the Marconi bulletins were posted the
public was less than -j^ seconds behind the yachts
and in manj- cases less than 30 seconds.

Fig. II.

Fig. 12.

MARCONI WIRELESS-

received at the station in charge of W. W. Bradfield

at the Highlands of Navesink.
According to Mr. Redding's report in the New

York Herald, as the yachts got away the following
message, the first concerning the actual race, was
written, and in less than 90 seconds was public prop-
erty in New York:
Race underway, boih yaclits flying mainsails, club topsails,

spinnakers, staysails, jib and jib topsails. Running before wind
down the Jersey coast. Wind about eight knots and freshening.

Following this were bulletins giving more ac-

Fig- 13-

telegraph system.

In Chicago the wireless-telegraph bulletins

were posted hy the Times-Herald, which had a
telegraph operator and instrument in front of its

building on Washington street. The time elapsing
from the sending of the bulletins on the Ponce, at

sea, off the Jersey coast, and the posting of them
in Chicago was from three to seven minutes. The
distance, by space and wire, was about 950 miles.

Among the passengers on board the Ponce dur-
ing the several trips with Marconi were Mrs. George
Westinghouse and Mr. Frank J. Sprague. the lat-

ELECTRICAL DECORATIONS IN NEW YORK.
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ter spending Wednesday on the boat. Mrs. West-
inghouse sent a "wireless" telegram lo Mr. West-
inghouse in Pittsburg. In its report of Thursday's
trip the New York Herald states that several mes-
sages were received on the Ponce. One for Mrs.
George Westinghouse, in answer to the one men-
tioned, read thus:

Mrs. Westinghouse:
Message delivered, I hope you will have a delif^htful day.

My compliments and congratulations to Professor Marconi and
the Herald representative, to whom I feel indebted for the cour-
tesies o£ Tuesday and to-day. Westinghouse.

Frank J. Sprague was out of the chart-room
of the Ponce for only a very few minutes of the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Electrical Illumination at the Chicago
Festival.

The decorations for Chicago's Fall Festival just
ended represented a distinct advance over previous
attempts of the same character. The "Court of
Honor," on State street, between Lake and Van
Buren streets, where most of the decorations were
centered, was artistic in conception and pleasing
in execution. At Van Buren street was erected a
massive arch with heroic figures, representing edu-
cation and industry, and at the Lake street entrance
to the court were built two large pylons, also
adorned with representative figures. Along the

FIG. I. ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATION AT THE CHICAGO FESTIVAL.—COURT OF HONOR AT NIGHT.

trip. He declared himself to be greatly impressed
with the achievements of Mr. Marconi. "He is a
genius," said Mr. Sprague, "and the Herald is to be
congratulated upon its enterprise. As usual, it is

the first to take up and exploit anything in the
world of practical science that is worth exploiting.
Mr. Marconi is far in advance of all others in his

particular line. He is a genius possessed of sound
judgment. I have no doubt that he could send a
message from here to San Francisco were it neces-
sary. On the other hand, I don't believe it will

be necessary. The wireless telegraph will create

a field for itself, just as the electric light did. At
one time it was feared that gas was to be driven
from the field, but it has not been. So the wireless
telegraph will make its own field a broad one with-
out disturbing present plants."
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sides of" the court, spaced 80 feet apart, were Vene-
ti'an masts, and rostral columns marked the corners
of the street intersections. These masts and col-

umns were graceful in themselves, but the lavish

use of incandescent lamps gave the court a par-
ticular brilliancy after nightfall. While the elec-

trical features of this year's decorations were not
as extensive as those of last year during the Peace
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wires being fastened to the buildings on opposite
sides of the street. The work of construction con-
sumed but ID days.
Rubber-covered wire was used throughout for

the electrical wiring. The lamps were of clear glass
and 16 candle power each, and were protected from
the weather by inverted tin cups in the same man-
ner as the lamps used for the street decorations
at the time of the Peace Jubilee a year ago and
described in detail in the Western Electrician at
the time. Current was furnished from the street
mains of the Chicago Edison company and was
controlled by four knife switches in each block
placed in storm boxes in front of the buildings. It
IS stated that the current for the entire 5,000 lights
was switched each evening by four men in the short
lime of 1V2 minutes.

Searchlights were used to play on the arch at
Van Buren street and the pylons at Lake street
two being placed on the buildings near Jackson
boulevard and two near Randolph street. These
lamps had 13-inch lenses, were of 10,000 candle
power each, required 20 amperes of current at 110
volts and were made by the General Electric com-
pany.
At the height of about eight feet above the side-

walk, on each of the Venetian masts and columns
were placed four gas flambeaux. There were over
300 of these used and each consumed 250 feet of
gas an hour.

Fig. I is a night view of the Court of Honor
lookmg south on Slate steet from Randolph street.
Ihe searchlights for the north end of the court
are seen at the left of the picture.
The Court of Honor was first lighted on Wednes-

day evening, October 4th. The illumination was
continued each night of the festival week, between
the hours of 5:30 and 11:30 p. m.
The private electric-light designs were numerous

and elaborate. Nearly every building facing the
Court of Honor was lavishly decorated with flags
and bunting and illuminated at night with electric
lights. The Hub, the Fair. Siegel, Cooper & Co.'s.
Mandel Bros, and the Union Loop displayed
the most striking electrical decorations on State
street, while the Board of Trade, Union League
Club and Chicago Tribune were among the
best decorated buildings on other streets. It is esti-
rnated that upward of 12,000 lights were used
in private displays in the Court of Honor.

Fig. 2 is an illustration of the front of Mandel
Bros.' building at the corner of State and Madison
streets, taken at night. Admiral Dewey's flagship,
the Olympia, formed the principal design. The
ship was S^ feet in length and had an extreme height
of 54 feet, extending over four floors. A line of
footlights below the ship was composed of 105
j6 candle power incandescent lamps. The ship

itself was outlined by 720 eight candle power lamps,
20c red-bulb and 150 blue-bulb lamps being used.
A 10,000 candle power, 35-ampere searchlight was

Electrical Decorations in New York.

To welcome Dewey the corporation and citizens

of New York made elaborate decorations and illumi-

nations, and the electric light was lavishly used.

The most conspicuous feature was the "Welcome
Dewey" sign on the Brooklyn bridge, shown on
page 216. This was truly gigantic. The letters were
36 feet high and the two words were 370 feet long.

In the letter W there were over 1,000 lights, and
the whole sign is said to have contained 8,000 16
candle power lamps. The lamps were suspended
between poles placed on the southern roadway and
held in position with the aid of wire guys. The
lamps w£re connected five in series, the 550-volt
current being taken from the contact rails of the
Bridge electric railway. The lamps used were not
provided with bases, but consisted simply of the
glass bulbs, with short leading-in wires. The butt
of each lamp was stopped with a cork, and the
whole was covered with shellac. Wires were
twisted about the lamps to steady them to prevent
wind breakage.
On the tops of the bridge towers were placed

30-inch searchlights from the New York navy
yard, operated by men of the Brooklyn battalion
of the Naval Militia. To reach the tops of the
towers the men had to climb up rope ladders out-
side the towers, which are 278 feet high.

FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATION AT THE CHICAGO FESTIVAL —THE OLYMPIA ON A STORE FRONT.

Jubilee, they gave a more beautiful and tasteful

effect.

Festoons of incandescent lamps were hung from
supports stretched across the street to the masts
on either side, while at the street intersections two
festoons were crossed diagonally from the corner
buildings. An excellent idea of the arrangement
is given in Fig. i. From 85 to 100 lamps were
strung on each festoon, about 5,000 lights being
thus used between Lake and Van Buren streets.

The festoons were suspended from the center, 58
feet above the street pavement, by means of two
galvanized-iron wires, No. 6, B. & S. gauge, the

placed in the pilot-house of the ship. Portraits of

Dewey and McKinley were outlined by incandes-
cent lights. A total of 1,113 incandescent lamps, all

of 16 candle power, except those on the ship, were
used on the exterior of the building. The power
was furnished from the private plant of the build-

ing and the electrical features of the decorations were
designed by the engineers of the firm.

The lowest bid received by the W^ar Department
for the installation of an electric-light plant at

Napatree Point, R. I., was that of B. O. Ellis of

New York. The amount of the bid was $1,451.
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France and England have been telephonicalli'

united for some years, and now it seems that all

preliminaries have been settled and that telephone

communication will be opened between Paris and
Berlin. The distance between the two cities is

about 750 miles, and the line will probably be the

longest talking circuit in Europe, the St. Peters-

burg-Moscow line now enjo\-ing that distinction.

Perhaps the new avenue of communication will

serve to draw the Germans and the French closer to-

gether, although when one reflects that the line

under the English Channel has had no effect in

softening Anglo-Gallic antipathies, the hope be-

comes a faint one. At any rate, the extension is
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an industrial advance, and as such will be wel-

comed. Whatever increases the means of com-
munication between the nations of the earth must,

in the end, make for progress and enlightenment.

Electric fountains have spouted their illuminated

waters in the United States and France for a decade
and over, but they appear to be a novelty in Eng-
land to judge by the attention paid by the London
newspapers to three that were started at the Cr^'stal

Palace during the summer of this year. Perhaps
the new fountains are exceptionally fine. They
should be good, because they were designed and
erected by an American who has had considerab'e

experience with such decorations, and the electric

pumps that supply the water are of American make.

Incandescent-lamp makers will be interested in

the statement that a Frenchman. L. C. Dumas, has
discovered that an alloy of nickel and steel has
practically^ the same coefficient of expansion as

glass, and may be used as a substitute for platinum
in the leading-in wires of lamps. The proportion
of the metals is said to be: Nickel, 45 per cent.:

steel, 55 per cent. The e.xact composition of the

steel is not stated. If this statement proves to be
true, it will be of considerable importance to man-
ufacturers of lamps, although it will hardly make
the difference in price that some non-technical pub-
lications seem to expect.

Pollak and Virag's method of quick telegraphy
is exciting considerable attention on the continent

of Europe, and it is said that messages have been
exchanged between Budapest and Berlin at the rate

of 70,000 words an hour. This is, of course, a

great improvement in speed over ordinary telegra-

phj'; but it is likely to prove that while the actual

sending of the electrical signals is much faster than

the common methods, the advantage will be lost in

great measure, if not fully offset, by the time and
complication of making the messages ready for the

wire and of translating them into a written lan-

guage at the receiving end. This has been found

tc be the great objection to these "marvels of

telegraphy'' heretofore, and is the reason whj' the

Wheatstone system isin comparatively restricted

use in this count^\^

Some criticism has been directed toward the

language of the resolution recently adopted by the

League of American Municipalities in accepting the

offer of a joint investigation of municipal electric-

lighting plants, made by the National Electric Light

sssociation. The association, in its proposal, sug-

gested public plants as the subject of investigation,

but the league accepted on the condition that pri-

vate installations be included also. On this point

the resolution provides that the investigation is to

extend to "the charges for domestic, commercial

and street lighting, the cost of coal, the wages and

hours of labor in private companies whose condi-

tions are as similar as may be to those of the

public plants examined." It is objected that if this

provision is literallj^ construed, data of importance

will be excluded and the investigation will be a

useless one. Nothing is said in the resolution

about the depreciation of plant, taxes, water sup-

ply- and other items that should fairly enter into

the comparison. But it is to be hoped that the two

investigators, when appointed, will approach the

subject with broad-minded and judicial spirit and

endeavor to present a body of facts of real value.

Neither side should be afraid of the truth. Let us

have the facts.

When a communit}- is infected with the mu-
nicipal-ownership idea some of the people in it get

queer notions. Wyandotte, Micl.'., is such a place.

It wants to know more about a municipal electric-

lighting venture that" is proposed there, and nat-

urally, being near Detroit, applied to Alex Dow for

information. Mr. Dow has studied this municipal-

lighting question from both sides of the fence and

ought to know something about it. The" questions

v.-ere startling. The Wyandotte people wanted to

know if it was possible for an electric-lighting plant,

with subscribers for 4.000 incandescent lights, to be

used, without restriction, with all-night service every

day in the year, with rates at 25 cents a month
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for the first four lights, and all subsequent lights
• at 10 cents a month; and would it be possible
to furnish 50 or 60 arc lights of 2,000 candle power
and have profits of the incandescent lights pay en-
tire costs of the lights upon the streets?

Mr. Dow's airswer was characteristic. "No," he
said; "it would not be possible as long as the city

pays for its materials and labor, and has ordinary
men (not angels) for customers; and to the second
proposition, utterly and absurdly impossible."'

The questions were also put to William H. Fitz-

gerald, who thus answered: "I can scarcely con-
ceive the existence of such conditions as would j
enable a public or private corporation to supply fl
electric-lighting ser\-ice on the terms proposed. I

consider the proposition ven' impracticable. The
second question requires no answer. It is ridicu-

lous." _
Dr. Langlois, president of the Wyandotte Board

01 Public Works, insists, however, that when the
municipal plant is completely finished, it will be
self-supporting, and that the streets will be lighted

free of cost when subscribers are had for 4,000 lights.

\ erily. the calculations of some of the municipal-
ownership advocates are as strange and weird as

glimpses of the moon.

Mr. Marconi and his associates are to be con-
gratulated on the entire success of their work in

transmitting bulletins of the international yacht

races to the shore, from a vessel mo^nng along
the course, by space telegraphy. A complete ac-

count of this interesting accomplishment^ is given

in this issue of the Western Electrician. Bj- the

use of the Marconi system messages from the

Ponce, the vessel fitted with the apparatus, were
received in New York within from one-half to two
minutes of the time of sending on the steamship

on the course. In Chicago the elapsed time of

messages in transit from the Ponce was from three

to seven minutes. In London bulletins were re-

ceived 15 minutes after sending from the steam-

ship. Thus the Marconi messages beat the dis-

patch boats fulh' an hour in time, besides sending

a constant succession of bulletins from the center

of interest on the water. No extended use of car-

rier pigeons appears to have been made, although

this method had been used in former years. Mar-
coni has sent messages at longer distances than

those that obtained off the Jersey coast, but

never before had he shown the value of his s^-stem

in such a practical manner to so large an audience.

The New York Herald, which, with the Chicago

Times-Herald, employed Mr. Marconi, is entitled

to all the renown which its enterprise has won for

it. Some of the New York newspapers seemed to

be jealous of the Herald's coup, but in general

American journals and journalists will rejoice at

the successful demonstration of a decided advance

in methods of transmitting news.

One Aaluable example of the usefulness of space

telegraph^' grew out of the rumor that one of the

large excursion boats, the Grand Republic, had

sunk in the Lower Bay with 2,000 people on board.

Without the Marconi system there would have been

no immediate means of confirming or contradicting

the news, and many persons would have been greatly

distressed. The New York Herald telegraphed the

rumor to ilarconi, who immediateh" answered that

the Grand Republic was all right; that he could

see her and that she was going into the harbor.

This dispatch was, of course, given the greatest

publicit>' and alla^^ed much anxietj-.

The assertion that Prof. A. E. Dolbear of Tufts

College is the original inventor or discoverer of

space telegraphy was put forth during the use of

the Marconi system at the yacht races. It is said

tliat Professor Dolbear has a broad patent on the art

of transmitting messages electrically without wires

and that Marconi is an infringer. Legal proceed-

ings against the Italian are spoken of, although no

actual complaint appears to have been filed in court

as yet. Professor Dolbear says that he sent telegraph

messages without wires as far back as 1SS5 and

1886. near Boston, for distances up to a mile and

a half. But the fact remains that Marconi is the

man who made space telegraphy practicable and a

wonderful success. If a Dolbear system had been

available, the New York Herald would hardly have

sent to England at great expense for men and in-

struments to do the work.
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Marconi's Wireless Telegraphiy.'

Bv W. B. Bradfield.

As is, of course, well known, tlie Marconi system
is worked by means of Hertzian waves, so called

after the late eminent German professor, Heinrich
Hertz, who first experimentally proved their ex-

istence 30 years or so after Clerk Maxwell had
niathematically predicted them.
At his New Jersey station Mr. Marconi employs

the following- apparatus to generate and collect

these waves: The first thing that is apparent to

the observer is a tall mast, 150 feet high, from the

top of which is suspended a wire—it is actually' an

ordinary insulated copper wire, such as is used for

electric-lighting purposes—which "passes through a

window of the operating room and is joined up
inside with thc^^ apparatus. There is nothing strange

ill the appearance of the mast itself, and no effort is

made to clothe this part of the apparatus with

mystery. With regard to apparatus within the

room, simplicity is the most amazing part of it.

The whole apparatus is fixed on a small table about

four feet long and two feet wide, and the battery

for supplying the power is packed underneath it.

This battery consists of -jS dry cells, which are

connected up 14 in series, and seven in derivation,

and is joined up iu parallel with eight accumulator

cells to give a steady current of six amperes. The
actual generator of the waves is an ordinary in-

ductor or Ruhmkorff coil, such as is used for the

production of X-rays, and is capable of giving

a lo-inch spark. Each end of the secondary wind-

ing of this coil is fitted with a sparking rod, to

which is attached a brass ball iVa inches in diameter.

To one of these balls is connected the vertical

wire; the other is joined to earth. With the single

addition of a Morse key in the primary circuit

the transmitting apparatus is complete.

Consider for a moment what happens when this

key is depressed. The immediate and apparent re-

sult is a loud, crackling spark discharge between
the two brass balls, which are adjusted to be about

two centimeters apart The more important result

is that the vertical wire at the moment the spark

passes emits waves which go out into space in

all directions, and continue to do so as long as the

key is depressed. It is quite easy to understand,

therefore, that by depressing the key for a short or

a long period short and long series of waves or

oscillations are emitted, and the Morse alphabet,

which is used in ordinary telegraphy, may be em-
ployed.
The only thing that remains is- to get something

that will pick up and indicate the presence of these

oscillations. .

The apparatus which Marconi employs to do this

is what is commonly known as a "coherer," a

name which is due to Professor Oliver Lodge of

Liverpool. An Italian, named Calzecchi, was the

first to discover the sensibility of coherers and fil-

ings tubes to Hertz w'aves. He found that metallic

filings in a loose state of contact offered an ap-

preciable resistance to the passage of a current. He
found also, however, that on exposing these filings

to the action of Hertzian waves the resistance fell

enormously, but that on shaking them up the re-

sistance was increased again to its original value.

Marconi's coherer works on the same principle,

but is vastly more sensitive and reliable than those
used by Calzecchi, Branly and others.

It consists of a small glass tube about two inches

long, in which two small silver plugs a quarter of

an inch long are tightly fitted and separated from
each other by about one-thirtieth of an inch, the

gap between them being partially filled with a

mi.xture of nickel and silver filings, these metals

having been found to be the most sensitive and reli-

able after a long series of experiments. The coherer

is exhausted to a vacutmi of four millimeters.

So much for the coherer. The rest of the receiv-

ing apparatus is perfectly easy to understand. In

circuit with the coherer is a single dry cell and a

telegraphic relay of the ordinary type. This relay

is used to close the circuit of a local battery, which
works a Morse writing instrument, and also an

electric bell hammer, which strikes the coherer a

smart tap to restore it to its normal high resistance

after it has received an impulse from the distant

transmitter.

To protect the coherer from the too powerful

efl^ects of the local transmitter the whole receiver

is enclosed in a metallic box.
To receive a message all that is now necessary

is to connect the vertical line either directly or

through a small induction coil to one end of the

coherer, the other end of it being connected to earth.

Such is the Marconi apparatus in use at the

Herald's New Jersey land station, and it is in exact

duplicate aboard the steamer Ponce. She has been
specially rigged with a new topmast to give the

same height of wire as that at the land station, and
the instruments are installed in the chart house.

The distance that will have to be bridged will

probably not exceed 35 miles; the apparatus em-
ployed would, however, be capable of sending and
receiving messages at a distance of nearly 80 miles.

The chief factor in determining the distance pos-

sible is the height of the vertical wire. Mr. Mar-
coni finds that by doubling the height the distance

becomes quadrupled. That is. assuming 20 feet

will give one mile, 40 feet will give four miles, 80

I. From ttie New York Herald. Mr. Bradfield is Mr. »far-

coni's assifitant.

feet 16 miles, and so on. There are, of course,
other factors, such as the sensitiveness of the co-
herer and the adjustment of the apjjaratus generally,
but apparently they are not so marked in their ef-

fects.

Why this vertical wire is necessary for long dis-

tances is not very certain. It has been suggested
that the earth's curvature may have something to

do with it. Compare this, however, with Mr. Mar-
coni's results in the English naval maneuvers this

summer, when with 150 feet of wire at each end
he succeeded in telegraphing 75 miles. To do this

the waves must have passed through a "hill" of
water 35 miles long and 700 feet high. More prob-
ably, the vertical wire is necessary because its use
lengthens the waves and propogates them in a
plane vertical to the surface of the earth, and they
are, therefore, less likely to be absorbed by it.

The fact that the waves are lengthened, of course,

causes them to be more penetrative and capable of
affecting a receiver at a greater distance.

Of the working of a wireless-telegraph station

there is not much to say, as it is essentially the same
as that of any other telegraph office. At present
the speed of transmission is rather less; it does not
ordinarily exceed about 15 w-ords a minute, but this

will, of course, increase with time. A call is indi-

cated by a bell which is switched ori during the
reception of a message. As before stated, the tele-

grams are printed in dots and dashes on an ordinary
Morse inker, the operator having merely to read
them from the tape.

The key used is of a slightly different form from
the usual Morse key, the back contact being used
to connect the vertical wire to the receiver, so that

no changing over from the transmitter to the re-

ceiver is necessary after sending a message.

Lieutenant Brumby's Opinion of Elec-
tricity on Warships.

During the recent Dewey celebration in New
York a representative of the Western Electrician

succeeded in getting an expression of opinion from
Lieutenant Brumby, Admiral Dewey's "right-hand
man," on the value of electrical appliances during the

naval battle in Manila Bay. The lieutenant's opinion
was a decided and unequivocal one. In answer to the

newspaper man's question, "What was your opin-

ion of the part played by electricity in the sea-fight

at Manila?" the officer said, in an emphatic manner:
"Electrical apparatus played a very insignificant

and unimportant part on board ship, and almost
every electrical appliance was useless." A moment
lat^, however, Lieutenant Brumby qualified this

broad statement by saying that there were but few
electrical appliances on board the Olympia; but
those that were installed did not operate satisfac-

torily. He added: '"There is no reason, however,
why electrically operated devices should not be
important adjuncts in the operations of naval ves-

sels, if they were only made strong enough."
It should, perhaps, be stated that this was an off-

hand opinion, given at a time when the speaker
was very busy attending to the details of Admiral
Dewey's departure for Washington. It would be
interesting to know just what types of apparatus
met the lieutenant's condemnation owing to their

weakness. And a critical opinion of the value of

searchlights, in particular, would have been of

value. In Cuban waters the searchlight was cer-

tainly an almost indispensable accessory. But the
admiral's assistant had but a minute to spare, and
a detailed conversation was impossible. His tersely

expressed opinion shows, however, that in the

opinion of one naval officer, at least, electrical ap-
pliances have not come up to expectation. But
since the Olympia was fitted considerable advance
has been made in the application of electrical

power on board ship, and it may be that the gal-

lant lieutenant w-ill yet be led to change his opinion.

Dolbear versus Marconi.
It is interesting to observe that at the time Mar-

coni reported the yacht races very successfully for

the New York Herald, the World and other papers
of the happy journalistic family in New York had
much to say about the claims of Professor A. E.

Dolbear of Tufts College, who asserts that he dis-

covered, or invented, space telegraphy away back
in 1885, and has a broad patent to show for it. Mr.
Marconi makes light of Professor Dolbear's
claim. An arrangement w^as made by which the

Dolbear patent w^as not pressed during the yacht
races. Professor Dolbear's son is thus reported:
"We are ready to fight this thing to a finish. If

Marconi undertakes to conduct experiments for the
Navy Department we will at once bring action

against him. He will find himself hemmed in on
every side. The men who are back of us are fight-

ers and have ample capital. Our patent, issued

on October 5, 1885, covers the entire ground. It is

for the art of wireless telegraphy. It- does not mat-
ter what instruments or methods are used. Just
as soon as anybody gets into the field of wireless
telegraphy or telephony he is poaching on our
preserves."
Marconi says that he has taken advice and does

not fear the Dolbear patent. He is going ahead
with his work in this country, he says.

Electrical Achievement In Retrospect.
In the presidential address to the British Asso-

ciation last month Sir Michael I ostcr reviewed the
scientific progress of the closing century. Consid-
ering particularly electrical development, he said:
"At what time did this bright child of the nine-
teenth century have its birth? He who listened
te the small group of philosophers of Dover, who
in I7yg might have discoursed of natural knowledge,
would perhaps have heard much of electric ma-
chines, of electric sparks, of the electric Huid, and
even of positive and negative electricity, for fric-
tional electricity had long been known and even
carefully studied. Probably one or more of the
group, dwelling on the observations which Galvani,
an Italian, had made known some 20 years before,
de\elopcd views on the connection of electricity
with the phenomena of living bodies. Possibly
one of them was exciting the rest by telling how-
he had just heard that a professor at Pavia, one
Volta, had discovered that electricity could be pro-
duced, not only by rubbing together particular
bodies, but by the simple contact of two metals,
and had thereby explained Galvani's remarkable
results. For, indeed, it was in that very j'ear. 179Q,
that electricity as we now know it took its birth.
It was then that Volta brought to light the appar-

'

ently simple truths out of which so much has
sprung. The world, it is true, had to wait for
some 20 years before both the practical and the
theoretic worth of Volta's discovery became truly
pregnant, under the fertilizing influence of another
discovery. The loadstone and magnetic virtues had,
like the electrifying power of rubbed amber, long
been an old story. But save for the compass, not
much had come from it And even "Volta's discovery
njight have lortg remained relatively barren had it

been left to itself. When, however, in 1819, Oersted
made known his remarkable observations o'n the
relations of electricity to magnetism, he made- the
contact needed for the flow ofa new current of ideas.
And it is. perhaps, not too much to say that those
ideas, developing during the years of the rest of
the century with ever-accelerating swiftness, have
wholly changed man's material relations to the
circumstances of life, and at the same time carried
him far in his knowledge of the nature of things."

Chicago Elevator Ordinance.
If an ordinance passed by the Chicago City Conn-

ed on October 5th becomes a law, all elevator op-
erators will be required to be licensed. The ordi-
nance provides for a board of examiners, appointed
by the mayor, to consist of two competent, practical
men engaged as elevator conductors and one prac-
tical man engaged in the business of building ele-
vators or elevator safety appliances. This board
shall issue licenses, after examination, and prosecute
violations of the ordinance. There are two classes
of licenses—for registered conductors and for regis-
tered apprentices. The former must be 2i vears old
or over and the latter not less than 18 years old. The
fee for conductors' licenses is $2 and for apprentices
SO cents. No elevator, passenger or freight, may
be operated by a person not licensed. Apprentices
are allowed to operate elevators only under the
eye of a registered conductor for a period of six
months from the date of the certificate. Penalities
are provided against both elevator operators and
building owners or lessees who infringe the terms
of the ordinance.

Electric Railway in Bordeaux.
American manufacturers of electric-railway ap-

paratus are advised by Consul Tourgee that the
Tram and Omnibus company of Bordeaux, France,
a company having the exclusive right to operate
street cars and omnibuses in that city, has recently
sold out to a new company, which will operate
under a new charter. It is understood that the old
company is to receive 12,000,000 francs ($2,316,000)
for its property and rights for the unexpired term
of its charter. The former company -\vas English,
with headquarters in London; the new one is Frencfi.
The chairman of the board of directors is M. Mercet,
10 rue de Londres, Paris. It is understood that the
service will be extended and that the new company
will at once proceed to substitute electric poiver
for animal power, which has been used heretofore.
Information can be obtained by addressing M.
Bretherton, managing director. Tram and Omnibus
company, rue Tivoli, Bordeaux. France.

The Anderson & Middleton Lumber company of

Aberdeen, Wash., has applied for a franchise for

an electric-light plant.

Ohio Electric Light Association.
The fifth annual meeting of the Ohio Electric

Light association was held in Cleveland on October
loth and nth. The programme included the fol-
lowing-named papers: "A Few Suggestions to the
Managers of Small Central Stations," by George
Hayler, Jr.. Van Wert, O.; "The Evolution of the
Steam-turbine Dynarrio," by Leon Le Pontios,
Cleveland: "Street Lighting by Direct and Alter-
nating Currents," by M. E. Turner, Cleveland;
"The Arc-lamp Department of Central-station Busi-
ness" (street lighting), by H. W. Hillman,
Schenectady, N. Y.; "A New Compensated Revolv-
ing-field Alternator," by H. G. Reist, E. E..
Schenectady, N. Y'. A lecture, "Demonstration of
Liquid Air." by Charles E. Tripler, was announced
for Thursday evening.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.

[From the Miaoeipolis correspoodeat of che WesLern Elec-
tric iao. J

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company ex-

plained to the satisfaction of the St. Paul Board

of Assembly that its tearing up a certain street

before the permission had been granted by that

body was through error rather than intention. The
company has i,ioo instruments placed, ic,ooo feet

of loo-hne cable put in conduits, a $16,000 switch-

board making ready for use and is wiring for 300

additional instruments.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has postponed the erection of its new building in

Grand torks, N. D., until spring, owing to inabil-

ity to get the necessary supplies this fall.

It was reported in Minneapolis that the druggists

who allowed the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change company to place slot machines in their

stores received no bills. As these machines have

been operated during the treaty of peace with the

druggists, without using the slots, it would indicate

that they were favored by free service. The com-
pany denies that any have been given free service

and says if they have not received the regular

bills, it is owing to error and not intention.

The Hutchinson (Minn.) Telephone company has

concluded to wait for lower prices on telephone

supplies before enlarging its switchboard.

The Chamberlain (S. D.) Telephone company has

its metallic-circuit system in w-orking order and
it proves a great improvement over the old system.

The Iowa, Dakota and Minnesota Telephone
company- has been incorporated at l^jioux Falls, S.

D., by T. A. Potter, S. P. Hesley, B. C. W'ay of

Britt, la., and Joseph Kirby and J. E. McMahan
of Sioux Falls. Capital stock, $500,000.

G. H. Pennison proposes to establish a local

telephone exchange at Elk River, Minn.
Charles Edwards, manager of the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company's office in St. Cloud,

Minn., has been promoted to manager of the sys-

tem of Fargo, N. D., and Moorhead, Minn. He is

succeeded by B. B. Mason, late of the Minneapolis
office.

C. H. Hudson succeeds D. R. Craig as manager
of the Mississippi Valley Telephone company's
office in Minneapolis, ilr. Craig has returned to

Keokuk, la.

The Iowa Telephone company wdll make im-
provements and extensions to its system at Daven-
port, la,, and the connections w'ith Rock Island

and Moline, 111., to cost $100,000, it is said.

The president of the Mutual Telephone company
of Des Moines, la., denies the report that the Bell

interests will secure that company's system.

The County Telegraph and Telephone company
has been organized at Waterloo, la., -with $150,000
capital stock.

A telephone franchise was voted at Moulton, la.,

and the local company began work at once on the

sj-stem.

The Iowa Telephone company is building a toll

line from Ottumwa, la., to Hedrick, la.

The Iowa Telephone companj- has combined its

Charles Citj' and Mason City districts into one
district, of which Dr. D. Stuart of Mason City will

be manager.
Charles M. Dougherty, w^ho has been manager

of the Wood Count}'- Telephone company at Marsh-
field, Wis., has resigned to accept the position of

lineman for the same compan}-. A. W. Bryant of

Merrill, Wis., succeeds him.

The People's Telephone company of New Rich-
mond. Wis., has been sold to Dr. Epley of that city.

Eden Vallej% ilinn., now has connection with
Litchfield, its count>' seat. Improvements are be-

ing made to the local sj^stem in Litchfield also.

The Faulkton {S. D.) telephone exchange has

been formed to install and operate a local system.

The Bell interests in Eau Claire, Wis., made ad-

vance in rates October 1st, somewhat to the dis-

gust of the patrons there. There is some talk of

an Independent company, but it does not seem
to amount to much. The advance was 25 per cent.

The manager of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange company in Minneapolis, C. P. Wainman,
has addressed two epistles to the public. In one
he asks the co-operation of his patrons in the use
of the identification cards, w^hich are to be pre-

sented w^hen it is desired to use a strange telephone.

In the second he gives the company's side of the

contest wath the druggists, and charges that the
druggists' wires were crowded with frivolous con-
versation from "mashers and deadbeats."

The Mutual Telephone company has been granted
a franchise in Moulton, la.

The E. H. Martin Telephone company of Web-
ster City, la., is reported to have made a deal with
the Iowa Telephone company, by which a metallic

circuit is to be run from Algona. la., to Luverne,
la., and exclusive connection made with the West-
ern Electric, which will soon have a metallic cir-

cuit south to Luverne.
The Home Telephone company has been formed

by local investors at Ida Grove, la., and will pro-
ceed to install an exchange. C. H. Smith of Ode-
bolt, la., has been about to put one in, but it is

expected arrangements will be made to purchase the
materials he has on hand for use in the new ex-
change.
The Billings and Musselshell telephone line is

now complete between those cities in Montana.
It is So miles long.

Blagovestchensk Boasts of Its Tel -

phones.
In the course of his travels in Siberia a Chicago

Record correspondent tarried at Blagovestchensk,
which he describes as a livelj'^ and tj'pical Siberian
cit3'. The telephone service attracted his attention

and he thus describes it: "The proudest boast of

Blagovestchensk is its telephone system. The
telephone w-ires at Vladivostok and Khabarovk are
for military use. The Blagovestchensk line has 230
subscribers, who pay an annual fee of 80 rubles

(,$40). and are allowed all the switches the\- want.
In the central office are several girls of meek as-

pect and weary faces, who look as if the Russians
were as exacting and impatient in matters tele-

phonic as are Americans. When the Russians ring
up central .they have to say 'hello' the same as

the American, and when we heard their calls we
felt partially consoled for our tedious task of

memorizing Russian words. The telephones were
marked 'Ericsson, Stockholm,' and the boxes were
prettj" specimens of inlaid woodwork."

Litigation in Rochester.

In Rochester John A. Barhite. plaintiff in the

action brought against the Home Telephone com-
pan3- of that citj^ has filed exceptions to the de-

cision of Justice Dunwell. These exceptions are

taken to the conclusions of" law. The appeal is

taken from Justice Dunwell's decision or judgment
in sustaining the Home company's demurrer to

Mr. Barhite's complaint. The purpose of the ac-

tion is to set aside the franchise granted by the

Common Council to the Home companj' and to

enjoin it permanently from using the franchise.

As no temporarj-- injunction was obtained, the

Home compan}^ has the right to proceed with its

plans. Both parties wmII have to wait for the next
term of the Appellate Court before the argument
is heard.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Good News from Duluth.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

Presuming that 3'our readers would like to be
apprised of the state of the Independent telephone
movement in this part of the country, I may state

that the Zenith City Telephone company has sold

$145,000 of its capital stock of $200,000. largely' to

Duluth business men, and that amount has all been
paid in. All the stock we want to offer now is

$15,000 more, which will complete our system of

1,000 telephones and without one dollar of indebt-

edness—all copper-wire, metallic circuits with mul-
tiple switchboard and long-distance telephones.

W'e expect to be in operation with 1,000 telephones

in December. We have that man^- contracts now,
and 50b in Superior, where we expect to be in

operation at that time. We will set several hun-
dred men to work next week w'iring buildings, etc.

On both sides of the bay our contracts for tele-

phones are all on five years' time. The people are
all enthusiastically for the new companies, and
demonstrate it by their co-operation.

R. H. EVANS.
Duluth. October 2, 1899.

Effect of Cold on Telephone Wires.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician;

Thinking it may be of interest to the readers of

your journal, I will describe a queer case of trouble
we have just experienced. The line in question
is an iron-metallic one, 20 miles long, with eight
stations cut in, part being farmers' residences.

Nearly every evening at about nine o'clock the
line would go "short" as far as signaling was con-
cerned, and in the morning between seven and nine
the trouble would clear up. As the line was a
bridged one. using coils with loo-ohm secondaries,
the natural conclusion was that some person be-
came tired of his bell ringing at night and left his

receiver off. All users denied this charge, how-
ever, and we were at considerable trouble in locat-

ing the difficulti".. and would have been still longer
in the dark were it not for the recent cold snap.

In cutting in the Ordinary transpositions the up-
per cross-connecting w-ire had been left arcing up.

with a height of about two inches, and in "cinching"
it on, the line had been given a twist so that when
the cold of the night tightened the line, the spring
of the wire w-ould cause the arc to reverse, thus
crossing with the lower wire. When the line ex-
panded to a certain point, the arc would again re-

verse, thus clearing the line.

F. N. AVERILL.
Traverse City, Mich., October 2, 1S99.

Chicago Telephone Company.
It is said that the Chicago Telephone company

will spend a million dollars within the next year
in extending and improving its S3'Steni. The com-
pany now has three large downtown exchanges

—

Main, Central and Harrison. The main building
at Washington and Franklin streets has been more
than doubled in capacity this 3'ear, and a branch-
exchange building on the West Side, known as
"Monroe," on Sangamon street, near Madison, is

nearing completion. In addition contracts have
been let for the erection of five other buildings,
of a uniform type, for branch exchanges. These
will be named and located as follows: North, 271-

75 Chicago avenue; Lake View, 1197-99 Sheffield
avenue; West, 22 Seelej- avenue; Yards. 4122-26
Lnion avenue; Wentw-orth, 6308-10 Stewart avenue.
The underground and other construction work
needed for the centering of the wires in these new
buildings has been substantially completed, and the
work in hand forms part of the general plan of the
company in view during the process of reconstruc-
tion, which was to provide for the operation of
50,000 telephones in Chicago. The buildings are
to be completed and the new apparatus installed
early next year, and the lines in the various districts

will be transferred to them at that time. Orders
were placed and arrangements made for the various
pieces of real estate originally with the expectation
of opening the offices this fall, but the Western Elec-
tric company, on account of the unprecedented
amount of telephone apparatus now being made,
was unable to complete the switchboards.

Competition in Niagara Falls.

The new Independent teiephone company re-
cently organized for Niagara Falls is giving the
Bell company a big push for business. The home
company has all its poles ready for erection, and
it will have its exchange in the Arcade building.
Niagara Falls people have become thoroughU-
disgusted with the Bell methods and high prices,

and they welcome the new company, its enterprise,
moderate rates and improved service promised, with
open arms. The Bell people have commenced ad-
vertising in the local papers for business—a thing
they were never before known to do. Thej- also
promise better service and cheaper rates, but the
old patrons of the company are still paying old
prices, which are far bej.ond what the}- should be.
In Niagara Falls the Independent telephone move-
ment, apparently, has an exceedingly bright fiiture.

Major A. G. H. Hardwicke is one of the local men
who seek to free the people from moncpoW's grasp.

SUBSCRIBERS AND RATES.
Baltimore subscribers of the Chesapeake and

Potomac Telephone company complain bitterly of
wretched ser\-ice. It is said that subscribers have
been known to ring their telephone bells even 10
minutes w-ithout receiving an answer.

Mrs. Mar>' A. Slocum of Indianapolis has
brought suit for $150 damages against the Central
Union Telephone company. She says the operators
refuse to answer her calls. ,The manager of the
exchange claims it must have been due to trouble
on the lines, as the operators could not discriminale
even if they wished to.

A dispatch from Chippewa Falls, Wis., states

that that citj- is now practically w-ithout telephone
service. As the result of a raise in rates by the
Wisconsin Bell Telephone company a concerted
movement was inaugurated among business men,
all agreeing to order the" telephones out. The
business men say a new system will be built.

EXTENSIONS AND IIVIPROVEIWENTS.
The new central exchange of the New York and

New Jersey Telephone company in South Orange
is completed- The wires in the township have been
put under ground and connected with the central

station.

Plans for the five-story, fireproof, steel structure

to be erected by the Maryland Telephone and Tele-
graph company at a cost of $125,000 have been com-
pleted. An improved switchboard with a capacity
for 6.000 telephones and costing S150.000 will be
installed. The new plans also include the erec-
tion of six supplementary exchanges in different

parts of the city, each with a capacity of about 1,000

telephones.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Standard Telephone and Electric companj^

of Madison, Wis., is doing an extensive business.

A local writer says: 'T have watched these works
verj^ man}- times since they started up, but a great

surprise met me a few days ago when going through
with officials Batchelder, Nate and Quinn. Talk ol

business! Well. I hadn't seen such hustling for

a long season. They are finishing up and packing
goods for Honolulu! They had sent box after box
to various points in the East Indies: in fact, the

shipping books show thaf goods manufactured in

this house go to all parts of the civilized world."
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Electric Vehicles for the Army.
For the first time in the history of the United

States a contract has been placed and executed for

electric automobiles, three in number, designed for

the Signal Corps of the United States Army, ex-
pressly under the specifications of the chief signal

officer.

Two wagons are made like that shown in Fig. i

and are designed to carry the Signal Corps' various
instruments and paraphernalia, and one wagon (Fig.

J) is designed for the ofiicers of the Signal Corps
to ride in.^

The equipment of the first-mentioned wagons in-

Exhibits at the Export Exposition.

In some respects the showing of electrical ma-
chinery and appliances that occupies so large a
part of the southern wing of the main exhibition
building at the Philadelphia Export Exposition is

unique. Most of the manufacturers have designed
their exhibits especially to catch the eye of for-

eign buyers, who are expected to be present in

large numbers during the month of October.
Consequently, the electrical display takes on the
general character of the exhibition and differs

from what would be seen in a purely domestic
exhibition. Each particular market ha.> its pe-

FIG. I. ELECTRIC VEHICLES FOR THE ARMY —SIGNAL-CORPS WAGON.

eludes 40 cells of storage battery of sufficient capac-

ity, it is said, to run the vehicles 30 miles on one
charge of the batteries when carrying 1,500 pounds
of transportation load. The motor equipment con-
sists of two 3Vii horse power motors, one attached di-

rectly and independently to each rear wheel, ihey
are so wound and designed that they can be worked
on grades and bad roads as high as six horse power
each, which would mean a maximum horse-power
capacity of 12 horse power for each wagon, the

batteries being of sufficient size to work at that

point for temporary work.
The maximum speed' of the vehicle is 10 miles

an hour. A notable feature is the entire absence

of anything like bicycle construction. Every piece

of ironwork in the vehicle, from start to finish, was
hand-forged. The wheels were especially designed

and made with steel hubs, the inside of which form
receptacles for the ball bearings, as it was found
that iron hubs were not adequate to this work.

Solid hard-rubber tires, 2^ inches in diameter, have
been used.

While similar in appearance to delivery wagons,

the interior arrangement is constructed after army
specifications. The space is accessible from both
rear and front, and doors are supplied, which, when
the wagons are not in use, lock everything securely

in their interior.

These army wagons are finished in olive green

in both body and gear, without any form of orna-

ment or striping, being painted as near the color

of grass and foliage as possible, so that they wi 1

not be conspicuous to the enemy in the field. They
are fitted up with electric light? in the side lan-

terns, and. in the larger vehicles, in the interior

also, and it is understood that later a new form of

searchlight will be added to the equipment, for us?

as occasion may require.

The waa:ons were turned out complete from 'he

shcps of fhe Woods Motor Vehicle ccmnany of Chi-

cago, which was av/arded the contract by the gov-

ernment.

culjarities, and those manufacturers who meet these
naturally have an advantage over those who do
not. One of the purposes of the exposition is to
teach the manufacturer the art of international
trading; to show him what goods are in demand
in certain countries where he desires to put his

productions on sale, and to show him how goods
must be packedj marked and shipped to meet the
requirements of the different markets.
That the electrical industry is alive to the im-

four large signs, at the top of the stand, carry
the company's name in red electric lights. The
exhibits consist of a constant-current transformer,
an "M P 4-15-400" generator to run motors, fans,
etc., small instruments and a new type of allernat-
ing-scrics arc lamp. A sewing machine run by a
small electric motor attracts the attention of the
ladies to the General Electric booth. The exhibit
was installed by J. J. Lowthlan, who will continue
in charge throughout the period of the exposition.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible company, whose

graphite products are so extensively used in the
electrical industry, has a fine exhibit of graphite
in its crude and manufactured state.

A very poular exhibit, and one that is attracting
much attention among the foreign visitors, is that
of the International Correspondence Schools ol
Scranton. Fa. H. D. Judd is on hand and gives
a lucid description of the methods of the school
in teaching electrical engineering, telephony and
telegraphy.

Pavtrick, Carter & Wilkins of Philadelphia, man-
ufacturers of electrical house goods, have a very
complete exhibit of annunciators, household elec-
trical fittings, supplies, etc., that will undoubtedly
appeal to prospective purchasers from abroad. The
firm's patent needle annunciator, which is exten-
sively used throughout this country and the Br't-
ish provinces, combines a notable simplicity of
construction with a uniformly perfect performance.
The firm's circular traces the history of lightning
in the following words: "1752—Called down from
the clouds by Dr. Benjamin Franklin. 1844

—

Captured, sent to school and taught to read and
write by Professor Samuel F. B. Morse. 1899

—

Thoroughly trained in the perfect performance of
manifold household duties by. Partrick, Carter &
Wilkins."
The exhibit of the Cutter company of Philadel-

phia is an impressive one. It consists of a great
variety of I-T-E circuit-breakers, covering almost
every type of machine that is in use to-day. This
concern makes a specialty of alternating-current
circuit-breakers for high-potential work.
Adjoining the Cutler stand is the exhibit of the

Jandus Electric company of Cleveland, O., com-
prising 42 Jandus enclosed arc lamps. This type
of lamp represents one of the greatest advances
that has been made in the art of lighting since the
introduction of* the commercial arc. A fluent
talker explains the lamp to everyone who wishes
to see how it works.
The exhibit of the Standard Underground Cable

company of Pittsburg is contained in four hard-
wood cases, and comprises wires and cables for
electrical uses, including street-railway, telephone,
electric-light and power, and telegraph and fire-

alarm purposes. The assortment of wire is large
and attracts favorable attention.

One of the exhibits which is quick to catch the
eye is that of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing
company of St. Louis. It consists of a handsome
marble switchboard and several transformers for

lighting, power transmission and motor work.

Chicago Street-railway Valuations.

The figures on personal-property valuations of

some of the street-railway companies of Chicago,

?s made by the assessors and revised by the Board
ri Review for the current year, are as follows:

Chicago City Railway company S5.0co.oo0

West Chicago Street Railroad company 3,992.500

North CHicago Street Railroad company 3^297.500

Chicag" Consolidated Traction company 421,000

North Chicago Electric Transit company 175.000

North Chcago Electric R^ilw-y company 45.000

Chicago and North ?hore Street Railway crnipany 35.000

Chicago and Jefferson Urban Traction company 75,000

Ogden Street Railway company 30,000

These figures do not include real-estate valuations.

FIG. 2. ELECTRtC VEHICLES FOR THE ARMY, 1RA.P FOR OFFICERS.

The council of Wausau. Wis., is considering the

establishment of a municipal electric-lighting plant.

The estimated cost is $22,000.

portance of the vast markets for American elec-

trical machinery and appliances that are presented

by the nations of the world is attested by the cor-

dial indorsement and co-operation given the ex-

position by the electrical fraternity.
* Occupying a commanding position in the south
pavilion of the main building is the exhibit of the

John A. Roebling's Sons company of New York.
A ivVi line of iron, steel and copper wire, wire
rope and insulated wire of every description is

shown. Mr. U. G. Tingley is in charge.

A large number c-f colored electric lights mark
the exhibit of the General Electric company, the

booth being completely studded with them, while

These are operated everj' day and prove of much
interest to visiting' electricians.

One of the most prominent and interesting ex-
hibits in the south pavilion of the main building
is that of the Otto Gas Engine Works of Phila-
delphia. Besides having in operation two 60 horse
power engines, one of the regular commercial type
furnishing po^\er for the exposition, this concern
is also showing a special engine, driving a gen-
erator for lights, motors, etc.; also a 15 horse
power gas engine, driving a small dynamo, for
lighting the exhibit.

The Helios Electric company of Philadelphia
has a comprehensive exhibit of the well-known
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Helios arc lights, as well as those of the Helios-

Upton alternating constant-current type. George

E. Breet is in charge of the exhibit.

In the Transportation building the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works and the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing companj- have placed a notable ex-

hibit, in the shape of an electric shifting locomotive.

This locomotive weighs 25 tons and is a double-

endcr. with two headlights. It is equipped with

two Westinghouse motors, each of 50 horse power,

geared one to each axle. It has a drawbar power

of 8,000 pounds, and can haul about 20 loaded cars

on a level road. It takes its current from a wire

by means of two trolleys, so as to guard against

breaking the current by the trolley jumping from

the wire. The wheels are 33 inches in diameter

and the wheel base is 16 feet. The Bald\yin com-

pany has built 75 electric locomotives within the

last ]8 months, 11 of them being, like the one

exhibited, for switching purposes, and the others

for use in mining operations. Some of these were

for Japan, Hawaii and elsewhere abroad, while

the government has three of them in use at tiit

Indian Head proving grounds.

Electric motors for operating various exhibits

are the vogue at the exposition. Among the uses

to which they are put are the operation of a cider

press, a sew'ing machine, a cash register, while

one concern uses a motor in an alkali demonstra-

tion.

The exhibit of Queen & Co. of Philadelphia

is made prominent in the evening by some startling

eflects with Geissler tubes. The name of the firm

is flashed in brilliant apple-green light in script let-

ters from its showcase, and a combination of tubes,

of various colors and form.s, frames the exhibit

displayed on the wall. The high voltage is pro-

duced by a 15-inch -spark induction coil. Queen's
self-regulating X-ray tubes are shown in several

sizes.

The showing of automobiles at the National Ex-
port Exposition is rather small, consisting of four

different makes of vehicles, two propelled by elec-

tricity and two by steam.

The General Electric Automobile company of

Philadelphia has a representative showing of ve-

hicles, consisting of a delivery wagon, a truck, a

brougham and a runabout. These various vehicles

are operated by means of a storage battery, the

charge lasting for a run of about 40 miles, it is

said.

Roach & Barnes, Philadelphia agents for the

Waverley Bicycle compan}-, have a sample automo-
bile, made by this concern, on exhibition. It is

also of the storage-battery tj'pe, the battery being
located in the rear of the bod^^ of the vehicle and en-

closed in a substantial and compact compartment.
The battery has to be recharged every 40 miles of

travel.

The Locomobile companj^ of America shows the

Stanley steam wagon, several different types being
exhibited. The propelling power is steam, generated
from gasoline.

The Oakman Vehicle company exhibits a vehicle

equipped with a Hertel motor, steam being the

propelling power.

COMMUNICATION.

Telegraph Line to Dawson City.

The Dominion government Telegraph Department
of Canada announces the completion of the tele-

graph line from Skaguay, Alaska, to Dawson Citj-,

Northwest Territoo% and that messages can now be
accepted be^'ond Seattle, Wash., at the following
rates:

Each
Ten Addiiional
Words. Word.

Skaguay. Alaska $o 35
Bennett. N. W. T 1 35 5 cents
Cariboo Crossing. N. W. T i S5 10 cents
Taaisb. N. W. T i 95 10 cents
Miles Canyon, N. W. T 2 10 10 cents
White Horse, N. W. T 3 ro 10 ctnts
Lower Labarge, N. W. T 2 35 15 cents
Hootelinqaa, N. W. T - 2 60 15 cents
Five Finder, N W. T 3 35 20 cents
Fort Selkirk. N. W. T 3 S5 20 cents
Daws - n City, N. W. T 4 35 20 cents

The company further announces a press rate be-
tween Skaguay and Bennett of one cent a word,
with the minimum charge of 75 cents, togeiher
with an additional charge of 35 cents a message for

the steamer carnage between Seattle and Skaguay.
The line is a little over 600 miles in length and,

with the exception of 41 miles from Skaguay to
Lake Bennett, constructed by the White Pass Rail-

road company, v.as built entirely b}- the Dominion
government. With the opening of the Skagua}'-
Dawson line there still remains a gap of i.ooo miles
between Alaska and the Puget Sound country.
This is at present covered by steamships in from
three to five davs.

Barton—Ruse.
Mr. Enos M. Barton, president of the Western

Electric company of Chicago, and Miss Man' Rust,
daughter of Major Henry A. Rust, chancellor of
the University of Chicago, were married in Lon-
don. England, on October 6th. Mr. Barton is one
of the leading business men of Chicago, having
teen connected with the Western Electric company.
A\hich has been ven." succesi-ful. since its organiza-
tion. His first wife died some time ago, leaving
him with three children. Mr. and Mrs. Barton
will, it is believed, spend the winter in foreign
travel.

Unipolar Motor.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

In a recent editorial in the Electrical World and
Engineer (September 9th) entitled "Wasted Effort,"

there are a number of statements to which I would
like to take exception.
The first impression made by this editorial is

that the writer takes an exceedingly pessimistic

view of the possibilities of progress; it appears, in-

deed, as if he would exclaim, "We have now ar-

rived at the top notch of perfection; it is useless

to trj' to go any farther." This is, of course, true

for a few articles of commerce, such, for instance, as

candles, which, have been gradually and slowly

perfected from the original tallow-dip to the paraf-

fin or stearin candle of our day. The stearin candle

is no doubt perfect—as a candle; but what about
the electric light? The best illuminant of present

development is not a candle; it is something essen-

tially' different- In the same way, to extend the

analogy, it is very probable that the perfect dynamo
or motor of the future will not resemble our pres-

ent types any more than the electric light resembles
the candle.

The criticism of the article is directed against

the proposed unipolar dynamo of Mr. James
Asher. Mr. Asher assumes that if a straight cyl-

indrical bar magnet be turned around its geo-
metrical axis, the "lines of force'" will also turn;

whereas, actually, the "lines of force" will remain
stationan.' in space. This misconception is proba-
blv founded on the idea of "lines of force" as some-

UNIPOLAR MOTOR.

thing tangible or existing, instead of a mere mathe-
matical expression of electromagnetic ether stresses.

In criticizing the wasted effort of A'arious in-

ventors, the editorial writer gives an example that

destroys his own argument. He cites the case of

the rotar>^ engine as a parallel to the unipolar dy-
namo, in face of the fact that engines of the roiary
(or turbine) t\'pe have come to stay, and will ulti-

mateW displace all other t3-pes. The fact that many
failed where a few succeeded does not prove chat

the efforts of the many were wasted. On the

contrary, we must consider these failures as neces-

.'^ary factors in the success, built and, founded upon
them.
The editorial critic takes the position that, as

the present type ol dynamos has already attained

such a degree of efficiency that the remaining mar-
gin of improvement is of no \alue commercialh^
any attempt to improve it in other respects must
be a waste of effort. He states that he is "not
aware that an^^ claim has been made that a unipolar
dynamo could be constructed more cheaply than
one of corresponding capacity of another t^-pe cr

that it would be cheaper to operate.". Such a claim
I now wish to put forth. I will briefly describe a

"continuous-pole" motor of my constrtiction. wh"ch
I consider cheaper to build than the present type,

lighter and equally as efficient. I constructed it

with special reference to direct connection to ma-
chine tools.

The proposed motor will be built in sections,

each section taking about 22 volts, and as each
section can be treated practically as an independent
motor, this feature makes it suitable for automo-
biles, w'here the storage batteries generalh"^ are ar-

ranged to give 22. 44 and SS volts. It can also

be arranged for any voltage, simph'- by adding
sections.

Referring to the drawing. (A) represents the end
plates, which carr\^ the spring roller bearings (B).

Anv other form of bearing can, of course, be used.

but will d^t be so nearly frictionless. (C) is an
adjusting bearing, for the purpose of accurately
centering the armature in the field. The end plates
and sections are held together by bolts (D). The
field is formed of the iron rings (E) and the coils
(F), which are perfectly circular and wound so
that the lines of force will have the same direction
through all. Contact is established between (G)
and (I), by means of small spirals (H) of phosphor-
bronze. (J) is the laminated armature, made up
of a band of annealed iron wound in spiral on the
sleeve (K), and with a steel ring shrunk on outside.
(L) is the shaft on which is a pinion or pulley (not
shown) for transmitting the power. (M) is the
stationarj' winding going from periphery to center,
and {N) the movable winding going from center
to periphery. By the reaction between these wind-
ings and the magnetic field the motor is operated.
The motor is intended to run at a comparatively
high speed—about 4,000 revolutions per minute for
the three-fourths horse power size shown. [Actual
size is shown by the accompanying scale in inches.]
The claims i would make for a motor of this

kind are: First—Its low cost of manufacture. It
consists of ver\' few and simple parts, repeated a
great number of times, and it will weigh about one-
quarter as much as the present tvpe. while the cost
per pound would be about the 'same. Further, it

has cast windings and straight cylindrical exciting
coils, which do not require any skill in winding.
Second—Its lightness and small space are due partly
to the high speed and partly to the compact de'-
sign of the magnetic circuit. Tlurd—It is possible
tc vary the speed within wide limits without waste-
ful resistances, simply by couphng the elements
like so m.any galvanic batteries, at 2S volts each.
Fourth—It can be made to run economicallv on verv-
low Speeds and, at the same time, bv a' different
coupling of elements, be capable of enormous
overloads at increased speed.
The principle on which this motor works is the

same as that of Faraday, and the principal innova-
tion is in the use of cast windings and a laminated
armature, together with the current collector, which
maintains the contact by a rolling phosphor-bronze
spring. M. j. EICHHORN.

Chicago. October 6, 1899.

Electrical Machinery for St. Louis.

From ihe works of the Westinghouse company
another large generator has been shipped to the
Missouri-Edison Electric company, St. Louis. Mo.
This generator has a capacity of 500 horse power,
alternating current, in two-phases of 1,100 volts
each, at 7,200 alternations per minute. W'esting-
bouse machinery is well known in St. Louis, as
that cit3^ was a pioneer in using alternating current,
and Westinghouse generators have been in constant
use there since 1SS9. The power station of the Mis-
souri company contains 16 Westinghouse gener-
ators, aggregating over 10,000 horse power, three
cf them being 2,000 horse power each. These large
machines are 14 feet high, the revolving armatures
measuring 10 feet in diameter, with a weight of
80,000 pounds. These armatures act as flywheels
to their engines, being built upon the engine shafts.
The Missouri company possesses one of the largest
electric-lighting plants in the country. There are
in St. Louis a large number of users of electric
power for commercial purposes, such as for elevator
service, pumping, driving ventilating fans, and for
the mechanical arts. As the demand for electric
current is said to exceed the supply, further machin-
ery is secured from the Pittsburg manufacturers.

Chicago Electrical Association.

For the fall and winter season the Chicago Elec-
trical association has arranged the following pro-
gramme of papers:
October 6, 1899. "Underground Conduits for Elec-

trical Conductors," C. H. Sewall. John A. Roeb.ing's
Sons company; October 20th, "Relay and Multiplex
Telephony," H. P. Clausen, American Electric
Telephone company; November 3d. "The Develop-
ment of Constant-current Arc Lighting," H. M.
Biebel. Western Electric company: November 17th,

"The Design of Fusible Cut-outs." Benjamin H.
Giover. Electrical Bureau of the National Beard
of Fire L'nderwriters: December ist. "Alternating-
current Arc Lighting." E. P. Warner. Western
Electric company: December 15th. "Electric Me-
ters," Edward S. Halse^*, Chicago Edison company:
January- 5. 1900. "Modern Construction of Dynamo-
electric Machinery." H. R. King. Western Electric
company: January 19th. "The Arnold System of

Power-station Construction." Bion J. Arnold.
The meetings are held in rooms 1736-1741 Monad-

nock block, beginning at 8 p. m.

Wattmeter Patent Litigation.

On September 29th service was made in a

suit brought b}' the Stanley Instrument company
against the General Electric cornpan^- for alleged

infringement of the Stanley patent No. 423.210,

dated March 11. 1890. on alternating-current watt-

meters. The Stanley Instrument company claims

that this patent is fundamental and covers broadh'
induction wattmeters. This suit is brought before

the Federal Court in Massachusetts.
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Series Arc Lighting from Constant-cur-
rent Transformers.'

Bv William Lispe.nard Robb.

In all long-distance transmissions of electricity,

and when large areas are supplied from a single ad-

vantageously located power plant, we must, at least

in the present state of the art, generate and transmit

alternating current.

In general, it will be found desirable, in my opin-

ion, to supply current to the street lights from the

same secondary mains that supply the current for

the commercial lighting and power. There are,

however, in most places large districts in which the

streets are lighted by arc lamps, and where there

is no commercial lighting or power. These sections

can be most economically lighted by series arc

lights.

Various methods of operating series arc lamps

from alternating-current systems have been sug-

gested and are in successful operation.

In several well-known stations in this country

continuous-current series arc dynamos are driven

by synchronous or induction alternating-current mo-
tors, the arc dynamos being either direct-connected

to motors or belted from a line shaft which is driven

by motors. Tn England direct-current series arc

lamps are operated successfully from rectifiers. In

1896 the Hartford Electric Light company, with

which I am associated, decided that it would be

advantageous to make a radical change in its sys-

tem of series arc lighting, with a view to obtaining

a greater economy of operation. The series com-
mercial arc lamps and the street lamps in the same

section of the city were changed over from series

open-air arc to constant-potential arcs. It was

considered advisable to continue the series arc

lamps for lighting the outlying portions of the city.

Propositions were considered both for using motor-

driven series arc dynamos and for using rectifiers.

An order was finally placed with a manufacturer

for a rectifier. A satisfactory rectifier never ma-

terialized, and we were unsuccessful in our attempts

to import one from Europe.
The development of the enclosed-arc lamp quickly

led to the evolution of a satisfactory alternating-cur-

rent arc lamp of the constant-potential variety. The
perfection of this lamp led Mr. Richard Fleming,

one of the engineers of the manufacturing company,

to suggest the advisability of operating series alter-

nating-arc lamps from the constant-current trans-

former, which formed one of the essential parts of

the rectifier.

An experimental transformer having a capacity

for operating 30 lights in series was installed in

April, 1898. After being subjected to a thorough

test in the central station, it was put in practical

operation on a street circuit. The results of these

tests were so satisfactory that an order was soon

placed for several transformers, each having a 100-

light capacity. The first of these transformers was

installed about a year ago, and during the year all

of the continuous-current series arc dynamos have

been replaced by constant-current transformers.

It has seemed to me that it would be of value to

some of the members of the Institute if the

data obtained in the operation of these transformers

was made a matter of record in the proceedings.

The Constant-current Transformer.

Each transformer is enclosed in a cylindrical tank.

The tanks were originally made of boiler iron, riv-

eted up, but it proved impossible to keep these tight

against the transil oil in which the transformer is

immersed. The tanks are now made of cast-iron.

The core of the transformer is of the sheet type,

with a large central vertical core, rising the whole

height of the tank. This central core is surrounded

by the primary and secondary coils, and the mag-
netic circuit is closed by return paths outside the

coils. In the transformers, as made by the General

Electric company, there are two primary and two
secondary coils. One of the primaries is fixed at

the bottom and the other at the top of the central

core. The two secondaries are free to move up and

down between the primary coils and are so con-

nected together that when one falls the other rises.

They may approach into contact with each other

at the middle of the tank, or from this position one

may rise toward the primary coil at the top, while

the other falls toward the primary coil at the bottom.

Connected with the chains by which they are bal-

anced is a lever, which extends outwardly from
the top of the oil tank and carries depending from
its outer end a heavy adjustable weight. The lever

is supported on a hardened steel knife-edge. This

weight tends to force the two secondary coils re-

spectively toward the two primary coils. When the

transformer is in operation the currents induced in

the secondary react upon those in the primary and
tend -to force the coils apart. This force is balanced

for the desired normal current by the adjustable

weight outside of the case. If the resistance of the

secondary circuit falls, due to the cutting out of

lamps, the current increases slightly, increasing the

repulsion effect, and the secondary is pushed fur-

ther away from the primarj', giving a chance for

increased magnetic«leakage between the primarv'

and the secondary, which reduces the electromotive

force in the secondary, bringing the current down
to practically normal, even with wide changes of

resistance. The regulation obtained is adjustable

I. Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
at New York, September 27, 1899.

by means of a cam-shaped segment, which can
be moved on the outer end of the weighted lever.

The principle of regulation was first suggested
by Professor Elihu Thomson, and its application
to the operation of constant-current transformers
is broadly patented by him.
By bringing out the proper connections from the

secondaries the total number of lights may be op-
erated as a single circuit or operated in any desired
number of multi-circuits in a maimer similar to the

well-known method employed on the Brush series

dynamos of large capacity.

The larger sizes of this type of constant-current
transformers are always so arranged that the lights

can be run on two circuits, or a single circuit, as may
be desired. Owing to the high voltage of the en-
closed-arc lamp, the loo-light transformers usually
operate two circuits connected upon the multi-circuit
principle.

Th& transformer can be adjusted so as to give
practically a constant current between one-third
load and full load. As the properties of the trans-

former make it undesirable to run the transformer
at less than one-third load, no attempt has been
made to so construct the transformer that it would
regulate under smaller loads. By adjusting the
cam-shaped segment from which the counter-bal-
ancing weights are suspended, it is possible to reg-
ulate the transformer so that the current will

increase or decrease as the number of lights is va-
ried. The curves shown in Fig. i show the range
of regulation that can be obtained by varying the
adjustment of the cam supporting the regulating-
weights.

The early tests showed that when the transformers
were adjusted to give a constant current through
any desired range of load, that the lamps would
draw different lengths on the arcs, depending on the
number of lamps on the circuit. The voltage
across the terminals of the individual lamps was
approximately 10 volts higher at one-fourth load

formers are operated from two outlying sub-sta-
tions. There is no attendant at cither of the sta-

tions. The inspector of the district cuts on and
off the lights at the proper time and visits the sub-
stations once during the night. Each transformer
is equipped with a recording Bristol ammeter, so
that a complete record is made of the time of cut-

ling on and off the circuits, and of the time the
inspector makes his nightly inspection, and of the
working and adjustment of the transformer. A
record selected as being a fair representation of the
daily records is given in Fig. 3. The primaries of

the transformers are connected across the 2,400-

volt alternating-current feeders. Although the volt-

age at the terminals of the primary of the trans-

former is subject to a variation of five per cent,

during the street-lighting hours, the current supplied
to the series-lighting circuits is practically constant.

The transformer whose operation is recorded in

Fig. 3 takes its current from the alternating-current
lighting system, about one mile from the central

station. The current in the secondary is not af-

fected by variations in the pressure at which current
is supplied to the primary of the transformer.

The Series Alternating Arc Lamp.

The lamps operated from the constant-current
transformer are of the carbon-feed enclosed type.

The alternating current used has a frequency of

60 cycles. The operation of the lamp is on the

differential principle.

The lamps at the outset gave a good deal of

trouble. A considerable percentage of the lamps
failed to start. This trouble was soon found to be
due to the burning out of the sliding contact by
which electric connection is made with the upper
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than at full load, although the current was the same
in both cases. The results of a test of a loo-light

transformer, made to show this effect, is shown in

Fig. 2. It has been found, however, that by vary-

ing the adjustment of the transformer it is possible

to adjust it so that the voltage- across the terminals

of the individual lamps remains practically constant

at various loads. If so adjusted, however, the cur-

rent from the -transformer is no longer constant,

but increases as the load increases. The adjustment
that maintains a constant voltage across the termi-

nals of the individual lamps seems the preferable

one in those cases where the load of the transformer
varies through a wide range. It is, however, of

little practical importance in the operation of a

street-lighting circuit, as in that case the trans-

formers are seldom operated in actual practice at

less than 90 per cent, of full load.

Tests were made of the efficiency power factor

and temperature rise of the transformers. The in-

put and output of the transformers were measured
with Weston wattmeters, ammeters and voltmeters

and were calibrated before and after test with

standard laboratory instruments.
The averages of the results obtained from two 100-

light transformers were as follows:
Efficiency. - Power Factor"

One-fourth Load 88.1 24 per cent.

One-half " 92-3 44 "
Three-fourths " 94-9 62 ' "
Full " 96.1 78 "

The rise in temperature of the oil of the trans-

former, measured at the top of the iron core, where
it was highest, was 39° C. after a 24-hour run.

Under the usual conditions of street lighting, the

dynamos are run under at least 90 per cent, of

full load, and at this load the efficiency and power
factor are very satisfactory. The power factor is

about as high as that of the induction motor under

the average load at which they are operated.

The low power factor at fractional loads and the

difficulty in maintaining the lamps at constant volt-

age when the current is constant at various loads

combine to make the constant-current transformer

undesirable, except when the conditions are such

that it is possible to operate the transformer under

a large part of its rated full load.

It has been found in practice that the transformers

can be maintained and operated successfully with

very little attention. In Hartford five of the trans-

STANT-CURRENT TRANSFORMERS.

carbon. A positive contact is now made by means
of a very flexible wire, made of fine strands. Since
this change the operation of the lamps has been in

all respects satisfactory. The records show that

the lamps reported out and not starting are con-
siderably less than they were when the street light-

ing was by direct-current series open-air arc lamps.
Unfortunately, I have been unable, up to the

present, to make any photometer tests of the candle
power of the series alternating-arc lamps. The
lamps used in Hartford consume at the transformer
400 watts per lamp, and replaced nominal 1,200

candle power, open-air, direct-current arcs. The
streets are undoubtedly better lighted with series

enclosed arc lamps than they were formerly with
the open-air arcs. The better diffusion of the light

from the enclosed arc lamp, the stcidiness of the
light and its freedom from flickering, have much
to do with the improvement in lighting and with
the general satisfaction it undoubtedly gives. From
the results obtained at Hartford I am confident
the streets can be better lighted with 400-watt series

alternating lights than with an equal number of

nominal 1,200 open-air, direct-current arcs. If

2,000 candle power, direct-current arcs were replaced
by enclosed series alternating it would, in all prob-
abilit}', be necessary to increase the number of
lamps in order to obtain equally good lighting.

Before the changes in the street-lighting system
the lamps were operated from Excelsior, Thomson-
Houston and Brush series dynamos, belted from the
line shaft. This was driven by a direct-connected
synchronous motor. The power furnished the syn-

chronous motor was 550 watts for each open-air
arc lamp consuming 315 watts at the lamp. The
power required under the local Hartford conditions

for operating street lights has therefore been reduced
by the change in the ratio of 550 to 400, or a little

over 27 per cent.

Owing to the fact that the transformers are op-
erated from outlying sub-stations, the wiring system
has been very much simplified and the cost of

carrying current across the underground district

considerably reduced. The maintenance of the

transformers and the labor in looking after their

operation is an almost negligible item. A very con-

siderable saving is made over the maintenance and
operation of the series direct-current dynamo..

From experience extending now over a year, it
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has become evident that the saving in operating

expenses will pay for the entire cost of the change

in system within the first two years. At the ex-

piration of this time there will be a very consid-

erable annual saving, and, at the same time, the

service rendered the city is very much better than

it was under the old system.

The system of street lighting which will be found

best for any given city depends largely upon the

local conditions, but there are undoubtedly many
cases where an investigation will show that the

adoption of the constant-current transformer and

the series alternating-current arc lamp offers the

greatest advantages.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, October 7.—There has been little or

no news of special interest this week except as re-

lated to Marconi. It is worthy of note that Mar-
coni's work, now so successful, is said to have been
anticipated by others. There seem to be New York
papers, rivals of the Herald, which imported Mar-
coni to beat the other newspapers on the news of

the race, that are willing to back with long articles

the claimants of some of the Marconi thunder.

One cannot help wondering why the gentlemen

referred to didn't get down to business sooner.

A dispatch to the Herald from London states

that the British government has applied to Signor

Marconi with a view of employing his system of

wireless telegraphy in the Transvaal campaign.

Signor Marconi, in an interview, said last night

that he had received advices by mail to the effect

that the British government had made propositions

to the London ofhce for the use of the wireless

telegraphic system in South Africa in the event

of a war W'ith the Boers, but had received no word
of any decision having been reached.

Captain A. H. Mattox, of the Bureau of Publicity

to the United States Commission, Paris Exposition,

says it is proposed to hold an international congress

of those interested in automobiles at the Paris Ex-
position in 1900. Such a congress, he thinks, would
be distinctl3' valuable to automobile inventors and
manufacturers all over the w^orld. It is possible

the congress will meet in the Paris Automobile
Club, in the Place de la Concorde. Alterations on
an extensive scale have been made during the sum-
mer, and by the early months of next year the

club will have its own private theater.

The New York and Staten Island Electric com-
pany made good its promise, mentioned by your
correspondent a few weeks ago, and cut out the
public lights in the streets of Staten Island, leaving
the streets all over the island in darkness. The
company took this step in order, if possible, to bring
the question of street lighting to an issue and to

collect the $180,000 due for services. On the island

there are 451 citj- arc lights and 2,978 city incan-

descent lights, and the bill for these lights was in-

creasing at the rate of about $8,000 a month. Finally,

at the intercession of Congressnian Nicholas Mul-
ler, the lights were turned on again. It is said

bat Mr. Muller made himself personally respnsible

for the payment of the light until a definite ar-

rangement is made between the city authorities and
the company.

It is reported that the New York Central Rail-

road company will replace its present cabs with
automobiles just as soon as the new vehicles can
be manufactured. Orders for the new vehicles have
been placed with the new $10,000,000 Woods Motor
Vehicle company, it is said.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company broke
its record during the Dewey celebration. The av-
erage number of cash-fare passengers carried daily

on the lines of the system is about 800,000. and the
record day up to last week was June 20, 1899, when
904,000 cash fares were received. On Thursday of

last week, however, the number of cash passengers
carried w^as 1,119,000; on Friday, 1,304,380; Satur-
day. 1,019,440. There were 711,480 five-cent fares

paid on Sunday.
The Sixth and Ninth avenue elevated trains car-

ried on Saturday, the last Dewey day, 490,000 pas-
sengers. This beats the record on these two lines

for 'a single da}-. Two hundred and sixty trains, or
i;28o cars an hour, were run on the entire system.

During the Columbus celebration in October, 1S92,

and the dedication of Grant's tomb in April, 1897,
respectively. 489,000 and 467,000 passengers were
carried by the West Side elevated lines.

The receipts of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
pany for the two days of the Dewey celebration
amounted to $75,000. They are disappointing, be-
cause, while they were expected to eclipse any pre-

vious record on the road, thej' did not equal the
receipts of Memorial Day and the day before, and
they have been surpassed on several previous occa-
sions.

The power house of the Staten Island Electric

company was decorated for Dewey. The men had
considerable difficulty in throwing a line over the
chimney, w^hich is 125 feet high. Several attempts
were made with a bow and arrow. The bow was
12 feet long, and the rope was attached to the end
of the arrow. After many trials this method was
abandoned, and then a kite was used. It was guided
by Superintendent Frederick T. Lewis, and was
finally landed over the chimney, but the heat burned
it in two. Another attempt was made with the kite.

and it was successful. A wire was fastened to the

end of a stout rope, and when the kite was in the

proper position it was lowered and the wire quickly

adjusted and hauled taut. Lights were strung on
the wire about a foot apart.

According to the New York World of yesterday,

judgment for $820 has been entered against, the

National Motor Carriage company of No. i Madi-
son avenue, in favor of James G. Lynch, for the

amount paid on two carriages which were not de-

livered. The sheriff levied on the office furniture.

This company was incorporated under New Jerse}'-

laws on August 25, 1898, with a capital stock of

5500,000. M. L. G.

PERSONAL.
Dr. A. E. Kennelly of Philadelphia, president of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, will

visit Purdue University, at Lafayette, Ind., during
the coming week and will on the evening of the i6th

instant deliver a lecture before the School of Elec-

trical Engineering on "Ocean Telegraphy."

Among the prominent visitors to Niagara Falls

last week was the Hon. A. P. Greeley, assistant

United St-ates commissioner of patents. He in-

spected the power development with much interest,

and also looked over the plants of the Pittsburg

Reduction company and the Carborundum company.

Mr. George W. Patterson of Chicago, western
agent for Circular Loom conduits and Gordon bat-

teries, celebrated the Fall Festival most sensibly

by getting married. The ceremonj^ was performed
on October 7th, at the home of the bride. Miss
Lily E. Miller. Mrs. Patterson is a Chicago girl,

and Mr. Patterson's friends and acquaintances
among the electrical fraternity will unite in extend-
ing hearty congratulations to him.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Electric Light and Manufacturing company

of English, Ind., which recently made an assign-

ment, has settled with its creditors by paymg 50
cents on the dollar, and the matter has been dis-

missed from the courts.

The W'enona (111.) Light and Power company,
capitalized at $10,000, has been incorporated to man-
ufacture steam heat and power and electric light

and power. Charles Robinson, Charles Fosbender
and J. K. Fosbender are the incorporators.

The City Electric Lighting company of Vincennes.
Ind., has executed a trust deed and mortgage to

the Northern Trust company of Chicago, covering
the real estate and plant, to secure a loan of $98,000.

The central-station company's claims against the
cily of Vincennes for public lighting are also cov-
ered by the mortgage.

The Delaw^are Trust company recently filed a

certificate of incorporation of the Rio Plata Electric

companj"-, capital, $100,000, for electric lighting Porto
Rico, the principal office being in the Delaware
Trust company's building, Wilmington. The incor-

porators are Spencer Crosby and Philip T. Pen-
rose, Philadelphia, and Ramon Valdes Bayamon,
Porto Rico.

Articles of incorporation of the Philadelphia

Electric company, with an authorized capital of

$25,000,000, were filed at Trenton on October 6:h.

The company is authorized to manufacture and sup-
ply gas and electricity. The controlling factors

in the new concern are P. A. B. Widener, William
L. Elkins. Thomas Dolan, William F. Harrity and
Joseph McCall.

All indications point to a lively rate war between
Montreal's two big electric companies. On Sep-
tember 14th the Royal Electric company announced
that it would cut the existing electric rate by 33 1-3

per cent., and now the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic
and Land company announces that it will make the
sweeping reduction of 40 per cent, per ampere-hour,
or 6 2-3 per cent, lower than the rate announced
bj- the Royal Electric company.

A dispute between the village of Maywood, 111.,

and J. A. Stephens, who is under contract to fur-

nish light for the streets, may result in a withdrawal
of the existing agreement and the forming of a new
electric-light company. It is said that Mr. Stephens
refused to place incandescent lights ordered by the

village trustees. The latter instructed the clerk to

send notice to Mr. Stephens to place the lights

within 30 days. If he does not do so they may grant
a franchise to a new company.

At the celebration of the Mexican Inaependence
Day, on September 15th last, electrical decorations

on the national palace and cathedral in the City

of Mexico formed a conspicuous feature of the

festivities. Says Modern Mexico: "The entire

front of the cathedral was magnificently illuminated.

From the crosses on the tops of the lofty twin
towers down to the foundations, the fagade was al-

most sohdly studded with electric lights in the

national colors. Over the entrance the national

standard of eagle, snake and cactus was formed in

electric lights."

pany. Several dummy engines, motor cars and
coaches were consumed. The loss was jaid to be
S6o,ooo.

''

The W"inner Electric Railway company is making
a survey between Lawrence and Topeka, Kan., for
an electric railwa}'. which is to connect Topeka,
LawTence, Kansas City, Leavenworth and Atchison.
It has purchased the old Lawrence and Carbondale
railroad and expects to use part of the road for
electrical operation.

A 20-year franchise has been granted to the Chi-
cago and Jcliet Rapid Transit company, to build
an electric double-track line between Lockport and
Lemont, 111. B}"^ securing this franchise, right-of-
w-ay is now held for an electric line direct from
Joliet to Chicago, and it is said this road will be
in operation within two years.

During a severe thunderstorm recently a trolley
car on the Shelton (Conn.) street railway was struck
by lightning. There were 30 passengers on the car
and they all received shocks, one lady being fatally

injured. It was on this line that the accident of
August 6th occurred, when 30 people lost their
lives by a car running off a bridge.

The New Albany Electric Street Railway com-
pany has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000, to construct an electric railway at New
Alban}', Ind. The incorporators are: W. T. Grant
of Louisville: J. F. Gebhardt, W. A. Hedden, H.
E. Jewett, John Hieb, R. W. Morris, J. H. Faucett
and Earl S. Gwin of New Albany.

It is proposed that the City Council of Chicago
establish the office of municipal street-railway ex-
pert. The incumbent is to be appointed by the
mayor and receive a salary of $5,000. If the pro-
posed ordinance becomes a law, the new officer

will advise the city authorities in the various street-

railway problems constantly arising in Chicago.

An electric line from Murray to Bingham, Utah,
is said to be a probability of the near future. It is

projected to connect with the electric systems oi
Salt Lake. Only 14 miles have to be built to make
an all-rail connection via Murray. Articles of in-

corporation have been filed of the Valley Railway
company of Utah, which proposes to build the
road. The capital of the company Is $200,000.
James Campbell is president and Edmund Wilkes
is vice-president. Power will be derived from the
plant of the Telluride Power Transmission compan)-
in Provo Canyon.

It is announced that the electric railway proposed
between Greenfield and Indianapolis, Ind.. is now
a certainty and that construction work will be be-
gun this month. An interesting feature of the
equipment of each of the cars to be operated on the
line will be a telephone. At switches the conduct-
ors will be able to connect their instruments and
get in communication with the company's head-
quarters. They will thus receive their running
orders. It is also announced that a farmer who
wants anything ma}- notify a conductor, who will

telephone the order to the ofiice, and employes
of the company will fill it, place it on the cars and
ship it to him.

The Massachusetts Street Railway association
held its annual meeting on September 14th and
elected officers for the ensuing year as follows:
President. John R. Graham. Quincy, Mass. ; first

vice-president. Edwin C. Foster. Lynn. Mass.; sec-

ond vice-president. Hon. E. P. Shaw. Newburyport,
Mass.; treasurer. F. H. Smith. Quincy, Mass.; sec-
retary, Charles S. Clark, Boston. Mass.; executive
committee, the president and vice-presidents, P. F.
Sullivan. Lowell. Mass.; R. S. GofT. Fall River,
Mass. : F. H. Dewey, Worcester. Mass. ; H. H.
Crapo. New Bedford. Mass.; William S. Loomis,
Holyoke. Mass.; auditing committee, J. N. Akarman,
AVorcester. Mass.; P. 1. Saltonstall, Boston, Mass.;
George W. Cook. Springfield, Mass.

The Buffalo and Erie Electric Railroad company
has been incorporated in New York state, with a
capital of $1,000,000, to construct a street surface
electric road, 70 miles long, between Buffalo and
Erie, Pa.. The directors are C. V. Boughton, A.
Schmidt, Jr.. Thomas Frenj^ear, Paul Werner. A.
Schmidt, Sr., F. J. W^eber, H. P. Queal of BuiTalo
and W. W. Cole of Elmira. The same directors
have also formed the Dunkirk and Kickoryhurst
electric railroad, with a capital of $50,000. to con-
struct a road seven miles long through Dunkirk to
Point Gratiot, Chautauqua Count3^ and the Fre-
donia and Lily Dale electric railroad, with a capital

of $150,000, to construct a road seven miles long
between Fredonia and the assembly grounds at Lily

Dale.

AUTOMOBILES.

ELECTRIC RAILAVAYS.
Fire recently destroyed one of the roundhouses

of the Birmingham (Ala.) Railway and Electric coin-

After a futile attempt bj"- rail, it is said that a
young couple of Berlin, Germany, successfully

eloped in a borrowed automobile.

The motor gun carriage constructed to the order
of Major R. P. Davidson of the Northwestern Mili-

tary Academy, at Highland i^ark, 111., was recently

tested in Chicago.

The 50-mile automobile race between the car-

riages of Dr. E. V. D. Morris of Galesburg and
F. B. Snow of Wyoming. 111., on October 4th, at

the Galesburg race track, resulted in the $2,000 wag-
ered being awarded to Dr. Morris. But 15 miles
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was covered, as the carriage of Mr. Snow broke

down, and, according to the terms of the wager,

he had to forfeit the race.

M. Mougeot, director of the post and telegraph

service of Paris, is experimenting with automo-
biles, with the object of facilitating the delivery and

collection of letters.

Mr. and Mrs. John Davis of New Yorlc, who are

crossing the United States in an automobile, have
reached South Bend, Ind. They hope to reach

Denver in the course of time.

Conspicuous in the bicycle parade at the Chicago
Fall Festival was a number of illuminated auto-

mobiles. These vehicles, beside forming one of

the most interesting features of the parade, also

aided the bicyclists by clearing a way for the wheel-

men through the throngs of people on the streets.

The committee on superintendence and police of

the Fairmount Park Commission of Philadelphia

has decided to recommend to the commission that

automobiles be allowed to enter the park but re-

stricting the horseless vehicles to certain drives.

The commission some time ago prohibited the ve-

hicles from entering the park, and the recent action

of the "committee was the result of much agitation

in their favor.

The Automobile company of Hawaii, recfflitly

incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000,000, is

said to be arranging with the General Electric

company for its electiical apparatus. This company
proposes to introduce horseless carriages in the

Sandwich Islands for both public and private use.

It will use the storage-battery system, and each

vehicle will be constantly kept in condition to run

25 miles. It is said that the roads of the islands

are ideal for automobiles, being smooth and hard.

PUBLICATIONS.
The American Electrician of New York pub-

lishes "Diagrams of Electrical Connections," with
explanatory text. The diagrams are clear, practical

and useful and show the connections of direct and
alternating-current dynamos and motors, systems

of distribution, motor regulation, polyphase-cur-

rent connections and the like.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company
has recently issued several bulletins and pamphlets,

including a price-list of Tailleur underground ap-

paratus, of which it is the exclusive manufacturer.

A circular descriptive of the G. I. arc-lamp hanger

reel has also been issued by the company. This

device is said to have attracted considerable atten-

tion. A neat folder summarizes the products

of the company, which are reported to cover a

surprisingly large range. New bulletins on arc

lamps and on switches are announced as in prepara-

tion.
.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The .new Edison General Electric company of Los

Angeles, Cal., has chosen the following-named di-

rectors: W. R. Staats of Pasadena, J. R. Miller

of Los Angeles and W. H. Spurgeon and J. Turner

of Santa Ana. Mr. Staats was elected president of

the company and G. E. Whidden was retained as

manager.

The Cumberland Falls company of Louisville,

Ky., has been incorporated for the purpose of de-

veloping the Cumberland Falls, in Whitley County,

so that the power can be used for electrical pur-

poses. C. W. Banta is president, Louis H. Mor-
gan treasurer, and James C. Allin. secretary of the

company, which is capitalized at $9,000.

The power interests at Niagaia Falls, as well as

all the people interested in the preservation of the

beautiful scenery of the Falls of Niagara, will be

much interested in what seems to be an effort to

have the next Congress take up seriously the ques-

tion of building a dam in the upper Niagara River,

between the Falls and Buffalo, for the purpose of

raising the lake levels in order that the big vessels

built during recent years may have water enough
to float over places where there has always been

low water. Despite the fact that this low water at

various points has given much trouble in recent

years, the builders of lake vessels have gone on
from year to year increasing the capacity of the

vessels, until now there is not water enough at some
points to float them. This beirtg the case, they

now seek a remedy, which it is contemplated to

secure by building a dam in the Niagara River.

stood that they have already begun negotiations,

with a view of drawing; into the combination the
American producers, without whose co-operation,
they say, the proposed arrangcntcnt w-ould be of
little, if any, value.

In Italy, it is said, there has recently been put in

service a car to be used with a railway wrecking
train, which has been equipped with a complete elec-

tric-light plant. Five i,Soo candle power arc lamps
and a number of incandescent lamps, with their wir-

ing wound upon a drum, are provided on the car.

In case of a wreck the car can be sent with the
wrecking train and the lamps can be distributed

about the wreck in any desirable manner.

A dispatch from Kingston, Jamaica, states that

th6 American schooner Adele Thackara, which
recently arrived at that port from Philadelphia,

encountered a phenomenal electric storm en route.

The lightning shivered the mainmast, burned the

sails and temporarily prostrated the captain and
four seamen. The vessel itself also caught fire, but,

owing to the terrific volume of rain which was falling

at the time, the flames were soon extinguished.

The organization of the Tripler Liquid Air com-
pany, with a capitalization of $10,000,000, is said

to have been completed. The company is organized
for the purpose of acquiring all patent rights, pat-

ents and processes for the manufacture and utiliza-

tion of Hquid air for all purposes as developed
bj^ Charles E. Tripler. The officers of the company
are: President, Charles E. Tripler; vice-president,

Frank J. Cannon; secretary, Philip K. Reynolds;
treasurer, E. A. Kirkham.

Two new rolling lift bridges are now building over

the Chicago River, one at the crossing of the

tracks of the Chicago Terminal railroad, leading

to the Grand Central station, and the other at the

crossing of Taylor street. Each of the bridges will

be operated by electric motors, and although pro-
vision will be made for an operator on each side

of the river, yet the machinery and electrical equip-
ment will be so arranged that both leaves of each
bridge may be operated from one side of the chan-
nel.

At the meeting of the Michigan Muiricipal League
last month the question of public lighting and the
general municipal owmership of public utilities

was discussed and resolutions were passed
favoring municipal ownership. After reciting the
decision of the Supreme Court on the Mc-
Leod law, the resolution says: "We favor the sub-
mission to the people of this state, at the earliest

possible time, the question of an amendment to the
constituti(jn which will permit and allow every city

to run, ow^n and operate all of its public utilities,

and we hereby request the governor and Legislature
to prepare and submit such proposed amendments
at the first election after the convening of the Leg-
islature."

Some time ago, says a dispatch from Providence,
R. I., James Moran obtained a judgment of $1,500
against the Corliss Steam Engine companj^ of Provi-
dence for injuries sustained by an electric shock
received from a crane In the engine company's works.
Mrs. William Houghton also recovered a verdict for

$7,000 for the death of her husband, who was kUled
by electricity while working at the same crane.

These judgments have been paid. Now the Corliss

company has brought suit against the General Elec-

tric company and the Narragansett Electric Light-
ing company, which it claims should reimburse it.

It charges that the motors furnished by the Gen-
eral Electric company were defective and that the
current sent In by the electric-light company was
"too strong."

London daily papers of recent issue contain a

detailed description of the three electric fountains

just started at Crystal Palace, Sydenham, London.
It would appear from these descriptions that the

fountains are drawing great throngs of people to

that already popular resort, as, although electric

fountains have been known for some time In this

country, this Is said to be the first attempt of any-
thing of the kind in London. The fountains were
designed and erected by Mr. F. E. Darlington,

Philadelphia, Pa., and water is supplied to them by
two vertical triplex power pumps, built by the

Goulds Manufacturing company, Seneca Falls,

N. Y. These pumps are operated by electric

motors, and the whole outfit is so simple that It is

practically controlled by merely touching a button.

The Installation of these electric fountains repre-

sents a first expenditure of about £15,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The zinc producers of Rhine province have' un-

dertaken to form a combination for the purpose
of limiting production and fixing prices, says a

correspondent of the Chicago Record. It is under-

TRADE NEWS.
Trotter's Mona Manufacturing company, manu-

facturer of the Mona commutator compound, has

removed its offices from 65 West Broadway, New

York, to more commodious quarters at 320 Broad-
way, in the same city.

Mathias Klein & Son of Chicago, manufacturers
of linemen's tools and ironwork for line construc-
tion, are sharing in the general prosperity. They
report a fine fall business.

The superintendent of the Haskell Indian Insti-

tute at Lawrence, Kan., is inviting sealed propos-
als, without date, for furnishing and delivering at

the school, as may be required, a large quantity ot

electric supplies, a full list and description of which
may be obtained from H. B. Peairs, superintendent,
Lawrence, Kan.

Philip Spies and John M. Klein have organized
the firm of Spies & Co. and have commenced busi-

ness at 87 and 89 West Van Buren street, Chicago.
They announce that they are prepared to undertake

the manufacture of electrical work and specialties

and they solicit the opportunity to estimate on
such work as electrical instruments, telephone parts

and appliances, experimental work and light man-
ufacturing in metals.

Judge Glegerlch has appointed Wilbur Larre-

more receiver for J. E. Colt & Co., manufacturers

of focusing lamps, stercopticons and scientific ap-

paratus. New York, on the application of the di-

rectors of the companj'. The receiver's bond was
fixed at .$40,000. It was said that the corporation

had been unable to procure additional capital; that

Ir. the summer the demand for the products of the

concern fell off considerably and business has been

conducted at a loss. The liabilities are said to be
about $90,000. ___^__^_^____

BUSINESS.
C. H. Worcester & Co., Koss, Mich., are receiv-

ing their full share of the cedar-pole business. They
have a large territory to draw from and promise

prompt shipments.

Gale's commutator compound, manufactured by

K. McLennan & Co. of Chicago, is going to a dady

increasing list of users. As is well known, this

compound prevents sparking and will keep com-

mutators in good condition. Samples will be cheer-

fully mailed on request.

Charles Landls, treasurer of the American Re-

flector and Lighting company of Chicago, reports

that the demand for reflectors and shade-holders

was never so great as it is at present. It is need-

less to say that the American company is receiving

the share of business to which its excellent reputa-

tion entitles it.

The Rolfe Electric company, Chicago, manu-

facturer of the Rolfe protectors, which are designed

to prevent sneak currents, lightning, power and

lighting currents from injuring telephone, tele-

<rraph, fire-alarm and similar instruments, is meet-

fng with flattering success In Its new field. Great

interest is taken In the Rolfe protector, and those

interested may obtain a copy of the company s

handsome catalogue on apphcation.

The George C. Towle Manufacturing company,

Lancaster, Pa., states that over 10,000 of its well-

known power motors are now in use. Ihis motor

is guaranteed electrically and mechanically and is

said to be giving the best of satisfaction. The

Towle motors are made in sizes of from one-

twelfth to one horse power. The company will

be pleased to mail illustrated descriptive catalogue

to intending purchasers or others interested in this

class of apparatus.

For a third of a century the name "Sturtevant"

has been associated with fan blowers, heating ven-

tilating and drying systems and the like, io-day

however the name has added significance, for it

is also suggestive of high-grade steam engines

electric motors and generating sets.
f°'^l\^''^^^l

Sturtevant engine has been gradua ly developed

and perfected, while the past decade has ^v'tnessed

the rapid growth of the electrical department of

he BE. Sturtevant company. At the present rate

of development this department bids rair to overtop

all other lines of manufacture m this well-known

establishment.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis reports that Its general supply business has

never been better. The telephone department is

said to have grown beyond all precedent and is

crowded with ^orders. Especial attention has been

devoted to this department and the company has

done everything possible to keep it y\°f^J\^
firm attributes a great deal of its fall b"s'"fss to

the unprecedented demand for its ""^^^^9?° *"^|_

phone, with Its moisture and damp-proof trans

mitter This telephone is said to embody, as its

™ame Implies, all the latest and best improvements

which have been made in the telephone.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

634,023. Electric Signal for Railways. Thomas H.
Patenall. Easton, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal • company, Swissvale, Pa.

Application filed January 17, 1899.

A sigDal for a block system is described which consists

of an oscillatory semaphore arm connected to an electric

Issued October j, iSgg.

motor by means of an auxiliary shaft. This shaft has a

worm wheel on one end engagine with a eear on the arma-
ture shaft and a worm gear at the other end engaging
with a disk connected with the semaphore arm. An elec-

trically controlled lever holds a dog ineogagement with

serrations or teeth on the worm wheel on'the disk.

634,057. Electric Switch. William Ely, Provi-

dence, R. I. Application filed February 4, 1898.

Renewed February 27, 1899.

The switch combines contact posts and contact mem-
bers, a gear-segment lever, an engaging arm in positive

connection with the contact members, a hand-operated

lever, the actuating gear-segment lever being loosely con-

nected with the lever with the required degree of backlash
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and a spring conneDjing the ends oE the gear-segment
levers.

634,085. Electric Arc Lamp. Adolph Hamacek,
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Application filed May 12,

1899.

Parts of the lamp are a solenoid, a resistance device, an

armature or plunger actuated by the solenoid, a carbon

carrier and a connected clutcb, a counterbalancing lever

flexibly connected wiih the carrier and adapted to coun-
terbalance the weight of tbe carrier, and a dashpot having

its piston connected with the carrier. (See cut.

)

634,095. Electric Annunciator. Charles E. Scrib-

ner, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Elec-

tric company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

February 4, 1S92.

There are combined with a supporting plate, two elec-

tromagnets mounted heel to heel on opposite sides thereof,

the armatures of the magnets and the hook or latch ex-

tending from one armature ta normally engage with the

armature of tbe other to hold the same from faliiog. and
circuit!, through the different magnets, whereby when
current is sent through tbe magnet having the latch or

hook, the armature of the other magnet is released, the

armature being restored when current is sent through the

electromagnet.

634, 1 18. Danger-signal System. Wilbur Mayes,
Omaha, Neb. Application filed September 6,

1898.

An electrical signaling system for railways is described
which has combined with circuit-closing switch devices,

signal mechanisms located between the switch devices,

and a normally open electric circnit including the switch
devices and the signal mechanisms.one of the switch devices

being arranged ;d initiate a circuit by a train moving in

one direction, and tbe other switch device being arranged
to complete the circuit by a train moving in the opposite
direction.

634,157. Electric Arc Lamp. James M. Willard,

Decatur, 111. Application filed July 11, 189S.

One claim reads : An arc-lamp feeding mechanism, com-
prising means for connecting tbe carbons, whereby they

, may be moved toward each other as consumed, and a

motor for actuating the mechanism comprising a coil

located in a shunt circuit, a core or armature for the coil,

an actuating lever connected to the core, means for mov-
ing the lever in opposition to the attraction of the coil, a

dashpot connected with the lever, whereby a slow move-
ment is imparted thereto, a circuit-breaking device for the

shunt circuit, and means controlled by the movement of

the actuating lever for positively and instantaneously
operating the circnit-breakiog devices.

NO. 634,085.

634,165. Portable Electrical Drilling Machine. Al-
phonse L. Croneau, Paris, France. Application
filed June 23, 1899.

Apparatus for drilling metal sheets or plates is described
which has a magnetic adhes'on device for keeping the sur-
face to be drilled against tbe drilling tool. This device
consists of a metal platform suitably supported by a single
wheel and two electromagnets constituting the feet of tbe
machine, and serving to produce the requisite adhesion of
the machine to the surface to be drilled, a bracket carr>'-

ing the drilling tool fixed on the platform immediately over
the electromagnets, so that tbe drill operates between
these, an electric motor fixed on the rear part of tbe plat-

form connected to the driving shaft of the drilling tool by
an elastic coupling resistance and a commutator included
in the supply circuit of the motor and electromagnets.

634,169. Flexible Electrical Conduit or Tube. Ed-
win T. Greenfield, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed July 17, 1S99.

A flexible metallic conduit or tube is constructed of
spirally wound strips having their edges serrated and
turned up and down.

634,187. Railway Signal. James Sargent, Rochester.
N. Y., assignor to the Sargent Automatic Rail-

way Signal company, Rochester, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed April 22, 1899.

In a railway signal are combined with the semaphore, the
lamp and their connecting magnetism, a motor for throw-
ing the signals into the "safety" position, a magnet for
locking the signals in that position, a battery for tbe
motor and magnet, and a device for switching the current
from the motor to the magnet, and vice versa, comprising
contact plates, a sliding switch pin and a pair of arm
members connected with the semaphore and arranged to

move the switch-piu back and forth in contact with the
plates as the semaphore nears the end of its travel in

opposite directions,

634,198. Method of and Means for Preventing
Electric Sparking. Charles L. Buckingham
and Emil Germann, New York, N. Y., assignors
to the Western Union Telegraph company of

New York. Application filed June 26, 1S96.

The inventors describe a method of protecting contacts
against destructive sparking in circuits, including electro-
magnets or solenoids traversed by currents which would
otherwise produce such sparking, which consists m wind-
ing the magnets with two or more wires and connecting
the wires in such manner that when two are employed the
terminal end of the first shall be joined with the beginning
of the second, or when three are employed the terminal of

the first shall be joined with [he beginning of the second
and the terminal of the second with the beginning of :he
third, and so on, depending upon Che number ot strands
employed, the reciprocal action of the windings upon each
other serving to practically neutralize the tendency to de-
structive sparking,

634,220. Electric Signaling Apparatus for Elevat-
ors. James B. Smalley and Charles A. Rein-
ers, Chicago, 111., assignors to the Elevator
Supply and Repair company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed September 22, 1898.

The apparatus comprises push button or like mechan-
ism and visual signals such as lanterns located at the
floors of a building and a commutator mechanism for con-
trolling ihe passage of current through the signals. The
commutator mechanism comprises a screw shaft, a carrier
nut mounted upon the shaft and arranged to move in
unison with the elevator car, contact brushes carried by
the carrier nut and contact plates with which the brushes
engage, the contact plates bein? arranged in correspond-
ence with the floors of the building and being in circuit
with the visual signals, whereby as the brushes pass over
the plates the passage of current through the individual
circuits of the v'sual signals is determined.

NO. 634,286.

634.226. Electric Switch or Signal Apparatus. Fred
Andrews, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half

to the Elevator Supply and Repair company.
Chicago, 111. Application filed September 3,

1898.

A switch comprising a movable contact arm and means
for shifting the arm back and forth is combined with
means to engage the end of the contact arm and so direct

its movements indifferent paths, coniact plates arranged
along the different paths of the contact arm, and suitable
means whereby the contact plates and the contact arm
maybe connected with tbe electric circnit,-

634.227. Electric Signaling Device for Elevators.

Charles G. Armstrong. Chicago, III, assignor

to Earl W. De Moe, Chicago, 111. Application

filed May 6, 1897.

Features of the device are a plurality of electrically

operated switches corresponding with the flcors of a build-
ing, magnets for actuating the switches, electric circuits

wherein the magnets are placed, circuit-closers at the in-

dividual floors for controlling passage of current through
the magnets, a commutator operated by the elevator
mechanism and having a plurality of contact plates corre-
sponding with tbe floors and severally in circuit with the
switches, an electric lamp on Ihe car and an electric cir-

cuit for the lamp independent of the switch-actuating cir-

cuit and serving to connect the lamp with tbe commn-
tator.

634,229. Electric Signaling Apparatus for Elevators.

Samuel D. Collett, New York, N. Y., assignor

to the Elevator Supply and Repair company,
Chicago, 111. Application filed September 3,

1898.

There are combined in the apparatus two series of indi-

vidual signals, one series serving for "up" signal service
and the olher signal serving for '"down" signal service
and both gtouped within the car, electric circuits wherein
the signals are placed, ihe circuits comprisine individual
wires connecting with the corresponding individual sig-

nals within the car. a source of current common to the
individual circuits, a commutator operaiively connected
to the elevator mechanism and provided with devices cor-
responding with the individual circuits and connected
therewith for automatically coniroUing the signals, and
individual push-botton or like circuit-controlling mechan-
ism upon the floor of the building whereby the correspond-
ing s'gnals are brought into action.

NO. 634,356.

634,231. Electric Belt. Lester A. Dixon, Marshall.

Mich., assignor to Andrew Chrystal, Marshall,

Mich. Application filed June 6, 1899.

The belt comprises a battery, a conductor^n electric

coniact with one pole of the baiiery, a depending flap car-
ried by the belt, a vertically adjustable second conductor
adapted to be placed in contact with the body of the
wearer, and a connection between the second conductor
and the opposite pole of the battery.

634,258. System for Power Transmission for Elec-

tric Traction. Eihile Bede, Brussels, Belgium.
Application filed September 23, 1897.

The roadbed of an electric railway is combined with a

conductor suitably located therein, the conductor bein^
provided with an insulating sheath having boxes or en-
largements at intervals inside of which the conductor is

bare, the boxes being provided with openings, rubber
stoppers in the openings, -plates covering ihe stoppers,

contact pieces or plungers passing through the stop-

pers and being insulated thereby, the pieces or plungers
nrovided with buttons on their outer ends which pass
through the cover plates and abut against the rubber
stoppers, the plungers adapted to be forced into contact
with the bare conductor by the passing vehicles, and re-

moved therefrom by the elasticity of tbe rubber acting
against the buttons.

634,286. Electric-lighting System for Cars. John L.
Creveling, New lork, N. Y. Application filed

July 15. 1899.

A main circuit contains a dynamo, a storage battery and
an electric make-and-break switch. The dynamo has a
field-energizing coil or coils in a derived circuit across
the mains between the generator and the switch, and a
field-energizing coil or coils in a derived circuit from the
battery, in combination with an electromagnetic switch
adapted to close the derived circuit when excited by cur-
rent generated in the dynamo armature and to open the
circuit when the current ceases to flow. (See cut.)

63^,295. Reflector for Incandescent Lamps. Wal-
ter Goodchild, Wyoming, N. J. Application
filed February 11, 1899.

The bulb of an incandescent lamp is combined with a
light reflector, which fits snugly but removably over Ibe
external surface of the downwardly flared upper part of
the bulb and is supported wholly and directly thereon.

634.314. Electric Arc Lamp. Christian Tepel, Ben-
nett, Pa. Application filed November 18, 1898.
The lamp consists of a pivoted carbon bolder, a clutch

lever pivoted lUereto and fulcru^ied at a point farther
from its connection with the carbon holder than the carbon
holder is fulcrumed, a clutch, and a link pivotally con-
necting the clutch to the clutch lever.

634.315. Electric Seam-calking Tool. Eddy T,
Thomas, New York, N. Y.. assignor to the Elec-
tric Stone Cleaning and R-::novating companj',
Jersey City. N. J. Application filed December
4, 1895.

The tool has a rotaiahle arbor, a cam fixed to the arbor
and a fan to blow away the dirt and scales, in combination
with a tool carrier slidably supported and having a lug in
close proximity to the cam, and a spring to force the car-
rier forward.

634.316. Sign. Charles C. Whelan, Washington,
D. C. Application filed October 26, 1898. Re-
newed July 6, 1899.

Electric means are provided for producing an air-blast
which is used to discharge air currents against opposite
sides of a display pennant or streamer.

634,356. Electromagnetic Apparatus for Separating
Ores. Emil Kreuser, Mechernich, Germany.
Application filed February 28, 1899.

.An ore separator is described which consists of two
revolving cylindrical electromagnets arranged one above
the other and having cylindrical polar surfaces, the rota-
tion of which produces a magnetic field buleed in the
direction of rotation, a cylindrical, non-magnelizable cov-
ering tightly fitting the lower cylindrical polar surface to
weaken its magnetic attraction relative to that of the upper
cylinder polar surface which raises the ore particles con-
secutively tbrouab polar fields of gradually decreasing
strength, and inclined chutes arranged to correspond ac-
curately with tbe several zones of the separated falling
ore particles. (See cut.)

NO. 634,381.

_634:38t. Junction Box for Manholes. Joseph W.
Turner. New Orleans, La. Application filed

July 17, 1899.

For an underground electrical system, a manhole is de-
signed which consists of a junction bos supported in the
upper portion of the manhole, having wire connections
accessible from tbe interior of the manhole, and provided
with a cover allowing access to its interior from the ex-
terior of the manhole. (See cnt.J

634,388. Railway Signal. Wilfrid S. Boult, Lon-
don, England, assignor of one-half 10 Cedric
Randal Boult, Liverpool, England. Applica-
tion filed December 30, 1S97.

A railway signal combines with an electromagnet, a
magnet, a focusing collector having a gap wherein a de-
flectable needle is situated, one member of the combina-
tion being in tbe roadway and the oiher upon a vehicle
movable past the first member.

634,403. Electrical Apparatus for Exhibiting and
Changing Advertisements, Signs, or the Like,

Arthur D. Douglass, London, England. Ap-
plication filed April 11, 1899.

The invention consists of an electrically illuminated
sign having in combination a drum with a plurality of
studs in two or more series, a series of fingers pivotally

arranged on a rod, a series of metallic pieces with which
the fingers make electrical contact when operated by the
studs on the drum, a series of circuit terminals connected
to the metallic pieces and to the lamps, a battery having
its poles connected to the lamps and pivoted fingers

respectively, means for imparting intermittent revolution
to the drum, and speed-controlling devices by which the
speed of intermittent revolution of the drum is suscepti-
ble of being varied.

634,430. Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. Walter
H. Cotton, Chicago, 111. Application filed Oc-
tober 24, 189S.

The igniter has an armature provided with a means of

adjustment, a movable electrode operatively connected
with the armature, a fixed electrode projecting from a post
which passes through and is insulated from a plate

adapted to be secured to ihe cylinder of the engine, elec-

tromagnets secured to the plate electrically connected
with a battery and adapted to provide energy for operating
the movable electrode by means of the armature.
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Metropolitan Elevated Railway System.
Inasmuch as the power plant of the Metropolitan

West Side Elevated Railway company of Chicago
has been greatly enlarged this year, a general de-

scription of the system will be timely on the occa-

sion of the assembling of the members of the Amer-
ican Street Railway association in convention in

Chicago. This company was the pioneer in the

introduction of electrical power on the elevated

railroads of the United States, and it still operates

the largest system of elevated electric railroads in

the country, although the Manhattan system of

New York, now building, will be much larger

when completed. Lately
the Metropolitan company,
with the other elevated-rail-

way companies of Chicago,
has been enjoying a season
of unexampled prosperity,

and there is a persistent

rumor that a consolidation
of all five of the companies
is being considered. How-
ever, this article has only
to do with the construction
and operation of the road.
The Metropolitan West

Side Elevated Railway com-
pany obtained its ordinance
from the city of Chicago in

the spring of 1892, provid-
mg for a system of elevated
lines on the West Side, to

be built on private property,

except a t crossings o f

streets and alleys. Pre-
liminary work was immedi-
ately begun and purchase of

property was well under
way by January. 1893. Act-
ual construction was started

in March of that year.

Structure and Track.

The general location of

the line, with its several

branches, is shown by the
map on the next page (Fig.

4). The main line, extend-
ing from the Chicago River
to Paulina street, has four
tracks. A general view of

the structure, looking west
toward the power house, is

given in Fig. 5. All

branches are double-
tracked. The main line

runs near Van Buren street

from Chicago River to

Paulina street. The Gar-
field Park branch runs west
to Forty-eighth avenue,
near and parallel to Harri-
son street. The North-
west branch runs northwest
to Robey street and Milwau-
kee avenue, and there forms
the junction of Logan
Square and Humboldt Park
branches. The Logan
Square branch runs parallel

to Milwaukee avenue to

Logan Square, and the

Humboldt Park branch
parallel to North avenue to

the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railway. The Doug-
las Park branch turns south
from main line at Paulina
and Van Buren streets, and
runs parallel to Paulina

. street to south of Twentieth
street, thence west to West-
ern avenue.
On May 6, 1895, the Northwest line was opened to

Robey street, and later in the same month it was
opened to Logan Square, being two years after

construction was begun. The Garfield Park and
Humboldt Park branches were opened in June,

1895. The Douglas Park branch was opened in the

summer of 1896.

The structure consists mainly of steel girders

resting directly on steel columns, all supported on
concrete foundations. The average span length

is about 45 feet. At railroad and boulevard cross-

ings special structure is provided, that at the boule-

vards being decidedly ornamental in design, as may
be judged by Fig. 6 (page 229), showing the cross-

ing at Ashland boulevard.
The river crossing is probably the most interest-

ing construction detail, as well as of vital conse-
quence in operation. The bridge is of the roller-

lift pattern and is probably best known as the
Scherzer lift bridge. It is constructed in two sec-

tions, and the tracks to the bridge have crossings
at each side, so that one half may at any time be
temporarily taken out of use. The bridge is oper-
ated by electric motors and controlled by air brakes.
Each quarter is arranged to be operated inde-
pendent of the others, if required. However, in

ordinary use the two quarters on one side of river

are coupled together and operated as one side. Each
quarter has an independent motor. All locking at
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heel and center is done by air pressure. Track
signals are interlocked with bridge signals in such
manner as to prevent track signals going to safety

until bridge is down and locked in position. The
bridge may be opened and closed in less than a

minute. The east and west halves of bridge are

each operated from a tower at the respective side

of the river. The operation of the bridge has at

all times been satisfactory and repairs on structure

and machinery have been nominal. In Fig. 7
are two views of the bridge, showing it open and
closed.

Track is laid with 80-pound steel rails on yellow-
pine ties, each tie being bolted to longitudinal gir-

ders. Each track rail has two lines of eight by six-

inch yellow-pine guard rail laid parallel to it and

bolted to ties. At all curves the inside rail is pro-
vided with a steel guard rail.

Station buildings are located on the surface, con-
necting with the different platforms by stairways.
The buildings are substantial brick buddings, neatly
finished and heated by hot water from hot-water
heaters in the basement. There are 39 stations in

all. The downtown terminal was, until October,
1897, at the east side of Franklin street, between
Jackson and Van Buren streets. At that time
the connection with the Union Loop was completed,
the first Metropolitan train passing around loop
on October 11, 1S97. The terminal station at Frank-

lin street was thereafter
abandoned, as the trains of
all branches run direct

around entire loop.
From the loop junction

the length of the various
branches is as follows:
Garfield Park branch, 5.9
miles; Logan Square
branch, 6.2 miles; Hum-
boldt Park branch, 6.66
miles; Douglas Park
branch, 4.2 miles. The
main line (loop junction
to Paulina street) is 1.88
miles in length. The en-
tire distance around the
loop is two miles. The
whole Metropolitan system,
exclusive of loop, consists
at present of 16-9 miles of
double track (sidings and
yards not included). Yards
and motor-insp ection
houses are built at Logan
Square and at West Forty-
sixth avenue. Each yard
has a capacity of about 50
cars. Each inspection
house has a capacity of
about 12 cars. Inspection
houses are used for syste-
matic inspection of motors.
Inspection pits are further
provided at each terminal
for inspection and attention
to motors while in service.
The Humboldt Park and

Logan Square branches
and the Garfield Park and
Douglas branches are op-
erated in conjunction with
each other; that is, trains
are run from Humboldt
Park branch terminal
around loop to Logan
Square, and from Garfield
Park terminal around loop
to Douglas Park brancli
terminal.

Electrical Equipment.

As originalIy*constructed
the road was intended for
steam locomotives, and
steam locomotives had act-
ually been ordered when
the management decided to
use electricity as motive
power. The use of electric-

ity for operating an ele-
vated road was at that time,
if not entirely an experi-
ment, at least a step be-
yond anything in actual
service. The Intramural
road at the World's Fair
had been erected and oper-
ated as a short, temporary
line for several months.
Other than this there had

been no extensive experiment in connection with
this particular kind of service. There is no doubt
that the successful operation of the Intramural
road was largely responsible for the introduction
of the present system on the Metropolitan. The
company spared neither pains nor expense to bring
both structure and equipment to the highest pos-
sible standard.
The power house (Fig. 3) is located between

Throop and Loomis streets, on the main line, and
from it current is directly transmitted into the
feeder system and contact rails. The current is

carried to the car motors through a contact shoe
attached to the axles of the trucks. The controlling
apparatus is in cabs at the ends of the car. The
contact shoe slides on the contact rail. It is sus-
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pended from links which permit of vertical move-

ment. The contact rail is supported on insulators

placed outside of the wooden guards for the track

rails. The top of the contact rail is about nine inches

above the base of track rail. Current is carried to

ends of the various lines through feeders, consisting

of 75-pound rails packed so as to occupy as little

space as possible, and laid on top of insulating blocks

fastened to ties between the tracks. These feeder

rails are enclosed by wooden box (sides and top),

the top forming a board walk.

For electrical operation the entire road is divided

into six sections. Each section is fed through

a circuit-breaker at the power house. The maxi-

track at power house has a track scale for the pur-

pose of weighing all coal delivered to the plant.

The coal used is what is known as "washed screen-

ings" and is obtained from various mines in Illi-

nois. The average coal consumption per day of

24 hours is at present about 100 tons.

As originally designed and constructed, the plant

occupied a length of 300 feet in the block between
Loomis and Throop streets. The remaining 150

feet at each end was left for future extensions. The
west extension has just been erected and the station

directly from shaft through a 24-inch suction pipe,

which has branches with check valves connecting to

the various condenser pumps. The overflow from
condensers is carried through a private 30-inch
sewer to the city service in Harrison and Van Buren
streets. The power house has further connection
to city water mains for the purpose of supplying
water to boilers. There are two separate connec-
tions, one to the Loomis street main and one to

the Harrison street main.
An overhead crane travels the entire length of

FiR. 3. The Power House.

mum drop in feeder system is 50 volts. The nor-
mal pressure at power house is 600 volts. Contact
rails weigh 48 pounds per yard and are laid in 30-

foot lengths. They are connected by iron splice

bars and have a copper-plate bond riveted to base
with copper rivets. The structure is used for re-

turn current. All expansion joints of structure

have copper bonds riveted to them. At the crossing

of the Chicago River wires in armored cables were
laid for both positive and negative connection at

the bridge.

Generating Plant.

The power house is of steel framework, enclosed
with brick. It is of peculiar section on account
of its location between the tracks of the company.
The main portion of building, the engine room, is
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is now 450 feet long. Fig. 3 gi\es a good idea of

its length and height in comparison with surround-
ing buildings.

The central part of the engine-room basement
contams pumps, tanks, heaters, etc., with sufficient

space for additions to accommodate the entire

plant extended in*both directions. The switchboard
is also located in the center of the building, being
about 16 feet above engine-room floor. The switch-

board gallery is 50 feet long and carries six feeder

panels, two reserve panels for "jumper" connec-
tions, three blank panels for future use and six

generator panels. All circuit-breakers, meters, etc.,

for switchboard were furnished by the General Elec-

tric company.
The original installation of generating units in

1895 consisted of two Soo-kilowatt and two 1,500-

Fig. 4. Map.

the engine room. The height of crane is sufficient

to clear the upper part of the tallest engine with
any possible section of machinery. This crane was
furnished by the Morgan Engineering company
and is operated by electric motors, each movement
being controlled by separate motor.

In the summer of 1898 the west extension of

power house was begun. This became necessary

I
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36 feet wide and 70 feet high. The boiler room
is located at the north side of engine room and
part of it is under the north pair of tracks. The
coal room is directly over boiler room, containing
coal bunkers, with coal track. Coal is brought
into the coal room directl}'' from a coal elevator
at Forty-sixth street (shown in Fig. 8). where it is

hoisted from the ordinarj' coal cars into special

dump cars for elevated service. Ordinary coal cars

are of too great a width to clear station platforms.
The special coal cars are side-dumping and empty
by gravity into coal bunkers at the power house.

Each car has a capacity of about 16 tons. The coal

kilowatt machines, a total of 6,000 horse power. The
generators are of General Electric make and the
engines were furnished by the E. P. AUis company.
One 800-kilowatt and one i.5oo-kilo\\att machine
was placed on each side of the center of building.

The engines are vertical cross-compound and direct-

connected to generators. Each engine has a sep-

arate condenser pump.
Water for condensing purpose is obtained from

a seven-foot shaft at power house, which connects
with a five-foot tunnel constructed under right-of-

way of the company to the Chicago River. The
length of tunnel is about 6,600 feet. Water is drawn

FiG. 5 MSrSOPOLITAN ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM-
GENERAL VIEW OF TRACK STRUCTURE; POWER

HOUSE IN THE DISTANCE.

lo provide for the increasing traffic. The building
was extended west to Loomis street and arrange-
ments were made to install two additional large
units, providing room for an additional unit of same
size later. These tv."0 units have now been put
in and are in operation. The generators are Gen-
eral Electric 1,650-kiIowatt machines and the en-
gines are the Allis company's make, similar to those
ii: the old section of the house. Thus the present
capacity of plant is riominally 10.000 horse power.
The general view of engines and generators in Fig.

1, on the first page, is an impressive picture of the
enlarged plant.

The boiler room (Fig. 2) contains at present 10

batteries of Babcock & Wilcox boilers, each bat-

tery having a nominal rating of 600 horse power.
Each battery has two Babcock & Wilcox chain-
giate stokers, and coal is fed to stokers through
coal chutes from bunkers above. Stokers empty
ashes in a cast-iron hopper at rear end, which dis-

charges the ashes into a conveyor, which carries

them up through the coal room and dumps them
into an ash car standing on coal track. The con-
veyor has cast-iron overlapping buckets and is

about 1. 100 feet long. It is of C. W. Hunt
company's design and was erected by the Mac-
donald Engineering company of Chicago. The
boiler room further is provided with two Sturte-
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vant blowers for supplying forced draft to boiler

furnaces. Air is forced through an air tunnel, run-

ning full length of building in front of boilers, and
is admitted to furnace through valves set in cast-

iron ducts, connecting with the tunnel. Six bat-

teries of boilers (three on each side) obtain their

draft. through the east stack. The remaining four

batteries ar-e connected (two on each side) to the

with one to four trailers. The minimum length of
train is two cars. Five-car trains are run night
and morning. The motor cars arc used as smok-
ing cars. The coaches or trailers arc of standard
elevated-railroad pattern, weighing about 33.000
pounds empty, and seating 48 people. The coaches
were built by the Pullman company and I-farlan

& HoUingsworth company. Motor cars are similar

Bridge Open.

FIG. 7, METROPOLITAN ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM

west Stack. Space for two additional batteries is

provided and these boilers will cornect with the west
slack. The flues are in rear of boilers and are

connected to stack through economizers; they have
also a direct opening into the stack, acting as a by-
pass around the economizers. The economizers are

located on coal-room floor, one on each side of

each stack, four in all. The two economizers at

the east end have 440 pipes each, while the two at

the west end have 320 pipes each. The scrapers

of the economizers are operated by electric motors.
There is one motor to each pair of economizers.
The economizers were furnished and erected by the

fuel Economizer company, Matteawan, N. Y.
Two smoke stacks, made of steel and lined with

four inches of common brick, are now used. The
steel shell and brick lining of the stacks rest

on steel columns. The lower portion of the stack,

containing the flue openings, usually termed the

stack breeching, is built of brick with cast-iron

curved cover plates. The stacks are 13 feet in

diameter inside and are 150 feet high above boiler-

room floor.

Steam from boilers goes direct to a main steam
header, which runs the full length of the building

along the north wall of the engine room. The en-

tire length of the header, which is 18 inches in

diameter, is about 400 feet. Expansion of header

is taken up by three loops. All steam for engines

is taken out of the top of the header, and all steam
for other pumps, etc., is taken from the lower side

of steam main.
Oil for lubrication is stored in tanks in a small

fk^KUA. '^^t^^^^nfm
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—

ASHLAND BOULEVARD CROSSING.

building east of power house. It is forced from
these tanks by air pressure into smaller tanks in the

engine room, near the center of the building.

From these tanks the oil flows by gravity to small

oil pumps, which maintain a constant pressure in

the oiling system of the power house. The pumps
are in duplicate and are automatically controlled

to insure pressure within limits. The pressure for

engine oil is 60 pounds per scjuare inch and on
cylinder oil 200 pounds per square inch. This oil-

ing system carries oil to all bearings, cylinders,

etc., of the entire plant.

Feed water is taken from surge tanks and pumped
through heaters into economizers, from which it

is drawn into boilers. The average temperature of

water as it comes from heaters is about 130 de-

grees. Steam pressure is carried at 160 pounds.

The current output during the day. other than dur-

ing "rush hours," will average about 5,000 to 7,000

amperes. During "rush hours," however, heavy
"swings" will reach 14,000 amperes. Engines and
generators are guaranteed to stand 50 per cent,

overload.

Car Equipment,

The car equipment consists of 63 motor cars

and 186 coaches. Trains consist of one motor car

Bridge Closed.

-.POLLING LIFT BRIDGE ACROSS CHICAGO RIVER.

to trailers, but have cab at each end for motor-
man and controlling apparatu.'^. They are also

strengthened by a steel sub-frame. Trucks are of

special design to carry motors and were built by
the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The trucks car-

rying "G E 2,000" motors have sVa-fcot wheel-base
and those having '"G E 55" or Walker motors have
a wheel-base of six feet. Wheels of motor trucks
are ;iz inches and of passenger trucks 30 inches in

FIG 9, METROPOLITAN ELEVATED RAILWAY' SYSTEM.

-

CAR FRONT, SHOWING MOTORMAN'S CAB

diameter. All motor-car bodies were built by the
Barney & Smith Car company of Dayton, O. The
company has three types of motors in operation,

"G E 2.000," "G E 55" and "Walker 20 L." Most
of the "G E 2,000" motors are placed four to a car.

"G E 55" and Walker motors are operated, with one
pair to each car. Two motors are mounted on one

will i)erniit cutting out either one of the pair of
motors and car may be hauled with remaining
motor. Resistance boxes arc hung from lower side
of car body. Each cab has a complete set of con-
lrf>lling aiJparatus, including air-brake valve.

The brakes arc operated by "straight air" and
arc controlled by valve in motor cab, the air being
supplied to train from reservoir under motor car.

An air pump, operated by an electric motor, is

placed in one cab of each mot(jr car, supplying air

to reservoir of car, maintaining a pressure of 60
pounds. The pump is controlled automatically and
ordinarily docs not require the attention of motor-
man. The reservoir has a capacity of 15 cubic
feet and the pump is of capacity sufficient to raise

pressure in reservoir from atmosphere to 60 pounds
I)cr square inch in 2M' minutes.
The brakes were furnished by the New York Air

Brake company and pumps Ijy the Christensen
Engineering company of Milwaukee, Wis. The cars

are heated and lighted by electricity. Each motor
car carries a headlight and two colored markers
or lights, designating the branch to which train is

running.
The average speed of trains, including stops, is

15.4 miles per hour, the average distance between
slops being 2,000 feet. Trains are operated at short
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—

ELECTRIC COAL HOIST.

intervals during the entire day and continue at

longer intervals during the night. The intervals

after i a. in. are 30 minutes between trains of each
branch, or yMi minutes on main line between trains

going in one direction.

The car or repair shop is located on the main
line, between Center avenue and Throop street.

It consists of a substantial two-story brick build-

ing, 300 by 50 feet. Cars are run into shop at

track grade and trucks of motor cars are lowered
to shop floor by means of hydraulic lift. Car
bodies are not lowered to first floor. All repair

work to motors and motor trucks is done on first

floor. Paint shop is located at west end of car

shop and has room for three cars. Capacity of

car shop, exclusive of paint shop, is about 13 cars.

Interlocking.

The interlocking of special track work, with sig-

nals, is very extensive and complete. There are
altogether four distinct interlocking plants (ex-
clusive of two river-bridge towers and all loop
towers) on this road. One is at Market street,

where four tracks connect into two tracks of loop
connection. Another is at Canal street, operating
combination cross-over west of river on viaduct
of Pennsylvania Railroad yards. A third—the one
shown in Fig. 10—is at Marshfield avenue, operating
junction turn-outs and crossing of Garfield Park
and Douglas Park branches. There is also the

combination cross-over at Ashland boulevard and
one at North avenue, near Robey street, operating

ffiT
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Interlocking Tower.'

FIG. 10

Interior of Interlocking Tower

METROPOLITAN ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM.

truck. The trailer truck of motor car, however, is

of same construction as motor truck, so as to permit
of placing motors on it later, if desired. Two
"G E 55" or Walker motors haul a five-car train

without any trouble.
The controlling apparatus is placed in cabs at

ends of motor cars, as shown in Fig. 9. It con-

sists of "G E" series parallel controller, circuit-

breaker, fuse box, switches, etc. Switches in cab

cross-over and turn-out in connection with junc-

tion of Humboldt Park and Logan Square branches.
All switch towers, as well as all other principal

buildings in connection with the road's operation,

are connected by a telephone system. The inter-

locking plant was installed by the National Switch
and Signal company.
The interlocking plants insure a rapid and safe

train movement across crossings and special track
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work. Trains are further protected in their move-
ments by the Rowell-Potter block signal, which
automatically protects the rear end of trains passing

signal. Only one train is permitted in the "block"
at one time, and signal in rear of train cannot be

released until train passes release point at fixed

distance beyond second signal; that is, a train can-

not release its protecting signal in rear until it

has passed a second signal, on account of release

point being beyond second signal. The signal is

operated in detail electrically from storage batteries.

The initial operation for each set of movements,
however, is performed by wheel of truck passing
over a tread bar at side of track rail. Any failure

in the operation of mechanism will leave signal at

danger, thus insuring safety at expense of ail

else. The failure of moLorman to obey signal is

further provided against by attaching a tripping

bar to signal, which bar, when signal is at danger,

will raise a plunger attached to truck if truck passes
signal at danger. The plunger operates a valve

which throws on air brakes of train.

General Operation.

Every possible effort has been put forth in the

construction and operation of this system to afford

its patrons a safe and quick means of reaching the

heart or business district of the city, or between
points on its various branches. Passengers may
transfer to and from all branches without additional

fare. This company does not use tickets, passen-

Western Avenue Station of Chicago
Union Traction Company.

One of the largest of the power plants that fur-

nish power for the different surface street-railway
systems operating in Chicago is the Western
avenue station of the Chicago Union Traction com-
pany. This station is located near the corner of

Western avenue and Washington boulevard, and
supplies current for all the surface lines in that

vicinity. The area reached by the feeders from the
power house is about 25 square miles and extends
between Ndrth avenue and Twenty-sixth street, east

to the Chicago River and west to about Fortieth

avenue. The electric-railway lines thus supplied are

parts of the West Chicago Street Railroad com-
pany's system, now distinguished as the West Side
lines of the Chicago Union Traction company, w'hich

recently secured control of most of the West and
North Side surface roads. In addition to the power
furnished to the West Side lines the Western avenue
station supplies current to the Lake Street elevated

railroad between Chicago River and Fifty-second or
Robinson avenue. About 35 per cent, of the total

output of the station is used by the Lake street

line.

The equipment of the Western avenue power
house, which is a building 125 by 250 feet in size,

comprises 20 400 horse power Stirling boilers set

in batteries of two each and six direct-connected
engine and generator units, giving a total capacity

WESTERN AVENUE STATION OF CHICAGO UNION TRACTION" COMPANY. -

gers paying their fare on entering station, which fare

is registered by agent.

The road passed into the hands of a receiver in

January. 1897, and was operated by the receiver until

February, 1899. During the receivership connec-
tion was made with the loop, improving materially

the downtown terminal of the road. Trains are

operated around the loop under lease, the several

elevated roads having jointly leased the tracks of

the Union Elevated Railroad company. In Feb-
ruary, 1899, the road passed from the receiver into

the hands of the reorganized compan3^
Traffic has increased more than So per cent, in

the last two years, and the daily average is now^

reported as more than 80,000 passengers. During
the summer the company has added 36 cars and 16

motors to its equipment to accommodate its in-

creasing business. The company has further made
considerable improvement, in the way of track

alterations on the main line, to permit of greater

freedom in the movement of trains, and with the

additional power and equipment, now practically

ready for service, the compan}- hopes to increase

further the efficiency of the service.

The officers of the company are: President and
general manager, D. MacAUister: secretary and
treasurer, George Higginson, Jr.; assistant general

manager, H. M. Brinckerhoff ; superintendent of

transportation, "A. S. Jones; chief engineer, W. S.

Menden.

The threatened suits against the Western Union
Telegraph company by the State Railroad Commis-
sion of South Carolina, which has the power to

fix rates, has been obviated by an agreement, after

several months of legal sparring. The commission
reduced the rates to 24 cents to make the company
pay the revenue stamp. A compromise has been
effected by leaving the 25-cent rate as it was and
reducing the rates that w^ere 40 cents to 25 cents, so

that all poirits within the state have the same rates.

of 10,800 horse power. The accompanying illus-

tration gives a general view of the engine room.
There were originally installed four units, one of

750-kilowatt capacity and three of 1,500 kilowatts
each. In 1897 a 1,200-kilowatt unit was added and
during the present year a 1.500-kilowatt generator
was installed, thus completing the equipment of the

station as originally designed.

All of the engines are of the cross-compound,
non-condensing type. The first four installed were
built by Fraser & Chalmers. Of these the smaller

one is of 1,000 horse power, with cjdinders 26 inches

and 40 inches in diameter and a 48-inch stroke,

running at 80 revolutions a minute. It is directly

connected to a 750-kiIowatt, 12-pole Siemens &:

Halske generator of the external-armature type.

The other three engines are rated at 2,000 horse
power each, with dimensions of 34 by 54 by 60 inches
and running at a speed of 75 revolutions a minute.
They are each connected to a 1,500-kilowatt gen-
erator of the Siemens & Halske type. The re-

cently installed generators are of the same type, but
the engines are of different makes.
Engine No. 5 was built by the Corliss Steam En-

gine company and is rated at 1,800 horse poi^'er. It

has cylinders 32 and 50 inches in diameter and a 60-

inch stroke. The last engine installed is a 2,000

horse power Corliss, built by the Pennsylvania
Iron Works company. It is 34 by 54 by 60 inches
in size.

The main switchboard of the Western avenue
station consists of 76 feeder panels of the General
Electric type. Below the main board is located the
generator switchboard, consisting of seven panels,

one for each generator and one for the total output.

The remainder of the equipment of this station

consists of Berr3'man heaters, Westinghouse sepa-
rators and return loops, Blake admiralty pumps.
Metropolitan injectors, a Wilson-Whiting-Davis
oiling system and the usual steam piping and electric

wiring.

American Street Railway Association.

The official programme of this week's meeting
of the American Street Railway association at Tat-
tersall's, Chicago, as prepared by Secretary Pen-
ington, is as follows;

Tuesday.

JO a. m. Meeting called to order by Charles S.

Sergeant of Boston, president.

Address of welcome.
Calling of the roll.

Invitation extended to join the association.
Address of the president.

Report of the executive committee.
Report of the secretary' and treasurer.
Paper—"Investments in Street Railways: How

Can They Be Made Secure and Remunerative?"
Charles T. Yerkes, Chicago.
Reception at Auditorium parlors^ 8:30 p m.

Wednesday.

Convene at 10 a. m.
Paper—"Maintenance of Car Equipment," J. H.

Van der Veer, Brooklyn Heights Railroad company,
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Paper—"Modern Street Railway Shop: Its De-

sign, Machinery and Shop Practice," B. L. Kilgour,
chief electrician Cincinnati Street Railway com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Appointment of committee on nomination of

officers and selection of next place of meeting.
1:30 p. m. Trip to Drainage Canal. Train leaves

Santa Fe (Polk street) depot at 1:30 sharp; return
at 5 p. m.

Thursday.

Convene at 10 a. m.
Paper—"Construction and Maintenance of Street-

railway Track," Edward Butts, Metropolitan Street
Railway compan}'. Kansas City, Mo.
Paper—"Train Service and Its Practical Applica-

tion," Ira A. McCormack, general superintendent
Brooklyn Rapid Transit company, Brooklyn, N, Y.

Election of officers for ensuing year.

1:45 p. m. Tallyho ride through Jackson Park.
2 p. m. Trolley ride to Stock Yards. At-

tendants will be on hand to show all the points of

interest at one of the great industries of the city.

8 p. m. Theater parly. Tickets will be dis-

tributed at the hotel. Those intending to go are
asked to make up parties and get tickets accord-
ingly.

Friday-

This is Supply Men's Day. The entire day is to
be given to the examination of the exhibits which
are shown b}" the supply men. This is also Ladies'
Da}'. The ladies will be taken to the principal
stores. Art Institute and Lincoln Park. Carriages
will be in waiting at the hotel at 10 a. m. This
is for the ladies onlj" gentlemen are requested to

visit the hall and let the ladies have the benefit of
carriage rides.

7 p. m. Annual banquet at the Auditorium. In-

stallation of the officers-elect at the banquet.

Officers and Committees.

The officers of the association for the year ending
October i8th were as follows:

President—Charles S. Sergeant, Boston.
Vice-presidents—Henry C. Moore, Trenton, N. J.;

Ernest Woodruff, Atlanta, Ga.; Walton H. Holmes,
Kansas City, Mo.

Secretary and treasurer—T. C. Penington, 2020
State street, Chicago.

Executive committee—The president, vice-presi-

dents and Albion E. Lang, Toledo, Ohio; George _

A. Yuille, Chicago; Frank G. Jones, Memphis,
Tenn.; John I. Beggs, Milwaukee; Ira A. McCor-
mack, Brooklj'n.

The general committee of arrangements for the

Chicago convention has worked hard to make the

gathering a success. It consisted of John M.
Roach, vice-president and general manager North
and W'est Chicago Street Railroad companies,
chairman; George A. Yuille, second vice-president

West Chicago Street Railroad company, secretary

and treasurer; George O. Nagle, assistant general

manager Chicago City Railway company; H. M.
Sloan, general manager Calumet Electric Street

Railway company; H. H. Windsor, editor Street

Railway Review; F. L. Fuller, general superin-

tendent West Chicago Street Railroad company;
James R. Chapman, general manager electrical de-

partment North and West Chicago Street Railroad
companies; T. C. Penington. treasurer Chicago City

Railway company. Portraits of all these gentle-

men, with the exception of Mr. Fuller, ^vho

has left town, are presented in the accompanying
group. Mr. M. K. Bowen was originally the

chairman of the committee, but his lamentable

death occurred early in the year.

The ladies' reception committee was made up of

Mrs. J. M. Roach, Mrs. Frank R. Greene, Mrs.

J. Chas. Moore. Mrs. J. W. Buell, Mrs. M. B.

Starring. Mrs. J. R. Chapman. Mrs. W. A. Mc-
Guire, Miss M. A. McGuire, Miss E. B. McGuire,
Miss M. Willowby, Miss Frances Byrne, Mrs.

H H. Windsor, Mrs. J. Samuel Sheahan. Mrs. Clift

Wise, Mrs. R. H. Prince. Mrs. Robt. McCulloch,
Miss Bessie Felton, Mrs. George A. Yuille, Mrs.

Theo. P. Bailey, Mrs. B. E. Sunny, Mrs. T. C.

Penington, Miss Maude Penington. Mrs. C. R.

Penington. Mrs. Z. E. Knapp, Mrs. W. 'J. Cooke,
Miss M. E. Cooke, Mrs. Clay Crawford, Miss Es-

telle Johnson, Mrs. Geo. A. McKinlock, Mrs. W.
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Worth Bean. Miss Keith Bean, Mrs. F. S. Ken-
field, Mrs. J. N. Hobbs, Mrs. R. E. Richardson,
Mrs. H. A. Marsh, Mrs. H. M. Sloan, Mrs. W. A.
Harding, Miss Edna Kimraell, Mrs. G. VV. Knox,
Mrs. C. N. Duffy, Miss Clara Cunningham and
Mrs. Raymond.

7. Electrical Review Publishing company.

.

150
8. Railway World 150
9. Safety Insulated Wire and Cable company 125
10. Novelty Tufting Machine company 100

11. Mica Insulator company 200
12. Manville Covering company 300

H. M. Sloan.

T. C. PeningtoD.

H. H. Windsor.

Geo. O. Nagle.

J. M. Roach, Chairman. Geo. A. Yuille, Secretary.

J. R. Chapman.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—GENERAL COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.

No. of List of Exhibitors.
Space. Exhibitor. Sq. Fl.

1. C. F. Orr & Co 100

2. Street Railway Review 215

3. Street Railway Journal 215

4. K. McLennan & Co 100

5. W. R. Carton company 125

6. Electric Railway Equipment company.. 400

R. D. Nuttall company
Charles N, Wood
American Protected Rail Bond company
Creaghead Engineering company
Ohio Brass company
Consolidated Car Heating company
Gold Car Heating company
Haywood Bros. & Wakefield company. .

300
100

100

200
500
200
200
300

American Rail Joint and Manufacturing
company

A. & M. Brake Shoe company
Hale & Kilburn company
Pantasole company
E. T. Burrows comi)any
Curtain Supply company
Arlams & Wcsllake company
General Electric company
Harold P. Brown
Standard Paint company
Central Electric company
Carton- Daniels Electric company
Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing company
The Falk company
American Steel and Wire company
The Consolidated Car Fender company
Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works.

.

American Mason Safety Tread company
Standard Underground Cable company..
American Car and Foundry company. .

Adam Cook's Sons
Lcschen-Macomber-Whyte company. . .

.

National Lead company
Continuous Rail Joint Company of

America
American Railway Supply company ....

International Register company
Ohiner Car Register company
R. Bliss Manufacturing company
Meaker Manufacturing company
Barney & Smith Car company
Garl Electric company
Paige Iron Works
Milwaukee Rail Joint and Welding com-
pany

Watson-Stillman company
G. P. McGann .^ir Brake company
Christensen Engineering company
McGuire Manufacturing company
Standard Air Brake company
Pennsylvania Steel company
Griffin Wheel company
W. T. Van Dorn & Co
Pennsylvania Car Wheel company
Lorain Steel company
Dorner Truck and Manufacturing com-
pany

Taylor Electric Truck company
Hipwood-Barrelt Car and Vehicle Fender
company

Cling-surface Manufacturing company...
Wm. \Vharton, Jr., & Co
Charles Scott Spring company
H. M. Stiles

.'\merican Brake Shoe company
Ironsides company
Siegrist Lubricator company
Morris Electric company
Crane company
Cylindorama Railway company
Star Brass Works
American Vitrified Conduit company....
New Haven Car Register company....
Chapman Valve Manufacturing company
United States Rocking Grate Bar com-
pany

J. R. McCardell & Co
Baltimore Car Wheel company
MJller-Knoblock company
Major Cement company
Weber Rail Joint Manufacturing com-
pany

85. Joseph Dixon Crucible company
Curb Spaces.—West Side of Building.

Taunton Locomotive and Manufac-
turing company go feet x

McGuire Manufacturing company. . .50 feet x
Taylor Electric Truck company. .. .50 feet x

22.

23-

24-

25-

26.

27.

28.

29.

so-

32-

33-

34-

3.1-

36.

37-

38.

39-

40.

41-

42.

43.

44-

45-

4&.

47.

48.

49-

50.

51-

52.

53-

54-

55-

56.

57-

58.

59-

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71-

72.

73-

74.

75-

76.

77-

78.

79-

80.

81.

82.

83.

100

100

100
100

100
100

200
1,600

200
200
200
200

1,600

400
400
600
200
100

100

100

ICO
100

100

100
100

200
200
TOO

200
500
100
100

100

100

500
700
800
250
460
200
232
300

1,300

300
400

600
150
300
i6s
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100

100

150
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Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railway.

HE double-track southern exten-

sion of the Chicago and Milwau-
kee electric railway, extending
from Highwood to North Evans-
ton, III-, has been completed, and
cars are now being operated
over the road from Evanston to

W'aukegan. The road now in

operation is 26^ miles long and
runs north from Evanston, par-

alleling ihe tracks of the Chi-

cago and Northwestern railroad,

through Wilmette, Kenilworth,
Winnetka, Lakeside, Glencoe,
Ravinia, Highland Park, High-
wood, Fort Sheridan, Lake For-
est, Lake Bluff and North Chi-

cago, ending at Waukegan. These towns all border
on Lake Michigan, and are nearly all residence

suburbs of Chicago. Fort Sheridan is a govern-
ment re5er\'ation and military' post, and North Chi-

cago and Waukegan are manufacturing towns. The
name of the road would indicate the connection of

Milwaukee with Chicago by a continuous electric

railway. An electric line is now operating between
Milwaukee and Kenosha, leaving but 10 miles be-

tween Kenosha and Waukegan to be built to com-

feet long. Fig. 4 (p. 233) shows a plan of the power
house, while Fig. 5 (p. 234; gives a vertical cross-
section through the building. In the boiler room
there are three Cahall boilers of the Babcock and
Wilcox water-tube tj-pe, built by Auitman & Taylor.
Thej- are fitted with Hawley down-draft furnaces
and each is rated at 250 horse power. Two of the
boilers are set in a batterj- and all three are so con-
structed as to be entirely independent of the brick-

from the furnaces may be discharged through the
economizer or directly through the fan. Fig 6
is an illustration of the boiler room, showing the
boilers, stack, fan and a part of the economizer
erected above and at the back of the boilers. As
shown in Figs. 2 and 4. a side track of the Chicago
and Northwestern railroad runs along the west side
of the power house, from which coal cars can be
directh- unloaded into the boiler room.

FIG. I. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—DIAGRAM OF CURRENT TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION.

work. Thej- are thus free to contract or expand, and
the brickwork may be entirely removed and replaced,
it necessary* without disturbing the boilers or con-
nections.
The boiler room is designed to hold eventually

four batteries of boilers, A steel stack of sufficient

capacity to carry off the gases from eight boilers

has been constructed. It will be midway between
the four batteries when they are completed. The

FIG. 3. chicago and milwaukee electric railway,—power hcuse and car earns at highwccd
(cooling table in foreground).

stack is 50 feet in height, and the gases are me-
chanically exhausted through it by means of an
84-inch Sturtevant steel-plate three-quarter-housing

fan, A six by nine-inch engine drives the fan with
a maximum speed of 235 revolutions per minute.
An automatic Foster valve, attached to the steam

plete the northern end of a Chicago and Milwaukee
road. The company is not considering any extension

north at present, but has made plans to connect its

, southern terminus with the Northwestern elevated

railroad, now building in Chicago, thus giving access

to the center of the city.

For electric-current supply a combination direct-

current and three-phase alternating-current system

is used. This system is diagrammatically represented

in Fig. I. The main generating station or power
house is situated near the middle of the line at High-
wood. Here are installed a direct-current gener-

ator, used to supply the line in the vicinity of the

station, and two alternating-current generators,

which furnish current, transmitted over t\vo three-

phase transmission lines, to sub-stations, near either

end of the line. StOrage-battery auxiliaries are

used in both power house and sub-stations.

The auxiliary- stations are located at Winnetka
and North Chicago and contain rotary con-

verters which change the three-phase alternating

to direct current. The direct current for the opera-

tion of the cars is supplied from these sub-stations

and the main power house by the usual system of

feeders extending in both directions. As shown in

Fig. I. the road is divided into six feeder sections,

two from each of the sub-stations and the power
house. The lengths of the feeder wires supplying

each section, the distances between stations and
the ends of thg road, as well as the size and length

of the alternating-current transmission wires, are

indicated in the drawing. Fig. i.

Power Plant at Highwood.

At Highwood, where the power house is located.

are also the offices of the company, the car barns
and repair department. Fig. 2 shows a plan of the

buildings and yards. The plant is situated just west
of the route of the road. A switch track runs to

the rear of the buil-iings from the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad. Fig. 3 is a photographic
view of the company's buildings at Highwood. In

the foreground is seen the cooling table and reser-

voir, and beyond are the office and storage-battery
building and the power house itsdf. The car bams,
with a number of the summer type of cars, are
seen in rear and to the right oi the cooling table.

The power house is built of brick and has a steel

trussed roof. It is 108 by 80 feet in ground dimen-
sions and can be easily added to. as the south wall
is only of a temporary construction. A brick wall
divides the building into a boiler room, 50 by 80
feet in size, and an engine room, 58 feet wide and 80

The general arrangement of the engines, gener-
ators and steam auxiliaries is clearlj' shown in Figs,

4 and 5. The auxiliaries—condensers, boiler pumps,
feed-water heaters, etc.—are placed in a basement
beneath the engine room. In the engine room
proper (Fig, 7) there are two horizontal, tandem-
compound, condensing, Corliss engines, made by
the Filer & Stoweli company of Milwaukee, These
engines, operated at a steam pressure of 150 pounds.
are direct-connected to multipolar generators by
the Arnold system.

Referring to Fig. 4, the north engine or No. I is

a 400 horse power side-crank Corliss, with cjdinder
dimensions of 17 by 30 by 26 inches. Its S\T%heel
rim is square in section and weighs 40,000 pounds.
It is a two-part wheel and is 14 feet in diameter.
The engine is regulated bj- a Pioell invertcd-tj-pe
governor, fitted with automatic safety stops to pre-
vent the engine running away. These stops block
the governor balls up, except in the event of the
governor belt breaking. The governor is arranged
so as not to require handling at the starting or
stopping of the engine. The south or No. 2 engine
is a center-crank Corliss, and is rated at 800 horse
power. Its cylinders are 22 by 38 by 42 inches in

size and it has two flywheels, weighing 24,000
pounds each. The receiver of the engine is of the
reheater tj-pe. When necessar\' this engine can
be overloaded 50 per cent., v-hile the 400 horse
power engine is capable of standing a 100 per cent.

overload. The larger engine is also fitted with a
Proell governor.
As the station has both direct and altemaiing-

current output, it follows that the generators are
of two types. Two alternating, three-phase gener-
ators of General Electric make (Nos, i and 3 in

Fig. 4) supph- the transmission lines leading to

the sub-stations. Each generator has a capacity

of 250 kilowatts and runs at 125 revolutions per
minute. They are 24-poIe machines and therefore

deliver the three-phase current at 25 cjxles a sec-

ond. The voltage of the generators is 5,500, which
is also the potential of the transmission line, as' no
transformers are used. Generator No. 2 is a direct-

current, 600-volt, 250-kilowatt, lo-pole machine, and
supplies power for sections ihree and four (Fig. i)

of the trolley line, near Highwood. A small 125-

volt exciter for each alternator is belted to the

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY. PLAN OF GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS AT HIGHWOOD.

main shaft. It is possible tliat these exciters may
be done away with soon, as the company is con-
sidering a proposition to rewind the fields of the
alternators, so that the exciting current may be
taken from the storage battery installed as a part

of the power-house plant
The engines and dynamos shown in Fig. 7 are

arranged and connected on the Arnold system, with

header, controls the revolutions of the engine. As
the steam pressure in the boilers falls the speed of
the engine and consequently of the fan is acceler-

ated, and. vice versa, with an increase of steam
pressure the fan is retarded.

A Green fuel economizer is now being erected
at the back of the boilers. When completed the
connections will be so arranged that the gases
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magnetic clutches. The cross-sectional drawing
given in Fig. 8 shows the essential features of the

apparatus. This drawing shows the armature o"

each generator mounted upon a hollow shaft or

quill, through which extends a solid shaft. It is

this interior solid shaft, which can be operated in-

dependently of either generator quill, that allows

the flexible arrangement of engines and generators

peculiar to the Arnold system. The solid shaft

is carried in two bearings near its center, and under
ordinary running conditions it lies idle in these

bearings, adding no frictional load to the plant.

Under every-day runnhig conditions, each gener-

ator is operated by the engine adjacent to it, in a

manner similar to a direct-connected plant. But
in case of emergency or light load, cither generator

shown in Fig. 8 can be disconnected from its con-

tiguous engine and connected to the interior solid

shaft. This shaft can then be revolved by the other

engine, and thus the load on either generator can

be transferred at will from one engine to another.

By this arrangement, then, it becomes possible to

operate two generators from the small engine and
three generators from the large engine.

The connections between the generator quills, the

solid shafts and the engine flanges are made by
means of three-way magnetic couplings, also shown
in Fig. 8. These magnetic clutches occupy about
12 inches along the length of the shaft, and consist

of two annular rings of cast-steel, each containing

two coils, by means of which the clutches are en-

ergized. These coils are wound for 600 volts, so

as to take their energy directly from the storage

battery or the direct-current generator circuits. The
current required is one-half ampere, and by means
of this amount of current the chitch is capable

of transmitting 500 horse power, so that the loss

due to the clutch current is less than one-tenth of

one per cent, of the power transmitted. Between
the faces of the two field rings, and parallel to

them., are carried two armatures, one connected
by means of studs to the generator quill, and the

other held in the arms of the hub, pressed on the

end of the solid interior shaft. This latter arma-
ture is used to connect the solid shaft to cithei

the generator or the engine. These connections
are made" and broken by the manipulation of a

switch upon the station board, so that any gener-

ator can be thrown out of service without stopping
its driving engine.
Blue Vermont-marble panels, on a frame of angle-

iron, make up the power-house switchboard (Fig.

7), which is placed on the east side of the engine

and ammeters, to indicate the output of the gen-
erators. On the seventh and ninth, or line panels,
arc mounted the instruments and controlling ap-
paratus for the three-phase transmission lines lead-
ing to the sub-stations. A swinging voltmeter, at-

tached to the end of the board, indicates the voltage
of the direct-current feeders. Thomson inclined-
coil, alternating-current instruments, Weston direct-

bc taken as the load varies, thus enabling prac-
tically a steady load to be maintained on the direct-
current generator at all times.

Two car barns, each 48 feet in width, but 108 and
225 feet in length, respectively, join the power house
on llie north. Thirteen cars can he put in the
smaller barn, while the capacity of the larger one
is 25 cars. As indicated in Fig. 2, the Chicago and

Ur=

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—PLAN OF POWER HOUSE AT HIGHWOOD

current ammeters and voltmeters, with General
Electric circuit-breakers and switches, are used.
Oil switches are employed on the high-voltage cir-

cuits, and all the lines leading from the power
house arc provided with lightning arresters.

A scpnraU' brick building, cr.st nf the cn.q-inc

Northwestern railroad switch track on the west
of the buildings is connected with tracks on the

north and south sides of the grounds, so that, by
using the main line, a loop is formed, by means
of which cars may be turned around.
A cooling table and reservoir (see Fi.cr?. 2 and 3)

FIG. 7. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—ENGINES AND GENERATORS IN MAIN POWER HOUSE AT HIGHWOOD.

room. The board is composed of nine panels.

Two are feeder panels of the standard General
Electric make. The third (from the left) is a stor-

age-battery panel, and is equipped with two single-

pole switches and a double-reading ammeter. The
direct-current generator panel constitutes the fourth,

and the fifth is an exciter panel, provided with a

voltmeter and ammeter. The sixth and eighth are

alternating-current panels, equipped with voltmeters

room. 98 by 33 feet on the ground, as indicated by
the plan in Fig. 2, contains the offices of the com-
pany and a storage-battery room. The latter room
is 64 feet long and contains 28S cells, each holding
II type F plates of the Electric Storage Battery
company, 10V2 by 10V2 inches in size. The battery

serves as a regulator for the feeder circuits of the

main power house. It acts as a reservoir, to which
energy may be given and from which energy may

are constructed east of the battery roon^. The
reservoir is 160 feet long and 60 feet wide. A 13-

inch brick wall constitutes the sides of the reser-

voir, and the bottom and sides are' covered with
six inches of concrete. The depth of the reservoir

is eight feet. Inside of it rests a cooling table, 130

feet long and 30 feet wide, formed of th^ee leaves.

The discharged water from the condensers passes

over these leaves and is cooled. It leaves the table
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at the east end and falls into the reservoir. The
injection water for the jet condensers is drawn

from the west end of the reservoir. By means of

this cooling system sufficient water is cooled to

allow the condensers to maintain a 24-inch vacuum

in the engine cylinders. Ordinarily, some of the

water for the boilers is delivered from the condenser

discharge, but in this plant all the water, obtained

direct from the Highwood mains, is heated in an

Excelsior open feed-water heater, by means of the

exhaust from the steam pumps, air pumps and other

auxiliaries, and is then pumped by Deane feed
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of the building.. Living rooms are provided on the

second floor for the station keeper.
Fig. 10 is a view in the transformer room at Win-

netka. This room is in the front of the building
and is eight by 19 feet in size. It contains six static

transformers of the General Electric type, with a

capacity of 42 kilowatts each. Only five of the
transformers show in the illustration. Current is

received from the three-phase transmission line at

5,500 volts, and is transformed to the secondary
voltage of 380. The terminals of each transformer
are protected by two switches, by means of which
the transformers are connected in "delta" across
the three legs of the transmission line. The trans-

former switchboard or receiving panel is seen on the

left-hand side of the illustration (Fig. 10). Slabs
of marble protect the switches, which are pulled

by means of a long stick.

The current leaving the transformer room passes
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FIG. 5- CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELEcfRIC RAILWAY.—CROSS-SECTION OF POWER HOUSE AT HIGHWOOD.

pumps directly into the boilers or through the

economizer and then into the boilers.

Overhead and Track Construction.

All of the three-phase transmission lines are bare

copper wires, No. 4 being used on the line to Win-
netka and No. 8 to North Chicago. The lines are

not transposed, and so far no trouble has arisen

on that account. No. 00 trolley wire is used for

the entire line, with the exception of a portion

at the north end. The overhead work is of the

side-pole construction in the outlying districts, with

center poles through the business centers of each

town. Cedar poles are used for the side construc-

tion, while the center poles are of iron pipe, in three

sections of five, six and seven-inch diameters re-

spectively.

The high-tension wires are carried on double-

petticoat glass insulators, on the cross-arms on the

side poles, and are protected by lightning arresters.

All of the poles are 30 feet in height, except those

used for the transmission lines, which are 35-foot

poles. Span wires of five-sixtecnths-inch galvan-

ized-iron wire support the trolley wire. Each pole

is painted and those carrying the alternating-cur-

rent wires have a danger notice stenciled upon them.

H. V/. Johns line material was used throughout
for the overhead construction. Each of the six sec-

tions of the trolley is insulated from the others

by Philadelphia break insulators, and switches, con-
tained in locked boxes, on the side poles, are con-
nected with the line sections, so that in case of an
accident on one section it may be connected with

to the two rotary converters in the next room
through the first panel of the main switchboard. Fig.

II is an illustration of the rotary converter room (19
by 23 feet in size), showing the converters and
switchboard. Each converter is a six-pole machine
and runs at 750 revolutions a minute. Alternating

current is received at 380 volts, 25 cycles a second.

The continuous-current capacity of each is 125 kilo-

watts, with a voltage of 600. The converters are

of the General Electric type.

The switchboard is built of blue Vermont marble
and consists of seven panels. The first and second
panels, beginning at the left, control the alternating

current going to the rotary converters and contain

inclined-coil Thomson ammeters and three single-

pole knife switches. Two standard General Elec-

tric direct-current panels, controlling the output of

the converters, form the third and fourth panels.

They are equipped with two single-pole switches,

field switches, rheostats, direct-current ammeters
(with illuminated dials) and circuit-breakers. A
storage-battery panel, with two single-pole switches

for cutting the battery in and out and a double-

reading direct-current ammeter to indicate the

charge and discharge of the battery, constitutes the

fifth panel. The sixth and seventh panels are of

the General Electric direct-current standard, fitted

with switches, ammeters and circuit-breakers to

control the feeders. A swinging voltmeter, indi-

cating the direct-current voltage, is attached at the

right end of the board, so it may easily be seen

by the operator. All of the direct-current instru-

ments are of the Weston make, while the alternat-

FIG. 8. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
IN POWER

the next, and thus receive power while the damage
is being repaired.

In the track construction 65 and 72-pound T-rails

and 85-pound girder rails are used, all of 60-foot

lengths. The ties are of oak, spaced 24 inches apart.

Sub station Plant.

As typical of both, the sub-station located at Win-
netka and called sub-station "B" is described. It

is 8% miles south of the power house, as shown by
the diagrammatic map. Fig. i, and is situated just

east of the tracks. It is a brick structure, two
stories high in front, with a one-story batery room in

the rear. Fig. 9 (p. 235) gives a view of the exterior

—DETAILS OF ENGINE AND GENERATOR CONNECTION
HOUSE.

ing-current instruments are of the inclined-coil

Thomson type. A Sturtevant pressure blower

driven by a one horse power induction motor is

used to- cool the static transformers. It is situated

on the right of the switchboard.

The sub-station battery room, illustrated in Fig.

12, is 30 feet wide and 66 feet long. It contains

2S8 glass cells of the Electric Storage Battery com-
pany's make. The cells each hold 15 type F plates.

10% by 10V2 inches in size, and are mounted on
wooden trays filled with sand. The trays are sup-

ported on standard glass two-part insulators, the

lower part being a saucer containing oil and the

upper part a saucer inverted. This storage battery
serves to steady or equalize the load of the stations

in the same manner as the battery at the power
house.

Sub-station "A," located near the southern limits

of North Chicago, is a duplicate building of the
Winnetka sub-station, with a car barn, 30 by 100 feet

in size, attached, making the total dimensions of
the building 64 by 100 feet. The barn holds four
cars. A siniple addition to sub-station "B"' is con-
templated. The power equipment of the North Chi-
cago sub-station is identical with that at Winnetka,
except that it is of half the capacity. But three static

transformers and one rotary converter are installed.

The storage battery is composed of the same num-
ber of cells, but each jar contains only seven plates,
thus giving approximately only half the capacity.

Cars.

The rolling stock of the road is composed of 12
large double-truck motor cars, 12 large double-
truck trailers, eight single-truck motor cars and
six single-truck trailers—a total of 38 cars. The

'

12 large motor cars are combination baggage and
passenger coaches and will seat 42 passengers each.
One is shown in Fig. 13. The large trailers are
43-foot cars and each has a seating capacity of 56.

These 24 cars were made by the Pullman company
and are handsomely finished in natural wood. The
car bodies are painted a ro^^al blue with gold letter-

ing. The single-truck cars were made by the St.

Louis Car company and J. G. Brill & Co. The
Pullman motor cars are provided with two 50 horse
power General Electric motors and the single-truck
motor cars are equipped with two 35 horse power
motors of the same make. All the motor cars are
equipped with Christensen air brakes. A rotary
snow plow, a snow sweeper and a construction
train con'plete the car equipment of ihe road.
To provide against breakdowns at the sub-sta-

tions it is planned to have in readiness at the power
house a car equipped with a rotary converter, thre^
static transformers, a switchboard panel and the
necessary plugs and connections, so it can be sent
to the seat of trouble and used to supply the power

FIG. 6. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
—BOILER ROOM AT HIGHWOOD.

to the trolley until repairs can be made. It will

be a movable sub-station entire, and as the storage
battery at the damaged sub-station could be relied

upon to furnish power until such a car could be
sent to the station, it ^^ould hardly necessitate the
shutting down of traffic at all, even in the case of
a serious breakdown.

Conclusion.

The mechanical and electrical equipment of the
Chicago and Milwaukee electric railway was planned
by Mr. Bion J. Arnold, consulting engineer for the
company. The erection of this equipment—stations,

machinery and line construction—was entrusted to

the Arnold Electric Power Station company. It is

believed that this is the first steam-driven electric

railway to be operated on the plan of combining
three-phase alternating-current transmission from
one source of energy with direct-current distribu-

tion from sub-stations. It is interesting to note that

if the common direct-current system, in which heavy
feeders haA'e to be used, had been installed the cop-
per alone would have cost $80,000, or nearly four
times the actual amount that was expended for

copper.
A lo-minute schedule between Evanston and

Highwood and a 20-minute schedule between Evans-
ton and Waukegan are now being operated. A fare

of five cents is charged between towns, while the

entire line can be traveled for 35 cents.

The Chicago and Milwuakee Electric Railway
company is capitalized at $1,000,000, and is the

successor of the Bluff City Electric Street Railway
company, whose property and franchises between
North Chicago and Waukegan the new company
purchased. The officers of the company are the

following-named gentlemen : Presiaent, G . A. Ball.

Muncie, Ind. ; vice-president, A. C. Frost. Chicago;

secretary. George M. Seward. Chicago; treasurer.

J. W. Mauck. Highland Park. 111.; general superin-

tendent, R. S. Ives, Highwood, 111.

It is stated that France's telegraph receipts during

the Dreyfus trial were $120,000 more than for the

corresponding month a year ago. while the receipts

from telephones were $60,000 greater. The budget
estimates from these two sources for that period

were exceeded by over $340,000.
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Ohio Electric Light Association.

Tlie fiflh annual nieeling of the Ohio Electric

Light association was held at Cleveland on October
lOth and nth, in the rooms of the Associated Tech-
nical Clubs. Though not as largely attended as

it was expected it would have been, possibly by
reason of the fact that the electric-light men are

all very busy at home, the papers read and the

interest manifested well repaid those who came.
The following-named gentlemen were present:

E. H. McKnight, BowlinR Green ElectricLiEhl and Power com-
pany; H. C. Focle. Canton Liglil. Heat and Power company;
J. Q. Brown and J. M. Ptaisted. Columbus Electric company;

FIC, 9. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
SUB-STATION AT WINNETKA.

A. W. Field, Columbus Edison Electric Light compiny; Samuel
Scovil, C. B. Tripp, H. D. Whiton. F. N. Stone, M. E. Turner
and S. C. D. Johns, Cleveland Electric Illuminatine company;
M, V. Raber and Reid Carpenter, Ciiizens' Electric Railway,
Lightand Power coniijany; George Hayler, Jr., Electric Liglu and
Power company. Van Wert, O, ; A. F. Dickinson, Geneva Elec-
tric Lighting company; D. L. Gaskill and H. C. Aye'S, Greenville
Electric Light and I'ower company; Mr. Gorton, Jefferson Light
and Power company, Warren; B. C. Faurot and J. E. Townsend,
Lima Electric Lighi and Power company;

J. C. Thullen, Lee tool a
Electric Light and Power company; S. Griffin, Lake Erie Elec-
tric Light and Power company, Lorain; B. P. Foster, Nor. hern
Gas and Electric company, Norwalk; J. H. -\ iller. Spiingfield
Light and Power company; Emil G. Schmidt, Sandusky Electric
Light company; W. S. Smith, Toledo Consolidated Electric com-
pany; C. E. Inman. Warren Electric Light and Power company;
J. H. Perkins, Youngstown Electric Light company; Seymour
C. Prentiss, Cleveland: Alien Ripley Foote.Takoma Park, D. C:
George M. Hoag, city electrician, Cleveland, O. ; H. Whitford
Jones, Electric Supply company, Clevelaud; W, P. Am bos,
Cleveland; T. E, Adams, Adams-Bagnall Electric company,
Cleveland; T. H. Bailey Whipple, Buckeye Electric company,
Cleveland; B. A. Stoive, Jandus Electric company, Cleveland;
F. G. Colweil and H. B. Coles, General Incandescent Lamp
company, Cleveland, O. ; George C. Kuntz, Bcdifield Belting com-
pany, Cleveland, O. ; E. A. Wilson, Niles Electric company, Niles,
O.; H, E, Adams, Illinois Electric compauy, Chicago; F. O. Rus-
ling, Varney & McOuat, Indianapolis; H. Irwin Southwick, War-
ren Electric Light and Power company; W. D. Packard and
Robert E. Gorton, New York and Ohio company, Warren. O.;
W. F. Hayes and W. J. Hauley, General Electric company, Cin-
. iunati; A. H. Friend, M. B. Austin & Co., Chicago; Mr. Hop-
Kms, Erner & Hopkins, Columbus, O.

The proceedings on Tuesday morning, up to

II o'clock, were of an executive character, being
committee sessions. At that hour Mr. D. L. Gas-
kill of Greenville, in the absence of the president
and vice-president, called the general session to

order. Mr. E. P. Roberts, consulting engineer of

Cleveland, read the first paper, on "Utilization of

Exhaust Steam for Heating Purposes."
During the reading of Mr. Roberts' paper Presi-

dent Schmidt arrived and took the chair. New
members received were the Citizens' Electric Light
and Power company of Logan and the Wyoming
Water, Heat and Power company.
Much regret was expressed at the death of Mr.

were equipped with wattmeters to measure their

total output. He thought that all consumers should
be placed on a meter basis; even though the gross
output might decrease, the net income would be
larger. Mr. Schmidt regretted that the member-
ship was not growing very rapidly and recom-
mended a change to midsummer in the time oi

meeting.
Mr. George Hayler, Jr., of the Van Wert Elec-

tric Light and Power company read a paper on
"Suggestions to the Managers of Small Central
Stations." It was the sense of the association that

the suggestions were of great value to those to
whom it was especially addressed, and many of its

recommendations applied equally to larger plants.

The essayist treated the subject exhaustively.

After a discussion, he was followed by Mr. Leon
Le Pontois, E. E., now of the Winton Motor Car-
nage company of Cleveland, who was brought from
Frarfce to this country by Edison. His subject was
the turbo-electric generator. Summing up the ad-
vantages of the steam turbine, he said, in pari

:

"From the satisfactory test of the different types of

steam turbine lately constructed, and possibly from
the few remarks which I have had the honor of

presenting to you, I think that we may well agree
that the time is not far distant when our elecLric-

light and power plants will undergo a great change.
The high-speed, vibrating, pounding steam engine
and the good, old faithful Corliss engine type itself

will be relegated to the scrap-pile, and in their

stead, in one-fourth of the space, on light founda-
tions, will stand the compact structure of the turbo-
electric generator, without belting and counter-
shafting. The stationary engineer will have an easy

lime of it, while the station manager will find a

great reduction in his coal-piles."

Wednesday's sessionl^ opened with a largely in-

creased attendance, and were presided over by Mr.
Gaskill, President Schmidt being unexpectedly
called home. Papers were read by Mr. M. E.

Turner of Cleveland and by Mr. H. W. Hillman
of Schenectady, the title of the former being "Street

Lighting by Direct and Alternating Currents." and

Fig. II. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
ROTARY CONVERTERS AND SWITCHBOARD AT

WINN'vTKA SUB-STATION,

Bradner P. Holmes of the Youngstown Electric

Light company, who, at the time of his death, last

February, was vice-president of the association.

Suitable resolutions, prepared by E. PL McKnight.
J. Q. Brown and S. Griffin, were adopted at the

afternoon session.

In his annual address President E. G. Schmidt
of Sandusky spoke with feeling of the death of Mr.
Holiries. He said that in the enclosed alternating-

current arc lamps the central-station man had a

new and improved weapon to fight the incandescent-

gas burner. He spoke of the leakage in poor line

construction, converters and lamps and doubted
whether 10 per cent, of the stations in the state

FIG. 13. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECl RIG RAILWAY.
COMBINATION BAGGAGE AND PASSENGER CAR.

the latter "The Arc-lamp Department of Central-

station Business." These two subjects being closely

related in interest, were discussed together, and
the morning was occupied entirely in their reading
and the lively discussion following, in which Messrs.
T. E. Adams, Hillman, Turner, Perkins. Scovil,

Bagnall, Stowe, Fauret and Ploag participated.

The closing session of the meeting was held

Wednesday afternoon, when, as the first order of

business, a paper was read by H. G. Reist, E. E.,

of Schenectady, on "A New Compensated Revolv-
ing-field Alternator," which elicited some discus-

sion.

The following-named officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville;

vice-president, W. S. Smith, Toledo: secretary-

treasurer, J. Q. Brown, Columbus: executive com-
mittee. Emil G. Schmidt, George Matt, E. H. Mc-
Knight; George Hayler, Jr., Van Wert; J. E.

Townsend, Lima; advisory committee. Samuel Sco-
vil, Cleveland; A. W. Field, Columbus; H. C. Fogle,

Canton: finance commitee, A. F. Dickinson, Ge-
neva; W. F. Raber, Mansfield; J. H. Perkins,

Youngstown.
Toledo was selected as the next meeting place.

The sense of the convention was declared in favor

of an earlier date for annual meetings hereafter,

October being considered too busy a season. A
resolution to take the sense of the members on
this matter of date through correspondence from
the executive committee was adopted.

Omaha-Council Bluffs "Railway.

The Omaha, Council Bluffs and Suburban Rail-

v^fay company is pushing work on the construction

of its grade between the East Omaha terminal bridge
and its line in Council Bluffs. The line will be
approximately 20 miles long, the route being from
Lake Manawa through Council Bluffs to East

Omaha over the drawbridge; thence west to the

city limits of Omaha, using the Omaha Street Rail-

way company's tracks to Sixteenth and Harney
streets. The company's offices will be located in a

fine office building, which will be erected at Six-
teenth and Harney streets in the spring. ,

Plans have been prepared by the company's archi-
tects, Fisher & Lawric, for a car barn and power
house in East Omaha. The buildings will be of
brick. The power house will contain a generating
plant, up-to-date and modern in every detail. The
motor cars will be of the latest pattern, weighing
about 36,000 pounds and equipped with four
motors, aggregating about 150 horse power. The
company expects to have the line in operation by
the middle of May.

Need of Electric Railways in India.

In a recent report Mr. W. T. Fee, the United
States consul at Bombay, gives some interesting facts

about the horse-railway system^ of the Bombay
Tramway company. The stock of the company is

FIG. 12. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
BATTERY ROOM AT WINNETKA SUBSTATION.

principally owned in the United States and the
main office is located in New York. About 1,100

men and 1,150 horses are employed for a double-
track system of 17M; miles. The drivers and con-
ductors are paid by the trip, and the former re-

ceive about 18 rupees ($5.85) and the latter 22
rupees ($7.15) a month. The track, barn and com-
mon laborers receive the usual Bombay wages of
six annas (12 cents) a day.

There is now a movement to convert the road
into an electric line. In fact, the company has ap-
plied to the Bombay government to sanction the
conversion. Electricity has but recently come into

use in India, Madras being the only city where it

is used on street railways as a motive power.
The rents in the city of Bombay are extremely

high. Bungalows rent from $800 to $2,000 a year,

and flats without any modern conveniences for from
$500 to $1,000 per annum. The population of the
city in the last census in 1891 was 821,764. The
density of population in certain parts of the city is

very great. In the native quarters, which contain
most of the population, it is estimated that there
is one human being to every 10 square yards of

space. The mortality at present is great, owing
largely to the plague with which the city has been
infected for the last three years.

"In view of these facts," says the consul, "it is

hoped that the Bombay government will speedily

sanction the conversion of the present system of

street-car road into an electric line, and that the

company will not only extend its service to all parts

of the city, but also to outlying and suburban dis-

tricts, and give the people of this city a service of

cheap and rapid transit, thereby providing an out-

FIG, 10. CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
STATIONARY TRANSFORMERS AT WINNETKA

SUBSTATION.

let, as in many large cities of Europe and America,
for its overcrowded quarters, and being of ad-

vantage not only financially, but also, from a sani-

tary standpoint."

The city of Oconto, Wis., has accepted the propo-
sition of the Holt Lumber company for 35 arc

lights, of 2,000 candle power, at $2,800 per annum
for three years.
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The recent illumination of State street in Chicago,

on the occasion of the Fall Festival, showed very

decidedly the advantages of electric over gas lighting

for purely decorative purposes. For soiTie reason

gas flambeaux on the rostral columns were made a

part of the lighting scheme, while incandescent

lamps were used for the festoons of light above
and in the private decorations on the buildings. It

is no prejudice to say that the gas illumination suf-

fered by the comparison. The burners were in-

congruous and inartistic; the light itself was yellow,

smoky and unsteady. The jets were unenclosed,

and the smoke was a very decided objection, as it

soon made the handsome white columns grimy and

detracted from their beauty. Then^ too, the in-

candescent lamps had the advantage of easily ob-

tained color effects. Altogether, the superiority of

the electric light, for this particular purpose, was

conspicuous.

Several states have street-railway associations, but

has any state but Ohio an effective organization of

electric-light men? There are associations taking in

groups of states, like the Northwestern and the

Southwestern, but we do not recall any active or-

ganization of electric-light men exclusively, in a

single state save that in Ohio, which held its annual

meeting last week. Mr. Schmidt, the retiring presi-

dent, complained that the membership was not grow-

ing very rapidly; but the association is still lively and

vigorous and listened to the reading of several in-

structive papers. The organization is helpful to its

members, and in these days of municipal-owner-

ship discussion and of actual and possible legislation

peculiarly afifecting the electric-li.ghting interests it

is rather curious that Ohio stands in its unique and

honorable position of pre-eminence.

Pennsylvania, New York and Illinois have each

more central stations than Ohio, but their electrical

men seem somewhat backward in coming forward,

although in each of the states named there is a

street-railway association.

Much space in this issue of the Western Elec-

trician is devoted to street-railway affairs in Chicago
'

and to the meeting of the American Street Railway

association in this city. Writing on the eve of the

convention, it seems to be apparent that it will be

a conspicuous and successful gathering in numbers,

influence and work accomplished. Nearly every

street-railway company in the country is doing a

good business, sharing in the general prosperity

evident in all branches of industry, and thus the

members of the association meet under pleasing con-

ditions to discuss matters of mutual interest.

The association has not met in Chicago since

1883, when it was but one year old. Of the tre-

mendous changes that have been brought about

since then in methods of street-railway service it

would be superfluous to speak. With the single

exception of conduit electric railways, visitors to

the convention can see in Chicago and its environs

about every system of urban and suburban traction

now in use—cable roads, elevated and surface elec-

tric lines, trolley-wire and third-rail contacts, ac-

cumulator cars, high-tension alternating current

transmitted to sub-stations, multiple-unit and loco-

motive systems of electric train operation, and a

few compressed-air and horse cars. This is a varied

list, and it should afford some instruction to those

who have time and inclination to seek it.

In the arrangement of the programme this year

much wisdom has been displayed. There are but

five papers, but they are all from men of promi-

nence and experience in some branch of the street-

railway industry. No more than two papers are set

down ior any one day, so there should be ample

time, aside from transacting the business of the

association, to read every paper and to discuss it

intelligently. In all gatherings of this character

free discussion of the ideas advanced in the papers

is a most valuable and fruitful feature, and it is

a mistake to overload-the programme to the extent

that so«ne of the papers are barely read and not

discussed or perhaps read by title only. Members
should consider it incumbent upon them to make

the discussions valuable by giving of their ex-

perience or by seeking information. Often a single

question will bring about a valuable interchange

of ideas of benefit to all.

It is always a pleasure to recognize the cordial

relations that have long existed between the Ameri-
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can Street Railway association and the "supply

men"—the manufacturers and dealers who appear
at the conventions, many of them with exhibits, and
contribute so much to the brilliancy and success

of the meetings. This year, by formal vote of the

executive committee, Friday is especially set apart

as "supply men's day." The association will hold

no formal session on that day and there will be no
"social features," except those arranged, exclusively

for the ladies; the entire day is given to the examina-
tion of exhibits. "Let us show our appreciation of the

efforts of the supply men," say the officers of the

association, "by examining what they have to show
us. It will be beneficial to all." This is the correct

attitude to take toward the business side of the asso-

ciation; it strengthens the association materially

and helps the dealers.

In every way the Chicago convention promises

to be instructive and satisfactory.

It is of particular interest, just at this time, to note

that the "international tramways and light railways

exhibition," to be held at the Royal Agricultural

Hall, Islington, London, from June 30th to July

nth, next year, is planned on much the same scale

as the annual exhibitions of the American Street

Railway association. "The experience of the Ameri-
can Street Railway association is conclusive as to

the value of such an exhibition, not only to manu-
facturers and dealers, but to the tramway industry

at large," say the promoters of the proposed Eng-
lish show. However, this is to be an international

exhibition of wide scope, including track construc-

tion, power-station equipment, rolling stock, elec-

tric and cable-car equipments, steam motor cars,

trucks, brakes, and, in fact, all kinds of apparatus

designed for street-railway service, including com-

pressed-air, gas, steam and electric systems. The
exhibition has been arranged with the object of en-

abling municipal and other local authorities, street-

railway men and the general public to examine

the latest apparatus designed for the equipment

of street and light railways, both surfa(:e and under-

ground. "It is well known," in the language of the

prospectus, "that very wide experience has been

obtained both upon the continent of Europe and

in America in providing local traveling facilities,

and it is one of the purposes of this exhibition to

give local authorities and tramway officials in the

United Kingdom an opportunity to acquire familiar-

ity with apparatus that has been introduced abroad

as well as in this country. Both home, colonial

and foreign manufacturers and inventors are in-

vited to exhibit."

As is generally known. Great Britain is seeing a

great light just now, by which it observes that its

tramway facilities are antiquated and inadequate.

New street railways or the rebuilding of existing

lines, to provide the facilities greatly needed, are dis-

cussed in every large town in the United Kingdom.

The situation. resembles the state of affairs in this

country ten years ago, with the difference that

whereas we were pioneers and had to evolve the

electric-railway system from a theory by the actual

test of arduous experience, our transatlantic friends

are taking to the art when it is well developed and

a conspicuous success. The early efforts were crude

and often laughed at. Everyone remembers the ex-

perience of Mr. Sprague in Richmond. The first

car became stalled and couldn't be budged by any

manipulation of the current. The inventor delib-

erated and then sagely announced that he would

send for his instruments and remedy the difficulty,

When the "instruments" arrived they proved to be

a pair of sturdy mules and they pulled the car

back to the barns ingloriously. But these early dif-

ficulties were indispensable and invaluable. They

made possible the service we enjoy to-day. The

United States has now the best and most widely

extended street-railway facilities of any country in

the world. American manufacturers are cordially

invited to exhibit at the exhibition that has been

planned for London, and no doubt many of them

will embrax:e the opportunity. The show has been

arranged by the proprietors of the Tramway and

Railway World of London, and has a long list of

right honorable and right worshipful mayors and

other dignitaries as patrons. A representative of

ihe journal named is attending the convention here,

and he will no doubt book many applications for

space.
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Northwestern' Elevated Railroad.

Construction work on the elevated structure for

tlie Northwestern Elevated railroad, now building

in Chicago, is going forward with but few delays

at present, and if no serious obstacles arise it is

planned to have the road in operation by iVIarch,

1900. The line will run nearly north from the

center of the city, approximately paralleling the

shore of Lake Michigan, although some distance

away from it. Its northern terminus will be at

Wilson avenue (west of Evanston avenue), and it

will join the Union Loop at Lake street and. Fifth

avenue. When completed there will be a double

track from Lake street to Institute place, a distance

of .92 mile, and four tracks from that point to the

end of the line, a distance of 5.52 miles. This will

make the total length of the road 6.44 miles.

In addition to the main tracks there will be 1.31

miles of single track and .21 mile of double track

to be used for storage, the whole constituting 25.65

miles of single track, of which 23.93 miles will be

operated for regular railway traffic. About 13 miles

of the track is completely finished and considerably

more than half of the steel structure is erected.

The company owns its own right-of-way north of

Chicago avenue.
Express trains will be operated on the road, using

the two middle tracks of the four-track road, while

the local trains will run on the outer tracks. A
section of the four-track construction, as now com-
pleted near Lincoln avenue, is shown in Fig. i.

Trains will be pulled by electrically operated

motor cars, the system being similar to that now
used on the Metropolitan and Lake Street elevated

roads in Chicago.
The power house is located on FuUerton avenue,

near Southport avenue, 3,000 feet west of the ele-

vated structure and about equidistant from the

ends of the line. It is a brick building with base-

ment, 112 feet wide and 255 feet in length, and is

now practically completed. An exterior view of the

building is shown in Fig. 2. A brick wall divides

the building longitudinally into a boiler room 50

feet wide and an engine room 58 feet wide. A 203-

foot octagonal brick stack with 16-foot flue rises

from the rear end of the boiler room. As built the

building is planned for an engine capacity of 7,000

horse power, but the position and capacity of the

stack will allow of an extension to the building

which will give the whole plant an ultimate capacity

of 14,000 horse power.
In the boiler room there will be installed 12 -Bab-

cock & Wilcox water-tube boilers, set in batteries

of two each, and equipped with Murphy automatic

smokeless furnaces and provided with coal and ash

conveyors. In the basement under the boiler room

speed of 75 revolutions a minute and the smaller
one 80 revolutions. A switchboard of the General
Electric company's standard railway type will be
installed with the generator panels on the main floor

and the feeder panels on a gallery. The engine-
room basement will contain all steam and exhaust
pipes, separators, receivers and the electric cables
running to and from the switchboard.
Coal will be taken from a side track of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad, and con-
densing water will be obtained from a 12-foot brick
tunnel in Fullerton avenue that was erected by the
city to convey water from Lake Michigan to the

Franklin Institute Anniversary.

The seventy-fifth anniversary of the Franklin In-
stitute of Philadelphia was commemorated at the
National Export Exposition from October 2d to 7th
inclusive. The second meeting was held on Tuesday
evening under the auspices of the electrical section
of the Institute, with Professor George A. Hoadlcy,
president of the section, presiding. Dr. Edwin J.
Houston made an address on "The Seventy-fifth
Anniversary of the Franklin Institute from an Elec-
trical Standpoint." After giving briefly the early
history of electrical discoveries, Dr. Houston spoke

FIG. I NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED RAILROAD.—FOUR-TRACK STRUCTURE, SHOWING CONTACT RAILS AND FEEDER BLOCKS.

North Branch of the Chicago River for flushing

purposes. The steam from all the engines will be

condensed in a central condenser of the Weiss
counter-current type.

'An interesting part of the electrical equipment of

the Northwestern Elevated will be the use of

aluminum instead of copper feeders. Three sizes

of bare aluminum cable will be used, the largest

being about iVa inches in diameter. "The ordinary

steel third-rail will transmit the current to the

motors on the cars.

The Northwestern Elevated Railroad company
was organized in 1893 with an authorized capita!

stock of $15,000,000. The present board of di-

rectors consists of the following-named; C. L.

Blair, W. W. Miller, E. L. Brewster, J. C. Welling,

B. Lathrop, D. H. Louderback and C. Bucking-
ham. Mr. Louderback is president of the company

m detail concerning the aid given pure and applied
electric science by the Franlclin Institute. He re-
ferred to the International Electrical Exhibition of
1S84, which was limited strictly to the examination
of electrical devices and appliances and which, he
said, was held at the suggestion of the electrical
section of the Institute. An address on "The In-
fluence of Technical Societies in Promoting the
Progress of the Arts" was delivered by Ralph
W. Pope of New York, the secretary of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers. Mr. Pope
spoke of the advances made in every branch of
science during the last 75 years and reviewed the
contributions and work of the Institute in scientific
fields since its birth. He called attention to the
necessity of thoroughly training students at an early
age in elementary physics, stating that the prevail-
ing Ignorance of the simplest scientific facts was
responsible for the existence of a class of alleged
inventors who devise schemes foi obtaining money
under false pretenses.

Development of Chats Falls.

One of the biggest deals ever undertaken by
Ottawa (Ont.) capitalists was consummated a few
days ago when the Chats Falls, at Quyon, in the
province of Quebec, passed into the control of the
Pontiac Mining company. The enormous amount
of 680,000 horse power can be developed at the falls,
and it is understood that the company will take'
steps to secure the location of industries of various
kinds and of large size. These falls are about 35
miles from Ottawa. The purchase was carried
through by Messrs T. C. Bate, president; N. A. Bel-
court, M. P., J. W. Poupore, M. P., P. Clark, sec-
retary-treasurer, all of Ottawa; Denis Ryan, man-
aging director, of St. Paul, Minn., and ex-Senator
T. A. Darby of North Carolina. These gentlemen
bought the property as individuals, and are turning
it over to the company at exactly the same figure
as they paid for it. The company owns the prop-
erty outright, and the directors are among the lead-
ing men of Ottawa. The capital stock is $490,000.
It is confidently expected that the district about
Chats Falls will witness as great electrical develop-
ment as that about the Chaudiere Falls in Ottawa.

FIG. 2. NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED RAILROAD,—POWER HOUSE.

will be located the smoke flues, boiler feed pumps
. and the entire system of feed and blow-off piping,

ash conveyors, etc.

The engine room will contain three direct-con-

nected engine and generator units of 1,500 kilowatts

capacity each and one of 750 kilowatts. Three
2,000 horse power and one 1,000 horse power cross-

compound, slow-speed, condensing engines of the

Allis-Corliss type will be used. The cylinders of

the larger engines will be 30 by 60 by 60 inches in

size, while the smaller one will have corresponding
dimensions of 23 by 46 by 48 inches. These engines
will drive Siemens & Halske 550-volt internal-

armature generators. The larger units will have a

and Mr. Brewster is the vice-president. Other of-

ficers are: Secretary and treasurer, Howard Abel;
chief engineer, C. V. Weston; electrical engineer,

J. R. Chapman.

The Nevada Power company has been organized
at Reno, Nev. It proposes to transmit power from
the caiion east of Reno to the Comstock for pump-
ing and other operations, as well as to distribute
power to Reno and vicinity. The caiion is 11 miles
nearer to the Comstock than is Floriston, the point
from which a similar plan has been proposed. The
company is capitalized for half a million and is said
to be backed by eastern capitalists.

Additions to Alley "L" Power House.
The South Side elevated railroad, or what is

popularly known as the Alley "L," is doubling the
capacity of its power house at Fortieth and State
streets. The plant now consists of four direct-
connected engine-generator units, giving a total out-
put of 5,000 horse power, which can be increased
to 8,000 horse power by lengthening the cut-off of
the engines. In increasing the capacity of the
plant the same style of engines and dynamos will

i)e used. These will consist of two 2,500 horse
power cross-compound engines of the Allis-Corliss
type and two 1,500-kilowatt Westinghouse gen-
erators.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From ilie Miaoeapolis correspondeat of the Westera Elec-

trician.]

The People's Telephone company of West Su-

perior, Wis., is preparing a reorganization to

bring the company entirely under local manage-

ment, as was done by the Zenith Telephone com-

pany, across the bay, in Duluth.

The American Telegraph and Telephone com-

pany has completed a telephone connection be-

m-een West Superior, Wis., and Minneapolis and

St. Paul. Duluth is not on the Hne, for the reason

that tlie company was refused a franchise such as

it demanded.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company now

has about 1,400 instruments connected and working

in Minneapolis, and is adding to the number all

the time.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has agents at

work among the telephone users at Eau Claire and

Chippewa Falls, Wis., showing the company's side

of the raise in rates.

Ex-Congressman H. E. Boen of Fergiis Fails,

Minn., advocates public telephone systems by

townships, through his paper. He would have them

maintained the same as roads and bridges.

The Village Council of Hallock, Minn., is putting

in a telephone svstem.

The Prairie Queen Telephone company of Cam-
bridge, Wis., has completed a line to Deerfield.

Wis.
The Wisconsin Telephone company will rebuild

the entire system at Washburn, Wis.

It is understood the Northwestern Telephone

Exchange company will string a third wire for

the system between Albert Lea, Minn., and Minne-

apolis.

The Interstate Telephone company has just in-

stalled a local exchange at Appleton, Wis.

The Beloit (Wis.) Telephone company will con-

nect with 10 or more small public stations in the

vicinity'.

A stock of telephone supplies in the rear of the

telephone building in St. Paul caught lire and for

a time endangered the building. The flames were

soon brought under control.

Work is being hurried on the new telephone ex-

change at Delavan, Wis., and it is expected to be

in operation' the first week in November.
The Wisconsin Telephone company, at Clinton,

Wis., has completed work on the connections with

that place.

The Central Telephone company of Maj^'ille, N.

D., has been organized with ?5,ooo capital stock.

The company will build a line between Hillsboro

and Mayville.
The Standard Telephone company proposes to

extend its toll lines from Cresco, la., to Le Roy,

Minn., where a local exchange is to be installed.

Mr. Cliff proposes to establish a local telephone

exchange in Clinton, Minn.
The Oelwein (la.) Telephone company has com-

pleted lines to Fayette, Randalia and West Union.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company has filed

a trust-deed for $24,000 at Waterloo, la., in favor

of Ralph Van Vechten of Cedar Rapids, la. It

covers notes for the same amount.
Sioux Rapids, la., has connection with Spencer,

la.

C. B. Miller is the promoter of a telephone line

from Clinton. la., to Maquoketa, la.

The Iowa Telephone company is building a line

from Wilton to Tipton, la.

The council of Davenport, la., is considering a

franchise for 25 years for the Iowa Telephone com-
pany. The company agrees to put in an under-

ground-conduit system, to cost $70,000, and erect

its own buildings, at a cost of $So,ooo.

The County Telephone and Telegraph company,
which was recently incorporated at Waterloo. la.,

proposes to connect the Independent systems of

Iowa by copper-metallic circuits.

The Iowa Telephone company will rebuild its

system at Iowa Citj-, la., at once.

The low^a Telephone company has installed 25

instruments at Ida Grove, la., for private use. A
metallic circuit through the town will soon' be con-

nected with Sioux City. >"

The Northern Telephone company of Fonda, la.,

has completed a toll hne to Newell, la.

The Michigan Telephone company will make a

number of changes and improvements to its sys-

tem in Menominee, Mich., putting in new cables

and switchboards at a cost of $16,000.

The Sunset Telephone compan}^ of Tacoma,
Wash., finds a constant demand for connection with

the cit3' from the small towns in the vicinity, five

to 10 miles distant.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Faribault.

Minn., has installed a new switchboard of 300 calls.

Brule, Wis., now has long-distance connection.

Sanborn, la., voted to grant a franchise for a

telephone exchange. There are several applicants

The Iowa Telephone company is building a line

from Richmond. la., to Washington, la.

A telephone exchange is being installed at

Wapello. la.

The Southern Bell Telephone company is putting

its wires underground in the principal business

streets of Columbus, Ga.

Humboldt Telephone Exchange.
As has been frequently remarked, one of the most

beneficent results of the Independent telephone
movement has been the placing of telephone service

at the disposal of the residents of small villages

and farming communities which had been ignored
by the high-and-mighty Bell companies.

In Humboldt, Neb., the Humboldt Telephone
company was organized a little over a year ago to

build and operate a telephone exchange. The of-

ficers were: President, E. A. Tucker; vice-president,

O. A. Cooper; secretary, F. R. Butterfield; treas-

urer, A. H. Fellen. The enterprise was not a very
large one, but the company started out with th"t

idea of using good material and giving good service.

By following this plan it made a good investment.
An exchange was established, using the metallic-

circuit express switchboard and the instruments of

the American Electric Telephone companj'- of Chi-
cago. F. H. Whitaker of Topeka, Kan., superin-

tended the construction of the plant, in which full

metallic circuits are used. There is a lightning ar-

rester over each telephone as well as a full set at

the switchboard. At, the beginning there were 70
subscribers; now there are 106, and a second sec-

tion of switchboard has been ordered. The debt

HUMBOLDT TELEPHONE EXCH.4NGE.

contracted at the opening of the exchange has been
paid and the plant is clear.

The company extended its lines to the edge of

town and there met the connecting lines of farmers
in the surrounding country. Some of the farmers
use the barb-wire fences for conductors; others have
pole lines. Humboldt has now telephone toll-line

connection with every other town in the county
and also with the Interstate company of St. Joseph,
Mo. It has experienced a decided benefit from the
little Independent telephone company whose modest
exchange outfit is shown in the picture.

Atlanta Standard Telephone Company.
The Atlanta Standard Telephone compan3'^ (In-

dependent) has opened its exchange on Edgewood
avenue in that city and is giving unlimited service

to nearly 1,000 subscribers, the rates being Sj6 and
$24 a year for business houses and residences re-

spectively. None but metallic circuits are used,
and the construction is said to be first-class

throughout. Experienced switchboard operators
are employed and a resting room is provided for

the use of the girls. The construction was done by
the Southern Standard Telephone Construction
company, under the personal supen'ision of Manager
H. A. Douglass, an expert in such work, from Chi-
cago, and more recently of Grand Rapids, Mich.

TELEPHONY ABROAD.
Owing to the increase of telephonic traffic between

Berlin and various places in Denmark, a new line

will shortly be opened. Telephonic connection is

now being established between Berlin and Warne-
m.iinde, whence a telegraph cable runs to Gjedser.

A large extension of the trunk telephone system
will probably take place in France. In answer to

a proposal of the Administration of Posts and Tele-

graphs, 80 of the 86 departments have expressed
themselves in favor of telephonic connection be-

tween one another and Paris. It is said that $6,000,-

000 will be spent on new lines.

At a recent meeting of the Liverpool Chamber of

Commerce it w'as reported that the postmaster-
general had informed the chamber that negotiations

v* ere proceeding with the French Administration
of Posts and Telegraphs with regard to tariffs and
other conditions, and that no difficulty was appre-

hended in eventually establishing telephonic com-
munication between Liverpool and Paris.

The telephone administration of the German gov-
ernment has been backward in adopting improve-
ments likely to benefit its subscribers, but the Ba-
varian telephone department is attempting better

things. A new exchange has been opened at Mun-
ich, in which lamp-signal switchboards are employed.
and the so-called "calculograph" has at the same
time been introduced for timing conversations.

Rock Island to Have a New Company,
As has been alread}- stated in the Western Elec-

trician, the business men of Rock Island, 111., are
greatly dissatisfied with the sen-ice and rates of
the Central Union Telephone company. The Rock
Island Club is active in the campaign, and some
time ago appointed a committee to discuss the
situation with the Central Union people. The
company proposed a new schedule of rates, but on
the question of giving rebates for defective service,

it took the ground that it could not discuss with a
committee the "alleged grievances" of individuals.
This was not satisfactory to the club, and at a m.eet-
ing held last week the whole subject was gone over,
and, after listening to the statements of telephone
men who were present, it was decided to organize
a mutual company to compete with the existing
monopoly. This is the language of the resolution
that was adopted:
Resolved, Tbat it is the sense of this meeting that the offer of

the Central Union Telephone Company is unsatisfactory, and
that the committee be continued and authorized to enlist the serv-
ices of the best talent that they can obtain to organize a sub-
scribers' telephone company, and we pledge snch company onr
unanimous support.

Federal Telephone Company.
The Federal Telephone company, with an au-

thoried capital of $10,000,000, was incorporated at

Trenton, N. J., on October 13th. The company is

authorized to do a general telephone and telegraph
business. The incorporators are F. W. Garvin, J.
S. Garv'in and C. F. Smith, all of East Orange, N. J.,
who are said to be simply associates of Mr. J. B.
Dill, the counsel for the new company. It is said
that the company is organized to eft"ect long-distance
connection between the Independent companies in
the large western cities: that the new Illinois Tele-
phone and Telegraph company of Chicago is in-

terested in it and that by an unusual provision in

the incorporation papers the control of the com-
pany cannot be secured by the Bell people.

Meters for Telephone Use.
Telephones with meters attached are to be intro-

duced by the Chicago Telephone company if its

patrons wish. The new instrument is regarded as
something of an experiment, although it has been
in use in New York citj-^ for a short time. The meter
attachment registers the number of outgoing calls.

When a subscriber desires to use his telephone he
asks Central for the number, and as soon as he hears
the "hello" of the person he is calling he pushes
a black button immediately above the transmitter,
which operates a counting machine. Until he
pushes this button he cannot make himself heard
at the other end of the Hne.

A Long Telephone Circuit.

The RockiJ- Mountain Bell Telephone company
has completed connection between Butte, Mont,
and Salt Lake, Utah, 434 miles apart by wire. Con-
nection is now possible from Salt Lake to San
Francisco, via Butte, the longest telephone circuit

in the world, it is said, being 2,200 miles. The toll

rates are, from Butte to San Francisco, $17 for five

minutes' talk, and from Salt Lake $4 more.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Piatt Count}^ Telephone company of Monti-

cello, 111., has been incorporated. The authorized
capital is $5,000, and the incorpoiators are William
F. Ledge, William E. Ledge and James O. Snyder.

The Springfield (111.) Mutual Telephone and
Telegraph company was incorporated on October
nth in the office of the secretar>^ of state. Thomas
Wilson, Simon M. Rogers and J. M. Wilson, all of
Springfield, are incorporators. The company's
capital stock is $50,000. The company was given
a franchise by the City Council of Springfield about
two months ago. It is stated that the company
will begin at once to erect poles and hues, and it

hopes to have the new s^-stem in operation within
a few months.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Victor Telephone Manufacturing company

of Chicago entered the Independent telephone-
manufacturing field about iS months ago and has
built up a large business. The high efficiency and
sterling quality of the products, it is asserted, have
placed the Victor company in the front rank of
telephone manufacturers. The company has found
it necessary to secure larger quarters to handle its

growing business. The new home of the com-
pany is located at 203-207 South Canal street. Its

new quarters give the Victor companj'^ one of the
finest equipped and best-appointed telephone manu-
factories in the count^\^ All these improvements
have been rapidly brought forward under the man-
agement of the president of the companj', Mr. Will-
iam T. Blaine, who has secured as associates in

the conduct of the company's business Messrs. H.
C. Dodge and H. B. McNeal, who are well known
in the Independent telephone field.
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New Speer Carbon Company.
When, last spring, that orgaiiizaLion so familiarly

known to the electrical trade as the "carbon trust"

succeeded in gathering in, so to speak, nearly every
manufacturer of both lighting carbons and carbon
brushes, it looked, indeed, even to the most con-
servati\c, as though the carbon industry was mo-
nopolized. Among the concerns absorbed was the

Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky, O. It will,

therefore, be of great iiiiterest to the electrical

fraternity in general and the electric street-railway

companies and other users of carbon brushes to

know that there is now "another Richmond in the

As a matter of general interest, a word may be
said relative to the financial and general business
standing of the gentlemen backing this enterprise.

President Andrew Kaul is one of the most prom-
inent capitalists and promoters of the section around
St. Marys. Mr. Kaul, too, is one of the old pio-
neers and is now one of the largest lumber dealers
of that section. It would be doing him an injustice

as a capitalist not to mention the interesting fact

that his name can be found in a list, recently pub-
lished by a prominent New York paper, as one of
the millionaires of the United States. Secretary
and Treasurer Andrew Kaul, Jr., is a true "chip of

detail, it may be said that the building is of brick
and most substantially laid out in every respect.
In fact, it may be said that the projectors propose
to make tliis factory in every respect one of the
most modern in the field.

St. Marys, the point at which the new carbon
company has seen fit to locate its plant, is one of

the most thriving towns in Northwestern Penn-
sylvania. It is located at the junction of the Penn-
sylvania railroad and the Pittsburg, Shawmut and
Northern railroad. It is in the center of the

natural-gas country, with a supply practically un-
limited. This advantage of a full supply of natural

gas was one of the strongest factors in determin-
ing the projectors as to the advisability of locating
the new carbon factory at St. Marys. The town also

Factory at St. Marys.

field" in the person of the organizer of the late

Partridge Carbon company.
When the control of the Partridge Carbon com-

pany was purchased by the Cleveland organiza-

tion, the former company's secretary and treas-

urer, J. S. Speer, was left in no wise interested in the

new regime. For a time Mr. Speer, who, it may be
stated, is thoroughly conversant in the manufac-
ture of carbon products of all kinds, was undecided
as to the field into which it would be best to di-

rect his energies. After casting about for some
time for the best investment, and realizing that the

prospecjts' for a continued prosperity in almcet
every line of business were most excellent, and hav-

ing received tempting overtures from several in-

fluential capitalists, he finally concluded again to

enter the carbon business. While this move will

be a surprise to the general trade and a majority

of Mr. Speer's friends, it would .seem to be a wise

step, as it is safe to say his long experience and
intimate technical knowledge of the carbon busi-

Andrew Kaul. President. Andrew Kaul, Jr., Secretary.

ness eminently fit him to preside over the large

and complete property that has been erected at

St. Marys, Pa., and will be operated from now on
under. his management.

Several months ago Mr. Lewis Streuber, one of

the pioneers of Erie. Pa., a capitalist and one of

the owners of the Merchants and Manufacturers

Electric Light, Heat and Power company of Erie,

Pa., approached Mr. Speer with the idea of or-

ganizing a carbon manufacturing company, which
now has its plant at St. Marys, Pa., and the result

was the formation of the Speer Carbon company,
with the following-named gentlemen as officers,

directors and stockholders: Andrew Kaul, presi-

dent; Lewis Streuber. vice-president; Andrew Kaul,

Jr.. secretary and treasurer; B. E. Cartwright, di-

rector: J. S. Speer, general manager; J. G. Wertz,

stockholder.

NEW SPEER CARBON COMPANY.

the old block," and with him as financial executive
of the new company, it is safe to say that this de-

partment of the Speer Carbon company will be
most efficiently organized and skillfully handled.
Vice-president Lewis Streuber, in addition to his

interest in the Merchants and Manufacturers Elec-
tric Light, Heat and Power company of Erie, Pa.,

is largely engaged in the fish business ^nd owns
considerable stock in a number of lake vessels.

Director B. E. Cartwright is known throughout
the country tributary to St. Marys as one of the

most energetic men in that section. He is general

manager of the Pittsburg, Shawmut and Northern
Railroad company. In addition to the above-named
gentlemen, J. G. Wertz, a capitalist of Pittsburg,

Pa., one of the former stockholders of the old Part-

ridge Carbon company, is also interested in the new
Speer Carbon company. Mr. Wertz is prominently
engaged in the hair felt manufacturing business in

the neighborhood of Pittsburg.

Besides the executive staff as above named, Mr.
Speer has secured the services of M. H. Kelley, who,
for so long, was the "right-hand man" to the man-
agement of the Solar Carbon and Manufacturing
company of Pittsburg, which likewise was absorbed.

Mr. Kelley is well fitted as an assistant to Mr.
Speer, as his knowledge of carbon credits and other

details of the business will stand him in good stead

in his new position.

A word relative to the career of the general m,an-

ager of the company will be timely. J. S. Speer
first saw the light of day, spent his boyhood and
was educated in Pittsburg. Pa. Early developing a

taste for chemistry, he finally was graduated as

chemist and pharmacist and started in the drug
business in Pittsburg in 1876. The year 18S0. how-
ever, found him seeking his fortune in the same
business in Leadville, Colo. After three years' ener-

getic work as a pharmacist in that locality and two
vears' employment at the same business in Dakota,
he returned to Pittsburg. In 1S90 Mr. Speer saw
an opportunity in the electrical business, and realiz-

ing its great future, he organized the Partridge

Carbon company and acted as its secretary and
treasurer until the concern became a oarl '^f *:he

carb&n combination. It will thus be seen that Mr.
Speer's training and experience in the manufac-
ture of carbon has been of a very practical nature.

The high reputation of the product that issued from
the Sandusky factory was well known, and it is Mr.
Speer's purpose to improve upon this in many re-

spects. A visit to the Speer factory at St. Marys
shows a thoughtfulness in the matter of laying out

the plant and arranging every detail of manufacture
that promises well for the production of a carbon
brush strictly first-class in every particular.

During a recent visit to St. Marys a representa-

tive of the Western Electrician inspected the new
plant. The factory as laid out by Mr. Speer is

located on high ground, within a five minutes' walk

of the center of the town of St. Marys, with con-

nections with the Pennsylvania railroad.

The building, as shown in the picture, which is

a reproduction of a picture taken from a point over-

looking the factory and the railroad, covers an

area of 195 feet by 95 feet, with ten acres or more
of ground surrounding it, thus leaving abundant

room for possible extensions. Without going into

lies in the bituminous coal belt of Penns^-lvania and
is the seat of several thriving industries.

The Perturbation of Newton Nichols.
[From the Detroit correspondent of ibe Western Electrician.]

The surveyors on the Detroit and Northwestern
electric line encountered curious opposition be-
tween the Grand River road and West Bloomfield.
Newton Nichols and his family are the only oc-
cupants on a three-and-one-half mile stretch. It

was necessary for the road to have 12 feet of this

land. Nichols objected. He states that his son
Frank is 37 years old, married, and has one child;
that Frank never rode on a steam railroad in his
life and still sleeps in the room where he was born.
Newton Nichols is 60 years of age. and only once
did he ride on a railroad—from Detroit to Lansing.
He was almost scared to death and came back on
a stage-

Incandescent Lamp Guard.
The accompanying illustrations show two views of

the Century incandescent-lamp guard, manufactured
by the William Inglis Wire and Iron Works of
Detroit. In getting up this guard it has been

INCANDESCENT LAMP GUARD CLOSED.

LAMP GUARD OPEN.

the aim of the manufacturers to facilitate and lessen
the cost of handling this line of goods. As shown
in the cuts the guards are made to nest or pack
one inside another—thereby, it is said, requiring
about one-half of the shelf or store room needed
by other guards now on the market. The guards
are made with excellent socket fastenings, and when
attached to the sockets are held firmly at a proper
distance from the lamps to protect them when sub-
jected to breakage. They are made- with bright-
tinned wire, silver finish, are neat in appearance
and do not intercept the light. The firm manufac-
tures other styles of incandescent-lamp guards, brass
and copper globe nets, fan-motor guards and other
wire specialties. A catalogue and a price-list of
these goods are issued by the company.
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G. I. Alternating-current Arc Lamp.

After carefully considering requirements of the

market in reference to enclosed arc lamps, the

General Incandescent Arc Light company has come
to the following conclusions:

That the demand is for an alternating-current, con-

stant-potential lamp that will operate on any fre-

quency from 50 cycles to 133 cycles. When operat-

ing on any number of cycles between the above

numbers the lamps should be provided with an

adjustment which would maintain the arc voltage

at about 75 to 80, with a line potential froin 95

to 125 volts. The lamp should be provided with a

plain shell or cover of graceful design. The cover

should be so constructed that the lamp will be

adapted tor indoor or outdoor service, and it should

.be so designed that either outer globe or reflector

shade can be applied to the lamp without the

slightest change in the cover or other parts.

With the above ideals in mind, the General In-

candescent Arc Light company has now brought
out its new G. I. alternating-current lamp.

In designing the G. I. alternating-current lamp
great care has been taken to produce a perfect con-

tact between the upper carbon and the central tube.

All users of arc lamps have experienced more or less

trouble from sliding contacts attached to the upper
carbon holder, the purpose of these contacts being

outer cover, thus supporting the globe and making
a dust-proof and practically water-proof joint. When
the lamp is to be trimmed it is only necessary to

pull out these catches and lower the outer globe,

which will then be supported by two chains. This

leaves free access to the inner globe and to the

trimming device. The carbons used are 9% inches

by one-half inch, cored or solid, in the upper holder;

in the lower holder, 5% inches by one-half inch,

either cored or solid. The cover of the lamp is

supplied with large ventilating apertures. The
length over all is 25 inches with outer globe and

24 inches with reflector shade. Life will vary from

75 to 80 hours, depending on the quality of the

carbons. As with all its other manufactures, this

company is prepared to furnish these lamps in any

known finish.

Heavy Traffic on Chicago Elevated and
Street Railways.

Festival week added greatly to the business of the

elevated and street-railway lines of Chicago. Oc-
tober 9th, Chicago Day, proved the banner day

of the week, the companies handling on that

day more passengers than they had before

in years, and some of the roads broke all

records since the World's Fair. The elevated

lines had a larger percentage of increase than the

Arnold Electric Power-station System.
Four years ago, while acting in the capacity of

consulting electrical engineer for a long-distance,
high-speed electric line, Mr. Bion ]. Arnold of

Chicago worked out as a solution of the problem of
electrical generation and distribution for such serv-

ice the followmg system: The road was to be di-

vided into sections, and at about the middle of each
section, except that one contiguous to the power
house, was to be located a sub-station, containing
a storage battery and an equipment of rotary trans-

formers and converters. These transformers and
converters were to receive their energy over a three-

phase transmission line extending back to the high-
tension, alternating-current generators in the main
power house. This power house was algo to con-
tain direct-current machinery sufficient to supply the
section of road adjacent to it. This arrangement
presented so many advantages over the ordinary
direct-current distribution system that when Mr.
Arnold was called in as consulting engineer for the
Chicago and Milwaukee electric railway it was the
system which he advised, and the first section of
the road, extending from Waukegan to Highland
Park, was built by C. E. Loss & Co. after this

plan, with a sub-station at North Chicago, contain-
ing only one rotary converter without a storage bat-
tery, and a power house at Highwood, containing
one S.500-volt, three-phase alternator.

The extension and completion of the line brought
about a change of management and developed some
opposition to the alternating-current system. But
Mr. Arnold was so thoroughly convinced that this

system possessed advantages both as to first cost
and economy of operation, that the Arnold Electric
Power Station company of Chicago, of which he
is president, submitted to the officers of the com-
pany a proposition to complete the equipment of
the road along the original lines, and guaranteed the
system to work with a certain specified efficiency.

Under these conditions, the contract for the exten-
sion, with the exception of the rolling stock and
t-ack, was awarded to the Arnold company. This
contract included the engine, direct-current and al-

ternating-current generators, switchboards, trans-
formers, rotary converters, economizer, purnps, me-
chanical draft, condensers, piping, cooling table
and reser\'oir, power-house building, battery room,
car barn, offices, two sub-stations, overhead equip-
ment and transmission line erected complete ready
for operation. The contract for this equipment
would have been notable in itself, but the economj^
clause gives to it an added interest.

The policy adopted by the Arnold Electric Power
Station company of working out its own solution of
an engineering problem, of submitting plans and
specifications with its proposition, together wn*h
an economy guarantee covering the entire installa-

G. I. ALTERNATING-CURRENT ARC LAMP. TAYLOR SLEEVE GATE TURBINE.

to carry the current from the source of supply to surface roads. The Metropolitan carried the tion, takes this company at once out of the ordinary
the movable upper carbon. greatest number of passengers for the day, with the class of contracting companies and places it in a

In the new G. I. alternating-current lamp the cur- South Side Elevated a close second. The Lake position peculiar to itself. Another unique feature
rent for the upper carbon is supplied through a Street road also made a good showing. The num- of the Arnold company's methods is that it is in
flexible wire which is applied to the lamp in a her of passengers carried over each of the three no way connected with any manufacturing company,
manner heretofore unpracticed. In designing the elevated lines during the day was as follows; which leaves it free to purchase machinery and
dash-pot a new mechanical idea has been evolved Metropolitan 186,390 apparatus of any make tipon the open market.
which is sure to prevent the sticking of this gen- Somh Side 169,987 Throughout the work upon the Chicago and Mil-
erally troublesome part of the mechanism. Lake Sireei "5.438 waukee road the most pleasant relations have ex-
The lamp is equipped with two solenoids and a xotil 441,815 isted betv.-een the officers of the road and the Arnold

U-shaped core. The skeleton for the solenoids is -phc estimated business of the various surface company, which is a condition somewhat out of
made of vulcabeston, molded into the proper shape. svstems for the da''^ is placed at 37<5 .000 passengers ^^'^ ordinary experience. It will be of interest to
This, while a rather expensive construction, is jus- t^,. (.],g Chicao-o City railway 350000 for the West study briefly the history of a company which has
tified when it is found that the heating effect in "chicao-o lines^ and 2^=; 000' for the Nortli Chica^^o business, technical and construction departments
the coil is cut down about 25 per cent. The wire Unes. °The errand total for both elevated and sur- organized sufficiently to carry a contract of such
used in the coils has a carrying capacity of 25 per

j^^^.^ lines is*thus i 100000 oassereers' magnitude through to a successful conclusion,
cent, over the maximum ever required by the lamp.

'
' The Arnold Electric Power Station company was

The suspension of the solenoids is an entirely new
-r 1 ci i. i- u- organized in 1896 to make and sell the parts pe-

feature, for which patent has been applied, and is
Taylor bleeve-gate Turbme. culiar to the "Arnold system" of power-station con-

sure to prevent any possible vibration being trans- The illustration represents a Taylor sleeve-gate struction, and acting in this capacity it has sup-
mitted to the lamp frame. A special device has turbine water-wheel on horizontal shaft. ,The in- j.lied a number of plants with magnetic clutches,

been provided, the result of which is the confine- ventor of this turbine is John Williams Taylor, a shafts, quills, box stands and couplings,
ment of all vibration of the U-shaped core within mechanical engineer of Atlanta, Ga., and the ma- .Among these plants may be mentioned the Fort
itself, thus preventing the mechanism from rattling, chine is manufactured by the Glamorgan Pipe and Dodge Light and Power company. Fort Dodge, la.;

in other makes a great objection to alternating-cur- Foundry company of Lynchburg, Va. Chicago Board of Trade: Englewood and Chicago
rent lamps. The gate of the wheel proper is a close-fitting electric railway; Land, Title and Trust building.

Another important feature of the new G. I. lamp sleeve around the outside of the chute box. The Philadelphia; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
is the choke-coil, which, being made in two sections, runner is made cone-shaped and gradually expands and the W. B. Conkey company, Hammond. Ind.

guarantees ease of repair in case of trouble in the from the top diameter to the band. The principal Through natural development this company has

hands of the ordinary user. These coils are ma- claims of the patentee are tight-closing gates, higher gradually broadened the scope of its work, until

chine-wound and provided with suitable loops, which efficiency at part gate, sensitive, easy working gates it is now in position to make a proposition for

allo\v a great range in adjustment, making the lamp that will respond readily to action of governor and furnishing and erecting in place entire electrical

suitable for any commercial circuit. Much care increased power for a given diameter. properties, and it already has an enviable record

has been taken to produce a quick, simple and The wheel is manufactured in 23 sizes, both right alon.g this line.

practical trimming device, by the use of which it and left-hand, and is made in every style for ver- The entire power plant and building of the Im-
is impossible for the inner globe to crack by its tical or horizontal settings. Those interested in nerial Electric Light, Heat and Power company, at

own expansion. To the outer globe is screwed the development of water power are asked to cor- St. Louis, Mo., was constructed by the Arnold

a metal ring provided with two substantial spring respond with Mr. Taylor, who may be addressed company. This plant is a large central station, using

catches. These catches hook into the rim of the at the Austell building, Atlanta, Ga. 500-volt generators, working in parallel with a stor-
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age-battery auxiliary. By dividing this battery into

two parts a distribution system was devised, which
allowed the use of 220-voU incandescent lamps,
arc lamps and power motors off the same mains

—

a decided departure in central-station practice. This
system has been adopted for another large central
station since the erection of the Imperial plant.

The Arnold company was also given the contract
for the complete light, heat and power plant erected
in coimection with the new railroad shops of the
Chicago Great Western railroad at Oelvvein, la.

This contract comprised not only the heating and
lighting of the shop buildings, covering many acres,

from a central plant, but also the application of a
large number of motors for various uses. This is

the first plant to adopt the Arnold magnetic clutch
for line-shaft work, though these clutches have been
used for sonic time in connection with the three-
way couplings, which are a part of the Arnold
system of power-station construction.
Another notable installation, recently completed.

is the isolated plant for the Garrett building, Chi-
cago, which is occupied by a large wholesale gro-
cery establishment. This contract included a com-
plete system of lighting and power wiring for 45
motors, a storage-battery auxiliary, with booster
and switchboard, and three generators connected
by means of the Arnold system to two high-speed
engines. The plant is remarkable for the small
amount of space occupied.

It is predicted that many railroads will be built
upon the plan of the Chicago and Milwaukee elec-
tric railroad, and that the Arnold magnetic clutch
and the Arnold system of power-station construc-
tion will become well-known features in power-
station work.
The advent into general electrical contracting

work of the Arnold Power Station company, pre-
pared, as it is. with an organization capable of hand-
ling the largest contracts and willing to guarantee
the operation and the economy of a completed plant
or installation, is a development which promises
In bring about new methods in building extensive
electric properties.

Proposed Sale of Chicago Edison Com-
pany.

[From the Chicago Tribune.]

The plan for the reorganization of the Chicago
Edison company, under which the control will pass
to a syndicate composed largely of New York capi-
talists, has been completed. W. G. Beale, who is

acting as counsel for the company and who has
been in New York for the last two weeks confer-
ring with the counsel for the eastern capitalists, has
returned to Chicago, bringing with him the form
of agreement which has been decided upon. The
new company will have a capital stock of $25,000,-
000 and a bond issue of $25,000,000, payable in gold,
running for a period of 50 years, with the privilege
of retirement at an earlier date, and bearing four
per cent, interest. William C. Whitney. Anthony
M. Bradv and M. J. Maloney of New York, and
P. A. B. Widener and W. L. Elkins of Philadelphia
will be the inen who will practically control the
new organization. Samuel Insull, who is president
of the company, will continue in that capacity. The
present stock of the Chicago Edison company is

$5,000,000 authorized, with $4,975,900 outstanding.
The offer that is to be made to stockholders of the
company is to give for each share of stock of par
value of $100 bonds of a face value of $200 and one-
half share of stock. This has already been ac-
cepted by the large stockholders and a majority has
agreed to accept the exchange offered. This will

call for approximately $10,000,000 of bonds and
$2,500,000 of stock, leaving $15,000,000 of bonds and
$22,500,000 of stock. The stock will go to the pro-
moters as profits. Of the excess of bonds au-
thorized there will be set aside an amount sufificient

to pay $4,808,000 of bonds of the Chicago Edison
company and $2,500,000 of bonds of the Common-
wealth Electric company, which is owned by the
Chicago Edison company and which will be turned
over to the new corporation. It is expected the
entire matter will be closed up in the next 30 days.

While the same people will be in control of the
Chicago Edison company as are in control of the
Chicago Union Traction company, there is no in-

tention of effecting an active combination between
the two corporations. There will be close relations

between the two companies, however, and it is said

to be the intention to make a contract under which
the Edison company will furnish much of the power
needed for the operation of the lines of the traction
company.

Electrical Supplies for Fortifications.

The secretary of war has appointed a board of
oiiticers, consisting of Lieutenant-colonel Alexander
Mackenzie, Corps of Engineers; Major M. C. Mar-
tin. Quartermaster's Department; Major James Al-
len, Signal Corps; Captain William Crozier. Ord-
nance Department, and Captain J. R. Williams,
Seventh United States Artillery, to meet at the
War Department at the call of the president- of the
f^oard, to make recommendations concerning the
proper source of supply, by the staff departments,
of all electrical appliances and apparatus in use
at fortifications and the materials and accessories
relating thereto, with the view of furnishing uniform
types and providing for the control, responsibility

and efficiency of the apparatus. Other subjects to
be considered are the proper means by which re-
pairs to guns and gun carriages .at fortifications

shall be made, and by which department the neces-
sary tools and appliances for such purpose shall

be furnished; the qualifications of electrician ser-

geants and the character and scope of examinations
for their appointment, and the proper source of
supply by the staff departments of the tools and
implements required for the use of the battery
mechanics for each heavy battery of artillery.

Standard-gauge Storage-battery Road
in Italy.

On February 7, 1899, the first standard-gauge
electric railway was opened for trafftc in Italy. It

is the' line between Milan and Monza, in Lom-
bardy. This railway line, which, by the way, hap-
pens to be the oldest of all lines in Italy, has
relatively only a short length, about eight miles,

but, nevertheless, the change to electrical power
ushers in a new era for the whole Italian railway
system. For Italy, in particular, where coal is

scarcer and more expensive than in any other
country, where the railways, more than anywhere
else, have to contend with great surveying diiificul-

ties, and where, on the other hand, there exists an
abundance of water power awaiting useful applica-

tion, the application of electricity on the great rail-

way systems, or at least a part of them, is of far

•greater importance than for any other country.
A traveler who recently made a trip along the

short western coast line, through districts which
wer.e greatly damaged by the short but rapid moun-
tain" streams, said of the richness of the unemployed
water powers: "Many years ago a Bologna Uni-
versity professor stated that Italy possesses five

million horse power in her mountain rivers. From
Pesaro to the province of Teramo, no less than 15
rivers fall into the sea, which, on an average course
of 60 kilometers, have their rise In a height of from
1,000 to 1,200 meters, thus representing an immense
power, but all this energy, far froin bringing any
advantage to the population, causes only destruc-
tion."

On the new Milan-Monza line a system of ac-

cumulators has been adopted. It is comparatively
expensive to operate, but did not demand any re-

construction of the tracks already laid. The cars

are built after the American system, with two
trucks, and are 17.S meters long, 2.5 meters high
and. 2.85 meters wide. They contain in two first-

class compartments 16 seats for smokers and eight

seats for non-smokers, and in two second-class
compartments 24 seats for smokers and 16 seats for

non-smokers. Each of the two covered platforms
on the head ends is divided so that the outside
half forms the cabin for the motorman and the

inside half standing room for passengers. All
coinpartments are connected through a iniddle gang-
w'ay and can be separately closed. The Interior and
the platfonns are lighted by iS 10 candle power
lamps, while five 25-candle lamps serve as signal

lights on both car ends. Besides a hand-brake
there is a Westinghouse air brake and a special air-

jeservoir for the signal whistles.

The motors and all electrical apparatus of the

cars now running on the line were imported from
Germany, while the cars themselves and the storage
batteries are of Italian origin. Each car has four
motors and a battery of 130 elements, giving the
cars an average speed of 45 kilometers, so that the
whole distance, including stops at diff'erent stations.

Is covered In about 20 minutes. If necessary, how-
ever, this speed can be Increased. For lighting

purposes there is a second accumulator battery, and
both batteries together weigh 17 tons, while the

total weight of each car amounts to 58 tons. Such
a car Is not much lighter than an average locomo-
tive, but It contains not only the power machinery
and room for the transportation of 70 to 75 pas-
sengers, but at the same time sufficient power to

draw one or two more cars capable of carrying the
same number of passengers.
The price of each of these cars is 100,000 lire

(about $20,000). There are now two cars running
on the line, making daily In each direction 11 trips

between Milan and Monza. Several more cars of
the same type are being built. The batteries are
placed in separate cases below the bottom of the
car.

As power station for the electric line the great
central power station worked by the turbines of
the Adda, and built by the Italian Edison company,
near Paderno, serves at present. The batteries are
charged In an hour, it is said, and then give suffi-

cient power for a running distance of 80 kilometers
or for three round trips. Thus, each car has to
be charged twice a day.
The Mediterranean Railway company has given

orders for similar cars for traffic on the line be-
tween Milan and Pavia, capable of running .36

kilometers.
It is reported, however, that another great Italian

railway company, the Rete Adriatica, seems to be
more favorably disposed toward the usual method
of transmitting the current to the cars by conduc-
tors connected to a power house. This company
is reconstructing at present Its lines Lecco-Son-
drio and Collco-Chiavenna, 79 and 26 kilometers
long, respectively, which are to be worked by over-
head electrical conductors, receiving their power

from an Adda electric plant, near Morbegno, in the
Veltin. Another line of the same company, 42
kilqnicters in length between Bologna and San
Felice, is to be worked by large storage-battery cars
with accommodations for 60 passengers.

It is worthy of note that in 1898 the imports of
electric machinery into Italy amounted in value to
8,705,000 lire, as against 4,761,000 lire in 1897.
Thus the imports of i8g8 represented a value of
about $1,700,000, of which only $157,846 worth was
of .American origin. According to all probabilities
the demand for electrical machinery will continue
to increase year by year, and a watchful eye should
be kept upon the Italian market.

Long Three-phase Electric Railroad in

Northern Ohio.

An interesting electric railroad is to be con-
structed between Toledo and Norwalk, O. Starting
from Toledo, it will run in a southeasterly direction,
passing through Genoa, Woodville, Hesseville, Fre-
mont, Clyde, Bellevue, Monrocville and thence
to Norwalk. The distance traversed will be over
60 miles, 31 miles of which is on the Maumee and
Western Reserve turnpike In Sandusky County.
Some time ago the promoters aopolnted West-

mghouse. Church, Kerr & Co. the engineers and
architects for the new line, and that firm is design-
ing the system throughout, including the electrical
equipment, the central-power station, the sub-sta-
tions for feeding the lines, the overhead construc-
tion, car shops, car barns and the general equip-
ment of the road. The contract for the execution
of these plans, also, has recently been awarded
to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. The road
will be built in a thoroughly first-class manner and
will embody the most advanced ideas in electric-rail-
wzy construction.
The central power house will be at Fremont,

near the center of the line, and. Instead of direct
current, three-phase alternating current will be
employed, which will enable the whole line to be
supplied from one central power station. The power
station will be furnished with five 300 horse power
Eabcock & Wilcox boilers, equipped with Roney
mechanical stokers and coal and ash-handling ma-
chinery. Two 4,000 horse power Worthington cen-
tral elevated jet condensers will be provided, and
a Westinghouse mechanical-draft and economizer
system will be installed. The feed water will be
treated before being pumped into the boilers to
remove the scale-forming properties. The exhaust
steam from the auxiliary engines will be used for
heating the feed water on Its way to the econo-
mizer. Four Westinghouse Columbian-type engines
will be directly connected to four 500-kilowatt
Westinghouse "engine-type." three-phase generat-
ors. Two 9 by 15 by g-inch Westinghouse single-
acting compound engines will be directly connected
to two 30-kilowatt exciters.

In addition to the Fremont central power station
SIX sub-stations will be built about equidistant
from one another along the line of the railroad
while a seventh sub-station will be provided within
the power house at Fremont. The current gener-
ated at the central power station will be raised
by Westinghouse transformers and transmitted at
a high voltage—about 15.000 volts—to the sub-sta-
tions, and there lowered by Westinghouse step-
down transformers and changed bv Westinghouse
rotary converters from alternating to direct current
for feeding the trolley lines. Each sub-station will
be equipped with three step-down transformers and
two rotary converters, together with a switchboard
and controlling apparatus, and will be connected
by feeders with the trolley line and direct-current
feeders.

The roadbed will be very substantially con-
structed, as it Is Intended to run the cars at a speed
upward of 40 miles an hour.
By adopting the alternating current it is oossible

to supply the entire 60 miles of the Toledo. Fre-
mont and Norwalk electric railroad from one cen-
tral power station, and to reach out to supoly
railwav feeders in all directions or extend from the
termtni. The saving in copper wire alone by using
a hich-tension transmission is estimated at consid-
erately more than $ion,ooo.
The oower plant at Fremont is desic^ned to admit

of readv extension without destroviuff the svm-
metrv of its design. The building will have a fire-
proof roof and a travelins- crane w-ill span the
engine room. The .sub-stations wall be arraneed
so that thev will be operated with very little extra
attention, being combined with passenger and
freight stations at most points.

Expert Treatment in Detroit.
[From ttie Detroit correspondeat of the Western Electrician.

1

George Darling of the O. B. Cook company fell

off a Citizens' electric car when it was going a 12-
mile gait and landed on his head. He had the
diabetes for two years previous to the' accident,
but Is now pronounced cured. Dr. Obetz says that
he was cured by the shock. Darling had thought
of suing the street-railway company for damages,
but it Is now reported that the officers of that cor-
poration are considering the commencement of a
proceeding against him to recover an adequate
amount of fees for expert treatment.
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Licensing Employes on Electrical Work
and Improving the Quality of

Worl< and IVIaterial.'

Bv William Brophv.

Electricity has such a wide application that the

men who are perfectly familiar with all -its branches

are somewhat rare, and for that reason e ectrical

workers must be, to a great extent, specialists; in

other words, they must become experts in some

one or two branches of electrical business, tor

this reason I shall be obliged to discuss the quahh-

cations necessary for men occupying positions in

some of the most important branches of the elec-

trical business.

No doubt, the greatest need for skill and expert

knowledge exists in the electric-light and power

branch of the electrical business, not that it is more

important than the telephone and telegraph service,

the fire and police-signal service or the street-rail-

way service, but because the dangers resulting from

improperly installed electric-light wires and appli-

ances are not fully appreciated by city and town

authorities and the great thinking and unthinking

public While I contend now, as I have always

done in the past, that electric lights properly in-

stalled are the safest form of artificial illumination,

yet when installed by incompetent or dishonest

persons, Ihev become a menace to both life and

property. . ,
i

' '

In the city of Boston alone 66,774 horse power

is converted into electrical energy; .34.500 of this

is used for the propulsion of street cars, leaving

YA ^74 horse power to be converted into light and

power, through the medium of electric motors.

All this vast amount of power passes over and un-

der the surface of the streets and through the stores,

warehouses, theaters and other places of amuse-

ment, churches and dwellings. This energy is con-

verted into three systems of electric lighting—arc,

direct-incandescent and the transformer system. The

difference of potential at the brushes of the arc

dynamos is from 4,330 to 8,415 volts; with 10 miles

of wire in each circuit these figures would be 4,371

and 8,436 voUs difference of potential at the brushes

of the dvnamos. In one case there would be

58 lamps "in series, while in the other there would

be 115. , ,

It is hardly necessary for me to state that the

greatest care should be exercised in installing the

wires, lamps, switches and other appliances which

go to make up one of these circuits. With the pres-

ent type of insulating covering for overhead wires

it cannot be said that any of the overhead portion of

the circuit is insulated during stormy weather, and

very little of it at any other time. Were it pos-

sible to maintain the absolute insulation of these

circuits at from 50 to 500 megohms per mile, there

would be but little danger attending the transmis-

sion of electrical energy, but, unfortunately, the

insulation of overhead circuits cannot be rnain-

tained at even one megohm, and there are times

when many of them do not maintain an insulation

resistance of 500 ohms per mile. For this reason

it is absolutely necessary that the insulation of all

portions of these circuits that are contained in build-

ings of any kind should be maintained at the high-

est possible point; the insulating covering of wires

should be handled with the greatest care and not

injured through carelessness or ignorance: the

translating devices should be of the best and of a

type adapted to this particular kind of service,

and wires, lamps, switches, etc.. should be placed

beyond the reach of all persons, whether owners,

occupants, employes or others, exceot those who
have the care and supervision of the same. All

this is necessary in order to keep this silent, subtle

and mvsterious force within the limits of the path

over which it should traverse, for when once it

leaves its prescribed course, the damage it may
cause to property cannot always be estimated, and,

worse still, loss of life may result when it traverses

the human body.
Next comes the alternating system of incandescent

lighting. The greatest care is taken to insulate

the primary and secondarv coils, one from the

other, in order to prevent the high-tension current

from entering the secondary or house circuit; but

the insulation on dynamos and transformers can

be destroved if either are overloaded or taxed be-

yond their capacity, w^hich may be done in sev-

eral ways, namely, by attempting to supply too many
lamps, by an accidental short-circuit between the

secondary mains: and last, but not least, by defective

insulation of the wires and fixtures within the build-

ings; this has, in the past, and will, in the future,

cause the failure of transformers, resulting in fires

and possibly loss of life. The amount of current
flowing throuffh any circuit is in proportion to the
resistance, and the resistance of any circuit where
the lamps are in multiple arc is decreased as the
number of lamps is increased, and iiearlv all in-

candescent lamps are in parallel or multiple arc;

by placing too manv lamps in a circuit the resist-

ance is reduced and the flow of current increased
possibly to such an extent as to overheat the wires
and destroy the insulation of the transfomer; an
accidental short-circuiting of the secondarv mains
will bring about the same result, but in that case
the safety fuses are apt to melt before the insula-

tion is injured, unless, through ignorance or care-

I. Abstract of paoer read at the annual meettn? of the Na-
tional Association of Municipal Electricians, Wilmington, Del.,
September 5, 1899.
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lessness, copper wire is substituted for fusible metal,

or the carrying capacity of the latter is greatly in

excess of the circuit it is designed to protect. The
greatest source of danger, however, is from poorly
insulated wire and fixtures, from which current es-

capes slowly at first, increasing gradually, until its

volume is sufficient to cause a fire at the point of

escape, or in the transformer, when fires are sure

to break out at nearly every lamp and fixture; if

this does not occur, there is danger to every person
handling lamps, switches, etc., particularly when
standing on moist ground or when in contact with
steam radiators, gas, water or drain pipes, and
any other conducting substances connected to the

ground.
The direct low-tension system of incandescent

lighting has nothing intervening between the dyna-
mos, lamps, motors and other appliances in the shape
of transforming devices, the current from the gen-

erator gomg to the lamps, motors, etc., at prac-

tically the same pressure at which it leaves the same.

Injurious shocks cannot be received by persons

from the wires of this system, as the difference of

potential between lamp terminals is constant and
does not vary with the number of lamps, motors,

etc., in the circuit, but the amount of current is

not constant, but varies with the load. \Yhile im-

perfectly insulated wires, fixtures and appliances in

this system will not cause injury to pei^sons who
handle or come in contact with them, yet the dan-

ger of fire resulting therefrom is as great as from
any other system of electric lighting.

_

The construction of constant-potential circuits re-

quires the greatest possible care; in order to se-

cure uniform candle power the drop in the wires

must be determined accurately and must be uniform

throughout the entire system; the safety fuses

(which are the safety valves) must be properly pro-

portioned to the safe carrying capacity of the con-

ductors; the wires must be highly insulated from

each other and the ground; switches must be of

ample carrying capacity, mechanically strong and

durable: the insulating covering on wires must be

of the best quahty, particularly when conductors

are placed in conduit or in the stems of chandeliers

01 side brackets; when supnorted on porcelain in-

sulators and cleats and in tubes of the same material

and opDOsite poles well separated, no trouble will

result from such wires, even when the covering

thereon ceases to be an insulator.

Power circuits designed to supply energy to elec-

tric motors exclusively require the same care in

construction and the same aualitv of material and

apoliances as those already described.

The difference in ootential 5;oo to 550 volts dges

not endanger the life of human beings who are in

the enjoyment of good health, but the danger of

fire, due to improper construction and other causes,

is as great as in the systems already described.

Street-railwav systems, owing to the fact they

enter no buildings but the power houses and car

stables, will not receive much attention at my hands

at this time.

Last, but by no meanq least, comes the fire and

police-signal service. There is no branch of the

numiclDal service that equals these in imoortance

as bearing on the safety and welfare of the com-
munity, except the fire and police departments, of

which they are the nervous systems.

Can anyone for a moment contend that these two
important systems should not be constructed in the

best possible manner and maintained in the highest

state of efficiency? Should anv but the mo?;t com-
petent persons be placed in charge thereof? And
should they not be given the very best and most
competent men as assistants? Thei^e are_ questions

that can be answered only in the affirmative by any

nublic official or private citizen, if they will onlv

fptmiliarize themselves with the workings of both

of these systems.

Without at this time attempting to combat the

belief that exists in the mind of the active politician

that "to the victor belongs the spoils," I do con-

tend that the position of superintendent of fire and
police telegraphs should not be counted among
the assets of the spoilsmen. While It is perfectly

proper that these officials should be selected from
among those of the same political creed as^ the ap-

pointing power, thev should be qualified in every

way to perform the duties, and should be obliged to

prove their ability before <;ome authorized person

or board competent to decide impartiallv, and who
possess the respect and confidence of all cla'^ses in

the highest decrree. and whose certificate or license

should be of value to the holder.

The time has come when municipalities must
undertake the supervision of all clasps of elec-

trical construction: many are already doing so. The
superintendents of fire and police-signal systems,

particularly in medixim and smaller cities, should
be qualified to undertake such supervision, as in

most cases they will be called on to do so. For
them to accept such a position through false pride

or an increase of salary, knowing themselves to

be incompetent to suoervise the work of what ought
to be the most intelligent class of electrical work-
men, and others not over-scrupulous, would, in my
opinion, be a crime, and to apooint them under
such conditions would be one only in a less degree.

I will now endeavor to point out the necessary
nualifications of men engaged in some classes of
electrical business, and in dolncr so I will follow
in the lines established by the "New Eneland Elec-
tric Exchange," an organization formed and sup-
ported by men engaged in electrical pursuits some
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years ago, for the purpose of maintaining a high
standard of workmanship and intelligence among
the fraternity. As a result of the good work done
by that organization all classes of men sought and.
when possible, procured one of the five classes of

licenses issued by it.

These certificates proved a sure passport to a
position for the holders thereof, and nearly all the
officers of electric-light, railway and power com-
panies and contractors required their employes to
appear before the examining boards and obtain
one of the licenses (five in number) if they wished
to remain in their employ; and, as a rule, the
holders of such licenses were sought for by those
needing the service they could render in preference
to others.

This system of licensing proved a blessing in
many ways; it insured the highest grade of intelli-

gence in the different grades of work; it proved an
incentive to young men to attempt to reach the
highest round in the ladder. I know it to be a
fact that many who were only able to secure a
rating that entitled them to the lowest (fifth) class
license, worked and studied until, step by step, they
reached the highest, or close to it. The contractor
and manager obtained the best workmen; firms
and corporations secured the best class of men for
superintendents and managers; and, best of all, the
public received all the protection possible from
dangers that might arise from the distribution of
electrical energy.
The qualifications of the applicants were as fol-

lows: The applicant for a first-class license had
to be able to make working plans of central sta-
tions and isolated installations; to have a general
knowledge of the construction of dynamo-electric
niachlnes and the - electrical appliances necessary
for electric-light and electric-power installations; a
general knowledge of the principle, construction
and installation of secondary or storage batteries;
a thorough knowledge of the insurance rules per-
taining to the business; a specific knowled2:e of the
systems operated by the applicant, and a thorough
knowledge of the calculations necessary for and
the rules governing electric wirine. and be able
to make complete wiring plans. While not requisite.

a general knowledge of steam and water-power
plants was desirable, and would have due weight
wifh the examiners.
The man who possessed these qualifications could

fill the position of superintendent of electric-light-

ing or street-railway plants.

Second-class licenses were Issued only to persons
fully competent to install and operate incandescent-
light, arc-light or power plants, who were oblie^ed

to have a general knowledge of the construction
and operations of dynamos, electric machines and
ether electrical appliances pertaining to the particu-
lar classes of apparatus it was desired to operate,
a thorough knowledge of the Insurance rules per-
taining to such apparatus, and a thoroucrh knowl-
edge of the calculations necessarv for and the rules
governing electric wiring. While not requisite, a
general knowledge of steam and water-power plants
was desirable, and would have due weight with
the examiners.

Third-class licenses were issued only to persons
fully competent to make electric-light and pow^er
installations, and who were not competent to op-
erate electric machinery. Thev were obliged to

have a thorough knowledge of the calculations nec-
essarv for and the rules governimr electric wiring
and the ability to make complete wiring plans; also
a Ihoroueh knowledge of the connectlnsr of electric-

lleht and power machinery to the wiring, and a
thoroue-h knowledge of the insurance rules orovern-
ine wirlnc" for electric lierht or power. The holders
of these licenses were classed as wiremen.

Fourth-class licenses were Issued only to persons
competent to install and operate but one of the
following plants, viz.. Incandescent-light, arc-light

or power. Such persons were obliared to have a
soeclfic and thorous"!! knowledge of the Installa-

tion and operation of the class of apparatus it was
desired to install and operate, together with the
knowledee and ability necessary to do the wirinp"

pertaining thereto, and a thorough knowledge of

the insurance rules governing the class of appa-
ratus to be installed and operated.

Fifth-class licenses were Issued to persons com-
petent only to operate electric machinery and who
were not competent to do electric wiring.

The anplicant had to nossess a general knowl-
edge of the operation of the particular electric-lleht

or electric-power machinery it was de=;ired to op-
erate, and a thorough knowledge of the insurance
rules pertalninar to such machinery. In all such
cases storacre or secondarv batteries were included
under ihe head of electrical machinery.

All licenses were valid for one year from their

Hate, but the licensee could apply within that time
for examination for a license of a higher class, or
could renew the original upon its expiration.

The examiners were men of known ability and
practical experience, and the examinations, while
necessarily technical in some classes, were as prac-
tical as possible In all cases.

Manv vounsT men. many of whom had received
a technical education, who were confident of carry-
ing' off the highest prize—a first-class license

—

found themselves placed much below that much-cov-
eted eoal; while very many others, who modestlj'
sought one of the lower grades, were placed one
or two grades higher. These latter, as a rule, had
limited educational advantages, and did not occupj'
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a commanding social position, but had acquired

habits of industry and pcrsevcrence, and many of

them are occupying responsible positions to-day.

I contend that the good work done by this or-

ganization should be continued by either stale or

municipal authorities, because it would benefit all

and injure none. Competent men need have no
fears of such a system, and surely incompetents
should not be entrusted with a class of work on
which so much depends.

It is true that this system extended only to those
engaged in the electric-light and power branches
of the electrical business, but it should also apply

to those engaged in the care and construction of

fire and police systems.
It has been the practice in the past (I hope it

is not so at present) for the agents of rival signal

systems to attempt to impress on the minds of the

city and town authorities that their particular sys-

tem needed little or no attention once it was in-

stalled; that a little sulphate of copper dropped into

the bottom of the cells of the battery and a little

water poured in to cover the zinc would allow

it to take care of itself, and when open-circuit bat-

teries were used no attention need be given them.
This kind 6f deliberate misrepresentation resulted

in the appointment of someone to the nominal
position of superintendent of one or both of these

signal systems, at what must be a nominal salary

in many cases, while the honor of bearing the title

was considered ample remuneration in others.

Those who secured such positions and those who
appointed them soon realized that intelligent su-

pervision was necessary and cheapest in the end,
after paying a high rate per diem, together with
traveling expenses, to the manufacturer's employes
Ic find an open circuit, locate a ground, adjust a

gong, bell-striker, whistle-blower or box, or bring
a practically dead battery to life; while the tax-

payers might thank their stars if property in ex-
cess of the entire cost of the signal system and
the amount of the salary of a competent superin-

tendent during his natural life was not destroyed,

because the fire department could not be summoned
by a system supposed to take care of itself except
that given it in the manner above described.

Some of my own personal experience with per-
sons entrusted with the care of electric-light and
power plants was and is enough to make one shud-
der at the possible consequences due to cither the
misplaced confidence or parsimony of their em-
ployers; while many of those engaged in electrical

construction possessed as little knowledge of the
laws of the current or the established rules gov-
erning the work they were engaged in as a Digger
Indian does of the solar system.
The youth who succeeds in connecting up a few

cells of a battery, a push-button and call-bell, and
who, in the opinion of his fond parents and neigh-
bors "knows all about electricity," cannot be
called a good wireman. The man who installs

speaking-tubes, annunciators, call-bells and gas-
lighting systems cannot make wiring plans, esti-

mate the size of conductors and place the same in

position for electric-light, heat or power purposes
until he has a proper training in that kind of con-
struction.

The man -who believes the dynamo-electric ma-
chine generates electricity in the same manner as
does the frictional machine of his school-boy days,
and that the large number of dynamos now in op-
eration will soon "so charge the earth that it will

burn up or explode," who makes additions to ex-
isting wiring with annunciator wire, because it is

easy to handle, or iron wire because it is cheaper
than copper, and who uses copper or iron wire,
printer's lead, iron nails or anything handy because
they are more durable than fusible metal, is evi-

dently out of place when in charge of an isolated
plant.

Last of all are the men who have "pulls," are
active political workers, who give freely of their

time for the benefit of their party. I concede that
they have a perfect right to do so, but this fact

should not entitle them to a position as superintend-
ent of fire and police telegraphs or -municipal-
lighting plants, unless they possess the necessary
qualifications for the positions.

Finally, I believe it to be the duty of all who
are engaged in any branch of the electrical business,
particularly the members of this association, to do
everything possible to establish in every state in
the Union a system of license for electrical work-
ers similar to that which I have described, which
was a perfect success from the start, receiving the
active support and approval of the best men in the
electrical business.
Can anyone here for a moment defend the sys-

tematic attempts of contractors, manufacturers and
others to introduce the cheap, flimsy devices with
which the markets are flooded, or the compounds
that are used as a substitute for the insulating cov-
ei-ing of wires? I think not; but a wider or more
fruitful field for the makers and venders of the
worst shams that ever were imposed on a confiding
public does not exist than the electrical. No mat-
ter how earnestly or faithfully men like myself may
labor for the suppression of material and devices
that are no better than shams, that bring into dis-

repute the use of electricity and endanger the lives

of the community and make possible sweeping
conflagrations, the makers will still find a market
for their wares in territory beyond the jurisdiction

of the faithful, honest, fearless and conscientious
municipal inspector.

Boston may condemn these shams and drive them
beyond its borders, and at the same time administer
a scathing rebuke to those who would in a sense
become the executioners of their fellow-men and
destroyers of their worldly goods; but the men
only laugh and say there arc other markets in which
there are no restrictions on this damnable traflfic;

and the average customer, left to himself, knowing
nothing of the safeguards necessary to be thrown
around this subtle power, drives the closest bar-
gain he can and buys that which costs least

at first, but may prove fearfully expensive in the

future. This state of affairs will exist so long as

the great majority of the people will persist in

remaining in total ignorance of this, to them, mys-
terious power, or until municipal authorities pro-
tect their citizens from this class of worse than

impostors through the medium of able, honest and
fearless supervisors, who stand above reproach,

whose j'Word is as good as a bond, whose decisions

cannot be questioned, and, best of all, who bring
down on their devoted heads the wrath of the class

here described.

The doors of the jail should be opened wide and
closed for long terms on those who would make,
sell or use any device or material to be placed

in an electric circuit, knowing it to be unsuitable

or unsafe.

I charge those of you that are entrusted with the

supervision of electrical construction to make re-

lentless war on material and devices whose only

recommendation is cheapness, and keep close watch
on those who would make, sell or use them. To
those in charge of fire and police telegraphs I

would say, bear this motto in mind at all times, "The
best is none too good for the systems in your
charge."

The Prevention of Smoke by the Use
of Pulverized Carbon.

The smoke nuisance in Chicago and other cities

induces interest in any method calculated to abate

the annoyance. The following, from the Revue
Universalle des Mines, descriptive of the Schwartz-
kopff method of using pulverized coal, is of interest,

as a late attempt to solve the problem.
M. Schwartzkopff has abandoned the bellows for

driving pulverized carbon into the furnace. His ap-

paratus consists of a hopper placed in front of

the lire chamber, filled with finely comminuted
coal dust. This hopper is closed at the lower part

by a flexible metallic plate, before which is a drum,
furnished with revolving steel brushes turning at

the rate of 900 revolutions per minute.

At each revolution a cleat on the drum raises

the flexible plate and a small quantity of the dust
is drawn out and projected into the furnace.
The air necessary for combustion is admitted into

the furnace through openings capable of regulation,

independent of the entry of the carbon, which per-

mits of regulating the temperature of the air into

which the dust is forced. Another characteristic

of the action is the fact that once the quantities of

air and combustibles are completely regulated, the
conditions remain constant. The proper propor-
tion of each is shown, it is asserted, by a complete
disappearance of the smoke. A complete mixture
of oxygen and carbon is thus accomplished, the
quantity of air being only just so much as is re-

quired, while in ordinary furnaces the admixture of

air is in excess, corresponding to a loss.

Experiments made with different coals by M.
Schneider, chief engineer of the association for

the inspection of steam boilers in Berlin, showed
that the percentage of efficient heat communicated
til the water in the boilers varied between 72.1 and
79.6° Centigrade. The first installation of the
Schwartzkopff system was made in 1895, at the
cement works at Malstatt, near Sarrebruck, where
a result of a production of 7.2 to 8.7 kilogrammes of

steam per kilogramme of coal dust was attained.
Since then other installation tests have been made,
and wherever the system has been used it is said

that an economy of fuel of between 20 and 30 per
cent, has resulted.

In addition to the advantage of -a combustion
which produces no smoke and is complete, the utili-

zation of all the coal pile is possible, whether this

comes in powder or in lumps, which is not the case
except in this method of firing.

And again, the regularity with which the com-
bustible is fed to the fire is favorable to the preserva.-

tion of the steam-raising apparatus, and the service
of the fireman is rendered far less irksome. This
service consists only in overlooking the apparatus
during watch and in the removal of the ashes from
the ^ front of the ashpit. One man can attend to
10 or 12 boilers.

The lighting of the fire is readily accomplished
by means of a little wood kindling or a bunch of
oakum dipped in coal oil. A few minutes only is

required for this purpose. It is easy to force the
work of the boilers by increasing the weight of the
fuel per unit of time.

It is absolutely necessary that an extremely fine

powder be used, sifted through sieves not coarser
than those having 900 meshes to the square centi-

meter. This degree of fineness may be obtained
by the use of ball pulverizers or the centrifugal
cylinder braying machines of Propfe.
The coal to be pulverized may contain from three

to five per cent, of humidity, and even more, and
M. Von Neumann has stated that lignite having
20 per cent, of humidity was pulverized without
difficulty. In May, 1895, an Austrian firm, Fried

Von Neumann, at Marktl, constructed a furnace
for reheating metals, furnished with the Schwartz-
kopff apparatus. After a few months a puddling
furnace was arranged for the same system and sub-
sequently other furnaces were so constructed. The
employment of these furnaces gave, according to the
firm's engineers, an economy of 40 per cent, of coal
on the Boetlus furnaces, with less refuse, and at
the same time an increase of 20 to 30 per cent, in
products.

In conclusion, it is stated that the Schwartzkopff
process has the advantage of better utilization of
the heat furnished, the complete consumption of
the dust of the coal, and finally, the suppression of
the smoke.

Electric Railway for Hawaii.
Construction work on a new railway to be built

on the island of Hawaii will soon be commenced.
The road will be known as the Kohala and Hilo
railway and will connect the port of Hilo, the prin-
cipal city on the island, with Mahukona and Kohala.
It will have a total trackage, including branch lines,
of 130 miles and will open to cultivation a large
fertile territory heretofore inaccessible on account
of the lack of transportation facilities. The road
is to be operated by electricity, which will be gen-
erated by water power. Three power plants will
be built, each plant to be of sufficient size to furnish
power to run the entire road in case of necessity.
These plants will be located at cither end and near
the center of the road. It is expected that the
company will start with 100 20-ton cars and six
electric locomotives, similar to the type in use in
the Baltimore and Ohio tunnel at Baltimore.
The company has been incorporated under the

laws of the Hawaiian Islands, and is capitalized at
$3,000,000, the majority of the stock being held by
Americans. Among the incorporators of the com-
pany the following names are given: Jaudon
Browne, Philadelphia: Herbert B. Gehr, Chicago;
Francis M. Swanzy and Thomas Rain Walker, Hon-
olulu; Gardner K. Wilder, judge of the Circuit
Court at Hilo. and W. C. Gardner, Honolulu, pres-
ident of the Hawaiian Senate.

CONVENTION ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Mr. J. H. Cooke, western manager for the Buck-

eye Electric company and the Jandus Electric com-
pany of Cleveland, O., will attend the railway
convention m the interest of the Buckeye incan-
descent and the Jandus enclosed arc lamps.

Eugene Munsell & Co. and the Mica Insulator
company will make a combined exhibit at the con-
vention, having engaged a space of 200 square feet
near the entrance. The exhibit will consist of mica in
its natural state and in its various forms for electrical
insulation, also stamped-mica segments and wash-
ers, both India and amber. Very large specimens
of mica will be shown, which will be of interest to
all electrical engineers and street-railway managers.
The exhibit of the Mica Insulator company will
consist largely of micanite rings, segments, tubes,
troughs, cloth, paper, etc. The exhibit will be in
charge of Mr. Charles E. Coleman, who has charge
of the western business of these firms. The compa-
nies' Chicago offices are located at 117-119 Lake
street, where the electrical fraternity will be wel-
come during their stay in Chicago.

Consumers desirous of trying renewed incandes-
cent lamps, or sellers of burned-out lamps, and
manufacturers' agents desirous of securing a new
specialty, will be interested to know that Manager
George H. Smith of the Re-new Lamp company
of Maiden, Mass., will be in Chicago at the Great
Northern Hotel or the Palmer House from about
October 14th to 28th. Mr. Smith is making a
w^estern trip, stopping at several middle-state cities
between Boston and Chicago, with the purpose of
estabhshmg agencies for the Re-new Lamp com-
pany. This institution started the business of re-
newing incandescent lamps about 1V2 years ago, and
has succeeded so well throughout its home terri-
tory in the East that it is the purpose of the man-
agement to branch out through the West. Mr.
Smith has already under consideration the names of
several desirous of securing the agency of the Re-
new Lamp company, with Chicago as a center, but
as yet no decision has been made. In addition to
establishmg a western branch, Mr. Smith will, in

-all probability, seize this opportunity to advertise
his business before the street-railway people at the
convention. It is uncertain as yet whether the Re-
new Lamp company will make any exhibit at Tat-
tersall's, but it is very probable that Mr. Smith
will be on hand during the entire street-railway
convention. After Chicago, Mr. Smith expects to
visit St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Toledo
and Cleveland.

There has recently been incorporated in Colorado
a company known as the Pike's Peak Power com-
pany. Warren, F. M. and H. E. Woods are the
incorporators. The capitalization is $1,000,000, and
the company's operations will be carried on in the
counties of Fremont, Teller and El Paso, with
headquarters at Victor and a branch office at Colo-
rado Springs. The charter gives the company the
right to manufacture and generate electricity for
mines, factories, reduction plants, railroads and irri-

gation canals, and to furnish power for domestic
purposes.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New York, October 14.—The prospects of a rapid-

transit tunnel railroad for New York now look

bright. Corporation Counsel Whalen has si^ed
the contract as amended by the rapid-transit com-
missioners, and on Wednesday' he sent it with a letter

to President Orr of the commission. In the letter

Mr. Whalen said that he still thought the contract

in some respects objectionable, but in view of the

urgent need of rapid transit and the vital necessity

of prompt action he concluded to approve it. Now
that the contract has been returned signed, the com-
missioners are in a position to go ahead with their

part of the rapid-transit project^ and it is expected

that the board will be able to advertise for bids

within a week or ten days. With reference to the

use of the tunnel by the contractor for electric-light

and power wires, it is said that under the terms of

the contract the contractor can use the tunnel for

any purpose whatever, so long as he does not inter-

fere with the maximum carrying capacity of the

railroad running through it. Chief Engineer Will-

iam Barclay Parsons, who will have full direction of

the construction of the tunnel, is reported as stating

that the tunnel will be built for railroad purposes,

and not for electric-lighting, steam-heating or other

outside schemes. He said that there might be con-

siderable space left in the tunnel which the con-

tractor could put to his own use, but it would not

be so extensive as a great many people imagined.

He thought the city could build' a subway in con-

nection with the tunnel work for its own benetit,

and that it would be immensely profitable in time.

Corporation Counsel Whalen has sent a communi-
cation to the Richmond Borough Board, in which
he states that he has advised Con^ptroUer Coler that

he can legally settle the claims of the company for

tlie lighting already done under the contracts. It is

expected that the comptroller will soon act upon
Mr. Whalen's advice and that the matter will be
settled to the satisfaction of all concerned.

M. L. G.

Michigan News.
Detroit, October 13.—The City Council of Mon-

roe has granted a 30-year franchise to Jackson &
Harrah of Detroit, to operate an electric road be-

tween Monroe and Toledo, the work to be com-
menced not later than November 15, 1S99, and the

road to be completed by August i, 1900. Ttiey also

have an option on a line to Detroit, to be com-
pleted by August I, 1901, the option to take effect

if the other road is completed on time.

The work of paralleling the Michigan Central

railroad with electric roads is being pushed. The
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek line is under construction;

the franchises for the Battle Creek and Jackson line

have been secured, and the Jackson and Ann Arbor
line, it is said, will be completed as far as Dexter
this fall.

The new Detroit, Rochester, Rome and -Lake
Orion railway, recently opened between Detroit

and Rochester, crosses the CHnton River and the

air-line division of the Grand Trunk railroad at

Rochester on the finest trestle ever used on any
western suburban electric railway. The cars on this

trestle cross the river at an elevation of 45 feet

above the surface of the water and 30 feet above
the track of the railroad, affording passengers a

fine view of the village of Rochester, the valley in

which it is situated and the large sugar-beet fac-

tory which was built during the present year and
which will soon commence operations. The re-

maining portion of the road is now graded and
ties laid. Two miles of rail have been laid. Work
on the division between Rochester, Lake Orion and
Oxford will be completed by January ist. The road
has a franchise right to carry freight, and the

postal authorities have requested a map of the

route and terms for carrying the mails.

E. T. Crowe, who operates an extensive poultry
farm just south of Adrian, has invented a device
that will ring an electric bell every time a hen
leaves the nest after laying an egg.

A survey is being made for the building of an
electric railway between Allegan and Saugatuck.
In the event of its construction power will be fur-

nished by the big water power established on the

Kalamazoo River, near Otsego. An electric line

from Port Huron to Lexington is talked of.

A flywheel accident recently occurred at the

Dearborn power house of the Detroit, Ypsilanti

and Ann Arbor raihvay. Without the slightest

warning two large flywheels broke, carrj'ing de-

vastation in their path. One wheel tore through a

brick wall 20 inches thick: the other took an up-
ward flight, tearing through the roof and crashing
through the roof of the car barns 100 feet away.
The Detroit and Pontiac railv.-ay is the longest

double-track suburban electric railway in the world,
and almost the only one in the United States that is

double-tracked throughout, insuring speed and safety.

The cars are of the most modern style, comfortable,
clean, bright and cheery. Every precaution is

taken for the safet>' of passengers in the wa}-^ of

air brakes. extra-hea\-y trucks and car floors stronger

than a Pullman car. The double-tracking of the

road was finished during the past summer, which
means that there is no wearisome waiting on
switches for a car. A ride over the road through
the village of Highland Park, Royal Oak township

and village, the village of Birmingham, the town-
ships of Bloomfield and Troy and the city of
Pontiac is one of the pleasantest this part of the
country affords. The road also passes the famous
Log Cabin, now in Palmer Park. It is rather a new
enterprise, inaugurated in 1894 by Detroit capital-

ists and opened through for excursion business in

1S9S. The officers of the road are George Hend.rie,
president; Stephen Baldwin, vice-president; Strath-
earn Hendrie, general manager and secretary.

J. H. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, October 14.—The Citizens' Trac-
tion com.pany is pushing work on the extension in

Neenah, Wis., to Riverside Park. Negotiations
have been opened for the purchase of the strip of

track on Main street owned by the Fox River
Valley Electric company, which has been the cause
of some differences.

Negotiations have been opened by G. V. Williams
of St. Louis for the purchase of the electric-light

and waterworks system in Marshall, Minn. Mr.
Williams proposes, if successful in making the deal,

to expend $15,000 in improvements.
The East Shore Electric Railway and Light com-

pany has been incorporated at Kaukauna, Wis.,

with $25,000 capital stock. The purposes of incor-

poration are very broad and include the manu-
facture and distribution of electric power for all

purposes, building and equipping all kinds of rail-

ways for electric traction, transportation of pas-

sengers and freight, and building telephone and
telegraph systems.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company will fence

its line from Wildwood to Stillwater, Minn. The
interurban cars from St. Paul will run very rapidly,

and it is feared accidents will happen if the tracks

are not fenced.

The Western Union office at Crookston, Minn.,
has received notice that henceforth messenger serv-

ice will be furnished by the A. D. T., and the mes-
sengers have been transferred to that company.
The state board of electricity received 66 appli-

cations for license at its recent session in St. Paul.

Nearly all were in business when the law was passed,

but there were two candidates for examination.
Those who were in business prior to the passage
of the law are registered without examination.
The council decided not to purchase the electric-

light plant at Aberdeen, S. D. The owners of the

plant now contemplate removing it to the gas plant

and use gas for fuel.

The new electrical power system being put in at

Somerset, Wis., is expected to be ready to furnish

power for the city of St. Paul by March 15th.

It is believed that the construction ot thi'. electric

passenger and freight line between Ripon, Dartford
and Green Lake, Wis., next summer is assured.

The electric-light sj'stem of Long Prairie, Minn.,
has received two new dynamos to replace two
smaller ones now in service.

The Robinson & Cary company of St. Paul se-

cured the contract to install an electric-light and
water system for Lakefield, Minn.
The street-railway company of Fond du Lac.

Wis., will extend its system to the new shops being
established by the Wisconsin Central radway.
Local capitalists at Wausau, Wis., have asked a

franchise for an electric railway and propose a line

10 miles long, to connect with the paper mills and
with Rothschilds.
The Butte General Elqctric company of Butte,

Mont., has offered the city 150 or more arc lights

of 2,coo candle power for 10 years at ^132 per light

per 3-ear. The city is now paying $144 per light

for 137 lights. The company also oft'ers one per
cent, of its gross receipts so long as it is the only
company furnishing light and power in the city.

There is a suspicion abroad that someone has
been tampering with the storage-battery system
of the electric elevators in the courthouse at Min-
neapolis. It is said that the liquids in the battery
baih have been doped and the machinery tampered
with- This would explain why the storage system
has given out so much sooner and has developed
so much less power than it was expected to do. An
investigation is possible. The contract has been
awarded for a new storage battery to the Electric
Storage Battery company of Philadelphia, at $S,6oo.

The Stevens Point (Wis.) Lighting company has
recently released itself from mortgages amounting
to $51,500, which, with accrued interest, amounted
to $60,000.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Spokane, Wash., has been seriously delayed in

getting its new plant installed by the inability of

manufacturers to deliver goods. Machineffy which
was to have been started upon July 15th is now
promised to start on October. 15th.

A council committee in St. Paul estimates the cost
of electric-lighting plant of i.ooo to 2.000 arc-light

capacity, 2,000 candle'power, at $250,000.

The cit}-^ of Stillwater, Minn., has taken bids for

electric street lighting. It was thought there would
be active competition between the Apple River
Power company and the Gas and Electric company
of Stillwater. The former, however, sent word that
it could not put in a bid, and the latter's bid w-as

about $1,000 more than its previous bid, which was
rejected. Now there is indignation and talk of a
municipal plant.

The council of Council Bluffs. la., has received
propositions for electric-light plants, the figures

ranging from $61,000 to $153,000, under dift'erent

conditions. The lowest figure is from the present
company, which is also willing to submit to having
its plant appraised by a disinterested board.
Lea & Johnson are about to install an electric-

light system for New Richland, Minn.
The electric-light company of Boone, la., has

rnade the council a proposition to furnish 80 arc
lights of 1,200 candle power for five years at $70
a light per annum. The company now furnishes
34 arcs of 2,000 candle power at $90 each per annum.
An electric raihvay is being sun-eyed from Min-

eral Point, Wis., to Highland via Dodgeville. The
work is to be begun at once and rushed to com-
pletion.

The press at Taylor's Falls. Minn., urges the de-
velopment of the falls in the St. Croix River at that
point for electric power and light.

September 29th was "Trolley Day" in Des Moines,
la. On that day prominent ladies of the city had
charge of the street cars, collected the fares, etc.
The regular motormen were in charge of their
departments, but otherwise the ladies did the work.
The proceeds amounted to $800 and were devoted
to the Home for the Aged.
W. N. Wegg of the Chicago Electric company

was drowned near Perham, Minn., while on a duck-
hunting trip. It is supposed he stood up in the
boat and shot, the kick of the gun sending him over-
board. The remains were sent to Monroe. Wis.
Both electric-light companies of Des Moines. la.,

are reported to be overburdened with business and
claim to be taxed to their utmost capacity. R.

Niagara Falls.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., October 14.—The Niagara
Falls Power company has announced its intention to
lay a power conduit in the city of Niagara Falls from
Its power station to the upper steel-arch bridge.
Cables for the transmission of power to the Canadian
side will be placed in the conduit.
Two new turbines and four new generators are

to be installed by the Niagara Falls Hydraulic
Power and Manufacturing company. When these
turbines are in position they will be supplied with
water from the big penstock, and they will com-
plete the turbine equipment designed to be fed
from this penstock, the total being five in all It
is stated that R. D. Wood & Co. of Philadelphia
will make the wheels, and that the General Electric
compan}-^ will make the generators.
Application has been made to the Ontario gov-

ernment for a right to construct an electric railway
from Chippawa. Ont.. to Welland, Ont., the in-
terested persons living in Niagara Falls and Fort
Erie. Ont. Chippawa is about two miles above
the falls, while Welland is about 12 miles distant.
If the franchise is obtained the road will do a pas-
senger and a freight business. Chippawa is on the
upper Niagara River, and boat connections will be
made there, while connections will also be made at
Welland with craft on the Welland Canal.
In Buffalo the International Traction company

has set men in large numbers to work la_ving a
double track through Utica street from Fillmore
avenue to Rhode Island street. Work commenced
soon after midnight on a Sunday. A certificate of
necessity had been granted by the railroad com-
missioners, a franchise from the city had been ob-
tained, the consents of a majority of the property
owners were given, and the Board of Works had
approved the company's plans. Still there was op-
position, and. in order to avoid it, it was deemed
best to work Sunday. D.

PERSONAL.
E. P. Roberts of the engineering firm of E. P.

Roberts & Co., Cleveland, was a recent visitor in
Chicago.

A dispatch to the Chicago Record from Milwau-
kee, dated October 12th, says: "Henry C. Payne,
who has been very active in arranging for the re-
ception of the president in this city, was to-night
prostrated while returning to his home about six
o'clock. The attack came while he was passing
Meadow's drug store, at the corner of Van Buren
and Biddle streets, and he was at once taken into
the store. He was attended by Dr. Wingate, and
was soon after removed to his home. It was re-
ported this evening that he was much improved and
out of danger." Mr. Payne is a prominent street-
railway man. He is vice-president of the Milwau-
kee Electric Railway and Lighting company, and
in 1S93-94 ^vas president of the American Street
Railway association.

Ira A. McCormack, late general superintendent
of the Brookhm Rapid Transit company and one
of the prominent street-railway men of the countr\\
has resigned his place in Brooklyn to become vice-
president and managing director of the Syracuse
Rapid Transit Railway company. Mr. McCormack
has been an active factor in the upbuilding and
successful operation of the Brooklyn system, with
which he was connected for four years. It is hinted
that since the final consolidations of the street-rail-
way systems in Brooklyn the company is pursuing
a policy of salary-cutting, along with other eco-
nomies, and that this may explain Mr. McCor-
mack's retirement. Assistant Superintendent W.
W. Wheatley succeeds to the position lately held
by Mr. McCormack.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Barton Heights, Va.. will erect an electric-light

plant and water works at a cost of about $20,000.

A recent election in Greenport, L. I., resulted in

favor of issuing $10,000 worth of electric-light bonds.

Recent elections held in Lehi City, Utah, and

St. Louis, Mich., resulted in carrying propositions

for the issuance of electric-light bonds for $6,000

and $10,000 respectively.

The Miami Power and Water company has been

incorporated at St. Augustine, Fla., with a capital

stock of $50,000, to construct and operate an electric-

light plant and waterworks.

The construction of a city electric-light plant has

been recommended in Augusta, Ga., to be put in

operation when the present lighting contract expires

on July I. 1902. The estimated cost of the plant

is $101,000.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has decided

that electric-light companies in that state are manu-
facturing corporations for all purposes except tax-

ation, but they do. not fall withm the clause ex-

empting manufacturing corporations from the state

tax on capital stock. The higher court holds that

electric-light companies are of a quasi-public nature

and that the tax laws should be construed strictly.

The opinion was on the appeal of the Keystone Elec-

tric Light, Heat and Power company, which pur-

chased the property and franchises of the People's

Electric Light, Heat and Power company of Get-

tysburg and reorganized it. The attorney-general

instituted quo warranto proceedings on the ground
that there was no authority for the reorganization

of an electric-light company on the purchased fran-

chises of a defunct company through a judgment
sale. Under the decision just rendered the Gettys-

burg company has the right to reorganize under its

old charter.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Mankato Traction company, recently incor-

porated in Minnesota, will operate an electric rail-

way between Mankato and Le Sueur, Minn., passing

tlirough the villages of Lake Washington and Cleve-

land.

A dispatch from San Francisco says that a bill

of complaint will soon be filed in the United States

Circuit Court in that city as the commencement of

an important paitent suit. Binsoin Bidwell, who
claims to be the original inventor of the system by
which all the electric roads of the country are op-
erated, is the principal complainant. The Market
Street Railway company of San Francisco, the

Thomson-Houston Electric company of Connec-
ticut and the General Electric company of New
York are made defendants, and it is said that similar

suits will be commenced in several states. Bidwell
charges that the defendant corporation, as well as

others, has made immense profits out of his in-

ventions, and the suits in question are based upon
infringement of his patents. He prays for a royalty

of 40 per cent, on the net profits.

AUTOMOBILES.
Consul Roosevelt WTites from Brussels, Belgium,

that a royal decree has approved the resolution of

the Provincial Council of Brabant, fixing an annual
tax, after January i, 1900, on automobiles of what-
ever system. The rate is fixed at 50 francs ($9.65)
for an automobile weighing 400 kilogrammes (S80
pounds) or more, and 20 francs ($3.86) for one
weighing less.

Mr. and Mrs. John D. Davis, who left New York
in an automobile July 13th for a tour across the
continent, \v'ith San Francisco as their destination,

reached Chicago on October loth, and are now^
stopping at Hotel Del Prado. The series of acci-

dents that has delayed them continuously w^as sup-
plemented by the breaking of the rear axle of the
vehicle as they entered Chicago, and consequently
the automobile is now' undergoing repairs. It is

said that out of the three months spent on the
road but 116 hours were consumed in actual travel.

The plucky automobilists are determined to keep
on to the coast and expect to leave soon for Denver.

"The Automobile," a toast suggested by the
growing usefulness of the horse's successor in the
collection and distribution of city mails, was re-

sponded to by Samuel G. Dorr, postmaster in Buf-
falo. N. Y., at a banquet tendered to Postmaster
Gordon of Chicago during the recent Fall Festival.

Mr. Dorr was reported as saying during his toast:

"I am impressed with the idea that the automobile
can do the work of six horses at the cost of keeping
one. It may not always be possible or advisable to so
arrange the work as to realize such a percentage of

advantage, but if a locomotive can do the work of
a thousand horses, and an electric car can do the
work of 50 horses, I am willing to stand here and
say that a good automobile can do the work of six
horses. at the same expense that the care and keep-
ing of one good horse usually requires."

The Continental Automobile company of New
York has been incorporated under the laws of New
Jersey, with a capital stock of $8,000,000. of which
sum $3,500,000 is six per cent, preferred stock.
This company is said to have acquired, by purchase,
the business of the following-named corporations:
The Winton Motor Carriage company. Cleveland,
O.; the Manhattan Oil Motor company. Jersey City,

N. J., and the National Motor Carriage company.
New York, N. Y. It owns and controls 49 domestic
and foreign patents covering the use of gasoline,

kerosene and petroleum as applied to motors or
engines for automobile, marine and stationary-power
uses. The directors of the company are Hon. An-
thony Fliggins, ex-United States senator, Wilming-
ton, Del.; William FL Bulkeley, director United
States National Bank. Hartford, Conn.; William
FI. Lake, New York; W. H. Nixon of the Martin
& W. H. Nixon Paper company. Philadelphia, Pa.;

Charles T. Welles, president City Bank of ^art-
ford, Hartford, Conn.; George FI. Brown, secretary

Winton Motor Carriage company, Cleveland, O.;
A. M. Jordan, president Atlantic City Sewerage
company, Atlantic City, N. J.; W. C. Hendrickson,
Belle Meade, N. J.

PUBLICATIONS.
An interesting booklet is issued by the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.

It contains illustrations and descriptions of some
of the different departments of the work, and also

facts and figures regarding the schools and the

courses offered.

A bulletin descriptive of direct-current multipolar
motors has been issued b}' the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company of Cincinnati. These mo-
tors are adapted to be placed upon ceiling, side-wall

or floor, and may be either directly connected,
belted or geared to the work.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The initial trial of the new power line of

the Yuba Electric Power company, whose plant is

situated on the North Yuba River, some 65 miles
from Sacramento, Cal., was made in that city on
September 5th, and resulted successfully. It was
the first installment of 1,000 horse power sent by
the Yuba company under contract with the Sac-
ramento Electric, Gas and Railway company of
that city, and supplemented power already used,
transmitted there from Newcastle and Folsom.
Under contract 4,000 more horse power is to fol-

low. Aluminum wire is used exclusively for the
transmission, also for the telephone system in con-
junction therewith.

TRADE NEWS.
The Crefeid Electrical Works of SaylesviUe, R. I.,

have been purchased by the American Electrical

Works and removed to a substantial new three-
sttiry brick building, 130 feet by 60 feet, adjoining
the American Electrical Works' factories at Philips-
dale, R. 1.

W. T. Osborn & Co. of Kansas City are nearly
through with the wiring of the new Kansas City
government building and the Kansas City High
School. They are installing plants for the Bond
Shoe company of that city and the Kansas City
Stock Yards company.

The electrical illumination oi Siegel, Cooper &
Co.'s big store in Chicago during the recent Fall
Festival was a striking exhibition. The Western
Electric company recently installed for this firm
a 125-kilowatt direct-current machine and a 40-
light arc dynamo, the entire output of which was
used for the exterior illumination of the store.

The Triumph Electric company of Cincinnati asks
the electrical trade to note that the United States
Court of Appeals has affirmed the decision of the
lower court in favor of the Triumph Electric com-
pany, in the suit brought by the Westinghousc
Electric and Manufacturing company. The Triumph
people make railway generators, either belted or
direct-connected.

The New Era Iron Works company of Dayton,
O., manufacturer of the well-knowm New Era gas
and gasoline engines, has recently purchased a new
plant, which it is now remodeling and equipping
with all the latest improved machinery. The de-
mand for the New Era is said to have been such
as to compel this action. By January ist, the capac-
ity of the plant wdll have been doubled, and the
company will then have one of the finest gas-engine
factories in the United States.

Hugo Reisinger of 11 Broadway, New York, the
importer of the celebrated Electra carbons, reports
having received a large order for searchlight car-
bons from the United States government, to be used
for the navy, as well as the United States light-

houses. The government expert, who has given
these carbons an exhaustive test, testifies to their
high quality and efficiency, stating that the Electra
searchlight carbons were the best they had ever
been using, and expressed himself in the highest
terms as to the results he obtained from them.

Not the least interesting fact in trhe development
of electricity is the tendency of many American
boys to enter with enthusiasm into the subject and
experiment with the various electrical appliances,

both entertaining and practical, that are found on
the market to-day. The steadily increasing demand
for these goods has caused several large electrical

concerns to create special departments for their

manufacture. The Ohio Electric Works of Cleve-
land, O.. are prominent among these firms on
account of the variety and prices of their electrical

specialties. They carry a full and complete line of

general supplies, and prompt shipment of orders
is always assured. Their descriptive catalogue will

be forwarded upon request.

Under date of October 5th Professor R. C. Car-
penter of Cornell University writes the following in

regard to experiments with Cling-surface: "Later
tests of the use of Cling-surface on belting substan-
tiate in every particular the statements made in

my report of April 17th. They also indicate higher
efficiency of transmission and less loss of power
in the case of belts treated with Cling-surface than
in the case of belts not so treated, when working
under the conditions prevailing at the time of the
earlier test. This is due to the fact that the slipping
of a belt causes considerable loss of power, the
power so lost passing off in heat. The use of Cling-
surface reduces the slipping and consequently re-

duces the loss of power occasioned by the use of

belts that slip. During the past six months I have
had occasion to observe the practical use of Cling-
surface in a number of instances. In all such cases
Cling-surface has improved the belts by softening

them, and as far as I can determine in the limited

time (seven months) tends to preserve the leather

of wF.ich they are constructed."

The American Steel and Wire company, contrary

to the impression which might be created by its

name, is by no means confined to the production of

iron and steel wires or their products. By the

absorption of the Washburn-Moen Manufacturing
company, the larger organization inherited one of

the world's most important manufactories of bare
and insulated copper wires in various forms and
for all electrical purposes. With the immense plant

at Waukegan, 111., only 35 miles north of Chicago,
at which much of the copper wire is produced, the
American company enjoys exceptional facilities for

catering to the wants of the trade in the West, giv-

ing, as it does to their organization the same prestige

in occupying the western field that is enjoyed by the
Washburn-Moen department at Worcester, Mass..
in eastern territory. In the production of electrical

wires, bare and insulated, no name has ever stood
higher than that of Washburn-Moen. At the Wau-
kegan plant especial attention is given to the manu-
facture of the well-known Extra BB, BB, and Steel

telephone and telegraph wires and copper wires
for electric-lighting and street-railway plants in all

their various forms. In the production of copper
rail bonds, either solid or flexible, the prestige of

the W'ashburn-Moen name has been added to since
the formation of the American Steel and Wire
company, and the output of solid and flexible

Crown bonds in a variety of patterns and for ad-
justment to the rails in various positions has been
very large. This is equally true of the manufacture
and sale of copper trolley wire, in which this com-
pany has earned a commanding position. In the

~ department of insulated wires, the entire line, in-

cluding every form of magnet wire, office and an-
nunciator wire, weatherproof wire, feeder wires,
lead-encased wires and cables, and submarine ca-

bles is thoroughly covered, the rubber-insulating,
taping, braiding, lead-encasing, armoring and
weatherproofing being carried on under the super-
vision of the most expert, scientific skill and ex-
perience that can be secured. The general offices

of the company are located in the Rookery, Chi-
cago, with branch offices in New York, Worcester.
St. Paul, St. Louis. Cleveland. Denver, San Fran-
cisco and other cities.

BUSINESS.
The Central Electric compan}-, Chicago, is well

pleased with its sales of electric-railwa\' material
for fall mstallation. The overhead products of the
Central Union Brass company, which the Central
Electric company supplies from Chicago stock, as
general selling agent, are said to be dailj"' gaining
more friends.

The machinery and electrical department of the
United States commission to the Paris Exposition
has purchased from the Ball Engine company,
Erie, Pa., a 350 horse power tandem-compound
engine, arranged for direct connection to a Bul-
lock generator, to be used as a working exhibit
in the machinery annex at Vincennes.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has
issued a pamphlet giving description and prices
of the Gutmann recording wattmeter, for which
the company named is western selling agent. The
Electric Appliance company has a reputation of
pushing the sale of new specialties only when it

is assured that the latter are electrically and me-
chanically excellent.

The Jandus Electric company calls the attention

of street-railway managers to the Jandus series-

multiple lamps for railway and power circuits. This
lamp is guaranteed to perform satisfactorily two
in series on 200 volts and six on 600 volts. The
average repair cost a lamp per annum for the past
six years is said to be 25 cents. Catalogue, prices

and further information w^ill be furnished on appli-

cation to the Cleveland or Chicago office.

Gates & Randolph of Chicago report excellent

business, having sold 30 complete electric plants

during the last month. Realizing the extensive
application of the electric-motor carriage, they have
also taken the agency of the Indiana Bicycle com-
pany of Indianapolis, Ind., which manufactures the

Waverly automobiles in all styles. A number of

these carriages will be on exhibition at the street-
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railway convention. This firm's electrical knowl-
edge will come into good play in the sale of these
vehicles.

The Buckeye Electric company*s street-railway
lamp commends itself for this branch of work for
two excellent reasons. First, the unusually low
percentage of renewals; second, the unusually high
efficienc}^ in illumination. For 600 hours' average
burning an average of 16 candle power is main-
tained. Every 10 hours the Buckeye factory delivers

5,000 finished Buckej'e lamps to the trade. Cata-
logue, price, etc., may be had upon inquiry at the
Chicago office, 1537 Monadnock building.

The Western Electric company has installed three
75-kilowatt generators of the direct-connected type
in the large dr>'-goods house of William Donald-
son & Co. of Minneapolis, Minn. The dynamo and
engine room is easy of access, and it is the inten-
tion that customers shall be invited to visit the
room in which the machinery is installed. William
Donaldson & Co. consider that a first-class electric-

light plant, well installed and kept in good order,
will always be an interesting sight to manj- of their
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customers, and they extend a general invitation to
everj'one desiring to see a modern plant to visit

their store.

Street-railway men are reminded that the Swarts
Metal Refining company of Chicago makes a
specialty of refining and reclaiming old brass and
copper. The Swarts company pays the highest
market price for scrap copper wire, rail bonds and
other worn-out apparatus containing copper or
brass. The Swarts companj-^ has done business
with almost every prominent electric-light and
electric-railway company in the United States.

Users of electrical apparatus have been enabled to
realize considerable sums on odds and ends of
copper wire which can be found around their plants,

and those who have not realized on this apparent
waste may find it to their advantage to communicate
with the Swarts company, which, through the ef-

forts of President Seymour Swarts, has built up a
large business.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati reports sales for the month of September
invohing 61 machines, ranging in size from three
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to 150 kilowatts. Among the mere important were
15 engine-type generators for United States army
transports and 10 50 horse power motors, to oper-
ate at 200 revolutions per minute, for Dick, Kerr
& Co. of London, England. Several "repeat" or-
ders were received, among them being the follow-
ing: Maryland Steel company, Baltimore, Md.
(third order); Consumers' Park Brewery, Brooklyn,
N. Y. (third order); Atlas Cement company, North-
ampton, Pa. (fifth order); Missouri Lead and Zinc
company, Joplin, Mo. (third order). When repre-
sentative concerns, such as those named, find it to
their advantage to add, more than once, to their
equipment of Bullock apparatus, it can mean but one
thing, and that is that the machines have given
perfect satisfaction. A new bulletin, No. 2235, just

issued by the company, describes Type "N" motors.
This is the first bulletin of the standard six by nine-
inch size which has been issued. It is believed that

those interested in electrical literature will appre-
ciate this reduction in size, as the new bulletin is

more readily filed than the larger pamphlets. It

may be had by addressing the company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
634,467. Electrical Influence Machine. Karl S.

Lemstrom. Helsingfors. Finland. Application
filed March 4, 1S99.

The machine has in combination two drams, one ar-
ranged in the other, means for revolving these drums in
opposite directions, a fixed insulated spindle formed of
two metal pins or journals insulated one from the orher by
an intermediate block of insulating material and two
pairs of metallic combs, each pair supported by one of ihe
metallic ends of the spindle.

634.487- Electrical Indicator. Montgomery Wad-
dell, New York, N. Y. Application filed Jan-
uary- 10, 1S99.

In the apparatus described the level of a column of
liquid indicates the condition of the current flowing, and
an air supply acts upon the liquid to change its level.
Means are provided whereby the electric current varies
the pressure of the supply of air.

634.48S. Electrical Indicator. Montgomery Wad-
dell, New York, N. \., and Charles Legrand.
Wesificld, N. J. Application filed February 18,

1S99.

Tiiis indicator combines a column of liquid whose level
indicates the condition of the current flowing, an air sup-
ply acting upon the liquid to change its level, a valve con-
trolling the pressure of the supply, a counterbalanced
weight resting upon the valve and means whereby the
pressure of the weight upon the valve is varied in accord-
ance with variations in the current flowing,

634,541. Electric Starting Device for Gas Engines.
John W, Raymond, Oil City, Pa., assignor to
the Standard Automatic Gas Engine company,
Oil City, Pa. Application filed November 17,

1898.

In combination with the working cylinder of an explo-
sive engine are provided a powder chamber connected
with the cylinder and with one pole of an electric gener-
ator and adapted to receive a charge of powder, and an
electrode in the chamber connected to the other pole of the
generator and movable toward and from the terminal of
the chamber for producing a spark.

NO. 634.623.

634,542. Electric-lighting Apparatus for Railway
Cars- Willard F. Richards, Buffalo, N. Y.,
assignor to Charles M, Gould, New York, N. Y.
Application filed August 13. 1S98.
An axle of a railway car is provided with a driving pul-

ley which is connected to the pulley of a dynamo secured
to the car above by means of a driving belt,

634,568. Insulating Support for Electric Wires.
Carroll N. Beal, San Francisco. Cal. Applica-
tion filed November 17, 1897.

_ A main-line insulator and support is described which con-
sists of a screwed shank er other suitable means of attach-
ing the insulator in a pendant position, a central member
to which the main wire is attached, and surrounding this
member one or more guard flanges, the outer one provided
with deflecting ledges or projections to direct dripping
water from the main wire.

634,575- Telephone System. Edwin W. Ham,
Worcester, Mass., assignor to Plummer, Ham
& Richardson, Worcester, Mass. Application
filed June 13, 1S98.

In a telephone switchboard are combined a plurality of
circuit-making plungers or push buttons, each having an
inclined stop section, and a longitudinally movable detent
plate co-operating with the push buttons, the engaging sur-
faces of the push buttons and the detent plate being
chamfered or inclined in the opposite direction to the
stopping section of the push buttons, whereby when a push
button is operated- previously operated push buttons will
he released before the push button being operated comes
to its operative position.

634,623. Conduit Railway. Myron D. Law, New-
It ork, N. Y., assignor to the Love Electric
Traction company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed January 12, 1899.

Features of the railway are a conductor-support consist-
ing of a base plate attached to the foot of the slot rail and
capable of lateral adjustment toward and from the center
of the conduit, and a slide attached thereto capable of
longitndinal movement and carrying the electrical con-
ductor. (See cut.)

Issued October 10, iSgg.

634.666. Electric Brake. George H. B. Hooper,
Toronto. Canada. Application filed June 8,

1S9S.

A brake for wheels is described comprising a bar magnet
of uniform cross-section throughout, having the wound
portion formed on a core, the arc of which is that of a
circle less than that of the rim of the wheel to which it

extends, pole ends extending entirely outside such arc and
formed on arcs concentric to the perimeter of the wheel
and having their inner arc-shaped sides disposed to con-
tact with the wheel.

NO. 634,667.

634,667. Electromagnetic Cylinder Engine. George
H. B. Hooper, Toronto, Canada. Application
filed July 31, 1S97. Renewed March 28, 1899.

Vertical standards are combined with cross bars, sole-
noids held between the cross bars, removable cores having
rods depending therefrom, a crank shaft extending be-
tween the standards below the solenoids, rods connecting
the cranks thereon to the core rods, a commutator, a pulley
on the crank shaft, a drive connection from the pulley to
the commutator and an electric source of supply and leads

.

(See cut.)

634.744. Valve-Operating Device and Alarm; Al-
bert Borden, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed

February 9, 1S99.

An electrically operated alarm bell is connected to con-
tact points on a fulcrumed arm which is a part of the
valve-operating device,

634r759. Crossing for Underground Conduits for

Electrical Conductors. Victor Koch, Scranton_.

Pa. Application filed June 17, 1S99.

A crossing for underground conduits is described which
comprises longitudinal and transverse trough sections,
a base between the r-ections and with which the sections
are in engagement and an arched cross-shaped cover sec-
tion fitting upon the upper edges of the trough sections.

62^,y66. Electrical Binding Post. William Roche,
Jersey Citj^ N. J. Application filed August 22,

1899.
The binding post has a core screw-threaded exteriorly

and slitied tongiindinally from the end inward, the screw-
thread extending inwardly beyond the inner end of the
slot, and a c'amp or nut constructed to screw on the core
and having a funnel-shaped interior enlargement at one
end of its bore. ^

NO. 634,804.

634,767. Volt and Ampere Meter. James D. Ross.
Victoria. Canada. Application filed Februar>'

18, 1899-

Features of the meter are two air-tight cylinders, a cap
illary tube connecting the two cylinders, a liquid in the
tube^ a gauge having fixed relation with the tube, and
means for electrically equalizing or varying the pressure
in the two cylinders.

634,804. Brush Holder for Commutators. William
Cooper, William H. Warren and Charles A.
Mudge, Cincinnati, O., assignors to the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing company, Cincinnati,

O. Application filed May 18, 1898.

With a commutator are combined a block of carbon or
other electrical conductor, one of its beveled ends lying
against the commutator, a flat and adjustable conducting
plate upon which the block rests and is movable, a pivoted
bifurcated arm whose free end bears against the other end
of the brush, and provided with notches in its bifurcations,
a thumb-piece provided with pawls which engage in the
notches, and a coiled spring whose normal tendency is to
hold the thumb-piece in contact with the arm and one end
of the arm against the brush- (See cut.)

634,811. Electric Meter. Paul Eibig, Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to Emanuel Bergmann, Ber-
lin, Germany. Application filed February 10,

1899.

The meter includes a stationary coil or coils, oscillating
levers carrying coils arranged to swing in the magnetic
field of the stationary coil or coils, a directing or resistance
mechanism tending to return the levers to a predeter-
mined position, and a separate clockwork connected with
each of the levers,

634.816. Electric Block-signal Sj'stem. Selden H.
Hall, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed Febru-
ary 20, 1899.

The system comprises a one-wire main circuit actuating
opposite signals at both ends of the block, magnets in the
circuit for actuating the signals, energizing and de-ener-
gizing magnets for opening and closing the main circuit,
automatic means for conirolling the magnets, and a con-
tact device actuated by an approaching car or engine.

NO. 634.849.

634,832. Brake and Power Apparatus for Electric-
all3' Driven Vehicles, William E. Pearson. Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed March 4, 1S99.

An apparatus is described which combines with a brake
shaft having a pinion gear, a slide adapted to be operated
by the pinion gear, a rack upon the slide adapted to en-
gage with and operate the electric-controller mechanism,
a pin on the slide engaging with a narrow opening in a
sliding plate, the sliding plate having a rack adapted to
engage with a pinion on the brake shaft and to be oper-
ated by it. whereby the motion of the sliding plate is at in-
tervals communicated. to the slide,

634.848. DeWce for Preventing Electrolysis in

Pipes. Clinton S. Courson, Springfield, O.
Application filed April i, 1899.

The device comprises a packing having ao intnrned
flanse at one end, an interior annular groove adjacent to

the flange, and one or more external annular projections
therefrom.

634.849. Arc Lamp. John A. Davies, Cleveland
O. Application filed October 29, 1898.

Carbon-controlling mechanism for an arc lamp is de-
scribed which has. in combination with a solenoid pro-
vided with upper and lower cores independently movable
therein, a clutch constructed to raise the carbon and in-
termediate mechanism connecting the cores with the
clutch, whereby both the cores work in unison to raise the
carbon. (See cut.)
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John M. Roach, President American
Street Railway Association.

In selecting Mr. John M. Roach as its president
the American Street Railway association honored
Chicago and secured as its executive a practical

street-railway operator of thorough- and extended
experience. Born near Marietta, O., on January 30.

1851, Mr. Roach has been connected with the
North and West Side surface roads in this city

since he was 21 years of age, and has gained all

his experience in Chicago and with one system

—

that so closely associated with the name of Mr.
C. T. Yerkes, who is one of his closest friends.

Mr. Roach has made his w^ay from the bottom
of the ladder in the 27 years that have elapsed since,

on October 7, 1872, he secured employment as a

conductor for the North Chicago Street Railroad
company, now a part of the great system of the

Chicago Union Traction company, of which Mr.
Roach is the general manager. The young man
had knocked about the world quite a bit before

he settled down to the street-railway business.

He had no influential friends to help him,

but he was honest, capable, self-reliant

and industrious and had early acquired

a considerable fund of valuable informa-
tion. Wherever possible he improved
his knowledge of machinery and made a

special study of the development and utili-

zation of power. At that time power
transmission as known to-day was unde-
veloped, but in all the work along that

line Mr. Roach was greatly interested.

He has kept in touch with the advance-
ment that has been made up to the pres-

ent time, and is thoroughly familiar with

the merits and failings of the respective

systems, especially as applied to street-

railway work.
Advancement came rapidly to the

young employe. After a short term as

conductor, Mr. Roach was made cashier

of the North Side company. When
Charles T. Yerkes secured control of the

property he at once recognized Mr.
Roach's ability and retained him in the

service. With the extension and devel-

opment of the Yerkes system Mr.
Roach's duties increased, and when the

time came for the introduction of me-
chanical power to supersede the old horse
cars the knowledge he had acquired upon
this subject proved valuable to the com-
pany. After the cable had been intro-

duced upon the Clark street line, Mr.
Roach gave personal supervision to every
detail of operation, and when the cross-

town and branch lines were equipped
electrically these, too, received his per-

sonal attention.

Upon Mr. Parsons' retirement from the

West Chicago Street Railroad company
this property was also placed under Mr.
Roach's management, and to-day he is

in control of the operation of one of ih^

largest street-railway systems of the coun-
try, that of the Chicago Union Traction
company, which leases the North and
West Side systems, with their 320 miles

of track, 2,000 cars, 8,000 men and 35.000
horse power in power stations. At the

time of the consolidation of the North
and West Chicago Street Railroad companies and
the retirement of Mr. Yerkes, a few months ago,
Mr. Roach was second vice-president of the North
Side company and vice-president and general man-
ager of the West Side company. He is now gen-
eral manager of the Chicago Union Traction com-
pany. Mr. Roach is financially interested in several

of what are known as the "Yerkes companies," but
is better known as a street-railway operator than
as a street-railway financier.

Mr. Roach has seen the whole development of the

cable and electric-railway system in the streets of

Chicago. He has supervised many experiments
with other systems on the North Side lines—stor-

age batteries, electric conduits, gas motors, "soda
motors" and compressed-air cars, but none of the
trials has resulted in the permanent use of any of

the novelties tested to any great extent, although
a loop was for some time operated on the Love
conduit system several years ago, and a few com-
pressed-air cars are now operated at night.

Since 1888, when Charles B. Holmes, then presi-

dent of the Chicago City Railway company, filled

the ofHce, no Chicago man, till the honor came to

Mr. Roach, has been president of the American
Street Railway association, although Robert Mc-
Culloch. now general manager of the Chicago City

company, is an ex-president, having been elected
while a resident of St. Louis.

Monongahela Light and Power Com-
pany.

Among the exhibits of the Westinghouse com-
pany at the street-railway convention were some
new and improved machines for the Monongahela
Light and Power company. The plant of this com-
pany will be the most complete in the Pittsburg
district, it is said, embodying every up-to-date ap-
pliance and the most recent applications of elec-
trical science.

The month of December should see the plant
in full operation, supplying power for the Monon-
gahela Traction company, with its allied branches,
and furnishing light to the towns of Braddock.
Homestead, McKeesport, Duquesne and other
points in that vicinity.

The building for the central power station at

Rankin will be 95 feet by 333 feet, with an extension
for coal storage to be completed later. The founda-

JOHN M. ROACH.

tions are already finished, and the steam plant is

expected very shortly.

The engines will consist of six pairs of the Corliss
cross-compound design, each pair to be 1,000 horse
power, under" ordinary working conditions, but: ca-

pable of exerting about twice that amount. The
boilers will be of the water-tube type, equipped with
Roney stokers. The electric generators are build-

ing by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing company. There will be three 6oo-kilowatt.

500-volt- machines, designed to furnish railroad

power, three 750-kilowatt, quarter-phase alternators

and 10 125-light, motor-driven arc-light units, with
the latest switchboard improvements.
Condensers and pumps of modern" types will be

furnished, and coal and ash-handling machinery
will be installed. The building will be of brick,

with steel structural work and truss roof. The cost

of the plant will be $500,000, the power and elec-

trical equipment costing $375,000. As soon as the

new central station is completed, it will supersede
four small plants now in operation, as fully 50 per

cent, in expenses can be saved by centralizing the

source of electric power. In constructing the foun-

dations, future requirements have been taken into

account, and the initial capacity of the plant can be

doubled with very slight addition to the buildings.

In time it may be expected that plants of this
kind will be numerous, transmitting light and power
currents for cities and towns where now there are
many small plants begriming the atmosphere. These
'arge stations are naturally fitted with the very best
appliances, including smokeless automatic stokers.
Their economy will be better utilization of fuel,

less friction and the supply of just the amount oi
energy required by the consumer.

Marconi and His Work.
Marconi has been the recipient of many social at-

tentions in New York. His fellow-countr^-men, es-
pecially, delighted to do him honor. Baron Fava, the
Italian ambassador at Washington, gave a dinner
early last week for him. The dinner was served
in the Astor dining-room of the Waldorf-Astoria.
Eight, guests were mvited and the occasion was en-
tirely informal. Among those present were Signor
De Vinci and several other members of the Italian
embassy. On the next night Mr. Marconi was the
guest of honor at a dinner given by the Italian

Chamber of Commerce of New York.
One hundred or more of the prominent
Italians of New York wxre present. Mr.
Marconi made a speech in Italian on
"The Evolution of the Telegraph."

It is probable that the New York and
the Massachusetts, under command of
Admiral Farquhar, will be the naval ves-
sels fitted for the forthcoming tests of
the Marconi system for the use of the
United States government. Orders have
been sent to the New York navy yard
to furnish long wooden spars for the
experiments to the two vessels at the
anchorage in the North River, and it is

the expectation that the apparatus will
be installed soon. According to the
stipulations made by Marconi, wooden
spars will extend the signal masts of each
ship to a height of 150 feet above the
water. No metal rigging is admissible
within 15 feet of the top. Near the head
of each mast a yard will be lashed, to one
end of which there will be a rope to adjust
the slant of the yard, the other end car-
rying the vertical wire. Admiral Farqu-
har will take the two ships to sea, with
Marconi as his guest on the flagship
New York. The two vessels will then
cruise apart, in wide circles, for at least
a week, and determine the trustworthiness
of the system under varying conditions of
weather and distances. Marconi is confi-
dent of maintaining communication con-
stantly, so long as the distance between
the vessels does not exceed 80 miles.

Marconi Before the Institute.

It is arranged that Mr. Marconi shall
deliver an address on his space-teleg-
raphy system, probably wdth experiments,
before the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, at the rooms in New
York, some time between November 1st
and November loth, the exact date being
still unfixed. On the same evening
the subject will be discussed at a
meeting of the western branch of the

Institute at the Technical Club in Chicago, the
lecturer being Mr. A. V. Abbott. Secretary R. W.
Pope of 26 Cortlandt street, New York, and Mr.
R. H. Pierce, local honorary secretary, of 1409 Man-
hattan building, Chicago, are making the arrange-
ments.

New York Electrical Society.

With a view to the more effective conduct of the
work of the New York Electrical Society, the fol-

lowing-named committees were formed at the ex-
ecutive committee's opening meeting of the season
of 1899-1900: Papers and meetings. Dr. C. A.
Doremus, Stephen L. Coles; membership. F. A.
Pattison, H. V. Henshaw; finance, Charles Blizard,
Arthur Williams; constitution and bjMaws, F. A.
Pattison, Arthur Williams. H. A. Sinclair. These
committees are already at work, and it is confi-

dently predicted that in such hands the affairs of

the society will attain a prosperity even exceeding
its fine record of the last two years.

Work is under way upon the extensions of the
electric lines to be built by the Metropolitan Street
Raihvay company of Kansas City, Mo. The exten-
sions represent an outlay of about $250,000.
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AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
Without doubt the most successful convention of

the American Street Railway association ever held

was that of last week in Chicago. This statement

holds true in relation to the size of the attendance,

the sustained and intelligent interest in the daily ses-

sions of the association and the number and char-

acter of the exhibits shown. Estimates of the con-

vention attendance—not counting the people who
paid admission to view the exhibits, but merely com-

puting those who had business with the association

or at the exhibition—var>' from i,8oo to 2,200, so

that it seems .^afe to say that 2,000 persons were

drawn to Tattersall's during the four days' meeting

and exhibition, in addition to employes of local street-

railway companies and those of the general public

who went as spectators merely.

But four papers were read, but these were intelli-

gently and fully discussed. The large attendance at

each day's session was an especially gratifying fea-

ture. There were few vacant seats in the hall at any

time, and both President Sergeant and Secretary

Penington were greatly pleased with the excellent at-

tendance of members and commented upon it. The
meeting-room of the Street Railway Accountants'

association was also thronged every day. There was
but one business session each day. and the after-

noons and e\'enings were devoted to excursions and

Peoria and, Pekin (111.) Terminal Railway company,
Sioux City (la.) City Traction company, Elgin (111.)

City, Carpenterville and Aurora Railway company,
Schenectady (N. Y.) Railway company, Detroit
(Mich.) and Pontiac Street Railway company', Jol-
iet (III.) Railway company.
The president then delivered his annual address.

President Sergeant's Address.

We are to-day assembled for the eighteenth an-
nual gathering of our association, and for the second
time we meet in this great and prosperous city.

I feel ver\' deeply the honor which makes it my
duty and pleasure to welcome you to Chicago in

behalf of the street-railway men of this city, whose
generous exertions have provided us with all the
essential elements for a profitable and enjoyable
meeting.
What remains to be done lies in your own hands,

and I may be permitted to urge upon you the
desirability of a full attendance upon the business
meetings and a free and ample discussion of the
papers which will be presented. In order that the
time may be sufficient fof this purpose, your execu-
tive committee has purposely restricted the papers to

a smaller number than usual, and earnestly solicits

your co-operation in giving them full audience
and ample discussion.
As will be seen by the report which is to be sub-

mitted, the financial condition of your association
is good and improving from year to year, for which
happy condition we should not forget we are in-

debted to the efficient efforts of your officers in

amples. With the introduction of electric motive
power the old-time horse-railway company, operat-
ing a few miles of track on two or three city streets,

has disappeared, and its larger successor has found
necessary such changes in administration, such ex-
tensions of its system and service, that the advan-
tages of combination with rivals have become more
and more manifest. The street railway which for-

merly gave a short-distance urban service has
found itself extended far into the country; the same
car which disputes the passage of a busy city street

with a truculent teamster may an hour later be
flushing partridges and grouse along the rural high-
way, stopping to leave the tired artisan at his

country home, and bringing a healthful excursion
within reach of the humblest family—thus the trol-

ley car is rapidly filling a long-felt want which was
neither within the power nor the disposition of the

great steam roads to supply. All this means changed
conditions, with new responsibilities, and em-
phasizes the need of consolidation.

To amalgamate such properties successfully- and
organize and operate them with due economy and a

just regard for the needs of the communities to be

served requires of the operating officials a high de-

gree of experience and skill. The new problems to be

met offer better positions, to which those who are

ambitious may aspire, and the wonderful rapidity

with which this situation has been developed will

be a lasting monument to the officials of our Amer-
ican street railways. The advantages of this larger

growth are many, and perhaps not the least is a

growing respect for the value and importance of the

i
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AMERICAN STREET RAILWAV ASSOCIATION.— GROUP OF MEMBERS AND VISITORS AT LOCKFORT, ILL., ON DRAINAGE-CANAL EXCURSION.

entertainments. These "social features" were greatly

enjoyed and largely attended.

The exhibition of street-railway machinery and

supplies was large and ver\' interesting. It was held
' in the body of Tattersall's building, while the ses-

sions of the two associations were held in rooms on

the second floor, opening on the northern gallery.'

Opening Business.

In opening the eighteenth annual meeting of the
American Street Railway association on Tuesday
morning, October 17th, President Charles S. Sergeant
of Boston invited past-presidents and officers of the
association to take seats on the platform, and intro-

duced Mr. H. S. Taylor, the public prosecutor of the

city of Chicago, who represented Mayor Harrison in

welcoming the association to Chicago. Mr. Taylor
made a pleasant speech, saying that the mayor fully

appreciated the importance and value and dignity
of the convention. President Sergeant, in turn,

thanked Mr. Taylor and the mayor for their kind
wishes.

The president informed the association that the
executive committee had voted that any American
elevated-railway company, as well as any surface-

railway company, is eligible for membership. Invita-

tion to join the association was extended, and the

Pueblo (Colo.) Traction and Electric company, the
Venice. Madison and Granite City Railway company
of St. Louis and the Atchison (Kan.) Railway, Light
and Power company responded. Other members re-

ported since the last meeting are Aurora (111.) Street
Railway company, Bridgeton and Millville (N. J.)
Traction company, Chicago Electric Traction com-
pany, Montreal (Canada) Street Railway company.
Oakland (Cal.) Transit company. Los Angeles and
Pasadena (Cab) Electric Railway company, the

prior years, when the bank balance was not so read-
ily visible; nor should the generous support of our
exhibitions by our friends, the supply men. escape
our notice.

The devotion of one day of your convention to

the especial purpose of visiting the exhibits, which
has been arranged by your executive committee,
will be availed of. it is hoped, by every delegate,, to

the mutual profit of all.

Those gentlemen who met here in Chicago in

1883, many of whom are, I trust, present to-day,

could have had little conception of the changes
in their business which were to occur before the end
of this century. At that time there were in Chi-
cago street railways operating about 153 miles of

single track. At the present time the mileage of

the surface street railways of this city is about y^O
miles, of the Chicago interurban street railways

about 261 miles, and of the elevated street railroads

about 100 miles, either operated or under construc-
tion, making an increase since your Jast meeting
here of 944 miles of track.

This remarkable extension of street railways, their

equipment with mechanical motive power, the

unique L'nion Loop system and the successful ap-

plication of electric power in the elevated-railway

scr\'ice. are not only a wonderful testimonial to

the courage, energy and capacity of their projectors,

but they have made Chicago a street-railway Mecca
to which we all may come to observe and learn.

AVe are. therefore, to be greatly congratulated upon
the advantages afforded us by the selection of this

city for our convention.
The year which has passed since we met has

presented some unusual features which are worthy
of our attention. The tendency toward consolida-

tion of small or competing roads into larger homo-
geneous systems has been manifested by many ex-

street-raihvay industry, which we may all hope
will, ere long, be recognized by just laws, which
shall deal fairly and equitably with the relations

of the street railways to the municipalities, and give
to capital invested in urban ap.d suburban trans-
portation security and a fair return upon the in-

vestment.
Another of the notable events of the year has

been the failure of a striking attempt at municipal
ownership, wiih which we are all familiar.

It is greatly to be regretted that the 3''ear has
been signalized by several very serious strikes and
attem.ptcd boycotts. With the consolidation of sys-

tems the question of labor assumes a greater im-
portance. The paralysis of all the transportation

of a large city is a grave public calamity, to be pre-
vented by all reasonable means in the power of

]

the officers and men of the transportation compa-
|

nies, and by the municipal authorities. The larger
]

the S3'stem of any corporation is. the more neces-
sary it is that its management shall firmly and
wisely conduct its affairs, and the more impossible
that the responsibilities imposed upon the man-
agement should be delegated to others. Does it

not. therefore, devolve upon us who are charged
with such responsibilities to take the greatest care ^
that our representatives before the public, the em-
ployes, shall always receive such liberal and just "
treatment at the hands of all our officials that they
may feel their interests and ours to be identical.

and may loyallj' work with us for the good service

of the public and our corporations?

Care in the selection and instruction of employes
may, therefore, well engage our constant attention.

We are all merchants, in that we have transporta-

tion to sell, and must present it in an attractive

manner, if we wish to retain our customers.

The good-will of the community which it serves
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seems to be an essential element of success with

any public transportation company, and the best

means to obtain that good-will should receive our
careful consideration.

In this direction lies, I believe, a field of work
for our association and for each and every one of

its members, which may be far more fruitful for

good than our technical papers or_ our exhibits of

apparatus.

We are all aware of the wide difference of opin-

ion which exists in the community as to the proper
relation of street railways to the public, the service

they should render and the burdens they should
bear, and, last, but not least, the returns which they
should expect upon capital.

In the press and in educational and social-reform
institutions, much prejudiced opinion and misin-
formation is promulgated calculated to injure pub-
lic-service corporations, and in so injuring them,
to deprive them of much of their ability to ade-
quately serve the public. Is it not our duty, each
and all, in our own communities and wherever else

opportunity offers, to take steps to remedy this

state of affairs?

Let us seize every opportunity to refute these cur-
rent fallacies, meet the self-styied "economist" on
his own ground and show him that his "quasi-public
octopus" is the greatest public benefactor and social
reformer the world has ever seen!
Fair-minded men will generally listen to both

I wish here to express my appreciation of the
cordial support and valuable work of your efficient

secretary and executive committee. That our asso-
ciation may always be so fortunate is my earnest
wish.

In conclusion, may I once more express my sin-

cere appreciation of the honor which you conferred
upon me by electing me to preside over this meet-
ing, and bespeak your patience with my shortcom-
ings.

Reports of Committees and Officers.

Reports from the executive committee and from
Mr. Penington, the secretary and treasurer, were re-

ceived. The committee gave the results of its sev-
eral meetings during the year, including the reso-

lution that Fridaj', the last day of the convention, l)e

set apart for a systematic and careful inspection of
the exhibits. It was recommended that the special

committee on the carrying of United States mail on
street railways, of which Mr. John T. Burnett is

chairman, be continued for another year. The vari-

ous recommendations of the executive committee
were approved by the association.

Secretary and Treasurer Penington reported that

the receipts of the year were $11,307.15 and that the
balance in the treasury on October 11. 1899, was $5.-

658.87. The number of company members is 172.

The deaths during the year covered by the report
were those of M. K. Bowen, president Chicago City

Orleans, Ccggs of Milwaukee, Vrceland of New
York, Foster of Lynn, licft of Mcriden, Conn,, and
others. (See pages 259-261.)

Reception at the Auditorium.

There was no set "feature" for Tuesday afternoon,
but in the evening a pleasant reception to the visiting
street-railway men and the ladies was given in the
parlors of the Auditorium Hotel. There were flow-
ers, music, light refreshments, the renewal of old
acquaintances and the making of new ones. There
was no stiff formality about the affair, but it was a
pleasant social welcome and reunion.

Wednesday's Session.

On Wednesday the association was called to order
promptly, and the secretary read an invitation from
the Siemens & Halske Electric company to visit its

large manufacturing plant in Chicago. J. H. Vander
Veer, superintendent of motive equipment of the
Brooklyn Heights railroad, read a short paper, en-
titled "Maintenance of Car Equipment. " This very
practical subject was exhaustively discussed. The
next feature was to have been a paper on "Modern
Street-railway Shops," by B. L. Kilgour of the
Cincinnati Street Railway company, but neither Mr.
Kilgour nor his paper put in an appearance. It de-

veloped that the prospective writer was just about to

be married, and in the agitation of that interesting

event he had forgotten to notify the committee that he
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sides of any question, and the ignorance of even
those who should be well informed as to our in-

dustry is so great that mission work to disseminate
truth is imperatively demanded.

I believe that work of this character has already

been undertaken by one of our friends of the Chicago
technical press, and that in so doing he has set a

worthy example, which we may beneficially follow.

One of the saddest events of the year was the

sudden death, in April last, of our lamented friend,

Mr. M. K. Bowen, president of the Chicago City

Railway company. Beloved by all who knew him.
ever ready to spare his valuable time for the aid

and information of others who sought to learn
from his experience, he was an honor not only
to the corporation he served so well, but to the

profession which will miss him so sadly. Ever
faithfully interested in your association, his untimely
death brings a feeling of .deep loss to us all.

1 venture to remind you of the work which our
friends of the Accountants' association have under-
taken and are accomplishing. The importance of
accurate and uniform accounts to the success of

any railroad can hardly be overestimated. A thor-
ough knowledge of accounts and of finance are

essential qualifications for the administration of

lj.rge properties. The work so far accomplished
by their association, and their further deliberations,

merit your earnest support, which will not only
be beneficial to them but to each and all of the

members of our association.

Railw^ay company, Chicago, III., April 9, 1899; Will-

iam Penn Cooper, superintendent Thirteenth and Fif-

teenth street lines. Union Traction company, Phila-

delphia. Pa., February 23, 1899; John H. Callahan,
secretary United Traction company, Pittsburg, Pa..

February 13, 1899; DeWitt C. Cregier, ex-superin-
tendent Chicago West Division Railway company,
Chicago. Ill, November 9, 1898; William E. Hale,
treasurer Toledo Traction company, Toledo, O., No-
vember 16, 1898; Joseph S. Lawrence, president
Charleston Consolidated Railway, Gas and Electric

company, Charleston, S. C, August 5. 1S99; Charles
F. Orthwein, vice-president Southern Electric Rail-

road company, St. Louis, Mo., December 28, 1S98;
Austin Ely Smith, treasurer and general manager
Springfield Street Railway company, Springfield,

Mass., August 8, 1899; Sylvanus M. Thomas, presi-

dent and treasurer Taunton Street Railway company,
Taunton, Mass., November 20, 1898; George Henry
Wheeler, ex-president Chicago City Railway com-
pany, Chicago, III., August 11, 1899.

The report of the secretary was accepted.

Mr. Yerkes' Paper.

Mr. C. T. Yerkes' paper, "Investments in Street

Railways : Hov/ Can They Be Made Secure and Re-
munerative?" was read by the author, and the reading
and discussion took up all of the remainder of Tues-
day's session. Mr. Yerkes was given a cordial re-

ception and received the thanks of the association.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Wyman of New

would be unable to present his paper. He was par-
doned, under the circumstances; and it was suggested
that Mr. G. W. Knox, the chief electrician of the
Chicago City Railway company, who was to have led
the discussion on Mr. KiJgour's paper, be asked to
prepare a paper on the same subject for next year's
meeting.
As the committee to nominate officers and select the

next place of meeting the president appointed H. C.
Moore, Trenton, N. J.; E. C. Foster, Lynn, Mass.;
E. G. Connette, Nashville, Tenn. ; Robert McCuI-
loch, Chicago, 111., and A. E. Lang of Toledo, Ohio.

Excursion Along the Drainage Canal.

Among the diversions provided for the enter-
tainment of the members of the association and
other visito'rs at the convention none was enjoyed
more thoroughly than the excursion along the
Drainage Canal on Wednesday afternoon. The
party assembled at the Polk street depot about
half-past one o'clock and found seats in a special
train of 10 cars on the Santa Fe railroad. Nine
of the cars accommodated the 500 ladies and gen-
tlemen who made the trip and the tenth car was a
baggage car that served as a receptacle for the
refreshments served during the journey. The
weather was delightful and the outing proved to
be most pleasant in every respect.

Stops were mad^ at various points along the line,

and the excursionists obtained a good idea of the
great work accomplished, both in earth excava-
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tion and rock cutting. At Lockport, the southern

terminus of the canal the visitors inspected the

massive dam and sluice gates by which the flow

of water from the channel into the Desplaines

River will be controlled. The object of the drain-

age channel is, of course, to provide a connection

between the South Branch of the Chicago River, at

Robev street, and the Desplaines River, near Joliet.

so that a flow of water of at least 300.000 cubic

feet a minute mav be maintained from Lake Michi-

gan through the Chicago River, the Drainage Canal

and the Desplaines and Illinois rivers to the Mis-

sissippi River. Thus the sewage of the cit>' will

be diluted and diverted so that it will not con-

taminate the waters of Lake Michigan, from which

the city water supply is obtained. Incidentalh'. it

is suggested that power may be obtained by utiliz-

ing the head of water at Lockport or JoHet, and
transmitted by electricity^ to Chicago.

The whole project, in its magnitude and methods

of execution, excited the admiration of the visitors,

who appeared to be unanimous in the opinion that

the excursion had afforded not a little instruc-

tion as well as a pleasant outing. Scattered through

the cars were many members of the local commit-
tees of arrangement, and thej' did much to make
ihe occasion a profitable one by their explanations

of points of particular interest.

At Lockport a number of the members of the

excursion part}' were photographed in the group
shown on page 248. J. W. Taylor was the photog-
rapher.

Proceedings on Thursday.

After several announcements, the first paper of
Thursday was read by Mr. Edward Butts of the
Metropolitan Street Railwaj'^ company of Kansas
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Concluding Business.

Mr. Ira A. McCormack, managing director of the

Syracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Railway company,
read the last paper presented. It was on "Train
Sen-ice and Its Practical Application," and elicited

a valuable discussion.

A resolution of thanks, adopted by the supply men
in recognition of the action of the executive commit-
tee in specially setting aside Friday for the inspection

of exhibits, was read bi' Secretar}"- Penington. The
supply men were especiallj- grateful to ilr. ilcCor-
mack for introducing the resolution in the commit-
tee.

The usual resolutions of thanks to those who had
contributed to the success of the convention were
adopted.

President Sergeant announced that there was no
more business before the association, but that this

year the officers would be installed at the banquet,

so that adjournment would be taken to that time.

Before adjournment !Mr. Ji. H. Vreeland of New
\ ork took occasion to say that this had been the
first convention of the association he had attended
since his connection with the street-railway business,

and he had enjoj-ed the opportunitjvof extending his

acquaintance and profited by the proceedings.

Thursday's Entertainments.

A tally-ho ride through the South Side parks and
boulevards and a visit to Swift's packing-house in

the stock^'ards were the features of Thursday after-

noon. The processes in a great meat-handling estab-

lishment were a novelty to many of the visitors and
thej" were inspected ^'ith great interest. Swift &
Co. paid every' attention to their visitors and gave
heem as souvenir stick-pins with tiny gilded porkers,

and also cakes of perfumed soap, packed in boxes
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City, his subject being "Construction and Main-
tenance of Street-railway Track" (page 262). Mr.
Butts' paper caused a general discussion, and then
President Sergeant called for the report of the nom-
inating committee.

New Officers.

Mr. Moore presented a list of ofiicers, which was
adopted without opposition. It is as follows:

President—John il. Roach, general manager Chi-
cago L'nion Traction company, Chicago, 111.

First vice-president—^John A. Rigg, president

Union Traction company, Reading, Pa.

Second vice-president—H. H. Vreeland, president
^Metropolitan Street Railroad company, New York
city.

Third \-ice-president—F. G. Jones, vice-president

Memphis Street Railway company, Memphis, Tenn.
Secretan' and Treasurer—T. C. Penington, treas-

urer Chicago Cit>- Railway company. Chicago, 111.

Executive committee—The president, vice-presi-

dents and C. S. Sergeant, second vice-president Bos-
ton Elevated Railroad company, Boston, Mass. ; C. K.
Durbin, general superintendent Denver Consolidated
Tramway company, Denver, Colo. ; Nicholas S. Hill,

Jr., general manager Charleston Consolidated Street

Railway and Electric compam*. Charleston, S. C.

;

Charles W. Wason. president Cleveland. Painesville

and Eastern Railroad company, Cleveland, Ohio;
John R. Graham, president Quincy and Boston Street
Railway company. Quincy, Mass:

Next Convention at Kansas City.

In accordance with the report of the nominating
committee. Kansas Citj- was selected as the place of
next year's meeting. Mr. jNIoore stated that inviia-

tions had been received from Cleveland. Kansas Cit\'

and Charleston, S. C, also from Milwaukee for 1901
and from Toledo for 1902. !Mr. W. H. Holmes, presi-

dent of the Metropolitan Street Railway company of

Kansas Cit}*. returned thanks for the selection, and
promised to endeavor to make the association's visit

a pleasant and profitable one.
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terms to the administration of the retiring presi-

dent, and at the conclusion of his remarks three
cheers for ilr. Sergeant were given rtith a will. Re-
marks were made by Frank Jones of [Memphis, vice-

president, and !Mr. Penington of Chicago, se(;retar5^

and then President Roach declared the meeting of

the association adjourned.

bearing the name of the association and the date of
the visit.

In the evening the local street-railway men enter-
tained the delegates to the convention and their la-

dies, to the number of about 700, at a theater part\' at
the Columbia Theater. The play presented was "His
Excellency the Governor," and it was an especially
arranged production in honor of the visitors.

The Closing Day.

Friday was especially devoted to the inspection of
exhibits and to carriage rides and shopping tours for
the ladies. In the afternoon, by the co-operation of
the South Side Elevated Railroad company and the
^^'estinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company,
a num.ber of the delegates inspected the "Alley L"
power house at State and Fortieth streets. The
working plant and the addition now making were
thoroughly gone over.

The Banquet.

With the banquet o£ Friday night at the Audi-
torium the eighteenth convention of the Ameri-
can Street Railway* association ^ame to a
close. About 300 ladies and gentlemen were present,
and as a souvenir from the Christensen Engineering
company of Milwaukee each lady received a beauti-
ful basket of iiowers. These tasteful gifts came as
a surprise to nearly all present, and the generosit^-
and enterprise of the donors were highly appreciated.
The menu and table decorations were elaborate. A
blessing on the dinner was asked by the Rev. J. A.
Rondthaler. and at its conclusion several toasts were
responded to under the happy direction of President
Sergeant. The speakers were Senator W. E. Ma-
son. J. W. Duncan and William J. Hj-nes of Chi-
cago and J. Harry Stedman of Rochester. N. Y.
Mr. Sergeant then surrendered his office to President
Roach, who made a short speech expressing his
thanks for the high honor and his appreciatiori
of the efforts of the supply men and others to
make the Chicago gathering an instructive and
pleasant one. Mr. Roach referred in eulogistic

Convention Gossip.

Frank B. Rae of Chicago found time to renew some
old acquaintances at the exhibition.

Quite a number of steam-railroad men and very
many street-railway men not members of the asso-
ciation were to be seen.

Charles A. Brown, the well-known patent attor-

ney of Chicago, attended the convention and encoun-
tered many familiar faces.

C. D. Crandall, general manager of the Western
Electric company, Chicago, was one of the promi-
nent visitors to the convention.

The attendance of ladies was large and flattering.

Probably 200 were present, and there is no reason
to doubt that ever>' one of them had a good time.

George F. Porter of New York, secretary of the
National Electric Light association, and G. Tracy
Rogers of Binghamton. president of the New York
State Street Railway association, were visitors.

Exhibitors were indebted to James R. Chapman and
George O. Nagle, respectively chairmen of the local

committees on exhibits and halls and hotels, for

manj- courtesies and prompt attention to their needs.

F. B. Badt. the Chicago electrical engineer, was
seen at the exhibition chatting with old-time friends.

Mr. Badt was much interested in the beautiful and
delicate AVeston instruments shown in the booth of
Harold P. Brown.

!Mr. Yerkes was the "star" of Tuesday's session.

His paper was closely listened to and vigorously ap-
plauded. At the close of the session he received
quite an ovation, members thronging to the platform
to shake hands with him.

Luther Stieringer, the decorative-lighting expert,

didn't miss the convention. He seldom misses any-
thing in the way of an electrical show. He was en
his way to Omaha, he said, and stopped in Chicago
to greet his friends at the exhibition.

Both President Sergeant and Secretary- Penington
were gratified at the large and interested attendance
of members at the daily sessions of the convention.
They 'agreed that the Chicago meeting had ven.^

agreeably broken all records in that respect.

Col. C. B. Fairchild. the veteran street-railway
writer, was a faithful attendant at ever\' session of

the association. Colonel Fairchild has lateh"^ made
a new connection, and his cards now show that he
is eastern manager of the Street Railway Review.

Edward Caldwell, now manager of the Trade Press
Advertising agency of New York, was warmly
greeted by many Chicago friends. For several years
-Mr. Caldwell was connected with technical journal-
ism in New York and Chicago, but he left the field

some time ago.

George A. Yuille, the secretary and "all-round
handy man" of the Chicago committee of arrange-
ments, was detained at hoine on the opening dzy of

the con^'ention by illness, but he managed to get out
for the remaining days and to do much to further
the enjoyment of the visitors.

Mr. T. E. Grossman of New York, the official

stenographer of the association, did his part of the

work of the week—and an important part it was

—

with the promptness and accuracy which have earned
for him the good wishes of the secretar\- and the
technical journals in former ^-ears. Mrs. Grossman
accompanied her husband.

About 40 men appeared for the technical press at

the convention. Among the journals represented
were the Tramway and Railway World of London.
Street Railway Journal. Street Railway Review, Rail-

road Gazette, Railway Age, I^Iodern ^Nlachinerj', Elec-
trical Review, American Electrician. Electrical

World and Engineer, and Western Electrician.

A. il. Willcox, the representative of the Tramway'
and Railway AA'orld of London, was doubly busy in

looking after the interests of his journal and in

utilizing such an excellent opportunity" to talk up the
tramway exhibition to be held in London next sum-
mer under the auspices of the Tramway World. . ilr.

Willcox is an American by birth, and many old
friends in electrical and street-railway circles availed
themselves of the opportunity- of meeting him.

For the second time the branch Appellate Court,
through the medium of Judge Horton, has denied
the right of the General Electric Railwa}' company
of Chicago to lay its tracks along Custom House
place, between Fourteenth and Polk streets. For
some time the laying of the rails has been con-
templated under a special ordinance passed by the

Citj' Council. Matters came to a focus on October
30, 189S. when an attempt to lay the tracks was
blocked bj^ the Chicago and Western Indiana Rail-

road company, which secured a temporary'- injunc-

tion from Judge Payne. The Appellate Court sus-

tained the injunction, and a final order was entered

in Februar\% 1S99. The present appeal was from
the final order.
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THE EXHIBITION.

Large and Varied Display of Apparatus
at Street-railway Convention.

Next in importance to the gatliering of the as-

sociation itself, was the exhibition at Tattersall's,

by manufacturers and dealers from all over the

country, of nearly everything needed for the con-

struction, equipment and operation of the modern

electric railway!" The whole main floor of the hall was

filled with exhibition booths, the aggregate amount

of space devoted exclusively to the exhibitors being

over 12.000 square feet, while a few exhibits were

placed in the gallery and on the curb in Dearborn

street, west of the building. Among the exhibits

were displays of car motors and trucks, fenders and

gates, fare registers, seat and curtain furnishings,

headlights and lamps, generators and switchboards,

telephones, line and track material; in fact, about

everything needed for the equipment of street cars

and power houses. The largest exhibits were those

of the General Electric company and the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company.

They occupied prominent positions in the center

of the hall. Considering the short time for which

the goods were displayed, the exhibition was cer-

tainly a very good one, and it was not alone in-

structive to the delegates and supply men in attend-

ance, as a large number of spectators visited the

hall and were v/ell repaid. From the local street-

railway companies, too, delegations of employes

marched to the hall and inspected the exhibits, to

their instruction and profit.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. —One of the largest, most attractive

and interesting exhibits was that of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company. Oc-
cupying a very prominent position, in the center

of the-hall, the booth was made more conspicuous

by means of a large electrical sign suspended above
the exhibit and bearing the word "Westinghouse."
The exhibit was of a specially interesting nature,

from the street-railway man's point of view. One
of tlie most striking features of the display was
a lo-pole, 500-kilowatt, engine-type railway gener-

ator, the field and armature of which were mounted
separately. This generator is one of three of equal

size which the company has recently sold to the

Monongahela Traction company of Pittsburg. On
the opposite side of the booth was erected a com-
plete railway switchboard of the Westinghouse
standard tj^pe. It consisted of three generator

panels, six feeder panels and one load panel, and is

to be erected with the generator in the power
house of the Monongahela Traction company. A
200-kilowatt rotary converter, with starting motor,

occupied one corner of the exhibit. The remaind:r

of the display consisted of two No. 68 500-volt

railway motors moimted in operating order on a

Peckham truck, two No. 49 500-volt railway mo-
tors mounted in operating order on a McGuire
truck, four lo-series multiple controllers, a No. 70

and a No. 69 railway motor complete, three com-
plete railway armatures, and a No. 69 armature,

partially wound, with commutator partially con-

nected. There was also a complete line of detail

apparatus, including fuse boxes, lightning arresters,

canopy switches, etc., used in street-railway equip-

ment. The Nos. 68 and 69 motors mentioned are

the latest type of railway motors built by the

Westinghouse company. In placing these motors
on exhibition, the company desired to bring be-

fore the public its newest achievement in elec-

trical design. An important feature of the new
motor is the increased current-carrying capacity

of the field windings, which allows of an equal

temperature rise in both field and armature. Here-
tofore, cases have often been noted where the

armature was in good condition, while the field

coils were roasted and ruined, due simply to the

fact that the design of the motor was such that

the temperature of the field coils rose to a far

higher degree than that of the armature. Another
feature is in the use of field poles, which are

bolted to the yoke instead of being cast in. as has

been the practice for the past 10 years. The suc-

cess which these new motors have met with since

being placed upon the market has far exceeded the

company's greatest expectations. They were built

originally on an order from the Third Avenue
Railway company of New York city. A large order

has also been received from the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company. The exhibit was in charge of

William Bander of Pittsburg, who was ably as-

sisted by the following-named gentlemen: J. M.
Duncan, C. S. Cook, F. McCov. J. H. Reid, C E.

Skinner. N. W. Storer. F. S. Smith, W. M. Pro-
basco, Pittsburg, Pa.: W. W. Grant Ottawa, Ont.; J.

R. Gordon and E. Woodruff. Atlanta. Ga.; H. C.

Marsh, Cincinnati. O.: R. S. Brown, Boston, Mass.;

C. H. Bragg. Philadelphia. Pa.; A. Hatet, Paris.

France; C S. Powell. Cleveland. O.; T. Julian

McGill. Minneapolis, Minn.: C. F. Medbury, De-
troit, Mich., and Arthur Hartwell, W. S. Rugg,
Irvin Dryer, C. W. Regester, Frederick Nelson,

C. G. Burton, W. R. Pinckard, L. M. Harvey, T.

A. Hall, T. P. Gaylord and Ivor Ilcnnings from
the Chicago oilice.

General Electric Com,pany.—The General Elec-
tric company's cxliibit occupied a large central booth,
covering j.600 square feet. It comprised street-rail-

way motors and controllers, switchlxiards, lamps, in-

struments, line material, etc. There were two "G E
55" motors of 150 horse power capacity each, mounted
on a truck, the whole of which is to be used as part
of the equipment of the Northwestern elevated rail-

road, now building in Chicago. On another truck of
the St. Louis Car company make were mounted two
'"G E too" motors, equipped with a "B 13" controller
and electric brakes. These motors were in operation
during the week and they attracted considerable at-
tention. One of the special features of the exhibit
was the showing of one of the company's new "G E
65" motors of 250 horse power capacity which are be-
ing iJuilt expressly for the Paris and Orleans Rail-
way, Paris, France. Other street-car motors were
shown, as well as a new "G E" type stationary motor.
An air compressor for elevator work, one of a new
line which the General Electric company is manu-
facturing, was on view. The switchboard exhibited
included a latest-type feeder panel, two generator
panels and an additional panel upon which was
mounted a station wattmeter. All of the panels were
of the General Electric standard street-railway type.
A large line of supplies of overhead material was
displayed, also circuit-breakers, lightning arresters.
assembled commutators, armature coils and porcelain
insulators, similar to those used on the third-rail
electric system. Arc lamps were hung at the corners
of the booth and also illuminated a painting at the
rear that extended along one whole side of the
exhibit. The painting was made to represent the

but win attention, while Mr. E. J, Pietzcker, or one
of his amiable assistants, was always on hand to

explain how Crown bonds could be easily adjusted
to the rails at such a saving of labor as would
compensate the purchaser for the full price of the
bond over other makes. Besides the rail bonds
there were two huge pyramids of trolley wires,

feeder cables and other forms of in.sulatcd wires

—

the product of the celebrated Washburn & Moen
department—and another large and attractive glass
case contained a varied assortment of large-

sized cables—armored, insulated and lead-encased
—for all of which product the Washburn & Moen
department of the American Steel and Wire com-
pany has become famous. Still another part of

the exhibit was a pile of double-galvanized tele-

graph and telephone wire, which, under the title

of W. & M. high-grade, has become a standard
wire for telephone and telegraph use. These wires
are made in accordance with the Western Union
and Postal Telegraph company's most strict speci-

fications, and are said to be far superior to ordinary
iron and steel wires. The three grades—Extra
B, B., B. B. and Steel—were all shown, with a
clear exposition of their comparative conductivity
and tensile strength. The woven-wire-fence de-

partment of the company made a very- attractive

display of American and Ellwood stjdes of woven-
wire fence, while a panel of the American fence
was shown erected, with stretcher attached, illus-

trating the method of putting it up.

Harold P. Brown and Badt-Goltz Engineer-
ing Company.—An especially instructive and in-

teresting exhibit was shown by Harold P. Brown,
who has made the Plastic rail bond famous. Mr.
Brown had a testing apparatus in operation, by
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Chicago and Milwauke electric railway and the
territory throngii whicli it passes. This railway, of

which a detailed description was given in the West-
ern Electrician under date of October 21st, was de-

signed by Bion J. Arnold and constructed by the
Arnold Electric Power Station company of Chicago,
while all the generators, rotary converters, trans-

formers, switchboards and other electrical equipment
were furnished by the General Electric company. A
large delegation from the various offices and factories

of the company were on hand to represent the Gen-
eral Electric company's business, among whom may
be mentioned the following-named: S. D. Greene,

W. F. Hayes. W. B. Potter. Ward S. Arnold, S.

Trawick, B. E. Sunny. F. N. Boyer. George Rosen-
thal, F. Barbour, J. G. Barrv. E. D. Mullin, W. J.

Ferris, J. W. Buell, T. P. Bailey. E. D. Priest, J.

H. Livsey, R. D. Beach, J. J. Mahoney, H. R.

Bishop. Jr., F. W. Wilcox. F. M. Kimball, George
Breed. F. E. Case, R. A. Swain. R. S. Moore, F.

H; Strieby, George J. Cadwell, W. C. Carey, A. H.
Armstrong. J. W. Johnson, T. Ferris.

American Steel and Wire Company—The ex-

hibit of electric wires and rail bonds made by
the American Steel and Wire company was one
of the most attractive in the hall. Suspended from
the ceiling, over the booth, was a large figure-8

- rail bond. It was illuminated wi.th numerous in-

candescent lights, the openings in the 8 containing

the words "Crown Bonds," made up of a large

-number of electric lights; and it could- be seen

from almost any portion of the hall. In an orna-

mental glass case were shown solid and flexible

Crown bonds in almost every conceivable shape

and size. The case was surrounded by tables on
which other Crown bonds were piled in heaps, and
which the public was permitted to handle as much
-as it pleased. Crown bonds for bonding under the

fish plates, over the fish plates and under the rails

were displayed in a manner that could not help

means of. which he made tests of the conductivitj-
of his Plastic and solid-copper bonds. A 20 horse
power Edison motor drove an electroplating ma-
chine -of 10 volts and 3,000 amperes' capacit}'. In
series with the terminals of this machine were con-
nected two rail-joint sections. One of tliese sec-
tions was of ^ the 80-pound T-rail, such as used on
the Metropolitan elevated railroad, and the other
was a 70-pound section from the North Chicago
street railroad. The 80-pound rail was not bonded.
while the smaller rail was. A Weston shunt was
placed in series with the two joints, the ends lead-
ing to a Weston ammeter. The voltage of the
joints was taken by means of a very delicate volt-
meter. Mr. Brown kindly conducted a test for the
representative of the Western Electrician, the re-

sults of which follow. With the 80-pound rail

a 2,000-ampere current registered a difference of
potential of .425 volt across the joint, .01942 volt
with a bond laid across the joint and .00221 volt
for a space of one inch of the rail. The 70-pound
bonded rail registered .02124 volt across the joint,

.00842 volt with an extra bond laid on top of the
joint and .00284 volt through one inch of the rail.

The test showed that the drop of potential across
the joint of the bonded rail was about eight times
that of the solid rail, w^hile ' an unbonded rail

showed a corresponding drop of over 200 times.

The voltmeter used by Mr. Brown was constructed
especially for him by the Weston Electrical Instru-
ment company and is- said to be the most sensitive

instrument of its kind ever constructed. It has
three scales and will read to the .000001 part of

a volt. Its highest reading is 7.S volts. Mr. Brown
was assisted in his exhibit by the Badt-Goltz Engi-
neering company of Chicago, western representa-
tive of the Weston company as well as of Mr.
Brown.
Falk Company. —Herman W. Falk and Clement

C. Smith, president and vice-president, represented
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the Falk company of Milwaukee. They were as-

sisted by Secretary and Treasurer E. A. Wurster,

Assistant Secretary C. L. Jones, General O. H.

Falk, and J. A. Wendell and R. L. McDuffj', the

eastern agents. This year the company made an

exhibit somewhat out of the ordinary. Instead of

displaying materials and samples, the company had

on exhibition a large number of handsomely

framed photographs of the work done by the firm.

The photographs principally illustrated street-rail-

way construction, a branch of work in which the

Falk company has extensively engaged this year.

The company is building 16 miles of track for the

Metropolitan Street Railway company of Kansas

City, and several of the photographs showed dif-

ferent stages of construction work on the Metro-

politan lines. What is known as the "trench" con-

struction is being employed there; the tracks are

laid in concrete in the asphalted streets, without

any ties, and joints of the rails are cast-welded

by the Falk process. Other pictures gave views

of the line and the power house of the Oshkosh
(Wis.) and Neenah interurban electric railway, the

complete road being built by the Falk company.

A piece of welding, under disadvantageous con-

ditions, on the Third Avenue railroad of New York
city was well illustrated in one view. Cars were

operated On the line all night, in this case, and a

special clamp had to be provided, that held the rails

in position and did not interrupt the cars. The
remainder of the photographs illustrated the firm's

gears and pinions and special work, such as

switches, frogs and crossings.

Garton-Daniels Electric Company—One of the

most interesting exhibits at the convention was

that of the Garton-Daniels Electric company of

Keokuk, la. This exhibit was thronged with vis-

itors most of the time who were attracted by the

company's excellent display or by the engaging

personal qualities of Secretary J. V. E. Titus. Mr.

Titus was always on the alert to explain to his

callers the merits of a full line of arresters. The
company exhibited a panel of lightning arresters

connected to a 500-volt circuit and operated by a

static machine. The exhibit also comprised a full

line of pole, car and station arresters and samples

of 500 and 8oo-ampere kicking coils. A special

feature of the exhibit w-as the Knox "automotoneer."

This, as may not be generally known, is a device for

street cars 'which is designed to prevent too rapid

starting of electric cars, and is Soid to save power
and cost of repairs, to lengthen the life of motors

and to enable street-railway owners to double the

number of cars with their present station equip-

ment. Many other claims are made for the auto-

motoneer, and the Garton-Daniels company, which

will control the manufacture of this device, will be

pleased to send further particulars on request. Mr.

Titus made many friends at the convention, and

incidentally took a number of orders for the com-
pany's products. This is not a matter of surprise,

as his close attention to business and his courtesy

to all deserve success.

Standard Paint Company and Western Elec-

tric Company^One of the most attractive booths

in the hall was that of the Standard Paint com-
pany of New York city. The booth was resplen-

dent in flags and bunting and showed the exhib-

its to advantage. Mr. Frank S. DeRonde, the

general manager of the company, was ably assisted

bv J. C. Shainw^ald, western manager, and Mr. F.

S". Howard, traveling representative, entertaining

delegates and friends. The free distribution of one

of the most attractive souvenirs given at the con-

vention caused the aisle of the Paint company's

exhibit to be blocked at all hours of the day.

The Western Electric company was represented

at the convention by J. C. Cannon, Philip Rust and

F. L. Swan. It had headquarters with the Stand-

ard Paint company, where it entertained friends

of the company and distributed printed matter and

souvenirs to the visitors. Mr. A. L. Tucker of

the Western Electric company, a member of the

committee on publicity for the street-railway con-

vention, was, of course, in attendance. The sou-

venir distributed by the Western Electric company
was a match-box, having on one side an illustra-

tion of a Petite arc lamp, on the other an

illustration of a 16-inch fan motor, and on both

edges of the box "Western Electric Company, Chi-

cago-New York." The box is finished in silver

and white celluloid. A handsome leather card-case

was also given out.

Eugene Munsell & Co. and' Mica Insulator
Company—The combined exhibit of Eugene Mun-
sell & Co. and the Mica Insulator company of New
York, Chicago and London, occupied 200 square

feet. The booth was tastefully designed, dark, rich,

blue material being used as the background, pan-

eled in gilt, which gave a rich effect. The Mica
Insulator company's exhibit consisted of micanite

plate, flexible plate, cloth, paper, M. I. C. com-
pound. Empire cloth and pajer, micanite tubes

and troughs, and various forms of insulation, of

which this company makes a specialt5^ Eugene
Munsell & Co.'s exhibit consisted of mica in the

sheet and a variety of sizes. Both the India and
amber qualities were shown, also mica as it comes
from the mines and mica segments. Directly over
the desk, suspended from the sign, w-as a large
rare specimen of India mica, in size 14 inches by
36 inches, probably one of the largest sheets ever
mined. This is such a rare specimen that there

are probably less than three or four pounds of mica

of these dimensions in the United States. The
souvenir distributed was a neat card-case, and it

was highly appreciated by the delegates in attend-

ance. The exhibit was in charge of Charles E.

Coleman, w'estern manager, assisted by Howard
M. Frantz.

Garl Electric Company and CUng-surface
Manufacturing Company—One of the most in-

teresting and attractive exhibits at the convention
was that of the Garl Electric company of Akron,
O. Mr Garl personally looked after the exhibit,

and visitors were w^ell entertained by him. The
Garl company exhibited its portable street-car tele-

phone and pocket telephone, besides many other
kinds of telephones. 'The automatic burglar and
fire alarm shown by the Garl company attracted

hundreds of visitors to the Garl exhibit. Mr. Garl

took many orders for his burglar alarm and tele-

phones. 'The Ciing-surface Manufacturing company
of Buffalo, manufacturer of the well-known Cling-

surface belt preser\'ative. made a display near the

Garl company. The exhibit was in charge of the

Chicago manager, F. C. Willis, and of W. H. Ly-
man, who showed samples of Cling-surface and
distributed testimonials and other literature to show

were assisted by J. H. McGill of the Chicago office

and Mr. Scudder from the St. Louis branch. Mrs.
C. K. King assisted in distributing souvenirs, which
were very popular and consisted of small side-

bearing feed-wire insulators, filled with Dirigo in-

sulation, and supplied with a bit of ribbon, so that
it could be fastened in a button-hole. The exhibit
consisted of a full line of flexible pole brackets,
genuine bell-metal bearings, linemen's tools, ad-
justable track brush holders and brush brooms,
knife switches, and, as a special feature, Monarch
track scrapers.

Eureka Electric Company..—A very complete
telephone exhibit was shoNvn by the Eureka Elec-
tric company of Chicago. It consisted of a line

of high-grade Eureka apparatus, including new
branch auxiliary combination telephone switch-

boards, which are said to be especially adapted for

street-railway work, and instruments adapted to be
used with the company's new central-energy sys-

tem. The company is now equipping, at Hous-
ton, Tex., what is said to be the largest Independ-
ent exchange installed this year. New 1900 cata-

logues were distributed for the company, which
was represented by J. J. Kusel, president, and H. J.

i Harold P. Brown.
) Badt-GcHtz Engineering Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Creagbead Engineering Co.
"ectric Railway

~

. R. Garion Co.
I Electric Railway equipment Co.
1 w. r

-
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the popularity of their product. Man}' trial or-

ders were taken by Mr. Willis. It was a matter
of regret that Manager A. B. Young could not
attend the convention.

K. McLennan & Co—One of the most earnest

workers at the exhibition w'as M. J. Isaacs, general
manager of K. McLennan &: Co., manufacturers
of the well-know'n Gale commutator compound.
Mr. Isaacs made a very good exhibit and gave
away several thousand samples of his compound.
A striking feature of the exhibit was a large bulletin

of testimonials from all over the world from users

of Gale's compound. This was a unique feature

and attracted considerable attention. During one
of the committee meetings of officials of the asso-

ciation it was announced that the McLennan com-
pany was distributing what was considered one of

the best souvenirs at the convention. This an-
nouncement brought many delegates to the Mc-
Lennan exhibit. In looking after the interests of
his customers Mr. Isaacs w'as ably assisted by J. B.

Castle and J. F. Wells.

Ohio Brass Company.—A pj'iamid displayed the
products of the Ohio Brass company of Mansfield.

O. The firm was well represented by the secretarj'.

C. K. King, A. L. Wilkinson, from the Ohio ter-

ritory, R. A. Byrns of the New York office and
George A. Mead, engineer of the company. These

Kusel, vice-president, during the day, and G. Rowe,
treasurer, and C. Burlingham, superintendent, dur-
ing the evening. Arthur Stein, secretary for the
compan3% did the honors with the ladies.

Creaghead Engineering Company. —The Creag-
head Engineering company of Cincinnati, O., made
its usual large exhibit of flexible brackets, line

material, pole fittings for wood and iron poles, etc.

A special feature was shown in an extra heavy
flexible bracket, designed and furnished for the
reconstruction of the overhead work on the New
Orleans and CarrolUon railway at New Orelans.
which is said to be one of the finest pieces of over-
head work in the world. The company's new type
of hangers for "figure-8" and other grooved wires
attracted much attention. A collection of large
photographs showing the company's material in

use on roads in different parts of the w'orld com-
pleted this interesting exhibit, which was in charge
of the firm's superintendent, G. R. Scrugham. The
company's souvenir was a neat steel pocket rule.

Central TJnion Brass Company and Central
Electric Company—An attractive exhibit of line

materials, car trimmings, trolley arms. etc.. was
displayed by the Central Electric company', which
acts as the Chicago selling agent of the Central
Union Brass company of St. Louis. An old-time
method of transportation was represented by a
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brass model of a team of oxen hitched to a stone

boat, while the modern method was shown in a

model of an up-to-date trolley car. T. C. While
of the Central Union company and M. M. Wood,
manager of the railway department for the Central

Electric company, were in charge of the exhibit.

They distributed to their friends useful souvenirs in

the shape of brass paper-knives.

Tramway and Railway "World—The Tramway
and Railway World of London had one of the best

spaces in the hall, where Mr. A. M. Willcox enter-

tained many visitors and delegates. Special interest

was shown in the International Tramways and Light
Railways Exhibtion, which will be held in London
next year. This exhibition is being arranged by the

proprietors of the Tramway and Railway World, and
Mr. Willcox had much to say about it.

Electric Railway Equipment Company and W.
R. Garton Company.—A general line of over-

head material, iron and steel poles and bracket

arms manufactured by the Electric Railway Equip-
ment company of Cincinnati was shown in an at-

tractive manner in its booth. William A. McCal-
lum was in charge of the exhibit, assisted by Mr.

Notes of Exhibits and Exhibitors.

John T. McRoy, the New York "conduit man,"
was in attendance.

L. E. Meyers, the electrical contractor of Chi-
cago, was at the exhibition.

The Street Railway Review issued a daily during
the convention, and it was widely distributed.

E. L. Barr of the Waclark Wire company of

Chicago made many friends at the convention.

The Simplex Electrical company was represented
by its well-known western manager, H. R. Hixson
of Chicago.

Charles E. Brown, secretary of the Central Elec-
tric company, Chicago, was on hand to meet his

many friends.

E. 1.. Clark, secretary of the Valentine-Clark com-
pany of Chicago, represented his company in his

usual able manner.

It was regretted that J. Auerbach, treasurer of the

Sterling Arc Lamp company of New York, could

not attend the meeting, although the company's in-

^^^
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P. F. Harten. In conjunction with this exhibit

the W. R. Garton company of Chicago had an
attractive display showing products of the many
concerns it represents, such as the Keystone Elec-

trical Instrument company, Miller-Knoblock com-
pany, Massachusetts Chemical company and A. O.
Schoonmakcr.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works.—R. F.

Carr, general manager of the Dearborn Drug and
Chemical Works of Chicago, was assisted by
C. J. McMaster, the mechanical engineer of the

company, in entertaining delegates and visitors who
were interested in the company's attractive exhibit.

Sample pipes and tubes taken from boilers in vari-

ous parts of the country were displayed, showing
an accumulation of scale from the use of impure
water. With the use of the chemical preparations
prepared by this company the life of boilers and
feed pipes is prolonged for many years. The at-

tractive souvenirs distributed were much sought
after.

EXHIBITS AT CHICAGO STREET-RAILWAY CONVENTION.

tcrests were well taken care of by its western agents,

Gates &' Randolph.

The American Vitrified Conduit company of New
York was ably represented at the convention and ex-
hibited several styles of conduits.

The "New Lynn" incandescent lamp, which is

especially adapted for street cars, was considerably
talked about at the convention.

James Wolfif, Chicago, representing the New York
Insulated Wire company, was seen at the convention,
where he entertained many friends.

Charles Holmes, purchasing agent of the Chicago
Edison company, found time to mingle with his

many friends at the convention.

C. A. Benton of the Chicago office of the Sprague
Electric company received a warm welcome from his

many friends who attended the meeting.

Naugle, Holcomb &; Co. of Chicago, the well-
-known dealers in street-railway poles and supplies.

were not in the list of exhibitors, but inquiries were
made for their work and apparatus.

Among those who were missed at the convention
may be mentioned Alfred A. Thresher, president of
the Thresher Electric company of Dayton, Ohio.

George H. Smith, manager of the Re-new Lamp
company of Boston, Mass., spent considerable time
at the convention in the interests of his company.

The Pittsburg Reduction company of Pittsburg
exhibited aluminum cables and wire, now coming
into use, to some extent, for electrical purposes.

Among the distinguished visitors from the East
who attended the meeting was S. Dana Greene,
general sales manager of the General Electric com-
pany.

F. E. Donohoe and E. H. Hammond of the
Chicago office of the American Electrical Works
represented American wires and cables at the con-
vention.

Watson & Stillman, New York, manufacturers
of hydraulic tools, showed a motor lift, rail punches
and a girder bender, which were inspected with
interest.

Frederick T. Hubbell, special representative of the
Monarch Fire Appliance company of New York,
exhibited the company's well-known Kilfyre ex-
tinguisher.

James A. Lounsbury, now representing Green-
lee Bros, of Chicago, and a well-known electrical

man of former days, renewed acquaintances at the
convention.

Of course, no convention would be complete
without the popular W. W. Low, president of the
Electric Appliance company, Chicago, who was
"right in it."

W". N. Matthews of St. Louis was not able to

attend the meeting, but his friends inquired for
him and regretted that he was obliged to be among
the absentees.

The Eagle Electric Works of Peoria would un-
doubtedly have found it profitable to be at the con-
vention, but the company did not find time to send
a representative.

Where was Colonel S. G. Booker of the Phcenix
Battery Manufacturing company of St. Louis? It

was too bad that the genial colonel could not at-

tend the convention.

President J. C. Knoblock of the Miller-Knoblock
company of South Bend, and A. W. Morrell, man-
ager of the electrical department, did the honors
for this well-known company.

Frederick Sargent and A. D. Lundy, the well-
known electrical engineers of Chicago were, of
course, at the convention, renewing acquaintances
with friends from all over the country.

Seymour Swarts, president of the Swarts Metal
Refining company, Chicago, was, of course, on
hand to renew acquaintances. Mr. Swarts inaae
many new friends at the convention.

Many inquiries were made for F. S. Hunting,
sales manager of the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
who was unable to be present, however, owing to

ihe demand for Fort Wayne products.

The Jackson & Sharp company of Wilmington,
Del., builder of car trucks for cable, electric, sub-
uiban and interurban, elevated and steam service,

was represented by J. Monteith Jackson.

The Rolfe Electric company of Chicago, manu-
facturer of protective devices, did not have an
exhibit at the convention, but was ably represented
in the person of President Charles A. Rolfe.

Edgar S. Nethercut, chief engineer of the Paige
Iron Works, Chicago, was in charge of the com-
pany's exhibit at the convention. Some of the Paige
special-track work was shown and attracted consid-
erable attention.

The Crane company exhibited extra heavy gate,

globe and angle valves, pipe dies, and back-pressure
and blow-off valves for 100 and 50-pound pressures-

J. A. Mimvegan of the engineering department rep-
resented the firm.

The Electrical Installation company of Chicago
had no exhibit, but as its business is with street-

railway companies to a large extent, Manager Brett
and other officers of the company were on hand to

meet their friends.

A very complete line of street-railway supplies

was exhibited in the booth of McGill, Pomeroy &
Co. Mr. J. H. McGill, J. W. Porter and E. R.
Mason were in attendance at the exhibit and enter-

tained their friends.

The Shelby Steel Tube company of Cleveland, O.,
showed several of its "Shelby Three" trolley poles in

the exhibit of the Cutter company. The special fea-

tures of this pole were remarked upon by a large
number of delegates.

The Consolidated Car Heating company o£ Al-
bany', N. Y., made an interesting exhibit, which
was in charge of W. P. Gosper, its St. Louis agent,

R. P. Scales, the Chicago agent, and J. N. DuBarry,
Jr., the New York agent.

[Coniznued on fage 2j/.]
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A corespondent, noting the recent statement of

the Western Electrician that three new electric foun-

tains at the Crystal Palace in London had attracted

enough attention" to give the idea that the spectacle

was a novelty in England, directs attention to the

. western ELECtRICiAN

fact that there was a pretty good electric fountain

at Crystal Palace as far back as 1887. It must be,

then, that the new fountains, which were designed

and installed by an American, with American ma-
chinery', are so much in advance of the old one

that the Londoners have a practically new delight.
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Chicago is honored as the home of both the

president and the secretary of the American Street

Railway association. In the history of the asso-

ciation no city has enjoyed a similar distinction

before. Mr. Roach is an energetic, capable and
active man and will no doubt give the society a

progressive administration, while Mr. Peningtoii

may be relied upon to continue to discharge the

duties of secretary and treasurer to the satisfac-

tion of all concerned. The association is under-

taking another innovation in going as far west

as Kansas City next year, and the street-railway

and supply men throughout the West must see to

it that the compliment is appreciated by a large

attendance. With its record of 2.000, Chicago has

set a mark that it will be difficult to exceed, but

there is no doubt that Kansas City will entertain

a big and enthusiastic convention.

A very largely attended and business-like conven-

tion was that of the street-railway men last week.

The exhibition of machinery and apparatus was of

large extent and possessed real value and interest.

The association had ample time to transact its busi-

ness, to hear and discuss the papers presented and

"to inspect the exhibits. The same observation is

true of the Accountants' association, which held ils

annual meeting in conjunction w'ith that of the

older and larger organization. Several social gath-

erings and excursions added to the success of the

affair. The only drawback was that the hall of

meeting and place of exhibits left something to be

desired in arrangement and location. But this was
inevitable, as the only available building in town
suitable for a large exhibition hall had been se-

cured. By another year, if Chicago manages to

evade the persistent ill-luck that seems to follow

its large exhibition buildings, the city will have

something better to offer.

It is curious that the poor roads in the United

States should have proved to be, for the time, a

benefit to some of the automobile makers of the

country. The condition of the highways has

practically restricted the use of light self-propelled

vehicles to city streets, and in consequence some
manufacturers have looked abroad for a ready and

easily developed market. They have been success-

ful, for the Americans have produced lighter and

more graceful machines than their Britisli or con-

tinental competitors, without the sacrifice of

strength or reliability. As a consequence an ex-

port trade of considerable extent has sprung up in

the United States. In a neighboring state there

is an automobile factory that is steadily sending its

entire output to Paris, and which will be, it is said,

engaged on foreign orders for months to come.

Other concerns are sending a considerable portion

of their output abroad. If it had not been for the

bad roads in this country, it is probable that this

new branch of American export trade would have

been neglected, for the domestic manufacturers

would have had no incentive to look abroad for

business.

Some medical writers profess to see a similarity

between space telegraph}'- and "thought transfer-

ence." One of them argues in this fashion: "Mar-

coni has shown that a small electric battery can

send waves of energy and intelligence through the

ethereal atoms of space for a greater or^Jess dis-

tance, according to the elevation, which may be

caught up by a sensitive mechanical receiver and

its code of signals recorded and interrupted. In the

battery a small amount of material is decomposed

to produce the electric current. The brain is, to

a certain extent, a battery, and the ganglions of

the great sympathetic nerve relay batteries to in-

sure a continuous supply of the nervous energA'

generated in a great measure by the brain. This

battery, with its relays, by the nourishment supplied

to the body, decomposing its own material thus

supplied, is perpetually in action. Thought is to

a certain extent the outcome of cerebral action, the

same as electricity is a force evolved from the de-

composition of elementary substances. Thought,

then, is an entitj^ a force, something which can

travel through space and be caught up by a re-

ceiver, however distant, which is in tune with its

vibrations." The speculation is an ingenious one.

Plowever, it is hardly likely that electricity, with all

its interesting and valuable properties, will prove

to be the agent to bridge the chasm between mind
and matter.

One of the subjects verj-^ naturally discussed at

the International Commercial Congress in Phila-

delphia was need of cable communication between

the countries and islands of the Pacific Ocean. For

over 30 years various projects have been discussed.

General A. S. Hartwell, delegate from the Hawaiian

Islands at the meeting in Philadelphia, outlined

the situation. In part he said: "The volume ot

our commerce with the Orient and Australasia is

already large, and permits no delay in the estab-

lishment of a complete system of Pacific Ocean

cables. The governments concerned will either

have to establish such cable lines at their own ex-

pense or aid private companies, whose lines w'ill

be under governmental control. The powers inter-

ested are the United States, England. Germany,

France, Russia, China and Japan. A complete sys-

tem of cables would require lines from the Pacific

coast to Hawaii, thence to Yokohama, by way of

Manila; from Yokohama to Vladivostock. there

connecting with the Trans-Siberian telegraph; and

for the South Pacific Ocean, from Hawaii to Syd-

ney by way of Samoa and Fiji, as well as for the

French interests by way of Tahiti and the French

island of Neumea to Sydney. It is understood that

the French government desires to connect its South

Pacific islands with the Pacific coast by way of

Hawaii, and also that the British government de

sires to establish lines from Sydney to Hawaii

China and Japan would doubtless both unite with

the United States in establishing or aiding cable

communication between their respective countries

and the United States by way of Hawaii." It is

evident that the lack of communication across the

Pacific—an anomaly at the close of the nineteenth

century—cannot be suffered to exist much longer.

The interests of the United States demand that one.

at least, of the cables to be laid should be under

American control.

The papers read before the American Street Rail-

way association last week were of an eminently prac-

tical nature, but it will be noticed that they did

not relate to mechanical and electrical engineering.

Investments in street-railway securities, maintenance

of tar equipment and track, and train service—

these were the subjects discussed. The power

house and the various .<;ystems of operating ihecais

received comparatively little attention. This -may

be an in<iication that street-railway practice is ap-

proximating certain fixed standards, although it is

not to be doubted that progress is constantly mak-

ing in the design of power plants and in the dis-

tribution of current. A discussion on the use of

alternating current for the transmission of power

irom one central source of energy, on long electric

railroads, would have been timely and valuable, and

it would have been interesting, too. if Mr. Vreeland

and his associates in New York had furnished some

practical data on the operation of conduit electric

railways. Colonel Heft of Meriden, Conn., did.

indeed, make one interesting statement. He is an

old steam-railrcad man. and, in discussing Mr,

Yerkes' paper en street-railway investments, he as-

serted that he believed that the greatest benefits

would come through the work of the mechanical and

steam engineers. He said that he was horrified to

find that for every paying passenger hauled on his

electric raih\-ay he was carrying 721 pounds of dead

weight, an amount exceeded on the steam railroad,

with standard equipment, by only 137 pounds. He

added that his company expected to have a car in

operation within two months that would not weigh,

with all equipment, more than 227 pounds for each

passenger. This is certainly a very great reduction

in weight of car equipment—nearly 70 per cent.

—

and should mean much to the load on the power

house and to the wear on the track, if dispropor-

tionate sacrifices in other directions are not made

to obtain it. However, the subject was not dis-

cussed after Colonel Heft's simple statement.

In general, it may be said that at this year's meet-

ing the association discussed practical, everj^-day

conditions, rather than technical problems.

I
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Members and Visitors.

The following is a list of delegates from company
members of the American Street Railway associa-
tion, in attendance at last week's convention, ar-
ranged by cities:

Alton, in.—Georpe D. Rosentlial, electrical engiiieer. Alton
Railway. Gas and Electric company.

Amsieidain, N. Y.— E. F. Seixas, manager, Amsterdam Street
Railway company.

Anderson, Ind.—Charles L. Henry, general manaeer. Char'es
Berry, superintendent, and Albert S. Ricliey, electrical en-
gineer. Union Traction company.

Atchison, Kan,—J. A Bendure, general manager, Atchison Rail-
way, Light and Power company.

Atlanta, Ga.—E. Woodruff, pres-dent, J. R. Gordon, engineer, At-
lanta Consolidated Street Railway cornp.ny; E, Woodruff,
president, and J. P. Smedden, engineer, Atlanta Railway Com-
pany.

August<. Ga.—C. O. Simpson, secretary, Augusta Railway and
Electric company.

Aurora, III,—D. A. Belden. general manager, and C. C. Quacken-
bush. superintendent, Aurora Street Railway company.

Bay City, Mich.—E S. Dimmock. general manager, and W. R.
Morrison, assistant general manager, BayCities Consolidated
Railway company.

BiDghamton, N. Y.— G. Tracy Rogers, president, Binghimton
Street Railroad company.

Birmingham, Ala.-J. B. McClary, general manager, Birmingliam
Railway and Electric company.

Boston, Mass.—Charles S. Sergeant, second vice-president, H, L.
Wilson, auditor. J. H. Siudley. Jr., and John Balch, assistant
engineer. Boston Elevated Railway company.

Bridgeport. Conn.—Andrew Radel. president, and James Butler,
superintendent, Bridgeport Traction compatiy.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—J. H. Vander Veer, superintendent of shops,

J. S. Brackeaiidge, chief engineer, F. H. Shepard. manager
of elevated equipmeat. and Giles S. Allison, sales agent,
Brooklyn Heights Railroad company.

Buffalo. N. Y.—R. E. Danforth. superinteudent. Buffalo Railway
company; George Chambers suptrintendent. Buffalo Tiac-
tion company.

Camden, N. J —William S. Scull, president, and W. E. Harring-
ton, general manager, Camden and Suburban Railway com-
pany,

Charleston. S. C.—Nicholas S. Hill, Jr., general manager. P. J.

Balaguer, auditor, and G. B. Allen, director. Charleston
Consolidated Railway, Gas and Electric company.

Chester. Pa.—Henry Moore, vice-president, and R. H. Beach, di-

rector. Chester Traction company,
Chicago, 111.—E. R. Gilbert, general manager. A. E. Davjes. super-

intendent. Chicago Electric Traction company; John McNulta,
receiver. John Farson. presideni, H. M. Sloan, general man-
ager. Edward H. Harrison, auditor. George H. Binkley.
entineer. W. A. Harding, master mecnanic and electrici^ii.

Calumet Electric Street Railway company; Charles T. Yerkes,
president. John M. Roach, geneial manager. John Millar.
master mechanic. Chicato Consolidaied Traction company;
D. G. Hamilton, president. Robert McCulloch, general man-
ager, T. C. Penington. treasurer. F. R. Greene, secretary.
G. O. Naele. assistant general manager. George W. Knox.

. chief electrician. A. C. Heidelberg, ass slant superintendent.
C. N. Duffy, auditor. Chicago City Railway company; William
Walniiley. superintendent, South Chicago City Railway com-
pany; George A. Yuille. second vice-presidenr, James R.
chapman, electrical engineer, Chicago Union TraCiion com-
panv.

Cleveland, O.—Charles W. Wason, president, Cleveland, Paines-
ville & Eastern Railroad company: John Ehrbardt, assistant
secretary, Albert E. Duty, assistant superintendent, and C. B.
Easty, master mechanic. Cleveland City Railway company;
R. M. Douglass, general superintendent. F. S. Barton, assis-

tant secretary and treasurer, W. G. McDole, auditor. Charles
W. Wasoo. purchasing agent, B. Maher. assistint secretary,
and L. M. Wolf, assistant purchasing agent, Cleveland Elec-
tric Railway company,

Cincinnati, O.—G. B. KeVper. general manager. Henry Bnrkhold,
private secretary. Cincinnati Street Railway company,

Colorado Springs, Col.—A- L. Lawton. general manager, F. C.
Lawton, superintendent. Colorado Springs Rapid Transit
Railway company.

Columbus. O.—P. V. Buriogton, auditor, J. W. McCord, Colum-
bus Street Railway company.

Council Bluffs. la.—W. S. Dimmock. general superintendent,
Omaha and Council Bluffs Railway and Bridge company.

Davenport, la. F. C. Denkmann. vice-president. James F, Lard-
ner, secretary, John F, Huntoon, general superintendent,
and John D. Fish, electrician. Tri-City Railway etnipany,

Dayton, O.—George B. Ktrper. general manager, and Nelson
Rout/abo, superintendent. People's Railway company.

Denver, Colo,— C. K. Durbin. general superintendent, Denver
City Tramway company.

Des Moines. la— GeoigeB, Hippe. genera! manager, and J S.

Goodvell, chief engineer, Des Moines City Railway company.
Detroit, Mich.—S. Hendrie. mina^er, F. A. Baker, director,

Detroit and Poniiac Street Railway company.
Duluth. Minn.—Herbert Warren, general manijger. Duluth Street

Railway company.
Elgin. III.—William Groie. president. James B. Lane, vice-presi-

dent. Charles Wuestenfield. El,5in City. Carpenierville and
Aurora Railway company.

Evansville. led.—H. D. Moran, vice-president and general man-
ager, Evansvilte Street Railway company.

Findlay, O.—George B. Kerper. presiden', W. G. Nusbaum. engi-
neer, and VVilliim Twining, electrician. Findlay Stieet Rail-
way company,

Galveston, Ttx.—F. W. Fratr, superintendent and engineer. Gal-
veston City Railroad company.

Gloucester, Mass.—E. C. Foster, president, Gloucester Street
Railway company.

Grand Rapids. Mich —G. S. Johnson, president, Benjamin S.

Hanchett, Jr., assistant secietary and treasurer. Consolidated
Street Rai.way company.

Hamilton. Ont,—C K. Green, director, J. B. Griffith, manager,
Hamilton Street Railway company.

Hamilton, O.—Will Christy, president. F, J. J. Stoat, general
manager, C. E, Hooven. secretary, J. C. Hooven. director,
Cincinnati and Hamilton Electric Street Railway company.

Harrisburg. Pa.— F. B. Musser. supeiintendent. Mason D. Pratt.

engineer. Harrisburg Traction company.
Hartford. Conn.—E. S. Goodrich, president, Elmer M. White,

cashier, Hartford Street Railway company.
Hazelton, Pa,—E. S. Doud. secretary and treasurer. C. A. B.

Houck. electrician, Lehigh Traction company.
Houston. Texas.— H. F. MacGregor, vice-president and general

manager, R. M. Johnston, stockholder, Houston Electric
Street Railway company.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Charles Re melius, superintendent motive
power. John Grant, assistant general manager, Indianapolis
Street Railway company,

Jersey City. N. J,—E, D, Hibbs, auditor, North Jersey Street
Railway company.

Johnstown. Pa.—H. C. Evans, director, Johnstown Passenger
Railway company.

Joliet, 111.— F. E. Fisber, superintendent, W, Huen. auditor,
W. J. Kelscb. electiician. Joliet Street Railway company,

Kansas City, Mo.—Walton H. Holmes, president. J. A. Harder,
auditor. William A. Sallerton, superintendent, Edward
Butts, chief engineer, T. Blake, engineer. W. H. Miller,
George Wing. Metropolitan Street Railway company.

Lexington, Ky —E. C Hathaway, general manager. E. A. Lcn-
Ruere, engineer, Lexington Railway company.

London. Ont,—C. E. A. Carr. general manager and secretary,

J. F. Hill, auditor, London Street Railway company,
Louisville, Ky.—T. J. Minary, presideiit. S. G. Bojie. secretary,

J. T. Funk. C. L. Christopher, superintendent track con-
struction, Louisville Railway company.

Lynn, Mass.—E. C. Foster, vice-president and general manager.
Lynn & Boston Railroad company.

Memphis. Tenn.—F. G. Jones, vice-president and general mana-
ger, C. H. Ruddock, director. W. B. Mallory, director, Mem-
phis Street Failway company.
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Menden. Conn.—N. H. Heft, president. William Tooker. engi-
neer, Meriden Electric Railroad company.

Merrimac. Mass. -James T.Watites. Haverhill & Amesbury Street
Railway company.

Mexico. Mexico.—Arthur S. Partridge, engineer. Compania de
Ferrocarriles del Distriie Federal de Mexico.

Milwaukee, Wis.—John I. Begjjs. general manager, H, C. Mac-
kay, auditor, F. Sargent, consulting engineer: T. E. Mitten,
general superintendent railway dfpartiiieni, Chester P. Wil-
son, engineer, George Keminerlein, superintendent of trans-
portation. W. H. Greenslade. assistant superintendent of
iransporw-ttion, S. G. Mitten, superintendent of overhead
construction, E. Wolds, superintendent of maintenence of
rolling stock, C. H. Lemon, surgeon, T. Simmons, road-
inastPr, T. G. HoffnuD, clerk. Milwaukee Electric Railway
and Light company.

Minneapolis. Minn.—J. F. Calderwood. auditor, F. D. Valentine,
chief clerk, A. M. Baldwin, purchasiog agent. Twin City
Rapid Transit Railway company.

Montreal. Canada.—Duncan McDonald, superintendent, H. A.
Brown, electrician, ,W. A. Ross, comptroller, Montreal Street
Railway company.

Nashville. Tenn.—E. G. Conetie. general manager, N. P. Yeat-
roan, secretary and treasurer, Nashville Street Railway com-
pany.

New Bedford. Mass.—E. E. Potter, general superintendent, Ellon
S. Wilde, treasurer, Union Street Railway company.

New Brunswick, N. J,-E. H. Radel. secretary and tieasurer,
John HIair MacAfee, Brunswick Traction company.

New Orleans. La.—J, K. Newman, president. George H. Davis,
manager. New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad company; C. D.
Wyman. general manager, T. H. Tutwiler, engineer, New
Orleans City Railroad company.

New York. N. Y.—H. H Vreeland. president. A. C. Tully, pur-
chasing agent. J. F, Kane, chief of construction. Metropolitan
Street Railway company.

Oakland, Cal.—E. A. Heron, president, Oakland Transit com-
pany.

Omaha. Neb.—W. A. Smith, general manager, D. H, Goodrich,
secretary. Omaha Street Railwav company.

Pasadena, Cal.—W, H. Smith, Los Angeles and Pasadena Electric
Railway company.

Peoria, III,— L. E. Meyers, secretary and general manager, Peoria
and Pekin Terminal Railway company.

Philadelphia. Pa.—Henry C. Moore, vice-president. J. J. Ma-
honey, electrical engineer, Rosborough. Chestnut Hill and
Norristown Railway company.

Pittsburg, Pa.— S. E. Moore, auditor. C. S. Mitchell, assistant
auditor. United Traction company.

Port Cixester, N. Y.—N. H, Heft, engineer, Marion Swing, assist-
ant eagineer. I ort Chester Street Railway company.

Port Huron, Mich.

—

A. Dixon, president, H. A. Dixon, superin-
tendent. City Electric Railway company.

Portland, Me.—William R. Wood, president', William A. Wheeler,
director, A Wnitney. director. Portland Raiiroad company;
Merle R. Griffith, electrician, F. C. Boyd, director, Ponldnd
and Yarmouth Eleciric Railway company.

Pueblo, Colo, —John F. Vail, general manager, Pueblo Traction
and Electric company,

Quincy, Mass.—John R Graham, president and general manager.
Quincy and Boston Railway company.

Quincy, 111.—H. E. Chubbuck, electrical engineer, L. A. "Scovil,
superintendent. Quincy Horse Railway and Carrying company.

Reading, Pa.—Samuel E. Riag, superintendent, Henry C. Moore,
director. United Trac ion company.

Richmond. Va.—Berkeley Williams, purchasing agent. Richmond
Traction company.

Rochester, N- Y.—J. H, Stedmai, manager of transfers, Rochester
Railway company.

Rockland. Me.— George E. Macomber, president, Thomas
Hawken. superintendent, William N. Todd. Rockland.
Thomaston and Camden Street Railway company.

Saginaw, Mich.—L. M. Richardson, superintendent, Saginaw-
Valley Traction company.

St. Joseph, Mo.—J. B. Shirley, auditor, J. H. Van Brunt, super-
intendent, St- Joseph Railway, Light, Heat and Power com-
pany.

St, Joseph. Tilich.—W. Worth Bean, president. H, C. Mason,
superintendent, W. Worth Bean, Jr.. assistant superintendent.
St, Joseph and Benton Harbor Eleciric Railway and Light
company.

St. Louis. Mo.—F. S. Drake, master mechanic, Cass Avenue and
Fair Grounds Railway company: Jilson J. Coleman, general
manager, Citizens. Missouri, Southern, St. Louis and Union
Depot Railroad companies; Jilson J. Coleman, general man-
ager. Samuel Barnes, electrical engineer, Lindell Railway
company; T. M. Jenkins, general manaeer. G. J. Smith, mas-
ter mechanic. St. Louts and Suburban Railway company.

Salt Lake Citj-, Utah.—W. P. Read, general superintendent. O. P.
Arnold, assistant superintendent. Salt Lake City Railroad
company.

Schenectady, N. Y —S. D, Greene, vice-president, W. Gibson
Carey. Schenectady Street Railway company.

ScrantoQ. Pa.^C. E. Flynn, general manager, Carbondale Trac-
tion company.

Sioux City, la.—Fred H. Fitch, general manager. C. M. Feist,
master mechanic, Louis W. Price,-cashier, Sioux City Trac-
tion company.

Springfield. III.—^C. K. Minary, manager, T. H. Minary, elec-
trician. Springfield Consolidated Railway company.

Springfield. O.—Fred Colburn, president. S. L. Nelson, eeier?l
manager. L. O. Williams, superintendent. Springfield Rail-
way company.

Syracuse. N. Y.—Ira McCormack, vice-president and managing
director. Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway company,

Taunton. Mass.—John McClannel, assistant superintendent of
transportation, Taunion Street Railway company.

Toledo, O.—Albion E. Lang, president, Thomas H. McLeau,
vice-president and general manager, E. J. Eechtel, superin-
tendent construction, G, Munz. superintendent shops, To-
ledo Traction company.

Topeka, Kan.—Albert M. Patten, superintendent, Topeka Rail-
way company,

Toronto, Can —E. H. Keating, manager, Ewan Mackenzie, as-
sistant superintendent, P. McCullough, electrician, Toronto
Railway company.

Trenton. N-. J.—Henry C. Moore, president, Charles Y. Flan-
ders, director, Trenton Street Railway company,

Venice. Ill —Fred. E.Allen, pre-ident. E. J. Spencer, secretary.
Venice, Madison and Granite City Railway company.

Webb City, Mo.—E. J. Pratt, superiniendent motive power,
C. E. Biker, superintendent transportation. Southwest
Missouri Eleciric Railway company

Wheeling. W. Va.—W. A. Shirley, secretary and treasurer.
Wheeling Railway company.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—Thomas A. Wright, gener il superintendent,
James Fagan, electrical engineer, Wilkesbarre and Wyoming
Valley Traction company.

Wilmington, Del.— Henry C. Moore, vice-president, W. E.
Boughton. director, Wilmington City Kailway company

York, Pa.—W. H. Lanius, president, York Street Railway com-
pany.

Youngstown, O.—A. A. Anderson, general manager and treas-
urer, Harry Dixon, assistant treasurer, James F. Uhl, Ma-
honing Valley Railway company.

street Railway Accountants' Associa-
tion.

In connection with the meeting of the American
Street Railway association, the third annual con-
vention of the Street Railway Accountants' asso-
ciation was held at Tattersall's on the mornings
of October 17th. iSth and 19th. President J. F.
Calderwood, auditor of the Twin City Rapid Tran-
sit company, Minneapolis, Minn., called the con-
vention to order on Tuesday morning and intro-
duced Mr. L. E. McGann, commissioner of public
works for Chicago. Mr. McGann welcomed the
association to Chicago in the name of Mayor Har-
rison. President Calderwood responded, and then
gave his annual address, in which he called atten-
tion to the early history of the association and to
the work before it at this convention.
The annual report of the executive committee

was then presented and adopted. Secretary and
Treasurer W. B. Brockway, secretary of the To-
ledo, Bowling Green and Fremont Railway com-
pany, Toledo, O., read his report, showing that 34
companies had been admitted to membership dur-
ing the year, which brought the total membership
up to an even 100. A resolution raising the annual
dues of the association to $20 was adopted.
Wednesday morning's session was devoted al-

most entirely to the reading and discussion of a
paper by H. C. Mackay. comptroller and auditor
of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Mackay's subject was
"Car Mileage," and he treated the question very
exhaustively. Interesting discussions of the paper
were made by H. H. Vreeland, president Metro-
politan Street Railway company of Kcw York;
C. D. Wyman, general manager New Orleans City
Railroad company, New Orleans, La.; C. N. Duffy,
auditor Chicago City Railway company, Chicago,
and others.

At the third day's meeting C. N. Duffy, chairman
of the committee on "A Standard System of Street-
railway Accounting," read the report of the com-
mittee, which was in printed form, and also pre-
sented a supplementary report. A report on the
"Department of Blanks and Forms" was then sub-
mitted by W. B. Brockway. This paper was dis-
cussed at considerable length. Resolutions were
adopted expressing the association's appreciation
of the reception and hospitality shown the delegates
by the city, by the local railway companies and
comrnittees and by the American Street Railway
association.

The committee on nominations submitted its re-
port, which was unanimously adopted, the follow-
ing-named gentlemen being chosen to represent
the association for the ensuing year: President.
C. N. Duffy, auditor Chicago City Railway com-
pany: first vice-president. W. F. Ham, auditor
Brooklyn Rapid Transit company: second vice-
president, W. G. Ross, comptroller Montreal Street
railway, Montreal, P. Q.: third vice-president, El-
mer M. White, cashier Hartford Street Railway
company. Hartford, Conn.: secretary and treasurer,
W. B. Brockway, secretary and treasurer Toledo,
Bowling Green and Fremont railway, Toledo, O.;
executive committee. J. F. Calderwood, chairman.
C. L. Wight and C. K. Durbin.

After a short speech by President Duffy and a
discussion of the financial condition of the asso-
ciation, the association adjourned sine die.

The famous fruit belt of the Grand Traverse re-

gion in Michi.gan may in the near future be improved
by an electric railway. The Traverse City, Penin-
sula and Old Mission Electric Railway company has
been formed to build the road, which will run down
the west shore of the peninsula, through the res.orts

of Edgewood, Bower's Harbor, Neahtawanta and
Old Mission, and back on the east shore to East
Bay and Traverse City, making a loop line. A
branch along the west shore of the bay is also con-
templated, which will touch Sutton's Bay, Omena
and Northport.

Portsinouth Navy-yard Plant.

The Navy Department has entered into a contract
with the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company of Pittsburg for the insiallation of an elec-
tric-light and power plant at the Portsm.outh, N. H.,
navy yard. The equipment will consist of two hori-
zontal, tandem-compound, condensing engines of the
Buckeye type. When running condensing, with 125
pounds initial steam pressure and 26 inches vacuum,
these engines will develop 225 indicated horse power.
They \yill have a speed of 250 revolutions per minute,
and drive four compound-w-ound, direct-current, 125-
volt dynamos, arranged for direct connection, with
outboard bearings, of 75 kilowatts each, the top half
of the multipolar frame being removable.
The switchboard will have one panel for each

dynamo, one total-output panel, three feeder panels
for lighting circuits and one power panel. Each ma- .

chine panel will ha\e one triple-pole, single-throw
dynamo switch, with fuse connections on back of
board, one field rheostat mounted on back of board
with a handle and dial on the front, and one Weston
round-pattern shunt ammeter. Each feeder panel
for the lighting circuits will have one triple-pole,
single-throw, soo-ampere switch, one soo-arapere
circuit-breaker, and two triple-pole, single-throw,
300-anipere switches, with all fuse connections on
back of board. There will also be two 50-ampere
Weston shunt ammeters, each with a lo-point poten-
tial switch mounted below it. The power panel will
be of lOO-kilowatt capacity, and will be fitted with a
double-pole switch, circuit-breaker and ammeter, 'The
total-output panel will contain a circuit-breaker of
full-output capacity, and the potential switches for
voltmeters and galvanometers, and one Weston
round-pattern ground detector (high-resistance volt-
meter) with zero in center and scale for 250 volts
each way.
The contract price for the complete installation

is $18,227.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the MioDe^pjiia correapondent of tbe Wesiero Elec-

trician.

j

The Cannon Valley Telephone company has been
incorporated at Waterville, Minn.
The effort to establish a telephone exchange in

Alden, Minn., has been abandoned, as it was not
possible to get sufficient subscribers.

A meeting of the stockholders of the Minne-
sota Central Telephone company was held at Will-
mar, Minn. The president explained the reasons

for the sale of the line between Willmar and Minne-
apohs to the Bell interests, and for the secrecy sur-

rounding the deal, to the satisfaction of those

present, and a motion of approval was carried.

A telephone line has been completed between
New Paynesville, Minn., and Spring Hill.

A. T. Presson of Hudson, Wis., is after a fran-

chise for a telephone exchange in Chippewa Falls,

Wis., and is sohciting subscribers.

The St. Croix Valley Telephone company is ex-

lending a line from St. Croix Falls, Wis., to But-

ternut Lake.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company has

issued a director^' of subscribers in Minneapolis, and
has about 1,300 connections. The number is being

added to steadily and supplements will be issued

frequently.

The new telephone company at Beloit, Wis., is

rapidly connecting its instruments with the board,

and is giving partial sen'ice.

The new telephone exchange in Brookings, 5. D.,

has about 65 telephones in active use and 20 more
ordered. The full capacity of the board. 100, is

expected to be taken up before the close of the year.

The ^\ alworth County Telephone company has

begun construction on a telephone exchange at

Elkhorn. Wis.
The Western Electric Telephone company has

connected with Fulda. Minn., Lamberton and other

towns of that section.

The Badger State Telephone company has its

toll lines working from Janesville to Madison. Wis.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Faribault.

Minn., has succeeded to the interests of the Greene
and Wesuon Telephone company, and will carn.^ out

that company's plans for a toll line to the Twin
Cities. Construction is being pushed on the latter,

and it is to connect with the Mississippi Valley

Telephone company in Minneapolis and St. Paul.

The line is expected to be in service within 30 days.

Ultimately, this line will reach St. Louis on the

south.

The Fosston (Minn.) Telephone company has re-
.

ceived its long-delayed supplies and is now install-

ing an exchange.
The council of Minneapolis contemplates an

amendment to the underground-wire ordinance. As
it now stands, poles are forbidden in the outskirts

of the city, where there is no reason to object to

them. The new s.vstem of the Mississippi Valley

company' will be seriously hampered if unable to

set poles in the suburbs, and an amendment is con-

templated to permit poles in the residence districts.

A. \V. Br^^ant of Merrill, Wis., contemplates es-

tablishing an Independent telephone exchange for

Chippewa Falls, Wis., and will ask a franchise.

George F. Miller, superintendent of the St.

Charles (Minn.) telephone exchange, had an eye

put out. A fire alarm sounded, and in aiding the

department he ran into the end of a ladder, punctur-

ing his eyeball.

The Michigan Telephone company will probab'y

entirely rebuild the system at Houghton, Mich.

Messrs. Furtnej^ and Drapes are applicants to

the council of Eldon, la., for a telephone franchise.

Work has been begun at Waterloo, la., for a build-

ing for the exchange office.

The Iowa Telephone company has made im-
provements on the line from Bellevue, la., to

Zwingle.

A. T. Presson will call his new telephone system
at Iowa Cit}', la., the '"Home Telephone company."
He has received a good supply of instruments and
other materials, and will hurr>' work to completion.

The Northern Telephone company will extend

its wires from Fonda to Storm Lake, la.

The Rocky- Mountain Bell Telephone company
filed its annual statement in Montana, showing as-

sets of $1,031,340.91. consisting of construction,

$756,865.74; supply department, $60,398.21; real es-

tate. $152,185.84; stocks and bonds. $4,629.85; ac-

counts receivable, $33,486.96: cash. $23,774.31. The
liabilities are as follows: Capital stock. $774,000;
surplus. $119,559.21; unsecured debt, $30,046.57: re-

serve, $51,873.30. Revenue balance. $55,861.83.

The Southeastern Iowa Telephone association has

been formed at Ottumwa, la., and comprises all of

the remaining Independent companies in that part of

the state and includes over i.ooo miles of wire.

Connections will be made which will give com-
nnmication with Des Moines and other centers.

Funds are being subscribed at Miles City. Mont.,
to construct telephone connection between Miles
City and various county points.

Hawarden, la., will vote on granting a franchise
for a local telephone exchange.
The Independent Long-distance Telephone com-

pany has been formed at Clinton. la., with $10,000
capital stock. A line will be constructed to Maquo-
keta at once.

James McAdams fell from the top of a 40-foot

telephone pole at Winona, Minn., and fractured sev-
eral bones.
The Johnson County Telephone company has

been incorporated at Iowa City, la., to construct
lines through the countv.

Little Wolf River Company.
A special meeting of the stockholders of the Little

Wolf River Telephone company (Independent) was
held at Wej-auwega, AVis., on October 19th, at
which the articles of incorporation were amended
in several particulars. The more important changes
made were increasing the territory* to include the
state of Wisconsin, increasing the capital stock of
the company to $125,000 and increasing the board of
directors to nine, including the president and secre-
tary, who are ex-officio members. The directors
elected were: J. A. Stewart, Clintonville, and O. O.
Weigand, Shawano, term expiring January, 1900;
R. W. Roberts of Milwaukee, Henrj'- Boyle of
Fond du Lac and Leander Choate of Oshkosh, term
expiring January, 1901; F. H._ Sweet of Fond du
Lac and S. D. Boreham of Weyauwega, term ex-
piring Januar>% 1902. The president is E. H. Jones
of Weyauwega; secretary and treasurer, A. L.
Hutchinson, Weyauwega; vice-president, H. E.
Kepler, We^'auwega.
The report of the company shows that since the

annual meeting in January the lines of the company
have increased from 148 miles to 493 miles, of which
366 miles are metallic circuit. The company has
franchises in Green Bay, Stevens Point and Fond
du Lac. and will cover the entire Fox River valley
with lines as rapidly as possible. It is now com-
pleting an exchange in Fond du Lac which will
have 400 subscribers before the end of the year,
and it is the intention of the company to build ex-
changes in Green Bay and Stevens Point during the
coming year.

Central Union Ruse in Sandusky
Alleged.

Paul Miller has taken charge of the Central
L'nion company's exchange in Sanduskj-, Ohio, and
in commenting on the change the Star of that place
makes this curious statement: "The deal as a whole
simpl}' means that a board of local directors will

control the exchange here and get for their trouble
12 per cent, of the receipts. The compan}' hires
Mr. Miller to act as manager. The object of the
Central Union or Bell people in making this change
in its management is obvious. The local or Har-
rison company, owned and controlled by local cap-
italists, very rapidly and effectually took away t:s

trade. The number of Harrison telephones in-
creased monthh". with a corresponding loss to the
Bell company. The reason for the change in sub-
scribers was ver\- probably the desire, most lauda-
bly, to patronize home indu5t^\^ The Central
L'nion people, in order to give their line the aspect
of being on the same basis, have hired the following
directors: James Flynn, C. L. Wagner. R. E.
Schuck. August Schmidt and Col. W. W. Wood-
ward. The name of the compan}', although in

reality the old Central Union, will be changed to
the People's or Citizens', in order to further carry
of the purposes of the scheme. Andrew J. Mel-
len, whom Mr. Miller succeeds, will remain in the
city for some time, until the Central Union com-
pany assigns him to another of its stations."

Proposed Telephone Intelligence Bu-
reau.

President Morris F. Tyler of the Southern New
England Telephone company, at Middletown, Conn.,
is said to be at work on the plans of a new branch
of telephone work which it is expected will be a
great convenience to the people of that state. He
is considering plans for establishing experimentally
in one of the large exchanges of the company an
information bureau. Briefij- stated it is President
Tylers idea to have an attendant in one of the ex-
changes around the state, either in New Haven or
Hartford, whose business it will be to be informed
concerning matters of current news concerning the
state. News matters, such as fires, baseball games,
boat races, accidents of all kinds, and in fact all

things that people want information about, will be
reported to the subscribers of the Southern New
England Telephone compan\- free of charge.

New Exchange at Wilkesbafre.
The plant of the People's Telephone company

(Independent). Wilkesbarre, Pa., is now practically
completed, and it is said to be one of the best in
the country of its size. The company opens its

exchange with 500 telephones and contracts for
nearly 1,800 instruments. The additions will be
made as rapidly as they can be installed. A branch
exchange of this company is now in successful op-
eration in Pittston, and a large force is at work
on an exchange at Nanticoke. From these
two points lines will be constructed on both sides
of the river, uniting at Wilkesbarre. It is hoped
that these lines will be completed bj- January-- 1st.

To afford the company's patrons and friends an
opportunity to inspect the plant a reception at the
exchange on October 21st was given by S. E. Way-
land, the company's manager.

Convention at Carlinville, III.

A circular has been issued calling for a conven-
tion of the Independent telephone companies of
the central and southern portion of the state of
Illinois at Carlinville on November ist and 2d.
The meetings will be held in the courthouse. An
Independent state telephone association is already
in existence in this state, but it seems to be the
object of the Carlinville call to form another, and
the president of the existing Illinois Telephone as-
sociation is announced as one of the speakers. The
call is signed by representatives of the Macoupin,
Girard, Virden, Waverly, Auburn, Palmyra and
Bunker Hill telephone companies, and J. A.
Fletcher of Carlinville is particularly active in the
arrangements.
In the language of the circular, "The objects of

the convention are to organize a state association
to meet annually and to connect all Independent
exchanges in the state by long-distance toll lines, to
establish rates whereby all may be able to use tele-
phone lines, which includes farmers as well as peo-
ple in the cities, and to regulate the construction
of all toll lines in the state, that the same may be
built with a uniformitj-, thereby guaranteeing per-
fect service in all connections; to adopt a constitu-
tion and bjMaws for county companies in the state,

the same not to conflict with the constitution and
by-laws of the national organization; to form a
bureau of information for the purpose of assisting
all towns and cities desiring an Independent tele-
phone exchange or Independent telephone lines,

furnishing them all information as to construc-
tions, cost. etc. Some of the national officers of
the Independent associations will be here to assist
in forming a state association. A program of
addresses and discussions on subjects relating to
Independent telephone lines and exchanges has been
arranged. Mayor R. A. Hankins will deliver the wel-
coming address on behalf 01 the citizens of Carlin-
Aiile. Among the other speakers who will address
the convention will be Dr. I. A. Lumpkin of
the state organization of Mattoon, 111.; J. S.
Council of Chicago, III., representative of the na-
tional organization; M. A. King of St. Louis, Mo.,
representing the long-distance Kinloch system:
Thos. W. Wilson, manager of the Mutual Telephone
company of Springfield. III.; Arthur L. French,
president of Illinois Telephone companv, Chapin,
111.'-

Plucky New Richmond.
Even^one will remember the terrible windstorm

of June I2th, which practically destroyed the vil-

lage of New Richmond, Wis., about 40 miles from
the city of St. Paul. It was a calamity sufficient

to discourage any small-sized community, but it

seems that the people of New Richmond, including
the backers of the local Independent telephone com-
pany, are not the kind to give up simply because
their town is wiped out. A correspondent of the
Western Electrician writes: "The big cyclone which
destroyed the city of New Richmond also annihi-
lated the People's Telephone Exchange company's
new plant, which was opened last fall. Dr. F. W.
Epley has purchased the franchise and is now re-

building the plant in much better form than before
for a complete metallic 24-hour service. AV. J,
Bonwell of St. Paul has the contract and declares
that it will be a model plant in even,' particular.

The city is being rebuilt with surprising rapidit].''

and in very much better st\'le than before. By
the 15th of November, five months after the
cjxlone. every business place will be rebuilt with
brick or stone, enlarged and beautified, and the
whole city will be emphatically an up-to-date town
in all respects."

NEW COMPANIES.
W. F. A\ yatt of Independence, Texas, has or-

ganized a company for the construction of a lele-

phone line from Independence to William Penn,
and thence to. Whitman.

_John H. Traylor and J. T. Elliott of Dallas,
lexas, and James H. Allen of St. Louis, Mo., have
incorporated ihe Southwestern Texas Telephone
company for the construction of a telephone line

from Trinity to Corrigan, Texas.

The Denver Independent Electric Telephone
company has been incorporated at Denver, Colo.,

with a capital stock of $500,000. by E. C. Miles.
W. J. Smith and Z. T. Esmond. The objects of
the concern are to construct and conduct telephone
exchanges in the cities, towns and counties of Colo-
rado, especially in Denver; to lease telephones,
switches and the like, and to collect royalties there-
from; to collect tolls on telephone lines; to manu-
facture and deal in telephones, electrical supplies
and the like; to erect poles for telephone purposes
and to do all things which a corporation of its

character is allowed to do under the laws of the
slate; to purchase and control other telephone lines,

if desired to do so. The principal offices of the
company will be in Denver, and these seven di-

rectors will serve for the first vear: Z. T. Esmond.
G. B. Fisher. N. C. Hughes." F. C. Miles. W. J.

Smith, Douglass Washburn, G; W. Wright.
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Notes of Exhibits and Exhibitors.
\Contuiiied from pa^'c ^^j.]

It was regretted that M. J. Insull, second
vice-president of the General Incandescent Arc
Light company of New York, could not spare the
time to attend this meeting and meet the many
friends who were inquiring for him.

J. H. Cooke, Chicago manager of the Buckeye
Electric company and the Jandus Electric company,
mingled with the boys, and it is safe to say that
the merits of the Jandus arc lamp and the Buckeye
incandescent lamp were not forgotten.

R. V. Scudder and Charles Scudder, Jr., rep-
resented the Western Electrical Supply company
of St. Louis. The company made no exhibit, but
the gentlemen named did themselves proud in look-
ing after the interests of the company.

The exhibit of the National Lead company was
unique and attractive, showing a full and complete
line of white lead and various babbitt metals. Mr.
F. R. Cargill of Chicago and Walter H. Baker of

St. Louis were in charge of the exhibit.

Gates & Randolph, the energetic western repre-
sentatives of Triumph and Wairen apparatus, be-
sides many other well-known specialties, enter-
tained many visitors by taking them around the
city in a handsome Waverley motor vehicle.

The McGuire Manufacturing company of Chi-
cago made an impressive showing. Among the
trucks exhibited by this company which attracted
special attention was one of the 120 sold to the
Havana Electric Railway company, Havana. Cuba.

A. C. Garrison, vice-president of the Columbia
Incandescent Lamp company of St. Louis, who
generally attends the electric-Hght and street-rail-

v.'ay conventions, was unable to attend this meeting
owing to press of business, which called him to

New York.

An exhibit attracting considerable attention was
that of the Continuous Rail Joint company of Amer-
ica, whose interests were ably looked after by the
following-named representatives: W. F. Ellis, H.
M. Montgomery, F. C. Schmitz, J. G. Miller and
L. F. Braine.

The Chicago Wheel and Manufacturing com-
pany distributed a neat souvenir in the form of a
small knife sharpener. Mr. 'Hatch, who repre-

sented this company as well as the Chicago Mica
company, made many friends and added many new
customers to his already large list.

The Arnold Electric Power Station company of

Chicago was ably represented by President B. J.

Arnold, General Manager W. L. Arnold and George
A. Damon. These gentlemen received many con-
gratulations on the excellent record the company
has made in connection with its notable installa-

tions.

George Cutter-, president of the George Cutter
company, Chicago, or better known at the con-

vention as "genial George," was a faithful and
conspicuous attendant. Mr. Cutter met with grati-

fying success in pushing his street-railway special-

ties, which are so favorably known all over the

country.

J'uiU's Panridge. of Fartridiif c.rl'on lame, was
one of the most popular men at the meeting. It

is safe to say that the interests of the Partridge Car-

bon Works were not neglected by Mr. Partridge.

The company inade a very nice exhibit, and it is said

that not a few custoniers were added to its already

large list.

A. C. Becken, the well-known jeweler of Chicago,

made an exhibit of a full line of Paillard non-mag-
netic watches, which have been so favorably re-

ceived by those who are engaged near electrical

machinery. The exhibit was in charge of George
A. Karr, who did much to make the Paillard watch
better known.

The .Street Railway Journal issued a noteworthy
"World's Practice Number" for its convention issue.

The book contained over 400 pages and weighed
nearly five pounds. It was a well-printed and very
large production, and attracted much attention. The
Street Railway Review also issued a handsome
souvenir edition.

The Lea Manufacturing company of Elwood, Ind.,

manufacturer of the Lea arc lamp, expected to

send a representative to the convention, but at the

last moment the press of business prevented. The
interests of the company were well taken care of

by the W. R. Garton company of Chicago, the

western representative.

The Adams & Westlake company of Chicago
made a very attractive and showy exhibit, con-
sisting of headhghts, signal lamps, car trimmings
and electroliers. The exhibit was in charge of

W. S, Bartholomew, assisted by J. W. Cross. E. H.
Stearns. P. G. Emery, L. A. Gray, G. L. Walters,

Clare Hester and W. S. Hamm.

With a record of over 7,000 cars in the country
equipped with the Providence car fender, the Con-
solidated Car Fender company did not have to be
introduced. A. C. Woodworth, general manager,
and George HoUingsworth. general superintendent

of the company, were on hand, however, to make
npw friends and renew old apquaint^nces an4 to
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distribute souvenirs. An ingeniously devised folder,
illustrating the "life-saving features" of the fender,
was much sought after.

The Standard Air Brake company of New York
had one of the handsomest and most striking ex-
hibits at the convention. The company showed a
working exhibit of air brakes as applied to street
railways. The following-named gentlemen repre-
sented the company: Manager Joseph R. Ellicott,
E. PI. Beechani, George E. Baker.

Much interest was shown in the announcement of
the Belden-Larwill Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Fort Wayne, Ind., which has just placed on
the market its new arc lamp, for which special
claims are. made. Owing to the large demand al-
ready shown for this lamp the company was unable
to make an exhibit at this convention.

E. R. Mason, western representative of the Cut-
ter company of Philadelphia, in addition to other
specialties, exhibited a Cutter circuit-breaker which
breaks at 6,000 amperes. This is the new laminated
wedge-type instrument, two of which have been
sold to the "Alley L" road of Chicago, and are
said to be the largest ever placed on the market.

The Gold Street Car Heating company of New
York was represented by E. E. Gold, president,
John E. Ward and F. de B. Weston of New York,
in addition to E. H. Gold, Chicago manager. The
company had an excellent working exhibit, con-
sisting of a full line of heaters for street cars and
private residences, which attracted much attention.

The Chicago Mica company had a neatly ar-
ranged booth at the head of the stairs in the gal-
lery. A complete line of mica disks, tubes, rings,
segments and samples was on exhibition, together
with specimens of the well-known mica bond. Mil-
ton A. Snider, the president, and Frederick Hatch,
the secretary of the company, represented the firm.

The exhibit of the Lorain Steel company of Lo-
rain, O., and Johnstown, Pa., was well attended at
all times. The company showed a line of du Pont
single and double trucks, a controller, combining
reverse and cut-out switch, and also unique type
of flexible motor suspension. R. T. Lane, F. A.
Merrick and O. D. Henry looked after the com-
pany's interest.

It was a matter of regret that E. H. Abadie and
W. A. Layman of the Wagner Electric Manufac-
turing company of St. Louis could not attend the
meeting, as there were many inquiries for both
ot these popular gentlemen. However. George B.
Foster, the Chicago representative of this impor-
tant compan}^. was on hand and saw that Wagner
interests were not neglected.

The Star Brass Works of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
exhibited a line of trolley wheels and harps manu-
factured under a patent process which they control.
The wheels are made of the best grade of lake cop-
per and especially treated for this purpose, which
insures an unusually long life to the wheel and
wire. Walter C. McKinlock is connected with this

company and had charge of the exhibit.

The Taylor Electric Truck company of Troy,
N. Y., made a very creditable exhibit, which con-
sisted of an extra-heavy single truck, designed for
heavy vestibule single-truck cars, one of the compa-
ny's Empire State radial trucks, one of its regular
swing-motion double trucks and an extra-heavy
swing-motion double truck. The exhibit was in

charge of John Taylor, manager of the company.

The Griffin Wheel company of Chicago had a
very attractive exhibit, showing the complete car
wheels that it manufactures, also sections of
wheels showing chill. A striking feature of its

booth was the hand rail, which was adorned wi h
miniature car wheels, in halves. Mr. C. K. Knick-
erbocker was in charge of the exhibit, and was ever
busy entertaining friends and distributing an ex-
ceptionally valuable souvenir.

The Leschen-Macomber-Whyte company of Chi-
cago made an excellent showing. It exhibited its

well-known galvanized strand wire, galvanized cur-

tain cord, galvanized telephone wire, rubber and
waterproof insulated wire and cables, Century
tape and overhead line material. There was a large
demand for its souvenir—a fine letter opener.
George S. Whyte, F. B. Macomber and E. E. Ro-
birds represented the company.

Nearly all the display samples of the Standard
Underground Cable company were on exhibition
at the National Export Exposition, but, neverthe-
less, a very good showing of the firm's produc-
tions was made by J. R. Wiley, the well-known
manager of the western sales department. It w'as

regretted that on account of the large business the

company is now handling Vice-president J. W.
Marsh was unable to be present.

The Siemens & Halske Electric company was ably
represented at the convention by Charles E. Wil-
son. W. G. DeCelle, T. G. Harnish, W. G. Abbott
and W. R. Mason. On account of the factory be-
ing in the city, no exhibit was made by the company
in the hall, but visitors were cordially invited to

inspect the works, and many availed themselves
of the opportunity of seeing one of the largest and
best-equipped electrical factories in the world. It

was a matter of extreme regret that Mr. C. S.

Knight, the general manager of the company, w^s

prevented by illness from attending. He was missed
by many friends.

An exhibit which attracted considerable atten.-
tion was that of the Siegrist Lubricator company of
St. Louis, in charge of Manager J. N. Edelin. Mr.
Edelin showed unusual enterprise in attracting
visitors to his exhibit, and during the exhibition
he had a band of music, which was greatly appre-
ciated. The Siegrist automatic oiling system, which
was shown, is used in the Metropolitan railway
plant in Chicago, besides in many other plants.

It was a matter of great regret that Mr. Arthur
Warren, manager of the Wcstinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company, could not attend the con-
vention. It would certainly have been a pleasure to
him to note the great interest shown in the Westing-
house exhibit. However. Messrs. Hartwell and Pro-
basco and the other Westinghouse men in attend-
ance were indefatigable in looking after the com-
pany's customers and friends at the convention.

The Manville Covering company. Chicago, west-
ern representative of the H. W. Johns Manufac-
turing company, showed its complete line of street-
railway specialties, electric heaters. Manville cov-
ering, etc. H. A. Reeves was in charge of the
exhibit, and witli the assistance of eastern repre-
sentatives did much to increase the popularity of
the company's products. R. H. Martin, president
of the Johns company, was also at the convention.

The Warren Manufacturing company of Chicatro
was represented by Manager A. I. Warren. The
Warren company manufactures a liquid pulley cov-
ering which is used extensively by electric-railway
and licfhting plants all over the countr>'. Mr. War-
ren distributed a well-arranged pamphlet of testi-

monials from users, among which can be found such
concerns as the Western Electric companv. Chi-
cago and Northwestern Railway company, Oakland
Gas Light and Heat company, etc.

A new and attractive catalogue issued by the Speer
Carbon company and distributed at its exhibit was
much sought after, containing, as it did. a complete
list of carbon brushes used on different machines
throughout the country. Those who did not pro-
cure one at the exhibit can, upon appl'cation to
the comoany. have one forwarded by mail. Many
thousand samples of brushes were distributed among
the delegates by Mr. Speer and Mr. Andrew Kaul,
Jr.. as well as very attractive souvenirs in the shape
of a trick pocketbook and handsome leather cigar-
case. Mr. Speer received the consrrafulations of h-s
many friends who wished him well in his new enter-
prise.

An exhibit that was crowded at all times with
representatives of the different railroad companies
was that of the Christensen Engineering company,
Milwaukee, which showed a complete line of the
various apparatus it makes. One of the principal
features of its exhibit was a complete air-brake
instruction stand, showing the operation of the
independent m.otor-compressor air brake, also an
exhibit of special high-pressure air compressor
made for the United States torpedo sen-ice, which
was designed for 1,500 pounds pressure per square
inch, and tested to a 4,000-pound pressure. Air
hoists of standard type made by the Christensen
company were also exhibited.

Something out of the usual run of exhibits was
that of the Cylindorama Railway compan3^ It dis-

played a working model of what the inventor. Sam
Barnes, calls a cjdindorama railway. The invention
consists of a cylinder 200 feet long and 50 feet in di-

ameter, upon the inside of which are convolutions
of tracks. On these tracks operate cars with a
sealing capacity of from 12 to 16 passengers. While
the cylinder is revolved the cars travel its length
over the spiral tracks, passing en route between ,

highly decorated and illuminated scenes, representa-
tive of the important sights of the world. It is

claimed by the company that it has 130 orders for
these railways, one of which will be erected at Sunny-
side Park in Chicago.

An exhibit which attracted much attention was
shown outside of the convention hall. This was
a handsome car built by the St. Louis Car company
for the Chicago City Railway company, with various
parts contributed by other St. Louis manufac-
turers. The incandescent lamps used in this car
were of the well-known Columbia type, manufac-
tured by the Columbia Incandescent Lamp company
of St. Louis. The company's four-coil street-rail-
way lamp was shown. This lamp, with the aid of a
reflector, gives great radiation and was greatly ad-
mired by street-railway men at the convention.
George P. Rex, secretary ot the Columbia company,
did the honors for his house and left no stone un- .

turned to increase the popularity of Columbia lamps.

Elmer P. Morris, manager of the Morris Electric
company of New York, entertained a host of friends
and visitors in a spacious booth, a unique feature
of which was a little ante-room called "Forest
Park Highlands." The exhibit of the Morris rail

bonds attracted considerable attention, as did also
the general line of materials manufactured by the
different companies which the Morris company rep-
resented, among them being R. Thomas & Sons,
high-tension insulators; Keystone Electrical In-
strument company's instruments. Garton-Daniels
arresters, A. and J. M. Anderson line material, Po-
tomac terra cottg conduits, and General Equipr
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ment company circuit-breakers. Mr. Morris - was
assisted by Mr. George C. Ewing, president of the

company.

An interesting car-fender exhibit was that of the

Hipwood-Barrett Car and Vehicle Fender com-
pany of New York. Archibald B. Dalby, presi-

dent, and George Hipwood, treasurer of the com-
pany, assisted by George E. Weiler, the western
manager, did the honors for the company. A work-
ing model and a biograph, displaying the practical

working of the fender on the line of the Newton
and Boston street railway, were noteworthy features

of the exhibit. The rapidity with which this fender

may be operated has been shown in a lest on the

above road. While the car covered a distance of

two blocks, the fender was dropped, dummies were
picked up and carried some 50 feet, then removed
and the fender disposed of under the car, all in

25 seconds.

The exhibit of the Safety Insulated Wire and
Cable company of New York was attractive and in-

teresting. Col. E. J. Spencer, who represents the

company in St. Louis, was in charge of it, assisted

by M. J3. Austin of the firm doing the company's
business in Chicago. Sample boards showed inter-

esting specimens of cable, including that used in

Philippine and Cuban waters and the kind exten-

sively used by the Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany of New York in its imderground work. The
Safety company is very busy and is now finishing

a new factory at Bergen Point to meet the require-

ments of its large business. Here it expects to have
the best facilities in the country for submarine cable

manufacture and shipment into the holds of deep-

water vessels.

H. P. Cameron, the well-known electrical engi-

neer of S3'racuse, N. Y.. made a small but attractive

exhibit. Mr. Cameron was on hand to explain his

method' of assembling commutators, and it is need-
less to say that he received his share of attention

from the visitors and delegates. Mr. Cameron has
done business with many of the most prominent
street-railway companies in the United States, and
to show the success with which he is meeting it

might be stated that he has sold over $7,000 worth
of commutators in the last 60 days, to street rail-

ways. Mr. Cameron will be pleased to ship a

commutator for inspection to any street-railway

company in the United States, and if not satis-

factory it may be returned, Mr. Cameron agreeing
to pay the freight both ways.

Dixon's graphited wood grease for gears of elec-

tric-railway cars, graphite lubricators and flake

graphite v/ere displayed in the exhibit of the Dixon
Crucible company. A specialty is being made by
the company of the wood grease, which is new
and said to be a better article than has ever before
been offered railway companies. It is claimed that

it prevents noisy gears and keeps the gears and
bearings constantly lubricated. A large order of

this article has just been sent to Alexandria, Egypt,
to be used on the electric railway running to the

second cataract of the Nile. An order has been
received from Ceylon. India, and also one from
Dublin." Ireland. A. L. Haasis, from the Jersey
City office, Samuel Mayer, Chicago manager, and
D. A. Johnson and W. B. Allen of the Chicago
office, together with Mr. St. John, the western
tr<iveling agent, represented the Dixon company.
A neat pencil was the souvenir distributed.

One of the most popular exhibition booths was
that of the Pennsylvania Steel company of Slecl-

ton. Pa., and Q. & C. company of Chicago,
its -western representati\e. The Pennsylvania Steel

company is one of the largest concerns of its kind
in the country, employing 11,000 men in its two
factories. Charles S. Clark, the Boston agent,

and Mason D. Pratt, street-railway engineer for

the company, represented the firm, whose exhibit
consisted of frogs, switches, switch stanch and a

complete line of rail sections. Among the repre-

sentatives of the Q. & C. company in attendance
were C. F. Quincy, president; F W. Edmonds, sec-

retary and general manager; W. W. Holmes, su-

perintendent; A. T. Kalas, C. H. Holbrook. I.

Burnette. George Stanton and H. H. Vaughn.
This firm's exhibit included rail and shop saws,
steel car steps, jacks, drills, and the Q. & C. line

of Stanwood tie plates. During the convention
the Q. & C. company announced that it had just

taken the agency of the well-known Magnolia metal.
Stamp boxes and memorandum books were dis-

tributed as souvenirs.

Building Opposite Pole Line.

A man has the right to the use of his own prop-
erty, which means every part of it; and such pro-
prietor, the Supreme Court of South Carolina in-

sists, is not to be stigmatized as encroaching upon
the line of poles and wires of a telegraph or tele-

phone company simply because he builds a house
on his own land opposite to a pole and wires of
such a company, located on a way or road opposite
to such lands of a private owner. On the contrary,
the court declares, in the case of Miles against the
Postal Telegraph-cable company, that it behooves
the company, in its legal use of a way or road, or
even a highway or post road, to guard such use
so that no injury shall result to the property of its

owner, which may be located opposite such lines,

through its negligence or wgnt of due care,
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Belden Enclosed Arc Lamp.
The accompanying pictures illustrate the new

Belden arc lamp, manufactured by the Belden-Lar-
will Electric and Manufacturing company of Fort
Wayne, Ind. This lamp is the result of the com-
bined experience of Mr. E. H. Belden, the inventor.
and a number of arc-lamp users throughout the
country. Mr. Belden filled the position of elec-
trical engineer for a number of years with a promi-
nent electrical manufacturing concern and made a
specialty of the arc-lighting business. He has now
associated himself with the Belden-Larwill Electric
and Manufacturing company, which is placing his
lamp upon the market.
The Belden arc lamp, of which an exterior view

IS shown in Fig. i, has simple and light but very
powerful mechanism and is said to give the largest
possible life for one one-half by 12-inch carbon.
There is no place in the lamp where alignment is

necessary, and the clutch releases itself withouf
striking a trip-post of any kind. No shadows are
cast from the carbon points and dense globes are

not necessary to obtain this result. There is an
absence of metal of anv kind on the inside of the
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bon and making the small bulb air-tight at the
bottom, which have no tendency to crack the glass
or get it out of center. The long, steady and pow-
erful pull of the toggle produces no flickering of
the light. An additional feature of the lamp is that
it is danger-proof against fire. Its case is so de-
signed that it may be used out of doors without
a hood or any weather protection whatever, and
it is also susceptible of artistic design.

It is contended that the most superficial ob-
server cannot fail to be impressed with the general
mechanical and electrical excellence of the Belden
arc lamp, and that the most careful examination

Fig. I. FiS- 3. Fig- 4

BELDEN ENCLOSED ARC LAMP.

inner globe, thereby preventing any chance of col-

oring the ashes that are deposited on the globe.

At the start ttie flush of current is reduced to a

niininium. and the peculiar construction of the dash-
pot allows the carbons to fall together instantly in

case of the arc breaking or the current being shut
off. The upper carbon is very heavily weighted, to

overcome any possible friction.

By means of the toggle shown in Fig. 2 the mag-
net has an extraordinary leverage, thereby allowing
the use of the heavy gravity pulL Everj- joint of

this toggle is on a triangular pin or bar, thus mak-
ing the movement the same as in a pair of scales,

which eliminates all possible chance for friction on
account of getting out of alignment or becoming
corroded or gummed by the oil frequently used by
some of the arc-lamp users. The hysteresis in the

core has been reduced to a minnnum. and the en-

lire mechanism is so constructed that it can be de-

tached as one piece from the lamp by the removal
of a single screw.

By means of the toggle shown in Fig. 3 the car-

bons have a range'of separation of over three times

the distance at which they normally .burn. No one
can appreciate this point as well, perhaps,, as the

man who has had to stand and watch a lamp hiss

and simmer away on account of the range of separa-

tion being so short ihat the slightest wear on the

carbon rod or clutch has made it impossible for the

carbons to separate far enough to form the proper

arc.

All springs" usually employed in the mechanism
of arc lamps have been eliminated, thereby secur-

ing a permanent adjustment at all times, regardless

of changes of temperature or length of time.

There are no sliding contacts to corrode and cause

trouble and no carbon rods. In fact, it is claimed

that no part of this lamp needs cleaning or polish-

ing at any time (excepting the globes), not even

when retrimming, as no part of the lamp can be-

come corroded or dirty enough to interfere with

the proper working of the lamp.
The lamp is short and very light in weight, and

at the same time has an extraordinarily strong frame,

as it is made of cold-drawn bicycle tutrriig brazed

to stamped steel floors or platforms. The upper
carbon suspending chain is carried by a sheave

wheel, at the top of the lamp, which runs in ball

bearings. These bearings have ball retainers, and,

it is said, their construction is equal in every way
to that of the bearin.gs used in high-grade bicycles.

The lamp is so insulated that when the current is

on there is no uninsulated portion exposed. The
.shell can be easily taken off so as to expose the

working parts, and the outer globe can be very
easily removed, and when lowered is so arranged
that it cannot be dropped or broken. Fig. 4 shows
the lamp without its casing and outer globe.

Burned-out carbons can be removed and the lamp
can be retrimmed very handily, as it is not neces-

sary to remove the inner globe. Both globes ad-
mit of easy cleaning.

Means are provided for centering the lower car-

will but emphasize the first good impression.
These lamps have been subjected to most rigorous
and exhaustive tests, both for rough usage and
delicacy of operation, and the company reports that
not once have they failed.

Eureka Time Recorder.
The watchman's clock illustrated automatically

records eight days' time on one sheet and in straight
lines. The record impression is plainly visible.
Dial and needle are dispensed with, and one im-

EUREKA TIME RECORDER.

proved portable magneto is used instead of several;
hence, it is said that low cost is coupled with best re-

sults. The workmen's clock records the entire time
of an employe on a single line. It dispenses with in-

dividual keys, cards, type wheels and tape. The
numbers of employes are consecutive and not scat-

tered promiscuously, as with tapes. Both registers

are free from delicate parts and are as simple as a
common clock. They are sold by the Columbia
Electric and Manufacturing company, 79 Fifth av-
enue, Chicago.

The finance committee of the Chicago City Coun-
cil has rejected the proposition that the city em-
ploy a street-railway expert at a salary of $5,000 a
year.
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G. I. Push-button Switch.
The flush push switch manufactured by the Gen-

eral Incandescent Arc Light company is designed to
go into any standard switch-outlet box that will
fit. any of the other makes of push-button switches.

In making porcelain parts for switches, where
a box-shape base of porcelain is necessary, it is

almost impossible to make porcelain, bake it and
have it come out absolutely true, where the parts
are thin, as in a box for an electric switch. This
also makes the porcelain base very fragile, and if

the porcelain box is broken or cracked the work
of the switch is impaired. In the new switch the
contacts are mounted on separate blocks of por-
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screws being readily accessible and ample space
allowed for the leading-in wires.

G. I- PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH.

celain, which are straight and will permit of being
made in a mold that will insure absolute uniformity
in baking. Should the porcelain parts of this

switch become broken, it is easy to replace the
parts, without necessarily disturbing any of the
other parts of the switch.

The contacts on this switch have a capacity of

more than twice the rated capacity of the switch,
it is claimed, and the contact parts in the moving
part, being in themselves movable, adjust them-
selves to insure a safe carrying capacity. They
also clean themselves in the action of the switch.

G. I. PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH.—COVER REMOVED.

The mechanism is simple and is said to insure ab-
solute certainty of a quick make-and-break of the

contact parts. After the buttons have been pushed
a certain distance, the making and breaking of the

contact is absolutely under the control of the hand.
The parts of the switch are all made by tools,

no casting whatever being used, thus insuring the
desirable feature of having the parts interchange-
able, so that repairs may readily be made by inex-

perienced persons. The switch is also designed
to have an unusually large distance break, and can
be used on 230 volts. A removable cover gives

access to the working parts. This is an especially

good feature, inasmuch as in a switch constructed
in a porcelain box one may be unable to tell

whether the contacts have been well made or
whether there is any heating. Connection of wires
is very readily made in this switch, the contact

American Woven Wire Brush Com-
pany's Product.

The illustrations give a general idea of the prod-
uct of the American Woven Wire Brush company
of Peabody, Mass. This concern is just introduc-
ing to the electrical field a series of different-sized

dynamo brushes, which are claimed to have many
advantages, both from the point of economy and
successful operation. In general, the company
makes two styles, which may be designated its stand-
ard copper-brush patterns, viz., the "American"
and "American C," and an "alloy" brush, which
is 80 per cent, copper. But the American company
wishes it to be understood that in addition to the
above styles it has a great range of manufacture
and produces brushes suitable to the need of even
the most fastidious dynamo tender. For instance,

one may order a "stiff." "semi-stiff.'' or a flexible

brush, as exactly suits his own particular need.

As a guarantee of the excellent nature of its

motor and dynamo brushes, the American Woven
U^ire Brush company refers with considerable pride

and satisfaction to the fact that its superintendent,

E

AMERICAN WOVEN WIRE BRUSH COMPANY S PRODUCT.

T. D. Bacheller, has been devoting his time almost
exclusively for seven or eight years in experiment-
ing with and perfecting woven-wire brushes. For
about a year and a half Mr. Bacheller has given
attention to the American company's goods, and
the factory in Peabody, with its present large ca-
pacity, is the best evidence of the favor which the
company's brushes have met in the trade.

It is the purpose of the American company, as
expressed recently by General Manager C. D. Mc-
Dowell, to establish a western agency in Chicago,
for the western field Js promising, and cultivation

of it, Mr. McDowell feels, cannot help but bring
returns, especially with a meritorious article and
one that has had such a thorough trial in the East.

Redding Pocket Current-measuring In-

strument.

The accompanying cut illustrates anew instrument
with a number of special features that has just been
placed on the market by Jerome Redding & Co.,

48 Hanover street, Boston, Mass. This "pocket
current-measuring instrument" is designed, as the
name indicates, more particularly for pocket serv-

ice. It is of very light weight and is designed
especially for electricians who desire a portable,

REDDING POCKET CURRENT-MEASURING INSTRUMENT.

accurate and inexpensive instrument which will

at the same time stand some "hard knocks." The
instrument is suitable for use by railroad signal-

repair men, as it has a low resistance, is sensitive

to the smallest current variation, is waterproof, and
a lineman can throw it down on a wet railroad tie,

or even in the mud, without impairing its efficiency.

The instrument is nevertheless "full jeweled," it

is said, and accurately calibrated. The device is

built as ordered, to measure a "few volts," "many
volts," a comparatively small current or a large

one, as the customer requires.

Investments in Street Railways: How
Can They Be Made Secure and

Remunerative?'
By Chas. T. Verkes.

The subject you have given me for consideration
is one in which I take great interest, and for the
very good reason that about all the investments
I have are in street-railway securities. You can
therefore see that my faith is great, for it is from
our actions that we are judged.
My experience with street-railway securities dates

back to a period almost 40 years ago, at which time
street railways were in their infancy; in fact, you
may say, in their swaddling clothes. It was in

the early 6o's, when the scientific operating of
street railways was unknown, and, in truth, not
dreamed of. In those days the men were worked
from 16 to 17 hours out of the 24, and they, as
well as the officers of the companies, did not seem
to be aware of the fact chat this condition could
be bettered. The roads themselves were of a cheap
character, and while intended to be permanent,
they were far from it, but were equal to the de-
mands of the public and requirements of street-

railway transportation. In those days even a car
register was unknown. The street railways in each
city were owned by a few influential persons, gen-
erally men of large means, and the stocks and
securities of the companies were but little dis-

tributed. Few people knew of their value or cared
to have much to do with them. To hypothecate
street-railway stock as collateral with banks was
unknown, and it was not until 10 years after, in

the early 70's. that the banks would look at them.
The dividends in the meantime were generally fair,

particularly with companies doing a large business
in the thickly populated part of the cities in which
they were located.

To my mind, the chief reason of the unpopularity
of the investments was that the building of street

railways in those days was always opposed by the
people in the vicinity of the location, and par-
ticularly on the streets where the rails were to be
laid. I remember very well the first track laid

in the city of Philadelphia, where I then lived.

It was the Fifth and Sixth street line. The people
tore up the track at night which the company had
laid during the day, and it was not until after there
had been several riots, and the authorities had
awakened to the fact -that the law must be sus-

tained, that the company was able to finish its road.
The Chestnut and Walnut street line in that same
city was bitterly opposed by the citizens, and
everything was done in the Legislature and in the
courts to prevent the charter from being granted
and the tracks from being laid. And this has been
the experience in most all large cities. Conse-
quently, the people who were promoting the laying
of street-railway tracks were looked on as sort

of "freebooters" and their securities were regarded
with much distrust. To some slight extent this

feeling still exists, notwithstanding that there is

scarcely a road which was laid years ago that

could be taken up to-day without great objection
being made on the part of the people.

It was not until the early '8o's that street-railway

securities were seriously considered as popular in-

vestments, and since that time their popularity has
continued to increase as time developed the great
resources which lie within them.
The quality of the street-railway plants of those

days consisted in the kind of track, the condition
of the cars and the class of horses which were used.
These differed most materially. On some roads it

looked as though the cars were never repaired or
painted, and the broken-down horses were very
much in the majority. Added to that, was the un-
even rail, spiked to a string-piece, which almost
made the rider seasick during a passage over it.

Then, again, there were other companies where
the track was well laid and kept in good order, the
cars in good state of repair and well painted, and
the horses of the highest class for their work.
These two conditions were almost invariablv the
result of the adversity or prosperity of the different

companies, and while the latter class—those that
were prosperous—came to be sought as an invest-

ment sooner than the other, the anxiety of the

public to so invest was never active. But about
1880. when consolidation of different roads came
to be more in fashion and the economies produced
thereby and also the studious consideration which
was given as to how to operate roads, it was more
a matter of reality. The attention of capitalist's

and the people generally was drawn to the stocks
and securities of street-railway companies, and
this condition has been on the increase ever since
that time. The fact that great improvements have
been made after the horse was relegated to a past
era has had much to do with this, and naturally
so. The mechanical propulsion of street cars has
attracted the attention of the whole civilized world,
and the question naturally arose in the minds of
those who witnessed these changes, and who had
money to invest. "Isn't this a srood place to invest

our money, and isn't there profit in it?"

The change in the mode of propelling the cars,

and, in fact, the whole outfit of street railways ha-^

created what might be safely termed a "revolution."
To look into the history of all the street railways

I. Read before the American Street Railway association at
Chicago, October 17, 1899.
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of 20 years ago and see the changes which have
taken place is certainly wonderful. I can see be-

fore me a plant that was run with one-horse cars,

a driver and no conductor, a pay-box in the front

of the car, where the passenger was required to

advance and deposit his fare. I see that line

changed to two horses and obtaining the dignity

of a conductor to collect fares from passengers.

That was a great improvement, and then we had
straw in the bottom of the cars in winter—not

overly clean, because we could not afford to put

fresh straw in every day, but still this was a luxury

—an oil lamp at each end of the car, which supplied

the double purpose of lighting the car and show-
ing the signal on the outside. We went at the

rapid rate of six miles an hour when we could make
the car keep on the track. The motion of the

car was most agreeable to a person who desired

to ride on the billowy waves. We see this changed,

so that the track was smooth, the straw was taken

out, floor always clean, and a stove giving com-
fortable w-armth placed therein in winter time.

This was advanced luxury. We were pleased with

all this, except when the snow would come, or

the days were hot in summer, when the horses were
not able to pull us to our destination.

We see another change. The great power of

electricity was brought into use; the horses were
gone, and instead of making our six miles an hour
we could go twice that rate. The oil lamps were
removed and electric lamps put in their places.

As like begets like, the condition of the cars was
improved. Cleanliness—always an adjunct to elec-

tricity—was substituted for uncleanliness. The dis-

tricts of the city were expanded; lines were made
in the suburbs, creating new towns, improving
the property of the people, increasing the amount
of the assessment on real estate, until we seemed
as though we were living in another world. Alad-
din's lamp did not produce any more wonderful
changes; and this could not have been done had
it not been that the attention of investors, both great

and small, had been attracted to the street railways.

And what of the great benefits to the people?
Instead of the slow, uncomfortable manner of travel.

rapid and easy means are given. Points that could
not be reached with the old system are brought
within easy access. Everything is better and
cheaper. While in days gone by it cost five cents

to travel three miles, with the new improvement
four times that distance can be traveled for the

same money. Then it cost a person to ride about
two cents a mile, now it costs one-half cent a mile.

Why. then, I ask. should not a continuance of this

condition be encouraged?
And now I come to the second and most impor-

tant part of my subject, "How Can They be Made
Secure and Remunerative?" To my mind, security

is most to be considered. The remuneration must
be brought about by hard work and close attention

to the corporation. We cannot do much to increase
our receipts. They come from natural causes. But
we can control our expenditures, and that really is

the science of street-railway management.
To make street-railway investments seture we

must depend very much upon the justice of the

people and the fact that we, as managers, are will-

ing to do what is fair with the public. There seems
to be an idea in the minds of many legislators that

a street railway is a very simple afifair and of very
little account. This feeling has been engendered
by their knowledge of long ago, and that knowl-
edge has not advanced with the change in street

railways. In fact, these changes have come and
been accepted as such a matter of course that little

attention is given to their worth.
The most important matter in regard to the se-

curity of street-railway securities is the length of

charter under which they are operating. This
question is of as much importance to the people
as it is to the street railways themselves. The
longer time that is given to a charter to run, the

greater improvements and the more expensive
plant can be operated by the companies. That is

to say, the plant can be made more permanent than
if the charter was of short duration, and naturally

it would be. If a company has a charter with but
a few years to run, the improvements will be of

a cheap character, commensurate with the length
of that charter, and the better the improvements,
the better it is for the people, not only for those

who own property, but for those who ride and have
no property. We see this exemplified daily. Let
us ask the question, How many bridges of iron or

stone would the steam roads have if their charters

ran for only a few years? There would certainly

be none, and the speed of trains would be greatly

reduced. Years ago 30 miles an hour was consid-

ered rapid traveling, with 20 as an average. Now
the rate has been run up to more than So. with 45
as an average on fast trains. This latter condition

would never have existed if the steam roads had
not had charters long to run.

Why should not the charters of street railways

be equal to those of steam railways? In fact, con-

sidering them all in all, they should be longer. The
cost of a steam railroad of to-day is not nearly

equal to the cost per mile of a street railway, even
counting all the appurtenances that go with each.

One hundred years has been the time granted in

this state for a charter to a street railway, and the

municipality grants an ordinance for 20 years.

That this was wise or unwise at the time that

period was designated I will not argue, but, con-

sidering that it was a proper time for what we had

in street railways then, what was the outfit?—rails

weighing 40 pounds to the yard, laid on a wooden
string-piece, this string-piece laid on sleepers five

feet apart, cars of a cheap class, a lot of horses,
good ones, if you please, and a five-acre lot in the
suburbs, where the car barns were erected. At the
end of 20 3'cars, if there was to be no renewal of

the ordinance, and the charter was allowed to lapse,

what W'Ould be the loss? The track, considering
that it had been kept in good order, would sell for,

say, 20 per cent, of its cost, the cars for about 30
per cent, of their cost, the horses for about 25
per cent, of their cost, and the real estate which had
been bought by the company 20 years ago, and
where, in all probability, a settlement had since
gathered, would sell by the front foot, realizing,

without doubt, 20 times as much as it had cost.

There, you see, there would not be much loss if

this road had to be given up.
But what are the conditions to-day? The street-

car tracks are laid with heavier material than that

used by the steam roads, the power houses cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars, where the old
structure cost but a few thousand, the electric plant
on the cars and in the power houses and the wires
and poles cost immense sums. So that it can
truly be said that the electric plant cost more
than 10 times as much as the horse-car plant. If.

therefore, it was right to give a horse-car plant a
charter for 20 years, the electric plant should re-

ceive a charter for 200 years and city ordinances
to correspond.

It has been argued that if grants were made ex-
tending over a long period of time, other means
of transportation might come into existence, and
these charters would interfere with the adoption of

these improved methods.
Let us suppose 50 years ago perpetual privi-

leges had been given to operate exclusive omnibus
lines in this city, or privileges of the same character
had been given to operate ferries across the Chi-
cago River. What would they be worth to-day?
Long ago the charters would have been forfeited.

simply for the reason that improved methods had
rendered them worthless.
But while I feel that the legislatures should

treat the street railways fairly, I also feel that the
street-railway companies shoulcf treat the municipal-
ities and states in the same spirit. 1 believe that
a fair amount of the earnings of the companies
should be given to the municipalities in which they
are located. There is no doubt but that the street

railways are of great benefit to these municipalities
and to the people generally and to the property
owners, but at the same time, it is my opinion that
a spirit of liberality should be engendered by the
street railways toward the municipalities for the
reason that it is through the municipality that they
are permitted to transact their business. It is a
mutual benefit, with the burden on the corporation.
There is no doubt but that the extending of the

lines in a large city is a great hardship to the raiU
way company. There is little money to be made
cut of them for years, and while the company is

waiting the property owners and people are being
benefited. The very mention of the fact that a
line is to be extended in a certain district causes
advances in the value of real estate, and these ad-
vances are emphasized when the extensions are
really made. There is nothing that has added so
much to the health of the inhabitants of a city as
the extension of street-railway lines. In this city

the tenement4iouse district, which would have been
a perfect pest-hole, is scarcely to be found. The
prairies have been covered with street-car tracks,

which forces the opening of streets. Cheap lots

and cheap homes for the working people and the
poorer classes, as well as the well-to-do, are every-
where in evidence. While there may be efforts

to influence the people against street railways, they
cannot but see these conditions, which are so plainly'
visible to them, and seeing them, fail to properly
appreciate them.

I believe in educating the people, of whom the
legislators are the representatives. Every state

wherein there are large cities, which necessarily
have important street railways, should have a com-
mission appointed to ascertain the condition and
requirements of this industry. The commission
should be appointed by the governor of the state

and should be composed of intelligent business men,
of first-class standing, who are not interested in

street railways. Under no condition should a per-
son holding office, or who is ambitious to do so, be
named. A man of this character is never to be
trusted in any affair where courageous opinions
are expected. The reports of such committee
should have great weight with the legislators.

I believe that all corporations which receive their

life from the commonwealth should be subservient
to that commonwealth. There is nothing in their

formation or general business which should not
be reported to the proper authorities and be subject
to investigation. I believe that the law shou'd
provide that an intelligent commission be appointed
by the governor of the state in the same manner as

is now done in this state in regard to the com-
missioners of the park system. The duties of this

commission would be to see that the laws con-
cerning street railways are carried out and that the
companies have the protection to which they are
by law entitled. The commissioners should have
terms of 15 years, so as to insure their becoming
experts, and receive such salaries as would enable
them to live well and take care of their families in

a good manner. They should understand, when
appointed, something of the street-railway business,
and as years pass by their knowledge would in-

crease, as also their worth. They should have the
power to dictate to the railway companies where
new roads should be laid, if at all, and also the
kind of new improvements to be used, when a rail-

road contemplated making any change in motive
power. They should have the power to regulate
the devices to be used for saving life and preventing
accidents. 1 I r |

I

I i
-^

With an intelligent, honest commission of that
kind, street-railway managers would be made more
comfortable, the people would be benefited and the
securities of the corporation w^ould be more solid.

The advice of these commissioners >vould be sought
and the advice of such men. with the experience
and knowledge they would naturally have, would
be most valuable to any railwav manager. Their
reports would be explanatory, and much of the
ignorance regarding street railways, which is fos-
tered by our enemies, particularly in this part of
the country, would be done away with.
To make securities more secure, we must have

these different matters fully understood. We must
do our business in a straightforward manner, with
due consideration to the public, who are our pairons.
continuing to increase facilities as opportunities
cft'er, and adopting the most improved kinds of
transportation which experience teaches is proper.
And last, but by no means least, holding with the
kindest regard our employes, who are faithful to
us to the end, that there may be perfect harmony
between them and the management, and seeing
to it that our corporations are able to earn honestly
a fair remuneration for the money, time, experience
and labor that have been spent upon them.

Discussion.

After putting a motion of thanks to Mr. Yerkes
for his paper. President Sergeant called on Mr.
Wyman to open the discussion.

C. D. Wyman, New Orleans: Of the importance
of sustaining and preserving the confidence and
the faith of investors in the enterprises in which
W"e are engaged there can be no question. When
it is remembered that one-third of the invested
wealth in civilized nations is to-day placed in steam
and street railroads, and not an inconsiderable
portion of that investment is in the street railroads,
that we should secure and hold the confidence of
our investors and that we should make their invest-

ments profitable is very manifest. The great search
which now is manifest on the part of capitalists' to
put their money into street-railroad enterprises is

one which should be met by a corresponding effort

on our part to make everything plain, clear and
distinct to them in regard to such enterprises. In
the selection from a board of directors among our
stockholders it is always customary, of course, to

select men not only of financial responsibility in

the community, but we always regard it as neces-
sary and proper to select men of high probity, of

reputation and of position. And if upon the offi-

cials of the company, the managers and the director-

ate, there is made emphatic, in the eyes of the

public, this feeling of responsibility to the public

and also the equal responsibility to their investors

and the capitalists, the impression is wise, bene-
ficial, and tends, moreover, to the extension and
expansion of our business; for I take it that in this

respect at least we are all expansionists.

We should be frank, free' and open with our
investors. We should tell by means of circulars,

of statements, of various methods of publication,

of our operations and results, and state the truth,

the exact truth as near as we can ascertain it, to

all those interested in our respective companies,
whether they be interested to a large or small

extent. While it is possibly true that complete
disclosure at all times of the policy of the company
might thwart it unjustly and unreasonably. I stili

do hold to the idea of publicity. Now, much more
than formerly, the results of our \vork are being

set forth constantly and freely, and I believe that

the more this is done in a proper and complete
manner the more we shall secure and retain the

confidence of our investors and likewise secure their

further investment with us and induce them to

increase their holdings with our enterprise.

We often have what are known as "panics"—

a

sort of neuralgia that pervades the financial mar-
ket—springing from a want of confidence. Actual
values are not disturbed; speculative values are.

We may, to some extent, ward off any such feeling,

any disquietude on the part of our investors, by
letting them know the facts so far as we are able

to do it, and give them frankly and freely our
judgment as to our present condition and our an-

ticipations of the future, with reference to the
enterprises with which we are connected.

I also believe w^e should adopt, so far as pos-

sible, a plain, simple and thoroughly understand-
able method of bookkeeping, and I am therefore

most heartily in accord with this Accountants'
association, now^ I believe, in session, which is

endeavorihg to do precisely that which I am en-

deavoring to speak of. The average stockholder

becomes very much muddled, oftentime, when he

attempts to study the question of what we shall

charge to operating expenses and what shall be
charged to permanent expenditures, and therefore

to investment. So far as it is possible, such a

system of bookkeeping and recording of* expenses
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should be adopted as will make everything clear

and thoroughly comprehensible to his mind.
I would also call attention to the question of

depreciation and the provision for it. X am ex-

ceedingly glad to sec that some of the railroads,

and notably the Milwaukee Street Railway com-
pany—presided over by so able a manager as Mr.
Beggs—have taken up this question of depreciation

very carefully, very particularly, and have taken

into account the depreciation of the different me-
chanical parts entering into the physical equip-

ments of the roads. They are setting aside an-

nually, as I understand it, a certain amount of money
from their receipts, to make good that depreciation.

Many electric railroads, or, for that matter, cable

railroads, recently converted from horse lin^s are

liable to lose sight of this fact for the first few
years of their operation. Their receipts naturally

increase and their expenses may be at a very low
ebb, by virtue of the fact that everything they

have is new and the era of repairs has not set in.

It seems to me. therefore, that it is unsafe, from
the resnlts of that particular year or some other

year, to predicate what the earning power of the

company is going to be, to publish to the stock-

holders that that might be always expected. While
it is always to be hoped, of course, that the in-

crease of receipts will take care of the repairs and
depreciations, nevertheless, if we can make cer.a'n

and absolute that point by studying out what this

depreciation is, what this life of the equipment is

going to be, we shall be on the safe side, if we
begin to provide for it, and tell our investors that

that is what we are doing, from the initial roll of

the first wheel on our lines.

J. I. Beggs, Milwaukee: I feel deeply inter-

ested in this subject because I am in a similar con-

dition to that stated by Mr. Yerkes. I am charged
with the responsibility of managing what is be-

coming one of the larger street-railway systems of

the country; but I am more than that, Mr. Presi-

dent, and have, therefore, given to this matter

the most close and careful thought. I can say

with Mr. Yerkes that all I have in the world is in

street-railway property. I am, therefore, particu-

larly interested in the security of these investments.

Taking the property of which I am now speaking,

the franchises have a little over 20 years to run,

and yet we are discussing it, as they are in some
other sections of the country, trying in advance
to make calculations as to rtie franchises, to know
how much we are justified in putting into that

property; how long we have in which to get a

return from it. I do not know that it is being
done so methodically by other properties—it may
be. I believe you will recognize that it is a proper
charge against earnings; that you have a right to

set aside this amount before the public can demand
that you shall give greater accommodation for the

carrying of a passenger 12 or 15 miles, to which
Mr. Yerkes has alluded, or that the fare shall be
reduced. We are setting- aside a certain amount
for this purpose. I desire to throw out, in connec-
tion with this paper of Mr. Yerkes, the thought
that we want to make some provision for the time

that these bonds of ours will mature. In the case

of the Milwaukee property, our bonds do not ma-
ture until two years after the expiration of the

franchise.

Now, as to the other point suggested—as to the

security—because I have always believed in holding
this security myself; I do not want to have any-

thing to do with a thing that I cannot put my own
means in—I want to know what provision has been
made to pay them. Is there any sinking fund
being set aside by your companies to take care

of these various investments when they shall ma-
ture? Gentlemen, you must make proper provi-

sion for your property, by looking forward a very

few years, when they will have to be thoroughly
reconstructed from the ground up. I estimate that

we replace 10 miles of track every year, and that

is not conservative at all, because we have got
about 150 miles of road in the city limits, and I

estimate that it will last 15 years, which no road
has done thus far; therefore, we must put down 10

miles per annum to make it good. We estimate

our rolling stock in the same way. It is a wonder-
ful thing to tell, not only to the specialist, but to

any business man or to any court, and it was very
influential in the argument where the city tried to

make us give four-cent fares, that with proper main-
tenance of our system we could not do it. although,

if we had taken the figures as they appeared on
their face, our earnings would have seemed to be
sufficient to warrant a reduction in fare; but they

were fictitious; they did not represent our normal
repair condition, as it was. The longer time our
franchises have to run the more you can afford

to spend upon the betterment of your system, the

greater the facilities, you can give. We are merely
merchants, as Mr. Yerkes stated, in selling trans-

portation, and we must make the practice of, as

I sometimes use the phrase, "provoking the public

to ride." It seems necessary to me, in order to

give security to these investments, to make some
provision for the bonds when our franchises have
expired and when you cannot earn the interest

on them, to say nothing of the principal.

H. H. Vreeland., New York: There is a

thought in connection with Mr. Yerkes' paper
that occurred to me when he suggested the ques-

tion of management—the consideration not only
of the average revenues, but the average of ex-

penditures; that is one of the very strong points

that appeals to the confidence of investors and the
general public in properties. The great steam rail-

roads of this country, with which the greater part
of my life has been spent, have created a confidence
in and permanency of management. Secure the
proper man to manage the property. It is really

more important in the street-railway interests tiian

it is in steam railroading, from the fact that in the
steam road the directors do direct. There is not
very nuich done in street railways in that direction.

The manager is elected and put to work and al-

lowed to run the property. He does not get much
help, and he has to be a man who can meet the

local municipal conditions, the state conditions and
the general conditions as affecting the properties,

as far as the legislative and municipal affairs are

concerned. He has to be a man who can take care

of the financial part and of the operating side, and
he Tias to do it with very little assistance.

The next thought that occurred to me was what
my friend, Mr. Wyman. suggests, and it is a very

important one—the question of publicity. Coming
out of the school where we are taught—were taught

for years—not to submit a report to your direct-

ors or president without analyzing it thoroughly,
not simply showing that the train tonnage increased

so much, mileage increased so much, revenue de-

creased so much, but went to work and analyzed
it, and the same with reference to passengers

—

coming from that school, then. I was surprised to

find how very little of that there was connected
with the street-railroad system. Consolidations

have reached a point where our securities, by rea-

son of recapitalization and reissuing of bonds, nec-
essary, have come into the hands of the investing

public, and the managers are the caretakers of

the property, not of the few, but of the many. But
it is necessary to let people know what they are

buying and what values they are getting to de-

termine whether it shall be made into a fund or

be a different proposition. The number of the

stockholders in the large corporations. I am glad

to say. is increasing very rapidly in the different

properties with which I am connected. The in-

crease in the average number of stockholders has

been very large. In the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way company the increase has been over 150 per

cent, in the last 10 or 15 years, both in the increase

of capitalization and the bringing in of new in-

vestors. At the present dividend we had i.^o more
stockholders than we had at the last dividend

three months ago, and not one of them held over

100 shares of stock in tlie increase, and they are
* residents of New York city. That is one of the

greatest elements of strength in the handling of

this property where we have to meet with the

municipal and state question—a common interest

with citizens in our properties—located in the

properties themselves. It assists and helps out

with the question, gains friends for the property

and assists very materially in the management.
There is one further point that Mr. Yerkes sug-

gested, and that is the labor question. It is the

life of the street railroad. All other matters con-

nected with the property are insignificant. The
financial side, the transportation side, except as

represented by labor, are insignificant, as compared
with the great problem of handling labor. In the
large consolidations there are, say, 15 or 20 dif-

ferent lines in which the employes have been
handled under the theory and ideas of as many
different managers, and you see how difficult it is

to bring that body together, to try to get them
responsible to one man and responsive to one
method of management. It is a thing that requires

a great deal of energy and ability, but it is a thing,

if once accomplished, that gives the public to un-
derstand that the manager is managing the labor
problem and not the agitator. And if you can get

that confidence, you must adopt the same policy

of the agitator, and take the platform that he does
when he talks in his interests, and decide that it

is just as valuable to the manager to go on that

platform and talk to them in his interests. The suc-

cess of the investment is in the confidence of the

stockholders and the general public that there is

no crisis going to confront the property this year
or next, that may not only wipe out the dividend.

but mean the wiping out of the entire earning ca-

pacity for that period and the disturbance of all the
smooth working conditions that is necessary to
have at all times.

E. C. Foster, Lynn. Mass.: In Massachusetts
we have a board of railroad commissioners which
has supervision of the movements of the street

railways. A franchise is granted to a corporation
without limitation. To be sure, it is subject to
revocation by the local boards, approved by the
railroad commissioners. But, of course, it would
seem absurd on the part of the Board of Railroad
Commissioners to revoke a charter on which they
had approved the issuing of securities. Their ap-
proval is set upon the securities as a seal; also the
amount of securities which are issued, or may be
issued, is limited; they have the power of limitation.

I do not .say, gentlemen, that the laws of the state

of Massachusetts are superior for the operation
of street railways to those of any other states;

but I do feel that the Investors are protected.
Street-railway stock in any of the home compa-
nies. 1 believe to be a security which will justify any-
one in investing in it, on account of its permanence.
To be sure, we are subjected to the caprice and
whims of the local authorities to a certain extent,

but that is limited by reason of our right of appeal
to the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Mr. Yerkes: May I be permitted to ask the
gentleman a question on one point he made? I

understood from him that the grants of street rail-

roads arc liable to revocation at the instance of the
local authorities, confirmed by the commissioners.
Is it not a fact—and this I merely ask for informa-
tion—that the courts have decided that these revo-
cations cannot be put into effect unless it can be
shown that the roads are not needed by the people?
Mr. Foster: The authorities would have to show

that public necessity and convenience required
the removal of the tracks; otherwise they could not
do it.

;

Mr. Yerkes: It would be a pretty difficult thing
to get the tracks up after the people once became
accustomed to the use of the cars.

Mr. Foster: I do not know of its ever having
taken place, except in one instance. I think there
was a leased road where they undertook a revoca-
tion of the location. It was revoked, and another
was substituted for it. It was not a complete revo-
cation.

N. H. Heft, Meriden, Conn.: I believe that the
greatest benefits will come to the street railroad
through mechanical and electrical engineers, in im-
proving the present equipment of the road. I be-
lieve that sufficient attention has not been paid
to this matter, and in a great many instances we
have run mad on the question of rails and the
question of car equipments. In going over the
question of weights that we are drawing to-day, I

was horrified to find that for every paying passen-
ger hauled with the modern street-railway equip-
ment, we were hauling 721 pounds of dead weight,
exceeded by the steam railroads only to the extent
of 137 pounds, with their standard steam-railroad
equipment. I think it behooves all street-railroad

managers to turn their attention to the question
of equipment, to see if they cannot get rid of some
of this weight; and we expect to operate within
the next two months a car, including the entire

equipment, that will not exceed 227 pounds per
passenger.

Electric Power Plant in Goodrich Rub-
ber Works.

The B. F. Goodrich company, the well-known
rubber manufacturer, at Akron, Ohio, is substitut-

ing electrical power to take the place of its present
sleam drive. It has been operating a factory which
has grown from time to time, the power for the

additions having been secured fiom steam engines
placed where the power was required, and the sup-
ply of steain has been mainly froin a large battery

of boilers, supplemented by other boilers situated

in different places. An extension is about to be
made to the factory, covering a considerable ad-

ditional area. This has necessitated an additional

steam plant. The problem arose whether to add
to the boiler plant, or to consolidate all the steam-
generating apparatus into one central power house,
and then distribute the power to the factory elec-

trically. It was found that the latter method was
the more economical, and it has been adopted.
Current for the lighting of the factory has been

supplied from dynamos of small sizes, placed at

different points. Some eight or 10 different ma-
chines of small sizes and various makes have been
employed. These will ^e discarded and the light-

ing and power all taken from a common system.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company will supply the entiix electrical equip-

ment, which is being installed under the direction

of Mr. E. C. Shaw, electrical engineer to the Good-
rich company, with whom many of the ideas em-
bodied in the plant are original. The electrical

apparatus is already well advanced and the early

spring should see the plant in operation.

The engine and boiler houses will be of steel

construction; the former 130 by 80 feet, with coal

bunkers overhead having a capacity of 800 tons.

The boilers will aggregate 3,000 horse power and
be equipped with mechanical stokers and coal con-
veyors, to secure economy in labor and fuel con-
sumption, and also smokeless combustion. The
engine room will measure 124 by 50 feet, and con-
tain three compound-condensing high-speed Cor-
liss-type engines, direct-connected to three West-
inghouse two-phase generators, two of which will

be of 500 kilowatts and one 150 kilowatts. The
three generators will be arranged to work in

multiple. This central power station will supply

the electric-lighting system throughout the build-

ings, and furnish power to Wpstinghouse induction

motors scattered over the departments of the

works. A very elaborate switchboard has been
built by the Westinghouse company, to provide for

the multiple running of the generators and to con-

trol the circuits for lighting and power. Each
power circuit will be furnished with a two-phase
Westinghouse integrating wattmeter to register vhe

exact amount of power used by each department of

the works. The engineer in charge will be able to

read the total amount of power supplied.

About 60 motors will be installed, varying from
300 horse power to one horse power, with an ag-

gregate capacity of 2,000 horse power. Some of

these will be attached directly to individual ma-
chines, such as tube mills, calender rolls, elevators,

etc., each machine having its separate motor. The
lighter machines will be connected by belts to shaft-

ing and a single motor will drive a group of them.
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The primary object in this departure by the

Goodrich company is to secure the economy in

operation which an electrical drive affords. Six-

teen separate steam engines will be supplanted and
the power plant concentrated under one roof. In

a large factory like that of the Goodrich company
. it is expensive to operate separate steam engines, as

the loss by condensation and leakage of steam
pipes is a serious item. Under the new system,

electricity will be carried by feed wires to all parts

of the works and converted into mechanical power
by electric motors. Experience in many industries

has shown that the electrical drive economizes
three-fourths of the power that was required for

operating steam engines. Another signal advan-

tage of electrical operation is its flexibility^ as to

extensions, which can be effected by simply adding

further generating units and the necessary addi-

tional wire feeders.

Construction and Maintenance of Street-
railway Tracks.*

By Edward Butts.

The constiuction and maintenance of street rail-

ways .involves two words, construction and main-
tenance, which are inseparable in considering a

street-railway enterprise relative to capital.

Is the street railway to be built for temporary
purposes? Is it to be built simply to fioat on the

market or to turn over to our successors and as-

signs, or are we to build a street railway to endure

to the extremity of the present advanced stage of

science, speaking particularly of the use and dura-

bility of materials?

The latter view will be accepted in preparing this

paper.

In the matter of street-railway construction, the

first thing is to consider carefully all the local in-

fluences which may. become a factor in maintenance
or involve future changes, and so considering the

subject from this fundamental position, the ques-

tion naturally evolves into urban and interurban

street-railway construction.

It is desirable in all cases to construct the street

railway in such a manner that when the time comes
making it necessary to reconstruct the interurban

portion, the termini at the same time shall need
the same attention, and as a general proposition

the urban end of a line is the governing factor

when durability becomes the question. This is

obvious, lor the reason of ramifying lines and con-

centrated travel.

For the present, then, we will consider urban
roads from a standpoint created by practical ex-

perience and expenditure of capital.

The rails should not be less than six inches in

depth, with a width of base equal to the exposed
upper surface. Where streets are paved with as-

phalt and a stone toothing course placed adjacent

to the rails, the rails must be at least nine inches

in depth, in order that the base may be securely

imbedded in the concrete below. Rails should be

center bearing and rolled in 60-foot lengths and
handled so that they will be perfectly straight when
placed in final location.

Tie rods one inch in diameter shall be placed

six feet center to center, along the line, supplied

with hexagon nuts, which, when in place, shall

clamp the rails securely on both sides. The tie rods

threads should extend far ftiough from the rod ends

to allow the rod to be put in place without bending
same. The theory of this rigid tie rod is that the

street traffic and pressure on the outside of the

rails should be provided against, as well as the car

thrusts on the inside. The top of the tie rod should
be placed at the center, between the top and bot-

tom of rails, better to accommodate the paving,

especially if brick or stone is adopted for the wear-
ing surface.

The construction for rail foundations consists

of digging a trench 20 inches wide on top and 16

inches wide on bottom by enough depth to get
six inches below the rails when same is to estab-

lished grade.

In this trench, at lo-foot intervals, are placed
wooden blocks, eight by 10 by 16 inches, and the

rails spiked securely to these blocks, which serve

to hold the rails while same are being laid and
tamped to surface, the joints being held in position

by temporary splices.

After nicely gauging, aligning and surfacing the

track, the trenches are filled with concrete, bedding
the base of the rails up to the bottom of the pro-

posed paving.
This concrete which is placed in the trenches

around the rails is composed of crushed stone meas-
uring not more than one-half inch in greatest di-

mension, mixed with Portland cement and do-
mestic cement and sand.

The quantities of the above are mixed, two parts

sand, one-half part Portland cement, one-half part

domestic cement and five parts crushed rock, all

by measure. Great care should be taken to get

the mortar flushed close against the rails and bring
same full up under rail trams. The concrete in

the trenches should be allowed about six days
to set; however, this depends upon the condition

of the atmosphere, as it sets much more rapidly

in warm than in cold or chilly weather.

The concrete for paving foundation may be com-
posed of one part domestic cement, two parts sand
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and four parts broken stone by measure, the broken
stone to be not larger than 2H inches. in the great-
est dimension.

All concrete to be thoroughy tamped till mortar
flushes to surface.

After the concrete has set cast-weld joints shall

be formed at all joints, including the special work
which may be needed.
The cast-weld joint on 80-pound rails should

weigh 150 pounds, and on loo-pound rails 200
pounds additional metal, the additional metal to

be composed of two-thirds pig-iron and one-third
common scrap-iron. The metal should be heated
to a bright yellow temperature and each joint

formed with one pouring. The depressing clamps
should remain in place for at least one hour after

the pouring, and the surface of the rails finally

dressed smooth, so that the transition of the

car will be the same as a continuous rail. In
preparing the joint better result as to smoothness
is obtained by inserting a thin shim between the

rails than placing the rails too close to admit said

shim. These cast-welded joints should be so
formed as to admit the wearing surface of the
pavement with least amount of interference prac-

ticable.

As a general proposition, the wearing surface of

the paving should be composed of the same
material as the balance of the street; otherwise there

will be an undue amount of vehicle travel on the

street-railway tracks, and consequently more fre-

quent accidents will occur, as well as a more limited

durability to said wearing surface.

For instance, if the street is paved with asphalt

and the track with brick or stone, heavy loads on
slight grades will be driven on the stone or brick,

for the reason the latter material furnishes a better

footing and keeps the grease well in play in the

wheel boxes. On the contrary, it the street-railway

tracks are paved with asphalt and the street roadway
with brick or stone, the drivers of light vehicles will

immediately seek to occupy the street-railway

tracks, as well as some of the other class.

At all times attention should be paid to drainage,

and at street crossings where the established grade -

is level the surface of the tracks on one side should

be elevated several inches, to prevent the retention

of water pools.

At all changes of grade the rails should be bent
to form vertical curves and no joints allowed in

said vertical curves, as it is almost impracticable

to form a uniform curve unless shop work is re-

sorted to.

There is no economy in trying to construct a

railway too hastily, as in so doing inferior work
is generally entered and a future expense the result.

The special work, turnouts, crossings and cross-

overs should be of cast- steel construction, except
steam-railway crossings, which is best of regular
built-up work located on the foundation. The
tongue of turnout switches should be placed on
the high or superelevated rail of the curve's; other-

wise the guard rail of the mate should extend
full length of casting on which the tongue is

located. All curves of a radius under 300 feet should
be provided with guard rail, and curves of less

than 50 feet radius should be double-guarded.
A very important item as a matter of economy

in the construction of street railways is the contract

and specifications. This document should cover,

without doubt, all that is intended to complete the

whole line, and in street-railway construction there

is so much to consider that often items are left

out or neglected which finally become very serious

and costly matters.

In the matter of maintenance, when a line is con-
structed as herein provided the maintenance ques-
tion is thrown almost entirely on car equipment,
involving the several items, wheel base, double or
single trucks, diameter of wheels, properly -applied

springs and height of cars.

The longer the wheel base the less durable the
curve.

Single trucks will batter out frogs, switches and
joints more rapidly than double trucks. This last

also applies to diameter of wheels, weight of cars,

and last, but not leas'-, the springs beneath the trucks
and car body.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, October 23.—The section of the Third
Avenue railroad from the power house at Sixty-
fifth street to One-hundred-and-twenty-nintrh street

was shut down at two o'clock yesterday morning,
and the work of changing it from a cable road
to a conduit electric line was pushed forward with
great rapidity. It was expected by Superintendent
Robertson to have the cars in operation this morn-
ing.

At a meeting of the new- board of directors of

the Electric Vehicle company chosen at the recent

annual meeting of stockholders, R. McAllister
Lloyd was elected president, in place of Isaac L.

Rice, who retired owing to other pressing business.

An executive committee, composed of Isaac L.

Rice. John Jacob Astor, George H. Day and Mar-
tin Maloney, was chosen.

It is rumored that at a special meeting of the

stockholders of the Kings County Electric Light
and Power company, which has been advertised for

October 30th. the long-talked-of consolidation of

the electric-light and power business of the bor-
ough of Brooklyn with that of the borough of
Manhattan will be consummated through a transfer
of the company's stock to William C. Whitney's
New York Electric Light, Heat and Power com-
pany. The report, however, has been denied and
the further statement made that the meeting has
been called for another purpose.

Mr. Frank J. Sprague and Miss Harriet Chapman
Jones, daughter of Captain H. R. Jones, U. S. A.,
retired, were married October nth, at Hill
View, the home of the bride's parents, in New
Hartford, Conn.
At a recent meeting of the executive committee

of the Erie Canal Electric Traction company, - it

was decided to adopt for use upon canals, including
the Erie, the storage-battery motor, subject to the
approval in this state of the superintendent of pub-
lic works. These motors are the invention of the
Columbia and Electric Vehicle company of Hart-
ford, Conn., and the Electric Storage Battery com-
pany of Philadelphia.

Professor Amos Dolbear of Tufts College, Bos-
ton, has made good his statement of a few days
ago that he would bring action against Marconi
for alleged infringement of a patent. Professor
Dolbear has a patent for the "art" of wireless teleg-
raphy which, his lawyer alleges, covers the entire
held of telegraphing without wires. Notice to
appear on November 6th in the United States Cir-
cuit Court has been served on Marconi. It was
issued by Commissioner Shields. The complainant
is Lyman C. Learned of Massachusetts,
The Electric Boat company has purchased the

stock and assets of the Electro Dynamic company
of Philadelphia, including its factories at Philadel-
phia and Newark, with an old and well-established
business. At a meeting of the directors of the
Electric Boat company Clement A. Griscom, Will-
iam M. Potts and L. T. Paul were elected directors.
A blockade on the Brooklyn elevated railroad on

Myrtle avenue, near Bridge street. Saturday morn-
ing, was the indirect cause of the death of two
persons and injuring of six others. A motor car
had broken down, and as the trains became blocked
the passengers left the cars and walked on the foot-
paths to the nearest station. One car started up, and
a boy hanging on the gate struck against seven men
who were walking on the footpath and knocked
them to the street below. One of the men was
killed and a colored woman near by who saw the
disaster died of heart disease. M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., October 21.—The shareholders of
the Royal Electric company of Montreal have au-
thorized the directors of that company to increase
the capital stock to double its present amount. The
present capital is $1,500,000, so that the increase will

make it $3,000,000. For the time being, however,
only $750,000 new stock will be issued, this being
decided upon by the directors at a later meeting.
The announcement of this large increase in the

capital stock of the Royal Electric company came
as something of a surprise to the "street," as it

was expected that an increase of only $750,000 would
be asked for.

The work on the new power house of the Ottawa
Street Railway company is aboiit completed. There
are three new sets of water-wheels, the hydraulic
machinery being manufactured by the Stilwell-

Bierce and Smith-Vaile company of Dayton, Ohio.
The new plant will be used at all times except in

the case of accident, when the present plant will

be used in its stead. The shaft of the new set of

water-wheels will be common to all and will be
connected directly with the dynamos, which will

revolve at the rate of 100 revolutions per minute.
The Cataract Sower company has offered to fur-

nish electric power to pump the water supply of

the city of Hamilton, Ont., by electricity. The
company offered to supply electric power at such a

figure that the proposed increase in the water
service and a continuous fire pressure could be
secured at a less figure than the city is at present
paying. If the city makes a contract for 20 years

the company will supply the necessary new pumps,
motors, buildings, water mains, etc., at the actual

cost. It is estimated that the Cataract company's
offer would effect a saving to the city of $1,400 a

year.

Many of the leading stock brokers of Montreal
visited the electric works of the Royal Electric

company of Montreal at Chambly recently. The
first point of interest was the magnificent concrete
dam which extends first across the Chambly River
for a distance of 550 feet, then down the river 1,627

feet, and then inshore another 320 feet, thus form-
ing a Z. The dam makes the head race or supply
pond, which provides the water to the power house
for the generation of the electric power. The
power house is a steel structure inclosed in brick.

At present there are two exciters and four huge
generators in operation, but there is room for four

more generators, which will be placed in position

as soon as the necessity arises. Each generator has

a capacity of 2,500 horse power, making the total

quantity at present 10.000 horse power, and the

ultimate capacity will be 20,000 horse power.

Among the visitors was Mr. W. R. Eckart of San
Francisco, the representative of the Blue Lakes and
San Francisco Electrical company, which is putting

in a plant to supply power from the Blue Lakes in
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Nevada to San Francisco, a distance of 130 miles,

with a voltage of 60,000 volts, the highest voltage

ever attempted. The machinery has been ordered

from the Stanley Electric company of Pittsfield,

Mass., the associate company of the Royal Electric

company, which designed the latter's machinery,

and the special object of Mr. Eckart's visit was to

inspect this machinery. A. V. W.

PERSONAL.
Morris Franklin Tyler, the new treasurer of the

Yale University Corporation, is president of the

Southern New England Telephone company. He
is a lawyer and prominent man of affairs in New
Haven.

The body of John Mason Jackson, late secretary

and treasurer of the Western Electric company, has

been brought from Honolulu, where he died on
July 6, 1898, and was interred, after a brief service

at the grave, in Oakwoods Cemetery, Chicago, on
October 22d.

The engagement of Miss Cecelia Miles, daughter

•of General and Mrs. Miles, to Capt. Samuel Reber,

United States Army, is announced. Captain Reber
is a member of General Miles' staff, and served in

the war with Spain as colonel of volunteers. He is

interested in electrical investigation and was one of

the judges for the department of electricity at the

World's Fair.

At the last account Mr. W. J. Johnston, former
publisher of the Electrical World, was in Japan in

his tour around the world. About the middle of De-
cember, after "doing" Japan. Corea and China, Mr.
Johnston proposes to go to Manila. From the

Philippines, he is to complete the circle of the globe

hy visits to .Java, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece,

'Spain, etc., and after attending the Paris Exposition,

he expects t(j be back in New York about June or

July, 1900. The total distance traveled will have
ieen about 40,000 miles.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
XFnder an act of Congress the Bureau of Naviga-

tion of the Navy Department is inviting sealed pro-

posals until November 2d for the installation of a

125-volt, 3C0-kilowatt electric-lighting plant at the

United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
Prospective bidders desiring information regarding

ithis contract can obtain it upon application to A. C.

Crowninshield, Navy Department, Washington,

D. C, or to the superintendent of the academy
at Annapolis.

A dispatch from Visalia, Cal., states that the

Mount Whitney Electric company of that city has

perfected arrangements with the Hanford Electric

company, whereby power and light for Hanford,

Lemoore and all the West Side territory will be

furnished by the Visalia station. At present Han-
ford is supplied with electricity by the Fresno com-
pany, but the service is poor, owing to the lack of

water supply for generating the current. The
Mount Whitney system has a capacity of 10,000

horse power and the water supply is unlimited.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Covington, Cincinnati and Erlanger Street

Railroad company has been incorporated in Cov-

ington, Ky., with a capital stock of $250,000.

The Decatur (III) Traction and Electric company
"has been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,-

000. The incorporators are D. S. Shellabarger, W.
L. Shellabarger, L. C. Shellabarger.

A novel suit has been brought against the Union
Elevated Railroad company of Chicago by Leopold

M. Stern, who claims five cents damages for breach

of contract. The plaintiff says that while he waited

at a loop station one day for a car, two trains passed

by without stopping. He demanded the return of his

money and it was refused him.

The annual meeting of the stockholders and di-

rectors of the Joliet Railroad company was held

on October 23d at Joliet, III. It was announced at

the meeting that the company had acquired all

rights for the operation of a line from Lemont to

Chicago and that work would soon be commenced
on the extension. It was given out also that the

Joliet Railroad company would pass into the hands

of the American Railway company, which now owns
lines in Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Dayton and
Springfield, O. The following-named were elected

directors for the year: Walter Davis, Henry P.

Cox, J. E. Burnham, Edward Winslow, Edward
"Woodman and George F. Duncan of Portland, Me.,

and W. B. McKinfey of Chicago.

which his company controls, the Columbia and Elec-
tric Vehicle company is in position to furnish dur-
ing the coming year an output of at least 8,000 auto-
mobiles, representing at present prices a .grass
business of about $20,000,000. The exclusive right
to purchase the entire output of the Columbia com-
pany is assured, he says, by contract to the Electric
Vehicle company, which thus becomes the sole
agency for its disposal. The Eleetric Vehicle, com-
pany has adopted the policy of organizing trans-
portation companies throughout the country, each
vested with the exclusive right to purchase for oper-
ation and sale within its territory the product con-
trolled by the Electric Vehicle company. The Illi-

nois Electric Vehicle Transportation company is

the authorized licensee company operating in Chi-
cago.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Cumberland Falls (Ky.) Power company has

been organized, with a capital stock of $500,000 for
the purpose of erecting an electric-power plant at a
cost of $150,000. The following-named are officers

of the company: President, C. W. Banta; treasurer,

L. H. Morgan, Louisville, Ky. ; secretary, James C.

Allin, Louisville.

The Connecticut capitalists who own the Watauga
Lighting and Power company and the Johnson .City

and Carnegie street railway of Johnson City, Tenn.,
have awarded the contract for building a dam in

Watauga River, near Johnson City, and propose op-
erating their plants by means of electricity produced
by water power. The cost of improveiuents is esti-

mated at $25,000.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey

City has issued a little pamphlet concerning the
use of Dixon's Ticonderoga flake graphite for

cylinders and valves.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has
just issued a circular giving description and prices

of its new switch, Eaco. It is promised that the
popularity of Eaco tape will give the trade con-
fidence in any article the Appliance company may
put on the market under the name of Eaco.

The hre report for the quarter ended October loth

has been issued by the electrical bureau of the Na-
' tional Board of Fire Underwriters. It includes sev-

eral accounts of electrical fires reported by the vari-

ous electrical inspection departments of the bureau,

the fires noted being selected with a view to illus-

trating the less common conditions under which
electrical troubles occur.

A catalogue devoted to the use of cable and in-

sulated wire was distributed to the delegates and
visitors in attendance at the street-railway conven-
tion by the Safety Insulated Wire and Cable com-
pany of New York city. Illustrations and dimension
tables of the different wires and cables for telephone,

telegraph, electric-light, street-railway, submarine,
power-transmission and police and fire-alarm service

are given, besides several valuable testimonials and
tables, showing the properties of copper wires.

Not to be outdone by others, the Victor Tele-

phone Manufacturing company of Chicago comes
out with a well-printed house organ, the Victor
Telephone Journal, the first number being for the

month of October. It will be issued "every little

while,", probably once a month. The first number
is very creditable to Mr. William T. Blaine, the

editor—an old newspaper man, by the way—and is

enriched with fine portraits of the officers of the

company and illustrated descriptions of Victor ap-

paratus.

A bulletin is being distributed to the trade by
the Western Electric coinpany, which illustrates and
dwells upon the merits of a new type Sunbeam 16

candle power street-railway lamp which the com-
pany manufactures. The filament of the lamp is

in the shape of a loop and is made particularly to

withstand the vibration and variation in voltage

usually existing in railway service. The lamps
are made for use in series on 500, 550 or 6oc-volt

circuits. A catalogue, illustrating all makes of

the new type Sunbeam lamps, is about to be issued

by the company.

TELEGRAPH.

AUTOMOBILES.
The world's record for speed for an automobile,

held by Paris, was broken in the same city a few-
days ago by a representative of an automobile com-
pany, who, it is said, averaged 46 1-3 miles an hour
during a run of six hours, without a single stop,

over ordinary country roads.

It has been stated that Mr. Isaac L. Rice of

the Electric Vehicle company that by means of the

-Siemens and Halske Electric company of America,

The Guardian Trust company of Chicago is said

to have secured absolute control in the United States

of the patents of the Pollak-Virag automatic tele-

graph system. It is expected that the machines used
in its operation will shortly arrive in Chicago, and
the first test of their workings in this country will

then be made.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The University of Pennsylvania offers a four-year

course in electrical engineering, leading' to the

degree of bachelor of science in electrical engi-

neering, and a similar course in mechanical engi-

neering. Circulars giving information regarding the

courses of instruction offered in these departments
have been recently issued by the university.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The French navy is said to be installing a system

of wireless telegraphy between the lighthouses along
the French coast. :,

At a recent meeting of the Chicago City Council
an ordinance was passed transferring $2^500 from
the street-lighting fund for the extension of the fire-

alarm and telegraph system, so as to put the wires
underground.

A dispatch from Havana says that an attempt will
shortly be made to connect Havana and Key West
by the Marconi system of wireless telegraphy. It is

claimed that if this is successful it will reduce the
expense of cabling to New York by more than half.

A paper by H. M. Biebel of the Western Elec-
tric company, on "The Development of Constant-
current Arc Lighting," will be read at the regular
meeting of the Chicago Electrical association, No-
vember 3d. The meetings are held in room 1741,
Monadnock building, at 8 p. m.

The Navy Department has received the following
bids (all the electrical work included) for furnishing
the power plant and operating machinery for the
dry dock to be constructed at the League Island,

Pa., navy yard: Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company, Pittsburg, Pa., from $243,415 to

$236,290; United company of New York, $223,300;
Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific company of New York,
$199,500.

The power of the city of Chicago to compel tele-

phone and telegraph companies to put their wires
underground in districts where the terms of their

franchises permit overhead equipment is to be
tested in the Thirty-second ward. Aid. Nelson has
introduced in the City Council an order requiring
the commissioner of public works to compel the

burial of the wires within a year from November ist,

and it is proposed to make a test case of it. The
corporation counsel has approved the measure. An
important point involved is whether the Western
Union Telegraph company, which has no city

franchise, but operates under an act of Congress
entitling it to the use of highways, can be compelled
to remove its poles, and also whether the city has
sufficient control over the poles to warrant taxing
them, as it has been proposed to do.

TRADE NEWS.
The Hercules Electric Drill company of Denver,

Colo., has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

$5,000,000, by Samuel Lesem, Celestine Wisebart,
Louis Lesem, Edgar P. Long and William K. Burch-
inell.

The Lea Manufacturing company of Elwood, Ind.,

manufacturer of the well-known Lea arc lamp and
other electrical apparatus, announces that it has
appointed the W. R. Garton company, Chicago,
as its general western agent.

The Drawbaugh Electrical company of Camden.
N. J., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$25,000 to manufacture electrical supplies. The in-

corporators are : Samuel L. Kent, Clifton Heights,
Pa. ; Charles A. Gladding, Philadelphia ; Elias Mcs-
ler, Pensauken, N. J. ; Brenton N.- Newcomb, Phila-

delphia.

"Federal salt" is a compound that is being put on
the market by the Federal Battery company of New
York city, to take the place of sal ammoniac for bat-
teries. With the use of this salt it is claimed that

the voltage of almost every battery now using sal

ammoniac can be raised and in addition that the life

of the cell will be increased ^,2 per cent. The Federal
batteries, made by the same company, are also said

to possess many very good points and to have an
efficiency above all others.

BUSINESS.
The General Incandescent Arc Light company, 572-

578 First avenue. New York, announces that it has
absorbed the Wright Discount Meter company, and
that all inquiries regarding the Wright system of
charging addressed to it, or any of its various offices,

will receive prompt and careful attention.

The Illinois Electric company of Chicago has se-

cured the agency for the Peerless transformers, man-
ufactured by the Warren Electric and Specialty
company, Warren, Ohio, and has taken an order
for xS of the transformers to be shipped to the
Wooster Electric Light company, Wooster, Ohio.

John L. Peterson & Co. of Galesburg, 111., suc-
cessors to A. W. Knutson & Co., manufacturers of

the Knutson arc-lamp clutch, are placing on the
market a one-piece upper and lower carbon holder
in which much interest is said to be taken by the
are-light fraternity. This is said to be the only
one-piece holder on the market. The firm will be
pleased to send further particulars on request.

The H. E. Plass Electric Supply com-
pany of New York is manufacturing a line of up-
to-date and attractive electrical novelties, includ-

ing electric scarf-pins, ruby lamps, illuminated

roses for wearing and for decorative purposes.
Everyone interested in electrical novelties is re-

quested to correspond with the Plass company. The
specialties are well adapted for the holiday trade.
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634,862. Tool for Electricians. James N. Baggett,
Bartow, Fla. Application filed July 19, 1898.

The tool has a handle fitted with a cap which forms a
lamp-plug socket and is provided with connected wire-
tapp'Dg devices.

634,871. Switching Apparatus. Alexander T.
Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Wilbert
L. Smith, trustee. Application filed May 11,

1896.

The apparatus comprises fixed terminals each formed
wiih a serif s of electrically connected branches or arms,
additional fixed terminals each formed with a series of
electrically cocnected branches or arms crossing the
former branches cr arms, circuits connected to the fixed
terminals, and tprminals normally connected to the cir-
cuits and movable between the electrically connected
branches cr arms of the fixed terminal?.

634,903. Electric-motor Frame. Edmund C. Mor-
gan, Chicago, III., assignor to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg. Pa. Application filed March 24, 1892.

Renewed August 31, 1899.

A tmck-axle is combined with a motor y'eldingly sus-
pended with reference to the axle, a swineioe frame
mounted on ihe axle and adapted to euide the motor, and
attachments en the motcr for the reception of the swinging
ends of the swinging frame,

634.911. Thermostat. George F. Richardson, Hart-
ford, Conn. Application filed May 19, 1899.

A bar adapted to expand and contract by heat and cold is

connected to a pivoted electrode which vibrates by the
expansion and contraction of ttie bar, and two fixed elec-
trodes are adapted to respectively make contact with the
pivoted electrode accordingly as it is vibrated one way or
the oihpr

634.912. Mechanism for Electrically Illuminated
Devices. John S. Richardson, Samuel Jevons
and William A. Gent, Birmingham, England.
Application filed September 24, 1898.

Lamps and circuit connections are combined with a

double switch controllm" the circuits to the lamps, a

solenoid and weight, a switch for diverting the current
through the srlenoid when the cere and weight have
reached their lowest position, and means for operaiine the
double switch, the means being operated by the rising
movement of the soleno d ^rd weight.

Issued October ly, iSgg.

ranged to be enpaged by the plates and adapted to return
them within the casing, and-a locking device for engaging
the carrier.

635.006. Insulated Handle for Electrical Apparatus.
John J. Walsh, Yonkers, N. Y. Application
filed March 10, 1899.
An insulating hub for the shafts of rheostats and other

electrical apparatus is described consisting of two separate
parts of insulating material bolted together and keyed to
the shaft.

635.007. Telegraph-wire Joint. Thomas D. Wil-
kinson, Portland, Me. Application filed April
25, 1899.

A telegraph-w're connector consisting of two integral
parallel luhes, the diagonal opposle ends of which are
closed and having curving or tipering surfaces.

635:

635:

NO. 635.130. 535

634,932. Lightning" Arrester for Electric Circuits.

Herbert C. Wirt, Schenectady, N. -Y., assignor
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed July 12, iSgg.

635:

The invention consists of the combination with a supply
circuit, of a plurality of translating devices connected
therewith, each translating device containing a lighming
arrester bridging its terminals, and a ground branch for
the circuit common to several lightning arresters.

634,933. Antiseptic and Germicide Attachment for
Telephones. Albert E. Woolf, New York, N.
Y. Application filed March i6, 1899.

An attachment to a telephone is described which consists
of a movable cover havingapplied to its inner side a re-
ceptacle for a germicide, and a germicide or antiseptic
contained therein, whereby, when the telephone is in use,
the receptacle and germicide may be removed from the
opening of the mouthpieCe, and when not in use the cover
may be closed upon the mouthpiece,

634,937- Speed Indicator. Harold W. Buck.
Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed August 7, 1899.

The indicator comprises a dynamo-electric generator,
means for communicating to the generator a moticn which
is a function of the motion of a moving body, a source of
constant counter-electromotive force, and an indicator in

the generating circuit responsive to changes of voltage,
but calibrated to indicate varying speeds of the body.

634,940. Combination Push Button and Fire
Alarm. \Yilliam A. Guthrie, Durham, and
Joseph B. Underwood, Fayetteville, N. C.
Application filed January 21, 1898.

Comprised in the constructicn of the invention are a
base, two spring-contact plates, a plug of fusible metal,
a cap for enclosing the operative parts and a push button.

634.965. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Elihu
Thomson. Sw'ampscott, Mass., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed December 31, 1897.

The instrument has a magnetic motor mechanism for
giving movement to the indicator away from the zero posi-
tion, and a magnetic return mechanism opposing the motor
mechanism and returning the indicator to the zero or
in'tial position, the motor and return mechanisms being
subject to like changes in the strength of the energizing
magnet or maenets.

634,979. Electric Motor for Driving Motor Car-
riages, Winches or Stationary Machinery.
Henry W. Headland, London, England. Ap-
plication filed January 18, 1S98.

The field-magnet hub of the motor runs loosely on a
spindle, on which is fixed the armature, both rotating in
opposite directions. Other features are a bevel wheel on
the field-maenet hub, a bevel wheel on the armature
spindle, the conicity of the two bevel wheels being toward
each other, bevel-wheel gearing engaging therewith ar-
ranged between the bevel wheels, and a framing provided
with bearings for the spindles and surrounding and con-
tainiog the whole motor and gearing.

634,994. Automatic Telephone Directory. John B. ^35:

Neuendorff. San Antonio, Tex. Application
filed May 25, 1899.
A device is described which comprises a casing, ver-

tically movable plates mounted in the casing and adapted
to be withdrawn thErefrom, a spring-actuated carrier ar-

NO. 635.132.

,ooS. Telephonic Apparatus. George L. An-
ders, London, England. Application filed May
12, 1899.

There are combined a fixed transmitter having projpct-
ing metallic horns or clips connected to the line, a receiver
provided with a metallic nm adapted to engage with ihe
horns or clip = , and a ring-ng key located in the receiver,
one terminal of the key being permanently connected to

the rim of tbe receiver, the other termmal being connected
through a flexible lead to the transmitter.

,010. Means for Testing Signaling Circuits.

Henry C. Bundy, Watertown, N. Y., assignor
to the Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph com-
panjs New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 16, 1899.

Means for testing a section of a normally closed circuit
are described, the section having a break device and bell
therein, and comprising a resistance arranged in shuiit to

the break device and bell, and sufficient to prevent a
short-circuit thereof.

,058. Electric Incandescent Lamp. William J.

Phelps, Elmwood, 111. Application filed May
23, 1898.

The lamp comprises an exhausted globe, a plurality of
incandescing filaments or sections, a sleeve having an
annular ridge adapted to engage the holding device of a

socket and constituting one electrical terminal of the
lamp, and means operated by the rotation of the lamp for
affecting the flow of current to the iilaments or to the sec-
tion of one filament.

,080. System of Stopping Steam Engines. Ar-
thur J. Purinton. Waterbury, and John R.
Reynolds, Hartford, Conn., assignors to the

Monarch Manufacturing company. Waterbury,
Conn. Application filed July 20, 1899.

An electromagnetic stop is connected with a thro't'e
valve in the steam main, and an electromagnetic vacuum
breaker is connected with the condenser. When the cir-

cuit is closed the vacuum breaker is free and allowed to

operate and open a passage from the outer air to the con-
denser chamber.

6Z:

635.

NO. 635.159.

1,130. Switch-signaling Device. Charles Fearon
and William E. Bradley, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed April 9, 1S98.

The deviL-e I'as a casing wth a concave upper face and
oscillatable in proper bearmis, in coinbiniiion wft^ one
or more Hue terraii^als situaied in and movable with the
casing, a gravity swirch suspended in the casing and
adapted to make and break contact with the terminal or
terminals as the c ising oscillates from one position to the
other, and a switch rail situated immediately over and
in operative position with respect to the face of the casing
and so as to turn the casing as it is movpd and thus shift
the terminals with reference to the gravity switch. ^See
cut.)

131. Electric Heater.
York, N. Y.
A heater is desci ibed which comprises a minor helis of

resilient resistant wire coiled into a compound hp|ix. com-
bined with a surport consisting of a helical insulating rod
extended parallel with the minor helix' and exterior to the
minor convolutions thereof.

,132. Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New
York. N. Y. Original application filed Janu-
ary 31, 1898. Divided and this application filed

May 18, 1898.

This heater ccmprises a skeleton or open-work support
in the general form of a tube, and a helix of resistant wire

Edward E. Gold, New
Application filed January 31, 1898.

wound helically around the support, whereby air may cir-
culate between the meshes of the belix and through the
openings into atjd put of the interior of the support, an'd
into contact wi(b all portions of the heated resistant
wire. (See cut.)

635.133- Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New-
York, N. Y. Original application filed Janu-
ary 31, 1898. Divided and this application filed
January 9, 1899.

In the heater are combined an open helix of resistant
wire having sufficient stiffness or resilience to retain its
helical form, and a support therefor consisting solely of a
stiff rod or rods extended parallel with and exterior to the
hells and miking tangential contact with tbe convolutions
thereof at two points separated less than the diameter o£
tbe resistant helix, so as to permit tbe fatter to enter only
partly between the su-^porting rods,

635.139- Regulating Electric Motors. Martin T.
A. Kubierschky, Berlin, Germany. Applica-
tion filed August 4, 1899.

A circuit of substantiatty c instant potential is combined
with iwo sources of current of inversttly variable electro-
motive force, means for combining the electromotive
forces, and means for impress ng the resultant electra-
motive force on the circuit,

635,140. Electric Gas Lighter. Georg O. Lent-
schat, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Kolner
Wassermesser Werk Gesellschaft mit Be-
schrankter Haftung, Cologne, Germany. Ap-
plication filed April 9, 1S98.

Features of the lighter are a plug or part closing the gas
opening to the burner, a disk pivotally mounted upon the
plug adapied to control the supply of gas to the burner, the
plug and di-^k being provided with a set or series of bored
holes, the disk also having a toothed or ratchet edge, a.
star-shaped armature pivoted upon the perforated plug,
the armature being provided with a pawl engaging with the
toothed edge of tbe perforated disk, electromagnets asso-
ciated with the armature adap-ed to effect its rotation
upon the pivot, and a spring acting upon the armature io
a direction opposed to ttie action cf the electromagnets.

635,159- Electric Meter,
scott, Mass., assi_
company of New York,
tember 10, 1897.

Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
nor to the G&eral Electric

Application filed Sep-

An induction wattmeter for alternating currents is de-
scribed which comprises a current coil, a potential coil of
phase displaced fiom that of the current coil, and two
armatures upon the same shaft coacting to impart torque--
thereto and respectively within the fields of the current
and potential coils. (See cut.)

NO. 635 252.

635,172. Push Button. Adolph C Meier, Sedalia,.
Mo. Application filed July 7, 1899.
The push button has a disk of non-conducting material,

a noQ-rotatable screw-eye with its head or eye secured 'ta-

the disk, an inclosing casine, a button, and a spring contact
between tbe button and screw-eye. ]

635,195. Telephone-call Register. John Shannon^
Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed February 23,.
1S99.

Combined with a registering mechinism having an ac-
tuating ^bafci^a tripywheel spiined on the actuating
shaft and capable of sliding laterally thereon, the wheel
having teeth adapted to be brought into the path of
the rinei ig-crnnk of a telephone, for intermittently operat-
ing the trio-wheel and the registering mechanism by tbe-
turning cf the crank.

635,252. Electric Railway. Lyman D. Howard,.
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed September
30, 1 891.

In the system described are combined a roadway, a.
series of isolated pits along the roadway, each pit having
a rising-and-falling counterbalanced wheel adapted tO'
contact with a contact on the vehicle, a rising-and-falling
contact carried by the wheel, a vertically yielding contact
mounted in the pit and adapted to engage wiih that con-
necced with the wheel, a stationary contact, a hood
or casing for the stationary contact, a main conductor
extending along the roadway, and a series of branch
coaductors respe-tiv-Iy connecting the main conductor
with the stationary contacts. (See cut.)

635,262. Trolley Wheel. John H. Lester and)
George H. Lester, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed January 31, 1899.
The wheel comprises a rim and body of soft electrical

conouctin^ metal provided with a central cyiindricaB
socket extended inwardly from one side of the body a dis-
tance sufficient to leave a portion of the body between the-
base of ihe socket and the other wall of the body.

635,276. Magneto-electric Machine. Elisha B. Cut-
ten, Butte. Mont., assignor to Josiah Mahon,.
New York, N. Y. Application filed August
19, 1899.

There are in combination with the nortnal armature cir-
cuit and a shunt circuit, a switch for opening and closing
the latter, the switch consisting of a rotating part or disk
in the shut t circuit, the disk Laving interruptions in its
conducting contact surface, and an interrupter making
contqct with ihe disk and movable to vary the point of
contact relatively to the armature poles.

635,280. Combined Pump and Motor. Niels A.
Christensen, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filej
December 30, 1S96.

A frame with an oil chamber is combined with a shaft
provided with a crank or eccentric inclosed in the cham-
ber, a cylinder formed with or attached to ttie frame and
opening at one end into the chamber, a piston fitted to
work in the cylinder and connected with the crank or
eccentric, a motor base attached to the frame and forming
a cover for the oil chamber, an armature supported upon
the base and connected by eears with the crank-shaft, and
a gear case attached to tbe frame and motor base and
forming therewith an inclosure for the gears and a recep-
tacle for holding oil. the frame ^ear case and motor base
completely inclosing and protecting the driving connection
of the pump and the crank-shaft terminating within tbe-
gear-case-, whereby a stuffing bos therefor is dispensed;
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Niagara Power Company's Great Ex-
tension.

Bids lor the construction of a new wlieel-pit

have been received by the Niagara Falls Power
company, and this means that another big power
house will also be built. The site of this proposed
extensive new work on the part of the big power
company at the falls is well portrayed in Fig. i.

The view is one showing the inlet canal, and at the

right are to be seen the inlets, or a portion of

them, which will feed the new penstocks. To the

left will be seen the transformer station in its en-

larged form, the section on
the near side of the gable

having been built during

the past summer. Running
off in the distance is the

Niagara-Buffalo transmis-

sion line. The buildings in

the center are the carborun-

dum, graphite and other

factories, while to the right,

where the earth is thrown
up, is the site of the new
flax-fiber plant.

No picture was ever taken

that gives a better idea of

the wheel-pit and its instal-

lation than that shown in

Fig. 2. The view was taken

nnmediately beneath the
floor of the dynamo room,
and the turbine shafts and
penstocks are to be seen.

One of the most interest-

ing pieces of brickwork in

the country is that in the

lining of the big wheel-pit.

This pit is over 400 teet

long, 179 feet deep and has
a width of 20 feet. The ob-
ject in lining the pit was
to prevent the walls brealv-

ing away as a result of dis-

integration, and to build the

lining took nearly 2,500,000
brick. At the time of the

construction of the original

section of the wheel-pit it

was not lined, but when the

extension of the pit was
built, the new part was im-
mediately lined, and as soon
as the new section was fin-

ished men were set to work
lining the original section.

In this first part of the pit

nearly 1.000,000 brick were
used, and in the new sec-

tion there have been placed
about 1,250,000 brick. The
brick wall below the turbine

deck has a thickness of 20
inches, and from this point,

part way up the pit, there

is a 16-inch wall, after which
a 12-inch wall cuts in and
runs to near the top. The
"he.Hder" and "stietcher"

method of laying the brick

was employed in the work,
and the men wf'rked at

night, as the electric crane

used in lowering machinery
into the pit was in use dur-

ing the daytime. The con-
tractor for the work was
A. C. Douglass of Niagara
Falls.

The fact that the tunnel

of the Niagara Falls Power
company was built for 120.-

000 horse power adds inter-

est lo the view of Fig. 3.

which shows the portal of the tunnel as it is to-day,

eight turbines having been installed. It will be ob-

served that the water pours, out of it with tremendous
force. In Fig. 4 the effect of this stream on the cur-

rent of the lower river is well illustrated. The stream

from the tunnel strikes the river, plunging and danc-

ing, and for all that back of the main body of the

stream there is the awful force of all the water

that falls over the precipice every minute, the cur-

rent of the stream is diverted—on the surface, at

least—and the outpouring water from the tunnel

strikes clear across the river to the Canadian shore.

The white portion of the river to the left of the

picture is foam that has come down the river from

the falls. It will be noticed that the stream from

the tunnel changes the course of this foam over

to the Canadian side. In this fact is demonstrated
that the grade of the tunnel was well calculated, in

order that the water that flows from the turbines

might be discharged through the tail race with
efficiency. It is not an indication that a great
amount of water is being used, but is ample evi-

dence that the Niagara Falls Power company built

well. The success of that company in developing
the power of Niagara is an e.xaniple to other power
companies contemplating the development of any
power that it pays to build all work most substan-
tially. In all that the Niagara Falls Power coni-

Ft^. Portal of the Tunnel.
4. Etfect of Tunnel Stream on Current of the River.

Fig. I. Site of New Extension.

NIAGARA FALLS POWER COMPANV.

pany has accomplished for the electrical and engi-
neering fields nothing has stood out more promi-
nently than the fact that it pays to plan with the

greatest of care, and then build with equal care.

The incorporation of the Columbus, Buck-
eye Lake antl Newark Traction company, with its

principal office at Columbus, O., was authorized re-

cently. The company will operate an electric rail-

way in the counties of Franklin and Licking. The
tracks will be laid from Columbus to Newark with

a branch road to Buckeye Lake. Among the in-

corporators of the company, which is capitalized

at $100,000, are M. Spellacy, A. J. Warner and W. A.

Carlisle.

Boston Elevated Railway.

General William A. Bancroft, who has been ad-
vanced from the position of vice-president, which
he held in conjunction with his office of general
manager, to the presidency of the Boston Elevated
Railway company, recently addressed the New Eng-
land Railroad Club on the subject of street rail-

ways, and ga\'e some interesting particulars regard-
ing the great system of which he is the directing
head. In part he said:

"The surface system now operates cars in 12 dif-

ferent municipalities, with Boston as the center, and
Chelsea, Everett, iVIalden,

Medforcl, Somerville, Ar-
lington, Belmont, Cam-
bridge. Watertown. New-
ton and Brookline within
the radial territory.

"The plans approved by
the state railroad commis-
sioners for the elevated sys-
tem now under construc-
tion provide for only a few
stations, upon the under-
standing that if rapid transit
is to be attained stops must
be infrequent. Surface cars
will continue to run and
will furnish accommoda-
tion for short-distance pat-
ronage. Transfers at junc-
tion points to elevated lines
will facilitate matters also.
"The elevated system's

trains will utilize the sub-
way in making their run
through the heart of the
city, special provision be-
ing made for them in the
great underground struc-
ture. The visitor to Bos-
ton, therefore, who does not
go outside of what is gen-
erally known as the busi-
ness district will not see
any of the elevated tracks.
The only line strictly
downtown' will be the one
known as the Atlantic av-
enue branch, running from
Washington street, via
Motte street, Harrison av-
enue. Beach street, Atlantic
avenue. Commercial street
and Causeway street. This
will be a connecting link
between the northern and
southern union stations."

In view of General Ban-
croft's statements, it is
worth noting that steady
progress is made with the
work of construction. Un-
der the enactments that
authorized the building
thereof, the elevated road
must be completed about
21 months hence. Seven
miles of track are planned.
The bases which will sup-
port the columns designed
to bear up the overhead
structure are all set in place,
except for a short section
of the Atlantic avenue
branch. The piers, col-
umns and superstructure
have been completed on the
new Charlestown bridge,
and across City Square.
Charlestown district; also
out to Dover street, on
Washington street, in the
direction of Roxbury,

where a terminal is to be located, with transfer
arrangements, at Dudley street. The Charlestown
terminal will be at Sullivan Square, and the Cam-
bridge terminal for the projected line across the
fine new bridge from Boston to Cambridgeport will

be in Harvard Square, near the colleges.

Officers of the Elevated Railway company have
visited both the Westinghouse and General Electric

plants and have seen experimental trains operated
by them, but most of the contracts for equipment
are still in abeyance. It is stated, however, that

300 new cars will soon be made for the road, the
Bradley Car Works at Worcester and the Wason
Car Manufacturing company of Springfield getting

the contracts therefor.

The office of chairman of the board of directors

Fie. Wheel Pit.
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has been created for ex-President Gaston, who will

remain in close advisory relations with the manage-
ment.

Berlin Automobile Exhibition.

A brief article descriptive of the recent interna-

tional exposition of automobiles in Berlin was given

in the Western Electrician a month ago. Further
details are now at hand in the shape of a report

from Mr. Frank H. Mason, the United States con-

sul-general in the German capital. The following

particulars are taken from Mr. Mason's report:

The exposition premises included two sections

—

the Exercier-Haus, with 2,700 square meters (29,-

106 square feet) of floor surface, where the car-

riages, materials and fixtures on exhibition were
displayed, and a large parade ground or barrack
yard directly opposite, where, under a long tent,

were kept the various motor carriages that were in

daily use for display and hire during the exhibition.

It was part of the programme of the occasion that

any exhibitor of a motor carriage might place one
or more of the same class in service under charge
of a sub-committee, to be run for exhibition about
the enclosed grounds or let for hire at fixed rates

within prescribed hours of each day to all comers,

but under charge of a competent driver furnished by
the exhibitor. These carriages were liberally pat-

ronized by the public, and on pleasant days formed
an interesting feature in the parks and city streets,

where they were permitted to run at any speed not
exceeding 12 miles an hour, a rate which has been
frequently exceeded, but leniently permitted by the

police.

The exhibitors numbered 120 firms and compa-
nies, of whom 81 were German, four Belgian, 12

French and two from Switzerland. Not a single

American or English maker was represented in his

own name, although there were tires, driving chains

and other machine parts of English origin ex-

hibited under the names of German agents; and

radius of the electric carriage must be restricted

to the immediate neighborhood of cities and towns,
and for long journeys or use in remote country
districts the hydrocarbon motor must retain its

original supremacy. It is the struggle to overcome
or to measurably neutralize these restrictions which
now principally engages inventors, and the exposi-
tion brought out two original and highly interesting

devices, which would seem to deserve a separate
description. The problem on hand is to produce
an electric carriage which shall be as nearly as pos-
sible self-sustaining and independent of recharging
from a fixed supply.

The first of these novelties is the "Electra" (Fig.

i), a two-seated tricycle exhibited by A. Kriiger of

No. 8 Spittel-Markt, Berlin. The frame is of steel

tubes, the front guide wheel is moved by a handle
within reach of the driver, the rear axle is

discarded and the driving wheels hung independ-

ently on each side. This gives full space beneath

the seat for carrying the motor and a battery, which
supplies a current of 2.5 volts per cell employed.

The original feature of this machine, aside from its

very clever condensed construction, is covered by
a German patent, under the title "Transportable

Electricity," and is concisely as follows:

A galvanic battery of about two feet in length

and 18 inches in breadth and depth is arranged in

cells with changeable electrodes, which can be in-

serted or removed at will. The negative electrodes

are ordinary zinc plates: the positive are similarly

plates of superoxide of lead, impregnated with an

acid salt which is readily dissolved by water. These

electrodes being in position, water is poured in,

the acid salt is dissolved, the reauisite elements

of galvanic action are thus comoleted. and a current

is immediately developed, w^hich, being turned into

the motor, starts the machine.

When the positive plates are exhausted by con-

Pieper double-motor carriage, and, so far as the
circulars show, is not patented. This carriage may
be described as follows:
The wheels and tubular frame are of the ordinary

type, except that the front and rear axles are con-
nected by two strong, rigid steel braces on which
rest the electric motor, accumulator and the device
for regulating the speed. A benzine motor rests
on springs over the front axle and turns the main
shaft, which extends backward through the electric

motor and connects by mitered gearing with the
rear axle that connects the driving wheels. There
is thus a benzine and an electrical motor geared
to the same driving shaft, and the essential feature
of this combination is that both can be worked
at the same time or either thi'own out and the
other left in action, at the will of the driver.

The accumulator can be charged in the usual
manner by current from an ordinary lighting-
power plant, and when used in cities, the vehicle
would be used as an electric carriage, with all the
advantages of that system. But on a long journey
or remote from outside electrical supply, the benzine
motor is not only sufficient to propel the carriage,

but, by running the motor as a dynamo, recharges
the accumulator.

In the carriage on exhibition the electric motor
is of d^h horse power; the accumulator weighs 125
pounds, and the benzine motor develops three to

3^ horse power ; so that when both are in action

in climbing a steep hill or traversing a hea\-y road,
the driver has six horse power at command, which
is ample for all contingencies. On level, easy road
or whenever the load falls below the maximum
power exerted by the benzine motor, the clectrx
motor changes automatically to a dynamo and the
surplus force is converted into current. In running
down hill or in stopping the carriage the momentum
of the vehicle is received by the electric motor

Fig. "Electia" Tricycle.

three of the most noticeable and admired electric

carriages on exhibition were from the works of the
Pope Manufacturing company of Hartford, and
exhibited by the Motorfahrzeug und Motoren-Fab-
rik of Marienfelde, a suburb of Berlin, that concern
having acquired certain patents of the American
company.
The exhibition included 40 different models and

types of motor carriages for one passenger or more;
13 exhibitors showed motor wagons for freight;

26 numbers covered exhibits of motor Cixles and
trail carts belonging thereto; six firms exhibited
motors and parts of motors; two showed only
springs and wheels for motor carriages; 51 firms
displayed various miscellaneous parts, fixtures and
materials for motor carriages not included in the
preceding classes, and five exiiibitors showed the
literature, drawings, maps aa<( models which the
new science of automobilism has thus far developed.
German carriages are for I he most part heavy

and somewhat gaudy and crude in upholstery and
decoration; they lack the lightness, grace of form
and quiet, good taste of the American and some
of the best French machines, but on the whole they
are substantial, speedy and iihow many original

and promising features.

The exhibition showed about the usual propor-
tions of carriages propelled by electric and some
form of hydrocarbon motor—cnl, benzine or gaso-
line. Large sales have been n^ade, some of the
different types having been sold as many as 20
times for future delivery; and it is noticed that for

town or city use the electrical carriages have the
preference among purchasers, while for country
districts and freight and delivery wagons the ben-
zine and gasoline motors have tlfe call. This is the
natural result of considerations which apply equally
in all countries.

Until the electric current can be far more widely
and generally supplied than at present, the working

BERLIN AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

sumption of the acid, they can be removed, the
spent solution discharged, fresh plates inserted,
water again poured in, and the current restored.
The vehicle, with its cells filled and carrying fresh
electrodes for a run of 60 kilometers (about 40 miles)
weighs only iSo kilograms (37S pounds), and its

inventor claims for it a radius of 100 kilometers
(62.1376 miles) with plates that can readily be car-
ried in its present space.
The bed of the vehicle is so constructed that the

battery and motor, with the supply of extra plates,

rest on a special set of springs and do not com-
municate any oscillatory motion to the seat. The
motor drives the carriage forward or backward at

will, and is managed by a single crank set vertically

in front of the center of the seat. This invention
was an object of special interest during the exposi-
tion; but when tested and explained before the com-
mittee of award an accident happened by which
the positive electrodes, being overcharged with acid,

developed an excess of current, which became, for

the moment, difficult to control, so that the machine
made an unfortunate impression at a critical mo-
ment and received only a bronze medal. The price

fixed to this vehicle was $1,014. While unques-
tionably ingenious and original in many of its fea-

tures, it may be fairly doubted whether this or any
other vehicle depending for its current supply upon
a galvanic battery will meet the requirements of

the future.

The second novelty, which may fairly be said to

have formed the central feature of the exposition,

is a combined electric and benzine motor carriage
(Fig. 2) from the works of the Pieper company, at

Liege, Belgium. In this the problem of making
an electric carriage self-sustaining and independent
of charging from an outside source has been apoar-
ently mastered, although the device as a whole i^

of recent invention and will doubtless undergo
important future improvement. It is called the

Pieper Double-motor Carriage.

acting as a brake and stored as electricity in the
accumulator, which is thus, in an ordinary journey,
kept constantly charged or, if exhausted, can readily
be recharged by running the generator with the
motor when the carriage is at rest. An American
ampere-meter, set in front of the driver as in the
Columbia carriages, indicates the state of the ac-
cumulator, and the change of the electrical machine
from motor to generator and conversely is auto-
matic, without any touch or attention from the
driver.

Thus constructed, this carriage shows high speed,

easy control, great elasticity and other essential

qualities which are aimed at in motor-carriage con-
struction. Its working parts are all hermetically

sheathed, and. notwithstanding its two motors, it

is lighter, both in fact and appearance, than most
electric carriages. None of its machinery is carried

beneath the seat; all is borne upon the running
gear below, and the weight of the spirit motor is

far more than compensated by the comparative
lightness and small size of its accumulator. That
it is a perfect, or anywhere near a perfect machine.
no one, probably not even its inventor, would claim.

But it apparently marks a definite step in the di-

rection which future progress will be likely to take.

and is therefore entitled to the interest which it

has excited and the gold medal which it has won
in the present exhibition. It is sold at retail in

the form of an open, double-seated wagon, known
in America as a "runabout." for $1,190; but so great

is the demand that no delivery can be guaranteed
under less than six months.

A charter has been issued to the Southern Heat.

Light and Power company of Pittsburg. The capi-

tal stock of the company is $i.ono. and among its

directors are J. W. Smith, W. J. Morgan and R. W.
Gobbs.
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Electrical Library for Annapolis.

The library of tiie Naval Academy at Annapolis
is to be enriched by the presentation of a collection
of books on electricity and cognate subjects which
far surpasses any other similar collection in this

country, says the Washington correspondent of the
New York Tribune. The givers are three residents
of New York city who were graduated from the

academy and who left the navy and became promi-
nent in civil life. They are Park Benjamin, class

of 'dj; Robert M. Thompson, class of '68. and
Edward J. Berwind, class of '69. According to

La Bella Power Plant in the Cripple
Creek District.

In Goldficld, Colo., is the power plant of the La
Bella Mill, Water and Power company, which sup-
plies electric light, electric power, compressed air

and water to the mines, mills, samplers, towns and
railroads among the mountains of the Cripple Creek
gold-mining district. The installation gives evi-

dence of careful engineering and has several fea-

tures of instructive interest. It was put into opera-
tion last August. The ceremony of opening the
plant included the starting of the engines from the

normal conditions, and should the service require,

they can deliver, readily, sleani for 4.500 horse
power. They are mounted on elevated steel beams,
and a space is thus left underneath all the boilers.

The smoke and hot gases are carried downward into

^ basement space, and thus taken to the slack.

The space above the boilers is in this way left clear,

and nothing is visible in the Ijolier room to indicate

*the presence of a flue. The heat and the obs' ruc-
tion of the large flue is thus done away with in the
boiler room. The space above the boilers is left

for the steam pipes and valves, and these are readily

Fig. Power House at Coldhelil,

the letter which Secretary Long has received from
them, the gift is tendered in recognition of their

indebtedness to the institution which educated them
and as a memorial of their classes. The collection

comprises 1,400 books, many of the fifteenth, six-

teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
includes about every original treatise relating to

the .subject of electrical science ever published. Fif-

teen years have been partially devoted to completing
the collection, and its value is known throughout
the v/orld. A large percentage of the volumes rep-

resents works that are unique, and as it would be
impossible to replace them in case of loss, it will

be the effort of the Navy Department to have a

warship take the books, which fill fifteen large pack-
ing cases, from New York to Annapolis, in order
to avoid the risks of transportation by rail.

While the sentiment that has inspired the pres-
entation of this library to the Naval Academy is

admired by naval officers in Washington and is

gratifying to them, there is much disappointment
that so priceless a collection could not have found
its way into the new Congressional Library, where
the scientific men who congregate in Washington
could have had access to its treasures. The Naval
Academy buildings are at present in a state of un-
certainty, being replaced by new structures as fast

as the old are demolished, and it may be necessary
to keep the library in its packing cases for several

years to obviate all chances of injury, loss or de-

struction. In the splendid National Library build-

ing, on Capitol Hill, its safety would be assured
and its value notably enhanced.

LA BELLA POWER PLANT IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK DTt-TRICT.

niain office of the company in Denver by an elec-

tric starting device. A young lady in Denver
closed a key and the machinery in the plant at

Goldfield, 100 miles distant, was set in motion. Mr.
L. L- Summers of Chicago, the consulting engineer
for the company, designed the plant and gave his

direct supervision to the work of construction.

It is interesting to note that the power house,
shown in Fig. i and in plan and cross-section in

Figs. 2 and 3, is the first steel building to be erected

in the Cripple Creek district. The building covers

Milwaukee Railway Company Makes an
Offer.

For some time there has been an agitation in

Milwaukee between the cityand the Milwaukee Elec-

tric .Street Railway and Lighting company in regard
to four-cent fares. The Common Council recently

passed an ordinance compelling the railway com-
pany to give a four-cent fare, and the company car-

ried the case to the courts, where it was decided tliai

the financial condition of the company was such at

the time that it was unreasonable to ask it to carry

passengers for four cents. The city, however, has
the right, as soon as the company's books show that

it would not be an unreasonable burden on it, to

enforce the four-cent ordinance. The company now
makes the claim that it is secure, and' that it

will be able to maintain the five-cent fare,

but in order to stop the agitation it has presented
to the council a proposition to sell commutation
tickets at 25 for $r, beginning with the year 1918.

and in return it wants all of its present franchises

extended for 10 years, and new franchises, the effect

of which, it is said, will be to exclude com-
petition in the street-railway business in that city.

The proposition of the company in substance is

that it shall make a gradual reduction of the fare,

granting an extra ride for $t at the end of each six-

year period until iqtS, when it will sell 25 tickets

for $1. The cash fare at all times, and until the

expiration of the franchises, which, if the extensions
be granted, will not be until 1924, is to be five cents.

Switchboard.

accessible. A further use is made of the basement
under the boilers in the handling of ashes, which
are dropped into the basement to an ash conveyor
and are carried directly to the cars on the track on
the outside of the building. The coal for the plant
is likewise handled automatically. It is dumped
from cars on an elevated track directly into the steel

coal bins. These bins are inverted pyramids sup-
ported from the roof, the coal being dumped through
the roof into the bins. From the bins the coal

falls into a weighing device (Fig. 5). which in turn

FIG. 6. LA BELLA POWER PLANT IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT.^ENGINES AND GENERATORS.

a space of about 10.000 square feet and extends to

a height of 50 feet above the grourtd. It nestles

under the slopes of the high Bull cliffs, but is yet

a conspicuous object. The stack is of steel and
self-supporting, It is 210 feet high and 12 feet in

diameter. Particularly massive foundations give to

the chimney strength to resist the high winds preva-
lent in the altitude in which the plant is placed.

In the boiler room (Fig. i]) are six large boilers

of the Babcock & Wilcox type, arranged in three

batteries. These boilers are capable of supplying
the engines with steam for 3.000 horse power, under

drops the coal to the automatic stokers. All the
feeding of the coal is therefore accomplished by
gravity. The automatic stokers are of the Babcock
& Wilcox type, having an endless-chain grate. One
attendant takes care of the six large boilers, even
when the plant is carrying the heaviest load.

Next to the boiler room is the pump room, and
in addition to the pumps for supplying the plant's

requirements, provision has been made for fur-

nishing water to the railroads, mines, mills and
other consumers. Underneath the pump room is

a deep basement in which is located the econo-
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mizer. Adjoining the economizer room is a well-

appointed bath and toilet room for the use of em-
ployes.
Extending the full length of the building and ad-

joining both the boiler room and the pump room is

the engine room. This room, a view of which is

given in Fig. 6, is no feet long and 45 feet wide, and

contains a large air compressor and three en-

gines direct-connected to generators The com-
bined engine capacity is 3,000 horse power. Over
the entire engine room runs a traveling crane, ca-

pable of lifting any piece of machinery in the plant.

By a novel design this crane is made to extend

out of the building and overhang the railroad track

and wagon road, so that any piece of machinery is

FIG. 4. LA BELLA POWER PLANT IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK
DISTRICT-—BOILER ROOM.

readily transferred to any portion of the engine

room.
One of the conspicuous features of the engine

room is the large air compressor. This is of the

Ingersoll-Sergeant make, and is driven by an Allis-

Corliss engine. The compressing cylinders and the

steam cylinders are both compound, and the steam
cylinders are condensing. The high-pressure air

cylinder has a diameter of 22 inches, while the low-
pressure cylinder has a diameter of 40 inches, both
having a stroke of 48 inches. The capacity of the

compressor is about 5,000 feet of free air a

minute. This compressor supplies air to a large

nuiriber of producing mines. In one direction a

pipe line to the Victor mine extends a mile, while

a mile in the opposite direction is the Granite mine.

also supplied through a pipe line. There are also

pipe lines to the Golden Cycle, Gold Knob and
other properties.

The electric power generated will be used to

operate the Florence and Cripple Creek railroad

FIG. 5 LA BELLA POWER PLANT IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK
DISTRICT.—TRAVELING WEIGHING COAL HOPPER.

from Alta Vista to Cripple Creek, and the Golden
Circle railroad from Victor to Cripple Creek via
Vista Grande. The surplus power will be used to
operate the hoists, pumps, compressors, crushers,
etc., in mines, mills, samplers, etc., throughout the
district. The engines are of the horizontal type
and are compound condensing. The normal ca-
pacity of each engine is 750 horse power; the ulti-

mate capacity is i.ioo horse power each. The en-
gines were built by the Mclntosh-Seymour com-

pany of Auburn, N. Y. The main shaft is 16 inches
in diameter. The arrangement is such that part
of the engine can be operated while the other part
is being cleaned or repaired; that is, the engine
is practically a double unit, which may be sub-
divided. The cylinders are 18 inches in diameter
for the high-pressure and 40 inches in diameter for

the low-pressure.
The generators were built by the General Electric

company. They are revolving-field, three-phase,
750-kilowatt alternators, having an electromotive
force of 6,600 volts and 3,600 alternations a minute.
At this potential current is furnished customers,
who are advised to install transformers providing
for secondary circuits at 440 volts. Exciters are
driven by independent engines or motors.
An automatic oiling system is installed. When an

engine is started the oil is automatically turned on
and immediately flows to all parts of the engine
requiring lubrication. All oil is caught in recep-
tacles and automatically returned through filters to

the supply tanks, to be used over again.

it is said that the guarantees of economy made

Fig. 7 shows the switchboard. This is of white
Italian marble, with panels for generators, exciters
and feeders. Each exciter panel is provided with
an ammeter, circuit-breaker and main switch, while
the voltmeter, mounted on a swinging bracket, can

_ be connected to any exciter by means of a plug
switch. The generator panels are provided with
main switches, capable of opening the circuits under
full pressure, ammeters showing the current in

each circuit, indicating wattmeters showing the
power furnished from the generator, and a volt-

meter switch permitting the voltage of each phase
to b^ determined. There are three feeder circuits,

and these are provided with main switches, am-
meters to show the current in each wire, and re-

cording wattmeters, to register the total amount
of power supplied. All instruments are connected
to the board through transformers, so that only
low-tension circuits are connected to the instru-

ments.
The plant is thoroughly modern in design and

is considered fireproof. The principal owners are

the men in control of the Florence and Cripple

Fig. plan of Power House

Fif;. 3. Cros-.-section ot Power House.

LA BELLA POWER PLANT IN THE CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT.

on these engines and generators were the highest
e\er made.
Steam piping is so arranged that any pipe can

be removed for repairs, or any part shut off for

inspection, without disturbing the operation of the
plant. The engines are located within 10 feet of

the boilers, and the piping required is therefore

very short, so the losses of heat are reduced to a

minimum. The exhaust piping is likew^e very

shore, otifering very slight resistance to the outlet

from the engines to the condenser. The condenser
is of the elevated-siphon type, and has the peculiarity

of separating the air from the water and pumping
each separately.

For the purpose of cooling the condensing water

there is erected the large cooling tower shown in

Fig. T. This cooling tower is no feet long, 20 feet

wide and 20 feet high, and is mounted on an ele-

vated piece of ground near the building. Owing
to its elevated position, the top of the cooling tower

is about 40 feet above the engine-room floor. Water
is pumped to the top of this tower and allowed to

fall by gravity, and in this way it loses heat by
contact with the air. This cooling tower enables

the use of condensing engines 10,000 feet above sea

level, where water is scarce.

Creek railway.. The La Bella company has issued

a handsome souvenir pamphlet to commemorate
the starting of its interesting plant, and Mr. Sum-
mers has prepared a "Power Booklet" for the use
of the patrons of the company. The latter work
is very complete and gives all needful information
about the equipment and charges of the company.

New Storage-battery Grid.

Under date of September 23d the Western Elec-

trician published a short description of a new form
of storage-battery grid that has been invented by
Mr. J. J. O'Connell. a Chicago telephone engineer.

Since that time Mr. O'Connell has improved and
cheapened his storage-battery plate to a considerable

extent. The improvement consists in thoroughly
tinning the steel (or possibly aluminum) plate, which
in the ordinary form would be one-sixteenth of

an inch in thickness, and then coating the plate

on each side with a sheet of perforated lead. The
perforations of the lead sheets are raisedone thirty-

second of an inch and arc one-fourth inch in di-

ameter. Deep receptacles are thus formed, which
are so shaped that the active material will not drop

out.
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Power Development in the Mohawk
Valley.

One of the newly projected power developments
in New York state is that of the Empire State
Power company, which is capitalized at $1,000,000,
divided into 10,000 shares. The directors of the
company arc William T. IVIaycr of Albany, J.
George Kaelber of Rochester, D. A. Devondorf
of Fort Himter, \Y. Barlow Dtmlap of Amsterdam,
Samuel Bolton, Jr., and Ralph S. Everest of Lan-
singburgh, and Clarence E. Sprout of Williamsport,
Pa. The point of this company's operations will

be in the central part of New York state, it having
acquired power rights along the Schoharie Creek,
from Esperance, where the Delaware and Hudson
Canal crosses the stream, to the junction of Scho-
harie Creek with the Mohawk River, the distance
between the points being about 20 miles.
Within a few miles of this contemplated develop-

POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE MOHAWK VALLEY.—DAM
SITE OF STATION NO. I.

ment there are seyeral thriving manufacturing vil-

lages, where steam power is almost entirely used.
The prospective market extends through the coun-
ties of Albany, Montgomery, Schenectady, Scho-
harie and Fulton. Prominent among the places
where the company expects to lind a market for i.s

current are Gloversville, Amsterdam and Johns-
town, all industrially prosperous. In time Albany
may be brought into the company's domain.
Within the 20 miles where the Empire company

has secured rights there is a total fall of 320 feet.

and the company expects to use about 200 feet of
this fall at five stations, located at intervals of about
four miles apart. Work has been commenced on
the development of the power at Schoharie Fall,

which will be known as No. 3 station. At this

point there is a drop of about six feet in the river.

A stone dam 12 feet high and 600 feet long will

be constructed here. A canal about 14 feet deep,
70 feet wide and 4,000 feet long will conduct the
water to a forebay 50 feet wide and designed to
carry about 20 feet of water. From this forebay
four penstocks, each about 8V2 feet in diameter,
will conduct the water to the turbines. From the
forebay to the power house there will be a drop
of about 20 feet, and an additional drop of 20 feet

will be secured in a pit beneath the station, making
a total drop of about 40 feet. The water will be
returned to the river for use at the next station.

The output of this station will be about 3,000
horse power, and it is likely that all of
this power will go to Amsterdam: but Glovers-
ville and Johnstown will also be supplied in

POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE MOHAWK VALLEY.—DAM
SITE OF STATION NO 4.

time. The distance from the power station to

Amsterdam is about seven miles, and a trans-
mission pole line will be erected this distance.

McDonnough & Cunningham of Troy, N. Y., are
now at work on the excavation. This firm also has
the contract for the masonry. Contracts for the
machinery and transmission line will soon be
awarded.

In the Schoharie Creek there are no high drops,
but the main feature of the Empire State Power
company's project will 'be the utilization of the force
of a rapid-running stream, having no particular
fall at any one point. The total development, as now
contemplated by the company, is in the neighbor-
hood of 15,000 horse power. When all the stations
have been completed they will be connected by
a tie line, in order that all the stations may be run
in parallel as one station. It is the company's in-

tention to build reservoirs for storage purposes, in

order to supplement the dry-weather flow of the
stream.
The company has secured the services of Wallace

C. Johnson of Niagara Falls as chief engineer, and
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he will give his personal supervision to the work,
so far as needed. Mr. Johnson is the chief engi-
neer of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and
Manufacturing company and has had an extensile
experience in power-development projects.

Electric Lighting a Local Improvement.
If the water mains and hydrants of a system of

waterworks, which extend along the streets of a
city, are a local improvement, the Supreme Court
of Illinois declares that it can see no reason why
the poles, wires and lamps in an electric-light sys-
tem are not also a local improvement. It takes
the position that so far as the plant for lighting the
streets by electricity includes the power house and
generating plant, it may be regarded as improve-
ments of general utility, and as not coming within
the legal definition of "local improvements." But
the poles, wires and lamps in an electric-light sys-

tem are the means of furnishing the necessary light

for the protection of the property of the citizens,

just as the water mains and hydrants of a system
of waterworks are the means of furnishing needed
water for. fire protection and other uses of the
citizens.

It cannot be said that property upon a slreet

lighted with electric light is not more valuable than
property upon a street where there is no such elec-
tric light. Property is, in fact, especially benefited
by electric or other adequate lighting along the
street on which it is situated, quite as much as
it is benefited by water mains. It follows 'that, if

water mains are local improvements, poles and
wires in an electric-light system are also local im-
provements. The former are conduits for water;
the latter for electricity. So, also, it must be said

that if hydrants attached to the water mains are a
local improvement, lamps attached to the wires in

an electric-lighting system are local improvements,
because the latter are the means of using the elec-

tricity, as the former are the means of using the
water.

The test whether an improvement is local or not
depends upon the question whether or not it spe-
cially benefits the propertjr assessed. The improve-
ment which consists in the erection of poles, wires
and lamps in an electric-light system is certainly

as much a permanent improvement as the water
mains and hydrants in a system of waterworks, and,
the court holds, in the case of Ewart against the
village of Western Springs, may be paid for by spe-

cial assessment.

- Pole-line Inspection in Michigan.

John E. Jones of Menominee, Mich., an attache

of the state railroad commissioner's office, has been
assigned the duty of inspection of all telephone,
telegraph and electric wires which cross railroad

tracks in the northern part of the state.

A report of each inspection must be made out
and filed with the commissioner of railroads at

Lansing. This report must give the name of the
corporation or individual owning such wires as cross
over a railroad track; it must also state whether
[he track is a main one or siding; where located;

number of tracks crossed; condition of poles, wires,

cross-arms, etc., and the distance of span; that is,

the distance between poles. The state law says that

poles carrying electric-light wires shall be not more
than 60 feet apart, and poles cariying telephone or
telegraph wires not more than loo feet apart.

Mr. Jones says he found in Calumet at several
crossings electric-wire poles 90 feet apart, and tele-

phone-wire poles 1T,5 feet apart. "However," said

h€, "the class and character of the pole lines in

Calumet and vicinity will more than offset the extra
number of feet between spans. The lines are most
substantially constructed. In fact, all lines in the
copper country are comparable to those found any-
where in lower Michigan. I never saw a better
pole line than that carrying the Calumet and Hecla
electric wires. The poles are exceptionally heavy.
and the line is built in a manner suggestive of great
durabilitv."

Gas Engine Said to Be a Nuisance.
A gas engine was condemned as a public nuisance

and detrimental to health by a jury in the District

Court at Elizabeth, N. J., recently, and the owner,
Frank Ratti, was sentenced to pay a fine of $5 and
costs, or ^2^ in all. Ratti is a confectioner and
ice-cream manufacturer, and used the engine in

connection with his business. He ran it from nine
o'clock in the morning until four o'clock the next
morning, and, according to the New York Tribune,
its incessant pounding noise racked the nerves of

the women in the neighborhood, who complained
to the Board of Health, which ordered Ratti to
suppress the engine, but he refused to do so. The
Board of Health consulted City Attorney Connoll3^
who informed them they had no case, and he de-

clined to prosecute the offender. Then the health
board hired two lawyers to proceed against Ratti,

and he engaged a couple of lawyers to defend him. .

The case was tried by Judge Atwater and a jury of

eleven business men, and lasted all day. Ratti may
appeal.
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Skin Disease Treated by Arc Light.

It is not new to use the electric and other forms
of light lor liic treatment of disease, and "electric-
light cabinets" dcvi:,ed for this purpose are not
unknown in this country. However, the idea seems
lo have been developed to a much greater extent by
a Danish physician, Dr. Finsen, and his system is

described in a recent article m the British Medi-
cal Journal, abstracted in the Literary Digest, from
which the accompanying illustration is reproduced.
The method used consists in treating local super-

ficial bacterial skin diseases by the concentrated
chemical rays of light. In the treatment of patients,
sunlight is used in the summer, when the sky is

bright, otherwise the light of electric arc lamps of
50 to 80 amperes. It is only by concentration that
the light becomes so powerful that its bactericidal
property can be used in treatment. In order to
avoid burning the skin, however, it is also necessary
to cool the light. This double object—to make
the light stronger and cooler—is attained by an
apparatus consisting of a lens of about 20 to 40
centimeters in diameter. The lens is composed
of a plain glass and a curved one, which are framed
in a brass ring, and between them there is a bright
blue, weak ammoniacal solution of copper sulphate.
As one surface of the liquid is plain, the other one
being curved, its optical function is that of an ordi-
nary plain convex glass lens. By making the lens
6i a blue liquid instead of solid glass, a considerable
cooling of the light will be obtained, because water
absorbs the ultra-red rays, and because the blue
color excludes a considerable amount of the red
and yellow rays. These three kinds of rays have
particularly strong heating effect, while their bac-
tericidal power is insignificant. On the other hand
the blue, violet and ultra-violet rays, which it is

important to procure in as great a number as pos-
sible, are but very slightly impaired by passing
through the blue liquid.

In the case of the electric light, a system of lenses

SKIN DISEASE TREATED BY ARC LIGHT.

enclosed in a tube resembling a telescope is used.
This method is shown in the picture. An area of

skin of about i^/^ centimeters in diameter is treated
for one hour every day. The treated skin reddens
and sw'ells, a bulla may appear, but necrosis has
never been observed. The results, especially in the

case of lupus, or tuberculosis of the skin, are said

to be quite remarkable.

A franchise has been granted in West Virginia
to the Kanawha Electrical company, to build an
electric railway from Coalburg, Kanawha County,
to Mount Carbon. Fayette County.

Tesia Patent Case Decided.

An opinion has been handed down by Judge Mc-
pherson of Philadelphia in favor of the Tesla Elec-
tric company in the equity proceedings which it

brought against Scott & Janney and others. The
bill charged the defendants with infringing letters

patent Nos. 511,915 and 555,190, relating to poly-
phase motors, granted to the plaintiff as assignee
of Nikola Tesla. The first patent was granted for

a method of electrical transmission and the second
for an alternating motor, but both patents stand
upon the same application and were attacked to-

gether on the ground that they were void for want
of invention. It was argued that in view of the
prior state of the art. and especially in view of an
earlier patent of Tesla, the step from obtaining
separately from the generator the two alternating
currents, different in phase, that are required to
operate the motor described in the earlier patent, to

obtaining only one of such currents from the gen-
erator, while the other is obtained by induction
from the primary current, was an obvious step, easy
to be taken by anyone possessed of skill in elec-
trical engineering, and therefore did not involve in-

vention. Judge McPherson concluded that the step
was taken in the exercise of invention. In con-
cluding his opinion on this point of the defense he
said: "So far as I can realize the situation, the two
patents now attacked seem to me to be so con-
nected with the earlier group that the same facul-
ties that w^ere necessary to produce those that are
first in point of time must have continued in ex-
ercise to produce those that followed. It is often
very difficult to draw the line between invention
and skill, and different minds may draw it at dif-

ferent points. I submit my own conclusion for
what it may be worth."
Judge McPherson held that ncne of the defenses

submitted to the court could be sustained and that
the motor of the defendants infringed all of the
disputed claims involved in the suit. The patents
in question are now owned and controlled by the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company.
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Boston will be the center of interest for the tele-

phone men of the countrj' next week. The Bell

company's suit for infringement of the Berliner

patent will come to a hearing in the United States

Circuit Court, and the course of the argument will

be followed with eagerness. Eminent counsel are

engaged, and probably a number of la\\'yers in-

terested in the Independent movement will watch

the proceedings closely, although not actuallj* in

the present case. If the Bell company shall lose in

the final adjudication, it will have no further claim

to fundamental patent monopoly in the telephone

field. If, however, the last decision shall uphold

the validity of the claims of the Berliner patent, it

will then devolve upon the Bell companj- to show
that ever\- opposition transmitter in use or which can

devised must infringe the patent—a very difficult

task indeed. Many keen minds are now pitted

against the assumed Bell telephone monopoly, and
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it will be strange if the Independent movement re-

ceive any very serious setback, whatever the result

of the litigation. But, whatever the final outcome
• may be, it will not be reached for several years, in

all probability. The Boston judge will naturally

take time to arrive at a conclusion in such an im-

portant case, and there will no doubt be an appeal

after that.
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there will be a steady demand for several years to

come. In business the action should equal the re-

action.

A Detroit correspondent writes: "R. H. Fyfe

has resigned his membership in the Public Light-

ing Commission. Mr. Fyfe has given the public-

lighting business his close personal attention since

the municipal plant was established here, and now
concludes that his private business interests are too

important to allow him to give further lime to the

city service." Isn't this one objection to the public-

ownership plan—the uncertain tenure of office of

citizens of probit}" and standing who may supervise

the plants? If Mr. Fyfe, for instance, had em-

barked his capital in a private lighting plant, he

must of necessity have found a competent successor

—in other words, another man who would venture

his capital in turn—before he could surrender his

trust.

It is noticeable that a number of new electrical

plants and extensions of old ones are building or

planned for the na\T yards of the countr}'. Sev-

eral installations of this character have been noticed

in the Western Electrician of late, and in the naval

estimates of the year, as approved by Secretar>^

Long, are a number of others. Following are some

of the more important ones: The sum of $15,000 is

asked for constructing electric elevators at the Bos-

ton nav}- yard. For extending the electric-light and

power plant at the New York na\y yard the sum
of $50,000 will be required. For installing an un-

derground-conduit system at the \\'ashington j^ard

$50,515 will be needed. An appropriation of $20,-

coo is wanted to increase the electric plant at the

League Island yard and S5.000 for an electric-tram-

way line in the yard. At the Mare Island yard $50,-

000 is asked for a light and power station and S12,-

000 for extensions and changes of electric system.

For increasing the electric plant at the Norfolk

yard $35,000 will be required. The naval station at

Puget Sound wants a telephone system to cost

S2.500 and S7.000 to complete the electric-light plant.

These estimates call for an expenditure of about

$250,000 in a number of comparatively small im-

provements. When the larger jobs now specified

are also taken into account, it is seen that the Navy

Department is a large customer of the electrical

companies for plants on land as well as for electrical

equipment on shipboard.

Encouraging reports of prosperous manufactur-

ing and supply businesses come from all quarters

of the electrical field. It is said, for instance, that

whereas a year ago the General Electric company

was employing 7,500 hands in all departments, it

now gives employment to nearly 12,000. This is a

very large force, but the statement seems to be

made on the authority of the companj-. Prices, too,

have gone up, owing to the advance in copper and

other raw material and- the rapid increase in the

company's business. The net increase in the price

of the product is placed at a trifle over 16 per cent.

An authoritj- in the affairs of this company states

that the volume of production this year is being

based upon a maximum ability to manufacture $30.-

000,000 worth of goods. The company is now said

to be working upon this basis, although it is stated

that the minimum production will amount to $26,-

000.000 gross, as against about $18,000,000 last year.

The compan}- now has all of its plants in operation

night and day, it is asserted, and is considering the

advisability of making important extensions.

Among these is the increasing of the foundr\"

plant at Lynn, Mass. With the increase of the

business the stead}- requirement for supplies for ap-

paratus already in operation uses up about one-

third of the capacit>' of all the plants. There has

been a decided increase in foreign business, princi-

pally for railroad work, although mining and power
apparatus is nearlj' as prominent. The experience

of the General Electric company is probably a fair

indication of the general increase of business in

the electrical lines. After a long period of de-

pression, the countrj' was comparativeh- bare of

electrical apparatus in stock, and it is likely that

In discussing the colloquial use of the word
'juice,'" for the more studied "'current of electricitj-,''

a Washington newspaper publishes an interview
with ''an expert in the car business"' that is rather
amusing. It seems that the word ''juice" is by no
means local to the citj^ of Washington, but is used
"wherever there is an electric or trolley-car line

throughout the world,'' The word originated, it is

stated, in Ireland, some of the workmen on the
pioneer electric railway near the Giants* Causeway
using it one day when "the electric fluid stopped."
Of course, '-fluid"" would be the more proper term,
the expert informs us, but "juice" seems to have
come to stay. In Lynn, Mass., "where nearly all

the car motors are manufactured, the word "juice"
15 probably heard more often during the day than
any other. However, the purists—finical, Bostonian
critics that they are—are not exactly satisfied with
the widely known "juice," but advocate the more ac-
curate and up-to-date "gra\T-'' At this point we
must do ourselves the pleasure of quoting the exact
language of the A\'ashington etj^mologist:

"Juice"" has also been so generally introduced in
ihe standard books on the trollev and motor service
that It would be difficult to do awav with it. even
if It were necessary, which it is not, though at a
recent convention of electrical car mechanics there
was quite a discussion on the subject, it being con-
tended that juice was not exactiv the proper word
and that "gra\y might be substiiuted. The electric
fluid IS more of a gra^T than a juice, and some of
the up-to-date electricians contended, as more had
been learned of the real constituency of the elec-
tric fluid, that gravy would be a more expressive
term than juice, but the juice people outvoted them,
and it will probably never again be considered at a
similar convention. In Boston, however, "gravy"
is now heard more frequently than "juice'"' though
the innovation has only taken root there.

May it not be that, owing to the similaritj- of
sound and to gastronomical association, the re-
porter mistook the word "gravy" for "stuffing""?
It is well known that the conducting wires are
stuffed -with electricity, and it appears to be evident
ihat the newspaper man secured his information
by a similar process.

If only the Lucania could be anchored in the
Clyde and a few generators lowered into its hold
and connected to its eiigines in place of the dis-

placed propeller shaft, then, indeed, would Glasgow
have an ideal railway generating plant—one that
would undoubtedly meet the enthusiastic approval
of the London Electrical Review. Experience in

American railway power stations does not count;
English marine engines, admirable for driving
ships, are what is wanted to turn the electric gen-
erators of the street-railway plants of Britain. But.
after all, American engines were ordered for the
Glasgow plant, so that our dissatisfied contemporary
may say, with a distinguished American statesman,

"It's a condition, not a theory-, that confronts us."

Slow-speed engines built for railway work were
wanted, and thej' were tendered and secured.

On one point we are glad to be enlightened by
the Electrical Review. That journal seems to dis-

claim the .intention of imputing possible collusion

between the consulting engineer and one bidder in

employing the ambiguous language which was
quoted in a former issue of the Western Electrician.

That language was as follows: "It appears that

the Allis company' accepted the dimensions of Mr.
Parshali in toto; it would be interesting to know
how he arrived at them." In explaining this, the

Electrical Review now says: "No charge has

been made in any English journal that the coin-

cidence between Mr. Parshall's dimensions and

the dimensions of Allis engines was a proof

of collusion. It has remained for the Western

Electrician to raise such a point. Obvioush'

such conduct would be most dishonorable, and we
do not believe many American engineers would be

guilty of it." This is not entirely satisfactorj-, as

he who notes the words "proof" and "many Ameri-

can engineers"' will observ^e. The Western Elec-

trician said nothing about proof. It merely asked

if the language quoted did not convey an insinua-

tion of possible collusion. The original sentence

of the Electrical Review and the subsequent ex-

planation are here given. Impartial readers may
judge what thej" mean.
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Care of Car Equipment.'
Bv J. H. Vander Veer.

In the maintenance of motor equipments to-day,
where almost continuous service is demanded and
high mileage made, only those equipments fitted

with both oil and grease boxes will safely run
over 40 days without a thorough overhauling. A
large road will be obliged to do this o\erhauling at

a number of different points. To overhaul a motor
car thoroughly it is advisable to have at each over-
hauling shop extra trucks with motors mounted
and alt in first-class order ready to run under a car
body whose trucks and motors need overhauling. To
lilt properly the body from the trucks four duplex
chain hoists, or air hoists, conveniently located,
together with two cross timbers and four stirrup
irons, form as good a combination as can be found,
and will do the work with the least possible injury
to the car body. When body is lifted the truck
to be overhauled is run out and the good truck
substituted, car lowered, connected up and turned
over to the operating department. The whole op-
eration takes about one hour, and for that length
of time only is the use of the car body lost. For
convenience in overhauling, a suitable crane, prop-
erly located, equipped wdth a carriage and another
duple.K or air hoist, will be found of great con-
venience. Such a crane can be readily made in

any blacksmith shop, and for the arm a piece of
old rail can be used. When the motor is opened
the armature should be lifted out and placed on
a suitable rack, where commutator can be cleaned
and armature tested for insulation. The fields

should also be tested for drop, and where there is

a drop those fields and armatures should be used in

motors by themselves, keeping new and rewound
fields and armatures in motors by themselves. This
prolongs the life of the equipment and reduces the
number of crippled cars taken off the road. The
motor shell should be thoroughly cleaned out, either

by compressed air or by washing with kerosene.
The grease in the grease boxes should be taken
out and put in the gear case and the grease boxes
thoroughly washed out with kerosene. Brush
holders should be taken out and thoroughly in-

spected and cleaned. At the same time you have
the best opportunity for truck inspection. The
,writer has found that all overhauling done with
car standing over the pits, the bottom half of motor
dropped, does not allow the thorough overhauling
necessary to keep the motor equipment in the shape
it should be kept, besides tying up a complete equip-
ment while such overhauling is being done.
In the matter of general inpection, a car started

out, say, to-day, in perfect order, will safely run
five days before being necessary to inspect again.
To inspect from 20 to 25 cars per day, one man
should be responsible for the proper inspection
of all trolleys, including the taking out and replac-
ing any defective poles, wheels or springs, and the
straightening of all bent poles. Another man
should be responsible for the proper inspection of
all circuits, together with hood switches, fuse boxes
and lightning arresters. Another should give his
whole attention to controllers. The brakeman and
his assistant should be able to keep all brakes in

good shape and replace all worn-out shoes. This
arrangement of inspection and overhauling should
keep the truck and motor equipment in good shape,
if the night men take equally as good care.

The w'riter recommends doing as little w'ork as
possible at night. At a car house operating, say,

100 cars three men should be able to grease mo-
tors, inspect brushes and make any small troUej-
repairs. Car cleaning should come directly under
the operating department. The night-car cleaning
should be limited to sweeping out, cleaning win-
dows and dusting cars, while all washing should
be done in the daytime while the car swings or is

on the stand, if the car house is on one end of the
line.

In connection with car cleaning, if the cars are
of the closed type, with seat risers and drop sash,

the space under the seat should be cleaned once a
week, as the traveliftg public have a tendency to
drop newspapers, apple cores, etc., down behind
the seat back, not to mention the bits of lunch the
motormen and conductors drop there if their runs
compel them to eat on the car. The best way to

avoid this, and also save the annoyance of rattling

sash, is to make the sash stationary and cover over
the space between the top of the seat back and
sash rail. This, of course, does away with blinds
and compels the use of curtains. The cost of main-
tenance is reduced by using curtains, and. at the
same time, if you happen to be an ofificial riding
in a car of this type, you need not be in fear

of a passenger pulling a blind with three or four
broken slats, and the whole thing covered with
dust so thick that you can wTite your name in it

with your finger.

A car house from "which 100 cars are operated
should have a good carpenter, to make small run-
ning repairs and to take care of bell cords and regis-

ter-ringing devices. Any car that has been in a colli-

sion and damaged so badly that it cannot be
repaired in one day should be sent to the general
repair shop. All cars should be taken to the gen-
eral repair shop once a year and the body put in

thorough repair and the car varnished or burnt off

and painted anew, as the case may demand. While

I. Read before the Americao Street Railway association at
Chicago, October i8, 1899.

the car is in the carpenter's hands the wiring should
be gone over carefully and put in shape, if the
car goes to the shop with us regular truck and
motors, the truck should be run out and gone
over thoroughly. In case it is a built-up truck, all

rivets and bolls arc carefully inspected and re-

newed where necessary. In case of a solid sidc-

iramc truck, it should be carefully squared to see
that il has not sprung. The brake rigging at this

lime should be taken apart, and if it is a truck
with brake beams working in slides the beams
should have w'hat are termed "Dutchmen" jumped
into the ends to bring the wearing parts back to

their original thickness, as the beams will prob-
ably be found to have worn wedge-shaped. If the
brake beams are hung by links, these should
be renewed where signs of wear show\ At this re-

pair shop should be concentrated all classes of

repair work, not only repairs to bodies and trucks,

but' all electrical repairs. The writer believes it

pays for all railway companies to make their own
repairs to electrical apparatus, including the making
of armature coils and renewing of commutators.

In connection with the latter, the writer has found
that hard-drawn copper makes the best commu-
tator. This is bought in lengths and the bars
sawed off with an ordinary metal saw. It will be
found that the same bar will often do for several

types of commutators. In making commutators
yourself it is well to study out the diameter and
increase that over those turned out by the factories

as much as you can safely get between the brush
holders. Drop-forged bars can also be had for

any W'idth of commutators you wish.

On repairs to controllers, hood switches, etc..

most roads will find it cheaper to buy the ordinary
repair parts and then assemble them themselves.

In conclusion, the writer has found it is advisable
to make car-body repairs, painting, rewinding arma-
tures, making commutators, armature coils.- field

spools, etc., by piece work. If good inspection is

provided and the prices honestly watched, both
the company and its employes are gainers by this

method. The writer has in mind a case in point.

A shop was operated by day work and the regular
carpenters' wages were $2.25 a day of 10 hours.
Cars that were being remodeled were costing $120.
This was changed to piece work and each car given
to four men for $110 a car. It was found that the
men could do it easily for this and make about $6
over their regular wages. They soon became so
expert at this line of work that the price was cut
to $So per car, gradually, and the cars are being
turned out at this price now, and the men are
averaging $2.50 a day. Close in.spection, however,
is a necessity.

Discussion.

E. G. Connette, Nashville, Tenn.: You all know
that when a locomotive makes one trip, perhaps of
ICO or 150 miles, possibly 200 miles, it then enters
the roundhouse, and is inspected, cleaned and all

necessary repairs made before it makes its next trip.

On the line with which I am connected I adopted
the method that, when a car comes in from its

work at night, having run, perhaps, 100 to 150
miles, it is first cleaned, then inspected; all the
parts of the motor, including the wire connections,
the brush contacts and all the parts of the truck
are properly inspected, loose parts tightened up and
all minor repairs made to the car, and it is pre-
pared then for its journey on the following day.
My experience with that method for perhaps 10
years justifies me in saying that it has been en-
tirely satisfactory. It is argued by some that day-
light inspection is better, because the men have a
better opportunity to see what they are doing, and
feel more like working in the daylight than they
do at night. That is true, to a certain extent; but,
with a limited car equipment, and perhaps with
the car barns located in such a manner that it

would be inconvenient to have the cars run in dur-
ing the day from time to time to have the inspec-
tion, cleaning and repairs made, it becomes nec-
essary with some companies to do the work at
night, and that to a large extent is so with the
system in Nashville, and, as I stated, the system
of cleaning, inspecting and making minor repairs
at night has been very satisfactory. If a car goes
out in the morning, and something occurs to disable
the car, and it is brought into the shed, and it is

found that the defect is caused by a lack of inspec-
tion at night, in such cases, of course, proper ac-
tion is taken, and that is an incentive to the night
inspectors to do their work properly, because if

they do not do it, results will tell. The general
overhauling is done by the regular repair force
in daylight, and we make it a rule to have the
motors overhauled perhaps once in six months

—

a general overhauling. About two years ago we
had a large exposition in Nashville. During that
period we hauled a large number of people, with
trail cars behind every motor car, w^ith a headway
of from one to 1V2 minutes regularly, and during
the six months of the exposition there were but
six motors disabled. I think that record will jus-
tify me in stating that the application of steam-rail-
way methods to street-railway seivice has been en-
tirely satisfactory to our company.
W. E. Harrington, Camden, N. J.: We operate

at this time about 43 cars, and do the bulk of our
inspection, minor repairs at night time. We do the
general repairs, the carpenter work and painting
work on the piece-work system, which has proved
very satisfactory to us. One of the difficulties in

adopting the piecework system was in establishing
prices for the work, not having any precedent, as
it were, and we struck upon a method of covering
possible mistakes in prices by limiting the amount
of bonus that we would give in this way: If wc
set a contract price for a piece of work, say $5.
and the work was actually done for $2, that would
make a profit of $3, which would be entirely dis-
proportionate; so wc settled on a limitation of that
to 20 per cent, of the actual cost. If the work cost
$2, and the contract price is $5, the actual bonus
would be 40 cents; whereas, if the cost exceeded
$5, the less would not exceed 20 per cent, of the
actual cost price. That seemed to satisfy the shop-
men, and enabled us to settle quickly this question;
and it has been very satisfactory in its operation.
Wc followed this same practice in our construc-
tion work, as well as the repair work, and in every
respect it has been very satisfactory.
The matter of car cleaning and washing with us

is a very serious matter, on account of the great
amount of dirt and dust which we have in the
territory through which our cars run. We do our
car washing at night, and do that on the piece-
work system, also. We are washing 18-foot bodies
for 15 cents a car, sweeping them out, dusting
them and washing them thoroughly; and double-
truck cars for 22 cents. The cost formerly was
from 40 to 60 cents for the same cars. We have
got the cost down to these very low figures and
the work is being satisfactorily done. A point upon
which I would like to get information is as to what
is the general experience of the members in ref-
erence to the number of cars that are housed for
repairs; taking the percentage of cars housed for
repairs in proportion to the total number in opera-
tion. On our road, on the average. 10 per cent,
of the number of cars in operation is sent to the
shops for repairs. I think this point should be
brought out thoroughly, as it is a guide to know
how many equipments to provide, and I think it
IS a point which should be generally discussed.

J. H. Vander Veer, Brooklyn, N. Y.: In regard
to the allowance of 10 per cent, as the number of
cars housed for repairs, we find on the system in
Brooklyn that on some lines it will average 10 per
cent., but on others it will go as low as four per
cent., depending a great deal on the service and
the equipment we have at the particular depot I
think 10 per cent, of the total number of cars is
an extreme limit.

Mr. Harrington; What effect would the question
of having single-motor equipments and double-mo-
tor equipments on any ordinary road have on that
percentage? We are running single-motor equip-
ments, and I know that our depreciation is rela-
tively high on our armatures and motor parts; and
I ascribe a great deal of the percentage stated to
be due to that fact. What is your experience in
that matter?
Mr. Vander Veer: With the single-motor equip-

ments I have fortunately had nothing to do in the
last few years; but my recollection is that it i« much
higher than the percentage stated; it will run higher
than 10 per cent, for single-motor equipments Of
course, the miles run per day and the style of motor
will have a great deal to do with the question.

E. C. Foster, Lynn, Mass.: I would ask the
gentleman if he considers there is any economy
in operating a single motor on an ordinary car'?
As I understand the situation now. this gentleman
has been speaking of disabled cars wdiich are lying
in the car house during a part of the day. 'and
this disability, as I understand it, is due to defective
apparatus. He says that 10 per cent, of the cars
are in the house all of the time. It seems to me, if
that is a fact, we should go into the subject further
and ascertain if there is any profit in running single-
motor cars. I would say for the benefit of the as-
sociation that our experience on a suburban and
inlerurban road is that we have not found it profit-
able to operate single-motor cars, probably on ac-
count of the increased expenses incurred in the
maintenance of them, as compared with the double-
motor cars. This past season we have been oper-
aUng one^ lo-bench open car, w^ith one pair of
"G E S7" motors, each having a capacity of 52
horse power, making the two motors 104 horse
power. That, you will recognize, is an excessive
amount of power required to operate a lo-bench
single-truck car. But the result, so far as repairs
have been concerned, have been very satisfactory,
there being no repairs necessary on that car during
the entire summer. We have not even w'orn out
one pair of brushes; the car has made about 120
miles a day, I believe it has been customary in the
past to operate a motor of small capacity, and by
reason of that small capacity your expenses of
maintenance have been increased very materially.
There is only one other matter I would refer to,
and that is if the gentleman has any figures as to
the cost of painting or varnishing the' cars—cleaning
up and varnishing the cars. I would like to get
the figures for the labor.
Mr. Harrington: We have been using single-mo-

tor equipments practically up to date, with the ex-
ception of a few double-truck cars, recently pur-
chased. About one year ago w^e equipped one
18-foot body with double equipments, and where
we averaged a car in the house, say once in every
10 days with the single-motor equipment, that ca'r

has only been in the house three times in a year,
and that for only petty repairs. On the strength

l^Contznued on pa^e 3jj.'\
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Niagara Falls Home Telephone Com-

pany.

The city of Niagara Falls is soon to enjoy the

benefit of competition in its telephone service. In
the past the Bell company has had a monopoly of

the telephone business of that growing cit>', but
at last the Independent movement has reached there

to make the people happj'. The new incorporation

is known as the Niagara Falls Home Telephone
company, and the directors are W. R. Campbell,
A. H. G. Hardwicke, James E. Rock, Hon. Walter
P. Home. Samuel B. Rawson, Fred. H. Sudro.

James A. Dake and Irving H. Griswold.

The new- company has made a contract with the
'

Rawson Electric company of Elyria for a i.ooo-

instrument exchange, complete, for $55,000. The
Eureka switchboard will be used and a full-metallic

telephones away to reach this number, but we will
get there." However, the old company has never
been known to give anything away. It looks ver>-

much as though its business was to be won by
the Independent company by a superior, individual,
metallic senice.

It has been announced that the Bell company will
build a new exchange, and it is now putting some
of its wares on three streets in conduits. The new
exchange will be a well-built building, and will be
located on Ferr}'- avenue, near Third street. No
doubt the people will appreciate this addition to
the buildings of the city. The Bell company, since
the Independent company was developed, is install-

ing the Barrett system of party lines, and now has
some 25 telephones of this class in operation. The

A. H. G. Hardwicke. Dr. \V. R. Campbell.

NIAGARA FALLS HOME TELEPHO.NE COMPANY.

service given to each subscriber. The men inter-

ested intend that the exchange shall be as complete
as any in the countrj-. The Independent com-
pany IS inaking contracts for business telephones

at $3 a month, and $1.33 1-3 tor residence telephones

a month. This service will be given any place in

the city, the distance from the exchange having

no influence on the price. As stated, each sub-

scriber will have an independent service in a resi-

dence for Si.33 1-3 a month, whereas, under the Bell

contracts people who are on a line of three tele-

phones are know^n to be paying $3.59 a month, and
others possibly are paying more. It will be ob-

ser\-ed that there is a marked difference, all in favor

of the Independent companj-.

The new company is erecting its poles at the

present time and the construction is excellent. It

is evident, from the crossarms being placed, that

many wares w'ill be used. The contracts made \vith

subscribers are not binding until 250 telephones

are in use. Ho^vever, the company will start with

about 400 instruments in place, w'hich is certainly a

good-sized exchange, especially so. considering the

Tact that the August official list of the Bell peop!e

gives a total of 343 subscribers in Niagara Falls.

The energj- wath which the Independent company
has gone to work has had the effect of stirring up
the Bell people to trj' to retain the business. How-
ever, there has been growing a fierce opposition

to this company among those w^ho have had to

do with it in telephone matters, and these people

are w^elcoming with open arms the Independent
com.pany, realizing that opposition must accomplish
numerous benefits to their interests. Much of this

feeling is due to the outrageous rates the Bell com-
pany has been charging. The way in which the

war is being carried on is w'ell portrayed by the

follow-ing advertisements, printed side by side in

a local paper:

Bell company has also adopted a new rate schedule,
with which the canvasser is expected to be around
about the time the Independent company is installing

a new- telephone.
There is a general expectation that the Independ-

ent telephone movement w-ill spread in western
New \ork, there being every prospect that Lock-
port and North Tonawanda will get in line next
spring. While the contracts of the Niagara Falls
Home Telephone company call for a sen'ice by Jan-
uary- I, 1900, every effort is being made to have
the exchange in operation by December ist, which
would give a montli to perfect the service before
ihe rental is charged.

Messrs. Campbell, Hardwicke, Rock and. Home,
the local men interested, are men in whom the
people of Niagara Falls have confidence. Dr. Camp-
bell is a leading physician; Mr. Hardwicke is of
the plumbing firm of Hardw-icke & Co.; Mr. Rock
is a leading dr>--goods merchant, while Mr. Home
is a hotel proprietor and former postmaster. They
are men of position and their integrit3' adds strength
to the new- movement.

TELEPHOHES! il "Telephones'

Do von think it wise

I AT THIS AXGLE to J
TIE UP to the old com-

^ pany? YoQ have waited *

long and patiently for

^ rebef, why not wait a few J
weeks longer and get

^ into the band wagoo? ^

I Trouble

I
Trouble

I
Trouble

\

8 There's a heap of tronble

I
Irring even to be pbilan-

S Ihropic; to give EOiiie-

g thing lor nothing.

i Bell Telephones

I $J.50 PEE HOSTfl ASD DP.

In another advertisement the- Bell company
threatens to give telephones away, in these words:
"A city directory with half the names of people is

just as valuable as a telephone system with half the
number of subscribers. Our new switchboard is

built for 2,100 subscribers. We may have to give

One-minute Schedule in Michigan.

The Michigan Telephone company will add Grand
Rapids and the intermediate towns between Grand
Rapids and Kalamazoo to the list already operating
under tlie one-minute toll-line schedule. The com-
panj- is able to do this by the addition of four copper
metallic circuits bet^veen these places, which, in

connection with the lines built westward from De-
troit during the earh- part of tht summer, will af-

ford instant communication with Grand Rapids.
Since the beginning of the minute ser\-ice on the
Detroit-Kalamazoo route business has increased to

such an extent, the company says, as to make it

evident that this radical departure from the old
five-minute basis is a step in the right direction.

"Our subscribers,'' said E. D. Trowbridge, super-
intendent of the long-distance ser\-ice, "are begin-

ning to see the advantage of this rate. They are
cutting down their conversations, limiting them to

the business which thej'- wish to transact, many of

them coming within the one-minute limit. By do-
ing this subscribers are able to use the telephone
oftener and at an expense even less than iop' one-
half the number of messages under the five-minute
rate. The rate to Grand Rapids is 30 cents."

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply

company of Chicago states that its business is con-
stantly on the increase and the demand for its goods
seems to be grow-ing every day. The company has
just issued a new catalogue, No. 10. which is also
a hand-book of information. Manj' new features are
included in this hand-book. It contains a number
of new diagrams which w-ill be of special interest

to those about to install telephone plants. Any
telephone man who will send for a copj" of this hew
catalogue will doubtless feel repaid for his trouble.

Berliner Hearing Next Week.
Telephone users, operators and manufacturers

who emplo\- apparatus not made bj' the Bell com-
pany are greatly interested in the case of the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company against the National
Telephone Manufacturing company of Boston, which
is set for a hearing on November 7th, in the
United States Circuit Court for the Eastern Dis-
trict of Massachusetts, in Boston, probably before
Judge Brown. This is a suit brought for the al-

leged infringement of the famous Berliner pat-
ent. F. P. Fish and F. H. Betts will probably
appear for the Bell company and Edward P. Fayson
for the defendant.
Among telephone men the Berliner patent is rec-

ognized as the last remaining hope of the Bell peo-
ple in the w^ay of any fundamental patent monop-
oly. It was issued on November 17, 1S91, to Emile
Berliner of Washington. D. C-, for a 'Combined
Telegraph and Telephone," and is No. 463.569. Al-
though issued late in 1891, the application for the
patent was filed on June 4, 1S77, 14 years before,
and it was charged that fraudulent practices were
resorted to to delay the issue of the patent until nea^
the date of the expiration of the original Bell pat-

ent, so that the telephone monopoly might have
a renewed lease of life. Accordingly, a suit was
begun bj' the United States government to annul the
patent on the ground of fraudulent collusion by
Patent Office employes with the Bell company, and
also on the ground that the device described lacked
novelty and was already covered in a patent granted
to Berliner. The bill was filed by the attorney-
general earl}* in 1893, and the case came to a final

decision by the Supreme Court of the United States

on May 10, 1S97. How^ever, only the question of

fraudulent delay in the issue of the patent was con-
sidered in the ultimate decision, and the merits of the

patent itself were untouched. The Supreme Court
decided for the Bell company on the fraud charge,

holding that there was no evidence to show* cor-

ruption. Thus the patent stood, but with no de-

cision on the validity of its subject-matter.

Before the Supreme Court decided in its favor

on the question of fraudulent issue the Bell com-
pany brought suit against the National Telephone""

Manufacturing company for alleged infringement of

the patent. This is the case that is still pending
and which will come to a hearing next week. The
bill in this suit was filed on August 5, 1S95, and in

the intervening time the testimony of experts and
others has been taken, the introduction of eWdence
having been interrupted by the arguments and dis-

position of the government case. The record in the

case, with the lawyers* briefs, wuU be submitted
to the court next week, and oral arguments will also

be made.
It is pointed out, on behalf of the opposition com-

panies, that the only court that has passed on the

merits of the infringement question (the United
States Circuit Court presided over by Judge Car-

penter of Boston) decided against the Bell company.
How'ever, should the validity- of the claims of the

Berliner patent be upheld, it w-ill not follow that

e\er\- form of transmitter is an infringement or that

good non-infringing transmitters may not be devised.

Rumored Combination of Telegraph
and Telephone Systems.

It is rumored in Philadelphia, according to the

daily press, that the organizers of the Continental

Telegraph, Telephone and Cable company, recently

incorporated in New Jersej", have obtained control

of all the Independent telephone companies in the

United States and aim to combine these w^ith the
great telegraph companies and the five Atlantic

cable companies. Among the capitalists reported
as being interested in the venture are George J.

Gould, John Jacob Astor, William C. Whitney.
P. A. B. Widener, Martin Maloney and William
L. Elkins. The stor^^ is said to have been verified

by Jlr. Widener, who sa3''S that the new enterprise

will bring about a sweeping reduction in the cost

of transmission of electrical messages all over the
country-. Naturalh^ however, the report of such
a seemingly impossible combination will be received
with great reserv'e.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany will extend a branch line from Waverh-,
Tenn., to Linden.

The Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee Tele-
phone company has completed its extension from
Toccopola to Dallas.

The Jo Daviess County (Independent) Telephone
companj', operating in Jo Daviess County. 111., re-
ports that it has franchises in all the incorporated
places in the county-, and now has a full metallic
circuit from Stockton to Greenvale. Nora. Warren,
Apple River, Scales Mound, Vita Grand, ilillbrig

and Galena. It has exchanges at Stockton, Nora.
Warren, Apple River, Scales Mound and Galena,
and they are all said to be working nicely. The
exchanges and connections of the company are
owned by L. D. Pitcher, the president and genercd
manager of the Lee County (111.) Telephone com-
pany.
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International Brotherhood of Electrical
Worl<ers.

The sixth biennial convention o£ the National
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers was held in

Pittsburg from October 16th to 21st. Over 100 dele-

gates were in attendarxe. The convention was pre-
sided over by President J. H. Maloney of Chicago
and the delegates were welcomed to the city by
Mayor Diehl and Morris Mead, chief of the Bu-
reau of Electricity of Pittsburg. Reports of the

president and secretary showed that the organization
now includes 84 local unions, 42, with a membership
of about 5,000, having been added during the last

two years. Most of the time of the convention was
taken up with reports of standing committees and
the reading and discussion of papers. It was voted
to make the association international and change
its name to the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers. The following-named officers were
elected: President, Thomas Wheeler of Cleveland:
vice-presidents, R. P. Gale of San Francisco, F. J.

Sheehan of Hartford, Conn., R. R. Tripp of Hous-
ron, Tex., F. H. Russell of Baltimore, Md., and
F. H. Roth of Atchison, Kan.; secretary, H. W.
Sherman of Rochester, N. Y.. treasurer, P. H. Wis-
singer of Baltimore. The selection of the place
of the next convention will be made by a vote
of the local unions comprising the international

organization. It is likely that St. Louis will be
chosen.
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Temple Carbon Brush Holder.

The frame or holder proper of the Temple carbon
brush holder, illustrated by the accompanying pic-
ture, is made from hard brass, the binding screws
used being large in section with knurled head and
check-nut on adjusting screw. The rear extension
of the holder is made of hard-rolled copper the
same width as the brush it carries, and at the point
where it is held in the holder by a stud it is built

up to the thickness of the brush intended to be
used. In the use of carbon brushes on generators
a common drawback is that no adequate provision
is made for holding the carbon brush securely in

the brush holder and at the same time maintaining
a constant spring tension on the brush. In many
generators using carbon brushes the contact be-
tween brush and holder is obtained by a spring
which, at best, makes only an imperfect and there-

fore high -resistance contact, which accounts for

the slow "picking up" of the generator, and also
cxce'ssive sparking, especially on bipolar machines.

Redding Automatic Electric Time
Switch.

An automatic electric time switch is being placed
on the market which is said to be of great practical

value. The instrument is designed for use in places

where it is desired to light and extinguish incan-
descent or arc lamps automatically and at certain

specified times. It is adapted for use in stores

to light up the lamps in show-windows; in apart-

ment houses, to light the lamps in the halls on
the approach of darkness, and extinguish them at

the proper time in the evening, and in all other
places w^here it is desired to light or extinguish
lamps or turn on or turn off the current for any
purpose, at more or less frequent intervals. It is

also valuable for the main-sen-ice switch in large
buildings, to turn off the current at night and at

other times when not in use, to prevent loss of cur-

rent by leakage and to avoid the risk of fires.

The switch is said to be particularly applicable

to the control of the current where flat contracts are

made to operate motors, electric heaters and other
apparatus during certain hours of each day, not
only for the purpose of securing the exact and auto-

matic turning on and off of the current at the

TEMPLE CARBON BRUSH HOLDER.

Sparking is also due to too much contact of brush
on commutator where copper brushes are in use.

A brush to give the best possible results, on a dy-
namo or motor, should never lap more than two
segments. The Temple brush being securely fast-

ened in the brush holder and delivered to the com-
mutator endwise, is said to accomplish two impor-
tant ends. Being clamped securely in the holder it

makes a perfect and low-resistance contact between
brush and holder, reducing the tendency to heat
and also makes the generator "pick up" quickly:
in fact, makes it possible to use carbon brushes on
small bipolar generators. A second advantage is

claimed that by being delivered endwise to the
commutator it prevents the possibility of excessive
brush lap. A comprehensive pamphlet, describing

REDDING AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC TJME SWITCH

proper times, but also to prevent the use of the
same beyond the time agreed upon and paid for.

The instrument is provided with an accurate eight-
day clock movement and time dial, to show the
exact time of day and to operate the switch. It

has a knife switch, w-hich can be made of any ca-
pacity required. The switch is controlled by two
brass arms placed on the time dial (one to close
and the other to open the circuit), which can be
set at any time desired, and when so set are carried
around by the dial, and at the designated time press
against the ends of two levers shown in the picture,
and operate the switch to open or close the circuit,

as desired. The illustration shows the instrument
set to close the circuit at 7 p. m. and open it at 11

p. m. It can be made to operate at more frequent
intervals by placing additional arms on the dial.

These time switches have been in practical use
for nearly two years, and it is said that they have
given satisfaction in every respect. They are manu-
factured by Jerome Redding & Co.. 48 Hanover
street. Boston, who will be glad to furnish
any information regarding them to interested per-

sons.

the brush holder, will be seut inquirers by the man-
ufacturer, the Clay Electric and Manufacturing
company, 210 Illinois street, Chicago.

The Equitable Heat. Light and Power company
of Da^'enport. la., has been incorporated with S200,-
000 capital stock. A. J. Robertson and G B. Nye
are among the incorporators.

New Method of Electrical Execution
Proposed,

It is asserted that the French government is

considering the advisability of discontinuing the
use of the guillotine for the execution of criminals
and the adoption in its stead of a method in which
needles charged with high-tension currents are
shot into the brain, causing instant death. Ac-
cording to the accounts given, the head of the
criminal, as he sits firmly strapped in the execution
chair, is to be enclosed in a helmet similar to that
of a diver. Opposite the temples of the wearer
are two holes, through which the needles, duly
connected with the source of electric current em-
ployed, pass. As the executioner touches a button.
and so turns on the current, the two needles leap
from their sockets and are forced through the tem-
ples into the brain of the criminal. With them
they carry powerful alternating currents, which
rupture and destroy the brain cells with such ra-

pidity that, it is apprehended, one convulsive move-
ment of the victim will be the only sign that life

is extinct.
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Care of Car Equipment.
{ Continued from page syt.

]

of the record of that car, our board of directors
has concluded to order double equipment for 12
of our cars, as a starter. Our armature deprecia-
tion has been, in my judgment, tremendous and al-
togcllier out of reason. On a 40-car road wc
have one armature man busy all the time, doing
nothing else but looking after the armatures, and
I think wc will be able to put him on some other
work in conjunction with the armature work as soon
as we have more of these double equipments. Just
the exact cost of depreciation on single equipments
it is difficult to say, but we arc sure wc will cut
it down with the double equipment. In reference
to the cost of painting, while I have not definite
figures in my mind, I can give you a general run
ol the work. The cost for the car to be taken into
the house, the paint burned off and the car painted
and varnished on the outside throughout, with the
inside varnished (contract price), is ?20. For ordi-
nary touching up and varnishing outside, with paint
already on and one coat of varnish on the inside
for an 18-foot car, the contract price is $6, The
cost of material is approximately the same as the
labor-

Mr. Foster: Do you do the work by the week
or by the hour?
Mr. Harrington: We pay the painters $2.50 and

carpenters $2 a day for that class of work.
W. P. Read, Salt Lake City: What is the num-

ber of coats of varnish you are under contract to
receive when the cars are revarnished?
Mr. Harrington: The usual formula right straight

through—putting on the first coat and the rough
stuff', rubbing down, putting on the first coat and
rubbing that down and putting on three coats of
varnish afterward. There are really five distinct

steps in the operation.

Mr. Connette: There is one element of saving in

running single motors, w'here the\' can be con-
veniently run, and that is in regard to the power
used. In Nashville, Tenn., there is very little level

ground; it is up-hill and down-hill everywhere. I

tried an experiment in the running of a single mo-
tor, and found by test that it used about 35 per
cent, less power than with double equipments, but
we could not use the single motor for the lack of

traction. Most of our roads have no loops at the

end. and consequently the ends of the car are re-

versed, and when the motor was in front there
were many places w-here it was quite difficult to

get up with a single motor, on account of the lack

of traction. When the motor was on the rear axle,

of course, that difficulty was not so great. But
there is a saving in power by the use of a single

motor. It strikes me that where single motors are

used, that fact would, to a large extent, limit the

capacity of the car. or the size of the car. in pro-
portion to the power of the motor used. In Louis-
ville, Ky., where they onerate oossibly 200 or 300
cars, it has been my observation that nearly all

of them are run with one single reduction mot'or

only. Their cars are small, most of them having
been old horse cars converted into electric cars. and.

the city being comoarativelv level, I understand
thev onerate very satic;factorily.

R. M. Douglass, Cleveland: It seems to me that

this cuestion of single and double-motor-truck
cars deoends a good deal on the cnnditinn of the

track. I represent the "Big Consol'da*-ed" road cf

Cleveland, where we recently have had a liHle dis-

turbance, and w^e have some bad track, the same
as most other cities. We have some old Johnson
rail on chairs, and all that kind of thing, and our
people have recently purchased 150 double-tmck
cars, modern cars in every respect. One motive

in ffettinff these rnrs was to keeo up wath the times

and handle our people in the best way. Anothe'-

reason was thst we have some bad track, and

by puttine the double-truck cars on this track the

cars would run smoot^hlv over the track, which was
almost impossible with the single-truck cars. It is

a auestion of track, to a grepf^ evtent. re^-arding

sinele and double-truck cars. I think single-truck

cars of from iS to 2.1 feet in lensrth can be operated

easier and simpler than double-truck c^rs: and I

do not think Ave shouM discard the us^ of s'lch cars

if our track is in srood condition. It strikes me
that the ouestion of the track is largely a factor

in this matter.

When I went to the "Big Consolidated" road, th"^

1st of May. I found contracts for the painting of

the cars were in force there, and they were unsat-

isfactory. The company was paying 25 per cent, more
for painting, touching up. burning off and varnish-

ing, as the different requirements called for. than it

actually costs now by davs' work, and we are getting

fully as good work. Under the contract system.

they were painting the window glass and daubing

things generally. We get much more satisfactory

work by the day. and I think we save 25 per cfnt.

That will apply to painting and varnishing. We
have a contract for making armature coils and do-

ing similar kinds of work, which is extremely satis-

factory. We have that contract still in force, and

that is the only contract work we do.

Kow. about trolley w^heels. When. I went to the

Brooklyn Heights road, about five years ago, they

were manufacturing their trollev ^vheels out_ of

zinc, brass and copper. I have often thought since

why we did not put in a brass foundry to make the

trolley wheels. We are buying castings in the
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rough, and turning them down half way and put-

ting in the bushings. I wonder why we do not

make these castings ourselves and scrap our old

copper and brass at 15 cents a pound, before paying

such large prices for new wheels. I believe, how-
ever, that the Brooklyn Heights company has dis-

continued that practice. I would be glad to hear

Mr. Vander Veer's experience on that line.

Mr. Vander Veer: With regard to the brass

foundry, while it commends itself to a large road,

our experience was that our men made things out

of brass that should have been made out of iron;

and we shut down the foundry for a while. We
started it up again a short time ago.

Mr. Douglass: Is it not economy to make your

own wheels on a road of your size?

Mr. Vander Veer: Yes; it is profitable.

Mr. Douglass: A saving of 25 or 30 per cent.?

Mr. Vander Veer: Yes: fully that; but there

is alwavs a tendency to drift off into other things.

Mr, Douglass: I am surprised that more of us

do not make our trolley wheels.

J. I. Beggs, Milwaukee: The question whether

roads could profitably manufacture trolley wheels

like manv other things in use on the road, would de-

pend on "what they are compelled to pay for them.

I have a contract for trolley wheels at the present

time, made according to a formula, which on our

lines seems to be the most advantageous, as to

the proper degree of hardness of trolley wheels

to give best results without wearing the wire, and

which shall preferably wear the wheel, at 23 cents

per pound, and a contract for converting the worn-

out trollcv wheels into others of equal weight. I

do not believe that any road can afford to put in

a brass foundry and make its own trolley wheels

if it can buy them at that price. We can get 16

cents for the old wheels.

Mr. Douglass: That is the rough castmg.

Mr. Beggs: That is the finished wheel—a wheel

five mches in diameter, which is somewhat larger

than the wheels on many other lines. V/e believe

in large wheels, because they run at less speed.

Our trolley wheels weigh approximately nearly

3^/2 pounds finished. You take that, with the bush-

ing, and I do not believe there is any road that can

maintain a brass foundry profitably, when they can -

buy their ^vheels at that price. The argument is

often made bv municipalities that they can operate

street raihvays and electric-light plants and other

public utilities at less than we gentlemen, who are

in the business, can do it. Very many times your spe-

cial foundries in connection with your road are

not charged off where they should be .charged;

that has often been the case with the brass foundries

and other appliances run in connection with the

road; there is nothing charged off for superin-

tendence, and you fail to charge the percentage

of capital represented, and everj-thing of that Kind.

When it touches that particular point I do not be-

lieve that any road which is in a poshion to make
a proper contract for trolley wheels can begin_ to

make them as advantageously as some manufac-

turer who has other things to make in connection

with the trolley wheels. It depends very largely

upon the contracts which the road is able to make
on trolley wheels. In view of the difference in

cost of material in the last 12 or 15 months, I am
paying now about 30 per cent, more for trolley

wheels than under a contract made 18 months ago,

and in order to get what was a satisfactory figure

to me, knowing the relative difference in value of

the copper, zinc and tin entering into the com-
position of the trolley wheel for our use. and in

order to get that figure I made a contract for 5,000

wheels, to be delivered to us at the convenience of

the shop turning them out, made according to our

formula and pattern, and they can turn them out

"between times" in their shop. I know that I

could not run a brass foundry and begin to turn

these wheels out for what they cost us to-day, under

a 5,000-wheel contract.

I do not believe any road can judiciously run
single motors. I have not believed so for the past

10 years. The 35 per cent, of power saved, which

has been referred to here, I think, is threefold paid

for in greater cost of repairs to single motors and
other portions of the car. I think the cheapest

thing virtually that we put on an electric railroad

is the power that moves the car; it costs less than
almost anything else going into the car. Three
and a half years ago we adopted a standard car on
our lines—a double-truck car. We have steadily

advanced upon that and improved that equipment,
until we put 25 cars on this year, and we will put
on about 35 new cars annually, in order to keep
up our equipment. They are double-truck cars

and are standard. For three years we contented
ourselves with two motors on these cars. We put
on 25 cars this year and have contracted now for

30 to be delivered in April next, on which we put
four motors, a motor on each axle, as an element
of economy and greater facility and give to the

public good service. The traction is much bet-

ter, and we can speed up a car more quickly, and
when you take a city where you stop every block,

it is an important item if you can save a few sec-

onds in making these stops and in getting the cars

in motion. We find that it costs less for the main-

tenance of a car with four motors than for the

maintenance of a car with two motors. The actual

cost of maintaining the equipment under the car is

reduced and the number of cars in the shop averages

only two per cent. We seldom have to pull one
of these cars into the shop. The motors are not

overworked. If a car gets behind its time it has
the reserve power to enable it to make speed, which
is an important element in the economical running
of a street railwaj'. If you can take five minutes
out in the length of a run, it is a great saving.

For instance, we run prettj-- long lines, few of them
less than seven or eight miles from terminal to

terminal. We make 200 stops possibly in that dis-

tance, and a second or two saved in each stop, in

getting up speed on the car, me£.ns a considerable

amount in the number of cars necessar>' to equip

and maintain the schedule. We have experimented
on this subject very carefully. We know, of course,

on our four-motor equipment—speaking offhand,

without figures—it possibly requires 30 per cent,

more power than to run two-motor equipments to

pull the same car, but we are moving at higher

speeds, saving money in other matters, and giving

much more satisfactory service to the public, and
we are saving wear and tear on the equipment. The
cheapest thing we have on the road is power.
Mr. Foster: What type of motor do you use?

Mr. Beggs: We adopted as standard the "G E
1,000'' motor. We put one motor on each axle.

We have several grades, none very severe, but we
have no trouble from slippery rails or frost in win-

ter, and with our four-motor equipment we never

think whether the car is going to get over the line.

The number of flat wheels is greatly reduced, and
in every way the cost of maintenance on a four-mo-
tor equipment is 25 per cent, less than on a two-

motor equipment. We have cars built seating 44
passengers. 22 double seats. We frequently have

over 100 passengers on these cars, on account of

there being wide platforms, the car being 41 feet

over all. That is the car we have adopted as stand-

ard, after experimenting for three years, both as

to the amount of power consumed, wear and tear

on the cars and rails, and while we are running

more motors on our lines, I do not think the num-
ber of men in the armature department is one-half

what it was three years ago.

Mr. Connette : I do not mean to advocate a

single-motor equipment, but I do say this: That

for small cars, where the streets are comparatively

level and where the power of the motor is in pro-

portion to the size of the car, that it can be op-

erated for less expense than a double-motor equip-

ment. I know by actual meter tests that for an

18-foot closed car body, single truck and double

motors, that it requires about 150 kilowatt-hours

per da}', for 125 to 140 miles. The cost of power,

of course, varies, but a fair average is one cent per

kilowatt-hour. Therefore, if you use 150 kilowatt-

hours pfer day for each car and you save 33 1-3 per

cent., the saving of power would be 50 cents per

car per day. and where 30 cars are run it means

$15 a day for power, and it strikes me, from the

experience I have had in maintenance, that it will

not cost as much to maintain one motor, even with

a little extra ser\ice, as it does to maintain two
motors, ^\"e think with two motors, with the ordi-

nary motor used—four fields and two armatures

—

with all the incidental connections, it is common
sense to state that if you are only running one mo-
tor, even with extra service, it would not cost as

much to maintain it in the course of a year as to

maintain two motors. But when the element of

service enters into the question in larger cities, where
you have to get larger cars and higher speeds and
heavier travel, then, perhaps, our judgment would
change in favor of the double motors, because you
can get more effective and satisfactory service with
two motors on a car than you can with one mo-
tor: but so far as the element of expense is con-
cerned, I believe it is more economical to operate
one motor than two motors, where it can be done,
and I believe that is limited to the smaller places
and to places where the streets are comparatively
level.

Mr. Foster: I would ask Mr. Beggs one question,
and that is the average speed made bj- the four-

motor equipment cars, and also if he uses power
brakes, and if so, what kind?

Mr. Beggs: We do not use power brakes on
our city equipments. In fact, where we run local
service we have some cars equipped with air brakes,
but shut them off in the local service. We try to
maintain a speed of SV^ miles over the whole system.
It is an important element to take into considera-
tion in connection with Mr. Connette's remarks.
Vv'e maintain possibly the longest headway of any
city in the United States for a thickly populated
city, and one of the elements is the large cars and
the great regularity maintained in the timetable,
which is kept up as closely as on steam roads in

the city traffic. We maintain, even on our lines

where we stop every three or four hundred feet, an
average of 8V2 miles an hour, and on some^Hnes
nine miles an hour and over. There is none of the
equipment which makes less than 160 to 170 miles
daily to a car. On our interurban lines we make
as high as 380 miles a day to a car, day in and day
out.

Mr. Foster: What type of motor? Is it a dif-

ferent type?
Mr. Beggs: The same motor exactly. We have

to take the conditions into consideration, as Mr.
Connette says. W^e have a considerable number
of interurban lines spreading out like the spokes
of a wheel, and we are trjing to standardize the
equipment, so that if we need to send cars out
on any line they have the element of speed con-
nected with them. These cars are equipped with
the ratchet brake. On our high-speed interurban

lines, where we make ig trips a day, we keep that
up with two cars on daily service. We maintain
that service, and have done it for 18 months, with
two cars, making 19 trips a day of 20 miies each.
On these lines we have air brakes and arc head-
lights, which are absolutely indispensable to a
high-speed interurban line.

Mr. Foster: What is the maximum rate of speed
on the interurban line?

Mr. Beggs: I should say that on certain por-
tions we reach a speed of nearly 50 miles an hour.
The line runs between the city of Milwaukee and
the city of Waukesha, and we have six or seven
miles in the city limits where we go into the local

service. The cars become part of the local service
when they enter the city limits. The speed on that
line is anywhere from 30 to 50 miles an hour. On
our city lines we have high-speed gear.
Mr. Foster: Is the road on a public highway or

private right-of-way?
Mr. Beggs: That particular line I refer to is on

private right-of-way. We have one interurban line,

;iS niiles in length, on a public highway. We do
not get that speed on that line, but hope to recon-
struct it so as to be able to do so.

A. E. Lang, Toledo: In Toledo we are operating
a street-railway and an electric-light plant com-
bined, and we maintain a brass foundry. We pa\'

our brass-foundr}' man $1.75 a day, and he is a good
man. He spends his entire time in the brass foun-
dry, and he takes every scrap of brass that we have
and works it into every a\'ailable place on the car,

in the lighting plant and about the power house
where brass is used, and we are satisfied beyond
any doubt that it is a most economical way to op-
erate this part of a railroad. We cast our own
Lrolle}' wheels. As I say, every brass fixture apper-
taining to the car is manufactured from our own
furnace.

With respect to the double-car equipment, it de-
pends. I think, very largely upon local conditions
with respect to grades. We are operating two mo-
tors on each car, our standard being the No. 3
Westinghouse motor. We have a few "G E 8co"
motors. A suggestion that I desire to make that
may be of value to some of you is the fact that we
have just entered upon a method of splicing two
16-foot car bodies together. It has been a serious
question with us what to do with four-wheel cars
that have been in operation from eight to 10 years,

and following the same line of procedure that they
adopted at Columbus about three years ago. we
have just taken two 16-foot car bodies and spliced
them together and put them on double trucks, and
we have placed these cars upon one of our longest
lines, where we have been maintaining a nine-
minute headway for some two or three years, and
found a necessity for shortening the interval. To
overcome that necessity' we have concluded to put
these double-truck cars upon that line. We have
had them in service about 60 or 90 days:
they look exactly like new cars. An expert could
tell the difference, but the people who ride in them
say: "What a magnificent car this is." They are
pleased beyond measure with the new cars, and we
think by that means that we are going to still main-
tain our nine-minute headway without complaint,
because they take more passengers and their speed
is just as good as a 16-foot car. It was ar-

gued that we would not be able to maintain our
speed, using two 25 horse power motors, but in

our cit>', where we have few grades, we find that
we can maintain our speed just the same with our
double-truck car as we did with our single 16-

foot car, and you can see that it can earn a great
deal more money, and I think that where the situ-

ation of roads is similar to our own, that you will

find it of great advantage to take some of these
cars that are nearly ready for retirement, and by
putting in new sills and bracing them up properly,
you can utilize them for a long time.

Mr. Foster: Can you give us an idea of what
it costs to reconstruct the two cars into one?
Mr. Lang: It costs in the neighborhood of $300

for labor and material entering into the reconstruc-
tion of the car body. The car has a longitudinal
seat.

W. S. Dimmock. Council Bluffs, Iowa: I would
say that our company took 16-foot car bodies
that had been in service for between six and seven
years, spliced them together and made a 42-
foot car over all, including vestibules, and have
run them for five years, and outside of the paint-

ing we have had no repairs practically to speak of

since the day they were rebuilt. I think the splic-

ing of these cars cost us in the neighborhood of

three hundred or four hundred dollars: I have for-

gotten the exact amount. We find that the double-
truck car is better for the service. It was claimed
that we could not keep up our schedule on the same
headway, after splicing these cars: and especially

so after putting gates on them. We equipped these
cars with gates which are operated with a lever con-
trolled by the motorman, and we find that the
power consumed is somewhat greater than it was be-
fore the gates were put on, on account of the addi-
tional number of dead stops required to be made.
Nevertheless, the car is giving better sen-ice. and
running on the same time card as with the 16-

foot car. the speed of the car in many places being
as high as thirty miles an hour, and the repairs
are not more than they are on the up-town cars,

which are only i6-foct cars.

Mr. Beggs: I would like to ask as to the cost
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of splicing the two 16-foot car bodies referred

to, whether that makes provision for the trucks?

Mr. Lang: No, sir.

Mr. Beggs: What kind of trucks do you put

under them?
Mr. Dimmock: Double trucks.

Mr. Beggs: That is an important question, be-

cause we have canvassed that matter back and forth,

and finally determined that it is not economical to

splice our old car bodies, for the reason that by

the lime you have these trucks under the car, the

cost of the car—while still an old car, and which

will begin creaking after a short time—is fully halt

the cost of the best car that can be built, and after

spending this money in splicing these cars you still

have an old ear. As Mr. Lang has said, local con-

ditions have a great deal to do with it. We in our
city up on the lake, for instance, this summer have
had very little warm weather to require people to

go out and take car rides in open cars. We ulti-

mately intend to dispense with the open cars and
get the equipment down to standard equipment, to

be run 12 months in the year. To-day we put

cross seats in our cars, and we must have greater

width than with the longitudinal seats. Our cars

are eight feet six inches wide, giving two cross

seats with a good aisle, and about 33-inch cushions

on the seat. We made a careful estimate of the

cost of reconstructing the old car bodies, and we
found that it would cost one-half of what we could
buy the most modern car for with seven-inch sills;

and we did not consider it a matter of economy.
We do not want any longitudinal seats on our line.

Our patrons prefer our standard car, and with the

window sash down it is virtually an open car for

all intents and purposes. Our cars are ready to

run the whole year around. The amount of money
spent in splicing these car bodies does not begin

to include all the expenses involved, and then you
have nothing but second-hand equipment. I think

you will all admit that when you take an old car

body, built for the lighter traffic of 10 years ago.

and endeavor to reconstruct that car, it will

only be a short time before the car begins to creak

again at the joints.

Mr. Dimmock: We have run our cars five years

without repairs, but in order to make our car as

good as we thought it ought to be, w^e had a steel

frame put around the bottom of it. with truss rods,

which has caused the car to stand all the racket of

bad track, etc. I will admit one point,, however, that

if we were buying new cars we would prefer them
lighter, with cross seats. As to the open cars, we
also spliced our 16-foot open cars, and the difference

in the two cars is that the closed car seats 44 per-

sons, while the open car seats y^- Another feature

was the track ^enters. Our track centers will not
permit of a wide car, and this fact aided us in mak-
ing a decision to splice the old cars. If the track

centers had been wider we might have considered
the purchase of new cars. We feel we are money in

pocket by the splicing of the old cars, under the

circumstances which exist in our city.

Mr. Foster: What is the depth of the flange on
your wheels, Mr. Beggs?

Mr. Beggs: I think iVa, inches.

Mr. Foster: Do you run them over a girder rail

or a tee rail?

Mr. Beggs: Our standard roadbed construction

is a tee rail, with granite headers and stretchers.

We form a groove out of the granite, and if you
came to the city of Milwaukee, you would see the

same effect as with a grooved rail^ without the

gnawing. In the city limits every foot of track

is put down so as to admit paving in any way that

the city wishes to do it. We use six-inch tee rail,

weighing 70 pounds to the yard.

Mr. Dimmock: I would ask if any of the gen-
tlemen present have kept the mileage on the trolley

wheels?
Mr. Beggs: I will say that we get about eight

or nine thousand miles from our trolley wheels. I

know of roads that get as high as 17,000 miles. Our
policy is to prefer to wear the wheel. Our wheel
is made up of a composition of 86 per cent, of cop-

per, eight or nine per cent, of tin, and four or five

per cent, of zinc, and we get a composition which
wears the wheel rather than the trolley wire. Our
trolley wire is No. 0000 over our entire system. We
get about 9.000 miles from our trolley wheels and
do not want any more. It costs less to wear a

trolley wheel than it does to wear a trolley wire.

The cost of putting up the wire is as great as the

wire itself. I know there are certain roads that

make a boast of the number of miles they get out

of a trolley wheel. They used a steel wheel in

Milwaukee three years ago and were grinding the

trolley wire constantly.

Illinois District Telegraph Company.
The Illinois District Telegraph company has been

organized to assume- control of the delivery service

of the Western Union Telegraph company in Illi-

nois and will operate in direct competition to the

American District Telegraph company. The new
company is organized on similar lines to the new
companies now operating in Indiana, Iowa, Ken-
tucky. Michigan, Missouri. Minnesota, Ohio, Ok-
lahoma Territory, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and
West Virginia. Its officers are the following-named
gentlemen: President, H. D. Bennett, Columbus,
O.; vice-president. W. J. Lloyd, Chicago; secretary,

G. H. Johnson, Columbus, O. ; treasurer, E. M.
Mulford, Jr., Chicago.

Public Lighting in Detroit.

The Detroit municipal electric-lighting plant has
increased ihc city street lighting from an average
of 1.744 arc lights of 2,000 candle power each to i,808
arc lights of 2,000 candle power each, and the elec-

trical output from 3,281,615 kilowatt-hours to 3,53c),-

567 kilowatt-hours, while it ' is said ihat the total
eysh expimded for the operating and maintenance
of the entire plant has been reduced from $99,713.18
to $96,665.03, bringing the slated cash outlay per
arc light per year down from $51.85 Lo $46.46.
A reduction of wages in the lighting department

is due to the introduction of longer burning carbons,
permitting the double-carbon lamps to be trimmed
on alternate days instead of daily. There are 87
employes. The work of trimming the lamps is

entrusted to the care of a chief trimmer wiih 16 men.
The single-carbon lamps are located in the "under-
ground" or business district and are trimmed daily.

TUe double-carbon lamps are located in the residence
districts and are trimmed every second day. each
trimmer having two circuits to care for. Within
the half-mile circle all the wires of the city are un-
derground. The conduits vary in size from two
ducts to 24 ducts, according to the possible demands
upon them. The ducts are in a special three-inch
vitrified tile, laid in concrete.
The overhead lines of the plant are strung on

6.673 poles, or a total of 405 miles of wire. The
lights are placed on towers, posts or center sus-
pension, as the conditions demand.

In addition to the streets, the public buildings
lighted by incandescent lights are: City hall and
county offices, Public Library. Municipal Court,
Board of Health, Water Board, Police Department.
Fire Department, Bonrd of Education, normal and
night schools, Capitol Square fountain and U. S. S.

Yanlic. The assessed valuation of the plant is $400,-
000.

Opposition to Electric Railroads in Ohio.

Injunction proceedings have been begun in the

Circuit Court of Lucas County, Ohio, to prevent
the Toledo, Norwalk and Fremont Electric Rail-

road company from further laying its track in public
highways. A dispatch from Toledo says that there
was an array of legal talent on both sides, and by
the decision of the court will be determined the
fate of a number of such roads now in process of
construction or projected in the state of Ohio.
The ground on which the attorney-general is

fighting the road is that the county commissioners
have granted the road a right of way along the Mau-
mee turnpike, which, being a public highway, can-
not be given to a corporation for private purposes.
The attorney-general also asked $20,000 for dam-
ages alreadv done.

CORRESPONDENCE,

New York Notes.

New York, October 28.—An attempt is being
made to settle the question of the running of auto-
mobiles in Central Park. Winslow E. Busby and
Whitney Lyon, members of the Automobile Club of
America, rode to the Plaza entrance to Central Park
in an automobile yesterday afternoon and insisted

that they had a right to enter the park in their

horseless carriage. Mr. Busby, the owner and
driver of the vehicle, was arrested, and a test case
will be made of the matter. Repeated attempts have
been made to induce President Clausen of the park
board to issue permits for private automobiles to
enter Central Park, as they have been permitted to
use all other parks of the city, but all applicants
have been refused. It has been pointed out that

no ordinance against automobiles has ever been
passed, and that horseless vehicles have been ex-
cluded by the police solely on a verbal order from
President Clausen. Mr. Busby and members of the
Automobile Club hold that the attitude of the Park
Department is unreasonable, and they have de-
termined to force an issue.

For members of the Automobile Club of America
and their friends a run has been arranged for No-
^ember 4th. Starting from the Waldorf-Astoria at

10 o'clock in the morning, the route will be to

Ardsley, where dinner will be served, and the run
home will be late in the afternoon or in the evening.
The club is the first organization of automobilists
in the United States. Adjutant-general Avery D.
Andrews was elected president, and General George
Moore Smith, Homer W. Hedge and Winslow
Busby were appointed as a temporary committee
on membership. H. W. Hedge was elected tem-
porary secretary. Steps to procure a clubhouse, it

is said, will soon be taken.
Owing to a legal hitch the lights in the streets

of Staten Island were not turned on during three
nights this week. A conference between repre-

sentatives of the New York and Staten Island Elec-

tric company and Comptroller Coler to-day re-

sulted in an agreement being arrived at by which
the company will accept $150,686.21 for lighting to

June 30th. and consequently the lights will be turned
en again to-night.

According to Russell Sage plans have been sub-

mitted to the directors of the Manhattan Elevated

Railway company by Vice-president Skitt for the

change of the motive power to electricity for the

lines of the company's system. It is expected that

the new electrical system will experimentally be in

operation on part of the system early in January
and the entire change will have been completed
within a year. Probably the first line to be
equipped will be either the Sixth avenue line or
the Third avenue. Both the multiple-unit system
and the electrical locomotive system may be used,
according to which system is best adapted for the
respective lines and branches of the road.

After considerable inconvenience and delays the
clcctric-car service on Third avenue was put in

smooth running order last Tuesday. The company
hopes to have the entire road running by electricity
within two weeks.
The electric railroads of the western end of Long

Island will soon be in the hands of two companies,
the Brooklyn section and outlying points under the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and the Long Island City,
North Shore and cross-island roads under the New
York and Queens County Electric. The New York
and North Shore Railway company, which has ab-
sorbed the Long Island Electric company, which
started to tap the Rockaways by a turnpike across
Jamaica Bay, will probably begin to run cars from
Flushing to Jamaica within 10 days. The Long
Island Electric company has about 25 miles of street
railways and connection with the Kings County
Elevated running through the Jamaicas and thence
to the Rockaways, and holds some valuable fran-
chises not yet taken advantage of.

Arrangements are being made by the board of
governors of the Automobile Club for the coming
automobile show, which will be one of the novel
society events of the winter season. M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, October 2S.—The city of Tower,

Minn., contemplates putting in an electric-light
plant. There is $8,000 available in the treasury, and
and if a plant can be put in for that figure, it will
probably be done.
The city of New Prague, Minn., has bought the

electric equipment of the lighting plant. The old
firm retains the boilers and engine and will furnish
the power until July i. 1900, when the city will put
in a new and larger boiler and engine and dynamo
probably.

Plans are being prepared for an electric-light
and waterw^orks system at Olivia, Minn.
The city of Duluth, Minn., has engaged an engi-

neer to look over the city and make an estimate
of what will be needed when the city concludes to
build an electric-light plant.

The Owatonna (Minn.) Electric company has
been reorganized and some improvements are pro-
jected. Additional machinery will be put in.

The Street Railway company has begun work
on a new car barn in Spokane, Wash., which will
include shops, offices, etc., at a cost of $20,000.
W. I. Gray & Co. of Minneapolis secured the con-

tract to furnish the electric equipment for a mu-
nicipal plant for Austin, Minn., at $12,900. The
Twin City Iron Works of Minneapolis will furnish
the power plant at $4,960.
The Twin City Electric Railway company has

been formed to build an electric railway between
Aberdeen and Hoquiam. Wash.
The city of Brainerd, Minn., will expend $8,coo in

new machinery for the electric-light plant.
The street-railway company at La Crosse, Wis.,

declines to vestibule its cars in accordance with the
demand of a state official and insists that the pro-
lection which they give, amounting to a screen in

front, complies with the law. A test may be made
in the courts.

The council of St. Paul has adopted specifications
for next year's lighting. They are drawn to secure
the widest competition. The city is divided into
districts, so that small plants may compete for a
single district.

Mr. Kerlin of Minneapolis contemplates establish-
ing an electric-lighting plant in Grantsburg, Wis.
W. I. Gray of the electric-contracting firm of W.

I. Gray & Co., Minneapolis, and president of the
Board of Electricity of Minnesota, was married
October 19th, at Plainview, Minn., to Miss Isabelle

W. Willis.

The old electric-iight plant at Brookings, S. D.,

has shut dowm and the new one is being put in

shape as rapidly as possible.

The electric-light plant at Clinton, Wis., has been
shut down, as it was not a profitable investmen;:.

There is talk of the municipality purchasing the
plant.

The Kaukauna (Wis.) Electric company has re-

ceived orders from the city to place its wires under-
ground at once, at the rate of two blocks a year.

The new co-operative electric-light plant for

Grand Rapids and Centralia, Wis., has been com-
pleted and put in operation.
The Butte Electric Light company of Butte. Mont.,

w-as awarded the contract to furnish electric street

lighting for 10 years, in accordance with its recent

proposition.
Work has been begun for a new power house for

the electric-light plant at Aberdeen. S. D., which
is to be removed to the gas plant.

Lake City. Minn., will raise $6,000 to purchase a

new engine and dynamo.
The Triumph Electric company has the sub-con-

tract to furnish the electric equipment for the elec-

tric-light plant at Lakefield, Minn.
Small boys are under arrest at Council Bluffs,

la., for stealing the copper bonding wires from the

rails of the street-railway company. They also took
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some of the ground wire. This stealing has been
going on for months and has caused the company a

great deal of trouble.

City Engineer Qaussen of St. Paul would install

a garbage crematory and use its heat to furnish

power for an electric-light plant.

The electric-light plant at Manson, la., is to be

materially enlarged by the addition of considerable

machinery, and all-night service will be given.

Complaint is made at Oshkosh, Wis., that the

electric headlights of the Citizens' Traction com-
pany cars are too brilliant and dazzle the eyes, mak-
ing it difficult to drive on the street toward them.

The interurban electric line between Tacoma and
Seattle, Wash., will be built at once, and it is ex-

pected to be in operation by June i, 1900. The line

will be slightly over 30 miles long. The contract

{or construction has been let.

Moorhead, Minn., will install meters for its elec-

tric-light customers, beginning December ist.

J. G. Strawn has sold his inteiest in the electric-

light plant at Vernon, Wis., to James Treseder of

Viola, Wis.
The electric-light plant at Manson, la., has been

sold, the change taking effect November ist, to

Des Moines people.

The council of Des Moines, la., has discovered, to

its surprise that the street-railway company has a

perpetual franchise to haul freight through the

streets of Des Moines, instead of for eight years, as

was supposed.
Dr. M. P. Turner, the founder of the street-rail-

way system in Des Moines, la., died recently. When
the town was small he secured a franchise for the

whole towil. He operated just enough cars to hold

the franchise and hung on, though many attempts

were made to annul it. At times he was in dire

poverty, but he never gave it up, and finally he

sold the system, of which the franchise was the

only thing of value, for $340,000. The line was at

once torn up and an electric line established.

The electric-light company of Austin, Minn., has

enjoined the city from contracting for a municipal

plant. The matter will be argued before the court

at the next term of court.

Christian Burkhardt of Hudson, Wis., has sold

a share of his interest in the Apple River water

power to the St. Croix Power company for $41,000.

The latter is installing a system at a cost of $450,000

to furnish power for Stillwater and St. Paul, Minn.
Fargo, N. D., capitalists are considering the

feasibility of an interurban electric loop, from Fargo
to Harwood, Argusville, Gardner, Grandin, May-
ville, Portland, Arthur, Hunter, Casselton and Ma-
pleton and back to Fargo. The estimated cost to

construct and equip such a line is placed at $1,000

to $1,500 a mile.

The McCartney street-car system in Green Bay,

Wis., has been transferred to the Fox River Elec-

tric Railway and Power company, which is now
operating it. This places all the street cars under
one management.
The Westinghouse company is reported to con-

template establishing an immense electric plant at

Taylor's Falls, Minn., about 50 miles from the Twin
Cities, by developing the water power there and
transmitting it by wire to Minneapolis. The plant

would cost about $750,000.

Mr. Gould of Kalispell, Mont., contemplates es-

tablishing an electric-light plant in Libby, Mont.
The Granite-Bimetallic company of PhiUipsburg.

Mont, is working on the development of Flint Creek
Falls, for electric power. This work was first

started in 1891, and has continued, with interrup-

tions, ever since. It has progressed so far that it

is expected to have the plant delivering power by
February ist. The ore mills will be operated by
electricity thereafter. It may also be emploj'ed in

the treatment of ores. R.

PERSONAL.
L. W. Burch, president of the Electrical Supply

company of Madison, Wis., was a Chicago visitor

last week.

Charles H. Perrine of Chicago has opened an
American ofhce for the Tramway and Railway
World of London at 825 Monadnock building.

Professor Andrew Gray, professor of electrical

engineering and physics at the University College

of North Wales, Bangor, has been appointed to

succeed Lord Kelvin in the chair of natural philoso-

phy at Glasgow University.

Dwight Townsend, at one time president of the

United Lines Telegraph company and associated

with John W. Mackay and Robert G. Ingersoll in

the formation of the Postal Telegraph company,
died at his home, in New York, on October 29th,

aged 73 years.

Mr. F. W. Gushing, who lately returned from
Europe, is credited with the plan of building a

$125,000 summer hotel on the North Shore, between
Highland Park and Fort Sheridan. Mr. Gushing
was formerly a prominent electrical man in Chicago.

He has spent much time abroad in the interest of

Dr. Gray's telautograph.

Captain Charles E. Hall, an old resident of Chi-

cago and former superintendent of construction

for the Chicago City Railway company, died at his

home, 19 Groveland Park. Chicago, on October
26th. Captain Hall served in the Civil War. and
in 1855 was engaged in the building of railroads in

Cuba, having constructed the fiist line ever oper-
ated on the island.

Major Richard H. Willoughby, associate editor of

Electricity, died at his home in Brooklyn on Oc-
tober 22d. His death was indirectly due to a fall

received on alighting from an elevated train. It

was at first thought that his injuries were slight,

but on the day of his death he was suddenly taken
worse and soon expired. Major Willoughby was
a veteran of the Civil War, during which he earned
his military title. He was an experienced newspaper
man, and his death is deplored by those who knew
him well.

C. S. Knight, vice-president and general manager
of l^lie Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America, has resigned. He will be succeeded by
O. S. Lyford, Jr., the electrical engineer of the
company before it passed into the control of the

Electric Vehicle company. Mr. Knight will go to

New York to take up another line of work with
the syndicate which controls the Siemens & Halske,
Electric Storage Battery, Electric Vehicle, Illinois

Electric Vehicle Transportation, New York Gas
and Electric Light, Heat and Power and other
companies. Mr. Knight has been with the Siemens
& Halske company only about seven months, but
it was long enough for his capacity and energy to

manifest flattering results. Mr. Knight is a widely
known, experienced and energetic electrical man.
He has exceptional executive ability, which will

prove valuable wherever he is engaged.

Mrs. T. R. Mercein, wife of the well-known and
well-liked secretary of the Northwestern Electrical

association, died in Milwaukee on October 20th.

Mrs. Mercein was afflicted by a cancerous growth.
An operation was performed, but the sufferer did
not have sufficient vitality to rally from the opera-
tion. Mr. Mercein and the two children were wilh
the wife and mother when she died. Mrs. Mercein
was an exceptionally brilliant woman, possessing a
charming personality and a cordiality and gracious-
ness of manner that won her many friends. She was
a woman of fine intellectual ability and had written
both prose and verse of exceptional merit. She was
greatly interested in the Society of Colonial Dames,
being president of the Milwaukee branch, and was
also a member of the Daughters of the American
Revolution and other social and charitable organi-
zations. Mr. Mercein's electrical friends extend
their sincere sympathy in his great loss.

Mr. Charles T. Hughes, the manager -of the New
York office of the General Electric company, was
the recipient of a handsome loving-cup on October
2ist, from all the members of his staff. The occasion
of the presentation was the fact that on that day
20 years had elapsed since he first entered the em-
ployment of Thomas A. Edison. Since that time
Mr. Hughes has been continuously in the employ-
ment of Mr. Edison or his successors. The cup
was made of Dorflinger green glass, with heavy
sterling mountings and the usual three handles.
Around the outside of the rim were the inscrip-

tions: "Charles Turner Hughes from his Staff.

Thomas A. Edison, October 21, 1897. The General
Electric company, October 21. 1899." On the

inside of the rim was "Twenty Years of Active Serv-
ice." Mr. Theodore Beran, manager of the supply
department of the New York office, made the pres-

entation speech, and Mr. Hughes responded for

himself and Mrs. Hughes, who was also present.

During the afternoon Mr. Hughes received the per-

sonal congratulations of Mr. Coffin, president of

the General Electric company' . General Griffin, first

vice-president of the General Electric company,
and many other members of the company. He also

received congratulatory telegrams from members
of his own staff in Buffalo, Syracuse and New
Haven, who were unable to be present.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The town of Hebron, Neb., has decided to erect

an electric-light plant.

It is estimated that the lighting of the Paris

Exposition will call for 20,000 horse power.

The village of Newton Falls, O.. has voted to

bond the town for $5,000 to establish an electric-light

plant.

The Frankton Water Works and Electric Light
company has been incorporated at Frankton, Ind.,

with a capital stock of $17,000.

The Cicero (111.) Water, Gas and Electric Light
company has sold its properties in Oak Park to the

Chicago Suburban Water and Light company.'

The Auburn Electric Light company of Auburn.
111., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$8,000 by J. A. Wheeler, W. H. Ramsay and George
W. Hutton.

At a recent meeting of the City Council of Austin,

Minn., it was decided to build an electric-light plant.

to be owned and operated by the city. The plant is

to cost $20,000.

The stockholders of the Binghamton (N. Y.)

General Electric company held their annual meeting
recently and elected the following-named directors:

Colone'l George W. Dunn. George F. O'Neil. W.
A. Tucker, P. L. Saltonstall. Stephen C Normile.

James H. Roberts and G. Brodie Smith. The di-

rectors organized as follows: President, Colonel
Dunn; vice-president, George F, O'Neil; treasurer,
P. L. Saltonstall; attorney and secretary, James H.
Roberts, and general manager, Stephen C. Normile.

The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad
company has just commenced to equip locomotives
with electric headlights. The famous "Fast Mail"
and "Denver Limited" travel at such a high rate

of speed that a stronger light than the old-style has
has been found necessary for safely.

John S. Cravens of Pasadena, Cal., has been
elected president of the Edison Electric company
of Los Angeles, to succeed George H. Barker, who
recently resigned to accept a responsible position
with the General Electric company. The Edison
Electric company is one of the largest electric-light-

ing concerns in California. It owns the Southern
California Power company, the Pasadena Electric
Light and Power company and the Santa Ana Gas
and Electric company, and has a branch line to Po-
mona. It secures its power from the Santa Ana
River, the power house being near the mouth of the
Santa Ana Cafion, about 12 miles from Redlands.

It is stated that Mrs. Charles Parkes of Water-
bury^ Conn., has brought suit for $25,000 damages
from the electric-light company of that city for the
loss of her hand, which, she says, was permanently
crippled by leakage of electricity in the .'shrubbery

at her suburban home. Mrs. Parkes gave a garden
party some time ago and had electric lights strung
in the shrubbery. During the entertainment she
walked out upon her porch and took hold of the
bushes in which were hung electric lights. She
says that she received a shock which burned the
flesh almost completely olt her fingers. She asserts
that the company i-i responsible for the improper
leakage of electricity.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Findlay Street Railway company has in-

creased its capital stock from $150,000 to $275,000.

The Southwest Missouri Electric Railway com-
pany of Webb City, Mo., has filed a statement of
increase of capital stock from $650,000 to $8m,ooo.

The council of Plainfield, N. J., has granted a
franchise to the Plainfield Street Railway company
to extend its line out Park avenue to the city limits.

A charter has been granted in Kansas for the
Fidelity Bell Railway company to operate an elec-

tric line from Mineral to Galena, Kan. The capital
stock of the company is $70,000.

The Chicago, Cicero and Northern Electric Rail-
way company has applied to the town board of
Cicero, III., for a franchise to build and operate a
street-railway system in Cicero.

The Middletown-Goshen Electric Railway com-
pany has been incorporated at Middletown, O., for

$100,000, to construct and operate an electric rail-

way. Among the incorporators are W. E. Boyce
and H. B. Boyce..

The Willimantic (Conn.) Street Railway company
has been organized with the following-named di-

rectois: W. PI. Abbott, J. M. Pettis, W. W. Tuttle
of Boston; W. D. Grant and G. K. Nason of Willi-

mantic. The company expects to have its cars run-
ning by June, 1900.

A recent London dispatch states that the London
County Council has adopted the conduit system
of electric railways on the projected large exten-
sions. This is the first time an English corporation
has adopted this method, overhead wires being in

use throughout the United Kingdom. This innova-
tion was only accomplished after considerable oppo-
sition.

An injvmction was granted against the Wichita
(Kan.) Railway, Light and Power company, on Oc-
tober 26th, in favor of the city, forbidding the com-
pany from operating its railway lines and ordering
it to remove its tracks, cars and wires from the
streets of the city within two weeks. The city

claims that the company has forfeited its contract

by failing to keep up the service.

After a fight, which lasted nearly three years, the

village trustees of Mamaroneck, N. Y., have voted

to grant a franchise for a trolley road on the Bos-
ton post road to the Tarrytown, White Plains and
Mamaroneck Railroad companj', which is now a

branch of the Huckleberry company of New York.
The franchise is for 100 years and the company is

required to have the road in operation by January
I, 1900. It does not include the village of Larch-
mont, the residents of which are bitterly opposed
to the trolley and have refused to give it a franchise

by a unanimous vote.

AUTOMOBILES.
A branch factory for the manufacture of electric

vehicles may be established in Buffalo by the Woods
Motor Vehicle company of Chicago.

A very successful test has-been made in Detroit,

under the supervision of Postmaster Dickerson, of

a three-wheeled electric vehicle. The trial con-

sisted in covering a route of about 12 miles and
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collecting mail from about 70 mail boxes in one
hour and 13 minutes.

The commissioners of the District of Columbia
have decided that a steam engineer's license is neces-

sary for operating on the streets of Washington
automobiles run by steam generated from gasoline,

benzine or other fuel. Operators of electric ve-

hicles are not required to take out licenses.

It is stated that an automobile service is to be
established in Atlantic City, N. J., next spring by
the Scotl-Janney Electrical company, which was
recently incorporated at a capitalization of $30,-

000,000. The organization of the transportation

company is said to be in charge of H. W. Wool-
verton, president of the New York Transfer com-
pany, who is also chairman of the transportation
committee of the Scott-Janney company. Sixty
carriages, each having a capacity of 22 passengers,
will be put in operation on the line.

PUBLICATIONS.
The North Electric company of Cleveland, O.,

has recently issued pamphlets describing its fai:mers'

community telephone systems, small switchboards
for exchanges needing less than 50 drops and light-

ning arresters, high-tension and sneak-current pro-
tectors.

The 1900 catalogue of the Ameiican Miniature and
Decorative Lamp company of New York has re-

cently been published. It contains a complete list

of miniature lamps and was evidently compiled with
considerable care. The product of this company
is the result of the ingenuity of H. J. Jaeger, the
manager and electrician of the firm.

The Eagle Paint and Varnish Works of Pittsburg,

Pa., of which Mr. M. B. Cochran is proprietor, have
issued a neat circular which dwells on the Eagle
insubting varnish for electrical purposes. Many
claims are made for Eagle varnish, which is guar-
anteed to afford absolute insulation wherever used.

A sample can be had for the asking.

The Fort Wayne Electric Works, manufacturers
of the Wood systems, have issued a bulletin regarding
its low-speed, belt-driven generators for light and
power. These machines are said to be so designed
that any change 'in load within the capacity of the
generator does not necessitate the shifting of the
brushes to prevent sparking at the commutator.
A table of dimensions, capacity, etc., is given of the
generators from 30 to 260 kilowatts.

As a typical example of the application of storage
batteries to telephone plants the Electric Storage Bat-
tery company of Philadelphia has issued a circular

describing the installation of chloride accumulators
in the Bell telephone exchange in Philadelphia. A
number of the large telephone exchanges through-
out the country have adopted the "central-energy"
.system, and a list of 40 companies using the chloride
accumulators is given in the circular.

An interesting and exhaustive article devoted to

the "Westinghouse Industries" appeared in the
Pittsburg Dispatch, under date of October i8th.

A page was given to the description and illustration

of the three large institutions located in Pittsburg
which have sprung from the inventive genius and
business energy of Mr. George Westinghouse. The
concerns desciibed are the Westinghouse Air
Brake company, the Westinghouse Machine com--
pany and the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing company.

The Edison Manufacturing company of New
York, manufacturer of the well-known Edison-La-
lande battery, has issued a new booklet (No. 4)
which gives much interesting information regarding
its battery. This battery, it is claimed, is especially

adapted for gas engines and automobiles, and is

put to many other uses where a battery is required
that can be depended upon. It is claimed the Edi-
son-Lalande Battery will not freeze and is liquid-

tight. Those interested in batteries are asked to

write for a copy of the company's booklet.

A directory of Chicago streets, office buildings,

banks, railroads, etc.. has been compiled by George
W. Patterson, the western agent for the American
Circular Loom company and Gordon batteries, and
is being distributed by Mr. Patterson to his friends

in the electrical fraternity. It is carefully prepared
and, being of vest-pocket size, will prove a useful

and convenient guide. It contains two maps, "one
being a compact map of the entire city, the other
showing the downtown business district. An espe-

cially meritorious feature is a system of numbered
references to the larger map, by which any street

may be located by consulting an alphabetical list

in connection with the map.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Oroville Water and Power company of Oro-

ville Cal., has been incorporated with $300,000 capi-

tal stock. C. P. Lott, E. W. Fogg, J. C. Osgotd.
R. S. Powers and P. R. Parsons of Oroville are

directors of the company.

At the recent annual meeting of the Clear Lake
Electric Power company of Napa, Cal.. the follow-
ing-named directors were elected for the ensuing
year: President. Richard Wylie of Napa; vice-

president. Captain J. K. Eraser of Lakeport; E. P.

Clendenin of Stockton; general manager, E. PI.

Winship of Napa; secretary, R. Raymond of Napa;
treasurer, Harvey P. Goodman of Napa.

All the water rights and other property owned
by the Flint Creek Electric Power company of
Philipsburg, Mont., have been transferred to the
Montana Electric Power and Mining company,
which was organized in May with $500,000 capital

stock.

The Lake View Valley Power company has been
incorporated at Redlands, Cal., with a capital stock
of $200,000, by Dr. N. Bridge, E. L. Conger, I.

Bailey and others of Pasadena. The company has
acquired power rights on Mission Creek, 18 miles
east of Redlands, where a large plant will be
erected.

P. L. Shuman, a well-known mining engineer in

California, is making plans for a canal nine miles
long, which will bring water from the Mokelumne
jRiver to Mokelumne liill, near San Andreas, Cal.

Sufficient fall will be obtained to drive an electric

plant, which will be erected to furnish power to

the Boston and other mines in the vicinity.

A Brazilian scheme for a water-power electric

plant proposes to obtain 16,000 horse power from
the Tiete River and transmit it electrically to the
city of Santo Paulo, 24 miles distant. The electrical

energy to be developed is to be used by the Santo
Paulo Tramway, Light and Power company. Con-
tracts have already been let to United States firms

for the necessary apparatus and material ior the

construction of the plant. Capital to the extent

of $5,000,000 is required for the undertaking, and
this amount is to be furnished by American and
Canadian capitalists.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Chicago Union Traction company has de-

clared its first quarterly dividend, iVi per cent.,

on the preferred stock.

The regular quarterly dividend of three per cent.

on the stock of the North Chicago Street Railroad
company has been declared.

At a recent meeting the United Electric Securi-
ties company of Boston declared the regular semi-
annual dividend of 3^/^ per cent. Walter Abbott
of Boston was elected a director at the meeting in

the place of Mr. Oakes A. Ames of North Easton,
deceased.

The Massachusetts Electric Companies, which
controls 31 street railways and several lighting com-
panies operating in the state of Massachusetts, has
declared a semi-annual dividend of two per cent,

on its preferred stock, payable December 1st to

stock of record November 15th. This dividend is

declared out of four months' earnings, but for the
semi-annual period up to October 1st.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The W, A. Fuller Electric company has filed ar-

ticles of incorporation in St. Louis, Mo. The cap-
ital stock of the company is $5,000, and the stock-
holders are W. A. Fuller, John B. Carroll and Lee
W. Grant.

A naval test at sea of the Marconi wireless-tele-
graph system was made on October 29th and was a
complete success. Messages were sent between the
New York, the Massachusetts and the lighthouse on
the Highlands of Navesink, over a distance of 21

miles, without the slightest defect. The proposed
experiments by the army with the Marconi system
have been abandoned for the present.

It is believed in Waterbury, Conn., that a large
combination of sheet brass and copper manufacto-
ries will shortly be consummated. The plants which
are said to be connected with the movement are
the Ansonia Brass and Copper company and Wal-
lace & Son, both of Ansonia, Conn., the Coe Brass
company of Torrington, Conn., and the Waterbury
Brass company of Waterbury, Conn.

It is announced that a trust is being formed
in Cleveland, O., which will include companies
that control patents for illuminated signs. The
companies involved will be the American Electrical
company, the King's Patent Electric Bulletin com-
pany and the American Sidewalk Sign company of
Cleveland, the Ohio Illuminated Sign company of
Toledo and the Illuminated Sign company of Penn-
sylvania.

The secretary of state of West Virginia has is-

sued a charter to the Chemical and Electrical com-
pany of New York city, for the purpose of making
and dealing in chemicals, cosmetics and electrical

energy of all forms. The company is capitalized

at $2,000,000 and has as stockholders Albert E.

Woolf, Calvin H. Allen, George W. Stockly, W.
Scott Sims and Leonard B. Levake, all of New
York city.

A dispatch from Kansas City, Mo., says that a

combination known as the National Lead, Zinc
and Spelter company, with a capitalization of $10.-

000,000, and with a surplus of $500,000, has been
formed to control and work large interests in the

Joplin-Galena district. It is said that the Jopli'i-

Galena district now produces about seven-eighths

of the zinc ore of the United States and about one-

fourth of the world's supply.

TRADE NEWS.
An attachment has been issued against the Acme

Electric Lamp company of New York city and a
keeper put in charge. The business of the concern
was started in i8y6 and the present company was
incorporated in 1898 with a capital of $500,000.

The Columbia Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Chicago reports that it has been recently
increasing its facilities and has added new machine
tools to its factory, .so that the firm is now in a
position to turn out orders on shorter notice than
heretofore.

J he Central Electric company, Chicago, is carry-
ing in Chicago stock a very complete line of Edi-
son cut-outs, sockets and receptacles. Besides the
line of Edison sockets for circuits up to no volts,
this firm also carries fiber-lined sofkets for use
on circuits up to 250 volts.

The Central Manufacturing company. No. 10 Cen-
tral street, Boston, Mass.. has been appointed New-
England representative for the Keystone Electric
company, Erie, Pa. Mr. J. A. Desmond, formerly
with the Fort Wayne Electric company, and Mr.
A. G. Dyar will have charge of the territory. The
line of machinery produced by the Keystone Elec-
tric company is said to cover all of the exacting
requirements of the best installations.

Nearly 1,000,000 square feet of fioor space is now
in use in the Chicago factory and office buildings
of the Western Electric company. The latest build-
ing to be added is a brick and steel, fireproof struc-
ture, fronting on Jefferson, Congress and Clinton
streets. A large power house of an ultimate ca-
pacity of 3,500 horse power supplies the building
with light and heat and furnishes power to the fac-
tory. An addition to the foundry and a new machine
shop are soon to be added to the already large
establishment. The company employs in Chicac^o
over 4,400 hands.

°

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, re-

ports enormously increased sales of Packard lamps.
It attributes this to the fact that many users of
incandescent lamps are beginning to learn, by ex-
perience, that it is economy to get the best lamp
obtainable, regardless of price. Its factory reports
that it has just closed a contract with an eastern
rapid-transit company for 70,000 lamps.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler company, manufac-
turer of the Morrin-Climax boiler, announces that
it has sold all the Climax boilers which it had at
the Trans-Mississippi and Greatei America exposi-
tions at Omaha, Neb. A 500 and a 250 horse power
boiler have gone to the Omaha and Council Bluffs
Railway and Bridge company of Council Bluffs, la..
and a 250 horse power boiler to the Fort Madison
Street Railway company of Fort Madison, la. The
International Packing company of Omaha. Neb.,
has purchased for its new plant at Sioux City, la.,
three 500 horse power and one 200 horse power
boilers.

The firm of Benjamin F. Kelley & Son, New
York, has for 30 years made a specialty of studying
methods of fuel saving, an outline of the results of
which is given in the pages of its pamphlets. This
concern has built a first-class shop and fully
equipped it- with machinery especially designed for
its needs, and is therefore prepared to furnish fefed-
water heaters and boiler-feed pumps to suit all

conditions, guaranteed to give the best results, and
at satisfactory prices. Benjamin F. Kelley himself
or his son is always on hand to look to the needs
of customers at the company's office at 91 Liberty
street, New York.

The enclosed type of rheostat has become a favor-
ite type for motor starting during the last few years.
In the most approved form the resistance material
is in the form of a refiexed ribbon, which is em-
bedded in sand as the filling material of a shallow
box made entirely of iron or having one face of
slate. A patent was issued October 24th to H.
Ward Leonard, which covers the essential features
of this form of rheostat box. The patent contains
28 claims, a typical one reading as follows: 'In
a resistance box, the combination of a box having
two large parallel surfaces and a relatively narrow
edge, one of the large surfaces being in the form
of a cover, a resistance within the box arranged in

steps or sections, terminals to which the steps or
sections are connected, and a removable filling of
mineral insulating material surrounding the resist-

ance."

The India Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating
company of Yonkers, N. Y., is sending to its friends
a celluloid-backed blotter that contains valuable in-

formation in tabular form relative to wire, sizes,

etc. This blotter is a neat little advertising device
and will, without doubt, "stick" on many a buyer's
desk. Habirshaw wires and cables, however, as far

as high-class service is concerned, need no better

advertisement than the fact recently stated by Sale.^

Manager J. W. Godfrey that the Cataract Con-
struction company uses Habirshaw cables to and
in the city of Buffalo for 10,000 volts. This is also

the case with the power plant at Mechanicsville.
N. Y., where 10,000 volts is likewise employed. Re-
sults and service, such as the instances mentioned,
are thought by the company to be worthy of the

consideration of thoughtful, conservative buyers.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
635,287, Terminal for Pole-pieces of Accumulators.

Ernst Andreas, Dresden, Germany. Applica-
tion filed April ii, 1S99.

The terminal comprises a body of lead having a ceniral

bore and a recessed part forming a neck, a metallic plug
piece adapted at its top to receive a connecting wire and
having at its bottom a phi? passing into the bore and pro-
vided at its center with an annular projection which
covers the recessed portion, a perforated handle era-

bracing ihe upper portion of the plug piece and secured
to it, and a piece of caoutchouc tubing or similar ma-
terial surrounding and connecting the principal parts,

whereby a reservoir for the reception of oil is formed.

635,319. Circuit-controlling Device. John Heinze,

Jr., Revere, Mass., assignor to the Simplex
Electrical company, Boston, Mass. Applica-
tion filed May 20, 1899.

An electric switch is described which consists of a sec-
tional rod movable lenuthwise, the two sections of the rod
joined toaether by a spring which is normally inert, one
section of the rod being the circuit-closer carrier, the
other section being the actuatm:; slide, a detent coacting
with the circuit-closer carrier and anapted to restrain the
latter from movement in response to niovemeoi of the
slide and spring, a detent release controlled by the move-
ment of the slide and adapted to remove the detent from
coaction wiih the circuit-closer carrier when the actuating
slide reache^^ an extreme position of its lengthwise move-
ment and thus to release ihe spring from constraint and
p<^rmit it to act on the circuit-closer carrier, and circuit

terminals in position to coact with the circuit closer at

one extreme of its movement.

635,353. Support for Railway-switch Operating
Wires and Conduits. Frederick J. Schmeiser,
Bucyrus, O. Application filed August 7, 1899.

A superstructure for the support of switch operating
wires is described which combines a body formed of hard-
burned clay, a top block and a bolt embracing the sides
and lower end of the body and uniting the top block there-
with.

m~^

s v.;—^uuiu."^

NO. 635,446.

635,373. Electric Switch. Louis W. Downes, Prov-
idence, and William T. Sherman, Eden Park,
R. I., assignors to the D. & W. Fuse company,
Providence, R. I. Application filed January
28, 1899.

In the switch are provided a shaft rotatably mounted in

suitable bearings, a switch blade movable with the shaft,
contacts for the switch blade, an actuating spring coiled
about and having one end secured to the shaft, an operat-
ing lever adapted by movement in opposite directions to
move the other end of the spring and thereby place it

under tension for rotating the shaft to open and close
the switch, a detent for locking the blade in its open or
closed position, and means acting on the detent to auto-
matically release the blade when the spring has been set
to a predetermined tension both in opening and closing
the switch.

635,378. Coin-controlled Call-recording Device for
Telephone Systems. James B. Gill, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. Application filed March 16, 1899.

One claim reads : A recording mechanism, including a
rotatable record card, a marking device movable in a
plane perpendicular to the card, means for projecting the
marking device against the record card, means for setting
the marking d'^vice for the movement, an electrically con-
tro'led releasing device in an open circuit in which is in-
cluded a circuit- closing device and coin -controlled
means for closing the circuit to operate the releasing de-
vice.

635,380, Electroplating Apparatus. Ransom E.
Goodrich, New Britain, Conn. Application
filed May 17, 1899.

In tlie apparatus are a tank and anodes, a receptacle,
means within the tank tor supporting and revolving the
receptacle, a cathode conductor arranged in the recep-
tacle, and means independent of the receptacle or its

support for holding the cathode conductor in operative
relation to the receptacle.

635.395. Electric Cut-out. Joseph Sachs, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 15, 1898.

A tubular case having heads within the end portions is

combined wi'h a fusible strip, and metallic terminals con-
nected with the strip and pas^in^ across through the case
and the end heads thereof, so as to hold the heads within
the tubular case,

635.396. Electric Switch. Joseph Sachs, ISlew York,
N. Y. Application filed October 15, 1898.

In the switch are combined stationary clips forming the
,

circuit terrain flls, a safety cut-out having an in losing
case and projecting terminals adapted to pass into the
stationary dips, a switch body and means for removably
clamping ihesafety cut-out to the switch body.

635,441. Resistance Box. Harry W. Leonard, New
York, N. Y. Application filed November 3,

1898.

The apparatus consists oE a metal box, a porcelain-
enamel insulating lining for the box, a resistance in the
form of a tape or ri^ibon in the box, the re?:istance being
arranged in steps connected with a series of insulated con-
tact« or binding posts, and bein= unattached to the box
except where conneced to the contacts or binding posts,
a finely divided mineral insulating filling material in the

63s

Issued October 24, sSgg.

box for insulating adjacent sections of the resistance from
each other and for absorbing and conducting the heat
from the resistance to the metal box, and a cover for the
box having sealed joints.

;,446. Means for Generating Electricity from
Car-wheel Axles. Morris Moskowitz. Newark,
N, J., assignor to the National Electric Car
Lighting company of West Virginia. Applica-
tion filed January 16, 1S99.

The invention comprises a car-wheel axle, a driving
puHey thereon, a cradle bu^pended from a truck frame
having a bearing, a dynamo pivotally connected with the
bearine, so as to be capable of an oscillatory motion, a
pulley wheel on the armature shaft of the dynamo in fric-
tional engagement wth the diiving pulley on the car-wheel
axle, and a pivotal connection between the dynamo frame
and car-tru k frame for normally causing operative con-
tact of the wheel on the armature shaft with the wheel on
the car axle. (See cut.)

NO. 635,447.

635,447. Electric Incandescent Lamp. William J.

Phelps, Elmwood, 111. Application filed July
25, 1898.

A lamp is described which has an exhausted globe, a
plurality of incandescent filaments or sections of one fila-

ment, and three or more terminals, one at least of the
terminals being resilient and each of the terminals being
adapted to receive current directly from a socket or sup-
port. (See cut.)

635,470. Protective or Guard Appliance. Emmerich
Frischmuth, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the
Siemens & Halske Electric company of Amer-
ica, Chicago, III. Application filed June 3, 1899.

The combination with an exposed electrical conductor
forming one line of a working circuit, of a guard wire
grounded or connected with the opposite line of the work-
ing circuit, and spacing insulators uniting the conductors
and maintaining ibem in close proximity lo each other.

635,485. Junction Box for Electrical Conductors.
Rudolf L. L. Hundhausen, Wilmersdorf, Ger-
many, assignor to the Siemens & Halske Elec-
tric company of America, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed June 26, 1899.

In the apparatus are combined two compartments to

which are led respectively the conductors of an electrical
system of distribution of different polarity, a closure de-
vice normally maintaining the compartments closed, and
means for securing its movement to permit of gaining
access alternatively lo either of the compartments.

635,489. Dynamo-electric Machine. Nicolas J. Las-
chet, Darmstadt, Germany, assignor to the

Siemens & Halske Electric company of Amer-
ica, Chicago, 111. Application filed July 3, 1899,

Rotatable and non-rotaiable members are combined with
an inclosure for the members, and adjusting means mova-
ble substantially radially interposed between the inclosure
and the non- rotatable member, whereby the accurate ad-
justment of the air-gap between the members may be
readily effected.

NO. 635,493.

635,493. System of Calls and Signals. Robert J.

Louis, Chicago, 111. Application filed April 22,

1898.

The system consists of a conduit and a missile adapted
to pass through the conduit, in combination with a sig6al
displayed at a remote point, by a means set into operation
by the missile. (See cut.)

635,496. Reversing Switch for Electric Motors.
Ellwood V. Matlack, St. Louis, Mo. Applica-
tion filed January 3, 1899.

Comprised in the switch are a base, insulator plates,

two sets of "main- line" binding posts, having spring
comacts, the bow springs having their inner ends located
beneath the "main-line" binHing posts, and their free

ends formed with sockets contiguous to the spring con-
tacts of the --main-line" binding posts, arc-receiver
blocks located in the sockets, two sets of "armature'* bind-
ing posts having spiing contacts, two sets of "field" bind-
ing posts having spring contacts, bearing brackets, a rock
shaft journaled in th*^ brackets, two single contact arms
keyed to the shaft, baving sleeve extensions, and double
contact arms loosely mounted on the sleeve extensions
and oscillated by connection with the single contact arms.

635,506. Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. Ransom
E. Olds, Lansing, Mich. Application filed

April 20, 1898.

In the electric igniter are combined a fixed electrode, a
longitudinally slidine electrode provided with two stops,
an actuating lever, one arm of which loosely engages the
electrode between the stops, a spring interposed between
the lever and one of ihe stops, a sprinii uiging the lever in
one direction and means for actuating the lever in the
other direciion and suddenly releasing it.

635,515- Tablet. Morris T. Sharp, Mount Vernon,
O. Application filed February 14, 1S98.

A tablet is described which has a base provided with
clamping devices for engaging the side edges of a tele-
phone-battery box top.

635.545- Electric Arc Lamp. Daniel Higham, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Application filed April 29, 1899.
An arc lamp for direct-current constant-potential cir-

cuits is described which is provided with suitable mag-
netic means for maintaining the desired mean amount of
current passing, in combioation with independent mag-
netic means in the arc circuit, and a variable resistance
operated upon by the independent magnetic means to
effect a varying potential at the arc inversely to varia-
tions of current to meet the requirements of the arc for
stability of current.

635,629. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederic S. Worsley,
London, England, assignor to the British Blah-
nik Arc Light company, Limited, London. Eng-
land. Application filed November 22, 1897.
Means are provided for regulating the feed of electric

arc-lamp carbons, comprising a controlling means, a
wheel, a pivoted lever connected at one end to the con-
trolling means, and carrying at the other end a projection
and a loose brake-block wedge between the wheel and
the projection.

NO. 635,699.

635,637. Electrical Warp Stop-motion for Looms.
William H. Baker, Central Falls, R. I., and
Frederic E, Kip, Montclair, N. J. Application
filed April 10, 1899.

In the apparatus are combined with an easing device
for the pile warp, having two connected supports for the
warp, extending transversely of the loom and having a
slot or spAce between them for the circuit-closing drops
and the drops on the respective threads of the pile warp,
terminals of the operating circuit moving with the easing
device, each of the drops being adapted to close the cir-
cuit at the terminals when its supporting warp thread
breaks.

635,681. Electrical Machine. James B. Hague,
Horseheadsi N. Y. Application filed April 28,

1899.
- An electrical machine for therapeutical purposes is de-
scribed comprising a platform, an insulated support
mounted thereon, a cylinder having its working surface
formed by a hairy pelt and mounted on the platform ad-
jacent to the insulated support, and means for rotating the
cylinder for the pp'lt thereof lo friclionally brush a person
occupying the support.

635,691. Electric Switch. Charles J. Klein, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the General Incan-
descent Arc Light company, New York, N, Y.
Application filed February 24, 1899,

There are combined in the s\itch circuit terminals,
means for closing the circuit between the terminals,
comprising a plurality of bearing surfaces, one capable of
being inclined with respect to the oth°r. a plurality of -

moving pieces each freely moving or sliding upon a bear-
ing surface, and a spring connection between the moving
pieces whereby an electric circuit may be opened or
closed by inclining one of the bearing surfaces with re-
spect to the other.

635,699. Arc-lamp Hanger. Glee E. McCofmac
and Samuel J. Lapthorne, St. Joseph, Mo., as-

signors to John L. Zeidler. St. Joseph, Mo.
Application filed June 17, 1899.

The haneer has a stationary member provided with
alined positive and negaiive plug seats or sockets forming
line-wire termiials, a lamp-hanger supporting plunger
having plugs or contacts for respective engagement with
the seats or sockets, and forming Ump-wire terminals, and
a hoisting cable terminally attached to the plunger and
extending through the plug seats or sockets, in combina-
tion will) a short-circiiitine switch pivoted to one of the
plug seats and adapted to eneage the other plug seat dur-
ing the disengagement and the initial engagement of the
plugs with the seats. (See cut.)
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Citizens' Exchange at Grand Rapids.
By J. B. Ware.

The Citizens' Telephone company's exchange (.In-

dependent) at Grand Rapids, Mich., passed the

3,000 mark of telephones actually in service on Oc-
tober 6th. This exchange has had an interesting

growth and is a good example of what may be
expected, ordinarily, where reasonable rates are
established under franchise "regulation, and first-

class service is given.

Grand Rapids is a city of 100.000 population. Pre-
vious to the organization of the Citizens' company
about 1,500 telephones had been in use in the city,

The switchboard was manufactured by the Ameri-
can Electric Telephone company and is of the type
known as the transfer system. Each section com-
prises a group of three boards, two local positions,
with a transfer operator's position between. The
sections are arranged continuously from east to
west. Each board is an oak cabinet, 22 inches in

width, making 66-inch sections. The drops num-
ber from one to 2,730. Up to 1,500 there are 75
subscribers' drops to each answering operator.
Above 1,500 there are 100 numbers to each board,
except that above 2,500 each board has 115 drops.
Thus it takes 48 operators to fill the switchboard
during the day hours, not including those on the

the subscribers. The method of operation is as
follows: Each answering operator has 12 pairs
of cords and plugs, two transfer circuits to each
trunk or transfer operator (thus having a possi-
bility of four trunk circuits, which has proved ample
at all times), an order circuit to each transfer oper-
ator. One plug is inserted in the calling subscriber's
jack and the order taken. The second plug is in-

serted in the transfer jack, which automatically
lights a i2-volt lamp, indicating the plug necessary
for the transfer operator to use in order to com-
plete the connection and put out the light, it being
the only plug that can be used to put out that light.

The transfer operator cannot listen in on the sub-

with rates of $50 and upward for business tele-

phones and $40 for residences. The Citizens' com-
pany's rates are $30 and $20 respectively. Competi-
tion has reduced Bell rates to $24 and $12 for busi- .

ness and residence telephones, and that company has
in service about 1,700 telephones, about 65 per cent.

being at residence rates.

The Citizens' company was the first Independent
exchange to have over 600 telephones in operation,
It is located on the fourth and upper floor of the

Rood block, the floor space occupied being 91 by gg
feet. The operating room, shown in the illus'.ration,

is 25 by 99 feet, extending from east to west and hav-
ing windows on three sides, the south side having
none. Besides being well lighted, it is prooerly
heated and ventilated. In front of each board is an
electric light dropping from the ceiling, the lamps al-

ternating between the service of two companies, so
that by no reasonable chance can the exchange be
without light.

CITIZENS EXCHANGE AT GRAND KAPIDS.

toll or State line section, which is located by
itself.

Day operators work nine hours and relief oper-
ators five hours, the latter period being 1%
hours at noon and 3^ in the evening. There are

84 operators on the company's payroll. Four
night operators care for the business between 10

p. m. and seven a. m., two of -vyhom retire before
midnight under ordinary circumstances. The busi-

est operators are those having the 75-drop boards,
at least four of the boards averaging about 1,300

calls daily. Records of the calls for one day have
been made at irregular intervals, and the average
calls are very close to to for each subscriber, being
an aggregate of some 28,000 ccimections daily at

this time (October. 1899). Monday is the busiest
day and Saturday forenoon the busiest half-day.

The transfers are secured by means of electric-light

signals and are accurate, rapid and economical as
to lamps, and the service is entirely satisfactory to

scriber's circuit, nor can the calling subscriber hear
the transfer order given. The answering operator re-
ceives the call, makes the transfer and is responsible
for the connection; rings the second time, if neces-
sary, and when the subscriber rings off makes the
"disconnect" on her section. This act again lights
the lamp which first gave the transfer signal and this

light burns until the plug is removed by the transfer
operator and Is placed In its socket in its normal
position, as when not in service. No "ordering off"
is necessary and none is ordinarily used.
There are 20 Independent toll lines now connect-

ing with this exchange—nine copper-metallic and
II iron-metallic circuits. Four operators care for
the toll-line business and handle about 500 completed
messages in and out of Grand Rapids daily, the in-

coming messages being double the originating
or "out" messages.
There are over 30,000 Independent telephones in

the state, being about 8,000 more than the number of
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the Michigan Bell company. The Citizens' companj-
reaches three times as many toll stations ^\'ithin 50
miles of Grand Rapids as does the Bell company.
At present aerial cables (50 pairs) take all wires

into the exchange. During the last summer 145,-

000 feet in ducts of underground (Camp) conduit
has been completed, and 150 pairs lead cables will

be drawn in as rapidly as received from the manu-
facturers. The most improved cable terminals will

be used in the exchange for these underground
cables. The terminal and cross-connecting boards
now in use are home-made—strong and efficient,

though not as sightly as now to be procured from
the manufacturers.

In the exchange storage batteries are employed,
the cells being charged with the electric current
used in lighting the operating room. Three gen-
erators are used, two run by different electric-light

companies and one by water power. A motor-gen-
erator is kept for day use.

The offices of the company are severely plain

and on the same floor with the operating room, as

are also the rooms for the operators, the shop. etc.

The operators' sitting-room is 25 by 2S feet, ha\^ng
lockers, rocking-chairs, couches, table and pictures,

etc. The operators are also provided wnth a dining-

room (iS by 22) furnished with a gas stove, neces-
sary dishes, knives, forks and spoons (the company
also furnishes coffee, tea, sugar and milk). There
is also a cloak-room and bedroom with two beds and
necessary change of bedding and linen. A matron
has charge of the operators' room, taking care of it

and also doing the cleaning in the offices and oper-
ating-room. The shop is equipped with lathe, drill,

forge and necessarj- tools to enable the making of all

repairs and much new material by the company.
Tlie operation and maintenance of the plant is

in charge of the manager, llr. C. E. Tarte. who is

the electrician for the company—a gentleman of

large experience and recognized ability. Mr. Albert
Stace}' is superintendent of construction, and his

nearly twenty- years of experience give him a rank
second to few, if any, in underground and aerial

construction. The secretary of the company has
charge of its financial and business interests, under
the direction of an executive committee and board
of. 12 directors.

The company built its own plant. It has no
watered stock, all stock having been sold at par.

The stock is held by 365 owners, over 300 being
citizens of Grand Rapids. No patents are owned
nor royalties paid bj' this company. Quarterly cash
dividends of two per cent, have been paid for over

two j'-ears and everj'^thing indicates that the compan}'
will continue these payments regularly, and that

present rates will be maintained.
The company is fortunate in having thoroughly

competent and loyal employes. Great strength re-

sults from its many stockholders, and also because
of the reputation and standing in the business com-
munity of its board of directors.

New Wheel-pit at Niagara.

The Niagara Falls Power companj' has opened
the bids for the construction of its proposed new
wheel-pit and has awarded the contract to the Na-
tional Contracting company of New York cit>^ This
wheel-pit will be known as wheel-pit No. 2. It will

be located on the east side of the inlet canal, imme-
diatelj' opposite the present pit and power station.

The length of the new pit will be over 400 feet, its

depth will be 190 feet and its width 20 feet. It will

be cut out of the solid limestone rock of the localit3'

and lined with brick throughout, the same as the
present pit.

A new power station, similar to the present sta-

tion, will be erected over the new wheel-pit, and
the initial installation therein will be six dynamos,
and down in the pit there will be placed six 5.000
horse power turbines. This will be the initial in-

stallation, but the pit will have room for 10 turbines
and the power station will have room for 10 dyna-
mos, each of 5.000 horse power capacit>% thus mak-
ing the output capacity of the new pit and station

50,000 horse power, the same as the present station

and pit. This will give the Niagara Falls Power
compan}- a total of 100,000 horse power, which is

nearly the capacity of the tail-race facilities afforded
by the tunnel. It is expected that the work will

be completed in the spring of 1901.

The contracts for the new turbines and dynamos
have not yet been awarded. The entire work will

cost several million dollars and the power house
and wheel-pit construction will give employment
to hundreds of men at Niagara Falls.

The president of the National Contracting com-
pany is General Francis V. Greene. His executive
ability" is of the highest order, as was demonstrated
in the war in the Philippines. William Young is

the superintendent of the companj'. and like General
Greene, he is a West Point graduate. The general
counsel of the company is General Aven.-- D. An-
drews, the present adjutant-general of the New
York State Militia. George B. Burbank. who was
connected with the original tunnel construction, is

one of the consulting engineers of the National Con-
tracting company. It will be recalled that he was
resident engineer of the Niagara Falls Power com-
pany during the time of the construction of the
tunnel, canal and first wheel-pit. Work on the new
wheel-pit will be commenced at once.
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Underground Conduits for Electrical
Conductors,'
By C. H. Sewall.

In 1878 Mr. Barrett, city electrician, laid in Chi-
cago 840 feet of two-inch wrought-iron pipe three
leet below the surface of the ground. The e.xterior
of the pipe was treated with a liberal amount of
tar and linseed oil, and in it two rubber-covered
wires were placed. From this date underground
construction in Chicago steadily progressed. In
later years important investigators of underground
work were the members of the Electrical Commis-
sion of Washington, D. C. They were Professor
Henry A. Rowland of the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, Lieutenant F. R. Shunk of the Engineer
Corps, United States Army, and Mr. Andrew Rose-
\yater of Omaha, .-^fter long and careful examina-
tion of the subject they reached the following con-
clusions:

1. In cities overhead wires are objectionable.
2. Underground wires are practicable for all binds of elec-

trical seiTice.
3. Efficient cables for all kinds of electrical service can be

raannfactnred at reasonable cost. Failures of cables heretofore
have been due to inferior material, faultv construction or wrone
methods of laying.

i. Conductors carr)-ing high-potential currents may be placed
close to telephone or telegraph wires without interfering by in-
duction. To prevent accident it is well to place the high and
low-potential conductors in different ducts and also to use sep-
arate manholes or compartments of manholes.

5. It is not advisable to limit the potential of current. With
proper precautions currents of the highest potentials mav be
safely used. -

e.tEfficient management of electrical matters requires a
permanent bureau or department, such as eiists in Chicago or
Philadelphia. ^

7. A single subway in the middle of the street is impracticable-
(a) Because of its escessive cost; (b) because it requires con-

The town of Frankfort, Ind.. contemplates the
erection of a municipal electric-lighting plant.

FIG. II. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.
nections under the streets to the properrr lines and so does notdo away with the cutting up and repaiiing of streets.
Where water gas and sewer pipes are yet to be laid a doublesubway might be practicable, that is. a tunnel on each side of the-street under the sidewalk.
Where electrical wires alone are to be accommodated a system

of conduit ducts and manholes on the "drawing-in" plan is pref-

^,A^. regards the ownership of the conduits we believe thepublic interests are best subserved by public ownership.
In 1896 an electric commission in the city of Balti-

more issued an exhaustive report on a general sub-
way system for that citj'. The engineer of the com-
mission recommended the adoption of the "draw-
ing-in" system, of a central blower and compressed
air; and to build the conduit system at least 50
per cent, larger in capacity than required by present
service. He recommended the consideration of
only four forms of conduit—the cement-lined con-
duit, wrought-iron pipe. Camp terra-cotta conduit
and McRoy terra-cotta conduit. He describes the
cement-lined as being eight feet in length and having
an outer sheet-iron shell lined with fine cemei.t
niortar, five-eighths inch in thickness, with cast-
iron male and female rings fitted at either end. It
\yas specified that the pipes be spaced both ver-
tically and horizontally 5?4 inches on centers, the
spaces between pipes being filled with concrete.
The wrought-iron pipe was to be treated, while
hot. with asphaltum inside and cut. This was also
to be spaced 5% inches on centers and the spaces
filled with concrete. (Fig. 12.)

Camp terra-cotta conduit is described as being
composed of vitrified clay, the inner and outer sur-
faces being salt glazed. It was specified that the
tiles should be spaced both vertically and hori-
zontally one-quarter inch apart and spaces filled
with cement mortar. (Fig. 13.)

The McRoy product is described as terra-cotta
conduit made in multiple-duct form, of any desired
number, from two to 12 ducts, and in sections from
four to six feet long. The material used in its

I. Read before the Chicago Electrical association, October 6,
1899.
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manufacture is shale finely ground and the sections
are glazed inside and out. It was specified that
the tiles of any size or number of ducts should be
spaced one-quarter inch vertically and horizontally
apart and the spaces filled with cement mortar
(Fig. II.)

All of the different kinds of conduit pipe were
to be laid in groups upon a bed of concrete six
mches thick, and their side walls and tops were also
to be six inches of concrete.

In addition to the four types of conduit first

FIG. 12. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

described, there are used wood pipes and pipes of
cement concrete, without the sheet-iron lining.
This audience is undoubtedly familiar w-ith what

is called pump log (wood pipe), but to make the
record complete, I will state that it is a square
joist six to eight feet long, five by five inches square
cross-section, through which a hole, generallv three
inches diameter, is bored lengthwise of the joist.
There is also provided tenon-and-socket joints to
fit the pipes together. When used as a conduit
the wood is sometimes in the usual condition of

FIG. 13. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

seasoned lumber and sometimes treated with a dead
oil of coal tar.

.All conduits in, general use are tj-pified by the
ones just described.

It is the further purpose of this paper to place
before j-ou in detail the requirements in under-
ground construction and then suggest measures for
meeting them.

It has come to be the universal custom to protect
conductors or groups of conductors with a lead
fheaih. So far as can be foreseen this practice will
continue indefinitely. It is also a universal prac-
tice to draw them into ducts, and consequently the
conduit problem is to find the best receptacle for
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lead pipe after the cable is in place and one into

which lead pipe may be drawn without injury.

Good engineers absolutely forbid any changes

of level that cause basin-like depressions, for such

make a water pocket, and, in fact, a cesspool. If

the water freezes, as has often happened, the cable is

smashed; if the water should not freeze the con-

tents of a cesspool are unfavorable to the preserva-

tion of lead pipe.

A rising curve or hump will form a gas pocket,

the disadvantage of which is obvious.

It is good practice to have the entrance of the

duct to the manhole at one end of a section several

inches lower than that at the other, for the purpose

of drainage; but the decline should be perfectly

continuous. Whenever it is necessary, from exist-

ing conditions, to change levels considerably be-

tween planned sections, a new manhole is introduced,

making the original one section into two.

The cable should be subjected, in drawing in, to

as little strain as possible. If it does not wedge
(a condition which will presently be discussed), the

strain will be proportional to the weight of the

cable and the nature of the surfaces in contact.

A section of cable 500 feet long and weighing six

pounds per foot is not unusual. It can be coa*:ed

with grease as It enters the duct. It is probable
the strain over a rough, uneven floor is three or

four times as great as it would be over a polished
and even one.

If large water pockets and cesspools and large

gas pockets are bad features, it -would seem that

small ones might prove proportionally so. Now
none of the conduits in general use to-day are ac-

curate in alignment, nor are the surfaces of the

duct interiors free from roughness; and one of the

problems presented to the conduit engineer is the

FIGS. 1 TO 6. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

attainment of absolutely good results in these re-

spects.

Lateral curves are occasionally necessary and the
requirements of a curved duct are that the curve
shall be regular and have a polished (i. e., non-
frictional) surface.

With the level and smooth duct interior, w-e must
also consider the durability of the material of which
the conduit is made, its strength, its form and the
form of the duct opening; the space it requires and
its cost in money.
For some, years the writer has been trying to

devise a perfect conduit, and the results so far

attained may prove more interesting than a recital
of specifications.

First, as to material, it was decided that Portland-
cement concrete was best. Terra-cotta does not
shrink evenly in baking; if vitrified, warping is

still more evident. In order to make long pipes
vitrifaction must be neglected. Without thorough
vitrifaction there is danger of future decay. Wood
untreated is known to decay. Treatment with the
dead oil of coal tar seems to preserve it, but there
is a suspicion that the compound may be only sleep-
ing, and should it awaken the lead pipe will sufjfer -

5everel3^ Concrete ducts have been in use for many
years with good results. If concrete is good for the
outside, as seems to be now the universal opinion,
then it should be good for the inside. There seems
to be nothing else so sure to resist corrosive
influences. Now as to the form of the ducts.
There were in use at the time experimenting began
round ducts and square ones. The round duct (the
ducts having the same height and width) leaves
the structure stronger than the souare one, for the
reason that it sacrifices less material. On the other
hand, the cable, other things being eoual, will pull

easier in the square form, as it will lie along the
duct.=; more or less bent and will straighten under
strain in the square one, with less chance of rub-

bing against the side walls. Looking at Fig. 3, a
projection on the lower right-hand quarter at one
point and another at the lower left-hand quarter at

another point will make a wedge. With such a con-
dition existing on the cable as shown in Fig, i prog-
ress would probably be impossible. There was
adopted a compromise form by retaining the vertical

walls of the square duct and filling up the upper cor-

ners (Fig. 2), gaining material and the arch form,
whichmakes theduct itself stronger. The rule further

adopted was that the form of duct should be such
that the height of each vertical side should be ex-
actly the same length as the radius of the semi-
circle which surmounted them. Looking at Figs.

7, 8 and 9. you will see the reason for the rule.

FIG. 7. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

There must necessarily be clearance between the

cable and the duct. In Fig. 7 the greatest chord
(the diameter) through the circle (C) is at the line

(m n), which must be always below the line (x s)

where the surmounting semi-circle begins; conse-
quently the cable will always get its full chance to

straighten and to swing. Figs. 8 and 9 show the

loss of space if the arch duct varies from the rule

just given by being made either higher or wider.

Figs. 3. 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate that there is no
difference in the space occupied by a square, or

round or arched duct.

As to the strength of the structure as affected

by the duct: Undoubtedly a round wrought-iron
pipe contributes more strength than any other.

Not only on account of its own material, but be-

cause it displaces less concrete; but iron pipe is

expensive and liable to corrode on its inside surface.

Now, it is certain that the structural concrete sets

to a concrete shell, making the mass integral, and
this gives the concrete shell a decided advantage
over the pipe with sheet-iron covering or a glazed-

clay pipe, which certainly do not set to the filling

concrete; but it is also true that there is a difference

in the elastic limits of the shell and the filling con-

crete. These facts led to the conclusion that the

shell of the arch should be as thin as possible, and
three-sixteenths inch is thought to be the proper
thickness. With a wire cloth imbedded just within

the outside surface it is known to be; but it is

hoped that the wdre cloth may be eliminated.

Rude machinery has been constructed experi-

mentally to manufacture these arches and has ful-

filled every expectation. It will rot only make the

arch but polish its interior.

The arch, you will understand, is made without
any bottom and absolutely accurate in dimensions.

The lengths are placed end to end upon a floor

which is made by hand in the trench and polished

by hand- There is no joint w-hatever in the duct
floor; and, with the exception of the atch lengths,

the whole mass is continuous from manhole to

manhole. Where the arch lengths join a reinforce-

ment of wire cloth is placed over the abutting
ends, making the joint fully as strong as any other
part of the arch, so that there is not lost the
strength of even that three-sixteenths inch of con-
crete.

The money expense is inconsiderable. The cost

of cement in the arch foot of three inches is less

than one-third of one cent per foot. Wire cloth is

not expensive, but it is thought even th^t may be
eliminai"ed. Manufacturing b}'' machinery, in l^r^^e

fiuantities. will make the cost of labor very little.

When the experiments are completed we should
have a conduit of material absolutely proof against

FIGS. 8 AND 9. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

corrosion, a structure absolutely accurate in align-

ment and with a polished interior free from even
the smallest holes or pockets, stronger than any
other combination now in use except wrought-iron
pipe; and, without exception, made at less cost.

As to future development of underground con-
struction, the writer believes the quantity of con-
duit laid will be enormous. One curious fact in

this connection is the compression in space that is

going on in lead-covered cables. It is possible

to-day to put 200 pairs (400 single telephone wires)

within a lead sheath whose outside diameter is

less than 1V2 inches. There is, it is true, an increase
of copper resistance and an increase of static capacity

over the old forms, but the loss of electrical condi-
tions in those respects is by no means serious.

In the transmission of electric power there have

recently been constructed cables carrying, under
one ::^hcaih, three wires of No, ooco cross-section, to
withstand a working pressure of 11,000 volts alter-

nating current (three-phase), the outside diameter
of the cable being only a trifle over two inches.

The standard for conduit ducts has been an inside
diameter of three inches, but it is likely soon to
change to two inches.

Fig. 10 shows the cioss-scctional appearance of a
conduit made with concrete arches. Fig. ii shows
a conduit of multiple-clay duct, with a border of

four inches of structural concrete; Fig. 12. cement
pipes, with or without sheet-iron covering, and
four inches of border; Fig. 13, the single terra-cotta

pipes, of which the Camp is the prominent type.

Pollak-Vlrag Telegraph System to Be
Tested in Chicago-

A test of the Follak-Virag automatic-telegraph

system is soon to be made in Chicago, under the

supervision of the Guardian Trust company, which
is said to have acquired all American rights to the

invention, A lest was recently made in Europe of

the new system over a 700-mile line between Buda-
pest and Berlin. At this test C. M. Baker, super-

intendent of construction of the Postal Telegraph-
cable company in Chicago, was present with L. O.
McPherson, a former associate with Elisha Gray.
Mr. Baker attended the test in the interests of the
Guardian Trust company and not the Postal com-
pany, and Mr. McPherson acted as electrical expert.

Although the Budapest-Berlin tests were made un-
der adverse circumstances, during a liea\'y storm,
the results were so satisfactory to Mr. Baker and
the capitalists who are backing the American enter-

prise that it was arranged that there should be a

FIG, 10. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.

complete test of the instruments in Chicago.
Messrs. PoUak and Virag, the inventors of the
new system, sailed from Hamburg on October
29th, en route for Chicago, wnth instruments and
material for a series of tests. These gentlemen
on their arrival will proceed at once to make ar-

rangements for the trials, which will probably be
made between November loth and 15th. The tests

will be made over a line between Chicago and some
large city 500 to 1,000 miles distant. New York
will probably be the other citj" chosen if a free

wire can be obtained. Mr. Baker will have imme-
diate supervision of the trials, and if they
result as successfully as is expected a new company
will be formed with a large capital to exploit the
invention.

Fire at American Steel and Wire Plant.

Seven of the buildings belonging to the plant
of the American Steel and Wire company at Wau-
kegan, III., and formerly known as the Washburn
& Moen plant, were damaged by fire on November
4th. The buildings burned were the wire mill, the
galvanizing shop, the tinning room, the muffle house,
the cleaning house, the engine room and the electric-

light plant. About 800 men were employed in the
plant. 500 being engaged in the part destroyed. The
origin of the fire is not definitely known. It is

estimated the loss to the company will approximate
$500,000, with $314,000 insurance. In all probability

the plant will be immediately rebuilt.

The fire affected particularly the finishing end of

the plant, the rolling mill not being damaged in

any respect- The warehouse, w^ith a fair stock of

goods, was also saved. Arrangements have already
been made by the company for the execution, by its

o'her plants, of unfilled orders now placed with the
Waukegan plant, so that the fire will not seriously

delay its business.
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Moving Troops on Trolley Cars.

The new Forly-second Regiment, U. S. V., left

Fort Niagara, K. V., on Monday, October 30th,

for San Francisco, from which port ihe men will

sail for the Pliilippines. Fort Niagara is located
at the mouth of the Niagara River, 12 miles from
Niagara Falls and seven miles below Lewiston. It

is in the village of Youngstown_. and at this season
of year the only means of communication with the
outside towns is by means of the Lewiston and
Youngstown Frontier railway, the electric road
that connects the villages of Lewiston and Youngs-
town, the route lying through the orchard section

below the Lewiston Mountain. During the time
the regiment was being organized at Fort Niagara
the business of the "Old Fort Route," as the hne
is popularly stjded, was very much increased, both
in the passenger and freight service. There was
the carrj-ing of the men of the regiment to and fro,

and also the travel of visitors to the post to view
the sight of the citj' of tents.

On the day that the regiment left the fort Mana-
ger Lott of the "Old Fort Route" arranged to

carrj' them to Lewiston in a t'-ain of trolley cars,

a single battalion moving at a time. This trolley

train consisted of 11 passenger cars and a special

motor car. The picture herewith presented shows
the second battalion on the cars. The tracks of the

"Old Fort Route'' run into the government grounds
at Fort Niagara, making it very convenient to load
the troops. The scene presented in the illustration

shows the train emerging from the woods about
the fort. The people of the vicinity of the fort

were verj' early astir, and the departure of the
regiment was the occasion of the displaj' of much
patriotism. Flags and bunting waved in profu-
sion, and at points along the trolley line ladies

Slled baskets with apples, which were put aboard
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Determination of Volt and Ampere
Capacities.

By Alton D. Adams.

Electrical machinerj' has come into such gen-
eral use that repair shops and dealers are often
called on to hanale and connect dynamos and mo-
tors of uncertain character. In any of these trans-
actions it is necessary to know both the capacity
and voltage of the machine in question. Unlike
the steam engine, the electric machine does not
-depend directly for its capacity on dimensions that
can be taken with a two-foot rule, and its voltage,
to an ordinary observer, is an entirtlj* unknown
quantity. The practice with maniU'acturers has been
to mark dynamos and motors with arbiirarj' let-

ters and figures, understood at the shop, but mean-
ingless to outsiders. Sometimes either the ampere
capacity or the voltage of a machine is omitted.
Such information as was thought proper has com-
monly been given on small name plates lightly
attached to dj^namo and motor frames with small
screw-s. These name plates have not infrequently
been removed by contractors and repair men for

purposes best kno\\Ti to themselves, so that a sub-
sequent purchaser of a machine finds it a very
uncertain quantity.

A result of these conditions is that dynamos and
motors frequently come to those who must handle
or install them without marks to indicate the pres-
sure at which they are designed to operate or their

working capacity-.

The variety of designs and the great variation in

speeds common with the several makers of electrical

machines contribute to the uncertainty- in any
particular case, as it is not uncommon to find two
motors of the same weight whose horse-power
capacities var^- bj- as much as ipo per cent. While

MO\'ING TROOPS ON TROLLEY CARS.

the cars for the soldiers. The electric-railway com-
pany handled the 1,400 men in fine style. In addi-
tion to the regiment, it carried over 300.000 pounds
of freight for the regiment, and this was loaded
in freight cars at the lower end of the electric road
and then run up to Lewiston, where it was turned
over to the New York Central. There were also
over five cars of excess baggage handled on the
trolley line. At Lewiston the soldiers boarded spe-
cial trains on the New \ork Central, in which they
were carried to Niagara Falls, where they were
transferred to sleeping coaches, in which they trav-
eled to San Francisco. The Fortj^-second Regiment
is said to be the finest volunteer regiment yet sent
to the Philippines by the United States. Every
state in the Union, excepting Delaware, is repre-
sented in it. and seven-eighths of the men have seen
service, although among the privates there is hardly
a man over 30 years old. In fact, one of the soldiers
staled that none of the privates is over 30. Before
its departure the regiment was presented with a
beautiful flag b\- the people of Niagara Falls, and
chis flag will be carried in battle.

A company has been incorporated, under the
name of the Columbus. Newark and Buckeye Park
Traction company, with a capital stock of Sioo.ooo,
to construct an electric railway from Columbus
to Newark. O.. with a spur running to the Licking
reservoir, where it is proposed to establish a park
and summer resort. The incorporators are A. J.
Warner of Marietta. W. R. Pomerene. M. O.
Baker and J- P. Carlisle of Coshocton, and Mat-
thew Speliac\- of Columbus. The company has
succeeded to all the rights, franchises and pri^-ileges

of the Columbus and Buckeye Street Railw'ay com-
pany', which was incorporated nearly two years ago.
and has applied to the Cit^' Council of Columbus
for a franchise to enter that cit3^

the capacity and working conditions of a djmamo
or motor are not so evident from a very few of
the main dimensions as in the steam engine or
boiler, they are, none the less, inherent in the sev-
eral parts, and the abilitj"- to determine them ren-
ders one independent of name plates.

The working capacit3- of any electrical machine,
whether used as dynamo or motor, and either use
is possible in an}-^ case, depends on the electrical

pressure or voltage at which the machine operates
and the amperes of current that may properly flow
through it. The product of volts and amperes
gives the rate of work in watts, which can be re-
duced to horse power by using the factor 746 as
a divisor. If the machine in question is to be
used as a dynamo the horse power of electrical out-
put, as obtained above, should be divided by from
.8 to .9 to find the mechanical power necessary to
drive it. If motor service is required the electrical
horse power, found as above, should be multiplied
by from .8 to .9 to find the mechanical power that
may be safely delivered at the motor pulley, gear
or coupHng. It will not do to start a motor or
dynamo and put on load "to see what it will gi/e,''

as is sometimes suggested, since an electrical ma-
chine does not slow up or give much outward sign
when overloaded, as does an engine, but its wind-
ings continue to rise in temperature until the cot-
ton insulation, on which they depend for working
qualities, is destroyed. The ampere capacit\- of a

dynamo or motor depends directly on the area of
contact bet^veen the brushes and commutator, and
also, on the resistance of the armature winding,
which latter depends again on the size of wire
used in the coils.

The current capacity- of a given machine should
be determined for the commutator and armature
winding separately, the results compared, and the
smaller used as the true amount, on the principle
that a chain is no stronger than its weakest link.
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Having found the total area of brush contact on
Uie commutator, this area should be divided by
two, because the current enters the commutator at
one-half of the total number of brushes and goes
out at the other half. Taking half the total area of
brush contact as that which must conduct the total
current permissible, the current capacity- is found
by allowing about 30 amperes per square inch
01 contact for carbon brushes and 100 amperes
per square inch of contact for copper gauze or leaf
brushes. Electrical machines of good make are
usually supplied with brushes of the proper di-
mensions at the start, but they are sometimes lack-
ing at later periods, or others may have been
substituted. The proper brush-contact -area offered
by a given commutator may be readily calculated
from the width and length of one bar and the num-
ber of points about the commutator at which brushes
are to be applied.

In dynamos and motors of ordinary design the
width of a carbon-brush contact may be safely
made twice that of a single commutator bar. Frorii
one to i^ inches in length on the commutator
surface should be left for space between brushes
and for end play of the armature. The actual brush-
contact surface at any one point on the commu-
tator is the product of twice the width of one
bar or segment into its length, minus one inch; as
square inches brush surface = 2 (width of one seg-
ment) X (length of segment — 1). If the machine
has but two sets of brushes, as is the case in all

bipolar and some multipolar dynamos and motors,
the contact areas of one set will give the current
capacit>- of the commutator. In most multipolar
machines there is a set of brushes for each pole,
and one-half the total number will decide the cur-
rent capacity'.

_To_ determine the current capacity of armature
windings it is necessarj^ to find their electrical re-
sistance in ohms, or else their sectional area. When
accurate volt and ammeters are available, together
with a source of electric current, the easiest way
to find the armature resistance is to send a known
current through the armature with all brushes in

position, and measure the volts between adjacent
sets of brushes while the current is passing.
Volt and ammeters for this purpose should be

graduated at least to tenths. Care should be taken
to have the contact of brushes on the commutator
as perfect as possible. A skilled electrical work-
man is reauired to make this test, and he should
not allow the current to pass through the armature
during more than two or three minutes at a time
unless very sure that the current flowing is not
greater than that for which the armature is in-

tended. It is well to calculate the current capacity
of the armature from the commutator dimensions
at the start, as above outlined, and then use one-
half to the full number of amoeres so found to make
ihe resistance test. Having found the drop in volts
between the brushes, as above, the resistance of
the armature can be found b5^ the formula.
vobs-hampere5=ohm5.
The ohms resistance of the armature once known,

the rate at which heat is generated in its windings
with any given number of amperes flowing through
them is readily obtp-ned by the formula. watts=('am-
peres)- X ohms. The heat that may be safely de-
veloped in a siven armature per unit of time depends
on ihe surface exoosed to the air. and may be
safely taken for the windinsrs alone at one watt
per sDuare inch of outside srmature surfnce.
To find this armature surface with sufficient ac-

curacy for present Durnoses consider each end nf
the armature a plain disc and to their combined
areas in square inches pdd that of the cylindrical
part of the armature. The area in son^re inches
of armature surface thus found is multiplied bv the
w^^tt lo<;s allowable per snuare inch to get the total
allowable loss in windings per second in watts.
This allow^able watt loss, divided by the armature
resistance in ohms, gives the square of the proper
current in amperes. The machine should be
worked at first with not more than the amperes
found for either the commutator or windings, and
after two or three hours' run the armature should
be stopped and tested with a thermometer for rise
in temperature, which should not in any case exceed
50° C. or 90^ F. above the surrounding air. If the
temperature rise on the above test is greater than
the limit named, the amperes flowing through the
armature should be reduced and other tests for
temperature rise made until a current capacity' is

fixed on that will not exceed the temperature limit
on a continuous run of 10 hours. If. on the first

test, the temperature rise is below the limit, the run
should be continued for another hour or two and
the heat test again made, and so on until it is cer-
tain that the safe limit of temperature ris.e above
the surrounding air will not be exceeded.
The time during which an electrical machine will

attain its maximum temperature above the sur-
rounding air when under continuous operation at
full load varies with the size and construction.
Small machines usually become as hot as they will
get at a given outside temperature, during three or
four hours' run at full load, while, as the size of
machines increases, the time becomes longer during
which they must be operated at full load to attain
their maximum rise above the air. A run of 10
hours at full load will be found enough, however,
for most machines of moderate size in common use
to attain their maximum rise. If the instruments
and current supply are not at hand to make the
above test for armature resistance, or no one present
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is able to conduct it, the approximate current

capacity of an armature may be determined from

the sectional area of its coils, and in many cases

this will prove the more ready method.
On examination it will be found that two arma-

ture wires or conductors are connected to each

commutator bar and that those conductors are of

equal size. The sectional area of one of the arma-

ture wires or conductors should be determined by

actual measurement with a micrometer, and if the

dynamo or motor is bipolar, or has but two sets of

brushes, even though multipolar, the sectional area

of the armature winding is the sum of the areas

of the two conductors entering one segment. If

the machine is multipolar the sum of the sectional

areas of the two' wires entering one segment must
be multiplied by half the number of sets of brushes
to get the efifective area of armature conductors.

Thus, in a four-pole machine, with four sets of

brushes, the area of conductors to one segment
should be multiplied by two. An exception to this

rule for multipolar machines is found when their

armatures are what are known as series wound, in

w'hich case the effective area of armature con-
ductors is that of the two wiies entering one
segment. As series-wound multipolar armatures
are rarely provided with more than two sets of
brushes, the exception just noted is of small prac-
tical moment.
Having found the effective area of armature coils,

as above, the approximate current capacity of the
armature can be determined by an allowance of

2,000 amperes per square inch of cross-section,
which is an average value for ampere density per
square inch in the armature coils of well-built dy-
namos and motors.
After an armature has been operated for two or

three hours with the current indicated by the cross-
section of its coils, the tests for rise of temperature
should be made as above outlined, and the work
done by the machine increased or diminished as the
safe-heating limit dictates.

There is another condition besides that of tem-
perature rise that determines the current capacity of
a dynamo or motor; that is, the sparking at the
brushes. In well-designed machines, however, the
point of load at which sparking becomes serious is

put considerably beyond the heating hmit, so that
a load that would cause a destructive rise in tem-
perature if carried during 10 hours ihight not cause
any very serious sparking at the brushes. In case
of -very heavy overloads, however, the sparking
gives the first indication of trouble, as it begins at
once, while the rise in temperature is gradual.
The current capacity alone gives no information

as to the working capacity of a dynamo or motor,
since the watts, or rate of work, are the product of
amperes and volts. A machine for 100 amperes
may therefore be of one horse power output for elec-
troplating at 7% volts, of So horse power output at
600 volts for railway work. As an armature for one
speed and voltage may be wound the same as another
armature for a different speed and voltage, it is im-
possible to determine from an armature alone for
what voltage the machine to which it belongs is in-
tended. As nearly all machines in general use for
electric light, power and electro-chemical purposes
have a shunt magnet winding that is intended to
receive the full line pressure, the volts may be
determined from this winding. The electric press-
ures in common use for electric light and power are
about 123, 250 and 500 to 600 volts, and are thus
so far apart in amount that shunt-magnet coils are
quite readily determined as to voltage. The first
step to decide on the voltage for which shunt coils
are intended is to determine their resistance in
ohms, from which the watts expended in the coils
when connected to any given pressure may be

,., (vo!ts)=
readily computed from the formula, watts= ,

ohms
which gives the watts expended in the coils for a
given pressure in volts.
The resistance in ohms of the magnet coils can

be measured with enough accuracy for present pur-
poses by a method similar to that described for
measuring armature resistance, but as there is no
guide to the true current capacity of the coils, it

is best to employ only the lowest pressure in com-
mon use to supply current for the test, that is.
about 125 volts. As 125-voIt coils would take
about four times their proper amount of energs'
if connected to a 250-volt supplv, and about 16
times if connected to a 500-volt supply, the danger
of overheating when coils of unknown capacity are
connected to any pressure above ' 125 volts is ob-
vious.

When coils for the higher pressures are connected
to 125-volt service they receive much less than their
normal amperes, and are thus safe from harm. If it

is not convenient to measure the resistance of the
shunt magnet coils, the diameter of the wire com-
posing them should be measured with the micro-
meter and the coils Weighed. The common printed
tables of copper wire give the weight of each di-
ameter per 1,000 feet, and this weight divided into
the total gives the complete length of wire in the
shunt. Knowing the length and diameter of a cop-
per wire, its resistance may be found by the use
of wire tables, or may be computed from the

lengtb in feet X 10.7
formula. =ohms, in which 10.7

(diametpr in mils)-

is the resistance in ohms of a copper wire one foot
long and .001 inch in diameter.

Since the shunt coils consume energy, they rise in

temperature above the surrounding air, as does the
armature, and this rise is limited by the exposed
surface of the coils which radiates heat. To find

approximately the amount of heat the coils can
dispose of per second their outside dimensions
should be taken and the square inches of exposed
surface computed. It has been found by experi-

ence that magnet coils, insulated in the usual way,
can safely dispose of heat energy at the rate of
aljout .75 watt per square inch of coil surface ex-

French Electric Railroad with Steep
Grades.

In Laon, France, there is a miniature specimen of

an electric railroad with an extreme length of 1,479

meters. Its rolling stock comprises three cars.

There are some items of unusual interest connected
with the enterprise. The line of the road is one of

decided curves and grades. The town, which is

the capital of the department of .^isne. 14 mi'es
northeast of Paris, is perched on an isolated hill.

FIG. I. FRENCH ELECTKIC RAILROAD WITH STEEP GRADES.—CAR ON INCLINED VIADUCT.

posed to the open air, so that when the surface of

any particular coils is known iii square inches it

is easy to compute the permissible w-atts allowable
in the coils. Know'ing from the ohms of resistance
.the rate at which each electric pressure will cause
heat to be developed in the coil, it becomes at once
evident at which voltage the coils should be op-
erated, and this is the voltage at which the ma-
chine should be operated.
The simple observations and computations noted

above, if put to use will often do away with uncer-
tainty concerning the proper use of electrical ma-
chinery and prevent costly burn-outs from over-
heated windings.

Large Electric Lift at Weehawken.
An inclined railway so steep that it might almost

be sti'led an elevator is building at the Weehawken
Bluffs, on the Jersey shore of the Jrfudson, near
New York. On the lower level a concrete base, 50
feet square, is designed to support the steel girders
which will sustain the incline till the upper plat-

form is reached. The gradient will be a rise of

72 feet in every 100 feet horizontal, making the
steepest incline on which cars are operated in the

world. The width of the sunken path is 46 feet,

and the cars to move within its walls w^ill completely
fill it, being each 23 feet wide. The cars will weigh
20 tons each, and will have a capacity of more than
20 tons. The elevators will be triangular in form,
the shorter of the sides being formed by the sup-
ports necessary to maintain a level tloor. They
will each be operated by three cables, one of which
will be in reserve as a safety precaution. An auto-
matic brake will operate in connection with the

safety cable, insuring immunity from accident, it is

said. The cars will move independently of one an-
other, contrary to former methods on inclined-plane

roads, w^here one car is used to balance the other
while moving in opposite directions. The cars of

the Weehawken elevator will not be mutually de-

pendent, but may rise together, it occasion demands
it. Beneath the upper platform will revolve the

large cable-driving pulley, operated by electricity

from the new power plant of the North Hudson
electric line, three blocks to the south.

The cars en this inclined railway will sink into

the concrete base so that the floor will be aligned

with the surface of the lower road. Thus trolley

cars will be enabled to board the elevators by means
of the tracks laid in their floors, without disturbinp

their passengers. One elevator .will be used foj

cars and the other for pedestrians and teams. The
cars will ascend to a point where they will be on a

level with the surface of the bluff. Automatic
track attachments will hold the car at this point

until the trolley cars and passengers have landed.

The toll for the upward trip will be twice as large

as for the downward one.

and the line of railway lies along the steep incline.

The summit of the road has an altitude of 1S1.57

meters, while the lower level is only 83.85 meters.

The difference in the altitudes is therefore nearly

100 meters in a run of 1,200 meters, or a grade of

Si millimeters to the meter. This is the average
grade, but for nearly half this distance the grades
are insignificant. There is for the other portion

—

about S60 meters—a grade of 10 per cent., or 100

millimeters to the meter, and in a short run of

202 meters the rise is 130 millimeters to the meter.

The most important piece of engineering along
the route of this bijou railway is the viaduct (Fig.

i), which has an incline of 122 millimeters to the

meter and has a length of 80 meters. There is also

a tunnel 50 meters in length. The entrance to the
tunnel is shown in Fig. 2.

While a rack-and-cog combination is available in

case of necessity for holding the cars from slipping.

.Mlanta, Ind., is talking of putting in an electric-

light plant.

FIG. 2. FRENCH ELECTRIC RAILROAD WITH STEEP
GRADES.—ENTRANCE TO TUNNEL.

it is seldom or never used, the traction being found

sufficient to maintain hold on the rail under all

ordinary conditions.

On the trial trips, on Julj' 9th last, after a cautious

test run of 12 minutes betw-een the terminals—the

city hall and the depot—the run was then made in 6.5

minutes, without the aid of the cogs, up the grade.

This is claimed to be the first successful attempt

at climbing so sharp a grade by mere, traction.

The track is one meter in width, and the cars

contain seats for 26 persons—nine first and 17 sec-

ond-class. Each car has an apartment for pack-

ages, baggage, etc., while the platforms can ac-

commodate a number of standing passengers. Each
car, says I'Electricien, is equipped with two "G E 53"

motors, supplied by currents from dynamos of

1,200 amperes' capacity, at 120 volts.
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There seems to be a possibility that Logansport,

Ind., may try the experiment of purchasing and

operating the Independent telephone plant in that

city. It is said that the City Council is seriously

contemplating such action, that the plant may not

fall into the possession of the Bell company. This

is one of the latest developments of the municipal-

ownership idea, and its practicability and utility are

very doubtful, even though the motive of averting

the reversion to monopoly is a good one. Private

ownership is doing very well against the Bell

monopoly, or former monopoly, and it seems the

part of wisdom to give it a fair and thorough trial

before resorting to state control. And it must be

borne in mind that if the theory of government

control is correct, municipal ownership will be only
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a temporary makeshift at best, for the telephone

industry of to-day, like the telegraph, must be

handled either by private owners or by the federal

government, surveying the whole country.

In his annual report Brigadier-general A. W.
Greely, chief signal ofificer of the United States

Army, heartily commends the project of an Ameri-

can trans-Pacific cable, as might be expected. He
sa3''S that such a cable is "essential," in order to

join closer together the United States and the new
Pacific dependencies. General Greely also sug-

gests that an international cable conference be

called to consider the whole subject of the rights

of cable property in time of war. The idea is a

good one, although it has been broached before

without practical efifect. Great Britain, with its

preponderant cable interests, might well take the

initiative in requesting the favorable attention of

the powers to some plan for holding such a con-

gress. The South African Republic, with which

England is now at war, is not a maritime state; but

if it were, or if the British had any sea-going na-

tion as their adversary, the cutting of the cables

would be one of the most effective methods possible

for crippling the resources of the British empUre.

The status of international cables in time of war
should be definitely settled, because it is usually the

case that outside nations have interests that are

involved by the cutting or exclusive use of cables

by one of the combatants. Of course it is doubtful

whether any agreement could be reached that would

hold in the stress of war between two great na-

tions, but, at any rate, an effort should be made to

reach some conclusion.

Mr. Monaghan, the American consul at Chemnitz,

in Germany, is an enthusiastic believer in the pos-

sibilities of American trade in Russia. "The field

open to us is enormous," he says. "Russia will

want for a long time the same kinds of tools, im-

plements and machines as we have used. It has

mines to open, oil fields to drain or exploit, forests

to cut down, mills to build, reads, railroads and

bridges to construct. All kinds of time and labor-

saving machines will be wanted. One ounce of ef-

fort put into Russia will yield better results than

Ions in Germany and other parts of this old con-

tinent. Germany, Belgium, France, England—all

of them—are aiming for the same goal—a foothold

in Russia. An effort now, before the important parts

are all taken, will pay much better than later on.

The disposition of Russia toward our people is

very favorable." The consul says that the best way
to get business in Russia, as at home, is to send a

man after it. Long credits must be given—six to

12 months—and the fluctuations of foreign exchange

must be considered. Packing is a very important

factor. Catalogues, if sent at all, must give prices

and be printed in Russian or, less preferably,

French. Weights and dimensions should be stated

in metric measurements. Mr. Monoghan believes

that "hustle has more to do with success in business

than has almost any other factor." He thinks that

advertising will pay export as well as domestic

traders, and, in short, recommends modern Ameri-

can business methods for use in Russia.

Our old friend, the "deadly trolley," seems to

have gone out of business. The expression is now
seldom heard, even in the New York sensational

press. Enters instead the pleasing prospect of

"death by fire in mid-air." A correspondent of

the New York Stm professes to have a well-

founded horror that this dreadful fate may over-'

take the unwary travelers in the elevated electric

railways of Brooklyn and New York. He^'re-

counts the case of a fire on a Brooklyn elevated

train—probably largely mythical—and then pro-

ceeds thus: "Three days earlier a similar conflagra-

tion occurred on a crowded train on the South

Side Elevated road in Chicago. The motorman
was driven from his post by the flames, and in his

excitement carried the controller handles with him,

but he forgot to turn off the current, and the flaming

train, filled with frightened passengers, ran away

at full speed. Fortunately, again, the motorman

recovered his nerve, fought his way back to the

controller through the fire and stopped the train."

This harrowing tale has such a slight basis of fact
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that the Sun correspondent's yarn is ridiculous.

The train was not crowded; the motorman was not

driven from his post; the train did not run away.
There was a broken "pigtail" connection at the

contact shoe which caused a display of sparking

for a few moments—that was all. There was little

excitement and no danger. Still more absurd is the

correspondent's cool statement that "in Chicago,

experience has shown the railroad company the

necessity of keeping a liberal supply of water at

the stations in case a train comes in blazing at the

motorman's end." The apprehensive correspondent

—who demands fireproof steel cars, by the way

—

may take heart of grace, for his fears are un-

founded. No one was ever injured in Chicago on
an elevated railroad by fire caused by electricity,

and such personal injury is exceedingly unlikely to

occur here or anywhere else.

The promotion of industrial combinations does

not appear to be languishing just at present.

Hardly have the imposing plans of the Continental

Telegraph, Telephone and Cable company been
made public before it is announced that "a $200,-

000,000 automobile trust" is organizing in New
York to "control the production of every article

entering into the manufacture of a bicycle or auto-

mobile." The slated capitalization of the Conti-
nental company is only $50,000,000, so that it is a

comparatively small affair. We are getting so ac-

customed to big figures and big schemes that a
few hundred millions of stock issue doesn't astonish
us in the least. The telephoile company, it is said,

purposes to give the people long-distance telephone
service at fair rates in conjunction with existing
Independent telephone companies and the Western
Union Telegraph company. If that is really the
intention of the promoters in relation to the tele-

phone business, their project will receive popular
approval, for, as everyone knows, the lack of wide-
spread toll-line connections has been the greatest
obstacle to the growth of the Independent move-
ment. Of course, there is the possibility that with
only two great telephone systems in the field an
easily achieved amalgamation may make but one.
Still, there has always been more or less competi-
tion in the telegraph business—not very brisk, per-
haps, but still far from an unrestricted monopoly

—

and, with all doubt of patent interference once re-

moved, it seems altogether probable that the

regime of telephone exaction and monopoly will

be finally done away with, never to be revived.

As for the "automobile trust," the project seems
to be in such a vague and uncertain state that

speculation may be well held in abeyance for more
tangible facts. It is a pretty large contract to at-

tempt to control the carriage builders, motor manu-
facturers and gas-engine makers of the country.

Still, in these days, no one can set the boundary of

the combination idea. We must wait to see what
we shall see.

In the meantime the "trusts" have their troubles

like other folk and more unpretentious enterprises.

Texas is one state where they are not regarded
with favor. The principle came up in the case of

the San Antonio Gas company, and the Court of

Civil Appeals has affirmed the judgment of the

lower court that the charter of the company has

been forfeited because it became a party to a

combination to control the public and private

lighting of San Antonio. In delivering the opinion

of the court. Judge W. S. Ely said: "If the combi-
nation was made and its object was in restraint of

trade and to create a monopoly, the statute de-

nounces it, no matter if the immediate result of

the combination be the temporary reduction of

prices. To fix by combination a rate lower than

one that has prevailed carries with it the power
and ability to establish higher ones, and the ob-

ject of the statute is to free business and commerce
from being controlled by combinations. ^The state

is unwilling to intrust to any combination, even

though one of her creatures, the tyrannical and

oppressive power that is inseparably connected with

the power to raise or lower prices of commodities

and control the trade of the country." If the trusts

assume such menacing proportions that they be-

come a real burden to the people, it is not to be

doubted that the lawmakers of other states will

find a way to curb their operations.
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Electric Railways in Nortiiern Spain.'

By Julius G. Lay.

Unlil a year ago, such a thing as an electric

car was unknown in Spain, 'ihe cars in a lew
principal towns that couiu boa?t of having tram-
ways of any kmd were drawn through the streets

at a jog-trot pace by horses or, more frequently,

mules.
Within the last few months, however, foreign en-

terprise has been the means of inaugurating elec-

tric traction in the streets of Madrid, Barcelona,
Valencia, Bilbao and San Sebastian, and the lead

thus taken by the principal tramway companies in

the chief cities of Spain is likely to be quickly fol-

lowed by others. It appears lo me, therefore, that

the present moment is particularly opporiune for

our makers of electrical plants, steam engines, boil-

ers, rails, wire, etc.—to come forward with tenders
for the supply of such materials.

The following particulars regarding the most im-
portant tramway companies in the north of Spain
may prove of interest to any firms desirous of solicit-

ing orders from abroad, and I shall be glad to en-
deavor to supplement these general remarks by more
precise information on any given point of special

interest to our exporters or manufacturers.

Barcelona.

Compania Anonima de Tranvias de Barcelona.

—

This company, whose present manager is Mr. J.

Kennedy, was the pioneer of tramway enterprise in

Spain, having" first started running its horse cars

through the principal streets of Barcelona about 25
years ago, with a 99-year concession from the mu-
nicipality. Ihe system was changed to electric

power in May last, and Dickinson's overhead trolley

is used. This company at present owns S5 motor
cars besides its old horse cars, but the latter will

be superseded by other motor cars when the lines

are all in working order. All the new plant required
was supplied by a firm of English contractors.

The cars were built in Barcelona; the eriglues and
boilers for generating the m.otivt power, dynamos
and littings for the cars were purchased in the
United States, and the rails in Belgium. The fares

charged are low, 10 centimos (1^/2 cents) being the
[are for a run of five or six miles. The cars are
well patronized, and the company is in a flourishing

condition, with a capital given at 15,000,000 pesetas

($2,400,000), subscribed for almost exclusively in

England. This road has a mileage of about 12 miles
through the most frequented streets of the city.

Compaiiia de Tranvias de Barcelona e San An-
dres."—This concern about five months ago changed
hands, and now, under the able management of a
Belgian engineer—Mr. Oscar Schmidt-Corr—is

about to effect several important improvements.
The traction is to be altered from steam to elec-

tricity, and the line prolonged from its present
terminus at the outlying township of San Andres,
five miles distant, to the manufacturing town of
Sabodell, which lies 15 miles north cf Barcelona.
Another branch line is to be built from Barcelona
to Horta, about five miles. The present subscribed
capital of this company is given as 3,250,000 pesetas
($520,000).

Compania de Tranvias de Barcelona a Sans.—This
company has a line running from the center of
Barcelona to the suburb of Sans, a distance of about
three miles. The cars sre at present drawn by mules.
but the company has asked permission from the
town authorities to use electricity as motive power.
The capiial of this company is 3,000,000 pesetas

($470,000); manager, Mr. Francisco Esdeve.
Compaiiia de Tranvias de Barcelona a Badalona.

—

This line of steam tramways connects Barcelona
with the neighboring town of Badalona, a distance
of 'about six miles, the rails being laid along the
highroad. I have been unable to ascertain whether or
not this company intends changing its motive power.
The capital of the company, as given, is 2,000^000
pesetas ($320,000); manager, Mr. F. Gillis.

Compania General de Tranvias.—This road has
a mileage of about four miles between Barcelona
and the suburb of Sarria. Trains of four cars are
drawn by powerful steam locomotives, which are
rendered necessary, owing to the sharp curves and
steep gradients in the narrow streets of Sarria. I

am informed that electric power on this road is

soon to supersede steam.
In connection w^ith the tramways of Barcelona, I

should mention a small railroad company called the
Ferrocarril de Barcelona a Sarria, the only double-
track railroad in Spain, about three miles in length,
with a capital of 3,000.000 pesetas ($400,000), that
has also recently applied for permission to adopt
electricity as its motive power in the place of steam.

San Sebastian.

Compania del Tranvia Electrico de San Sebastian,
—The president is D. Antanasio Osacar; manager,
M. L. Carlier. This electric road runs for a distance
of about five miles through the town of Pasages,
which is the commercial port for San Sebastian, as
far as the small manufacturing town of Rentiri. All
the electrical plant was supplied by La Compagnie
Gcnerale d'Electricite de Geneve, of Geneva, Switz-
erland. The cars were made in Saragossa Spain.

Bilbao.

There is only one tramway company in Bilbao.
which runs two lines, with an aggregate mileage of

I. From advance sheets of U. S. Consular Reports. Mr. Lay
is consul-eeneral at Barcelona.

about 19 miles. The motive power is electricity.

During last year 2,700,000 passengers were carried;

but, as the service is bemg improved and increased,

a belter result is looked for this year. The capital

of this company is 4,500,000 pesetas ($725,000).

Valencia.

All the city and suburban tramways in Valencia
have been bought up by a French company. The
plant is now being erected to run the cars by elec-

tricity, but the contracts have all been placed with
French firms.

Iherc are a few other tramways and railroads in

the province of Catalonia, particulars about which
1 ha\ e not yet been able to obtain. The foregoing
remarks will, however, serve to show that there is

undoubtedly a market in Spain for American elec-

trical equipment.

Naval Test of Marconi's Wireless
Telegraphy.

The naval test of Marconi's wireless telegraphy

was concluded on November ist after three days
spent near New York in demonstrating the work-
ing of the system under various practical condi-

tions. The operations were made on the cruiser

New York and the battleship Massachusetts, under
direction of a special commission appointed by the

Navy Department. Mr. Marconi was handicapped
by incomplete instruments, which had been brought
to the United States simply for the purpose of re-

porting the international yacht races, and was un-

able to give to the commission as thorough a

demonstration of the capabilities of the apparatus

as he would have wished. Messages were success-

fully transmitted between the ships at a distance of

30 miles, but at 36 miles were unreadable. Mr.
Marconi expressed his regret at his inability to

send messages at a distance of 80 miles, which
he asserts he could have done with better prepara-

tion.

During the test it was demonstrated that it was
possible for any instrument located within the cir-

cumscribed radius of transmission to destroy the

effectiveness of other instruments at any time-

While the Massachusetts, for instance, was tele-

graphing to the New York the operator at Nave-
sink sent a message at the same time, and the result

on the receiving side of the New York's set was a

jumble of undecipherable characters. This was
done deliberately. Mr. Marconi said that he could
prevent this interference on the part of a third

station, but that he would not demonstrate it dur-

ing these tests, because he had not yet received his

. patents for that feature.

There were no practical demonstrations of the

Marconi system made in connection with the signal

service of the army, as it was understood that the

instruments brought by Marconi to this countiy
are unsuited to greater distances than 12 miles by
land or 30 miles by water. The Signal Corps,
which operates a system of its own at a distance of

12 miles, was unwilling to have demonstrations
made unless there could be assurances of greater

distances than those promised.
Mr. Marconi expected to sail for England this

week, and it is said that there is a possibility that

Great Britain may try wireless telegraphy in its

campaign in South Africa.

Proposed Street-railway Ordinance in

Milwaukee.
Another step has been taken toward settling the

agitation between the Milwaukee Electric Street

Railway and Lighting company and the city of

Milwaukee, and toward the securing of four-cent
fares. At the meeting of the council on November
6th the special committee appointed to confer with
the street-railway company reported an ordinance
that is expected to settle the trouble. This ordi-
nance extends the franchises of the street-railway
company to 1934, when all franchises will expire.

The railway company is also given franchises in

certain streets which will result, it is said, in its

having a practical monopoly of the city so far as

street-railway facilities go. In return for this the
company is to grant four-cent fares at once from
5:30 lo 7:30 in the morning and five to 6:30 in the
evening. This is to continue until January i, 1905,
when a general four-cent fare is to be made. It is

generally understood that the ordinance is accept-
able to the street-railway company, and, in fact, was
submitted to representatives of the company before
it was introduced. The majority of the council
are said to favor the ordinance and it is expected
that it will be passed.

The Gold Belt Power company of Hailey, Idaho,
has been incorporated by William H. Watt, Arthur
Smith, R. W. Berry, W. T. Riley and W. G. Page
of Hailey, and M. Parsons and H. N. Coffin of

Boise City, Idaho. The objects of the company are

to build and equip with all modern appliances
an electric power plant to supply power to mines,
mills and hoisting works, and for all use in and
about them, and in lighting them by electricity; to

furnish power for all mining, manufacturing and in-

dustrial purposes, for lighting by electricity adjacent
towns and buildings therein, for pumping water to

mines and mills and for all other useful purposes.
The amount of the authorized capital stock of the
corporation is $600,000.

Operations of the Signal Corps.
The recent report of Gen. A. \V. Grcely, chief

signal ofticer of the United States Army, gives an
especially interesting account of the year's opera-
tions of the Signal Corps, which makes a large
use of the electrical methods of communication.
The report shows that the telegraph system of
Cuba, formerly owned and operated by Spain, has
been taken over and developed by the Signal Corps,
and that at the close of the fiscal year 2,500 miles
of line was in operation, of which 600 miles was
absolutely new and the remainder largely recon-
structed.

General Grcely discusses the question of Cuban
cable and telephone concessions, showing the legal
and diplomatic difficulties surrounding them, as
well as the practical difficulties under which the
military cable lines are kept in operation. He
recommends the laying of a deep-sea cable between
Porto Kico and Cuba, which would cost about
$600,000. By this means, all communications be-
tween Porto Rico and the United States would
pass over strictly American lines.

In the Philippines, General Grcely states that the
efforts of the United States to lay cables for military
operations were antagonized by the private com-
panies owning lines there. General Greely says
there are certain provisions of the Spanish cable
concessions which plainly cannot be acceded to by
the United States, especially the absolute cable
rights for an indefinite period, not only in the
Philippines, but in all Spanish possessions in the
Pacific. He says it is only a matter of time when
Luzon will be connected with Formosa by an in-
ternational cable, thus giving an outlet to Japan
and China.
A vague idea of the magnitude of the Signal

Corps' work under Major Thompson's supervision
in the Philippines, he says, may be conveyed by the
statement that over the telegraph system alone
more than 260,000 messages, many long and all on
public business, were transmitted in the 10 months
ended June 30th, and over 45,000 in May alone.
As to a Pacific cable, the report says in part: 'Tn

order to join closer together the United States and
its Pacific colonies, it is essential to span the Pa-
cific by a submarine cable, as recommended by the
president to Congress in his special message of
February 10, 1S99. ihe great value of sucti a cable
is not alone for military purposes, but more espe-
cially for the fostering of industrial interests in the
new colonies and in order to facilitate commercial
operations.*'

Lreneral Greely suggests that an international
cable conference shouid consider the whole subject
of the rights ot cable property in time ot war.
Wireless telegraphy receives considerable atten-

tion. General ureely says that as a means of con-
necting the islands of the West Indies, Hawaii and
the t^hilippines, which are in the range of its ac-
tion, wireless telegraphy should prove of value.
Ihe Signal Corps' experiments have showm that its

othcers and men are able to furnish a practicable
system of wireless telegraphy, 'ihe Signal Corps
has already operated us own system successfully
between i^ire island and Fire island lightship, a
distance of about 12 miles. General Greely says
there is no reasonable doubt that wireless teleg-
raphy will soon replace, with equal advantage to
commerce and the army, the military cables neces-
sary to connect harbor fortifications.

New Electric Lint* at Niagara.
Apparently there is a bright prospect that before

next summer Niagara Falls will have a new scenic
route on the American side, as it is reported that
the International 'fraction company intends to ex-
tend its Whirlpool and Northern line to Lewiston.
This extension would require only about four miles
of track construction, as the road is now built to
the Devil's Hole. If present plans are carried out,
the extension will follow the highway to a point
below the Niagara University, where it will turn to
the river bank, along which it will run to the Lew-
iston Mountain. It will pass down the mountain
above the tracks of the Rome, Watertown and Og-
densburg railroad, and then pass under them and
enter the village of Lewiston, where the extension
will meet the tracks of the Lewiston and Youngs-
town Frontier road, and the cars will run over this

line to the dock and depot. Connection will also be
made with the new suspension bridge over the
gorge above Lewiston. The building of this exten-
sion will give the International Traction company a
belt-line service about the gorge independent of
the Niagara Gorge railroad.

Automobiles on Paris Streets.

A committtee to which instructions were recently
given by the Municipal Council of Paris to regulate
motor traffic in the Bois de Boulogne and Vin-
cennes is about to submit its report. Automobiles
will be restricted to highroads or other regular
carriage ways and strictly forbidden to enter the
Pie Catclan. The speed of the automobile must in

no case exceed 15 kilometers an hour. In busy or
narrow thoroughfares it must not exceed a walk.
The report ends by stating that these measures are

not intended as vexatious restrictions on an indus-

try which has made remarkable progress in the last

few years, but are necessitated in the interest of

public safety.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Continental Telegraph, Telephone and

Cable Company.

It now develops, according to the best informa-

tion obtainable, which is not very definite, that the

plan of the lately organized Continental Telegraph,

relephone and Cable company is to soHdily the

scattered independent telephone systems of the

country by building connecting toll lines through

the cooperation of capitalists interested in the West-

em Union Telegraph company. Ihe capital stock

of the company is to be increased to $50,000,000, it

is said, and the enterprise is to have the strongest

kind of financial backing, includmg the Goulds, John
Jacob Astor and the "W hitney-\Videner-Elkms syn-

dicate/' At first, according to the newspaper state-

ment, the new company will devote itself to the

telephone business, in opposition to the American
Bell Telephone company; later it may enter the

telegraph and ocean-cable field. The attitude of

the J:*ostal Telegraph and Commercial Cable com-
panies to the scheme does not seem to be very

clear. The office of the company is at 100 Broad-

way, New York, and William J. Latta of Phila-

delphia is the president now, although a r£organi-

zation may take place in a few days. George W.
Beers of Fort AVayne, Ind., and H. J. Hanford of

the Kinloch company of St. Louis are other promi-

nent Independent men who are said to be connected

with the new scheme.
Many statements in relation to the new companj^

have appeared in the daily newspapers. Most of

them are apparently exaggerated and incorrect.

The following, from the New York Tribune, is

credited to a person closely connected wnth William

C. Whitney: "The enterprise is the work of Martin

ilaloney of Philadelphia, who has had notable suc-

cess in combining the electric-light corporations of

that cit>-. He has recently become a member of the

so-called Whitney syndicate, and in this enterprise

he has the backing of his associates in that group
of capitalists. There are in the United States east

of the Mississippi River about 2,300 isolated Inde-

pendent telephone companies, and it is the idea of

Mr. Maloney and his associates that the company
about to be organized by them, which is to come
nito direct competition with the Bell company, shall

make contracts with these Independent companies,

and shall construct trunk lines connecting the va-

rious cities and towns in which these companies are

no-w giving telephone ser\-ice, erecting along these

tiTink lines poles capable of carrj-ing 40 wires.

"The promoters of the new company have been
at work upon their project for fully two years,

and their plans are well advanced. Their engineers

have been in the field for many months, the neces-

sary maps have been drawi"^ and contracts for the

copper wire and the wooden poles have already

been awarded. A meeting will be held within a

day or two, at which the organization of the na-
tional company will be effected. Of course, the

new company will make its rates much lower than
those charged by the Bell Telephone company, but
these rates have not yet been decided upon."

In New York the People's Telephone Corpora-
tion will be the local company', it is said, using,

possibli-, the conduits of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company, in which Mr. Whitnej- is largely

interested. New England will be represented by
the Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph com-
pan}- and the Boston and New York Telephone and
Telegraph compan}-. The Kinloch company of St
Louis, the new Federal company for the Pittsburg
district and the important Independent companies
in Cleveland, Columbus and Indianapolis are also

supposed to be in the deal. In Chicago the Illi-

nois Telephone and Tdegraph company, which has

a franchise and has done a little work on a tunnel,

is mentioned; but it is to be assumed that if this

company- is included its automatic-telephone scheme
will be given up.

P. A. B. Widener. speaking for the new com-
pany, is reported to have said: "We are simply in

business to give a good telephone ser\"ice to per-

sons who have not been able to secure it before
by the consolidation of these various Independent
concerns. The rates will be made popular. We do
not intend any discourtesies or contemplate any
warlike measures toward others."

Progress in the Twin Cities.

The Minneapolis Citj- Council has amended the
underground-wire ordinance to give the Mississippi
Valley Telephone company (Independent) a chance
on equal terms with the old company in the sub-
urbs. The old ordinance did not permit the erec-

tion of poles and wires in the suburbs, but the old
companj-'s lines are already up there. The com-
pany will establish a south branch in Minneapolis
at Nineteenth street and Fifth avenue South. It is

also negotiating for a site for a branch on the East
Side. The companj- has secured an extension of

time to get its exchange in St. Paul at work and
has been given permission to make a change of its

bond. The new company has issued a supplement-
ary- list of 144 connections since its directory was
issued. It has also applied to the Minneapolis
council to have the American Suretj- compan}- re-

leased from its $25,000 bond guaranteeing 1.200

instruments being installed, as this has been done.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Mianeapoiis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Duluth (Minn.) Telephone company has had
plans prepared for a modern exchange building and
will rebuild its system throughout.
The W'lllow Creek (Minn.) Telephone company

has been forced to build toll lines to Amboy and
Nashville Center, Minn.
Telephone operators of the Twin Cities propose

a union.
The telephone headquarters at Crookston, Minn.,

are too small and larger quarters will be secured.
The new Beloit (Wis.) Telephone company w.U

erect a free public-telephone booth in the center
of the city, for the use of every-one. The booth will

be locked at 10 p. m. by the police.

The Rock County Telephone companj"" has made
a proposition to the citj- of Janesvilie, W'is., which
has been accepted, providing to put in telephones
at various places on the streets for the use of the
public.

Ihe Mississippi Vallej- Telephone companj' ex-
pects to have 1,200 instruments in use in St. Paul
bj' November 20lh.
A. T. Presson of Hudson, Wis., has concluded

not to enter the field at Chippewa Falls, Wis., for
an Independent telephone system.
The Vv isconsin Telephone company will expend

SiOjOOO at Ashland, Wis., in improvements to tne
local system.

'ihe Northern Minnesota Telephone company
will install an exchange at Park Rapids, Minn.,
if 40 subscribers can be secured.
Ihe Rushford (Minn.J Telephone compan3^ has

completed connection with Petersofi. Minn.
The Grove City and Rosendale Telephone com-

pany has been incorporated to build a Ime between
those cities in Minnesota, and has let the contract
for its construction.
The \V isconsin Telephone company has made

long-distance connection with Darlmgton, Wis.
Ihe Board of Public Works of La Crosse, Wis.,

levied a ime of ;5;5 on the La Crosse ieiephone
companj^ for leaving a pile of dirt in the street where
some poles had been set. The companj^ admitced
the presence of the dirt, but urged ttiat, inasmuch
as it was furnishing the city witn five answer sets
free of charge, the tme should be remitted. But the
board did not see it that way.
Ihe Wisconsin Telephone companj- now has 171

subscribers in Beloit, Wis.
ihe Winona (Mmn.) Telephone company is in-

stalling a new switchboard.

J. C Hubmger, ot the Mississippi ^'alley Tele-
phone company, has been in St. Paul recently, and
promises Uiat the exchange there shall be working
by November loth, w-ith 600 connections.

Toll-line connecuou has been completed be-
tween Crookston, Minn., and Fertile, tosston and
other towns.

F. E. Albright of Carthage, S. D., contemplates
establishing a telephone exchange in Salem, S. D.
A. \'on Schlegel of the contract department for

the Northwestern Telephone Exchange compan}-,
Minneapciis, has been promoted to a higher posi-
tion m Minneapolis with the same company. Mr.
Grifiin, formerly in charge of the Grand Forks (N.
D.) ottice of the company, succeeds him. R. H. C.
Wood of Minneapolis, late in charge of the South
branch, succeeds Mr. Griffin at Grand Forks. N.
E. Brown takes charge of the South branch in

Minneapolis, in place of Mr. Wood.
The Inland Telephone and Telegraph company"

of Colfax, Wash., is fitting up a new office.

The press at Pony, Mont, urges the construction
of a telephone line from Pony to Norris, Red Bluff,

Meadow Creek, Ennis and Virginia Cit>'.

Five thousand dollars has been subscribed at Miles
City, Mont., for building a telephone line to con-
nect with the other towns of- the countj-.

The Red Lodge and Wyoniing Telephone com-
pany expects to have connection between Red
Lodge, Mont., and Basin bj"^ November 20th.

The Independent telephone lines of Iowa are con-
sidering a consolidation into one compact body, to

better compete with the Bell interests. The ab-
sorption by the Bell interests of three Independent
companies in Iowa recently has given cause for

alarm?, and the stronger companies are now about
agreed that a closer union is necessary- to meet the
Bell competition.
The assessment of telephone and telegraph com-

panies in Iowa amounts to $1,028,845 on 96 compa-
nies, of which 94 are telephone and two are^tele-

graph companies. Of the 94 telephone companies
but two can be called foreign companies (the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph company of New
York and the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
compam- of Lowell, Mass.). though there are sev-

eral whose offices are located in adjoining states,

but W'hose wires penetrate Iowa. The assessed value
of the Bell properties aggregates about §242,000.

The assessment is based on 25 per cent, of the

actual value.

The Ida Grove Telephone company of Ida Grove,
la., has purchased the materials ordered by the

Odebolt (la.) Telephone company when the latter

was arranging to put in an exchange at Ida Grove.
The Western Electric Telephone companj- is put-

ting in a line between Mallard and PloA'er, la.

The Elwood Telephone company wnll install
an exchange in Sac City, la., at once.
The new exchange at \\^apello, la., will soon be

in operation.
The Iowa Telephone compan3' will build a new

line from Boone, la., to Ogden.
The Michigan Telephone company will bury

some of its wires in Houghton, Mich., in rebuild-
ing the exchange there. Long-distance lines will
be brought on from the straits also.

The Northern Minnesota Telephone company will

install an exchange in Park Rapids. Minn., at once.
The Independent Telephone compan}- has peti-

tioned tlie village of Sharon, ^^'is., for a franchise.
The employes of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change company presented retiring Manager Griffin
a silver smoking-set in testimony of their esteem
of him. The young ladies of the office also presented
him with a silver-mounted umbrella.
The Supreme Court of Iowa has handed down a

decision nullifying the present system of taxation
for telephone and telegraph, insurance and express
companies. The law provided thej' should pay a
percentage of their gross earnings. The court holds
that corporations must be assessed on the same basis
and for the same purposes as individuals. A cor-
poration paying its entire taxes to the state does
not help support the citj-, county and schools
as an individual does, hence the law is unconstitu-
tional.

" C. H. Smith of Odebolt, la., is an applicant for a
telephone franchise at Dennison, la.

The Iowa Telephone company is extending a toll

line from Cedar Rapids, la., to Delaware, where
it connects with the line to Waterloo, Dubuque and
Chicago.
The Ottuniwa (la.) Telephone company will build

a toll line to Blakesburg, la., at once.
Frank Smith of Union, la., has been placed in

charge of the exchange of the Spirit Lake Tele-
phone company at Harris. la.

The local telephone exchange at Waten-ille. Minn.,
has been reorganized and will be known as the
Cannon X'^alley Telephone companj'.
The railroad company at Sewall, la., cut the tele-

phone wires crossing its tracks, because they were
too low. They had sagged until they would strike
a man below the chin, when he was standing on the
highest cars. The telephone ccmpan^- proceeded
to raise the wires when it repaired them.
A local telephone exchange is projected for Long

Prairie, Minn.

Independents Prosperous in La Crosse.
The La Crosse (Wis.) Telephone company is an

Independent home concern that has achieved suc-
cess b3' methods which have won the confidence
and respect of the people. Its latest move is to
ask voluntarily for an amendment to its franchise
permitting it to place its wires underground. This
request, which will doubtless be granted b}' the Cit\-

Council, seems to strike the people and press as an
exceptionally fair and generous offer and has added
to the compani'-'s popuIarit3^ A director of the La
Crosse company is quoted as follows: "Our pres-
ent plant is even now crowded way bej-ond its nor-
mal capacitj'-, and we cannot accept any new busi-
ness until we have very materially increased the
capacity of our central station. Some time ago
we decided upon an increase of our switchboard
capacity, and mapped out a plan for the extension
of our pole lines. But in the eleventh hour we
altered our plans, and decided to ask the Common
Council for permission to place all our wires in
underground conduits, though it means a great
additional expense. Still, our stockholders are all

residents and property" owners and taxpayers here
in La Crosse, and have at all times the best inter-

ests of our home cit}' at heart. The necessary ma-
terial for the conduits has already been contracted
for, and work will be started as soon as the ordi-
nance passes and we can get the necessary- per-
mits issued under it." The officers of the company
are: President. I. H. Moulton; vice-president, W.
W. Cargill: secretary' and treasurer. William Loh-
miller; manager. H. A. Brinckerhoft.

Berliner Hearing in Boston.
[Special dispatch to the Western Elecirician.}

Boston, November 8.—The action brought by the

American Bell Telephone company against the Na-

tional Telephone Manufacturing company of this

citj", and also the case of the Bell companj- against

the Centur>' Telephone company, both brought for

alleged infringement of the Berliner telephone pat-

ent, are now on hearing before Judge Brown of

the United Slates Circuit Court for the Eastern

District of Massachusetts. Yesterday was the open-

ing day of the hearing and was mainly occupied

in preliminaries. There is an imposing array of

counsel. Fish, Richardson & Storrow. G. L. Rob-

erts, F. H. Betts and W. W. Swan appear for the

Bell people; R. P. Paj'son for the National com-

panj-, and J. E. and W. Maynalder to- the Century

compam-. Judge R. S. Taylor of Indiana is here

for the Wilhams Electric company. J. S. B.
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Western Illinois Telephone Association
Organized.

The nnJcLing of Independent lelcphonc m<:n in

Carlinville, 111., on November ist and 2d, was quite

successful, although it was necessary to inform sev-

eral Bell representatives that the deliberations of

the assemblage could be conducted without their

participation. J. A. Fletcher of Carlinville called

the meeting to order, and Dr. I. A. Lumpkin of Mat-
toon was chosen chairman and Mr. Fletcher secre-

tary. Dr. Lumpkin made an address, in which he
said the Independent telephone industry was now
on a better footing than ever before. He knew of

no reason why the great state of Illinois should
not be under the control of the Independents within
Jive years.

H. J. Kusel and J. S. Healy of Chicago and E. J.

Huff of Girard were appointed a committee on
credentials. James Prawl of Waverley, Charles
Drew of Bunker Hill, N. G. Tucker of Virden, W.
H. Ramsey of Auburn and Robert Whitely. Jr.,

were named as a committee on permanent district

organization.

On Thursday brief speeches were made at the

morning session by H. J. Kusel and J. S. Healy
of Chicago, F. H. Stamper of Benton, W. H. Ram-
sey of Auburn, Charles Drew of Bunker Hill and
M. A. King of St. Louis. The committee on per-

manent organization made the following report:

"We recommend that a petition be presented to

the state association at its next session, praying that

the state be divided into four dis-

tricts, namely, northern, southern,

eastern and western, and that this

district association be known as

the Western, the following imag-
inary line being the boundary:
Beginning at the state line at the

northwest corner of Hancock
County, thence east along the

north line of Hancock, McDon-
ough, Fulton and Tazewell coun-
ties; thence southeast to the

Illinois Central railroad at

Bloomington; thence south along
the Illinois Central railroad to the

Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern
railroad; thence west along said

railroad to the Mississippi River;
ihence north to the place of be-

ginning. We further recommend
that this Western association be
organized this day and date, and
all officers for said association be
elected and installed by this body,
and that one representative for

each 50 members or fraction

thereof be chosen to represent

this association at the state meet-
ing, to have power to act for and
in behalf of the association." The
report was adopted.
The committee on credentials

reported a list of 53 members
eligible for admission to the West-
ern District association. It also
recommended that all applications
for membership hereafter pre-

sented should be passed upon by
a committee.

Officers and committees were
then elected as follows:

President—Thomas W^ Wilson,
Springfield.

Vice-president—George E. Goodhead, Winches-
ter.

Secretarj'—James A. Fletcher, Carlinville.

Treasurer—E. J. Huff, Girard.
Executive committee—Charles Drew. Bunker

Hill; J. Odell, Moweaqua; Arthur L. French,
Chapin.
Committee on constitution and by-laws—Robert

Whitely. Jr.. Carhnville; W. H. Ramsey, Auburn;
U. G. Tucker. Virden; J. A. Fletcher, Carlinville.
Mr. Rogers of Springfield made a speech, show-

ing the situation in that toMm, and inviting the
association to hold its next meeting in Springfield.
This invitation was accepted, the date being left

W'ith the president and executive committee.
M. A. King of St. Louis, representing the pro-

posed Kinloch toll-line system, made an address,
giving mteresting statistics, and then the meeting
was adjourned.

J. S. Healy of Chicago, representing the Victor
Telephone Manufacturing company: H. J. Kusel of
Chicago, representing the Eureka Electric com-
pany, and Mr. Churchill of St. Loiiis, of the United
States Telephone Manufacturing company, made ex-
hibits.
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GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The purchase of the New Britain (Conn.) Tcie-

phone company by the Souihern New England Tele-
phone company not only gives the absorbing cor-
poration poles, rights-of-way, etc., which were much
desired, but leaves it practically in possession of the
field in the state of Connecticut. The price is said
to have been $20,000,

At the request of the men, the Chicago Telephone
company has raised the pay of its linemen five

cents a day for every year's employment with
the company. A man who has been wnth the com-
pany three years received an increase of 15 cents a
day, and so on. General Superintendent Zcublin
said the men were making from $2.25 to $2.50 a
day before the raise.

Colonel A. W. Crandell, manager of the Cumber-
land Telephone and Telegraph company at New
Orleans, has resigned his position to accept the
general management of Birmingham (Ala.) Ceniient
company. Colonel Crandell has been in the tele-

phone business in New Orleans for 11

years, being formerly manager of the Great
Southern Telephone company, which was
consolidated with the Cumberland company
in iSgS.

A combination of the Independent tele-

phone companies of New Jersey is dis-

cussed. The Hudson Telephone company
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Combination Fire-alarm Telephone.
A serviceable telephone outfit adapted to be at-

tached to a fire-alarm box, and thus afford a simple
and ready means of communication with the central
station, is now on the market. It is designed for the
use of fire departments, railway employes, etc. The
appa'-atus consists of a telephone outfit without the
signaling device, and is compact and portable. To
connect the telephone a plug, i^hown in Fig. i, is

inserted in a receptacle provided in the fire-alarm
box. By inserting the plug the telephone is bridged
to ground through a condenser. Conversation may
be carried on without interrupting the signal or
disturbmg the electrical connection of any signaling
wire with which it may be connected. The outfit
is not provided with signaling apparatus, since such
devices are supplied in fire-alarm boxes, and may be
cheaply provided on other circuits. The bridge wire
of the alarm box, which is normally open in the
receptacle, is closed when the telephone is con-
nected. Fig. I shows the outfit attached to the door

FIRE ALARM BOX

MAIN CIRCUIT UMtl CIRCUIT

FIGS. I AND 2,. COMBINATION FIRE-ALARM TELEPHONE.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Among the recent 'shipments of the Stromberg-

Carlson Telephone Manufacturing company of Chi-
cago was a complete interior-telephone system for
the United States refrigerating and ice-making plant
that the government is building at Manila. The
shipment, consisted of an exchange and 20 instru-
ments, with a switchboard capacity for 25. The
Stromberg-Carlson company has recently secured
two additional floors in. the building at 72-82 West
Jackson boulevard, where it is located, and now has
almost 70,000 square feet of floor space in which to
handle its large business.

is already forming an alliance with the Newark
Telephone company for commercial purposes, and
these two companies now have connections. The
Hudson Telephone company has authorized the
increase of its capital stock from $300,000 to $1,000,-

000, a]id when the additional $700,000 is floated the
work of extension will probably be pushed further.

Judge B. F. Dunwiddie of Beloit. Wis., has ren-
dered a decision that the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany cannot erect poles and string wires in high-
ways without the consent of property-owners. The
corporation attempted to do this in Beloit last

spring, but w-as restrained by an injunction issued
by Court Commissioner Dow in behalf of William
B. Strong, ex-president of the Santa Fe railroad,
who owns large property interests in Beloit. The
case will be appealed.

A correspondent writes: "Mr. W. W. Dillworth,
proprietor of the telephone exchange at Beloit, Kan.,
was one of the first to put in an automatic switch-
board. He has a well-built metallic-circuit plant
and has given the automatic apparatus a very fair

test of about two years. But now he has decided
to take it out and put in a manually operated switch-
board. He is now building toll lines to all of the
neighboring towns. Since deciding to change his
system and build toll line he has had an increase
of over 100 pairons."

Mrs. John H. Outwater, wife of the proprietor
of a roadhouse on the Paterson (N. J.) plank road
was found unconscious in her room recently, suf-
fering from carbolic-acid poisoning. Her husband
telephoned to Dr. White of West Hoboken, to
hasten to the house, and the doctor told him what
antidote to give the unconscious woman in the
meanwhile. When the doctor reached the road-
house, after a hard drive of three miles, he found
that Mrs. Outwater was in a fair way to recover.
The family thinks that Mrs. Outwater's life was
saved in consequence of the telephone directions.

of a fire-alarm box and connected ready for use.
As may be judged by the illustration, the apparatus
is compact and portable.

In Fig. 2 is shown a diagram of the connections
with a box and the main circuit of a fire-alarm sys-
tem. When used on electric and other railways re-

ceptacles may be placed at suitable intervals on a
wire provided with some open-circuit signaling de-
vice or a ground detector at the receiving end. ^ An
ordinary transmitter and receiver of any pattern
may comprise the outfit at the receiving end of the
circuit, the induction coil and condenser being of
the same resistance and capacity as those m the
portable set.

This combination telephone outfit is manufactured
by Foote, Pierson & Co., 82 Fulton street, New
York, successors to E. S. Greeley & Co.

Night Operater Calls for Help.
"Help! I'm dying!" was the message which

reached the operator in the Brooklyn central office

of the New York and New Jersey Telephone com-
pany recently. It was six o'clock in the morning,
and the agonizing words came over the wire from
the Coney Island exchange, says the New York
Tribune. In vain the operator in the central office

tried to get Coney Island to answer and explain
the queer message. The circuit was open, but there
was no response. The young woman in the central
called up police headquarters. Another message
was sent over the private pohce wires to the Coney
Island station. A policeman at once went to Cham-
ber's drugstore in Surf avenue, where the telephone
exchange is located. He broke in the door and
found the operator lying unconscious on the floor.

Help was summoned and the young man was re-

vived. The physician who attended him says that
the case was one of partial suffocation. A search
was made, but no leak in the gas could be discovered.
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Sterling Enclosed Arc Lamps.
The Sterling Arc Lamp company feels that in

order to show the uniform record of its lamps, it

has but to point to the many now in use through-

out the country and the favorable reports which

are constantly coming in from light stations and

private consumers. It has always been the com-
pany's aim to provide a lamp mechanism which

could be universally adapted for use on any circuit,

and the lamp described herewith was designed with

the object of accomplishing this result.

Briefly, the Sterling arc lamps employ exactly

the same feeding and controlling mechanism whether

used on direct or alternating currents. To obtain

this has necessitated most careful study, experi-

ment and designing, but as a result the company
feels that it has not only succeeded in producing

a universal arc-lamp mechanism, but one which has

proved itself of the utmost reliability and sensitive-

ness of feed, and one of exceedingly simple and

substantial construction.

Fig. I shows a general outside view of one of the

Sterling lamps. The mechanism of these lamps

is the same, whether used on alternating or direct

circuits, and consists, it is claimed, of the smallest

number of working parts that can possibly be com-
bined with any satisfactory results. The lamps are

built for alternating or direct-multiple, constant-

current series and railway circuits, and also series-

alternating circuits. In all of these types the same
general lines are retained with but few and slight

detail modifications.

The regulating mechanism of the Sterling arc

frequency, using six amperes and about 70 volts.

This lamp is also made for 3% amperes. For six-

ampere lamps one-half-inch carbons are used and
for 3^/^-ampere lamps seven-sixteenths-inch carbons
are necessary. Every lamp is provided with a switch.

The regulating coils are double series, connected
with the reactive coil, and acting on double lam-
inated-iron cores attached to the bar. Coil spools
and other metal parts adjacent to the coils are of

non-metallic material. The length of this lamp is 29
inches. The six-ampere lamps are rated at 2,000

and the jVa-ampere lamps at 1,200 candle power.
The reflector type of alternating-current lam.p is rep-

resented in Fig. 3.

The reactive coil, shown in Fig. 4, on the top

of the lamp, allows adjustment for range of line

voltage from 95 to 120 volts, and an adjustment
for 60 to 125 cycles. To adjust the lamp to any
desired voltage it is only necessary to connect the

flexible cord leading from the sv/itch to the reactive

coil. The loops at the bottom of the coil are for

the voltage only. The two loops at the top of the

coil are. one, for 7,200 alternations; the other, for

16,000 alternations.

In the Sterling lamp for constant-current series

circuits, the mechanism is the sanre as in all Sterling

lamps. The two spools are wound with coarse wire

for series connection and with fine wire for shunt
connection. As soon as the arc is started this

coarse wire is cut out and the shunt does the feed-

ing continuously. A mechanical cut-out short-cir-

cuits the two binding posts of the lamp before the

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

STERLING ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

lamps is a novel form of clutch of the chain-feed
type, and consists, very briefly, of three eccentric-

ally movable segments engaging the rim of a drum-
shaped sprocket wheel. While extremely sensitive,

this clutch is of great strength and durability, and
as no current passes through any part of it, it is

claimed that it will not wear out. The employment
of this form of feeding mechanism is said to over-

come the objectionable features experienced in the

center-feed type of lamp, such as the sticking or
burning out of sliding contacts, overheating of the

spools, etc. A point that will be appreciated is the

direct connection with the upper carbon by a fire-

proof flexible cord. The carbons are clamped by
thumb-screws, making the best contact. All parts

of the lamp which are likely to oxidize are either

nickeled or japanned- For outdoor use the lamp is

provided with a weatherproof housing and top.

Fig. 2 shows the mechanism of the Sterling lamp
for direct-current, constant-potential incandescent

circuits. These lamps burn singly on 100 to 120

volts, using about 4% to five amperes and 80 volts

to the arc. They are also made for three amperes.
The lamps are provided with a common link fuse,

protecting the spools from burning out by accident

or short-circuiting in the arc. A i.:: by one-half-

inch upper and six by one-half-inch lower carbon
should be used for 4^^ to five-ampere lamps; for

three-ampere lamps, seven-sixteenths-inch carbons
should be used. The five-ampere lamps are rated

at 2,000 and the three-ampere lamps at 1,200 candle

power.
The resistance of the lamp takes the difference

of potential between the arc and the line. By cut-

ting in or out portions of this resistance, the volt-

age iit the arc can be adjusted =0 that the lamp
can be operated on circuits having any potential

from 100 to 120. No adjustment on the mechan'sm
is necessary at any time. The length of the Sterling

direct-current lamp is 28 inches.

The Sterling arc lamp for alternating circuits

burns singly on 95 to 120 volts at 60 or 125 cycles

carbons are entirely consumed, in this way discon-
necting the feeding mechanism and spools, so that
no current passes through them. Another cut-out
is provided, which operates in case of accident to the
carbons. This cut-out is operated by the shunt
magnets, and acts as soon as the voltage in the arc
rises above normal. The armature is controlled
by an adjustable spring. Changing the tension of
the spring will change the voltage in the arc. The
mechanism is free from all friction caused by dash-
pots or sliding contacts. The resistance in the shunt
spools is 800 ohms and only .1 ampere or eight
watts arc required to operate the feeding mecnan-
ism. The series winding being cut out when the
lamp is burning, no current whatever is lost. It Is

claimed that this lamp will burn satisfactorily be-
tween four and seven amperes without further ad-
justment. The length of the lamp is 32 inches, and
it is adjusted for 6.8 amperes and 72 volts in the arc.

Its rated candle power is 2,000.

The Sterling lamp switch or line cut-out for
constant-current series lamp is a new feature, and.
it is claimed, embodies advantages possessed bj^

no other similar device. This switch is in a
separate case, which is hung from the sup-
porting hook, and consists of a double cenfrally
pivoted knife-blade switch, operated by a suitable
handle, so that the lamp is entirely disconnected
from the line and the current is not shunted through
the lamp. The line wire enters this switch box.
being properly looped, and the terminals from the
switch to the lamp project through the bottom of
the switch base, in the form of two heavily insulated
brass hooks. On top of the lamp hood, which is

particularly substantial, are two corresponding
hooks, and to connect the lamp to the terminals
from the line projecting through the switch base,
it is simply necessary to engage the hooks on the
Irnip with those from the bottom of the switch box.
This is done bj- a rotary movement, and to facilitate

this operation, and also to prevent any swinging
of the lamp, and to hold the hooks firmly together.

a centrally placed pin, from the top of the lamp
hood, enters an aperture in a projected stud from
the switch-box base. This pin serves both as a
pivot and a steadying pin or bolt.

The regulating mechanism of the Sterling series
alternating arc lamp is differential, consisting of
series and shunt double coils. The H-shaped lam-
inated core is flexibly connected with the feeding

^

mechanism to avoid vibration. The automatic cut-
out is arranged to operate in case of accident to the
carbons, or when the carbons are all fed. The cop-
per disk of this automatic cut-out is so adjusted that
it breaks the contact before the carbons separate.

Lessening the tension of the spring attached to

the lever will raise the amperes cr lower the volt-

age in the arc; increasing the tension will lower the
amperes or increase the voltage. The length of the
series alternating-current lamp is 30 inches.

The Sterling lamps for power and railway circuits

are similar in construction to the series constant-
current lamps. They burn two in series on 220 volts

and five in series on 500 volts, taking 4V2 to five

amperes. A switch is provided on top of each lamp
and the same sized carbons are used as in the direct-

current lamps. A resistance is provided on each
lamp, which is so arranged that should one lamp
accidentally go out the other will continue to burn.

Westinghouse Electro-pneumatic Sys-
tem of Motor Control.

Mr. George Westinghouse has invented a new
system of controlling any number of electric mo-
tors from one point, and a two-car train equipped
with the controlling apparatus is now running ex-
perimentally between Wilmerding and East Pitts-
burg, Pa. The method of control can be used
for such work as moving cranes, lifts and for con-
trolling the apparatus used in charging coke ovens
and furnaces, as well as on trains. When applied
to train control, each motor car is fitted with the
usual current-collecting and controlling devices
and a full set of air-compressing and air-storage
apparatus is used on at least one car. Auxiliary
storage apparatus is placed in each motor car.
The controller proper may be of any standard type
designed for railroad work, but instead of the usual
hand lever, a device worked by air power is em-
ployed, and this device may be used in connection
with any form or design of controller.

O. K. Gas-engine Battery.

The _ Non-polarizing Dry Battery company of
New \ork, in putting out the O. K. cell, illustrated

herewith, calls attention to the special advantages
of its dry battery for gas-engine work. The dis-

advantages of wet cells for this purpose are appar-
ent, so that a dry battery capable of doing the work,
with the added qualities of compactness in size and
light weight, should be popular with gas-engine
builders and users.

The cell is seven inches high by 4% inches square.
This square form is believed to give a battery
longer life and greater efficiency, with the mini-
mum amount of floor space, than any other shape
that can be used, and the company has finally

adopted this form in all its batteries, after long
practical experimenting and demonstration.
The number of cells used depends upon the na-

ture of the work to be done, and for that reason

O. K GAS-ENGINE BATTERY.

careful attention must be given to the dimensions
"and data of the gas engines for which the batteries
aT-e to be adapted in order to give the best results.

These cells are boxed complete connected in series,

and ready to apply to the engine, the igniting coil

being also in the case and protected from moisture
and careless handling.

At an annual meeting of the Newport News and
Old Point Railway and Electric company, held at
Newport, Va., recently the following board of
directors was elected: William J. Payne, F. W^
Darlinog, George A. Schmelz, Alexander Bro\\n.
John B. Kimberly, Samuel Regester, L. P.
Stearnes. C. B. Orcutt and James McMenamin.
A meeting of the directors resulted in the election

of the following-named officers: President, Will-
iam J. Payne; vice-president, L. P. Stearnes; treas-

urer. H. L. Schmelz; secretary, D. C. ZoUicoffer;
general counsel, Charles T. O'Ferrall and Samuel
Regester.
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Lea Enclosed Arc Lamps.
In beginning its second year's business, the Lea

Manufacturing company of Elwood, Ind., has
moved into a new factory, is fully equipped with
automatic machinery for producing duplicate lamp
parts, and is in much better position to handle its

increasing business. Although retaining the sim-

ple construction which has made the Lea lamp
so successful in the past, a number of improvements
have been introduced, both in the internal mechan-
ism and in the design and finish of the covers.

*Lamps are now finished in polished brass, nickel,
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Sturtevant Generating Set.

In most cases generating sets arc provided with
outboard bearings for tlie armature shafts. In tlie

type lierewith illustrated, this extra bearing is done
away with and the armature is ovcrltung upon the
end of the engine shaft. In order to secure com-
pactness the generator is of the eight-pole type,

the field ring being of wrought-iron, cast-steel or
cast-iron, according to the size of the machine.
The pole-pieces are of wrought-iron and are pro-
vided with cast-iron shoes of such shape and size

as to render the machine capable of extreme varia-

Fig. I,

LEA ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

oxidized copper and black enamel. In both alter-
nating and direct-current lamps a hinged cover is

used, which can be opened with one hand and has
no loose parts to hold or let fall. The dash-pots
are all rnade of fiber-graphite, as, it is said, ex-
perience has shown it to be better suited for this
purpose than brass or nickel. The graphite is

not ai?ected by heat, is self-lubricating, does not
wear loose and will not stick. A relief valve is

placed in the top of the dash-pot, allowing it to
drop quickly when feeding. The closed bottom
inner and outer globes have been adopted for all

types of lamps, as they are less apt to break, make
trimming much easier and add greatly to the life

of the carbons. No gaskets are used, the inner
globe being pressed against a ground joint at the
top by a phosphor-bronze spring, insuring free-
dom from air leaks.

The alternating lamp is made on much the same
lines as the direct-current, and is identical in out-
ward appearance and size. It is asserted to be as
near noiseless as it is possible to attain, and gives
nearly the same life as the direct-current lamp.
Being provided with adjustable reactance, the same
lamp can be used on both 7,200 and t6,ooo alterna-
tions, by simply changing one connection. As
usually adjusted, the alternating lamps consume
.125 to 430 watts and give a clear, white light.
Among the newer types are a inarine lamp, a

shade lamp and a baby lamp. The last-named
is only 16 inches long, burns 50 to 60 hours and is

adjusted to 2% amperes on no volts. It is only
finished in polished brass and is intended for
interior use.

Of the illustrations Fig. i represents the stand-
ard Lea lamp, finished in plain black enamel. Fig.
2 is a view of the direct-current lamp with cover
removed. This lamp is made in two styles, to work
singly on 100 to 120-volt circuits or across a 220
to 2SO-volt circuit. In Fig. 3 is shown the marine
lamp, which is adapted to be used either for ma-
rine work or where lamps are exposed to rough
usage in mills or factories. A steel cage entirely
surrounds the outer globe. These marine lamps
are made for no or 220-volt circuits, either direct
or alternating.

A handsomely illustrated catalogue has been is-

.sued by the Lea company, which contains descrip-
tions of the lamps manufactured by the company
and detailed accounts of the construction and op-
eration of the lamps!

tion of load without sparking at brushes or without
shifting the adjustment. The field coils are wound

- in such a manner as to present the greatest amount
of radiating surface, and the armature is built up
of laminated steel disks, mounted on a cast-iron

spider, having a hub projection for the reception

of the commutator. A commutator of large diam-
eter is used, which consists of pure rolled or drop-

forged segments, supported by a cast-iron spider,

and thoroughly insulated with mica and micanite.
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anccd. High speed is made possible by means of
counterbalanced crank disks. The governing wheel
and the armature serve to assist materially in re-
sisting any sudden variation of speed.
This set is one of a line of generating sets de-

signed and built by the B. F. Sturtevant company
of Boston, Mass. The smallest sets have a four-by-
four engine, with an output of 3,000 watts and a
combined weight with the generator of 1,100
pounds. The largest size is seven-by-sevcn engine,
with an output of 10,000 watts and a combined
weight of 2,700 pounds. These engines arc de-
signed to operate at 90 pounds pressure. A line of
sizes is also made that is suitable for operation at
very low pressure.

TELEPHONE TALES.
A police-court hearing was recently conducted

by telephone in a Kansas town. The defendant,
who was charged with assault and battery, evaded
arrest when he learned that a warrant had been
sworn out for him, but engaged a lawyer. The
latter called up the county attorney at a town 30
miles distant, who in turn called a justice into the
conference. The defendant's lawyer entered the
appearance of his client over the telephone and
pleaded guilty for him, and the justice imposed a
fine of $5 and costs. The lawyer remitted it by
draft in the afternoon mail.

There is a popular character in Pendleton who
has a slight impediment in his speech. He talks
eloquently, but he stammers some. He recently
located in Pendleton because he admires Missouri-
ans, and he has found the right kind here. The
other day, says the Pendleton East Oregonian,
which tells the story, he w^ent to the telephone to
talk to a friend in Portland. When the talk was
finished the Portland man said: "Well, old man,
you seem to talk better since you went to Pendle-
ton. You do not stutter anything like as much as

you did." "No," said the Pendleton man, clear

and straight as a bell. "A man cannot afford to

stutter through a telephone when to talk costs 75
cents a minute."

Insulated-wire Tester.

A new and ingenious labor-saving device is be-
ing manufactured by the Star Brass Works of
Kalamazoo, Mich., in the shape of a wire tester.

The invention, which has been patented, is illus-

trated in the accompanying picture. It has a steel

head, bent in such a shape that it will hook over
a wire. A binding pest affords means for connect-
ing one lead of a voltmeter to the instrument. The
unique feature of the device, however, consists of

a fine-threaded screw, with a sharp point on one
end and a wooden handle on the other. This screw
point turns in a thread in the shank of the head,
in using the tester the hook is placed over the

wire and the point is screwed through the insula-

tion till it makes a good contact with the wire
within. A connection being made to the volt-

meter or other instrument through the binding
post, and a suitable "ground" being made, the wire
can then be easily tested. By the use of such a

device it is not necessary to scrape off the insula-

STURTEVANT GENERATING SET.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the
Tri-city Railway company of Davenport. la., di-

rectors were selected as follows: E. E. Cook and
James F. Lardner of Davenport, H. A. Ainsworth
and F. C. Denkmann of Moline, III, and W. H.
Edwards of Rock Island. 111. The board organized
by electing the following-named officers: Presi-
dent. E. E. Cook; vice-president, F. C. Denkmann;
secretary and general manager, James F, Lardner,
The company expects to have its Rock Island line
finished and in operation by December 15th,

The design of this machine is such that a very
small amount of energy is dissipated at the brushes.
The spider construction allows perfect ventila-
tion on all sides, an'd consequently a cool commu-
tator. Reaction brushes of fiber-graphite are used.
No shifting of brushes is required from no load
to full load, and sparkless operation is maintained.
The engine is cast in a single piece, is very com-
pact, and all wearing parts are arranged for ad-
justment. The engine cylinder is lagged; reliable
oil devices are provided' for all bearings; and a
delicate regulator, by its operation, maintains a
practically constant speed. The valve of the engine
is of the piston type,, and therefore practically bal-

INSULATED-WIRE TESTER.

tion of a portion of the wire in order to get a
contact, and neither is it necessary to wind the
wire with tape after the test has been made. The
saving in the lineman's time is obvious. The hole
rnade by the screw point is very sm.all and, it is
said, is negligible, so far as injury to the insulation
is concerned. In the illustration the tester is rep-
resented full size. This particular size will fit any
insulated wire up to No. 4, and for larger wires
a^ larger tester is manufactured. The device is

nickel-plated and can be easily carried in the vest
pocket. Any further information regarding this
interesting "wrinkle" will be furnished by the man-
ufacturers.
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Bullock Marine Generating Set.

The combination illustrated in Fig. i consists

of a Bullock type "N-I" generator direct connected
to a Forbes marine engine. The engine cylinder
is five by five inches and is made for the high
pressures of modern marine practice. The cylinder
is supported upon three hollow steel legs, which are
rigidly fastened to a sub-base common to both
engine and generator. To two of these supports
the cross-head guide is securely bolted. A system
of sight-feed lubricators is installed upon the side

of the cylinder, with copper tubes leading to all of

the wearing surfaces of the engine.

A small balance wheel is provided and assists in

the regulation of the engine speed. The governor,
which is installed on the ottter end of the shaft, is

of the inertia-centrifugal type, and maintains a
speed between no-load and full-load limits of less

than two per cent, variation. The valve is of the

FIG. I. BULLOCK MARINE GENERATING SET.

cylindrical balanced type and gives a perfect steam
distribution.

The generator is shown in section in Fig. 2.

The yoke is a steel casting of the conventional cir-

cular form, having inwardly projecting pole-pieces
of laminated soft steel. Each pole is bolted to the
frame by two bolts (A A). The armature core (D) is

built up of laminated soft steel mounted directly upon
the shaft and held firmly together by iron end plates
(E) and nuts (F), as shown, one end plate resting
against shoulder (G). Ventilating slots (H) per-
pendicular to the shaft provide a perfect means of
ventilation. The windings (I) are machine formed
and hot pressed and are perfectly insulated before
being placed in the slots of the core. The wind-
ings are held in place by steel-wire bands wound in

slots, making a flush finish with the outside of the
laminated core. The armature shaft rests in a
phosphor-bronze bearing of liberal dimensions at

the outer end and is key-seated in the hub of the
engine flywheel, which is of extra width and pro-
vided for receiving the end (K). The commutator
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, November 4.—Winslow E. Buzby, the .

lawyer who was arrested on a charge of disorderly
conduct for attempting to operate his automobile
in the roadways of Central Park, has been dis-
charged. Magistrate Olmsted, in the Yorkville
Police Court, before whom the case was brought,
refused to entertain a complaint against Mr. Buzby
in view of the fact that it had not been shown that
an automobile was not a pleasure carriage.
The question as to the advisability of admitting

automobiles and motor carriages to Central Park
was taken up by the park commissioners' at their
meeting last Thursday. The subject was intro-
duced by President Clausen, who offered a res-
olution providing for a public hearing by the
board on the question on next Thursday at 11 a. m.,
"to all persons interested in the matter who may
desire to be heard for or against such proposed
admission." The resolution was unanimously
adopted.
The first run of the Automobile Club of America

took place this afternoon. It started from the Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel and proved as attractive a
sight as has been seen in this city for a long time.
The run was a success and no accident occurred to
m.ar the event. There were 22 electric vehicles, in-

cluding seven cabs, four steam vehicles, eight with
gasol" e motors and one gasoline tricycle. The
parade passed down Madison and Fifth avenues to
Mount Morris Park and over Riverside Drive to

the Claremont, which was the turning point. At
the head of the line were General Avery D. An-
drews, president of the club, and Jefferson W. Selig-

man in an electric vehicle.

It is said that the contract for the engines to be
installed in the new power station of the New York
Light, Heat and Power company has been awarded
to the Westinghouse Machine company, the order
calling for 16 engines of S.S'^o nominal horse -power
each. This new station will be called the Water-
side station and will be erected on First avenue, be-

tween Thirty-eighth and Thirty-ninth streets.

What is regarded as a step in the merging of all

of the electric-light companies of Manhattan and
Brooklyn boroughs and as the forerunner of the

consolidation of everything of this character in

Greater New York was taken Monday last in

Brooklyn. At a special meeting of the stock-

holders of the Kings County Electric Light and
Power company it was voted to lease all its prop-
erty and its franchise to the Edison Electric coin-

pany for a term of 38 years. The object of the

lease, it was stated, was to bring about a greater

compactness in the operating of the electric busi-

ness in Brooklyn and to do away with double taxa-

tion of franchises. It will also place all of the
electric-lighting franchises now in existence in

Brooklyn under control of the Edison company,
with the exception of the Amsterdam company of

Williamsburg. The Edison company passed reso-
lutions merging the Municipal and Citizens' com-
panies. As a result of this merger it was estimated

- 4id

FIG 2. BULLOCK MARINE GENERATING SET.

bars, shown at (L), are held together by sleeve

(M). ring (N) and nut (O). Oil shield (P) prevents
oil from finding its way from bearing (Q) into the
armature. The bearing (Q) is of the self-oiling

type, as shown. The end housing (R), securely
bolted to the frame, carries the brush studs (S).

The field coils (T) are machine wound and thor-
oughly insulated, and are slipped over the poles
before the latter are bolted in position.

The engine operates at 600 revolutions per min-
ute, and at this speed the capacity of the .generator
is five kilowatts at 115 volts' pressure. The man-
ufacturer, the Bullock Electric Manufacturing com-
pany, Cincinnati, O., will be pleased to send Bulle-
tin No. 2234, showing other engine-type generators,
to those requesting it.

that there would be a saving of between $60,000

and $70,000 a year.

A contract has been closed with the Electric

Storage Battery company, which calls for storage
batteries aggregating 10,000 horse power, to be
used by the Third Avenue Railroad company in

connection with the electrical equipment which has
recently been put into operation upon its lines.

The batteries will be located at two sub-staiions.

Judge Bookstaver of the Supreme Court has
granted a final order dissolving the Excelsior Elec-
tric company of No. 115 Broadway, and appointed
Charles E. Dustin permanent receiver. The lia-

bilities were $230,000, of which $166,000 was bonds
and $49,800 interest. The assets are $26,338.

M. L. G.

Two electric railways are contemplated for Bid-
deford (Me.) and the neighboring city of Saco.
One is named the York County electric railroad

and will be 25 miles long, passing through Water-
loo, Limerick and Hollowell. The capital of the
company which wnll build this road is $250,000. The
other line is the Biddeford, I'vennebunk and Wells
railway, and its company is capitalized at $200,000.

PERSONAL.
William Leslie Edison, youngest son of Thomas

.\. Edison, was married on November 7th to Miss
Blanche Fowler Tra\ers at Elizabeth, N. J.

W. F. Furbeck, formerly connected with the
Yerkes street-railway interests in Chicago, has
formed a partnership with his son, R. J. Furbeck,
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under the name of W. F. Furbeck & Co.. to do a
brokerage business.

Francis W. Parker and Donald M. Carter have
formed a partnership under the name of Parker &
Carter, for the general practice of law, including
patent litigation and patent soliciting, with office
at 1410 Marquette building, Chicago.

John H. Adellman, who succeeded S. A. Pass-
more as superintendent of the Plainfield (N. J.)
Street Railway company's line six years ago.
has been made superintendent of the Elizabeth ahd
Westfield Street Railway company, which is owned
by the Riker-Hine syndicate, and will superintend
the operation of the trolley lines between Plainfield
and Elizabeth. His headquarters will be in Plain-
field. Superintendent Adellman began work for
the companj' as a motorman.

Mr. C. J. Reilly, chief engineer of the Chicago
City Railway company, resigned his position with
that company on November 1st. Mr. Reilly had
been connected with the company for six years,
and by his ability and unfailing courtesy had won
the sincere good-will of his associates and many
other friends and acquaintances. He has planned
to engage in other business about Januarv ist and
in the meantime will enjoy a rest which has been
well earned. Mr. C. H. Wilson, formerly of St.
Louis, will succeed to Mr. Reilly's position.

TRADE NEWS.
The Consohdated Electrical Supply company of

Brooklyn has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000. The directors are F. S. Braillard,
Jr., Grace B. Braillard and Charles T. Boyd of
Brooklyn.

Sealed proposals, without date, are being invited
by Charles W. Goodman, superintendent of the
Indian School at Chilocco, O. T., for furnishing
that institution with a large quantity of electric
supplies, a full list and description of which will be
furnished upon application.

Becker Bros, of Chicago, the well-known elec-
trical repairers, recently suffered a loss of $2,500
by fire. The loss was fully covered by insurance.
The firm expects to resume business at its old lo-
cation, 39 West Washington street, by the 15th of
this month. It has considerable work on hand, but
will not suflfer any great delay.

For the second time inside of 12 months the fac-
tory of Roth Bros. & Co., Chicago, manufacturers
of the well-known Roth electrical machinery, has
been burned out. This time, fortunately, the loss
was not as great as that experienced in the previous
fire. The damage done amounted to about $2,500,
which was fully covered by insurance. The firm
will resume business at the old location, 88 West
Jackson boulevard, by November 20th. Several
large orders on hand that were ready for shipment
were entirely destroyed.

BUSINESS
The Western Electric company sells the New Cen-

tury and Perfection incandescent-lamp guards re-
cently described in the Western Electrician.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, re-
ports a steady increase in sales of all classes oi
electrical supplies. The increase in sales of its

Packard transformers is said to easily lead the list.

Thompson, Sons & Co., 107 Liberty street. New
York city, announce that they have a number of
exceptional bargains in new and second-hand dy-
namos and motors, as well as transformers. This
firm makes a specialty of handling second-hand
machinery.

Users of cross-arms, pins, brackets and similar
woodwork will be interested in the announcement
of the Texas Arm and Pin company of Beaumont,
Tex., which claims to possess special facilities for
fdling orders for this class of construction material.
The company is prepared to quote low prices on
its products and is anxious to hear from those in

the market for. material of this kind.

Referring to the display of the Montauk Multi-
phase Cable company of New York at the recent
electrical exhibition in Wilmington, Del., the com-
mittee on exhibits of the National Association of
Municipal Electricians says: "Your committee, in
speaking of this cable and its appurtenances as being
a great boon for the protection of life and property
throughout the world, feels that, in doing so, it has
only seconded the voice of the people, and that this

invention will prove, by its great general utility in
the saving of life and property, to be one of the
most useful of the nineteenth century."

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis, selling agent for the Adams-Bagnall en-
closed arc lamps for all circuits, states that after
exhaustive experiments lasting through a period
of over two years, added to the unity of opinion
as expressed by the trade generally, it has become
convinced that the heavy pressed copper, as applied
by the Adams-Bagnall company for arc-lamp cases,
is the most practical and natural covering for an
arc lamp. Such a case, made up in the form
adopted by the Adams-Bagnall company, is said
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lo eniljody rigidity, indestructibilily and absence of

weight. This case has been used on all of the arc-

lamp con'pany's latest products, and while the first

cost is necessarily greater, the many advantages are

said to be so evident that the considerate and care-

taking trade is quick to realize and welcome the

change. The Western Electrical Supply company
adds that its calls for the heavy-pressed copper-case
lamp are decidedly on the increase, and that the

/Vdams-Bagnall arc lamp in this covering bids fair

to ha\e no recognized competitor with the people.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company re-

ports 55 orders for the month of October, the ma-
chines ranging in size from the sinallest to 300 kilo-

watts' capacity. Among the orders received were
one from the Maryland Steel company of Sparrows
Point. Md., and. one each from the London (Eng-
land) Star and St. Petersburg (Russia) Novia Ure-
nia, for the Teaser newspaper-press eqitipment.

Two 300-kilowatt generators were shipped to the

Wilson Alurainum company of Holcombs Rock,
W. Va., to be used in the manufacture of ferro-

chrcme.
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A. C. Becken of Chicago, manufacturer of the
I'aillard non-niagnctic watch, announces that this
watch is in greatei demand than ever before. This
is probably due to the fact that it is such an ap-
propriate and useful gift for the holidays, and con-
sequently an early demand has already been felt.

It is perhaps needless to state that the I-'aillard

v/atch, which is so extensively in use all over the
country, is uninfluenced by magnetism, and coti-
sequently is of special benefit to those who come
in proximity to dynamos and other electrical ma-
chinery. The watch is said to be ind;irsed bv
some cif the greatest electricians and scientists.

Steward's patent lava insulation has been tested
in the laboratory of the Thomson-Houston com-
pany, which is said to have certified voluntarily to
the excellent qualities of lava and to have backed
its opinion with orders to the present time of prob-
ably 10,000,000 pieces of various sizes and shapes.
It»is stated that the lava stands heat that will melt
a firebrick, and that it is truly and absolutely fire-

proof. It is particularly available for makers of
are lamps of all kinds on account of its high re-
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sislancc lo the arc, as well as to heat, in small pieces.
it can be made to fit accurately lo o.oi of an inch,
either in plain or screw-threaded pieces. The manu-
facturers have facilities for turning out from 15,000
to 20,000 pieces daily, and on orders for a thousand
pieces or upward do not make any charge for molds
or tools, unless the piece is umisually difficult to
make. The material is asserted to be much stronger
than glass or porcelain, or, in fact, any vitreous
material. All the large manufacturing electrical con-
cerns of this country are said to be usmg many
thousands of pieces. The manuftcturers are just in
receipt of a letter from the Royal Imperial College
of Japan, acknowledging the receipt of a number
of pieces sent some time ago, of which the writer
speaks in the highest terms. The lava lends itself
to the manufacture of a limited number of articles,
in which it is desired to use bushings or washersi
screw-threaded or plain, on account of there being
no expense for molds and tools in small lots and
the short time in which orders can be filled after
receipt. This material is made by the D. M. Stew-
ard Manufacturing company of Chattanooga. Tenn.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
635.739. Armature for Dynamoclectric Machines.

Sigmund Bergmann, New Ycrk, N. Y., assignor

to the General Incandescent Arc Light com-
pany of New York. Application filed Novem-
ber IS, 1898.

An armature disk is described which has stamped-up
portioDS beat at riebt anel^s to the plane of the disk, some
of the stamped-np portions being arranged at approxi-
mately uoirorm angles to ibe intersecting radii of the
disk.

635.740. Electric Arc Lamp. Sigmund Bergmann,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the General In-

candescent Arc Lamp company of New York.
Application filed November 25, 1S98.

Combined in the lamp are a slotted directing tube, a
carbon holder included within the lube, a ring surrounding
the directing tube and connected with the carbon holder
through a pin which moves in the slot of the directing

tube, and a conductor of electricity wound helically

around the directing tube and connected at one end to the
tube and at the other end to the ring.

635,7,50. Dynamo-driving Mechanism. John L.

Creveling, New York, N. Y. Application filed

June 30, 1S99.

Means are provided for use with an asle or shaft to be
operated in connection with a driving belt, the means
comprising an auxiliary belt normally moperatively in-

closing the axle or shaft, and adapted to be readily sub-
stituted in operative position for the ordinary driving belt

upon the breaking of the latter, and an inclosure for retain-

ing the auxiliary belt io inoperative position around the
axle or shaft and adapted to retain it umil its services are
rendered necessary as a substitute for the first-mentioned
belt.

635,765. Electric Signal. Harry T. Gibbs, Ports-
mouth, R. I., assignor to himself, Stanton M.
Foye and Frank G. Sweeney, Portsmouth, R. I.

Application filed February 9, 1899.

A S'gnal system for electric railroads is described which
combines a plurality of street lights located in a shunt from
the trolley circuit, a signal light, a semaphore a telephone
circuit, means located at a central station for sending a
current over the telephone circuit to set the semaphore,
and electrical connections controlled by the semaphore
for cutting out one ot the street liehts and lighting a signal
light, whereby the number of linlits in the shunt from the
trolley circuit will be kept constant.

635.774- Storage Battery. Arthur Heinemann and
Wilhelm Schafer, Berlin. Germany. Applica-
tion filed September 4, 1897.

The battery comprises a vessel, electrodes coaled with
an active material, and moloed partitions made of pulver-
ized non-conductive vegetable charcoal completely filling

the spaces between the electrodes and the spaces between
the latter and the battery vessel, the partitioLS saturated
with the electrolyte, whereby a dry battery and a suppcrt
for the active material on the electrodes are obtained.

635,786. Means for Regulating Constant-potential
Transformers. Waldo A. Layman and Ferdi-
nand Schwedtmanu, St. Louis, Mo. Applica-
tion tiled February 27, 1899.

There are combined with a constant-potential trans-
former and its circuits, one of the circuits being an auxil-
iary circuit of constant potential, and another a circuit of
varying potential with constant current, the transformer
having independent primary and secondary windings, a
source of supply for the transformer in the form of an
alternating or pulsating current, a switch or switches in a
circuit or circuits of the transformer, and automatic regu-
lating means for controlling the switch or switches, which
means is electrically energized by the auxiliary constant-
potential circuit and the circuit of varying potential with
constant current. (See cut )

635,812. Telephone Transmitter
Schmidt, New York, N. Y.
September 26, 1898.

Arm. Lambert
Application tiled

A support for telephone transmitters combines a fixed
bracket having conducting surfaces and a pivoted arm
secured within the bracket, the arm being formed of two
conducting rods separated and insulated one from the
other and having at their inner terminals contact springs
bearing upon the conducting surfaces, and carrying at
their free ends a transmitter whose terminals are in elec-
trical connection with the rods.

635,814. Stylus for Producing Illuminated Sen-
tences. Josiah Scott, Toledo, O. Application
filed March 31, 1899.

In a stylus for producing illuminated letters and charac-
ters on a darkened field are a handle composed of insu-
latine material, bifurcated to receive a metal holder, into
which is adapted to be inserted a strip to remove the paint
on the face of a slate, and a carbon or metal strip to serve

' as a contact, a spring attached to the handle having se-
cured to the end thereof a section of carbon, an electric
circuit controlled by the spring and adapted to produce
an arc when the spring is operated manually.

/ssffcd October ji, zSgg.

635.S15. System and Apparatus for Controlling
Electric Vehicles. Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland,
O., assignor to the Cleveland Machine Screw
company, Cleveland, O. Application filed Sep-
tember 6, 1898.

In the svsteui are included a dynamo-eleciric machine
used to generate currents perioHicaily. a controller for the
circuits of the machine, a set of contacts on the controller
connected with the field coil of the machine and an electric
battery also connected 10 the set for fixing the res dual
magnetism of the field of the machine before starting upon
the generating periods.

635,816. System and Apparatus for Controlling Ve-
hicles. Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland, O.. as-
signor to the Cleveland Machine Screw com-
pany, Cleveland, O. Application filed Septem-
ber 17, 1898.

In a system of control for electric vehicles are combined
a source of electrical supply, a motor, a stopping and
starting swi'ch. an independent circuit-adjusting rurrent-
graduating device, independent manually actuated manip-
ulat'ng mechanism for the switch and the device and a
mechanical operating connection between them, the
switch and the device be-ng in series circuit relation.

NO. 635 786.

635.819. Electric Arc Lamp. Hans O. Swoboda,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the General In-
candescent Arc Light company of New York.
Application filed August 29, 1898.
The lamp combines a supporting frame having an upper

and a lower plate, a feed magnet supported between the
same by a flexible mounting, and stops extending from
the magnet to within a short distance of one or more of the
plates, together with sound-deadening material located
at all possible points of contact between the stops and the
plates.

635.820. Telegraphic Block-signal System. Will-
iam C. Taber, North Collins, N. Y., assignor
of two-thirds to Frank E. Gaylord and Charles
M. L. Ashby, North Collins, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed July 2. 1S98.
The combination of a telegraphic line, normally con-

tinuous from end to end and including stations with re-
ceiving and sending instruments, a ground connection for
the line which is normally broken, a signal device and
means controlled by the signal device which when the sig-
nal is moved out of its normal position positively com-
pletes the ground connection of the line.

635.S51. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Harihan,
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed April
23, 1898.

The lamp has a frame, two sets of magnets pendent
therefrom, movable cores for Ihe magnets, a lever ful-
crumed to the frame and connected by links wiih the
cores, a second lever in operative relation to the first

lever, a link for connecting one end of the second lever
with the frame, a clutch carried by the last-mentioned
lever and a feeding rod actuated by the clutch,

635,852. Coin-controlled Telephone-call Apparatus.
George B. Heath, San Francisco, Cal. Appli-
cation filed October 31, 1S98. Renewed Oc-
tober 4, 1899.

In the device are a coin chute in sections, with the sec-
tions separated horizontally and insulated from each other
by an insulating block supporting the lower section, the sec-
tions being connected wiih the main lines, and a lamp
and key in circuit with the main lines. (See cut^)

635,862. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward S. Lea, El-
wood, Ind., assignor to the Lea Manufacturing
company, Elwood, Ind. Application filed Au-
gust 8, 1898.

There are combined with the lamp a frame, including a
cross-bar, a dashpot suspi^nled U'-ar one s^de f>f the frame
on the under side of the cross-bar, a solenoid snsnended
near the other side of the frame, also from the under side
of the cross-bar, a lever pivoted at one end to one side of
the frame adja'^ent to the solenoid and extending across
beneath the solenoid and dashpot, and connected by a
pivot connection to the core of the solenoid and also to
the pisfon of the dashpot, a hanger connected tT the lever
at a point bptw-en its conne"tions with the core and pis-
ton, and extend ng downward and connected to the carbon
clutch, and the carbon clutch arranged to be operated
through the mechanism.

635.880. Summation Meter. Elihu Thomson.
Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the Generai
Electric company of New York. Application
filed June 20, 1S98.

A number of recording devices independently effecting
desired registrations are combined with a separate motor
device controlled by each register, a sum nation register
for all the motors, and gearing between the motors and
the register such that each motor actuates the summation
register to record the movement of its own controlling
device independently of the other motors.

635.881. Electric Meter. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed Sep-
tember 2, 1S98.

The meter has in combination an armature mounted on
a shaft, a field magnet therefor, a stationary load coil sur-
rouuding the armature shaft, a second load coil mounted
on the armature shaft and free to move up and down
thereon as the induction between the coils vanes, a cen-
trifugal ,;overnor also mounted on the shaft, a contact
controlled by the governor for opening and ctosing the cir-
cuit of the armature, and means for adjusting the relation
of the contacts. (Seecat.)

635,910. Electrical Instrument. Wilfrid S. Bouh.
London, England. Original application filed
December 30, 1897. Divided and this applica-
tion filed May 2, 1899.

In a relay or other electrical instrument are combined a
pair of magnetically connected cores and means for tem-
porarily energizing one of the cores whereby the other core
IS given an opposite polarity, and a deflectable tongue
magnetically connected with the cores and controlled in
its movement by the cores.

635,930. Electric Cigar Lighter. Frank H. Harri-
man, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Edward E.
Claussen, Hartford, Conn. Application filed
March 29, 1898.

The invention consists of a handle adapted for conduct-
mg an electric circuit and for inclosing the operative
parts of the lighter, the glow n; member forming one
terminal of th? electric circuit and mounted at the base of
the handle, a plug of insulating material hnving a re:;ess
filled with pulverized carbonaceous material, a communi-
cator having a reduced shank borne bv the plug and form-
ing the other terminal oC the c rcuit wnen brought out of
the normal position, a connector loosely mounted in the
communicator, and a conductor rigidly mounted in the
communicator.

635,938. Means for Cleaning Hulls of Vessels.
David Mason, New York, N. Y. AppHcation
filed November 11, 1898.

A mechanism for cleaning the bottoms of vessels afloat
is described consisting of an electromagnet scraping de-
vice provided with pivoted hooks and scrapers or
abraders, and circuit connecLions running to a source of
electrical energy on the vessel for causing the device to
adhere lo the bottom thereof, in combination with one or
more jet holes or openings and a flexible steam pipe run-
ning to a liquid-heatinj; source, together with means for
moving the device at will

.

635>939- Mean.s for Repairing Vessels While Afloat.
David Mason, New York, N. Y. Application
filed November 11, 1S98.

A patching device for repairing damages to floating ves-
sels at points below the water line, consisting of electro-
magnetic means for closing the opening or hole where the
damage is done, in combination with electrical connections
for causing the electroma:;netic means to adhere to the
side or bottom of the vessel.

635,941. Safety Attachment for Propelled Vehicles.
John P. Miiller, New York, N. Y., assignor
of two-thirds to Louis Goldsmith, Jr., and
Nathan Gold, New York, N. Y. Application
filed August 5, 1899.

In an electrically propelled vehicle are combined a
main circuit, a motor therein, wheels driven by the motor,
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a shuQt. a circuit-closer therefor, means for operating the
circuit-closer, a second circuit, a switch, a soleiioid in the

shunt for operating the switch to cut out the main circuit

and throw in the second-circuit, brakes, a solenoid in the

second circuit, and meaus operated thereby to bring the
brakes into operative enaagemaQt with the wheels,

635.944. Combined Telephone and Push Button.
Benjamin F. Smith, Bay City, Mich. AppUca-
tion filed November 26, 1897.

There are combined with a telephone structure, a push
button included therewith and forming a part thereof, the

stem of the push button passing through the core and dia-
phragm of the telephone, together with a cam or equivalent
means for holding tbe circuit normally broken, and a push
button connected therewith for completing the circuit while
the telephone is in use,

635,960. Conductor and Cable Terminal. Henry
G. Crush, Boston, Mass. Application filed Au-
gust 24, 1899.

A terminal for an electric cable is described consisting
of an impermeable sheath inclosing a plurality of con-
ductors insulated with fibrous material for the principal
part of the cable's length and with flexible waterproof in-

sulation at their terminals which extend beyond the end
of the sheath, a section of the waterproofed insulation
being tightly compressed by a winding or band and the
shealh hermetically sealed thereto,

NO 635.852.

636,021. Device for Operating Electrically Illumi-

nated Signs. William T. Bell, Nottingham.
England, assignor to the Universal Electrical

Advertising Syndicate, Limited, Nottingham.
England. Application filed October ig, 1898.

The device combines with a horizontally reciprocating
and intermittently rotating drum having imperforate con-
tact plates on its respective faces, stationary switchboard
provided with a series of yielding contact terminals, and
means for preventing sparking upon the breaking of con-
tact between the contact pjale on the drum and the con-
tact terminals, the means comprising a rotating circuit-
breaker which breaks the lamp circuit at the moment be-
fore the drum recedes,

636,023. System of Control for Electric Motors.
James R. Cravath, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed May 4, 1898.

The method of preventing tbe racing of electric motors
is described which consists in decreasing the torque of
any motor whose counter-electromotive fcrce rises above
the average counter-electromotive force of the motors of
the set, and allowing the torque to remain at the value
normally due to the current actually flowing, on any change
of counter-electromotive force of the motors as a set. (See
cut.)

636.028. Electric System for Automatically Gov-
erning Polyphase Circuitrbreakers. Axel H,
Engstrom. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

January 28, 1899.

The system comprises a polyphase circuit, transformers
in series w'th the polyphase circuit, a motor having a
field ring connected with the transformers and an arma-
ture under a constant torque and adapted to control the
circuii-breaker, the transformers adapted to set up a ro-
tary magnetic field in the field ring which exerts upon the
armature a continuous but varying torque in opposition to

tbe constant torque.

636.029. Automatic Circuit-breaking Device for

Polyphase Currents. Axel H. Engstrom, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed January 31, 1899.

A circuit-breaker interposed in a polyphase current is

combined with a motor having a field ring wherein a rotary
magnetic field is adapted to be set up from the polyphase
current, an armature under the continuous but varying
torque of the field, means for holding the armature under
a constant opposing torque, and mechanism controlled by
the armature for operating the circuit-breaker when the
torque of the field overcomes the constant opposing torque
on [he armature

636.030. Circuit-breaker. Axel H. Engstrom, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed February 3, 1899.

The circuit-breaker comprises a casing, a shaft arranged
vertically within the casing and having a bearing in the
base of tbe casing, a switch lever arm or blade adapted to
turn with the shaft, two nuts adapted to be advanced in

opposite directions on tbe shaft, to confine the switch arm
or blade to the shaft, and a spiral spring or its equiva-
lent interposed between one of the nuts and the switch
lever.

636,056. Electric-lighting Gas Burner. Rufus C.

Nourse, Boston, Mass, Application filed May
12, 1899.

In the device are combined a burner having a plug or
valve, an arm on the plug, a spindle mountpd to turn in a
bearing on the burner independent of the plug and having
an arm, collars loosely mounted on the respective arms,
and a link pivoted to the collars and connecting the arms.

636,057. Electric-lighting Gas Burner. Rufus C.

Nourse, Boston, Mass. Application filed May
12, 1899.

In this device an operating device is connected with a
plug or valve of the burner and carries the movable elec-
trode.

636,069. Electric Bell. David Rousseau, New
York, >J. Y., assignor to Charles M. Higgins,
New York, N. Y. Application filed July 21,

1899-

The electric bell has in combination a coil, a pivoted
armature therefor, a pin carried by the armature, a ham-
mer with which the pin engages, an electric circuit ex-
tending through the coil and adapted to be broken
between the pin and hammer, a spring for returning^ the

hammer to its normal position, and a spring for limiting
the return movement of the armature.

636,081. Lightning Rod. Harry J, Stuart and Da-
vid D. Woodman, Swain, N, Y. Application

filed May 25, 1S99.

The combination with a lightning rod or conductor and
a battery, of an automatic circuit-breaker in electrical
connection therewith whereby an electric current is inter-
mittently passed through the rod or conductor.

636,087. Electric Motor for Fans. George A.
Tower, Richmoftd, Va., assignor to the Tower-
Binford Electric and Manufacturing company,
Richmond, Va. Application filed July 20, 1899.

The motor is provided with a vertical support, a sta-

tionary field magnet attached thereto and having its upper
side recessed to form an oil cup around the support, the
support extending downward into the oil cup, an armature
carrier carrying an armature and a tubular shaft, this

shaft embracing the central support and extending down
into the oil cup.

636,089. Burglar Alarm. Daniel L. Wartzenluft,
Kutztown, Pa. Application filed May 24, 1899.

A burglar alarm, comprising an electric circuit, wires of
which are adapted to extend across a window or tbe like,

a circuit-closer carried by one of the wires, auxiliary cir-

cuit-closers having connection with the wires and consist-
ing of spring-pressed levers «ith which the wires are
connected, plates on which the levers are mounted, the
plates being insulated one from the other, and spring-
pressed contacts adapted to be carried by the window
sash and having electrical connection with the plates.

.636,090. Air Heater. Edwin R. Waterman and
Robert R. Morison, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed May 11, 1899,

An air heater for dental and other purposes is described
consisting of an exterior cylinder having an open rear
end and a handle portion removably fitted to the open
end, an interior air-conducting heating pipe and coil, a

nozzle connecting with the discharge end of the pipe, an
electrical heater surrounding the air pipe and an insulat-

ing surrounding therefor, wires connecting tbe heater with
the source of electrical supply and a contact-making and
breaking device interposed in the electrical circuit.

636,091. Fluid-heating Apparatus. Edwin R. Wat-
erman and Robert R. Morison, San Francisco,

Cal, Application filed May i.i, 1899.

The apparatus comprises an exterior containing-vessel

. having I igid therewith an interior double-walled chamber
segmental in cross section, an electric heater introduced
through the lower open walls of the double-walled cham-
ber and adapted to occupy the space between tbe double
walls, means for supporting the vessel and chamber and
means for removably securing the heater in position.

636,093. Electromedical Apparatus. Marcy L. Whit-
field, Memphis, Tenn,, assignor of one-half to

Charles C. Cowan, Memphis, Tenn. Applica-

tion filed March 29, 1899.

A method of treating disease which consists in placing

the body or part thereof to be treated within the influ-

ence of a hanging field of magnetic force, and includiiig

the body or part in that portion of a secondary circuit in

which currents are generated by the changing field of

magnetic force.

NO. 635,881.

636,097. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Vit-

torio Arcioni, Ivrea, Italy, assignor to Camillo
Olivetti, Ivrea, Italy. Application filed May
io, 1899.

The instrument has an index movable over a calibrated

plate, a spring acting upon the index in one direction, a

multiplying arm supported rigidly at one end and having
its other end connected to the index to counteract the

action of the spring, and a - wire connecting the terminals

of the instrument and secured to insulated points between
the terminals, one point being on the multiplying arm near

the point of support of the latter, and the other insulating

point being rigid on tbe case near the axis of the index.

636.116, Automatic Relay. Frank E. Chapman,
" Medford, Mass., assignor to William G. Nixon,
Braintree, Mass. Application filed August 27,

1S96. Renewed March 6, iScg.

The relay embodies in its construction an induction

coil, an armature, a coil for the armature connected with

and operated by the secondary circuit of the coil, an inde-

pendent or local circuit including the armature, and means

for preventing reverse signals in the independent circui
due to changes of polarity of the primary circuit, the
means comprising contact points and a switch included in
one of the circuits,

636.134. Telephone-call Register. William Gray,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Gray Telephone
Pay Station company, Hartford, Conn. Appli-
cation filed October 8, 1898.

A telephone toll apparatus is described which has an
indicating device, means for operating the indicating
device through the medium of travelers of different con-
struction, means for ejecting the travelers of one set after
the operation of the indicating device and means for re-
taining the travelers of another set after the operation of
the indicating device,

636.135. Coin Holder for Telephone Pay Stations.

William Gray, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the
Gray Telephone Pay Station company, Hartford,
Conn. Application filed January 6, 1899.

In a toll-collecting device are combined a plate having
a coin slot, a holder located in position to retain a coin
with its edge projecting beyond the mouth of the channel,
and means for withdrawiug the holder from the channel
whereby the coin travels therealong by its initial force.

636,139. Fire-alarm Signal Circuit. William R.
Hewitt, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

March 28, 1899.

An engine-house local circuit containing gongs and re-
leasing devices, branch circuits having different closing
contacts, and a switch in the local circuit so arranged as
to be normally closed to different closing contacts alter-
nately, or to the different closing contacts simultaneously,
and so arranged as not to be open at any position to all

closing contacts simultaneously.

4<ymh^
NO. 636,023.

636,142. Secondary Battery. Albert E. Hodgson,
Halifax, England. Application filed July 31,

1899.

A separator for the plates of secondary batteries is

formed of glass fibers woven into a flexible fabric and se-
cured at the edges.

636,182. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Frank
W. Roller, New York, N. Y. Application filed

November 5, 1898.

In the iustrument are combined a magnet, a coil carry-
ing tbe current to be measured, an indicating device oper-
ated by the current in the coil, two extension pieces of
magnetic conducting material, each connected with one
of tbe poles of tbe magnet, the extension pieces overlap-
ping each other and having no influence upon the coil,

and a loop of electric conducting material carried by the
indicatmg device, one side being adapted to move between
tbe extension pieces.

636,189. Trolley Pole. Silas Vernoy, Toronto,
Canada. Application filed January 20, 1S99.

Tbe invention consists of a trolley pole and connections
for a double-wire overhead-electric car-line system, com-
prising a tubular pole, divergent tubes extended from the
upper end of the pole, trolley blocks supported at the up-
per ends of the tubes, but insulated therefrom, trolleys

mounted in the blocks and means comprising wires ex-
tended through the pole and tubes, for completing a cir-

cuit between the trolleys and the motor of a car.

636,203. Electric Resistance. Hugo Helberger,
Thalkirchen, Germany. Application filed April

19, 189S.

An electric resistance consisting of a non-conducting
backing or supporting plate, and a facing of metallic foil

impressed upon or into tbe supporting plate.

636,209. Telephonograph. Jules E. O. Kumberg,
London, England. Application filed August 14,

1899.

A combined telephonic and phonographic instrument is

described comprising phonographicand electro-telephonic
diaphragms connected together to cause either to be ac-

tuated by the other, sound boxes containing the dia-
phragms and connected together by a tube, a mouthpiece
provided with a telephonic transmitter and a sound duct
from the mouthpiece to the connecting tube of the sound
hoses.

636,212. Electro-depositing Cell. Marcel Perreur-

Lloyd, London, England, assignor to the Elec-

trical Copper company, Limited, London, Eng-
land. Application filed December 28, 1897.

The cell has an anode and a rotary cathode, a normal
animal skin or membrane arranged in light contact with
the rotary cathode and freed from all matters which can
become soluble or adhesive at or below 60 degrees Fahr-
enheit.

636,229. Means for Placing, Removing and Clean-

ing Electric Lamps. Elwyn E. Simms, Albert

Lea, Minn., assignor of one-half to William _E.

Lockerby, Minneapolis, Minn. Application

filed October i, 189S.

Features of the invention are a pole with expansible

grasping fingers or clamps, means for expanding or con-

trading the fingers or clamps, revolving mechanism the

motion of which operates the expanding or contracting

means and revolves the fingers or clamps, and means
whereby the revolving mechanism may be operated.

Reissue.

11,780, Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Louis Krie-

ger, Paris, France. Application filed June 20.

1899, Original number 607,997, dated July 26,

1898.

In the apparatus are combined steering wheels, an inde-

pendent armature connected to each wheel, a fixed magnet

in conjunction with each armature, a steering apparatus

liaving independent electric connections to each armature.

and a source of electrical energy, the field-magnet wind-

ings and the steering apparatus being connected in series

with the source of electrical energy.
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Recent Extensions of |AIternating-di-
rect Central-station Work

in Chicago.

It is interesting to note the increase during the

last year of alternating-current transmission and
direct-current distribution system? for electric-light-

ing and general power uses, as well as for long in-

lerurban electric railways. As applied to Edison
three-wire lighting circuits, the first introduction

of this combination alternatmg ?nd direct-current

S3'stem is accredited to the Chicago Edison com-
pany. More than two years ago this company put
in its first combined system of this character. The
scheme comprised a three-phase, alternating-current

transmission line from the Harrison street station

to station No. 2 at Twenty-seventh street and Wa-
basii avenue, where, by means of transformers and
rotary converters, the alternating current was
changed to direct current and then distributed in

street, a distance of 3% miles. These two cables are
of the same size, being three-conductor, No. o, B. &
S. gauge. They transmit three-phase current at

4.500 volts to station No. 2, where it is converted
tc low-tension through static transformers, and
by means of rotary converters is changed into direct

current, feeding into the three- wire, low-tension
network in this district. This gives a duplicate
transmission line, allowing the use of either cable or
both in multiple.

The switchboard in which these cables -terminate

at station No. 2 is provided with three single-pole,

quick-break knife switches, mounted on a marble
board and separated from one another by slate

barriers. Either cable may be disconnected at will.

This transmission-line switchboard is show^n in Fig.

I. at the left end of the operating board.
From this terminal board cables lead to bus-bars

on the back of another high-tension switchboard.
This board consists of three panels and is used to

year one 250-kilowatt, 250-volt rotary converter.
The new 250-kiIowalt rotary is connected to the

set of six 40-kilowatt transformers, which give 160

volts at their low-tension terminals. The direct-

current side of this rotary is connected to both the
positive and negative bus-bars of the three-wire
system, while with the other rotaries one 100 and
one 200-kilowatt machine feed into the postive bus
and the other two into the negative bus-bar.

Fig. I gives a good general view of the rotary
converters and the switchboards of the station. On
the left of the picture is shown the switchboard for

the low-tension, direct-current feeders, with switches

and instruments for i6 separate circuits. Directly in

front of this board are the two lOO-kilowatt rotaries

and the two 200-kilowatt machines. The 250-kilo-

watt converter is seen at the right in the foreground.

The four left-hand panels of the operating switch-

board, shown on the right of the illustration, con-
tain the indicating, regulating and switching appa-
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the usual manner over the Edison three-wire systems
ladiating from the station. This installation was
fully described in the Western Electrician of Jan-
uary I, 1S98. Since that time several important
additions have been made to the Twenty-seventh
street station; and to accommodate the increase of

the company's business on the North Side a rotary-

converter sub-station has been located on North
avenue, receiving its power over a three-phase, al-

ternating-current transmission line from station No.
5. located at Washington and Market streets, in

the downtown district.

Twenty-seventh Street Station.

Originally station No. 2, at 2634 Wabash avenue.
or the South Side station, as it was called, was
equipped with steam engines and direct-current ap-
paratus exclusively. But in 1897 the company's en-

gineers worked out a plan to effect greater economy
by transmitting power from the large, new, mod-
ern station at Harrison street. At that time two
rotary converters, fed by a single three-phase trans-

mission line, were installed. Later two more ro-

taries were placed in operation, and during the last

year a fifth rotary converter was added. To help
out the transmission line previously installed a

new line was run from the Harrison street station

on the west bank of the Chicago River at Harrison

connect the high-tension circuits to the static trans-

formers. On each panel are mounted three single-

pole, high-pressure switches operated by rack-and-
pinion. A portion of this board may be seen at

left of Fig. 2 (page 294), which also shows some of

the static transformers.
There are 12 of these static transformers mounted

upon a marble base and cooled by an electrically

driven blow^er. Six of the transformers are of 150

kilo%vatts' capacity each and reduce the pressure
from 4.500 to 80 volts. They are connected in two
sets of three each, and each set is joined to a sec-

tion of the transformer board. The third set of

transformer switches is connected to the remain-
ing six transformers, which are of 40 kilowatts' ca-

pacity each. Between the low-tension or operating

switchboard and the transformers are placed in-

duction regulators, operated by motors mounted
thereon and controlled from the switchboard.
These regulators are used to raise and lower the

alternating-current voltage impressed upon each
rotary, thereby adjusting the load. Two of these

regulators are shown in Fig. 2 in front of the trans-

formers.
Of the rotary converters previously installed and

connected to the first transmission line, two are

lOO-kilowatt, 125-volt machines and two are 200-

kilowatt, T25~volt units. There has been added this

ratus for the rotary converters. The low-tension
alternating current from the transformers and in-

duction regulators comes first to this board and
then to the rotaries. After being changed to direct
current, it passes back through the board and then,

by cables, to the bus-bars of the low-tension feeder
board.
To assist in the regulation of the voltage, and

as a reserve in case of accident, a storage batterj'-

has been installed in this station during the present
year and is just completed. The battery is of the
well-known type manufactured by the Electric Stor-

age Battery company of Philadelphia, and consists

of 150 cells, 75 cells being connected to each side

of the three-wire system. Each cell contains 35
plates. 15^/1; by 15^^ inches in size. The capacity

of the battery is 4,000 ampere-hours, at the eight-

hour discharge rate.

An economical utilization of space has been ob-
tained in the location of the battery, as the cells

have been placed in two separate rooms, one above
the other. Each room contains 75 cells, the upper
room holding the positive side of the battery and
the lower room the negative. The two rooms are

located in a fireproof addition built on one side of

the station building. Fig. 3 is a view in the nega-

tive battery room, showing the copper conductors

leading to the end-cell switches, which are located
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on a balcony at the end of the positive-battep' room.
These switches are four in number, two being con-
nected to each side of the three-wire system, so that

the batteo' iri^y be operated at two different volt-

ages, or may be charged and discharged at the same
time, if necessao'- The end-cell switches are oper-
ated by motors controlled from the storage-battery

switchboard, which is shown to the right of the

operating board in Fig. i. Indicators on the board
show the number of cells in series. This battery is

equipped with all of the most modern appliances

for convenience and safe and rapid operation.

Besides the equipment mentioned station No. 2
contains a vertical Ball &: Wood 600 horse power
engine, direct connected to two 200-kilowatt, direct-

FIG. 2. RECENT EXTENSIONS OF ALTER.N'ATING-DIRECT
CESTRAL-STATION WORK IN CHICAGO. STATIC TRANS-

FORMERS AT WABASH AVENUE STATION OF
CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.

connected' General Electric multipolar dynamos.
Three horizontal compound engines, two of 275
horse power capacity- each, and one 150 horse power,
are belt-connected to six Edison bipolar dynamos
of a total capacit}- of 500 kilowatts. These gener-
ators, v*"hich. combined, have a capacity of 900 kilo-

watts, feed directly into the three-wire systems and
are used when occasion demands. Counting the
storage-batterj- capacity as 250 kilowatts, the total

capacity of station No. 2 is 2,000 kilowatts.

NoATH AvEsUii Substation.

The rotary converters and equipment installed

at the North aveuue sub-station were planned in

the winter of 1S9S-99. They were originally mtended
to be installed at station No. 4. at the corner of

North Clark and Oak streets, so as ;o increase its

capacity. To get proper distribution from this sta-

tion a new feeder in the vicinity- of North avenue
and Larrabee street was necessary. In the mean-
lime the price of copper had advanced so much
that it was found that the cost of this feeder would
be excessive, and the idea was suggested of estab-
lishing a new sub-station in the above-mentioned
vicinity, and looping in the old low-tension feeder.

Accordingly, a store-room and basement about 20

by 50 feet in size at 346 North avenue was rented,

foundations for two rotary con\erters, three static

tiansformers, two regulators and a switchboard
were built, and the sub-station completed about
a month ago. The rotar\' converters are each of

100 kilowatts' capacity at 125 volts, and are of the
latest type manufactured by the General Electric

company. The three static transformers each have
a capacity of So kilowatts and are oil-cooled; the

two induction regulators each have a capacitj- of

eight kilowatts and are also oil-cooled. The trans-

mission line enters the sub-station overhead from
the rear, by means of a pipe taken from near the

top of a pole and carried into the building. The,
overhead line is connected to three lead-covered
cables near the top of the pole. Ever>'- precaution
against danger has been taken. The transmission at

present is at 4,500 volts. The static transformers,
- however, have two primary windings, which may
be connected in series and thus give 9,000 volts.

The secondaries of these transformers have two
entirely independent windings. All of the principal

connections at the North avenue station are shown
in Fig. 4 (p. 295). while Fig. 5 is a view showing the

two converters and switchboard. The transformers
and regulators are situated behind the sitchboard.

The North avenue sub-station is operated ordi-

narily only from about 4 p. m. until midnight.
During the remainder of the 24 hours pressure for

this portion of the district can be easily' main-
tained from the regular generating station at Oak
and Clark streets. The bus-bars of the sub-station
swichboard are. therefore, always alive, as the
feeder is merely looped through the switchboard.
At about 4 p. m. the load begins to increase and
the rotar\' converters are then started up as ordi-

nary direct-current motors. The speed is regulated
by adjustment of the field rheostats until the ma-
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chine is brought up to synchronism; this is de-
termined by means of two phase lamps, shown in
Fig. 5, and connected across the terminals of two
of the alternating-current switches for each ma-
chine. When synchronism has been attained, the
alternating-current switches are closed and the ma-
chines are ready to take the load. The amount of
load on each machine is controlled by induction,
regulators, and also, to some extent, by adjusting
the field strength of the machine. The induction
regulators are operated by small three-phase in-

duction motors, and these in turn are controlled by
small three-pole, double-throw switches on the face

of the switchboard.
If for any reason it becomes necessarj^ the rotar}^

converters can also be started from the alternating-

current end. This is done as follows: The precau-
tion is first taken to see that all field switches are
open. The three alternating-current switches are
then closed and the machines are started as syn-
chronous motors. The heavy lagging currents tend
to magnetize the fields and the machines come up
to speed verjf rapidly. The field switches are then
thrown downward, which connects the fields so
that the machines are self-excited. The polarity of

the machine is then obtained by means of a volt-

meter on the switchboard. If the polarit>' is right
the machine can be closed to the direct-current bus-
bars and is ready for load. If the polarity happens
to be reversed, the field and main alternating-cur-

rent switches are opened and again closed before
the machine comes to rest, and the polarity again
observed. There is an equal chance of the polarit>^

of the machine being right or wrong, when started
from the alternating-current end, depending upon
the particular conditions that happen to exist at the
instant of closing the field switches.

At station No. 5, located at Washington street,

there is installed a 250-kilowatt converse-rotary
transformer, which takes current from outside bus-
bars of the direct-current system, at from 250 to

300 volts, and delivers an alternating current at 160
volts. By means of three static transformers, this

voltage is then raised from 160 to 4.500 volts, and
the current is then sent over the line to the North
avenue sub-station. The converse-rotary converter
i^ a four-pole machine.
In order to prevent liability- of accidents, a special

speed-limiting device has been perfected, for use
with this machine. This device consists of two
coils, in each of which, on a common shaft, is fast-

ened a piece of soft iron at an angle of 45 degrees
with each other. One of these coils is connected
directly to the direct-current side of the machine:
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and sub-station No. 4 is 14,800 feet long. Twelve
thousand feet of this line is underground and the
remainder overhead. The underground portion, ud
to a point opposite station No. 4, is No. o, three-
conductor lead and paper-covered cable. From
station No. 4 to Division and Sedgwick streets the
transmission line consists of No. 4 three-conductor
lead and paper-covered cables. From this point
to the sub-station, the line is overhead and consists
of three No. 4 weatherproof wires. At each end
of the overhead portion lightning arresters are
installed; that is, at the sub-station and on the pole
where the transmission line is taten underground.

"IWiriimum Charge" for Electric Light
Upheld in New York.

A case of much interest to central-station men
was decided by Judge Beekman in New York last
month. It seems that Benjamin A. Gould, a cus-
tomer of the Edison Electric Illuminating company,
raised the point that the company had no right to
charge him $1.50 a month whether he used any
current or not. Mr. Gould refused to pa\- this mini-
mum charge, although the provision was in the
contract. The company thereupon cut off Mr.
Gould's light. A suit was then brought by Mr.
Gould to compel the company to resume the sup-
ply of light to his premises, the action being based
on the statute law of the state. The case came
before Judge Beekman of the Supreme Court in
Special Term. F. W. Longfellow appeared for the
plaintiff and Eugene H. Lewis for the electric-light

compan}-. The judge decided that the "minimum-
charge" clause in the contract was enforcible and
found for the defendant company. Following is the
text of the opinion, somewhat abridged:
"This action is brought for a mandatory injunc-

tion requiring the defendant to reconnect the elec-
tric-light appliances in plaintiff's apartments with
the conductors of the defendant, and to resume
supplying the plaintiff with electric light. Damages
to the extent of S500 are also demanded for the
refusal of the defendant to comply with plaintiff's

demand for such ser\-ice. An answer has been in-

terposed, which, among others, contains what is

described as a second and separate defense to the
amended complaint. To this the plaintiff has de-
murred for in sufficiency'.

"Without undertaking to state in full the allega-

tions it contains, which are somewhat voluminous,
it is sufficient to say that the controversy arises

upon the reasonableness of one provision which the

FIG. 3. RECENT EXTENSIONS OF ALTERNATING-DIRECT CENTRAL-STATION WORK IN CHICAGO.

-

BATTERV AT WABASH AVENt5E STATION OF CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.
-NEGATIVE STORAGE

the Other coil, in series with a reactance, is con-
nected to the alternaling-curient side of the ma-
chine. At normal speed the forces exerted oh these
two pieces suffice to balance each other. If, for

any reason, the field circuit is accidentally opened
or the fields become demagnetized, the machine
will, of course, increase in speed, and, as the accel-

eration is cumulative, the machine would soon fly

to pieces. When the machine speeds up, the force
exerted by the alternating-current coil overpowers
that exerted by the direct-current coil, and closes
the circuit through a magnet, which trips the cir-

cuit-breaker on the direct-current side of the ma-
chine. The connections for this device are shown
in the sketch. Fig. 6.

The transmission line connecting station No. 5

defendant requires the plaintiff to assent to as

a condition of supplying him with the light de-

sired. This provision was embodied in a paper
tendered to the plaintiff for signature, described in

the answer as 'the usual and regular application

for lighting service of the form and tenor thereto-

fore adopted by the defendant and required of all

its customers.' The stipulation in question, quot-
ing from the answer, was that the plaintiff 'would
use electric current supplied by defendant for light-

ing his premises for the period of one year from
the time at which connection between the defend-

ant's mains and his premises should be made, and
that^he would pay for such electric current used by
him during each month on presentation of bill at

the rate of one cent per hour for each 16 candle
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power lamp, or the equivalent thureof, as measured

by the meter upon the said premises for the purpose

of measuring the current supplied under such ap-

plication, subject to certain discounts, ihorem set

forth.' It was further provided that 'a minimum
monthly charge of one dollar and 50 cents ($!.5o)

should be made by the company for each separate

mouth during which the agreement should be in

effect;

"It is this last provision which th'2 plaintiff rc-

jjoraiioM (Lough v. Oulerbridge, 143 N. \ ., J71.

j:.']7). The statute recognizes the right to charge for

light consumed, the cost and expense ol laying wires
and a rental for wire and appaiatus (Transporta-
tion Corporations Law, article (3, sections 66 and 68);

but it does not assume to say what may ur may
not be reserved for cither, nor docs it require the
amount charged to be separated into items with re-

spect to its constituent elements. The law docs not
contemplate that the defendant shall do business

FIG. 4. RECENT EXTENSIONS OF ALTERNATING-DIRECT CENTRAL-STATION WORK IN CHICAGO.—DIAGRAM OF CON-
NECTIONS AT NORTH AVENUE SUB-STATION OF CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.

sists as unreasonable, and, if his contention in that
regard is correct, the defendant had no right to
require his assent thereto as a condition of per-
forming the legal duty which rests upon it of sup-
plying light when properlj' demanded. What that

duty is is expressed in article 6, section 65 of the

'Transportation Corporations Law' (chap. 5ti6. Laws
of 1890), which, among other things, provides that

upon application in writing of the owner or occu-
pant of any building or premises within 100 feet of

the wires of any electric-light corporation, and the
payment by hint of all money due from him to such
corporation, the latter shall supply electric light as

may be required for lighting such building or prem-
ises, and that if for the space of 10 days after such
apphcation and the deposit, if any be required, of

a reasonable sum which the company is entitled to

exact as security for the payment of its compensa-
tion, the corporation shall refuse or neglect to sup-
ply electric light as required, such corporation shall

forfeit and pay to the applicant the sum of Sio.

and the further sum of $5 for every day thereafter

during which such refusal or neglect shall con-
tinue. It is provided, however, that no such cor-
poration shall be required to lay wires necessary
to comply witii such an application where the

ground in which the same is lequired to be laid shall

be frozen or shall otherwise piesent serious ob-
stacles to laying the same, nor unless the applicant,

if required, shall deposit in advance with the cor-
poration a sum of money sufficient to pay the cost

of his portion of the wire required to be laid and
the expense of laying such portion.

"It will be observed that the Legislature has not
undertaken to regulate the price at which such
light shall be supplied, nor to limit or define what

at a loss. It is expected that it will, and it is en-
titled to make a reasonable profit upon its venture,
and the sole question in such a case as this is

whether the charge made is unreasonable, consider-
ing all that the defendant is required to do to meet

when the reasonableness of ihe charges exacted by
the company is called in question. As we have seen,
the latter is not confined by statute to any specific
rate, nor has any attempt been made to measure
or limit the compensation which such corporations
!nay lawfully charge, as has been done in the case
of gas companies, so that they arc free to exact a
reasonable return for the service required, which
includes, as I have said, not only the actual supply
of electric light, but the readiness to supply it coin-
cidentally with the customer's desire to have it.

The only condition affecting the right is that the
compensation must be reasonable and. what is also
incidental to this requirement, that it should be uni-
form, namely, the same for all customers similarly
situated. Undoubtedly, the demand which those
desiring to use it arc entitled to make for electric
light imports an intention on thtnr part to consume
it to some extent, and that each lamp ordered is

requisite for that purpose. The charge which the
defendant makes is based primarily upon actual con-
sumption over which it has no control. One con-
.^umer with the same number of lamps will use
more than another. In both cases the return to
the company may be remunerative, or the use of
one may be so inconsiderable as to involve a loss.

To meet this contingency the monthly minimum
charge of $1.50 is made. But it must be borne in

mind that this payment is not in addition to the
charge for actual consumption. Where light is

consumed w'hich entitles the company to payment,
on meter measurement, of a sum per month equal
to or in excess of the so-called minimum charge,
the customer pays only for the light he has actually
had; so that this fixed charge becomes practically
operative only where his consumption falls below
the extent of use which it measures.

"I can see nothing unreasonable in this when
the service, as I have defined it, which the company
is obliged to render is considered. It is not a pen-
alty for a failure to use defendant's product, but
is properly to be regarded as compensatory for that

part of the service which is at all times being ren-

dered in the maintenance of the apparatus and con-
nections through which the electric current is made
a\ailable to the customer for the production of light

at his pleasure. The plaintiff dis,tinctly refused to

pay any such charge, and the defendant was there-

fore justified in refusing to supply him with light
The duly resting upon the company under the

RECENT EXTENSIONS OF ALTERNATING- DIRECT CENTRAL-STATION WORK IN CHICAGO.

-

STATION OF CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.
-NORTH AVENUE SUB-

FIG 6 RECENT EXTENSIONS OF ALTERNATING-DIRECT
CENTRAL-STATION WORK IN CHICAGO.—CONNECTIONS
OF SPEED-LIMITING DEVICE AT WASHINGTON
STREET STATION OF CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.

compensation the corporation may exact for the

service rendered by it. In that regard it is under
no legal restraint, except that its charges must
be reasonable and uniform. Whether in a given

case they are so or not is a proper subject for in-

quiry and determination by the court, in view of the

quasi-public nature of the business and the duty
toward the public imposed by law upon the cor-

each customer's demand. It is slated in the fourth
paragraph of the defense demurred to that the cur-

rent is generated by dynamos driven by steam en-
gines supplied with steam from boilers, all located

in a station building, and when generated is trans-

mitted directly to the defendants underground con-
ductors leading to the premises of the consumer;
that each additional lamp connected with defend-
ant's system necessitates an additional investment
by it in distributing conductors and local appliances

of about $20 in addition to the cost of generating
and delivering the electric current; that the number
of lamps which the plaintiff desired was 11, and
that the total additional investment thus made neces-

sary in order to comply with his demand for serv-

. ice was at least the sum of $220. How% then, can
it be said that a fixed charge not based upon actual

consumption is of itself improper or unreasonable?
The customer does not bind himself to use any
particular amount of light, so that the return to

the company, based on actual consumption, would
rest entirely upon his volition, and it would there-

fore depend upon him whether the service he has
required the corporation to be in constant and
immediate readiness to render is profitable or un-
profitable to the latter. But this constant condition

of readiness is a necessary and unavoidable obliga-

tion which must be sustained in order to meet in-

stantaneously the demand for light which the con-

sumer is entitled to have ai any moment that he
wishes it. It thus forms a part of the service to be

rendered and is an item properly to be considered

statute imports a reciprocal one on the part of the
customer to pay for the service which he requires,

and where the latter refuses in advance to pay
charges which appear to be reasonable, the com-
pany is under no obligation to render the service
demanded. As the defense in question is sufficient

upon its face, it follow's that the demurrer thereto
must be overruled."

Exports of Electrical Apparatus.
The growing popular itj'^ of American electrical

machinery in foreign markets is indicated by the
export tables prepared by the Treasury Department.
For instance, the exports in this line (according
to the department classification) during the month
of September amounted in value to $262,689, an in-

crease of $50,776 over the exports for the corre-
sponding month of last year. For the nine months
ended September last the exports were valued at

$2,090,737. as compared with a value of $1,625,650
for the same period of 1898.

Even more striking are the figures for the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1899. During this period the
exports reached a total valuation of $2,736,110, as

against $2,052,564 for the preceding fiscal year.

Instruments and apparatus for scientific purposes,
under which head are included telegraph, telephone
and other electrical apparatus, also show very large

gains, the value of the exports for the fiscal year
just ended being $4,399,180. as against $2,770,803
lor the fiscal year of 1898.
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Artificial Coal in Germany.'
By p. J. OsTERHAL'S.

I liave seen the representative of Mr. George
Montag, tlie imentor of an artificial coal, for wliicii

he has applied for letters-patent in a number of

states. On invitation, I assisted at a trial to demon-
strate the combustive properties of the article and
observed its ready inflammability and its apparentlj^

considerable heating qualities.

Mr. Montag claims that all sorts of earth may be
used for his substitute, with the exception of sand

and gravel; but I think that only those whose com-
ponent parts are vegetable or ligneous, as moor,
peat and turf lands, would be available. The in-

ventor also enumerates among suitable substances

various kinds of clay, but I believe, with a- mental

reservation, to use these as an admixture with the

vegetable soil, for graduating the heating qualities

of the coal.

Certain ingredients are mixed with the earth and

worked into a homogeneous mass for the purpose

of making it inflammable. These ingredients are

the inventor's secret; but since his preparation is

intended to have the properties of pit coal, their

nature can be easily guessed. They are to take the

place and produce the effect of the bitumen of the

mineral article and must be substances of quick

ignition and combustibility, such as pitch, resin,

naphtha or similar products. One hundred kilo-

grams (220 pounds) of such articles may be bought

at Mannheim for about $2; but only six to eight

per cent, are required for 50 kilograms (no pounds)

of the artificial coal. Including labor and general

expenses, the cost for this quantity would be, say,

seven cents. A tract of land bought lately by Mr.

Montag furnishes 50 kilograms of earth especially

suited for the purpose for 05 cent, so that 50 kilo-

grams of the artificial coal will cost not more than

7.5 cents to produce. This calculation is taken from

the notes of the inventor. The cheapness will be

best illustrated by comparing the prices of the vari-

ous grades of pit coal, which have run in the last

year from 17 to 27 cents per 50 kilograms at this

place.

The artificial coal, of a grayish black, is pressed

in blocks (briquets) of three sizes, viz.: No. i, 7%
inches long, 2hi: inches broad, 1% inches thick;

No. 2, 6V2 inches long, four inches broad. 1V2 inches

thick; No. 3, yii inches long, three inches broad, 1%
inches thick. The blocks are hard and brittle, and

when thrown into the furnace, whole or in pieces,

th«y ignite readily and burn briskly.

The suggestion that for technical establishments

blocks of larger size would be desirable was an-

swered with the statement that forms for making
lo-pound pieces were already in preparation.

The result of an examination of the Montag coal

by the technical assayers at Carlsruhe showed that

it contained:
Per ceot.

Water '4/''

Ashes ^/^I
Combustible substance 07-4i^

The heat produced is stated at 5,716 calories. It

would appear from this that the application of the

invention is not yet perfect, and that in mixing the

different earths great care must be taken to prevent

working in too large a proportion of useless sub-

stances.

The ashes apparently contain a great deal of clay-

ish substance; they are e.xcellent to retain heat, but

ineffective for producing it.

Electricity in Advertising.

It is interesting to note the prominence given, pic-

torially and otherwise, to electrical apparatus by
prominent advertisers, of other classes of products.
Thus, the group of advertising designs shown here-

with is made from three distinct sources and is a

^^,-^p-- Miemselves ^o make hhe world'-:^!'''

^MJ"-bai,Mer. SAPOLIO is fhe ,-,\
|^=g; felecMc li^hl-o|-house-cled.ning- T

parison; the telephone enables the housewife to
do her shopping with ease and dispatch, and the
incandescent lamp is more prominent than the type-
writing machine. These advertisements, clipped
from popular publications almost at random, show
the widespread interest in. and high reputation of,

the familiar electrical appliances.

Gasoline Vehicle Catches Fire.

That there is some danger in the use of gasoline
automobiles was showm by an accident in New York
last week. Mr. Charles Kranich, who is much in-

terested in self-propelled vehicles, was riding with

Largest Transformers in the World.
-\ contract was recently closed between the Cat-

aract company and the Union Carbide company,
both of Niagara Falls, by which the former is to
furnish the latter (on the latter's premises) 15,000
horse power at 2,200 volts. It was found that the
copper necessary to transmit this amount of energy,
at the generator voltage of 2,200, would cost sev-
eral hundred thousand dollars, though the distance
is only 2^i^ miles. It was then decided to use high-
tension transmission, and bids were called for from
various companies to supply the necessary trans-
formers to transmit the energj' at a potential of
11.000 volts. A contract was closed with the Gen-

ELECTRICITY IN ADVERTISING.

reproduction of advertisements or part5 of adver-
tisements of well-known manufacturers—two of

soap products and one of a typewriting machine.
.And yet in one the arc light is prominent, in an-

other the telephone and in the third the incandescent
lamp. The incidental and gratuitous advertising of

the electric light and the use of the telephone by
these advertisements must be considerable. The arc

light is set up as a standard of excellence for com-

I. From advance sheets oE U. S. Consular Reports. Mr.
Osterhaus is vice-consul at Mannheim.

LARGEST TRANSFORMERS IN THE WORLD.

a friend in a gasoline-motor road wagon. Every-
thing moved smoothly until thej- reached Mount
Morris Park. There they received the first inti-

mation that something was amiss when a small boy
shrilly informed them b}- calling:

"Mister, youse'U be blowed up if youse don't look

cut! She's on fire!''

Hastily stopping the wagon, Mr. Kranich and
his friend jumped out. They found the feed pipe

which connects the gasoline from the reservoir

leaking, and the flames were extended mushroom-
like ever the e'ntire bottom of the vehicle. There

was imminent danger of the heat causing the main
reservoir to explode, and had such been the case

it would have probably resulted in the destruction

of the machine. Mr. Kranich pluckily turned off

the running liquid, but this did not quench the

flames, which continued to feed on the gasoline

already freed. Rather than abandon his machine

to the seeming destruction. Mr. Kranich undertook

to blow the flames out While doing this a valve

weakened by the fire blew out and the smaller tank

burst. A considerable quantity of the burning gaso-

line struck him squarely in the face and covered his

hands. Mr. Kranich was painfully burned and was

sent home.
Gratitude to the small boy who gave them the

warning was uppermost in the minds of both men.

They caused a search to.be made for the urchin,

but without success. The automobile was not seri-

ously damaged.

Fox River "Valley Electric Roads.

Several of the cities and towns in. the Fox River

Valley, just west of Chicago, are to be connected

within a year by a long electric-railway system.

When the connecting links are put in and all the

new lines constructed, the system will join Aurora,

Elgin, Geneva. Batavia to the north and Joliet,

Morris andYorkville to the south, and will then con-

nect these towns with Chicago, via Wheaton and

Oak Park. It will cover a total distance of about

120 miles and will traverse five counties, with an

aggregate population of more than 200,000 outside

of Cook County territory. Four lines, owned by

four distinct companies, will form the system in

the beginning, though it is possible that they may
be absorbed by the company now building the

main section between Aurora and Chicago, ^hese
companies are the Aurora, Wheaton and Chicago;
the Aurora, Yorkville and Morris; the Aurora
and Geneva, and the Elgin Cit}-, Carpentersville and
Aurora Railway companies. The last two named
are old lines, having been operated for three years,

but there is a gap between Batavia and Geneva
which will be bridged shortly, obstructive litigation

being practically settled. A 50-year franchise was
recenth- granted' in Aurora to the Aurora. Wheaton
and Chicago Electric Railway company, which now
has the right-of-way for nearly all of its line. Other
legal difficulties that hav-e been met are expected

to be settled soon, so that the construction work can

go rapidly forward. After this system is completed
it is expected that the Aurora, Wheaton and Chi-
cago company will build branch roads from Wheaton
north as additional feeders.

eral Electric company to furnish 15,000 horse power
transformer capacity, which proves to be cheaper
than the cost of the greater amount of copper neces-
sary to transmit at the lower voltage. This fact

shows the great advantage of high-potential trans-
mission, even for short distances.

The General Electric company is furnishing seven
transformers of 2,500 horse powei capacity each, at

a frequency of 25 cycles, a primary voltage of 11.000
and a secondary' of 2,200. These transformers are bj"

far the largest that hav e ever been built, the next size

smaller being onlj^ one-half the capacity, namely,
1,250 horse power.

IThe total weight of each transformer is 50,000
pounds. This is a good load for a freight car, so
that a train of seven cars would be necessar}- for

the transportation of the total order. About 12^-2

tons of sheet-iron are used in the cores. The coils

of the transformers are 6^2 feet long by four feet

wide, or about the size of an ordinary billiard table.

The clamps for holding the sheet-iron core together
weigh, approximately, 4,000 pounds, and a steel bar
4% inches in diameter and nearly four feet long
is used for a support when raising the apparatus.
Even with this large steel bar. it is necessary to

use a space block that will keep a sling in such
a position that the strain will come on the bar near
the points of support.
Each complete transformei is 1 1 feet I'-'i inc'nes

high, eight feet 7V2 inches wide and four feet 4''i

inches deep. It cannot be shipped entirely assem-
bled, as the height is too great to pass under rail-

way bridges.
'Tests of these transformers give the following re-

sults: Iron loss. 22,600 watts; copper loss. 8.700
watts; regulation, one-half per cent.; etficiency, at

full load. 98.3 per cent.; at three-quarters load, 98;
at one-half load, 97.3; at one-quarter load, 95.3;
rise in temperature, after eight hours at full load.

45 degrees Centigrade.
The transformers will run at full speed continu-

ously, so that the copper loss was favored rather
than the core loss. They are cooled by use of both
water and oil, 650 feet of piping being necessary
for each. At an 'efficiency of 9S.3 per cent, it would
seem at first sight that the radiation of heat due to
the losses would be a small matter. But 1.7 per
cent, of 2,500 horse power amounts to over 40 horse
power, or enough energ>^ to supply 600 16 candle
power incandescent lamps.
The accompanying illustration shows five of the

transformers for the Union Carbide company, which
are already installed.

Glasgow Contracts.

With Babcock & Wilcox boilers, Allis engines
and General Electric generators, the power houses
of the new electric-railwa}^ system of Glasgow will
have a familiar look to the .American visitor. In
addition, the bid of the National Conduit and Cable
company of New York for furnishing and laying
the feeder cables has been accepted. This latter

contract will amount, it is said, to S750.000. It is

also stated that .American cars and trucks will be
used. It is said that the National Conduit and
Cable company agreed to deliver the cable at the
rate of 100,000 feet a week for six months.
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Standardizing Aiternating-current
Switchboards.

Of especial iiucrcst arc tlic accompanying illus-

tralions, wliich sliow tlic front and rear of an eiglil-

panei switcliljoard for Iwo-phase circuits creeled

in the power station of tlie Valley Electric company
of Fallston, Pa., as they represent the standard
pr.actice recently adopted by the Wcstinghouse
company for two-phase installations of from 1,100

to 2.200 volts.

The three lcft-ha)ul panels of Fiff. I control three
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are exposed on the front of the hoard, and the
construction permits thorough examination of the
switch to be easily made from the back. Fuses are
mounted in lignum-vitaD fuse holders, cnclo.scd in
a chamber which is air-tight, except for one small
vent. The melting of a fuse causes a rapid ex-
pansion of the air contained in this chamber, and
consequently creates a strong and quick air blast
through the vent, blowing out the arc. Lignum
vitic. being an cxtrenicly heavy, close-grained wood,
is not readily burnt by the arc. ft has great strength,
combined with considerable elasticity: thus the trc-

place and connected to the face plate by insulated
wires.

Regulators for single-phase feeders may be
mounted directly below the feeder panels. For a
two-phase feeder panel the regulator is not mounted
on the board, but it is a separate piece of apparatus
placed directly in front of the feeder panel to which
it belongs.

Successful Tests of the Holland Sub-
marine Boat.

The Board of Inspection and Survey of the Navy
Depaflnicnt supervised the final tests of the Holland
submarine torpedo boat last week, and every mem-
ber of the board declared the boat a success. Little

Peconic Bay, on the Long Island coast, was the
scene of the tests, which took place pursuant to

instructions issued by the board. The course, a

mile in length, was marked by flr.gs and was cov-
ered during the tirst run by the boat submerged in

eight feet of water in nine minutes. At the end
of the course she rose, discharged a torpedo and
then, turning within two lengths, returned over the
mile course in ii minutes. During the next trial

a torpedo was discharged while the boat was below
the surface. In a test for speed the little vessel

developed eight knots an hour. The members of

the board seemed very much pleased with the tests,

and all congratulated the inventor, John P. Hol-
land, on his success. It is confidently expected
that the report of tlie board will be a favorable one
and that Rear-admiral Hichborn will recommend
to Secretary Long not only the purchase of the
boat, but also the building of thrive like her next
year. The boat will start soon for Washington, by
way of Delaware City, the Delaware Canal and
Chesapeake River, and will be placed where she will

be convenient for the inspection of members of
Congress. The Holland boat is driven by storage
batteries and an electric motor v/hen submerged.

Plant in

FIG. I. STANDARDIZING ALTERNATING-CURRENT SWITCHBOARDF. FRONT VIEW OF BOARD AT FALLSTON, PA

two-phase generators running in multiple, the next

three panels control three two-phase, four-wire feed-

ers, and the last tw^o panels control four single-phase,

two-wire feeders. As additional generators and feed-

ers are added to the plant the switchboard can be en-

larged without interrupting the service. Should it

be necessary to install extra or special apparatus,

panels can be placed in the space below the stand-

ard panels. All appliances are mounted directly on
the panels, so arranged that no charged metal parts

are on the front of the switchboard, thus avoiding

accidental shocks.
The generator panel at the extreme left in Fig.

I contains a pilot lamp, two alternating-current

ammeters, two keyless sockets and lamps, a four-

pole, high-potential, double-break plunger switch,

three field plugs (two for the main separately ex-

cited alternating-current field and one for the com-
posite field), a combination alternating-current and
direct-current rheostat mounting, a ground-detector
receptacle and plug, a push button, a sjmchronizer
receptacle and plug, a six-point voltmeter receptacle
and plug, three switchboard transtormcrs and trans-

former fuse holders. The second and third gen-
erator panels are equipped very similarly to the
first panel, except that there are omitted one keyless
socket and lamp, a ground-detector receptacle and
plug and push button. A four-point, instead of six-

point', voltmeter receptacle is used, and there is

only one switchboard transformer and transformer
fuse holder, instead of three.

Each of the three two-phase feeder panels to the
right of ihe generator panels contains a pilot lamp,
two alternating-current ammeters, one four-pole,
high-potential single-break switch and four single-
pole fuse holders. The two feeder panels to the
extreme right of Fig. i each controls tw^o single-
phase feeders connected one to each phase of the
two-phase bus-bars. They each contain a pilot
lamp, two alternating-current ammeters, two two-
pole, high-potential, single-break plunger switches
and four single-pole fuse holders. Two voltmeters,
one connected with the bus-bars and the other to
either of the generators, are swung on a bracket
to the left of the switchboard, in full view of the
operator when handling the switches.
The board described represents the construction

usually employed for multiple running of gener-
ators, although the Westiughoute company builds
various types of standard alternating-current switch-
boards. For separate- running of generators, spe-
cial feeder panels are added to the switchboard, be-
ing so arranged that any feeder can be operated
from any generator. The apparatus furnished en-
ables the feeders to be transferred from one gen-
erator to another without any perceptible winking
of the lights. Any of the standard generator panels
may be used for separate running, and, if desired,
the main switch may be dispensed with and the gen-
erators taken out of service by operating the field

circuit by means of the field plugs. High-potential
plunger-type switches are used, as they are prac-
tically non-combustible. No charged metal parts

mendous expansive tendency produced by the arc

is properly restrained, while just enough fiexibility

to avoid rupture is allow-ed. This type of fuse was
'developed by the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company as early as the World's Fair
installation, and is now- generally used for this class

of work. Fuse holders are mounted at the bottom
of the switchboard, and the vent is so constructed

Large New Railway Power
St. Louis.

The United Railways company of St. Louis, Mo.,
which recently secured control of all the street rail-

ways in that city, is building a new power house,
which, with other improvements the company is

making, will entail an expenditure of $6,000,000.

The contract for the electrical equipment of the
power house has been given to the General Electric
company. It includes two 2,250-kilowatt standard
railway' generators, a 500-kilowatt machine and one
of 425 kilowatts. These four machines are all direct-
current. There are also two 1.200-kilowatt. 1,600-

volt, alternating-current generators. The alternat-

ing current will be transmitted to a sub-station,

where it will be converted to direct current by four

FIG 2. STANDARDIZING ALTERNATING-CURRENT SWITCHBOARDS.—REAR VIEW OF BOARD AT FALLSTCN, PA.

that it discharges fuse vapors downward, toward
the floor. The holders are detachable from the

board and the fuses may be renewed most con-
veniently and without danger.

Alternating-current, generator-field rheostats are
mounted on the back of the generator panel and
are so designed that the exciter rheostat can be
placed within them if desired. Both rheostats are
independently operated by concentric hand wheels
on the front of the board. In the case of very large
machines, the face plate only is on the switch-
board; the rheostat being placed in any convenient

(>oo-kilowatt rotary con\erters, which the General
Electric company will also supply.

The Medfield and Medway (Mass.) Street Rail-
v,'ay company has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $50,000, to construct an electric railway
from the terminus of the lines of the Norfolk West-
ern street railway in Medfield. through Millis to

Village and Sanford streets. Medway, a distance of

seven miles. The directors of the company are

W. W. Mitchell, J. J. Feeley. H. L. Ho\yard, R. G.

Fairbanks, C. M. Bates and A. C. Smith.
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After several contradictory reports, it is now
officially announced that the United States cable-

ship Hooker, wrecked off Corregidor last summer,
cannot be saved, although the cargo will not be

lost. It is a pity that the first American cable-

ship should make such an unfortunate end, al-

though the disaster was the result of an error of

the navigator and in no way due to the special

use to which the ship was to be put.

Lord Kelvin's successor in the chair of natural

philosophy at Glasgow University, Prof. Andrew
Gray, delivered his introductorj'^ address last month.

He alluded to the magnitude and difficulty of his

task, for he knew, he said, that the work of his

illustrious predecessor would tax the powers even

of the greatest and ablest of living cultivators of

science. He showed his high appreciation of the

value of scientific research in advancing industrial

accomplishment by referring to the large factories

and workshops of Glasgow as "great laboratories

of applied science." The expression indicates, in

American advocates of municipal ownership often

point to the number of municipally managed enter-

prises in Great Britain to support their arguinent;

but it happens that many Englishmen have become
alarmed at the' extent of municipal trading, as it

has been called, and the matter may be brought up
at the next session of Parliament. It is complained

that individual effort in England is being crushed

and enterprise stifled by municipal interference;

that unless a vigorous opposition is organized

against these encroachments of the municipality the

national consciousness will be stifled by bureau-

cracy, as it has been so largely in Germany. It

is asserted that the electrical industry, for instance,

would be in a much more forward state in the

United Kingdom if it were not for the dog-in-the-

manger policy of many municipalities, which re-

strain private capital from embarking in electric-

lighting or railway enterprises, while doing little

or nothing themselves to carry their powers (ob-

tained by "provisional orders" granted by Parlia-

ment) into effect. However, municipal trading has

been carried to such an extent—although not, as

has-been explained, to the great benefit of elec-

trical manufacturers—that local indebtedness and

taxation have greatly increased. It is said that

municipal debts in England and Wales more than

doubled in amount between 1878 and 1897, and this

fact is one of the inimediate causes of alarm.

Other objections to the municipalization craze are

the organized efforts, in opposition to private

enterprise, of the Mimicipal association, which is

said to maintain a well-equipped lobby at West-

minster; the difficulties in the ay of building light

electric railways between municipalities, and the

demoralizing political effect on the employes of the

cily-trading works, very many of whom are voters.

These reasons have induced not a few Englishmen

to question the soundness of the municipal-trading

idea, and there is some possibility that the whole

subject may form the basis of a parliamentary in-

quiry-

Telephone men will find much to interest them

in the arguments of counsel in the Berliner in-

fringement suit, which, at this writing, is still on

trial in Boston. Abstracts of the lawyers' pleas

are presented on another page and give a clear

idea of the trend of the arguments, although, of

course, the long disputations of the attorneys are

greatly abridged. The case is fraught with great

importance to telephone makers, operators and

users the whole country ovet", as has been pre-

viously pointed out in the Western Electrician. It

ij attracting some attention in the daily press, but

not so much as its consequence would warrant.

Perhaps this neglect is due to the technical nature

of the suit, although the main features of the case

are simple enough and of obvious importance. We
note, however, a long and, on the w^hole, excellent

article in the New York Sun of November 12th.

entitled "Mighty Telephone War," in which the

history of the telephone, the Independent move-

ment and the Berliner case is reviewed. The Sun

rather misses, however, the point that a favorable

decision is more vital to the Bell people than to

the Independents. It says: "This contest, too, is

looked upon as the last that will be made, either

to establish or to break the validity of the claims

under which the American Bell Telephone com-

pany has built up and now holds its great and re-

munerative collection of business enterprises.

Should the suit for infringement brought against

the National Telephone Manufacturing company
fail, it will throw the entire telephone fieW open,

without material restriction, to the Independent

operators, who have already established themselves

and covered a large part of the country with their

telephone wires and exchanges. Should the

American Bell Telephone company win. these In-

dependent operations \vould receive a serious check.

In fact, there would then be a strong possibility

that they would fall into the hands of the Bell

company, just as many another company has that

attempted coinpetition."

We believe that the extent of the check to

the Independents by an ultimate decision up-

holding the Berliner patent is here greatly over-

estiinated. The Berlmer patent does not cover

the art of electrically transmitting speech, and
we have no doubt that perfectly feasible and sat-

isfactory telephone communcation will be pro-

vided by other than Bell licensees, even if the

patent in suit is held to be valid by the court of

last resort. It is not to be believed that the United
States of America will again sink into the grasp
of an odious telephone monopoly. Indeed, as the

Sun itself shows, in another part of its article, the

Independents are not the men to surrender meekly
to the prestige and influence of the Bell people.

To quote again from the article mentioned: "The
Bell company, at best, was never decidedly popular
with its patrons and the people, and when a chance
came for breaking away from it the people gave
hearty welcome to competitors. The Bell com-
pany at this time owned many patents on exchange
switchboards and other telephone apparatus and
relied upon these to keep down serious competi-
tion, as well as upon reestablishing the validity of

the Berliner patent; but new connections not only

enabled the Independent companies to do without

the Bell company's patented articles, but proved
themselves in many cases so superior that the older

concern was obliged to set its experts at work
briskly to keep up with the procession."' And why
may not a similar result be expected if the Ber-

liner patent is upheld? That patent will then be
a very valuable one, no doubt; it may put the anti-

Bell people to considerable trouble; but it is not

the whole art of telephony, by a long row of apple-

trees.

The electric-lighting industry seems to be pros-

permg in London, for the Metropolitan Electric

Supply company, the largest central-station con-

cern in the English metropolis, is obliged to issue

a circular explaining its inability to supply suffi-

cient current to meet the demands of consumers at

times of heavy load. "Anticipating -a considerable

growth of business, the directors commenced the

erection of new generating works at Willesden two
years ago," says the company. "These works, the

largest of their kind in Europe, have been fitted

up with machinery of unusual magnitude and of

the most modern construction; but owing to un-

foreseen delays in the delivery of constructional and

other ironwork, the works have only just been

completed. When it was found that this delay

might prejudicially aft'ect a portion of the general

supply, arrangements were made for obtaining tem-

porary help from a neighboring undertaking, but

latterly this assistance has unfortunately failed us,

and our resources have been unduly taxed. The

machinery and connections at Willesden are now
in course of adjustment and trial runs are being

continually made. The results of these trials justify

the directors in feeling confident that they have to

ask for the indulgence of consumers for a short

time only."

This announcement is of much interest, for the

'machinery of unusual magnitude and of the most

modern construction" referred to by the Metro-

politan company is undoubtedly the plant built at

Pittsburg by the Westinghouse people for this com-

pany. The order consisted of three 2,500 horse

power, two-phase generators, direct-connected to

three vertical, compound, marine-type engines.

The sets are so designed that full output may be

obtained at any speed from 116 to 145 revolutions a

minute, this range of speed being necessary in

order to provide a variation in the frequency of the

alternations, and thus enabling a supply to be given

to existing transformers in London. The armature

ot each unit is coupled direct to the engine shaft, but

engine and generator are mounted on separate bed-

plates. The two-phase currents have an electro-

motive force of 500 volts. One exciter, directly

connected to the engine shaft, is provided for each

generator.

The plant is to furnish current, primarily, for

direct arc and incandescent lighting, but a portion

of the power will probably be used to operate

rotary transformers to supply current to direct-

current motors and storage batteries. It was noted

at the time this machinery was built that while it

was no novelty for England to send to the United

States for electrical apparatus, it was a new cir-
,

cumstance for America to sell in England steam

engines of such large size. But within the last

two or three years quite a number of large Ameri-

can engines have been ordered for British plants,

principally for street-railway operation.

II
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Transformers for Series Arc-light Cir-
cuits.

In a patent granted to Waldo A. Layman and
Ferdinand Schwedtmann of St. Louis on October
31st and illustrated and briefly noticed in the West-
ern Electrician's patent department last week, there

is a contribution of some importance on the vexed
subject of operating series arc lamps on alternating-

current circuits. The patent is entitled "Means for

Regulating Conslant-potential Transformers." and
covers what is said to be an improved method in

means for maintaining a constant current in an

alternating-current circuit of varying resistance

from the windings of a constant-potential trans-

former fed from a constant-potential dynamo. The
invention is particularly designee' for use in oper-
ating alternating-current arc lamps in series. The
inventors' statement of the present state of the art,

while made to advance their own claims, is never-
theless instructive and is quoted herewith:
"Keretofore arc lamps have been operated with

alternating currents in various ways. We will refer

to a few of these methods for the purpose of dis-

tinguishing our present invention therefrom.
"The first application of alternating currents to

arc-lighting systems to which we will refer is that

known as the 'constant-potential multiple' system.
By this system lamps operating as individual units

were run in parallel between low-tension feeders

in the same way as incandescent lamps are now
generally used where such incandescent lamps are

used for commercial lighting. The amount of cur-

rent taken by each arc lamp in this system is reg-
ulated by mechanism located inside of the lamp itself

or by this mechanism in coiijunction with auxiliary

resistance or reactance, and the general practice is

to supply to the circuit a constant potential. Where
these lamps are not fed from a low-potential cir-

cuit, it is necessary to introduce a step-down con-
stant-potential transformer between a set of high-
tension circuit-wires. The high-tension wires above
referred to take the place of the low-tension circuit,

and in this event the general plan of operation is

the same, with the exception that the lamp is sup-
plied with the proper energy required by the in-

terposition of a reduction transformer between the

lamp and the circuit.

"Another system is the arrangement of the arc

lamps in series, the circuit containing these lamps
being fed from tlie secondary of a constant-poten-
tial transformer fed by a constant-potential dynamo.
In this arrangement the control of current flowing
in the circuit is effected by means of regulating
resistance or inductances in either the primary or
secondary circuits. As is well known, the condition
of an arc-lighting series circuit is a very unstable
one, many causes entering to make the effective

resistance of the circuit a widely varying quantity.

By reason of this wide variation in the resistance

of this circuit, the variation of the current
(providing that the potential supply is constant),

is as great as is the variation of the resist-

ance The successful operation of the circuit,

however, is dependent on the maintenance of the
current flowing at a constant value. Manual reg-
ulation of the switchboard is therefore resorted to

to procure this constant value, which requires the-

attemion of a skilled electrician, w-hose duties are
to plug in or plug out, as the circuit demands. The
circuit being thus dependent upon the strict atten-
tion to duty on the part of the attendant, it will be
seen that very wide irregularities in the operation
of the circuit might easily arise. Further than this,

serious consequences might follow^ from these vari-
ations in that the partial or possibly the total de-
struction by burning out might result not only to
the lamps, but to the transformer feeding the cir-

cuit, with the further objectionable result of a very
wide variation of the current demand upon the
d3'namo. These variations are sometimes so sud-
den and of such wide range as to render the manual
manipulation of the switchboard impossible with
respect to the control thereof by the attendant
within safe points.

"Another system for the use of alternating arc
lamps in series makes use of what is known as a
'constant-current transformer,* operating on a con-
stant-potential circuit. This transformer is so con-
structed as to furnish a constant secondary current
through the medium of the automatic introduction
of a large magnetic leakage in the transformer: that
is, the transformer is so constructed as to limit the
amount of niagnetic lines of force w^hich will effec-

ively thread themselves through the secondary cir-

cuit. Transformers may be constructed to accom-
plish this end in several ways, and it is not deemed
necessary to explain the same here, and such trans-
formers can, if built properly, eftectually maintain
practically constant current in the lamp circuit

within wide limits. In doing this they answer the
practical requirements, and did they not involve
certain objectionable features, outside of the lamp
circuit, would be a very satisfactory solution of the
problem. We will refer to a few of the important
objections to this system:

"First—The so-called 'power factor' of the cur-
rent which such a transformer as this draws from
the dynamo is low' at practically all times, decreas-
ing in value with the amount of magnetic leakage.
It is at its best value when the arc circuit feeding
from the secondary is operative under normal con-
ditions, for which this immediate system was de-
signed. Should for any reason the resistance of the
arc circuit fall below the normal value, the conse-
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quencc will be an increase of the magnetic leak-
age in the transformer and a consequent decrease
of the power factor of the current supplied by the
dynamo. It is detrimental to the satisfactory
pressure regulation of an alteniating dynamo to
have a current of low power factor taken from the
dynamo in so far as the dynamo is concerned,
chiefly by the fact that it becomes difficult to main-
tain a constant pressure at the brushes, and, fur-

tiier, that the capacity of an average altcrnaling-
current dynamo is very much decreased under such
conditions. In other words, it is possible to op-
erate an alternating-current dynamo in extreme
cases with 50 per cent, more load when the power
factor is high than can be accomplished when the
power factor is low, and therefore it is of great
advantage to the central stations to have the power
factor of their service as high as possible. If the
pressure regulation of the dynamo is poor by reason

' of a variable and low power factor of the current
taken from it, it becomes disadvantageous to op-
erate incandescent lamps from the same dynamo,
ris it is well known that incandescent lamps operate
efhcicntly and with long life only when the pressure
of the current subjected to them is maintained prac-
tically constant.

"Second—The ratio ofcurrent in the primary wind-

ing in the transformer to the current in the second-

ary winding of the transformer remains practically

constant regardless of the condition of the arc-light

circuit external of the transformer; that is, it mat-
ters not as to the amount of current flowing through
the windings of the transformer whether there be
one-half or all of the lamps oC the arc circuit in

effective operation. The result of this feature of

the transformer is that the waste of energy in the
copper windings ^thereof is practically a constant
quantity, regardless of the amount of effective work
which is being done in the external secondary cir-

cuit thereof, and therefore the energy losses in the
transformer are practically constant at all times.
The fact that there exists in such a transformer
the feature of the amount of current being always
constant contributes to the increased reaction upon
the dynamo itself; that is, the effect of the decrease
of power factor of the current taken from the dy-
namo upon the regulation of the dynamo is worse
when little work is being done in the arc-light cir-

cuits than when a great amount of work is being
done. If a small amount of work were done in

the circuit and the amount of current taken from
the dynamo were decreased proportionately, the
effect on the dynamo would not be so serious, even
did the power factor of the lessened current de-
crease. As it is. however, there is the double ef-

fect of the current demand remaining large when
the work being done is small and the power factor

decreasing with the same amount of current when
the work being done is small.

"In our system the power factor remains constant
at practically all loads and at a high value, while
the demand of current from the dynamo bears an
almost constant ratio to the amount of work being
done in the arc-light circuit.

"Another system has made use of a constant-
potential transformer with an external resistance
or reactance automatically governed. Where re-

sistance is used, a high power factor is always main-
tained but the loss, or, rather, the power
consumed by the system, is always the maximum
energy required for the whole circuit; that is, if

the effective circuit of arc lamps does not require
the maximum energy by reason of several lamps
being temporarily or otherwise removed from the
circuit, the energy which these removed lamps from
the circuit require is taken up in the auxiliary re-

sistance. Such a system is highly inefficient.

Where a reactance is inserted, it accomplishes prac-
tically the same thing within the transformer, and
with all the attendant objectionable features of a
constant-current transformer above referred to.

"Our invention therefore consists in the use of

a constant-potential transformer, the winding
Thereof being built in steps. We introduce auto-
matically controlled regulating devices which vary
the amount of winding of the transformer in actual
use in proportion to the requirements of the cir-

cuit. This automatic controlling device is so ar-

ranged that the current which flows in the winding
of any and all such portions in actual use will be
maintained practically (so far as the secondary is

concerned) constant, being the amount required for

the operation of the external arc-lighting circuit

or other circuit. It is well known that a constant-
potential transformer gives out from its secondary
in energy the same amount within a small per cent,

as is supplied to the primary in energy. The
amount of energy, real or apparent, m either pri-

mary or secondary circuit is proportionate to the
product of the pressure of the current in both
cases. It is our intention to take front the sec-
ondary a constant current, and therefore the amount
of energy which we draw frofti the secondary will

be proportionate to the pressure which we require
to use. and the amount of such pressure will be
immediately in proportion to the number of steps
of the secondary winding of which we make effect-

ive iise. The total demand of energy from the dy-
namo will thereby be proportioi-ed to the amount
of pressure which we take from the secondary cir-

cuit. Since the secondary current is constant and
since the primary pressure is constant, it follows
that the amount of current which we take from
the dynamo will be proportionate to the amount
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of pressure made use of on the secondary
side of the transformer. It is well known that a
transformer constructed for a constant-pressure re-
duction is one in which the power factor of the
current in the prim^iry circuit is practically the same
as the power factor of the current in its secondary
circuit. This being the case, the power factor of
the current supply taken fioni the dynamo will,
wlih our arrangement, be the power factor of the
current flowing in the arc-lighting circuit, it is
also well known that the power factor of an arc
lamp, where inductances or reaction coils are not
nitroduced, is relatively high, being approximately
.85 to .90. If we introduce no auxiliary reactance
coil or other form of auxiliary resistance devices,
the power factor of the current taken from our
transformer will be practically ,85 to .90. and there-
fore the power factor of the current taken from the
dynamo will be substantially the same; that is. .85
to .90, and will be practically constant for all condi-
tions of resistance in the secondary circuit, since
the only variation of resistance in the arc-lighting
circuit will arise from the cutting in or cutting out
of lamps.
"To sum up. briefly, the advantages accomplished

by tlie use of our system, we may recapitulate as
follows:

"First— The current drawn from the dynamo al-
ways has a high power factor and is in proportion
to the number of lamps burning in the arc circuit.
"Second—The arc circuit is at its maximum effi-

ciency if we introduce no resistance to take the
place of lamps which temporarily or otherwise are
cut out of the circuit.

"Third—The transformer is at its maximum effi-
ciency as the losses therein are in a measure pro-
portionate to the effective work being done in the
circuit."

Cable-cutting Question Still Unsettled.
At the general meeting of the Cuba Submarine

Telegraph company in London last month, the
chairman of the board of directors, Mr. C. W. Par-
ish, made the customary statement, in which these
interesting passages occurred:
"The last item on the credit side of the balance

sheet is repairs to cables, etc., damaged during Span-
ish-American war, ^8,084. and which, for the pres-
ent, we arc keeping in the form of a suspense ac-
count. As mentioned in the report, w^e are com-
municating with the Foreign Office as to our claim
for compensation for this damage, and the matter
is being laid before the United States government.
The question of our concessions being formally rec-
ognized by the United States government is still
unsettled, and I think a good deal must depend
upon what the American policy with regard to Cuba
will be. You probably have heard reports that the
Americans have no desire to remain in the island
any longer than is absolutely necessary, while others
refer to a prolonged occupation.
"When I had the pleasure of addressing you in

April last I said: T would like to put on record that
we are of opinion that the Spanish government has
treated us very fairly, and I have every expectation
that we shall eventually receive the amount at
present outstanding, but until it is actually en-
cashed we prefer to leave it out of the receipts,
although we have now practically agreed on the
amount with the government;' and now, gentle-
men, I have the satisfaction of telling vou that
my forecast was not misplaced. The "accounts
extended over several months of the war period,
and it was unfortunate that the Spanish authorities
had to leave Cuba before they were settled; but
copies were sent to us here, and we thought it ad-
visable that Mr. Keith and Mr. Scott should go to
Madrid and explain the whole matter to the gov-
ernment officials. They were kindly received and
in a few days the account w^as settled; and the pres-
ent half-year's receipts will benefit by some £5.000
or £6,000. which they encashed."

Street Railways in Connecticut.
The annual report of the returns made by the 29

street railways in the state of Connecticut has just
been completed by the railroad commissioners of
that state and has been made public. The report
shows a healthy condition in all the roads and a
remarkably good showing of net earnings for the
year. There are, according to an abstract of the
report in the New York Tribune, four street rail-
roads in the state whose net earnings are over $100.-
000, six with net earnings over $50,000 and 11 over
$25,000. Ten show gross earnings of over $100,000
for the year. Of the 29 street railroads 15 pav divi-
dends, and of these seven paid over $25,000 out' to the
stockholders. The total capital stock of the street
railroads in the state is $12,620,940; the bonds issued,
$10,000,000; the floating indebtedness. $13,000,000;
the cost of construction, $9,500,000; the equipment,
$2,600,000; the gross earnings, $3,200,000; the net
earnings, $1,200,000, and the dividends. $343,100.
The total trackage of the state street railways is

496 miles, and of this 230 is owned bv four com-
panies, in Bridgeport. Hartford and New Haven.
The largest company in the state' is the Fair Haven
and Westville of New Haven, which owns a track-
age of 84 miles, has a capital stock of $2,900,000. and
net earnings for the year of $183,000 and dividends
of $104,000. The next largest is the Hartford street
railway, which has a trackage of 62 miles, net earn-
ings of $180,900 and dividends of $42,000.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
The Berliner Case.

[From the Boston correspondent of ilie Western Electrician.]

Boston, November 14.—The hearing that has

been in progress during the last week in the United

Slates Circuit Court, District of Massachusetts,

equity session, relates to two suits, and incidentally

interests a third party that joins forces with the

defense to oppose the claims of the American Bell

Telephone company.
The two suits definitely specified are numbered

653 and 655. The former is against the National

Telephone Manufacturing company and the latter

against the Century Telephone compan3^ The
complaint is substantially the same in each instance,

and the entire matter is heard as one case. By
leave, also. Judge Robert S. Taylor appears as coun-

sel in the interest of the Williams Electric company
of Cleveland, O.
Judge A. L. Brown, before whom the arguments

of eminent counsel on both sides have been pre-

sented, is an attentive listener. The brief for the

complainant, prepared by Frederic H. Betls, Fred-

erick P. Fish, George L. Roberts, W. W. Swan
and W. K. Richardson, and presented by Mr.
Fish, contains upward of 250 printed pages, and the

rejoinder of the National Telephone Manufacturing
company, as set forth by the brief of Edward P.

Payson, counsel for that corporation, is almost
equally bulky. J. E. Ma^madier submitted the brief

for the Century company, and was followed by Judge
Taylor. Mr. Betts closed for the complainant.

Mr. Fish's Plea.

Attorney Fish's plea occupied most of the time
on Tuesday, November 7th, the opening day, and
continued through the greater part of Wednesdaj'.

In his preliminary statements he set forth that the

two suits to which his arguments would apply were
brought by bills in equity, alleging infringement of

letters-patent of the United States No. 463.569, dated
November 17, 1891, and issued to the complainant
as assignee of Emile Berliner.

"The only substantial issues made by the defend-

ants in these cases." said he, "are as to the validity

of the claims in issue of the Berliner patent. Both
defendants contend that the Berliner patent of 1891

was invalid because of the issue to Berliner on
November 2, 18S0, of patent No. 233.969, which
was issued for the Berliner receiver, as a division of

his patent here in suit. This is the only defense

which is advanced in the testimony of the Century
company's expert, although we understand that

this company may join in the defenses set up by the
National company.
"The National company contends that Berliner's

patent in suit is limited in teim by the issue to him
in 1S80 of various foreign patents (now expired)

for sundry small improvements on his broad mi-
crophone invention, the subject of ihe patent in

suit. These foreign patents correspond with various
United States patents for such improvements which
were applied for by him two or three years after

his application for the patent in suit.

"The National company contends that Berliner's

application, as originally filed, was unlawfully
amended. But we show by an analysis of the pro-
ceedings preliminary to the grant of this patent
that the amendments made by Berliner were such
as are clearly permissible, and, indeed, prescribed
by the statutes.

"The National company contends that the 'Bell

liquid transmitter,' briefly referred to in Mr. Bell's

great telephone patent of 1876, was a microphone
and anticipated Berliner. This instrument has been
well known as an early experiment since 1876, but
nobody ever thought of its being a microphone until

the suggestion was made in 1896 at the final ar-

guments of the government suit, and there is no
merit in the argument.
"The National company contends that Berliner

was anticipated by Edison as the inventor of the
microphone, but Mr. Edison himself never ad-
vanced any claim to the microphone, although he
was diligent in applying for patents on telephone
improvements; and an analysis of his crude sketches
and early experimental work will show that there
is nothing therein which anticipates Berliner.

"Upon the question of infringement there is prob-
ably no contest. The defendants' telephones were
clearly described by Professor Cross of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, in his opening-
deposition; and nobody has disputed his statement
that if Berliner's claims are valid they are infringed.

"Berliner's patented invention is described in his
specification as 'a new and useful improvement in

transmitters for electrically transmitting sound af
any kind,' and can be best understood after a brief

reference to the prior art.

"The Supreme Court considered the Reis instru-
ment at length in the telephone cases, and found
expressly that 'Reis discovered how to reproduce
musical tones, and he did no more. He could sing
through his apparatus, but he could not talk.'

"Bell devised an instrument to transmit speech,
which produced what is known as 'Bell's undulatory
current.' But there was a defect in this transmitter.
Professor Cross says: 'The apparatus of Mr. Bell
was exceedingly perfect, both in its theory and in

the practical results which were reached by it. But
the currents produced by the transmitter were ex-
tremely feeble.'

"Berliner remedied this defect. He did not im-
prove the details of Bell's transmitter, but he made
a new type of transmitter, which, of course, produced
Bell's electrical undulations (every speech trans-
mitter must do that), but did it by a mode of opera-
tion utterly unlike that of Bell's magneto trans-
mitter, and by the employment of an entirely dif-

ferent set of electrical principles or laws. And
Berliner's type of transmitter, known as the micro-
phone, is now almost universally used.
"A rather mild attack has been made upon the

efficiency of the specific transmitters which are de-
scribed in Berliner's patent. Undoubtedh- the car-
bon transmitter is better than one with metal elec-
trodes, as is shown by the commercial use of the
former. But the latter will transmit speech, and if

Lhe carbon electrodes had not been practicable,

metal electrodes would certainly be in use to-da}',

with the improvements made in Berliner's earliest

type of instrument which experience always sug-
gests.

"Defendants "contend that the patent (No. 233.-

969) issued to Berliner on November 2, 1880, and
based on his receiver invention, invalidates the
claims in issue of his patent which are based solely
on his telephone transmitter. This portion of the
case at bar is free from difficulty. Berliner made
two distinct inventions, each of great brilliancy.

As a matter of fact, they were made at different
times, his new transmitter being invented in Jan-
uary, 1877, and his new receiver in April. 1877. This
distinction in date emphasizes the distinction be-
tween the inventions, though the inventions would
still be distinct, if hot clearly separable in time of
origin.

"Berliner applied for his patent in suit on June
4, 1877. In this he refers to his receiver, but with-
out fully describing its mode of operation. He ex-
pressly disclaims the receiver, as being the subject
of claim in another application; and his first and
second claims here in suit relate solely to his trans-

mitter, as is admitted by all. Berliner applied lor
his receiver patent on Septembei 3, 1S80. this ap-
plication being a division of his earlier application.

in this patent he describes his receiver fully, re-

ferring to his transmitter as 'claim.ed by me in

another application filed June 4. 1877.' Of the four
claims the first three relate solely to his receiver,

as all agree, while the fourth claim relates to the
combination of his receiver and transmitter. No-
body has ever used Berliner's receiA-er commercially,
and no one disputed Berliner's claim to a patent

for it. Hence the receiver patent issued promptly
on November 2, 18S0. while issue of the transmitter
patent was delayed until 1891 by interferences and
other actions of the Patent Office, for which delay
the Court of Appeals of this circuit and the Supreme
Court of the United States have held that neither
Berliner nor his assignees were in any way respon-
sible.

"The government's attempt to punish Berliner
for this delay by annulling his patent failed signally,

yet the argument of 'double patenting' now pre-

sented is simply a renewed Pttenipt by an infringer

to inflict the same penalty on Berliner for the same
reason, namely, that the Patent Office held back
the issue of his transmitter patent.

"His application for the transmitter patent was
the first to be filed, and his receiver patent ex-
pressly referred to his claiming the transmitter in

that earlier application. Not only was there no
abandonment of claim for the transmitter, but the
public was fully warned of such claim by the re-

ceiver patent itself.

"The claims in issue relating to the transmitter
patent are two only, as follows: 'i. The method
of producing in a circuit electrical undulations simi-

lar in form to sound waves by causing the sound
waves to vary the pressure betv^een electrodes in

constant contact, so as to strengthen and weaken
the contact, and thereby increase and diminish the

resistance of the circuit, substantially as described.

2. An electric speaking-telephone transmitter op-
erated by sound waves and consisting of a plate

sensitive to said sound waves, electrodes in constant
contact with each other and forming part of a cir-

cuit which includes a battery or other source of

electric energy and adapted to increase and decrease
the resistance of the electric circuit by the variation

in pressure between them caused by the vibrational

movement of said sensitive plate.'

"The claims relating to the receiver patent are
four, as follows: 'i. The herein-described method
of producing sound vibrations in a plate by causing
a varying electric current to pass to the plate^br

to an electrode connected therewith, from a second
electrode in contact therewith, substantially as de-

scribed. 2. An apparatus for producing sound by
means of a varying electric current, which consists

of a plate forming or carrying an electrode placed

in contact with another electrode, from one to the

other of which the electric current is caused to pass.

3. An electric telephone receiver, to be operated by
varying electric currents, and consisting of two con-
tact pieces within an electric circuit, one or both of

which pieces consist of or are connected with a

vibratory diaphragm, whereby one electric current

passing through said circuit exercises a repulsion

between said two electrodes corresponding to its

strength, and thus produces corresponding motions
in the diaphragm. 4. A sj'Stem of two or more

telephone instruments in electrical connection with
each other, each consisting of two or more poles
of an electrical circuit in contact one with the other,
either or both poles of each instrument being con-
nected with a vibratory plate, so that any vibration
which is made at one contact is reproduced at the
other, substantially as set forth.'

"Nobody contends, as we understand it, that if

the receiver patent contained only its first three
claims, the two patents would be for the same in-
vention. The language of these claims is too clear
to require comment. The government, by its bill

and expert, only contended that claim 4 of the
receiver patent covered the combination of trans-
mitter and receiver, and drew the plainly erroneous
conclusion that claim 4 therefore invalidated the
transmitter patent.
"The case then narrows down to the single issue,

whether the fourth claim of Berliner's receiver pat-
ent invalidates claims i and 2 of his transmitter
patent, as being 'for the same invention.' But it

would seem to be elementary that a combination
claim, like the fourth claim of Berliner's receiver
patent, does not cover the same invention as a claim
for a single element thereof. This the courts have
repeatedly held."
Counsel here cited several instances of decisions

on such points.

Passing to the contention that the sustaining of
the 1891 patent unjustly prolongs the patent monop-
oly, Counsel Fish cited the ruling of the Supreme
Court, in the case of the United States v. Bell Tele-
phone, which says; "The mere fact of delay does
not, therefore, operate to deprive the inventor of
his legal rights. Whatever may be the injury to the
public, if t'ne delay is caused solely through the
negligence or inattention of the tribunal before
which the application is pending, it is something
for which the applicant is not responsible, and which
does not affect his legal rights."
Mr. Fish pointed out a number of decisions bear-

ing upon the subject of double patenting, wherein
it was expressly held that a patent for a combina-
tion of devices is not the same thing as a patent
for a single element of that combination. He ana-
lyzed the claim of defendants that the suit of ililler

V. Eagle Manufacturing company is analogous to the
one before the court, and gave quotations from de-
cisions in opposition to that contention, made by
the Court of Appeals.
Taking up the subject of foreign patents and their

relation to the patent in suit. Mr. Fish argued along
the lines laid down in the testimonv of Professor
Cross, to the effect that neither the Canadian. Brit-
ish. French nor Russian patents issued to Berliner
relate to the subject-matter of the United States
Berliner natent in suit. Not one of them sets forth
a microphone, as such, as its subject-matter.

Continuing, counsel said: "The reason why Ber-
liner did not apply for a foreign patent on his
transmitter invention is obvious from his testimony
in the government record. It appears that from
the autumn of 1876 until the latter part of 1878 he
earned only $12 per week on an average. He was
in no position to take out a proper United States
patent, much less to apply for foreign patents. In
October, 1878, however, he sold his transmitter
invention and application thereon to the American
Bell Telephone company, and, as appears by Mr.
Hudson's testimony, was paid a large price for it.

So that when he made further inventions in 1879
and iSSo he was in a position to take out foreign
patents for them. But in October, 1S78, it was too
late to apply for foreign patents on his transmitter,

since the microphone was well known by foreign
publications in Europe."
Regarding what was covered bj' Berliner's appli-

cations, Mr. Fish went into details quite extensively,

the gist of his argument being that the patented
invention in controversy was both described and
claimed in the original application, before a word
of that application was altered, but. moreover, that

the applicant had a clear right under the statute

to complete, amend and prepare his application

before the Patent Office acted thereon. Apropos
of Professor Brackett's testimony on this point on
behalf of the National Telephone Manufacturing
company, he said:

"Professor Brackett says one skilled in the art

would not have found the invention in the original

application. But the specially' qualified officials of

the United States Patent Office did find it there.

Berliner, when he filed his application, as he himself

testified, 'knew that he had a perfect transmitter.'

He had actually invented the microphone and clearly

described it in a caveat, then on file in the Patent

Office. Professor Brackett's contention that Ber-

liner had found and recognized that his single-pin

instrument would not transmit speech is doubly
erroneous. That instrument will transmit speech,

and it is abundantly proved in the government
record that such an instrument would so operate. •

Berliner knew that it would so operate, as is shown,
not only by his testimony in the government case,

but by the contemporary evidence of his caveat."
_

Claims introduced regarding the alleged antici-

pation of Berliner's invention by the invention'; of

Bell and Edison were also discussed at length by
the speaker. "In all the telephone litigation over

the Bell patent of 1S76 it was never suggested or

supposed by anyone," .said the attorney, "that this
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patent coiUained any disclosure of the 'microphone"

down to the argument of the government -suit in the

Supreme Court in the year 1S96. Then the sugges-

tion made its lirst appearance in a brief filed, not

by the counsel for the government, but by other

counsel, who were allowed to file a brief on the

government side. And it has been taken up by the

defendants' expert in these cases. But it is obvious

from Professor Bell's description that he had no

notion of a transition resistance in devising his

liquid transmitter. Bell's liquid transmitter was not

intended to act by variation of pressure at a joint.

The description of his patent was that the more
deeply the conducting wire in the liquid was im-

mersed, the less resistance did the liquid ofifer. In

other words, he was concerned with varying the

resistance of the liquid by varying the section of

the liquid through which the current passed. Every
practical microphone from the beginning has been
constructed with solid electrodes. Of such descrip-

tion are the defendants' transmitters; so are

the transmitters described in Berliner's patent.

"A remarkable commentary on the claim that Ber-

liner unjustly obtained his patent for that which

was in fact invented by Edison is furnished by the

fact that Edison himself, who was in interference

with Berliner. Bell and others, on a number of

issues relating to the telephone, never pretended to

be the first inventor of the microphone, and never

filed any claims which interfered with the broad

claims of Berliner now in issue. It remained for

infringers, 20 years after these interferences, to

make thi-^ contention on Edison's behalf."

Mr. Payson's Argument.

Edward P. Payson, who presented the plea on

behalf of the National Telephone Manufacturing
company, followed Mr. Fish. He began shortly

before adjournment on Wednesday, continued

through Thursday and took up part of the day on
Friday. One of the leading features of his argu-

ment was the claim that even if Berliner could be

held to have produced his metal transmitter, as set

forth in his description with his application, earlier

than Edison produced his carbon transmitter, yet,

in view of the preceding state of the art and ot

Edison's carbon transmitter, the Berliner patent,

if valid, is of limited scope, and defendants do not

infringe.

"The purpose of the bill," said Mr. Payson, "'is

to continue complainant's monopoly of the commer-
cial carbon transmitter. Their contention is under-

stood to be that Berliner was the tirst inventor

of a new method and apparatus in telephon3\

whereby pressure of sound waves upon the dia--

phragm varies the contact and pressure between
electrodes in constant contact, and thereby varies

accordingly the amount of current passing to the

receiver. The three alleged novelties of their case

are constant contact, variable pressure and transi-

tion resistance. Defendants," he added, "first briefly

controvert the construction put upon the patent by
complainants, and also submit the general situa-

tion arising from the controversy over Mr. Bell's

patent, its monopoly of carbon, the great value of

that monopoly, and the propriety, in view of the

great interests at stake, of confining the complain-

ants' use of presumption arising from the grant of

a patent strictly to the subject-matter of such method
of proof, and of requiring propci and sufficient evi-

dence of the alleged breadth and scope of the in-

vention depicted and described in the patent."

Counsel summarized the testimony of Professor
Anthony of Cornell, as set forth in the government
record, and said: '"His testimony is that the Bell

liquid transmitter varies the pressure, and that

whether a transmitter have one solid-metal and one
mercury electrode, or have twc solid-metal elec-

trodes, or have one or both of its electrodes of

carbon, the cause of varying resistance and tele-

phonic action is this—the variation in the intimacy
and area of the contacting portions of the electrodes
at the juncture of the electrodes—and that in this

particular there is no difference whatever except
in degree between the Bell mercury transmitter,
the Berliner transmitter and the commercial carbon
transinitter. In all three cases the pressure of the
air waves upon the diaphragm moves the diaphragm,
and the diaphragm jostles the electrodes and varies
the pressure between them and the intimacy and
area of their contact. But carbon possesses pe-
culiarities of structure and action, which render it

available when the mercury and the metals are not
available."

From this the speaker deduced the following
conclusions:

'"Even if Professors Brackett and Anthony, who
agree on these points, are wrong, and the actions
of Bell's mercury and Berliner's metal transmitters
were dissimilar, in that Bell varies the resistance
by varying the length of the mercury column, but
Berliner by varying the contact pressure of metals,
still the scope of the Berliner patent nmst be limited
to the real novelty over Bell, inasmuch as both the
mercury and the m-^tal transmitters are included
in and merely varying forms of Bell's invention of

'varying the resistance of the external circuit,' and
as both u-^e this method, and rrly differ in their

materials and the ways in which the different ma-
terials perform the same function. Berliner must be
confined to his described metal electrodes and known
equivalents therefor:

"First, by the patent law as 10 secondary inventions ;

second, by his claims when limited by his specifica-

tion; third, by the proof that carbon electrodes are

not the cijuivalent of metal electrodes except a,>

metal electrodes are the equivalent of one mercury
and one metal electrode; fourth, by the fact that,

even if carbon be an equivalent of metals, that fact,

and ihat it is so much more ihan an equivalent, was
entirely unknown at the date of Berliner's alleged
invention."'

A second defense was next touched upon by At-
torney Payson and stated thus: "Berliner's ap-
plication of June 4, 1877, describes a single-pin
instrument like the old mechanism of Regnault and
of Reis, and docs not describe this device, the man-
ner of using it or its "principle" as a variable but
constant-contact speech transmitter, nor distinguish
it from prior inventions; and, instead of showing
how to transmit speech with it, says it is not adapted
thereto. This is a question of fact.

"The most favorable statement of the application
is to say that the one-pin device is described as
operating by make-and-break. and, under the scrap-
ing with a knife-blade, as he describes, by weak-
ening: that is, as operating so much of the time
as a circuit-breaker as to exclude 'constant contact'
and be 'unadapted to transmit special sounds;' and
the two-pin device which he describes is added to
enable transmitting speech. This does not support
the patent as granted.

"The patent which w'ould have issued upon this

original application would have been for a peculiar
circuit-breaking method of transmitting speech, a
double-pin circuit-breaker as a speech transmitter,
a single-pin receiver and for two instruments in

combination.
"How can it be plausibly argued that an applica-

tion which would have supported such a patent as
this in 1877 is the proper foundation for the patent
in suit, which issued in 1891? How can it be argued
that, had such patent issued, it could be reissued as
the patent in suit?

"Had Berliner the right in August, 1877, to erase
the double-pin structure and the described inability

of the single-pin device to transmit speech and in-

sert a description of constant-varying contact in the
single-pin device?
"September 8th he inserted 'carbon.' changing

the draw-ings, from which it would appear that he
had tried and found that his single-pin instrument
would talk with carbon, as would Edison's (pub-
lished in Telegraph Journal of July 16. 1S77); that
therefore a proper smgle-pin instrument w^ould do
the business, whereupon he erased the double-pin
instrument."
Counsel traced the course of the patent through

the Patent Office, the amendments proposed, the
rulings made, and reached the conclusion that

"the June 4th application cannot support the pat-
ent in suit; the August-October amendments cannot
support the patent in suit. If they could it would
be by reason of such contradictions of the original
application as to render them inadmissible as amend-
ments thereof. If the amendments were allowable.
the Berliner application dates from their filing, and
not earlier than August S or October 27, 1877. If

this proposition is sound, then Edison's application
of July 20, 1S77. throws the burden on the plaintiff.

If the amendments of August-October make the

June 4th application sufficient as of that date, then
Edison's application of April 27th throws the bur-
den 011 complainants."
As a third defense Counsel Payson took up the

history of Edison's work on the telephone, claiming
that the carbon transmitter, which revolutionized
telephony, was the invention of that scientist. It

was argued that he had the conception first, got
speech first, detected the commercial uselessness
of metal electrodes first, and was the first to dis-

cover, to apply for patents on and to embody in

practical workinsr form the carbon transmitter, the

only variable-resistance transmitter ever used com-
mercially.

The fourth point raised was supplementary to the

third, and was stated to be that "if Berliner had
never experimented in telephony that art in June.
1S77, would have been precisely the same, and that

art to-day would be precisely where it is. The
transmitter set forth in his patent in suit con-
tributed nothing ever used in or useful to that art.

The rights, if any. under that patent are secondary
and purely technical. Defendants' transmitters con-
tain nothing derived from Berliner, and are neither
within the scope of that patent nor an infringement
of it, even if It be valid. Eliminating what the un-
questionable prior state of the art and the Bell
inventions furnished and what the carbon transmit-
ter of Edison furnished, ' nothing can be found in

defendants' carbon transmitters of which Berliner
was the inventor.

It w^as further submitted as a fifth proposition
and argued on that basis, that even if Berliner made
two distinct inventions, one a transmitter and the
other a receiver, he exhausted all his right to a
patent or claims therefor by the terms of his 1S80
patent, w-hereln transmitter and Receiver are named,
alternately, to be used in these two capacities.

Brieffy. in conclusion, the question of foreign

patents was examined. On this point Mr. Payson
said: "In the contingency of the court declining

to find in Mr. Edison's inventions everything

broadly which the complainants rely upon In the

Berliner patent in suit, defendants urge that, if

not limited by the Edison patents, the Berliner

Canadian. British and French patents would in their

respective countries be given all the scope that

can be given to the patent in suit, and that their

e.\piralion carries with it the expiration of the patent
in suit."

Mr. Mavnadibk's Address.

J. E. Maynadier, who made the pica ' for the
Century Telephone company, occupied the remain-
der of Friday with his arguments. Beginning with
the inquiry: "Can the Bell company have the
monopoly of the telephone for 32 years?" he pro-
ceeded to refute the proposition, first assuming for
the purpose of this branch of the questions in-

volved that Berliner discovered "a new way of
varying resistance much better than any way known
to Bell," and that both the Boll and Berliner patents
were entitled to a reasonable monopoly of the bene-
fits attaching thereto.

"Both these monopolies," said he, "were bought
by the Bell company more than ly years ago. Up
to March, 1893, the company had the full enjoy-
ment of both, for the reason that the greater, or
Bell, monopoly of the current includes the lesser,

or Berliner, monopoly of a better way of produc-
ing the current.

"The Bell company now asserts that, as a matter
of strict law, it owned only the Bell monopoly up to

November ly, 1891, and an inchoate right only to
the Berliner monopoly up to November 17, 1891; and
that, although it owned both monopolies from that

date to the expiration of the first Bell patent in

1893, it has owned only the Berliner monopoly
since March, 1893; and that there is nothing in

these facts which makes it improper for the Bell
company to enforce the Berliner monopoly up to

November, 1908.

"It is simply monstrous for the Bell company to

make this assertion. The Berliner 1891 patent is

void for the reason that one claim, at least, is void.

The bill has been amended by striking out all

mention of the third and sixth claims. It is never-
theless submitted that defendant has full right to

attack these claims; that each claim is void; that

if either be void the patent is void, and cannot
be saved by disclaimer. The Berliner patent of

1891 is void for the reason that it repatents what
was already patented in the Berliner 1880 patent.

"Since the expiration of the 18S0 patent on
November 2, 1897, the public has had full right to

use tw'o of the Berliner instruments together as a

telephone system. Here is a most interesting state of

things. Here is a contract between Berliner and
the public, dated In 1891, by which the public gives

Berliner the right to exclude the public from the

use of his transmitter discovery until 1908, and an
earlier contract between Berliner and the public,

dated in iSSo, under which Berliner admits that

the public has full right to use his transmitter

discovery, with a definite qualification having noth-

ing to do with the 1891 contract, after November 2,

1897. It follows that the 1891 contract and patent
are void, for obviously the public has not given the

commissioner of patents nor anyone else authority

to exclude the public from the use of the system
of the fourth claim of the 1880 patent one minute
after November 2, 1897. much less for 11 years and
15 days after that date.

"Moreover, the 1891 patent Is void, for the rea-

son that the transmitter discovery was not de-

scribed in the original application, and that inven-

tion was improperly introduced by amendment. In

the opinion of the defendants' counsel this defense

is ample in itself, and without aid from any other, to

fully sustain a decree dismissing the bill on the

ground that the 1891 patent is void."

Mr. Maynadier asked leave to file a supplemental
brief, embodying arguments made by him in con-

nection with the points raised, and more detailed

than the short abstract which was put in by him
prior to the presentation of this request.

Judge Taylor's Speech.

Judge R. S. Taylor of Fort Wayne, Ind., who ap-

peared by consent for the Williams Electric com-
pany, and who had been prominent in the late

government suit, appearing as one of the counsel

in the appellant's case before the Supreme Court,

was the speaker on Saturday, and continued

through Monday forenoon.

His opening remarks were based upon the claim

for the defense that Berliner's device was antici-

pated by Bell's liquid transmitters. "To the com-
plainant's contention," he said, "that the variation

of pressure between the electrodes in the Berliner

transmitter was a variation of mere pressure with-

out change of area of contact, while in Bell's trans-

mitter the variation was mainlj- one of depth of

submergence of the solid electrode in the fluid

electrode, and consequently of area of contact be-

tween the two, and of the aggregate conductivity

of the fluid, I rejoin that the difference, granting it

to exist, as claimed. Is immaterial.

'Tf there was, intervening between the variations

of pressure and the result in Berliner's transmitter.

some occult electrical or mechanical action or

process, not present in the operation of Bell's trans-

mitter, which differentiated the two. then that oc-

cult action or process is the essence and the limit

of Berliner's invention, and it should be distinctly

pointed out and claimed by him.
"Claims I and 2 must be held void because antici-

pated by Bell's variable-resistance transmitters, or
else limited to a process and an apparatus In which
solid metallic electrodes are employed. Berliner
discovered that the variations of pressure between
two solid metallic electrodes in contact, produced
by the vibration of a telephone diaphragm, w-ould
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produce sufficient variation in the resistance in the

circuit to produce the undulation;> of current neces-

sary to transmit speech; and that is all he discov-

ered. That discovery left the field open to others

to discover that other forms of matter being used
as electrodes and subjected to varying pressure

would exhibit a like variation ot conductivity, and
so serve a like function in a speaking telephone.

"Berliner did not discover that an undulating

current would transmit speech, nor that variations

of resistance would produce an undulating current,

nor that variations of pressure between electrodes

would produce variations of resistance. He dis-

covered that variation of pressure between certain

substances which Bell did not think of using would
produce that result."

Judge Taylor proceeded to discuss the proceed-

ings whereby Berliner's amendment which named a

carbon electrode as a feature of his invention was

ruled out by the Patent Office and withdrawn by

Berliner in accordance with that ruling, and said:

"The rule is familiar that an applicant who, in

the prosecution of his application, strikes out a

claim or a portion of his specification, in compliance

with a ruling made by the office that he is not

entitled to such claim or matter, is estopped after

the issue of his patent to claim a construction of

it which w^ill give him the benefit of the claim or

matter ndiich he thus abandoned.

"When we consider the facts in connection with

Berliner's application and the subsequent amend-
ments they explain what would otherwise seem to

be a singular course of conduct on his part. Fol-

lowing the 'pressure' suggestion which came to

him, as he has stated, while watching a telegraph

operator sending messages, he tried experiments,

put his caveat of April 14th on file, turned his

attention to other devices besides the single-pin

transmitter, invented his double-pin transmitter and

his apparatus for the production of sound by sparks.

"That appeared to him at the time to offer the best

prospect of success. It was novel in construction,

and if he could by such apparatus transmit speech

by a make-and-break process, he would not only

do something not done before, but he would be

independent of Bell. Hence, it was that in

his application as filed the only forms of apparatus

shown to which he attached any value were the

double-pin transmitter, the single-pin instrument

as a receiver and the sparking and recording appa-

ratus.

"The retention of the device last named in the

patent as issued is a circumstances to excite curiosity

—a long description of an utterly useless piece of

apparatus, without any claim based upon it. Why
was it kept in the specification when so many other

changes w-ere freely made? Simply because if it

had been erased the metamorphosis of the appli-

cation w^ould have been too bald for concealment."

Quoting from the description of Edison's appa-

ratus published July 9, 1S77. in the Philadelphia

Press, Judge Taylor continued: "This was a clear

and sufficient description of the Edison carbon mi-
crophone. It was published 35 days after Berliner

filed his application and before he had made any
amendinent of it except the amendment recorded

July 27th. relating to the double-pin instrument. li

the application, as filed, did not describe the micro-

phone, an amended application describing the mi-
crophone, filed after this ptiblication, would be
prima facie anticipated by it.

''The Edison carbon microphone had been in

public use more than two years before September
I, 1S80, the time of the filing of the metamorphosed
application. To this I may add that no claim

was made in the application for any method
or process until the amendment of September i,

1880. The method covered by claim i had then
been in public use more than two years. Why is

not that claim barred by that fact alone?
"Berliner's patent of 1880 described both the

transmitter and receiver as inventions of the ap-

plicant. The patent of 1S80 would have been valid

with its fourth, or combination, claim alone. After

the grant of the patent of 1880 no new act of in-

\-ention was necessary for the production or use of

the transmitter: hence no new or additional patent

could be issued for that device."

Mr. BeTFS' ARGUivIENT AND THE CLOSE OF THE
Hearing.

Closing arguments for the complainants were
begitn on Monday by Frederick H. Belts and con-
tinued through to-day (Tuesday). Mr. Betts dwelt
particularly upon the claims of opposing counsel
regarding Bell's liciuid transmitter and Edison's

inventions, with a view to showing that Bell's

device did not anticipate the principle embodied
in Berliner's invention that makes it commercially-
valuable and constitutes the basis upon w-hich the

art of speech transmission has rested ever since,

while Edison's experiments prior to Berliner's ap-
plication for a patent had not solved the problem
of speech transmission or led to the discovery of

the principle which Berliner applied.

""The gist 01 Berliner's invention is found in the

application of his discovery as set forth in claim i.''

said counsel. "The great thing invented was a part

of the method of operation, whereby variable pres-

sure produces varying resistance. This law, utilized

in apparatus devised for the purpose, inade the tele-

phone of to-day a possibility.

"This principle was not recognized by Bell as

an element in his liquid transmitter, nor was he
working along that line of thought in his experi-
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ments. Hence, it is radically incorrect to assume
that he anticipated Berliner.
"Nor has Edison ever claiined the discovery of

the underlying principle upon which telephonic
action is based. Yet he has been a most prolific
filer of caveats, and would undoubtedly have claimed
an invention of such importance if it had been his
by priority.

"The attempt to restrict Berliner to metal elec-
trodes on the ground that Edison first utilized car-
bon and because the Patent Office ruled out the
allusion to carbon in Berliner's revised application
may be answered by stating what is a fact, that
carbon was not a new or novel agent in electrical
experiment at the time, for it had been used in
electric-lighting experiments and inventions, and in
various other ways. It was «ne of the most nat-
ural things in the world for Berliner or Edison or
any other experimenter to use. This erasure from
Berliner's application does not affect the fact that
the underlying principle of operation is unaffected
by any question arising over the material of which
electrodes are made."
Taking up in order the various other claims of the

defense, Mr. Betts made a comprehensive plea for
the Berliner invention. In closing he said: "It
has been stated in the course of the argumeiits on the
other side that 75,000,000 people are the defendants
in this case, which makes it the most stupendous
en record. Even if this be true, I know of no
presumption of law or fact arising therefrom which
should sway this court either way in the matter,
i suppose that the true interests of the 75,000,000
people of the United States will be best conserved
by the administration of exact justice, regardless
of who are defendants or complainants in the case."
Leave to file a supplementary brief, summarizing

his oral argument, was granted to Mr. Maynadier.
and leave to submit his oral argument in print from
stenographic notes was granted to Judge Taylor.
Complainant's counsel will also ha\ e an oppor-

tunity, by consent, to reply to additional or amended
points that are raised in these papers. Two weeks
are allowed by Judge Brown for these to be pre-
pared and submitted, and decision will be reserved.

J. S. B.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Attica. Ind., is to have a new^ telephone-exchange

plant, the apparatus selected being of the Sterling
Electric company's make. Three hundred num-
bers of switchboard, a distributing board and com-
bined terminals and protectors are the initial order.
The Sterling Electric company also reports contract
with the Century Construction company of Cleve-
land. O., for 400-number equipment, including
switchboard, distributing board and combined ter-

minals and protectors.

James S. Cuming, president of the Central Tele-
phone and Electric company of St. Louis, reports
a constantly increasing demand for the products
handled by his company. As is well known, this

concern carries a complete stock of everything used
with telephones and the company modestly states

that no order is too small for its attention or too
large for its capacity. It makes a specialty of fill-

ing each order with promptness and with the great-
est care, and consequently its patrons are more
than pleased with the service rendered. The com-
pany has lately placed on the market a number of
new' telephone specialties, which are described in its

new catalogue, which will be sent to persons inter-

ested on request.

The Stromberg-Carlson company asserts that its

"central-energy'' system is the most convenient and
economical system now in use for small as well as
large telephone exchanges. It refers to the "cen-
tral-energy" system recently installed at Nobles-
ville. Ind., by the New Long-distance Telephone
company of Indianapolis, Ind., which has met with
such success, it is said, that the business of the
exchange is- increasing rapidly. The original In-
dependent exchange had about 125 subscribers
when sold to the Bell company, and the New Long-
distance company did not provide for more" than
200 lines when starting, believing that the exchange
would not reach that number, but it was recently
obliged to order an additional section of switch-
board and telephones, and at the present rate of

increase the exchange will soon reach the 300 mark.

The Western Electrical Supply company, St.

Louis, reports that its telephone department is

crowded with orders. It has been pushing this

department of its business, and being general elec-

trical supply dealers, as well as manufacturers,ythe
compaay claims to have an advantage over the
strictly telephone manufacturers. The company is

prepared to equip a line and exchange with complete
construction material, telephones and s^vitchboard
from stock, and is therefore able to guarantee
prompt and satisfactory deliveries. It has recently
closed a deal with the Victor Telephone Manufactur-
ing company, whereby it will handle a large
share of the output of the Victor factory, having
taken the exclusive agency for this company in the
.South and west of the Mississippi River, coverin.g

27 states. Having one of the best telephone engi-
neers in the country at the head of this department,
the company is :iot only prepaied to answer but
wishes to encourage inquiries concerning installa-

tion or operation of telephone exchanges and lines.
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Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Com-
pany of America.

A Trenton, N. J., dispatch; dated November gth,
states that articles of incorporation were filed with
the secretary of the state of New Jersev on that day
of the Telephone, Telegraph and Cable company
°^ •'^"15"'='''' "''* an authorized capital of $30,000,-
000. This company is empowered to do a general
telephone and telegraph business. The corporators
are William J. Latta and Martin Maloney of Phila-
delphia and James E. Hayes of Camden N J
I he articles were filed by Mr. Hayes himself, who
IS said to be an attorney for the Whitney-Widener-
Elkins syndicate, and it is understood that this
syndicate is behind the new company, which is
organized to supersede the Continental company
whose plans were referred to in the Western Elec-
trician last week, and has for its purpose the estab-
lishment of a telephone system throughout the
country in opposition to the Bell Telephone com-

The stockholders of the Telephone, Telegraph
and Cable company of America met on November
Uth and elected, the following-named officers:
President, William J. Latta; secretary, George F
Hawkins; directors,-.William J. Latta, Martin Ma-
loney and James E. Hayes. The articles of in-
corporation show .that Latta, Maloney and Haves
have but 10 shares each. The shares are of $=;o
each. *'

It is said to be the intention of the new com-pany to estabhsh long-distance connections be-tween Boston, New York, Washington and Pitts-
burg, and to establish local connections at inter-
vening points and eventually to branch still further

William J. Latta, president of the Continental
telegraph. Telephone and Cable company, said to a
reporter that the Telephone, Telegraph and Cable
company of America would be a consolidation of
telephone companies throughout the country which
are independent of the Bell Telephone companv
Mr. Latta added, as quoted: "We do not hold op-
!i°"5v ," ""^'tever companies we need we control.
Ihe Independent companies number in all between
2,000 and 3000. We are going to build long-dis-
tance telephone lines, and the formation of any
antagonistic companies in Chicago does not con-
cern us.

George W. Beers, who is also interested in the
new company, is thus reported: "We have all we
need to make the companv a success. It is ^^oin.^
in to furnish long-distance service throughout the
country.'
The negotiations for the consolidation of the

Peoples Telephone Corporation and the Knicker-
bocker Telephone company, the two companies inNew \ork city not controlled by Bell Telephone
company interests, are still proceeding, and it is
expected that an agreement will be reached within
the next few days. The Knickerbocker company is
understood to be closely related to the Continental
telegraph. Telephone and Cable company.

United Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany.

The United Telephone and Telegraph company
was incorporated on November 8th at Trenton
N. J., with $5,000,000 capital stock, bv Alexander
Brown, Henry A. Parr. Thomas J. Hayward S
Davies Warfield and James Bond, all prominent
Baltunoreans. Pittsburg and Baltimore telephone
plants will be absorbed by this (?ompany at once
says the Baltimore World. George R. Webb'
president of the Maryland Telephone and Telegraph
company, who has been the moving spirit in both
the Baltimore and the Pittsburg companies, was
instrumental in bringing about the consolidation
and formation of the new companv. Mr. Webb is
also interested in the Maryland Telephone Manu-
facturing company, which will manufacture the va-
rious patents controlled by the United company.
All the lines owned and controlled by the United
are to be connected by long-distance service. The
Pittsburg plant may be in operation by March ist.
The company is already giving service in Balti-
more; the new exchange and pole lines will be
completed by April ist; the Baltimore company's
plant IS to equip 7,500 telephones and the Pitts-
burg plant 9,000. The United company is said to
be entirely distinct from the Continental Telegraph,
Telephone and Cable company and its successor,
the Telephone, Telegraph and Cable company of
America, the Independent companies which have
attracted so much attention of late.

Cook Telephone-protector Litigation.

Owing to the serious illness of C. C. Bulkley,
attorney for the complainant, the final hearing in
the Court of Appeals at Washington of the suit
oi Frank B. Cook against the Western Electric
company for infringement of patent on telephone
and switchboard protectors has been postponed
from the November to the January term.

It is stated that Mr. Cook, who is now president
of the Sterling Electric company, expects to turn
his attention to other alleged violators of his patent
rights as soon as the decision in the above case has
been rendered, and which he has reason to expect
will be in his favor, as his claims have been upheld
three times in the lower courts.
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Motor-driven Engine Latlne.

An interesting application of an electric motor
in niacliine-sliop practice is shown in the acconi-

panymg illustration, which represents a 28-inch

swing screw-cutting engine lathe driven by a Bul-

lock type N motor. The motor is placed directly on
the spindle in the head-slock, taking the place of

the cone pulleys. The armature spider is built di-

rectly upon the hollow spindle of the lathe_; By
means of a new system of variable-speed co'ntrol,

the motor is gi\ en a greater range of speed, without
loss of torque, than is ordinarily given by the cone
pulley, having 16 speeds in cither direction, includ-

ing the back gear. The controller is placed upon
the leg of the lathe, directly under the head-stock,

and is operated by a splincd shaft running along
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An Adjustable Electrolier.

The attention of the electrical trade is directed
to the illustration showing an automatic adjustable
electrolier for the placing of incandescent electric
lights at various heights, which the Electrolier
company, 27 Daniels avenue, Piltsfield, Mass.. has
secured the exclusive right to manufacture and sell.

This device is of the spring-balance type, and is

rn every way a serviceable and piactical fixture for
its purpose. It is composed of a porcelain base
upon which is mounted two standards supporting
a drum upon which the cord is wound, the cord
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CORRESPONDENCE.

MOTOR-DRIVEN ENGINE LATHE.

the bed of the lathe and a handle which travels

with the carriage. The slowest speed is Go and the

highest about 250 revolutions a minute. The mo-
tor is fully described in Bulletin No. 2235, which
may be had by addressing the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company, Cincinnati, O.

Rhode Island Electrical Works.

The electrical trade in general has already been
apprised of the fact that P. C. Ackeriran, who
was long the New York manager for one of the well-

known wire manufacturers of this country, and who
has had an experience of nearly 20 years in the

bare and insulated-wire business, has been ap-

pointed general sales agent for the Rhode Island

Electrical Works of Pawtucket, R. I. For the in-

formation of those not familiar with this concern,

it should be stated that the Rhode Island Elec-

trical Works has been organized for some months,
and although the preparations were quietly made,
the company is now in possession of a fine factory

in Pawtucket. R. I., already in operation and turn-

ing out magnet wire. It is the purpose of the Rhode
Island Electrical Works to devote itself exclusively,

for the present, at least, to the m.anufacture of mag-
net wire. It is further the intention of this organ-
ization, to quote the words of General Sales Agent
Ackerman, "to extend its present plant and fac-

tory until it is as large, if not larger than any mag-
net-wire works in the United States."

The Rhode Island Electrical Works is officered

as follows: President, Eastwood Eastwood; treas-

urer, Charles D. Wood; general manager, A. F.

Montgomery; general sales agent, P. C. Ackerman.
The works are at 232 Front street, Pawtucket, R. I.,

with the main sales office in New York at No. 26
Cortlandt street, where must be addressed all com-
munications relative to the sale or other disposi-

tion of the company's product.
A. F, Montgomery, who is general manager of the

Rhode Island Electrical Works, and from under
whose hands the product of the company will issue,

is the designer of a great deal of the machinery used
in the works. Mr. Montgomery is a man of a
large and thorough experience in the production
of magnet-wire-winding machinery, and with him
in charge the company feels, of course, confident
that the product will be all that the most fastidious
user of magnet wire could demand.

Space Telegraphy on Pacific Coast.
Through the efforts of the San Francisco Call

Ihe news of recent arrivals of returning troopships
from Manila has been transmitted by space teleg-
raphy from a lightship eight miles at sea to the
Cliff House on the shore and thence by ordinary
means to the newspaper office. This was done
without the use of a vacuum coherer by the em-
ployment of apparatus designed by H. J. Wolters,
chief engineer of the Clans Spreckels building,
with the assistance of Frank O. Broili of the Cali-
fnrnia Electrical Works. Zinc cttnes were placed at
the lop of the vertical wires at sending and receiv-
ing stations, and very successful results were at-
tained.

Institute Meeting in Chicago.
A meeting of the western branch of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held
at the Technical Club. Chicago, on the evening
of November 22d. Mr. A. V. Abbott will
give a demonstration of space telegraphy. Ar-
rangements have been made so that Institute mem-
bers and their friends may dine at the club on that
evening. Mr. R. H. Pierce of 1409 Manhattan
building, local honorary secretaiy of the Institute,
is in charge of the affair.

AN ADJUSTABLE ELECTROLIER.

being electrically connected to each pole of the
drum. Each standard is connected by a fuse to the
main contact pieces, thereby taking the place of
the fuse rosette in common use. Two hooks are
provided to make contact with line wires tor out-
side or track wiring. There are also two holes
in the porcelain base to bring through wires for
concealed wiring; the whole is enclosed in a brass
shell (built in lour different finishes, silver-striped,
bronze-striped, brass-striped and polished brass),
making an attractive and convenient fixture.

It is necessary only to take hold of cord and raise
or lower, as is desired; the action is the same
as in operating the common spring-balance curtain.

There are no unsightly loops of cord or balls to
swing light after being adjusted.
Each electrolier is tested before leaving factory

by a careful and interested inspector and is guar-
anteed to work satisfactorily.

Clark Semi-enclosed Motor
The small scnii-enclosed motor which is the sub-

ject of illustration is especially designed for direct
connection to machine tools and other light ma-
chinery, and is made in sizes of from one-half to
five horse power. Simplicity of construction is

one of its notable features, and in actual operation
the motor requires little or no attention. The bear-
ings have large wearing surfaces and are sclf-Iubri-

cating. Steel field-magnet coils and pole-pieces
and form-wound armature and field coils are em-
ployed. James Clark, Jr., & Co. of Louisville.
Ky., the well-known manufacturers of electrically

driven tools, are makers of this and several other

CLA.RK semi-enclos«:d motor.

types of dynamos and motors. They announce that
they will soon remove into a new and large factory,

which will double their present capacity and will be
strictly up-to-date as a manufacturing plant, as all

machines will be independently driven by electricity.

Pollak and Virag in Chicago.
Anton Pollak and Josef Virag, the Hungarian

•inventors of the rapid-transmission telegraph sys-
tem which is soon to be tested in Chicago, arrived
in this city Tuesday evening. .November 14th.

They came direct from Hungary and arrived in New
York city on November nth. Accompanying the
inventors is Adolf Heermann, Jr., the Hamburg rep-
resentative of the Guardian Trust company of Chi-
cago, under whose supervision and for whose in-
terests the telegraph system will be tested.
As yet no definite arrangements for the tests

have been made, but it is expected that wires be-
tween Chicago and New York and also San Fran-
cisco v.'ill be used. It is possible that messages
will be sent roundabout to a distant place and back
to Chicago, so that they can be sent from and re-

ceived in the same room.

New York Notes.

New York, November 11.—Guglielmo Marconi,
who sailed for England on the St. Paul Wednes-
day, staled before leaving that he had sold the
rights to his wireless-telegraphy system in America,
but would not give the name of the company
which had bought them. Mr. Marconi took with
him a full set of his instruments. Ifc expected to
]}Q able to communicate with the English govern-
ment station at Land's End when the St. Paul gets
within 100 miles of that point, and thus give the
passengers the latest South African war news some
time before the boat touches shore.

In changing its motive power from steam to elec-

tricity and in making the improvements necessitated

by the change, the Manhattan Elevated Railroad
company has practically decided to divide the con-
tracts for the work between the General Electric

company and the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company. The contracts will be for the
equipment of a power house at Seventy-fourth street

and East River, and for sub-stations along the lines

of the Third and Sixth avenue elevated roads. It

is expected that about $8,000,000 will be expended
in making the improvements contemplated. At the
present time about one-third of the excavation has
been made for the main power house.
The amount of the bond to be required from the

contractors for the construction of the underground
roads was reduced by the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court yesterday from $14,000,000 to
$5,000,000. By this action the Rapid Transit Com-
mission claims that a serious obstacle to the con-
struction of the underground railway has been re-
moved. The bond now required by the court in

conjunction with the security exacted by the staui.e
is believed to be ample to protect the city. The
commission will now proceed to advertise tor bids,
with renewed hope that the near future will see the
actual beginning of construction.
A public hearing to all persons interested in the

proposition to bar automobiles out of Central Park
was given Thursday by the park commissioners and
about 30 persons appeared. They were evenly di-

vided as far as sentiment for and against the auto-
mobile went, and while no decision was announced,
the hearing is believed to have had an educational
effect which will ultimately lead to the granting of
automobile rights equal to those of horse owners.
The Jersey City, Hoboken and Paterson Street

Railway company, a branch of the Shanley trolley
system, which includes a majority of the street-

railway lines in northern New Jersey, was organ-
ized last week in Hoboken. The companies
united are the North Hudson County Railway
company, the Paterson Street Railway company,
the Paterson Central Electric Railway company,
the Saddle River Traction company, the Palisades
Railroad company, the White Line Traction com-
pany, the Paterson, Passaic and Rutherford Electric
Railway company, the Jersey Cit}', Hoboken and
Rutherford Electric Railway company and the Pat-
erson Horse Railroad company. The capital stock
of the new company is $20,000,000 and the officers

elected are: President, David Young of Newark;
vice-president, John F. Shanley of Newark; treas-
urer, George W. Roe of Newark; secretary, Will-
iam C. Doubleday of Jersey City; directors, Will-
iam C. Shanley of Newark, William J. Davis of
Harrison, General Bird W. Spencer of Passaic.
Peter Hauck, Jr., of Newark, Edward L. Young
of Jersey City, Philip Hexamer of Floboken, James
J. Corbiere of Caldwell, Halsey M. Barrett of
Bloomfield, David Young, John W. Omberson of

Newark. Frank M. Stillman of Rahway, George R.
Waite of Jersey City, John F. Shanley and Warren
S. Hsll of Hoboken. President David Young, who
is general manager of the North Jersey Street Rail-
way company, the main corporation of the syndi-
cate, will also be general manager of the new com-
pany.

A novel addition is soon to be made to the
equipment of the New York Fire Department in the
shape of a complete electric-searchlight outfit on
v.'heels. The machine will resemble a fire engine
in general appearance, and will use a similar boiler,
but, in plat- 'f the p'l nping machinery, the en-
gine will drive a dynamo which will supply current
for the searchlights. There will be two search-
lights, each with an iS-inch projecting lens, and
these will be carried on a platform behind a driver's
seat. They can be used either from the platform
or removed and carried to any convenient place
near-by, their connection with the dynamo being
kcp<- >ip ^y mt ans of Hexible cables. The purpose
of the new apparatus will be to light up dark parts
of the street and aid firemen in laying hose, setting
ladders, etc., and also to light up the fronts of the
building where people may be in danger.
The directors of the American Steel and Wire

company met yesterday at the company's ofSces in
this city. The officers of the company at the con-
clusion of the meeting refused to give out any in-

formation as to what business was transacted. It
was reported on Wall street during the day that
the Waukegan plant of the company, recently
burned, will be rebuilt and enlarged at a cost of
$1,500,000. M. L. G.
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PERSONAL.
W. J. Watson has been appointed New York

manager of the American Electrical Works, suc-

ceeding P. C. Ackerman.

H. I. Johnson of the Manhattan Electrical Supply
company. New York city, recently returned from
a combined business and pleasure trip through the

northern part of New York state.

Mr. G. Marconi sailed from New York for Eng-
land on Wednesday, November 8th. He was
obliged to defer his projected address before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Dr. I. A. Lumpkin of Mattoon, president of the

Illinois Telephone association, was in Chicago last

week. He reports that the outlook in the Inde-

pendent telephone field in this state was never more
promising.

Mr. A. C. Shaw_, well known in the electrical

newspaper field, sailed on November 4th lor Eng-
land, where he will make his residence liereafter.

The evening before his departure a number ot his

New York friends tendered him a dinner and pre-

sented a cane to him.

W. W. Biirnham, former manager of the Electric

Gas Lighting company of Boston and for 15 years

connected with that concern, is now associated with

the firm of Stanley & Patterson, New York city,

dealers in electrical supplies. In his new position

Mr. Burnham will have charge of the correspond-

ence of Stanley & Patterson.

H. M. Whitmer, president of the Citizens' Mutual
Telephone company of Decatur, 111., died on No-
vember 3d. Mr. Whitmer, who was in his 67th

year, was an old resident of Decatur and a promi-
nent business man. He worked with jiireat zeal and
energy to make his telephone company prosperous
and he succeeded in the undertaking.

Professor Henry A. Rowland of Johns Hopkins
University, who was recently elected president of

the newly organized American Physical society, has

received a letter from Italy announcing his election

as foreign member for America of the Royal Soci-

ety of Lombardy, a scientific society in Italy, which
corresponds, it is said, to the royal societies or

Europe.

Professor S. W. Stratton, of the class cf 1884 of

the University of Illinois, recently assistant profes-

sor of physics in the University of Chicago, has

been appointed director of the United States Bureau
of Weights and Measures. Professor Stratton took
the course of mechanical engineering at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and afterward became instructor

in physics, having in the meantime full charge of

the electrical-engineering department at the time

of its establishment.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is expected that light will be furnished from

Ihe Robert A. Waller municipal lighting station in

Chicago after November 25th. The first circuit

which will be turned on will furnish current for

154 2.000 candle power lamps. The ultimate ca-

pacity of the station is 2,000 lights, and when fully

equipped it will furnish lights to a large section

of the city south of Thirty-ninth street.

AUTOMOBILES.
A certificate of incorporation has been filed in

Dover, Del., by the Anglo-American Rapid Vehicle
company of New York, with a capital stock of $75,-

oco.cco. all of which is common stock. It is re-

ported that the purpose of the company is to com-
bine English and American automobile companies.

There are now, according to the Annuaire Gen-
erale de rAutomobil'e more than 7.000 owners of

automobiles in Europe, the number of the vehicles

being, perhaps. ^ lo.oco, nearly two-thirds of these
being owned in France. There are more than 600
manufacturers* in France, not including the makers
of parts, about 1,000 dealers, in automobiles and
i.ioo repair shops. The same authority gives the
number of owners of automobiles in Germany as

268, go in Austro-Hungary. the same in Belgium,
44 in Spain. 304 in Great Britain, in in Italy, 68
in Holland. 114 in Switzerland.

An automobile company is saic' to be forming in

Rochester. N. Y., with a capital slock of 4*5.000,000,

which will be called the Buffalo-Rochester Electric

Power and Auto company. It will have its head
offices in Rochester and factory in Buft'alo. It is

not proposed to manufacture automobiles on a

large scale, the real object of the organization, ac-

cording to a Rochester dispatch, being to get pos-
session of all the valuable patents along this line

possible, develop the claims to public recognition
and then sell them to others. G. Alexander Plam-
ilton of Rochester is to be vice-president and general
manager of the new company.
In his annual report, recently made public. Sec-

ond Assistant Postmaster-general Shallenberg rec-

ommended that bids be' invited for furnishing auto-
mobiles for carrying mail between the postoffice in

Chicago and two postal stations in the business
center of the city, and also for the same service

in screen wagons. If results favorable to the auto-
mobile are gained from this test it is probable, says
the report, that automobiles eventually will super-
sede screen-wagon service in many large cities,
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and also take the place of electric cars for carrying
mails where automobiles are permitted to - run as
fast as the cars.

Still another automobile trust is said to be in the
process of formation. This company is to be
capitalized at $200,000,000 and is intended to com-
bine all of the rubber, bicycle and automobile com-
panies into one great concern. Messrs. Studebakcr
and Riker are believed to be interested in the enter-
prise.

PUBLICATIONS.
A neat blotter is being distributed to the trade

by the Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of
St. Louis. The "Two Winners," the Columbia
lamp and the yacht by the same name, are pictured
on the blotter.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis is sending the trade a revised discount sheet
to its general catalogue, and also a catalogue de-
voted to its electric novelties, which includes flash

lights, searchlights, gas lighters, surgical, dental and
bicycle lamps, electric scarf pins, etc.

The State University Bulletin is being issued
fortnightly by the University of Illinois, for the
purpose of furnishing the public with authoritative
information as to the progress of the university."

Under the subject-head of Engineering Notes are
noted some of the subjects for theses of the present
senior electrical-engineering class.

The Colliery Engineer company of Scranton,
Pa., proprietor of the International Correspondence
Schools has combined the three publications—the
Mechanic Arts Magazine, the Steam-Electric Maga-
zine and the Building Trades Magazine—in a single

publication, under the title of Science and Industry.
The new magazine will be a 64-page monthly.

Some months ago the B. F. Sturtevant company
of Boston, in a neat little pamphlet entitled "Draft
Without a Chimney," presented its experience with
mechanical draft and pointed out its salient advan-
tages. The demand for information has necessi'ated

the publication of a third edition, which has just

been issued, and may be had upon application.

The new type Sunbeam incandescent lamps are
handsomely illustrated in a catalogue just issued

by the Western Electric company. These lamps
are made regularly in three standard efficiencies,

viz., 3.1 watts, 3.5 watts and four watts per candle,

and are furnished in all standard candle powers. Il-

lustrations of no, 52 and 220-volt lamps are given, as

well as of a street-railway lamp and tubular and
decorated lamps.

The 1899 edition of the "Columbia Engineer," pub-
lished annually by the Engineering Society of Co-
lumbia University, has recently been issued. It

contains the transactions of the society for the year
1S98-99 and also eight lectures that were given be-

fore the members during the last college year. One
of these was that delivered by Thomas C. Martin on
"Electrical Power Transmission and Distribution."
The ^olume is neatly bound in cloth.

The important report of the committee of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers on the
standardization of electric generators, motors and
transformers, accepted by the Institute on June 26th

last and printed in full in the Western Electrician

of July 8th, has been issued in pamphlet form and
copyrightecl by the Institute. It is said that several

large concerns have already adopted the standards
so carefully worked out by the committee.

Several bulletins have been recently issued by
the Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of

St. Louis, treating of that company's motors and
specialties. An automatic-illumination cylinder or
revoh'ing automatic switch for electric signs and
decorations is one of the products of the firm that

is described. This switch is made with any number
of circuits or combination- of effects. Induction
sewing-machine motors, alternating-current, single-

phase power motors and electric fans are also quite
fully described and illustrated.

A handsome catalogue is issued by the Chicago
House Wrecking company. Public attention was
first attracted to this company several years ago,
when it bought and wrecked much of the World's
Fair material. Later it executed a similar task
with the old Postofiice building. More recently

the company purchased the Omaha Exposition
entire, and it is now said to be figuring on buying
the buildings at the Paris Exposition. In the re-

cent Omaha purchase, as shown by the catalogue,

the list of electrical goods represented woufd stock
a supply house quite completely. The wire and
other electrical supplies are for sale at what are

said to be low figures. The company's catalogue
of this stock will' be forwarded upon request.

An attractive catalogue devoted to different forms
of the Universal incandescent lamp holder and
other electric fixtures has been issued by the Faries

Manufacturing company of Decatur. 111. This firm

is making a strong point of its cheaper forms of

adjustable fixtures for machine shops and factories.

A number of factories are now being worked day
and night and there is a demand for the right kind
of a holder for placing the electric lamp where
it will put the light where it is wanted. It is

claimed by the Faries company that its adjustable

holder is a fixture well adapted for factory use.
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The company reports having quite a large sale of
its adjustable holders and portable floor stands for
dentists and surgeons, such as are illustrated in
the catalogue. A combined shade and holder is

made which is especially adapted for the firm's own
fixtures, although it may be used on any socket.

Under the title of Indice del Comercio Ameri-
cano the National Association of Manufacturers has
published a Spanish edition of the book which ap-
peared under the name of American Trade Index
in January last. The present issue is a book of 425
pages and follows exactly the plan and arrange-
ment of the English volume. This book is a classi-
fied and descriptive directory of the membership
of the National Association of Manufacturers, the
purpose being to place in the hands of the foreign
merchants a convenient handbook which shall en-
able them to select reputable manufacturers in the
United States in any lines in which they may be
interested. An edition of 5,000 copies has been
issued and is being gratuitously distributed among
merchants in the Spanish-speaking countries.

Two catalogues recently issued by the Westing-
house interests contain information that will attract
electric strdet-railway men. One, published by the
Westinghouse -Air Brake company, is devoted to
the Westinghouse electro-pneumalic system for con-
trolling railway and other motors. This system
involves the use of compressed air for moving the
controlling apparatus, the admission of the air to
the several parts being effected electrically by means
of magnets attached to the air valves. The appa-
ratus is very fully described and a number of es-
pecially fine illustrations add considerable value to
the book. The other catalogue is issued i>y the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
and treats of Westinghouse railway motors. A few
illustrations of typical Westinghouse railway power
stations form a very attractive feature of the publica-
tion. Both catalogues are very carefully prepared
and the illustrations are exceptionally clear and
instructive.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Electricity generated by the Snoqualmie Falls

was first brought into Seattle and put to commercial
use October 26th, when the Centennial Mills and
the Butler Hotel were supplied. Many other man-
ufacturing and electric plants in Seattle are making
preparations to utilize the power, and in a few
days the cars of the Grant street line and the Rainier
Beach line will be run by it. and eventually all roads
involved in the street-car consolidation, it is said,
will be supplied with Snoqualmie power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At a meeting of the executive committee of the

National Association of Municipal Electricians held
in Newark, N. J., on November 2d, it was decided
that the date of next year's convention in Pittsburg
should be September 20th, 21st and 22d.

E.vperiments with compressed-air cars continue
on the North Side line of the Chicago Union Trac-
tion company. General Manager Roach says that
If the compressed-air system is successful during
the winter, it is likely that all the "owl" cars will

be operated by pneumatic motors. Two "air" cars
are now running from midnight until 5 a. m. on
the North Clark street line. The greatest objec-
tion to the use of compressed air in street-railway
service is the necessity of frequent stops to replenish
the supply of power.

TRADE NEWS.
The Milwaukee office of the Martin J. Insull

company, the western selling agent of the General
Incandescent Arc Light company, has been moved
from the Pabst building to 40S Uihlein building.

R. Schefbauer, chief electrician of the Sterling
Arc Lamp company of New York, was in Chicago
this week, en route to New York. Mr. Schefbauer
was recently in Centralia, 111., where he installed

/S Sterling alternating arc lamps. Mr. Schefbauer
also called on some of the other large users of
Sterling arc lamps in the West and was gratified

to find that the Sterling lamp was giving entire
satisfaction.

U. R. Freisenburg. engineer in charge of the
Polo (111.) electric-light plant, says that he has
a boiler-cleaning compound which "will remove scale
from any kind of water in any kind of steam boiler.

He has the care of a 150 horse power return-flue
boiler, and he says that he can clean it thoroughly
at an expense of 20 cents. The compound is said
to be harmless to the boiler. Mr. Freisenburg has
applied for a patent on it.

"You furnish the plant; we make it pay,'' is the
announcement of the Hays Construction company,
electrical and mechanical engineer, Troy, O. This
company makes a specialty of remodeling old and
unprofitable electric-lighting and railway plants and
has a special plan to offer to those so encumbered.
W. S. Hays, the manager of the company, is an
engineer of repute and has been successful in the
work in which he is now engaged.

Louis H. Ayme, the United States consul at

Guadeloupe, in the West Indies, says that he has
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been asked to procure information in relation to

boilers, engines, pumps, etc., for the largest machine
shop in that city. Illustrated catalogues in French,
giving weights, dimensions and prices, are desired.

American machinery is admired in the French West
Indian colonies for efficiency and durability, al-

though not so beautiful as the French. However,
the customs tariff is very high.

An instructive illustration of the results attending
the use of mechanical draft is presented in the ex-
perience of the Utica Portland Cement company
of Utica, 111. The change was recently made from
a chimney to a Sturtevant fan as a meaiis of draft

production. The company says: "We formerly used
five boilers and had trouble to keep up steam with
a good grade of coal. We now use four boilers, and
coal costing us 35 cents per ton less, and have no
trouble in keeping a good head of steam."

The Marshall condensers, manufactured by Will-

iam Marshall of 709 Lexington avenue, New York
city, are recognized by the trade as one of the

standards for high quality. They are said to have
given entire satisfaction, owing to the care exercised

in their manufacture and the high grade of materials

which are used. Mr. Marshall has made many radi-

cal changes and improvements in the manufacture of

this important product. The condenser is essen-

tially a high-tension apparatus, and it is a difficult

task to produce such an article that is highly re-

liable. Besides, the "personal equation" of any
condenser is one that requires the closest study.

and Mr. Marshall's long personal acquaintance, so

to speak, with the vagaries of the condenser and
i[s peculiarities eminently fits him to produce
a condenser that is not only accurately built, but is
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at the same time free from that prevailing con-
denser disease, the "breakdown."

The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, is

enthusiastic over the Gutmann recording wattmeter
for alternating-current work.

The II. E. Plass Electric company, 23 Barclay
street. New York city, announces that it has a
brand-new line of electrical novelties, many of
which make excellent Christmas gills. The com-
pany will be pleased to furnish further information
on request.

The Torrey Cedar company of Clintonville, Wis,
is said to be receiving its full share of the cedar-
pole business. The company has furnished thou-
sands of these poles to telephone, electric-light
and street-railway companies, not only in its home
territory, but in other portions of the United
States, where its reputation for promptness and
reliability has become known.

After a careful iuA^estigation of the various oil-
feeding systems now on the market, the United Rail-
ways company of St. Louis, Mo., has decided to equip
all the machinery in its large new power station
with the Siegrist automatic-oiling system. In clos-
ing the contract for this work the Siegrist Lubri-
cator company of St. Louis has successfully demon-
strated the value of its system and has added an-
other important power plant to its already large
list of patrons.

Goldsmith Bros., the well-known refiners and
assayers of Chicago, announce that they are in the
market for scrap platinum, for which they pay

$15-50 a Troy ounce. The firm is one of the best
known in its line, and bears an enviable repu-
tation, having been established since 1867. It also
pays a high price for old incandescent lamp bases,
and those who wish to realize on scrap platinum
and burncd-oul lamps may find it to their advan-
tage to conununicate with Goldsmith Bros.

The Hobart Electric Manufacturing company of
Troy, 0., continues to meet with success in its

dynamo and motor business. The company makes
a specially of manufacturing bipolar and multipolar
motcrs. from one-half to 50 horse p^^wer. and dy-
namos from 10 lights to 700. A novel feature of
the company's business is the renting of dynamos
or motors to those who may need machines for a
short tmic only. It is stated that the Hobart com-
pany makes special inducements to agents who sell

its apparatus. Through the earnest efforts of Man-
ager C. C. Hobart the company has built up a good
business, which is well merited by the apparatus
placed on the market.

Schiff, Jprdan & Co. of Vienna, the manufactur-
ers of the well-known "Ship" carbons, report that
they have recently taken so many large orders in

this country that it has been found necessary to
send to the United States their general manager,
Dr. Otto Thorsch, to make such arrangements
with the New York office as will place them in a
position to meet the increased demand without in-

terfering with their European trade. The works
of Schiff, Jordan & Co. at Vienna are said to be
among the largest and most complete industrial

establishments in Austria. In the United States

ihe lirm's carbons are used by leading central sta-

tions and manv others.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
636,

0.36,

,234. Process of and Apparatus for Electrolytic 636.

Decomposition of Saline Solutions. Elbridge
Baker, Wnichester. Mass., assignor to the

Nashoba company, Portland, Me. Application

filed May 17, 1897.

The process consists in flowing a film of mercury con-
tinuously from a higher to a lower level beneath a col-

umn of the saline solution and passing a current cf

electricity through the solution

.

,2.^1. Method of and Means for Controlling

Systems of Distribution. Charles A. Brown.
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, 111. Application filed March
22, 1897.

A method of controlling the current-generative power of

a dynamo-electric machine is described which consists in 5,(5
supplying the field circuit of the machine with electrical

'

energy derived from the main circuit thereof, interposing

in the derived field circuit an armature exerting a variable
electromoiive force adapted to alter the flow of current
through thefield circuit andeffecCing the alteration of the
value of the current by means of the resultant magnetic
influence of currents flowing in series and in parallel with
the controlled circuit of the dynamo-electric machine.
(See cut.)

6.s6.

NO. 636,241.

636,244. Portable Igniter Plant. Adelhert W.
Crosby, Geneseo, Kan. Application filed May
20, 1899.

The inveoiion consists essentially of a casing contain-
ing a source of electricity and a gas supply and a tubular
standard with a flexible connection at its upper end. At
the end of this connection is provided a pivoted burner
and electric terminals adapted to engage with each
other when the burner is moved upon its pivot.

636,270. Vacuum Arc Lamp. John H. Loos, Or-
ange, N. J. Application filed D'ecember 15,

18^."

In the lamp are combined au exhausted globe wliolly

containing electric-light carbons, an armature block mov-
able within the globe and operating to move one of the
carbons, an electromagnet in circuit with the carbons for

aitraciing the armature, a screw socket secured in the

bottom of the globe, a screw holder for the lower carbon
fitted adjustably in the socket, and magaetically operated
means for rotating the holder within the socket to adjust
the lower carbon.

636.275. Signal for Telephone Trunk Lines. Frank
R. McBerty, Downer's Grove, 111., assignor to

the Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed September 25, 1896.

Combined with a "telephone trunk line extending from
one switchboard to another and terminating in suitable

terminal connection at one of ihe boards and in a spring-

jack at the other board are a signaling circuit for the

trunk tine, including an indicator at one switchboard and
terminating in a contact piece associated with the spring-
jack at the other board, a pair of plugs and their cord
circuit at the latter board, a conductor connected with a

contact piece on one of the plugs and adapted to form an
extension of the signaling circuit when the plug is inserted
in the spring-jack, and a switch adapted to be actuated
upon manipulation of the other plug in connecting and
disconnecting lines, whereby the electrical condition of

the signaling circuit may be changed and a signal dis-

played at the indicator.

Issued A'oi'cmbc}- 7, iSgg.

276. Signal for Telephone Trunk Lines. Frank
R. McBerty, Downer's Grove, 111., assignor to
the Western Electric company, Chicago. 111.

Application filed September 2^. 1896.
One claim reads: The combination with a telephone

trunk line, of a signaling circuit therefor, including an in-
dicator at one end and terminating in a contact piece at
the other end, a pair of connecting plugs and their spring-
jacks for extending the trunk line to make connections
with other telephone lines, a conductor forming an exten-
sion of the signaling circuit and adapted to he connected
therewith by the connection of one of the plugs of the
pair with the trunk line, and electrical means connected
with the conductor and controlled by registering contacts
of the other of the plugs and its sprine-jack for influ-
encing the signaling circuit and the indicator included
therein.

277. Apparatus for Inter-office Trunk Lines.
Frank R. McBerty, Downer's Grove, 111., as-
signor to the Western Electric company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed September 25, 1896.
Two telephone lines and a trunk line uniting them are

combined with a clearing-out annunciator at one terminal
of the trunk line and an operator's calling key at the other
terminal, electrical circuit connections adapted to render
the clearing-out annunciator inoperative, and a switch
connected with the calling key controlling the circuit con-
nections, whereby the operation of the calling key renders
the clearing-out annunciator irresponsive.

286. Automatic Electric Switch. Edwin F.
Porter, Boston, Mass.. assignor to the Bay
State Electric Heat and Light company, Jersey
City, N. J. Application filed December 27.

1S97.

The switch is conaected w'th a main e'e^iri; circuit an I

independent branch circuits from the main circuit.
Electromagnets and a thermostatic closer and breaker
are provided, by means of which the switch is adapted
10 open the miin circuit at one temperature and to close
it at another, and a lever operated by the thermostat is

adapted to alternately close the branch circuits through
the magnets.

636,299. Trolley. Emmett G. Solomon. Omaha,
Neb. Application filed July 24, 1899.

A suitibld trolley heal is combine! with an internal
gear fixe 1 to each s di of the trolley head, shafts passing
through the internal ge^rs, crank-shifts working upon the
shafts, and drums provided with gears working; upon the
crank-shafts, the gears meshing wi h the internal gears to

carry the drums in a radial path above and below the
trolley head. (See cut.)

636.304. Apparatus for Effecting Silent Electrical

Discharges. Alexander Vosmaer, Haarlem.
Netherlands. Application filed March 30. 1898.

In the apparatus are a discharger consisting of a plu-
rality of metal pins clamped between strips of metal, in

combtnatioQ witli a flat or even plate against which the
pins of [he discharger are direcily presented, and suitable
electrical connections for the discharger and plate.

636.305. Device for Inflating Pneumatic Tires.

John F. Wilson, Jetmore, Kan. Application
filed December 5, 1S9S.

The device has an iaclosing case, an air chamber
therein, means to supply air in ttie chamber, a sliding bar
having an electric contact point at one end thereof, a coin
case provided with a chute to receive a coin, a block ar-

ranjed to form electric connection with the contact point,
and a lever adapted to register with a notch formed in the
sliding bar,

636.313. Means for Controlling , Railway Trains.

Hermann Biermann. Breslau, Germany. Appli-

cation filed March 9, 1897.

A means for con:rolling the speed oE trains is described
comprising a time clockwork, a co-operating clockwork,
both located at a station, a line circuit controlled by a

moving train and comprising conductors and a magnet for

moving the co-operating clockwork in synchronism with
the time clockwork, means foreivinjan alarm when the

two clockworks are out of synchronism, a cab telephone,
a station telephone, and ^means for connecting the tele-

phones with the line circuit whereby conversalian may
be cariied on.

G36.318. Battery. Charles E. Burroughs, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Norton P. Otis, Yon-
kers. N. Y. Application filed November 21,

1898-

In the battery are combined inner and outer electrodes,
the latter being expansible, a body of saturated absorbent
material between the electrodes normally tending to expand
tlij outer electrode, and means enga;ing the outer elec-
trode to limit its expansion and thus hold the absorbent
material under pressure in contact with bath electrodes.

636,321. Electro-metallurgical Process of Extract-
ing Native Copper. Thomas Craney, Bay City,

Mich. Application filed November 30. 1898.

A proci^sfirmmm; nat ve copper where it occurs in
isolated masses or boulders is d scribed which consists in
making the mass or boulder the contiioing vessel and
anode of an electrolyt-'c cell by first forming a cavity there-
in and tben electrolytically depTsiting the copper upon a
cathoie in presence of a suitable electrolyte.

636,327. Means for Supporting and Bracing Yard-
arms for Arc Lamps, Etc. John R. Fletcher,
Dayton, O. Application filed May 20, 1899.

A post is combined with an arm coosistiog of two sec. ions,
the inner ends of the sections being in cont-'Ctwith the
opposite sides of the post, brackets upon which the inner
ends are supported, brace-rods connected to one of the sec-
tions and to the past, adjustable brace-rods connecting the
two sections of the arm, ani means for supporting the ad-
justable brace-rofis independently of the post, whereby ten-
sion may be applied thereto to tighten the sectio IS of the
arm in rigid contact with the posi.

NO. 636,299.

^2>^-2>i^- Incandescent-lamp Holder or Receptacle.
Gustav A. Barter, Chicago, 111. Application
filed March 4, 1899.

The invention consists of a seriis of lamp receptacles
having their respective electrical contacts pruperly dis-
posed and partly surrounded with a plastic material com-
mon to all.

636.358. Electric Arc Lamp. Rupert Schefbauer,
Jersey City, N. J., assignor to the Sterling Arc
Lamp company of New York. Application
filed August 6, 1898.

In the lamp are cojibi led feel -co itrolling magnets, a
pivoted lever moved thereby, a pulley over which the car-
bon-carry iii' chain or cord passes, and a clutch consis'.ing
of a plurality of pivoted arms arranged around a center and
adapted lb be thrown toward the radii by the movement of
the pivoted lever, an aonular gripping surface against
which the arms are thrust when moved, the gripping sur-
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face being connected with the pulley, a tripping plate to

which the arms are also pivoted and a yielding connection

between the lever and tripping plate.

636,360. Electric Switch. Ferdinand Schwedtmann,
St. Louis, Mo. Application filed March 15,

1809.

Tbe switch has a spring-actuated switch-blade, a contact

post provided with spring-strips for making contact witli

the switch-blade, a spring-actuated detent passing through

one of the spring-strips and eujiaging the switch-blade, a

handle pivoiallv moonted on the switch-blade and means
carried by the handle for withdrawing the detent to release

tbe blade.

636,366. Telephone System. Edward P. Trayer

and De Elbert A. Re3-nolds, New York, N. Y.

Application filed December 6, 1S97.

Main-line conductors leading from the central station

are combined with subscriber's apparatus arranged in mul-

tiple arc, each apparatus consisting of a telephotie hook
held down by the weight of the receiver and carrying two
circuit-closers, one for connecting the signal circuit mom-
entarily durine its upward release to the main line or

ground, and the other for canneciing the telephonic instru-

ments to the coils of the inductorium, whose primary is

connected to a local battery, the hook being permanently
connected to a main line ihrongh a retractile spring.

NO 636.520.

^Z'^^Z'/^- Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. Joseph
S. Blackburn. Salem, O. Application filed Feb-
ruary 17, 1S97.

The igniter consists of a s:ationary electrode, a cyhndii-
cal casijg. a piston-pluiger operating against a spring
therein and exposed to tbe pressure of the contents of tbe
working cylinder, and a friction-jointed arm carried by
the plunger and constimiiog an electrode.

636.379. Electric Cut-out John Erikson, Provi-
dence, R. L. assignor of three-fifths to" Byron
T. Potter and Howard E. Barlow, Providence,
R. I. Application filed Februar\^ 11, 1899.

.A. safety cot-out is described which has a fusible wire, a
a transparent cylinder or case surionnding the wire, a fill-

ing in the cylinder that will be visibly changed by the
fusing of tbe wire, a tuba or case to inclose the wire and
its cylinder, one or more openings made in the side or sides
of the case, caps on the ends of the tube or case and wires
connecting the fusible wire with the caps.

636,418. Toll-collecting Apparatus for Telephones.
Henry G. Sweeney, Chicago, 111., assignor to

himself and Henry W. Fairbanks, Chicago, 111.

Application filed February 14, 1S99.

Th 3 apparatus is adapted to be used w.th coins of dif-
ferent Slices and has a signaling device and means for
energizing it. consisting of an electrically connected shaft
operated by the patron and having a separaie series of
radiating finsers for each size of coin, and an electrical
contact movable into contact with tbe series of the fingers
which corresponds to the coin inserted in the machine.

636,420. Coin-controlled Mechanism. Alfred E.
Watkins, Jersey City. N. J., assignor of seven-
eighths to Bernard F. Seadler, New York, N.
Y. Original application filed February- 23. 1S98.

Divided and this application filed November 14.

1S9S.

A shoe-polishing michine is described which combines
electrically operated devices for putting the machine into
operation, adapted to be actuated by the dropping of a coin
in a slot, a stop for the coin adapted normally to prevent
the coin from actuating the devices, and means for with-
drawing the stop in order to permit the coin to actuate the
devices, operated by the placing of a shoe to be blacked in
proper position in the machine.

636,429. Electric-lighting Apparatus for Vehicles.
Gustavos Heidel. St. Louis, Mo., assignor to
the Globe Electric company. St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed Februarj'^ 13, 1899.

The apparatus has a cisini, a tam^ carried by the casiD^,
a dynamo mauated within the casing, a friction roller
adapted to bear against the rim of one of the vehicle
wheels, and provided with connection to the armature
shaft of the dynamo, a standard on which the casing is sup-
ported, a sleeve carried by the casing surrounding the
standard and having a slotted head at its upper end
adapted to receive a tongue carried by the casing, and a
spring within tbe sleeve.

636,453. Electric Igniter for Gas Engines. John
W. Raymond. Oil City, Pa., assignor to the
Standard Automatic Gas Engine company, Oil
Cit}-, Pa. Original application filed February
21, 189S. Divided and this application filed

November 17, 189S.

The chamber of a gas engine is combined with two co-
operating contacts arranged in the chamber, a rotary driv-
ing spindle arranged in the chamber and extending through
an opening in the head thereof, a sleeve carrying one of
the contacts and extending through the opening in the
head, a clamping device whereby the sleeve is secured to the
spindle, and a cap which closes the opening in the cham-
ber bead,

636,458. Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. Will-
iam M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing compajiy
of New Jersey. Application filed Januarj' 23.

1899-

la an electric switch are combined separable co-operative
contacts, a pivoted lever, and a fixed guide so disposed
that the engagement therewith of a projeciion of the lever
in its rotary movement in one direction will cause the en-
gagement of the co-operative contacts.

636,486. Electric Circuit-closer. Jacob J. Busen-
benz, Chicago, 111., assignor to the National
Time Recorder company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed March 13, 1S99.

The apparatus combines a rotatable chamber contain'ng a

relatively stationary contact, a contact-finger joumaled in

tbe chamber to turn independently thereof and weighted to •

sweep across the stationary contact in attaining its normal
position controlled by the weight, and engaging means in
tbe chamber movable therewith and into the path of which
tbe weighted contact extends to be engaged and turned on
its support.

636.492. Flash Lamp. Joshua L. Cohen, New
York, N. Y. Application filed June 16, 1S99.

A flashlight apparatus is described which comprises a
casing t^ contain a batten,-, a detachable post supported by
and having an electrical socket connection with the casing
and a trough detachably supported on and having an elec-
trical socket connection with the post.

636.505. Globe-holder for Electric Lamps. George
W. Eddj", \Vaterbur>'. Conn., assignor to the
Scovill Manufacturing company. Waterbury.
Conn. Apphcation filed July 19. 1S99.

Thi holder comprises means to engage the shade, globe
or the like, and a collar having a shoulder at one end to ar-

rest its movement in one direction and at its other end
having depending convergent gripping-lugs for antomitic-
ailT eugagin? some portion of the lamp, to secure the
holder and sh^de.

636. S 19. Transmission of Sound. Elisha Grav.
^Highland Park. 111., and Arthur J. Mundy.
Newton. Mass. Application filed April 14. 1899.

A system of suomartn:; telegraphy is described comptis- .

ing a submerged bell for communicatiog signal vibrations
or pulsations directly to the water and means for ringing
ihebeli while submerged, by the direct action of magnetic
lines of force pulsated at the vibrational rate of the funda-
mental tone of the bell.

636,520. Transmission of Sound and Device for

Carrying Same Into Effect. Elisha Gray. High-
land Park, 111. Apphcation filed June 23, 1899.

A bell is combined with a multiphase geueralor for
directly producing pulsating lines of force to engender in
the bell vibrations of the dominant tones of tbe bell, and
means for governing the speed of the generator, whereby
its pulsations may be set and maintained in accord with the
vibrations of thedominant tones of the bell. {See cut.)

^3,&^S-9- Motor Carriage. Edouard Henriquez,
Brussels, Belgium. Application filed January
iS, 1899.

In an automobiU ar; coaibined with the driving-shaft, a
hydrocarbon-engine, a motor capable of use as a dynamo,
a switch, an accumulator, wires elecirically connecting the
motor dynamo, switch and accumulator, means for trans-
mittiug motion from the motor-dynamo to the driving
shaft, means for transmitting motion from the hydrocar-
bon engine to the motor-dynamo, and means for simultane-
ously operating tbe switch and placing the hydrocarbon
engine in engagement with the means for transmitting mo-
tion from the hydrocarbon engine to the motor-dynamo.

636,552. Means for Preventing Improper Manipu-
lation of Air Brakes. William B. Potter and
Frank E. Case, Schenectady, N. Y., assignors
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed August 29, 1898.

Combined with an air brake are an electric brake, an
actuator for the electric brake, an actuator for tbe air brake,
and interlocking mechanism between the devices, s'uch
that the air brake will be operated when the electric brake
becomes inoperative.

636,565. Safety Fuse. Joseph Sachs, New York,
N. Y. Application filed November 14, 1898.

A. tubular casing having closed ends and projecting ler-

minas therein is combined with two fuse wires between
and coanecting the terminals, tbe one passing longitudin-
ally through and within the casing between the closed ends
and the other extending visibly along the outer surface of
the casing between the terminals.

636.577. Electric Apparatus. Herbert W. Smith
and William J. Baughman, Pittsfield, Mass.,
assignors to the Stank}- Electric ^lanufacturing
company, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed

April 10, 1899.

Coihbined in tbe apparatus are a pair of terminals, an
inclosed arcing-space between them, an escape passage
therefrom, and a spreading and chilling device over and
adjacent to the escape passage to tend to interrupt the arc.

636.578. Thermal Cut-out. Charles P. Steinmetz.
Schenectad}^ N. Y.., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed August 7, 1899.

The invention is an electric cm-oui and comprises a con-
ductor adapted to heat under a predetermined strength of
current, and a body of an explosive aceiylide compound in
heat-conductive relation to the conductor.

636.604. Automatic Railway Signal. James M. Wil-
liams and Thomas P. Kinney, Danville, and
Harrj- W. Kinney, Lynchburg, Va.. assignors
of one-fourth to James A. Henderson. Dan-
ville. Va. Application filed June 14. 1899.

The system comprises a gang-ringing mecba ,ism, dis-
tant-track instruments, wires connecting the instruments
with the gong-ringing mechanism, near-track instruments,
wires conoecting the near-track instruments with tbe gong-
ringing mechanism, so that it may be actuated after the
train has passed the crossing, means for ringing ^e gong
and means for setting the gong-ringing mechanism in
position to be actuated again by distant-track instru-
ments.

636,638. Means for Intercepting Earth Currents in

Electrical Traction. Walther Cramer, Hagen.
Germany. Application filed August 19. 1899.

There is combined with an electrical tramway, the rails of
which are used as return-conductors, a trough-like shield
of good, electrically conductive material enclosing the
track or tbe rails at a distince and in connection at the
supply station with the same pole of the dynamo as that to

which the rails are connected.

636.656. Electric Time Alarm. George E. Frank,
Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half to J. A.
Lansing. Scranton, Pa. Application filed' Jan-
uarj^ 20, 1899.

In the apparatus are combined a casing, a cover-plate
for closing the casing, a metallic face-plate supported out-
side of the cover-plate, the face-plate having a series of

time graduations and a corresponding series of apertures
therein, a clockwork mounted in the casing, a hand moved
by the clockwork and located outside of tbe face plate, a
series of removable pins adapted to enter the apertures in
the face-plate and with which the hand contacts, and an
electric circuit including an electric alarm and connected
respectively with the clockwork and face-plate.

656,676. Sanitary Attachment for Telephone Trans-
mitters. William Lenderoth, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 9. 1899.

An att.icbment is described which has a frame composed
of a ring with arms extending outwardly therefrom and
then bent to one side whereby they may be made to embrace
and grasp the transmitter-cooe, and bars secured to the
ring at spaced intervals to form a skeleton cone, and a paper
cone adapted to be inserted in tbe holder to form an auxil-
iary mouthpiece which is held thereby in front of the trans-
mitter-cone.

636,685. ^^"eight and Pressure-recording Apparatus.
Edward McGarvej', Bellefonte, Pa., assignor of
one-half to Guy C. Linn, Bellefonte, Pa. Ap-
plication filed January' 12, 1S99.

A weight ani pressure devic; are combined wih a
record strip, a vibrator controlled by an electric circuit,
the circuit being controlled by the weight of pressure de-
vice, and devices for causing perforations through the
record strip, the devices being controlled by the vibrator.

636,695. Burglar Alarm. Harman J. Pyle, Pueblo,
Colo. Application filed June 27, 1899.
Tiie poles of an electric circuit are respeciivelj con-

nected with two insula,ed parts of a safe or other structure.
An electromagnet is located In the circuit and arranged to
be eiergize 1 whin the c'rc lit is closed and a spring actu-
ated switch closes the circuit-path through the magnet or
throntih a suitable alarm device.

636.704. Loom. William H. Baker. Central Falls.

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.
Application filed July 8, 1899.

An open eleciric c rcuit including an electromagnet con-
trols an elevating mechanism in the loom.

636.705. Loom. William H. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.

Application filed July 22, 1899.
Electromagnetic meins are provided for controlling the

vibrations of a shuttle carrier in the loom.

636.706. Loom. William H. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair. N. J.
Application filed July 27, 1899.

In th s inveii oa elect o a igne:'c means control the oper-
ation ol thep'acerani the rotation of the shuttle-box of a
loom.

636.707. Weft-supply Mechanism for Looms. Will-
iam H. Baker, Central Falls. R, I., and Frederic
E. Kip, Montclair, N. J. Application filed Au-
gust 14, 1S99.

An electromagnetic device controls tbe tims of operation
of several supplying mechanisms In a loom.

636,721. Advertising Apparatus. Willard H. Gil-

man. Boston, Mass., assignci to Frederick L.
Milliken. trustee, Milton, Mass. Application
filed AugTist 28, 1897.

Incaidsace it lamps are used in the appiratas to illumi-
nate a translucent pane or sheet bearing a picture or de-
sign.

Reissues.

11,783. Electric Motor. Thomas Duncan, Chicago,
111. Application filed October 12, 1899. Origi-
nal No. 623.528, dated April 25, 1899.

A. mo or for single- ph ise a! tern i tin; currents is de-
scribed which combines a plurality of poles. The magnet-
izing coils are mounted upon one-half of the poles in dia-
metric arrangement and the pbase-liggin^ coils are in

series with the magnetizing coils and mounted upon the
other half of the poles. A condenser is in series
with both sets of coils, and a revoluble close-circuited ar-

mature is arranged in inductive relation to the energizing
coils. (See cut.)

NO. II,7^3.

11.786. Electromagnetic Brake. 'Frank C. Newell,

Chicago. III_ assignor to the Westinghouse Air

Brake company. Wilmerding, Pa. Original No.
616,956, dated Januar>^ 3, 1899.

An electric brake is described which has generators
driven by the movement of the car. a brake magnet and
automatically operated resistance mechanism comprising a

plurality of coils each provided with a separaie circuit and
contact and a magnetically operated switch device co-op-
erating with the contacts, whereby the resistance in the

brake-magnet circuit is proportioned to the speed of the

car.

Designs.

31.797. Switch Blade. George Christopher Herz,

New York, N. Y. Application filed October

7, 1899. Term of pate^it, 3^^ years.

31.798. Insulator. Frederick Henry Withycombe,
Montreal, Canada, assignor of eleven-twentieths

to Clement Henr^- McLeod, Montreal, Canada.
Application filed September 15, 1S99. Term of

patent, 14 years.

31.799. Insulator. Frederick Henry Withycombe.
Montreal. Canada, assignor of eleven-twentieths

to Clement Henr>- McLeod. Montreal. Canada.
Application filed September 15, 1899. Term of

patent, 14 years.
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Three-phase Plant in the Elgin Watch
Factory.

An interesting equipment of three-phase appa-
ratus for lighting and power has been placed in

Elgin, 111., at the factory of the Elgin National
Watch company. A direct-current lighting plant

had been in use in the factory buildings for some
time, but early in the present year it was decided to

do away with some of the transmission shafting

and several small engines that had been operated
in different parts of the works and centralize the
power plant, operating the line shafting in the

individual departments by motors. Following this

now about 2,300 operatives and having a daily out-
put of about 2,000 watch movements. The grounds
of the company cover 35 acres on the east bank of

Fox River. The buildings consist of the large
factory building, built with a number of wings, so
as to afford an abundance of light to the employes.
12 detached buildings on the factory grounds, the

National House, a four-story structure across the
street from the main building and used as a board-
ing-house for the employes, and a gymnasium ad-
joining the National House. A view of the main fac-

tory building is shown in Fig. 4 on the next page.
.Ml of the buildings are constructed of cream-colored
Ijrick. with white-limestone trimmings and are fin-

feet. This water is pumped to an 80,000-gallon
reservoir on a bluff east of the factory, whence
it is piped to the buildings. In addition, the well
water is supplemented by the city supply. A hot-
water system supplies all the departments. Two
hydraulic elevators are operated in the National
House, the discharge water being conveyed to the
boiler house and there used for boiler feed.

In the engine room, a general view of which is

shown in Fig. 2, there are three belt-driven generat-
ing units. The generators are of the revolving-
armature, General Electric type, and produce three-

phase alternating current with a frequency of 7,200
alternations a minute. The two generators on the

Fig, I. Power Plant.

plan, the present plant was installed during the
summer, and the old dynamos were taken out.

By means of the new plant three-phase alternat-

ing current is generated in the power house, the
armature connection being what is known as the
'"star" or "Y" connection. Three wires lead from
each point of the star and a fourth or neutral wire
from the center. Between the three wires a pressure
of 220 volts is obtained, while the voltage regis-

tered between the neutral wire and any one of the
three wires is about 127 volts. This system per-
mits the use of incandescent lamps on the 127-volt

circuits and induction motors on the three-wire
distribution.

Established some 33 years ago, the Elgin Na-
tional Watch company has risen to be one of the
leading watch manufacturers in the world, employing

Fig. 2. Engines and Generators.

THREE-PHASE PLANT IN THE ELGIN WATCH FACTORY.

ished inside with hardwood and Georgia pine. The
main building has a frontage of 550 feet and extends
back 425 feet.

The power-house structure, illustrated in Fig. i.

is connected with the wing extending back from
the main entrance. There are installed in the boiler

room 10 horizontal, fire-tubular, 80 horse power
boilers, each 60 inches by 16 feet in size, which
are arranged in two banks of five each. These
boilers generate steam at about 90 pounds pressure
for the engines in the engine room adjoining and
are also used to help out the exhaust steam from
the engines in supplying the heating system. Two
Cochrane open heaters and oil separators are con-
nected with the exhaust of the engines.

Water for the company's buildings is obtained
from three artesian wells, the deepest being 2.000

Fig. 3. Switchboard.

sides are 12-pole, 150-kilowatt machines, revolving
at a speed of 600 revolutions a minute. The middle
generator has a capacity of 50 kilowatts and is an
eight-pole machine, with a speed of 900 revolutions
a minute. Two simple horizontal Brown engines
drive the 150-kilowatt generators. Each engine has
a i6-ir.h cylinder with a 42-inch stroke and a speed
of 102 revolutions a minute, with a rated capacity
of 200 horse power. A 60 horse pow'er. center-
crank, simple Ball engine, with an ii-inch cylinder
and 12-inch stroke, drives the 50-kilowatt generat-
or. It operates at 273 revolutions a minute.
Belted to'^each generator shaft is an exciter, with
a capacity of 36 amperes at 125 volts. These ex-
citers are driven at i.ioo revolutions a minute.

In rear of the Ball engine is located a vertical

xA-llis condenser, with cylinders eight by 12 by 24
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inches, with a Corliss valve gear. During cold
weather the exhaust steam from the engines is turned
into the heating mains, but during the summer the

two Brown engines are run condensing by means of

the AUis condenser. Fig. 3, which illustrates the
switchboard, also shows a portion of the condenser.
In another corner of the engine room is a 27 horse
power Norwalk air compressor, with a compound
air cylinder. Air is compressed by this machine
at from 60 to 80 pounds pressure and is piped all

over the factory buildings, where it is used in con-
nection with many small machines to blow the
tiny shavings and scraps of metal from the cutting

tools. The engines are all equipped with Cochrane
live-steam separators. A Hollcy loop gathers all

the water from these separators and the high-pres-

sure drips of the engines and auxiliaries and returns
it to the boilers.

In Figs. I and 4 are shown three chimneys. The
round steel stack is 150 feet high, with a seven-foot
flue, and is brick-lined part way up. It was built

three years ago to take the place of the 142-foot,

five-foot-flue brick stack on the opposite side of

the engine room. The latter stack is not used at

present, but will probably be utilized soon in con-
nection with the blacksmith shop. The third chim-
ney, which is 100 feet high, is built of brick, and
is used for ventilating purposes.
The switchboard, shown in Fig. 3. is built of

pink Tennessee m.?irble and consists of five panels.

On the first panel from the left are three indicating

ammeters, with scales reading up to 750 amperes,
connected with one of the 150-kilowatt generators.

A 600-ampere, four-blade switch at the bottom of

the panel controls the generating current from the

same machine. Panel No. 2 contains three indi-

cating ammeters, with scales reading up to 200
amperes, and at the bottom a 200-ampere switch, all

on the 50-kilowatt generator circuit. The third

panel is a duplicate of the first, being connected

company. Fig. 6 shows one corner of the dial-

transfer room. A one horse power motor, placed
on the floor, drives a 500-ampere Mather electro-
plating machine, which furnishes current for the
electroplating tanks, shown in the left of the illus-

tration.

In the plate department, where the brass and
nickel plates for the framework of the watch are
finished, are located a 10 horse power and a five

horse power motor. Fig. 8 (p. 309) shows the larger
motor suspended from the ceiling and belted to the
shafting.

In the press department a 10 and a five horse
power motor are located. They are used to drive
the power and drop presses which punch out in

the rough all the blanks used in the watch. The
five horse power motor, which is located in the
north wing, in addition to the factory machinery,
drives a worm-geared EUithorp passenger elevator
in the office building and also a dumb waiter.
A view of the east wing of the press department,
showing the 10 horse power motor and some of

the presses, is given in Fig. 7.

A 10 horse power motor in the balance depart-
ment drives the machinery used in making the bal-

ance wheels.
A carpenter shop occupies one of the detached

buildings south of the main building. In the base-
ment of the shop is a 15 horse power motor, which
is used to drive a planer, molding machinery, band,
cross and rip-saws and a large pipe-threading ma-
chine.

In the dial department, where all the dials are
turned out, in addition to the one horse power
motor mentioned above, a five horse power motor
drives the dial-sinking and edging machinery and
a one horse power motor an enamel-laying ma-
chine.

The enamel used is made in a separate building,
near the carpenter shop. Here are located three

FIG. 4. ELGIN WATCH FACTORY.

v.'ith the other 150-kilowatt machine. On the

fourth panel are three voltmeters, to indicate the

voltage of the three generators, while on the last

panel are three ammeters, connected with the ex-
citers, and a voltmeter below, arranged by means of

a switch to indicate the voltage of any one of the

exciters. At the bottom of the fourth and fifth panels

are located the exciter switches and rheostat

handles. The eight switches at the center of the

first four panels control the difi'erent circuits into

which the distribution system is divided. In rear

of the board are located the exciter and field rheo-

stats and six small current transformers connected
to the high-reading ammeters.
From the switchboard a few No. 0000 lead-cov-

ered cables lead to distributing centers in different

wings, while the rest of the circuits are carried

through the basement of the building with ordinary
insulated wire. In all departments of the factory

the motor installation follows a uniform plan. In

each wing the motor is suspended from the ceiling

and belted to a jackshaft, from which are belted

the lines of shafting operating the machines in that

section. In a factory of this nature there are so

many small machines, some of which require three

or four belts to drive them, that main and inter-

mediate line shafting is considered indispensable.

The installing of the electric motors does not, there-

fore, effect any saving of power in the individual

wings, but, by doing away with the long lines of

transmission shafting radiating from the power
house to the separate wings, the motors afford

a great convenience, for the reason that any one
wing or department can be operated individually,

and in case of a breakdown it is not necessary to

shut down the entire plant.

As exceptions to the general rule of the motor
installation may be mentioned the motors in the
printing room and in the dial-transfer room. The
former of these rooms is illustiated in Fig. 5. A
five horse power induction motor is mounted on
a shelf near the ceiling in one corner of the room
and is belted to the shafting operating the presses.

In this room is done nearly all the printing for the

melting furnaces and an annealing oven, with a
five horse power motor driving a pressure blower
for the furnaces-
The escapement department, in which the es-

capement of the watch is manufactured, is driven by
two five horse power and two three horse power
motors, each being in a difi'erent wing.
The engraving and gilding departments are lo-

cated in one room. The engraving machinery con-
sists of power presses, which stamp the names and
numbers on the watch plates. In addition to the
gilding, all the nickel plates are finished and orna-
mented by the damaskeening process in this room.
A 10 horse power motor drives the machinery
and also a small electroplating machine used in

the gilding processes. Adjoining this room is a
gilding-brush room, where a five horse power
motor drives the brushes used to produce the satin

finish on the watch plates.

The Elgin company designs and makes all its

own machinery, tools and belts. The machinery
depaitment, where these machines are made, is

divided into a building shop, operated by a 20
horse power motor (not suspended), and a repairing
shop, driven by a 10 horse power motor. In- these
two shops the machines comprise planers, milling
machines, engine lathes, etc. y

In the main-spring department a 10 horse power
motor drives the grinding and polishing machinery,
and a three horse power niachine in another part
of the department operates the power presses that

prepare the main springs for the braces and put
them on and also drives the machinery in the ad-

joining department for the production of the leather

belts used in the factory. A one horse power motor
drives the hardening and tempering machines.
The largest suspended motor is illustrated in Fig.

9, which shows a portion of the stem-wind depart-

ment. In this department is produced all the stem-
wind mechanism and also all the screws used in

the different movements. The motor illustrated

has a capacity of 20 horse power. A 10 horse
power motor and another of five horse power drive

machinery in other wings of the department.

There is a five horse power motor in each of the
north and south wings of the motion department
and a 10 horse power in the east v^-ing. This is

the department into which the plates and all the
material of the watch go to be fitted together. The
jewels are also set in this department.

In the train rooms are made all the wheels and
pinions, constituting the running parts of the watch.
The machinery is driven by a five and a 10 horse
power motor.
To the timing department all the movements are

sent from the finishing rooms, and after being

FIG. 5. THREE-PHASE PLANT IN THE ELGIN WATCH FAC-
TORY. PRINTING OFFICE.

timed and adjusted they are ready for packing
and shipment. A one horse power motor in this
department drives a few small lathes and other ma-
chines for miscellaneous work.

In addition to the motors mentioned above, there
is placed in a small room adjoining the boiler room
a 10 horse power motor, which drives a ventilating
fan and a pressure blower for blowing the enamel
furnace, blacksmith forges, and steel-tempering and
annealing furnaces.

A three horse power motor in the National House
runs a dish-washing machine, an ice-cream freezer
and a coffee mill in the kitchen.

All told, the establishment is equipped with -^^

induction motors, ranging in size from one to 20
horse power, the combined capacity being 231 horse
power. The company relies on the electric drive
exclusively, the machinery in all departments being
driven by the motors.
Throughout the buildings there are upward of

4,500 incandescent lamps. Some of the lamps are
of eight and 10 candle power, but the larger por-
tion are rated at 16 candle power. The National
House and the gymnasium are heated, lighted and
supplied with hot and cold water by the company's
plant. The station of the Chicago and Northwest-
ern railway, shown prominently in Fig. 4, is also

heated and lighted from the power house. Resi-
dences occupied by the superintendent, the two as-

sistant superintendents and the cashier of the Elgin
company, in the iinmediate A'icinity of the factory,

are lighted from the company's plant.

The Grinnell automatic fire S3''stem of water pip-
ing has been installed in all parts. of the factory.

Sprinkler heads are spaced about eight feet apart
and are provided with composition plugs, which melt

FIG. 6. THREE-PHASE PLANT IN THE ELGIN WATCH FAC-
TORY.—ELECTROPLATING APPARATUS IN DIAL-

TRANSFER ROOM.

at 155 degrees, thus allowing the water to be
sprayed over the room. Electric-alarm devices are
connected with every riser, which indicate when
there is water flowing in that particular pipe. The
system of piping is shown in several of the illus-

trations.

The design of the three-phase equipment is cred-
ited to F. P. Mack, consulting engineer, and George
E. Hunter, assistant superintendent of the Elgin
National Watch company. The entire plant was
installed under the personal supervision of Mr.
Hunter, the generators, motors and switchboard
equipment being furnished by the General Electric

companj'.
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Naval Board Approves Marconi System.
Although it was supposed that the tests of Mar-

coni's wireless telegraph on the Massachusetts and
New York were not entirely successful, from a
naval point of view, the board of officers ordered
to report on the trials recommends that the sys-
tem be given a trial in the navy. The inspecting
hoard consisted of Lieutenant-commander J. T.
Newton, Lieutenant J. B. Blish and Lieutenant
F. K. Hill, and their report is as follows:

"We respectfully submit the following findings as

the result of our investigation of the Marconi sys-

tem of wireless telegraphy:
"i. It is well adapted for use in squadron signal-

ing under conditions of rain, fog, darkness and
motion of ship. The wind, rain, fog and other
conditions of weather do not affect the transmis-
sion through space, but dampness may reduce the
range, rapidity and accuracy by impairing the in-

sulation of the aerial wire and the instruments.
Darkness has no effect. We have no data as to

the effects of rolling and pitching, but excessive
vibration at high speed apparently produced no bad
effect on the instruments, and we believe the work-
ing of the system will be very little affected by the

motion of the ship.
"2. The accuracy is good within the working

ranges. Cipher and important signals may be re-
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allogcther when tall buildings of iron framing in-
tervened.

"10. The rapidity is not greater than 12 words
per minute for skilled operators.

"11. The shock from the sending coil of wire may
be quite severe and even dangerous to a person
with a weak heart. No fatal accidents have been
recorded.

"12. The liability to accident from lightning has
not been ascertained.

"13. The sending apparatus and wire would in-

juriously affect the compass if placed near it. The
exact distance is not known, and should be de-
termined by experiment.

"14. The system is adapted for use on all vessels

of the navy, including torpedo boats and small
vessels, as patrols, scouts and dispatch boats, but it

is impracticable in a small boat.

"15. For landing parties the only feasible method
of use would be to erect a pole on shore and then
conjmunicate with the ship.

"16. The system could be adapted to the tele-

graphic determination of differences of longitude
in surveying.

"The board respectfully recommends that the

system be given a trial in the navy."
Mr. Marconi, in a letter dated October 29th, ex-

plained why he could not give any demonstration

Compensated Revolving-field Genera-
tors.'

By H. G. Reist.

It is well known that when the load on an elec-
tric generator, direct or alternating, is increased,
the potential will drop unless the field excitation is

also increased. This is due to the resistance and
the inductance of the armature and the reaction
of the armature on the field poles, the latter reduc-
ing the amount of effective magnetic flux. The
potential at a distant point, where the current is

used for lights or motors, falls even more on ac-
count of the resistance and inductance of the line.

To compensate for the drop of potential direct-
current dynamos have been compounded by
passing the main current through series coils on
the poles and so adjusted that the potential at the
machine increases with increasing load. On alter-

nating and multiphase machines the same result

has been obtained by rectifying the main or an
induced current and using it for the same purpose,
and, except for a slight increase in complication,
the method is just as effective as on direct-current

machines, so long as the alternating current is in

phase with the potential, which, unfortunately, is

rarely the case in ordinary operation, since partly

loaded transformers and induction motors produce

peated back to the sending
station, if necessary to in-

sure absolute accuracy.
"3. When ships are close

together (less than 400
yards) adjustments (easily
made) of the instruments
are necessary.

The greatest distance
that messages were ex-
changed W'ith the station at
Navesink was 16.5 miles.
This distance was exceeded
considerably during the
yacht races, when a more
efficient set of instruments
was installed there.

"5. The best location of
instruments would be be-
low, well protected, in easy
communication with the
commanding officer.

"6. The spark of a send-
ing coil or of a consider-
able leak due to faulty insulation of the send-
ing wire would be sufficient to ignite an inflamma-
ble mixture of gas or other easily lighted matter,
but with the direct lead (through air space, if possi-
ble) and the high insulation necessary for good
work no danger of fire need be apprehended.

"7. \yhen two transmitters are sending at\ the
same time, all the receiving wires within range re-

ceive the impulses from transmitters, and the tapes,
although unreadable, show unmistakably that such
double sending is taking place.

"8. In every case, under a great variety of condi-
tions, the attempted interference was complete.
Mr. Marconi, although he stated to the board, be-
fore these attempts were made, that he could pre-
vent interference, never explained how nor made
any attempt to demon-strate that it could be done.

"9. Range of signaling: Between large ships
(heights of masts 130 to 140 feet above the quarter-
deck) the range is at least 35 sea -miles at sea and
16.5 miles or less when tall buildings of steel

frames interfere. Between a large ship ("height of

mast, 140 feet) and a torpedo boat (height of mast. 45
feet), across open water, signals can be read up to

seven miles on the torpedo boat and 8.5 miles on
the ship. Communication might be interrupted

Fig, 9- Stem-wind Department.

THREE PHASE PLANT IN THE ELGIN WATCH FACTORY.—MOTORS DRIVING LINE SHAFTS,

of his non-interference devices. His experiments
with wireless telegraphy on the New York and
Massachusetts were interrupted because of the out-

break of the Boer war. Signor Marconi wrote:
'^Having consulted with my partners, I regret to

be unable to gi^'C a demonstration of devices I use

for preventing interference and of the system em-
ployed for tuning or syntonizing the instruments.

The reasons why I cannot give such demonstrations
are: The means employed are not yet completely

patented and protected: insufficient materials and
instruments are here with me to give full demon-
strations; no detailed information from the United

States Navy Department was received by my com-
pany prior to my departure from England as to the

extent of demonstration required. Therefore, the

instruments sent here were solely those necessary

for carrying out our contract with the New York
Herald and sufficient for government tests, but not

on a large scale."

The Board of Supervisors of Kane County, III,

has granted a 50-year franchise to the Chicago,

Wheaton and Aurora Railway company, to build

and operate an electric line in that county.

a lagging current which re-

quires a greater field ex-
citation to produce the nor-
mal potential. This has
not heretofore been pro-
vided for except by hand

"

regulation, but is, in the
case of the machines to be
described, entirely auto-
matic.
The line of machines as

developed and now being
built is belted and will

fill the wants of installa-

tions where the greatest
trouble is experienced, i. e.,

where the size of the motor
units is likely to be a
large per cent, of the size

of the generator units.

The design is based on
a principle radically di^er-

ent from anything which
has heretofore been em-

ployed. The new feature is the method of excita-

tion, and gives an automatic compounding far su-

perior in results from that which can be obtained

by any other known method, and at the same time
there is nothing but the simplest and mc-ot reliable

mechanism used.

The distinctive advantage of this method of com-
pounding is that it automatically adjusts the poten-

tial for all variations and degrees of inductive and
non-inductive load without any mechanical change
or adjustment. In any alternator, to maintain a

given potential with a given inductive current re-

quires a larger amount of field excitation than is

needed with the same potential and load if the

current is non-inductive. Thus, in all types of al-

ternators heretofore designed the compounding re-

quired for non-inductive loads has been entirely

insufficient for inductive conditions. With the loads

that ordinarily have to be provided for on alter-

nating-current circuits there are wide variations m
the power factor, especially in cases where a con-
siderable proportion of the load is in motors. Con-

I. Read before the Ohio Electric Light association. October
II, 1899. Mr. Reist is a designing eneineer for the Genera! Elec-
tric company, and the machine described is built by that com-
pany.
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sequently, the achievement of an automatic means
of field adjustment for all kinds and degrees of

load is of ihe greatest practical value.

Method of Compounding.—The shaft of the al-

ternator which carries the revolving field also car-

ries the armature of the exciter, which has the same
number of poles as the alternator, so that the two
operate in synchronous relation. Besides the ex-
citer commutator and the pair of collector rings

which deliver current to the field of the alternator,

the shaft carries three other collector rings, which
are connected to taps in the exciter winding, in

the same manner as the rings are connected to the

winding of rotary conveiters. By means of these
collector rings the exciter receives current from
one or several series transformers inserted into the

lines leading from the alternator. This alt-ernating

vigorous ventilation is maintained through all parts.

The armature coils are insulated by the same
methods used in making coils for high-potential
machines and their construction is far superior to

any other which has been put in practice. The coils

are held in place by means of wooden wedges;
this sllows the coils to be easily removed and has
been found very satisfactory fastening in the vast
amount of machinery built in this way. The poles
of the revolving field are built up of laminations
and are fastened into dovetailed slots in the steel

hub with taper keys. These keys are easily driven
out, so there is no trouble to remove or replace
a pole-piece. The field coils are made of flat-strip

copper, wound on edge, each coil consisting of

a single spiral. Paper is used to insulate between
successive turns, and insulating collars are used

the same for both. We have not standardized any
single-phase or monocyclic windings for these ma-
chines, our intention for the present being to use
three-phase windmgs for cases for which mono-
cyclic or single-phase machines would ordinarily
be required.
These machines will carry their full rated ca-

pacity, two or three-phase non-inductive load con-
tinuously with a rise of temperature not to exceed
40° Centigrade in any part, and will carry 25 per
cent, overload tor two hours without rise of tem-
perature exceeding 55° Centigrade above the sur-
romiding air. All machines with three-phase wind-
ings are guaranteed to carry 80 per cent, of their

rated output in single-phase current. Under these
conditions the same temperature guarantee can be
given as for two and three-phase rating. We will

also guarantee that these machines with three-
phase windings will carry. their full-load output in

single-phase current for a period of three hours
without injurious heating.
Application to Lighting and Power Distribution.

—The machines can be operated at their full three-

phase rating when they are used to deliver power

75-ki!owatt, 60-cycle, eight-pole Machine

COMPENSATED REVOLVING-FIELD GENERATOR.

current, passing through the exciter armature, re-

acts magnetically upon the exciter field in propor-
tion to the strength and to the phase relation of the
alternating current. In consequence thereof, the
magnetic field and, hence, the voltage of the ex-
citer are due to the combined effect of the shunt
field and the niagnetic reaction of the alternating
current. This current passes through the exciter

armature in such a manner as to give necessary
rise of exciter voltage as the non-inductive load
increases, and without other adjustment to give a
greater rise of exciter voltage with additions of

inductive load.

The connections between the armatures of the

two machines are so made that the polarities in-

duced in the exciter armature are somewhat ahead
of the exciter-field magnetization, but still so that

it will assist the field magnets. The result is that

with increasing main current the current passing
through the exciter armature strengthens the ex-

citer fields and thereby the fields of the generator.

If the current lags, as under an inductive load, the

magnetization produced by the alternating current

in the armature comes more nearly in line with

the exciter-field magnetization, thus strengthening

the field more with a given line current. These
are the first machines in which this result -has ever

been accomplished and they are. consequently, the

only perfectly compounded alternators. They ac-

complish the desired result with wonderful accuracy
and without any liability lo sparking or trouble

of any kind.

Accessories for Excitation and Compounding.

—

The commutator and all the collector rings are

fitted with carbon brushes and all operate at pres-

sures below 75 volts, so that all parts may be freely

handled under all conditions. Each ring is fitted

with two brushes, so that any brush may be re-

moved for examination or repair without disturbing

the operation of the machine. The same remarks
apply to the commutator brushes, of which there

are three in a set on the smaller machines.
No alternating current is rectified, as in other

compound alternators, and no conditions exist

which will produce trouble through sparking or

improper brush action. In fact, one of these ma-
chines requires no more care than that which is

generally bestowed upon the exciter of a separately

excited alternator.

With each alternator is furnished a transformer
of compact design, for the purpor.es described above
and a small rheostat, which is connected in series

with the exciter-field winding. These can be
mounted wherever convenient. No other acces-

sories are required with the machine except such

switchboard arrangements as the service may de-

mand.
The Dynamo Proper.—The machine is of the

revolving-field type, with stationary distributed

armature winding, the design being such that a

at the ends of the coils. When the coils are clamped
into place by fastening of the pole-piece, a very sub-

stantial and handsome structure is produced. The
potential between adjacent turns amounts only to

a fraction of a volt, so that the insulation is ex-
tremely safe.

Mechanical Arrangement.—The mechanical design
of these machines is very compact and convenient.
All parts are readily removable. The distribution

of weight and pull is such as to give a particularly

good action in bearings. The bearings are self-

oiling and aligning and of ample size. The pulley

is brought well over the pulley bearings to save
room and needless pressure in the bearing adjacent.

The exciter fields are mounted on the shield of the

generator. The machines stand on rails, so that

the belt tension can be adjusted. There are two
coimection boards, the one on the right of the
machine being used for the main terminals of the

machine. These terminals for all potentials above
500 volts are covered with hard-rubber covers, so

that there are no bare high-potential conductors.

COMPENSATED REVOLVING-FIELD GENERATOR.—REVOLVING FIELD AND EXCITER
ARMATURE ON SAME SHAFT.

*rhe board on the left of the machine has terminals
for the exciter-field rheostat and for the secondary
terminals of the series rheostat.

Efficiency.—These dynamos are so proportioned
as to afford particularly effective use of all the mag-
netic material. The efficiencies obtained are con-
sequently high and the weight of the machines
per kilowatt output is small. By the use of a di-

rect-connected exciter the belt and bearing losses

of that machine are eliminated, and by properly
proportioning the parts it is possible to dispense
with the wasteful rheostat in the alternator fields.

Actual tests show that the efficiencies of these ma-
chines are higher than those of standard belt-driven
alternators.

Phases and Voltages.—Our standard designs for

these machines are adapted to three-phase or two-
phase windings without change, save in the coils

themselves, the exciter and all accessories being

Stationary Armature.

for both lighting and motor service with the light-

ing distributed from one phase only and the motors
connected to all three-phases. The machines can

be operated in this way where the lighting load is

a large proportion of the whole. The reason for

this is that the motors tend to draw most of their

power from the phases which operate at the highest
\oltages; consequently, the. motors tend to correct

the unbalanced condition that arises from the opera-
tion of lights from a single-phase. This is of great
practical value, as a single-phase current is for many
reasons more convenient than a polyphase current

for lighting purposes.
While this method of operation is recommended

for many installations, the machines are, of course,

practically adapted to any system of polyphase-
lighting distribution. The machines have been so
designed that they can be wound lor the following
potentials: 480, 600. 1.150, 2,300 and 3,450 volts,

for three-phase windings; 4S0, 1,150, 2,300 and 3,450
volts for two-phase windings.

Machines with three-phase
windings and arranged for

2.300 volts will be considered
our standard and can be more
promptly delivered than for

any other arrangement of

windings and potentials.

Operation.—I would now
like to say a word regarding
the behavior of the machines
in practice. I have seen a 50
horse power induction motor
started froin a 75-kilowatt gen-
erator with a drop in potential

on the line just sufficient to
fluctuate the voltmeter and
lasting, perhaps, one-half sec-

ond, but the effect on the

lights could be detected only
on close observation. At the same tiine it was
noterl by the tachometer on the machine that there
was a momentary drop in speed, so that beyond a

doubt the slight fluctuation was due to this cause.

COMMUNICATION.

Prices of Materia! Wanted.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

I am contemplating the erection of an electric-

light plant. I shall need a 50 horse power engine
and boiler, a dynamo of 500 or 600 lights' capacity.

as well as wire, poles, lamps and everything neces-

sary for a plant of that size. I will be pleased to

get prices on this material. LEWIS C. MOE.
St. Ansgar, la., November 18, 1899.
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Surveys for Pacific Cable.

In his annual report to the secretary of the navy,

Rear-admiral Bradford, chief of ihc Bureau of

Equipment, reports en recent naval .surveys, for a

trans-Pacific caijlc. He says:

"A practicable route for a submarine telegraph

cable was established between San Francisco and

Honolulu some years ago. In order to continue the

survey of the route froni Honolulu to the Philip-

pines, the United States steamer Nero, under Com-
mander Charles Belknap, United States Navy,

was very thoroughly htted out and equipped

for deep-sea exploration at the navy yard, Mare
Island, during the early part of the present year.

The Nero is a large steam collier purchased for

use during the late war, and on account of her great

steaming radius was admirably adapted to make
the survey. After a careful consideration of the

subject it was decided that the best route westward
from Honolulu to the Philippine Islands was by

way of the Midway Islands and Guam, landing

the cable at a convenient point on the east coast

of Luzon, as near as possible to the latitude of

Manila. It was also decided as desirable to survey

a route from Guam to Yokohama. Elaborate in-

structions for the survey were prepared. The plan

of the survey consists in carrying direct lines of

soundings, taken at alternate intervals of 10 and two
knots, from Honolulu to the Midway Islands, thence

lo Guam, and thence to Luzon, and also from Guam
to Japan. The return course to be pursued is a

zigzag line, passing back and forth to equal dis-

tances on each side of the route followed in going

to the westward, with soundings at intervals of

20 knots at the turning points.

"The Nero sailed from San Francisco_.for Hono-
lulu on April 22d. She sailed from Honolulu to

commence her work on May 6th. On May 22d she

had completed a single line of soundings to the

Midway Islands; by July 4th to Guam, and by Au-
gust 1st lO Luzon.
"Along this route, which is 4,812 knots in length,

S53 soundings were taken. The characteristics of

the bottom soil and the temperature of the sur-

face water were observed at each sounding station,

and these, together with the meteorological record

of the frequent observations of specific gravity,

bottom temperature and the currents of the ocean,

besides their value in laying a submarine cable,

will form an important contribution 10 the physics

of the Pacific Ocean.
"Two offsets from the projected great-circle route

between the Midway Islands and Guam were found
to be necessary in order to avoid obstacles to a

successful laying and operation of a telegraph
cable. The first of these obstacles encountered is

a submarine mountain situated a short distance west-

ward of the Midway Islands, and rising from the
floor of the ocean, which here sinks to a depth of

2,200 fathoms, to within 82 fathoms of the surface.

The second obstacle is one of the deepest sub-
marme abysses yet found in the world, situated

about 500 miles eastward of Guam and sinking to

a depth of more than 4,900 fathoms. Reports have
been received of the preliminary line of soundings
from Honolulu to Luzon, and they indicate that
the route which is being surveyed will prove en-
tirely practicable. No reports of the soundings
taken on the return trip or of any soundings from
Guam to \ okohama have been received. The ex-
penses of this survey, so far as this bureau is con-
cerned, have been entirely defrayed from its current
appropriations.''

A map of the cable route is given with the re-

port. To secure more information about the Mid-
way Islands Admiral Bradford it now fitting out
the ocean-going, twin-screw naval tug Iroquois,
with surveying apparatus, at Honolulu, to make
a thorough examination of the reefs surrounding
the Hawaiian archipelago. At the same time the
Yosemite is making an exhaustive investigation
of Guam, and the Bennington, which is equipped
with surveying outfit, will chart the coast oi Luzon,
near Dingalan Bay, where it is proposed to land the
Manila end of the cable.

Electric Railways in Michigan.

The Michigan Labor Bureau has completed the
canvass of the 19 electric railways in operation in the
lower peninsula. The three lines in Detroit, being
practically under one management, are considered
as one line, their business aggregating nearly 50
per cent, of all lines canvassed. The Adrian
line is the smallest in the state, but improvements
and extensions contemplated will soon place it on
a difl^erent basis. The aggregate capital stock is

$14,045,000, the average being $739,210. The largest

is that of the three combined roads at Detroit, $7,-

000,000, and the smallest is at Adrian, $20,000. The
aggregate number of miles of road operated is 448,
Detroit having loi and Adrian three. The aggre-
gate number of cars operated is 456, an average of

24. The total number of employes in operating
departments is 1,629, the average being 89. De-
troit has 680. The aggregate monthly pay-roll for

operating departments is $87,879; average, $4,625.
Detroit's is $35,000 and Adrian's $260. Nearly
every company reports that extensions and connec-
tions are either being made or are contemplated.
The labor inspectors have canvassed i .020 street-

railway employes relative to age, nativity, number
dependent upon them for support, effect of work
on health, wages received, savings, etc. The re-

sults will appear in a separate bulletin

Ventilation of the Boston Subway.
In the past the ventilation of railroad tunnels or

subways has had for its principal object the re-

moval of smoke and gas discharged by the loco-
motives employed for traction purposes. But with
the advent of electric power and its wide application
to street-car propulsion, the most niiportant ob-
jection to underground transportation has been re-

moved.
Nevertheless, there still remains, as has been

clearly demonstrated in the Boston subway, the
necessity of a positive and continuous change of air

for the double purpose of maintaining its purity
and of so regulating its humidity as to prevent the
deposition of moisture and the consequent chilling
of passengers and employes. The latter feature is

of the utmost importance, as is readily shown by
the fact that the dew-point of air of 90 degrees tem-
perature having a relative humidity of 70 per cent,

is about 79 degrees. That is, it with an external
temperature of 90 degrees there be but a slow and
uncertain movement of the air within the subway,
it may be readily cooled through 10 degrees or
more, thereby become saturated, and not only
cause great inconvenience Ijy the constant dripping
from all structural work, but become a positive
menace to health. A rapid change of air, such as

may be secured by mechanical means, serves to
equalize the internal and external temperatures and
to prevent the maintenance of a humid atmosphere.
At the present time, periodical readings of tempera-
ture and humidity are being taken under the direc-
tion of the Boston Transit Commission, and the re-

air and the existing temperatures within and wilh-
jut the subway. The two fans near West street
are both eight feet in diameter, each designed to
deliver 37,000 cubic feet of air a minute at 170
revolutions, with a power expenditure of about 10
horse power, and to require 1.25 horse power when
driven at half speed.

Each fan is provided with an electric motor of
special Sturtcvant type, direct-connected to the fan
shaft by an insulated coupling. The armatures are
of the drum type, thoroughly ventilated and ren-
flercd moisture-proof by Ijeing saturated in japan
and thoroughly baked after having been effectually

insulated with mica and oil-cloth. The motors are
shunt-wound for maximum speed at 550 volts and
arranged for series or parallel operation, having
a starting and regulating resistance giving different

speeds for each combination. The maximum tem-
perature rise for 10 hours' continuous operation is

limited to 45 degrees Centigrade for the armature,
and to 50 degrees Centigrade for the commutator
or fields.

Each motor is mounted on a substantial insulating

base frame, constructed of Southern hard pine and
thoroughly filled to prevent absorption of moisture,

and anchor-bolted to the concrete foundation.

Effect of Electricity on Animal Growth.

The Detroit correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician writes that Professor W. J. Herdman of

the University of Michigan recently established the

fact that by treating animals with electricity, under

VENTILATION OF THE BOSTON SUBWAY.

suits will undoubtedly appear in a forthcoming re-

port.

The original designs of the commission contem-
plated the introduction of electrically driven fans

at suitable points along the route. Four of these
have already been installed by the B. F. Sturtevant
company of Boston, two near West street and two
between Hollis and Eliot streets. The former lo-

cation is practically midway between the Boylston
and Park street entrances, at each of which there
is ample opportunity for the free ingress of air. The
space coming under the control of the fans at this

point is about 1,050.000 cubic feet. The Hollis and
Eliot street section contains about 900.000 cubic

feet.

The fans were, in each case, designed to have a

capacity equivalent to an air change in each sec-

tion once in about 15 minutes. The illustration

shows one of the fans at the West street chamber.
The air is drawn from the subway and forced

through the chamber to a point above the surface

of ihe ground.
The fans are all of the Sturtevant cone type, each

consisting of a cast-iron conoidal center, with an-

nular back plate of steel attached thereto, and a

series of reverse-curved steel-plate blades or floats,

tapering from inlet to periphery, attached to the

annular back plate and to the front plate contain-

ing the inlet opening. In its course through the

fan the direction of the air is gradually changed
from axial to radial, the curvature of the blades
being such as to off^er the least resistance to the

passage of the air and to secure- the highest effi-

ciency.

The two fans between Hollis and Eliot streets are

each seven feet in diameter, and each one was de-

signed to deliver 30,000 cubic feet of air a minute,

when operated at 175 revolutions a minute, and to

require an expenditure of about seven horse power
for its operation under ordinary atmospheric condi-

tions. At one-half the speed the power expendi-
ture will be about one horse power. Both of these

values will naturally vary with the density of the

certain conditions, the growth could be increased.
The animals experimented with were rabbits and
guinea pigs. As soon as the animals were old
enough to be weaned, they were divided into
groups as nearly alike in age and weight as pos-
sible. The two bunches were placed in conditions
of living in all respects similar, except that one
group was treated in a cage through which an alter-

nating current passed for a period of six hours
each day. When the time expired for the animals
to get growth it was found that the electrically
treated animals had gained from 18 to 24 per cent,
at the end of each succeeding week.
Now Professor Herdman has made just as im-

portant a discovery. He has been investigating the
depressing effect by applying a stronger and more
lasting current, and it shows that growth can be
retarded. His experiments demonstrate that up to
a certain period the animals will increase their
normal weight, and then the curve will decline
rapidly for the depressing eft'ect.

Dr. Herdman has no doubt that with human be-
ings treated continually from babyhood up the
same results could be obtained.

Electric Vehicle Said to Have Run I OO
Miles.

An experiment was made on November 17th in
the vicinity of Atlantic City, N. J., which will inter-
est those watching the development of the automo-
bile, and especially the electric vehicle. An auto-
mobile in charge of Hiram T. Maxim and J. B.
Entz is asserted to have covered a distance of 100
miles in seven hours and 44V2 minutes, including
rests and stops, which amounted to about 20 min-
utes, with but one charge of the battery. It is said
that so far as knowm this beats the record claimed
in France, where, it is stated, an automobile made
a trip of 85 miles with no recharging. Including
the passengers, the total v/eight of the American
machine was 2,500 pounds.
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could be done." Nevertheless, the advantages of

the S3'stem outweighed the defects, and the board

recommended that the apparatus be given a trial in

service. The accuracy was good within the work-

ing range, which was i6^^ miles at the tests, and

the system was well adapted for use in squadron

signaling. It is likely that the Navy Department

will adopt the recommendation of its officers, and

it may be that the time is not far distant when even,-

naval vessel will be equipped for space telegraphy.
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Several interesting points are made in the finding

of the board of officers appointed to report on the

tests of the Marconi wireless-telegraph system for

use in the na\T. One is that the spark of the send-

ing coil might ignite inflammable material, although

^Yith proper precaiations no danger of fire need be

apprehended; another is that the speed of trans-

mission is not greater than 12 words a minute; a

third is that quite a severe shock may be received

from the sending coil; still another is that the ap-

paratus will affect a compass if placed too near it;

and the greatest objection of all was that when two

transmitters are sending at the same time, all the

receiving wires within range receive the impulses

from transmitters, and the tapes are unreadable.

"In every case," says the board, "under a great

number of varied conditions, the attempted inter-

ference was complete. Mr. Marconi, although he

stated to the board before these attempts were made

that he could prevent interference, never explained

how nor made any attempt to demonstrate that it
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ber of the board, says that a submarine-boat service

should be at once organized as a matter of public

necessity' and security to protect the coast cities

against the possible attacks of foreign fleets. Of
course, the boats are propelled by electric motors
operated by storage batteries when under water,

and if they should come into general use they will

add to some extent to the requirement for these

classes of apparatus, already in special demand for

automobiles.

The scientific investigations of Mr. H. L. Doherty,

the j'oung and energetic president of the North-

western Electrical association, have won him un-

expected renown in England, as may be learned

from the following from the Electrical Engineer

of London: "A well-traveled paragraph appears in

the Globe column headed 'Echoes of Science.' In

the course of its travels the paragraph in question

has become somewhat changed, as we were not

aware, in the first instance, that Mr. Doherty pos-

sessed the knowledge for transmuting clay into iron.

The paragraph reads as follows: 'Mr. H. L. Doh-
ert)^ president of the Madison O^'^s.) Gas and Elec-

tric company, Milwaukee, has proposed the use

of vitrified-clay pipes for iron gas mains. They
would be cheaper, more, durable, less porous, and

have other advantages over iron pipes.' " Like all

residents of the state of Milwaukee, Mr. Doherty

is ingenious, but it is to be doubted if he asserts

the ability.' of a thaumaturgist.

A word of appreciation is due the work done by
the Bureau of Foreign Commerce of the Depart-

ment of State. This bureau, among other duties,

issues dailj- "Advance Sheets" of the reports of

the United States consuls in all parts of the world.

The reports are afterward issued in monthly parts

for permanent reference; but the dailj' publication,

coming as nearly as possible to the date of writing

the report in the foreign citj^ is of great value to

American manufacturers and exporters. The
"daily" idea is a comparatively recent stroke of

enterprise on the part of the government, and it

is greatly appreciated. The faithful consuls, too,

who, as a class, are conscientiously endeavoring to

advance the trade interests of their countrj' abroad,

must be pleased that the results of their work—or

some of the results, at any rate—are spread

promptly before the public at home. It would be

difficult to name any agency doing more for the

extension of American export trade than the "Ad-

vance Sheets of Consular Reports."

A telephone transmitter that is one thousand

times as sensitive as those in ordinary use is a

prett>- sensitive affair, and yet that is what some of

the newspapers say that Thomas A- Edison, Jr., says

he uses in experiments that are to lead to transatlan-

tic telephony by the use of submarine cables. Per-

haps in the repetitions of the statement there has

been some mistake, and the new transmitter is

really onlj- 950 times as sensitive as the ordinary

one; still it would be a very fine instrument and

well worth the attention of the Bell company' if it

fails to uphold the Berliner patent. Young Mr.

Edison also uses "powerful induction coils," it is

reported, and is credited with the intention of

talking from New York to London. Arrangements

are being made, it is said, for a test over the Hay-

tien Cable company's wires about the end of De-

cember. If talking through submarine cables such

as we now have can be accomplished for long dis-

tances, it will be a great achievement indeed. But

it seems an almost hopeless task, and we believe

that Mr. Edison, Jr.—always assuming that he has

been correctly reported—can take a leaf from his

father's book in this branch of telephone practice

to great advantage.

After years of experiment, the submarine boat has

reached a stage of development where it has se-

sured the approval of American naval officers. The

report of the Board of Inspection and Sur\-ey on

the recent official test of the Holland in Peconic

Bay has been made public by the secretary' of the

na\y. The board reports that after a thorough in-

spection of the plans and of the vessel it was im-

pressed with the excellent condition of the boat

and all its appliances. All the requirements of the

department were fulfilled by the performance of the

Holland on this trial. Captain John Lowe, a mem-

It will soon be time for the selection of the official

delegates to represent the various nations of the
world at the electrical congress to be held in Paris
next August in connection with the exposition.
In the United States this pleasant duty may fall to
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, un-
less the authorities in charge of the affair should
request that the official representatives be ap-
pointed by government. In either case there is

little doubt that men of high standing and recog-
nized technical ability will be selected. At the
World's Electrical Congress in 1893 in Chicago,
under the honorary chairmanship of that dis-

tinguished scientist, Dr. von Helmholtz, since
deceased, there was a notable gathering of elec-
trical men. The chairman of the Chamber of Dele-
gates was H. A. Rowland, and the other American
delegates were Elihu Thomson, H. S. Carhart.
E. L. Nichols and T. C. Mendenhall. Foreign
delegates were Messrs. Preece, Ayrton, S. P.
Thompson and Alexander Siemens of England;
Mascart, Hospitalier, Violle and de la Touanne of
France; Drs. von Helmholtz and Lumner of Ger-
many; A. Palaz and M. Thur\- of Switzerland;
Prof. Galileo Ferraris (who has since died) of
Italy, and A. M. Chavez of Mexico. It is pleasant
to note that M. Mascart is the chairman of the
committee of French electrical scientists and en-
gineers that has issued the call for the congress
of next year, and that M. Violle is also a member
of the committee. Other French electricians in

charge of the arrangements for the coming as-

semblage are MM. Moissan, Fontaine, Gariel, Paul
Janet, E. Sartieux, d'Arsonval, Joubert, Blondel
and Lippman.

In its circular the French committee alludes to

the great benefit of former congresses in stating

and formulating units and terminology^ by inter-

national agreement. It then speaks more specifically

of the scope of next year's meeting to the following
effect: "During the last 20 j^ears discoveries and
applications the most unforeseen have arisen,

which it might have been supposed would find

their place only in the domain of pure science, and
in fact this period has been marked by the great

extension of the electrical industr}\ Thus, the

practical side of the question has brought to light

a great number of problems upon which it will be
interesting and profitable to exchange our views.

It seems important that, v.ithout diminishing the

importance of the theoretical side of the question,

the discussions of the congress should have above
all a character more or less economic and indus-

trial. It is with this end in view that the program
which has been established indicates in a provisor3'^

manner the method by which the work is to be dis-

tributed among the different sections of the con-

gress." As has been previously stated in the Western
Electrician, the work before the congress has been

divided into five sections: (i) Scientific methods
and measuring apparatus; (2) Production of elec-

trical energj-, transformers, transmission and dis-

tribution, electric lighting, traction; (3) Electro-

chemistry, electrometallurgy-, accumulators, electric

furnaces; (4) Telegraphy, telephone' and diverse ap-

plications ; (5) Electro-physiologj'.

There is everj- probabilitj- that the Paris Con-

gress of 1900 will result in a healthful interchange

of views and spreading of intelligence, as its prede-

cessors have done. In no other department of

human activitj-, unless in the study and practice of

medicine, are the specialists of the leading nations

so well informed of one another's doings as in the

applications of electricity^ and this desired result is

to be attributed to the several international elec-

trical congresses as well as to the vigilance of the

technical press. The American electrical fraternity

will wish the forthcoming congress the greatest

measure of success, and no doubt a considerable pro-

portion of its number will do their best to achieve

such a result by attendance and participation.
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Train Service and Its Practical Appli-
cation.'

By Ira A. McCormack.

It is an unquestioned fact that a well-arranged
train service is as essential to the commerciaJ suc-
cess of a street-railway enterprise as is expert man-
agement of the power house and equipments, the
use of economical machinery or any other vital

dttail, and it is perhaps one of the hardest problems
that street-railway managers have been called upon
to solve.

In presenting this paper the writer would not
wish to be understood by the members as present-
ing a sovereign solution, but rather as submitting
methods which he has found to be useful in cases
that have come under his observation. The con-
ceded fact that all discussions must have a nucleus
and that the experience of no two persons are aUke,
whereby the natural law obtains, that one is certain

to learn something from another, must be the
apology for what follows.

In mapping out the train service of street-railway

systems in a large city the problem will be found
very intricate. Some lines have continuous traffic

at almost uniform proportions at all hours of the
day; some have rush hours at morning or night,

or both; some have hours of overcrowding at more
frequent intervals, and with some the traffic is ex-
ceedingly irregular. There is the passenger who
rides but a few blocks; there is the through passen-
ger and the transfer passenger. The problem is

further complicated by the location of parks, places
of amusement, shopping or residential districts,

branch lines, and the summer and winter seasons,

and it is perfectly evident that no general methods
can be laid down.
The problem naturally divides itself into two

parts—lirst, the ascertaining of the conditions of

traffic which are to be met, and second, the means
for meeting these conditions in the best possible
manner.
No matter what the character of the service may

be, suburban, excursion or local, there is one
ideal condition to be aimed at, and that is that

each car be full of passengers. If there be less than
a full car the equipment is not run to best ad-

vantage and fewer car-miles would render the same
service; while if the car is crowded, the traffic of

those who dislike a crowded car may be lost and
the management is likely to be criticised unfavor-
ably by the public and press. It is important, there-

fore, to determine with as much accuracy as pos-

sible the traffic conditions; that is to say, how many
of the public want to ride, where they want to ride,

where they wish to take the car and where they
wish to leave it.

For convenience in making specific illustrations

and also to enable the discussion of different condi-

tions as far as possible, the following different

characters of service may be cited:

Line A. A line of heavy traffic in shopping dis-

tricts in close competition with elevated railroads.

Line B. Doing a heavy traffic in residential dis-

tricts without competition.
Line C. A cross-town line serving as a transfer

system to connect other lines together and add to

their attractiveness.

Line D. A cross-town line connecting with cen-

ters of transportation, such as railway stations, fer-

ries and the like.

Line E. An excursion line, half of which is resi-

dential, on which the excursion traffic varies with

the season.
Line F. A suburban line of considerable length

and operated at moderately high speeds.

Line G. A line not over-remunerative and oper-

ated for such reasons as public or press opinion or

hope of its future value.

The conditions that will obtain on these various

lines are obviously widely different. At first it will

be necessary to evolve a method of determining what
these various conditions are.

At the start the manager is as helpless as an
outsider. He can merely generalize and deduce
a timetable which to his best knowledge of the sys-

tem will fit the conditions, but having thus formed
an existing timetable, the knowledge of how it

operates and how it can be corrected is rapidly

and easily acquired by the best of all methods,
that of practical experience. In collecting the nec-

essary data, a method which the writer has found
of value is to provide each car conductor with a

blank which contains spaces on which the number
of passengers carried on the car between the ter-

mini can be conveniently listed and totalized. This
slip is conveniently arranged, so that on it are reg-

istered the follcn-ving data:

I. Name of operating liDe.

2 Rqq number as per timetable.

3. The date.

4. The time due to leave terminal.

5: The actual time of lewiaz terminal.
6. Passen-eers carried on d-^wo trip.

7. Passeagers carried on up trip.

8. Totals.

This slip, signed by the conductor, is turned into

the proper office. This, of course, gives general

information as to the traffic. It shows whether it

is heavy or light, whether it is falling off or in-

creasing, whether it is increasing on the down or

up trip, and also gives a check on the register.

This information is usually collected in one way

r Read before the American Street Railway association at

Chicago, October 19, 1899.

or another by almost every street-railway manage-
ment.
The records are duly tabulated on a printed

blank and daily compared, and if it is found that

the traffic is increasing it may be wise to put more
cars on the route, and if the traffic is diminishing
a longer headway might be good policy. The next
thing to determine is how these changes had best

be made, and if possible, to ascertain the specific

reason for the increase or loss in traffic. To do
this the inspectors are provided with blanks and are

sent out on the line. Various points arc chosen,
and at those points the passenger record is very
carefully taken. This slip provides for the record
of the following data:

t. The place of record
2. The name of the lioe.

3. The date.

4. The observed headway.
5. The number of passengers on (he cars at points of record.
6. Tlie t -ires rung up on [h3 register at record points.

7. The totals.

8. The Kcneral average of these quantities.

' On the back of the slip the inspectors find the

following instructions and queries to be answered:

Note. Inspectors will be c ireful to show correct count.
Make report plain and clear, but use as few sheets as possible.

It record of hut one line is being taken, show the name at top
of page.

If nicord of several lines is bein^ taken, indicate name of
each liue in blank space at head of column.

If conductors are lound short, give conductor's badge number
and state particulars.
Give any and all information of this report that will prove of

value in periQttiing change of headway and condition of cars,
etc., to improve tue service.

Is the he<idway well maintained?
Is there enoufih or too mucti service at any hour?
Are cars running to proper terminals to accommodate the pub-

lic?

General condition of cars.

Conductor found short.
Car No. Conductor No. Particulars.

It is sometimes instructive to plot the results

in the form of curves. Suitable section paper is

selected and the number of passengers per hour
are plotted as abscissae and the hour of the day
as ordinates. This gives opportunity to examine a

large number of figures at a glance and is sometimes
useful in drawing general conclusions.

These reports give much valuable information.

They show the average number of passengers on
the cars at the point of record, thereby determining
whether the cars are overcrowded or not. It gives

the total number of passengers carried up to the

point of record and an approximate idea of where
they left the car. If the traffic on the line is irreg-

ular, it shows in a measure where it is heavy and
where it is light, according to how near together

the points of observation are selected, and it further

shows the exact time at which these traffic condi-
tions obtain.

In order to obtain trustworthy results it will be
necessary to take these records for some time, pos-

sibly for a week, for a single record might be com-
pletely misleading, because of condition of

weather or a yearly Sunday-school picnic, or simi-

lar flush of traffic not likely to be repeated. It

remains to be said, however, that as a rule weekly
records check very closely.

Having obtained a fair average of the nurnber
of passengers to be carried between two points,

the proper headway between these points can be
computed, and the next question that obtains is

how to get this headway.
It may be advisable to actually put on more cars,

or, agam, it may be that the increased traffic occurs
between such points on the line when it would
be advisable, if possible, to loop down upon this

section a few more cars from some adjacent line,

and more especially would this be desirable if at

the corresponding section on the adjacent line the

headway was found to be too short.

So far the method seems to be a simple mechan-
ical process in which the steps for remedy are as

obvious as in a station test. It is unfortunate for

the sake of simplicity that this is not the case. In
making a station test the diagrams and curves ob-
tained invariably show the condition of the ma-
chinery or apparatus tested. The curve traffic

above described would show the condition of traffic,

were it not for the fact that the public and many lo-

cal conditions, which would seriously aflect the traf-

fic, must be considered. As an instance of this, when
the information is being gathered to plot out the

curve traffic, a fair, festival or entertainment of

some nature may be in progress, which would
cause traffic to go in the direction of the enter-

tainment. Therefore, the curve traffic, without
considering the local and all traffic conditions,
might lead to an erroneous conclusion. The maker
of a new timetable must know the lines, root and
branch. There are certain rules which long ex-
perience has shown are almost inviolate. There
are certain traffic conditions which are temporary
and others which are permanent. There are com-
petition conditions, and in many ways there is much
else besides these records to consider.

For instance, those who travel on street cars I

have classified as follows:
I. /The workers, who travel from five to seven.

2. The clerkers, who travel from seven to eight.

3. The bankers, brokers and proprietors, who
have been sometimes facetiously termed the "shirk-

ers," who travel from nine to 10:30.

4. The shoppers, who travel from 10 to 12.

The greater part of these people remain in the
city, coming back in one grand rush hour, which
begins between four and five and reaches its cul-

mination point a little after six, and sometimes lasts
until after seven. Then the theater and places of
amusement begin to influence the traffic, which swells
in the direction of the metropolis till a little after
eight, and outward again from 10 to 12. The regular
night-hawks, who lake care of the traffic of the
city between 12 and the early hours of the morning,
it is usually wise never to disturb.

It is sometimes possible to meet the traffic con-
ditions on a line without increasing the car mile-
age by simply changing the cliaracter of the cars
which are running upon the line. Long cars with
double trucks arc advisable on through traffic, and
it should be aimed to run at such times when they
will collect through passengers. Short cars should
be run for the convenience of short riders, and if

it be found on any line that at a certain hour of
the day a large percentage of short riders take the
cars between certain points, a little ingenuity in
adjusting the long and short-car service may fre-

quently accomplish a great deal.

On Sundays and holidays the traffic conditions
change radically. On some lines the traffic falls

off a great deal and on others it becomes exceed-
ingly heavy. On lines running to places of outdoor
amusement, such as parks, beaches, racetracks and
the like, it is well to watch the weather, for it is

obvious that if the day is pleasant the traffic will

be much heavier than otherwise.
The best men are picked out to run on the strange

lines and on lines of heaviest traffic, in order to have
the benefit of their experience in handling the
public, knowing that they will be more safely

handled and more convenient service given them
than if a poor class of motormen and conductors
are operating the lines of heaviest traffic. A street-

railway manager would—were it in his power

—

locate amusements and entertainments upon the
best-built and best-equipped lines, for it is on these
lines that the best service to the public is give^.
Of the last statement, it may well be said that

the duty of a superintendent may be divided into
two equally important portions: First, the ar-
rangement of the system for the good of the com-
pany and public, and second, for the good of the
men. These duties are not all incompatible, al-

though by some this has been thought to be the
case. It is very important for the company to
have a force of competent, well satisfied and not
overworked men. I contend that a man earning
^40 a month, and who is satisfied with his sur-
roundings and conditions, is a better employe for
any company or corporation than a man who is

earning $500 a month, and who is discontented and
dissatisfied with the surroundings, and, on the other
hand, it is important for the men that the company
shall be prosperous, for otherwise there will be
less regulars and more trippers.

It frequently happens that the timetable of a road
can be corrected to meet the conditions of traffic

by delaying the cars at certain points and increas-
ing their speed at others; thus, for instance, it

has often been found beneficial to instruct the
motormen to stop their cars at junction points
and wait for the car on the cross-road in order to
exchange transfer passengers, or perhaps to wait
a stated time, say two minutes, and then to pro-
ceed. It is plainly to the advantage of the road
to exhaust all such devices as this before actually

running more cars to meet the increased condi-
tions of traffic. If more cars are actually to be
run, the question should then be considered as to
what kind of cars; that is to say, long cars or short
cars; and if the road be a main artery, receiving the

traffic of several branches, or cross-lines, whether
these cars should be main-line or branch cars, and
if branch cars, which branch.
From a practical knowledge of the conditions and

from the data as has been outlined, a new timetable

can be made up, but it is not to be expected that

it will prove of lasting value. The traffic must be
carefully watched, the conductors' reports carefully

compared, and whenever an increase or decrease
of traffic is shown, the advisability of sending out
inspectors with passenger-record slips should be at

once considered.
Those conditions show the necessity of an inti-

mate knowledge of the entire system. The man-
agement, however, should not deceive itself in case

mere adjustment is not successful. If the cars are

still crowded, in spite of all manipulation of length

of car and variation of headway, more cars should
be put on.

However instructive it may be to make general

remarks on these matters, specific cases and their

solution are always interesting, and to provide this

the writer has selected from his records a number
of cases illustrative of different conditions, which
may be of interest to the members.
A practical condition that obtained recently was

the case of a line (H), which formerly had its route

down another line (J) to a ferry terminus. The in-

spector's report showed, first, that it was needed
to increase the service on a certain intersecting

line fB), and, second, that a great many passengers

from line (H) transferred to line (B); in fact, more
than continued down line (J). When these facts

were known the solution was obvious. The traffic

of line (G) was cut off altogether from line
_ CD

and sent down line (B), thereby giving the desired

ser\nce, avoiding the transfers, and only very

slightly increasing the mileage, and not at all in-

[CoJitz'nued on fage S^^-]
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Central-energy Systems.

By a. E. Dobbs.

By central-energy telephone systems proper are

meant those systems in which all batteries, both for

signaling and speaking, are located in the central

oltice. At the risk of being thought an enemy to

progress—which he is not—the writer intends to

show that such systems are not an unqualified suc-

cess and that for exchanges giving a good service

with present equipment it would be better to pro-

ceed slowly until these new systems have been more
fully proved. The money paid for first-class in-

struments of the old type, metallic circuits, multiple

switchboards and well-built pole lines will, it is

here contended, produce more satisfactory results

than any central-energy system. Let us suppose, for

instance, that two exchanges are competing for

business in one town, one having a central-energj'

system with first-class equipment, the other having
first-class instruments with local batteries, local

generators and metallic circuits. With good man-
agement the latter will give the better service.

The advantages claimed for central-battery sys-

tems are:

First—Low cost of instruments, as the instrument

contains neither battery nor generator.

Second—Great saving and higher efficiency in

batteries, as the batteries are located in the cen-

tral office, where they are under constant inspection

and can be worked to their fullest extent.

Third—Saving in the cost of inspection, as

fully two-thirds of the instrument troubles come
from the batteries. Therefore, with no local bat-

teries, the telephones will rarely need inspection.

Now, all this is very attractive—on paper; but

some telephone men are not satisfied ; and actual

experience and observation of the systems now
being installed in even small exchanges by licensees

of the Bell company, and by some Independents as

well, tend to confirm their doubts.

As to the first claim: We save the cost of the

generators and batteries in the instrument, making
a difference in the first cost of possibly $3-S0- But
this is not all saved, for the ringer coils must be

wound to a higher resistance, running from 1,500

to 2,500 ohms, to say nothing of choke coils and
condensers, which, at the most liberal allowance,

will make the net saving not to exceed $2. As
against this $2 saved on the first cost of each in-

strument, we will have at least $500 tied up in motor-
dynamos with their accessories for charging the

storage batteries necessary in a system of this kind,

without ta.king into account the charge for current,

etc., in comparison with which salammoniac be-

comes pretty cheap.
Nor docs the expense end here. Assuming that

metallic circuits are used—though that need not
necessarily be the case—nothing but the best of

cables and highest and most expensive grade of

insulation will stand a constant battery pressure of

from 25 to 50 volts continually present on the lines.

With the local-battery instiuments, iron wire—in

many cases run through trees, attached to porcelain

knobs and even connected to instruments by the

much-despised annunciator wire— will give good re-

sults with very little appreciable loss of current.

This is so because the line is practically "dead"'

except while in actual use, especially if the line is

a metallic or common-return system. Light aerial

cables, wound with a single paper tape and having
in insulation of perhaps 10 megohms (which is very
low for a cable of this kind, most specifications re-

quiring a factory test of 500 megohms per mile),

w-ill give good talking service. But put a con-
tinuous battery into such a cable, leave it

there day after day and month after month, and
the insulation will deteriorate under the stress of

a current always on the lookout for a weak spot,

to say nothing of electrolytic action in a terminal
where there might be a slight amount of damp-
ness, which, in ordinary systems, would not be
noticed. Trees must also be carefully cut away or
avoided, and those who have had much experience
in line building and tree trimming know what this

means.
Beside the best of insulation,- copper wire be-

comes necessary, which, at the present price of

copper, is about five times as expensive as iron

or steel. If the cable system is so well distributed

that the average amount of wire from the terminal

to each subscriber equals one-third of a mile, this

difference would mean a greater cost of $4 for

each subscriber, or double the saving on the first

cost of the instruments. But even the first cost on
the instruments is not saved, for the men who hold
patents on these systems want a royalty, and it will

be found that the selling price is just as high as.

if not higher than, that of first-class instruments of

the ordinary kind.

Copper wire is a good conductor, of course, but
in lines of the length previously mentioned there
is no perceptible difference between copper and the

ordinary steel wire. In central-battery systems,

however, copper is necessary, in order to deliver

the proper amount of battery current to the trans-

mitter. Even then the long lines are apt to get less

than the short ones, though this may be equalized

by measuring the resistance of the longer lines

and inserting an artificial resistance sufficient to

equalize them all. Thus, if line No. 24 has a re-

sistance of 100 ohms, while No. 124 has only 20
ohm.s, a resistance of 80 ohms inserted in line No.
124 will make them both equal. As no two lines

would measure ahke, all these artificial resistances

would have to be made on the spot.

As to the second claim, regarding cheapness and
efficiency of battery, the first item has already been
disposed of. Those who have handled storage bat-

teries know that they are neither cheap as to first

cost nor inexpensive to maintain, while a good
salammoniac battery does not need attention oftener

than about once a year, and all instruments should
have a general inspection at least as often as th^ti^

central-energy or otherwise.
The third claim—saving in cost of inspection

—

is not borne out by experience, for central-energy
systems develop aggravating troubles peculiarly

their own, and so far as anyone can see they keep
fully as many men around as the old-fashioned sys-

tems. With the isolated telephone a cross or ground
will not necessarily cut the subscriber off from the
office, for in many cases he can still get a sort

of service—a very poor sort, it's true, but still good
enough to use until the trouble can be cleared.

With central-energy systems a cross or ground
will throw the drop down, and it will stay down
until someone can go out and clear it, but in the

meantime the subscriber is completely cut off. In
case there is a storm in the night, enough drops
might come down to run the battery down before
morning, as the larger part of the battery will fol-

low the line of least resistance, and there might be
drain enough to prevent anyone ^Ise from calling

in. Such cases have happened.
To be sure, the falling of the drop is an instant

notice of trouble on the line, but experience shows
that trouble men will not hustle any faster after

a fallen drop than they will after an operator's re-

port. It is also pretty well understood by this time
that, owing to choke coils, condensers, etc., in the

circuit, conversation is not as strong or distinct

as in the local-battery systems, besides the increased
retardation in the cables. For example: A circuit

passing through a cable in which are a hundred other

circuits will encounter a retardation, due to capacity

and other induction, brought about by the close

proximity of the other circuits. Now put on a

battery pressure of 20 or more volts on everyone of

these neighboring circuits and the retarding effect

is greatly increased; so much so, that even the

much-despised Blake transmitter with local bat-

teries will talk almost as far as the granular-carbon
transmitter, with central battery, on long-distance

work.
There is one other claim sometimes made for the

central-battery system—that it is quicker in opera-

tion. Now there are three things the operator has to

do in any system: First, plug in and get the desired

number; second, insert the companion plug into

the called number; third, ring the called subscriber.

With a trunking system between sections, from three

to five seconds more are required for the last op-

eration, but this can be eliminated by means of a

multiple board, while a central-energy system might
possibly save half a second in the "busy" test. All

the rest depends upon the operator. On the com-
mon switchboards, scattered over the country, some
are a second or two faster in operation than others.

Can a central-energy system be any faster than

the best of these? Thousands of patrons where
central systems have been installed have not found
it so. As has been said before, more depends on
the operator than on the system in use.

One advantage of central-battery systems should,

indeed, be mentioned. While many subscribers

under the old system wnll not ring off, it is to be
noted that under the new plan hanging up the re-

ceiver is a positive notice to the operator that

subscribers have finished talking.

A first-class local-battery instrument is simple,

easy to Install, easy to maintain, requires no ex-

pensive construction nor complicated switchboard

work, no choke coils or condensers; will work under
almost any conditions and requires little attention.

Each pair of lines connected constitutes a self-con-

tained isolated unit, not disturbed by troubles on
any other circuit. Finally, the local-battery tele-

phone will give better talking service.

The writer does not wish to take the ground that

the objections he has mentioned cannot be over-

come, but to suggest some of the difficulties that

must be met. Many bright inventors are trying to

work out these problems, and it is to be hoped that

they will succeed. To our inventors in the Inde-

pendent field it might be said that to succeed they

must devise a system "better thf.n the Bell."

Familiar Tactics in Maryland.

A dispatch from Frederick, Md.. states that the

Frederick County Telephone company, composed
entirely of local capitalists, had practically driven

the Chesapeake and Potomac company out of the

field by reducing the prices from $50 and $35 to $25
and $15 for business and residence telephones, re-

speclively. Recentlv, however, the old company
has installed 125 telephones, and as quick as it can

get its lines in operation will give service free of

charge for 90 days, and then, it is said, will reduce

the rates to $24 and $r8 a year.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The telephone companies at Winona, Minn.^ want
an ordinance passed requiring house movers to
reimburse the companies for the removal of wires
and poles.

The Nelsonville Telephone companj^ is extending
a line from Nelsonville, Wis., to Rosholt.
The Rushford (Minn.) Telephone company has

been granted a franchise for a local exchange at
Rushford.
The completion of the American Telephone and

Telegraph company's lines to West Superior, Wis.,
has aroused the people of Dulnth and they want
long-distance connection too. The American com-
pany professes to be very solicitous to give the
desired connection, but is unable to do so because
the council of Duluth will not grant the franchise
asked. The new Zenith Telephone company of
Duluth announces that by January ist, if the Amer-
ican Telephone and Telegraph company so desires,
it can give the people of Duluth long-distance serv-
ice through its exchange. It offers to pay such
rates as the company receives elsev/here, or will

arbitrate the matter of charges.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is completing a large amount of new work. Among
the extensions is a new line from Grafton, N. D.,
to Pembina and St. Vincent; from Crookston,
Minn., to Fosston; From Park

,
River, N. D.. to

Langdon; from Grafton, N. D., to Cavalier; from
Casselton, N. D., to Hunter; from Fargo, N. D.,
to Barnesville, Minn.; from Wadena, Minn., to
Fergus Falls. Minn.; from Crookston, Minn., to
Thief River Falls. These will about complete the sea-

son's work. There \:i still being constructed addi-
tional circuits and rebuilding lines from Fargo, N.
D., to Grand Forks; Brainerd, Minn., to Fargo,
N. D.; Minneapolis to Mankato; Mankato to Worth-
ington; Minneapolis to Albert Lea; St. Paul to

Owatonna; St. Paul to Red Wing; St. Paul through
to Winona; Austin, Minn., to Albert Lea; Albert
Lea, Minn., to Fairmont; Minneapolis to St. Cloud,
and a number of other short lines. The construc-
tion is all-metallic circuit and all-copper work.
The company has just cut over to a new board
and system for the St. Paul exchange. Taking all

the lines built and the St. Paul system rebuilt, the
company has expended close to $400,000 for the
season. Plans are not formulated for next year,

except in a very general way. There will be con-
siderable toll-line extensions in North Dakota in

1900, some small lines in South Dakota and nothing
especial in Minnesota. A line may be extended
from Fosston, Minn., to Duluth; from Crookston,
Minn., to St. Vincent; Jamestown, N. D., to Lis-

bon, via Cakes and La Moure, and possibly west
from Jamestown toward Bismarck.
Complaint is made in Minneapolis that "busy"

is returned when lines are called for on the North-
western Telephone Exchange company's system,
when investigation proves the lines were not busy.

Gleason & Sleight sued the Wisconsin Telephone
company at Ashland. Wis., for $300 damages for

poor and inefficient telephone service in the city.

The jury awarded a verdict of $100.

The Cannon Valley Telephone company will ex-

tend a toll line from Cannon Falls, Minn.j through
Wastedo.
The Northern Minnesota Telephone company

has been granted a franchise for a local exchange
at Park Rapids, Minn.
The Badger Telephone company, which owns and

operates an exchange in Waupaca, Wis., with 25
miles of toll line, has changed hands. The new
owners will reorganize as the Citizens' Telephone
company and begin aggressive operations in Wau-
paca and Waushara counties against the Bell in-

terests. Connection will be made with the Wolf
River company's lines.

The La Crosse (Wis.) Telephone company an-

nounces that it will not sell out to the Bell interests,

although it claims to have received several propo-
sitions to do so.

The Minnesota Mutual Telephone company has
completed a toll line from Morris, Minn., to Breck-
enridge, Minn.
The Nevada County Telephone company and the

Eoone County Telephone company were both ap-

plicants for a franchise to put in a system at Ames,
la. The officers got together and arrived at an
agreement by which the Boone company should put

in the system.
A telephone toll line will be extended from Fort

. Madison. la., to Farmington and intervening points.

Residents of Albion. la., and farmers between

Albion and Marshalltown have perfected arrange-

ments for the construction of a telephone line be-

tween these points, with connections on all farms
passed.

C. V. Kathrens of Kansas City. Mo., representing

Kansas City capitalists, has been in Davenport, la.,

and Rock Island and Moline, 111., interviewing busi-

ness men with a view to establishing a telephone

system covering the three towns.

The Ctister County Telephone company has been

formed at Miles City, Mont., to connect with the

towns of the county. The capital stock is $10,000.

W. W. Epps has resigned as manager of the
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Ottumwa Telephone company of Oltiimwa, la., and
is succeeded by W. P. Hardy of Cleveland, O.
The Standard Telephone company has begun con-

structing a system in Dubuque, la.

The Kossuth Telephone company has extended
its toll Hues to Swea City, la. Simultaneously the

Western Electric Telephone company announces
free service over its lines from Bancroft, la., and
vicinity to Sw<^.a City.

The county commissioners of Hennepin County
will install a telephone system, covering the court-

house in Minneapolis, to connect with every office

in the building.

The mayor of St. Paul has approved of an ex-

tension of time for the Mississippi Valley Tele-

phone company to get its new system in operation.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has pur-

chased a site in Eau Claire, Wis., and will erect a

fireproof exchange and oiftce building, to cost $20,-

000.

The telephone line from May, Wis., to Shell Lake,

Wis., -s for sale.

C. E. ihew has been succeeded as superintendent

of the telephone exchange at Menomonie, Wis., by
F. F. Morris, formerly manager of the Chippewa
Falls exchange. Mr. Thew will go to Iowa City, la..

where he will be in charge of the new exchange.

The Rock County Telephone company will ex-

pend $5,000 in improvements to its system at Janes-

ville. Wis.
The Midland Telephone company of Adrian.

Minn., is extending its lines to Rock Rapids, la.,

to connect with the Iowa and Nebraska Telephone
company there.

Situation in Logansporfc.

In Logansport, Ind., where there has been some
talk of municipal ownership of the Mutual telephone
plant, to prevent the system from passing into the

hands of the Bell people, the matter seems to* be

still unsettled. The Central Union company (Bell)

is credited with the intention of absorbing its com-
petitor in Logansport, if possible, and some per-

sons assert that it has already secured control. On
the other hand, the New Long-distance Telephone
company (Independent) of Indianapolis, in which
Mr. S. P. Sheerin is interested, has applied for a

franchise at Logansport ajid has, furiihermore, agreed

to connect with any Independent telephone plant in

that city or with a municipal plant. Mr. Sheerin

says that the New Long-distance company is mak-
ing rapid progress with its toll line to the northern
central part of Indiana. It is now building be-

tween Marion and Kokomo, and Logansport will

be the next city it will reach.

Ashtabula Is All Right.

The directors of the Ashtabula (O.) Telephone
company held their semi-annual meeting last month
and received the report of Secretary Crosby, in-

cluding the financial statement, which was very
gratifying, as it showed the net earnings for the

last six months to amount to nearly $2,000. The
company at present has 490 telephones in service,

with orders booked for 39 to be put in as soon as

possible, and more orders to be secured as soon
as necessary extensions can be made. The di-

rectors authorized the stringing of another set of

wires between Ashtabula and Conneaut, the present

lines being inadequate to accommodate the busi-

ness between these growing cities. The sale of

$5,000 additional stock was authorized as needed
for additions and extensions and a semi-annual
dividend of four per cent, was declared.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Telephone wires in the main streets of Waco,

Tex., are to be placed underground.

L. D. Brannon of Commerce, Tex., is establishing

a telephone exchange at Wills Point, Texas.

The Lyons (Kan.) Telephone Exchange has 102

subscribers and toll-line connection with 38 towms.
The exchange is extending its toll line from Chase
to Great Bend, Kan.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company
expects to expend some $200,000 in establishing its

Salt Lake-Denver connections, thus joining the

Utah and Wyoming systems.

J. W. Hunter of Chattanooga, Tenn., secretary

of the East Tennessee Telephone company, has
received a franchise for the construction of a tele-

phone system at Barboursville, Ky.

The Boyle Citizens' Telephone company of Dan-
ville, Ky.. has about 24 miles of telephone line now
in operation, and will extend its system over seven

or eight counties. C. R. McDowell, Danville, Ky.,

is interested.

The Mutual Telephone company of Huntington,

W. Va., proposes to expend $50,000 in improve-
ments, which will include new and larger poles,

copper wire, new switchboards and new telephone

boxes with long-distance transmitters.

The Nassau County (N. Y.) Board of Super-

visors has granted to the South Shore Telephone
company a franchise for the extension of its local

telephone service through the county. The company
is endeavoring to establish an Independent tele-

phone service on Long Island.

Privacy of Telephone Communications.
By H. P. Clausen.

Part IV.

In a preceding section of this scries of articles

the presence of an eavesdropper on a telephone cir-

cuit was dctinitely determined by the aid of a de-

flecting-needle galvanometer and battery, connected
in series with the telephone instrument. In the

present paper we m.ay consider an intercommunicat-
ing section with the eavesdropper's equipment
bridged between the line wire and earth return, as

shown by (T") in Fig. 8, For the purpose of our
discussion, let it be taken for granted that the ex-
istence of an eavesdropper is known, but that his

equipment cannot be located and that it then be-
comes necessary to devise some means by which
the (T") telephone may be rendered inoperative
in response to voice-current waves sent from and
to the (T) or (T') telephone stations.

' Referring to Fig. 9, a method is illu.strated which
in most instances can be made to give excellent

satisfaction. As will be observed, the (T) and (T')

Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Com-
pany of America.

Mr. William C. Whitney, according to a recent
New York dispatch, says that he is not connected
with the new Telephone. Telegraph and Cable
company and has not been at any lime. However,
he disclaims any opposition to the new company,
but says that he is not now engaging in new enter-
prises.

It is said that the full board of directors of the
new company has not been chosen, but that the
following-named gentlemen will serve: John Jacob
Aster, Thomas Dolan, William L Elkins, Charles
R. Flint, Francis M. Jcnks. W. H. Geishencn, Mar-
tin Maloney. Emerson McMillin, Frank Tilford,

P. A. B. Widener, Charles E. Adams, Oakes Ames,
Z. T. Holbrook of Boston, and W. H. Crocker
of San Francisco.

It is said that the Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company has secured control of the new
Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph company
of Boston, in which Mr. Holbrook is largely inter-

ested, and will operate in New England thrrmgh

L.

—GTOi^1^
Fig. 8.
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PRIVACY OF TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS,

telephone-station equipments are connected one side

to earth and the remaining side to the line wire

(L), through the condensers (K K'), while the line

wire itself is connected with the return circuit by
the retardation coils (R R') and batteries (B B').

With the above connections it is quite apparent

ihat normally the (T") receiver-magnet coils are

giving passage to a current which is of a sufficient

strength for attracting its diaphragm and holding
it fast to the pole-pieces, thereby preventing it from
responding to the voice-current waves passing be-

tween the (T) and (T') terminal stations. Thus, it

will readily be understood that any conversation

I,)assing between (T) and (T') cannot be under-

stood by an eavesdropper at (T"), by reason of the

bound diaphragm in the (T") telephone.

As it is well understood, the retardation coils

(K K') may be of a comparatively low resistance and
still offer a very high apparent resistance to the rap-

idly vibrating voice currents, while the condensers
present no particular bar to their passage. Inasmuch,

however, as the condensers will prevent any battery

current of the batteries (BB') from passing through

the (T) and (T') telephones, it is obvious that while

the (T") receiver is rendered ineffective, the (T)

and (T') receivers are in no way affected.

this company. In New York the plans for the con-
solidation of the two anti-Bell companies—the
Knickerbocker and the People's—are said to have
fallen through. The Knickerbocker company, of

which W. H. Eckert is president, is believed to

be affiliated with the new Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company, while behind the People's company,
of which Darwin R. James is president, are the

members of the Board of Trade and Transporta-
tion. Both of the local New York companies are

said to have secured the right to use subways for

their wires. The contracts' made by the People's
company are said to be on a basis of about $ioq
a year for unlimited service, and the rate for 1,000

messages is said to be about $45. The Bell com-
pany's rates in New York are $240 for unlimited
service and $75 for 500 messages.
A late statement is to the effect that interests

identified with the new Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company have secured control of the Tele-
phone Contracting company, which has a contract
to enlarge the plant of the Hudson Telephone
company in Jersey City, and that the latter corpora-
tion will soon be taken over by the Telephone, Tele-

graph and Cable company.

Activity In West Virginia.

The West Virginia Western Telephone company
has just opened in Parkersburg, W. Va., what is

said to be the largest Independent exchange in

West Virginia. An advance directory of subscrib-

ers in that city, of whom there are said to be about

400, is promised for December ist. The company
has a modern, well-built plant, with full-copper

circuits, long-distance instruments, up-to-date

switchboard and excellent underground and over-

head construction, and it purposes to give Park-

ersburg and the contiguous territory the best tele-

phone service it has ever had. Prices are $24 a'

year for business telephones and $18 for residence

instruments. The company says that it now owns
and operates over i,oco miles of toll-line wires, and
through the West Virginia Central Telephone as-

sociation has connection with several thousand

miles of toll-line wires, giving service in West Vir-

ginia and in a few counties in western Pennsyl-

vania and Maryland. The company has also in

contemplation the construction of several hundred
miles of toll lines within a radius of 100 miles of

Parkersburg, enabhng the community in that ter-

ritory to have close association with the city. The
officers of the company are: President, C. E. Had-
dox, Cairo; vice-president, Levin Smith, Parkers-

burg; general manager, J. H. Grogg, Parkersburg;

treasurer. R. H. Rutherford, Petroleum; secretary,

J. H. Lininger, Plarrisville; office manager, A. C.

Davis.

Danville Company's Bonds Withdrawn.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the
Danville (111.) Telephone company it was decided
to withdraw the unsold bonds of the company now
in the hands of a trust company from the market.
There are $50,000 worth of these bonds. Among
those attending the meeting from out of the city

were Frank Davis, A. M. Mills and A. J. Banta of

Ridgefarm, David Hoover of RossviUe, Dr. Holden
and C. E. Schance of Sidell, H. L. Williams and
A. J. Williams of Indianola. The company was
shown to be in a prosperous condition.

Michigan Company's Hard Luck.

The City Council of Kalamazoo passed an ordi-

nance requiring telephone companies to put their

wires underground. The Michigan Telephone com-

pany had put in two miles of conduits when the

mayor vetoed the ordinance. The council sus-

tained the veto, and now the telephone company has-

apparently spent several thousand dollars without

necessity.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Central Electric company, Chicago, is issu-

ing attractive and complete price-lists on telephone
construction and wiring material. Any exchange
which may have been overlooked in the distribution

of these lists may receive copies by asking for them.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis now offers to the public its new 1900 tele-

phone and its Western express switchboard. It be-
lieves that it has as high-grade apparatus as is on
the market to-day, and will take pleasure in supply-
ing a detailed report of its product to anyone de-
siring high-grade telephones and switchboards.

The Victor Telephone Manufacturing company
requests the Western Electrician to state that it has
no exclusive agents or general agents who are job-
bers or assemblers of telephones, appliances or parts.

"We are individually and entirely responsible," it

says, ''for the distinctive superiority and high qual-

ity of Victor products, their high efficiency, sim-
plicity, fewness and strength of parts, perfect in-

sulation, ease and rapidity of operation, durability

and economy of maintenance. The jobbing house
which stated that it controlled the output ..of our
factory in certain territory was mistaken. It has
no connection whatever with our output of our
products in any section of the United States."
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Ward Leonard Resistance Units.

The accompanying cuts will give an idea of a
little specialty that has been brought out by the

Ward Leonard Electric company of Bronxville,

N. Y., that is particularly applicable where a cheap
and easily manipulated resistance is required. These
"resistance units" are of exceedingly simple con-
struction, being nothing more than a pottery tube,

around which the resistance wire is wound and
afterward completely covered with a special enamel
of superior qualities for this duty.

Those familiar with the difficulties encountered
by the manufacture of enamel rheostats in pro-

ducing an enamel with which to surround fine-wire

resistance will appreciate the accomplishment of

the Ward Leonard Electric company in having at

last secured an enamel that would "give," so to

speak, under the expansion and contraction of the

FIGS. I AND 2. WARD LEONARD RESISTANCE UNITS.

wire, thus preventing those tantalizing breaks where
very fine wire is used, and yet remaining elastic

enough not to crack under the expansive action

of the heated wire.

These simple resistance units are wound in such
a variety of sizes, from the highest resistance down,
that a practically infinite variety of combinations
in resistance can be secured by the simple coupling
in series or parallel of the proper number of these
little units. They are eminently suited for the vari-

able service of the laboratory. Fig. i shows the
tube just previous to the application of its covering
of enamel, and Fig. 2 indicates the appearance of

the tube ready for shipment.

Blow-out and Motor-suspension Pat-
ents.

Judge Edward B. Thomas of the United States
Circuit Court lor the Eastern District of New York
(Brooklyn) rendered a decision on November loth,

at final hearing, in which he held that the magnetic-
blow-out patent No. 283,167, dated August 14, 1S83,

and granted to Elihu Thomson, is invalid and void
because not involving patentable subject-matter,
and, therefore, the bill of complaint in the Thom-
son-Plouston Electric company vs. the Nassau Elec-
tric Railroad company, based on that patent, was
dismissed. This is the broad basic magnetic-blow-
out patent that is so well known in the art, and
which has caused much uncei'tainty to the outside
companies. The Nassau Electric Railroad com-
pany was supported by the Lorain Steel company,
whose apparatus it was sued for using.

On the same date Judge Thomas rendered an opin-
ion respecting the Sprague motor-suspension pat-

ent, that has heretofore figured in litigation against

the Walker company prior to its consolidation with
the Westinghouse company'. Judge Thomas con-
strues claims 2 and 6 of the motor-suspension pat-

ent No. 324,892, difterently from the construction
heretofore given to that patent, and holds those
claims to be good and valid and infringed. The
name of this case is Sprague Electric Railway and
Motor company versus Nassau Electric Railroad
company, and it also was defended by the Lorain
Steel company.

Poliak-Virag Tests between Buffalo and
Cliicago.

It is expected that the first tests of the PoUak-
Virag automatic rapid-telegraph system will be made
within a week. The proprietors of the Chicago
Tribune are assisting in the tests, and the Chicago
station will be in the Tribune building. The first

test will be made over the Tribune's wire from Buf-
falo, the transmitting instrument being placed in

that city and the receiving instrument in Chicago.
Messrs. Pollak and Virag, who will conduct the

tests, one being in charge at each end of the line, are

confident of their ability to transmit from 80.000 to

100,000 words an hour. After the Buffalo- Chicago
test, the transmitting instrujnent will probably be
taken to New York, and a New York-Chicago wire
will be used.

The Fort Wayne (Ind.) Traction company has
been Incorporated, with $2,000,000 capital stock, to

operate electric lines in that city and on roads radi-

ating from the city. The company is the successor
of the Fort Wayne Consolidated Railway company
and was incorporated by J. H. Bass, G. A. Garret-

son and H. P. Mcintosh.

Train Service and Its Practical Appli-
cation.

[Coniz7iued from page J'/j'-]

creasing the number of trips of equipments.
Another interesting case may be cited of a line

(I), a short line running from the terminus of a

main artery upward into the country. The traffic

was found to be so great that it was necessary
to diminish the headway. This was done by run-
ning some of the main-artery cars over line (I).

This had the effect of slightly increasing the car
mileage, but it did not require any new equip-
ments and gave through service from terminus of
the main artery to the further terminus of line (I),

which was beneficial.

Another interesting case is that of a cross-town
line (C). This line carries through passengers to

its terminus, and also acts as feeder to the various
lines which it crosses; therefore in one portion of

its length the traffic is exceedingly dense, and the
headway must be correspondingly short. This ob-
ject is simply attained by running short lines, which
travel back and forth through the sections of heavy
traffic, and the through service is run on a head-
way suited to fit the conditions of the more extended
portion of the line, and also helps to diminish the
headway in the more heavily patronized sections.

Line (D)—the other character of cross-town line

—

is also very interesting. The line starts at a rail-

road terminal and distributes incoming passengers
to their destinations. It passes through a large
factory district and transfers a great many pas-
sengers to other lines crossing it at different in-

tervals, also traverses shipping districts and gives
access to the docks. It is essentially a day line,

and it has been found that in such a case the traffic

has been met to best advantage by a practically

uniform service. This is a unique exception In rail-

way work. As a final illustration, we may take a line

(E) on which the traffic varies. The first section

of the line is residential. The last is excursion.
In the summer season the headway on the residen-

tial district has to be quite short to accommodate
both classes of traffic. In the winter season the
conditions are met by cutting the line in two and
running a suitable headway through the residential

district and a shuttle service of a few cars over
the excursion section.

The street-railway manager will easily see that

these methods are typical, but by no means exhaust-
ive. There are many methods of manipulation, and
the opportunity for ingenuity on the part of the

maker of the timetable is exceptional.

Besides ascertaining the traffic conditions on the
various lines, it will be found necessary to pay
strict attention to the actual management of the
system In order to obtain the train services that

may be desirable.

In the first place, the power houses must be lo-

cated at such points as to conduce to equal dlstrlbu-

sions of voltage. Low voltage on any line means
slow time, no matter how good the motorman
or the equipment, and everything that may produce
this trouble should be carefully avoided. Every
precaution must be taken in the operation of the
power house to prevent shutting down. Power-
house attendants often become careless and are
slow In replacing a circuit-breaker when it Is blown
out, not realizing that they may be wasting the time
of as many as 1,000 persons. The writer has
known cases where the circuit-breakers of two dif-

ferent lines were thrown at one time. The man
who watched only noticed one of them, and re-

placing that, failed to close the other, resulting in

a most serious delay to the line which it supplied.

It has been suggested that a switchboard should
be equipped with an automatic device, which, in

the event of a circuit-breaker being thrown, would
close a circuit and cause the ringing of a large

gong, which would show to the switchboard tender,

or employes of the power station whose duty it is

to see that the circuit-breakers are kept In, that

there is some breaker or some line, which Is not
furnished with power. In this an.d in scores of

other ways the station attendants' are responsible

for the accuracy of the train service In fitting it to

an approved schedule.
There are also other cases which are incident to

the power house which are in no way attributable

to the men In direct charge. One of these which
may be m.entioned is the practice of false economy
in purchasing poor quality of coal, which, in spite

of all that can be done, allows the steam pressure

to drop and does not supply the engines with suffi-

cient energy. Similarly, the use of poor oil may
allow important bearings to become heated, which
results in crippling the line or overloading other
machinery, thereby causing a reduction in voltage;

or it may be that the headway for the time will have
to be lengthened, thereby departing entirely from
the approved schedule. In short, everything must
be done at the power house to provide at all times

sufficient current at a sustained voltage at the cars.

Without this, any schedule, however accurate and
elaborate, will fail in carrying out its object. The
details of producing such service are so voluminous,
and have been so ably discussed by other writers,

that anything further than the statement of the

condition would be superfluous here.

The track and overhead construction should be

secure and serviceable. It is obvious that a good
track is essential to good, comfortable riding, which
will please patrons. Special work should be main-

tained in first-class shape and renewed promptly.
It may be mentioned that it is not a wise practice
to allow work of this nature to become worn to
its last stages before steps are taken for its re-
newal. An order for special work of necessity
cannot be filled promptly, and it may easily be that,
if there Isdelay in placing the order, the old frogs
and crossings will become very much worn, cars
will be derailed, axles bent or broken, motors
dropped, and, aside from the actual expense of
repairs and maintenance, the train service, which is

the prime factor, will be interrupted.
The writer's experience has been that consider-

able trouble has been encountered in maintaining
a train service by reason of the spread of the rails
and consequent accidents and delays. Where the
traffic is at all heavy this accident is very liable
to occur, unless the rails are bound with tie rods.
Like the track, the overhead construction should

be of the very best. A broken trolley wire is even
worse than a disabled track, for it may tie up not
only one car but a whole section, and anything
which will ininimlze the liability of wires coming
down is advisable. In order to preserve the train
service, the work of repairing the overhead con-
struction should be performed at such times as will
least interfere with the service. This is usually at
night.

In order that overhead maintenance can be per-
formed to the best advantage, emergency stations
should be located, each of which is assigned to
certain territories. The station covering the heavi-
est travel should be able to reach its outer boundary
in eight minutes, while in suburban districts the
farthest limits should be reached in from 15 to 20
minutes. The construction wagons should con-
sist of an extension platform, from which the over-
head work can be reached without standing the
wagon in the track way.
Track and overhead-repair men should be im-

pressed as strongly as possible with the fact that
in making their repairs, it should be done in such
manner and at such times as will least interfere
with the operation of the cars. The judgment of
some track and overhead-repair men cannot always
be relied upon to carry out this injunction. Train
service is often interrupted by track and line-men,
in making repairs to the track and overhead sys-
tem, by attempting to make too permanent repairs
at a time w^hen the service is heaviest and should
be least interrupted, when a temporary repair would
have done just as well, until such a time as the
service was light and permanent repairs could be
made without Interruption to the service.

The writer knows of one particular case where
the ear of a double pull-off on a curve had become so
bent and out of Its proper position, that when the
trolley wheel was riding under it, the trolley would
come off and one of the arms of the pull-off and the
bent ear would serve as the prongs of a bootjack, the
trolley harp and wheel catching in the arms of the
pull-off and doing one of two things: Pulling
down the overhead work or pulling the trolley
pole from out of its base.

It is a common fault to pay too little attention to
the application of guy wires on curves, and serious
delays due to failure of overhead construction on
curves are very frequent. Sometimes the work is

satisfactory for short cars, but on long cars the
motion of the trolley, being" somewhat different, is

likely to throw the wheel off the wire. Frogs
should be placed in the overhead work where the
lines diverge at a point that will insure the trolley

wheels following the desired route.

Another and exceedingly important feature of
good train service is the selection of motorraen
and their instructions in running the cars. Many
elaborate papers have been written on how to run
a car to use minimum current and to produce mini-

* mum wear and tear on the equipment. These in-

structions, while ingenious and accurate from a

technical point of view, and possibly of wide appli-

cation in small country roads, are not at all suited
tn the heavy traffic conditions which obtain in large

cities.

In such cases the most important duty of the
motorman is to make schedule time, keep a sharp

lookout for passengers and avoid accidents. It is

Interesting to note in this connection that the best

motormen are often men who can neither read nor
write, and are found among teamsters, drivers of

horse railways and the like. These men are accus-

tomed to do Implicitly as they are told. They are

accustomed to watch the street carefully and keep

good track of vehicles and persons, by which means
they avoid accidents and secure passengers.

The semi-technical man who is "learning the busi-

ness" makes the worst motorman of all. His mind
is more active, he is interested in the performance

of his motors and equipment and neglectful of his

primary duties as motorman. He is always on the

lookout to take note of matters which, though they

may be valuable to him in his personal advance-

ment, are entirely foreign to his duties. More
than that, he is a dissatisfied individual, looking for

better employment in the near future, and for that

reason he is not inclined to learn his business of

motorman thoroughly, regarding it as scarcely

worth his while.

Of course, it is necessary that the motorman have

certain instructions with regard to managing the

controller. He should know that it is not advisable

to give the motors too many notches at once; that

he should, wherever possible, allow the motor to
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gain speed on one notch before passing to the next;
that he should run the car on certain notches as
far as possible; that he should not allow the con-
troller handle to dwell on spaces between notches;
but it is not at all necessary for him to know why
the motors are more economical at full series or
full parallel or just what misconnections are likely

to obtain if the controller is run between notches.
It is sufficient that certain things must be done
and that certain other things must not be done.

It is, nevertheless, a fact that a good motorman
will run a car with less energy than a poor one,
and still maintain schedule time. A good deal of
this may be ascribed to the careful use of the brake.
It is necessary, in making a fast schedule, with
many stops, to shut off the power and use the
brake almost before the car has gained headway.
This frequent use of the brake is a temptation
to many motormen to keep the slack of the chain
taken up, so that a slight pressure on the brake
handle will put the brakes on hard. This keeps
the shoes in contact with the brakes at all times,
giving excessive friction and loss of power. A
good motorman will coast his car as much as
possible when the schedule will permit it. It is

certainly advisable to keep accurate record of

the way the motorman manages his equipment,
but inferences must not be drawn too hastily from
such records. If a motorman in charge of an
equipment wears out his brake shoes rapidly and
comes in with the regulating resistances sizzling

hot, the schedule on which he has been running
must be considered. If he has been on a fast sched-
ule with many stops and has followed it closely,

the condition of his car signifies very much less

than would be the case if he had an easier run and
had failed to make schedule time. In forming an
estimate of the qualities of motormen, train in-

spectors, conductors, and particularly of officials

having men in charge, the writer has found first

impressions to be exceedingly valuable. The well-

known saying that the sober second thought is

seldom wrong is not always correct. Judgment
should, of course, be suspended until the second
thought has been well considered, but the first

thought may be right after all. It certainly has
the advantage that it usually represents the only
impression that the majority of people will con-
sider, and hence, may be the popular impression,
v/hich, in street-railway work, at least, must be
catered to.

After all has been said and done with reference
to the manipulation of train service, it is interesting

to know what results may be expected from good
work in this department, and to exemplify these
matters the writer again cites from his records
cases which he ventures to think will justify the

"

statement that the matter of train service is of
great importance.

It is not always easy to record the income of a

line; for instance, a passenger may take line A
and ride on it for lOO yards and pay in his fare
simply and solely because he can obtain a transfer
on line D. Line A gets the credit on the books,
and line D, which actually performed the trans-
portation, carries the debit side of the account.
There is nothing on the transfer to show whether
the passenger rode a longer distance on line A
than on line D, or vice versa. To be strictly ac-
curate, the fare and the expense should be charged
to each line in proportion to the distance the pas-
senger was carried on each, and while attempts may
be made to equalize the accounts in this respect, ab-
solute accuracy cannot be hoped for. The results
are, therefore, submitted subject to this criticism,

and are the best that can be obtained under the
circumstances. The following examples are taken
from monthly comparison sheets. These sheets are
made up from the reports of the conductors, the
inspectors and the books of the company, and
comprise the following data:

1. Receipts.

2. Total passengers.

3. Mileage.
4. Receipts per car-mile.

5. Number of trips.

6. Receipts per trip.

7. Average length of trip.

8. Average number of cars per day.

9. Average mileage per car per day.
10. Timetable cost.

11. Columns for the record of increase or decrease
of these quantities over the same month in the
previous year.

If the comparison sheet shows increased receipts,

diminished mileage, diminished number of trips

and diminished timetable cost, the result must be
ascribed in a large degree to the management of
the train service. I may cite as examples the
following:
From a monthly sheet on a certain line the in-

crease in gross receipts was $3,586, the decrease in

mileage was 18.920 miles, due to the substitution
of short lines for longer ones. The decrease in

timetable cost was $1,612. representing an actual
increase in revenue to the road of $5,198. This
amount, as a monthly incentive for ingenious manip-
ulation of the train service, is certainly attractive.

On another line, almost as large, the increase in

gross receipts was $13,765. It was, however, ac-
companied by an increase in timetable cost of $1,902,
representing a net gain of $11,867. certainly a wise
investment for the added expense. The large gain
in gross receipts was due to changing of the ter-

minus to a better center of distribution. This
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maneuver not only filled up the empty cars that
were running formerly, but necessitated the running
of additional equipments.
Another case may be cited, in which the gross

receipts showed a loss of $7,087, and the timetable
cost a decrease of $2,814, representing in total a
loss of $4,273, as compared with the same month
of the previous year. This, while not so pleasant
for directors' contemplation, is ver^' important to
know. The reason for this was found in the fact
that a number of large factories on the line had
been shut down. It might have been due to local
conditions, or that the train service could be im-
proved.

In like manner, a yearly comparison sheet can
also be drawn, and careful management can often
in a well-established road increase gross receipts
or largely diminish timetable cost. From such a
sheet, involving a yearly total from 37 different

lines, may be cited an increase of more than 10
p&r cent, in gross receipts and a little over one
per cent, in timetable cost. The receipts per car-
mile showed an increase of 5.8 per cent. The re-

ceipts per trip were increased 16.5 per cent. The
average mileage per car increased I5V> per cent.,

whereby about 144.000 trips and the incident ex-
penses were saved.

Such figures as these, on a system in which the
building of new lines has been relatively small,

can hardly be ascribed to growth and extension.
and could scarcely be obtained except by running
the cars longer distances and by suiting the public
taste, whereby larger loads of passengers were
carried, or, briefly and in other words, by im-
proved train management.

Discussion.

President Sergeant: Gentlemen, we are to be
congratulated on having so interesting a paper on
a subject which, I think, has never been pre-
sented to us before. We are indebted to Mr. W.
H. Holmes of Kansas City for the suggestion of
this subject, and I think it is only fair to ask him
to say a few words upon it.

W. H. Holmes, Kansas City: It seems to me
that the employment of men is one of the impor-
tant things to be considered, and T think it is

pertinent. We have adopted a plan of setting aside
a portion of one day in each week, which is Mon-
day morning, from nine to 12 o'clock, to receive
applications for employment, and at that time we
generally call in some of the division superintend-
ents to look the men'over as they pass through the
office. I think it is wise to have the men employed
under you with you during these times, and after

selecting what men we need, they are required to

make out an application, stating where they have
worked and giving us such references as they are
able to give. We have found that to be the best
way of handling the matter, and we have been
able to get very good men. I have arranged this

winter to give my men. the motormen especially.

a course of lectures, and have arranged with Pro-
fessor Black, one of the best lecturers in the West.
to come to Kansas City and deliver to our men
a lecture on the practical application of electricity,

at least every two weeks during the winter
months. Our company will carry the matter as
far as the men want to go. If they want to take
a course in electricity, we shall be glad to see
them do it. My opinion about the train service
is that we are merchants, and we are selling rides,

and we should use great care in the selection of

the men, as the company is almost entirely judged
by its employes. We have followed the policy
of promoting men from the ranks. We think that
it is best to select married men, if we can find

them.
H. H. Vreeland, New York: The work that

we have in New York city, the greater part of the
24 hours, is to see how many cars we can run on
the lineal feet of track which we have, consistent
with right-angle crossings at various points.

Right-angle crossings and terminals govern our
headway more than anything else. The steam rail-

roads of the United States last year handled 560.-

000,000 passengers, approximately, within the bor-
ders of the United States. We moved last year
265.000,000 cash passengers and 90.000.000 of trans-

ler passengers.

Our system is handled with reference to time-
tables, and the method of regulating timetables
and making timetables, on the same general plan
as Mr. McCormack has suggested, and on the
lines which we have frequently talked over to-

gether. The essential thing in arranging traffic,

irrespective of volume, is a study of conditions.
The division superintendent and the general fore-

man, with the amount of detailed business that
they have devolving upon them are not the men who
can make a timetable. I made all the timetables
for one of the largest steam railways in this coun-
try for five years, and I would not attempt to make
a timetable for one of our lines in New York. A
study of the situation is made thoroughly, as indi-

cated by Mr. McCormack, and then the timetable
is laid out by a man who is employed for that
purpose, and followed up in that way. East and
west of Central Park in New York, there are three
lines on each side of the town. The regulation
of the car conditions on these lines were almost
equal during the early hours of the day: but a close
study of the people and their peculiarities brought
us to the conclusion that on the east side of the

town the large-car service should be started at six
o'clock in the morning, and the large-car service on
the west side of the town should be started at
half-past eight o'clock in the morning. We were
previously running very nearly the same service
on both sides of the town, and the change meant,
of course, the saving of a great deal of money.
On the question of the average of speed, etc.,

we have to study these factors very closely to keep
these things moving. We found it was impossible,
even on short distances, to keep up the voltage
of our lines during the hours of heavy loads—to
maintain any satisfactory regulation, taking the cur-
rent direct from the generators. We had to put
in a 4,000 horse power storage-battery plant which
is automatic in its action, to keep the voltage
up so we could do our business. For a long time
there was a question of what affected the timetables.
We sent out men to take measurements, and it was
determined that it was not the fault of the motormen.
although they were blamed for it. They would
have a car full of passengers, and the voltage was
down to 400 or 450. By the increased power ob-
tained through the use of the storage-battery plants
we keep a uniform voltage of approximately 550
volts and meet the condition in that way.

I think that traffic diagrams are the most im-
portant things for a man to have in connection
with the operation of a street railroad. We have
traffic diagrams taken at least once in every two
weeks of every division of our system for the 24
hours—passengers against hours—and a copy of
that is furnished to the general foremen or in-
spectors on the line, as well as the man who makes
the timetables. Our diagrams go into the volume
of business, showing the number of passengers car-
ried per hour in each direction on every line of
the system, in the 24 hours. Thus, betv/een nine
and 10 o'clock 4,000 passengers went south, and
from nine to 10 o'clock 3,000 passengers went north,
over the system. It is impossible to get any sys-
tem of accurate inspection that will show where
these people get on and off, without supplementing
this work by the system which Mr. McCormack
indicated of special inspectors at certain points. I

can say, heartily agreeing with the paper of Mr.
McCormack, that it is very valuable for all of us
to consider in connection with our work, and that
it would be utterly impossible for us to do the
business w^e do in New York city, running the
number of cars and handling the number of people
we do every 24 hours, without making this one of
the very important studies of our transportation
department.

It is our practice to subdivide the blue-print
sheets, using the upper half for the 24 hours south-
bound and the lower half for the 24 hours north-
bound. We show a clean sheet of southbound and
northbound business on the same sheet, the two
peaks coming together toward one another and
practically making it the same, although they are
distinct in their location on the chart.

A. C. Heidelberg, Chicago: The greatest trouble
to-day in our train service in Chicago is something
we do not seem to be able to cope with, and we have
tried it in every way, and that is the trading of

transfer tickets at transfer points. I understand
that in New York city they have had this matter
before the state courts, and I would like to hear
what they did with it from Mr. Vreeland.
Mr. Vreeland: Do I understand that the gentle-

man wants information in reference to those spe-

cific cases where arrests were made?
Mr. Heidelberg: No; information of a general

nature. The situation here is that anyone riding
over a line in Chicago will find at transfer points

boys who get the transfer tickets and sell them,
and another passenger will ride on the original

nickel paid the company. I understand that they
tried to stop this practice in New York.

Mr. Vreeland: I fully appreciate the difficulty

under which they do their transfer business in

Chicago, because in walking uptown the other day,

I stepped into a drugstore to buy a cigar, and when
I was going out the clerk said, "Are you going
to take the cars? If so. here is a transfer." The
transfer went with the cigar. The history of this

thing in New York is a long matter of detail, too
long to bring before the association at the present
time, and I would suggest for the information of

the gentleman that this subject was very thoroughly
discussed, not only by our attorney, but by the

men who are at the head of our transfer business.

together with the gentlemen who handle the trans-

fer system of the Brooklyn Heights railroad, which
is as intricate as ours, at the convention of the

New York State Street Railway association of the

state of New York, held last month at Ithaca, and
while I would be glad to give the information now,
I appreciate the fact that it would be altogether

too long to take up the time of the convention to

do it. The answer of our attorney to a similar

question propounded by someone with reference to

the effect of that law was very full.

W. S. Dimmock. Council Bluffs, la.: I would
ask Mr. Vreeland what laws in the state of New
York, if any, govern the crowding of the platform,

and what the rules of the company are pertaining

to the passengers crowding the rear platform of

the cars?
Mr. Vreeland: There are no regulations on this

matter except the regulation of the Board of Rail-

road Commissioners that passengers shall not be
allowed on the front platform with the motorman.
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of either open or closed cars. We did not follow

it, and a law was introduced to compel us to close

the front gate and also keep passengers off the

front platform. I went to Albany and made an
argument against the proposed' law, stating that

the railroad company had absolutely no interest in

it—that the law would not regulate the railroad

company at all, but would regulate the public, and
that if the law was put into effect under this regu-

lation, the public would be told that so many
thousand of them must not go home until nine

o'clock at night, and they would at any rate haye
to delay their dinner.

Mr. Dimmock: Have you not some law govern-

ing the rear platform in regard to the crowding
of the rear platform so as to make it inconvenient

for other passengers to get into the car?

Mr. \"reeland: There is no regulation, either

municipal or state, on that question. We have, as

probabl}- you gentlemen all know, the double door
in New York city, which opens practically the

full width of the rear platform, and we insist that

our conductors shall not allow passengers to stand

on the platform on the side on which passengers

are getting on, but that is not followed out verj-

carefully. I want to say, to show you how pe-

ctdiarly we are situated in that respect, that the

Board of Railroad Commissioners, with its in-

spector, came down last winter and looked the

situation over thoroughly with reference to

our Fourth and Madison Avenue line, and the

commissioners said after their inspection: "We
have nothing to recommend, and we do not see

what you can do unless we say the people shall

not ride: you are running as many cars as you can.

and running them to the fullest limit during rush

hours. You are running with regularity and dis-

patch and doing everv'thing you can to handle

the people, and wc must place ourselves in the

position, not of saying to you what you shall do.

but saying to the public what it shall do:*' and
they, as a matter of course, in their own interest,

do not care to tell the public what it shall do.

CORRESPONDENCE-

New York Notes.

New York. Xovember i8.—The Rapid Transit

Commission has advertised for bids for the contract

lo build the underground railroad. No bids have
been received as yet by the commissioners nor
do they expect any until near the time for closing,

which has been set for Januao' I5th. However.
there are persistent rumors in relation to the

identity of the prospective bidders. One of the

local papers states that no less than three responsi-

ble companies and two s>Tidicates intend to put in

bids. The companies mentioned are the New York
Central Railroad, the Third Avenue Railroad and
the Metropolitan Street Railway companies. A lo-

cal and an English syndicate are the other two re-

ported prospective bidders. But President Vree-

land of the Metropolitan company says that his

company has no intention of bidding for the tunnel

and that the stockholders of the company have no
intention of organizing another company for the

construction of the underground railway.

The Third Avenue Railroad company has started

the running of its new cars on the One-hundred-
and-twenty-fifth street branch, and within io days

expects to have lOO or more of them in operation.

The cars are 41 feet over all. with cross seats, and
are illuminated by 20 electric lights. They will

seat 40 persons and are provided with air brakes.

\\'ork on changing the motive power from cable

to electricity on the line from the postofihce to

Harlem was begun to-day, and it is hoped that

St will be operated electricaih" next Tuesday.
In all probability automobiles will soon be ad-

mitted to Central Park without permits. President

Clausen of the park department has already given

one or two permits to automobile owners to enter

the park, and as the horses that are driven in the

park become accustomed to seeing the horseless

vehicles, he says the number of permits issued will

be increased. If future trials are satisfactor>- he

will introduce to the board at some future time

^ resolution rescinding the prohibitorj- resolution

against automobiles in the park.

The Fifth avenue stage line has been sold to the

New York Electric Vehicle Transportation com-
pany by William C. \\"hilney, who acquired con-

trol of the stage line about a year ago from the

Third Avenue Street Railroad company. It is

stated that the road will be equipped with the

latest st>"le of electrical stages as soon as they can

be constructed. It is believed that the stages will

be built by the Electric \ ehicle company, with

which Mr. Whitney is prominently identified.

On account of an assertion made by an electrician

that all a bank burglar had to do to open a steel

vault was to embezzle an electric current from the

nearest trolley line, burn a hole in the safe large

enough to permit the insertion of his hand, and
take out the assets of that institution, several New
York banks recently employed men to test the

possibility of electric safe-breaking. A lot of

journeymen electricians were set to work upon the

vaults of a friendly bank, but the electrical burglarj-

proved to be a tedious and complicated process.

After spending considerable time in getting their

machinery- In place, the safe-breakers found that

they could not steal enough electricity in the vi-

cinitj' with which to burn a sufficiently large hole
in a steel door without making a special arrange-
ment with the street-railwa}' company-.
For three days last week the price of No. i

leather for belting purposes rose one cent a day
a pound. No one is predicting what the price next
week will be. The scarcity- of hides is due to the
hea^T shipments to England in the last two or
three years, when tanners would not buy from the
packers of hides. Leather-belting manufacturers
met in this cit>- and raised the price 30 per cent.

A movement has been started in Boston to bring
back the exported hides to this countrj- by asking
Congress to repeal the dutj- on hides. This duty
is about 18 per cent., equal to seven cents a pound
at the current pric-? of 40 cents for oak butts.

The Brooklyn Union Gaslight company is re-
moving an old gas main on the south side ot

M3-rtle avenue from Broadway to Franklin avenue.
Italians are employed in digging a trench and re-

moving the pipe. Shortly before noon on Wednes-
day a trollej' wire over the up-tracks parted and
fell on the rail nearest the trench. It formed a

circuit and the accumulation of gas in the ground
and in the trench from the old main was exploded.
All the Italians were knocked down and windows
in houses for a block around were broken. The
damage was placed at $500- M. L. G.

PERSONAL,
Hugh S. Carr, formerly with the Warren Electric

Manufacturing company of Sandusky. O.. has ac-
cepted a position as instructor in the electrical engi-
neering department of the University of Kansas at

Topeka.

Frank Engelhardt. formerly connected with the
Greene-Wheelock Engine company, is engaged in

engineering work in Chicago, being at present
mechanical engineer for the Calumet Grain and Ele-
vator company. Mr. Engelhardt also handles the
Chicago business of the Filer & Stowell company
of Milwaukee.

Mr. John M. Roach, the general manager of the
Chicago L'^nion Traction company and the recentl3'^

chosen president of the American Street Railway
association, was elected vice-president of his com-
p3.Tiy in place of Walter H. Wilson, resigned, on
Monday. This important promotion is a well-de-
served recognition of Mr. Roach's ability.

Messrs. J. K. George and C. E. Lee of the Leecoll
Electric Batter\- company of " London are in the
United States on business connected with that com-
pany. Mr. Lee. like Mr. George, is an American
and was a well-known electrical man in Chicago
before his departure for England, less than three
years ago. He states that the outlook for the elec-

trical business in Great Britain is good, particularly

in the electric-railwav and automobile lines.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Recent statistics show that of 140 cities in the

United States having a population of 30.000 or over
four have municipal gas works—Duluth, Richmond,
Toledo and Wheeling—and 13 own and operate
electric-light plants.

The L'nion Water, Light and Power company has
filed articles of incorporation in Newark, N. T.

The company is capitalized at $1,000,000 and S. N.
Blake, F. W. Garvin and C. M. Vail are among the
incorporators. East Orange is named as the lo-

cation of the principal office.

The Chicago Edison company is installing in its

Washington avenue station a 1.500 horse power, di-

, rect-connected unit, which will bring the capacity

of the station up to about 9.000 horse power. The
engine is of the Southwark tandem-compound t\*pe

and the generator is a General Electric i.ooo-kilo-

watt. iS-pole and 120-revolution machine. It will

operate on the Edison three-wire, direct-current

system at 300 volts. ^
Propositions from 15 different firms have been

received by the Na\->' Department tor the installa-

tion of an electric-lighting plant at the United States

Naval Academy. Annapolis. Md. Bids were re-

ceived as follows: For the entire work. Morton.
Reed & Co.. Baltimore. Md.. 843.740: dynamos and
switchboards. Northern Engineering company,
Bayonne. N. J., $23,550; boilers. Crook. Horner.
&: Co., Baltimore, Md., SS,70o: engines, Crook.
Horner & Co., $10,227.

The Consumers' Electric Light company of

Tampa. Fla.. the property- of which was recently

sold at receiver's sale, is succeeded by the Tampa
Electric Light company. The following-named are

the officers of the new company: President. George
J. Baldwin: vice-president. Peter O. Knight; gen-
eral manager. H. G. Bradley; secretar>- and treas-

urer. Eiiot Wadsworth. These gentlemen, with

W. H. Blood. Jr.. constitute the board of directors.

The capital stock of the company is $500,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The right-of-way is being secured for the con-

struction of an electric railway between Port Huron
and Caro, Mich.

E. G. Endress & Co. have been granted a fran-

chise for an electric railway by tlie Sault Ste. Marie

(Mich.) council. The franchise covers all of the
principal streets of the cit>-.

The Chicago General Railway company has issued
a statement which shows that the system of two
and four-cent fares recently instituted on its lines
has resulted in a 16 per cent, gain in gross receipts
and 234.10 per cent, gain in the number of passen-
gers carried.

During October the South Side Elevated Rail-
road company of Chicago collected a total of 2,387,-

083 fares, the daily average being 73.793. This is

an increase of 15.595 over the business of the cor-
responding month of 189S and 14,208 over the busi-
ness of September this year.

AUTOMOBILES.
A London dispatch states that the British Auto-

mobile Club is arranging a 1,000-mile road trial.

The route will probably be from London to Edin-
burgh and return, running up through Bristol. Birm-
ingham. Liverpool. Sheffield. Newcastle and Glas-
gow.

The Messerer Automobile company had articles
of incorporation recorded in Newark, N. J., re-
cently. It will manufacture automobiles of every
description. The capital stock is $300,000, of which
S2.200 has been paid in by Stephen ilesserer, Joseph
Fisch, Julius E. Seitz and Adolph Goldfinger. all

of Newark.

A Philadelphia man. recently returned from Paris,
gives the following figures to show the cost of
operating an automobile in that city for a year:
Gasoline. $87,50: lubricating oil. $5.45: repairs to
carriage. S102.50: repairs to machinery-. $185; re-
pairs to tires. S27.50: sundries. $64.80; depreciation.
Si 50: tax. $50; ser\-ant. S200. making a total of
SS72.75.

Announcement has been made of the consolida-
tion between the International Automobile and
^'ehicle Tire companj- of New York and the New
England Rubber Tire Wheel company of Boston.
The first-named company is said to have acquired
the business of the rubber-tire company, including
several valuable patents. The amount involved in
the transaction is about $1,000,000. Edward E.
McCall is the president of the International Auto-
mobile and \*ehicle company-, and Richard Croker.
Jr., is the vice-president and general manager.

PUBLICATIONS.
The twenty-first edition of the American Settler's

Guide, a popular exposition of the public-land sys-
tem of the United Siates, has just been edited by
Henry N. Copp.

A booklet containing a treatise on the use of
insulating varnish has been recently issued by the
Sterling \'arnish company of Pittsburg. It also
contains fac-simiie letters of recommendation, or-
ders, etc., and is intended for distribution to the
trade throughout the country-. French and Ger-
man editions of the booklet will be distributed in

Europe.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply company. 32
Cortlandt street. New York, has just issued the
eleventh edition of its catalogue. The catalogue
is full of descriptions of things electrical and is w^ell

arranged. This concern does its own manufacturing
on a large scale and is in a position to sell

its goods at low prices. The catalogue will be
sent free on application.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
It is stated that the new British battleship Cano-

pus will be fitted with the Marconi system of space
telegraphy.

It is announced that a new company, to be known
as the Wireless Telegraph and Telephone coniEiiny,

is soon lo be incorporated in New York. The
capital stock of the company will be $12,000,000. and
is to be owned chiefly by New York, Boston, Chi-

cago and Philadelphia capitalists.

Orders have been issued by General Greely for

the establishment of a wireless-telegraphy plant at

Fort Myer, Va., which will be in the nature of a

school at which officers and men of the army will

be instructed in manufacturing apparatus for send-

ing and receiving messages without wires, and where
men are to be made operators of the new system.

An experimental station to talk between the War
Department and Fort Myer is also to be established.

The advisability- of installing the Marconi space-

telegraphy sj'stem upon Mount Blanc is being con-

sidered by the director of the Mount Blanc Mete-
orological Obser^-atory-. The ordinao' system of

telegraphy is used normally, but the great snow-
drifts have played havoc with the telegraph wires

It is believed that the wireless system of telegraphy

would prove not only valuable from a scientific

point of view, but would also increase the safety

of travelers upon the mountain.

When the steamship St, Paul, bearing Mr. Mar-
coni, neared the English coast on November 15th,

Mr. Marconi, from apparatus attached to the main-

mast, esta'plished communication with wireless in-

stallations at Alum Bay and Poole and received

dispatches from both points regarding the progress
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of the war in South Africa, the wreck of the United
States cruiser Charleston and other important
events. The passengers also availed themselves of

the opportunity to send ""wireless grcctmgs" to

friends in England, one man arranging for a supper
party in town on his arrival in London.

It is asserted that the War Office of England has
contracted with the Wireless Telegraph and Signal
company for the use of the Marconi system in

South Africa for a period of six months. Captain
Kennedy, R. E., superintendent of railway tele-

graphs, Natal, is stated to have left Southampton
for Durban, taking six sets of apparatus and a

staff of assistants and operators. It is said that

the tirst installation will be for communication be-
tween Durban and the bar off the port. It is out-
side this bar that the troops from England are
disembarked into tenders for landing. By wire-
less telegraphy these operations may be facilitated,

Frederick J. Cross, a capitalist of Honolulu, is

said to have obtained the right for the use of the
Marconi system between five of the largest of the
Sandwich Islands. The contract has been made
with the London Telegraph and Signal company, the
corporation handling the Marconi patents, and a
company has been organized with a capital stock
of $100,000 to further the project. Communication
between the five important inlands of the Hawaiian
group is at present restricted to boat trips twice a

week, as cables between the islands cannot be laid,

since the coral reefs, which abound in the archi-

pelago, cut and mangle any wires that may be laid.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At the regular meeting of the Chicago Electrical

association on December ist E. P. Warner, elec-

trical engineer for the Western Electric company,
will deliver a paper on "Alternating-current Arc
Lamps."

A quarterly meeting of the New York State

Electrical Contractors' association was held in

Troy on November 14th. Sixty contractors from
the eastern part of the state were present. The
business transacted was mainly routine. Rudolph
Schmidt of Rochester is president of the associa-

tion and Wells Dygert of Buffalo is secretary.

Major W. C. Beevor of the Royal Army Medical
Corps has sailed from England for South Africa,

taking with him a complete X-ray equipment for

surgical use. Major Beevor's practical experience
with the apparatus in Indian warfare renders him
well suited for the present service. He takes with
him an influence machine to operate the apparatus.

The recently incorporated Electrical Construction -

and Maintenance company has organized by electing

the following-named officers: President, Henry
Hess, vice-president. Dr. J. H. B. Amick: general
manager, George J. Jewell; directors. Harry R.
Schock, George Egolf, John Kellerman, J. Hardardt.
Charles Reber and S. T. Martin of Camden, N. J.

The new company was organized under the laws
of New Jersey, with a capital stock of $100,000.

A meeting of the National Electrical Trade as-

sociation, held in Boston November loth, was at-

tended by a number of representatives from outside

cities and over 20 members of the local body. Con-
siderable important business was transacted, in-

cluding the adoption of resolutions favoring the

establishment of a credit bureau to give advance
information, etc., and circulate data concerning
the accounts of newcomers in the electrical industry.

The association elected as officers for the ensuing
year the following-named gentlemen: President,

C. W. Wilkins of Philadelphia; vice-president,

W. M. Carpenter of Chicago; general secretary and
treasurer. F. P. Vose of Chicago.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

sending out samples of its new Eaco tape. This
tape is composed of cne-third pure rubber and has
the necessary'' qualities that will recommend it to

the trade.

George W. Lord, manufacturing chemist, will re-

move his laboratory and plant to 2238-2250 North
Ninth street. Philadelphia, about January ist. The

new buihling is a large one, and the equipment will

include the very latest apparatus for manufacturing
the chemicals used in the preparation of the formu-
las of Lord's boiler compounds.

Mr. H. P. Feister, the recent proprietor of the
Franklin Electric Supply house of Philadelphia, has
sold the good-will, stock and fixtures of that business
to the H. C. Roberts Electric Supply company of
831 Arch street, Philadelphia, Mr. Feister, whose
health obliges him to retire, commends his succes-
sor. Mr. Roberts, to the favorable consideration of
the electrical trade.

Many people do not know the value of burned-
out or broken incandescent lamps and bases, and
to such persons the firm of George F. Schwalm
& Co. particularly addresses itself. This firm has
been in business for the last seven years and is

said to be the largest dealer in burned-out lamps
in the country. Its prices and terms may be had
by addressing it at Harrison, N. J. That it is in

business to stay is proved by the manner in which
its business has grown during the last seven years.
Not only does it pay the highest market prices,
but it pays spot cash in advance to all who desire
it. It also pays freight charges and guarantees
satisfaction- in every way. Another offer which
these people make is to sell at low prices new and
renewed lamps, which they guarantee in every way
and ship on 60 days' trial, with the privilege of
returning the lamps at their expense if not found
satisfactory.

The electrical fraternity in general and users of
incandescent lamps in particular will doubtless be
interested in the announcement of the Kentucky
Electrical companj', Owensboro. Ky., manufacturer
of incandescent lamps. The factory of this com-
pany is said to be the first of its kind in the South,
and, although in existence only about a year, the
company has made great strides, the lamp having
met with favor by all who have given it a fair test.

The Kentucky company makes a number of strong
claims for its lamp, which it guarantees to produce
a pure, white light and to maintain its candle power
throughout its entire life. This, the company
claims, is due to the perfect vacuum of the lamp.
The factory of the company is equipped with all the
latest appliances used in the manufacture of incan-
descent lamps, and it is stated that the demand for

the Kentucky lamp has been so great that the fa-

cilities for its manufacture are already l^ecoming
taxed to their utmost capacity. John G. Delker
is president of the company, J. W. Mcjohnston
vice-president and A. L. Parrish treasurer. A, H.
Kreitler, the secretary and manager, has had a

wide experience in the manufacture of incandescent
lamps. The company is meeting with better suc-

cess than its incorporators anticipated, and if the
present high efficiency of the lamp is sustained the

demand will no doubt continue to be satisfactory.

BUSINESS.
The Federal Battery company of New York,

which manufactures Federal salt and Federalite

for batteries, reports a ver}' large business so far

this month. The company's telephone business es-

pecially is said to show a decided increase of in-

terest among telephone users, and the jobbing
trade reports a good demand for the firm's products.

The Western Electric company is installing three

70 horse power motors in Schlesinger & Mayer's

building, Chicago. These motors are especially de-

signed to drive the pumps for the elevators and
are to work against a constant pressure of water

at all speeds. The speed variation, which is from
175 to 350 revolutions a minute, is governed by an
automatic controller which cuts in or out various

sections of series-field winding.

The Chicago House Wrecking company, which
recently purchased the buildings and equipment of

the Omaha Exposition, including everything re-

maining on the grounds, is offering for sale the

goods and material that thus came into its pos-

session. The list of mechanical and electrical ap-

paratus is quite complete, comprising, as it does,

everything from a miniature incandescent lamp to

a 400 horse power engine. Buyers of electrical

goods are requested to send to this company for

its catalogue No. 156. as the quotations for new

and second-hand material arc from 10 to 50 per
cent, below present market price, it is said.

Seymour Swarts, president of the Swarts Metal
Refining company of Chicago, announces that his
company is in the market for scrap platinum in
any quantity, for which it pays the highest cash
price. The company also purchases burned-out
incandescent-lamp bases, from which it extracts the
platinum, allowing the full market value less the
cost of extracting. In addition, the Swarts com-
pany buys scrap copper, wire, brass, etc., from
electric-light and street-railway plants.

The Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator
company of 116 Bedford street. Boston, Mass..
wishes to direct the attention of users of incandes-
cent lights to its manipulator for reaching lamps
in out-of-the-way places. Style No. 4 is ma^e for
cleaning bulbs only, is three feet in length and can
be attached to any pole. The claim is made that
by the use of these cleaner attachments a consider-
able saving is made in the use of the light, by the
superior cleanliness and efficiency of the lamps.

There was shipped from East Berlin. Conn., re-
cently, a train load, comprising about 27 cars, of
structural material from the works of the Berlin
Iron Bridge company, consigned to the United
States Commission at Paris, France. This ma-
terial will constitute a very important element in
the American exhibit at the Paris Exposition, as
it is intended for the steel framework of a machine
shop to be used exclusively by the American ex-
hibitors of iron and wood-working machinery at
the Paris Exposition of 1900.

A. C. Becken, the well-known jeweler of Chicago,
announces an increased demand for Paillard non-
magnetic watches, which are so favorably known
by many electrical men. The Paillard watch is

uninfluenced by magnetism, as is claimed, and it is

carried by thousands of men whose duties bring
them in constant proximity to electrical machinerj'.
The Paillard watch is said to be indorsed by many
prominent electricians and scientists. An interesting
descriptive circular will be sent on request to A. C.
Becken, 103 State street, Chicago.

Charles H. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, report a large demand for machin-
ists' tools and supplies, shipments being made to
all parts of the Unhed States and Canada. On Hel-
met oil and Perfection and Bonanza cups contracts
have already been closed for future delivery far
in excess of any former years. The factory at Beloit,
Wis., is being run overtime in many departments
to meet this demand. Recent shipments to India.
Argentina, France, Germanj', Russia and England
are noted. Besly & Co. are introducing a new
machine known as the Gardner band grinder, and
will submit descriptive matter upon application.

One of the largest electrical supply houses in the
country is the Manhattan Electrical Supply com-
pany, 32 Cortlandt street, New York. As is well
known, this company is in a position to furnish
everything in the line of electrical supplies, from
the smallest article to the largest. The company
manufactures a large percentage of the goods de-
scribed in its new and handsome catalogue, No. 11.

which contains 352 pages and which will be sent on
request. The company states that it has sold over
a million of the well-known Mesco dry-battery
cells which it manufactures. The Manhattan com-
pany is said to be quoting exceptionally low prices

on telephones and telephone supplies at the present
time.

Every electrical man who has been unfortunate
enough to be severely burned by a live wire or
otherwise realizes the importance of having on hand
something that will ease the pain of a burn. It

is asserted that this is easily accomplished by
'"Vitogen," a powder that is said to be an excep-
tionally good antiseptic dressing for burns, scalds

and other wounds. The G. F. Harvey company.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., manufacturing chemists,

prepare "Vitogen," which is stated to be highly
recommended by many phj'sicians. The Harvey
company will be pleased to mail a 52-page book,
entitled "Vitogen in Practice." which tells how it

saved one electrician's life. "Vitogen" is said to be
a necessity that no electrician should be without.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

636,748. Rock or Coal-drilling or Other Machine.
Henry H. Bliss, Washington, D. C. Original
application filed December 24. 1S86. Divided 636,

and this application filed August 6. 1895.

There are provided an electric motor for imparting ro-
tary motion to the shaft of the machine and a supple-
mental electric motor for moving the shaft longitudinally.

636,773. Loom. William C. Edler and Frank Win-
die. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary 27, 1899.

In a loom an electromagnet and an electric circuit for
the magnet are combined with contact devices connected
with the circuit and adapted to be moved into and out of
contact by the action of part of the loom mechanism.

^36-776- Means for Generating Electricity from 636,

Car-wheel Axles. Pursell Eggleston, Newark,
N. J, Application filed April 19, 1899.

la this invention a dynamo secured to the truck frame
o( a car is driven by a belt passing over a driving pulley

Issued Noz'ember 14, iSgg.

on the car-wheel axle, and also over a pulley wheel on an

adjusting device pivotally connected with the truck frame.

779. Electrical Bell Ringer for Street Cars.

Francis A. Enz and William H. Fetter, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Application filed July 6. 1899.

A bell or Kong-ringing mecQanism is described which
combines a controller stem, a controller lever, an insu-

lated collecting drum mounted on the controller stem,

collecting rings mounted on the drum, a bell or gong hav-

ing electrical connections with 'a feed wire or dynamo,
brushes adapted to contact with the collecting rings and
having electrical connections with the be'l or gong and
ground, and means arranged in the controller lever and
adapted to complete the electrical circuit through the

controller stem to operate the gong.

,804. Quick-break Electric Switch. George L.

Holton, Utica, N. Y. Application filed March
?5. 1899.

The switch combines terminals, pivoted main and snap
blades, a locking plate or latch slidably mounted in the

snap blade, a lever engaging the latch and connecting
arms pivotally secured at one of their ends to the snap
blade, the other ends of the arms being connected with
the lever.

636.871. Ceiling Fan Motor. Henry H. Wait.
Chicago, III., assignor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, III. Application filed Jan-
uary 16, 1899.

The apparatus comprises a magnet frame and brackets
mounted on the frame, journals formed in the brackets,
an armature within the frame having a tubular shaft jour-
naled in the bearings, and a fixture support projecting
freely through the shaft and carried in the upper bracket.

636.872. Telephone Trunk-line Signaling. Thomas
C. Wales, Jr., Newton, Mass., assignor to the

American Bell Telephone company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed August 17, 1899.

A trunk line between two telephone switchboards, hav-
ing conductors common to a metallic talking circuit, and
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a grounded signaliag circuit, are combined with a ground
connection for Itie signaling circuit at one end of the
trunk; a supervisory relay in the talking circuit, a com-
plementary ground connection for the signaling circuit, and
a supplementary relay in a local circuit adapted to be
closed through the trunk-circuit switch devices, all at
the other end of the trunk; and means controlled in part
by the supervisory relay and in part by the supplementary
relay for attaching and detaching the complementary
ground connection, as required.

636,875. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Warner,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric
company, Chicago, 111. Application filed April
I, 1S99.

The regulating magnet and its aluminum armature of
the lamp are adapted to he repelled when alternating cur-
rents traverse the magnets. The armature comprises
two rings, one for each of the projecting cores of the
electromagnet, the rings being connected together hy bars
formed integral therewith to leave an opening midway
between the rings. A tubular guide for the upper carbon
passes through the opening, and clutch mechanism is

directly attached to the armature, the weight of the arma-
ture and the moving parts carried thereby being counter-
balanced. {See cut.)

636,881. Electric Band. Joseph M.Wolkosky, Ir-

win, Pa. Application filed April 4, i8gg.

The band consists of two sections, one constructed of

zinc and the other of copper, a hinge connecting the one
end of the sections together, and means for securing the
opposite ends of the sections together.

636,897. Electric Generator or Motor. Charles H.
Cutting and George H. Cutting, Derby, Eng-
land. Application filed August 23, 1899.

In the apparatus described, a yoke is provided with a
transverse opening, and a field magnet Is connected with
the yoke and projects through the opening.

NO- 636 875.

6.36,905. Distributing Panel for Electric Circuits.

Charles J. Klein, New York, N. Y. Application
filed March 31, 1897.

A fuse holder is described which combines.a plurality of
apertured recessed sections placed together witb their re-
cessed portions in communication with each other, a
bridge wall dividing the recessed portions into two com-
partments, the bridge wall being of diamond shape and
having the points of the diamond opposite apertures in
the wall of the fuse holder.

636,910. Electric Alarm System. Richard R. May,
San Jose, Cal. Application filed June 17, 1899.

The system combines a source of electricity, two nor-
mally open circuits including the source and having a
common return, an electric alarm located in one of the cir-
cuits and having a conductive base In Its local circuit
connected directly with the common return, an electro-
mechanical circuit- closer included In the second circuit
and adapted to close the circuit of the alarm, and a circuit-
closer for the second circuit including a terminal adapted
to engage the base of the alarm, with the head hinged to
the arm and comprising two parts, one of the parts being
capable of rotary adjustment and provided with a spindle.

^Z^,9Z7- Electric Railway. William H. Wright,
Buffalo-, N. Y. Application filed October 31,

J 898.

A magneto-electric system of propelling cars is de-
scribed which comprises a conduit, a conductor in the
conduit, a temporary conductor parallel witb the main
conductor, intermediaries between the main and tempo-
rary conductors, means on the car for magnetically influ-

encing the temporary conductor, a contacting device on
the car, suitable vi-iring thereon, and a motor on the car,

the intermediaries being suspended from the lower side
of the temporary conductor and always in positive, con-
tinuous contact with the temporary conductor.

636,938. Manufacture of Electric Batteries. Ed-
ward Baines, New York, N. Y. Application
filed June 7, 1898.

A method of compounding lead oxide, sulphuric acid
and finely divided charcoal is described which are used in

the manufacture of secondary batteries.

636,956. Process of Making Battery Cups. Frank
G. Curtis, Everett, Mass., assignor to the Auto-
matic Electric Pump company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed May 10, 1897. Renewed April

20, 1899.

The process described for preparing clay prior to form-
ing it into porous cups for use In electro-galvanic bat-

teries consists in mixing the clay with a solution of water
and hydrate of potassium and afterward passing an elec-
trical current through the mixture.
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636.964. Electric Vehicle. Theodore B. Entz, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed August 5, 1899.

The vehicle comprises a truck consisting of axles and
their wheels and perches or reaches rigidly attached to
the axles, a motor mounted on the truck, a battery box, a
carriage body, springs Interposed between the battery box
and the truck and openings interposed between the body
and battery box,

636.965. Electric Vehicle. Theodore B. Entz, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed August 5, 1899.

In this vehicle two sets of springs are provided, one
being interposed between the truck and the carriage body
and the other between the battery box and the truck.

NO. 637,012.

636,980. Truck for Electric Cars. John Goettei,

Boston, Mass. Application filed April 18, 1899.

The truck has a meta'lic framework, a transom block, a
spring between the transom block, and a base piece which
serves as a foot piece for the spring and forms an integral
part of the motor support.

636,989. Quick-break Electric Switch. Robert B.
Hewson, San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-
half to Austin Kanzee, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed May 17, 1S99.

The switch couslsts of a pivoted lever arm, connections
between one of the terminals and this arm, a conducting
tube with which the other terminal Is connected, a tube or
bar slidable within this tube, compressing spring plates
connected with the upper part of the slidable part, be-
tween which plates the lever arm is retained by friction
whereby the inner tube may be withdrawn with relation
to the outer tube, and a stop to limit the movement of the
tube whereby the lever arm may be withdrawn from be-
tween the compressing plates, and a spring by which the
tube is suddenly retracted when the contact is broken.

637,006. System of Electric Traction. Lowell M.
Maxham, Boston, Mass. Application filed Feb-
ruary 25, 1899.

In the system a mechanically continuous but electrically
broken intermediate conductor normally supported wtth
its upper face flush with the top of the channel containing
It is in combination with the confining walls forming the
channel, and means whereby the local depression of the
intermediate conductor shall put the local portion of the
conductor into contact with an electric terminal.

637,012. Electric Burglar Alarm. George Mc-
Gann, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to the Commer-
cial Telegraph company, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed March 21, 1898.

The system consists of a protection clr.uit, a polariz.d
relay having an armature provided with a section of in-

sulating material in its end, contact points secured to the
metallic end of the armature and to the insulating ma-
terial, a resistance coil located in the protection circuit

adjacent the polarized relay, a balanced relay located in

ihe central station and connected witli the protection
circuit, a relay comprising anaudible signal and connected
with the balanced relay, and a push plug which synchron-
ously operates the polarized relay, balanced relay and the
audible signal. (See cut.)

637.057. Electric Igniter. Charles D. Wright, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the Advance Specialty

company, Chicago, 111. Application filed July

2, 1898.

An electric battery is combined witb a tubular hand-
piece electrically connected with the battery, having at its

end a contact point, and provided with means to retain the
substance to be ignited near the point,

637.058. Electric-lighting Attachment for Gas Fix-

tures. Charles D. Wright, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to the Advance Specialty company, Chi-

cago, 111. AppHcation filed February 27, 1899

A battery and a coil located in the casing of a gas-pipe

and electric connections uniting the battery and the gas-

burner, and the coil and gas-pipe respectively are com-
bined with means to complete the electric circuit to

produce a spark near the burner.

November 25, 189c)

637,060. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Adams.
Cleveland, O. Application filed November 8
1898.

In the lamp are combined a clutch ring, alifttr con-
nected with the clutch ring at one side of the carbon, a
pivoted lever, a rod connected with the lever at a point
between the ends of the latter and resting on the clutch
ring at the same side of the carbon as the connection of
the lifter niih the clutch ring, and an air-pot having its
plunger connected witb the free end of the pivoted lever
whereby when the lifter is actuated air will be compressed
in the ait-pot before the clutch raises the carbon.

637.071. Electric-battery Compound. Henrv Blu-
menberg, Jr., New York, N. Y. Application
filed December 31, 189S.

The compound is composed of a bisu!phate of sodium
and an active oxidizing agent in a dry condition.

637.072. Electric Battery. Henry Blumenberg, Jr.,
and Frederick C. Overbury. New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 13, 1899.
The carbon elsctrode in the form of a cup has through

the rim at one place a hole for the free passage of the
conductor and its insulating covering. There is also a
channel in the bottom of the carbon electrode and a con-
nection between the end of the conductor and the bottom
ot the carbon electrode.

^i7,^7Z- Thermostatically Actuating-valve Mechan-
ism and Alarm. Albert Borden. St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed February 9, 1899.
A valve controlling the heat supply In a building is ac-

tuated by a thermostat which also operates an electric
alarm bell.

637,096. Safety Contact Interrupter for Suspended
Electric Wires or Cables. Roger Ducornot,
Puteaux, France. Application filed March 11.

1899.

A contact interrupter for breaking the circuit as soon as
there is a breaking of the cable Is described which con-
sists of a thin celluloid tube or casing closed at each end
by metallic stoppers to which are united the two ends of
the electric wire or cable, the tube containing mercury,
oil and a small quantity of petroleum. (See cut.)

NO. 637,096.

637.059. Combined Typewriter and Telegraphic

Transmitter. Charles E. .Vetman, Oak Park,

111., assignor to the World Flash company, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed Januray 20, 1898.

One claim reads: The combination with the finger keys

and with the corresponding set of circuit tings controlled

thereby, of Ihe upright slotted reciprocating shifters inter-

posed between the keys and bars and In co-operative

union with each, the comb-like bar receiving the re-

spective shifters between the teeth thereof and the guide

rod extended across the comb bar and over which the

shifters can be freely dropped at their open slots to assume
working position.

NO. 11,787.

637,115- Residence Electric Plant. Grant M. Hise,
Assumption, and John W. Eckman, Areola, 111.

Application filed February 24, 1S99.

_
In a working circuit including a dynamo and lamps or the

like, an automatic cut-out Is provided for breaking the cir-
cuit which consists of a fixed contact, an electromagnet,
an armature pivoted at one end and located below the
electromagnet, means for limiting the downward move-
ment of the armature and holding It in a predetermined
position, and a movable contact pivoted to the free end of
the armature and normally in clutched engagement at its
free end with the fixed contact, the armature and pivoted
contact being raised upon the amperage of the electro-
magnet increasing beyond a given point, whereby the
pivoted contact Is released and falls away from tlie fixed
contact.

637.119. Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
Philadelphia, Pa.; assignor to the General Elec-
tric company of New York. Application filed

July 20, 1894.

In a system of electrical distribution there are combined
a stationary source of electric energy, positive and nega-
live main conductors extending from the source of electric
energy to a distance, a long-feeding conductor leading from
the source of energy and connecting with one of the main
conductors at two distantly located places, aud a potential-
increasing device arranged at a great distance from the
source of energy and In the feeding circuit between the
two connections with the main conductors.

637.120. Manufacture of Electrical Fuses. Rudolph
M. Hunter. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

November 11, 1896. Renewed May i, 1S99.

A machine for m .king electrical fuses is desciibed
which has a mold, a pressure device for introducing into
the mold a fusible alloy under a predetermined pressure,
and an autcmatic pressure-regulating device constructed
and arranged to be actuated hy the pressure device,

637,195- Loom. William H. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.

Application filed June 26, 1899.

An electrically controlled weft-supply mechanism for

looms is described.

Reissue.

11,787. Electric Motor. Charles R. Meston, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to the Emerson Electric

Manufacturing company, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed August 21, 1899. Original No.
617,114, dated January 5, 1899.

In the motor are combined supporting means, a motor
frame, insulation between the means and the motor frame.
field magnets, an armature core, induced current-conduct-
ing bars in the armature core which are short-circuited on
each side of the armature, and fan blades mounted on the

armature. (See cut.)

Designs.

31.838. Insulating Plug for Electric Line Supports,.

Luzerne A. Williams, Syracuse, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed October 17, 1899. Term of patent,

14 years.

31.839. Coin-controlled Electric-machine Case. Will-

iam C. Backof, Chicago, 111, Application filed

April 24, 1899. Term of patent, seven years.
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Pollak-Virag Telegraph System.
Several tests of the Pollak-Virag rapid automatic-

telegraph system were conducted last week between
Chicago and other cities, the demonstrations be-
ing the first made outside of Budapest, Hungary.
In September Mr. C. M. Baker, superintendent of

construction for the Postal Telegraph-cable com-
pany, was sent over to Budapest, where he wit-

nessed tests of the telegraph system in company
with Mr. L. O. McPherson, the electrical expert,

formerly associated with Elisha Gray. These tests

were of such a satisfactory nature that the Guardian
Trust company of Chicago, which had become in-

terested in the invention, decided to have a practical

demonstration made of the system's capabilities in

this city. Accordingly arrangements were made for

the inventors to come to America with their ma-
chines. Messrs. Pollak and Virag arrived in Chi-

Thc Pollak-Virag system is the invention of Mr.
Anton Pollak, electrical engineer, and Mr. Josef
Virag, of the Royal Hungarian Patent Office of

Budapest, Hungary. The advantages claimed are
high working speeds on the line wires with very
low-voltage currents, a permanent and easily de-

cipherable record and automatic control of the

receiver from the sending station. The funda-
mental idea is automatic transmission from a per-
forated strip of paper and receiving by photograph-
ing the movements of a telephone diaphragm.

In the preparation of the message the paper strip

is perforated with two parallel lines of holes, one line

representing the dashes and the other the dots of

the Continental alphabet. In Fig. 2 (page 322"), (P)
represents the paper strip; (A) and (A') are two
brushes composed of fine wire mounted above a
flanged drum or wheel (D) and arranged to press

the telephone diaphragm and the flat spring of (M;.
It follows that the very slight motion of the dia-

phragm is transmitted to the spring and the mirror
is caused to rock upon the fixed knife edge of the
magnet. The light from a small incandescent lamp
(L) passes through one limb of the forked tube (Y)
and falls upon the mirror (W), from whence it is

reflected through the other limb of the tube (Y).
A light-proof case (K) is securely joined to the
tube (Y). Inside the case (K) is a cylinder (F)
carrying a sheet of light-sensitized paper. This
cylinder is arranged to rotate around a stationary
coarse-pitched screw, so that for each rotation the
cylinder moves downward about one-quarter inch.

The sending station is given control over the
starting of the cylinder (F) by a simple automatic
apparatus.

In receiving a message the cylinder (F) is ro-

FIG. I, POLLAK-VIRAg TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.—APPARATUS IN POSITION IN CHICAGO,

cago on November 14th in company with Adolph
Heerman, Jr., the Hamburg representative of the
Guardian Trust company. The instruments were
set up in the library of the Chicago Tribune, where
connections were made with wires of the Western
Union Telegraph company, through the assistance
of Mr. J. C. Barclay, electrician for the western •

division of the Western Union company.
Preliminary tests of the system were made on

November 22d and 23d from the Tribune office.

A line from Chicago to Milwaukee was first used
and later tests were made over wires between Chi-
cago and Cleveland and Chicago and Buffalo. In
Fig. 1 is shown a picture of the experimental ap-
paratus set up in the Tribune office, with a group
of the gentlemen interested. Mr. Pollak is seen
seated at the left of the table and Mr. Virag is stand-
ing back of the table at the left. Next to Mr. Virag
is Mr. Heerman, and on his left is Mr. Adolph D.
Weiner. attorney for Pollak and Virag. Seated at

the right is Mr. McPherson, the electrical expert,
under whose direct supervision the tests were made.

the paper strip firmly against it. The paper strip

is moved forward in the direction of the arrow,
and, as the line of holes representing the dashes
pass under brush (A), for each one there is made
an electrical contact between (A) and the drum (D)
and current passes from the positive pole of the
battery (B) to the line. When a hole representing
a dot passes under brush (A') the contact between
it and the drum (D) permits the passage of negative
current to the line. These impulses are carried to

the telephone receiver (T) and the resultant move-
ment of the diaphragm causes a ray of light to

vibrate in the following manner: In front of the

diaphragm "is a small C-shaped permanent magnet
(M), one pole of which terminates in a stiff flat

spring having a right-angled knife edge at its free

end, which is very close to a similar knife edge
formed directly on the other pole of the magnet.
A very small concave mirror (W) is held mag-
netically against the two knife edges through the
means of a small bit of soft iron glued to its back.
A stiff piece of wire is connected rigidly between

tated, the beam of light from the mirror (W) dances
up and down, leaving its spiral, zigzag, chemical
trail to be later developed and fixed as in pho-
tography and then translated. A sample of the
record made by the receiving instrument, the va-
riations above and below the line corresponding
to the dashes and dots, is shown in Fig. 3.

An adjustable self-induction coil (S), Fig. 2, is

connected at the transmitter as shown. Its function
is to regulate the time duration of the impulses,
proportioning them to the resistance and capacity
of the line. A condenser (C) shunts the telephone
receiver, as shown, for the purpose of damping
the self-vibration of the diaphragm. Without this

the diaphragm would not come at once to rest after

each movement, but would make several short vi-

brations following each -current impulse. The con-
denser prolongs or "tails off" the impulse so that
the current just ceases as the diaphragm reaches the
central or neutral position.

The apparatus is quite new and has not yet been
put in the best possible form foi continuous use;
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for instance, the sensitized paper will be used in a

continuous band or fillet, and certain other details

may be improved upon.
Mr. L. O. McPherson, in speaking of the sys-

tem and its possibilities, said: "In the tests which
I witnessed between Budapest and Berlin over a

line 1,050 kilometers (650 miles) long, measuring

3,200 ohms, a speed of 90,000 words an hour with

12 volts' pressure was readily secured. Tests over

looped circuits out and back in the Tribune office,

Chicago, have shown speeds considerably in ex-

cess of this on lines of much greater length. The
test signals were sent to Buffalo and back, 1,040

ANTON POLLAK.

miles, with 20 volts positive and 20 volts negative,

at the almost incredible speed of 2,400 words a

minute, or, putting it another way, there were clearly

depicted current impulses at the rate of 36,000 a

minute.
"Scientific interest has been aroused throughout

the world, and Messrs. Pollak and Virag are in

receipt of inquiries for information about their ap-

paratus from almost every civilized country on the

globe. The government engineers of Germany
have expressed themselves as highly delighted wi.h
the invention, and are now considering its -formal

adoption in the post-telegraph sj'stem. The French
government sent a representative engineer to wit-

ness the tests between Budapest and Berlin on Sep-
tember 25th to 29th, and since Messrs. Pollak and
Virag's arrival in the United States they have re-

ceived a formal request from the French govern-
ment to give an early exposition of the working of

the apparatus in Paris.

"The United States is a graveyard for automatic
telegraph systems, as the history of our telegraphs

JOSEF VIRAG.

and records of the Patent Office w-ill show: and
whether this one will follow the general rule or not
remains to be seen. I am inclined to believe, how-
ever, that it possesses distinct merits, which, when
fully understood, will warrant its adoption as an
adjunct to existing systems of communication, or
as a nucleus for a new system on entirely different

lines from the existing systems. It would appear,

in the light of past experience that its greatest use-

fulness is in press and newspaper service and 'night-

rate' or similar business."
In commercial use it is probable that a tape simi-

lar to that represented in the diagram. Fig. 2, will

be used. At present the tape used in the tests has a

continuous row of circular holes in the center and
larger holes above and below to represent re-

spectively the dashes and dots. A portion of this

tape is represented in Fig. 4, with some of the let-

ters of the Continental telegraph code, which has
been used thus far in the test.

On Friday evening, November 24th, Messrs.
Virag and McPherson took a tiansmitting instru-

ment to New York. This instrument was set up in

the office of the New York World, and a test over
a Western Union circuit was arranged between New
York and Chicago, the receiving instrument being
in the Tribune office in this city. On Sunday, when
it was proposed to give a public exhibition of the
invention, a number of engineers and technical men
were present to witness the test. Owing to an in-

explicable accident, however, just as the message
was started from the New York end it blurred and
then stopped. Demonstrations over short lines

Design of Fusible Cut-outs.'
By B. H. Glover.

The simplest and therefore most common method
of protecting electrical circuits is by means of the
fusible cut-out. While much might be said about
circuit-breakers, switches and special combinations
for opening and controlling circuits, the object of
this paper is not to enter into a discussion of the
relative merits or proper adaptation of these fittings,

but simply to put before you some facts, demon-
strated by exhaustive tests and extended practice,
and from this information and experience derive a
few conclusions regarding the proper design of
fusible cut-outs.

That the present cut-outs are not entirely satis-
factor>' goes without saying. If they were the sub-
ject of this paper would not have been suggested.

It is a strange characteristic of this age of prog-

FIG. 2. POLLAK-VIR.-Ig TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.—DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE APPARATUS.

were then given by Mr. Pollak which clearly
showed the rapidity'- at which the machine could
operate. However, it is expected that a successful
test will be made over the New York and Chicago
line. After this has been accomplished the instru-
ments will be exchanged and a Chicago-New York
test will be made, the receiving instrument being
placed in the World office in New York. Among
those attending the tests on Sundaj^ were the fol-

loA\ang-named gentlemen: Charles J. Glidden,
Lowell, Mass., president of the Erie Telephone
company; Augustine Knowles, electrical engineer,
New Long-distance Telephone company. Indianap-
olis, Ind.; W. W. Ryder, superintendent of tele-

graph, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad;

C. M. Baker, superintendent of construction, Postal
'

FIG. 2. P0LLAK-VIR.4G TELEGRAPH SYSTEM. PHOTO-
GRAPHIC RECORD AT RECEIVING END.

Telegraph company; Edward J. Nally, assistant
general superintendent, Postal Telegraph company;
.-Vlexander Nuber, Austro-Hungarian consul; Pro-
fessor C. E. Freeman, Armour Institute, Chicago;
Professor A. A. Veblen, State University of Iowa;
George M. Dugan, superintendent of telegraph,
Illinois Central railroad: C. F. Annett, assistant
superintendent telegraph, Illinois Central railroad;

S. G. McMeen, Central Union Telephone company;
E. M. Jackson, Central L^nion Telephone company;
J. C. Barclay, electrician, Western Union Telegraph
company; William T. Blaine, president Vicfor Tele-
phone Manufacturing company; Adolph D. Weiner,
attorney.

It is asserted that should the tests prove satisfac-

tory to the stockholders of the Guardian Trust com-
pany a new company will be organized to exploit the

ress that sometimes the most conimon and necessarv
articles are accepted in the crude and often unfin-
ished form in which they were first made, and have
been apparently forgotten and neglected in the mad
rush for something new or strange. The return
swing of the pendulum is, however, inevitable, and
we now hear of new forms of arc lamps and re-
newed interest in the perfection of various forms of
lamps depending on the incandescence of heated
conductors or metallic oxides.
The thermal cut-out is still one of the most un-

reliable of the many devices emplo5'ed on electric
circuits. Its use is universal, but bej-ond a few
practical details the device is but little understood.
Such improvement as has been made has largely
been due to the vigilance of the various insurance
boards. As a source of vexation and uncertainty
the fusible cut-out is probably unrivaled.
Speaking from the standpoint of the fire under-

writer, the proper design of cut-outs is an impor-
tant subject, inasmuch as a very considerable fire

waste has been and continues to be occasioned
through the faulty construction and design of these
fittings.

All tests and treatrrents have shown the common
cut-out to be subject to such variations and modi-
fj'ing influences that but little of practical value can
be deduced from analytical investigations,

A cut-out may be said to consist of three princi-
pal parts: (a) the base and its cover, (b) the ter-

minals and (c) the fuse. These will be taken up
in the order given, as far as is possible.

(a) In the earlier days of electric lighting wooden
bases were used, but were soon abandoned, due to
continual trouble with "grounds" and "shorts," re-

sulting from absorption of moisture and the loosen-
ing of contacts and charring, due to the combusti-
bility of the wood. Porcelain is now almost uni-
versally used. The base and cover bemg much the
larger portion of a cut-out, the porcelain manufac-
turer has taken it upon himself to design and sell

these goods. Important electrical details are often
sacrificed for convenience in getting out the por-
celain, and "Any old thing will go" seems to be the

(•J
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invention in this country. The inventors' com-
pensation for the American rights, in such case, is

said to be fixed at about $3,000,000—half stock and
half cash.

River Cable Laid by a Locomotive.

A novel method of laying a river cable was put

into execution on November 21st in New York, when
an old fire-alarm cable which connected Randall's

and Ward's Islands with The Bronx across l>he

Bronx Kills had to be replaced by a new one. The
distance betw-een Randall's Island and The Bronx is

600 feet. The new cable, which weighs nearly three

tons, says the New York Sun, was stretched out

across Randall's Island. One thousand feet of one

and one-half inch rope w^as fastened to the end and

a big Harlem railroad freight locomotive which
stood ready on the tracks running across St. Ann's

avenue took one end of the rope which passed over

a strong block. The engine moved along the rail-

road tracks, pulling the rope and cable after it.

It took but 11^2 minutes to complete the work, a

feat which by the usual method could nof^ave been
performed in much less than a day.

motto followed in some cases, no regard being paid
to the various and excessive demauds made upon the

product.
It is poor practice to use short fuses in order to

economize in porcelain.

The quality of porcelain used and its glazing is

seldom given any consideration by contractors or
engineers, except perhaps for use with very high
potentials.

The subject of glazed and unglazed porcelain

in itself opens up a large field for discussion. A
glaze with an excessive coefficient of expansion
unll, in time, become full of cracks or become
"crazed," as the porcelain manufacturers express it.

These cracks retain moisture and offer paths of

comparatively low resistance between terminals of

opposite polarity or to ground.
The use of lead in the glaze usually results in a

metallic film upon the blowing of a fuse. The
parts of a cut-out about the fuse itself should pref-

erably be left unglazed. The fuse should not be in

contact with any surface of the base. If supports

I. Read before the Chicago Electrical association, November
17, iSgg Mr. Glover is connected with the Underwriters' Elec-
trical Bureau.
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between the terminals are necessary, they should
be in the form of traverse ribs, with smooth
rounded tops.

While an air space is desirable about the fuse,

the ends of the block should not be left entirely

open. As a fuse usually ruptures at or near the
center, the aim should be I0 provide a proper vent
nt this point and still retain sufficient pressure to

cause a blow-out of the metallic vapors and suppres-
sion of the arc formed. For these reasons a rather

restricted air space at the ends and an enlarged
air chamber with vents near the center of the fuse
gives more reliable action. A cover for the base
should always be used. The fire risk is made less

and the sensitiveness of the fuse is thereby increased,
especially for small fuses.

(b) The terminals are universally made of brass
in the form of stampings, castings or sections of

square or round bar. The following modes of con-
nection to the wires have been noted: A screw and
washer; a screw with one upturned lug on terminal,

with and without washers; a set-screw; two set-

screws; an angular bottom piece, with a clip above
held by one or two screws; double clips, with a
center V-groove. And there are several other
methods of connection.

In the construction of switches it is considered
quite proper and necessary to provide lugs, firmly

bolted or screwed to the switch into which the con-
ducting wires shall be soldered. This applies to

switches of over 25 amperes' capacity. If this con-
struction is correct for switches and bus-bars and
in making connections to dynamos and motors,
why not for cut-outs.^

Connections for currents up to 25 amperes should
be made to terminals provided with screws and
washers, with a turned-up lug on both sides, to

prevent this wire from slipping out. When the ca-

pacity'' of the cut-out exceeds 25 amperes, connec-
tions should be made with lugs, firmly screwed
to the terminals on a flat surface, and into which
the conducting wires can be soldered. This may
seem like excessive care, but when it is considered
that very appreciable losses are due to the many
poor contacts and connections made in a circuit,

too much attention cannot be given to this matter
of contacts. The terminals should be set in from
the ends of the blocks, so that live portions of the
circuit will not be exposed.
The proper distance between terminals has long

been a disputed question. A catalogue of a well-

known manufacturer of these goods shows, for no-
volt circuits, break distances of from one-fourth to

d}-/-! inches. This maker no doubt strikes an average
somewhere. An engineer of a prominent company
stated two years ago: "We are redesigning our link

cut-outs, so that the fuse-metal tips shall be fully

one inch apart. Some of our cut-outs are much
less than this, and we believe it is safer to have
a longer break distance than that we are now using."

A Chicago engineer whom you all know said a

few years ago: "I have always felt that the em-
phasis of experimental evidence should be directed

to convincing the people of the advisability of using
long fuse blocks, thereby contributing to the relia-

bility of such protecting devices."

This is all reliable testimony, and should be given
careful consideration, not only by manufacturers,
but by contractors and engineers as well.

There are many goods on the market with a

one-half-inch break distance between terminals. A
current cf 20 amperes will invariably establish a

vicious arc between terminals at this distance, and
the terminals will frequently melt with explosive
violence. The terminals are not only fused, but
often the entire base and cover are shattered into

fragments. Such results are aggravated by the

enormous capacity of our modern stations in pop-
ulated districts.

For a given fuse, blown in a given time, there
isi a critical length. Careful experiments have
shown these lengths to be as follows: For three

to five amperes, 'i^h inches: for 10 to 15 amperes,

3^ inches; for 20 amperes, four inches; or, for

each five amperes an increase in length of one-half

inch. These lengths seem excessive when judged
by common practice, but the data clearly indicate

where practice might be improved.
Realizing that extended reforms cannot be insti-

tuted at once, the rules of the National Electrical

Code specify iV4-inch break distance between ter-

minals for no volts and 1% inches for 220 volts.

The fuses are to be held free from contact with the
base and provided with tips of hard metal. In the
open type of cut-out the terminals usually have
a greater distance between ihem than in the cov-
ered style, but a serious fault in their design is that

the terminals are set in flush with the surface of

the porcelain. Terminals should be secured to the

base by at least two screws, so as to prevent turning
and loosening. Screw heads on the back should
be countersunk and the heads covered with a moist-
ure-proof and insulating wax or compound. These
points should go without saying, but an inspection
of stock being sold shows that there is neglect
along these lines.

(c) The ordinary fuse is made from an alloy, the

greater part of which is lead. This alloy is used
in the form of wire, wire links or strips. The open-
ing of the circuit is caused by the melting of the

fuse. The necessary heat is obtained from the

energy developed in the fuse by the current. But
the blowing of a fuse is not immediately an elec-

trical act. The current fuses the metal, the cross-

section is reduced at some point, due to gravity,

unequal expansion or "sweating," the heat intensi-
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fies at this point and a globule falls, breaking the
circuit and establishing an arc, which soon burns
out a length of the fuse. The time required for
this action may vary between considerable limits
under dilTcrcnt conditions. In some cases this fact
is an advantage, while in others it might be fatal.

A combination intended to increase the accuracy
of operation and to reduce to a minimum the radia-
tion and conduction of heat is found in the enclosed
fuse. A fiber tube is filled with a porous powder
and the fuse is soldered to the brass ends of the
lube, being embedded in the powder, except in the
center of the tube, where a small capsule forms an
air chamber. These fuses will operate at a pre-
determined point for any overload, and can be relied
upon within very close limits. An objection has
been made to their use, as there is no exterior indi-

cation to show when a fuse has opened. A new
design is about to be put en the market, with the
object of overcoming this objection. It consists
of an enclosed fuse, with a shunt of fine high-resist-

Waterport-Albion Power Transmission.
Bv Orrin E. Duslaf.

One of the new plants in New York state for the
development, transmission and use of electricity is

that of the Albion Power company at Watcrport
and Albion. These villages arc located in Orleans
County and are &h miles apart. Waterport is on
the Oak Orchard Creek, at a point where there
has been a small development and use of water
power many years; in fact, dating back to the
year 1830. Several small mills have been operated
there, and the place attracted the attention of the
men interested in the Albion Power company as a
desirable point at which to establish a generating
station from which electric current for various pur-
poses might be supplied to the village of Albion
and the adjoining neighborhood. With this object
in view, the Albion Power company was organized
with a capital stock of $50,000, divided into 500
shares of $100 each. The president of the corn-

Dam and Generatint; Station at Waterport.
Fig. 2. Power Plant at Waterport.

Fi!;

W.A.TERP0RT-ALBION POWER TRANSMISSION.

ance wire between the terminals on the outside of

the fiber tube. The blowing of the fuse diverts the
current through the shunt wire, which immediately
blows and serves as an outside indicator. Enclosed
fuses without the air chamber are not as sensitive

or reliable as those with the air chamber.
An ideal fuse would be one that would act at

nearly a constant time interval for all currents in

excess of its normal. In this respect it would re-

semble a magnetic cut-out. Its curves would be a

straight line from the point of its rated capacity

and slightly approaching the vertical axis for all

excess currents. In practice the curves of all

thermal cut-outs must be more or less modified
hyperbolas. The ideal curve could only be ob-
tained were it possible to eliminate conduction and
radiation losses. This line of attack should be fol-

lowed in designing a sensitive fusible cut-out. Small
fuses approach this condition to a greater extent

than large ones. For sudden, heavy overloads a

multiple fuse of several small wires is much more
sensitive than one large one of the same capacity.

For the same reason a thin, fiat ribbon may be con-

sidered more reliable than a round fuse.

An issue of $80,000 additional stock by the Lex-
ington and Boston Street Railway company has

been approved.

pany is Hon. Frank A. Dudley of Niagara Falls.
The other officers are: Vice-president. George F.
Lum of Waterport; secretary, Sanford T. Church
of Albion; treasurer, Raymond D. Johnson of Buf-
falo; chief engineer and general manager, Wallace
C. Johnson of Niagara Falls.

President Dudlej' was the former law partner of
Hon. W. Caryl Ely of International Traction com-
pany fame, and it was he that organized the com-
pany under the transportation corporations law of

New York state. The company is authorized to

use and sell electricity for light, heat and power
in the towns of Carlton, Gaines and Albion in the
county of Orleans. Preparatory' to the erection of

its dam and power station the Albion Power com-
pany acquired, by proper deeds of conveyance, the

Lum mill property at Waterport, together with six

other tracts of land adjacent thereto, with the

rights to construct a dam at or near the site of

the old dam of Oak Orchard Creek. The com-
pany also controls all the land on the Oak Orchard
and the Otter Creek likely to be flooded by its

dam. It also secured tail-race rights and the right

to use the waters of the creeks referred to, together

with the rights acquired by previous grantees to

use the overflow from the Erie Canal. The com-
pany acquired, in addition, the electric-light plant

in the village of Albion, consisting of a thoroughly
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equipped, steam-operated station and a distributing
system of about 25 miles, including both arc and
incandescent systems.
With these rights secured, the Albion Power com-

pany commenced the erection of a dam and power
house at Waterport At this point the banks of
Oak Orchard Creek are quite high, and afford
excellent dam and storage-reservoir facilities. In
Fig. I the dam of the company is well illustrated,

as are also the generating-station buildings to the
left. The weir of the dam is 200 feet long and
there is an earth embankment 100 feet long. The
height of the dam is 12 feet. Water enough is

obtained to develop about 400 horse power under
a head of about 18 feet, the remainder of the fall

being obtained by means of a tail race i.ooo feet

long and extending down Oak Orchard Creek.
The dam sets the water back fully three-quarters
of a mile, forming a reservoir, from which water
can be drawn at times of heavy load and which fills

np again at times of light load. The flume is set
into the earth embankment, which is protected at

the ends by masonry piers. All of the dam above
the water is of earth and stone. The flume is built

of steel framework, filled with concrete, making
a concrete wall two feet thick. Thus the steel

frame is designed to hold all the pressure, while
the concrete fills in the spaces, making the wall
quite tight and the construction most successful.

The generating station at Waterport i? a one-
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insulators, on porcelain-base pins, manufactured by
F. M. Locke of Victor, N. Y., are used.
In the sub-station in Albion three static trans-

formers, having a total capacity of 200 kilowatts,
have been installed. These transformers are of the
indoor type, self-ventilating, and are for service
without oil. They transform from 6,000 volts, three-
phase, to 1,100 volts, three-phase. The company
has also installed in the sub-station one 75 horse
power, inductor-type dynamo, designed for service
as a synchronous motor to operate on 1,100 volts,

three-phase, together with one-kilowatt exciter, to
excite the fields of the 75 horse power synchronous
motor, and one five horse pow'er, three-phase in-

duction motor for service in bringing the syn-
chronous motor up to speed. The switchboard and
type of transformer used in this sub-station are
pictured in Fig. 3. In addition to the electrical

equipment the station is supplied with the steam
plant of the old company. The 75 horse power
motor is used to drive an So-aic-light, direct-cur-

rent Brush arc machine for public lighting. This
motor and the arc machine are so arranged that

in case of accident to the transmission line or gen-
erating station they can be driven by steam power.
Thus, the company has a steam relay equal to the
capacity of its generators. The electrical equip-
ment is of Stanley make.
The business section of the village of Albion has

been laid out in three districts by the company, and

FIG. 3 WATERPORT-ALEION POWER TRANSMISSION.— SWITCHBOARD AND TRANSFORMER AT ALBION SUB-STATJON.

Story brick building, located back of the earth em-
bankment. In it have been installed two McCor-
mack wheels, built by J. & W. Jolly of Holyoke,
Mass. One turbine has a capacity of 250 horse
power and the other of 175 horse power. These
wheels are set in the open flume on a horizontal
shaft and discharge through a quarter turn and
draft tube outside of the flume. One Stanley three-

phase, alternating-current djmamo, of the inductor
type, having a capacity of 150 kilow-atts when op-
crated at a speed of 600 revolutions a minute, is

wound for a maximum electromctive force of 6,600
volts at full-load current, and generates current
at 7,200 alternations. There is also a similar dy-
namo of lOO-kilowatt capacity. The larger djmamo
is belted to the larger turbine and the smaller dy-
namo is belted to the smaller wheel. Two six-

kilowatt, multipolar exciters, each capable of ex-
citing the fields of the two generators, are used
and they are arranged for belt driving from the
shaft to the generator. The arrangement of the
generating station is shown in Fig. 2. where \vl\\

also be seen the switchboard designed to control
the current at this station. The switchboard is

of blue marble. The generators feed directly to

the transmission line without the use of transform-
ers, the voltage, as stated, being 6,600.

Between this generating station in Waterport
and the sub-station in Albion, w^hich, by the way,
is the old electric-light station, the company has
erected a transmision line 6^4 miles long. This
line runs along the highway. The poles are 30
feet high and are set 100 feet apart On the
cross-arms are strung three stranded, pure alumi-
num-wire cables, each cable being composed of

seven wires. This cable was manufactured by the
Pittsburg Reduction company especially for the
.\lbion Power company. Triple-petticoated glass

in each of these districts there has been installed,

on the street, three 300-light transformers, con-
nected in multiple, stepping down to no volts.

Each district is connected with one leg of the three-
phase line. Running around the outskirts of the
village there is another three-phase line, from
which all power and outside lighting is taken. Elec-
tric power is supplied to Morgan & Linson, cold-
storage-w-arehouse proprietors _ in Albion, and the
Western House of Refuge receives its lighting serv-

ice from the company. In Waterport, Dudley &
Johnson have organized the Waterport Manu-
facturing company, and this company will use some
of the company's power. The Albion Power com-
pany has a five-year contract with the village of

Albion for lighting that village.

Wallace C. Johnson, who is the chief engineer
of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power and Manu-
facturing company, and who has had much to do
W'ith the successful development of power at Niag-
ara, has had full charge of the preparation and
carrying out of the plans of the Albion Power com-
pany. The contract for the dam, power hojise,

transmission line and the equipment of the sub-
station was awarded to the Niagara Electric com-
pany of Niagara Falls, and this company sublet the

dam and power house to Crage & Tench of Buffalo.

In w'hat it has accomplished the Albion Power
company has clearly shown how small villages, or

e^'en large cities, may be benefited by a source of

power not too far distant from their boundaries.
The people of Albion are alert to the enterprise

that has led capital to transmit the power of Water-
port to that village, giving it a perfect lighting

service at reasonable rates, while also supplying

the popular electric power for manufacturing pur-

poses.
Those familiar with the early history of the Niag-
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ara Falls Power company will recall that Hon.
Frank A. Dudley was instrumental in its develop-
ment and progress. His ability as an attorney adds
to his strength in the lighting and power fields, and
time may demonstrate that he has other projects
in contemplation.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The western branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers held a meeting on the evening
of November 22d, at the Technical Club, Chicago.
About 60 persons were in attendance. Mr. R. H.
Pierce, local honorary secretary of the Institute, called
the meeting to order and introduced Mr. A. V. Ab-
bott, who gave an intere'sting and instructive address

'

on space telegraphy. Transmitting and receiving
stations were fitted up in opposite corners of the room
and practical demonstrations of the system were
given. Stereopticon views showing tables and data,
the action of the filings in a coherer under the in-
fluence of the etheric waves, diagrams of connections,
etc., were used by Mr. Abbott to supplement his re-
marks. A vote of thanks was extended by the In-
stitute to Mr. Abbott for his valuable talk.

'

A paper on "Test of a ,300-kilowatt Direct-con-
nected Railway Unit at Different Loads." by Ed-
ward J. Willis. M. E., was read by title bv George
A. Damon. The paper by William L. Robb on
"Series Arc Lighting from Constant-current Trans-
formers." which was read before the Institute at
New York, on September 27th. and published in the
Western Electrician of October 14th, was also read
by title by James Lyman. As an exhaustive dis-
cussion of the paper is being prepared by a member
of the Institute, the full reading of the paper and its
discussion were postponed to a future meeting.
At the New York meeting on the same evening

Mr. Willis' paper, in the absence of the author, was
read by Mr. George F. Sever. It was discussed
by Messrs. Hill. Mailloux and Sever. The subject
of "Possibilities of Wireless Telegraphy" was then
taken up. the discussion being opened by Prof. R.
A. Fessenden of the University of Western Penn-
sylvania and continued by W. J. Clarke, M. I. Pupin
and others.

At the meeting of the council in the afternoon in
New York the following-named associate members
were elected: E. C. Baugher. New York. N. Y.

;

Frank George Baum. San Francisco: Louis W.
Downes. Providence. R. I.: Clifton V. Edwards.
NewYork, N. Y. : George H. Gibson. New York.
N. Y.: Louis T. Grant. Hilo. H. I.: .Arthur James
Hanson. Sydney. N. S. W. : Martin J. Insull. New
York. N. Y.: E. D. Jackson. Youngstown. O.: W. A.
Layman. St. Louis, ilo. : John Lundie, New York
city; Charles William PcnDell. Boston. Mass.:
Charles B. Raub. Newport. R. I.; Allen Davidson
Roberts. Kingston. Jamaica; H. A. Russell. San
Francisco, Cal.: Ferdinand Schwedtmann, St. Louis.
Mo.: Hewlett Scudder. Jr.. New York citv; Joseph
Suydam Stout, Jr.. New York citv; Clinton Eugene
Whitney, New York city; C. M. Wilkes. Chicago.
111. The followina-named associate members were
transferred to full membership: Cummincs C.
Chesney. Pitsfield. Mass.; Capt. Achilles de^Kho-
tinsky. Madison. Wis.

Metallo-ceramic Resistances.
According to I'Electrochimie, Messrs. Parvillee

have succeeded in obtaining remarkable results in
the line of very high resistances in limited compass.
These resistances are capable of withstanding high
temperatures in the open air. The inventors have
named them metallo-ceramic resistances, from the
elements combined in them, wdiich are powdered
metals and an insulating paste, such as kaolin. The
metal thus introduced into the mass is more or less
a conductor in proportion to quantitj', and it is

thus easy to obtain any desired resistance.
The metal preferred for this purpose is nickel,

because of its high fusing point. The pulverized
metal is incorporated in the refractory paste; the
mass is subjected to high pressure, and is after-
ward baked like chinaware. It thus acquires great
firmness and solidity, and may afterward be heated
to white heat without altering its electrical proper-
ties, and it will retain its integrity with no appreci-
able change m resistance. These lesistances may be
thus heated in the open air to very high tempera-
tures, and then permitted to dissipate their absorbed
caloric in a more confined space. Thus, with three
rods having a length of 16 centimeters, a width of
1.5 centimeters and a thickness of 0.4 centimeter.

25 amperes of current at no volts, or 2,750 watts,
will generate 2,400 calories an hour.
The metallo-ceramic rods are copper tipped, and

in order to prevent oxidation at the junction
through heat, the conductivity of the rods is grad-
ually increased from the center toward the extremi-
ties. As a result the extremities do not heat de-
structively.

A single instance of the resistance is given: A
rod 0.5 centimeter long, o.i broad and 0.3 thick
showed an ohmic resistance of 100 ohms, a specific

resistance 500,000 times greater than that of the pure
metal.

The Boston Elevated Railway company has been
granted a permit to rebuild on the site of the car

houses destroyed by fire recently in Cambridge.
The new structure will cost $60,000.
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Electric-lighting Plant in Columbus,
Wis.

It is a pleasing evidence of progress that many
of the newer electric-lighting plants in villages and
small towns are now as carefully planned and sub-

stantially built, proportionally, as the pretentious

In July last Mr, Frederick Howe Ford, electrical

engineer of Madison, was retained to furnish plans
and specifications for an up-to-date lighting plant.

After due consideration and consultation a 220-

volt, direct-current system was adopted. Bids were
called for and contracts awarded for the different

divisions as follows: Engines. A. L. Idc & Sons;

FIG. I, ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT IN COLUMBUS. WIS. GENERATING UNITS.

systems of the great cities. Fireproof power houses,
modern machinery and well-constructed pole lines

—the whole well kept and carefully operated—are
to be found in many communities of less than 5,000
inhabitants. The hurried, slovenly construction of

the early days is passing away, and there will be
no mourners when the last reminder of it is rele-

gated to the scrap-heap.
A couple of months ago the Western Electrician

described a well-built, modern central station in

Edwardsville, 111., a town of 4,000 people, and this

week it illustrates an up-to-date installation in Co-
lumbus, Wis., a pleasant little city of 3,000 inhab-
itants. This plant is a municipal one, and not a
private enterprise, but it seems to be all right in

every other respect.

Columbus is situated in a prosperous and fertile

farming country, and its residents are v/ell-to-do and
very proud of its prettily shaded streets and general
air of comfort and even elegance. But up to last mid-
summer it was considered a little behind the times, as

it had no electric-light plant. The reasons as-

.signed for this are that the city fathers considered
that improvements in other channels were of more

dynamos. Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing company; arc lamps, "Bergmann," Martin J.

InsuU company, Chicago; switchboard and pole
line, Electrical Supply company, Madison, Wis.
The plant was installed and the arc lamps lighted

for the first time on September 19th, at the opening
of the annual "street fair," for which Columbus is^

sight. It was a happy moment and everyone was de-
lighted.

The city officials, the people and the contractors
are satisrtcd that the plant is modern, well built
and efficient. It consists of two horizontal, single-
cylinder, non-condensing, high-speed, automatic cut-
off engines, especially adapted for direct connec-
tion, capable ot duvcloping 65 brake horse power
at 300 revolutions per minute, with 80 pounds initial

steam pressure and cutting off at quarter stroke.
.Steam is taken from the boileis of the pumping
station. The engines, of the well-known Ideal
type, are direct-connected, with one sub-base in

each instance, to two direct-current, constant-po-
tential, multipolar, compound-wound generators of
170 amperes' capacity at 245 volts. The dynamos
are of the Westinghouse make. The two units (Fig.
i>, situated at either end of the engine room, arc
connected by a large cable acting as an equalizer.

The switchboard is made of Italian marble, has
two sets of Weston instruments mounted thereon,
also an automatic circuit-breaker for each gener-
ator, besides other switches and accessories.
The arc lights are the familiar Bergmann lamps

and are known as the lOO-hour, long-burning, en-
closed type. They burn two in series and are very
steady and give forth a fine light.

The pole line (Figs. 2 and 3) is without doubt
one of the best constructed in the state. The poles
are all 30, 35 and 40 feet high and are painted white
and black. Long-leaf yellow-pine cross-arms arc
used, and wires of sizes from No. 000 to No. 10
were strung thereon in workmanlike manner. Spe-
cial attention was given to heavy guying, to keep
the poles erect and in line. Many compliments
have been given the contractors for the pole line,

which has a neat and substantial appearance. Thir-
ty-si.x lightning arresters are placed at the proper
places to protect the line.

Citizens of Columbus are enthusiastic over the new
enterprise and are only sorry that their orders for
incandescent lights are not filled more promptly.
Some of the residences will be very artistically

lighted, with ornamental fixtures. The council did an
unusual thing in passing a formal resolution ac-

knowledging its appreciation of the manner in which
the Electrical Supply company had fulfilled its con-
tract with the city. The council was especially

gratified, it is said, with the pleasant business rela-

tions which it had sustained with President Burch
of that company during the fulfillment of the
contract.

A Curious Accident.
A passenger on a street car in Dublin desiring

to alight asked the conductor to stop the car, and
was told to pull the bell cord himself. By mistake

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT IN COLUMBUS. WIS.—POLE LINE; POWER HOUSE IN DISTANCE.

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANT IN COLUMBUS, WIS.

OVERHEAD CIRCUITS LEAVING POWER HOUSE.

importance. But at that time contracts were en-
tered into for a tasteful city hall, which was built

at a cost of about $17,000. Later on an excellent

water system was installed at an expense of $25,000.

Showing unusual forethought, the council built the

pumping station large enough to contain engines

and dynamos for a forthcoming electric-light plant.

noted. On the evening of that day everything was
arranged for a little surprise for the public, w^hich

was under the impression that it would have no
arc lights for the fair. But at the time for starting

the light, a band, which was stationed on a plat-

form in the center of the main square, at a given

signal struck up "There'll Be a Hot Time in the

Old Town To-night." and simultaneously the arc

lamps hanging over the heads of the people, hereto-

fore dark and inert, sprang into light and flashed

their brilliant illumination over the surprised merry-

makers. The people shouted and applauded at the

the passenger pulled the trolley cord and in such
manner that a connection was made with other
wires, which were melted. The several ends dang-
gled down among the passengers seated on the

roof of the car, shocking several of them into in-

sensibility. The passenger was arrested, charged
with meddling with the wires. The justice held that

the company was alone culpable and discharged
the prisoner. This decision will probably put the

company on the defense in the cases of the pas-

sengers who received shocks from the damaged
conductors, and the conductor will seek other em-
ployment.
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Some interesting statistics were secured by a can-

vass by the Michigan railroad commissioners of the

employes of 19 street-railway systems of the state.

The number of etnploycs canvassed is 1,021,

an average of 54 for each road. The average

age of employes is 33^ years. Of the whole
number enumerated 754, or about 74 per cent., are

native-bom. The canvass as to the social conditions

of the employes shows that 752 are married, 245 sin-

gle and 24 widowed. Of the married men, 575, or

76 per cent., have children numbering 1,620. The
number of persons depending upon the employes for

support is 3,192, an average of about three. The
1,021 employes have worked at their employment an

average of five years each and they receive an aver-
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age of $1.72 a day. The average daily wages

paid to different classes are as follows: Superintend-

ents, $2.48; assistant superintendents, $2.05 ; fore-

men, $1.83; engineers, $2.25; assistant engineers,

$1.25; machinists, $1.83; firemen, $1.96; motor in-

spectors, $1.94; electricians, $2.08; carpenters, $1.79;

blacksmiths, $1.83; painters, $1.50; linemen, $1.32;

conductors, $1.76; motormen, $1.72; trackmen, $1.32;

barnmen, $1.45. Eight per cent, of the employes

assert that the work is dangerous to their health.

The figures show that 85 per cent, of the men work
by the hour, their wages averaging 18 cents an hour.

Only four per cent, report an increase in wages dur-

ing the year, but nearly 50 per cent, report that they

can save something from their wages. Twenty per

cent, of the men own their own homes.

Mr, McPherson states a truth in a striking way
when he says that "The United States is a graveyard

for automatic-telegraph systems," as he does in an

interview given In the article on the PoUak-Virag

system of telegraphy, printed on another page. The
Wheatstone and other automatic systems have been

found useful to a limited extent only, and it seems

doubtful whether the new invention—ingenious and

interesting as it certainly is—will form an exception

to the experience of the past. It introduces a tele-

phone diaphragm and a photographic process into

the work of telegraphy and requires a complete me-

tallic circuit. It has not been used with a repeater,

and in its present state has not been successfully op-

erated over a greater distance than 700 miles. But

the actual speed of transmission is very great—as

high as 2,500 words a minute or more—and this, of

course, would result In a great saving of wire; the

wire capacity of existing telegraphs would" be enor-

mously increased. Of course, the labor and speed of

perforating the sending tape and of developing and

translating the record received must be taken into

account,- as well as the possibility of securing a vol-

ume of suitable business to keep the expensive ma-
chines economically employed. Obviously the chief

advantage of the PoUak-VIrag system is In wire

economy, and it may be doubted whether this will

offset Its limitations. The machine has never been

tested under ordinary commercial conditions, we be-

lieve, and until that has been done the average elec-

trical man will be disposed to doubt Its practical

utility.

A case against an electric-light company for dam-
ages for injuries resulting from the escape of cur-

rent which was recently decided by a Connecticut

court has some features of unusual interest. A brief

reference to the circumstances that brought about

the suit was made in the Western Electrician a

short time ago. Charles Parks and his wife of

Naugatuck were the plaintiffs. They sued the

Naugatuck Electric Light company for Injuries re-

ceived by Mrs. Parks from electricity due, as the>

asserted, to the negligence of the company in In-

sulating its wires. Mrs. Parks stood on the porch

of her residence one evening, and her attention

was attracted, as it is stated, by the peculiar appear-

ance of seme shrubbery which seemed to be on fire,

glowing with a peculiar light. She walked out to

the bushes and grasped a twig. She received a

severe shock, and as she felt herself falling she

clutched a guy wire supporting an electric-light

pole in front of the house. Her hand was burned

so deeply, It is said, that she was for a long time

unable to perform her household duties, the injury

proving to some extent a permanent one. The
husband sued the company for the loss of his wife's

services and Mrs. Parks brought suit for personal

injuries. They both established their case in a

trial court, $800 damages being awarded to Mr.

Parks and $1,200 to his wife, each to recover costs.

The defendant tried to show that all that could

be done to make its wires safe had been done and

that if there was a leak it was due to no fault of

the company or its employes. But the decision

was against it, and it is~ probable that an appeal

will be taken to the Supreme Court of the state.

The peculiar feature of the case is that the escaping

current should have given the shrubbery In contact

with the guy wire the appearance of being on fire,

as testified by Mrs. Parks. It Is conceivable that

with a leak on the overhead line the current, might

have sought the earth through the guy wire, and

thus a shock might have been felt by toitchlng the
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branches of the bush, especially if they were wet.

But it Is not so easy to account for the statement
that the bushes glowed with light and seemed to be
on fire. The frisky- current should have been con-

tent to seek the ground unobtrusively by way of

the friendly guy wire without Indulging in a pyro-
technic performance in the shrubbery.

Congress will probably be asked to make a spe-

cial appropriation to carry into effect the recom-
mendation of the board of naval officers that ap-

proved an extended trial in actual service of Mar-
coni's wireless-telegraph system, after the recent

tests on the New York and Massachusetts. The
members of the naval board were satisfied that the

inventor will find means to overcome the deficiencies

In the apparatus. Even in its present condition the

system is thought to be of sufficient value to war-

rant the considerable expenditure which Is stipu-

lated in Marconi's proposition to the naval author-

ities. The inventor wishes the navy to install not

less than 20 sets of apparatus on various ships at

an expense of $500 for each set and an annual

rental of $500 for each set. Thus the expense would
be $20,000 for the first year and $10,000 a year there-

after. Mr. Marconi promises to give to the navy

the benefit of all improvements he may make and

lo replace the Instruments b:- later patterns as often

as may be necessary for their more efficient opera-

tion, but the navy will have to pay for all repairs

and meet the actual cost of such changes as may
be made. A contract of this sort smacks rather

unpleasantly of the royalty plan of renting instru-

ments adopted by the American Bell Telephone

company, and no doubt Congress would prefer to

buy the Instruments outright, evei: at a higher price.

But as Marconi is the man who has brought space

telegraphy to pass over considerable distances, thn

lawmakers may be v/illing to accede to his terms

rather than lose the undeniable benefits of his inven-

tion.

It scenes that in the agitation produced by the in-

vasion of the English market by American ma-

chinery the British expositor can take no moderate

middle ground in "sizing up" the achievements of

his Yankee rivals. Pie either lauds the methods of

his formidable competitor to the skies or else at-

tempts to discredit him by mere ridicule or abuse.

In the latter classification appears to belong the

following quotation from an English electrical jour-

nal: "Successful American competition has been

due, as all of us know, to reducing men almost to

the level of machines. The life of a machinist is

one grinding monotony, and cannot even be tol-

erated at the present long American hours. Such
workers, no matter how well paid, cannot ever re-

main good, intellectual citizens. They must either

degenerate or have greater leisure.". Of course,

this Is absurdly overdrawn, so far as it assumes

to be an accurate statement of existing conditions.

The cocksure statement of what "all of us know"
will excite a smile.

On the other hand, there are not wanting those

among the English writers on the subject who
go to extravagant lengths in praising American
workmen, shop methods and time-saving devices.

This tendency has been noted In a sensible editorial

in the American Machinist, in which the fact is

pointed out that In many manufacturing establish-

ments in the United States the men and equipment

do not even approximate the Ideal requirements.

'"Our foreign friends," says our contemporary,

"when they visit us, naturally see our best shops,

and when they or American writers speak^ of our

shops they naturally have in mind our best ones

only. But we have all kinds of shops here

—

some that we will guarantee are operated upon as

narrow-minded and unprogresslve principles as are

to be found anywhere else In the world."

In truth, American workmen are far above the

level of machines, while still considerably below

the estate of perfect men. Their employers are

neither pure philanthropists nor heartless taskmas-

lers utterly devoid of the milk of human kindness.

Both are seeking to advance their own interests,

but, on the whole, they probably work together

better than siinilarly placed men of other nation-

alities because they have a mutual pride in the na-

tional ingenuity and a clear realization of their

interdependence.
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Activity in the Electrical Field in Aus-
tralia.

By C. Paulo Rei.

The installation of electric-light plants and the

construction of electric tramways are the order of

the day in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland
and South and West Australia, but New South Wales
is more advanced in this respect than any of the

other colonics. At the first meeting of the new ses-

sion of the Electrical Association of New South
Wales, held ni its new rooms in Sydney last spring,

the president, Mr. A. C. F. Webb, M. I. E. E.. de-

livered an address in which he briefly outlined the

position of electrical work in the colony, and some
of the remarks and statistics used by Mr. Webb in

his address are herein quoted.

In all there are 16 electrical plants at present in

New SoutK Wales, supplying outside consumers
with light and power, six of which are under the di-

rection of the municipal authorities, and the re-

mainder in the hands of companies or private in-

dividuals. Sydney and its suburbs contain eight,

and eight are in the country, at Moss Cale, Penrith,

Young, Lambton, Newcastle, Tamworth, Hillgrove

and Broken Hill. Contracts for erecting another

power house and the installation of machinery and
electric lights have been given out. This new plant is

at Paramatta and its principal use will be in lighting

the jail there. The plant, exclusive of the power
house, will cost $23,875.
Outside of the 16 supply stations mentioned there

are in the colony, as near as can be ascertained, about
70 isolated electric-light plants, aggregating more
than 1,500 horse power, with an equivalent of about
31,000 eight candle power lamps connected thereto.

For some time back discussion has been going on
in the Sydney municipal council as to the advisability

of erecting a numicipal-light plant, but beyond the

formation of a committee to take evidence, no prog-
ress has been made, and on this subject Mr. Webb
had the following to say

:

"It is worthy of note that since the Sydney coun-
cil's electric-lighting act was passed three new
central electric-supply stations have been erected

within the city boundaries, and are now supplying an
equivalent of 11,000 eight candle power lamps with
a total ultimate capacity of 412 kilowatts. The five

central stations previously in existence can account
for adduional consumers to the extent of at least

4,000 eight candle power lamps, and new isolated

plants for another 1,000, or a total of 15,000 eight

candle power lamps which might have been con-
nected to the council's mains and which now means
so much loss of possible revenue and increased cost
of compensation if the Sydney council does as the

Melbourne council found it necessary to do, 1. e.,

buy out their rivals." This is a good illustration

of the general use to which the good citizens of

Sydney are putting the invention of Edison, an in-

crease during a few months of 15,000 eight candle
power lamps, within the city limits. One of the new
central-supply stations referred to by Mr. Webb
was opened on March ist. This is tlie Oxford elec-

tric-light station, and it was installed by the Brush
Electrical Engineering company for H. Langer &
Co. in Oxford street. Messrs. Langer & Co. have
been supplying electric light to a number of stores

in the neighborhood for some months, and have met
with so much success that they decided to increase
their plant in order to cope with the increasing de-
mands made on them for light. The machinery,
which is of a modern and up-to-date description,
works with great smoothness and efficiency. The plant
includes two steam dynamos, each having a Brush
Universal compound tandem steam engine (high
pressure cylinder, 10% inches diameter; low-pressure
cylinder, 16 inches diameter, with 6^/4-inch stroke),
capable of developing 60 indicated horse power at a
steam pressure of 130 pounds and a speed of 420
revolutions per minute. The engines are each direct-

coupled to a Brush Universal two-pole shunt-
wound dynamo, with an electrical output of 36,000
watts at a pressure of 220 volts, or an equivalent to

1.300 incandescent lamps of eight candle power each,
makmg a total output for the plant of 2,600 lamps
of eight candle power each.

Of the electrical output of the colony, but a very
small portion is utilized for motive power, the num-
ber of electric motors being not more than 36
(exclusive of tramway work and fan motors), and
the aggregate horse power but slightly exceeding
170. However, the tendency to utilize electric mo-
tors appears to be steadily growing. The Sydney
water and sewerage board has. during the last 12

months, adopted electric motors in connection with
Its low-level sewerage pumps.
In mining electric power has also commenced to be

employed, the Sunlight Gold Mining company having
installed electric motors for hoisting and ventilating,

while the Lithgow and Clifton collieries have each
put in an electric-pumping plant. The Co-operative
colliery at Newcastle has had an electric pump work-
ing satisfactorily for many years, and for a long time
was unique in this respect.

As supply stations become more numerous and
larger throughout the colony, electric motors will

no doubt be used more and more in providing power
for the various industrial establishments that are
now employing steam and other power. Plowever.
to ofiset this small use of electric motors, it is to be
noted that the electric traction is increasing rapidly,
the authorities having recently announced their in-

tention 10 adopt electric traction on the whole of the
Sydney steam service, all of which is government

properly, and to proceed at once with the work of
conversion. Altogether some 40 miles of steam lines

will be converted into electric tramways, and the
cable system of North Shore will undergo a similar
conversion. It is probable that tenders will at once
be called for the supply of a large number of elec-

tric cars.

In addition to this the railway commissioners and
their officers have been making inquiry into the
question of extending the Military Road eieclric

tramway to the Spit road, and also of constructing an
electric tramway from Manly to Narrabeen. New
lines have been opened during the last year as fol-

lows: The Willoughby line with three miles, five

chains of track, including 52 chains of double line

and one loop, and Rose Bay line, with one mile, 23
chains of track, including three loops, or a total

extension of five miles of single track, making a
total of nine miles, three chains that is now open
for traffic in the city. The total number of cars
in use is 17, of which number 12 are in use at North
Shore and five at Rose Bay, one of the latter being
an experimental car.

Among the additional cars at North Shore are
five with General Electric equipments. The addi-
tions also include new plant as follows: At North
Shore one multipolar General Electric generator of
100 kilowatts' capacity, which makes a total installa-

lion of three lOO-kilowatt multipolar and one 60-kilo-

watt bipolar generators; a battery ol 220 Chloride
storage cells, with 340 ampere-hour capacity for a

six hours' discharge, and a Parker motor-booster of
five kilowatts capacity. The Rose Bay plant consists

of two six-pole generators of 150 kilowatts each and
a Chloride storage battery of 240 cells of 276 ampere-
hour capacity for a six hours' discharge. This plant
supplies the power for the pumping station at Double
Bay, as well as for traction purposes.
Some interesting experiments are being carried

out at the instance of the railway commissioners to

determine the value of the salt water of Sydney
harbor as a return circuit for current used in elec-

tric tramways. If found practicable the intention is

to apply the principle in this North Shore system
of tramways, so that instead of laying a\set of cables

under the harbor in the usual form m order to es-

tablish a complete metallic circuit, the salt water
will be used as a means of conveying the return
current to the conductor on the land side. If found
feasible, some interesting results in the way of
electrolysis may be looked for.

A considerable amount of work has also been ac-

complished in the construction of the George street

electric line, including the laying of the three miles
of double track, the erection of the posts for the over-
head work, the laying of the underground conduits
for the feeders and the drawing in of some of the

feeder cables. Fair progress has also been shown in

the construction of the power ht.'use. A great dis-

appointment to those interested in electrical progress
in the colony has been the continued postponement
of the much-needed general electric-lighting act, for

which a bill was drafted as long ago as 1890. In

1S97 deputations from the Electrical Association of

New South Wales and the Engineering Association
of New South Wales waited on the colonial treas-

urer with a view of urging the necessity of the in-

troduction of legislation on this important ques-

tion, and were met with the answer that a bill had
already been prepared and would shortly be intro-

duced as a government measure, but so far nothing
has been accomplished. In September of 1898 an at-

tempt was made to persuade the postmaster-general,

who has charge of the matter, to have the draft bill

put down for the forthcoming session as an item
of government programme, only to be met again with
the news that still another bill was being drafted.

Since then the controversy on the federation of the

colonies has swamped the question.

That this act is much needed is best shown by the

fact that several county municipalities have con-
templated joining forces in order to get a bill

through for their own particular requirements.

With an act already in force, as it should be, all that

would be necessary would be for each of these
various municipalities to make application in the
ordinary way for provisional orders.

The first electric crane in Australia was lately put
to work at the Ultimo power house in Sydney.
The crane is capable of lifting about 30 tons.

In the numerous ferry steamers plying in Sydney
harbor electric light has almost entirely superseded
other systems, and all of the steamers of recent con-
struction are fitted throughout with electric light.

Some 23 in all are now electrically illuminated.

There certainly can be no comparison between the

two forms of lighting, the new and the old, as re-

gards comfort and cleanliness to the passenger, and
the electrically lighted boats are invariably dis-

tinguished by the brilliancy of their appearance.

The principal electric-supply stations in Sydney
at present, with capacity, etc., are as follows:

No. of 8 Mas. No. of
C. P. Cur- Con- Capacity.

Name of Station. Lamps. rent. sumers.
Strand 6,400 1.910 80

Palace 6,500 1,600 40 225 k, w.
Empire 2,854 230 17 63 k. w.
Redfern +.559 1.270 100 240 k. w.
Napoleon Street 724 200 7 25.5 k. w.
Oxford 1,533 230 14 72 k. w.
Imperial Arcade 2,872 640 8 75 k. w.

The imports of electrical machinery and supplies

from the United States are increasing rapidly, al-

though Great Britain has supplied by far the greater

portion so far. Germany also does a considerable

trade with the colonies in dynamos and supplies.

American machinery is, however, greatly liked,
largely due to its compactness and comparatively light
weight, and its sale will be large in these colonies
durmg the next lew years, if proper attention be
paid to the trade.

There are, of course, many contractors and dealers
in electrical materials in Sydney, but the principal
ones arc as follows: Australasian Edison company,
Standard Electrical Engineering company, Brush
Electrical Engineering company, Cromplon company,
Tlolroyds, Wall & Co., Edge & Edge, Clyde Engi-
neering company, Lasseter & Co., Edward Fabris,
Charles Highland, Robert Thompson, K. T. Ball.

i\\ Queensland the Tuwnsville Electric company
has been organized recently, with a capital of $250,-
000, and a concession is to be asked for the laying
of an electric tramway in Townsvillc. The super-
intendent of the company proposes 10 generate elec-
tricity, not only for the maintenance of the tram-
way, but for other purposes as well.

In Victoria a change is to be made by the Post-
office and Telegraph Department on the telegraph and
telephone lines ot that colony from wooden to iron
poles. On the Northeastern line it has been found
from experience that the life of the iron pole is

about four times that of the wooden, and the esti-

mated saving by this and the reduced cost of erection
and maintenance for a period of 50 years would
be in the neighborhood of £350,000. 'I he sum of £15-.
000 is to be applied from the loan moneys for the
purchase of iron poles, and considering the fact that
there are about 3,820 miles of telegraph and 618
miles of telephone poles in Victoria, the most of
which are of wood, there may be an opening here
for American manufacturers of iron poles. The
telegraph engineer in Melbourne, Mr. G. Smibert,
can be addressed on this subject.

in the towns of Hawthorne, Victoria, Perth
and Boulder City, West Australia, municipal elec-
tric-lighting schemes are being considered.

In Adelaide, South Australia, electric tramways
are spoken of as a possibility. The ministerial pro-
gramme, it is affirmed on good authority, will in-
clude as a leading feature the purchase of the pres-
ent horse tramway run by ditTerent companies and
the substitution of electricity as a motive power.
A central tram terminus in connection with the al-

terations now in progress at the North Terrace rail-

way station forms part of the scheme as sketched.
The tramway act of 1884 provides that at any time
after 14 years, or at any period of seven years there-
after, the government may buy the tramways at a
price fixed by arbitration.
Although the first electric installation in Australia

was made some years ago, it may be said that only
within the last 18 months has any real progress
been made; but now that the progressive citizens of
New South Wales and Victoria have come to a reali-
zation of the superiority of electric lighting, traction
and power for industrial purposes over other svs-
tems, developments in the electrical field in these
colonies (and the other colonies will not be far be-
hind) will be rapid.

Already in Sj^dney and Melbourne there is a
dearth of competent electrical engineers, and it is

said that good salaries are paid to those now in the
field.

Power Transmission in New Hampshire.

The Manchester Electric company has just ac-
quired the water power and 1,000 acres of land at
Garvin's Falls, 15 miles north of Manchester, N. H.,
and will erect at once a modern first-class fireproof
power house and transmit 10,000 horse power to
the city of Manchester for the general light, power
and street-railway business which the company con-
trols.

This water power is the largest in the state, ex-
cept the Amoskeag Mills' plant, and will rank
among the finest in New England. It has been
only partially utilized for many years.
The old Garvin's Falls Power company will still

do business under its original name and charter,
although owned by the Manchester Electric com-
pany. J. Brodie Smith is superintendent of both
companies, and .S. Reed Anthony and Nathan An-
thony of Boston are respectively president and
treasurer of the Garvin's Falls company.
The new owner will offer inducements for in-

dustries to locate on its land at the falls, and also
supply light and power in the villages between
Concord and Manchester, but no contracts will be
made at Concord, the Sewall's Falls plant having
exclusive rights in that city. C.

Railway Signaling Club.

At the meeting of the Railway Signaling Club
held at Young's Hotel in Boston recently a num-
ber of papers were read on the subject of signals
and their operation in the railway service, and the

members in attendance visited the new Southern
Union station after the meeting, by special invita-

tion, to inspect the complete up-to-date system in

use at that terminal. Officers were elected as fol-

lows: President, A. M. Kepple, Jr., Pennsyl-
vania railroad, Pittsburg, Pa.; vice-president. C. C.

Rosenburg, Lehigh Valley railroad. South Bethle-

hem, Pa. ; secretary and treasurer, C O. Tilton,

Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad, Mil-
waukee; executive committee, Frank Rhea. Penn-
sylvania railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., and the other offi-

cers.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
New Ulm Plant, Destroyed by Lightning,

Replaced.

Independent telephone men do not readily, yield

to misfortune, as was shown by the account in the

Western Electrician a few weeks ago of the rapid

rebuilding of the plant in New Richmond, Wis.,

after it had been swept away by a cyclone last

summer. New Ulm, Minn., furnishes a somewhat
similar case. The plant was entirely destroyed by
lightning, but was replaced in better shape than

before with encouraging promptness.
Five years ago a small telephone exchange was

FIG. I. NEW ULM PLANT DESTROYED BY FIRE.

Opened in New Ulm, with 40 subscribers. The
owner of the plant, with a laudable ambiiion, put
\n apparatus of good quality, with metallic cir-

cuits. Six months later the subscribers had nearly
doubled in number, and as it was thought advisable
to have connection with other towns and cities, a

stock company was formed and 50 miles of copper
circuit toll lines was built in three different direc-

tions.

Very soon after this additional switchboard room
and cables had to be installed, and, the location

of the exchange also being changed, everything was
put in first-class shape. With 150 subscribers the

plant was paying well, when in July of this year
lightning struck the building in which the exchange
.was located, and the entire outfit was destroyed.
The accompanying picture (Fig. i) is a reproduction
of a photograph showing the charred and wrecked
switchboard after the fire resulting from the light-

ning.

New material was ordered the day following the

fire, and plans were made to put in an up-to-date
exchange. The switchboard used was made by the

FIG 2. NEW ULM PLANT.—PRESENT SWITCHBOARD.

Western Telephone Construction company. All
the cables, four in number, are brought up to the
lightning arresters in brass-armored conduits. The
lightning arresters are mounted on porcelain, both
fuses and carbon blocks being used. From the dis-

tributing board the cables to the switchboard are
again strung in brass-armored conduits. The floor

in the terminal part of the building is made of

cement and the side walls are lathed with wire
lath. This makes the exchange as near fireproof
as anybody could wish to have it. The operating
room is neatly arranged, with the local board in

the center and one toll board on each side. The
toll boards are the company's own manufacture,
each drop being suppHed with an extension bell,

which can be cut out or in by means of knife
switches, one side being cut out by the switch and
the other by the jack spring. One double-pole,
double-throw knife switch enables the operator to

use either one of two sets of batteries, and another
switch of the same character throws the electric

light over the switchboard or over a writing desk
near by. The new switchboards are shown m Fig.

2. The company, which is doing very well, is ofh-
cered by H. L. Saverien as president, C. H. Dirks
as secretary and Joseph Bobleter as treasurer. All
the stockholders, 10 in number, are local business
men.

Independent Telephone Movement in

Illinois.'

By M. a. King.

That the Independent telephone interests in Illi-

nois have grown to very large proportions is evi-

denced by the following statistics;

Exchanges 182
ToUstatioQS 730
Milesoftoli lines
Telephones in use ....

Capital invested

6,000
" 20,000

.Si.500,000

Against this the Bell have:

Exchanges
Toil stations
Telephones in use.

720
14,000

This does not include Chicago's 15,000 telephones.
The Independents and Bell have competing ex-

changes at 26 points and competing toll stations at

260 points, 'ihere are, therefore, 156 towns in Illi-

nois which have Independent exctianges and no
Bell, and 470 towns wliich have Independent toll

stations and no Bell. Since January 1st the Cen-
tral Union has absorbed, by purchase or lease of
instruments, lO Independent Illinois exchanges, witn
2,500 telephones, and three toll-line companies, with
about 500 miles of toll lines. There may be more.
At the present time five Independent e.xchanges,
with 700 telephones, and two toll-line companies,
with 2S5 miles of toU lines, are reported to have
made a price to the Central Union on their plants.
The phenomenal growth of Independent interests

in all states, as well as in Illinois, has doubtless been
the cause of much comment in the last six months.
The policy of the Bell people seems to be to bring
special pressure of maximum offers to important
Independent exchanges holding a central position
in any locality, and which also possesses radiating
toll lines. By acquiring such an exchange they
have possessed themselves of the key to the situa-

tion in -that territory, and erfectually, for the time
being at least, checked Independent exchange of

business. Of this the Tuscola exchange is an ex-
ample.
This convention, as well as the local associations

now existing in Illinois, is a step in the right direc-

tion.

Another way exists of strengthening the Inde-
pendents, and that is by consolidation of all com-
panies in one county into a strong central
organization under one management, whose policy
should be reconstruction and extensions. If com-
manding the proper amount or capital, then the
Independent interests in the county become an ab-
solute barrier to other encroachments and their

policy becomes one of aggressiveness, instead of,

as now, defensive solely.

I note in personal visits to exchanges that in

many instances short-sighted policy has been pur-
sued in the first installation, and in consequence 50
per cent, of the exchanges are discarding their first

switchboards—having outgrown them—and purchas-
ing new and larger ones.

I think that the following table will be of service

to all companies contemplating purchasing switch-
boards. If the figures are in error, the mistake will

be on the side of safety, and therefore no detriment.
The ultimate capacity of a switchboard should be.

in towns of

5,000 population cr less i drcp lo each S populaiion
5,000 t J 10,000 I drop to each 10 populaiion
10,000 to 50,000 1 drop to each 15 population
50.000 to 150,000 I drop to each 20 popuaticn

Where switchboards are of multiple construction
the ultimate capacity need not be installed at the
beginning.

rhe comparison between what the Bell has ac-

complished in 20 years and the Independents in four
years is more favorable in the adjoining state of

Missouri than in Illinois. The Independents have
154 exchanges, 500 toll stations, 3,600 miles of toll^

lines and 24,000 telephones; while the Bell people
possess 19 exchanges, 170 toll stations and 11,000

telephones. Eight towns have competing exchanges
and 71 have competing toll stations. The Independ-
ents have 146 exchanges with no competition and
the Bell have it. Various Independent companies
are now seeking franchises in these 11 Bell towns.
Kansas has also invested a large amount of her

"prosperity"' in Independent plants, having at this

time 70 independent exchanges, 8.500 telephones

and 21,000 miles of toll lines, with Bell competition
of 12 exchanges and 3.000 telephones.

I. Address before the Western Independent Telephone
Association of Illinois at Carlinville, November 2, 1899.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician,]

The People's Telephone company of St. Charles,
Minn., denies that it has passed under the control
of the Northwestern Telephone Exchange company.
It has made toll connections with the latter com-
pany, it admits, but claims to be as independent as
ever.

A number of farmers in the western part of
Mamre, near Willmar, Minn., have organized a
telephone company.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company set

poles in an alley in Northeast Minneapolis in what
seemed the center of the alley. The property own-
ers objected, but investigation shewed that the com-
pany had planted its poles on the edge of the alley
and that the property owners had placed their fences
and barns 10 feet back from the line. They sup-
posed it was a 20-foot alley, whereas it was but 10.

It is evident the Bell interests are going to cover
the field in the Northwest, if it is possible. The
Northwestern Telephone Exchange company has
received word that the Erie Telephone and Tele-
graph company will expend through this section
$2,000,000 in 1900 and 1901. The Iowa Telephone
company proposes to expend $1,000,000 in that state

next season.
The telephone girls of Minneapolis proposed a

union for the purpose of securing shorter hours,
but the Northwestern company has reduced their
hours from 9M: and 10 to nine hours. The idea
of a union has been dropped.
Advances have been made to consolidate the

Northern Minnesota Telephone company of Park
Rapids, Minn., and the projected Park Region Tele-
phone company of Wadena, Minn. The fields of
the two companies would be practically the same,
and it would be cheaper in the end to have but
a single company.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company of

Minneapolis now has toll connection with Fari-
bault and Mankato, Minn., over the Greene and
Western company's toll lines.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has completed a branch to Clearwater, Minn.
The Sheboygan County Telephone company of

Sheboygan, Wis., is pushing work oh toll lines to
all towns in the vicinity. An exchange will be es-

tablished in Sheboygan Falls. Toll connection with
Milwaukee is promised.
A new telephone exchange is being installed at

Hastings, Minn.
The new telephone exchange being established

at WaterviUe, Minn., will require nearly all the
connections of the lOO-drop switchboard which has
been put in.

Telephone connection is being made from Aitkin,
Minn., along the wire fence of the Northern Pa-
cific railway, with Rossburg and Kimberly.
The Redwood Falls (Minn.) Telephone Exchange

company has its system completed and has 75 con-
nections.

The brickwork has been completed for the new
building of the Cedar Valley Telephone company
at Waterloo, la.

The Oregon Telephone company has completed
connection from Portland to Coos Bay.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company will in-

stall an exchange at Eldora, la.

Contact with an electric-light wire in Seattle,

Wash., wrecked 150 telephones. There were 308
wires affected.

The Odebolt (la.) Telephone company is an ap-

plicant for a franchise at Denison, la-

Work has been started tor a new building at

Butte, Mont., for the Rocky Mountain Bell Tele-

phone company.
The Iowa Telephone company expects to enlarge

its switchboard at Dubuque, la., soon, owing to the

increase in subscribers.

The Oelwein (la.) Telephone company is extend-
ing toll lines through the county and into adjoining

counties.
The telephone system at Sheldon, la., is to be

rebuilt.

Mr. Kathrens, who proposes a new telephone sys-

tem at Davenport, la., Moline and Rock Island.

111., announces that he will have the Tri-city Mutual
Telephone companj' incorporated.

The city electrician of Davenport, la., will inspect

subway systems for telephone wires in other cities.

The Hawkeye Telephone company has installed

an exchange with 200 connections in Pella, la.

The Seattle (Wash.) Automatic Telephone Ex-
change company has asked permission to erect poles

for its system.
The local telephone service at Courtland, Minn.,

has been discontinued by the Northwestern ifele-

phone Exchange company, which has put in a

booth only.

Grafton, N. D., has increased the numberof tele-

phones used from 60 to nearly 100 during the

summer.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company has a

force of 300 men and 15 teams at work in Minne-
apolis.

C. W. Baumbach and others of Wadena. Mmri..

have formed a telephone company which will

probably be called the Park Region Telephone Ex-
change company. Exchanges will be installed at

Staples, Minn., Long Prairie and Perham, and toll
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lines constructed to Long Prairie, Bertha, Clarissa
and Eagle Bend.

Farmers of Eagle Point, Wis., are forming a
company to build a telephone line to Chippewa
Falls, Wis., and to establish an exchange in the

latter city.

Aaron F. Knebel has been granted a franchise

for a telephone exchange at New Paynesvilie, Minn. „

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-
pany has secured control of the local exchange at

St. Charles, Minn. There is talk among the busi-

ness men of St. Charles of forming a new Inde-
pendent company.

Rochester to Have Vigorous Competi-
tion.

Rochester, N. Y., has never taken kindly to the
Bell monopoly, as all who are familiar with the
famous "telephone strike" of 1886-1888 are aware.
There is, therefore, every prospect that the Inde-
pendent company in that city, just reorganized as

the Rochester Telephone company, will be cordially

supported. In its new form the company, formerly

the Home Telephone company, is known as the

Rochester Telephone company, and the capital

stock has been increased from $150,000 to $400,000

by new articles of incorporation. The territory in

which the company may operate is also enlarged

to include not only the city of Rochester, but prac-

tically all of Central and Western New York. The
directors are Frederick Cook, Thomas W. Finu-
cane. George W. Archer, Albrccht Vogt, H. W.
Davis, Gustave Erbe, George R. Fuller, Jacob
Gerling. J. Foster Warner, Edward W. Peck,
Horace C. Brewster, Eugene H. Satterlee. Willard
B. Spader, V. Moreau Smith and Ezra M. Hig-
gins. all prominent business and professional men
of Rochester. The company has already secured
over 2,000 contracts for telephones, and it promises
the best of construction and service. An exchange
building, said to be a model of convenience, Is now
under construction on Stone street. The operating
room will be 29 feet wide and 93 feet long, with a

skylight over the whole length of the switchboard.
The Stromberg-Carlson company of Chicago 'is

building the switchboard, and cables of the Standard
Underground Cable company will be used in the

outside construction. It is hoped that the exchange
may be opened on May ist next.

Double-pen Ink-writing District Reg-
ister.

The instrument illustrated in the accompanying
picture, which has been known to the trade as the
Greeley ink-writing register, on account of its

many practical points is believed by its manufac-
turers, Foote, Pierson & Co., 82-84 Fulton street.

New York (successors to E. S. Greeley Sc Co.),

to be without rival on the market, both as to its

high grade of workmanship and the reliability and
perfection of its operation. The design of . the

instrument is thoroughly practical and overcomes
all weak and troublesome features that are said to

exist in other types of registers. All wearing
parts are so arranged that they can be easily re-

moved and replaced with new parts without taking
the instrument out of the circuit, thus avoiding the

expense and trouble of sending the mstrument to

the makers for repairs.

The operation of the instrument is entirely auto-

^^«^
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matic; it starts itself promptly at the opening of

the circuit and stops automatically as soon as the

circuit returns to its normal state, preventing waste
of paper. It is self-adjusting and does not require
any attention and readily adapts itself to any varia-

tions of current. If started accidentally by derange-
ment of the circuit it stops automatically, prevent-
ing the danger of paper reeling ofif unnoticed and
the record being lost. It is said that the paper
cannot, through momentum, run crooked, unrdel
or entangle. As the record is blocked out upon
white tape in solid black color it can be read at a

glance, and, being indelible, may be preserved and
read years afterward. It does not require inking
oftener than once a week, except when new. The
registers are built to operate on any number of cir-

cuits desired, the number of pens being unlimited.

They can be arranged for any special service where
ink records on paper- are desirable. The ink used
in these registers is manufactured by Foote, Pier-

son & Co., and is especially prepared for use on
the instruments.
One of the highest recommendations of the

merits of this instrument lies in the fact that its

manufacturers can point to its use in station all

over the United States.

Mr. Glidden's Directors Vote for a
$10,000,000 Increase of

Capital Stock.

President C. J. Glidden of the Erie Telegraph
and Telephone company, with headquarters at

Lowell, Mass., is certainly one of the greatest
hustlers in the Bell telephone field. He recently
attracted the attention of every telephone man and
inventor in the country by an oticr of $1,000,000
for a practicable telephone repeater. He has lately

returned from a trip to Europe, where he inspected
the telephone practice on the other side; and now
the directors of his company have recommended
that the capital stock of the company be increased
from $5,000,000 to $15,000,000. The stockholders
will pass on the directors' recommendation at a
special meeting to be held in New York on De-
cember 15th. In a circular letter to the stock-
holders Mr. Glidden says:

"The phenomenal growth of the telephone
throughout the territory known as the 'Erie sys-
tem,' namely, a net gain of 35.930 subscribers dur-
ing the 10 months ending with October 31st, and
the large increase of the long-distance service, in-

dicate that the new business during the years igoo
and 1901 will increase the Erie system from 98,673
subscribers (October 31, 1899) to 200.000 sub-
scribers. The large increase of subscribers will be
accompanied by a proportionate increase of the
long-distance service. To provide funds to pay the
cost of the new additions to the plants of the sev-
eral companies composing the Erie system, the
directors have recommended that the capital stock
be increased from $5,000,000 to $15,000,000, the
new stock to be issued as funds may be required.
It is estimated that during the year 1900 at least

$5,000,000 can be profitably used, and stock repre-
senting this sum will be ofTered to stockholders at

par in Installments when funds are needed to pay
the cost of new property acquired.
"The following is a statement of the earnings of

the sub-companies for the year 1899, as compared
with the year iSgS ("the three months ending De-
cember 31, 1899, having been estimated);

1899 1898. Chanees.
Gross earnings $3,790,000 S2.818.+77 Increase. .S971.522
Gross expenses 2,400,000 '.997.675 Increase.. 402,325

Net earnings Sr, 390,000 5^20,802 Increase. ,$569,197

"The return upon the money heretofore invested
indicates that the new money can be invested to

such advantage that the company can maintain its

present rate of dividend and lay aside a satisfactory
surplus for contingencies."

It is worthy of note that Mr. Glidden was an
interested spectator at the tests of the Pollak-V'irag
automatic-telegraph system in Chicago. As this

system comprehends a telephone receiver in a
scheme of rapid telegraphy, Mr. Glidden's interest

in it may have possibly more significance than that

of the man simply interested in all industrial ad-
vancement. But, like the telephone, the Pollak-
Virag system does not lend itself to the operation
of a repeater.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Baltimore, Annapolis and Drum Point Tele-

phone company (Independent) is selling its prop-
erty to the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone
company (Bell) for $11,500, which will repay stock-

holders about go cents on the dollar. Inability, to

secure sufficient capital to complete the line to Bal-
timore is given as the reason for selling. The Bell

company promises to continue to operate the lines.

A committee of city officials in Montreal has had
an application before it for the privilege of erecting

poles and wires for a new telephone company.
This application was contained in a communication
from Benton P. Dodge of Post Mills, in the state

of Vermont, who i^ an inventor of a system which
he calls the Dodge system of telephones. The
communication asked that permission be granted to

a joint stock company to erect poles and wires in

the streets of the city, together with such other
rights as were requisite to the providing of a tele-

phone service. Considerable opposition, however,
was shown by the committee to the erection of more
poles in the city streets. It was decided to ask Mr.
Dodge to furnish fuller particulars as to his propo-
sition, and to state whether he was willing to put
his wires underground, what bonus he proposed of-

fering the city and what his rates for telephones
would be.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
is putting in a new toll-line switchboard at New
Ulm.

The Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany (Bell) is building a line from Waco to San
Antonio, Tex., by way of Austin.

The material for the exchanges in Sleepy Eye
and Springfield has been ordered, and with favor-

able weather the plants will be in operation early

in 1900.

The Southern Minnesota company is stringing

wires along the new St. Louis extension through
Brown and Blue Earth counties, touching Lake
Hanska and Searls, between New Ulm and St.

James.

Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Com-
pany of America.

In New York there have been rumors to the
effect that the new Telephone, Telegraph and Cable
Company of America was formed with the purpose
of combining the Independent telephone-exchange
companies of the United Slates under one control
and then delivering them over to the Bell com-
pany. These stories are denied, however, by of-
ficers of the new company, who say that contracts
for 18.000 miles of wire and 43,000 poles have been
awarded. It Is staled that the new company has
secured control of the New England and Eastern
Telephone company, which in 1894 obtained a
franchise to operate a telephone service in the city
of Brooklyn. The company has been operating a
few instruments since in order to retain its charter.
The charter gives to it the right to operate in any
of the streets of Brooklyn, to use overhead wires,
and also grants to the company the right to l>uild
subways, making it the only company having that
right in Brooklyn.

It is asserted that negotiations between the Peo-
ple's Telephone Corporation of New York and the
Telephone. Telegraph and Cable Company of
America, having for their object the inclusion of
the People's company in the new company, have
been reopened. In the meantime the People's
corporation announces that it is practically ready to
begin the actual work of installing its proposed In-
dependent telephone system in New York, under
the permit granted by Commissioner Kearny, al-
lowing it the use of the subways. Engineers have
been put at work, it is said; cables have been or-
dered, and the work of stringing the cables through
the subways will be begun in a few days. A com-
mittee, consisting of Frank Brainard, Major J. Fred
Ackerman and Elias S. A. De Lina, has charge of
the preparations.
The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin of November

27th says: "The plan to control all of the Inde-
pendent telephone companies in the United States
and to combine these with the great telegraph com-
panies and the five Atlantic cable companies, for
which purpose the Telephone. Telegraph and Cable
company of America was incorporated, on Novem-
ber gth, with a capital of $30,000,000. received a
severe blow to-day by the withdrawal from the
scheme of William C. Whitney, Thomas F. Ryan
Anthony N. Brady, William L. Elkins, P. A. B.'

VVidener and Thomas Dolan, the men whose sup-
port made the success of the enterprise possible
.ind whose opposition or indifference may be fatal
to its existence." It may be remarked that Mr.
Whitney had previously annour.ced that he was
not connected with the company.

BOOK TABLE.
Tklephomes: Their Construction and Fitting. By

F. C. Allsop. New York: Spon oc Chamber-
lain. 1S99. Fifth Edition. Price, $1.25.

This new edition of Mr. Allsop's book is of value
to the practical telephone man, .for in it the fitting
and maintenance of telephones and auxihary ap-
paratus are thoroughly and practically treated. In
preparing the edition It was found necessary to
rewrite a considerable part of the volume in order
to bring it completely up to date. Considerable
space is given to the description of many different
foriTii' of receivers, transmitters, switch bells and
complete instruments. Switches, switchboards, ex-
tension bells and batteries are also well treated.
Practical instruction on the working and fitting up
of telephones is given and the book will be found
helpful by those who are not thoroughly skilled

in telephone construction and fitting. Of practical
value, also, is a very complete series of diagrams,
dealing with almost every combination and variety
of insulations. Chapters on the intercommunication
system, testing for and removing faults, and the
working of a public exchange will be found Instruc-
tive by all interested in telephony.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Flemlngsburg (Ky.) Telephone company has

been incorporated by J. H. Powell, J. M. Baldwin
and others; capital stock, $2,500.

The Nevasota (Tex.) Telephone and Construc-
tion company has been incorporated, with a capital
stock of $10,000, by T. C. Foster, Ward Templeman
and A. H. Ketchum.

The Federal Telephone company has filed a cer-
tificate with the secretary of state of New Jersey
that its entire $10,000,000 of authorized capital stock
has been issued, $2,000 in cash and the balance in

the purchase of property.

T. Arthur MacMurty, general manager of the

Patent Exchange and Investment company, Toronto,
writes to the Ottawa (,Ont.) City Council: "We are

directed by our client, Benton R. Dodge of Post
Mills, Vt., inventor of the Dodge system of tele-

phone, to ask your council to consider the granting
to a joint stock company, organized to take over the

system of telephone, the right to erect telephone
poles on the streets of your city, and any other

privileges that such a company may require in es-

tablishing and erecting telephone lines in your city

of Ottawa."
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New Type Sunbeam Lamps.
For the last year the Sunbeam Lamp compan}^

has been makiiig extensive changes and improve-
nsenls in its factory equipment and appliances, and
has introduced the latest and most impro\ed proc-
esses; in the manufacture of the new-tj^pe Sun-
beam lamp. The maintenance of candle power and
efficienc}^ of the incandescent lamp are due in a

great measure to a perfect vacuum. Ever\' lamp
of the new type Sunbeam is individually exhausted,
both mechanically and chemically, and the vacuum
thus obtained is said to be as nearly perfect as

known methods can produce. Careful attention is

given to the mechanical construction of the lamp.
The illustration, which is a full-size picture of the

new l3'pe, 16 candle power, iio-volt lamp, shows
the general style and appearance of the Sunbeam
lamps. In addition to the regular standard lamps
for $2 and no volts, the Sunbeam Lamp company'
has made a specialty- of lamps for street-railwaj'^

and 220-volt: circuits. The railwaj^ lamp is con-
structed particularly to withstand the vibration and

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM LAMP.

variation in voltage usually existing in railway'

service. The Sunbeam company is said to be a pio-
neer in introducing low-candle-power lamps for
sign and decorative use. It manufactures lamps
from two up to 100 candle power.
The 20-page Sunbeam catalogue recently issued

is believed to be one of the most artistic catalogues
issued on lamps. It contains complete descriptions
and illustrations of the new lamps. The frontis-

piece gives a handsome illustration of the factory,
and on the introductcn.' pages are shown interior

views of the factory. The Western Electric com-
pany of Xew York and Chicago is the exclusive
agent for the new-tvpe Sunbeam lamp.

Eddy Kite Experiments.

Several experiments have been made recently at

Bayonne. N. J., by William A. Eddy, the kite ex-
pert, in his endeavor to determine the location of
distant storms. Mr. Eddy's initial effort to dis-

cover the proportion between the distance of a
storm's center from the point of observation and
the quantity of atmospheric electricit>- manifested
was made November i8th. Two tailless kites of the
Eddy t\-pe, measuring 49 square feet each, were at-

tached to 23-gauge Bessemer steel wires and raised
to different heights. Sparks drawn from the kite
wire were found to varj- in direct proportion to

the heights, so an elevation of i.ooo feet was taken
as a standard. At this height the spark of atmos-
pheric electricit}' discharged from the kite wire to
the ground rod was one-eighth of an inch long, re-

curring every eight seconds. The barometer meas-
ured 30.3. As it was known from the Weather Bu-
reau that there was a storm center above Lake Su-
perior with a barometric pressure of 29.9, this dis-

tance of 1,000 miles was taken as a basis for future
experiments. Ordinarily longer sparks are obtained
from the apparatus, so the short ones that were given
in this experiment were taken by Mr. Eddy to in-

dicate the presence of a storm. Later in the day
shorter and more frequent sparks were obtained,
showing, according to the experimenter, that the
storm center was moving north into Canada.

Wrinkles in Rheostat Manufacture.
It is safe to say that manj^ even among the elec-

trically educated, might be led to imagine from the
general simplicity in construction of the ordinan,'
electrical rheostat that the manufacture of such a
device presents no problems or features of especial
interest. However, a visit to the factory- of the
Ward Leonard Electric companj' at Bronxville,
N. v.. and an inspection of the details and tech-
nicalities of rheostat manufacture reveal the fact

that rheostat manufacturers are confronted with
problems the solution of which have necessitated

years of thought. And further, it is seen that this

supposedh" simple device has only become success-
ful through a simplicity attained ^^fter much thought
and man}' trying experiments. In fact, the suc-
cessful rheostat, in spite of its extreme simplicity,

contains many "fine points" which are worthy of

remark as showing progress in the electrical art.

For instance, the early manufacturer in attempt-
ing to produce an enamel rheostat used the potter's

ordinan" enamel and a wire of round cross-section.

But nowadays there are few in the
electrical industry who are not aware
of what is liable to happen where an
inexperienced operator experiments
with such a combination. Early in

its career the Ward Leonard Elec-
tric company became impressed with
the great advantage in emploj-ing a
ribbon-like conductor instead of a
round conductor, as many had used
theretofore. This advantage may be
shown by comparing a round con-
ductor having a diameter of 0.05 of

an inch with a ribbon-like conductor
Iiaving the same cross-sectional area
and a thickness of but 0.002 of an
inch. H. Ward Leonard, the pat-
entee of this "ribbon type of rheo-
stat." found this thickness to be en-
tirely commercial by experiment.
The cross-section of the round con-
ductor assumed is about 0.002 of a
square inch. The width of a ribbon-
like conductor of 0.002 of an inch in

thickness and having the same cross-

sectional area as the round conductor
v.'ill be one inch. In the case of the
round conductor the available sur-
face for emitting the heat energ\- per
inch of length will be 0.157 of a
square inch. In the case of the rib-

bon conductor the available surface
for emitting the energy' is two square
inches for the same length of con-
ductor. Hence the relative surface
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for dissipating heat in the case of the round con-
ductor and the ribbon conductor will be as 0.157 is

to 2, or as I is to 12.7.

The manner in which such a ribbon could best
be supported for its various surfaces was another
problem that resulted in Mr. Leonard's securing
a patent that greatly simplified and perfected the
manufacture of such rheostats. Where what might
be called ordinan' enamel was used and the ribbon
embedded edge up, as is roughh- indicated in the
cut, practice and service demonstrated that even
the slight expansion and contraction of a thickness
of even so fine a ribbon produced the cracking of
the enamel, and after repeated experiments this led
to Mr. Leonard's patenting a process through
which this cracking and rupturing of the enamel
was prevented.
Experiment^with. enamel and ribbon proved that

the best results are obtained when the support is

given two insulating coatings of quite different
materials. The lower or ground coat should be
pottery-like in nature: that is,- it should become a
hard and coherent mass when subjected to the heat
of a mufHe-furnace, and it should not become soft

or viscous even at the highest commercial heat of a
muffle-furnace. It should be somewhat porous,
that is, somewhat "brick-like," so that it will have
to the greatest degree the qualities of toughness in

resisting strains, and so that it will have the least

tendenc}- to crack. The material for this ground
coat should contain a very high percentage of
silica or other equivalent infusible material. The '

ground coat preferably should be a mixture of
material w-hich at the heat of a muffle-furnace is

practically inert and infusible, such as clay, and a
material which will fuse at the heat of the muffle-
furnace, such as a low-fusing glass. This mixture
of inert material and low-fusing glass, before being
supplied to the suport, is finely ground and in-

timately mixed. When this fine mixture is heated,
the glass becomes fused and acts as a binder for the
inert material, producing a coherent mass, and also
adhesively attaches the coating to the support. The
mixture for the ground coat is applied either as a
dry powder or as a wet powder, in which case the
mixture will be in the form of a paste. In either

case the layer is caused by heat to become a solid
layer adherent to the support.
By "powder'' is meant material in a finely divided

state, whether it be dry, or mixed with a fluid so
as to be paste-like or cement-like, or whether it be
suspended in a liquid so as to be paint-like.
One may apply the ground-coat powder in the

form of a paste. That is, "flow" the ground coat
over the surface of the support in the form of a
liquid mass having about the consistency of thick
cream. This forms a thin layer of the powder, and
when it is dried a thin coat of the powder remains
on the support. If, now, the object having this coat
be heated in a muffle-furnace, the minute particles
become bound together by the softening of the
glass particles and form a layer 01 solid material,
and the glass particles also cause the layer to ad-
here to the surface of the support. That is. there
is in the material fusible matter enough to cause
the particles to become bound or welded together
at the heat of the muffle, although not enough to
cause the mass as a whole to become soft or viscous,
as ordinary glass or enamel would become. This
ground coat when removed from the furnace at a
bright-red heat is preferably so hard that a hard
implement pressed lightly against the surface makes
no impression therein. For the purpose of descrip-
tion this material is called "infusible."

In the manufacture of electrical apparatus, such
as rheostats, a cast-iron plate for the support is

generally used. It becomes important to have the
insulation of the conductor from the iron plate as
high as possible. This means not only material of
high specific insulation for the ground coat, but
as great a thickness as possible consistent with
good results.

Now. if a thick layer of the ground-coat paste is
applied at one operation it is found that many dif-
ficulties develop, especially the development of
cracks in the ground coat either before, during or
after the firing. Hence, in cases w-here it is de-
sired to obtain extremely high insulation, espe-
cially when high electromotive-force static dis-
charges are met with or when one pole of the
electric circuit is grounded, as in electric-railwav
rheostats, successive laj'ers of the ground-coat pow-
der are applied and fired independently. It is im-
portant that the ingredients of the ground coat be
almost inert chemically, so as not to combine ex-
cept slightly with the metal in contact therewith
when the whole is subjected to the heat of ihe muffle
in subsequent steps of manufacture. Any tendency
on the part of the ground coat to form a slag with
the metal would injuriously affect the insulation
between the conductor and the support.

It was found that cast-iron is especially trouble-
some to make use of, because its surface oxidizes so
readily, and because of the chemical nature of the
so-called "skin" of cast-iron, and because of its co-
efficient of expansion. Hence, with cast-iron it be-
comes of especial -importance to use a material for
the first coat which is chemically almost inert. If
the material used for the ground coat on cast-iron
is one which at the heat of the muffle-furnace be-
comes molten, the result is a strong chemical ac-
tion between the cast-iron and the molten -v-itreous
material, resulting in bubbles, blisters, etc.. and
also resulting in poor insulation. For this reason
Mr. Ward Leonard's invention is of especial im-
portance for cast-iron.

_
In the case of copper,

silver, gold, wrou?ht-iron. low-.srrade steel, etc..
such as are ordinarily covered with vitreous coat-
ings in the arts, this difficult}^ is not met with to a
troublesome degree.
The small fisrure indicates the simplicity of the

three-layer method of attaching the ribbon to its

support, whether it be cast-iron or other material

Federal Salt for Batteries.

Federal salt, a new batter\^ compound which is

being put on the market, is said to be superior in
many respects to salammoniac as a batter\^ electro-
lyte. It is asserted that Federal salt gives higher
electromotive torce and lasts longer than salam-
moniac. and that this is due principally to a lower
internal resistance and the formation of no cr>-s-

tals whatever on the carbon and zinc. In addition
to this, the electrolyte itself contains its own de-
polarizer, which, in conjunction with the other
salts present, has more heat units than salammoniac.
and consequently higher electromotive force. As
there is no insoluble matter produced, the internal
resistance is lessened as the zinc salt is formed,
the electrolyte thus becoming a better conductor.
This is said to be conclusively proved by the in-

crease of amperes as the cell is used. In a salam-
moniac solution the internal resistance increases as
the oxychloride of zinc crystals are formed and
reduce the surface of the carbon and zinc. These
co'Stals. which clog the pores of the carbon, pre-
vent a rapid recuperation and lessen the efficiency of
the cell.

A characteristic of a Federal salt solution which
does not appear in a salammoniac solution is the
white milk>" appearance the electrolyte shows when
the cell is nearly exhausted. This gives a timely
warning. Another feature of Federal salt is its

entire freedom from creeping salts. When salam-
moniac is dissolved in water it produces intense

cold- The glass jar at once begins to condense
moisture on the outside of the jar. which continues
more or less during the life of the cell as the am-
monium is liberated. The salts have thus a medium
through which to diffuse and creep over the jar
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and carbon. It is asserted that Federal salt has no
chemical action of this description, and is conse-
quently free from creeping salts. Federalite, a
similar product, has the same advantages as Federal
salt, but contains slightly less depolarizer and is

sold in bulk cheaper than salammoniac.
The Federal Battery company of New York is

the manufacturer of Federal salt and Federalite.
The company reports that it has received numerous
reports from telephone, railroad companies, etc.,

which give very satisfactory evidence of the merits
of its products.

Gas Engine of 200 Horse Power Driv-
ing Railway Generator.

In the illustration is shown a tandem gas engine
belted to a 150-kilowatt Westinghouse generator
ot the Oil City (.Pa.) Street Railway company. The
gas engine was built by the Standard Automatic
Gas Engine company of Oil City. It has two 18
by iS-inch double-acting cylinders tandem on one
piston rod, with outside cross-head of standard
steam-engine construction. The two double-acting
cylinders give two forward impulses a revolution,
simultaneous with the compression strokes in the
other end of the cylinders. The heavy compres-
sion both ways gives smooth running, even with
considerable slack in the cross-head and crank-pin
boxes. The piston rod of this engine is made of
nickel-steel, drawn with the hole for cooling water
in it. The water is introduced through the cross-
head and discharged through a tail rod. The pis-

tons are cored out and the water passing through
the rod is compelled to circulate also inside the
pistons, thus cooling them. One horizontal shaft
runs along beside the cylinders and turns the four
valves of this engine (one for each end of each
cylinder), through two pairs of cut gears. The
governor actuates one butterfly valve, which throt-
tles the mixture to all four cylinder ends. The
course of the mixture to any one, two or three
of the four cylinder ends may be cut ofif to increase
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and this valve is a hollow cylinder of cast-iron.
This valve turns in the valve chest, an opening in

the valve alternately connecting the cylinder port
vvith an admission and an exhaust port. The valve
simply rolls continuously around in one direction,
being turned by a horizontal shaft driven by miter
gears from the main shaft and turning the valve
stem by spur gears. The ignition is electrical in
character, accomplished by a wiping spark between
wide tool-steel electrodes. The moving contact
is driven by the valve and the stationary contact is

held by springs outside the valve chest and adjust-
able while the engine is in operation. The govern-
ing of this engine is not accomplished by missing
impulses, but by varying the quantity of the charge
by throttling. The mixture is throttled by one plain
balanced butterfly valve. The proportions of the
mixture are determined by entirely independent
valves in the incoming air and gas pipes, the con-
stituents being pulled through these and the mixture
being pulled through the governing valve by the
suction of the filling stroke. The engine is hori-
zontal and in small sizes, 15 horse power and up-
ward, is of the ordinary single-acting form, with a
trunk piston acting as a cross-head.

New York's Large Power Stations.

Dwelling on the large size of the three great
power houses building or planned for the surface
and elevated-railway systems of New York city,

the Scientific American says that when completed
they will each exceed any other aggregation ol

motive power in the world so greatly as to be by
comparison positively mammoth in their propor-
tions. The first of these to be completed will be
the central station of the Metropolitan Street Rail-
way company, with a total capacity of 70,000 horse
power, and following this will be an 80,000 horse
power station for the electrical operation of the
system of the Manhattan Railway company, and
an even larger station, with a reported maximum
capacity of 100,000 horse power, for operating the

G.AS ENGINE OF 200 HORSE POWER DRlVi^G KAILWaY GENEKATO.t.

the compression and economy at low loads. In-

deed, it is said that any valve chest may be opened
and the igniter taken out while the engine is run-
ning. The engine is started either by a charge
of air under pressure or by turning it over to the
proper point and igniting electrically a charge of

very slow-burning powder in an enclosure con-
nected with one cylinder head.
A duplicate engine is under way for the railway

company and two of 500 horse power each are under
order. No storage batteries will be used.

The engines are rated on the basis of mean ef-

fective pressure, the one shown in che illustration

being conservatively rated at 200 horse power, on
the basis of a mean effective of 32 pounds to the

square inch, although much higher mean effectives

may be obtained. Indeed, the engine is guaranteed
to develop 300 brake horse power, with a consump-
tion of not more than 3,000 cubic feet of natural gas
per hour, this gas showing about 990 British thermal
units per cubic foot.

An interesting equipment of engines for which
the Standard company has closed a contract will

consist of four like that shown in the illustration,

which are ordered for use in Germany. These will

be made into two engines by coupling two of them
together with cranks at quarters, each complete
engine thus consisting of two pairs of tandem,
double-acting cylinders, giving four impulses per
revolution. Each such engine will be direct-coupled
lo a three-phase, 6o-cycle alternator, mounted be-

tween the cranks and these alternators will be run
in parallel and with rotary converters. Another
order is for two engines of 350 horse power each, to

carry a street-railway load in western Pennsylvania.
These engines will get their gas from by-product
coke ovens, a gas which is at present thrown away,
and will require no elaborate preparation, such as

washing or scrubbing, to adapt it for use in the
engines. All it needs is to be passed through hold-
ers in which it can deposit its tar.

Mr. J. W. Raymond, for several years with the

J. I. Case Threshing Machine company, is president
of the Standard Automatic Gas Engine company
and its engine designer. The engine operates upon
the familiar Beau de Rochas or four-stroke cycle,

commonly known as the Otto, giving for a single

cylinder one impulse during two revolutions. The
special feature is the valve and valve gear. There
is only one valve for both admission and exhaust,

electric roads of the Third Avenue Railroad com-
pany.

Until within a very recent period the largest

aggregation of horse power was to be found in the
engine rooms of the big Atlantic liners. The twin
engines of the Cunard liner Campania, for in-

stance, indicated 33,000 horse power on her trial

trip, each engine developing about i5,500 horse
power. This has probably been surpassed by this

time in the power house of the Niagara Falls Powei
company, where the erection of the last of the 10

5,000 horse power turbines must be nearing com-
pletion. Apart from the hydraulic installations at

Niagara and elsewhere, there is to-day no single

power station in the world where the collective

horse power of the steam engines equals or even
approaches that jto be found in the Campania, Lu-
cania, Kaiser Wilhelm. or St. Paui.
The Metropolitan Street Railway company's sta-

tion, however, will exceed the maximum output
of the Lucania's engine room by over 100 per cent.

When completed it will include 11 cross-compound
engines of 6,600 maximum horse power, and the

whole series could be completed and in operation
early in the coming year should the demands of the

system call for such an output by that time. The
preliminary design for the power house of the Man-
hattan company provides for eight huge four-cylin-

der, compound engines, each capable of developing
10.000 indicated horse power. Two of the cylinders

will be carried vertically above the crank-shaft, on
the usual A-frames, and the other two will be
placed horizontally, all four cylinders working upon
a common shaft. The size of these engines may
be judged from the fact that each one will be ca-

pable of developing more power than the total

output of any but a few of the largest steam-driven
central stations in the country.

Large Patent Office Gazette.

Last week's issue of the Patent Office Gazette
is the largest ever sent out by the government. It

contains 322 pages, with 535 patents recorded, 59
of which were of one classification and issued to one
assignee. These latter patents relate to printing-

presses and multi-color printing, and all but four

of them were granted to one applicant. Over 40
patents are recorded which are of an electrical na-

ture.

HI

Transfer of Chicago Edison Company
Abandoned.

By an official statement given to the public last
week it is made clear that the plan of transferring
the slock of the Chicago Edison company to the
"VVhitney-Widener-Elkins syndicate" and rcorgan-
umg the company has failed of consummation
the language of the circular is as follows- "The
underlakmg of a party of eastcin capitalists and
others to acquire control of the Chicago Edison
company and recapitalize it in a new corporation
has been abandoned. Thi^ action has been taken
after due consideration, in view of the fact that
consiaerable opposition to this movement had de-
veloped m the local field and there was a prob-
ability of litigation which would unfavorably affect
the securities of the Chicago Edison company It
is not taken m view of a possible failure of the
undertaking through inability to obUin a majority
of the stock Already 23.000 shares out of a necessary
24,Sbo had been secured, and the task of securing

TM
'='"=""der would have been very easy The

Illinois Trust and Savings Bank was instructed
yesterday morning not to receive any further stock
for deposit It is asserted that the plan has been
dehnitely abandoned, rather than temporarily post-
poned, and the news gave great satisfaction to em-
ployes of the company and others in Chicago
Apropos of the failure of the plan, the Chicago

Inter Ocean gossips as follows; "The real reason
appears to have grown out of the fact that a large
capitahst declared he would not turn in his stock
unless he were paid $200 per share in cash Ac-companymg this demand was a threat to bring
about litigation if the demand were not complied
with W hen this became known to another large
stockholder of the company, a bank president, he
declared that before tne particular capitalist in oues-
tion should receive better terms than other share-
holders he himself would go into court and prevent
such cash payment being made. The Edison com-pany has now. in the Chicago Union Traction com-pany, a powerful potential competitor in the fieldIhe crowd which controls the traction companv
also controls the Illinois Electric Vehicle Trans-
portation company, which will in time be a lar<^econsumer of electric current. At present it is pr'e-snmed the Traction-Vehicle people will prefer the
frieiidship of tne Chicagoan.^ in the Edison com-
pany. But in time, with a changed situation, bu-^i.
ness will dominate sentiment, and either comp^titicn
or the absorption of the Edison companv will fo'-
low. ihe Edison company will now 'issue th»
jT.ooo.ooo of stock voted a short time a.go. Eithe-
4.500.000 or the entire $i,oco,ooo will be put ou
early in the coming year."

American Electrical Machinery in
England.

Mr. C. H. Wordingham of Manchester has writ-
ten an interesting letter to the London Electrician
giving some reasons, deduced from practical -x-
penence, why .American electrical plants have been
ordered to such a large extent of late for use in
Great Britain. Mr. Wordingham says:
"As the responsible adviser to a corporation which

has recently given a large order to an American—
though let us not say foreign—firm, I may per-
haps be allowed to state the case of the municipality
bome three years ago it was determined to put
down a slow-speed, continuous-current generator
or 1,500 kilowatts, and so far as I am aware no such
machine of even one-fourth of this capacity had
been built in England at the time, though they were
common m America. Did we go abroad? No.We did not even ask any but English firms to tender
and we awarded the contract to an English com-
pany, who guaranteed delivery by a certain date.
The first run took place 14 months late. In conse-
quence of this breach of contract we had to stop
connecting new consumers and to work our exist-
ing plant nearly 25 per cent, above its rated capacity,
with great loss of economy, to say nothing of the
risk of breakdown. Notwithstanding this severe
blow to the undertaking, we ordered our next gen-
erator of the same size from another English firm,
who, like their predecessors, guaranteed delivery
by a certain date. That date has passed by 13
months, and the machine is not yet running.
"We have to provide plant for further extensions

and for running the trams in about iS months' time.
Any failure to do so would be fraught with most
disastrous results, not only to the electricity depart-
ment, but to the corporation as a whole. In award-
ing the contract we accepted the tender of an Amer-
ican firm for the dynamos; but we retained the
English maker for the engines, as he had already
served us well with the two preceding generators,
and his share in the responsibility for delay was a
small one and beyond his control. The American
firm's work is above suspicion and their price was
substantially lower than that of English firms, while
the delivery of the plant is practically certain. I
ask, could any responsible adviser do otherwise
than recommend the acceptance of the American
plant, when the undertaking had already been nearly -

wrecked twice by an honest endeavor to support
English manufacturers? Patriotism is a virtue that
none appreciate or admire more than I, but to let

it run away entirely with common sense would, in

my opinion, be culpable folly."
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, November 25.—After a long delay, at-

tributed to many causes, the Third avenue electric-

railway line is completed. The first car of the new
system rounded the loop at the postoffice early

Friday morning.
Increasing competition of electric and other motor

vehicles, it was reported in Wall street -recently, has

induced the powerful cab and hack companies of

the city to take into consideration a plan of con-

solidation to reduce expenses and improve the car-

riage service of the city.

Several applications for plans for the under-

ground rapid-transit road have been made to

William B. Parsons, chief engineer of the com-
mission. So far, however, only two of the appli-

cants have definitely announced that they will bid^
the Third Avenue Railroad company and the

United Engineering and Contracting company, of

which David L. Hough is president.

Two exciting runaway accidents in Prospect

Park, Brooklyn, on Tuesday afternoon, in which

two women narrowly escaped being killed, have

caused Park Commissioner George V. Brower to

announce promiscuous use of the roads in the park

on the part of owners of automobiles at an end.

Only such owners of automobiles as will be willing

to subscribe to a set of rules now being formulated

by Mr. Brower will be allowed use of the park, and
then only a restricted portion of it.

Although no positive confirmation can be found
in official quarters, it is intimated among interests

identified with the American Steel and Wire com-
pany that control of Witherbee, Sherman & Co.'s

mining properties at Port Henry, N. Y., has been

obtained. It was stated some months ago that

John W. Gates and other financiers connected with

the Steel and Wire trust had taken an option on
the Port Henry mines, and also upon the plants

of the Troy Steel and Iron company at Troy, N. Y.,

but since then nothing has been heard of the mat-
ter. It is now said, however, that the mining prop-

erty will be taken over by the Steel and Wire com-
pany at an early date, and that at about the same
time the Troy plants will pass into the company's
control, and will be put in operation again after

having been idle for two years.

It is announced that negotiations have been en-

tered into between the representatives of the French
government and the*company controlling the Hol-
land submarine torpedo boat for the construction

of several vessels of the same type, and also for

the exclusive use of the patents for the submarine
boat by the French government.
As a result of several meetings of the electric-

fan manufacturers of the country during the week
in this city it has been decided to establish a per-

manent organization under the name of the Ameri-
can Association of Electrical Fan Manufacturers.
With a view to carrying into effect the decisions of

the meetings a provisional committee has been ap-
pointed, with H. Burd Cassel of Marietta, Pa., as

chairman. The objects of the association are to se-

cure better, more stable and. so far as is practica-

able. uniform prices. The electric-fan industry of

the country is in the hands of about 14 firms, and
the capital employed in the business is several mill-

ion dollars. It is said that the Western Electric

company will not enter the association.

Another serious explosion of gas occurred this

week, and as a result Charles O'Neil, an employe
of the Metropolitan Street Railway company, lost

his life and six others were injured. The accident

occurred Thursday in a trench at Broadway and
Canal street that was being dug by the railway
company. It is reported that the foreman of the
gang of workmen ordered the men to cut through
a gas main which he said was not used. As the

men were working with lights, the gas which es-

caped from the pipe exploded. The foreman was
arrested on a charge of homicide.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., November 25.—The town of Wes-
ton, Ont., intends to purchase the water power on
the river Humber and run its proposed electric-

light plant.

The town of Liverpool, Nova Scotia, has taken
up municipal electric lighting and has placed an
order with the Royal Electric company of Mon-
treal for a 75-kilowatt, two-phase S. K. C. generator,
as well as the full complement of transformers and
other apparatus. The plant will be in operation
next month.
The Royal Electric company of Montreal was

awarded the contract for installing the new electric-

light plant to be added to the plant of the corpo-
ration of Picton, Ont. The new plant is to consist

of one 125-kilowatt S. K. C. two-phase generator,
with the full complement of transformers, lamps,
etc.

The city of Quebec is likely to have very soon
a war of rates between its two electric-light and
power companies. The Jacques Cartier company
has commenced to string its wires in the city and
has purchased a site for its new office. It expects
to begin supplying light on December 15th.

P. Lyall & Sons of Montreal have installed a

large diamond saw, electrically driven, in their stone-
cutting yard. This saw is a part of the $20,000 elec-

tric plant recently purchased bj- the firm, and in-

cludes a traveling derrick and two planers.

The Iron Mask Gold Mining company, Rossland.
B. C, is enlarging its electric hoist and air com-
pressor, and has placed an order with the Royal
Electric company for a 120-kilowatt S. K. C. syn-
chronous motor.
Mr. J. J. Durage of Duluth, Minn., has surveyed

the water power of the Seine River, Ont., from
Sturgeon Falls to McMannus Falls, a distance of
about eight miles. There is a total fall of nearly
100 feet, of which 75 feet is in eight falls. It is

feasible to construct power plants for the genera-
tion of nearly 3,000 horse power.
The Demarara Electric company has been organ-

ized in Montreal for the purpose of doing business
in Demarara, West Indies. The franchises of the
British Guiana Light and Power company and the
Georgetown Tramway company have been secured
and it is proposed to convert the system of the latter

into an electric road. Engineers have completed
the surveys. William B. Chapman, James Hutchi-
son and B. V. Pearson are the provisional directors

of the compan}'.
Mr. Edward Slade. the local electrical engineer

and contractor of Quebec, has been named to the
important position of general manager of the new
Jacques Cartier Electric Light and Power company,
Mr. Emerson McMillan, banker of Wall street,

New York, is the president of the new company.
W.

New England News,
Boston, November 25.—The Brooklyn and Ply-

mouth Street Railroad company has been chartered
in Massachusetts with an authorized capital of $150,-

000, the incorporators being J. P. Morse, H. B.

Rogers. E. J. B. Huntoon, H. F. Copeland, O. L.

Gurney, Frank Bourne. M. P. Clough. H. L. Hig-
ginson, C. E. Cotting and Harry Dutton.

The Boston and Worcester Street Railway com-
pany, recently organized with an authorized capital

of $750,000. will commence construction of a double
track from Brookline, Mass., to South Framingham,
Mass., a distance of 35 miles, as soon as franchises

and other important details are arranged. At
Brookline connection will be made with the Boston
clevatc-d railway and at Framingham a single track

to Worcester will be utilized. It is proposed to

use big cars. 40 feet long, with seats for 50 people,

arranged as in steam cars. The directors are James
F. Shaw. William M. Butler. Charles C. Pierc:^.

Charles W. Sh'"ppee, Samuel Farquhar, Albion R.

Clapp and James R. Entwistle. the president being

James F. Shaw, who is prominent in various street-

railway enterprises in this state.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Boston has elected officers as follows: President,

Jacob C. Rogers; vice-president. C. L. Edgar: clerk,

J. Otis Wardwell; treasurer (succeeding Edward
F. W"hitney). Raymond F. ApoUonio. C. L. Ed-
gar is general U'anager. The company has declared

its forty-second quarterly dividend of $2 a share,

payable November ist.

The Norfolk Electric Light and Power company
of Medway. Mass., has been chartered with a capi-

tal of $50,000.

There is a proposition before the Gas and Elec-

tric Light commissioners to sanction an increase

of $500,000 in the capital stock of the Boston Electric

Light company, bring'ng it up to $3,000,000.

A report from the street-railway combine recently

formed under the name of the Massachusetts Elee-

iric Companies has just been made public for the

year ended September 30th. It is the first report

of the kind since consolidation took place, ana
shows an increase in gross earnings of $294,211 for

ihe companies in the combination that were oper-

ated both in 1S9S and 1S99. Five of the companies
now operated were not running in 1898. and with

the gross earnings including these additional five

roads, the amount is swelled to $367,990. Accounts
are not com.pleted to show net earnings exactly,

but the figures for 11 months indicate that the year

will show a good net gain. B.

PERSONAL.
Mr. E. H. JNIullin of the General Electric company

recently returned from ashort trip to Bermuda.

Mr. E. M. Jones, for six years connected with the

Electric Appliance company of Chicago, has re-

cently taken entire charge of the electrical dep^-
ment of the Julius Andrae Sons company of Mil-

waukee.

Mrs. Julia Marsh Jewell, wife of Edward W.
Jewell, president of the Mcintosh Battery and Op-
tical company of Chicago^ died early on the morn-
ing of November 21st, at the early age of 30 years,

leaving a husband and a son of 3^/1; years. Mrs.

Jewell, who was a native of Ithaca, N. Y., was a

woman of fine character and abounding spirits and
of apparently perfect physical health until within
a very short time before her death. Her untimely
taking ofl was a great shock to her husband, who
has the sincere sympathy of many friends in his

bereavement.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Lynn and Boston line has been double-

tracked through to Lynn. This is one of the first

improvements resulting from the absorption of this
street-railway property by the Massachusetts Elec-
tric Street Railway Companies.

It is believed that the Sprague multiple-unit sys-
tem of electric-motor equipment and control will
be used on the new Boston elevated railway. The
cars will be 46 feet long and will seat 46 passengers,
with broad aisle spaces. There will be doors at the
sides as well as at the ends of the cars.

The opening of a new Detroit suburban electric-
railway route—Detroit to Romeo—gives regular
service between Royal Oak, Rochester and Romeo.
The construction of this line, although started late
in the summer, has been rapidly pushed to a suc-
cessful completion. The route traversed is one of
notable beaut}'- and interest.

Consolidation of the West Roxbury and Roslin-
dale, the Norfolk Suburban, the Norfolk Central
and the Needham and Boston street railways has
been approved by the state railroad commissioners.
This is one of the steps in consummation of the
deal for absorption of a number of railroads by
the Massachusetts Electric Street Railway Com-
panies.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners gave
a hearing on November 22d on petition of the Bos-
ton Elevated Railway company for approval of
additions to the original plans for the Atlantic av-
enue elevated structure. A three-track structure
is projected for a part of the avenue, near the har-
bor-excursion steamship and railroad companies"
terminals.

The company which is to build an electric rail-

way from Detroit to Toledo has elected the follow-
ing-named officers: President, Clarence A. Black;
vice-president, E. M. Fowler; secretary, A. E. F.
White; treasurer and general manager, John M.
Mulkey. The board of directors consists of the
gentlemen named and Major C. W. Harrah. The
company now owns a spur line from Monroe to
Monroe Beach, The entire road is to be built on
a private right-of-way.

Up to November 21st annual reports, as required
by law, were filed by loi street-railway companies
of the state of Massachusetts with the railroad com-
missioners. Sixteen road.^. among which is the
Boston Elevated, had not complied with the regu-
lations of the board, and an extension of time was
granted in the case of the Boston Elevated, owing
to the fact that the annual meeting of that corpora-
tion had not been held. Since last year's report
14 new companie-; have been incorporated, many
of which are not yet in operation.

SPACE TcLEGRAPHY .

Marconi's s^'stem of space telegiaphy has been in-

troduced into the British navy as a branch study.
The old hulk Hector, lying at Portsmouth, has been
fitted out as a school of instruction, and signal men
from her will be attached to the battleship Canopus,
which goes to the Mediterranean in December, tak-
ing Marconi instruments as part of her regular
equipment.

A successful public test of space telegraphy under
the Johnson-Fortier system is reported to have been
given in Milwaukee November 21st. Messages were
sent 150 feet and through half a dozen partitions in

a leading hotel. The apparatus used in the send-
ing and receiving of messages consists of the ordi-
nary key and sounder in connection with an induc-
tion or spark coil. The system is said to be alto-

gether different from Marconi's invention. Pending
the issuance of patents the details of the invention
are withheld.

The wireless-telegraph compan}' to which al-

lusion was made in the Western Electrician last

week has filed articles of incorporation at Trenton.
N. J. It is to be known as the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph company of America, and has an au-
thorized capital of $10,000,000. Arrangements have
already been made for the purchase of the Marconi
patents and the acquiring of rights to operate in all

the American possessions and in Cuba. The com-
pany is empowered to operate over land and sea.

The incorporators are Guglielmo Marconi, London;
Isaac L. Rice, August Belmont and Clement A.
Griscom, New York, and Robert Goodbody, Pater-
son, N. J. Mr. Rice is to be the president of the

new company, Mr. Belmont the treasurer and Mr.
Goodbody the secretary.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is asserted that the Sultan of Morocco has or-

dered a French automobile for his private use.

The first autotruck of the New York Autotruck
company has appeared upon the streets of New York
city. The wagon is 16 feet long and is run by com-
pressed air, the motor being, it is said, 100 horse

power.

The final draft of the rules for the contest for

the international challenge cup offered under the

auspices of the Automobile Club of France was sent

out last week, according to a Paris dispatch, and the

Belgian Automobile Club has already given notice
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of its intention to compete for the cup next year.

Only recognized clubs may race. Up to the pres-

ent these are the automobile clubs of Great Britain,

the United States, Germany, Belgium, Austria,

Switzerland and Turin, besides the French societies.

The contest is to be held between May 15th and Au-
gust 15th, over a course by road not less than 340
and not more than 400 miles long. The race will take

place next year in France, but in the future it will

be at the option of the defending club, either in the

country to which the latter belongs or in France.

Each of the qualified clubs may enter three motor
cars. The vehicles must weigh, when unoccupied,
containing neither fuel, water, petroleum, electric

accumulators nor luggage of any kind, more than
880 pounds.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Electric Storage Battery company has is-

sued in circular form Mr. Herbert Lloyd's recent

article in Cassier's Magazine on "Storage Batteries

and Electric Railways."

"Direct-current Laboratory Work in an Electrical

Engineering Course" is the subject of a paper by
Frank W. Springer, instructor in electrical engi-

neering at the University of Minnesota. This in-

teresting paper was first printed in the proceedings
of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education, and has now been issued in separate

pamphlet form.

The works of the Hazard Manufacturing com-
pany, Wilkesbarre, Pa., manufacturer of steel, iron

and galvanized iron rope, have recently been ex-
tended to include the manufacture of insulated elec-

tric conductors. A price-list of bare and insulated

copper wires and cables issued by the company cov-
ers the products of this new department. Tables of
carrying capacities, comparative sizes and weights,
resistances, etc., are included in the pamphlet.

To serve as a medium of communication from
the main office to the large number of its solicitors

and employes throughout the country, the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.,

have issued an organ called the "Official Messen-
ger." The initial number is devoted to a detailed

account of the evolution of the International sys-

tem, a description of the buildings, method of
instruction and the business relations of the home
office with the man in the field. A number of illus-

trations of the officials of the Schools and views
of the different departments form interesting fea-

tures of the publication.

With commendable prom.ptness Secretary T. C.
Penington has issued the proceedings of the eight-

eenth annual meeting of the American Street Rail-

way association within a month, practically, of the
closing day of the recent Chicago convention. The
report makes a volume of 219 pages and is embel-
lished with a fine steel-engraved portrait of ex-
President Sergeant. In addition to the minutes of

the meeting the volume contains a roster of present
and former officers, a very full list of gentlemen
and ladies in attendance at the convention, me-
morials of deceased members and the constitution

and by-laws of the association. Altogether, it is a

valuable and attractive record of the association's

work.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has

issued a Thanksgiving proclamation to electricians

to be thankful for Eaco tape.

The Standard Automatic Gas Engine company
of Oil City, Pa., is capitalized at $36,000, but is

expecting to increase its capitalization to $100,000
to accommodate increasing trade. It has recently
f;rccted new shops on the bank of the Allegheny
River, about two miles below Oil City. The build-
ing contains also the new stixet-railway, gas-engine
power house, and is about iSo feet long by 67 wide.
The contracts will soon be let to lengthen it L50
feet.

The possibilities in the way of reduction of fuel

cost in modern boiler practice are well exemplified
by a series of tests made at the works of the United
States Cotton company, Central Falls, R. I. The
burning of a low-grade mixture of coal, costing only
$2.29 a ton. was rendered possible by the introduc-
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lion of mechanical draft. The installation of the
fan. which was built by the B. F. Sturtevant com-
pany of Boston, and cost less than $600, is said to
have brought about an annual saving of $6,500 in the
fuel bill.

The latest comers to enter the incandescent-lamp
field are Goodchild & Welsh of Newark, N. J. This
firm's factory is equipped with modern machinery
and has a capacity for turning out about 2.000
lamps a day. They claim that their new lamp
is worthy the attention of careful buyers and re-

quest that samples may be submitted to intending
purchasers. Mr. Goodchild recently severed his con-
nection with the firm of McLaren & Goodchild in

order to enter the new firm. He will look after

the outside interests of the concern and handle the
output. Mr. Welsh, who has been for about 10
years and until recently employed in the General
Electric company's lamp department, will do the ex-
pert work for the firm and attend to the production
of^ the lamps. His long experience with the Gen-
eral Electric company is said to fit him especially for
this important branch of the business.

The Chicago Mica company announces that it

will shortly move its factory to Valparaiso, Ind.,

where a large factory has been bought, in addition
to seven acres of land. This step was necessary,
owing to the constantly increasing business of the
company, due largely to the energetic and able
management of President M. A. Snider and Sec-
retary W. F. Hatch. As is well known, the Chi-
cago Mica company manufactures everything known
in mica for insulating purposes, and has already
built up an excellent business among the elec-

trical and street-railway interests. The new fac-

tory is fitted with the most modern appliances for
the manufacture of its product, and with these in-

creased facilities it is not unreasonable to predict
that the company's business will be greatly in-

creased, especially when it is considered that most
of the orders thus far secured have come in prac-
tically unsolicited. The main office of the com-
pany will be in Valparaiso, but large branch offices

will be opened in Chicago and New York, and a
complete stock will be maintained in those cities.

BUSINESS.
The International Correspondence Schools are of-

fering special inducements to all who enroll before
January i, 1900. As a general inducement a draw-
ing outfit, valued at $12.55, i^ offered, while to those
entering the courses in electrical engineering, tel-

ephony or telegraphy an electrical outfit worth $10.45
is given.

The Peru Electric Manufacturing company has
completed extensive improvements at its factory

at Peru, Ind., which will greatly facilitate the prompt
shipment of future orders. Two new kilns have
been built, for either coal or gas, and all of the

old kilns have been overhauled and placed in first-

class condition. Never in its history has business
been as great with this company as it has during
the last six months.

The Gregory Electric company, Chicago, one of

the largest dealers in second-hand electrical appa-
ratus of all kinds, has just issued a new "bargain
sheet." This little pamphlet contains a complete list

of everything the company has in stock, and it is

said to include many notable bargains. The pam-
phlet will be mailed to anyone interested. The Greg-
ory company reports that it is doing an excellent

business, and in fact is forced to work day and night

in order to keep up with the constantly increasing

demand for its goods.

The progress William Roche has made with his

New Standard dry battery in the last year is grati-

fying. A little over a year ago Mr. Roche was com-
pelled to double his floor space at 259 Greenwich
street, and in March of this year was forced to look

around for more suitable and roomy quarters. He
secured lease on a large floor at 42 Vesey street

which was more than equal to the two floors at his

old address. Some four months ago he was com-
pelled to secure another large floor in addition to

the first, and now believes he will have to acquire
still more floor space. The United States navy, it

is said, specifies New Standard dry cells in all requi-

sitions for dry batteries. To meet the demands
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from his European trade Mr. Roche has recently
established an office at 46 Clerkenwell road, London,
England, where he requests all European inquiries to
be addressed. To enable him to attend more to the
manufacture of his batteries he has associated with
him in a business capacity Mr. G. M. Walker, for
several years with the Electrical World.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.
Louis reports that its trade in line and central-
station supplies has been especially gratifying. It
says that the demand for its Moloney transformers
and A. B. inclosed arc lamps has grown so it

can hardly take care of its orders. These are
products for which the Western company is ex-
clusive territorial agent, and which it is in posi-
tion to guarantee in every way. The new all-cop-
per-case A. B. lamp is said to have proved itself
to be a success. It is an entirely new departure
and seems now to be the only logical covering for
enclosed arc lamps. The Moloney transformer is

claimed to be a transformer whose copper and
core losses are reduced to a minimum and which
has extremely close regulation and high efficiency.
The company is willing to guarantee these trans-
formers for two years and invites investigation.

The Meter Record Book, published by the West-
ern Electric company, contains 250 sheets, three
on the same page and perforated so that they may
be torn out. Each form is numbered consecutively.
There are four sets of books, numbered from i to 4.

In Book I the forms are numbered from i to 250;
in Book 2, from 251 to 500; in Book 3, from 501
to 750, and in Book 4, from 751 to 1,000, The meter
man marks on the facsimile of the dial with a lead-
pencil the exact position of the hand on the meter
dial. The form is returned to the office, proper
extensions made, and the slip filed for reference.
In some instances, where diff^erenc methods of tak-
ing records of meters are used, the man who reads
the meters carries a book of this description in
his pocket and leaves the record of the meter read-
ings with the householder. The size of the blank
in the book is 5V2 by three inches and the diameter
of the representation of the meter dial is three-
fourths inch. The Western Electric company thinks
that every central station should be supplied with
these meter record books.

The Elbridge Electrical Manufacturing company
of Elbridge, N. Y., is now engaged in extending
its plant and increasing its line of electrical special-
ties. A year ago this company was reorganized
with the following-named officers: President, F, H.
Downey; vice-president, W. R. Templar; secretary
and treasurer, A. E. Doman. Mr. Doman took
the active management of the business and tech-
nical end of the institution. At the time the con-
cern was reorganized the company was manufac-
turing merely a line of small dynamos and motors.
During the year, however, Mr. Doman has been
actively at work developing a number of specialties
that have already met with a gratifying demand.
Among the electrical devices now exploited by the
company may be mentioned in particular a new
sparking dynamo for gas engines. This machine
v^eighs only 14 pounds, and running at a speed of

1,600. is said to be "just the thing" for service as
an igniter for gas engines on sm.all launches, auto-
mobiles, etc. The Elbridge company also manu-
factures a laboratory dynamo, especially suitable
for service in schools and colleges. This machine
is constructed to deliver either an alternating or
continuous current, or both, as desired, and is driven
by hand or light power. Another piece of appa-
ratus especially suitable for school or college serv-
ice is the Model transformer. This converter may
be made, hy a slight adjustment, either "step up"
or "step down;" in a word, both the dynamo and
the transformer can be manipulated to give a great
range of either alternating or continuous-current
effects, or both together. The company has also
been developing larger dynamos for lighting service,

and recently shipped a 300-light machine into the
South, while orders for other large machines of
this type are now on hand. The factory in El-
bridge, devoted exclusively to manufacturing the
company's electrical goods, is a four-story building,
and power is secured from a local waterfall. In
view of the fact that even with the present capacity
it is hard to keep up with orders for certain of the
special line of goods produced by the company, an
extension is under consideration.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
/ssued N^ovember

637,232. Automatic Fire Extinguisher. Joseph
Butcher, Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

January 12, 1899.

A thermostat controls an electromagnetic releasing de-
vice at the discharge outlet of a water service pipe.

637.234. Warp Stop-motion for Looms. Joseph
Coldwell and Christopher G. Gildard. Fall

River, Mass. Application filed November 17,

1898.

Aa electrically operated stop-motion for looms is de-
scribed.

637.235. Electrical Stop-motion for Looms, Joseph
Coldwell and Christopher G. Gildard, Fall
River, Mass. Application filed May 18, 1899.

An electrical contact device is described which co-oper-
ates with a hollow contact roll in a loom.

037,246. Snap Switch. Monroe Guett, Hartford,
Conn., assignor to the Hart & Hegeman Manu-

iSqq.

Applica-facturing company, Hartford, Conn.
tion filed August 16, 1899.

The switch combines a base, a hinged contact carrier, a

hinged operating part, shouldered offsets carried by the
carrier and operating part, a spring engaging both of the
offsets, a lip on the contact carrier, and means carried by
the operating part to alternately engage opposite ends of
the lip.

637,282. Electric Insulator. Joseph A. Poche,
New Orleans, La. Application filed April 17,

1899.

The invention consists cf a partition having an aperture,
a conductor passing centrally through the aperture, an in-
sulating inclosure formed in a single piece surrounding the
conductor, extending through the aperture to predeter-
mined distances on both sides thereof, and provided with
openings at the ends for the passage of the conductor,
which are plugged up around the conductor in an air and
wa'er-tight and electrically insulated condition.

637,290. Telegraph-instrum.ent Key, Charles J.

SchefHer and Clarence V. Walls, Newcastle, Pa.
Application filed January 7, 1899.
A circuit closer for telegraph keys is described.

637.302. Sparking Igniter for Explosive Engines.
George S. Strong. New York, N. Y., assignor
to John P. Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa. Origi-
nal application filed December 15, 189S. Di-
vided and this application filed May 5, 1899.
The invention is an electric igniter for gas engines.

^ZT^l^l' Apparatus for Recutting Files by Elec-
trolysis. Samuel Wicks. Cleveland, O. Ap-
plication filed July 10, 1899.

In the apparatus there are provided means to support
the files singly and separately, means to adjust the files to
any depth desired in the electrolyte, cathode members
supported and susoended with-n po'^kets in the walls of
the apparatus, and electricil conn?cti3ns tor the files and
cathode members.
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637,318. Burglar Alarm for Windows. Robert
Baumann, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half

to Theodore H. Wurmb, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed November 7, 1898.

The alarm is constructed with a casing, a pair of contact

heads pivotally arranged in the casing, blocks of insulating

material seated in the inner faces of the contact heads,
spring toneues arranged to throw the coutact heads out-

wardly and having their ends normally resling upon the

blocks of insulating material, and a hand-switcb arranged
to contact with the spring tongue, one of the terminals of

the alarm circuit being electrically connected to the
switch, the opposite terminal being electrically connected'
to tbe contact heads.

NO. 637.323.

637,321. Electric Massage Instrument. Louis Cas-
per, Chicago, 111. Application filed May 23,

1899.

An instrument is described which has means for produc-
ing massage action, and means for producing an elec-
trical action on the skin through the parts employed for
massaging.

^3>7,Z^Z- Electrical Switchboard. Charles H. Cox,
Liverpool, England. Application filed April

29, 1899.

The switchboard has a series of metallic cases which
contain the appliances of the board, a bus-bar divided
into sections, each disposed within the case of the appli-
ance which it feeds and having formed upon it a contact
piece for the appliance, the sections being electrically
connected, and tubes which contain the electrical con-
ductors by which the appliances and sectional bus-bar are
etecirically connected and which unite the cases one with
the other. {See cut.)

637,324. Sheet-feeding Machine. Frank L. Cross,
Mystic, Conn., assignor to the Standard Ma-
chinery company, Mystic, Conn. Application

filed November 30, 1898.

Feeding mechanism and a combing device in the ma-
chine are controlled by an electromagnet

.

^Z7^ZZ7- Railway-signaling Apparatus. Washing-
ton Hume, London, England. Original appli-

cation filed October 6, 1898. Divided and this

application filed March 17, 1899.

The apparatus comprises pairs of insulated contact bars
spaced apart one behind the other and arranged in sets
along tbe irack, corresponding switches located at a signal
bos or station, electrical connections between each of tbe
pairs of contacts and the switches, audible signaling de-
vices of different tones placed alongside the rails and
adapted to be operated by the closing of the circuits be-
tween the pairs of contact bars, and one or more circuit-
making-and-breaking devices carried by a traveling vehicle.
the circuit-makine-aod-breaking device being adapted to

electrically connect and close a circuit between the suc-
cessive pairs of contacts.

637,341. Program Clock. Harry F. Jordan, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor of one-half to Albert
L. Bentley, Chicago, 111. Application filed De-
cember 12, 1898.

A series of pegs bearing tablets are adapted to be re-
movably inserted in perforations in the front wall of the
clock casing whereby an electric alarm is sounded.

637,349. Alternating-current Electric Motor. Con-
ral L. Rosenqvisl, Birmingham, England, as-

signor to Veritys Limited, London, England.
Application filed March 31, 1S98.

A single-phase synchronous motor is described whose
main field-magnet poles are slotted or perforated near
the inner edge, and are supplied with two sets of windings,
one winding surrounding the whole of each main polar
projection, and the other winding surrounding one-half
or a part of each of two adjacent main polar projections,
combined with means whereby the latter winding is joined
in series with the armature winding when ihe motor is

started and replaced by the first-mentioned winding when
synchronism is attained. (See cut,)

^2)7,377- Means for Preventing Tampering with
Fire-alarm Boxes. Frederick Ely, Newark,
N. J. Application filed March 17, 1899.

An electrically operated device is arranged to actuate a
lock mechanism when the alarm-ho.x door is opened

637,388. Automatic Weighing Scale. Edward Hanak,
Sacramento, Cal., assignor to the Union Scale
and Manufacturing company, Sacramento, Cal.

Application filed June 13, 1S98.

The machine has an electromapnetic trip which operates
mechanism in the scale and which is controlled by the
scale beam.

637.409. Electric Protector for Buildings. Joseph
Poche, New Orleans, La. Application filed

April 21, 1899.

There is described a protector for automatically cutting-
out the interior wiring in a building from the outside wir-
ing, consisting of tlie combination with fuses of means

lor producing a sound by concussion, located in the paths
of the means, short-circuiting terminals included in circuit
between the fuses and normally separated, and an electro-
magnetic device of high resistance included in circuit
across the main line of the interior wiring fcr operating
ths terminals, and a manual device (or adjusting the termi-
nals. (See cut.)

637,410. Process of and Apparatus for Dissociating
Substances by Electrolysis. Goldsbury H.
Pond, Ashburnham, Mass. Application filed

March 7, 1899.

The process consists in packing a soluble salt between
tvvo vertical electrodes, then feeding a saturated solution
of the same salt to the inner face of each electrode, and
passing an electric current through the electrodes, packed
material and descending film of saturated material.

637,414. Electric-signaling Apparatus for Rail or
Tram Ways. Friedrich W. Prokov, Berlin,

Germany. Application filed December 30, 1897.

forms. Each base is revolved in a zinc electrolytic bath,
thereby applying to it by electrodeposition a planographic
continuous seamless zinc coating of predetermined thick-
ness, integral with the base and suitable to have imposed
upon it and to print a design, the coating and its base con-
stituting the printing form.

An electromagnet operates a catch le 1 the apparatus.

637,422. Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl,
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Waterbury
Battery company, Waterbury. Conn. Appli-
cation filed March 2, 1899.

The battery combines a basket, pockets formed against
the basket and having walls upon all sides, insulating sup-
porting-blocks retained in the pockets, and a positive ele-
ment supported on the blocks.

637,448. Electric Arc Lamp. William J. Davy and
George Thomas-Davies, London, England.
Application filed October 7, 1897.

The construction and arrangement of the frame of tbe
lamp consist of a central-frame tube, a solenoid tube, an
upper disk secured thereto, a lower disk bolted to the up-
per disk, an inclosing rine inclosing the space between the
two disks, and a lower yoke secured by yoke-rods to the
lower di-^k a"d the glass bell, the whole forming a perfectly
cloFed chamber.

637,453- Telephone Transmitter. Ellis F. Frost,

United States Army. Application filed August
19, 1S99.

In the transmitter are combined a diaphraem, an elec-
trode mounted thereon, a chamber inclosing the elertrode.

an electrode therein inclined to the first, and a granular
conductor partially filling the chamber and between the
electrodes.

637,454. Electric Clock. Fred I. Getty, Chicago,

111., assignor to the Automatic Electric Clock
company, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed

September 26, 189S.

Combined with a driven shaft or arbor of the clock train

are two levers having pawl-and-ratchet connections with
the arbor, an electromagnet having an armature opera-
tively connected with tbe levers, an energizing circuit for

the magnet, and means for making and breaking ihe cir-

cuit at the termination of the downward movement of each
lever.

637,457. Electrical House Wiring. Edwin T.

Greenfield. New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 29, 1899.

One or more electrical conductors are surrounded by a
metallic armor, in combination with rigid means of sup-
port permanently secured to a wall, ceiling or other surface,

the metallic arm'or being self-compensating for variations
in heat and cold.

NO. 637,349.

637.473. Motor-wattmeter for Three-phase Alternat-

ing Currents. Julius A. Mollinger, Nuremberg,
Germany. Application filed August .31, i8g8.

The apparatus consists of two induction motors having
inducing coils in series relation each with one of the cur-
rent mains, and secondary inducing coils connected one lo

the third-current main and the other to one of the first-

named mains, and both to a shunt resistance connected in
circuit with tbe other current main, '

637.474. Circuit-breaker. Davis L, Moore, Jr.,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of two-fifths to John
E. Gensemer, Philadelphia, Pa. Application

filed March 18, 1899.

In the circuit-breaker a motor mechanism controlled by
an escapement is combined with means for normally lock-
ing the mechanism afiainst movement, a pairof conducting
devices, and mechanism adapted to be operated by the
motive mechanism when released for throwing the devices
out of contact.

637.558. Multicolor Printing, Edward Hett, New
York, N. Y. Application filed November i,

1S99,

A feature of the invention consists in preparing a series
of curved identical tubular metallic bases for printing

637-569. Controlling Engine
Hett, New York, N. Y.
tember 8, 1898.

Electric-clutch mechanism
the driving parts of the press w;

for disconnecting them.

^2i7'S7^- Controlling Engine
Hett, New York, N. Y.
tember 8, i8g8.

for Presses. Edward
Application filed Sep-

s provided for connecting
ith a part to be driven or

for Presses. Edward
Application filed Sep-

This patent includes an electrical attachment similar to
the above.

NO. 637.409.

637,581. Apparatus for Handling Lithographic-
printing Tubes. Edward Hett, New York, N.
Y. Application filed January 31, 1898.
An electrolytic bath is combined with a tube holder

adapted to support a printing tube while receiving an
electrically deposited coating in the electrolytic bath.

637.583- Tube-handling Device. Edward Hett,
New York, N. Y. Application filed January
3. 1899-

An electric motor operates the carnage and hoisting
mechanism of the apparatus.

637.584- System for Handling Printing Cylinders.
Edward Hett, New York, N. Y. Application
filed January 3, 1899,

The movable carriage of a press is driven by an electric
motor.

637,585. Electroplating Apparatus. Edward Hett,
New York, N. Y. Anplication filed January
13, 1897.

The containing vessel of an electroplating apparatus
and suitable electrical connections are combined with
supporting and revoluble shafts.

637.625. Apparatus for Forming Plates for Sec-
ondary Batteries. Henry Leitner, London,
England. Apphcation filed June 12, 1S99.
The apparatus consists of a box having a rubber lining

and a movable end, means for adjusting the movable end
against a series of plates arranged side by side in the bos,
a cover, bottom and side plates having channels for the
circulation of an electrolyte, porous separating pieces be-
tween the plates, and resilient end cushions which permit
expansion of the plates in thickness.

637.635- Mantle for Electric Arc Lamps. Paul
Merch, Paris, France. Application filed De-
cember 27, 1898.

This invention IS a burned mantle for carbon electrodes
in electric arc lamps, consisting of a composition of clay,
alumina and kaolin.

637,678. Explosive Signaling Apparatus for Rail-
ways. William R. Sykes. London, England,
Application filed September 13, 1899.

Electromagnets are provided in the apparatus to operate
the firing hammer of the explosive device on the passing
of a train.

637,695. Loom. William H. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.
Application filed August 10, 1899.

An electromagnet and circuit control the times of opera-
tion of the placer and shuttle-box of the loom. The cir-
cuit has in it a break, the closure of which is controlled by
the weft in the shuttle in play.

637.705. Telemotor Apparatus. Andrew B. Brown,
Edinburgh, Scotland. Application filed De-
cember 31, 1897.

Combined in the apparatus are transmitting and receiv-
ing cylinders and pistons with fluid pipes connecting the
cylinders, a rotary shaft operated by the receiving piston,
a dial, independently movable indicating arms, and elec-
trically operated means carried by the shaft for operating
one or the other of the pointers.

637,711. Driving Mechanism for Dynamos. John
L. Creveling, New York, N. Y. Application filed

September 10, 1898.

The wheels and axle of a car truck are combined with a
a dynamo movably supported in proximity to the axle, and
means for urging the dynamo toward the axle,

^:S7^7SZ- Loom. William H. Baker, Central Falls,

R. I., and Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J.
Application filed July 19, 1S99.

In the loom electromagnetic means set in operation by
the shuttle control the times of shifting the placer and
shuttle-box.
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Electric Power Plant in the Chicago
Great Western Railway Shops.

By T. E. Stuart.

At Oehvein, la., are located the extensive new
repair shops of the Chicago Great Western railway
or "Maple Leaf Route." this town being the junc-
tion point of the three lines which reach to Chicago,
to St. Paul and Minneapoh's and to Kansas City.

These shops have been in process of construction
for considerably more than a year, and are in all

probability the largest Yailway-repair shops in the

United States west of the Mississippi River. They
were formally opened on Septembtr 28th, but )iad

been in operation for some time previous.
The shops consist of nine buildings, the more

important of these being constructed principally

In the boiler room three Stirling water-tube boil-

ers supply steam for the generating equipment in

the engine room, which consists of three loo-kilo-

watt, 220-volt Crocker-Wheeler direct-current gen-
erators', connected by the Arnold system to two
tandem-compound Ideal engines. The engines and
generators are shown in Fig. 3. The larger of

these engines has cylinders 14 by 22 by 16 inches, and
ordinarily drives two of the generators, the other
generator being driven by the smaller engine. The
latter engine is arranged, however, so that by ad-
mitting live steam at reduced pressure to the low-
pressure cylinder it will operate two generators
at full load, the armatures of the generators being
on quill shafts and provided with flange couplings.

so that changes in the engine connection may be
made. This arrangement of engines and gener-

6 supplies current for operating these machines
on Sundays and at other times when the large gen-
erators are idle.

There are in the various shop buildings 31 mo-
tors, ranging in size from 2Sh to 60 horse power,
for driving the shafting and various other applica-

tions of power. In the machine shop, of which
an interior view is given in Fig. i, the shafting

is driven by two motors of 20 horse power each
and one of 10 horse power. The pit side of the shop
is spanned by two- cranes, a traveling crane of 15
tons' capacity and a locomotive hoist of 65 tons.

The latter is provided with motors for hoisting
only, the bridge traverse being performed by hand,
and for trolley traverse the hoist is coupled to the
traveling crane.

The shop is heated by hot air. The two large

FIG. I. ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN THE CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY SHOPS.—VIEW IN MACHINE SHOP.

of brick, steel and glass. The machine shop is 720
feet in length by 90 in breadth, with accommoda-
tions for 20 locomotives ,and six coaches, including
under its roof the offices, storeroom, machine and
boiler shops and the coach shop. There are other
buildings for the paint shop, blacksmith shop,
freight-car shop (with stalls for freight cars), lum-
ber store, woodworking mill, wheel shop, power
station and the lavatory, the last-named being about
48 by 96, with lockers, baths and wash basins on
lower floor, the upper being fitted up as a library and
clubroom for employes' use.

In the picture on the next page (Fig. 2) is given
a view of the shops from across the tracks to the
east, the large building orb the left being the machine
shop. In the center is the transfer table and pit

and a derrick for unloading heavy material. On
the right is the power station with its smokestack.
Included in the power station are the engine

room, boiler room and pump room. In the last-

named is a deep-well pump belted to a 10 horse
power motor. This pump raises water from a depth
of 210 feet to the water tank, seen on the extreme
left in Fig. 2. There is also a fire pump and an
air compressor, the latter supplying air for small
drills, hoists and caulking tools.

ators is practically equivalent to three separate di-

rect-connected units of the same capacity In pro-
viding against breakdowns, while the first cost is

considerably reduced. The plant was designed and
installed by the Arnold Electric Power Station

company, whose contract covered also the heating,

lighting and water supply and compressed-air sys-

tem.
The switchboard (Fig. 4, p. 2>Zi) is of black, pol-

ished slate, with one feeder and three generator
panels. Each generator panel is provided with volt-

meter, ammeter, circuit-breaker and double-pole,

double-throw sw'Itch. the double-throw being pro-
vided so that any one of the generators may be
put on the lighting load to prevent fluctuations in

the lights caused by the change in load on the mo-
tors. On the feeder panel are five feeder circuits

and a voltmeter and ammeter, the latter having
shunts in each feeder circuit and a switch, so that

readings can be taken of the current supplied to

any one of the feeders.

Fig. 5 shows a battery of six motor-dynamos
which are operated by current from the switch-
board and are being used to supply current to the

lines of the Postal Telegraph-cable company. The
sm'all direct-connected generator shown in Fig.

fans for supplying it are each driven by a 25 horse
power motor.
A 10 horse power motor in the boiler shop Is

used to drive the blower for forges and an exhauster
for removing gas and smoke. A freight elevator In

the coach shop is also operated from the shaft driven
by this motor. In the storeroom is another freight

elevator, which is likewise driven by a motor of

10 horse power.
The transfer table runs in a pit parallel to and

extending the whole length of the machine shop.
The table is driven by a "G E 52" motor, current
being taken from a pair of overhead trolley wires
which span the length of the pit. Near the east

end of the pit is the derrick, which is used in

handling wheels and loading and unloading heavy
material, the motor for operating it being of 25
horse power.

In the woodworking mill the greatest amount of

power is used, it reciuiring one 10 horse power,
three 30 horse power and one 60 horse power motors
to drive the shafting and one of 35 horse power
to turn the exhauster which removes the dust and
shavings. Each machine Is piped for the exhaust,

and the shavings are carried overhead through a

large pipe to the boiler room and delivered direct
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under the boilers. This creates quite a saving in

fuel and also does away-witli this waste material,

which would otherwise block up the shop, accum-
ulating so rapidly at times that it would be a prob-

lem to remove it.

The wood-mill and freight-car shop are heated

by the hot-blast system, a 10 horse power motor
driving the fan in each building. These motors are

arranged so that they may be run in series to re-

duce speed when the weather is mild or when less

heat is required. The two 25 horse power motors in

the heating plant of the machine shop are also

arranged in the same manner.
In the blacksmith shop it requires a motor of 25

horse power to drive the blower fan and exhauster,

and one of 10 horse power operates a bolt-heading
machine and a combined punch and shear.

Of the other motors, one in the wheel shop, of

Electrical Eyes.^

By G. H. Robertson, F. C. S.

Many readers of the Electrician may have no-
ticed articles under the above heading, or a similar
one, which appeared in various newspapers some
two or three months ago, and possibly the}"^ may
have felt curious to know a little more about Mr.
Stiens' work. It is not the first time that an at-

tempt has been made to give sight to the blind,

or to find a substitute for the human eye; and it

will be remembered that two or three years ago
Mr. Edison proposed to utilize the X-rays for this

purpose, although it is a little difficult to under-
stand how rays, which are useless for purposes of
vision to those whose sight is" perfect, could possi-
bly be of use to those who have lost their sight.

Further, the physiological action of the raj-s is

ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN THE CHICAGO GREAT \\^STERN RAILWAY SHOPS.—MACHINE SHOP, TRANSFER
TABLE AND POWER HOUSE.

20 horse power, drives shafting; another, of 2V2

horse power, in the lavatory, is connected to a
ventilating fan, while a 10 horse power motor in

the ice- house is used for raising ice for use in

the refrigerator cars.

The roundhouse will be supplied vnth power
through a cable of 500,000 circular mils when the

hne is completed. A coal chute is under process

of construction, the conveyors in which will be

driven by a motor. A 10 horse power motor will

also be installed in the roundhouse for operating a

pump and for driving some machine tools which
are to be installed. A motor for operating the

turntable is also contemplated, as the hea\'3^ engines

require 10 or 12 men to move the table when the

engine is run on.

All buildings of the road, depot, freight house,

roundhouse, j^ards. etc., as well as the shops and
shop yards, will be electrically lighted when the

wiring is completed, requiring over 900 incandes-

cent and 57 arc lights for this purpose. The arc

lamps are all of the enclosed pattern, about one-

third of the number being 220-volt larnps, while

the remainder are operated two in series across

the 220-volt circuit.

The electric lighting of the switch lamps in the

3'ards b^' incandescent lamps is also contemplated,

the problem of wiring, however, presenting some-
thing of a difficulty.

This installation is peculiaV in that one difference

of potential—220 volts—is used for all purposes.

With a 220-volt incandescent lamp of an efficiency

equal to that of the iio-volt lamp and a suitable

cut-out for use on 220-volt circuits, there would
be no fault to find with its -use, as the saving in

copper is a great advantage over the iio-volt sys-

tem.

known to set up inflammation under certain condi-
tions, and it seems that there would be some dan-
ger of causing inflammation of the optic nerve if

it were exposed to the action of these rays when
not protected by the lens of the eye, as it is in the
case of a normally healthy person. Mr. Edison
did not hope to be able to do more than show the
shadows of objects to the blind, but Mr. Stiens is

more ambitious in his ideas, for, according to a
representative of the Daily News who interviewed
him, Mr. Stiens has succeeded in constructing an
electrical apparatus which forms an efi&cient sub-
stitute for the eye itself. But here it will be best
to quote from this newspaper's report, because the
results recorded are rather surprising.
Mr. Stiens is described as a Russian scientist and

The rays of light strike my apparatus instead of the
ej'es, and pass thence to the brain, the real camera.
And the apparatus will be effective carried any-
where, so long as it is connected with the body,
the nearer the brain the better." The interviewer
was then asked by Mr. Stiens whether he would like

to test the apparatus, and eagerly replied in the
affirmative, whereon he was taken into a small
room and "effectually" blindfolded. "I could see
absolutely nothing. Matches and candles were
lighted before me, but I could not see them. Then
I was connected with his apparatus. I felt a
slight sensation of an electric current passing
through my body. Then quickly the darkness
passed away, a dull gray took its place, and was
succeeded by a bright light. I saw fingers held
up before me, and a disc that looked like a coin.

And when I was disconnected from the apparatus
I found I was standing just where I was when the
eyes were bandaged. Mr. Stiens had been by my
side all the time, and there was no one else present."
The inventor would not permit any examination of
the apparatus, as the patents for it have not yet
been applied for, nor would he explain the precise

character of his invention, or the means employed
to achieve such results, but he claimed that the ap-
paratus performed all the functions of the eye, and
was a substitute for it.

Now, as I myself have been blind some six years,

I was naturally interested by this account of Mr.
Stiens' achievement, and as a first step toward
putting myself in communication with him, I wrote
to the editor of the Electrician to ask for the ad-
dress of Mr. Stiens. who was described in the in-

terview just quoted as an electrical engineer who
had been working for some years in this country.
The editor did not know the address, however, and
suggested that I might obtain it from the editor of
the Daily News, and that I should then arrange for
an inter\-iew on behalf of the Electrician. At the
same time he offered that one of his staff should
accompany me. On applying to the editor of the
Daily News, he kindly favored me with the fol-

lowing reply: "'October 12th. The manager of the
Dail}'" News writes to inform Mr. Robertson that
he has no knowledge of Mr. Stiens, save that his
address is Marion Villa, Padua road, Penge."

I wrote requesting an interview, but as over a
week elapsed without mj^ receiving any reply, I

called on Mr. Stiens at Penge on Friday, October
20th, accompanied by a member of the staff of the
Electrician. Mr. Stiens excused himself for not
having replied to my letter by stating that he was
overburdened with correspondence since the publi-
cation of his discovery, and he regretted very much
that he could show us no experiments then, as his
apparatus was not at Penge. but in a laboratorj'
which had been placed at his disposal. He said
the report in the Daily News gave an accurate ac-
count of what had occurred at the interview which
he had with its representative. He was an experi-

Automo-Postm aster-general Favors
biles.

In his annual report the postmaster-general
recommends an appropriation of $500,000 to de-

velop the pneumatic-tube service, which, he states,

has given entire satisfaction wherever tried. In re-

gard to automobiles he says: "A practical test is

about to be made in Chicago to determine the

feasibility of transporting the mails between the
main office and branch postoffices by automobiles.
In view of the prominence which these vehicles

have recently attained in the development of the
means of general transportation, it is believed that

the time has come for utilizing them in connection
with the carrj'ing of the mails. If the test in Chi-
cago shall prove favorable, automobiles will doubt-
less be introduced in some other cities for the pur-
pose of carr^-ing the mails between postoffices,

branch offices and railroad stations, as it is proba-
ble that time can be saved and better results ob-
tained from a vehicle of this kind than from the
ordinar\- regulation or screen wagon."

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN THE CBICAG0 GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY SHOPS.—ENGINES AND GENERATORS.

Better to preserve street pavements, particularly
asphalt, the Chicago Cit>- Council recently passed an
ordinance requiring grooved rails for street railways.
Five years are given the companies for the installa-
tion of modern rails where the old-stj^le flange rails

are now. but whenever a new track is laid or a new
pavement is put down the grooved rails are to be in-
stalled at once and the pavement between the tracks
made uniform with the remainder of the surface.

a doctor of philosophy, but the universitj' at which
he obtained his degrees is not. given; and then we
are told that, in response to the question, "You
saj^ you will make the blind to see?" Mr. Stiens re-

plied: *'Absolutel}-. ... I give artificial sight,

and it makes no difference whether the person was
born without eyes, whether the eyes have been
wholly or partially destroj-ed since birth, or how
the sight has gone. . . . My apparatus will, as

in the camera, focus the rays of light from the
object to the brain, and sight is given, the objects
being clearly seen, not inverted, but in their proper
form. My apparatus constitutes a substitute for

the lens. ... So long as the -receiving part

—

the brain—is there, my apparatus w ill do the rest.

I. From London Electrician.

mentalist who experimented on "zee blinds," and he
would be most happy to give us a demonstration
of the results he had obtained. But it must be on
some other occasion, as he had had no sleep for

two nights, owing to his having been engrossed
with his experiments; and as he scarcely knew
what his engagements were then, he said he would
make an appointment by letter. After some further

conversation, in the course of which he alluded to

some marvelous results he had obtained by a new
method of wireless telephony, we took our leave,

Mr. Stiens courteously escorting us part of our way
to the station.

Days went by, and the promised appointment was
never made, so on Saturdajs November 4th, having
announced our intention some days beforehand, we
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called on Mr. Stiens at the laboratory in which he
stated he had been working. He regretted that he
was again unable to give us any demonstration, as
he had, he said, removed his apparatus to his house
at Penge on the previous day. However, he told

us that he had been successful in making a young
lady, who had been blind five years, see the light

of a lamp which he showed us, and that since then
she had had some sense of light. The lamp in

question was an ordinary continuous-current open
arc lamp, and as the room was very small, it is not
surprising that she did receive some sense of light

from the lamp. I myself had a similar experience,
more especially when a red glass was held in front
of the lamp; but I put this down to the penetrative
power of the red rays, and the subsequent flashes

in the eye I attribute to the irritation caused in

the optic nerve by the intense light. Mr. Stiens

FIG. 4. ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN TBE CHICAGO GREAT
WESTERN RAILWAY SHOPS —SWITCHBOARD.

appeared perfectlj' satisfied with the result of the
lamp experiment, and again promised to show us
what could be done with his apparatus; but, as be-
fore, he failed to make any appointment, although
we expressed our willingness to meet him when
and where he liked. Accordingly, on Monday, No-
vember 13th, I wrote to inform him that, unless

the long-promised interview w'as afforded me on
or before November i8th, I should be obliged, as I

am doing now, to publish the record of my at-

tempts to obtain a demonstration of the powers of

his apparatus. Mr. Stiens has subsequently stated

to a- representative of the Electrician that since the

date of our first visit to him he has, within a week,
had no less than 70 blind people at the laboratory.
and that in each case the person was able to see

him before he left his laboratory. He further

stated that he was to be visited by Dr. Campbell
(of the Royal Normal College for the Blind) and
some of his pupils on Tuesday, November 21st. I

wrote to Dr. Campbell asking for confirmation of

this statement, and received the following reply:

''November 19th. I do not know anything about
the tests to which you refer. I certainly have not
promised to ha^"e any meeting w'ith the gentleman
referred to." In face of this repl}', and of Mr.
Siiens' failure to afford any experimental proof in

substantiation of the very remarkable claims which
he "allowed to be put forward on his behalf in the

^E-,„H

' '»^^S

IG. 6 . ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN THE CHICAGO GREAT
WESTERN RAILWAY SHOPS.—AUXILIARY ENGINE-

DYNAMO FOR TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

columns of the Daily News, I think the only con-
clusion to be drawn is that these claims are as

groundless as his statement that Dr. Campbell had
made an appointment with him.

It may be thought that I have taken unnecessary
trouble to prove what ought to be a self-evident

fact—namely, that a substitute for the human ?ye

has not been constructed at the present time; and
even w^ere it constructed, the connection between
it and the sight center in the brain could not be
established, because it could not be connected to

the optic nerve, which is a highly specialized struc-

ture, and there is no recorded instance of any other

nerve having ever taken up its function, although
blindness frequently arises from injury to this

nerve, the eye itself and the receiving center in the
brain being healthy. It is impossible to cause any
union to take place between the living tissues of
the body and any foreign substance; and unless
such union could be effected, the impressions re-

ceived by any artificial eye, electrical or otherwise,
could not be transmitted to the brain by the optic
or any other nerve. This fact alone ought to have
been sufficient to prevent credence being given to
Mr. Stiens' reputed discovery. However, so much
weight is attached to statements which appear in
the columns of the leading daily papers, that I have
heard of at least one blind person whom the report
in the Daily News has led to believe that an arti-

ficial substitute for the eye was an accomplished
fact, and that the requisite apparatus, if not actually
already on the market, would at any rate be ob-
tainable soon. Moreover, different friends have
called my attention to Mr. Stiens' reputed inven-
tion in the hope that it might be of benefit to me,
and so I determined to try to find out ^vhat founda-
tion there was in fact, if any, for the statements
which had appeared in the press. The publication
of unfounded reports that cures or remedies have
been found for blindness or deafness causes a great
deal of unnecessary pain to the relatives and friends

of the deaf or blind; for although I doubt if the

persons themselves ever believe that the lost sense

can be restored, their friends always hope against
hope that something may be done. It is therefore
most important that any claim of this nature should
be thoroughly sifted before it is given to the world.

Electricity or Steam for Railroads.
Members of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers have lately devoted much attention to the
place of electricity and steam in railroad scr\'icc.

In tlie November issue of the proceedings of that
society Mr. C. H. Davis treats the subject at length
and reaches these conclusions:

(1) Steam railroads will, in the near future, handle
their suburban and short-distance interurban pas-
senger traffic and mail, express, baggage and light
local freight carried in said suburban and interurban
passenger trains, by electric motive power; and this,

irrespective of whether operating expenses are af-

fected favorably or unfavorably.

(2) Steam railroads will not, in the near future,
handle their freight traffic (other than mail, express,
baggage and light local freight carried in suburban
and interurban passenger trains) and long-distance
passenger traffic bi' any other motive power than
steam locomotives.

(3) Steam railroads may. under exceptional con-
ditions of large volume and great density of pas-
senger traffic over comparatively short distances,
handle it by electric motive power, but such cases
will be infrequent.

(4) New railroad lines, connecting very large cen-
ters of population, where frequent service at much
higher speeds than can be attained now by steam
locomotives on existing lines is a condition of suc-

cess, will be operated by electric motors.
There are three conditions under which suburban

;-.nd short-distance interurban traffic will be handled

FIG. 5. ELECTRIC POWER PLANT IN THE CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY SHOPS -
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There is also the danger that reports which have
appeared in influential papers may be utilized by
quacks for their own purposes, and these two rea-

sons must be my excuse for treating Mr. Stiens"

pretensions at such length.

Advance in the Price of Leather Belt-

ing.

A new price-list of leather belting was adopted
by the Leather Belting Manufacturers' association

in New York on November 15th. The following

prices from this list will give an idea of the revised

.schedule: Single belting one-half inch w'ide, eight

cents a foot; one inch wide, 14 cents a foot; two
inches, 34 cents; four inches, 72 cents; six inches,

$1.11; eight inches, $1.48; one foot wide, $2.22;

two feet, ?4-44; three feet, ^6.66: four feet, ?8.88;

five feet, $11.10; six feet, $13.32. Double belting

is tv/ice the price of single belts. In a circular _ac-

companyiiig the new price-list the Chicago Belting-

company says: "For some time past leather-belt-

ing manufacturers have been suftering a loss, owing
to the continued high price of raw hides and other

materials used in the manufacture of leather belting.

We have foreseen that something must soon be

done in order to relieve this tension. The rough-
leather market of to-day is and has been stronger

than ever in the past, and belting butts have ad-

vanced over 33 1-3 per cent, within the last year.

The list adopted to go into effect on and after

November 20th is, we think, a very fair and equable

one, and the advance made therein on the smaller

sizes really only covers the advance of rough leather

within the last 10 days."

profitably by steam railroads converting to electric

traction:

I. (a) Where units can be light and frequent,

and operated over comparatively short distances.

(b) Where gross receipts can be so increased by
the change of system and mode of operation as 10

pay for the increased investment and possible in-

crease in operating expenses.
(c) Where competition of parallel electric roads

compels the change, to save what traffic there is. ir-

respective of how operating expenses are affected.

In the future development of steam-railroad sys-

tems they will eventually be operated jointly with
surface electric railways, either through actual mu-
tual owmership, or by traffic contracts, leases, etc.

The above conclusions are obviously dependent
upon what Mr. Prout properlj- defines as "traffic

conditions," and not primarily engineering details

or operating expenses.

Increase in Electrical Exports.

The total shipments of electrical machinery (using
the term according to the Treasury Department
classification) from the United States, during the
month of October last, amounted to a value of $363,-

773, as against $286,818 during the corresponding-
month of 189S. For the ten months ended October
31, 1898, the shipments of electrical machinery from
this to foreign countries were $1,939,474, increasing
this year to $2,454,510.

The Superior street and Payne avenue cable lines

of the Cleveland (O.) City Railway company will

be converted into electric roads next spring.
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Large Alternating-direct Electric-rail-

way System in Central Indiana.

A few months ago there was incorporated the

Union Traction company of Indiana, having its

main office at Anderson, Ind. This company has

absorbed the local street-railway lines operating in

Anderson, Elwood, Marion and Muncie and is now
engaged in building additional roads, which, when
completed, will form a system of elec-

tric-railway lines in Grant, Madison,
Delaware, Hancock and Marion
counties, extending from Indianap-

olis north to Marion, east to Muncie
and west to Elwocd, covering in all

nearly 140 miles of track. The in-

terurban lines will radiate from An-
derson, where will be located a power
house that will supply current for

the entire system.

In the accompanying map (Fig. i)

is shown the extent of the Union
Traction company's lines already

built or now under construction, and
the cities, towns and counties

through which the roads will pass.

As indicated by the heavy full lines

the part of the system now in opera-

tion extends from Anderson north
through Linwood, Alexandria, Sum-
mitville, Fairmount, lonesboro and
Gas City to Marion, a distance of 34
miles, with a lo-mile branch west

from Alexandria through Orestes to

Elwood. Of the roads proposed and
under construction (indicated by
broken lines) an eastern branch will

pass from Anderson through Ches-
terfield, Dalcville and Yorktown to

Muncie. From Daleville a four-mile

ber, of the cross-compound, horizontal, Corliss
type, capable of developing about 1,500 horse power
each. They will have cylinders 26 and 58 inches
in diameter, with a 48-inch stroke and will operate
it 100 revolutions a minute. The Rice & Sargent
Engine company of Providence has the contract for

furnishing the engines. Air pumps and condensers
of the Blake vertical-jet type will be installed.

Direct-connected to the engines will be three

LARGE ALTERNATING-DIRECT ELECTRIC-RAILWAY
CENTRAL INDIANA.—MAP OF ROUTE.

branch will extend southeast into the country,
touching a number of small villages. The long-
est line radiating from Anderson will be that
to Indianapolis. It will be 35 miles in length and
will touch Pendleton, Ingalls, Fortville, McCords-
ville, Oaklandon, Lawrence and Brightwood en
route. Entrance to the center of the capital city

will be over the lines of the Indianapolis Street
Railway company. In neaidy every case the inter-
urban lines parallel steam roads, and the Union
Traction company will consequently enter into di-

rect competition with the railroad companies. In
the larger cities local lines in addition to the track-
age of the interurban roads will be operated.

Following are the lengths of the lines of the sys-

tem: Anderson to Indianapolis, 35 miles: Ander-
son to Muncie, 18 miles; Anderson to Marion, 34
miles: Alexandria to Elwood, 10 miles; Daleville

branch, four miles; Muncie local, 10 miles; Ander-
son local, six miles; Marion local, 10 miles; Elwood
local, four miles; Gas City local, two miles, making
a total of 101 miles of suburban lines and 32 of local

lines, or a total mileage of 133. This is all single
track, with the exception of two miles in Ander-
son and the same distance in Marion, which are
now being double-tracked.
The supplying of all the power by which the

system will be operated from one central power
plant will be one of the most interesting features
of the road. Alternating current will be generated
at the power house in Anderson and will be dis-

tributed to sub-stations at nearly equidistant points
along the lines, where it will be converted to direct

current and distributed to the road in the ordinary
manner. In the power house (the architect's de-
sign of which is represented in Fig. 2) will be lo-

cated six 400 horse power boilers of the Babcock
& Wilcox make. As Anderson is situated in the
gas region of Indiana, natural gas will be used for
fuel. The engines specified are three in num-

and
will

static

1,000-kilowatt, revolving-field, three-

phase, alternating-current genera-
tors. Current v/ill be generated at

about 400 vcilts and will be raised

to the transmission-line voltage of

15,000 volts by means of 15 250-kilo-

watt static transformers. It will then
be distributed to the sub-stations.

These auxiliary stations will be eight

TEM IN i" number, and will be located at

Muncie, Marion, Alexandria, Fair-

mount, Elwood, Daleville, Ingalls

Lawrence. At these stations the current

be stepped down to about 380 volts by
transformers and changed to direct cur-

tracted for with the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing company.
At each of the sub-stations and also in the power

house there will be located a storage battery, which
will be connected in parallel with the rotaries, so
as to equalize the load. These batteries will be
furnished by the Electric Storage Battery company.
At each of the five smaller sub-stations the battery
will consist of 264 cells, each cell containing nine
type F plates, 10^ by 10^ inches in size, giving a
capacity of 85 kilowatts on an hour rating. The
three larger sub-stations will each have 264 cells,

with nine plates of the type G, 15% by 15% inches
in size, in each cell, the capacity being 170 kilowatts.
At Anderson 264 cells will each contain 11 type G
plates and give a capacity of about 200 kilowatts.
All of the sub-stations will have differential boosters
run in series with the batteries, so as to keep the
load on the rotaries as nearly constant as possible.

In the construction of the road none but high-
grade material will be employed. Seventy-pound
T-rails will be used for the most part, girder rails
being laid where required in the cities. All of the
bridges will be of steel. The sub-stations, as well
as the power house, will be substantially built of
brick. Car barns are to be located at Elwood,
Muncie, Marion, Anderson, Alexandria and at a
point on the Indianapolis line, while the general
repair shop will be in Anderson.
All of the work of construction is being done

by the Union Traction company of Indiana, Sar-
gent & Lundy of Chicago acting as the consillting
engineers. It is expected that the entire system
will be in operation next summer. The officers of
the Union Traction company of Indiana, which
has a paid-in capital stock of $4,000,000, are the
following-named gentlemen: President, Philip Mat-
ter; vice-president, J. A. Van Osdol; secretary,
manager and purchasing a,gent, C. L. Henry, An-
derson, Ind.; superintendent, C. Berry.

Council Committee Recommends Lease
of Drainage Canal Water Power.

^
The special committee of the Chicago City Coun-

cil, selected by Mayor Harrison, to consider a con-
tract with the trustees of the sanitary district for the
use of the water-power in the Chicago Drainage
Canal at Lockport, reported December 4th in favor
of a long-term lease. It is proposed to use the power
to operate the pumping stations of Chicago, and to
direct the surplus power to lighting the streets with
electricity. About 16,000 horse power, it is estimated,
could be available for use in the city. The commit-
tee proposes that the water fund of" the city be
bonded to pay the cost of installing the plant, build-
ing the raceways at Lockport and erecting the
transmission lines of the system. The cost is esti-
mated at $3,oop,ooo, but one-half is to be returned
in rentals to the lessee by the sanitary board. It is

reported that certain persons are bringing influence
to bear on the trustees of the sanitary district to
leadvertise for bids, believing that a better offer than
$5 a horse power a year could be made. That is the

LARGE ALTERNATING-DIRECT ELECTRIC-RAILWAY SYSTEM IN CENTRAL INDIANA.

AT ANDERSON.
-PROPOSED POWER HOUSE

rent at 550 volts by rotary converters. The rotaries

will be 250-kilowatt machines. Muncie, Marion and
Alexandria will each have two rotary converters,

while each of the other sub-stations will have but
one. At the power house in Anderson there will

be located three 250-kilowatt rotaries. These will

take their current direct from the alternating-cur-

rent generators and will feed the lines in the im-
mediate vicinity of Anderson. All of the generators,
transformers and rotary converters have been con-

offer made by Clarence Buckingham, acting for the

Diamond Match company, for use of the power for

a term of 50 years. It was the opinion of the mem-
bers of the committee that the sanitary board should

accept an offer of $4 a horse power from the city.

However, if the city could not do better than a $5
contract for 50 years, it was felt to be the part of

economy to accept on the strength of a probable

renewal of the contract. The recommendation was
made a special order for the next council meeting.
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Jacques-Cartier Water-power Plant.

A new electrical power plant of a highly interest-

ing nature is rapidly approaching completion at

St. Gabriel, P. Q. Most of the Canadian electrical

plants secure their power from stupendous water-
falls, such as that at Niagara, but the Jacques-Car-
tier Water Power company utilizes a fall of 30 feet

only in the St. Gabriel River, which occurs in a

rapid 200 yards in length. The electric current to

be generated will be transmitted to Quebec, 18

miles distant, at 20.000 volts, and there applied to

lighting and power purposes.
'A dam, 300 feet in length, of stone foundations

and abutments, with a wood superstructure, has
been constructed near the head of the rapids. A

The transformer room runs the entire width of

the power house, having a depth of 24 feet 10 inches,

and will contain six 250-kilowatt, Westinghousc
self-cooling, oil-insulated transformers, to raise

the 2,000 volts from the generators to 20,000 volts,

three-phase, at a frequency of 60 cycles a second.

The transformers are designed to run at their full

normal output continuously for 24 hours, with a

rise of temperature in any part not to exceed 45
degrees Centigrade above the temperature of the

surrounding air.

Two generator panels, two circuit panels and
one exciter panel make up the switchboard. The
board is to be mounted on a gallery which extends
from a wall running across the full width of the

ARMATURE OF 75O-KILOWATT GENERATOR

penstock carries the water for a distance of 200
feet below the dam to the power house, v/hich has
been built in a depression near the river.

Some months ago the International Hydraulic
company of Montreal contracted with the West-
inghousc Electric and Manufacturing company for
a complete electrical equipment, which is now in

course of erection at St. Gabriel. Two 750-kilo-
watt Westinghouse, three-phase, alternating-current
generators will be direct-connected to water-wheels.
The generators are wound for a normal electro-
motive force of 2,000 volts and a frequency of
7.200 alternations a minute, when run at a speed of
150 revolutions per minute. The arrangement of cir-

cuits is so designed that the two generators may be
run in parallel, as well as independently. They are
guaranteed to run continuously for 24 hours at

their normal output of 750 kilovvatts, with a rise

in temperature not to exceed 35 degrees Centigrade
above the temperature of the surrounding air, and
also to run continuously for 24 hours at 93S kilo-

watts output, with a rise in temperature not to ex-
ceed 45 degrees Centigrade. The armatures are
so constructed that individual coils, or group of

coils, may be readily replaced, and the armature, as

a whole, is accessible for cleaning and inspection
without requiring the use of a crane. The ter-

minals of the armature circuits have been espe-
cially insulated and protected against risk of con-
tacts. The detail construction is shown in the
illustration. The insulation of the armature is such
that it is capable of resisting, between the copper
conductors and the Iron core, the aoplication of

10,000 volts of alternating current. The commer-
cial efficiency of each generator is guaranteed to

be. at full load. 04 per cent, at three-quarter load

93 per cent, and at one-half load 92 per cent. At
50 per cent, overload the commercial efficiency

shall not fall below 93 jDer cent.

There have been provided for exciting purposes
two 3 7^/^-kilowatt Westinghouse multipolar gener-
ators, of 125 volts, at 350 revolutions per minute,
direct-connected to smaller water-wheels. Each of
these machines is designed to fully excite the fields

of both generators when they are developing 938
kilowatts each, at a power factor of 90 per cent.

When running at full rated load continuously, the
.temperature of the exciters, at any part except the
commutators, shall not rise more than 35 degrees
Centigrade above the temperature of the surround-
ing air.

FOR JACQUES-CARTJER WATER-POWER PLANT.

building, directly in the center of the power house,
so that it is placed very favorably with regard to

connections with the generators and exciters, re-

ducing to a minimum the length of cables and
offering short direct paths, which should greatly
facilitate the installation of the wiring. The cables
will be run through ducts built in the cement floor.

The generator panels carry two automatic alter-

nating-current circuit-breakers, three ammeters,
two indicating wattmeters, three single-pole, double-
throw washer switches, a rheostat, voltmeter, and
the usual field plugs, pilot lamps and brackets, and
ground-detector plugs and receptacles. The feeder

panels carry two automatic alternating-current cir-

cuit-breakers, three ammeters, a polyphase-integrat-

ing wattmeter, three single-pole, double-throw
washer switches, and the usual pilot lamps and
brackets. The exciter panels carry two direct-cur-

rent ammeters, a direct-current voltmeter, two
rheostat hand-wheels, two dottble-pole, double-

In Quebec the sub-station to which the trans-
mission lines will carry current will contain four
375-kilowatt, Westinghouse transformers of the oil-

insulated and self-cooling type, to step down from
19,000 volts to the voltage required for the dis-

tributing circuits. The transformers will be ar-
ranged in two groups of two each, connected on
the Scott ,'^ystem, to receive three-phase current at

the primaries and deliver two-phase current from
the secondaries.

Work at the St. Gabriel power house is being
rapidly pushed. The water-wheels arc already in

place and the electrical machinery is in course of

erection. It is anticipated that everything will be
completed for the transmission of current to Quebec
by the first of January next.

New Electric Cab Company in Chicago.

The horse and horseless livery companies of

Chicago are soon to have a competitor in the

Woods Motor Cab company, which has been in-

corporated with the secretary of state of Illinois, for

the purpose of operating public cabs and carriages

with electricity as a motive power. The new com-
pany, which is capitalized at $500,000, will have
close relations with the Woods Motor Vehicle com-
pany of Chicago, which was incorporated a few
months ago. It will use exclusively cabs and car-

riages manufactured by the parent company, and
expects to have between 40 and 50 in operation

by the end of the year. About 25 vehicles are

now completed and will be put into service

next week. Additions will be made to the equip-
ment of the cab company as fast as the busi-

ness and the manufacture of the cabs will warrant.

It Is expected that within the next six months be-

tween 200 and 300 of the vehicles will be put into

operation. Five styles of carriages will be used, the

larger proportion being hansoms and broughams.
Pending the establishing and fitting-up of a large

station in the business center of the city, which is

now being arranged for. the company will use the

warerooms of the Woods Motor Vehicle company
at 541 and 545 Wabash avenue for a charging sta-

tion and for storage purposes.

Successful Test of Pollak-Virag Sys-
tem.

A successful test from New York to Chicago of

the Pollak-Virag automatic-telegraph system was
made on December 3d. A message was sent over
wires of the Western Union Telegraph company by
way of the Pennsylvania railroad and Pittsburg, by
Josef Virag, who was stationed in the New York
World office. It was received by Anton Pollak in

the Tribune office in this city. The rate of trans-

mission of the message was 65.000 words an hour,
and the distance, nearly 1,000 miles, was the longest
over which the system has ever been tested. The
weather conditions were unfavorable, as it was snow-
ing in Chicago and rain was falling at different

points along the route, but still the working of

the system was not aft'ected.

At the receiving station the message was flashed
nn the sensitized paper in the metallic cjdinder of

the instrument and was later developed by Mr.
Pollak. The accompanying illustration is a repro-
duction of the "photogram," as it Is called- Trans-
lated the message reads as follows:

This message is the first spnt in th^? Unit°d StatPS by the Pol-
lak-Virae aufomatin rar^id telegraoh and automatical^ recorded.
It was s°nt from New York and rec^wpd in ihe ofB^.e of the
Tribune in Ch'cago. The standing and receivine of this were to

demonstrate the practical utility of the PoHak-Virag inve^'tion
in sending and receivine message": at a great savin? of time and
of t'-iegrarh wir^s. It will be transmit'ed at a sp^ed of more
than 80000 woi-ds an hour, and the receiving instrument will
refister the words on a photographic sheet as fast as they are
sent.

In Bud=ipe5t. Hungary, where the only other tests ot this in-
vention were made, the rate of 150,000 words an hour was at-

tained. Messages will be sent laier from the Tribune office in

FACSIMILIE OF POLLAK-VIRAG TELEGRAPH MESSAGE FROM NEW YORK TO CHICAGO.

throw,washer-type switches, a voltmeter, field-volt-

meter plugs and receptacle^s.

The electric plant will be protected by 12 Wurts
non-arcing, metal lightning arresters and choke
coils, three to be Installed at each end of each of

the two three-wire transmission circuits.

The electric current, at 20,000 volts, will be trans-

mitted from the St. Gabriel transformer house to

Quebec, a distance of 18 miles, by overhead wires.

The line is to be constructed in two distinct cir-

cuits, each of three wires, for three-phase transmis-

sion, with the three wires of each circuit equally

distant one from the others, the spacing being iS

Inches.

Chicago to New York. This is over a greater distance than has
been here ofore att'-mpted. These m-ssages are called iboto-
prams by the inventors, because they are recorded pl'oi-ograpbic-

aily by the receiving instrument. The inventors and demonstra-
tors of this system of telegraphing are Anion Pollak and Josef
Virdg, electrical engioeeis of Budapest, Hungary.

In addition to the abo-ve message the World sent

the Tribune a message saying that New York was
having fine weather, and inquiring how it was in

Chicago. There will be no further tests of the in-

vention made in this country, as Messrs. Pollak
and Virag Intend to sail next week for Europe.
The financial arrangements necessary to the placing

of the system in practical operation are as yet un-
completed.
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vides for the generation and various transforma-

tions of 50,000 horse power of electrical energy

from the steam engine to the line feeders. Aside

from its size the contract is noteworthj- as showing

complete confidence in the recently developed plan

of alternating-current transmission and direct-cur-

rent distribution, both for light and power. Nowa-
days the alternating and continuous currents are

not rivals, but collaborators.

The Westinghouse company is- fairly entitled to

congratulations on its success in obtaining an order

of such unusual proportions.
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gree of care and skill usually exercised by prudent

persons engaged in the same or similar business,

io keep its wires so insulated as to be reasonably

safe and free from, danger to persons who might

come into contact with them," was not sufficient.

The law, the court insists, requires, at those points

where such contact is likely to take place, perfect

protection from what is stj^led "this unseen and

terrible power."
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Tiiere are rumors that the lately incorporated

Amalgamated Copper company is not amalgamat-

ing—referring now to trade rivals and not to any

mining process—with that serenitj' and complete-

ness which its title might indicate. It is said that

three important concerns refuse to be amalgamated

—the Calumet and Hecla company, W. A. Clark

of Montana and Arizona and F. A. Heinze of Butte.

Mont. Failure to secure these large producers will

mean that the countn.- must do without an effective

copper trust; but the electrical industries can man-

age to get along without one.

Ai last a champion of the telephone pole has ap-

peared. V'or 3'ears this useful upholder of the

means of communication has been denounced as

cumbersome and unsightly. It has been tolerated

for utilitarian reasons, but few persons professed

to admire it. But now comes a gentleman in Dcla-

van. Wis., who writes to his local paper to protest

against the removal of the telephone poles in a

cenain street. So far from doing away with the

unoffending poles, this intrepid defender of the un-

appreciated points out that there is room for two

or three rows of the poles if required. His onW
stipulation is that the poles be nicely painted. "Let

them alone.'" says the pole partisan; "they give a

business appearance to our city. They show to vis-

itors and outsiders that somebody lives here and

ij: at home." And Itius a new argument is given

to the telephone man in the small town. The poles

V. ill show that somebodv lives there and is at home.

A single contract that provides for electrical ma-

chinerj' having a capacity- of over 150,000 kilowatts

shows very conclusively that the electrical "infant"

of 10 years ago is now at least a well-gro-\\-n youth

among the industries. The order is from the Man-

hattan Railway company of New York and pro-

Even a law>-er, it seems, is no match for the intrica-

cies of the telephone-toll system as developed by

a Bell compan3\ This is shown by a peculiar action

brought against the Michigan Telephone company
at Huron, Mich., by E. C. Babcock, a legal prac-

titioner. Mr. Babcock alleges that he was called

up bj' telephone from Sanilac Center to defend a

prisoner, having been appointed b\- the court. It

became necessary for him to call up Sanilac Center

to learn particulars, and accordingly he went into a

long-distance booth. The operator refused to con-

nect him until he had deposited 25 cents in the slot.

Not having the requisite coin, he went out and re-

turned and dropped the money in the slot. As he

had not deposited it bt the right time the operator

refused to connect him or give him back his money.

As a result he lost the client, which would seem to

be no great hardship. However, he brought suit

for the 25 cents and damages from the loss of the

business. The jur^- rendered a verdict of no cause

for action, which would seem to indicate that it

thought that Mr. Babcock had bought his experience

at a cheap rate.

Courts of law hold electricity' in peculiar respect.

In a recent decision the Court of Appeals of Ken-
tuck}- does not hesitate to declare that "electricity

is the most powerful and dangerous element known
to science." If it is no disrespect to the learned

judges to say so, it may be remarked that

this is pretr\- strong language. The court deliv-

ered itself to this effect in the case of Schweitzer's

administrator against the Citizens' General Electric

company, where it reversed a judgment entered for

the defendant and remanded tfie cause for a new
trial in accordance with the principles which it

laid down. The judges say ihat it cannot be doubted

that electricity is a powerful and dangerous force

and a force which no one except experts can under-

s and. The danger incident to electric currents and

appliances can rarely, if ever, be foreseen or guarded

against by the common citizen: hence, the highest

degree of care should be exercised by those using

such a deadly and unseen force for private gain.

rh. it adds, seems to be the general doctrine, as

found in the books and in the opinions of the courts

of last resort, including that of Kentucky. Again,

the court says, in the same case, that electricits^

cannot be seen, and it is as silent as it is deadly;

and it follows that those, who manufacture and

use it for private advantage must do so at their

peril. The only waj' to prevent accidents, where

.1 deadly current is used, is to have protection at

those points where people are liable to come into

contact with it. And the jur>- in this case, it holds,

should have been instructed that this was the dut>-

of the defendant To have told it "that it was the

dutj' of the defendant to obsen^e the highest de-

There is now but Httle doubt that the American

Bell Telephone company of Boston is to merge its

identity- in that of the American- Telephone and

Telegraph (Long-distance) company of New York.

The directors announce that they have recom-

mended the amalgamation to the stockholders on
the basis of two shares of Long-distance stock for

one of the older company-. It is likely that the

stockholders will accept the recommendation, al-

though it is to be remembered that American Bell

stock is distributed among a large number of hold-

ers and that the directors do not themselves own
a majority-.

The passing of the American Bell Telephone

companj- is an event of much interest and signifi-

cance, although the change is one of name, capitali-

zation and charter privileges, rather than of owner-

ship or policj-. It has been evident for some time

that the Bell company has been preparing itself

for the withdrawal of patent protection, and the

fine equipment and large capital of the Long-dis-

tance company are indications of the carefully

planned intrenchments against competition. To
what extent the new Telephone. Telegraph and
Cable company of America will enter the field as a

competitor of the American Telephone and Tele-

graph company is not clear. Some of the men who
were supposed to have been connected with it have

publicly disavowed any responsibilit>- for the com-
pany, and the strength of the enterprise is not

known, although Mr. Martin Malone3% who is be-

lieved to have brought about the organization of

the company, seems to be behind it still. Mr.
Maloney has the reputation of a shrewd and re-

sourceful financier, and he may accomplish great

things with the new company, although it is to be

borne in mind that important Independent tele-

phone-operating interests at Baltimore, Pittsburg.

Cleveland and other points have not been gath-

ered into its fold.

It should not be forgotten, in considering the

situation, that at the present time about 60 per
cent, of the parent Bell company's revenue is de-

rived from dividends on its stock holdings in sub-

sidiar\- companies. Financialh", the instrument-

rental feature of the business does not cut so much
figure as it did. contributing, as it does, only about

30 per cent, of the Bell receipts. In 1S92 the aver-

age rate charged hy the American Bell to its li-

censees for telephones was $12.17: in 1S98 it was
about $3. On the other hand, the average rate of

dividends from licensee companies rose steadily

from 1890 until 1S95; the following j-ear it de-

creased a half of one per cent., while in 1897 it

reached the highest figure so far recorded—5.8 per

cent.—falling back to 5.5 per cent, in 1898. Thus
the importance of the profits of the local com-
panies to the parent organization is clearly shown.

Some of the latter, like the Central Union, have

not paid dividends for several years. Others, like

some of the companies in the Erie group, more
fortunateh" situated in relation to competition or

more progressively managed, show increased

profits, despite the Independent movement. Of
course, as the Independents wax strong, as they

are rapidly doing in such cities as Boston, Rochester.

Pittsburg, Cleveland. Columbus. Detroit, Grand
Rapids. Duluth. Minneapolis. Indianapolis, St. Louis

and Atlanta, it is natural to presume that the profits

of the Bell licensees will decrease even-where.

One thing seems to be certain in the telephone

situation, and that is that the tendency of rates will

be downward for some time to come. The Bell

people themselves seem to recognize this fact and

are offering various measured-ser\-ice schemes

which will give the customer a reduction or seeming

reduction without affecting the net profits of the

exchange. As for the rest, it is an intricate game,

with or without the patent complication, and, save

for the reasonable assurance that there will never

again be an unrestricted telephone monopoly in

this countrj--, no man can foretell the end of it all.
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Physical Effect of Electric Shiock.

Messrs. Prevost and Baltelli recently presented

to the French Academy a resume of experiments

on dogs, rabbits and guinea-pigs with electric cur-

rents. In these experiments a condenser was used.

It consisted of large plates of glass, the center sur-

faces being covered with tinfoil. Each plnte, meas-

ured by a ballistic galvanometer, showed a capac-

ity of o.t6 microfarad. This condenser was charged

by a large Ruhmkorff coil. The animal to be ex-

perimented upon was included in the circuit, the ter-

minals being placed in the ends of the alimentary

canal.

The results of 270 experiments may be summed up

as follows:

1. The mortal effects of electrical discharges are

not proportional to the quantity.

2. These eflfects are proportional, as indicated

by the experiments, to the energy. In other words,

they are proportional to the capacity into the square

of the potential.

3. Below a certain limit (about 15 millimeters)

the augmentations of sparking distance are not fol-

lowed by corresponding augmentations of mortal

effects. Employing a capacity equal to one and a

spark of four centimeters, we obtain approximately

the same effects as with a capacity equal to four

with a spark of one centimeter. Hence, for obtain-

ing mortal efifects it is, within certain limits (abQut

15 millimeters), more advantageous to increase the

potential; beyond that it is more advantageous to

increase the condenser capacity.

4. Reversing the poles has no appreciable effect

on results.

5. The greatest electrical energy available, about

1,000 joules; was not sufficient to kill a dog weigh-

ing between six and seven kilogrammes; a second

discharge was also ineffectual to that end.

An electric discharge should have an energy of

900 to i.ooo joules to stop positively the respiration

of a rabbit weighing 2.000 grammes, with the elec-

trodes placed as noted. Under like conditions the

respiration of a young rabbit w^as completely

slopped. This animal weighed 1,200 grammes and

the discharge was of 350 joules.

Similarly, the thoracic respiration was completely

arrested by a discharge of 400 joules through a

guinea-pig of 500 grammes, by an energy of 250

joules through a guinea-pig of 350 grammes; and by

130 joules through a similar animal weighing 250

grammes.
A comparison of these figures show's that in a

general way the energy of the discharge necessary

"to produce death rises with the weight of the ani-

mal; at the same time younger animals are more
sensitive than adults.

6. In the case of dogs and rabbits, it is noted

that repeated applications of weaker energy will

produce the same results as are produced by a single

shock of a superior energy: yet, several of these

lighter discharges several seconds apart produce

less dangerous results than the same amount of en-

ergy at one discharge.

7. In a general way we may divide the effects of

electrical discharges into five phases, proportional

to the energy employed, which varies with the kind

and weight of the animal.

First—General muscular contraction without other

appreciable . effect. In guinea-pigs this requires

from 49 to 69 joules.

Second—Clonic convulsions. The respiratory cen-

ter is not yet strongly affected, and the animal

speedily recovers (guinea-pigs, 69 joules; rabbits.

J70 joules). In the case of young guinea-pigs death

often ensues through lack of pulmonary elasticity,

which prevents success with artificial respiration.

Third—Tonic convulsions. Generally momentan-
eous suspension of thoracic respiration. (Guinea-

pigs. 138 joules; rabbits. 250 to 550 joules.)

Fourth—General inhibition of the nervous system.

No convulsions; loss of reflex action; absolute

stoppage of thoracic respiration. The involuntary

muscles are still excitable. The valves of the heart

are frequently inactive. (Guinea-pigs, 541 joules;

rabbits, 770 to Kooo joules.)

Fifth—Complete stoppage of the heart; loss of ex-

citability of the involuntary muscles of the intestines;

with conservation of excitability of the striated mus-
cles and motor nerves. (Young guinea-pigs only,

750 to I.ooo joules.)

8. The arterial pressure is variable. In the first

phase the pressure rises after a previous momentary
drop. In the second, third and fourth phases, it

usually rises sharply and lemains high. This rise

shows that the center vasomotor is not paralyzed,

while the respiratory center is already affected.

In the third and fourth phases is seen sometimes
in the guinea-pig a rise of pressure due to fibrillary

tremulations of the ventricles. These are momentary
and the heart beats of the ventricles again succeed
them, but these beats are usually feeble and the

Ijressure remains.
In dogs the rise of pressure due to the first shocks

may be follow-ed by ventricular trembling, when a

given energy has been repeatedly administered.

9. Anatomic lessons observed have been: Loss
of pulmonary elasticity, most serious in young
guinea-pigs; congestive phenomena with pulmon-
ary jedema: pleural ecchymosis, especially W'hen

respiration has become difficult w'ithout positive

cessation.

Rigidity of the cadaver is usually rapid and en-

ergetic.

Westinghouse Company Secures Man-
hattan Elevated Contract.

After about two years spent in studying the ques-
tions involved in changing the motive power for
the Manhattan Railway company's lines in New
York from steam to electricity, the company has
awarded the contract for the generators at the
power house and the machinery at the sub-stations
to the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company. The apparatus under contract consists of
eight three-phase alternating-current generators,
each of 5,000 kilowatts' capacitj', together with 76
slep-up and step-down static transformers and 26
rotary converters for the sub-stations, in all about
! 57,000 kilowatts of machinery. The direct current
will be fed to the third rail of the elevated system.
The 5.000-kilowatt generators will be the largest ever
designed or constructed. The rotating clement, which
includes in itself the field of the generator and the
necessary flywheel for the engine, and which will

be rrrounted directly on the shaft of the engine, has
a diameter of 32 feet. Some idea of the size of
these generators may be gained from their dimen-
sions and from the fact that the weight of each
machine and engine complete will be nearly 1,000

tons.

The current generated by these large machines
will be conveyed to various sub-stations conve-
niently placed about the city. In these sub-stations
will be installed 26 rotary converters in units of

2.000 horse power each. These rotary converters
are designed to produce direct current at 500 volts

for use on the elevated structure. The first of the
large dynamos is due for delivery in 10 months, so
it is reasonable to expect that part of the Manhat-
tan system will be electrically operated within a
year.

The directors of the Manhattan Railway company
nine months ago took the first decisive step in the
direction of changing the equipment of the elevated
lines when they intrusted to President George J.

Gould the responsibility of deciding whether elec-

tricity or compressed air should be adopted as the
motive power, and also voted to issue $18,000,000
additional stock, from the proceeds of which the
expense of the contemplated improvements should
be met. President Gould promptly decided in favor
of electricity, and a few days later the company
announced the appointment of William E. Baker,
as chief electrical engineer of the Manhattan system.
Mr. Baker gained his experience with elevated
electric railwaj'^s in Chicago. He was manager of
the pioneer Intramural railway at the World's Fair
and afterward planned the electrical equipment of
the Metropolitan system on the West Side. On
June 27th President Gould announced that the
Company had secured a tract of land at Seventy-
fourth and Seventy-fifth streets and the East River
as a site on w-hich a large power house would be
erected, and also that a contract for 9.000 tons of
"third rail" had been awarded to the Lackawanna
Steel company. A few weeks later came the an-
nouncement that the Babcock & Wilcox company
had secured the contract for the boilers, and that
the E. P. Allis company would furnish the eight
engines of 6.600 nominal horse power each. The
contract for the dynamos, just awarded to the West-
inghouse company, it is understood, involves an
expenditure of about $1,500,000. There remains the
contract for furnishing the motors, which is to be
awarded as soon as it shall be decided whether the
multiple-unit or electrical-locomotive system of pro-
pulsion is the more desirable for the operation of

the Manhattan Railway company's cars.

English Scheme for Package Trans-
portation by Electricity.

A foreign correspondent of the Western Electrician

writes: "A new system for the electrical operation
of pneumatic tubes has been proposed by Mr. Thel-
w-all of London, and w-ill very probably be put in

operation shortly. About 40 years ago an English
company established a system of pneumatic tubes

for the transportation of letters, packages, etc., from
the central London office to the Easton station.

This was made of sections of cast-iron of O-12 inch
thickness and four feet in diameter. For different

reasons, the installation was not a success, and had
to be given up after a number of trials. It is now
proposed to re-open the system by the use of elec-

tric traction in place of the pneumatic method; this

is to be carried out on the lines proposed by Mr.
Thelwall.

'Tn this arrangement a number of small cars will

be used, operated by electric motors. As the cars are,

however, too small to admit of placing a motor-
man, a system has been devised by which they will

be operated and directed from the station at the end
of the line. The position, speed and direction of

each car is noted by a special indicator, and these
are entirely under the control of the operator. The
system is ingenious, and there is no doubt that it

will be carried out in the near future. The speed
proposed for the cars is from 30 to 40 miles an hour."

This system seems to be practically identical with
that of Mr. N. Sampson of Chicago, which was
briefly described in the Western Electrician of

March iS, 1899, under the heading "Electric Mail
Transmission in Conduits." Mr. Sampson has been
working on the idea for several years, particularly

with the idea of transmitting sacks of mail matter.
The postoffice authorities have paid some attention
to the plan, but the system has never been given
a practical test.

The Nernst Light.

Frank H. Mason, the energetic consul-general
of the United States at Berlin, has made a brief
report on the Nernst electric light. His statement
contains little that is new, but is ft'orih repeating
as showing the advantages and disadvantages of
Professor Nernst's invention as they present them-
selves to a practical man of affairs. Mr, Mason
states that the lamp consists of a rod of incandescing
material, three or four inches long, made from the
so-called rare earths, held by metallic attachments
at each end and enclosed in an open glass globe.
He then says:

"This combination of oxides is in the highest
degree refractory: liiat is. capable of withstanding
very high temperature, but it is at the same time
a non-conductor of electricity when cold and only
becomes an electrode when healed to a certain
temperature. Its obvious advantage is, therefore,
that it will bear pressures which would quickly
destroy an ordinary carbon filament; and. as the
luminosity of the lamp is measured by the tempera-
ture which it can withstand, it follows that the
Nernst lamp should produce a given quantity of
light cheaper than by the ordinary lamp with car-
bon filament. It is claimed for it that its con-
sumption, including the resistance,, is but 1.5 watts
per candle for large lamps and 1.6 watts for small
lights or low pressures. Another—perhaps the
chief—advantage of the new lamp is that whereas
the light of an ordinary carbon mcande.^cent lamp is

too yellow, an arc light too blue, and a Welsbach
gas light of a greenish hue, the Nernst lamp gives
a light having almost precisely the same spectrum
as sunlight, and it is asserted that this is the only
artificial light by which delicate colors can be
matched with practicable certainty,

"On the other hand. Professor Nernst's invention
would seem to be subject, at its present stage of
development, to two grave defects, both of which
may be more or less successfully overcome, but
which now seriously restrict its commercial value.
The first of these is the fact that it does not light
instantaricously b)-^ simply turning on the current;
the lod of refractory oxides must first be heated.
For this purpose two devices are used

—

a small
spirit lamp, which must be lighted with a match
and turned out when the electrolyte has become
hot and begun to glow, and, secondly, a heater,

in the form of a coil surrounding, but not touching,
the incandescent glower. This heater is supplied by
the current from the moment when it is turned
on. and is so arranged that when the rod has been
heated and has begun to glow, the heater is auto-
matically cut out of the circuit and relapses into

disuse until needed again to light the lamp. All
this apparatus, although beautiful as a mechanical
device, is so expensive as to seriously limit the
value of the lamp for practical purposes. Thirdly,
the life of the incandescent glower, if operated at so
high a temperature as to reach the best efficiency

—

say. two-thirds of a candle per watt—does not ex-
ceed 300 hours, while the carbon filament is good
for from 600 to 1,000 hours.

"Until the first two of these defects can be rea-

sonably overcome by further improvements, the
use of the Nernst lamp will probably be confined
mainly to large, powerful lights in stores, restau-

rants, churches, railway stations and public build-

ings, where the few seconds of time which is re-

quired to artificially heat the oxide rod to conductiv-
ity and the initial cost of the lamp itself are of small
importance compared with the saving of tw-o watts
per candle and the advantages of an electric light

as genial and normal as sunlight. For photog-
raphy, it will probably supersede all other forms
of artificial light and make the photographer prac-
tically independent of w-eather.

"Any general adoption of the Nernst light would
require that, in the end, systems of distribution

which are now made for the carbon lamp should be
laid out to suit it, and this would lead to important
economics in cables, w^hich now form so large a

part of the cost of distribution systems. The new
lamp can not only compete with the carbon filament

at all ordinary pressures to which the latter h
adapted, but in the higher pressures it will have
the field practically to itself. Though not at pres-

ent a perfected invention, it is entitled to the in-

terest which belongs to a discovery that involves

a radical departure from existing methods and
points out a new direction in which future progress
is likelv to be made."

Two Anglo-American Tramway Com-
panies.

In Dover, Del., a few days ago, there were filed

two separate charters, from the nature of which it is

thought that combinations of English and American
capital are ready to undertake the construction of

tramways in Great Britain. One concern is known
as the London Electric Tramway Construction and
Maintenance company, with a capital stock of $2,-

500,000. The other corporation is the British Elec-

tric Street Tramway company, w'ith a capital stock

of $5,000,000, and with power to construct and oper-
ate trolley lines in Great Britain and her colonies.

By its charter the company expects to begin operat-

ing at Dover. It is asserted that Albert L. and Tom
Johnson, the well-known American street-raihvay

men, are interested in these companies, which expect
to obtain valuable concessions from the English
government.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the MiDQeapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

The Beloit (Wis.) Telephone company now has

toll connection with Janesville.

Onida, S. D., will be connected by telephone with

Blunt, S. D.
Telephone connection is about completed between

Armour and Wheeler, S. D.
The Dakota Central Telephone company is build-

ing a line to Veblen and Sissetcn.

The mayor of Duluth. Minn., observed that the

Duluth (Bell) Telephone company is quietly mak-
ing many iniprovements, putting in copper circuits,

etc., and asked the council to notify the company
that on and after the completion of the system being

installed by the Zenith City Telephone company, that

the former will be expected to quit. The Duluth
Telephone company's franchise has expired, and
it is to prevent its raising the stidement that it was
allowed to make improvements at great expense
without warning that this action is taken.

The city engineer of St. Paul has prepared a map
showing the location of every pole in the district

where all telephone and other wires were ordered
in 1S93 to be underground by 1897. There are 500

poles. No new poles will be allowed in the for-

bidden district. A crew of workmen was arrested

lately for attempting to plant a pole in the district.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company is

hurrying up contractors to get out its supplies, in

order to complete the exchanges in Minneapolis

and St. Paul at once. Toll coni-ections have been
completed with a number of towns in Southern
Minnesota.
Business men of St. Charles, Minn., talk of form-

ing an independent telephone company because

Ihe local system has made a contract with the Bell'

interests.

The city engineer of Minneapolis removed 10 tele-

phone poles on Twenty-fourth street, between Em-
erson and Bryant, the property of the Northwest-
ern Telephone Exchange company, on orders from
the council. The telephone company may swear
out a warrant for his arrest.

The Fairmont (Minn.) Telephone company will

make a number of changes and improvements to

its system.
The Little Wolf River Telephone company has

asked a franchise at Kaukauna, Wis., to extend a

toll line into that place.

George G. Candee has been given a franchise for

a telephone exchange at Dickinson, N. D.
It is rumored the Wisconsin Telephone company

will rebuild the line from Sturgeon Bay, Wis., to

the north end of the peninsula.

The telephone exchange at Hurley, Wis., now has

about 300 connections.
Several weeks ago Commissioner Vollmar of the

Board of Public Works at La Crosse, Wis., called

the manager of the La Crosse Telephone company
to his office and collected a fine of $5 from him
for digging a hole in a street without permission.

Vollmar did not have the manager arrested, but
collected the fine. Now the mayor wants an inves-

tigation. Vollmar claims to have done so on the

advice of the city attorney, and the latter says he
was only "joshing."
The Salem (S. D.) Telephone company has been

incorporated, with $1,500 capital stock. .

Telephone connection has been made with Clear-

water, Minn., from Clear Lake. The Minnesota
Central company proposes a line to Clearwater.

There is talk of constructing a telephone line be-

tween Janesville, Minn., and Elysian, Minn.
The Supreme Court of Minnesota holds that a

telephone company is not responsible for an acci-

dent occurring to a child in grasping a rope being
drawn through a pulley, the rope and work being
in the hands of an independent contractor. It was
the case of George Varbeck against H. M. Kellogg
and the Mankato Citizens' Telephone company.
A local telephone system will soon be installed

in Sleep3' Eye. Minn.
The Iowa Telephone company has just extended

a metallic-circuit system into Northeastern Iowa, to

connect with Dubuque.
The Iowa Telephone company has put new and

lower rates into effect at Davenport, la.

The Lisbon (la.) Telephone company has been
incorporated, with $10,000 capital stock.

The telephone exchange at Ncrthwood, la., now
has all-night service.

The EUwood Telephone company has materials
on hand and work well along for installing an ex-
change at Sac City, la.

The Standard Telephone company has been en-

joined from setting poles in certain alleys in Du-
buque, la., occupied by the poles and wires of the
Home Electric company. The latter offers the
use of its poles for the telephone wires, the latter

to be strung below its own. But the telephone
company wants its wires above the electric-light

wires, which the electric company says would en-
danger the lives of workmen in going through the
electric wires.

Rival telephone companies are working to get
into Chesaw, Wash., and the Myers Creek district.

The Inland Telephone company expects to occupy
its new building in Spokane, Wash., by December
20tli. The company has completed a toll line to

Coulee City. The new building will be equipped
with a flashlight switchboard.
The new telephone exchange for Delavan, Wis.,

is about ready for operations.
The Custer County Telephone company of Miles

City, Mont., expects to have 40 miles of wire in

use by December 15th.

W. T. Adams and Ernest Palmer, doing business
as the Elgin Telephone company of Elgin, Minn.,
have dissolved. Dr. W. T. Adams succeeding.

Fruits of Competition in Niagara Falls.

'Tn Niagara Falls," writes a correspondent of
the Western Electrician, "every annoyance possible
is being developed by what is supposed to be the
opposition to the new Home Telephone company.
When the Home company was setting poles in front
of the property of Mrs. Woohvorth, the first op-
position manifested itself, and there was an injunc-
tion issued. This case was apparently settled, but
afterward a man in the employment of the property
owner cut down one of the poles, no doubt to

bring about a test of the rights of the company un-
der its franchise. In other parts of the city law-
yers have been at work getting property owners
to bring suits against the company in order to in-

terfere with its progress, and make its franchise and
construction cost as much as possible. However,
public sentiment is strongly in favor of the Home
company, and the people intend to see that there
is honest and just competition in the telephone
business in this city, having been long enough in

the grasp of a monopoly. The Bell company has
commenced work on its nev/ station, and it is equip-
ping a long-distance substation in the Arcade build-
ing; uU this in order to give the people the first-

class service they have long recognized the city

should have, but which the Bell company did not
start to install until forced b}^ the Home company.
The public already realizes that the Home company,
in what it has forced the Bell people to do. has
been of material public service, and the honest citi-

zens applaud the new company and its energy. John
C. Brewster, formerly superintendent of the Niag-
ara Falls and Suspension Bridge street railway, has
been appointed local manager of the Bell company.
The Barrett system, installed by the Bell company
m Niagara Falls at a slight reduction in the rates, is

working nicely."

Telephony in Sweden.
Every telephone man knows that Sweden (with

an area of 17,216 square miles and a population of
5,009,632) is a country where a widespread use is

made of the telephone. Rates are low and the
service is fairly good. In Stockholm, and, indeed,
throughout Sweden generally, more telephones are
in use, in proportion to population, than in any
other city or country in the world. Outside of
Stockholm the government owns and operates most
of the lines. In the metropolis the Stockholm

Bell Output.

The American Bell Telephone company is deriv-
ing much satisfaction from the statement of the out-
put of instruments for the month ended November
20th. The gross output for the period named is the
largest number ever placed in a single month in the
history of the company, and foots up 69,117. More-
over, the rrronth becomes noteworthy from the fact

that the total number of instruments outstanding
has crossed the 1,500,000 mark. The month of March

FIG. I. TELEPHONY IN SWEDEN.—WIRE TOWER OVER
MAIN EXCHANGE IN STOCKHOLM.

Allmiinna (General) Telephone company—a private
corporation—does a large business.
Government statistics, excluding entirely the

large Stockholm company and other private con-
cerns, show that in 1898 there were in the country
S80 exchanges, with 33.638 subscribers and 39.685
instruments. The telephone lines were 6,126 miles
long and were made up of 53,935 miles of wire.

The number of conversations was 96.118,952; gross
receipts, $830,931; operating expenses. $398,240;
amount covered into the treasury, paid for interest,

etc., $210,079. The previous statement as to low
rates is borne out by the official statement that the
average amount paid for the service was $14.32 for

each subscriber in 1S98. The cost to subscribers

TELEPHONY IN SWEDEN. MAIN OPERATING ROOM IN STOCKHOLM.

of the current year holds the record still for net
output, being credited with 53.503 instruments, but
the net output last month was 49,125, which is an ex-

cellent total. The net output for the 11 months
from December 21, 189S, to November 20th is 425.-

452.

She—What did papa saj'"?

He—I asked his consent to our marriage by tele-

phone, and he replied. 'T don't know who you are,

but it's all right."—Boston Traveler,

has been steadily decreasing in recent years; in 1894
it was $17.30. The sum of $726,383 was spent on
new construction by the government in 1898, and
the whole system now represents an investment of

$4,241,409. To a considerable extent the telephone
has superseded the telegraph, and it is largely used
for train dispatching also.

The Stockholm General Telephone company
operates in the capital and in the surrounding dis-

trict to a distance of 44 miles. It was organized in

1B83 and has steadily grown, the number of sub-
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scribers on August 1, 1899, being 22,881. of whom
about 3,950 were outside of the city proper. Thus
Stockhohn, with 250,000 population, has 19,000 tele-

phone subscribers, or one to every 13 of the popula-
tion. Chicago, by comparison, has a telephone
subscriber for every 105 of the population. But
then the rates are (h'fferent in the two cities.

The main office and main exchange of the Stock-
holm company arc located in a plain five-story build-

ing, principally distinguished by the elaborate orna-

11

i

'iQiillLj

FIG. 3. TELEIUONV IN SWEDEN .- -EXCHANGE BUILDING
AND WIRE TOWER AT UPSALA.

mental iron tower on the roof, as shown plainly in

Fig. I. This tower is used for wire distribution.

The interior of the operating room at the main ex-
change is shown in Fig. 2. The impressive size

of the switchboards and the elaborate decorations
will be noticed. Ericsson apparatus is used. The
Stockholm company's exchange in the famous uni-

versity town of Upsala, showing a different form
of wire tower, is pictured in Fig. 3.

Figs. 4 and 5 show varying forms of overhead
line construction for telephone wires, according to
Swedish practice. The former depicts an interest-

ing method of cross-arm construction and also a
bracket supporting heavy cables on a roof. Fig. 5
shows distributing rings on a pole placed on a
house-top.

Rates are low in Stockholm as well as in the

FIG. 4. TELEPHONY IN SWEDEN.—LINE CONSTRUCTION
OVER HOUSE TOPS.

country. For $27" a year the subscriber has un-
limited service over the whole district covered by
the Stockholm company. For service restricted to

his own city or district the subscriber pays but

$13.50 a year. Residence telephones cost $9.72 a

year, and for this sum the subscriber has unlimited

access to about 5.000 subscribers in the same class,

whose names are indicated by stars in the catalogue.

In addition he has 400 calls allowed him to other

subscribers. After exhausting this number of calls,

a charge is made at the rate of 2.7 cents a call.

American Bell Comoany to Bo Merged
in Long-distance Company.

(From llie Boston correspondent of the Western tilucirician. J

Boston, December i.—Both the expected and the
unexpected happened to-day at a meeting in this

city of the directors of the American Bell 'telephone
company. It has long been understood that this

corporation would be consolidated with the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph company of New
York, otherwise known as the Long-distance com-
pany. It was supposed, however, from rumors cur-

rent, which appeared to have their origin in circles

close to the management, that three shares of the
absorbing company would be given to stockholders
in exchange for one share of American Bell stock.

The expected absorption is an assured fact, but the

basis of transfer is to be two shares of Long-distance
for one share of Amei ican Bell, it the recommenda-
tions of the directors are carried out. The meeting
look place at the Bell headquarters and was largely
attf^nded. President Hudson was in the chair, and
the matter was freely discussed. After the meeting
the following statement was given out, with the as-

sent of the officials, the Bell people:

"The substance of the action taken at the meeting
of the directors is that the assets of the American
Bell Telephone company are to be taken over by the
Long-distance company (American Telephone and
Telegraph company).

"It is to be recommended that two shares of

Long-distance company stock be exchanged for one
share of American Bell Telephone company stock.
The balance of $19,000,000 or $20,000,000 of Long-
distance company stock will be held for the benefit
of the Long-distance company."

It is still left to be inferred that this is the first

step toward the removal to New York, which has
been predicted so freely during the past year. The
Long-distance company is a New York corpora-
tion, however, while the Bell Telephone company is

a Massachusetts corporation, and it has been inti-

mated times without number that the laws of this

state were never quite liberal enough to please the

Bell people. Presumptions have strongly pointed,
therefore, to such a removal, and it would surprise
nobody who has observed the drift of matters re-

cently to witness its consummation as soon as the
proposed change goes into effect.

It has been asked, apropos of this view of the situ-

ation, why the telephone management has acquired
additional real estate adjoining the company's pres-
ent holdings in Boston, and has gone to the trou-
ble of making plans for additions to the structure
now known as the Telephone building, if it does not
intend to continue to occupy these premises. For
answer, on the other hand, it is pointed out that

the New England Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany, a Bell dependency, has been absorbing other
companies in New England lately, and will need
all the elbow-room it can add to its present facili-

ties in this city.

The annual meeting of the American Bell Tele-
phone company is held in March, but a special meet-
ing may be called at any time. It is not disclosed

as yet whether the matter will be submitted to the

stockholders at an earlier date or held in abeyance
until the next annual session. No hint can be ob-
tained as to the dividend status under the prospect-
ive regime. Long-distance stock is practically

owned by the Bell Telephone company now, and
has paid five per cent, annually. It has been one
of the "assets" of the latter corporation, but here-

after it is destined to be the central figure of the

entire Bell system.

The growth of that system from May, 1877, when
Gardiner G. Hubbard, father-in-law of Professor
Bell, sent out the prospectus which resulted in the

formation of the Bell Telephone association, down
to the present time, when a capital of $75,000,000 is

authorized by the certificate filed with the secretary

of state at Albany, N. Y., on the 28th of March, 1899,

announcing an increase of the capital stock of

the American Telephone and Telegraph company
from $25,000,000 to that figure, is one of the mar-
vels of the age. The association above referred to

granted rights to the New England Telephone com-
pany, organized in this state and incorporated Feb-
ruary 18. 1878; and the Bell Telephone company, au-
thorized to do business outside of New England, fol-

lowed July 30, 1878. The former company's cer-

tificate rated its rights at $150,000 and cash capital

at $50,000. The latter company rated its rights at

$400,000 and cash at $50,000. Their union as the

National Bell Telephone company, February 17,1879.
with $850,000 capital, took place as the next step in

tiie progress of the industry, this capital being made
up as follows: Rights. $650,000; telephones and ap-
paratus, $88,000; interest in New York, Chicago,
Boston and Lowell district systems (4-10 each).

$102,000; cash, $10,000. The following June a few
shares were sold at auction for $110.50 each, the par
being $igo, then sales were made a little later at

$135, next month at $227.50, and on September loth

at $370. Compromise negotiations with the West-
ern Union company had a great, deal to do with this

result. The stock was next listed on the Boston
Stock Exchange, and the first sale was made at

$500 on October 9, 1879. By the 30th of the month it

had risen to $750, and on November nth. the day
after the couipromise was actually efi'ected, it went
to $1,000.

On March 19. 1880, the governor of Massachusetts
approved a bill incorporating the American Bell

Telephone company, not v/ith the capital of $20,-

000,000 asked for, but with $10,000,000 capital in-

stead. The conveyance to the new company from
the old one shows the "rights" with a new value.

namely, $6,500,000, quite a stride from the old fig-

ure of $650,000. At the time of this incorporation
there were only 60,873 instruments in use. actually
less than the output gross for the past month alone.
The capital has been increased from time to time
since then, but the directors ran against a pretty
large snag in 1894, when a bill which had run the
gauntlet of both branches of the Legislature of Mas-
sachusetts, increasing the capital to $50,000,000, was
vetoed by the laic Governor Grccnhalge. Since
that time a sort of mutual distrust has sprung up
between the voters of the old Bay State and the Bell

folks, and removal to New York is regarded as an
inevitable sequence. The last annual report of the
condition of the corporation, filed with the secretary
of state in accordance with Massachusetts law, makes
the following showing in round numbers:

Assets.

Real estate S 1,243,745
Marhinery 11.415
Cash MQd debts receivable 5>i"3>404
Manufactu'es and material 2,497,302
Miscellaneous 59i029,04t

Total {67,884,907

Liabilities.

§25.886.300

9.065.274

32,933.333

SG7.884.907

Caniial stock.
Debts
Reserves

Outlook in Boston.

Rapid progress is reported on the construction
work of the newly organized Massachusetts Tele-
phone and Telegraph company. President Z. S. Hol-
brook states that conduits have been laid in five of

the principal streets downtown in Boston, and 150

FIG 5. TELEPHONY IN SWEDEN —DISTRIBUTING. RINGS.

miles of wire, together with the poles therefor, have
been acquired for connection with other cities in the

state. "Witliin six weeks," says Mr. Holbrook, "we
expect to be talking with Springfield, Worcester,
Providence, Taunton and other points, and before

a year has passed we shall give our Boston sub-

scribers, already numbering between 4,000 and 5,000,

a complete telephone exchange. Our relations with

the new Telephone, Telegraph and Cable company
make this a certainty."

Central Telephone Company.
Charles H. Seitz, for several years manager of

the Michigan Telephone company in Detroit, has
been elected a director and general manager of the

Central Telephone company, with headquarters at

Kalamazoo. The Central company is operating
over 2j000 miles of toll lines and several exchanges
in the southern part of Michigan, and has increased

its capital stock to $500,000. Officers of the associa-

tion are: President. Fred S. Lee, Dowagiac; vice-

president, D. D. Streeter, Kalamazoo; secretary,

H. H. Everard, Kalamazoo; treasurer, E. S. Roos,
Kalamazoo.

Carty Patent Suit in Pennsylvania,

A dispatch from Pittsburg last week stated that

the case of the Western Electric company against

the Anthracite Telephone company of Hazleton,

Pa., for alleged infringement of the Carty bridging-

bell patent, was on trial in the United States Circuit

Court in Pittsburg. The case was undecided at the

last account.

Adrian, Mich., enjoys a three-cent street-car fare.

Single fares are five cents, but 100 tickets are sold

for $3.
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The Telephone Situation.

The latest news in the kaleidoscopic telephone

situation is that the People's and Knickerbocker
(Independent) companies of Xew York have both

been absorbed b}^ the Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company of America. The Chicago Tribune
correspondent, writing on December 4thj says that

the consolidation was effected on that day and adds:

"The consolidated companies will be operated in

New York under the name of the People's Tele-

phone Corponition, and outside of Xew York as

the American Telephone, Telegraph and Cable com-
panj'. They will be open for telephone business in

New York on New Years Day, and have already

7.000 contracts with Nev,' York cir\' subscribers.

In New York city they will charge $100 a year for

unlimited service and $30 for limited service. The
New York Telephone company, known as the Bell

company, charges $240 for unlimited and S90 for

limited service. The new concern proposes to

transmit long-distance messages for 50 per cent, of

the rate now charged by the Bell concern. The
pew telephone company has a surprise in store for

its high-priced rival. When last Sunday was five

minutes old it began laying its wires through the

conduits of the Metropolitan Traction company.
The la}-ing of the wires is now' about completed.
The permit for laying the wires was secured late

on Saturday, and it is believed Richard Croker's

influence secured it."

It is asserted bj^ some that Messrs. Widener.
Elkins and Dolan withdrew^ from the Telephone.
Telegraph and Cable company of America (pro-

moted by Martin Maloney) owing to the pressure

of Bell interests. The New York Sun saj's: '"There

is a rumor tliat the same pressure exerted on the

Widener and Elkins interests to retire from the
management of ilalonej^'s company will ultimately

prevail on Charles E. Adams and Oakes Ames,
two other directors, who as officers, and hea\y
stockholders of the Boston and New York Tele-

phone company, organized as a rival of the Bell

company in New England, were instrumental in

consohdating their interests with the Maloney com-
pany. Friends of Maloney point to the financial

resources of William H. Crocker of San Francisco

and John Jacob Astor, two other directors, as an
offset to the retirement of Widener, Elkins and
Dolan. But it is believed here that J. J. Astor has

little money invested with the Maloney company."'
Another complication is introduced by the Inde-

pendent Telephone company of New York, with

principal office at 1123 Broadway, New York city,

which was incorporated on November sSth at Al-
bany. It proposes to operate its lines in New \ ork
citj^ and to connect with Montauk Point and other
places eastwardly on Long Island, and northerh- to

Rouse's Point and other places, and westerly to

South Ripley and other points. The capital stock
is $100,000, and it may be increased to S20,ooo.ooo.

The directors are Frederick Meyers. James J. Rus-
sell. C W. Phillips and Henn.- Teneneck Wendell
of New York city, and Franklin Noble. Charles
Tremaine and James C. Merwin of Brookl3-n. The
Maloney people hint that this new compan3- is or-

ganized in the interest of the Bell company.
A recent Baltimore dispatch states that Alexander

Brown & Sons, bankers of that citj-, have about
completed negotiations for a consolidation of the

United Telephone and Telegraph company, which
was recently incorporated by Baltimore capitalists

under the laws of New Jersey, and the Federal
Telephone and Telegraph company, which also has
a New Jersey charter. The United Telephone and
Telegraph company- will, it is said, absorb the Mar\--
land Telephone and Telegraph company, the Pitts-

burg and Allegheny Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, and plants in Wilmington, Del., Alexandria,
Va., and Jersey Cit>-. and will establish service in

Philadelphia. Washington and other cities. It is

also proposed to establish long-distance communi-
cation between St. Louis. Pittsburg, Washington.
Baltimore and other cities in the East. South and
West.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The grounded circuit between New Ulra and

Springfield, Minn., has been changed to a copper-
metallic, and patrons find it a great improvement.

B. F. Wasson, superintendent of the Farm and
City Telephone company of Farmer Cit>', 111., states
that he has purchased R. C Smith's interest in the
entire system of 400 miles, paying therefor $6,000.
Mr. Wasson took possession on December ist.

The New England Telephone company began the
month of November with a reduction of prices for
residential subscribers in Lynn, Salem and adjacent
territor>-. Heretofore the charge has been $48 an-
nually for unlimited sen-ice and S25 for limited 500-
call service. Now the rate is S25 for unlimited
service.

Charles A. Gates of Saginaw, for many years
local manager of the Bell Telephone company and
recently appointed district superintendent of the
eastern division of Michigan, has been appointed
superintendent of the long-distance service for the
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone company,
operated by the Erie company. His headquarters
will be Dallas. Tex. He will have charge of 23,000
miles of lines in Texas and Arkansas. He will
take his new position on Januarj' ist. He will be
succeeded at Saginaw by George E. Dutton of Port
Huron.

Street-railway Affairs in Chicago.
Negotiations looking toward the absorption of

the Consolidated Traction company by the Chicago
Union Traction companj' are undoubtedly under
waj-. Mr. \erke5, who controls the majoritj'' of
the Consolidated stock, will neither affirm nor dem"-

the reported transfer. However, he asserts that
the consolidation of all the surface and elevated-
railwaj^ systems of Chicago is only a question of
time, and that in a short period he will be no
longer interested, practically, in the surface lines

of Chicago. Mr. \erke5 predicts that the time is

coming when it will be possible to ride from one
end of the cit\- to the other for a five-cent fare.

There is no present movement toward the amalga-
mation of the elevated-railwaj- companies, he says,

but that will come after the North Side elevated
road is in operation, some time after June ist of
next 3^ear.

The Chicago Consolidated Traction companj' was
formed early in the present j'ear by the consolida-
tion of seven distinct electric-railway- systems in the
suburban districts on the North and West Sides.
It is capitalized at $15,000,000 and operates 330 cars
over 200 miles of track.

It is said that if the Consolidated lines are se-
cured, the Chicago Union Traction company may
endeavor to secure control of the Suburban Rail-
road company, which operates about 60 miles of
track in the western suburbs, connecting the Met- -

ropolitan and Lake Street elevated roads with La
Grange and other points.
On the South Side the Chicago Union Traction

people are not represented at present, as far as is

known. The position of the Chicago C\ty Railway
company is particularh' strong, and it is said that
its owners want S400 a share for their stock, and
are not particularh' anxious to sell at that figure.
On the extreme south there are three suburban
companies—the Electric Traction, Calumet and
South Chicago—and it is reported that the owners
of the L'nion Traction company have made some
overtures looking to the acquisition of these subur-
ban lines in order to be in better position to nego-
tiate with the Chicago City company.

L'nion Traction stock has gone up in price on
the consolidation rumors and a favorable report of
November business.
At the annual meeting of the Union Elevated

Railroad company on December 4th the balance
sheet showed a surplus for the year ended Novem-
ber 30th of SS3.435, after the payment of $200,000
as the first dividend of 4 per cent, on the stock.
John M. Roach was re-elected a director for one
year: H. M. BrinckerhofT. assistant general manager
of the ^Metropolitan ^^'^e5t Side company, was
elected in place of W. E. Baker, resigned, and L. S.
Owsley in place of J. Charles Moore, resigned.
During the fiscal year the company received as
rental from the elevated roads using the loop
S382.317. In speaking to the shareholders, Mr.
Yerkcs said, among other things: 'Tn the matter
of dividend rale. I will say that has not been fixed,
and probably v.ill not be for some time. Meanwhile,
whenever a fair surplus is accumulated, it will be
paid out to the shareholders. They will be given the
benefit rather than have the funds lie m bank."
Speaking of the position of the Union Elevated. Mr.
Yerkes pointed out the fact that the elevated roads
were gaining traffic now at the rate of about 20
per cenL per annum. Within four or five years, such
a rate continuing, their income w^ould be doubled,
and. in consequence, the L'nion Elevated income
would be coirespondingly increa?ed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

Xew York, December 2.—The Third Avenue
Railroad company has certainly had its full share
01 troubles during the week in operating its ne\v
underground lines. Several delays have been oc-
casioned on the Third avenue route between One-
hundred-and-twenty-ninth street and the postoffice
?ince the part of the route Irom Sixtj--fifth street
north was opened more than a month ago.
and especially within the last few days on the
section from Sixth street to the postoffice.

These delays were the result of a combination of
causes, but were principally due to the hasty work
in trying to change the motive power w-ithout stop-
ping the operation of the road. The greatest prob-
lem the company has had to meet was that of pro-
viding electric power without waiting for the com-
pletion of its large power house. Dynamos were
mounted in the Manhattanville power house of the
One-hundred-and-twenty-fifth street and Tenth ave-
nue line to furnish power as far down as Sixtj-fifth

street, but to supply the route south of that the en-
gines of the Sixtey-fifth street power house were
used. The dynamos for this purpose were got ready
before the change was made from Si.xty-fifth south,
and these were connected with the engines there in

the 24 hours that the road was closed down from
Sixtj-'fifth street to Sixth street, and cables were
run through the subways and connected w*ith the
feeder rails in the conduit, but before more power
could be provided a lot of hea\-y machinery- had
to be moved, and this job is only approach-
ing completion. Within a day or two another dy-
namo is to be started, and thereafter, it is believed,
the cars will not only run with certainty- and smooth-
ness, but the full number a-vailable will be in opera-
tion.

The cars now- being used on the Third Avenue
road are in some ways the best-constructed street-
railway cars made. They were constructed accord-
ing to plans made by Superintendent Robertson of
the Third avenue company. Each car is 41 feet
long over all, the body of the car being 32 feet long.
Twelve cross seats are provided on each side, mak-
ing the seating capacity of the car 48, The plat-
forms are unusually large and the doors are of extra
width. The windows are big ones and can be
dropped down and bo.xed up, thus converting the
car into an open one. Each car is equipped with
four 30 horse power motors and a sjstem of air
brakes. The weight of the new cars is 40,000
pounds.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company is to have

a rival in the shape of a system of automobiles
which are soon to travel the principal streets of the
borough under the direction of the General Carriage
company, which was organized and incorporated in
this state recently. James C. Church, formerly coun-
sel for the Nassau Electric railroad, has interested
several wealthy men in the scheme. Stock to the
extent of $5,000,000 will, it is said, be issued. As
the first step to the carrying out of the plan the
company has ordered 100 "autos" for its Brooklvn
traffic.

Word comes from Hartford, Conn., under date
of November 2Sth, that the Columbia and Electric
"\ ehicle company will buy the plant of the Hart-
ford Cycle company, one of the largest in that city.

It is reported that the employes of the Brooklvn
Rapid Transit company who run the cars on the
Brooklyn bridge are on the verge of striking. Be-
fore the railroad company took charge of the bridge-
railroad system the men were cirv emploves and
were paid $2.78 for an eight-hour dav. Thev were
under civil-service rules and were furnished uni-
forms and badges. Now it is claimed that the men
have to pay for their uniforms and make a deposit
lor their badges, and also that their wages have
been reduced.

Carl H. Schultz has just put into service what is
said to be the heaviest horseless wagon ever built
Inclusive of batteries the wagon w-eighs 5,600
pounds, which, added to the weight of the usual
load, brings the total weight up to 7.040 pounds

^___ M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, December 2.—The Board of Fire

Commissioners of St. Paul is considering the pur-
chase of electric signals for the nozzlemen to signal
the engineer when to shut off the pressure, but
thinks the price, $200 per annum, too high.
The court-house and citj'-hall commission of

Minneapolis is unable to arrive at any decision
in the matter of electric batteries, generators, etc..
for the building. The county commissioners arcm possession of the count}- side of the building,
which is completed, and made a proposition that
the commission share the expense of renewing the
electric appliances. The attorney of the board holds
that the com.mission cannot do this.
The Railway and Light company of Winona.

Minn., has made a proposition to replace the gas
and gasoline lamps of the city with incandescents
of 25 candle power for S20 a light per annum.
Owatonna. Minn., will install an electric fire-

alarm S3^stem at once.
The electric-light company at Langdon. N. D..

will replace the gasoline engine which has been
furnishing power by a steam engine. The change
IS owing to the heavj' advance in the price of gaso-
line, making its operation too e.xpensive.

Caiumet, Mich., capitalists are organizing a stock
company to establish an electric-lighting plant
at the town of Lake View, from which light would
be furnished for Calumet, Red Jacket and Laurium.
The Marquette (Mich.) Street Railway company

has done the biggest business the past season of its

histor}-. It has doubled its rolling stock and will
make several extensions for next season.
The Escanaba (Mich.) street railway, which was

idle in 1S98, was taken by a new^ company during
1899 and operated all the season. It has extended
a line to connect with the Soo line at Flat Rock.
The promoters of the Black River Falls and

Neillsville (Wis.) electric railway say the defeat
of bonds in the town of Farmington will not hinder
the construction of the line. The route will be
changed.
The Anaconda Copper Mining company has been

granted a franchise for an electric-light plant at
Butte, Mont.
The street-railway company of Spokane, Wash.,

has let the contract for a large car barn which will
cost, with equipment, about $40,000.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company has re-
duced the running time between Stillwater and St.

Paul from 90 to 60 minutes. The new power house
at Wildw-ood has been completed and the power
started.

The electric-light powxr station at _A.berdeen, S.

D., is being removed to the gas works, where the
dynamos will be operated b}- large gas engines.

The electric-light company of Cedar Rapids, la.,

has ordered 200-light transformers, which will

greatly improve its service.

The Board of Water Commissioners of St. Paul
has ordered the street-railway- company to dis-

connect its wires from water mains. Fears of elec-

trolysis are parth' the reason, but there are others.

In one instance a water meter was so charged by
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electricity that the meterman received a severe
shock. In another case it so worked on the meter
that it would not register, although the water was
being used right along. The board fears that its

meters are being hurt and do not register as freely

as the water passes through them.
Emil G. Endress and others have been granted

a franchise for an electric street-railway system in

Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.
The Duluth Street Railway company will ex-

tend its lines in Duluth, Minn., to the suburb of

Ironton in the spring.

The electric-light station at Pardeeville, Wis., has
been burned out.

It has been rumored at Aberdeen. S. D., that the

electric-light company would discontinue its incan-

descent-electric service. The people were disturbed
about it and thought it a move to compel them to

take gas service, which is under the same company.
The latter has recently moved its electric power
house to its gas works, where the electric plant is to

be operated by gas engines. When the company
asked the council for permission to string wires to

its new power house the council refused, unless the

company would agree to run the incandescent
lights.

The street-railway company of Des Moines, la.,

will extend its line from Valley Junction to Win-
terset and Greenfield. Surveys will be made at once.

The Tacoma Railway and Power company of

Tacoma, Wash., intends to use the power of the

Snoqualmie Falls Power company, whether the

council annuls the franchise of the latter or not.

The former has extended wires to the city limits,

where the Power company's wires are ready to

enter the city. A connection is now a very simple
matter. The Snoqualmie Falls Power company is

an applicant for a franchise at Everett, Wash.,
and oroposes to erect a sub-station.

The Electric Light company of Ida Grove, la.,

has completed a public-heating system.
The Des Moines (la.) Edison Electric Light com-

pany is pushing work on improvements to its Chest-
nut street power station, adding new electric and
power machinery and making other changes, at a
cost of $100,000.

The Marshfield and Southeastern company is

stringing wires from Marshfield, Wis., to Nekoosa
for a telegraph line.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company now has
all its system in Stillwater, Minn., in operation.

The St. Paul Gas Light company has been granted
a franchise to lay conduits for bringing electric

power into the city from the new power plant at

Apple River Falls, in Wisconsin. The company
did not apply in its own name, but in the name
of the Edison company, which it controls, as there

was a disposition to alter its franchise under the

former title.

The Court-house and City-hall Commission in

Minneapolis has been unable to agree upon a dy-
namo at the recent call for bids, and so rejected

all bids and will take new bids on closer specifica-

tions.

The Keokuk Electric Railway and Power com-
pany of Keokuk, la., has been incorporated by
J. C. Hubinger alone, with a capital stock of $500,-
000.

The Illinois Electric compan3' secured the con-
tract to furnish two dynamos for the village electric-

light plant at Granite Falls, Minn., at $269.15 each.

W. L. Luce of Minneapolis has been an applicant

several times for an electric-light plant, but has
been turned down. He has a private plant, which
he wishes to extend. The latest application offers

a percentage of gross earnings of one per cent,

over $20,000 and up to $50,000, and two per cent.

on gross earnings exceeding $50,000 annually. The
council committee is at work on the franchise and
will make such changes as it sees nt and submit
to the council.

A. H. Winkler has bought the electric-light sys-

tem at Glenwood, la.

The street-railway company of Des Moines, la.,

plans to construct next year an interurban line

from Des Moines to Winterset, la., 25 miles, thence
to Macksburg, Greenfield and Creston, a total of

75 miles. The high price of material is all that
prevents work being started at once.
The street-railway company of Butte, Mont., has

been granted a franchise to build and operate an
ore and fi'eight road from the Ste\vart mine to the
Butte Reduction Works.
A. D. Armstrong is an applicant for a franchise

to put in electric lights at Shakopee and at Chaska,
Minn. He proposes to build the power station mid-
way between the two towns and furnish light for
each.

The Adams Electric company of Marshalltown,
la., has appointed I. H. Wells of Edgerton, "S. D.,

resident agent.

W. F. Wagner, an electrician of West Superior,
Wis., has invented a new arc light which will burn
150 hours with a single trimming, and from a volt-

age of 50 to 200. The device is being tested in

Superior.
Hillsboro, N. D., voted bonds for an electric-

light and water system and awarded the contract
to W. I. Gray & Co. to install the system.

The Cascade Water Power and Electrical Trans-
mission company of Deadwood, S. D., will develop
the water power of Spearfish Creek, which will

furnish 15.000 horse power snd will generate- elec-

tric power for the mines and cities.

The San Poil Mining and Water Power company

of Republic, Wash., has been delayed in installing an
clcctric-Iight system, but is about finished with the
work.

Platteviile, Wis., is negotiating for an clcctric-

light system.
W. B. Clements has sold the electric-light plant

at Cavalier, N. D., to Lang & Horn.
The Triumph Electric comp^ity of Cincinnati

secured the contract to furnish a 900-light dynamo
for the New Prague (Minn.) village plant.

An electric power house will be erected adjoining
the milling plant in North Branch, Minn., which
will furnish the power.
A gigantic scheme is reported from Butte, Mont,

for a string of electric power plants along the line

of the Oregon Short Line from Salt Lake. Utah,
to Pocalello. Idaho, thence west and north to Spo-
kane and the coast, and rdso from Pocatcllo to

Butte. Power plants are to be constructed at Mel-
rose. American Falls, Idaho Falls. Shoshone,
Nampa, Huntington, Reparta and Spokane. A
sle^m plant, the only one on the line, will be neces-

sary at Monida. Carlisle Mason of Butte is the

man who announces these glowing plans. The
Oregon Short Line and the Oregon Railway and
Navigation company are expected to utilize the

power to operate their lines. The officials of these

latter roads decline to take any stock in the plan.

R.

Niagara Falls.

Niagara Falls, N. Y., December i.—The lifeless

body of Charles Sheffield, the chief electrician of

the Union Carbide company in this city, was found
lying across one of the big transformers in the

new carbide plant here on November 25th. On his

head was found a burned spot about the size of a

half-dollar, which told that in some way the unfor-

tunate man had come in contact with the current

by accident. The skin and hair were burned to the

bone. No one was with Sheffield at the time of

nrcident, but the general supposition is that while

working about the transformer he in some way
lost his balance and came in contact with a switch.

Sheffield had been in the employment of the com-
pany for about nine months and was thoroughly
familiar with the plant. Ke was a graduate of the

McGill University of To.'onto, 26 years old and
unmarried.
The loop line about the Niagara gorge for trol-

ley-car service is now complete, the International

Traction company having just finished the last link

by building a short piece of single track on the

Riverway, between Falls street and Niagara street

in Niagara Falls, wdiich makes it possible for cars

running to the foot of Falls street to make connec-
tion with the tracks of the Niagara Falls Park and
River railway on the upper steel-arch bridge. Per-

mission to make this connection was given by the

state of New York, a special bill having been passed

authorizing the State Reservation commissioners
to allow the track to be laid.

The work of building the new wheel-pit for the

Niagara Falls Power company is now well under
way, the contract having been commenced by the

National Contracting company. Engineer Walter
McCulloh has been placed in charge of the work
as manager by the National Contracting company.
Mr. McCulloh resides at the Falls, and is an engi-

neer of prominence. D.

PERSONAL.
Richard J. Hutchinson, superintendent of tele-

graph of the New York Stock Exchange and an

old-time telegrapher, died at his home in New York
city November 24th. At one time Mr. Hutchinson
was president of the Old Time Telegraphers' as-

sociation and at his death was president of the Mag-
netic Club of New York.

F. C. Field, the well-known electrical engineer,

at one time connected with the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, and later with
the Link-Belt Machinery company, has just re-

covered from a protracted illness. Mr. Field's

many friends will be pleased to learn that he is on
the road to rapid recovery.

Edwin F. Baker, formerly general superintendent
of the Brush iilectric Light company of Baltimore,
Md.. has accepted a position with the Societe
Industrielle d'Electricite Procedes Westinghouse
at Paris, France, during the exposition of 1900.

Mr. Baker will sail from New York on Decem-
ber 14th, and will remain during the exposition.

He was also at the Paris Exposition for the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company in 1889.

Voluntine C. Turner, an old and respected resi-

dent of Chicago and one of the pioneer street-rail-

way men of the city, died on December 2d at the
age of 76. Mr. Turner, with several associates, or-
ganized the North Chicago Street Railway com-
pany in 1859, and became its secretary and treas-

urer. Ultimately he was elected president of the
company', and he held this position until the sale

of the property to Mr. Yerkes and others, when
he retired with a fortune.

tal stock of $10,000, to build and operate electric-
light plants.

A charter has been granted at Harrisburg, Pa.,
to the Spring Hill Electric Light and Power com-
pany of Point Marion, Pa.

The Anniston Electric company has been
granted a franchise for the erection of an electric-
light and power plant in Anniston, Ala.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company
has beep, granted a franchise for the erection of an
electric-light plant in Nacogdoches, Tex.

The power house of the Standard Electric com-
pany, located at Blue Lakes City, was damaged
by fire recently, entailing a loss of $75,000.

The Shamokin (Pa.) Light, Heat and Power
company has been incorporated, with $150,000 capital

stock, by C. T. Frick and H. C. Mills of York. Pa.

At a city election in Hastings, Neb., November
gth, the proposition to vote bonds in the sum of
$20,000 to build and equip an electric-light plant
carried by a large majority.

The Quincy Gas and Electric company of
Quincy, III., issued invitations to its patrons re-

cently to visit the Empire electric-light plant, which
has just been completed.

The Clinton Electric company of Clinton, N. Y..
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,000.
Clinton and 12 other towns in Oneida County
will be supplied by the company with light, heat
and power.

The Massachusetts Gas and Electric Light Com-
mission has authorized the issue of 4.000 more
shares of stock by the Edison Electric Illuminating
company of Boston, the shares to be offered to

existing stockholders at $175 a share.

The Sing Sing (N, Y.) Lighting company has
been incorporated to supply gas and electricity in

Sing Sing and other towns and villages of Wesf-
chester County. The following-named are directors
of the company: John T. Kirk and B. F. Williams
of Brooklyn and L. B. Lampman of Coxsackie.

A company which purposes to furnish light to
cities in the southern states has been organized
in Jersey City. N. J., under the name of the Colum-
bus Electric Light company. The capital stock is

$800,000, and among the incorporators are Charles
N. King, John J. Mulvaney and Albert McMahon.
all of Jersey City.

The Norwich Gas and Electric company of Nor-
wich. Chenango County. N. Y., with a capital stock
of $100,000, filed articles of incorporation recently.
The directors are Edward L. Smith. Flovd Kiser.
Charles P. Welles, N. N. Betts of Tonawa'nda. Pa.:
John Throop of Norwich: Robert E. Drake of Syra-
cuse, and Selwyn N. Blake of Elmira.

The Long Beach and San Pedro (Cal.) Electrical
company', which supplies electric-lighting ser\'ice to
Long Beach, Terminal Island and San Pedro, was
recently sold to Frederick H. Rindge and associates
of Los Angeles. The new directors of the companv
are: President, H. V. Carter: vice-president. F. H.
Rindge; secretary. George O. Cochran; assistant
secretary, L. M. King, and L. E. Phillips.

At its recent annual meering the Boardman River
Electric Light and Power company of Traverse
City, Mich., elected the following-named officers for
the ensuing year: President, William Loudon; vice-
president, Howard Irish; secretary, A. V. Friedrich;
treasurer, Sam Garland; directors. William Loudon,
Howard Irish, A. V. Friedrich, Sam Garland.
Charles Wilhelm, A. Bartak, Robert Caldwell, Louis
E. Greilick, J. L. Gibbs.

Stockholders of the Boston Electric Light com-
pany have been notified that the necessary author-
ity is secured for an increase of the capital stock.
The new issue will bring the capitalization nominally
up to $3,000,000 from $2,500,000, by the addition
of 5,000 shares. The terms of subscription are as fol-

lows: Each stockholder is entitled to subscribe for
one new share for every five shares of old stock
standing in his name, paying therefor $150 a share.

The Shamokin (Pa.) Light, Heat and Power com-
pany was recently formed by a coalition of the
Edison Electric Illuminating company, the Shamo-
kin Arc Light company, the Shamokin Gas Light
company and the Shamokin Electric Light and
Power company. The capital of the company is

$250,000. and it has the following-named oflicers:
President, W. C McConnell; vice-president, Henry
C. Niles; secretary, George C. Graeber; treasurer,
John Mullen; directors, W. C. McConnell. John
Mullen. C. C. Leader, H. S. Zimmerman, George
C. Graeber. Shamokin; Henry C. Niles, Charles C.
Frick and George E. Neft of York.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Odessa, Mo., will erect a $5,000 electric-light

plant.

The Culver company of Tuscola, 111., has been
incorporated by J. H. and J. S. Culver, with a capi-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Citizens' Traction company of Oil City, Pa.,

recently organized, has elected the following-named
officers: President, D. J. Geary; treasurer, J. Has-
son; secretary, F. \Y. Bowen.

The entire trolley system of Lancaster (Pa.) city

and county, the property of the Pennsylvania Trac-
tion company, has been sold to W. B. Kurtz of
Philadelphia for $205,000. Mr. Kurtz purchased
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the property for the newly organized Conestoga
Traction companj-, composed of Lancaster, Phila-

delphia, Reading, Columbia and Wilkesbarre capi-

talists.

The Danville Street Railway and Light company
of Danville. 111., has been organized with a capital

stock of $700,000. Among the incorporators are

Frank Lindley, Adam R. Samuel and Orville W.
Cannon.

The Galesburg and Monmouth Rapid Transit

company of Galesburg, 111., with a capital stock of

$200,000^ has been incorporated to build and operate

an electric railway by Fred A. Seacord, Howard
Knowles and Robert Chapell.

At a meeting of the City Coui^cil of Chicago on

December 4th a franchise was granted the Chicago

Cit\' Railway company for a niile-and-a-halt exten-

sion of its Archer avenue line to Hyman avenue

and South Forty-eighth avenue. The franchise will

expire in 1915, the date of expiration of the fran-

chise for that" portion of the line with whkh this

extension will connect.

Hugh W. Hughes of Chicago has begun suit

against the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Rail-

road company, asking $20,000 damages. Mr.

Hughes alleges that on the night of June 24th last

he was attacked by footpads on the platform of *
station, beaten and throw-n to the ground and badly

injured. It is claimed by counsel that having ac-

cepted the fare of the plaintiff the elevated company
was bound to protect him from harm both while

actually on its train and while on its premises.

Street-car rides have been sold at the rate of two
for five cents by the Calumer Electric Street Rail-

way company of Chicago, bet^veen Woodlawn and

South Chicago, since December ist. The tickets,

which are good for one month, are issued by Gen.

John McNulta, the receiver of the road. The cut

seems to be a retaliation directed against the South
Chicago City Railwa}'- compan}^ b}' the Calumet
company for refusing it the privilege of using the

former's bridge across the Calumet River at Kinety-

second street since the destruction of the Ninety-
fifth-street bridge, which has been used bj^ the Cal-

umet company.

A decision rendered by Judge John Goodland at

Appleton, Wis., recently, was that electric-railway

companies are not responsible for accidents

which arise from collision with poles which
are maintained in the streets under a franchise

granteil by the cities. The decision was in the case

of W, F. Ketchum of Xeenah against the Fox
River Valley Electric Railway company. In October.

1S9S, Mr. Ketchum sustained a fracture of both legs

and other permanent injuries, by being thrown from
his wagon, when his team was frightened, and dashed
against a pole of the Fox River Valley line standing
in the curb at the approach of the bridge crossing the

Fox River at Appleton. Suit was brought against

the compan3'- for damages.

The so-called Brice s^'ndicate has made a propo-
sition to the city of Columbus. Ohio, to take all

the street-railway franchises which the city may
have to dispose of. The syndicate will make a
three-cent fare, giving the city the privilege of in-

creasing the fare to five cents and taking the two
cents if it sees fit. The sj-ndicate offers to give a

bond of $200,000 for the faithful performance of the
contract. This proposition is the result of the City
Council having declared certain franchises held by
the Columbus Railway company void. Disagree-
ments arose at the time of the consolidation of the

Columbus Street and the Columbus Central rail-

ways, and the council revoked and advertised certain

franchises, holding that ihe claim of the present
company was defective.

An agreement has been effected that assures
the consolidation of the Troy Cit>^ Railway- com-
pany and the Albany Railway ccmpan^-. The new
corporation is entitled the United Traction com-
pany and is a combination of the street-railroad

interests of Troy and Albany, X. Y. The capital

stock of the new corporation is $4,000,000. The
officers of the new company will be: President,

R. C. Pruyn; vice-president. Charles Cleminshaw;
secretary and treasurer, J. W. McNamara. The di-

rectors will be R. C. Pruyn, Anthony N. Brady,

J. W. McNamara. A. Bleecker Banks, James H.
Manning, John G. Myers. William J. Walker and
Simon W. Rosendale of Albany, and Edward Mur-
phj% Jr., William Kemp, Charles Cleminshaw,
Francis N. Mann, William Shaw_. James O'Neill
and Cornelius W. Collins of Troy.

A combination steam and electric railway is to
be operated between Peoria and Pekin, III. The
transferring of freight between the two points ^\'ill

be accomplished by three 60-ton Baldwin loco-
motives and modern large-capacity freight cars,

while the passenger, express and baggage business
of the road will be carried on by trolley cars. The
passenger equipment of the road embraces 24 cars.

Standard passenger trains will be made up of one
trolley car, 43 feet in length, with baggage and ex-
press compartment and having a seating capacity
of 40 passengers, with a 25 horse power motor on
each of the four axles, and a straight passenger
coach 43 feet long, with a seating capacity of 4S
passengers. The road is called the Peoria and
Pekin Terminal Railway, and the company operat-
ing it has the following-named officers: President,
T. J. Miller; vice-president, W. H. Trumbull: sec-

retary and manager, L. E. Myers; treasurer, P. L.
Saltonstall: superintendent, M. H. Hubbell; chief

engineer. N. D. Monsarratt.

AUTOMOBILES.
The auiomobile literature in this country includes

eight journals. In France, however, two dailies,

a bi-weekl}', seven weeklies, and two monthly pub-
lications are devoted to automobile interests. Ger-
many, Austria and Great Britain also have their

publications.

The Paris municipal council has passed an ordi-
nance limiting the speed of automobiles on the
Bois de Boulogne to 12 kilometers (jV-i miles) an
hour. This action has caused considerable dissatis-

faction among the automobilists of the cit}', who
contend that a fair limit would be 20 kilometers
(12V2 miles) an hour, and would be satisfied even
with a maximum legal speed of 16 kilometers (10
miles) an hour.

Incorporation papers of the Duryea Motor com-
pany were filed in New Jersey November 28th. The
capital stock will be $1,000,000, of which $100,000
will be 6 per cent, preferred stock. The company
has purchased the patents of the Duryea Manufac-
turing company of Peoria. 111. Henry Crowther
of New York citi"- is president and Charles E. Dur-
yea vice-president and chief engineer. The company
will erect a large factory in the East in addition
to the Peoria plant.

PUBLICATIONS.
Circulars have been issued by the Federal Battery

company of New York, which tells of the advan-
tages claimed for its batteries and battery salts.

A bulletin devoted to descriptions and prices of
standard knife switches has been recently sent to
the trade b}- the Emerson Electric Manufacturing-
company of St. Louis.

The Western Electric company has recently is-

sued a bulletin describing the dift'erent stjdes of an-
nunciators and push-button boards which the com-
pany handles and a circular which treats of pend-
ent push-button switches used to connect chande-
liers, fan motors or other devices with the switch
by means of a drop cord.

A handsome catalogue on panel boards has been
issued by the Bossert Electric Construction com-
panj' of Utica, N. Y. Standard fuse boards, branch
switchboards, covers for panel-board boxes and
switchboards are illustrated. Bossert plugged-steel
outlet boxes and Erickson conduit insulators are
described in a pamphlet Issued by the same com-
panj'-

MISCELLANEOUS.
At the meeting of the Chicago Electrical associa-

tion on December 15th a paper bj' E. S. Halsey
on "Electric Meters" will be read. The place of
meeting is room 1741, Monadnock building.

Attention has been attracted by a guttapercha-
producing plant, a native of northern China, which
is cultivated in the colonial garden, Paris. Gutta-
percha has been produced almost exclusively up to
the present by trees growing in the Dutch E^st
Indies, and attempts to acclimate these trees in the
French colonies have not been very successiul. The
rubber trees of Java require conditions that render
iheir culture impossible in all but a few of the col-
onies. The discover\^ of a guttapercha producer
that may be easily acclimared in France is thus a
matter of importance. The advantage of ready
growth in a moderate climate is claimed for the
plant growing in Paris. It is known as the Eu-
comia illinoides, and the fruit is said to contain
27-34 per cent, of guttapercha of excellent quality.

TRADE NEWS.
The International Electrical Indicator company

of Chicago has been incorporated with a capitaliza-

tion of $15,000, by Frank E. Davidson, John P. Mar-
tin and Edward A. De La Saux, to manufacture
and deal in electrical apparatus.

The Niagara Electric Equipment company of
Niagara Falls, N. Y.. has been. incorporated with
a capital' stock of $20,000. Among the directors are
Willis L. Adams. Niagara Falls: Thomas D. Mac-
Noe and Ralph A. Kellogg of Buffalo.

The Cornell Machine company of Chicago has re-
cently closed a large contract at Pittsburg for three
50 horse power, two 40 horse power and two 35
horse power gas engines for an electric-lighting
plant. The company feels that it is entitled to con-
gratulations on the termination of this competition,
as no less than 14 bidders were after the contract,
including some of the oldest and best-known gas-
engine builders in the United States.

The Columbian Electric Car Lighting and Brake
company of New \ ork is lighting and ventilating
cars by electricity- generated by power obtained
from the car axles. This compan^'^'s device is said
to be rapidlj' supplanting all other systems for the
illumination of railway cars. A number of the lead-
ing railroad systems in the country are using the
Columbian sj-stem. Other devices controlled by
the company are the Lindstrom lever brake, the
Skinner electric brake for trolley cars, the Syracuse

storage battery and a gear device and regulator to
be used in lighting country houses and small
towns by electricity generated from windmill power.

A number of the stockholders of the Williams
Electric company of Cleveland having made appli-
cation for a receiver, alleging that the concern was
insolvent, the company made an assignment to
August J. Tiedemann. The assets are given at

$32,000 and the liabilities at $18,000. Damage to the
business by threatened litigation is given as the
cause of the assignment. It was alleged in the
petition that some of the stockholders were con-
spiring to ruin the credit of the company.

The "Treatise on Ventilation and Heating." pub-
lished b}^ the B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston,
discusses ver>' exhaustively the determination of
heating capacity for a given space. Many variables
enter into the determination, among which are the
difterence in temperature between the indoor and
outdoor air, the material of the walls, the relative
area of window-surface, the climate, the location and
the method of heating. "With so many modifying
considerations it is evident that no unalterable rule
can be given for heating all classes of buildings, but
that satisfactory results can only be obtained by
separate calculation for each." A table of coeffi-

cients to be emploj-ed in determining the relative
rates of heat transmission for various substances is

also given.

Woven-wire dynamo brushes, as manufactured by
the Crown Woven Wire Brush company of Salem.
Mass., are made of pure copper or phosphor-bronze
in wire-cloth form. The cloth in the center is made
of braided wires, woven together with a covering
of finer cloth woven after the manner of lace.
Crown brushes are made in any size, a special
brush being made for low-voltage machines. The
Crown company also manufactures several styles of
flexible commutator connections and a commutator
compound that is guaranteed to save the wear of
the commutator and brushes and to reduce greatly
the sparking and heat. Interesting pamphlets have
been issued by the company dwelling on the merits
of its brushes and lubricant, and they will be sent
to interested persons.

The Western Electric company's constant-poten-
tial, enclosed arc lamp for alternating circuits is

said to be the only ]amp operated upon the repul-
sion principle. Practical tests, extending over a
period of the last six months, have shown that
lamps constructed on this principle are for many
reasons well adapted for the special class of service
for which they are designed. Great changes in
voltage and frequency, irregularities in character
and size of the carbons, affect the operation of these
lamps but slightly. This fact is something that is

appreciated, both by the station manager operating
commercial circuits and by his customer. The de-
mand for Western Electric alternating enclosed arc
lamps for constant-potential circuits has steadily
increased. The catalogue illustrating these lamps,
which are known as the Petite alternating arc lamps,
has been distributed to various central stations. A
copy will be mailed upon request.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance compsny. Chicago, calls

attention to Packard, Mogul and sign lamps for
holiday and decorative lighting. -

The Federal Battery company of New York re-
ports a steadily increasing demand for Federal bat-
tery salts in Canada, a number of shipments having
been made last month.

The construction department of the Western
Electric company. Chicago, has closed a contract
for wiring 1.600 lights and erecting two switch-
boards for the McCormick Harvester Works of
Chicago,

The Central Electric company, Chicago, is having
a special run on Duplex lamp guards. Knapp an-
nunciators and bare and insulated wires. A pam-
phlet on telephone construction material and tools
is sent on application.

Mathias Klein & Son, Chicago, manufacturers of
linemen's tools, report a gratifjang volume of busi-
ness. The Klein climbers for telephone and tele-
graph linemen are extensively used throughout the
country, and the demand is said to be constantly
increasing.

The General Electric company recently secured
a contract from G. F. Greenwood, chief engineer
and general manager of the Havana Electric Rail-
way company, for three S50-kilowatt direct-con-
nected generators and no car equipments, includ-
ing motors, wires, controllers, etc. The contract
is said to be worth $i"S,ooo.

The Kansas City and Southern Lumber company.
Springfield. Mo., manufactures oak brackets and oak
and locust pins, which are said to be in general
use in the western and southern states. The com-
pany claims to be the largest manufacturer in its

line in the West. It makes a specialtj-- of car-load
orders and its products have met. it is said, with
general favor.

George P. Rex. secretary of the Columbia Incan-
descent Lamp company, St. Louis, was in Chicago
this week. Mr. Rex reports that the demand for
Columbia lamps is larger than ever before in the
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history of the company, and that it is obliged to

run overtime in order to keep up with its orders.

Mr. Rex also stated that the company's business

shows a marked increase over that of last year.

The D. M. Steward Manufacturing company of

Chattanooga, Tenn., announces that it is prepared
to manufacture anything in lava. The company
makes a specialty of lava tips, washers, bushings
and threaded pieces, which, it claims, combine high
heat resistance with best insulating quality. The
Steward company will be pleased to send estimates

on receipt of drawing or model for any particular

class of work.

With the holidays so near at hand electrical men,
as well as others, are beginning to think of the

annual question. A solution is offered by A. C.

Becken. 103 State street, Chicago, manufacturer of

the Paillard non-magnetic watch. This watch, be-

side fulfilling the ordinary requirements of a reli-

able timepiece, is uninfluenced by magnetism and
has proved valuable to those employed about elec-

trical machinery.

Users of incandescent lamps will be interested

in the announcement of the Webster Chemical com-
pany of St. Paul, Minn. This concern, which is

favorably known all over the United States, as well

as in many foreign countries, manufactures a chem-
ical coloring for incandescent lamps, which can be
easily and quickly applied by anyone. This color-

in.g is permanent, and is said to produce more
brilliant and lasting effects than colored glass. The
Webster company, which placed its Crystal coloring

on the market many years ago, has been successful
in this line, and has received orders for its product
from all over the world, ft will be pleased to send
a circular giving full information to those interested
in this subject.

It is said that from the Omaha E.xposition ma-
terial purchased by the Chicago House Wrecking
company a small-sized town could be built, power
for manufacturing supplied, homes and offices fur-

nished complete, fountains placed in put)lic squares
and the whole town lighted throughout by electric-

ity. Special attention is directed to the electrical

sujiplies, both new and of a second-hand nature,
which are listed in a catalogue. No. 156, which will

be forwarded by mail upon request.

Bcrthold & Jennings, St. Louis, manufacturers of
poles and cross-arms, are doing an unusually large
Ijusiness. The company's products are said to be
in use all over the country, and it is staled that the
conjpany's methods of doing business have been
especially appreciated by those who have done busi-
ness with the firm. Bcrthold & Jennings have ,been
exceptionally busy of late filling orders from in-

dependent telephone companies, whose wants they
seem to have been able to supply with satisfaction.

The Belden-Larvvill Electric and Manufacturing
company. Fort Wayne. Ind., manufacturer of the
Belden arc lamp, reports that it is more than
pleased with the success which the lamp has met.
The Belden lamp is said to possess a number
of features not contained in any other arc lamp, and
as a conse(|uence it has excited special interest

among lamp users. The company has just issued
a catalogue which excellently illustrates and de-
scribes its lamp. This pamphlet may be obtained
on request.

M. I. Vought, La Crosse, Wis., has just issued a
circular giving a brief description of the Vought
incandescent-lamp hanger, which is said to have
met with marke<l favor among users of incandescent
lamps. Mr Vought has placed on the market sev-
eral iniiir.jved styles of hangers which are also
shown in the circular. The device i.s especially
adapted for use in factories where light is often re-
quired in special places. It is largely used all over
the United States, and it is said that the manu-
facturer is being kept busy filling orders.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.
Louis slates that it is exclusive territorial agent foi
the Eddy Electric Manufacturing company, manu-
facturer of direct-current generators and motors,
and it reports that the demand for this apparatus
has exceeded its expectations. The small motors
are of light weight, very compact, and of moderate
speed, being well adapted for users requiring a
small amount of power. The larger motors are of
multipolar construction with cast-steel frame. The
steel of which this casting is made is of high per-
meability, which enables a machine of given out-
put to be constructed of light weight. The West-
ern Electrical Supply company invites correspond-
ence concerning this apparatus, and will be glad
to send out details and printed matter illustrating
the Eddy machines.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
637,766. Means for Driving Dynamos from Car

Axles. John L. Creveling, New York, N. Y.

Application filed July 30, 1808.

An endless belt is arrans;ed [o pass over a sheave on the

armature shaft and sheaves on the car axle, it being kept
taut by means of a pivotally supported idler.

^^7,771' Constant-current Transformers. Richard
Fleming, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric company ot New York. Application

filed June 6, i8gS.

There are combined primary and secondary windings
capable of movement with respect to each other as the in-

ductive action between the windings varies, due to changes
in load, a body of fluid insulating material, a float arranged
to support the weight of at least one of the coils and
means for directing the movements of the moving coil.

^V-77'^- Electromagnetic Instrument. Georg E. L.

Grabe, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the Sie-

mens & Ilalske Electric company of America,
Chicago, 111. Application filed August 4, 1S99.

A closed casing, a part of which forms a yielding dia-

phragm, is combined with an electromagnet, circuit-chang-

ing means for controlling the circuit including the electro-

magnet, an armature for the electromagnet carried by the
diaphragm and a vibrating member carried by the dia-

phragm.

637,785. Protecting Static Vohmeters. Edward M.
Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed July 15. 1898.

Combined with an electrostatic instrument is an impe-
dance in series relation thereto and to the source of energy,
the impedance being sufficiently high to prevent the main-
tenance of an arc if the potential rise sufficiently to leap
the air-gap between the fixed and movable members,

637,789. Combined Relay and Distributer. Kirk
Himrod. Chicago, and John R. Tucker and
Charles C. Hinckley, Aurora, 111., assignors to

the International Typal Telegraph company,
Detroit, Mich. Application filed March 10,

1899.

The relay comprises a permanent magnet, two neutral-
izing coils, downturned pole-pieces, an armature normally
maintained almost in contact wiih the pole-pieces and mov-
able toward the coils, and means for adjusting the pole-
pieces with respect to the armature.

637,794- Lightning Arrester. Talbert B. Hughes.
Hawes Cross-roads, Tenn. Application filed

June 22, 1899.

The device has a base, line-terminals, a switch element
carried by each line-terminal, local terminals adapted for
engagement by the switch elements, additional terminals
in mutual electrical connection and adapted to receive the
switch elements when disengaged from the local terminals,
and a conducting-plate arranged to bridge the line-termi-.
nals.

637,806. Pneumatically Operated Contact Shoe for

Electric Railways. Sam H. Libby, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed Sep-
tember 20, 1897.

In an electric railway combined with a traveling vehicle
are electric motors, a contact-rail, a contact-shoe carried
by the vehicle and adapted to make electrical connection
between the rail and motors, and a pneumatic motor for
moving the shoe out of contact with the rail.

637,812. Trolley. Frank H. Merrill and Frank P.
-

Woodsome, Portland. Mc. Application filed

March 20, 1899.

A swinging yoke -with diverging arms and weighted base
is pivotally attached to a bracket leading from the trolley

head.

637,819. System of Distributing Alternating Cur-
rents. Ernst G. P. Oelschlager, Westend, Ger-
many, assignor to the Siemens & Halske Elec-

tric company of America, Chicago. 111. Ap-
plication filed September 19, 1898.

A source of alternating current is combined with a re-
sistance equal or proportional to the resistance of the
transmission line and inductance equal or propor-
tional to the inductance of the transmission line,

Issued Xoveynher 2S, zSgg,

a transformer having its primary sijpplied with
current from the transmission circuit, the secondary cir-
cuit of the iransforraer including the resistance
and inductance, and a voltmeter included in circuit with
a conductor receiving current from the main circuit, the
conductor including the meter and secondary of the trans-
former in series, the inductance and resistance being
also included in series with the conductor and meter, but
in a branch connected in parallel with the secondary of the
transformer.

637.825. Arc Lamp. Irving R. Prentiss, Schenec-
tady, N. Y,, assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed Au-
gust 12, 1899.

The lamp is provided with a clock-train, a register oper-
ated thereby, means for releasing the clock-train when
the lamp is burning and arresting it when the lamp is ex-
tinguished, and means for periodically automatically wind-
ing the clock-train. (See cut.)

NO. 637. S25.

637,828. System of Electrical Di.^lributlon. Emil B.

W. Reichel, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the
Siemens & Halske Electric company of Amer-
ica, Chicago, 111. Application filed October 15,

1898.

The system which is designed for electric traction com-
bines a main source of current, a plurality of electric mo-
tors, the armatures of which are connected in parallel
with the main source of current, a rotary transformer
likewise connected with the source of current and adapted
to supply a secondary circuit with a current of low poten-
tial with which the fields of the motors are connected, the
fields being connected in parallel between the sides of the
secondary circuit, and means for controlling the potential
of the secondary circuit,

^2>7:^3>2>- Electro-hygienic Apparatus. Anton Schnei-
der and Andreas Schneider, Chicago, 111., as-

signors to Charles L. Fortier. Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed March 17, 1898.

An exerciser comprising a movable electrode and re-
tracting resistance is combined with a source ot electricity
generated indep'^ndently of the exerciser, and automatic
means for producing momentary pulsations of current
through the electrode.

637,846. Electrical and Selective Signaling. John
A. Barrett, Summit, N. J., assignor to the Amer-
ican Telephone and Telegraph company. New
York. N. Y. Application filed June 8, 1899.

An apparatus is described which comprises an electro-
magnet and armature, a condenser in series with tEe elec-
tromagnet a normally open or discontinuous shunt
around the electromagnet and condenser, and means for
closing the shunt when the armature actuated by the mag-
net is moved from its normal or resting position in the
field thereof.

^2>7,^7Z' Apparatus for Indicating Direction of Ro-
tation of Motors. Hinrich Kihlcr, Hamburg.
Germany. Application filed April 7, 1899.
The motion indicator is composed of a pair of contact

arms adapted to be oscillated by a motor, a lever set by
the shifting gear, an indicator, and electric connections
between the indicator, lever and contact arms.

637,884. Telephone Circuit. Jorgen J. Moller.
Kiel, Germany. Application filed June 2, 1893.
The system has a maio line, a signal branch permanently

grounded, a hand telephone-carrying lever normally con-
necting the latter to the main line, a three-point switch nor-
mally grounded, a branch in parallel with the sienal
branch including a hand telephone, terminating at the
three-point switch and adapted to be connected to line
through the lever, and a snbbranch permanently prounded
and adapted to be connected to line through the three-
point switch branch containing the hand telephone and
the lever, (See cut.)

637,886. Electric Arc Lamp. Gilbert L. Moyer,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-
tric Switch Manufacturing company, Hartford,
Conn, Application filed February 13. 1899.

In combination with the arc-striking mechanism of the
lamp are a carbon clutch having clutch blocks upon op-
posite sides of the upper carbon, clutch yokes, one of
which is connected with the upper parts of the blocks
and the other of which is connected with the lower parts
of the blocks, clutch-connecting arms, and a releasing
plate connected with the arms.

637.890. Electrical Cut-out. Charles G. Perkins.
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-
tric Switch Manufacturing company. Hartford,
Conn. Application filed June 28, 1897.

A cut-out is described which comprises a base and a cap
of insulating material, fuse wire and the necessary wire
connections.

637.891. Fusible Plug. Charles G. Perkins, Hart-
ford, Conn., assignor l o the Perkins Elec-
tric Switch Manufacturing company, Hartford.
Conn. Application filed June 30, 1^9.
The plug consists of an insulating body, a cap having

two plates with binding-screws for the connection of the
branch wires, two arms for attachment to the body, wails of
insulating material with a fuse wire passing over a wall of
insulating material and connecting each plate with each
arm.

637.892. Electric Switch. Charles G, Perkins and
John Tregoning, Hartford, Conn., assignors to
the Perkins Electric Switch Manufacturing
company. Hartford, Conn. Application filed
June 2, 1899.

A receptacle for an electric switch formed of insulating
material is described.

637-894-_ Terminal-head Box. Henry E. Procunier.
Chicago, 111. Application filed March 29, 1899.
Ad inclosure for an electric terminal head is described

which consists of a plate on which the terminal head is
mounted, and a channel sheath having lateral slide-bear-
ing engagements with the plate.

637,904. Exhibition and Musical Apparatus. Al-
fred J. Swaab and Rodolphe de Lamprecht.
London, England. Application filed June 5,
1899.

An electric^ motor operates a traveling band or film and a
phonograph in a coin-freed apparatus, and an incandes-
cent lamp is provided for illuminating pictures on the
band.

^Z7-9^S- Changeable Electric-light Sign. Herman
Tripp and George E. Stephenson, Chicago, 111.

Application filed June 19, 1899.
The sign combines a backlog consisting of sections pro-

vided with slots, conductors in line with the slots, and
letters provided with contacts passing through the slots
and securing the letters to the backing and conductors.

637.914. Electric-alarm System and Apparatus for
Testing Same. Edward F. Woodman, Boston,
Mass., assignor to the National Fire Appliance
company, Boston, Mass, Application filed

March 9, 1899.

A protective system is described comprising a main
alarm circuit including one or more devices to change the
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circuit under abnormal conditions, a test-indicating device
therefor, one or more local circuits each baving an indi-
cating device responsive lo a cbange in the main circait,

and a testing apparatus adapted upon operation to connect
the test-indicaiing device with the main circuit, and
through the latter to effect the operation of the local-cir-

cuit iudicating device, whereby the condition of the main
and local circuits will be indicated.

637,960. Electrically Operated Switch Mechanism.
Samuel L. Foster, San Francisco, Cal., assignor
to the Market Street Railway compan3% San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed May 20. 1S99.

In the invention are provided means electrically oper-
ated from a car approaching the switch-rail which transr
mit motion to a fulcrumed lever in order to actuate
mechanism intermediate to the lever and the switch-rail.

637,979- Incandescent Electric Light and Process
of Msiking Same. William L. Voelker, Lon-
don, England, assignor to Theron Clark Craw-
ford, New \ork, N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruar}^ 28, 1S98.

In the manufacture of filaments for incandescent lamps
from carbide of uranium, means are described for increas-
ing the el-ctrical resistance which consists in adding to
the uranium nitrate and cane-sugar solution a suitable
proportion of titanium nitrate, the mass being ultimately
rednced in the electric furnace.

NO. 637. SS4.

637.P92. Electric. Log Recorder. Levin T. Jones,
Jr., San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

August 4, 1S90.

A distant counting mechanism operated by an electro-
magnet is connected with the registering apparatus of a
log and a roake-and break mechanism carried by the log,

the device being designed to indicate the speed of a vessel,

638,011, Electric Meter. Edward S. Halsey, Evans-
ton, 111. Application filed March 27, 1899.

A combined maximum and integrating electric meter
is described which includes in its construction a rotating
motor, a counting mechanism, a maximum indicator, a
suitable device for preserving the masimum indication.
the armature of the motor being revolved in a given direc-
tion by. and at a velocity in proportion to, the measured
current, simultaneously operating the counting mechan-
ism and by its force raising the indication on the maxi-
mum scale to the masimom amount passed through the
meter.

63S.026. Automatic Block Signal and Train-stop-
ping Device. Samuel J. McCart. Appleton,
Wis. Applifcation filed June 3, 1S99.

The device combines a track divided into insulated
sections, a continuous electrical conductor extending along
the track, a line having therein a source of eleciriciiy and
an electromagnet, the terminals of the line being elec-
trically connected with the track and with the electrical
conductor respectively, a second eleciromagnet adapted
to be energized by the closing of the first-mentioned line,

a spring-actuated vertically movable rod j-dapted to be
released by the energizing of the lasi-meniioned electro-
magnet, the rod carrying a valve on its lower end adapted
to close the train air-pipe, a rock shaft carrying a valve
adapted to close the sieam-pipe, and a crank on the shaft
connected to ihe upper end of the spring-actuated rod.

638,036. Electric Switch. Herbert P. White, Phil-
adelphia. Pa. Application fiJed March 7, 1899.

The switch has a hinge member consisting of a base,
upwardly converging wails extending therefrom and meet-
ing substantially parallel opwardiy extending walls, the
walls being deflected and continued in substantially paral-
lel direction downwardly and provided with diverging
members ai their lower portion which are adapted to im-
pinge against the adjacent converging walls.

63S.03S. Primarj- Batter>'- Henr>- Blumenberg^ Jr.,

and Frederick C. Overbury, New York, i\. Y.
Application filed December 12, 1S9S.

The battery cell and its cover are combined with sus-
pending rods cotmected at their upper ends to the cover,
a cup having side portions permanently secured to the
suspending rods and a separate bottom removable from
the cup whereby the depolarizing material can be dis-
charged downwardly by removing the bottom without dis-
turbing the connections of the cap to the cover. (See
cut.;

638.039. Batterj^ Compound. Henrj' Blumenberg.
Jr., New York, N. Y. Application filed April

7, 1S99.

A battery compound of ammoninm chloride and alum-
inum tersulphate is mentioned.

638.040. Battery Compound. Henry Blumenberg,
Jr.. New York, N. Y. Application filed April

7, 1899.
The compound consists of sulphate of aluminum and

chlorate of sodiom.

638.041. Batteiy Compound. Henry Blumenberg,
Jr.. New York, N. Y. Application filed July 20,

1899.

A compound of ammonium chloride and a bisulphate of the
meials of the alkalies or alkaline-earth metals is set forth.

638.042. Battery Compound. Henr>' Blumenberg.
Jr., New York. N. Y. Application filed Sep-
tember 8, 1899.

This comoound consists ef a chloride, a bisulphate and
a chlorate of the metals of the alkalies' or alkaline-earth
metals.

63S.047. Trolley-wire Cleaner. Robert Dunning,
Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed starch 14,

3899.

There is described a scraper adapted to be attached to a
trolley-head which consists of a plate of concavo-convex
cross-section which is curved to conform to the periphery

of the trolley wheel and provided in its grooved or con-
cave face with a transverse scraper rib or ribs and in the
walls of the groove with openings for the escape of sleet
and ice.

638,050. Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 18,

1898.

In the heater are combined a resistant wire and a wire or
rod forming a support therefor, opposite end heads con-
nected together, each head formed with a recess in its

outerside, the ends of the supporting wire passiog through
the heads into the recesses, and binding-posts mounted in
the recesses for connecting the external circuit-wires to
the terminals of the resistant wire.

63i>,055- Oscillating Meter. Albert Lotz, Berlin,
German}-. Application filed December 29, 1897,
A wattmeter is described which combines current coils

and a 5win:iing shunt coil with relay mechanism in elec-
trical connection with the moving parts of the meter, a
register operated from the relav mechanism, whereby the
disturbing frictional resistance to the motion of the oscil-
lating parts is avoided, and CDUtacts co-operating with the
swinging shnnt-coii for changing the course of current in
the swinging shunt. (See cut,)

638,070. Dynamo-electric Machine. William B.
Sayers, Bearsden, Scotland, assignor to himself
and the Mavor & Coulson, Limited, Glasgow,
Scotland. Application filed September 28, 1S98.

The machine has an armature, a field magnet, with two
or more poles and pairs of reversing pole-pieces arranged
between the field-magoet poles and in proximiiy thereto so
as to be magnetized initially thereby, the pole-pieces of
each pair being magnetically disconnected from each
other.

638.083. Chemical Generator of Electricity. Ed-
ward L. Anderson, St. Louis. Mo. Application
filed October 4, 1898. Renewed September 16,

1S99.

.\ battery isdescribed which has a pair of electrodes, one
of which is lead, and a solution of hydroflnoricacid.

638.084. Electrical Gut-out Apparatus. Leonard
Andrews. Hastings, England. Application filed

April 4, 189S.

,\n electric motor having a pivoted armature is adapted,
when stationary, to hold circuit-breaking devices in posi-
tion, and when partly rotated in one direction to release
a trip and permit a knockout device to open the cutout.

638.085. System of Electrical Distribution. Leon-
ard Andrews, Hastings, England. Application
filed April 4, 1898.

The system has a source of electrical energy, substa-
tions, feeders connecting the sonrce with the substations,
an automatically opening return current cut-out at each
station, means for normally holding the cut-out closed, and
a motor controlling the holdihs means and having series
windings located in the feeder circuit and each motor
adapted to release the cut-out holding means only upon re-
versal of current in the feeder-circuit when the same is
traversed by a current from the substation.

638,101. Telegraph Instrument James L. Cutler,
Cincinnati, O. Application filed April 7, 1899.

The instrument has a magnet composed of a coil, core
and bent bar in combination with an armature of iron cnt
in two or more pieces and riveted to a brass or other dia-
magnetic back piece.

638,110. Starting Switch. John W. Gibbs, Liver-
pool, England. Application filed July 3, 1899.

The device has a separate arm or follower which is au-
tomatically retomed to iis position by a failure in the
supply of current, the switch arm being free to be turned
back by hand to vary the resistance as required.

NO. 638.038.

638,125. Electric Arc Lamp. Walter C. Johnson
and Adolph W'underlich, London, England.
Application fi.led April 4, 1899.

In the I^mp are combined a casing, a regulating sole-
noid having an armature movable in the latter, an upper
carbon working freely in the armature, a carbon clutch
composed of a loose plate, graviiatiog angular levers
pivoted thereto and pins on the lower end of the armature
to bear against inclined outer edges of the levers, and a
cap piece attached to and closing the lower end of the
casing and against which the loose plaie rests when the
armature is in its lowest position.

638.128. Electromagi.etic Ore Separator. '^ Emil
Kreuser, Mechemich, Germany. Original ap-
plication filed February- 28, 1^9. Divided and
this application filed May 12, 1899.

The inveotion consists of a pair of oppositely revolving
cylindiical electromagnets, and the combinaiion with the
polar surfaces of the one electromagnet of a closely fitting

coverin; of non-uiagQetizable material, whereby the poles
of this magnet are prevented from attracting the ore, while
at the same t'me they co-operate in producing the neces-
sary flus of magnetic lines of force, and also serve to con-
vey the ore to and from the magnetic field.

638.129. Electromagnetic Ore Separator.
_
Emil

Kreuser. Mechernich, Germany. Application
filed May 12, 1899.

A device is described which maintains a constant polar
distance between the two revoluble cylindrical electro-
magnets of the separator and also serves to transmit the
rotary motion of one magnet to the other.

638,148. Electric Belt Albert T. Sanden, New
York. N. Y. Application filed Februar>^ 18,
1899.

A combination pad and electric belt is described

.

638,150. Means for Controlling Electrically Moved
- Apparatus. Gaston E. Sautter, Paris, France.

Application filed February 20, 1896.
The apparatus has an electromagnet and two armatures

normally in equilibrium, two sectional rheostats elec-
trically connected with each other, one constituting a
manipulator and the other a receiver and each connected
in series with one of the armatures, an electric motor,
motor-reversing mechanism, means operated by the arma-
tures for operating the motor-reversing mechanism, switch
mechanism operated by the armatores'for ihr iwing in and
out the motor-reversing mechanism, means for throwing
any number of the manipulator rheostats into circuit to
destroy the equilibrium of the armatures, and mechanism
actuated by the motor for throwing the rheostdts in the
receiver into correspondence with the rheostats in the
manipulator and thus restoring the equilibrium of the arma-
tures and throwing the motor out of operation.

NO. 638,055.

638,152. Telephony. John S. Stone, Boston, Mass.,
assignor to the American Bell Telephone com-
pany, Boston, Mass. Application filed Decem-
ber 15, 1896.

There is described a method of transmitting articulate
and other sounds by developing a uniform oscillatory cur-
rent of inaudioly high frequency in the primary of a tele-

phone circuit by the disruptive discharges of a condenser
in the primary, and varying the length of the spark gap
across which such disruptive discharges occur in accord-
ance with the sonorous vibrations of the sounds.

638.155. Electric Railway. Elizabeth Warwick,
Chicago, 111. Application filed ilarch 18, 1899.

A conduit system of electric railways is described which
combines a line conductor, a bracket substantially paral-
lel therewith, a detachable cover, insulating blocks held
between the bracket and cover and recessed to receive the
conductor, and means upon opposite sides of the insulating
blocks for securing the bracket, cover, blocks and con-
doctor in position.

638,157. Sj-stem of Electrical Distribution. Ernest
Wilson and John M. Cater, London, England.
Application filed June j6, 1899.

The system comprises a main generator, a storage bat-
tery in parallel therewith, a work circuit supplied with
current from the generator and battery, and an additional
generator provided with differential magnetizing coils,

the armature and one of the coils being joined in series
with the work circnit being connected between a common
terminal of the battery and main generator and a terminal
of the work circuit.

638.159. Carbon Holder for Electric Arc Lamps.
Frederic S. Worsley. Lojidon, England^ assignor

to the British Blahnik Arc Light company.
Limited, London, England. Application filed

Nove?nber 22. 1897.

The device consists of a permanent socket and a remov-
able bush threaded into the socket, and which pinches the
carbon,

638.160. Electric Clock. Hjaln:ar E. Andersson,
Stockholm, Sweden. Application filed February
16, 1899.

With the time train and striking mechanism of a clock,

and a motor spring for the time train are combined elec-
trically coQtrolled appliances for operating the striking
mechanism cganized to partly w ni the motor spring at

each revolution of tba escapement wheel and at each blow
struck by the hammer of the striking mechanism.

638,170. Illuminated Car Sign. George F. Bost-

wick. New York, N. V". Application filed Au-
gust 3, 1898.

An electrically illuminated sign is described.

638.156. Surface-contact Electric Railway. David
Robertson, Jr.. Uddingston, Scotland. Appli-

cation filed June 9, 1899.

K system of electrical traction of high and low potential

is described consisting of a main skate and an auxiliary

skate on the car, studs along the track adapted to make
contact with the main skate and connected to an operating
switch and high potential circuit in combination with
switch-contact studs adapted to make contact with the

ausiliarv skate and connected to the low-potential circuit

aasiliary stndsso placed that some of ihem may make con-
tact through the auxiliary skate with a swirch-contact
stud, at all times, and thereby operate the switch.

638.199. Electric Switch. Frank A. Merrick.

Johnstown. Pa., assignor to the Steel Motor
company of Ohio. Application filed September

24, 189S.

The inventor describes a canopy switch consisting of

a switch shaft, a plurality of arms on the shaft, contacts

carried bv the arms, an operating handle, a cap with lugs

adapted to be engaged by the handle, and a torsion spring

having vertical shanks.

Design.

31.898. Electromotor Casing. John Post, New
Y ork, N. Y. Application filed October 30,

1S99. Term of patent, seven years.
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Orleans Underground Electric Railway
in Paris.

By a. de Courcy.

Two important underground electric-railway sys-

tems are now under construction in Paris, the Met-
ropolitan and the Orleans. The latter has been con-

structed with a view of making the depot of the

Orleans railroad, which lies toward the eastern part

of the city, more accessible and thus increase the

suburban trat^c. The line commences at the

railroad station, which is on the left bank of the

Seine, near the Austerlitz bridge, and continues

along the banks of the river to the new Alexander
III. bridge at the Exposition grounds.

The con,struction of this road presents many
points of interest, both from an engineering and an

electrical point of view. Leaving the railroad sta-

tion, the line passes under the Austerlit? bridge by a

short section of tunnel, shown in Fig. 2 (p. 350). It

ihen proceeds between two walls for about half

a mile. The tunnel then recommences, following

the Seine from the Sully bridge to a point nearly

opposite Notre Dame,
where the construction

takes the form shown in

Fig. I, which is a view
taken toward the St. Michel
bridge. A different con-

struction is here used, the

old wall of the quay having
been torn down and re-
placed by a similar wall,

with the arched openings,
shown in the figure. A
second wall runs parallel to

this on the inner side, and
upon the two walls are laid

heavy I-beams, with a

brick-arch construction be-

tween them. In this way
the pavement is upheld and
the general appearance of

the quay is about as before.

Continuing along the
river bank to the Pont
Neuf, where the tunnel
again recommences, the
road leads to the main sta-

tion on the Quai d'Orsay.
This railroad station will be
of great size. A recent in-

terior view, showing the

work in progress, is given
in Fig. 3. The tracks enter

at the lower level, while the

platform above represents

the floor of the building at

the street grade. Fifteen

tracks will cover the ground
shown in the picture, con-
necting with the double
track of the tunnel. Twelve of these are for the
use of the public and are reached by six footways,
which are raised to the same height as the floor

of the car. The superstructure will be a large and
handsome building of gray stone, which is to be
3 depot and hotel combined.
The cars to be used on the underground system

are of the same t\'pe as those of the main railroad,

and it will be necessary to provide electric locomo-
tives of considerable size and power. The railway
company, when considering the system of traction

to be adopted, sent a committee of engineers to

the United States to examine the conditions of

traction and the practicability of using large electric

locomotives. Upon the favorable report of this

committee the system of electric locomotives was
adopted. As these are to be of considerable length,

they will be provided with front and rear trucks
of four wheels each. The axles of each truck will

be driven by a separate motor, this giving four
motors for each locomotive. The motors are
geared to the axles by single-reduction gearing.
Current will be taken from a conducting rail

insulated upon paraffin blocks and running paral-

lel to the main rails upon the same ties. This third

rail will be placed in most cases on the outer side

of the road, but in crossings and in special cases
it will be placed on the inside or between the main
rails, as may be required by the conditions of run-
ring. To provide for these different positions each
locomotive will have three rubbing contacts on
each end, so that the current will be taken in any
position of the conducting rail. The locomotive
will not be turned at the end of the route, but will

be provided with a controller at each end. The
controllers are of the series-parallel type, with mag-
netic blow-out.

The main generating station will be installed near
the Tolbiac bridge, to the east of the railroad sta-

tion. The three-phase system will be used, and
the transmission will be made at high potential to

two sub-stations, giving the necessary power for

the ro^d, as well as the lighting current. The main
station will have two alternators of 1,000 kilowatts
each, giving 5.500 volts at 25 cycles. The first of

the sub-stations will be located at the Austerlitz

bridge and the second at the Quai d'Orsay. Each
of these will have two groups of rotary transform-
ers, one of which will transform the current at

5,500 volts to 550 volts direct current for the trac-

tion circuit, and the second group will give 500
volts for the lighting and auxiliary circuits in the

tunnels and stations. A biittery of accumulators
will be connected in parallel across the bus-bars
of the traction circuit, furnishing a reserve, which
will help out the machines when subjected to sud-
den strains, thus regulating the distribution of load.

The conversion of alternating current at 5,500
volts to 500 volts direct current for the lighting cir-

cuit is effected by two groups, each of which con-

dents, E. D. Meier, George R. Stetson, B. H. War-
ren, Jesse M. Smith, Stevenson Taylor and David
fownsend; managers, George Richmond, James B.
Stanwood, H. H. Suplee, E. C. Fc-lton, A. M. Good-
ale, R. H. Soule, F. H. Boycr, John A. Brashcar
and Alfred H. Raynal; treasurer. William H. Wiley;
secretary, F. R. Hutton. The time of the next an-
nual meeting, according to custom, will be decided

at a later date, as will be the time and place of a
semi-annual meeting or convention to be held next
May or June.
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sists of a three-phase synchronous motor taking

the full potential, direct-coupled to a 500-volt gen-
erator. This arrangement will have the great ad-

vantage of freeing the lighting circuit from the vari-

ations due to the traction circuit, as the synchronous
motors, keeping the same speed as the main alter-

nators, will drive the generators at a constant volt-

age. Each of these two groups will have a capacity

of 100 kilowatts. Nearly all the arc larnps and
many of the incandescents will be grouped in series

on 500 volts. For the primary distribution at 5,500

volts, armored cables, having three conductors, will

be used. They will be buried in trenches or laid

in conduits of masonry.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers.

The twentieth annual meeting of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers was held in New York
from December 5th to 8th. A large number of

gentlemen were in attendance at the sessions, which
were presided over bv the president, Rear-admiral
George W. Melville, U. S. N. The annual address

of the retiring president was on "Engineering in the

United States Navy." Among the many valuable

papers read and discussed at the different sessions

of the meeting were the following: "The Steam
Engine of the Nineteenth Century," by R. H.
Thurston; "Compression and Liquefaction of

Gases." by Arthur L. Rice; "An Efficiency Test
of a 125 Horse Power Gas Engine." by C. H. Rob-
ertson; "Friction Tests of a Locomotive Slide

Valve," by F. C. Wagner, and "The Value of a

Korse Power," by George L. Rockwood. The elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows : President, Charles H. Morgan ; vice-presi-

Train Lighting.

At a recent meeting of the Southern and South-
western Railway Club. Mr. W. E, Symons, for a

committee consisting of himself, R. H. Johnson
and T. S. Lloyd, presented an extended report on
the comparative value, efficiency, cost and prac-

ticability of the various types of artificial lights for

passenger cars. The report is taken up with de-
scriptions of storage-battery, axle-light, direct-dy-

namo, combination dynamo and storage and Pintsch-

gas systems. In summing
up, says the Railway Mas-
ter Mechanic, the commit-
tee finds that the oil lamp,
with its offensive odor, an-
noying heat in hot weather,
danger from fire or explo-
sion, either in train acci-

dent or otherwise, is fast

becoming obsolete, except
on some branch or local

runs where it would be im-
possible to use the electric

light, the cost being pro-
hibitive, or where, from the

lack of storage stations, gas
cannot be procured; while
on all first-class trains in

main-line service, it would
appear that either gas or
electric lighting of some
system was the standard.
Electricity has passed the
experimental stage, says
the committee, both as a
power and as an artificial

light, "and even if stopped
in its development where
it now is, it must be con-
sidered as one of, if not the
greatest invention of the

age. and certainly one of

positive and enduring util-

ity. That the unknown ca-

pacity of the American in-

A-entive genius will doubt-
less cheapen the produc-
tion to a degree that will

practically make its adop-
tion universal we all hope for, and feel assured will

be realized at a not far-distant day. Owing to the
development of electric and other means of arti-

ficial lights, none of these figures as to the cost

should be considered as permanent or fixed, for

from the strides that have been made, particularly

in the reducing of the cost of production, no doubt
the cost of electric and other up-to-date improved
methods of artificial light for trains will be still

further materially reduced, until they will be equally
as cheap as or cheaper than the oil lamp or tallow
csndle."
The committee gives the following memorandum

as to cost of application and m.aintenance of min-
eral-seal-oil lighting on the Plant s^'stem: Cost of

lamps, two chandeliers of two lamps each to a car,

$172.50; oil consumed for lighting periods of 12

hours, one gallon per car; average cost per light

per hour CT2-hour period), 0.025.

It also gives the proportion of the various systems
of lighting passenger cars in the United States (Rail-

road Gazette statistics):

Oil lamps 55 per cent.
Gas 43 per cent.
Electric light 2 per cent.

The following average costs per light per hour
are also given by the committee:
Storage straight 0.007
Dynamo straight 0.083
Dynamo and storage 0.043
Gas (Pintsch ) . 0.02

Figures as to the axle light and the acetylene gas
were not available.

The Rhinelauder (Wis.) Lighting company has
been granted a franchise for electric lighting for 10
years.
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Electricians Working and Fighting in

the Philippines.'

By Hakry a. Armstrong.

Manila, October 30.—D. T. Flannery is a private

in the Signal Corps and he is of many years' stand-

ing. He has gro\vn gray in the serYice and has

reached the distinction known as a first-class pri-

vate. But he never saw a hotter time than on the

south line during the first few days of this month.

It was when the insurgents were very bold there

and were cutting the wire between Imus and Bacoor
at their ow-n pleasure.

The breaks were always in the vicinitj' of the

"big bend" of the Imus River, and it became Flan-

nery's business to see that the wire was in working
order and that communication with Manila was kept

intact. There were a few da3-s when nothing hap-

pened, and it was thought to be a good time to

put in a telephone system at Imus, connecting the

headquarters with the different points of official im-

portance about the town. To get the wire and in-

struments the lineman came into Manila. He took

back with him Private Frank R. Beale of E com-
pany-. The boat was then running to Bacoor, so

they loaded their wire on the launch and went across.

From Bacoor the two Signal Corps men took a

little cart and drove to Imus. Nothing happened
on the way, and the beautiful road around the "bend"
seemed to hold nothing more dangerous than a

frightened carabao.

The men reached Imus about one o'clock, the

journey bj- land and water having taken four hours.

Flannen' reported to Major Price, commanding the

troops at Imus. He was given a horse and told

to place the instruments. This was accomplished
by 3:30 o'clock. About this time two companies
of the Fourth Infantry that had gone out on a

reconnoissance got into an engagement. Flanner>'

was on a horse, and he rode out to where the fight-

ing was going on. There he met Major Price and
offered to do any work that might be wanted. Major
Price told the soldier to report to Captain Browne,
then in charge of the fighting. Captain Browne
made him mounted orderly and sent him all about
the field with orders. At last the insurgents were
driven awaj- and the fight was over.

Beale heard the fighting and started out on foot.

He got there and was ready to do an^-thing needed
of him. But he was not mounted, and about all

he could do was to admire "Pop," as Flannery is

known to the men.
Major Price and Captain Browne were so well

satisfied with the thoroughness of the Signal Corps
man and his work that both took occasion to tell

him that he had done well. This opinion they later

embodied in a report to the commanding general

—

which was more to the point.

As soon as the fighting was over the men went
back to fixing the telephone. They kept at the W'Ork

When they got near the place they overtook an
infantry company and scouts from the Fourth, sta-

tioned at Imus. Twentj^ men were sent along as
an escort. Before reaching the break the in-

surgents opened fire and drove the guard back to
the rear and the main column. The situation was
critical. The officer in command of the troops
wanted to know if Flannerj' had an instrument by
which he could receive and send messages.

"I have not," said Flanncr\*, "but I can send the
message to Imus, sir, if nece?sarv. If the current

ai ound and uncovered the position of the signal
men. Then the company unceremoniously marched
off to Bacoor and called to Planner^', asking him
to tell the company of the Fourth that they had
gone. The signal men now were without support,
and fully 400 yards ahead of the trenches of the
troops which stuck to the field. They were much
closer than that to the insurgents. In fact, the
voices of the insurgent officers were heard giving
orders and the insurgent soldiers were in plai.n

sight across the river. F]anner\- thought it was
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isn't too Strong," he continued, "I can receive mes-
sages through my tongue."

Flannerj' took two ends oi the wire and sent the
first message. He mere^- tapped the ends of the
W'ire together, making the dots and dashes. The
ground end was twisted around a baj^onet which
was thrust into the earth. But this sort of thing
was too strong for the tongue, as Flannery- found
when he received the "O K" from the operator at

time to retire. The bullets were coming thick and
close to his little bunch of men. He hastily com-
pleted the tie and threw the coil of wire across the
road and fence so that it could be pulled into the
trench. Then he told the men to get to cover.
When the men cleared the fence the volleys came
at them. Private Beale stumbled headlong. Flan-
nery caught him and helped him on into the trench
and cgmparative safety. Then it was discovered
that Beale had been shot in the leg. A call on
Imus was made for an ambulance, and Flanner^-
turned his attention to his wounded companion.
Hea^7 volley and line firing was heard in the

direction of the bend. Suddenly Lieutenant Cun-
ningham sprang into the trenches. Behind him
came Sergeant Brown. Both were of the Signal
Corps- Cunningham was on foot, his horse having
been shot from under him as he passed the bend
and exposed himself to the insurgent fire. They had
come from Bacoor. Flannery reported at once to
the lieutenant and told him of the w^ound
Beale had received. Then the ambulance came and
the old lineman took the wounded man back to
Imus. When Flannerj- reached there it was si.x

o'clock, and he remembered that he had had no
dinner.

Cunningham stayed on the ground, sending Ser-
geant Brown to Imus for a coil of wire. It was his
intention to run the wire past the bend in the night,
but it started in to rain and the night was too dark
to work at all. The work was done in the morning,
but the connecting wire was run behind the hedge
c-il bamboos that fringes the road. Helping him
the lieutenant h^d, besides Brown, Sergeant Berry
and Privates Whitcomb and Guswaler.

That day the troops came down and flanked the
enemy and drove them south, taking possession of
the trenches that had been occupied by the insur-
gents and planting them with American outposts.
This was on October 3d. The day before Corporal
Gunderson had been mortally wounded at that place.
"Pop" Flannerj' is now on the north line, and

has been selected to go with General Lawton on his
m.arch north.

FIG. 3. ORLEANS UNDERGROUND ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN PARIS.—WORK ON THE STATION AT THE QUAI D O^RSAY

(see PRECEDING PAGE).

Imus. Two bayonets were thrust into the ground
and so the current was divided. But still it was
too strong for the lineman. He could send, how-
ever, and he did send another message by tapping
the ends of the wire together in the code of dots

and dashes. The "O K" he received through his

hands. The current was strong enough for that.

The messages had asked for re-enforcements, and
soon a company of the Fourteenth came up from
Bacoor, and shortly after ;i like number of soldiers

came from Imus. With this force it was deemed
practical to fix the break. Privates Miller and Bar-
rett had joined Flannery and Beale, and they all

went out to do the work. Flannerj' was making a

rapid tie when the company of the Fourteenth swung

imtil October 2d, when they again heard firing out

toward the east, and bullets came thick into the

town. It was discovered that the linemen were in

the zone of fire, but they did not stop work. They
connected the offices of headquarters with the ad-

jutant's place and then with the arsenal. It was
just at this time, the hour being about 11 o'clock

in the forenoon, that the order came to Flannery
to take some help and repair the telegraph line in

the vicinity of the "big bend." Flannery took Pri-

vate Beale, two Chinese carriers and an armed sen-

try, and set off for the break. It took them half an

hour to get there.

I. From the Chicago Record.

Gas-engine Builders Organize.
The National Association of Gas and Gasoline

Engine ilanufacturers, composed of persons "actu-
ally engaged in the manufacture of internal-com-
bustion engines," has been organized. The annual
meeting w3l be held in February and meetings will
be held in May, August and November. The offi-

cers are: President, S. E. Baker of the Foos Gas
Engine corapanj" of Springfield, O. : first vice-presi-
dent, R. G. Weber of the Weber Gas Engine com-
pany- of Kansas Citj'. Mo.; second vice-president.
R. L. Kenah, Jr., of the Pierce-Crouch Engine
company of New Brighton, Pa.: treasurer. C. D.
Hudgens of the Columbus Machine company of

Columbus, O.: secretary-, A. S. Rodgers of the
Springfield Gas Engine company of Springfield, O.

The new electric-light plant at Huron, S.

gan operations December 1st
D.. be-
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Im perial Central-station
Louis.'

By H. H. Humphrey.

Plant in St.

The Keyes ordinance passed by the Municipal
Assembly of the city of St. Louis, Mo., in the fall

of 1896, threw open the doors to all applicants for

underground-conduit rights. Fourteen companies
appeared at the first hearing before the Board of

Public Improvements and made formal application

for space for electric wires beneath the surface of the

streets. Among the applicants were several newly
organized companies, and one of them has since

constructed its plant. The Imperial Electric Light,

Heat and Power company first turned current into

its underground system one year ago, October^i5.
i8g8, and has been in continuous and successful

operation since that date. This paper is a discus-

sion of the design and construction of this plant,

which embodies many interesting features.

In order to reduce the first cost of station equip-

ment and underground work, both conduits and
cables, it was deemed advisable that all three kinds

of service [power, and arc and incandescent lighting]

should, if possible, be supplied from one generator,

'delivering its output through one underground duct

and one service cable. These considerations led

to the adoption of a three-wire direct-current sys-

tem of distribution, differing in important details,

however, from the methods heretofore employed.
Two hundred and twenty-volt incandescent and 220-

volt arc lamps were both to be used on th^ sides

of the three-wire system, while 500-volt motors
would be connected directly across the outside wires.

By the proper use of boosters with storage batteries

at the ends of feeders, such a system may be ex-

tended over a district within a radius of 10 miles

from power plant.

Hypothetical load curves were prepared, covering
the service expected from this plant, including in-

candescent and arc lights and motor service. The
three were then combined into one curve represent-

ing the entire anticipated output of the plant under
the heaviest service of the winter months. (See
Fig. I. ) A stiidy of this curve indicated that the

number of units in the plant should be at least five.

This number fitted both the minimum load, wdiich

was about one-fifth of the maximum, and provided
admirably for reserve. In case of accident during

Boilers.

There are four Heine boilers (Fig. 6), arranged
in batteries of two each, with one stack between
them, and economizers in the rear of and above
the boilers. Each boiler contains 171 3^/^-inch water
tubes 16 feet long. The total square feet of heating
surface of the four boilers is 10,872. Each boiler

has a rated capacity of 11,250 pounds of water an
hour with feed water from the economizers at 200"

Fahrenheit, into dry steam of 175 pounds pressure
above atmosphere, and is guaranteed to be capable
of developing continuously one-third more. The
boilers are designed for a working pressure of 175
pounds per square inch. Each boiler is equipped
v;ith down-draft furnace. A feature of these fur-

naces which is original with the engineers is mak-
ing the fire doors open the full width of the furnace,

greatly facilitating inspection and care of the fires.

Two additional Heine boilers of the same capacity
are now being installed.

Chimney.

The present boilers are served by one steel stack
(Fig. 8) seven feet inside diameter. 140 feet hi;^"

above street level. The design of the complete

controlled automatically, so as to maintain the
steam pressure practically constant, the regulator
slowing down the motor as the steam pressure rises

and increasing its speed as the pressure falls. The
capacity of the fan is sufficient to handle the waste
gases from four boilers and furnish a draft equal
to one inch of water where ihc gases leave the boil-
ers. It is capable of being speeded in emergencies

IMPERIAL CENTRAL STATION PLANT IN ST LOUIS —CRO'SS-SECTION
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FIG. I- IMPERIAL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT IN ST. LOUIS.

HYPOTHETICAL AND ACTUAL LOAD CURVES.

the peak of the load, the other four units could take
the place of the disabled one by each carrying 25
per cent, above its rating. In case of the adoption
of a storage battery sufficiently large to carry the
reduced load during the latter part of the night, and
assist the generators during the times of maximum
load, it w-as deemed safe to reduce the number of
units to three, the battery to be of the same
capacity as each of the units.

Building.

The plant is located at the southeast corner
of Tenth and St. Charles streets, on a lot having
a frontage of 142 feet six inches on St. Charles
street, by 85 feet 2V2 inches on Tenth street and 92
feet 3% inches on the east line. An exterior view
of the building is shown in Fig. 4 (page 352). Fig.

2 gives a sectional view of building, and Fig. 3 a

plan of the engine and dynamo room.
The building is of brick, three stories high above

the basement and of same dimensions as the lot

above street level. The area under sidewalks on
both Tenth and St. Charles streets is excavated to
the curb line, which forms the outer line of retaining
wall. The second story is omitted everywhere ex-
cept over the main office, thus giving a clear height
in the engine and boiler rooms of 30 feet. The
third story, which is 15 feet high, is devoted to store
rooms, testing department, etc. The entire struc-
ture is fireproof. Engine and boiler rooms extend
the entire length of the building, and are separated
by a division wall having fire doors at all openings.
Beneath the engine room are the storage batteries,

extending partly under the sidewalk. Beneath the
boiler room is space for coal storage, ash handling
and the location of condensing apparatus and piping.
The floor of engine room is laid with hexagonal tile,

and the walls for six feet above the floor are wain-
scoted with marble. The main offices of the com-
pany occupy the Tenth and St. Charles street
corner on the first floor. The private offices are
in the second story, directly above. An elevator at
the east end of the boiler room runs from basement
to third floor.

I. Abstract of paper read before the Engineers' Club of St.
Louis. October i8. 1899, and published in the Journal of the
Association of Engineering Societies,

plant provides for another seven foot or eight foot

-staclcfor the additional boilers, which are to go in.

The present stack is self-supporting and unlined.

The base is supported upon and rigidly bolted to

a massive brick foundation 14 feet deep, and which
is solid except for the ash-car passage, which ex-
tends through it. Through the third story of the

building the stack is surrounded by a sheet-steel

casing which provides ventilation for the boiler

room. There is an improved draft gauge by which
the draft can be read to thousandths of an inch

at eight different points, including ash-pits of four

sufficiently to gl^ e a draft of 1V2 inches on all four

boilers.

Fuel Economizers.

There are two Green fuel economizers, each con-
sisting of 320 pipes, the combined heating surface

being 7,680 square feet. The economizer plant is

capable of heating regularl}'- and continuously 45^00
pounds of water per hour lOo"" Fahrenheit when
receiving the \vater at 110° Fahrenheit, and with

the temperature of the escaping gases leaving the

boilers at not less than 450" Fahrenheit. These

St. Charles Street

FIG. 3. IMPERIAL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT IN ST. LOUIS.—FLOOR PLAN OF BOILER ROOM AND ENGINE ROOM

boilers, two breechiiigs, inlet to draft fan and base

of stack.

Mechanical Draft.

In order to counteract the effect of the economiz-

ers in cooling the gases from the boilers, and to

permit crowding when necessary, a mechanical-

draft system was installed. It is of the induced t>-pe.

the fan being placed directly behind the stack and
between the two batteries of boilers. The fan is

driven by means of a direct-geared electric motor,
designed to be operated at different speeds on either

the 235 or 470-volt circuit. This motor is to be

economizers are designed for a working pressure

of 200 pounds to the square inch, and were sub-
mitted to a hydrostatic test of 300 pounds after erec-

tion in position. They are provided with automatic
scrapers operated by electric motors. The econo-
mizers, as .shown on the plan, are located in the

rear and above the boilers, supported upon a sub-
stantial iron framework and bricked in air-tight

by eight-inch walls.

Coal and Ash-handling Machinery.

The coal and ash-handling plant is of simple

and economical design, and consists of a system of
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cars, tracks, elevator and overhead ash-bin. The
cinders and ashes from the lower grates drop di-

rectly into a metallic ash hopper under each boiler.

Running east and west, immediately under these hop-

pers, there is a narrow-gauge track. The ashes are

dumped from these hoppers into small cars and
pushed by hand along the track to an elevator, on
which they are carried up and dumped into an over-

head ashbin. from which they run by gravity into

the wagons in the alley. Any ashes which accum-
ulate in the stacks may be emptied directly in the

cars in the same manner.
The entire space in front of the boilers in the

basement is reserved for coal storage, the fuel being
dumped through openings in boiler-room floor.

The coal is taken from this storage room in the

same cars, tracks being provided the entire length
of the coal-storage space. It is then hoisted on the

elevator to the floor above and distributed on tracks

over the entire length of the boiler room in front

of the boilers.

Steam Engines.

There are now in operation two engines (Fig. 7) of

the Williams vertical two-cylinder cross-compound

operating upon the valves of the high-pressure cyl-

inders. When running with about 170 pounds pres-

sure at the throttle, at 150 revolutions per minute
and under a constant load at their rated capacity,

the engines are guaranteed not to consume more
than 15 pounds of water per indicated horse power
hour.
The principal dimensions: Engine No. i—Cylin-

ders. iS inches and 40 inches by 30 inches; diameter
steam pipe, eight inches; exhaust, 15 inches; diam-
eter crank shaft, 12 inches; length of bearings, 21

inches. Engine No. 2—Cylinders, 36 inches and 57
inches by 30 inches; steam pipe, 10 inches diameter;
exhaust, 18 inches; diameter crank shaft, 16 inches;

length of bearings, 28 inches.

Another 1.500 horse power engine, designed and
built by the Lake Erie Engineering Works, Buffalo,

N. Y., has just been installed. The dimensions of

cylinders are 23 inches and 48 inches by 36 inches;
speed, 120 revolutions per minute.

Condensers, Pumps and Cooling Tower.

The condensing plant consists of one Worthington
surface condenser, one Worthington cooling tower,
two combined air and boiler-feed pumps and two

driven by direct-geared motors, so designed that
the speed may be varied at least 33'^/^ per cent.

There are also two injectors for reserve-boiler
feeds, each having a capacity of 11,250 pounds of
water per hour, and capable of handling water of
any temperature below 125° Fahrenheit.

Power-transmission System.

The engines and generators are connected by
means of a patented system of power transmission
(see Figs. 3 and 7), consisting of quills and internal
shafts with double bearings, connected by magnetic
clutches. The arrangement is intended to make it

possible to drive any one, two or all three of the
500-kilowatt generators, and either one or both of

the boosters, from the large engine in case of acci-

dent to the small engine. Two generators and one
booster may also be handled by the small engine
in case of accident to the large one.
The generators are connected to the engines by

means of magnetic couplings, so arranged that either
intermediate generator or booster may be discon-
nected from one engine and connected to the other
while all are in motion. When it is desired to

start up a generator, it is brought up to speed as

Fig. 4. Exterior View.

Fig. 5. Switchboard-.

Fig. G. BoileiLpronts.

condensiiig automatic cut-oft pattern, built by Will-

iam Tod & Co. of Youngstown, O., and designed
for direct-connection to the dynamos and shafting.

The east engine, No. I, is of 750 indicated horse
power, and is designed for driving one 500-kilowatt
generator at the most economical rating of the en-

gine when operated at a speed of 150 revolutions

per minute and supplied with steam at 170 pounds
initial pressure per square inch at the throttle valve,

and exhausting into a 24-inch vacuum. Engine No.
2 has double the capacity and is similar in design
to No. I. The heavy flywheels are located between
the A frames supporting the high and low-pressure
cylinders. Each engine is so constructed as to be ca-

pableof operating continuously at double its rated ca-
pacity, and for short intervals only at one-third above
its double-rated capacity. The cylinders and all bear-
ings are lubricated by the Siegrist lubricating appa-
ratus, which delivers the two kinds of oil to the cups
under pressure automatically maintained by duplicate
steam pumps. They also have hand oil pumps for
additional safety. The cylinders have flat multi-
ported valves driven directly from the eccentrics.

These engines are provided with shaft governors

IMPERIAL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT IN ST. LOUIS.

circulating pumps of the rotary type. The rated

capacity of the plant is 33,750 pounds of steam per

hour, but it will take care of overloads up to

49,500 pounds per hour with but slight reduction
in vacuum. It is guaranteed to produce a vacuum
of not less than 22 inches at above rating and under
the worst conditions of service; 25 inches under fair

and average conditions, and 26 inches under the

best. These conditions vary with the humidity and
temperature of the air. The condenser has 34,000
square feet of brass-tube cooling surface.

The cooling tower, shown in Fig. 8, is located

on the roof. It is 18 feet in diameter, 29 feet high,

and its filling or cooling surface is composed of

galvanized-iron-pipe cylinders. It has duplicate

fans located on opposite ends of the same shaft

drawing air into the tower. These fans are driven

by a belted motor in pent house on top of building.

There are two combined air and boiler-feed pumps;
one of sufficient capacity to handle the water re-

quired by the 1,500 horse power engine, and the

other of sufficient capacity for the 750 horse power
engine, and two independent rotary circulating

pumps of the same capacities, These pumps are

Fig. 7. Engines and Geaerators.

a motor and then connected to the enghie by the

magnetic clutches.

Pipe Work.

All pipe above three inches in diameter has flanged

couplings and fittings. All bent pipes are made of

steel, and bent hot and of long ladius. All valves

en live-steam pipes and on the feed-water connec-
tions under boiler pressure are bronze seated. All

valves above 10 inches in diameter are by-passed.

The cylinder jackets, reheaters, separators, steam
headers and the entire pipe system is drained by
means of the HoUey system, returning the water
directly to the boilers. There is a combined hot
well and oil filter located between the condenser and
boiler-feed pumps. All the pipes are covered with
magnesia. Each pump has a Cochrane separating

receiver, located near the main throttle valve.

Crane.

The engine room is spanned by an elecnc trav-

eling crane (see Fig. 2), with independent motors
on the -lifting, traveling and transfer motions. The
capacity of the crane is 15 tons at 10 feet per minute,

and it has a maximum speed of 30 feet a minute at
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lighter loads. The maximum speed of travel is 80
feet per minute, and the maximum transfer speed
i]0 feet per minute. The motors are of 20, 15 and
five horse power respectively, and are designed by
the manufacturer as a part of the crane and built

substantially into the framework of the structure.

Generators and Boosters.

There are three 500-volt constant-potential elec-

tric generators, built by the Siemens & Halske Elec-
tric company of America, of the internal ironclad-

armature type. They arc designed especially to
fit the system of power transmission adopted. The
field frames of the generators may be slid parallel

with the shaft a sufficient distance for reaching the
armature for repairs. The capacity of each gener-
ator is 500 kilowatts at 535 volts when operated at
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and boosters. There are four end-cell regulating
switches located in the battery room, each of 600
amperes' capacity, with points for connecting 50
end cells. Each switch is provided with a motor
and gearing which are operated from the battery
panel of main switchboard, and the position of the
contact switch is shown at all times by the end-
cell indicators on switchboard. These switches may
be operated I:iy hand, if desired, with the motor
completely disconnected. Each motor is capable
of handling the two end-cell switches on each side
of the circuit, although in practice the two arc
operated in multiple during times of heavy dis-
charges.
The wattmeter panel is unfinished at present, but

is designed to carry when completed four 6.300-
ampcre, 2SO-volt wattmeters.

3S3

lately been added to take care of the additional
dynamos contracted for.

StoraCtE Battery.

Tlicre are 280 cells (Fig. 9) of the Electric Stor-
age Battery company's accumulators, each contain-
ing 13 positive Manchester-type plates and 14 nega-
tive chloride plates. These are contained in lead-
lined wooden tanks, which are supported on large
porcelain insulators resting upon four-by-six-inch
beams. The elements themselves in each cell rest
upon heavy glass plates, and are separated from
each other by glass tubes. Tbe capacity of this
battery is 2,000 ampere-hours at a discharge rate
of 250 amperes, and it is capable of maintaining
a nia.ximum discharge rate of 1,000 amperes for one
hour. It is guaranteed to give a discharge of 500

FIG. 8. IMPERIAL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT IN ST. LOUIS.—CHIM.IEY AND COOLING TOWER ON ROOF.

150 revolutions per minute. At this rating the rise

in temperature of the armature will not exceed 40°

Centigrade; of the field, ^s'^ Centigrade; of the
commutator, 50° Centigrade. The generators are
guaranteed for an overload of 25 per cent, for two
hours, and ^;iy5 per cent, for one hour, with a 50
per cent, momentary overload without injurious
sparking.
There are two separately excited shunt-wound

boosters, each of so-kilowatt capacity at 150 revolu-
tions per minute, and capable of carrying 500 am-
peres and delivering any voltage from zero to 130
volts. The boosters are of the same general con-
struction and design as the generators, except that
the field frames are divided vertically. Two more
generators of the same capacity are being made
at present by the same company.

Switchboard.

^
The plant contains a composite switchboard (Fig.

5) of black marbleizcd slate, containing three gen-
erator panels, one booster panel, two battery panels,
one wattmeter panel, three feeder panels and one
voltmeter panel. These are carried upon an angle-
iron frame standing directly upon the floor. Each
generator panel contains two pilot lamps, one dy-
namo galvanometer, one 1,500-ampere amperemeter,
one 600-volt voltmeter, one single-pole circuit-
breaker, one dynamo field rheostat, three single-
pole, double-throw, 1,500-ampere switches and one
single-pole, single-throw switch. Each generator
panel also contains one special Don Shea patent
field switch, so that generators may be operated
cither bus-exciting or self-exciting, as desired.
The booster panels contain the two rheostat han-

dles for the booster-field regulators, two ampere-
meters and the necessary single and double-pole
switches for the proper operation of the plant.

On the battery panels of the board the follow-
ing instruments are mounted: Two 1,200-ampere
double-reading amperemeters, four 600-ampere
double-reading amperemeters, two 300-volt round-
pattern voltmeters, two five-volt round-pattern volt-

meters, tv/O 50-point voltmeter switches, four end-
cell switch indicators, four sets of motor-contact
switches for operating motors on end-cell switches,
which are located in the battery room, and the neces-
sary single-pole single-throw switches for making
the necessary connections between battery, bus-bar

Upon the feeder panels five feeders are connected,
each having an amperemeter and double-throw sin-

gle-pole switch of 1,500-ampere capacity on the posi-
tive and negative sides and a double-reading am-
peremeter and single-throw single-pole switch of

500-ampere capacity on the neutral cable. The volt-

meter panel carries one 500-volt voltmeter and two
250-volt voltmeters, each with a suitable switch for

connecting to the various pressure wires. All am-
peremeters and voltmeters except those on the bat-
tery panels are edgewise instruments.
There are four bus-bars on the switchboard—one

high positive, one low positive, one high negative
and one low negative. There are also positive and
negative charging buses. The generators are so ar-
ranged that each generator may be operated on
either high or low bus-bars, either in multiple or
separately. For convenience in handling, the right-
hand switches are made positive and the upper
throw of switches connects to the high bus. Each
of the two end-cell switches on each end of the
battery may connect either to the high or low bus,
or to the charging bus. The two boosters in the
plant may each be connected either between high
bus and charging bus, low bus and charging bus,
or between low bus and high bus, on either side
of the system. The boosters may be connected in
series either between low-positive bus and neutral
or between low negative and neutral. These com-
binations provide for charging the battery under
all conditions of service, and at the same time main-
taining it upon the line as an equalizer of the pres-
sure. Also, either side of the battery may be com-
pletely disconnected, or the entire battery cut out
of service and the balance of the system maintained
by means of the two boosters connected together
in series and operating between the neutral and
either side of the system.

All the electric connections between generator
and booster and switchboard are made of asbestos-
covered copper cable run underneath the floors and
supported upon porcelain holders. The connections
between battery and switchboard are made by means
of

^
copper bars, lead-covered and painted with an

acid-proof paint, and supported upon porcelain
racks. The battery is connected through switches
to the bus-bars and outside circuits without the
intervention of either fuse or circuit-breaker. Two
additional generator panels of the same design have
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kilowatts for one hour without a drop in pressure
below 1.7 volts per cell. The normal charging rate
is 250 amperes and the maximum charging rate

350 amperes.
The battery, as mentioned above, is located in the

basement, partly under the engine room, partly
under the sidewalk, in a cool, well-ventilated room.
The floor is composed of vitrified tile laid in pitch
upon a concrete -base.

Conduit System.

The high-tension conduit system consists of
three-inch cement-lined pipe, laid on 5'/l-inch cen-
ters, with one inch of concrete between pipes and
three inches surrounding the entire group. AH
ducts are laid to drain to manholes. The
top layer of ducts enters service boxes, which are

M I
FIG. 10. IMPERIAL CENTRAL-STATION PLANT IN ST. LOUIS

—FIVE-WAY JUNCTION BOX.

of two sizes, three by three feet and three by four
feet. Service boxes are placed at most convenient
points for reaching customers, and their depth is

governed by the depth of the conduit at each loca-
tion. Manholes, located at every street intersection,
and oftener, where necessary, are of three sizes,

four by four feet, with nine-inch walls; five by five
feet, with nine-inch walls, and eight by eight feet,

with 13-inch walls. In depth they are all designed
to be six feet six inches in the clear under the roof.
They are connected to sewers wherever sewers
could be reached.
The conduit system contemplates 23 feeding

jjoints. The entire distribution system consists of
two ducts, providing one duct for a three-conductor
cable and one extra duct for city lighting or other
service in the future.

[Coniznued on fa^e jjc?.]
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International telephone extensions in Europe are

proceeding apace. Two projects in Switzerland are

now under discussion, and if they are carried

through, the result will be of primary importance

for the European telephone system, as it will unite,

by way of Switzerland, the countries which surround

that country. The projects in question are those of

uniting Tessin with the rest of Switzerland, either
' by the St. Gothard route or by the valley of the

Mesocco. The realization of either of these projects

is full of difficulties on account of the mountainous

regions passed over by the line, but in view of the

importance of the affair, it is expected that it will be

shortly taken in hand. The Italian government has

already decided to unite Como, which is on the

Milan circuit, to Tessin, and this will be one step

toward opening communication between Italy and

the north of Europe by way of Switzerland.
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Prance has now a connection with the latter country

by means of the Geneva-Basle line, and Germany
is connected through the line from Basle to Schaff-

hausen. The project now imder consideration is

thus an important one, as it will provide a connect-

ing link for a number of European lines.

All things considered, the plant of the Imperial

Electric Light, Heat and Power company of St.

Louis, described at considerable length in this issue,

represents the most recent attainments of direct-

current power-station design in this country. It is

worthy the study of all electrical students, as the

contractor gave a specific guarantee of the cost

of fuel per kilowattrhour at the switchboard. While

Mr. Humphrey does not state what this figure was,

as the tests to compare with it had not been com-

pleted when he wrote his paper, it was undoubtedly

a low one, for the whole plant gives evidence of an

effort to reach the highest efficiency. Mr. Arnold

seems to have desigifed wdaat is really a model sta-

tion.

In view of existing and prospective telephone

competition in large cities the question whether a

subscriber has a proprietary right to the use of a

certain number to indicate his telephone becomes of

some importance. The point has arisen in Mem-
phis, according to newspaper report. Two tele-

phone companies gave a certain coal dealer the

number 343, and the man advertised it in all the

newspapers in the city and on the walls, until it

became familiar to the people. Later one of the

companies undertook to give that number to a

competitor in the coal business, and an injunction

suit has been commenced on the ground that the

number has become valuable to the original owner

as a part of his business. The opinion prevails that

the case will be carried to the Supreme Court of

Tennessee for a final decision, and the result will

be looked for with no little interest. Of course,

there will be no dearth of calling signals in any

event, and unless business competitors attempt to

obtain the use of certain numbers with the deliberate

intention to mislead, the contention seems to be

capable of ready adjustment.

Promptly with the reassembling of Congress a

Pacific-cable bill was introduced. In his message

President McKinley had again called the attention

of the senators and representatives to the neces-

sity for such a cable. The bill, which was in-

troduced by Representative Corliss of Michigan,

provides for a cable to be laid by the gov-

erninent from the Pacific coast of the United

States to Hawaii, Guam and the Philippines. The

cost is limited to $8,000,000, and a preliminary

appropriation of $500,000 is made to begin the work.

The cable is td~be laid under the direction of a com-

mission composed of the postmaster-general, the

chief signal officer of the army and three other

members to be appointed by the president. The
rates are to be not more than 35 cents a word from

San Francisco to Honolulu, and not more than $T

a word to Manila.

It is to be hoped that this bill or some similar

measure may be speedily enacted, so that the coun-

try may have the electrical communication across

the Pacific which is so urgently needed.

Searchlights were shown to be of great value in

naval warfare in the blockade of Santiago in the

summer of 1898, and they are now playing some
part in the war in South Africa. The correspond-

ents state that by means of beams of light from

projectors the British troops at Frere Camp are

enabled to communicate with their beleaguered

fellow-countrymen in Ladysmith. The distance is

not stated, but it is probably about 40 miles. It

appears that the Boers are also suppliejl with

searchlights. A correspondent telegraphs from

Frere Camp: "As one of our searchlights here is

capable of working at 40,0,00 candle power, the

Boers are unable any longer to interfere with the

transmission of its signals by throwing rays across

its beams." This isn't quite clear, but it seems to

indicate that the republican forces had light-project-

ing apparatus—undoubtedly electric—of sufficient

capacity to confuse the signals of the British. If

this deduction is correct, the Boers' preparations

for field operations were more elaborate and scien-

tific than would have been thought likely. It would

be interesting to know more of the apparatus em-
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ployed on both sides, with the method of operation
and the actual efficiency.

The heralds of science in the daily press now
announce that the telectroscope, that marvelous in-

vention of Mr. Szczcpanik, the Polish schoolmaster,
by which one is enabled lo "see" an object at a
great distance by the electrical transmission of light-

wave impulses, is to be shown to the world at the
Paris Exposition. It seems that the gentleman with
the curious name, tempted by an offer of 6,000,000
francs, entered into a hard-and-fast agreement not
to show his far-seer anywhere before the grand dis-

play in Paris. Thus, although the invention has
been "perfected" for more than a year, the world
must wait with as much patience as it can muster
until the curtain is rung up at the great exposition.
Then the curious visitors, admitted to the hall at

the rate of $4 a head, may behold "the moving life

of Piccadilly Circus right in London; the arrival
of a transatlantic steamer at Brest or Havre, the
finish of a Longchamps horse race, and, as curious
as anything, a birdseye view of Paris, taken from
a balloon actually in the air." How the inventor
is to produce this marvel has never been explained
with precision, although the newspapers tell of
multitudinous points of light projected by vibrating
mirrors on a selenium disk, transmitted by elec-

tricity and reblended into a perfect image by the
use of steel plates and other vibrating mirrors in

synchronism with those at the sending end. The
description is not so exact that one skilled in the

art could reproduce the inventor's apparatus; of

course, Mr. S. must protect himself. But at Paris
all persons blessed with the price of admission may
see what the instrument can do. That is the story,

at any rate, and so it will be several months more
before it can be definitely determined whether the

Polish schoolmaster is a great inventor or an enter-

prising romancer with a press agent. Is the man
an Edison or a.Keely?

A real effort is making at St. Luke's Hospital,

New York, to determine the value of the theory
that medicines may be introduced into the tissues

of the body by the use of static electricity. In this

case the treatment is administered by Mr. Crotte,

and the disease sought to be arrested in this manner
is consumption of the lungs. The method is based
on the belief that medication can be carried by
means of an electric current into the lungs in suf-

ficient quantity and of sufficient strength to kill the

tubercular bacilli without injury to the tissue of the

lungs. But the hospital authorities discuss the sub-

ject with great caution; they hold out no hope to

invalids, but are simply investigating the electrical

theory. It is worth while to give the very words
of the superintendent: "This Francisque Crotte, a

Frenchman, was brought to the attention of the

hospital authorities, as making great claims for the

use of static electricity as a medium for conveying
medication into the lungs and killing the tubercular

bacilli. The management of St. Luke's Hospital

entered into an agreement with M. Crotte to give

him facilities for his work, w-hich is to be conducted
under the supervision of the medical board of the

hospital, who will apply to it strictly scientific

tests to prove its value. Such tests have been in

progress for some months, and several months more
will be required before the medical board can ar-

rive at a definite conclusion as to its value. Realiz-

ing the dangers of premature publication, as awak-
ening hopes of those uiifortunately afflicted with this

disease before the value of the method could be

tested, it was clearly stipulated, as a part of the

agreement with M. Crotte, that no publication should

be made until the medical board was able to speak

officially as to its value or lack of value as a cure

for consumption. If the public will only be patient

and await the results of the scientific tests, the

medical board in due time will make its report,

^vhich will be given to the public. Of course, the

hospital cannot indorse the claims made on behalf

of the treatment until the matter has been fully and

scientifically tested."

It seems to be well established that by means of

electricity the effect of drugs can be set up in por-

tions of the human body traversed by the current.

The question is whether there is an antitoxin for

the bacillus, and if so, v/hether it can be introduced

in the delicate lung tissue in sufficient quantity with-

out producing serious injury from the projecting

agent.
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Night Scenes at Niagara Palls.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

The prettiest piece of electric ligliting at Niagara
Falls is that on the upper sLeel-arch bridge close to

the falls. This all metal arch is the greatest bridge
of its kind in the world. It is owned by the Inter-

national Traction company, and on the single deck
are laid double tracks for electric-railway service.

Both the structure and the offices are supplied with
current for lighting from the station in Niagara
Falls, Ont. At the Canadian end of the bridge a

15-kiIowatt transformer is placed on a platform be-
neath the flooring. The primary current is 2,200

'volts and the secondary current no volts. Each
side of the structure is on a separate circuit, and
every lamp is on a separate branch fuse block.
On the bridge there are 60 incandescent lamps of
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and have had much wider experience than lie could
possibly command, and ihi^l the apparatus which
they design for work of a particular character is

based upon these experiments and this experience.
In a word, he is ready to admit that the manufac-
turer knows his own business and is prepared to pro-
duce a machine that is at least as efficient as anything
that could be designed by most outside engineers.

The only thing, however, that will prevent the con-
stant expansion of our foreign business will be high
prices and slow delivery. These two factors will

certainly prove important just as soon as the pres-

ent rush is over. We must understand that while
our tools are very much superior, they are being
copied very closely. Our prices, as will be remem-
bered, were very low during the hard times, but
now there is an upward tendency in every depart-
ment. We will have to meet competition in the
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works will undoubtedly play among the great elec-

trical manufacturing concerns of the world. Pro-
fessor Short is the owner of many electrical pat-
ents, of which his company will undoubtedly have
the use.

It may be noticed that both the Weslinghouse and
Short companies appreciate the national sensitive-

ness and employ the words "British" and "English"
in their titles.

There is also a report that the English branch
of the General Electric company, the British Thom-
son-Houston Electric company, is planning to erect
near Rugby, England, a $2,500,000 plant, which
will be equipped with Ameiican machim-ry.

HESB^^z^HhHI
LiadTlNG OF THE UPPER STEEL-ARCH BRIDGE AT NIAGARA FALLS.

50 candle power each, with anchored hlaments,

made by the Sawyer-Man company. On a struc-

ture like this great steel arch, where there

is always considerable vibration, the anchoring of

the filaments is an important feature. Each lamp is

attached to i^/^-inch gooseneck, and is protected by
a Chapin hood. The goosenecks are iirmly fastened

by a special attachment to the bridge railing, and
they are also lined with flexible conduit. Despite

the fact that the bridge, when the wind is from
the south and southwest, receives considerable

spray from the falls, enclosing globes are not used,

as It was found that by coating the base of each

lamp with hot asphaltum the plaster-of-paris was
prevented from absorbing the moisture. Gent
Brothers of Niagara Falls had the contract for

wiring the bridge, and at night the great arch pre-

sents a beautiful appearance, as indicated, to some
extent, by the picture.

The great power station of the Niagara Falls

Power company presents a remarkably attractive

appearance at night. Especially is this true when
the view is obtained from a passing train. When
just at the right angle every window on the side

of the dynamo room is fully illuminated by the glow
from inside. It is, indeed, rather a weird scene,

but one that excites many exclamations of admira-
tion and pleasure from those who have seen it. The
view given herewith is one showing the dynamo
room and the transformer station under full illumi-

nation, while the office portion of the front of the

building is in darkness.

matter of price and delivery, as 'well as in quality.

"I am not prepared ttt say how much the ad-
vancement in the price of material will influence
our foreign trade, but I fear it will prove an impor-
tant factor, especially if hard times come upon the
countries that we are dealing with. I consider
this question of the invasion of what have hereto-
fore been considered exclusive European markets
by American manufacturers as one of the most

• interesting problems of our time, and I feel that it

will require several years to work out a final and
acceptable solution. My advice to the manufactur-
ing interests of this country is that they should
do everything they can to continue and increase our
foreign trade, even at the expense of the home mar-
ket. We should give foreign orders the preference
in price and delivery. I think this is good business
policy, especially in view of the possibility of the
flattening out of trade in this country, which is to
my mind only a question of time. We cannot hope

Space Telegraphy Experiments on the
Alps.

The results of the experiments recently conducted
by Jean and Louis Lecarme to determine the prac-
ticability of space telegraphy between two ptjints

of different altitudes, with the consequent difference

in atmospheric pressure, have been presented to the
Paris Academy of Sciences. Ihe region chosen
was that of the Alps, and the transmission was
carried on between Chamounix and Mount Blanc.

The transmitting station was established at the sub-
station of the observatory of Vallot, at Chamounix.
having an altitude of 3,000 feet, the receiving station

being installed at another sub-station of the ob-
servatory on Mount Blanc; this point is at an alti-

tude of 13,800 feet, thus giving a difference of level

of io,Soo feet between the two stations, which were
about seven miles apart. The soil between these
two points is covered w'ith ice, except at the part

immediately surrounding the stations. The experi-
menters wished to make the following observations:
1. Whether the system of wireless telegraphy was
practicable in the high mountain regions, and with
great differences of altitude between the stations.

2. If atmospheric electricity would have the effect

of interfering with the communications. 3. If the
earth wire would continue to fulfill its office, in spite

of the absence of water in the liquid state in the soil.

The transmitting station at Chamounix was
provided with a high-tension transformer, operated
directly by a direct-current dynamo of 50 volts,

and in the circuit of which was placed an interrupter

of the Reef pattern. A key with platinum contacts
sent the impulses at will into the primary of the

transformer, which was capable of giving a spark
of seven inches. This length of spark was reduced
to one inch when the poles of the transforjiier

were connected, one to earth and the other to the
overhead wire. This wire was of copper, one-tenth
inch in diameter, and stretched obliquely at 30
degrees for a length of 75 feet.

At the receiving station were arranged a coherer
of gold filings, constructed by Mr. Branly, and very
sensitive, a dry pile of 1.6 volts and a telegraph re-

lay. In the circuit was an electric bell and a mag-
netic striker for the coherer. Owing to this ar-

rangement a slight shock was sufficient to restore
the coherer to normal action, and its performance
was very satisfactory during the whole operation.
The apparatus is normally sensitive to a spark of

0.04 inch at a distance of 300 feet. The station, be-
ing established inside the observatory, was pro-

Importance of Foreign Trade.

In an interview printed in Modern Machinery

Mr. P. W. Gates, president of the Gates Iron Works
of Chicago, takes an advanced position in urging

the extension of American export trade in machin-
ery, advocating the fostering of this branch at the

expense of the home market, if necessary. Mr.
Gates has but recently returned from a six months'
trip devoted to an investigation of the industrial

situation in Europe, Exceptional conditions abroad
gave the American manufacturer a splendid oppor-
tunity to introduce his wares, and he took advan-
tage of the opening and made a favorable impres-
sion. With this foothold, every effort should now
be made to develop this foreign business as much
as possible. A portion of Mr. Gates' interview is

quoted:
"There are some disadvantages in manufacturing

for the export trade. The conditions abroad are dif-

ferent in many respects from those that obtain in

this country. Apparatus that is intended for a cer-

tain purpose and is recognized as a standard product
in America will not be adopted by the foreign trade.

They have their own peculiar ideas about con-
struction and they cling to their old-fashioned meth-
ods and their old designs. Many engineers in Eu-
rope still believe it to be their mission to provide
special designs for each individual installation of

machinery. Many things have to be made to order,
resulting in increased expense and reduced efficiency.

The American engineer believes in standardization.
He has confidence in the manufacturer and realizes

that companies engaged in the production of certain
lines of apparatus have given much more thought

GREAT NIAGARA POWER STATION AT NIGHT.

to continue to enjoy the present prosperity indefi-

nitely. Hard times will certainly result from the
present policy of abnormally high prices and arti-

ficially stimulated trade. When that time comes
we must be prepared to meet it, and our salvation

will be in our foreign trade."

Americans Active in Electrical Manu-
facture in England.

In addition to the large plant of the British West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company to

be erected at Manchester, England, for the man-
ufacture of electrical apparatus, it is to be noted
that another large electrical manufacturing estab-

lishment is building in England on American lines

and under the superintendence of an American
electrical engineer, Professor Sidney H. Short. This
latter company is the English Electrical Manu-
facturing company, and its factory will be at Pres-
ton, with a capacity for turning out some 2,000
railway motors and about 50,000 horse power of

dynamos per annum. The company has already
booked many orders, it is said, including one from
France for 800 motors for general distribution
throughout the continent of Europe. This is the
first occasion on which any foreign order of im-
portance for electric-traction apparatus has been
placed with any British manufacturer, and is thought
to be significant of the part which the Preston

tected from outside disturbances by the copper en-
velope of the building. The ground connection
v/as made to the lightning rods, and an outside wire
was erected parallel to that of the Chamounix
station. The two posts were visible cme from the
other, and thus in good weather optical signals
could be sent to verify the results.

The information obtained by these experiments
may be summed up as follows: i. The signals
were very clear under the conditions named, with
a distance of oscillator spheres equal to one inch.
2. The absence of water in the liquid state did not
prevent communication. 3. The presence of clouds
between the stations had no effect upon the sig-
nals. 4, The atmospheric electricity could not, on
the whole, be said to have had an injurious effect
upon the practical transmission of signals. 5. An-
other point observed was the action of the three-
phase, 2,500-volt electric-lighting system at Cha-
mounix, which had a decided effect upon the ap-
paratus, and it was impossible to work while the
station was in operation.

Street-railway mail cars on the cable lines of Chi-
cago are to be replaced by handsome cars on the
electric lines, and the change is expected to make
a great improvement in the local mail transporta-
tion between the main office and the sub-stations.
The first change of this kind will be made on the
North Side.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Cable with Air Space.

The Telegraph Construction and Maintenance

company of London has laid a telephone cable of

a new tj^pe between Great Britain and Ireland. This

cable is for the use of the government and is con-

structed on the system of Willoughby Smith and

Granville. It consists of four conductors, arranged

to leave a central air space, in order to reduce the

inductive capacity of the lines as much as possible.

The exterior insulation is assured by a covering of

guttapercha.
Each of the conductors is a cable made up of

a large wire in the center surrounded by lo smaller

wires. The diameter of the conductor is about 0.12

inch. The conductor is surrounded and partially

covered by a thin coating of guttapercha 0.06 inch

thick. Four of these conductors are disposed so as

to occupy, in section, the four angles of a square,

the distance between the centers of two neighboring

wires being about 0.20 inch. The space between the

conductors is left free, and the conducting wires are

surrounded by an insulating mass of guttapercha,

v.-hich unites the whole in a cylindrical cable. The
insulating mass touches the four conductors on the

outer side only, leaving the inner sides free, thus

forming an air space in the center which extends

about half-way around the surface of each conductor.

This air space is divided into sections by joints

placed at intervals and formed by filling in solidly

earnings' tax, the company is inclined to attempt

to force the collection of the bill.

TELEPHONE CABLE WITH AIR SPACE.

with gutta-percha. In this way each of the air

spaces is independent of the others.

Around the inner core of the cable, which has

a diameter of 0.6 inch, is wrapped a band of sheet

brass, then a covering of jute fibers, upon which is

an armor of steel wires of 0.28 inch diameter.

Referring to the sketch, showing a partial section

of the cable, (A) is the central air space; (B) the

conductors; (C), guttapercha; (D), brass sheet and
jute; (E), steel armor wires; (F). outer covering.

The electrostatic capacity of the cable, measured
between two of the diagonally opposite wires, is

0.1 microfarad per nautical mile. The resistance of

a conductor is 8.6 ohms per mile, and the insula-

tion resistance of a conductor from earth equals

1,050 megohms per mile. This construction presents

many advantages, both from a mechanical and
electrical point of view. A cable of this type may
be immersed to a depth of 500 meters without caus-

ing deformation. The introduction of air between

the conductors has the elfect of diminishing con-

siderably the inductive capacity- of the cable, and it

may thus be used for relatively great distances. The
normal insulation is quite suf&cient. If, in the case

of a fault, the water penetrates into the air chamber,

the extent of the damage is Hmited to one of the

sections only. As these sections are not long, the

insulation resistance of the cable is not appreciably

modified.
The first cable of this type to be laid was that

between Beaulieu (Hampshire) and the Isle of

Wight, a distance of three miles. A second cable

has been recently placed between Ireland and Wales,

a distance of 60 miles, the maximum depth of the

Irish Sea being 40 fathoms. In these cases the use

of the new tj^pe of cable has been very successful

for telephone work. It is expected that the British

government will lay several others of the same con-
struction from England to Holland and to Ger-
manv.

Telephone News from tne Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician.]

A right-of-way is being secured for another tele-

phone line between La Crosse. Wis., and Black
Kiver Falls by the Wisconsin Telephone company.
The controversy between the Standard Telephone

company and the Home Electric company of Du-
buque, la., has been settled, and the injunction

withdrawn. The telephone company'- will set its

own poles high enough to clear the wires of the

Home compan}'. The Standard Telephone com-
pany is working to complete toll-line connection

between Dubuque and Minnesota points.

A telephone exchange is proposed at Morning
Sun, la.

The Minnesota Central Telephone company of

Wiilmar, Minn., has issued $20,000 bonds to raise

funds for rebuilding and adding additional wires

to the line from Delano to Elbow Lake, Minn.,

and other points.

The Union Prairie Telephone company of Lanes-
boro, Minn., is making a number of improvements
to its line.

The Beloit (Wis.) Telephone company has con-
cluded to enlarge the exchange to 400, to meet the

growing list of subscribers. The capital stock has
been increased by $5,000.

A local telephone exchange is about completed
at Laurens, la., with about 30 connections.
The Des Moines (la.) Electric Construction com-

pany, which has been engaged in the construction

of telephone exchanges, will go out of business, it

is said.

L. W. Prentice of the Hudson, Wis., telephone
exchange, and Miss Florence E. McShane of the
exchange of New Richmond, W'is., were married
recently at the home of the bride's parents in New
Eichmond.
The Central Telephone company of Pomeroy, la.,

has increased its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,-

000.

George A. Wyman of Sheldon, la., will become
general manager- of the Mutual Telephone company'
of Des Moines. The latter has notified the Edison
Electric Light company to remove its wires from
the former's poles, claiming the induction impairs
the service^ of the telephones.
The Home Telephone comipany has the new tele-

phone exchange at Ida Grove, la., about completed.

Old Company Not Popular in the Twin
Cities.

Employes of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change companj- were recently placed under arrest

in Minneapolis for attempting to plant telephone

poles in the underground district without securing
the consent of the council. The telephone com-
pany' sent word of its intention to erect the poles
and proposes to make a test case.

Members of the council in St. Paul think the

company should apply for a renewal of its franchise

before asking any further favors of the council in

the way of permission to erect poles in underground
districts or an entrance to the citj- for a toll line.

The company has asked permission to plant poles

on a number of streets, and the Board of Aldermen
granted the request The company has also brought
suit against the city for six years' telephone rent,

amounting to $3,368. The charter forbids the con-
troller auditing bills not authorized by resolution

of the council or by contract The company has
presented bills occasionally, but no attention has
been paid to them. Since the council has begun to

think of requiring the company* to yield to a gross-

Bell Company Contemplating Great
Bond Issue.

[From the Boston correspondeai of the Western Electrician.]

Boston, December 7.—Announcement was made
to-day that the plan of reorganization of the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company'-, b}"^ transferring its

business and identity to the American Telephone
and Telegraph company, includes in its projects a

bond issue of huge proportions. An indenture has
been executed, it is stated, under which bonds of

the absorbing company are to be issued ta the

amount of Sioo,ooo,ooo, the interest thereon to be
at the rate of five per cent The Old Colonj' Trust
company of this city is named as the probable
registrar.

The scheme to float such a large bond issue is

regarded as indicative of the Bell company's inten-

tion to continue its policy of absorption and of con-
trolling as far as possible the telephone business
of the country. It is small wonder that the com-
pany contemplates removal from Massachusetts, for

it is perfect!}' safe to assume that the Legislature,
which has balked so often at expansion measures
brought forward by the telephone company in the
past, would have refused utterly to sanction pend-
ing propositions. The companj^ is well aware of

this fact and will act accordingly.
As a matter of fact, at the present time, the capital

iiivested in the Bell company and its allied cor-
porations is $200,000,000 or more. About $10,000,-
000 is in real estate, owned by the subordinate com-
panies in various business centers. Until quite re-

centl}- this great system has been carried out by
sales of capital stock of the various sub-companies
and by fresh issues of American Bell Telephone
company's stock to enable the parent concern to
take up and pay for a certain proportionate share
of the stock of such companies when they were
added to the system. Bonds, however, have been
floated to the amount of $5,049,000 within a few
years, an item to that effect figuring in the annual
report, and future expansion will probably be along
the same line. B.

Telephone Situation in New York.
IFrom the New York Tribune,]

The purchases of the Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company of America in Westchester County
include the new plant now in operation in New
Rochelle and the franchises owned by the same
company in Mamaroneck and White Plains. A
controlling interest in these plants was acquired
through the purchase of the stock held by the
president, George W. Sutton. The New Rochelle
plant has been in successful operation about six
months and has nearly 300 subscribers. A control-
ling interest has also been secured in the Palisade
Telephone company, a concern which owns a fran-

chise in Yonkers.
The only local company not yet in its ct)ntrol is

the Mount Vernon Telephone and Messenger com-
pany, which has been operating in Mount Vernon
about five years and has 300 local subscribers. This
company defaulted the interest on its bonds and
has been foreclosed in the interest of the bond-
holders in Mount Vernon. It was bid in by Will-
iam Archer, the New York builder, who is both a
stockholder and a bondholder, for $25,200. It was
rumored after the sale that the company would
be sold to the Telephone, Telegraph and Cable
company of America, but this could not be verified.

Representatives of that corporation were at the
sale, but declined to talk. The company will be-
gin at once to build in Westchester County, and
expects to have all of its plants in operation in a
year. The New York Telephone company now
charges 20 cents for tolls between cities and vil-

lages in Westchester County and 35 cents to New
York. The new company expects to offer the same
service at greatlj' reduced prices.

The Knickerbocker Telephone company has taken
from the Astor estate a 20-year lease of the seven-
story building at the northwest corner of Broome
and Elm streets, and the property will be occupied
by the People's Telephone corporation for its ex-
change.
The Bell Telephone company, it was said re-

cently, in buying out the Independent telephone
companies in Newark and Jersey City, had
the purpose of strengthening its hold on the New
York terminals of the long-distance service in the
direction of Philadelphia and the W^est, but it felt

that its control of the local telephone field was
secure, through its practical control of the sub-
ways. The People's Telephone corporation, how-
ever, having, after many years of fruitless applica-

tion, secured recently from the city authorities the
permit necessar}' to enable it to proceed with the
work of stringing wires and installing a telephone
plant, joined forces with the Telephone, Telegraph
and Cable company of America, among the lead-
ing interests in which are certain men prominent in

the control of the Metropolitan Street Railway
compan}-, and an arrangement was reached whereby
the necessity of applying for space in the citj^'s

subwa3'S was avoided—an application which it was
believed would be denied on the ground that the
required accommodation did not exist in those sub-
ways—and the unoccupied conduits of the Metro-
politan's sj-stem, north and south and crosstown,
were placed at the disposal of the People's Tele-
phone corporation, and many miles of telephone
cables were strung in them during the 24 hours of
last Sunday [December 3d]. Moreover, it is re-

ported, cables which maj' be utilized for telephone
service were during the same period strung under
the elevated-railroad structures in this borough and
Brooklyn.

[Mr. Vreeland denies flatly the statement that
telephone lines have been laid in Metropolitan con-
duits.]

It was reported that the People's Telephone cor-
poration had purchased the franchise of the General
Carriage company—an unusually liberal one—and,
in case of litigation by the Bell Telephone company-
based on the allegation that it could not under the
law operate a telephone ser\-ice with wires strung
elsewhere than in the subways already occupied
by the Bell company's wires, would operate such
service under the rights and privileges of the Gen-
eral Carriage company, which are said to be amply
suiiicient to justify the People's Telephone corpo-
ration in placing its wire? in the Metropolitan's
conduits, and even to enable it to occupy and tear
up streets in any part of the city.

Telephone Patent Litigation.

The case of the Western Electric compau}' against
the \Villiams-Abbott Electric company on the
Elisha Gray patent (No. 309,617) relating to the
automatic opening of a shunt about a telephone
generator is set for argument at Cleveland, O.,
on December 13th, before Judge Taft or Judge Day.
The suit of the Western ILlectric company against

the Citizens' Telephone company of Grand Rapids,
Mich., is set for argument on December 19th, be-
fore Judge Severens. The case involves the first

and second claims of the Eldred patent (No. 303,714)
on switchboards.

Telephone Tariff at Paris Exposition,
The new regulations for the telephone service of

the Paris Exposition have recently appeared. Among
them the following are the most important:

Article I.—The annual subscription for the main
system of Paris is fixed at 300 francs for the tele-

phones to be established within the limits of the
exposition. These subscriptions do not include the
free deliver^' of a card of admission to the public
telephone cabinets established in the different parts
of the cit\-. Subscriptions last from December i,

1S99, to December 20, 1900.

Article II.—Cards of admission have been pro-
vided for the public telephone cabinets which will

be installed in the interior of the exposition, and
will give the right to communicate, free of extra
charge, with all the subscribers of the telephone
system of the cit3% as well as the right to use the
public telephone cabinets outside of the exposition.
The tariff established for these cards, which last

one year, is fixed uniformly at 20 francs.
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The Acute Ear of the Telephone Girl.

There is a man in Chicago who relates a curious

experience. Some time ago he had occasion to

talk to a business acquaintance over the telephone.

He called up the central office and asked for his

friend's number. In a moment there came back
to his ear in a soft feminine voice the familiar

murmur, "Line's busy now; please call again." The
man at the telephone was really anxious to com-
municate to his friend, v/ho was a valued customer,

v/ithout loss of time. Accordingly, he called up the

operator again in two or three minutes, with the same
unsatisfactory result. This procedure was repeated

several times, the girl invariably protesting in calm,

even tones that the desired connection could not

be obtained. From growing irritation the im-

patient man at the instrument passed to a complete,

though momentary, loss of his temper, and he

soundly berated the girl at the switchboard for

what he thought was simply careless inattention

to her duties. The girl returned a soft answer in

a few words, and thus the brief dialogue terminated.

This was a very ordinary incident, but the sequel,

as told by the narrator of the stcry, was surprising.

"About a week after my colloquy with the tele-

phone girl," he said, in continuing his veracious

relation, "I had occasion to take an elevated-rail-

way train and stopped for a half minute to ex-

change a word with the ticket seller, with whom I

have a slight acquaintance. It was only a word,
however, for there was a young woman behind me
awaiting her turn to pass through, and so I hurried

out to the platform and into the train. The girl

behind me entered the same car and took a seat

across the aisle from me. I noticed that she was
preoossessing in appearance and neatly dressed, but

as I have a grown-up family of my own and have
oassed the age of youthful follies, my glance toward
her was merely one of casual benevolence. A mo-
ment later, however. I was conscious that she was
regarding me intently. She was evidently reassured

bj' mv mature and unassuming exterior, for, to my
astonishment, she quickly arose and took the vacant

seat beside me. Before I could imagine what was
up. she began to speak. 'Please pardon me for my
presumption.' she said; 'but are you not the gen-

tleman who had some difficulty in getting Harri-

son Ninety-nine-double-nine on the telephone last

week?' I was completely mystified, but I remem-
bered the number very well, and I ,;a'd I was the

man. 'Well.' said she. T was the girl at the cen-

tral ofRce. I remember you by your voice.' You
may imagine my surprise. Of course, I v.'as pro-
fuse in apologies when I recovered myself a bit.

The young woman, evidently regarding me as a

trustworthy, fatherly sort of a person, then pro-
ceeded to tell me a s^reat many things I had not

known about the arduous duties, strict discipline

and perplexities of a telephone girl. She spoke
wi*^h flienity and self-possession, and her earnest.

IprTv-liVe manner made me doubly ashamed of my
trivial impatience. But before I could aealn ex-

D^'^'^s mv reeret the train h^d reached her station

pnrl she wa^ s^nne. T am ?till wonderincr. however,
at her wonderful car-memorv. She had heard my
Toice b"*- for an instant at the ticket seller's win-

dow, and vet ^he remembered it from amnno" th<>

thousands of others that come to her over the wire."

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
A telephone company has been organized at Water-

ville, Me., with Boston capitalists prominent among
the incorporators. The capital is named at $300,000.

and Henry M. Whitney of Brookline is president

and A. J. Mundy of Boston treasurer. Other in-

corporators are Elisha Gray of Boston, C. W. Davis
of Waterville and J. B. Millet of Boston.

The Fairbury Telephone company of Fairbury,

Neb., is having a lively time with the Bell company.
The Independent company has 125 subscribers, at

$1.50 and $1.25 a month. The Bell company has 75
and has cut«to 50 cents a month, but as the Inde-

pendent company has about 50 local business men
as stockholders, it seems to be on the winning side.

The Waterbury (Conn.) Automatic Telephone
company has been incorporated. The capital stock

is $10,000. The purpose of the company is to build,

equip and maintain systems of telephone exchange
in the cities, towns and villages of the state. The
corporation is located in Waterbury, where all but
two of the stockholders live. The certificate states

that so per cent, of the capital stock has been paid
in. It is signed by Warren L. Hall, John Blair.

William S. Jones and W. D. Richardson of Water-
burj'. a majority of the directors.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
In the Patent Gazette of December 5th there was *

listed a patent (No. 638,521) granted to Seymour
Morrison and Thomas L. Springer for a telephone
switchboard. The principal feature of the invention

is a self-contained operator's cam and drop, remov-
able from the board. This device, which is said to be
the only self-contained removable cam, operating
in the way it does, now upon the market, is to be
known as the Eureka self-contained removable cam
and drop, the Eureka Electric company of Chicago
having, it is reported, secured control and owner-
ship of the patent. The Eureka company has re-

cently issued a large sheet containing a number of

illustrations of the telephones, switchboards and
telephone apparatus manufactured by the company.

Paris-Berlin Telephone Line.

The project for a Iclephcne line from Paris to

Berlin has occupied for some lime past the attention

of persons interested. The necessity of telephone
communication between the two capitals has long
bc-en recognized, but owing to the rather strained

relations between the two countries, the negotia-

tions for a project of this kind have been difficult

to carry out. The matter has, however, been taken

in hand by the two governments, and has been re-

cently brought to a successful conclusion. M.
Mougeot, secretary of the Postal and Telegraph
service for the French government, recently sent

two delegates to Berlin, where a conference was
held with the representative of (he German Postal

Department. As a result of this discussion, the

French delegates reported favorably to their govern-
ment and the treaty was accordingly signed.

The agreement is somewhat on the same lines as

that established between the French government and
tho^ of Belgium and Switzerland, these latter agree-

ments having been made the basis for the Paris-

Berlin operations. A number of important financial

companies and chambers of commerce in France
gave their support and assisted in bringing matters

to a successful conclusion. The amount necessary

for the construction of the line on the French side

will reach 750,000 francs. The French government
will take charge of the construction and bear the

expenses of the line from Paris to the frontier, from
which point the German government will complete
the line, this, however, without the aid of outside

capital, as in France, as the government is able to

install its part of the line independent of the assist-

ance of the financiers.

The total length of the line will be about 660
miles. Startins from Paris, it will pass through Cha-
lons. Verdun, Metz. Frankfort to Berlin. The system
of charges for the use of the line is established in

what is known as the "zone system." The two coun-
tries have been divided each into two zones, and the

amount to be paid to each for a conversation of

three minutes will be two francs for the first zone
and four for the second. Thus, for a conversation
between Paris, which is in the first zone on the

French side, and Berlin, in the second on the Ger-
man, each country is to receive six francs.

An arrangement has been made for urgent com-
munications by which they will pass before the

others: for this a triple rate will be charged. For
the cities and towns near the frontier a much lower
rate will be made, this being not more than 25 to

50 cents for a conversation of three minutes.
The construction of this first line between France

and Germany will soon be followed by others; the

_ first of these will be a line between Belfort and
Mulhouse. these cities beiner situated on either side

of the Alsatian frontier. These two imoortant in-

dustrial centers have for some time felt the need of

this communication. The v/ork on these new lines

will be carried forward raoidlv and it is expected
that they will be completed in the early part of next
vear.

Lively Prospect in Cleveland.

If the $10,000,000 bond issue of the Erie telephone
system is approved by the stockholders, it is said

that $2,000,000 of the proceeds will be expended in

Cleveland, Ohio, and vicinity during the years 1900
and igoi.

A mortgage for $3,500,000 by the Cuyahoga Tele-
phone company of Cleveland, to the Dime Savings
and Banking company, was placed on file last month.
At the same time the mortgage was filed a deed
was filed by the Terminal Electric company, by
which the new Electric building on Prospect street

was transferred to the Cuyahoga Telephone com-
pany. The consideration named in the deed was
$1, but it contains $75 worth of revenue stamps,
which would indicate that the value placed on the

new structure is $75,000.
The mortgage given by the Cuyahoga Telephone

company is on its franchises and other property,
real and personal, including the new building just

purchased. The mortgage is payable in 20 years
and draws five per cent, interest. The money is to

be used by the company for extending and com-
pleting its system.

Why Not American Telephones in

Mexico?
Two Republics, a City of Mexico newspaper, states

that the hacendados resident in Toluca who own
estates around Malinalco and Tenancingo have con-
tracted with Mr. Fernando Corona, the Mexican
electrical engineer, to put up telephones in their

haciendas, connecting them all with one another. It

seems that Mr. Corona is using German instru-

ments, and not American. Where are the American
agents? naturally asks the newspaper named.

Illinois Telephone Association.

A called meeting of the Independent Telephone
association of the state of Illinois will be held at

Decatur on February 7th and 8th. It is desired that

all persons interested in Independent telephone
work in this state arrange to attend this meeting, as

matters of especial interest will be discussed.

Good Telephone System Needed In

Manila.

A writer in one of the American papers publishc<l
in Manila says that of all the aggravations which
the sojourners in Manila arc called upon to put up
with, the telephone service is about the worst.

If the red-hot complaints which are fired into
"central" every day do not burn the very soul of
the company to a crisp it is because it is a soul-
less corporation. The telephones now in use arc
the greatest incentives to profanity yet discovered.
A busy man grabs the antiquated instrument to
deliver in haste some important message—he presses
the button and then takes a rest. After an indefi-

nite time maybe the attention of "central" is attracted

and he receives an answering ring. Then he asks
for number so-and-so. Of course, he does not get
it, so he repeats the request. An indistinct mum-
bling comes over the wire and possible he catches
an occasional Spanish word. Again he makes it

known that he wants number so-and-so. No rc-

.^.ponse. In his gentle accents he coaxes "central*
to give him the desired number. But the soft per-
suasion is lost somewhere on the rusty wire. He
is angry now, and in stentorian tones he demands
that number instantly. But the employes at the
telephone office are not to be intimidated. "You
won't give me the number, eh?" he shouts, yet

the transmitter brings him no reply. From this

point on until 15 minutes later, when he has sworn
himself hoarse, the remarks made anent the tele-

phone, the company and all thereunto appertaining
are quite unfit to appear in print. And, after all.

the senduig of the message is either postponed
or else some more reliable means of communication
is adopted.
The telephone company has promised to reform

its system and to improve its system—who knows?
Wonders may happen, but it is probable that the
people of Manila will continue to be irritated in the

same old style with inoperative telephones until

the city is supplied with the inventions of Bell and
H-dison in accordance with American ideas.

The present company claims to have a monopoly,
but it is extremely doubtful if it could shut out a
rival that was up-to-date, either under Spanish or
American law. It is "contrary to public policy to

establish monopolies that restrict trade," and they
are therefore illegal. Besides, as one citizen sug-
gests, the system now in vogue could be condemned
as a nuisance and as such be abated.

Sale of the South Bend Company.
Commenting on the sale of the Independent tele-

phone plant in South Bend, Ind., to the Central
Union (Bell) company, the Elkhart (Ind.) Daily
Truth remarks that the transfer is a disastrous
thing for the telephone users of South Bend. It

saj^s: "Before the South Bend Independent system
sold out to the Central Union the rates of both
companies were $15 a year for residence telephones
and $30 a year for business houses. These rates

are considerably in excess of those charged by
either of the competing lines in this city, but South
Benders considered them moderate. Since the con-
solidation the rates in South Bend have been ad-
vanced to $30 for residences and $48 for stores and
business places. These figures have not yet been
made public in that city, but Truth has received them
from a reliable source, and it will be but a few
days before the company notifies its patrons of the
advance in rates. Twice within the past three years
has the Central Union company made an offer to
buy the Independent line in this city, but the man-
agement of the Home company would sell only on
condition that no increase should ever be made
in present rates, and to this condition the Bell
company would not agree. In this transaction the
Independent company acted honorabl}"- with its pa-
trons, and its course is to be highly commended."

Carty Bridging- bell Patent Litigation.

The case of the Western Electric company against
the Anthracite Telephone company of Hazleton,
Pa., for alleged infringement of the Carty bridging-
bell patent, was argued on motion for preliminary
injunction before Judge Acheson in Pittsburg on
November 2Sth and 29th. F. P. Fish and George
P. Barton presented the case for the complainant,
and R. S. Taylor, C. C. Bulkley and Arthur Steu-
art represented the defense. A large number of
additional affidavits were filed for the defense dur-
ing the two days of the hearing, and the com-
plainant was given three weeks within which to
reply by counter affidavits. It is understood that
Judge Taylor represented the Independent tele-

phone companies generally, and Mr. Bulkley and
Mr. Steuart the American Electric Telephone com-
pany of Chicago and the Viaduct Manufacturing
company of Baltimore respectively, from which
companies the Anthracite company purchased its

apparatus. This case, it is thought, has become
the test case as to this particular form of magneto
apparatus manufactured by the American and Via-
duct companies. The defense was given leave to
file a brief and the complainant an opportunity
to reply. An early decision is expected.

The Iowa Automatic Fire Alarm company has

been incorporated at Newton, la., with $50,000 cap-

ital stock, to manufacture automatic fire alarms.

On a petition filed in the name of the states

attorney of Illinois an Injunction has been issued
temporarily restraining the construction of a street

railway in the village of Lemont, 111., by the Chicago
and Joliet Rapid Transit company.
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Imperial Central-station Plant In St.

Louis.

[Co7Ui7iued from page 333.^

Where feeders were locciLed the number of ducts

was increased to provide for them. The system as

planned provides for feeders of sufficient size so

that one of the largest cables would fill one duct,

taking a single cable for the positive and another

for the negative sides of the system. A third duct

would contain the neutral feeder and pressure wires.

Another duct is to contain the three-conductor main
cable, and one duct is reserved for future service.

Underground-cable System.

While the conduit system provides space for a

total of 23 feeders, there have been but five installed

at present. Each feeder consists of two 1,500,000

circular-mil single-conductor cables and one 500.000

circular-mil single-conductor cable for the neutral

wire. A pressure wire of No. 16 three-conductor

cable carried in the same duct with the neutral, and
connected to the ends of the feeder, provides means
for measuring the pressure at the feeding point by
a voltmeter located at the plant. The neutral con-

ductor is only one-third the size of each of ihe other

wires, since the entire motor business supplied by
the company is connected directly to the positive

and negative wires, and does not afiect the load

upon the neutral. It will also be observed that the

feeder cables have all the same carrying capacity,

notwithstanding the fact that some are nearly twice

the length of others. The object of this is to econo-

mize conduit space and cost of cables by using the

largest cable that can be conveniently pulled through
a duct. Provision is made at the plant for keeping
the pressure at the ends of all these feeders ap-

proximately equal, regardless of their length and
the variation in drop, by running different voltages

at the switchboard.
Each of these feeder cables connects to a single-

pole double-throw switch on the switchboard with-

out the introduction of any fuses or circuit-breakers.

Each feeder goes through two feeder-testing boxes
placed at convenient distances along its length,

and at the end connects to the system of mains
through copper fuses located in the junction boxes.

The mains are composed of three conductors,

each of the same size, to provide for better distribu-

tion of pressure. The rubber tape surrounding each
conductor was made of a distinguishing color for

convenience in connecting, and very few errors of

this kind were made in connecting together the

entire system. The junction boxes are shown in

detail in Fig. 10. Into them these three-conductor
mains were run and connected to bus-bars through
copper fuses.

The feeder testing boxes referred to above are

similar in design to the junction boxes as shown
in Fig. 10, althousfh somewhat smaller and not so

deep. They provide convenient means for opening
the feeders for testing, the location of trouble or
the making of repairs. Connection is made in these

boxes by heavy copper links, which are not in any
case intended to act as fuses.

The insulation resistances were all measured by
means of the capillary electrometer designed by
H. C. Burgess of the University of Wisconsin and
described by him at the Omaha meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The
results were found to be highly satisfactory.

Inside Wiring.

The entire inside wiring is done on the two-wire
multiple-arc plan. The lateral cables entering the
basements of the customers' buildings, are three-con-

ductor cables, furnishing a constant-potential sup-
ply of electricity at either 235 or 470 volts. All
electric-power service is connected to 470 volts,

and the inside wiring is run open and supported on
porcelain knobs, with rubber-covered wire. The
incandescent and arc-lamp wiring is taken of¥ one
or the other side of the system at 235 volts, and
run with rubber-covered wire, either on porcelain
knobs or cleats or concealed in an approved con-
duit system.

Incandescent Lamps.

The incandescent lamps used on this svstem are

of the 235-volt type, mostly of 16 candle power,
although some 10 cnndle power and some 32 candle
power are in use. The lamos are all Westinghouse
cap and porcelain base. The filaments are either

double, tv/o in series, or coiled in several convolu-
tions.

The lamps were bought under guarantees regard-
ing efificiencv. life and the maintenance of candle
power, which were entirelv satisfactory to the pur-
chaser. In practical operation the light has been en-

tirely satisfactory to customers, and they compliment
the character of incandescent service furnished.

There were at first minor mechanical and electrical

defects, however, such as the sasging of the filament
until it touches the glass where lamos are not olaced
in a vertical position, and the short-circuiting of

leading-in wires when a filament burns ont near
its support, all of which have been remedied in later

lamps. There have, however, been no accidents or
fires resulting from these causes.

Arc Lamps.

It was believed at the time that the plant was
designed that arc lighting might be made secondary
to both the incandescent and motor work. The 235-
volt enclosed-arc lamp was therefor*^ adopted on
account of its convenience, one light being con-

trolled independent of all others. It has been found
by experience that two arc lamps burning in series

on 235 volts give better service than the sin-

gle lamp. In cases where a single lamp must be
used a satisfactory light has been obtained by in-

creasing the current to 3% amperes.

Motor Service.

The entire power service is taken from the outside
wires of the system at 470 volts. These wires inside

of the building in all cases are treated as high-ten-
sion circuits. It might be surmised that complaint
would be made regarding the power ser\'ice on ac-

count of this reduction of voltage on 500-volt motors.
This has not proved to be the case. The motors
having been previously used upon systems varying
in voltage from 450 to 550, the users of power were
educated to expect a considerable variation in the

speed of their motors. With a steady pressure of

470 volts at the motor terminals, none of the com-
pany's customers have complained regarding their

power service.

Load Curve.

It may be interesting to submit a preliminary load
curve of this plant, prepared by the engineers and
submitted to the compan}' two years and a half ago,

and to compare it with an average load curve of

the plant at present. We have reduced the scale

of the former and plotted them side by side on the

same sheet. These curves are shown in Fig. i.

Their correspondence in shape is interesting. Their
points of difference are explained by the increase

in the arc business above referred to. This curve
also shows one of the great advantages of the storage
battery. The entire plant is shut down from one
o'clock until five in the morning and the load car-
ried upon the battery. The machinery is then
started and the battery charged during the forenoon,
allowed to float upon the system during the after-

noon and discharged during the peak in the even-
ing, as shown upon the shaded portion of the curve;
and again charged considerably during the first

half of the night before shutting down. Interesting
features are the large all-night load and the com-
paratively low peak or maximum load. The average
output for 24 hours is 2,198 amperes, which is 39.27
per cent, of the maximum load.

Special Features.

The distinguishing features of this plant which
marked it as advanced engineering practice are:

First—The 220-440-volt system of distribution.

Second—The entire system is underground.
Third—The battery equalizer and auxiliary.

Fourth—All subsidiary apparatus is electrically

driven.
Fifth—Fuel economizers with induced mechanical

draft.

Sixth—Condensing apparatus with cooling tower.
(a) The wisdom of selecting the double-voltage-

.system will be appreciated when it is stated that
the saving in copper alone in the district covered
by this plant is equal to half the cost of the building
and entire station equipment. This system was al-

most unknown at the time of its adoption here, but
several plants using it have since then begun opera-
tion in Europe, and another large installation is

being erected in this country. The system is reli-

able, safe and satisfactory in its service to the public.

(b) The undcrgrounding of all wires is the ideal

method of distribution, as regards public safety,

reliability of service and low depreciation and re-

pairs.

(c) The value of a storage battery as an equalizer
of pressure and as an auxiliary to the steam plant
is universally admitted. It has proved indispensable
on many occasions in this plant. Its readiness to
take all burdens thrown upon it, whether accident
to plant, short-circuit in underground cables or
sudden demand for light caused by a thunderstorm,
needs only to be experienced to be appreciated.

(d) Driving all boiler-feed, circulating and air

pumps, elevator, fans, etc., by electric motors saves
the condensation in all subsidiary steam pipes, as

well as avoids the wasteful use of steam incident
to this class of apparatus. By using steam only
in the large cylinders of the compound condensing
engines and driving all minor apparatus by motors,
it is estimated that a saving of about 10 per cent,

on the entire output of the plant is realized.

(e) Fuel economizers give all the water entering
the boilers an additional temperature of 100° Fahr-
enheit, which efYects a saving of about nine per cent,

in the use of fuel. With coal at $1.50 per ton, they
will earn annually about 25 per cent, on their cost.

(f) With all losses deducted, it appears that con-
densing apparatus as here employed makes a saving
of from 15 to 20 per cent, in fuel, thus earning a
large return on its cost. ^
The entire station equipment v;as included in one

contract, under rigid guarantees from the contractor
covering the efficiency of the plant as a whole. A
definite cost of coal per kilowatt-hour delivered to

outside circuits from tlie switchboard was guar-
anteed under a forfeiture in case of failure, with
an equal bonus for increased efficiency above the

figure specified. It was intended to give in this

paper the results of these tests, but, as they are not
comoleted, no report can as yet be made.
[To Mr. Humphrey's paper may be added the

statement that the Arnold Eleclric Power Station
company of Chicago was the contractor for the

entire station equipment of this interesting plant.

The Arnold system of connecting engines and gen-
erators, with magnetic clutches, is used.]

Stanley Hot-wire Meters and Lighting
Transformers.

Electrical indicating or measuring instruments,
operated by the expansion of a length of wire due
to the passage of the current, have been in use
as laboratory instruments for many years; but,
though very accurate when properly used, they
have not been employed in regular commercial
work, because, made for laboratory purposes only,
they have been of delicate and extremely sensitive
construction, and therefore not substantial enough
for general use. A modilied form of this type of
instrument has been perfected after years of study
and experiment by Hartnian & Braun, FVankfort-
on-Main, Germany, the celebrated manufacturers of
electrical instruments. The Stanley Electric Man-
ufacturmg company has secured the sole right to
manufacture these instruments in the United States
under the Hartman & Braun patents, and is now
prepared to furnish amperemeters and voltmeters of
any range desired, both of the switchboard type and
in a portable form.
In these instruments faults of the earlier forms

have been eliminated, and they are now said to be
equal in accuracy and durability to any type of
instrument manufactured. Both the ammeters and
voltmeters are entirely non-inductive, and the same
instrument, when standardized for use on direct
currents, is also accurate for alternating currents,
and is not affected by frequency or forms of the
wave. They are not disturbed or affected by ex-
traneous magnetism or currents, or by changes of
temperature in the surrounding air. They can be
kept in calibration by bringing the pointer to zero
when no current is passing, an easily accessible
screw being provided for this purpose. The switch-
board instruments are siid Ic be accurate to within
one-half of one per cent., and the portable type to
within one-fourth of one per cent., throughout their
useful range.
These meters are said to be absolutely dead-

beat, and are therefore desirable for direct-current
railway work, for use in connection with sjmchro-
nous motors and all other classes of work where the
current or electromotive fc rce is subject to fre-
quent or constant fluctuations.

In the hot-wire ammeters only a small portion
of the total current measured passes through the
instrument, the main portion passing through a

FIGS. I AND 2. STANLEY HOT-WIRE METERS.

shunt of low resistance. For the switchboard type
of ammeter (illustrated in Fig. i) this shunt is ex-
ternal, and can be placed at any convenient point,
the wires running from the shunt to the instrument
being comparatively small. By providing several
shunts the same instrument can be used for widely
differing currents. In such cases the meters can
be marked with several scales, or, where the relative

resistance of the different shunts is in a direct ratio,

the proper scale can be provided for one shunt
and the readings multiplied or divided when other
shunts are used. In the portable type of ampere-
meter this is of great convenience, as two or more
shunts may be carried in a separate box, so that
an instrument may be used for a variety of maxi-
mum readings, such as five-50-500 amperes. A low-
reading instrument of this type is of special value in

'storage-battery work. The portable ammeter is

mounted in a well-finished polished-oak box, with
lock and key, and is very light, so i* is not diffi-

cult to carry. This type is illustrated in Fig. 2,

which shows the box open. Swttchboard ampere-
meters, provided with external shunts, are carried
in stock by the Western Electric company of Chi-
cago, the western agent for the Stanley company,
in capacities ranging from five to 5.000 amperes,
and the portable instruments, provided with a sin-

gle shunt in the same box, range from five to 200
amperes.
The switchboard voltmeters present the same

general external appearance as amperemeters. A
resistance is furnished with each instrument, which,
in voltmeters reading up to and including 300 volts,

is placed inside the case; for higher voltages an
external resistance is used. By providing several

separate resistances the same voltmeter can be used
for reading several different n-aximum voltages,

and in the portable type this is of great advantage,
as two or more resistances can be carried in a sep-

arate box, and when so equipped the pressure of

direct or alternating circuits of any desired volt-

age can be readily measured. These instruments.
both for switchboard and portable use, are carried

in stock in sizes ranging from five to 600 volts.

Some eight years ago the Stanley compau}'- in-

troduced what it asserts was the first high-grade
transformer made. Since that time it has steadily

advanced in the art of transformer building, and is

now able to offer the trade a complete line of light-

ing transformers which the company feels assured
are the best made. In the Stanley type G trans-

former the company has aimed to maintain a reg-
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ulation so close that it is not inimical to the hfe

of the lamps, and at the same time, by the use ol

specially prepared iron and scientific arrangement

ol the coils and iron, reduce the core loss to a

minimum. Moreover, it has desired to rnake the

regulation the same on all sizes, to facilitate the

maintaining of an even distribution of electromotive

force on all installations and to facilitate the running

of transformers in multiple, as where two or more
transformers of dilTcrent regulation are operated in

parallel the one having the best regulation will tend

to take more than its share of the load. Uiider

the varying conditions existing in different stations

this best medium point will, of course, vary, and

where the standard transformer is not just what is

wanted the company will make transformers of

any desired regulation or any desired core loss,

within possible limits, and guarantee the results.

In maximum efficiency, and particularly in efficiency

at lower loads, the type G transformers are said

to maintain a high standard of excellency. They
are primarily designed for operation upon circuits

of 60 periods a second. The manufacturer guar-

antees that the core loss of the transformers will

not, during their lifetime, increase more than five

per cent., provided they are operated under normal

dent of that body, had written, asking if such a
meeting could be arranged, and the Council of the
British Institution had answered that it would be
most happy to do everything in its power to bring

the joint meeting about.

Fig. 3- Fig. 4.

CiftZ.
'

FiR. 5-

STANLEY TRANSFORMERS.

conditicns of load and temperature. These trans-

formers are designed for use without oil, and are

tested with a break-down strain of 5,000 volts al-

tei^nating current between the ceils and iron. The
coils are moisture-proof, the insulating material be-

ing of such a nature, it is said, that its insulating

properties increase with age under normal condi-

tions of operation.
The Western Electric company carries in stock

14 different sizes of standard lighting transformers,

ranging in capacity from 500 watts for 10 lights to

30,000 watts for 600 lights. All the transformers
are provided with interchangeable primaries, so that

!hey can be connected for either 1,000 or 2,000 volts.

Smaller types are provided with interchangeable

secondaries, so that they can be connected for

either 50 or 100 volts, or for use on a three-wire

system with 50 volts between the middle wire and
either of the outside wires, while the larger sizes

have interchangeable secondaries for connection on
either 100 or 200-volt circuits or for use on a three-

wire system with 100 volts between the middle and
either of the outside >vires.

All the transformers mentioned are of the outdoor
type, and are provided with hanger irons, the tops

of which form hooks of a proper size to fit over
standard cross-arms. The larger types are also

provided with feet, so that they can be set on a

floor or platform, if desired.

Fig. 3 show's the type of the smaller transformer
with fuse boxes, while Fig. 4 illustrates the larger

sizes, without fuse boxes. Fig. 5 represents in detail

the cut-out or fuse box used on type G transformers.

These fuse boxes are detachable and can be used
either on the transformers or attached to cross-

arms, poles or buildings, as desired, and are single-

pole porcelain cut-outs enclosed in an iron box.

American and English Electrical Engi-
neers May Meet at Paris.

At the meeting of the British Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers last month, the president, Professor
S. P. Thompson, made several interesting announce-
ments. He said that the Council had decided to

hold a meeting of members of the Institution in

Paris on August 16, igoo. At the Paris exhibition

there would be certain congresses held, and among
these there was a congress of electricians, which
would be held from August i8th to 20th. The
Council had arranged the Institution meeting for

the i6th in order to have time for discussion before
the congress meeting. There were certain propo-
sitions regarding the electrical units which would
probably be made, and it would be as well for the
menibers of the Institution to draw their own con-
clusions first. It was also proposed to hold one
meeting in common with the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers. Mr. Kennelly, the presi-

Great Explosion Promised.

Mr. R. M. Jones, well known in connection with
power-transmission plants in the West, and now en-

gineer of the Pike's Peak Power company, has is-

sued, on behalf of the company, a unique invitation

lo a dam-blasting party. "You are cordially invited,"

he writes from Victor, Colo., "to be present at-

(a probable safe distance of about a mile from)
'Dam Site' on West Beaver Creek, Teller County,
Colorado, at 2 o'clock p. m., on Monday, December
iS, 1899, to participate in an explosion of 'Vesuvius

Butte.' Kindly bring your kinetoscope and acci-

dent policy."

Further particulars of this interesting event show
that ''the explosion to take place is expected to be
of value to the company, by breaking 40,000 cubic
yards of granite and removing it from its present
picturesque position in place to a disorganized mass
of boulders, filling a place of usefulness in the con-
struction of a steel-faced, granite-filled dam across
the canon. It will be particularly interesting to

those glorying in the science of engineering (dem-
onstrating the quantity of explosives required to

move given bodies). It will probably be exciting

and interesting to those who like fun. There will

be 30,000 pounds of explosives lighted at the same
instant, and it will be ignited, probably, by the
same means employed in blowing up the Maine.
This will be the largest premeditated explosion on
record in the United States, excepting that at Hell
Gate. Accurate surveys of the butte have been
made and photographs taken. Photographs will be
taken at time of explosion and after the surface has
been cleared away. Surveys and photographs will

show the practical results attained."

All who are interested in power development will

hope that Mr. Jones' explosion will be a complete
success, both as an engineering work and as a

spectacle.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, December 9,—The National Street
Railway Construction company of New York, it is

definitely announced, will bid for the contract for
the underground rapid-transit railwa)'. This com-
pany was incorporated shortly after the appointment
of the Rapid Transit Commission, and is especially

empowered to construct tunnels for the operation
of railways. It is capitalized at only $5,000, but has
the privilege of increasing its capital at any time
desired. Engineers have been employed by the
company in making estimates of the cost of con-
structing the tunnels and the probable number of

passengers that can be carried by the- railroad, to-

gether with the cost of equipment and maintenance
of the road. Prominent in the company is H. M.
Littell, of the banking house of J. W. Seligman &
Co., formerly general manager of the Metropolitan
Street Railway company of this city and ex-presi-
dent of the American Street Railway association.

Connected with Mr. Littell in the management of
the company's affairs are said to be F. W. Abbot,
civil engineer; Louis Duncan, electrical engineer,
and James P. McQuaide, of the National Conduit
and Cable company. It is understood that they
will have the financial aid of several wealthy men if

the company gets the contract for the tunnel road.
It is estimated that 100,000 passengers a day will be
carried over the road as soon as the first section
of the tunnel is used, and that the number of
passengers will be increased to 1,000,000 a day before
the end of the 50-year lease. The operating ex-
penses of the road, it is estimated, will be about 50
per cent, of the gross receipts.

Rumors have been afloat in Wall street this week
to the effect that negotiations were practically com-
pleted for the consolidation of the Electric Vehicle
company, the International Air Power company
(Mr. Croker's autotruck com.pany), the General Car-
riage company and various cab and carriage com-
panies now operating in the larger cities of the

United States into one gigantic corporation, which
would be controlled by William C. Whitney; and a

director of the General Carriage company was
quoted as saying that that concern would have be-
tween 300 and 400 cabs and carriages in service in

this city before January ist, although it had not yet

placed any orders for either vehicles or horses. A
representative of Mr. Whitney has characterized the

whole story as being without foundation, adding
that the acquisition of the general carriage com-
panies would give the automobile companies con-

trolled by Whitney interests no additional franchise

privileges of value.

The Commercial Cable company of this city filed

with the secretary of state on Tuesday a certificate

of increase of capital stock from $10,000,000 to $15.-

000,000. The certificate declares that the liabilities

of the company are $18,324,949. It is asserted that

the additional $5,000,000 will be expended in laying

another trans-Atlantic cable and for furnishing

other facilities for improvin.g the service.

Chief Croker of the Fire Department has selected

an automobile for use in attending fires, and gave
it a practical test last Saturday night, which resulted

successfully. He applied to Park Commissioner

Clausen for a permit to run his machine through
Central Park when going to fires, but was refused
the permission, Mr. Clausen claiming that the ve-
hicle, being propelled by steam generated by gaso-
line, produced too much noise and would doubtless
be the cause of frightening horses. Thus far per-
mits have been given to but five automobile owners
lo operate in the park, their vehicles all being elec-

trically operated. The automobile used by Chief
Croker has been shipped to Havana, where it will be
exhibited in connection with the fire department of
that city.

It is expected that to-morrow electric under-
trolley cars will be running over the portion of the
Forty-second street, Manhattanville and Amsterdam
avenue system of the Third Avenue Railroad com-
pany from Fort Lee ferry to Seventy-first street

where Broadway crosses Amsterdam avenue. The
route will be through Manhattan avenue to Broad-
way and thence down the boulevard to the crossing.
From Seventy-first street south, on Amsterdam ave-
nue to Fifty-ninth street, ihc new electric road is

nearly ready for use, and it is expected that the run
of the electric cars will be extended to that point
on Tuesday. The remainder of the electric route
on Broadway from Seventy-first street to Forty-
second street is complete and could be put into use
but for the cornplicated crossing and switchback
work that must be put in at some of the crossings.
At a meeting of the Board of Estimate Tuesday it

was voted not to grant franchises to the Kings'
Bridge Railway company cr the Fort George and
Eleventh Avenue Railroad company on the terms
agreed to by the Municipal Assembly last July. The
Municipal Assembly wanted to charge the railway
companies three per cent, of their gross receipts for
the first five years, and five per cent, thereafter.
These terms were so amended by the board that the
companies must pay four per cent, of their gross
receipts for the first five years, six per cent, for the
second five, eight per cent, for the third five, and
16 per cent, thereafter. M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., December 9.—A check for $1,000
has been received by the town of Niagara Falls,

Ont., from the company which proposes to con-
vert the street railway of the town into an electric

system. The Sutherland Improvement and Devel-
opment company of New York is the promoter of
the enterprise.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Sarnia
Street Railway company of Sarnia, Ont., the ques-
tion of converting the line into an electric system
was discussed. A by-law authorizing the directors
to raise $60,000 by debentures for carrying out
the work was passed.
Mr. T. E. Mitten, general superintendent of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light company
of Milwaukee, Wis., and Mr. E. W. Olds, super-
intendent of rolling stock for the same company,
were in Montreal recently for the purpose of ac-
quiring information in connection with the working
of the Montreal electric street railway.
Hon. Fred Peters, ex-premier ot the province

of Prince Edward Island, now a partner of Sir
Hibbert Tupper, practicing law in British Colum-
bia, and E. J. Fader of Vancouver, B. C, have
started a bold scheme to harness the Pacific Ocean.
They propose to turn to account the power of the
tide in both the first and second narrows in Van-
couver harbor, and to operate a large electric
power house, and have therefore applied to the
government of Canada for certain foreshore rights.

The federal authorities are consulting the City
Council of Vancouver on the subject before grant-
ing the application.

Mr. J. H. Russell of Atlin, British Columbia, is

about to purchase an electric plant for the pur-
pose of supplying light and power to the towns
of Atlin and Pine City in that province. He ex-
pects to have the lighting plant installed and in

operation about the first of March next. The plant
is to be operated by water power, which is to be
obtained from the high falls of Pine Creek, three
miles from Pine City: and it is the intention of
the promoters to develop sufficient energy to sup-
ply power as well as water to the hydraulic work-
ings in the vicinity.

Some interesting information respecting the
telegraph line to the Yukon is given by Mr. J. B.
Charleson of the Public Works Department, Ot-
tawa, who superintended its construction. Mr.
Charleson left Ottawa on March loth last, and al-

though skeptics ridiculed the claim of the depart-
ment that the Yukon could be connected with Ben-
nett in one season, a completed line is now the
best answer. The exact distance from Bennett to
Dawson is 740 miles, and the cost of the line was
about $137,000. There were no horses engaged in

carrying on the work of construction, most of the
carrying being done by scows on the river. Where
the Big Salmon River enters the Yukon, the former
had to be crossed, the distance being goo feet; the
very rapid current preventing the laying of a cable,

the wire was strung above the river at a height
of 70 feet. Connection was made with Dawson
at six o'clock on the evening of September 2Sth,

and on that evening $400 was taken for messages.
The line has already netted the Dominion govern-
ment ViCarly $15,000.

Mr. J. D. Morrison of Toronto, Ont., is in Ottawa
in the interest of the Western Union and Great
Northwestern telegraphic code, the most complete
code yet produced. This code having been placed
in the offices of these companies, the Anglo-Amer-
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icaii Telegraph and Cable company, and in the

offices of other companies throughout the world,

enables a holder of a code to telegraph to any

individual without considering whether his corre-

spondent is supplied with the code or not. If the

receiver of a message has not a code, he gets his

message translated through the office of the com-

pany. The saving by use of the code is from four

to i6 words for one, which makes it of value to

anyone whose telegraphic expenses reach to four

dollars per month or over. Another advantage to

the subscriber lies in the fact that any person de-

siring to wire him may have the use of the code

at the ofhces of the several companies. The code

has been officially adopted by the Dominion govern-

ment, cities of Montreal and Toronto and by the

banks throughout Canada.

Mr. J. A. Culverwell of Toronto. Ont, the pro-

moter of the Burleigh Falls, Peterboro and Lmdsay
eiectric-power enterprise, states that he has suc-

ceeded in making financial arrangements with a

prominent New York banking-house for the com-

pletion of the undertaking. The company will be

Colled the Central Ontario Power company. Bur-

leigh Falls is situated 17 miles from the city of

Peterboro, Ont., and 39 miles from the town of

Lindsay, in the same circuit. Plans of the dam and

power house have been completed, which are said

tf^ prove that the hydraulic development will cost

less than any proportionate power jdevelopment

on the continent. The minimum flow of water in

the dry season shows 3,000 horse power, while the

reservoir capacity adjacent to the falls will give

4.500 horse power during the hours of heavy load.

Contracted revenue for lighting and power in the

several towns was secured during the past summer
to the amount of $50,000 per annum of five and 10

years' duration. It is understood that work will

be commenced shortly, the hydraulic development

not being considered an extensive undertaking, the

main dam being built and maintained by the govern-

ment as part of the Trent Canal system, which prob-

ably makes a saving of an expenditure of some
$100,000. Three 700 horse power generators and

other requisite apparatus will be installed at the

beginning, and allowance made in the power house

for further increase. W.

PERSONAL.
Emil Grah, an electrical contractor and dealer

of Toledo, was a Chicago visitor last week.

The marriage of Mr. Charles Tripler Child, tech-

nical editor of the Electrical Review of New York,

to Miss Bertha May Cushing of Maiden, Mass., is

announced.

Rev. Daniel Shepardson, an eminent clergyman

and the founder of the Shepardson College for

Women at Granville, Ohio, died on December gth

at the advanced age of 86 years. George D. Shep-

ardson, professor of electrical engineering in the

University of Minnesota, is a son of the deceased.

Mr. J. H. Vander Veer, superintendent of motive

equipment of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Heights Rail-

road company, who presented a paper entitled

"Maintenance of Car Equipment" before the recent

annual meeting of the American Street Railway
association at Chicago, died after a brief illness on
December 3d.

Seizo Misaki of Kobe, Japan, chief engineer of

the Hanshin Electric Railway company, and T.

Ikeda of Nakanoshima, Osaka, Japan, chief engi-

neer of the Osaka Electric Light company, who
have been inspecting electric railways in this coun-
try for several weeks, expect to sail for Japan on
December i6th.

Mr. S. W. Moon, prominent in the Independent
telephone field, has resigned his position as general

manager of the American Electric Telephone com-
pany to take the active management of the new
Swedish-American Telephone company of Chicago.

He is the treasurer and general manager of the new
company. Mr. Moon was one of the pioneers in the

liidependent telephone movement, and he is also

interested in other electrical lines, being president

of the Laclede Battery company of Kokomo, Ind.

Upon Mr. Moon's retirement from the American
Electric Telephone company the employes made up
a purse and presented him a fine gold watch and
chain. Mr. P. C. Burns also showed his apprecia-
tion of Mr. Moon's services by a very substantial

present.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The electric-lighting plant of the York Light and

Power company, located in Saco, Me., and which
lighted Saco and part of Biddeford, was destroyed
by a boiler explosion on December 6th. The dam-
age was between $15,000 and $20,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Fire at the car house of the Quincy and Boston

Street Railway company in Quincy, December 7th,

destroyed the buildings and 17 cars. Connecting
roads are loaning cars to the company temporarily
and traffic continues. The loss is estimated at

$55,000, covered by insurance.

In connection with the regular biennial conven-
tion of the International Street Railway association,

which has chosen Paris as its place of meeting in

1900, a congress of all street-railway and. tramway

companies of the world, says the Street Railway
Journal, will be held, under the auspices of the
Paris Exposition authorities, on September loth

to 13th.

At a meeting of the City Council of Chi-
cago on December nth the mayor was authorized
to appoint a special committee of seven aldermen
which shall investigate and report regarding: Mu-
nicipal ownership of street-car lines; compensation
to be paid the city for renewals of old franchises
or granting of new ones; other conditions regarding
the granting of street-car franchises, such as trans-

fers, methods of laying tracks, running of cars, etc.

Reports are again in circulation to the effect

that the South Chicago City Railway company, the
Chicago Electric Traction company and the Calu-
met Electric Street Railway company are to be
consolidated. It is said that the combination is to

be effected by a new concern that will pay $10,000,-

000 for the properties. It is reported also that the
Chicago City Railway company may lease its lines

south of Sixty-third street to the new company
and make that street the dividing line for fares.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is reported that steam plows are to be used in

South Africa for intrenching works.

An English physician has driven a motor carriage

5,000 miles at an experise of only $130.

The ordinance passed by the City Council of Chi-
cago on July 6th establishing a board of examiners
for operators of automobiles is to be enforced. The
board consists of the city electrician, city engineer
and health commissioner.

The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin uses an elec-

tric vehicle in delivering its papers. It is asserted
that the automobile effects a saving of about 25
per cent, over the horse in the time consumed in

delivering the papers along the various routes and
enables the Bulletin to place its papers at the most
distant point of the city within half an hour after

leaving the presses.

The electrically operated hose cart designed and
constructed by the technical section of the Paris
Fire Brigade, and recently described in the Western
Electrician, is said to have stood the test of practical

experience. At several fires it arrived before en-
gines and hose carts drawn by horses. The Fire
Department has ordered six other electric fire-ex-

tinguishing machines of different models, including
a hook-and-ladder truck, which will be used, should
occasion demand, in connection with the exposition
of 1900.

The automobile is becoming quite popular in

Buenos Ayres. The vehicles, which are of the elec-

tric and petroleum types, include not only private
carriages and tricycles, but also heavy delivery wag-
ons, for the use of large stores. As a step to ad-
vance the automobile interests, there has been
formed the Argentine Touring Club, which is en-
deavoring to establish in all provinces of the Ar-
gentine Republic roads to be specially reserved for
bicycles and light automobiles. These roads have
already commenced to radiate fiom Buenos Ayres
to a distance of 60 to 70 miles, and it is intended to
continue the work until a good system of roads
is established throughout the country.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The United Correspondence Schools of New

York city have a course of study in mechanical
engineering especially designed to meet the needs
of machinists, inventors, draughtsmen, tool mak-
ers, machine-shop laborers, pattern makers, boiler
and engine builders, shop foremen, molders and
foundrymen, blacksmiths, engineers, builders and
salesmen of machinery and others. The system of
practical education by mail is employed, and the
pupils, who are said to be scattered throughout the
world, do their studying in leisure hours at home.
The company says that tuition is moderate and is

accepted in small monthly payments. It requests
all persons interested in the subject to write to it

at 154-158 Fifth avenue, New York city.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, has

issued pamphlets describing the different styles of
Adams-Bagnall enclosed arc lamps.

The American Electric Telephone company of
Chicago is distributing, with its compliments, a
handsome 1900 calendar. It represents hie striking
figure of a beautiful woman.

The second edition of "Wiring Tables: How They
are Made and How to Use Them," by Thomas G.
Grier, has just been issued. The book has been
thoroughly revised and enlarged and is presented
in pocket size, with flexible leather covers. It is

sold by the Western Electric company of Chicago.

A handsome catalogue of the Thompson-Ryan
dynamo and the McEwen automatic engine has re-

cently been issued by the Ridgway Dynamo and
Engine company of Ridgway, Pa. Considerable
expense has been entailed in the production of the
catalogue, as is shown by the fine illustrations, pa-
per and letter-press. Complete descriptions are
given of both the engine and dynamo and a number
of full-page pictures illustrate the different types of

machines and some of the installations of the com-
pany's direct-connected units. Tables are given
showing the sizes, capacities, speed, weight and
other data of both engines and generators. Copies
of the catalogue will be furnished on a request, ac-
companied by a business card.

The Macmillan company of New York an-
nounces a new "magazine of contemporary
thought," The International Monthly, to be pub-
lished in America and England. In each number
there will be not less than five essays. Scientific
articles will be prominent. Prof. John Trowbridge
will have an article on "Recent Advance in Physi-
cal Science" in the January number, and an essay
by Oliver J. Lodge is announced.

The Union Traction company of Indiana, of
which mention was made in last week's number of
the Western Electrician, has issued the "Union
Traction Quarterly," a publication containing in-
formation on matters pertaining to the company.
It contains a map of the interurban system, showing
the lines in operation and those under construction.
Special features are time-tables of the different inter-
urban lines and of the steam railroads at points of
intersection with the lines of the company. Several
topics relating to electric-railway matters are briefly
discussed, and the street railways of Anderson, Ind.,
the headquarters of the company, are made the sub-
ject of a short historical sketch. The complete
telephone plant and block-signal system operated
by the company are briefly described.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Chicago City railway has declared a dividend

of 3 per cent., payable December 30th to stockhold-
ers of record December 15th.

Directors of the South Side Elevated Railroad
company of Chicago have declared a four-month
dividend of one per cent., payable December 30th.
This makes three per cent, on the stock for the
year ending December 31, 1899.

MISCELLANEOUS.
On the night of December 5th fire damaged the

armature forming and insulating department of the
General Electric company at Schenectady, N. Y.,
to the extent of $10,000. The fire was caused by
the spontaneous combustion of gases in a large
gasoline tank.

In the extensive German exhibit of machinery
promised for the Paris Exposition there will be
several large electric generators, ranging from 1,400
to 2,000 horse power in capacity, displayed by Sie-
mens & Halske, Schuekert, Lahmeyer and the
Helios company.

TRADE NEWS.
The J. G. Brill company of Philadelphia has re-

ceived an order for 12 trucks to be used on the
electric-railway cars of Barcelona, Spain.

The Mayer Engineering company of 1401 Monad-
nock block, Chicago, announces that it is prepared
to do a general engineering business, develop in-

ventions, make technical translations, furnish draw-
ings, etc. Mr. George M. Mayer, the electrical engi-
neer of the company, has had a varied experience
in England and the United States, and is a member
of several scientific and engineering societies.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., is pleased
with the business now doing and in sight. It notes
that the engine which is to furnish the electric light

and motive power for the special machinery exhibit
of the United States at the Paris Exposition left

New York a short time ago on the United States
transport steamer Prairie. This engine, which is

a tandem-compound of 350 horse power, direct-
connected to a generator, was built by the Ball
Engine company.

The Standard Underground Cable company of

Pittsburg feels elated over the fact that the Na-
tional Export Exposition, recently' held at Phila-
delphia, awarded it a silver medal, a diploma and
"the blue ribbon." these being, it is said, the highest
honors awarded to any manufacturers exhibit. The
award was made for "the most complete exhibit
ever made" of submarine cables, telephone cables,

power cables, both for alternating and direct current,
high and low-pressure cables, street-railway cables
and high-grade rubber-insulated wires, and also for

the completeness of the working models.

The Farr Telephone Construction and Supply
company, Chicago, one of the largest telephone
and construction supply houses in the country,
has recently issued an electric-light supply cata-

logue. The Farr company says that it is in a posi-

tion to furnish anything used in electric-light sta-

tions and to quote prices that usually secure the

business. The company has gained an enviable
reputation through its dealings with the telephone
people, and President C. W. Farr states that the

company is now able to fill promptly the wants of

electric-light men, as well as of telephone exchanges.

In the patent litigation entered into between the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool company, Joseph Boyer,
the Standard Pneumatic Tool company and the

Chouteau Manufacturing company, all suits have
been dismissed by the advice of the respective

attorneys, the litigants recognizing that the Boyer
and Chouteau patents cover the fundamental prin-
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ciples of all pneumatic hammers, without the com-
bined use of which no successful pneumatic hammer
can be made. Recognizing,' the value of the re-

spective claims, the companies have purchased li-

censes from one another covering their present style

of hammers, this action being necessary for the

protection of users of their respective tools.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis states that it has recently taken the exclusive

territorial agency for the New Clifton iron-armored
insulating conduit in the South and West, cov-
ering some 20 states. Tliis conduit has been aj)-

provtd by the national board of fire underwriters,

and everyone who has used it is reported to have
been more than pleased. It is hard-rubber lined

and can be bent in any shape, thus dispensing with
all elbows, and cheapening the cost of both labor

and material. The company claims that it is easier

to draw the wires into this conduit than into any
other on the market, as the pipe is freed from burrs
and made smooth before lining. The pipe is then
lined and a finishing coat of soapstone is put on,

thereby making a smooth surface. In addition, it

is claimed that it is less expensive to use than some
other conduit, as single-braid wire is approved by
the underwriters in this conduit.

The Falcon attaching plug and flush receptacle,

a recent production of the Falcon Electric Manu-
facturing company of New York city, is asserted

to be the most advanced design of its kind on the

market. Combined with durable mechanical con-
struction it has the advantage of being easily in-

stalled. Fitted for the Universal outlet box, it is

arranged for front connections, so that no "slack

wire" has to be left in the outlet box. It can be
completely installed and connected without the face

plate, thus affording a safe method for protecting
the polished surface of the latter from being
scratched by the workmen. The face plate itself

is provided with a lid for closing flush with the

floor or wall when the plug is withdrawn. The
plugs are provided with fuse connections for both
poles, and can be interchanged without decreasing
the electrical contact, as the variation in the molded
porcelain is overcome by a stiff contact spring.

The Eureka Electric company of Chicago an-

nounces that it has secured the exclusive right from
the Rolfe Electric company to manufacture and sell

that company's protective devices, including light-

ning arresters, cable heads, combination and cur-

rent protectors, cross-connecting boards and all de-

vices employing the principle of heat-coil protec-
tion, under the Rolfe and Barrett patents. Realiz-

ing the importance of this branch of the telephone
business, the Eureka company has made a separate
department, which will be under the direction of

Mr. Charles A. Rolfe, a telephone expert of over

25 years' experience. Mr. Rolfe was formerly as-

sociated with the Utica Fire Alarm and Telegraph
company and the Gamewell company, and is said
to have built the first telephone exchange in the
United States in opposition to the Bell company
at Utica, N. V. The Rolfe protectors have the in-

dorsement of the underwriters, the World's Co-
lumbian Exposition, a large number of Bell tele-

phone exchanges and over loo cities of the United
States where the protective devices are used in the
fire-alarm an<l police-telephone .systems. These pro-
tectors are said to be the only ones which have
been tested for all classes of low-tension innocuous
circuits during long periods of service. The Eu-
reka company will cheerfully furnish circulars de-
scribing its full line of apparatus upon application.

BUSINESS.
The Sargent company of South Chicago, manu-

facturer of iron and steel castings, is increasing its

facditics and has placed an order with the Western
Electric company for one 150-kilowatt, 125-voIt

belted generator.

There is nothing more true than that "Poor goods
spoil one's temper." This truth seems to have
something to do with the large increase in the sale

of Eureka packing. The manufacturers, James L,

Robertson & Sons, 198 Fulton street, New York,
state that the sales of Eureka packing at the present

rrtte will almost double those of any other year.

This packing is used almost all ever the world and
in a great many electric plants.

Mr. \V. R. Mason, the St. Louis representative

of the Siemens & Halske Electric company, takes a

natural interest in the plant of the Imperial Elec-
_

trie Light. Heat and Power company of St. Louis,
illustrated in this issue. The plant is equipped with
three 500-kilowatt. 500-volt, Siemens & Halske gen-
erators, direct-connected and running at 150 revo-
lutions per minute. The company has lately or-

dered two additional 500-kilowatt Siemens &
Halske generators to run at 100 revolutions.

James Clark, Jr., &; Co., Louisville, Ky., manufac-
turers of Willey multipolar dynamos and motors,
report an active business during the last few months.
Wille}-- machines are said to possess a number of

special features which have enabled the manufac-
turers to obtain a ready market for them. Clark
& Co. also place on the market a number of other
special machines, such as direct-connected machine
tools, etc., and their business has assumed such
proportions that they have been obliged to seek
larger quarters.

A shop whose belts are not running as tight as
fiddle-strings is rather an unusual sight; but the
Erie railroad Union dry docks of Bufifalo, N. Y..
reported on March 2, 1896, to the Cling-surface

Manufacturing company of Buffalo, N. Y.: "Ciing-
surfacc has increased our power very considerably;
bells soft, pliable and in simply perfect condition.
Cling-surface has earned many times ns cost." On
October 20. 1899, they again report: "We have
not a light belt in the shop and are better satisfied
than ever with Cling-surface."

M. Goldsmith of the firm of Goldsmith Bros..
Chicago, the well-known refiners, has jusi returned
from a trip South, where he met with gratifying
success. Mr. Goldsmith states that his firm is

rushed with orders and that the factor)' is working
harder than ever before in its history in order to
keep up With the growing business of the company.
The demand for platinum has never been as great
as it is at present, and the facilities of Goldsmith
Bros, are said to be taxed to their utmost. Gold-
smith Bros, make a specialty of purchasing scrap
platinum, for which they pay the highest market
price.

Charles H. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago. 111., report that their December
business has started in unusually brisk. At their
factory, Beloit, Wis., they have just added new
boilers and engines, supplementary to water power,
and are working overtime. They are receiving nu-
merous orders for their Helmet bronze in .sheet

for flat springs and in v.ire for round springs. They
carry a large quantity of this material in stock at
their Chicago store and, therefore, are prepared to
make immediate shipments. Owing to the many
advances in raw material, there have been a number
of changes in prices in standard machinists' tools
and supplies, and Besly & Co., therefore, suggest
that orders for the above be placed at once, as they
will not make advances on these goods until after
January i, 1900.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company of
Cincinnati states that the great volume of business
which the company has received from all parts of
the world during the last six months has made it

necessary to extend its main building 200 feet. This
will make the main machine shop 500 feet long and
200 feet wide. November is said to have been the
best month for business that the company has ever
experienced. Fifty-one machines were sold, in-
cluding a number of repeat orders. Among the
more important sales were the following: Willson
Aluminum company, Holcomb's Rock. Va., 1.800
kilowatts in generators; Manchester (Eng.) Sport-
ing Chronicle, 300 kilowatts; L. L. Summers, Flor-
ence, Colo., 150 kilowatts and 170 horse power in
motors; John Wanamaker, Philadelphia. 100 kilo-
watts and 150 horse power; Arthur Pearson (Pear-
son's Magazine), London, Eng., 150 horse power;
Oakland (Cal.) Transit compan3^ 60 horse power;
American Type Founders' company. Cincinnati, 30
kilowatts.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
638,230. Binding Post and Connection for Elec-

trical Apparatus. Alexander Fischer, New-
York, N. Y., assignor to Albert R. Shattuck,

New York, N. Y. Application filed May i, 1899.

A water-proof electrical connection is described consist-
ing of an externally threaded binding post fitting in an
internally threaded cylinder covered with non-conducting
water-proof material.

638,232. Electric Exercising Apparatus. Charles
L. Fortier, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed

December 12, 1898.

An exerciser, comprising a movable electrode and re-

tracting resistance, is combined with a source of elec-
tricity generated independenily of the exerciser, and
means for changing the direction or polarity of the cur-
rent through the electrode.

638,236. Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New
York, N. Y. Application filed June i, 1898.

The heater comprises an open helix of resilient resist-
ant wire combined with a substantially straight supporting
rod extending within it. the heHx conforooed relatively to

the rod to press elastically against the rod on differeut
sides thereof so that it clings thereon, and having in each
loop or convolution a length of wire exceeding the cir-
cumference of the rod, so ihat the greater portion of its

wire is out of contact with the rod and exposed to circula-
tion of air.

638,249. Electrical Exchange. Alexander E. Keith.

John Erickson and Charles J. Erickson, Chi-
cago, 111., assignors to the Strowger Automatic
Telephone exchange, Chicago, 111. Application
filed December 16, 1895.

Combined with a series of contact points arranged in
groups are a switch provided with an arm for each group,
a series of contact points mounted independently of the
switch but in electrical communication with the different
arms, and a selector or auxiliary switch-arm rotatively
and longitudinally movably mounted upon the switch, and 638,
means for establishing electrical communication with
either of the groups through the selector.

638,278. Electrode and Process of Making Same.
Isaiah L. Roberts, New York, N. Y. Application
filed November 17, 1894. Renewed December
31, 1898.

The process consists in heating a mixture of pulverized
glass and carbon, and then subjecting the mixture lo

pressure while the glass is in a soft or plastic condition,
thereby causing the adherence of the glass particles.

Issued December 5, iSgg.

any landing tor operating the controlling mechanism,
whereby the motor may be started automatically from any
landing and arrested when the car reaches that landing,
the connections including means for indicatiog the loca-
tion cE the car.

638,282. Automatic Electric Elevator. Harold
Row-ntrecj Chicago, 111., assignor to the Bur-
dett-Rowntree Manufacturing company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed February 6, 1899,

In the elevator means are provided for automatically
shunting apart of the mo:oi-armature current through
the motor field of the hoisting motor as the car approaches
any predetermined stopping point, ^hereby the field is

strengthened and the speed of the motor is reduced.

638,281. Automatic Electric Elevator. Harold
Rowntree, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Burdett-
Rowntree Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed July 18, 1898. Renewed Oc-
tober 4, 1899.

The elevator has a hoisting motor, a controller therefor,
and mechanical connections arranged to be actuated from

No. 638,415.

J,Z-^. Electric Rolling-machine Indicator. Adel-
bert P. Hine, Torrington, Conn. Application
filed April 21, 1899.

A system for indicating the operation of a rolling ma-
chine is mentioned which combines with a source of elec-
trical energy, main conductors, a make-and-break
device in one of the main conductors adapted to be con-
tinuously operated, a rolling machine and an e'ectrical
counter arranged in series across the conductors but hav-
ing the circuit in which they are included normally open,
and a device adapted to close the circuit when the ma-
chine is in operation.

638,388. Electric Heater. Edward E. Gold, New
York, N. Y. Application filed June 20, 1898.

The heater has a normally straight coil of resilient re-

sistant wire, and a supporting rod therefor extended
within it in generally straight direction and bent repeat-
edly back and forth to form zigzag sinuosities so as to

distort the coil.

t:>38-390. Storage Battery. William W. Hanscom
and Arthur Hough, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed April 6, 1899.

A method of manufacturing electrodes for storage bat-
teries is described.

638,408. Electrically Controlled Lock-collecting or
Other Box. Frederick Williams, Revere, Mass.
Application filed March 27, 1899.

The invention consists of a series of receptacles or
boxes, each of which has a drawer, door or cover, a lock
for locking the drawer, door or cover in its closed position.
the boll of which is adapted to be withdrawn and shut by
a key, a bolt-latch for locking the bolt in its locking posi-
tion, a magnet to remove, when energized, the bolt-latch
from the holt and means for energizing each magnet from
a bos or station immediately precediiig in order,

638.418. Appliance for Telephone Switchboards.
James L. McQuarrie, Chicago, 111., assignor
to the Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed April 10, 1897.

The appliance has a base with a vertical perforation
and a countersunk upper portion constituting the plug-
socket, a tube longitudinally movable in the perforation
and switch contacts actuated by the tube in its longitudinal
movement, the tube having flattened longitudinal faces
formed on it to permit the escape of dust from the socket.

638.419. Inking Device for Telegraph Registers.
Louis E. Oehring, Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Western Electric company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed February 26, 1898.

A signal-receiving electromagnet intermittently moves a
stylus wheel to and fro to engage the tape and register the
telegraphic signals thereon.

638.422. Current-supply Circuit for Telephones.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111., assignor to
the Western Electric company, Chicago. 111.

Application filed August i, 1895.

A telephone line is combined with a charging batterv in
the main circuit, several local storage batteries at differ-
ent sub-stations included serially iu the line-circuit, a tele-
phone at each station in the bridge between the con iuctors
of the line-circuit, a return circuit for the charging current
connected with the line beyond the last station, and an
impedance coil in the return circuit.

638.423. Signal Lamp and Socket. Charles E.
Scribner, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western
Electric companj% Chicago, "111. Application
filed March 20, 1897.

In combination are a base having a tubular socke^'
therein, an incandescent lamp in the socket, contac'
pieces forming terminals of the filament carried upo
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opposite sides of the lamp, and contact springs in the
socket engaging the termioal pieces, a recess formed in

the wall of the socket and a projection of glass formed
inteEral with the lamp-bulb entering the recess.

638.424. Thermal Protector. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111., assignor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, 111. Application filed March
22, 1897.

Two separable bodies are combined with a conductor
forming part of an electric circuit wound upon one of the

bodies, and two other bodies or surfaces, mechanically
associated one with eacji of the first-mentioned bodies and
united by fusible conducting cement.

638.425. Signal for Telephone Switchboards. Charles

E. Scribner, Chicago, 111., assignor to the West-
ern Electric company. Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed April 23, 1S97.

Combined with a telephone line, a source of current
and a relay therein, and means at the sub-station of the
line for determining the flow of current in the line during
the use of the telephone, are a local circuit controlled by
the relay, a source o£ current therein, an electromagnetic
signal associated with the line having a winding included
in the local circuit, a second local circuit including a

winding differential with respect to the first-mentioned
winding, a spring-jack and a plug for making connection
with the line, and registering switch contacts in the sprine-
jack and plug adapted to complete the second circuit.

{See cut.)

NO. 638,482.

638,426. Supervisory Signal for Telephone Switch-
boards. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to the Western Electric company, Chi-
cago. 111. Application filed February 14, 1898.

Two telephone lines each provided at its station with a

switch for determining the flow of current in the line dur-
ing the use of the telephone are combined with a bridge
of the circuit, a supervisory signal and a source of current
in the bridge, a magnet winding in a line conductor 10

each station between the station and the bridge, a normal
break of the line circuit between the bridge and the calling
station, and switch contacts actuated by the magnet wind-
ings adapted to close the break when the winding in cir-

cuit with the called station is e:\cited.

638,430. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest P. Warner,
Chicago, III., assignor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, III. Application filed Au-
gust 6, 1898.

Electromagnetic regulating mechanism for raising and
lowering a vertically movable clutch is combined with a
movable stop wherewith the clutch is adapted to engage,
such engagement causing the clutch to relax, means for
interposing the stop in the path of the clutch after the
initial raising of the carbon, and a vertically movable part
operated by the regulating mechanism, ascending when
the clutch descends and descending upon ascent of the
clutch, adapted when lifted to remove the stop from the
path of the clutch.

638.470. Trolley Wheel. John L. Osgood, Buffalo,

N. Y. Application filed August 8, 1S98.

The wheel comprises a periphei ally screw- threaded
bushing, a center disk screwed upon the middle portion
thereof, two side plates stamped into shape and each bent
or offset to project slightly over the periphery of the disk,
and then curving or flaring outwardly and nutS screwing
upon the bushing to lock the whole together.

638.471. Telephone Switch. Samuel B. Rawson,
Elyria, O., assignor to the Rawson Electric

company, Elyria, O. Application filed Decem-
ber 15, 1897.

A plug switch is described which combines a signal
shutter, a plug switch provided with projecting arms,
and means for rotating the plug switch to cause its arms
to engage the shutter and close it.

638.472. Secondapr Battery or Accumulator. Charles

J. Reed. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Se-
curity Investment company of Pennsylvania.
Application filed December 31, 1S95.

There is described a method of preventing deleterious
effects in a secondary battery in which active material is

deposited upon one electrode or set of electrodes from the
battery solution during the charging operation, whicli con-
sists in subjecting detached particles of active material
to localized electrolytic action whereby they are redis-
solved into the battery solution,

638.478. Signaling Apparatus. Jens G. Schreuder,
Edgewood Park, Pa., assignor to the Union
Switch and Signal company, Swissvale, Pa.
Application filed September i, 1899.

The apparatus combines an electric motor, a signal, in-
dependent electrically controlled connections from the
signal to the motor, two shifting circuits each including
the motor and one of the magnets of the connections be-
tween the signal and motor, and a make-and-break
mechanism controlling the circuits and controlled by
train movements.

638.479. Electric Advertising Device. Josiah Scott,

Toledo, O. Application filed March 10, 1899.

The device comprises a bos or casing having a trans-
parent top or face provided with an opaque and remova-
ble surface of pigment, a source of light within the box, a
plurality of metallic strips embedded in the transparent
face connected to one side of an electric circuit, a pencil
in connection with the other side of the circuit, a resist-

ance interposed in the circuit, whereby the sentence
traced by the pencil on the face will appear illuminated
and an arc will be produced intermittingly.

638,480. Toll-collecting Appliance for Telephone
Stations. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to the Western Electric company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed June 5, 1896.

In combination with a telephone line are a line annun-
ciator responsive to currents of constant direction, a
clearing-out annunciator responsive to alternating currents,
and means for associating the clearing-out annunciator
with the line, a generator of alternating signaling current
at the sub-station of the line, a shunt of the generator
normally open at two points, a commutator on the gener-
ator adapted to close the shunt at one point during half of
each revolution, a coin chute, and switch contacts operated
through the agency of a deposited coin connected to close
the shunt circuit at the other point.

638,482. Electric Generator or Motor. Norman W.
Storer, Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed July
28, 1899.

A direct-current generator or motor is described con-
sisting of an armature having a core provided with slots
and a plurality of coils located in the slots, in combination
with a commutator to the bars of which armature leads
are connected in multiple, the conductors in each slot
which are connected in multiple being located side by
side. (See cut.)

638.511. Electric-lighting Apparatus for Vehicles.
Gustavos Heidel, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to

the Globe Electric company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed January 21, 1899.
The armature shaft of a dynamo is driven by means of a

friction wheel adapted to bear against a rotary part of the
vehicle.

638.512. Electric Arc Lamp. Gustavos Heidel, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to the Globe Electric

company, St. Louis, Mo. Apphcalion filed

March 8, 1899.

The lamp has an upper pencil holder, a lower pencil
holder, a stem on which the lower holder is supported, a
pair of sheaves, a convolute spring coiled within the
sheaves and having its ends connected to them respect-
ively, and a pair of cords each of which has connection
with the stem.

638.521. Telephone Switchboard. Seymour Morri-
son and Thomas L. Springer, McCordsviUe,
Ind. Application filed May 19, 1899.

A self-contained operator's cam and clearing-out drop
for telephone switchboards is described. It has a cam-
stem, answering-plug lines and riuging-plug lines, an
operator's circuit and a generator circuit terminating on
the stem, a frame work on the stem, an electromagnet in
the framework, a switch for electrically connecting the plug
lines, the electromagnet and the operator's circuit and for
electrically connecting either of the plug lines, with the
generator circuit, an annunciator, and means for auto-
matically, mechanically restoring the annunciator by the
movement of ihe switch.

638.522. Electric Motor-controlling System. Frank
B. Rae, Chicago, 111. Application filed February
18, 1898.

Combined with a motor and a comrautating switch are
two sources of electricity, an armature coil, a plurality of
separate field-magnet coils on the motor, and separate
connections from the field-magnet coils, from the arma-
ture coil and from the sources of electricity to the corn-
mutating switch.

638,542. Portable Boat Motor. George F. Atwood,
Chazy, N. Y., assignor of one-half to William
W. Wood, Wood's Falls, N. Y. Application
filed June 7, 1899.

An electric motor is arranged in a casing on the judder
post of the boat and is connected to an electric generator.
A handle controls the steering of the boat, and also oper-
ates a motor-controlling device.

'^.38,545. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward H." Belden,
Jackson, Mich. Application filed October 19,

1898.

The lamp has a frame consisting of a tubular guide for
the upper carbon and a tubular guide for the lower car-
bon, the guides being in vertical alignment, in combina-
tion with platforms secured to the guides and adapted to

support the operative mechanism of the lamp, and a tube
interposed between the upper carbon and its tubular
guide.

638,546. Electric Arc Lamp. Edward H. Belden,
Jackson, Mich. Application filed October 21,

1898. Renewed October 17, 1899.
A cleaner is moved in the globe of the lamp by the car-

bon-carrying mechanism.

638,579- Recording Apparatus. Edwin C. Hegan,
Louisville, Ky. Application filed June 23, 189S.
There is described the combination of a recorder hav-

ing numbering devices, a signal box. two relays actuated
by currents controlled by the sigual box, and electromag-
netic devices respectively controlled by the relays, one
serving to place the numbers of the numbering apparatus
in operative position, and the other serving to control the
action of the first electromagnetic devices, to form the
spaces between the numbers.

638.606. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Herbert B.
Taylor, Newark, N. J. Application filed April
27, 1899.

Combined with signal mechanism provided with means
tending to move it to danger position are an electromagnet
and two pivotally mounted levers, one of which carries an
armature for the electromagnet and is adapted to engage
by a hook connecticn with one end of the other lever,
the other end of the lever being adapted to engage
with the signal mechanism to hold it in safety position, so
that the two levers form a compound lever lock for the
signal mechanism.

638.607. Railway Signal. Herbert B. Taylor, New-
ark, N. J., assignor to James Wayland, Newark,
N. J. Application filed January 24, 1899.
The apparatus comprises a semaphore havi'-g one or

more electiic lamps mounted on its blade, a circuit-closer
for the lamps in a supply circuit operated by the move-
ment of the semaphore, and an auxiliary circuit-closer in
the supply circuit controlled by a relay in a track circuit,
the auxiliary circuit-closer depending for its operation on
the position of a train on the track.

638,679.

638,614. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernst Woltmann,
New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Albert
Anderson and Johan M. Anderson, Boston,
Mass. Application filed March ig, 1898.

The following instrumentalities are combined in the
lamp : A carbon-lifting magnet provided with an armature,
and a clutch mechanism operatively connected to the
armature, and comprising a carrier and toggle levers
pivoted to the carrier on opposite sides of the carbon to ise

lifted and having their free ends in engagement with each
other and moving toward a horizontal line through their
pivots when the carbon is lifted, and jaws to engage the
carbon carried by the levers.

638,627. Multiple-blade Starting Switch. Gano S.

Dunn, East Orange, N. J.» assignor to the
Crocker-Wheeler company of New Jersey. Ap-
plication filed April 29, 1899.

The Invention is a rheostat comprising a set of switches,
a bar to prevent the closure of contact at the switches
and notches in the bar shaped and positioned to prevent
closure of contact at the switches except in definite order

638,631. Magnetic Switch-operating Mechanism.
Thomas F. Green, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed October 5, 1899.
Means are applied to a car for setting a switch consist-

ing of magnets located to come upon opposite sides of the
switch point or movable part, and means are provided for
moving the magnets vertically to bring the switch point
or movable part within their magnetic field.

638,635. Dynamo-electric Machine or Electric Mo-
tor. Gustavos Heidel, St. Louis, Mo., assignor
to the Globe Electric company, St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed March i, 1S99.

The machine

638,643. Means for Propulsion of Vehicles by Elec-
iricity. Fred J. Newman and Josef Ledwinka,
Chicago, III. Application filed May 19, 1899.

The hubs of the wheels of the vehicle inclose each an
electric motor, the motors being journaled on the axles.
Tie shells of the hubs contain each a motor-field magnet,
the armatures of the motors being connected each by gear-
wheels with it5 hub-shell; when the armatures are re-
volved, the revolving motion thereof is transmitted to the
wheels of the vehicle. (See cut.)

638.679. Alternating-current Generator. Thomas H.
Hicks, Detroit, Mich. Application filed Janu-
ary 2, 1895.

In combination with a work-circuit having three main"
line conductors and its translating devices arranged in

multiple-series system, are a regulating inductorium having
two sets of series coils, one of them being connected to one
of the work-circuit conductors, and the other being con-
nected to anotlier of the work-circuit conductors, and a
generative armature circuit having three conductors leading
therefrom, one of the armature conductors being con-
nected to one of the inductorium series coils, another of

the conductors being connected to the other of the coils,

aad the third conductor being connected to the third work-
circuit conductor. (See cut.)

638.680. Push-button. Percy C. Howe, Boston,
Mass. Application filed June 10, 1899.

The device comprises a base, circuit terminals fastened
thereto, inner and outer movable contact members
mounted on the base, a metallic thermostat interposed be-
tween the two members and adapted to act on the inner
member, and a push-piece arranged to act on the outer
member.

Design.

31,919. Dial for Electric Meters. Hiram Percy
Maxim, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Co-
lumbia and Electric Vehicle company, Hartford.
Conn., and Jersey City, N. J. Application filed

October 27, 1899. Term of patent, 14 years.
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Electrical Features of the Fine Arts
Building.

Less ihaa two years ago the lo-story building
located at 203-207 Michigan boulevard, and occupied
until that time as the Chicago carriage and wagon
repository of the Studebaker Bros. Manufacturing-
company, was entirely remodeled and converted
into a music hall and office block and named the

Fin,e Arts building. Studebaker Hall, a large con-
cert hall, with a seating capacity of 1,700, occupies
the greater portion of the first three floors. The
rest of the building is devoted to University Hall,

with a capacity of 700. an assembly hall, a lecture

hall and studios and ofTiccs for musicians and artists.

Originally the plans contemplated the installation

of a steam and electric plant, which was to be placed
in a portion of the basement. It was found, how-

ment is a i.ooo-ampere ammeter, connected to the
main power cables, and gives a reading of the total

amount of current used for power. The total

amount of current used for lighting purposes is in-

dicated by the last meter on the left, which is a

2.000-am'pere ammeter, and is cornected to the main
light cables. Below the meters are one 400-ampere.
four 50-ampere and five 200-ampere switches, con-
trolling the lighting circuits of the building. Five
300-ampere power switches are next below on the

board, and at the bottom of the panels are five Ward
Leonard circuit-breakers.

The 15 circuits from this board supply current

to about 4,500 incandescent lights, eight arc lamps
and 140 horse power in motors. Directly back of

the distributing board is a wattmeter board of black
polished slate, on which is mounted a Thomson
recording wattmeter for each of the circuits leading

tration, above the iron curtain. The mains leading
from the distributing to the theater board contain
copper equivalent in area tci 2,000,000 circular mils.

When the building was remodeled and Studebaker
Hall fitted for concerts the switchboard and fuse-

board were built on the Fame frame and placed
back to back. Last summer the stage was built

over and added to for the accommodation of the
opera company, and it was found necessary to move
the board 14 feet and rebuild it for theater work.
The original frame was utilised to carry ihe switch-
board and dimmers, witli some alterations, and the
fuse-board was mounted on a new frame and placed
at an angle of about 320 degrees to the larger board.
The fuse-board is protected with a wire grating.

This new arrangement makes both boards easily

accessible to the stage electrician, and in case of a

fuse blowing out he does not have to leave the front

Theater Switchboard and Dimmers, Fig. ; Rear \'iew of Theater Switchboard and Fiise-bcard.

ever, that the necessary steam and electricity could
be obtained at a low figure from the adjacent Audi-
torium power plant, so the isolated plant was aban-
doned.
The current comes from the Auditorium through

three pairs of 1,000,000 circular-mil cables (one power
and two light circuits), at a pressure of 115 volts, to

a large two-panel white-marble distributing switch-

board in the basement, from which the light and
power circuits for the entire building are controlled.

This board is illustrated in Fig. 3, on page 364. It

has 10 circuits for lights and five for power.
At the top of the board are two of the latest type

Thomson recording wattmeters. The larger one at

the left has a capacity for 2,500 amperes and is

connected in the two light circuits; the smaller 'one

has a capacity for 1.200 amperes and is in the power
circuit. Directly below are four "Weston illumi-

nated-dial station meters, three being ammeters and
one a voltmeter. The meter on the right is a 125-

voit voltmeter, with suitable connections for tak-

ing a reading of the power or light circuits or of the

ground detector. The next meter is a 750-ampere
ammeter, by means of which a reading of any cir-

cuit on the switchboard may be taken. This is ac-

complished by a segment switch, with a number
of contacts connected to shunt strips on the back
of the board, one for each circuit. The third instru-

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILDING.

from the switchboard. These meters afford a means
of checking up wath che main meters the total

amount of current used, as well as indicating the

current used on the individual circuits. The build-

ing is wired with Simplex ware placed in loricated

conduit, the three-wire system being used through-
out. The present voltage maintained on all cir-

cuits is Ao volts, but the lighting circuits arc adapted
to be converted into a 220-volt system.
The electrical features of Studebaker Hall are of

special interest. This hall is being used at present

by the Castle Square Opera company, which is

fillttig a 40-week engagement. Although the audi-

torium of the house is fitted as a concert or music
hall, the stage is equipped with all the appliances

and appurtenances of a modern theater. The
switchboard, located at the south end, of the stage.

is a very complete one. It comprises three panels

of pink Tennessee marble and adjacent to it is a

three-panel fuse-board of brown slate. Fig. i

shovvS the front of the switchboard, with the cor-

rugated-iron curtain used to protect the board
raised above it. On the board are placed the neces-

sary switches for the main and theater circuits, while

above are seen the handles and controlling appa-
ratus for the theater dimmers. These dimmers. 22

in number, are placed directly above the switch-

board, and a portion of them show in the illus-

of his switchboard to replace it. In changing the

boards it was necessary to rebuild one panel of

both boards and also to change the plan of wiring.

Fig. I represents the theater switchboard as it

stands at present, and Fig. 4 is a diagram of the

connections between the receiving bus-bars, the

switches and fuses. The wiring circuits are shown
from the point where they leave the buses, passing
through the main and circuit switches and fuses to

the point of leaving the individual circuit switches

for distribution thi'oughout the house.
The wiring of the boards is artistic as well as

original. It is all protected and thoroughly in-

'^ulated with circular-loom conduit, and the work
is so arranged that every connection can be reached
with ease. This feature and the general appearance
of the boards reflect credit on Mr. H. T. Whyte, the
engineer for the Fine Arts building, who originated

the design and superintended the work. Fig. 2 is a
view of the back of the two boards, showing the
circular-loom work.
On the switchboard are switches for five sets of

border lifjhts, each set containing 42 white, 20 red
and 20 blue lamps, one set of footlights, with 32
lamps each of white, red and blue, and one pros-
cenium strip with 12 each of red. white and blue

lights. Each color in each set is controlled by a

dimmer, all the dimmers being so arranged that
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they can be operated individually or combined and
operated together. The house lights are controlled
by three large dimmers. The floor pockets, orches-
tra and dressing-room lights ?nd a 2,500 candle
power front-protection arc light are controlled by
double-throw switches, with one side connected in-

dependently of "the main switches—a decided ad-

FIG. 3, ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILD-
ING.—DISTRIBUTING SWHCHBOABD.

vantage for dark changes on the stage when it is

necessary to have the rest of the circuits open.
There are nine floor pockets, with three plug re-

ceptacles in each, arranged in three circuits, one
for arc lights, one for incandescent lights con-
trolled by dimmers and one for independent in-

candescents. The theater is equipped with six
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on Ihe switchboard and one of the stage telephones
call be seen in Fig. i. There is also a local system
of Stromberg-Carlson telephones connecting the
difierent box oflices and departments with the office
of the director of the building. A call-bell sj-stem
is provided for calling the people from their dress-
ing-rooms at the proper time. The theater is one
of the niost lavishl}- lighted houses in the city
for its size. There are 865 lamps in the auditorium
of the hall, arranged in five-light bunches, and a
total in the house, including the stage and dressing-
room lamps, of 1,350. These lamps are of 16 candle
power, but they are being gradually replaced by
10 candle power lamps, the illumination being found
to be too brilliant. The white lights in the first

border and in the footlights are 24 candle pow-er
lamps.

University Hall has a Tennessee-marble switch-
board similar to the theater board. It contains
sw-itches for one set of borders and one of footlights
with three colors for each. The lights are also con-
trolled by dimmers, so that small theatrical enter-
tainments may be given in the hall with all the
ettects of a large theater. The lighting of this house
is a little out of the ordinary. On the side walls are
six large clusters of 26 lights each, the design re-
sembling a number of torches bunched together.
Below these on piers are eight seven-light bunches,
and on the front of the balcony is a row of lamps
eight inches apart. This house contains a total of
577 incandescent lamps. The assembly hall is de-
signed for small club meetings and dancing parties.
It is lighted with six-light bunches set in plaster
rosettes in the ceiHng. The lecture hall and class
rooms adjoining, used by the University of Chicago
School for Teachers, are lighted by five-light
bunches.

All of the halls are ventilated by fans driven by
electric motors of the B. F. Sturtevant company's
niai^e. The ventilating system of Studebaker Hall
has two 72-inch induction fans driven by a 20 horse
pow-er multipolar motor at a speed of 150 revolu-
tions a minute, and discharging 50,000 cubic feet of
air a minute. The eduction fan is 56 inches in

diarrieter and is driven at a speed of 300 revolu-
tions a minute by an eight horse power bipolar
motor. By means of this system the air in the hall
is changed eight times an hour. Two ,';6-inch in-

duction fans driven b}^ a 10 horse power multi-
polar motor at 300 revolutions, and a 36-inch in-

duction fan driven by a 4^2 horse power bipolar
motor, operate the ventilating system in University

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILDING.—WIRING
FUSE-BOARD.

DIAGRAM OF THEATER SWITCHBOARD AND

portable bunch stands of six and eight incandescent
lamps each and three 2.000 candle power arc-lamp
stands, which can be plugged into the floor pockets
wherever required and the light directed on the
stage. One of the incandescent stands is shown at
the left of Fig. i.

A telephone at the switchboard is connected with

FIG. 7. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILD-
ING.—FRONT AND BACK OF LETTER ON

ENTRANCE SIGN.

another at the front-projection light in the first
balcony, by means of which the lamp operator can
communicate with the electrician at the board. \
telephone circuit also runs from one side of tlie
stage to the other, so that the stage manager can
speak with his assistant. The telephone instrument

Hall. These four motors are all in the basement,
two of the fans located above the halls being driven
by rope transmission. The assembly hall is ven-
tilated by a 52-inch fan driven by a five horse power
motor, and the lecture hall by a slow-speed fan
driven b}- a three horse power motor.
There are six Standard electric elevators in the

buildin.e. five passenger and one freight. Each is

driven by a 15 horse power motor directly con-
nected to the worm of the hoist. These machines
are controlled by large electromagnets. When these
magnets are energized by the operator's switch the
brake is released and the main switch is thrown,
thus starting the elevators. On each side of the
controller switch there are two contacts, one to
throw the magnet armature and the other to cut in

or out the shunt field of the motor, which
changes the speed as desired. These machines lift

2.000 pounds at a speed of 300 feet a minute. One
of the elevators recently tested during a service of
nine hours traveled 14 miles, using an average of
2.2 kilowatts of power for every car-mile traveled.
The safet3' appliances of the elevators are very sub-
stantial and reliable. If the current is shut off the
switch is released and the brake set by a weight.
In case of a cable becoming slack or jumping out
of place a catch is thrown w-hich sets an automatic
brake and stops the car. In Fig. 5 is shown one of
the elevator machines.
Four 1.500 candle power Bergmann arc lamps are

used in front of the building. A large electric sign,
illustrated in Fig. 6, is mounted in the arch of the
south entrance. On the top portion of the sign are
placed letters reading: "The Studebaker. tastle
Square Opera Co." This is a permanent fixture.
Below are suspended one or two boards, with re-
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ceptacles, upon which are placed letters indicating
the name of the current attraction. By a simple
yet ingenious device the letters can be placed on the
board and removed quickly and with ease. The
board consists of a tin-covered frame having tw^o
longitudinal slots running its entire length. Back
of each slot is mounted a copper contact rod, the
ends being connected to the house circuits 'The
individual letter (Fig. 7) consists of a tin box bear-
ing the lamp sockets and two fuse plugs on its front.
-\t the back are two contact clips which are adapted
to slip over the rods in the board and hold the letter
in place. Inside the letter the clips are connected
to the various lamp sockets. Fig. 7 shows a single
letter mounted on the board and the back of both

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILD-
ING.—ELEVATOR MECHANISM.

board and letter. This form of sign letter and board
IS made by Tripp & Co. of Chicago.
The Paul vacuum system of heating is used in

the building, the circulation being obtained with
but one-half pound of steam and a 15-inch vacuum
Pierce & Richardson were the designers of the plant

FIG. 6. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE FINE ARTS BUILD-
ING.—LAMP SIGN AT ENTRANCE.

and consulting engineers for the building, and the
Western Electric company had the w-iring contract.
Mr. Whyte supervised the installation of the ap-
paraius.

A dispatch from Colorado Springs states that the
great explosion at Vesuvius Butte, announced in
the last issue of the Western Electrician, took place
on December iSth, according to programme. A
tunnel 100 feet long w-as run into the bluff, 30,000
pounds of dynamite was planted, and at 2 p. m.
the explosion took place. Hundreds of invited
guests, a mile or more away, witnessed the up-
heaval of the rock. The debris will be utilized in
constructing a dam for the Pike's Peak Power com-
pany.
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Invention of Combined Gas and Steam
Engine Claimed.

1 From the Canadian correspondent o£ the Western Electrician.]

Tlie problem of the transformation of heat into
mechanical energy in an economical manner has
been a perplexing one since the advent of mechan-
ical power. Professor V. H. Emerson, mechanical
and civil engineer, an American citizen at present
residing in Ottawa, Ont., who has established a repu-
tation in Canada through his recent discovery of a
process for the conversion of sawdust and saw-mill
refuse into calcium carbide for the production of
acetylene gas, claims to have taken very important
steps in solving the problem, and he has in operation
a powerful and compact machine which he terms
a hydro-electric motor, inasinuch as the motor is

composed of a number of elements, in which water
and electricity form prominent parts. In respect to
his new discovery. Professor Emerson, when ques-
tioned, said:

"I cannot go into the structural details concerning
the motor, as I have not yet secured patents. I

have designed ihc machine for operating my carbon-
izing machinery, of which I expect to install plants
throughout the country. The motor may be used
for many other purposes, such as operating street
cars, boats, supplying electric light or pumping
water for private residences, and as a motive power
foi vehicles: in fact, in any place where a powerful
motor of light weight is required. A 10 horse power
motor, as constructed for a carriage or boat, would
not exceed 125 pounds in weight, and the two horse
power machine I now have in operation weighs 46
pounds, but in this I have not attempted to reduce
the weight. The motor operates at a moment's
notice by connecting a lever with a key, which puts
an electric battery in circuit, and it is as easily con-
trolled as a steam engine; in fact, when once started,
lequires no further attention.
"The principle upon which my motor operates

IS equivalent to building a fire directly in a vessel
of water; the water, taking up the entire heat, be-
comes expanded into steam, and thus produces me-
chanical cnei-gy by so doing. The hot gases escap-
ing from the smokestack of a steam boiler or the
high temperature of the e.xhaust of a gas engine
is entirely obviated by my system of motor and
It will exceed, in point of economy, more than 50
per cent, of the best steam-engine practice.

"In order that the operation may be more thor-
oughly understood, I may state that atmospheric
air is charged with carbonaceous matter. This mix-
ture is ignited by an electric current, producing
expansion and a high temperature. At this instant
It is brought into contact with water, broken into
minute proportions, the water being converted into
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The ordinance will now go over until Ihc next meet-
ii:g of the council, when it will come up for final
action. It is intimated that certain persons op-
posed to the ordinance will take it into the courts.

Chicago Union Traction Company.
Kour directors were added to ihe board of the

Chicago Union Traction company last week, and
Mr. Walter H. Wilson was elected to the newly
created position of third vice-president. The officers
and directors now stand as follows: President,
Jesse Spalding. Chicago; first vice-president and
general manager, J. M. Roach, Chicago; second-vice-

365

United States Machinery Exhibits at
Paris.

According lo the original plan, the exhibits of
American tools and machinery at the Paris Exposi-
tion were to be arranged in groups in the main ma-
chinery building. But it was soon seen that the
space allotted to the American manufacturers
would be altogether too small to show properly the
different types and patterns of tools and machines
from the United States, and moreover, they could
not be exhibited in actual operation; consetjuently,
it was thought advisable to arrange for a separate
building to be devoted exclusively to United States

UNITED STATES MACHINERY EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—MAP SHOWING EXPOSITION GROUNDS AND ANNEX.

president, R. A. C. Smith. New York; third vice-
president, Walter H. Wilson, Chicago; treasurer,
James H. Eckels, Chicago; directors, Jesse Spalding,
Chicago; C. K. G. Billings, Chicago; C. L. Hutch-
inson, Chicago; Walter H. Wilson, Chicago; R.
A. C. Smith, New York; W. h. Elkins, Philadelphia;
P. A. B. Widener. Philadelphia; Walter T. Johnston,
president of State Trust company, New York; H. B
Hollins. of H. B. Hollins & Co., New York; William
Dickinson, Chicago; John V. Clarke, Chicago, presi-
dent Hibernian National Bank. The last four names
are those of the new directors.
The regular quarterly dividend of iV^ per cent,

on the preferred stock was declared payable January

machinery exhibitors. The suggestion of such a
building originated with Mr. F. E. Drake, director
of machinery and electricity for the United States
commission, and that gentleman will have oversight
of the erection of the structure and the installing
of the exhibits.

The building is of typical American design and
construction and will be equipped throughout with
American appliances. It was designed and fabri-

cated by the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East
Berlin, Conn., the steel being furnished by the Car-
negie Steel company. It was recently completed
at the Bei'lin works and has been shipped to Havre
on the United States transport Prairie. The material

FIG. 2. UNITED STATES MACHINERY EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—PLAN OF MACHINERY BUILDING AT VINCENNES.

vapor instantaneously, which reduces the tempera-
ture and increases the pressure, which acts upon a
piston and is converted into mechanical power. The
whole operation is automatic and continuous, and
we have practically a steam engine without a boiler
or exhaust steam."

Milwaukee Railway Ordinance Passed.
After a stubborn parliamentary fight the ordinance

extending the franchise of the Milwaukee Street
Railway company, which has been causing no little

discussion among the citizens, was passed in the
Milwaukee Common Council on December iSth.
The ordinance extends the franchise lo years and
compels the company to sell 25 tickets for $1 from
5:30 to 8 a. m. and from 5 to 7 p. m. The clause
fixing the regular rale of fare was changed from
"shall be five cents" to "not to exceed five cents."

20th. Books close 30 days prior to the date of pay-
ment.
According to the official figures submitted to the

New York Stock Exchange, the earnings of the
Chicago Union Traction company applicable to the
slock were for the three months ended September
30th $285,873.78. This is equal to 2.71 per cent,

on the common stock after paying five per cent,
on the preferred stock. The application to list con-
tains the announcement that the Chicago Union
Traction company, through its leases of the North
and West Chicago Street Railroad companies, con-
trols a total mileage of 202.70 miles of double-
track street railroad. The company is authorized to
operate street railroads other than by steam power
within the city of Chicago and the counties of Cook.
Lake. McHenry, DuPage and Will, in the state of
Illinois. On September 30lh the company had over
$.^5,000 in cash or cash items.

formed 27 carloads. The building will be erected
at Vincennes, a suburb of Paris (see map, Fig. i),

where an annex of the exposition will be located.
The Berlin company will have charge of the assem-
bling of the structure, which will be accomplished by
modern American methods. The skeleton of the
building is of steel and the w-alls will be built of
wood and staff and plastered inside to conform
with the other exposition buildings. The roof will

be of wood and rubberoid.
The accompanying drawings illustrate the main

features of the building. As indicated in the ground
plan (Fig. 2), it will have a total length of 346 feet

eight inches and an extreme width of 126 feet 10
inches. The main portion. 79 feet- six inches in

width, will extend the whole length of the building
and will have an extreme height of 42 feet two inches.

The wing in front, containing the main entrance, will

be 277 feet eight inches long and 47 feet four inches
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wide. Fig. 3 shows the north and south elevations,

Fig. 4 the east and west elevations and Fig. 5 (page

367) a transverse section of the building.

At the northwest corner of the building will be
located the power house. This will contain two
Climax boilers of 250 horse power each and a

300 horse power Erie-Ball tandem-compound engine
direct-connected to a 200-kilowatt, direct-current,

220-volt Bullock generator. The feed-water heater

will be of the Wainwright type, and George
_
F.

Blake company's pumps will be used. In addition

to the engine the boilers will supply steam to an
Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressor, which will fur-

nish compressed air to pneumatic tools in the build-

ing and will be also used to operate the mechanisms
of the locomotives in the railway exhibit, some 2,000

feet distant.

Electricity will be used throughout the building

of W'hich places the proposed Russian exposition
of 1901 will be located. In such an event it will

probably serve as a United States exhibition build-

ing.

Collective Exhibit.

A very interesting and attractive portion of the

United States display in its section of machinery
and electricity on the main exposition grounds is

to be a collective exhibit, occupying an area of

about 1.500 square feet, where will be shown small
mechanical and electrical appliances and devices,

such as machine tools, instruments of precision,

engine and boiler accessories, telephones, meters,

switches, lamps, insulating material, house goods,
etc.

The government will accept exhibits in this group
at its warehouse in New York, assuming entire

telephonic and electrical appliances of all kinds for
communication and illumination, telephones and
telephone switchboards," shall be admitted from the
United States into Jamaica free of duty. The treaty
with France provides for the extension of that coun-
try's minimum tariff to all articles shipped there
from the United States, w-ith the exception of dy-
namos, dynamo conductors and parts and arc lamps
"known as regulators;" and no reductions are al-

lowed on similar articles received in the United
States from France.

Dr. Auer's Lamp to Work Wonders.
An English electrical journal publishes, without

comment, the following high-flown paragraph cred-
ited to the Westminster Gazette of London: "We
are able to make an important announcement as to

FIG. 3. UNITED STATES MACHINERY EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—ELEVATIONS OF MACHINERY BUILDING.

for light and power. The smaller machines exhib

ited will be operated by short countershafts, while

all the larger machines will be driven by individual

motors. The different exhibitors will select their

own type of motor. A three-motor, 30-ton electric

crane, with a span of 33 feet and a clear lift of 21%
feet, built by the Shaw Electric Crane company,
will traverse the main building. It is represented

in the transverse section shown in Fig. 5.

The location of the building at Vincennes is indi-

cated by the arrow on the map given in Fig. i.

This map is an outline plan of Paris, showing the

main exposition grounds and the official annex at

Vincennes. As shown by the half-mile circles radi-

ating from the center of the city, the annex is be-

tween five and six miles from the main exposition

grounds. At the annex, in addition to the United

States machinery building, will be located the loco-

motive, automobile and bicycle exhibits, together

with those of the life-saving station on the lake near

by. In the building there will be 60 or more ex-

hibits of machines and tools for metal and wood,
some of the machinery being automatically oper-

ated. Another section will contain cotton-com-

charge of them from that point until their final re-

turn to the exhibitor again at the same port. In

this way the individual exhibitor will be relieved

of the annoyance attendant on transportation, cus-

toms entry, storage of packing cases, installation,

care of exhibits, explanation by competent attend-

ants and judicious distribution of printed matter.

Every service and every expense will be covered

by a single charge, based on case, wall or floor

space occupied. This w'iil provide for the "flooring

charge" of the French authorities, platforms, cases,

counters, tables, hand-railings and light posts,

wiring, special lighting of cases and exhibits, signs,

labels, etc.

An engineer of ability, speaking French as well

as English (and possibly German), will be secured,

and with the aid of one or more assistants will in-

stall and care for the exhibits. Being in constant

attendance, he can circulate the advertising literature

for each firm and be in a position to present ad-
vantageously the exhibits to the jury of aw-ards.

.\n exhibit of this kind will adequately represent

each of the firms and be comparatively inexpensive;

the entire sum paid in will be expended more eifi-

the great Welsbach company. At the last meeting
much was made of Dr. Auer's new incandescent

electric lamp. It is claimed for this lamp, it may
be remembered, that it will do foi the electric light

what the incandescent sj'stem has done for gas;

that it cheapens the light by more than half; that

the Welsbach incandescent electric lamp will give

four times the light of the ordinary incandescent

lamp. One new point is that the new lamp is

now perfected. Dr. Auer having just gone to Berlin

to give its manufacture his final supervision. New
premises have been erected by Messrs. Fintsch for

the manufacture of the lamp in all sizes, and it is

expected that it will be ready for introduction into

this country early in the new year. Another new
point is as to the financing of this latest lamp. We
are given to understand that, according to the ar-

rangement between the ^Velsbach company and the

inventor, it will by no means involve any new capi-

ital expenditure; on the contrary, it will mean a wind-
fall for the Welsbach shareholders. The Welsbach
company owns three-sevenths of the patent rights

throughout the world, and this, it is estimated, rep-

resents in value about £2,000,000 sterling. Accord-

East Ei.e\'xTiofj.

FIG. 4. UNITED STATES MACHINERY EXHIBITS AT PARIS.

WEST Eixvxnos.
"*

-ELEVATIONS OF MACHINERY BUILDING.

pressing, ginning and baling machinery, and in a
third department will be exhibted a generous amount
of mining machinery. It is intended to have the

tools in constant operation, so that the actual per-

formance of the machines under every-day condi-
tions may be demonstrated to the visitor. It is

probable that the product of the different machines
will be sold, so that the expense entailed may be
somewhat reduced.

The diesign, construction and erection of the
skeleton of the building will seiTe as an exhibit of

the Berlin Iron Bridge company, and much of the
material, machinery and apparatus necessary to the
completion and equipment of the Building for the

exhibitors will be contributed by the manufacturers.

as exhibits, the government paying for the trans-

portation. At the end of the lo months of the expo-
sition the skeleton of the building will undoubtedly
be sold to some manufacturing plant in Europe, al-

though it may possibly be shipped to Russia and
erected at either St. Petersburg or Moscow, at one

ciently, and the trouble and cost to the exhibitor will

be reduced to a minimum. The advantages of this

arrangement will be extended only to what may be
considered desirable exhibits.

Electrical Features of Reciprocity
Treaties.

The president has submitted to the Senate for

its ratification the various reciprocity treaties that

have been signed during the last summer, under
which the following arrangements are made: In the

treaty with Barbadoes, under date of June i6th, it

is provided that machinery for electric lighting shall

be admitted into that country free of duty, and the

same provision is made in the treaties with British

Guiana, Turks and Caicos Islands, while under
the treaty with Jamaica it is provided that "appa-
ratus and appliances of all kinds for generating,

storing, conducting, converting into power or light

and measuring electricity, including telegraphic,

ing to present arrangements, the Welsbach company
will not work its rights, but will immediately dispose

of them, which, if half the hopes are realized, will,

as we have said, mean a handsome windfall for the

company and its shareholders."
If the foregoing statement about the efficiency of

the Auer lamp means that "four times^ the light of

the ordinary incandescent lamp" is grfven for the

same amount of current, then it is indeed wonderful,

if true. Of course, it means nothing without a stand-

ard of comparison. It may be remembered that a

French lamp for which a somewhat similar claim
is put forth was illustrated and briefly described in

the Western Electrician of August 12th last. This
was the incandescent lamp of Desaymar, said to be
"to ordinary incandescent lamps what the Welsbach
lamp is to an ordinary gas burner—a lamp which
is claimed to give a considerably increased luminos-
ity at a minimum cost." It was stated that an im-
portant establishment for the manufacture of the
Desaj'mar lamps was being equipped at Rueil.
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Pacific Cable Projects.

Two bills for the construction of a Pacific cable

have been introduced in Congress—the one pre-

sented in the House by Representative Corliss of

Michigan and referred to in the Western Elec-

trician of last week, and what is known as the

''naval bill," introduced in the Senate by Mr. Hale
of New Hampshire. The latter calls for a $10,000.-

000 cable plant, including submarine lines, stations

and equipment, to be laid by regular naval vessels, if

necessary, and to be delivered when completed to

the postmaster-general, who shall manage, operate
and maintain the service. However, an appropria-
tion of $11,000,000 is asked for, the extra $1,000,000
being for maintenance the first year, after which the
Postoffice Department would care for expenses and

FIG. 5. UNITED STATES MACHINERY EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—MACHINERY BUILDING AT
VINCENNES.

receipts. The route is from the city of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., to the. city of Honolulu, Hawaiian Is-

lands, and thence by way of the Midway Islands

and the island of Guam, or by whatever other route
may be deemed by the secretary of the navy to be
the most practicable, to the cities of Iloilo and Ma-
nila, in the Philippine Islands.

Section 5 of the "naval bill" for the establishment
of the cable reads as follows: ''That the secretary

of the navy is hereby empowered immediately upon
the passage of this act to cause to be prepared plans
and specifications, to solicit proposals, by suitable

advertisement, and to enter into contract or con-
tracts for the construction, laying and eciuipment
of said lines of telegraphic cable or portions thereof,

at the earliest practicable date, such contracts to in-

clude the furnishing of all necessary materials, in-

struments, appliances and appurtenances and the
performance of all work necessary to the laying
and complete equipment and successful operation
of said Pacific cables, except such materials and
articles as can be more advantageously furnished
and such work as can be more efficiently performed
by the ns-vy. Contracts for materials, articles or
labor connected with the establishment of the Pa-
cific cables shall be governed by provisions of ex-
isting law relating to public contracts; provided,
that the wires, cables, insulators, batteries, instru-

ments and all other materials and appurtenances
shall be of such quality as I0 insure the satisfactory

maintenance and efficient c-peration of said cables,

and no inferior materials, instruments, batteries or
other appliances or work shall be accepted or paid
for under any contract made under the provisions
of this act."

Everybody seems now to favor the construction
of an American transpacific cable: the only question
is whether it shall be built directly by the govern-
ment or by a private company subsidized by the
government.

Detroit's Electrical Welcomes.
During the early part of the present year the city

officials of Detroit, realizing that over 50 conven-
tions (some of which were to be the largest held
in the country) were to be held in Detroit in 1899,
came to the conclusion that arrangements should
be made for welcoming the visitors in such manner
that they would feel that their presence in Detroit
was noted, and that the city was glad to have them
there. After considering several schemes, the one
finally adopted was lo arrange for placing on the

front of the city hall electric signs, each of which
was 10 have such lettering as would welcome in turn
the different gatherings. Plans -and specifications

were therefore advertised for by the Board of Pub-
lic Works, and the contract was awarded to the

Michigan Electric com-
pany of Detroit.

Up to the present writ-

ing there have been over
60 different signs (each
different from all others)
exhibited in turn upon
the front of the city hall.

The total cost has been
about$2,300, about 8oper
cent, of which represents
a peimanent investment
in adjustable frame and
illuminated metal letters,

the remainder being the
cost of putting up and
taking down the dilter-

ent signs. The city now
has en hand four-foot
Welcome" and a stock
two-foot letters, from
are made, these letters

COMMUNICATION.

Design of the Imperial Plant in St.

Louis.

To the Editor of tlie Western Electrician:

We note that your editorial in to-day's issue re-

garding Mr. Humphrey's paper describing our
plant credits the design to Mr. B. J. Arnold. This
is an injustice to our consulting engineers. Messrs.
Bryan & Humphrey, who have represented us from
the inception of this enterprise, and who alone are

responsible for the design and supervision of our
entire plant.

Kindly give this correction prominent place in

vour next issue.

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC LIGHT, HEAT AND
POWER CO.

E. G. Bruckman, General Manager and Secretary.

St. Louis, Mo., December i8, iSgg.

[As the Western Electrician understands the en-

gineering situation in relation to the Imperial plant,

the power station was built on jilans submitted by
Mr. B. J. Arnold, president of the Arnold Electric

Power Station company, the contractor for the
whole power-house equipment, and approved by
Bryan & Humphrey, the consulting engineers of

the Imperial company. Thus, the statement of the
Western Electrician last week that Mr. Arnold de-

signed the station is strictly true, and yet, in an-
other sense, as Mr. Bruckman says, the consulting
engineers are responsible for the design, having ap-
proved it. It may well be borne in mind, also, that
the contracting company assumed the entire re-

sponsibility for the success or failure of the design,
whoever was the engineer.—Ed.]

letters to form the word
of 7S three-foot and 52
which the various signs
having become, under terms of the contract, the
absolute property of the city. For another year, it

will be seen that no expense will have to be in-

curred, aside from the cost of current, except the
labor in erecting and taking down these signs,
and, occasionally, an extra letter or two, when
signs are required calling for a greater number of
certain letters than are now in stock.

There has been a great deal of favorable com-
ment on these signs, due lo the fact that Detroit
is the first city in the country to welcome each
individual convention, and the city officials feel

DETXOIT S ELECTRICAL WELCOMES.

that the expense incurred has been a most excellent

investment.
As showing the general character of the adjustable

frame and signs, the photograph reproduced here-

with, showing the sign, "Welcome Lord Mayor
Tallon of Dubhn and Hon. John E. Redmond,
M. P.," is all that is needed. In front of each of

the stone columns is a vertical three-inch pipe

standard, and attached to these uprights, in an ad-
justable manner, are i^/^-inch horizontal pipes, on
which the lamp-studded letters are supported. The
number and position of these pipes are adjustable by
the use of adjustable cro.sses which slide up and
down on the vertical standards.
The majority of the signs shown have consisted

of the standard letters (as shown in the photograph

before referred to), but in some instances (notably
the Christian Endeavor and Odd Fellows' con-
ventions) special designs have been used. The
Christian Endeavor design, "C. E.," was about
18 feet in diameter and weighed nearly z.ooo
pounds. The "C" was in red, fitted with red lamps,
the "E" in while, with frosted lamps. In the case
of the Odd Fellows' sign, the "Welcome" and
"I. O. O. F." were formed of standard metal let-

ters, fitted with frosted lamps. Of the three links,
those on the sides were in red, with red lamps,
the center link was of white, with frosted lamps.
The letters within the links were in blue, with blue
lamps. The borders around the "Welcome" and "I.

O. O. F.'' were red, with red lamps, and the chains,
which apparently supported the links, were in gold,
with amber-colored lamps. The length of the
adjustable frame is about 55 feet.

Sixty organizations have been welcomed, includ-
ing people from every section of the United States
and in some instances, as in the great Christian
Endeavor gathering, from the ends of the world.
Secretary R. Y. Ogg of the Detroit Board of

Public Works had the special Tallon decorations
in charge. '

Trademarks.
In discussing the importance of trademarks, Mr.

Duell, the United States commissioner of patents,
says:

Every manufacturer should adopt and use trade-
marks, not only for his domestic, but for his foreign
trade. When a mark is selected care should be
taken that it is a lawful trademark and one to which
the right is unquestionable. It is never a wise prac-
tice to adopt the manufacturer's own name as a
sole mark; everyone has the right to use his own
name upon his own goods, but there might be any
number of men using the same name, and
either one would have an equal right to do
so: nor is it wise to use a geographical term,
for the United States Supreme Court has repeatedly
held that no man can exclusively appropriate to his
own benefit a geographical term so as to prevent
others inhabiting the same or similar territory from
dealing in similar articles. It is true that the deci-
sions of the courts have not been uniform on this
subject, but in every case, with possibly one or two
exceptions, where the exclusive right to use a geo-
graphical term has been sustained, some peculiar
facts have led to such decision: therefore, if a man-
ufacturer desires to keep out of litigation it would
be well for him to avoid selecting a geographical
name for a trademark.
Don't adopt a descriptive word or name. It has

been held by the courts, times without number, that
words or names simply indicating the quality or the
ingredients of the articles cannot be appropriated
so as to prevent others from employing the same
words upon the same articles.

Don't adopt a word expressing quality, great or
peculiar excellence. No man has the exclusive
right to use any word or symbol which merely indi-
cates the excellence of his article. No more has he
the right to exclusively appropriate for his own
products marks, letters, numbers or words which
actually indicate the grade of the article.

It is so easy to select a device or symbol or to
coin a word that there is no reason why a manufac-
turer or merchant should select as his trademark
anything which is not a lawful trademark, or which
is on the border line and will in all probability ulti-
mately land him in the courts.
Through labor-saving inventions we are able to

])roduce manufactured articles as cheaply as they are
produced in many other countries where wages are
much lower. If, then, our manufacturers send out
only such of our manufactured products as suit
the tastes and requirements of the people to whom
they sell, we cannot fail to greatly extend our
export trade in manufactured articles; and, when
once established, if we have adopted and used law-
ful trademarks, to indicate our ownership and title,

there will be no reason why the trade, once gained,
cannot be kept indefinitely.

Feats of Telegraphers.
Since the publication in the Chicago Journal of

the fact that Fred J. Case, a Western Union oper-
ator, has sent 80 messages in 60 minutes, and that
his^ friends claimed this was the best record for
Chicago, telegraph operators have arisen with
declarations of higher speed than this.

As many as 102 messages in one hour is claimed
for one man. J. W. Pettit, chief operator of the
Postal Telegraph Cable company, says: "On June
21, 1899, S. B. Runyon, working our wire connect-
ing the Chicago and New York boards of trade,
sent 328 messages in an even four hours, an average
of 82 messages per hour. This is extraordinary for
the reason that it is a sustained effort of four straight
hours. Again: November 19, 1892, E. S. Williams,
now chief operator at the Board of Trade office in
Chicago for the Postal Telegraph Cable company,
received 326 messages in three hours and 50 min-
utes, an average of one message every 42.3 seconds,
or 85 messages per hour. These messages were
transmitted over the line from Minneapolis by Miss
Cleo Harris. On October 15. 1897, T. A. Balassa,
working our New York exchange wire, sent to

.John Scanlan at the New York office 102 messages
in one hour. On October 27, 1897, the same oper-
ator handled over the same wire 364 messages in
three hours and 40 minutes, an average of 99 mes-
sages per hour."
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The next date of exceptional interest to the elec-

trical fraternity hereabouts is that of the annual

meeting of the Northwestern Electrical association,

which will be held in Milwaukee, as usual, on Jan-

uary 17th and i8th. Headquarters will be at the

Hotel Pfister, and about 150 members and visitors

are expected. Mr. Doherty, the president, and Mr.

Mercein, the secretary of the association, are pre-

paring for a gathering of real interest and useful-

ness, and there is no doubt that their expectations

will be realized.

In London when a central-station manager is

haled into court for maintaining a smoke nuisance,

he can plead the South African war. At least that

was what was actually done at Westminster early in

the month. Mr. lago, the secretary of the West-
minster Electric Supply corporation, appeared to

answer two summonses under the public-health
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act for negligently using furnaces so that smoke
therefrom was not effectually consumed. The of-

fenses were not denied, and Mr. lago, in palliation,

urged that the government had acquired for its

transports all the available stock of Welsh smokeless

coal. However, the prosecuting attorney suggested

that a more rapid consumption of the coal by thor-

ough draught, although not economical, might pre-

vent the complaints. A fine of $100 was imposed,

so that the excuse of war-time necessity did not

prove very effectual.

It is rather curious that so many non-electrical

magazines are publishing just at this time illustrated

article.:; on the interesting effects that may be ob-

tained by the disruptive discharge of the high-

potential current of a spark coil on a glass photo-

graphic plate treated as a condenser. The pictures

obtained—photographs without a camera—are ver:

interesting and often show beautiful forms, but they

;:re not especially new. The results are curious

rather than novel. A number of pictures thus se-

cured were reproduced in the Western Electrician

of February 25, 1899, in an article entitled "Effect

of Electrical Discharges on Photographic Plates,"

and they bear a strong family resemblance to the

' electrographs" and "feather-like" pictures now to

be seen in several popular publications. The phe-

nomena have been recognized and described for sev-

eral j'ears—at least from the beginnings of skiag-

raphy, if not before-

Considered merely as an advertisement of the

country, the money laid out on the recent Inter-

national Commercial Congress at Philadelphia was
a wise expenditure. The city of Philadelphia is

reported to have ;spent $100,000 in entertaining

the guests, but as the affair was ably conducted

and an entire success, it cannot be doubted that the

money disbursed in a pleasant exercise of hospitality

will prove a judicious investment as well. It is

said that large orders were placed by foreign dele-

gates for American goods, but of course the indi-

rect and future benefits to the foreign trade of the

United States should be much greater. At least

orne foreign nation recognizes the value of the

idea and has paid it the tribute of imitation, for

it is stat-ed that, with government assistance, a com-

mercial museum for Germany is to Le established.

This museum is to have a central bureau at Berlin,

with branches in Hamburg, Stuttgart and other

cities. It is not admitted that the German museum
is a copy of the one at Philadelphia, but there seems

to be no doubt that such is the case. The Phila-

delphia Commercial Museum has accomplished a

good work and deserves the hearty support of Amer-

ican manufacturers.

Daily newspapers may thank the Independent

telephone movement for affording them a source of

considerable advertising revenue as well as much
interesting "copy." Before there was competition

in the telephone business the service was no more

advertised—that is, specifically called to the atten-

tion of the general public—than the telegraph is

to-day. But now both the Bell people and the

Independents buy space liberally in the advertising

columns of the daily press and other mediums to

set their claims before the consumers. Frequently

a new company will take a page or a haU page in the

local papers to announce its plans; and it is neces-

sary for both sides to give wide publicity to cheaper

rates, better service and improved accommodations.

When the competition becomes lively the advertise-

ments bristle with charges and counter-charges and

are sometimes very brightly written. The news-

papers are the gainers by all this, but after all theirs

is but a small proportion of the tremendous bene-

fits conferred upon the country in the last five

years by the men who have courageously enteje'd

the Independent telephone field. Actuated by mo-

tives of self-interest, of course, these men have

nevertheless conferred on the people of the United

States better and cheaper telephone service than

the monopoly had need to offer.

A short time since the Western Electrician

pointed out the possibility of openings for young

Americans of technical training in the manufactur-

ing and operating establishments of an electrical

nature springing up in Great Britain. A recent

paragraph in an English trade journal tends to con-

firm this view. In connection with the establish-
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ment of Westinghouse works at Manchester it is

stated that the British company recently incor-

porated for that purpose has made arrangements
for sending a number of young Englishmen to ac-

quire a complete knowledge of the methods adopted
by the Westinghouse companies at Pittsburg, and
of the plant and equipment of which they make use.

These young men, for the most part, have already

acquired a theoretical knowledge of the electrical

work, and their American experience will, it is

proposed, be limited to about 12 months of good,
practical work. On their return to Europe they

will be placed in situations of trust in the British

works of the company. The British Westinghouse
company seems to desire specifically Englishmen
trained in Westinghouse ways, but the need of the

American training seems to give a hint that may
be useful to graduates of American shops and
schools. However, the young American engineer

or electrician should bear in mind that men of prac-

tical experience are preferably wanted and that the

environment and immediate remuneration to be ob-

tained abroad are likely to be different from what
he has been led to expect at home.

By the simple expedient of taking money out

of one pocket to put it in another the aldermen of

Negaunee, Mich., think that they have put their

cherished municipal electric-light plant en a self-

supporting basis. The city now pays itself $90 a year

for each arc lamp—an increase of a trifie of 50 per

cent, over the price which it started out to pay

when it established Its plant. Of course, this is

simply robbing Peter to pay Paul; the city really

makes an appropriation to cover a deficiency in one

of its departments. The expert investigation con-

ducted some time ago by a disinterested Chicago

engineer revealed the fact that the accounts of the

municipal lighting and waterworks plants were

badly mixed and that the former was running be-

hind. After cogitating on the situation for a few

months the aldermen concluded to charge up what

more nearly approximates a fair market price for

the light and thus provide for the cost of operation,

interest onj the original investment, depreciation

of the machinery, loss of taxes and other expenses.

It is now calculated that this has been done; but

the whole proceeding is an amusing example of the

mistaken assumption of many municipal-ownership

advocates that there are enorm.ous profits in the

electric-lighting business which can be saved to

the municipality by throwing the central-station

company out of business.

It goes without saying that if precautions for the

safe operation of passenger trains are to be taken

anywhere they should be at track crossings at grade.

A distressing accident Jhat happened a couple of

weeks ago on Thirty-first street in Chicago serves

as another reminder of the need of extreme care at"

these points of danger. There is a grade crossing

of the tracks used by the Wabash steam railroad

and a Chicago City crosstown line on this street.

A trolley car was making the crossing when it was

struck and demolished by a passenger train on

the steam railroad. The motorman received such

severe injuries that he died a few hours later, while

10 passengers were more or less seriously injured.

There was the usual conflict of testimony in placing

the blame for the accident, but the coroner's jury,

after listening to the evidence, censured the steam

railroad company and discharged the conductor of

the trolley car. It was charged that the trolley

wheel slipped off the wire while the car was making

the crossing, but the finding of the coroner's jury

seems to disprove this assertion. And the further

fact that the bra\e motorman stuck to his post

would apparently indicate that the car was in circuit

and that he was doing his utmost to get it across

the tracks in time. Fortunately, casualties like this

are becoming more Infrequent in Chicago, as the

grade crossings are gradually abolished. The op-

erating companies—both steam and street-railwaj^

—

make every effort to insure safety at these points,

but occasional accidents in which human lives are

lost and limbs are broken emphasize the self-evident

fact that railroad crossings at grade are a constant

menace, even with the best care and ingenuity that

men can bestow. When the last grade crossing

shall have become a thing of the past a great and

beneficent improvement will have been accom-

plished in the street-railway transportation of Chi-

cago.
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Three-phase Electric Railway in Switz-
erland.

An electric railway running between Burgdorf and
Thun, Switzerland, is operated entirely by three-

phase alternating current, generated by water power.

The road, which is owned by the Burgdorf-Thun
Electric Railway company, is 40 kilometers (24.8

miles; m length and connects at each terminus and
at intermediate points with steam railroads. The
power station, says Charles Rochat in an article in

the Street Railway Journal, is located at Spies, on
the Kander River, and contains four groups of

turbine generators. The turbines operate under a

head of 63 meters (200 feet) and the maximum horse

power obtainable is 6,300. Alternating current is

generated at 4,000 volts and is raised to the trans-

mission voltage of 16,000 volts by static transform-

ers. The current is carried to 14 transformer sta-

tions situated at nearly equal intervals along the

road, by means of three copper wires of five milli-

meters (0.2 inch) diameter, carried on porcelain

double-petticoatecl insulators, mounted on wooden
poles. The transformers, which are oil-insulated

and have a capacity of 450 kilowatts each, are placed

at the side of the track and are enclosed in metal
housings with wooden shutters supported on concrete

bases. On account of the use of the three-phase sys-

tem two trolley wires are used, the rails, which are

bonded, acting as the third conductor. The voltage

of the current, as received from the transformers, is

750 volts.

Electric locomotives and motor cars are used,

the locomotives being principally employed for

freight traffic. Each locomotive is equipped with
two induction motors of 150 horse power each, run-
ning at 300 revolutions a minute at a voltage of 750.

The rotors of the two motors are keyed to one shaft,

from which the axles are geared. By means of two
trains of gearing two different speeds may be
obtained. Each locomotive carries a transformer
for reducing the voltage from 750 volts to 100 volts.

Part of this low-tension current is used for operating
a three horse power motor compressor for the air-

brake system, and part for lighting the car, the cur-

rent for light being taken from two 'phases and the
compressor motor being connected across all these
phases. This low voltage was preferred because it

was hardly possible to build so small a motor for 750
volts and it was thought advisable not to introduce
the higher voltage into all parts of the cars and lo-

comotives. Ammeters for the motor circuits and
a voltmeter for the 750-volt circuit are provided in

each locomotive. Electric headlights, made up of

three lamps, are used.

The motor cars are of the double-truck type and
are equipped with four 55 horse power motors, one
for each axle. The electrical equipment of the mo-
tor cars is similar to that of the locomotives, except
that electric heaters are also connected with the 100-

\'oIt circuits. Two sliding-contact bows at each
end of the car serve as trolley poles. The motor
cars have a seating capacity for 68 passengers, and
are divided into four compartments, two for second-
class and two for third-class passengers. The trail

cars consist of two-axle cars for second and third-

class traffic, carrying 45 passengers; two-axle third-

class cars carrying 40 passengers and two-axle com-
bination passenger, postal and baggage cars, carry-
ing 20 passengers.
As the cars are operated on the three-phase sys-

tem, a constant speed of 36 kilometers (22 miles) an
hour is maintained. The cars can be braked quickly
and stop in from three-fourths of a minute to one
minute. The ti^aJn service is conducted by ordinary
steam-railroad rriethods and on the block system.
A telegraph system connects the stations, the wires
being carried on the same poles as the trolley wires.

Light Railways in Belgium.
Since 1SS4 the Belgian government has subscribed

about $20,000,000 toward the cost of the vicinal or
neighborhood railways. The lines are constructed
by the Societe Nationale des Chemins de Per Vici-

. naux, founded in 1884. Over 1,021 miles are now
in operation in 76 lines. Eighteen other lines, when
complete, will bring up the mileage to 1,371 miles, if

three new concessions are included. Eighty-five
new projects are under consideration, which will

probably give another 43 miles. These lines are
not all. There are other lines, owned by various
companies, aggregating 43 miles, bringing the total

to 1,414 miles, as compared with the main-line rail-

ways, which aggregate 2,858 miles. The ratio is

thus about 50 per cent. The vicinal lines are laid

to the meter gauge, except where there appears
a prospect of them being worked in connection with
the main lines, or they are actually so worked, w-hen
the broader gauge of four feet S1V2 inches is adopted.
If likely to be connected with the lines in Holland,
the gauge is (three feet 5-66 inches) 1.067 meters.
The mean cost of rolling stock has been about
$3,000 per mile. Locomotives weigh in most cases

i8V2 tons. Their total number is 321. or about one
to each three miles of principal way. One line is

worked by horses and one by electricity, while others
are now being prepared for electric working. The
working expenses are 67.2 per cent, of the gross re-

ceipts, and last year the train mileage was nearly
.;.000.000. Out of 69 lines that have been worked
for more than one financial 3'ear, not one has shown
a loss; 31 pay over the guaranteed dividend.

The Blograph in South African War.
The following, from the London Daily Mail,

shows that an effort is making by Mr. Dickson,
formerly of Mr. Edison's laboratory at Orange,
N. J., to obtain "moving pictures" of battles and
other scenes in the war now in progress in South
Africa. Incidentally, the light-hearted references to
the discomfiture of the Boers and the hoisting of the
Union Jack at Pretoria contrast painfully with the
actual progress of events.

Will the "biograph man" succeed in "snapshot-
ling" the war, or any part of it? That is what
thousands of people have been asking each other
since they read that General Buller had embarked
on the Dunottar Castle for the Cape, and that

W. K. L. Dickson, of the Biograph and Mutoscope
syndicate, was on board the same vessel.

Well, the probability is that Mr. Dickson will

succeed in photographing a great deal of the war,
and Ihe latest news received from him, a few days
ago, is that he has landed his apparatus safely at

Durban, and is anxiously awaiting a move toward
the front. Already he has sent home a batch of

pictures for the biograph at the Palace Theater and
the mutoscope machines all over the country.

On the voyage out Sir Redvers Buller took con-
Fiderable interest in the biograph's intending march
on Pretoria, and, besides giving Mr. Dickson leave

to get there whichever way he could—either by
De Aar or through Durban and Ladysmith—dis-

cussed the possibilities of taking battle scenes, and
gave some useful hints as to the way in which the

biograph could get hold of a skirmish. In partic-

ular, the general thought that artillery actions

would offer Mr. Dickson the best opportunities for

getting effective war pictures, and the probability

is that artillery fights will figure largely in the
biograph's war album.
Of course, the difficulty of "biographing" war in

these days, as Mr. Smedley. the managing director

of the biograph enterprise, pointed out to a Daily
Mail representative, is that, as a rule, your enemy
is a mile or two away, and it is almost impossible
to photograph both sides at once. The camera
which Mr. Dickson has with him has telephoto
lenses, which w-ill photograph a couple of miles
off, but even with that advantage, it is not easy to

get an effective battle scene. And as the biograph
machine, with its necessary batteries, weighs nearly
three-quarters of a ton, Mr. Dickson will have
to be both agile and energetic if he is to scuttle

over the field of battle and fix up his apparatus in

time to catch sight of the Boers as they disappear
before a whirlwind of British cavalry or an on-
slaught of bayonets.
The biograph syndicate has confidence in Mr.

Dickson's ability to "get there" whenever there
is a chance, and its only direction to him was to

get to Pretoria and "take" the hoisting of the
Union Jack. He has taken between seven and
eight miles of films, and as every facility will be
given to him within the British lines, there is little

doubt he will add another notch to his long list of
successes.
As soon as Mr. Dickson has "snapshotted" a war

scene he will dispatch it to London, where the
films will probably be printed, developed, fixed and
shown at the Palace Theater the day after they ar-
rive.

Very Sensitive Receiver for Space
Telegraphy.

A press dispatch from Pittsburg states that re-
searches by Prof. Reginald A. Fessenden and his as-
sistant. Professor Kintner, in the electrical laboratory
of the Western University of Pennsylvania, have
resulted in the production of a receiver for space
telegraphy which is 2,000 times more sensitive than
the coherer of the Marconi system. In speaking of
the discovery. Professor Fessenden is quoted as
follows: "Although we have improved the receiver
so it is 2.000 times as sensitive as the original one,
we realize we have not yet begun to see the limit.

Marconi, in his brilliant experiments, has demon-
strated that

_
messages can be sent over 90 miles.

As our receiver is several hundred times more sen-
sitive, it is clear the messages Cc.n be sent by our
method much further, though just what the limit
is I would not like to say. It should be possible
to send messages across the Atlantic with poles less
than 200 feet high. The ultimate distance must he
checked by actual experiment before it becomes a
scientific fact in the strictest sense."

A. B. Kcrlin has been granted a franchise for
an electric-lighting plant at Verndale, Minn.

Northwestern Elevated Railroad.

An effort is being made to complete the super-
structure of the Northwestern elevated railroad of
Chicago, and to put the road in operMion by Jan-
uary 1st. According to the ordinance under which
the elevated road is being constructed, unless the
structure is completed and trains operated by the
beginning of the new year the company must for-

feit $100,000 to the city. Several gangs of men are
working on the construction and the work is being
pushed forward rapidly day and night, but it is

asserted by city officials that the permanent structure
cannot be completed within the specified time.

Should the officials of the road desire to obtain a

further extension of time, it will be necessary to

call a special meeting of the City Council, as that

body now stands adjourned to January 3d.

Street Lighting by Arches.
As a result of the public spirit and enterprise of

the Business Men's association of the city of Flint,
Mich., eight electric arches span the street inter-
sections and illuminate the business district from
the courthouse to the river. The unusual system of
public lighting was evolved from that in vogue at
Colurnbus, O. The arch'is are of iron grillwork.
Each is equipped w^ith 50 incandescent lamps.
The People's Electric Light and Power company

furnishes the corporation public lighting at $70 an
arc lamp a year, the lamps to be operated on a moon-
light schedule. There are upward of 125 arc lamps
in use at this rate. The company is considering the
question of its purchase by the city.

The recent dedication of the electric arches, whicii
were erected and paid for by popular subscription
and formally tendered to the use of the city, was
attended by a celebration. Ten thousand people
gathered in the street to witness the dedication.
Colored fire was burned at different points on the
street. The blare of tin horns was deafening. The
formal transfer to the city was made rnder the
Labor arch, erected by the Central Labor Union.
A brass band played the dedication overture. The
band, pursued by a big "tin-horn brigade," played
a selection under each arch. Across the bridge
some wag had erected temporary arches, from which
were suspended Chinese lanterns. The band
marched over and good-naturedly played under
these, too, the same as though they were a part of
the regular electrical outfit. The celebration closed
with a rally around a big bonfire.

A 2,000 Horse Power Steam Turbine.
During his presidential address to the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers in New York early
in the month Rear-admiral George W. Melville
spoke thus of the steam turbine: "At the present
time it seems as though we had practically reached
the highest development possible with existing types
of machinery for naval purposes, leaving the designer
room only for greater perfection in details. We do
not, of course, believe that finality has actually been
reached, and it is possible that some radical change
may take place which will give us a new type of
machinery. Some of the more enthusiastic mem-
bers of the profession think that the steam turbine
is to be the successor of the present steam engine,
and assuredly the performance of Parsons' Turbinia
is sufficiently remarkable to justify the most care-
ful study and further experiment. It is very in-
teresting in this connection to know that in this
country the development of the steam turbine is in
t^e hands of one of our famous engineers, who is

also one of the honorary members of this society

—

Mr. George Westinghouse. He has been develop-
ing the steam turbine with special reference to its

use in driving electrical generators, and some of the
results already obtained are very remarkable. With
his characteristic energy and courage, he is not sat-
isfied with results on a small scale, but is now get-
ting out a steam turbine to develop about 2,000
horse powder on a single shaft, and when this has
been built and thoroughly tested we shall be in a
position to appreciate more thoroughly the bearing
of this form of prime mover on naval engineering."

Chicago to Negotiate for Drainage
Canal Water Power.

At the regular session of the City Council of Chi-
cago on. December iSth a resolution was unani-
mously passed authorizing the special committee
of the council on water power to negotiate a lease
for a term of years with the trustees of the
santary district for water power expected to be
developed by the Chicago drainage canal. The
rental is to be made on a basis of a price of $5
a horse pow-er per annum, the city to pay the cost
of developing. The agreement is not to be bind-
ing until it has been ratified by the council. This
action was based on the report of the special com-
mittee, which set forth that at an expenditure of
$3,000,000 and a rental of $5 a horse powder a year
the city could produce electricity by water power at
a cost of $15 a horse power a year throughout the
24 hours of the day. It was pointed out that the
cost of producing electricity by steam was about
$35 per horse pow-er for a day of only 10V2 hours
throughout the year. The committee found that
power could be generated at less than 20 per cent,
of its present cost sufficient to pump the water sup-
ply of Chicago and light every important street
intersection of the citv.

Canadian Enterprise in Brazil.

Mr. B. F. Pearson of Montreal has just returned
from Sao Paulo. Brazil, where a company of Toronto
rind Montreal capitalists is putting in a street-railway
and electric-lighting plant. The city of Sao Paulo
has a population of 75,000, and there was already
a small electric-lighting plant (which the Canadian
company has acquired) and an insignificant mule
street railway is also in operation. The Canadians
have 1,000 men employed rushing the work, and
will probably have their line in operation by Feb-
ruary next. They are well advanced w'ith the work
on the big dam. which will develop 10,000 horse
power, to work both electric-lighting and trolley
plant. The lighting is to be done on a large scale,

and the street-railway system will be very complete,
40 miles being put down, going to all parts of the
city.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.

fFrom the Minneapolis correspoodent of the Western Elec-
^ triciaa.j

The Northern Minnesota Telephone company has

been given permission to make toU-hne connection

with Long Prairie, Minn. ^ , ,

The Southeastern Pierce County Telephone com-

pany has completed a line between Brasmgton and

Ellsworth, Wis.
, u • .

The Cannon Valley Telephone company has just

placed in position at Waterville, Minn., a lOO-drop

switchboard.
_ ^ ,

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is rebuilding its system in Hudson, Wis.

The- Mississippi Valley Telephone company is

pushing work on its system in Minneapolis. Ar-

ri'ngements have been m^idc for a sub-exchange on

the North Side. A building has been leased and

will be fitted with a switchboard to accommodate

all the North Side and northeast subscnbers. It

is hoped to have the exchange running by February

"

The Citizens* Telephone company of Faribault,

Minn., is securing a number of new subscribers

since securing a connection with Minneapolis.

The Greene and Western Telephone company

has extended a toll line from Waterville, Minn., to

Montgomery. „ , , r- i

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has completed connection from Fosston, Minn., to

. Crookston. „ , ,

The Menominee (Mich.) Telephone company is

making a spurt for new subscribers and expects to

have 1,000 instruments in use within a few weeks.

There are now 258 instruments connected.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has com-

pleted a toll line from Ashland to West Superior.

The Walworth County Telephone company has

completed an exchange in Delavan, Wis.

A movement is on foot at PittsviUe, Wis., to in-

duce the Wood County Telephone company to put

in an exchange there.

1 The Wisconsin Telephone company has asked

permission at La Crosse, Wis., to construct three

miles of subways for its wires. The council may
require ail wires to go underground.

The exchange at Sturgeon Bay, Wis., has no
instruments connected.

The Belle Plaine (la.) Telephone company has

been incorporated with $9,000 capital stock.

The Mutual Telephone company of Indianola, la.,

has changed hands. C. C. Reynolds, T. D. Swan,

Dr. W. N. Park and E. B. Dowell have sold then-

interests and the ownership now rests with J. F.

Hendrickson, Dr. E. Porterfield and John F. Schee.

Funds have been subscribed at Rolfe, la., to estab-

lish a telephone exchange.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company

will enlarge its capital stock and will make a nuni-

ber of extensions and improvements. A line will

be extended to Denver. Exchanges will be opened

at Evanston, Green River, Rock Springs and Raw-
lins. Wyo. A toll Hne will be built from Rawlins

to Laramie, Wyo. New exchange buildings will

be erected in Missoula and Great Falls, Mont A
new switchboard will be put in at Boise, Idaho. The
system at Butte, Mont, will be rebuilt

The Ida Grove (la.) Telephone company has its

new exchange in operation.

A telephone line has been completed from Chan-
ton, la., to Norwood.
The Nebraska Telephone company has inaugu-

rated a through telephone service from Avoca, la.,

to Council Bluffs and Omaha.
A telephone line is being built from Marathon,

la., to Webb. *

The Northern Telephone company has completed

a line from Fonda. la., to the new town of Varina.

The Jefferson (la.) Telephone company has in-

stalled a new switchboard.

The chief of the Fire Department of Des Moines.

la., wants a telephone fire-alarm system connecting

the 24 fire stations in the city. He could thus re-

port a fire to all and save time.

The Cedar Valley Telephone company of Water-
loo, la., contemplates running a wire to Whitten,

Iowa.
A telephone line will be built between Danbury

and Smithland.
The Central Union Telephone company of Rock

Island, 111., has let the contract for the erection

of an exchange building to cost $10,000.

The telephone company of Spokane, Wash., has

moved its exchange to new quarters. There are

nearly 2.500 subscribers in Spokane.
The Michigan Telephone company will place some

of its wires at Marquette, Mich., underground.

Tree Cutting by Linemen.
The question of the amount of damage, if any,

done by linemen in cutting the branches of trees

for the passage of electric wires is up in Missouri,

the wires in this case being those of a telephone
proprietor, John Bevan. who owns a line between
New Cambria and Ethel. The plaintiffs, Goodson
and Wright, own and control property near New
Cambria. The line follows the public road along
plaintiffs' premises. Just inside the inclosure were
two large shade trees. The contractors who erected

the line found it necessary to cut portions of the

trees to get the wire strung properly. It is alleged

by the plaintiffs that the trees were destroyed and
they sued for $100 damages. In a justice's court

they recovered a judgment for $11 and the de-

fendant appealed to the Circuit Court, The case

was tried there mainly on law points. The simple

issue submitted to the jury was the question of

damage and it found for the plaintiffs for $12. The
question of public utility is involved and the case

will go to the Appellate Court. Telephone men in

Missouri are watching it with interest.

New Automatic Telephone-exchange
System.

In a United States patent issued on December
I2th to Gustave Seligmann-Lui, Paris, France, a

novel system of automatic telephone exchanges is

described. The subscribers' lines of the system are

divided into groups, the lines of each group being
presented on its own coupling board or boards hav-

ing calHng and called-line contacts in pairs whose
members correspond to the two members of a line.

Service contacts for the service of the exchange
mechanisms are provided and with the line contacts

are regularly arranged in series of rows so as to be
accessible by a number of suitably located coupling

devices. Each of these devices comprises two in-

dependently movable, electrically propelled and
electrically associated mechanisms termed couplers.

The couplers are respectively appropriated, the one
for making connection with a called line and the

other for making connection with a calling line,

each coupler being adapted to move across its board,

the couplers comprising a plurality of sets of line

and service contact fingers, which respectively cor-

respond to the several series of rows of contacts

on the coupling board. Each set comprises a pair

of line fingers whose members are designed to make
contact respectively with the members of a pair of

NEW AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE-EXCHANGE SYSTEM.

line contacts, and a service finger designed to make
contact with the service wire corresponding to the

pair of line contacts, so that each set of line and
service fingers is adapted to make contact with the

line and service contacts of one or another row of

contacts of the series to which that set corresponds.

All the fingers of like function in the one coupler
are in electrical connection with each other, and a
magnetically operated multiple switch or distributor

in connection with the called-line coupler is ar-

ranged to connect it at predetermined moments with
the fingers of corresponding function of the as-

sociated coupler, there being as many couplers of

each function located at each coupling board of

similar function as there are groups of lines. The
couplers, of the kind appropriated to make connec-
tion with calling lines, which are located at any one
calling-line coupling board are electrically associated
with couplers of the kind appropriated to make con-
nection with called lines, which are severally located
at called-line coupling boards severally apertaining
to different groups of lines, so that each coupling
device is adapted to telephonically couple together
any two lines on the coupling boards at which the

two couplers, forming the coupling device, are re-

spectively situated. The accompanying illustration

of the system is taken from the Patent Office
Gazette.

United States ComDany's Service.
A representative of the Western Electrician was

given an opportunity recently in Kent, O., by Mr.
\V. H. Butler of the United States Telephone com-
pany, to test the efficiency of this enterprising com-
pany's service over its long-distance lines. Con-
versations wcie carried on between Kent and Niles.

45 miles: Kent and Youngstown, about 60 miles,

and to Newcastle, Pa., about 75 miles. The weather
was not of the best for telephonic communication,
but it must be said, to the credit of the management
of the United States Telephone company, that the

service was most excellent and satisfactory. As
a final test, Mr. Butler secured a connection through
Newcastle with Pulaski. This line was figured
out as 100 miles in length. The service in this case
seemed exceptionally good, the voice at the other
end of the line beingvery clear and distinct, and
although the speaker's tone was low. the accents
were "bell-like" in their clearness. Mr. Butler has
had occasion to test the line between Kent and
Pulaski in a similar manner on quite a number of
occasions, and each time he has found the service

perfectly satisfactory, except on one occasion, when
a railroad accident interfered with the Pulaski con-
nection. The United States Telephone company's
lines ramify Ohio, and when the company gets its

Cleveland connection, which is expected within 30
days, it will also have communication, it is said,

with western Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois.

Telephone Construction in Belgium.

Belgium is one of the countries of Europe where
the telephone system is under the control of the
government. The postal administration has lately

made a number of extensions and improvements
which will give that country a syscem not inferior

to any in Europe. The new telephone station re-

cently erected at Brussels is an example of the work
now being carried on. This station is arranged for

15,000 subscribers, and has an extensive system of

lines, some of which are now in construction. The
administration has decided to place underground
all the new lines within a radius of two miles from
the station, as the number in use renders the over-
head construction impossible. As the installation

of an extensive system of this kind required a con-
siderable amount of study, it was decided to send
committees to different parts of Europe and to Amer-
ica in order to study the construction and methods
used and to profit by their experience in the ques-
tions of cables and underground conduits. The sys-

tem of cables to be employed is that in which paper
and air insulation are used. Bids were accepted for
these cables from Siemens & Halske and Felten &
Guilleaume.
The underground conduit work presents several

interesting points as to the method of construction.
The total length of the underground system repre-
sents about 20 miles, and of this several miles has
been already finished. The principle of construction
is as follows: Each cable is drawn through a tube
of glazed porcelain, these tubes being laid in a bed
of cement. To accomplish this a trench is first dug
along the line desired. The depth of this trench is

about 4^/2 feet and its width three feet. The bottom,
well smoothed, is covered with a bed of cement about
four inches thick. This cement is of the kind known
as slow-setting, and is formed by baking a mixture
of carbonate of lime and clay, containing less than
two per cent, of magnesia^ It is made at least three
months before using. Upon this bed of cement
are placed the porcelain tubes. These have oblique
joints and measure i^/4 feet long, having an inside
diameter of 3^^ inches. The joints are made with
cement mortar, and the inside is scraped out by a
wooden piece provided with rubber rings, this being
pulled along after the joints are cemented. A num-
ber cf these porcelain tubes are placed side by side
in the trench, according to the number of cables;
the whole is covered with a layer of cement about
four inches thick on all sides. After the cement has
hardened, the trench is refilled with earth, whose
minimum thickness is 1V2 feet. Large manholes are
placed along the trench at distances of about 500
feet. These manholes are constructed of brick on
a bed of six inches of cement, and measure three
by five feet inside, with a depth of five feet. They
are closed by a cast-iron cover fitting into an iron
frame, and special attention has been made to secure
a water-tight joint. The work on this line is now
going on rapidly, and one of the principal sections
has already been finished. About 100 workmen are
employed on the subdivisions of the line, which
are about 1,200 feet long. The rate of progress is

500 feet a day.

TELEPHONY ABROAD.
From March i to October 31, 1899, the Mexican

Telephone company's gross receipts were $102,861.

The net receipts for the same period were $42,4.1^2,

an increase of $7,329 over the corresponding period
of i8gS. The total number of subscribers on Oc-
tober 31st was 2.925.

In the city of Berlin has recently been installed

a series of automatic telephone boxes, to the num-
ber of 100. These cabinets are so arranged that it

is only necessary to put into the slot a coin whose
value is less than half a cent in order to be con-
nected automatically with the central station. At
the same time a signal is given to the station from
tlie box in question, and one mav thus communicate
with any point in the system. This system dispenses
with the services of an attendant, such as is now
necessar}'' in the system in use in Paris, for instance,

where the pricey of a comrnunication is five cents.

A bill has been lately passed by the House of
Commons by which licenses are granted to mu-
nicipalities for the installation of telephone lines, and
the bill also provides for the establishment of a new
telephone system in London under the direction of

the Postoffice Department. The National Telephone
company, which has up to this time had the monop-
oly of the lines in the provincial districts, has now
been obliged to make some concessions to subscrib-
ers. The company has taken measures toward re-

ducing the rates and has now admitted two classes
of subscribers. The first of these will be the yearly
subscribers, and the second class is to be com-
posed of those having a special arrangement by
which they will pay but £% los. for the installing of
the apparatus and an aditional rate of one penny
for each communication. The telephone company
announces that the new rate will go into effect at

the end of the vear, but it will apply only to the
nrovincial districts. The policy of ihe company
in London, uoon the establishment of the new sys-
tem by the Postoffice Department, remains to be
seen, but the result cannot fail, in any case, to be
of benefit to the subscribers.
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Real Benefits of Competition.
[From tlie SpriiiKlield (Mass.) Union,

I

A traveling salesman for a Springfield firm has

collected interesting statistics regarding telephone

rates in some of the cities and towns which he vis-

its. A list of questions was made out and sub-

mitted to some reliable person in each place, and

the answers to these questions are of considerable

importance to this city in view of the agitation re-

garding telephone charges here. Accompanying
the questions was sent the following letter:

Dear Sir: Our city has been payine the Bell Teleplione com-
pany preity stiff rates for telephone service, aod a iie\y company
IS seeking entrance to do business here. I have no interest in

the telephone business, except to get the best terms for our citi-

zens. While the matter is under consideration we are trying to

get such information as we can from other places. Will you
kindly fill out the answers to the enclosed list of questions and
mail to me? I am not sure that you have two telephone compa-
nies in your city, but I know you have lower rates than we get,

and would like to obtain such information as you can give me.
By so doing you will greatly oblige.

Following is the list of questions:

1. Have you the Bell Telephone company in your city, and if

so, what is the price for business purposes and for residences?

2. Have you any other company, and i£ so, what is the name
of it?

3. What is the price given you by this company for business

purposes and for residences ?

4. What was the price of the Bell Telephone company before

the new company entered the held?
5. Is the service of both companies satisfactory?

6. Do you think your city has been benefited by taking two
companies?

Now for the answers. In substance, Huntington,

W. Va., gives this testimony: To discourage com-
petition, the Bell company is now giving free tele-

phones. The rival company is the Huntington
Mutual Telephone company, and its rates are $24

for a business telephone and $12 for a residence in-

strument. Before competition came in, the Bell

company's charge was $48 a year.

The service of both companies is satisfactory

and the city has been decidedly benefited by break-

ing the monopoly.
Grafton, W. Va., says: The Bell company charges

$20 a year for office telephones and half that price

in residences. The competition of the People^s

Telephone company reduced the Bell company's
rates from $40 a year for offices and $36
for residences. It charges at present the same
rates as the Bell company. Both companies give

satisfactory service and the citizens think they have

been greatly benefited by the competition.

From McKeesport, Pa., the following informa-

tion was received: The Bell company makes its

rate for office telephones $1.50 a month and for

house telephones $1. Prior to the competition

created by the McKeesport Telephone company,
the Bell company charged $7 a month. The rates

of the new company are $2.50 for an office and $1.50

for a residence instrument. Both companies serve

the public well. Appended to the answers is the

following:
"The city has been benefited very much by this

new company'-, in that it has low-ered the rates and
gives more people an opportunity to have tele-

phones. =i= * * The new company is only about
three years old and at the present time has over

1,500 subscribers.''

The man who answered the questions in Ironton.

O., also sent a letter, which is, in part, as follows:

"The Bell people had to get a hump on themselves
when 'The Lawrence' came into the field, and their

service is in no way equal to 'The Lawrence/ and
they will put into private houses telephones without

chai'ge, and have done so all over town. Yet peo-

ple w^ould rather have the new 'Lawrence' at $i-50

a month. 'The Lawrence' has not been able to get

telephones to supply the demand at all times. 'The
Lawrence' is a local company, and a great many
citizens in Ironton own stock. You will never re-

gret getting a new telephone company."
From the answers to the questions it is learned

that the Bell company for years charged $4 a month,
but when competition came in dropped to $3. "The
Lawrence" charges $2 for business instruments and
$1.50 for house telephones. Since the introduction

of the new company the service of the Bell company
has greatly improved.

In reply to the question, "Do you think the city

has been benefited by taking the two companies?"
the answer is: "Very much. The argument in the

outset was: 'We could not support two systems.'

That has been exploded. 'The Lawrence' has over
400 subscribers and is growing rapidly. It takes
no solicitors to sell 'Lawrence' telephones. The
people are calling for them faster than they can be
put in. The Bell company has about 200 free and
paying telephones in all."

Sterling Electric Company.
The illustration represents the new factory build-

ing of the Sterling lilectric company at Lafayette,

Ind. The growth and devclopn-ent of this enter-

prising company arc of much interest. Little more
than 20 months ago Mr. Frank B. Cook, formerly
chief engineer for the Central Union Telephone
company, and Mr. \V. E. Doolittle, also well-known
in telephone circles, conceived the idea of furnishing

the Independent field with apparatus "identical with
the Bell." This was made possible by the fact that

Mr. Cook controlled! and owned patents under
which Bell apparatus was manufactured. A com-
pany was formed and incorporated under the laws
of Illinois, and early in 1S98 it began doing business
from an office in Chicago in a small way, under the
name of the Sterling Electric company.
Surpassing the most sanguine expectations of the

founders, the business of the new venture increased

No Telephone, No Bank.

As a result of jealousy New Paris and Eldorado,
in the lively state of Ohio, are as seething cauldrons
of excitement. Mr. H. G. Bloom, a banker of New
Madison, who owns -a branch bank in both New
Paris and Eldorado, desired to connect his branches
with the main house by private telephone line. He
had the line all built except in the corporation of

New Paris. There the Town Council first stopped
him and then gave permission to run in two wires.
He again commenced work and was arrested by the
marshal and fined $10 and costs by the mayor.
Everybody took sides. Mr. Bloom may withdraw
his bank from New Paris (it being the only one
there), and it is said will bring suit against the town
for illegal arrest and confinement.

STERLING ELECTRIC COMPANY S NEW FACTORY.

SO rapidly that after twice enlarging its quarters,

the company was finally forced to secure a location

that would allow it still greater possibilities in the

way of "expansion," and the result is the plant at

Lafayette, Ind., of which the Sterling people are

justly proud and which is housed, they assert, in

the largest building in the United States owned and
occupied by an exclusive telephone-manufacturing
company. The dimensions of the building are 225
by 60 and 100 by 60 feet, three stories in height, and
it is equipped with the latest and most expensive
machinery required in the production of all parts

of the company's output. These enlarged facilities

will enable the Sterling Electric company to satisfy

the demand that has long been made on it for tele-

phones, a full line of which, for all the various re-

quirements of service, will be added to the switch-
boards and protective devices which have heretofore
constituted the bulk of its business.

Alliance True to Its Name.
Not all the troubles of telephone managers are

due to competition or to irate subscribers. The
Review of Alliance, O., tells of an entirely different

perplexity. "Manager James B. Douglass of the
Alliance telephone exchange," it says, "is having
enough trouble to turn an ordinary man gray since

Cupid became entangled in the network of wires
that are strung about the city. Six months ago, Mr.
Douglass, his line foreman, J. C. Terwilliger, and
his chief operators, Miss Dean Caris, Miss. Kate
Neuwirth and Miss Ruby Peterson, were all single.

Since then the manager became charmed by the
little wizard of love and was married to Miss An-
netta Moore. Mr. Terwilliger won the heart of Miss
Caris, and she changed her last name accordingly.

Miss Neuwirth later became Mrs. Thomas Numan
and Miss Peterson is now the bride of C. Fred
Neuwdrth. This alone is not the cause of Mr. Doug-
lass' worries, but the annoyance arises from the
fact that every marriageable girl in Alliance seems
to think that a charm lies hidden in the central ex-
change. . Manager Douglass, since the Neuwirth-
Peterson nuptials, has received earnest applications

for positions in the telephone exchange from n
misses who are now well advanced into the state

of spinsterhood, four widows, one of whom is

young and dashing, three old bachelors and any
amount of unmarried girls who are beginning to

hover about the anxious seat. Every time 'Jim'

hears the telephone bell ring he becomes nervous
for fear it is a wedding ring, and. he says if he
could lay his hands on that litle scamp, Cupid, he
would surely wring his neck."

New England Company Is Modest.
At a recent aldermanic hearing in Fall River,

Mass., on the application of the Fall River Auto-
matic Telephone company for permission to lay con-
duits and operate a telephone system in that city,

"Mr. Swift, counsel for the New England Telephone
and Telegraph company, appeared in opposition.

He asked for a postponement, that he might sum-
mon experts to testify as to the worth of the new
system. Mr. Swift also made the statement that his

company intended to allow all earnings in excess
of six per cent, to be spent in reducing the price

of telephones.
On the part of the applicant it was stated that

after eight years the city might buy the plant. For
the new company Dr. R. T. Davis, president; Colonel
B. D. Davol, treasurer; W. B. M. Chase. H. A. Du-
buque, John B. Hurd, and Dr. John W. Coughlin
spoke. John L. Watson, manager of the exchange
in Auburn, N. Y., explained the system.

Litigation in Rochester.
In Rochester the licll Telephone company does

not conlcmplaic with pleasure the opposition prom-
ised by the Rochester Telephone company. At a
recent meeting of the Common Council of tliat city
a resolution was adopted requiring the Bell company
to rent to any applicant ducts in its conduits and
space on its poles. The resolution was based on a
clause in the contract between the city and the old
company, which was entered into in 1888 at the
close of the famous "telephone war" in Rochester.
However, the company objects to the Common
Council's interpretation of the contract and has
brought suit to restrain the new company from
using its poles and conduits under the terms of the
resolution of the aldermen. In this suit the city
of Rochester, the mayor of the city and several elec-
tric-light companies are named as co-defendants
with the Rochester Telephone company. The Bell
company contends that the resolution of the Com-
mon Council is illegal. One paragraph of its com-
plaint reads as follows: "That the proposed modifi-
cation of the contract between the city of Rochester
and the plaintiff will cause irreparable injury to
plaintiff and will destroy vested rights of plaintiff,
and is a modification not contemplated by the par-
ties to said contract, and will divert the property to
plaintiff, from the use for which the same is in-
tended, and that plaintiff has no legal right to allow
its property to be used for the purpose and in the
manner contemplated by the resolution." A tem-
porary injunction has been granted the Bell com-
pany pending the result of the suit.

At a later date Mayor Warner vetoed the resolu-
tion of the Common Council, asserting that the
telephone contract ought not to be modified with-
out giving the Bell company opportunity to be
heard.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Five new long-distance circuits have been strung

from Detroit to Mt. Clemens and Port Huron by
the Michigan Telephone company, thus insuring
prompt service to those stations as well as to in-
termediate points.

The stockholders in the Erie Telegraph and Tele-
phone company have voted to increase the capital
stock of the company from $5,000,000 lo $15,000,000,
in accordance with the recommendation of the di-
rectors, recently noticed in the Western Electrician.

The Henderson Telephone company is extending
its plant at New Berne, N. C, to meet the require-
ments of 300 subscribers. The chief work is the
hanging of two cables from the exchange, one to
Middle and Broad streets and the other to the junc-
tion of Middle and Craven streets. These cables
contain 100 wires each. New and improved light-
ning arresters have been put in place. A new sec-
tion is added to the switchboard at the central office. -

The work is being done under the direction of
Superintendent F. C. Toepleman, who is in charge
of the various systems owned by the company.

In a recent interview in the Cleveland Plain Dealer
Mr. Henry Everett is thus reported on the telephone
situation: "Wait until they [the eastern capitalists]

get out into the field as we are, and they wdl find
out the job requires plenty of hard work. When
they find the fields occupied and run against the
courts they will have a dift'erent idea of the propo-
sition. After they are enjoined about 100 times from
carrying on their work they will discover they have
no easy task in front of them. Our company has
been enjoined 13 times, and we have been handi-
capped by all kinds of strikes on our building, but
we have gone right on, and now I believe the end
is in sight. Our new building will be ready for
the operation of our company in a very short time.
We have had to surmount every conceivable kind
of an obstacle to carry through the project, and we
will now be in shape shortly to serve the people."

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
• It is said that the Western Telephone Construc-
tion company of Chicago will remove its plant to
Winthrop Harbor, a new manufacturing town on
Lake Michigan, bordering on the Wisconsin state

line and midway between Chicago and Milwaukee.

Buyers of telephones and telephone supplies will

be interested in the announcement of the Modern
Telephone and Supply company, Chicago, which
was recently formed to engage in the manufacture
of telephones and telephone supplies. It is stated

that the Modern company will manufacture and
handle only the highest grades of goods, being in a
position, moreover, to make exceptionally low
prices, owing to the fact that its goods will be manu-
factured from raw material which it will purchase
in large quantities and for spot cash. The principal
owners, William Hauptman and George E. Cowen,
will personally supervise the manufacture of the
company's goods. Mr. Hauptman is a practical

telephone man and has had a wide experience in

the manufacture of telephones. He will be ably
assisted by Mr. Cowen and other experienced men.
The Modern company's factory, which is located at

56 Fifth avenue, is equipped with -the latest ma-
chinery. A descriptive catalogue giving net prices

has just been issued and will be cheerfully sent to

anyone on request. The Modern company gives
the Foreman Bros. Banking company as reference.
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Bosworth Commutator Truing Device.

All electrical men are familiar with the necessity

of exactly adjusting the brushes of a dynamo or

motor in order that sparking may be avoided and

best results obtained from its operation. The com-

mutator and brushes constitute the most sensitive

part of the machine, and a very little irregularity

in respect to these two particulars may result in

much loss because of impaired efficiency, waste of

energy and sometimes ruin of the machine. Hence
stress may be laid upon the injunction to keep the

commutator clean and smooth. The smoothing of

the commutator is generally accomplished by turn-

ing it down.
Instead of sending the armature to a machine

shop in order to have its commutator turned down
one may, by the use of an apparatus such as the

Bosworth truing device, do the work without, as a

rule, removing the armature from its journals. The
illustration represents one form of this device and
shows the method of attaching it to the armature

shaft by means of clamps. In operation the ap-

paratus is either revolved about the shaft by hand

CORRESPONDENCE.

BOSWORTH COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE.

power, or, if it is desirable to leave the armature in

the machine,- a crank is attached to the pulley, and
the armature and commutator rotated, while the

truing device is held stationary. There is provided,

when desired, an extension tool holder and clamp-
ing plate, by which the truing device is made ap-
plicable to any forni or size pedestal or commutator.
In using this device upon street-car motors, and

in a very few other cases of especially designed ma-
chines, it is. necessary to remove the armature from
the machine, but only enough to permit the truing .

device to revolve about the shaft. In general use a

commutator can be turned down without removing
the armature from its journals.

The tool is strongly built and with ordinary use,

it is asserted, will last for many years. It is con-
trolled by the Akron Electrical Manufacturing com-
pany of Akron, Ohio, and is made in two sizes, one
being adapted to commutators of six inches and
less in width and not exceeding 17 inches in diam-
eter, the other being intended for larger sizes.

Probable Extension of Metropolitan
Elevated Railway.

For some time there has been talk of" a connec-
tion for suburban traffic between the Chicago, Bur-
lington and Quincy railroad and the Metropolitan
elevated s^'stem in Chicago. The Metropolitan di-

rectors have just authorized their finance committee
to extend the Douglas Park line from the present

terminus at Campbell avenue to Douglas Park boule-

vard, where an incline would afford easy connec-
tion with the Burlington tracks. Cars practically

the same as those used on the Metropolitan
sj'stem are to be employed by the Burlington if the

contemplated settlement is reached. To avoid all

question as to the right of the Metropolitan road
to accept this traffic it is understood that the Burling-

ton trains will be absolutely surrendered to the

Metropolitan company as soon as they are taken
upon the elevated stiucture. They will run on a

timetable fixed by the elevated company, make all

stops around the loop, be hauled by Metropolitan
electric-motor cars and be in charge of Metropolitan
crews. This agreement, when perfected, will add
from 15,000 to 20,000 to the daily traffic of the
Metropolitan road, and it is understood the Burling-
ton will pay five cents per capita for the service.

The town of Tupelo, Miss., has issued specifica-

tions for the construction of an electnc-light plant
which will include a building, steam equipment,
electrical apparatus and line material.

New York Notes.

New York, December 16.—A report was ex-
tensively circulated in Wall street this week that

the control of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company
had passed iinto the hands of a syndicate in which
the Whitney-Vanderbilt, E. H. Harriman and
A. N. Brady interests were identified. It was
further said that this movement was only the first

step in a gigantic scheme to consolidate all the
heat, light, power and transportation properties
and businesses of New York. So far as can be
ascertained, however, from the interests mentioned
there is no foundation for the rumor. Another re-

port that involves some of the same interests is that
all the gas and electric-lighting companies in

Queens Borough doing business exclusively in the
borough, with the exception of the Newtown, and
Jamaica Gas Light companies, which are branches
of the Union Gas Light company of Brooklyn, have
been acquired by the Elkins-Widener-Whitney syn-

dicate, and are socn to be part of the
big lighting combination which, it

is believed, is being engineered by
the syndicate. The combination, it

is said, will bid for the entire street

lighting of the borough of Queens.
The Jamaica Electric Light and
Power company is to be the name
of the concern in Queens Borough.
At a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the Manhattan Railway
company Tuesday, the regular quar-

terly dividend ot one per cent, was
declared. One of the leading di-

rectors said after the meeting that

in all probability part of the elevated-

railway system would be operated by
electricity within a year. The ex-

cavation for the big power house to

be erected at Seventy-fourth and
Seventy-fifth streets and the East
River, he added, was going on stead-

ily, although the fact that a bed of

solid rock had been encountered
necessarily made the progress of the

work rather slow.

Fire damaged the Electric Ve-
hicle company's four-story building

at 215-219 East Forty-second street

to-day to the extent of about
$60,000. The entire four floors were

'
. stocked with electric vehicles in dif-

erent stages of completion, and about

50 of the automobiles occupying the

third and fourth floors were damaged
or destroyed. Talbot J. Taylor,

of the Stock Exchange firm of Talbot J. Taylor

& Co., has been elected a director of the Elec-

tric Vehicle company, succeeding J. M. Hill, a

former Chicagoan.
Notices have been sent to members of the Auto-

mobile Club of America, calling them to a special

meeting in the clubrooms, at the Waldorf-Astoria,

next Tuesday evening, to act upon a challenge for

the International Automobile Cup. Two proposals

from American manufacturers have been received,

and if satisfactory assurances are furnished that car-

riages capable of developing high speed will be

taken to France and run in the race, both candi-

dates will probably be named, and possibly a third

will be authorized. —
Experiments with an up-to-date automobile omni-

bus, driven by electricity, will be begun by the

Fifth Avenue Stage company next week. This om-
nibus has comfortable accommodations for eight

persons inside and six others can be carried out-

side. It has a storage battery capable of furnish-

ing power for a 35-mile run. There is one motor
geared to the rear axle and having a normal ca-

pacity of four horse power, but capable of develop-
ing three times that power when needed on grades.

The wheels are of wood, with heavy cushion tires.

There are three speed gears and a maximum of

10 miles an hour ov-er a good road can be attained.

The omnibus was made in Hartford, Conn., and its

total weight, including the storage batteries, is

4,500 pounds. Passengers will be charged the usual

five-cent fare, and a careful record will be kept of

the number carried, the time required to make each
trip, the consumption of electricity and other data
useful in designing the automobile omnibus of the

future.

The directors of the Third Avenue Railroad com-
pany, at a meeting on Tuesday, voted to accept
the conditions imposed by the Board of EsHmate
for the franchise for the King's Bridge, Fort George
and Eleventh Avenue railroads. The company ex-
pects that it will be 12 or 15 years before the road
earns its operating expenses, because of the con-
cessions it had to accede to, but on account of the
company's investment, it was said, it was decided
to accept the city's terms.

Plans have been filed by the Metropolitan Street
Railway company for a four-story brick car house
at Ninth avenue and Fifty-founh street, which, it

is estimated, will cost $250,000. The new building.
which will be constructed of brick, will front 135.10
feet on Ninth avenue, 523 feet on Fifty-fourth street
and will extend 200.3 feet to Fifty-third street, on
which it will have a frontage of 115 feet. The car
stables now occupying the site are being torn down
to make way for the new building.

A resolution asking for an appropriation of

$50,000, to be used in investigating plans for a
tunnel under the East River from Whitehall street
to Brooklyn and the bay to Staten Island, was
adopted at a meeting of the Board of Aldermen
recently. The plan is to have the tunnel connect
with the proposed rapid-transit tunnel.
A movement is on foot to raise $500,000 for the

erection of a building which shall be the home of
all the scientific societies of New York composing
the Scientific Alliance. These organizations are the
New York Academy of Sciences, the Torrey Botan-
ical Club, the New York Microscopical Society, the
Linnsan Society of New York, the American Math-
ematical Society, the New York Mineralogical
Club, the New York section of the American Chem-
ical Society and the New York Entomological So-
ciety. It is planned to erect the building on the
West Side, between Forty-second and Forty-ninth
streets. M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, December 16.—The County Court
at Oshkosh, Wis., has decided that the license fees
paid by the Citizens' Traction company do not free
it from taxation on real estate held in towns. The
company owns a park and declined to pay taxes
on the plea that the license fees were sufficient. The
company has altogether 30 miles of road.

Frederick G. Dusten has been appointed electrical
inspector in Minneapolis, succeeding C. L. Pillsbury,
resigned.

The Pioneer Iron company has discontinued hand
work on its stock-pile trestles at Ely, Minn., and
substituted electric motors. The ~ electric system
works well, both underground and on the surface.
Stone & Webster of Boston have been granted

an amended franchise for a street railway at Hough-
ton, Mich. They have been refused a 'franchise at
Hancock. Work will be started in Houghton at
once on the nucleus of a belt line to cover the
copper country.
The city of Helena, Mont., is taking bids, until

January 2d, for furnishing an electric-light plant.
The contract for a new fire-alarm system for Min-

neapolis has been let to the Gamewell Fire Alarm
Telegraph company at $10,525. An allowance of
$2,525 for the present office equipment v/as made,
making the net cost $8,000.
The intention of the street-railwa}'- company of

Des Moines, la., is understood to be to construct
a line to Bondurant. la., soon.
The press at Hammond, Wis., urges that steps be

taken to induce the installation of an electric-lighting
plant.

The gross earnings of the Fond du Lac (Wis.)
Street Railway and Light company for the year
ended December ist were $32,196, an increase over
the previous year of $11,644. This company has just
opened the Scott street extension.

The Seattle (Wash.) Electric company now oper-
ates four of the six transit lines of the city, viz.,

Seattle Traction company, the Union Trunk line.

West Street and North End and the Madison street

cable road. The two remaining systems will soon
be under the same control.

The Fox River Valley Electric Interurban Rail-

way company of Menasha, Wis., reports gross earn-

ings for the year ended December ist as $38,000.

The electric-light company of Platteville, Wis.,

has made a proposition to furnish 13 arc lights of

1,200 candle power at $50 a lamp per annum, and
100 incandescent lamps of 32 candle power at $15
a lamp per annum. If the proposition is not ac-

cepted the company offers to accept the average

of the prices made by 10 or more cities recently

having made contracts for hghting, where the prices

for fuel are similar. If this does not suit, the matter

is to be left to practical engineers, the council to

select one, the company another, and the two a

third, all to be unconnected with any electric con-

struction company. They are to estimate the cost

of running the plant for 10 years, and the company
agrees to contract for lighting at five per cent, over
the figure they agree upon.
The Mineral Point and Northern Railway com-

pany has been formed to construct an electric rail-

way from Mineral Point, Wis., to Highland.
A council committee at Chaska, Minn., recom-

mends establishing an electric-light plant, at a cost

of about $6,000.

Clear Lake, la., has just made a six-year contract

for street Hghting.
The Mason City, la., electric-light plant is trying

straw instead of coal for fuel.

Henry Pyle of Macksburg, la., has bought a half

interest in the Iowa Electric and Construction com-
pan}"- of Des Moines.
The electric-light plant at Valley Junction, la.,

has been completed and put in operation.

An engineer at the electric power house at Mus-
catine, la., had his face and eyes badly injured by
an electric flash from the machinery. It will prob-
ably lay him up for a month or more.
Warner Miller of New York and others are said

to be interested in the development of the water
power at Kettle Falls, in Washington. The plan
is said to include the construction of an electric

railway from Republic, Wash., to Spokane, which
will bring down the ores from the mines to the

smelters.

.A-U electric-light plant is proposed for Howard,
S. D.
Another large dynamo will probably become nec-

essary for the electric-light plant at Two Harbors,
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Minn., as the demand for lights is rapidly approach-

ing the limit of the present machine.

Slaylon, Minn., will vote on bonds for $20,000

for Ihe establishment of an electric-light and water-

works plant.

The Owatonna Electric company of Owatonna.
Minn., is putting in new machinery, changing the

switchboard connections and making other changes.

The Holt Lumber company of Oconto, Wis., has

completed an electric-light plant and is fun.'ishing

light for the streets.

The city electric-light plant at Lake City, Minn.,

is considerably overloaded, and consumers have been

asked to go as lightly as possible until the new
generator can be installed.

The Butte General Electric company of Butte,

Mont., has transferred its property to the Butte

Lighting and Power company.
The electric-light plant in Stevensville, Mont.,

which has been idle for about two years, has been
sold to parties in Butte and will be removed at once.

The council of St. Paul has awarded the contract

for electric and gas street lighting in St. Paul for the

coming year to the St. Paul Gas Light company, at

practically the same terms as the 1S99 contract.

A controversy is raging in Fond du Lac, Wis.,

between the Fond du Lac Street Railway and Light
company and the Chicago and Northwestern railway

over a crossing, to which the railroad people object.

David Askegaard of Mocrhead, Minn., sued the

Western Union to recover profits on 18,000 bushels

of wheat which plaintiff's broker failed to buy, owing
to telegraphic error. Askegaard ordered his broker
to buy 20,000 bushels of wheat, and the telegram
was delivered "2,000 bushels." The court directed a

verdict for the defendant on the ground that it was a

deal in futures and not a real purchase and not to be
recognized in law; also that profits are something
that cannot be figured out, and the error might
have resulted in a saving to the plaintiff, as well as

a loss.

W. F. Brundage has been granted a franchise at

Sherburn. Minn., to put in electric lights, the fran-

chise to run for 20 years.

Two electric carriages have appeared on the streets

of Minneapolis. They were sample vehicles of the

storage-battery order, which have been sent to the

city by an eastern company which proposes to start

a branch factory.
'

R.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., December 15.—After sustaining the

struggle for seven months, the Trades and Labor
Council of London, Ont., has declared off the strike

of the employes of the London Electric Street Rail-

way company.
Dean Bovey of the Faculty of Applied Science at

McGill University, Montreal, has received word
from Professor Owens that a friend of his has given

$10,000 to found a research scholarship at McGill
in electrical engineering.

The new long-distance line which the Bell Tele-

pho:ie company is constructing between Ottawa and
Brockville, Ont., and which will join other long-
distance lines at the latter point, is now constructed
to within four miles of BrockviUe. The completion
of the line will be rushed and will be ready for op-
eration shortly.

Mr. John Patterson, the chief promotei of the

ekctric railway to Berlin, Gait and Waterloo, in the

province of Ontario, and the railway to Guelph
and intervening points, has written to the local pa-
pers that unless the city of Hamilton, Ont., which
would be a great gainer commercially by the lines,

can see its way clear to meeting the wishes of the
company in the matter of right-of-way, the project
will be abandoned. The company wants right-of-

way through Dundurn Park in the city.

The Jones & Moore Electric company of To-
ronto shipped five motors to Vancouver, B. C. dur-
ing the month of November. So great is the de-
mand that the firm finds difficulty in filling its

orders. The demand is much in advance of former
years in the company's experience.
The Canadian General Electric company has re-

ceived an order from the Trenton Electric company
of Trenton, Ont., for a 75-light equipment of alter-

nating-series, enclosed arc lamps, with automatic
regulating transformers and switchboards. These
are to be used for street lighting in Belleville, Ont.,
the current being taken from the three-phase trans-

mission lines, coming from Trenton, a distance of

13 miles. This is the third installation of the kind
in Canada.
The second locomotive in Canada electrically

driven has just been put in service on the Metropoli-
tan railway, Toronto. Ont. The locomotive was
manufactured at the Baldwin Works, Philadelphia,
Pa., and weighs, when completely equipped, nearly
50 tons. The power of draught of one of these en-
gines is fully equal to that of a large mogul engine
and a guarantee accompanies it that it is capable of
drawing a 30-ton car up a grade of nine in 100.

When the stock -of the Canadian General Electric
company of Montreal, which has been held for some
years by the General Electric company of New
York, was some months ago bought by Canadian
shareholders, vacancies in the boai'd of directors of
the Canadian company were caused by the retire-

ment of the directors who had heretofore repre-
sented the interests of the American company.
At a meeting of the Canadian directors of the
Montreal company, held in that city on Decem-
ber I2th, the vacancies were filled by the election
of Sir William C. Van Home and Herbert S. Holt,

president of the Montreal Gas company, as directors.

At this meeting, also, the usual dividend of three

per cent, for the half year was declared on the

preference stock. A dividend of four per cent, for

the half year, together with a bonus of two per cent,,

also, was declared on the common stock, making
a total of 10 per cent, on the common stock of the

company for the year.

The Electrical Maintenance and Construction
company of Toronto, which began business less than

a year ago, has had a remarkably successful career

at the start, having expanded until it has now con-
tracts in hand largely aggregating over $100,000. In

view of the development of its business, it has been
found necessary to increase the capital stock from
$20,000 to $250,000. One of the contracts this com-
pany has in hand is the construction of the exten-

sive Orillia power plant.

The Canadian Electric Light company of Quebec
is getting extensive work done at Chaudiere Falls,

eight miles west of Levis. Que., on the Chaudiere
Rivet. The Engineering Contract company, which
has the contract to put up the dam and the power
house, has had a large force of men at work since

the end of August last, and it is expected that every-

thing will be completed early next spring. The Ca-
nadian Electric Light company will then be in a

position lo supply light and power to consumers.
The City Council of Levis will very likely use elec-

tric power for their contemplated waterworks, and
the city will also be lighted by electricity. There
are also good prospects of a company being formed
to build and operate an electric railway between
St. Romauld and St. Joseph de Levis.

During the last week, in the Montreal stock mar-
ket, the most interesting feature was the advance in

Royal Electric to 195 on the strength of the settle-

ment of the legal troubles between the Royal Elec-
tric company and the Chambly Power company,
which have been pending for some months. Of
course, the information of the coming adjustment
was the particular property of the insiders, but as

something in that line was the only thing that coiUd
be made the basis for such an advance, there was an
ides that a favorable settlement must be near at

hand. The advance was started from 160. so that it

was one of the most extraordinary of the year.

The biggest dynamo in Canada, it is said, will be
that in the new power house of the Ottawa Electric

company of Ottawa. It will weigh 107 tons, stand

18 feet high and develop 1,700 horse power. It will

run, by itself, the whole electric-car system in Ot-
tawa. This generator was constructed at the West-
inghouse shops in Pittsburg, Pa., and cost about
$40,000. It will be direct-connected to turbines.

These turbine water wheels, six in number, revolv-

.ing on one horizontal axle, arc placed one behind
the other, their respective size increasing as it draws
to the other end of the shaft, and are calculated to

develop 2.000 horse power. The plant now in use
will be held in reserve.

The National Cycle and Automobile company,
with a capital of $2,500,000, has secured temporary
premises in the city of Hamilton, Ont.. and will

build its factory there at once. This company has
selected the city of Hamilton in preference to To-
ronto, where it was first proposed to establish its

works, on account of the cheapness of the electric

pc>wer which is now obtainable in the former city.

Thus, by being able to furnish cheap electric power,
>lamilton is outbidding the larger city of Toronto
in securing industrial concerns. Two other -smaller

factories, each employing 400 hands, are also ne-
gotiating with the Hamilton authorities for sites in

that city. The cheap electric power furnished by
the Cataract Power company is the all-important

factor in these negotiations and is the drawing card
for Hamilton. It cost the Cataract Power company
Ssoo.ooo to develop its power, which is produced at

Decew's Falls, nearly 40 miles from the city, and
transmitted at additional cost over expensive copper
cables to Hamilton. It is also stated that some Bos-
ton, Mass., basket manufacturers, in consideration
of being able to obtain this power on so cheap a scale

for manufacturing purposes, have been interviewing
local fruit growers, with a view to establishing a
basket factory in Hamilton. W.

New England News.

Boston, December 16.—The city election this year
had for one of its incidental features a referendum
on the question of replacing street-railway tracks
on Tremont street, one of the principal business
thoroughfares. When the subway was constructed
one of the purposes for which it was designed was
relief from car congestion and delays on that

street, and it was provided that the tracks should
be removed. People who were accommodated by
the Tremont street surface cars, however, have been
agitating ever since for the replacement of these
tracks and renewal of surface accommodations in ad-
dition to present subway facilities. They secured
the passage of an act by the last Legislature sub-
mitting the question to popular vote. Last Tuesday
the will of the people was expressed, and much to the

surprise of advocates of Tremont street cars, the

verdict was about two to one against them.
The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have

granted to the Lexington and Boston Street Rail-

way company permission to extend its tracks in the

town of Concord, and it will soon be practicable to

go over a large part of the route traversed by the

British troops on the famous igth of April, 1775.

hi trolley cars from Boston.

There was a hearing before the selcclnien of
Brouklinc, Mass., last Tuesday, on rival petitions of
ihe Boston Elevated 'Tail way and Boston and
Worcester street railway for locations to the New-
ton line.

It is probable that the deferred payment of $50
a share on llic Boston Elevated Railway com-
pany's stock may be required and called for early
in igoo. The original plan contemplated five monthly
installments of $10 each, but later reports in<iicate

that two inslallmcnts of $25 each will be announced,
one payable by March ist and the other by June ist.

Construction work, which was interrupted last
month by non-arrival, of material, has just been
resumed.
The Gardner, Westminster and Fitchburg Street

Railway company has been granted by the railroad
commissioners permission lo acquire the Gardner
electric street railway: also lo issue $100,000 in origi-
nal capital stock and $50,000 additional, to be used
in effecting an exchange of shares with the Gardner
company. B,

PERSONAL.
A. M. Little, secretary of the American Electric

company of St. Paul, Minn., was a recent Chicago
visitor.

R. Ackerman, of the New York office of the
Western Electric company, is spending a few davs
in Chicago on business.

John D. Sauisbury, official photographer of the
Signal Corps in the Philippines, and an electrician,
was recently captured by the Filipinos and is still

held a prisoner.

Colonel P. P. Lane, senior member of the Lane
& Bodley company of Cincinnati, O., the well-
known engine-manufacturing concern, died on De-
cember 6th, at the age of 7S.

Mr. M. L. Joslyn of Woodstock, 111., well known
\

in connection with the electrical activities of Mc- i

Henry County, was in Chicago last week. Mr. Joslyn
says that the electrical outlook in the northern part
of the state is excellent.

Mr. T. E. Podlesak, formerly of the Omaha Elec-
trical Works, is a late acquisition to the staff of the
Siemens & Halske compam.' in Chicago. Mr. Pod-
lesak is a graduate of the department of steam and
electrical engineering of the University of Nebraska,
and his friends predict a successful career for him.

Mr. William D. Ball, an electrical engineer of
Chicago, has been appointed by Commissioner-
general Peck as engineer of construction on the
staff of Mr. F. E. Drake, director of machinery and
electricity of the United States Commission to the
Paris Exposition. Mr. Ball will leave in about
three weeks for Paris, where he will remain through-
out the exposition.

According to the Freeman's Journal, the mother
of Marconi is an Irishwoman, and not English, as
has been stated. This lady is said to be '"the daugh-
ter of Power of Gurteen, one of the haughtiest of
llie rural Irish aristocracy." It is added that "Mar-
coni has lived a good deal in Ireland among his
mother's relations, but he was born and educated
in Italy. He considers himself fully half Irish, and
many of his characteristics arc more Irish than
Ilalian. Marconi's first practical experiments with
wireless telegraphy were made in Dublin Ba}^ Th';
first wireless telegraphic newspaper dispatch was
printed in the Dublin Independent.''

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Fordsville, Ky., will purchase ma-

chinery for electric-light plant. L. R. Bruner may
be addressed. I

|j
]

j

'

The San Angelo (Tex.) Light, Power and Irri-
gating company wants machinery for an electric-
lighting plant, soo-volt, direct current, and from
12 to 15 kilowatts.

The lowest bid received by the general super-
intendent of the army-transport service for the in-
stallation of an electric-light plant in the transport
Crook w^as that of F. B. Ellis of New York, whose
bid was $6,997.

A Strasburg correspondent of the Chicago Rec-
ord asserts that municipal electric lighting has
proved a striking success in Carlsruhe, capital of
the grand duchy of Baden, a town of 84,000 inhab-
itants. The electric-light works have paid a big
annual dividend, it is said, and the directorate has
just decided that the profits warrant an enlarge-
ment of the works at an expense of 500,000 marks
($119,000).

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Over 150 new trolley cars will be put on the lines

controlled by the Union Traction company of Chi-
cago before next spring. The cars will be 45 feet
in length and will be capable of seating 75 passen-''

gers.

The Barberton, Doylestown and Massillon Elec-
tric Railway company has been incorporated for

$50,000, by A. E. Townsend, W. A. Garver and
G. E. Gardner, to build an electric railway from
Barberton, O., through Johnson, Jamestown,
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Doylcstown, Canal, Fulton and Massillon to Can-

ion.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Columbia (S. C.) Electric Street Railway, Light

and Power company, held recently, Mr. Edward B.

Clark was elected general manager and treasurer

of the company.

The J. G. Brill Car company of Philadelphia is

now engaged in building a large number of double-

deck trollev cars for the General Traction company
of Paris, which will operate street tramways from

the center of the city to the exposition grounds in

igoo.

A dispatch from Oshkosh, Wis., says the pre-

liminary steps have been taken toward the construc-

tion of an electric interurban road from Oshkosh

to Omro and intermediate towns. It will be under

control of the Citizens' Traction company of Osh-

kosh.

W. J. Pollard. J. Vey and C. F. Rengsegger.

residents of Buchanan County, Mo., have asked

the County Court for a franchise for an electric

railwav which they propose to build from St. Joseph.

Mo., to Savannah, Andrews County, at a cost of

$100,000.

The Massachusetts Electric Companies show an

increase of 18.97 per cent., aincunting to ?52,633,

for gross earnings in November this year, compared

with the corresponding time in 1898. This indicates

the growth of street-railway interests in the eastern

part of the state.

Suit for $12,000 has been begun at the instance

of the village of Wilniette, 111., against the Chicago

and Milwaukee Electric Railway company. The

amount is claimed as compensation for the franchise

granted to the defendant company to run its tracks

through the village.

The City Council of Vicksburg, Mich., has granted

a franchise to the Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo

Electric Car company to run its cars through the

streets of \icksburg. It is said that the line will be

extended eventually through Fulton, Athens and

Union City to Coldwater.

•\ party of promoters, among whom are Dr. O. H.

Lane, F. A. Smart, Frank O. Edv.'ards and John

Winter, president Detroit, Rochester, Romeo and

Lake Orion railwav, have asked the City Council

of Grand Haven, Mich., for the right to enter the

city with a new electric line froin Grand Rapids.

It is understood that the plan for the purchase

of the Yerkes holdings in the Chicago Consolidated

Traction company by Union Traction interests will

involve the organization of a new company to take

over the securities in the same way that Union
Traction took over control of the North and West
Chicago companies. Payment is to be made in

4V2 per cent, debentures, to be guaranteed by
Union Traction.

The Greenville (S. L.) Traction compain; has

organized by electing Joseph S. Keen president,

George M. Bunting vice-president, and James H.
Davis general manager. The company is principally

composed of Philadelphians and is capitalized at

$200,000. It announces that it intends constructing

about five miles of line in the city and suburbs.

W. C. Cothran at Greenville is acting as attorney

for the company.

An electric-railway company has been formed
at Middleboro, Mass., to connect that section wuth

points on Cape Cod. It will build a line 20 miles

long, if franchises sought in the towns of Middle-

boro. Rochester, Wareham and Bourne are se-

cured. The proposed name is the Middleboro,

Vvarehara and Buzzard's Bay railway. An opposi-

tion line is also under subscription, to be called

the Boston and Cape Cod street railroad. The lat-

ter would connect with a line to Fall River.

The Detroit (Mich.) and Northwestern Electric

Railway company has secured a private right-of-

way between Farniington and Northville, and has

graded all that branch, a distance of eight miles, to

within one mile of Northville. The company has
commenced running cars between Detroit and Farm-
ington, a distance of 19 miles. The line between
Farmington and Orchard Lake is all graded,

and it is expected th.at the road between Detroit.

Northville and Pontiac will be completed in a few

days.

Electric-railwaj' companies in and about Detroit

are doing a good business. The gross earnings of

the Citizens' Street Railway company for the last

week of November were $34,399. against $30,588 for

the corresponding week of last year. The Detroit
Electric Railway company for the last week in No-
vember reports gross earnings of $13,117, against

$10,556 for the corresponding week of last year. The
gross earnings of the Fort W^cyne and Belle Isle

railwa}" during the last week of November were
$5,649, against $4,654 in 1898.

The street-railway companies, nine in all, operat-
ing in and around AUentown. Pa., w^ere reorganized
recently and merged into one concern. The reor-

ganized company is to be known as the Lehigh Val-
ley Traction company. The capital stock of the
company is $3,000,000 and the bonded debt $3,000,-

000 at four per cent. The following-named officers

were elected: President, A. L. Johnson; vice-presi-

dent, Tom L. Johnson; secretao", J. E. Kenny; di-

rectors, A. L. and T. L. Johnson, Samuel Harris,
Robert E. Wright and W. J. Hartzell.

Articles of incorporation have been filed for the
Detroit (Mich.), Lake Orion and Flint Railway
company^ The new company is composed of John
Winter, Henry Stevens, Dr. O. H. Lane and Frank
C. Andrews, the incorporators being almost iden-
tical with the ow^ners of the already-existing De-
troit, Rochester, Romeo and Lake Orion railway.

Il 1= thought that the ultimate destiny of the new
company will be a consolidation with the older
company. The new road is to run from Oxford to

Flint, passing through Ortonville, a total distance

of 30 miles. It will connect at Oxford with the
Detroit. Rochester, Romeo and Lake Orion
line, and offer to the latter road a terminus at the

city of Flint.

Leopold M. Stern of Chicago recently brought
suit against the Union Elevated Railroad company
to collect damages to the extent of five cents for

alleged breach of contract. The plaintiff has been
awarded the damages claimed, but the defendant

company has prayed an appeal to the upper courts,

which carries with it a suspension of the payment of

the debated five-cent piece and $4 court costs. Stern

alleges that on October i6th Ifst he w-aited at a

station of the "Loop" for half an hour, and as no
train came he demanded the return of his fare,

which was refused. Mr. Stern pleaded his ow-n

rase. In bringing the suit he said he was actuated

by motives purely in the interest of the public nd

desired to make a test case of the rights of citizens.

The company admitted the delay of the trains, but

claimed not to be responsible for such accidents.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is stated that sealed bids for furnishing an auto-

mobile mail-wagon service have been received at

the Chicago postoffice and forwarded to Washington. _

The Illinois Electric Vehicle Transportation com-

pany of Chicago has secured a three-store building

at 4614 Cottage Grove avenue, which it has con-

verted into a model sub-station. The company has

also established a sub-station on the North Side at

2S5 North State street.

"Automobiles" was the subject of a discussion

for the holiday meeting of the Northwestern Alumni
association of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nologv. held in Chicago, on December iSth. Aftei

the d'inner C. E. Vv'oods read a paper on "The Auto-

mobile, Its Status and Future."

A new style of automobile, in which acetylene

supplies the motive force, is to be produced by a

firm in New York city. It is said that with the

motor used, which is of 10 horse power, that the

vehicle will travel 70 miles at an average speed of

12 miles an hour. The feed for such a journey

would be 1.500 cubic inches of carbide. The motor
is constructed so as to permit of a change from
acetylene .gas to gasoline.

The cycle and automobile show to be held at

Madison Square Garden in New York city during

the week of January 22d premises to be a very suc-

cessful one. It will be given by the National E.x-

hibition company, imder the management of Frank
W. Sanger. The large amphitheater will be divided

into 143 spaces on the main floor, with Si additional

spaces in the gallery. It is reported that there has
been an extraordinary demand for space.

The Electric Fire Engine conr-pany of America,
with a capital stock of $50,000, filed its articles of

incorporation in Des Moines, la., recently. The
incorporators are Theodore Johns, W. B. Shaffer,

W. Bishop, John Carmody and C. A. Blomgren.
fhe company proposes to engage in the manufac-
ture of an electric fire engine similar in many re-

spects to the ordinary steam fire engine, except that

electricity is used as the power instead of steam.

It is so arranged, it is said, that a connection with

street-railway or electric-light currents can be made
at street corners where hydrant connections are

' made and the engine started at full pressure instan-

taneoush-.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works of Chi-

cago, are distributing to their patrons a calendar

neatly printed on a celluloid slip in vest-pocket size.

H. B. Willson & Co., Washington. D. C. attor-

neys and solicitors of American and foreign patents,

have published a 40-page circular on "How To Get
Patents." • y
The \\*ood arc-lamp suspension cutout, manu-

factured by the Fort Wayne Electric Works, is de-

scribed in a bulletin just issued. " This device is in-

tended to be used w'ith interior arc lights and is

manufactured for either ccmstant-potentiai or series

circuits.

The British Columbia Mining Record has issued

a handsome Christmas number in magazine form.
The cover is printed in colors and bears the coat-of-

arms of British Columbia. A number of readable
stories and articles of a historical nature are given
in the magazine.

The Akron Electrical Manufacturing company of
Akron, Ohio, has issued catalogues and separate

circulars describing and illustrating its direct-con-
nected and belted dynamos for lighting, power, elec-
troplating, etc., mming locomotives, inclosed mo-
tors, sw^itches, switchboards and Packard recordimj
wattmeters.

Thun & Janssen, proprietors of the Textile Ma-
chine Vv'orks at Reading, Pa., have published, in
catalogue form, a treatise on the art of braiding,
together with a number of illustrations, specially
drawn to sIvoav some of the designs that can be
produced on their machines. These gentlemen
manufacture braiding machines for all purposes, and
make a specialty of machines for insulating electrical
wires and cables, telephone cords, etc.

The Western Electric company has recently is-
sued Bulletin No. 3003, descriptive of power and
lighting machines. It contains illustrations of the
different types of belt-connected generators and
gives a full description of the general details and
construction of the machines. The bulletin gives
a complete list of slow^-speed multipolar motors
from three up to 300 horse power, for no, 220 and
500 volts. It also gives a list of slow-speed, belt-
driven multipolar dynamos, from three to 250 kilo-
watts.

The B. F. Sturtevant company has issued a bul-
letin describing its electric propeller fans and en-
closed motors for ventilating buildings and rooms
of all classes. The fans are manufactured in all
sizes, from 18-inch to 120-inch, with capacities from
2.000 to 175.000 cubic feet a minute. The motors,
which are sold separately, in sizes from one-sixth
to 7'i horse power, are readily portable and are
said to be specially adapted for driving small ma-
chine tools, blowers, etc. They are entirely en-
closed and are capable of continuous operation for
10 hours, with a maximum temperature rise not
exceeding 60° Fahrenheit.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
It is asserted that an electrical generating plant

is to be established at the .Assouan dam. in the Nile,
to carry electric current too miles to operate
cotton factories to be built under British enterprise
and with British capital.

The Beckwith estate of Dowagiac, Mich., is said
lo be making preparations to transmit electric
power from Buchanan to Benton Harbor. The
estate owns the entire power of the St. Joseph River
at Buchanan, only a small portion of v, hich is used.
It is claimed that 2.000 horse power can be de-
veloped-

The Lake George Light. Heat and Power com-
pany of Warren County, N. Y., has been incorpo-
rated with a capital stock of $50,000 to furnish elec-
tricity to Caldwell, Warrensburg and Bolton. The
directors of the company are Royal C. Peabody
of New York city. Louis W. Emerson of Warrens-
bure ami Frank E. Loughran and .\. R. Noble of
Caldwell.

Fifteen miles of water rights on Spearfish Creek
have been nurchased from William Lardner of
Deadwood. S. D.. by the Cascade Water Power and
Electrical Transmission company, w-hich proposes
to put in a 15.000 horse power electrical plant to fur-
nish electric power and light to the mines and cities

of the Black Hills. The consideration paid for the
water right was $100,000.

The incorporation of the Consolidated Electric
company has been effected at Manchester. N. H.
The capital stock of the new company is $250,000.
and i^s incornorators are Eugene S. Whitnev of
Manchester. Thomas H. Armstrons of Waltham.
Mass.. and .Arthur E. Mason. Franklin L. Joy. E.
W. Kellogg and Frank E. Brown of Boston. The
Merrimac River at Garvin's Falls and Hookset
will be the scene of operations of the company, and
the Manchester street railwav. together with manv
industrial plants, will proba'oly be supplied with
light, heat and power.

The Hudson River Water Power company ha=
been incorporated in New- York state with a capital

of $2.noo.ooo to manufacture gas for sale in Sara-
toga Sorinsrs and in anv town or village not over
five miles distant from that village, and manufacture
electricity for li^ht. heat and power purposes in

cities, towns and villages within the state. The
companv is authorized to erect and maintain dams
across the Hudson River in the counties of Sara-
to.ga. Warren and Washington, and elsewhere: also
across other streams. The principal office will be
in Saratoga Sorings. The directors are: Eben
H. Gay and Walter H. Trumbull of Boston. Elmer
7. W^est. Charles E. Parsons and E. L. Ashley of
Glens F'alls.

TELEGRAPH.
.A certificate of reduction of the capital stock of

the New England Telegraph company of New York
citv from $280,000 to $50,000 w^as filed on November
22d. The amount of stock actuallv paid in is $280.-

000. and the whole amount of debts and liabilities

less than $5,000.

The fiftieth anniversary of the introduction of the
electric telegraph in Prussia has been celebrated by
the publication of a stately volume by the Gennan
imperial postoffice. The publication reviews thor-
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oughly the liistory and present status of the tele-

graph in the empire.

At a recent mccling of ihc Culonial Council
of Germany, according to ilie correspondence of

the Chicago Record, Dnector von Bucka announced
that the governmenL had come to an agreement
with the African Transcontinental Telegraph com-
pany, whereby the company was to be permitted to

connect ihe northern and southern sections of the

Cape-to-Cairo telegraph Ihie through German East

Africa. This is part of Cecil Rhodes' great project,

the completion of which will be the paralleling of

the telegraph line with a railway. Mr. Beit has

conducted the negotiations with the German Col-

onial Council since Mr. Rhodes left Berlin.

The Western Union Telegraph company an-

nounces that hereafter its rale on telegraphic mes-
sages between Havana, Cuba, and New It'ork and
all other places east of the Mississippi River, and
St. Louis and Minneapolis, will be 15 cents a word;
and that the rate to all other places west of the

Mississippi River will be 20 cents a word. The pres-

ent rates are respectively 25 and 35 cents a word.
The company adds that it has just completed the

laying of a new three-conductor cable between
Miami, Fla., and Key West, Fla.. and a new cable

thence to Havana. Contracts for these new cables

Vvcre under consideration when the Spanish-Ameri-
can war broke out, but were necessarily held over
;mtil peace was declared. The company declares
that these reductions are in line with its policy to

keep its tariffs as low as the traffic warrants.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At ilic meeting of the Chicago Electrical associa-

tion on January 5. 1900, H. R. King, of the engi-
neering department of the Western Electric com-
pany, will present a paper entitled "Modern Con-
struction of Dynamo-electric Machinery." .

The Chicago Trade Press association advocates
the establishment by the federal government of a

department of commerce and industry. It also
recommends that Congress revise the postal laws,
providing for a reclassification of mail matter.

The new government printing office at Washing-
ton will be eight stories in height and its floor
space will be about nine acres. Access to the vari-

ous floors will be obtained by 12 electric elevators.

The building will be lighted with 7,000 incande_scent
lights. A large crematory will destroy all the ref-

use material, and this will aid in heating water, etc.

Owing to thefts from a sidewalk showcase the
proprietors of a furnishing store on Van Buren
street, Chicago, fitted an electric bell in the store

and connected it with the showcase so that it would
give warning if the case was opened. Shortly after

the apparatus had been arranged the bcU rang and
two youths were caught who had been tampering
with the case.

An electrically self-propelling and controllable
dredge has been built for the Russian government
to be used on the River Volga. The electrical in-

stallation consists of two 6oo-kilowatt generators
directly connected to triple-expansion engines. The
generators supply eight motors each of 125 horse
power driving four-foot screw propellers and also
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four 30 horse power pontoon motors. Lighting is

done from a separate instaih^tion, and the control
of all motors is centralized in the pilol-housc. The
electric features are said to have added enormously
to the effective use of the dredge.

The Engineer of London states that in the electric
central stations in that city the boilers in use arc
d'.vidcd as follows: Water-lube, 75.5 per cent.;

marine. 1 1 per cent. ; Lancashire, 5.5 per cent.

;

miscellaneous, eight per cent.; while the engines are
high-speed, 62.5 per cent.; low-speed vertical, 25
per cent.; low-speed horizontal, 6.25 per cent.; spe-
cial, 6.25 per cent. Direct coupling is universal.

The Lancet gives a description by E. W. Robin-
son, M. D,, the honorary surgeon of the Hudders-
field (England) Infirmary, of a new cranial osteo-
tome, to be worked by an electric motor which he
has designed. The apparatus consists of a revolving
drill driven by an electric motor, and equipped with
the necessary guards so that the depth of cut can
be easily adjusted to the thickness of the skull which
is being operated on. The device is an ingenious
one, as the electric power is transmitred to the drill

by a hollow tube, which also carries-irrigating anti-
bcptic solution which serves to keep the drill cool
and also to remove the bone cut up by the drill.

Announcement is made of the organization of
the New York Air Compressor company, under
the laws of the state of New Jersey.' The capital
stock of the company is fiOO,ooo, and a complete
foundry and machine-shop plant has been purchased
at x\rIinglon, N. J. It is intended to manufacture
a complete line of air-Compressmg machinery at

the new plant. The officers of the companj' are:

President, J. W. Duntley; vice-president, Alexander
Mackay; secretary and treasurer, W. P. Pressinger.
In addition to these gentlemen William B. Albright,

W. O. Duntley, Thomas Aldcorn and Austin E.

Pressinger are directors. The New York office

of the company is at 120 Liberty street.

An electrical method of producing water marks
in paper, invented by two Englishmen, is thus de-
scribed: "Upon a platinum sheet or plate forming
the positive conducting surface we place a layer

of absorbent material, such as blotting paper pre-
viously moistened with water. On this material we
])lace the paper vvhich is to receive the water mark.
the paper having been previously moistened through
with water. We then press, face downward, on the

paper a platinum design of the water mark, and
this design forms the negative electrode. \\"e keep
this negative electrode in contact with the paper
for from five to 10 seconds, according to the nature
of the paper and the amount of electric current used.

The result on removal of the electrode is a distinct

and translucent image of the design, which gradually
fades as the paper dries, and finally becomes invis-

ible. The mark, however, can be revived and made
visible as often as the paper is 'immersed in water
or moistened in any other waj-."

York ciiy, where lie will continue lo manufacture
ekcii ical novelties.

Smith. Wallace & Bonta, dealers in electric and
street-railway supplies, formerly of Boston, have
removed their business to Woburn, Mass., and with
a large addition of new machinery and increased
space, they announce they are in a position to
execute orders with increased promptness.
The stockholders of the VVestinghousc Machine

company have approved the action of the directors
in recommending an increase in the bonded indebt-
edness of $1,500,000, to be issued as debenture bond^
at five per cent, interest. The present capitalization
is $3,000,000 and the outstanding indebtedness is

$350,000. Part of the new indebtedness will
be used to defray the cost of present extensions
now Hearing completion at East Pittsburg, and
about $1,250,000 will be used to erect a large >ieel
foundry just west of the present buildings.

BUaiNtbti.

TRADE NEWS.
Mr. William Jacobs, who recently severed his

connection with the H. E. Plass Electric company,
has established a business under the name of the
"Wirkville Electric company, at 26 \'e5ey street. Ne\\'

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, re-
ports that if the Packard lamps contracted for on a
single contract last month were placed in a line tip
to base they would extend 6V& miles.

The new courthouse at Baltimore. Md., said to be
one of the finest structures of its kind in the coun-
try, is expected to be finished by January i, igoo.
The building is to be lighted by electricity, and 120
Holophane glass globes will be used with the fix-
tures.

The Chicago Edison company reports a large in-
crease in the sales of its supply department over
preceding years. The company is carrj'ing a full

line of electric-lighting supplies and is preparing
for an even greater extension of its business in this
line during the coming year.

Williamson & Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, have placed
a contract with the Western Electric company for
three loo-kilow-att, 125-volt, direct-connected gen-
erators, to be installed in the Williamson building.
These machines will be direct connected to Ball
engines, and will be installed by the construction
department of the Western Electric company.

The new addition to the works of the B. F. Stur-
tevant company, Boston, Mass., which was designed
to meet the requirements of its rapidly growing
electrical department, is said to be already over-
crowded, although completed only a few- months
ago. Numerous special orders for electric fans and
generating sets for the Navy Department are being
tilled by the company, and the construction of a
complete line of enclosed inotors, of new design, is

now under way.

The increasing use of carbon brushes is shown
by the growing demand for the Temple carbon-
brush holder, which is designed to facilitate the use
of copper brushes on dynamos and motors. Among
other large lighting plants recently equipped with
this device is that of the Stock Exchange building
at Chicago, using j6 brush holders on three 100-

kilowatt machines, and the plant of Swift & Co. at

St. Joseph. Mo. The Temple brush holder is man-
ufactured by the Clay Electric and Manufacturing
company of Chicago, which will furnish descriptive
circulars and testimonials on request.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
638.687. Electric Switch. Johan M. Andersen, Bos-

ton, Mass., assignor of one half to Albert Ander-
son, Boston. Mass. Application filed December
23, 1897.

; IJ' .

''2^-

NO. 63S.697.

The switch has an eccentrically mounted movable mem-
ber, a pivoted actuating carrier, means to connect tbem
comprisinR connected curved slots of substantially the
same radius but having different centers in one member.

638^

63S.

63S.

638.

Issued December i^, iSgg.

and a bar or projection rigidly attached to the other mem-
ber, and a yielding medium actuated by the independent
movement of the carrier.

,692. Manhole for Eltctric Conduits. James
lianwell, Cleveland, O.. assignor of three-fourths
to C. W. Nokes and William H. Risley, Cleve-
land, O. Application filed July lo, 1899.

The manhole comprises an upper and a lower section,
the upper section having a series of inclioes about its

lower edge and corresponding inclines within the lower
section on which the upper section is adjustably sup-
ported.

,697. Trolley. George \V. Bolser. Lockland. O.
Application filed December 19, 1S98.

In ihe trolley are combined an angular pivotal post hav-
ing one arm attached to a trolley pole, a sectional trolley
head having its members mounted on the other arm of ihe
post, a spring coiled on the post and attached at its re-
spective ends lo the members of the trolley bead, and
shoes mounted on the members in position to grip an in-
termed'ate condnrtor, (See cut.)

703. Electric Arc Lamp. Walter J. Cochran,
Le Roy. N. Y.. assignor to David J. Bissell. Lc
Roy. N. Y. Application filed January 23, 1899.

The lamp has diagonally converging tubes fixed to its

frame, gravity-fed carbons sliding in the tubes, in com-
bination with an arc-mainiainine and pick-up device com-
prising an armature, pivoted clutches directly engaging
the carbons and gripping the carbons on the attracted
movement of [he armature, and laterally yielding connec-
tions between the armature and clutches, whereby the
carbons are picked up in the direction of their axes and
at ilie same lime separated. (See cut.)

705. Electric Switch. John L. Creveling, New
York. N. Y. Application filed January 24, 1899.

The switch has tubular contact studs uniting abase and
plate, a hub pivotally mounted in the base, and contact-
making members working upon oppos te sides of ihe plate,

JSi- Electric Gas Lighter. Erederick N. Pike,

New York. N. Y., assignor of one- third to Ed-
ward N. Dickerson, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation filed February 16, 1897.

A pivoted el e cut de is adapted to make ccnfact with

stationary elecirode and then to be returned to its first

position by the action of gravity.

638.754. Electric Gas Lighter. . Frederick N. Pike.
New York. N. Y.. assignor of one-third to Ed-
ward N. Dickerson. New York, N. V. Appli-
cation filed February 16, 1897.

This inven:ion is similar in construirtion to the one
above.

NO. 63S.703.

638,782. Electric Block-signal' System for Railways.
Louis C. Werner, Louis\iile, Ky. AppHca:ion
filed October 7, 1898.

An automatic block-signal system is described. It com-
bines with a track having a sectional conductor forming
iusulaied blocks, a vehicle movable along the track, a
semaphore controlling a block circuit and a pair of suc-
cessively operative electrical registers both controlled by
the block circuit.
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638.788. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernst Woltinann.

New York, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Albert

Anderson and Johan M. Andersen, Boston,

Mass. Application filed October 25, 1898.

Combined in the lamp are an electromaKnet. a clutch

constructed to engage and lift one of the lamp carbons

and to permit its movement while the lamp is in operation,

a rod connected to the clutch, and means acting on the rod

to lift the carbon, the means being substantially inactive

upon [he carbon while the armature of the electromagoet

is being attracted, and becoming fully active to move the

carbon for substantially the entire ranee of its movement
after the armature is iii its attracted position.

638.789. Electric Arc Lamp. James J. Wood, Fort

^ayne, Ind., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed Au-
gust 25, 1898.

There is described an arc lamp for alternating currents,

which combines with the feed mechanism and regulating

magnet, a yielding medium interposed between the mova-
ble member of the magnet and the feed mechanism,
adapted to comrauoicate the bodily movements of the
member while suppressing the communication of its vi-

bration, and consisting of a spring arranged to exert stress

perpendicularly to the direction of motion.

NO. 638,840.

638,833. Electric-light Socket. Leo M. Chapman
and James M. Gelatt, Louisville, Ky. Applica-
tion filed May 6, 1899.

The socket has a detachable shaft passing through its

casing which is provided with a detachable block arranged
to operate in connection with contact devices.

638.836. Electric Arc Lamp. William J. Davy and
George Thomas-Davies, London, England. Ap-
lication filed June 6, 1898.

An inclosed arc lamp is described. It consists of a closed
mechanism chamber, a central frame tube fixed to- and
entering into the chamber, an inclosine bell supported
from the chamber and a carbon holder sliding in the frame
tube and operatively connected to the exterior controlling
devices through a link working in a snugly fitting aperture
in a plug closing the frame tube.

638.837. Pencil for Licandescent Lamps. Reginald
A. Fessenden, Allegheny. Pa., assignor of one-
half to Grant McCargo, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed August 25, 1899.

The pencil has its body portion formed of a material
which will be conductive only when heated, and its end
portions formed of a material which becomes conductive
at a lower temperature than the body portion.

638.838. Pencil for Incandescent Lamps. Reginald
A. Fessenden, Allegheny, Pa., assignor of one-
half to Grant McCargo, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed August 25, 1899.
This pencil consists of a body portion conductive only

when heated, intermediate of portions conductive at a
lower temperature than the body portion, and provided
with terminals formed of graphite.

638.839. Incandescent Lamp. Reginald A. Fessen-
den. Allegheny, Pa., assignor of one-half to
Grant McCargo, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed August 25, 1899.
The lamp combines a pencil non-conductive at low tem-

peratures, but conductive at high temperatures, a carrier
for a conducting material neutralizable at high tempera-
tures, and means for causing the carrier to move along the
pencil.

638.840. Incandescent X^amp. Reginald A. Fessen-
den, Allegheny, Pa., assignor of one-half to
Grant McCargo, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed August 25, 1899.

In the lamp are combined a pencil or body adapted to be
highly heated by the passage of an electric current, and a
resistance automatically increasable to an abnormal ex-
tent by a slight increase of current above the normal, con-
nected in serieswith the pencil. (See. cut.)

638,859. Switch for Electrically Propelled V'ehicles.

Paul H. White, Indianapolis. Ind., assignor to

Charles F. Smith. Indianapolis, Ind. Applica-
tion filed May 15, 1899.

An electrically driven vehicle having storage batteries
and suitable contacts is provided with other contacts
mounted on an adjacent portion of ihe vehicle body, and
a rock shaft provided with wings adapted as the shaft is

rocked to engage with ihe contacts and thus electrically
connect or disconnect the batteries.

638,872. Multipolar Electric Motor. Charles A.
Lindstrom, Chicago, 111. Application filed Oc-
tober 16, 1899.

Tbe machine combines a held ring, field magnets, field-
magnet coils, blocks of non-conducting material placed
between the adjacent ends of the coils, and a radially dis-
posed non-mapneiic member adjustably connecting the
blocks to the field ring.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

638,874. Supporting Device for Battery Electrodes
and Cups. Roderick Macrae, Baltimore, Md.,
assignor of one-half to William C. L. Eglin,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 8,

1S99.

Supporting devices operating to independently and re-
movably connect and support the battery elements and
their jars or cups are described.

638,893. Electro-mechanical Indicating and Record-
ing Apparatus. Charles E. Vernon, London,
and Arthur Ross. Sutton, England. Application
filed December 24, 1897.

There is -described a weight or pressure-indicating appa-
ratus for transmitting from dislant points to a central sta-
tion indications of weight or pressure, which combines a
source of electric energy, an electromagnetic testing de-
vice at each distant point, circuits connecting the source
of energy with the testing devices, a variable resistance
rheostat in circuit wiih the testing devices, annunciators,
contacts on the testing devices, leads connecting those
contacts and the annunciators with a source of energy, a

signal device and electromagnetic locking device shunted
across the lesting-device circuit, and signal contacts on
tbe testing device for automatically forming or breaking
the continuity of this shunt circuit. (See cut.)

638,895. Electrical Tree. George H. Wallis, San
Francisco. Cal., assignor to the Washburn &
Moen Manufacturing company, Worcester,
Mass. Application filed September 21, 1899.

The invention comprises a body formed of submarine or
similar cable, branches formed by untwisting wires of the
cable and extending tbem outwardly from the body,
electric lights fixed to the branches, and circuit wires
through which the current is supplied thereto. (See cut.)

638,901. Magnetic Actuator. Daniel Bacon, New
York, N. Y., assignor to himself and A. G.

Wheeler, Jr., trustees, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed February 24, 1899.

The device is "adapted to be interposed between the
source of power and the mechanism to be driven thereby,
and comprises magnets normaliy revolving in opposite di-

rections and transmitting power to the apparatus to be
actuated, and means for revolving the magnets simultan-
eously in opposite directions.

638,917. Process of Producing Wire Bars. Elisha
Emerson, Providence, R. I. Application filed

May 4, 1899.

The process consists in winding a flat strip of electro-
deposited metal into a spiral having the broad sides of the
strip practically at right angles to tbe axis of the spiral to

form a cathode, supporting the cathode in a tank and de-
positing additional metal on the spiral strip by electro-
deposition.

638,933. Electric Generator for Gas-engine Igniters.

Benj.imin Mclnnerney, Omaha, Neb., assignor
to the Mclnnerney Manufacturing company,
Omaha, Neb. Application filed June 10, 1899.

The generator has a permanent magnet with laminated
wire-wound poles and a keeper, and means for carrying
one past ihe other to first reduce the magnetic flux and
then increase it suddenly to a maximum.

638,966. Electrically Propelled Vehicle. Rudolph
M. Plunter, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

Electric Car company of America. Philadelphia.

Pa. Application filed October 27, 1886.

Two working conductors arranged parallel to the track
and independent thereof, two or more trucks each pro-
vided with an electric motor, and other trucks provided
with positive and negative collectors independenip^af the
supporting or truck wheels working in contact are com-
bined with the working conductors, electric circuits com-
mon to all of tbe motors on the different trucks, and
receiving curretit from the variius collectors, and a car
body supported upon the trucks.

638,986. Target. Emil F. G. Pein, Hamburg, Ger-
many. Application filed June 26, 1899.

Combined with a target composed of independently
yielding sections and a registering dial located apart
therefrom are normally open scoring circuits of varying
resistances, one for each section, for operating the dial,

and means brought into action by the yielding of the indi-

vidual sections whereby the scoring circuits appertaining
thereto are closed.

638,992. Indicator for Elevators. Harold Rown-
tree, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Burdett-

Rowntree Manufacturing company, Chicago,
111. Application filed February 10, 1898.

In the indicator are an electric signal arranged at each
landing, a circuit for each signal, pivoted levers normally
out of electrical connection with each other and ar-
ranged in the circuit of each signal, means for establish-

ing electrical connection between each pair of levers, and
means actuated coincidentW with the travel of the car for

actuating the circuit-establii^ing means.

NO. 638. S93.

639,019. Electric Clock. Joseph Butcher, Jersey
City, N. J. Application filed May 18. 1899.

An eleclromagnet is adopled to actuate a rocking arbor
in tbe clock.

639,053. Electric Recording System. Charles L.

Jaeger, Maywood, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 8, 189S.

An instrument is described which combines a curved
recording conductor, a conductor arranged adjacent to the
curved conductor, an electromagnet arranged in line with
the axis of the needle, a chronometer provided with a
circuit.closer actuated at predetermined intervals and

Elaced
in circuit with the electromagnet, means operated

y the electromagnet for moving a paper between the two
conductors, and means for causing the passing of sparks
between the two conductors.

December 23, 1899

639,062. Electromagnetic Apparatus for Separating
Ores. Emil Kreuser, Mechernich, Germany.
Original application filed February 28, 1899.
Divided and this application filed May 12, 189^.
The separator consists of a pair of cylindrical electro-

niagnets having at least three cylindrical poles of larger
diameter than the intermediate parts on which the wire
coils are wound, the two end poles being of the same po-
larity while the intermediate pole is of opposite polarity.
and one of the sets of poles being made of larger diameter
than the other, so that such larger poles of one magnet are
in contact with those of tbe other, while the polar distance
between the smaller poles constitutes the magnetic field
for the separation of the ores.

639,124. Electric Alarm or Signal. Henry Wild,
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed October 7,

JS99.

There is described a mechanism which combines a ro-
tatable arm, a rack arranged concentric with the axis
about which the arm moves and consisting of alternately
arranged sections of conducting and non-conducting ma-
teria!, a pinion carried by the rotatable arm and meshing
with the rack, and an electric circuit includiog a signal
device, having one terminal electrically connected with
the rotatable arm and its other terminal electrically con-
nected with each of the conducting sections of the rack.

NO. 638,895.

639,127. Switch for Electric Traction Systems.
Otto Zoedicke, Miihlhausen, Germany. Appli-
cation filed August 28, 1899.
The switch comprises three fixed conductors and inter-

mediate spring-controlled switch tongues with oppositely
arranged pivotal points in combination with guide plates
having inwardly turned edges adapted to engage with the
axle or studs on the trolley when the latter passes in or-
der to prevent the jumping off of the roller from the
tongues at the switching poiuts.

639,161. Incandescent Lamp. Reginald A. Fessen-
den, Allegheny, Pa., assignor of one-half to
Grant McCargo, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed August 7, 1899.

The lamp has a pencil or rod formed of a material non-
conductive at low temperatures but conductive at high
temperatures, terminals formed of conducting material, a
conductor neutralizable at high temperatures for connect-
ing the terminals and arranged in such relation to the
pencil or rod as to heat the rod on the passage of a cur-
rent to a conducting temperature, and mechanism for re-
newing the conductor from time to time.

639,170. Means for Controlling Electric Heaters.
Edward E. Gold, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed March 10, 1897.
The inventor describes a rotary switch for controlling

electric heaters which is movable to a plurality of posi-
tions by equal fractions of a complete revolution.

639,186. System of Automatic-telephone E.x.-

changes. Gustave Seligmann-Lui, Paris,
France, assignor to the Automatic Telephone
company, Limited, London, England. Applica-
tion filed May 27, 1898.

See illustrated descript on on page 370.

639,195. Electric Switch. William Ely, Provi-
dence, R. I. Application filed March 14, 1S99.

The switch has opposite sets of circuit terminals in

combination with a contact member for engagement with
the circuit terminals, means for the primary storage of
sufficient energy for causing the automatic transfer of the
contact member from one set of circuit terminals to the
opposite set, and means for intercepting the contact mem-
ber in its Sight, at the will of the operator, and holding it

in its intercepted position.

639,202. Signaling System and Apparatus for Elec-
tric-trolley Railways. Wesley R. Stearns, Port-
land, Ore., assignor of one-third to William
Dent, Portland, Ore. Application filed July 30,

1898.

In the system are provided electric signals, a circuit-

making and breaking device electrically connected with
the circuit operating the signals, a [rip adapted to operate
the device, and means controlled by a pneumatic device
for retaining the circuit-making and breaking device iu

the position given it by being operated by the trip for
about the interval required for the air admitted into the
pneumatic device to escape again.

Reissue.

11,794. Electric Switch. John E. Sayles, Mont-
clair, N. J., and Henry E. Reeve, New York,
N. Y. Application filed October 10, 1899.

Original No. 630,076, dated August i, 1899.

The switch comprises a sheet-metal base having stiffen-

ing flanges and retaining lugs struck up therefrom, an in-

sulating block secured to the base and centered between
the lugs, the block having contacts thereon, and a switch
lever pivoted upon the base.
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Light, Heat and Power Supply in the
Cable Building.

One of tlie most attractive of the new steel struc-

tures in the downtown portion of Chicago is the

Cable building, built for the Cable Piano company,
at the southeast corner of Wabash avenue and Jack-

son boulevard. The architects, Holabird & Roche,

have adopted a light-brown terra-cotta facing for

the outside of the building, the tile being arranged

so as to form a pleasing design and making an at-

tractive exterior to the building. The first five

floors and the basement are occupied by the Cable

Piano company for its downtown salesrooms. The
five floors above are laid

out for studios and mis-

cellaneous ofhces.

After considering the

comparative merits of the

different means for provid-

ing electric current for

the building, the architects

and owners decided to

adopt the rentral-sta'.ion

service of the Chicago
Edison company, and this

service is relied upon ex-

clusively, the building be-

ingwired upon the straight

Edison three-wire system,
designed solely for use

with Edison central-sta-

tion service.

The power from the

street service not only pro-

vides for the arc and in-

candescent lighting, but
also runs the elevators,

house pump and the sur-

face-drainage pump.
The heating is supplied

by two moderate-sized
tubular boilers 56 inches

in diameter and 16 feet

in length. These boilers

use soft coal as. fuel and
generate steam at 25 to 40
pounds' pressure. This
pressure is reduced by a

regulating valve to about
four pounds, the pressure

maintained throughout the

heating system. Boilers

of this steam pressure

were selected so that soft

coal could be used in

connection with smoke
consumers, and so that a

greater boiler capacity

could be installed than
would have been practi-

cable with low-pressure
boilers. The one-pipe

overhead system of heat-

ing is employed in the

building, a four-by-six-by-

s i x-inch Blake steam
pump being placed in

the basement to pump the

condensation from the sys-

tem into the boilers, and-

also to furnish the boilers

with additional feed water.

The water for the hot-

water service of the build-

ing is heated by a steani

coil in a tank 42 inches in

diameter and eight feet

long. The return from this

system is collected in a re-

ceiving tank under the

hot-water heater, from which it is pumped into the

boilers. When the boilers are not used during warm
weather, hot water is provided by a Wilkes heater

placed in a corner of the pump and elevator-ma-

chinery room.
The cold-water service is supplied by a Quimby

electric pump, shown -at the left in the foregroimd of

Fig. I. This pump operates on the balanced-screw

principle. It is driven by a direct-connected one

horse power Sprague series-wound electric motor
operating at a speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute.

The pump is automatic in operation, is noiseless and
requires but little attention. The water is pumped
to a large tank on the roof, from which the service

for the building is supplied. The automatic control

is secured by means of a float in the tank, which
operates a Zimdars & Hunt automatic switch in the

basement. This switch starts the motor when the

water has been drawn from the tank, and cuts oH

the current from the motor when the tank has been
filled. The water is propelled through the pump
by four screws, the action being perfectly continuous,
thus doing away with all pulsation and water-hammer
effect Jn the delivery pipes. The noiseless operation
of the pump itself is secured by reason of its being
direct-connected to the motor, and because it has
no valves or internal packing to produce noise
through wear. The efficiency of this pump is said

to be equal to that of the best triple.x pump. At
220 volts' pressure the motor uses but 2V2 or three
amperes of current, the cost of running being
about $2 a month. The pump has a capacity of

1,000 gallons an hour, and is cross-connected with

FIG. I. LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER SUPPLY IN THE CABLE BUILDING.—PUMP AND ELEVATOR ROOM.

the steam pump, so that it can be used for feeding

the boilers when necessary.
A Yeonians electric pump, shown in the center of

. Fig. I, is used to lift the sub-drainage of the base-

ment into the city sewerage. This drainage is col-

lected in the catch-basin under the bilge pump
(Fig. 2, on next page) and is raised to the desired

level by a rotary pump direct-connected to an iron-

clad two horse power vertical motor of a type man-
ufactured by the Milwaukee Electric company on
special designs furnished by the pump manufac-
turer. The speed of the motor is 550 revolutions

per minute. 'The pump and motor are automatically

controlled by a switch similar to the one used in

connection with the house-service pump. This pump
also operates noiselessly and cannot become clogged.

It has a capacity of 75 gallons a minute and the

cost of operation does not exceed $1 a month. Both
of the electric pumps were installed by Edward
Yeomans of Chicago.

The compact arrangement of the boilers, pumps
and elevator mechanisms is shown in Fig. 2, which
represents a portion of the basement plan of the
building. The larger part of the basement is not
utilized for mechanical purposes at all, but is at the
disposal of the tenants, and is used as a piano sales-

room. The space devoted to the boilers, coal bins,
pumps, hot-water tanks, two elevator mechanisms,
etc., is only 1,155 square feet, which is less than one-
fifth of the area of the basement. 'The illustration
on this page is a reproduction of a photograph of
the pump and elevator room. The Quimby pump
driven by the Sprague motor is seen at the left in

the foreground. One of the elevator machines, with
its magnet-control board.
is shown in the back-
ground, and directly in

front of the board is seen
the bilge-pump motor.
The mechanisms for

two electric passenger ele-

vators are located in this
room. They are of the
Otis type and are guar-
anteed to lift a weight of
2,000 pounds at a speed or

300 feet a minute. The
worm of each elevator
machine is driven by a 25
horse power electric mo-
tor, operating at a speed
of 800 revolutions a min-
ute. Each elevator is con-
trolled by the Otis mag-
net control. This control-
ling apparatus is mounted
on an iron frame. One
of these frames is shown
in Fig. I. At the top
are a circuit-breaker and
three electro-magnetic
control devices, each
mounted on a brown-
slate slab. Each elevator
has a fast and an inter-
mediate speed. The elec-

tromagnet on the right
controls the descent of the
elevator, the next one the
ascent, both at the inter-
mediate speed, and the
third controls the fast

speed in both directions.
Below are mounted five

contacts, which cut out
the resistance of the mo-
tor circuit at the starting

of the motor. The re-

sistance coils are placed
at the bottom of the
frame. On the back of

the board are the electro-

magnetic switches which
control the brake of the
elevator. A freight ele-

vator running to the base-
ment is operated by simi-

lar mechanism, placed in

a room on the south side

of the basement, as indi-

cated on the plan in Fig.

The electric lighting of

/ 'xM^Jj^^^^^^^ ^'^^ building includes ::S

jra^MB^^M arc lights of 2,000 candle

>:i^l5i^^^^^|B power each and about 600
16 candle power incandes-
cent lights. About 250
10 candle power incan-
descent lamps are used in

an illuminated sign at the corner of the building.

Starting from the Edison service on Jackson boule-

vard, a set of three-wire mains is carried up to the

fifth floor, providing service exclusively for the five

floors and basement occupied by the Cable Piano
company. A second set. carried to the tenth floor,

provides for the offices and studios on the five upper
floors. A third and smaller set of mains is carried to

the tenth floor, providing for the halls and public

lights of the building.

The mains in the basement are run in iron-ar-

mored conduit, but in passing up, from floor to

floor, they are run on porcelain insulators in a shaft

especially provided for this purpose. In one sense,

however, this is not a shaft, as the space on every

floor is completely separated from the space on the

next floor, the mains passing through the floor en-

cased in porcelain tubes. This shaft is built of tile

in accordance with the construction of the building,

and the door opening into it on each floor is lined
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with fireproof material. This forms practically a

closet, in which the meters are placed above and

the cutout boards below. These cutout boards

are made of polished slate, and on them are mounted
standard Edison porcelain plug-fuse cutouts.

The tap-line wiring throughout the building con-

sists of Simplex caoutchouc duplex wire run in iron-

armored conduit. This conduit is so installed that

there are no sharp bends or angles. The wires were

all drawn in after the plaster was laid; hence, at anj-

future time, new wires can be installed, if necessary;

in fact, the entire building can be rewired without

disturbing the walls or decorations. Notwithstand-
ing the increased cost in iron-conduit construction,

this is now considered the most approved method

gage, representing $5,000,000 of five per cent, 50-

year bonds. The entire system, consisting of about
50 miles of track, will be electrically operated, and
work on the power house is to begin at once.

Shall Imported Electricity Bear a Cus-
toms Duty?

Washington, D. C~, December 23.—The attention

of the Treasury Department officials has been called

to the rapid and aggressive movements that are

being made on the American side by the Ontario
Power company' of Niagara Falls, Canada, in the

extension of its lines in this country. And theques-

FIG. 2. LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER SUPPLY IN THE CABLE BUILDING.

of interior wiring; it does away entirely with the

eld necessity of constant testing for grounds during
the construction of a building. Whether laid in the

floors or walls, these conduits afford ample protec-
tion from carpenters' nails, plasterers' trowels and
the various disturbances caused by the succession of

one set of contractors after another; and, at the same
time, they provide a dry and insulated raceway,
affording additional protection in case the wire
should ever deteriorate. When the use of iron-

armored conduit was first adopted there was diffi-

culty with respect to alternating currents, inasmuch
as they would produce an induced current in the
iron pipe. To counteract this effect duplex wire
was adopted, so that the induction from one wire
counteracts the induction of the other wire in the
circuit. This construction has become standard
for all classes of iron-conduit work, both for direct

and alternating currents. No difficulty has been
experienced from any tendency toward short-circuit-

ing of the wires.

Throughout the building Hart flush switches, with
Bauer-Barff finish, are used, and where switches
are grouped they are arranged under a neat com-
bination plate. The hall lights are controlled by
lock switches, the key to which is kept by the jani-

tor or some authorized person.
In the offices and upper floors incandescent lights

are used exclusively, while in the salesrooms of
the Cable company the lighting is done principally
by means of arc lamps. These are the standard
long-life Bergmann lamps, and their polished brass
cases contrast very handsomely with the cream tint

on the walls.

The wiring is so arranged that separate meters
are provided for each office and studio, for the hall

and public lights, and for the lights used by the
piano company. The wiring for both arc and in-

candescent lighting and for power was installed by
the construction department of the Chicago Edison
company.

Havana Street Railways Combined.
On December 226. action was taken which will

result in the consolidation of all the street-railway
interests in the city of Havana. By this action, it

is expected that a contest begun some time ago
between the Harvey syndicate and the American
Indies company, the two leading interests involved,

'is ended. The new board of directors of the Havana
Electric Railwaj^ company, which now owns all the
franchises in the Cuban capital, is as follows:
President, Edwin Hanson; vice-presidents, William
L. Bull and R. A. C. Smith; secretary and treasurer,
Arnold Marcus; directors (in addition! to those
above named). P. A. B. Widener, Thomas F. Ryan,
Sir William Van Home. William McKenzie. Fred-
erick Nichols. H. M. Perkins, Thomas P. Fowler,
E. H. Andreni, W'illiam M. Doull, N. Gelats and
G. B. M. Harvey. The capitalization of the company
remains unchanged, namely. $5,000,000 of preferred
stock, $5,000,000 of common stock and a first mort-

tion of le\'ying a tariff duty upon the transactions

of that company is raising quite a commotion, al-

though it is not the first time that such a question
has come up for consideration. The case in ques-
tion' dates back for some little time, when, several

years ago, a letter was received by the department
from a citizen of Watertown, N. Y., in which he
slated that he had obtained a concession to build
and operate an electric power plant on the Canadian
side of the Niagara Falls, and asked if, in the event
that he transmitted the current across the border, he
would be compelled to pay tariff charges. Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Tichenor assured him at

that time that no tariff charges, would be assessed.
So far as that was concerned it was all satisfactory

to the persons interested, but the matter has been
again brought to the attention of the department,
and this time by the Niagara Falls Power company
of Niagara Falls, N. Y., which makes the claim that,

inasmuch as the electric current is a thing of value
bought and sold, and since it comes into actual com-
petition with an American industry, by reason of the
extension of the lines of the Canadian company to as

many points as possible in the United States, and
the selling of its light and power to as many cus-
tomers as it can get, that it should be made subject
to duty.
The Treasury Department is at the present time

disposed to take a different view of the matter from
what it did at the time when a reply was made to

the Watertown correspondent, and it is strongly in-

clined to the idea that a duty should be assessed.
The secretary of the treasury has submitted the
question to several leading collectors of customs in

various ports of the country, with a view of securing
their ideas on the subject. If it is decided that the
electric current should be assessed it would be at
20 per cent, ad valorem, under the paragraph for
unenumerated manufactured articles.

Some years ago a similar measure was proposed
in connection with natural gas piped across from
the Canadian side, but it was upset by the decision
of the board of general appraisers, which maintained
that gas was not an "article." which decision was
upheld by the Supreme Court of the United States;
and the government is now refunding money^to the
gas company on duties that were assessed on natural
gas by a collector during the early part of the pres-
ent year. The Canadian Power company also makes
the claim that an electric current cannot be regarded
as an "article" as within the meaning of the tariff

law, despite the representation of the Niagara Falls
Power company to the effect that electricit}'- is a
thing that can be measured as accurately as potatoes
or any other like commodity. A. F. T.

The proposed extension of the Portsmouth (N.
H.) street-railway system to Hampton Beach,
through Rye, was begun recently. It will connect
the city with the two beaches to the south. A line

to York Beach was established from Portsmouth
about two years ago.

Three-phase, 3,500-kiiowatt Unit for
Metropolitan Station in New York.

Next to the 5,qoo-kilowatt machines ordered for
the Manhattan Railway company's plant in New
York, the illustration shows a type of the largest
steam-driven dynamos in the world. It represents
one of the 3,500-kilowatt (6,600 volts) three-phase
alternating-current generators which have been sup-
plied b}"- the General Electric company for the sta-

tion of the Metropolitan Street Railway company of
New York.
"This generator has 40"pol"es and'is of the revolving-

field type. The speed is 75 revolutions a minute,
and the frequency 25 C3xles a second. The, field of
the generator is mounted directly on the engine
shaft. The armature core is built up of sheet-iron
punchings of high permeability and low hysteresis,
well japanned before assembling, and further in-

sulated from one another by sheets of paper in-

serted at intervals to reduce the eddy-current losses.
The windings are in slots on the inner side, the teeth
of the core being recessed for the insertion of wooden
wedges to hold the windings firmly in place. The
punchings are assembled with ventilating spaces be-
tween, thus allowing free circulation of air in direct
contact with the cores and windings. The coils
forming the windings are completely insulated before
being placed in the machine, the coils being so ar-
ranged that anj-- one can be taken out by removing
a few adjacent ones, and, in case of a burn-out, the
defective coil can be readily taken out and another
put in its place.

The outside frame of the armature is of cast-iron,
supported on slide rails, so that it may be moved
to one side clear of the revolving field to facilitate

inspection or repair. _

The magnet frame consists of a cast-steel ring
with outwardly projecting poles of sheet-iron bolted
to the steel ring, the ring being mounted on a sub-
stantial cast-iron spider.

The field coils consist of copper strip wound on
edge and are insulated to stand a high-potential
test of 4,000 volts alternating between the winding
and core. The excitation electromotive force is 125
volts. The armature windings were tested to 15,000
volts alternating.

The exciting collectors consist of two insulated
rings supported on the shaft, carbon brushes being
used. The over-all width at right angles to the
shaft is 22 feet six inches. The over-all width of
magnet frame parallel with the shaft is 51 inches;
the diameter of engine shaft is ;i7 inches, and the
diameter of field, 16 feet nine inches.

The engine, made by the Edward P. AUis com-
pany of Milwaukee, has these dimensions; Cylin-

THREE-PHASE 3,500-KILOWATT UNIT.

ders, 46 inches and 92 inches diameter; stroke, 60
inches. The total weight of the engine is approxi-
mately^ 62^ tons. The flywheel is 28 feet in diameter,

constructed in 10 segments, and weighs, approxi-
mately, 100 tons. The crankshaft weighs 41 tons.

The engines are designed to consume 13 pounds
of steam per indicated horse power per hour.

The illustration is reproduced from the Electrical

Review of London, which obtained it from the

British Thomson-Houston company.

Chicago Automobile Club.

The Automobile Club of Chicago has been incor-

porated bv J. Ogden Armour, Samuel Insull. F. K.

Pulsifer, E. Walter Herrick and Andrew R. Sheriff.

The object of the club will be primarily social, but

all matters connected with the protection of auto-

mobile driving and the development of the sport

will be given attention. It is the plan also to pro-

vide for an occasional automobile race. In time

the incorporators expect to build a clubhouse of

their own. Paris and New York already have clubs

of this kind.
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Telegraph and Telephone Bills In Con-
gress.

On the 15th of August, 1876, an act was passed
by Congress granting to Celso Cresar Moreno and
certain associates the right to construct and oper-

ate a line or lines of telegraph or submarine cable

on the Pacific coast, in order to connect the Ameri-

ing the postmaster-general to secure, for the use
and benefit of the United States, the right to use
any new method of rapid telegraphing by the use
of alternating currents, or otherwise, which has
been developed by Professor Crehore and Lieuten-
ant George Owen Squier or others. For the pur-
pose of experimenting with these systems the post-
master-general is authorized to construct a trial

the United States and Cuba, subject to the usual
conditions.
Senator Butler has introduced a bill for a sub-

marine Pacific cable, to be constructed by the gov-
crnrnent, the same to be equal to and superior, if

possible, of any cable at present in operation or
under course of construction. The sum considered
necessary for this undertaking is $10,000,000.
Senator Lodge has introduced a bill to provide

for the establishment of a contract with some Amer-
ican cable company, at a sum of $400,000, payable
quarterly, for 20 years, for the electrical transmission
of messages between the United States, Hawaii,
Philippine Islands. Japan and China.

FIG. I. ELtCTRlC POWER IN A TOBACCO FACTORY.

can and the Asiatic coasts by way of the Hawaiian
Islands, Japan and China. Since that time many
of the persons who were associated with Moreno
have died, and now a bill has been introduced for

the revival of the privileges of the old act, the project

to be actively commenced within three years from
date of act causing such revival- The next bill in-

troduced was for the formation of the Pacific Cable
Commission, to consist of the postmaster-general,

the chief signal officer of the army and three other

members, to be appointed by the president, and one

of them to be an engineer. The term of office

of the original members is to be one, two and three

years; their successors are to be appointed for three

years' service. Compensation, mileage and expenses

are to be the same as those paid to the Nicaragua
Canal Commission and reports are to be made
to the president annually. The purpose of the for-

mation of such a commission is to construct, op-

erate and maintam a submarine cable or cables and
connecting land lines between San Francisco, Hono-
lulu, Manila, by a route suggested in the bill or

any other that may be deemed more practical by
the commission. All contracts are to be advertised,

and to be awarded to the lowest responsible bidders.

The cables must be of first-class material, capable

of transmitting not less than 130 letters a minute;

they must be of American manufacture, laid and
maintained by American ships, unless it be found

that it is impossible to secure cable of such manu-
facture within a year after the award is made, in

which case deficiencies may be made up in foreign

markets. An immediate appropriation is asked of

$500,000, the total appropriation not to exceed $8,-

000,000. This is the Corliss bill in the House, al-

ready referred to in the Western Electrician. There
is also the bill noted in this journal last week for

the construction of a Pacific cable, to be built under
the direction of the Navy Department, and to bt

turned over to the postmaster-general when com-
pleted, to be operated under his control. The ap-

propriation asked for this project is $11,000,000.

A bill has been introduced for' the purpose of

making the tetegraphic companies pay the one-cent

tax on all messages, a failure to do so subjecting

the offender to a penalty of $200.

The old measure for the establishment of a gov-

ernmental telegraph system has been revived, the

control to be lodged in the secretaries of state and
war and the postmaster-general, the system to

consist of four trunk lines, and the central point to

be at Washington. For this purpose an appropria-

tion of $5,000,000 is asked.

Another bill for the establishment of a postal tele-

graph and telephone system, to be carried on in

connection with the Postoffice Department and un-

der the control of the postmaster-general, has been
introduced by Senator Butler. For the purpose of

carrying out the enterprise the sum of $25,000,000

is asked.
Senator Pettigrew has introduced a bill authoriz-

—MOTOR MOUNTED ON TOBACCO-CASING MACHINE.

line between Washington and New York, and for
this purpose $1,000,000 is asked.

Representative Joy has introduced a bill to grant
the right to the United States and West Indies
Direct Telegraph company to lay and operate
cables between the United States, Cuba. Porto Rico

Electric Power in a Tobacco Factory.
St. Louis has a large, recently constructed tobacco

factory—that of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco com-
pany, now a branch of the American Tobacco com-
pany—in which the machinery is driven by electric
motors. No less than 1,000 horse power in mo-
tors is installed in machines, ranging from four to
70 horse power in size. Direct-current apparatus
is tised, and the especial interest of the plant lies

in its size and in its indication of the variety of
machinery to which electric power is applied.

Electricity is used for lighting as well as powir.
and the generating plant consists of four direct-con-
nected multipolar generators at 220 volts' pressure.
Three of these generators are of 260 kilowatts' ca-
pacity each, running at 100 revolutions per minute;
the fourth is of 100 kilowatts, running at 280 revolu-
tions per minute. All four were manufactured by
the Western Electric company of Chicago. The
large generators are used during the day working
hours and for night service when necessary. The
small generator was especially installed for night
and Sunday service, but is so arranged that it can
be used in multiple with the larger machines if at
any time the demands for power call for it.

The engines driving the large generators are plain
Corliss, non-condensing, the exhaust therefrom be-
ing used in connection with the heating system.
These engines were manufactured by the St. Louis
Machinery company of St. Louis. The small gen-
erator is driven by a simple engine manufactured
by the Russell Engine company of Massillon, O.
Steam for the entire equipment of engines is supplied
from a battery of six Abendroth & Root water-tube
boilers located in a separate room adjacent to the
dynamo room, the engines being specially located
with reference to convenience and engineering req-
uisites in the matter of length and arrangement of
steam pipe, so as to secure a minimum loss.

The motors are of the four-pole, slow-speed West-
ern Electric type and are distributed throughout
the works in such manner as to operate with mini-
mum loss consistent with utility and facility of con-
trol in special appHcations. The saving of floor

and such other of the West Indies Islands as the
United States may have control of. No responsi-
bility is to be assumed by the United States.

A rival telegraph and telephone company for the
District of Columbia is seeking right-of-way, under
the name of the Washington Telephone and Tele-
graph company.
The Commercial Cable company of Cuba is ask-

ing for a permit to lay and operate a cable between

space has been accomplished in numerous instances
by mounting the motors directly upon or above
the machine to be driven. This feature is illus-

trated in Fig. I, wherein a five horse power motor
is shown mounted upon a machine which is used
in the treatment of the tobacco in its preparation
for the presses where it is finally formed into plugs.
The controller and switch are also mounted upon
the machine, and it is, therefore, not necessary for
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an attendant to leave the machine in case he wishes

to stop or start it.

In Fig. 2 (p. 379) is illustrated another form of to-

bacco-treating machine with the motor—in this case

of 10 horse power capacity—mounted above it and

connected by separate belts to dififerent parts of the

Pan-American Exposition.

With Niagara electrical power for supplying cur-

rent to the various exhibits at the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo in 1501, some especially in-

teresting exhibits may be looked for. The illustra-

FIG. 3. ELECTKIC POWt-K IN A TOBACCO FACTORY. MOTOR GEARED TO TOBaCl^O DIGGER.

operating mechanism. By this means the old-time

overhead or floor countershafting is done away with,

and each treating machine, with its motor, becomes
an operating unit.

In the treatment of tobacco at a certain stage of

its preparation it has been found desirable to make
use of a machine called a digger, which can be
moved around readily from place to place, and which
is moved slowly along over the floor in the opera-

tion of "digging." In this machine the motor and
controller, as shown in Fig. 3, are located directly

upon the framework and connected by gearing to the

different moving parts, electrical connection to the
motor being secured through the medium of a flexi-

ble cable of sufficient length to permit the necessary
range of movement in the machine. This is a very
interesting application and well illustrates the ex-
treme flexibility of a system of electrical transmis-
sion of power.
Lighting throughout the works is done by incan-

descent and arc lamps operating directly upon the
220-volt pressure, most of the arc lamps being of

the enclosed type, connected two in series, the incan-
descent lamps being operated both singly and in

series.

The Navy Department has decided to make its

own experiments in developing space telegraphy
and to abandon the proposition of Marconi for fur-

nishing the navy with apparatus and other appli-

ances. Rear-admiral Bradford, chief of the Equip-

tions here shown give an idea of the changes in

architecture from previous expositions. Colors are

to prevail instead of white in the decorations and the

electrical illumination will thereby be different in

effect from what has been before attempted.

The board of architects

of the exposition is, com-
posed of eight members,
three residents of New
York, two of Boston and
three of the city of Buffalo.

Mr. Walter Cook, of the

firm of Babb, Cook & Wil-
lard of New York, designs

the Stadium, the screen

in front of the railway sta-

tion and the entrance of the

Midway, all of these form-
ing the Plaza, shown in

Fig. I. Mr. Cook "is presi-

dent of the New York
Chapter of Architects, and
was the only American on
the commission which met
at Antwerp and San Fran-
cisco to decide the competi-
tion for plans for the Uni-
versity of California. Mr. Cook studied under
Vaudrenier. Mr. Edward P. Green, a member of

the firm of Green & Wicks of Buffalo, is the de-

signer of the Machinery and Transportation build-

of Renaissance work in Spain, modified to suit the

conditions of the exposition, with its gay and festive

surroundings.
Briefly stated, the Machinery and Transportation

building forms a hollow square, with arcades on

all sides. In the interior is a court 100 by 200 feet,

adorned by a long pool of water, with an electric

fountain surrounded with shrubs and flowers, artis-

tically planted. This sheet of water, with its calm
reflection and its atmosphere of quiet restfulness,

forms one of the many little oases planned for the

refreshment of the weary sightseer.

The roofs are of red tile, the walls of cement, and

the whole structure is ornamental and covered with

glowing colors.

The facades present an arcaded effect, correspond-

ing in appearance to mission cloisters; the eaves,

with great overhangs, add to the picturesque. Each
fagade is broken by an important architectural fea-

ture, and each corner flanked with low pavilions,

the design giving large plain surfaces for color,

while the eaves give deep shadows. The color

scheme is made up in reds and yellows, light in tint.

The loggias, balconies, pavilions and other places

are to be ornamented with shrubs, vines and flowers,

blending with the coloring of the building, giving

fine opportunity for electrical effects. The openings

vre grilled with specimens of wrought-iron "rejas"

or grill screens, such as are seen in examples of

Spanish architecture of the sixteenth century.
^

The building has numerous entrances, the principal

ones being in the center of the four fagades. Once
inside the structures, the size will be appreciated.

All the towers, pavilions and other proper spaces

are to be brilliantly illuminated and made gay with

banners and flags.

The northern part of the exhibition ground is

occupied by a square about 500 feet from east to

west and 350 feet from north to south. Here the

style adopted—a very free version of Spanish archi-

tecture—has suggested the name of the Plaza, which
has been given it. The central portion of this

square is occupied by a terrace only very slightly

raised above the surface of the square, and sur-

rounding a sunken garden, in the middle of which
is a bandstand. The terrace, as well as the garden
itself, will afford a large space for listeners who at-

tend the concerts which it is proposed to give.

Outside, and .at the north of the Plaza, is the rail-

way and trolley station, from which it is supposed
the greater number of visitors will enter the ex-

hibition grounds. The railway station itself is

masked by a colonnade, flanked at either end by
two colossal arches, one for those entering the ex-

position, and the other for those leaving it. This
colonnade, as shown in Fig. i, bounds the Plaza

on the north. It is surrounded by a trellis, which

THE • PLAZA

•

Copyright. 1899. BY Pan-American ExposrTiON Co.

THE PLAZA.

ment Bureau, it is said, will shortly establish two
stations, one at Newport and the other on Coasters
Island, across the bay from the Newport Apprentice
School, where classes will be formed to begin the
work of developing wireless telegraphy. This de-
cision was taken because the terms presented by
Marconi were regarded as excessive.

Fig. 2, and also of the Electricitying, shown
building-.

The Machinery and Transportation building, 500
by 350 feet, faces on the Mall. This building is de-
signed in a type of Spanish Renaissance, wdth initial

inspiration in the Mission buildings found in Mexico
and California, supplemented by later examinations

Copyright, 1899, by Pan-American Exposition Co.

fig. 2. machinery and transportation building.

it is proposed to cover with vines of various sorts.

The west side of the Plaza is bounded by a build-

ing which is to serve as a large restaurant. The pub-
lic pass through the lower arches of this building,

which are open, in order to reach that portion

of the exposition which is to be called Vanity
Fair, and which corresponds with the Mid-
way Plaisance at Chicago. The restaurant

building itself is two stories high and is about

350 feet long.

On the east side of the Plaza is a building

closely resembling the restaurant, which
serves principally as the entrance to the

Stadium or athletic field, although portions

are also used for exhibition purposes. This
also has two stories, the upper story being
a large open gallery, from which views of the

Plaza on the one side and the Stadium on the

other are afforded.

Finally, the south side of the Plaza is

bounded by the electrical tower, the designing

of which has been given to Mr. Howard.
The Stadium or athletic field has been in all

its details a subject of careful stud}'. It re-

sembles, in a general way, that erected at Ath-
ens a fev/ years ago, although this one can
be, of course, only a temporary structure.

It will contain easily 25,000 spectators, and

is intended as a model of what it is hoped
may be executed some day in permanent form. It

has a quarter-mile running track and a sufficiently

large space in the inside of this for any of the

athletic games. Great attention has been paid to

having a large number of aisles to reach the seats,

and, in, addition to the principal entrance on the
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west, there are provided seven large exits. Tiiese

exits are made of sufficient breadth and height to

admit, in case of need, the largest vehicles or elec-

trical floats, as it is proposed to use the Stadium
for certain pageants, exhibits of electric and other

automobiles in operation, the judging of horses,

live stock, agricultural machinery, road machinery,

etc. No exhibitor has ever had such a splendid arena

in which such exhibits can be displayed, and the

athletic carnival, to which the Stadium is particu.-

larly devoted, is expected to be one of the most
interesting features of the exhibition. The space

under the seats is to be used for exhibition purposes,

and is in itself the equivalent of a very large build-

ing.

The total length of the Stadium, includmg the

building which forms the entrance, is about 870
feet, and the breadth about 500 feet.

A Wedding with Electrical Accessories.

The account of a unique wedding of quite unusual

interest comes from Atlanta, Ga. The uniqueness

of the affair was due to the arrangement of the elec-

tric-lighting effects. Mr. F. H. Lansdell, the

groom, is a prominent electrical contractor in At-

lanta, and the electrical features were due to his

ingenuity.

Five hundred incandescent lights were used to carry

out the scheme. A festoon of 200 lights extended
from one side of the church to the other. It was
supported by two large chandeliers over the chancel,

and its apex was upheld by invisible viiires. These
lamps were covered with white and pink tissue-paper,

the colors alternating, and entwined about them
were tendrils of evergreen.

Directly over the spot reserved for the bridal

couple hung a wedding bell six feet high, formed
of cedar boughs, chrysanthemums and about 100

colored lights. A suspended arc light from the in-

terior of the bell represented the clapper. To the

right of the bell a letter N, the initial letter of the

name of the bride (Miss Daisy Nimmo), formed
of white incandescents, set in pink flowers, was sup-
ported on invisible wires. A letter L, similarly

formed and suspended, was on the left. Before the

ceremony only the festoon and the white lights on
the bell were lighted.

In describing the wedding service the Atlanta

Journal of recent date says: "As the bride with

her brother entered the church by one aisle and
the groom vifith his best man entered by the other

the letters N and L flashed into view and sparkled

with great splendor. A murmer of admiratron
arose from the auditorium at the superb effect. Un-
der the bell in the radiance of the arc light the scene

was exquisite. Dr. W. B. Stradley, the pastor,

performed the ceremony. As he pronounced the

words which made the couple man and wife the let-

ter on either side of the bell faded from view, while

a single letter L in pink incandescents appeared
on the bell and burned with a soft brilliance while

the bridal party left the church."

Northwestern Electrical Association.

Members of the electrical fraternity throughout
the Northwest have been notified of the eighth an-

nual convention of the Northwestern Electrical as-

sociation, which will be held at the Hotel Pfister,

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN PRETORIA.—LARGEST
BRICK STACK IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Milwaukee, Wis., commencing at 11 a. m. on
Wednesday, January 17th. An exceptionally good
programme has been arranged, including papers by
Professor Jackson of Wisconsin, Professor Shep-
ardson of Minnesota, Professor Richter of Wiscon-
sin, R. Fleming of Massachusetts, W. H. Schott
of Illinois, H. W. Frund of Indiana, N. H. Dow
of Micliigan and G. Van Ness of New York, all on
subjects of practical interest to central-station men.
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Besides the general business to be transacted, offi-

cers will be elected and important changes in the
by-laws considered. Theater parties and other at-
tractions are being arranged for Wednesday evening
and the annual banquet will be held on Thursday
night. A iVi round-trip rate has been obtained on
the railroads, and it is slated that red,iced rates will
be offered by the hotels. Mr. Janus Wolff, 320
Dearborn street, Chicago, chairman of the trans-
portation committee, may be addressed in relation
to railroad rates, reservations, etc. The meeting
promises to be a large and interesting one.

Electric Lighting in Pretoria.

Although Pretoria, viewed in the light of its pres-
ent-day importance as capital of the South African
Republic, is a comparatively small town, the light-
ing of the place seems to be entirely satisfactory to
the residents. The Pretoria central station has not
yet ^assumed large proportions, but the installation
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Each engine is provided with forced lubrication, an
engine counter and a Giepel steam trap.

Two equalizers arc used. One is wound for 120
amperes at 120 voUs, and the other, made by Sie-
mens & Halske, is of similar capacity. A separate
switchboard serves the new plant. The mam ca-
bles fron! the generators are laid underground
throughout the town, and consequently no trouble
is experienced from lightning shocks. Thomson-
Houston lightning arresters arc useJ where neces-
sary, however. The cables now in use are steel-
armored, in the place of lead-covered, which were
at first tried, but did not prove entirely satisfactory,
owing to their too rapid depreciation. The present
cables, on the other hand, arc giving satisfaction.
Although water is very plentiful and of excellent

quality for steaming purposes, a complete condens-
ing plant is worked in conjunction with the new
engines. This is situated at one end of the engine
room, about six feet below floor level, and consists
of a horizontal r4-inch air pump, working at 55 rev-

FIG. I. ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN PRETORIA.—THE "NEW PLANT."

is larger than most people would surmise, and it

meets the town's requirements. The service is,

moreover, of excellent quality. It is interesting to

note that the Pretoria central station is to-day gen-
erating and has for the last five years disposed
of a larger output than the corresponding plant at

CapeTown, which has a far larger population to cater

to. Even taking it for granted that there are pri-

vate installations in Cape Town, and that gas is

there an important competitor, while Pretoria pos-

sesses neither, it is plainly evident that the smaller

town is as well if not better oft in the matter of

electric light than the Cape metropolis.

A Johannesburg contemporary gives the followirrg

data: In 1896 Cape Town generated 188,753 effective

units (kilowatt-hours): in 1897, 312,300 units; in 1898,

362,711 units. In 1S96 Pretoria generated over 300,-

000 units; in 1897, over 350,000 units; in 1898, over

450,000 units; and it is more rapidly increasing its

output than Cape Town.
Electric light was introduced in Pretoria eight

years ago. when small belt-driven dynamos were in-

stalled for the purpose. These machines, which
formed the original plant, are still effective for use,

and consist of five Crompton continuous-current, bi-

polar dynamos designed for 120 volts and 320 am-
peres and a speed of 770 revolutions a minute. Each
machine is belted to a Davey Paxman horizontal

compound engine, working at 140 pounds' steam
pressure and capable of exerting 75 horse power at

a speed of 120 revolutions a minute. The engines
are supplied with steam from a battery of five Davey
Paxman 30 horse power locomotive boilers, the

gases from which escape by one main flue to a brick

smokestack about 60 feet high. A Crompton switch-

board, with a suitable arrangement of switches,

voltmeters and ammeters, and a light overhead
traveler, may be said to complete what is now termed
the "old plant." As this equipment has been super-

seded by the new plant, it is not in use now, and
is not likely to be put in operation again unless the

latter is disabled through accident.

The "new plant," shown in Fig. i, was installed

about two years ago by Messrs. Hubert Davies and
Spain, and the generating portion consists of two
126-kilowatt generators, designed for 260 volts' pres-

sure. These are coupled direct to two Bumstead
& Chandler compound-condensing engines, working
under a steam pressure of 160 pounds, and running
at 340 revolutions a minute. The cylinders are:

Tow pressure, 22 inches; high pressure, 14 inches,

and stroke, nine inches. All the working parts of

the engine, excepting the Chandler governor, which
is operated off the crank shaft, are entirely enclosed.

olutions a minute, and a five-inch centrifugal

pump, running at 600 revolutions a minute, for cir-

culating, and a return-water pump, at 850 revolu-
tions a minute, driven by a 10 by 14-inch Marshall
vertical engine. The condensers, of which there
are two connected together, are situated outside
the building. These, which were made in Germany,
are of the vertical type, the tubes being enclosed
in a cylindrical casing open at the top. The water
passes in jets through small holes in the tops of the
tubes, and runs down in thin films, the cooling be-
ing aided by forced draught obtained by means of a
separately driven fan. The condenser has a much
larger capacity than the present steam plant requires,

and appears to be giving a high efficiency.

The new boiler plant, erected to generate steam
for the Bumstead & Chandler and condenser en-
gines, consists of four 100 horse power "Marshall's
Heine" water-tube boilers, designed for 160 pounds'
working pressure. It is provided with low-water
alarms, in addition to the usual regtilation mount-
ings. The gases are led into the chimney through
a flue 15 feet six inches by three feet wide. The
chimney (Fig. 2) is probably the largest brick chim-
ney in South Africa, being 151 feet six inches in

height by 13 feet six inches outside diameter at the

bottom and nine feet three inches at the top. The
flue is seven feet in diameter.

A test of Onspoed coal made with these boilers

gave the following very satisfactory result: Twenty
thousand pounds of water was evaporated at and
from 212 degrees Fahrenheit by 2,500 pounds of
coal, or eight pounds of water for each pound of

coal. The consumption of the same African coal

in these boilers works out at from il to T2 pounds
per electrical unit generated.
During 1898 the output for the year was 476,000

units, being an increase of go.ooo units over the
previous year. The whole output is utilized for

lighting only, no current being generated for power
purposes. At the end of the year the company had
an equivalent of 14.000 eight candle power lamps
connected, in addition to ly arcs of 500 candle power
each. Current was supplied to the mains for 4,660
hours, and to the street lamps for 3.000 hours.
How rapidly the demand is increasing may be
gauged from the fact that 28,250 units were generated
in Tune, 1805; 35.700 in June, 1897; 43,440 in June,
i8QiS. and 48,250 in June. 1899.

The price to consumers ranges -between 30 and
42 cents a unit, and even at this very respectable
price, the demand is ever increasing. On this account
the new generating plant, which cost $100,000. is

to be increased bv another direct-coupled set and
two more Heine boilers.
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In extending the greeting of a Happy New Year

the Western Electrician feels reasonabl}'- sure that

this conventional expression means more to its sub-

scribers and friends at the close of 1S99 than for

several years past. The year has been a good one

to the favored inhabitants of these United States;

it has made good the bright prospect of last New
Years; it has been a year of good times and good

prices. May there be many such to all to whom
these presents may come!

made untaxed electricity at Niagara Falls, and a

Washington correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician details the situation in a brief article on

another page. The decision seems to rest on the

answer to the question, Is commercial electricity

a "manufactured article" in the meaning of that

term as employed in the United States statutes re-

lating to the tariff? If the answer is an affirmative

one, it is thought that the imported current must

be assessed at a rate of 20 per cent, ad valorem;

otherwise, it will be admitted duty-free.

State courts have held that manufactured elec-

tricity is a thing in which a proprietary interest may
be had and which may be stolen. In Illinois there

is a statute expressly prohibiting the unauthorized

appropriation of electricity generated for industrial

use. By analogy, it would seem that electricity

may be such a manufactured article as would come

under the classification of the tariff law. However,

the decisions of the courts in cases where the theft

of electricity has been charged have not been uni-

form, and, so far as is known, the United States

courts have not passed upon the point.

From a common-sense point of view, aside from

the legal status of electricity as an article of inter-

national commerce, it would seem that the United

States is in no need of tariff protection against the

foreign article, which must, in the present state of the

art, necessarily come from Canada or Mexico. We
should be able to produce at home electricity in

quantity sufficient to supply all our needs, and
in price cheap enough to defy foreign competition;

in fact, we should be exporters rather than im-

porters, so that the isstie might be settled

on a basis of reciprocity. Although broached in

all seriousness, the question has a tinge of absurd-

ity. For instance, would there be an added duty

on storage-battery cells if they were imported into

this country charged rather than uncharged, and if

so, how much? And if electricity is sent into the

country over a wire without paying duty, is the

American consumer a smuggler?

new consumers before the machinery for supplying

them all the year around has been erected. But the

company lays great stress on the scarcity of Welsh
coal and insists that with all the drawbacks it would
have been able to meet the demand if it could have

obtained coal of proper steaming quality. Of course,

the scarcity is ascribed to the government's demand
for the use of transports carrying troops to South
Africa. Truly ours is a complex civilization; the

Boers declare war it- the Transvaal, and London,
6,000 miles away, suffers m its electric-light supply.

The question whether electricity generated in a

foreign country and imported into the United States

by the use of suitable conductors should be sub-

jected to a customs duty is again before the Treasury

Departm:ent. Complaint is made of the foreign-

It is not often, in these days, that an electric-light-

ing company's customers increase more rapidly than

it can take care of them. But that is the case with

the Metropolitan Electric Supply company of Lon-
don. The troubles of this company were set forth

in these columns six weeks ago, but it is still in

hot water. Consumers' circuits are still being

switched off at the hours of maximum demand, and
complaints are numerous. In reply to a number
of letters in the Times, the secretary of the company
explains that the delay in the delivery of the iron-

work for the new station at Willesden (equipped

with Westinghouse engines and dynamos) was the

prime cause of the defective supply. Until a short

time ago, assistance was afforded from the London
Electric Supply corporation, which supplied the

Metropolitan company with a certain amount of

high-pressure electrical energy "in bulk," but this

corporation is now unable to continue this supply.

One of the three 2,500 horse power sets is now in

service, but the others are not yet in complete work-

ing order, or were not two weeks ago. The com-

pany is also troubled with difficulties in obtaining

Welsh coal for its London stations. In addition to

this, it is said that the Manchester Square station

was shut down for repairs rendered necessary by

the constant overloading. At a recent meeting of the

Marylebone vestry it was decided to inform the

company that, on failure recurring, the vestry would

proceed against it under the penal clauses of the

electric-lighting order. The Paddington vestry

threatened a similar step. A recommendation of the

electric, gas and water committee was adopted to

the effect that a copy of the surveyor's report relat-

ing to the intermittent lighting of Westbourne Ter-

race be forwarded to the Metropolitan Electric_^up-

ply company, with an intimation that, should the

arc lamps stationed there still continue to go out,

the committee would have no alternative but to rec-

ommend the vestry to put in force the penal clauses

of the order, with a rider authorizing the committee,

at its discretion, to take proceedings against the

company.

The case of this prominent company has attracted

wide attention in London, where a failure of an accus-

tomed source of artificial light supply at this season

occasions even more inconvenience than it would

here. Several technical journals point out that cen-

tial-station companies are too anxious to connect

Although it is unlikely to become a law, and ap-

parently ought not to be passed, a bill recently intro-

duced in Congress by Mr. Reeves, the chairman of
the House committee on patents, is jl great interest.

This measure is intended to regulate the relations

of inventors, manufacturers and the Patent Office,

and seems intended to foster the interests of the
inventors and the public at the expense of the man-
ufacturers.

Under the terms of this bill any person or persons
or corporation which shall manufacture anything
hereafter patented shall pay into the hands of the
commissioner of patents, for each of the things so
manufactured, for the use and benefit of the patentee,
as a royalty for the privilege of manufacturing and
selling the patented article, a sum of money not less
than one per cent, nor more than 10 per cent, of the
estimated cost of manufacturing such patented ar-
ticle or thing, the royalty to be determined by the
commissioner of patents. Upon receipt of this sum
the commissioner will issue a stamp or certificate

showing that the royalty has been paid, and this stamp
or certificate shall be attached to such manufactured
articles where practicable, and in all cases shall be
delivered by the manufacturer to the purchaser,
whether attached or not. No patented article will be
allowed to leave the hands of the manufacturer with-
out the stamp or certificate.

Upon making application for letters-patent, or at
any time prior to the issuing of any letters-patent,

the inventor or applicant shall file with the commis-
sioner of patents his sworn statement of his estimate
of the cost of manufacturing such patented article,

under favorable circumstances and with proper ma-
chinery and facilities. From this estimate the com-
missioner will fix the amount of royalty to be paid
by the manufacturer upon each article manufactured
under the patent. The provision is made that the
owner of the patent, or any manufacturer thereof,

may have the rate of royalty readjusted from time

to time by the commissioner of patents, upon proper
notice having been given to all interested persons.

Such readjustment shall not occur oftener than once
in two years.

Each person or corporation manufacturing any

article upon which a patent has' been issued under
the act in question shall make a semi-annual state-

ment, under oath, of the number of articles manufac-
tured and file it with the commissioner of patents.

Failure to make such return will be held to be suffi-

cient cause for the issuing of a perpetual injunction

by the court, restraining any such person or corpo-

ration from manufacturing or selling any such article.

False return made as to the amount or number of

articles manufactured will be held to be perjury.

Another provision of the measure is that in the

granting of all patents hereafter the United States

reserves the right to condemn such patent by pro-

ceedings instituted in the proper court, which pro-

ceedings shall be for the purpose of determining the

fair and reasonable cash value of such patent at the

time of such trial in such condemnation proceedings.

While the object of this bill seems to be the

benevolent one of encouraging invention and at the

same time protecting the public from extortionate

monopoly, its practical operation would clothe the

commissioner of patents with unusual and despotic

powers and would probably make it much more diffi-

cult to sell patent rights than at present. And what is

to prevent the manufacturer from purchasing a valu-

able patent outright and then, in the furtherance

of his own interest, shelving it? The bill provides

for a royalty on articles manufactured, but what if

only a very few articles, or none at all, are made?

Perhaps the condemnation feature of the act would

be here invoked, but it would be found that in at-

tempting to determine the equities of "pushing" an

invention the government would have entered upon

a most perplexing course, with danger of setting

up as great an injustice as it was sought to remedy.
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FOREIGN ELECTRICAL NOTES.

The first congress of Russian electricians is being

held at St. Petersburg and will last until the 8th

of January. It is under the auspices of the minister

of the interior and the Imperial Technical society.

This congress is designed to establish closer relations

between the electrical engineers of Russia and to

bring out and discuss engineering and scientific

questions, inventions and their application to the

industry etc., as well as the discussion of technical

instruction in Russia and the means to be taken for

its development. An exhibition is to be held m
the rooms of the Technical society, including models

and drawings of the different inventions which have

been submitted. This congress is one of the indi-

cations of the increasing importance now being

taken by Russia in industrial and engineering mat-

ters.

During the last year the federal administration of

Switzerland has examined and authorized 103 proj-

ects for electric plants of different kinds; the previ-

ous year there were but 63. Of these installations

70 are entirely new and 33 are changes or extensions

of existing systems. They may be classified as fol-

lows: Thirty-three lighting stations, of which 23

use continuous current and 10 alternating; 23 sta-

tions for power transmission, of which 15 use con-

tinuous current, one two-phase current and seven

three-phase; 14 other stations have both lighting

and power transmission, one-half the number using

continuous current. It will be noted that the con-

tinuous current takes the precedence, it being 64

per cent, of the total. Classed according to their

capacity, there are 48 plants of one to 100 kilowatts,

a total of 954 kilowatts; 19 from 100 to i,oco kilo-

watts, giving in all 5,435 kilowatts; also three large

plants of more than 1,000 kilowatts, giving 10,465

kilowatts. The total capacity of all the stations is

thus about 17,000 kilowatts.

An important hydraulic plant is now in con-

struction on the banks of the river Vezere, France

which will furnish light and power for the city of

Limoges and the surrounding district. The hy-

draulic work is nearly finished and the remainder

will soon be taken up. The power will be obtained

by a canal taking the water of the river to the station,

where the head will be 43 meters; the water descends

by two iron tubes, each one meter in diameter In

the station will be installed four turbines of 4°°

horse power, each driving an alternator, and space

is provided for four other units, which are to be

subsequently placed. A maximum of 4,000 horse

power is expected. The lighting company of Li-

moges has contracted for 1,000 horse power and

the remainder will be used by the different towns

traversed by the lines. A pressure of 20,000 volts

is to be used on the main lines, as distances such

as 75 kilometers, must be covered. Near Limoges

will be placed a sub-station, from which the current,

at reduced tension, will enter the town by condiiit

and overhead systems. In this way the district will

be one of the best equipped for light and power m
France.

A series of tests of arc-lamp carbons has lately

been made by a German company, the Stralsonder

Arc Lamp Works, in order to determine which of

the different makes give the best results. Tfie first

series of experiments was made with a standard lanip

of the company's make, provided with carbons of the

well-known makes, having diameters of 13 to 17

millimeters; the current used was about six amperes.

The length of the arc was at first 3.4 millimeters,

but at the end of two minutes it fell to 1.6, then to

I 5 and, finally, to 0.8 millimeter. It increased and

dirninished constantly, in spite of the constant po-

tential of 38 volts at the terminals. It was observed

that carbons of different makes give lengths of arc

which are extremely variable with the same current.

The experiments made with a view of establishing

the lengths of arc corresponding to different cur-

rents have also given very different results, accord-

ing to the makes of carbons tried. There was be-

sides a great variation of light intensity as measured

by the photometer. The conclusion of the tests

was that too great care cannot be observed in choos-

ing the carbons and that the best makes only should

be used if a real economy is desired.

An extensive system of electric railways is now

being installed in London by the United Tramways

company. It will cover a total of 39 ""Ics, or 75

miles of single track. Of this 27 miles is now under

construction. There is a possibility that the city gov-

ernment will oppose the use of the overhead-trolley

wire in certain parts of the road, principally on ac-

count of induction disturbances, but the company
proposes to overcome the difficulty by using a double

trolley in the part of the road where underground

conduit is not used. The large generating station

at Chiswick is to have eight horizontal water-tube

boilers, and above these will be placed the

coal-bins. A bucket conveyor, with a capacity of

4 tons a day, delivers, the coal to the bins from the

outside. In the engine room will be placed four

vertical engines of 750 horse power each, at 90 rev-

olutions. Three of these will be direct-connected

to continuous-current generators and the fourth to

a three-phase alternator of 500 kilowatts, working
at 5,000 vohs and a frequency of 25. The station also

contains two smaller generators of 75 kilowatts, each

at 500 volts, driven by tandem-compound engines;

these are to be used for lighting. The alternating

current will be distributed at 5,000 volts to a sub-

station by lead-covered cables, with paper insulation.

At the sub-station seven transformers will reduce
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the voltage to 350. The four rotary converters will

have a capacity of 200 kilowatts and are of the six-

pole type, at 500 revolutions. They give a voltage

of 500 for the trolley wire. The installation of the

road is under the direction of Mr. Clifton Robinson,

a prominent English engineer.

A French inventor has lately patented a process

by which cast-iron may be coated with copper. To
accomplish this, the casting is dipped m an acid

bath to remove the oxide; it is then nied and chiseled

as usual, where necessary, and then covered with a

thin coating of copper m an alkaline electrolytic bath.

The irregularities ot the surlace, such as cracks and

holes, are then filled up with fusible alloy; the layer

of copper gives a much better adherence for the

alloy. After scraping smooth, another thin deposit

of copper is put on in an alkaline bath. The object

is then taken to an acid bath of copper sulphate and

a good coating of copper is given, in order to save

time in procuring the desired thickness of deposit, the

inveniror uses a special electroplating apparatus in

which the bath is in constant movement, and by

this means a greater current density may be used;

in fact, up to 10 amperes per square decimeter of

cathode surface. To obtain this, the liquid passes

by an overflow pipe at the top of the tank and is

forced by a pump to a reservoir placed above; it is

again brought down to the tank by a tube ending in

a spiral which surrounds the object and is pierced

with small holes by which the liquid escapes in

thread-like streams, which strike the object and pre-

vent the accumulation of hydrogen.

The electrolytic cartridges lately invented by M. D.

Tommasi promise to come into use for explosions

in mining work, etc. These cartridges are of two

kinds. The first consists of a cylinder of thick glass

filled with a concentrated solution of carbonate of

potassium; the cylinder is sealed by fusing one end.

A platinum wire passes through the glass into the

solution, and when the current passes the solution

is decomposed by electrolysis, causing an accumula-

tion of carbonic-acid gas and hydrogen under a

high pressure, which increases until the cylinder

explodes with great force. The second type of

cartridge contains a solution of chloride of ammo-
nium, which, ordinarily, is quite inoffensive and may
be transported without danger. Upon the passage

of the current, it is decomposed into chlorine, am-
monia and hydrogen, and afterward the chlorine

acts upon the ammonia, decomposing it to hydro-

chloric acid and chloride of nitrogen, which latter

is a very explosive body, and thus when the tension

becomes sufficient to rupture the glass, the shock
explodes the chloride of nitrogen, which detonates

with great power. The advantage of these car-

tridges will be seen from the fact that they become
explosive only upon the passage ot current and there

IS comparatively little danger from their use.

A new system of electric .traction for canal boats

is now being tested upon the canals of Aire and
Deule, in France, over a length of 26 kilometers.

To draw the boats a kind of tricycle is used which
takes current from a trolley wire. These tricycles

carry their motors between the front and rear axle,

operating the rear wheels by intermediate gearing.

Quite in the rear of the vehicle is a kind of cabin

for the motorman, containing the controller, in-

struments, brakes, etc. The tricycle weighs two
tons and is capable of giving a tractive effort of

from 500 to 600 kilogrammes. In practice from 80

to 170 kilogrammes is required, according to the

condition of the track. It is expected that, owing
to the light weight of these tricycles, the road will

not suffer more than it would from horses' hoofs.

The electrical conductors following the canal are

fed by two hydraulic plants. On the present sys-

tem two overhead wires are used and a double
trolley or, rather, rolling carriage. In Germany two
similar systems are being tested upon the Dortmund-
Ems Canal; in one case electric locomotives run on
a track parallel to the canal and take current from
an overhead wire. In the second case the tractor

runs along two wire cables stretched upon a series

of posts, forming thus a kind of track, and the cur-

rent is taken from a conduit by a double contact.

These two systems have given satisfaction up to

the present, and it is expected that their practical

use will follow.

Tests of the new submarine torpedo boat Narval
have been made at the naval station of Cherbourg.
The boat was designed by the naval engineer, Lau-
beuf. and its plans were submitted to the government
at the time of the competitive trials of 1886, when
the design received a gold medal from the minister

of marine. The hull of the boat is constructed en-

tirely of steel; it has a displacement of 106 tons, be-

ing 34 meters long and 3.7 wide. Its draught is

1.60 meters of water when at the surface. The Nar-
val differs in many respects from its predecessors

and is designed to work under three different condi-

tions. In the first case the top of the hull floats at

the water level; in the second the boat is submerged
all but the observation dome and smokestack; in the

third all the openings are closed, the chimney drawn
in and the boat navigates entirely under water. In

the first two cases the motive power is supplied by
a petroleum motor, invented by M. Forest, and
which received a prize of 3.000 francs for the best

design in the tests of 1896. In the case of entire

submersion, the propellors are operated by an elec-

tric motor, fed by a battery of accumulators. The
oil motors are equipped for a run of 466 kilometers

at 12 knots an hour, or 7,155 kilometers at eight

knots; when submerged, the accumulators provide

for a distance of 46 kilometers at eight knots or 129
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at five knots an hour. This type of boat is designed

to be submerged only in presence of the enemy;
usually it navigates on the surface. The armament
includes four tubes for launching torpedoes. The
personnel is made up of two officers and nine men.

The construction of the electric road to the sum-
mit of Mount Blanc is to be one ot the most impor-
tant pieces of engineering work carried out in Eu-
rope for some time past. The work is to be under
the direction of French engineers and the project

has been presented to the General Council ot Haute-
Savoie by M. Fabre. It has been approved and
the work will be commenced shortly. On this line

the rack-and-pinion system will be used, on account
ot the steep grades. The starting point will be in

the commune of Houches, near the line now con-
structing from Chamounix to Fayet; the entrance
to the gallery will be at a point of 1,100 meters' al-

titude. The line will follow the mountain along
the Grand Glacier. A part of the route will be
through a subterranean gallery of five kilometers
in length, going up to an altitude of 3.840 meters.
A series of terraces is to be established along the
route at different points, from which magnificent
views will be obtained ot the mountains and glaciers.

.At the summit ot the Aiguille du Gouter, a high peak,
will be installed a hotel station, comfortably ar-

ranged for tourists. From this point the road con-
tinues up the mountain to another station at the
Roches des Bosses, at an altitude of 4,360 meters.
The terminal station of the line, which is 300 meters
below the summit ot Mount Blanc, is at an altitude
ot 4,580 meters. From this point the summit will

be reached over an easy grade ot hardened snow
by a system of cable sledges conducting the passen-
gers to the Hotel Terminus, at the highest point
ot the mountain, an altitude of 4,810 meters. The
total length of the line from starting point to sum-
mit is 10 kilometers. It is estimated that by next
July the work will be advanced as far as the Dome
du Gouter, 3.500 meters' altitude, from which a fine

panorama of the Alps will be obtained.

Electric Power in Northwestern Rail-
way Shops.

An interesting example of power transmission is

found in the new power house and electric-trans-
mission system now being installed by the Chicago
and Northwestern Railway company at its West
Fortieth street shops in Chicago. These shops
cover a strip of ground nearly three-quarters of a
mile in length and have hitherto been provided with
a number of individual steam plants. There is now
being erected a large power station at the center
ot the shops, which is to provide light, heat and
power for the entire system. The company is in-

stalling two 250 horse power Ball vertical cross-com-
pound engines, each engine being direct-connected
to two 75-kilowatt General Electric direct-connected
dynamos. There is also to be added a small unit,

consisting of one 60 horse power Ball engine, direct-
connected to two 20-kilowatt General Electric dy-
namos. The motors throughout the plant will be
ot the General Electric company's manufacture and
will aggregate several hundred horse power. The
wiring throughout will be on the Edison three-wire
system, providing no volts for the lights and 220
volts for the motors. The entire electrical outfit,

including dynamos, motors and wiring, is being
furnished by the construction department of the
Chicago Edison company. It is expected that the
plant will be in operation early in the spring.

American Electric Vehicle Company to
Remove to New York.

After doing business for nearly four years in
Chicago—being, indeed, one of the first, if not
actually the very first concern, to engage exclu-
sively in the automobile business, before the word
"automobile" was invented, in fact—the American
Electric Vehicle company announces its removal to
New York on January ist. The offices and factory
of the company at 56 and 58 West Van Buren street
will be vacated and the company will establish itself

in a large plant in New Jersey, near New York,
the factory to have a capacity of five vehicles a day,
it is said. Mr. C. E. Corrigan. the manager of the
company from the first, thinks that New York offers

a better field for the automobile business, owing
to the greater number of men of wealth and leisure

in that city. He regards the outlook of the industry
as most promising. Mr. Corrigan has been inde-
fatigable in extending the electric-vehicle business
and brought much energy and enterprise to the
infant industry. He carries with him to the East
the good wishes of many friends.

Patent Court Proposed.

An effort is to be made during the present session

of Congress to secure the establishment at the seat

ot government of a high court of patents, trade-

marks and copyrights. To this end Senator Hans-
brough has introduced a bill providing for the crea-

tion of such a court, to consist of one chief justice

and six associate justices, and which shall be a court

of record, with appellate jurisdiction, to review by
appeal or writ of error final decisions in the United
States District Courts and the existing Circuit

Courts in all cases arising under the patent and
copyright laws, and in all cases involving the own-
ership, violation and construction of trademarks
and the question of unfair competition in trade.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Strowger Interests Active in New Eng-

land.

In Chicago tlie Illinois Telephone and Telegraph

company has a franchise enabling it to compete

with the Chicago Telephone (Bell) company. It has

a suite of offices connected with those of the Strow-

ger Automatic Telephone Exchange (company),

and its representatives have stated that the Strowger
automatic system is to be used. However, the com-
pany is reticent about its plans, and beyond the fact

that subscribers have been solicited and work begun
on a tunnel, little is known about it. It is therefore

of interest to observe that the Strowger people are

actively at work soliciting franchises in New Eng-
land and that some reference is made to the Chicago
enterprise. For instance, John W. Watson, man-
ager of the Strowger exchange at Auburn, N. Y.,

recently stated at a pubhc hearing by the Board of

Aldermen of Fall River, Mass., according to a local

paper, that the new company in Chicago would begin

with 19,000 subscribers and would have five ex-

changes. This is especially interesting, as the state-

ment had been made that by the use of the auto-

matic system in Chicago as many as 30,000 sub-

scribers' telephones could be connected at one ex-

change.
The public hearing referred to was in relation to

the application of the Fall River Automatic Tele-

phone company for a franchise in that city in op-
position to the Bell company. Mr. Richard P. Bor-
den, as counsel, made at that time a statement of

the case of the Strowger people which is of general
interest to telephone men. As reported in the Fall

River Globe, Mr. Borden's statement is, in part, as

follows

:

"The Strowger system made its first appearance
at the World's Fair. It was imperfect as exhibited
then, but there have been many alterations and pat-

ents since then, and a company which bought
the patent has secured many valuable rights since

then. The scheme has been to divide the country
into districts. Franchises for Massachusetts and
Rhode Island have been granted by the Eastern
Automatic Telephone company. The men who re-

ceived the franchise for this district have resolved to
exploit their scheme here.

,

"The first place that the system has been put in

is in New Bedford, the home of the Bell Telephone
company. These men came to our office over a year
ago, but before any attempt was to be made to es-

tablish the business here it was believed that it was
best to be successful in the New Bedford under-
taking. Interest in the matter ceased, until about
six weeks ago, when a franchise was granted in

New Bedford. When ground was broken in that
city 20 of Fall River's business men, who have made
a success in their own lines, were invited to take
stock in the company, and we then formed what was
known as the Fall River Automatic Telephone com-
pany.
"We make certain claims for our company. First

is quick communication. There have been certain
objections raised to the service in this city. For
myself I have none to make. There is a lady with
a pleasant voice at the other end of my line and
she is very prompt, and I shall miss her very much
when this Strowger system is put in, for we do away
entirely with the central-ofSce girls. The Bell com-
pany has had a monopoly here, and the people have
suffered. The rates are far in excess of actual cost.

What has already been the result of the coming of
our company? On the exact day when our petition
was filed, the Bell company reduced rates. Will
those rates stay at the reduced prices or will they
disappear? The reduction will disappear if you deny
us our prayer.

"Our system has its advantages. You connect
immediately with the person with whom you desire
to talk. There is no central. You ring your bell
and by so doing call your party. If the line is busy
your bell will not ring. It takes about four seconds
to make the connection, and there you have quick-
ness in operation. Secondly, there is absolute se-
crecy of communication. Under the party-line sys-
tem we are oftentimes suspicious that our kind
neighbors are listening to our conversation with a
friend, and this makes us feel a little bit uncomfort-
able. The nature of personal conversation and the
requirements of business make secrecy of communi-
cation a very important element. In our company
every subscriber has a private wire."

In reply to a question from Alderman Westall,
Mr. Borden said that he would place in the franchise
grant a provision for the purchase of the company
after eight years.

John W. Watson, manager of the Strowger auto-
matic exchange at Auburn, N. Y., and in charge of
the district of Pennsylvania and Delaware, was called
upon for information. To questions by Mr. Bor-
den he said: "In Auburn, N. Y., there are from
550 to 400 subscribers. There are seven exchanges
in New York state. I do not know of a subscriber
that we have ever lost except by removal from the
city. Last February the Bell rates were from $48
to $72 and we established a rental of $30 for offices
and $24 for residences. Now the Bell rates are the
same as ours. Every telephone has a circuit. The
transmitters are long-distance. There is no difficulty
with the switchboard. We guarantee its efficiency.
We have frequently measured up the power of our
own instruments and those of the Bell company.
We have gone beyond the Bell teJephones in

such comparisons. In no city where a franchise has
been granted has the system been taken out after

once being established. When the patent was first

on exhibition in the Chicago exposition there were
five wires in each switchboard and it was an ex-
pensive, delicate mechanism. There were three but-
tons and if you wanted to ring 999 you pressed each
button nine times. We have simplified all this, and
are now preparing to build in Chicago. We go 31
feet under the surface of the street, and we will be-
gin with 19,000 subscribers. The present capacity
of the system is not limited. We will have five ex-
changes in Chicago."
Answering questions by Mr. Swift, the Bell law-

yer, Mr. Watson said, as reported in the Globe:
"We run our wires on the outside pretty much the
same as the Bell company. We make this distinc-

tion, however. We run our wires in cables, while
the Bell runs its wires in strings. We have passed
a pole with 26 cross-arms on it belonging to the Bell

by running the same number of wires in a three-inch

cable. Our inside mechanism is much simpler than
the Bell. We have two wires for each instrument.

These are independent in each telephone. I have
been connected with the system for seven years
and in Auburn for about three years. Auburn
is our largest exchange in New York. Our sys-

tem has been adopted by the state of New York
for hospital service and there are ico of our tele-

phones in the White House in Washington oper-

ated from the White House by 100 boys to the vari-

ous departments."
Mr. Watson said that the largest exchange was

in Augusta, Ga., where there were 800 telephones.

A committee of seven aldermen was appointed to

investigate Strowger exchanges in other cities, and
last week this body made a tour through New York
state, examining the workings of the automatic
exchanges in Auburn and other villages and cities

in that state. The expedition was quite a formidable
one, consisting of seven aldermen, the city messen-
ger, three directors of the Fall River Automatic
company, two directors of the Eastern Automatic
company, an electrical expert and two lawyers rep-

resenting the Automatic and Bell people respectively.

The telephone directors in the party were W. B. M.
Chace, John B. Huard and David Beattie of the

Fall River company, and W. K. Dunbar and V. A.
Sears of the Eastern company. Charles Sylvester

was the expert.

Telephone Taxation in Ohio.

By a decision of the Ohio Supreme Court on De-
cember 19th a new method of tax valuation, far-

reaching in its effects, will be established in Ohio.
The decision directly affects the telephones of the

Bell company, which are held to be taxable at their

rental value, estimated at $233 each, instead of their

actual cost, said to be $3.40 each. The suit was
brought by the attorney-general, through a friendly

arrangement between the auditor of state and W. H.
Halliday, auditor of FrankHn County. Mr. Halliday
refused to list the telephones of the Bell company at

their rental value, and suit by mandamus was
brought to compel him to do so. The court gives

a judgment for the relator.

In his letter to the state auditor directing the
commencement of the suit, the attorney-general, es-

timating the number of Bell telephones in use in

the state at 25,000, said:

"In ascertaining the market value of almost all

other taxable property in the state we have assumed
to fix the values at the earning capacity of the
property on a six per cent, basis. If each of these
instruments earns $14 over and above repairs to the

Bell Telephone company, it represents a value of

$233 to each instrument. On 25,000 instruments it

represents an earning in the state of Ohio that is

being protected by our laws and receiving all the

benefit of police regulation of $5,833,000. Under
the principle laid down in the Nichols law (which
does not specifically refer to the Bell Telephone
company), we take the entire value of their plant

at $97,000,000, which is its market value, and take

Ohio's proportion of it as a part of the unit. To
put the Bell Telephone company on the same basis

as the Western Union Telegraph company, or the

express companies, and counting the average rate

in the state as we do on those companies at 25 mills,

the Bell Telephone company would owe to the state

of Ohio taxes to the amount of about $80,000 annu-
ally. Or, taking one-third of the value oft' the origi-

nal earning amount of $233 per instrument, would
leave them about $160 per instrument as the ta^xable

value.

"The Central Union Telephone company and other
telephone companies refuse to pay the tax upon
this property because they do not and cannot own
these instruments. We have taxed all other corpo-
rations this year, in addition to the regular tax upon
their property, $466,000 under the excise law. In
simple justice to the other corporations that have
had to bear their fair share of the burdens, I think
it is 3'our duty to at once send out notices to the

county auditors of the state requiring them to place

upon their respective duplicates in their taxing dis-

tricts all of the property of the Bell Telephone com-
pany within our district at a reasonable valuation.

If they have not already done so, they should be
placed on the ta.x duplicate as delinquent for the

five years last past."

Mr. Glidden and His Work.

In the course of a brief sketch of the career of
Charles J. Glidden, the energetic head of the Erie
(Bell) telephone system, a writer in Leslie's Weekly
says: "Mr. Glidden is about 40 years of age, of
medium height, weighs about 200 pounds, and car-
ries with him the evidence of good-fellowship. It

is believed that Mr. Glidden has the distinction of
securing the first telephone subscriber to any ex-
change system in the world. This was in Lowell, in
the year 1877. He also constructed, the following
year, the first long-distance line between Lowell and
Boston. Like every man with large responsibilities,
Mr. GUdden works exceedingly hard. He takes a
good, long rest, however, each summer, at his home
on the Isles of Shoals, off Portsmouth, N. H. Here
he enjoys himself, each year making a new record
as an expert fisherman. This seems hardly in keep-
ing with one who, when in the quiet of his own
home, is a most accomplished musician and who
has done as good work in amateur photography as
can be found. It is interesting to note just here
that early in the history of the Erie Telephone com-
pany even its best friends had but comparatively
little faith in it. It was when the Erie was selling
for 25 and 30 that Mr. Glidden predicted the greatest
things for his company. To-day the stock is above
par, and has made fortunes for a large number of
people. Mr. Glidden has lived to see the Erie Tele-
phone company operate more telephones and
have a greater mileage than any other like organi-
zation in the world. There are now in operation
130,000 miles of wire, with 86.674 subscribers. The
rate of increase of subscribers is now over 100 a
day. The company operates long-distance lines
from Boston to Galveston. Texas, of 2,200 miles;
from Boston to Fargo, N. D., 1,800 miles, and from
Boston to Omaha, 1,600 miles. What Mr. Glidden
hopes to do with the use of a relay is to establish,
among other things, a direct telephone line from
New York to San Francisco."

Mrs. Craig's Exchange in Ashevllle.

It is stated that excellent service is given by tlie

Independent telephone exchange in Asheville, N. C,
which is controlled by Mrs. Charity Rusk Craig,
the daughter of "Uncle Jerry" Rusk, the late secre-
tary of agriculture. Mrs. Craig went to Asheville
about three years ago with her husband, who Avas
in ill-health. Mr. Craig died after they had been
living there a couple of years and shortly afterward
Mrs. Craig returned to her home in Wisconsin.
Soon after her return friends who were interested
in an Independent telephone company consulted her
in regard to the practicability of establishing a plant
in Asheville. Her residence there had given her
so clear an insight into the possibilities for the suc-
cess of such a project that she not only urged the
establishment of the plant, but bought the controlling
interest in the stock company that was formed.
Then she changed her plans and went back to

Asheville, so that she could direct the affairs of the
company. Up to that time she had had no prac-
tical experience in telephone affairs. She has had
to acquire the necessary knowledge, and it has been
gained according to the Froebelian principle of
"learning through doing." She spends a part of
every day at the office, keeps the books, pays the
bills and signs all checks and receipts. Her prac-
tical knowledge has been gained partly through
visits to plants in other sections of the country and
partly through the close attention she has given to
the development, step by step, of the Asheville plant.
The construction of this exchange was begun

about one year ago, and in last March the lines were
put into active use. About 650 telephones are op-
erated by the company in or near Asheville.
There is no longer the slightest doubt about the

success of the undertaking, and neither is there any
doubt, judging from Mrs. Craig's experiences, that
a woman can manage such a concern successfully.

Southwestern Independents Planning
Toll Lines.

At a recent meeting of the managers of the Inde-
pendent telephone systems of Southwest Missouri
and Southeastern Kansas, held at Galena, Mo., pre-
liminary measures for the establishment of a long-
distance system, extending from Joplin to Kansas
City and to Springfield, were taken. The toll charge
is to be a uniform rate of 25 cents between all towns

. along the system. At the meeting Joplin, Galena,
Carthage, Neosho, Pierce City and Girard were rep-
resented. G. W. Crawford of Girard was made
temporary chairman, and George R. Armstrong of
Fierce City secretary. The matter of improving the
service of Independent lines between all points to
be connected was discussed, and it was decided to
hold another meeting in Joplin, Mo., on January i6th,

when a permanent organization will be effected.

The association is to be conducted in opposition
to the Bell company, which is extending its lines

throughout the Southwest. Before the Bell people
began this extension Independent companies had
built systems in various- towns, which have since
branched out to neighboring places, and it is now
proposed to unite with others, establishing prompt
service, and compete for the long-distance business.
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Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of tlie Western Elec-

trician.]

The St. Croix Power company is constructing a

telephone line irom Stillwater, Minn., to the falls of

Apple River, in Wisconsin.

E. C. Ward of Armour, S. D., has completed a

telephone line to Bloomington, Edgerton, Jasper and

Wheeler.
The Wood County Telephone company of Grand

Rapids, Wis., will connect with small exchanges to

be opened in Pittsville, Dexterville and Babcock.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has completed three toll lines in Northwestern Min-

nesota. One is from Crookston to Thief River

Falls, one to Fosston, and one to Winnipeg Junc-

tion Another metallic circuit is about to be con-

structed to Grand Forks, to take care of the heavy

business.

A local telephone exchange has been opened in

Hills, Minn.
A vicious fire started in the basement of the

building in v^hich is located the telephone exchange

of St. Cloud, Minn. It took an hour's hard fighting

to extinguish the fire. The exchange was not in-

jured.
,,T lU

A mentally deranged woman caused the North-

western Telephone Exchange company considerable

trouble at Winona, Minn., lately. She called up

her home in Claremont, Minn., and refused to pay the

loll, claiming she had lost her purse. At different

times and from different stations, she proceeded to

call up Claremont or Concord, Minn. Fmally she

was given in charge of the police, who sent her home

A. D. Saxton, a former lineman in the employ of

the Northwestern Telephone Exchange company at

St. Paul, secured a verdict of $4,500 damages against

the company for injuries received from the breaking

of a pole on which he was working. The evidence

showed that another man had climbed the same

pole before him and it had cracked under him. The
foreman was informed, but nothing was done.

The Walworth County Telephone company has

the new exchange at Delavan, Wis., in complete op-

eration.
Preliminary work will be started soon by the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange company at

Fargo, N. D., for the new building to be erected.

It is understood also that the wires in the business

part of town will be buried.

The Wolf River Telephone company will establish

an exchange in Green Bay, Wis., and will construct

a toll line from Oshkosh to Green Bay.

The Pepin (Wis.) Telephone company will build

a line from Pepin to Nelson. Connections will be

secured with Wabasha and Winona, Minn.

The building of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change company in Minneapolis was sold for taxes.

Owing to a faulty description in 1897, the company
refused to pay the taxes. The company will un-

doubtedly redeem at once. The sale is but a tech-

nicality.

The Owatonna (Minn.) Telephone exchange has

reported to the state auditor annual earnings of

?3,584.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has taken steps to have the matter of its standing

in St. Paul tested in the courts. The city holds that

the company has no franchise, while the company
contends that it has.

The St. Croix Valley Telephone company has been

granted a franchise through Balsam Lake, Wis.

Twenty-two telephone companies of Minnesota re-

ported their annual gross earnings to the state audi-

tor, aggregating $75,628.93. The three per cent, tax

will produce $2,268.80. This is about half the com-

panies of the state, and does not include the Bell

interests.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
of Winona, Minn., offered to place its instruments

in the police and fire stations of the city without

charge, and backed it up with a petition signed by
200 people that the offer be accepted. The council

turned it down without ceremony. The Northwest-

ern is making an effort to increase its hst in Winona,
where it has the competition of the local system, the

Winona Telephone company. The latter is about

completing connections with Rochester, Minn.

The Wisconsin Telephone company does not seem
to be willing to have its long-distance wires enter

Marshfield, Wis., on the poles of the local company,
as proposed by the council.

The Wisconsin Telephone company will make a

number of improvements to its system in Fond du
Lac, Wis., at once.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
is building a metallic circuit line from the Twin
Cities south to Lime Spring, Iowa.

The Iowa Telephone company has announced a

night rate for long-distance telephoning, of about

one-half the day rates.

Citizens of Fonda, la., contemplate establishing

a telephone exchange in Alta, la.

The Iowa and Northwestern Telephone offices in

Charles City, la., have been united in one central

office.

The Nevada (la.) Mutual Telephone exchange has

T31 instruments now in use.

A. Harris has been granted a franchise for a local

telephone exchange at Coon Rapids, la.

Material has been delivered at Valley Junction,

la., for the construction of a telephone exchange.

Clarinda, la., is now connected with Hawleyville.

The Inland Telephone company contemplates es-

tablishing an exchange in Ellensburg, Wash,, and
will give the town long-distance connection.
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Materials have been ordered for a new telephone

exchange for Wenatchee, Wash.
The Galva (la.) Telephone Exchange company

has completed its system and has it in working order.

Toll lines are to be constructed in the spring.

The long-distance telephone line has been extended
from Fort Dodge to Storm Lake, la.

The Red Lodge and Wyoming Telephone com-
pany has completed a line from Red Lodge, Mont,
to Basin City, Wyo., 160 miles.

The Location of Telephone Poles.

In the case of the Michigan Telephone company
against the city of St. Joseph, the Supreme Court of

Michigan holds that the court has power to put

the proper authorities in a city in motion to adopt
reasonable rules and regulations by which a tele-

phone company shall be governed in the extension

of its lines, and to pass upon the validity of such

action when taken, but that, it insists, is the extent

of its (authority, and it cannot assume the right to

itself establish reasonable rules and regulations,

as this is a legislative or administrative function,

and not a judicial one.

As to the power of a municipality, the Supreme
Court says, in the case of the same company against

the city of Benton Harbor, that, under the Michigan
statute, the sole authority of the municipality is

the proper exercise of the police power inherent

in it, to protect the public from unnecessary ob-

structions, inconveniences and dangers, and to de-

termine in what manner the telephone company may
erect its poles and stretch its wires so as to accom-
plish this result, in doing which it may go even

to the extent of prohibiting the erection of poles in

places and in a manner which will injure or in-

commode the public, but that it has no authority

to impose other conditions than those warranted

by the exercise of its police power, that authority

resting in the Legislature—the charter-making

power.

The New Order in Marshfield.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of tha Western Electri-

cian,]

The Wisconsin Telephone company is said to

have made overtures to the Marshfield (Wis.) Tele-

phone company to connect its toll lines with that

exchange. The Wisconsin company was urged to

make such an arrangement over a year ago, but

haughtily declined to treat with an Independent

company. When refused a franchise in Marshfield

it sought to string wires without the consent of the

council. The matter was taken to the Supreme
Court, where the old company received a crushing

df feat on all points in the controversy. Now the com-
pany descends from the lofty plane and desires to

treat. The council of Marshfield is desirous that

the toll service should be secured, but wants it on
such a basis that the Wisconsin company shall not

have an opportunity to operate a local exchange.

It is suggested that permission be given to string

the wires on the poles of the Marshfield company.

Whiteside County Stands Fast.

For four years an Independent concern, the White-
side Harrison Telephone company, with main office

at Morrison, 111., has served the people of White-
side County in this state, and has apparently given

satisfaction. The Central Union (Bcll> company
is now making renewed efforts to secure control

of the business and has offered to place free tele-

])hones in the county buildings as a preliminary.

However, by a vote of 13 to 10. the Board of Su-
pervisors refused lo accept the offer. The White-
side Sentinel explains the situation in these words;
"The majority of the supervisors, as well as their

constituents, clearly understand the object of the

Bell people, which is to jeopardize and break down
ihe business of the Whiteside Harrison Tele-
phone company; and it is also further understood
that they desire admission to the county buildings
as an entering wedge in their scheme of destruction.

The Bell monopoly had the users of telephones in

this county at its mercy for years, and was un-
yielding in its high prices, being dictatorial and
grasping in its methods: Relief was given by the
Whiteside Harrison company—organized by citi-

zens of the county—which reduced the rates to a
reasonable price and is distinctly a home institution,

reaching every city, town and village in the county
and many farm residences. It has also made re-

ciprocal business agreements with Clinton (la.), Lee
and Carroll counties, without extra charge for the
additional service rendered, and is giving better
service to the telephone-using public than was ever
known to have been given in the county previous to
its commencing business."

New Exchange in Paris.

A new central telephone station is being completed

in Paris. It is situated on the Rue Desrenandes, and
will replace the old station en the Avenue Wagram,
which has become too small for the increasing num-
ber of subscribers. The new exchange is housed
in a handsome building, whose facade is of stone

and enameled brick. The main telephone room is

in the third story, which is lighted from above and
contains the switchboards necessary for the service

of the district. The new station will provide for

10,000 to 12,000 subscribers, the old one having ac-

commodations for 4,000 only. An extensive ven-

tilating system is provided, by which fresh air will

be distributed to the upper stories by means of air

tubes connected to electrically operated fans in the

cellar; the air is treated by an antiseptic process.

It is expected that the station will be ready for use

in January. The architect of the building, M. Bous-
sard, is now occupied with the construction of the

great telephone building which is to be erected on
the Avenue Saxe^ near the exposition grounds.

NEW COMPANIES,
The Chicago Hotel Telephone company of Chi-

cago, 111., was incorporated last month. Its cap-

ital is $25,000 and its business is manufacturing
telephones and electrical goods. The incorporators

are William H. Hunt, Cassius O. Smith and Frank
L. Clark.

The General Telephone and Electric company of

New York city, organized to manufacture electric,

magnetic and telephonic appliances (capital $10,000),

has filed articles of incorporation at Albany, N. Y.

The directors are Richard C. Wcithas of Brooklyn,
and J. M. Dunscomb, Frank M. Holahan and W. H.
Carr of New York city.

Articles of incorporation of the Seashore and
Delaware River Telephone, Telegraph and Cable
company were filed at Trenton, N. J., on December
9th. The company is controlled by the Telephone,
Telegraph and Cable company of America, and is

capitalized at $100,000. It will build a telephone

line through Jersey City. Bayonne and Elizabeth,

and along the Atlantic Coast to Atlantic City and
Cape May, and thence to Camden. The incorpo-

rators are James E. Hayes, Camden: George W.
Beers. Fort Wayne, Ind., and John B. Stauffer,

Philadelphia.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Chicago Telephone company has begun work

on its new Stockyards exchange at 4122 Union av-
enue.

The Northern Michigan Telephone company of
Traverse City is making arrangements to extend its

line from Good Harbor to Maple City, thence to
Cedar and Solon and back to Traverse City.

The Bell Telephone company is erecting a new
building on North Fitzhugh street in Rochester.
The structure is expected to be ready for occupancy
in the spring. A new switchboard will be installed

in it.

The new Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph
company, together with the Boston and N*ew York
Telephone and Telegraph company, its proposed
New York connection, have engaged the entire
fourth floor at 15 Congress street, Boston, for their
office headquarters.

The New York and New Jersey Telephone com-
pany is making plans to extend its lines from Plain-
field, N. J., through North Plainfield Township, in

Washington Valley, to connect with the line that
now runs from Summit to Neshanic, and expects
to have the line completed by spring. Its purpose
is to connect every town and hamlet within 40 miles
of New York. The proposed trunk line has been
mapped out over two routes in Washington Valley
—one to connect Plainfield with Millington and
the other to connect with Morristown and then with
Millington.

It is said that of the increase in number of Bell
telephone subscribers during the closing year the
Erie system, under Mr. Glidden's energetic manage-
ment, is to be credited with one-third. The Erie
company operates in Arkansas, Texas. North Da-
kota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michi-
gan and Cuyahoga County in Ohio, which includes
the city of Cleveland. It hopes to have 150,000
subscribers in a year and 200,000 by the close of
1901. This means the erection of many new ex-
change buildings, so that when completed the com-
pany will own 65 in 45 cities.

E. D. Trowbridge, superintendent of the long-
distance service of the Michigan Telephone com-
pany, states that the work on the lines to the upper
peninsula is being pushed, and that the construction
of the lines_ between St. Ignace and Marquette and
Houghton is almost completed. The cable across
the straits of Mackinac has been laid, and it is

hoped to have connection with the northern penin-
sula by February ist. The work of construction has
been somewhat delayed by the shortage of material,
as the demand for material has been so great this

year as to make it almost impossible to meet the
requirements.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The 'Central Union (Bell) company has, it is said,

reduced long-distance rates between Pittsburg and
Cincinnati 50 per cent.

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines
has notified the Edison Light company to remove
its wires from Mutual poles. It is claimed the in-

duction caused by the electric-light current is such
that it impairs the service of the telephones.

In Canal Dover, O., there is a clash of Bell and
Independent interests. The Independents offered
rates of $12 and $24 per annum, and then the Bell
people said that they would cut their rates to $9
and $21. This threat has not frightened the anti-

Bell company, which promises a fight to a finish.
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Some Suggestions to the Managers of

Small Central Stations.^

Bv Geo. Havler, Jr.

At the close of the year 1S9S, there were in op-

eration in the state of Ohio, 173 central sUtions, and
of their number 88, or more than 50 per cent., were
located in towns having a population of 5,000 or less.

Many of these stations have been in operation for

from five to 10 years, and have had to suffer from
the lack of engineering ability- displayed in their

design and construction. Some have already out-

grown their original equipment and have been re-

built in more modern line-;; others, having striven

unsuccessfullj- to make both ends meet, and satisfy

the Village Council at the same time, have in-

gloriously given up the fight and have been suc-

ceeded bj- that bugaboo of small stations, the mu-
nicipal plant. Man}'^ of the small stations that have

been built within the last few years are fortunate

in having apparatus modern in design and econom-
ical in operation and have been installed by men
whose knowledge of the conditions to be met has

put them in a fair w^a3' to return a reasonable in-

terest on the investment; but there are still a large

number of small plants, poorly designed in the be-

ginning and equipped with old apparatus, that have
persistently refused to pay dividends in the past

and whose future looks far from brilliant, and it

is with these that we are concerned.
Much has been written in the last few years regard-

ing the economies to be effected through proper
central-station design, and the advantages to be
gained by replacing old apparatus with new and
more modern machinery, and if it were always
possible to carry these suggestions into effect, as

applied to our particular case, the result w^ould

undoubtedly be favorable. There is no question

that, if we had it all to do over again, we could
improve matters very much; but it is simply out
of the question to throw away thousands of dol-

lars' worth of equipment, and the average manager
of a small station must content himself to take

conditions as he finds them, and by judicious ad-
ditions and alterations in his plant, necessitated by
increased business, gradually work out his salvation.

The problem, then, which confronts the manager
is this: Given an electric-lighting plant in a small
town—how to increase the net earnings without
resorting to any radical changes in the installation.

There is always room for improvement, and with
this idea in mind, I have undertaken the prepara-
tion of this paper, hoping that perhaps 1 may sug-
gest some idea as the result of my limited expe-
rience which may prove of value to someone simi-

larly situated; and if 1 do, the purpose of this paper
^vill have been accomplished.
Let us consider for a moment the conditions to

be found existing in the average small lighting
plant. We have a tow-n, say, of from 4,000 to 5,000
people, with, perhaps, both gas and electric com-
panies doing business. The electric plant has
probably a tj^pical equipment, consisting of one or
more series arc machines, and, the chances are, an
alternator. Engines and boilers have seen hard
ser\4ce, but, on the W'hole, the machinery is in

fair operative condition and capable of doing good
work.
The lines, perhaps, show marks of time and ex-

tension; having been made without due considera-
tion as to the best arrangement, they will probably
bear considerable attention. The transformer equip-
ment, is is likely, consists of a num"ber of small
units operating at a secondary pressure of 52 volts,

or perhaps, if the station has been built since 1892
or 1S93, at 104 volts. The chances are that the plant

has still considerable reserve capacity, or if" it has
not, there is a certain amount of unprofitable busi-

ness, which must be gotten rid of entirely, or else

put on a paying basis.

Now, it is evident that if the net income is to
be increased, it must be done by first increasing
the total gross earnings through taking in more
customers; second, by. reducing operating expenses.
It is to the first of these requirements that I wish
to call your attention more especially.

It is a regrettable fact that in small central sta-

tions the cost of operation does not bear any defi-

nite relation to the value of the total output. In
everj' station the fixed expenses, such as taxes,

insurance, interest, etc., remain the same under
all conditions. The item of labor, however, in a
small station is also practically a constant quantity,
and the cost of fuel, water, carbon, lamps, remov-
als, etc.. while bearing a closer relation to the out-
put, are not proportional to it.

It is evident, then, that as we increase our station

output up to the economical W'Crking limit of our
machinerj^, assuming the selling price per unit to
remain constant, we increase the net profit in each
unit of electrical energy produced.
The question now arises: How are we to increase

our business? Let us. consider for a moment the
essentials for the increase of any manufacturing
business. In the first place, there must be a de-
mand created for the manufactured article. If it is

something new and has the field to itself, it must
be advertised and the public educated to feel the
necessity for its use. If it is an article to compete
with other articles of the same nature, in order
to sell, it must be better or cheaper, or more con-
venient than that which has heretofore been pro-
duced. So it is with electric light; in order to

r Read before ihe Ohio Electric Light association. Cleveland,
October lo. ihgg. Mr. Hayler is manager ot the Van Wert (O.)
Electric LiRht and Power company.

interest new customers the customer must first be
convinced that some material advantages will be
the result of its use.

Before we can compete with other forms of il-

lumination, however, we must be able to assure our
customers of these things: First, reliability of

light; second, quality'" of light, and third and last,

cheapness of light.

There is perhaps nothing more detrimental to tlie

success of a lighting business in a small tow'n than
frequent irregularity' of service. This is undoubt-
edly due, in a large measure, that very few small
plant:£ have sufficient reser\e apparatus to tide them
over an}' accident of a serious nature, and accidents
will happen, even in the best conducted stations.

It has been my experience, however, that accidents

are usually the fault of someone's carelessness, rather

than visitations of ProA-idence, and that many of

them may be avoided, provided that the employes
of a station exercise due care and diligence in the

discharge of their duties. The duties required of

the average man employed about a small plant are
varied in the extreme, and require much good
judgment and a large capacitj'^ for hard work and
long hours. It is a mistake to suppose that any-
one who is familiar w^ith steam machinery will be
the man to operate an electric plant. It is hard
to teach an old dog new tricks, and it will probably
cost you more to teach an erstwhile engineer of

a threshing machine or a sawmill how not to do
things, than it would be to take a green man and
teach him how things ought to be done. Don't
make the mistake of employing one of those men
who know it all and who has his pockets full of

credentials from plants w'here he has been employed.
A letter of recommendation is often a mighty cheap
price to pay for the privilege of disposing with
a man's services. Shun, also, as you would the

Old Nick himself, the man who is continually and
eternally skipping around with a monkey-wrench
in one hand and an oil-can in the other, adjusting
everj'thing in sight He will make you nervous,
and eventually cause you more trouble and expense
than a man who sits down and deliberately neg-
lects things until they will run no longer. Get good,
sober, cool, reliable men, and then keep them; and
if you can't find the men j-ou want, get some good,
young raw material and make them. It will take
time and patience, and you will get your hands
dirty, but in the end you will have men whose re-

liabilitj', carefulness and loyalty will pay you a
thousands times over for the time and patience
spent in developing them.
_ Instill into the minds of your men the fact that
your inteiests are their interests, and that you must
allpuU together or not. at all. Try to arrange the
work so that each man has certain specified duties,

and hold him strictly accountable for their per-
formance. Give the workings of your plant a share
of your personal . attention. Try to familiarize

yourself with the smallest details, and insist that in

case of anything being wrong with your machinery,
that you be acquainted with the fact at once. Go
over your lines once in a while, and see that the
trees are trimmed. Avoid, as far as possible, build-
ing any line on the streets, but keep in the alleys.

Spend a few dollars for lightning arresters, and
insist on careful inside wiring, so that ever>' time
there is a thunderstorm you do not lose a half-dozen
transformers. This last point is one often sorely
neglected in small towns. The interior wiring is

usually something fearful and wonderful to behold.
It results from the attempt to do work too cheaply
and by intrusting it in unskilled hands. This is

a very serious mistake and will eventually cause
both the hghting company and the customer an
endJess amount of trouble and anoyance. The
main cost, then, of continuous service is eternal
vigilance.
- The next consideration which the use of elec-

tricit>- for illuminating purposes involves is that
of quality of light. This is a very important point,

and one in which small stations, as a rule, are
great sinners. Two of the most salient features of
good electrical illumination are steadiness of light

and uniformity of candle power, and unless these
can be maintained, the value of the electric lamp, as
a source of illumination, is virtually lost. Let us
consider, briefly, first, the causes for poor quality
in the arc light.

Poor arc-light sen-ice has been the ruination of
many and otherwise promising electric-light enter-
prises, and has been the source from which have
sprung many of the municipal plants found in small
towns. The series-arc lamp, at best, is a rather
rude piece of mechanism—simple in construction,
but still capable of cutting up the most uncalled-for
capers, just at a time when it is least desirable. It

is subject to numerous diseases -which have their
origin, like most of the diseases which afflict,man-
kind, in dirt and neglect. Its care is usually en-
trusted to the tender mercies of the most poorly
paid men about the plant, and, exposed to the
dust and rain, forming an ideal roost for the pesky
sparrow, it is no wonder that it insists on having
its wants immediately attended to, by refusing to
make even a spark. Insist, then, that your trimmer
keeps the lamps clean. When the lamp is really
out of order have it brought in at once and re-

paired. Don't try to tinker it up and wait to see
if it will burn that night. The chances are it won't,
and you w-ill have t^vo nights' rebate to pay. instead
of one. Do not buy the cheapest carbons that you
can get hold of, for they will probably be crooked
and as knottj' as an Irishman's shillalah, and your
Ismps will burn more like a Fourth of July exhibi-

tion than like good, steady arc lights. If you have
a voltmeter, try your lamps and see what the volt-
age is across the arc. An experienced man will

adjust a lamp to a nicety, without resorting to this
expedient, but just try it anyway. You will be as-
tonished at the variation in the voltage, and you will

perhaps find that many of your lamps are taking
700 watts, instead of 450, while others are not up
to the standard. Put your station ammeter in cir-

cuit once in a while, and see how much current
you are applying to 3'our lamps. Many a plant
has gotten iself into serious difficulties by care-
lessness in this regard. Try and keep everj^thing
in the best possible shape, so there will be no pos-
sible chance for complaint: for there are always
so-called experts roaming around with plans for a
mui-icipal plant in their pockets, w'ho are looking
for just such shortcomings.
The quality of incandescent light depends, pri-

marily, on the regulation, and is affected to a great
extent by the qualitj' of the lamps used. The sec-
ondarj'- voltage in an ordinary small plant will be
found, by making a voltmeter test, to vary from six
to 15 per cent. This seems almost incredible, but.
nevertheless, is true, and is the natural result of
the methods of transformer installation in vogue up
to the last few years. Among the earlier alternat-
ing plants installed, 52 volts was the standard sec-
ondaiy pressure. This pressure was adopted,
mainly, because the 52-volt lamp will stand greater
extremes of voltage without serious deterioration
than will the 104-volt lamp. It was necessary in
distributing this pressure to use a number of small
transformer units, because the cost of copper prac-
ticallj' prohibited the extension of secondary' mains
over any considerable area. This condition of af-

fairs gives rise to the very poor regulation to be
found in plants of this nature, for while some trans-
formers are fully loaded, adjacent ones maj' be
earning a very light load; and a consequent varia-
tion in voltage, due to copper losses and magnetic
leakage is the result. In the attempt to give a good
light to the customer, who is connected to the
heavily loaded transformer, by increasing the pri-
mary voltage at the station, the pressure on the
secondary of the lightly loaded transformer is in-
creased much above normal, in consequence of
which any lamps that may happen to be burning
have to suffer. It is evident, then, that if we could
interconnect our transformers, so as to equalize
the voltage between them, we should get very much
better results in this regard. Further, if we should
now replace our several transformers by one large
transformer, located in the center of distribution,
we should still retain the advantages to be gained
in regulation, besides, at the same time, reducing
our core losses very materially. It is quite evident,
however, that the cost of copper would preclude
any possibility of distributing from a large cen-
trally located transformer at a secondary pressure
of 52 volts. By increasing our secondary voltage
to 104, we can cut the cost of copper to one-fourth,
and by using 208 volts, we can reduce the cost
to a little over one-sixteenth; the percentage of drop
in the lines remains the same in all cases.
Much data has lately been published in regard

to this matter, and it behooves the manager of a
small station to look into the question carefullj'.

It not only means that his customers will get better
service by the adoption of larger transformer units
and higher secondary pressures, but at the same
time the core losses, entailing more or less w'aste
of fuel, will be materially lessened.
During the summer just passed, the company with

which I am connected was compelled, by city ordi-
nance, to remove its poles and wires from the busi-
ness streets and to rebuild them in the alleys. This
change necessitated an entirely' new arrangement
of circuits, and we determined to take advantage of
tlie occasion and tp' to improve our service. In
one particular district, comprising three blocks of
business rooms, the lamps were formerly supplied
by nine transformers, var>'ing in size from one-
half to five kilowatts, and having an aggregate ca-
pacity of 465 lights. The secondary pressure was
both 52 and 104 volts, and by actual measurement
there was at times a variation in voltage of six per
cent, between adjacent buildings. The total num-
ber of lamps in circuit aggregated 892, of which 179
were on contract and 513 on meter. One hundred
and fifty of these lights were in stores closing at

6 p. m., except on Saturday; 100 were in a church,
and the balance w^ere distributed among business
rooms and offices. The load was heaviest almost
in the center of the district, with the church on one
end and the consumers gradually becoming fewer
toward the other end. The question now was,
w^hether to use the old transformers, and connect
them together with a hea\^ secondary tie-wire, or
whether to buy several large transformers wound
for 208 volts, and use a three-wire system. It

proved, on doing a little figuring, that a No. 2
feeder would be necessarj' to connect the trans-
formers with the pressure at 104 volts, in order to
avoid a drop of over two per cent, at full load.
The total distance to be covered was just 1,000 feet,

and the cost of the wire figured almost exactly
^100. By using a three-wire system, 208 volts on
the outside and larger transformers, the length of
some of the runs was increased, but it proved that
a No. 4 wire would be amply large enough to carry
the lead and allow a good margin for increased busi-
ness. The cost of this wire amounted to $65.40. and
that of the neutral wire $15.75, oi" a total of $71.15,
a sa\'ing in wMre of $19.
There was another thing taken into consideration,
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however, and that was the question of core losses

of the nine transformers; six were of 50 lights'

capacity or less, and had been in service for some
years, and the probabilities were that their ef^ciency

was pretty low. We had no opportunity of meas-

uring our core losses, but from some published data

from some tests made by Professor Jackson on
transformers of the same tj^pe, and of about the

same capacities, we estimated our core losses to

be not less th?in 650 watts. We finally decided to

install one 250-light transformer and two loo-light-

ers of modern design, and we were safe in assuming
that the core losses would not aggregate over 360

watts, a net saving of 290 watts per hour; which, if

we assume our cost per kilowatt, delivered at the

transformer company, to be somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of four cents, will amount to about

$40 only. This is pretty good intert^st on the cost

of transformers, and besides this we have the old

ones, which we can use if we want to.

Another fruitful source of poor light is the use

of poor incandescent lamps, but this point has

been brought about so often, that I need say noth-

ing further than that the best lamps are none too

good, and that the difference in cost between good
lamps and poor lamps is so small "as to be com-
pensated many times over by the increased excel-

lence of the service to be obtained, to say "nothing

of the economies effected in the coal-pile.

The third requirement for the increase of our
business is low cost of light to the consumer. The
question of rates to be charged for electric-light serv-

ice would furnish material for several papers, and I

can but touch upon it here. In a small plant, hav-

ing no gas competition, the rates will be governed
largely by the customary charges for similar serv-

ice in towns of corresponding size. It is absol-

lutely necessary, however, that the matter be looked
into very carefully. Local conditions may greatly

affect the cost of manufacture, and it may cost

more to furnish light in one town chan it will in

another perhaps 50 miles away. The price of coal

is one of the largest factors in the extensive opera-

tion and is exceedingly variable in quantity, due
to the difference in freight rates. The quality of

the feed-water used will also have a great bearing
on the efficiency and life of your boilers, and per-

haps, owing to the peculiar manner in which your
town is laid out, the investment in copper neces-

sary to be distributed over it may be several times

that required in a neighboring town of the same
population.

In towns where we have gas competition the

question assumes a different phase. Here the price

in regard to service has a fixed limit, above which
it is almost impossible to go and be successful.

The advent of an electric company into a small

town is usualb' the occasion of lowering of gas

rates in the hope of discouraging electric light.

And the first clash of arms is likely to be pro-

longed into a rate war, which will continue until

the companies get together and make some kind
of a working arrangement by which both can live,

or else consolidate their interests.

In considering the advisability of lowering rates

the first thing to be taken into account is the

strength of your adversary. How long can he hold
out at the prices which he will be compelled to

make in order to meet your comoetition? A point

not to be overlooked is the fact that lowering rates

will be accompanied by increased consumption, and
owing to local conditions your adversary may be
able to make more net profit per cubic foot of

increased gas consumption than you can make on
an eouivalent of increased electrical consumption

;

and if this is the case, your last state is worse than
the first. Try to avoid, if possible, ruinous com-
petition. Above all things, do not make the mis-
take of charging a half-dozen prices for the same
amount and class of service. It will cause you
more trouble and lose you more customers than
any other policy which you might adopt. Con-
fidential rates are a bad thing to trifle with, for in

the end they will prove to be a boomerang.
The question now arises, what is a fair rate? It

is generally accepted throughout the eastern and
central states that on meter measurement a base
rate of 20 cents per kilowatt-hour is about correct.

Let us see for a moment how this comp.ares with
ihe price of gas. An ordinary gas-iet consuming
five cubic feet of very good gas hour will, on
the average, give from iS to 20 candle power. A
Welsbach lamp, when in good condition and con-
suming three feet of gas per hour, will give about
40 candle power. Then 1,000 cubic feet of gas will

produce %vith ordinary open-tip burners not to ex-
ceed 4,000 candle power hours, and with a Wels-
bach 13,300 candle power hours, or a little

over three times as many. In order to produce the
same amount of illumination with a 16 candle power
incandescent lamp the lamp will have to burn re-

spectively 250 and 832 hours. Assuming that the
consumption of an average lamp to be 60 watts per
hour, we should have to expend, in the first case,

15 kilowatt-hours, and in the second 50 kilowatt-
hours. Now, if the price of gas is $2 per 1,000

feet, for an equivalent of light we shall- have to
sell 15 kilowatt-hours for $2, or at a rate of 13^/^

cents per kilowatt-hour, while in order to com-
pete with Welsbachs we shall have to sell cur-
rent at a rate of four cents per kilowatt-hour, a

rate which is practically out of the question at

small stations.

In the majority of small towns, however, light

is sold on a contract basis, and we will consider

briefly the advisability of modifying this system to

the benefit of both the company and the consumer.
From the records of our station I find that be-
tween the hour of starting the machinery and 10

o'clock p. m., the average number of hours run
per month is 140. We can safely assume, then,

that with contract lights the hours of burning will

approximate this figure. Now, ai ISV2 cents per
kilowatt-hour, a lamp burning for 140 hours, and
taking 60 watts per hour, will cost the consumer
$r.i2. If it is burned until nine o'clock, or 112 hours
per month, it will cost 89 cents, and if until eight
o'clock, or 84 hours, it will cost 66 cents. It

would be out of the question, however, in most
towns, to charge such prices for lights on contract.

and it will be readily seen that for several reasons

we can afford to make the rates much lower. In

the first place, the customer having, say, 10 lights

in his store, and closing at 9 p. m., would not, if

they were on a meter, burn them for anywhere near
112 Hours each month. This would be especially

true in the summer time, when there would per-

haps be no necessity for having them all turned
on before 7 p. m. The result will be that, instead

of paying $8.90 per month for his light, he will

probably not pay more than $5.00. At the same
time the cost to the company furnishing light would
remain nearly constant; for interest charges, labor,

etc., remaining nearly the same, the only difference

would be in the cost of coal, wear and tear, etc.,

and this would be offset in a measure by the in-

terest on the cost of meters, their maintenance and
the advantages to be derived by avoiding disputed

accounts. Again, if the customer is on a contract,

he is bound to take light for a specified period, and
in consequence the electric-light company is as-

sured of a certain definite I'evenue from him; while,

perhaps, if he were on a meter he might take a

notion to burn gas at times, and would prove a

very unsatisfactory customer.
On the other hand, in competing with gas for

the illumination of residences, public halls, churches,

etc., requiring intermittent use of light, it is neces-

sary to furnish an illumination equivalent to the

gas—that as many or more electric lamps be in-

stalled as there are gas-jets in use. It is neces-

sary also that we make a rate comparable with the

cost of gas for similar service. Obviously, then,

the rate per lamp must be made much lower than

in the case of strictly commercial lighting; if. now,
we could assure ourselves that the lights will be
used judiciously, or only when necessary, we can

perhaos get a fair price for current furnished, but

the chances are very much against such condi-

tional, affairs; and the conseauence is, that there

will be an enormous waste of light, for which the

company will receive no compensation, and which
waste will occur just at a time when the light has
it-s maximum value to the producer. I know that

in the case of the plant with w^hich I am con-

nected we passed through a similar experience.

The load kept increasing until the capacity of our
machine was strained, while at the same time
the revenues remained unsatisfactory. A partial

rhange to the meter basis—more esoecially in resi-

-^ence lighting, churches, public halls, etc.—resulted

in cutting the load almost in two. while the reve-

nues, after a temporary drop, soon increased asain

a^ove what +hey were before the change was made.
T think, then, th^t in the case of small stations

it is safe to sav that for commercial customers, using

perhaps tip to as hisrh as 10 or IS lights almost
cnns*-antly during lifrhting hours, the contract sys-

*-fm is preferable. But in installations requiring a

large number of lamps, where it is not necessary

to burn them continually, the contract system re-

sults in a great waste of light; and in such cases

the meter system is the best solution of the diffi-

culty, and even this has its faults. Electric light

has some features peculiar to itself which make
it almost the ideal form of illumination. It is

clean and cool, does not vitiate the atmosphere.
and its quality is such as to make it particularly

valuable for distinguishing colors after nigTit. It

also lends itself admirably to decorative effects, and
CPU he used under circumstances where other forms
of illumination are entirelj- out of the question.

All of these advantages tend to make electric light

bring a premium over the price charged for gas
lighting for many purposes, and should be used as

arguments in persuading customers to take light.

Decorative lighting may seem a very unprofitable

field in a small town, yet it is a good form of ad-

vertisement for the company. Window lighting is

also a very profitable field, and although one would
not expect much from this source in a small town,
yet it is surprising at the revenue to be obtained
from it. Handling electric and combination fix-

tures has also been the means of obtaining us many
good customers. We do not attempt to make much
profit out of the business, but try to do good work
and please our customers, and the result is, that

they verj' rarely leave us, after once experiencing

a convenience of having electric light scattered

freely throughout the house, and capable of being
turned on and off without groping around in the

dark to find a chandelier.
The second requirement for the increase of our

net income is the reduction of operating expenses.

This phase of the question has received so much
attention lately, both in the columns of the techni-

cal papers and at the meetings of various lighting

associations, that anything I might say would be
simply repetition. The subject was handled most
admirably at the last year's meeting of this associa-

tion by Mr. E. P. Robert:; in his paper, entitled
"Positive and Negative Economies in the Opera-
tion of Small Electric-light Plants," If it were
possible 10 emphasize any of his ?tatcments, I

should first call attention to the necessity of keep-
ing close account of everything that goes to make
up the operating expenses. Keep books. It is not
such a tremendous amount of work; and don't be
satisfied with simply an account of receipts and
expenditures. It is ju?t as necessary for the man-
ager of a small plant to know where his money is

.going as it is for the manager of a large plant.
Keep daily station records of the number of hours
run, the load in arc and incandescent lamps, the
amount of water consumed, the amount of coal
burned, and of the dozens of little and big things
that go to make up the expense account. You
would think your fireman crazy if you saw him
shoveling dollar bills under the boiler, yet perhaps
that is just what he is doing for you. only in an-
other way. Weigh your coal and water once in

a while, and see about what you are doing; per-
haps your coal is unsuitable for the work required
of it; perhaps your fireman does not know as much
about firing as he should; check him up and see.

You will be surprised at the amount of interest
that your men at the station will take in these
matters. If they are the right sort of men they
are interested in your success, and are willing to
do their best to help you if you can only tell them
what to do.

Know the conditions thoroughly under which
you are working, and then knowing them, try to
improve them to the best of your ability. You
may have difficulty at times in raising the neces-
sary money with which to make changes and im-
provements; but you do not need to make them all in

a day; do it gradually. Rather than spend a little

money in tinkering things up so they will work
for the time being, get at the root of the difficulty

and fix it up once and for all, even if it does cost
more.
Above all things avoid buying things on which

your service depends because thev are cheap. I

do not mean to say that one should always buy the
most expensive supplies, but he should use good
iudgrnent, strive to buy the best and most suitable
for his purpose.
And. finally, do not make the mistake of being too

economical in your pav-roll. The laborer is

worthy of his hire, and if you have a good man
show your appreciation of him by paying him
what he is worth to you.

In conclusion, I would say, study the conditions
neculiar to your town and your plant: become
familiar with every detail; get out once in a while
and see your brother manaorers and have a chat
with +hem and see what they are doin^. Keep
pos^-ed in current affairs in the electrical business
and strive to insure that vour customers have as
reliable service, as good lisrht and as low prices
as it is possible for you to give them.

Wood Arc Lamp Suspension Cutout.
To supply the demand for a reliable as well as

ornamental suspension device for cutting in or out
arc lamps for interior illumination the Wood arc-
lamp suspension cutout has been designed. This
device is furnished in any
length, so as to permit the
suspension of the lamp at,
any desired distance from the
floor. In the illustration the
device is shown in position.

The switch mechanism of the
cutout is so arranged that

when the black handle is

pulled the light 15 extin-

guished and the lamp and its

terminals disconnected from
the circuit, thereby avoiding
the possibility of shock to

the trimmer. When it is de-
sired to light the lamp the
white handle is pulled, which
immediately places the lamo
in the circuit. The switch
mechanism is quick-acting in

both directions, and after

passing a given point is en-
tirely beyond the control of

the operator, making a posi-

tive "on" or "off" contact.

The switch lever is so de-

signed that its center of grav-
ity is below the point of sup-
port, thereby allowing it to

remain always in a perfectly

horizontal position, preserv-

ing the symmetry of the de-

sign. These devices are neat in appearance, dust-

proof and finished in antique ccpper, brass, black
or any other finish to suit the lamps which they are

intended to be used with. They are also fitted with

a pointer which indicates the "on" and "off" posi-

tions. The line terniiuals are connected to two
binding posts on the outside, which are visible in

the illustration, while the lamp terminals pass up
through the hollow ,hook and are connected to two
binding posts on the inside. All "connections can
be made without removing the lamp from the hook.
The method of working the switch mechanism by
cord and tassel, pole or hook in a vertical plane is

said to be a great improvement over the horizontal-
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plane method, which jnakea it very difficult to throw

the switch when the lamp is installed any great, dis-

tance from the floar.

These lamp-suspension cut-outs are manulactured

for use on constant-potential circuits, as well as

series circuits. The interior mechanism, however, is

slightly modified, so that the circuit is open while

the lamp is cut out, instead of being closed, as is

the case when used on series circuits. The Fort

Wayne Electric Works, Fort \Vayne, Ind., are the

manufacturers of this new device.

The Warren Electric Manufacturing
Company's "At Home."

The public test of the largest dynamo yet turned

out by the Warren Electric Manufacturing company
of Sandusky, O., was the occasion, on Friday after-

noon, December 15th, of an "at home" at the works

of the company to the citizens of Sandusky. From
two until five o'clock the doors of the works were

thrown open to visitors, and, guided by different

ofificials of the company, the guests, many of whom
were ladies, were shown about Mr. Warren's plant.

The various points of interest in the shops, and the

large new dynamo, in particular, were explained to

those who were so fortunate as to devote an hour's

time to a most interesting subject.

There were present to receive and con-

duct the visitors about the establishment C. C. War-
ren, president and general manager of the company;
Frank Warren, secretary: Charles F. Mack, treas-

urer. Assisting these gentlemen in explaining some
of the mysteries and intricacies of the electrical ma-
chinery were C. E. F. Ahlm. chief electrician: A.

Lang, chief draughtsman : Carl Rieger, receiving and
shipping clerk: Hale Robinson, general superintend-

en(; F. A. Fish, chief accountant, and others.

The objects of greatest interest were the three

alternatin,i?-current dynamos that have just been
built for the Armour plant at the Union Stockyards
in Chicago. One of them is 10 feet in height, weighs
2^ tons and is of 7,000 incandescent lights' capacity.

The two other dynamos built for Armour are of

3,500 lights' capacity each. Besides the machines
for Armour there were 25 or y,o other dynamos of

various sizes and patterns in all stages of construc-
tion in the shops. Several of the Warren alternators

have been sent to Japan, and another order from a

fi.rm in that country was recently booked. In Mex-
ico and Canada machinery from the Warren shops
is also used.
The Warren company purchased the plant that

'it now owns three years ago: and a played-out and
run-down business in another line and a dilapidated
old shop have been converted into a model elec-

trical establishment.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Motormen and conductors running out of the West

Side barns of the Chicago Union Traction Company
were furnished with hot turkey dinners on Christ-
mas Day by the company.

Every man in the employment of the Cleveland
(O.) City Railway company, popularly known as the
"Little Consolidated," except the track men and
laborers, received a $5 gold piece as a Christmas
present from the company. In all the company dis-

tributed $5,000. all in gold.

The "compliments of the season" from the Joseph
Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City, coming in

the shape of a box of lead-pencils and erasers, are
always especially welcome in newspaper offices.

The Western Electrician acknowledges the receipt
of such a box with thanks.

Seventy telephone operators employed by the
Chicago Telephone company at the main office,

Washington and Franklin streets, were pleasantly
remembered by the company on Christmas Eve,
says the Chicago Record. Each of the 70 girls re-
ceived a $2.50 gold piece as she concluded her day's
work, and all w^ere complimented by their superiors
for their bravery and coolness a few davs ago when
a small fire was discovered in the building.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis has sent out to all the trade as a Christmas
remembrance a handsome souvenir in the shape of
an aluminum pocket cigar case, filled with good ci-

gars—a useful as w^ell as entirely satisfactory present
to most men. The company states that its business
in everj'^ department has far exceeded its greatest
expectations, and, wishing to thank its numerous
customers, it thought that this method of getting
to all of them would be the most acceptable. Prob-
ably no supply house in the country has grown
so rapidly and solidly as this company. Its policy
of giving all orders, whether small or large, the best
attention has, thev report, succeeded in the long
run. and to-day. the company stands in the front
rank, as one of the largest supply houses in the
country, with a reputation tor integrity and business
ability that is enviable. The company reports that
the outlook for business in 1900 is extremely good.

The Iron Clad Resistance company of Westfield,
N. T., is distributing to the trade a unique souvenir
in the form of a paperweight, which is an exact
reproduction, in miniature, of one of the types of
ironclad rheostats made by this well-known com-
pany. The iron body of the paperweight is finished
black, while the contacts and lever are in lacquered-
gold finish. The Iron Clad company says that it

has about completed a large two-story addition to

its works, and will now have practically double the

manufacturing floor space which it had when the

company commejiced business a little over a year
ago. This addition was necessitated by the large
and increasing orders for standard and special rheo-

stats and theater dimmers, which it reports are

constantly being received from this country, as well

as abroad. The policy adopted by the company,
which is to furnish only first-class and reliable ap-

paratus at fair prices, seems to have met with the

generous approval of the users of rheostats, and un-
doubtedly will continue to keep the company in the

front rank in its special line.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, December 23.—Brooklyn Rapid Tran-

sit stock suffered on the stock market to a consid-

erable extent early in the week. The greatest break
was a decline of nearly 14 points on Wednesday, but

the fall was only temporary. There were stories

which went with the decline, which included a ru-

mored intention of having a receiver appointed for

the property, a marked decrease in the earnings of

the company, and the liquidation of stock held by
one of the strongest interests of the corporation.

The positive and direct denials of the truth of these

stories by officials of the company served no pur-

pose in the time when hammering was hardest.

Officers of the company said not only were earnings

showing considerable increase over the correspond-
ing period in last year, but that the talk of a re-

ceivership was not only unfounded but libelous.

As to the liquidation by one of the principal holders

of the stock, this was also denied; but all of the in-

dications point to the truth of the report. The
voting trust in Brooklyn Rapid Transit will expire

December 31st and the voting-trust certificates will

be exchanged for Brooklyn Rapid Transit stock.

The annual meeting will be held January 26th, and
the result of that meeting will undoubtedly show
who own -and control the company.
The Automobile Club of America has decided to

compete for the James Gordon Bennett automobile
cup at an international race, to be run near Paris,

and the formal challenge has been mailed to the

Automobile Club of France. Among the other prob-
able competitors are the national automobile organi-

zations of Austria, Belgium, Germany, Great Britain,

Switzerland and Turin. Each club is entitled to

start three vehicles, and it is probable that Amer-
ica will be represented by the full complement. Two
members of the club have already decided to build

automobile racers especially for the contest. The
distance of the race will be about 450 miles, and it

will take place on the French roads some time be-

tween May 15th and August 15th.

Controller Coler's lapid-transit tunnel plans re-

ceived a serious check at the hands of the Municipal
Assembly Tuesday night. The aldermen defeated

the controller's suggestion to look into the cost

of tunnel construction from Whitehall street to

Brooklyn and the mayor signed the resolution au-
thorizing the bridge commissioner to investigate

the erection of the proposed bridges from Sixtieth

street to Long Island City and from Pike Slip to

Brooklyn. Controller Coler believes that the tun-
nels will solve the question of transit between Man-
hattan and Kings and Queens.

It is probable that next Tuesday Third Avenue
Railroad electric cars will commence running in

Amsterdam avenue between One-hundred-and-
twenty-fifth and One-hundred-and-slxty-first streets.

The cars will run through from the postofifice to
One-hundred-and-sixty-first street. They will not
run to Fort George, however, for five or six weeks.

Plans have been submitted to the Park Board by
officials of the Manhattan Railway company, show-
ing routes of the elevated railway by means of which
it can reach the South Ferry terminus either without
crossing Battery Park or with structural modifica-
tions, which, in combination with shrubbery, would
partly conceal the structure where it encroaches
upon the park. It is expected that the plans will

be considered by the board next Wednesday.
It is reported that a torpedo has been perfected

by a New York woman which may work great re-

sults in naval warfare. The woman is Dr. M. J.

Alsbau. In its undeveloped state the torpedo was
invented by Captain T. Wemyss Just of Tasmania,
who has been living in New York for a year. Dr.
Alsbau is said to have worked out an electrical

apparatus for steering the torpedo without having
wires connecting it with the boat from which it is

sent. However, the idea of using electric waves
for this purpose is also credited to an English in-

ventor. The United States government has become
interested in the new torpedo, it is said, and will

advance $10,000 for experiments, the inventor having
raised $40,000 in cash. A stock company has been
formed, capitalized at $1,000,000, to manufacture
the new projectile. When fired the head of the tor-

pedo is to strike the enemy's ship above the water
line, flying off in advance of the torpedo proper.

This is intended as a feint. Just after it has exploded
the huge torpedo explodes underneath. It is guided
by a device based on the laws of gravity. M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis. December 23.—A controlling interest

in the Cedar Rapids (la.) Electric Light and Power
company's business has passed into the hands of C. J.

Ives, Dr. J. H. Smith and others.

A. L. Beardslee has applied for an electric-Hght

franchise at Manchester, la. The city will vote on
the proposition on January 20th.

The new street railway has run its first car in

Council Bluffs, la. Construction is being pushed
as rapidly as possible and it is expected to have the
line in operation by January ist or soon after.

City Electrician William H. Dickman of Rock
Island, 111., was working on an electric-light pole,

when it snapped under his weight. He fell 20 feet,

the pole falling on him. He was painfully bruised,

but it is thought that nothing serious will result.

A fierce snowstorm in La Crosse, Wis., tied up
the street-car system completely for nearly 24 hours.

W. S. Clem proposes to establish an electric-light

plant in Chelsea. la., in the spring.

The council of Mankato, Minn., granted the street-

railway compa-ny an extension of time in which to

get the system in operation. The mayor vetoed it,

but the council overruled his veto, despite his vigor-

ous efforts to prevent it.

The G. & D. Electric Supply company of Sioux
City, la., has filed articles of incorporation, with
$10,000 capital stock.

Superintendent Hurd of the street-railway com-
pany at Janesville, Wis., says the company is paying
expenses and making a small profit on the invest-

ment this winter. A number of improvements are
in prospect for next season.

A new 60 horse power boiler has been added to

the electric-hght plant at Winterset, la., at a cost

of $800.

The electric-light system at Winnebago City.

Minn., is in a flourishing condition, and is adding to

the number taking light so much that an additional

dj'namo will be necessary before another season.

The Home Electric company of Dubuque, la., is

unwilling to accept the franchise tendered by the

council. It provides for transfers to all lines and
for half rates between six and seven in the morning
and evening. The council declines to authorize any
extensions unless these conditions are complied with.

A new dynamo has been installed at Madison,
Minn., for the village electric-light plant.

The Twin City Electric company of Grand Rapids
and Centralia, Wis., has adopted a new schedule
of rates.

Electric lights are projected for Blanchard, la.,

for next season.
The matter of municipal ownership of the electric-

light plant is being agitated at Platteville, Wis.
The council of Chaska, Minn., has taken the first

step looking toward the installation of a village

electric-light plant.

The report of E. P. Roberts & Co. of Cleveland,

O., on the cost of installing and operating an elec-

tric-light plant for Duluth, Minn., has been received.

For a plant of 460 arcs, of 2.000 candle power, the

cost is $93,000; for 500, it is $97,000, both to have a

gas-power plant at the gasworks. For 460 lights

with steam-power plant, the cost is $110,500; for

500 lights, $114,000. For a steam-power plant at

the pumping station the cost of 460 lights would be

$114,500, or $1.18,500 for 500 lights.

The Montana Power Transmission company has

been incorporated at Butte, Mont., with capital

stock of $1,000,000. It succeeds to the water power
and electrical transmission plant being installed on
the Big Hole River.

A breaking governor on the engine in the electric-

light plant at Mankato, Minn., crushed the jawbone
of the night engineer, Jpseph Hampel, cut his neck,

fractured his skull and otherwise injured him. The
frying pieces also did considerable damage to the

room.
The Electric and Power company of St. Cloud,

Minn., recently notified the Benton Power and
Traction company that it would be compelled to

shut off the power from the street cars. The Benton
Power and Traction company is installing a new
power plant, which is not quite ready. The former
company has added to its customers, so that its

capacity was exceeded by the demands of the street-

car company. Coming at the holiday period, the

stoppage seriously inconvenienced shopping. A
compromise was finally arranged by which the cars

were furnished with power from 6 to 7:30 a. m. and
from 4 to 6:30 p. m.
The street-railway company of Fond du Lac, Wis.,

has made its peace with the Chicago and North-
western Railway company, and the latter will permit

the street-car tracks to cross its tracks.

The Edison Light company of Des Moines, la.,

has just installed additional machinery, which

doubles its capacity.

The street-railway company of Des Moines has

purchased two 600 horse power engines, which will

be installed in its power plant at once.

The employes of the St. Paul Gas Light company
presented B. F. Ellison a testimonial of regard.

Mr. Ellison is leaving the Gas Light company to

accept the management of the Waterworks, Gas and

Electric company of West Superior, Wis. The pres-

ent was a bronze figure-piece, representing Progress

and Science.
F. H. Snyder will install a complete electric-light

plant for the Saulpaugh House at Mankato, Minn.

The contract has been let for a $20,000 electric-

light plant at Greenwood, B. C.

Negotiations are pending at Dubuque, la., for

the consolidation of the street-car systems into one

company.
Dr. D. K. Dickinson of Lead, S. D., has bought

the electric-light plant at Spearfish. S. D. It is

rumored the purchase is for the Homestake com-
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pany, which is buying all the water rights possible

along the Speartish Creek, and the electric company
had rights on that stream.

The Burlington Railway and Light company of

Burlington, la., seeks to enjoin a tax sale. It

claims that the city agreed to release the company
from paving between its tracks in consideration

of certain extensions and other improvements.

Several years ago the street-railway system at

Keokuk, la., was sold at auction to J. C. Hubinger
of that city for $10,000. He made extensive im-

provements and operated it. The Central Trust

company, representing bondholders, appealed from
the sale and the Iowa Supreme Court reversed it.

Action was then brought in the federal .
court

against Mr. Hubinger for the conversion of prop-

erty, and judgment for $27,000 secured. The judg-

ment was paid and the Superior Court has now
apportioned the proceeds of the judgment to the

bondholders.
The Supreme Court of Mimiesota holds that the

burden of proof falls upon the .plaintiff to show
that a defendant company is negligent in case of

an accident, in failing to employ a conductor on
a street car. The case was James Palmer vs. the

Winona (Minn.) Railway and Light company.
The council of Missoula, Mont., has contracted

with the Electric Light company for lighting the

city for five years at $8.33 per arc light per month.

The contract has been let and work started on
the Seattle and Tacoma electric railway. The line

will cost about $20,000 a mile.

The Dickinson (N. D.) Electric Light and Power
company has been incorporated, with $10,000 capi-

tal stock, and will proceed to install a plant at

once.
The county commissioners of Swift County, Min-

nesota, are considering a small electric-light plant

for the courthouse at Benson.
The Holt electric plant will begin lighting the

streets of Oconto, Wis., about December 15th.

The Omaha and Council Bluffs Railway and Bridge
company and the Council Bluffs and Suburban Rail-

way company have each secured injunctions against

the other, to prevent laying of track in disputed

territory. The former has also asked and secured
an injunction to prevent the latter from laying

any tracks on streets occupied by it. The charge
is made that the Council Bluffs and Suburban se-

cured its franchise by fraud.

The one dynamo in the village electric-light plant

at Fosston, Minn., is said to be overloaded, and a

new dynamo is urged.
A. B. Kerlin is an applicant at Verndale, Minn.,

for a franchise to establish an electric-light system.

The Twin City Electric company makes a propo-
sition to the city of Grand Rapids, Wis., to put in

a motor and pump water for the city, saving the

expense of an engineer, a fireman and fuel.

Edward P. Burch. electrical engineer for the Twin
City Rapid Transit company of Minneapolis and St.

Paul, has resigned and will become a consulting
engineer. He has been the company's chief elec-

trician for eight years. R.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., December 23.—The Town Council
of Greenwood, B. C, is considering two electric-

lighting schemes. The ptroposal submitted by Mr.
Mcintosh, C. E., which includes a tramway to the

town of Phcenix, seems to meet with popular favor

by the ratepayers.

Messrs. McMannus, Lane & McMannus of Syd-
ney, C. B., have installed for the Nova Scotia Steel

and Iron company of Cape Breton a complete elec-

tric-lighting plant, consisting of one 75-kilowatt

S. K. C. two-phase generator and a complete equip-

ment of 60 alternating-current, enclosed arc lamps.

This is said to be the first installation in Canada
where an alternating-current generator has its ca-

pacity entirely taken up with arc lamps alone, and
speaks well for the future of alternating-current arc

lamps and also of the progress being made along
these lines.

The island of Belle Isle, off the north coast of

Labrador, has no communication with the main-
land, and it Is doubtful if telegraphic communica-
tion can ever be established with the island, unless

by Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy, because

icebergs are continually grounding in the Strait

of Belle Isle, and no cable woula survive a single

.season. It is no easy matter to build 800 miles

of telegraph line along a mountainous, broken
and barren shore, yet the Dominion government,
fully aware of the desirability of connecting the

strait by telegraph with the commercial system,

is rapidly extending telegraphic communication
along the north shore, and expects to reach

the sirait next year, when the wireless system will

be tested and, if found feasible, adopted by the

government.
Mr. Robert A. Ross of Montreal, who has just

returned from China, Japan and British India, in

the interests of a syndicate of jrapitalists, says that

he" comes back with the impression that outsiders

can dq nothing in Japan, in the way of electric-

railway development, as the Japanese people are
fully abreast of the times. They have sent their

men abroad, have learned about all that could be
taught them and have already established electrical

schools, and have tramways in their largest cities.

The automobile has just made its first appear-
ance on the streets of Montreal, and has created a

favorable impression. If the intentions of the gen-

tlemen cuntroiling it are carried out, Montreal will

see many of tliesc vehicles upon its thoroughfares
next summer. Messrs. A, J. Coiriveau and H. M.
Dandurand have secured the Canadian rights, and
they are now engaged in i-electing a suitable site

in or near the city of Montreal for the erection

of an automobile factory, and the work of manufac-
turing the automobile will be commenced at once,

It is stated that the vehicle can be put on the mar-
ket for $600,

The chemically pure sulphuric acid for use in the
Ottawa Electric company's big storage battery has
arrived from Liverpool, England, at Montreal,
through the firm of Evans Sc Sons, wholesale drug-
gists of the latter city. The acid, 5,000 pounds
in quantity, is the largest amount of that article

that has ever come to Canada in one shipment, it

is said. When the order was cabled to the old

country for such a large quantity of chemically
pure sulphuric acid, the Li\erpcoI druggists were
simply staggered, and cabled back, asking if there

was not some mistake, and if it was not common
acid that was required. The Montreal firm returned

a message that their original order was correct.

An important new departure is in contemplation

by the Montreal Electric Street Railway company.
It will be in the direction of providing for the con-

venience of smokers special cars by which they may
travel and enjoy the luxury of the weed.
At a meeting of the Sarnia Street Railway com-

pany's stockholders of Sarnia. Ont., the question

of convening the railway into an electric system was
discussed, and a by-law authorizing the directors to

raise $6o.coo by debentures for the carrying out of

the work was passed.
. Application will be made at the ensuing session

cf Dominion Parliament for the incorporation of

the Alaska and Northwestern Railway company, to

construct and operate a steam or electric railway

trom Pyramid Karbor, on the Lynn Canal, through
the Chilkat Pass, and thence by way of the Dalton
Trail to Fort Selkirk, in the Canadian Yukon district.

W.

PERSONAL.
In a recent issue of I'Elettricita of Milan, Italy,

among a group of portraits of engineers is one easily

recognizable as that of Mr. Bion J. Arnold, but the

inscription beneath it is simply and familiarly

"Bion Ing. I., Chicago."

Mr. F. F.Sapp, sales manager of the North Electric

company of Cleveland, O-, is spending the holidays

with his friends and relatives in and near Chicago.
Mr. Sapp is enjoying a needed rest, but when asked
for his opinion of the business situation he said

Ihat he was sanguine that the telephone business

of his company would be more than doubled during
the forthcoming year.

Mr. T. C. Martin, editor of the Electrical World
and Engineer of New York, is chairman of the com-
mittee of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers which is endeavoring to arrange a joint meet-
ing with the British Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers to be held in Paris in the week of August
12-18, 1900. It is desirable that members who may
wish to attend such a meeting announce their in-

tention as soon as possible.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The New Albany Light, Heat and Power company

of New Albany, Ind., has recently purchased from
the Western Electric company a 200-kilowatt, two-
phase Stanley generator, and is increasing the ca-'

pacity of its plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Stockholders of the Chicago Consolidated Trac-

tion company have received circulars announcing
the plan by which it is proposed to turn over the
stock of the company to the Chicago Union Traction
company.

The structure of the Northwestern elevated rad-
way of Chicago was practically completed on Christ-
mas Day. By January ist the company confidently

expects to have at least one train running over the
entire road and connecting with the Union Loop.

From Dover, Del., comes word, under date of
December 21st, that certificates of incorporation
were filed there by the Doty Third Rail Electrical

company of New York, "to transact, carry out,

manufacture, sell and lease electrical appliances of
all kinds." The incorporators are William W.
Doty and William Reinhart of New York, William
F. Wilson and Harry C. Frank, Mount Vernon,
N. Y., and James Virden, Dover. The capital is

$2,500,000.

A dispatch from Cincinnati, O., says the represent-
atives of the American Railways company of Phila-

delphia, capitalized at $25,000,000, at the head of

which is ex-President McLeod of the Philadelphia
and Reading railway, are negotiating in that city

for a controlling interest in the Cincinnati, New-
port and Covington Railway company. The Ameri-
can Railways company has recently bought the

bonds of a Dayton. O., company, has bought outright

the Springfield railway and is said to have se-

cured a $500,000 interest in the Chicago Union
Traction company.

AUTOMOBILES.
An electric cab service is to be established in

New Haven, Conn., by the New H.ivcn Electric
Cab company, capitalized ai $60,000, and recently
organized. Among the stockholders arc S. W. Hart.
Lucius W. Tuitlc and F. B. Wells. The cabs will
be run at regular intervals, and depot concctions
will be made.

Mayor Quincy of Boston has approved an order
passed by the Board of Aldermen granting locations
for an automobile merchandise and passenger-traffic
line to the Bfjston Transit company, Henry B. Hyde
president. The omnibus that has been considered
seats 20 or 22 persons, four or six of them outside.
The vehicles will probably be built in Hartford,
Conn. Electricity will be their motive power, ac-
cording to the statements of the promoters, though
the Boston Transit company is authorized to use
compressed air, gasoline or anything else. It is

authorized also to carry freight and parcels, and
even mails, though nothing has been done about
providing facilities for any such business in the ve-
hicles so far considered.

PUBLICATIONS.
The art of lithographer and printer is displayed

to advantage on the handsome calendar for 1900
which the Kentucky Electrical company of Owens-
boro, Ky., is sending out with the compliments of the
season.

A second edition of the lecture by Walter B. Snow,
on "The Influence of Mechanical Draft Upon the
Ultimate Efficiency of Steam Boilers," has just been
issued by the B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston,
Mass. Copies will be sent upon application.

In the December 23d issue of The Other Side
in this self-explanatory announcement: "With the
issue for January 6. 1900. the name of this publica-
tion will be changed to Public Policy, and the name
of Mr. Allen Ripley Foote will be announced as its

editor and manager."

Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, O., have issued a neat
catalogue devoted exclusively to the Willard auto-
mobile storage battery. The statement is made that
the battery may be fully charged in 45 minutes—

a

fact which is regarded as an important advance in

the new automobile industry. Various tables are
given in the catalogue which indicate the amount of
current necessary for different periods of charging.
The manufacturers purpose to make a specialty of
maintaining for a period of years at a specified sum
all Willard automobile batteries in any make of
carriage in which they may be used. Instructions
for the care and maintenance of the battery are
given in the catalogue, with a complete description
of its construction and a statement of the method of
operation.

A complete and well-arranged catalogue has been
issued by Elmer G. Willyoung of New York city,

successor to Elmer G. Willyoung & Co. of Phila-
delphia. The publication is devoted to electrical and
scientific instruments and apparatus and it gives evi-

dence of care and discrimination in its preparation.
The various instruments are logically classified, and
the description of each class is prefaced by general
information which will be found especially useful
in facilitating intelligent selection of apparatus on
the part of many customers. Mr. Willyoung manu-
factures a full line of electrical instruments for lab-
oratory and commercial work and also makes
measuring apparatus for special purposes. Among
the great variety of instruments illustrated and de-
scribed in the catalogue are condensers, galvanome-
ters, resistances, standard cells, testing sets, pho-
tometers, induction coils, wireless-telegraphy appa-
ratus, voltmeters, ammeters, etc.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology an-

nounces a recent gift of $50,000 from Mr. Augustus
Lowell, which, according to the express wish of the
donor, is to serve as the nucleus of a fund, the
income af which shall be used for the benefit of the
teaching staff of the Institute in cases of illness,

death or retirement, subject to such regulations as
the government may from time to time see fit to
adopt. It is hoped that this gift will serve to at-

tract attention to the need of still greater endow-
ments of this character.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The General Electric company has declared a

quarterly dividend of 1V2 per cent., payable on Jan-
uary 15th to stock of record December 30th.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has declared a quarterly dividend of I'ii

per cent, on the preferred stock, payable Januay 2d.

Books w-ere closed December 23d and will be re-

opened January 3d.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A Milwaukee dispatch says that negotiations have

been begun for the installation of the Johnson-
Fortier system of wireless telegrapby in connection
with the steamer lines plying daily and nightly be-

tween Chicago and Milwaukee. This installation

will probably be made in the early part of the sum-
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mer season, and land stations will be set up at Chi-

cago, Kenosha, Waukegan, Racine and Milwaukee.

TRADE NEWS.
The Specialty Manufacturing company of Indian-

apolis, manufacturer of all kinds of fans, including

electric fans, has just received an order direct from

Moscow, Russia, for one dozen Triumph exhaust

fans, in sizes assorted from 28 inches to 42 inches.

The company says this order was placed after a

thorough trial of its Triumph fan.

Announcement is made that the Garton-Daniels

company of Keokuk, la., has been incorporated, to

continue the business of the Garton-Daniels Eleclric

company. The company announces that with in-

creased capital and better facilities it will be better

equipped than ever to handle the increasing demand
for Garton lightning arresters. Other specialties

will also be added to its line of manufacture.

BUSINESS,
One of the features of the new power plant of the

Independent Electric Light and Power company of

San Francisco is a complete mechanical-draft equip-
ment, consisting of four fans arranged to operate
upon the induced principle. These fans are ar-

ranged in pairs, each fan being 10 feet in diameter
and provided with an independent eight by 12 inch

horizontal engine, direct connected. This apparatus
is furnished by the B. F. Sturtevant company of

Boston, Mass.

Electra carbons, in a full line, are carried in stock
by the Cemral Electric company, Chicago. These
carbons have a high reputation for u.^e in incandes-
cent arc lamps.

A 16-page bulletin has been issued by the Belden-
Larwill Electric and Manufacturing company. Fort
Wayne, Ind. It contains matter descriptive of the
Belden no and 220-volt direct-current enclosed arc
lamps. Several very clear illustrations of different

parts of the lamp mechanism form a feature of the
bulletin.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

639,235. Conduit Plow. Edward M. Hewlett.

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric company of New York. Application

filed January 29, 1898.

Combined with an insulating support are positive and
negitive contact shoes insulated from each other, aod
mounted on ooposite sides of the insulating support, forked
metal supports to which the springs carrying the shoes
are secured, a connection between the springs and their

support, arranged so that the shoes make a trailing con-
nection with the conduit conductors when traveling in a

forward or backward direction, and a detachable securin'

device for holding the springs in place.

NO, 639,276. ..

639,252. Contact Shoe for Surface-contact Rail-

ways. Martin T. A. Kubierschky, Berlin, Ger-

man}'. Apphcation filed May 3, 1899.

The invention comprises angle-irons with a wearing strip

between them, the angle-irons being displaced at points in

the length of the shoe so as to form lozenge-shaped por-
tions, some of which form different angles with the center

line of the shoe from others.

639,276. Electric Transformer. James W. Pack-

ard, Warren, O. Application filed January 19,

1899-

ihe s de sections of the transformer are conpoied of
groups of strips of equal length, the groups be'ng arranged
side by side and having square and inclined enis alter-

nating, and the extreme ends of all the strips being ar-

raoged to register, whereby the sections are provided with

Bolid ends adapted to be held in a chuck for windiog. (See
cut.)

639,291. Automatic Telephone. Elias E. Ries, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the United States

Automatic Telephone company of New York.
Application filed August 7, 1897.

Tuere is described a single portable apparatus embody-
ing th=, signal-controlling device and circuit-changing and
receivioe mechanism of a telephone station, combined to

successively perform their sig laliag, circuit-changing
ani receiving functions by the act of grasping and lifting

the apparatus to the ear. (See cut.J

639,443. Electrically Driven Spindle. Henry B.

Sawyer, Newton, and Russell Robb, Concord,
Mass. Application filed June 28, 1899.

In the inveniion a series of spindles are driven by indi-
viduai moiors. and a s ngle motor drives th? feed rolls for

all of the spindles. There are also provided a series of

individual brakes for the spindles, a common controlling
device and a brake for the feed-roll motor, all o^erating
together by the movement of the common controlling de-
vice.

NO. 639,291.

639,447. Polyphase Alternating-current Magnet.
WiUiam M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to the Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing
company of New Jersey. Application filed June
II, 1898.

In combination with an automatic magnetic actuating
device aod an electromagnet for the control of its actua-
tion consisting of a magnetic core having three or more
leas are coils wound on the core between and separated
from each other by the legs and adapted to carry alternat-
ing currents, the currents in adjacent coils being in differ-

ent phase, and an armature adapted to co-operate with
the legs.

639,450. Governor Mechanism. Reuben Shirreffs,

Richmond, Va. Application filed June 20, 1899.

Elec romsgnetic means are provided in the mechanism
for controlling the valves of a piston cylinder.

639,459. Electric Ground Detector for Constant-
current Arc-light Circuits. John F. Stevens,

/ss2{ed December jg. iSgg.

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed September
25, 1S99.

The instrument comprises a fixed coil, a permanen t

magnet rotatable ani pivoted therein, a pointer secured to
the axis of the magnet, a resistance in series wiih the fixed
coil, a switchboard containiag three sockets, each elec-
trically connected with a separate binding post, and two
movable plugs adaptei to fit the sockets, one plug being
electrically connected with one end of the fixed coil and
the other being electrically connected through the resist-

ance with the other end of the fixed coil, as adjustable
means for ch^nging.the connection between tne instrument
and the line and ground.

639,464. Coupling for Electric or Other Wires.
Rolland Thompson,' Newark, N. J., assignor ot

one-half to John Dunphy, New York, N. Y.
Application filed October 11, 1899.

A coupling is described which is composed of a tubular-
shield open along one side and bavin? a slot on the oppo-
site side thereof, in combin^tioa with wires, having their

ends horizontally split and the upper portions of the ends
formed into hooks which engage with the slot, and the
lower portions abutting so as to form a flush surface on
the under side of the wires.

639,505. Electrical Transformer. Arthur F. Berry,
Market-Harborough, England. Application filed

June 16, 1S97.

The transformer comprises primary anl secondary coils,

an iron C3re composed of a number of comparatively thin
iron plates having holes therethrough of uniform width
and each built up of a number of pieces of thin sheet-iron
having their aijacent ends arranged to form butt and lap
jo'nts alternately, the plates beiui arranged to surround
the coils and leave a lon^itudini! air passage through the
core and spaced apart so as to leave betweea adjacent
plates longitudinal air passages surrounding the coils.

and layers of insulatng miierial inserted between the
coils and between the coils and the adjacent ed^es of the
plates.

639.526. Apparatus for Telephonic Systems. Frank
B. Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed No-
vember 30, 1894.

The apparatus consists of a normally open telephone
circuit, a calling generator included therein, a generator
shunt operated automatically by the driving mechanism
for the generator, a telephone set in the telephone circuit

and in series with the generator and ihe line, and a tele-

phone swi-tch controlling the telephone circuit by closing

and opening the same to establish and disestablish the
line circuit relatively to ihe generator and the telephone
set, whereby the telephone must be remaved from its sup-
port in order to ring together with a signaling indicator in

a branch circuit. (See cut.)

639.527. Drop-restoring Device for Telephone
Switchboards. Frank B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Original application filed November 30, 1894.

Divided and this application filed November 20,

1896.

The device consists of a p'uraliiy of separable liTting

members, one member assembled upon each annunciator
drop, whereby when the drops are positioned upon the
switchboard frame the lifting members are connected
in a manner to form a continuous lifting member for each
verticil row of drops upon the board, and means for
operating the continuous lifting member from one point to

restore all the fallen drops of the vertical row simultan-
eously.

639.528. Telephone -Transfer Board. Frank B.

Cook, Chicago, 111. Application filed December
22, 1896.

A switchboard, a spr'n; jack and a plug opening therein
are combined with a magnet or magnets in proximity to

the opening and a shutter armature normally away from
the opening directly attracted by the magnet to close the

jack opening.

639,557. Electrical Snap Switch. Monroe Guett,

Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Hart & Hege-
man Manufacturing company, Hartford, Conn.
Application filed October 28, 1898.

The switch consists of a i ectilinearly movable plate
having spring and locking lugs, an oscillating circuit

opener and closer with spring and locking lugs, the re-

spective locking lugs being so arranged that the locking
lug on the plate remains in the path ot a locking lug on the
circuit opener and closer during the first part of its travel

when the plate is moved, an actuaiitig spring with an end
extending each side at the spring projections on both the
plate and the circuit opener and closer, and means whereby
the plate may be moved.

639.590. Electric Transformer. Arthur H. Lor-
ing, Minneapolis, and Harry L. Clark, St. Pa>tl,

Minn. Application filed June 24, 1899.

In the transformer are combined wiih the coils of a
laminated core piece made in separate solid sections, a
casing, a supporting device secured thereto to hold the
main section of the core, a bracket attached to the sup-
poning device to hold the smaller section of the core and
means to bind the sections"firmly together to form a clos-

ure of ihe magnetic circuit,

639,652. Secondary Battery. Oskar Behrend, Frank-
fort-on-the-Main, Germany. Application filed

October 30, 1899.

An electric accumulator is described the electrodes of

which are separated one from another by a plate or sheet
of "luffah" which previously has been subjected to press-

ure, the remaining spaces between the plates or the plates

and the receptacle being filled with powdered glass.

639.688. Circuit Breaker or Line Opener. Freder-
ick C. Robertson, Toronto, Canada. Applica-
tion filed June 25, 1898.

In the invention are two parallel heat-expansive bars or
tubes having one each of their adjacent ends rigidly con-
nected by a yoke piece, one of the bars or tubes having
spirally wound on its surface a section of conductor and
provided at its free end with a contact point, the other
bar or tube secured (at its end distant from yoke piece) to
a standard carrying a contact point facing contact point
carried on bar, the contact points being normally open and
closing when the bar on which the conductor is wound is

expanded in advance of the other bar by heat generated
by actioo of the current in the conductor.

NO 639,526.

639,690. Electric Cane. Walter N. Sherman, Mer-
ced, Cal. Application filed February 4, 1899.

The cane combines with a hollow body, a hollow handle
screwed on the top of the body, aa induction apparatus
and a dry cell in the body, the shield of the apparatus ex-
tending out from the body through the handle to the out-
side thereof and adapted to be drawn therefrom to vary
the induction, removable caps for the ends of the handle,
an insulating plate in one end of the handle having contacts
connected witb the induction apparatus, and metallic
electrodes and attachments for the induction apparatus in
the other end of the handle. (See cut.)

Designs.

32.003, Incandescent Lamp Socket. Rudolph Meyer,
New York, N. Y. Application filed October 30,

1899. Term of patent, seven years.

32.004. Electric-armature Mounting. James H.
Mason, New York, N. Y. Application filed

November 7. 1899. Term of patent, seven years.

32.019. Rail

phia, Pa.
Term of

32.020. Rail

phia, Pa.

Term of

3^;0: Rail

phia, Pa.

-Term of

32,022. Rail
phia. Pa.

Term of

NO. 639.690.

Bond. Charles J. Mayer, Philadel-

Application filed November 15, 1S99.

patent, 14 years.

Bond. Charles J. Mayer, Philadel-

Application filed November 18, 1899.

patent, 14 years.

Bond. Charles J. Mayer, Philadel-

Application filed November 16, 1S99.

patent, 14 years. -

Bond. Charles J. Mayer, Philadel-

Application filed November 16, 1899.

patent, 14 years.
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OF THE liOCATIOiy OF BOOTHS.

From

September 2i

to

October 9,

1899.

TTTl

N

H4

,d

a

.... 1-

Don't Study Over This

Matter Any Longer.

You Will Be Perfectly

Safe in Exhibiting.

It Is a Sure Winner.

«f=^'f=''###^«i=^'i«f"^#»^'f*#4^^

TO BE HELD IN THE TATTER$ALL'S BUILDIN6.
(DIMENSIONS, 148 X 265 FEET.)

HAIHM. EZFOSIIR OF ELECTRICAL ARTS CO.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ILLINOIS. CAPITAL, $50,000.

W. E. BURNHAM, Mgr., 410 New York Life Building, Chicago, III.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trade

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUALLEO IN QUALm
AND EFFICIEN<rY

'ij^ STEADY
ILLIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERhbroadway NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.
. M>
99
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

il

Burnley Dry Battery. | Tue Burnley Soldering Paste.
This is the Pioneer Dry Battery, 1888-1899. Perfected

by long experience to absolute reliability. Regular size 6x

2J inches. Special sizes 4x2, 4xif and 2xii inches. Regular

size, 1.5 volts and 6 to 8 amperes. Endorsed by the leading

telephone companies and supply houses. Testimonials and

endorsements furnished on application to

Every construction man should use this Paste. Last year

we sold 200,000 }-pound boxes. It contains no acids, is

non-corrosive and insulating in its nature. We put it up in

i, i, I, 5 and 10 pound packages. The patent claims cover-

ing this paste are broad and we will prosecute to the full extent

of the law all infringers of our rights.

BURNLEY BATTERY $c MFC. CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Hsa-is-* Lake St.

CHICAC.O, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aanon Electric Oo sv
Advance Specialty Co xxiv

Allen-HuBsy Co xxvl

American Battery Co xill

American Elec. Fuse Co. ,.

American El. Heater Oo.

Amer. El. Specialty Co... it

Amer. El. Tel. Co...xTlii. xxv
Amer. El.VelilcleCo xxvl

American Elec. Works .... xr
Amer. Hardwood Mfg. Co. xv
Amar. Reflect. & Lt«. Co. xvUi
Auatin&Go., M. B ixvill

Baln.Forta xlil

Baker & Co xly

Bftll EnEine Co xxvll

Barnes Co., The Wallace, ly

BamettCo., Q. & H xxx
Becker Name Plate Co. .. 1

Bertiiold A Jennings xvil

Besly A Co.,Chu. H.... xxx
BlsseU&Co., F xlli, iiiv

Boasert El. Const. Co. .. xlli

Brady, T. H xilv

Brown & Co., M. R xvU
Bryan & Humphrey xt
Bryant Electric Co
Bndxye Electric Co
Burnley Battery & Mfg.Co. ill

Gary Spring Works xviil

Ceotm Electric Co t

Central Mfg. Co xvll

Central Te-l. * Elec, Co..

Chesley Machinery Co . . . xvii

Chicago Belting Co i

Oblcago EdiBon Co It, xtI

Oilc.FuseWlre AMf.Co. —

-

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... ill

C, M. &Bt. P. E. E.... xxvl

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xvl

Cling-Surlace Mig. Co. . . vi

Columhia Inc. Lamp Co. viil

Couch & Seeley Co xi

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo. xt
Ontter EL & Mfg. Co

Dayton Qlohe It. Wk. Co. xxvi

Dearborn Drug* Ch. Co. . xili

Delaware Hard Fibre Co. xxx
Detroit & Clevel. Nav. Co.

DiehlMIg. Co Til

Dixon Orncible Co.. Joa.. xxvll

Eagle El»ctric Works
Eastern Glee. Cable Co.. xv
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. xxvil

Edison Mfg. Co xlli

Edwards A Co v

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inat. . xv
Eaee. AppUaace Oo xiv

Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Hectrleian Pnb. Co.... xxll

Bmenon El. Mfg. Co.... xili

ErlcasonTelephone Co. .. i

Enreka Elec. Co xix

Farr Tel. M Con. Sup. Co. Ill

Fischer Equipment Co. . xxv
"For Sale" Advs xvi

Ft. Wayne Ele».Wks., Inc. xl

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

xlv

iv

xxx
xxv

Garton-Daniela Eleo. Co.

Gates & Randolph
General Electric Go xxlx
Gen'l Incandeecent Arc
Light Co Iv

Goldsmith Bros xxx
Gordon Battery Comiany. iv

Hardy Lamp Co
Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co.

Harvard Electric Co.. ..

Harvey Co., TheG. F....

Bays Construction Co.. . v

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co ^ i

Hodge-Walsh El.Eng.Co. xvl
Holmes Fibre-Sraph.Co. xxv
Holyoke A Holyoke xxvl
Hoebel A Manger xvil

minolB Electric Co
,

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Inteamat'l Cor. Sehools.

Iron Clad Resistance Co.

Johnston, TkDs. j

Xlli

xlli

xvi

Kartavort Mfg. Co xxx
Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co xxi

Kester Electric Mfg. Co. i

Klein & Son, Mathlas . xxvi
Knutson&Co., A. W i

Eokomo Tel.tfeEl.M.Co. xxtI
Kuhlman Electric Co ... .

Kusel, D. A. , Tel. A Eleo.
Mfg.Oo

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xvil

Leolanohe Battery Co... xvil

Lsffel & Co., Jam^.... xxvll

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co xU, xtli

Lindsley Brothers Co . . . xvil

Lombard WaterWh. Q. Oo.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xxv

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. . xxvl

Marietta Mfg. Co xili

Mass. Chemical Oo 1

Matthews. W. N xvi

McLennan «fc Co.. K
MetroFoUtan Steam Boiler
Comoound Mfg. Co xl

Mianus Electric Co xxiv

Mica Insulator Go xlv

Miscellaneous Advs xvi

Monon B. R xxlv

Montank Multlp. CableOo. 1

Moon Mfg. Co vll

Morris Arc Lamp Do xviii

Munsell & Co., Eugene., xiv

National Auto. Teleph. Co. i

National Carbon Co xxiv

National Exposition of
Electrical Arts Co 11

National India Bobber Oo. 1

New York Insul.W. Co . . . xxlr

Noblett.E. J

North Electric Co xxv

Okonlte Co., The i

Pacific Electric Co xxlll

Palstfi Ca, H. T XT

Paquette & Co., H. A....xTiii

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo. xlv
Pelton Water Wh. Co. . . xxvll
Perrizo & Sons xvll

Pern Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phlllipe Ins'd. Wire Co.. xt
Phoenix Glass Oo
Phosphor-Bronxe S. Co. xxvli
Pringle, Wm. T...., i

Qneen & Oo

.

lAssl-Fl^d Indox: of ^Wd-voffclsornoi^-ts

1

Bawson Electric Go
Reisluger, Hugo . Ill

Renew Lamp Co xix
Biemann & Co., A xili

Roohe, Wm xxiii, xsvi
Boebling's Sons Ca, J. A.

Rosslter, McGovern&Co. xvil

Samson Cordage Wks .... xiv
Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co ... .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.,., xvl
S.E. L Co xxvi
Shelby Electric Co
Shnitz Belting Co xxx
Siemens & Halske Elec-
tric Co. of America... xxlx

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Specialty Mfg. Co
Standard Paint Co xiv
Standard TeL AKLCo... xix
BtandardUnderg.^kieOo.
Stanley & Patterson xlv
Sterling Electric Co. . . . xix
Steiling YarnlBh Oo.,The xv

SteTrart Electrical Oo xv
BtUwell-Bierea & Smlth-
VaUeOo xvi, xvU

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xix

Sturtevant Co.. B. F xxx
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xvi

Technical Agency xtI
Therlen Tool Works
Torrey Cedar Co itII

Transmitter Mfg. Co xxiii

Trotter's MonaMf.Co., Ltd. It

United Elee. Imp. Go ...xxvii

Valentine-Clark Co.xtH, xxiii
Varley Duplex Magnet Co. x
Victor Electric Co xxx
VictorTelephoneMfg.Co.
Vulcanised Fibre Co ... . xxx
Wagner EL Mfg. Oo xIt
Walsh's Sons & Co xrll

Warner Oo. , The W. F., xxiii

Warren EL & Spe c. Oo. . . x
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xv
Western Eleotrlc Co.... yli

Western Dl. Supply Oo, ix

Western Tel. Cons. Co. . . xx
WeittDgboxue Klectric A
Manufacturing Co xxviil

Weston EleetTle&l Inst. 0«. 1

"WnUams-Abbott El. Co. xii

Wtlllams BIlMirl* Cb...

Worcester & Co. , 0. H . . xi 11

Worcester Polytech.Inat.xTli
Wright Discount Meter Co.
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTBICAIi REPAIRS AWD MACHIXE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TlO^i^. In having yonr repair work done hy a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure ofgood work and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IVI KE' OMICiP^OO.

"HARDY" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

jiiiigisiiiiiiiiaiBBiiisiaiigB
GOL-DMARK & WALLA'

\Z\ VA/ORTH St. U Eivj York.

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and sparl< preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadway New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
tsT^eu^f/fc /f^7 BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

KNAPP FAN MOTOR OUTFITS
WITH GORDON PRIMARY CELLS

The hot spell of summer is approaching and to those
who wish to seek comfort at home or in the office, profes-

sional or mercantile, we desire to call attention to these
celebrated outfits.

We guarantee the highest speed at the lowest cost for

primary cells.

These fan motor outfits are manufactured in two sizes,

as follows:

Type C, 8-inch Fan, with 3 No 1A Gordon Cells.

Type E, 1 0-inch Fan, with 4 No. 1 A Gordon Cells.

These outfits will give a life of over 150 hours without
recharging, at a speed of at least 750 revolutions per
minute.

For full particulars, price list, etc., address

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY,
594 Broadway, New York,

Western Representative, 6E0R6E W. PATTERSON, 1533 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.

Gr. I.
UIMDEFROROUIMD IVIATERIAI-.

.n^

' j1'^^^WHBKKKtSf^^^^^' ^
t-M^Siaf

Tailleur Service Boxes.
Tailleur Coupling Boxes.

Tailleur High-Tension Coupling Joints.

Tailleur Junction Boxes.

PARAGON FANS and WRIGHT METERS
General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,

572-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., NEW YORK.
BRANCM OF-F-ICI

NEW YORK,
39-4 I Cortlandt Street.

CHICAGO,
1012-13 Monadnock Block.

BOSTON,
31 Milk Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
233 Drexel Building.

IN J.IVIi
ST. LOUIS,
Security Building

CLEVELAND,
39-47 E. Prospect Street.

INSUUL. CO.:
MINNEAPOLIS,

616 Guaranty Building.

SAN FRANCISCO,
598 Parrott Bldg.

MILWAUKEE,
700 Pabst Building.
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DOES I

Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

THE ECO DOOR SWITCH

Makes Contact Every Other Time.

Approved by
National Board

^*r1 of Fire
^'

Underwriters.

When the Door is Shut-
NO LIGHT!

Open It to Go In—^ LIGHT!

Shut It After You Are In-
STiLL light:

Open It To Go Out-
NO LIGHT!

Shut It After You Are Out-
STILL NO LIGHT!

Size over all, 3% inches long, 1 Inch wide, 1>^ inches deep.

EDWARDS & CO.,

A. LUNOEN. NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

1 elephones,

IIldison=Lalandes,

Lag Screws,

bccentric Clamps,

Pay=out Reels,

11and Generators,

Okonite Wires,

iNungesser '*Drys,"

bxtension Bells,

Soldering Compounds,

Upright Brackets,

Hole Counters,

Pole Steps,

Lead Cable,

Induction Coils,

Expansion Bits,

Sneak Fuses,

IN ALL THE
COMPREHENSIVE
NEEDS OF MODERN
PRACTICE.

Branch: SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis.
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A BELT FULL OF CLINC-SURFACE
Will neither slip, run off, nor need taking up, and its

transmitting capacity is only limited by the strength

of the belt.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO., 177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aaa>B«i»Mn.
Owtrtl Eleotelo Co.
EdwardB A Co.
Ilaatrio ApBUkiua Oo.
lUlnois Electric OS.
W«it«m Eltctrlc Co
WasMin Bleo. Supply Co.

Ctstnl ElMtno 0«.

Dltkl Hit- Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Gates & Randolph.
a«n«*l Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Oo".

Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Wwtern Electric Co.
WMtern Elect. Supply Co.

WHftUHonse El. k Mf(. Oo.

Ar« USbt Cord.
Leaohea-Macomber-Wliyte

Co. _^
OorAai* Wki.

MMWHa-KlP —id JMW.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Oentnl Ileetrlo Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
BlMino AppUknoe 00.

Gordon Battery Company.
lUlnolB Electric Co.
UelaBOlie Bittery Oo., The
Uanbattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.

p«rn Elec. llf(. Oo.
Bocbe, Wm.
Victor Electric Co.
Weitam Electric Co.

WMtern Elect. Supply Oo.

Bearlncs and Bearlns
metal. „
tesonen-Maoomber-Wliyto
Oo.

OMfral Ble^rle Co.
Edwards & Co.
laetrle ppUasee Co.
nebel * Mkngor.
nunoli Electric Co.
Paolflo Electric Co.

'Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Belt Dressins-
Chicago Belting Co.
Ollnff-Surface Mfg. Co.
Laather PreaeryerMIg. Corp.

•Ittns.
Chicago Belting Oo.

Leather PreserverM fg.Corp.
- Tien BntiDer Mfg. Oo.

IM fielUu Oo.

w. Blcatrleai.
IMaa PablUblu Oe.

CSS

OmtrM fileotrla Oo.
HobartElec. Mfg. Co.

Hokiwa nbora-Graphite Oo.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
We»iern Sleot. Supply Oo.

CMBtrml ElMtrlo Oo.
Edwards 4 60.
anno AfpUftnoo Oo.
«iit^l ft Mtficer.
'eimni Elect. Supply Co.

CAM«a (fee iniulMed WIrea.)

Cj^hiea* j^eotrie (Seelniii-
Wlree). Copper,

et and Bar.
rlaaa,Sieo. Works.

____i«l Blaotrio Oo.
Otalmgo Insulated Wire Oo.
BasWRi Bleoftrlo Cable Oo.
0*Bonl Sleotrle Co,
nilnoli Blectric Co.

aew York Ina. Wire Oo.
Huplox Sleetrloal Oo.

Staaoftrd Underffronnd O. Oo.
WOTtern El«ot. Supply Co.

GKrhonaaPodAts* Plates.
Oea%ral Bleotrle Oo.
QkioaSO BdiSOB Oo.
Btoottle ARpilAQoe Oo.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Nitloual Carbon Co.
Relalhtf«r, HoffO.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clear Tiitfliti^rs.
Stanley & Patterson.

Clntches (Arc liamp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

CoUs.
Varley Duplex Magnet Co.

Contponnd.
Dearborn DrugAOhem.Wks
IlUnoli Electric Co.
aiAfli. Ohemloal Oo.
UeLenaan ft Co., E.
Mei-ropoUtau Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfff Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
OoBtral EUeotrlc Oo.
Eleetrio Ajipliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstrnetlonA Bepaira.
Chicago EOiaon Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc,
Haya Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
SturtevantCo., B. F,
Victor Electric Co.
Warner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contraetoro and Electric
XJ«ltt Plants.
BKla. Foree.
Bryan <fc Humphrey.
giBtral Electric Oa
tehl Mfg. Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Qeaeral Eleotrlo Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Wa^er Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Warren Eltec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetern Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinihoiue Eleo s MfgOo.

Copper.
Bitij ft Co. . Ohai. H.

Ooppar Wires.
Amerloan Siecfcrloal Works.
BeslT&Qp.,GhaBH.
Oeatral ^lectrlo Oo.
ChloaffO Edison Oo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Bleetrlc Appliance Oo.
Oeneral Eleotrlo Co.
Illinois Electric Co.
NatloBSl India Rubber Oo.
OkOBlte Co., The.
FhlUlpa Insulated Wire Co.
RoehU^g^sBons. Co., J. A.
Blmplex Bleotrloal Oo.
Standard TTndergreund 0- Co-
Western Elsot. Supply Co.

Cordage.
Samaon Cordage Wki.

Correspondence 9ehoois>
Blec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Sehoola.
Ci'oss-AriBS, Pins and
Braekets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Oo.
Central Mfg. Co.
Eleotrlo Apollanoe Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Wesbern Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sivltehes.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Boasert Elec. Const. Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
^loago Bdlson Co.
^IMT Bl. ft Mfg. 00.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Emeraon Ki. Mfg. Co-
Ft. Wayne F.leo. Wks., Ino.
Gates A Randolph.
(Mneral Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
IlUnols Electric Oo.
Palate Co., H. T.
Pern Bleo. Mfg. Oo.
Wagner Bleo. Mfg. Oo.
Western Eleotrlo Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westtastaetuo HL ft i£lg.Go.

central Sleotrle Co.
Chicago RheoBtat Co.
Diehl B£tg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.

Unioed Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner filec. Jnrg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.
WesUnghouse El. & ULtg. Co.

JE^eo. Beat^g Appliances.
American Eieo. Heater Co.

Blectric Baliirays.
General Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse El. ft Mfg. Oo.

Blectric Vehicles.
American El. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Klecti^al and Steehani-
eal Kikfftneers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eug. Co.
bargent &, Lundy.

Bleetrieal Instmments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric company.
Central Electne iio.

Gutter El. ft Mfg. Co.
Eleotrlo Appjlanoe Oo.
Ft. Wayne tilec. Wks,, Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
IlUnola Electric Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Queen & Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. di Mfg. Co.
Weston Eleotrloal Insv Oo.

Bleetrical Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Eleetrio Oo.
Edwards & Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Prlngle. Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Blectro-Platlnc aiaeb'y.
BeBlyftOo.,Chai. H.
General Eleotrlo Co.

Kmployment Agency.
Technical Agency.

Jteslaes, Bteam.
BallEngiBoOo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Cemtral Eleotrlo Oo.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Edison MTg. Co.
Emerson El. MCg. Oo.
General Electric Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gordon Battery Company.
nUnols Electric Co.
Marietta Mfg. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Riemann A Co., A.
Specialty Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.,B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Blectric Mfg. Co.
Warren El. & Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WeetlDghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Filire.
Delaware Hard Fibre Oo.
Kartavert Mfg. Oo.
Yulcanlxed Fibre Oo.

Piles.
BaraektOo-.G. AH.

Ftztnres, Bl. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow Mfg. Oo.

Pose Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central EUectrlc Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
Eleetrio Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

C^asKets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

eas Ldehtlnc, Blectric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Sleotrle Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Clears.
Besly & Co.. Ohaa H.

Clenerai Blec. Supplies.
Austin <t Co., M. B,
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
minoig Electric Co.
Manhattan Bleo. Sup. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Stanley & Patterson.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eiobes and Bleetrleal
C^lassware.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CloT^ors, Water IVbeel.
Lom bardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

O^raphite Speeialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dlzon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Oo.

Lnsnlators and Insnlat-
1ns Hateriais.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Electric AppUanoe Oo.
Emerson El. Mtg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light to.
Illinois Eleetrio Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munseli & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
OkonlteCo.,The.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Oo.
PUlUps Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Eleotrloal Co.
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Srerllng Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—Mavnet W^ires.
.^merloan Eleotrloal Works.
Austin A Co., M. B.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Eleotric Oable Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Oo.
Leachen-Macomber-Whyte

Co.
Montauk Multlph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
QkonlteCo.The.
PtaimpB Insulated Wire Oo.
RoebllnK'B Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground O. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Bleo. Const. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

lAmps, Incandescent.
Buobeye Electric Co.
COHtral Eleetrio Co.
Cblcaeo Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Blectric Appliance Oo^
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
G^eneral Electric Co..
Generallnc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
IlllBOiB Electric Oo.
Lynn Ino. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Sup. Oo.
Renew Lamp Co.
BawTor-ManElec Go.
Rhelbv Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.
^nret^tlnffhonne El St Mfg. Oo.

Ijigbtning Arre«ter«.
American Rlec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

.AlpKabo'^i^eil Imdesc ^f ilKdv^r'tiis^m^rft'ts S<

Garton-Daniels Elec. Co,
General Electric Co.
Harvard Electric Co.
WesUnghouae HI. A Mfg. Oo.

Slacnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slanipulators (Inc.l<inp).
Inc. Kt. Lt. Manipuiatur uu.

Ueeliajileal Macblnery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H. .

StllweU-Bleroe Smith-Yalle.
Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

9Uca.
Central Eleetrio Co.
Mioa Insulator Oo.
Munseli A Co., Eugene.

AUnins Apparatus, Blee.
General Electric Oo.
WeaUnfftaouBC Bl. A Mfg. Oo.

Alotors.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Illinois Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
SturtevantCo., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Warren Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. S-ipply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Hfg. Oo.

Name Plates.
Becker Name Plate Co.

Packing.
Besly A Oo. Ohas. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Paints.
Central Eleetrio Co.
Ollug-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Oo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attoi-noy.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Pbosptaor Bronae.
BsBly ft Co., Obas. H.
Pbosphor Bronie Sm.Oo.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Oo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Co.
Central Mfg. Go.
LlndsleyBroa. Co.
Perrlzo& Sons.
Torrey Oedar Oo.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Worcester A Co., 0. H.

Porcelain*
Central Eleotrlo Oo,
Peru Elec Mfg. Oo.

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Reflnlng Oo.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be-Windlns—Bepairs.
Aaron Eleotrlo Co.
Ohloago Edison Oo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Blieoatats.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Electric Oo.
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
WestlngrhouBS El. A Ulg. Oo.

Seoond-Band IHacbln'T'.
Aaron Electric Co.
Chesley Machinery Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Rosslter. MacGovern A Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speabins Tubes.
CentralBleotilo Oo.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Illinois Electric Oo.
Paquetle & Co., H. A.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co,, Okas. H.
Queen ft Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Oo-

Springs.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Cary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bosserl Elec. Const. Oo.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery oo.
Electrle Stovags Battery Co.

Tapes, luBulatins.
American Eleotrloal Works-
Central Electrle Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Illinois Electric Co.
Leachen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

New York Insulated Wlro Oo
Okonlte Co.. The.
Simplex Eleotrloal Oo.
WcsternEleotrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telepbones, Teleptaone
material and Bwlteb-
boards.
Allen-Hussy Oo.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Amerloan £1. Telephone Co.
Bissellft Co., F.
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Couch & Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cona. Supply Co.
Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kelflogg Swjtchb. A Sup. Co.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mtg Oo
Kusel, D. A. Tel.A El. Mte Co
Manhattan Else. Siu. Co
Mianus Electric Co.
Moon Mfg. Co.
National Auto. Teleph. Co
Noblett, E.J.

t- y^
.

North Electric Co.
Rawson Electrle Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Oo.
Sterling Electric Oo-
Stromberg-CarlSOB Tl.M.Co.
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Victor Telephone Mfg. Co
Warner Co. Wm. F.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.
Williams-Abbott Elec. Co.
WlIliamB Eleotrlo Co.

Tools.
Klein A Bon, ft

Therien ToDlH..
Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Warner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.
Weatlnrhouse El. A Mfg. Oo

TroUey Cord.
SafaiBon Oordage Wks.

Trucks, Eleetrio Car.
General Eleotrlo Oo,
Wesklnfftaouse El. A Mtg. Oo.

TurblneA YVaterWlieels.
Dayton Globo Iron Works Oo
Leffel ft Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.
StUwell-BlarM Smlth-Valle

Universities.
Worcester Polytechnic Inst.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo,

Tuicanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly ft Co., Okas. H.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Eleotrlo Aoplianoe Co.
IlUnoia Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Wnyte
Co.

Okonlte 00., Th«.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard UndsrcTOaBd C. Ge
Western Electric Oo.
Western Eleot. Supply Co.

l¥oodn'ork, Blertrical.
Amer. Hardwood Mfg. Co.
Noblett. E. J.

XBay OntfltM.
Central Eleetrio Oo.
Gkisaa ftOs.
Victor Electric Co.

*as^ III-
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS,
FOR ALL CIRCUITS, EXCEPT ALTERNATING.

Our line of Electric Fans for ALL
purposes for the present season is

the most complete that we have ever

placed in the market, and the high

standard of our product has been

strictly upheld.

Our fans are the cheapest because

they are absolutely the best made:

wear longest, require less outlay for

repairs and show a higher efficiency

than any other fan. This statement

is fully sustained by the past record

of our fans. Our place has always

been in the lead and we intend to

maintain that position.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
SHOW ROOMS

56 1 -563 Broadway, NEW YORK.

192-194 Van Buren St., CHICAGO.

128-132 Essex St., BOSTON.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

ELIZABETHPORT. N. J

COLD FACTS
DO THEY NOT INTEREST YOU ?

When there is not a single in-

stance on record where a Tele-
phone Cable has been lost or
damaged by lightning, trolley,

electric light or any other high
potential current as
well as moistu re where
they have used a

MOON
FUSE
TERMINAL.

THE MOON MFG. CO.,
43 to 40 S. CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.

The S. K. C. Alternating-Current

LiGBTNiNo Arrester.

The general construction is strong.

It is thorouglily insulated, WITHOUT MOVING PARTS, and
WITHOUT COILS or LARGE SERIES RESISTANCES to impede the

lightning discharge to the ground.

OUTDOOR and INDOOR double-pole types.

Write for "Bulletin No. 104," fully describing these arresters,

and dealing with the general subject of lightning protection for lines

and apparatus..

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Llgbt and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incande-tcent Lamps, Wire, Cable, 1

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments, '

Electric Ligbtand Oeneral Supplies,

LONDON. .

79 Coleman Street, B. C and

North Woelwlch, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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COLUMBIA LAMPS
UNEQUAIED IN QUALITY.

The test of time is

what demonstrates

the value of a lamp.

The Columbia has

been on the market

for 10 years, during

which time it has

proved all we

claimed for it—and

more. Unsurpassed

facilities, best skill

and workmanship |

have enabled us to >

make the Columbia

the best incandes-

cent lamp on the

market.

Uniform Voltage.

Uniform Efficiency.

We could enumer-

ate the superior

qualities of Colum=

bia lamps from now

-% until doomsday.but

this, we know, is not

as satisfactory to

the buyer as a dis-

interested demon-

stration; this you

can make by send-

ing a trial order, it

will easily convince

you of the advisa-

bility of placing

your annual con-

tract with us.

A FEW OF ITS STRONG POINTS:

Highest Maintenance of Candle Power. Uniform Candle Power.

World-wide Reputation for Excellence. Uniform Current Consumption.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.,
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRANCH OFFICES:

mm min mi/ ni:..- P» PT I nine un Lamps
|
new YORK, 131 1 Havemeyer BullOmg.

9 0-92-94 Ve St.. ST. LOUS. MO '" .CHICACO, CentralElectncCo.wiw iMi£. ii/i-r wiiTU «i., wi. uwuiw, iiiu.
Stock. ' SAN FRANCISCO, Paul Seller Electrical Works.
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t

WHY
We progress is because we cater to thewants of our customers.

YOU
Cannot afford to buy elsewhere without first investigating

our claims.

SHOULD
You happen to be in the market for supplies get our prices.

READ
Our advertisements and descriptive matter and consult our

catalogues for information on the latest and most
modern electrical improvements.

THIS
Is the proper season to make your purchases to advantage.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,
10 AND 12 NORTH 9th STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Peerless Fan Motor.
The Handsomest and Most

Efficient on the Market.

13-inch fan consumes only 35 WATTS running
1,850 revolutions per minute. PRICE RIGHT.

Immediate delivery from stock in all large cities.

W. S. HULL, Agent,
144 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC

AND SPECIALTY CO.,

Pe'^R^Iss ]
D.''c."Def"pan"" wTotlfs, WARREN, OHIO.

I Transformers.

1

g

Telephone Men and All Users of MAGNET COILS-
Have Your IVIAeiMET COII-S \A/ouncl

BY IVIiQiOMIINIERY.

HERE'S THE
OBJECT
LESSON-
A PLAIN
FACT.

These 2S 3-lb. spools (91 lbs. total) of Xo. 36 single silk-covered wire
will cost you S243 net at 50. 10, 10, 5 oflf list; and there is sufficient wire on
these 28 spools 10 wind i.coo 5ooohm bridging-bell magnets. Your wind-
ing labor will cost yi u at least $5 additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000 magnets finished at factory, S248.

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex" magnet windings. Each wind-
ing is made up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding, and each winding
has 12 per cent, more tarns than there are in the ordinary wound magnet.
Price, S21S 70 net This is 10 percent, less than your wire bill snd we
charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX NIAGNET CO.,
138 'yTM ST., JERSEY OITY, N. J.,

E:S it by IVIiQiOMINE
We can Save You CONSIDERABLE Money.

C8MM»MSSM»MS:8»»»»»»M»S»»»»»»5C8»»MM»S3S»M»»»SM:8S»5fi8»a»S»SSM^
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^wwywyvwyuvwvvwwvywwwwvwwywwww
FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS

<INCORPORATED>

a
Wood" Arc Circuit Cut-Outs

ARE MADE FOR HEAVY SERVICE.

You Can Always Rely on Them. They are Incombustible and
Never Wear Out.

WE ARE MAKING MORE FORT WAYNE DUNCAN METERS THAN EVER BEFORE.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

m^^^m?fmmm^mm^mmmmfmm
"^msrsrssTsr^^ 'CONSVJL.-rA.-riON

WE ANALYZE FEED WATER AND PRESCRIBE REMEDY--NO "CURE ALL" OR QUACKERY.

mjg Mil Cn ^nCC A valuable morocco leather covered Note Book
nfl B I l_r.iJ r Htil ' toany engineer sending us the H. p. of his plant,"''•^^' • »«^^» with his home and business address.

IN TROUBLE-WRITE U8.
EDW. E. CRAVES, President.

METROPOLITAN STEAM BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO.,
26 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN, M. Y.

We are in no

"TRUST" OR "COMBINATION."

Put your
"TRUST" in

COOCH

&
SEELEY CO.

Telephone
Manufacturers,
Contractors for
Complete
Equipment,

212 Summer Sfreet,

BOSTON, MASS.

w. ^ c.
BIPOLAR
RECEIVER.

We are in no

"TRUST" OR "COMBINATION,"

Put your
"TRUST" in

COUCH

&
SEELEY CO.,

Telephone
Manufacturers,
Contractors for
Complete
Equipment,

212 Summer Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

AND THE

W. ti c.
BIPOLAR
RECEIVER.

CUT FULL Size.
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The Williams-Abbott Electric Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF & JL

THE SANDS BI-POLAR RECEIVER
High Grade "Standard" and "Pony" Types, adapted to all kinds of Service.

HIGH EFFICIENCY, STRENGTH,

DURABILITY AND SIMPLICITY.

INSIST UPON HAVING THE

WILLIAMS-ABBOTT MAGNETO BELL.
Perfect Electrically and Mechanically.
A Guarantee With Every One.
Will Outlive Two of the Ordinary Kind.

Get our prices and EXAMINE THE BELL before closing contracts

PATENTS BOUGHT OR MANUFACTURED ON ROYALTIES.

Our Perfected High-Crade Transmitter

Correspondence
Solicited.

OUR STANDARD MAGNETO. IS NOW READY FOR DELIVERY. SEND FOR SAMPLE^

8, 10 and 12 Columbus Street,The WILLIAMS-ABBOTT Electric Co.. l'L'E°virArl^,^o°il;'o":rs'*;!
PLEASE MENTION THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN IN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

LESCHEN-MAGOMBER-WHYTE CO.,

19 and 21 South Canal St.,

CHICAGO.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

TELEPHONE WIRE
Galvanized Steel Strand.

Boston Cable Hangers.

Turn Buckles.
WE CARRY A LARGE STOCK. ,^ , ^^,.

WRITE US. Crosby Clips.
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DEARBORN
[ Drue: and OKiemical \A/orlcs.
Labora-tories. \A/a-ter OHemis-ti
Vese-table Boiler Oompocind.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSIS.

30, 31,

OILS A SPECIALTl WATERS FREE
F'in^S'fc and L_airK^s'fc I—abora-tori^s in 'fcl-i^ VS^^rld.

: and 33 RliBk.l_-rO BUII-DIIMO, CIHiCAOO.

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT MANIPULATOR
Useful and handy tool for renewing and cleaning Incandescent Bulbs at any

height or angle. What every Street Light Company using Incandescent Lamps
should have.

Agents wanted in every city.

Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator Co.,
Lately seeu ill practical operation at Eleu. Kx., New York. Room 506. 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.

The Bossert Electric Construction Co.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PANEL BOARDS, SWITCHES, ETC.

\a/e: havi IN K
About 3,500 lbs. No. 9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
This is new stoclc^ Mal<e us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

AMERICAN"S"^
ARE THE BEST. Sgnd lor <leicrjpti>e Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
CST'D ias9. 174 S. Clinton St.. Chicago. Ill,

HELP

YOURSELF

Cable Pole House.
Made with double doors for convenience

and to insure an absolutely dry interior.

The distributing board is screwed to back
of inside box Cable pot-head enters from
below and runs through to it. Tight joints
are easily made in several ways. Spider
wires also enter from below and run be-
tween the two boxes and turn in to board
through holes already bored. The house
is carefully made, all doors closing against
a shoulder, painted white, with locks or
crossbars as customer orders, and is a
permanent fixture. Price, withoutboard,
$7.50, for 200 lines or less.

We also make Cable Distributing Boards
and Cross-Connecting Boards. Wiite for

prices.

F. BISSELL & CO.,
116 ST. CI/AIR I^TKEET.

TOL.EDO, OHIO.

AlteritiifiCirrenlM anil Bracket Fais
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE EDISON TELEPHONE
BOOTH FAN MOTOR OUTFIT.
INDORSED BY THE LONG DIS-

TANCE TELEPHONE CO.

PERFECTLY NOISELESS.

NO VIBRATION.

KEEP COOL WHEN
YOU USE YOUR
TELEPHONE.

EDISON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

135 FIFTHAVENUE. NEW YORK.

gi toabetterposition,

a better salary, by
securing a technical

education. Our method leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistrj-;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural
Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;
Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you I *n mm
wish to study. Established 1891.

| $2ivU
45,000 students and graduates. I —
The Int*rnational Correspondence Schools,

I ,.
Box 1002 ScrantoD.Pa.

I MOntll

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mectianics,

Solicitor of Patents
I Expert in patent causes.

I Suite i657-5(} rionadnock Bid;., - Chicago*

CRESCENT FANS!
WOUND FOR ANY VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT.

2,500 OF THESE FANS
JUST SHIPPED

St. Louis, to Our Exclusive
Western Agents,Wall Bracket Fan.

Xcw Crescent I)eMk Frii.

A. RIEMANN «c CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

A. C. WOLFRAM ELECTRIC COMPANY, 824 MARKET ST.
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THE UNDERWRITERS' RULES.
HAVE YOU READ THEM?

Oa K- "Slow-Burning Weatherproof" Q. |\,
AND

"SliOW-BURiSINtJ'" OR "UNDERWRITERS* " WIRES.
For Inside IViriiig. ileet all requirements.

CAN SHIP PROMPTLY

ANY QUANTITY. O.K. ALWAYS PASSES

INSPECTION.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
92 AND 94 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO.

....America's Largest Electrical Snpply Honse....

MOIM N
FOK

Wafer#Hydraulics.

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING.

. . . MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY . .

IN THE WORLD LIKE IT.

XCLUSIVELY BY . . .

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Company,
16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, IMicli. . 202-210 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

Sendfor Samples and Prices of I^fej--..—,1-^5=^- _

For Arc Light and TrolUy Cord. ^^ WATEKPROOFED.
S^VIVIS^IM ^^FR^^VOe ^^/OF9KS. BOSTON, MASS.

INDIA Sc AMBER FC» ^p y^iF»r».A-rtji

IN ANY SHAPE DR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 1 MIC
IM^ULATED ,pijj COIVIPOUWD
Cinth!. and P.if>ers. '''1]''^ uNEcjuAiETii.

2lSw,iicis». IVov York ^- Chicajjo, ii7ii

INSULATOR

The Matchless

Electric Cigar Lighter.
E<!peclally adapted for use in snioking rooms, hotels, cigar stores, marine work, palace cars,

apartment houses, office buildinffs. private residences, and, ia fact, in allplaces where cleanliness
and freedom from danger from discarded matches /s desired. The Lighters are madeof the (ini'st

whitechina—artistically decorated in Kold and colors. It can be used on any voltage current,
alternating or direct, up to 240 volts, or on battery circuits.

Endorsed by Fire Underwriters. A Practical Electrical Novelty.
Sells at Sight. Special Prices to the Supply Trade.

Send for Descriptive Circular.

-ANL.EY & F9iDk.-r-rE:RSOIM,
QKXEBAIi BI.BCTRICAIi EHFIPME^T SUPPIilKS.

3S-34 FRANKFORT STREET, NEW YORK.

C.t- (^ewcH^TOH^

!

New York, 203 Havemeyer Bldg.
Philadeliihia, HKin Betz Eldg.
Boston, C20 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago, 1519 Maniuette Bldg,
San Kranciyt'O, (09 Market St.

Portland, Ore., E. Darrow, Agent.
C.&W. States, Cent. E. Co., Chicago
Toronto, Can.. W. A. Johnson. Agt.
Yokohama, Jap.. BaeiaUdtHilles.
S.-W. States, Com. Electric Supply 1

Co., St. Louis, Agts.
London. Kng., C U- Heap. Apt.

W/\feN€P> eucrmc T^rcr.to.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROJI THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

IIMUIVI^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Ptiriihased.BAHER & CO.. -408-414 Xeiv .Ieri«,.y
RailrOHd A,'0.. ?.e,vark, X. .1.

New York Ctlic.-. VM I.ilnTly Strett.

' o'Dh^/JJy

S^d

A SPRING MISTAKE.

You didn't order enough LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS. Thought we were trying to

crowd you in order to increase our sales.

You will have to come to it some day—and

dont forget that CARTON ARRESTER
people told you so.

Have you our No. 22 Catalogue ?

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PnraiDCNT.
e. H. WAGCNSCIL, TnCASuncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
Gencmal MANitccn.

t. ROWLAND PHILLIPS. Vicr-

C. R. nCMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
n I / PROVIDENCE, R. I.

i' ^'^ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. lo Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Stork, F, E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St,

MoNTEKAi. Bbanoh, EugeDs.F. Phillips' Electrical Worka.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I,

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD.
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex*

ibie Wire and
Cablfs with

Clark's Insulation

inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Ciark wire lias been bet'ore llie public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial. Underffround or Submarine, and our net prices are as low. if not lower,

than any other first-claps insulated wire. We shali be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quanlities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY.
HENRY A, OLAKK, Treas. and (len'l Manager.

HBBBERT H. EUSTIS. Tres'. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

RHEOSTATS
For Alt

Purposes.

Th9 targes! flxclMsive manufacturers oi RHEOSTATS
In the World.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CD.,

70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

136 Liberty St., New York,

laffll
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING and therefore appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Siwitch Contacts are ground to a tit.

PHii,ADEi.peiA. H. T. PAISTE CO. chicaoo.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

15 Park Row, New York City,

six years with (ionpral Klpctrlc To.

BRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Vlechaoical and Electrical Eagincers,

('onsultHtioiis, i:e|mrtK. K>tlmat»'s, IMnns,
.Spocllicatloiis. SuperlntoDdonce. Tests. Jpur-
chaslne. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707.708 Lincoln Trust Bldn.. Si. LouIr.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHRKY, M. S.

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEtRING
Telephony. lelfgraph) X-Ra)i.

MECHANIGALENGINEERIN6
Elemen'ar) Math- matics.

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This Int^tiliitriTidorsed bvevwry
pruiiiiin-iit (-Iff'trlcal eniilnepr.

ine Electrical Engineer Institulc
ol Correspondence Insirucllon.

Wrilc fur
C'MtalQiruc.
HtaU- «u)>JtH-t
yim vtMt fi

*

Htmlj.

For Sale or Excliaiigt': 'Sew and ^icfond-
Haiui l>yiiaiuO!<t aii<l ^Victors.

YFanted: Armatures to Ke^vind: Coiniuu-
tator to Build.

AARON ELECTRIC CO.,
142 SOUTH CLIWTON STREET. - - CHICAGO, ILL.

I Tlie Direct ReafliDg Olninieter

WILL ACCURATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE

ON A RAPIDLV MOVINQ
ELECTRIC CAR.

No other Instrumoiit can meet .such fllfll-

Cllltlfs of stray magnetism and vibration.

A boy can use It. The brains are In the
box.

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY.

00 YOU WISH
to buy the best

<]iialit3' of

Backboards,
Battery Boxes

and other

Telephone
^"oodwork

at the lowest prices.^ If so,

send us your orders.

AMERICAN HARDWOOD MFG, CO,
GROTTOES,

VIRGINIA.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

Stewart Electpical Co.

Cincinnati, 0.
Write us for prices on anything in the following list or any

other machinery wanted. This list comprises a
few of our large stocli.

€renerat«r8.500 volt.

One T.-H. class IG. 40 k. w.
Two Edison No. 20. 60 k. w.
Four Edison No. 32, lOO k. w.
Two T.-H. m-p., 75 k. w.

l>yDaiiio8.
Two 200 light, 16 c. p., no volt.
One 100 light, 16 c. p., no volt.
Two 2,000 C. p. T.-H. L. D. 2

,35 light.
One 2,000 c. p. Standard. 40 It.

One 3.000 c. p. Brush, 1 It.

One 10 ampere Wood, 3 It.

Motors, 500 volt.

One v~ h. p. Keystone.
One 1 h. p. T.-H.
Two 7ii h. p. T.-H.
One 10 h. p. Eddy.
One 25 h. p. Brush,
One 50 h. p. T.-H.

Motors, 220 volt.

One?i h. p. Varwick.
One 7^ h. p. iVIather.
One 10 h. p. Daft.
One 15 h. p. Eddy.
One 16 h. p. Edison.

The above are second-hand, in good condition.

I

FOR SALE QUICK, 34 street cars, both open and closed.
' equipped each with pair No. 6 Edison motors at $200 per car.

DEALERS IM -^ P f^TH/'i MUHMFHY
repairersoflLLL K LAL/UL LKl

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York.

Electric Appliance Co,, Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Snpplj Co., St. Lonii

The Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R, I
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VACANCIES
Should be lilled through the TECHNICAL
AOENCY, 1365 Monadnock Block. Chicago.
Our list of available men is selected from the
best that the country affords. If you need a
Draughtsman, Designer, Electrician or Engi-
neering help of any kind, we will send you a
number of competent men to select from and
without expense to you. As to our rellabUity,

we refer you to the Westebx Electricians'.

POSITION WANTED.
As manager or electrician with an independ-

ent telephone company. Have had twelve
years" practical experience as exchange and dis-

trict manager: familiar with construction,
maintenance and oftice work. Can give good
references as to character, business Qualifica-

tions and experience. Address W. E. H.. caie
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago, ni.

WANTED.
Three superintendents for electric light plants,

three engineers, ten linemen and five telephone
managers: best references; enclose stamp. The
E. E. & C. Co.. care Western Electrician. 510
Marquette Building. Chicago, Til.

WANTED -SITUATION
A.S draii;£htsniaii or ftSHigtant chief en'
jcLneer, by a graduate of Zurich Polytechnic'
swli/erland. In mechanical and electrical en"
elneerlnc; has a few years" shop and board eTLpe"
rience; speaks English, German. French and
Holland Dutch. Address "M.," P. O. Box 720,
Hartford. Conn.

WANTED.
250 H. P. high speed engine. Ball and Wood

type preferred. Must be in first-class order and
rigid examination allowed. Send full particu-
lars, how long in use and other necessarv data,
with best cash price, to "B. H." care Western
Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

^A^AI^iTE:D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
flops. Work piaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LigBl plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

KODBEWALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED.
Competent accountant with experience with

central-station business. Stenograplier pre-
ferred. Address In own handv rltlnK,
"ACCOUNTANT." care AVestern Electrician,
510 Marquette Eldg.. Chicago. 111.

WANTED.
A competent electrician is desirous of buying

or leasing an electric light or gas plant or both,
municipal or private. In any prosperous citj'.

City of from 6,000 to 20,0)0 population, in
Western state preferred. Is competent to put
plants in their best condition. Address i;. B. S..
"Electiician," Lotiisiana, Mo.

FOR SALE.
Twin City Electric Co. of Grand Rapids, Wis.

offers for sale a Rejnolds Corliss englne.wrought-
iron frame, cylinder 20x4^, fly wheels ii; feet
diameter. 2s:-lnch face; in first-class condition:
good as new; F. O. B. cars Winona, Minn., at
$1,600.00. Address TWIN CITY ELECTRIC CO..
Grand Rapids. Wis.

FOR SALE.
200 Menominee telephone generators,

second-hand, but good as new: price 50

cents each.

MARION TELEPHONE CO.,
MARION, IND.

Motor Starting Rheostats.
TEotor Regulating Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

!^peoiaI Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld. W. J, I'. ,s. A.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SFNGLC AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty. New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: KIsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Kreijrht i'ald ;ind !Ii«hest I'rices Guaranteed.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO., HARRISON, N.J.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO.. 19 South Jefferson Street. Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
Vt all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. ' We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so !T. Deaplalne* Street, CHICAeo, II<I..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,

Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

1 39 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

BARGAINS

!

IN SECONDHAND DYNAMOS, ENGINES, ETC.

f l20-k.w. Stanley 2-phase Alternator, 16,000 alternations, 1,000 or 2,000
volt primary.

7 3, 000-light Westinghouse Alternators, 1 6,000 alternations.
6,000-light Westinghouse Alternators, 16,000 alternations.
50-light (2,000 c. p. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, latest type.
I 00-light (2,000 c. p.) Excelsior Arc Dynamos, latest type.
60-light

' 2,000 c. p.) Western Electric Arc Dynamos, old style.
I 00-light s.OOO c. p. i Western Electric Arc Dynamo, latest type.
300-amp. I 25-volt U. S. Dynamos.
I 25 h. p. Westinghouse Standard Engine, i 3^x1 2.

65 h. p. Russell Single Valve Engine, 9x I 2.

150 h. p. Russell 4-valve Automatic Engine, 15x20.
300 h. p. Russell 4-valve Automatic Engine, 20x27.
300 h. p. Westinghouse Compound Engine, 16x27x16.

I 00 P. & S. Porcelain Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.
A large lot of all sizes of Alternating Recording Ampere Hour Meters, from 10 to

I 20 ampere. Rejeweled and standardized, in fine condition.
All of the above will be sold at very low prices.

2
2
2
2
I

2
I

I

I

I

5

W- N. MATTHEWS, 312 CommercialJSIdg., St, Uufs.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WKITE *'OK OATALOtilK.

THE^TILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

No. 189
IS A COOD

BELL.

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

WORTH LOOKING INTO.
An expert electrician, who has a Bmall capital

and wishes a permanent position, can purchase
a controlling interest in a live teleplione com-
pany and step right into general manager's po-
sition, located in a live and fast-growing coni-
nuiolty. For full particnlars address "H," care
of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building.
Chicago, 111.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OB SCRAPS, ANY 51ZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
ARC DYNAMOS—10 amp.—3-light American;

30-light Excelsior; 50-Ught Western Electr c

new armature.
ARC LAMPS — 128— 7 amp. Single Water-

bouse.
ARC MOTORS— 13 1 to 5 H. P. Cleveland,

new.
INC. DYNAMOS— 110voU'fl—?.')-Iiii:ht Excelsior;

120-light C. A C; l.TO-Ught Continental: 225-

light WaddellEntz; 2 300-light vvaddell-Entz;
400-light Continental: 500-liiiht Wenstrom,
speed JOO.

ARMATURES—IlO-volt, 45 k. w. Edison, new;
D50T.-H.
BLEVATORS—3 10 H. P. 220-volt, Otis equip-

ments: 1 20 H. P. 220-Tolt, Keystone equip-
ments.
MOTORS— llO-voIt—U H. P.; 3 H. P.: 4 20 H.

P.; 220volts-l H. P.: 3 H. P.: n H P.: 10 H.
P.; 15 H. P.: 2 20 H. P.: 500 volts— 1 U. P.: 2 H.
P.: 10 H. P.; 3U H. P.: also I 20 H. P., 2-pbase,
IX> cycles, 220 volts.
ENGINES—45 H. P. AVestingbouse standard;

45 H. P. Beck; 2 50 H. P. Armington & Sim.s;
several large Corliss.
GAS ENGINES—15 H. P. Otto: also small

sizes.
BELTS—New, double. 28 ft. 6 in., perforated

endless: S3 ft. 8 in. LOtton; lOi^ ft. 8 in. Scbier-
en: 34 ft. 8 in. Schieren endless; 32 ft. 10 in.

Schieren endless: 36 ft. 10 in. heavy double.
WATTMETERS—Thomson recording D. C—

\7 5 amp.. KXl-volt: 19 7;^ amp., 200-volt: 1 lOrt

amp.. 200-volt.

Write for anything wanted.
CHESLEY MACHINERY CO.,

26 Cortlandt St., New York.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London. Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE. MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 8Q-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES
\A/Kii-te Ceciar f^oles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

PS»'I.Vf/B8* PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar M. R. BROWN & CO.,
BEMIOJI. MINN..

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD <&, JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

.-•^«?''>fc-^-«'#^-'>^>S^-'T!g^-- '^^lS-''^>)!&--3*4fe-^yfe J^ 'il

CEDAR POLES :

We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF cedar omthelineof-the wisconsiM
:

S MICHIGAN R.R.S5MILKINLEN6TH;C0VER!NG/\ TERRITORY OF \
OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR- FOREST5.

, I

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHi PMeriT. \

note: OUR0UOTATI0M5 ARE BA.SEO ON ACTUAL 5T0CK ON HAND- -

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH. i

Central Mannfacturing Co.,

Chitlanoota, Tcoo.

__
AlllllUlMJ;tuitM'n kud

WTTiTS '"''"*''' '"

^ffw Yellow Pine Cross

^^S^^ Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
I<arit:eiitockNonhand. Delivered price^^quot«^d.
F. O.B. cara, yourcity.lnaDy qiiantUy. f^y Write ua.

THE WORCESTER POLYTECflSIC INSTITUTE
Worcester, Hass.

T. C. Mekdenhai.i., PresideDt.
Courses of study in Mechauical, Civil and

Electrical Eogineeriog. Cliemlstry and (leneral
Science. New and extensive laboratorlp'; in En-
?ineering. Electricity'. I'liyslcs :ind (itMieral and
ndustrial Chemistry. Spi-rial faeilitiHs in Steam
and Hydraulics. IQS-page Caialopie. sliouing ai>-
pointments secured by graduates, nailed tree.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, ReElstrar-

1A f\f\f\ New Rubber Storage BatteryVfWWW Jars for sale cheap. <Hd elei>-

trical material bought and sold.

WALSH'S SONS &, CO.,
Newark, n. J.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEND rOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East I31stSt.. N. Y.

ccAS COOD AS NEW."
THE STORY of the consolidation of the various electrical interests of Washington, D. C, is now a fact

—

they have been merged into one concern. This means the operation of greater units—that a large portion of the

apparatus heretofore operated in the several different plants will now be replaced by machinery of greater capacity.

WE OFFER ALL THE OLD MACHINERY FOR SALE.
It consists of ENGINES—100 to 500 h. p., New York Safety and Ide-Harrisburg High-Speed, Green, Wright and

Frick Corliss. GENERATORS of the best-known manufacture, 60 to 100 k. w. capacity. BOILERS of the best

makes and standard sizes. BESIDES shafting, pipe, pumps, belting, etc., all in first-class condition.

Further information cheerfully furnished. Send for our new catalog.

ROSSITER, MACCOVERN $t CO.,
Works and Repair Shops-Newark, N. J. PRINCIPAL OFFICE-I4I BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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See Our New
Building,

38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 and 50

JACKSON BOULEVARD,

CORNER CANAL ST., CHICAGO.

Larger Than All Other independent
Factories Combined.

American Electric

Teleplione Co.,

Largest Manufacturers of Telepfiones, Switchboards and Accessories in the World.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circnits

are Snperior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yon slionld see them
at the Electrical Ex-
liibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.
CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Companv. 9G-9S Fulton Street. New York.

Doubleday-HlU Electric Co.. 535 Wood Street. Pittsburg. Pa.

W. E. Garton Company. 316 Dearborn St.. Cblcago. J. C. M Lucas, 2C Llgbt St., Baltimore, M4.

Tel. 3346 3Sth St.

Q GARY SPRING WORKS, J
^m 240 and 242 ^est 29tb St. ,

^
^m New York City.

jj

:
; Mar.-jfsclurers of

^ WIRE and SPRINGS

H. A. PAQUETTE & CO.,
53 Uearbom Streetf

CHICAGO.

SPEAKING
TUBE.

Fat. applied for.

Manufacturers of the

0>'LY I>"TERLOCKI>'G.
WHISTLE and ELBOW

It prevents whistle from
falling off. For Sale Bv
Electrical Supply Houses and Hardware Dealers.

Send lor descriptive circular.

Letter A—Represent? spring in elbow and also represents a cover-
ing over the spring, so that plastering «-ill not interfere witlisame.
Letter U—Represents slot on both sides of whistle.
Letter E—Represents the bottom side up.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,

271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.
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RENEW LAMP CO
imewERs OF

INCANDESCENTLAMPS
WE WILL RENEW or BUY
YOUR BURNED OUT LAMRS

Write FOR PARTICULARS

126 5TATE ST. Boston.
ytESTEMAGENT \fANTED

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR

MIJ IVIA.RK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THISrOS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are theNew S-tandard Dry Ba'fc'fcerles.

.Arres-fcer and Cu-t-^u-fc Swi-fccKt.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

WE GOT THERE

!

Did You Notice?

Who Beat Us?

WE SHOWED THEM.

WHY WAS IT?

WRITE AND ASK. CATALOGUES AND
PARTICULARS ON THE

APPARATUS.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.
167-159 S. CANAL STREET,

SWITCHBOARDS,
TELEPHONES. CHICAGO.

Our Sectional

Switchboard

Manufactured un-

der Patents ."i.SiiSul

:ind 59N-28.").

The i)n]y tiiliular

drop non-induc-

tive switchboard

which can he in

stalled with but

10 drojjs and add-

ed to as needed

in banks of 10.

Remember our ap-

paratus is Bell

Apparatus for the

independent tele-

phone field.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
71-73 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO.

f We Are Too Busy Making

4» _
4* -
4*
4*

CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM
n

AND-

4«

4»

4i

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS

To Advertise for Business.

tT

The Stromberg-Garlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,

70-82 W. JACKSON BOUL.,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

4>
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THE NEW SPECIAL

WESTERN

TELEPHONE
IS IMO\A/ READY MIRIN/IEIMT.

IT IS PRONOUNCED BY ALL WHO HAVE SEEN IT AS THE
MOST DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS FOR

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE WORK
OR

LONG-DISTANCE TOLL-LINE SERVICE.
NOT A CHEAP THING ABOUT! STRICTLY HIGH CLASS!

ABSOLUTELY NON-INFRINGING.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250 S. CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert LaWB

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price $1.00.
This hanabook Is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It Is extremely useful to
telephone Inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineermg Association.
Cloth bound; fullv Illustrated. Price 51.50.
THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston.

Ph. D., and A. E. Kennelly, Sc. D.; 12mo, cloth, 422 pp.,
142 Illustrations. Price Jl.OO.
This book describes the construction of the various

firms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
meohanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
Btatlon. It Is written by two well-known electricians,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E, E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 288 illustrations. Price $1.50.

In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detaUlog, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have peen kept constantly
in view, it is fully intepded also that the book shall be of
service as a source of; information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
By W. Hyde and J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. 0. H.
Haskins. Sixth edition. 16mo. 59 pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume Is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

Bv Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Pi-ice $1.50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-
tion. Bv W. H. Preece. F. R. S., and A. J. Stubbs. 508
pages. 333 Illustrations. Price $4.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for whlcb this book la written
is to furnish information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main-
tenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. 0.
AIlBop. 191 pp., 168 Illustrations. Price $2.00.
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OP

EUROPE. By Bennett. 436 pages. 169 lUustratlona. Price
$4.50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction,

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
80 pages. 23 illustrations. Price $1.00.
BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention, Construction, Application, Modification a.u('-

History. By Prescott. New edition, revised and enlarged
795 pages. 516 Illustrations. Price $4.00.
PHILIPP REIS. INVENTOR OP THE TELEPHONl'

A Biographical Sketch with Documentarv Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
Inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages. 3
plates and 48 engravings. Price $3.00.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OP INTELLTGENCB
AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OF ELECTRICITY,
treating on the teleeraph, telephone, etc. By Et. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. SS 11lustrations. Price |LO0.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLOC. CHICAGO.
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Kellogg

Switchboard and Supply

Company,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of Multiple Switchboards

for Telephone Exchanges and

Apparatus Therefor.

This company has contracts for switchboards and
apparatus for several large exchanges which will

TAX ITS FACILITIES FOR THE PRES-
ENT YEAR. It is, however, largely increasing its

plant and expects during NEXT YEAR to be able

to fill all orders for multiple switchboards with
which it may be favored.

Correspondence is solicited with parties who next sea-

son may desire to obtain high-grade multiple switch-

boards.

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.,

S. W. Corner Green and Congress Sts., Chicago, III.
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New Edition-Just Out.

Telephone Hand-Book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Containing a Chapter on "Recent Progress^^ which brings this

practical book UP-TO-DATE.

The General Principles of

Telephony
Are Now Well Established.

c>^ The Telephone Hand-Book deals with them.

(^ No matter what kind of Telephones and Switching Apparatus you use^

c^ or expect to use,

® YOU WILL FIND IT USEFUL.
5v-

It is a Practical Book
c^ for the Practical Man
!^ and for the Student.

c^

PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

c^

<^

^,JVS
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WHITE CEDAR POLES

THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Yards: Green Bay, Wisconsin; New London, Wisconsin-, Prentice, Wisconsin; Pinconning, Michigan.

The Warner
Telephone GeneratorCabinet

Simple.
Durable.

Efficient.

It is rapidly taking the place

of the old magneto-generator

outfit for ringing subscribers'

bells. Unlike the old power

magneto, which is always giving

trouble and- usually out of order

at the busiest time, it is always

ready for instant use.

Runs from six to eight months

without stopping or requiring

any attention.

It is just the thing for ex-

changes, both large and small.

It is the cheapest and most

reliable power obtainable.

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Manufactured Exclusively by

THE W. F. WARNER CO.,
MUNCIE, IND.

SOLD BY AL,L, TELEPHONE SUPPLY HOUSES.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

iND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S^S^c\'s°°"^ Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold e.'cclusive rights tor the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liberty St.,

Sfew^ York.

SEND FOR SAIHPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Are.,

CleTeland, O.

A PORTABLE BELL
Complete in itself. A useful article for

the sick room and general household.

This outfit consists of highly polished

oak box 3^ by 3I by S inches high,

with one standard 3^-inch bell, one cell

of dry battery, 20 feet of flexible cord

and combination pear push. Price,

all complete, $2. 75. Discount to the

trade.

MANUFACTURED AND

FOR SALE BY THE

PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.,

120 Main St„ La Crosse, Wis.

Send for Catalogue of twenty styles

Adjustable 5hade Lamps which we make.

PLEASE NOTE DATE
BATTERY IS SET UP.

That's the key to the success of the "New Standard" over all other forms of

dry cells. The intelligent user KNOWS that the manufacturer of those cells MUST BE
SURE of the LIFE Of them when he asks him to watch the service he gets from them.

Above words are on each label of the Genuine. BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS
and imitations.

INVENTOR AND SOLE MANUFACTURER, -4a A7'E>{SE>'S' ST., JVE>AJ%r ^sroiiii:.
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TELEPHONE CABLE

DISTRIBUTING BOARD.
Provides Screw Contacts, with Washers,

for Cable Wires and for Spider Wires.

Contacts for special Masstadt Fuses, ground
strips and lightning arresters, mounted on hard
rubber and backed by matched oak. Made for
any number of wires. Sizes: For 25 pair. I65i2:
50 pair, 16x21; 75 pair. 16x30; lOft pair, itix^io. For
cable terminals at poles or in central stations.
Conrenlent for line men. Will lit in your own
cable boxes. Sure contacts and no crosses.
"Write for prices. One or two rows as ordered.
We also make a very compact cross-connecting
board. Prices and description on application.
Made by

F.BISSELL&CO.,
116 St. Clair St., TOLEDO, OHIO.

TELEPHONES
Receivers,

Transmiiiers,

Transmitter Arms I

A SPECIAIiTY

Magneto Bells
J

Series and Bridging.

Send for Catalogae of

IHigli Grade
Electrical
Special-ties.

MIANUSELEC.CO.
IN/lianus, C^nri.

RTH^SOUTH
VIA THC

MONONROUTE

/OC&trt^^

!' (7Vt<7Ccit--7T^3^-*'^-«

W+H-kDOEL CH45H-B0CH«U-

CHlCAGOj ^

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-1 7 Cortlandt St., New York.
I CHICAGO:
I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON

:

134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bolldlitg.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
5IO IS/lar-c^ue-t-te. ^uildirti^, ^hicaso

Good telephone service is dependent
upon good batteries. We make them.

Send for catalogue. Don't delay.

NATIONAL CARBON CO.,
NO. 1 198 WEST MADISON AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Protect Your Telephones.

Be Sure and

Visit Our Factory

During the Convention.

ProtectYourSwitchboards.

We Make Fuses, Cut-Outs
and

Lightning Arresters and
Electrical Specialties.

HARVARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, 224-226 S. Clinton St., Chicago, U.S.A.

NORTH
Telepliones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE NECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

C5^^^ .>^^^?5->^#^^^7<^S^Sr^^^^:> :n

63-75 FRANKFORT STREET. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

..THE GREATEST VALUE..
Given for Burned Out Incandescent Liamps is given by us.

We originated a value for these lamps and make several interesting
offers for them. Write us for full particulars.

LYNX IXCAXDESCENT LAMP COMPANY, LYNN, MASS-

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush, i

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

iNo Slutting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ station Z, Philadelphia.

TiBRtGRmnE]

COMMUTATOR
,^

-s::hRUSh :d

i

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest ilanu
facturers of Tele
phones and Switch^
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregatmg over 300,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

"Write for catalogue showing new types and prices,

lA/C OMADKMTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

Ht bUAnAn I tC of our apparatus to he of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUR patrons on alleged in-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-4042-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., oor. Canal, Chicago

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEND FOK "SPECIAMY FIWE" CATAIiOtillE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and worlsmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

^ That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of charge, any broken parts due to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.

That for the sum of $50.00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year, _AVEBAftE COST TO UJTS PEE 3III.E, 3-4 CENT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
1 10-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO-VEHICLES.
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Kh^ Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
80 S. LUDLOW ST.,

:^ ^ ^ . . ^ . DAYTOH, 0.

DON'T THINK
That }-ou can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
t'.lectrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year

;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 MarqueHe BIdg., CHICAGO.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
We make Switeli-

boards. Resistance
Boxes, ^Vheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts* Extension
Bells.Repeatlns: Coils,
Induction Coils, Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. ReceiTers, l>e-
ma£;netizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cigar Ijighters. 3Iedi-
caiCoils, Punches and
Dies, Btc.
We do Punching, Screw

and MilliDR Machine Work,
Metaland Fiber Sawing. Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in
charge of an eTpert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Bnren & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we maka

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.CO.,3
Syracuse. N. Y.
39 CortlandlSt.. New York.
70 Summer St., Boston.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the "|

I American Electric Vehicle CoJ
Ip

IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
<N^ Send for CatatoBue 5S--5o vv. Vcia Gurea^t,- Kj^ of Carriages Ch-cago, U- S. A. "^

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.
Kokomo, Ind., U. 8. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIiVIBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS •.

Catalogue Free. .^-Send for one. ^Bl
Mathias Klein & Son, ^*"

S7-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO.).

Telephone Menl
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, Si -00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Salts SIO naraoette Bide., Chleac*.

STANDARD OF

THE WORLD.
Most Durable and Reliable

l>ry Cell Made.

WILLIAM ROCHE
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer,

259 Green-n-icli St., Xew ITork.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECTRIC -l_IC3 HXED "TRAINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

I and 213 Randolph St.,

CHICAGO.
THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., ai

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.
JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay In sending for a copy. BOOKS.

BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

6tO Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

:iVO^V%r IiE>J\.r>^5r—Oatalogtxe N^o. lO.

A New Pocket Battery Gauge, to retail $3.50, ^ill be ready Nov. ist.

Something New in Burglar-Alarm Traps now ready, a lot of specialties

we are now making can be purchased at the right price.

THE MESCO DRY BATTERY (better than ever).

Prices to suit buyers who are using cheaper grades.

We are Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGIME CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office; l52SM0MADN0CR6LDe.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

I PELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powar« by the moit

modern, economic and improved methods. . "„

An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In Us widest range of application, Is at the service of

Us customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 b. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels aflorrt the most reliable and efflclent power for such service, tnil are rnnnlng

the majority of stations of this character Id the United States, as well as mostforelgn countries.

Highest efBclency and absolute repulatlon guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
1« Liberty St., Hew York City, U, S. A. or 121 Miln St.. San Franclico, Cll., U. $. *.

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.[imited,

2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
1NG0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS. SHEETS. ETC

'

—

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORCINGS

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Kspeciallv a-lapte'l loall kirj'i.--. of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LICHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable \\s to guarantee :

77ic Lnrgei^t Pnver cvrr obtained Jroui n vfirH of Ihe mmr dlnmrirr. The hinhcM itperd

nrr obtainrd for the gnmr pnntr. Tlir liifilifKl vimn effu-irnt-y ever rfuizfd ^rfien

running /mm half to full gatr. We guarantee also: A nntn/T of tlir grmteft p<ig~

sible Htr^iigllt. A <iate uncguaifd in guirhiivy and inne of "ittniiig and clomig.
TW^.v- nftinr orrr SI prr rent, airrngr rffiriniri/ n-illi half hi fnK irtitrr.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms &3
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOK^ CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, 'S. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Fublishing Co..
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

EDDY GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIDM OR HIOH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAOO, aST-SSS Harqnette Bnildlnar. NEW YORK OFFICE, Singer Bide.. 149 Broadway.

FIIII.ADEL.rHIA, IValter C. Malntlre A Co., B0« Commerce St. ROIiiTOIV. d. H. Angler & Co., 64 Federal !!4t.

EI.IIIBA, 8. ar. Blake. iSlT. IiOUIS, '(Veatern Electrical !ilnppl.T Co.
MAN FBANCISCO, OAIi., CtkUfornlB Elee. Works, 409 Harket St. CINCINNATI. Nevada Bids, .lohn A. Stewart.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: 19th and Allegheny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Ligliting

and Transmission of Power.

Hi§:h=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.
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Westinghouse
Integrating Wattmeters.

For Single Phase-

two wire,

Single Phase

—

three wire,

Polyphase

Circuits.

Record accurately

in

watt hours from one-

fiftieth full load to fifty per cent

overload.

Single Phase "Wattmeter.

Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, St, Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse, Tacoma. Denver, Mountain Electric Co.

For Canada, Aheam & Soper, Ottawa. John Starr, Son & Co., Halifax. For Mexico, G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria Street, London.

WE CARRY IN STOCK
A COMPLETE LINE OF

Telephone Construction

Material
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTAND CAN MAKE OF ALL ORDERS.

Our Stock of Telephone Wires is Most Complete West of New York City.

. B. AUSTIN & CO.,
3SI Dearborn 3-treo-l:, CMI ^^%«
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General Electric Company's

EDISONtB SOCKETS

With characteristic screw base embody in their design and
manufacture all the elements of simplicity,

durability and reliability.

The General Electric Ping and liink Cnt-Onts, Ceiling Rosettes, Punch Clip Knife Switches, Por-
celain Cleats and Porcelain Knobs are absolutely uniform in quality and stand the severest tests.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Branch Offices m all Large MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Cities In the United States. ' '

SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA
GENERAL OFFICES: MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

IVIA.IMU F'iBk.C'reiRERS :

Rotary Transformers, Railway Generators, Motors,

Arc Apparatus, Alternating Meters, direct reading.

Alternating Generators, Single, Two or Three Phase.

LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSION A SPECIALTY.

BRXklMCIH OS^IF'ICES:

Boston, Cincinnati, BenTer, Grand Bapids, Mich., Xew fork City, Philadelphia, Pittsburg;,

Salt liake City, ISt. Lionis, San Francisco and liVashington, B. C.
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THIS
STANDS
FOR

HIGH
GRADE

Trade Mark. GOODS

One-Sixth H. P. Type.

We make acomplete line of small motors from
p'to 1 horse power, and It wlU certainly pay you
|o look us up when In the market for Fmall
motors. Our '90 fan motors are world beaters,
pend for Illustrated catalogue of electrical,
aental and surgical specialties.

: Victor Electric Company,
418-420 Dearborn St., - CHfCAGO, ILL.

'1)yj>)amo

cgELTlNGr.

-VSHULTZ PATENT r

WPVEN JXATHER UNK BELTING.

St. i/onis. :iro., V. S. A.

,_.:' Vv-- GENUINE RAWHIDE
""'

>T C-0iiKt LEATHER.

^5%HUU2'S PATENT

nIV I'PULLEY COVER.

g-afBELT DRESSING
t&' AND

,J.:w'?S^iP:B£LT CEMENT.

ICA Summer St.. Boston; 113 Liberty St.,

(PIT) DELAWARE HARD FIDRE CO.,
^^^^i>^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEIKD FOR CAVAJLOalK AKD SASIFI/ES.

Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.
^W£ roots a.M'ni'r'/f's. ^ardwarc ~

|

VULCANIZED FIBRE,
\ Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets^

' tubes, toi& and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatioc^

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeL

HIGHESrCASH PRICE PAID'-rofl plat/wi/^t scr^p
Aivo SLO LAW BflSfS eo«/TArNI«0. pLATIMl'M -- Pl./>TtNt<»l W'S£ <nT pt>Tf

FOR smc

KARTAVERT.
HARP AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINft.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards^ WMbsef
and Packings. Patent Iiisulatlng Cleats.

BIANTTFACTURED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington. M

Black Diamond File Works.
Kat. I86S. Inc. 1S»F

4?
ifi

J

?
«?
?

4^ OUB OOODS ABK OM 8AI.K lU ETEKX I.EA]>£ir«i HARDWAJtM ^fc

^ STOBE IN THE ITNITEIt STATES AJTD CAKADA. |X

p. &H. DARNETT COMPANY,^
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. W

Special

Prize

Gold Medil

at Atlanta,

1895.

M Hart H. & H. Push Switch

I 11

I.

'

(D

fllSH
sWITC*

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Sturtevant
Generating Sets.

l}4 to 100 K. W,

8 Styles.

50 Sizes.

HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL

ENGINES.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames
t for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

ITHE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,

i
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

'.CHICAeO: HONADKOCK BI.OCK.
KEW XOBK: ILAII. ASTD EXPBESS BVII.DINC}.

B. F. Sturtevant C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

WARBROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street NEW YOBfC, 131 Liberty Street.

CniCAOO, 16 S. Canal Street PHILADELPHIA, I3S N. Tbird Street

LONDON, ENO., 7S Queen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. Uonyriahe, 1800, by
ElecMcfan PuullttliitiK Company, Chlckf^. EVERY SATURQAY.- .. rriAlt matter

Utilr&crn I'ortoffllC'

r o( the i«con(l t i cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. (.:l-{ICA(;o.^Jl•L^^ s. i8()9. , No.

IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

":; "'t;r„l""^' Simplex Electrical Company.
I. R. HIaSON,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SILLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

-NOVEI.Tir IN POBCEI.AIN-NEW PXSRU FUSX: VJmJJG.
TBY IT-YOUXI. BUY IT.

I«e-w C^tciiosEuae Oxit. SencS tor It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

.tON/>
1SS9—Paris Exposition,
medal for Rubber Insnlstioa.

18»3—World's Fair,
niedal for Bobber IiuiilatloB.

TRADEMARK.

TEE STAITBABD FOB
B1TBB£B UrSVIiATIOX.

Sole Manufaoturors of

•kBnite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee*'"o!;r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Td'TLm ch'SS,";,

} ""•»•'•• 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T.Manson, Gen'ISupl
W. H.Hodglns, Secy.

NAMBPbATBS
F0RM0T0RS.ELECTRICALAPPARATUSf*:^'oi,^er'r4

TELEPHONES,SWITCHBOARDS,DYNAMOS"<:>^..'^.^

rTT T J] Tl r I I I J' T 'IITSI Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Maiiufacturers,of the WireClotb Jynamo

and Motor Brushes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jefferson St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
Kester's Self Fluxing Solder*

Standard Underground CableGo.
542 The Kookery,

Chicago,
Westinghouse Bldg., l&Cortlandt St.,

Pittsburpr. N^w York City.
607 Security Building, St. i,ouis, Mo.

1225 Betz Bldg^
Philadelphia, Fft,

pr Electric Cables, Conduit^^j Wires and AccessorieSi
I Also Higb Grade Rubber COTered Wires and Cables.

T!i3 Only Fire DeleetiTe Calile in tie fferlil.
Every Fractiooal Part of which is continuously Therraostalic, and designed for

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasl Rings the door bellsl II

automaticaHy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instalU-

i'°°; . 'r**r~'ri ,

,

VVhy use dormant wire«>
FuBible Core ninnlni IhroujhMl the cble h / / r~!;;r?—-'— Th» Monlauk Aiilomado
Hon by Fire or Thief, Accldcnl or Inlenllon. i^T^V^^^ Thermostatic Electric Ca-

^--B--^. —jsssss^a^ ^^^^^̂ ~— bles are as sensitive to heat
^^Mi^^^S^9BHBSSSBi3^H^iB^^i^w»^^^ or fire as the nervous system

Wf jKWJwar *«»/'««£ weir. ^^^ «—

^

pj ^ human being is to the

X-J-.f-. ,»».». Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Cal! and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway^ NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 5U horse power.

^^5i Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
^^^ We sell or rent. Good profits

for agents. Ihe Hoban Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chednut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Inatruments, X-R«]

Focus Tubes, induction Cod*

ifflOENlX CLASS CO.!
MANUFACTURERS OF f

GASAND ELECTRIC |

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc. |

' ' HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-

; ; LOGUE? IF NOT. SEND FOR IT.

;
; Pittsbnrgh, New York, Chicago.

<'*»«
Scraj

IINIUIVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER A CO., 40S"tl4 Kew Jersey
RailroatI Ave.. ^'e\vark, N, J,

I- York Office. 120 Liberty Street.

m.^ Mill

BELTING W^ SLPPIIES

OYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Pynamo
brand ofleather belting is the re-

sult'ofpitlentiOMUlfyaod careful

study i.f ihe requirements of the

ditfereat machines used under all

cuQtlitions and In all climates.

When order iog Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFFICE AND FACTORY
67-69 SOUTtl CANAL STRtE:T.

CHICAGO.ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO,. PHILAOELnH

^ESTIIH Electrioal Ingtameni Co.,
1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard Portable Direct Reading

Voltmeters, Miilivoltneters, Voitammeters,

Ammeters, Mllliammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable Balvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-
nized as The Standard the world over.
The Semi-Portable Laboratory:. Stand-
ards are still belter.

"''
,

Our Station Voltmeter* and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-
treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy,

\fanHnn tha Wvan.vaM Vr.v/rPBTnr .h .than ^nrfMnn

"HARDY " INGANOESGENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by

HABf. Nowhere are experiments
ORfABCHAIC METHODS so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCoTsT

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Snlte 1657-59 (lonadnock Bids., - Chicago*
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TO BE> J^

PALACE OF ELECTRICITY
Space Going Fast—Don't Wait Until the Last

Moment Before Coming In.

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A PROSPECTUS, SEND US A POSTAL.

THIS WHil. eiYE YOV ATS IDEA
OF THE liOCATIOHr OF BOOTHS.

From

September ?S,

to

October 9,

1899.

S I
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Don't Study Over This

Matter Any Longer.

You Will Be Perfectly

Safe in Exhibiting.

It Is a Sure Winner.

*«M''l«t'*4"l«H«i«i«l=4'4^»|*4>

TO BE HELD IN THE TATTERSALL'S BUIIDINB.
(DIMENSIONS, 148 X 265 FEET.)

NAWL mOSITION OF ELECTRICAL ARTS CO.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ILLINOIS. CAPITAL, $50,000.

W. E. BURNHAM, Mgr., 410 New York Life Building, Chicago, III.
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1 0,000 HORSE POWER IN CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS
-^r^

The Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., New York City.
23d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED DECEMBER 16, 1898.
32d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED JANUARY 16 1899.
50th STREET BATTERY BEING INSTALLED.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., ^&S'IA PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SALES OFFICES:

New York. 20 Broad St. Boston, GO State St. Baltimore, Equitable fiulldlog. Clevtland, Kew England Building. Clilcago. Marquette Building. San Francisco, Tlie Parrolt liulldlng.

ANTISEPTIC POWDER.

RELIEVES PAIN
HEALS BURNS

WITHOUT A SCAR.

Machinists
ought to keep on hand a

bottle of Vitogen for im-
mediate application in case

of accidents, electrical
burns, etc. Fonns healthy,

new flesh at' once. Dr.
Campbell, Cleveland, O.,

says: "I consider Vitogen
superior to all other anti-

septics and use it in the

most serious cases."

Sold by all Druggists, or mailed on receipt of price. 2 oz., 50c: 4 oz.,

$1.00, Canadian price, 2 oz,, 6oc; 40Z., Si. 20.

"•c"h"a;',"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A,

Canadian Branch, MiUe Roches, Ont., Kezab & Bennett, Agents.

RENEW LAMP €0
RENEWERS OF

INCANDESCENTLAMPS
WE WILL RENEW OR BUY
your burned out lamrs

Write for particulars

126 5TATE .ST. Bo5TON.
WSTEMAGEJIfT \fANTED

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

' 13-17 Cortlandt St., New Yark.
I CHICAGO:
I
320 Dearborn St,

BOSTON:
134 Congress SI.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bulldlltg.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdTMiee Epeclalty Co ... . xl

AUen-Hussy Co xtI

Amerlean Battery Co il

American Elec. Fuse Co. ..

American El. Heater Go. zlil

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . xU
Am«r. El. Tel. Co XTii

Amer. El.VelilcleCo....x, ilil

Aouulean Elte. WoTki . . . . xUl

Am«r. nefiect. A Ltc- Co. z 1

BftlB.ForM 1

BaicerA Go 1

BallSarlnaCo xlx

Barnes Co.. Th» Wallace. It

BAm«ttCo.,G. & H xxil

Becker Name Plate Co. .. 1

Berthold A JennlnffB.... xr

Beily & Co.,Chai. H.... xxli

Botsert £1. Coast. Co. .. zl

Brady, T. H xl

Brown &Co., M. R xv
Bryan & Humphrey x.i i I

Bryant Electric Co v

sElaetricOo v

Carlisle & Finch Co v

Gary Sprint Works ziv

Centm Slectrio Co t

OentnlMIg. Co xv
Central Tel. A Slec. Co.. zTii

Che5:ey Machinery Co,..

ChlcECoBeltlneCo 1

Oblnfo BAlMn Co ir, sir

Ghlc.FnaeWlre AMf.Go. xzft

Chicago Ins. Wire Co....

O.. M. ABt. P. S. R.... XTill

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xlv

OllnE-Bnrfmce Hfff. Co. . . vi

Cutler-Hammer Hfr Co. zlll

Outter SL A Kfc. 00 i

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xTiil

Dearborn DrugA Cb. Co. . zl

DelftwareHard FlbreOo. xxii

Detroit A Clevel. Nav. Co. zi

DletalMfc. Co —
Dlzon Omelblo Co., Joe .. xix

Eagle Elootric Works xll

Butom Sloe. Gable Go. . —
Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. vili

Edison Mfg. Co xlil

El. Enc.Iost.Gorr. Inai. .

xli

lii

E&ee. Appllaaee Go
Eleetne Storage Batt.Go.

SSeetrleiui Pnb. Co
Bmenon £1. Mfg. Co....

ErlesaonTelephone Co. ..

Boreki Elec. Go

Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co.

Fischer Equipment Co . .

"For Sale" Adrs ziv

Ft. Wmyne Elec. Wks., Inc. ix

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co. —
Qarton-Daniels Elee. Co. xU
Qonerftl JiQeetric Co.... xzi

Oen'l IncaodeEcent Arc
Light Co V

Goldsmith Bros

Gordon Battery Company. Iv

Hardy LampCo 1

Hart A Heceman Mf . Co. xxli

Harvey Co., TteQ. F.... lii

Hayi Constrnotlon Co... iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Go 1

Hodge-Walsh El.Eng.Co. xt
Holmoi Fibre-Qrapb.Co.

Holyoke A Holyoke xvili

Hn«b«l A Mancer zv

minolB Electric Co t
Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Intemat'l Cor. Sehoola. xi

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xiii

JObUGtOB, TkDs. J xlll

KartftTert Xtf. Go —
Kester Electric Mfg. Co. i

KleU A Sob, Mattalas . xvi

Knutson&Co., A. W t

KokODoo Tel. AE1.M.C0. xTl

Kublm&n Electric Co ...

.

x 1

Kusel, D. A. , Tel. A Elec.
Ufg.Oo xvl

Leather Preserr. M. Corp. it
Leelanelie Battery Go . . xt

LeflelACo., James.... xlx

Leschen-Macomber-Wbyte
Co ^1

Llndiley Brotbere Co . . . xv

Lombard WaterWb. G. Co. xiU

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co sil

Manhattan Bl. Sup. Co. .

Mass. Cbemloal Go 1

Matthews, W. N
McLennan A Co.. E zil

Metrojolltan Steam Boiler
Comoound Mfg. Co ix

Mica Insulator Co zli

Hlscellaneoni Adrs zIt

MononB.B xi

Uontaak Multip.CableCo. 1

Morrla ArcLampOo.... tU
Munsell A Co., Eugene., zii

National Carbon Go
National Exposition of
Electrical Arts Co 11

KatloB&l India Snbber Go.—
Now Tort Influl. W. Go . . . iii

Noblett,E. J zvl

North Electric Co xvll

Oksalle Oo., Tbe 1

Paiite Ga, H. T zili

Paquette A Co., H. A.... t

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

FeerleBB Rubber Mfg. Go.

Pelton Water Wh. Co. ..

Perrizo A Sons
Fern Elea. Ufg. Go
PhUUps Ina'd. Wire Co..

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronxe S. Co.
Prtngle, Wm. T.... ,

i

xlli

Queen AGO 1

Rawson Electric Co xvi

Beislnger, Hngo....... .

Renew Lamp Co ili

Boebllng'B Sons Co., J. A. xxU
Roislter, McGovern & Co. xlv

Bamaon Cordage Wks ... . xil

Sftrgent A Lundy xlli

Sawyer-Man Elect. Go
Schwalm Co., Geo. F ziv

S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Co i

ShoJltz Belting Go
Simplex Eleotrlcal Co., Tbe, 1

Specialty Mfg. Co
Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. A EI. Co . . . x v li

StwidardlTnderg.C&UeCo. i

Stanley* Patterson xli

Blerlliig Sleetric Co.. ..

Steillng Varnish Co.,The xlli

Stewart ElectricalCo.... ziv

Stllwell-Blaree A Bmltta-
YaUe Co I It , I

V

Stow Mfg. Co xli

Stromberg-CarlBon Tel
MfR. Co ivil

Sturtevant Co , B. F zxll

SwartB Metal Refln'g Co. ziv

Technical Agency
Therlen Tool Works.,., xzli

Torrey Cedar Co zv
Transmitter Mfg. Co zvl
Trclter'sMonaMf.Co.,Ltd. Iv

United Blec. Imp. Co ...

University of Noire Dame xlv

Valentine-Clark Co xv
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xxil

Wagner El. Mfg. Co vli

Walsh's Sons A Co xt
Warren El. A Spec. Co... ix

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xlli

Western Electric Co ... . tII

Western El. Supply Co. —r-^

Western Tel. Cona, Co. .. xvi
Weitlngbonse Electric A
Manufacturing Co.... xx

Weston Electrical Inst. Go. 1

Williams EOeotrlo Co .. . ztI
Worcester A Co.. G. H.. xt
Worcester Polytech.Inet. xt
Wright Discount Meter Co.
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ALL SUMMER.

theparagon fan
GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO.

.G.OLDMARK & WALLA
\2\ \A/ort'h St. M e:w York.

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadway New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
isrA,u!^cn iU7. BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

KNAPP FAN MOTOR OUTFITS
WITH GORDON PRIMARY CELLS

The hot spell of summer is approaching and to those
who wish to seek comfort at home or in the ofl&ce, profes-

sional or mercantile, we desire to call attention to these
celebrated outfits.

We guarantee the highest speed at the lowest cost for
primary cells.

These fan motor outfits are manufactured in two sizes,

as follows:

Type C, 8-inch Fan, with 3 No 1A Gordon Cells.

Type E, 10-inch Fan, with 4 No. 1A Gordon Cells.

These outfits will give a life of over 150 hours without
recharging, at a speed of at least 750 revolutions per
minute.

For full particulars, price list, etc., address

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY,
594 Broadway, New York,

Western Representative, 6E0R6E W. PATTERSON, 1533 Marquette BIdg., Chicago, III.
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Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

4.

I

STEVENS' I

MECHANICALCATACHISM |

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE f
FOR ^

Stationary and riarlne Engineers, Firemen, Electridanj, riotormen, Ice

Machine Men, and Mechanics In General.

New and Original. AH Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing. Questions and Answers

for Civil Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS. PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES. TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION. HORSE POVTEBS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR. REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS. BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS. VALVES.
TESTS. TABLES. AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS.
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS; MOTORS. STATIONARY. TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS. CONTROLLER. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. P'RICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS. REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

tl^S^Z, $1.00. Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg,, Chicago.
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THE THEORY OF INVESTMENT
Contemplates placing capital where it will produce an income, or where the

principal sum will increase through the advancement in value of the article

purchased.

An income is far from certain where there is a constant outlay for repairs.

An article will not add to its first value when it inherently is inferior.

The successful business man places his money where

IT NEVER DISAPPOINTS.
BRANCH:

Southern Eleclrical Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS.

Your T.-H. arc lamps ARE NOT COMPLETE
unless they are equipped with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
Acknowledged by the leading electric light

plants to be

THE CLUTCH.
Send for a sample and put it in ' 'that lamp over there" that

has been giving you so much trouble, and let us prove to

you that this is no fake. There are thousands already in

use. 0£ course you think the various kinds of clutches
you are now using are allright. but just wait till you have
tried ours; that is all we want you to do. They are the

CHEAPEST and the BEST.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., ealesburgjil.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Avenue , cgr. Thirly-th lrd Street, New York.

GBr^noli Offices:
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,

39-41 Cortland! St. 3t Milk St. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. ProspectSt. 598 ParrottBldg.

iMiVieTi^s: J. iKCsuLr^ co.s
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis. Milwaukee,

1012-13 Monadnock Block. 511 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg.

Lundell
Fans
ALWAYS the BEST.

A Full Stock.

CHICAOO AOBNTS:

ILLINOIS
ELECTRIC CO.

239 Madison St., CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS....
and MARINE PROJECTORS.

Novel in Construction,
Artistic In Design,
Mectianically Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send for Catalogue "A."

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT,

Monadnock Block.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,
832 W. 6th ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

I* St

H. A. PAQUETTE & CO.,
53 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO.

SPEAKING
TUBE,

Pat. applied for.

Manufacturers of the

ONLY INTERLOCKING,
WHISTLE and ELBOW

It prevents whistle from
falling off. For Sale By [

Electrical Supply Houses and Hardware Dealers.

Send (or descriptive circular.

Letter A—Represents spriag in elbow and also represents a cover*
ing over the spring, so tliat plastering will not inierfere with same.
Letter C—Represents slot on both sides of whistle.
Letter B—Represents the bottom side up.

The Bryant Big Gnt-OiL
ConcaTe-head contact screws in

the base, and convex in the cap, in-

sure a perfect contact w^here the two
connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The cover, being held in place
by bnt one nnt, can be readily re-

moved for fosing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, Illinois.

BTTCEE7E
IIMOAIMD

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMT- l-AIVIPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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A BELT FULL OF CLINC-SURFACE
Will neither slip, run off, nor need taking up, and its

transmitting capacity is only limited by the strength

of the belt.

GLING-SURFAGE MFG. GO., 177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

•
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Annanelstora.
CssCril Eleourlo Oo.

Bleofcrlo Appliaooe Oo.
Illinois Electric Oo.
Weetern Electric Co
Weatern Bleo. Supply Co.

Aialiaatp*-
C«atral Bleetric Oo.
DleU Hlg 00.
Ft. Wayne Else. Wks., Inc
Qonoral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co
Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wosnsehouae BL It Mfg. Oo.

Are lilSht Cord.
Leioheu-Macomber-Whyte

Oo. _^
aamaoB OordAge Wu.
BatMrl^ and Jan.
OflBtral Eleotrlo Oo.
Edison Mtg. Co.
MlMtrlo AppUftoo* Oo.
Qordon Battery Company.
Illinois Electric Co.
l^ol&nobe Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.

Ptru Eleo. Ufs. Oo.
Victor Electric Co.
Waitern Electric Co.
WMtorn Elect. Supply Oo.

BearlnKa and Bearins
Metal. „
IiMohen-MBoomber-Whyte
00.

BalU.
Oeafral Eleotrlo Co.

leetrle AppUanoe Oo.
Bnobol ft Miincar.
nUnols Eleotrlo Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago BeltiQg Co.
Oiing-aurraco Mig. Oo.
L#9ather PreserverMfg. Corp.

BaltiJic.
Cnlcago Belting Co.

Leather preserverMIg.Corp.
Peorlesa Buboer Mfg. Oo.
Units BelUM 00.

••lu. ^eetrleal.
MMILiieUn PnblUklng Oo.

Braahea.
Oantral Eleotrlo Oo.
Hobart Elac. Mtg. Co.
HolDtfs (Tlbre-Gr&phUe Oo.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Kleot. Supply Oo.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

?lntoal ElMtrio Oo.
Awards & Oo.

laraie AppUanee Oa
Sutel ft fibacer.
W«iMrn Elect. Supply Oo.

0»M«a C>w InialatMl Wlru.)

teClfcl^>Fjrt*-1-
{Betlnm-

jBd wlTMi. Copp«r,
k*«t and Bwr.

llloonAeo. works.
BNl ElQotrLo Oe.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co
BMWn Sleetrlo Oable Oo
a^u»l BleetTlo Co,
nunola Electric Co.
Mow York Ina. Wire Oo.
ItiMpUx Kloetrloftl Oo.
il^id&rd UndOT^nniod O. Oo.
Wwtern Elect. Supply Oo.

Ou*MU^«lmtsA Plfttes.
0«mtnl Blectno Oo.
Okiaaeo Bdlaon Oo.
leetr^c Aj)|kUAao0 Oo.
Gen'l Inc. .\rc Ll. Co.
N»tloual Carbon Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The Q. F.

Clear liiffhters.
Stanley A Patterson.

Clntclies (Arc liamp).
Knutson A Co., A. W.

Compound.
Dearborn Druff&Ohem.Wka

nilnols Electric Oo.
MasB. Ohemloal Oo.
MeLsSonaa HZ Co., K.
Me^ropo itan Steam Boiler
Cotcpouna Mfg. Co.

standard Pami Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg 03., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply C<r.

Condnit and Conduits.
Oeotral Electric Oo.
Electric AppUaace Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Construction A B«pUr».
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Elee. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne fiiec. WHs., Inc,
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Victor Electric Co.
Wasner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contraetors and Bleetrle
Id«ht Plants.
BaTh, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Central Electric Oa
t>iehl MI;. Oo.
Eddy Elee. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa\ne Etec. Wks.. Inc.
Oeaeral Eleotrlo Oo.
Hays Construction Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unit«a Elec. Imp. Oo.
Wagner Eleo. Mlg. Co.
Warren EUec. Mtg. Co.
Western Electric Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WesfitDghouse Eleo « Ufg Oo.

'WS AOo..Ohai. H.

Copper Wlroa.
American Biootrloal Works.
Bealy & Qp., Ohos H.
Oantral Eleotrlo Oo.
Ohloago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eleotrlo Appllanoe Oo.
Qeneral Eleotrlo Oo.
IlUnoiB Klectric Oo.
National India Rubber Oo,
OkonlleOD.,The.
FhlUlpa Inaulated Wire Oo.
RoehUng'a Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Eleolrloti Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Weatern Bleot. Supply Oo.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Correapondenoe Sehoolo.
Blec. Engineer Corr. Init.
Int. Correspond. Sohoola.

Oroaa-Arma, Plna and
Bravkfxta.
Brad7, T. H.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Central Mfg. Co.
ElMtrle ApDllanoe Oo.
Valenttne-ClarkCo..The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ont-Outaand Bwltehea.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
nofliert Elec. Const. Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Ohloago Sdlson Co.
Onner £1. & MIg. 00.
Sleoirio J^pUanoe Oo.
Emerson £1. Htg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Flee. Wks., Ino.
General Bleo. Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart A. Hegeman Mfg. Co.
IiUnols Eleculc Oo.
Palsto Co., H. T.
Pern Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Bleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Eleotrlo Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WestlagbOQsa EL B ifilg.Oo.

Dynacaiae.
central Eleotrle Oo.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eles. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotrlo Co.
General Ino. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co

Matthews, W. N-
Sturtevant Co., B .P.
Doiced itilec. imp. Co.
Wagner Eiec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Waacern Elect, supply Co.
WesiingnouBe Bt & Ulg. Oo.

flee. Meat's Appliances.
American kino, nnater Co.

£leetrle Kallwaya.
General Eleotrlo Co.
WeaUnghouae BI. fi Mfg. Oo.

Klectric Vehicles.
Amenoan El. Vehicle Co.
Piscner Equipment Co.

Kleetrfteal and Ueelianl-
eal KBSlneers.
Bain. Poree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hiys Construction Co.
Hjdge-Walsh Jfliec. Eng. Co.
bargent & Lundy.

Eloetrleal Inatmaienta.
American El. Specialty Co.
Urydnt Elecric Company.
Ueatrai Bleccno Co.
Cutter Bl. & Mtg. Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Ft. Wayne alec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Electric Co.
Palate Co., H.T.
Queen A Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Bleot. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Bleotrleal Inst Oo.

Kleetrloal Specialtlea.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Klectric Company,
uarlisle a Finch Co.
Central Blectno Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Prlngle. Wm. T.
Thenen Tool Works.
Victor Etectrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Plating Haeli^.
Beely & Oo., Ohss. H.
General Bleetole Oo.

Employment Agency.
I'echnical Agency.

ttiClnea, Ste'aiK.
BaU Engine Do.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Faa Ontllta. .

Oantral Eleotrlo Oo.
Diehl Mte. Go.
Edison Mlg. Co.
Bmerson El. Mfg. Oo.
Qeneral BlectMc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gordon Battery Company.
lUinolB Electric Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Specialty Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Eleotrle Mfff. Oo.
Warren El. i Specialty Oo.
Weitern BleoUio Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.
Weatinghonse EL A Mfg. Oo.

Flkre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Oo.
Kartarert Mfg. Oo.
Vulcanised Fibre Oo.

FUea.
Banett do., O. * H.

Flxtnrea, El. A CoHib'B.
Central Saectrle Oo.
Weatern Eleot. Supply Oo.

Flexible 8ba(fta.
Stow Mtg. 00.

American Elee. Fuse Co.
Oantral Blectrie Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Oo.
Btee«rie AppUanoe Oa.
Weatern Elect. Supply Oo.

«aaketa.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oe.

««« IilBhtlnc. Eleetrle.
Advance Specialty Oo.
Central Btootrlc Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

For iOklRKoib^-ticail Ind^jc of 4K

C}eara.
Beal7 A Co., Ohms H.

Oeneral Elee. HuppUea.
Ceatral Bleetrle 0«.
Ohloago Edison Oo.
Bleotrlc Appnanoe Oa
General Electric Oo.
Ulinolf Electric Co
Manhattan Bleo. Sup. Co.
Peru Blec. Mfg. Oo.
Stanley &. Patterson.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CMobea and Eleetrieal
€}laaaware.
Central Eleotrle Oo.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Weatern Eleot. Supply Oo.

6eT*nera, Water Wlieel.
LornbardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

€}raphlt« Speelaltlea.
Besl7<kCo., Ohas. H.
Dixon Omoible Co., Jos.
Holmes nbre-Grapkite Co.

iBBulatora and Imamlat-
1ns Materlala.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Eleotrle Oo.
Okleago Edison Oo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Eleotrlo Appllanee Oo.
Emerion El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light ^ 0.

IUtn:>ls Electric Oo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Uaia. Chemical Cc.
Mloa Insulator Oo.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
NaUonal India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
OkonlteOo.,The.
Palsu Co., H. T.
Pern Bias. Mfg. Oo.
PhiUlpa iBsolated Wire Co.
Simplex Kleeirleal Co.
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Valoanliod Fibre Oo.
Weatern Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

laamlated Wire* aad
Cablea-Masnet Wlrea.
Amerlean Eloetrleal Works.
Oentral Eleotrle Co.
Chicago Insulated WireOo.
Bastara Eleotrlo Oable Oo.
Bleetrle AppUanee Oo.
Oanernl Bleetrle Oo.
Leachen-Maeomber^Whyte
Co.

Montauk Uulfelph. Oable Oo.
Hatioeal India Kubbor Oo.
Iffew Tork lamlatod Wire Oo.
OkOBlteCa.Tke.
PbUUps Insulated Wlro Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Bleotrleal Co.
Standard nndorrroond 0. Co.
Western Eleet. Supply Co.

Jmnetlon Boxea.
Boasert Bleo. Const. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

liMBpa, Ineandeaeent.
Baokoye Bleetrle Oa
Ceatral Bleetrle Oo.
OUeago Bdlson Oo.
loetrle APpUanee Oo.
Fort Wayne Lamp,Co.
Oeneral Iflestrlo Oa.
General Inc. Arc Llgl^t Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
nilaoii Bleetrle 09;
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Bleo. Sup. Oo.
Renew Lamp Co.
Bawyer-MaaElea Oo.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elee. Imp. Oa
Weatern Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weetlnghouse EL M Mfg. Oo.

Ushtnlns Arreatera.
American Elec. Fuse Co-
Central Eleotrle Oo
Eleotrle Appliance Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Garton-DanlelB Elec. Co,
Gonaral Electric Co.
Westlnghoose BL * Mfg. Oo.

Hacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlreo.)

manipulators (Inc.Iimp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator co.

Heehanleal BlaelOnery.
Beslj A Co., Obas. H.
StUweU-Bleroo Ssilth-Valle

Steters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

BUea^
Central Eleetrle Oo.
Mloa Insulator Oo.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

THIaiMg Apparatus, Elee.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
Wostinghonso EL A Mfg. Oo.

JIatera.
Chicago Rheoatat Co.
Dlekl Mfg. Oo.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
Qaaeral Bleotrlc Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Illinois Eleotrle Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elee. Mfg. Oo.
Warren Elee. Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Western Elect. S-ipply Co.
Woatlaghouse BL A Mfg. Co.

IVame Plates.
Becker Name Plate Co.

PaeUnv.
Bealy A Oo. Ohas. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Paisita.
Centiml Eleetrle Co.
CUng-Surfftce Mf g. Co.
Maaa. Chemical Oo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorney.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Pbeapbor Brenae.
Baoly ft Oo., Okas. H.
Pko^orBroaBeBm.Oo.Ltd.

BakorAOo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Palea.
Barthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., A Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Torrey Oedar Oo.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Worcester A Co., O. H.

Fareelalu.
Central Eleetrle Oo.
Pom Elee. Mfg. Oo.

Beflnere.
Swarta Metal Reflnlag Oo.

Befleetora.
Amer. Refleotor A Ltg. Co.

Be-WlndlBC—Bepalra.
Ohloago Edison Oo.
Hedge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Eleotrlcal Co.

Bkeeatata.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
Ghoaeral Bleetrle Oa
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlngboaae BL A Mfg. Co.

Search-Iilehts.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Seeaod-Hand ]Iaebln*3r,
rhesley Machinery Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng, Co.
Matthews, W- N.
Rosstter, MaoGcvern * Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Refleotor A Ltg. Co.

nnfiablnr Tubea.
Central ICleotno Oo.
Eleetrle Appllanee Oo.
lUlnoia Blectrie Oo.

s So9 ^asr* HI.

Paquetle 4 Co., H. A.
Weetern Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Ohms. H.
Queen fit Co.
Weston Electrleal Inst- Co

Springs.
Barnts Co , The Wallace.
Cary spring Works.

Steel Boxea.
Boisert Elec. Conit. Co.

Storace Batteriea.
American Battery Co.
Eleotrle Storage Battery Oo.

Tapes. Inaulatl&K'
American Eleotrloal Works.
<Jentral Electric Oo.
Bleetrle Appllanee Oo.
nilnole Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Wbyte
Co.

New York InsulatedWire Oo
OkoulteCo., The.
Simplex Eleotrloal Co.
WeaternEleetrlc Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.

Teleplionea, Telepheate
aiaterlal and Swlteh-
boarda.
Allen-Hussy Oo.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Amerloan El. Telephone Oo
Central Tel. & Elec. Co
Ericsson Telephone Co.
eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke &3o]yoke.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel. D. A. Tel.A El. Mlg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Noblett. E. J.

North Electric Co.
RawBOu Eleotrle Co.
Standard Tel, A EL Oo.
Sterling Electric Oa
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.Co.
Trangmitter Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Waatern Elect. Supply Co.
Western T«L Cons. Oo.
WllUama Bleotrlc Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, ICatblas.
Therlsn Tool SVTWts.

Transfbnaers.
Central Ele6irle Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Qeneral Eleotrlo Oo.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews. W. N.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Qs.
Weatern Electric Co.
Weatorn Elect. Supply Oo.
Woatinghouse Bl. A Mfg. Oe

TTMlex Card.
Safason Cordage Wks.

IVneks, Eleetrle Car.
General Blaotrle Oo.
Weatlagtaouse BL A Mfg. Co.

TarbineAW^aterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Oo
Loflel ft Co., J»s.
Pelton Water Wkeel Oo.
StUweU-Bltteo Smith-Valle

UnlTcraities.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polytechnic In« t.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wlre,Bar4».
Besly ft Co., Ohas. H.
Central Eltetrle Oo.
Eleotrlo Appllanee Oo.
Illi^oia Eleotrle Oo.
Letchen-Macomher-Wnyte

OkoBlteOo.,The.
Fhllllps Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebling'a Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Undarfronad C. Oe
Western Electric Oo.
Weatern Eleot. Supply Co.

W^oodn'ork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. i.

XBar Oatfllta.
Central Elactrto Co.
OaooB ftOa.
Victor Electric Co.
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SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS
WHICH MAY BE DEPENDED ON. . ,

WHICH ARE GUARANTEED

WHICH ARE EFFICIENT

WHICH ARE WONDERFULLY SIMPLE,

ALSO GET OIK BirLLKTlBT

No. so.o:k this save sua-
JECT

The Youngstown Oas Co.

The mahonlng Electric Light Co. The Youngstown Electric Light Co.

UCMT, HEAT, POWER. *N0 ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

VOUNGSTowN Ohio, -^""O 19th. ,393

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. ,

P017 Locust St. ,

St. Lout a, MO.

Geljtlenien;—
Replying to yours of a recent date regarding the operation of

your single phase induction notors on our lines, we may say thJit our

silence is satisfaction.

The i/.otor3, have given absolutely no troublu. end have requir-

ed no particular attention on our part.

The minlmun cost, and convenience of Inptsllation en ordinary

single phase lighting circuits, fed by a conmioii transformer systeiru is

lo be commended.

WRITE FOR COPY OF A
VERY mi. DIHC'CSSIOX
OFTIIE SUBJECTOF"THE
SISIGIiE-PHASE MOTOR,-'

PRESENTED TO THE STU-
DENTS OP OXE OP OUR
I.EADIXG TECHNICAL,
SCHOOLS IX LECTURE
PORH, M'HICII WE ARE
.lUST ISSUI.\b I.V PA.1I.

PHLET FOR3I

Yours tmly,

THE XOUMGSTC™ ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. ,

:_vAt^u!v5^

'*t Cen' 1 Manager,

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ST. UOUIS, \J.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON. 620 Atlantic Avenue.
NEW YORK. 203 Havemeyer BIdg.
PHILADELPHIA, . 1000 Belz Buitdlna.
CHICAGO. . 1B19 Marquette Bidg.
»AN FRANCISCO, . 404 Mar.et SlreeL

}»

J*

J*

J*
J*
J*
{

b*
J*
J*
b*
b>
J*

b>
J*
b»
J*
b»
b»
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THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circnits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Ifon should see them
at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.
CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
. The Manutacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 90-88 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-HUl Electric Co., 635 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. R. Carton Company, 316 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M I.ucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md,

The S. K. C. Alternating=Current

LiGDTNiNG Arrester.

The general construction is strong.

It is tlioroughly insulated, WITHOUT MOVINQ PARTS, and

WITHOUT COILS or LARGE SERIES RESISTANCES to impede the

lightning discharge to the ground.

OUTDOOR and INDOOR double=pole types.

Write for "Bulletin No. 104," fully describing these arresters,

and dealing with the general subject of lightning protection for lines

and apparatus.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK,

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrapii Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, B.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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1 6 Years of Uninterrupted Success!

TYPE C

EDDY

MULTIPOLAR

ELECTRIC

GENERATORS
FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

-"POWER TRANSMISSION.

MULTIPOLAR

STATIONARY MOTORS,

Medium'or Slow Speed.

EDDY

DIRECT

CONNECTED

GENERATORS

(TYPE C),

FROM 2i K. W.

UP.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Windsor, Conn.

CHICAQO, 837-838 Marquette Building. NEW YORK, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadway.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co. , 506 Commerce St. BOSTON, Q. H. Angier & Co., 64 Federal Street.

ELHIRA, S. N. Blake. ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., CaliforniaElec. Works, 409 Market St. CINCINNATI,NevadaBldg., John A. Stewart.

E. M. REEO & CO., Kansas City.
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FORTWAYNE ELECTRICWORKS

INCORPORATED):

"WOOD"
TRANSFORMERS

NEVER FAIL TO GIVE SATISFACTION.

WRITE FOR
PRICE LIST.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

...FORT WAYNE, IND.

EIMGIIM
VALUABLE WATER FRONT LOT IN KINGS COUNTY, GREATER NEW YORK, TO ANY

CHIEF ENGINEER SENDING HIS BUSINESS AND PRIVATE ADDRESS.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. HCTDnoni iTiy CTCAU DAM TD mMDniiun ucr rn
We analyze Feed Water FREE and prescribe

the remedy.

METROPOLITAN STEAM BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO..

(EDW. E. GRAVES. Prest.) 26 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN,

Peerless Fan Motor.
The Handsomest and Most

Efficient on the Market.

12-inch fan consumes only 35 WATTS running
1,850 revolutions per minute. PRICE RIGHT.

Immediate delivery from stock in all large cities.

W. S. HULL, Agent,
r44 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC

AND SPECIALTY CO.,

PE"ERLlbs!'"c%^%TF"^n'ro?oV WARREN, OHIO.
Transfoimers
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FOR THE

AMERICAN ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO,, CHICABO.
Always PIONEERS and LEADERS.

On July 5, 1899, Judge Gibbons of the Circuit Court of Cook County,
Illinois, decided that the rule of the South Park Commissioners of Chicago in

barring Automobiles from the South Side Boulevards of the city is void.

As is well known, this suit was brought about by us to determine the question
for the benefit of all users of electric carriages.

This decision will be used as a precedent in all future cases of this kind.

The following is an extract from the opinion of Judge Gibbons: ''The Auto-
mobile has come to remain with us and we welcome it as a great improvement
over horse cars and the ordinary street cars. The time is not far distant when
no horse car, trolley car or cable car will be permitted to occupy any of our busi-

ness streets. They have served their purpose. They should be either above or
below the surface of our streets."

id ^Ki< uil >3C-t 00
ELEGANTLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG UPON APPLICATION.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., 56 and 58 W, Van Buren Si., CHICAGO, ILL.

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
5 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

Ti^iiUiuuuiiiaiaiaiaiuaiiiiiiuaiuaiiaaiauiauuuiiauii^
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DEARBORN
Drus arid OHemical >A/orl>c
l_ak>ora-tories. NA/a-ter OHc
V^ge'tabl^ Boiler O^rr-ipocind

ALL, KINDS OF ANALYSIS. OILS A SPECIALTY.

i9, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIXVI-TO BUIUDIIMO,

WATERS FREE.

CIHICA.C30.

DONT READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field. >.....,..,,....

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
r lighting Gas
es. Sate, coii-

dy for use. Will
ic. AN ORNAMENT

TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

children to play with
Price, complete, S2 50

Advance Specialty Co.
1 19 LaSalle St., Chicago.

^hpaslllrsis.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Amis. Pole and
Swinging HooOs, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
VJ org,— Cafaloffue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

mm\j\

The Bossert Electric Construction Co
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PANEL BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTC

%JTI^^K, r<iE\A^ YORK.

NAZI MAVI IIM OK
About 3,500 lbs. No. 9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
This is new stock. Make us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

For a SUMMER CBUISE take the

COAST LINE TO MACKINAC

zrrsz

fnA.NK-J-RECD|

H-HcDOf I CMASrtOOCKWlU.-

NEV STEEL

PASSENGER

STEAMERS

COMFORT,

SPEED

and SAFETY

The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat Construction — Luxurious
Equipment, Artistic PurnisblDg. Decoration and Efticieat Service

To Detiolt, piacRiqaG, (reorgiaq Bay, PetosRey, GIiiGaoo
No other I^ine offers a panorama of 460 miles of equal variety and interest.

Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac

and Return, Including Meals and Berths.
ApproximateCostfroni Cleveland, $19.50
from Toledo, $16.35; from Detroit, $13.75

Day and Night Service Betweem

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Fare, ^"1 ^QQ ^^^^ Direction.

Berths, 75c., $1. Stateroom, Si.75.
Connections are made at Cleveland with

Earliest Trains for all points East, South
and Southwest, and at Detroit for all
points North and Northwest.
SundayTripsJune.July, Aug.,Sep.,Oct. Only

Cieveiand, Pjit-in
Send 2C for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ. «. P. A., OETROITj MICH.

Every Day and Night Between

-Say and. TolGd-O.

AMERICAN" SIK«
ARE THE BEST. Send for deicrlptlve Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'o laes. 174 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

BY MAIL

ter pay and positions through our

system of

instruction

Buildings erected

expressly

iHv. purpose

at a cost

of $225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Slechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing; Surveying; Plumbing; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect*

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; EngUsh
Branches.

^9 a MnnlhP^^^ *°'' ^ Coiiege

pC a mUimi Education at Home.
45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. Slate subject you wish to stud;.

the international
correspondence schools.

Box 1002. SCRANTON, PA=

SIransformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART, INDIANA.

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used in show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Ligliting Co.,

271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Bool(,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a qnestion on W^iring, refer the

questioner to this booli, and he will find n'hat he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance. Electroraotire Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. Tlie Different :\Iethods of 'Wiring, with
l)iu(;rams. Hotv to Ap^tly the simple Formula, in Calculatius ^'i*^ ^'ze of Wire^ Under all Condl-

"Haiirams for Wirine 3 Point, 4 Point. Head Light and Heat ]tlons. Biaiirams f Kegulating Switches.
27 TABliES ON WIBiaiCr AXD VAXCAUI/E DATA
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
5 1 Marquette P U I f A P 11

Building UnlUHtlU.
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We Manufacture
Our own telephones and telephone apparatus and are

prepared to guarantee our material equal to anything

on the market.
It is far superior to the great bulk of telephones

and telephone apparatus that is being offered to the

trade by so-called manufacturers.

Buy Your Telephones
From a manufacturer whom 3'ou know to be amply
responsible—financially and every other way.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY^HOUSE,

»3 and 94 W. Van Bni-en St., - Chicago.

PEERLESS SPIRAL
Piston and Valve Rod

Expressly for High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
^ to 2 inch diameter. In boxes 3 to 8 lbs.

Manufactured Exclusively by

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,
(fv^^ROD pISuns ''ifsa^Mich*"- 1 6 Wsfren St.. New York.2»2-2^»?o. water s..

Chicaao. III.

Send for Samples and Prices of

SAMSON SPOT CORD
for Arc Light and TrolHy Cord. ».- WATERPBOOFED.

s^vivi^oiM o^w^itk^E yfkf^r^*K.s, boston, mass.

INDIA a. AMBER FO rp y*.» fviAT ij*

EMPIRE & MIC
Cloths and Papers.

COIV1POUIVD

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EiifteiieMimselLsCo, Wica Insulator Co.^ 2l8WiiteiSt,Network 8f Chicago. H7iiikeSt.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

5endPRBB. Sample Sticky

[
Name .

.

Address .

I w. E.

^^ The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., eHiCAQO, ILL.

EAGLE ELECTRIC WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 124 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 141 So. Clinton St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 32S Brady St.

ESTABLISHED IST.^J

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shalt

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof.

Drilling, Tapping. Reamine, Emery Grinding.
For Portable

etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnentfaal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London. England.

..THE GREATEST VALUE..
Given for Bnrned Oat Incandescent Iiamps is given by us.

We originated a value for these lamps and make several interesting

offers for them. Write us for full particulars.

LYSrsr INCANDESCENT IiAMP COMPANY, L,YNN, MASS

Tie Direct Mm Mm\i\
WILL ACCURATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE

ON A RAPIDLY MOVING
ELECTRIC CAR.

No other instrument can meet such diffi-

culties of stray magnetism and vibration.

A hoy can use it. The brains are In the
box.

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., NBW YORK CITY.

A SPRING MISTAKE.

You didn't order enough LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS. Thought we were trying to

crowd you in order to increase our sales.

You will have to come to it some day—and

dont forget that GARTON ARRESTER
people told you so.

Have you our No. 22 Catalogue ?

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S.A.

The Matchless

Electric Cigar Lighter.
Especially adapted for use in smoking rooms, hotels, cigar stores, marine work, palace cars,

apartment houses, oflice buildings, private residences, aad, in fact, la allplaces where cleanUaess
aad freedom from danger from discarded matches is desired. The Lighters are made of tlie finest

whitechlna—artistically decorated in gold and colors. It can be used on any voltage current,
alternating or direct, up to 240 volts, or on battery circuits.

Endorsed by Fire Underwriters. A Practical Electrical Novelty.
Sells at Sight. Special Prices to the Supply Trade.

Send for Descriptive Circular.

STANL-EY & F
QESIEBAI. E:l.ECTBICAf. EQUIPMENT SUPFI.IE8.

38-34 FBANKFOBT STREET, XEW YORK.

IM,
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PRCftlOCNT.
Q. H. WAGENSEIL, TnCASUREn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GcNCBAL Manager.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VrCE-PHCa.
C. R. REMINOTON, JR., SCC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PHOVIDEKCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Stork, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

MOKTBKAL BranOH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical WorkB.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be -a

obtained under any conditions. -^

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

give a wide range
of soeed with both

LIGHT and
HEAVY loads.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
rO-S3 ^T. Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO. 130 Liberty St., NEW TORK.

2,000 Rheostats always in stockfrom •uikioh imiii'jdiate sliipineitts of any size order can be "lade.

Our Crane Controllers

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

GUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING and therbforb appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are ground to a fit.

FH11.ADE1.FHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

IS Park Row, New York City.

six years with General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mecbaaical and Electrical Engineers,

ConsuitatioDs. Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclflcatlous, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
cfiaslnit. Ueslens of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707.708 Llncolo Tniil BWf., SI. Louis.

WM, H. BRYAN, M. B. H. H. HUMPHREV, M. S,

Hotor HtartloK BheoHtafs.
Slotor ResnlatlDK BheOHtata.

Uynamo Field KtieoMtatH.
Tlieater l>lniin(.rM.

Mperial HheoHtats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Wrntneld. Jf. J.. I-. N. A.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SAROENT. A. D. LUNDV.

Altenatiig-Current Desk ai Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrician.
OF THE

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Boildlnc, .... <JHIC.4.G«.

EDISON BATTERY OUTFITS

^
" Edison-

Lalande Cells.
The only efficient battery fan outfits

on the market. Invaluable for the

sick room.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
Thomus A. Edison, Proprietor,

135 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

H^m^siie^iiK H 1

American Electrical Heater OGmpany,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS,
TAIIiOBS' IRONIC. liAriSDRT IRONS. HAT IRONS, CrRCING IRON

HEATERS, ETC. Also otlier Devices for Electrical Healing.
197 F3I^/ER Sn-REET, ^ETFX^I-r, IWIICIH.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

I
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

li IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
'w Send for Catalogue 56--5& iv. Vela BurGii.,St. ^Send for Catalogue

of Carriages
56-56 11-. V'aa SureiT,5j..

Chicago, U. S. A.

^==»^s^°°^is====.^jE?r^5^,^,^i85=^5==^t!5tRr^<^^

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

The Braclforil Belting Co., Cincinnati.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
Competent accountant with experience wltli

central-station business. ^tenoRrapller pre-

ferred. Address In own aandrrltmg,
•ACCOUNTANT," care Western Electrician.

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago. 111.

POSITION WANTED.
As manager or electrician with an independ-

ent telephone company. Have had twelve

years* practical experience as exchange and dis-

trict manager; familiar with construction,

maintenance and otlice work. Can give good
references as to character, business mialificji-

tions and experience. Address W. R. H., cate

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago, HI.

WORTH LOOKING INTO.
An expert electrician, who has a small capital

and wishes a permanent position, can purchase
a controlling tmerest in a live telejlione coni-

pany and step ripht Into gt-neral manager's po-

sition, located in a live and fast-growlDg com-
munity. For full particulars address "H," care
of Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago. HI.

WANTED.
Additional capital is wanted in an old estab-

lished electrical business; a care opportunity for

a voung man to invest some money and take
sa'laried position. Address "C kPITAL." care
Western Electric ian, 510 Marquette Building,

riiicago.

WANTED.
Would like to correspond with a man thor-

oughly familiar with management of plant devel-

o|)ing electric light and power from water power,
with view to engagement, in thriving North-
western city. Address "WATER POWER,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg..
Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Anelectrical supply store in one of the best

locations in the country. Death is the reason
for selling. A big bargain to a prompt pur-
chaser. Addre'^s "STORE." care v\ estern Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

NOTICE.
Denver. Colo. The entire plant of the

Diamond Incandescent Lamp Co., hav-

ing a capacity of 1,500 lamps per day,

will be sold at public auction on Wednes-

day, July 2G, 1899, at 10 a. m. The
plant has been appraised at less than

one-fourth of its original cost. This

sale will be an opportunity for someone

to purchase a complete plant at a very

low figure. For particulars, address

A. M. ESTEY, Trustee,

418 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

FOR SALE.
Twin City Electric Co of Crand Kaplds. Wis.

offers for sale a Reynolds Corliss enpioe,wrought-
Iron frame, cylinder 20x^8. fly wheels ic feet
diameter, 28-inch face; in first-class condition;
good as new; F O. IJ. cars Winona, Mion., at
S;i.G0O."O. Address TWIN CITY ELECTRIC (.0.,

orand Rapids, Wis.

FOR SALE.
An electric-light plant at Spearfish,

South Dakota. Black Hills, 120 acres

of land, water and steam power—city

franchise 9.5 years—city using arc lights:

800 private lights installed; stone power

house. Everything in line condition.

Is on paying basis. Sold on account of

death of proprietor. Address

C. M. FAVORITE,
20.3 La Salle Street, Chicago.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, CaL: C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Freight Paid and Highest Prices Guaranteed.

GEO. F. SCHWALM CO., - HARRISON, N. J.

WANTED
Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 South Jtfferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
»,'• all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so S. Deaplalnes Street, CHICAeO, II.I..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,

Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and vs^e therefore know its exact

history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 ADAMS St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

NV'

Stewart Electpical to.

Cincinnati, 0.
Write us for prlcos on anythmg In the following list or any

other machinery wanted. This list comprises a
few of our large stock.

Generaters, 500 volt

One T.-H. class 16, 40 k. w.
Two Edison No. 20, 60 k. w.
Four Edison No. 32, 100 k. w.
Two T.-H. m-p., 75 k. w.

Uynamos.
Two 200 light, 16 c. p., liovolt.
One 100 light, 16 c. p., 110 volt.
Two 2.000 c. p. T.-H. L. D. i,

35 light.
One2,000 c. p. Standard, 40 It
One 3.000 c. p. Brush, i It.

One 10 ampere Wood, 3 It.

aiotors, 500 TOlt.

One H h. p. Keystone.
One 1 h. p. T.-H.
Two 7H h. p. T.-H.
One 10 h. p. Eddy.
One 25 h. p. Brush.
One 50 h. p. T.-H.

Motors, 220 volt.

One ?i h. p. Varwlck.
One 7K h- p. Mather.
One 10 h. p. Daft.
One 15 h.p. Eddy.
One 16 h. p. Edison.

The above are second-hand, in good condition.

I

FOR SAliE QUICK, 34 ."Streetcars, both open and closed,
equipped each with pair No. 6 Edison motors at $200 per car.

DEALER5 IM & P t/TI) / i m i/W NprNV

REPAIRtRSOpLLLl K LAL/IAI LKI

UNIVEHSITY OF NITRE DAKE,
I^otre I'anie. IikI..

(KTpr'i PT»^Ty advantage to stud*'nts wishing to
d special work iu tlt-ctrlcal Englneeiln ; be-
sides tJie regular course leadirif; up to tliH degree
ni j;-ichel.ir of Science in Klectiifity, it has a
spei-la.1 ilfl^artment for those students dfs ring
t>> ' fta practical knowledgeonlj io thisbranch.
1 'iitalogues on appUcalion Address

llEV. A. MORBISSEY,C. S. C, President.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating

and remedying of troubles in dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquelte Bldg., Chicago.

^i*l^ Tel. 3346 3Sth St,

^ Q GARY SPRING WORKS, g
\V, ^Ji Sew York City.

|
i i^=^ .^I.^:v.l^sc^ure^s of

7/ \^ WIRE and SPRINGS

£fiAS GOOD AS NEW, 99

I M t ofUKY of the consolidation of the various electrical interests of Washington, D. C, is now a fact

—

they have been merged into one concern. This means the operation of greater units—that a large portion of the
apparatus heretofore operated in the several different plants will now be replaced by machinery of greater capacity.

WE OFFER ALL THE OLD MACHINERY FOR SALE.
It consists of ENGINES—100 to 500 h. p., New York Safety and Ide-Harrisburg High-Speed, Green, Wright and

Frick Corliss. GENERATORS of the best-known manufacture, 60 to 100 k. w. capacity. BOILERS of the best
makes and standard sizes. BESIDES shafting, pipe, pumps, belting, etc., all in first-class condition.

Further information cheerfully furnished. Send for our new catalog.

ROSSITER, MACCOVERN ^ CO.,
Works and Repair Shops—Newark, N. J. PRINCIPAL OFFICE-I4I BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, Higii Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WBITE FOB CATAJLOGl'B.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
^A.'Vr^N, OHIO.

Central Manofacturing Co.,

ChaitaaooKa, Tean.

Manufacturers and
Dealers In

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
iMTge stocks on hand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O.B. care, yourcitj-,lnany quantity, ^^-Write us.

THE WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSIITDTE
Worcester, flass.

T. C. Mekdenhall, President.
Courses of study in Mechanical. Civil and

Electrical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and exteDsive laboratories in En-
fineering. Electricity, Physics and General and
adustrial Chemistry. Special facilities in Steam
and Hydraulics. 195-page Catalogue, showing ap-
pointments secured by graduates, malted fr-^e.

Address J. K. MARSHALL. Reelstrar.

I
A AAA New Rubber Storage BatteryUfUUV Jars for sale cheap. Old ele.)-

trlcal material bought and sold.

WALSH'S SONS & CO..
Newark, N. J.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
. of the World.

SJSND FOB CIECULAB AND PEICE3.

THE LECIANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
in to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PInconnIng, Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 8Q-foot foles our Specialty.

POLES
\A/l-iii:< ^dar

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

J^R'S%r#E"8* PERRIZO & SONS, Daggett, Micli.

Cedar M. R. BROWN t CO.,
BBMIOJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR POLES
We CONTROLTHE output of cedar on the lineof-the wiscomsin ;'

S MICHIGAN R.R.55lvliLKlNLEN6TH:C0VER!NO/\TERl?lTCRY OF ^
OVER 400 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. i

Wc HAVE .iL&ROE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR pi^ompt SHi PM L

note; OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK OM HAND. .-

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.
^

No. 189
IS A COOD

BELL.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

\A/^A.i>j-rE: 13.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-n. and Westlnehouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' e% perlence.
Lltfht plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGtNEERIKG CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

1

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the DesigTUDg^,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVINAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort Wa3Tie Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pages, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 3Iarqnette Bids., Cliica^o.

DYNAMO BUILDING,
With detail drairings and instractions for winding.
Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc.
Also diagram for house wiring

BY l_. C. A.T\A/OOD.
Profusely illastrated. Size of page, lOxS inches. Price, S3.

"This work is gotten up especially for amateur builders and non-professional

men. All measurements and instructions for winding are taken from machines
in actual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-
tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This work will be of great value,

not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers

and workmen who have the care of established systems."

—

From Preface.

Pronounced to be a practical ajtd complete work.
(Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC
SUITE e 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANSWIANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A. M., Teacher of Electricity, Brown University,
Providence, R. 1.

CompUed by £. T. BUBIEB, Sd.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works of Sylvanua P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop. Munroe and Jamieson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Hasklns,
norrow and Reid, and others.

This hool£ gives a large numher of receipts for making Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varnishes, Electro-Plating Solutions, etc. Tells haw to make Electric Batteries,

Bells, Telephone, Motors, Dynamos, Induction Colls, Influence and Static Machines. *>tc. (-Jives

formula; for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets. Transformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete cyclopaedia of Electricitj'. It is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to he carried in the pocket for handy reference.

PART
1. History.
2. Theory.
3. Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
4. Electric Batteries.

5. Electro-chemistry and Metallurgy.
6. The Telegraph and Telephone.
7. Dynamos and Motors. —

-

8. Management of Dynamos and Motors.

PART
9. Electric Lighting.

10. Transformers.
11. Wiring for Electric Power.
12. "Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Liglitlng
13. Electric Eailways.
14. Miscellaneous.
15. Useful Tables.
16. Logarithms.

Contains over four liundred and flftj' pages and many illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marpette BMg,, CHICAGO
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THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
AXD

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either
short or long distance work.
Anyone can make an Instru-

ment that win work well at

first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand Is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MANrFACTCBED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

EUYRIA.O., U.S. A.

S?EC/AL
yyooMoKK
Toy TelrpKoTif aii^ EUctnct)

Const^^-c-tiohol c»fvv a«cri^tion.,

'Delivery a.i\lT&Ke->^f l^erl

s

EIAIOBLETT

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. CO.
Office and Works,

BROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AXD OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S^5;'cVs°°"^ Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights tor the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest eitent of the law.

1S6 Liberty St.,

Jfew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central A^e.,

CleTelaiid,0.

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., =»l l and 2r 3 Randolph st,— . CHICAGO.
MANUrACTUBERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT-Our New Catalogue. Don't delay in sending for a copy.

EUREKA TELEPHONES
Will Interest You in Quality as well as Price.

Write us for Catalogue B before placing your orders.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157 So. Canal Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

tSTABUSKCO IBBS.

NofTcE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MF6. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St„
ST. r.oris. 3fo.

The old estand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalo^e Free. ^5" Send for one.

NlATHiAS Klein & Son.
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILU

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity Subscribe now.

$i GO per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisiiing Co.,

^uite 510 Marquette BIdg
, CHICAGO

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
ZSO-ftS* S. Clinton St.. Chicaso, lU.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones#Switchboards Exclusively
in the United States.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES

THEWILLIAIVIS ELECTRIC CO,
No. 25. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Ife are the

Patentees.

free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

THR t:^elaEphonr hand-book
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON '^ RECENT PROGRESS,'

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

leo
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Jn^titution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "-4 Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of 'Electricity in Daily Life."

133 lllus-fcrai-tions, Clo-tH, Hand-Boole =e, Pri^^ $1.00.
Extract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and maDagement. and the TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain lorms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a-e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, ttie

book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apoaratus and methods described are pec'uliar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

, CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2L
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Lonp Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

PubiiBhed and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use iu Telephony,
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony,
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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tK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSeS

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
Me^A/' S-fcandard ^ry Ba'fc't«rl*a.

T^lophon^ ^ay S-fca-fcio'ns.
>« .Arros-fcer and Cu-l:-^u« Sw^i-toh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

NORTH
Telephones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE NECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

c:>^^^ .^^c^ir'^^^^^^^^ec^^^cT^^^^ N

83-75 FRANKFORT STREET. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out ol repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete. I>nrabl«, Uellable.

The only manufacturers selllDK a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Eallway. Central Station and Intercommunl-

catlDg Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by pat«nt. We respect all patent clalmi

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jacktoa Blvd.,

aer CATALOG. cmCAOO, U. S. A,

Up-To-Date Telephones
at

Up-To-Date Prices.

We manufacture and deal in "Everything
Used with Telephones."

Our Catalogue Will Interest You.

It Is Free—Send For It.

Central Telephone
& Electric Co.,

909 Market St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

Tolume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable 1

qualities Is unequaled.

The Largest Hanu-
facturers of T e I e-
phones and Switch-
boards In the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300,000
telephones In use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices

U/C PIIIDAMTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

If C UUAnAn I LL of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which ;iiay be brought against OUR patbons on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cer. Capal, Chicago,

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert LtWB

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price ?L00.
This hanabook Is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It Is extremely useful to
telephone Inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Cloth bound; fullv illustrated. Price $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston.
Ph. D.. and A. E. Kenneliy, Sc. D.; 12mo. cloth, 422 pp.,
142 Illustrations. Price Jl.OO.

This book describes the construction of the various
forms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
station. It I9 written by two well-known electricians,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 288 illustrations. Price $1.50.

In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and coat, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have been kept constantly
in view, It is fully Intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone Inspectors.
By W. Hyde and J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. G. H.
Hasklna. Sixth edition. 16mo, 50 pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume Is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written In a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

By Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price $1.50.

A MANUAL OP TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-

tion. By W. H. Preece, P. R. S.. and A. J. Stubbs. 508

pages. 333 Illustrations. Price $4.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this book is written
is to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main-
tenance of Telephone and AuilUarv Apparatus, By F. O.
AIIsop. 191 pp.. 168 Illustrations. Price J2.00.TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OP
EUROPE. By Bennett. 436 pages. 169 lIlustratlonB. Price
$4.50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction.

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
80 pages. 23 illustrations. Price $1.00.
BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention. Construction. Application, Modification ant*
History. By Prescott. New edition, revised and enlargeo
795 pages. 516 Illustrations. Price $4.00.
PHILIPP BEIS, INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONE

A Biographical Sketch with Documentary Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
Inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages. *
plates and 48 engravings. Price $3.00.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OP INTELLIGENCB

AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OP ELECTRICITY,
treating on the telegraph, telephone, etc. By B. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Illu "" '

"""
Tllustrations. Price |L0O.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC. CHICAGO.
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SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
fetter Fscilitles. New Macbloery.

More Room.
Tt'e make Switch-

boards* Besistance
Boxes, ^Vheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, Extension
Bells.Bepeating Coils,
Induction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Beceivers. I>e-
magpaetizers. Trans-
fox-mers. Head Bands,
Cigar Ijiphters. Medi-
cal Coils. Punches and
Dies, Etc.
"We do Punching, Screw

and MillinR Machine Work,
Metaland FlberSawiog, Etc.
Bepalr work promptly at-
tended to.

Ma^ets of all kinds. Oar
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write UB. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Bared & Clinton
Sis.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Portraits of Telephone Men.

On receipt of ten cents we will mail portraits

of 36 prominent telephone men—leaders in the

independent telephone movement—printed on fine

heavy paper, size 15x22; published as a supple-

ment to the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S AN-
NUAL INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE NUM-
BER (March 11, 1899).

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
EI_EC-rR1C -LIGHTED TRAHMa

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in tiie Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'rn

13 B. CROCKEI
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and VJp-
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

>F- OOIMTE

•to-Dat<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification
and Selection of Electric Lighting S)'stem; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for -Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoroughly master the Art of Electric Lighting should have a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CMK
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAGO office: I526MOI.ADNOCKBLD0.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

iPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization o( water powers by tbe moit

modern, economic and Improved methods.
. ^. . ^ .. .,

An experlenceof more than fltteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In Its widest range ot application. Is at the service o(

Its customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 7uo,0oo b. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character In the United States, as well ai mostforelgn countries.

Highest efflclency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St., New York City, U. S. A. or 121 Main St., San Franclico. Cll., U. S. X.

REG.fRADEMAf'KS

Su;
The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Limited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^^
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS. SHEETS, ETC.

'— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Maker s IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

EsfiL-cially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to giiarantoe

:

Tti€ LargfM Power ever obtain&l from a wind of the mnw dimnder. The hujhff! >^>erA
fver obtained for (he snm^ power. The higher mean efficieney ever ridiiz'tl >rhen
running from half to full gate. We ^arantee also : A runn^ of tlte grcatrai pot.
sible iilrength. A gate unegualed in quichiess and taxe of opniing and rhjniig.

T'l-'t-'i show over 81 per cent, average ffficienci/ vith half fo full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent ahpping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DiXOlM CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CrTY, N. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBUSfflNe Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

JUST J^HKT YOU KRE L-OOKING FOR F

lOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF COIMTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Pynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri

bution. Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E. L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoms of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pullej's, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAKII COVER, PRICE $1.00.
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Westinghouse
Wattmeters

Accurate,

Durable,

Reliable,

Small,

Compact,

Dust Proof.

No Moving Contacts. Large Overload Capacity.

Extremely Small Coil Loss.

Lightest Moving Part of any Meter

on the Market.
Single-Phase Wattmeter.

Direct Reading in Watt-Hours*

Not Affected by Change in Power-Factor or Alternations*

Westinghouse

Primary Cut-Out.

1,000 3,000 Vohs.

Blows Out the Arc Itself.

Can be Re-fused in Any Weather.

Impossible for Lineman to Get a Shock.

CATALOGUES ON REQUEST.

Cut-Out, Closed.

Cut-Out, Open.

Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg, Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse, Tacoma. Denver, Mountain Efectric Co.

Canada, Aheam & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N. S. Mexico, G. &. O.
Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Seamless Fiber Lining

used in Edison Screw-Base Sockets and Receptacles,

meets the requirements of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters newly put in force July I, 1899.

Extract from revised Electrical Code, Section 55—Series D.

—

"Inside of the shells [of sockets of all kinds] must be lined with

insulating material....tough and tenacious....firmly secured to

the shell....preferable.. ..in one piece."

Shipments in any quantity of these sockets and recepta-

cles can be made from stock on receipt of order.

MAIN OFFICE: Schenectady.

Salts offices in all large cities.

Fiber-Lined Key Socket.

G. B. Catalogue No. 9386.

Fiber-Lined Keyless Sockets.

G. E. C-atalague Xo. 9392.
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

fa tiD cases, making a uractically air-tight pack-
age; also preventlDg possibility of damage In

handllnz. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
pbone Fuses and Blocks. Sold by tirst-class

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11,

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

8S3 Broadway, New York. 1 S4 Lake SL, Chicago.

Gregory Distributing Circle for
Pole Top. rat. Pending.

StriDglDg
Keel.

Cooper Bunnlng Board. The only one tbat
will jump cross arms.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

mh DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
^^^i^:^^ WILMINGTON, DEL.

SKKD FOR GATA1.0bl'E ASD SAMPLES.
Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
H^Eest grades for electrical insulation and meclianical purposes, in sheets
tubes, rc^ and special sliapes. Catalogues and samples on applicaticii*

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, Dei.

ROEBLING

Black Diamond File Wori(s. I
Sst. !8«a. Ibc. !••»

W
^
W

?

?
? -^^

y^
4'J OITB «OOD8 AJBK OS 8AJLE IH ETEKY I^BABTNti HABDWAKB ^
^ STOKE Ur THK rNITED STATES AJTD CAHABA. iZ

|6.&H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Speclil

Prize

Gold Mtdal

at Atlanta, ^
1895.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

SINGLE POLE.

DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

PROPELLOR

VENTILATING

WHEEL

SIZES 18111. TO I20-IN.DIIM.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICASO: MOXADXOCK BI.OCK.
JTEWYOBK: aiAII. AXD EXPRESS B17II.I>riir&

STURTEVANT

Enclosed

Eiectric

Motors.

SIZES 1-G TO 20 H. P.

SEND FOR

BULLHIN M.

B. F. STURTEVANT C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U- S. A.

WAKEROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street. NEW YORK. 131 Liberty Street

CHICAOO, 16 S. Canal Street PHILADBLPHIA, US N. Third Street,

LONDON, BNO., JS Queen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. Ktoctrlclan PubllMhlnK C'oinpauy, Chlcftifo. EVERY SATURDAY. KnK-rwI at CMnsco VowUMi'*
mall in«tt«r of Cbs MpconcI <

Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, JULY 15. 1X9.J.

I O cents per Copy.
No.

IIVIPLEX. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Mitliaijnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 CornhlU, BOS^TON, MASS.

-XOVBVTV IN POBCEI.AIN-

NElTir PZSRIX FUSES PImUG.
TRY IT-YOlJ'Iili BUT IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

^ON'^;
1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bnbber Insolatiwao

18J»3-l%^orId'8 Fair,
Utedal for Rubber Insulation^

TKn. W -vK.

THE STAXDABD FOB
BrBBFB ncsui^Tioiir.

Sole Manufacturer, of

Ikonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee''p».r Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
ro'«nfCh:e,'e;,f""«8"«- 253 Broadway, Nbw York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Suoit.
W. H.Hodgins.Secy.

NAME) PLATES
fBECKER NAME?

FORMOTORS,ELECTRICALAPPARATUS?^(^'oii?err>

TELEPHONES.SWITCHBOARDS,DYNAMOS^':«^
^ l-'^si. \>:'&^ National

India
Bnbber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
» and Oables.

H:fn.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your
next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.CO..?f
racuse, N. Y.

39 Cortiandt St., New York.
' 70 Summer St., Boston.

^ESTIIH EleeMcal In^ifDment Co.,
^"^^ H4-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U.S. A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltmeters.
JtEUlivoUmeters,
Toltammeters,
.Ammeters.
Milliammeters,
Ground I>ete«*tors and
Circnit TesterH,
Ohmineters.
Portable 4i«alTanoinetcr8.

Oar Portable iDstrnmeDts are recoRuized as
The Standard the world over. The Semi-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are still better.

Our Statiyn Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unBurpaBsed Id polot of extreme accuracy and
lowest conetuziptlon of ener^.

Mention the WEsixaif Etxor&iouir when
writlDg tor catalogues.

Tie Only Fire Detectiie Cable in tie fori
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and desiened tot

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door bellsl Ii
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one insUlU-
iion. .

Fusible Core nmolni Ibrouslnmt Ibe cable l>
moieilUlely «h<irt<rreolte<l m «njr InlermD.
lion by Fire or Ttlel, AaliJent or loteolloiK

ter. Call and see cables operated.

Why use dormant wireaf
^2 The Montauk Automatia

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heat
or fire as the nervous system
of a human being is to th«— touch of flame.

^
Write for descriptive mat-

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 4031 Cortiandt. ICO Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents,

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vz to 50 Morse power.
Dynamos from JO lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good profits

Ihe Hobart Etec, Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chetlnut St., PHIUDELPHIiL

Acme Testing 5ets, Queen-Wlrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-R«|

Focus Tubes, Induction CoiU.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING
TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo°uT:

^„icagoBd!1n§Con,p
^ HARERSQF i^,^3V DEUER5 IN V

BELTING SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Pynamo
brand of leather belting Is there-
suit of patient inquiry andcareful
study <.f ihe requirements of the
ditfereut Diaehines used under all

conditions and lo all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always statetUe syatem used.

OFFIC AND FACTORY
e7-69SOLITH CANAL STREET

CHICAGO.ILL.
NEWOKlEiNS ST.L0UI5 MEMPHIS

raiTf?T^-rh!:i"TTrTi

Hester's Self Fluxing SoLDER^

Kester £lectric Mfg. Co,
Manufacturers of the Wire Clotb i>7namo

and Motor Broshes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jefferson St., CHICAOO. ILL.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
••NE\ir STYLE" made by

WH. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Represcmatives: J. B. McKeapie Co., 324 Dearborn St., Chicago.

KNAPP FAN MOTOR OUTFITS
WITH GORDON PRIMARY CELLS

The hot spell of summer is approaching and to those
who wish to seek comfort at home or in the ofl5ce, profes-
sional or mercantile, we desire to call attention to these
celebrated outfits

We guarantee the highest speed at the lowest cost for
primary. cells.

These fan motor outfits are manufactured in two sizes,

as follows:

Type C, 8-inch Fan, with 3 No 1A 6ordon Cells.

Type E, 10-inch Fan, with 4- No. 1A Gordon Cells.

These outfits will give a life of over 150 hours without
recharging, at a speed of at least 750 revolutions per
minute.

For full particulars, price list, etc., address

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY,
594 Broadway, New York.

UfAnfMrn D&nra&anf«#lua CCnOCr Ul DlTTroOAU IC40 IJ......U. niJ.

V
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TO :be> iv

PALACE OF ELECTRICITY
Space Going Fast—Don't Wait Until the Last

Moment Before Coming In.

IF YOU HAVE IMOT RECEIVED A PROSPECTUS, SEND US A POSTAL.

THIS WILIi erVE YOV AUr IDEA
OF THE liOCATIOX OF BOOTHS.
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September 25,
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October 9,
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Don't Study Over This

Matter Any Longer.

You Will Be Perfectly

Safe in Exhibiting.

It Is a Sure Winner.

TO BE HELD IN THE TATTERSALL'S BUILDING.
(DIMENSIONS, 148 X 265 FEET.)

HATIOHUEnTIOIl OF ELECTRICAL ARTS GO.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ILLINOIS. CAPITAL, $50,000.

W. E. BURNHAM, Mgr., 410 New York Life Building, Chicago, III.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trad^

mark "ELECTRA."

e.v.tcT«^

TBAOtMABk

FOR ENCLOSED LONGrBUBNING ARC LAMPS. j.wecTft;,.

UNEQUAkLH) IN QUAUT
AND EFFICIEtKry

r'QR

TEH MATING
eU.RS.EN T

i^OLUTEt^ STEADY
D VrU-liant light.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

Qood carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

"OOIMSWL-TATIOIM

WE ANALYZE FEED WATER AND PRESCRIBE REMEDY-NO "CURE ALL" OR QUACKERY.

MAILED FREE:
A valuable morocco leather covered Note Book
to any engineer sending us the H. P. of his plant,
with his home and business address.

IN TROUBLE-WRITE U8.
EDW. E. CRAVES, President.

METROPOLITAN STEAM BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO..
28 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

OAR RUShiES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in |-inch hole.

Is f inch deep and

f inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in i-inch hole.

Is I inch deep and

f inch face.

EDWARDS & CO., 1 44th st. anHth Ave., NEW YORK CITY.

STOPPER-STARTER
Automatic Time Switches.

reliable, accurate and compact,

alternating or direct.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg. CLEVELAND, 0.

F. C Sterns A Co., 255 Feari St., Buffalo.

Pettlogell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.
C. W. Phipps, 222 Havemeyer Blag., New York.
"Western Electric Co.. Chicago.
E. .t W. Electrical AppliaoceCo., San Francisco.

152-154 Lake St.

CHICAC.O, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advacice Specialty Co ... . Ix

Allen-Hussy Co . . xiv

American Battery Co....

American Elec. Fuse Co. ..

American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x

Am«r. El. Tel. Co xiv

Amer. El.VeUlcleCo xi

American Elec. Works .... xl

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. iv

Baln.Foree xi

BakerA Co x

Ball Engine Co xvli

Barnes Co., The Wallace, iv

BamettCo., Q. <t H xx
Becker Name Plate Co. .. 1

Berthold & Jennln^.... xlii

Bealy & Co.,Cha8. H xx
Bossert El. Const. Co. .. Ix

Brady, T. H ix

Brown & Co., M. E xlll

Bryan & Humphrey xl

Bryant Electric Co
Bne&eye Electric Co —

—

Carlisle & Finch Co
Gary Spring Works xt
Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xlii

Central Tel. &. Eke. Co. .

Chicago Belting Co 1

Chicago EdlBon Co Iv, xii

Chic. FuseWire AMt.Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co....

C, M. &St. P. E. B....

Chicago Rheostat Co ...

.

Cleveland Electric Co....

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. ..

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co
Gutter El. &Mfg. Co

Dayton Glohe Ir. Wk. Go. xvl

Dearborn Drug* Ch. Co. . xv
Delaware Hard Fibre Co. sx
Detroit & Clevel Nav. Co.

DlehlMfg. Co vU
Dixon Cmcible Co., Jos .. xvli

Eagle Electric Works
Eastern Elec. Cable Go. . xl

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. xviii

Edison Mfg. Co xi

Edwards &Co> lii

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst. . x i

Mec. Appliance Co x

Electric Storage Bait. Co .

Electrician Pub. Co xiv

Qoierson El. Mfg. Co.... ix

EricssonTelephone Co... i

Eureka Elec. Co

Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co. xvl

Fischer Equipment Co.. xviil

"For Sale" Adva xll

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. ix

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Garton- Daniels Elec. Co. i
General Electric Go xlx
Gen'l Incatdeiicent Arc
Light CO V

Go dtmlth Bros xi
G..rdon Battery Gomp any. 1

Hardy Lamp Co Iv

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co. , The G. F . . . .

Bays Consiructton Co..

.

Iv

HobartElec. Mrg. CO .... 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xliL

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xx
Holyoke & Holyoke xiv
HnebelA Manger xlii

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. x

lutemat'l Gor. Sehools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. ill

Johnston, Thos. J., xl

Eartavert Mfg. Go xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Go. I

Klein <fc Son, Mathlas . xiv

Knutson&Co., A. W It

KokomoTel.&El.M.Co. xiv

Kuhlman Electric Co
Kusel. D. A..T6l.&Elec.
Mfg. Co...

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xlii

Leclanohe Battery Go . . . xUi

Leflel&Co., James.... xvli

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co ix

Lindaley Brothers Co, . . xlii

Lombard WaterWh. G. Go. -

—

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xiv

Manhattan El. Sup. Go. . xiv

Mass. Chemical Co i

Matthews, W. N xil

McLennan & Co., K
Metrojolltan Steam Boiler
Comoound Mfg. Co ill

Meyrowltz, E. B Iv

Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xii

MononB. E ix

Montank Multlp.CableCo. 1

Morris Arc Lamp Co vii

Munsell & Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co
National Exposition of
Electrical Arts Co 11

National India Bobber Co. 1

New York Insul.W. Co... xvi

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xv

Okonlte Co., The

Palste Co., H. T
Paquette & Co., H. A....

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co. x
Pelton Water Wh. Co. .. xvli

Perrizo & Sons xlii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Go. . xi

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. v
Phoenix Glass Go
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvli

Prlngle, Wm. T i

Queen & Co ,

Ravenna Carbon Works.
Rawson Electric Co
Beisinger, Hugo
Renew Lamp Co
Boebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Rossiter, McQovern & Co.

Ruxt on, Robert.

1

xvl

xlll

ix

Sargent A; Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co ... ,

Schwalm Co. , Geo. F . . . . xii

S.E. L Co 1

Shelby Electric Co
Shuitz Belting Go
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Specialty Mfg. Co
Standard Paint Co x
Standard Tel. & El. Co . . . xv
BtandardUnderg.CableCo.
Sterling Electric Co xv
Stefllng Varnish Co.,The xl

Stewart ElectrlcalCo xl

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith*
VaileGo xii, xlll

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
MfR. Co XV

Sturtevant Co., B. F xx
Swans Metal Refln'g Co. xii

Technical Agency xil

Therlen Tool Works
Torrey Cedar Co xlll

Transmitter Mfg. Co xiv

Trotter's MonaMf. Co., Ltd. Iv

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

University of Notre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xtii

Victor Electric Co xx
Vulcanizea Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co x
Walsh's Sons & Co
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co.... tII

Western El. Supply Co. vili

Western Tel. Cons. Go. . . xvl

Westlnghonse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.... xvlli

Weston Electrical Inst. Go. i

Williams E[leotrio Co...

Worcester. A Co. , O. H . . xlll

Worcester Poly tech. Inet. xlii

Wright Discount Meter Co.

—
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL REPAIRS AND MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TION. In having yonr repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure of good work and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
IVI KET OHI

"HARDY" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
H&RDY LAMP COAAPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

G.OLDMARK & WALLACE.
\2V Worth St. N eivj York.

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadway New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTJO^f

THZ WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
fS7A9usf^cf> ^ts7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?
'4

I
y
y
y

I
y
y
y

I

I
4

I

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO., |

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

The Vetter Current Tap.
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

E.B.MEYR0W1TZ,
MANUFACTURER
•nd PATENTEE.

104 EAST 23d STREET,
NEW YORK.

ALSO AT 12s W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

REFLECTORS!
SIIiV£R-Pr.ATi:D
MIRROR
BEFIiKCTORS
FOR
INCANDESCENT
CliUSTERS.

Made in many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Qlass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres.
Halls and
Public Buildings.

Street and Ornamental
Si^ Lamps of Every
Kmd for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights. Bunch Lights,
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Your T.-H. arc lamps ARE NOT COMPLETE
unless they are equipped with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch
Acknowledged by the leading electric light

plants' to be

THE CLUTCH.
Send for a sample and put it in "that lamp over there" that

has been giving you so much trouble, and let us prove to

you that this is no fake. There are thousands already in

use. Of course you think the various kinds of clutches

you are now using are allright, but just wait till you have

tried ours; that is all we want you to do. They are the

CHEAPEST and the BEST.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, III.
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OUR PHOENIX No. 1

E.M.F., 1.55 Volts. AMPERAGE, 8 and Over.

Is THE Strongest Open-Circuit Battery Ever Made.

We have sold our Phoenix

No. 1 Batteries in lots of 6,ooo

and 12,000 single sales

—

That's

Salesmanship.

Hundreds of thousands are

used today throughoutthe United

States—

That's Popularity.

Not a single report of one

single cell defective or ineffi-

cient—

That's

Mechanical Skill.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.
LJIS.

Okonite Wires # Products

..ARE..

STANDARDIZED BY RESULTS.

ALL
STANDARD

SIZES

CARRIED IN STOCK.

SPECIAL CABLES
MADE PROMPTLY.

Crnlml €lrtirirCiim^ug.
264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

...CHICAGO...

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

. I.

UNDERGROUND MATERIAL

:

We have issued a new circular fully describing and illustrating

our complete line of Underground Material, which includes the

already well-known Ferguson Safety Catches, Tailleur Service Boxes,

Junction Boxes, High-Tension Coupling Joints and Coupling Boxes.

This circular, serial number 35, tells plainly and in detail the uses

and advantages of these important products. It will be cheerfully

furnished on application to our Publication and Advertising Depart-

ment, First Avenue and 33d Street, New York.

i

!

t
GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: 572-578 First Avenue, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

i
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A BELT FULL OF CLINC-SURFACE
Will neither slip, run off, nor need taking up, and its

transmitting capacity is only limited by the strength

of the belt.

CLING-SURFAGE MFG. CO., 177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

•
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Aimnaolators.
Csntral Bleotrlo Co.

Edwards &Co.
Elsotrio ApBUanoe Oo.
Western Electric Co
Western Kleo. Supply Co.

Axe liuaps.
Central Eleotric Co.
DlehlMlg 00.

Ft. Wajne Else. Wks., Inc
General Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co
Morris Arc Lamp Co. »

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Weatlnehouae El. a Mlg. Co.

Are Ugbt Cord.
Lesohen- Macomber-Wiyte

Co.

Battering and Jars.

Ooaual Bleotrlc Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

BlMtrlo Appliance Co.

Gordon Battery Company.
t«olaiiotie Batter; Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.

Peru Eleo. Mfg. Oo.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Eleot. Supply Co.

BearlnKS and Bearins
Uetal. „^Leaohen-Maoomber-Whyte
00.

Sens.
Centiral Electric Co.

Edwa ds A 00
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.

Huebel A Manger.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago BeltUg Co.
Ollng-Surtace Mtg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mlg. Corp.

Beltlnc
CBlcago Belting Co.

Leather presorverMIg.Corp.
Peerless Buboer Mlg. Co.

Shnlti Belting Co.

8e«ks. ^eetrieal.
manloUn PnblUMng Co.

Braskea. , „
Central Bleotrle Oo.

HobartElec. Mfg. Co.

Hoknea Flbre-Graphlte Oo.

Kester Electric Mtg. Oo.

Western Eleot. Supply Co.

Bnrclar Alanaa.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Edwards & Co.
IMtrio Appllanoe Co.
Bnabel & aianger.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

cables (See Insolated Wires.)

rubles, J^eetrle (See Inan-
Uifsd Wires), Copper.
ISIieet and Bar.
Anerlaan £leo. Works.
Central Bleotrlo Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Eleotrlo Cable Co
Qoneral Electrlo Co.
New York Ina. Wire Oo.
Simplex Eleotrloal Oo.
Standard Dndergronnd 0. Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.JPoInesA Plates.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Bdlson (3o.

Ble^^tno Appliance f^a

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Works.
Retatnger. Hugo.
Western Eleot. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clutches (Arc riamp).
Knutson &Co., A. W.

Compoiind.
Dearborn DrutrAOhem.Wks
Ms«s. Chemloal Oo.
HALennan & C^., E.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
C^eneral Blec. Huppllea.
Ceotral EUotrlc Oo.

MeuTopo ilan Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. Co.

Standard Paint Oo.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConBtmotlonA Sepairs.
Cbloago Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. WKs., Inc,
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Eleo. Eng. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Eieclric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eleot. Supply Co.

Contractors and fileotrlc
I4ffht Plants.
BaTh. Foreo.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Central Electrlo Co.
t)iehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
aenaral Eleotrlo Co-
Hays Construction Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitna Elec. Imp. Oo.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Warren Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Oo.

Copper.
B&my&Co..01ias. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Gp.,Otaas H.
Central Electric Oo.
CUoaffo EdlBon Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Blaotrlo Appliance Co.
General Eleotrlo Qo.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
Standard UudergTound O. Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence 8eliools>
Blec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cfross-Arms, Pins and
Braekets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Oo.
Central Mtg. Co.
Eleotrlo Apnllanoe Co
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sivltebes.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
FioaseTt Elec. Const. Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mlg. Oo.
Eleotrlo Appllanoe Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ino.
General Eleo. Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Oo.
Meyrowitz, E. B.
PaiBteOo.,H. T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electrlo Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlngtaonse EL tt Mlg.Go.

DynsnUMS.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotrlo Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ilobart Elec. Mfg. Co
Matthews, W, N.
Sturtevant Co.. B .F.

Wagner Elec. Mtg. Co.
mp. O
Mfg. (

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetern Elect. Supply Co.
Wesdnghouse El. fit Mfg. Co.

£lec. fleat'e Appliances.
Amerloan Eieo. Heater Co.

£leetric BailTrays.
General Eleotrlo Co.
Westlnghouse £1. & Mfg. Oo.

Klectric Vehicles.
American £1. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Klectiloal and nechanl-
eal Knfftneers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Kleetrleal Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Elecrtc Company.
Central Electric Co.
Gutter El. & Mlg. Co.
Eleotrlo ApQllanoe Oo.
Ft, Wayne alec. Wks.. Inc.
General Eleotric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
PaiateCo., H. T.
Queen & Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. ds Mfg. Co.
Wesson Eleotrloal lust. Oo.

Eleetrloal Specialties.
American El. Specialty Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electrlo Cto.

Jldwards A Co.
General lac. Arc Light Co.
Prlngle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platins naob'y.
Besly fi[Oo.,ChaB. H.
General Eleotric Oo.

Kmployment Agrency.
Technical Agency.

fi^fl^es, Steam.'
Ball Engine Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Ontfits.

Cemtral Eleotric Oo.
Diehl Mfg. CO.
Edison Mfg, Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gordon Battery Company.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Specialty Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.,B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westl&chouse BL <ft Mfg. Oo.

Fibre.
Delaware Hard Fibre Oo.
Karbavert Mfg. Oo.
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

Files.
Bamett Oo.,G. &H.

FlxtnreSj El. A Comb*n.
Central Electric Co-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Oo.

Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf. Oo.
El«eunc Appliance Oa
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eaabets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

€ta» Liffhtlns, Electrie.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Eleotric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly & Co.. Ohas H.

Chicago Edlspn Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
General Electric Co.
Manhatian Bleo. bup. Co-
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor EJectrlcCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eiobes and Eleetrieal
(illaesware.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€}OT*norSt Water Wlieel.
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

<irraphlte Speelaltles.
Besly & Co., Ohas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Oo.

Insulators and Insulat-
Inff Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Chioago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Bleotrlc Appliance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Oo.
NewYork Insulated Wire Oo,
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elee. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Eleotrloal Co.
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mtg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—macnet W^lres.

American Eleotrloal Works.
Central Electric Co. ^

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Eleotric Oable Oa
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Oo.
Leschen-Maoomber-Whyte
Co.

Montauk Multiph. Oable Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhlUipB Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Jnnotion Boxes.
Bossert Sleo. Const. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Ineandeseent.
Buotteye Electric Oa
Central Eleotrlo Co.
CSkloago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
Gteneral Eleotric Oa.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Ino. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Sup. Oo.
Renew Lamp Co.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
f?helbv Eleotric Co.
United Elee. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westlnghouse EL & Mtg. Co

lilffhtninfiT Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co
Rlectric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec W^ks.. Inc.
Garton-Daniels Eleo. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Oo.

Siaarnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

JUanipnlators (Inc.Lmp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

mech^alcal Maehlnery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

Mica,
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Hunsell <fc Co., Eugene.

Minlns Apparatus, Klee.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Oo.

Motors.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews. W. N.
Sturtevant Co. , B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric LO.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elee. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. S'lpply Co.
Westlnghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Name Plates.
Becker Name Plate Co.

Paeklnf.
Besly A Oo. Ohaa. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. OhemicalCo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronse.
Besly & Co., Ohas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Oo.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Oo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Co.
Central Mfg, Co.
Lindsley Bro9. Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Peru Elec Mtg. Oo.

BeJlners.
Swarts Metal Refining Oo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be-Windlns—Bepairs.
Ohloago Edison Oo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chioago Rheostat Oo.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Bleotrlc Oo.
Gen'l Ind. ArcLt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Oo.

Search-Iiigltts.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Second-Huid Maehin'y.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews. W. N.
Ross'ter. MaeGovern A Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speafelnff Tubes.
Central Electric Oo.
Electrlo Appliance Oo.
Paquette ACo.. H. A.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indleatora.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen St Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Oo.

Springs.
Barnes Co , The Wallace.
Cary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Conit. Co.

Storaee Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Eloctrie Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appllanoe Oo.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

New York InsulatedWire Oo
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
WesternEleoiric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

'''^®^i*'2?^"' Telephone
Material and Switeh-
boards.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co,
Amerloan El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.Holyoke & flolyoke.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mtg. Ca
Kusel,D.A.TeLAELMVca
Manhattan Elec. Sun. Co
Nobleit. E.J.

^"P-*^°-

North Electric Oo.
Rawson Electric Oo
Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M Oo
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Oo.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.
Therien Tool Works.

Transfbrmers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc
General Electric Oo.
Kuhlman Electric Oo
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg, Oo

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TnrbineA Yf'aterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Oo
Lettel Si Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.
Stilwell-BierM Smith-Valle

UniTcrsities.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polytechnic In«t.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tuicanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^ire, Bare.
Besly ft Oo.,0hai.H.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
Eleotrlo Appllanoe Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Okonlte Co., Th&.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodirork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electrlo Co.
Qosen ft Oo.
Victor Electric Co.

F'or ^KIpKabe-tiGal Indox: of iCWdver-tisemerk-fcs Seo ^ase III.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS,
FOR ALL CIRCUITS, EXCEPT ALTERNATING.

Our line of Electric Fans for ALL
purposes for the present season is

the most complete that -we have ever

placed in the market, and the high

standard of our product has been

strictly upheld.

Our fans are the cheapest because

they are absolutely the best made:

wear longest, require less outlay for

repairs and sho'wr a higher eflBoiency

than any other fan. This statement

is fully sustained by the past record

of our fans. Our place has alTvays

been in the lead and we intend to

maintain that position.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

^M.&J/

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
SHOW ROOMS

561-563 Broadway, NEW YORK.

192-194 Van Buren St., CHICAGO.

128-132 Essex St., BOSTON.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

ELIZABETHPORT. N. J,

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yoa shoDlfl see them
at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.,

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The MaDufacturers' & Inveotors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., 535 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. K. Garton Company, 315 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

The S. K. C. AlternatinG'Current

Lightning Arrester.

,..<v<.-i<ss1?&-a.- g&ic^afe

The general construction is strong.

it is tliorouglily insulated, WITHOUT MOVING PARTS, and
WITHOUT COILS or LARGE SERIES RESISTANCES to impede the
lightning discharge to the ground.

OUTDOOR and INDOOR double=pole types.

Write for "Bulletin No. 104," fully describing these arresters,

and dealing with the general subject of lightning protection for lines

and apparatus.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nXNUPACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and Qeneral Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich. E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns-

PARIS,
46 Avenue de BreteueF.
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A TOOL THAT IS A BENEFIT.

"A Necessity Not A Luxury."

IT PRACTICALLY COSTS YOU

NOTHING !

IN FACT, IT WILL EARN YOU

MONEY BY SAVING TIME!

«>
«>

«kSkS>«kS^«^^^^«kS^«k5>^««^«>^>^«-$-»^«^^^^<^^«^

<S>SH^4»^^«^>««SHS>«^><SySH8^<S^xS^x8«8HSH»®Hj^^«K^««8xS,

THE BITTER
PATENT SOLDERING IRON.

<8>

«>

<s>

0^<^4><&^««^^S>^«^>4x^S>«~&«^^^«^«>^^^^4^.S>S><S.

Always on Hand. Ever Ready.
Never Out of Repair.

»
<?>

<!>

THE CHEAPEST AND GREATEST MONEY

SAVER YOU CAN FIND,

^ (PATENT APPLfEO FOR.)

A screwdriver and a pair of fingers is all that is needed to attach it to your BLOW TORCH.

When the torch is lighted the iron is Always Hot.

With it you can solder any connection without Burning the Insulation or the Wire. It can

1)8 used on a Pole, in a Junction Box, in a Telephone, at the Switchboard, around an Armature,

on a Bench, indoors or out-of-door^, any place and it will not blow out.

It was designed and patented by a practical electrical workman and is pronounced a success by all

who have used it. It is made durable and of Lake Superior copper and is an invaluable adjunct to

every electrical worker's kit of tools. The appliance is fully protected by patents.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO..

10 and 12 North Ninth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

If you will kindly mention this paper in referring to above it will afford us pleasure to send you
prepaid a package, with our compliments, containing several useful articles.

<s>l <s>

«.| ^« «>

<s> <s>

«> «>

<s>
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«>
«>
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Fort Wayne Electric Works,
IIMCORF>0

RENEWING
A FUSE

is a simple matter

if your transform-

ers are protected

by our incombus-

tible PRIMARY FUSE BOXES, They

are made single and double pole, and are

always to be depended upon.

I I I

IVIAIIM 01 ice: and RY:

AA/AYIM IIMDIAIMA.

(b-0<>0<><>0<K>0<KK><><>0<K)rO<>0<>0-0<><><K>0<>OK>0<H><^

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
A new device for lighting Gas .^^^The
iir Onsnline Stoves. Safe.con-'"*

j

vcnieni and economical. No AJAX I

™e. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by

NO MORE MATCHES forth.

Advance Specialty Co.
iigLaSalleSl.. Ch

The hPastlriBs.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'Worn.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

RTH^SOUTH
VIA THE

MDNONROUTEM

J
fHANKJ-fiCCO-

W-H-l-lcDOCl CHAS-H-QOCttWtU-

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF

SITEEL OVTLrET AlfD jrNCTIOUT BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS, PABTEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, BTCt

\a/e: have: in stook
About 3,500 lbs. No. 9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
This is new stock. Make us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

=>ROISnF>-r Si-IIF>IWIEN-rS OF-

Allernatiig-Cirrent Desi aifl Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

RENEW LAMP CO
REMWERS OF

INCANDESCENTLAMPS
WE WILL RENEW OR BUY
your burned out lamrs

Write for particulars

WSTERftAGENT \fANTED

PATENTS i";s':™
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents qulckls' sold.

ROBERT BCXTOSr,
193 lia Salle St., Chicago* 111.

Telephone MenI
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . ,

Electrician Publishing Company,
Suite 510 Marqnette Bids., CUcas*.

HELP

YOURSELF
% toabetterposition,

I

a better salary, by'

securing a tectmical

education. Our metliod leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELEGTRrCAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistrj-;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural
Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;
Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you
wish to study. EstabllBtiedl891. i

45,000 Btuderits and graduates.
Tbe luternatioDal Correspondence Schools,

Box 1003 ScraDt«a,Pa.
|

$2.00

Month
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CROSS-ARMS
We manufacture our own cross-arms at our factory just outside of

Chicago, and are pleased to quote lowest prices on either telephone

or electric light cross-arras for full carloads or less for prompt
shipment.

We use only the very best selected Norway Pine in the manufac-
ture of these goods and are producing the best cross-arms in the

country.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

92 and 94 West Van BurenlStreet, Chicago.

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

For UNIONS,

HANDHOLES

'mMANHOLES.

Fac-simile of a g-IdcIi section of Eclipse Gasket,
showing name and trade-marl£ imbedded.

PATENTED AND MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 624 Woodward Ave . Detroit. Micli. 202-21 S. Water St.. Clllcago, III. 16 Warren St.. New York.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
.All Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 aiaranette, CHICA60.

IIMUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER & CO., 408-414 Wew Jersfy
Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Strejt.

INDIA U( AlVltiER _„ _ _

EMPIRE A MIC
IM^ULATED ,p-^: COIVIPOUMD

^ Cloths* and l'<]f>er&. ''•'•' %jNE4^iJAi.iri2i.

Eii\*eiicMiinselLsCo, Mica InsiilcilorCo.
IN AHV SHAPE DR PATTERN. ' 2JSH'.ltcrSt. IMC^V YoiK ^- Cllicfl^O. 117 LakcSI

.

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT MANIPULATOR
Useful and handy tool for renewing and cleaning incandescent Bulbs at any

lieight or angle. What every Street Light Company using Incandescent Lamps
should have.

Agents wanted in every city.

Incandescent Electric light Manipulator Co.,
Lately seen in practical operation at Elec. Ex., New York. Room 506, 1 1 6 Bedford SI., Boston, Mass

Quuiikatf

Tk Direct Reaiii OlininietGr

WILL AKURATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE

ON A RAPIDLY MOVINO
ELECTRIC CAR.

No other instrument can meet sueli diffi-

culties of stray magnetism and vibration.

A boy can use it. The brains are in the
box.

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Uberly St., NEW YORK CITY.

H. A. PAQUETTE & CO.,
53 I>earborii Street,

CHICAGO.

SPEAKING
TUBE.

Pat applied for.

Manufacturers of the

ONLY INTERLOCKING,
WHISTLE and ELBOW

It prevents whistle from
falling otf. For Sale By
Electrical Supply Houses and Hardware Dealers.

Send for descriptive circular.

Letter A—Represents spring in elbow and also represents a cover-
inj; over the spiinp, so that plastering ^vill not interfere with same.

I-etter C—Represents Klot on both eides of whistle.
Letter B—Represents the bottom side up.

•'And' -«%
A C. Moiors
switches.
Fana
Insirunieiits.
Switchboards,
rransformers.
L). C Motors
and Generators

THy^N;S^ronneR5^!

New York, 203 Havemeyer Bldg.
Philadelphia, 1000 Betz Bldg.
Boston, 620 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago, 1519 Marquette Bldg.

San Francisco, 409 Market St.

I'ortland, Ore., E, Darrow, Agent.
C.&W. States, Cent. E. Co., Chicago
Toronto, Can., W. A. Johnson, Agt.
Yokohama, Jap., Bagnall & HiUes.
S.-W. States, Com. Electric Supply

Co., St. Louis, Agts.
LondOD, Eng., C. R. Heap, Agt.

Si*. JV\.—• /-

vAJ^fe^ncr^ oLtCT ^IC^Vim^K^k^^^H
JSnVoui^ 1

3ifgM*AiefASr aiOS^ aN/IOdUOO ^Itr/U.yjM'M/ A/MOMM-JTJM sj/X BOOKS,
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

A SPRING MISTAKE:

You didn't order enough LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS. Thought we were trying to

crowd you in order to increase our sales.

You will have to come to it some day—and

dont forget that GARTON ARRESTER
people told you so.

Have you our No. 22 Catalogue ?

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A.
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PHANK N. PHILLIPS, PncaioCNT.
O. H. WACENSCIL, TuEAaURCN.

£UGeNE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNCBAL MANAOCN.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOTIDENGE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, magnet, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Stork, F. E. Donolioe, 241 Madison St.

MoKTEKAL Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Worka.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex*

Ible Wire and
Cables with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and inuse for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shali be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COiVIPANY,
HENKT A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EXJSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Electric Motors
Started with C. & H.
Rheostats are started

right.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
70-S2 W^. Jackson Blv-d., CHICAGO.

2,000 Rheostats always in stockfrom "which ii

136 Liberty »^t., IVEW TORK.
'.mediate shipments of any size order can he made.

Ml Eitra lisilatti larili.
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

GUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING and thereforb appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachnient Pings hare porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Sinap-8witch Contacts are ground to a fit.

PHII.ADEI,P1IIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultatloug, Keports, Estimates, Plans,
Specilicatlous, Superintendence, Tests, Fur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincoln Tnisl Bldj., SI. Louis.

W.M. n. BRYA^, M, E. H. H. HUMPHREV, M. S.

TAUGHT BY MAIL,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN6
Telephony. Telegraphy, X-Rayt.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elemeniary Math* mattes,

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

Tilts instltiJteoDdorsed by every
prominent eleotrlcal engloeer.

Tne Electrical Engineer Institute
of Correspondence Instruction,

l.i|,( K l:'i l_': J.il,.:rtv Street,
:.i.-w- Vuik, N. V.

-.Jt^-TC, ffU-.-f £»^.«,«- J_ata-i--. . Write for
niM— coJt^ —J Tn:-jj.;~ Cataloifue.

w. ^ —f-Bj..y-ri^ ..A-- — State Mubject

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keep, the ^

J American Electric Vehicle Co. I
p IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1

Send for Catalogue 55^56 IV. Vaa Bure^if» of carriages Chicago, U. s. A. "*

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert ID patent causes.

I Suite i6(;7-59 rionadnock Bid;., - Chicago*

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Itame. Jnd..

Offers every advantage to students wlsblng to
do special work in Electrical Engineering ; be-
sides the regular course leadincc up to the degree
of Bachelor of Science in Electricity, it has a
special department for those students desiring
to eet a practical knowledge only in this branch.
Catalogues on application. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY.C. S. C, President.

THE EDISON TELEPHONE
BOOTH FAN IVIOTOR OUTFIT.
INDORSED BY THE LONG DIS-
TANCE TELEPHONE CO.

PERFECTLY NOISELESS.

NO VIBRATION.

KEEP COOL WHEN
YOU USE YOUR
TELEPHONE.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

THOMAS A, EDISON, PROPRIETOn,

135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEWYORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

^H To correspond with as concerning

* * BARCftlNS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
^#^\ ADDBESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., Hew York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettlngell Andrews Co., Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonls Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonis.

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I
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VACANCIES
Should be filled through the TECHNICAL
AGENCY, 1365 Mooadnock Block. Chicago.
Our list of available men is selected from the

best that the country affords. If you need a
Draughtsman, Designer. Electrician or Engi-
neering help of any kind, we will send you a
number of competent men to select from and
without expense to you. As to our reliability,

we refer you to the Western Klectrician.

WANTED.
A good all-around armature winder, with 11

years' experience, wants steady position. Fa-
miliar with all styles of winding. Capable of
taking charge of sbop. Address A. C, care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building.
Chicago.

WANTED.
Would like to correspond with a man thor-

oughly familiar with managemeDt of plantdevel-
oping electric light and power from water power,
with view to engagement, in thriving North-
western city. Address "WATER POWER."
care Western Electrician, 510 Jlarquette Bldg..

Chicago.

First-Cla=s mechanic as foreman on electrical

instruments and telephones. Snould take
financial Interest of S2,00u. Address "Fore-
man," card Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Buildi g. Ohicago.

WANTED.
Superintendent for electric plant, also engi-

neer, electrician, four linemen and live firemen.
Enclose stamp for reply. Address '£****",
care Westera Electrician, r.io Marquette
Building, Ohicago.

WANTED.
We dpsire to correspond with first-class elec-

trical salesmen who desire to handle an estab-
lished article as a side line. Give territory

traveled. PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO., 120 Main
Street. La Crosse. Wis.

WANTED.
A position in electric-Ught plant by a young

man of 2.^. One year exptrience. Can do wir-
ing and line work. Good references. Address
P. Z. N., care Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
quette Buildini:, (.'hicago.

Hototf Starting Rheostats.
Slotor Kesnlating Klieostats.

I>ynaino Field Rheostats.
Theater IViiumers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
IVestfleld. BT. J.. l\ s. A.

NOTICE.
Denver, Colo. The entire plaatot the

Diamond Incandescent Lamp Co., hav-

ing a capacity of 1,500 Iamp3 per day,

will be sold at public auction on Wednes-
day, July 20, 1S99, at 10 a. m. The
plant has been appraised at less than

one-fourth of its original cost. This
sale will be an opportunity for someone
to purchase a complete plant at a very

low figure. For particulars, address

A. M. ESTEY, Trustee,
418 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

I

ELECTRIC

LIGHT

CONTRACTORS,

The village of Greenup, 111.,

will receive bids up to July 25.

1899,

For Complete Electric Lisht Plant.

Plans and specifications may
be seen at the ofBceof

W. H. CUNNINGHAM,
Village Clerk, Greenup, III.

I

<s>

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTrNG.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron "Works, San Franclscc, Cal.; C. B. Boothe &Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

TT FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Freight Paid and Highest I'rices Guaranteed.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO., HARRISON, N.J.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 Sou'li Jtfferson Street. Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
It you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
?.'« all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
no ar. Deaplalnes Street, GBUCAeo, 11.1..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact
history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.^
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

BARGAINS! BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS, ENGINES,

PULLEYS, MOTORS, ETC.
DYNAMOS, ENGINES, ETC.

1—120 k. w. Stanley 2-phase Alternator, 1,000
or 2,000 v., 16,000 alt.

7—3.000 It. Westinghouse Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16.000 Alt., 1,040 v,

2—6,000 It. Westinghouse Alternators, Toothed
Ai-matures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v., Outboard
Bearings.

2—300 amp. 125 v. U. S. Dynamos, cheap.

2—50 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.,

latest type.

2—100 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.

2—60 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamos, 2,000
c. p.. old style.

1—100 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamo, 2,000
c. p.. latest type.

5—300 h. p. Westinghouse Comp'd Engines,
16x27x16.

1—125 h. p. Westinghouse Standard Engine,
I31/XI2.

1—150 h. p. Russell 4-Valve Automatic Engine,
15x20.

1—300 h. p. Russell 4-'Valve Automatic Engine,
20x27.

100—P. & S. Pore. Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.

MOTORS.

2—1/, h. p. Sprague 220 v. Motors.
2—I'h. p. Eddy 220 v. Motors.
1—3 h. p. Sprague 220 v. Motors.
1—10 k. w. Edison 220 v. Motors.

LIST OF PULLEYS.

1—40x2.1%x5 Cast-iron Friction Clutch.
45—52x22 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
4—57x50 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
5—52x1 lUxe Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
3—36x50 x4 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
1—17x111,4x2% Cast-iron Pulley.
1—lOx 4V.xl Cast-iriin Pulley.
4—12xliy2x2i/i Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x22 "x4V' Cast-iron tulley.
17—16xlli/,x2% Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—12x18 xl^i Cast-iron Pulley.
2— 8x 8 xl% Cast-iron Pulleys.
1— 8x 7 xl?i Cast-iron Pulley.
1—10x10 x2'!i Cast-iron Pulley.
2—20x12 x2 Cast-iron Pulleys.
5—16x12 x2V2 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—18x11 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—16x14 x2i/i Cast-iron Pulley.
1—14x 2 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.

1—24x131/2x214 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—33x15 x3l4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—18x15 X314 Cast-iron Pulley.
2—17x14 xSL. Cast-iron Pulleys.
2—20x271 .•.x4i4 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20xl2i.ix2ili Cast-iron Pulley.
1—32x16 x4 Cast-iron Pulley.

Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-Iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley,

1—22i/;,xe

1—20x31
1—20x12
1—18x41..
1—52x25
1—80x30
1—80x31
1—30x22
1—16x 9W,x2
1—15x11 x2
1—16x12 x2i
1—15x10 x2
1—16x161 ..x3i

x2
x4i .'.

x2
x2
x5
x6
x6
x5i.-,

1— 8x 7 xl»i Paper Pulley.
l-19V,xl2
1—20x24 x4ii
1— 131 .x7i.,x3
1—18x 6i.>x2

1—12x14 x2
1—32x 4i,4xl'U

Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley,
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.

370 feet 6-inch Shafting (17 Pieces).

\A/- IM. IVI/VrTHENA/S
312 COMMERCIAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

M'KITE FOR CATAIiOtil'K.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

THE WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITDTE
Worcester, flass.

T. C. Mendenhall. President.
Courses of study in Mechanical, Civil and

Electrical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories in En-
fineering. Electricity, Thyslcs and General and
Qdustrial Chemistry. Special facilities in Steam

and Hydraulics. 195'paxe Catalogue, showing ap-
pointments secured by graduates, mailed free.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Registrar.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

SEALED BIDS WANTED.
BV THE NORTH DAKOTA
HOSPITAI^ FOR THE IKSAKJ?.

For one combined engine and dynamo—dynamo
to have capacity of forty (40) kilowatts. M. P. 6,

epeed 300, voltage 125. Engine to be capable of
running said dynamo with 1^0 pounds steam pres-
sure, cutting at one-fouilh.
Also for electrical supplies In separate bids,

lists of wliich will be furnished on application.
Bids win be received up to the lirst day of Aug-
ust, 1899. at tlie office of the Steward.
Teims cash.

JOHN MILSTED, Steward.

Dated Jamestown, N. D., July 8, 1899.

SEALED BIDS WANTED.
B\f THE NORTH HAKOTA
HOSPITAL FOR THE INt^ANE.

For one standard boiler to carry 100 pounds of
steam, boiler to be 16 feet long by 72 inches in
diameter; and for steam heating and plumbing
materials to lit out a new Wurd and Laundry
Building now under construction. Lists of kiods
and quantities of materials will be furnished on
application. Bids will be received up to l o'clock
p. m., July 2'2, 1899, at the office of the Steward.
lerms cash.

JOHN MILSTfiD, Steward.
Dated Jamestown. N. D., July 8, 1899.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, AUch. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 80-foot yples our Specialty.

POLES
\A/Kii-be Cedar Poles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

JVo*DiPc«B8^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Oaggett, Mich.

Cedar M. R. BROWN i CO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CRO$$ARM$
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.

iii«is^..^iLaiA'i=jjJiiJ!«.'wa -S«&--T*«-^S«fe-"^'€^'='fe-.-;

CEDAR POLES *

We control the output of cedar OM the line OF-THE WISC0M5IM J

I

£, MICHIGAN R.R.5SM1LK1NLEN6TH:COVER1NGATERRITORY OF .^^

OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.
,

I

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT amPMErij. *.

note: OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK ON HAND. ^1

C.H.WORCESTER&COKOSS.MICH,
^

Central Maoafacturing Co.,

^[^^^^^ ^ Chrttanooxa, Tenn,

B^^^^^^^^^K^BBCnfl^^y Manufacturers and

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
ItarseiHtockH on hand. Delivered prices quoted.
F. O. B. cars, yourcity, inaoy q'.iantlty. gify Write ub.

No. 189
IS A COOD

BELL.

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

rhe Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEKB FOK CIEOULAB AND PBI0E3.

FHE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y,

((AS GOOD AS NEW."
RAILWAY GENERATORS.

Two m. p. 8-400-100 General Electric for
direct couiiection.

Two m. p. 4-300-400 General Electric, wilh
iustininients.

One 150 k. w. multipolar Walker.
Two 300 k. w. four-pole Westlughouse.
Two 250 h. p. No. 2 four-pole Westing-
house.

Two m. p. 4-200-425 General Electric.
Two m. p. 4-100-650 General Electric.
Two 100 k. w. Edison bipolar.
Two m. p. 90 four-pole T.-H.
Two D-62 bipolar T.-H.

CAR MOTORS.
Lot of G. E. 800, 3 and 4 turn, drum ar-
mature type, practically new, very
cheap.

Lot of No. 3 Westlnghouse. 25 h. p.,

flrst-class condition, very cheap.
Lot of W. P. 50's, good condition.
Extra armatures for all the above.

ALTERNATORS.
One 45 k. w. Westlnghouse, 2.000 volts.

]
7,200 alternations, toothed armature
with exciter and instruments.

Two 60 k. w. Westiughouse, 1,000 volts,
I 16,000 alternations, irou-clad toothed

armature.
One 45 k. w. Westlnghouse. 1.000 volts,
16,000 alternations, toothed armature.

Two 30 k. \v. Westlnghouse, 1,000 volts,
16,000 alternations, toothed armature,
with exciters.

Two A 120 k. w. General Electric, 1,000

volts, 16,000 alternations, toothed ar-

mature, with exciters and instru-
ments.

One A 90 General Electric, 1,000 volts,
with exciter and instruments, practi-
callv new; verv cheap.

Two A 70 T.-H., 1,000 volts, 16,000 alter-
nations, with exciters and instru-
ments.

DIRECT-CURRENT DYNAMOS.
(110 Volts.)

Two 12 k. w. Edison bipolar, compound
wound.

One 37 k. w. Westlnghouse, compound
wound.

Two 100 k. w. Edison bipolar.

Two 60 k. w. Edison bipolar.
Two 45 k, w. Edison bipolar.
Two 30 k. w. Edison bipolar.

Two 25 k. w. Edison bipolar.

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS.
(500 Volts.)

. One 50- h. p. Thomson-Houston. D-50.
I One 50 k. w. Western Electric, multi-
I polar.
I One 45 k. w. Edison.
One 40 h. p. Westlnghouse multipolar,

! 950 r. p. m.

ROSSITER, MacGOVERN & CO.,

ARC LAMPS.
We have ou band a larffe stock of

T.-H. and Brush, double and single, 2,000

and 1,200 c. p., and would particularly
mention some of the present type No.
31 Brush that are as good as new.

ARC DYNAMOS.
Two 60-light Ft. Wayne, 2,000 c. p.
Two 50-Iight T.-H. M. D., 2,000 c. p.,

ring armature.
Two 50-light T. H. L. D.. 1.200 c. p.

Tw-o 50-light 2,000 c. p. Brush, brand
new.

Two 4S-ligbt 1.200 0. p. T.-H.
Two 30-light 2,000 c. p. T.-H.
Two 30-llght c. p. Brush.
Two 25-light 2.000 c. p. T.-H.
Two No. 8 65-light 2,000 c. p. Brush.
Two 4o-Iigbt 1.000 c. p. Brush.

ENGINES.
13 in. X 13 in. A. .& S.

13 in. X 12 in. A. & S.

14 in. X 16 in. N. Y. Safet.v.
16 in. X 32 in. Greene.

Works and Repair Shops—Newark, N. J. PRINCIP.AL OFFICE-141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A New Pocket Battery Gauge, to retail $3.50, win be ready Nov. ist.

Something New in Burglar-Alarm Traps now ready, a lot of specialties

we are now making can be purchased at the right price.

THE MESCO DRY BATTERY (better than ever).

Prices to suit buyers who are using cheaper grades.

We are Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.

NET PRICE, $6.50. MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Fccilliies. New Macbinery.

More Room.
IVe make S^ivitcli-

boards* Resistance
Boxes, Wheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, Extension
Bel Is. Kepeatinj^ Coils,
Indnotion Coils, Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters, Bee elvers, De-
magnetlzers. Trans-
formers, Head Bands,
Cisar liighters. Medi-
cal Coils, Punches and
Dies, Etc.
"We do PunchlDR, Screw

and MiUing Machine Work,
MetalandFiberSawlng.Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Ma^fnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E.Cor. Van BareK & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., "i

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay In sending for a copy.

..THE GREATEST VALUE..
Given for Itnrned Oat Incandescent liamps is given by us.

We originated a value for these lamps and make several interesting

ofEers for them. Write us for full particulars.

liYXJf lyCAKDESCEXT tiAMP COMPANY, liYNS, MASS.

KOKOIMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIIVIBER'S
LINEIVIEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. 4®~5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
87-89 w. van buren street. chicago.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is tlie

ttlectrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

fS.OOper year;

$1.50 for six montlis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 lUarquette BIdg., CHICAGO-

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEE

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

f^^^^A^i^:".^. Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 liiberty St.,

New York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

OROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

Cleveland, O.

NO. 30 AMERIGAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrumeut, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds aud durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu
facturers of Tele=
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agsregatlng over 300,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices."

U/C nilADAMTCC "Worlimanshlp, material and effici" .-

.

IT L bUAHAn I tC of our apparatus to he of the hlxht^t
f^rade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action al
aw whicli may he hrought against OUR patrons on alleged In-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cor. Canal. Cliicago.

THE TELEPHONEl HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS/' BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfembei- of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Insfituiion. of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of ^'A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

I60 Pages^ 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-fcH, h-land-Boolc Size,
Extract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not

felt that there is a demand for a practical hook on telephone working and management, and the TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. Witb the
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a -e given for the Information of those who may wish to engage in the manafacture
book IS based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apnaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

rice $i.OO.
yet come. But it is

exception of a few
of telephones, the

No pains have been spared to make it the hest book of its ki
everything regarding telephone work and management. It con

nd. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
forms in size and style to our other Haod-Books which have been so favorably received by

CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet TelephoDes.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotvra, Neumayer and

Botrcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transmitters.
14. The Blake Transmitter.
15. The Long Distance Transmitter.
16. The Solid-back Transmitter.

"17. The Berliner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttviss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
21. Batteries for Telephone "W^ork.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. Closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
25. Magneto Bell.
26. Automatic Switches.

Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER

:

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Published and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines; The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix,
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DEARBORN Liabora-t^ri^s.
cal \A/orlcs.

\A/a-ter OKiem
iler O^miD^und

ALL KIXDSi OF ANALYSIS. OILS A SPECIALTY. WATERS FREE.

30, 31, 3:

F'in^S't and Larg^s'fc —^bor^-tcsri^s in 'fcl-t^ \A/orld.

3 and 33 F9IA.L--rO BUIL.DINO, CMICAGO.

Tel. 3316 3Sth St.

n) CARY SPRING WORKS, f^
1

2i0 and 242 West 29th St. .

==i New York City,

^^^
J5

Man'-ifacturersof

^ WIRE and SPRINGS

'^. ,^

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof, C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
I

The large number of *elephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

,Electrician Publishing Co..
s.owa^quette^Buiidmg,

IVI^KRK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMe'wv ^-fcandard ^ry Ba'fc'fcorles.
^phton^ ^oy S'fca'fci^rts.
^rreslier and Cu't-^u'fc S>Ari'fc^K.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

NORTH
Telephones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE HECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

C2^^^ ..>yC^::^JPT^^^^^^^^^2> ^

63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Teleplione Apparat-js fully

protect d by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telepbone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OBT CATALOG. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR

Our Sectional

Switchboard

Manufactured un-

der Patents 586851

and 598285.

The only tubular

drop non-induc-

tive switchboard

which can be in-

stalled with but

10 droj)s and add-

ed to as needed

in banks of 10.

Remember our ap-

paratus is Bell

Apparatus for the

independent tele-

phone field.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
71-73 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO.
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THE
INEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOIE

ItH^ DAYTON QLOBE |R0N WORKSCO/°^aSa . Shaftimg.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

NA/Kiolesal

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re'tail
MOIM SU

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-!t54 S. Clinton St., CUcago, 111.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones^ Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

Preserve Your Copies
OP THE

Western Electrician,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 HargnetteBaildins, « « • > C!HIC.4GO.

New Dynamo Tenders' Band=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustratrons. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: -

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
I CHICAGO:
I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood BulldlRg.

RAVENNA CARBON WORKS
RAVENNA, OMIO,

Successors -to OI_OI C/VRBOIM \A/ORKS,

Manufacturers of Battery Material and Carbon
Specialties, solicit your orders and inquiries.
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HIGH
GRADE fe«^

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAGO office: I526M0MADN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

gPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Ulves exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powars by the moat

moilern, economic and Improved methods

.

An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic
engineering as relates to power development In Its widest ran^e of application, la at the service of

Its customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggre^tlng some 700,000 b. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Felton Wheels aft'ord the most reliable and etllclent power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character Id the United Btates, as well as most foreign countries.
Highest efflclency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

tuad. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
l43'Llberty St„ New York City, U. S. A. or I2t Miln St., S>n Franclteo, Cal.. U. S. A.

f(EG.TRrtDE MARKS (HE Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Qmited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

'':7^tyi/,r-iJ,^vf :
"— DELTA METAL

- • V7\ =: CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
"^ """"

. ORIGINAL AND SoLeMaKERS IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

]':s[jc-clally aOapteil [o uM kliiils of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee :

TH Largent Power ever Mahial /row a wUM oj the. Mine <liuiiu1er. The hiuheet apeed
ever obtained for the same jimcer. The liigheMt vican ejjieieiiey ever realized when
Tunning from half to ftUl gate. We guarantee also : A rtmner of tfie greatest po»^
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickiiesH and fane of opening and clontng.

T'-xts Hhow over 81 per cent, average, efficiency ivith half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and ot 1 olim or 1,000,000 ohma &3
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heals
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX CB1JCIBI.E: CO., Jersey City, 'S. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE Or

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in tiie Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

SY RIRAIMCI3 B. CROCKS!^,
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

^rie@ ^3g Prepaid. - ^raiotiioal amd liJ^»'t@-C
Just the Book you want. 460 Pages, over ISO Illustrations. Read the

TABUE: or COIMTENTS:
Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Ds'namos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoroughly master the Art of Electric liightiug should have a copy of
this hook, Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building.

ei-iioA@o.
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Westinghouse
Wattmeters

Accurate, Small,

Durable, Compact,

Reliable, Dust Proof.

No Moving Contacts. Large Overload Capacity.

Extremely Small Coil Loss.

Lighter Moving Parts than any other Wattmeter

on the Market.

Direct Reading in Watt-Hours,

Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Cfiicago, Oncinnati, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse, Tacoma. Denver, Mountain H'eclric Co.
Canada, Aheam &c Soper, Otta'wa. Maritime Provinctrs, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd., t^Ufax, N. S. Mexico, G. &. O.

Braniff & Co., City of Mexko. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
329-A.

Single-Phase "Wattmeter,

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HI6H SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAOO, SSr-SSS HarqneHe BnUdfne.

PHII.A.I>ElirKIA, Walter C. nelntlre A Co.. S«« Commerce St,
EI.IUBA. 8. Bf. Blake.
8AK FBAKCISCO, OAI... CalUbntla Elee. Warka. 40e Harkel St.

XEW YOBM UFFICK, Singer Bide-. I4» Broadway.
BO!«TOX. ti. v. Aneler it Vo„ 64 Federal St.

ST. I,OI7IS, nestern Electrical Supply Co.
CINCIXNATI. Nevada Bide John A. Stewart.

^s^ =

....-.—^^ --^ HH^^^H^^^
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THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEND FOK "SPECIAIil.Y FINE" CATALO«;rE.

AMONC OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, includiag rubber tires and ball

bearing axles. ^
That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of charge, any broken parts due to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.

That for the sum of $50.00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year.
AVERAGE COST TO BIN PER 3IIIiE, 3-4 CEMT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
Ii0°ll2 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO.VEHICLII.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LININB

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW-BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY i, 1899.

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. Catalogue Xo MJC.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

^

I

j MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

i Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

JUST iA£HHT YOU HRE l-OOKING FORI
(OOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ?2.oo, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dj'namos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating D5-namos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engioes, Cost of Condensers-, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, .Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficienc}' of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Hori<>, Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcom; of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—^Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

VAPER COVER, PRICE tl.OO.
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THIS
STANDS
FOR

gD^siIICHGRADE
TrilclP Mark. GOODS

fe

One-Sixth H. P. Type.

TVe make acomplete line of small motors from
to 1 horse power, and it will ct-rralolypay you
look us up when in the market for fmall

motors. Our '99 fan motors are world beaters.
Send for illustrated catalogue of electrical,
dental- and surjjical specialties.

' Victor Electric Company,
41 8-420 Dearborn St.. • CHICAGO, ILL.

DELAWARE HARD FIBRE CO.,
WILMINGTON, DEL.

SEND FOR GATAL,OGVB AKD SAMPLES.
Sheets, Rods, Tubes and Special Shapes.

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator BrushJ
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Siiifting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Grapiiite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i station Z, Philadelphia.

^

m/iE-GRAPHim

COMMUTATOR '2^

hmH -l

it\.T-V\lW\tMW(i

VULCANIZED FIBRE,
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheet%,

tubes, toii and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeL

HIGHEST CASH PRICE PAlD«-rofl platjwi/m y«;>p
flIVO SLC \.HHP C/iSfS COWTAlNIVa pLAriMUM-- r-I.ATir/t/«l WIRE ^n'?pt«-f

FCF SMC
C-OtD^MITH BnoSi Pl-ATir/OAl ftcFllsirSS • 63 VMiUmc-loU ST. CHleAda

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBHiW.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Hallway Dust Guards, 'Wfttktof
and Packmgs. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MAJJUFACTirEED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del

I Black Diamond File Worl(s.
lae. ia»S W

Speclii P'
Prize ^
Gold Mada' y^-

at Atlanta, ^
1895,

4^^ OVB «OODB ABE ON SALE IN ETEBIT I/EADIN«} HABOWAi
^ BTOBB IN THE ITNITEO STATES AND CANADA.

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Hart H. & H. Pdsh Switch

^

(D

H>"
P1)SH

SVIil

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CaiCAGO: nONADNOCK BI.OCK.
NEW YOBK: HAII/ AND EXPRESS BiriI.DIN6.

Draft Without a Chimney.

This is the size „^ This is the size
of the chimney ''""

of the fan
required for the same boiler capacity.

COnnENT IS UNNECESSARY.

Mechanical

Draft
What It Is .ntf

What It Docs,

It is draft mechanicaily pro-
duced by means of a fan, and
may be introduced either as
forced draft, by which the air
under pressure is delivered to the
ash pits, or as induced draft,
arranged to draw the gases
through the fan and to maintain
a partial vacuum within the fur-

nace. The method to be adopted
must of necessity depend upon
the existing conditions.

It does what an ordinary
chimney is incapable of doing.
Its cost is from 20 to 40 per cent,
of that of a chimney; its intensity
permits of the burning of finely
divided or low-grade fuel; it

makes possible the utilization of
the heat of the flue gases which
a chimney wastes in producing
draft; it is independent of the
weather; is automatically regu-
lated to maintain constant steam
pressure, prevents smoke, in-

creases the capacity of an exist-

ing plant, and serves as an auxil-

iary to a chimney already over-
burdened: it saves space aq4 is

portable.

Sil^ MECHANICAL DRAFT WiUbe
Clieerfuir

Furnished 'Jy

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

afew Torb, Philadelphia. Chieaen. I^ondpn.



$3 per Annum. Copyrtffht, 18W, by
Bleobrlcian PubUHlnntr Company, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
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WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

n "ixson""^'
-S^'mp/ex Electrical Company,

tonad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO<S>TON, MASS.
H. R. HIXSON,

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

t
Standard Underground GableCo.
642 The Kookery, WestlnEhouseBWg., ISCortlandt St., 1226 Betz Bldg^

Chicago. Plttsbure, New VorkClty. Philadelphia, P»,
607 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and AccessorleSi
Also High Orade Rubber Co-vered Wires and Cables.

1889—Paris Exposition,
]Iled>il for Babber Insalatl*»i,

18»3—"World's Fair,
medal for Babber Insnlatloa.

TRADE I

THi: JSTASTDABD FOB
BVBBFB ISrSVULTIOir.

Sol* Manufaoturera of

•kinlte Wires, Okonite Tape. Manson Tape, Candee "";»?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
roVrlnSS'.";. >"•••'•• 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manton, Gen'l Sunt
W. H. Hodgtns, Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALC6?uT;.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity.-Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnQck BIdg;., - Cblcaeoa

Er!r^n: ii^i::J^^;'4nCT'^PH^

Kester's SelfFluxing Solder*

Kester Electric Ufg. Co.
Manufacturers of the Wlrle Oloth-Dynamo

and Motor Brushes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

-NOVEI.TX IK POBCEIiAIW-

NZSTXr PERU FUSES PlaUG.
TBY IT-YOIIXI. BUY IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

Tie Only Fire DetecliTe CaMe in tie ffol
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Therniostatic, and designed for

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door bellsl II

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all io one instalU-

Fusible Core nionlar tbrouKfaotit the cable ti
Immediately ahort-clrciilled on my (atenviH
lloa by Fire orTblet, Aocldeat or IntMllon.

Why use dormant wires?
The Montauk Automatio
Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or 6re as the nervous system

*^ of a human being is to the
"^ touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE GABLE CO,
too Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from 1/2 to 50 horse power.

b Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
- AVe sell or rent. Good profite

tor agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg- Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 ChestRUl St., PHIUOELPHI*.

Acme Testing Sets, Queea-WIrt
Switchboard instruments, X-R^

Focus Tubes, Induction CoB*.

TBCBS

IPBOENIX GLASS CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE 1 IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

I
Pittsbnrgli. New York. Chicago.

3L.A-rilNiWJIVI^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAK^R& CO.. 408-414 STew Jersey
Railroad JLve., Newark, K. J.

V York OfRce, 120 Liberty Stref t.

MAKERS OF J^jl t„^ ncAicoc ,^ ••

LEATHERC^^ MILL

BELTING ^y SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of oiir Dynamo
brand of leather belting is the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study of the requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFflC ANDFiCtORV
67-09 SOUTH CANAL STREET

CHICAGOILL.
NEWORLEflNS ST, LOUIS

l-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHTt

WESTIIH Electrical \mms&\ Co.,

114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Tie Weston StaHMFortaWe

Direct Reading

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

FOB

\ AltemtiDg ani Direct cnrreit Clrcnlts

Are the onlj'- standard portablj in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention the Wsstkbh Ki.kotbiou.h when
WrltlDK tor OAtAlOKHefl.

W«B«on Htandard Portable Alternating and
Direct Current Wattmeter for

r.a.n.n Ta.^Itid'

ESTABLISHBO 1875

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shall
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling, Tapping. Reamtne, Emery Grinding, etc.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, H. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.
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TO BE> iV

PALACE OF ELECTRICITY
Space Going Fast—Don't Wait Until the Last

Moment Before Coming In.

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A PROSPECTUS, SEND US A POSTAL.

THIS WIM. Gin: YOU AJT IDEA
OF THE I^OCATIOST OF BOOTHS.

From

September ?5,

to

October 9,

1899.
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Don't Study Over This

Matter Any Longer.

You Will Be Perfectly

Safe in ExhibitiDg.

It Is a Sure Winner.

TO BE HELD IN THE TATTERSAll'S BUILDING.
(DIMENSIONS, 148 X 265 FEET.)

NATIOHAL EXPOSITION OF ELECTRICAL ARTS CO.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ILLINOIS. CAPITAL, $50,000.

W. E. BURNHAM, Mgr., 410 New York Life Building, Chicago, III.
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1 0,000 HORSE POWER IN CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS
-^rj

The Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., New York City.
23d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED DECEMBER 15, 1898.
32d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED JANUARY 15 1899.
50th STREET BATTERY BEING INSTALLED.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., >S^S'IA. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SALES OFFICES:

New York, 20 Broad St. Boston, i!() State St. Baltimore, Equitable Bulkiiu^'. Cleveland, New Entclnnd Buikllnt,'. Cliii-ago. Mar<|iiette BiiHdln^. San J-rancisco, The Parrott JiuJlding.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

iSSS^' -All Other Types.
fi WTTfi^i lu successful use for ten years.

Htaadard hiu:h. Prinew low.
Send for descriptive circu'ar and
testimonials.

TfieBurnleyBattery&Mfg.Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART, INDIANA.

ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS....

and MARINE PBOJECTORS.

Novel in Construction,
Artistic in Design,
iwechianicaiiy Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send for Catalogue "A."

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT,

Monadnock Block.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,

832 W. 6lh ST.. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

OAR RUSMES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in ^-inch hole.

Is 1^ inch deep and

inch face.

EDWARDS & CO., i44thst.

NEW MITE.
Fits in i-inch hole.

Is f inch deep and

i- inch face.

and 4th Ave.. NEW YORK CITY.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULAHS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

PettiDgell-Andrews Co.. Foston, Mass.
O. \V. Phipps, 222 Havemeyer Bldg.. New York.
Western Eiectric Co., Chicago.
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

IMGIIM
VALUABLE WATER FRONT LOT IN KINGS COUNTY, GREATER NEW YORK, TO ANY

CHIEF ENGINEER SENDING HIS BUSINESS AND PRIVATE ADDRESS.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. MCTDnoni iTiy cTCRM Dnii CD rnuDniiiin Hcn rn
We analyze Feed Water FREE and prescribe

the remedy.

METROPOLITAN STEAM BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO..

(EDW. E. GRAVES. Prest.) 26 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
StUwell-Bleree & Smlth-
VaileCo xit, xill

Stow Mfg. Co 1

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
MfK. Co IV

Sturtevant Co., B. P x-\

Swarts Matal Befin'g Co. zii

Technical Agency
Therien Tool Works xx
Torrev Cedar Co ilii

Transmitter Mfg. Co xiv

Trctter'sMonaMf.Co.,Lld. Iv

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

University of Nctre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xlii

Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co ... . x x

Wagner El. MIg. CO
Walsh's Sons A Co xli

Warren El. & Spec. Co.. vil

Warren Elec. MIg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co vli

Western El. Suppiy Co. viii

Western Tel. Cona. Co. . . xiv
Weatinphonee Electric &
Manufacturing Co.... xvlli

Weston Eleetncal Inst. Co. i

Williams EOeotrLo Co... xy
Worcester A Co. , O. H . . xlU
Worcester Polyiech. Inet. xl

Wright Discount Meter Co.

—

AdTooce Specialty Co ... - is Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... Garton-Daniela Eleo. Co. I Leffel&Co.. James.... itvli Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo. i

xvi C, M. iSt. P. E. R....

Chicago Rheostat Co....

xiii

xli

ill

xlx

American Battery Co
American El. Heater Co.

siv Co ix

xl Light K.O V Llndaley BrotherB Co . .

.

xlii Pern Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Amer. El. Specialty Co . .

.

X Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co. .. vl
— Lombard WaterWh. G. Co. xl Phillips Infl'd. Wire Go. . xi

Amer. El. Tel. Co XV Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xl
Gordon Battery Comj any XX Lynn Inc. Lamp Co X Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. t

Amer. El. Vehicle Co xl Cutter EL & Mfg. Co 1 Hardy Lamp Co iv Manhattan El. Sup. Co.

.

Mass. Chemical Co
Matthews, W. N

Phoenix Glass Co 1

American Elec. Works .... xi Hart &. Hegeman Mf . Co. XL Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvii

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg, Co. iv Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl Harvey Co. , The G. F . . .

.

X Pringle. Wm.T....

i

1

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. .

Detroit &. Clevel Nav. Co
XV Hays Construction Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co ....

iv

i

McLennan A Co.. K
MetroTolUan Steam BoUet
Compound Mfg. Co

X Queen &O0 I
BaJcer& Co
Ball Engine Co xvii DlehlMfg. Co — Hodge-Walsh El. Eng Co. sil lii Ravenna Carbon Works..
Barnes Co., The Wallace 17 Dixon Crucible Co. . Job .

.

xvii Holmes Plbre-Qraph.Co. Mevrcwiiz, B. B Rawaon Electric Go xiv

BamettCo., Q. & H XX Holyoke & Holyoke.... xvi Mica Insulator Co X Relslnger, Hugo
Berthold & Jennings— xiil v HuebelA Manger xlii Miscellaneous Advs xli Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A. ix

Bealy <t Co.,Cha8. H.... xs
ix

Eastern Elec. Cable Co .

.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co

V Incandescent Electric
Light Manipu:ator Co.

ix

i

Rolfe Electric Co xlv

BoBsert El. Const. Co. .. Montauk Multip. CableCo Rosslter, McGovern&Co. xU
Intemat'l Cor. Schools.

iron Clad Resistance Co.

Johnston, Thos.J

Morris Arc Lamp Co....

Munsell A Co., Eugene..

National Carbon Co

Brown & Co., M. R
Bryan & Humphrey
Bryant Electric Co

xlll

xi

iv

Edwards & Co
El.Eng.InBt.Corr. Inst. .

Elec. AppUance Co

ill

X

xii

xl

X
Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co. . xvlii

Electric Storage Batt. Co. lii
Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keater Electric Mfg. Co.

^'atlcnal Exposition of Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xil

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co. ill
Electrician Pub. Co
Bmersou EI. Mfg. Co....

xiv

ix
I

Electrical Arts Co
National India Bobber Oo.

11 S. E. I. Co
Shelby Electric Co i

Carlisle &. Finch Co 111 ErICHSonTelephone Co. .. 1
Klein & Son, Mathias . XIV Xaugle, Holcomb & Co.. xiii BhultE Belting Co

Cary Spring Works xli Eureka Elec. Co xiv
KnutBonSCo., A. W Iv New York Insul.W. Co... X Simplex Electrical Co., The, i

Central Electric Co V Kokomo Tel.&EI.M.Co. xvl Noblett, E. J xlv Standard Paint Co -

—

Central Mfg. Co xiii Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co. Kuhlman Electric Co.... Hi North Electric Co XT Standard Tel. 4 El. Co . . . x v

Central Tel. & Elec. Co.

.

xlv

1

Fischer EquIpmentCo..
"For Sale" Advs xli

Kusel. D. A.,Tel. &Elec.
xiv Okonlte CO., Tiw 1

BtandardUnderg.Cable Oo. i

Chicago Belting Co
Chicago Edison Co It, xH Ft. Wajne Elec. Wkh., Inc . li Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xli PaleteCo-. B. T X Sterling Varnish Co. .The xl

Chlc.FuseWlreiMfg.Co XX Ft- Wayne Inc. Lamp Co. — Leclanohe BaMeryCo... xiii ParagOD Fan &. Motor Co. — Stewart Electrical Co.... xi

For ^lotssifl* Index o« Xkeiv»r-fels«nr»or»*s So» PaK»^'.
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ALL SUMMER.

iheparagon fan
GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO

"HARDY" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

.G.OLDMARK & WALLACE.
t'h St. New York.

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadway New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF FVERY DESCRIPTIOW

XHl. WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
«sr>,BL,i^«« io BRISTOL, CONN., USA.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway Plant Pay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis .-'

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

Tie Eryaot Bi^ Gut-OuL
Concave-head contact screws in

the base, and conTex in the cap, in-

sure a perfect contact Trhere the tivo

connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The cover, being held in place

by bnt one nnt, can be readily re-

moved for fasing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, Illinois.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and
pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OET Ol'R PKICES.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Your T.-H. arc lamps ARE NOT COMPLETE
unless the}- are equipped with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
Acknowledged bj- the leading electric light

plants to be

THE CLUTCH,
Send for a sample and put it in "that lamp over there" that

has been giving you so much trouble, and let us prove to

you that this is no fake. There are thousands already in

use. Of course you think the various kinds of clutches

you are now using are allright, but just wait till you have
tried ours: that is all we want you to do. They are the

CHEAPEST and the BEST.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, I
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OUR PHOENIX No. 1

E.M.F., 1.55 Volts. AMPERAGE, 8 and Over.

Is THE Strongest Open-Circuit Battery Ever Made.

We have sold our Phoenix

No. I Batteries in lots of 6,000

and 12,000 single sales

—

That's

Salesmanship.

Hundreds of thousands are

used to-day throughoutthe United

States—

That's Popularity.

Not a single report of one

single cell defective or ineffi-

cient—

That's

Mechanical Skill.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO..

LJIl

NET—NO DISCOUNT
On the Quality of

Okonite Wires# Products

They are made of the

BEST OBTAINABLE MATERIALS,
By the Highest Grade

of Operatives with the

MOST IMPROVED HACHINERY.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

...CHICAGO...

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

rr NEVER .yS6 rr NEVER S* Sft rr never w ^ rr never .'3' SiJ rr never
f. DISAPPOINTS «f ^S^ DISAPPOINTS l^ 'SL DISAPPOINTS jgT 'Si. DISAPPOINTS S *S(i DiSWPOINTS

BUCBBTE
IIMOitVIMDI

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, OhIOr

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Avenue , cor. Thirty-th lril Street, New York,

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,
39-41 Cortlandt St. SIMilkSt. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. ProspectSt. 598 ParrottBldg.

JVrAJt«TIIV J. IJVSUIylv CO.:
Chicago. St. Louis, Minneapolis Milwaukee,

1012-13 Monadnock Block. 51 1 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg,

EAGLE ELECTRIC WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 124 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 141 So. Clinton St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 326 Brady St.

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIOM OR HIGH SPEEB.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power throngh factory or other hnildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
CHICAGO, aSV-SSS Uarqnette Bnlldine. XBW ITORK OFFICE, Siuger Bids.. 140 Broadway.

FHIIiADEL,PHIA, Walter C. Melntlre A. Co., SOS Commerce St. BOSTOSr. 6. n. Aneirr & Co., 64 Federal St.

EI.1UBA, 8. K. Blake. ST. I.ODIS. Western Electrical Supply Co.
%AIT FBANOISCO, OAJi., California Elee. Works, 400 Market St. CINCINNATI, Nevada Bide. Jolin A. Stewart.
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THE DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OYER,

I

No slipping, no hot boxes, no tal<ing up. Belts run easy, slacic and
with greatly Increased power.

Let us send you reports of tests by CLINC'SURFACE MFC. CO.,
Prol. Carpenter of Cornell University. 177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. V.

i

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ontral Eleobrlo Co.
Edwards & Co.
Elfiotrlo Appllanae Co.
WeBtern Electric Co
Weatern Bleo. Supply Co.

Are l^amps.
Central Eleotno Co.
mehlMIg Co. _
Ft. Wajpne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Qeneral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co
Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Weatern Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

WeBtUi£liouse £1. & Mfg. Co.

Are lAtfl^t Cord.
Lesohen-Macomber-Wliyte

Co.

Battertes and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
BUeotno AppUanoe Co.

Ctordon Battery Company.
lieolanohe Battery Co.. Tbe
Uanbattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.

Peru Eleo. Mfg. Oo.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
VIcti-r Electric Co.
"Weatern Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Besrlnes and Bearine
Sletal.
Leaoben-Maoomber-Whyte
Oo.

Bens.
Ceafral EleQfirlo Co.
Edwa'^d'^ A Uo.
Kectric AppUanoe Oo.
Huebel & Manger-
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Ollng-Surtace Mfg. Co.
leather PreaerverWtrg. Corp.

Beltlns.
Cbicago Belting Co.

Leatber preserverMfg.Corp.
Peerless Ruboer Mtg. Oo.
Wialts Belting Co-

B»«k«, ^e««rleall.

afdotrioiftn PabUdUng Oa

Braskea.
Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Hoknes Fibre-GrapbUe Oo.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Bnrslar AianoB.
Central Electric Oo.
Edwards & Co.
Ble«trlo AppUanoe Oa
Huebel & oaanger.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Oaklea (Sea Uuulaled Wlrei.)

C«iferles, JBlectrle (9ee Insn-
ikted Wlreaj, C o pp e r,
gkeet and Bar.
AjDerioan £100. Works.
Osittral Electric Co.
Cbicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eafit«rri Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New yoTlE lbs. Wire Oo.
Simplex Qleotrioal Co.
Standard T7 nderground O. Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Oarbons^olntsA Plates.
Central Electric Oo.
Ohioago Edison Oo.
Elertnc Appliance Oo.
Gen'l luc. .\rc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Worits.
Relslnger. Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. Tbe G. F.

Clutches (Arc liamp).
Knutson A Co., A. W.

Compound.
Dearborn Drufr&Obem.Wks
Mass. Obemioal Co.
McLennan Si Co., K.

Metropoitan Steam Boiler
Compouna MCg. Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Oantral Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Co-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Construction & Bepatrs.
CbloAgo Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.

Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B- F.
Victor EiRClrlc Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Contraetors and Bleetrio
Idffht Fluita.
Balb. Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Central Slectrlo Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Edijy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wavne Eiec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
Havs Construction Co,
Sturtevant Co.. B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Oo.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Warren EVec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.
Westingtaouae Eleo ft Mfg Co.

Copper.
B%»y fiiCo.. Obaa. H.

Copper TClrea.
American Eieotrloal Works.
Besly&Go.,CbasH.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Bleotrlo AppUanoe Oo.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhllUps Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0- Oo.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondenceSchools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inat.

Int. Correspond. Sohoola.

Gross-ATBis, Pins and
BraekMs.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Oo.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Aonllance Oo.
Naueie. Holcomb A Co.
VaUntlne-ClarliCo..The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gnt-Onts and Sfritehes.
RoHseTt TClec. const. Oo.
Brvant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
OuGter Ki. & Mig. oo.
EUeotrlo Appliance Co-
Emerson El. Mfg. Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ino.
General iCleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Meyrcwitz, E. B.

Paiste CO., H- T.
Peru Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Wagner Kieo. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.
Wemagbouae SL 8i Mlg.Oo.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Ele?. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe. Co.
MatthewB, W N.
Sturtevant Co.. B .F.

CniOed Elec. Imp. Co.

Wagner Elec. Mlg. Oo.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, supply Co.
Weaclngaouse £i. & Mig. Co.

JElec. Heat's Appliances.
American Hiieo. Heater Co.

Electric Bailirays,
General Electric Co.
WeBtlngtaouae BI. & Mfg. Oo.

Electric Vehicles.
American £j'l. Vehicle Oo.
FiBcner Equipment Co.

Kiectxlcai and Meehani-
eal ifinfftneers.

Bain. Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Haya Construction Oo.
Hjdge-Walsti Eiec. Eng. Co.
aargent A Lundy.

Kleetrieal Instmments.
American El. Specialty Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Ulectne co.
Gutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric AppUanoe Go.
Ft. Wayne ji-Jec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
FaiateCo., fl. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Oo.
s, E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Eieot. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. dc Mfg. Co.
Weston Eieotrloal Inst- Oo.

Bleetrlcal Specialties.
American El. Specialty Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Larlisie A Pinch Co,
Central Electno Oo-
Edwards & Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Pringle. Wni. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor fiicctric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Blectro-Platins naeh^y.
Besly SiCo., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Asency.
Technical Agency.

.bkStnes, SteajB.
Ball Engine Oo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F-

Fan Ontilts.

G^mtral Electric Oo.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. MIg. Co.
General Electric Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gordon Battery Company.
Paragon Fan Motor co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren El'C. A Spec Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WesUoghouse SL A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Oa
Vulcanixed Fibre Co.

FUes.
BamettOo-.Q. AH.

Fixtures^ El.A Comb'n.
Central Electric Oo.
Weatern Elect. Supply Oo.

Plexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mf. Oo.
Bleetrio AppUance Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Clasbetfl.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo-

Gas liiffhtins;, Electric
Advance Specialty 00.
Central E3eotrlc Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Clears.
Besly A Oo., Ohas H.

€}eneral Elec. Supplies.
CeetralEleotrloOo.
Chicago EdiBpn Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
General Electric Co.
Manhatian Bleo- bup. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Celebes and Eleetrieal
Class ^irare.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Ph06nlx Glass Co.
We8t«rn Elect. Supply Co.

«OT^ors, Water Wlieel.

LombardWaierWheel Gt.Co.

Graphite Speelalties.
Besly A Co., Obas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Job.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Oo.

Insulators and Inaniat-
ins Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric AppUance Oo.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Maas. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Uo.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
Okonlte Co. jThe.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Sleotrleal Co.
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. A Mtg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—Magnet W^lres.

.Ajnerloan Eleetrloal Works.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Bastern Electric Cable Oo.
electric AppUance Co.
General Bieotrle Co.
Leschen-Maoomber-Wbyte
Co.

Montauk Multlpb- Cable Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhllUps Insulated Wire Oo.
RoeblluE's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground O.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Bleo. Oortst. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

liantps, Ineandeseent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electrle AppUance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Eleetrlo Ca.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co. '

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Sup. Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec Oo.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elflo. Imrt Oo.
Warren Klec A Soec. Co.
Weatern Electric Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El A Mfg. Co

Liffhtninff Arresters.

Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Garton-Danlels Elec. Co.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Oo.

aiasnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlrei.)

Slanipulators (Inc.Iimp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator co.

mechanical MaeUnery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
StUweU-Bleroe SnUth-Yaile.

meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

AUea.
Central Electric Co.
Mloa Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co,, Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elee.
Oeneral Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

motors.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne b.iec. Wks , Inc.
Oeneral Electric Oo.
General Inc Arc ijlght Co.
Hobart E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W- N.
Sturtevant Co. , B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co,
Warren Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. S-zpply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly A Oo. Otuta. H.
Peerless Rubbef Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Central Eleetrlo Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Oo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston Thomas J.

Ruston, Robert.

Phosphor Bronse.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Lkd.

Platinum.
Baker A Oo-
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Bearthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Co.
Central Mfg. On.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co.
Perrtzo & Sons.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Worcester A Co., 0. H.

Poreelain.
Central Eleotrle Oo.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reftectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be-W^lndlns—Repairs.
Ohloago Edison Co.
Hcdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Electric Oo.
Gen'l Ind. ArcLt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Search liights.
Larlisle A Pinch Co.

Seeond-Hand maehin*y.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Rossiter. MacGovern A Co.
Stewart Electrlr al Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speakliie Tubes.
Central Electric Oo
Electric AppUanoe Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indleators.
Besly A Co., Ohas. H.
Queen & Oo.
Weston Electrical Inat Co.

Springs.
barncs Co , The Wallace.
Cary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electrle Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric AppUanoe Go.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

New York Insulated Wire Oo
Okonlie Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
WeeternEleotrlc Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switeh-
boards.
Allen-Hussy Oo.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke iSi flolyoke.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel. D. A. Tel.A El.Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Noblett, E J
North Electrle Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Oo.
Sterling Electric Ca
Stromberg-CarlBon TI.M.O0.
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Weatern Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Western Tel. Cone. Oo.
WlUlama Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son. Mathlas.
Therien Tool Works.

Transformers,
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

TruclES, Eleetrlo Car.
General Bleotrlo Oo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

TnrblneA WaterWlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Oo
Leffel 81 Co., Jaa.
Pelton WBt»r Wheel Oo.
StUweU-BlerM Smith-VaUe

ITnlversities.
University of Notre Dame,
Worcester Polytechnic Inst.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo,

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chat. H.
Central Electric Co.
Eleotrlo AppUanoe Co
Leschen-Macomber-Wbyte
Co.

Okonlte Oo. , The.
PhilUpe Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground O. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

W^oodTTork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Oo.
Qoesn A Co-
Victor Electric Co.

F'or ^VIpHabe-fcical Indox of J^d ver-tisonrken-ts See Page
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Peerless Fan Motor.
The Handsomest and Most

Efficient on the Market.

13-inch fan consumes only 35 WATTS running
1,850 revolutions per minute. PRICE RIGHT.

Immediate delivery from stock in allj large cities.

W. S. HULL, Agent,
144 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC

AND SPECIALTY CO.

M FR \
Incandescent Lamps,

pggpi_ggg'{ D. C. Desk Fan Motors,
( Transformers.

WARREN, OHIO.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are ISaperior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

ITon sbonld see them
at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO
CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers' & Inyentors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-HlU Electric Co., B35 Wood Street, Plttsiurg, Pa.

W. R. Gartoo Company, 316 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

TBE S. K. C. ALTERNATINfi=CURRENT

Lightning Arrester.

The general construction is strong.

It is thoroughly insulated, WITHOUT MOVING PARTS, and
WITHOUT COILS or LARGE SERIES RESISTANCES to impede the
lightning discharge to the ground.

OUTDOOR and INDOOR double=pole types.

Write for "Bulletin No. 104," fully describing these arresters,
and dealing with the general subject of lightning protection for lines

and apparatus.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc aod Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,— Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,

Electric Light and Qenerai Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, E. C. and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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ELECTRIC FANS
LARGEST STOCK IN THE WEST!

Can Ship Promptly Any Size or Voltage.

Emerson
Alternating Current

Desk, Bracket
and Ceiling

Fans.

"The Emerson"
Best

Alternating Fan

on the Market.

See the Blades!

Paragon
Wall Bracket

Fan,

Universal Joint,

Turn It In

Any Direction.

Paragon
Direct Current

Desk, Bracket and
Ceiling Fans.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
10 and 12 NORTH Ninth STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Complete line of Electrical Supplies of every

description always in stock.

Prompt shipments save you time and money.

VALUABLE COUPON.
Cut this out, mail it to us and we will
send you post prepaid something that
w ill be of great use to you.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
10-12 N.SlhSt .St. Louis. Mo.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED) %

5!

STANDARD

FORT WAYNE

DUNCAN METERS

They start on one-half of

one per cent, of full load

.

If you don't know why
ask our nearest agent or

send for the

FORT WAYNE
METER BOOK,

which describes the Ad-

justable Friction Compen-
sator.

OFFICE AND FACTORY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

AKv:.vs ready for use.-. Will
las. :. hk-iimcv AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
lea.JiJn: y;as companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

cliil'Ircn to play with
I'ricc. complete, Sa 50

Ad'-ance Specialty Co.
i.gLaSalleSt.. Chic

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn , U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms. Pole and
SwinglngHoons. bouse brackets and
other specialties for Construction
V^QX^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

IHTH^SOUTH

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLET ANH JUHrCTIOIV BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS, PAJTEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTC.

\A/I IN K
About 3,500 lbs. No.
This is new stock.

9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
Make us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

^R^iviF>-r ^iHiF3n/iEr4-rs op*

AlternatiDg-CirrentM aM Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

ROEBLING

PATENTS
AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED..,.
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

KOBEKT RUXTON,
195 JLa Salle St. t:hioago, 111.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, Si.oo. . . .

Electrician Publlsiilng Company,
Snlte 510 Maranette Bide., Chlcaso.

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

. . .„ gy
ij^ii^

Buildings erected

expressly

for this

purpose

at a cost

of $225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry^ Min-
ing; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-
ing ; Surveying ; Plumbing ; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

aMnnfh p^^^ ^°'" ^ ^^oi^^ge

IflUlllll Education at Home.
45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wisti to study.

THE INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

$2
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PROTECTION

A New Combined Fuse Block and
Lightning Arrester.

From burn-outs from all of the

various causes, and also a pos-

itive lightning arrester.

This is only one of the many

desirable telephone specialties

we handle.

Electric Appliance Company,
AMERICAS LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

92 and 94 W. Van Buren Street, CHICAGO.

RAINBONAA KIIMO.
Thousands of A Don't have to

Imitators. 1^ *B use wire and

No Equal. Ih^^m cloth to hold

Will Hold ^^H^^a Hainbow.

Highest ^H^^P Can't blow

Pressure.
'^HII^H^^

it Aut.
THE COLOR OF RAINBOW PACKING IS RED.

Three rows of DiamonJs in Black throuirliout the length of each and everj' rolL

No baking or following up.

Patented and Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO., 16 Warren St., New York.
I 6-24 Woodward Avenue,

DETROIT, MICH.
202-2 I O S. Water Street,

CHICAGO, ILX.

BOOKS,
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 MarqueHe BIdg., CHICAGO.

INDIA a AFtnBERm
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE i MIC
Cloths and 1'apcr.s. "'^'I

COIVIPOUWD

\x\x*x<.'.i;-<./^

Eii^eiicMiinselLsCo. Mica liisiilalorCo.

1^ f^XAX I j^ "T"HH ^Z Tl IVIE ''''^^^'^^''^ ^^^ ^^^ ADVERTISING and therbforb appreciate brevity

: Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
To prepare for your Fall and Winter supply of lamps. Gather op your

, PalstC BoSetteS haVC knlfe-Swltch COntaCtS.
l>nrned'Oats and ship them to US for KEXE'n'Alj or KXCHAXGE for KKW

j -r.^«i^i-*« c. c? '^^-v. ^^ a. *.„ ja ^^ ^ «*
OXES. Wewaisetyonrlampsreadyandshipaadblll when yon wantlhem. JCnkinS Suap-Switch ContaCtS are grOUnd tO a fit.

LiYMar IXCANDESCEXT LAMP CO., LYNX, MASS. FHIIiADELPniA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St.. New York.
. I CHICAGO:
•| 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bulldlrg.

Tk Direct Mim OMffletei

WUi ACCURATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE
ON A RAPIDLY MOVINQ

ELECTRIC CAR.

No other instrument can meet such dllE-
culties of stray magnetism and Tibration.

A boy can use it. The brains are in the
t)OX.

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Libtrty St., NEW YORK CITY.

ANTISEPTIC POWDER.

RELIEVES PAIIM

HEALS BURNS
WITHOUT A SCAR.

Machinists
ought to keep on hand a

bottle of Vitogen for im-
mediate application in case
of accidents, electrical
burns, etc. Forms healthy,

new flesh at once. Dr.
Campbell, Cleveland, O.,

sa3's: '•! consider Vitogen
superior to all other anti-

septics and use it in the
most serious cases."

Sold by all Druggists, or mailed on receipt of price. 2 oz., soc; 4 oz,,
$1.00. Canadian price, 2 oz., 60c; 4 02 ,Si.2o.

"'ShSt's',"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y„ u. S, A.

Canadian Branch, Mille Roches. Ont.. Kez.vb & Bennett, Agents.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
ac.!^la-ES

-:-^'RECr!ON5 FOf) USE. - ^.^

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE, Sample Stick.

The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING, ^'ill keep the commutator in
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the comma.
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
5oIe Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

A SPRING {MISTAKE.

You didn't order enough LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS. Thought we were trying to

crowd 5'ou in order to increase our sales.

You will have to come to it some da}'—and

dont forget that CARTON ARRESTER
people told you so.

Have }-ou our No. 22 Catalogue ?

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S.A.
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PRANK N. PHILLIPS, PnESIDKNT.
Q. H. WAGCNSCIL, TNCKSUncn.

CUGENC F. PHILLIPS,
Genekal Manaqer.

e. ROWLAND PHILLIPS. VtCE-PAE».

C. n. RCMINGTON, JR., See.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROTXDEKCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F, E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Workfl.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be

obtained under any conditions. \

Address ^

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

HAVE YOU Seen our new field rheostats? They
are compact, ornamental and reliable

Write us.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-82 «'. Jack!40a Blvd., < hirs;£0. 13G Liberty St.. New Vork.

2,000 Rheostats always in ^tock from which Immediate shipments of any size order can be made.

American Electrical

Heater Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS,
TAIIiORH' IRONS, liAlIMDRl' IRONS, HAT IRONS, CURIilNe IROlkHEATERS, ETC. Also otber De-rices for Electrical Heatins.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

15 Park Row, New York City.

Six years wllti (ieneral Electric Co.

197 F>IVI :-rR^i-r, iviici-i

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Eogiaeers,

Consultatious, Iteports. Estimates, i'lans,
Specifications. Superintendence, Tests. I'ur-
chaslDK. Ueslgns of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincoln Trust BIdj;.. St. Louis.

WM. n. BRYAN. M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Atotre l^anie. Ind..

Offers everj' advautaK*-" to students wlishlnE to
do special work In Electrical KoKineerln*; be-
sides the regular course leading up to tlie degree
of lia-ilielor of Science In Klectriclty, it has a
special department for those students desiring
to CPt a practii-'al knowledge oulv In thlsbrancb,
Catalofnies on application Address

KKV. A. MORKISSKY.r S. r.. President-

THE WORCESTER POLYTECBNIC INSTITDTE
Worcester, flass.

T. C. Mkxdexhai,!,, President.
Courses of study in Mechanical. Civil and

Klcctrlcal Kii[,'fnperInK. f'lipmlstrv and General
Scit'iic'-, New arnl <-\ii-w^\\*- lalioratorles In F.n-
RlrifiTliiK. I^I'Ttricitv, i'hvslt"- ami 'ierieral and
Industrial ^heNli^t^y. Sp'M-ial faL-ilJtlf-s in Steam
and ifydraiillcs. 195-paKe CataloKne, showing ap-
pointments secured by graduates, mailed Ir^e.

Address J. K. MARSriALL, RcfflBtrar.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the \

I
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

\& IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
Send for Catalogue 5e^5&w;v<aa Burea5t-

ChicagOf U. S. A.

*2===«*.£^C^^^^=:::*«^S^^Q:=:=^g^^^

11

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

EDISON BATTERY OUTFITS

-Edison-

Lalande Cells.
The only eflBcient battery fan outfits

on the market. Invaluable for the

sick room.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
Thomas A. Edison, Proprietor,

135 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

i^p To correspond iritli ns concerning

' ' BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
m#^ I

ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 11(7. ... CINCINNATI, O.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE,
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., New York.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lorn

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Office and Factory; PAWTUCKEI R, I.
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WANTED.
A good telephone inspector. 700 'phones, m a

lively citj'. about 200 miles from Chicago. Ad-

dress "NEW 'PHONE," care Western Electric-

ian, 510 ^Iar((uette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical engineer with business experience

has money to invest. Wants to meet party in

same line similarly situated. Address P. O.

BOX S17- Chicago.

WANTED.
An electrician tor a first-class plant in

a good live Western town, accustomed
to alternating incandescent and direct-

current series arc systems.

Must be competent and willing to do
construction work, inside and outside

wiring, make estimates, repair and
adjust lamps, be ahustler and not afraid

of work: steady and sober. Steady em-
ployment. Wages 875.00 per month,
first year. None but competent men
need apply. State age, e.tperience, mar-
ried or sinele and give references. Ad-
dress "B," care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
We desire to correspond with first-class elec-

trical salesmen who desire to handle an estab-
lished article as a side line. Give territory

traveled. PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.. 120 Main
Street, LaCrosse, Wis.

WANTED.
,\ position in electric-light plant by a young

man of 23. One year experience. Can do wir-
ing and line work. Good references. Addres>;
P. Z. N., care Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
quette Building, Cbicago.

SEALED BIDS WANTED.
BV THE NORTH DAKOTA
HOSPITAl. FOR TH£ IKSANE.

For one combined engine and dynamo—dynamo
to have capacity of forty (40) kilowatts. M. P. 6.

Bpeed 300. voltage 125. Engine to be capable ot
runnmg said dynamo witli So pounds steam pres-
sure, cutting at one-fouitli.
Also for electrical supplies in separate bids,

lists of which will be furnished on application.
Bids will be received up to the first day of Aug-
ust, 1899, at the office of the Steward.
Terms cash.

JOHN MILSTED, Steward.

Dated Jamestown. N. D., July 8, 1899.

SEALED BIDS WANTED.
BV THE AfORTU DAKOTA
HOSPITAL FOB THE 1?VSAKE.

For one standard boiler to carry 100 pounds of
steam, boiler to be 16 feet long by 72 inches in
diameter; and for steam heating and plumbing
materials to fit out a new Ward and Laundry
Building now under construction. Lists of kinds
and quantities of materials will ba furnished on
application. Bids will be received up to l o'clock
p. m , July 22, 1899. at the office of the Steward.

J erms cash.
JOHN MILSTED, Steward.

Dated Jamestown, N. D., July s. 1899.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

The city of Jeffersonville, Indi-

ana, will receive sealed proposals
until Saturda}', July 29, 1899, at

10 o'clock a. m., for lighting the

city by electricity for ten years
from February i, 1900, with not
less than 109 arc lights, and for

furnishing the citizens with incan-

descent lights. Specifications at

Cit}' Clerk's office and office of

Rae & Monroe, 134 Monroe Street,

Chicago.

Slotor Starting Rheostats.
910tor Reenlating Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater ]>iiiimers.

Special Itheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TVestfleld. v. J., V. s. A.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ.CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

WE BUYandSELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SrNGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, GaU

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT UMPS AND BASES.

Freight Paid and Highest Prices Guaranteed.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO., - HARRISON, N. J.

WANTED
Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.
jj

Automatic Speed Regulators. ~
THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
V. all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so K. Deaplalnes Street, GKICAeO, 11.1..

C0\_ .Tel. 3346 3Sth St.

^^^^ f=^
GARY SPRING WORKS, | .

^^^ ^^ 240 and 242 V/est 29th St. ,S|
f^Zi'

^^^B ;-«=zy

fm'M. i'^V'\ ^^ ^^^ '^'"'*^ ''"^' ^^ C-,-ZJ-,

—
^R/ ra WIRE and SPRINGS /(

^^y Vis^ o of all kinds. ^ S;-'

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

"AS GOOD AS NEW."
RAILWAY GENERATORS.

Two m. p. 8400-100 General Electric for
direct connection.

Two m. p. 4-300-400 General Electric, with
instruments.

One 150 k. w. multipolar Walker.
Two 300 k. w. four-pole Westlughouse.
Two 250 h. p. No. 2 four-pole Westing-
house.

Two m. p. 4-200-425 General Electric.
Two m. p. 4-100-650 General Electric.
Two 100 k. w. Edison bipoliir.

Two m. p. 90 four-pole T.-H.
Two D-62 bipolar T.-H.

CAR MOTORS.
Lot of G. E. 800, 3 and 4 turn, drum ar-
mature type, practically new, very
cheap.

Lot of No. 3 Westinghouse, 25 h. p.,

first-class condition, verv cheap.
Lot of W. P. 50's. good condition.
Extra armatures for ail the above.

ALTERNATORS.
One 45 k. w. Westlnghouse, 2,000 volts.

7,200 alternations, toothed armature
with exciter and instruments.

Two 60 k. w. Westinghouse, 1.000 volts,

16.000 alternations, iron-clad toothed
armature.

One 45 k. w. Westinghouse, 1.000 volts,

16.000 alternations, toothed armature.
Two 30 k. w. Westinghouse. 1,000 voits,

16,000 aiternatious, toothed armature,
with exciters.

Two A 120 k. w. General Electric, 1,000

volts. 16,000 alternations, toothed ar-

matui-e, with exciters and instru-
ments.

One A 90 General Electric. 1,000 TOlts^

with exciter and instruments, practi-

cally new; very cheap.
Two A 70 T.-H., 1.000 volts. 16,000 alter-

nations, with exciters and instru-

ments.

DIRECT-CURRENT DYNAMOS.
(110 Volts.)

w. Edison bipolar, compoundTwo 12 k.
wound.

One 37 k.

wound.
Two 100 k

w. Westinghouse, compound

w. Edison bipolar.
Two 60 k. w. Edison bipolar.
Two 45 k. w. Edison bipolar.
Two 30 k. w. Edison bipolar.
Two 25 k. w. Edison bipolar.

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTORS.
{500 Voits.)

One 50 h. p. Thomson-Houston, D-50.
One 50 k. w. Western Electric, multi-
polar.

One 45 k. w. Edison.
One 40 h. p. Westinghouse multipolar,

950 r. p. m.

ROSSITER, MacGOVERN & CO.,

ARC LAMPS.
We have on hand a large stock of

T.-H. and Brush, double and single, 2,000
and 1,200 c. p., and would particularly
mention some of the present type No.
31 Brush that are as good as new.

ARC DYNAMOS.
Two 60-Iiglit Pt. Wayne, 2,000 c. p.
Two 50-llght T.-H. M. D., 2,000 c. p.,

ring armature.
Two 50-light T. H. L. D., 1,200 c. p.
Two 60-light 2,000 c. p. Brush, brand
new.

Two 45-light 1.200 c. p. T.-H.
Two 30-light 2,000 c. p. T.-H.
Two 30-light e. p. Brush.
Two 2D-light 2,000 c. p. T.-H.
Two No. S 65-lIght 2,000 c. p. Brush.
Two 45-light 1,000 c. p. Brush.

ENGINES.
13 In. X 13 in. A. & S.

I

13 in. X 12 in. A. & S.
14 in. X 16 in. N. Y. Safety.

I 16 in. X 32 ID. Greene.

Works and Repair Shops—Newark, N. J. PRINCIPAL OFFICE-I4I BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOK CATAIiOUUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. lOUIS. MO..

Century I'.l.l!!.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..

(Juarant.v Loan lUdi;.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD CaiOlY BIDS., c»ii:ag9.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH .

\Vayn.-l\>. Banklililg.

ESCANA8A. M CH.

MASON-ILLE. MICH

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

Central manufacturing Co.,

Chattaaooga, Teoo.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins^ Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
I*aree stocks on liand. Delivered prices quoted.
F, O.B. cars, yourcity, inany quantity, ^^~Write us.

EicMsion to Boston Via tlie Waliasli,

$19.00 Round Trip from Chicago.

The Wabash Road will sell excursion tickets
Aug. U and 12 at one fare for the round trip
from Chicafio. Are you interested.' Send a
postal card to the underslem-d for maps, time
tablrs and full particulars. V. A. PftLMiilt.
Asst. Gen. Pass. Aet , Wabash Fa'Iroad. 97

Adams St., Chicago, 111.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

^mui
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECTRIC -l_IC3t-IXED -rRAn\l9

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

IVIe^OIVllNEE. MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
oO-foot to 80 foot "oles our Si>eeialty.

POLES
\A/l-ii-be Cedar l=>oles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

\^^i: PERRIZO & SOXS. Daggett, Mich.WHOI>RI>IAL,E
PROin f

Cedar M.R. BROWN SCO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Consianily on Hand. Poles

POLES AND GROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

J
CEDAR POLES .

^ We CONTROLTHE OUTPUT OF CEDAR OMTHE LINEOF-THE WiSCOrisiN }

f & MICHIGAN R.R.55M1LE5INLEN6TH:COVERINGATERR1TORY OF ^
-t OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

, I

We HAVE ,4 LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR P.ROMPT SHi PM EhT. *,

P- note: our quotations are based on actual 5T0CK ON HAN D- r'

i C.H.W0RCESTER6C0.K0SS,MICH.
*

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HUEBEI& MANGER, \^RVo5rN%%:

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOR CIECULAR AND PBICE8.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 13IstSt.. N. Y.

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert Laws

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price ?LO0.
This hanabook Is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to

telephone inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Cloth bound: fullv illustrated. Price $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. Bv E. J. Houston,
Ph. D., and A. E. Keniielly, Sc. D. ; l2mo, cloth, 422 pp.,
142 Illustrations. Price ?L00.
This book describes the construction of the various

farms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
station. It is written by two well-known electricians,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 288 illustrations. Price $1.50.

In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
menta of telephone employes have been kept constantly
in view, it Is fully intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
By W. Hvde and J. H. McManman. edited by Prof. C. H.
Haskins. Sixth edition. 16mo, 50 pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

By Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price $:.50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-
tion. Bv W. H. Preece, P. R. S,, and A. J. Stubbs. 608

pages. 333 illustrations. Price J4.5U.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this boob is written
is to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main-
tenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. C.
AIlsop. 191 pp.. 168 Illustrations. Price $2.00.
TELEI'HONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OF

EUROPE. By Bennett. 436 pages. 169 illustrations. Price
$4 50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction.

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
SO pages. 23 illustrations. Price $1.00.
BELL-S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention. Construction. Application, Modification anf*
History. By Prescott. New edition, revised and enlargec'
795 pages. 516 illustrations. Price $4.00.
PHILIPP REIS. INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONIC

A Biographical Sketch with Documentary Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages. 3
plates and 48 engravings. Price $3.00.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OP INTELLTGENCB
AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OF ELECTRICITY,
treating on the telegraph, telephone, etc. By B. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Tllustratlona. Price JLOO.

The AbovOy or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLOC. CHICAGO.
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Call on us for

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity,

Rapid deliveiies are our rule,

And each order filled with csre.

Large stocks always on hand,

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Prices tliat will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oik or walnut woodwork,

New ideas in magneto bells.

Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies,

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools,

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers, bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils,

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on iny

Order you may wish to place.
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AMERICAN" SS?"
ARE THE BEST. Sand lor dticrlplive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed. I

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'O iaa9. 174 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
ill Wall, Desk and (.abim t

Stales. Tbev are Cooven'
ient, Durable and tbe best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiorit>' on eitliei

short or long distance work.
A nvone can make an insi ru

ment" that iviU work well ai

first, but to produce one ihai

will continue to meet ev* r\

proper demand is Quite an
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

lIAXrFACTrEED BY

TiieRAWSON ELECTRIC CO..

El-VRIA. O . U.S. ATUF OBfiTOn

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

EUREKA TELEPHONES
Will Interest You In Quality as well as Price.

Write us for Catalogue B before placing your orders.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157 So. Canal Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
a50-S34 S. Clinton St.. CMcaeo, lU.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works.

BROnOES, VA,

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automaiic Spring Joint

AXD OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?^5 Pmc\'k°°'^' Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights fur the mannfacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liiberty St..

Xew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, YA.

STEC/AL
y^oowouk

Constf"-tti Oh «l evfvv Jcscri^ti'oTv,

Cft.Ue ft.nSlTrrmnKil'Pex.es,

L m e-mpTTsT^o )3 ox c s,

DeJi ver y aTiiTaKr-"-f7( ff ) s

8^ 8- 907. 35" St. r«fM Huu+fS.^

csTABUisHCD iBee.

NOTICE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St_
ST. tons, MO.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
theVi'est. "Write
foroatalogue
and price list.

D. A, KUSEL,

Proprietor,

STUDENTS^

97 Central Ave.,

ClCTeland. O.

Will find that the Western
Electrjcian can help them
wonderftilly in the study of

electricit}. Subscribe now.

S3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician PuliJisliing Co.,

suite 510 Klarquette BIdq . . GHICA60

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^e'SenA for one.

Mathias Klein & Son.
BT-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHJCAGO, ILI

T^HE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON -RECENT PROGRESS,'^ BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zliiiihtr of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and 0/ the Jng-itutu'i-, of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "J. Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joiu't Author of "Ehctricity in Daily Life.
"

I6O F>agres, 133 lllus-trs ind- *ric^ $1.00.i-tions, Clo-th, I

Extract from Preface.— 'ThU litHe book bas no pretension to be considered a compleie tr-atise on telepbonv as i^ exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is
fell that there is. a demand for a practical boot on telephone working and management, and the TELf.PHOXE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting tliat demand. With the exception of a few-
chapters dealing with certain fotms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of tho<e uho may wish to engage in the manafaciure of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice: and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

Xo pains hare been snared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right op to date, intensely practical and so plciri and clear in its language thai
everythingregarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size'and style to ourottier Haud-Books which have been so favorably received by

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. Tbe Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induc;ion. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Masnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
IL The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

jf ceivers. Mercadier's Ei-Telephone.
12. Tbe Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and
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DEARBORN
Drus and OKiomical ^A/orl<cs.
L-abora-tories. \A/a-ber OHemis-ts.
XAesG'table Boiler Oompoundl.

ALL, KINDS OF ANALYSIS. OILS A SPECIALTY. WATERS FREE.

!9, 30, 31
is-t: and l—arges-t L-aboi-a-fcories in -fclia 'SA^orld.

id 33 RI.AI_-rO BiJII_DIIMO, CMICAOO.
VIA.RK

STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THI9fGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are theMew ^-fcandard ^ry Ba-t-fcsri^s.
^I^phon^ Peiy S'tEi'ti^ns.
ilVrr^s-fc^t- ^nd ^u't-Ou'fc Swi'fc^H.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 53 PEACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co..
5ioivia^quette^B»iidmg,

NORTii
Telephones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE NECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

CiS^^^ .>XV^:'3^>^^^^^:?<^S^cr^^) N

63 75 FRANKFORT STREET, CUEVELAND. OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofSce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
la Complete. Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selllDE a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-€ai*lsoii

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies
JD i'Hil;

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Morqnette Building, » » „ , €moAt-o.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not
only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
soxmds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tel e-
phones and Switch°
boards in the United
States.

SeTen hundred exchanges
aggregating over 30d,000
telephones in use. Four
years' s.ervlce.

"Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

WC PIIADAMTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

VlC UUAnAll I LL of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUB patrons on alleged in-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Teleplione Co.,

38.4042-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cor. Canal, Chicago
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trH^ DAYTON GLOBE IRONWORKSa " DArnHX
^^^^^^
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlochs^

Governors,

Etc.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
M'e make SAvitcli-

boards, Kesistance
Boxes, Wheatetone
Bridg^e, Telephone
Parts, ExteiiNion
Bells.Kepeating Coils,
Induetion (7oils, Espe-
cial Coiis,Tran.sinit-
tei's. Beeeivei'8, De-
magnetizers. TrauH-
forniers. Head lEaiidM.
tigar IiiKlitei'!ii. >ledi-
cal Coils. Panclies and
l>ies, Etc.
We do Piinchlne. Screw

and MiHiDE MachiueWork,
MetalandFlberSawing.Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In

charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Buren & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO,THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., »'

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay in sending for a copy.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are t/ie

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephoned Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

J'-u.jst 3PvLT3UslxodL.

PRACTICAL
Guide for Firemen,

By W. H. WAKEMAN.
3F»rloo VS Oezxtjs.

80 pages, 14 illustrations, bound in cloth.

An elementary treatise relating to tlie care
anil management of Steam Boilers, I'umps,
Injectors, eic, and Steitni rianta generally.
Containingijomplete instructions, and many
valuable 8ug;gesUons for tba safe, practical,
and economical management of tbe Steam
Plant.
Especially intended for those wbo seek

promotion, and aspire to be sonn tbmg more
thrtn a "Coal bustltr," and for the benefit of
Fiit'men and Engineer:* -w'ho do noo "know
it all" anil who are willing to profit by th<
sugge- tions, etc., of "one who has beeii
there."
In writing this book it has been tbe aim of

theauthoi-to give the duties of the fireman,
or ilie one in chirge of a steam plant, in a.4
simple antl concise a manner as tbe subject
and the English language will admit of; and
to furiiish all the infiirmation required to en-
able them to take charge of and operate a
steam plant successfully add economically.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

TEIM CEIMTS A. COPY.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDER5.

CHICAQO office: I52SM0NADN0CKBLD0.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

gPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powars by the most

modern, economic and Improved methods.
An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In its widest range of application, Is at the service of

its customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 h. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character In the United States, as well as most foreign countries.

Highest efficiency and absolute regula'^'
---j—j— i.i. * ^ ..n

load. Catalogues furnished on application.
ilghest efficiency and absolute regulation guaranteed imder the most extreme variations of

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 LIbertr St., New York City, U. S. A. 121 Main St., San Franclica, Cal., U. S. A.

RF,^ TRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Limited,

2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'^
1NGGTS,CASTINGS, WIRE, RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

, yiY:.-b/myju — DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adupte<3 to uU kiii'Is of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

27i^ Ijvrr^pM Power ajcr obtained jTOin a v<hrd of llic mine rtiamrJer. The higboit gjjeed

ever obtained Jor Vic Hfiinc power. The hif/liml viean ejprinwy ever rfatizfti when
runniiuj frrtm half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of tlie greatest po&m
sible strength. A gale uneqtiakd in quwhimn and cane of opm ing and closing.

Testa show over 81 per cent, arernrfe rfficienri/ with half In full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

U guaranteed to prevent oiipping and to preserve the luather.
It wili pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., JERSEY CiTY, N. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquetfe Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'rio<

13 B. OROCKE
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and KJp-
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

TABUE OF- OOIMTE

•to-Da1:<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoronghly master the Art of Electric Lighting should have a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINa COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CMK
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SINGLE-PHASE WATTMETER.

Westinghouse

Integrating

Wattmeters

For Single-phase, Polyphase

and Three-wire Systems

Accurately Record Energy Used Directly on the Dial

It is Extremely Small and Compact*

The Case is Dust and Insect Proof.

No Moving Contact in This

Instrument*

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., -

32 Victoria St., S. W., England, single-phase, three-wire system.

Sawyer-Man

Incandescent Lamps.

Sawyer=Man Electric Co.,

All Principal Supply Houses. ALLEGHENY, PA.
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-the:

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER IININB

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY i, 1899.

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
6. E. Catalogue No. 9386.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.
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JUST iA^HKT YOU Hre LOOKING FORI

Electric Lighting Piants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This work

givei all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoma of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data (M. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVEK, PRICE $1.00.
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OUR TRADE MARK UNE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

in tin cases, making a oracticallyair-tlght pack-
age; also preventing possibility of damage in

handling. Ail iiinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. 8old by tirst-ciass

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE « MFG. CO..

863 Broadway. New Yorl(. 1 64 Lake St.. Chicago.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and meclianical purposes, in sluets^

tUKS, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applications

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Def.

Gregory Distributing Clrcie for
Pole Top. Pat. Pending.

Cooper Kunnlog Board. The only one that
will jump cross arms.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

KNAPP FAN MOTOR OUTFITS
WITH GORDON PRIMARY CELLS

The hot spell of summer is approaching and to those
who wish to seek comfort at home or in the office, profes-
sional or mercantile, we desire to call attention to these
celebrated outfits.

We guarantee the highest speed at the lowest cost for

primary cells.

These fan motor outfits are manufactured in two sizes,

as follows:

Type C, 8-Inch Fan, with 3 No 1A 6ordon Cells.

Type E, 10-inch Fan, with 4 No. 1A Gordon Cells.

These outfits will give a life of over 150 hours without
recharging, at a speed of at least 750 revolutions per
minute.

For full particulars, price list, etc., address

GORDON BATTERY COMPANY,
594 Broadway, New York.

Wtstern Representative, GEORGE W. PATTERSON, 1533 Marqvette Bldg., Chicago, III.

Black Diamond File Works.
lae. 1SS»

4^ OVB eoOI>8 ABB our 8AI.E IN ETKBT I^EADIWd) HABDWABB ft^ BXOBB IN THE ITNITBD STATES AJTD CANADA. |X

|e. &H. BARNETT COMPANY, I
J^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Speeiti

Prize

Gold Midal

at Ailinti,

1895.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: nONADNOCBL BliOCK.
NEWYOBK: UtAIIi AXO EXPBEBS BIIII.I>INe.

sturtevant

electric

BLOWERS.
ALL SIZES# STYLES

GENERATING

SETS

UtolOOK.W.

ENGINES,
MOTORS,

Electric Propeller

Wheels,
18-inch to 120-Inch diam.

Enclosed Motors,
1-6 to 20 h. p.

B. F.

STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON. NEir YORK.

PBIIiADEIiPHIA.
C'HicACio. i.oiirDoar, enw.
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«|>0 PGl /AnnUrn. Electrician Pul>li«hlne company, cmcagfo. B V Bn I 0#% lUnUATv »« mail matter of tbe Mcond claw. I O cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, JULY 29. 1899. No. 5

SIIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES>
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""h "h "1xso*n?"^'
-S/mp/ex Electrical Company,

1 137 MonaJrock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO^TO N, MASS.

liaVKtjrV IN FOBCEItAIK

NZSlTir PXSRXI FXISX: PI.UG.
TRY IT—YOU'Iili BTT IT.

NTe-vK- C».teiLioa:v»e 0»»t. ®ei3L<3l for It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU. IND.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Sledal for Bobber InsiilatiwSc

18S>3—"World's Fair,
9Iedal for Rubber Insulation.:

THi: STANDARD FOR
RVBBFR IXSVliATIOIir.

Solo Manufacturers of

Ikfinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Can(iee""p;or Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
rK'f &'.';. l"""""'- 253 Broadway, New York. l"i,^[IX^Zf<^'.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC METHODS so WASTEFUL

.MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo^uT;.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bld^., - Chlcaj^t*

Tfte Only Fire DetectiTB Gal in lie fori
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed tat

aU Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings tbe door bellsl II

automaticaliy notiiies of 6re and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install^'

PuRiblc Core ninalni; tbrouKhoul the cable-Is
immediately short'CircuUed on any InlerroB*
tloa by Fire or Tbief. Accident or iDtentloo.

Why use dormant wires?
;CSTbe Montauk Automatie

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous system
of a human being is to tb«

•^ touch of flame.

,^ Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE GABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

J

100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horsepower.
Uynanios from lOllghls to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits
1 he Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.
1012 CheXnul St., PHIUDELPHI*.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X>R«i^

Focus Tubes, induction CollU

!M. 1. R.
IVational

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
\AAire8 and Oabl^s.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.i.CO..?
Syracuse, N. Y.
39CortlandlSt., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston.

WESTON ElBcMcal immmi Co," —""^ II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Preston standard Portable Direct

TheWestoiStanMPortalile

Direct Reading

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
FOH

Alternatiig and Direct cnmnt Clrcnlts

Are the only standard portable in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write tor circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention the Westbrk Electbicuk wben

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of riuperiority Over

All Other Types.
i^?^1Vi'r^ la successful use for ten years.

''
] Scanftard Kish. Prices low.

Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

Tiie Burnley Battery& Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

ChSf,'^Sa,
BELTING Wf SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is Che re-

sult of patfeut inquiry andcareful

study (if the requirements of the

different machines usedunder all

conditions and in all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing alvrays state the system used.

OfFICr AND FACTORY
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO ILL.

^TTTTTTn^lU^l'm
Kester's Self Fluxing Solder

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of the Wire Cloth Dynamo

and Motor Brusbes. Solders and Soldering
Flaxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jefferson St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made fay

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Represeatatives: J. B. McKeague Co.. iU Dearbora St., Chicago.
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'TO :be> i\.=

PALACE OF ELECTRICITY
Space Going Fast—Don't Wait Until the Last

Moment Before Coming In.

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED A PROSPECTUS, SEND US A POSTAL.

THIS WILL,. GIVE YOlJ AN IDEA
OF THE LOCATIOIf OF BOOTHS.

•Ir4'4'#4'4'4*'#'i'*l''i*##4'##'i'#4'

From

September ^S,

to

October 9,

1899.
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• I, |...
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1

Don't Study Over This

Matter Any Longer.

You Will Be Perfectly

Safe in Exhibiting.

It Is a Sure Winner.

TO BE HELD IN THE TATTERSALL'S BUILDINB.
(DIMENSIONS, 148 X 265 FEET.)

NilTIOML mOSITIi OF ELECTRICAL ARTS CO.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ILLINOIS. CAPITAL, $50,000.

W. E. BURNHAM, Mgr., 410 New York Life Building, Chicago, III.
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=m .T*T 'CONSUL.-rATIOIM

WE ANALYZE FEED WATER AND PRESCRIBE REMEDY--NO "CURE ALL" OR QUACKERY.

M/I/LED FREE:
A morocco leather covered Note Book to any
engineer sending us tiie H. P. of fiis plant, with
his home and business address.

IN TROUBLE-WRITE U8.
EDW. E. CRAVES, President.

METROPOLITAN STEAW BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO.,
26 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

F C. Sterns & Co., 355 Pearl St., Buffalo.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

PettlnRCll-AndrewB Co., Poston, Maes.
C. W. Phlpps, 222 Havemeyer Bldg., New York.
WcBtern Eiectric Co., Chicago.
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

USMES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in f-inch hole.

Is I inch deep and

I inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in -J-inch hole.

Is f inch deep and

t inch face.

EDWARDS & CO., mti. st. and 4th Ave., NEW YORK CITY.

"^

152 -1 54 Lake St.

CHICACiO, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advanee Specialty Co.... xs
Allen-Hussy Co xiv

AmericanBatteryCo....
American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co...

Amer. El. Tel. Co xiv

Amer. El. Vehicle Co xl

American Elec. Works .... x i

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. 1

Baln.Foree i

BakerA Co x

BallEnglneCo xvli

Barnes Co., The Wallace, iv

BamettCo., Q. & H xr
Ber^old &. Jennings xlil

Bealy & Co.,Cha8. H xx
Bossert El. Const. Co. .. ix

Brady, T. H xili

Brown & Co., M. R xltl

Bryan & Humphrey xi

Bryant Electric Co
Rnofcoye Electric Co
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co..

,
i

Carlisle A Finch Co
Gary Spring Works xv
Central Electric Co t

Central Mfg. Co xlil

Central Tel. i Elec. Co.. —

-

Chicago Belting Co 1

Chicago Edison Co It, zU
ChicFuseWlre AMfg.Co.

Chicago Ins. Wire Co..,.

CM. &St. P. ILR....

Chicago Rheostat Co....

Cleveland Electric Oo....

Cllng-Snrface Mfg. Co. .

.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Go-

Gutter EL & Mfg. Oo

ill

xui
ZU
ill

vi

xl

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn DrugA Oh. Co. . xt
Detroit & Glevel Nar. Co.

DlehlMfg. Co Til

DlzonOmclbleCo.. Jos.. xtU

Eagle Electric Works....
Astern Elee. Cable Co.. xl

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. v

Edtson M(g. Co It

Edwards & Co ill

El. Eng. Inat. Corr. Inst. . xl

saee. Appliance Go x

Electric Storage Batt. Co. —
BleetnoUkn Pnb. Go xlx

Anerson El. Mfg. Co.... ix

ErlcisonTelephone Co. .. 1

EnrekaElec.Co... ......

Farr Tel ik Con. Sup. Co. xtI

Fischer Equipment Co. . v

"For Sale" AdTs xll

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. ix

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co,

aarton-Danlela Eleo- Go. z
General Electric Go xlx
Gen'l Incandeecent Arc
Light LO xl

Goia&mlth Bros xx

Hardy Lamp Co It

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. zx
Harvey Co., The G. F....

Hays Construction Co... It

HobartElec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-WalsbEl.EngCo. xil

Holmei Fibre-Graph.Co. xx
Holyoke & Holyoke.... xIt
Hnebel A Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light ManlpulatorCo. xl

Intemat'l Cor. Sehoola. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xii

Johnston, Thos. J xl

KartaTert Mfg.Co xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Co. I

Klein A Son, Mathlas . xiv

Knutson&Co., A. W
Rokomo Tel. AEl.M.Co. xiv
Kuhlman Electric Co....

Kusel. D. A., Tel. & Eleo.
Mfg.Go

Leather PreserT. M. Corp. xll

Leelancbe Battery Go . .

.

xiu
LefTel&Co., James.... xvii

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co ix

Llndsley Brothers Co . . . xlil

Lombard WaterWh. G. Go. -

—

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xx

Manhattan EI. Sup. Co. . xiv

Mass. Chemical Co 1

Matthews, "W. N xil

McLennan & Co., E
MetrorolUan Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. Co ill

Meyrowliz, E. B
Mlcft Insulator Co x

MlscellaneooB AdTs xil

MononR. R Ix

Montauk Multip.CableCo. 1

Moore, Alfred F vIU

Morris Arc Lamp Co , . . . vll

Munsell & Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co
National Exposition of
Electrical Arts Co 11

National India Rnbber Go. i

Xaugle, Holcomb & Co.. xlli

New York Insul. W. Co . . . x

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Go xv

OkOQlteCo.,The i

PaiBteCo., H. T X

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo. x

Pelton Water Wh. Co. . . xvli

Perrizo & Sons zlll

Pern Eleo. Mfg. Go l

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. t
Phoenix Glass Co
PhoBphor-Brome S. Go. xvil

Pratt Institute xll

Pringle, Wm. T i

Queen &Oo.. 1

XlTRavenna Carbon Works.
RawBonEleotrtoCo
Relslnger, Hugo Hi

Roebling'8 Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co xIt
Ruxton. Robert ix

Sargent & Lundy
S&wyer-Man Elect. Co. . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. P.... xU
S.E. L Co 1

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Standard Paint Co x
Standard TeL &EI.G0. .. xv
StandardUnderg.GableOo.
Sterling & Son, W. C xlil

Sterling Electric Co xt
Sterling Varnish Co. .The x
SteiwartElectrlcalCo.... xi

fitllweU-Bierce & Smith-
VaUeOo xll, xlil

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co IV

Sturtevant Co., B. F xx
Swarts Metal Refln'g Oo. xll

Technical Agency xU
TherlenTool Works
Torrev Cedar Co xlil

Transmitter Mfg. Co xtI
Trotter's MonaMf.Co.,Ltd. iT

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

tJnlTersity of Nctre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xlil

Victor Electric Co it
Voicanlied Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co x
Walsh's Sons & Co i
Warren El. A Spec. Co.. vlli

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co ... . vll

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Go. . . xtI
W estlxi^house Ele ctrlc A
Manufacturing Co xtUI

Weston Electrical Inst. Go. 1

Williams EOectrio Oo...

Worcester A Co., O. H.. xlU
Worcester Poly tech. Inst, il
Wright Discount Meter Co.

—

'^or Olaittsl-n^d Indox of J^dvor-felsom^n-ts »o F»mmtm\f\,
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL, REPATRS AJfD MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TIOST. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors you are sure of good work and get the benefit of our experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
IVI. IKET :t, omi

"HARDY INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Tfi-oi^te r's-'Cgwwm u tator Compound
G.OUDM'ARK & WALLACE.

V2V XWoR-TM St. N e:\w York.

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadwa> New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPT/OW

THE WALLACE BARUES CO.,
«Sr^euJ«r/> /f^7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.
AAAAAAAA. h*****W***'*****^***W*«'

DOES
Your Electric Light or

I

I Street Railway PlantPay
I

I
Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis .^

That's a specialty of our business.

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

iA^.^.^m*m*.^.*m*.*^m^m*m^m*m^m^m*..*m*m*.**..*m^m*..*.^.^m*m*.^**h*..*.^,^^^.^m^^2^Jm*.^^,^.{.^^^«*2i

THE EDISON TELEPHONE
BOOTH FAN MOTOR OUTFIT.
INDORSED BY THE LONG DIS-
TANCE TELEPHONE CO.

PERFECTLY NOISELESS.

NO VIBRATION.

KEEP COOL WHEN
YOU USE YOUR
TELEPHONE.

EDISON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

THOMAS *. EOtSON. PROPRIETOn.

135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

f *

I STEVENS' I

j

MECHANICALCATECHISM |

i PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE |
^ FOR ^
X Atationary and Harlne En^neers, Firemen, Electricians, notonaen. Ice ^
^ Machine Men, and Mscbanlcs In General. ^

New and Original Ail Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing, Questions and Answers

for (. ivil Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PBEVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER ^
COXSTEUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES. IN- X
JBCTORS. PDMPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES. LUBRICATORS, X
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COM- «>

POUND, RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN- *
GINES. TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND f
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC. f
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL, %
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION M ETH- ®
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES, ®
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR. MACHINE f
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED f
CALCULATION, SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS, X
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS, <$

P.iRALLBL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGE- «
MENT AND C.\RE OF ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS- ®
UEEJtENTS. MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS- T
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING X
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRICTION X
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER. «
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY. §

3j6 Pages. 240 Illustrations. §

IF^F^I^SE. $1.00. Sent anrwbere prepaid on receipt of price. «
1 _ «

Electrician Publishing Company, I

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago. |
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SINBLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

The Sal-ammoniac-

The Metal Connec-

tions—

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to 1 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.
I-OUI IVIO.

...FACTS...

That OKONITE WIRE is endorsed by

the best electrical authorities, for it im-

proves with age—does not suffer by

climatic changes—is not affected by lime,

water or sulphuric acid and will stand

hard usage when being installed.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

...CHICAGO...

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEOIDM OR HIOH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other bnildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICASO, asr-SSS Hsrqnette Bnlldlne-

PHIIiADEL<rHIA, n'alter C. Uelntlre A Co., SO« Commerce St.
BIilIIKA. 8. N. Blake.
SAW PBAKOISr^O. OAIi„ CBllfomla RIer. irarhB. 400 llarfcet St.

STEW YORK OFFICE, Singer Bids-, 149 Broadiray.
BOSTOX. €r. H. Angler A Co., 64 Federal St.

ST. liOUIS. ^Vestern Eleetrlcal Supply Co.
criWCISrWATf. nrevaila Bids. .John A. Stewart.

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SENS FOB "SPECIAI.I.Y FIKE" CATAIiOtilTE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of charge, any broken parts due-- to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its ^Ton load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one- half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.
That for the sum of $50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year.
AVERAGE COST TO KUW PKR MILE, 3-4 CENT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTCVCHieiC*.
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THE DAYS OFTIGHT BELTS ARE

CLIMO-SURFACE
ALL
BELTS
WILL TRANSMIT THE BEST LEATHER

PRESERVATIVE KNOWN.

RUN PERMANENTLY LIKE

WITH POSITIVELY
NO SLIPPING
NO HOT BOXES
NO TAKING UP NECESSARY,

BELTS ARE SOFT, PLIABLE AND ABSOLUTELY
WATER-PROOF WHEN FILLED WITH erM^^-^^Mc r^o -t-tc-tc

CLI ntJ~SU Kr ACL.BYPROF.CARPLnTLROF^^ —»•—.• CORMEU- UNIVERSITY.

CLIMG-SURFACE MFG'.CO. n]-182 virqimia 5T ^uefalo.M.Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
sMOJielAtore.
0«ntral Bleotrlo Go.
EdwardB & Co.
Blaecrlo .^sllanae Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec Supply Co.

Are Ijamp*.
Central Bloetne Co.
DleUMfg Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.

Qenenl Bleobrlc Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co'
Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.
WMttwliouM JBL * Uff. Oo,

Arm lAttht Cord.
Leiohen- iikcomber-Wbyte

Oo.

Baft««rles utd Jam.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
OentKl Sleotrlo Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
KMtrio Apnlluioa Oo.
LMUa&olie i**ttei7 Oo., Tlio
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ptfa Bleo. llfff. Oo.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Weitem Electric Co.
Western Elect. SupplT Oo.

Bearlnss and Bearing
SLetai.
Lesohen-Maeomber-Wbyto
Oo.

0«a«rAl Kleq^rie Co.
Edwards & Uo.
Beotrlo AppUanee Oo.
Huebel A Mancar.
Weitern Eicotrle Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Ollnff-durface Mfg. Co.
I#9ather PreserTerlirr Corp.

BAlttnc.
Chlc^o Belting Co.
Leather preserver MfB-Corp.
£wrleM BnbDer H{g. 0*.

Iti Betting Oo.

B*«M«, n«««rl«al.—iilaUn PabUKUag 0*.

OoBtral Eleotrle Oo.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
HokDMB F^bre-arapblte Oo.
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Wutern Elect. Sapply Oo.

OSBtta) Bloetrlo Do.
Edwards A Co.
BlMtrie AppUanee Oo.
«afttool ft Maager.
'eiMin Elect. Supply Co.

Oaklaa (l»e LuolMed Wlrai.)

C«*I«B< Eieetrie (See Inin-
iNlod Wlrea], C e p p e V,
Bkect and Bar.
AfMrloan Slee. Works.
Ontnl Bleotrlo Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
BiaeMrc Eleouio Cable Co
fio&eral Electric Co.
New York Ina. Wire Oo.
Implex Eleelrloal Oo.
Standard n nderirroiind 0. Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co-

CarbonsJPolntaA Plates.
Central Bleotrie Oo.
Cmieago Edison Oo.
Bte<^ti^o ApikHanoe Oo.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National fiarbon Co.
RaTenna Carbon Works.
Btfslnger, Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

C1&emist8.
Harvey Co., The G. P.

Clntches (Arcljamp).
Knutaon A Co., A. W.

Componnd.
Dearborn DruirA0bsm.Wk8
Mast. Ohenleal Oo.
MtXjenaanftOa.K.

McvTopOTtan Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Sleet. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Eleetrio Appliance Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConatmetlonA Bepalra.
Cbloago EOlaon Oo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Kiec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Cousiructton Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec Eng. Co.
Sturtevant co., B. F.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Eleot. Supply Co.

Contraetora and Eleetrle
lAght Flwita.
Bala. Foree.
Bryan Jc Humphrey.
Central EUoirlo Oo.
Dlebl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wavne Biec. Wks., Inc.
Oeneral Eleetrio Co.
Havs Construction Co,
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea £leo. Imp. Oo.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Go.
Warren Etee. Bifg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eleot. Supply Co.
Westtngbouae Slao « Mfg Oo.

Copper.
B»nyg[Oo..0baa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Biootrloal Works.
BealTftQp.,ObaBH.
Oaatral Eleetrle Co.
Obieago Bdlson Oo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Sltetrle Appllanoe Oa
General Sleotrlo Oo.
Natlcraal India Rubber Oa
Okonlte Oo., Tbe.
PhlUlpa Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng's Sons. Co„ J. A.
Simplex Eleetrio^ Oa
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Weitern Blect. Supply Co.

CorrespondenceSchools.
Blec. Engineer Corr. Inat.
Int. Correspond. Seboola.

Greaa-Arsts, Pins and
Braeketa.
Brady, T. fl.

Oantral Bleotrie Oo.
Central Mfg. Co.
KiMitrie AnnUaneo Oo.
Naue'e. Holcnmb A Oo.
Val'Dtlne-C^arkCcThe.
Weatern Elect. Supply Oo.

Cmt-Oats and Swltefcea.
Rosuien Rlec. Const. Oo.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Blootrio Co.
Obicago KdlMD Co.
Clevtland Electric Co.
Gutter J3.1. tt Mig. Co.
BUeotno Appiiaaoe Oo.
Bmeraun el Bifg. Co-
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ino.
u«tterHi ibibo. 00.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart & Hegemaa Mfg. Co.
MeyrcwUz, E. B.
Paujte uo., H. T.
Peru Bleo. M(g. Oa
Rolfe Electric Co.
WB«aer uuso. Mfg. Oa
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. 8up<ply Co.
Weatlagbonse EL tt MIg.Ca

Dynsaus.
Central Bleotrie Co.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
EaKle Electric Worka.
Bddy Elec. Mfg. Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Ino.
General Bleotrlo Oo
Qeneral Inc. Arc Light Oo.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
MatthewB, W N.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.

United Elec. Imp. Oo.

Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weetern Elect, tiupply Co.
Westlngbouae EL A Mfg. Oa

£lec. Heat's Appliances.
American jjJieo. Ueater Co.

Bleetrle BaUways.
General Electric Co.
Weatlnghonse Bl. ft Mfg. Oo.

Electric Veliicles.
American nil. Vehicle Co.
Fiscner Equipment Co.

iCleetrtcal and neehanl-
eal Kagineers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hnys Construction Co.
Hjdge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
bargent & Lundy.

Bleetrieal Xnstraments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central iuiectno Go.
Gutter El. Si Mfg. Go.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Ft. Wayne jclec. Wks., Inc.
Qeneral Eleouic Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paiate Co.. fl. T.
Queen A Go.
Rolfe Electric Co.
8. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
WMtern Elect. Supply Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weaton Eleotrloal Inst- Oo.

Eleetrloal Bipeeialtles.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
L-arlisle « Finch Co.
Central Electno Oa
Edwards A Go,
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Pringle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor fi.ectric Co.
Western filect. Supply Co.

Eleetro-Platlns Haeli'y.
Bo8lTliOo.,Cbaa. H.
General Eleotrlo Oo.

Employment Ag^eney.
'i'echnical Agency.

^Bflnes, Steaat.
Ball Engine Oa
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

FanOntlltB.
Oentrail Eleotrlo Oo.
Diebi Mfg. uo.
Edison Mlg. Co.
Emervon Ei. UCg. Co.
General JUeotric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Electric Go
Wagner Bl«otr'c Mfg. Go.
Warren El c. & Spec Co.
Western. Electric co.
Western Blect. Supply Go.
Weatingbooae JBL* Mfg. Oa

Fibre.
Kartavert Mte. Oa
Vulcanised Fibre Oo.

PUea.
Barnekt Oa. a. A B.

Flxtnresj El.A Co^b^
Central ^ectrle Oo.
Western Eleet. Supply Oe.

Plexlble Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Oo.

Pose Wire.
Central Eleetrle Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mf . Co.
Bieetrlo AppUanoe Oa
Western Elect. Supply Co,

«aabets.
Peerlesa Babber Mfg. Oa

<}as Ushtinc, Bleetrie.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Eleetrle Oo.
Western Electric Co.

C^aro.
BealT ^ Go.. OhM H.

C^eneral £lee, Huppllea.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Ctaioago Edlapn Go.
Electric Appflance Oa
General Electric Oo.
Manhattan Blec bup. Co-
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.
Victor Electric Go-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Globes and Bleetrieal
Glassware.
Central Eleetrio Oe.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Weacern Eleot. Supply Co.

«eT*norSt Water YTheeL
LornbardWatorWbeel Gt.Oo.

Graphite Speeialtlea.
Besly A Co., Cbaa. H.
Dlzon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes ribre-Grapbite Go.

Insulators and insnlat-
inx Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Obieago Bdiaon Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Bleotrlo AppUanee Oo.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
VasB. Chemical Co.
Mloa Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene,
National India Rubber Oo.
New York InaulatedWire Oo.
Okonlte Co. ,The.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Bleo. Mfg. Oo.
Pbllllpa Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Sleotneal Oa
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oa
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vuloanlzed Fibre Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Inamiated Wires and
Cables—Hasnet VTlroa.

Anerlean Blsecrioal Worka.
Central Bleotrlo Oa
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Bleotrlo Gable Oa
Bleotrlo Appllanoe Oa
General Bleotrie Oa
Leschen-Maeomber-lfhyte
Co.

Montauk Multlph. Gable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Natloaal India Rubber Oa
NewYork InsulatedWire Oo.
Okonlte Ca, Tke.
PhilUps Inaulated Wire Oa
Boebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Eleetrloal Ca
Standard Underground C. Oo.
Weatern Eleot. Supply Go.

Janetlon Boxes.
Boasert Blee. Const. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

lAmps, ineandeseent.
Buckeye Eleetrio Oa
Central Eleetrle Co.
Cbleago Bdlson Oo.
Bleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
Oeaeral Bleotrlo Oa.
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
Hardy Lamp Co. '

Lynn Ino. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Bleo. Sup. Oo.
Bawrer-BtoaBlea Oo.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Flee. Imn. Co.
Warren Rlec A Snec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Weetinghonao ELA MTg. Co.

Ushtnlngr Arresters.

Central Bleotrie Oo
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Garton- Daniels Eleo. Co.
General Electric Ca
Rolfe Electric Go.
Weatingbooae BL A Mfg. Oo.

F'or A,l|3H«be-tioal Indojc of Advor-fclsorv^on-fes

Usenet W^lre.
(See Insulated Wires)

Slanipnlators (Inc.Iimp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator tjo.

Ueehsnieal Ilaehlnery.
Besly A Co., Obaa. H.
StllweU-Bleroe Smith-Valla.

Meters,
Wright Discount Meter Co.

aUea^
Central Eleetrle Oo.
Mica Insulator Oo.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

SUninc Apparatms. Blee.
Oeneral Bieetrle Oo.
Wofltlnchouaa IL A Mfg. Oe.

Motors.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Worka.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks

,
Inc.

General Eleetrle Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W- N.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Warren Siet. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. S'ipply Oo.
Westlnghouse Bl. A Mfg. Go.

Paehln^.
Bealj A Oo. Ohaa. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Paints.
Central Bieetrle Oo,
Cling-SurfaceMfg. Oo.
Masa. Chemical Oo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronso.
Besly ft 00., Ohaa H.
Phosphor Bronse Bm.Oo.Ltd.

Platlnnsk
Baker A Oo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Go.
Central Mfg. Go.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling A Son, W. G.
Torrey Cedar Go.
Valenttne-Glark Co. . The.
Worcester A Co., O. H.

Poreelaln.
Central Bieetrle Oo.
Pern Blea Mfg. Oa

Bellners.
Bwaru Metal Refining Oo.

Reflectors.
Amor. Reflector A Ltg. Co,

Be-Winding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hedge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Eleetrloal co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Bleotrie Oa
Gen'l Ind. ArcLt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Oo.
Victor Eleetrle Co.
WesttagtaooH BL A Mfg. Oo.

Search -liights.
tarliele A Finch Co.

Seeend-Huid Haehin*y.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N,
Stewart Blectrlral Co.
Walsh's Sons A Go.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Bpeaklns Tubes.
Oentral Bleotrie Oo-
Bkeetrle Appllaaet Oo.
Western Eleotrlo Oo.
Western Blect. Snpply Oo.

Koo PaST* III

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Ohas. H.
Queen & Go.
Weston Electrical Insk Co

Springs.
Barot-s Co , The Wallace.
Gary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
BoBsert Elec. Const, Go,

Storace Batteriea.
American Battery Co.
Bleotrie Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Oo.
Bleotnc Appliance Co.
Leschen-Uaoomber-Whyte

New York Inaulated WIra Go
Okonlte Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
WesternElectric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Bwiteh.
boarda.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D. A. Tel.A El. Mfg. Co.

^ Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Noblett, E. J.
Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A EI. Oa
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M,Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Go.
Western Tel. Cons. Oo.
WlUiams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mattaias
Therien Tool Works."

TranafOnners.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc
Qeneral Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Go
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Go,
Westlnghouse El, A Mfg, Oo

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks,

Truehs, Eleetrle Car.
Oeueral Eleetrio Oo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg, Oo.

TurhlneA WaterWlieels,.
Dayton Globe Iron Worka Oo
Leffel ft Co., Jas.
Ptiton Water Wheel Oo.
StUwell-Bleree Smlth-Valle

UnlTeralties.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polytechnic Inet.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo.

VulcanijEed Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly ft Co., Ohas. H.
Central Electric Oo.
Bleotrlo AppllaDce Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyta
Co.

Okonlte Co., The.
PhllUps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground O. Oo
Western Eleetrle Go.
Western Eleot. Supply Co. ^

W^oodTTork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J. !

XBay Ontflta.
Central Eleetrio Co.
Oaaaa AOo ' '

Victor Eleetrio Go.
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DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS,
FOR ALL CIRCUITS, EXCEPT ALTERNATING.

Our line of Electric Fans for ALL
purposes for the present season is

the most complete that we have ever

placed in the market, and the high

standard of our product has been

strictly upheld.

Our fans are the cheapest because

they are absolutely the best made:

wear longest, require less outlay for

repairs and show a higher efficiency

than any other fan. This statement

is fully sustained by the past record

of our fans. Our place has always

been in the lead and we intend to

maintain that position.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO
SHOW ROOMS

56I-B63 Broadway, NEW YORK.

192-194 Van Buren St., CHICAGO.

128-132 Essex St., BOSTON.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

ELIZABETHPORT. N. J

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT

ITon shonld see them
at the ^Electrical JEx-

hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO..

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers* & Inventors' Electric Company, 9G-98 Fulton Street, Jfew York.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., 535 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. R. Garten Company. 315 Dearboru St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

Tbe S. K. C. Alternating=Current

LiOHTNiNQ Arrester.

The general construction is strong.

It is thorouglily insulated, WiTHOUT MOVING PARTS, and
WITHOUT COILS or LARGE SERIES RESISTANCES to impede the
lightning discharge to the ground.

OUTDOOR and INDOOR double-pole types.

Write for "Bulletin No. 104," fully describing these arresters,
and dealing with the general subject of lightning protection for lines
and apparatus.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,
Electric Light and Power Apparatus,

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,
Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,

Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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OFRIGIIMAI-

Fire and Weather Proof Wire
Is -the S-tandard for

SLOW-BURNING WEATHERPROOF
LJnd^r -the rl^^A/^ rules ^f -th^

NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS

MOORE'S SLOW-BURIiiN^^^^
ESTABLISHED 1820.

ALFRED F. MOORE.
CHARLES C. KING.

ANTOINE BOURNONVILLE. 200 North 3d Street, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Peerless Fan Motor.
The Handsomest and Most

Efficient on the Market.

12-inch fan consumes only 35 WATTS running
1,850 revolutions per minute. PRICE RIGHT.

Immediate delivery from stock in all large cities.

W. S. HULL, Agent,
144 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC

AND SPECIALTY CO.,

PErR"Llssjl'""."olsTF"in'-ro?oV WARREN, OHIO.•^
( Transformers. '
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FORT Wayne Electric works
(INCORPORATED)

<s>

«

WE MANUFACTURE

Fort Wayne Duncan Meters,

Arc Cut-Outs,

Transformers,

Sure-Grip Pulleys,

Arc Lamps,

Arc Dynamos,

Alternators,

Motors,

Switchboards,

And all Kinds of

Electrical Apparatus.

We are prepared to

furnish interchangeable

parts of any electrical

apparatus ever made in

our factories.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY,

SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, MASS.,
60 Equitable Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
101 The Bourse.

SYRACUSE, N. y.,

717 Dillaye Building.

PITTSBURG, PA.,
902 Fifth Ave.

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
402 Neave Building.

ST. LOUIS, M0-,
818 Lincoln Trust Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.,
623 Marquette Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
203 Newspaper Row.

NEW YORK, N. Y.,

93 Liberty Street.

FORT WAYNE, NDIANA.

<s>

«>

«'<^«>««>«KS«$>«t*«>**««S>'&«>«^®^^*«^«**«<^'S><S>«>«^«>*<8>^«><^«'*«~*!»^^«>*^**^««'«>^«^

DATCMTQ ^"^ 'INVENTIONS

rrtlClllO MARKETED....
and prcmoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

BOBERT BUXTOBT,
195 I.a Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone
Book." Price, $1.00. .

Hand-

Electrlclin Publishing Company,
Suite 510 Marquette Bide., CUcaEO.

HELP

YOURSELF
^ toabetterposition,

a better salary, by'

securing a technical

education. Our metbod leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistry;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural
Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;
Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you
wish to study. Established 1891.

45,000 students and graduates.
The International Correspondence Schools,

Box 1003 Scranton, Pa.

$2.00

Month

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STBEI. OlJTLiET AKD JTOCTIOJf BOXES.
SWrrCHBOABDS, PAlTEIi BOAKDS, SWITCEES, BT0.

NAZI IN 3TOOK
About 3,500 lbs. No. 9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
This is new stocl<. Make us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

^(a^lVI^T S1HII=IVIEIMT^ OP"

Alteniaii-CirreitM and Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A. M., Teacher of Electricity, Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

Compiled Jty E. T. BUBIEB, 2d.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works of 5ylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins,
norrow and Raid, and others.

This book gives a large number of receipts for maluop; Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varnishes, Electro-Plating Solutions, etc. Tells how lo make Electric Batteries,

Bells, Telephone, Motors, Dynamos, Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, '^tc. Gives
Eormulfe for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets, Traiisformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data, etc. In fact it is almost a complete 'cyclopaedia of Electricity. It is neatly

bound and of a convenient size to be carried In the pocket for handy reference.

1. History.
2. Theory.
3. Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
4. Electric Batteries.
5. Electro-Chemist ry and Metallurgy,
6. The Telegraph and Telephone.
7. Dynamos and Motors.
8. Management of Dynamos and Motors.

PART \

9. Electric LightiEig.
Transformers.
Wiring for Electric Power.
"Wiring for Bell, Fitting and Gas Lighting
Electric Railways.
Miscellaneous, i

Useful Tables.
|

Logarithms.

10.

Contains over four hundred and fifty pages and many il'ustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2-50; POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marptte Blflg., CHICAGO

"We make a complete line of small motors from
1-12 to 1 H P and it will cert iinl> payjou to
look us up when in the market for small motors.
We also make Dental Engines. Rotarj Trans-
formers, Electrical Specialties for Pbyslcians,
Surgeons and Dentists. S- nd for Catalogue.

VICTOR EI.ECTK1C CO.,
418-420 DeartJorn St.. - CHICAGO. ILL.

ITTH^SOUTH
VIA THE

*^1 /6<t£uriy^y*U

n T

W^
FRANK J REED ,,

-WH+WDOCL-CHASrtROCKWtLL- VmI

-CHICAGO ^?JVV
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PINS AND BRACKETS.

WE MANUFACTURE OUR OWN PINS AND BRACKETS
At our factory just outside of Chicago, and are prepared

to quote lowest prices on full carloads or
less for prompt shipment.

WE USE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE CARE

In the selection of the material that goes into these goods
and in their manufacture and claim to have the

best pins and brackets on the market.

Electric Appliance Company
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

92 and 94 W. Van Buren St., CHICAGO.
AMERICAS LARGEST
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

SBER ^
16-'24 AVooiward Ave..
l>ETKOIT. aUCH.

COMBINATION METALLIC

STOP VALVE
PACKING

^, LEAVES THE STEM CLEAN.
Write for testimonials. Manufactured exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.,

16 Warren St., Hew York. '^'^TafcABo^ll" **-

P'-^.TlIu^osS^ ^ WE BUY AND SELL
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER & CO.. 40S-414 ^ew Jerse;
Railroad Ave., ?i«\varh:, ?•'. J.

New York Office. 150 Liberty Strett,

I

SECOHD-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

I

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J,

INDIA 8< AMBER

EMPIRE & MIC
INSULATED ,^% COIUPOUWD
Cli>lhs<indi\ipers. "•'||'* uniE<;ijAi.Ei;i.

IN AMV SHAPE OR PATTERN. rSi.lMcM York ^ Cliiciijl*

InrcANirrr* INSULATOR "^
oe^.r.TCBCE,.

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

CUSTOMERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING a\d therefore appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Pings hare porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Bosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are ground to a fit.

PHIIADEIPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICASO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CortlandtSt.,New York.
.1 CHICAGO:
1 320 Dearborn SI.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.

Svitch&oai-d8. ^^^^^^^^^H ^H

9BKf ^^HwW^^
Sew Tork. 203 Havemeyer Bldg.
Philadelphia.. ICK) Eetz Eldp.
Boston. 620 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago. I5I9 ilar^nette Eldg.
San Francisco, W9 Market St.

Portland. Ore.. E. I>arrow, Apent
C.iW. States. Cent-E.Co-.Chicapo
Toronto, (.'an.. W, A. Johnson, Agrt.

Yotohama. Jap.. Eagnall & Hilies-

S--W. States. Com . Electric Supply
Co.. St. Louis. Agts,

London. Eng., C R- Heap. Agrt.

Motors ^^^^^^^^^H ^M
ami GenpvaiDrs ^^^^^^^^^^^^^g ^^^'^ ^ ^UrAMei\€keaMC;firG.to.,

C -^r.u<»uis

.

•
I

BOOKS.

^^
wzei /•jj*r>£ H/rw

TVS -P-^S

BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

SIO Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

A SPRING MISTAKE.

You didn't order enough LIGHTNING
ARRESTERS. Thought we were trying to

crowd 3'ou in order to increase our sales.

You will have to come to it some day—and

dont forget that CARTON ARRESTER
people told you so.

Have 3-0U our No. 22 Catalogue ?

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S.A.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PnzaiOKNT.
a. H. WAOCNSCIL, TncASunER.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNCMAL MANjiacn.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCC-PnCa.

C. R. REMINQTON, JR., SCC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTTDENCE, B. L

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIBE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoee. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

MoNTBKAi. BBiNOH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical "Workfc

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD.

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

"CLARK WIRE"
All sizes of

. Stranded and Flex*

Ible Wire and
Cablf5 with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENET A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

-S3 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

ASK US ABOUT IT. p.el°o"rVe'o?tat.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
70-$S W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 136 Liberty St^ New York.

2,000 Rheostats always in stock from which Immediate shipments of any size order can be made.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Atenue . cor. Thirty-third Street, New Yoric.

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,
39-41 Cortlandt St. SlIMilliSt. 233Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. Prospect St. 598 ParrottBldg.

JVIJVieTIIV J. IIVSUt,t, CO.:
Chicago. St. Louis. Minneapolis Milwauliee,

1012-13 IMonadnock Bioclc. 51 1 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg,

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

15 Parl( Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical aod Electrical Engineers,

Consultations. Reports. Estimates. Plans,
Specincatlous. Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
cnaslnK- Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

" 706-707.708 Lincoln Trust BIdg., SI. Loula.

WM. M. BRVAN, m. E. H, H. HU.WPHREV, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre l>aine, Ind..

Offers every advantace to students wlslilne to
do special work in Electrical Eo(;lneerlntt; be-
sides the regular course lea^ilD^up to tliedeKre*
of Bachelor of Science In Klectriclty, It lias a
special department for those students desiring
to eet a practical knowledge only Id this branch.
Catalogues on application. Address

REV. A. MOKRISSKY, C. S. C, President.

THE WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITOTE
Worcester, HasB.

T. C. Mkxdkni£ALL, President.
Courses of study In Mechanical, Civil and

Electrical Englneerinc, Chemistry and fieneral
Science. New and extensive lahoratorles In Kn-
flneerlng, Electricity, Physics and Cc-neral and
ndustrlal Chemistry. Special facilities in Steam
and Hydraulics. l95-pfl{e Calalogne, showing ap-
pointments secured by graduates, mailed tree.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Reslstrar.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the \

J American Electric Vehicle Co. I
B IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS (L

Send for Catalogue
of Carriages

56W.Vaa Burc^^t..
Ch.cago, U. S. A.

5:=^Ti^K5^Q==*«^e?r^C===.^iS?r^Q====T;^E5°^<5^^

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRiCAL ENGiNEERiNG
Telephony. Teltgriphy, X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGiNEERiNG
Elementary Mathematics.

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This Institute endorsed by everj-

prominent electrical engineer.

The Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction.
Dept. K, 120-132 Uberty Street,

New York, N. Y.

Wrile for
Catalogue.
State subject
you wish to
Htudy.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

I3 DO per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquelie BIdg., . CHICAGO

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
HOVEL AID VERY USEFUL TOOL,

Unscrews and
renews an
Incandescent
Lamp in

any position

(see cut herewith)
"Telescopes" to

suit different

heights.

Splendid for

cleaning lamps.

SEND FOR
DETAILED

DESCRIPTION

AND PRICES.

The Incahdescent Electric

Room ;»o. LIGHT MAHIPULATOR CO.,
116 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Lately on exhibition at Electric-al Exhiliition at
Madison Square Garden, Xew York.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

i^p To correspond with ns concerning

' BARCAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
WM^% ADDRESS

T UU STEWART ELECTRiCAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telophono, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
COIVIPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, Hew York,

Electric Appliance Co,, CMcago.

Pettingell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonis.

Tlie Bradford Belting Co., Cincinnati,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. L
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VACANCIES
Should be filled through the TECHNICAL
AOENCY, 1365 Monadnocli Block. Chicago.

Our list of available men is selected from the

liest that the countrj- affords. If you need a

Draughtsman, Designer. Electrieiau or Eogl-
neerlng help of any kind, we will send you a

number of competent men to select from and
without expend to you. As to our reliability,

we refer you to the Westeks Electeiciax.

WANTED.
A good telephone Inspector. 700 'phones, in a

lively citj-. about 200 miles from Chicago. Ad-

dress "NEW 'PHONE.*' care Western Electric-

ian. 510 Marifuette Building. Chicago.

Telephone engineer or business man to take
active interest in manufacturing plant: must in-

vest §3.000 to S5.000- Address "INVESTOR."
c:-ire "Western Electrician. .7IO Marquette Build-
ing, Chicago.

WANTED.
Manager for telephone plant in a healthy, tropi-

cal coimtry. Give fully your experience and
references and state salarv expected, a ddress
MEXICO." care Western Electrician. 510 :Mar-

<iuette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Permanent position as assistant mechanical

engineer with manufacturing company or in

large power plant, by graduate mechanical and
electrical engineer. Also good draughtsman.
Age 24. Best references. Address, with par-
ticulars, il. K. H.. 207 S. Fourth Ave., Marshall-
town. Iowa.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO-YEAR COURSE IN

STEAM AND MACHINE DESIGN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY.
Extensive Laboratiries.
Use Equipmant.
Low Tuitioi.

Send for Catalogue
and Parti julars.

Alotor Starting Rheostats.
3Iotor Reffulatini; Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater I>Jminers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
ITestfleld. m. J„ l". s. A.

PRATT INSTITUTE

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
§hops Work euaranteed. Tenyears'experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY 51ZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
Suite 510 MacQuette BIdg.. CHICAGO,

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New-
CatalOEue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YilLE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A,

Selling Agents: KIsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe S Ck»., Los Angeles, CaL.

|fTf rbd^n FOR SPOT CASH
11 BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.1 , f 'T II J

*-« ^ m0 Freight Paid aud Highest I'rices Guaranteed.

1 CEO. F.SCHWALM CO., - HARRISON, N. J.

B

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Repiators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO.. 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
»'. all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
no H. Desplalnea Street, CHICA&O, II.Ii.

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
I

Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
i Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

I

history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

BARGAINS! BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS, ENGINES,

PULLEYS, MOTORS, ETC.
DYNAMOS. ENGINES, ETC.

1—120 k. w. Stanley 2-phase Alternator. 1.000
or 2,000 v.. 16.000 alt.

7—3,000 It. Westing-house Alternators, Toothed
Armatuies, 16,000 Alt., 1.040 v.

2—6.000 It. Westing-house Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v.. Outboard
Bearings.

2—300 amp. 125 v. U. S. Dynamos, cheap.

e—50 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.,

latest type.

9—100 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. pi

2—60 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamos, 2,Ci00

c. p.. old style.

1—100 It. Western Electric Are Dynamo, 2,000
c. p., latest type.

5—300 h. p. Westlnghouse Comp'd Engines,
16x27x16.

1—125 h. p. Westlnghouse Standard Engine,
131^x12.

1—150 h. p. Eussell 4-'Valve Automatic Engine,
15x20.

1—300 h. p. Russell 4-Valve Automatic Engine,
20x27.

100—P. & S. Pore. Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.

. MOTORS
2

—

V--, h. p. Sprague 220 v. Motors.
2—1 h. p. Eddy 220 v. Motors.
1—3 h. p. Sprague 220 v. Motors.
1—10 k. w. Edison 220 v. Motors.

LIST OF ITJLLEYS.

1—40x241,2x5 Cast-iron Friction Clutch.
45—52x22 x6 Wrought-lron Eriction Clutches.
4—57x50 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches,
5—52xlliox6 Wrought-iron Eriction Clutches.
3—36x50 x4 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
1—17x1112x21;. Cast-iron Pulley.
1—lOx 4^2x1 Cast-iron Pulley.
4—12x1112x212 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x22 x4i2 Cast-iron Pulley.
17—16xlliix2ri Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—12x18 xl»i Cast-iron Pulley.
2— 8x 8 xl?i Cast-iron Pulleys.
1— 8x 7 xl^i Cast-iron Pulley.
1—10x10 x2'?i Cast-iron Pulley.
2—20x12 x2 Cast-iron Pulleys.
5—16x12 x2i.i Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—18x11 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—16x14 x2i4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—14x 2 x2 ' Cast-iron Pulley.

1-24x121/4x2^4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—33x15 xSli Cast-iron Pulley.
1—18x15 X3I4 Cast-iron Pulley.
2—lixl4 X3I2 Cast-iron Pulleys.
2—20x2712x4% Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x1210x21-2 Cast-iron Pulley.

Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.

-I6XI6I2X3I2 Paper Pulley.
- 8x 7 xl°'i Paper Pulley.

Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.
Wooden Pulley.

x4
x2
x4i.i

x2
s2
x5
x6
x6
x5i.;

1—32xie
1—22iix6
1-20x31
1—20x12
1—18x412
1—52x25
1—80x30
1—80x31
1—80x22
1—16x 9iox2
1—15x11 x2
1—16x12 x2io
1—15x10 x2
1-
1-

l-19Hxl2
1—20x24 x4i.'.

1—13i2x7i:,x3
1—1Sx 6Hx2
1—12x14 x2
1—32x 4i.,xlS4

370 feet 6-inch Shafting (17 Pieces).

\A/- INI. IN/IATTTHE:\AAS
312 COMMERCIAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITK FOR CATAI/Ofcil'E.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Gxiarantj' Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLOIIY BLOe., CHICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. B.ink Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH,
MASONVILLE. MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
Monroe:, mich.

Eleven Pole Yards in Mlclilgan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PInconnlog, Mich. Qrcen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to so-foot Poles our Specialt>'.

POLES

Central Mannfacturing Co.,

CbattaaooKa. Tcon.

aianufactorerfl and
Dealers 1b

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings. Oak Brackets.
lArceBtocknon Itand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. 0. B. cars, yourcity, in any quantity. j^^Writeua.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
4kll »Cincls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Salte 510 Maranette, CHICAGO.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

SlPAUi
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee S St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
EI_EC-rRIC-I_l<3H-rED TRAINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

\A/Hi1:e Cedar l»oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

Si"o^'irc*/B8^ PERRIZO & SOKS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar M.R. BROWN SCO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD &, JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

-^ff^—" "^^ -^T^—

; CEDAR POLES .;
§ WECONTROLTHEOUTPUTOFCEDAROMTHELINEOF-THE WISCOMSIh

,

f &MICHIGANR.R.5SMiLlrS|NLEN6TH:C0VERINGATERf?ITORYOF *
' OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORE5T5.

, I

^ We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALLSI2ES FOR PROMPT SHiPMEhT. \

}-- note; our OUOTATIOMS are based on actual 5T0CK ors HAM D- -

^ C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH,
^

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn,, U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
Swinging Hood s, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
"Work.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nishedon application.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the W orld.

SBND FOB CIRCULAR AND PEICE3.

FHE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Yo

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert LawB

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price $L0O.
This hanabook_ls a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to
telephone Inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Cloi-h bound; fully illustrated. Price $L50.
THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston.

Ph. D., and A. E. Kennelly, So. D.; 12mo, cloth, 422 pp.,
142 illustrations. Price $L00.
This booii describes the construction of the various

f^rms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
Btatlon. It is written by two well-known eieetrlcianB,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 3eo pp. 288 illustrationa. Price $1.50.

In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have been kept constantly
in view. It is fully Intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of Information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
By W. Hyde and J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H.
Hasklna. Sixth edition. 16mo, 50 pp. Price 25 cents.
This UtileL volume is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

By Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price ?1.50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-
tion. By W. H. Preece, F. R. S., and A. J. Stubbs. 508
papes. 333 Illustrations. Price ?4.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this book Is written
la to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTBUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main
tenance of Telephone and AuilIIary Apparatus. By F. C.
AIIsop. 191 pp., 168 illustrations. Price J2.00.TELEPHONE SYSTEilS ON THE CONTINENT OP
EUROPE. Bj Bennett. 436 pages. 169 Illustrationa. Price
$4.50.

TELEPHONING OP GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction.

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
80 pages. 23 Illustrations. Price $L00.
BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention, Construction, Application. Modification anr*
History. By Prescott. New edition, revised and enlargeo
795 pages. 616 Illustrations. Price $4.00.
PHILIPP REIS. INVENTOR OP THE TELEPHONIC

A Biographical Sketch with Documentary Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages. 3
plates and 48 engravings. Price S3.00.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OP INTELLIGENCE)
AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OP ELECTRICITY,
treating on the telegraph, telephone, etc. By B. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Tllastrattons. Price $100.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLOC. CHICAGO.
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A New Pocket Battery Gauge, to retail $3.50, win be ready Nov. ist.

Something; New in Burglar-Alarm Traps now ready, a lot of specialties

we are now making can be purchased at the right price.

THE MESCO DRY BATTERY (better than ever).

Prices to suit buyers who are using cheaper grades.

We are Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facnilles. New Micfalacry.

More Rotm.
We make Swltcli-

boards, Uesistanee
Boxes, Wiieatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parte, JBxtension
Bells. Repeating C'oilSf
Indnction i'oils.Spe-
einl Coils, Transmit-
ters. Receivers, l>e-
magnetizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
C'isar liighters, 9fedi-
calt'oils. PDuches and
Vies, Etc.
We do Punchlne, Screw

and Milllne Machine Work,
Metaland Fiber Sawing, Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We ere ready to
furnish It on 5hort notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Baren it Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILLi

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., »'
'
""" ^^? """^"'p*^ "

'

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay In sending for a copy.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. 8. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. 4S~ Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
BT-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO, all

DON'T THIiVK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is tlie

electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

93.00 per year;

91.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

Snealc Currents,

Liglitning,

Power and Ligiiting Currents
Prevented from Injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 356 Wells Street, Chicago.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu^
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 500,000
telephones in use, Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices,

UfC PIIADAUTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

iTl UUAnAH I EC of our apparatus to be of the highest
ffrade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any actlou at
aw which may be brought against ouK patrons on alleged In-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cor. Canal, Chicago.

RAYEHHA CARBON WORKS
RAVENNA, OMIO,

i^^^ss^rs -t^ OLaOi C^KRBOIM \A/ORKS,

Manufacturers of Battery Material and Carbon
Specialties, solicit your orders and inquiries.
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DEARBORN
f
Drcis aricl OKiomical >A/orlcs.

< 1-abora-bories. \A/a-ter OKiemis-ts.
I Vese-table Boiler Oorri|3ouncl.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYISIS

30, 31,

OILS A SPECIALTY. WATERS FREE
Pines-t and L-nrees-fe l-abtora-tories in -tiHo \A/orlcl.

i and 33 miB^I_-rO BUIL.DINO, CIHICAOO.
TMIJ Vli tK

STA^DS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINOS manufactured or controlled
by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are theMow S-tandard ^ry Ba't'fe*rl*s.

^rres-feei- and Cu-fc-^u-fc S'wri'fcohi.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
WIADISON, WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wra. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 53 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co.,
eioMa^quette^Bunding,

NORTH
Telephones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE NECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

03-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Darable. Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchanee, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm.

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd..

OETCATALOa. CHICAOO, V. S. A.

'•7?^ Tel. 3316 3Sth St.

GARY SPRING WORKS,
;^

2i0 and 242 West 29th St.,

New York City.

.^'.^..l:fact^Ire^s of

WIRE and SPRINGS

'(fp
:;;

1
,''

rr^J

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR

Our Sectional

Switciiboard

Manufactured un-

der Patents 586851

and 598285.

The only tubular

drop non-induc-

tive switchboard

which can be in-

stalled with but

10 drops and add-

ed to as needed

in banks of 10.

Remember our aji-

paratus is Bell

Apparatus for the

independent tele-

phone field.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
71-73 W. ADAMS ST., CHICACO.
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THE
[NEW

AriERICAIN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

80 S. LUDLOW ST.

(fH^ Dayton Oid5E Iron Works Co. daytoh, 0.

5?S5?^^!^3^<S^5?5^?R52^^5^^^S53iS^J5SS<^5^5!5S5^2^52!55355^

^^^^^^
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PlLLOWBlOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.

%missm^<m7^<^^^;m^

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

\A/Hol
MOIM

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re-tail

SU
THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.

Office and Works

GROnOES, VA,

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
«50-S34 8. CUnton St.. Chicago. 111..

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

AND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?,SiS ^rVc*e's°="^ Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the m&nnfacture under

original XJ. S. Patents granted to "W. J. Barr and Tve will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

Automatic Spring Joint ^gw Dvnafflo Tefldcrs' Band=Boot

186 liiberty St.,

Xew York.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

Cleveland, O.

By F. B. BADT.
326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page

5 1-2x3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen. Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9.000 copies of the old Dynamo Tcndeis'
Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

READ THE ELECTRICAL PAPER.

THE TRIaRPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON -RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERSERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Ins'ttutior, of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "-4 Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cablej<." Joiid Author of "ElectriA.-ity in Daily Life."

leo Pages, 133 lliuis-tria-tions, Clot:h, Hand-Boole Size, Price $I.OO.
t

^^*''?** ?'''^™' Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not vet come. lint it is
lelt thai there is a demand lor a practical boob oq telephone working and management, and the TEL KPHONE HA>"D-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
^apters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europ^e, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to en£age in the manufacture of telephones, the
Dook IS based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everytning regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and leam from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech
3. Electric Telephonv, The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotvra. Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

7.

8.

9.

10.

IL

12.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

IS.

19.

20.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Tninsmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

Pabiished and for sale bj^ ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

2L
22.

24.

26.

CHAPTER 2S.

29.

30.

31.

32.

42.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser.; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.-
Eschange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAGO office; I52SH0NADN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

sPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the developmeot and utilization of water powars by the moat

modern, economic and improved methods.
An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to povrer development In Its widest range of application, Is at the service of

Us customers-

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 h. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character In the United States, as well as mostforelgn comitrles.

Highest efficiency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St., New York City, U. S. A. ar 121 Main St.. San Franclico, Cal., U. S. A.

;e;;^ TRADE MARKS Jh'e Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.Limited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

,n,^A.^iSu„f
^— DELTA METAL

•- Vj\,^ = CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
I ORIGINAL andSoueMakersinthe U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Pi^pccially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Power ever obtained Jrom a wh(el of the mme diameter. The highatt ifpeed

ever obtained for the same pou-er. TTie higfioft mran efftcieney ever realized "h*^
running from liatf to fidt gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greater jmis.

sihle strength. A gate unerpialed in quichiesn and f.axe of opening and clonng.
Tests show over SI per cent, average effi-Cienaj in'th hat/ to fvU water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohma aa
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOK CR1JCIB1,E CO., Jersey City, X. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in tiie Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'ric<

13 B. CROCKS
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York

Prepaid. - Practical and VJp-
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

>F" OONTE

-to-Dat<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoronghly master the Art of Electric liighting shoald hare a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

OMK
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Westinghouse
System

For Power Transmission by Alternating-Current Apparatus.
Air-cooled Transformer.

Self=Cooied Transformers
Type "C" Induction Motors.

The name

...sTiNOHous.
Economy, Simplicity and Durability.

is a Guarantee. / 1 / /

Westinghouse Electric& Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.
Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria St., S. W., England.

All Principal Cities

in U. S. and Canada.

I

Type "C" Motor.

Popular Books for Students of Electricity.

How To ButiL

Dynamo-^'

Electric
' Macminem

EDWARD TREVERT

ELEciiein.

Everybody*s Hand Book of Electricity.

"With a glossarv of electrical terms and tables for
wiring. By Edward Trevert. 120 pages, 50 illus-
trations. Cloth, l2mo., 50 cents. Paper, 25 cents.

Dynamos and Electric Motors.
And all about them. By Edward Trevert. Cloth

12mo. 50 cents.

Electricity And Its Recent Applications
By Edward Trevert. A book complete on all sub-

jects of electricity. Price. 2.00

Electric Railway Engineering.
Embracing practical hints upon power-house dy-

namos, motor, and line construction. By Edward
Trevert. Cloth. 12mo. $2.00

Electric Hotor Construction for

Amateurs.
By Lieut. C. D. Parkhurst. 16mo., 115 pages.

illustrated, cloth. Price, $1.00
An excellent little book, giving working drawings.

Practical Handbook of Electro=Plating.
By Edward Trevert. 75 pages, limp cloth, 50c.

Hand Book of Wiring Tables.
For arc, incandescent lighting and motor circuits.

By A. E. Watson. Price, 75 cents.

A Treatise on Electro=nagnetism.
By D. E. Connor, C, E. This is a verj' interesting

book which everybody should read. Cloth. 50 cents.

How to riake & Use the Storage Bat=
tery.

Py P. B. Warwick. Illustrated with full working
drawings, including directions for installing and
maintaining Storage Battery Plants. Price, $1.50.

tDynafnos

How to Build Dynamo=Electric
/lachinery.

A complete and practical \vork on this subject.
350 pages, numerous ilhistrations. Bv Edward
Trevert. With working drawings.

"

$2.50

Questions & Answers about Electricity.

A first book for students. Theory of electricity
and magnetism. Edited by Edward T. Bubier, 2d.
Cloth, 12mo. 50 cents

Experimental Electricity.

By Edward Trevert. Tells how to make batteries,
bells, djTiamos, motors, telephones, telegraphs, elec-
tric bells, etc, A verv useful book, finelv illustrated.
Cloth.

'

'Price, $1.00

How to flake and Use a Telephone.
By Geo. H. Carv, A..1\.l. A thorough and practical

work on this subject. Cloth, illustrated. Price, $1.00

Arithmetic of ilagnetism & Electricity.

up to date. The latest and best book on the sub-
ject. Now readj'. By John T. Morrow, M. E.. and
Thorbum Reid, M. E.. A. M.. Associate Members,
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. $1.00

Electricity for Students.
Fully illustrated. Bound

Price. Postpaid, $1.00

How to Build A Fifty Light Dynamo
Or Four H. P. motor. By A. E. Watson. Cloth.

Price, 50 cents.

Armature and Field flagnet Winding,
By Edward Trevert, giving both the theory and

practical directions for winding dj-namos and
motors. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

By Edward Trevert.
in a neat cloth binding.

^^Any Book Postpaid on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LININB

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW-BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES.
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIpNAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899.

FISER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. Catalogue No. 93f6.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

I
AWAWL^v.^v.^^^^^^v.^^^^^v.^v.^^^^^v^vA^v.^^^v.^^^vA^^^^v.v.^v.v.v.v.v.^vAVA^^vA^^v.^^VA^^^v,v.v.^^v'A

JUST ^a£HKT you KRE ILOOKING FORI
tOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ^2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost ot Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Hotie Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoms of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE tl.OO.
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m- BY ELECTRICITY <^

Ahvnvs ready (r.r use. V.iU
,

l:,>r r.lilclimi- AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. F."fln™d l,y

Ict'liiiir Kiis .ornpanies,

NO MORE MATCHES for ilie

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HI1EBEL& MANGER, br^ooklyn, n. y:

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FiBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBilve.

For Electrical and Mechanical Farposes, Ballway Dust Guards. WwHaot
and Packings. Fatent Insulating Cleats.

MiiNTTFACTtrKHD BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington. 04

irhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.

$

f (U. S. and Foreign Patents.) ^^^^^^^^^Hk f

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

Ho Stiifting of Quadrant.

9 80 per cent. Pure Grapliite,

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

6166 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHIUtDELPHI*.

nBR&GHAPHITEl

COMMUTATOR
;^

BRUSH i

'btV.V-V\i«.Wttk\\>\5i

i

Tiovmn

ffVe TOOAS •S. JfAHO WA /?g. -^
[

VULCANIZEDFIBRE
Highest grades for electrical insolation and mechanical purposes, in sheets^ .

tubes, rc^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatiob,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, D@S

HlGHfSrCASH PRICE PAJD*-rofi plau/vi/w scrj^p

ANO SLP LAMP BAEfS COIKTAmlWa pLATIMfM-- Pl-ATfWl/ni W>SE A«PPL»'£
FOR SM-C

IMO\A/ IS JIVI
To prepare for j'Onr Fall and M'lnter supply of lamps. Gather up your
hnmed-outs and ship them to ns for KEWEWAIi or KXCHAXUE for XEW
OITEM. We will get your lamps ready and shipaad bill irhen yon want Ihem.

liYsrar ixcanbescest LiAmp co., tYwir, mass.

I Black Diamond File Worl(s.
IBC. ISM

Special

Priz«

Gold Madil

at Atlanta,

1895.

4'^ OVB OOODS AHE ON SAI.B IN ETEBIT I.EADIN<> KABOWAKK M
M} STOBE nir TBK UNITED STATES AND CANADA. jX

p. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

f

pJSH5'
,*'|TCH

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS.NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

Sturtevant
Generating Sets,

ly, to 100 K. w.

8 Styles.

SO Sizes.

HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL

ENGINES.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICACIO: HONADNOCK BI.OCK.
NEW "rOBK: MAII. AND EXPRESS BCIXOINCi.

B. F. Sturtevant e9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

WAREROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street.

CHICAOO, 16 S. Caaal Street. PHILADELPHIA, 135 N. TbInI Strtef.

LONDON, ENO., 75 Qaeen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. Electrician Publiohliig Oompany, Clilca(?o,

Vol. XXV.

EVERY SAT U ROAY^
"clfiCAGO, AU'.' ST~5, 1899.

1 cents per Copy.
No. 6

IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"1 "•^ivTol""''' Simplex Electrical Company,
loradnock Block, CHICAGO, 75-81 Cornhlll, BO'S,TO N, MASS.

WESTERN GELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

^Standard UndergroundCableGo.
I ^1 M2 The Rookery, Westlnghouse Bldg., ISCortlandt St., 1226 Betz Bldg^1^1 Chicago. Pittsburg. New Vork City. Philadelphia, P»,

^ I 607 Security Building, St. Lonls, Mo.

^T Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
I Also Bleh Orade Bnbber Covered Wires and Cables.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Iled<«l for Bnbber InsnlatioMo

18S»3—World's Fair,
9Eedal for Bnbber Insnlatl*n.

THI! STAKBABD FOB
B1TBBEB rsrsin^A'rioir.

Sole Manufaoturara of

Weathar-

llinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""p^'r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO.. Ltd.
S.t;rl!r.a':r'. }""«•'» 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gren'l Supl
W. H. Hodglns, Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
w™ PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCorsT

j Force Bain,

!

Consulting Engineer,

Electricity. Mechanfcs,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

' Suite 1657-59 nonadnock Bldff.. - Chicago*

g^rrr-rrr j'T^i" I' TTi^na Renter Eiectpic Mfg. co.

Rester's Self Fluxing Solder*

Manufacturers of the WireClotb Dynamo
and Motor Brusttes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jefferson St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

^NOVEI^TX IW POBCEIiAIHr

NEITIT PERU FUSXS PlaUG.
TBY IT-YOrXIi BUX IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

Tie Ofllf Fire DetectiTe Cahle in tie ferll
Every Fractional Part of which is conliouously Thermostatic, and designed for

all Inierior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl II
automatically notifies o£ fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installs-
^°°' I PI .•»'« Why use dormant wireij

T^The Montauk Antomatia
Thermostatic Electric Ca-

PuBtbte Core runolsr tfarMghonl the cabtc ti
imniMllalcly short-crrculted oe any Ifflcmift.
Iloa by Fire or Thief, Acctdeat or InlcBlloi.

ter. Call and see cables operated.

bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire a.<; the nervous system
of a human being is to th«

"• touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
100 Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vs to 60 horse power.
U>'iianios from 10 lights to 700.

__ We sell or rent. Good profits
for agents. Ttie Hobarl Elec. Mig. Co., Troy, Ohio.

(;„ica?oB^Comp3

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chednut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Rs^

Focus Tubes, Induction CoOs,

TKi:i©

iPDOENIXaiASSCO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

PittsMrgh. New York. Chicago.

BELTING 51PP11ES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting is the re-

sult of patient Inquiry aud careful
study of the requirements of the

different inachloes used under all

eonditloos and in all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFFICr AND FACTORY
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.

IIMUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKKR <& CO.., 408'414 New Jersey
Railroad JLve., Tfewark, N. J.

New York Office. 130 Liberty Strett.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL GO,, PHILADELFNU

^ESTIIN EleoMcal hmmai Co.,
^^^ II4-IJ0 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

These lnBtmm»nt« are
bwd upon the same gen-
wnJ principle and are josk
aaaoonrate as our regular
atau laid Portable Direct
Oorreat VolCmeters and
Ammetare, bat are mnoh
la^ar, and tbe worUng
parCa are Incloied In a
naakly dealgned, doBt-prooC
oaat Iron oaae which effeoi-
iTaly ihielda the iDatra-
Haatafrom diatnrblag lo-
Smaaoaa of aii«maL mag-
wttdftalda.

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Station Voltmeter,

Style B.

» WESTKBsr Electbician when writing for catalogues.

Portable Direct Beading
Yoltmeters and MllUTOlt-
meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammetera, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, tor Alter*
nating and Direct Current
OlroQita.

Our portable InstmrnentB
are recognized as standards
throoghont the oivlllzed
world.

Oar Sem(-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammetera are
attU better.

Ther are the moat relia-
ble, abaolnte ataadards for
Laboratory oae.

estat:li3hjid 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling, Tapping. BeamiOK, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Sellg:, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London. England.
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<?.«>

MAXSTADT'S
ANY SIZE OR TYPE SHIPPED PROMPTLY FROM STOCK.

8>

•S><8>

II

PROTECT

YOUR PHONES

FROM

LIGHTNING.

SAVE

MANY TIMES

THE

COST OF YOUR

FUSES.

•s.<i>

t>S

«>4

$>«>
»«•
<&«>

No. 2.

«>«•
«>«,

MOLONEY TRANSFORMERS
AN IMPROVED AND
UP-TO-DATE
TRANSFORMER.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. CLOSE REGULATION.

TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE.

WRITE US FOR PRICES AND DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,
10 and 12 N. Ninth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

*4
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1 0,000 HORSE POWER IN CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS
-^r^ TI-IK SYSTI ^F--

The Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., New York City.
23d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED DECEMBER 16, 1898.
32d STREET BATTERY INSTALLED JANUARY 16 1899.
50th STREET BATTERY BEING INSTALLED.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., ^^S'lA. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
;, ^ SALES OFFICES:

New York, 20 Broad St. Boston, GO State St. ' Baltimore, Equitable BuUdlDg. Clereland, New EDgland Building. Chicago, Marquette Buildlu);. San Francisco. Tlie Parrott Building.

OAR RUSMES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in i-inch hole.

Is I inch deep and

f inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in ^-inch bole.

Is I inch deep and

I inch face.

EDWARDS & CO., i44tt ». ..Mit >.•.. NEW YORK CITY.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg CLEVEUND, 0.

F. C. Sterns & Co.. 255 Pearl St., Buffalo.

Pettlogell-AndrewB Co., Boston, Mass.
C. W. Phlpps, 222 Havemeyer Bldg., New York.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.
E. & W. Electrical .\pplianceCo.. San Francisco.

^A/E have: in stook
About 3,600 lbs. No. 9 D. C. C. Magnet Wire.
This Is new stock. Make us an offer.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., 19-21 S. Canal St., Chicago.

ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS...
and MABIHE PROJECTORS.

Novel In Construction,
Artistic In Design,
Mechanically Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send for Catalogue "A."

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT,

Monidnock Block.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,
832 W. eth Sr., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

VALUABLE WATER FRONT LOT IN KINGS COUNTY, GREATER NEW YORK, TO ANY
CHIEF ENGINEER SENDING HIS BUSINESS AND PRIVATE ADDRESS.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS. ucTDnoni iTiu CTOM Dnii CD rnMoniiiin mcp on
We onalyze Feed Water FREE and prescribe

the remedy.

METROPOLITAN STEAM BOILER COMPOUND MFG. CO..
(EDW. E. GRAVES. Prest.i 26 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.... Ix

lUen-Hufisy Co xrl

Aiaerle&nBatteryCo.... 211

^meriun El. Heater Co. xl

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . si

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xiv

Ainer. El. Vehicle Co li

ABWltcan Elec. Works .... x i

' Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. x

Bkln.ForM i

ritkerft Go 1

BallEnclneCo xvli

Barnes Co., The Wallace. It

BwnflttQo., G. ifc H XX
Btrtbold & Jennlnes.... xlil

BtAj ito.,C^M.B XX
'Boeiert El. Const. Co. .. Ix

Bt»dy,T. H xill

, Brown & Co., M. E xUl

Bryan & Humphrey..,.,. xl

Bryant Electric Co xvi

Boeka^a Eleetne CO x

BnrnleyBatt.SMfg. Co..

Carlisle & Finch Co ill

Cary Spring Works xU
CeMnl Electric Co r

(Matral Ufg. Co xiii

Central Tel. A Elec. Co.. xiv

Chlcaio Belting Co 1

Qhlcaca Sdlson Co It, zil

'Otitc.FnseWlre&MfE.Co. xx

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
0., M. A St. P. B. S....

Chicago Rheostat Co....

Cleveland Electric Co....

Cllng-Snrlace M(i. Co. .

.

Cntler-Hammer Mfg. Co-

CmtterEL A Mfg. Go

xll!

Ill

111

Tl

Xl

1

XVlDayton Qlobe Ir. Wk. Co.

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . zv
Detroit A Clevel. Nav, Co.

DltblUfg. Co
Dlzon Omelbla Co.. Jos . . xvll

Eagle Electric Works....

Xaatam Elae. CaUa Oo..

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.

Edison Mfg. Co
Edwards A Co
El. E&g. Inst. Corr. Inst.

.

Elee. Appliance Oo
Electric Storage Batt.Co.

Slaetrlelan Pnb. Oo
IteeTSOD EL Mfg. Co....

Ericsson Telijphoae Co. ..

xll

111

xix

.\1

I

Eureka Elee, Co xtr

Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co,

Fischer Eqn.pmeat Co..

"For Sale" AdTs xU
Ft. W«jBeE,ec. Wks.,Inc. Ix

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Qarton-Danlels Elea. Co. —
Oaaaial Elaotrlc Oo xlx
Oen'I IncandCEcent Arc
LlghtLO T

GoidBmlth Bros

Badaway Elsctrle Head-
ing & Engineering Co. ix

Hardy Lamp Co It

Hart A Hegeman Mf. Co. xi
Harve^Co., TheG. F.... xli

HaysGonstruetion Co... Iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xll

Holmes Flbre-Orapta.Co.

Holyoke A Holyoke xvi
Hoabai A Manger ix

Incandescent Eleetrlc
Light ManlpulatorCo.

iDtamat'l Oor. Sahools. Ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

xlJohnston, Thoe. J.

Karuvart Mfg. Oo —

.

Hester Electric Mfg. Co. I

Klein A Son, Mathias . xir

EnntBOn ii Co., A. W x
EokomoTel.AELM.Co. xtI
Kublman Electric Co.... xi

Ensal. D, A. , Tel. A Eleo.
Mfg.OO xiT

Leather Preserr. M. Corp. ill

LselaBaka Battary Co . . . zill

I.aSelAOa., Jamas,,., ivii

Lesehan-Macomber-Whyte
Co Ill

Llndslay Brothers C9 . . . xill

Lombard watarWh. Q. Oo. xl

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xz

Manhattan El. Sop. Co..

Mass. Chemical Oo 1

Matthews, W. N
MeLaojian A Co., K x

Metropolitan Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. CjJ- ill

Meyrowltz, B. B x

Hlca Insulator Co x
MlscsUanaoos AdTs xll

Monon B. B Iz

Montask Multlp. CableOo. 1

Morris Arc Lamp Co ... . xt
Munsall A Co., Eugene.. z

National Carbon Co
National India BBl)bar 00.—
Xaugla,'Holcomb ACo.. lill

FewTorklMuLW. Oo... xTl

Noblett, E. J zlv

Korth Electric Co xt

OksBlta Oa., na 1

Pslsta Ca. E. T. xvi

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

PaaHass Bakbar Mtf. Oe. z

Falton Water Wh. Oo. .

.

xvli

Perrizo A Sons zUi
Pam Sae. Mfg. Oo i

PbllUpa Ins'd. Wire Oo.

.

zl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co, It

Fhoenlz Glass Co 1

Pho^faor-Bronsa 8. Co. xvll

Pratt Instltate zll

PrlnglcWm. T

QaaasAOe.,

BawaoQ Sleotrlo Co xlv

Balalufar, Htigo —
Boabllag'B Sons Co. , J. A. Ix

Rolte Electric CO zlT
Raxton, Rol3ert ix

Sargeat A Lundy —
Sawyer-Man Elect. Oo . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xi

S.E,LCo —^
Shelby Electric Co 1

Bhults Baiting Oo xx
Brnplaz Elaatncal Co., The, 1

Standard Paint Oo
StudariTal. ABLCo... xv
nHM><CBdarg.Cabl«ao. 1

Sterling A Son, W. C xlM
Starling Eleetne Co....

StelllBg YarnlshOo.,The x
Stawart ElacirlcalOo.... zl

tllwaU-Blarce A Smlth-
TatUOo Ill, ini

StowMfg, Co i

Btrolnberg-CarlGOn TaL
Mfn.CO XT

SturteTant Co. , B. F xx
Swarts Matal Beas'g Co. xli

Technical Agency -^
TherlenTool Works xi
Tarrar Cadar Co zin
Transmitter Mfg. Co zlT
Trotter's MonaMf.Co., Ltd. IT

United Blae. Imp. Co ... vlil

University of Notre Dame xi

Valentine-Clark Co xiii

Victor Electric Co —

-

Vnleanlzed Fibre Co xx

Wagner EL Mtg. Co vlil

Walsh's Sons A Co x
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. li

Western Eleotrle Co ... . Til

Western Bl. Supply Co. 11

Wastera TaL Cons. Co. . . zIt
Wsstiagbonte Electric A
ManufacturingCo.... xtIII

Waaton Kaetnal Inst. Co. I

WUllABs Deotrla Go... xlv

Woreastar A Co., a H.. xlu
Worcester Polytech.Inat.—
Wright Discount Meter Co.

F'er Olatssi-fiod Indox o-f .Acl'ver'fels*m«s-i'<:s >• Paso VI-
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ALL SUMMER.
THEPARAGON FAN

GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO

"HARDY " INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

G.OLDMARK & WALLACE.
\2V Worth St. H tw Yo t

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
69 West Broadway New York City.

\m
OF EVERY OZSCRlPTiON

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
ts7ABus^cr> ns7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

t

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis .^

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

<•»<•<•;^»»K•<••K•';"K•<•<~;•»»';~^»'K•':^»»»<^<^<»»fr»»»»»»<

EDISON DATTERY OUTFITS

- Edison-

Lalande Cells.
The only efiBcient battery fan outfits

on the market. Invaluable for the

sick room.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
Thomas A. Edison, Proprietor,

!35 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc-

The Sal-ammoniac-

The Metal Connec-

tions—

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to i 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX DATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. UOUI 1VIO.
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UNDERGROUND
MATERIAL.

JgTO—__'Gff ^ r^^-

TAILLErn JUNCTION BOXES.

G. I.
Underground Material is fnlly described in

Bulletin IWo. 3S, mailed on applicatipii.

TAILLEUR JUNCTION BOXES,

TAILLEUR SERVICE BOXES,

TAILLEUR GOUPLINO JOINTS,

TAILLEUR COUPLING BOXES,

FERGUSON SAFETY CATCHES.

General Incandescent
Arc Light Co.,

672-578 First >ve., cor. Thirty-Third St., New Yorlc.

BRANCH OFFICES:

New Ydrlt, Boston, Philadelptiia, Cleveland, San Francisco,

'39-41 CortlandtSt. 31 IVIilkSt. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. ProspectSt. 598 Parrott BIdg.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.:
Chl6agb,' St. Louis, t - Minneapolis, MJIwauliee,

1012-13 IWonadnocl( Block. 51 1 Security BIdg. ?16 Guaranty BIdg. 760 Pabst BIdg.

N
E

L
1

N
E

O
F

B
U.

L
L
O.
C
K

A
P
P
A
R
A
T
U
S

No. 90—Type "H" 200 K. W.
Belted Generator.

No. 144—Type "." 150 K. \V.

Eijelne Type Oenerator.

No. 146—Type "M" 60 M. P.

Three-B6arlng Albtor.

No. 140—Type "N" Motor
on Sliding: Base.

No. 118 Type "H" Motor,
' Closed.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE.

CHICAGO,

M
O
D
E
R
N

T
R
U
S
T

O
R
T
H
Y

D
E
S
E
R
V
I

N
G

Sales Agents for=

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
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I 1
THE DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OYER.

No slipping, no hot boxes, no taking up. Belts run easy, slack and
with greatly Increased power.

L^t us send you reports of tests by

Prof. Carpenttr of Cornell University.
CLINC-SURFACE MFC. CO.,

177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. V.

Chicago Branch, 535-53S Temple Conrt Bldg., 225 Dearhorn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajutniiciators.
CentralElectrlo Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Applitmoe Oo.
Western Electric Co
Western Eleo. Supply Co.

Are fjampeu
Central Eleotnc Co.
DleblMlff. Co.
Ft. Wayne Else. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co-
General Inc. Arc Lt. Go',

Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouae EL & Mtg. Co.

Are Kilcbt €ord.
liesohen-Macomber-Wliyte

Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mlg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Iteolanche i5a«tery Co., Tlie
Manhattan Blec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Pern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery MIg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

BearlDsa and Bearinff
aietal.
LeBOhen-Maoomber-Wnyte
Co.

BeUa.
. ^

Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Oa
Huebel & Manger.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
CUng-Surlace MIg. Co-
Leather PreaerverMfg. Corp.

Beltlnff.
Chicago BeUJng Co.

Leather PreserverMig.Corp.
Peerless Ruboer Mfg. Co.
ShulU Belting Co.

Books, Eleetrieal.

Electrician PubllslilnB Oo.

Brasbes.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec'AMfg. Co.

HoUqbs Fibre- Graphite Oo.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Borsiar Alarma.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Oa
Buebel & Manger,
western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Inatflatod WIrei.)

Cables, Eleetrle (See Inin-
lated Wlrei), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Eleo, Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Butern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ini. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
StandardUnderground 0. Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonB,FolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Works.
RelBlnger, Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemlsts.
Harvey Co.. The G. P.

Clntcbes (Arc I<amp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug&Otaem.Wks

^ Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan Si Co., K.

Metropolitan Steam Boiler
Compound Mfg. Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona M fg. Co. , Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnlt and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstmetlonA Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wkg., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-WalBh Eleo, Bug. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply <3o.

Contractors andBleetrle
l4lffht Plants.
Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co,
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Uniteu Elec. Imp. Co,
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouee Eleo B MfgCo.

Copper.
Besly la Co.. Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Worka.
Besly & Co., Chaa H.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
National India Rubber Oo.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Boebling's Sons. Co^ J. A.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard nndergroundO* Ca
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

CorrespondeaeeSebools.
Elec. Engineer Oorr. Inst.

Ink. Correspond. Schoola.

Cross-Arms, Fins and
Braelkets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Oo,
central Mfg. Co.
Electric Apnllanoe Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Oo. _

Ont-Onts and Swltebes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Ca.

,

Bryant Electric Company. .

Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
eieveland Electric Co.
Ouwer El. & Mfg. Cto.

Eleotrlo Appllanoe^a "

Emerson El. Mfg. Oo.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Qo.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Meyrowilz, E. B.
FaiflteCo-,H. T,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolle Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatlnghouae EL ft Ufg.va

Dynamos.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Oo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.

United Eleo. Imp. Co,

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. ft mtt- Go.

Elec. Seat's Appllanees.
American Eleo. Heater Co.
Hadaway £1, Htg. & Eng. Co.

Rleetrle Aallivays.
General Eleotrlo Ca

. Weatlnghouae BL ft Mfg. Oa
Eleetrle Vehicles.
American £1. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Eleetrieal and Meehavl-
eal Engineers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Sargent & Luudy.

Eleetrieal Instnunents.
American El. Specialty Oo,
Brvant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. ft Mfg. Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oa
Ft. Wayne Klec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Palate Ca, H. T.
Queen & Ca
Rolfe Electric Oo.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westingbouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weaton Electrical Inat. Oo.

Eleetrieal Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company,
uarlisle A Finch Co,
Central Electric Oo.
Edwards & Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Thenen Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Plating Kacb'y.
Besly ft Co., Chaa. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Affcney.
Technical Agency.

Bnslnes, Steaak
Bill Engine Oa
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Oiitllts.

Central Electric Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. GO.
Emerson Ei. Mfg- Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon F^n Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghoaae EL A Mfg. Go.

Fibre.
KirMvert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

FUes.
BamettOo.,a. AH.

Fixtures, El.A Coaib^n.
Central Electric Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Oo.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fnse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Oa
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eastcets.
Peerleaa Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Qas lachtlnc, Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Clears.
Bealy<kOa,Ohaa H.

Ctoneral Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Crdlson Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General &iectrlc Co.
Manhattan Blec. Sup. Co.
Peru Elec: Mfg. Oo.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Eleetrieal
CMassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eoT^norst Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co.

(Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Oo.

Insulators and Insulat-
ins materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Qo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Go.
MunseH & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Qkonlte Co-iThe.
Falste Co., H, T.
Peru Blec. Mfg. Co.
Phllllpa Inmilated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Oo.
Standard Underground 0. Oa
Sterling Varnish Oo.
VnlcaAiDtzed Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El, & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Masnet W^ires.

American Bleotrloil Worka,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Montauk Mulklph. Cable Oo.
National India Rubber Oa
New York Inaulated Wire Co.
Qkonlte Co., The.
FhilUps Inaulated Wire Co.
Boeblinff^a Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Oo.
Generallnc Arc Light Co.

liamps, Ineandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Oo.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Warren Elec A Snec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatlnghouae El. A Mfg. Co.

Uxhtnlns Arresters.

Central Eleotrlo Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Garton-Danlels Elec. Co.
General Electric Go.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Weatlnghouae £L A Mfg. Oo.

Masnet l^ire.
(See Insulated Wlrea.)

Manipulators (Inc.I^mp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator co.

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly & Co,, Chaa. H.
Stllwell-Biercc! Smith-Valle.

Meters, =

Wright Discount Meter Co.

Miea.
Central Electric Od.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elee.
General Electric Oo.
Weatlnghouae El. A Bffg. Go.

Motors.
Chicago Rheostat Oo.
Dlehl Mfg. Go.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric cb.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Cf

.

Western Elect, Sup^Miy Co.
Wesklnghouse El. a Mfg- Co.

Paehins.
Besly A Oo. Chu. H.
Peerleaa Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
CUng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Go.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ru^ton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronae.
Besly ft Co., Ohaa, H.
Phoaphor Bronze Sln-OaLld.

Platinum.
Baker A Oo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennlnga.
Brown, M. R., A Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester A CO., O. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Oo,
Peru Elea Mfg. Oa

Bellners.
Swarta Metal Refining Go.

Reflectors.
Amer. Refieotor A Ltg. Oo.

Be-Wlndlns—Bepalrs.
Ghlcago Edison Co,
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutlet-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oa
Gen'l Ind. ArcLt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Oo.
Wesklnghouae El. A Mfg. Oo,

Search-Ushts.
Carlisle A Finch Co.

Second-Hand Maehin'y.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speahlnc Tubes.
central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Western Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Queen ft Co.
Weston Electrical Insfc. Co.

Springs.
Barnes Co , The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co,

Storase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insnlatlns.
American Electrical Worka
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Cp.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

New York Insulated Wire Co
OkonlteCo.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
WeaternElectrlc Co.
Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material akid Switch-
boards.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co
Holyoke & Hoiyoke.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel. D. A. Tel.A El. Mfg. Co.Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Noblett, E. J.

*^

North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson T1.M Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel, Cons. Oo:
Williams Electric Co,

Tools.
Eleln A Son, Mathlaa
Therlen Tool Works.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Kiec. Wks., Inc
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westlttghouse El, A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Truchs. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oa

TurblneAWaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Oc
Leflel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo,
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Universities.
Unlversltyflf Notre Dame.
Worcester Polytechnic Inat.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

l¥lre,Bare.
Besly ft Co., Chaa. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Qkonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground O. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Oo,

Woodwork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Qneen ft Oo.
Victor Electric Co.

III.
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PETITE ALTERNATING
ENCLOSED LONQ=BURNING

ARC LAMP.

ARC
HELD

IN MAGNETIC
BALANCE.

NO FRAME WORK VISIBLE.

INDOOR TYPE. OUTDOOR TYPE.

Practically Silent on 16,000 Alternations,

THE
IDEAL

ALTERNATING
ARC
LAMP.

SEND FOR
PETITE ALTERNATING"

CATALOGUE.

INDOOR TYPE. OUTDOOR TYPE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus, Arc and Incandescent Lamps; Wire, Cable, Telegraph, Station anil

Measuring Instruments; Electric Light and Qeneral Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C. and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue ISreteuil.
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SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS
WHICH MAY BE DEPENDED ON. . .

WHICH ARE GUARANTEED

WHICH ARE EFFICIENT

WHICH ARE WONDERFULLY SIMPLE.

The Youngstown Qas Co.

The Mahoning Electric Light Co. The Youngstown Electric Light Co.

LIGHT, HEAT, POWER, AND ELECTBICSL CONSTRUCTION

VouNGSTOWN, Ohio. ''""'- ^^^^. leSS.

WKITE FOR COPY OF A
^agner Electric Mfg. Co. , "VERY FUIit DISCUSSIOIV

P017 Locust St., OFTHESUHJECTOF"THE
St. LouiE, Mo.

AL.1!$0 CiET OUR BLTLLETIW

Mo.ae.OWTHiSSJtl^ESIJB- Geiltl^rr.en:—

JECT Replying to yours of a reoent date regarding the operation of

your single oViase Induption notors on our lines, we may say that our

silence is satisfact-ion.

SISrCiliE-PHASE MOTOR,''

PRESENTED TO THE STU-
OENTiS OF OKE OF OUR
XiEA I> 1 ITe TECSIVICAIi

iSCHOOIiS IK JLECTUBE
FORM, TVHICH WE ABE

The KjDtor^ have glv^n absoltitcly no trouble, and hove requlr- JUST ISSUIKO W PAM-
ei no particular attention on cur part. PHIjET FOR9f. ....

The minimum cost, and convenience of inptallation on ordinary

single phase lighting circuits, fed by a coraricn transformer system, is

lo be commended.
Yours truly,

THE YOUKGSTOWN E^iCTRlC LIGHT CO. ,

XtA^iwj^

t Cen'l Manager,

OWN ELEC

't Gen'l

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON. ... 620 Atlantic Avtnue.
NEW YORK, , 203 Havemtyer BIdg.
PHIUtDELPHIA, . 1000 Betz Building.

..._ .. _ — CHICAGO, . IBlBMaiquetttBldg.
<->IS, W. S. .4K. SAN FRUNCISCO, . 404 Martet Street.

J*

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: 19th and Allegheny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Lighting

and Transmission of Power.

High=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.

EDDY GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.

OHICAQO, a87-8S8 Harqnette BnUdins- SfBW YORK OFFICE, Singer Bids., 149 Broadway.
PHII.ADKL,FBIA, Walter C. nelntlxe & Co., 506 Commerce St. BOSTOM, e. M. Angiir & Co., C4 Federal St.

EI.3UBA, S. M. Blake. ST. I.OIJIS. Western Electrical Supply Co.

SASFBASfCISCO,CAIi.,eBllfornloBlec.T¥orkB,409MarIietSt. _ CINCIBISIATI, Bfevafla Bide. .Tolin A. Stewart.
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FORT Wayne Electric works
(INCORPORATED)

"WOOD"
VOLT AND AMPERE

METERS

ARE ALWAYS

ACCURATE.

WE ESPECIALLY INVITE THE ATTENTION OF CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS AND DESIGNING

AND CONTRACTING ENGINEERS.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY,

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. «
«>

a><S^«.««S><S><8><!>««S>'8><S<S><S><S>«><S><S><S>^><8>«><S>«<S^*<S'<e><S>«^<$'«xS^*<S'<*«^^«S^

rrllCIl lO MARKETED....

and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

BOBEKT RUXTON,
19S I^a Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Telephone Menl
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
S«Ue51» Hamnette Blds^ CUcaso.

The Bossert Electric Construction Co.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OrXIiET AND JENCTION BOXES.
8WITGHBOARDS, PANEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTCc

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

system of |||a UBH
instruction ||f |f|f||L,

Buildings erected

1 expressly

1 for this

\purpose

-at a cost

of $226,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing ;
Surveying ; Plumbing ; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

. pays for a College
I Education at Home.

45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to study.

THE INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box *002, SCRANTON, PA.

$2 a Month!

ROEBLJNG

••^•H-!•^•!+•^•H••5••!••i••H••^*•^•J-•i~HH-•H••^^••H•^^«•^••^^•4•^•!••^••^•^•!••^•^^•^w••^•5

SMALL

ELECTRIC

STOVES.

TN the development of electric

* heating apparatus for indus-

trial vifork, we have brought out

asmallstove4|^ inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description-

and prices.

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING &ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST., NE« YORK.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

electric connections required,

dy for use. Will
..,.. je. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

children to play with
Price, complete, £2 %o

Advance Specialty Co.
119 USalle St.. Chic;

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HUEBEL& MANGER, \=RVor/NV%:

m^H^SOUTH
VIA THC

IS
rHANKJ-RECD;

W«+VDOCL CHAS+tBOCK^VtlL-
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THE NQXALLANNUNCIATOR.
A Strictly High-Grade Article at Competitive Prices.

The Noxall is a new departure in the manufacture of Annunciators.

It is extremely simple in construction, neat in appearance and thor-

oughly practical. Neither dust nor dirt, heat nor cold, moisture nor

dryness has any deleterious effect on the mechanism.

A TWO-PIECE ANNUNCIATOR
Composed of simply a magnet and needle. No intermediate mechanism
between needle and armature. Adjustment seldom necessary, yet

easily made. In oak finish only; sizes 4 to 16 indications.

Electric Appliance Company,
92 and 94 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO.

HON N
FOE .

Water#Hydraulics.

HYDRAULIC RAINBOW CORE PACKING.

. . . MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

IN THE WORLD LIKE IT.

XCLUSIVELY BY . . .

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Company,
16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

16-24 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Micli. . 2j02-2IO So. Water St., Chicago, IIL

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FBOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

WE BUYandSELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

INDIA a AMBER FO fr? >x FT rvv /X1~ IJ

EMPIRE A MIC
IM^ULATED ,1% COIV1POIJIVD

^ Clofhsi and I'apfrr^. '> ''^ \iP*^4}wjAw.K:»i.

Eii\;eiieMliinsell.sCo. IMiai liKiilalorCo.
IN AHY SHAPE OR PATTERN. 2i8H',ili-rSt. IVov Yoik *) Cllicnj^O. 117 InkcSt.

PERFECT

INSULATOR

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

60 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE, Sample Stick.

I

Name , .

Address .

w. B.

The oDly article that will PEEVENT
oPAEKING. Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
5ole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

BUCBE7E
IN'

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

INT" 1-AIVIPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, OhiOr

Your T.-H. arc lamps ARE NOT COMPLETE
unless they are equipped with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
Acknowledged by the leading electric light

plants to be

THE CLUTCH.
Send for a sample and put it in "that lamp over there" that
has been giving you so much trouble, and let us prove to

you that this is no fake. There are thousands already in

use. Of course you think the various kinds of clutches
you are now using are allright, but just wait till you have
tried ours; that is all we want you to do. They are the
CHEAPEST and the BEST.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, Ml.

The Vetter Current Tap.
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A simple and safe device for tapping and carrvlnff the current from any electric U^ht
flxtnre tn Motors. Drop-lights and other electrical oevices "WITHOUT THE LOSS OF LAMP
IN FIXTURE. Adapted to any system of electric lightlne. When ordering, state what
socket is used. Each tap is packed, with full directions, in a neat boi.

E.B.MEYR0WIT2,
MANUFACTURER '0" EAST 23d STREET.
•nd PATENTEE. 1 NEW YORK.

ALSO AT 125 W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.
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EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GeNCMAL MANAQCn.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCI-PnCB.
C. R. REMINQTON, JR., BlC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
I I . PROTZDENCE, B. I.

^ '^^/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

MOKTREAL BRA2fOH. Eugene F. Pbllllps' Electrical Worka.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIP8DALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway 'load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all c6nditions. 70,000 horse
power in Use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be
obtained under any conditions.

Address <

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

nilR U/Hni P ATTPNTinN Is given to the designing and maaufactur-UUn mnULL HlltllllUII ing of high-class Rheostats. We have no
side lines—nothing to distract our attention from this important work.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-Hit VF. JacksoQ BlTd., Chicago. 136 I^lberty St., 9few Torh.

2,000 Rheostats always in stock from wblCIi-Immediate shipments of any size order can be made.

Tie Direct Milii Otaeter
WILl ACCUBATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE

ON A RAPIDLY MOVINQ
ELECTRIC CAR.

No other Instrument can meet such dilfl-

culties of stray magnetism and vibration.

A hoy can use it. The hraius are in the
hox.

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

133 Liberty St., NBW VOKK CITY.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years tvIHi General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mectianical and Electrical Engineerg,

Consuitatlons, Reports, Estimates, I'lans,
Specincatlons, Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chasinR. UesiRns of Central .stations a
Specialty.

" 706-707.708 Lincoln Tniil BIdg., Sl. LouU.
WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
TV'otri* I^aiiie. Irid..

(Ulers every advantajie to students wls)ilnK lo
do special work In Electrical Knii;lneerlnrf; bo-
sldf-s the regular course leadliiii up to the degree
of IJachelor of t^clpnee In Kleetriclty, It has a
Bpeclal department for those ptudents desiring
to act a practical knowlcdL-eonlyin this branch.
CataloRues on application. Address

KEV. A. MOHRISSKY, r. S. C. President.

S^ransformcrs,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART, INDIANA.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
Thai we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
AndofferSl 00 and freigbt charges per hundred for old I J|||n DACCC "^^ anjmakee?*-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which Lalnli DAwCw we pay rX) centi-
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest miirket pncB'^ lor PiatiDjm. Brans and Copper
;5Crap and metals of every description. Special prices piid for aeries lamps and bases, W«.- will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out one^'lf desired. For full parti i:nlars addres<s

GEO. F. SCHWAI.1I & CO., Harrison, Iff. J.Agents W.^nted.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

J
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

(i IN THE LEAD — PIONEERS ALWAYS i
^ Send for^Catalogue 5S--56 tv. Van fiurcx^t.- Kj^ of carriages Chicago, U. s. A. "^

Alternaii-CurrentM id BracketM
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MOr

American Electrical Heater Company;
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS,
TAUiORS' IRONS, IiAirKDRT IRONS. HAT IRONS, CITRI.IIB«i IRON

HEATERS, ETC. Also other Devices tor Electrieal Heating.
197 f9l\/EF3 STf^EET, ^ETf^^lT, IVII^|i4.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

M To correspond witb as concerning

* * BARBAINS in or REPAIRS of

"iLL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
WM^% ADDRESili

UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAIIAORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ...CINCINNATI, O.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE,
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co., Hew York.

Electric Appliance Co., CMcago.

Pettlngell Andrews Co., Boston,

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co., St. Lonm,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati.

Piijlllps Insulated Wire Co.j

Office and Factonf: PAWTUCKET. R. I
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WANTED.
4 competent man as foreman to take charge

of department manufacturing switchboards and
switches, etc. State experience and salary ex-

pected. Address "SWITCHBOARD." ca'-e

WeSlern Electrician. 510 Marquette HldR.. Clii-

rago. 111.

Position Wanted.
VouuE inao, electro-technical Rraduate, de-

sires position with hehl or railway company;
prefers position as assistant engineer or elec-

trician; at present runnlns; small alternatiOK-

llght plint. Good reasons for desiring change;
references furnished. Address "W, D.," care
Western Rlectrielnn. 510 Marqaetta Bulldlog.

Chicago, 111.

Notice to Contractors.
Healed proposals for funiisliing the

material and performing all the neces-

sary work of construction of a system of

commercial electric ligfiting in the A'il-

lagcof Western Springs, Cook County,

Illinois, in accordance with llie plans

and specifications on file in the office of

Hie' Village Clerk at Western Springs

(copies of which speciflcations may be

had upon application).

Same will be received by said Village

Clerk until 8 o'clock p. m., August 7th,

1899.

Each proposal, must be accompanied
by A certified check for $251".

An approved Ijond in the sum of $3,500

to be entered into by the contractor

whose bid may be- iiccepted.

Payments to be made as work pro-

gresses.

The right is reserved by the Hoard of

Trustees to re.iect any or all bids.

We.st.ern Springs, 111., July 2.5th, 1899.

R. L. McClelland,
Village Clerk.

PROPOSALS WANTED
For Steam and Electric Machinery i'm

Municipal Electric Lighting Plant, City
of^onroq, Mich.. Sealed proposals ivill

be.i^eceived at the office of the Cit>yGIerk

ot'theCity of Monroe, Mich., until 8

o'clock p. m., on the 12th dayof August,
1899 (at which lime said prof}osals -mW
be opened), for the furnishing of all labor

ajid materials for the construction of the

necessary building, engines, dynamos,
lamps, pole lines, etc., for an electric-

ligliting plant for said city, in accord-

ance with the plans and specifications on
file with the City Clerk.

All bids must be addressed:"City Clerk,

Monroe, Mich.," and endorsed on out-

side of the envelope: "Bids for Electric-

Ijighting Plant'' and the divisions of the
specifications for which the proposal i.s

made.
Each bidder must deposit with his bid

a" certified check for an amount equal to

five per cent, of the total amount of his

proposal, payable to the order of the
Treasurer of the city of Monroe, Mich.,
which sum shall be forfeited to said city

in case the bidder refuses or neglects to

enter into a contract with said city pur-
suant to the terms of his bid and the
plans and specifications on file (subject
to confirmation by the City Council),

within five days after lie shall have been
notified of the acceptance of his bid or

l>ropOSal. Checks deposited with reject-

ed bids will be returned to owner on de-

mand.
The bidder whose bid is accepted will

be required to furnish^ with his contract
a good and sufficient bond to be approved
by the Mayor and Council of the City
of Monroe, Mich., in such sum, not ex-
ceeding the amount of his contract, as
the Mayor and Council shall determine,
conditioned on the full and faithful per-
formance on his part of the contract.
Another bond, running to the people of

the State of Michigan, will be required,
conditioned for the payment of wages
earned and material, apparatus and
machinery furnished in the perform-
ance of the contract. In the proper
execution of the contract and bonds
the guarantee deposit will be returned
to the contractor.
Copies of the specifications can be

seen at the office of the City Clerk, or
at the office of the city's Engineer,
A. S. Van De Mark. Room 12. 82 Clpis-

"wold Street, Detroit, Mich. All pro-

posals must be made out on blanks pro-

vided for that purpose. The Council
expressly reserves the right to reject

any or all proposals and to waive ir-

regularity in any proposal.

•TOHN STEINER,
City Clerk.

Dated at Monroe, Michigan, this

twenty-fifth (25th) day of July, 1890,

Wanted to Lease.
Electric Light Plant, by two flrst-class men In

plant operatlnn, engineers, macliiue and lamp
experts; ln«'ide and outside wlremen; will im-
prove system. Highest possible recommenda-
tions a-id references. Addiess"OPKRATORS.''
care Western KlecEriclan Publishing Co., 510
Marquette Bide Chi. -ago. 111.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
ahops Work guaranteed. Tenyears'experlence.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo-

illotor starting Khi'ONtafs.
Slotor Regulating Rheostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Vimmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westneld. K. J.. V. s. A.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents Klsdon Iron \\ jrks San Francisco, Cal.; O. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cat

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO.. 19 South Jefferson Street, Ctiicago.

«= »E.»iS«"s Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR
CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
iB^II K:incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Harcinette, CHICAGO.

If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'Jt all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS REFINING

PRATT INSTITUTE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO-YEAR COURSE IN

STEAM AND MACHINE DESIGN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY.
Extensivd Laborataries.
Fine Equipment.
Low Tuition.

Send for Catalogue

and Particulars.

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

AMERICAN"K"
ARE THE BEST. Sand lor descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D 1.89. 1 74 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

Hot

Cool

Weather or

Weather the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN
Is always interesting. Always contains
fimely information as well as the latest
news. If you are not a regular reader
send us your name and address for trial

offer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

EABIE ELECTRIC WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 124 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 141 So. Clinton SI. DAVENPORT OFFICE. -326 Brady St.

The Perfect

HEALS

BURNS.

Antiseptic
Powder.

MEN,

ANIMALS.

THE SUFFERING

Rookery Kennels, PainesviUe, O.. write (June 21): "We made two ap-

plications of Vitogen. . . Underneath the scab removed was a new,

soft, healthy skin, free of scar and uniform in color

of the dog ended apparently

with second application of Vi-

togen." Every electrician ought to protect himself against serious

results from accidental burns, with a bottle of Vitogen. It heals without

a scar; relieves pain at once.

Dispensed ia perforated screw-cap bottles by druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of
price; '1 oz.. 50c.; 4 oz., $!.oo. Canadian price, 1 oz., 60c.; 4 oz , $1.20.

"'^SsTs',"' THE G. F, HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N, Y., U, S, A.

Cajiadian Brancli, Mille Roches, Ont.. Kezah & Bennett, Agents.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITK FOR CATAL.OUL'£.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DX^'V-rON, C3IHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

mUNEAPOLIt, MINN.,

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLOIY BLDQ., CIIOAflO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA. MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PinconnJng, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 80-foot roles our Specialt>'.

POLES
Central Haaafactaring Co.,

Ch.<llflo«2a, Tcii.

Yellow Pine Cross

r Arms, LocMSt Pint

Otk Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets,
lArK«.toeUs on hand . Delivered prices quoted,
F. O.B. cars, yourcity.inanjq'jantity. ^^WriteuB,
^^^^^^^*«."^—^'^'.~"^—^^'^—^^^"

The Electrician Ptiblishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee a St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
EI.ECXRIO-1-IQHXED TRAINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Tlck«t Ofnc«, 05 Adams Street.

\A/hii-be Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

SToJufcViw^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar M. R. BROWN t CO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stook Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

ir&Paslks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
y^ OTK,— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nisked on application.

—
'- J3<e; -^5««-—j*fe-''-^- ''te— -J^ ':!

CEDAR POLES
We cONTROLTHEOutputof cedar Oh the lineof-the Wisconsin

£ MICHIGAN R.R.5SM1LES IN LENGTHXOVERINCATERRITORY OF
OVER +00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR F0RE5T5.

,

We have 4 LC>RGE STOCK OF ALL AIZSS FOR PROMPT SHIPMEMT.
NOTE' OUR OUOT^TIONS ARE BA.'iEC ON ACTUAL STOCK ON HAND.

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

aaSV FOE CIBOULAK AND PRICEa,

THE lEClANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THR TRLEF'HONR HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGftESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of ".1 Practical Guide (0 the

Tenting of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life.''

k'tra'tions, Clo-thp Hand-Boole Sia
Kxtract f^om Preffcce-—'^This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come, liiil it is

felt that there la a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. \Vith the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a-e given for the inrormailon of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is ba.sed entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country."

u ^ae^8, 133 lllui ^rice $1.00.

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our otber Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Clrcnit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bl-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Biitteher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.,
The Blake Transmitter.
The Lonn Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone W^ork.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER

;

r«bu.b«d ua for »ia by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.| 610 Marquette Building, Chicago,

Metallic Qireuit.
Undei-ground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Ipspeetion and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony,
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange "Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy, and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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THE ORATOB.

The ORATOR
Improved" Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters

in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. Tbey are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best

of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either

short or long distance -work.

Anvone can make an instru-

ment that will work well at

first, but to produce one that

win continue to meet every

proper demand Is quite an-

other problem.
The ORATOR will.

iiAyrFACxrBED by

The RAWSOH ELECTRIC CO,
ELYRIA, 0., U. S. A.

Gallon us for

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for oar capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our rule,

And each order filled with care.

Large stocks always on hand.

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oak or walnut woodwork.

New ideas in magneto bells.

Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Eitension bells—standard and

Circuit closers. bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils,

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on my

Order you may wish to place.

N

9

9

M
A
R
K

E

T

S
T
R
E

E

T

S
A
I

N

T

L

U
I

S

M

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

EUREKA TELEPHONES
Will Inferest You in Qualify as well as Price.

Write us for Catalogue B before placing your orders.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157 So. Canal Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250.»34 S. Cltnton St.. ChicaeO. III-.

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

BROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

AutomattcT^prlng; Joint

andIother

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

2n"S^SiI\'s°="' Will Interest You.
A'OTH.—We Bold e.\-cIuBive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law. "

.

1!86 I<iberty St..

New York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
,97 Central Ave..

CleTeland.O.

XSTABLISHCO ISM.

3 NOTICE!
The old oilglnal

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG, COMPANY,

1105 Pine St..

ST. liOriS, MO. (

The oldestand
most reliable
maDiifacnirer of
telephones and
switchTjoards In
the'^'est. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

S?£C/AL
y<oowoU
Tor TeUpKo-nf ftnil EUctntc.1

CorvstT"-t.tionol cvfvv Jcicri^tion.

^oss/tms, rus,^rcLCfC5.Ts

,

CftUe fl.nATpvniii«il^6/.es,.

Ej.N03urr.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

?3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

$uite 510 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^Catalo^e Free. ^e'Send for one. ^S
Mathias Klein & Son, ^

8T.8SW. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO.

POSITIVELY THE REST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electricall3-andmechanicalh%

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our

goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless j'ou examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing }'our large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

NO. 30 AMERIGAN TRANSMITTER.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

No. as. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

This Instrument, for
Tolume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu^
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch"
boards in the United
States.
Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over soo.ooo
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices."

UfC PIIIDAUTCC Workmanship, material and efficlencv
Til UUAnAn I CC of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUR patroxs on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instnunents.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jacksoi Blvd., cer. Canal, Chicago,
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DEARBORN
Orus arid OH<
L.ab^ra'bories
Vese-bable Be

cal \A/orlcs
\A/a-ter Ohic

>iler Oompound
ALL, KINDS OF ANALYSIS. OILS A SPECIALTY.

F'inos't and I—are^s-fc ^abora-tories in -fcha 'N^orld

30, 31, 32 and 33 RIA.L.-rO BVJII-DIIMO,

WATERS FREE.

CMICAOO.
IVI/VRK

STANDS FOR THE

Toll-l-!n* Jk.

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are theNow ^-tandard C3ry Ba-fc'feorlas.
kphon.^ Pax S'fca'fci^n^.
rres-feer and Cu-fc-^u-fc Switseh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

IWADISON. WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 26 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating ielephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co.,
BioMa^quette^Bunding,

NORTH
Telephones,

Switchboards,

AND

EVERY DEVICE NECESSARY FOR

A TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

C3^^^ .^""^C^r^^-'^T^P^^^^^^^^^^ >•

83-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVEUAND, OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
la Complete, Dnrable, Reliable.

_ The only manufacturers selllnK a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm.

Street Hallway. Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-€arlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd..

OBTCATALOa. CtllCAOO, U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies
OP THE

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

!Snite510Mar<j.uetteBuildiii«, .... CHICAGO.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circnits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yon slionld see tlieni

at tlie Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP GO.

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers' & InTentors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street. New York.

Doubleday-HUl Electric Co., 636 Wood Street, Pittsburg. Pa,

W. R. Garton Company, 316 Dearhwn St., CWQago, J. C-. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore. Ui.
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PDayton Ouobe iron works Co.
80 S. LUDLOW ST.,

_ ^ ^ ... , - DAYTOH, 0.

i I

THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBir^E
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

iig5'%!»;88S^'^^!^*%SgSS^

^^i<2^^^^f^<^^

Shafting,

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PlLLOWBUKKS^

0OVERNOR5,

Etc.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machiaery.

More Rosm.
IrVe make STritcU-

boards. Resistance
Boxes, Vl^heatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Farts, KxtenNion
Bells, Repeating t'oiis,
Indnction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils* Transmit-
ters, BeceiTers, De-
magrnetlzers. Trans-
formers, Head Bands,
Cigar Ijierhters, JSIedi-
calCoils, Fnnches and
Dies, Etc.
We do PunchlDK, Screw

and Milling Machine Work,
Metaland FlberSawlng, Etc.
Eepair wort promptly at-

tended to.

Majrnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Boren & Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL.

and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., «'

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our Novv Catalogue. Don't delay In sending for a copy.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

On receipt oL

10 CENTS
.... . . We will send you a

Vesteni isctrinii

at
FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO-

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING aac therefore appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins ISnap-Switch Contacts are gronnd to a fit.

PHII.ADEI.PHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

The Bryaii ki Gul-OvL
Concave-head contact screws in

the base, and convex in th^ cap, in-

sure a perfect contact tvfiere the two
connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The cover, being held in place

by bnt one nut, can be readily re-

moved for fosing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, Illinois.

HAWKINS' NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.
The New Catechism of Electricity will be found to be

surprisingly plain, and free from useless and ambiguous
terms, liie plan upbn which it Is arranged is unique.
The book is, first df all, intended to be plain and in-

structive; some 300 illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of the subjects.

It is a school book from the manner in which it pro-
ceeds from the simple facts to the abstract principles
which the facts indicate; it is also a book of reference
through the Index of Seventeen double colimans of fine
type pages; by melons of this index a thousand items of
l)raetical Imponaiice ate at once arailable.

It is an up-to-date work, which has cott a large outlay
of capital and time,, and, in short, it is doubtful if any
more attractive book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.

'

The subjects treated upon are as foUows: Dedication
to Thomas a:' Edison, with engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Nature and Source of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism.
The Dynamo: Coriductors and Non-Conduetors; Sym-

bols, abbreviations and definitions relating to electric-

itv; Parts of the Dynamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the' Dynamo and Motor.
Electric Lighting; Wiring: The rules and require-

ments of the National Board of Underwriters in full;

Elfctrlcal Measurements.
The Electric Kailway; Line WortfTInstruction and

Cautions foi^ Linemen and the Dynamo Hoom; Storage
Batteries; Care and Management of the Street Car
Motor; Electro Plating.
The Telephone and Telegraph; The Electric Elevator;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and Illustrations of the dy-
namo, and particular directions relating to Its care and
management;—all the directions are given in the slm-

PRICE SZ.UO. plest and most kindly way to assist rather than confuse

^^^ the learner.- The names of the various parts of the ma-
chine are also given with pictorial illustrations of the same.

,

In the Catechism no less than 25 fuU page Illustrations have been given of the various dynamo
machines made in different parts of the country, and an equal nuiifber of part page Illustrations.

ElECTRICIUI PUBLISHING CO., SID Marquene BIdg., CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 eortli(i« St., H?wT»rh.
BRANCHES:]

jjp p„,(,„|; 5,,

BOSTON

:

134CgngrMt$t.
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Flood BlMdlRI,
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.

CHICAGO

ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

FICE: l52SM0rNADfN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

gPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powers by the most

modern, economic and Improved methods.
An experlenceof more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In Its widest range of application, Is at the service of

Its customers-

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 h. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character In the United States, as well as mostforelgn coimtrles.

Highest efflclency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St.. New York City. U. S. A. or 121 Miln St., San Francltco, Cil., U. S. *.

TRADEMARKS Jh'e Rhosphor Bro Nz E SmeltingCo.Iimited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

,)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS. SHEETS, ETC.

DELTA METAL
^,\^ '= CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTINC PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable u.s to guarantee ;

The Largest Power ever obtained from n whrcl of the mine rl'imnrirr. Tlte higheM speed
ever obtained /or the same power. The highest mean efficimnj ei'er Tfuiized wfien
running from half to fnU gale. We guarantee also : A runner of ttie greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate uncqualed in guichiess and ease of ojn^niiig and dosing.

Test'i sliow over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent aiipping and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBUSHiNtt Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTINC,"
A PRACTICAL. EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

I: ;. CROCKER,
'ri<

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York

Prepaid. - Practical and Up
Just the Book you want. 460 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

3I.E OF- OOIMTE

-to-Da-to.

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to tlioronghly master the Art of Electric I^ighting should have a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINB COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,
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Single-phase Wattmeter.

Westinghouse

Integrating

Wattmeters
For (two and three wire) single-phase and polyphase systems.

Compact; Light; Durable; Accurate; Permanent.

v56 t^ «^ «^

Westingfhouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

«^ feS* «^ fe^

Characteristics:

Records true energy used whatever the power-

factor of the circuit.

Accurate over a range of from J -50 full load

to 50 per cent, overload.

Extremely small and compact.

Very light moving element.

Minimum loss in windings.

Case substantial—dust and insect proof.

Polyphase 'Wattmeter,

All principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St.,

S. W., England.

The name WCStinghOUSe is a guarantee.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LININB

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899.

FtBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. Catalogue So. 9386.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIM OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, IVI. Y.

SalesvOfflces in All Large Cities in thue United States.

WIAVA-S V.».V.V.'.W.V.V.%WAWW«

JUST iAlHKT YOU KRE L-OOKING FORI
lOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, Ifz.oo, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of an)' size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, BoUer Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lam.p%

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Higk
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks^—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits^overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in.Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A-
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transr

formers. Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicag^o.

PAPER COVER, PRICE 11.00
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE

WIRE IS NOW PACKED

lb tin cases, making a practically alr-ttght pack-
age; also preventiag possibility of damage in

bandlln?. All kinds of Fuse Link* and Tele-
elione Pases and Blocks. Sold by first-class

ilealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE k MF6. CO..

.063 Broadway. New York. 164 Uke St., Chicago.

hmiTZ lELTING

!

(patent SABLE RAWHIK)

SHULTZBELTlNqCO.ST.LOUlS.MO.

U.;S.A.

IMO\A/ 13 nrME TIIVIE
To prepare for yonr Fall and TTlBter !^apply of lamps, (father up your
bnnied-onts and skip them to n» for BEXJEWAi. or trXCHAXtiiE for MKW
OXES. Ife will get yaur lamps ready and ship and bill w«en yon want them.

liYJTSr IKCAJfDESCENT tAMP CO., tYNJIf, MASS.

CM^Mk^
r/A/£ roots a /viWrff's/'AfionA^eX

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulatioti and mffhaniral

tabes, IMS and fecial shapes. Catalogues and samp]
jn slvetE^

on ^ipHcatioB^ Black Diamond File Wor
Vulcanized fibre go.. Wilmington, Del. Jtae. laVC

(rreory Distributing Circle for
Pole Top. Pat. Fendiag.

StrlDsiog
KeeL

Cooper Bunolni; Board. Tbe only one that
will jump cross arms.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

49
4^
i4S

4l OITB «OOI>8 AKK OS SAItE IX ETEKY I<EAI>IK«r HABO-WAB*
Mi STOBE EN TEE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Spielal

Priie

Gold M*4il

al Alluta,

1895.

t

I

I

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

PROPELLOR

VENTILATING

WHEEL

SIZES I8-IN. TO IJO'IN.DIAM.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

STURTEVANT

Enclosed

Electric

Motors.

SIZES 1-6 TO 20 H. P.

SEND FOR

BULLETIN M.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAOO: aioxADsrocK block.
NEir fOBK: IIAIIi AJTD EXPRESS BUUiDIHe.

B. F, STURTEVANT C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U- S. A.

WAKEROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Ollvr Stnet. NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Strett.

CHWAOO, IS S. CaatI Stnet PHILADBLPHIA, I3S N. TbM
LONDON. ENO., 7t Qaeem Vlctorim Street.



$3 per Annum. Copyrieht, 1899, by
Electrician I'linllsItlnK Company, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy.

Vol. XXV. CHICAGO. AUGUST t2, 1899. No. 7

IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'"h "ixson?"^
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO-&.TON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
ll37Monailnock Block, CHICAGO

-no'VEijjrK isr fobcbi^ain-

nrxsiTir pxsru fuse: pimUG.
THY IT—YOUXI. Btnr IT.

Kle-vw- C^teiioe»ae> Ov:it. SenOl «or It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

1889—Paris Exposition,
JKedal for Bobber InsnlatiAKc

18»3—"World's Fair,
Hedal for Rubber Insolation.

TRADE MAMb

THE STAKDABD FOB
BUBBEB nrisnATioir.

Sole Manufactursrs of

llfinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, CanileB*';;^.;" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
rfc'ihSh'Se'Je";, }«"«"•• 253 Broadway, Hew York.

G<o. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt,
W. H. Hodglns, Sacy.

INSULATE ARrvlATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC METHODS so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo°u™

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mecbaoics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bids., - Chlcagro*

*d. R.
National

India
Rubber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
^A/ires and Oables.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.CO..!
Syracuse. N. Y.
39 Cortlandt St., New York.
'70 Summer St., Boston,

WESTIIN ElBGMcal IngtoDineiit Co.,
AA ^_^^_^ TKr:fi:.« c *lTriXT A-DV M T TT C AII4-J20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

United Dial

Station InstrwDiis.

These Inetruments are
' based Dpon the same gen-

eral principle and ere jost

OB accurate aa our regular

Standard Portable Direct

Current Voltmetera and
Ammetere, tout are much
larser," and the working
parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed, dust-proo£
caat-lroo case -which effect-

ively shields the instru-

ments from disturbing in-

fluences of external msg-
oebc fields. Weston Standard illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.

Meotion the Western Electrici^vn when writing for catalogues.

Weston Standard

Fortahle Direct, Beading
YoLtineterB and Millivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammetera, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating ana Direct Current
Circuits.

Ourportable instrnments
are recognized aa standards
throughout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Voit-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the moat relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory uae.

Tie Only Fire DetectiTe CaMe ii t&e fori
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed foff

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl It

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installa-

*^-*^°- >«*—«r.« Why use dormant wires?
T^The Montauk Automatio

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous system

7H£ uoHTfWK kiuLTiPHJfsc csBU, ^"^^^ ^f a human being is to tbt
touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,

Fusible Cere runainc tbroBKbotrt (be cable la
Itnmedlalely abort -circuited on any Intermp.
tlon by Fire or Thief, Accident or Intenlloo.

Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profita

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chetlnut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wiit
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ra;

Focus Tubes, Induction Cofls

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
StaadardJiisrh. Prlt'es low.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials. .

The Burnley Battery &Mfg, Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

^„icagoBeinr^Con,p

MAK.ER5DF ^Ky^i^k OEJLEBB !N V

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING ^^ SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather l)elting Is the re-

sult of patient inquiry and careful

study of the requirements of tlie

different machines usedunder alt

conditions and in all climates.

"When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

rr:n:rra^^:j'"i-:j:T'^'Trr3^

Kester's Self Fluxing Solder*

^ Kester Electric Mfg. Co«
Manufacturers of the Wire Cloth JL)ynamo

and Motor Brashes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249-51 So. Jeffersoo St., CHICAGO, aU

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeasoe Co., 324 Dearborn St., Cbicago.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Avenue, cer. Tiiirty-th lril Street* New York.

Brei.ia.otB. Oifioess
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,

39-41 Cortlandt Si. SIMilkSt. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. ProspectSt. 598ParrottBldg.

iMCA-ieTiPf J. iifstrrvi^ co.s
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis. Milwaukee,

1012-.13 Monadnock Block. 511 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg,

Tel. 3346 JSlh SI.

=N GARY SPRING WORKS, 7/
^- 2iO and 242 West 29th S<.,H

New York City.

p$ WIRE and SPRINGS
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REAR VIEW-MULTIPLE BOARD.

THIS TYPE OF

Multiple Switchboards
-F-^l

Small Exchanges.

POINTS
THAT
COUNT!

Armored Drops—Strone Jacks,
Solid Flngis—Best Cords.

Itever Table Bw^ltehes^

I>ast- Proof Cabinets,

Accessible ConnectionSt

Fine Finish and Best Material,

liatest Sn'itchboard Features,

Bnilt for Hard SerTice.

f9A.-rFR^I^^ ^^^l-l-

NORTH
TELEPHONES,
SWITCHBOARDS,
PROTECTORS,

DIVIDEND PAirXSRS
BECAUSE
THEY MEAN

liESS UAINTENANCC,
XESS SALARIES,
LESS BEFAIK BIJOLS,

IVE CAN HSLP IHCBEANE YOUfl EABKINGS.
WBITE FOB PABTICOIiARS TO

MULTIPLE

SWITCHBOARDS
^^^^^ QUICKER SERVICE. . . .

pl^^ FEWER OPERATORS. . .

INCREASED EARNINCS.

TRUNKING SYSTEMS
OUT OF DATE.

No Matter How Perfect—

Trunking Systems Are Behind
TheTimes—Don't Go Backwards-

Put in Multiples and Lead.

FRONT VIEW-MULTIPLE BOARDS.

<:^^^ ^^y^^^S^^^^^^^^sSt^:!^
^

63-7& Frankfoft St.,

CI-EVEI-AIMDp
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trade

mark "ELECTRA."

FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS.

UNEQUALLEtTlN QUAUT
AND EFFICIEJlKrf

^ STEADY
ILLIANT., LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos
and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

{••!":"X~:~x~X":-x~:"X~:~:4A.X"X'

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire.
500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 575 lbs. No. 6.

Will make close price. Write Us.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO,, - - 19 and 21 S. Canal St„ CHICAGO.

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING asd thbreporb apprecate brbv,ty

Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Bosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Sinap-ISwitch Contacts are gronnd to a fit.

PHIIiAOEI/PHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

Tttf D. & W. FUSE CO.
MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CUT-OUTS FOR

HIGH-TENSION WORK.
See Our Transformer and Junction Cut-Outs.

Fuses Carried in the Cover.

Protectiontfor your Lineman, Customer and Apparatus.

Fuses ACCURATE and NON-ARCINC.
ALL SYSTEMS FROM 50 TO 2O,OO0 VOLTS.

TYPE C,

Transformer and Junction Cut-Out.

Capacity, 1-30 Amp's, 2,400 VolU.

Write for Information and Prices.

D. & W. FUSE CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

TYPE S,

JUNCTION BOX.
Capacity, 3B-60 Amps, 2,400 Volts.

152-15^ LakeSt.
CHICAC.O, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co ... . xx
Allen-Hussy Co xiv

American Battery Co—
American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co . .
.

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xiv

Amer. El.VeliicleCo xi

American Elec. Works .... x 1

Amer. Reflect. A Ltg, Co. x

Baln.Foree 1

Baker& Co y.

Ball Engine Co......' .... xvli

Barnes "Co., The WaUace. iv

BamettCo.. Q. & H xx

Berthold & Jennings.... xlii

Bealy & Co. ^Cti*a. H . . . , xi
BoBsert El. Const. Co... Ix
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Bryan & Humphrey xl

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co
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Gary Spring Worts i
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Chicago Belling Co i
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-
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"For Sale" AdTs sll

Ft. Wayne E^ec. Wks., Inc. Ix

Ft. Wayne Ir.c. Lamp Co.

Garton-DanlelB Eleo. Co.
Gates & Randolph vli

General Electric Co xii
Gen'l IncandeEcent Arc
Light Co 1

Goldsmith Bros xx

Hadaway Eleclrlc Heat-
ing & Engineering Co.

Hardy Lamp Go It
flart &. Hegemau Mf. Go. xs
Harvey Co., TheG. F....

Hays Construction Co..

.

v
HobartElec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng.Co. xii

Holmes Fibre-Qraph.Co. ix
Holyoke & Holyoke xlv
Haebel A. Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. xl

Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Glad Resistance Co. xii

xlJohnston, Thos. J..

Kartavert Mfg. Co xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Co. i

Klein &. Son, Mathlas . xiv
Knutson&Go., A. W
KokomoTel.4;El.M.Go. xlv
Kuhlman Electric Co....

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A; Elec.
Mfg.Oo

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xii

Leclanche Battery Go... xiil

LefTelACo., James.... xvll

Leschen-Macomber-Wiyte
Co Ill

'Iiindsley Brothers Co. . . xUl
Lombard WaterWh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xx

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. . xlv
Mass. Chemical Co i

Matthews, W. N xii

Mclntlre Co , The C Ix

McLennan & Co., K
Meyrowltz, E. B
Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monon B. R ix

Montauk Multlp. GableCo. I

Morris Arc Lamp Co.... tH
Munsell &, Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co It

National India Rubber Co. 1

Naugle, Holcomb & Co.. sill

New York Insul.W. Oo... xvi

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co ii

Okonlte Co., The 1

Palate Co., H. T ill

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co. x

Pelton Water Wh. Co. .. xvll
Perrizo & Sons xill

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips Ina'd. Wire Oo. . xl
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. v
Phoenix Glass Oo
Phosphor-Bronze s. Co. xvil
Pratt Institute xll
Prlngle, Wm. T i

Queen A Oo i

Rawson Electric Co
RelBlnger, Hugo m
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Rolfe Electric Co xiv
Ruxton, Robert ix

Sargent & Lundy xi
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. P.... xl
S.E.LCo 1

Shelby Electric Go
Shultz Belting Go
Simplex Electrical Go., The, i

Standard Paint Co x
Standard Tel. & El. Co . . . x v
Standardnnderg.CableCo.
Sterling & Son, W. C xiil

Sterling Electric Co.... xr
Sterling Varnish Co.,The x
Stewart Electrical Co.... xi

F"or Olfi@@i-fi^€l In€i99c of A<;lv9r-tiiserr»^r»-&@ S^e Psg^ VI.

StUwell-Blerce & Smlth-
VaUeCo xli, xiil

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Go xy

Sturtevant Co., B. F.,.. xx
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xii

Technical Agency xll
TherienTool Works.... _
Torrey Cedar Co mi
Transmitter Mfg. Co xvi
Trotter's MonaMI.Co., Ltd. iv

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

University of Notre Dame si

Valentine-Clark Co xlii
Victor Electric Co ix
Victor Telephone Mfg. Oo. xv
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co x
Walsh's Sons A: Co x
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi
Western Electric Co.... vll
Western El. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co. . . xvi
Westlnghouse Electric*
Manufacturing Co svlll

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo. i

Williams Eleotrle Co...
Worcester * Co., O. H.. xili
Worcester Poly tech. Inet.
Wright Discount Meter Co.
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ALL SUMMER.

theparagon fan
GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO,

"HARDY" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
HARDY LAMP COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

.GOLDMARK & WALLACE.
\2V Worth St. ' M elw

^or'hocw wom^ . vsi\?>.'e. ovu^vAO

All Careful Engineers use MONA COMMUTATOR COMPOUND,
A perfect lubricator and spark preventer. Prepared only by

TROTTER'S MONA MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,
65 West Broadway New York City.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
KsrABuSNo /iS7 BBISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

THE EDISON TELEPHONE
BOOTH FAN MOTOR OUTFIT.
INDORSED BY THE LONG DIE

TANCE TELEPHONE CO.

PERFECTLY NOISELESS.

NO VIBRATION.

KEEP COOL WHEN
YOU USE YOUR
TELEPHONE. .

. DESCniPTION LET NO. A.

EDISON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

ii

THE REAL THING.
??

'Columbia" Dry Cell for All Glasses of Open-Circuit Work.
WE CAN PROVE THAT IT IS THE BEST DRY CELL EXTANT.

MADE IN FIVE SIZES, TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS, ALSO OUR GENERAL BATTERY CATALOGUE. IT IS

FREE AND WILL INTEREST YOU.

National Carbon Company,
No. I f98 WEST MADISON AVE., ^i-e:ve:i-a.imd, ^ihi^.

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEND FOK "SPECIALiLY FINi:" CATA1.0«IIE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship/ in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles. '

, . •

That for a period of one year the Company will replace, tree of charge, any broken parts due to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.

That for the sum of $50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries m perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year. _ __AVERASE COST TO BUST PER itIII.E, 3-4 CEMT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, GHICAgO, ILL, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO.VEHICbES.
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I

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway Plant Pay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

I

I

I

V

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

TheSal-ammoniac-

Tha Metal Connec-

tions-

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL.

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to i 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
s-r. uociis, ivio.

A
N
O
T
H
E
R

L
I

N
E

O
F

B
U
L
L
O
C
K

P
P
A
R
A
T
U
S

No. 105—Motor In Head-stock of

Standard 28'ln. Lathe.

No. 106—Motor Qeared to i8-In.

Lathe.

No 133—Engine T>pe, 15 k. v, (jenerator

with Oai Engine.

No. 117—Type "N" Motor,

Open.

No. 107—Motor Direct Connected to a
Si''in. Boring: Mill.

E
C
O
N
O
M
I

C
A
L

D
R
I

V
I

N
G

O
F

M
O
D
E
R
N

T
O
O
L
S

€mixd €teittrCitm^ttg,
264-266.268=270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO.

Sales Agents for=

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.



THE DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OVER"

CLINO-SURFACE
.ALL
BELTS
WILL TRANSMIT TME BEST LEATHER

PRESERVATIVE KNOWM.

RUN PERMANENTLY LIKE

WITH POSITIVELY
NO SLIPPING
NO HOT BOXES
NO ^TAKING UP NECESSARY,

BELTS ARE SOFT, PLIABLE AND ABSOLUTELY
WATER-PROOF WH EN Fl LLED WITH ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^3^3

CLlIiGrSURFACE MFQ'.CO. 177-182 viRomiA st .Buff5\lo, M.Y.
Chicago Brand), 535-538 Temple Conrt BIdg., SS5 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajuiiuiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc JLtamps.

Central Electric Co.
DleHl Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Gates & Randolpb.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co'.

Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

Are lilsbt Cord.
Leschen- Macomtier-Wliyte

Go.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leolanctie Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearings and Bearing
metal.
Leschen-Macomher-Whyte

Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards A Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel * Manger.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt J>ressing:.

Chicago Belting Co.
Cllng-Surtace Mfg. Co.
Leather preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltins.
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg. Corp.
Peerless Ruboer Mfg. Co.
Shultz Belting Co.

BookB, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brnslies.
Central Electric Co.
HobartElec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre- Graphite Co.
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bnrsiar Alarms,
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See lasnlated Wires.)

Cables, Blectric (See Insu-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Central Electrio Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co,
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,FointsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Works.
Reislnger, Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co., The G. E.

Clntcbes (Arcliamp).
Knutson&Co., A. W.

Compound.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan 6 Co., K-

Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mooa Mfg.Co.,Ld,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstructionA Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc,
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Eleo. Eng. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
"Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Contractors andBlectric
Idebt Plants.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Central Electric Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B P.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly £[ Co. . Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. , The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Koebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence (Scbools.

Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Sohools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Eleotrio Apnlianoe Co.
Kaugle, Holcomb A; Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sirltcbes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Meyrowitz, E. B.
PaisteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eolfe Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El, fi) Mfg-Oo.

Dynamos.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates (fc Randolpb.
General Eleotrio Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Blec. Seat's Appliances.
American Elec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El. Htg. &. Eng. Co.

Electric Baliw^ays.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Vehicles.
American El. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Electrical and mecbuoi-
cal Engineers.
Bain. Poree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Waish Elec. Eng. Co.
Bargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co,
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & MIg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates «B Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Palste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. <& Mfg.Co.
Weston Eleotrlcal Inst. Co.

Electrical ISpeclaltles.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards A Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
McIntireCo., The C.
Pringle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platlns macb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Agency.
Technical Agency.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Oo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Oo.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western,iElect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Oo.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
BarneU00.,O. ft H.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n,
Central Electric Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. & W. Fuse Co.
Mclntlre Oo.. The 0.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire ft Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Molntlrs Co., The 0.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Gaskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo-

O^as liighting, Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly ft Co., Chas H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Giassvrare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water Wlieel.
LombardWatervnieel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
DLion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Qraphite Co.

Insulators and insnlat-
ins 9Iaterials.

Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. ^The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground C Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Go.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Maffnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Oo.
Leschen-Maoomber-Whyte

Co.
Montauk Multiph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
NewYork InsulatedWire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebiing's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Eiect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc, Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co.,
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co. y

Manhattan Eleo. Sup. Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Oo,
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Warren Elec. ft Spec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

liightnins Arresters.
Central Electrio Co
Electric Appliance Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Garton-Daniels Elec. Oo.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Oo.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Oo.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Manipulators (Incl^mp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Oo.

mechanical Slacliinery.
Beely ft Co., Chaa. H.
StilweU-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

mica.
Central Electric Oo,
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell ft Co,, Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Oo.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

motors.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suppdy Co.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly ft Co. Chas. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Euxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Oo.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker ft Oo.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold ft Jennings.
Brown, M. R., ft Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling ft Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester ft Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector ft Ltg. Co.

Be-W^inding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co,
Stewart Electrical Co,

Bbeostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Electric Oo.
Gen'l Ind. ArcLt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Oo.

Search-Xiights.
Carlisle ft Pinch Co.

Second-Hand machin'y.
Hodge-Walsb Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons ft Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector ft Ltg, Co.

SpeahlnK Tubes.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly ft Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating,
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance CO.
Leschen-Maoomber-Wbyte

New York InsulatedWire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
WesternEIectrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

TelephMies, Telephone
material and Switch,
boards.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, ft El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D. A. Tel. ft El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Noblett, E.J.
North Electric Ca
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. ft El. Go.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Victor Telephone Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein ft Son. Mathlas.
Therien Tool Works.

Transformers.
Central Electric Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates ft Randolph.
General Electric Oo.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Truchs, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. ft Mfg. Oo.

Turbine^ Yf^aterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Op ,

Leflel&Oo..JaB.
Pelton Water Wheel Oo.
Stilwell-BIerce Smlth-Vaile

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polytechnic Inst.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Cd,

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Eleotrio Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground O. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

W^oodwork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen & Oo.
Victor Electric Oo.

F'or iEklpKabe-ticEftl Indesc of iB^dver-tiserv^on'ts S« ^aeo III.
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ARE SUCCESSES, AS ATTESTED BY 1 ,600 USERS.

Bar

Wound

Armatures.

Laminated

Pole

Pieces.

IBBAl AM VICTOE CIECDIT

BBBAKEBS,

EMPIEE IN'STRCMENTS,

STEEIING AECS,

WAEEEN ALIERNATOKS,

DUMOXB METERS

AM) TBASSFORMEBS,

TBICMPH BYNAMOS.

50 K. W. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO. DYNAMO.

Ct, ilLJIVIPHS RUN."
GATES 6c RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

You sliould see them
at the Electrical £x-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.,

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:

The Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-HiU Electric Co., 635 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. B. Garton Company, 316 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md,

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions ia voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
Porindoorand outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

ORNAriENTAL PETITE ARC LAMP FOR INDOOR USE,
WITH M SHADE AND STANDARD GLOBE L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich. E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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1 6 Years of tlninterrupted Success

!

1

Electric Machinery for Electroplating, Electrotyplng and Electrolytic Treatment of Metais.

TYPE C

EDDY

MULTIPOLAR

ELECTRIC

GENERATORS
FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

^"0 POWER TRANSMISSION.

MULTIPOLAR

STATIONARY MOTORS,

Medium or Slow Speed.

EDDY

DIRECT

CONNECTED

GENERATORS

(TYPE C),

FROM 2h K. W.

UP.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn

CHICAGO, 837-838 Marquette Building. NEW YORK, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadway.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. BOSTON, G. H. Angler & Co., 64 Federal Street.

ELHIRA, S. N. Blake. ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., California Elec. Works, 409 Market St. CINCINNATI, Nevada BIdg., John A. Stewart.

E. M. REED & CO., Kansas City.
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THE

<<WOOD"
TRANSFORMER.

Transformer regulition has been

perfected in

"WOOD" TRANSFORMERS.

It is acconnplished by exceptional

attention to details of design and

construction. They never fail to

give satisfaction. Write for price

list.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

FORT WAYNE, NDIANA.
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PATENTS
AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED....
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

BOBEKT KUXTON,
195 I^a Salle St., Chicago, III. I

MclNTiRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS UNO TERMINALS.
Special Connectors for HflRD-ORAWIi COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC. HclNTIREO0.,13 815FranklinSt.,

NEWARK, N. J.

HELP

YOURSELF
% toabetterposition,

a better salary, by
securing a technical

education. Our method leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistry;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural
Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;
Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you
wleh to study. Established 1891.
45,000 students and graduates.
TLe International Correspondence Schools,

Boi looj Scranton, Pa.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.

;

MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OVTIiET ANI> JUWCTIOIV BOXES.
SH^irCHBOARDS, PAHEIi BOARDS. SWITCHES, KTO

l=>F30IVI^-r aiHIF3|VIEIM-rS ^P

Alternatini-CarreitMM Bracket Fais
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
5t0 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

For a SUMMER CRUISE take the

COAST LINE TO MACKINAC

S2.00

Month

NEW STEEL

PASSENGER

STEAMERS

COMFORT,

SPEED

and SAFETY

We make a complete line of small motors from
1-12 to 1 H. P. and it will certainly pay you to
look ns up when in the market for small motors.
We also make Dental Engines. Kofary Trans-
formers, Electrical Specialties for PliysloiaDS,
Surgeons and Dentists. S- nd for Cataloeue.

VICTOR ELECTRIC CO.,
418-'f20 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

"TfiPsoflffl

TEie Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat Construction — Luxurious
Equipment, Artistic Purnisblng^, Decoration and Efficient Service

To Detroit, lHacRliiaG, GeorglaQ Bag, PotosReg, GUicago
No other I,ine offers a panorama of 460 miles of equal variety and interest.

Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, ''THE SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac

and Return, including Meals and Berths.
ApproximateCostfrom Cleveland, $10 so
from Toledo, $16.25; from Detroit, $13.75

Day akd Night Service Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Fare, ^l^go Each Direction.

Berths, 75c., £1. Stateroom, $1.75,
Connections are made at Cleveland with

Earliest Trains for all points East, South
and Southwest, and at Detroit for all
points North and Northwest.
SundayTripsJuneJuly, Aug. .Sep.,Oct. Only

Every Day and Night Between

Cleveland, Put^in^Bay ojod Toledo,

''°l=i^lv:;.=S':^r.''.'^Vp=f.^t:,T„. Deiroii ood cieveionfl Noioiioo compony.
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Ti NEWGARD RECEPTACLE

WATERPROOF.
The only absolutely water and moisture-proof Recep-

tacle and Globe. Made in three styles for pendant work,

pipe connection and with flange.

FURNISHED IN EDISON OR T.-H. BASE.

The only Waterproof Globe which is a combined Re-

ceptacle and Globe, and which requires no other socket.

Send for new descriptive circular.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

-TMI

Spirai.. piston
&valve rod packdi6

PEERLESS SPIRAL
Piston and Valve Rod

Expressly for High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
H to 2 inch diameter, in boxes 3 to 8 lbs.

Manufactured Excluslrely by

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,
''%\'SotV^V''-\^ Warren St.. New '<a\U'"-^l°,;!^,X"

^'

IIMI-I IVI^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAI££It A CO., 40S-414 Ticw Jersf .1

Railroad A.ve., ^'e^varh, X. J.
New York Office, 130 Liberti" Stret t.

WE BUYandSELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL VACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

INDIA SiANIBER

EMPIi?E & MIC
COIV1POUIMD

IN AMY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

PERFECT

EET
EiiWMieMiin^'llisCo. Mica liisiilalorCo.P'^ 'insulatdr

'^ 2lSw,ik.,M.IVe>vYoik *s Cliicnyo. ii7iflkcst.
' '""'

INSULATED
Cloths and i'jper*.

Ml Eitra Iiffli farM
THE STERLING VARNISH COIMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

OAR F>USMES.
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in i-inch hole.

Is ! inch deep and

^ inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in -i-inch hole.

Is f inch deep and

i inch face.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Cd,
Marine BIdg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

Pettlcpell-ADdrews Co., Toston, filass.

0. AV. Phipps, 223 Havemeyer Blag., Xew York.
Western Eiectrie Co., Chicago.
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

EDWARDS & CO., I44th St. and 4th Ave., NEW YORK CITY

C C. sterns & Co., 855 Pearl St., Buffalo.

•And"
A. C, .Motors
Switches
Fatia 1

Instruments
Switclibuacds
Transformers
D- C Motors SuiiTCtiesi

New Yorfe, a« Havemeyer Bldg.
Philadelphia, 1000 Betz Bldg.
Boston, 620 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago. 1519 Uarquette Bldg,
San Francisco, i09 Slarket St.

Portland, Ore.. E. Darrow, Agent.
C.tfcW. Stat«3. Cent. E. Co., Chicago
Toronto, Can., W. A. Johnson, Agt.
Yokohama, Jap., Bagnall & Hilles.
~.-W. States, Com . Electric Supply

Co., St. Lonis, Aets.
London, Eng., C. R. Heap, Agt.

PAINT
EVERYTHING
WITH

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma--

chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used In show windows.
Get our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,

271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.
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PRANK N. PHILLIPS. Phebidcnt.
e. H. WAGENSEIL, TncABuncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Gencbal Manager.

E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCC-Pfiea.

C. R. REMINGTON, JR., ScC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PHOVTDESrCE, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
americanite, magnet, office and

annunciator wires,
cables for aerial and underground use.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. Dpnohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Workfl.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
^

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

J
CLARK.WIRE "

All sizes of

. S*^randed aadiFlex*

Ible Wire and
Cabk5 with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

'*A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect.'*

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENKY A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HEKBEBI H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

nilR UUUni F ATTFNTIfiN is given to the designing and manufactur-
UUn nnULt hi ItllllUII ing of high-class Rheostats. We have no

side lines—nothing to distract our attention from this important work.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
70-S2 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 130 Liberty St., New York.

2,000 Rheostats always in stock from which Immediate shipments of any size order can be made.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INGANOESGENT LAMPS
Andoffer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I MUn DACCC °^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIIIr DHwCv we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices for Platinum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wanted GEO. F. SCHWAIiM & CO., Harrison, N. J.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

15 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co,

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Vlecbanical and Electrical Eagineers,

Consultations, Keports, Estimates, Plans,
Specllicatlons, Superintendence, Teste. Fur-
chasloK- Desl(;ns of Central Stations a
Specialty.

" 706-707-708 Llncolo Trual BIdg., S(. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Xotrc I>anie, Ind..

Offers every advaritaK'-- to studeuts wihlilnR to
dn Hpoclal work In Electrical Englnci^rluK; be-
sides the regular course leadliitiup to the decree
of ]5a<;heior of Science In Electricity, It has a
special department for those students deslrlog
to get a i)ractlcal knowU-dee only In this branch.
Catalo^ies on application. Address

liEV. A. MOKRISSEY. C. S. C. President.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDKEICK 8AHGENT. A. D. LUNDV.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the \

J American Electric Vehicle CoJ
li IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1

Send for Catalogue
of Carriages

5e-56vv.van. SurG.i,£t.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Q==a.^tr^°^^===>.*^E?r^Q^=^tgitr5^^=s,(^ES°°i)(S«^^

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Telephony, Telcgnphy, X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elementary Mathematics,

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This Institute endorsed by every
prominent electrical engineer.

The Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction,
Dept. K, 120.J32 Liberty Street,

NewYork, N. Y.

Write for
Catalogue.
State subject
you wish to
study.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price Sl.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette Building, CblcaKO

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
NOVEL AND VERY USEFUL TOOL,

B
Unscrews and 1
renews an ^H^l
Incandescent ^^^1
Lamp in ^^H
any position ^^H
(see cut herewith). r^--^^l

"Telescopes" to L^H
suit different 1- ^^1
heights. 'aai, I
Splendid for ^^f^imi,^a^e&:a]
cleaning lamps. iijn

SEND FOR ;^DETAILED

DESCRIPTION " i^M
AND PRICES. SBhI

The Incandescent Electric

Rooivi 300. Light Manipulator Co.,
/I6 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

Lately on exhibition at Electrical Exhibition at
Madison Square Garden, New York.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

To correspond irith ns concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
WM tf^ ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. .. .CINCINNATI, O.

WEATHERPROOF WIRE,
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED BY

Western Electric Co,, New York.

Electric Appliance Co,, Chicago.

Pettingell Andrews Co,, Boston.

Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis.

St. Lonis Electrical Supply Co,, St. Lonm,

Tlie Bradford Belting Co,, Cincinnati,

Piiiillps Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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VACANCIES
Should be nUed through the TECHNICAL
AGENCY, 1365 MonadDOck Block, Chicago.
Oar list of available men Is selected from the
bast that the country affords. If you need a
Draughtsman, Designer, Electrician or Engi-
neering help of any kind, we will send you a
number of competent men to select from and
without expense to you. As to our reliability,

we refer you to the Westeex Elzctbicia>-.

Position Wanted.
Young man, electro-tec tin leal graduate, de-

sires position with light or railway company;
prefers position as assistant engineer or elec-

trician; at present running small alternating-
light plant. Good reasons for desiring change;
references furnished. Address "W. D.." care
Western Flectriclan, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago. 111.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' eiperlence.
Llgfit plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HOOGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY ilZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

PRATT INSTITUTE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO-YEAR COURSE IN

STEAM AND MACHINE DESIGN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY.
Extensive Laboratories.
Fine Equipment.
Low Tuitioa.

Send for Catalogue

and Particulars.

3fotor Starting Rheostats.
llotor Resnlating Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
^Testfleld. ». J„ X". s. A.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating

and remedying of troubles in djuamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECTRIO -l_rC3 HTEO TRAI MS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

SMITH-VfllLE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SUTB-YilLE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, CaL; C. B. Bootbe & Co., Los Angeles. CaU

IVe baTe isFued a KEW catalogs
of plectrical books coataining' 100
pa^es, listing every work on el^tric-
itr. A copy -will bo cheerTaUy mailed
on receipt of a two-oent stamp.
ELECTRIC1A>' PrBLISEOSGCO..

510 Harqnette Bldg., . Cblcsgo.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters,

Belted Elevator Starters,

Automatic Speed Replators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any deBcription to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
».'• all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and senjd

prompt returns. TVe are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbttt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
XO X. Deaplalnes Street, CSICAGO, HJi.

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current D3-namos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,

ELECTRICAL BOOKS. ' P"™P^' ^'^ ^i^^s. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

history, and can state that it is in thoroughl}' good operative condition.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, '*|„*,°cl?ir'

A.II Kinds.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Salte 510 Marguette, CHICAeo.

T AGIN ON SECOND-HAND WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

250,000 FEET No. 6 GOOD WIRE.
50,000 FEET No. OO " " SOLID.
24,000 FEET No. OOO " STRANDED.
30,000 FEET No. OOO " SOLID.

SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS, ENGINES, PULLEYS, ETC.
DYNAMOS, ENGINES, ETC.

1—120 k. w. Stanley 2-phase Alternator, 1,000
or 2.000 v., 16,000 alt.

7—3.000 It. Westlnghouse Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v.

2—6.000 It. Westinghouse Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v., Outboard
Bearing-s.

1—80 k. w. 500 V. Multipolar, T.-H. Generator,
Compound Wound.

1—50 k. w. 500 V. Bipolar Jenney Generator,
Compound Wound.

2—300 amp. 125 v. TJ. S. Dynamos, cheap.
e—50 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.,

latest type.
8—100 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 3,000 c. p.
2—60 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamos, 2,000

-- c. p., old style.
1—100 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamo, 2,000

c. p., latest type.
5—300 h. p. Westlnghouse Comp"d Engines,

16x27x16.
1—125 h. p. Westlnghouse Standard Engine,

131^x12.
1—150 h. p. Russell 4-Valve Automatic Engine,

15x20.

1—5 h. p. Westlnghouse Junior Engine.
100—P. & S. Pore. Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.

LIST OF PULLEYS.

1—40x241^x5 Cast-iron Friction Clutch.
45—52x22 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
4—57x50 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
5—52x11^2x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
3—36x50 x4 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
1—17x1114x21;. Cast-iron Pulley.
1—lOx 414x1 Cast-iron Pulley.

- 4—12xlliox2i4 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x22 x4L4 Cast-iron Pulley.
17—16xlll4x2ii Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—12x18 xl'-i Cast-iron Pulley.
2— 8x 8 xl?i Cast-iron Pulleys.
1— 8x 7 xl% Cast-iron Pulley.
1—10x10 x2?4 Cast-iron Pulley.
2—20x12 x2 Cast-iron Pulleys.'
5—16x12 x2l4 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—18x11 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—16x14 xa^-i Cast-iron Pulley.
1—14x 2 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—24x1214x214 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—33x15 x314 Cast-iron Pulley.

1—18x15 x3i4 Cast-iron Pulley.
2—17x14 x3i4 Cast-iron Pulleys.
2—20x2712x414 Cast-iron Piilleys.
1—20x1212x212 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—32x16 x4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—2212x6 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—20x31 x4J4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—20x12 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—18x414 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—52x25 x5 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—80x30 x6 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—80x31 x6 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—80x22 x5i4 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—1 6x 912x2 Paper Pulley.
1^13x11 x2 Paper Pulley.
1—16x12 x2i4 Paper Pulley.
1—15x10 x2 Paper PvQley.
1—16x1614x314 Paper Pulley.
1— 8x 7 xl"4 Paper Pulley.
1—I9I2XI2 Wooden Pulley.
1—20x24 x4i4 Wooden P<llley.
1—13i2x7i:,x3 Wooden Pulley.
1—18x 6I2X2 Wooden Pulley.
1—12x14 x2 Wooden Pulley.
1—32x 414x1=4 Wooden Ptdley.

370 feet 6-inch Shafting (17 Pieces).

ALL OF ABOVE WILL BE SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH. WRITE FOR PRICES.

\A/. IM, IVIATTHEVA/S
312 GOMMERGIAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATALOfcll'E.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

tvntury lildg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Guaranty Lo.ln Bid*;.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLOMY BLDC, CHICACO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH..

Wayne Co. Bank ]SId(;.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE. MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards; Plnconnlng, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE. MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot ?oles our Specialty.

POLES

PROPOSALS WANTED

For Steam and Electric Machinery for

Municipal Electric Lighting Plant, City

of Monroe, Mich. Sealed proposals will

be received at the office of the City Clerk

of the City of Monroe, Mich., until S

o'clock p. m., on the 12th dayof August,

1899 (at which time said proposals will

be opened), for the furnishing of all labor

and materials for the construction of the

necessary building, engines, dynamos,

lamps, pole lines, etc., for an electric-

lighting plant for said city, in accord-
ance with the plans and specifications on
file with the City Clerk.

All bids must be addressed: "City Clerk,

Monroe, Mich.." and endorsed on out-

side of the envelope: "Bids for Electric-

Lighting Plant" and the divisions of the
specifications for which the proposalis
made.
Each bidder must deposit with his bid

a certified check for an amount equal to

five per cent, of the total amount of his

proposal, payable to the order of the
Treasurer of the city of Monroe, Mich.,
which sum shall be forfeited to said city

in case .the bidder refuses or neglects to

enter into a contract with said city pur-

suant to the terms of his bid and the
plans and specifications on file (subject

to confirmation by the City Council),

within five days after he shall have been
notified of the acceptance of his bid or

proposal. Checks deposited with reject-

ed bids will be returned to owner on de-

mand.
The bidder whose bid is accepted will

be required to furnish with his contract
a good and sufficient bond to be approved
by the Mayor and Council of the City
of Monroe, Mich., in such sum, not ex-

ceeding the amount of his contract, as

the Mayor and Council shall determine,
conditioned on the full and faithful per-

formance on his part of the contract.

Another bond, running to the people of

the State of Michigan, will be required,

conditioned for the payment of wages
earned and material, apparatus and
machinery furnished in the perform-
ance of the contract. In the proper
execution of the contract and bonds
the guarantee deposit will be returned
to the contractor.
Copies of the specifications can be

seen at the office of the City Clerk, or

at the office of the city's Engineer,
A. S. Van De Mark. Room 12, 82 Gris-

wold Street, Detroit, Mich. All pro-

posals must be made out on blanks pro-

vided for that purpose". The Council
expressly reserves the right to reject

any or all proposals and to waive ir-

regularity in any proposal.

JOHN STEINER.
City Clerk.

Dated at Monroe. Michigan, this

twenty-fifth (25th) day of Jidy, 1899.

XA/Kii-be Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

?iR.%fc\*R8^ PERRIZO & SONS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar M.R.BROWN SCO.,
BEMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

i/.-^m-^'i^-^-'tm-''^-^-^

CEDAR POLES ,..,
We cONTROLTHEOUTputof cedar omthelineof-the Wisconsin

|

S MICHIGAN R.R.55M1LKINLEN6TH:COVERINOATI;R1?ITCRV OF ^
OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORE3T5.

, I

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL 5I2ES FOR PROMPT SHi PM EMT. *.

NOTE' OURQUOTATIOMS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK ON HAND.

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH,

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION

Tie SraPasilrois.
T. H. Brady, New Britain. Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturerof Mast Arms. Poleand
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
V/OTk.— Catalogue and Pricen fur-
nished on application.

Central Manafacturing Co.,

ChaltaaooKa, Teao.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, ElectricalMouldings, Oak Brackets.
lAFffe etocbLS on liand. Delivered prices quoted.
F, O . B. cars, yourcitv, in any quantitj-. ^^-Writ© us

.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

S3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CHICAGOSuite 5tO Marquette BIdg.,

cc
On Wiring, can be found in the New Boole,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yoa are asked a qaestion on Wiring, refer the

qnestloner to this book, and he trill And what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Keslstance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply the Simple Formula, in Calculatine the Size of Wires Lnder all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for wirlng3 Point, 4 Point. Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

87 TABLES ON WXRIXCi AXD TAIiUABLE DATA.
Ohm's law is described in snch plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., ^'ffinr CHICAGO.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of tlie World,

SESTt FOK CIECULAK iNE PKICK3.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERr CO,
ni to 117 East 131st St.. N. If.
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No. 3S7 Dearborn Street

NA/Kiol

»MOIMI

CHICAGO. ILL.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited,

alo and
SU

il

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
We make S-witch.-

boards, Beeiatance
Boxes* H'^heatstone
Bridgef Telephone
Parts, fxtension
Bells.Repeating Coils,
Indnction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Beceivers, Be-
magnetizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cigar liighters. Medi-
cal Coils, FiLncIies and
Bies, Etc.
We do Punclilng, Screw

and Millins Machine "Work,
Metal and FiberSawing, Etc.
Eepair work promptly at-
tended to.

Magrnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In

charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Baren & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., ^' and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay In sending for a copy.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed.

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalo^e Free. ^j'Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son^
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO, ILI

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalo^e
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CI.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from Injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER,
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu^
facturers of Te!e=
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300.000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices."

14/ r nillDlMTCC WorlnnaDshIp, material and efficiency

VIC UUAnAn I El of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUR patkoks on alleged in-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cor. Canal. Chicago

READ THE ELECTRICAL PAPER.

PfO^VSr I^E>.^I>Y^—Catalosvte ]Vo. lO.

A New Pocket Battery Gauge, to retail $3.50, win be ready Nov. ist.

Something New in Burglar-Alarm Traps now ready, a lot of specialties

we are now making can be purchased at the right price.

THE MESCO DRY BATTERY (better than ever).

Prices to suit bu5'ers who are using cheaper grades.

We are Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.
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FOR
boii-e:rs.DEARBORN Vegetable Preparations

Millions of pounds used annually. Fourteen thousand analyses of water on file. Largest, raost elegantly equipped Laboratories in

the world on steam. Open to the public in Rialto Building. Call and see them. Your boilers are dirty. This is now considered a
crime. Look after it. Have the water analyzed and a preparation made to ord*-r.

DEARBORN PREPARATIONS. RESULTS. INVESTIGATE. Water Chemists. Oil Chemists. General Chemists.

DEiOiFRBORIM DRUG & CM EIVIIOAI- \A/0IRK:S,
WM. H. EDGAR, President.

:UA!V1JFACTI;RINU and AXAIilTICAIi CHEn II^TH. ANAIiYXBKM OF K\ Elt VTHIWG. 31 AKKRIii OF BOILER COJIPOVXDK.
OFFICES: 29,30, 31, 32 and 33 Rialto BIdg. Telephone Harrison 1373. WORKS : 2325-27-29 La Lalle St. Telephone No. 1130 South.

OIHIC4VOO, ll_l-.

IIS -TR/KI IVIXkRK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMew S-tandard ^ry Ba-fc'fcsrles.

IVrr^s-fcer and Cu'fc-^U'fc S^A'i'fcoh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON, WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManraan, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating telephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

5 ID Marquette Building,
CHICAGO.Electrician Pubiisliing Co.,

STERLING

When you see the above on a piece of

silverware, you know it is good.

When you see it on TELEPHONE AP-

PARATUS you s/ioiM know that it is

the BEST.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.

71-73 W. ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't take our word for it—ask our cus-

tomers.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofhce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable. Reliable.

The only manufacturers selllug a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm.

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-C'arlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies
OF THS

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Smite 510 Marauetfe Building, .... CHICAGO.

Victor Telephone Mfg. Co.,

I6GTO 174 SO. CLINTON ST., CHICAGO.

Victor

Telephones
AND

Central Station %
Apparatus

Areelectricallycor-

rect, mechanically

perfect, containing

finest material,

workmans hip,

finish, highest efTi-

ciency. Prices

reasonable for high

grade goods. See

pages 94 and 95, this

issue, this paper.

Write us for particulars

on an/thing required,
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THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

^^ Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?N"5^SrcVs°°"' Will Interest You.
NOTE.—'We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liberty St.,

New York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Arve..

CleTeland, O.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-ieS4 S. Clinton St., CUcagO, III.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephon8s#Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, rnstructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVrSED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

leo
Member of the American Institute of JElectrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Enaineet's. London. Author of ".4 Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables."" Joint Author of "EtectricitT/ in Daily Life."'

^ases, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tH, Hancl-I ^rio^ $1.00.
Extract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE -HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a^e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apnaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which hare been so favorably received by

-CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induciion. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
H. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceii'ers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyra. Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Fabiiahed and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground AVlres.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

t3-17GertlandtSt.,Newr(irl(.
npauruccJ CHICAGO:
BRAN5H65.^32!Q Oeirlmm 51,

BOSTON:
134 Congress St,

$AN FRANCISCO:
7t Flood Bulldlns.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: 1526M0MADN0CK BLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

gPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powars by the most

modern, economic and Improved methods.
An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In Us widest range of application, la at the service of

Us customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 b. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
PeUon Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character in the United States, as well as mostforelgn countries.

Highest efficiency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St., New York City, U. S. A. or 12t Main St., San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.

,Eu TRADE MAPKs Jhe Rhosphor Bronz E SmeltingCo.[imited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
1NGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

)yi*>pi.^St,n,fr'-
"— DELTA METAL

- y>^ - CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kindu of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyolie enable us to guarantee :

The Largest Power ever obtahted from a wheel of the satm diameter. Tht highest speed
ever obtained for the same pomer. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fuU. gale. We guarantee also : A Turnier of the greatest pas-
sible strength. A gate uncquakd in quichiess and eaue of opening and dosing.

Tests Ehow over 81 per cent, average ejficiencij vith half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 olims a3
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOK CBrCIBIiE CO.. - • Jersey City, JT. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

I ;. OROCKEIR,
'rio<

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and Up
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over ISO Illustrations. Read the

31-E OF* OOIMTEIMTS:

-to-Da-to.

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-

ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoronghly master the Art of Electric liighting should have a copy of
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CMK
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Westinghouse Integrating Wattmeters
For Alternating=Current Circuits.

Light, Durable, Compact and

Permanent.

Practically no loss in wind-

ings.

Dust and insect proof.

Record the true energy of the

circuit regardless of the

power-factor.

Extremely light moving ele-

ment.

No brushes or moving contacts.

Westinghouse Single-Phase Wattmeter.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
OFFICES:

Canada, Aiieam & Soper, Ottawa. Mari-
time Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co.,

Ltd., Halifax, N. S. Mexico, G. & O.
Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. Westing-
house Electric Co», Ltd., 32 Victoria St.,

London. S. "W,, England.

Pittsburg, Pa.

OFFICES:

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston,
Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Qeveland,
Detroit, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burg, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse,
Tacoma, Washington, Denver, Mountain
Electric Co.

M!f?!n!n!f?!n!n!f!!n!n!^!!n!n!f!!n!!!!n!n!??!n!nnf!n!f?!f?!n£?

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

TEIXJ ^EniTS A. OO^Y.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
5i0 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICACC.

TiauiiiiUiuuaiaiaiauuauuauiiiuiiiauiiauuauuauiiiii^
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LINING

i;

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899.

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. CstaloRue No. 9386.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

IMAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

JUST iA£HKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
1I_E BOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, ?2.oo, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Bricjt

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engine.s, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks—

•

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Dista-

bution. Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, PuUejs, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPCR COVER, PRICE 11.00
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY

,-.!ways i'tiidy for use. Will .

^..'ulifetin..:, AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Etiflorsed by
;';.-!, ni; Rus rompanies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

Advance Specially Co.
jiq LaSalleSt.. Ch

lAX .V^.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FiBER IN SHEETS; RODS AND TUBm«L

For Electrical and Mechanli^al Purposes, Railway Dust Guards,
and Packings. Piitent Insulating Cleats-

MANUFACTURED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING GO., Wilmington, Dai.

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 GRAHAM ST..

BROOKLYN, N. T.

rriie Fibre- Graphite Commutator BrushJ

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6165 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

Ho Sparking Dader Varying load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Stiiftlng of Quadrant.

80 per cent, Pure Grapliite.

For Sample'Order, and Prices, write to

riBRErGR/\PHm

COMMUTATOR^

btVT -V\iBB.\t« \U C,

{

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higbest graxies for electrical insalation and mectianifal purposes, in sheets^

tubes, rc^ and special siiapes. Catalogues and samples on appficatioOo

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wiimingtoiir Si>L

HIGHEST CASH PRICE PAIDtob platj/vi/zw scrap
una SLt LAMP BflSfS COMTAINIW* /X-ATl X"" - - r-l-/:.T,PIV/ll WIRE A ^C PLCf

FOR SUtC

IMO\A/ IS THE TIIVIE
To prepare for your Fall and IFlnter supply of lamps. Gather up your
inirned-outs and sbip tKem to us for BENBTVAJ. or jrxCBAKCiE for NBW
O^WES. We will get your lamps ready aud sUIp and bill wben yon want them.

tYUriir INCANDESCENT L,AMP CO., I.YNN, MASS.

Black Diamond File Works.
Sat. Mta. Inc. X»9f

Speciii

Prize

GoM Mtdal

al Allania,

1895.

4^ oub ooodb abb our sax.e ijt etebit i.eaj>in» habdwabb
^ btobb in the vmTBD states aitd gajtada. i^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
J^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

The Hart H.& H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE^ FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN,.WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We mike a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

Draft Without a Chimney.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: nONADIIIOCK BI.OCK.
NEW YOBK: MAII. AND E3LPBES8 BUILDING.

This is the size .„.
'

This is the size

of the chimney ^'"' of the fan
required for the same boiler capacity. ,

COnnENT IS UNNECESSARY.

Si^ MECHANICAL

Mechanical

Draft
What It Is and

What It Does.

It is draft mechanically pro-
duced by means of a fan, and
may be introduced either as
forced draft, by which the air

under pressure is delivered to the

ash pits, or as Induced draft,
arranged to draw the gases
through the fan and to maintain
a -partial vacuum within the fur-

nace. The method to be adopted
must of necessity depend upon
the existing conditions.

It does what an ordinary
chimney is incapable of doing.
Its cost is from 20 to 40 per cent,

of that of a chimney; its intensity

permits of the burning of finely

divided or low-grade fuel; it

makes possible the utilization of

the heat of the flue gases which
a chimney wastes in producing
draft; it is' independent of the
weather; is automatically regu-
lated to maintain constant steam
pressure, prevents smoke, in-

creases the capacity of an exist-

ing plant, and serves as an auxil-

iary to a chimney already over-
burdened; it saves space and is

portable.

DRAFT CheerfSuy*^ *-'^ Furnished by

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.,
BOSTON, 3CASS.

Dfew ITork, Philadelpbia. Chicago. f^ondon.



$3 per Annum. c.'opyrlglit, 18W, by
Klecli'iclan Publlohlng Company, .CIilcaKo- EVERY SATURDAY. Kitturcd at Chicago }'o>fU>tni-f

I mall matter of the vecond cla 10 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, AUGU.ST 1809. No. H

IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

I "r "ixson""^' Simplex Electrical Company,
lonadnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO-£,TOK, MASS.

WESTERN BELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO

Standard UndergroundCableGo.
542 The Rookery,

Chicago,
Westlnghouse BWc., 18 Cortlandt St.,

PlKsburB. New York City.
607 Security Building, St. I^ouis, Mo.

1225 Betz Bldg^
Philadelphia, P»,

p Electric Cables, Gondulfs, Wires and Accessories,
Also Bisli Crrade Rubber Covered Wires nnd Cables.

;.oN/>
1889—Paris Exposition,
]n.edal for Babber Insalattoai,,

18»3—'World's Fair,
Sledal for Babber Insnlatiom.

TMOEHURIC

THE STAHDABD FOB
BVBBFB rSSVULTimt.

8ole Manufacturers of

Ikonlte Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee **"»;" Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
It-'intc'S^'r-.l"*"'"'- 253 Broadway, Hew York

Gao. T. Manson, Gen'I Supi
W. H.Hodglns.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC METHODS 50 WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCauT:

i
Force Bain,

Consulting Engineer,

; Electricity, M'fichanics,

Solicitor o£ Patents

]
Expert in patent causes.

I Suite 1657-59 nonadnock Bide., - Chicago*

Kester's SelfFluxing Solder*

Kester Electric 9Ifg. Co,
Manufacturers of the Wire Clotb Dynamo

and Motor Brushes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 249S1 So. Jefferson St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

-IVOVEIiTX IN POBCBIiAXM-

NKlTir PERU FUSE PImUG-.
TBY IT-YOrXIj BUT IT.

KTe-w C^tjaloExxe Oxa^t. Send for It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

Tie ODly Fire Detective CaWe in tie forll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed lot

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations, It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl (4

aulomaticaliy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instaUa*
*'°°- *-—*—«r.« Why use dormant wires*^ The MontauK Automatio

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire as the nervous system

THK uoursofs tttuwPNMst CAMu, "^^V o£ a human being is to th«
'•^ touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

FuBtble Core ninalor tbrouKhml the cable li
immediately abort'Circuiteil «a iay lolemip'
Hon by Fire or Tfilef, Accident or loleatroo.

I

lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from '/a to50*iorsepower.
UyQanio.>; from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits

The Hobarl Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
10IZ Cheilnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing 5ets, Queea-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Raf

Focus Tubes, Induction Cod*

i PHOENIX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES,SHADES,Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

\ Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.

I IM LJ IVI^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER & CO., 40S-414 Kew JTerseir
Railroad Ave.. Ke-*vark, ST. J.

I- York OHit'e, 130 Liberty Stre«t.

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING ^ >' SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather betting Is the re-

sult of patient inquiry andcareful

study <»f the requirements of the

different machmes used under all

condttioDS and in all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OfFlC" AND FACTORY
67-69 SOUTM CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHILADELPHIA

WESTON ElecMeal \n\nm& Co.
II4-I30 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S, A.

niuainiied Bid

Stutioa Instrmenls.

These instrumentg are
based upon the same gen-
eral principle and are just

a accurate as our regular

Standard Portable Direct

Oorrent Voltmeters and
Ammeters, bnt are much
larger, and the working
parte are inclosed in a
neatly designed, dost-proot
caat-iroD case 'which effeot-

Irel/ ahielda the Inatrti-
' menta from disturbing la<

fiuencea of eiteroat ma^-
aetlo flalds.

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Potential Indicator,

Style B. "Flush Type.'*

MeattOQ the WssTBacr Blkctriccan whdo writfas for catafogu9fi.

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MllIlTolt-
metera. Ammeters and Mll-
ammetera, Wattmeters
andVoitmeters, for Alter-
nating and Direct Curreot
01realts.

Our portable InstrnmentB
are recognized as standards
thronghont the crvILized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are

. Btijl batter.

They are the moat relia-
ble, absolute ataadarda for
laboratory use.

KS'l'Al-.LLSHED 187.".

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust aud water proof. For Portal)!'*

OrilliDg, Tai>i)iug. Keamlnj;, Emery (Jrindina;. etc.
Write for Ciitalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N, Y.
(;^en'l European Agents, Selig, Sonn«nthai & Co..

rt5 (Jneen Victoria Street. Louuuu. J^Dplanil.
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11 OF THE

OVER
15,000 DROPS

Western
Express

Improved

Type
NOW FN DAILY USE.

FULL

DESCRIPTION

OF

TRANSMITTER

AND

GENERATORS

MAILED ON

APPLICATION.

Perspective view of the new "WESTERN EXPRESS
S\\ITCMBOARD,"equipped with 100 combined removable
jacks, drops and coils. This board contains many new
features which will interest you.

OUR NEW POWER GENERATOR.
Will Ring Through 100,000 Ohms. Our Switchboard Generator.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,
10 and 12 N. Ninth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

IMPORTERS, JOBBERS AND DEALERS IN EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL Write Us for Catalogues. Descriptive Matter, Etc.
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The First Edison Company to Use the Chloride Accumulator
-\f^A.S THIE-

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
Whose First Battery was Contracted for in r894. It now has Five Batteries upon its System and has

Recently Contracted for EIGHT ADDITIONAL BATTERIES, a Total of Thirteen Plants,
havingan Aggregate Capacity of 104,000 Ampere Hours at I30 Volts.

OTHER RECENT SALES OF THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR FOR CENTRAL STATION SERVICE:
Chicago Edison Company, Two Batteries; Columbus, O., Edison Electric Light Co., One Battery; Minneapolis General Electric Co., One Battery.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
New York. -20 Broail St.

SALES OrFlCFS:
Boston. (JO StatP St. " lialtimorc. Kquitahk'j,Hiiil(iiiic. rifvclaiid, Ntnv Knjilainl lliiiicling. . Cliirago, Marqiiettp HulldlDR. San Francisco. The Farrott Iiiill<!inc.

%
TN the development of electric

heating apparatus for Indus

SMALL

ELECTRIC

STOVES.

trial work, we have brought out

asmallstove4^ inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING &ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

^.^4.^.H•w^•^+•5•^•4•«•*•H"^••!••^•^r*•^f^l*^?•s^-^•t*•!••^•^•^•4••^•!-^•^•H••^•!
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ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS....

and MARINE PROJECTORS.

Novel in Construction,
Artistic in Design,
Mechanicaily Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send for Catalogue "A."

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT,
Monadnock Block.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,
832 W. 6lh Sr., CINCINNATI. OHIO.

264=266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.
SELLING AGENTS FOR

Bullock Electric Mfg. CO.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.

The Okonite Co., Limited.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS OF

K. K. Weatherproof Wire

and ...

All Standard Supplies.

Ee:8»3X«8xexs»scex«8ac«:*x*so««><x>o^

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdvMiee Specialty Co ...

.

AUen-HuBBy Co
. American B&ttery Co....

American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co . .

.

Amer. SI- Telephone Co.

Amer. El.VelilcleCo

Amvrlcan Elec. WorkB ....

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co.

Baln.ForM
Baker A Co
BallEnEineCo
Barnes Co., The Wallace.

BunettCo., Q. AH
Berihold & Jennings....

Bnly A Co-.Chaa. H....

Bogart Co. , A. L
Boesert El. Const. Co. ..

Bi»dy.T. H
Brown A Co., M. R
Bryan & Humphrey
Bryant Electric Co
BOAeye Eleetrio Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co. . .

.

Burnley Batt.& Mfg. Co..

Carlisle & Finch Co
Gary Spring Works
Oentrftl Eleotrio Co
Centaral Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & Slec. Co.

.

Chicago Belting Co

xli

xiil

I

xvll

sill

xUl
xl

Till

Tin

Hi

Till

ill

xiil

xiv

Chicago EdiBon Co iv, si

Chlc.FuGeWire AMfg.Co. x;

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... —
C, M. <fcSt. P. B. B.... xl

Chicago Rheostat Co x 1

Cleveland Electric Co.... 3

CUng-Surface Mfg. Co. .

.

v

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. i

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. x

Ontter El. dt Mfg. Co

X7l

XVlI

viii

D. &. W. Fuse Co
Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co.

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co.

.

Detroit & Clevel. Nav. Co.

DlehlMfg.Co
Dlzon Cmcible Co., Job

Eagle Electric Works..
Eastern Elec. Cable Co

.

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.

Edison Mfg. Co
Edwards & Co
El. Eng.Inst.Corr. Inst.

.

Elec. Appliance Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co

.

Electrician Pub. Co xix

Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... ix

EricssonTelophone Co. .. i

Eureka Elec. Co xlv

Farr Tel. & Con, Sup. Co.

Fischer Equ ipment Co . .

"For Sale" Advs. ....... xll

ill

Ft. Wayne Elec. "Wks., Inc.

Ft. Wayne Ice. Lamp Co.

Qarton-Danlela Elec. Co.

Gates A Randolph vll

General Electric Co xix

Gen'l Incandescent 'Arc
Light CO via

Goldsmith Bros

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co. HI

Hardy Lamp Co Iv

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co. , The G. F . . .

,

xll

Hays Construction Co..

.

iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng.Co. xll

Holmee Fibre-Graph.Co.
Holyoke& Holyoke xvi

Hnebel A Manger Ix

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xii

Johnston, Thos. J xl

Kartavort Mfg. Co
Kester Electric Mfg. Co. 1

Klein & Son, Mathlas . xiv

Knutsoa&Co., A.-W x
Kokomo Tel.AELM.Co. xvi
Kuhlman ElectrlQ Co ...

,

xt

Kusel, D. A.,TeL &Eleit.
Mfg.Co XlY

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xli

Leclanche Battery Co . . . xiii

LefTel lb Co., James.... xvii

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co. v

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co xi

Llndflley Brothers Co... xtll

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co. xi

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xx

Manhattan EL Sup. Co. .

Mass. Chemical Co 1

Matthews, W. N
Mclntire Co , The C Is

McLennan A Co., E x

Meyrowliz, E. B
Mica Insulator Co z
Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monon B. B i x

Montauk Multip. CableCo. l

Morris Arc Lamp Co ... . vil

Munsell & Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co.

Naugle, Holcomb &. Co.. xili

New York Inaul.W. Co... xll

Noblett.E. J xlv

North Electric Co xv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. x

Okonite Co.) The.,

Palate Co., H. T...

Paragon Pan & Motor Co. —
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co. x

Pelton Water Wh. Co... xvli

Pendleton A Gilkey xllt

Perrlzo & Sons xlll

Pern Elec. Mfg. Co l

Phllllpa Ins'd. Wire Co. . xi

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co, v

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronxe S. Co. xvli

Pratt Institute xll

Prlngle, Wm. T

Qneen A Co 1

RawBon Electric Co xlv

Beislnger, Hugo .

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A. ix

Rolfe Electric Co ... . xiv

Ruxton. Robert xll

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Go . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xl

S.E.L Co
Shelby ElectrlcCo i

Shnlts Belting Co
Simplex Electrical Co., The, l

Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. & El. Co . . . xv
StandardUnderg. Cable Co. 1

SterllngA Son, W. C xlll

Sterling Electric Co.. .. —
Sterling VaTnlBhCo.,The x

Stewart Electrical Co ... . xi

StUwell-Bierce & Smltta-
VaileCo xll, xfll

Stow Mfg. Co i

Stromberg-Carlson Tel
Mfg. Co XT

Sturtevant Co., B. F ix
Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xli

Technical Agency -

—

Therlen Tool Works xi
Torrey Cedar Co xlll

Transmitter Mfg. Co xIt
Trotter's MonaMf.Cc.Ltd. xx

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

University of Notre Dame xl

Yalentlne-Clarfc Co xlil

Victor Electric Co
Victor Telephone Mfg. Oo.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.,,. xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co —
Walsh's Sons & Co x
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co ... . tU
Western El. Supply Co. Il

Western Tel, Cons. Co. . . xlv
Westlnghonse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.... xvlli

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo. l

Williams naeotrlo Co... xv
Worcester A Co.. O. H.. xili

Wright Discount Meter Co.—

Por Olassi-fied Irtdox o-f JK<1v^r-l^lsemerft-fcs S< Paeo VI.
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ALL SUMMER.

theparagon fan
- GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO.

i

((HARDY LAMPS Give full candle
power for looger
time than other
makes.

HARDY LAMP COMPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

BULLOCK

150 K. W. BULLOCK ENGINE TYPE GENERATOR.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
send for descriptive bulletin no. 2234.

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, c, u. s. a.

The Bogart Electric ">'''""!»" « ''""

Gas Lighting Specialties. tTLm.
We offer the best and most perfect fitting for either
Plain, Ratchet, Valve-pendant or Automatic Candle Burners.

A. L. BOCART COMPANY, 123 Liberty St., New York City.

DOES
[ Your Electric Light or

|

I Street Railway PlantPay I

I
Satisfactory Dividends?

|

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.
I

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO., |

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

.>^x««*«X'*<->«<^~:-x~:~:~:~x~:~:"K~:":"X~:'«':":":«<>«><!»:«>'X'*<-:'<K"X'<i

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIGH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power throngh factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAeO, S7.888 Harqnette BnlHUsc. STEW 'FOBK OFFICE, Singer Bide-. 149 Broadway.
PlTITiA DKIiFHIA, Walter C. Melntlze * Co., SOe Commeree St. BOSTOK, e. M. Ansler & Co., &i Federal S.t.

BI.WIBA , S. S. Blake. ST. IiOITIS. Western Electrical Supply C«.
BAir FBAHGI8CO, OAIi., Callftonla Elee. WorfcB, 409 aiarket St. CIKOIKNATI, Nevada Bldg. John A. Stewart.
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Columbia
Lamps....

New York Office: 1311 Havemeyer Building.
Chicago: Central Electric Co.
San Francisco: 120 Sutter Street.
Minneapolis: 295 Syndicate Arcade.

The accompanying cut is a full-size repro-

duction of the Columbia round bulb or win-

dow lamp. The bulb is spherical, two inches

in diameter, and the lamp is made to fit any
of the standard sockets. We are prepared to

furnish this lamp in 8, 10 or 16 c. p., any volt-

age, from 45 to 125, and in any desired effici-

ency. It can be furnished with plain glass,

frosted or superficially colored, and in genuine

colored glass in colors ruby, blue, green oropal.

As will be seen from the cut, this lamp is

admirably suited for all kinds of decorative

and ceiling lighting, and also for show-window illumination.

We are furnishing the above lamp for head-light pur-

poses on electric street railway circuits, and for decorative

lighting in trolley party cars. For street railway service it

is made in 16 c. p. only and in 4 watts efficiency, so that it

can be operated in series with the other lamps in the cars.

In ordering please specify "head-light lamps" if for use on
street railway circuits.

The Columbia L"arp''ir"*
Main Office and Factory:

1910-12-14 Olive St., - - - ST. LOUIS, MO.

!

!

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

The Sal-ammoniac-

The Metal Connec-

tions—

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or squaie—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to 1 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,

ST. I-OUIS, IVIO.

WARD LEONARD

Rheostats
AND

Circuit Breaiters

ARE THE

"U. S. NAVY STANDARD.

THIS MEANS THAT THEY ARE

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for our Several New Reduced Price Lists

Issued in July and August, 1890.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
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IS U^ED 1
THE DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OYER.

No slipping, no hot boxes, no talting up. Belts run easy, slacl< and
with greatly Increased power.

Lei us send you reports of tests by CLINC'SU RFACE MFC. CO.,
Prof. Carpenter of Cornell University. r77-l82 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago Branch, 535-53S Temple Conrt Bldg., 3S5 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Axmnnelatorfl.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Bleotrlc Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arefjamps.
Central Electric Co.
Dlebl Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Q&.\.eB& Randolpb.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co',

Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WeBtlngbouBe El. & Mfg. Co.

Are lAttht Cord.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Lieolanolie Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Snp. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pboenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearinffa and Bearlnff
Metal.
Leaotien-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Bella.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Blectrlo Appliance Co.
Huehel ft Manger.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt DresBinsT*
Chicago Belting Co.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltinc.
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Peerless Huboer Mfg. Co.
Sholti Belting Co.

Books. Bleetrloal.
Eleotnolan Publishing Co.

BmsheB.
Central Electric Co.
HobartElec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Qraphlte Co.
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bnrsiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wlrei.)

Cables, Electric [See Insu-
lated Wlreii, Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American flleo. works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co,
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standardn nderground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Ohloago EdlBon Co.
Blectrlo Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Works,
Belalnger. Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CbemlBts.
Harvey Co.. TheG. F.

Clntcbes (Arcl<anip}.
Knutson&Co., A. W.

Compound.
Dearborn DrugftChem.Wks
Mus. Chemical Co.
MoLenoan ft Co.. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co-
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstructionA Repairs.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wka., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andElectric
Idsbt Plants.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bnllcck Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co,
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Uniteu Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec s MfgCa

Copper.
Besly JBCo..ChaB. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons. Co., J. A.
Slmplei Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondenceScbools*
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric ApDllanoe Co.
Xaugle, Holcomb & Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Brvant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co,
Cutter EL & Mig. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Leonard, Ward. Electric Co.
Mevrowitz, E. B."

PaisteCcH. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie EL b Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co-
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

£lec. Seat^s Appliances.
American Eiec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El. Htg. A Eng. Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Electric A'ebicles.
American £1 Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Electrical and HKechanl-
eal Eng^ineers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Buiiock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
^argent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American EI- Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter EL & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne iiilec. Wks,, Inc.
Gates dt Randolph.
General Electric Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co-
PaiflteCo., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Electrical Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
uarllsle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards A Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
MclQtireCo., The C.
Pringle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co-

Electro-Platlns nach^.
Besly&Co-, Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Agency.
Technical Agency.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Ontncs.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co-
Paragon Fan Motor co.
Sturtevant Co.,B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Eleotr!c Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BamettOo-.G. <fcH.

Fixtures, El.A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. & W. Fuse Co.
Mclntlre Oo., The C.
Rolfe Electric CO.

Fuse f^ire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlri Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

C^asbets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co-

Gas Llebtlns. Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Bogart. A. L., Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Crears.
Besly & Co., Chas H.

Creneral Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec Sup. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobea and Electrical
Crlassw^are.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoVnorSt Water l^heel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Crraphlte Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H-
Dlxon Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
Ins Slaterlaia.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Co.
General inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. jThe.
Palste Co.. H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—Masnet 'Wires.

American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcat,'0 Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Maoomber-Whyte
Co.

Montauk Multlph- Cable Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co-
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A-
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec- Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Llgfet Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lvnn Inc- Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eleo- Sup. Co-
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co-
United Eleo. Imp- Co.
Warren Elec. & Spec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

liishtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Garton-Danlels Eleo. Co.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Oo.

Bl^net Wire.
(See Insulated Wirei.)

Slanipulators (Incl^mp).
Inc. El. Lt- Manipulator Co.

Mechanical Slachlnery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
StUwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus. Elec
BuUock Eltjc. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Oo.

Motors.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Rheostat. Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co-
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co,
Matthews, W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric CO-
WesternElect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Paching.
Besly & Co. Chaa. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
CUng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze 5m. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Xaugle. Holcomb A Co.
Pendleton & Gilkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling* Son, W. C-
Torrey Cedar Co,
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., c. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Hfg. Ca

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector * Ltg. Oo.

Re -Windlne—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oo.
Gen'l Irid. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg, Co.

Search'Iiishts.
Carlisle & Finch Co.

Second-Hand Machln'y.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N-
Stewart Electrical Oo.
Walsh's Sons & Co,

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg, Co-

Speafaing: Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Queen £t Co.
Weston Electrical Inat Co.

Sprinss.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Cary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

New York InsulatedWire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
WesternElectric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons- Supply Co.
Holyoke & flolyoke.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mfg. Oo.
Kusel.D.A.TeL&ELMfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sun. Co
Noblett, E. J.
North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Go.
Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl,M.Co-
Transmi Iter Mfg. Co.
Victor Telephone Mfg. Otf.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Oo.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathlaa.
Therien Tool Works.

Transformers.
Bullock ilectric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbineAWaterWlieela.
Dayton Globe Iron Worka Go

.

Lellel & Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StUwell-Bierce Smlth-valle

UniTersities.
University of Notre Dame.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vtilcanized Fibre Co.

w^lre* Bare.
Besly ft Co., Chaa. H.
Central Electric Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Wnyte
Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J.A.
Standard Underground 0. Co
Western Electric Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodivorh. Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Qneen ft Oo.
Victor Electric Co.

F'er .AlpHabe-tiioail Indesc of Ad-vor-tisonraork-ts S« III.
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Established

..1891.. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.
Cincinnati,

..Ohio..

RAILWAY GENERATORS AND STATIONARY MOTORS.

Empire

Switchboard

Instruments.

Sterling

Railway

Enclosed Arc

Lamps.

IDEAL

Down Break

Circuit

Breakers.

Morris'

Rail Bonds.

TRIUMPH 4-POLE GENERATOR.

GATES ^ RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock, CHICAGO.
.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yon should see them
at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
Tlie Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company. 96-98 Fultou Street, New York.

Doubleday-Hm Electric Co.. 535 Wool Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. K. Oartoo Oompur. 315 De«Dara St.. Chicago. J. C. M Lucas. 22 Llgtit St., Baltimore, Md.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Bflfning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia'

tionsin voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts: with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from QO to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

.

5hade reflects upward rays

downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed. -^

OR^A^ENTAL PETITE ARC LAMP FOR INDOOR USE,
WITH M SHADE AND STANDARD OLOBE L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and Qeneral Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coledian Street, E. C. and

North W«<riwich. B.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyn«.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteall.
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EDISON BATTERY OUTFITS

""" Edison-

Lalande Cells.
The only efiEicient battery fan out&ts

on the market. Invalqable for the

sick room.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
Thomas A. Edison, Proprietor,

135 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Avenue , cor. Tliirty-th lrJ Street, New York.

;Br£M:».olx Ofiioess
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,

39-41 Cortlandt St. SIMIIkSI. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. Prospect St. 598 ParrottBldg.

»<£A.ieTIlV J. II<fSUIyIv CO.:
Chicago, St. Louis. Minneapolis. Nlilwauhee,

1012-13 Monadnock Block. 511 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg.

The Bryanl BogML
Concave-bead contact screws in

the base, and conTex in tbe cap, in^

sure a perfect contact where the two
connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The cover, being held in place
by bat one nnt, can be readily re-

moved for fusing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Cliicago, Illinois.

t
Tel. 3346 JSth St.

GARY SPRING WORKS,
2i0 and 2-*2 West29lh St.

aj -^ WIRE and SPRINGS /

BUCSB7E
IIMCAIMD

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALEa

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

^!?r!r?m!f?rr?!^?!rtnnf?!r?!m!?!r?n?!n!!?!f?!r!!r!m!f!mnnr?n?^

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRIC;AN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
5 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICACC.

Ti^iUiUiUiiiii^iUiiiuuuuiiUiUiUiuuuuuuuiuuiiiauiUiia^i^
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FORT Wayne electric Works
(INCORPORATED)

«>

<s>

<$•

«•
«

<s>

"WOOD"

ARC CIRCUIT

CUT-OUTS.

~T~HEY are a positive

and absolute cut-

out for any number of

lamps up to fifty. The

copper contacts a'r e

mounted on porcelain

and the iron box is fitted

with porcelain bushings,

hence the entire cut-out

is incombustible.

They are made for heavy

service and can always be

relied upon.

Office and Factory, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

^«-<S^<S>«^<S>^«'<Sh8«SxS.^^xJ.<S>'!><S><S^<S>«><8><S><S><S.<S>«>*<S>*<S><S>*<S><S>«>*<S'<sxS»ShJ>^

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors for HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEG. MclNTIRE CO., 13 S 15 Franklin Si.,

NEWARK, N. J.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OVTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAKEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, BTCl:

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 61 Mariuctte BIdg.. CHICAGO.

EDUCATION™
' re been helped to bet-

positions through our

BY MAIL

Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

system of

instruction

Bui/dings erected

etpressfy

for this

of S225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry* Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing ; Surveying ; Plumbing ; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

^9 a llnnlh P^^^ ^"^ ^ College

lP£ a inUIIIII Education at Home.
45,000 Students and Graduates.

CIroular Free. State subject you wish to study.

THE INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

AlternatiDg-Ciirrent Desk and Bractet Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

EAGLE ELECTRIC WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts,

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 141 So. Clinton St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 3ib Brady St.

ROEBLING

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERV OZSCRtPTiON

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
(sr.B,,i^.£^ i,; BRfSTOL, CONN., u. £ A.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

dy for use. Will
last a lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading gas companies.

NO MORE MATCHES for the
children to play with

Price, complete, S2 50
Advance Specialty Co.

aSalle St., Chicago.

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HUEBEI& MANGER, \^grLTN^^v:

RTH^SOUTH
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ELDREDGE BATTERY VOLTMETER.

READING to 3 VOLTS IN l-IO DIVISIONS.

A POCKET BATTERY GAUGE that will give

the voltage of Primar)' or Storage Cells. It

is dead beat in its readings. Poles inter-

changeable ; simple in construction and not

liable to injury. Non-removable nuts on
strong contact posts. Adapted particularly

for use in Telephone, Telegraph and Bell work.

THE ONLY GAUGE MADE THAT WILL
INDICATE THE E. M. F. OF BATTERIES.

Electric Appliance Company
92 and 94 West Van Buren Street,

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE. CHICAGO.

For UNIONS,

HANOHOLES

aniMANHOLES.

_>simile of a G-incli section of Ethpse (t isket
showing name and trade mark imbedded

PATENTED AND MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 6-24 Woodward Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 202-21 S. Water St., Chicago, 111. 1 6 Warren St.. New York.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
! WE BUY and SELL

second-hand electrical machinery.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

FIE03I THE

Electrician Pub. Co., B 1 Marquette BIdg., Chiogo.

INDIA 8c AMBER
FOFT >* *!».*/*TU* E COB H-S

IN AMV SHAPE DB PATTERN.

EMPIRE J MIC
INSULATED ,E% COIVIPOUWD
Cloths and Papers . ''iH uwe«juai.eiii.

2l8W,itcrM. New Yoi-R .5^- Chicnjjo. li7L<ikc&t.

-^P.ERFECT,<>^^

iSMlM
RECISTERED.

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.

Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will
Send FREE. Sanipla Stick.

I

Name
, .

Address .

I w. E.

The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. "Will keep the commutator in
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg.. CHICAGO. ILL.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

f C. sterns & Co., 355 Pearl St., Buffalo.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine Bldg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

Pettin pell-Andrews Co., Foston, Maes,
C. W. Phipps, 322 Havt-meyer Blag., New Yort.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. "ad'son, wis.

OFFICES'

CEIMERATORS
MOTORS - - -

Nortlieru Engineering Co.
39 Cortlandt St., New York.

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago. 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co..
St. Paul, Minn,

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

I

Your T.-H. arc lamps ARE NOT COMPLETE
unless they are equipped with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
Acknowledged by the leading electric light

plants to be

THE CLUTCH.
Send for a sample and put it in "that lamp over there" that

has been giving you so much trouble, and let us prove to

you that this is no fake. There are thousands already in

use. Of course you think the various kinds of clutches

you are now using are allright, but just wait till you have
tried ours: that is all we want you to do. They are the
CHEAPEST and the BEST.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, III.

REFLECTORS!
SII.VER-PIiATEI>
3IIRROB
REFJUKCTORS
FOR
ISICAXDESCE38T
CX.USTERS.

Made in many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

'We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Glass Inverted Double Cone
- Reflectors, Chaudellers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres,
halls and
Public Buildings.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil. Gas or
Gasoline- Border
Lights, Bunch Lights,
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
27t-273 FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PnCftlDCNT.
«. H. WAGENEEIL, TnEAaLincR.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
CENEBAt Manager.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VtCE'PnES.
C. n. REMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
FBOTXDENCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROJJND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackennan. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Ghjcaqo Store. P. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

MoKTBEAi. Bbancb, Eugene F. FbllllpB' Electrical Worko.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP8DALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be a
obtained under any conditions.

'"

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

QUALITY AND PROMPT SHIPMENTS
^'""^°'^"' You get

both when you order

O. S& H. ^^^XGO^^^k-tSm

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-Sd W. .Vacbson Blvd.. Chicago. 136 Liberty t$t., IVew York.

2..000 Rheostats always in stock from which Immediate shipments of any size order can be made.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT RE1MEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INGANDESGENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old | AHQ DACCC ^^ ^"^ make ex<
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LRmr DHwCv ^e pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lor Piacmam, Brass and Copper
Serap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exclinee new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

agkkts WiKTEii OEO. F. SCHVrAIiM & CO., Harrison, ST. .1.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

IS Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

BRYAN & HUMPHREY,
-\lechanical and Electrical Engloeers,

Cousultallops, Heports. Estimates. Plans,
Specllleatloiis. Superlnteudenee, Tests, i'ur-
chaslDK. Designs of Ceniral .Stations a
Specially.

706-707.708 LIbwId Trust Bldg., Si. Louis.

W/tt. n. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Xotr*' Itaiue. Ind..

oilers ever> advaiitaK<:: to students wlsliin^; to
do special w(irk in Klectrlcnl Kniiliief^rjuw; be-
sides the refiular course W'a<MiJKii[> to ttiedet^ree
ol llaclieior of Science In Kle':lrleity, It has a
special department for those .students deslrlDK
to eet a jiractlcal knowledire only In this branch.
Catalotfues on application Adaress

KKV. A. MOKKISSKV.c S. C. President.

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the

^

J
American Electric Vehicle Co. I

fi IN THE LEAD — PIONEERS ALWAYS L
Send for Catalogue
of Carriages

3£, IV. Vo -' iJurc t. jt. ^
Chicago, U. S. A. '^

5«-t*E?r^^,==.f^G?r^is,,,,,:.,gxj5^Q,^^^g?r^(S^^

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING and thereforb appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Plugs have jtorcelain base and cap.
Paiste Bosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are ground to a fit.

PHII.ADEI.PHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CBICAfiO.

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire.
500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 675 lbs. No. 6.

Will make close price. Write Us.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., - - 19 and 2! S. Canal St., CHICA60.

OAFR OSMES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size. Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in 1-inch hole.

Is i inch deep and

J inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in -^-inch hole.

Is I inch deep and

^ inch face.

EDWARDS & CO., i44thst.anti4t)rA.a., NEW YORK CITY.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

mm;Mm^^&^m^ OHIO

To correspond irith ns concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
^M^% ADBKESS^

I UU STEW/ART ELECTRICAL CO.,
£. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE.

- Long-cJistanoe TetephOiOe, 1 t (7. . . . , CII'tfCtNNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"0. K."WeatlierproofWire.

Slow-BBrning Weatherproof.

Slow-Burning Wire.

Phillips insulated Wire Co.,
Office and Factory: PAWTOCKET, R. I.
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ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

MAKERS WANTED.
Good men on ammeter and voltmeter

work can secure steadv emplovment.
Apply or write. 4-^ CENTRE STREET,
LYNX, MASS.

WANTED.
rosition by an eleetrieian now employed as

such in a well-known V- S. government plant.
Would like a position as superintendent or elec-

trician of a water power transmission plnnt in

the "West or South. Cai»al>ie ottaking charge of

construction work and handling men. Technical
graduate and have had eight vears' practical ex-
perience Address "TIIAXSMISSION." care of
western Electricijin. .">ift ."Murquette P.uildins.

Chicago.

\A^ xk IM -r e: D

.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and WestlnEhouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO

701 DeUware St., Kansas City, Mo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

PRATT INSTITUTE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

,

TWO-YEAR COURSE IN

STEAM AND MACHINE DESIGN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY.

Slotor Starting Rheostaf s.

9Iotor Resalatine Rheostats,
Dynamo Field Bheoi-ttBts.

Theater Vimmers.
Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.
Westfleld. ». J.. V. s. A.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet oq the care and th^locatinc

and remedjing of troubles in dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIKG COMPAliY.
510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Extensive Laboratories.
FiflB Equipment.
Low Tuition.

Send for Catalogue
and Particulars.

FOR SALE.
V. ». PATKXT. Xo. G10,6aS.

A new and useful iiiiiToveiui'iir iu cumpositiun
containing Casein for electric insulating and
other purposes. Can he produced at one-tenth
the cost of the material used at present .

1.; S;il|.-srre.T. Cliiciiso. 11!

,'. Bids for lighting the streets and alleys

bf the City of Pontile. 'Mich., will be
received at the office of the CilyCleri;
up to nooD. standard lime. Monday.
Sentomjier U. 1809. IJghlimr to be iW
at-cni^hft.

.

SpeciScations may be obtained by ad-
dressing Mr. H. Coleman. ChairnKin uT

the Lighting; Committee.
By order of the Council.

. W. P. Brew.-^teii. Ma^or.
H. Coleman.
H. M. J.UKJ^ON.
F. L. MiLMs.

Committee.

i C. D. Jones. E!--i-triru! Enirinepr.

' The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalosfue.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECTR IC-1_IGHXE:D "TRAINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

Ticket OfflcOt 95 Adams Street.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works. San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angelas, C»L

We nave issued a N'EW cataJoffue
of electrical books coatainin? XOO ^
pajes, listing everj- work on electric- . i

it.i-. A copy will be cheerfullj' maileij
'-

n receipt of a twi>-oeDt stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHISGCO.,

olO Marsiuette Bldg-, - Chicago.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Beited Eievator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 Soulh Jtfferson Street. Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us. as we are
^. all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Deaplaiaes Street, CHICAeo, 11,1..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact
history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

Philadelphia ahd Returr, $16.45.
Via The Wabash.

The Wabash will sell tickets. Chicago to

Philadelphia and return. Sept. i to 4, as

above: other tickets, a little higher, giving

greater privileges. Write for particulars.

Ticket Office, 97 Adams St., Chicago.

AMERICAN"Sir
ARE THE BEST. Send for descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'o 1989. 174 S. Clinton St., Chicago. Ill,

SEND FOR LIST OF
.^^ ARTICLES ON X-RAV
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, «*«<?rrf.TLo=. CHICAGO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalog^ue

of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PdBLISHING CA
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

The Perfect

HEALS

BURNS.

Antiseptic
Powder.

MEN,

ANIMALS.

Mookery Kennels. Painesville, O.. write (June 31); "We made two ap-

plications of VitogeD. . . . Underneath the scab removed was a new.

soft, healthy skin, free of scar and uniform in color

THE SUFFERING of the dog ended apparently

with second application of Vi-

togen." Every electrician ought to protect himself against serious

results from accidental burns, with a bottle of Vitogen. It heals without

a scar: relieves pain at once.

Disi'ensed in perforated screw-cap bottles by druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of
price: 2 07... .">0c.: 4 07...$i.(in. Canad'iau price, 2oz., 60c.; 4 oz., ?i.-2ti.

"'c"h"I1i?i1"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N, Y„ u. S, A,

Canadian Branch, Mille Koches, Ont.. Kkz.\r & Bennett. Agents.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlasdt St. . Il«« Ytrk.
i CHICAGO:
I 320 Oeerb*ni St.

BOSTON

:

l34CongT*siSI.
SAN FRUICISCO:

71 Aosd Silldlog.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WKITK FOK t-ATALOOlE.

THE STILWELLBIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DA.Y-rOIM, OI-IIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN..

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH ,

Wayne ("o. Hank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE. MICH

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Miclilgan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PInconning, Mich. Green Bay. Wis. New London, Wis-

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, AllCH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to SOfoot Poles our Specialty.

POLES

ELECTRIC LAUNDRY IRONS.
V-Shaped.

Weight. 8 lbs.

Consumes 550

watts.

Any voltage up

to 220.

Oval-Shaped.

Weight, 6^ lbs.

Consumes 450

watts.

Any voltjgc up

to 220.

No. 62.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITYa
A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Clias. M. Weir, Chief Engi-
neer U. 8- Projectile Works. Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on the subject I ever saw It is lust the
right thing in the right place, and I most cheer-
fuuy recommend it to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

\A/Kii-be Cedar F^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

S{oDifc*E*Bs^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Baggett, Mich.

Cedar M.R. BROWN SCO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

'
Tlie

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLE$ AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE, WIS.

^.'JBSMJfl^Ji^m^^ -^«&-'5««fe-^life---V^^'=*Sr-.-.±^

This is a hook of 5'jO pp., full of up-to-date In-

formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
In red leather, pocketbook form, size -iVzxGVz,
with titles and edges in gold. Price, s;2.00, post-
paid. 100 page deseriptlTe catalogue of electri-
cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
eiO Marquette Building, Chicago.

: CEDAR POLES .
// We CONTROLTHE output of cedar ortTHE lineof-the wis'corisiM

f & MICHIGAN R.R.SSMlLKINLENCTHXOVERiNOATERRlTORY OF
.' OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FOREST5.

,

4 We have a large stock of all sizes for p.rompt SHipneriT.

^- NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK OM HAN D.

": C.H.WORCESTER&CO.K0SS.MICH.

New Dynamo Tenders' Band=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page

S 1-2X3 inches. Price$i.oo.

This ia, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language.' 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

T-H. Brady. New Britain. Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods. House Bracketsand
other specialties for Construction
V/ork.— C'afalogve and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Central Manufacturing Co.,

Chadtanooga, Teno.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
[.nrg:eNtoch.Non liand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O. B. cars, your city, in any q-jantity. g:^-Write ua.

STUDENTS^
will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

«uite 510 Marouette Bldq . . CHICAGO

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOE CIECULAE AND PETGE8.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N, Y.
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Call on us for

Everytliing used with telepiiones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our rule,

And eacli order filled witli care.

Largs stocks always on hand,

Telephones,

Every style and grade,

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design.

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers,

Oak or walnut woodwork,

New Ideas in magneto bells.

Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Eitenslon bells—standard and

Circuit closers, bridging,

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils.

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on my

Order you may wish to place.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conveo-
lent. Durable and tbe best
of talkers.
A trial ^ill conTince anyone

of their superiority on either
shori or long distance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will ivork well at
first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MAytFACTlTKED ET

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO,
ELYRIA.O.. U.S. A.THE ORATOR.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Teleplione Hand-
Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Solte 510 Slaranette Bide., Chlcace.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

EUREKA TELEPHONES
Will Interest You In Quality as well as Price.

Write us for Catalogue B before placing your orders.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157 So. Canal Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-i«54 8. Clinton St.. CMcago, lU.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones#Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States,

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Qord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S ^Src\'s°='' Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liiberty St.,

Xew York.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, TA.
9T Central Ave.,

Cleveland, O.

STEC/AL
YiOomoKK
Toy TeUpKoTieaTiii EUctnta)

Co rvst^"-t.tl Oh ol cvfYJ dcsc ri^tl" orv

.

LirieTnPTi's /oo) JjoxtS,

ftTI (L StATli^, Etc. ^'VV I -I HiS.

2')S-')ox 35 "St.r«'<i-> Houses.')

LijTilf p?LOT.e YniraJ B03.

C6TABUSHCD 1880.

NOfTcE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St„
ST. IiOriS, MO-

The oldest and
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the "West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

THETELEPHOMHAND-BOOK
BY

HEKBEKT LAWS WEBB.
Price *1.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PtJBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette BulldloK, CblcaKtt

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^g^5end for one.

tVlATHiAS Klein & Son,
B7-89 W.VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO, 1U.I

THE TEIaEPHONR HAKD-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON -RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Ztemher of the American Institute 6f Electrieal Engineers, and of the InstUution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "J. Practical Guide to the

' Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of " Elec-tricity in Daily Life."

(^^Ic Size,I60 *ases, 133 lllus-fcra-tions, Clo-fcHp Hancl- rioe $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.— " This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephonv as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not

leli that there is a demand for a practical boot on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAN'D-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Enrop^e,'which are given for the information of those who may wish to en^ge in the manufacture
book is based entirely on standard American practice: and most of the material, apoaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in tbis country."

yet come. But it is

exception of a few
of telephones, the

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is risht up to date, intensely praeiical. and so plain and clear in its language that
eTerything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Wares. Articulate Speech,
3. Electric Telephonv. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil; Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
.7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyra. Xeumayer and

Biittcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

-OONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Biake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter,
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter,
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Teleptone Line Construction.

'HAPTER 2S.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

3S.

36.

37.

3S.

39.

40,

41.

Fubushed and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
fuderground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange ^Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Lons Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony,
Recent Progress. Ajppendls.
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ARBORIM
I

IVI IM
RIM DRLJO & OMEIVII

29, 30, 31, 32 & 33 Rialto Bldg,

We Analyze Your Feed Water,

Make a Diagnosis of Your Case,

Then Prepare the Proper Compound.

\A/ORKS,
CHICAGO.

IVIiDWRK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THIIVGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence—

are the
IMew S-tartdard ^ry Ba-fc-fcsrlos.
ophon^ IPay S-fca-fcions.
^rres-fcer and Cu'fc-^u'li S'XM^i'fc^h.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating .elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

510 Marquette Building;,
CHICAGO.Electrician Publishing Co.,

MAY BE JNCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

Mm OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 61-73FRANKF0RT8T., OHIO.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO,,

No. 25. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Preserve Your Copies
or THi

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Mar^neti* Buildins,, .... CHICAGO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Dnrable. Reliable.

_ The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm.

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparafjs fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Strombei'g-Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

QBT CATALOG. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable i

qualities Is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Te)e°
phones and 5witch°
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.'

U/C nilADAUTCC Workmanship, material and eflQcienc.

IlL UUAiiAIIIlC of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may he brought against OUR patrons on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 JacksoR Blvd., cor, Canal, Ctiicago
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SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Fjicilides. New Machinery.

More Room.
%Ve make Stt itch-

boards. Resistance
Boxes, n'lieatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts. Extension
Bel Is. Repeating; Coils,
Indnetion Coils. Spe-
cial Coils. Transmit-
ters. Beceivers, De-
mag^netizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cigar Ijighters, Medi-
cal Coils. Punches and
l>ies. Etc.
"We do PiinchlnK. Screw

and Milline Machine Work,
Metaland FiberSawlDg, Etc.
Repair work promptly at-
tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in

charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Boren & Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO.. and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.
JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay in sending for a copy.

On receipt of^

10 CENTS
. We will send you a

KOKOMO TELEPHONES ffest

We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed.

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

iooiMt Sclelile

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

FOR 1899.

Everj' Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 IVIarquettP BIdg., CHlClGOr

cc

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a question on Weiring, refer the

qaestioner to this boolv, and he will find irhat he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force and Current

Fully ExplaiDed. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Jlethods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply the Simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point. Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

27 TAB1,ES OS WXBIXCi AXD VAI,€ABIiB DATA.
Ohm's law is described in snch plain and simple langnage

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Clotli, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in, Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1,00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
510 Marquette

Buildinq CHICAGO.

DYNAMO BUILDING,
IrVith detail drawings and instructions for winding.
Giving correct sizes of wire, dimensions of iron, etc.
Also diagram for lionse wiring

BY l_. C. NA/OO D.
Profusely illustrated. Size of page, 10x8 inches. Price, 83.

"This work is gotten up especially for amateur builders and non-professional
men. All measurements and instructions for winding are taken from machines
in actual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-
tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This ivork wil! be of great value,

not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers
and workmen who have the care of established systems."

—

From Preface.

Pronounced to be a practical ajjd co^ipIjETE work,
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MAROUETTE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

Important Telephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert Laws

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price SLOO.
This hanabook is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to

telephone Inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Cloth bound: fully illustrated. Price $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston,
Ph. D.. and A. E. Kennellv, Sc. D.; 12mo. cloth, 422 pp.,
142 illustrations. Price $1.00.

This book describes the construction of the various
fjrms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
station. It is written by two well-known electricians,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 2S8 illustrations. Price S1.50.
In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a

manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have oeen kept constantly
in view, it is fully intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspector.=:.

By W. Hvde and J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H.
Haskins. * Sixth edition. 16mo, 50 pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

Bv Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price S1.50.
A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-

tion. Bv W. H. Preece, F. R. S., and A. J. Stubbs. 508

pages. 333 illustrations. Price $4.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this book Is written
Is to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main-
tenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. C.
Allsop. 191 pp.. 168 illustrations. Price $2.00.

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OF
EUROPE. By Bennett. 436 pages. 169 illustrations. Price
$4.50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction.

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Haghes.
SO pages. 23 illustrations. Price SI. 00.

BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its
Invention, Construction, Application, Modification an^
History. Bv Prescott. N'ew edition, revised and enlarges
795 pages. "516 illustrations. Price 54.00.

PHILIPP REIS. INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONJ^
A Biographical Sketch with Documentarv Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
inventor and contemporary publications. 1S2 pages. »
plates and 48 engravings. Price S3.00.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF INTELLIGENCB

AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OF ELECTRICITY,
treating on the teleeraph, telephone, etc. By B. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Illnstratlona. Price $1.00.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLOC. CHICACO.
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HIGH
GRADE

THEBALLENGIME CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAGO office: 1526M0hADN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

ePELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powers by the moBt

modern, economic and Improved methods.
, . .^ ^ .. , ,. ^ ,.

An experience of more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development in Us widest range of application. Is at the service of

Its customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 h. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the most reliable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the malorlty of stations of this character In the United States, as well as mosttorelgn countries.

Highest efficiency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme Tarlatlons of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St.. New York City, U. S. A. or 121 Mlln SI.. San Franclico, Cll., U. S. *.

t^G.TRAOE MARKS

fii^i/ii-} j/i/ink

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo-Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA;

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^^
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

''— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to SOOO Ft.

Especiftllv adaiile'l to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee ;

Tht Largenl Power ever obtaineA Jroin a wlird of the miiw^ diameter. The highest speed
PA'cr obfained /or the same power. TJie highest wean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fuU gate. We guarantee also: A runner of thjt greatest pos~
sible strength. A gate uneguaied in quichiess aiid eaxe of opening and dosing.

Tests show over'Sl per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE,

la guaranceed to prevent di.pping aod tc preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circuiara and tescimon'als.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building.

CHICAGO, lUL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

t^^

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ARTFOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

•ri(

13 B. CROCKE
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York

Prepaid. - F^ractical and Up-
Just the Book you want. 460 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

•IMTEIMTS:

-to-Da-b<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-

ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accuinulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arrester^

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoroughly master the Art of Electric Lighting shonld have a copy Od'

this book. Sent promptly.

ILEOTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,
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It Marks the Height of

Electrical and Mechanical

Design.

More in use than all other makes of induction motors combined,

Operating in every trade.

Westin^house
Secondary Qnnplete.

Primary Unwound,

Induction WBW' Motor,

Type "C Motor Complete,

Type "C."
Secondary Core Unwound. Primary Completely Wound.

No moving contacts. Can be started at any distance.

The only motor indorsed by fire underwriters -where inflammable materials are used.

Westingfhouse Electric& Mfg;. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Bu£falo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Qeveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse,

Tacoma, Washington. Denver, Mountain Electric Co. Cinada, Ahcam & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd^

Halifax, N. S. Mexico, G. &, O. Braniff & Co., Gty of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
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-THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LININ6

i

i

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW-BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899. ?

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. Catalot'iie Ne. 'jifo.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

.V^^.'.'W.V.W.'JW.W.V,

JUST 1a£HHT you KRE I-OOFCING FORI
tOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This -work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
AJtemating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimne}'S, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution. Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring,.Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE SI.OO
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE

WIRE IS NOW PACKED

Id tla cases, making a Dractlcallyalr-tlght pack-

age; also preventing possibility of damase In

handling. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-

phone Fuses and Blocks, dold by nrst-class

dealers. Sen4torCatalogueNo.il.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO..

8S3 Broadway. New York. I S4 Lake SI.. Chlcige.

LONDON.

MONA COMMUTAM COMPOUND,

PARIS. The inii^t etlicienl liihricatoi', in

the otih article thai lyffua''aiitt?etl

to btopKpai-kiii^. Iti-an tie used
, on leaf, carbon or eauze wire
brusheH with the gieatest'aal'ety.
Puts a beautiful luster on the
Oonimutator. Ooet; away with the
line of [-aiMlpaper or any otlier
material that iveare out or de-
stroys its surtat-e. It is the ia-Tg-

I

est and .most economical sticlc

manufactured. It comes In two
nines. Small Rlxe, 83.0U per dozen.

' Large size, t5.00. Saitiple.^ mailed

I

free on application. For sftle liy

all supply houces throughout the
[Tnited States. England «nd Can-
ada.

Manulactursd only by TROTTER'S MONAMFG.CO., Ltd., No. 66 West Broadway. New York City.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WAt^LACEare the Sole Agents for iha United States. 121 Worth &t.. New York City.

»*ATIJ«iFAtTIOX C;tJARA:!VTi:]i;i> itK M<»EV RKFITNUKU.

cmiiMcoMPm
,««<Yomn

iMOXA/ 13 the: tiivie
To prepare for your Fall and IVlnter supply of lamps. <>^ather up your
burned-outs and ship them to u« for BENKWAI^ or KX€HASr4i^£ for NEIV
OXEfe^. We ivill aret your lamps ready and ship and bill when yon w^ant them.

liYNS INCAKBESCEBfT liAMP CO., liYWK, 9IAHS.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, n^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatioiL,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, D«L

Gregory Distributing Circle for
Pole Top. i'at. PendtDK.

StriQglDfi;

Keel.
Cooper RuQDlo^ Board. The only one that

wjU jump cross arms.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch
IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR

TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.
NO.

NO.

701 SUNULh; POLE.

702 DOUBLE POLE.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, COHM.

OKICiLtlO: nOWiDNOCK BI.OCK.
WIEfr YOBK: HAII. AND EXPIBIIISS BITIEILDOIS.

Black Diamond File Worlts. I
Est. saa. lae. !••»

«?
«?
«?

«?

«?
J
<|fj OVB CiOODS ABE OUT 8AI.E Mr ETEBT IiEADIWtl HABD-WABB
^ 8TOBK IM THE VKITEO STATES AKD CAJTADA.

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

§

J^
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

$
Sraelil ^
Prize 1^
Gold M(i«] ^
at Atlanta, |^

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

BLOWERS.
ALL SIZES # STYLES

GENERATING

SETS

IU0IOOK.W.

ENGINES,
MOTORS,

Electric Propellor

Wheels,
18-inch to 120-inch diam.

Enclosed Motors,
1-6 to 20 h. p.

B. F.

StURTEVANT CO.
BOSTOSr. SEIT tobk.

' PHII.A.DEI.PHIA.
CHICACiO. I.OlirOOII(. El!ll<».



$3 per Annum. Klectilolan Fubllahfinf Company, Chicago- EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO. AUGUST 26, 1899. No.

IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"" "'"T t,""""' Simplex Electrical Company,
I. R. HIXSON,
Jonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO'&TON, MASS.

WESTERN BELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

MOTEIiTT IN POBGEIiAIKTmW PZSRU FUSE PImUG-.
TBY IT—YOU'IiLi BUY IT.

Kfe-«v C^t^loiEvie Ox:»*. Seix<a tor I*.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

1889—Paris Ilxpoaition,
Med >il for Rubber Insalatisa.

18»3—liVorld's Fair,
medal for Bubber Insnlation.

TWWk IWIHI&

THE STANBABD FOB
BUBBEB mrSVIiATIOIf.

Sols Manufaoturara of

iksnite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Canilee*'"or Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
rr.it i^tni. \

«•"«"» 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Sup^
W. H.Hodfllns.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING .

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC METHODS so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALC6°uT;.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity. Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert ID patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 nonadnock BIdi., - CtalciEO.

N. 1. R.
Bfational

India
Rubber Co'«

RUBBER COVERED
>A/ires and Cables.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. 1.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.C0..3
Syracuse, N. Y.
39CortlandtSt., New York.
70 Summer St.. Boston.

WESTIIH Electrical Wment Co.,

114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Illuminated Dial

Mm Instrments,

These Inatrumeats are
bftsed upOD the Bame ^ea-
eral priocilple aad are just
as accurate as our re^lar
Staodard Portable Direct
Cnrreut VoltmeterB and
Ammeters, but are much
larKer, aud the working
parti are inclosed in a
neatly designed dast-proof
cast-iron case which efFect-

Ively ahlelds the intttm-
ments from disturbing In-
fluences nf external mag-
netic fields. fVeston Standard Illnmiiiated

Dial tStation Toltmeter.
Style B. •»FlusK Type."

the Webteen Elkotriciau whea writing tor catalogues

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MllllTOlt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
andVoltmeters, for Alter-
nating anu Direct Carreat
Circuits.

Our portable iDstruments
are recognized esatandards
throQghout the clTJlized
world. '

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Yolt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most .relia-

ble, absolate standarda for
Laboratory use.

Tie Only Fire DelectiTe CaWe in tie fferll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed fos

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations, It lights the gas! Rings the door b«llst II

automaticaUy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one iostalU-
tlOD

Fusible Core monlnf Ibronghoat the cable Is
immediately Bhort-clrculled od any latemiB-
tion by Fire or Thiel, Aatdent or I'

Why use dormant wiraf
;;^ The Monlauk Automatio

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or 6re as the nervous systeiK

of a human being is to th«

touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

Call and see cables operated

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from V% to SO^orse power.

Ij Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits

The Hobari Elec. Mtg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

^^jca?oBelHn§C«„,p^^

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing 5ets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Rs^

Focus Tubes, Induction CofU

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Oth^er Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Stauflard lii^li. Prices low.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

TIteBurnleyBattery&Mfg.Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

WE BUYandSELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING ^> SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study (if the requirements of the

different machmes used under all

ppndltlons and tn all climates.

Wben ordering Dynamo Be^^
ing^ always state the system used.

OFFICr AND FACTUPV
67-69SOLITn CANAL STREtT.

CHICAGO.ILL.

X-Ray Coils,

Tclepfaoae

Colls.

Medlul Coils,

Spirli Colls.

17-87 Vanrtewater St., Blew "Vork.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINSLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Weslera Represeotatives: J. B. AicKeague Co., 324 Dearboro St., Cblcajo.

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire:
500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 575 lbs. No. 6.

Will make close price. Write Us.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., - - - 19 and 21 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

USMES
Springs on Side Hold the Button Securely in Place.

Binding Posts Take Any Size Wire.

MIDGET, JR.

Fits in j-inch hole.

Is i inch deep and

I inch face.

NEW MITE.
Fits in i-inch hole.

Is f inch deep and

^ inch face.

EDWARDS & CO.. i44th st. and 4th Ave.. NEW YORK CITY.
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Siemens & Balske Electric Company of America

Call special attention to

Apparatus now manufactured by them.

ALTERNATING APPARATUS

Generators, single, two or three phase, belted or direct connected.

Transformers, Meters, Motors, Rotary Transformers.

ARC APPARATUS, DIRECT=CURRENT APPARATUS.

Generators, Motors, belted and direct connected.

General Of 1 ices:

nONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BOSTON. 71 and 73 Broad St.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Denvee, 412 17th St.

Grahh Bapids. 22 .Korris Building,

Branch Offices:

New" York, (121 Broadway.
PHIL.VDELPHTA. Land Title Biilitiing.

PiTTSBL'KG, 1216 Camegie Building.
Salt Lake City, Trent Eng. & Mch. Co.

St. Louis, 6 Laclede Building.
San Francisco. 598 Parrott Building.
Washinuton, D. C. CO Equitable Building.

1-
«
(^

<s>

«

«>

«
«>

<5>

<?-«^«?kShS«S^^

»]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power throagh factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAOO, U7-838 OCsrqnette BnUdias-

FIIII.ADE1.PHIA, Walter C. nelntlre A Co., *«« Commerce St.
EIiKlBA, 8. Br. Blafce.
SAN FBASICISOO. OAI... CmlUOmla Blee. Works. 400 Uarket St.

XEW YORK OFFICE, Sioger Bide- 149 Broadway.
BOSTOX. €t. m. Angipr & Co., «4 Federal St.

ST. JbODlS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
OIl«CTN1irAX¥.lVe'vaila BIdxr. jratan A. Stewart.

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEND FOK SPECIAI'l.Y FINE" CATAI<0«iITE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

That for a period of one year the Company'wiU replace, free of charge, any broken parts due to defective

.

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.
Thai for the sum of $50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during.

the ensuing year. _ „ _AVERAGE CO&T TO RUX PKK 3IIIi£, 3-4 CENT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO-VEHICLES.
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FALL

CONSTRUCTION

NEEDS,

Electric Light and Power,
j

^ll STANDARD

Electric Street Railway MATERIAL IN

and Telephone Work. HDUSE.

Southern

Electrical Supply

Co., St. Louis.

dmtml €krfrirCjrat)mug, 264, 266, 268, 270 FlhTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO.

BULLOCK

150 K. W. BULLOCK ENGINE TYPE GENERATOR.

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN NO. 2234.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., CINCINNATI, O., U. S. A.

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING A^D therbpokb appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Pings have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are gronnd to a fit.

PHII.ADEI,PBIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICASO.

LONDON.

uoNA mmmi mmu
PARIS.

COMMUTATORCOMPOUKD
H€.YUXO«,^

I

The most efflfient labricator, is

the only articif that Is piiaranteed
to stop Mparklntr- It can be used
on leaf, earboh or [^auze wire
brushcM with the g^reateat safety.
Putf a beautiful luster on the
Commutator. Does away with the
use of i-antlpaper or any other
niatei'ial that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It is the larg-
est and moat economical stick
manufactured. It comes In two

I

sizes. Small sl/e, 83.00 per dozen.
Largre size, fri.OO. Samples mailed

'. free on application. For sale by
' ill supply houses throughout the
Lnited States, England and (_'an-

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No. 65 West Broadway. New York City.

Messr*. GDLDMARK & WALLACE are tho Sole Agents for the United States. 121 Worth St., New York City.

SATISPACTIOSr eUARASTEEI> OR MOXEY REFIJXDEI*.

THE EDISON TELEPHONE
BOOTH FAN MOTOR OUTFIT.
INDORSED BY THE LONG DIS
TANCE TELEPHONE CO.

PERFECTLY NOISELESS.

NO VIBRATION.

KEEP COOL WHEN
YOU USE YOUR
TELEPHONE.

FULL OESCHIPTIC OKLCT NO. *.

EDISON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY,

THOMAS A. CDISON. PROPRIETO",

135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

' 152 -15^ Lake St.

CHICACO, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co ... . xx
illen-HusBy Co xiv

American Battery Co
American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. .

Amer El. Telepliore Co. xlv

Amer. El. Vehicle Co xl

A.merican Elec. Works .... xl

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg Co. iv

Baln.Foree 1

BakerA Co xlli

Ball Engine Co xvli

Barnes Co., The Wallace, is

Bamett Co. , G. & H xx

Barron & Co., Jas. S xli

Bertbold & Jennings.... xlU

Beily A Co..Clia8. H.... xx
Boasert El. Const. Co. ' . Ix

Brady, T. H xili

Brown & Co. , M. E xlll

Bryan & Humphrey ..... xi

Bryant Electric Co
Huckeye Electric Co
BuUoBk Elec. Mfg. Co.... Hi

Burnley Batt & Mfg. Co.. 1

Carlisle & Finch Co ,

Cary Spring Works U
Central Electric Co Ill

Central Mfg. Co xUl
Central Tel. A Elec. Co..

Chicago Belting Co 1

Ohleago Edison Co Iv, xli

ChicFuseWire AMfg.Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... ill

C, M. 4 St. P. R. K.... xvl

Chicago RheoBtatCo.... xU
Cleveland Electric Co,... x

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. . . vl

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co. x

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. t

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xl

Omter El. Sl Mfg. Co

D. & W. Fuse Go ^

Dayton Olohe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn Drug*. Ch. Co . xv

Detroit & Clevel. Kav. Co.—

-

DlehlMfg. Go
Dlzon Crucible Co.. Jof .. xvil

Eagle Electric Works ...

Eastern Elec. Cable Co . xl

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. it

Edison Mfg. Co lit

Edwards <feCo 1

El. Eng.Inst.Gorr. Inst. . xi

EUec. Appliance Co x

Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Electnclan Pub. Co xlx

Emerson El. Mfg. Co ix

Erlc^isonTelnphoae Go. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.,Inc.vlii

Ft. Wayne Ir.c. Lamp Co.

Gates & Randolph vil

Qeneral Electric Co xtx
Gen'l IncandeEcent Arc
Light Lo vill

Go dsmlth Bros xx

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co.

Hamacek, A v

Hardy Lamp Co Iv

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xs
Harvey Co. , The G. F . . . .

Hays Consiruetion Co.. . Iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng Co. xil

Holmes Plbre-Graph.Co. xx
Holyote& Holyoke xlv
Huebel A Manger xx

Incaodescent Electric
Light Manlpu:atorCo. xl

Iqtemat'i Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xi

Jobnston, Thos. J il

Kartavert Mfg. Co xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Co. iv

Klein A Son, Mathlas . xlv

Knutson &Go., A. W
Kofcomo Tel.AELM.Cc. xlv

Kuhlman Electric Co....

Knsel.D. A.,TeL&Elec.
Mfg.Co...

Farr Te\ A Con. Sup. Co. xiv

Fischer Equ ipment Co. . il

"For Sale" Advs xll

F'or Cleissi-Fleci Indox of Adver-fclsemer-k-bs Seo Paee VI.

I

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xi

Leclancbe Battery Cr . . , xili

LeffelACo.. James.... xvll

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co 1

Llndsley Brothers Co . . . xlli

Lombard WaterWh. Q. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ...... . x x

Manhattan El. Sup. Go. . xlv

Mass. Chemical Co I

Matthews, W. N xll

McIntlreCo , The G li

McLennan A Co., K
Meyrowitz, B. B x
Mica Insulator Go x

Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monon B. B ix

Montauk Multlp. CableCo. I

Morris Arc Lamp Co vli

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co iv

National India Bubber Go. 1

Naugle, Holcomb & Co.. xiil

New York InsuLW. Co... xvll

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xv
Nortbern Cedar Co xlll

Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. Ix

Okonlte Co., The 1

Paiste Co., B. T , . ill

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Peerless Rubber U fg. Co. x

Pelton Water Wh. Co. . . xvii

Pendleton & Gilkey xlll

Perrizo A Sons xtll

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.. il

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. v
Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronco S. Co. xvll

Pratt Institute xll

Pringle, Wm. T 1

Queen A Co 1

EawBon Electric Co
Belslnger, Hugo . Ix

Boebllng'8 Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co.... .... xiv

Ruxton, Robert ix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co... xvlll

Schwalm Co. , Geo. P . , . . x
S. E L Co..... 1

Shelby Electric Co —
Shultz Belti ng Co
Siemens &. Ha'sUe Biec-
trlc Co. of America il

Simplex Slflctrloal Co., The, 1

Spliidorf.C. F 1

Standard Paint Co , x

Standard Tel. A El. Co... xv
St&ndardUnderg.CableCo.

Sterling A Sod, W. C xlll

Sterling Electric Co xv
Sterling Varnish Co.,The x
Stewart Electrical Co xi

BtUwell-Blerce A SmUh-
YaileCo xu. nil

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co IV

Sturtevant Co., B. F.... ix
Swarts Metal Befln'g Co. xil

Technical Agency xli

Therlen Tool V\orks

Torrev Cedar Co xlll

Transmitter Mfg. Co xvl
Trctter's McnaMf Cc.,Lld. ili

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

University ot Nctre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xlll

Victor Electric Co 1 x

Yolcanlzed Fibre Co ...

.

x x

Wagner EL Mfg. Co x

Walsh's Sons A Co l

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co.... vil

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Go. . . xvl

WestlnghouBe Electric A
Manufacturing Co.... xvlii

Weston Bleotnoal Inst. Co. 1

Williams Blectrlo Co...

Worcester A Co. , O. H . . xlit

Wright Discount Meter Co.—
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ALL SUMMER.

THEPARAGON FAN
GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL CO^T.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO.

(1HARDY LAMPS Give fQll candle
power for longer
time than ottier

makes.

HARDY LAMP COMPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

HPi^i-i-feid^i-^i-Jiii^f-rja

Kester's Self Fluxing Solder*

Kester £lectric Blfg. €0
Manufacturers of the Wire Cloth Dynamo

and Motor Brushes. Solders and Soldering
Fluxes of all kinds.

No. 2A9-SI So. Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL,

Tel. 33M ISlh Si,

GARY SPRING WORKS,
240 Mnd242 West 29th St.

New Vurk City.

\0 WIRE and SPRINGS
vL, *) of all kinds.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

_^^^ any system of incandescent elec-

^^? trie light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

* low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

6ET OUS PRICES.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

DOES
I
Your Electric Light or

I Street Railway Plant Pay

I
Satisfactory Dividends?

I

If not, why don't 3-ou remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

I

i

I

I
V
Xy

I

0^****"*VVV*«*VVVV%i*V*I*VV%**I**I**»**»**Z*V*»**I**I'**I**I'**'"r**I**I"*"I*^**I^ *.*V*i*"«**.**J*V%"'

ii

THE REAL THING.
??

"Columbia" Dry Cell for All Classes of Open-Circuit Work.
WE CAN PROVE THAT IT IS THE BEST DRY CELL EXTANT.

MADE IN FIVE SIZES, TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS, ALSO OUR GENERAL BATTERY CATALOGUE. IT IS

FREE AND WILL INTEREST YOU.

National Carbon Company,
No. I 198 WEST MADISON AVE. :i_i^iM^, ^Hii^.
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Columbia Lamps
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

The above is a full-size cut of the Columbia Railway
Lamp for series burning on street railway circuits, and can

be furnished as follows: , ,.

16 candle power only.

Voltage: 90 to 125 for series of 5 on circuits of 450

to 600 volts.

Efficiency: 4 watts per candle power.

Plain glass, frosted or superficially colored.

Genuine colored glass-ruby, blue, green, amber

and opal.

We guarantee our railway lanips absolutely uniform in

current consumption, thereby giving a uniform distribution of

light throughout the car. The filament is unanchored, having

a 2 J^ -turn coil, which gives it necessary stability and pre-

vents any possibility of breakage from vibration. Our present

style of railway lamp has been in use on some of the largest

street railway systems of the country for nearly two years,

and we have never received a single complaint.

We also manufacture a special lamp for headlight use

on street railway circuits. The lamp is spherical, two inches

in diameter, and the filament is so constructed that the light

is concentrated into a very small space. It can be furnished

either plain, frosted or in genuine colored glass; colors, ruby,

blue, green and opal. In the colored glass it is well suited to

decorative lighting in trolley party cars.

THE COLUMBIA
INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

3IAIX iiFFIlE AS!I» FACTORY:

1910-12-14 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

NEW YORK office: 131 1 HAVEMEYER BUILDING.
CHICAGO: CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

SAN FRANCISCO: 120 SUTTER STREET.
MINNEAPOLIS: 295 SYNDICATE ARCADE.

AH OPPORTUNITY FOB MflHUFtCTUREBS.

PBACTICALLY NOISELESS

Alternating Arc Lamp.
iive&teBt MnbdivlH-

lon f)f are lleht ever
produced.
Simplest lamp on

(he market.

a s

a 'S

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS

A. HAMACEK, Sturgeon Bay,Wis.

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

The Sal-ammoniac

The Metal Connec

tions—

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to I 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR
"

DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHSNIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. L.OUIS, IVIO.
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R. C. CARPENTER, Professor Experimental Engineering at

Cornell University, says: "Wlien a belt is full of

Slipping Belts
COMPEL

Tight Belts.

CLING-SURFACE
the only limit to its transmitting capacity is the strength of the belt,"

and "when transmitting its full capacity the belt can be run so slack

that the sides nearly touch."

CLING-SURFACE is a filler and preservative for belts, which

will prevent all slipping and prolong the life of the belt many times.

Send to us for report of tests by Prof. Carpenter.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BRANCH, 225 DEARBORN STREET.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anniuiclators.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Eiec- Supply Co.

4je liamps.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg- Co.
Ft- Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Galea & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co
Hamaceb:, A.
Morrls Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Batske Electric

(Jo. of America
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Are Idsht Cord.
Lesohen- Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery A Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leolanotie Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearines and Bearing
Bletal.
Lesohen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

BeUs.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards &. Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
Huehel A Manger.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surlace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlns.
Chicago Belting Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Peerless Ruboer MIg. Co.
Shultz Belting Ca

Books, Electrleal.
Eleotrloian Publishing Co.

Bmslies.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Bolmea Flbre-Qraphlte Co-
Kester Electric Mf g- Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Borslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Edwards & Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huehel & Manger-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wlrei.)
Cables, Kieotrlc (Seelnaa-
lated Wlreri, Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Worki.
Central Electric Co.
Caicago Insulated Wire Co
Eastern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
New York Inn. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Onderground C. Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntB& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ravenna Carbon Works.
Relalnger, Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clntches (Arcliamp).
Knutson <fc Co., A. W.

Coils.
Splltdorf, O. F.

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLRnnan ft Co.. K.
Standard Paint Co,
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Condoits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstructionA Repalra.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison uo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walah Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A HaUke E ectrlc
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Electric
Lisbt Plants.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BnlUck Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. oT -Vmerlca.

Sturtevant Co., B F.

Dniteu Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Be8ly&Co..Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Under^roimd C- Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence fi^choois*
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools

Cross-Armft. Pin« and
Brackets.
Brady. T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric ADDlIanoeCo
Naue'e, Holeomb A Co.
Val- ntine-ClarkCo..The.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Cat-Outs and livritcbes.
RoBsert Elec. Const. Go.
Brvant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter £.1. fii M.ig. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson Ki. uig. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Uo.
Hart A Hegemau Mfg Co
Le jnard. Ward, Electric Co.
Meyrcwitz, E. B.
Paiste uo., H. T.
Peru Elec. MIg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie El. Si ufg.Co.

Dynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Hobart Elec. MfK. Co
Matthews. W, N.
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.

Siemens & flalske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B.P.
Dnited Elec. imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. fii Mfg. Co.

£lec. Heat's Appliances.
American Eiec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El, Htg. &. Eng. Co.

Electric KailTrays.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Klectric Vehicles.
American El. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal ICnsrlneers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. 00.
Hays construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
aargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. specially Co.
Brydni Elecrric Company.
Central Electric uo.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wa.vne itlec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
ueneral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Paiste Co.. H. T.
djueen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
s. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Btpecialtles.
American El. Specialty Co.
Barron & Co., Jas. S.
Bryant Electric Company.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. a Mfg. Co.
Edwards & Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
McIntireCo., The C.
Prlngle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platlns Macb^.
Besly a Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Agency.
I'BCbuical Agency.

Engines, Steam.
Bail Engine Ca
Sturteeant Co., B. F.

Fan OntliKS.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emeraon Ei. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Victor Eieetric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnettCo.,G. AB

Fixtures, El.A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co-

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. & W. Fuse Co.
Mclntlre Co . The C.
Rolfe Electric CO.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf. Co.
Piiectnc ADoilance Ca
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Peerless Rubber MIg. Co
(jrasl^lghtlnif, Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cii^ears.
Besly & Co., Chas H.

Creneral Elec. Supplies.
Barron A Co., Jas. S,

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Qlobes and Electrical
dassivare.
Central Electric Co.
Phosnix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

C^OT^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWater WheelGv.Co.

(i^raphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dlion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Insulators ana Insnlat-
Ine Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light o.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OtonlteCo.,Th6.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co
Standard Paint Co.
Standard tTnaerground 0. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—itlacnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cbicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable ixs.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber- Whyte
Co.

Montauk MuUiph Cable Co.
National India Rubber uo.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The-
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Buclieye Electric Co
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columb a Inc. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.

'

General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc LIgMt Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imr. Co.
Warren Elec & Soec, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Ushtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Slasnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wirei.)

Manipulators (IncIiUip).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator co.

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly i Co., Chas. H,
Stllwell-Bieroe Smith-Vaiie.

Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus. Elec
Bullock EleC. MIg. Co.
General Electric co.
Westlnghouse EL <fc Mfg. Co.

Motors.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Rheostat uo.
Dlehl MIg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa^ne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemeos & Halske Electric
uo. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Dnited Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fachlnx.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston Thomas J.
Ruston, Robert.

Phosphor Bronse.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Brown, M. R., & Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naogle. Holeomb A Co.
Northern Cedar Co.
Pendleton vt Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son, W. C
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine- Clark Co., The.
Worcester & Co , u H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Rehnlng Co

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg Co,

Be-Wlndins—Kepairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Ht dge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Eleotrlc Co.
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghoune El. & Mfg. Co.

Search-Iiiffhts.
(.arllsle A Finch Co.

Second-Hand MachinV.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A. Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Speahlnje Tubes.
Central Electric Co-
Electrlc Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst Co

Springs.
barnts Co , The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co

Tapes, Insnlatinc.
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

New York Insulated Wire Co
OkoniieCo., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
WesteruElectric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch

-

boaids.
Allen-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co
Columbia E ec. & Mfg. Cc.
Ericsson Telephone co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co
Holyoke m Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, & El. MIg. Co
Kusel,D.A.Tel.&El.Mfg.ca
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Nobleit. E J

f '^"'

Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co
Sterling Electric Co
Stromberg-CarlsoE Tl.M Co
Transmitter Mfg Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Ca
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathias.
Toerien Tool Works.

Transfbrmers.
Bullock ilectricMfg. Qo.
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Whs., Inc
Gates A Randolph,
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. a Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Turbine^ WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Cr

.

LelTel&Co., Jas.
Pelton Water Wheel Co.
StUwell-BIerce Smlth-vaile

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnicanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Wnyte
Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons Co.. J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wood^rork, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
OllRBH ft Co.
Splltdorf. C. F.
Victor Electric Co.

i^b^'ti^ail lr%d^3c ^"f ^Wd^^^r-tis^m^rs'ts
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GATES 5 RANDOLPH
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS FOR STREET

RAILWAY AND LICHTINC PLANTS.
^^ OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS
13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK. CH ICAGO.

WESTERN A0ENT3 FOR^i^^^^H^^^^^HI WESTERN AGENTS FOR

EMPIRE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

SWITCHBOARD IIMSTRUIVIEIMTS

ALTERNHTING AND DIRECT CURRENT.

4/fEPlS ^ 'je:d ARt- 'VfTERS

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

You should see tlieni

at tlie Electrical Ex-
liibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.
CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The ManulacCurers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doublcday-HlU Electric Co., 535 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W, B. Gartoa Company, 316 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for ^reat varia-

tions in voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

5hade reflects upward rays

downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP,
STANDARD M SHADE AND EGG GLOBE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps-, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C,

North Woolwich, E,

and
ANTWERP.

33 Rue Boudewyns.
PARIS,

46 Avenue de BreteuU.
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FORT WAYNE Electric works
(INCORPORATED)

«>

8>

<?>

STANDARD FORT WAYNE DUNCAN METERS are accu-

rate on all loads. In point of simplicity and durability they are

unsurpassed.

They register accurately from wo^ of full load to 5OX overload.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is so con-

structed that the meter will start on one-half of one per cent, of full

load.

The advantage of a friction compensator that is adjustable is

evident at once to station managers. It is described in our new

meter book, which will be sent upon application.

MAIN OFFICE ANDFACTORY^ FORT WAYNE, INDIANA,

if

«•
«•

«kSh$^«kS.-S-8«5^kS«S«Sk8«j^»$«S><5>4xJ«$«$«SxS><s>^<SmS.<s«^

TRADE MARK.

BERGMANN LONG-LIFE ARC LAMPS

Made for every voltage onbotti direct and alternat-

ing circuits. Every possible varfation in style and

finish, adapting the lamps to all known uses. Dis-

No. 2845. tinguished by their excellence of workmanship, sim- no. ssgo.

plicity and mechanism, ease and economy of maintenance and beauty of design

and finish. Write for Catalogue No. 28, which illustrates many different types.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamos, Switches, Arc and Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

Branch Offices in Principal Cities. 572 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, Phesident.
0. H. WAGENSCIL, TncAsuncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
General Manager.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VicE-PRCR-
C. R. RCMINaTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE. R. I.

BAREm INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C, Ackerman, lOCortlaudt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eueene F. Tbljllps' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD, g
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

S^^randed and Flex*

ibie Wire and
Cablf s with

Clcrk'slnsulaiion

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in evtry respect."

The Clark -wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met^with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation -wherever used,

Aerial, Under^roufid or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61-63 Hampshire Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
HENKT A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

QUALITY AND PROMPT SHIPMENTS
are important. You get

both when you order

C *S2 M. X^tieost^^ts.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-83 W. Jackson Blvd., 4 Itirago. 130 Liberty St.. New XorU.

2,000 Rheostats always la stock from which Immediate shipments of any size ordpr can be ni;ile.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-pag^e

Catalogue (majle.d free to any address). Any electrical book pub-
lished aeot prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. - 610 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years wllh General Electric Co,

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mecbaaical aad Electrical Eagineers,

ConsultalloDS. Kep.irts. Eatlmates. Plans,
Specihcatloiis. Superintendence, UVsts. rur-
cha-ilDK- uealens of Central stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincoln Trust Bldf;.. S(. Louis,

WM. H. BRYAN, M. B. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NITRE UAME,
Aotr(* l>aiiie. Intl..

Offers fvery advantayy to students wlshlDR lo
dospecial work In hlfctrical I^nKlDeerlu-; be-
sides tlie remilar course leadlneup to ihedeBreo
o( Baclielor of Science lo hlectrlrlty. It has a
special flepartmr-nt for thfis-- fctiidfots desiring
to L'Pt a praftlcal kDnwlcdKeonly in this branch.
Catalogues on application Address

REV. A. MORFISSEY. C. S. C.. President.

.Motor HtartluK Kh<^OHta)w.
motor Reieulatlni; KheoMtutH.

l>3-naino Field KheoHtatn.
Theater l>frnn*erM.

Sl>erial HIieoHtats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
WeHtnrld. W. J.. 1. s. A.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

J
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

$ IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
Send for Catalogue
of Carriages

56--S6 w. vaa eure»t,5t,
Chicago, U. S. A.

Q.=^.C^SS^Q^=:=:=-t^E?^r^Q^.^£gZ?^

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEFRING
Telephony. Telegraphy, X-Rays

MECHANICALENGINEERIN6
Elemenary Mathtmatics.

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

Tills institute endorsed bypve'>
promint-nt "-lecirlcal engineer

Ine Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction.
Dept K. leo-lL'S Liberty Street,

New York, N. Y.

Write for
Catal .yue.
State Ml bjcct
vou wi-!h to
stuJ)

.

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
NOVEL AND VERY USEFUL TOOL.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCkAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
.All tCinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Salte 510 Marcinette, CHICAGO.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE

PRICE 1 1ST AND
CIRCULAR.

The Incamdesceht Electric

ROOM 300. Light Manipulator Co.,
116 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Latel.v on exhibition at Electric U E.xhibition at
Madison Square Garden. Xew York.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

^H To correspond irith ns concerning

* I BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
WM0^ ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telaphone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0.1." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatierproof.

Slow-Burning Wire.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

J
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VACANCIES
Should be filled tlirough the TECHNICAL
AGENCY, 1365 Monadnock Block. Chicago.

Our list of available men Is selected from the

best that the country affords. If you need a

Draughtsman, Designer. Electrician or Engi-

neering help of any kind, we will send you a

number of competent men to select from and
without expense to you. As to our rellablhty,

we refer you to the Western Electrician.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

MAKERS WANTED.
Good men on ammeter and voltmeter

work can secure steady employment.

Apply or .Trite, 4i CENTRE STREET,
LYNN, MASS.

WANTED.
A good salesman in electrical business for

West and Southwest. Answer, giving terntory

traveled and terms. Address SALEbMA?.,
care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
By a practical engineer and electrical work-

man I understand dynamos and motors, lamps,

etc Can make repairs in steam or electric

work. Wil go West or any place. Have best of

references. Address, with particulars, "En-
gineer," care Western Electrician, no Mar-
quette Building, Chicago, 111.

WANTED.
Position as lineman In smill plant by young

man who understaodK all kinds of wiring and
line work. Can furnish references. Address
"J. C" care of Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
quette Building. Chicago.

PRATT INSTITUTE
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO-YEAR COURSE IN

STEAM AND MACHINE DESIGN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY.
Extensive Laboratories.
Fine Equipment.
Low Tuition.

Send for Catalogue

and Particulars.

Bids for lighting the streets and alleys

of the City of Poniiac, Mich., will be
received at the office of the City Clerk
up to noon, standard time, Monday,
September 11, 1899. Lighting to be by
arc light.

SpeciScations maybe obtained by ad-
dressing Mr. H. Coleman, Chairman of

the Lighting Committee.
By order of the Council.

W. P. Brewster, Mayor,
H. Coleman,
H. M. Jackson,
F. L. MiLLis,

Committee.

C. D. Jones. Electrical Engineer.

THE IMPROVED HOLD-FAST CABLE CLIP.
Very strone and well made

of the best niHterials. It is

quickly and easily applied bv
hand. Ttie metal strap is

simply drawn around the
cable and through the hang-
er, after which the hanger Is

turned up, which action
takes up the slack, binds and
locks thestrap liihUyaround
the catle. It will not rust
or injure the cable. Uh-
doubtedly the best on the
iiiiirket. MilUiins are now in
i-e by the principal telephone
..-umpauies. Write for prices.

JAS. 5. BARRON & CO.,

rinfrs. of and D.>aler3 ia General
Electrical Supplies,

NEW YORK.24-30 Hudsoa Street,

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO
701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CatSelling Agents

:

We "nave issued a NEW catalogne
of rlectrical booka containing lOO

pages, listing every work on electric-
ity. Acopyivill be cheerlullr mailed
on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINGCO.,

510 ilarquette Bldg.. . Chicago.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters,

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
ft all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Despl&lnes Street, GHIGAeo, II.I..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current Dynamos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Dynamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,
Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact
history, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

1 39 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,

T AGIN ON SECOND-HAND WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

250,000 FEET No. 6 GOOD
50,000 FEET No. OO ''

24,000 FEET No. OOO
30,000 FEET No. OOO

(t

WIRE.

kk

SOLID.
STRANDED.
SOLID.

SECOND-HAND DYNAMOS, ENGINES, PULLEYS, ETC.
DYNAMOS, ENGINES, ETC.

1—120 k. w. Stanley 2-phase Alternator, 1,000
or 2,000 v., 16,000 alt.

7—3,000 It. Westing-house Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v.

2—6,000 It. Westing-house Alternators, Toothed
Armatures, 16,000 Alt., 1,040 v., Outboard
Bearings.

1—80 k. w, 500 V. Miiltipolar, T -H. Generator,
Compound Wound.

1—50 k. w. 500 V. Bipolar Jenney Generator,
Compound Wound.

.e—300 amp. 125 v. U. S. Dynamos, cheap.

e—50 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.,

latest type.

%—100 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p.
2—60 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamos, 2,000

c. p., old style.

1—100 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamo, 2,000
c. p., latest type.

5—300 h. p. Westinghouse Comp'd Engines,
16x27x16.

1—125 h. p. Westinghouse Standard Engine,
13%xl2.

1—150 h. p. Russell 4-'Valve Automatic Engine,
15x20.

1—5 h. p. Westinghouse Junior Engine.
100—P. & S. Pore. Aic Lamp Hanger Boards.

LIST OF PULLEYS.

1—40x24%x5 Cast-iron Friction Clutch.
45—52x22 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
4—57x50 x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
5—52x11^x6 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
3—36x50 x4 Wrought-iron Friction Clutches.
1—17x1114x21/2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—lOx 4ii;xl Cast-iron Pulley.
4—12x111^x21/0 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x22 x4y2 Cast-iron Pulley.
17—16x1 11/0x214 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—12x18 xl% Cast-iron Pulley.
2— 8x 8 xl?i Cast-iron Pulleys.
1— 8x 7 xl% Cast-iron Pulley.
1—10x10 x2% Cast-iron Pulley. •

2—20x12 x2 Cast-iron Pulleys.
5—16x12 X214 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—18x11 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—16x14 X214 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—14x 2 x2 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—24x1214x214 Cast-iron Pulley.
1—33x15 x3yo Cast-iron Pulley.

1—18x15 X314 Cast-iron Pulley.
2—17x14 xSi/i Cast-iron Pulleys.
2—20x27iox4i4 Cast-iron Pulleys.
1—20x121/2x21';! Cast-iron Pulley.

Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Cast-iron Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.
Paper Pulley.

x4
x2
X41/2

x3
x2
x5
x6
x6
x5i.'.

1—32x16
1—22i..^x6

1—20x31
1—20x12
1-18x414
1—52x25
1—80x30
1—80x31
1—80x22
1—16x 91.4x2
1—15x11 x2
1—16x12 X21.4

1—15x10 x2
1-16x161,4x314 Paper Pulley,
1— 8x 7 xl% Paper Pulley.
1—191/4x12 Wooden Pulley.
1—20x24 x4i,4 Wooden Pulley.
1—131/2x714x3 Wooden Pulley.
1—18x 61.4x2 Wooden Pulley.
1—12x14 x2 Wooden Pulley.
1—32x 414x134 Wooden Pulley.

370 feet 6-inch Shafting (17 Pieces).

ALL OF ABOVE WILL BE SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH. WRITE FOR PRICES.

\A/, IM- IVIAXTHEINA/S
312 COMMERGIAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATAXOtUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO..

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..

Guaraoty Loao Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLOIV BLDQ., CHICAQO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH .

Wayue Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA. MICH.
MASONolLLE, MICH

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
Wholesale Producera lor 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning;, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot roles our Speclaltj'.

POLES

CEDAR POLES
We have for immediate shipment the fol-

lowing poles. Can load ten cars per week;

4,000 5, 6 and 7 in.

3,275 6 and 7
"

1,107 7
"

840 7
"

IIS 7
"

93 7
"

n 8 "

25 ft.

30 and 35
"

40 "

45
"

50 "

55
"

60 "

Length, size and inspection guaranteed.

Correspondence solicited.

NORTHERN CEDAR CO.,

Room I, Berkshire Block,

West Superior, - - Wis.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELECTRICITTb
A PRACTICAL TREATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. Weir. Chief Engi-
neer U. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
"It is one of the most practical and concise
works on ihe subject 1 ever saw It Is iust the
right thing in the right place, and I most cheer-
fully recommend It to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

\A/Kii1:e Cedar F^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^^oV-^^i^i PERBIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar M. R. BROWN t CO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSJtRMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE, WIS.

->*&->«*-—i>^--.<^- -'^^i—

This ts a book of 550 pp., full of up-to-date In

formation. 300 Illustrations. Handsomely bound
in red leather, pocketbook form, size 4Hx6V^
with titles and edges In gold. Price, $2.00, post
paid. 100 pane descriptive catalogue of electrl
cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Building. Chicago

CEDAR POLES *

WECONTROLTHEOUTPUTOFCEDAROriTHELirSEOF-THE WiSCOhSIM
'

£ M ICH I GAN R.R. 55 MiLK IN LEN6TH;C0VER!NC, ATE:rR1T0RY OF
^,

OVER 400 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.
, I

We HAVE iLf'RGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT &H1 Pn 5 n T. X

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
yfOTS.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Central Manufacturing Co.,

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
Krfi.ree stocks on linnd. Delivered prices quoted.
F, O. B, care, your city, in any q'.;antity. ^^"Write us.

IIMI.JIVIPI.A^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum PurcbasedBAKER A CO., 40S-414 Sew JerHt-;
Railroad Ave.. TVeivark, Bf. J.

New York Office, 120 Lil.erty Streit.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

<»uite 510 IVIarauette Bldg., ° GHiCAGO

note; our quotations are ON ACTUAL 5T0CK On HAPJ D

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

New Dynamo Tenders' liand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

336 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-3x3 Inches. Price$i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required bj-

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen. Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds o{ Electric Plants. It is the only book o{ the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and orer 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

Die Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SESro FOB CiKOOXAK AND PBI01K8.

THE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO..
111 lo 117 East 131st Sl„ N. Y.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

NA/Kiol

MOIM

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re-tail

SU
SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
We make S^vitcli-

boards. Besistance
Boxes, Wheatstone
Bridge. Telephone
Parts. Extension
Bells.Kepeatin^Coi In,
Indnction Coils. Spe-
cial Colls, Tran>itmit-
ters. Receivers, l>e-
magnetizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cisar Lighters. Medi-
calf'oils. Punches and
l>les. Etc.
"We do Puneblne. Screw

and ^TilliDg Machine Work,
Metaland FiberSawIng, Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Mapnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get wbat you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Buren & Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL>

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., ''
'

^"^ %L^.Ji^"^°^'P'^ ®*'
.^^^^—^—^.^^—^~^^———^^^^^—~—^^_^^_^^-^ CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our Now Catalogue. Don't delay in sending for a copy.

KOKOIMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchang:e.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^

Catalogue Free. .^Send for one, ^^
NlATHiAS Klein & Son. ^^

87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co., ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Kokomo, Ind,, U. S. A.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

Tolume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is iinequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch=
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 800,000
telephones in use. Four
jears' service.

Write for catalogue showing new tj'pes and prices,

WC PIIADAUTCC Worlimanshlp, material and efBciencv
11 1 UUHnHIl I CC of our apparatus to be of the highest
grao'e, and agree to defend, at our own exoense. any action at
law wtiich may be brought against orR patroks on aUeged in-
fringement of patents »5wing to the use of our instruments.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO., AmeNcan Electric Telephone Co.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago. 38.40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., COr. Canal. Chicago.

READ THE ELECTRICAL PAPER.

A New PoClcet Battery Gauge, to retail $3.50, win be ready Nov. ist.

Something New in Burglar-Alarm Traps no^ ready, a lot of specialties

we are now making can be purchased at the right price.

THE MESCO DRY BATTERY (better than ever).

Prices to suit buyers who are using cheaper grades.

We are Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Offices: 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 RialtO Bldg. Telephone Harrison 1373. Works: 2325, 2327, 2329 La Salle St. Telephone No. mo South.

-TR/VDI IVIiB^RK
STANDS FOR THE

l\/lE>^^n n
Toll-l-in«

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THIXGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected

therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
l^e'w ^-fcandard ^ry BaHb'fcories.

(Vrres-feer and ^u-t-^u-fc S^M^i-fccln.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON. WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of iflephooe exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

5IO Marquette Building^
CHICAGO.Electrician Publishing Co.,

We Don't

Want

the Earth

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wear ont. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
llnltiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

jUaintenan ce
Repair

Reduced to the
ninimnmEXPENSE

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

S <:^^^ ^^^''V^'y-^^^^^^^^S^

Write for catalog. 361-373 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND. 0,

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
l8 Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selUne a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protect d by patent. We respect all patent claims

of otliers.

The Stromberg-CarLsjon

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrigian.
jF the

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bnilding,, » . « ^ CHlCAtiO.

STERLING

When you see the above on a piece of

silverware, you know it is good.

When you see it on TELEPHONE AP-

PARATUS you should know that it is

the BEST.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.

71-73 W. ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't take our word for it—ask our cus-
tomers.
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THE
NEW

AriERICAIN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

¥ Dayton Qlobe Ironworks Co. "^miJiX

iii>^i:Smiil!>iS!i^^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PlLLOWBlOCKS^

Governors,

Etc.

^>i5>%»Z28>^*;^^^*%&^^^^

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECTRIC -LIGHTED TRAINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-S54 8. Clinton St.. Chlcaeo, III..

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones#Switchboards Exclusively
in the United States.

Given
Away

Our new catalogue of Elec-

trical Books. Contains JOC

pages, listing all electrica'

books to date of publication.

Send for a copy, mailed free,

to any address. Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510
Marquette Bldg., Qiicago.

On receipt of^

10 CENTS
......We ^w^lI send you a

Western Electrim

looiiM ScleWe

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Bool(,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yoB are asked a qnestion on 'Wiring;, refer the

questioner to this book, and he icill find what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate tlie Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply tiie simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for vviring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Kegulating Switches,

27 TABL,KS ON WIBlNCi ADID VAIiCABLE DATA.
Ohm's lair is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICUN PUBLISHING CO.."".S.r CHICAGO.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Woi^s,

GROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S^2:c*e's°°"" Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 I/iberty St.,

New York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES. VA.
97 Central Ave.,

Cleveland. O.

THE TELRF'HONEl HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ' RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Ins'itution of Electrical Engineers, London.. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity i^ Daily Life."

leo F>agres, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tht, Hand-Boole Size, F^rioe $I.OO.
Slxtraet from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone workiog and management, and the TELKPHONE HAXD-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
boolc is based entirely on standard American practice; and mo.st of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is rifjht up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. Ii conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which ha7e been so favorably received by—— OOISTENTS

:

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony, The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Indue, ion. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Lonji Distance Transmitter,
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER

;

Published and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony,
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working,
Small Exchanges,
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell,
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony,
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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HIGH mm
GRADE

THE BALL ENGIliE CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: I526M0NADN0CKBLD0.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

gPELTON WATER WHEEL CO.
Gives exclusive attention to the development and utilization of water powers by tbe most

modern, economic and Improved methods.
An experlenceof more than fifteen years, Involving both the theory and practice of hydraulic

engineering as relates to power development In Its widest range of application, Is at the service of

Its customers.

NINE THOUSAND WHEELS NOW RUNNING
Aggregating some 700,000 h. p.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Pelton Wheels afford the moat reUable and efficient power for such service, and are running

the majority of stations of this character in the United States, as well as mostforelgn countries.

Highest efBclency and absolute regulation guaranteed under the most extreme variations of

load. Catalogues furnished on application.

Address, PELTON WATER WHEEL COMPANY,
143 Liberty St., New York City, U, S. A. or 121 Main St., San Franclico, Cal., U. S. A.

R^G.TRADE MARKS JHE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO-IIMITED,
220,0 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

^—J DELTA METAL—
CASTINOS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Maker sin the U. Si

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

K^peciolly adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

Tlie Jjirgcst Poiver ever obtained from a ivUnI oj ihc mmc rfhimrlcr. The huihcul i^pecd

ever obtained Jot the name poiver. The hif/fie'i't virnn cffmaify ei'cr realized uhen
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest pan.
sible utrenfjth. A gate uncqualed in quickne/is mid rtife of oj)enhig and clomTiy.

Trsfs show over 81 per cent, average cfficienrij iritli half (o foil initcr.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

•t«GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms aa
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. BIXOX CBUCIBIiE CO., - - Jersey City, X. J.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
KPiupucc.J CHICAGO:
BKS»tMEb.J32o Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'riC4

Y RRAIMCIS B. CROCKER,
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and l^p--to-
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

•IMTEIM"

Da-fc<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to tlioronglily master tlie Art of Electric Lighting should have a copy o*'

this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHIOAGO.
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Westinghouse Integrating Wattmeters
FOR

Single-Phase Wattmeter.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT CIRCUITS.

LIGHT, ACCURATE, DURABLE, DUST-PROOF AND SMALL.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

Incandescent Lamps
OF

The Latest and Most Approved Type.

Sawyer=Man Electric Co.,

ALL SUPPLY HOUSES. ALLEGHENY, PA.

S^!f?!!!!f?n?!f?!!!!!?n?!!?!!r!!?!n!n!!!!f!!f?!n!tMr?!t!!!?!!nnnn^?&2

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRIC:AN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
StO MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LINING

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JUL:Y I, 1899.

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
6. E. CataloRUe So. 9386.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y. j

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States. ^

JUST aa£hkt you kre l-ooking fori
BOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamics and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost ot Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N. E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE SI.00
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY

las,:, lifetime, AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. F.nrinrscdI.y

NO MORE MATCHES !<>,

KARTAVERT
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBirfftt.

For.Electrlcal and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, "WMftiwas

and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTtTBED BT

THE KARTAVERT MAi^yFACTURING GO., Wilmington, DiS,

Advance Specially Co.
1 HI (^aS.ille St., CKi

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

UIICDCI UltlPCD 286 GRAHAM ST.,

nuCDCL& InAllULn, Brooklyn, n. y.

^The Fibre- Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

f (U. S. and Foreign Patents.) ^^^^H^^^^^Hk ii

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

Mo Wear on Commutator.

No suiting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Grapbite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i BIE6 Wakefield St.. Germantown.PHIUDELPHIA.

nBH&GfiAPHITEl

COMMUTATOR:^^

BRUSH 'Jk

.i^VT-VMSWCWNHQ,

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and meclianical purposes, in sheets,^

tubes, r(3s and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatiosiu

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, Deic

HIGHESrCASH PRICE PAI&«-roR Plat/wi/w scrap
Alio SLC i-AUP BACfS ce«T4iNiva pLATiKwM-- r-i.f.rnivi\\ wise <«p pl>-e

, FOR 5«.t.C

C-OtDjfMfTH BpOS; PlATINU/M Ptni^Ffl.C oS WASH'WtTOW jt, CHICMiO.

IMO^A/ 13 IIVI
To prepare for your Pall und Winter supply of lamps. Watljer up your
bnraed-onts and skip tlieiii to as forBENUM'AI. or KXCHAK4>E for WEW
O^'ES. 'We -trill get your lamps ready and sliip and bill irhen yon irant tbem.

IiYJrsr IjrCAWDESCEKT I-AMP CO., liYNN, MASS,

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch
IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.
NO,

NO.

701 SINGLE POLE.

702 DOUBLE POLE.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: UOXADNOCK BI.OCK.
XEWirOBK: MAII. AND EXPRESS BUH.l>rNG.

Black Diamond File Works.
Eat. 180S. Ime. 1«»F

Special

Prize

Gold Mtlii

at Atlanli, ^
1896.

?

4^ OITB eOODS ABE OBT BAIiE IN ETEBT UlAJHSti HAB1>WABK
^ 8TOBB IK TUB VNITED STATES Ajn> CANADA.

p. &H.BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Sturtevant
Generating Sets.

1% to 100 K. W
8 Styles.

50 Sizes.

HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL

ENGINES.

B. F. Sturtevant C9.,
BOSTON, IVIASS., U. S. A.

WARBROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street. NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street.

CHICAOO, 16 S. Caaal Street PHILADELPHIA, 135 N. Tblnl Street

LONDON, ENO., JS Qaeen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO. SEPTEMBER 2, 1899. No. 10

I nilD I CTV INSULATED
IIVinaELA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"r.^ixson?"^' S'r"Pl^^ Electrical Company,
lonad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WrSTEHN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Standard UndergroundCableCo.
642 The Bookery,

OblcagD.
Westinehouse Bldg.

Pittsburg,
18 Cortlandt St.,

New York City.
6OT Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

1226 Betz Bldg^
Fblladelpbla, Fft

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hieb Orade Bnbber COTercd Wires and Cables.

<s>«>^.

1889—Paris Exposition,
medal for Bnbber InsnlattoK.

18tt3—"World's Fair,
Sledal for Rubber InsnlatiOK.

TRADE MARIb

THi: STANDAKD FOB
BVBBEB mrsviiATioir.

Sole Manufaoturara of

Itonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Can(lee"p;»r Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Managtri. 253 Bfoailway, New York.£«!»« L, Candee,

, Dunni Cheever,
Geo. T. Manton, Gen'l Supt
W. H; Hodglns, Secy.

ElECTRIC "iiilin LIGHT
Over SOvOOO nowiD u^e.wbich includea
the U. S. Army and Navy. No wires to get
out of order, no cbem- ,.,

icala to apill, tio dan- £":

cer even Bmoni: eiplo- z:

slves. For flash or con- ^^

tinuouBllKht. A child
''

can operate it. Practical, useful, econoroieal. Price
complete, tiy mail, S3.30. S^~ Particulars Free.

JAMES S. BARRON & CO., General Electrical Supplies, 1

24-30 Hudson Street, NEW YORK.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic METHODS SO WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCau;:.

EABLE ELECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

f

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 1 41 So. Clinton St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 325 Brady St.

Tie Only Fire Detectiie GaWe ia tie forll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed tof

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl II
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installa-

Pusibie Core mnotflK tbroughout the cable is
Immeillatety 8hort.clrcultul oo aay [ntemip.
lion by Fire or Tbiel, Acciileiil or lolealloii.

ter. Call and see cables operated.

Why use dormant wim>
H^ The Montauk Automatic

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous system
of a human being is to the

•«• touch of flame.

,_„» Write for descriptive mat-

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
100 Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from 14 toSCiorsepower.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good pro&ts
for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Cheitnut St., PHIUDELPHI*.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switcliboard Instruments, X-R^

Focus Tubes, Induction CoHc

X-Ray Colls,

Telephone
Colls.

' Medical Colls,

Spark Colls.

17-27 Vandewater St., New York.

Th:b>

PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

6AS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

Plttsbnrgli. Hew York. CUcago.

^lea^oBellii^Conip

MAKERS QF Ajy.^^^ OEAIEBS IN /

LEATHERC^^ MILL

BELTING "^^SIPPIIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather beltlne Is the re-

sult of patlentinqulryandoareful

itudy of Ihe requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the syiteih used.

OFflCr ANDFACTURV
(57-69SOUTM CANAL STREET

CHICAGO. ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL C0„ PHILAOELPHIA

WESTIIH EleoMoal Himmi Co.,
II4-S20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

\kmM Dial

Mm Instnunenis.

These Instmrneots are
based npon the same geo-
eral principle and are juet

fts accnrate as oar regolar
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, bnt are mach
larfier, and tbo worbiog
parU are laclosed in s
neatly designed, dast-proot
cast-iroa case vhlch efteot-
iTely shields the iDstra-
ments from dlstarbing In-
flaenoes ot external mag-
Betlo fields. Weston Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B. "Flush Type.'*

Westoo Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and Mllllvolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammeters, VVattmeters
andVoltmeters, forAIter-
natine and Direct Corrent
Circuits.

Ourportable InBtmmento
are recognized ae standards
throughout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-
ble, absolute etandards for
Laboratory use.

Mention the Westkrw Electrician when writing for catalogues.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DrillinK, Tapping. Keaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnentbal & Co..

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.
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POLE-TOP CABLE TERMINAL.

«>«-

TELEPHONE PROTECTIVE DEVICE S-SUBSCRIB- ^|
ERS" TWO WIRE PROTECTOR. ^|

TUBULAR LINE FUSE USED AT THE
CABLE POLE.

ANYTHING
Pertaining to the

Equipment of a

Telephone Line or

Exchange

Shipped Promptly

from Stock.

TELEPHONE PROTECTIVE DEVICES-DETAILS OF
CABLE TERMINAL AND PROTECTOR.

DISTRIBLTING OR CROSS-CONNECTINQ
BOARD OF soonETALLIC CIRCUITS' CA-

PACITY MOUNTED IN CABINET.

SECTION OF DISTRIBUTING BOARD, so -METALLIC CIRCUITS' CAPACITY.

1*

Western Electrical Supply Co.p

10 and 12 N. Ninth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

<S><5>

i>%

II

IMPORTERS, JOBBERS AND DEALERS IN EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL Write Us for Catalogues, Prices, Etc.
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The First Edison Company to Use tlie Chloride Accumulator
-yf^A.S Tl-ll

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
Whose First Battery was Contracted for in 1894. It now has Five Batteries upon its System and has

Recently Contracted for EIGHT ADDITIONAL BATTERIES, a Total of Thirteen Plants,
having an Aggregate Capacity of 1 04,000 Ampere Hours at 130 Volts.

OTHER RECENT SALES OF THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR FOR CENTRAL STAT/ON SERVICE:
Chicago Edison Company, Two Batteries; Columbus, O., Edison Electric Light Co., One Battery; Minneapolis General Electric Co., One Battery.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SALEI^ OFFICKS: -

. , . .

New York, 100 Broadway. Boston, GO State St. Baltimore, Equitable Building. Cleveland, New England Building. Chicago, Marquette Building. San Francisco, The Parrott Building.

H-4•H•H•^•^••^^•^4••^•^•H••^•^^•^^•^«••HH•^•H••H-H-H~^•^•^*•!-4••^H••!-^«••^«•4•

I
TN the development of electric

•* heating apparatus for indus-

trial work, we have brought out

a small stove 4|4! inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

SMALL

ELECTRIC

STOVES.

HADAWAY ELECTRIC |

HEATING & ENG. CO., |

, 107 LIBERTY ST„ NEW YORK. |

^^^^•4^4•^•^•^^H••^4•4-^^^^^4^.»H^^^•i^•^^^^^•^HH^4^^H^•^•^•^^^4^^^«^•^^^H^^^^^

ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS....
and MARINE PROJECTORS.

Novel in Construction,
Artistic In Design,
Mechanically Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send for Catalogue "A."

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT,
Monadnock Block.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,
832 W. 6th Sr., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The Word "Tape" Means Nothing
But a tape that will insulate and protect covers a multitude of troubles. When you buy an
insulating tape what do you desire.'' We venture our opinion that you wish an article easily

carried, readily applied and giving lasting results.

Okonite and flanson Tapes
Possess all possible leading features of leading articles.

Southern

Electrical Supply

Co., St. Louis.

(Uriiintl €lwJrirCimt)tatt§, 264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co ... . xvl

Allen-Hussy Co xvl

American Battery Co xli

American El. Heater Co. xvll

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . ix

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xiv

Amer. EL Ve)ilcle Co xi

American Blec. Works .... xl

Amer. Reflect. A Ltg. Co. It

Amer. School of Corresp. Ix

Baln.Foree i

Baker A Co xill

BaUEnglneCo xvll

Barnes Co., The Wallace, s

BamettCo., Q. & H xx
Barron & Co., Jas. S i, xli

Berthold & Jennings.... xlll

Besly & Co.,ChaB. E xx
Bossert El. Const. Co. .. ix

Brady, T. H xlll

Brown &Co., M. E xlll

Bryan & Humphrey xl

Bryant Electric Co xli

Buckeye Electric Co x
BuUook Elec. Mfg. Co.... v

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co..

Carlisle & Finch Co ill

Gary Spring Works xli

Central Electric Co HI
Central Mfg. Co xlll

Central Tel. A Elec. Co. . xlv

Chicago Belting Co 1

Chicago EdlBon Co It, xU
Chlc.FuseWlreiMfg.Co. xx
Chicago Ins. Wire Co....

CM. A St. P. R. E.... svl

Chicago RheostatCc... xU
Cleveland Electric Co.... x

Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co... vi

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co. x

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.

Cornell Machine Co xvll

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xl

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co 1

D. & W. Fuse Co
Dayton Glohe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . xv

Detroit & Clevel. Nav. Co.

DlehlMfg. Co
Dlzon Crucible Co., Jos., xvll

Eagle Electric Works 1

Eastern Elec. Cable Co . .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. xvll

Edison Mfg. Co xi

El. Eng.Inst. Corr. Inst. .

Elec. Appliance Co x

Electric Storage Batt.Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Co xlx

Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... ix

ErlcssonTelophone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co xIt

Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co.

Plscher Equipment Co..

"For Sale" Advs xli

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.vill

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Gamewell Fire Alarm Tl. Co. Ix

Gates A Randolph vli

Qeneral Electric Co xlx

Gen'l Incandeecent Arc
Lightco vUi

Gol(lsmith Bros

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co. ill

Hardy Lamp Co It

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xz
Harvey Co., The G. F.... xvll

Haya Construction Co.. . iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng.Co. xil

Holmes Flbre-eraph.Co.

Holyobe & Holyoke xvl

HnebelA Manger xvl

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Intemat'l Cor. Bohoola. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

JohnstOH, Thos. J xl

Eartavert Mfg. Co
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Klein A Son, Mathias . xiv

Knutson & Co., A. W x
KokomoTel.AELM.Co. xvi

Kuhlman Electric Co xl

Kusel, D. A. , Tel. * Eleo.
Mfg. Co.... xiv

Leather Preaerv. M. Corp. xli

Leclanche Battery Co . . . sill

LefFel A Co.. James.... xvll

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co. t

Leschen-Macomber-Wbyte
Co XX

Lindsley Brothers Co... xlii

Lombard WaterWh. Q. Co. xi

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co. xvll

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. .

Mass. Chemical Co 1

Mclntlre Co . The C Ix

McLennan A Co., E x

Meyrowitz, E. B
Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xil

Monarch Fire Appl. Co.. x

Monon R. R xvi

Montauk Multip. CableCo. 1

Morris Arc Lamp Co.... vli

Munsell.A Co., Eugene,. x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co.

Naugle, Holeomb & Co.. xlll

New York Insul.W. Oo... xil

Noblett,E. J xiv

North Electric Co xv
Northern Cedar Co xill

Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. Ix

Okonite Co., The 1

PalBte Co., H. T xvll

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Pendleton A Gllkey xlll

Perrizo A Sons xlll

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co x
PhlUlps Ins'd. Wire Co. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. xv
Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. ztU
Prlngle, Wm. T
Queen AOo 1

Rawson Electric Co xiv

Belslnger, Hugo .

Roche, William xx
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A. Ix

Rolfe Electric Co xiv

Ruxton, Robert ix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xl

S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Co I

Shultz Belting Co xx
Siemens A Ba'ske Elec-
tric Co. of America

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Splitdorf.C. F 1

Standard Paint Co
Standard TeL A El. Co... xv
StandardUnderg.Cable Co. 1

Sterling A Son, W. C xlll

Sterling Electric Co

Sterling Varnish Co.,The xl
Stewart ElectricalCo xi
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
VftileCo xli, xlll

Stow Mfg. Co i

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co XT

Sturtevant Co., B. F xx
SwartB Metal Refln'g Co. xil

Technical Agency
Therlen Tool Works ix

Thompson, San A Co xil

Torrev Cedar Co xlll

Transmitter Mfg. Co ilv
Trotter's MonaMf. Co., Ltd. Iv

United Elee. Imp. Oo ... It

University of Notre Dame il

Valentine-Clark Co xlif

Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v
Walsh's Sons A Co xU
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. il

Western Eleotrlo Co ... . tU
Western El. Supply Co. ii

Western Tel. Cons. Oo. .. xiv
Westingboase Electric A
Manufacturing Co xtHI

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

WlUlams £aectric Co... xiv

Worcester A Co., O. H.. xill

Wright Discount Meter Co.

—

F'or ^lassi-Fied Index of A.dver-tl5ennen-t5 See ^age \/^l.
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ALL SUMMER.

theparagon fan
GIVES THEM TO YOU AT A SMALL COST.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 173 Adams St., CHICAGO.

((HARDY LAMPS
HARDY LAMP COMPANY,

Give fall candle
power for longer
time than other
makes.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

LONDON.
i

The most efficient Inbricator, i?
the only article that is gTiaia.iiteed
to stop spartinp. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or granze wire
brushes with the greatest safety.
Pats a beautiful luster on the
Commutator. Does away with the
use of sandpaper or any other
material that wears oat or de-
stroys its surface, it is the larg-
est "and most economical stick
manufactured. It comes in two
sizes. Small size, 83.00 per dozen,
Larpe size, te.OO. Samples mailed
free on application. For sale by

I
ail supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No, 66 West Broadway. New York City.

Messn. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Agents for the United States, 121 Worth St.. New York City.

SATISrACTIOS GirARASTEED OK aiOXEY RErCXDED.

WMimmRCOMPOUHD
=HtYL^O\W.

I DOES
I

Your Electric Light or if

Street Railway PlantPay
|

I
Satisfactory Dividends? |

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.

I

%

I

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

•>«<":":-<k-:'*4~>*«X"K":~:"X~jhm~x~:-**<»:":-*.:~:":^^

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: ipth and Aileglieny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Lighting
and Transmission of Power.

High=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.
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SEND FOR BULLETININO. 2234.

WARD LEONARD

AND

Circuit Dreakers

"U. S. NAVY STANDARD.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

'^ioioioioioioioioio4oioio^jfejfe^jfe^^jfe^jfe^jfe^^ife^jfe^jfejfe^^jfejfe^^]fejfeioiojfe4oioiojjoioioin
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J*
J*

J*
J*
?*

J*
J*
J*

J*

SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS
WHICH MAY BE DEPENDED ON. . .

WHICH ARE GUARANTEED

WHICH ARE EFFICIENT

WHICH ARE WQNDERFULLY SIMPLE.

Hrrexcow. i>mjc<

ALSO €iKT OUR BFLIiETnV

No. ae OX THIS SA9IE SUB-

JECT

The Young;stown Oas Co.

The Mahoning Electric Light Co. The Youngstown Electric Light Co.

uGht, meat, power, and electrical construction

YOUNGSTOWN Ohio. '^""^ 19th, iggj,

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co, ,

P017 Locust St. ,

St, Louis, lio.

Getjtlersen:—
Replying to ycurs of a recent date regarding the operation of-

your single phase Induction notors on our lines, we may say that oup

silence i^ satisfaction.

The [totor^ have given absolutely no trouble, end have requir-

ei no particular attention on our part.

The mini!ii'-i.n cost, and convenience of inptallation en ordinary

single phase lighting circuits, fed by a comnion transformer systei!!, is

to be coiTiiDended.

WBIT£ FOB COPY OP A
TEBY FUr.Ii DISCUSSION
OFTBBSUBJECTOF ''THE
S1N6I<E-PHASE MOTOB,"
PRESENTED TO THE STU-

DENTS OF ONE OF OUR
liEADINe TECHNICA1<
SCHOOLS IN liECTURE
FORM, "n'HICH WE ARE
JUST ISSUING]} IN PAai-

PHIiET FOR3I.

Yours truly,

THE YOTOGSTC™ ELECTPJC LIGHT CO.

.yw^^^s*: .

5*t Cen'l Manager,

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
BRANCH offices:

BOSTON,
NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.-
SAN FRANCISCO,

620 Atlantic Avenue.
203 Havemeyftr BIdg.

• 1000 Betz Building.
1B19Marquette Bidg.

- 404 Market Str«tt,

l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^
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TME OF TIGHT BELTS ARE

CLIMO-SURFACE
THE BEST LEATHER
PRESERVATIVE KNOWM.

ALL
BELTS
WILL TRANSMIT
GREATER POWER AND ^^
RUN PERMANENTLY LIKE'^^
WITH POSITIVELY

ISO SLIPPING
NO HOT BOXES
MO TAKING UP NECESSARY,

BELTS ARESOFT. PLIABLE AND ABSOLUTELY
WATER-PROOF WHEN FILLED WITH ^
r^§ M1kir> Clirkc-A^ir 5EhDT0 us rORTESTS
CLI nO~^U Kr ACL.BYPROF.CARPEnTEROF

CORNtLL uniVERSITY.

CLlIiOrSURFACE MFG.CO. 1]M82 viRomiA st ^upf5AL0.M.Y.
Chicago Branch, 535-538 Temple Conrt Bldg., S35 Dearborn »$t.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annnnol&toTS.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Are lionips.
Central Electric Co.
DIehlMfg Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wke., Inc.

Qales & Randolpb.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Morris Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America,

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlngliouse EL ft Mfg. Co.

Are lil«ht Cord.
Lesohen-Macomber-Wliyte

Co.

Batteries and Jara.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Leolanohe Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec. Snp. Co.
National Carbon Co.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mtg. Co.
Roche, William.
Victur Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearines and Bearing
Uetal.
Lesohen- Maoomber-Whyte

Co.
Beua.

, „
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing:.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather PreserverMfg. Corp.
Shiiltz Belting Co.

KeltlAK. ,
,

Chicago Belting Co.

Leather preserverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boobs, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BmstieB. , ^
Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mtg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bursiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co-

Electric AppLianoe Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Inanlated Wlrei.)
Cables, K&ectrle (See Insu-
lated Wlreaj, Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Qen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelBinger, Hugo.
Western Elec*. Supply Co.

Cbemlsts.
Harvey Co., The G. P.

Clntclkes (Arc Ijamp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

Coils.
Splltdorf. 0. F.

Compound.
Dearborn DrugitChem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McTjfinnar & Co.. K.
Standard Pamt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Annllance Co-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Constmctlen A Repairs.
Eulloclt Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co-
Ft. Wayne tCiec. Wiis., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Waish Elec Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. MIk. Co.
Siemens A H*lske E.ectrlc
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Victor EiRCtrlc Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Electric
Uffht Plants.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BnlUck E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Uo-
Cornell Machine Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa^ne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. or .\ierlca.

Sturtevant Co.. B P.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly JSiCo..Chaa. H.

Copper W^lres.
American Eiectrloal Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebltng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Schools.
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Apnllance Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chit-Outs and Sirltehes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter til. & Mig. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
HartAHegeman Mfg Co
Leonard, Ward. Electric Co.
Mevrowitz, E. B.
Pai8teCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie El. fii Mfg.Oo.

Bynames.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Worka.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec Mfg Co.
Siemiins & Halske Electric
Go. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B.P.
Thomp«:cn Son A co

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. Supply Co.
Wesdnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Elec. Heaths Appliances.
American Kiec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El. Htg. & Eng. Co.

Electric Railways.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EI. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Vehicles.
American El. Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Co.

Electrical and SKechanl-
cai Ensineers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays uonstructlon Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
iiargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne tlec. Wks., Inc.
Gates OL Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Paiate Co., fl. T.
Queen <& Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Barron & Co., Jas. S.
Bryant Electric Company.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
McIntireCo. , The C.
Prlngie. Wm. T.
Thenen Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platlns Ulaoh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Aseney.
Technical Agency.

Engines, t>as.
Cornell Machine Co,

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Sturtecant Co., B. F.

Fan Untnts.
Central Electric Co.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Ei. Mig. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor l-o.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. AH.

Fire Alarms.
Gamewell Fire Alarm Tl.Co.

Fire Extinsnishers.
Monarch Fire App. lance Co.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. & W. Fuse Co
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

McIntireCo., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

<^aH Ldiglitlns, Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ctears.
Besly & Co., Chaa H.

Cleneral Elec. Supplies.
Barron & Co., Jas. S.
Central Klectrlc uo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec- Sup. Co-
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€rlobes and Electrical
tviassvrare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

twraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
1ns materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co-
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.LThe.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Under^ound O. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—91affnet W^lres.
American Electrical Worki,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Montauk Multlph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulaied Wire Co.
OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ediaon Co.
Oolumb'a Inc. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Sup. Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Warren Elec A Soec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Llshtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Co
F.lectrlc Appliance Co.
Pt. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Slasnet Wire.
(See insulaiea Wlrei.)

Manipulators (Inc.ljmp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator co.

JUecfaanleal machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
StilweU-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

aUca.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

WIntng Apparatus. Elee.
Bullock EleC. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bultock Elec. Mfg. Co,
Chicago Rheostat co.
Dlehi Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Klec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
uo, of America.

Sturtevant Co.. B. P.
Toompson. tjon A Co.
United Elec. Imp. co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Pacbins.
Besly A Co. Ohsa. H.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Rnxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronse.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd,

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Brown, M. R., A Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb A Co.
Northern cedar Co.
Pendleton A Gilkey.
PerrIzo& Sons.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be -TVlndlns—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Eleotrlc Co.
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Search-Ijishts.
Carlisle A Pincb Co.

Second-Hand MachlnV.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Oo.
Thompson, Son A Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speahln&r Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

P^r 4XI|3Keibe-ti«

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speea Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
Barnes Co , The Wallace.
Gary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulatiux.
American Electrical Work*
Central Electric Co
Electric AppUance Co.
Lesenen-Macomber-Whyte

New York Insulated Wire Co
OkoniieCo..The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
Alien-Hussy Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co
Columbia E.ec. b Mfg Cc
Ericsson Telephone co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.Holyoke fii Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D. A. Tel.A El. Mfg. Co.Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co
Noblett, E.J.
Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son. Mathlaa.
Therien Tool Works.

Transfbrmers.
Bullock fclectric Mfg Co
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric po.
Thompson, Sjn A Co.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western-Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse E]. a Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine^ WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Cc
Leffel & Co., Jas.
StUwell-Bierce Smlth-Vaile

UniTcrsities.
University of Notre Dame.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly a Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodworlt, Elertrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen Jb Co.
Splltdorf, C. P.
Victor Electric Co.

Inci^>c ^-f ^Xd^^^i-tis^rvk^n-ts S^^ ^Sk^^ II
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EMPIRE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
>4 HI IM T, l>IE\A/^ YORK,

nianafactnrers of Station Instruments for Direct and
Alternating CnrrentM.

IDEAL

Down Break

Circuit

Breaicers.

Morris'

Rail Bonds.

Warren

Inductor

Alternators.

Sterling

Railway

Enclosed Arc

Lamps.

s

i

i
TRIUMPH RAIJLWAl" GENERATORS

AND STATIONARY MOTORS.
DIAMOND TRANSFORMERS AND

METERS.

t

t
:

i

i

I GATES $c RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are Superior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yon shonid see tlieni

at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO..

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:

The Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96-9S Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-HlU Electric Co., 635 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. E. Garton Company, 316 Dearborn St.. Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions la voltage aad frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to lis volts.

<^:

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PLAIN WEATHERPROOF LAMP. WITH METAL SHADE
AND STANDARD ENCLOSING GLOBE L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

'Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de BreteuH.
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4 <s>

FORT Wayne Electric Works
(INCORPORATED) »̂

1

^r^^

Ip^^
-,ifc.'j*^^j^^i;~^^^E_,^^v^r

^H g^

- 1

STANDARD FORT WAYNE DUNCAN METERS are accu-

rate on all loads. In point of simplicity and durability they are

unsurpassed.

They register accurately from iJo of full load to 5O-? overload.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is so con-

structed that the meter will start on one-half of one per cent, of full

load.

The advantage of a friction compensator that is adjustable is

evident at once to station managers. It is described in our new
meter book, which will be sent upon application.

<s>-

1-

<s>

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORV, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
1 I
I - I

^l^^^ss^ry •for ^^rf^csticsn ^r^ found ir» -th^

Incandescent Lamps
s«eso«os»CMDK«iKHX><H:i<«XK8S^

We would like to have you make your own tests as to

Long Life-High Efficiency-Sustained Candle Power.
A specialty of lamps for railway circuits.

Write our nearest Sales-office, asking for Circular E.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
FACTORY AND GENERAL 0FFICES:--572-578 FIRST AVE., NEW YORK.

N. Y. AXD Export Office;
SMI Cortlandt St.

BOSTON:
31 Milk St.

Philadelphia:
233 Drexel Bldg.

CLEVELAND:
39-47 E. Prospect St

St. Louis:
511 Security Bldg.

Chaklotte. N. C
29!'s So. Tryon St.

IVI.ARTIIM J. IIMSVJL.I- CO.:
CHICAGO; MiLwiUKF.E:

1012 MoDadDock. TOO Fabst Bldg.
Minneapolis: San Francisco:

516 Guarantee Bldg. 598 Parrott Bldg.
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ALARM AND SIGNAL TELEGRAPHS
FOR

FIRE AND POLICE DEPARTMENTS
OF

THE BAMEWELL FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH GO.

IMDARD.
In Almost Universal Use.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 9 Barclay Street, NEW YORK.

You Have a Motor
In a machine shop

Moanted on the ceiling.

What is the Resistance

of its Field?

Yon try with a testing set

And pnll pings

And press keys

And wait for needle to come to rest

And add

And dlYide

And make mistakes

And swear.

You use a direct-reading ammeter

and get the results twelve

seconds after the connections

are made.

The American
Electric Specialty Co.,

123 LIBERTY ST., N. Y.

AGENTS CHAS. WIRT 4. CO.
RHEOSTATS AND BRUSHES.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TEHMINALS.
Special Connectors for HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS ind STRIPS.

THE G. MclNTIRE CO., 13 S 15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

OUK STUDENTS

SUGGEEO.
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.

I think there is do betterchauce to advance
than through the Schools. Betore I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically nothine;
about electricity or stpam eneineering. My
Courses in Electric Power and Lighting atd
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great b^nelit to me, as I now Iiave charge
of an Hlectric-Ught plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNER, Patton, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enroltlne in the

Schools I had been reading pverything I
could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-
trical engineering, but found that I needed
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Englreering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards. *I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a mucli lareer palarv.

J. L. CHASE, Tnjieka, Kansas

Ninp Pjprfrirnl rnnrcpc Electrical Engineering. ElniUC t^lCCiriLai WUUlACa. UKhting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Ttlegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

- Electrical Instruction in charge of Prof. h. B. Williasison,
Formerly profes-or of Electricity in Lehigh University.

10.»,000 STUI>E5fTS A?i'I> ttKADlTATES August, 1S90, CAPITA!., $1,.»00,000.

$12 to $70 in .''mall Monthly Installments pays for a

Write for Circulars and Local Peferencei to the

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, l^u^m

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLET AND JUUfCTIOU BOXES.
SWrrCHBOAKDS, PANEL BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTCJ

^i3^i\/ii=>-r ^i-iDF3iwiE:iM-r^ of"

Alteniaii-Cnrreit Desk aid Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ROEBLING

VlSltVcMJiStSl^tSiJilsi^'^lt't^JiSKr'SctsScSciirKJMtiJB:

The Best

Education

Increase

•a

'a
•u

I One's Salary

I AMERICAN SCHOOL

- CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted exclusively to

Engineering
( steam
- Electrical
/ nechanlcal

i
i
i
i
I
i

i
i

«
St

Si

I
I
?5
Si

i

Write To-day
for

"Hand-book R"
and

SPECIAL RATE
KOR

SEPTEMBER
EVHOLLMENTS.
American

School of

Correspoadence,

Bos on, Mass.,
U. S. A.

GREGORY

DistributingCJrcle

FOR

POLE
TOP.

Pat«Tit

Pending.

INVESTI6ATE

ITS

MERITS.

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

Also write for particulars of tlie COOPER
RUNNING BOARD, the only one that will

jump cross-arms, and our Stringing Reel.
IVIanufactured by

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
Minneapolis, Minn.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. m.dison. wis.

GENERATORS
MOTORS - - -

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel, invertible. Multipolar.

i-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nccipcc > Northern Engineering Co.urriuca
^ g^ cortlandt St , New York.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

The Norlhwest Fng'g Co.,

St. Paul. Minn,
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,

San Franiisco, Cal.
Machinery & Electrical Co.,

Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Newgard Globe.
WATERPROOF.

The only combined globe and receptacle absolutely

moisture and weather proof.

Will last for 3-ears where permanent wiring has hitherto

been unknown.
Made for Edison or T.-H. base lamps— 16 or 32 candle

power. Three styles— for pendant work, flange or bracket

style, and with pipe connection for use with 3 g-inch iron pipe.

Send for descriptive circular and prices.

America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
CHIC/^GO.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is bard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS

Will be good as new if you fix tbem up RIGHT, and BETTER

if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch

The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp

without taking rods out. We can FiX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Balesburg, III.

INDIA a AIVIBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IM^ULATtD
€loth» and i\ipers.

COIVIPOUIVD

\ Cii^eiieMiinsell^Co. IVIica Insulalor Co.!
IN AMV SHAPE OR PATTERN. 2ISW.itcrSt MCM York fif CllicagO. ll7L<lkcSI.

%;PERFECT.

m:
INSULATOR
BEdSTERED.

The Columbia Electric

& Mfg. Company.

Geo. -M Mayek. .Moerts M. Xevkath.
Pres. Sec'y and Treas

Manufacturers of Telephone Switchboards. Switch'
board Inslrumenls, Electrical Specialties.

Get our Prices. 79 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

-XOTEIiXy IX FOBCEIiAISr-

NXSIKT PERU FUSES PI.U6.
TRY IT-YOUXI, BrY IT.

Pfe-vir C^trsiloevie Oiit. Serxd tor It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IHD

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
The only article that will PRE^^NT

SFAEKING. "Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTLyG.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator jou have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
5oIe Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trast Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOB PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine Bldg, CLEVELAND. 0.

F C. Sterns A Co.. ^5 Pe^ri St.. Buffalo.

Petticgell-.indrews Co., Poston, Mass.
C. W. Phipps, 222 Havemeyer Blag.. New York.
Western Eiectric Co., Chicago.
E. d: w. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we wUI

Send FREE. Sample Stick.

' Name . .

: Address .

1 w. E.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
KS7ABus^^Ef> 'i^7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

BUCSETE
QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED,

IIMOAIMDI
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland. Ohio

A Positive Insulator.

THE ONLY EXTINGUISHER ADAPTED

FOR SWITCHBOARD FIRES.

•————««»»»»awB»»«
• •
• Nothing to get out of order. •

More Telegraph, Telephone
and Electric Stations are
Equipped with "KlLFYRE"
than with all other Fire
Extinguishers.

——————»•——

9

{Adopted for all conditions 9
of Fire. S

OVER 150,000 NONA/ IN LJSI
^r>igl r-iEk't^r^ ^nd ^^1^ O'wrt^r

27
WILLIAMS ST.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

IVI^IM A.i9CH F-II9E ^VF3|9|_I4M^^IE ^^.

PRICE. • Beware of Imitators. $3.00 Each.

. Good until used .

ADOPTED BYTHE WESTERN UNION

AND POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.

• s• Can be used by anyone. S
»•«•••»»•——»«aa3ftg—
More Actual Fires have been
Extinguished by Women and
Children with "KILFYRE"
than with all other Fire Ex-
tinguishers combined.

Designed for general use. •
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FRANK N. PHrLLIPS, Prcsidei

O. H. WAGENSCIL, TncAQunEi
EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.

GCNCMAL MANAOCn.
E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vicc-Pfir*.

C. R. nEMINGTON, JR., See.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
• PROTTDESICE, R. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIEE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Donohoe. 241 Madison St.

Montreal Braiioh, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical "WorkB.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be

obtained under any conditions.

Address '

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I 6 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Cn.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechaaical and Electrical EogiQeers,

CoDsultatlons, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Specifications, Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chaslnR. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Llocoln Trust Bid;;., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRVAN. M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NITRE DAME,
Kotre llaiiie. Ind..

Offers every advantact" to students wIsIiIhr to
do special work lu Electrical Kogineerlm*; be-
sides the regular course leaillnirup to the decree
of lia^ihelor of Science In Klectrlclty, It has a
special department for those (Students desiring
to Keta practical knowlcdiieonlyin tills branch,
Catalof^ies on application Address

RKV. A. MOKRISSEY, C. S. C. President.

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

1^^
LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,

NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

YOU CAN'T COOK EGGS
On Our Rheostats. They Run Cool.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
Tbat we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight ctiarges per hundred for old I MUn DACCC °^ ^^y make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Compaays, for which LHlflr DHOCw we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices ror Piatmam. Brass and Copper
Scrap and. metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wasted. OEIO. F, SCHWALM & CO., HarHson, HT. J.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keep, the \

I American Electric Vehicle CoJ
p IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1

Send for Catalogue
of Carriages Chicago, U. S. A.

Q==*«^85°^Q===.4^[r5°^Q====T®gzr^(S==,=.£^G5°^(L==*^^

Ml Eitra tali farDil
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Edison Battery Fan Outfits

- Edison-

Lalande Cells.
The only efficient battery fan outfits

on the market. Invaluable for the

sick room.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
Thomas A. Edison, Proprietor,

135 5TH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

To correspond with as concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
Atf^^ll ADDRESS

I UU -STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE.

Long-distance Telephone, I I I 7. ... CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANOARO

"O.K. "Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phjiiips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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Dynamo Tenders Wanted.

Two TouDg men accustomed to operating
power plant and alterDating-eurrent machinerj".

to operate a university light plant. Free tuition

in mechanical and electrical engineering and
salarv sufficient to cover expenses. Address
"UXiVEKSITY." care Western Electrician, 510

iLarquette Building, Chicago.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

MAKERS WANTED.

Good men on ammeter and voltmeler

work can secure steady employment.
Apply or write. 4i CENTRE STKEET,
LYIs°X, MASS.

WANTED.
A good salesman in electrical business for

West and Southwest. Answer, giving territory

traveled and terms. Address "SALESMAJN',"
care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg..
Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical and mechanical engineer having

eleven years" experience in practical applica-
tion of electricity (including steam and water
power) desires position of responsibility with
lighting, power or manufacturing company in

Western States. Best of references: willing to
start on moderate salarv. Address S. EIX6-
HAM HOOD. 4216 Spruce St. PhUadelphia. Pa.

WANTED.
Position as lineman in small plant by young

man who understands all kinds of wiring and
line work. Can furnish references. Address
"J. C..'* care of Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
quette Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
A recent graduate of a technical"school, electri-

cal engineering course, desires a position with
an electric light, railway or manufacturing
company. Address H. O. il.. care of the Western
Electrician. 510 ilarquette Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED
By a thorough telephone engineer with best of
references as to character and ability: six years
experience as promoter of independent tele-

phone companies and superintendent of con-
struction; also knowledge of bookkeeping and
secretary and manager's work. Position
wanted "with telephone companv or manufac-
turer. Address W. L. GOODHAPvT. Telephone
Engineer, Middleport. >. Y.

For Sale—Bargains.
Each.

Two 100-K. W. Eaison 500-
Tolt dynamos S 850.00

Two D. oO-K. W. T.-H. 125-

yolt dj-namos 550.00
One SrVo-K. VT. WesUnghouse
125-yoft new diTiamo 600.00

Two 120 K. AV. T.-H. Alt 1.200.00

TRANSFORMERS.
10-light Stanley. 1.000 to 50.

.

6.00
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.

.

6.00
lo-lislit Stanley. 1.000 to lOiJ.. 8.00
20-Uglit Stanley, l.OCO to 50.

.

9.50
20-liglit Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1.000 to 50.

.

15.00
30-liglit Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 15.0(3

40-liglit Stanley, 1,000 to .30 .

.

IS.iX)

40-liglit Stanley. 1,000 to 50-

100 IS.OO
50-light Stanley, 1.000 to 50.

.

26.50
50-Ught Stanley, 1.000 to 50-

100 26 50

Also » quantity of T.-H. Type, F. i G.,
West., etc. Write for prices. All kinds
of Dynamos. Motors, Engines. Cars. etc.

Correspond with us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

(07 Liberty St., New York.

Bids for lighting the streets and alleys

of the City of Pontiac. Mich., %yill be
receiyed at the office of the City Clerk
up to noon, standard time, Monday,
September 11. 1899. Lighting to be by
arc light.

Specifications may be obtained by ad-
dressing Mr. H. Coleman, Chairman of
the Lighting Committee.
By order of the Council.

W. P. Brewster, Mayor,
H. COLEilAX,
H. M. Jacksos,
F. L. Mtllis,

Committee.

C. D. JosES. Electrical Engineer.

THE IMPROVED HOLD-FAST CABLE CLIP.

24-30 Hudson Street,

Very strong and well made
of the best materials. It is

quickly and easily applied bv
liand. The metal strap is

simply drawn around the
cable and through the hang-
er, after which the hanger 1<

turned up. which action
takes up the slack, binds and
locks the strap li ahtly around
the cat>le It will 'not rust
or injure the cable. Un-
doubtedly the best on the
narfeet. Millions are now in
iseby the principal telephone
ompanies. Write fnr prices.

JAS. S. BARRON & CO.,

.^^f^s. of and Dialers in General
Electrical Supplies,

NEW YORK.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghoose
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO

701 Delaware St„ Kansas Cjty, mo.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUWPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

a\so

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalosue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SIITH-YilLE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, CaL; C. B. Boothe &Co., Los Angeles, C»L

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FEOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOKD.HAND ELECTRICAL WACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Go., Newark, N. J.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO.. 19 South JeRerson Street. Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
».'. all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
no S. Deaplalaes Street, CHIGAeo, ZU..

BARGAINS IN DYNAMOS, ENGINES.
Write for Price List No. 22.

Direct Current D3'namos, Alternating Current Dynamos, Arc Djoiamos, Engines, Boilers, Heaters,

Pumps, all sizes. This apparatus has been in use in our own stations, and we therefore know its exact

histor}-, and can state that it is in thoroughly good operative condition.

139 Adams St.,
CHICAGO.CHICAGO EDISON COIVIPANY.

Motor Starting Blieostats.
Slotor Regulating; Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
T^'estfleld, W. J„ X'. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

PATENTS :;r,r"
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quietly sold.

ROBERT RFSITO^I,
19a I.a Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Tel. 3316 JSth St.

^ f=^
GARY SPRING WORKS, g ^

^ ^^ 240 and 242 West 29tb St.,^
V\ ^g New York city. L
lil j :^^^ Mar.'jfaciurersof X
W W WIRE and SPRINGS U \'s^

AMERICAN"SS"
ARE THE BEST. Send for deicrlptlve Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D iaa9. 1 74 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

Tbe Bryant\ Cut-Oil
Concave-head contact screws in

the base, and convex in the cap, in-

sure a perfect contact -where the two
connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The coTer, being held in place

by but one nnt, can be readily re-

moved for fasing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, liiinois.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CortlaniltSt.,New York.
5.1 CHICAGO:
*• 1320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress SI.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATAl,Ot;rE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..

Guaranty' Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLOIY BLDG., CHICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Waj-ne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE. MICH

POLES W. G. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

ME^OMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to so-foot foles our Specialty.

POLES

CEDAR POLES
We have for immediate shipment the fol-

lowing poles. Can load ten cars per week;

4,000 5, 6 and 7 in.

3,275
1,107
840
"5
93
ii~

6 and 7
7
7
7
7
8

25 ft.

30 and 35
40

45
50

55
60

Length, size and inspection guaranteed.

Correspondence solicited.

NORTHERN CEDAR CO.,

Room I, Berkshire Block,

West Superior, - Wis.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CHICAGO

\A/l-ii-be Oedar ^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

Si'S^'if^E^s^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Baggett, Mich.

Cedar M.R. BROWN SCO.,
BBMIDJI, MINN.,

WHOLESALE DEALERS. Poles.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINCS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.

Suite 510 Waroufitti- Bidq,

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

BBXTD FOE CIECULAK AND PEICE8.

THE lECLANCHE BAHERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE, WIS.

^•.,aaglJ.'.^BJ!!! l3(&.--T9*fe--5«lfe---.-^'=te- --

I CEDAR POLES :

^ We CONTROLTHE OUTPUT OF CEDAR OhTHELINEOF-THEWISCOMSIM ,

f &MICHIGANR.R.5SMILC-51NLEN6TH:COVER1NOATI:RRITORYOF ^
OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORE5T5. , I

* We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHI PMEMT. *

|> NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK OIN HAN D. --

; C.H.W0RCESTER6C0.K0SS.MICH.

BraPastlriDS.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturerof Mast Arms, Poleand
Swinging Hoods, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
y^av^s..— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Central Manafacturing Co.,

Cfaattaaooga. Teao.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, EIecfricalMouldings,Oak Brackets,
iLar^eatockH on hand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O.B. cars, yourcity, in any quantity. ^^"Write us.

IIMI.JI\/IPL.A^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave., A'ewark, X. J.

New York Office, 1-20 Liberty Strett.

NEW CATECHISM OF ELEGTRlCITYa
A PRACTICAL TliEATISE.

TESTinONIAL. Chas. M. ^Ve\r, Chief Engi-
neer U. S. Projectile Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
"It Is one of the most practical ana concise
works on the subject 1 ever saw It is just the
right thing in tlie right place, and I most cheer-
fnlly recommend It to all who desire a practical
knowledge of Electricity."

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand^Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Blndlne. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Prii:e$i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

This is a booJc of 5.'J3 pp., full of up-to-date In-

formation. 300 illustrations. Handsomely bound
in red leather, pocketbook form, size AV^x&V^,
with titles and edges in gold. Price, $2.00, post-
paid. 100 page descriptive catalogue of electri-

cal books free on request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best

of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either

short or long distance work.
A nyone can make an insi ru-

ment that will work ^ell at

tlrsi, hut to produce one Uiat

will continue to meet ev. ry

proper demand is quite an-

other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MANUFACTURED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA.O , V. S. A

Call on US (or

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our ru'e,

And each order filled with csre.

Large stocks always on hand.

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oak or walnut woodwork.

New Ideas In magneto bells.

Each Instrument guaranteed.

Ail kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Doubie-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers, bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating colls,

Induction colls,

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on my

Order you may wish to place.

N

9

9

M
A

R
K

E

T

S
T
R

E

E

T

S
A
I

N

T

L

U

I

S

M

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Suite 510 Uaranette Blde^i ChlesB*.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

EUREKA TELEPHONES
Will Interest You in Quality as well as Price.

Write us for Catalogue B before placing your orders.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157 So. Canal Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-)e54 8. Clinton St., Cliicago, III.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephon8s#Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

BROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEK

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S ^SrcVs°°"' Willi merest You

.

NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

186 liiberty St.,

Jfew York.

SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

CleTeland, O.

ESTABLISHED Idas.

NofTcE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRiC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St.,

ST. I4OUIS, MO.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

SPECIAL
y^oowoKK
Toy TelrpKoTifaiiii EUctnta)

Const""'"'t.tl00 a\ cvfyy acjcri^ti'oTv,

L m emp-n's7«o I J3 <5X cs,

ftTl<L5fATlA,S, ^c.Wicu.6.

EJNOBLETT

Lj,Jl"TeIf P'^o-ne Y«r^J B03.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. *S"Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son.
S7-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO. II

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price $1.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BT

THEELEGTRiCIANPUBLiSHINGCO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, ChicaRC

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electricallj' and mechanically,

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Qenerators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THEWiLUAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 25, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch"
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
ageregating over 300,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.

lA/C PIIJIDJIUTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

lie UUAnAn I LC of our apparatus to he of the btgbest
facade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
aw which may be brought against OUR patrons on alleged in-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jacl(soii Blvd., cor. Canal, Chicago
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS PREVENT NEW FORMATION.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

Offices: 29, 30, 3 1 , 32, 33 Rialto BIdg.
Telephone Harrison 1373.

WNI. H. EDCAR. President, ^^^^^. 3325, 2327, 2329 La Salle St.
CHICAGO, - - ILLINOIS. Telephone No. I 130 South.

VIA^RK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMevtr S-tandarci WSry ^a-fc-fc^rlos.

^rres'feer and ^u-li-^u-fc S^M'i'fcehi.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

MADISON, WIS.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PAGES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating ielephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

510 Marquette Building^
CHICAGO.Electrician Publishing Co.,

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ftLL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 61-73FRANKF0RT8T.. OHIO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
IB Complete, Durable, Kellable.

The only manufacturers seltlnR a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies
OF THE

Western Electrigian,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marqnette BuUdins, .... CHICAGO.

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

The Sal-ammoniac-

The Metal Connec-

tions—

The Bushing—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to I 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. UOUIS, IVIO.
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SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Fflcilities. New Machinery.

More Roem.
We make Sir itch -

boards, Kesiatance
Boxes, AVheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, KxtenBion
Bells,Repeating Coils,
Induction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Receivers, I>e-
maKnetizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Ciffar I^ighters, Medi-
caFCoils. Punches and
J>ies, Etc.
We do Punching, Screw

and Mllllne Machine Work,
Metaland Fiber Sawing, Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to ^et what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E.Cor. Van Bar&n & Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ALLEN-HUSSY CO., 3' and 213 Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF INTERIOR TELEPHONES INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS.

JUST OUT—Our New Catalogue. Don't delay in sending for a copy.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephoned Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, ind., U. S. A.

Cfi

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
"Whenever yoB are asked a qnestion on W^iring, refer the

qnestioner to this book, and he will find what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotive Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Cali-ulate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of "Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Ai^tly tlie simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for WirmL: 3 T'lMnt, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

27 TABliES ON WIBlNCi AS!D VAI.CABL,E DATA.
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ''°BSr CHICAGO.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

smuL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
EL.ECTRIC -LIGHTED TRAI MS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Ticket Office, 95 Adams Street.

The F Bell

IS SURE
TO

RING.

HUEBEL& MANGER, ¥lo"orL?iiW

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

last a lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. EnHorsed by
leading gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

cfhildrcn to play with
Price, complete, S2. 50

Advance Specialty Co.
1 19 LaSalle St., Chicago.

ITTH^SOUTH
VIA THC

/6cG.u-iy^,*ij

fftANKJ-ftECD

W-H-HcDOCL CHASrtDOCKWUL-

CHICAGO

THE TELEP^HONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Blectrwal Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of '"Etectricity in Daily Life.""

\W Size, Pric^ $I.OO.I60 *ases, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tKiy Hand-I
Extract from Preface.—" This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everythingregarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit,
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Botteher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Trausmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches,
Telephone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

3fi.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.

pnbusbed and for Bale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGIME CO.

CHICAGO

ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

)FFICE: l526M0hADNOCKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE ENGINES

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 10 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. Incandescent lights.

Absouutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

Cornell Machine Co., ^0*^.^"' ""'

IMO\A/ IS IIVI
To prepare for your Fall and Winter supply of lamps, leather np your
I'lirned-onts and ship them to na for BENfclVAI. or RXCHANtiE for N£W
0\KS. 'Weirlllget your lamps ready and ship and bill ^rtien yon ivant them.

L,Y5rX IXCAXDESCEST liASIP CO., LYSfK, MASS.

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING A^D therefore appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Flags have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are gronnd to a fit.

PHU.ADEI.PHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICASO.

ELECTRIC LAUNDRY IRONS.
V-Sliaped.

Weight, 8 lbs

Consumes 550

watts.

Any voltage up

to 720.

Oval-Sliaped.

Weiglit, 6^ lbs.

Consumes 450

watts.

Any voltage up

to 220.
No. 62.

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.

On receipt of

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Hum EtetrlcM

I

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 NIarquetfe BIdg.. CHICAGO

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especlallj- adapted to all klnrls of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

Tlie Largest Power ever obtain&l Jrotn n wind of the mme dlamclcr. The hlghcM upeed
ever obtained /or the same power. The highest viean efficiency ever realized when
Tunning from half to full gate. We. guarantee also : A runner of the greatcet po^
sible strength. A gate uncqaalcd in quickness and eoi^e of opening and closing.

Tej^ts show over 81 per cent, avernge efficiencj with half to full u-ater.

.^__^^^^ State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaraoceed co prevenc 3..;.pp ng aod to preserve the leataer.
It wiil paj^ you to send lor circulars and testimonials,

^OS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

LGTRADEMARKS
i
JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZ E SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA;

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

:.::./;, >M!,„/r-
^— DELTA METAL

/jy?\ : CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS :

^'ELT«\ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers in the U.S.^eLtV

Your Burns
And where is there an electri-

cian that doesn't have them —
some pretty bad ones, too ?

Can be rapidly and permanently cured by one or two applica-

tions of Vitogen. Mr. Harry Rood, New Albany, Ind. (elec-

trician), says: "Vitogen saved my life, and I cannot say too

much for it." Better keep

a bottle handy. It will come
in good use when j'ou least

e.xpect it. A perfect Anti-

septic Dressing Powder.

Cures Burns, Scalds, Ulcers, Tumors, Blood Poison and Sores.

Sold by Druggists la perforated screw-cap bottles or mailed on receipt of

price: 2oz., 50c. ; 4 oz., $1 00. Canadian price: 2 oz., 60c.; 4 oz.. *1.20.

"^ctS."' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Branch, Mille Roches, Ont.. Kezae & Bennett, Agents.

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIOM OR HIGH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICASO, .sy-sm ur«vettc BhUAIbb.

PHII.ADE1.PHIA, Walter C. Helntlre * Co., SOS Conmerec St.
KLHIBA, S. n. Blake.
SAN FBANCISCO, OAIh. CmiMrata Elee. Works, 400 Market St.

NEW TOBK OFFICE, Singer Bide., 149 Broadn-ay.
BOSTON, e. H. Angler A Co., 04 Federal St.

ST. IiOUIS, IVestem Electrical Supply Co.
CINCINNATI, Nevada Bldg. John A. Stewart.
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Westinghouse

INTEGRATING WATTMETERS^

=FOR ALTERNATING-CURRENT CIRCUITS.

I

I
I
I

I
I

SINGLE PHASE.

.^f::'^

fITTSBURG pA.U.S.A.

pOLY PHASE [>

POLYPHASE.

WESTINGHOUSE POLYPHASE WATTMETER.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg* Co.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

OFFICES

:

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cin-

cinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burg, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse, Tacoma, Washington.
Denver, Mountain Electric Co,

««F

OFFICES:

Canada, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John

Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.," Halifax, N. S. Mexico, G. & O.

Braniff & Co., Cily of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co.,

Ltd., 32 Victoria Street, London, S. W., England.

The name Westingfhouse is a g;uarantee.

!__.
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-THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER LINING

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899.

%

i

FIBER-LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E, Catalogue No. 9386.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

.SSVWiWVAWWWA V^VWW^rtWAVAWJViA^i J
JUST iAZ:HKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting,

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Pynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri

bution. Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoms of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE $1.00
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

In tin cases, making a oractlcallj' air-tight pack-
age; aiso preventlDg 'possibility of damage in

bandling:. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. Sold by first-class

aealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

863 Broadway, New York. 1 64 Lake SL, Chicago.

THE TBOVBt,E OF OIIi OX BELTS OVEBOOME BT

Oil Extracting Powder
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 575 lbs. No. 6.
will make close price. Write Us.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WhYTE CO., - - - 19 and 21 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

A great maoy telts get oil on them, whVch lessens their drivlog power by causing them to slip,

besides rotting the belt. To send them to some place to have the oil extracted is e-vpenslve, and
another belt must be kept in reserve, to be used while this is beiug done.

Wemaoaf 4Cture an (>il Extracting Powder, which can be applied to the belt while it is run-
ning on rhe pulleys, which absorbs the oil and leaves ciu; belt in nice drj- condition. This can be
done with little cost and without loss of time or the use of the belt. It also lengthens the life of
theb'lt. We guarantee it to absorb the oil if used as directed.

This Powder is put up in 10 and 25 pound cans.

Price, 30 Cents per Pound.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
It can be had from our agents.

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire:

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higliest grades for electrical insolation and mechanical
tuMs, twb and special sliapes. Catalogues and samp]

,
in sheets;,

on application

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJe

You Want to Know
What SHRTICE }ou get from the cells you are using.

The manufacturer of

NEW STANDARD DRY BATTERY
Is willing to help you know. The lower line of label reads:

"Please note date battery was set up." Warranted supe-
riority of four to one.

IllIIIIAM DnPUC Inventor and )$ole 9fannfacturer,

WILLIAIn nUUnt, 42 vesey street, new york.

The Hart H.& H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these gooids.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAOO: HOXADXOCK BI.OCK.
KEWYOBK: KAIIi AND EXPBESS BiriI.I>IHe.

4^ oxm eooDB abb ok hale is etsbx ixAmx^ HABovrABm
^ STOBB IB THB UmTBD STATES AND CASTADA.

IG.&H.BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ¥t

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

PROPELLOR

VENTILATING

WHEEL

SIZES I8.III. TO l20-IN.DItM.

STURTEVANT

Enclosed

Eiectfic

Motors.

SIZES 1-6 TO 20 H. P.

SEND FOR

BULLETIN H.

B. F. STURTEVANT C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U- S. A.

WAHBROOMS:

BOSTON, 34 Oliver Stmt. NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street

CHICAGO, 16 S. Canal Street PHILADELPHIA, I3S N. Tilrd Street.

LONDON, BNO., 7S Qaeea Victoria Street.
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SIlVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELUNG AGENT, Simplcx ElecMcal Coivpany,
H. R> HIXSONi

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Comhlll, BO<S.TON, MASS.

HOVEIiTY IN FOBCEIiAIN

NXSlTir PXSRU FUSES PI.ITG.
TKY IT—YOU'Wi BUT IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, iND.

1889—Paris dposition,
medal for Rubber InsnlatiaBo

18»3—World's Fair,
Medal for Bobber Insnlatioiio

TRADEMARK.

THE STABfDABD FOE
BUBBFB INSVIiATIOIV.

Sole Manufaoturara of

llonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee"'"o!;r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
rD'i«!rt&'?;. }«•"<"'••

.
253 Broadway, New York. a^^hX^I'st',"'""""

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT JDR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC METHODS so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCE™

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bld£., - Chluffo.

mrw National
India

Rubber Co'«
RUBBER COVERED

\A/^ires and Cablos.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.CO..3
Syracuse. N. Y.
39CortlandtSt.. NewYork.
'70 Summer St., Boston.

^ESTOH Electrical In^trDmeni Co.,
"^^^ 114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Volfmetert, Miiliioitiiters, Voltimetert,

Ammetirs, UlllliiDinitert,

SroiMd Detectors aid Circuit Testirs,

Oiiinineters, Portibis Salnnoneteri.

Our Portable Instrnmenti are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ew*

treme accuracy and lowest consumptioa
of energy.

'

Ifs.Uo. th. Hwtnmm Si.wrrBiau. tIuo wlUag

Tie Only Fire DelectiTe Calle \i tie forll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed for

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations, It4tghts the gasi Rings the door bellst It

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installa-

*'*^°-
/*°5iSX.'Si.Mc^ Why use dormant wireif

Fusihk Core rarininK throii|h(Mrt ihe cable U / / r^ST^ir^TSa The Montauk Automalio
immediately ahort-drculted on aoy intemip- Jf ^ / J^ Tu^^^^t^*:^ tri-^*..-^ n
lion by Firt or Thief. Accident or lateodon. f^J'^^^ Thermostatic Electric Ca-

bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous system
of a human being is to tb«

•-« touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mal-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

IVIONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from '/a to oO^orse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits

for ageuts. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,,
1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Rey

Focus Tubes, Induction CoSs.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Other Types.
In successful use for ten years.

Standard liiah. Prices low.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

Tile Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sous & Co., Newark, N, J.

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING ^^ SUPPLIES

BELTING.
The production of our Dynamo

brand of leather heltlngis the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study <»f the requirements of the

different mach.nes used under ail

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFFIC.- AND FAClonV
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.
NEWDRLEANS ST.LQUIS MEMPHIS

C. B».

Medical Coils,

Spirk Colls.

17-27 Vandewater St., New York.

X-Ray Colls,

Tclepbone
Colls.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeague Co., 324 Dearborn St., Cbicag;o.

W«stoB Standard Portable Direct

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire;
500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 675 lbs. No. 6.

Will make close price. Write Us.

LESCHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., - - 19 20(121 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush. $

f (U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

f Ho Sparking Under Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Commntator.

f No Shifting of Quadrant.

80 per cent, Pnre Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

^Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ SIGB Waktfiald SI., Gtmantown, PHILADELPHIA.

FIBRtGRAPHlJE^

COMMUTATORS.^

BRUSH .:!'

it\.T-\-\ie,9.\i:w\uii
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COLUMBIA LAMPS
ARE UNEQUALED IN QUALITY

Send us a Trial Order and Be Convinced that

I
Columbia Lamps are Exactly as Represented,

•

I The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.

I
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

I 1910-1M4 0LIVEST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

S NEW YORK OFFICE: CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO: MINNEAPOLIS:
• I3li Havemeyer Building. Central Electric Co. I20 Sutter Street. 295 Syndicate Arcade.

X
:

•
:
:

:

Before renewing your contracts or placing your orders |

for fall and early winter requirements in incandescent lamps, |

i we request Central Stations and «"**^^ 5

I
Isolated Plants to give careful

consideration to the claims which

; we make for the superior quali-

{ ties in Columbia lamps. We
{ guarantee that Columbia Mfw^-W^K^^m S

: lamps will be found abso-

i lutely uniform in initial
^

! readings for candle -^MUk ^^fc S

: power, voltage and effic- "MmUU^^^^ ^^1 l

I iency. We have been
actively engaged in the

manufacture of incan-

descent lamps for more
than ten years, and
therefore consider that our guarantee is worth something.

i

I
:

wwwwwwwwvww^^v^^Fvwwww^^PWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWV
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COIVIPOUND8.

Offices: 29, 30,31,32, 33 RialtO BIdg. Telephone Harrison 1373. Works : 2325, 2327, 2329 LaSalleSt. Telephone No. 11 30 Soulh.

Copper is Still Up
And we don't know when it will come down. At any rate, stocks of metal don't increase, and the
demand for electrical purposes alone was never so great. We carry the finished product and main-
tain a large range of sizes in ample stock of Okonite Waterproof and Banner and
K. K. Weatherproof Wires.

Fall Construction and Wiring need suffer no delay when orders for wire and supplies
are placed wish us.

€mtml €lttirtrCimi^ug,
Southern Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO.

ii

THE REAL THING.
77

"Columbia" Dry Cell for All Classes of Open-Circuit Work.
WE CAN PROVE THAT IT IS THE BEST DRY CELL EXTANT.

MADE IN FIVE SIZES, TO SUIT ALL REQUIREMENTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS, ALSO OUR GENERAL BATTERY CATALOGUE. IT IS

FREE AND WILL INTEREST YOU.

National Carbon Company,
No. I 198 WEST MADISON AVE. CL-EVEI_AIMD, OHIO.

152-15^ Lake St.

CHICAGO, ILL.U.SoA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.sli, xx
American Battery Co
American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . ix

Amer. El. TelepboneCo. xiv

Amer El.VeUicleCo xi

imertcan Elec. Works .... x 1

Amer. ReSect. (& Ltg Co. iv

Amer. School ot Correjp. Ix

Bain. Foree i

Baker A Co xlU
Baker A: Fox vii

BaU En^ne Co xvli

Barnes Co., The Wallace, svl

BamettCo., Q. & H xx
Barron & Co., Jas. S xil

Berthold & Jennings.... xlU

Bealy &. Co.,Cba8. H xx
BoBsert El. Const. Co. .. xll

Brady, T. H xili

Bryan & Humphrey xll

Bryant Electric Co
Rnckeye Electric Co —
BuUockElec Mfg. Co.. xTiU
Burnley Batt & Mfg. Co.. 1

Carlisle & Finch Co
Gary Spring Works x
Central Electric Co ill

Central Mfg. Co xill

Central Tel. A Elec. Co..

( h'cago BeltlDg Co i

Ohloago Edison Co Iv

ChlcFuseWire AMfg.Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co lil

C, M. A St. P. R. R.... xvi

Chicago RbeostatCo.... xll

Cleveland E'.ectrlc Co.... x

Cllng-Snrface Mfg. Co. .. vi

ColuiLbla Elec. & Mfg. Co. s

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. 11

Cornell Mathlne Co xvii

Ccuch & Seeley Co xv
Cutler-Hammer MIg. Co xi

Cutter EL A Mfg. Co.... .

D. & W. Fuse Co
Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co . iil

Detrclt A Clevel Nav. Co. Ix

DiehlMfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos . . xvll

Eagle Electric Works....
Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. xi

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. xil

Ed son Mfg. Co
El. Eng.Inst.Corr. Inst. . xi

Elec Appliance Co x

Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Electrician Pub. Co xls

xli

1

Emerson El. Mfg. Co
EricssonTelfiphone Co. ..

Eureka Elec. Co
Farr Tel. A Con. Fup. Co.

Fischer Equ ipment Co .

.

"For Sale" Advs

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.vlli

Ft. Wayne Ire. Lamp Co.

Gates A Randolph vll

General Electric Co xix
Gen'l Incandetcent Arc
Light L.0 ix

Go dsmlth Bros xx

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co.

Hamlin, Geo. R xlil

Hardy Lamp Co iv

Hart A Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co.. TheG. F....

Hays Construction Co... Iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... i

Hodge-Walsh El.Eng Co. xil

Holmes Fibre-Qraph.Co. i

HolyokeA Holyoke xlv
Hnebel A Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. xi

Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xil

Johnston, Thos. J liii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Klein A Son, Mathias . xiv
Knutson&Co.. A. W
Rokomo Tel.AEl-M.Co. xlv
Kuhlman Electric Co
Kusel.D. A.,Tel. AElec.
Mfg.Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xl

Leclanche Battery Cr... xill

Leflel A Co.. James.... xvli

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte

Co 1

Lindsley Brothers Co. . . xlil

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xil

Mass. Chemical Co i

McIntireCo. The C xli

McLennan A Co., K x

Meyrcwnz, B. B
Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xll

M narch Fire Api.1 Co..

MononR. R xvl

Montauk Multlp. CableCo. 1

Morris Arc Lamp Co.... viil

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x

Natlona.1 Carbon Co Hi

National India Rubber Co. 1

Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xiii

New York insul. W. Co . . . i x

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xv

Xoithern Cedar Co xill

Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. I.x

Okonite Co., The 1

Palste Co., H. T xil

paragcn Fan &. Motor Co.

Pendleton A Gilkey xill

xvii

. xll

Perrizo & Sons xili

Pern Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phinipa Ins'd. Wire Go. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. vlil

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze B. Co
PcIygloiCcThe
Pringle, ^m. T i

Queen A Co i

Rawson Electric Co
Relslnger, Hugo ix

RoebllDg's Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electiic Co x
Ruxton, Robert xili

Sargent A Lundy xl

Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... x
S.E.LCo i

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Ba'ske E.ec-

trlc Co. of America
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Spliidorf.C. F i

Spon A Chamberlain xi

Standard Paint Co x
Standard Tel. A El. Co . . . xiv
Standard Ther. A Elec. Co. v
Standardtlmlerg.CableCo.

Sterling A Sod, W. C sill

Sterling Electric Co xr
Sterling Varnish Co.,The x

Stewart Electrical Co.... xl
Stllwell-Blerce A Smitb-
VaileCo xli, xiii

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xiv

Sturtevant Co., B. F xx
Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xil

Technical Agency xll

Therlen Tool Works
Thompson, Son A Co xli

Torrev Cedar Co xiii

Towle, Geo. C.. Mfg. Co.. xx
Transmitter Mfg, Co xlv
Trotter's MonaMf. Co.. Ltd. iv

United Elec. Imp. Oo ...

University of Nctre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xiii

Victor Electric Co
Vulcanizea Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co x
Walsh's Sons A Co i

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi
Western Electric Co.... vii

Western EL Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Co. . . xlv
Westtnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co.... xviil

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Williams Electric Co...

Worcester A Co. , 0. H . . xlil

Wright Discount Meter Co.

^or Olassified idex o-f ^^d ver-tiserrken-ts Soe ^ae^ \^l.
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(1HARDY LAMPS Give full candle
power for longer
time than other
makes.

HARDY LAMP COMPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

mk mmmi mmn
LONDON PARIS.

I

The most efficient lubricator, is
the only article that is guaranteed
to stop'sparking. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or gBuze wire
brashes vrith the greatest safetj-.

Puts a beautiful lust-er on the
Commutator. Does away vriih the
use of ^aodpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
jtroys its surface. It is the larg-
est and most economical stick
manufactured. It comes in two

I

sizes- Small si?*, 83 00 per dozeo.
Lar^e size, Ki.OO. Samules mailed
free on application. For sale hy
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd.. No. 65 West Broadway. New York Cily.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALUCEare the Sole Agents for the United Slates, 121 WoithSt.. New York City- i

SATISFACTIOX OrARAXTEEO OR 3IOXEY REFIX»EI>

COMMUTATORCOMPOm
HtVIN05«l

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, gloss}'

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

it

il

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't j'ou remodel

and put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENQINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

{
X

I

V

\X

*?

I

I

->:-:••:-:••>•:•*•;-> .••••••**»**«**«**«**»**»**«*v***vwv*»*w*»*wv%*wv

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEXD FOK "SPECIALLV FIXE'' CATAIiOtiUE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of cha.rge, any broken parts due to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.
' That for the sum of S50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year.
AVEBAGE CO!&T TO BFX PKR 3III.£, 3-4 C£XT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL,, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO-VEHICLCS.
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a
MIDGET" ENCLOSED ARC LAMP

FOR CONSTANT-CURRENT CIRCUITS.

I

e

t

For Street

and
^•^•^•^•^•^••^^^^•^•^<

Is more economical in operation than any other constant-current enclosed

arc lamp on the market.

Will burn 125 to 150 hours with one 12x1-2 inch solid carbon.

Has been successfully used all over the country for more than two years by

electric-light stations and large corporations.

Burns on circuits of from 5 to 7 amperes without any change in adjust-

ment. All other makes of constant-current lamps require readjusting.

At 5 amperes equal to 1,200 C. P. open arc lamp.

At 6.8 amperes equal to 2,000 C. P. open arc lamp.

Gives steady white light, with no noise, flashing or dropping of sparks.

Where desired, we furnish a positive cut-out of compact and improved design.

For indoor service, the single globe lamp can be furnished. For street serv-

ice, a metal reflector can be furnished in addition to the double globe.

Full particulars, circulars and prices furnished on application.

1 STANDARD THERMOMETER £ ELECTRIC CO

i
PEABODY, MASS., U.S.A.

t

t

t

t

t

••••»»»»»»>»M • •••••
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THE DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OYER,
No slipping, no liot boxes, no taking up. Belts run easy, slack and

with greatly increased power.

Let us send you rpports of tsets by

Prof. Carpenter of Cornell Uriversily.
CLINC-SURFACE MFC. CO.,

177-182 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago Branch, 535 538 Temple Court Bldg., 225 Dearhorn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AjumiLCiators.
Central JEleccrlc Co.
Bleotrlo Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Axe l^amps.
Baker ^t Fox-
Central ifileocnc Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co. _,
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks., Inc
Gales & Bandolpb.
ueneral Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Morris Arc Lamp Co.

Siemens & flaislce Electric

(JO. ot AmeiiCa
Standard Ttiar. & Elec Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

WesUnghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Are lilKlit Cord.
Leschen-Macomber-Wnyte

Co.
Batteries and J ars.
burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

beolanolie Battery Co., The
Nitlonil Carbon Go.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pboenlx Battery Mfg. Co.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearinss and Bearing
JUetai. ^
Lesotien-Macomber-Wtiyte
Co.

BeUs.
, „

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel * Manger.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Cbicago Belting Co.
Cllng-Surlace Mfg. Go.

Leather Pre-ierverMtg. Corp.

Sbiliz Belting Co.

lieltlnx.,,
,

Gblcago Belting CO.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Booh:a. Bleetrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

SpoB & Chamberlain.
Braeaes. , ^
Central Electric Co.

HobartElec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes ribre-Graphite Co.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Borslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Monger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables {See InsulfliedWlrei.)

Cables, Klectrtc (See Inaa-

lated Wires) , Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec. WorlcB.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
New York Ina. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.FolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelBlnger, Hugo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clutches (Arc Itamp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

Coils.
SpUtdori, C. F.

Compound.
Dearborn Drng»feChem.Wk;s
Mass. Cbemioal Co.
McLennan Jb Co.. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

ConstructionA Repairs.
Bullock Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison uo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne e;iec- Was., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- WaiBh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg, Co.
Siemens 4 Hil'ibe E.ectrlo
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Towle, Geo. o., Mfg Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andfilectrio
liiffbt Plants.
Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BullickE ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa^ne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha'ske Eiectrlc
Co. of -Vt erica.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co..Chaa. H.

Copper W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chaa H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Hchoois.
AmerJ can School of Co rresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond- Schools.
Cross-Arms, Fins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Sivltehes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Ufg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart&Hegeman Mfg Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Meyrcwitz, E. B.
PaiBteCo.,H. T.
Pern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Elec. MIg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghouje EL Si Mtg.Co.

Bynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl MIg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co.,B.P.
Thompson, Son & Co.

Dnited Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Eiec. mig- Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Ei.ect. supply Co.
Wescingnouse Ei. & MIg- Co.

£lec. Meat's Appliances.
American t^ica. iieater uo.
Hadaway El. fltg. s. Eng. Co-

Electric Hallways.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

JSIectric Vehicles.
American t!;i. Vehicle Co.
Fiscner Equipment Co.

Klectricai and mechani-
cal Knsiaeers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bu.lock Elec. Mfg. oo.
Hays Construction Co.
Hjd<e-Walsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Nurthern E.ec. Mfg. Co.
isargent & uunay.

JBlectrleal Instminents.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Elec'ric Company.
Central Ji^lectric co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne tJec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates <^ Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paiste Co., H, T,
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. a Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst- Co.

Klectricai Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Barron & Co., Jas. S.
Bryant Electric Company.
Carlisle & Finch Co.
Central Electric Go-
Columbia Elec. * Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
McIntireCo-, The C.
Prlngle. Wm- T.
Therieu Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Klectro-Platlnc IHaeh^y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

ISmployment Agency.
Technical Agency.

Bneines, Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

£neines, Steam.
Ball Ei^ne Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor uo.
Sturtevant Co.,B. F.
TowJe, Geo. 0., Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WestlnghouBe EL & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartaverk Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Bamett Co.. G. * H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Fixtures, EL, A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. & W. Fuse Co.
Molntire Co., The C.
Rolfe Electric Co-

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf. Co.
Electric Appliance Oa

Melntlre Co., TheC.
Western Kiect. Supply Co.

Cras IjightluK, Klectrie.
Adyance Specialty CO-
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly <& Co., Chas H.

General dee. Supplies.
Barron & Co., Jas. S.

Central iiilectric uo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Towle, Geo. o., Mfg. Co
Victor Kiettrlc Co-
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co-

Globes and JBlectrleal
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phobnlx Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoVnors, Water Wlteel.
LombardWaterWheel Qv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H-
Dlion Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Go.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Slaterials.

Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co-
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo-LThe.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co-
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground O. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insnlated W^lres and
Cables—nagnet IVires.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaijo Insulated Wire Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Oa
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Montaub- Multlph- Cable Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insula ted Wire Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Generalinc Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columb'a Inc. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Ca
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co-
Warren Elec & Soec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL & MIg. Co.

Idghtntng Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. WaTne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Oo.

Stagnet TVIpe,
(bee Insulated Wirei.)

Manipulators (Inc.limp).
Inc. i;;i. Lt. Manipulator »-o.

JIteehanical Slaehinery.
Besiy & Co., Chaa. H.
StllweU-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus. Elee.
Bullock Elcc. MIg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. MIg. Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Diehl MIg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc,
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart E^ec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
uo. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F-
Tnompson, Hon 4 Co-
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric lo.
Wagner Elec. MIg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WesternElect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL <fe Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly <b Co. Chas. H.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly Si Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
LIndsleyBros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co.
Northern Cedar Co.
Pendleton *fc G.lkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co

.

Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co.. C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Be-W^indlng—Bepairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hedge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Oo.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & MIg. Co.

Search-Iiights.
Carlisle & Finch Co.

Second-Band MaclUn^y-
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson, Son & Co,
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co-

Springs.
Barnes Co , The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

New York InsulatedWire Co
OkonlieCo.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American EL Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Columbia E.ec. & Mfe Cc
Ccuch&heeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co

.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mfg. Co
Kusel. D. A. Tel.A EL Mfg.Go.
Noblett, E J.

"'»K-uo.

North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathlaa,
Therlen Tool Works.

Transfbrmers.
Bullock fclectric Mfg. Co
Central Electric Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph,
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co,
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EI. & Mfg. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Truclis, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Tnrbine<£ n'aterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Cr

.

Leflel & Co., Jas,
Stliwell-Bterce Smlth-Valle

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

IFlre, Bare.
Besly & Co.,Ohu. H.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Wnyte
Co.

Okonlte Co. , The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Roebllng'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

IVoodwork, Fleetrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Ontuts.
Central Electric Co.
Queen ft Oo.
SpUtdorf, 0. F.
Victor Electric Co,

F'@r ^Klpl-iabo'tioal Indox of ^Kd-vor-tlsemon-ts 3ao (RaRO II
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EMPIRE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY,
654 HUDSON S~rRE:E:*r, NE\A/ YORK,

Mannfartorei'N of Station Instruments for Direct and
Alternating Currents.

IDEAL

Down Break

Circuit

Breaicers.

IViorris'

Rail Bonds.

^ade^

#^^.<-?

T^jgeEB • JVIoJEm

Warren

Inductor

Alternators.

Sterling

Railway

Enclosed Arc

Lamps.

TRIIUPH RAILWAY GENERATORS
AND STATIONARY MOTORS.

DIAltlOND TRANSFORMERS AND
METERS.

GATES «c RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

•••<

i Focusin g Arc Lam ps]

9

REFLECTORS,

RHEOSTATS,

STANOS,

FOR

PHOTO-ENCRAVINC,
STAGE LIGHTING,
ELECTRIG FOUNTAINS,
STEREOPTIGONS,
ILLUMINATING OF
DECORATIONS, ETG.

BAKER & FOX,
83 Schermerhorn Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Photo- Engraving
Lamp.

Time ol Exposure Reduced.

»•*•••••<

Let us know your requirements #
and we can supply your wants. J

•©^©••^••©

Petite Alternating Enclosed long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia^

tions in voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc> Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to IIS volts.

Reasonable co5t.

Migh efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward ra^s
downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP,
STANDARD M SHADE AND EGG GLOBE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrapli Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and Qeneral Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns-

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
«>
«>

(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE—-

DUNCAN METERS
ARE SIMPLE, DURABLE

AND ACCURATE.

By means of the ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR they

start on one-half of one per cent, of full load.

DROP US A POSTAL FOR OUR NEW METER BOOK.

<s>

^
*
^

MAIN OFFICE AN D FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

«^^^^«-$^^^«^^«.«^««S.<5><S"SxS.«-«^««"*^«'<S>«^^<^^0<S'<S«S^«<S«S>««S><ShS><8'«^^S^

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circuits

are t^aperior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Ifon slionid see tliem

at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Maaufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New Yorlt

Doubleday-HlU Electric Co., 635 Wood Street, Pittsburg. Pa.

W. B. Garton C6mpany, 316 Dearborn St., Ohloago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

SINGLE CYLINDER

CARBON CELL.
The Carbon—

The Zinc—

TheSal-ammoniac-

The Metal Connec-

tions—

The Buslilng—

The Glass Jar, round

or square—

The Paraffining—

COMPLETE.

50 IN

A

BBL

Are all kept to the highest standard of quality,

but the price is cut way down to i 8c.

WRITE TO US FOR DISCOUNTS ON THIS PRICE.

PHENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,

ST. l-OUli IVIO.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trads

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUAL,LH) IN QUALIT>

AND EFFIC1E>CT

J(^ STEADY
ILLIANT . LIGHT.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

EDUCATION
T^v. J. ^--re been helped to bet-

positions through our

BY MAIL

Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

system of

instruction

Buildings erected

-__^^ expressly
»Tnw for this

purpose

at a cost

of S225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing : Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing; Surveying; Plumbing; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

Wa Mnnlh P''^^ ^""^ ^ CoUege
a niUlllll Education at Home.

45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to stud;.

THE INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002. SCRANTON, PA.

For a SUMMER CRUISE take the

COAST LINE TO MACKINAC
NEV STEEL

PASSENGER

STEAMERS

COMFORT,

SPEED

and SAFETY

The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat Construction— Luxurious
Equipment. Artistic purnishiag, Decoration and BUicient Service

To Detroit, piacRinac, liooroiaq Bag, PetosKey, GUicaoo
No other I,ine offers a panorama of 460 miles of equal variety and interest.

Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit and Mackinac
PETOSKEY, THE SOO," MARQUETTE

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac

and Return, including Meals and Berths.
ApproximateCostfrom Cleveland, S19.50
from Toledo, $16.25; from Detroit, $13.75

Day and Night Service Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Fare. $1,50 ^'^^^ Direction.

Berths, 7sc., $i. Stateroom, $1.75.
Connections are made at Cleveland with

Earliest Trains for all points East, South
and Southwest, and at Detroit for all
points North and Northwest.
SundayTripsJuneJuly, Aug. .Sep.,Oct. Only

Every Day and Night Between

Cleveland^ F'ut-iri'Bay and Toledo,

mm m Gieveiand Naiiioaiion company.

Send 2C. for Illustrated Pamphlet, Address
A. A. SCHANTZ^ a. P. »., DETROIT. MICH<

The Best

Education

Is tliat which
helps to

Increase

I One's Salary

Ir.
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AMERICAN SCHOOL
OP CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
^Toted exclusively to

r^ • • ( steam

Engineering
I ^^-„fAi

Write To-day
for

"Hand-book K"
and

SPECIAL RATE
FOR

SEPTEMBERJfD i^ij'.^ ESROLLMfc;NTS.

"^/^^^ American

'V^A^ School of
-^ ^rj^ Correspondence,

fj^

'

Boston, Mass.,
U. S. A.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Atenue, cor. Tltirty-th ird Street, New York.

Bi-^nclx Offices!
New Yori<, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, San Francisco,

39-41 Cortlandt St. 31 Milk St. 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E. ProspectSt. 598 ParrottBldg.

jm:a.i«tii«s: j. iivsui^Iv co.:
Chicago, St. Louis. Minneapolis Milwaukee,

1012-13 Monadnock Block. 51 1 Security BIdg. 616 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg,

(jUfilW"

TliB Direct Reaflii OIniDietGr

WILL ACCURATELY MEASURE RESISTANCE
ON A RAPIDLY MOVINQ

ELECTRIC CAR.

No other instrument can meet such diffi-

culties of stray magnetism and vibration.

A boy cau use it. The brains are in the
box.

The American Electric Specialty Co..

123 Liberty St., NBW YORK CITY.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
IMAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
I CHICAGO:
{ 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
1 34 Congress SL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. ^a°ison. wis.

CEIMERATORS
MOTORS -

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nccipcc s Northern Englneerlne Co.urribca-,
g^, Cortlandt St., New York.

Kohler Eros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,

St. Paul, Minn,
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,

San Francisco. Cal.
Machinery & Electrical Co.,

Los Angeles, Cal.
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UTILITY SHADES
CARDBOARD AND CELLULOID

For many purposes the Utility

Siiades have advantages not pos-
sessed by any others on the
marlcet.

LOW IN PRICE. NEAT IN APPEARANCE.

EASILY CLEANED.

UTILITY SHADE PAMPHLET JUST ISSUED. SEND FOR ONE.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, - - CHICAGO.
America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, • TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

INDIA S< AFMBER
F<3 .^ >% Fi rvB <«iru v«

IN ANY SHAPE DR PATTERN.

EMPIRE A MIC
INSULATED ,pt COrVIPOLMD
Cloths and Papers. "'Il' ,;,«.=.,.,». ^.s.

iSt.lXov York iS' Cliicnjio, ii7L<ike

M
~~:;pERFEcj,^^

icanitF
r« 1^^^ lit

INSULATqiR ^
R EC. 1 SITE. RED.

Uati
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
The only article that will PREVENT

si'AKKING. Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CDTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It win put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

50 CENTS PER STICK $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE, Sample Stick.

j
Name .

.

Address .

i w. B.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC and MFG. CO., 79 5th Ave,, Chicago,

GEO. M. MAYER, Pres. MORRIS M. NEURATH, Sec'y & Treas.

Mfrs. Telephone Switchboards, Supplies, Switch Boxes, Etc.
To Order, Special Machinery, Apparatus, Dies, etc. Write for Catalog.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switclies.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC GUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine Bldg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

Pettlngell-AndrewB Co., Boston, Mass.
C. W. Phlpps, 222 Havemeyer Bldg.. New York.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

F, C. Sterns & Co., 255 Pearl St.. Buffalo. E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

"And"
I

A. C Motors
Switches,
Fans,
Instruments,
Switchboards,
XraDsformers,
D. C. Motors
and Generators.

SJ//ai£fHAS£/^0TOfiS

.

New York, 203 Havemeyer Bldg,
Philadelphia, 1000 Betz Bldg.
Boatou. 620 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago, 1519 Marquette Bldg.
San Francisco, i09 Market St.

Portland. Ore., E. Darrow, Ageot.
C.&W. States, Cent. E. Co.. Chicago
Toronto, Can.. W. A. Johnson, Agt.
Yokohama, Jap., Ba^all &. Hilles.
S.-W. States, Cora- Electric Supply I

Co., St. Louia, Agts.
London. Eng., C. R. Heap, Agt.

MUM
9NmiAd3A3

INlVd

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|lin DIICCC °^ ^"^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIIIr DnOCO we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lor Piatiniim, Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wanted. CiEO. F. SCHWAIiM & CO., Harrison, BT, J.

Tel. 3316 3Sth St,

(H) GARY SPRING WORKS, g
1=; 2i0and 242 West 29th St. , Sv%

^=! J^ew York City. (U

l^^^j .\U:uifacliirers of ^
'^ WIRE and SPRINGS /(

%^ of all kinds. Xy
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rHANK N. PHILLIPS, PRCBIDCNT.
0. H. WAGENSCIL, TnEAsuncn.

EUGCNE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNEMAL MANAOCR.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCC-PnCB.
C. R. BCMINOTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOVIDBSrCE, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerraan. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Dooohoe, 241 Madison St.

MONTREAi/ Branch, Eugene F. riilUlps' Electrical Worko.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE,
FOR

SWITCHBOARD, ^
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE

AH sizes of

Stranded andFlex*

jble Wire and
Cables with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before Ihe public and inuse for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Undergrouod or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENKY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EHSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

YOU CANT COOK ECCS
On Our Rheostats. They Run Cool.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

Th a largest and oldestexclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Dame. Ind.,

Offers every advantage to students wishing to
do special work in Electrical EngineeriD^-; be-
sides tlie regular course leading up to the degree
of Bactielor of Science in Electricity, it has a
special department for those .students desiring
to eet a practical knowledge only in this branch.
Catalogues on application. Address

REV. A. MORi'ISSEY.C. S. C. President.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SABGENT. A. D. LUXDY.

SCIEHCE ABSTRACTS
Physics and Electrical Engineering.

A WORK EVERY ELECTRICAL ENGINEER SHOULD HAVE.

Annual Subscription, $6.00.
FULL PARTICULARS FROM

SPON& CHAMBERLAIN
PUBLISHERS,

, l2CortlandtSt., N.Y.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keep, the \

I American Electric Vehicle CoJ
li IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS L

Send for Catalogje
of Carriages

5e-56 w. Van BuTurhSt..
cnicago, u. s. A.

Q==*..c^tRr^)5«.^KS^<S:=a.cpg5~^(S==».,!^85°^S==*c^^^

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Telephony, Telegraphy. X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elementary Mathimatics.

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This institute endorsed by every
prominent electrical engineer.

The Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction.

Dept K. 1^0-122 Liberty Street,

New York, N, Y.

c^.i^-iC, fi;j..--Cfiiq;««- lisa -—J; Write for
Catul 'tcue.

StRie subject
you wish to
study.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A.II »<incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Marinette, CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
NOVEL AND VERY USEFUL TOOL.

Unscrews and H
renews ap IBil^^^^^^^^^H
Incandescent bI^^^^^^^H
Bulb of any Hi^^^^^^^H
standard maVe and ^H^^^^^^^H
Candle Power in i^^^^^^l
any positioa at IH^^^P^H
any height. V^^^^Li^H
Can be made jBHt^ ^H
telescopic to BH ^^^^<y^j^ 1
suit heights. ^H ^- -"^^ 1

Splendid for ^H^HH^^JH
cleaning bulbs. ^^HV^ '^vil

SEND FOR ^Hu .^;^^«
DESCRIPTIVE ^^^H- •_.''?9H
PRICE LIST AND
CIRCULAR. ^HfttilHl

The Incandescent Electric

ROOM 300. Light Manipulator Co.,

116 BEDPORO STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Lately on pxhibition at Electrical Exhibition at

Madison Square Carden, Xew York.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
5ANDU5KY

OHIO

i^p To correspond with ns concerning

I
' BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
^M^^ll ADDBESS

1 UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Sloi-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slof-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. 1.
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VACANCIES THE IMPROVED HOLD-FAST CABLE CUP

Should be filled through the TECHNICAL
AQENCY, 1365 Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Our list of available men is selected from the

best that the country affords. If you need a
Draughtsman, Designer, JKlectrlcian or Engi-
neering help of any kind, we will send you a
number of competent men to select from and
without expense to you. As to our reliability

we refer you to the Western Electrician.

Dynamo Tenders Wanted.

Two voung men accustomed to operating
power p'lant and alternating-current machinery,
to operate a university light plant. Free tuition

in mechanical and electrical engineering and
salarv sufiicient to cover exlienses. Address
"UNiVEKSITY," care Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
The Council of Nevada, Oliio. solicit proposi-

tions for lighting thei r town by electricity. Ad-
dress FRANK HOLMES, Clerk.

POSITION WANTED.
A recent graduate of a technical school, electri-

cal engineering course, desires a position with
an electric light, railway or manufacturing
company. Address H. O. M.. care of the Western
Electrician. 510 IVfarquette Huilding, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Two 20-K. W. Edison 125-volt dynamos. Two

45-K. W. Edison 125-volt dynamos.- Tno 50-light

T.-H. 2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. Five 2.)-llght T.-H.
2.000 c. p. arc dynamos. 175 2.000 c. p. double
carbon lamps. 125 street hoods. A number of

belts and Hill clutch pulleys, all in good operative
condition. For particulars address 'L. :Mc(i..'"

care Western Electrician. 510 Marfjuette Build-
ing. Chicago.

<^ne00-k. w., 2,20C-Volt, 1G,000-Alt. Warren Alter-
nator.

One 30-k. w.. 2,200-Volt, 1G,000-Alt. Westinghouse
Alternator. _,..,

One 10 h. p.. 2.200-Volt, 16,000-AltrWagnerSingle-
])hase Motor.

Ohe 5 h. p., 2.200-Volt, 1G,000-Alt. AYagner Single-
phase Motor.

ot^oos :Br«oTrnEres,
29 and 30 Cawker BIcJg., Milwaukee, Wis.

^^AA^lM-^E:D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westinghouse
shops Work guaranteed. Tenyears' experience.
Light plants installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO

701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, mo.

3lotor Starting KheoHtafs.
Motor ReKulatine Klieostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater l^imm^rs.

iSpecial Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld. H. J.. I'. S. A.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

[GONNEGTOIISIINDTERMIIIIILS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC.MolHTIRECO., (SaiSFranklinSt.,

NEWARK, N. J.

24-30 Hudson Street,

Very strong and well made
of the best materials. It is

quickly and easily applied by
hand. The metal strap is

shnply drawn around the
cable and through the hang-
er, after whlcli the hanger is

turned up. wliich action
takes up the slack, binds and
locks the strap li^htlyaround
the caide. It will not rust
or injure the cable. Un-
doubtedly the best on the
[!!;irket. .Millions are now in
isf by the principal telephone
iimpunles. Write for prices.

JAS. S. BARRON & CO.,
rinfrs.'of and D.'alers in General

Electrical Supplies,

NEW YORK.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations. Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Specifications. .Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707<708 Llacoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAllE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pump Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO.. 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

That at a special meeting of the Advance
Specialty Co., at its ofBce, Suite No 42,

iig-121 La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois, a
resolution was introduced and passed that

this corporation by its stockholders increase

tbe par value of each share of its capital

s.tock from Twenty five dgllars($25.oo) per

share to One Hundred dollars ($ioj.oo) per
share, and reduce the number of its shares

of capital stock from One Thousand (i.oco)

shares to Two Hundred and Fifty (250)

shares, Nine Hundred and Ninety-seven

(997) shares of the total One Thousand
(i. 000) shares being present and voting in

favor of same.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 2Sth, A. D., 1899.

Corporate Seal.

ADVANCE SPECIALTY CO ,

/iy Charles D. Wright, Prtsi.

Atit'st. If. .1/. Tnylor, Secy.

For Sale^Bargains.
Eadi.

S50.00

550.00

600.0(1

1,200.00

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
V. all times In the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
»0 M. Desplalnea Street, GHIGAQO, II.Ii.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POUYCLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Two 100-K. W. Eflison 500-

volt dvnamos %

Two D. 50-K. W. T.-H. 125-

volt dynamos
One 37y2-K. W. Westinghouse
125-voft new dynamo

Two 120 K. W. T.-H. Alt
TRANSFORMERS.

10-light Stanlev, 1,000 to .50'.

.

0.00

10-light Stanlev, 1,000 to 100. . COO
15-light Stanlev, 1,000 to 100.. 8.00

20-light Stanlev. 1,000 to 50. . 9.50

20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 9.50

30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50.. 15.00

30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 15.00

40-light Stanlev, 1,000 to 50 . . IS.OO
40-ligUt Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50. . 26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 -. 26 50

Also a quantity of T.-H. Type, F. ic(i..

West., etc. Write for prices. AH kinds
of Dynamos. IMotors. Engines, Cars, etc.

Correspond with us to buy or sell. -

THOMPSON, SON & CD.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OVTIiET AlVD jrXCTIOItf BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PANEL, BOARDS. SWITCHES, Eld.

Alternatiig-Cnrrent Desk anil Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

NO^A/ IS IIVI
To prepare for yonr Fall and AVlnter supply of lamps. Oather up your
hurned-outs and ship them to us for BEVEWAI. or RXCHASIGE for KEtV
OXES. AVe n'ill get your lamps ready aud ship and bill Trhen yon ivant them.

IiYXN ISfCAJfDESCENT IiAMP CO., I,YI«N, MASS.

CUSTOKERS PAY FOR ADVERTISING asd therefore appreciate brevity

Paiste Attachment Plugs have porcelain base and cap.
Paiste Rosettes have knife-switch contacts.

Jenkins Snap-Switch Contacts are ground to a fit.

PUII.ADEI.PHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. chicaso.

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIOH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHIGAOO, aST-SSS Blarqaette Bnildlne-

FHII.ADEL.PHIA, Walter C. Melntlre A. Co., BOS Commerce St.
eI/Hira, s. ar. Biake.
BAK FBANCI8CO, OAI>., California Elec. Tforks, 400 Uarket St.

NEW YORK OFFICE, Singer Bldg., 149 Broadway.
BOSTON. Ci. n. AngiPr &. Co., 64 Federal St.

ST. IiODIS. Western Electrical Supply Co.
CINCINNATI. Nevada Bide. John A. Stewart.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WBITE FOR CATALOUI'F..

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
I. OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Giiarantj' Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holgomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CHICAfiO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH .

Wayne (;'o. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA. MICH.
MASON«ILLE, MICH

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Miclilgan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot I'oles our Specialty.

POLES

CEDAR POLES
We have for immediate shipment the fol-

lowing poles. Can load ten cars per week:

4,000 5, 6 and 7
3,275 6 and 7
1,107
840
"5
93
II

7

7
7
7
8

25 ft.

30 and 35
"

40 "

45
"

50 '

55
"

60 "

Length, size and inspection guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

NORTHERN CEDAR CO.,

Room I, Berkshire Block,

West Superior, - Wis.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price Sl.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BT

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlne, Ctalcaec

The Standard Open Circuit Batterie.9

oi the World

SES:; FOB CXEOULAK AND PBICB3.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.,
"1 to 117 East 131st St„ N, Y.

XA/l-ii-te Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^^oV'^UrI PERRIZO & nO^H, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stocit Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINCS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivsred Prices, POLES
JANESVILLE, WIS.

fc'^^^-„^^,*,^-A^j^.n;^(^-' ^^SE

CEDAR POLES i.l
We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OMTHELINEOF-THE WISCOMSIM

;

S MICHIGAN R.R.SSMlLKINLENGTHXOVERlNOATERRiTORY OF *

OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. , I

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT Sm PMEMT.

NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASEO°ON ACTUAL 5T0CK OIN HAN D.

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH-

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2X3 inches. Price,$i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen. Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tcndeis'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

T. H. Brady. New Britain, Conn , U.S.A.

Maoufacturerof Mast Arms. Pole aod
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'WoTK.— Ca/aloffue and Prices fur-
nished on apjilicatioa.

Central Manofacturing Co.,

Chattanooga, Teoo.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
Large stockn on liand , Delivered prices quoted,
F, O . B. cars, yourclty, in any q'^antitj", f^~Write U8

.

IIMUIVIPI.A^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased-BAKER & CO.. 40S-414 STew Jersey
Railroad Ave., TVeivark, N. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Strett-

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderate charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.
HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, Soo H Street,

N. W.. Washington, D. C.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

PATENTS :i;s".!:"
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quiclily sold.

BOBEKT BCXTOST,
195 I^a Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg,, CHICAGO.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

NA/hiol

i-e:i»moime su

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re-bail

DOMESTIC
Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Explanations for Plumb-

ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on Mow
to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms,

Annunciators and for Gas
Lighting from Batteries.

Illustrated with Twenty-two TDiagrams.

" By William A. Witteecker.

Price itt Paper, 23 Cents.
Price in Cloth, 50 Cents.

THE growing demand for simple electrical ap
paratus in dwelling houses, offices and work

shops and tlie need of plain instructious wliereby
any person without a previous koowledge of elec-
tricitj' may he enabled to undertake their suc-
eessful installation, has prompted the pubUcation
of this little book. It is not intended for tlie

amateur who seeks for nothing but experimental
work, neither is it expected to enUghten the ex-
fiert electrician; but to the person who is seeking
or information that will assist him in increasing
his daily earnings this little volimie is addressed.
The information given is above all else practi-

cal, and witli a close observance of the directions
laid down anyone without the slightest knowl-
edge of electricity should he able to do the work
described.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.,

^IHI^>X<90.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
SS0-!CS4 8. Clinton St., CUcago, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of_

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct,

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No connpetition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. .^ff-Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
87-89 W. VAN BUHEN STREET. CHICAGO. IL

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
TVe make Switch-

boards, Resiatance
Boxes, AVheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, Bxtension
Bells,Repeating Coils,
Induction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Receivers. De-
magnetlzers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cigar liighters. Medi-
cal Coils. Punches and
Bies, Etc.
We do PunchinE, Screw

and MilliuK Machine Work,
MetalandFiberSawlDg.Etc.
Repair work promptly at-
tended to.

Mairnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what yon want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Barm & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILLi

lRK
STANDS FOR THE

IVIs

II-

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THIXGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence-

are theMew S-tandard ^ry ^a-fc-fc^ri^s.

n^ .Arres-fcer and ^u-t-^u-fc S'wi'fccKi.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

«°«

/

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

O'UR^ REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, KeliaMe.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.^

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEK

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

£n"S ^rVc*e's°°"^ Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

186 I.iberty St.,

New York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES. VA.
97 Central Ave.,

CICTeland, O.

NG. 30 AMERIGAN TRANSMITTER,
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest flanu-
facturers of Tele->
phones and 5witch°
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300.000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.'

UUC PilADAUTCC Workmanship, material and efficiency

iTC bUAnAn I lC of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defeud, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUR patrons on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Teleplione Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvif,, cor. Canal, Chicago.
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STERLING

When you see the above on a piece of

silverware, you know it is good.

When you see it on TELEPHONE AP-

PARATUS you should know that it is

the BEST.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.

71-73 W. ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't take our word for it—ask our cus-

tomers.

We Don't

Want

the Earth I

Merely give \
us your ear •
and con- S
sider our f

DIVIDEND PAYERS.... !

Telephones that neTer wear ont. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
Multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Slaintenance
Kepair EXPENSE Bedaced to the

illiiiiiunm

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

C5^^ .^X^V^'^'^'^^^^^<^^^^-^-^> N

REDUCTION IN PRICE!

W. & 0.

BIPOLAR RECEIVER
The Most Perfect Receiver on the Market.

Good Steel and Enough of It.

Pole Pieces and Metal Heads Rigidly Supported.

Adjustment Accurate and Permanent.

Rubber Shell of Best Quality.

Skilled Workmanship Throughout.

PRICE

!

Less than 100 Lots, Each,

100 lots or Over, - - - -

$1.10
$1.00

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Write for Catalog. 361-373 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0. # i

Manufacturers of

HIGMESnr GRADE
Telephones, Switchboards and Everything in the Telephone Line.

COUCH $c SEELEY CO.,
212 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.
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JUST FUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the DesigTiing^,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...or...

DVrsAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pag-es, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

PRICE, 2S CEINXS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Ktiite 510 Marquette Bids., Chicag^o.

OMAHA
SIOUX CITY

THE

SlPAUL
ROAD

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE
ELECT-RIC -LIGHTED -TRAIINS

ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Ticket Office, 95 Adams Streeti

SMALL SPRINGS!
n receipt oL

OF rVERY OZSCRiPTlON
THE WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
KSTABuSHci^ /Uy BRrSTOL, COWN., U.S.A.

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. CUSHINQ. Jr., Hember A. I. R. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOFT£I> BY THE F1R£ IINDEKAVRITEB!^ OF THE XJ:».ITED STATES.
It contains every table, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, together

witli thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RUSSIAN LEATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO-
Sent postjmid to any address vjion receipt of price by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
W^lienover yon are asked a qnesiition on Wiring, refer the

qnestioner to tliiw book, and he will lind what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistan"e. Electromotive For™ an^l Current
Fully Explaiued. How to ralculate tlie Size of Wires. Tlie Different Methods of Wiring, with
l>ias;rains. How to Apply the Simple Formu'a. in CaleuIatiDE the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Diagrams for \\ iring 3 Point, 4 Point. Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

•i7 TABJLKS OIV WIRIKCi AXD VAL,l'ABL.E DATA.
Ohm's law is described in snch plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

c<

Bound in Glotli, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ^"lar CHICAGO.

10 CENTS
. . We will send you a

Westeri ElecWcM

looQllstit SclfiWe

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marauette Bldg., CHICAGO,

VIA THT

T~T

lOjvLirr O-^rt^ /^iU-rxinf

' (Lo^ ^X4 -<^utW

riUMKJ-RECD-

W-HHcDOt I - CHASttQOCKWCtL-

THR TELEPHONE HAJMD-BOOK
I60

NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WfTH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
ZTember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Ins'itution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of 'M Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

>agres, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-th, Hand-Boole Size ric^ $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.—" This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete trpatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not j-et come. But It is

felt that there iaa clsmand Cora practical book on telephone working and mana-iement. and the TEL KPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealine with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar lo or have originated in this country."

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.
No pains have been spared to make It the best book of its icind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand -Books which have been so favorably received by

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Indue, ion. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Boticher Receivers.

10.

11.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

IS.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

—OONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cnttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Cireuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

34.
3K.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Pubiisiied and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiriug.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use iu Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony. .

Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-
ony.

Recent Progress, .appendix.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

IFFICE: l52eM0hA0NOCK6LDe.

AUTOMATIC
ENGIMES

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE ENGINES

isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Gas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. Incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

Cornell Machine Co.,
175 West Superior Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J.
A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PAGES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of 4eIephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

510 Marquette Building,
CHICAGO.Electrician Publishing Co.,

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Es|)f-oiullv n>hi].loil to all kiri'ls of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

Tlie iMrfjful Pnivrr ever nhtnUietl fwm n whrH of Ou: mmr dinmrifr. The hii/hryt irjirnl

ever iihtdhirtt Jiir Ihr mtinr jinurr. Thr hifjheM tnran effwimri/ crfT rralizul u/irn
rimuiiKj fniiii linlf (i> (nil 'jiili'. We giiiirautee also: A rnnnrr nf thr [jrfttttitf jif/n^

sible slrni(iHi. .1 rifitr iiin'inaUfi in '/lUi-fnii^An and I'wtfi of Ojtniiiifi (mil rlo'/iiiff.

Ti-Kh ylnnr tinr's\ prr mil. nrrraijf ijtu'ienrii with hnJi fn j'lill iinhr.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and o( 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOJr CRirCIBLiE CO., - - Jersey City, K. J.

.CGTRADE MARKS i JhE PHOSPHOR BRO NZE SMELTING CO.ljMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

,)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
ING0TS,CASTINGS,-WIRE,RODS. SHEETS. ETC.

. /i>i/f.7 J,,,,/
^— DELTA METAL

"^^^irV
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SouE Makers IN THE U.S.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING."
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

J

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in tiie Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

'ri<

13 B. C
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New Yorlt.

Prepaid. - Practical and l^|3--to-
Just the Bool( you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

;l.E OF- COIMTEIM'

Da«<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-

ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Ch'apter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, "Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch
boards. Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, ElectricalMeasuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to thoronglily nia^^ter the Art of Electric Liighting slionld liave a copy oV

this booli. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINQ COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

OMIOAGO.
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Westinghouse
Induction Motors Type ''C

MOTOR

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.

The name WeStiflghOUSe is a gaarantee

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria St., London S. W.,
England.

BULLOCK
ENGINE TYPE
GENERATORS.

;r

SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MfG CO
CINCINNATI.O. .

<S>

«

STEVENS' I

MECHANICALCATECHISM

1

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE |
rOR ^

Stationary and riarlne Engineers, Firemen, Electrlclana, nutormen. Ice x
Machine Men, and Mechanics In General. %

New aud Orlgloal All Modern MachiDery fully de.scrilied aud explalued. Teclinleai
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing, Questions and Answers

for livil Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND, RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC.
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION. HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR. REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS. BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS. PUMPS, VALVES.
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGE-
MIONT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS, MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

>RI^5E, $1.00. Sent anywhere prepaid oo receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

^
«>
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THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SEAMLESS FIBER IININ6

"^

SEAMLESS FIBER LINING.

USED IN EDISON SCREW- BASE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES,
MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS, NEWLY PUT IN

FORCE JULY I, 1899.

FIBER -LINED KEY SOCKET.
G. E. Catalogue .No. i«8C.

SHIPMENTS IN ANY QUANTITY OF THESE SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES CAN BE
MADE FROM STOCK ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

MAIN OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities in the United States.

J

i

\
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JUST WHKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
(OOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

' By W, J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. .The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, BoHer Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dj-namos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of 'Alternating Plants Er*;ted, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of .Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Econoni)'- of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Hor^e Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Emploj'es, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data iM. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PHICE tl.OO
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY ^

l:,Mii"lifcvime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. F.iiHorscd by

NO MORE MATCHES fo.

Advance Specialty Co.
iigLaSalleSt.. Chica]

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A COOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 Graham Street.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

POWER

MOTORS.

,". to I H. P.

Guaranteed electrically and me-
chanicall)'. Write for illustrated

catalogue.

10,000 Now in Use.

THOIA.KV ilAKI-.

GEO. C. TOWLE MFG. CO,
LANCASTER, PA.

Ll&RfiCATES

r WiibJfJO'r-^MEL'

|iyni»iiiiiii'"' ^M

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higiiest grades for electrical insulation and meciiamcal purposes, in stie«tg^

tubes, tois and special siiapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatict^

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

HIGHEST CASH PftlCC PAID«-roB pl'^tinum scrap
A/VO SLC LAMP BflSfS COIVTAINIWa />LArik»"M-- pi-ATlHl/nl WIfiE t,np pi.,rc

FOB SKlt
GoiDStAUM BkoS-, PlatiWuai Pclfimfr.? • &3 VMSnmc^^ou jr., ewiCAtfa

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND PLBXIBLE FIBBR IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBIN&

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Hallway Dust Guards. "WmImm
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats,

MAKTJFACTTJKED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING qO., Wilmington, Dil,

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO.

NO.

701

702

SINGLE POLE.

DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER,

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR

TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HI6H STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAOO: HONADtaOCK III.OCK.
NEW YOBK: KAIL AND EX.PBB8S BiriI.I>nre.

^
life**A*AA;ftifcA*4feljfeife4feife4l4feifeifeife*i

:^ Black Diamond File Worlts.
Eat. 18«S. Ine. l»9f

Specitt

Prize

Gold Ma4(r

at Atlanta,'

1895.

4^ OVB eOODS ABE OK 8AI.E IN ETEBY I/EADHirC} HABDWABB W
^ STOBK IH THE UNITED BTATE8 AND CANADA. |^

|6. &H. BARMT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Draft Without a Chimney.

This is the siza ._,„,,
This Is the size

of the chimney '"''' of the fan
required for the same boiler capacity.

COnriENT IS UNNECESSARY.

Mechanical

Draft
What It Is ud

What It Dpe5.

It is draft mechanically pro-
daced by means of a fan, and
may be introduced either as
forced draft, by which the air

under pressure is delivered to the
ash pits, or as induced draft,
arranged to draw the gases
through the fan and to maintain
a partial vacuum within the fur-

nace. The method to be adopted
must of necessity depend upoa
the existing conditions.

It does what an ordinary-

chimney is incapable of doing.
Its cost is from 20 to 40 per cent,

of that of a chimney; itsinteusity

permits of the burning of finely-

divided or low-grade fuel; it

makes possible the utilization of

the heal of the flue gases which
a chimney wastes in producing
draft; it is independent of the
weather; is automatically regu-

lated to. maintain constant steam
pressure, prevents smoke, in-

-creases the capacity of an exist-

ing plant, and serves as ananxil-
iary to a chimney already over-
burdened; it saves space and is

portable.

Si^n MECHANICAL DRAFT
Kegaraing

WiUBe
Cheerfully

Furnished

B. F. STURTEYANT CO.,
BOSTON, aiASS.

New Xork, Philadelphts. Chleaso. I.ond«ii.



$3 per Annum. Vopyriaht, I«», by
Kleetrlct&n l*iibfi8hlDK Compuiy, Ubtoft^o. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy.
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' 137 Mora(

IMDI PV INSULATED
llVIr LbCiA wires and cables.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDEPGRGUND AND SUBMARINE.

": "'i;:° l"""' Simplex Electrical Company,
I. H. HIXSON,
loradnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO'S.TO N, M ASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

HIXSON,
lock Block, CHICAGO.

t
Standard Underground GableCo.
M2 The Rookery, Westlnghouse Bide., ISCortlandtSt., 1225 Bete BWi^

Chicago. Pittsburg. New York City. PhlUdelphW, r»,
607 Security Bnlldlijg.St^Louls, Mo.

Eiectric Gables, Conduits, WiroMnd Accessories,
Also BlBh Chrade Rubber Covered 'Wires «nd Cables.

18S9—Paris Exposition,
medial for Bnbber Insolatioac

18V3—'World's Fair,
lledal for Rubber iBsnlatloau

THE STASDABD FOB
BVBBKB INHVlAATimi.

Solo Msnufaoturers of

ttiHlte Wires, Oiionite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee^Tr!!;!"' Wires.

THE OKONiTE CO., Ltd.
fmu* L. CandM,
L •winl Chtixr,

Mtntger*. 253 Broadway, New York.
Gm. T. Manton, Gen'l Suat
W. H.Hodglnt.Sacy.

'NSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

ro Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OH ARCHAIC methods so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCaJ;:

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR 5CIIAPS, ANY 5IZe OR

' CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ.CORP.
I

27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

EABLE ELECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS QF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South JeRerspA Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

«HIC*60 OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 32B Bndy St.

Tie ODly Fire DetBctive CaMe in tie fforll
Every Fractional Part of which is coDtinuously Thermostatic, and designed tat

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the dopr bells! I«

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instalW

Fnsiblc Ctrc rnaDtBt throttftaoct the c^le li
Immediately ibort-circaitcd m aoy ltlerni»-
IIdd by Fire w Thid, AccMcat fn ratcatloi.

Why use dormant wireaf
13 The Montauk - Automatic

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous systev
of a hum^n being is to th*

touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telophone 403 i Cortlandt. lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 iN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vt to 50 ^orse power.

%A Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
" We sell or rent. Good proflta

for agents. The Hot)art Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chutnut 8L, PHIUDELPHI*.

Acme Testing Sets, Queea-WIrt
Switchboard liutruments, X-Ra|

Focua Tubes, Induction CoOa

Medical Colli,

Spark.C«>.

17-27 VandewBter St., Hew fork.

iiPDOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTUSEWOF

GASANI>ELEGTBIC

6L0B£S,SHADES,Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA.

L0GUE1 IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

Pittsbnrgli. Hew York. Chicago.

LEATHER C^ffi:j MILL

BELTING Wy' SLPPLIES

DYNAIVIO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
1)raBd of leather belting la tfae re-

sult of patlentlaquiryaodcareful

•tudynf IheTeriulf^rosBt^^f *h*

diSereut machmes used under all

conditions and la all climates.

Wheu ordertaK Dynamo Belt-

, inte 9tways«tate the syitem used.

OfllC" X^O fXl lOIJV

67-09S0UTM CV N A L STHtET
CHICAGO ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT breakeh

CUTTER ELECTRICAL C0„ PHILAtElfMI

YfBSTIIH ElecMcal In^irument do.,

114-120 WilUam St.. NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Sliimited Dial

Siaiioa Inslrwents,

ThW9 loBtrameDts are
-based upoo tha same freo-

-eral piiaclple aadarejoBt
aaaccnrato rb our regular
Standard Portab'e Wreot
OoTFeDt Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
Larger, aud tbe working
part^ are locloeed in a
aestty designed dust-proof
oast-iion case which effect-
ively shieldB the Inflt^m-

meote from disturbing in-
flaences of external mag-
Ufittc flelda. Weston StanilarA Illuminated

Dial Potential Indicator,
fe^tyle B.

the Wa»raaN Ei-Korni'TtAM when ffritln» fif>r cabii,

Portable Direct BeadlDg
Voltmeters and IMillivolt-

, metert). Ammeters and Mll-
ammptere, Wattmeterj
andVoltmeters, for Alter-
nating: and Direct Current
Clronits;

. Our portable instruments
are recoKnlzed asstanriards
throughout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

Thpy are the mopt relia-
ble, abfloiute standards for
Laboratory use.

KSTABLISHSD 1875. _

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portabta

Drlllina;, Tapping. Reamlntr. Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, M. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Seilg, Sonnenthal & C«..

85 Qaeen VluCorta Street, "Louauu, England.
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TWO GOOD THINGS:
NOT IN THE TRUST.

MONARCH LAMPS
The best lamp that modern machinery

and mechanical skill can produce.

Long Life, High Efficiency,

Sustained Candle Power.

Any Voltage or Candle Power Shipped

Promptly from Stock.

MOLONEY-

TRANSFORMERS
The Latest and Best Transformer on

The Market.

Highest Efficiency. Closest Regulation. Smallest Core Loss.

Perfect Ventilation. Two. Years' Guaranty.

CORRESPONDENCE AND INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,
10 and 12 N. 9th STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

I

I

!|

i!

IS

II

IMPORTERS, JOBBERS AND DEALERS IN "EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL " 'n.".VC^
you on our mailing list flind k«ep you up-to*dat« on
B new as it comes out.

M«l
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The First Edison Company to Use the Chloride Accumulator
\f^A.S THE-

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
Whose First Battery was Contracted for in 1894. It now has Five Batteries upon its System and has

Recently Contracted for EIGHT ADDITIONAL BATTERIES, a Total of Thirteen Plants,
having an Aggregate Capacity of 104,000 Ampere Hours at ISO Volts.

OTHER RECENT SALES OF THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR FOR CENTRAL STATION SERVICE:
Chicago Edison Company, Two Batteries; Columbus, O., Edison Electric Light Co., One Battery; Minneapolis General Electric Co., One Battery.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
New Yorh, lOO Broadway. Boston, 60 State St. Baltimore, Equitable Building.

8AI.RS OFriCFS:
Cleveland, New England HuiMIug. ChieaRO. MarquettO Bulldlnfi. S;ni Fran. -l-^fo. Til'- I'arn.lt IJtilldiuK.

ELECTRIC

SEARCHLIGHTS....
aid MARINE PROJECTORS.

Novel in Construction,
Artistic in Design,
iwechanicaiiy Perfect.

ACETYLENE SEARCHLIGHTS
FOR LAUNCHES AND YACHTS.

Send lor Catalogue "A,"

Chicago Agents: MEYSENBURG & BADT.

Monadnock Bloclc.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH CO.,

832 W. 6I>1 Sr., CINCISNATI, OHIO.

KLEMM&CO., N.W. Cor. 5th and Cherry

Sts,, Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

•1 •,:
V;/!:';iESl«t::':::./

;.'-,, ' JXiJ'ii...., Il i l,,.J..L!j1jJii|

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOB . cheapest and bes.

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Qalleries.

"KLEHM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES, the best in the marke.

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Ctiurches and general purposes.

CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

SPEER CARBON CO.,

St. Marys, Pa.

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of
incandescent electric light, where it js

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the
light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used In show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.^
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.xll.xvi

American Battery Co.. .. xvi

American £1. Heater Co. tx

Amer. El, Specialty Co. . . is

Amer. Bl. Teleplione Co. siv

Amer El.VeliicleCo xl

American Elec. WotIeb .... x i

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. Hi

Amer. School of Corresp. Ix

Baln.Foree xlil

BakerA Co irUi

Baker & Fox vli

Ball Engine Co xvll

Barnes Co., The Wallace, x

BamettCo., G. & H xx
Barron & Co. , Jas- S xvl

Berthold & Jennings.... xlU

Besly & Co.,Cliaa. H.... xx
Bossert El. Const. Co. .. Ix

Brady, T. H xlU
Bryan & Humphrey ; xl

Bryant Electric Co xvl

Buckeye Electric Co x

BuUookElec- Mfg. Co.... v

Burnley Batt . & M fg. Co . .

Carlisle & Finch Co HI

Cary Spring Works xvll

Central Electric Co r

Central Mfg. Co..: xlU

Central Tel. & Elec. Co. . xlv

Chicago Belting Co 1

Ohloago EdlBonCo It

Clilc.FuBeWlre AMfg.Co. xr

Chicago Ins. wire Co....

0., M. A St. P. E. B.... XTl

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xU
Cleveland Electric Co.... x

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. .

.

vi

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co. x

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.

Cornell Machine Co svll

Couch & Seeley Co xlx

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. xi

Gutter EL & Mfg. Oo i

D. & W. Fuse Co
Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvi

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . is.

Detroit & Clevel. Nav. Co.

DlehlMfg. Co
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos .. xvll

Eagle Electric Works.... 1

Eastern Elec. Cable Co . .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. Iv

Edison Mfg. Co ,. xl

ELEng.Iust.Corr. Inst. .

Elec. Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co. lU
Electrician Pnb. Co xiil

Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... Ix

EricssonTelophone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co xiv

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co,

Fischer Equipment Co..

"For Sale" Advs xll

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.,Inc, vll

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Gaies A Randolph
General Electric Co xix
Gen'l IncandeEcent Arc
Llghtco vlll

Go.dsmith Bros —
Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co. Iv

Hamlin, Geo. E xlil

Hardy Lamp Co Iv

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co., TheG. P.... Ix

Hays Consiruotlon Co. .

.

iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng Co. xil

Holmes Flbre-Graph.Co.

Holyoke A Holyoke.... xiil

Huebel A Manger xvl

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Intemat'1 Cor. Schooli. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Go. xli

Johnston, Thos. J..

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Hester Electric Mfg. Co.

Hleln A Son, Mathias . xiv

Klemm ACo HI

Khutson&Co., A. W x

Kokomo Tel.AELM.Co. xv
Kuhlman Electric Co ...

.

xl

Knsel, D. A.,Tel. AEleo.
Mfg. Co XlT

Lea Manufacturing Co. .'. xx
Leather Preserv. M. Corp. 1

Leclanche Baitery Co . . . xili

Leffel A Co.. James.... xvil

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co. v

Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co xvi

Lindsley Brothers Co. . . stU

Lombalrd WaterWh. G. Co. xi

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xv

Mass. Chemical Co I

Matthews. W K xll

McIntireCo , The C Ix

McLennan A Co., K x

Meyrcwltz, E. B xvl

Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monarch PlreAppl Co.. x

MononR. R xvi

Montauk Multip. CableCo. 1

Morris Arc Lamp Co— xvil

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co......

National India Rubber Co.

Naugle, Eolcomb ACo.. sUi

New York Insnl.W. Co... xvl

Noblett.E. J xiv

North Electric Co xv
Northern Cedar Co xlil

Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. Ix

Ofconite Co.. The i

PalBte Co., H. T........ .' xvl

Paragon Fan & Motor Co. —
Pendleton A Gllkey xlli

Perrizo A Sons xlil

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co,

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.. xi

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. xvil

Phoenix Glass Co ,

Phosphor-Bronze E. Co

.

Pclyglot Co.. The
Pringle, Wm. T

Queen A Go

1

xvil

, xll

1

Rawson Electric Co xiv

Relsinger. Hugo ..........

Roche, William xx
Roebllng's Sons Co. , J. A. 1v

Rolfe Electric Co.... .... xiv

Ruxton, Robert xiil

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Go . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xi

S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Co i

Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Ba'ske E'ec-
trlc Co. of imerica

Simplex Electrical Oo. , The, 1

Speer Carbon Co 111

Splildorf,0. F 1

S^jou A Chambeilain
Standard Paini Co
Standard TeL AEl.Co... xv
Standard Tber, AElec.Co.
etandardUnderg.Cable Co. 1

Sterling A Son, W. C xUl
Sterling Electric Co ... .

L Sterling Varnish Co.,The xl i

Stewart Electrical Co ... . xi

Stilwell-Blerce A Smlth-
VaUeCo xii, xlU

Stow Mfg. Co i

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
MfE. Co xiv

Sturtevant Co., B. F.... xx
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xll

Technical Agency —'-

Therien Tool Works Ix

Thompson, Son A Co xli
Torrev Cedar Co xlii

Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co..
Transmitter Mfg, Co xiv
Tnumph Electric Co viu
Trotter's MonaMf.Co-.Ltd. xv

United Elec. Imp. Go ...

University of Nctre Dame xl
Valentine-Clark Co xlil

Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co
Walsh's Sons A Co
Warner Co. , W. F. , The .

.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co..

Western Electric Co
Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Co. ..

Weatlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xvlU

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo. 1

Williams. Electric Co. . . xv
Worcester A Co., O. H.. xlil

Wright Discount Meter Co.

xil

vll

11

ilv

F'or ^l^s^ified Indox of Ad-ver-tisemen-ts Seo Pas^ "VI-
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

>A/Ri-rE F*OR f>rice:s.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139 ADAIMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

iiHARDY LAMPS Give full candle
power for longer
time than other
makes.

HARDY LAMP COMPANY. PITTSFIELD, MASS.

EREOPTICONS
MAGIC LANTERNS and 5LIDES
CONDENSED DATALDGUE FREE .

RILEY BROS. IE BEEKMAN 5T. HEW YORK.

ROEBLING

TX the development of electric

heating apparatus for indus-

trial work, we have brought out

asmallstove4^ inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING &ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST., HiN YORK.

<"I~X*4"t"M"X~;">*M'<'<"J**0<~t~H~>0<~MK"tK*<K"X*<~>;"X»C~><~X'**^<'*^^

DOES
Your Electric Light or 1

1

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis.'

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

< >

•>*.>«:-<^:-:^<»>*<^~:":":"X.^<-K»:«:~><.*<-:-:.<~:-:-:.«»4»:^^ >

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTOR$-$LOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED,
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn
OHICAOO, asr-SSS Harquette Bnlldlne.

PHII^ADELLPaiA, Walter C. Melntlre A Co., toe Commerce lit.

BIilUKA. 8. N. Blake.
SAK FBAKCISCO. OAI<.^ CalUOTBia Elee. WorkB. lOS Market St..

VEW VORK OFFICR, Singer Blils-. 149 Broadway.
BOi^TOX. 6. n. Anglrr & Co.. 64 Federal St.

ST. liOCiS. Western Blectrlral Supply Co.
CINCUntATI. Nevada Bids. Jekn A. Stewart.
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The

Underwriters'

Rules

Demand

Porcelain

Appliances-

We

Have

Them

To

Burn.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS.

WARD LEONARD

Rheostats
AND

Circuit Breal(ers

ARE THE

"U. S. NAVY STANDARD.
))

HH^

THIS MEANS THAT THEY ARE

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for our Several New Reduced Price Lists

Issued in July and August, 1899.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
BRONXVILLE. N Y.,

U. S. A.

SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.
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R. C. CARPENTER, Professor Experimental Engineering at

Cornell University, says: "When a belt is full of

Slipping Belts
COMPEL

Tight Belts.

CLING-SURFACE
the only limit to its transmitting capacity is the strength of the belt,"

and "when trunsmitting its full capacity the belt can be run so slack

that the sides nearly touch." 1

CLING-SURFACE is a filler and preservative for belts, which

will prevent all slipping and prolong the life of the belt many times.

Send to us for report of tests by Prof. Carpenter.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BRANCH, 225 DEARBORN STREET.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajumnciators.
Ueabriii i^iecinc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Weaiern Eiec. Supply Co.

At** tjiunp>>.
Baker A Fox-
ObUbrUi ciecbnc Co.
DletlMfg Co.
Ft vva>ne Elec. Wks., lac
Gates •& Kandolpb.
tteneral biectnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Led Manufdtturing Co.

Murria Arc Lamp uo.
Siemens a Ha ske lilectrle

uo of AtDer.ca,
Standard. 'I'noT. s. Elec. Cd.
Western Electric Co.
western Elect. Supply Co-
"Westinghouse EL & MIg. Co.

Are lilsbt Cord.
Leschen-Macomber-Wliyte
Co.

Batteries and Jant.
burnley Batiery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ijecianohe aattery Co., The
Niiionil Carbon Co.
Peru Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
R.cae. William.
Vlci r Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bearioes and Bearing
aietal.
Leoonen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Bella.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. *iupply Co.

Belt Dressing;.
CbiCtigo Betti ig Co.
Ciing-durlace Mlg. Co.
L-^thqi- "re-iorverfilfg. Corp.
Sbil'z Belting Co.

neltlns-
Gnlcigu Belting Co.

Leather freserverMfg.Corp.
Sbuitz Belting Co.

BuuK-f*. Ifilectrleal.
Electrician PubllBblngCo.
Spon & Ctamberlaln.

Brusnes.
, „

Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmeij w'lbre-UraphlteCo.
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Klect Supply Co.

Bnrclar Alarms.
Central Electric Co-
Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (Hee Insulsied Wires.)

Cables. Kiectrle (See Inan
lated Wires), Copper.
«ibeet ana Bar.
American Elec Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago Insu'ated Wire Co
Etatern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard r»nderirTOund 0. Co-

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago EdlBon Co.
ElPi^f f ApDll«-iOP '^0.

Gen'l Inc. Ar"- Lt Co.
National iarbon Co.
Remlnep' Bupo.
Speer Carb .n Co.
Wecfi-n Elect. Supply Co.

Chemistn.
Harrev Co.. The G. F.

Clntches (Are Lamp).
K "1 ..son A Co., A. W.

Coils.
^p'ttd-irf. C. F.

Compound.
Dfiaronrn Drug&Chem.Wlts
Mass. Chemical Co.
M/'T.onnaT' ft r"o.. K.
Rtanrldrf' Pi-nt t^n,

T-otfr'c Mona Mte: Co,,L^
Wpctern ElP'^trif' To.
W>st«rn i^Iect SUDPly Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect, snppiy Co.

Conniruciiun A Ueiiairs*
Buil^ck Eiec. flifg. Co-
uniuago EOlaon oo.
Fddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. vVayae OiCC. WKS., Inc.
Uiiys (joustruciion Co.
Hodge- -\aish Elec. Eng. Co.
Nortdern aec. Mfn.Co.
Siemdi-S JE H .I'ke E.eccric
Co. ot Amtjrica.

Sturtevant co., B P.
Towle. Gej. u., Mfg Co.
Victor ciectric uo.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andKlectrlc
Idffht Plants.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Bumptirey.
Bull ckE ec. Mfg. Co.
Central ijiiectrlc uo.
Cornell Machine Co.
Diem Mlg. vo,
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa-ne Kiec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Havs Construction Co.
Nurthe-n Elec Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha ske Eiectrlc
Cj. o! a enca.

Sturtevaiit Co.. B F.
Uniten Elec. Imp. Co.
"Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WestinghouBeElec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly & Co.. Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Cbaa H.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago Edison Co.
Cblcago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PHilUps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrPspoDClenreMpltaols.
American Scbool of Co rresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Anns, Plus and
Brackets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
central Mfg. Co.
F.lflctrlo Annlianoe Co.
Xaus'e. Holc^mb ft Co.
Val ntlne-ClarECo..Tbe.
Western Elect Supply CO.

Cnt-Onts and Swltclies.
RnuseTt Rlec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Utstitral Electric Co.
Cliioago Edison Co.
(jievwiand liiiectric Co.
Cufctei ^^ & Mi^. Co.
Eieotnc Appuanoe Ca
Emerson Ei. Mfg. r.o.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
u-enerai J!<iet;. CO.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart A Htjgetnan Mfu Co
Le nan. Waro. Electric Co.
MeyrLwitz, E. B.
Ir-ttiBte uo., H. T.
Pern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Cn.
biemeos & Ualske Electric
Co. 01 Amer ca.

Wagner Eieo. Mtg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weiiinghouie Ei. S Mtg.Co.

Dsmamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric uo.
Cblcago Rheostat Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eaele EleoTrlc Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Ele-. wks., Inc.
Gates A Kandolpb.
General Electric Co
Gpoeral Inc. Arc Light Co.
H 'birr Ele^. Mf- '""o

NonhernE'pc Mfg Co.
Slem n-** Ra'skeE.ectrlc
Cu. of Amer ca.

I

Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Tn^mpov,n, Sou a uo.

! uuibcuiLiou. imp. Co.
j

Vvagner Jiiiec. jnig. Co.

I

Warren Eiec. Mfg. Co.
I

Western Electric Co.
[

Western Eiect. supply Co.
Wesungnouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Elec. Meatus Appliances.
American titjo. tioater uo.
Hadaway El. Hi-g. s. Eng. Co.

Kiectrlc AtillTvays.
General Electric Uo.
WestlngbouseELAiMfg. Co.

UlecLriu Vehicles.
American ai. vehicleCo.
Fiscner Equipment Co.

Kiectrlcai und necliani-
cal Kntfineers.
Haiu. Foree.
Bryan *s Humphrey.
Bu.lock Eiec. Mfg. UO.
Hays uonstruction Co.
Hjd<e- Walsh tliec. Eug. Co.
Northern E.cc. Mfg. uo.
£>argent & Liuuuy.

CUectrical Instruments.
American Ei. apeciaity uo.
Bryant Eiecric Company.
Central i!.lectric uo.
Cutler El. fijMfg. Co.
hJiectric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayoe r>ec. W'ks., Inc.
GdtoB a. Randolph.
(jcnerai fc-iectric Co.
General inc. Arc Light Co-
famte Co.. a. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Cor
S E I Cj.
Siemens & Halske Electric
UO- of America.

Victor Electric Uo.
Western Electric Uo.
Western iiiect. Supply Co.
Westiugboiise El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst- Co.

Klectrlcal Specialties.
American Ei. Bpecialty Co.
Barron & Co., Jas. s.
Bryant Elect. ic Company.
uariisie & Finch uo.
Central Electric Go-
Columbia Elec. A Mfsr. Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Mclotire Co. , The C.
Prjugie. Wni. T.
Therien Tool Works.
VlcLor cl.ectnc uo-
Western Elect- Supply Co.

Glectro-Platlns Slach^.
Besly fi Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Employment Agency.
lecb-iCcii Atiency.

Engineei. (vas.
Uorneil Macbioe Co.

Enfflnes, steam.
Hall En^neCo.
Sturte>'aut Co., B. F.

ran Oatnts.
Central Electric Co.
Diehi Mfg. uo.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Ei, Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor uo,
Sturte^ant Co..B. F.

Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
Victor E.ectric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

cues.
BarnettCo.,G. & H.

Fire Extlnsnishers.
Monarch Fire App. lance Co,

Flxtnres* Kl.A Comb*n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. s. W. Fuse Co.
Mi'lntire Co . The C.
Rjlfe Electric Co.

Fnne Wire.
i Central Electric Co.

Chicago FuseWire&Mf. Co.
- Electric Appuauco ua -^i_

Mcintire Co., The C.
vVeatern cieut. supply Co.

6rat» i^ignting, i<;iecirie.
Ad7<»nco Specialty Co.
uentral Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

(rears.
Besly & Co., Chas H.

<ireneral filee. Hupplles.
Harrun I'c uo., Jas- S.

Central dectric uo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
iowle, Geo. u., Mfg. Co.
V ictur Hjitttric uo.
Western Eiectrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€>lobes ana Klectrieal
txiaetsware.
Central Eiectrlc Co.

j

Phobuix Glass Co.

I

Western Elect. Supply Co.

I

(irOT'nors, Water Wheel.
LomoanlWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Crrapbltti specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dlion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Insulators ana Insnlat-
1ns Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Kartarert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene,
National India Rubber to.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co. ,The.
PalBte Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standara Paint Co.
Standard Unaerground 0. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—iltasnet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric uable ca
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Montauk Multiph. Cable Co.
National India Ruboer ca
New York Insula ted Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhiUipa Insulated Wire Co.
Roebline'B Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, incandescent.
Huciieye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago Edison Co. -

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric uo..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lyon Inc. Lamp Co.
Sawyer-Man Flee Ca
<^helby EleciTlcCo.
Un ted Elec. imp. Co.
Warren Elec & Soec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

lilshtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Oo.

F'or .A.lRHal3e-fcieal Index of Ad vor-tSsenrk^n-fes Seo

Jnasnet Wire.
(aee insuiatea Wlrei.)

Slanipulators (IncLmp).
inc. ji,. 1,1, Mauijjuiaior «„o,

Jlecnanicai Jnactunery.
Hesiy & Co., Uhaa. U,
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Meters,
Wngnt Discount Meter Co.

AUea.
central Electric Co.

I
Miua Insulator Co.
MunseH <K uo., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, £lee.
Buliock EltC. Mfg. Co.
General EleCHlc UO.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
BuliOCkElec. Mfg, Co.
uentral Electric i^o.
Chicago Rheo^tal Co.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa^ne tiec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Ldght Co.
Hobart E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Northern t„ec aitg. Co.
Sleiueob A balske Eiettrlc
uo of Aaerka

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, ton d Co.
Tuwle. Geo. C. Mfg, Co.
Triumpn Eltctnc l.o.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Cliai. H.

Paincs.
Central Electric Co.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co,
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Haojiin. Geu. K.
Johnston Thomas J.
Euxton. Robert.

Pliospbor Ifronxe.
Besly fii Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Go.dsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennlnga.
Central Mfg Co,
Lindsley Bro<i. Co.
Nauitle Hokomb & Co.
Nortntrn tdar uo.
Peadletun & G.lkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & son, W. C-
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester & Co., C H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elea Mlg. Ca

Beflners.
Swans Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be-n inainK—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
H( dge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bkeostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Ind Arc L*. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Lecnard. Ward, Eiectrlc Co.
Victor Electric Co.
WRBtinphonoP Ri, A Btfg. Co.

Search -ijights,
I arlisle * Finch Co,

Second-Band Ttlarliln'y.
Hodffp-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews. W. N.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson. ?on A Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co,

Shades.
Amer Reflector A litg. Co-
K'eum & Co.

Speabinx Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca

>c:e III

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Inoicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen £i Co.
Weston Electrical Inat. Co.

Springs.
barnts Co , The Wallace.
Cary apring Uorta-

Steel Boxes.
Boasert Elec. Const, Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes* Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lescnen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

New York InsulatedWire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wesiiern Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Telepnones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
Doai as.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American hi. Telephone Co
uential Tel. A Elec. Co
Columbia E ec. & Mfg. Ca
Ccuch & ateley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Eltctric Co.
Farr lei. & Cons. Supply Co.
HolyokeiiHolyoke.
Kokomo Tel, A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusei.D.A.Tel.AELMfg.Co.
Nobleit, E J
Norta Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El, Co.
Sterling Electric uo-
Stromberg-Carlson T1,M Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
WarLcrcu

, W. F , The.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co,
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.
Theritn Tool Works.

Transformers.
Bullcck 1 lectrlc Mfg. Co.
Central Eler.tric Ut*.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates at Raudolph.
General Electric Co,
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, S jn A Co.
VVagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Translations.
Poi>gioi Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage W^.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Ca

TurbineA WaterWlieels.
Dayton Globe iron Works Gc

.

LeirelfiiCo,, Jas.
Stliwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
SterliUK Varnish Co,

Tnlcanlzed Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas, E.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Leschen-Macomber-Whyte
Co.

Okonlte Co.. The.
PbiUipB Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A,
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WoodTforlk. Electrical.
Nobieti. E. J.

X.Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.

Splitdorf, C. F.
Victor Electno Co,
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FORT Wayne electric works
(INCORPORATED)

j^ '

"^HjHHt

'-?IP'"
t-ii^.

iiWOOD"=^^
ARC DYNAMOS

Have Removable Field Spools, Ventilated Armatures, Self-Oiling

Self-Aligning Bearings and Improved Reversible Regulators.

For the operation of enclosed arc lamps, the

WOOD' ARC DYNAMOS are unexcelled.

We are prepared to equip any of our old style machines no^{/ in use with the Improved Reversible Regulator

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

j Focusing Arc Lamps j

REFLECTORS.

RHEOSTATS,

STANDS.

FOR

PHOTO-ENCRAVINC.
STAGE LIGHTING,
ELECTRIC FOUNTAINS,
STEREOPTICONS,
ILLUMINATING OF
DECORATIONS, ETC.

BAKER & FOX,
83 Schermerhorn Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

I

Photo-Engraving
Lsmp* Let us know your requirements

Time of Exposure Reduced. and we can supply your wants.

Petite Alternating Enclosed long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions li voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc- Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in slgtit.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP, WITH STANDARD
INNER GLOBE L AND OUTER ENCLOSING GLOBE S.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments.
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C. and

North Wnolwlch. B.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudcwyns.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Brcteull.
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Established

..1891.. TRIUMPH
RAILWAY GENERATORS

....AND....

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FOUR, aJ^^
SIX AND -^^flHpWjfl
EIGHT ^1l «r

POLE. jfl_^
Two and >4vl
Three -.

Bearing,
1,

Belted and *^-
Direct ^^1^^
Connected. -^

ELECTRIC CO. °":r

Rai wa]
1

1

( Generators
AT

MADISON, IND.

fe;<3js^ WATERLOO, IOWA.

m OWOSSO, MICH.

it^^B >^-^ 1,

OTTAWA, ILL.

jH^ HOLLAND, MICH.

1
AND

A 1,600

*v OTHERW USERS.

LAMINATED POLES-BAR WOUND ARMATURES.

GATES & RAIMDOL.PM,
13 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

N^^^ss^ry 'for (P^r'f^^'fci^rt str^ 'f^und in 'tK^

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
5>ctcexs:s5cs5c*scH:rtiSM5CMSCH5'aco

We would like to have you make your own tests as to

Long Life-High Efficiency-Sustained Candle Power.
A specialty of lamps for railway circuits.

Write our nearest Sales-office, asking for Circular E.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
FACTORY AND GENERAL 0FFICES:--572-578 FIRST AVE., NEW YORK.

. Y. A>T> EXPOBT OFFICB:
39-41 Cortlandt St.

St. LodiS:
511 Security Bldg.

BOSTOS:
31 Utlk St.

PHIL.\DKLPHI.4:
233 Dresel Bldg.

Charlotte. N. C.
29i; So. TryonSt.

CLEVELAND:
39-47 E. Prospect St.

IVIA.R-riN J. IIMSUI-I- CO.
Chicago:—1«2 MoDadDock.

Milwaukee:
TOO Pabst bldg.

MiNNFAPOLIS:
516 Guarantee Bldg.

San Feancjsco:
59!? Farrott Bldg.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Offices: 29, 30, 31,32, 33 Rialto BIdg. Telephone Harrison 1373. Works: 2325, 2327, 2329 LaSalleSt. Telephone No. 1130 Souih.

A DIRECT-READING OHMMETER.

You Have a Motor
In a machine shop

Mounted on the ceiling,

What is the Resistance

of its Field?

You try with a testing set

And level

And pull plugs

And press keys

And wait for needle to come to rest

And add

And divide

And make mistakes

And siear.

You use a direct-reading ohmmeter
and get tlie results twelve
seconds after tlie connections
are made.

Tlie American
Electric Specialty Co.,

Au'.omettic Switches, Special Machinery,

Weston Instruments. Arc Lamps.

1S3 I.,I^EieT-S' ST., I«. Y.
AGENTS CHAS. WIRT &. CO.

RHEOSTATS AND BRUSHES.

ELECTRIC LAUNDRY IRONS.
V-Shaped.

Weight, 8 lbs

Consumes 550

watts.

Any voltage up

to 220.

Oval-Shaped.

Weight. 6^ lbs.

Consumes 450

watts.

Any voltage up

to 220.
No. 62.
MANUFACTURED B¥

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.

OUR STUDENTS

SUCCEED.
FARMER BEC1MES SUPERINTENDENT.

I think Ihere is no better clianee to advance
than throueli the Sciiools. belnre I enrolled
I was a farmer, and lint-w practically nothing
abnut electricity or st^am enelneenng. My
Courses in Klectrlc Power and Lighting ai d
Stationary KngineerinK have been a source
of great b'^nelit to nie. as I now liave charge
of an --leGtrie-litiht plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHN'EK. PaUon. Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolllnc lu tlie

Scliiinls I had beeo reading t^verything I

cniiid get pertaining to mechanical and elec-
trical ei glneerlng. but lound that I needed
a belter education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Knglr eering
Course I was * ecnnd engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards. I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a much larerer talarv.

J. L. CHASE, Topeka, Kansas

MinA V^\t^riftr€k\ r*mit*CAc Electrical ETgineering. Electrical, Electric Power andnine CICLlllLai VUUI&C3. Lighting, Electric Lighting, ElectHc Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring"and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Pkof. R. B. Williamson,
Formerly profes-or of ElMCtricitviQ Lehigh University.

10.>.00» STUDEXT.S AXI» iiKAIH'ATES Aii;;iist. 1S9S>. CAPITAL, $1..>00,000.

$12 to $70 la •»raall Monthly lustallments pays for a

n777t' for C'ircidfirs and Local Pcfvrencei to (he

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 12^1,
002,

SCRAN I ON. PA.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go,
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OVTIiET A]VD JUITCTION BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS, PAXEL, BOARDS. SWITCHES, ETd.

IIMT^ ^F-

Alteniatini-CiirrenlM aifl Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Your Burns
And where is there an electri-

cian that doesn't have them—
some pretty bad ones, too ?

Can be rapidly and permanently cured by one or two applica-

tions of Vitogen. Mr. Harry Rood, New Albany, Ind. (elec-

trician), says: "Vitogen saved my life, and I cannot say too

j^^^ _ much for it." Better keep

Cures Burns, Scalds, Ulcers,

a bottle handy. It will come

in good use when you least

expect it. A perfect Anti-

septic Dressing Powder.

Tumors, Blood Poison and Sores.

Sold by Druggists iQ perforated screw-cap bottles or mailed on receipt of

price; -2 oz. ,50c.; 4 07.., $1 00. Canadiao price; 2 oz., 60c.; 4 oz., S1.20.

•"=c"htm=X"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Branch, Mille Roclies, Ont., Kezar & Bennett. Agents.

a&'!t'«;«!K!t'lt'!Slt'&'«!4''.««:!t'«r'««r!t'«;i!;!t''.!;iJl

I The Best

I
Education

Is that which
l)elps to

I Increase

I One's Salary

rK

>r.

m
1h
K.
rh
m
m
«i
m

m

( Steam ^
] Electrical ffi

I riechanical ^
Ik

Write To-day S
for ^

"Hand-book R" ^
SPECIAL RATE S

FOR S
SEPTEMBER S

ENROLLMENTS. «
American g

School n S
CorrespoadeDce, ^

Boston, Mass., JJ~

U. S. A. £

=y«s??i^i«si,=?t,=j(?ns(fWf?JS(,^si,%^7nst?i^

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OP CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted esclusively to

U Engineering

GREGORY

DistributingCircie

FOR

POLE
TOP.

PattTil

Pending.

INVESTIGATE

ITS

MERITS.

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

Also write for particulars of tlie"COOPER
RUNNING BOARD, tlie only one that will

jump cross-arms, and our Stringing Reel.

Manufactured by

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
Minneapolis, Minn.

MciNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-ORAWN COPPER

WIRE, all siics. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE C. MclNTIRE CO., 13 8 (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. bilm
CEIMERATORS '~^ ^- ^- ^° '^^ l^- ^^ Belted and Direct-Connected Type.

— Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
- FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS -

nrnrPC) Northern EnclneerlDg Co.
UPPiLco-j

39 cortlandtSt.,New York.
Kohler Bros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

The Northwest Eng'g Co-
st. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco. Cal.

Machinery & Electrical tjo.,

Los Angeles, Cai.
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THE

TWO BALL
CORD ADJUSTER.

This is the simplest and most inexpensive cord
adjuster on the marlcet. It has no mechanism
of any kind and cannot get out of order.

The cut shows the Two Ball Hanger com-
plete with cord, attached to ordinary ceiling

rosette.

Send for-Circular and Trade!Prices.

Electric Appliance Company, - Chicago.

America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

A new T.-H- Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS

Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch
The only clutch ever made that can be pat in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, III,

INDIA a. AMBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
Clothe and Papers. ,.

COIVIPOUIVD
lJNEOtJAI.C:f>.

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
Eugene MiinselLsCo. Mica ImiilatorCo.^ 2lSHrtlni M. \ew York « CliicasSo. iiTlfkcSi.

PERFECXO^

INSULATOR

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC and MFG. CO., 79 5th Ave., Chicago.
GEO. M. MAYER, Pres. MORRIS M. NEURATH, Sec'y & Treas.

Mfrs. Telephione Switchboards, Supplies, Switch Boxes, Etc,
To Order. Special Slactiinery, Apparatus, Dies, etc. Write for Catalog.

JtfOVEIiTY IX PO BCEI/AIIV

NZS'W PERU FUSE PIiUC
TRY IT-YOrXI, B1TX IT-

i^Co'w C^t^iogT't*^ Oxit. Seind for* It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
C3tA1.3iS

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE. Sample Stick.

! Name . .

I

Address ,

I w. E.

The only article tliat will PREVENT
SPAKKING. TN ill keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator J ou have so loDg sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 TiUe and Trust Bldg.. CHICAGO, ILL.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

f C. Sterns A Co., iw Pearl St.. Buffalo

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine Bldg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

Pettinpell-Andrewe Co., Foston, Mass.
C. W. Phipps, 222 Havemeyer Blag., New York.
"Wesif-rn E.ectric Co.. Chicago.
E. dt W. Electncal Appliance Co.. San Francisco.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRlPTIOftf

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
«sT^BL,j«£A> /f^7 BRISTOL, CONN., u. S A.

BUCBETE
IIMOAIMDI

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED,

:iM"r i-AiviPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

• A Positive Insulator. •
OVER 150,000 NONA/ IIM LJ!

^risl ^^'^^''s ^rtd S^le ^^A^n^rs

THE ONLY EXTINGUISHER ADAPTED

FOR SWITCHBOARD FIRES.

• Nothingto get out of order. •

More Telegraph, Telephone
and Electric Stations are
Equipped with "KluFYRE"
than with all other Fire
Extinguishers.

27
WILLIAMS ST. PE^y MARK

• •
> ... Good until used ... 9

ADOPTED BYTHE WESTERN UNION

AND POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANIES,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

IVI^IMA.R^IH F-IIRE A.PF3|_I A.IM^E ^^.

2 Adopted for all conditions t
S of Fire. S PRICE. Beware of Imitators:ors.

•€••••8
$3.00 Each.

• Can be used by anyone. *

More Actual Firps have been
Extinguished byWomen and T

Children with '"KILFYRfc"
than with all other Fire Ex-
tinguishers combined.

• Designed for general use. •
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niANK N. PHILLIPS, PucaiDENT.
• . H. WAQCNSCIL, TncASUncfi.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GCNCSAL MaNAQCR.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vice-Phe*.
C. R. nCMINOTON, JR.. 8CC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
11 I . FBOTIDEKCE. B. I.

V //// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Kew York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Donolioe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Bbakoh, Eugeoe F. Phillips' Electrical WorkB.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILUPSDALE4 R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be ^
obtained under any conditions. -M

Address "^

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

YOU CAN'T COOK ECCS
On Our Rheostats. They Run Cool.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and old ast exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer Jl. 00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|||n DACCC ^^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIni DnvCv we psy 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lor Piatinam. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones i( desired. For full particulars address

GEO. F. SCHWAI.III Sl CO., Harrison, N. J.AGBNT8 Wanted.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

Six years wllh OeDnral ElMtrlc Co.

gRYAN & mJMPHREY,
Mechanical and Electrical Eaglaeers,

Consultallons. Reports, Estlmales. Plans,
Speeitlcatloiis. SuperlDtendence, Teste. Pur-
chaslDK. UeslKUs of Central stations a
Specialty.

70(i-707-708 Lincoln Trail Blag., SI. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. M. H. HUMPMREV, M. S.

UNIVERSITY OF NQTRE DAME,
Kotre l>aine. Ind..

Offers every advantage to students wlHhlog to
do special work In Klectrlcal Kn^Ioeerln-; be-
sides the retjular course lea«JliJEup tothedoKre-e
of Jla<!heIor of Science 1q Klectrlclty, It has a
special d«partment for those students dPs'rUjK
to ppt a practical knowledyeonlyln Ihlsbranch.
Catalo^ies on application. Address

KEV. A. MOKRISSEY.C. S. C. President,

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

a Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keep, the ^

J
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

li IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS (L
Send for Catalogue
of carriages

5B^56 w. vaa Burcait..
Chicago, U. S. A.

5==*esK?r^)(s»=,,ajss^<s===,,,s!tj;r^<5,,,^^

Mil Ma IMaliDi ftDl
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa,

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

Ar^o

LIQUID

TIGHT.

^^^^-g^

^^Bl? 'LA^ss^S^
;pf. '[

!

^HIV- ' \

%

1

CONSTANT

CURRENT

AND

NO wAsre

WHEN IDLE.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN SOOKLtT NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

iMI To corre«pond with as concerning

' ' BARBAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
•^f^ ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ., .CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0, K."WeatiierproofWire.

^

Slof-BnrnlEg Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.;

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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Position Wanted.
By an plectrical engineer and chemist. College

Kraduate; university education. Practical ex-

perience In eslimatine, e'luipping. opera' ing

and managinE light ind power plants, hydraulic
and transmissi'in laboratories and exnerlmental
work, electrotvtic and electric smeltinsf worii.

References, villi goanywhore. Address. En-
gineer, care of Western Electiician, 5io Mar-
quette Building. Chicago.

Position Wanted.
By a practical engineer and electrician. Un-

derstands installing and making repairs in

steam and electric plant. dynamoN. lamps, etc.

Will accept posiiinn on or after October 1st with

country or dty plant. Tnrelve years "
experience.

Best of references and license. Address, with
particulars, J. BROWX, care of Western Elec-

trician, 610 Marquette Buildiag. Chicago. III.

Dynamo Tenders Wanted.
Two young men accustomed to operating

power p'lant and alternating-current machinery,
to operate a xmiversity light plant. Free tuition

in mechanical and electrical engineering and
salarv sufficient to cover expenses. Address
"UXiVERSITY."care Western Electrician. 510

Marquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
TW0 20-K. W. Edison l.'.Wult dyii;iuios. Two

45-K. w. Edison l:;5-volt dynamos. Two 50-light

T.-H. 2.000 c. p. arc dynamos. Five 2.'>-light T.-H.
*J,000 c. p. arc dynamos. 175 2.000 c. p. double
carbon lamps. 'V2o street hoods. A number of
belts and Hill clutch pulleys, all in good operative
condition. For particulars address

Ottumwa Electric & Steam Co..Ottuinwa,lowa.

FOK SALE. BAR<wAIVt!».
(>neeo-h. w., 2,2oa-Volt. 16.000-Alt. AVarren Alter-

nator.
One 3i)-k. w.. 2.200-\"olt, I6.000-Alt. Westinghouse

Alternator.
one 10 h. p., 2,200-A'olt, 16,000-Alt. WagnerSingle-

phase Motor.
ohe 5 h. p., 2.200-Volt. 1G,000-Alt. Waguer Single-

phase Motor.

29 and 30 Cawker BIdg., Milwaukee. Wis.

^A/AIMTEO.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops Workguaranteed. TenyearG'experience.
Llgkt plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Dalaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

That at a special meeting of the Advance
Specialty Co., at its ofiBce, Suite No 42,

119-121 La Salle St., Chicago, Illinois, a

resolution was introduced and passed that

this corporation by its stockholders increase

the par value of each share of its capital

stock from Twenty five dollars {S25. 00) per
share to One Hundred dollars (Sioj.oo) per
share, and reduce the number of its shares

of capital stock from One Thousand (1.000)

shares to Two Hundred and Fifty (250)

shares, Nine Hundred and Ninety-seven

(997) shares of the total One Thousand
(i. 000) shares being present and voting in

favor of same.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 2Sth, A. D.. 1899.

Corporate Seal.

ADVANCE SPECIALTY CO.,
By Charles D. Wright, Pnsl.

Attest. H. M. Taylor, Secy.

For Sale=Bargains.
Each.

Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-

volt dvnamos !? S-W-OO

Two D. 50-K. W. T.-H. 125-

volt dynamos 550.00

One oTVi-K. W. Westlnghouse
125-voft new dynamo noo.OO

Two 120 K. ^Y. T.-H. Alt 1.200.00

TRANSFORMERS.
lO-liirht Stanley, 1.000 to 50.

.

li.OO

lO-light Stanley. 1,000 to 100.

.

6.00

lo-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. 8.00

20-light Stanley. 1,000 to 50.

.

9.50

20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 9.50

30-light Stanley, 1.000 to 50. . 15.00

30-light Stanley. 1,000 to 50-

100 13.00

40-lisht Stanley, 1,000 to 50 . . 18.00

40-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50. . 26.50

50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-

100 2650

Also a quantity of T.-H. Type, F. &G.,
West., etc. "Write for prices. All kinds
of Dynamos, Motors, Engines, Cars, etc.

Correspond -with us to buy or sell,

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

I07 Liberty St., New York.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

al3o

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAIIE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdonlron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cat

Automatic Motor Starters. Overload Motor Starters.

Automatic Pymp Starters.

Belted Elevator Starters.

Automatic Speed Regulators.

THE CHICAGO RHEOSTAT CO., 19 South Jefferson Street, Chicago.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it -will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'..'. all times In the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Deaplalnea Street, CHIGAeo, 11.1/.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

SlotOT Atarttnff Bheostaf s.
Motor Reenlatine Bheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Itimmers.

Special Rheostats.
WE BUY AND SELL

SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO., ;

"'"-sh's Sois & Co., Newark, M. J.

Tf'estflnld. S. J„ V. S. A.

1,000 SERIES ARC LAMPS.
Ft. Wayne Wood, New and Old Style, Plain and Ornamental.

Double Carbon, 2,000 C. P.

Western Electric Single Carbon, Wide Frame.
Excelsior Single Carbon.

Thoroughly Repaired at $5 Each. Come Early and Avoid the Rush.

150,000 Pounds Good Second-hand Weatherproof Wire
Nos. 6, 4, 2, O, 2-0, 3-0 and 4-0 Solid and 3-0 Stranded.

This is in splendid condition. Thoroughly overhauled, soldered and tape connections.
CAN BE SHIPPED AT ONCE.

1—120 K. W. Stanley 2 phase Alternator, 1,000 or 2,000 v., 16,000 alt.

3—3,000 It. Westinghouse Alternators, Toothed Armatures, 16,000 alt.,

1,040 V.

2—300 Amp., 125 v., XI. S. Dynamos, cheap.

2—50 It. Excelsior Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p., latest type.

2—100 It. Excelsior Arc Djniamos, 2,000 c p

2 60 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c. p., old style

1-100 It. Western Electric Arc Dynamo. 2,000 c. p , latest type.

5—300 h p. Westinghouse Comp'd Engines, 16x27x16.
1—125 li. p. Westinghouse Standard Engine, 13 '2x12

1—150 h. p. Bussell 4-Valve Automatic Engine,. 15x20.
100—P. & 3. Pore. Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.

All Sizes Alternating Recording Ampere-Hour Meters from 10 to 120 Amperes, Good as New.

\A/. IM. IN/IAXTMENA/S,
Suite 600 Carleton Building,
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WHITE KOK CATAL.OGl!K.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
D.AY-rOIM, OI-IIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO..

CentiiTy Bldg.

MINNEAPOUS. MINN.,

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

EleTen Pole Yards in Mlchlgau.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London. Wis.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
BO-foot to 80-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES

CEDAR POLES
We have for immediate shipment Ihe fol-

lowing poles. Can load ten cars per week:

25 ft.

30 and 35
"

40 "

45
"

50 "

55
"

60 "

4,000 5, 6 and 7 in.

3,275 6 and 7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

7
"

8 "

1,107
840
"5
93
II

Length, size and inspection guaranteed.
Correspondence solicited.

NORTHERN CEDAR CO.,

Room I, Berkshire Block,

West Superior, - - Wis.

JraPasllriBs.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Braoketsand
other Bpecialtles for Construction
y^OTit.— Ca/aloffue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

\A/Hii:e Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

V^HoS^cinl PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Slock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

CEDAR POLES :

We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF cedar OMTHELINEOF-THE Wis'consiM f

S MICHIGAN R.R.55MILKINLEN6TH:COVERINGATER(?1TORY OF *

OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES, OF CEDAR FORESTS.
,

i

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SSITD FOB CIEOULAK AND PBICEB.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill loin EasM31stSt., N. Y.

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL sr

NOTE'. OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BAS
aepR PROMPT &HlPMei~(T.

"Actual stock on hand-

Central Manafacturing Co.,

Chattaaooga. Teoo.

Manufftcturers and
Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
I>ar£;e storks on band. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O. B. car8, yourcity.inaDy q'jantity. ^^-Write us,

IIMUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BA.HER. A CO., 40S-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave.. Ne^vark, Ji, J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Streit.

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderale charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book

tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800 H Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657.59 nonadnock Bldg:., - Ctilcago.

PATENTS

C.H.WORCESTERfCt).KOSS.MlCH

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the Information, instructions and rules which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen. Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all Itinds of Electric Plants. It is the only booli of the liind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED....
and promotfd under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

ROBERT RUXTOnr,
105 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Fucilllles. New Macbioery.

More Room.
^Ve make Stf itch-

boards. Resistance
Boxes, Wheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts. Extension
Bells, Repeating: foils.
Induction Coils, Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters, Receivers, !>&•
magnetizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Cigar liighters, Illedi-
calCoils, Pnnches and
Dies, Etc.
We do PunchlnK, Screw

and MilllDK Machine Work,
Metaland FIberSawlng. Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magrnets of all kinds. Our
winding: department In

charge of an expert. H un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE & „^HOLYOKE,
S. E. Cor. Van Barm & Clinton

Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Call on US for

Everything used witti telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our rule,

And each order filled with care.

Large stocits always on hand.

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short bacliboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oal( or walnut woodwork,

New ideas in magneto bells.

Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers. bridging,

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils.

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond wilh us on any

Order you may wish to place.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by tlie ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago,

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
a50.a54 S. CUnton St.. Chicaso, III.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States,

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.

THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
?OUd back dust transmitters
ill Wall, X)esk and i abintt
Stjies. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either
short or long distance work.
Anyone can make aninslru-

ment that will work 'veil at
first, hut to produce one ihat
will continue to meet everj'

proper demand Is Quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR wlU.

iMAyrFAcrrKEB by

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA.O., U.S. A.

Office and Works,

BROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AXD OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?n"S ^S^A'^'^"' Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 liiberty St.,

Xew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Atc,
Cleveland, O.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalog-ue.

ESTABLISHED 1 8B6.

NOfTcE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Fine St..

ST. tons, 3IO.

Theoldestand
most rehable
manufacturer of
telepliones and
switchboards in
the "Wot. "Urite
forcatalogue
and price U&t.

0, A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

STEC/AL

Toy TelcpKoTif ftTiii EUctnta)

Const^w-tticnol ev»Yv aci,-ri^t."oTv,

CftUe o.nSlTpvTnir.Rl'Pd/.es,.

Li-nCTne-n'sT^o) J^oxcs,

Deji Ker Y ttTii'?4Kr-u.j>7?f f ) s

ftTtiStknis, ^c.A'Yri-ct its.

EJNOBUTT

Li.3~7elf P'toTic YotA.S B03.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalo^e Free. .^-5end for one.

WlATHiAS Klein & son,
B7-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO.

SWITGHBOARDS AND TELEPHONES
LEAD ALt COMPETITION. GET OUR PRICE AND
CATALOGUE BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDERS....

EUREKI ELECTRIC COMPANY, 157-159 So. Canal Street, CHiCAGI

wm
Central Energy

Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Dnrable, Sellable.

The only manufacturers selUne a complete line of

Public E.\change, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone ApparaMs fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

ggreATAi.OQ. CHIGAOO: U- S, A,

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
soimds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aceregating over soo.ooo
telephones In use. Four
years' service.

"Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.^

u/C PlIIDJIUTCC "Worltraanship, material and efficiency

IIL UUAnAni I LL of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own exoense. any actiou at
law which may he brought against OUR patrons on alleged in-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46'48tiiii SOJiclioi Bltil^.cer. Canal; Ciilnifi.
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.RK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THI]Ves manufactured or controlled
by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
Me>M' S-tandord ^ry^ Ba-t-fcArles.
epKione Pay ^-fca-fcions.
^rr^s*or and ^u-t-^u-fc Swi-fcoh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

e:;^

DIVIDENDS
MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

J Interest on their Investments .

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing- Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, e^-?:^ fpawkfortst., OHIO.

We have issued a NEW catalogue
of Flectrical booka containing 100

paces, listajag eyery work on electric-
ity. A copy -will be cheerfully mailed
on receipt of a two-cent stamp.
ELECTRiriAN PUBLISHINGCO..

510 Marquette mde... Chicago.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigaiion.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
tailed,

No corupetition in talking.

Write for new catalogue jusl out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, ind.i U. S. A.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
Wu do not manufacture- cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not
only attractive in appearance, but of the iiighest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest
and gratifying support of all vifho have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,
No. 25, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

»«-»'*'»« •

TheWarnerTelephone

Generator

Cabinet.
SIMPLE, DURABLE,

EFFICIENT.

It is rapidly taking the place of

the old magneto-generator outfit for

ringing subscribers' bells. Is just the

thing for selective signal ringing; is

furnished fitted with either dry or

storage batteries. One set of dry

batteries is guaranteed to give 600,-

000 signals, allowing about five sec-

onds to each signal. It is guaran-

teed to ring the heaviest loaded toll

lines and to do harder work than

any magneto made. It is just the

thing for exchanges, both large and

small. Is the cheapest and most re-

liable method of obtaining power for

this purpose. You cannot afford to

be without it. It is fully guaran-

teed and is sold by all responsible

telephone supply houses.

Manufactured exclusively by

THE W. F.WARNER CO.,
MUNCIE, IND.

I

t

I

IMO\A/ IS nriHE ilVI
To TT^pare for yonr Fall and Winter supply of lamps. Oather np yoor
bnrned-onts and ship tliem to ns for BESIlLWAIi or RXCHASK,:!: for NEW
OXES$. We -will get y*ur lamps ready and ship and bill frhen yon -frant them.

LiYHnCINCANDESCENT I,AMP CO., LiYHTN, MASS.

LONDON. PARIS.

mmammEm

The most efficient Jubricator, is
the only article that is guaranteed
to stop sparking. It can be used
on Jeaf, carbon or gauze wire
brushes with the greatest safe^.
Fnts a heautifu! lui-ter on the
Commutator. Does away wiih the
use of i-andpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It is the larg-
est and most economical stick
manufactured. It comes in two

I

sizes. Small sl^e, e.*i.00 per dozen.
' Large size, •.^00. Saintles n)ailed
fiee on application. For sale by
all fluppT-y h'luses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada,

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA UFG. CO.. Lid., No. 65 West Broadway. New York City.

Messrt. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Aqentsforthe United States 121 Worth St., New York City.

SATISFACTION GUAIIA>TEEI> OK MONEY REFTN»EI>.

COMMUTATORCOMPOl/m
=H£.YOOTO^
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ItH^ DAYTON GLOBE |RON WORKS CO.
" omSro!"

^^^^^^
Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

AMERICAN" SSfr
ARE THE BEST. Send lor deicrlptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT-0 1B89. 1 74~S. Clinton St., Ctitcago, III,

H-P Enamel Insulated

BRIDLE RIN6S,

The^e Inaulatoi-s are
iiiado of besi quality drop
forged iron and heavily
euameted.
They are designed for

L'aiTyi"p proups.of Insu-
lated Wires to and along
the wall^ of buildings and
distributing them to sub-
scribers' offices.

New Wii-es can be read-
ily inserted and old Wires
removed from these Insu-
la toi-s and without injury.
Being strongly niade.thev
will last iudetinitely.
They can be screwed into
the most difficult places
with tne hand and when
desired can be unscrewed
and used ag^in for other
work. The cut is approx-
hnately half size.

JAMES S.BARRON&C.
Manufacturers of and
Wholesale Dealers in

General Electrical Supplies,

-'i-3i) Hudsnn Street,
Sew York.

The Bryaal Bug CM.
Concave-head contact screws in

the base, and convex in the cap, in-

sure a perfect contact -where the two
connecting wires are of different

gauge.

The cover, being held in place

by but one nut, can be readily re-

moved for fusing.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY A
or Gasoline Stoves. Safe, con-

"

vcnieniand economical. No
electric connections required.
Always ready for use. Will
last a lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

Advance Specialty Co.
' - lie St.. Ch

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, Illinois.

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OUAHt. COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANC SCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CliicapJilwaiite&St.PailR'y
Union Passenger Stafion, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connectinp with all trains from the East, carrving
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah. Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accominodatlons Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY S6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.

The Vetter Current Tap,
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A simple and safe device for tapping and earning the current from any electric light
fixture ti Motors Drop-lights and other plectrical devices WITHOUT THE LOSS OF LAMP
!>' FIXTUTtE Adapted i o any system of electric lighting. 'When ordering, state what
soctet is used. Each tap is packed, with full directionB, in a neat hoi.

E.B.MEYROWITZ,
MANUFACTURER
ind PATENTEE.

104 EAST 23d STREET,
NEW YORK.

ALSO AT I2S W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

A GOOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IHTH^SOUTH
VIA THC

fRftNK-JflCCO-

W4H-1cIK)Ct CHASrtBOCKWtLL-

lF^k:
On Sockets, Receptacles,Rosettes, NTainsand Branches,

Edison Cutouts, Knffe Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION

T. PAISTE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.

WE HAVE ON HAND THE FOLLOWING

Three Braid Weather -Proof Copper Wire:
500 lbs. No. O. 800 lbs. No. 4. 575 lbs. No. 6.

Will make close price. Write Us.

LESGHEN-MACOMBER-WHYTE CO., - - 19 and 2 1 S. Canal St„ CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandl St., New Yark.
BRANCHES:] 32g Deartorii St

BOSTON:
134 Congress St,

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bulldlnfl.
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HIGH
mm- GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS. O

CHICAOO office: I526M0MADN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE Engines

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity.

Foreveryfive gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write (or Prices and Ciroulars,

Cornell Machine Co.,
175 West Superior Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

f;Q\
Tel. 3348 35th St,

^ "^->. ^ GARY SPRING WORKS,
]

^\ ^^W! . 2i( and 2*2 West 29th St.,

7 ^ WIRE and SPRINGS

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential Circnitti

are Snperior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Voa slioald see tliem

at the Electrical Ex-
hibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO
CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers' &. Inventors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-HHl Electric Co., B35 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. B. G-arton Company, 316 Dearborn St., Cblcago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Llgbt St., Baltimore, Md.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adnpted lo all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee :

The Ixirgcst Pou'er ever obtained /mm a wheel of the mme dinmrfcr. The hiajujut spetd
ever obtained for the same power. Tlie highest mean effinieney ever realized wheii
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate unerptaled in quiekness and ease of fixniing aiul clonng.

Tests show over 81 per cait. average efficiency vith half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent siippiog and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

h^.G.TRADE MARKS JhE RHOSPHOR BRONZ E SMELTING CO.QMITED,'

2200 W.AS^HINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

lNGnTOt>ASTING?.WIR£,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.
^nrijjM,,^- —DELTA METAL °

. -.yT^v "-- CASTINGS, STAMPINGS Arc FORCilNGS

iuiiiikia SSi s^a

O

o
u
Ik

"0

m
n
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O
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O
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OPEN OR CLOSED CIRCUIT WORK.
Electric Generator In a 6x8 Glass Jar.

E. M. F 2 Volts. CURRENT— 12 Amperes. CAPACITY—300 Arapere-Hours.

Will do the work of any two batteries on the market, and

can be- renewed at the least cost.

For Signal Service, Long-Dlstance Telephones,

Gas Engines, Etc.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS,

MO,
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Westingfhouse

Integrating

Wattmeters

for two and three-wire single-

phase and polyphase systems.
SINGLE-PHASE WATTMETKB.

j^fc ^5* »^"

Compact, Light, Durable, Accurate, Permanent,

Westinghouse Electric &Mf§:. Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

fc^ fe^ fe5» «i^

Characteristics:

Records true energy used whatever the

power factor of the circuit.

Accurate over a range of from J -50 full

load to 50 per cent, overload.

Extremely small and compact.

Very light moving element.

Minimum loss in windings.

Case substantial—dust and insect proof.

All principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St.,

London S. W., England.
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POLYPHASE ^ATT^IETER.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE!

w. & c.

BIPOLAR RECEIVER
The Most Perfect Receiver on the Market.

Good Steel and Enough of It.

Pole Pieces and Metal Heads Rigidly Supported.

Adjustment Accurate and Permanent.

Rubber Shell of Best Quality.

Skilled Workmanship Throughout.

PRICE
I

Less than 100 Lots. Each, $1 .1 O
100 lots or Over, - - - - $1.00

PROMPT DELIVERIES-

Manufacturers, of

HIIOIHES-r

Teiephones, Switchboards and Everything in the Telephone Line,

COUCH ^ SEELEY CO.,
212 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS. Sm

I

I

I

I

I

THE GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Porcelain

Plug

Cut-Outs

Are the best known and Most

widely used devices for pro-

tecting low-potential systems

against overloads and short-cir-

cuits*

Write fill- liuUetin No. iiet.

MAIN OFFICE,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES:

Bostou, Mass., 200 SuiuDier Street.

New York, N. Y.. 44 Broad Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., Sedgivick. Andrews & Kennedy lildir.

Buffalo, N. Y., Ulicott Square Buildiug.

riiiladelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.

Baltimore. Md , 227 E. German Street.

Pittsburg. Pa , 50'i Tradesmen's Bank Btiilding

Atlanta- Ga , Equitable Building.

New Orle^ins, La., 917 Heunen Building.

Cincinnati. Ohio, 420 "W. Fourth Street.

Coiunilms, Oliio. 14 \. High Street.

NitijliviUe, Tean., 30s North Summer Street.

Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

Detroit, Mich., 704 Chamber of Commerce Buililiut:.

St. iouis. Mo., Wainwrlglit Building.

Dallas, Texas, ScoUard Building. *

Helena, Moat., Electric Building.

Minneapolis. Minn., Phoenix Building.

Denver, Colo., Kittredge Building.

Salt Lake Citj\ Utah, Templetou Building.

San Francisco, Cal., Clqus Spreekels Building.

Portland. Ore.. Worcester Building.

For all business outside the United States and Canada; Foreign Dept . Schenectady.

N. Y., and 44 Broad Street, New York.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company. Ltd,, Toronto. Ontario.
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED THE LEA

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP

DIRECT AND ALTERNATING

PERMANENT ALIGNMENT,
HIGH EFFICIENCY,

ACCESSIBILITY.

Handsome Fall Catalogue showing
new features and designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

fatiaeasda, makloga pracUcanyftlr-tightpack-
|

«(te; also pr^reDtlo^ possibility of damage la
;

^mmiBag. All kinds o( Fuse Llnkt and Tdc-
afa^oe Pases and Block*. Sold by first-class

dealers. Send for Catalogue No, II.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE t MFe..CO.,

M3 Irsataa). Ne« York. 1 G4 Ukt St., Chicago.
|

Lea Manufacturing Co.

elwood, ind.

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for electrical insulation and tnffhaniral

tuba, mis and q>ecial sh^es. Catalogues and sampl
in sheela,

on applscatioD.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeK

You Want to Know
What SERVICE you get from the cells you are using.

The manufacturer of

NEW STANDARD DRY BATTERY
Is willing to help you know. The lower line of label reads:

"Please note date batter)' was set up." Warranted supe-
riorit)' of four to one.

HflLLIAin nUUnt, 42 vesey street, new york.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES. 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

3o363DJD«iDiW3o3o3o3o3B«w Tai

Black Diamond RIe Works. I
?
«i
J
J
*i
4f{

4fJ OirS «OOI>8 AKK OHaAI^KUr££¥ I.KA]>IH« MAKDWAJm
^ aVBBKm THS raiTEI* STATES ASI> CAHASA.

I6.&H.BARNETT COMPANY,

I

4^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

sturtevant

electric

BLOWERS.
ALL SIZES # STYLES.

GENERATING

SETS

IU0IOOK.W.

ENGINES,
MOTORS,

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OKXCAOO: XOKADNOCK BliOCK.
BTEW TOBK: XAU. AJiB EXPRESS BIJIX.Dnr«r. i

Electric Propellor

Wheels,
la-lnehto lao-lnch diam.

Enclosed Motors,
l-« to 20 h. p.

B. F.

STURTEVANT GO.
BOSTOSr. JiEW TOBK.

PBII.ADEI.PEnA.
CHICACO LOXDOW, BSTU.



$3 per Annum. >flHbinK Company , Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
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IMDI PV INSULATED
llvlr^kCi^ WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WtSTERN SCLLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

NXSlXr PERU FUSES PI.UG.
TRY IT-YOrXI. BUT IT.

Kte-w- C^tr^loetjie Ovit. Sezi<X Cor X«.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND.

;.oN/>
1889—Paris Exposition,
Stedal for Bobber InBiil«fi*m>

18i>3—'World's Fair,
Medal for Babber Insnlatioau

TRADkMARIt

TH£ STARTSABB FOB
BUBBEB rarsuiiATiojr.

Sole Manufacturers of

Ikinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Can(iee''r^°?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
rSiTihSh'Sf?.";. [«"•««" 253 Broadway, New York

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi
W. H. Hodglns.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC methods 50 WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCauT;

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Eloctricity, MecbaDics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 nonadnock Bldf.. - Chtcaffo*

N. 1. R.
National

India
Bnbber €o'i

RUBBER COVERED
AA/iros and Cables.

OFFICE AMD FACTORY; BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S E I nn 39CortfandlSt'., NewYork.W. k. • WW., ,70 Summer St.. Boston.

WESTIIN ElEDtPical In^trDmeiit Co.,
** "^"il^ 1 14-120 WiUiam St., NEWARK, If. J., U. S. A.

-«r««t«ii "Konnil Pattern" Amaieter.

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments forDirectCutrentCircuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Style F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges froml to2,5C0amp.

All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

In excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operation.

Msatloo Ihe Webtkbk Ei.sotrioia» when wiiUof
for catalognei.

The ODlf Fire DelecliTe Calile in lie fori
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed lot

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl Ii

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instalU
tioa

FuHible Core nmnlBC tfaroiixboat the cable li
Immedlitety sb<^>clrculte4 OB aoy loternia-
Uoa by Fire or Thief, Accldeot or lateelln.

ter. Call and see cables operated.

Why use dormant wires'
"^^ The Montauk Automatk<

Thermostatic Electric Ca
bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire as the nervous system

" of a hnm^in being is to tb*
—• touch of Rame.

,_^ Write for descriptive m«l

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
100 Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 5U horse power.

I5 Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

W e sell or rent . Good profits
The Hobsrt Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Cheitnut St., PHIUDELPHU.

Acme Testing Sets. Queen-Wirt
Switchboard liutruments, X-Rt.>

Focus Tubes, Induction Colk

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Otuer Types.

Id successful use for ten years.
'

Sttandard bish. Prices Ivw.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE. OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELCCTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sois ft Co., Newark, N. J.

MollulMli.

SpirkMb.

17-27 Vandewster St., Mew Tork.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

. The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Weatern Represmtilives: J. B. Md^ninc C«., 324 Dearborn St., Cblcato.

SAMPLES FREE. Let us know your voltage, base
and efficiency and we will mail

you a sample lamp and write

you how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is offered by any
other first-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYNN INCANDESCENTLAMP CO., Lynn, Mass.

hhe Fibre- Graphite Commutator BrushJ
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

Ho Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No StiifUng of Quadrant.

i 80 per cent. Pure Grapliite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ e 1 56 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

m^E-GRAPHim

COMMUWORll

BRUSfi f
^^VT-VMBV.\CW\>\C
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1 6 Years of Uninterrupted Success

!

TYPE C

EDDY

MULTIPOLAR

ELECTRIC

GENERATORS
FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

»"" POWER TRANSMISSION.

MULTIPOLAR

STATIONARY MOTORS.

Medium or Slow Speed.

EDDY

DIRECT

CONNECTED

GENERATORS

TYPE C ,

FROM 2h K. W.

UP.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Windsor, Conn.

CniCAQO, 837-838 Marquette Building. NEW YORK, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadway.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntlre & Co. , 506 Commerce St. BOSTON, O. n. Angler & Co., 64 Federal Street.

EUniRA, S. N. Blake. ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., CaliforhiaElec. Works, 409 Market St. CINCINNATI,NevadaBldg., John A.Stewart.

E. M. REED & CO., Kansas City.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Offices: 29, 30,'3 1 , 32, 33 RialtO BIdg. Telephone Harrison 1373. Works: 2325, 2327, 2329 La Salle St. Telephone Ho. 1 130 South.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility^

_.ifc

Handsgme Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It Is worih sending for.

Lea IVIanufacturing Co.

ELWOQD, IND.

CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

Speer Carbon Co.,
ST. MARYS, PA.

SeWfor

^152-154 LakeSt.
CHICAGO, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.xtl, zx
American Battery Co—
American Bl. Heater Co.

Amer. El. BpeclaltyCo... svi

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xir

Amer. El. Vehicle Co x 1

American Elec. Worlu .... x 1

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. Iv

Amer. School of Corresp. li

Baln.Foree i

BalcerA Co xlll

Baker <!*; Fos vii

Ball En^ne Co xvii

Barnes Co., The "WaUace. xvl

BamettCo., G. AH....
Berthold & Jennln^..

Beslj & Co.,ChaB. H...

BoBsert El. Const. Co.

Brady, T. H
Bryan &. Humphrey Ix

Bryant Electric Co.......

Rnekeye Electric Co —
Bollock Elec. Mfg. Co.. . xvlil

BamleyBatt & Mfg. Co.. 1

Carlisle A Finch Co
Gary Spring Worfce s

Central Electric Co r

Central Mfg. Co xlll

Central Tel. A Elec. Co..

Chicago BeltlDE Co 1

Cbleairo Edison Co It

ChlcFuseWlre iMfg.Co.

Chic. Eonse Wrecking Co. ill

xlll

ix

sill

Chicago Ins. WlreCc... HI

CM. 4 St. P. R, E.... xlU
Chicago Rheostat Co.... \

Cleveland Electric Co.... x

CUng-Surlace MIg. Co. . . ^i
Columbia Elec. & Mtg. Co.xlv

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.

Cornell Machine Co xvll

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xl

Ontter EL A Mfg. Co —'

D. & W. Fuse Co —r

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co, xtI

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co . lit

Detroit & Clevel. Nav. Co.

DlehlMfg. Co —
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jof .. xvil

Eagle Electric Works ...

Eastern Elec. Gable Co .

.

x i

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. 11

Edison Decorative & Mln-
laiuie Lamp Dept z

Edison Mfg. Co xl

El. Eng.Inst. Corr. Inst-

.

xl

Elec Appliance Co x

Electric Storage Batt. Co

.

—
Electrician rnh. Go x I x

Emerson El. Mfg. Co Ix

EricssonTelephone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co —

-

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xlv

Fischer EqnipmentCo.. \v

"For Sale" AdTs xU
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wk5., Inc. tU

ft. Wayne Ir,c. Lamp Co.

Gates A Randolph
General Electric Co xlx

Gen'l IncandBEcent Arc
Light LO xvi

Go-dsmlth Bros xx

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing &, Engineering Co.

Hamlin, Geo. R xlll

Harding & Hammer xtU
Hardy Lamp Co \v

Hart & HegemanMf. Co. xx
Harvey Co., TheG. P.... in
Hays Construction Co..

.

W
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... I

Hodge-Walsh El.EngCo. xil

Holmes Fibre-Qraph.Co. 1

Holyoke & Holyoke.... xlv

Huebel A Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. ivi

Intemat'l Cor. Sohools. \x

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

Johnston, Thos. J xl

Eartavert Mfg. Co xx
Kester Electric Mfg. Co.

Klein & Son, Mathlas . xlv
Klemm&Co
Knutson&Co., A. W
Kokomo Tel.&El.M.Co. xlv
Kuhlman Electric Co ... .

Ensel, D. A.,TeLft£leo.
Mfg-Go

Lea Manufacturing Co. .- Ill

Leather Preserv. M.Corp. xil

Leclanche Battery Co... sill

Leffel & Co.. James.... xvll

Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co-

Lindsley Brothers Co.. . xUl

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co. 1

Mass. Chemical Co 1

Matthews, W. N
McIntlreCo.TheC Jx

McLennan & Co., E x
Meyrowitz, B. B
Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xil

Monon B. R xvi

Montauk Multlp. CableCo. 1

Morris Arc LampCo.... vlll

Munsell & Co., Eugene.. x

National Carbon Co iii

Natlpn&i India Bnbber Co. i

Xaugle, Holcomb &Co.. xill

New fork Insnl.W. Co... Ix

Noblett.E. J

North Electric Co xv
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. ix

Okonlte Co., The i

Palste Co., H. T xil

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Pendleton AGIlkey xlll

Perrizo & Sons xlli

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.

.

xi

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. vlii

Phoenix Glass Co
Pboapbor-Bronze S. Go. xvll

PclyglotCcThe xli

Pnngle, Wm. T 1

Qneen &Co 1

Rawson Electric Co
Belslnger, Hugo . 1 z

Riley Brcs x

Boebllng'B Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co xv

Ruxton, Robert zlii

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F x
S.E.LCO 1

Shelby Electric Co
Shnlts Belting Co
Siemens A Ba'ske Elec-
tric Co. of America

Simplex Electrical Co., The. 1

Speer Carbon Co ill

Splitdorf.C. F 1

Sjjon A Chambeilain xl

Standard Paint Co x
Standard TeL AEl.Co... xlv

StandardUnderg.CableOo.
Sterling A Son, W. C xlii

Sterling Electric Co xv
SterUng Varnish Co.,The x

Stewart Electrical Co.... xl

StUwell-Blerce A Sznlth-
VaileCo xil, xlll

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xiv

Sturtevant Co.. B. P xx
Swarts Metal Befln'g Co. xil

Therlen Tool Works
Thompson, Son A Co xil

Torrev Cedar Co xiil

Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.. xx
Transmitter Mfg. Co xlv
Triumph Electric Co.... vin
Trotter's MonaMf.Co.,Ltd. Iv

United Elec. Imp. Oo ...

University of Notre Dame xt

Valentine- Clark Co xtil

Victor Electric Co
Vnlcanlzea Fibre Go,... xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co x

Walsh's Sons A Co l

WarnerCo , W. F., The.. -

—

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Go vll

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Co. . . xiv
Westlnghonse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xvlU

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Williams Electric Co...

Worcester A Co. , O. H . . rMt
Wright DlBCOnnt Meter Co.

—

^or ^lassiflod Ind^sc o^ Xkel-v-»r-tl89rri9n-ts So* l^i VI-
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r
We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL, REPAIRS AJTD MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TIOX. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure of good tvork and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IVIARKI -, CHI

HARDY Lamps uniform in Candle Power.
Uniform in Walls per candle.

Prices right. Prompt shipments

LAMP COVPANY, - PITTSFIELD, MASS.

LONDON.

mk coiuTATonmmu
PARIS.

I

The most efHcient lubricator. Is
the onJy article that is gruaraDteed
to stop sparking. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or gauze wire
bnisheswith the grreates^t safety.
ynts a beautiful luster on the
Commutator. Does away with the
UFe of sandpajter or any other
materia) that wears out or de-
stroys its surface, it is the larg-
e>"t and most economical sticb
manufactured, it cornea in two

I sizes. Small si7e. Kl.Cto per dozen.
' Larpesi2e, '."i.OO. Sainiles mailed
free on application. For sale bv
all supply houses throughout the
United States. England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only bj TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO.. Ltd.. No. 6S West Broadway. New York City.

Messra. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Agents for the United States 121 Worth St.. New York City.

SATISFACTION GU.ARA>TEEI> OR MO>EV REFVXDED.

COMMUTATORCOMPOUKD

REFLECTORS!
HIT.VFR.PIiATED
MIRROK
REKLKCTORS
FOR
I \ CA\DFSCEXT

Made Sn many sizes and styles,
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Sliver and Opal Glass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres.
Hails and
Public Buildings.

Street and Ornamental
Sipn Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil. Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights, Bunch Lights.
Foot IJghts and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET. THICAGO. ILL.. U. S. A.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 MargueHe BIdg., CHICAGO.

DOES
Your Electric Ligfht or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

sind put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

—
- ; _

-^^ ^s^.J-^^ «lf^fe^» ^J. ..f^
W^pn...::

-V A.CXU*6flB

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SEXD FOK "SPECIALLY FIXE'' CATALOGIIE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very bast, inclading rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of charge, any broken parts doe to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.

That for the sum of $50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five {5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year.
ATERAG£ CO&T TO RUX PKR 3III.E, 3-4 CENT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A. J
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Getting Down To Business

Is a proper action at all times. There are many ways of accomplishing

this; some seek treasure beneath the sea, others show wisdom by pre-

paring for that which surely will come. It will be an early and a cold

winter—why not commence and complete your

Fall Construction and Wiring?

We might name a multitude of articles that you will need, from a pole step to a shade holder,

but we handle a general line of ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES—maintaining a complete stock of

staples, combined with unequalled shipping facilities and sold under consistent prices.

^ 264=266=268-270 Fifth Avenue,

^ CHICAGO.«lfalClMfic€fii|i:

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

Chicago Rheostat Company.
The factory of this Company, as well as its general offices,

will hereafter be located at

397-407 East 33d StreetJEW YORK.

A large stock of its various products will be constantly

maintained at i o i 2 and i o 1 3 Monadnock Block, Chicago, and

sales offices will be located in the principal cities as follows-

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, CLEVELAND, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

31 Milk Street, 233 Drexel Bldg. 39 E. Prospect St. 29^ S. Tryon Street.

ST. LOUIS, MINNEAPOLIS, MILWAUKEE, SAN FRANCISCO,
638 Century Bldg. 616 Guaranty Bldg. 700 Pabst Bldg. 598 Parrott Bldg.

Announcement.
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TME DAYS OF TIGHT BELTS ARE OVER"

CLING-SURFACE
ALL
BELTS
WILL TRANSMIT THE BEST LEATt-lER

PRESERVATIVE KNOWM.

RUN PERMANENTLY LIKE

WITH P05ITI\EL\
NO SLIPPING
(NO MOT BOXES
MO TAKING UP NECESSARY,

BELTS ARE SOFT. PLIABLE AND ABSOLUTELY
WATER-PROOF WH EN F, LLED WITH ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^3^3

CLI INO-SU RFACE. BY PROr^ARPLnTLR of

CLING-SURPACE MFQ'.CO. 177-182 virqimia st J^ufpalo, N.Y.

Chicago Branch, 535-53S Temple Conrt Bldg., '4'45 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annimelators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec- Supply Ca

Arr Laiap>«.
Baker i Fos.
Central ii^iectnc Co.
DielUMIg Co. _
Ft Wayne Elec. Wts.. Inc
Gates & Raadolpb.
General Eiectric Go.
General Inc. Arc Li. Co.

Lea MamifdCtuTing Co.

Morria Arc Lamp uo.

Siemens * Ha sk.e Electric

uo of Amer.ca
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Weatinghouae BL & Mlg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
burnley Matiery & Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Leclanobe aattery Co., The
Niiionii carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenis Battery Mfg. Co.

Yict.-r Electric Co.
WcBtern Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Bleotrio Appliance Ca
Huebel Jt Manger.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
CtiiCttgo Belling Co.
Giing-surrace Mfg. Co.
Leather Pfe-*erverJifg.Corp.
Shjtz BeitlQg Co.

neltlnx. ,
, „

Gnica^o Belting Co.

Leather freserverMfg.Corp.
Shuiu Belting Ca

BootL». Klectneal.
Eleosrician PubMsntng Ca
Spon & Chamberlain.

Briwftes.
Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

HoUnet. h'lbre-ti^raph.tteCo.

Kester Electric Mfg. Co.
Western tilect. Supply Co.

Burslar Alarms.
Central Eleotnc Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel & nlaoger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See insulaied Wirei.)

Cables, Kieetrle i^ee Insu-
laced Wlrei), Copper,
HUeet and uar.
American Eieo. Worta,
Central Electric Co.
cmcago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Dnderground C. Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbonsa*olntsA Flates.
central Electric Co.
Chicago Eduon Ca
Electric Appliance Oa
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Natiouai carbon Co.
Reialnger. Hufti.
Speer Carb-nCo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemlsts.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clutches (Arc Lamp).
K -lusoQ & Co., A. W.

Colls.
op Itdorf, C. F.

Compound.
Dearoorn DrugAChem.Wtas
Mass. Cnemlcal Co.
McLPonan ft Oa, K.
StandflTd Pa'nt C.n,

Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
WePtern Electric Co.
Wfist*>rn Elect. Supply Co-

Condnit and Conduits.
Cflntral Electric Co.
Electric ApDliance Co.
Western Elect. Snpp'y Co.

Conatmrtlftn A Repairs.
Bu 1 ck R ec. Mfg. Co.
Ch'capn Edl=on Co.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wfcs., Inc.
Hays COQStractton Go.
Hudge-waish Elec. Eng. Co.
Nortbern cjec. MIg. Co.
Siemens & R^l-ike Electric
Co. ol America.

Startevant co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
Victor Kieclric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Electrie
Itiffbt Plants.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bull, en E ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Eiectric Ua
CorDell Machine Co.
Diem MIg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wavne Kiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Havs ConstrnciionCo.
Northe-n Etec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha ske Eiectric
Cj. of At enca.

SturtevautCo.. B F.
Uniteu Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Ca

Copper.
Besly &C0.. Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground C. Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondeoreHPhools*
American Scbool of Co Tesp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Sohoola.

Cross-Aions, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady. T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Annllance Ca
Naus^e. Holcnmb A Co.
Yal ntlne-ClartCo-.The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Outs and Switches.
Rnisert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company,
ucutral Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter caL & £dJ:g. Co.
Eiectnc Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Wks., Inc.
uenerai isiieo. Go.
General (nc. Arc Light Co.
Hart ifc Hdgeman Mfg Co
Le narj. Ward. Electric Co.
Mevri-witz. E. B.
palsteuo., H- T.
Pern Elec MIg. Ca
Rolfe Electric Co.
biemens & Balske Electric
Go. of Amer.ca.

Wagner ii-ieo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghoute EL & Utg.Ca

DynamoB.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Go-
Chicago Rheostat Ca
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eaele Electric Works.
Eddv Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elej. Wks., Inc.
Gates iK tCandolpb.
General Electric Co-
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
H'^b'irt Ele^'. Mff Co
Northern EIpc. Mfg. Co.
SiemiO" A Ra'ske Electric

(Id. oT Amerca.
Rturtevant Co.. B.F.
Tb mpoon Son&iio-
United Elec Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. HIg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Eiectnc Co.
Western Eiect. supply Co.
Westingnouse EL s Mig. Ca

£lec. Meat's Appliances.
American iiJiec. Heater Go.
Badaway £1. fltg. & Eng. Co.

Kleetrle Oallways.
General Electric Ca
Westlnghouse EL Si Mfg. Ca

Electric Vebicles.
American liL Vehicle Co.
Fiscner Equipment Co.

Kleetrlcal and neehanl-
cal Kuelneers.
Bam. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Biulocb Elec. Mfg. Go.
Hays uonsiruciion Co.
Hja<e-vValsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eitc. Mfg. Go.
bargent & Luuay.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. specialty Co.
Bryant Elecric Company.
Central i:.iectric GO.
Cutter EL fii MIg. Co.
Electric AppUimce Ca
Ft. Wayne ciec. Wks., Inc.
Gates <x Randolph.
General Eiectnc Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paiate Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
S. E I Go.
Siemens & Halske Electric
uo- of America.

Victor Electric Go.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & M.fg.Co.
Weston Electrical insv Ca

Electrical specialties.
American Ei. specialty Co.
Bryant Electric Company.
Ganisie a Finch Go.
Central Electric Co-
Columbia Elec. A Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
MclQtire Co.. The G.
Pnngle. Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor tfl.ectric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bleeta-o-Flatlns Slaeli'y.
Besly Si Co., Chas. H.
General Electrtc Ca

Ensinea, <pa8.
(jorned Machine Co.

Bnsines, st«am.
BaU Engine Ca
Sturterant Co., B. F.

Fan Untnts.
Central Electric Ca
DIehi Mfg. GO.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El Mfg. Co.
General Eleotnc Co.
General Eic Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Slotor uo.
Sturteiant Co., B. F.
ToffJe. Geo. G., Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Ca
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WestinghotiBe EL & Mfg. Ca

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Bamett Ca, Q. & H.

Fixtures, EL A Comb^
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D. <s W. Fuse Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Rjlfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
Tciprtric ApnUance Ca
Mclntlrs Co., The C.
Western Kiect. Supply Co.

Gas Llffhtlns, Electric
Advancp SredaltyCo.
Central Electric Co.

I Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly <t Co.. Chai H.

€reneral Elec. Buppiles.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Go.
Eiectnc AppUance Ca
General Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Towle, Geo. G., Mfg. Co.
Victor Eiectric Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€flobea and Electrleal
Glassn'are.
Central Eiectric Co.
Phofcuis Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'norSt Water Wlieel.
LomoardWater Wheel Qv.Go.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Igrniters.
Baraing & Hammer.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Bryant Electric Company.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eiectnc AppUance Ca
Emerson EI. Mfg. Go.
General Inc. Arc Light to.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Mnnsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber C o.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. LThe.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Elec MIg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Simplex Electncal Co.
Standara Paint Co.
Standard UndergTOund C. Ca
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

Westlnghouse EL & MIg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Slavnet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
Central Electric Go.
Cblcago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric uable ca
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Montauk Muitipn. Cable Co.
National India Rubber ca
New York Insula ted Wire Co.
Okonite Ca, The.
Phimps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co,
Colnmbia inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric go..
General Inc. Arc Ligfe^ Co.
Bardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Sawyer-EdanFlec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Un ted Elec. imp. Co.
\\'arren Elec & Soec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Bflg. Co.

Idchtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlmrbouse EL ± MIg. Ca
Mamet Wire.

cses TtLBulated Wires.)

Hanlpnlators {Inc.I<mp).
Inc. El Lt. Manipulator uo.

I
Stecbanical Maelilnery.
Besiy & Co., Ghaa. H.
SUlweU-Bierce Smith-VaUe.

Sleters.
Wrignt Discount Meter Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

IWInIng Apparatus. Elec
Bullock eIbC Mfg. Co
General Electric Co.
Wesilnehouse EL i Mfg. Co.

Aiotors.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Gentrai Ejectrlc uo.
Chicago Kheoutat Co.
Dlehl MIg. Co.
Eajfle Electric Worts.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.
Fi. Waiue blec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart E.ee. Mfg. Co.
Northern K.ec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Balske Electric
uo of AiLerUa

Sturtevant Co.. B. P.
Tuompson, ton s Co,
ToWle, Geo. C. Mfg. Co.
Tnumpu Eltctric lo.
UniteaElec Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Eiectnc Co.
Western Elect, supply Co.
Westlnghouse £1. & Mfg. Co.

Pachlnx.
Besly & Co. Chat. H.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Baibiin. Geo. K.
Johnston Thomas J.

Euston, Robert.

Phosplior Bronse.
Besly SCO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Lid.

Platinnm.
Baker & Co.
Go.dsmlth Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bro>!. Co.
Naatle Hokottb & Co.
Peodjetun & G.lKty.
Perrlao & Son--,.

Sterling & Son, W. C
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

Refiners.
Swarta Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer- Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be-Wlndlns—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
He dge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Blieostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Ind. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Ciad Resistance Co.
Leonard. Ward. Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westli^houRe EL A MIg. Co.

Seareh-Lislits.
Larlisie & Fincb Co.

Secoud-Hand iflaehln^y.
Chicago Hr useWrecking Co.
Bodee-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews, W. N.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Tbompson. Son 4 Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Sbades.
Amer Reflector i Ltg. Co.
K'emm ± Co.

Speakinje Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. SupplyCa

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Ca, Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
barnts Co , The Wallace.
Gary bpring Works-

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

StereopticonSt !S[ a g 1 e
I^auiefns and Slides.
Kuey Bfi s.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Batter; Co.

Tapes, Insuiatins.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York lusiuaiea Wire Co
Okoniie Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telepbone
Material and Switcli-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Amencan El. Telephone Co
Ceniial TeL & Elec. Co.
Columbia E ec. & Mfg. Co.
Ericsson Telephone go.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke fit Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel. A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel.D.A.TeL&El.MIg.Co.
Nobleil, E J.

Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A EL Co.
Sterling Electric co-
Strombei^-Carison TLM.Oa
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Wari-er t^u . W. F , The.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathlaa.
Theritn Tool Works.

Transfdumers.
Bullock t lectric Mfg. Co.
Central EHenrlc Gi>.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates A Raudjlph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlmau Electric Co.
Thumpson, Sjn & Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Translations.
PoogiotCo., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & MIg. Ca

TurbineA WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Ironworks Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
StUweU-BIerce Smlth-Vaile

UniYerBitles.
University of >"otre Dame.

Vamislies.
SterliUK Varnish Co.

Tule^nized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Ohu. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appllanee Co-
Okonite Co. , The.
phiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrieal.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Ca
Qaean JCt Ga
Splildorf. C. F.
Victor Electric Co.

F'or A.lpHabo'tioal Indox of Advor^lsem^n'ts Seo ^^fgm III.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

THE IMPROVED
"WOOD"

TRANSFORMER

Is unexcelled in regulation on both inductive and non-inductive

loads.

Our new methods of insulation insure against burn-outs.

The primary and secondary leading-out wires pass through

porcelain bushings.

Write for price list.

MAI N OFFICE AND FACTORV, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

04kS^,^<S>^hS«s«$«SkS>«k$mSxSk^s«s^hSkS^><S>^«^k8^<S«S^«^«h8^^
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i
Focusin g Arc Lamps i

Photo- Engraving
Lamp.

Time of Exposure Reduced.

REFLECTORS.

RHEOSTATS,

STANDS,

FOR

PHOTO-ENCRAVINC,
STAGE LIGHTING,
ELECTRIG FOUNTAINS,
STEREOPTIGONS,
ILLUMINATING OF
DEGORATIONS, ETC.

BAKER & FOX,
83 Schermerhorn Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Let us know your requirements

and we can supply your wants.

Petite Alternating Enclosed long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions la voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will bumsteadlly undervarl-
atlons from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

5hade reflects upward rays
downward.

'

For Indoorand outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PLAIN WEATHERPROOF LAMP, WITH METAL SHADE
AND STANDARD ENCLOSING GLOBE L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrai h Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, E.'C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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Established

..1891.. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.
Cincinnati,

..Ohio..

RAILWAY GENERATORS
....AND....

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FOUR,
SIX AND

EIGHT
POLE.

Two and
Three
Bearing,
Belted and
Direct
Connected.

Railway Generators
AT

MADISON, IND.

WATERLOO, IOWA.

OWOSSO, MICH.

OTTAWA, ILL.

HOLLAND, MICH.

AND

1,600
OTHER
USERS.

LAMINATED POLES-BAR WOUND ARMATURES.

GATES & RAIMDOI-l»M,
13 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MORRIS

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
For Constant Potential CircnitH

are i^nperior in Points of

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY,

ELEGANCE,

LIGHT.

Yon slioald see tlieni

at the Electrical Ex-
liibition.

THE MORRIS ARC LAMP CO.,

CHESTER, PA.

SELLING AGENCIES:
The Manufacturers' & Inventors' Electric Company, 96-98 Fulton Street, New York.

Doubleday-Hlll Electric Co., 636 Wood Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. R. Garton Company, 316 Dearborn St., Chicago. J. C. M Lucas, 22 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

o

ou
Ik

•v
PI

n
PI

O
H

OPEN OR CLOSED CIRCUIT WORK.
Electric Generator In a 6x8 Glass Jar.

E. M. F.—2 Volts. CURRENT— 12 Amperes. CAPACITY—300 Ampere=Hours.

Will do the work of any two batteries on the market, and

can be renewed at the least cost.

For Signal Service, Long-Distance Telephones,

Gas Engines, Etc.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS,

MO.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trad*!

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUAL.LEO IN Q.\1HUT>

AND EFFICIEbKf^

Wr STEADY
ILLIANT, LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

system of Qii UJIII
instruction ||f IflAIL

Buildings erected

eicpressly

for this

purpose

at a cost

of $226,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing ; Surveying ; Plumbing ; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

$2 I Education at Home.
45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to study.

THF INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, SCRANTON, PA.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports. Estimates. Plans,
Specifications, Superintendence, Tests. I'ur-
ctiaslng. Uesigns of Central Stations a
Specialty,

706-707-708 Lincoln Trust Bldg,, SI. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. «. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

The Bossert Electric Construction Co.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

JSTEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAJTSIr BOARDS, SWITCHES, ETC.

•IR^IWI^T SI IT^ ^P-

Alteniaii-Ciirrfint Desk ani Bracket Fans
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

A VALUABLE NEW WORK.

ELECTRICIANS' HANDY=BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Edited by A. E. WATSON, A, M., Teacher of Electricity. Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

Compiled by E. T. UITBIER, *3d.

ILLUSTRATED.
A Compilation from the works of Sylvanus P. Thompson, Kapp, Allsop, Munroe and Jamieson,

Watson, Bottone, Bonney, Watt, Poole, Trevert, Haskins,
riorrow and Reid, and others.

This book gives a large number of receipts for making Battery Fluids, Battery Pastes, Insulating
Materials and Varnishes, Electro-Plating Solutions, etc. Tells how to make Electric Batteries,

Bells, Telephone. Motors, Dynamos, Induction Coils, Influence and Static Machines, "tc. (Jives

formulae for winding Dynamos, Motors, Armatures, Field Magnets, Transformers. Contains many
Rules, Tables, Data. etc. In fact it is almost a complete cyclopaedia of Electricity. It is neatly
bound and of a convenient size to be carried in the pocket for handy reference.

PARTPART
1. History.
2. Theory.
3. Measurements. (Electric and Magnetic.)
4. Electric Batteries.
5. Electro-chemistry and Metallurgy.
6. The Telegraph and Telephone.
7. Dynamos and Motors.
8. Mlanagement of Dynamos and Motors.

10.

Electric Lighting.
Transformers.
Wiring for Electric Power.
"Wiring for Bell Fitting and Gas Lighting
Electric Railways.
Miscellaneous.
Useful Tables.
Logarithms.

Contains over four hundred and fifty pages and many Illustrations.

PRICE, CLOTH, ONLY $2.50; POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marpette Blflg,, CHICAGO

Education

Is that whicii

helpa to
m

I
Increase

I One's Salary
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AMERICAN SCHOOL
OP CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted exclusively to

f^ _• • ( Steam

Engineering )h^--«',

Write To-day
for

"Hand-book R"
and

SPECIAL RATE
FOR

SEPTEMBER
E.\ROLLMKNTS.
American

School of

Correspondence,

Boston, Mass.,
U. S. A.

^^'i^ii(jfiip;i^i7iifiS7i^7iifr*7r*7ii^?;iTii7^^^

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GOKTORS AND lERMINilLS.
Special Connectors for HARD-ORAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE G. MclKTIRE CO., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
i

CHICAGO:
I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building,

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. mm. m.
GENERATORS '~^ l^- ^- ^^ ^^^ K:- ^-* Belted and Direct-Connected Type.

Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

MOTORS - - - 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

OFFICES Northern Engineering Co.
30 Cortlandt St., New York.

Kohler Bros.,
MoDadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co..
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Franeisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrlca.1 Uo.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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ARC LAMP SUPPLIES.
Globes, Globe Nets. Hanger Boards, Outriggers, Pole Top Hoods, Swinging Hoods,

Spark Arresters, Cut-Outs. Insulators, etc.

INCANDESCENT SUPPLIES.
Packard Lamps, Packard Transformers. Eaco Tape, Shades, Fixtures, Newgard

Receptacles, Reflectors, Street Hoods, Sockets, Clusters, Switches, Rosettes, etc.

HOUSE COODS SUPPLIES.
Bells, Batteries, Push Buttons, Speaking Tubes, Buzzers, Noxall Annunciators, Let-

ter Boxes, etc.

EVERYTHINC ELECTRICAL.
A good price, a prompt shipment and standard goods.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
92 and 94 ^A^.^^.A.I^i BUF9EIM ST., C»-l I^A.C50.

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know that we lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

INDIA a AMBER
FC» F«' •».»»iv»yv-i

EMPIRE * MIC
INSULATED
Cluths and l'aper&.

COIVIPOUIVD

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EuleneMiinselLsCo.' Mica liKiilalorCo.^ 2lSWatci st-Mew York ^ Chicago. iiiiflkcSt.

INSULATOR

i
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE, Sample Stick.

! Name .

.

Address .

I W. E.

The only article that will PKEVEin:
bPARKING. "Will keep the commutator in
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It ^11 put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

kllllltlMI^
MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES
CONDENSED CATALDBUE FREE ^

RILEY BROS. 15 BEEKMAN 51. NEW YORK.

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS,

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine Bldg, - CLEVELAND, 0.

PettingeD-Andrewe Co.. Boston, Mass.
C. W. Phipps, 222 Havemeyer Bldg., >'ew York.
Western Eiectric Co., Chicago,
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.. San Francisco.C. Sterns & Co., 255 Pearl St., Buffalo.

"And"
C Motors

Switches.
Fann.

I Instruments
I Switchboards
I Transformers
ID. C Motors
land Generators.

lNs;TRti(iep(T§^,!

New York, 203 Havemeyer Bldg.
Philadelphia, 1000Betz"Bldg.
Boston, e20 Atlantic Ave.
Chicago, 1519 Marqnette Bldg.
San Francisco, 120 Sutter St.

Spokane, Wasii., E. Darrow, Agt,
Central and Western States. Cen-

tral Electric Co., Chicago. III.

Toronto, (.'an. W. A, John.soTi.Act.
Yokohama, Jap. .Bignall &. hiUes,
London, Kng.. C. K. Heap, Agent,

7 Victoria Street.

m<^Yei< €uaRK j^i^.to.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
.That we pav spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
\
And offer -51.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|||n DACCC ^^ ^^5" make ex

-

1 cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHInr DHOCv '^e pay 50 cents
j
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices tor Piatinam. Brass and Copper

I
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will

1 exchange new or renewed lamps for burued-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

I

agests Wasted. GEO. F. SCHWAL.]!! &. CO., Harrison, Jf. J,

Tel. 3346 3Sth St.

^ GARY SPRING WORKS, \
: 2i0 and 242 West 29th St. , "N^,

^^^ New York City. /(

>;.i:-..i!iclurersof N.*

^ WIRE and SPRINGS ((

iwj) o( all kinds. > '
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rHANK N. PHILLIPS, PRcaiDCNT.
0. H. WAGENSEIL, TnCASUNCR.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Genekal Manaocr.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
'

I I > FBOTIDEKCE, B. I.

^ '^/'/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
amerk;anite, magnet, office and

annunciator wires.
cables for aerial and underground use.

New York Store. P. C. Ackennan. 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F, E. Donolioe, 241 Madison St.

MonTBKAi, Bramoh, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Worlffl.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

AH sizes of

Stranded aod Flex.

Ible Wire and
Cables with

CUrk's Insulation

inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says;

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark -wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HEKET A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBEBT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Telephony, Telcgriphy, X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elementary Mathtmatics,

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This institute endorsed by every
prominent electrical engineer.

The Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction,
Dept, K, 120-122 Liberty Street,

New York, N. Y.

5 to-wiJ^-rtr. fej.ic-P^i*-' i»a=c--* ? Write for

"-==^ -I™— "'^— '•'=^, ^tSllllfect
Tj tc af i^nrSrO-I^^TC TtSj« «* <m«*. —• } jqq wish tO

ie.-zi;:,~e t.j.^^i=r^ ' > studj.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Itame. Ind..

Offers every advantage to students wishing to
do special work in Electrical Engineering; be-
sides the regular course leadlngup to the.degree
of Bachelor of Science In Electricity, it has a
special department for those students desiring
to set a practical l<nowledge only in this branch.
Catalogues on application Address

KEV. A. MORRISSEY, C R. C. President.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

SCIENCE ABSTRACTS
Physics and Electrical Engineering.

A WORK EVERY ELECTRICAL ENGINEER SHOULD HAVE.

Annual Subscription, $6.00.
FULL PARTICULARS FROM

SPON& CHAMBERLAIN,
PUBLISHERS,

12 Cortlandt St., N.Y.

I
Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the \

I American Electric Vehicle CoJ
IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS

Of Carriages Chicago, U. S. A.

Q====*c^ff5^<^^==^ia5C^^^S:^^€iS^r^*S:^^

YOU CAN'T COOK ECCS
On Our Rheostats. They Run Cool.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St , New Yorlc.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostalsinthe world. Write for prices and particulars.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES.

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
To correspond i^ith ns concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
Stf4^ ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

^^^ "0. K." Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Barning Weatherproof

and Sloi-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
EDgineer wants position in elpctrie-light

plant- Have had twelTe years' experience. Can

do line work, wiring and everything belonging

to a central station. Address J. S., care West-

ern Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as engineer or electrician In electric-

light plant. Am competent to take charge as

superintendent. References. Address E. W.,

care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Good paying electric-light plant, or half in-

terest. Town of not less than 2.000; direct

current preferred. Iowa, Illinois or Minnesota.

Address "IN%"ESTOK."' care Western Electric-

ian, oio Marquette Building. Chicago.

WANTED.
Engineer, electric light and mill supply sales-

men and others, to tauP orders for our Np-VER
SLTP PULLEY COVKKING. Good salesmen
make big money selling this. Liberal induce-
ments and permanent work. Samples and out-

fit furnished. Write at once. CRKSCEM
CHEMICAL CO., 1S5 Dearborn St.. Chicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westinehouse
shops Work guaranteed. Tenyears' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

POSITION WANTED
By a practical electrical and mechanical engi-

neer, well up in steam and ^as engine wors;
competent to design, build and operate eleciric-

llght or oower plaht< of any size, type or system;
storage-batterv expert arid arm^.ture wiudnr:
wouM take hold of a plant now non-paylne and
guarantee resu ts; married, sober and honest,
with 20 years' experience; gilt-edaed reference:
anywhere, small salary. Address BATTKKY.
care of Western Electrician. r.iu Marquette Bldg.

FOK »«AI.E. BAR«.4I\S.
One60-li. w.. 2,20.-Volt. 16,000-Alt. Warren Alter-

nator.
One 3e-K. w.. 2.200-Volt, 16,000-Alt. Westinghouse

Alternator.
One 10 h. p.. 2.200-Volt. 16,000-AIt. WagnerSingle-

phase Motor.
Ohe 5 h. p., 2.200-Volt. 16,00(^Alt. Wagner Single-

phase Motor.

2p and 30 Cawker Bldg.. Milwaukee. Wis.

FOR SALE.
Two 20-K. W. Edison 12.5-ToIt dynamos. Two

45-K. W, Edison 125-ToIt d^Tiamos. Two 50-lisht
T.-H. 2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. Five 2o-Iight T.-H.
2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. 175 2.000 c. p. double
carbon lamps. 125 street hoods. A number of
belts and Hill clutch pulleys, all in good operative
condition. For parriculafs address
Ottumwa Electric & Steam Co..Ottumwa,lowa.

AGENCY WANTED.
Man who has large acquaintance in South

and West and commands good trade, de-

sires a few good agencies for electrical ma-

chinery, specialties and wire. Meritorious

articles that can be sold at good profit only

desired. Address "ST LOUIS," care of

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

BIDS WANTED.
Sealed bids will be received by the City

Treasurer (Mr. T. R. Taylor) of Odessa.

Missouri, up to noon on the gtb day of

October, iSgg, for materials and the con,

struction of an Electric Light Plant, to

be operated by steam power, and to furnish

25 street arc lights and about Soo incan-

descent lights.

Plans and Specifications will be furnished

on application either to the ilayor of

Odessa or R. B. Stichter, Louisiana, Mo.

Attest:

W. E. EwiNG, E. F. Blake,

City Clerk. Mayor.

For any information apply to K. B. Stichter.
Engineer, Louisiana. Mo.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-Ii. W. Edison oOO-volt Each.
dynaBDOS $ 830.00

One -loO-K. TV. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,650.00
One 200-E. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00
One 175-K. W. Brush oOO-volt
dynamo 1,350.00

Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 400.00

Two «0-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt.. -. 650.00

One D. 50-K. W. 125-voIt G. E.
Co. T.-H. dynamo 550.00

One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-volt -

motor 350.00

TEAXSFORMEKS.
10-light Stanley. 1,000 to 50. .

.

6.00
lO-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. .

.

6.00
15-light Stanley. 1,000 to 100... 8.00
20-lieht Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1.000 to 50 15.00
30-light Stanley. 1,000 to 50-100. 15.00
40-lieht Stanley, 1.000 to 50 18.00
40-lighi Stanley. 1,000 to.50-100. 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 26.50

Also a quantit.v of tj-pe F. T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H, WebtlDgtionse, etc. Write for prices.
All feinds of Uynamos. :Motors. Engines. Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sen.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

Bids Will Be Received
I Cntil OctoDer 1, 1S09.

1

By the undersigned for the foUowine: 5uppUes
to' be delivered oefore December l, 1S99, at
Marion. Ind

:

Power units will he varied to suit factory
product.
600 h. p. in high-pressure boilers.
300 h. p. in slow speed ennines.
250 l£- w. in high-iension alternators.
One 100 k. w. rotary transformer to 500 toUs.
Device and appliances to utilize i,0(K) h. p.

exhaust for heating purposes, either steam or
hot water.
Five Hundred 35 ft. x 6 in. medium grade poles
Six mil»-s Iso. 6 W. P. wire.
Four miles >.o. 4 W. P. wire.
Three milt-s Jso \v. p. wire.
3.000 16 c. p. T.-H. base lamps.
Transformers for 3.000 lamps.
All sundries to go with the before mentioned.
Fsed goods will be considered If in good con-

dition.

Call on or address

W, E. McDOXAIiD,
>^936 Cottage &roTe Atc. CHICAGO.

Until October 1. 1^99. After Octoher i, 1S99.

address irAB[0%% IXD.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents : Klsion Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal. ; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles. Cal.

On Sockets, Receptacles, Rosettes, Wains and Branches,
Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenltins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.H. T. PAISTE CO.,

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it wiU pay you to communicate with us, as we are
».; all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. "We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Desplalnes Street, CHICAeo, ELI..

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POUYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

3Iotor Starting: Rheostats.
3Iotor Sestilating Rheostats,

I>ynaino Field Rheostats.
Theater I^imtners.

!$pecial Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TTestfleld. W. J, I'. S. A.

PUBLIC NOTICE ISHEREBYGIVEN!
I

That at a special meeting of the Advance
Specialt}- Co.,~^t its ofiSce, Suite Xo 42,

119-121 La Salle St.. Chicago, Illinois, a
resolution was introduced and passed that

this corporation by its stockholders increase

the par value of each share of its capital

stock from Twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per
share to One Hundred dollars (Sioj.oo) per
share, and reduce the number of its shares

of capital stock from One Thousand (i.ooo)

shares to Two Hundred and Fifty (250J
shares. Nine Hundred and Xinety-seven

(997) shares of the total One Thousand
(1,000) shares being present and voting in

favor of same.
Chicago, III.. Aug. zStb, A. D., 1899.

Corporate Seal,

ADVANCE SPECIALTY CO..

Bj- CkarUsD. V.

Attest. H. M. Taylor, Secy.
ighU Frtsi.

I

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 51ZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

j

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
I

27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

DON'T THINK
That 3-ou can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field -nithout reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
f.lectrical newspaper, and if 50U
are not a subscriber )-ou will find it

to 3-our advantage to become one
at once.

SS.OOper year;

$1.50 for six monflis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

OMAHA EXPOSITION.
"We liave just purchased the entire contents of the buildings and grounds of the Omaha Exposition and offer for sale the
following:

125.000 lbs. Waterproof, Rubber Covered, Insulated Wire, In gauges 0000 and smaller.
About 30,000 Incandescent Lamps and Sockets.
500 Cedar Electric-Light Poles.
300 Made Up Poles.
5 Engines, as follows: 3 Westinghouse, 350 H. P. each.

I Atlas Corliss, 275 H. P.
I Ball, 150 H. P.

In fact, our purchase is one of the most com.prehensive possible and includes practically everything within the gates.
"We are about to issue a catalogue No. 100, containing a complete and detailed description of everything included in the
above purchase. In the meantime we shall be glad to answer any and all inquiries with reference to this material.

Address QHicAGO HOUSE WRECKING COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEB., OR CHICAGO, ILL.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATAIvOCilE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
^Xk'V-r^lM, OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAQOi

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

(fontractors.

DETROIT. MICH..
Wiiyne Co. B.lnk Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Qreen Bay, Wfs. New London, Wis

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to SO-toot roles our Specialty.

POLES

DERIVATION OF

Practical Eleclrical Units.

LIEUT. F. B. BADT and PROF. H. S CARHART

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 75c.

This is a very handsome book of 00

pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with

neat cloth binding. It contains Por-

traits and BiOGKAPHiES of Ohm, Watt,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir Wil-

liam Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,

Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi,

together with a carefully prepared table

of the-Practical Electrical Units, with

their relative values.

In no other Single Volume can th's

Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

Electrician Pililislini Company,

510 Marquette Building, - CHICAGO.

Tbe Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World,

fKSrS rOE CiECEXAS ANE PEICE3.

THE lEClANCHfc BAHERY CO..

an is 1 17 East 13Ut St,. N. y.

AA/hiite Ceciar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^^rToVT/kHJ? PERRIZO & SONS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

;i,
'jsm—j>^--^-,i^i-'^ii^-n^*^.

i CEDAR POLES J
-/ We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR ortTHE LINEOF-THE wiscorisih

I

\] 6MICH1GANR.R.5SM1LESINLEN6TH:COVERINC,/\TERR;TCRYOF *
' OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. , I

4 We HAVE ALAROE STOCK OF ALL5IZES FOR PROMPT SHiPneMT. %

> note; OUR OUOTATIOHS ARE 6ASED ON ACTUAL STOCK OIS HAND. -'

1! C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH. "i

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.

Central Mannfacturing Co.,

Cbattanooea, Teno:

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
Ejir^efitorkKon tiand. Delivered pricesquoted,
F.O. B. cars, your city, in aay qTiantlty. ^^-Write ub.

IIMiJIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purcbased

BAH.ER A CO., •iO$-414 IVew Jemf

;

Railroad Av(>.. TVeivark, N. J.
New York Office, 130 Liberty Strei t.

WANT A PATENT ?
Would moderate charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent .Attorney, Soo H Street,

.M. W.. Washington, D. C.

By F. B. BADT.
326 Pages, 140 illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. 51ze of Type Page

5 i-ax3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This Is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only booli of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tcndeis'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

DATEMTO AND INVENTIONS

rAltNIO MARKETED..
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold. ,

ROBERT RVXTOHr,
195 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

T. H. Brady, New Britain. Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swln^lDgHoons. HouseRracketsand
other specialties for Construction
V^oTit.— Cataloffae and Prices fur-
nished on applii^ation.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAH>, COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANC SCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

Cliica|o,Mil¥anlee&St.PaiilR'y
Ualoa Passenger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado.
Utah. Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

Citv Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

\A/Holesale

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

i-e:i=>moim SU
DOMESTIC

Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Explanations for Plumb-
ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on How

to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms,
Annunciators and for Gas

Lighting from Batteries.

JllusiraUd 'j:ith Tzceniy-tico Diagrams.

By William A. Wittbecker.

Price in Paper, 3.5 Cents.
Price in ClotU, 50 Cents.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-2S4 S. Clinton St.. CUcaeo, 111..

KLEIN'S

-Largest Manufacturers o(_

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC i MFG. CO., 79 FIFTH AVE.. CHICAGO, ILL.

GEO. M MAYEn. PREST. MORRIS M NEURATH. SECY.

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. ^Ul^^l-I

THE growing demand for simple electrical ap-
paratus In dwellina houses, offices and work

shops and the need of plain tnstructious whereby
any person without a previous knowledge of elec-
tricitj' may he enabled to undertake their suc-
cessful installation, has prompted the publicatiou
of this little book. It is not intended for the
amateur who seeks for notliine but experimental
work, neither is it expected to" enlighten the ex-
pert el^trician; but to the person wlio is seeking
for information that ^111 assist liim in increasing
his daily earnings this Uttle volume is addressea
The information given is above all else practi-

cal, and with a close observance of the directions
laid down anyone without the slightest knowl-
edge of electricit}' should be able to do the work
described.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.,

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, ind., U. S, A.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalo^e Free. ^r-5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
BT-89 W. VftN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO.

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATItlN.
Better Fcciliiles. New Machinery.

More Room.
"We mabe WTritch-

lioards. Kesiatanee
Boxes, niieatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts. Kxtension
Bells.KepeatinsrCnils,
Indnction Coils, impe-
rial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Receivers. Ue-
ma^netizers. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Ciffar Ivighters. Medi-
cal <'oils. Pnnches-and
Oies. Etc.
We do Pimchlne, Screw

and Milline Machine 'Work,
Metaland FiberSawlne^Etc.
Fepalr work promptly at-
tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in
charge of an expert, if an-
able to gret what yoa want.
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van BQren & Clinton
Sis..

CHICAGO, ILLi

TR^ADI IVI^VRK
STANDS FOR THE

Vlason T<

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THIXGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMew S-fcandard ^ry Ba't'teries.
epHono Pay S-fca-fcions.

^Vrres-fcar and Cu't-^u'fe S^M^i'fccin.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

%'#

i

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofiice.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair,

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Bellable.

Tlie only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Pnlilic Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm.

Street Hallway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected h>' patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U, S. A,

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

6R0TT0ES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEP,

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

l^l^Alc^ki'"''.^. Will Interest You.
S'OTB.—We hold exclusive rights tor the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liberty St..

3few York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

CleTeland.O.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER,
Thig Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities Is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tele-
phones and Switch-
boards lathe United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300,000
telephones In use. Four
years' service.

"Virile for catalogue showing new types and prices.'

\i/r plliDAUTCC 'Workmanship, material and efficiency

flL bUAnAlllCC of our apparatus to be of the highest
zrsde, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action ^t
law which may be brought against oirs patbo>'s on alleged lo-

frlngemeni of"patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-4042-44-46-48 iDd 50 Jaelisoi Blid.,cer.6aial,C^ica£e.
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We Don't

Want

the Earth

Merely give
ijs your ear •
and con- 2
sider our t

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wear out. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble,
mnltiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Car-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maintenance gXPENSE Bednced to the
Slinimnm

I
THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

I
writeforcatarog. 361-373 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0. I

•••••••^•••••••••••••••••••••MMMSMm

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, • FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT. YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents-
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

66

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever you are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he will find what he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The La-n- of Resistance. Electromotire Force anrt Current

Fully Explained. How to ('alculate tlie Size of Wires. Tlie Different :\Iethods of "Wiring, witti
Diagrams. How to Apply the simple Fonuula. in Calculating the Size of "Wires Under all condi-
tions. Diagrams for wlrmg 3 Point, i Point, Head Light and: Heat Kegulating Switches.

87 TAB1,ES OK WIBIXCi ASiD VAI,CAB1.E DATA.
Ohm's law^ is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in, Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $i,00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. "°,"J!S!S" CHICAGO.

THR TELKI^HONR HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

I60

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
itember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Tns'Uittion of Eltetrical Engineers. London. Author of ''A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." .loin't Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

>rice $1.00.*ae:es, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-tKt, Hand-Boole Size
Extract from Prt-face.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete trpatise on telephone as it exists in America. The time for such a work- is not yet come. But it is

felt that there ia a demand for a practical book on telephone worKJng and management, and the TEL^.PHO.VE HAyU-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealins with certain fo ms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apoaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been snared to make it the best boolc of its kind. It is right up to date, intenselv practical and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand- Books which have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Indue. ion. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The luducfion Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receitcr.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bl-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neuihayer and

Boticher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

25.

26.

27.

-CONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches,
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 2S.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
3.5.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Pnwisiied anrt for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires,
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent progress. Appendix.
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^Dayton QldbeIroin Works Co.
80 S. LUDLOW ST..

I DAYTOH, 0.

kV^^M^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks,

OOVfRNORS,

Etc.

STUDENTS
Will find that the -Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
S3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Pubiisiiing Co.,

%uite 510 IMarouettf BIdg,. . CHICAGO

READ !

!

Hand-Book Series.
NEW DYNAHO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK. By

Lieut. F. B. Badt. One hundred aud fom- illus-
trations. An eutirely new and up-to-date" work,
22h pages, flexible cloth bindinp, size of page 5^4
xs'j Indies. Designed for dynamo tenders,
linemen, stationary aud marine engineers. .Just
the book for men who wish to learn how to
operate and care lor elei^trie light installations.
The only book of the kind in the EngHsh language.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK. By

Lieut. F. B. Badt. Profusely illustrated. Type
page 5'ixt) inches, flexible cloth binding, 66 pages.
35 cuts and 5 tabl-s, three of which arn vixia
inches. These tables give at once, and without
any calculation, the size of wire required in each
case for any percentage of loss. A timelv book,
containing full Instructions for Incandescent
Wiring, and complete information concerning
Methods of Running Wires, Location of Safetv"
Devices and Switches. Splices, Insulation and
Testing for Faults. Wire Gauges, General Elec-
trical Data. Calculating Size of Wires, Wiring of
Fixtures. Elevators, Buildings. Isolated and Cen-
tral Station Plants. Tlieonly complete book of
the kind published.

BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK. By Lieut.
F. B. Badt. Third edition; eighth tliousand.
106 panes. 97 illustrations. Just the book for
those engaeed in selling, installing or handling
Electric Batteries. Electric Bells, Elevator, House
or Hotel Annun'riators, Burglar or Fire Alarms,
Electric Gas Lighting Apparains, Electric Heat
Regulatins .apparatus, etc. The onlv book of its
kind. Simple as A. B C.

ELECTRieTRANSIISSlON HAND-BOOK. By
Lieut. F. B. Badt. First edition, three thousand
copies. 97 piges. ^2 illustrations. 27 original
tables. Gives more practical information on the
subject than any work published to date. The
book contains all necpssary information for
Power Pro lucers. Capitalists. Agents, Encineers
and Motor Inspectors. With this book anvbody
may make estimates on the cost of Transm"ission
Plants. A practical and reliable work.
THE TELEPHONE HAND - BOOK. By

Herbert Laws Webb. 146 pages, 13s illus-
trations, cloth. Iiand-book size, price Sl.oo.
Extract from preface: "This Httle book has no
pretension t<i be considered a complete treatise
on teienhony as it exists in America." The time
for such a work has not yet come. But it is felt
that th -re is a demand for a practical book on
telephone working and manaeement. and The
Telephone Hand-Book is au attempt at meeting
that demand. With the exception of a few chap-
ters dealing with ertain forms of transmitters
and receivers used in Europe, which are given
for the information of those wlio may wish to
engage in the manufacture of telephones, the book
Is based entirely on standard American practice:
and most of the material. appar«tus and metlrnds
described are peculiar to or have oriL-inated in
this country No pains have been spared to
make it the best book of its kind. It is right up
to date, intensely practical, and so plain and
clear in its language that anvooecan underst ind
and learn from iteverythioq'reirardlng telephone
work and niinag -ment It conforms in s-ize and
stjie to our other Han i-Eoiks which have teen
so favorably received by the entire electrical fra-
ternity.

Price, $1.00 Each, Postage Prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette BIdg,, Chicago,

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVEBV DESCRIPTiOW

THE WALLACE BARUES CO.,
fs-r^9us^io /i-s7 BRrSTOL, COMN., U.S.A.

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
NOVEL AND VERY USEFUL TOOL.

I The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resisiance-

Quickly and Accurately

The American Eiectric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. Cily.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps, Special Macliinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Rtieostats and Brushes.

A BURN
Especiall}' an electrical burn,

is a pretty serious thing to

neglect or to treat with any-

thing except a thoroughly
reliable agent. Bad sores and

ulcers are often formed by just this neglect and bad treatment.

is recognized by the medical profession as the best—most re-

liable and trustworth)' Antiseptic Dressing for burns, sores,

ulcers, etc.

Sold by atl druggists or mailed on receipt of price. 2 oz 50c . 4 oz. S1.00

Canadian price, 2 oz 60c.. 4 oz. $1 .20.

"^c-Ss".;'."' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y„ u. s. A.

Canadian Branch, MlUe Roches. Ont.. Kezae & Bennett, Agents.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.,
572-578 First Avenue , cor. Thirty-th ird Street, NewYorii.

ISr^ncli Offioess
New York. Boston. Philadelphia, Cleveland. San Francisco,

39-41 Cortlandt St, SIMilkSt, 233 Drexel BIdg. 39-47 E, ProspectSt. 598ParrottBldg.

JVXA.I«TI]V J. IKTSUHvL CO.

I

Chicago, St. Louis. Minneapolis Milwaukee,
1012-13 Monadnock Block. 51 1 Security BIdg 61 6 Guaranty BIdg. 700 Pabst BIdg.

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.
(Edition of 5.000 copies.)

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. CUSMING. Jr., Hember A. 1. P.. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire L'nderwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOPTED BY THE FIRE rXDERWKlTEKS OF THE I'llilTED STATES.
It contains every tahle, formula and rule for all systems of outside and inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, UjTia-
mos. Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc.. etc.. as required by the Insurance inspector.

RUSSIAN I.EATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Sfnt postpaid to any address upon receipt ofprice by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE

PRICE LIST AND
CIRCULAR.

The Incandescent Electric

liooM 300. Light Manipulator Co.,

;/ff BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Lately on Pxtiii>ition at Electrical Exhibition at

Madison Square Garden. Xeu- York.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO,

RTH^SOUTjn

fBA-NK J-nCCD-

•W+«*-:[»C I CHASrtPOOfiVUJ.-

• CMICAGOj
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGIME CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: 1526 nonaonock BLoe.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE Engines

isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

175 West Superior Street,

Cornell Machine Co., "mZ^

DO YOU RUN A GAS OR GASOLINEINGINE ?

// so, you cannot afford to be without our Gas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries .except for starting); no renewals; no trouble

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING & HAMMER/^^^'^HTcro'V""''"''''''-

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially arlapted to nil kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable ub to guarantee

:

The LargrH Power ever otjfained from a wheel of the mm/: dinmrirx. The higher gpeed
ever obtained for the mrnc pmicr. The hifjhei't mean effiricnci/ ei'er reolized when
running from half to full gate. Wc guarantee also : A runner of the greateft pot-
siblt strength. A gate miequaled in epiirkneM and ranc of opening and elomng.

Tests fihmv over 81 per cent, average fffieieney vifli half to fnll imter.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

•••GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms &3
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, Jf. J.

^TRADEMARKS jHE Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,
2200 WASHIN-^TON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

] "ELEPHANJ BRAND PHHSPHOR-BRONZE^

.f.j^U'^ JS'ifjitr'

!NGOV;;,CASTING£,WIRE,SODS,SHEETS,ETC.

^—r DELTA METAL
CASTINOS, STAMPifiiGS rnd FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING"
J

A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in tiie Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

BV RIRAIMCI3 B. CROCKEIR,
-t:o-Da-t<

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York

Price 33* Prepaid. - Practical and Up
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

TABL-E: of- OOlMTEIM-rS:
Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-

ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynamos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards. Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters.

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to tlioronglily master the Art of Electric Liigbting should have a copy o*
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Building,
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Westinghouse
System

For Power Transmission by Alternating-Current Apparatus.

T

I

Air-cooled Transformer.

Self=Cooled Transformers
Type "C" Induction Motors.

•#» The 1

^£STiNGHous£ Economy, Simplicity and Durability.
is a Guarantee.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria St„ London. S. W., England.

All Principal Gties

in U. S. and Canada.

ft>

t

<|» Type 'C Motor. ^
4» "

^"
. . . . ^ . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ *§*

BULLOCK
ENGINE TYPE
GENERATORS

loi

^
-o.

SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MfG CO
CINCINNATI.O. .

I
STEVENS' I

MECHANICALCATECHISM

1

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
FOR

5Utlonary and flarlne Enffineers, Firemen, Electricians, notornien, Ice

Machine Men and Mechanics In General.

New and Original. All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Tectmlcal
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing. QutiClons and Answers

for ciTil Serrice Examinations, elc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM. COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS. STEAM GAUGES. LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE. TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIE AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS. VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION, SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCU.MULATOR, RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OP DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES 'OIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM, MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
URE.MENTS, MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pa£:es. 240 Illustrations.

ll^^E, $1.00. Sent as)'n'here prepaid oa receipt of price. ^

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 MarquelteBldg., Chicago.

(-^^^^-^^^^^
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The General Electric Company's

PORCELAIN DEVICES

For Insulators, Cut-outs, Sockets and Switches are made from the

finest China clay at the company's works at Schenectady. This

clay gives a finished product which is hard, white, vitreous, non-

absorbent and unaffected by acids or alkalies.

The General Electric Company was the first electrical manu-

facturing concern to establish its own pottery, and its porcelain

still shows its superiority over all others for electrical work.

Main Office: Schenectady, N. Y. sales offices ih all large cities.

-I

»v

JUST AaZ:HKT you KRE I-OOKING FOR!

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

IBy W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection. of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
.ftitemating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost- of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits-—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,- Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE $1.00.
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY ^

'AM ORNAMENT

NO MORE MATCHES I

Advance Specialty Co.

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A COOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

POWER

MOTORS.

Troixkv HaBJ".

to I H. p.

Guaranteed electrically aod me-
chanically. Write for illustrated

catalogue.

10,000 Now In Use.

, C, TOWLE MFG. CO.,

LANCASTER, PA.

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Highest grades for electrical insolatioii and mechanical purposes, in sheets.,

tuKs, K^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatioii!

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeL

HIGHTSTCASH PRICE PAlD«-rofl platjwi/w scrap
AIVO SLC LAMP BASfS Ce.MTAINIWa ptATrMfM-- Pl-ATlNt/»l W/SE *r,f>,t,TE

(rOlPjfMITH OPOS-, ri-ATllVOM ftc;r'NrfiS-&3 VMSHmcioU ST.. CKICAS.!

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBIMft

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Wscbimi
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANITFACTUBED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Dtj.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER. .

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR

1 TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CKICA«0: nOXADKOCK JBI.OCK.

i Black Diamond File Works.
Bst.lS«9. Ime. MM

Twelve

Medal!

Awarded at

<V| international

1^ ExpoiUlons.

Special

Prize

Gold Meda!

at Atlanta,

1895.

4^ OVU OOODB ABE ON8AX.B IX ETEBT IJEAI»rK«} HARDWABB )#
M3 HTOBB IH THE ITNITED BTATE8 ASTD CAJTADA. ^
|6. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. W

Sturtevant
Generating Sets.

l>^ tolOOK. W
8 Styles^.

50 Sizes.

HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL

ENGINES.

B. F. Sturtevant C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

WARBROOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street

CHICAOO, IS S. Caaat Street PHILADELPHIA, 135 N. Tblrd Street

LONDON, BNa, 7S Queen Victoria Street.
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IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

I "r "ixson?"'' ^'mp'e^ Electrical Cow pi. ny,

liradnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN StLLmG AGEN'

H. R. HIXSON,
137 Moradnock Block, CHICAGO

Standard Underground GableCo
J\ 542 The Rookery,^ ' Chicago.

Westlnghouse Bldg,
Pitt

18 Cortlaodt St.,

tsburg. New York City.
607 Security Building, St. Louis. Mo.

1225 Betz Bldg„
Pbiiadelptala, Pa.,

p Electric Cables, Coniluifs, Wires and Accessories.
Also Hisb Grade Robber Covered fVires and Cables

1889—Paris Exposition,
9Ied«I for Bnbber Insalsttvak

18»3—"World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insnlatiomc

TtAi. Mnrd^

THE STAKDABB FOB
BUBBFB mrsuiiATioir.

Sole NIanufaoturers of

,
WMtliir-

1

llonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee'T^or Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
I?m.'«MCh"«e"d««»"'i"" 253 Broadway, New York

Geo. T. Manson, G«n'l Supi
W. H. Hodglns. Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCoX"

Foree Bain,
' Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
! Expert ID patent causes.

i Suite 1657-59 nohadnock Bld^.. - CblcaEO>

EAeiE ELECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

P

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

WAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 325 Brady St.

Tie ObIi Fire Detective Calile ia tl
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed fofl

all Interior Electric "Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl II

^automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install*'

Fuiiible Core ruoaloK ibroosboat the cible Ii
Iramcdiately ah oil-circuited on any iolemip'
lion by Fire or Tbief, Accident or lateotioo.

Why use dormant wires?

:!^The Montauk Automatio
Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or tire as the nervous systeiB

of a human being is to tb«

touch of flame.
Write for descriptive mai-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50*iorse power.
JJynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profltfl

1 he Hoban Etec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohio.

Queen & Co.
1012 Chetlnui St., PHIUDELPHii.

.Acme resting Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-fii.,

Focus Tubes, Induction C>»;te

C I=^.

Medical Colli,

Spirk Colls.

17-a7 VandeTvater St., Tie-w York.

X-Ray Coils,

T..Iephoae
Coils.

IPHOENIX CLASS CO.j
IMANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT. SEND FOR IT.

PittsbnFgh. New York. CUcago.

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING ^> SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather halting Is the re-

sult of patient inquiry andcareful

study of the requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OfFIC AMDFjXCTORV
-69SOUTM CANAL STREET

CHICAGO.ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPWA

YfESTJIH ElBcMcal \mmm\ Co.,
"""^r 114-120 WilliM St.. NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

?«loaStidard Portable Direct Readinp
''''"""'8"' MiiiiMitnefers, voitanineters,

" AmmeiiK, Mllllammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

OJimmetert, Portable 6alvanonieters.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption

^_^ ot energy.
VTeatOH IBtandard Portable Direct Mention the Wmikbh Bmotbioiai? whon Trillin..

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DrllUns, Tapping. Reaming. Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Bingliamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European a gents. Selig:, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. Lonaon, Enaland.
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Western Electrical Supply Co.,

ID and 12 North 9th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

150 K. W. Warren Alienator.

No Moving Wire.

No Collector Rings.

No Commutator.
No Brushes.

ABAHS-BABHALL ENCLflSEB

ABC LAMPS
For Direct and Alternating Current.

PERFECT IN REGULATION.
SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION.

K EASY TO TRIM. LONC LIFE.

Prompt Shipments from St. Louis Stock.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,
Manufacturers. Jobbers and Dealers in

"Everything Electrical."

Exclusive Territorial

Agents for

ILe

Improved

Warren

Alternator.

I'»»tttttttttttttttttt»»
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The First Edison Company to Use the Chloride Accumulator
->A/A.^ TME-

EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
Whose First Battery was Contracted for in 1894. It now has Five Batteries upon its System and has

Recently Contracted for EIGHT ADDITIONAL BATTERIES, a Total of Thirteen Plants,
having an Aggregate Capacity of 104,000 Ampere Hours at ISO Volts.

OTHER RECENT SALES OF THE CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR FOR CENTRAL STATION SERVICE:
Chicago Edison Company, Two Batteries; Columbus, O., Edisoa Electric Light Co., One Battery; Minneapolis General Electric Co., One Battery.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mew York, lOU Broadway. Button, OU State St. Baltimore, Equitaljle Building. Cleveland, New Kiiylaiid Hnilding. < 'hleago. .\rar<iiietti- Bull'Iirjg. San KraneWeo. Tin- I'arrntt l;njldn

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread "the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OET OXTR PRICKS.

American Reflector 6l Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

KLEMM&CO., N.W. Cor. 5th and Cherry

Sts,, Philadelphia.

"KLEI«M"flDJUSTflBLE DESK SHADES , tbe best in th. .ar^et

"KLEIWIW" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for ligliting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

Southern Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
Stock sizes comprise Quick and Ordinary

Break—Single and Double Throw—Single,

Double and Triple Pole—Front and Back

Connections—Range of Ampere Capacity

Sufficient to cover all the usual needs.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

X^/^RITI

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

HARDY LAMPS Uniform in Candle Power.
Uniform in Watts per candle.

Prices right. Prompt shipments.

LAMP COMPANY, - PITTSFIELD, MASS.

EREOPTICONS
MAGIC LANTERNS ano SLIDE!
CONDENSED CATALOGUE FREE

RILEY BROS. 16 BEEKMAN 5T. NEW YORK.

LONDON.

urn mmmi coufound,

PARIS.
I

The most efflcieat lubricator, is
the only article that isenarant-eed
to stop sparking. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or grauze wire
brushes with the greaCe»t safetr.
Puts a beautiful luster on ttJe
Commutator. Does away with the
use of sandpa[ter or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It is the largr-
est.and most economical atlct
manufactured. It comes in two
sizes. Small si'e, 83.00 per dozen.

' Large size, f.s.00. Samples mailed
free on application. For sale by
all supply houses throughout the
United States, Engl&nd and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only bf TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO . Lid. . No. 66 West Broadway. New York City.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Agents for the United States 121 Worth St.. New York City.

SATISFACTION GIJARAKTEED OR nOKEV REPUXDED.

WmimMcmom
=H£.Y1>(Q\V^

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibilityc

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

EIWOOD. IND.

ou
Ik

XL

71

m
o

OPEN OR GLOSEO CIRCUIT WORK.
Electric Generator In a 6x8 Glass Jar.

E. M. F 2 Volts. CURRENT— 12 Amperes. CAPACITY—300 Ampere=Hours.

Will do the work of any two batteries on the market, and

can be renewed at the least cost.

For Signal Service, Long-Dlstance Telephones,

Gas Engines, Etc.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

E »]P Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated LIshting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAOO, aST-SSS n>rqaette BnUdlnc-

FHII.AOEL.FHIA, Walter C. Blelntlre A Co., COS Cenuneree St.
EIiHlKA, 8. ar. Blake.
SAN FBANCISCO, OAX., CaUfomia Elee. Worka. 400 Blarket 8t.

)

NEW YORK OFFICE, Singer Bids-, 149 Broadway.
BOSTON. O. yi. Aiiel.-r A Co.. G4 Federal St.

ST. liOCIS. Western Electrlral Supply Co.
CINCINNATI, Ne-rada Bide. Jolm A. Stewart.
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SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.

WARD LEONARD

Rheostats
AND

Circuit Dreakers
ARE THE

"U. S. NAVY STANDARD.

THIS MEANS THAT THEY ARE

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for our Several New Reduced Price Lists

Issued in July and August, 1899.

Ward Leonard Electric Co.,

MOTOR.'GENERATOR BRUSHES.

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andrew Kanl, Pres. I<on!s Strenber, Tire-Preg.

Andrew Kanl, Jr.. Secy, and Treas. J. 8. Sperr, Gen'l Sfgr. ST. MARYS, PA.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

mETEk WITMOl r CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.

nETER WITH CA«E.
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Four

Months

This belt was as tight as a fiddle

string, under about i ,000 lbs.

initial tension, and yet was slip-

ping. There is no slip now, for

it runs slack.

did it.

CLINC-SURFACE

BRO%VS, PrRREI-L & CO.
fliner-SurfaceSIfer- Co., Buffalo, X.Y. Boston. Mass., Aug. 1,1839.

Dear Sirs:—Havinptried Cling-Surface on ray 12-inch dynamo belt (16 feet between
i-eoiers (. I have been able to carry full load with liS-inch >a.g: on l>elt with no perceptible
slip. It surpasses my expectations and 1 can recommend it to do all that is claimed for
it, if directions are followed. Tours respettfolly, E. B. PRESCOTT, Engineer.

CLINC-SURFACE MFC. CO.,

177-182 Virginia Street,

CHICAGO BRANCH, 225 DEARBORN ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
4 pnnnClatorB.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec Supply Co.

Axe Liamps.
Central liilectnc Ca
Ft. \\a>ne Elec. Wks.. Inc.

Gates & ilandolpb.
tieneral Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea ManufdCtiirmg Co.

Siemens dE Ha.ske iSlectric

y^o of Amer.ca
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Westinghouse EL * MIg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
burnlej Battery & Mlg. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appuaoce Co-

Gordon Baitery Co.

ijeclanctie Battery Co., The
Nitionii carbon Co.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Phoenix Battery Mlg. Co.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

"Western Elect. Supply Co.

BelXs.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel & Miinger.

- Western Electric Co.

"Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Oressing.
Chicago Beltiag Co.
CUng-riurlace Mfg. Co.
Leather Pre-ierverfilfg.Corp.

Shaltz Belting Co.

tteltlnx.
Chicaso Belting Co.

Leather iTeserverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Go.

Books. KleetrlcaL
Klectrlcian Publishing Co.

Spon & Chamberlain.

BrosJies.
, ^

Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fihre-iiraphlte Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bnrsiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Huebei & cianger.

western Elect- Supply Co.

cables (See losolaied Wlrei.)

cables, Hieetrle iSeeinau-
laied Wires), Copper,
Hbeet ana Uax.
American Elec. Worlca.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Uo
General Electric Co.

New York ins. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Dnderground C. Co-

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.FolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gen'l Inc. Arc L: Co.
>"atlDual Larbon Co.
Reislnger. Hu^o.
Speer Carb >n Co.
"Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The G- F.

Clutches (Arc Lamp).
Knuison A Co., A. W.

Colls and llasnets.
SD Itdorf. u. F.
Vaciey Duplex Magnet Co.

Compound.
DearDorn Drug&Chem.Wts
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan ft Ha. K.
Standard Pi-nt Oo.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Conatmetlnn A BApalra.
Bn'l3ck E ec. Mfg. Co.
Chlcapo Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wfes.. Inc.
Hays uonstrnction Co.
Hodge- rtaish Elec. Eng. Co.
Nortbern eJiec. Mfg. Co.
Siemeijs s. H^lske Eiectrlc
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
Victor tieciric Co.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andEleetrle
lilfiht Plants.
Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BnlUcit E ec- Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co-
Cornell Machine Co,
EddT Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wa^ne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Bars Construction Co.
Xorthe'-n Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha ske Eiectrlc
Cj. o! At erica.

Sturtevant Co.. B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.
WesUnghouae Elec & MfgCa

Copper.
Besly SCo..Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Worka.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Ca
OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Eoebling's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard UndergTOund C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondeneeMehools.
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Insi.

Int. Correspond. Schoola.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady. T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric ADuliance Co.
N'ausle. Holcomb & Co.
T-'sa'; Arm ^fc Pm Co.
Val ntine-ClarkCo..The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Ro^sen Elec. Const. Co.
Brvant Electric Company.
i..,c"ntral Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter ILL & MJg. Co.
EUectrlc Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mlg. Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
tienerai ii^iec. Co.
General fnc. Arc Light Co.
Hart iS Hegeman Mfg. Co
Le nara. Ward. Electric Co.
Mevrtwitz, E. B.
PaieteOo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Elef'tricCo.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. or America.

Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WeiUnghonie EL & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric uo.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eaele Electric Works.
Eddv Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & K.andolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
H'^b*rt Elec. Mfy' Ho
Xorthern Elec Mfs Co.
Siemens & Ha^ske Electric
Co. of Amer ca.

Sturtevant Co.,B.P.
Th mpctn Son A no.
Dnited Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. supply Co.
Weatinghouse El ta flllg. Ca

Elec. Heat's Appliances.
American i^iec. neater uo.
Hadaway El. Htg. & Eng. CO.

Electric BailirayB.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Electric Vehicles.
American £,L Vehicle C3o.

Piscner Equipment Co.

Eleetrleal and 3fechani-
eal Engineers.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bu.iock Elec. Mfg. uo.
Hays uonstrnction Co.
Hjdtfe- Walsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Nurtbern E.tc. Mfg. Co.
sargent & iiunay.

Electrical instruments.
American El. specialty Co.
BrviinL ElecTic Company.
Central Jiiiectric uo.
Cutter EL SMfg. Co,
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne r,jec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates a. Randolph.
General Eiectnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paiste Co., a. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
S. E. I Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
uo. of Amedca.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.
Westinghouse El. &ta.tg.Co.
Weston Electrical Insv Ca

Electrical Specialties.
American El. specialty Co.
Bryant Eiecrric Company,
uentrai Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. a Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light uo.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Prmsle. Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Eiectrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platlnc Tlach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
G-eneral Elecwic Co.

Engines. Has.
uorneil Machine Co.

Engines, Steaat,
asm Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Ca
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Paragon Fan Motor uo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle. Geo. C.. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wesunghouae EL & Mlg. Ca

Fibre.
tlartavert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BamettCo.,G. 4H.

Fixtures, EL A Comb*n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible t^hafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
ML:intireOo..TheC.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Ml. Co.
Electric ApoUance Ca
Mclntire Co.. TheC.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Gas Lighting. Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western _Elecirlc Co.

Gears-^- — -
I

BesljA; Co^ Chaa H.

€reneral Elec Supplies. 1

Central Electric ub.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Towle. Geo. u., Mfg. Co.
Victor Eiectrlc Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobes and Electrical

Central Eiectrlc Co.
Photnix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CrOT^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWater Wheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.'
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Guards, W^ire.
Ingus. Wm., w. *fc Ir. Wks.

Igniters.
Ma.aing A Hammer.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Bryant Electric Company-
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munseil i Co., Eugene.
National India Ruober Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo., The.
Paiste Co., fi. T-
Peru Elec- Mfg. Co.
Phillips insulated Wire Ca
Simplex Electrical Ca
Siandara Paint Co.
Standard nnaergronnd 0. Oa
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—aiagnet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric uable ua
Electric Appliance Co-
General Electric Ca
Montauk Muitlph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber ua
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhlUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent,
Buckeye .j^lectrlc Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept-

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric ua.
General Inc. Arc Ligfet Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Sawyer-ManElec. Ca
Shelby Electric Co.
Un'ted Elec. imp. Co.
Warren Elec &. Soec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co-
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Slagnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlrei.)

llanipulators (Inc.Lmp).
Inc. EL Lt. Manipulator uo.

nechanleal Slachinery.
Besiy & Co., Uhaa. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas- L.
ijtUweU-Blerce Smitn- VaUe

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Wrignt LUscount Meter Co.

Sllca.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munseil & Co,, Eugene.

Ululng Apparatus. Elec
Bullock EloC. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Uotors.
Buliock Elec. Mlg. Co.
uentrai Eiectrlc uo.
Chicago Eheo>tat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne tiec. W£s , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart E^ec. Mfg. Co.
Northern t.ec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens <s Balske Electric
uo of Amerita-

Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Tnompson, ion & Co.
Towle, Geo. C. Mfg. Co.
Tnumpn EltctriC uo.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, bupply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson J: Sons. Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
iiamiin, Geo. it,

Johnston Thomas J.
Euxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly SCO., Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Xansle. flolcomb A Co.
Penaietun c\: G.lkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & son. W. C.
Texas Arm & pln Co.
Torrey uedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. .The.
Worcester & Co., u. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elea Hig. Ca

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Kehning Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be-W^lnding—Repairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hedge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostatt.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard. Ward. Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Tlaehin^.
Chicago Hr use Wreck leg Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Tnompson. Son 4 Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer Reflector & Ltg. Co.
K.'emm A Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. SnpplyCo.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Ca, Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Kobei tscn & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
barnts Co., The Wallace.
Gary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Sterebpticons, Mag i e
Lanierns and Slides.
Kiiej Br«.s.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Worti
Central EUectrlc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New YorbiDsuiateQWire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch.
boai ds.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American hi. Telephone Co
CentialTeL & Eiec. Co
caumbiaE.ec. & Mfg Co-
Erlcason Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co
Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D. A. TeL*fe El. Mlg. Co
Noblett, E.J.

'^

Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl-M-Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
WarLer uu , W. F , The.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathlas.
Therien Tool Works.

Transformers.
Bullock tlectricMfg. Co.
Central Electric Ou.
Fc Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates <z Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson. :son A Co.
\\ agner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co

Translations.
PooglotCo.. The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage "WltB.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Turbine^ WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Cc

.

Leflel St Co., Jas.
Stliwell-BIerce SmIth-Vaile

rnlTersities.
University of Xotre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co.,Ch&i.H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., Th6.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wood-work, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

:SBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
OnflBr ft Ca
SpUtdorf, C. F.
Victor Electric Co.

F'oi- ^KIphabo-tiGal-ii-kclex of Ad'vor-tisemori'fes S« III
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IRON CLAD THEATRE DIMMERS
For All Circuits, Alternating or Direct Current,

...ARE...

1

.

Absolutely reliable.

2. Latest and best construction.

3. Simplest to operate and self-con-

tained.

4. No external wires.

5. Made to jig, i. e., all parts inter-

changeable.

6. Made to occupy smallestspace and
of pleasing appearance.

7. Designed and made by experts in

lighting effects.

F^UF^IMISI
IIMF-^IRIVIA.-riC3N iSIHI

lE^ ON F3E<3VJES-r.
:f9f-ui_i_'v

NOT THE

CHEAPEST,
BUT THE BEST.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,

WESTFiELD, NEW JERSEY, U.S. A.

Small Edgewise Dimmer,
Type No. 8.

Manufacturers of

RHEOSTATS AND
RESISTANCE PLATES
to meet all conditions
of practice.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?
V

i

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO., I

z

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

3

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia=>

tlonsin voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of^the arc- Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoorand outdoor use.

Easily trimmed.

PLAIN WEATHERPROOF LAMP, WITH INNER ENCLOSING QLOBe
L AND OUTER ENCLO^INQ GLOBE S.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK,

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incande-cent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrarb Station and Measuring instruments,
Electric Light and Qeneral Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C,

North Wnolwlch. E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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Established

..1891.. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO
Cincinnati,

..Ohio..

RAILWAY GENERATORS
....AND....

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FOUR,
SIX AND

EIGHT
POLE.

Two and
Three
Bearing,
Belted and
Direct
Connected.

Jior

U Ir

Railway Generators

IH^JMIJipi^ MADISON, IND.

^^k
""^

WATERLOO, IOWA.

W^^A.^^^ OWOSSO, MICH.

OTTAWA, ILL.

HOLLAND, MICH.

B|^ AND

«.|^^^^^

1,600
Hk:^ OTHER

^3s ^ USERS.

LAMINATED POLES-BAR WOUND ARMATURES.

OATES & RAIMDOI-PIH,
13 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

ii^fojfeioioioioioioioioioioioioioio^^^^jfe^^^^io^^^^jfeioiojfejfejfe^ioioioioioio^

?
?

4^
4^

4S
^
49
49
4?
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

J*
J*
?*

J*

J*
J*

J*
J*

J*

SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS

AI.SO GET OUR BTIil-ETIS

Xo.26 0\ THIS SAaiE SUB-

JECT

WHICH MAY BE DFPENDED ON. . .

WHICH ARE GUARANTEED

WHICH ARE EFFICIENT

WHICH ARE WflNDERFULLY SIMPLE.

The Youngstown Gas Co.

The Mahoning Electric Light Co. The Youngstown Electric Light Co.

UGHT. HEAT. POWEn. AND ELECTRICAL CONSTnuCTlOM

YOUMSSTOWN. Ohi

tjagner Electric lifg. Co. ,

2017 Locust St. , _

St. Louis, Ko.

Geijllecsn:—
Replying to ycurs of a recent date regarding the operation of

your single ohase Induction notors on our lines, we may sey that our

alienee i."3 satisfaction.

The Ito tors, have given absolutely no trouble, end have requir-

ed no paxtlcular attention on our part.

The minlQiJini cost, and convenience of Installation cij ordinary

single phase lighting circuits, fed by a comricn transfonr.er system, is

to he conaBended.
Yours truly,

" THE YCUNGSTOTO ELZCTP.3C LIGHT CO. ,

^c^_yi^A<j*j^ .

Ger.'l t/aneger.

AVKITE FOR COPY OF A
VEBV FULL DISCrS!$IO!lf

OFTHESLBJECTOF'-THE
Sl^fGLE-FHASE ItlOTOB,"

PRETEXTED TO THE STU-

DENTS OF ONE OF orR
liEADIXe^ TECHSriCAIi
SCHOOLS IX liECTFRE
FOK3I, M'HICH WE ARE
Jl'ST iSiSnXt^ IHT PAM-
PHLET FOBIT.

WAGNER ELECTRIC IVIFG. CO.,
ST. I-OI-IIS, Wl. S. Jk..

BRANCH offices:
BOSTON, . - • 620 Atlantic Avenue.

NEW Y'lRK. • 203 Hav m^v^rBidg.

PHIL«DEL"HIA. • 1000 B.lz "Uiiding.

CHlcaGO.- • • 1519Marq.-ne Biag.

SAN FRANCISCO, - • 120 Sutler Strttt,

^o^c^o^o^o^o^o^c^o^o^c^c^c^o^o^o^o^c^o^o^O|;;o^c^o^o^o^o^o^
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNEss^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS will receive special attention and be
SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

«
*

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

We make a complete line of small motors from
1-12 to 1 H. P. and it will certainly pay you to
look us up when in the market for small motors.
"We also make Dental Engines. Rotary Trans-
formers, Electrical Specialties for Physicians,
Surgeons and Dentists. Spnd for Catalogue.

TICTOB EliECTRIC CO.,
418-420 Dearborn St.. - CHICAGO. ILL.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GONNECTOIIS illlD TERMINALS.
Special Connectors for HflRD-DBAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC. HclNTIRECO., f3X15FtanklinSt.;

NEWARK, N. J.

OUII STUDENTS

SUCCEED.
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.

I think there is no better clianee to advance
than through the Schools. Before I enrolled
X was a farmer, and knew practically nothing
ahout electricity or st^am eneineering. My
Courses in Electric Power and Lighting and
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great benefit to me. as I now have charge
of an electric-light plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNER, Faiton, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolUne in the

Schools I had been reading everything I
could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-
trical engineering, but found that I needed
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards, I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a much larger salarv.

J. L. CHASE, Topeka, Kansas.

Nin*i T^if^rirtra\ Cf\nrcf^c Electrical Engineering. Electrical, Electric Power and
illllC L,lCi.lllcai VUUiaca. Lighting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways. Teleph-
ony. Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Peof. P. B. WiLLiAaisoN",
Formerly professor of Electricity in Lehigh University.

10.>.000 STUI>E>TS A-TiD GRADfATES August, 1S99. CAPITAt, $1,500,000.

$12 to $70 In Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Wri/e for Circulars and Local Refereacei to Ihe

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, f?^^',
002,

SCRANTON. PA.

a&'!S)ffii='!S)f&'!S!S&'t'*y«SS;sS&'l!=«3t'(t'&'U;!t'a)S

The Best

Education

Is that which
helps to

I
Increase

I One's Salary

I AMERICAN SCHOOL

- CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted exclusively to

S r^ • •
C St

i Engineering
) ^^

t
i
i
7k

i

i

i

?5
7k
7k
7k
7k
7k
7k
7k
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i

7k

i
i
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I
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Steam
ectrlcai

Hechanicel

Write To-day
for

'Hand-book R"
and

SPECIAL RATE
FOR

SEPTEMBER
ESR0LL31ENTS.
American

School of

Correspondence,

Boston, Mass.,
U. S. A.

I^OK LIST OF MAXTFACTIKES SEJE CLASSIFIED IXDEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES -NE'W YOKK:: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON; 31 Milk St. PHILADFLPHIA : 233 Dresel Bldg. CLEVELAND: 39-47 E.
ProspeotSt. SAN FB.ANCISCO: 598 Parrott Bldg. ST. LOUIS: 638 Century Bldff.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
CHICAGO : 1012-1013 Monadnock Block. MINNEAPOLIS: 616 Guaranty Bldg. MILWAUKEE: 700 Pabst Bldg.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. m^disqn, wis.

GENERATORS '~^ ^- ^- ^° '^^ *^- ^" Belted and Direct-Connacted Type.=— Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

MOTORS - - - 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nccipcQ ) Northern Eagineerlng Co.urriuto
I gg CortlandtSt.,NewYork,

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock BJock, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco. Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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A NEW CATALOGUE
covering entire line of Edison, Thomson-Houston
and Westinghouse Sockets and Receptacles, Cut-
outs, Baby and Snap Switches, Shade Holders,
Chapman Receptacles, etc.,

JUST ISSUED
with net price list applying to eac
convenient and handy reference
not received a copy, send us your

h article listed. A
book. If you have
business card.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
!

Originators of the
material at lowest

dealers in everything electrical,

prompt shipment idea. Standard
market prices.

AMERICVS LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE
92 and 94 W. Van Buren St.,

INDIA 8> AMBER

IE
IN AMY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

CHICAGO.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
j^ cOrAli^S ^

.^^iR£CT.-0/f5^F,

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we wUl

Send FREE, Sample Stick.

! Name .

.

Address .

i w. E.

The only article that wiU PREVE^'T
oFABKING. ^S. ill keep the commutator in
good condition and PEEVENT CUTTLN'G.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It win put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale hv all Supplv Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
5ole Manufacturers,

909 TiUe and Trust Eldg., CHICAGO. ILL.

EMPIRE &. MIC
IMSHIATED
Cloths and I'apers.

COIVfPOUWD

Eu^eneMunselLHCo. Mica Insulator Co.
"^ 2l8WalcrSt.i\ew YorK 8< Cllicas|o. IITLakeSt.

The Direct-Reading Olrnimetsr
The Onl) Instrument to

Measure a Re!^iS'ance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. N. Y. Cily.

Electrical Instruments Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps. Special .Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT &. CO.,
Klieostats and Bru^he-^.

INSULATOR

ELECTRIC LAUNDRY IRONS.
V-Shaped.

Weight. 8 lbs.

Consumes 550

watts.

Any voltage up

to 220.

Oval-Shaped.

Weight. 6r lbs.

Consumes 450

watts.

Any voltsge up

to 220.

No. 62.
MANtJFACTURED BY

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO,,

DETROIT, MICH.

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know that we lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra. Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison. N. J.

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A GOOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 Graham Street.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
A new <ie%-i»:e for lighting Gas The
or Gasoline Stoves-^Safel con- *'"'

, ..„

for use. Will
AN ORNAMENT

TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leadias gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

children to play with
Price, complete, S2-50

Advance Specialty Co.
iig Laballe St., Chi«

i SMALL

ELECTRIC

t STOVES.

TX the development of electric

heating apparatus for indus-

trial work, we have brought out

asinallstove4j^ inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING &ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST., NE/V YORK.

A new T.-H- Arc Lamp is hard to beai, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS

Will be good as new if jou fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch

The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp

without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars.

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Salesburg, ill.

B

8UCB&7E
IIMOA.ND

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

;iM"r i-AiviF>s.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, X>hio
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PncaiDCNT.
9. H. WAGCNSCtL, TncABuncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
CCNCHAL Manager.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS. ViCt-PRC».

C. R. REMINGTON. JR.. ScC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
11 I . PKOVIDENCE, R. I.

V //// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AMD

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store, F. E. DoDohoei241 Madison St.

Montreal Branoh, Eugene F. rhllllps' Electrical 'Worlso.

MAIN OFFICC5 AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-"

trie railway load in the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be g
obtained under any conditions.

'~

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS,

3e:imd -i-0 U3
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet B<3ards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets , etc., and let us give you
ESTiiviA.-rES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS. MO.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Eagiaeers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates. Plans,
Specifications. Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Liacala Trust BIdg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART, INDIANA.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
o MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAJTEt BOARDS, SWITCHES. Wg€>,

IME^A^ Y^I^K.

UNIVERSITY OF NITRE DAME,
\otre Ikanie. Ind..

fifTers every advantage to studfnts wishing to
do special work In Electrical Knglneerln ; be-
sldfs the regular course leading up to the degree
of I'.iichelor of Science In Klectrlclty, it has a
spe^-lal (iHpartment for those students desiring
to eft a i>ra<-tlcal knowledgeonlyln tlilsbranch.
Catalogues on application Address

L'FV. A. VOH^'I^SF.Y. C. S. C. I'rf-'.ld'-nt.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

16 Park Row, New York City.

six years wllli Oeneral Elwtrlc Co.

The Quality of C. ^ H. Rheostats
has always been the highest. The materials used are the brst t^at
can be bouifbt. and the workmanship Ls as perfect as skilled me-
chanics and the latest machinery can make it.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and old sst exclusive manufacturers ol rtieostals in the world Write for prices and particularj.

I . Our NEW IMPROVED BAHERY keeps the \

I
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

IP IN THE LEAD—-PIONEERS ALWAYS (L
Send for Catalogue
of Carriages CHicago, U. S. A.'

^^—i!^85°^Q==*c^85^<S=».^«rr^Q«.t^2^^S===.c9K5^<S==,,^8^

Let us know your voltage, base

and efficiency and we will mail

you a sample lamp and write
SAMPLES FREE.
>ou how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is offered by any
other first-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYNN INCANDESCENTLAMP CO.. Lynn, Mass.

Tlie Brjd Biij Cst-Oiit.

ConcaTe-head contact screws in

the base, and conTex in the cap, in-

sure a perfect contact where the trwo

connecting Trires are of different

gange.

The cover, being held in place

by but one nnt, can be readily re-

moved for fusing.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Chicago, Illinois,

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pav spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I AUQ DACITC °^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIllr DHOCv we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lor Piatinjin. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wanted. GEO. F. SCHWAIiM & CO., Harrison, N. J,

I IS pi i> .... nobcrtson-Thonipsoi

LOSING MONEY
when a small expenditure will save it. is iH't go-id policy.

Our Indicator will euyble you at all tim^s to ki-ow that
your engine is developing full power for fuel consumed.
It is invaluable in every plant. Eurtka Packing will cost
you less, last two to three times I'-oger ari" keep rods in bett,er

condition. Feed Water Heaters. <irate Bars. Steam Sep-
a>ators, Oil Extractors. Plan meters. Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for sr-me.

JAS. L. kOBERTSON & ^ONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.
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WANTED.
Armature winder, thoroufilily experieDced, to

work Inoliio. Address "AKMAlURK." care

of We-tem Electrician, 510 Maniuetie Build-

ing. Clii -aKO.

PO&ITION WANTED
By a iiractioal electrical and mechanical eogi-

ceer. well up in steam aud gas engine work;
competent to dpsign. build and operate electric-

light or -ower plant" of any size, typ^' or system;
iStorage-battery expert and armature wiudpr;
Tpoul' tnkp hold of a plant now non-payioe and
guarantee resu ts; married, sober and honest,

with 20years' experience; gilt-edged reference;
anywhere, small salary. AddresF! BATTKKY.
care of West<Tn Electrician. r>i.) Marquette Bldg.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct frooi T.-H. and Westlnehouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LlchtDlants Installed complete. Senfi for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City. Mo.

F<»K WAI.E. B4R«iAIVS,
OneGO-k. w., 2,20j-'\'olt, l6,oiX>-AIt. AVarren Alter-

nator.
One 3f+-k. w., 2.200-Volt, 16,000-Alt. Westlnghouse

Alternator.
One 10 h. p.. 'i,200-Volt. 16.000-Alt. WagnerSingle-

phase Motor.
Ohe 5 h. p.. 2. 200-Volt, I6,00a-Alt. Wagner Single-

phase Motor.

ap and 30 Cawker Bldg., iMilwaukee, SVis.

FOR SALE.
Two 20-K. W. Edison l25-Yolt dynamos. Two

45-K. w. Edison r25-Tolt dynamos. Two 50-light

T.-H. 2.000 e. p. arc dynamos. Five 25-light T.-H.
2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. 175 2,000 c. p. double
carbon lamps. 125 street hoods. A number of
belts and Hill clutch pulleys, all in i^ooii operative
condition. For particular- a'Mri ^-

Ottumwa Electric & Steam Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W, MONROE ST , CHICAGO.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
itelepbone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAir\:-Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local actioD: no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per-cent. greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
mariiet. For No. 1 cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. 2 cell,

125 ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to l volt; on closed circuit .Go to i"n^

volt, send f'ir circular and price list.

OORI>0>' UATTERY COMPAXY.
594 Broadway, Xe^v Yorlt.

Western Representative,
Ceorse W. Patterson, 1533 Marquette Bldg, Cbicaso, III

AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST. Sand (or daicrlptlM Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
< EST'D laas. 174-S, Cllnlon St., Chicago, IN,

Bids Will Be Received
( Until October!, 1S09 )

By the imdersigned for the following supplies
to be delivered nefore December l. 1S99, at
Marion. Ind:

Power units will be varied to suit factory
product.
600 li. p, in high-pressure boilers.
300 h. p. in slow- speed euEines.
250 b. w. In high-tension alternators.
One 100 k. w. rotary transformer to 500 volts.
Device and appliances to utilize i.ouo h. p.

exhaust for heating purposes, either steam or
hot water.
Five iiuDdred 35 ft. x 6 In. medium grade poles
Six miles No. 6 W. P. wire.
Four miles No. 4 W. P. wire.
Three miles No \v, p. wire.
3.000 16 c. p. T -H. base lamps.
Transformers for 3.000 lamps.
All sundries to go with the before mentioned.
Fsed goods will be considered if in good con-

dition.

Call on or address

W. E. ]!rcDONA£,D,
S936 Coltase CiroTe Ave., CHICAGO,

Until October l, IS99. After October l. 1S99,

address MARION, 1XI>.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty. New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents ; Kisdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal. ; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaU

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-volt Each,
dynamos $ 850.00

One 250-E. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,650.00
One 200-K. W. G. E Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00
One 175-K. W. Brush oOO-volt
dynamo 1,350.00

Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 400.00

Two fiO-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 050 00

One D. 50-K W. 125-volt G. E.
Co T -H dvnamn 550.00

One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-volt
motor 350.00

TBANSFORMEKS.

10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50. .

,

COO
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. .

.

0.00
15-light Stanley, 1,000 lo 100. .

.

8.00
ao-light Stanley, 1,000 to .50-100. 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 15.00
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 15.00
40-light Stanley, 1.000 to 50 IS. 00
40-lighi Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 . . .

.

26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 20.50

Also a quantity of tvpe F, T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H. Westlnghouse, etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos, Motors. Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or selL

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

BIDS WANTED.
Sealed bids will be received by the City

Treasurer (Mr. T. R. Taylor) of Odessa,

Missouri, up to noon on the gth day of

October, 1899, for materials and the con-

struction of an Electric Light Plant, to

be operated by steam power, and to furnish

25 street arc lights and about 800 incan-

descent lights.

Plans and Specifications will be furnished

on application either lo the Mayor of

Odessa or R, B. Stichter, Louisiana, Mo.

Attest:

W. E. EwiNG, E. F. Blake,
|

City Clerk. Mayor.
!

For any information apply to B. B. Sticliter,
[

Engineer, Louisiana, ivlo. 1

AUTOMftTIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC bPEED REGULATORS.RHEOSTATS.
The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
"Jt all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING
so H. Desplalnes Street, CHICAeo, 11.1..

A NEW BUSINESS!

CO.,

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES,
THE POUYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

To correspond irith as concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.

YOU
-ADDRESS-

STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ., .CINCINNATI, O.

BOOKS,
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

OMAHA EXPOSITION.
"We have just purchased the entire contents of the buildings and grounds of the Omaha Exposition and offer for sale the
lollowing:

125.000 lbs. Waterproof, Rubber Covered, Insulated Wire, In gauges 0000 and smaller.
About 30,000 Incandescent Lamps and Sockets.
500 Cedar Electric-Light Poles.
300 Made Up Poles.
5 Engines, as follows: 3 Westlnghouse, 400 H. P. each.

I Atlas Corliss, 275 H. P.
I Ball, 150 H. P.

In fact, our purchase is one ot the most comprehensive pc«sible and includes practically everything within the gates.
"We are about to issue a catalogue No. 100, containing a complete and detailed description of everything included in the
above purchase. In the meantime we shall be glad to answer any and all inquiries with reference to this material.

Address CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKIIVG COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEB., OR CHICACO, ILL.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

IVRITE FOR CATALOtilB.

THE STILWELL'BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
IDA^YTOIM, OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS. MIMN..

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BIDG., CK'ICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA. MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconntng, Mich. Green Bay. Wis. New London, Wis.

In tlie world Is claimed of the

THE LARGEST AND BEST mlfmk
Manufacturers of wooden eleclrlcal lice mater'al.We r^ienne tlie I>BWE;'y A.I«M. -Wr-lte for prloes.

PIN GO,, Beaumont, Tex.

6ET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
f.Iectrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

f3.00 per year;

91.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Uarauette Bldg.: CHlC&eo.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 8Q-foot foles our Specialt:>-.

POLES
\AAI-ii-be Cedar Poles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

MS>B^I'c'ERs^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD <&, JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

GEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
- JANESVILLE, WIS.

m^"^^dsiî &gim!Mtm

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SSSTD FOE OIEOnLAE AND PET0E3.

THE LECLANCHi BAHERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131stSt.. N. Y.

? CEDAR POLES
I

1 We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OriTHELINEOF-THE WISCONSIN f

,f & MICHIGAN R.R.SSMlLESlNLENljTHXOVERINOATERRITORY OF *
' OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FOREST5. , I

''^= We HAVE A L&RCE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHI PMEMT. K

/-- note: our quotations are based on actual stock on HAN D. ^'

* C.H.WORCESTER&CO.K0SS.MICH.
*

Central Manafacturing Co.,

Chattanoosa, Tena.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
Tjarse stocks on band. Delivered prices quoted.
F. O. B. cars, yourcity, in any quantity. ^^~Writ«u3.

IIMUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Piircbased.BAKER & CO., 408-414 Kew Jersey
Railroad Ave., Nen'ark, K. J.

New York Office, 120 Lilierty Street.

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderale charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800 H Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS iiri"
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quiciily sold.

AOBERT KUXTOK,
105 I,a Salle St

,

Chicago, III.

'.The IraijfMks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

MaDufacturer of Mast Arms. Poleand
SwinglDg Hoods, House Brackets and
other apeeialtles for Construction
V<OTS.— Catalogue and PHces fur-
nished on application.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen. Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators ot all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHa, COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANC SCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CMcapJilwailee&StPanlIl'y
Uaioa Passenger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado.
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY S6.00.

Citv Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
StTles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and tbe best
of talkers.
Atrialivill convince anyone

of their superiorits' on either

short or longdistance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment" that will work well at

first, hut to produce one that

will continue to meet everj'

proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
Tbe ORATOR will.

ilAXrFACTUREIl ET

The MWSON ELECTRIC CO,,

ELYRIA. O . U. S. A.

Call on us for

Everytliing useil with telephones,

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid delivefles are our rule,

And each order filled with care.

Large stocks always on hand.

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Priceslhat will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Osk or walnut woodwork.

New ideas in magneto bells,

Each Instrument guaranteed,

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers, bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils.

Induction coils.

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on iny

Order you may wish to place.

N

9

9

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC &. MFG. CO., 79 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

GEO. M MAYER, PREST. MORRIS M NEURATH. SECY.

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. S«_l F^F^I-I ES.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by tlie ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-234 S. Clinton St.. CblcagO, III..

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEK

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

tiio^^iA^i!':'^ Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original TJ. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

STEC/AL
Y<ooi>mu

Corvstf"-ttional evnv i;!s<:riftlaix,

CftUe ftY\3lTpvntiTA<il']56;«.e5,

L in emp-n'sToo ) _p ox cs,

E.X NOBLETT

Lj)Tc\epk^r,t Ynra? SOS.

186 Liberty St..

5feiT York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, TA.
97 Central Ave.,

CJevelmid.O.

ESTABUSHED 1 OSS,

NOffcE !

The old original

D, A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St„
ST. 1.0ns, MO.

Tie oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
theTVest. "Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A, KUSEL,

Proprietor.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^^5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
BT-e9 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHlCASO.

SWITCHBOARDS AND TELEPHONES
LEAD all competition. GET OUR PFIICE AND
CATALOGUE BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDERS....

EUREKA ELECTRIC COMPANY, 157-159^0. Canal Street, CHICAG'

mm
Central Energy

Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
is Complete, Durable. Keliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Interconunoni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, V. S. A.

NO. 30 AMERIGAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
quahties is onequaled.

The Largest Hanu^
facturers of Te!e«
phones and Switch^'
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300.000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

"

"Write for catalogne showing new types and prices,'

U/C PilADAUTCC "Workmanship, material and efficiency

YlL UUAnAll I EC of our apparatus to be of the bigbesi
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUK patroks on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jacl(80i Blvd., cer, Canal, Chicago.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Offices: 29, 30, 3 r , 32, 33 RialtO BIdg. Telephone Harrison 1373. Works: 2325, 2327, 2329 La Salle St. Telephone No. 1130 South.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVE YOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 2« 3-(-lb9. spoola .ai lbs. total* of
No. 36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
|Si3 net at 50, 10. 10, 5 ofE lisi ; and there is
siutticient wire on these 28 spools to vi-ind

1,000 nOO-ohm bridtring-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of vour
own 1 000 niagiiet.s tinished at factory, 82J8.

The above bo.v contains l.oOO "Duplex"
magnet windings- Kdch ^%'inding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaj-j-
wound magnet. Pi-ice, 6218,70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

I387I^ST.JERSEYCITYN.J.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest

degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of" all who have given our

goods- a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO,,

No. 35' CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Tel. 3316 33th St.

r\ CARY SPRING WORKS,
\

\ ^^ 2iO and 2-t2 West 29th St.

,

^\ ^^ New York City.

]} '^^E^ >!.Tr.'!facturers of

'/ W WIRE and SPRINGS

IVIA.RK:
STANDS FOR THE

Vinson n
Toll-l-irx

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence—

are theM^w S'taridard ^ry Ba't'fc^rl^s.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for 'telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co., ^'°""^,^?,",|;Tco""*""^'

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMIIMATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing- Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

c^^^"^ îc7^:^>

CLEVELAND, 61-73FRAMKF0RTST.. OHIO.
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SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Fucililles. New Macblnery.

More Room.
We make STritcli-

boards, Kesistance
Boxes, Wheatstoiie
Bridge, Telephoue
Farts, Extension
Bells,Kepeating: Coils,
Induction Coils, !$pe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters. Receivers, I>e-
maenetizers, Trans-
forniorN. Head Bands,
Cigar Lig^hters, Medi-
cal Coils, Fnnclies and
Uies, F,tc.
We do Punchlne, Screw

and MillinE Machine "Work,
MetalandFiberSawlng.Etc.
Repair work promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding^ department jn
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Buren & Clinton
Sts.,

CHICAGO, ILLi

£C

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

ijnestioner to this book, and he will iind Tfhat he desires.
THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance. Electromotire Force and Current

Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Methods of Wiring, with
DiaKrams. How to Ap^ily the simple Formula, in Calculating tlie Size of Wires Under all condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

37 TABliKS OBI WIRIKCi^ AKD TAI,€ABI.E DATA.
Ohm's laiv is described in sncli plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Clotli, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. ^'»„r CHICAGO.

irrH^souTji

IT'S ALL RIGHT,

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
5IO ^M surcf-B ^f-^*^.' ^«jllcll»^e. ^l-kl^^e^.

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CUBHENT

NO W/STE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

-EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON, PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

THIS -r^JX.^E. VIA.RK
On Sockets, Receptacles.Rosettes, Nfainsand Branches,

Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenl<lns Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

H. T. PAISTE CO., gjll^jtgg!^''"'^

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg, CLEVELAND, 0.

^ C- Sterns & Co., 255 Pearl St., Buffalo.

Pettlnpell-Andrewa Co., Foston, Mass.
C. ^y. Phlpps, 222 Havemeyer B}ag.. New York.
Western EiectrJc Co., Chicago.
K. it W. Electrical Appliance Co., San Francisco.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICINC COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St„ New York.
5.1 CHICAGO:
"•1320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress SL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bullilln^,
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: l52SM0MADNOCKBLDe.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RUN A GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINE?

// SO, you cannot afford to be without our Qas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING & HAMMER,' B49-1650 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL,

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE ENGINES

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity.

Foreveryf-ve gas je.s you now burn you .*A^
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation. v

Write lor Prices and Circulars.

Cornell Machine Co., ZZ^175 West Superior Street,

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS,
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee :

Thf LfiTgrnl Poirer rvcr obtahie'l /rotn n wliftt of the xiihk flinrnrtfT. Thr hiqlic^l frpeed
ever obtaiitfd for the same power. The hightA mean effu-intey erpr rralized nhm
ritnning from halj lo Jull gate. We guarantee also: A runnfr of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate uneqiialed in fniichiCffs aiid ease ofopnting ami elosing.

Tests nhow over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to Jul L water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
ANO LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is giiaranteed to preveat slippiDg and to preserve the leather.
It -will pay you to send for cirouiars and testimonials.

^OS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY CiTY, N. J.

EGTRADEMARKr
I
JhE PHOSPHOR Bronze SMELTINGCdriTMITED;
2200 W,'ASHIN'5T0N AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

j
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

lNGOi:;,CASllNGS,WIRE,eODS,SHEETS,ETC.

'}^li,/u>JJi.:„,y-
"— DELTA METAL

'/>v '- CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
%LtX

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

-TEN ^EIMTS A. C^I^Y.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

TjiiuiiUiauiuui^iiUiuuauuuuiuiiuuuaiiiiUiiiuu^iuiiiiii^
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iVA''.•.•..•..•..V.V.V.V.VV.'i

Westinghouse
Integrating Wattmeters*

SINGLE PHASE WATTMETER.

Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co,

Pittsburg, Pa. '

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd„ 32 Victoria St., London, S V., England. _^ All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

T J- _ i. T - ..

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,

5
All Supply Houses. Allegfheny, Pa.

5

I
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5

I

i

k

5

I

5:

5

I
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ELECTRICAL APPHBATUS HEADY FOR USE.
Those who cannot wait for the delivery of electrical apparataH under contract orderM, and who
desire to purchase it for immediate use, may see below something which may fill their wants.

G. E. ALTERNATING APPARATUS. MACHINE. DESCRIPTION. LOCATION. PRICE.

MACHINE, DESCRIPTION. LOCATION. PRICE. One A 14-120-1070-1040 volt Good operating condition. Chicago. ti.coo

One A-6-B 1040 volt alterna- Good operating condition. Lynn. J250 alternator, No. 4625. Has sliding bed-plate

tor, with exciter. (Loaned, Oraaha.) Availa-
ble ii-i, '99,

One A 10-25-1500-1040 volt

alternator.

and pulley,

One A 35-noo volt alternator,

No. 1099,

Good operating condition.

Has self-oiling bearings,

pulley, base frame and

Sch'tady. 325 Good second-hand condi-
tion, with exciter, base
frame and rheostat.

Cincinnati . 250

MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATING APPARATUS.
One A 35-1 100 volt alternator, Good second-hand condi- Chicago. 300 One 6c Kw., 2000 volt Brush Good operating condition. Atlanta. 350

,
No. 1025. tion. Has self-oiling

bearings, base, pulley
alternator. No. A 5106. Has exciter and instru-

and rheostat. One go Kw., 53^ cycle, 2000 Good operating condition. Sch'tady. 3.500
One A 35-2000 volt alternator, Good operating condition. Chicago. 250 volt, monocyclic alternator. Can be rewound for

No. 890. (Loaned.) Has base frame and
pulley.

Direct connected to Wil-
tans engine.

1000 volts at same price.

The above apparatus is offered subject to previous sale. While it is distinctly understood
to be second-hand, it may be taken for granted that unless otherwise specified it is in good
working order.

For further information apply to the

General Electric Company,
Main Office: SCHENECTADY.

Branch Offices:

BOSTON, MASS.: ISO Summer Street.
NEW YORK, N. Y.: 44 Broad Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.: 509 Arch Street.
ATLANTA, GA.: Equitable Buildinff.

CINCINNATI, OHIO: 420 West Fourth Street.
CHICAGO. ILL.: Monadnoek Building.

DENVER, COLO.: Kittrcdge Building.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.: 15 First Street.

For all business outside the United States and Canada: Foreign Dept.. Schenectady, N. Y., and a Broad Street, New York.
For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

JUST ^az:hkt you kre l-ooking fori
tOOK

Electric Ligliting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

. READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Pynamos and LampE,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Higk
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cpst of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Coiiplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,
Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoma of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-
writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,
Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building:, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE SI.OO
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OUR TR«OE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

WIRE LAMP GUARDS.
riHGLISWIRE&IRON WORKS. DETROIT, MICH.

Id tin cases, niakiog a practically alr»-t>ght pack-
age; also prereDtlDg possibility of damage (d
handling:. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-

Shone Puses and Blocks. Sold by first-class
ealers. Send for Catalogue yo. ii.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

863 Bfoadway. New York. 154 Lake St.. Chicago.

ROEBLING

arid Co.l3l^i».

VULCANIZEDFIBRE
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechaaical purposes, io shrfcls^

tubeSf rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicaticx.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, Oe>>:

-XOVEI,T-r IX FOBCEI/AUf-

NzsixrPERU fuse: pimUG.
TRY IT-YOUXr. BUY IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION/

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
isy^Bu'^iD H-S7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch
IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.
NO.

NO.

701 SINGLE POLE.

702 DOUBLE POLE.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, COHN.

OHICAeO: 3IOXAD3iOCK BLOCK.
KEW XOBK: 3IAIIi AND EXfBESS Bi;iU>IHe.

I Black Diamond File Works.
lae. ia*»

Speelii

Prize

Gold m»iti

at AtlanU, i|i

1895. |&

^ OXTB 600D8 ABB OKSAUB IS ETEBT I<EAI>IKC> HABDWABK
BTOBE IK THE VBTTTED STATES ASD CASADA. »

G. &H. 6ARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. W

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

PROPELLOR

VENTILATING

WHEEL.

SIZES I8-IN. TO 120-1 N.DItM.

STURTEVANT

Enclosed

Electric

Motors.

SIZES 1-6 TO 20 H. P.

SEND FOR

BULLETIN M.

B. F. STURTEVANT C9.,
BOSTON, MASS., U- S. A.

WAREROOMS:
BOSTOX 34 Oliver Street. NBfV YORK, 131 Liberty Street

CHKAOO, 16 S. Canal Street PHILADELPHIA. I3S N. Third Strft,

LONDON, ENO., 7S Queen Victoria Street.
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IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"= ^M^vo° l""""' Simplex Electrical Company,
I. R> HIASONi
lonadrock Block, CHICAGO. 76-81 Cornhlll, BC&TO N, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

-SrOTJEI.T'r IS POBCEIiAISI-

NZSIKr PZSRU FUSZ: PImUG.
TRY IT—YOU'LIj BrT IT.

IWe-w C^t^lojEixe Oxxt. Se«:».«3l «or It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND

1889—Paris Exposition,
]Iled<il for Rubber InsnlatisBc

18».1—"World's Fair,
medal for Rubber Insulation^

TfUUIEMARI&

THE STAXDABB FOB
RUBBER CVSCIiATIOir.

Sole Manufacturers of

,
Weathir-

llonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ''"°°r- Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
f'Mri'iShM.'e',-,!"'"'!""- 253 Broadway, New York,

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Buc^
W. H. Hodgins.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC methods 50 WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo°uTa"

Fore^ Bain,
Consulting Engineer, '

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite i6s7-S9 Honadnock Bldj:., - Chicago.

?»%Ss5\:\5f "-<-.;

N. 1. R
National

India
Rubber Co'«

RUBBER COVERED
>A/'ires and Oables.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.C0..3
Syracuse. N. Y.
39CorllandtSt., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston.

WESTIIH ElBcWical In^toment Co,
"~^^ II4-I20 WiUiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

We<too "RounU Pattern"
Type P.

We desire to call attention to a line of
cheap but e.\cellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for DirectCurrent Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are- particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder
Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to2,5(0amp.
All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed
in excellence of workmanship, in accu-
racy and economy of operation.

Hendoii tk« Wkstkbh Ei,aoTRiouH when wrltfog
for OAtalogaefl.

T&B flili Fire Delectife Calile ii lefoi.
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic.'^H designed *<*

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings toe door bells) Cf
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all moo^jaslAfTi-
''°°-

/"^"SiSl^...,^ Why use dormant wire*?
Fusible Core njoDlHK thronghont the cable r» / / r"^SZ'Sl!:T^::2The Montauk Automatic
Immediately short-crrcuited oa aoy lotemp- /V / L^ ^Z. :°- c,

'^"^°™*"*'

lion by Fire or niel, Accident or lotentloD. fj^^^^ Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive fo fa<»l

or fire as the nervous system
7ff£ uoMT^t/fc Mi/iT/PMJtse otBu. "H^^ *^ of a bum^u being is to tba

•""-• touch of flame.

^ Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

J

100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

for ageuts.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from 'i to &0*iorse power.
l>ynanios from 10 lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good proflt3

Ihe HobartEtec. h(g. Co.,Tror, Ohio,

Queen & Co.^
1012 Cheltnut Si., PHILADELPHIA..

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard IfUtruments, X-P,^

Focus Tubes, Induction CcHe

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Otlier Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Staadard Iiish. Prices loir.
Send for df-scriptive circular and
teittimonials.

I Tile Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sois & Co., Newark, N. J.

^l,ica?oBel^Con,p

LEATHER^Sp MILL

BELTING W> SUPPLIES

BELTING.
The production of our Dynamo

brand of leather belting is the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study (if the requirements of Che

different machines used under alt

conditioos and in all climates.

When ordering Dj'namo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

C- B!^.

Hedlcal Colli,

Spark CcJIs.

17-S7 Tandewater St., IVew ITork.

X-Ray C0U3,
Tclepboae

Colls.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN8LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA,
Western Represeatatives: J. B. McKeagueCo., 324 Dearborn Si., Chicago.

MOTORS.

,', to I H. P.

Guaranteed electrically and me-
chanically. Write for illustrated

catalogue.

10,000 Now in Use.

Tbollet Habp.

GEO. C. TOWLE MFG. CO,,

LANCASTER, PA.
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1 6 Years of Uninterrupted Success
\

TYPE C

Ekclric Kachintry for EleclropUting, Eleclrolyplng ind Electrolytic Treatment of Metals

EDDY

MULTIPOLAR

ELECTRIC

GENERATORS
FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,

^"0 POWER TRANSMISSION.

MULTIPOLAR

STATIONARY MOTORS.

Medium or Slow Speed.

EDDY

DIRECT

CONNECTED

GENERATORS

(TYPE C),

FROM 2^ K. W.

UP.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, Conn.

CHICAGO, 837-838 Marquette Building. NEW YORK, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadway.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter C.Mclntire& Co., 506 Commerce St. BOSTON, 0. H. Angier & Co., 64 Federal Street.

ELHIRA, S. N. Blake. ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. , California Elec. Works , 409 Market St. CINCINNATI, Nevada BIdg., John A. Stewart.

KANSAS CITY, E. M. Reed & Co.
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KNIFE SWITCHES.
Stock sizes comprise Quick and Ordinary

Break—Single and Double Throw—Single,

Double and Triple Pole- Front and Back

Connections Range of Ampere Capacity

Sufficient to cover all the usual needs.

r T^ K IT HtVER

Southern Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

(jK(t- A. MrK INLni.llv, I'lcs. f'liAKl.KS V.. llHi .W .V, Sci

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAQO.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the
"I

J
American Electric Vehicle Co. I

\& IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
Send for Catalogue
of Carriages

5»'56 IV. vaa BurciSi.
Chicago, u. S. A.

%==.'t0r%%,^,,:,i0:s^s^%,^,^i0X!r\%^,:^^

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

ight just.where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,

271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEIVIBER
Thai wc pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And otfer $1.00 and freight charges per hundreil for old I AUH DJICCC "^^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for wblcb LHIni DAwCv ^^ P^y ^ cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lur t'latinini Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchanee new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones It desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wanted. GEO. F. SCHWAIiin & CO., Harrison, N. J.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alfernafing.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

152-154 La Kg St.

CHICACiO, ILL. U.S.A.

Advance Specialty Co...

AmericanBatteryCo....
American EL Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xiv

Amer. El.VehlcleCo ill

American Elec. Works .... x 1

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. iii

Amer. School of Correap. Ix

Baln,Foree i

BakerA Co xlli

Ball Engine Co xvil

Barnes Co., The Wallace, xvi

BarnettCo., G. A H sx

Berthold A Jennings.... xlii

Besly A Co..Cha8. H— sx

"Big Four" R. B. Co xtU

BoBsert El. Const. Co. .. xli

Brady, T. H xlll

Bryan A Humphrey xl

Bryant Electric Co ...;.. .

Bnckeye Electric Co

BuUook Elec. Mfg. Co.. . xvili

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.. 1

Gary Spring Works xvl

Central Electric Co t

U

Central Mfg. Co xUl

Central Tel. A Elec. Co. .
-

—

Chicago Belting Co 1

Obloago Bdlaon Co Iv

Chlc.FuseWlre iMfg.Co.

Chic. HouseWrecklng Co. xli

OHloftgoIns. Wire Co.... HI

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
C, M. A St. P. B. E.... slU
Chicago Rheostat Co.... xli

Cleveland Electric Co.... xx
CUng-Surface Mfg. Co. .. vi

Columbia Elec. &. Mfg. Co.xlv

Cornell Machine Co svU
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. xl

Cntter El. A Mfg. Co i

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . xv

Diamond Meter Co Ix

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., xvli

Eagle Electric Works.... -

—

Eastern Elec. Cable Oo. . xi

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. H
Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co si

El. Eng.Inst.Corr. Inst. . xi

Electric Appliance Oo... x

Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Electrician Fnb. Co xlx

Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... xi

EricssonTeluphone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co

Farles Manufacturing Co. xx
Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co. xiv

EMscher Equipment Co.. xvll

"For Sale" Advs xll

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. v

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Gates & Randolph vUl

General Electric Co.. .. zlz

Gen'l Incandeecent Arc
LlghtCo Ix

Goldsmith Bros xx
Gordon Battery Co xll

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co.

Hamlin, Geo. R xlil

Harding A Hammer xvll

Hardy Lamp Co ix

Hart A Hegeman Mf. Co. %.

Harvey Co. , The 6. F . . . .

Hays Construction Co..

.

xvl

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh EL Eng.Co. xil

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xvl

HolyokeA Holyoke.... xiv

Hnebel A Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. xl

Inglls,Wm.,W. Air. Wks.
Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

Johnston, Thos. J xl

Eartavert Mfg. Co
Klein A Son, Mathlas .

Klemm A Co
Knutson&Co., A. W
Kokomo TeLAELM.Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co
Knsel, D. A.,TeL AEleo.
Mfg. Co

Lea Manufacturing Co...

Leather Preserv. M-Corp.

xiv

Hi

xll

Leclanche Battery Co... sill

LeffelACo.. James.... xvll

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

Llndsley Brothers Co.. . xlll

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co.

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co xil

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McIntireCo, TheC xiv

McLennan A Co., E x

Meyrowitz, E. B xx
Mica Insulator Co s

MiscellaneoDS Advs sH
Monon R. R
Montauk Multlp. CableCo. i

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x
Murdock A Co., W. J xv

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Oo. I

Xaugle, Holcomb & Co. . xili

NewYortlnBUl.W. Oo... xvi

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. Ix

Ohio Electric Works Iv

Okonlte Co., The 1

PalBte Co., H. T ix

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Partridge carbon Co iv

Pendleton A, Gllkey xlll

Perrizo A Sons xlll

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.. xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. It

Fhoenlx Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvil

Polyglot Co., The xli

Pringle, Wm. T 1

Qaeen A Oo 1

Rawson Electric Co
Relslnger, Hugo ix

Riley Brcs Ix

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co x v

Ruxton, Robert xili

Sargent A Lundy ix

Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schwalm Co., Geo. F..-. ill

S.E.LCo 1

Shelby ElectrlcCo
Sholtz Belting Co xx
Siemens A Balske Elec-
tric Co. of America ivlll

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Speer Carbon Co v

Splitdorf.C. F 1

Spon & Chamberlain xl

Standard Paint Co x
Standard Tel. A El. Co . .

.

StandardUnderg.Gable Oo.

Sterling A Son, W. C
Sterling ElectrlcCo....

Sterling Varnish Co.,The
Stewart Electrical Co....

xiv

xlll

StllweU-Blerce A Smith-
VaUeCo xli, xlll

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Garlson TeL
Mfg. Co xiv

Sturtevant C0..B. F.... xx
SwartB Metal Refin'g Go. xll

Texas Arm A Pin Co.... xili

TherlenTool Works.,.. xl

Thompson, Son A Co ill

Torrey Cedar Co xili

Towle, Geo. C.. Mfg. Co.. I

Transmitter Mfg. Co xiv

Triumph ElectrlcCo via
Trotter's MonaMf.Go., Ltd. ix

United Elec. Imp. Co ... xvli

Valentine-Clark Co xlll

Varley Duplex Magnet Co. xv
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co i
Walsh's Sons A Go 1

WarnerCo., W. F., The..

Warten Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co vll

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons. Go. .. xiv

Weatlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co.... xvlli

Weston Electrical Inst. Go. l

Williams Electric Go...

Worcester A Oo.,0. H.. xlll

Wright Discount Meter Co.

—

F-or Olassi-fied Index of A.clver-tisemor»ts See ^aeo ^/l-
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL REPAIRS AND MACHIXE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TlOiy. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure of good work and get the benefit of our experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 VIA.RKE' OHI

We Excel and Undersell All.

o

111

J; ^O o

+J o

3
U"D
(«

'WEMME
Battery Hanging Lamps. 5111.

W

Telephone, complete, . 5.55
Electric Door Bells, . . 1.00

Electric Carriage Light, S 95
Battery Fan Motor, . . 595
Electric Hand Lanterns. 2.00

Pocket Flash Lights, . l.oO

Miniatnre Electric Lattps, .40

J8 Medical Batteries, , . S.95
Gennine Electric Belts, . 1.00

J12 Belt with Suspensory, 2.50
Genuine Electric Inioles, .25

Telegraph Outfits, . . . 2.25
Battery Motors from $1 to 12.00

Battery Table Lamps, . 3.00

Necktie Lights, 75cts. to 3.00
?6 Bicycle Electric Lights, 2.75

Electric Cap Lights, . , 1.75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.95
Battery Student Lamp, . 4.00
Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.25

All Electrical Books at low
prices.

We anderteii &II on ErerytbloK
Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electric Nov,
el ties and Supplies.

Agents wanted. Send for New
Cataloeue just oat.

o
3

o

(d 4-i

Z 3

o

o
CO

Cable Address: FLETCHER, CLEVELAND.

LiEBER'd CODE.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

0
m
7i

OOu
lb

tc
u
Q.

OPEN OR CLOSED CIRCUIT WORK.
Electric Generator In a 6x8 Glass Jar.

E. M. F 2 Volts. CURRENT— 12 Amperes. CAPACITY—300 Arapere=Hours.

Will do the work of any two batteries on the market, and

can be renewed at the least cost.

For Signal Service, Long-Distance Telephones,

Gas Engines, Etc.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

Swfor
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Fort Wayne electric works
(INCORPORATED)

"WOOD" ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS
For perfect ventilation,

faultless insulation and

moderate speeds.

flC^^
In point of simplic- ^^

ity, workmanship and ^BL

1

operation they leave J^^P^ T^i^^Bl
nothing to be desired. LB^^SKl^^^^a^ ' 'Jjt

'^S^^^'
^^f^^' ~~^SSt^^^^^^^ - J

Send for Bulletins
^^^^P^**l.

Nos. 100^ and looA.
LOW FREOUENCY.HIGH FREQUENCY.

MAIL ORDERS WILL receive special attention and be shipped promptly.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
4^4^«h^3><8~Sk8^8>«kS>^h$,<s>^«S.<S^«hS^k8^^kSk$>^><5>««ShS.«^kS^

MOTOR BRUSHES
AIMNOUIMOEIVIEIMT:

The Speer Carbon Co., organized with Capital $200,000, has Just completed

a large, expensive and modern factory at St. Marys, Pa., and now solicits your

orders.

These Brushes are made under the direct personal supervision of Mr. J. S.

Speer, who was for nine years a manufacturer of carbon brushes at Sandusky, O.,

which is the Company's guarantee of the first=class nature of its products.

Speer Carbon Co.,
Andrew Kanl, Pres. I-ouis Streuber, VIee-Preg.

Andrew Kanl, Jr., Seey. and Treas. J. S. Speer, Gen'l 3Igr. OFFICE AND FACTORY; ST. MARYS, PA.
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I CUNG-SURFACE IN YOUR BELTS WILL ADD 15°^.TO THEIR POWER
|

This statement is true for tlie simple reason that we have about 200,000 belts through-
out the world doing this every day, because they have stopped slipping absolutely, and, as
a consequence, are running easy, with increased contact of belt on pulley—which means
power. Cling-Surface keeps a belt soft and pliable and absolutely water and oil proof.

Send to us for photograph of one of these slack belts.

OL-ING-SVJR IVI

^l4I^.AOO BRANOIH, 22
I77-IS2 \/li90IIMI IF-F-AI_0, IM. "V.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajmnnclstors.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Klec. Supply Co.

Are liamps.
Central Klectnc Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc-

Gaies A Eandolpb.
Ueneral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manufacturiug Co.
Siemens & flaiske Electric
Co. of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghoxifie £1. & Mfg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
iiurnley BatLery 4*. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
Gordon Battery Co.
ijeolancbe Battery Co., The
National Carbon Co.
Onlo Kleetric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
Huebel & Manger.
Oblo Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Oressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cllng-riurlace MIg. Co.
lieather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shiiltz Belting Co.

neltlns.
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boob.9, electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.
Spon <fc Chamberlain.

Bmsliee.
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre- Graphite Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bursiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel 6 Idanger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Eiectrlo (See Inau-

lated Wires) , Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard n nderground O. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBOD Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbjn Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co., The G. F.

Clntcbes (Arc liamp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

Coils and llasnets.
Splitdorf , O. F.
Varley DiplcK Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan 6 Co. . K.
Standard Pamt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Condnlt and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Construction& Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Nortbern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens 4 Hdlske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Contractors and Electric
lilsbt Plants.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks,, Inc.
General Electric Co,
Hays Construction Co.
Nortbern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Dnitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse Elec ft Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly JS Co.. Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phlllipa Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Schools.
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
central Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentlne-ClarkCo.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Sivltches.
Rossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bryant Electric Company,
central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Leonard, Ward. Electric Co.
Meyrowitz, E. B.
Pai8teCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemen.s & Halske Electric
Co, of America.

Wagner Elec, Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghouse El. Ki Mtg.Co.

Dynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
Gates <& Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Hobart Elec. Mfe. Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B.P.
Tbompson, Son A Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. fit Mfg. Co.

£lec. JBeat^g Appliances.
American Eieo. ileater Co.
Hadaway El, Htg. & Eng. Co.

Electric KailTrays.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. «i Mfg. Co.

Electric Vehicles.
American El. Vehicle Co,
Fischer Equipment Co.

Electrical and Dlecbanl-
cai Engineers,
Bain. Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec, Mfg, 00.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- vValsb Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec, Mfg, Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryant Elecric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne dec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates A Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Obio Electric Works.
Paisteco., H. T,
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
S. E. 1. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst, Co,

Electrical Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Bryani Electric Company.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Mclntire Co. , The U.
onto Electric Works.
Pringie. Wni. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platins Slacb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

EngiiK'S. <Va8.
Cornell Macliine Co.

Engrines, l!$teain.
Ball Engine Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
TowJe, Geo. C , Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartaverk Mfg. Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnekt Co.. Q, AH,

Fixtures, El.A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible )§hafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
Mclntire Co., The C,
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse »Vire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire &, Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas Lisbtinsi Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Towle. Geo. c., Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water W^beel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Grapblte (Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.

Guards, Wire.
Ingils, Wm., W- & Ir. Wks.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Farles Manufacturing Co.

Igniters.
Harding & Hammer.

Insulators and Ansnlat-
Ine Staterlais.
Bryant Electric Company,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell &. Co., Eugene,
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WestinghouseEl. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—macnet TV^lres.
American Electrical Worki.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable uo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Montauk Multlph, Cable Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bosserc Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

I^anips, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Oa
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Onto Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

IjiSbtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

SKaarnet TVire,
(See Insulated Wlrei.)

aianipnlators (Inc.Limp}.
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

SKecbanlcal Slaciilnery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H,
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilweli-Bleroe Smitn- Vaile.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

91ica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell <t Co,, Eugene.

Mlnlne Apparatus, Elec.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric \^o.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern mec, Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Siemens & Halske Electric
CO. of America.

Sturtevant Co., H. F.
Toompson, Son & Co,
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
Triumph Electric i^o.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

PacbluK.
Besly & Co, Chaa. H.
Robertson &. Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Bamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Pbospbor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros,

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton ^t Gilkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C.
Texas Arm A. Pln Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The,
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Refiners.
Swarts Metal Rehning Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Re-W^indlns—Repairs,
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec, Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bbeostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward, Electric Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand DIacbin'y.
Chicago House\Vi»eck log CO.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson. Son A Co,
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Lte. Co.
Paries Manufacturing Co.
KJemm A Co.

Speabins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Bealy A Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Kobeitson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springes.
Barnes Co , The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticoiis. Magic
Lanterns and Slides.
Klley Hrcs,

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Work»
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated wire Co
Okonlte Co.. The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telepbones, Telephone
material and Switctk-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec. Co.
Oulumbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke & Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mfg. Co
Kusel,P.A.Tel.&El.Mfg.Co
Murdock A Co., W.J
Nobleit, E. J.

North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Warner Co , W, P., The,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel, Cons. Co.
WIHiams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathias.
Therien Tool Works.

Toys, Eleetrieal.
Ohio Electric Works.

Transfbrmers.
Bullock Iileciric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates* Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, «on & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Tme]£S. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TorblneA WaterVTbeeis.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LelTel & Co., Jas.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smlth-Valle

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnioanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co.,Ohai.H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork, Electrical,
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen frOo.
Splitdorf, C. F. a

Victor Electric Co.

F'or A.I|3habo-tiGal IncJex of A.dvor-fcisemen-ts See ^&^& III.
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POWER nOTORS
no, 220 AND 500 VOLTS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NO. 3002.

ENCASED TYPE WESTERN ELECTRIC MOTOR.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus, Arc and Incandescent Lamps; Wire, Cable, Telegraph, Station end

rieasuring Instruments; Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON:

79 Coleman Street, E. C, and North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP:
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS:

46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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Established

..1891.. TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.
Cincinnati,

..Oliio..

RAILWAY GENERATORS
....AND....

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FOUR,
SIX AND

EIGHT
POLE.

Two and
Three
Bearing,
Belted and
Direct
Connected.

Railway Generators
AT

MADISON, IND.

WATERLOO, IOWA.

OWOSSO, MICH.

OTTAWA, ILL.

HOLLAND, MICH.

AND

1,600
OTHER
USERS.

LAMINATED POLES-BAR WOUND ARMATURES.

GATES & RAIMDOi-RM,
13 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

GATES & RANDOLPH
i

13 MONADNOCK, CHICAGO.

OIL TRANSFORMER.

DIAMOND

METER CO.

APPARATUS

WESTERN AGENTS:

WITHOUT CASE.

Warren Alternators, Triumph Direct-Current Apparatus, Empire Electrical Instruments,

La Roche, Victor and Ideal Circuit Breakers, Diamond Meter Co.'s Meters and Transformers,

Sterling Enclosed Arc Lamps, Le Valley Vitae Lubricating Carbon Brushes.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradfi

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUAL Leo IN QUALIT

AND EFFlClEX^
3^ STEADY

LLIANT LIGHT.

Qood carbons mean Ie55 cost

for current.

AH tlic excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

HUGO REISINGERiiBBOADWAY NEW YORK. ^~^•;~:~x••:••:••x-:••:••^•:-:-K~:••^•x-:-^ ' "

'

< M >

( " •

. » .

( M >

I .1 >

< ..

HELP

YOURSELF
^ toabetterposition,

a better salary, by'

securing a technical

education. Our method leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENCINEERING
steam, Mechanical or Civil Ehgin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistry;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural

Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;

Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-

hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you
wishtostudv. Established 1891.

45,000 students and graduates.

The iDternational Correspondence Schools,

Box 1003 Scraoton.Pa.

$2.00

Month

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FKEDEniCK SAKOENT. A.D. LUNDV.

REOPTICONS
MAGIC LANTERNS an.( SLIDES »

CONDENSED CcATALDGUE FREE ,u
RILEY BROS. 16 BEEKMAN 5T. NEW YORK.V

5( Si

' I The Best

HARDY LAMPS Uniform in Candle Power.
Uniform in Watts per candle.

Prices right. Prompt shipments

LAMP COMPANY, - PinSFIELD, MASS.

-riHIS -rRA.DE IVI^VRK
On Sockets, Receptacles,Rosettes, Mains and Branches,

Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

H. T. PAISTE CCJ^I^II^:^

LONDON. PARIS.

I

The most efficient lubricator, is
the only article that is guaranteed
to Btop sparking. It can be used
on leat, carbon or gauze vvire
brushes Avitli tUe greatest safety.
Futs a beautiful luster on the
Commutator. Does away with the
use of sandpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It is the larp-

I

est and most economical stick
nianufactured. It comes in two
sizea. Small size, KM per ilozen.

' Large size, (ft.OO. Samples mailed
free on application. For sale hy
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO.. Ltd., 320 Broadway. New York, N.Y.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole /) gents for the United States, I2t Worth St. New York City.

CTIOS GIARASTEED Oil MOXEV KEFl>'I>KI>.

,^,JEmammE-i^KS^
COMMUTAJORCOMPOUm

=HE»JJf05VH:

I Education

U Is that which

Sj helps to

I
Increase

I One's Salary

a

'a

a

a
a
a
a

AMERICAN SCHOOL
o- CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by techoica! experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted exclusively to

I Engineering
steam
Electrical
nechanical ^

Si
Write To-day R

i

1

i

Si

"Uand-book R"
and

SPECIAL TER5IS
FOR

OCTOBER
E-NKOLLMKNTS.
AmericsH

School ol

Correspoadencf,

Boston, Mass.,
U. S. A.

FOK L,IST OF n-VXlFACTl'KES SKE CtAlS.SIFIEO IXDKX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES—NE'W YORK: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON: 31 Milk St. PHILADFLPHIA : 233 Drexel Bldg.
Prospect St. SAN FRANCISCO: 598 Parrott Bldg. ST. LOTJIS; 638 Century Bldg.

CLEVELAJTD: 39-47 E.

CHICAGO: 1012-1013 Monadmck Block.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
MINNEAPOLIS : 616 Guaranty Bldg:. MILWATJKEE : 700 Pabet Bldg.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. rnm^}^
l^ciycpATORS l~2 K. W. to I50 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.v^cincivni wivw

Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
— FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS

OFFICES]
Nortliern EnglneerlDg Co.

39 Cortlandt St., New York.
Kohler Eros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. &. W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Oo.^
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Packard Transformers....
ARE MADE FOR HARD SERVICE.

Therefore the insulation has been given par-

ticular attention, and they are

GUARANTEED AGAINST BURN-OUTS.

THE REGULATION IS THE SAME AS IT ALWAYS HAS BEEN-THE BEST.

Our Catalogue tells about efficiency, gives diagrams and

valuable data, and gives prices as well,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COIVIPANY, - CHICAGO.
America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
OrAl.:ES

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE, SampU Stick.

Name ,

.

Address .

The only article that will PEEVENT
SFARKING. Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It win put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading OJimmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specially Co.,

123 Liberty St.. N. Y. Cily.

Electrical iDstruments. Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps. Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT &. CO.,
Kheostats and Brushe.=.

MOIA 8. AMBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IN^ULATCD
Cluths and lepers.

COIVIPOUWD

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EugeneMunsel I .sCo. ' Wica Insii lator Co.^ 2ISWiitci M. IVew York S Ctiicasjo. il7lflkcM.

INSULATOR

_EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to'know that we lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Batter}'

and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

PAINT
EVERYTHING
WITH

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

(D

e

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

FJSrt
.VlTC"'

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the Installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICACiO: MOXAJtXOCK BI.OCK.
NEW TOBK: aiAIIi AKD EXPRESS BrrLDIXe.
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PRANK N. PHILLIPS. PncaiDiNT,
•. H. WAaCNaCIL, TMEAiUHCft.

CUGCNE F. PHILLIPb.
QlPtCBAL MAMftaiN. c. n ncHiNOTON, j ime:\a/ tOO»<:

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEKCK, R. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

>'EW York Store. P. C. Ackernian. 10 Cortlau'lt SI.

Chicac-.o Stork. K. K. DonoliiK', 'JJI Miidlson St.

Montreal Branch. Euki'dc F. PhllUpa' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSD^LE. R. I.

flCCUMULflTORS

TELEPHONES

Mow 10 niake imatl accumulaioia and how lu dm; thf m.

b) I'. .Mar>ball. iully illusiraied i2mo. tloib. to yi

A praciical handbook 00 their consiruciioo and fiiiioi;, by

1 C Allsop New edition revii«d«»ilh many illu»iraiiooi

,11,1 (.1 iiHM'ii""' i^mo.clotb.

CI inF VAI UF Simply explained, by Tconanl and Kinealy. Fully illoa-

«tlU£ '***-»^ iraled i2mo. clotb. ..... I

CI inF Rlli F "uickandeasy method! of calcaliliog with, by RO Blaine.
OLIUC RULE

).„iij, |||u„raied. lamo i

TUE linnEI EUftlllEER a splendid monthly, ap to date, full of Kood.
inC WUUCL rnumccn practical information and *eli illuMra'ed with

rj.-i.uii ri dr.ivmnfs, ^:irn(^le nurT,litr«T Arrival iib'rrpiKn p-';:.:'!,

BOOKS MAILED POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

SPOM &, RHiMBERLAIN. PUBUSHERS, 12 COBTLAKOT STBEH. NEW YORK

»5

75

GREGORY INCANDESCENT

THE "CLARK" WIRE. DislributingCircle "£Pf»N|P«i*TOR.

FOR
SWITCHBOARD.

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
CabUs with

CNrk'slnsulatlon

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect.'

The Clark wire has been before ihe public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low. if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY.
6 1-63 Hampshire Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

SEND TO US....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you

ESTI IVIATES.
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, WIO.

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Telephony, Telegraphy, X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elementary Mathematics,

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This iDStltuteendorsed bypven
promineot electrical engineer

Tne Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction.

Pept K. l^ii-iiL' LiliertT Street,

Se^v York, N. Y.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

six years wllh General Electric Co.

B'RYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations. Reports. Estimates. Plans,
Speciticatlons. Superintendence, Tests, fur-
chaslnR. Ueslpns of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincoln Trust BIdg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY. M. S.

FOR

POLE
TOP.

Patent

Pend ng.

INVESTIGATE

ITS

MERITS.

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

Also write for particulars ol the COOPER
RUNNING BOARD, the only one that will

jump cross-arms, and our Stringing Reel.

Manufactured by

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
Minneapolis, Minn.

SEND FOI!

DESCBIPTIVE

PRICE LIST AND

CIRCILAR.

The Ircaiidesceiit Electric

K.. ,M :m. LtCHT MAIIPULATOR CO.,
tie BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Ijitelymi exhlMtlon at Elwtrlcal Exhililtlon at
Madi^iiii .s.|iiart- (ianleti. Ni'« V'irk

1
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY. 325 Water St., Pittsburg. Pa.

You Can Depend Upon Our Goods
Operating satisfactorily. Tlie material and ^nrhnian^hip is llie best and
alt apparatus Is given two indepeudetit aud s^-vf re tests befoie feiiipplng.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and o'd 'Stoxc'usive manutac'ure's of rheostats in 'h* wor'd Write I rorices 'nd particulars.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES.

SLOT MACHINES.

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS.

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS.

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL HOT FREEZE

LIQUID TtGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatlierproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.
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WANTED.
Position in a li iht plant. Have had eiglit years*

experience with tteam engines and three years'
handling of dvnaioos. Can furnish bett of

references. WillinK to work for reasonable
salary. E DILTS. Leeds. ^. L>.

WANTED.
Gas and dectrlcal engineer wants positi n.

Al gas maker in ail processes of coaler water
gas. Electrical statioa work or wiring. ?everal
years superintendent. Construction or repairs
a specialty. A i references ond testimonials.
Address H. M. H., Box 7::;3, Brainerd Minu

WANTED.
SuperiDtendent—eatable and energetic man.

thoroughlv expeiienced in factory practice;
knowledge of the p inciples of electricity desir-
able, but not essential. Address MaNCFAC-
TQKKK. care of the Was tern Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago, statins; experi-
ence, age, rtferences and salary expected.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnehouse
shops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Llebt plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGJNEtRiNG CO
7U1 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED.
Giod Energetic Man wi<h About

Ten Thousand Dollars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leading

corap3nl€s. Best of references, both electrical

and financial. Coirpany now doing business

wants to iucrease output to fill orders.

Fnlly Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO," care Western Electri-

ciao. SIoManiuetteBlf^g.Cltieago.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Host Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and giis engine companies-

WE CLAin:-(-onstant dis-

charge of current without po-
larization; DO local action; no
noxious gases or fumes: no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion: cleanest; notfreezingat
2S° below zero; economic val-

ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 3u per cent,
greater than best other cell in
mart^et. For No. i celt. 3uo
ampere hours; for No, 2 cell,

l^ ampere hou s; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit .G5 to iVij

Tolt. St nd f- r circular j.nd price list.

GORnOX BATTEKY COMPAXY,
594 BroadAvay, Seiv Yorlc.

\\ estern Fenresentative,
Oeorge W. Paf erion, ]5?3 Mirqpene Bldg. Cbicago, III

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
.All Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Suite 510 naranette, CHICAeo.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison .500-voU Each.
dynamos $ 850.00

One asO-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,650.00
One -200'E. W . &. E Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00
One 175-K. W. Brush .500-volt

dynamo 1,350.00
Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 400.00

Two 00-E. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 650.00

One D. .50-K VV. 125-volt G. E.
Co. T.-H. dynamo 550.00

One 35-H- F. Sprague 220-volt

motor - 350.00

IBANSFORMEKS.
10-Iight Stanler. 1,000 to 50 6.00
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. .

.

6.00
15-light Stanley. 1,000 to 100. .

.

8.00
20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 15.00
30-Iight Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 15.00
40-lisht Stanley, 1.000 to 50 18.00
40-lighi Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 26.50

Also a quantit.r of tj-pe F. T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,
i>. & H. Westin^house, etc. S\'rite for prict-s.

All kinds of t>\Damos, Motors. Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

I07 Liberty St., New York.

FOR SALE.
Two 20-K. W. Edison 125-voIt dynamos. Two

tj-K. V\'. Edison 125-volt dvnamos. Two 50-light
T.-H. 2.000 c. p. arc dynamos. Five 25-light T.-H.
2.000 c. p. arc d>-namos. 175 2,000 c. p. double
carbon lamps- 125 street hoods. A number of
belts and Hill clut<?h pulleys, all in good operative
condition. For particulars address
Ottumwa Electric & Steam Co.. Ottumwa, Iowa.

.notoT Starting Bheostats.
Slotor Beenlating Blieostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Uimmers.

i^pecial Bheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
^festfleld. Br. J., I". S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electkician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

^uHf 510 iVIarauettf BIdq . . CHICAGO

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SJNGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents : Kisdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cat.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaL

AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTtD ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGUUTORS.RHEOSTATS.
The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., Kew York City.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
8WITCHBOABDS, PAJTEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, BT©^

Let us know your voltage, base
and efficiency and we will mail
you a sample lamp and write

SAMPLES FREE.
}OU how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is offered by any
other first-class lamp manufaciuier in the United States

LYNN INCANDESCENTLAMP CO.. Lynn, Mass.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to commuuicate with us, as we are
l'» all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
20 H. Deaplalnes Street, CHICAeo, lU..

A NEW BUSINESS !

{ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEWTORK.

To correspond irith as concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
WM^^ I ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE.

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. .. .CINCINNATI, O.

OMAHA EXPOSITION.
"We have just purchased the entire contents of the buildings and grounds of the Omaha Exposition and offer for sale the
following:

125.000 lbs. Waterproof, Rubber Covered, Insulated Wire, In gauges 0000 and smaller.
About 30,000 Incandescent Lamps and Sockets.
500 Cedar Electric-Light Poles.
CO Made Up Poles.

5 Engines, as follows: 3 Westirghouse, 400 H. P. each.
i Atlas Corliss, 275 H. P.
I Ball, 150 H. P.

In fact, our purchase is one of the most comprehensive possible and includes practically everything within the gates.
"We are about to issue a catalogue No. 100, containing a complete and detailed description of everything included in the
above purchase. In the meantime we shall be glad to answer any and all inquiries with reference to this material.

Address CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKIIMG COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEB., OR CHICAGO, ILL.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

U'BITK FOB CATAl,0«;l E.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITHVAILE CO.,
^A.'yr-r^r*. 01-11^.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
Guarantj' Loan BMr,

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORY BLDG., CKICAQO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors,

DETROIT. MICH..

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE. MICH.

POLES w. G. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

1 Pole Yards in^ Michigan,
iau

TIES.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning. Mich. Qreen Bay. Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AUn DCCT ""''e worl.l Istialmedoltliemt LAnbtOl AHU DtOl TEXAS arm & pin CO., Beaumont. lei.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material

BET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Sotitheast

write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western

electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
(electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year;

Sl.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 iWaraueHp Blon CHICAfiO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of tlie World.

SEHD FOE CIECULAR AND PEICE8.

THE LECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131slSt., N. Y.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE. MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 80-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES
Central Manofacturing Co.,

\A/Kiite Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

K?i"i?ifc*/B^8^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Micli.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Conslanlly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

jaiW--*---^r,*«&^-'^^!«^-'i=^^ i5<i&-->««^-i«fe^"--<?- ^-^^ ---*<-

CEDAR POLES *

We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OflTHELINEOF-THE Wis'cotisih '

& MICHIGAN R.R.55M1LE5INLEN6TH:COI'ER!NO/\TERRITORY OF ^
OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. , I

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR pi=iompt &Hi PfvienT. «

NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL STOCK ON HAM O- ^'

C.H.WORCESTERfeCO.KOSS.MICH.
^

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, aa Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and oyer 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing; Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

Cliitlaaooca, Tenfl.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms. Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings. Oak Brackets,
I.aree stocks on Iiand. I )flivered[>rices quoted.
F. O. E. cars, yourcity.inaoy iiuaiuity. {^g^Write us.

3L.ATIIMUIVI^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Niitive i'latinum I'urchased.BAKER A: CO., 40»-414 »en- Jersey
Railroad Ave., Newark, S. J.

i- York Ollioe. 120 Liberty Street,

WANT A PATENT ?
Would moderate charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, Soo H Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C,

PATENTS :;is",™"^
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly soid.

KOBEKT BUXTOSr,
105 JLa Salle St.; Chicago, HI.

The hpasiks.
T. H. Brady. New Britain. Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Constniction
Wots— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA. COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CMcapJilwanto&StPailR'y
Uoion Passeoger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, >i'evada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

Citv Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

\A/holes3l

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re-tail

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

G0NNFGI0H8 UNO TERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC. HclNTIREC0,J3SI5FtanklinSt.;

NEWARK, N^ J.

On receipt oL

10 CENTS
. . We will send you a

I

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

?!)ite 510 Marquette RIdq., CHICIRO

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-254 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephon8s#Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & 1V1FG. CO., 79 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, IL

GEO. M MAYER, PRE5T. MORRIS M. NEURATH, SECY.

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. SUP^L.IE£

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. 8. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^^Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
87-89 w. van buren street. chicago. i

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Pacilllies. New Machinery.

More Room.
TVe make Switch-

boards, Reslatanee
Boxes, Wheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, Extension
Belle, KepeatingOoiia,
Indnction Coils, Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters, Bee elvers, l>e-
magnetlzers. Trans-
formers, Head Bands,
Cigar Kiighters, Sledi-
calCoils, Punches and
Dies, Etc.
We do Punching, Screw

and Milling Machine Work,
Metaland FtberSawlng, Etc.
Repair work promptly at-
tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want,
write us. We are ready to
furnish It on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Buren & Clinton
Sis.,

CHICAGO, ILLi

TMIS TRiDiDI IVIA.R»^
STANDS FOK THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BE8T THIKTOIS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected

therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMow ^-tandard ^ry Ba-fc'fc^rl^s.

krreslier and Cu-t-Ou-l: S^M^i'fe^h.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON. WIS.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, I>nrable, Keliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Interoommunl-.

eating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromherg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBT CATALOG. CHICAOO, U. S, A.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHEK

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

t^ltkJc^ki^]'.^. Will interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights (or the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 liiberty St.,

Xew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

«ROTTO£S, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

CleTeland, O.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities is unequaled.

The Largest nanU'^
facturers of Tele"
phones and Switch-
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 800,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.'

U/C PIUDAUTCC Workmanship, material and efficit .
-

HL UUAnAll I CC of our apparatus to be of the hlgln^t
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any actloh hi
Taw which may be brought against CUB patkons on alleged In

fringement of patents owing to the use of our instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jacksoi Blvd., oer. Sapal, Ciiicagt.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS ARREST THE WATER'S ACTION.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS.

WM. H. EDGAR, President, CHICAGO.
ANALYZERS OF EVERYTHING. MAKERS OF BOILER COMPOUNDS.

Offices: 29, 30, 3 (, 32,33 Rialto BIdg. Teiephono Harrison 1373. Works : 2325, 2327, 2329 La Salle St. nhphone Mo. itao South.

Write
to

I60 Congress Street,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

STAR" RECEIVER.
For their prices ^i

on their new

Wo have Issued a. NKW catalofnie
of flectrit'al booku t'ontalninur 100

fiatjes, listing every work on eluctrlc-
ty. Aoopy^vill bo cheerfully mailed
ou receipt of a tiPocent Btamn.
KLKOTRICIAN PUBLISHINGCO.,

010 Mar'iuette Bids, .
Chicago.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVE YOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-|-ib9. spools (Qi lbs, total) of
No. ;1C singrle Milk-covered wire will cost jou
»a43netat50, 10, 10, 5 oft liar; and there is
sutflcient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 aoo-ohrabridcing-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least to
additional, making a total cost of yonr
own 1,000 magnets fluished at factory, 8218,

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Kach ^sinding Is made
up of No. ;!6-wlre, -AOO ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, mure
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Price, eai8,70 net. This
i9 10 per cent, less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

138711^ST.JERSEYCITYNJ.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE. MONEY.

We Don't

Want

(he Earth

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
|

Telephones that never irear oat. Magnets that 9
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte- X
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them- S
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble. \
Maltiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cnr-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maintenance
Kepair

|-Yn r; Ml Q f Bednced to theCyV r C 111O C Klinimnm

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

ts:>^'Jp2^^^!ec^^^^7^^yy^

Write for Catalog.

••••MM
361-373 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for lelephone inspectors, by Wra, H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of lelephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating lelephone troubles and remedies therefor,

on receipt of price, by the

Sent prepaid

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO.

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents-
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY OZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
iS7ABuiN[D n'S7. BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

j

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

C'»><-»»X'»»H'»<":":''K'-M">;":"X-»;»«»»-:":-<»;";~;'*»»'i'»'»

'

;' « »•!J

\The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush. ^

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shifting of Quadrant,

p 80 per cent. Pure Graptiite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 61 se Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

koMMOMmU
\

itVf -V.\i%?.\t« NW^i^ 4

STREET RAILWAY M ^ l^l —And others engaged In

1^ 1^ electric railway work will
be interested in

THE MOTOR ENGINEERS' AND ELECTRICAL WORKERS' HAND-BOOK.
By Wai. I^^TERN.

The Motor Engineers' and Electrical Workers' Hand-Book is compiled with a view of fur-
nishing a book of reference in a simple and convenient form for the use of motor engineers and
street railway men. The diagrams of controller connections and combinations will be found of
great value in practical work. Thecmethods of testing are both simple and reliable. The writer
is indebted to the Westinghouse, General Electric, Walker and Steel Motor companies for in
formation cheerfully furnished.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Chapter I.—Elementary Principles. Units, Ohm's Law, Watt, Kilowatt, Ampere, Turn. Hour,

etc. Potential, E. M. F., Voltage, Drop of Potential, Resistance (Ohmic), Conductivity. Chaptet-
II.—Magnetism and Electro-Magnetic Induction. Chapter III.—Circuits: Varieties of Circuits,
Series, Shunt, Parallel or Multiple Arc, Joint Resistances of Parallel Circuits, Multiple Series,
Ssries Multiple. Chapter IV. Dynamo Electric ^rachine. General Principles. Field Windings.
(Varieties), Series, Shunt, Compound, etc. Short Shunt, Long Shunt. Chapter V.—Instructions
for Operating Generators: Running a Single Generator, To Shut Down a Slachine Not Run in
Multiple, Sparking, Polarity, Excitation Grounds, Generators in Multiple, Connections, Running
Generators in Multiple. To Shut Down a Machine Running in Multiple. Chapter VI.—The
Electric Motor: General Principles, Counter Electromotive Force and Mechanical Power, Ef-
ficiency. Chapter VII.—Measurements and Tests of Street Railway Motors—Faults, Measurement
by Drop of Potential Method (Examples), Insulation Tests, Voltmeter Method, Description of
Voltmeter and Ammeter. The Wheatstone Bridge, Instructions for Operating, Drop of Potential
in Motor Circuits. Chapter VIII.—Instructions for Operating Car Apparatus: Brushes, Sparking
at Brushes. Bearings, Buckins. Fuse. Block, Operating Car, Trolley, etc. Chapter IX.—The Elec-
tric Motor Car in Detail. Series. Parallel, Controller, Reverse Switch. Rheostat. Fuse Bos, Light-
ning Arrester. Heaters. Chapter X.—DeHniiions of Terms. Chapter XI.—Diagrams of Car Wir-
ing and Controllers, with Written Descriptions and Diagrams of Combinations: Westinghouse
System (G. No. 14, No. 28 and 28 A). General Electric (K. with W. P. Machines. K 2; General
Electric Series Parallel Controller with Magnetic Brake). Walker System {B2. E) Steel Motor
Co. System. Chapter XII.—General Electrical ana Mechanical Information. Belting, Shafting,
Pulleys and Gears. Melting Point, Specific Gravity and Relative Conductivity, Table Comparing
Wire Gauges. Number, Dimensions, Height. Leng'th and Resistance of Pure Copper Wire, Elec-
trical Units and Formulas, Equivalent Carrying Capacity, Proportions of Gear Teeth Notes, Bill

of Material for Spaa Wire Construction (Single Track) (Double Tracks, Bracket Construction,
(Single Track) (Center Pole) (Double Track). ^.

160 pages. Handsomely hound in cloth, Sl-00. Heavy boards, 50c. Sent on receipt of price. -^

ELECTRICIAN PUBIilSHIlVe CO., SIO IIIAKQU£TT£ BLDCi., CHICAGO.

I TQ SUCCESS

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
BRANCHES: CHICAGO:

:
320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: I52SMOMAONOCRBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RUNAGASOR GASOLINE ENGINE?

If so, you cannot afford to be without our Oas Engine
Igniter.

No Batteries (except forstartiog); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores oE gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING & HAMMER, 16491650 MARQUETTE BU LDING.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE ENGINES

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Gas Engine Plant) obtain
ten (6 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

175 West Superior Street,

Cornell Machine Co., 'ImZlS.

WATER WHEELS
Tor all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

K-'pofjifillv ft'liiptC'T t'l all kiii'l'- of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Itect;iit tL'Bt.H ut Ilolyoke enable u.i to guuruiitcc

:

The ijarprd Power rvrr oht/ihtdl from it whnl of the Miinr, tiinindfr. The hfghml npeed
rvcr obtttinrd Jm the mme jtinver. The hUjhrM viran efflcimq/ ertr rrnlii/d uhen
rnimin{i from half to full r/ale. We guarantee also: A runner of the ffreatcst po^
sible streiifjth, A gate una/ual^d m r/ulchiotn and ttute of ffjiening and dmnig.

Tents xhatv over 81 per cent, araray: cjfmtnnj with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any lorm required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX CKIJCIBLE CO., - • Jersey City, X. J.

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.||mited,

220,0 WASHIN'^TON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
lNGOT;;CASriNG!S,WIRE,PDDS,SHEETS,ETC.

^^ DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGIN.\L AND Sole Makers. in the U.S.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: ipth and Allegheny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Lighting
and Transmission of Power.

High=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND POR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.

THE WOOD ELECTRIC

MOTO-VEHICLES.
SE>I> FOK "SPECIAI.LY FINE" CATA1.0«IJE.

AMONG OTHER THINGS WE GUARANTEE ARE:
That the material and workmanship in the vehicle shall be of the very best, including rubber tires and ball

bearing axles.

That for a period of one year the Company will replace, free of charge, any broken parts due to defective

material or faulty shop construction.

That the vehicle shall have, on a level hard roadway, a mileage capacity in one charge of the batteries that will

carry its given load twenty-five miles at an average speed of twelve and one-half miles per hour, two hours.

That the batteries can be charged when fully discharged in two and one-half hours' time.

That the vehicle shall be capable of climbing a six per cent, grade with given load when batteries are reason-

ably well charged.

That for the sum of $50 00 per annum, the Company will furnish all parts for keeping batteries in perfect

repairs for a period of five (5) years, leaving them at the end of the five years in good condition for operation during

the ensuing year. _AVERAGE COST TO BUST PER MIIE, 3-4 CEMT.

FISCHER EQUIPMENT CO.,
110-112 EAST TWENTIETH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A.

WOOD'S MOTO-VEHICLES.
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Westinghouse
^'Engine Type'' Generators*

"ENGINE TYPE" GENERATOR.

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

PITTSBURG, PA.

W/t>cf 5n 0*|-1 rvi 1C^ Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

The name VV C»ll 11^ IHJU&C is a guarantee. 32 Victoria St., London, S. W., England.

SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA.

The

"improved

Duncan

Integrating

Wattmeter"

All sizes up to and including

150 lights are direct reading,

thereby eliminating the use of

constants or multipliers; in me-

ters of larger sizes a small series

transformer is used.

Will read in kilowatt or watt-

hours, as required;or in Board of

Trade units for foreign units.

GENERAL OFFICES,

1215- 1217 Monadnock, Chicago.

BULLOCK
ENGINE TYPE
GENERATORS

.

H, "M

t^l

^'^

SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG GO
CINCINNATI.O. „
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The General Electric Company's

Marks the highest grade of manufacture for all electrical installations

requiring special precautions against break-downs.

Main Offices: SCHENECTADY.
BRANCH OFFICES:

Boston. Mass., 180 Summer Street, Nashville. Tenn.. 308 North Summer street.

New York. N. Y., 44 Broad Street. Chicago. 111.. Mouaduook Bulldlog.

Syracuse, N. Y., SedKwlek. Andrews & Kennedy Bldg. Detroit. Mich . 704 Chamber of Commerec Kuihljinr.

Buftalo. N. Y.,Ellicott Square Building. St. Louis. Mo , Walnwrlght Building.

Phiiadelphla. Pa.. 509 Arch Street. Dallas. Texas. ScoUard liuildinR.

Baltimore, Md , 227 E. German Street. - Helena. Mout.. Electr c Building.

Pittsburg. Pa . 502 Tradesmen's Bank Building. Minneapolis. Minn rhienl.x Buildiup.

Atlanta. Ca , Equitable Building. Denver. CjIo.. Kittredge Building.

New Orleans, La.. 423 Baronne Street. San Francisco. Gal., Claus Spreekels Building.

Cincinnati, Ohio, 420 W. Fourth Street. Portland. Ore., Worcester Building.

Columbus, Ohio. 14 N. High Street.

For all business outside the tJnited States and Canada; Foreign Dept , Schenectady. N. Y.. and 44 Broad Street, New York.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario,

JUST lA^HKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
JX. VA,I-VJA.BU.E BOOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This worls

gives all necessary data lot the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators,

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N,E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoms of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data ISf. E, L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers. Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. -The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE $1.00.
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY

189 Bell

THE TROIBLE Of Oil. OX BELTS OTERCOUE B1'

Oil Extracting Powder,
MANUTACTURED SOLELY BY

A great many belts get oil on them, whteh lessens their driving power by causing them to slip,
besides rottiOR the belt. To send them to some place to have the oil extracted is expensive, and
soother belt must he kept in reserve, to be used while this Is beiog done.

We maoufacture an Oil iixtractlng Powder which can be applied to the belt while It is run-:
ning on the pullevs. which absorbs the oil andJeaves the belt in nice, dry condition. This can te
d-ne with little cost and without loss of time or the use of the belt. It also lengthens the U£e of
tbe b "It. We guarantee it to absorb the oil if used as directed.

This Powder is put up in 10 and 25 pound cans.

Price, 30 Cents per Pound.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS, MO.Double Adjustment ! it can be had from our agents.

A COOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HICHESrCASH PRICE PAIt>«^FO(! platjki/w scrap
AlVO S1.0 LAfP BACCi eOFITAflVlVa pLAriyw-- FI-ATIWI/H wise t,KP ,Lrc

C-OLOgMnH BkOS-< PlATiNUAI fttr/l^rfl.S t>S VVAJfllWtTOM JT. CHICAt

FOR SUtC
-rou ST. Chicago.

%

\MMmi

(HOK^^
VULCANIZEDFIBRE.

Highest grades for electrical iosulafiaii and mechanical purposes, in sbeetsp

tul»s, rt^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on appUcatlsK,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, D®ic

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
issued and will be mailedCATALpSUE No, 7 ^i^^^^^Sntw fixtures in

shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, =FiV:RXEJS JVTFG. CO., 13eo£it;tar, Illinois.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBIS«» .

For Electrical and Mechanical rurposes. Railway Dust Guards, WmIwgb
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats

MANtrFACTTTEED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington M

STARTER-STOPPER
Automatic Time Switches.

RELIABLE, ACCURATE AND COMPACT,
ALTERNATING OR DIRECT.

WE AL£0 MANUFACTURE ARC CUT-OUTS.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

Cleveland Electric Co.,
Marine BIdg, CLEVELAND, 0.

F. C. Sterns & Co., ^5 Pearl St., Buffalo

Pettlngell-Andrews Co., Foston, Maes.
C. W. Phipps, 223 Havemeyer Eldg., >'ew York.
Western E.ectricCo.. Chicago.
E. A- W. Electrical ApDliaDceCo.. San Francisco.

The Vetter Current Tap.
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A simple and safe device for tapping and caTxvlne the corrent from »nr electric lipht

flitare to Motors Drop-lights*ndother electrical devices WITnOUTTHELOSSOFLAMP
IN FIXTCRE .\daptedioftnj-sysi«mof electric Hphting. 'ft'hen ordering, state what
socliet is used. Each tap is packed, with fall directions, in a neat box.

E.B.MEYROWITZ,
MANUF.tCIlJRER

lod PATENTEE.

lO-l EAST 23(1 STREET,
NEW YORK.

ALSO AT iZS W. iia STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

$ Black Diamond File Wori(*s. I
J

4^ OITB €H>OI>8 ABE OS SAI£ XN ETEBT IiKAIUXti HAKDWABB tjk

^ BTOBS IH TB£ VRITEB STATES AUB CAJTADA. \Z

p. &H. BARNETT GOMPANYJ
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. W

Draft Without a Chimney.

Tuis is the size _„j Ibis is tlie size

of the chimney - ^ ^ of the fan
required for the same boiler capacity.

COnnENT IS UNNECESSARY.

Mechanical

Draft
What It Is and

What It Does.

It is draft mechanically pro-
duced by means of a fan, and
may be introduced either as
forced draft, by which the air

nnder pressure is delivered to the
ash pits, or as Induced draft,
arranged to draw the gases
through tbe fan and to maintain
a partial vacuum within the fur-

nace. The method to be adopted
must of necessity depend upon
tbe existing conditions.

It does what an ordinary
chimney is incapable of doing.

Its cost is from 20 to 40 per cent,

of that of a chimney; its intensity

permits of the burning of finely

divided or low-grade fuel; it

makes possible the utilization of
the heat cf the fiue gases which
a chimney wastes in producing
draft; it is independent of the
weather; is automatically regu-
lated to maintain constant steam
pressore, prevents smoke, in-

creases the capacity of an exist-

ing plant, and serves as an auxil-

iary to a chimney already over-

burdened; it saves space and is

portable.

3 Rue Scribe, Pmhs. t'r<iucB.

rp^uo. MECHANICAL DRAFT -c^«^'
Eegaramg

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.,

Furaishedby

BOSTON, SIASS.

Sew York. Philadelpbla. Chleae*. Iiondam.
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IMP I FV INSULATED
llYir^kCiyV WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

Standard Underground GableCo.
H2 The Rookery,

Chicago,
Westlnghouse Bldg.

IMttsburp,
ISCortlandtSt.,
New York Cltj-.

607 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

1225 Betz BldgM
Flilladelptala, Pfc,

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Alao Hieh Cirade Bnbber Covered Wirea and Cables.

1889—Paris Exposition,
nednl for Babber InsnlattoK;

18»3—"World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insnlation,

•njfc

THE STAKDABB FOB
BUBBEB ISSVULTIOV.

Sole Manufacturare of

llonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee*"p».r Wires.

t^l^td i.. Candee.
h Seiunt Cheever,

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Manegefs 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Sup^
W. H. Hodgins.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo°uTr.

Force Bain,
, Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock BIdf., - Chicago*

EABIE ELECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar. 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 124 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

4;HICAG0 OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE. 325 Brady SI.

; No. i6
ti.

I
in

The Oily Fire Detectiie CaWe ii tie fferll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed fof

all Interior Electric Wiring Adapraiions. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl II

automaticaUy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instalW-

Fusible Core ruooioK (broufbont the cable is
Immedlelely sbort-cFrcuIled oo toy latemiih
lioD by Fire or Tblef, Accldeot tn- IoIcbIIoi.

Why use dormant wirei'

;!2 The Montauk Auiomati/;
Thermostatic Electric C»-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire as the nervous systeor

of a human being is to tb«

touch of flame.

,.^ Write for descriptive aaai

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

J

100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from V, to 50 horse power.
Oyoanios from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent, (iood profits
The Hobart Elec. Mig. Co., Troy, Ohio.

|ueen & Co.,
"1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHtA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queeo-WIrt
Switchboard Instniments, X>De>.

Focus Tubes, Induction CoiU

C !?•.

Medical Colli,

Spark Colli.

17-'Z7 Vandeivater St., TSevr York.

X-Ray C0II3,

Tclephoae
Colls.

TKBi

iPBOENIX CLASS CO.I
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

;

• Pittsbnrgli. Hew York. Chicago.
;

;

„ica?oB*|Con,p
^ MJKERS OF 1^,,'^'fti 0E»IEB5 IN '/

LEATHERC^^ MILL

BELTING W^ SUPPLIES

BELTING.
The production of our Dynamo

brand of leather belting is the re-

sult of patlentiaqulryand careful
study of the requirements of the

diSerent mach.nes usedunder all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFFIC" AND FiCIOnV
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL C0„ PHIUDELPWA

^ESTUN ElecWioal hmmmi Co.
~"^^^ 1 14-120 William St.,

WesioBStasdird Portalile Dirsct Reading

Weston Standard Portable Direct
Beading Voltmeter.

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Voltmeters, Millitoltneters, Voltammeters,

Ammeters, Mllllammeters,

8round Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable Oalvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

UeDtlon tbo Wxstebh EiAciaiauH when mltlnff
tor cataloeaea

EST-\ELISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

NIULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DriUina:, Tapping. Reamiog. Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Blnghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European A ^ents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London. England.
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. i»»»<
Western Electrical Supply Co.,

10 and 12 North 9th Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Exclusive Territorial

Agerrts for

Eddy Direct

Current Motors

and

Generators.

Can Make Prompt Delivery of All Sizes.

Write us for Bulletins, Etc.

n

u

n

n
n

ADAMS-BABNALL ENCLOSED

ARC LAMPS

For Direct and Alternating Current.

;'; PERFECT IN REGULATION.
SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION.

EASY TO TRIIM. LONG LIFE.

Prompt Sliipments from St. Louis Stock.

s Western Electrical Supply Co.,

Manufacturert, Jobbers and Dealers in

"Everything Electrical."

U

U

n

'^^
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The Best Testimony is a Duplicate Order.
THE UNION TRACTION CO. OF PHILADELPHIA INSTALLED ITS FIRST BATTERY OF

Chloride Accumulators
IN JULY, r896, AND HAS RECENTLY CONTRACTED FOR FOUR ADDITIONAL BATTERY PLANTS,

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
New Yurie, inu Broadway. Boston, CO Stato .St. lialtlmoru. i;.|iiltalil.> lliillclliis. llr-vflanJ, New linglatnl Ilullilliii;. riili-at'o. Marfiuctto Iluliaini;. San KrancU'o. Tin* Tarnjlt itulltliliE

HARDY LAMPS Uniform in Candle Power.
I'niform in Watts per candle.
Prices right. Prompt shipments

LAMP COMPANY, - PIHSFIELO, MASS.

UIIMMll^
MAGIC LANTERNS a"f SLIDES
CONDENSED DATALOGLE FREE

,

RILEY BROS. IB BEEKMAN 5T. NEW YORK.

LONDON.

mk cowuTAM mnm,
PARIS.

I

The raiiat elll.ieiit lubricator. la
the only article that iw (ruara.ni«ed
to stop sparkinp^. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or (rauze ivlre
brushes with the ^reateft safetj-.
Puts a beautiful lucter on the
Commutator. Dues away with the
u^e of sandpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroye its surface, it 1m the lare-

I

est and most eeonomical stick
manufactured. U comes in two
sizes. Small si'e. Ki 00 per dozen.
Large size, •.'>.1K). Saiimles mailed
free on a<ppik-atlnn. For Bale by
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONA W FG . CO., Ltd.. 320 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole /gents for the United States. 121 Worth St., New York City.

SATISFACTION GrARAXTEEU OR MONEY REFVNDEO.

COMMUTATORCOMPOm
MBHjmwil,

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility^

Handsome Fall Catalogue,
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

BUUjOCK
^%

cog

f CINCINNATIM OHIO

SEND FOR BULLETIN NO. 2234.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERT
Advance Specialty Co....

American Battery Co
AmerLcan El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. ..

Amer. El. Telephone Co.

Amer. El.VeUicleCo

American Elec. Works ....

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co.

Amer. School of Corresp.

Bain, Foree

BakerA Co
Ball Engine Co
Barnes Co., The Wallace.

BamettCo.,0. & H
Berthold A; Jennings—
BeBly <fe Co-.Chas. H....

"Big Four"R. B. Co

BOBsert EL Const. Co. ..

Brady, T. H
Bryan & Humphrey
Buokeye Electric Co

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co..

.

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co..

Gary Spring Works
Central Electric Co

Central Mfg. Co

Central Tel. <fe Elec. Co.

.

Chicago Belting Co
Chicago Edison Co
Chlc.FuseWire iMfg.Co.

Caio. HouseWrecklng Co,

Chicago Ina. Wire Co....

xlv

z

xi

V

Ix

i

ylll

XTll

sx
xiil

XX
xill

xli

xlii

xl

viii

in

C, M. &St. P. B. K.... xlU
Chicago Rheostat Co ... . xii

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. . . vl

Columbia Elec. A Mfg. Co.xlv

Cornell Machine Co svU
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. xl

Cutter EL & Mfg. Go 1

Dayton Qlobe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl

Dearborn Drug*; Ch. Co. . xv
Diamond Metir Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Job., xvll

Eagle Electric Works.... 1

Eastern Elec. Cable Co. .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. iv

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co x

El. Eng. Inst. Gorr. Inst. .

Electric Appliance Co. . . x

Electric Storage Batt. Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Go xlx

Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... xl

EricssonTelephone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Go xlv

Farles Manufacturing Co.

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co.

Plscher EqulpmentCo..
"For Sale" Advs xli

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. vll

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

Gates & Randolph Ix

General Electric Co.. .. vlU

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co xlx

Goldsmith Bros
Gordon Battery Co xi

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co. x

Hamlin, Geo. R xlii

Harding 4 Hammer xvll

Hardy Lamp Co Ill

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xs
Harvey Co. . The G. F . . .

.

v

Hays Construction Go... Iv

Hobart Elec. MIg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng.Co. xil

Holmes Flbre-Qraph.Co.

Holyoke& Holyoke.... xvi
Hnebel <& Manger x

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

luglls.Wm., W.&Ir. Wks- xx
Intematl Cor. Schools. Is

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

Johnston, Thos. J xl

EartaTert Mfg. Co
Klein & Son, Mathlas .

Klemm & Co
KnutsonftCo., A. W
Kokomo Tel.AEl.M.Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co ...

,

Knsel. D. A.. Tel. & Elec.
Mfg. Co

Lea Manufacturing Co. ..

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leclanche Battery Co . . . xlii

Leffel <b Co., James.... xvii

Ltndaley Brothers Co... xUl

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co. xi

Lynn Inc. Lamp Co ix

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McIntlreCo , TheC xtI

McLennan A Co., E x

Meyrowitz, H. B
Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xil

Monon B. B ix

Montaok Multlp. CableCo. 1

Munsell & Co., Engene.. x

Murdock & Co., W. J. xv

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber CO.

Xaugle, Holcomb & Co.. xili

New Yorklnsul.W. Co... viii

Noblett.E. J xiv

North Electric Co xv
>'orthern Elec. Mfg Co.. Ix

Ohio Electric "Works

Okonlte Co., The 1

Palate Co., H. T xi

paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Partridge carbon Co
Pendleton & Gilkey xlll

Perrizo & Sons xlll

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xx
Phllllpfl Ins'd. Wire Co. . xi

F'or Ol€fe9si'Fiecl Index of J^dver-tlaemon-ts S

ISEMENTS.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. iv

Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvii

Polyglot Co., The xU
Pringle, Wm. T
Queen & Co 1

Rawson Electric Co xiv

Belslnger, Hugo • .

Riley Bros Hi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xl

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A. xx
Rolfe Electric Co xi

Ruxton, Robert sill

Sargent A; Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . . —
Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... i
S-E.L Co
Shelby Electric Co i

Shnltz Belting Co
Siemens A Ba'ske Elec-
tric Co. of America—

Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Speer Carbon Co v

Splitdorf.C. F 1

Spon & Chamberlain
Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. AEl.Co... xiv

StandardUnderg. Cable Co. 1

Sterling A Son, W. C xlii

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.... vll

Sterling Electric Co.. ..

Sterling Varnish Co. .The x i

Stewart Electrical Co.... xli

Stilwell-Blerce & Smlth-
VaileCo xli, xlll

StowMfg.Co 1

Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co XV

Sturtevant Co.. B. F xx
Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. tW

Texas Arm i Pin Co.... xiil

Therlen Tool Worljs
Thompson, Son & Co xli

Torrey Cedar Co xlii

Towle, Geo. C , Mfg. Co..

Transmitter Mfg-T^o xiv
Triumph Electric Co
Trotter's MonaMf Cc, Ltd. HI

United Elec. Imp. Co ...

Valentine-Clark Co xiil

Yarley Duplex Magnet Co. xv
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanlzea Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co —
Walsh's Sons & Co xil

Warner Co , W. P., The., xv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

Western Electric Co vll

Western El. Supply Co. II

Western Tel. Cons. Co. .. xiv
Westinghonse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.... xvlli

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. l

Williams Ele<nrlc Co... xiv

Worcester A Co., G. H.. xlii

Wright Discount Meter Co.

—
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DOES
Your Electric Light or 1

Street Railway PlantPay
|

: Satisfactory Dividends? |

<

• >

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

v'V*********T '•*vvv***VV v*^»*v%**(,**j*v*<,**«**»**«*vVVv*****'V*3*v**'v^ 'I'Vw '*''•*v*i^vvv*3*VV'i* '
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OPEN OR CLOSED CIRCUIT WORK.
Electric Generator In a 6x8 Glass Jar.

E. M. F._2 Volts. CURRENT— 12 Amperes. CAPACITY—300 Ampere=Hours.

Will do tlie work of any two batteries on the market, and

can be renewed at the least cost.

For Signal Service, Long-Distance Telephones,

Gas Engines, Etc.

PHOENIX BATTERY MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Liehting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIGH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatns for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor Conn.
OHICA.OO, aST-SSS narqnette Bnlldlns. aiEW fORK OFFICE, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadway.

FHII.AJ>ELFHIA, Walter C. Melntlre A Co., S0« Commerce St. BOSTON, G. M. Angirr & Co., «4 Federal St.

BIiHIBA, S. W. Blake. ST. IiOVIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
SAK FBANOISCO, OAIi., California Elee. Works, 400 Market St. CIKcraNATI, Nevada Bldg. Jolm A. Stewart.
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VOU CALL YOUR NEEDS,
WE'LL DO THE REST.

WE HAVE

SPEAKING TUBE SUPPLIES
For house, hotel and factory use. Goods up-to-date, stocks
ample, shipments prompt. Dealers and contractors write us
for information.

iiv.n. A. JIcKiNLOcK, Prps. Charles E. imowN. Secy.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

For

Electricians

Vitogen should be in every
power house, for the

simple reason that it is the
best antiseptic dressing

you can obtain for treating

burnwounds, etc. , with.

There is no guess work
about it. Write for 52-

page book, "Vitogen in

Practice," telling how it

saved one electrician's life.

This is a necessity that you
should not be without.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
ceipt of price; 20Z..EOC.; 4oz.. ^1.00.

Canadian price: 2oz..6oc ,4oz.,*l.20.

%"Ktmt"tr THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., u. S. A.

Canadian Branch, Mllle Koches, Ont.. Kezab & Bennett, Agents.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS

Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and" fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch

The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp

without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

A. W. KNUTSON & CO., Galesburg, ill.

U'l C|y|MJLr/^<\ N.W. Cor. 5th and Cherry

rVkblwIlVl W- WW-ySts,, Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

"KLEMM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , the best m tbe market

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and bes.

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

MOTOR.-GENERATOR BRUSHES,

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andrew Kanl, Pres. lionis Streuber. Vlce-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, .Tr.,Secy. and Treas. J. 8. Speer, Gen'l Her. ST. MARYS, PA.
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Four

Months

Ago

This belt was as tight as a fiddle

string, under about i ,000 lbs.

initial tension, and yet was slip-

ping. There is no slip now, for

it runs slack, clinc-surface

did it.

BROWS, DVRRELL & CO.
Cliiip-SurfaceSlfe. Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Boston, Mass., Aug:. 1. 1S99,

Dear Sirs;—Having tried Cling-Surfaee on my le-inch dynamo belt f 16 feet between
centers), Ilmve been able to carrv full load with 22-ineh t-aff on belt with no perceptible
slip. Ir surpasses my expectations and I can recommend it to do all- that is claimed for
it. if directions are followed. Your-; respectfully, E. E. PRESCOTT, Enpineer,

CLINC-SURFACE MFC. CO.,

177-182 Virginia Street,

CHICAGO BRANCH, 225 DEARBORN ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annimclators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc ijamps.
Central Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Gales & Randolpb.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Li. Co.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

Siemens & Halske Electric
^ UO- of America.

Sterling AFC Lamo Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnglioufie El. 4 Mfg. Co.

Batteries and Jans.
hurnley Kattery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Gjrdon Battery Co.
Lieclanche Battery Co., The
National Carbon Co.

Oalo Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
"Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huetel 4 Manger.
ODlo Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belliug Co.
CUng-durlace MIg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mtg. Corp.
Sholtz Belting Co.

neltins. ,
,

Gaicago Belting Co.

Leather i*reserverMfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

BoofaLS, £ieccrlcal.
Eleotiioian Publiahlng Co.
Spon & Chamberlain.

Brnsbes. , ^
Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.
BoxKiar AJarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel S Sifliiger.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See insulaiedWlrei.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American fileo. Workfl.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.

New York Ina. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Dnderground C Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,Points& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Geu'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.

National Carbon Co.
Relflinger. Hugo.
Speer Carbjn Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clutches (Arc Ijamp).
Knutson & Co., A. W.

Coils and Magnets.
SDlltdorf, C. F.
Yarley Diiples Magnet Co.

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wts
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Co.. K.
Standard Pamt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Construction& Repairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. vVayne Eiec. WKs., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Hdlske Eiectrlc

Co. of America.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. Cm Mfg, Co.
Victor Eieclric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andElectric
liisht Plants.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bnlkek E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Go.
Siemens & Halske Eiect/ric

Co. or Aaerlca.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatlnghouse Eleo k Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly JsCo.. Chaa. H.

Copper IVirea.
American Electrical Works.
Besly &Co.,ChasH.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co. -

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblmg's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondenceSchools.
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Fins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Nauele, Holeomb & Co.
Texas Arm A, Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cutter EL St Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec Wks., Inc.
General Eieo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Meyrcwitz, E. B.
Palate Co., H.T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co,
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie EL & Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks-, Inc,
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec Mfg Co,
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America,

Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Thompson. Son & Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

dec. Meat'ST Appliances.
Amerioao Eiec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El.Hcg. & Eng. Co.

Electric Kaliways.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. St Mfg, Co.

Electric Vehicles.
American EL Vehicle Co.
Fischer Equipment Uo.

Klectrlcai and neehanl-
eal Engineers.
Bain. Force.
Brvan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec Eng. Co.
Nurthern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter EL 6 Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne dec. Wks., Inc.
Gates a Randolph.
General Eiectnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
PaisteCo.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. ol America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Insv Co-

Electrical Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. * Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
McIntlreCo. , The C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Thenen Tool Works.
Victor Eieccrlc Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Plating iHaeh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co-

Engines. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Startes-ant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Ei. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C , Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Bamett Oo.,Q. 4H.

Fixtures, El. A Comb^n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
Mclntire Oo.. The C.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse W^lre.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Oa
Mclntire Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas Lighting, Electric.
Adyance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
t Besly 4 Co., Chas H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Towle, Geo. c., Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Eleetrleal
Giassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Guards, Wire.
Ingiis, Wm., w. & Ir. Wks.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Faries Manufacturing Co.

Igniters.
Harding & Hammer.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing aiaterlals.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
£lectric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Uo.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co. /The.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—aiaguet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Montauk Muitiph- Cable Co.
National India Rubber Oa
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhllUpa Insulated Wire Co.
Roebline's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye iillectrlc Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL 4 Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL 4 Mfg. Co.

magnet W^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slanipnlators (IncLmp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

jUechanical Machinery.
Besiy 4 Co., Chas. B.
Robertson A sons, Jas. L.
StUwell-Blerce Smith- Vaile.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

SIlCB..
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell 4 Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse EL 4 Mfg. Co.

motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric l,o.

Chicago Rheostat Uo.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Waiue Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Northern tlec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Siemens »s. Halske Electric
uo. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, don 4 Co.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Paehlng.
Besly (&Co. Chas. H.
Robertson i Sons, Jas. L.

Faints.
Central Electric Co.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Bamlin, Geo. R.
Jotinston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly St Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinnm.
Baker 4 Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold 4 Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holeomb & Co.
Pendleton & Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Texas Arm & Pln Co.
Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine- Clark Co.. The.
Worcester 4 Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector 4 Ltg. Co.
Klemm 4 Co.

Be-Winding—Bepairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hedge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt- Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand machin'y.
Chicago House Wreck Log Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson. Son 4 Co.
Walsh's Sons 4 Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector 4 Lte. Co.
Faries llannfacturing Co.
Klemm & Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly 4 Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnts Co , The Wallace
Cary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons, magic
Lanierns and Slides.
KiieJ Bn s

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electarical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York lusuiatea Wire Co
OkoniieCo.,The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch.
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American EL Telephone Co
Central TeL 4 Eiec. Co
Columbia E.ec. Si Mfg Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. «f Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke fii Holyoke.
Kokomo Tel, 4 El. Mfg. co
Kusel.D.A.TeLAELMfg.Co
Murdotk 4Co., W. J
Noblett, E. J.

Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard TeL 4 EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co.
Transmitter Mfg. Co.
Warner uo , W. F., The.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathlaa.
Therien Tool Works.

Toys, Electrical.
Onio Electric Works.

Transformers.
Bullock tlectric Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son 4 Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co

Translations.
Poisglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Truefes, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Weatlnghouse El. 4 Mfg. Ca

Turbine^ WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel St Co., Jas.
Stllwell-BIerce Smith-VaUe

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C- Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrical.
Noblett. E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen ft Oo.
Splitdorf, C. F.

I
Victor Electric Co.

Por ^KIpHab^-bi^al Indi of ^Kd^er-tisemon'ts S<
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Fort Wayne electric works
(INCORPORATED)

a ))WOOD
VOLT AND
AMPERE
METERS

For accuracy and reliability

are unsurpassed.

Send for price list No.

40 I 2.

MAIL ORDERS WILL receive special attention and be shipped promptly.

«̂
*

««

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA,
I I

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

ZH and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

WRITE
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open

for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,
214-222 West 26tli St., NEW YORK.

Westirn Office: GATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tlonaln voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 voHs.

, Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework (a sight.

Shade reflectJ upward rays
downward. ,..

For indoor and outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

ORNAHENTAL PETITE ARC LAMP FOR INDOOR USE.

WITH m SHADE AND STANDARD GLOBE L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyna.

PARIS.
46 AvcDue de Breteull.
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The General Electric Company's

Marks the highest grade of manufacture for all electrical installations

requiring special precautions against break-downs.

Main Offices: SCHENECTADY.
BRANCH OFFICES:

L

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, N. Y.. 44 Broad Street.

Syracuse. N. Y., Sedpwick. Andrews & Kennedy Bldg.
Buffalo, N. Y., Ellicott Square Building.

Fhiladelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.
Baltimore, Md , 227 E. German Street.

Fittsburg, Pa., 502 Tradesmen's Bank Building.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

New Orleans, La., 423 Baronne Street.
Cincinnati. Ohio, 420 W. Fourth Street.

Columbus. Ohio, 14 N. High Street.

For all business outside the United States and Canada: Foreign Dept., Schenectady, N. Y., and 44 Broad Street. New York.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

Nashville. Tenn.. 30S North Summer Street.
Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

Detroit, Mich., 704 Chamber of Commerce Building.
St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Dallas, Texas, ScoUard Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

Minneapolis, Minn., Phoenix Building.
Denver. Colo., Kittredge Building.

San Francisco, Cal., Claus Spreckels Building.
Portland, Ore., Worcester Building.

.Jk

BUCSEVE
IIM<

Monadnock Building, Chicagro.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

MUHICIPAL OWHERSHlPi
With legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as furnished by private companies and municipal plants.BY IVI. J. F-RA.IMCISCO.
Fourth edition, revised. lOO pages. PBIC£ 50c. Full of valuable information for everyone interested in the subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-1 7 Cortlandl St., New York.
) CHICAGO:
I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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GATES & RANDOLPH
13 IVIONA.DIMOCK:, CIHICA.C30.

DIAMOND

METER CO.

APPARATOS.

I

DIAMOND OIL TRANSFORMER. WITHOUT CASE.

Come See Our "Waverley" Electric Motor Carriages.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind., Automobiles,

Warren Alternators, Triumph Direct-Current Apparatus, Empire Electrical Instruments,

La Roche, Victor and Ideal Circuit Breakers, Diamond Meter Co.'s Meters and Transformers,

Sterling Enclosed Arc Lamps, Le Valley Vitae Lubricating Carbon Brushes.

I The Best
~

Education

^ Is that which

S helps to

% Increase

I One's Salary

{ AMERICAN SCHOOL

^
OP CORRESPONDENCE
Is conducted by technical experts
of world-wide reputation and de-
voted exclusively to

Engineering
steam
Electrical
riechanical ^

Write To-day 7k

for g
"Hand-book R" iK

and fi£
SPECIAL TERMS tt

FOR S
OCTOBER ffi

ENROLLMENTS, g
Americas ^

School of »
Correspoadeace, ^

Boston, Mass., ^
U.S.A. K

a«=^ti^t,^,^=^,^=«,^sisis(j«sts(,=^sisis(7ri,^^si^

i^TI^"~

^
m''£3

.

Pp1^
yfSBj

FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.
I tliink there Is no better chance to advance

than through the Scbools. Before I enrolled
1 was a fanner, and knew practically nothing
about electricity or steam enelneering. My
Courses in Electric Power and Lighting and
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great benefit to me, as I now have charge
of an electric-light plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNEE, Fat/on, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enroUlne iu the

Schools I had been reading everything I

could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-
trical engineering, but found that I needed
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Knglneeriog
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards. I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a much lareer palarv.

J. L. CHASE. Topeka, Kansa.'^

IMfHA PlAririrgl r*Aiit*GAc Electrical Engineering:, Electrical, Electric Power and
lllllC IwlCClllcai VUUiaca. Lighting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Prof. R. B. Williamson.
Formerly professor of Electricity in Lehigh University.

105,000 STVI>£XTS AXD C^RADUATES August, 1S99. CApXTAr., $1,500,000.

$\2 to $70 in Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Wrife for Circi/Iars and Local References to the

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, ig^ANTON, pa.

ITTH^SOUTH
VIA THC

3!^

ftWNKJ-RECD;

WH-HcDOCL CHaS-rtROCKWUL- jU

• CMICACOj -^S'*

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
610 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

Let us know your voltage, base
and efficiency and we will mail
you a sample lamp and write

SAMPLES FREE.
you how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is offered by any
other first-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO., Lynn, Mass.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. ^adison, wis.

GENERATORS '-^ ^- ^- t° '^O l^- W-< Belted and Direct-Connected Type.^
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS

nccirpcj Northern Engineering Co.
Ul-t-l(#t:a

^ gg cortlandt St., New York.
Kohler Bros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, MhiD.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical €ff],
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Packard Transformers....
ARE MADE FOR HARD SERVICE.

Therefore the insulation has been given par-

ticular attention, and they are

GUARANTEED AGAINST BURN-OUTS.

THE REGULATION IS THE SAME AS IT ALWAYS HAS BEEN-THE BEST.

Our Catalogue tells about efficiency, gives diagrams and

valuable data, and gives prices as well.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO.
America's Largest Electrical Supply House.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
OJM.^S

50 CENTS PER STICK

/VSFOR U%E.

$5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send PREB, Sampla Stick.

Name .

.

Address .

w. E.

„„Tl!e only article that will PEEVENT
oi^ABKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PBEVENT CDTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

eod Title aad Trust Bldg., CHICAQO. ILL.

The Direct-Reading Olrnimeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Go,,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Rheostats and Brashes.

INDIA 8c AMBER

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

K^o ? ^%.»^ rvt /\.^^ 9J t

EMPIRE & MIC
IMSULATED
Cloths and l'j[>c?rs.

COIVIPOUWD

Eij^eneMiinselLsCo. Mica ImiilatorCo.^ 2l8>vnti;i st.lMev York Sf Cliica^o. ii7iakc«it.

ELECTRIC AIR HEATERS

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

You will have calls for these Stoves this fall.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

American Electrical Heater Co.,

DETROIT, MICH.

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N, J.

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A GOOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
.'\ new device for ligliting G.T,s The
o!" (Jiisoliiie Stoves. S:i(e. con- ...„ I

last n lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Etiilorsed by
leading gas eompanies.
NO MORE MATCHES for tlie

children to play with
Price, complete, S2 50

Aiivance Specialty Co.
iigLaSalleSt., Chicago.

I Our NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

I American Electric Vehicle CoJ
p IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS i

Send for Catalogue
of Carriages Chicago, u. S. A.

5==a.«^K5°^^=aii^ES^(S==»,^EZ?r°tS===*i!^85°°^Q:=^«^

•s-^•^^«•^4^•^4•^•H•«••^•^4^^-^.^.^^.^+.!•^^^•^«~H~^«•M•.^«-^«"!-^•4•!•t

4-

SMALL

ELECTRIC

STOVES.

TN the development of electric

heating apparatus for indus-

trial work, we have brought out

a small stove 4^4^ inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

t
i-
•h
h
i-

+
4-
4-

•J-

•h
4*

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING & ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|ll|| DACCC °^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIIIr DAwCd we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices for Platinum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones If desired. For full particulars address

Agents Wanted. GEO. F. iSCHWAliM & CO., Harrison, Jf. J.

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CURRENT

AND

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4,

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON, PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YOFIK.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, PncBIDENT.
«. H. WAGCNSeiL. TncABuncft.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNCMAL MANKOCn.

C. ROWLAND PHILUICO, ViCC-PNE*
C. R. REMINQTON, Jfl

,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,^ 111. PBOTIDEIVCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store. P. C. Ackerman. 10 Corllandt St.
Chicago Store. F. E. Doaohoe/241 Madison 8t.
Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works,

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE. H. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
.
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse
power in use. We guarantee the
best speed regulation which can be vs

obtained under any conditions.
Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COiVIPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^SEND T-0 LJS

Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,
Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you

EST 1 IVIA-TES.
THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS. MO.
CORDON PRIMARY CELL.

For Open and Closed Circuit Work.
The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever

Put on the Market.
In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and khs engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezlngat
2S° below zero; economic val-

ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in

jnarRet. For No. l cell, 300
ampere hours; for No. 2 cell,

120 ampere houis; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. ,G5 to iVa
TOlt. Send for circular and price list.

GORDON BATTKUV COMPAXT',
594 Broadivay, Xeiv Vorlt.

Western Fepresentatlve,
Oevrse W. Patterson. 1533 Marquette Bide, Chicago. "I.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical aatl Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclflcatlous, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707.708 Lincoln Trust BIdg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, • TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

/;(y\^ Tel. 3346 JSth St,

r^ GARY SPRING -WORKS,
]

240 mnd 242 West 29th St.,

New York City.

^: Ma:uifacturers of

\^ WIRE and SPRINGS

On Sockets, Receptacles, Rosettes, n^ains and Branches,
Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

H, T. PAISTE CO., PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.

Iisilaii: frti
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

You Can Depend Upon Our Goods
Operating satisfactorily. The material and worhmanship Is the best, and
all apparatus Is given two independent aLd severe tests before sliipping.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and oldest exclusive manulacturersof rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatlierproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page
Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., - 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

LOSING MONEY
when a small expenditure will save it, is not good policy.
Our Indicator will enable you at all times to know that
your engine is developing full power for fuel consumed,
lit is invaluable in every plant. Eureka Packing will cost
/you less, last two to three times longer andlvcep rods in belter
condition. Feed Water Heaters^Orate Bars, Steam Sep-
arators, Oil Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for same.

Improved Robtrison-Thompsoii. JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 FultoD St., New York.
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POSITION WANTED.
By a practical enfrlne* r and eleetriclau. Un-

derstands InstalliDg and making repairs in

eteam and electric plant, dynamos, lamps, etc
WUl accept position on or after Octol)er 1st

with country or citj- plant. Twelve years' ex-

perience. Best of references and license. Ad-
dress withparticulars. "ENGINEEK." care of

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bailding,
Chicago.

WANTED.
A 500 horse power (or thereabouts) Corliss

engine, in good condition. Address, stating
price and particulars.

GATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Mooadnock, Chicago,

OR
RElD CARPENTED, MaasfieEd. Ohio.

WANTED.
Position by experienced electrician In the op-

eration and construction of litjht and power
plants, who is also a machinist; not afraid of

work and can bean all around man. Tw o years"

experience with electric cranes. References
BiTen. Address M. M.. care of Western Elec-
trician. 510 Marquette Building.

WANTED.
Superintendent—carable and energetic man,

thoroughly expeiienced in factory practice;
knowledge of the principles of electricity desir-

able, but not essential. Address MANDFAC-
TDREB. care of the Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago, statin? experi-
ence, age, references and salary expected.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlughouse
bops. Work guaranteed. Ten yearg' experience.
Uflht plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED.
Good Energetic Man with About

Ten Hioasind Dollars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leadiag.

companies. Best of references, both electrical

and financial. Company now doing business

wants to increase output to fill orders.

Fully Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO," care Western Electri-

cian, 510 Jtarfiuette Bldg.. Chlcaeo.

WANTED.
'a partner to take half interest in estab-

lished electrical engineering and contract-

ing business. Partner must have several

thousand dollars capital and a good prac-

tical or technical education. Fine oppor-

tnnity for a young man wishing to enter

into the electrical business. Very busy at

present and have considerable new busi-

ness in view. Need partner with capital to

handle increasing business. Address

**PARTNER," care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-volt Each.
dynamos $ 850.00

One 250-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2.650.00

One 200:k. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00

One 175-K. W. Brush 500-volt

dynamo 1,350.00

Two 30-K. W. G. B. Co. T.-H.
Alt 400.00

Two (iO-E. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 650.00

One D. 50-K. W. 125-voll G. E.

Co. T.-H. dynamo 550.00

One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-voIt

motor 350.00

TBANSFORMEES.
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 6.00
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. .

.

6.00
15-Ught Slanlev, 1,000 to 100. .

.

8.00
20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 15.00
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 15.00
40-li£ht Stanley, 1,000 to 50 18.00
40-lighi Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. IS. 00

50-light Stanley, 1,000 to .50 26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 26.50

Also a quantity of type F. T.-H. & G. E Co.'s,

G. & H. AVestinghouse, etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos. Jlotors, Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond wltli us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

r07 Liberty St., New York.

SWIITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SJNGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents; Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaL

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. w. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

j

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revohitions.l.lOO volts, i-iOcycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. :Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR." care Western Electrician. 510
ilarquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
. Two 20-K. W. Edison i-25-Tolt dynamos. Two
45-K. W. Edison 125-volt dynamos. Two 50-light
T.-H. 2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. Five 25-light T.-H.
2,000 c. p. arc dynamos. 175 2.000 e. p. double-
carbon lamps. 125 street hoods. A number of
belts and Hill clutch pulleys, all in good operative
condition. For particulars address
Ottumwa Electric & Steam Co., Ottumwa. Iowa.

notor Starting Rheostats.
Motor Begnlatin^ Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater l^lmmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TTestfleld, H. J., V. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
One 12-light, one 30-Iight and one 3.5-liEht

3,000 candle power arc dynamos. Thomson-
Houston make. (Jheap for quick buyer.

Litchfield Electric Light & Power Co.,

LITCHFIELD, ILL.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND.HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Soms & Co., Newark, N. J.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
^Vil Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Slaranette, CEICA60.

AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.RHEOSTATS.
The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City,

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLrET AND JTUTCTION BOXES.
SWITGHSOABDS, PAJTEL, BOARDS, SWITCHES, ETC

A NEW BUSINESS!

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

' dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
ft all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Deaplalnes Street, CHICASO, IMj.

To correspond irith ns concerning

BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
M^f^ll ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert Laws

Webb. 16mo. 150 pp. Price $L00.
This hanabook Is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical boob on telephone woriiinK and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It Is extremely iiseful to

telephone Inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lifibed by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
CJoth bound: fullv illustrated. Price $LBO.
THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston,

Ph. D.. and A. E. Kennelly, Sc. D.; 12mo. cloth, 422 pp..
142 illustrations. Price 51.00.

This boob describes the construction of the various
tyrms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
station. It is written by two well-known electricians,
and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. I. E. E. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. 360 pp. 2S8 Illustrations. Price SI. 50.

In this work the writer has endeavored to produce a
maDual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-
tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone worbing. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have been kept constantly
in view, it is fully intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
Bv W. Hyde and J. H. McManman. edited by Prof. C. H.
Haskins. Sixth edition. 16mo. 50 pp. Price 2a cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

Bv Wm J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price ?l-50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-
tion. Bv W. H. Preece. F. R. S.. and A. J. Stubbs. 508
pages. 333 illustrations. Price 54.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this book Is written
is to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price SI. 00.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting.Up and Main*
tenance ofTelephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. 0.
Allsop. 191 pp.. 168 Illustrations. Price 52.00.
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OP

EUROPE. By Bennett. 435 pages. 169 Ulostratlons. Price
54.50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction,

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
SO pnges. 23 illustrations. Price 51.00.
BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention, Construction, Application, Modification anf*
History. Bv Prescott. New edition, revised and enlarge?
795 pages. 516 Illustrations. Price 54-00.

PHTLIPP REIS, INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONiS
A Biographical Sketch with Documentary Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
Inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages. 2
plates and 48 engravings. Price 53.00.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF INTELLIGENCH
AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OF ELECTRICITY,
treating on the telegraph, telephone, etc. By B, J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Illustrations. Price |L00.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDC. CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines ia use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WKITK FOK C'ATAI.OUrK.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.,
Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank BIdg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MA50NVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

even Pole Yards In MlchlRan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, AUch. Qreen Bay. WI5. New London, Wis.

lalnied of the

THE LARGEST AND BEST ml^mCmzi Beaumorit, Tei.

"We
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

xxi^lf^ -tlrk-G- Ty^'W'^^V A.'R.^iT* "Write for iDrioes.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,
G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMI^EE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to SO-foot ?*oles our SEecialty.

POLES
\A/t-ii'be Cedar Poles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

¥iSiS'^^ii:i: PERRIZO & SOXS, Raggett, Mich.

AMERICAN"Sl?r
ARE THE BEST. Send (or deicrlptJve Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'o lass. 174-S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD &, JENNINGS,

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

»ESD IfOE CIECTJIAH AND PEICSS.

THE lEClANCHE BAHERY CO..

Ill to 117 East 131 St St.. N, Y.

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

POLESWrite for Delivered Prices.

PENDLETON & CILKEY, - - - JANESVILLE. WIS.

I CEDAR POLES .*
J We C0NTi3OLTHE OUTPUT OF CEDAR OhTHE LINEOF-THE Wis'cOrtSIN

j

\/ SMICHIGANR.R.SSMILESINLENGTHXOVERINOATERRITCRYOF ^
.' OVER 400 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

, I

' Wc HAVE ALARCE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHiPMEriT. «,

NOTE' OUR 0UOTATION5 ARE B.^SED ON ACTUAL 5T0CK ON HAN D- r-'

f CH.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

'

Central Manafactiiring Co.,

Chattaaoosa, Tena.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak PinsTEIectrtcalMouldings.Oak Brackets.
I>are^HtockHon hand. Delivered prir-e"^ quoted.
F. O, B. cars, yourcity.inaDy q'.;antity. ^r*Write us.

3I.ATIIMUIVI^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum PurchasedBAKER A CO., 40S-414 Sew Jersey
Railroad Ave.. TJenark, X. J.

•; York Office, 130 Liberty Slrett,

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderale charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.
HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, Boo H Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED....
and promoted Under business conditions. Pat-
ents quicklj' sold,

ROBERT RUXTOIff,
195 Lia Salle St., Chicago, 111.

T.H.Brady. New Britain. Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms. Poleand
Swinging: HooiJs. House Brackets and
other ispecialties for Construction
VJ ore.— Ca/alo^e and Prices fur-
nished on application.

New Dynamo Tenders' IIand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Clotli Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 7,00(3 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Sio Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAH», COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN «nd
SAN FRANCiSCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

Cliicaio,MilwaDlee&St.PailR'y
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY 56.00.

Citv Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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Call on us for

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our rule,

And each order filled with care,

Large stoGi<s always on liand.

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short backboards.

Elegant finish and design.

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oak or walnut woodwork.

New ideas In magneto bells.

Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies,

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers,

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers. bridging,

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

l.nductlon coils,

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond wi.h us on any

Order you may wish to place.
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THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.. 79 FIFTH AVE.. CHICAGO, ILL.
GEO. M MAYER. PREST. MORFIIS M- NEURATH. SECY,

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. SI.JPPI_IES.

TRADE IVIARK
STANDS FOR THE

THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Runnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superioritj' on either
short or long dlslance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work Tell at
first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

JIANrFACTUEED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA, O., U.S. A.

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THFSfGS manufaaured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence—

are the
IMev«r S-fcandard ^ry Ba-fc-fc^ries.
eisl-ion^ Pay S-ta-fcions.
^rres-feer and Cu-fc-^u-fc Swi'fcch.p

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
asO-XSi S. Clinton St.. CMcago, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephon8s#Switclibudrds Exclusively
In the United States.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

6R0TT0ES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

?^5^^rc\'s°°"' Will Interest You.
NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 L,iberty St.,

5few York.

SEND FOR SAIVIPLES TO

OROTTOES, TA.
97 Central Ave.,

Cleveland, O.

ESTABLISHED 1 BSe.

NOTICE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFB. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St..

ST. i.oris, MO.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telepliones and
switclihoards in
the West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D, A. KUSEU
Proprietor.

S?£C/AL

T(i'< TeUpnoTifftJiii EUctriciiL)

Const^K-ttlfth ol cvfvv acsv-ri^tioTv,

(jross/rms, I inS.^ro.Clv'^.ls

,

CaUe ft.niTnrir^iiKil'Pe/.ei,.

L'-neTneTTs/ool^PoXCS,

Deli fery a-nifaKr-u-flj^ff) ^

EJAioKETT

Lj3"TeU P^'-OTie Yt»ro.S B03.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalo^e Free. fl^Send for one.

Mathias Klein & son,
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO. ILL

m SWITCHBOARDS AND TELEPHONES
LEAD ALL COMPETITION. GET OUR PRICE AND
CATALOGUE BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDERS...

EUREKA ELECTRIC COMPANY, 157-159 So. Canal Street CHICAGI

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We' do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not
onl)- attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanicall}',

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE mUAMS ELECTRIC CO,,

No. as. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities Is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Telc"
phones and 5witch°
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agKregating over 500,000
telephones in use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.*

lA/C PMADAUTCC Worlimanshlp. material and efficiency

fit bUAuAll I Ct of our apparatus to be of the highest
grade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
law which may be brought against OUR patrons on alleged In-

fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jacitsoii Blvd., cer. Canal, Chicago.
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10,000 BOILER FEED WATERS ARE BEING TREATED BY DEARBORN METHODS.
Send us a jug of your feed water for analysis and let us prepare you a compound to suit.

Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works.
Manufacturing and Analytical Chemists. Makers of Boiler Compounds.

29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Write
to

160 Congress Street,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

STAR ' RECEIVER.
For their prices

on their new

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVE YOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-f-1bs. spoola (91 lbs. total) o£
No. 36 single silk-L'overed wire will cost you
»24a net at 50, 10. 10, 5 off lis ; and there is
sufficient wire on the^^e 28 spools to w-ind
1,000 300-ohm bridKing-bell maguets. Your
winding labor win oost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of vour
own 1,000 magnets linished at ractorv,>3l8.

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windinp^. Kach \vinding la made
up of No. ;!C wire, ."lOO ohma per winding,
and each winding ha^ 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinarj'
wound magnet. Pi-'ce, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent. less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

13871^31JERSEY CITYN.J.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

\
TheWarnerTelephone

Generator

Cabinet.
SIMPLE, DURABLE,

EFFICIENT.

It is rapidly taking the place of

the old magneto-generator outfit for

ringing subscribers' bells. Is just the

thing for selective signal ringing; is

furnished fitted with either dry or

storage batteries. One set of dry

batteries is guaranteed to give 600.-

000 signals, allowing about five sec-

onds to each signal. It is guaran-

teed to ring the heaviest loaded toll

lines and to do harder work than

any magneto made. It is just the

thing for exchanges, both large and

small. Is the cheapest and most re-

liable method of obtaining power for

this purpose. You cannot afford to

be without it. It is fully guaran-

teed and is sold by all responsible

telephone supply houses.

Manufactured exclusively by

THE W.F.WARNER CO.,
MUNCIE, IND.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to gel out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Unrable, Belialile.

Tlie only maoufacturers ielllne a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatijs fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent clalma

of others.

The Sti'omberg-Carlson

Telephone ^Ifg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CHICAGO. U. S. A.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by \Vm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of lelephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating -elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid

on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publisliing Co..
s.oMa^quette^Buiidmg,

DIVIDENDS
MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

„.
II

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

-^ Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
-^1 a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELinniNATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always- Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 61-73FRANKF0RTST., OHIO.
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SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facilities. New Machinery.

More Room.
"We make Switch-

boards. Kesistance
Boxes, Wheatstone
Bridge, Telepbone
Parts, Extension
Bells.Repeating: Coils,
Indnction Coils, Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
tera. Receivers, De-
magrnetizere. Trans-
formers. Head Bands,
Ciear I.ig:hters. Medi-
calCoils. Punches and
Mies, Etc.
"We do Punching. Screw

and MilliDE Machine Work,
Metaland FiberSawiog. Etc.

Repair work, promptly at-

tended to.

Magnets of all kinds. Our
winding department in

charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you want.
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE & ,^HOLYOKE,
S. E. Cor. Van Bam & Clinton

Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees,

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed.

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything I

for the full equipment of an Exchsinge.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, rnd., U. S. A.

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE C.HclHTIRE CO., )3 4)5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N^ J.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Mariuette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING,"
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

I ;. CROCKER,
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and Up'
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

TA.B1.E OF- OONTEIM-

'ri<

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History' of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification

and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, Historj- and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, T^-pical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dj'namos, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch-
boards, Including Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arrester&

Every Engineer and Electrician who desires to tlioronghly master the Art of Electric liighting should have a copy o*'

this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

OHK
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO. AUTOMATIC
BUILDERS

. ENGINESCHICAGO OFFICE;^ I526M0MADN0CKBLDG. fc-nwiiii-^^

DO YOU RUN A6AS OR GASOLINE ENGINE?
// so, you cannot afford to be without our Qas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent'on application.

HARDING & HAMMER,''^''^=%7cro'V"''''"'''''

Cornell
GAS AND
GASOLINE Engines

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to SOO 16 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Gas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. Incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

Cornell Machine Co., ZHSIS
175 West Superior Street,

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

K-|,iClullv UilupH-il L.ull killcl^ ut

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent U.'Bt.s ut Holyoke enable us to g^iiaraiitcc

:

The iMrgent Pnwt-r ever tMained Jroin ii vhrd of ihf mmr ilinmrtrr. The Mghat npeed
rrir iibtainat fur (fir mvif funrrr. Thf hi'ihr^t utinn rpirimry ertr rtalizrd uhen
Tiinninij Jroin fui'f h. /nil •fit''. \\t: (itiiiraiili;*.' ulsu: A mnmr of tlig greatat poa-
sihle Klreiifjlh. A -I'lti uiitifii(U"l in ifiiit-hi'^- •uni ••in of irjfiiinn autJ dogtng,

r<xt» nhinv Mivr'.H: prr nut. niirn<jt .pniunj ,vith hatj lo full unirr.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranleed co preven'; cupping and to preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City, N. J.

[,:g TRADE MARKS Jhe Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 W.'\SHIN';T0N AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

j
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE

'

!NG01J,CAS1INGS,WIRE,P0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

<>jjii,-tMuiiir-
^—r DELTA METAL.

jC^^^ - -CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRIC:AN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

^iliiUiUiiUiiliUliiiUiUUUiiii^UiiUUiiiUUUiliiUaUUilUUiUI^
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It Marks the Height of

Electrical and Mechanical Design.
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More in use than all other makes of induction motors combined.

Operating in every trade.

Westin^house
Secondary Complete.

Primary Unwound.

Induction Motor,

Type **C'* Motor Complete.

Type "C."

Secondary Core Unwound. Primary Gjmpletcly Wound.

No moving contacts. Can be started at any distance.

The only motor indorsed by fire underwriters where inflammable materials are used.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg* Co*,

Pittsturg, Pa.

OTMMCJEJ® :

"New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston. Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,' St. Louis, San Francisco,

SyracusK, Tacomi, Washington. Denver, Mountain Electric Co. Canada, Ahearn & Sopcr, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr,

Son & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N, S. Mexico, G.& O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
4»
4»
4*
4*

3D.

**

^
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^ Oeneral Incanteenl Arc LijM Co/^

FLUSH PUSH SWITCH
Will be illustrated and described in the next issue of Western Electrician.

ALSO TWO NEW ARC LAMPS
Containing many points of superiority in mechanism and very short in length.

UNDERGROUND APPARATUS, PANEL AND SWITCH BOARDS, RHEOSTATS,
SWITCHES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ETC., ETC.

Factory and General Office, 572-578 First Ave., New York.

BRANCH OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT GO.

JUST 3rt£HKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and LampSj

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engine.s, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-.

densing. Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, EfSciency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Undrr-

writers. Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Traijs-

formers. Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wiie,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

MPER COVER, PRICE $1.00.
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OUR TRADE MARK UNE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

I WIRE LAMP GUARDS.
f W" IliGLIS WIRE & IRONWORKS. DETROIT, MICH.

In tin cases, making a practically air-tight pack-
age; also preventing possibility of damase In

handling:. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. 3old by first-class

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHfCAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO..

853 Broadway. New York. 154 Lake St.. Chicago.

ROEBLING

a.xid Oeilblets,

VULCANIZED FIBRE
Higher grades for electrical insulation and mprfianfcal pufposes, in sheets
tubeSf rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on appUcati!:r&

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, Deh
IBOVEa/TY IST FOBCIXAXM

nrxsmr pzsrit fusxs pxmUG.
TRY IT—YOTJXL. BITF IT.

IVe-s?^ CSeit^logxae Ovat. ®en«a for It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND

OF rVERY DZSCRlPTiON
THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
'-Asu^,^iD fiS7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch
IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

pasrt^

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
39 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: aiOXADXOCK BI.OCK.
wBirxoBK: aiAiii AXD EXPRESS Buxutnre.

Black Diamond File Works.
Kat.l8SS.

SMALL SPRINGS!

J
J
4^ OVB CiOODS ABE ON SALE UI ETEBIT LEADICSre HABBWAKS

BTOBB IH THE UNITED STATES Ain> CAKADA.

Twelve .

Medali

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Meda!

at Atlanta,

1895:

6. &H. BARNETT COMPANr,!
DUII Anei DUIA BA WPHILADELPHIA, PA. y.

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

BLOWERS.
ALL SIZES# STYLES.

GENERATING

SETS

IU0IOOK.W:

ENGINES,
MOTORS,

^'"^CRTt^^^

Electric Propellor

Wheels,
18-inch to 120-inch diam.

Enclosed Motors,
I -6 to 20 h. p.

B. F.

STURTEVANT GO.
bostos. stetf torbl

phixadei.ph:ia.
CHICAGO. I,OXOO?r, £N«>.



$3 per Annum. Rleotrfdkn Pui
Copyrlaht, 18». by

bllnhlnff Com|>&n5, Cblc*(ro. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, OCTOBER 2[, 1899. No. 17

I IVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"r.^Ixson""^' Simplex Electrical Company,
lonaJnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO'&TON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
n37Mona<lnock Block. CHICAGO

-.VOTEIiTY in FOaCBI.AI)I-

ZffZSlTir PZSRU FUSXS PImTJG.
TKY IT-YOU'Iil. BUT IT.

?Ie>-vv- C^«:^io(£t:ie> Ovat. SexxxX tor Z«.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

^ON/.
1S89—Paris Exposition,
Iled<«l for Bobber Insulktl*^

18i>3—World's Fair,
Hedal for Bobber Iiuiilatiom.

T1M0EI

TEESTAKDABD FOB
BVBBEB nrsiTLATioir.

Sola Manufaoturan of

llinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee *mJr Wires.

rhirH L Candet,
lartnt Cheever.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
253 Broadway, New York.h Managers.

Sao. T. Manaon, Gan'l Siipi
W.K. Hodglna.Sacy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic METHODS so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCoX"

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity,' Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert !o patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 flonadnock Bld^., - Chicago*

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Co'«

RUBBER COVERED
\A^ires and Cables.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

s.E.i.co..!i;
Syracuse, N. Y.
~9CortlandtSt., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston,

WESTON ElBGteal In^toment Co.,
—^^ 114.120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S, A.

Voltmeters, MiiliioltiKters, Voitamineters.

Ammeters, Milliammeters,

Bround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olimmeters, Portabie Saivanoineters,

Our Portable iDStruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-

ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption

of energy.

Wcaton Standard Portable Direct Mention the Wzstbbk Emotbiouk when wntliig

Tie Only Fire DetectiTeCalileiD the Mil
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed la»

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door btW^i V
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, at) in one installs

Fusible Core niDolaf thravthanl the cable U
Inmedlatety stiorl-clrciitled »d toy lotemip*
lioo by Fire or Tbief, Accident or IstefltlM,

Why use dormant wirm'
"^m The MontauK Automati*

Thermostatic Electric Ca
bles are as sensitive to beat

or fire as the nervous systen
of a human being is to tb«

•«« tODch of flame.

Write for descriptive mal

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
100 Broadway, NEW YORK.Telaphone 403I Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700,

We sell or rent. Goo<l profits

for agents. Tfia Hobart Elec. Hfg. Co., Troy. Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 ChMtnut SI., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queea-Wlrt
Switchboard Inctruments, X-Ro

Focus Tubes, Induction CoHa.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Foints of Superiority Over

All Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hiah. Prices lo'w.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sois & Co., Newark, N. J.

LEATHER C^555

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather beltlne Is the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study of the requlremeots of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Bell-

ing always state the system used.

OfHC- A^O HCII»I>^
07-69S0UTrl CASAL S

CHICAGO ILL.

Medlul Colli.

SpirkMla.

17-87 Tandewater St., Hew York.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western eepreseolstlves: J. B. McKeagne Co.. 3U Dearborn St., CbUafo.

POWER

MOTORS.

:, to I H. p.

Guaranteed electrically and me-
chanically. Write for illustrated

catalogue.

10,000 Now in Use.

GEO. C. TOWLE MFG. CO,

LANCASTER. PA.
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THEJANDUS
PP

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
Has a record for economical operation that is with-

out an equal. A record that appeals to the judg-
ment of every thoughtful buyer.

DURING A PERIOD OF

THE AVERAGE ANNUAL
COST FOR REPAIRS HAS
BEEN

25 Cents
PER LAMP.

This economy means
that for each dollar in-

vested in a "Jandus" arc

lamp, the buyer receives

MORE VALUE than can
be obtained from the in-

vestment of an equal
amount in any other
make of lamp.

Jandus enclosed arc

lamps are manufactured
for all circuits.

We call the special attention of Railway managers
to the "Jandus" Series-Multiple Arc Lamp for

Railway and Power Circuits. SUCCESSFUL oper-

ation CUARANTEED. Two lamps in circuit on 200
volts and six on 600 volts.

The Jandus Electric Co.,
CHICAGO:

1537 MONADNOCK BLDC. CLEVELAND, O.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradfi

mark "ELECTRA."

«~H~x.-x-:..x^X":~:"X««x~K":">x>

FOR
DJR EC'T
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HUGO REISINGER 11 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.
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I Onr NEW IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

J
American Electric Vehicle Co. I

(i IN THE LEAD— PIONEERS ALWAYS 1
Send for Catalogue
of carriages

5G--5a vv. Vaa BurCilit.
Chicago, U. S. A.
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FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And oS'er SI. 00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|lin DACCC^^ ^^y ^^^^ ^^'
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIrlr DRvLv ^^c pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices lor Platinum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agentb Wanted. GEO. F. SCHWAXm & CO., Harrison, N. J.

A KIND—

«^ ^^3C.

Made for durability and superior in every way to

any manufactured for the price.

Send for catalogue.

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.

^152-154 Lake St.

CHICACO, ILL. U.S.A.
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTBICAL, REPAIRS AND MACHIJTE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TIOBT. In having yonr repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure of good work and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IN/IARKI
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DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRDCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.
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We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

"

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every desbription.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit

your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.,
ST. I-^IJIS. IVIO.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.

METER V\ ITH CASE.
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HE GEM" STRAIGHT LINE HANGER
Has distinct deserving features. The Beaded Skirt forces rain and moist-
ure to drip instead of run off—making a net current saving. The solid-

piece Cap and Yoke eliminates the wear of part on part. Tlie Automatic
Locking Device reduces parts and cost. The fact of manufacture by the

Chntral Union Brass Co. is a guaranty of good material and work-
manship.

264-270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
SUPPLIES.
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PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used in show windows.
Oet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES.

AUTOMOaiLES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUIP TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

MOTOR BRUSHES
AIMNOUNOEIN/IEIMT:

The Speer Carbon Co., organized with Capital $200,000, has just completed

a large, expensive and modern factory at St. Marys, Pa., and now solicits your

orders.

These Brushes are made under the direct personal supervision of Mr. J. S.

Speer, who was for nine years a manufacturer of carbon brushes at Sandusky, O.,

which is the Company's guarantee of the first=class nature of its products.

Speer Carbon Co.,
Andrew Kanl, Pres. I-onls Streuber, Vlce-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, Jr., Secy, and Treas. J. 8. Speer, Gen'l JIgr. OFFICE AND FACTORY; ST. MARYS, PA.
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BKOT\'>-, DURREIX & CO.
CliDe^urfacellfg-. Co., Buffalo. N.T. Boston, Uass.. Aug. 1,1899.

Dear Sirs:—Having tried Cling-Sorfaee on mv 13-inch dvnamo belt (16 feet between
centers), I have been able to carry full load with 22-inch sa^ on belt with no perceptible
slip. It surpasses my expectations and I can recommend it to do all that is claimed for
it, if directions are followed. Yonrs respectfuUv, E. B. PRESCOTT, Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

AT

^

}

CLING-SURFACE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

known than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

GUNG-SURFAGE MfG. CG.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BBAKCH: S-ia Uearborn !i«t.
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Central Jb^iectrlc Co.
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Are liampis.
Baker d: Fox.
Central Electric Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. W£s., Tnc
Gaies iS Randolpb.
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General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Jandus Electric vo.
Lea, Manulacturiag Co.
Siemens & flalske Electric

(JO. or America.
Sterling Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL 4 MIg. Co.

Batteries and Jara.
liurnley Battery & Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gordon Battery Co.
ueclanclie Battery Co., Tbe
National Carbon Co.
Ohio Electric Works
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mtg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
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Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel * Manger.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. SuTiply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surface Mtg- Co.
Leather PreserrerMfg. Corp.
Shjllz Belting Co.

Iteltins.
Guicago Belting Co.
Leather Preserver Mlg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.
BaDCG-ck & Wilcox Co.

Book«« KleetrieuL,
Electrician Publislilng Co.
Spon & Chamberlain.

Brosnes.
^ ^

Central Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphlte Co.
Partrld^re Carbon Wks.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

BiLrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulaied Wlrei.)

Cables, Bieetnc (See Insu-
lated Wlrea), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American £leo. Works.
American Steel j; Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.FolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBon Co.
Eleokrlo Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger. Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harrey Co.. The G. F.

Clntches (Arcl^amp).
Petersir a- "'c. JohnL.

Coils and llasnets.
>ipllldorf, C. F.
Yarley Duplex Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn Drng&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Ca. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Construction & Bepairs.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Kiec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Waieh Elec Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andEleetrie
lasbt Plants.
Arnold El. Power SiatlonCo.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BulUck E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cornell Macblne Co,
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Xorthern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Ha'ske Electric
Co. o! ATterica.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly &iCo.. Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Eiectr'ca] Worfea.
American Steel i!i: Wire Co
Besly 6 Co., Chaa B..

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblins's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondenee Schools*
American School of Corresp
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Apuliance Co.
Xauele, Holcomb & Co.
Texas Arm &. Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. . The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut>Onts and Snatches.
BossertElec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cuner EL & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Oec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart J: Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Mevrowitz, E. B.
PaieteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Kolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Eleo. Mlg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouje EL fii Mtg.Co.

Dynamos.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates <& Randolph.
General Electric Co-
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Go.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Thompson. Son & Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mlg. Co.

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Elec. Beat's Appliances.
American Eiec. Heater Co.
Hadaway El. Htg. & Eng. Co.

Blectric Kailirays.
Arnold El. PowerSiationCo.
General ii;iectric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Electric Vehicles.
American EL Vehicle Co.
WoLds Motor Vehicle Co.

Kiectrlcal and nechanl-
cal Ensrineers.
ArnoldE.. Power Station Co.
Bain. Poree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Buiiock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mlg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne liJec. Wks.. Inc.
Gates a. Randolph.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Electrical Mpeeialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. <& Mfe. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Mclntire Co. , The C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Prlngle, Wm. T.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Piatln* aiaeh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, tias.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Ontnts.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Bi. Mlg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Elecirlc Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Towle, Geo. C . Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El * Mfe. Ca

Fenders (Car and Tehi-
cle),
HlDwood-Barrett Carand
Vehicle Pender Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Bamett Co., Q. StS.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Bolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Puse Wire & Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Mclntire Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

6as lilghtins^ Electric
AdTance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

€rears.
Besly & Co., Chaa H.

Creneral Elec Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works-
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Towle, Geo. C.,Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

6rlobes and Electrical
OlassTvare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoftnis Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CtOT'nors, Water Wlieel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Crraphite Specialties.
Besly «t Co., Chaa. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Plbre-Graphite Ca

euards, W^ire.
Ingils, Wm., W. & Ir. Wks.

Holders, Inc. I.anip.
Faries MaQufucturing Co.

Igniters.
Harding & Hammer.

insulators and Insulat-
ing 31aterlals.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCa, The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground C Ca
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Haguet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
American Steel & Wlr&co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastefii Electric Cable Ca
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Montauk Multiph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCa, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebline's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

liUmpa, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lvnn Inc. Lamp Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Slagnet Wire.
(See Insidated Wirei.)

Slanipnlators (Inc.Lmp).
Inc. El. Lt. Manipulator Co.

^or .AlisKabo-bioal Index ot JVd-ver-fcisemen-tc

Mechanical Machinery.
Besiy & Co., Chaa. H.
Robertson &. sons, Jas. L.
StilweU-Bierce Smith- VaUe.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Wright Discount Meter Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mloa Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co,, Eugene.

Min ing Apparatus, Elee.
BuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric <uO.

Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eddy Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Kendnck ^n: Davis.
Northern hiiec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Siemens & Balske Electric
uo. of America.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, son & Co.
Towle. Gea C. Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. i M"fg. Co.

Pachlng.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson i Sons. Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamim. Geo. R.
Jobnston. Thomas J.
Euxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronse.
Besly £i Co., Chai. H.
Phosphor Bronze SuLCo-Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naagle. Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton <i Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Shelby Steel Tube Co.
Sterling <t Son, W. C
Texas Arm 5: Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Poreeiain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Ca

Be-Winding—Bepairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Second-Hand Machin^.
Chicago House Wpac king Co.
Hodee-Walsh Elec Eng. Co.
Matthews, W.X.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Faries Manufacturing Co.
Klemm A Co.

Speahlng Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indieators.
Besly & Ca, Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Robeitson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical insv Co.

Springs.
uarnts Co., The Wallace
Gary Spring Works.

l^teel Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const Co.

Stereopticons, Magic
lianterns and Slides.
RUey Brcs.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Swlteh-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American EL Telephone Co
Central TeL & Elec. Co
Columbia Eiec. & Mfg Co
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Holyoke&flolyoke.
Kokomo Tel, & EL Mlg. Co.
Kusel. D. A. Tel.A EL Mfe Co
Murdock & Co., W J
Noblett, E. J.
Kortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co
Standard TeL & EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromber^-Carlson TI.M.C0.
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Warner co , W. F., The
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
WiliiamB Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathlas.
Therien Tool Works.

Toys, Electrical.
Obio Electric AVorks.

Transformers.
Bullock tlectricMfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Gates & Randolph.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Ca

TurbineA WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Cc.
Letfel & Co., Jas.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smith-Valle
Taylor. John W.

Varnishes-
Sterling Varnish Co,

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare
Besly & Co.,01iSiS.H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
OkonlteCo., The.
PhiUlpB Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wood-work, Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen ft Co.
SpUtdorf, C. F.
Victor Electric Co.
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Made to burn in 2

series on •

500, 525 and |
550 Volt

I
Circuits. 2

i

t

"NEW LYNN"
STREET CAR LAMP.

This lamp has proven itself especially adapted to street
railway use and to general use where a very strong lamp is

required.

The filament is anchored and can not droop or be broken
by motion of the car.

This lamp is carefully selected for current and all are
therefore uniform and long lived.

It has absolutely no weak points, as its popularity testifies.

If you say so we will send you a barrel of these lamps to
try. If not satisfactory they may be returned at our expense.

We can maintain your supply at a lower figure than is offered
by any other first-class lamp manufacturer.

Write us for prices and full particulars.

I LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

:
:

PATENTED.

••••«•••«••••«••••€•««•••••«!•••• L.YIMN, IVI.

By Every
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

3k and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

WRITE
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open

for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,

214-222 West 26th St., NEW YORK.

Westirn Office: SATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock Block, Chicago, ill.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc lamp.

Adapted for ^reat varia-

tion sin voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 00 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays

downward.
For indoorand outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP,
STANDARD M SMaDE AND EGG GLOBE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nXNUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C,

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns-

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.
AND THE

WASHBURN & MOEN DEPARTMENT,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. WORCESTER. SAN FRANCISCO.
(GENERAL OFFICES.!

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD RENOWNED

? i^ wMm
RAIL BONDS.

PERFECT
ELECTRICALLY

*"'' MECHANICALLY.

One man can apply

two ** Crown*'

Bonds in same time

required to apply

one Bond of any

other make. The
saving thus effected

will in many cases

equal the price of

the Bonds. ^ ,^ ^

f The number of

"Crown" Rail Bonds

sold annually is un-
doubtedly greater than

the combined sales of

all other makes of Rail

Bonds

PAT. JANI6-94.MAY-19-9 SOLID OR
FLEXIBLE.

MOST
EASILY
APPLIED.

B s '=''-^i*

,J^^

ALWAYS FULLY
UP TO SIZE.

i*"L

»^v^^

S.^-'

H
H

H

H
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Transformers of all

Kinds.

Wagner Products

are High-Grade

^ Products.

They are Efficient, Reliable, Simple

and Guaranteed.

We are prepared to

build any kind of static

transformer for any volt=

age. Write us for prices

and information.

Our single=phase motors

are going to all parts of

the world. We are send-

ing in one shipment 36 on

the order of one company
to a single South Ameri-

can city. We will be

pleased to send descriptive

circulars. These motors are

self=starting with load

and one=quarter (more if

specified). Highly effi-

cient. Noiseless in oper-

ation.''

Single-Phase A. C. Motor.

WaperElectricMfg.Co.,
BUILDERS OF

Street Railway Switchboards.

Switchboard Instruments.

Static Transformers.

Motor Driven Ventilating Fans.

Single-Phase Alternating Motors.

Direct-Current Motors and Dynamos.

Central Station Lighting Switchboards.

Other Electrical Specialties.

ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES IN

Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, New York, Chicago, Spokane.

BA6NALL & HILLES, Yokohama, Japan, C. R. HEAP, 47 Victoria St., London, Direct=Coupled D. C. Outfits.
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THE 6ENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

STREET CAR METER

Is equivalent to a dynamometer

record for every car which has it.

s
:
:

:

t
I
I

t
X

:

t
m
m

Car- Recording Waftmeter, Open.

This Street Car

Meter enables the

management of a

street car company
to distinguish be-

tween efficient and

inefficient motor-

men. It shows the

increased power cost of poor track. It

picks out motors in need of repairs.

It answers every purpose served by coal

premiums in steam railway service. These

be fully proved by a trial of its utility.
.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Main Office, Schenectady, N. Y.

Car Recording Waftmeter, Closed.

statements can

..i-i^j .^4.^. ^4.^

SALES OFFICES:

Boston. Mass., ISO Summer Street.

New York. K.Y.. 44 Broad Street. j

Syracuse. N. Y.. Sedgwick. Andrews & Kennedy Bldg.

Buflalo. N. Y'.. 901 D S. Morgan Building.
Philadelphia, Pa.. 509 Arch Street.

Baltimore, Md.. 227 E. German Street.
Pittsburg. Pa.. 502 Tradesmen's Bank Building.

Atlanta, Ga . Equitable Building.
New Orleans. La.. 423 Baronne Street.

Cincinnati. Ohio, 420 W. Fourth Street.
Columbus, Ohio, 14 N. High Street.

Nashyille. Tenn., 308 North Summer Street.

Chicago, ni.. Monadnock Building.
Detroit, Mich . 704 Chamber of Commerce Building.

St. Louis. Mo.. AVainwrJi^ht Building.
Dallas. Toxii^ Scnllanl Building.

Helena. Mtuit . Klci'tric Building.
MinneaiKilis. Minn.. Phoenix Building.

Denyer. Colo.. Kittredge Building.
San Francisco. Cal.. Clans Spreckels Building.

Portland. Ore.. Worcester Building.

For all business outside the United States and Canada: Foreign Dept., Schenectady, N. Y., and 44 Broad Street, New York.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd,, Toronto, Ontario,

:
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WE DESIGN AND BUILD

Complete Electric Power Properties.

OUR RECORD.
The plants of the following companies were built from the designs of the president of this company, while

acting in the capacity of consulting engineer.

COLUMBIAN INTRAMURAL
RAILWAY,

AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

The FIRST successful elevated electric road

in the United States.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The FIRST isolated plant to successfully op-

erate arc lights, incandesceol lamps, motors and

electric elevators off one set of mains by means
of a storage battery.

ENCLEWOOD & CHICAGO
ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The FIRST successful storage battery road in

the United States.

THIS COMPANY DESIGNED AND BUILT

The power station cf

THE IMPERIAL ELECTRIC
LIGHT, HEAT & POWER CO.

OF ST. LOUIS.

The FIRST direct-current central station in

the United States to successfully operate incan-

descent lamps, arc lamps and 250 and 50G volt

motors off one set of mains.

The complete light, heat and power plant of

the

CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN
RAILWAY CO.

AT OELWEIN, lA.

The FIRST plant to utilize magnetic clutches

for connecting shafting.

The entire equipment excepting track of the

CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE
ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

The FIRST long-distance electric railway op-

erated from a central steam station, using three-

phase transmission, rotary converters, sub-sta-

tions and battery auxiliaries.

In each of the plants built by this company a stipulated economy was guaranteed under a bonus and for-

feiture contract.

This company is prepared to submit propositions on complete electric plants for any purpose under reliable

guarantees, after learning particulars.

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION COMPANY,

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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COLUMBIA LAMPS.
UNEQUALED IN QUALITY.

SPECIAL SERIES BURIMIIMC LAMPS
FOR ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS.

The accompanying is a full size cut of the

Columbia Railway £<ainp for series burning

on street railway circuits, and cau be furnished as

follows: 16 candle power only. Voltage, 90 to 125

for series of 5 on circuits of 450to 600 volts. Efficiency,

4 watts per c. p. Plain glass, frosted or superficially

colored. Genuine colored glass—ruby, blue, green

amber and opal.

We guarantee our railway lamps absolutely uni-

form in current consumption, thereby giving a uni-

form distribution of light throughout the car. The

filament is unanchored, having a 2^ -turn coil, which

gives it necessary stability and prevents any possi-

bility of breakage from vibration. Our present

type of railway lamp

has been in use on some

of the largest street

railway systems of the

country for nearly two

years andwe have never

received a single ebni- k^.ss.

plaint.
rcOLUMBiA

Tl^e accompanying cut is a full size reproduction

of the COLUMBIA ROUND BULB OR WINDOW
LAMP, which is used for show window and decora-

tive lighting. It is also made for headlight pur-

poses on electric street railway circuits and for dec-

orative lighting in trolley j)arty cars. For street

railway service it is made in Ki c. p. oulj' and in 4

watts efficiency, so that it can be opei'ated in series

with the other lamps in the cars. In ordering please

specify "Headlight Lamps" if for use on street rail-

way circuits.

Our regular lamps for commercial lighting are

guaranteed uniformly high grade.

Trial order solicited.

THE COLUMBIA

INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.

Main Office and Factory, 1 910-12-14 OLIVE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

NEW YORK OFFICE: CHICACO: SAN FRANCISCO: MINNEAPOLIS,
131 I Havemeyer Building. Central Electric Co. I20 Sutter Street. 295 Syndicate Arcade.

i
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ALWAYS READY. NEVER DISAPPOINTS.

UR OWN design and a sure winner with

any current.

Stands up under most trying conditions.

Carries all kinds of tensions and can easily

win in competition. .

Has a peculiar resistance to water, all its own.

Equally as good in the air, underground or in

the water.

It is certainly a good purchase. Ever tried it?

PROPRIETORS:

The Okonite Co., Limited,

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Represented by CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 264 to 270 Fifth Ave., Chicago.
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THE " SHELBY THREE "

—^1 TROLLE:Y POLE.

A Rigid Pole built up like a GUN from High Carbon SEAMLESS
COLD DRAWN STEEL TUBING. Shows in Test Less Deflection

than any Pole of 19 Pound Weight Ever Placed upon the Market.

ADOPTED BY THE LEADING ELECTRIC RAILROADS IN THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA. THE HIGH STANDARD DF DUALITY MEETING EVERY REQUIRE-
MENT.CHIGH SPEED AND TENSION) MAKES THE "SHELBY THREE" A
POPULAR TRDLLEY POLE. A SAMPLE ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU.

ALL ST7IIMDARD LEIMGTHS IN STOCK.
EACH POLE WARRANTED. EACH POLE TESTED AND CAREFULLY IH5PECTED BEFORE SHIPPING. PRICES REASONABL'

SHELBY STEEL TUBE COWPaNYcTHElAHar
I4*CHAMBEHS5T.,NEW YDRK. 135 LAKE 5T., CHiCflEn. ILL. Z9 CDHBTITUTION HILL BIRHIHEHBM ENGLAND

t

4

AGAIN

THE TRIUMPH CO.
DEFEAT

WESTINCHOUSE CO.
"The United States Court of Appeals affirms the decision of the lower court in favor of

the Triumph Electric Co. in suit of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. vs.

the Triumph Electric Co."

NOTE: THAT WE PROTECT OUR GUARANTEES.

We Make Railway Generators, Either Belted or Direct Connected. |

CHICAGO OFFICE,

GATES & RANDOLPH,

Monadnock Block.

THE TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO., """
""

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
CATALOGUE AND BUL-

LETINS.

©•^ ^0
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GATES& RANDOLPH,
13 IVIOIMADIMOCK, CKIICAGO.

LaRoche
"Ideal"

and
"Victor"

Circuit

Breakers

Always
the

Best.

1^.1 BOCai: CIKCITIT BRRAKEK. WAVJEKliEX STAKHOPE.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind., Automobiles,

Warren Alternators, Triumph Direct-Currem Apparatus, Empire Electrical Instruments,

La Roche, Victor and Ideal Circuit Breakers, Diamond Meter Co.'s Meters and Transformers,

Sterling Enclosed Arc Lamps, Le Valley Vitae Lubricating Carbon Brushes.

3Ht'>S«J(t')S)ij«)S&')S&'lJJ«&%'U^)S;)f)g(t'fc"lt'lt')tB5

I The Best

I Education

g Is that which

^ helps to

I Increase

I One's Salary

I AMERICAN SCHOOL

I
OP CORRESPONDENCE

3j Is conducted by technical experts
S of world-wide reputation and de-
S Toted exclusively to

Steam
Electrical

I Engineering

»<g«5a(S(S(Ji«S(3<SfS(.=}<3<S(3<S(S(S(S(3<.=i(S(3(j«)S

riechanical ^
. rk

Write To-day S
"Hand-book R"

and
SPECIAL TERMS

FOB
OCTOBER

ENROLLMENTS.
Amerlcafl

School of

CorrespoDdence,

Boston, Maes-t
U. S. A.

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush,
j

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Sliifting of Quadrant.

^
80 per cent. Pure GrapUte.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6166 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

XmUTATOfi^i^

ijitjiS^twrnkiv^

LONDON PARIS.
I

The most efficient lubricator. Is
the only article that is gruaranteed
to stop sparking. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or gauze wire
brushes ^vith the greatest saCety.
Puts a beautiful luster on the
Commuta-tor. Does away with the
use of sandpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It is the larg-
est and most economical stick
manufactured. It comes in two
sizes. Small size, 83.00 per dozen.

I Large size, K.OO. Samples mailed
free on application. For sale by
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured onry by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., 320 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Agents for the United States, 121 Worth St., New York City.

SATISFACTIOJtr GIARASTEEK OR MOSEY KEFUXDE©.

mmmoRcoMPom

HELP

YOURSELF
% toabetterposition,

a -better salary, by
securing a technical

education. Our method leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistry;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural
Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;
Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. State subject you
wish to study. Established 1891.

45,000 students and graduates.
The International Correspoodence Schools,

Box 1003 Scranton.Pa.

$2.00

Month

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OIITIiET AJTD jrNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PANEL BOARDS, SWITCHES, ETOl

I

IM LJS....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVI A,1-ES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. ^m%m. wis.

GENERATORS '"2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.^
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

MOTORS - - - i-2 H. p. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

OFFICES Northern Engineering Co.

39 Cortlsndt St., New York.
Kohler Bros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Off.,

Lo3 Angeles, Cal.
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GUTWIANN
Wattiwetebs

RECORD ACCURATELY.
Booklet Tells About Them,
Gives Prices too.

Electric Appliance Company,Ghicago,
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
GJRJjSlS

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.

Upon Receipt of thl3 COUPON we will
Send FREE, Sample Stick.

Name ,

,

Address ,

1 W. H.

„^ The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CDTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHlCAao. ILL.

The Direct-Reading Oiimmeter
The Only Instrument lo

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Rheostats and Brushes.

INDIA a AMBER

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IMSUlATtO
Cluth« onil Papers.

COIVIPOLWD

EiJtoicMiinselLsCo. Mica limilatorCo.^ 2lS>v.,tri st.lMew York S^ Chicngo. ii7lrtkcSt.

-^PERFECT/

INSULATOR

HARDY LAMPS Uniform in Candle Power.
Uniform in Watts per candle.

Prices right. Prompt shipments.

LAMP COMPANY, - PITTSFIELD, MASS.

HiCHrSrCASH PRICE PAID*^ rod platjwi/m scmp
AUB JLO L/INP CASfS OOWTAiNIWa pl-ATlMUM-- Pl-ATlNtdll wiSE f,KP r\.f:i

gOtP^MITH EnOS-, Pl-AT||\/UA< PcFIWrHi; - 63 VyASH'WtTOW JT.. CHlL'ASa

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know that we lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

PAINT
EVERYTMING

WITH

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility,:

Handsome Fall Catalogue,
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

1
THE STERLING VARNISH COIVIPANY, 325 Water Si., Pittsburg, Pa.

Od

LILIIMi
Hjit(.ry Hiingn.t^I amps,* 10 W
Telephone, complete, . 5.65

Electric Door Bells, . . 1.00

Electric Carriage Light, 8 95
Battery Fan Motor, , . 5.95

Electric Hand Lanterns, 2.00

Pocket Flash Lights, . 1.50

Miniature ElectncLampa, .40

J8 Medical Batteries, , . S.95

Genuine Electric Belts, . 1.00

!;i2 Belt with Suspensory, 2.B0

Genuine Electric Inioles, .25

Telegraph Outfits, . . . 2.25

Battery Motors from $1 to 12.00

Battery Table Lamps, . 3.00

Necktie Li^hta, 75cts. to S.OO

Sb Bicycle Electric Lights, 2.75

Electric Cap Lights, . . 1.75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.95

Battery Student Lamp, . 4.00

Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.26

All Electrical Books at low
prices.

We underiell all oa Everytbla;
Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electrio Nov*
elties and Supplies.

Agents wimted. Send for Kew
Cutaloeue just out.

Si^Bl

CO

CO

cu
ĉe

CO

ce

K CO
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PRANK N. PHILLIPS, Prcbident.
0. H. WAGEN8EIL, TfiEAauRcn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
QCNEMAL MAMAQEfl.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VtCE-PflKB
C. R. nCMINQTON, JR., 8cc. IMEINAA

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

lOOK;

PKOVIDKIVOK, It. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C Ackerman. lo Cortlandt St.
Chicacso Stork, F. E. Donohoe, 241 MadlKuii St.
Montreal Bhakoh, EuKene F. IMilUips' iilectrlcal Workfl.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD.
RAILWAY

andMOTOR USE,

All .sizes of

S< randed and Flex*

Ible Wire and
Cables with

Cl<rk's Insulation

AnnilMIII ATHR^ How to make small accumulalorsand how lo use Ihrm;WUUUIIIUI.HI unj
|jy p Marshall, Fully illustrated, izmo, cloth. . }o 50

TCI CpUnUCC A praclical haudbook on their construction and Titling; by''^' ""''^w !• c. Allsop. New edition revised with many illustrations
:ui<\ f'-! lint.: platL's, i2mo, cloth I 25

^1 inr VAi UP Simply explained: by TennanI and Kinealy. Fully illus-OLIUI. IHLtfc
,^2,^(j ,2mo, cloth I 00

^1 inp Rill F Ouickandeasy methods of calculating with; by R.G. Blaine.
'*''"'• "*'^»- Fully illustrated, izmo i 00

A splendid monthly, up to-date. full of good,
practical information and .veil illustrated with

THE WODEL ENGINEER
detail'-'] drawint^s. Sample niimberf, ^Ic Annual subscription, poslpairl,

BOOKS MAILED POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN, PUBLISHERS, 12 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK,

CRECORY INCANDESCENT

DistributingCircle ^^LEiJ-'Sf

inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:
"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect,"

The Clark wire has been before the public and inuse for the past ten years,
and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Undergroufid or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Of our standard rheostats are made renewabU^ and intcrcljantieahle. Rheostat
parts tiuilt by hand in small naantlties do not have this desirable feature.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats En the world. Write for prices and particulars.

TAUGHT BY MAIL.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Telephony, Telegraphy, X-Rays.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elementary Mathtmatics,

MECHANICAL DRAWING,

Etc.

This institute endorsed by every
prominent electrical engineer.

The Electrical Engineer Institute

of Correspondence Instruction,
Dept. K, 120-123 Liberty Street,

New York, N. Y.

Write for
Catalogue.
State subject
you wish to
study.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

15 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical aad Electrical Engineers,

Consultations. Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Specifications. Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Liocola Trust Bids., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

FOR

POLE
TOP.

Patent

Pending.

INVESTIGATE

ITS

MERITS.

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

Also write for particulars of the COOPER
RUNNING BOARD, the only one that will

jump cross-arms, and our Stringing Reel.

Manufactured by

THERIEN TOOL WORKS,
Minneapolis, Minn,

Unscrews and
renews an
Incandescent
Bulb of any
standard tnake and
Candle Power in

any position at

any height.

Can be made
telescopic to

suit heights.

Splendid for

cleaning bulbs.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE

PRICE LIST AND
CIRCULAR.

The Incandescent Electric
Room 300, Light Manipulator Co.,
/;« BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON. MASS.

Lately on exhibition at F.lf.'Ctrical Exhibition at
Madison Square (jardeu. New York.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

-riHIS TF^iBkiaE IVIA.R»^
On Sockets, Receptacles,Rosettes, Mains and Branchies,

Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.T. PAISTE CO.,

UNPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
5ANDU5KY

OHIO

^i To correapond with ns concerning

' ' BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
m^f^aa address

UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ., .CINCINNATI, O.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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FOR SALE.
I

One 12-llght, one 30 light and oie 3o-lleht

2.000' candle po^er arc d>namos. Thomson-
UoustoD make. i-Ueap for qaick bu.ver. I

Litchfield Electric Light & Power Co.,
j

LITCHFIELD, ILL.

WANTED.
Superintendent—capable and energetic man.

thoroughly experienced In factory practice;

knowledge of tiie principles ofelectficlty desir-

able, but not essential. Address MANlTFAC-
TCREK. care of the \Testern Electrician. 510

Marquette Building. Cbicago. statins; experi-

ence. ae:e. reference^ and =ala-Y expected.

\A/A.NTE D.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and 'Westlnshoase
shops Workeuaranteed. Ten years' experience.

Llent plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED.
G30d Energetic Man with About

Ten Tiiousand Dollars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leading

companies. Best of references, both electrical

and financial. Company now doing business

wants to iccrease output to fill orders.

Fully Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO." care Western Electri-

cian. .TiO.Mar'iuetteBldg.. Chicago.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature.
1,040 revolutions.!.lOOvolts. I40cycle,with exciter,
switchboards and instruments- ^Iaehine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
•'GEyERATOR.'^careAVestern Electrician, 510
ilar*!uette Building. Chicago.

ENGINE FOR SALE.

One Beck Engine, made iuChambersburg. Pa..

10x10 cylinder. .** Horse Power. Speed 320. In

good running order. Apply to Franklin Water.

Light Jt Power Co., Franklin, Ind.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS

SNIITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

^ SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, CaL; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Aligeles, CaL

WANTED.
A partner to take half interest in estab-

lished electrical engineering and contract-

ing business. Partner must have several

thousand dollars capital and a good prac-

tical or technical education. Fine oppor-

tunity for a young man wishing to enter

into the electrical business. Very busy at

present and have considerable new busi-

ness in view. Need partner w-ith capital to

handle increasing business. Address

••PARTNER," care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bldg. , Chicago.

Two 100-K. W. Edison .500-volt

dynamos $
One 250-K. TV. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2

One 200-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2
One 1T5-K. W. Brush 500-volt
dynamo 1,

Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt

Two 60-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt

Two 60-K. W. Slattery Alt.

One 240-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One 300-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One D. oO-K. W. 125-voU G. E.
Co; T.-H. dynamo

One 3oH P. Sprague 230-volt
motor

TEAHSFOEStERS.
Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 100....

Stanley. 1,000 to 100...

Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley. 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1.000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley. 1,000 to 50-100.

10-light
10-light

15-light
20-light

30-lisht
30-light
40-light
40-1 i eh I

50-light

50-light

Also a (inantity of tj-pe F. T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H, Westinghoiise, etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos, :Motors, Eug:ines, Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

Each.
850.00

650.00

500.00

350.00

400.00

650 00

550-00

350.00

6.00
6.00
8.00
9.50
15.00
15.00
IS. 00
18.00
26.50
26.50

3fotor Starting Rheostats.
3Iotor Resnlatins Bheostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

!!^pecial Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld, . J„ I", s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY ilZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

I

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
I

Put on the Market.
In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and g-is engine companies.

W^CLAin:-ronstant dis-

charge of current without po-
larization: no local action: no
noxious eases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion: cleanest; not freezing at
iS' below zero: economic val-
ue .".0 per cent- greater than
craTity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
marRet. For No. i cell, 300
ampere hours; for No. 2 cell,

"

vib ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit .65 to i^
volt. Send for circular and price list.

GORDOTT BATTERY COMPANY,
594 Broad^vay, ^Teir- Yorlc.

Western "Representative,
George W. Patfersvn, 1533 Marquetle Bldg, Chicago, 111.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC bPEEDREGUUTORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS!

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

Last Call For Good Second-Hand Weatherproof Wire.

ONLY 100,000 POUNDS LEFT
In Nos. 6, 2, 0, 00 and 000 Solid and Stranded.

A FEW BARGAINS IN SECOND-HAND MACHINERY ALSO.
10—MP75 T.-H. Sy. Generators, 500 v.

1—MPSO T.-H. Ry. Generator, 500 v.

1—120 K. W. Stanley 2-Phase Alternator, 1.000 or 2,000 v., 16,000
Alt.

2—50 Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos. 2.000 c. p. Latest type.
2—100 Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos. 2.000 c. p.
2—60 Lt. Western Electric Arc Dynamos. 2.000 c. p., old style.

1—100 Lt. Western Electric Arc Dynamo. 2.000 c. p.. latest type.
5—300 H. P. Westinghonse Compound Engines. 16x27x16.
1—125 H. P. Westinghouse Standard Engine, 13 1-2x12.
1^150 H. P. Russell. 4-Valve Automatic Engine, 15x20, fine con-

dition.
100—P. & S. Pore. Arc Lamp Hanger Boards.
1^60 K. W. 240 Amp. Edison Bipolar 250 Volt Generator, Shunt

Wound with Rheostat.
1—150 K. W. 500 Amp. Edison Bipolar 250 Volt Generator Shunt

Wound "with Rheostat.

2—35 Lt. T.-H. 2,000 c. p. Arc Dynamos.
1—40 Lt. Western Electric 2.000 c. p. Arc Dynamo.
1—4 H. P. 500 Volt Edison Bipolar Motor, Speed 1,900 rev. per

min.
1—15 H. P. Otto Gas Engine.
2—7 H. P. Otto Gas Engines.
1—4 H. P. Otto Gas Engine.
1—H. R. Worthington Peed Pump. 6x4x6.
1—H. R. Worthington Duplex Air Pump, size 7 1-2x10 1-4x10.
1—H. R. Worthington Duplex Circulating Pump, size 14x19x15.
2—175 K. W. Edison Bipolar Generators (Old No. 60), Shiint Wotmd,

140 Volts.
4—30 K. W. Edison Bipolar Generators (Old No. 12), Shunt Wound,

125 Volts.
925—Series Arc Lamps, Western Electric, Excelsior and Et. Wayne

Wood.

All sizes Alternating Recording Ampere-Hour Meters from 10 to 120 Amperes, good as new.

\A/- INI- IVI/VrXHE\A/S
SUITE 600 CARLETON BLDC, ST. LOUIS.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WKITE FOB CATAL,OtlUK.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holgomb&Go.,

OLD COLORV BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Raiiroad

Coniractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michlfian.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Micb. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AMR DCCT ^° the world is claimed of the

int LAnbtdl APIU dtOl TEXAS ARM & PIN CO., Beaumont, Tex.

Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.W© n^alt^ tln.e I^K'WEY' .<^ISIVi:. "Write for jjrlcses.

6ET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

Focusing

Arc Lamps

REFLECTORS,

RHEOSTATS,

STANDS .o„

Photo Engraving,

Stage Lighting.

Electric Fountains,

Stereopticons,

Illuminating of

Decorations, Etc.

Baker

&Fox.
83 Schermerhorn

St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-ioot to 8Q-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES
\A/l-ii1:e Cedar F^oles

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

S?i^V«?ER8^ PERRIZO & SOEfS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand. Poles

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD <&, JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

J
CEDAR POLES *

^ We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OMTHELINEOF-THE WiSCOdSiM
;

f & MICHIGAN R.R.55M1LK1NLEN6TH:COVER1NOATERRITORY OF *
.- OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. i

I We have a larcjE stock of all sizes for p.rompt shu
,^ NOTE'.OUROUOTATlONSAi?E BASED ON ACTUAL 5T0CK OM HAND. ^

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO KOSS.MICH, ',

Photo- Engraving
Lamp.

Time oi Exposure Reduced.

New Dynamo Tenders' Iiand=Book.
By P. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This 13, as the name indicatea, a NEW BOOK, mach more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tendera'
Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

Central Mannfacturing Co.,

Cbaltaaooga, Teaa.

Hanufacturers &Qd
Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
[•ar^e stocks on hand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O.B. cars, jourcity,inany qTiantity. ^^~Write us.

IIMLJ IN/IPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKER & CO., 40S-414 New Jersey
RailroRil Ave.. Keivarh, W. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Street.

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderate charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE, GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800 H Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS ilS".!:"
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

BOBEBT BTJXTON,
19S I,a Salle [St., Chicago, III.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOE CIEOULAK AND PEI0E8.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

I No. 357 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO. ILL.

NA/Holesale

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited,

and Reiiail

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS UNO TERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS..

THE G. MciNTIRE GO., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N^ J.

On receipt of,

fO CENTS
We will send you a

Western Electrlciaii

looiiliilit Sctielule

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

SiiitB 510 Marniietli' RIda CHICiGO

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-!t54 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of_

Telephones#Switchbuards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC i MFG. CO., 79 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

GEO. M MAY£R, PRE5T. MORRIS M. NEURATH, SECY.

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. ^«J |9P>I_I ES.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephoned Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^?-Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
S7-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL

SOMETHING NEW...

...OUR LOCATION.
Better Facililles. New Macblnery.

More Room.
We make S'witclL-

boards. Resistance
Boxes, IVheatstone
Bridge, Telephone
Parts, extension
Hells.Repeating Coils,
Indnction Coils. Spe-
cial Coils, Transmit-
ters, Receivers, De-
magnetizers. Trans-
formers, Head Bands,
Cigar Lighters, medi-
cal Coils, Panches and
l>ies, Etc.
We do Punching, Screw

and MilliDK Machine Work,
Metaland FIberSawing.Etc.
Repair work promptly at-
tended to.

Majrnets of all kinds. Our
winding: department In
charge of an expert. If un-
able to get what you'want.
write us. We are ready to
furnish it on short notice.

HOLYOKE &
HOLYOKE,

S. E. Cor. Van Barm & Clinton
Sts..

CHICAGO, ILL.

TIHIS TR^VDI iviark;
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMe'w S-tandard I3ry ^a-fe-fc^rl^s.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. CO.
Office and Works,

GROTTOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AND OTHER

MPORTANT FEATURES.
OUR CATALOGUE
AND PRICES Will Interest You.

NOTE.—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 Liberty St.,

BTew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

eieTeland, O.

mm.
Central Energy

Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Dnrable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Excbange, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

aBTCATALOa. cmCAOO, V. S. A.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instrument, for

volume of voice trans-
mission, distinctness of
articulation, exact re-
production of articulate
sounds and durable
qualities Is unequaled.

The Largest nanu=
facturers of Tele=
phones and 5witch=
boards in the United
States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300.000
telephones In use. Four
years' service.

Write for catalogue showing new types and prices.'

U/C PIIRDJIUTrC Workmanship, material and efficlencv

ITL UUAnAll I CC oE our apparatus to be of the highest

f
trade, and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at
aw which may be brought against OUR patrons on alleged In-
fringement of patents owing to the use of our Instruments.

American Electric Telephone Co..

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50 Jackson Blvd., cor. Canal, Chicago.
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KEEP YOUR BOILERS CLEAN WHILE THEY ARE NEW!
YOU KNOW WHAT TO USE; IF NOT, WRITE TO

deai DRIM DRtJO & CMEIVII
Offices and Laboratories: 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 Rialto BIdg., Chicago.

\A/^ORKS,

Write
to

I60 Congress Street,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

STAR" RECEIVER.
For their prices

on their new

The

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
\\OTk.~ Catalogue and Pricts fur-
nished on application.

Telephone MenI
Read Webb's "Telephone

Book." Price, $i.oo. .

Hand-

Electrician Publishing Company,
Smite SIO Harqnette Bide., Chlcaso.

We make a complete line of small motors from
1-12 to 1 H. P. and It will certainly pay you to

look us up Tvlien In tlie market for small motors.
We also make Dental Engines. Rotary Trans-
formers. Electrical Specialties for Pliysicians,
Surgeons and Dentists. S°nd for Catalogue.

VICTOK EL,ECXRIC CO.,
418-420 Dearborn St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA. COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CMcapJilwato&SlPanlR'y
Ualon Passenger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.

TELEPHONE MEN AND
lALL USERS OF MAGNETC0IL5
(have YOUR MAGNET^COILSl

wound;

BY MACHINERY!
HERE'STHE
OBJECT
LES50IS-

A PLAIN
FACT

These 28 3-|-lb3. spools (<31 lbs. total) of
No. 36 single silk-coveied wire will cost you
I24t net at .50, 10. 10, 5 Off list ; and there is

suRicient wire on these 28 spools to ivind
i,0M 500-ohfnferjdi?ing--bell magnets. Your
winding labor will coat you at least ?5
additional, making a total coat ol your
own 1,000 magnets tinished at factory, 8218.

The above bo.\- contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
fnagnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of No, 36 wire, 600 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiy
wound magnet, Pnce, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent. less than your wire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

ITHE VARLEY DUPLEXMAQNEICOj
/3a z^fSL j£/?s£y'c/ry/v,,

IDOES IT BY MACHINERY !!

IV£ CAN 5AVEY0a
CONS/DEPABLE MONEY.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, • TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago,

Tel. 3316 3Sth St.

f^ GARY SPRING WORKS, '\

240 tnd242 West 29th St.,"

rr^ New York City.

Li^^^i .\;.i.-'.'.ifaciurers ofW WIRE and SPRINGS
\L-_i) of all kinds.

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents —
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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FORT Wayne Electric WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

.

ilWOOD"ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS
For perfect ventilation,

faultless insulation and .^^m^
moderate speeds.

-^""^T^
m^^^^

||^i9^Mk-.t^m^^Ss.^^
In point of simplic- HBb 9il^HlpvMil^B Lwm ..^^^cS

ity, workmanship and * ''^^'25jMB j

operation they leave m^B^S^
nothing to be desired. mffiS^S^sP

IHfl^H^^^^^~ "

'>lllllllllllll ^11 I^JJJl^fl^'E^- _;

,^^^S«i^ -

' 'fflSHp^^ -""c
^—»=^^^^^^»^ T-

Send for Bulletins
-

Nos. 100^ and 1004..
HIGH FREQUENCY. "^ LOW FREQUENCY.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

A PERFECT CLUTCH
In your arc lamps will decrease your repair bill, increase the efficiency of your lamps,

give better satisfaction to your customers and increase your profits.

The Knutson Gravity Clutch
Does all this and more. Its saperiority over AXiL others has been demonstrated. It is

daily replacrng inferior clutches.

YOUR OLDT..H. ARC LAMPS will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and
BETTER if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the KNUTSON GRAVITY
CLUTCH, the only clutch ever made that can be put in a -lamp without taking rods out.

Wo can FIX your T.-H. lamps and make them better than they ever were.

The Knutson Clutch has given entire satisfaction to thousands of users .all over the

country; it can do the same for YOU. Let us interest you sufliciently to give it a trial.

It is CHEAPER than any other clutch and vastly SUPERIOR.
Why continue to get out of patience with other clutches when the Knutson Clutch

gives such satisfaction? The troubles of the lamp trimmer are reduced to a minimum
where the Knutson Clutch is used.

One electric light company saved over $200 in repati's in one year through
the useof the Knutson Clutch. Samples, prices and descriptive circular mailed

to interested parties.

JOHN L PETERSON & CO., Galesburg, III.

^^ SUCCESSORS TO A. W. KNUTSON & CO.
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SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC

COMPANY OF AMERICA,
GENERAL OFFICES: I2I5-I2I7 IVIONADNOCK, CHICAGO.

^JManiifa-ctxirer-sj of

Electrical Apparatus '<>' Light »"» Power.

CLOSED

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEBRATIND WATTMETER.

All sizes from 5 lights up to 150 lights inclusive, direct reading; Ttith

larger sizes a small series transformer is used. \¥e claim

ACCURACY of Record, PERMANENT calibration and ECONOMY of operation.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON: 71 and 73 Broad ISt.

PHILADELPHIA: 1500 Land Title Bldg.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.: 22 Norris St.

DENVER: 412 17th St.

NEW TOBK CITY: .521 Havemeyer Bldg.

CINCINNATI: Perln and Neave Bldgs.

ST. LOUIS: 116 Laclede Bldg.

SALT LAKE CITY: Trent Eng. Works.
SAN FRANCISCO: 598 Parrott Bldg.
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New Edition-Just Out.

Telephone Hand-Book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Containing a Chapter on ''Recent Progress'' which brings this

practical book UP-TO-DATE.

The General Principles of

Telephony
Are Now Well Established.

The Telephone Hand-Book deals with them.

No matter what kind of Telephones and Switching Apparatus you use,

or expect to use,

YOU WILL FIND IT USEFUL.

It is a Practical Book

for the Practical Man
and for the Student.

PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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\t THE "WELLS LIGHT"
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•I-
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HAS BECOME THE

STANDARD
WITH

RAILROADS and CONTRACTORS.

400 Railroads and over 500 Contractors now use it.

1 5,000 IN USE IN THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.

FOB ACCIDENTS AT NIGHT,
FOR NIGHT CONSTKrCTION,

FOR SHOP WORK,
FOR HKAVY METAL HEATING,

^.^.^^.i.^^^.^•!• ^•^•^•^^^••H^••^•^•^•^"^ '••t-i-4

J Unaffected by Weather.
•!• Made in all Sizes. :

% 800,9,000 to 4,000 CANDLE POWER, il

J From Kerosene Oi
^.^.^^.j.4..;..|.j..!.4.^.^.4..!.^..!^,^..t.^..;..i..[.^..j..I.4..i.4..!..j.

It is "Always Ready"

f and indispensable.

The Wells Light Manufacturing Go.,
EDWARD ROBINSON, .ami ni •riiiuMnu

Sole Proprietor 46 WashiHgtoii St., NEW YORK.

•^^•^H-:•«"^•^•^"^^-:-- .4_;.j_!..!.4.4..j..j.4_!..;.4.^_;..;..;.4..j.^_!..!..;..;,.j„j^.5..^ .4..j..i.^^.^^_!..!.j..!.^

.VA"AV\VAV.V.V.VV.V.VV.V.V.VV.V%V^AV.\%%V.\\V.SV.'.V.V.'.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.'.V.".V.%V.V

THE DEMAND
. . FOR .

.

C. & H. RHEOSTATS
Has increased so rapidly that our present quarters have become inadequate
and a three-story brick building has been erected for us in iVlilwaukee, Wis.,
which we will occupy on and after November 1st, and where all communi-
cations for us should be sent. This building will be equipped with the latest

and most improved machinery, and with these improved facilities we will be
able to fill orders for special apparatus in a prompt and efficient manner.
We will continue to carry a stock of 2,000 standard motor starters and
motor speed regulators and these can be shipped the same day an order is

received.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. GO
THE LARGEST AND OLDEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF RHEOSTATS IN THE WORLD,

IVIilv^auU:< \A/is
STURTEVANT ENGINEERING CO., LONDON, ENGLAND,

Agents for England and the Continent.
136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK. 8ACNALL & HILLES, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN

Agents for Japan.
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SCRAP COPPER
We pay highest market prices for old copper wire. Electric light

and electric railway managers who desire to realize on material of this kind

will find it to their advantage to communicate with us.

CHICAGO'S LEADING METAL HOUSE. ESTABLISHED 1 S8S

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
(Foreman Bros. BanklDg Co.,

I „„.
References :< Dun's Agency, Office and

( Bradstreet's Agency. |
Works: 20 & 22 N. Des Plaines St., Chicago

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-)7 Cartlandt St., New York.
BBMirucK-i CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:
BKflrn,nt5.^ 320 Dearborn St. 134 Congress St. 71 Flood Bulldlr.g.

O^^-^^^^^^^^^ <<
i
k-Mm^^mm^m^j^

}

i 4^>Ji\^sii&^Hl
l^^m\ -::^
k " -'-</-i."i^^^

W^^MimmMm

GOOD BRUSHES ARE CHEAPER THAN COMMUTATORS,

USI

"PARTRIDGE"
A.IMD SA.VE IVIOIMEV.

PARTRIDGE CARBON WORKS,
SANDUSKY, OHIO.
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Fender Before PJckin^ Up Oumtnle^. Fender After Flcklng Up DunimiL- . Fender DlMpoBCd Mf Inilor (.ar.

THE HIPWOOD-BARRETT GAR AND VEHICLE FENDER CO.,
EUROPEAN AGENT, ..

FERDINAND ROMUNDER, COLOGNE, GERMANY. 66 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MARQUETTE BUILDING.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

•••••••••••••«••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••«e««»««t<M«««*«««««c*«««««««*««*»c*««•«•••••••••••••••••••••«<

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Sturtevant
Generating Sets.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAeO: MOStADlVOCK BI.OCK.
NEW TOBK: ]HAII< AND EXPRESS BUUDINO.

l}4 to 100 K. W
8 Styles.

SO Sizes.

HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL

ENGINES.

B. F. Sturtevant C2.,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

WAKBKOOMS:
BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street. NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street

CHICAOO, 16 S. Canal Street PHILADELPHIA, I3S N. TbInI Street,

LONDON, BNO., 7S Queen Victoria Street.

E »]» Y GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIDM OR HIGH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICAOO, asr-SSS nsraaette Bnlldlne. NEW TOBK OFFICE, Singer BIdg., 149 Broadiray.

FHIIiADEIiPHIA, Walter C. Kelntlre & Co., SOB Gommeree St. BOSTON, e. H . Angler & Co., «4 Federal St.

EIiHIBA, S. nr. Blabe. ST. IiOCIS,Western Electrical Supply Ce.

BAN FBANOISCO, OAIi., CaUfornia Elec. Works, 40e Marliet St. CINCINNATI, Nevada Bldg. JohnJA. Stewart.
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEMD FOR
CATALOOUE

trH^ Dayton QmBNRON Works Co." dahShX
'

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

THE SEAL OF APPROVAL
Has been placed on the use of Automobiles by the high social factors of the country and another

year no member of elite society will be up-to-date or strictly correct in erery respect in his equipage

unless he is the possessor of one or more Automobiles. Anticipating this, the Woods Motor
Vehicle Company have developed and perfected beyond all fiu-ther experiment under the

Woods system of electrical propulsion correct styles for the coming year in over thirty different

forms of vehicles, including Buggies, Traps. Brakes, Broughams. Victorias and Cabs, all of ivhich

are so simple in their operation and care that the same servants now employed can be retained,

and in the lighter vehicles for ladies" and gentlemen's driving an hour's time is sufficient to learn

their every manipulation.

STANDARD OF THE

WORLD.

Weight, 1,800

Pounds.

Mileage capacify.

one charge. 35

miles.

Speed per hour, 12

miles.

The Stanhope illus-

trated here fills in

every particular the

requirements of the
fastidious carriage
user, as it has every

feature of refinement

in design and style
which constitutes a

carriage and not a mere
machine, and one of

STANHOPE. Price, $2,000.00 net. the greatest delights in

store for ladies is the

usage of this character of vehicle. We strongly recommend the placing of orders early this fall

and winter for spring delivery in order to insure no delay in getting such vehicles for a full season's

use next year. Send for book of magnificent illustrations in latest styles of Automobiles.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY,
547-55 1 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Vanderbilt Ave. and 44th St., New York. 14 King St., Toronto, Ont.

Cost io ma per mile, V> ceat.

THE TAYLOR SLEEVE GATE

TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Invented and Patented by John Wms. Taylor.

Manufactured by

The Glamorgan Pipe & Foundry Co.,
Lynchburg, Va.

Built with easy worlcing sleeve gates.

Specially adapted for Electric Work, either belted or direct connected.

For catalogue and general information address,

JOMN \A/. TAYLOR,
ATLANTA, CA., U. S. A.

<s>

BABCOCK «c WILCOX BOILER.
Some Becent Sales of i?hls Type in Electrical TTorlc :

Manbattan Elevated Railway Co.. New York City 33,2S0 H,
(Largest single order for stationary boilers "ever placed.)

Third Avenue Eailroad CcXew York City 31.200

Metropolitan Street Railway Co.. >ew York Citv 15.' 00
South Side Elevated Eailroad Co.. Chicago, HI 4,SO0

Boston Electric Light Co., Boston. Mass 4.400
Clevelana Electric Railway Co.. Cleveland, Ohio 'i.llii

U. S. Electric Lighting Co., WashingtQn. D. C 4,500

Boston Elevated Railway Co.. Boston 3,600
{In addition to 19.500 H. P. previously sold.)

Independent Electric Light Co., San Francisco 4,200

Commonwealth Electric Co., Chicago 1.600

Georgia Electric Light Co.. Atlanta 2,100

200 FOTTSTDS ^TORKIXG PBESSrBE.

Baltimore Consolidated Ry. Co.. Baltimore 4,000

SEXD FOB JSEW EDITIOJT OP "STEAM.'

OOOK & \A/I
as Cor-fciand-ti ^*.r&&-t., IMevR/^ York. 1215 IVI^rqu^'fe'fc^ Buildins, Chi<=^s^- <s>

<jkShS^S^5>««J^><S«S«S«s^«S«S«S«8«S<8>««S><S^S^«>««««!^^
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE. PA.
BUILDERS.

CHiCAOo office: I52S honadnock bldo.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RUN A GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINE?

// SO, you cannot afford to be without our Qas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars seiU on application.

HARDING 6l HAMMER,' 649-1660 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE Engines

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to 500 16 c. p. capacity

Foreveryflve gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

175 West Superior Street,

Cornell Machine Co., ZZ^

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds ot

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
R'*cenl tests at Holyoke enable u.^ to giianmtee

:

The f.'ini->f power cvt^r ohtmned from n irfirtl of the rninf flinniftfr. TliC highrM f^{ier,d

I VI- ••btiiiii'il for l/i€ mme poivtr. The Infjtif'id iimin efftrienry ever rrfilizfd uhen
riiuHuhj fniiii half to JuU gate. We giiarab toe also: A runntr oj tlie grml/^ />o».

si'We '<tn iiijth. A gate inierfiiated in qutrlaicAS and <(t«f of i>jtatiiip and donno.
Toita nhuw over 81 per rent, acrraije efficiency u-itli tial/ to full imlcr.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms a3
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . * .

JOS. MXOJr CRUCIBliE CO., Jersey City, 3f. J.

.EG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.QMITED.
2200 W.ASHIN'^TON AVE.,PHILADELPH1A.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^
ING0TJ,PASTINGS,W1RE,5DDS,SHEETS,ETC.

:'>i.'A^^J§'un,p.- "— DELTA METAL
/>. = CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

'^

ORiGlN.AL AND Sole Makers. IN THE U.S.

NOW READY!
WESTERN ELECTRIC:AN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1899.

-TEN ^ENTS A. ^OI^Y.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

^^aiiuuiaiiauuiiauiuiuaauiuiuiuuiuiuhiaiiuauiuiiiii^
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WE5TINQH0U5E
MOTORS

Alternating and direct current motors

for machine driving.

Secure the greatest economy with the least trouble and danger

to operator.

Type "C" Motor Connected to a Pump.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

OFFICES:

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Cliicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, San Francisco,

Syracuse, Tacoma, Washington. Denver, Mountain Electric Co. Canada, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N. S.

Mexico, G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
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Ne^^/ RlusKi Pushi

Contacts mounted on separate blocks
of porcelain.

Tested capacity of contacts more than
twice rated capacity.

Simple mechanism insuring absolute
certainty of quick make and break.

All parts tool made—no castings used-
guaranteeing interchangeability of all

parts.

Furnished with removable cover, allow-

ing easy access to working parts.

Ample space allowed for leading in

wires; connections easily made.

10 Amperes. Can be readily used on
230 volts.

Furnished from stock in every possible
finish.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of General Electrical Supplies,

BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES. 572 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

JUST iA£HKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
(OOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting,

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engine.s, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks—

^

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri- .

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoma of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L, A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

PAPER COVER, PRICE $1.00.
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY ^

..-.-;. ;.l-im;...- an ornament
TO THE STOVE. knr;orscd by
Iciiiint: '^:is (.ompanics.

NO MORE MATCHES for the
cliiMrcn lo play wuh

lV-<:e. complete. Si 50
Advance Specialty Co.

'

;
: ;. L-iSalle St.. Chicaef-

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A COOO
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
PATAI nCIIP Nn 7 ha:^ just been issued and win be mailed
UHiMLUDUL fiUi I upoD reouest. It shows a number of
new fixtures In

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, Pi%>JSIE;S JMCFiS-. CO., r>eoa^tia.r, IXXir»ois.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical instilatioa and mechanical

ttibeSf n^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samp]
inshect^

on appticaticfc

/ULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

TEREOPTICONS
MAGIC LANTERNS a"" SLIDES
CONDENSED CATALOGUE FHEE

RILEY BROS. 15 BEEKHAN 5T. NEW YORK.

rOma^S.
KARTAVERT.

HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBDfft

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Rallwav Dust Guards, Wi
and Packings. Patent Iiisulatlng Geats,

iULSrUFACTUBSD SY

THE KABTAVEBT MANUFACTI1RIH6 60.. WIlBlQgtfli, 8H>

Let us know yonr voltage, base
and efficiency and we w'lU mail
you a sample lamp and wnie

SAMPLES FREE.
you how we can maintain yonr snpply of lamps at a lower figure than is offered by any

^other^first-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYWN INCANPESCEftT LAMP CO.,^^ynn, Mass.

mum

1^*

I Black Diamond File Works. I—8
TweW*
Medili

Awarded at

IMarnational

Expoittlont.

OF EVEFIV DESCRlPTJOfJ
THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,

ts^'.SL,:^ir, nsy BRrSTOL, COWN., U-S.A.

J

J
4fj ova «OOD8 ABB OR8AUB XH ETEBY IfAJ>IK« HABDWABB
M) STOBBm THB VinTEIt STATES AXD CAKASA.

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

§

^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

BULLOCK
RAILWAY QENERATORS

FULLY DESCRIBED IN

BULLETIN NO. 2234.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
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IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEUHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""
"^"l'LT''''^ Simplex Electrical Company,

I. R. HIXSON,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO'&TON, MASS.

WtSTERN BELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

if^PDITP INSULATED
IVmOJJJ^ WIRES AND CABLES.

Rubber Covered, Aerial, Underground and Submarine.

N. W. MIXER, W. R. BRIXEY,
IVestern Saleii Agrent,

1520 afoiiadnocU Block, CHICA&O.
aXanufacturei-, XEW VORK.

Tel. !»5i HarrlHon.

.ON/v
1889—Paris Expositioii,
medal for Rubber InsnlatlaBQ

18»3—'World's Fair,
Sledal for Bobber Insalatioa.

BBHMK,

TKBSTANBABD FOB
BVBBEB ESr^lJIiATIOH.

Sola Manufaoturars of

Itinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee*'"r.r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
ff«t«rd L, Ctnde.,

Bsrant Cheever,
Managers. 253 Broadway, New York.

GBO.T.Manson, Gen'l Sup&
W. H. Hodslns.Secy.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OH archaic methods 50 wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCauTr.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

EIectricit7,-'Mech3nics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bldg:., - Chicago.

HARDY LAMPS Uniform in Candle Power.
Uniform in Watts per candle.

Prices right. Prompt shipments.

LAMP COMPANY, - PITTSFIELD, MASS.

StandardllndergroundGableCo.
542- The Rookery,

Chicago.
Westinghouse Bldg.

Pittsburg,
18 Cortlandt St.,

New Xork City.
607 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

1225 Betz Bldg^
Philadelphia, Pft,

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Bigb Grade Bobber CoTered Wires and Cables.

Tie Only Fire DelectiTe Cable in tie fforll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed lav

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door ^llsl If
automaticaUy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install**

tion

fusible Core ninDtnr IfarovKbofrt the cable Ii
Immedtately short-crrcol led on my iDiemip-
tlOD by Fire or Thief, Accldcot or ratentloa.

Why use dormant wireaf
"^Tbe Montauk Automatic

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire as the nervous systea
of a human being is to tb«
touch of flame.

Write for descriptive raal-

Call and see cables operated

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
roO Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits

Ihe Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chetinui Si., PHIUOELPHJA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queea-WIrt
Switchboard Iiutruments, X'-Rtf

Focus Tubes, laductton Colli.

Hedlcal Colli,

^irk Colla.

17-87 Vandewater St., Hew Xork.

C 1

X-Ra; Colls,

T.lepbone
Colls.

PflOENlX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF «

GAS AND ELECTRIC j

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc. j

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-

LOGUE I IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

^„|ca?oBell^Comp

leatherCS^ mill

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dsmamo
brand of leather beltlngls the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study (if the requirements of the

different machines usedimder all

conditioDs and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo BeU-
iDg always state the system used.

OFf IC X\0 FACTORS
e7-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET

CHICAGO ILL

l-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIlAOEWnA

WESTIIN EleGtrical In^trmnent Co.,
^^^~ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., O. S. A.

WesIob SUodd Portable Direct Sedin^

Voltmeters, Milliioltneters, ViKammeters,

Ammeters, Mllllammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olimmeters, Portable Ga'vanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the worlrt over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Onr Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

Weaton Portable «Salv«iiomeler for MonHontbo Wkbtsek Eikotbioias wlion writing

^^ jK IKJI ^% ^^ ^% ^M g^ > ^™ Let us know your voltage, base

^% MM IWI W^ I ^" ^% ^ »% ^" B" and efficiency and we will mail^^*^*"' ^^ ^^ »^^" yo„ a sample lamp and write

you how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is ofiered by any

other 6rst-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYNN INCANDESCENTLAIWIP CO.. Lynn, Mass.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBUBC, PA.
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...TWO OF A KIND...

PORTER MOTORS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

1*l-i^ F9^3C.

1.00.

RUN ON ONE CELL BATTERY.

^'He AJa jc.

91.50.

RUN ON ONE CELL BATTERY

REDDING
ACCURATE

LOW-PRICED

POCKET CURRENT-

MEASURING

INSTRUMENT
For use of" amateurs, practical electriciaiis.

and repair men. in shop, ofliee. lalwratory or

out doors. Send for circular.

JEROME REDDING & CO.,

48 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

Made for durability and superior in every way to

any manufactured for the price.

SEND F^OR CA.-rA^U^GUE:.

KENDRICK & DAVIS,
LEBANON, N. H.

Kight-angle Lamp. Direct and Alternating,
For Lens Boses. Stereoptieons. Etc.

BAKER & FOX,

Focusing

Arc

Lamps
FOB

Photo EngravlD?.

Stage Lighting,

Electric Fountains.

Stereoptieons,

Illuminating of

Decorations, Etc.

83 Schermerhorn Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A PERFECT CLUTCH
In your arc lamps will decrease your repair bill, increase the etticiency of your lamps,

give betlev satisfaction to your customers and increase your profits.

The Knutson Gravity Clutch
Does all this and more. Its superiority ovft- ALL others has been demonstrated. It is

daily replacing inferior clutches.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS will be good as new if you fi-\- them up RIGHT, and
BETTER if you take out okl-styie clutches and fit them up with the KNUTSON GRAVITY
CLUTCH, the only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp -without taking rods out.

^Ye can FIX your T.-H. lamps and make them better than they ever were.

The Knutson Clutch has given entire satisfaction to thousands of users all over the

country:'it can do the same for YOU. Let us interest you sufficiently to give it a trial.

It is CHE.A^PER than any other clutch and vastly SUPERIOR.
Why continue to get out of patience with other clutches when the Knutson Clutch

gives such satisfaction? The troubles of the lamp trimmer are reduced to a minimum
where the Knutson Clutch is used.

One electric light company saved over $200 in repairs in one year through

the use of the Knutson Clutch. Samples, prices and descriptive circular mailed

to interested parties.

We also wish to call the attention of arc lampusers to ourONE-PIECE Upper and lOWer Garbon hOlderS for >i-in.and H-in. carbons.

JOHN L PETERSON & CO., Galesburg, ML
^^ SUCCESSORS TO A. W. KNUTSON & CO.
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The Best Testimony is a Duplicate Order.
THE UNION TRACTION CO. OF PHILADELPHIA INSTALLED ITS FIRST BATTERY OF

Chloride Accumulators
IN JULY, 1896, AND HAS RECENTLY CONTRACTED FOR FOUR ADDITIONAL BATTERY PLANTS.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New York, lOO Broadway.

SALES OFFICES:
lioston, GO State St. Baltimore, EqultaMe Building. Cleveland, Xew England Building. Chicago. Marquette Building. San Francisco. Tiie Parrott nulldlng.

^|^^.H^^4.^.H^^.^^.H^•H*^^^'H^^^^'^''H^'H^^I
^^^a ^'^ I"H'

SMALL

ELECTRIC

STOVES.

TN the development of electric

* heating apparatus for indus-

trial work, we have brought out

asmallstove454 inches diameter,

which is a marked improvement

in this line.

Let us send you description

and prices.

-!~H-«-^«-4-H-4"J'

HADAWAY ELECTRIC

HEATING & ENG. CO.,

107 LIBERTY ST„ NEW YORK.

H"f4-H"i":"H"I
"!":" l

":"!"H-» :"I " I
"

!
"
I
"I"! " !

' M '

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue,
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It Is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

The W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan BIdg., Chicago, III.

CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

Speer Carbon Co.,
ST. MARYS, PA.

The Vetter Current Tap.
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

For Sale
By All

Electrical
Supply
Houses.

Send Fori
' Descriptive

'

Circular
and

Discount
!et.

- A simple and safe dertce for tapping and carryiDg the current from any electric Upht
fixture to Motors, Drop-lights and other electrical dtTices WITHOUT THE LOSS OFLAMP
IN FIXTURE. Adapted to any system of electric liehtine- When ordering, state what
socket is used. Each tap is packed, with full directions, in a neat box.

mmm MANUFACTURER
Dd PATENTEE.

104 EAST 23d STREET,
NEW YORK.

ALSO AT 125 W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St.. Paul.

3 Rue Scribe, Paris. France.

Advance Specialty Co.. svli

American Battery Co .. .. xlx

American El. Heater Co. xvll

Amer. El. Specialty Co... xvi

Amer. El. Telephone Co.xxlv
Amer. El.VelilcleCo xvU
imerlcan Elec. Worka.... xvU
Amer.Eeflect. iSLtg. Co. xvl

Amer. Steel & \V.re Co.. xii

Amer. Tech BookCc... xrvl

Arno; d El. Power Sta. Co. v

Babcock A Wilcox Co.. xsvi

Baln.Foree l

Baker& Co xlx

Beker & Fox li

Ball Engine Co xxvil

Barnes Co.. Wallace— xxx
BamettCo.. Q. & H xxx

Baux, F. A xvlll

Belden-LarvTlUE1.4M( Co. xl

Bertbold & Jennings— xlx

Bealy <t Co.,Clifts. H...'. xxx
"Big Four" R. a. Co xix

BoBsert El. Const. Co. .. xt

Brady, T. H xlx

Brliey, w. R l

Bryan & Humphrey xvil

Rnckeye Electric Co xvl

EuUocli Elec. Mfg. Co.viU, ix

Burnley Bait. & Mfg. Lo..

Cameron, H. P vll

Gary Spring Works xx

I

Central Electric Co v
Central Mfg. Co xlx
Central Tel. & Elec. Co. . xx
Cblcaso Belting Co 1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
General Electric Co.... xv

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co xlv

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chlc.FuseWire AMfg.Co.sxx
cm HouseWrecklngCo.xvlU
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... —
C, M. <feSt. P. B. B...- sxl

Chicago Rheo8tatCo....xvlii

Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co... vl

Columbia Elec. A Mfg. Co. sx

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co. x

Cornell Machine Co x xtII

Cc«ch A Seeley Co xxii

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xvii

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co 1

Dayton Glohe Ir. Wk. Co. xxvl

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . xxi

D.amond Meter Co
Dixon Cmclble Co., Job. sxvli

Eagle Electric Works.-., xvli

Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. 1

Eastern Elec. Cable Go . .

Eddy Electric Mfg. Co. xxv
Edison Decorative & Mln-
laiuie Lamp Dept xvl

Edison Mfg. Co xxlv

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst. .

Electric Appliance Co. . .
xvl

Electric Storage Batt. Co . ill

Electrician Pub. Co xsix

Emerson El. MIg. Co.... xv

EricsaonTelophone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co xxlv

FarlesMfg. Co
Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co.

"For Sale" Adva xvIII

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xlv
Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Goldsmith Bros,

Gordon Battery Co svil

Hadaway Electric Heat-
ing & Engineering Co. lil

Hamlin, Geo. R six

Harding 4 Hammer xxvil

Hardy Lamp Co 1

fiart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xxv
Harvey Co.. TheG. F.... xvl

Hays Construction Co.. xxvll

Hlpwcod-Barrett Carand
Vehicle Fender Co.... iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El.Eng.Co.xviU

Holmes Pibi6-€>raph.Co.

Huebel & Manger xv

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Inglls,Wm., W.& Ir. Wks. XXI
Intemat'l Cor. Schools. xv

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xvlii

Johnston, Thos. J xvli

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Kendrick & Davis li

Klein & Son, Mathlas . xx

Klemm & Co xvi

Kokomo Tel.AEl.M.Oo. xxIt

Kuhlman Electric Co.... xvU
Kusel, D. A., Tel. AElec.
Mfg.Co XX

Lea Manufacturing Co... ill

Leather PreserT. M. Corp. xvlii

Leelanche Battery Co... xix

Leffel & Co., James.... xxvii

Lindaley Brothers Co... xlx

Lombard WaterWh. Q. Co. x v(l

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co.. i

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. xxlt

Mass. Chemical Co I

McIntireCo . The C xxlv

McLennan & Co., K xvi

McLeod. Ward & Co Iv

Meyrowitz, E. B iU

Mica Insulator Co xvl

MiscellaneouB Advs xvlU
MononB. B
Montank Multlp. CahleCo. i

Mnneell i Co., Eugene., xvi

Murdock & Co., W. J xxl

National India Rubber 00.

Naugle, Holcomb & Co.. xix

Hew York Insnl. W. Co . . . xx
Noblett,E. J XX
North Electric Co xsl

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xv

Ohio Electric "Works

C^asLlteco.,The l,xiu

Pfclste Co., H. T xvli

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Partridge Carbon Works.
Pendleton & Gllkey xix

Perrizo & Sons xlx

PemElec. Mfg. Co xxx
Peterson A; Co. , John L. 11

PhllUps Ins'd. Wire Co. . xvli

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. Iv

Phoenix Glass Co.

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xxvli

Plass, H. E., Elec. Co.... xvU
Polyglot Co., The xvlii

Prlngle, Wm. T

Queen AGO 1

RawBOn Electric Co xx
Redding & Co., Jerome.. 11

Eelalnger, Hn^o
Riley Bros xvli

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. xvli

Roebllng's Sons Co., J.A. xxx
Rolfe Electric Co xxl

Ruxton. Robert xix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co. .xxviiJ

Schwalm Co., Geo. P.... xviil

S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Co 1

Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Halske Elee-
trlc Co. of America— xxlx

Simplex Electrical Co., The, l

Speer Carbon Co Ill

Spies & Company xv

Splitdorf.C. F i

Spon & Chamberlain
Standard Paint CO
Standard Tel. AELCo... xx
StandudUndOTg.CableOo. l

Sterling & Son, W. C xix

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.... vll

Sterling Electrle CD—
Sterling Varnish Co.,The xvU
Stewart ElectrlcalCo.. .xvlii

StUweU-Bierce A Smltta-
TaUeCo zTlii, xii

Stow Mfg. Co xxlv
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xxlv

Sturtevant Co., B. F,... xxv
SwartB Metal Befln'g Co. zviil

Taylor, John W xxvi
Texas Arm A. Pin Co.... xlx
Therien Tool Works
Thompson. Son & Co.... itHI
Torrey Cedar Co ilx
TowU, Geo. C, Mfg. Co..
Transmitter Mfg. Co ir
Trotter's MonaMf.CcLLixlv
United Corresp. Schools xv
United Elec. Imp. Co ...

Valentine-Clark Co xli
Varley Duplex Magnet Co.xxi
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xxx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co
Walsh's Sons & Co iv
Warner Co., W. F., The..

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. itU
Wells Light Mfg. Co xxx
Western Electric Co tU
Western Bl. Supply Co. xxill

Western Tel. Cons. Co. . . ix
Westlnghonse Electric A
Manufacturing Oo.,,.xxvtil

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

WiiUams Eleotrlo Co... xxIt
Woods Motor Vehicle Co.
Woi«eater <fc Co. , 0. H . . six
Wright Discount Meter Co.

F-or Olaasl-flod Indox of A^v^r*l«*r«or»-t» Soo F^aso VI.
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

^A^F9l-r

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

SAVE YOUR EYES
BY USING THE

KINSMAN DESK LAMP.
Beware of Spurious Imitations.

Has many advantages over any desk light, shade or reflector in the

market. Finished in nickel plate, polished brass or dark green enamel.
The eye shade, which serves as a reflector as well, may be moved

by a touch to any desired angle, so that the desk alone may be illumi-

nated, or an illumination may be obtained a short distance from the desk.

The inner glass cylinder has one clear glass surface and one of

ground glass to soften the light, if desired. Turned by a knob at further

side.

There is an adjustable arm, enabling the light to be drawn forward
or pushed back at pleasure.

All these changes in use may be made readily, without rising from
one's chair. The fixture may be clamped to the desk without marring it.

Send for Pocket Catalogue and Prices,

McLeod, Ward «c Co., I

%

29 THAMES ST., NEW YORK.

JV.V.VJ'AT.W^VWS'A'.V.V.V.VV.'AWA'i^V^V.V^WA'A'. .•j:^

I^MOEIIMIX.

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit

your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfc. Co.,
IVIO.

—»—>—»•••>••••»•—••»——•——

I

:

!

!

tw—»—>••——t—«f<>»>—>—•———••—•—•——M

!
t

Fender Before Picking tip "Dummies. Fender After Picking tip Dnmmies. Fender Disposed of Under Car,

THE HIPWOOD-BARRETT GAR AND VEHICLE FENDER CO.,
EUROPEAN AGENT, ..

FERDINAND ROMUNDER, COLOGNE, GERMANY. 66 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MARQUETTE BUILDING,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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mk GEO. A, McKINLOCK, Prest.

CHARLES E. liRDWN, Secy;

264-270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Western Sales Agents for

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
THE OKOIMITE COMPANY, LTD.

General Sales Agents for

CENTRAL UNION BRASS CO.

Convention Reports
Show value of attention to details and use of improved methods.

The details of

Bullock Engine Type Generators
Are worked out under most modern practice, with

a large co-efficient for range of work and overload.

Slow speed, while increasing first cost, gives length

of operative life. Ventilation of fields and arma-

ture is given broadest regard, while insulation is

not considered effective until dryness is assured

by baking coils under pressure.

This machinery has features worthy of investi-

gation. Send for Bulletin No. 34.

Electric Railway Supplies.

««hS>^^x$><SxS«8hS^xS^h$kSk5>s>.S^k8^>$«xS>«~*^S«S^S«^ 'S^s>«>^«S>!S«M>^>4>««S>^^^«S^<^S>««S^«$«S^S«S^«SxS^^ «^S«5><S>«>«>!!>««^S«S>«><S><J><SkS<$«SxS>.S«$x8^^<S^>^«8k5^>^S>^kJ^

WE DESIGN AND BUILD COMPLETE PLANTS.

"T^HE accompanying cut shovi's

an interior view of the plaill:

of the Imperial Electric Light,

Heat & Power Co., St. Louis,

Mo. Present capacity, 2,000

K. W. Built complete by the

Arnold Electric Power Station

Co., after designs furnished

with its proposition. The First

Central Station to adopt the

Arnold Magnetic Clutch'.

IP YOU HAVE A POWER PLANT °'^ ^ complete electric railway or lighting plant to build we are prepared to submit to
~^^^^~~^^^^^~^^~^~'^^^^^^^^^^~~~

you or to your consulting engineer a proposition upon the entire job. We will guarantee

the operation of the complete plant, both in regard to operation and also economy. We can save you time, annoyance and money.

Suppose you write to us about it.

Arnold Electric Power Station Co.,

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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BROWN, DURRELL & CO.
CUne-Sui-face Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y. Boston, Mass., Aug. 1, 18Q9,

Dear Sirs;—Haviap tried Ciing-Surface on my la-inch dynamo belt tl6 leet between
centers), I have been able to carr>- full.load with 2-i-inch s-ag on belt with no perceptible
Hlip. Ir surjtasses my expectations and 1 can recommend it to do all that is claimed lor
It, if directions are followed. Yours respectfully, E. B. PRESCOTT, Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

5"

CLING-SURFACE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

known than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

Gling-Surfage Mfg. Co.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 335 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aiuiiiuciators.
Central ii^leccriic Co.
Kleocrlc Appliance Co.
ManluUtuu i:h-c. Supply Co.
Western liieciric (Jo

Western Eleo. Supply Co.
Are ijamps.
Baker A Fox.
Uelden-Larw ill El. & Mf. Co.

Central Klectnu ou.
Ft. Wa>rne Elec. Wts., Inc.
Uenerai Kiectrlc Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Lea Macufactaring Co.
Siemens & Halske ifilectric

CO. of America.
Steriing Arc Lamo Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL A MJg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & MIg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Gleotrlo Appliance Co-
Gordon Battery Go.
' -eclanche Battery Co.. The
Manhattan KlfC. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Oblo Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bella.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan i:ifc. Supply Co.
Ohio Klectnc Worki.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surlace Mtg. Co.
Leather PreaerverMIg-Corp.
Shiiltz Belling Co.

Ueltins.
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
ShuUz Belting Co.

Boilers. ,„
Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Bnnbs, KLeccrlcnl.
Amer. Technit-'al Itook Co.

ifileotrlcian fubllanrng oo.
Spon & Chamberlain.

Brnsbes. , ^
Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Pibre-Qraohlte Co.
Partridge Carban Wk3
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Burslar Aianna.
Central Electric Co-
Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel & Manger
Manhattan lOloc. Siipiily Co.

western Elect. Suppiy Co.

Cables (See iDsnlaiedWIrei.)
Cables, Electric (SeelnBa-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet ana Bar.
American Eleo. Worki.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Brixev, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co
'^pnwral EIp^^tIc no
Miuihattaii i:ir'C-. Supply Co.
New York Ins. Wire uo.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard rinderground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons. PointsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance no.
Gen'l Inc. Ar-^ Lt Co.
Manliattan Klec, Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger. Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemlsts.
Harvey Co.. The G. P.

Clntches rArc T^anip).
Peters'*!! A f^o„ John L.

Coils and Slasnets.
RDlItdorf. C. F.
Varipv D'lDlex Magnet Co.

Cnrnmntators.
Cameron, H. P.

Compound.
Dearborn Drag&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical CO.
McLpnnan ft Co.. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Co., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supoly Co.

Conduit and CondnltS.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als (Patent i,

Jlclntire Co.. The C.

Construction& Bepalrs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Kiec. Wna., Inc.
Hays Construction Go.
Hodge-Waish Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens a Halske Eiectric

Co. of America.
Sturtevant CO., B. F.
Towle, Geo. C, Mfg Co.
Victor Kiectrlc Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. .Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and EUectrlc
Usbt Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree-
Bryan & Humphrey.
BulUck E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays ConstructiouCo.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of ATLerlca.

Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Inap. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westinghouse Eleo & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly JaCcChas. H.

Copper IVires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Beslv&no.. Chaa H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
fienpral Ele"trio Co.
Manhattan Klec. Supply Co.
National India Rubiaer Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Schools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt Correspond. Ro.hools.
United Corresp, Schools.

Cross-Anns, Plus and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Go.
Tnieotrio ApTiMancfl Co.
Manhattan Ek-c. Supply Co.
"Nauele. Holcomb A co.
Trtxa'i Arm A Pin Co.
ValFntine-Clark Co. . The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Boasert Elec. Coast. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago F.dison *^o.

ChicaL'O lIoii>e WreckingCo.
Cutter t&i. 61 Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General inc. Arc Light Go.
Hart&Hegfiman Mfe Co.
yianhaltan F.k'C, Supply Co.
Meyrt-witz, E. B.
PaiBteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric CO.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie EL ft Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eaele Electric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Eleotrlo Go.
General Inc. A re Light Co.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
ciiemjna & Haisiie lO.ectrlc
Co. 01 America,

Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Tbompisun, Son <s. \^o.

Umteu Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. aupply Co.
Westinghouse Ei. s Mfg. Co.

£lec. Beat's Appliances.
American Eiec. tioater Co.
Hadaway El. Htg. & Eng. CO-

Biectrii; Kaliways.
Arnold El. PowerStatlonCo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. Si Mfg. Co.

Klectric Veliicies.
American El. Vehicle Co.
Wotds Motor Vehicle Co.

Kiectrlctu and iliechani-
cai Knffineers.
Arnold E,. Pjwer Station Co.
iJaln. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bu'lock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays construction Co.
Hjd<e-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Go.
bargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter £1. St Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne iilec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan I^lec. Supply Co.
onij Electric Worts.
PaisteCo., fl,. T.
Queen & Co.
Redding i Co., Jerome,
Kuifu Eiectrio uo.
S. E. I. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric
Co. oC America.

Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical lost. Co.

Electrical Specialties,
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Elec. <ft Mfe. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntlre Co , The u.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass, K. H., ElectTic Co
Pringle. Wni. T.
Sities A Company.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Platlns Uach'y.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Enfflnes, t^team.
Ball Engine Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Uutflts.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co
Manhattan YAvc. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co.,B. F.
TowJe, Geo. C . Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WePtlnghniise EI- * Mfe. Oo.

Fenders CCar and Vehi-
cle).
HlDwood-Barrett Tar and
Vehicle Fender Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
BamektCo.,0. AH.

Fixtures. El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
stow Mfg. Go.

Fuses.
Mclntlre Oo.. The C.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Ml. Co.
FlPCtrlC AppHnnCP Ho

Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

<ira» l^lehtine, Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Go.
Western Electric Go-

<Kears.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

4veneral Elec. Mupplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Chicago House A\' recking Co.
Electric Appliance uo.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Flee Supply Co.
Unio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Towle, Geo. c, Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

(irlobes and Electrical
fiilassw^are.
Central Eiectric Co.
Phoenix Glass Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CrOT'nors, Water Wheel.
LornbardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

CiJraphite Specialties.
Besly it Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Job.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.

Guards, Wire.
Ingtis, Wm.. W- & Ir. Wks.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
F.*rie8 MauufactQring Go.

Igniters.
Harding A Hamnier.

Insulators and Ansnlat-
Ins materials.
Brixey, AV. K.

Centriii Electric Co.
Chicago Edison no.
Chicago House 'WreckingCo.
imicago Insulated wire «;o.'

Eagle Paint & Varnish AA'ks.

Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manliattan Flee. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. (The.
Palste Co., Ja. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground O.Go.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suppiy Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—masnet W^lres.
American Electrical Worki.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Brixey, \V. R.
i,ienirai KiecirlcOo.
Chicairo House Wrecking Co.
Chicago insulated wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
rJeupral Elctrlc Co.
Manliattan Elt-c. Supply Co,
Montauu. Muitiph. uaoieuo.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Philllpa Insulated Wire Go.
Roebling's Sons Co,, J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

•function Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Jllectrlc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Go.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hardy Lamp Co.
Lvnn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Flee Supply Co.
Ohio Electric V\ ofks.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
Shelby Electric Go.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Uffhtning Arresters.
UBQtrai i-iecirii; uo
b^itmicm Appiiance Co.
Ft. V\a>neEiec. Wks., Inc.
lienerai Electric CO.
Roiie Electric CO,
Weuungiiuiise El. A Mfg. Co.

Alajfuet Wirtr.
(bee insuiateu Wirea.)

Manipulators (Inc.Limp).
inc. El. Lt. Mauipuiatur ^^u.

Jleviituuvui juavnuiery.
Besiy&co., Chaa. H.
Ri-bertsoii A. aons, Jas. L.
SstilweU-Blerce Smitu- V aile.

M.eter8.
D-amond Meter C ».

Wrignt uiscount Meter Co.
aiicn.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co,, Eugene.

JUinins ApparatuM, JKlec.
Bullock EleC. Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

JUotors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
central Electric uo.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Eiectric Works.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Waine Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Kendrtck A Davis.
Manhattan lOlec. Supply Co.
Northern icec. Mfg. uo.
Ohio Eiecir-u Woiks.
S.exeos a. Halske Eiettrlc
uo of Anerlca

Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tuompson, ton dt Co.
Towle, Geo. C. Mfg. Co.
UnlteQ Elec. imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Go.
Western Electric Cc.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly <£ Co. Chaa. H
Robertscn &. Sons. J^s. L.

Paints.
central Electric Go.
nilne-Surfare Mfg Co
Fa^'Ie Paint ^t Varnish AVks.
ULaae. CnemicalCo.
Standard Paint Go.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin. Geo. R.
Johnston Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor BrokuEe.
Besly SCO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co,
Pendleton & Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Texas Arm & Pln Co.
Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Kipmro A^ 'i«

McLeod, AVani it Co.

Be-Wlndlns—Kepairs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hrdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies A Oomjiany.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Outler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Cn.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spies A Company.
Victor Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand 9Iachin*y.
Baux, V. A.
Chicago Hf useWrecklBg Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrloai Co,
Thompson, Sod & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Keflector & Lig, Co.
Furies Manuiactunng uo.Kjemm it Co.
McLeod, Ward A Co.

Spvuifciug I'nutsb.
uentrai Electric co.
Electric Appliance Go
-Manbatlan Flee. Supply Co
v>e&ierii tleciric Uo.
Western Elect. suppljCo.

Speed Xndicaturb.
Besly & Co., ChaB. H.
Queen gi Co.
Kobe, tscn & Eons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical insi. Co

Springs.
oarnts Co , The Wallace
Gary bprlng Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stercopticous. 31 a e i c
l<anierus and Slides.
Kuey Bns.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Go

Tapes, Insulating,
American Electrical Work*
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Telephones, Telephone
Slaterial and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American El. Telephone Co
CentralTel. AElec. Co.
Oclumbia E ec, ti Mfg Co.Couch ASeeley Co.
Encason Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.Kokomo Tel, & El. Mfg. CO.K usel. D. A . Tel.& El Mfp.Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply CoMuraoik A ( o., W J
Noblett, E J
Nortn Electric Co.
Ravi-son Electric Co
Standard Tel. & El. Co
Sterling Electric Co '

Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co
Transmitter Mfg. Co
Warner uo , w. F The
Western Electric Go
Western Elect. Supply Co
Western Tel. Cons. Co
Wiuiams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Matblas
Therien Tool W^rks

Toys, Electrical.
Ohio Electric AVorks
Plass, E. H

, Electric Co.
Transform ert».
Bullock B leetric Mfg. Co
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Turblnedt WaterW^faeels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Go.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Stiiwell-Blerca Smith-Valle
Taylor. John W.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly £t Co.,Ohai. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground O. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

W^oodwork, Electrical.
Noblett. E. J.

S.Bay Ontuts.
Central Electric Co.
Onnnr Ai Cn.
SpUtdorf, C. F.
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flSSEMBLED
f^
OWiriiUTATOBS

For Street Railway

and Lighting Piants

FOR ALL STYLES OF ARMATURES.

These Commutators are made from the best drop-

forged segments, insulated with the finest amber mica.

THIS C
I shall be pleased to ship one of my Commutators for inspection

to any street railway company in the United States. If not satisfactory
it can be returned, and I will pay freight both ways.

218-220 N. CLINTON STREET, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

Z% and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

WRITE
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open
for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,
214-222 West 26th St., NEW YORK.

Westirn Office: 6ATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monidnock Block, Chicago, III.

Petite Alternating Enclosed long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions ia voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce fliclceriag or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 voKs.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

5hade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoorand outdver us&.

Z6 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP, WITH
SHADE M AND STALACTITE GLOBE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK,

nANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph, Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies. .

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, B. C, and

North Wootwtch, B.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteuli.
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SenofUS a fr/a/ orc/er one/ (/oc/

^m//h co/i^//7ce(/ i)(/ f/ie re§u/fs

S^_==— r//a/ //7e Co/umd/a camo/-^e
'-^^^~=^̂ beafe/y.

MBWIiCTIDESCEIIT
Lamp Co. st.louis.

f/eyy/orfy O/f/ce: Chicago: §an Fm/7c/sco: M/'meopo/is:
/J// //a/e/?7e(/erBi//M/7g. Centraluectn'cCo. /aoSutter6t. z^5 §i/ndicate Arcade.

J
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THE BELDEN ARC LAMP.

What do you think of a clutch that

trips without striking a trip post?

See how we multiply our power by
using a toggle.

Knife-edge joints.

Frame built like

a bicycle.

m^

Trims as easy as an open Arc Lamp.

MANUFACTURED BY

Belien-Larwill Electric h Mfg. Co.^

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U, S. A.

See descriptive article in this number. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

»» »-»< ®
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AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO.
AND THE

WASHBURN & MOEN DEPARTMENT,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. WORCESTER. SAN FRANCISCO.
' GENERAL OFFICES.

. . . MANUFACTURERS OF . .

.

ELECTRIC WIRES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Troilev Wires.
Round, •* Figure 8 '" or any
other special shape.

Weatlier-Proof
Feeder Wires. 'Sond >

Magnet Wires.
Asbestos or Cotton covered,
also single or double Cotton
covered. Round, Square or
Rectangular.

Insulated Wires.
Twisted for Street Railway,
Telephone and for general
signal service.

Car Cables.
"Crown" Rubber covered
stranded. Made specially for
wiring Cars- Cotton or paper
wind over conductor to
facilitate the making of joints
and preventing the Rubber
adhering to strands.

Armature
Binding Wires.

Feeder Cables.
Bare or insulated, up to
2,500.000 C. M. Capacity

Lamp Cord

HIGH GRADE W. «fc M.

Double Galvanized Telegraph and Telephone Wires.
Our "EXTRA B. B." " B. B." and "STEEL" are the world's stand-
ard in their respective grades.

Our Span Wires, Guard and Guy Wires
are most heavily galvanized. Unequaled for efficiency, strength and
durability.
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ALWAYS READY NEVER DISAPPOINTS.

oUR OWN design and a sure winner with

any current.

Stands up under most trying conditions.

Carries all kinds of tensions and can easily

win in competition.

Has a peculiar resistance to water, all its own.

Equally as good in the air, underground or in

the water.

It is certainly a good purchase. Ever tried it?

PROPRIETORS:

The Okonite Co., Limited,

253 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Represented by CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 264 to 270 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

i

t
9

{
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

a }}WOOD
VOLT AND
AMPERE
METERS

For accuracy and reliability

are unsurpassed.

Send for price list No.

40 I 2.

MAIL ORDERS WILL receive special attention and be shipped promptly.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
I I

New ??0-Volt D.-C. (jj I Enclosetl Arc Lam p.

TRADE-MARK.

Length, 19 inches.

Life, 100 hours.

Consumption, 2 1-2

to 3 Amperes.

See new alternating lamp de=

scribed in last issue of the West-

ern Electrician.

Combining all the virtues of

previous 220-volt lamps manu-

factured by us, with important

mechanical improvements, result-

ing in shorter lengths.

#

General

Incandescent

Arc Light Go.
For List of Manufactures see Classified Index.

572-578 First Avenue,
Cor. Thirly-third street,

BRANCH OFFICES.
Kkw York: 39-41 Cortlandt St.
Boston: 31 Milk -"t.

Philadelphia: 2S3 Drexel Building.
Clevblaxd; 39-47 E. Prospect St.

San Fkaxcisco: 598 Parrott Building
St. Louis: 63S Century Building.

y

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
CHICAGO: 1012-13 Monadnock Block.
Minneapolis 616 Guarantee Building.
Milwaukee: 750 Pabst Building.

<j>^«S>^>^>«^<S^x$"€>4>4>^xS>^>'5>^Hi>^>^«i>^^
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EDISON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
The Experience of Customers who use over

10 Million Lamps per year is that

IT PAYS TO USE THE EDISON.
Edison Lamps may cost slightly more at first. In

the end they cost less than all others. This is so
because of:

i. Their long useful life.—Fewer lamps required.

2. Their better maintained candle power.—More light for; less power.
3. Their uniform and exact rating. / ,, ., _ ,^

C. P. correct, Wattage correct. )

""'f°'''" ''^^"'*^-

4. Absence of all mechanical and physical defects—every lamp perfect.

3,500,000 Standard Lamps now in Stock. Monthly Production, 1,000,000 Completed Lamps.

Prompt Shipments. Ail Kinds. In Any Quantify.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Lamp Sales Office, Harrison, N. J.

\BOSTON, MASS., ISO Summer Street.

NEW YOKK, N. Y., U Broad Slreet.

-OFFICES AND L.VROE STOCKS AT-
PH[L\DELPHI V, PA., 509 Arch Street.

ATLANTA, GA., Equitable BuildiDg.

l:I.\OINNATr, OHIO, 420 West Fourth Street. DENVER, COLO., KItlredge Building.

CfllCAGO, ILL., Monadnock Building. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Glaus Spreckles BIdg.

189 Bell
Double Adjustment

A COOD
CHEAP BELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graliam Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

I

EUGENE iG'r«n !.?«
# to each person interested In S

subscribing to the Eugene J
Field Monument Souvenir I

j Fund. Subscribe any amount {FIELD'S i

POEMS«
A $7.00

5l0<

$ bis daintily artii'tic volume

t "field Flowers"
i fctoth bound, SiHi. as a

J
certificate of subscription to

S fund. Buok coutains n scIgc-
* tionof Field's best and most
* Tcpresentiitive works and is

t reidy for delivery.

J But for the noble contri-

f billion of the worlds greatest

S artists this book could not

2 have been manufactured for
S Iessth.nn*7.00.

{ The Fund created is di

i family of the late Eugene Field

BOOK
THE Book of the century

Handsomely Illus-

trated hy thirty-

two of the World's
Greatest Ariists.

Tided equally between th(

and the Fund for the biiildine of a monument to the n
dry of the beloved poet if childhood. Address

[
EUGENE FIELD UONDHENT SOUVENIR FUND,

j
(Also at Book Stores) i8o Monroe St., Chicago i

If you al5o wifh to -end postae" — -'— " -'-

OUR STUDENTS

SUCCEED.
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.
I tliink there is no better cliance to advance

than.throiipli the Schools. Before I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically notblna
about electricity or stpani enelneeiing. My
Courses in Electric Power and Liehtinp ai d
Stationary Engioeering liave been a source
of great benefit to me. as I now liave charge
of an electrie-llght plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHKEK, Patton. Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolllne iu the

Schools I iiad been reo.ding everything I

could get pertaining to mecbanieal and elec-
trical eoglneering, but found that I needed
a belter education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards, I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a much larcer palarv.

J. L. CHASE, Topeka, Kcnisas.

IVinp Plpririral l^mircpc Electrical Engineering. Electrical, Blectrlc Power and
llllIC UlCCUlcai UUUISCS. Liehtlng, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Prof. F. B. Willi.amson,
Formerly professor of Electricity in Lehigh University.

105,000 STUDBXTS AXO ORADCATEi^ AngiiSt, 1S99, CApITAt, $1,500,000.
?12 to $70 iQ Small Monthly Installments pays for a

n'rite for Cirrnlars and Local Jieff-rence^ to (he

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, ^2raS

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
to t'ecome successful in busfDess de-
pends upon yourambition. Without
Interfering ivith your present oc-
cupation, we fit you to secure an im-
portant position through

EDUCATION BY MAIL
in Electrical. Mechanicjil, Steam,
Mining and Civil Enyineerinp: Met-
allurgy. Art Architecture, Practical
Newspaper Work, Knglish Branches.
Stenography. Machine Design and
Mechanioiil Drawing.
Low price; eaby terms. Mastthor-

ough aoft complete course of any
correspondence school in the world
Send to

THE UNITED CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
l.'ii-laS Fifth Avenue, New York.

For free catalogue No. 91.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHrREIT?:

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes. Calvano-ne-
ters, Experimentai Work, Repairing.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-8S W. Van'Buren St., Chicago, III.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go»
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PANEL BOARDS, SWITCHES, WS^

LJSSEND
Your Specifications for Switcliboards, Tablet Boarcfs,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. mmn. wis.

GENERATORS '"^ ^- W. to ISO K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

MOTORS
ncciPPQj Northern Encineerlnp: Co.
vrri«,E3-j

gg cortlandtyt., New York.
Knhler Eros.,

MoDadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul. Mian.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
Sao Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Eleetrital U^l^
Los Angeles, Cal.
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EACO SWITCH.
Anyone who has used Eaco Tape will under-

stand what we mean when we claim there is

something in a name. When we give the name

Eaco to an article it must be the best on the

market. The Eaco Switch is mechanically and

electrically correct, and we stand back of it. A
new circular gives description and prices.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
CIHICA.GO.

America's L&rcest Electrical Supply House.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
OAlillS

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send PRBE, Sample Stick.

Name .

.

Address .

w. E.

" „ Tie only article that will PREVENT
SPAEKING. "Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

absolutely will not gum
the brushes

It will put that high gloss on the commu*
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

809 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading Olimmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resisance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments Automatic Switches,
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
hheostats ami Brushes.

INDIA a AMBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
INSULATED
Clutfis and i*jperi.

COIVIPOIJIMD
tJNEI>UAI.E».

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
Eut^eneMiinsell.sCo. Mica limilatorCo.^ 2l8»Vnt.i St. IVew York ^ Chicago. ii7Lako_Si.

PERF,EC,T

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know that we lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

REFLECTORS!
SIIiTER-PIiATED
MIRROR
RKFliKCTORi^
FOR
ISCANDESCEXT
ClilTSTERS.

Made In many sizes and stj-les. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Glass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Cbandellers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres,
Halls and
Public Buildlnss.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights. Bimch Lights,
yoot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

For

Electricians

Vitogen should be in every

power house, for the
simple reason that it is the

best antiseptic dressing
you can obtain for treating

burnM'onnds, etc., with.

There is no guess work
about it. Write for 52-

page book, "Vitogen in

Practice," telling how it

saved one electrician's life.

This is a necessity that you
should not be without.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
ceipt of price; 2oz.,E0c.; 4oz., ?1.00.
Canadian price: 2 oz.,6oc ,4oz.,§i.20.

"'c7S;'."' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Branch, MiUe Roches, Ont., Kezah & Bennett, Agents.

KLEMM&CO., N.W. Cor. 511) and Cherry

Sts,, Philadelphia,

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

"KLEMM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , .he best in .he market

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Qallerles.

Send for Catalogue of Refl=;ctors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

BUCBE7E
IIMCAIMDI

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

;iM"r 1.AIVIPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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rilANK N. PHILLIPS, PocaiDENT.
0. H. WAGEN8CIL, TncAaunEn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Genemal Manaqch.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCC'PnEa.
C. R. REMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Vl I / PBOVIDESJCE, B. I.

'

i^ ^'^ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Aekerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.
Chicago Stork, F. E. DoDoIioe, 241 Madison St.
MOKTBKAL Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical 'Worku,

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILUPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wtieel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse
power in use. We guarantee the
best speed regulation which can be a
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY.
WO. 6i HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

Of our staodard rlieostats are made renewable and IntercbaDgeable. Rheostat
parts built by hand In small quantities do not have this desirable feature.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

BRAND NEW
NOVELTIES.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechaaical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports. Estimates. Plans,
"Specificatlous. Superintendence, Tests, fur-
ctiasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706.707.708 Llacola Trust BIdg., SI. Louis.

WiH. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

I Otir NEW.-IMPROVED BATTERY keeps the ^

J
American Electric Vehicle CoJ

(p IN THE LEAD - PIONEERS ALWAYS I
Send for Catalogue
of carriages Chicaso, U. S. A.

5==-T!gCS^Q===.(^85^^==.fl5iZ?r*i(L=*£^C^^<S^^

transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

ELECTRIC AIR HEATERS

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

You will have calls for these Stoves this fall.

MANUFACTURED ONt-Y BY

American Electrjcai Heater Co.,
DETROIT, MICH.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed rir(;ult Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on thfl Market.

In use by the leadlnK cities, railroads,
telephone and k«8 ennlne companies.

WE CLAini-Tonstant dis-
chargee of current without po-
larization; no local a<'tlon: no
noxious gases or fumes; no
actds; least labor for opera-
tion: cleanest; not freezineat
Jl" below zero; economic val-
ue .'',0 per cent, greater than
Kravity r;ell, and :iO per cent,
ureater than best other cell In
market. For No. 1 cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. 2 cell,

Vlh ampere hou's; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed cirpult .05 to ,V(j
volt. Hend for clrcu'ar and price list.

OORDOX UATT£RV COMPAXY,
1504 Broad^vay, Xeiv 1'orlc.

Western Tiepresentative,
George W. Patterson, 1533 Marquette BIdg:, Chicago, 111.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
llEchting Ga-s
-. Sate, coii-

nmical. Nn

]:.si:iH(ciin.,_-. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. F.iiHor.scd by

NO MORE MATCHES for the

Advance Specialty Co.
1 19 Lnialle .St., Chicago

SMii Eitra MaliBi faril.
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

-THUS TF^^KDE IVI^XRK
On Sockets, Receptacles, Rosettes, Vains and Branches,

Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.

H. T. PAISTE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO.

STEREOPTICONS
MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES
CONDENSED DATALDGUE FREE ,

RILEY BROS. IB BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANOARD

0. K,"IeatlierproofWlre.

Slof-BurnlDg Weatherproof

and Slof-Bttralng Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

EAGLE ELECTRIC WORKS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

WAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 32B Brady St.

LOSING MONEY
wlien a small expenditure will save it, is not good policy.
Our Indicator will enable you at all times to know that
your engine is developing full power (or fuel consumed.

, It is invaluable in every plant. Eureka Packing will cost
Jyou less, last two to three times longer and keep rods in better
' condition. Feed Water Heaters, Orate Bars, Steam Sep-
arators, Oil Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for same.

Imprdrol Roberlson-Thompson. JAS, L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.
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WANTED.
First-class bookkeeper or electrician to take

active Interest In established telephone manu-
(acturo. S3,000 to $5,cm) Investment desired.

Address TELEPHONE, care of Western
Electkician, 510 Marquette Bids;.. Chicago,

WANTED.
Superintendent—capable and enerEetlc man,

thoroughly experienced In factory practice;

knowlodgp of the principles of electricity desir-

able, but not essential. Aduress MANUFAC-
TURBR. care of the Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Building, CtiieaEO, stating experi-

ence, age, references and salary expected.

\A^A.IM-rED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
Bbops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LlKBt plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED.
An experienced manager for Independent

telephone exchange of i .000 subscribers. Apply
"XX," care of western Electrician, bio
Marquette Building, Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED
As manager, electrician or superintendent of a
light or power plant, by a st-iady married man,
with a long and successful experience In the
electrical field. Al refereoces. Practical en-
gineer. Up-to-date iQ all branches of electric
light and power and storage battery systems;
midertte salary. Competent to design, build
and operate new or rt'model old plants. P. B.
AVAR^VICK, Box 342. Frank! in vllle. New York.

WANTED.
Giod Energetic Man with About

Ten Tiioussnd Doliars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leading

companies. Best of references, both electrical

and floaQClal. Company now doing business

wants to iucrease output to ftil orders.

Fnlly Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO," care Western Electri-

cian. 510 Maniuette BlHg.. Cliicago.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revolutions,! ,100 volts, 140 cycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in tlrst-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR." care Western Electrician. 510

Marquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
One I'i-llght, one .30light and one 35-light

2,000 candle i>ower arc dynamos, Thomson-
Houston make. Cheap for quick buyer.

Litchfield Electric Light & Power Co.,

LITCHFIELD, ILL.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-volt

dynamos I

One250-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo
One 200-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo.
One 175-K. W. Brush 500-volt

dynamo
Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt

Two 60-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt

Two 60-K. W. Slattery Alt.

One 240-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One 300-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One D. 50-K. W. 125-volt G. E.

Co. T.-H. dynamo
One 35-H. P. Sprague 230-volt

motor

TBANSFORMEES.
Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 100....

Stanley, 1,000 to 100...

Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, .1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

10-light

10-light
15-light
ao-light

30-light
30-light

40-light
40-Iighi
50-light

50-light

Also a quantity of type F, T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H. Westlnghouse, etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos, Motors. Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond wltii us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

Each.
i 850.00

2,650.00

2,500.00

1,350.00

400.00

650.00

550.00

350.00

6.00
6.00
8.00
9.50
15.00
15.00
18.00
18.00
26.50
26.50

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I J|Un DJICCC ^^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Ediaon General Electric Company's, for which LHIIIr DHOCO we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest maritet prices (or PTatiQum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will

exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

Agbhtb Wanted. GEO. F. SCHWATiM & CO., Harrison, X. J.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are

V» all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.)
so N. Desplaiaea Street, CHICAOO, 11.1..

To correspond irith as concerning

BARGAINS in Of REPAIRS of
IT

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
I^M^^II Al>DB£l!)l>>

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
8. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ... CINCINNATI, O.

Selling Agents,

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Poaeible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Klbdonlron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe &Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Special for Street Ry. Work.
TwoM. P. Generators, 175 h, p. each.

Speed, 550 revolutions for 550 volts.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
Address F. A. BAUX, f002-l38 Washington St., Chicago.

POWER
GENERATORS.

Motor Starting Rheostats.
motor Regnlatliie Rheostats.

Dynamo Field RlieoHtats.
Theater Oinimers.

i^pecial Klieostata.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Tl'estfleld. W. J., IT. s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZB OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC &PEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES,
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

Electrical Supplies
OF A SECONU-HANU STATUBB FIIOM THE

OKAHA EXPOSITION.
aHGRK'S A VE\¥ ITEMS:"

COPPEK WIRE.
RUBBER COVERED.

|

300,000 feet, gauges 14 to oooo
I
36,000 lbs., =

liAMP COKIK
WEATHEBI'RdOF.
.-luses 14 to 0000

200,000 ft., all lengths, per .yard. 1,000 ft., all leugth^, silk covered, per
yard Gc

ARC GLOBES.
550 Opal, price, each 35c 1 275 Clear, price, each

IBTCAKUESCEKT r,AMPS.
now lamps: Price each.
C. P. Edison IfO 14

C. P. Edison U
C. P. Crescent 13

C. P. Edison 14

C. P. Edison . . . 22

C. P. Edison, frosted IB

C. P. Miniature Columbia.... 15

Brand l

8,000—16
11,000— i

1,200-10
60O— 4
150-32
386- i

1,800- 4

We have the following lamps used but a
short time and guaranteed in good condi-
tion: Price each.
23,200—16 C. P 50 10

170— 8 O. P. Beacon colored 11
11,400- 8 O. P 10
1,520— 8 and 16 O. P. Edison colored. . 12
Also 10,000 burnt-out lamps. Price on ap-

plication.

SOCKETS AND RBCEPTACI.ES.

Keyless Edisou Sockets
Key Edison Sockets
Rubber Key Sockets
AVeatherproof Rubber Sockets
No. 4 G. E. Wall Sockets
15 Bryant Wall Sockets

Used a
Brand new. short time.
Price each. Price each.

$0 09 ?0 08

10 00

12 11

15 14

OS 07
OS 07

Sawyer-Man Key Sockets
Sawyer-Man Keyless Sockets..
Sawyer-Man Wall Sockets
Westinghouse Wall Sockets . .

.

No. 9171 G. B. Receptacles . .

.

iliniature Receptacles

ASIKIETERS.
Price.
?10 00

10 00
10 00

Used a
Bland iieiv. short time.
Prtceeaeh. Price eacli.

12

OC
10

07
07
07
11

10 00

Price.

Edison Station 0-4S D.
Edison Station 0-48 D.
Edison Station O-2600 D.

Price
. . 10 00
. . 10 00
..12 60

Ineaudescent liamp CJnMers.
We have the following solid iron cluster

balls: Price each.
125— 2-light SO 1.1

248— 4-light 25
375— 6-Iight 30
248— 8-Iight 40
160—39-light 1 10

In perfe<it condition.
Weston No. 2647 0-150 D. R. D.
Thomson No. 258 '0-200 D. R; A. C,

Thomson No. 266 0-100 D. R. A. O.
Edison Station 0-52S D. R. D. 0.

TOLTMUTERS.
In perfect condition.

Weston No. 4724 0-150 0-600 D. R. D. O..$10 00

Weston No. 4057 0-3 -150 D. R. D. C. . . 10 00

Weston No. 1946 0-150 D. R. D. C. and
A. O. Portable, leather case 46 00

Weston Multiplier for Voltmeter. No.
4724 0-10 2 50

Also—Knife and Snap Switches. Cnt-Onts. Pings. Jnsnlators. l^ightning;
Arresters. Bibb«>n Fuses, 1 arbons. in fact everj thing electric-nl.

a Westinglionse 400 b. p. engines: 1 Atlas Corliss ^T.'Sb. p.: 1 Ball 150 b. p.

We bought the Omaha Exposition complete—absolutely everything.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 156. Address

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W^est 3.5tli and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, Highi Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

n'RITE FOB CATAIiOGL'K.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century BIdg.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.,

Guaranty Loan Bldg.

POLES
IVaugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CK'ICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors,

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE. MICH.

POLES W. G. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlog, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AMR DCCT ^° the world is claimed of the

int LAnbtdl AnU OtOl texaS arm & pin CO, Beaumort, lex.

Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago,, for

map, rates and time card.

AMERICAN"Sr
ARE THE BEST. Send (or descriptive Circular,

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D 1889. <74-S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 80-foot Foles our gpecialty.

pni CO Central Mannfacturing Co.,

XA/l-ii-be Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

?."u/i''fE*^s^ PERRIZO & SONS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constanlly or> Hand.

The

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms. Pole and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other specialtle.'j for Construction
W DTK.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

The Standard Open Circuit Batterie.<

of the World.

esaro fob cieculae and PKioEg,

THE lECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,
Ill fo 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

POLES AND CROS$ARM$
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

fc-.^^^-'ife^,**=-'^Mg^-'Taffe--' '-2*&--T>.«fe-<Vife---'/^'=*fc-.-J^

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
I.aT^e stockHon band. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O-B. care, your city, in any quantity. J^-Writ«us.

ifUJ^TIIMUJIVIPI FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Pcfup an;\ Native Platinum Purchased.

ItAlLltR & CO., 40S-414 Kew Jersey
Railroad Ave.. Ketvark, X. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Street.

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderate charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.

HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800 H Street,

N, W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED....
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

BOBERT KUXTOBT,
195 I,a Salle Nt.. Chicago, 111.

;
CEDAR POLES .,\

// WECONTROLTHEOUTPUTOFCED.AROnTHELINEOF-THE Wis'cotisih '.

s & MICHIGAN R.R.55M1LK|NLEN6TH:COVER1NOATERRITORY OF ^
! OVER 400 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

,
I

I We HAVE ALARGE STOCK OF ALUSIZES FOR PROMPT SHiPMenT. ^,

}- NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL 5T0CK ON HAM D- -'

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH,
^

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Blndiu^. ynxs of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1,00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, mucb«-aurv complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rul.ii* wsr.ch are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationsfv Sv..5;neerB, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is Vc; oniy book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of tfes oliJ Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 7,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishii^g' Co.,
Sio Marquine Ssillding, CHICAGO.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Eiectricisn Publisiil.>ig Company,
Suite 510 namnette Bide., Chlcsso.

TO CALIFORNIA
ViA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA, COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY', OGDEN and
SAN FRANCiSCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CMcapJiMee&StPailR'f
Unloa Passenger Station, Cblcago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
Improved' Hunnings
solid bacfe dust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and Cabinet
St\ies. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convUice anyone

of tlieir superlorltj- on either

short or long distance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work ^ell at

first, but to produce one that

will continue to meet ever}

proper demand Is quite an-

other problem.
The ORATOR wIU.

MAXrFACrrRED BY

Tie RAWSON ELECTRIC CO,
ELVRIA.O , U.S. A.

Call on us for

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries are our rule,

And each order filled with care.

Large stocks always on hand,

Telephones,

Every style and grade,

Long and short backboards,

Elegant finish and design,

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oak or walnut woodwork.

New ideas in magneto bells.

Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Extension bells—standard and

Circuit closers, bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils,

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on any

Order you may wish to place.

THIS TRAI IVI^WR»<
STANDS FOR THE

9

9
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Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected

therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
l^ew S-fcandard ^ry Ba'fc'fc*rias.

^rres-feer and ^u-fc-Ou* S'w/'i-fcch.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^"Send for one.

I

IVlATHiAS Klein & Son,
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON, WIS.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC i MFG. CO., 79 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

GEO. M MAYER, PREST. MORRIS M. NEURATH, SECY.

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. >t-ll

Western Telephone Gonstructlon Co.,
850-334 8. Clinton St.. CMcaso. 111..

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones/Swiichboards Exclusively
In the United SUtes.

S?£C/AL
Y<00l>fl0KK
Tot TeUpKoTieaJiil EUctritf^)

ConsT^w-ttioho). cKfvv acsv-riytioTx.

])eh>er V aTilfaKr-ap /jfr)

s

EJAIOBLETT
8^8-^07- 35 "

St. («'».. Ha>4^fi^

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

SROnOES, VA.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord,

Automatic Spring Joint

AXD OTHEK

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

i^S^^o^^i^".^. Will interest You.
NOTE.—Vfe hold exclusive rights for the mannfacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 liiberty St.,

Xew Tork.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

GROTTOES, VA.
97 Central Ave.,

CleTcland, O.

tSTABUSHED 1BB9.

NOTICE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MF6. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St«
ST. i.oris, MO.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the "West. "Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP:
Witb legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as furnished by private companies and municipal plants.BY IVI. J. F-R>KNCISCO.
Fourth edition, revised. 100 pages. PKICE 50c. Full of valuable information for everyone interested in the subject.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

I3-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
BRANCHES: I CHICAGO:

I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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DEARBORN COMPOUNDS FOR THAT OIL GETTING BACK INTO BOILERS!

D^arb^rn Drug St. OKiemical \A/orl<s,
MANUFACTURING AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS,

Analyzers of Everything. offices and laboratories: Makers of Boiler Coniponnds.

Oil ciieniists. 29, 30, 31 and 32 RIALTO DLDG., CHICAGO, ILL. water chemists.

Write
to

I60 Congress Street,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

^•^'^'''
"STAR" RECEIVER.on their new

STREET RAILWAY IVIEIM
-And others engaged In
electric railway work will
be Interested In

THE MOTOR ENGINEERS' AND ELECTRICAL WORKERS' HAND-BOOK.
By W3I. I^r^TERN.

The Motor Engineers' and Electrical "Workers' Hand-Book is compiled with a view of fur-
nishing a book of reference in a simple and convenient form for the use of motor engineers and
street railway men. The diagrams of controller connections and combinations will be found of
great value in practical work. Theimethods of testing are both simple and reliable. The writer
is indebted to the Westinghouse. General Electric, Walker and Steel Motor companies for In
formation cheerfully furnished.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Chapter I.—Elementary Principles. Units, Ohm's Law, Watt, Kilowatt. Ampere, Turn, Hour,

etc. Potential. E. M. F., Voltage, Drop of Potential, Resistance (Ohmic), Conductivity. Chapter
11.—JIagnetismand Electro-Magnetic Induction. Chapter III.—Circuits; Varieties of Circuits,
Series, Shunt, Parallel or Multiple Arc, Joint Resistances of Parallel Circuits, Multiple Series.
Series Multiple. Chapter IV. Dynamo Electric Machine. General Principles. Field Windings.
(Varieties), Series, Shunt, Compound, etc. Short Shunt, Long Shunt. Chapter V.—Instructions
for Operating Generators: Running a Single Generator, To Shut Down a Machine Not Run in
Multiple, Sparking, Polaritj-, Excitation Grounds, Generators in Multiple, Connections. Running
Generators in Multiple. To Shut Down a Machine Running in Multiple. Chapter VI.—The
Electric Motor: General Principles, Counter Electromotive Force and Mechanical Power, Ef-
ficiency. Chapter Vll.—Measurements andTestsof Street Railway Motors—Faults. Measurement
by Drop of Potential Method (Examples), Insulation Tests. Voltmeter Method, Description of
Voltmeter and Ammeter. The Wheatstone Bridge, Instructions for Operating. Drop of Potential
in Motor Circuits. Chapter VIII.—Instructions^for Operating Car Apparatus: Brushes, Sparking
at Brushes, Bearings, Bucking, Fuse. Block. Operating Car. Trollev. etc. Chapter IX.—The Elec-
tric Motor Car in Detail, Series, Parallel. Controller. Reverse Switch, Rheostat. Fuse Box. Light-
ning Arrester, Heaters. Chapter X.—Definitions of Terms. Chapter XI.—Diagrams of Car Wir-
ing and Controllers, with Written Descriptions and Diagrams of Combinations: Westinghouse
System (G. No. 14, No. 28 and 28 A). General Electric (K. with W. P. Machines, K 3; General
Electric Series Parallel Controller with Magnetic B.ake). Walker System (B2. E) Steel Motor
Co. System. Chapter XII.—General Electrical ana Mechanical Information. Belting, Shafting,
Pulleys and Gears, Melting Point, Specific Gravity and Relative Conductivity. Table Comparing
Wire Gauges, Number, Dimensions. Height, Length and Resistance of Pure Copper Wire, Elec-
trical Units and Formulas, Equivalent CarryingCapacitv. Proportions of Gear Teeth Notes, Bill

of Material for Span Wire Construction (Single Track) (Double Track), Bracket Construction,
(Single Track) (Center Pole) (Double Track). ^

160 pages. Handsomely bound in cloth, SlOO. Heavy boards, 50c. Sent on receipt of price.'^

ELECTRICIAN PIBLISHINC^ CO., 510 lUABQUETTE BLDe., CBICA^iiO.

TELEPHONE MEN AND
lALL USERSoF MAGNETC0IL5
IHAYE YOUR MAGNET COILS|

WOUND
BY MACHINERY!

HERE'STHE
OBJECT
LESSON-

A PLAIN
FACT

The?.- :!S ::-ibs. spools i9Xlbs. total) oE
X,, :;h -iii;rl'=->ilk-coTered wire will cost you
Iji; u^t iit III, 10, 10, Sofflisr; and there is
^iitti'.ient w ire on these 28 spools to vnad
i.uuO Duo-uliin bridpring-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a, total cost of your
own 1,000 niagnets Hnished at factory, 8218.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dupes'
magnet windings. Kach winding i:> made
up of No. 36 wire, ^00 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiy
wound magnet. Price, 821B.70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

ITHE VARLEY DUPLEXMAGNLTCOj
/3S 7^ST. JfP3EYC/TY//,,

IDOES IT BY MACHINERY !!

V/f CAN 5A VE YOU
CONSJDEPABLE MONEY.

Tel. 3346 iSth St.

(^ GARY SPRING WORKS,
,(

^^- 240 mnd 242 West 29th St.

,

New York City.

>!a:;'.:facliJrersof

I WIRE and SPRINGS

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

i«————89««

We Don't

Want

the Eailh

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wear out. magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Buards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
Multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

I

!

9Iaintenaiioe
Repair EXPENSE Bednced to the

Sliniiiinm

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD
•

I
Write for catalog. 361-373 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0, 8
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To the Unconverted

!

IN our efforts to secure your business we have often longed
for that gift of prophecy which seems so easily acquired

by many of our Telephone friends, that we might be able to

give you the exact dates when all competitors would be wiped off

from the face of the earth. Failing in this accomplishment,
we have sighed for that spirit of poetry which would enable

us to melt your icy heart and cause you to sweat blood as a
penalty for not using the W. & C. Bi-polar Receiver and our
complete Telephone Equipment. But we have no such ability.

Our only salvation seems to be in making the best telephone
apparatus on earth, and some day you will find it out.

COUGH & SEELEY CO.

212 SUMIVIER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PAGES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Cor-tland-t t, ime:\a/ yori^.

1,000.000 sold during the

past twelve months.

nesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size. lYsxcy^.

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Kubber, each £1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore

supplied by that company.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

With our hisb-grade car-
bon transmiiter. which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Trice, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, ss.oo.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No, i^

Dittmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
trength of open or

Retail price, 90 cents, 2M. 3, 34 and i Inch. Special prices.

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

^ WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of tlie goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
32 Cor-tland-b S-tree-t, IME\A/^ YORK.
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H

How Can You Beat It?

• •

Embodying Everything New and Good.

SENT ON 30 DAYS' TFRIAI-

>

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

10 and 12 N. 9th STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

^A/RITE US F'OR CAT^V^OGUE A.ND F>RICES.

H

H

W

I

Prices are right and they're the newest
thing in the telephone line on the mar-

II ket. We equip a line and exchange

I! complete from stock.

11 -. =^ 11
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It Ofttimes Happens
That you have a TOLL LINE running to some

small town wherein you could place a small

BRANCH EXCHANGE and INCREASE the

EARNINGS of your TOLL LINE. Why not

investigate the

Eureka Auxiliary Switchboard

Telephone.

It is just what you have been looking for.

Write us for "1900" CATALOGUE, illus-

trating our full line of SWITCHBOARDS
and TELEPHONES.

Eureka Electric Go.,
Nos, 157-159 S. CANAL ST„ - CHICAGO, ILL.

OUR APPARATUS
NEVER DISPLACED.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Dnrable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selline a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Kallway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Sti'omherg-Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanicalh',

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We. assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless j'ou examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 35. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CURRENT

AND

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. A.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for ^ol
ume of voice transmis'iioD
distinctness of arlicula
tion, exact reproduction of
articulate sounds and dur
able qualities Is unequ ^

"

The Largest AlanuUi.
turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agereeailnp over 300.000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

yVE GUARANTEE workmanship, material
efficiency of our apparatus to be of the highest grade
and agree to defend, at our own expense, any actinQ at

law which may be brought against our
PATRONS on aUeeed infrineement of
patents owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-4Z-44-t6-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd.. Cor. Canal.

CHICACO.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricit}'. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per 3'ear, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

suite 510 Warouette BIdq.. - CHICAGO

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Conneclors for HARD-OR«WN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC.HclHTIRE CO., 13X15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of lelephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating ielephone troubles and remedies therefor,

on receipt of price, by the

Sent prepaid

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building,

CHICACO.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilllns. Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.|
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

LONDON. PARIS.

.,,dnma^ts:n£t^s^^^
COMMUTATORCOMPOm

JHiIYi^OTOL

)

The most efficient lubricator, is
the only article that is guaranteed
tostop tiparkiog. H can be used
on leaf, carbon or gauze wire
brushes with the greatest safety.
l*uts a beautifTil luster on the
Commutator, Does anav with the
use of sandpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys it5 surface. U is the larg-
est and most ecouotnical stick

I
manufactured, it comes in two
sizes. Small size. 8300 per dozen.

' Large size, S6.00. Samples mailed
free on application. For sale by
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-
ada.

Manufactured only by TROTTER'S MONAMFG. CO., Ltd. ,'320 Broadway. New York, N.Y.

Messrs. GOLDM ARK & WALLACE are the Sole / gents for the United States, 121 Worth St., New York Cil](.

iSA.TISFACTIO> OTTAJtAJITKE© OB MONEY BKFCXIJED.
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EDDY GENERATORS
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIOH SPEED.
We make a specialty of apparatus for the transmission of Electrical

Power through factory or other buildings.

The EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Windsor, Conn.
OHICASO, aSr-SSS Haranette Bolldlne. SJEW fOBK OFFICE, Sineer Bide., 1*0 Broadway.

PHII.A.DEI.FHIA, Walter C. Melntlre A Co.,SO« Commerce St. BOSTON, G. W. Aneler A Co., 64 Federal St.
EIiIUBA, S. M. Blake. ST. JLOUIS,Western Electrical Snpply Co.
BAN FBASrcISCO, OAIi., Calirornla Elec. TTorks, 400 Market St. CINCISJSJATI, Nevada Bids- John A. Stewart.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO, 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO, 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE INTHE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.
NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames
for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: MONADNOCK BI.OCK.

STURTEVANT

ELECTRIC

PROPELLOR

VENTILATING

WHEEL.

SI2ESI8-IN.TOI20-IN.DIAM.

STURTEVANT

Enclosed

Electric

Motors.

SIZES 1-6 TO 20 H. P.

SEND FOR

BULLETIN M.

B. F. STURTEVANT C9.,
BOSTON, MASS.

WARBROOMS:
U. S. A.

BOSTON, 34 Oliver Street.

CHICAao, 16 S. Caaal Street.

LONDON. ENO.

NEW YORK, 131 Liberty Street

PHILADELPHIA, I3S N. Third Street.

7? Oueen Victoria Street.

THE TELEPHOKE HAKD-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON '^ RECENT PROGRESS/' BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

I60 Pagres, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-thi, Hand-Boole Size, Price $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephooT as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not vet come. Hut it is

felt that there iaa demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and theTELKPUONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. "With the exception oE a few
chapters dealing with certain forms or transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a-e given for the information o£ those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

anyone can understand and learn from It

the entire electrical fraternity.
No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Iiooks which have been so favorably received by

OONTENTS
CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.

Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Eell Telephone Receiver,
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2L
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 2S.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

3fi.

40.

4L

PobiuiuMi and for 8Bie by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Uiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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THE
INEW

AMERICAIN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOLE

80 S. LUDLOW ST.,

DAYTON, 0.

^Sg^^^^g^^^^;^^;^;^^^^^^?^^^

Dayton Globe Iron works Co.

^
r^gl

^Iff^ r-- - - ' •

- —''—

—

- -

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

The Lord

of the Dynamos
Is sent free of charge to anyone.

This tale is a weird description of an East Indian dynamo
tender in one o£ the great London Power Stations.

It will hold your interest from start to finish. Our
catalogue of Technical Books is included in the applica-

tion. Write for "THE LORD OF THE DYNAMOS."

A MINE OF TECHNICAL INFORHATION
For the Practical Electrician,

The Professor,
The Student,

And ANYONE interested in ANY WAY in the science.

AN ABSOLUTELY NEW WORK.

The Pocket Edlfl

Electrical Dictionary.
By EDWIN J. HOUSTO.V, A. M., Ph.D. (Princeton).

A most valuable contribution to electrical literature.

This new Dictionary is destined to enjoy a world-wide sale. It contains over
11,000 words and about 15,000 definitions used in the science. There are several

thousand new words now used in the science that have never appeared in any other

single book. It is indispensable to all electricians.

It is beautifully printed on fine paper, and is so compact that it can be carried in

the pocket. The type is large and clear. 950 page;.

One Vol., 32mo, CI jth, $2.50; Leather, $3.00. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

American Technical Book Co.,
23 Duane Street, New York.

THE TAYLOR SLEEVE GATE

TURBINE WATER WHEEL
Invented and Patented by John Wms. Taylor.

Manufactured by

The Glamorgan Pipe & Foundry Co.,
Lynchburg:, Va.

Built with easy working sleeve gates.

Specially adapted for Electric Work, either belted or direct connected.

For catalogue and general information address,

JOMN \A/.
ATLANTA, GA., U. S. A.

* "A t
t ^gfea ^i . B! it A.I_L- \A/ROiJOMT-STEE:i_ I

«>

BABCOCK $c WILCOX BOILER.
t^ome Recent Sales of This Type in £lectrieal ITork:

Manhattan Elevated Railway Co., New York City
(Largest single order for stationary boilers ever placed.

Third Avenue Kailroad Co., Kew York City
Metropolitan Street Railway Co. , > ew York City
South Bide Elevated Eailroad Co., Chicago, 111

BostoaElectric Light Co., Boston. Mass
Clevelaiia Electric Railway Co., Cleveland. Ohio
U. S. Electric Lighting Co-, Washington. D. C
Boston Elevated Railway Co. , Boston

(In addition to 19.500 H. P. previously sold.)
Independent Electric Light Co. , San Francisco
Commonwealth Electric Co.. Chicago
Georgia Electric Light Co., Atlanta
Baltimore Consolidated Ry. Co. , Baltimore

1,200

5. 00
i.SOO
4,400

2,U2
4.500

3,600

4,200
1,600
2,100

4,000

300 POUNDS \«^ORKIXG PRESJ^rRK. SRND FOR NEW EDITION OF "STEAM.*

% S9 ^or-felemd-fe S-tree-t, IMew York. 1215 IN/Iarque-fc-fce BuildinSf ^l->icag;o. f
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: 152S MONAONOCK BLDO.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RONAGAS OR GASOLINE ENGINE?

// SO, you cannot afford to be witfiout our Qas Engine
Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost, Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING & HAMMER,'^*''^^%Tcro"r''''°'''''

Cornell
CAS AND
GASOLINE ENGINES

Isolated Electrical Plants
25 to SOO 16 c. p. capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Gas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lights.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

175 West Superior Street,

Cornell Machine Co., «c>at>LL

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

EHpGcially aflupted to all kitulfi of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Ilolyokc oiiatjle us to giiarnntce ;

The Largest Power ever ohtn inoi from n wheel of the same diameter. The hifjheal epeed
ever obfaincd for the s>unr pnuxr. The higUenl mean efjlciency ever realized wfien
running from half to Jall yule. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate uncquakd in quickness and eaxc of ujjening and closing.

Teats show over 81 per eent. average ejfficicney with lialf to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND t.EATB£R PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed io prevent siipplng aod to preserve the leather.
It will pay jou to send ior circulars and tescimon'als.

40S. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY CiTY. N. J.

i TRADE MAf?KS

.'^Ao1,^-Ulv[f'

The Phosphor Bronze SMELTiNGCo.liMiTED.
2200 WASHIN'^TON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
!NG0rj,f'ASTINGS,WIRE,PODS,SHEETS,ETC.

"— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGIN-\Lr - '•- -"

iMlaMgaBi

STEVENS'

MECHANICALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

FOR
5tatlonary and flarine Engineers, Firemen, Electricians, notormen, Ice

Machine Men and Mechanics In Qenerai.

New and Original. AH Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear t)y Word and Drawing. Quvitions and Answers

for Civil Service ExamlnatlonG, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
% WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION. SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER

CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS. PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRIOATOUS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR. REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS.
ACCUMULATOR. RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS.
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OP ELECTRIC PLANT. REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREiMENTS. MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING. DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS. REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

»RICI ^&l.^^^^. Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

I
DOES

I Your Electric Lisfht or

I Street Railway PlantPay

I
Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis.''

That's a specialty of our business.

Elegtrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

-1 fl * i*ii*iAi*ii*i ArfTii*iAAi*ii*n*ii*ti*ii*ti*ii*ii*ii*it*ii*ii*r 1*1AA 1*1 1*1 dW> iTi 1*1 1*1AAAif1 iti At?«W'WA>yiA i*i fb 1*1A^^ \
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?

Westinghouse
Integrating Wattmeters,

i

For single phase (two and three wire) and polyphase circuits.

SINGLE PHASE -WATTMETER.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg, Co.,

I

Pittsburg, Pa.

Vcstinglioiise Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London, S W., England. All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

Incandescent Lamps.

Specially anchored filaments^ eliminating vibration.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.^

All Supply Houses. AIIeg:heny, Pa.

5%VAV.\%viviiV.VAV.V.V.SV.'AVAV.VV.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.%VV.\V.%V.V.%V.V.^^^^
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SIEMENS £HAL$KE ELECTRIC COMPANY of AMERICA
GENERAL OFFICES: 1215-1217 MONADNOCK, CHICAGO.

Electrical Apparatus for

Light and Power.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETER.
All sizes from 5 lights up to 150 lights inclusive, direct reading; with

larger, sizes a small series transforirer is used. We claim

ACCURACY OF RECORD, PERMANENT CALIBRATION AND
ECONOMY OF OPERATION.

OPEN. BRANCH OP-P-KSES:
BOSTOX: 71 and 73 Broad St. WEw" YORK CITY: 331 Havemeyer Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA: 1500 Land Title Bldg. CINCINNATI: Perin and Neave Bldgs.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.: 33 Norris St. ST. LOUIS: 116 Laclede Bldg.

DENVER: 413 17th St. SALT LAKE CITY: Trent Eng. Works.
SAN FRANCISCO: 598 Parrott Bldg.

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING."
A PRACTICAL EXPOSITION OF THE ART FOR THE USE OF

J

Engineers, Students and Others Interested in the Installation or
Operation of Electrical Plants.

13 B.
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, New York.

Prepaid. - Practical and Ufp'-bO'
Just the Book you want. 450 Pages, over 150 Illustrations. Read the

OF- OOIMTE

*riC4

Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, History of Electric Lighting; Chapter III, General Units and Measures; Chapter IV, Classification
and Selection of Electric Lighting System; Chapter V, The Location and General Arrangement of Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VI, Build-
ings for Electric Lighting Plants; Chapter VII, Possible Sources of Electrical Energy; Chapter VIII, The Steam Engine, History and General
Principles; Chapter IX, Steam Boilers for Electric Lighting; Chapter X, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, General Construction; Chapter
XI, Typical Forms of Steam Engine for Electric Lighting; Chapter XII, Steam Engines for Electric Lighting, Selection, Installation and
Management; Chapter XIII, Gas, Oil and Hot Air Engines; Chapter XIV, Water Wheels and Windmills; Chapter XV, Mechanical Connec-
tions between Engines and Dynam.os, Direct Coupling, Belting and Shafting; Chapter XVI, Toothed, Friction and Other Gearing; Chapter
XVII, Principles, Construction and Management; Chapter XXI, Applications of Accumulators in Electric Lighting; Chapter XXII, Switch
board Stcl'.:iing Switches, Fuses and Circuit-Breakers; Chapter XXIII, Electrical Measuring Instruments; Chapter XXIV, Lightning Arresters?

Erery Engineer and Electrician irho desires to thoroughly master the Art of Electric Lighting should have a copy o^
this book. Sent promptly.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY.
Suite 5i0 Marquette Building,

OMK
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

In tin cases, making a Dractlcallyalr-t'shtpacfe-

aare; also preventing possibility of damage sn

haodline:- All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. 8old by UrstKllass

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO..

8G3 Broadway. New York. 1S4 Lake St.. Chicago.

ROEBLING
or*

a.xid

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulatioa and meclianical purposes, in sheets
tuKS^ rc^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applscatioa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington. D^
XOTEITX IS POBCEI<AIS

NXSlTir PERU FUSXS PImUG'.
TRY IT-YOUXI. BUY IT.

iPf^-^iV O^-r^loeu^^ O^jit:. S^X3.<a for It.

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU. IND.

Black Diamond File Worl(s. I
EM.1S6*. t>e. 1S»S

Spceltl 2
Prize oP
Gold MHil y^
at Atluiit, IJ^

1895. tj^

SMALL SPRINGSE
OF EVERV DESCRIPTfOW IE

THE WALLACE BAfiliES CO., Ip
is^'.sus^cn fiS7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A. UK

OTSM ««OI>8 ABB OBT gAXB IH ETKBT I.EAI>nr« KABDITAKB
8TOBB IH THE UmTED STATES AKD CAHADA.

G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY, I
PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

^^v.s^v^iV.^^^^^v.v^A^v^ViW^.^VAA^.•.VAVJVW^^MiWAV.•/wvvvtf^i"^w^iVi^vv^^w^vw^^w.WAV^«v^w.VA^w^
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1

THE "WELLS LIGHT"«
HAS BECOME THE

STANDARD
WITH

H
•I- ^

RAILROADS and CONTRACTORS.

400 Railroads and over 500 Gonfraotors now use it.

1 5 nnn '~
I %/ywww SI

USE IN THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.

FOB ACCIDENTS AT XIGHT,
FOB KIGHT COJrSTBUCTlOJr,

FOB SHOP TTOBK,
FOB HKATX METAL HEATIKO,

Unaffected by Weathen ^
Made in all Sizes. 4

80O, 2,000 to 4,000 CANDLE POWER, t
From Kerosene Oil. *

It is "Always Ready

and Indispensable.

The Wells Light Manufagturing Co., nr^'r 46 Washington St., NEW YORK.

,ft^%\VirAV.V.PA'.VAV."ASV.VA'ASV.'rtSVVVV^'A'.S%V.'.VJ'JV.VWVWrtVAlA^A'.%V.'.V.'.SVAV.'A".VAVAV.V%'A%V^^rtAWA



$3 per Annum, giectrioianr iiag Company, Cblcftgo. EVERY SATURDAY. I O cents per Copy.
Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, NOVEMBER 4, 1899. No. 19

SIIVIPLbEX. wires and cables.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""h"r "ixsoN""^'
^'"Jplex Blectrical Company,

1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlil, BOSTON, MASS.

;t-ON'^

18S9—Paris Exposition,
medal for Bobber InsalatiwKb

18»3—'World's Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insnlationc

TWtDEII

TKE JSTASTDABD FOB
BUBBFB ESrSITLATIOIir.

Sole Manufacturers of

llonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee """.or- Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
f^VL^ §h".te"r'. I

""•o- 253 Broadway, New York. Si'-h'h^SK's^,"''
'"^

IN/IORE

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are in use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combrned.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREIVIENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

'Amerlcaa SteU Wire Co.,

The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCauT:

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent canses.

Suite 1657-59 nonadnock Bldg., - Chicago*

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Co'a

RUBBER COVERED
\A/^ires and Oablos.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

Genuine Ericsson
swedish coal-

GRAIN- ;
—

rSRFTCT
TRJtAfSMITTEH.

No PACKIN0,N0ADJU5TINQ,H0
- ' TROUBIE.ALSO COMPLET£ LINE LOHa

_ PISTANCE TELEPHONES.

ERICSSON Telephone CO. 296 Broadway n. y

"HfESTIIH EleDMcal \n\nmA Co.,

1 14-120 William St.,

Irwteii Oroaiid Detector aad Clreult Teeter.

NEWARK, N. J., U.S.A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltmeters.
niilllToltmeterB,
Voltammeters^
Ammeters,
Milliammeters,
Crronnd I>ete<-tors and
Circnit Testers,
Ohmmeters.
Portable (KaiTanometera.

Onr Portable lostramentB are recognized afl

The Standard the world over. The Seml-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are stiU better.

Our Stati'jn Voltmeters and Ammeters are
naenrpassed in point of extreme accnracy and
lowest conenrnptlon ot eoer^.

Mention the Westbbh Exaoxbioxaw when
writing tot cataloffDei.

The Only Fire DetectiTe CaWe in Die fori
Every Fractional Part of which is cootiauously Thermostatic, and designed {of

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl II

automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one instalU-
tion

PusiMe Core runaing; Ihrou^botit the cable Is
Immediately short-circuHed oa any Interrup-
tion by Fire or Thief, Accident or Inteolloo.

Why use dormant wires?
"^ The Montauk Automatie

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or 6re as the nervous systea
of a human being is to tbt

•-• touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mal-

Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 4031 Cortlandt.

for ageuts.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to 50 *iorse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good proflta
The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

|ueen & Co*
"l012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIIi.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-lf.e;

Focus Tubes, Itaduction Ctali

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superioritj Over

All OtLer Types.

In successful use for ten years.
iStandard Iiish. Prices lotv.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVrLLE, OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

^ MIRERS OF ^__^^ OEilEBS IN V
LEATHERirai MILL

BELTING W^ SUPPlltS

BELTING.
The production of our Dynamo

brand of leather belting Is the re-

sult of patientiaciulryandcareful

study of the requirements of the

different macb.nes used under all

conditions and in all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always^tate the system used.

OFFIC.- AND FACIORV
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.IU..^
NEW ORLEANS ST.L0UI5 MEMPHIS

c ]

X.Ray Colls,

TbIephoDe
Coils.

Mcdlcll Colli,

Spark Colls.

17-27 Vandfiwater St., Jfew York.

Tel. 3316 JSth St.

^ GARY SPRING WORKS, g
: 2i0 and 242 West 29th S<.,S,,

^ New York City.
|;

\; >!.ir:jfactiirers of Nv-

^ WIRE and SPRINGS /

.'^—

i

i''^^'

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And Offer 81.00 and freight charges per hundred for old |-J||in DJICCC °^ ^°^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHnir DHvCO we pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices for Platinum, Brass and Copper
Scrap and metala of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

aqzhtsWantbd. 0£0. F. SCHWAfiH & CO., Harrison, K. J.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

r I 1.11 39 Cortlandt St., New York.
• *•• "*'.| i70«Mmm«r St..Bo»ton,
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THE HELIOS

ENCLOSED ALTERNATING ARC LAMP
IVI

WE GUARANTEE:

100 hours' life in one trim of

carbons.

A quick pick-up.

Good regulation.

Durable construction.

Cable attachment to upper

carbon-holder.

It prevents sticking.

Simplicity of construction.

Practically noiseless.

OCTI»ll>li: 1,A3IP.

BIiJ.CK JAPAX. BRASS. ORVA3IEXTAI..

THE SAME LAMP CAN BE ADJUSTED FOR 16,000 ALTERNATIONS.

(i (f •< << <i

SPECIAL LAMP MADE FOR

7,200
" 6,000

4,000

THEHELIOS ELECTRIC CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AOC |\lTC Thomas & Betts, Ko. 141 Broadway, Kew Tork ; Anchor Electric Company, Ko. 71 Federal St.,

' Boston, Mass.; Badt-Croltz Bngineering Co., Tio. 1504 Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.: Cali-

fornia Electrical Works, 'So. 409 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. ; Commercial Electrical Snpply Co., TSo. 1007
Market St., St. Lioais. Mo.: Stewart Electrical Syndicate, Litd., liondon, England.
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Soo. Jt. TTfcJt'inloc/c, ff>r03iclcnl.

Sonera/ T/^ostorn ^ffonts

Cjiar/es o, yirown, iSocrctarj/.

TRADE MARK.

Cjhc OAoniie Company^ jCid,

Electrical Supplies,

264-266-26S-270 S^iYt/i Jiuonuo,

ChiiICClQOj Nov. 1st, 1899.

To the Central Station Manager,
Dear Sir:-

As demands for Electrical Supplies change with the season, we are pleased
to announce our careful preparation for the Fall and Winter requirements of IN-
SIDE WIRING MATERIAL.

We believe that twelve years' electrical experience permits us to select for

an actual and maintained stock such general and reliable staples as will meet all
the usual needs of the well-posted buyer.

In announcing our complete stock for Fall and Winter service, we, at the same
time, wish to thank our Central Station Friends for their liberal favors for Con-
struction Material during the season just now closing and to express a hope that
we may now gain their valued orders for the material to be used in the season
about to open.

To those who have just entered the lighting field, we desire to recommend our-
selves as maintaining the largest stocks, combined with unequaled shipping facil-
ities, and naming prices consistent with stock shipments.

To any in the trade we shall be pleased to send prepaid a copy of our 1899
General Catalogue, which thoroughly covers INSIDE wiRING MATERIAL.

Yours very truly,
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Let us know your voltage, base
and efiBciency and we will mail
you a sample lamp and write

SAMPLES FREE.
you how we can maintain your supply of lamps at a lower figure than is ofiered by any
other first-class lamp manufacturer in the United States.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO., Lynn, Mass.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

WM,

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKea^e Co., 324 Dearborn St., Chicago.

CHICACOllNSIJWTEDWiBElo
V/ CHICACO, ILL. U.S.A. \^.

»s

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.. xx
AjnericauBatteryCo....
American El. Heater Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x

Amer. El. Telephone Co. sv
American Glee. Works .... xl

American Endoecoplc Co. vll

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. xl

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.. 1

Amer.Tecli BookCc... xlr

Amer.Wov. WlreBrushCo. xx
Arnold El. Power Sta. Co.

Baln,ForQe 1

Ball Engine Co xvii

Barnes Co., Wallace xll

BamettCo., G. & H xx
Eanx, P. A
Belden-LarwlUEl.AMf Co. v

Berthold & Jennings.... xiu
Bealy 4 CcChaa. H.... xs
"Big Four^'R. R. Co xiil

Bossert El. Const. Co. .. x

Brady. T. H xiil

Bryan & Humphrey xl

Buckeye Electric Co. ....

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.. 1

Gary Spring Works i

Central Electric Co Ill

Central Mfg. Co xi U
Central Tel. A Elec. Co. .

Chicago Belting Co I

Gblcago Sdl£on Co It

CMC. FuseWire &Mfg.Oo.
'

Oni HonseWrecklng Co. ill

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... iii

C, M. &St. P. R. R.... slli

Chicago RheostatCo xll

Clay Electiio & Mfg. Co. xx
Cling-Snrface Mtg. Co. .. vl

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.xiv

Cornell Machine Co svU
Cctch & Seeley Co
Cutler-Hammer Mtg. Co. xl

Cntter SI. & Mfg. Co i

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvi

Dearborn DrugiS Ch. Co. . xt
D:amond Meter Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co. . Jos . xtII

Eagle Electric Works....
Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. Ix

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. zl

Edison Decorative & Mln-
laiute Lamp Deftf x

Edison Mfg. Co xlii

El. Eng.Inst. Corr. Inat. , zi

Electric Appliance Co... x

Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Electrician Pnb. Co svU
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... ix

Ericsson Telephone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co

Farles Mfg. Co xx
Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xv
"For Sale" Advs ill

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xlx

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

General Electric Go vlli

Gen'l IncandeEcent Arc
Light Go ix

Goldsmith Bros xx
Gordon Battery Co xll

Hamlin, Geo. R xili

Harding 4 Hammer xvil

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xlx

Harvey Co., TheG. F....

Hays Construction Co.. xvll

Belles Electric Co 11

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co l

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng.Co. xil

Holmes Flbie-eT&ph.Co. ' x

Huebel 4 Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. xlv

Inglls,Wm.,W.4 Jr. Wks.
Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xii

Johnston, Ttaos. J.

.

Kartavert Mfg. Go ss
Kelley & Sod. Benj F.... xi

Klein 4 Son, Mathias . xlv

Klemm & Co
Kokomo Tel.4ELM.Co. sv
Kuhlman Electric Co ... .

Knsel. D. A. , Tel. 4 Elec.
Mfg.Co

Lea Manufactorlng Go.

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xll

Leclanche BatteryCo... xili

Leifel 4 Co.. James.... xvu
Llndflley Brothers Co... xlU

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co.

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co.. Iii

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. vill

Mass. Chemical Go 1

McIntlreCo , TheC xlv

McLennan 4 Co., E x

Meyrowliz, K. B
Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monon E. R s!v

Montank Multip. CableCo. 1

Mnnsell 4 Co., Engene.. x

Murdock 4 Co, , W- J xlr

National India Rubber Co. i

Xaugle, Holcomb & Co.. xiil

New Yorklnsnl.W. Co... xvl

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. (x

Ohio Electric Works xvi

Okoailte Go., The l

Palate Co., H. T xl

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Partridge Carbon Works, xvl

Pendleton AGilkey xiil

Perrizo 4 Sons xlii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co Ix

Peterson & Co., John L. x

Phillips Ina'd. Wire Co. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Go. Iv

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Go. ivu
Plass. H. E., E'.tc. Co.... xi

Pclyglot Co., The xii

Prlngle, Wm. T HI

Qneen 4 Co 1

Rawson Electric Co
ReiBlnger, Hugo . is

Riley Brcs xx
Robertson A Sons. Jas.L.

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co.... sv
Ruxlon, Robert xili

Sargent 4 Lundy xi

Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . .

.

-

—

Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... i

S.E.L Co 1

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co xx
Simplex Electrical Co., The, i

Speer Carbon Co ix

Spies A- Company... xll

Splitdorf.C. P 1

Sfon A Chambeilain xi

Standard Paint Co x

Standard Tel. 4El.Go... xlv

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Sterling 4 Son, W. C xlii

Sterlir g Arc Lamp Co.... vll

Sterling Electric Co xlv

Sterling Varnish Co.,The xvi

Stevrart ElectrlcalCo..

.

xil

StUwell-Blerce 4 Smltb-
Vaile Co xll. xiif

Stow Mfg. Go
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
MfE. Co XV

Sturtevant Co., B. F xiv
Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xii

Texas Arm & Pin Co.... xiil

Therlen Tool Works xt
Thompson, Son 4 Co.... xlS

Torrev Cedar Co liii

Transmitter Mfg. Co xvi
Trctter'sMcnaMf.Cc.,Lt. sv

United CorreEp- f chcola Ix
United Elec. Imp. rjo ... xx

Valentlne-Clark Co xili

Varl-ey Dup'ex MatnetCo, xv
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanizea Fibre Co.... sx:

Wagner El. Mfg. Co s.

Walsh's Sons 4 Co 1

Warner Co , W. F., The..

Warren Elec. MIg. Co.. xt
Western Electric Co ... . vli

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons. Co. .. xlv
Westlnghonse Electric 4
Manufacturing Co.... xviil

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Williams Elaotrio Co... •

—

Woods Wotor Vehicle Co. iv

Worcester 4 Co.,C. H.. xlii

Wright Discount Meter Co.

^or Olassi'fied Indeac of ^kd^er^isomet-i'fcs Soe Paeo^^l-
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. EliECTRICAL, REPAIRS AND MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TIOKf. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors you are sure of good work and get the benefit of our experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IVIiBiRKI

THE SEAL OF APPROVAL
Has been placed on the use of Automobiles by the high social factors of the country and another
year no member of elite society will be up-to-date or strictly correct in every respect in his equipage
unless he is the possessor of one or more Automobiles. Anticipating this, the Woods Slotor
Vehicle Company have developed and perfected beyond all further experiment imder the

Woods system of eleetric;il propulsion correct styles for the coming year in over thirty different

forms of vehicles, inelnding Buggies. Traps. Brakes, Broughams. Victorias and Cabs, all of which
are so simple in their operation and c^ire that the same servants now employed can be retained,

and in the lighter vehicles for ladies" and gentlemen's driving an hour's time is sufficient to learn

their every manipulation.

STANDARD OF THE

WORLD.

Weight, 1,800

Pounds.

Mileage capacity.

one charge, 35

miles.

Speed per hour, 12

miles.

The Stanhope illus-

trated here fills in

every particular the

requirements of the
fastidious carriage
user, as it has every

feature of refinement

in design and style
which constitutes a

carriage and not a mere
machine, and one of

the greatest delights in

store for ladies is the

usage of this character of vehicle. We strongly recommend the placing of orders early this fall

and winter for spring delivery in order to insiu"e no delay in getting such vehicles for a full season's

use next year. Send for book of magnificent illustrations in latest styles of Automobiles.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY,
547-55 1 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Vanderbilt Ave. and 44th St., New York. 14 King St., Toronto, Ont.

Cost to rua per mile, S cent. STANHOPE. Price, $2,000.00 net.

PHOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit

your business.

Phoenix Battery WIfc. Co.,
snr. i_oi_»is, i\/io.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

-MHTER WITHULT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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THE BELDEN ARC LAMP
IS SUPERIOR TO OTHER LAMPS

BECAUS

s

I

i

By Means of This Toggle

The carbons have a range of

separation of over three times
the distance at which they
normally barn.

Simple and light but very powerful
mechanism.

Gives the largest possible life for one

J^ in. X 12 in. carbon.

No alignment necessary.

Clutch releases itself without striking

a trip-post of any kind.

No shadows cast from carbon points.

Absence of metal of any kind on in-

side of inner globe prevents chance of

coloring ashes deposited on globe.

911

All springs usually employed in mech-
anism of arc lamps eliminated.

Permanent adjustment at all times re-

gardless of changes of temperature.

No sliding contacts to corrode and
cause trouble. No carbon rods.

No part of lamp (except globes)

needs cleaning or polishing at any time,

as parts cannot become corroded or

dirty enough to interfere with proper
working of lamp.

By Means of This Toggle

The magnet has an extraor-

dinary leverage, thereby
allowing the nse of the heavy
gravity pall.

Short and very light in weight.

Has extraordinarily strong frame,
built like a bicycle.

Trims as easily as an open arc lamp.

Lamp is so insulated that when cur-

rent is on no uninsulated portion is ex-

posed.

Easy access to working parts.

Long, steady and powerful pull of

toggle produces no flickering.

Danger-proof against fire.

If Interested send for Descriptive Catalog. See Illustrated Article in Western Electrician

Issue October 28.

MANUFACTURED BY

BELDEN-LARWIIL ELECTRIC & MFC, CO,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U. S. A.

!
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BROWN, DURRELL & CO.
Cline-Surface Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y. Boston, Mass.. Aug. 1. 1899.

DearSirs:—Having tried Cling-Sarface on my 12-inch dj-namo belt flS feet between
centers), Ihave been able to cany full load with 23-inch sap on belt ^vith no perceptible
slip. It surpasses my expectations and I can recommend it to do all that is claimed for
it, if directions are followed. Yours respecCfullv, E. B. PRESCOTT, Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

>
fl

^
4
s

CLING-SURFACE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

kno'wrn than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

GUNG-SURFACE MfG. CO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BBAXCH: 335 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aiuiiukclators.
Cenbrai i!;ieci.ric Co.
EUectrlc Appliance Co.
jlaolKitiiiu Eli^e Supply Co.
Wesieru i;,ieciric uu
Western Klec- Supply Co.

Are tiamps.
Belden-Larwill El. a Mi. Co.

Central Ji^ieubric v^u-

Ft. Wayne Elec. W!i3., Inc.

G-enerai iiiectnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Belioa Electric Co.
Lea ManufiLt irLng Co.
aterling Arc Lamu co.
ffesteru Electric (Jo.

Weatern Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. * Mfg. Co.

Batterleis and Jars.
Burnley Battery A Mfg- Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gjrdcn Battery Co.
Lieolanche Battery Co. . The
JIanbatian Kleo Supply Co.
Nitlonji uarouu oo.
OHIO Klectrlc Works
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery MIg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

BellB.
Central Electric Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Co.
Huebel ft Manger-
iManbattan Elee Supply Co.

Ooio ifliectric Wort .

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Beltiog Oo.
OUng-durlace Mtg. Co.
Leather Pre^erverUtg- Corp.

Shiltz Belting Co.

fVeltln*.
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co-

Boobs." Rleetrieal.
Atner. TVchnica: Uooi; Co.

Electrician fubUanlng Co.

Spon & Chamberlain.

A-ner- Wov. Wire BrushCo.
Central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mtg. Co.

Holmes Pibre-GraDHlte Co.

Part-ic'-'a Carbon Wka
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Brusli Holders.
Clay EUctnc & Uf? Co.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & MAoeer
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

western Elect. Suppiy Go.

Cables (See Insulated Wlrei.)

Cables, Electric {See Insu-

lated Wires), C o p p ep,
Sheet and Bar.
American Elec. workn.
American Steel .\: Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Eleotrlo Cable Co-
O-eDeral Elef^trlc f^o-

Manbatiau Elec. Supply Co.

New York Ina. Wire uo-
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Cnderfrround C. Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Carbons.PointsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance r!a

Gen'l Inc. AT''. Lt Co.
Manliattan E'.ec, Supply Co.
National Carbon Co-
Relslnger. Huff-o.

Speer Carb ,n Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Clutches fArc Ijamp}.
Peter5")D ^v Co.. John L.

Coils and ^la^nets.
SoUtdorf. C. F.
Varley Daplex Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn DrutrAChem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan >i[Co.. K.
Standard Pamt r!n.

Trotter's Mona Mfg Co.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Coadoit and Conduits.
Ceotrai Electric co-
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als Puteni I.

McIutireCo..TheC.
Constraetlon& Uepalrs.
BuilDCk Elec. mfg Co.
(Jhicago Edison uo.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wka., Inc.
Hays Cunstruction Co.
Hodge- Waish Elec Eng. Co.
Northern E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Sturlevant eo.. B- F.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Eleetrio
Llfiht Plants.
Arnjld E!. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.~
BulKck E ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric uo.
CorneU Machine Co.
Ft. Wa^ne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
HaTS Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
bturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec & Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly SCO.. Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Worka.
American St jel i: Wire Co.
Bealy &Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
rieneral Electric Co-
Minh:,:;rin i::ec. Supply Co.
Nauonai India Rubber ua
OkonlteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Eoebling'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence t^chools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt Onrrespond. Schools.
United Corresp. Schools.

CrosB-Arms, Pina and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
"Filectrlc Appliance Co.
ManQait;iQ E1--C. Supply Co.
Xauele, Holcomb & i^o.

Texas Arm & Pin Co.
VaUntine-ClarkCo-.The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-outs and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Oct.

Chicago Hoii~e ^VrecklngCo.
Cutttsr ElL. & Mlg. Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart .& Hegeman Mfc Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mevrcwitz. ii. B.
Paiete Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolle Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghouae El. Si MtE.Co.

I>3mamos.
Baui. E, .\

Bullock Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elen. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.
ThDmpscn, Son & Co.

Dmted Elec Imp. Co.
Wagner Jiiiec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Eiectnc Co.
Weatern Eiect- supply Co.
WestinshouseEi. s Mfg- Co.

£lec. Meat's Appliances.
American i:.jec .neater Co.

Klectric jOailwara.
AruoiQ El. PoweristationCo.
ueneral iiilectnc Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Ca

Electric Vehicles.
Woids Motor A'cUlcie Co.

KieetrlctLi and Siechani-
eal Knarineers.
AraolQ K . Pawer Station Ca.
iiain. Foree.
Brvan A Humphrey.
Bu.lock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hdvs uonstruction Co.
HjOi^e- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eitc. Mfg. Co.
aargent & L-unoy.

Biectrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Go.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. fi Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne r..,ec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manliatian Elec. Supply Co.
unij tiectric Woriis.
faiate Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
S. E. I- Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. it Mfg.Co.
Weston Electrical Inat. Co.

Electrical specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co-
CJay El&ctnc iMfg Co.
Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co., The u.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass, E H., Electric Co.
Prlngie. Wm. T.
Spies i Company.
Therien Tool Works.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Piatinff Sfaeh^.
Besly&Co-.Chfts. H.
General Electric Co.

En^nes. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Enslues, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan untnts.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Ei. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manliaiian Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Elei trie Worts.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wet ti ighouae EL & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
BarnettCa.Q. JtH.

Fixtures. El. A Comb'u.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
MulntireOo-.TheC
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
M anbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co.. Thee.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas lilghtlns. Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

€^neral Elec Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Ca
Chicago llou^e Wrecking Co.
JiiectTiC Appuance ua
General Electric Go.
ManhaLian El-jc Supply Co,
Oniu Electric Works,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Eleetrieai
Glassn'are.
Central Electric Co,
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CroVnors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Qt.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dlion Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes ribre-Graphite Co.

Guards. Wire.
Ingils. Wm , W. & Ir. Wks.

Heaters ( Feed Water).
Kelley & too. Berj F.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Faries Maaufactonng Co.

Igniters.
Harding & Hammer.

Insulators and Inaulat-
1ns Materials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House WreckinL'Co,
unicatfo insuiatea wire uo.
Eagle Paint i; Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
uass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.jThe.
Palate Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips InBulflted Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—91affnet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cbica-o House 'W recking Co.
Chicago Insulated wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Ca
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Manhat :an EIl-c. Supply Co.

MontauK Muitipn. uaoie CO.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insula ted Wire Co.
OkonlteCa, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps. Incandescent.
American Endoscopic Co.
Buckeye -Electric Ca ^

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co.,

General Inc Arc Light Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan l')ec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Woirks.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

I^lghtning Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
Roiie i-lectric Co.
Weaun^nuuae EL & Mfg. Co.

Jtlasnet Wljrtr,
(bee insuiatea Wlrei.)

illanipulators (IncLmp).
Inc. fji. Jje. Maniputatur uu.

Jnecntinleai JUachlnery.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Rubertson 6: aons, Jas- L.
StUweli-Blerce Smiin- Vaile.

Meters.
U..iamond Meter Cj.
W'rignt Discount Meter Co.

XLiecL.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec
BuliOCK tltiC. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric uo-
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart E.ec Mfg. Co.
Manhattan I-:iec. Supply Co.
Northern ii;.ec. Mfg. co'.
Ohio Eiectr.c Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Tnompson, ton & Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric lo.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WesternElect. Supplv Co.
Westlnghouse El. <t M'fg. Co.

Packing.
Besly & Co, Chai. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Faints.
Central Electric Co.
Cllne-Surface Mfg. Co.
Ea-'ie Paini i Varnish Wks.
Mass. CiiemicaiCo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin. Geo. R.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Ruxton, Robert.

Phosphor Bronxe.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor BronieSm,CaLtd.

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Nangle. Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton i Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester i Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Ca

Befiners.
Swarts Metal ReOnlng Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm &. Ca

Be-Winding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hrdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spil.^ S: Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spies A Company.
Victor Electric CO.
Weatlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Seeond-Hand Sfachin'y.
Baux. F. A.
Ch icago Ht useWpec k Izi g Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson, Eon & Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector ± Lte. Co.
Faries MannfactuTins Co.

KJemm & Co.
SpeiLking Tubes.
uentrai i,ieciric uo.
Electric Appuanoe Ca
Mannatian Elec. Supply Co.
V> eaieru tieciric Uu.
Western Elect. tiupplyCo. ^

Speea Anoicators.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H,
Queen & Co.
Robe, tscn & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical ina*. Co.

Springs.
oaruts Co , The Wallace
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const Co.

Stereoptieons. Ha g i eLanterns and Slides.
Riiey Hfis-

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Worka.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated Wire Oo-
Okonlie Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co
American EL Telephone Co
Central TeL & Elec. Co
Ot-lumbia E ec. «t Mfg Co.
Couch ^t Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr TeL & Cons. Supply Co.Kokomo Tel, & EL Mlg. Co.
KuseLD.A.TeLiELMfg.Ca
Manhauan Elec. Supplv Co.Murdock & Co., W j
Noblett, E.J.
Xorth Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. <t EL Co
Sterling Electric Co
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.C0.
Transmitter Mfg Co
Warner Co . W. F-, The.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatern TeL Cons. Co.
Wiiuama Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathias.
Therien Tool Works.

Toys, Electrical.
Ohio Electric Works-
Plass. E. H .Electric Co.

Transfbrmers.
Bullock £ lectric Mfg. Co
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Translations.
Poljglot Co., The.

TroUey Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Turbine«& WaterTTheeis.
Dayton Globe Iron Worka Co.
Leffeia Co., Jas.
StliweU-BIerce Smith-Vaile

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tuloanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly St Co., Chai.H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
Oionlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Eoebling'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrical.
Noblett. E. J.

X.Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Qup.ep A Oo.
Splltdorf, C. F.
Victor Electric Co.

F'or A.lpWabo'tieal Index of A.clvAr-fci8»mon-b8 S»o ^aK^ HI
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FINEST LAMPS
IN THE

A WORLD.

No. 145

w», i-x> im

BATTERY AND
SERIES LAMPS. A

BRILLIANCY,

EFFICIENCY,

LIFE.

V->
No. 103 SEND FOR OUR ^0""

NEW
CATALOGUE.

SURGICAL AND
DENTAL LAMPS.

A few of the many styles of High-grade Miniature Lamps
made by.tbe

" Ko. 169 ^0- 165

AMERICAN ENDOSCOPIC CO.,
Weybosset, Union and Middle Sts., PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

r\

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

3k and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

write
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open
for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,
214-222 West 26th St., NEW YORK.

Westirn Office: GATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varla-

tlonsiD voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes in voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard

adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

5hade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

Easily trimmed.

PETITE ALTERNATING ENCLOSED ARC LAMP. WITH STANDARD
INNER GLOBE L AND OUTER ENCLOSING GLOBE S.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegraph, Station and Measuring Instruments.
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, B.C., and

North Woolwich, B.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenae do Bretcull.
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EDISON INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

2.

3.

4.

The Experience of Customers who use over

10 Million Lamps per year is that

IT PAYS TO USE THE EDISON.
Edison Lamps may cost slightly more at first. In

the end they cost less than all others. This is so

because of:

Their long useful life.~Fewer lamps required.

Their better maintained candle power.--More light fo less power.

Their uniform and exact rating. ) .. ., _
C. P. correct, Wattage correct, f

""'f°'''" Res"'ts.

Absence of all mechanical and physical defects—every lamp perfect.

I

1,500,000 Standard Lamps now in Stock. Monthly Production, 1,000,000 Completed Lamps.

Prompt Shipments. All Kinds. In Any Quantity.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Lamp Sales Office, Harrison, N. J.

-OFFICES AND LARGE STOCKS AT-
BOSTON, MASS., 180 Summer Street.

NEW YORK. N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 509 Arch Street.

ATLANTA, GA., EqultaWe Building.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 430 West Fourth Street. DENVER, COLO., Kltlredge BulldiHg.

CHICAGO, ILL., Monadnock Building. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Claus Spreckles Bldg.

CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PACES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Cor-tland-t S-tr< »-t, IME\A/ YORK.

1,000.000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, -Wc.

Standard size, 2V4xG>4

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and (juallty heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

With our high-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock OutHt. No. 1/1.

Price, Outfit $3.75

Clockonly 2 25

Dittmar Pocket Bat-
tery Gauge.

Wili register th&
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies. ^

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. 11.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelephone Outfits.

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2%, 3, 3K and 4 inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
32 Cor-tland-t S-tree-t, IME\A^ YORK.
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FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS.

The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trads

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUALj-W IN.dUALrp^ A^
AND EFFICIEJSKrr '

F"0 H _
.T-^T^.

—

, _ altehmatTng

J^ STEADY:
ILLIANT. LIGHT.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

HUGO REISINGER II BROADWAY NEW YORK.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.:

Handsome Fall Catalogue
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

The W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan BIdg., Chicago, III.

CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

Speer Carbon Co.,
ST. MARYS, PA.

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

system of gy
instruction Qf |||AIL

Buildings erected

3 r=r^ express//

MM. for this

purpose

at a cost

of $225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-
ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing; Surveying; Plumbing; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing; Bookkeeping; Shorthand; English

Branches.

$2 aMonth'^' '° '"^'^
I Education at Home.

45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to study.

THF INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002. SCRANTON, PA.

BILLOCK GENERATORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC

BULLOCK MOTORS. ^•^E:^!^^:^/^ "

SEIND -TO LJS....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVI A.-rES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.
NOVEIiTY Iir POBCEIiAIN

NElTir PERU FUSES PI«Ua.
TRY IT-YOlJXIi BUT IT.

:rce'-w c^t^ioex^^ Oia-t- s^xica. for r-t»

PERU ELECTRIC MFC. CO., PERU, IND

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

rOR lilST OF MAXUFACTUJKES SEE CEASSIFIEO IXOEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFF/CfiS—NEW YORK; 39-41 Cortland Sr. BOSTON: 31 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA: S33 Drexel Bldg.
Prospect St. SAN ERANCISOO : 508 ParrottBldg. Sr. LOUIS: 638 Century Bldg.

CLEVELAND: 39-47 E.

MARTrN J. INSULL CO.
CHICAGO: 1018-1013 Monadnock Block. MINNEAPOLIS: 616 Guaranty Bldg MILWAUKEE: 700 Pabst Eldg.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
to become successful in business de-
]»eLds upon your ambition. Without
Interfering with your present oc-
cupation, we fit you to secure an im-
portant position tbrough

EDUCATION BY MAIL
in Electrical, Mechanical. Steam,
Mining and Civil EDgineering; Met-
allurgy. Art Architecture. Practical
Newspaper Work, English Branches,
Stenography, Machine Design and
Mechanical Drawing.
Low price; easy terms, Most thor-

ough and complete course of any
correspondence school in the world
Send to

THE UNITED CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Ifjl-loS Fifth Avenue. New York,

For free catalogue No. 94.

On receipt of^

10 CENTS
. . We will send you a

Western Electriclaa

FOR 1899.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Sfflite 510 IHarqiiettB Rldii . CHIC4G0

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. madison, wis.

GENERATORS '"^ *^- W. to ISO K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

MOTORS
nppirpQ ) Northern Engineering Co.urrn,co

^ 33 Cortlandt St., New York.
Kohler Bros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. Si "W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco. Cal.

Machinery & Electrical OOi,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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PACKARD
LAMPS

Increase your light,

Decrease your expenses.

Electric Appliance Gompany,Ghicago,

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery

and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

INDIA a AMBER

IN AHV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 W I C
IN^ULATCD ,pj COIV1POUMD
Cloths (ind Papers.. ''' '" uneoualeii.

Eu^eneMiinselli^Co. Mica Insulator Co.^ 2l8W.ilci St. New York Sf Chicago, ii7iaK.cSi.

-CPERPECT^S'

Jjm
INSULATOR

GAiyBS

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.

Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will
Send FREE, Sample Stick.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY! The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OVTIiET AlTD JUNCTION BOXES.
8WITCHBOABDS, PAKEL. BOARDS, SWITCHES, ETC>,

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

f (U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

i No Sparking Dnder Varying load.

\ No Wear on Commutator.

f No Shitting of Quadrant.

^
80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 5165 Wakefield St.. Germantown, PHILADELPHIA.

I

Name .

.

Address .

I w. B.

The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. "Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
rheostats .Tcd rinishrs.

commliMorM

tetVY -V\i«.B,\tl>SXH^-^,

,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H '^!|:^\ ^>!^<^3 HavemeyerBld^. ^| Central and Western State?, Ceo-^1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H PhiJadelphia. 1000 Iiet2 Bide. H tral Electric Co., Chlcaeo,IU^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Boston, 620 Atlantic Ave. ^H Yokohama, Jap.,Bafroall&Uilleq ^1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^H Chicago, Marquette London. ?„„^

"And" ^'s
A. C. Motors.
SwltcheB. -^
Fans.
Instruments.
Switchljoards.

'

Traaslormers.

^^^^^^^^^^^^B ^^^^^^^^^^^^^L ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^P^^^^^H ^^h ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B Spokane, Wash. Agt. ^^| viJt) ^^H

D- C Motors
ami Generators.

^<X/AcirJtH Elect Rfc f«lRb-. 'Co
— - - —» 1 j_o\jis= 1

PAINT
EVERYTHING

WITH
A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit thera up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make thera better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for

/^-inch and J-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars.

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galisburg, III.

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & Co.
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rRANK N. PHILLIPS, Phchidknt.
0. H. WAGENSEIL, TnEAauncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS*
GCNCBAL MaNAOER.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vicc-PRCS.
C. R. REMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE. B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, P. C. Ackerman. 10 Cortlaudt St.

Chicago Store. F. E. Dooohoe, 241 Madison St.

Montreal Branch, Eugene F. rbllllps' Flectrlcal "Worka,

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"
All sizes of

_ Stranded and Flex'

ibie Wire and
Cables with

CUrk'Slnsulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HEKBEET H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Of our standard rheostats are made renewable and Intercbangeabte. Rheostat
parts built by hand In small quantifies do not have this desirable feature.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; 136 Liberty St., New York.

Thtltrgestandotdestexclusivemanulacturersot rheostats in the world. Write tor prices ind particulars.

BRAND NEW
NOVELTIES.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I e Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

On Sockets, Receptacles,Rosettes, Mains and Branciies,
Edison Cutouts, Knife Switches, Jenkins Snap
Switches, Etc.,

GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO.H. T. PAISTE CO.,

IME>A/ tOO»<!
APPIIMIII ATHRQ How to make small accumulators and bow to use tfaem;HUUWmUL.HIUnj

j,y p. Marshall. Fully illustrated. i2mo. cloth. . So 50

TCI CpiJAUCC A practical handbook on their construction and fitting; by
F. C. Allsop. New edition revised with many illustrations

and folding plates, i2mo. cloth, .........
Cni in UAI UP Simply explained; by Tennant and Kinealy, Fully illus-
OULIU IHLtC ij3(gd ,2„o j,,o,b

^1 inF Rill F Ouickandeasy methods of calculating with; by R. G. Blaine.
JLIUi; nULC puiiy iiiusirated. i2mo

1 25

THF MnilFI FNfilNFFR a splendid monthly, up to-date, full of good.
I nc inUUEL CHUIIlCCn practical information and A'ell illustrated wiih

detailed drawings. Sample number.=, 8c Annual subscription, postpaid, 75

BOOKS MAILED POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN, PUBLISHERS, 12 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
IKKI.I.EVS I'ATKNT.J

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
n its effcctiveneBB and uii-to-dato
n every resitect, at a prtce that
will assure conslfleratlon. Vastly
superiorto any Feed Water Heater
on the inarlctt.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
9t Liberty St., New York.

9i\ HAUn Htateis. 2.000.1,500,
6\y annV i.aoo, i.ooo. 80o, 500, ;too.

80 horse power and others.
Largest stOL-fe in America. Mostly
all taken in trade for our Im-
proved Uerryman.

CAN I BECOME AN ELECTRICIAN?
Yes. you can. We teach Electrical

Engineering at your home by mall at

a cost wiihiu the reach of aoyoDe. No
matter where you live, if you can
read and write, we guarantee to teach
you thoroughly. Our Institute is en-
dorsed by Thomas A. Edison and
other prominent men of the country.
We teach also riecbanlcal Engineer-
ing-, riechanical Dra^Hng, Teleg*
raphy. Telephony. X-Rays, Electro-
Therapeutics, Blectro --Chemistry.
Electric flinlng, Blementary Hathe-

matlcs, etc.. by mail. Write for our FREE IL-
LUSTRATED BOOK, I20 PAGES. State subject
you wish to study.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER INSTITUTE OF
CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION,

3toM;a«T«r.f6J,;«peiq;,«,2^scr=n-u- Dept. K,

o«iaca !», Tn**-. a)^« «-> iti-j^, -^ 120-122
•-tst. ^ <^wr3ro-J-i-iT IK?,. 4.*^^^--^ «. Liberty St.
eP.-Eir.V-f tJ-*.'=i^^^^--'^ ,^ New York.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
S 1 .00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKCO.

GREGORY

DistributingCircle

Patent

Pend ng.

INVESTI6ATE

ITS

MERITS.

THE BEST ON

THE MARKET.

Also write for particulars ol tlie COOPER
RUNNING BOARD, tlie only one tliat wilt

jump cross-arms, and our Stringing Reel.
Manufactured by

THERIEN TOOL WORKS^
Minneapolis, Minn.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK 9ABGENT. A. D. LUNDV.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Heclianicai aad Electrical Eogiaeers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclticatlous, Superintendence, Tests, Fur-
ctaaslng. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 LlBcoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, iW. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, H. S.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
5ANDU5KY "

OHIO
SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

GET OUR PRICKS.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-BiimlBg Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. L
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WANTED.
Position as superintendent in small electric

light plant, by married man. Competent to

make all necessarv repairs around plant. Four-
teen rears" experience. Good references. Hard
and faithful worker. Address B. F. MILLEK.
Sbabbona. Ill

WANTED.
Position In a li?ht plant. Have had eight years'

experience "with steam engines and three years'
handling of dvnamos. Can furnisb best of
references. \VllIins to work for reasonable
salary. E- DILTS. Leeds. >. D.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
Bbopa. Work guaranteed.Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. ^V, Ft- Wayne Generator, compoimd

!
TToimd. separately excited, slotted armature.
1,040 revolutions.i.iOOTolts. l-lOcycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
GE>'ERATOK."' care "Western Electrician. 510
Marquette Euildiog. Chicago-

FOR SALE, BARGAINS

WANTED.
Armature winder on general repair work.

Steady work for good man. Address
Bl RGESS ELECTRIC CO-

DiUuth, Minn.

WANTED.
By teohnical graduate oi i8y5. position as elec-

trician or superintendent of electric railway,
"lighting or power transmission company. Prac-
tical expeneuce with steam engines, air com-
pressors and electric machinery. First-class
references. At present electrician of western
railway. Associate member A. I. E. E. Good
salary demanded. Address 'A. B. E. E.'care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building.-
Chicago.

WANTED.
Good Energetic Man with Aliout

Ten Tliousand Dollars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leading

companies. Best of references, both electrical

and financial. Company now doing business
* wants to Increase output to fill orders.

Fnlly Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO." care Western Electri-

cian, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes. Galvano'ne-
ters, Experimentar Work, Repairing.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. Van Buren St., Chicaeo, 111.

I Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-voU
dynamos !

j

One 250-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo
One 200-E. W. G. E Co. 500-

:
volt dynamo

One 175-K. W. Brush oOO-voIt

dynamo .

,

Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T-H.
Alt.

Two 60-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt

Two 60-K. W. Slattery Alt.

One 240-E- VT. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One300-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

OneD. 50-K.W. 125-volt G. E.
Co. T.-H. dynamo

One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-voIt
motor

TBANSFORMERS.
Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 100....

Stanley, 1,000 to 100...
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanlev, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50 ...-.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

IG-llKht

lO-light
15-light
20-light
30-lijht

30-lisht
40-lieht

40-liehi
50-light
50-light

• Also a quantity of type F, T.-H. & 6, E. Co.'s,

G. & H, ^yestinphouse, etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos, Motors, Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond wltii us to bu\- or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

Each.
S 850.00

2.650.00

2,500.00

1,350.00

400.00

650.00

550.00

350.00

6.00
C.OO
8.00
9.50
15.00
15.00
18.00
18.00
26.50
26.50

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Celt Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLALn:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious eases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
2S- below zero: economic val-
ue 50 per cent, ereater than
eravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
niarbet. For No, i cell, 300
ampere hours; for J»o. 9 cell,

125 ampere hours; on open
j

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to i^%
I volt. Send for circular and price list.

GORDOX BATTERY COMPAXY,
!
594 Broadway, Xew Yorlt.

Western Representative.
! Georse W. Patterson, 1533 Marquette Bids, Cbicaso, III.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, hs we are
'Jt all times in the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so K. Deaplaines Street, CHICAeO, IIA.

^H To correspond irith os concerning

* ' BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
\M^\ I I ADDRESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FJFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ...CINCINNATI, O.

SWITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: lUsiion Irr^n Wnrks. San Francisco. Cal.; C. B. Boothe &Co., Los Angeles, CaL

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARUES CO.,
tsr^Bus^^io n'S7 BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

Hotor Starting Rheostats.
Sfotor Refftilatins Rheostats.

I>ynaino Field Rheostats.
Theater Uimniers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
ITestfleld. v. J.. V. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATICJ'UHP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGUUTORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS!

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

Electrical Supplies
OF A SEtOXU.HAXD XATUBB FH03I THE

OniAHil. EXPOSITION.
•HERES A FEIV 1TE:»IS:"

COPPER i;VIRE.
EUBBEK COVERED. WEATHERPROOF.

300,000 feet, gauges 14 to uooo 35.000 lbs., gauges 14 to 0000

IiAMP CORD.
200,000 ft., all lengths, per yard 2Vi-3o 1,000 ft., all lengths, silk covered, per

j-ard 6o

ARC CILOBES.
550 Opal, price, each 35c 1,275 Clear, price, each

ISCANDESCEUfT LAMPS.
Brand now lamps: Price each.

8,000—16 C. P. Edison SOU
11,000— S C. P. Edison 14

1,200—IC C. P. Crescent 13
600— 4 O. P. Edison 14

150-32 C. P. Edison 22
385— 8 C. P. Edison, frosted 16

1,800—4 C. P. Miniature Columbia.... lo

We have the following lamps used but a
short time and gnaranteed in good condi-
tion: Price each.
23,200-16 C. P 50 10

170— 8 C. P. Beacon colored 11
11.400- 8 0. P 10
1,520— 8 and 16 C. P. Edison colored.. 13
Also 10,000 bumtK)ut lamps. Price on ap-

plication.

SOCKETS ABTD BECEPTACrES.
Used a

Brand new. sbort time.
Price each. Price eacb.

Kevless Edison Sockets 50 09. 50 OS

Kev Edison Sockets 10 OS

Rubber Key Sockets 12 11

Weatherproof Rubber Sockets. , 15 It

No. 4 G. E. Wall Sockets OS 07

15 Bryant Wall Sockets OS VI

Used a
Brand new. short time.
Price each. Price each.

.SIO 00
. 10 00
. 10 00
. 10 00

In perfect condition.
Weston No. 2647 0-150 D. R. D. C.
Thomson No. 258 0-200 D. R. A. C
Thomson No. 265 0-100 D. R. A. C. .

Edison Station 0-528 D. R. D. C. .

VOIiTaiETERS.
In perfect condition. Price.

Weston No. 4724 0-150 0-600 D. E. D. C.JIO 00

Weston No. 4057 0-S -150 D. R. D, C. . . 10 00

Weston No. 1946 0-150 D. R. D. G. and
A, C. Portable, leather case 45 00

Weston Multiplier for Voltmeter. No.
4724 0-10 2 50

Sawyer-Man Key Sockets
Sawver-Mao Keyless Sockets... OS
Sawver-Man Wall Sockets OS
Westinghouse Wall Sockets 12
No. 9171 G. E. Receptacles 06
Miniature Receptacles 10

AlHMETERS.
Price.

Edison Station 0-tS D. R. D. C.
Edison Station 0-48 D. B. D. C.
Edison Station 0-2500 D. R. D. C. .

.

07

or
(/?

11
05
09

Price.
. low
. 10 00
. 12-50

Incandescent Ijanip CInsters.
We have the following solid iron cluster

balls: Price each.
125— 2-Iight 50 15

24S— 4-light S
375— 5-light 30
24S— S-light 40
160—39-lisht 1 10

Also—Knife and Snap Snitches. Cat-Onts. Pings. Insnlators, Liglitnins
Arresters. Bibbnn Fnses. tarlions. in fact ere rylhing elrctrirsl.

3 Westinslionse 400 h, p. engines: 1 Atlas Corliss 275 h. p.: 1 Ball ISOb. p.

We bought the Omaha Exposition complete—absolutely everything.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 156. -Address

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
IfVest 35*h and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WHITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
^^KYTON, onto.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century BIdg.

MINNEAPOUS. MINN..

Guaranty Loan Bldg,

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MA50NVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERUNG & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan,
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOiniNEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to SO'foot "oles our S£ecialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconniog, Mich. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AlUn DCCT in the wona is claimed of memt LAnutOl AHU Dt^l TEXAJ arm & pin CO., Beaumont, lei.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"We 3tx3.0Llx:e> tine liB'WEJ'V .A^ISIWI. Wrlto tor- prions.

\A/l-iii:e Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^BTi?ifc*E*R8^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,
G. P. A., Big Four, 234-

Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

The iraPasHrois.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods, House Braeketsand
other Specialties for Construction
'Work.~Ca/alogvc and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrlclsn Publishi.>ig Company,
Suite 510 Marquette Blde^ Chlcase,

Vhe Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOE CIHCnLAE AND PBICEa.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East I31stSt., N. Y.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Slock ConslanHy en. Hafiil.

POLES AND CROSSARM$
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

^^!m-^'^^-,H^^^^!^-n^^-

CEDAR POLES :

We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OriTHELINEOF-THE Wis'consih
!

S MICHIGAN R.R.5SMlLlr5|NLEN6TH:C0VERING/\TER(?ITORV OF ^
OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

, I.

We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHi PMSMT. ^.

note: OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL ^TOCK ON HAND. -

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH,
^

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING aELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Central Manafacturing Co.,
Chfl^aaooga, Tena.

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
iJir^estockHonliand, Delivered prices quoted,
F. O.B. care, yourcity.lnany q'^antity, ^^-Write its.

ia»J^TIIM«J IVI
W'^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Bl Scfiip aai.1 Native Platinum Purchased.

BAJE£.£R A CO.. 40S-414 ?ien- Jersey
Railroad A.ve., Neivark, X. S.

New- York Office, 120 Liberty Street.

WANT A PATENT?
Would moderale charges payable by

EASY INSTALLMENTS induce you to

patent that invention? My illustrated book
tells all about it. Sent FREE. GEO. R.
HAMLIN, Patent Attorney, 800 H Street,

N. W., "Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
AND INVENTIONS

MARKETED....
and promoted under business conditions. Pat-
ents quickly sold.

ROBERT BrsLTonr,
195 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating

I

and remedying of troubles In dynamos and
I
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago-

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA. COLORADO SPRINGS.

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

Cliicap,Milwaiite&St.PailR'y
Union Passenger Station, Cblcago, at 10:35 p. m.,

couneeting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping: Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.
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If your draft is deficient

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to burn
cheaper fuel

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to increase

your boiler capacity

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to utilize the

waste heat of the flue

gases

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want your boilers

to instantly respond to

sudden demands for

more steam

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to save from

60 to 80 percent, of the

cost of a chimney

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to know more

about

Mechanical Draft

write to

B. F. Sturtevant Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

and ask for Catalogue No. 110

BRANCHES

New York Philadelphia Chicago

London

WRITE
TO

I60 Congress St.

MURDOGK & GO., boston,

STAR" RECEIVER.
prices

on their new

.RK
STANDS FOR THE

Vis

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THING!^ manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMew S-tandard ^ry Ba'fc't^i-i^s.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON, WIS.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFC, CO,,

Telepiione Swlldiboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-234 8. Clinton St.. Chicago, 111.,

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephon8s#Swi!chbQards Exclusively
In the United States,

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents-
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

7t-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GONNEGIORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors for HARD-ORAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEG. MclNTIREGO., (3 8<5F[anklinSt.,

NEWARK, N^ J.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^^5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
MOVELAND VERY USEFUL TOOU

The Incandescent Electric
Room 300. Light Manipulator Co.,
116 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Lately on exhibition at Electrical Exhibition at
Madison Square Garden. New York.

EUGENE ififvenFree-

FIELD'S
POEMS«
A $7.00
BOOK

Subscribe any amount J
desired. Subscriptions as luw J

THE Book <>f the century
! Handsomely Illus-

;
trated by thirty-

I two of the World's
Greatest Artists.

* to each person interested

5 subiicribine to the fugei

J
Field aioni ' "

:

* a.s ¥1.06 will entitle donor to
$ his daintily artistic volume

? "field FLOWERS'
i rcloth bound, Ssllj. a
• certificate of subscriptioi

S. fund. Book contains a selec'
• lion o£ Field's best and most
# representative works and 13

S reidv for delivery.

J But for the noble cortri-
. I....: c •_ '-"-greatest

d.

a of the n
; this

i been tnanufactitred for *
'• less than «T 00. 1

.; The Fund created is di- *
', Tided equally between the family of the late Eup.;ne Field I

; and the Fund for the buildine of a monument to the mem- J
• ory of the belored poet ^f childhood. Address J
t EUGESE FIELD HONDMEST SODVESIR FUND,

j
' lAlsoatBoot Storesi 180 Monroe St., Chicago j-

If y

iSo Monroe St., ChicagQ
ifh to "end postage, enclose 10 cts.

irm^souTH
VIA THt

m\mmi

^^«i^

fRiNKJ-RECD-

/f-H+lcDOC L - CHAStt-ROCKZ/CU-
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P^ ^^ ( Drus and Ch^mi^al \A/^^rl«s,

inF A PP f\PM \ l-abora-bories NA/aiier CKiennis-ts.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

110,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, • TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by thie ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

LONDON.

mk mmmi mimi
PARIS.

.^sifflGUEBeatSB™
coMuumoRcoHPom

=H«NJfOSm^

I

The most efficient lubricator, is
the only article that is guaranteed
to stop sparicing. It can be used
on leaf, carbon or frauze wire
brushes ivith the greatest saEety-
Futs a beautilul luster on the
Commutator. Does away with the
use of sandpaper or any other
material that wears out or de-
stroys its surface. It Ih the larg-
est and njost economical stick
manufactured. It comes in two

I sizes. Small size, 83.00 per dozen.
i,Large3ize, B5.00. Samples mailed

free on application. For sale by
all supply houses throughout the
United States, England and Can-

Manulactured only by TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., 320 Broadway.New York. N.Y.

Messrs. GOLDMARK & WALLACE are the Sole Agents for the United States, 121 Worth St., New York City

SATISFACTION GUAKANTEED OK MONEY REFrsri>EI>.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY.
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-Mbs. spools (91 lbs. total) of
No.36 single 3ilk-covered wire will cost you
>243net at 50, 10, 10, 5 off list ; and there is

sufficient ivire on tiiese 28 spools to wind
1.000 bOO-ohra bridging-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of your
own l,000,magnets finished at factoi?, 8248.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of No. ao wire, 500 ohn»s per winding,
and each -winding has 13 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Pi-ice, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your M-ire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387Ii^5T.JERSEYCITYNJ.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transn^ltted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue jusL out. showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
„ Kokomo* Ind., U. S. A.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Dnrable. Sellable.

The only manufacturers aelHng a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating PrlTate Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The lStroiiil»ei*g-Cai"lson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for vol'

ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductionof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Swltcliboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agaireeating over 300.000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
effi<;iency of our apparatus to be of tlie highest gradi
and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at

lawwhlclxmay be brought against
PATKONS on alleged Infringeme i

patents owing to the use oE our i'

ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jacl<son Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

CHICAQO. ILL.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

NA/Kiol

»MOIMI
il
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOIE,

%xsimmismm7^?i

rH^ Dayton Qlobe Iron works Co.
" DAwor

c^iy/A//,^/fif>v^//i^/^//fy/^^^

SHAFTIfNG,

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PlLLOWBlOCHSt

Governors,

Etc.

'^/sgssr^7iS!^iS^7mtss^y/s^^^

Ml Ma Iisilatiiii lariil
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY. 325 Waler St., Pittsburg, Pa.

rWEAISE

THE TRANSMITTER MFG. GO.
Office and Works,

GROnOES, VA.

OQ
Battery Hanging Lampa^lO.OO
Telephone, complete, . 5-95
Electric Door Bells^ . , 1.00
Electric Carriage Light, S 95
Battery Fan Motor, , . 5.95
Electric Hand Lanttras, 2.00
Pocket Flash Lights, . 1.50
Miniature Electric Lamps, .40

fa Mediaal Batteries, . , 3.95

Gennine Electric Belts, . LOO
J12 Beit with Suspensory, 2.60
Genuine ElectricInBOles, .25

Telegraph Outfits, . . . 2.25
Battery Motors from $1 to 12.00
Battery Table Lamps, . 8,00

Necktie Light*, 75cts. to 8.00
IbBicvdeElectricLights, 2.75
Electric Cap Lights, . . 1.75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.95
Battery Student Lamp, . 4.00
Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.25
All Electrical Books at low

prices.

We [udersell all oa ETeiylbliii

ElectrlcaJ.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electrio Kor;
elties and Supplies.

Agents wanted. Send for JJew
Catalogue just out.

PATENTS COVER

Concealed Cord^

Automatic Spring Joint

Ais'D OTHER

IMPORTANT FEATURES.

t^li^Jiki^".^. Will Interest You.
NOTB,—We hold exclusive rights for the manufacture under

original U. S. Patents granted to W. J. Barr and we will protect-

ourselves to the fullest extent of the law.

126 I^iberty St.,

Xew York.
SEND FOR SAMPLES TO

"<ROTTOES, TA.
97 Central ATe.,
Cleveland, O.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins. -7 _

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating .elephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

5IO Marquette Buildings
CHICAGO.Electrician Publishing Co.,

[to -SUCCESS -Jth^

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 CortlaniltSt.,New York.
Rpiurucci CHICAGO:BKANCHEb.^320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bolldlr-g.

& '^'irS?^^^ec^^y^ ^
k

- ^^^^

" ''^^^

w^

GOOD BRUSHES ARE CHEAPERTHAN COMMOTATORS.

"PARTRIDGE"
A.ND SA.VE IVIOIMEIY.

o
-

PARTRIDGE CARBON WORKS,
SilVNDLJSKY, OMIO.

t
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: I526MONADNOCKBLD0.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RUN A GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINE ?

// SO, you cannot afford to be without our Qas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The first cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING & HAMMER, 1649-1660 MARQUETTE BUILDING.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Cornell
ENGINESCAS AND

GASOLINE
Isolated Electrical Plants

26 to 1,000 16 c. p. light capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Cas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 c. p. incandescent lighits.

Absolutely No Fluctuaticn.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

State number of lights required, or what work the engine

will be called upon to do.

Cornell Machine Co., ".UtiLT
H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York City.

ITS West Superior Street,

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to giiaruntce :

The L'trfirsl Pmrrr ei'er obtained from a wind of the t^umf ilimiirtfT. The highe:»( ifpeed

' nr oblaiii'd for the same power. The hifjho'i viam efftricnry ever realized when
runniiuj front half to fitU gale. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest pos*
sihie strength. A gate unequaled in quiekiicnH and rar^e of ojMiiing and closing.

Toits show orcr '81 per cent, average efficiencij with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...

JOS.

Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

DIXOX CBUCIBtE CO., - • Jersey City, K. J.

UEG-TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO-IIMITED.
2200 WASHIN'5T0N AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^
lNG0TaPAS7INGS,WIRE,i?0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

'::^/i.^A^/vp:'- ° ^—T DELTA METAL
•J^/y. < CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

'^

ORIGIN.'XL AND Sole Makers. IN THE U.S.

STEVENS

MECHANICALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

FOR
Stationary and riarlne Engineers, Firemen, Electricianj, notormen. Ice

Machine Men and Mechanics In General.

New and Original. All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing. Qutstlons and Answers

for ClvU Hervlce Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES. COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS. VALVES.
TESTS, TABLES. AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR. MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM, MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS. ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS, MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

(I^^E, 91.00. Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

t^*^^'^^^^^^^^^*^^*^^*****^^*^

J:
*

I DOES
Your Electric Light or

I
Street Railway PlantPay :;

I Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENQINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

»» I »» ;«}»; » >»»»:-»'i'^<>»i~>**»;'»»'><''S >*o»»«*» » ><•**'>
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Westinghouse
Induction Motors

Type "C tf

Driving

all kinds of machinery.

Operate successfully

where others fail. X
:
t

I
I

!

8

Type "C" Motor Operating a Pump.

Minimum
Attention.

Maximum
Economy.

Our Type ''C Motor

is the perfection of mechanical and electrical design.

Westinghouse Electric & DMg, Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Offices:

New York, Atlanta> Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Piiiladelpfiia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, San Francisco, Syracuse,

Tacoma, 'Washington. Denver, Mountain Electric Co. Canada, Aheatn & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.,

Halifax, N. S. Mexico, G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. 'Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St. London.

8
8

8
8

i
8
8

I
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?>*4>'«

FORT Wayne electric works
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE^^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

f
i
t
%

<?>

I I

MAI N OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

The Lord

of the Dynamos
Js sent free dt charge to anyone.

This tale is a weird description of an East Indian dynamo
tender in one o£ the great London Power Stations.

It will hold your interest from start to finish. Our
catalogue of Technical Books is included in the applica-
tion. Write for "THE LORD OF THE DYNAMOS."

A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK

ELECTRICITY MADE EASY
BY SIMPLE LANQUAGE and COPIOUS ILLUSTRATION

By Edwin J. Houston, A. M., Ph.D., and Arthur E. Kennelly, Sc.D.

Chapter.

n'.
• III.

IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XL

xir.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.

TABLE OF contents:
The Turning of an Electric Lamp in the House.
How the Electric Wires are Distributed Through the House.
How the Electric Street Mains Supply the House.
How the Street Mains are Supplied with Electricity.
The Electric LiKhtlng Station.
How tlie Incandescent Lamp Operates.
How tile Incandescent Lamp is Made.
How the Electric Current Supplied to the House Is Measured.
How the Arc Lamp Operates.
How the Lleht of El-^ctrlc Lamps Is Best Distributed.
The Voltaic Cell and How it Operates.
The Electric Bell and Bow it Operates.
The Electric Telegraph and How It Operates.
How the Dynamo Operates.
How tiie Electric Motor Operates.
The Telephone and How It Operates.
Some Other Applications of Electricity.

'T'HE authors have taken great pains to tell the story of electricity in a clear, compreliensive
style so tliat bea;inners and laymen cannot fail to be greatlybenefitedbv reading this new work.
Many analogies are given which simplify what is usually a difficult technical subject. Tli •

authors are famous for their ability in explaining technical matters, without the use of the higher
mathematics. Whether you make the science of electricity yuur profession or not, much knowl-
edge can be gained by reading this work, as it gives anyone a clear Idea of the application of
electricity.

One Vol., l2nto, Cloth, over 200 Illustrations and 300 Pages, $1,50.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

American Technical Booli Co.,
23 Duane Street, New York.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

(D- I

e.

I

I.*-",

PII5H5

NO.

NO.

701 SINGLE POLE.

702 DOUBLE POLE.

is WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC:.

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HI6H STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: nONADKOCK BI.OCK.
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LIT BY ELECTRICITY
IcviCc for IiEhtiai? Cr:

line Sl'>»'c<. Sate, cu:

,dy for use. Will
le AN ORNAMENT

TO THE STOVE. Entiorscd by
ler-ding cas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

189 Bell
Dokible Adjustment

A GOOD
CHEAP SELL

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 Graham Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE TROVBI/K Of OIL. OX BEI/TS 0TERC03IE BY

Oil Extracting Powder,
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

A. great many belts get oil on them, whlcb lessens their driving power by causing them to slip,

besides rotting the belt. To send them to some place to have the oil extracted is expen^ire, and
another belt must be kept in reserve, to be used while this is beiop done.

We manufacture an Oil Extracting Powder which can be applied to the belt while it is run-
ning on ihe pullevs, which absorbs the oil and leaves the belt in nice, dry condition. This c»n be
done with little cost and without loss of time or the use of the belt It also lengthens the life of
thebMt. We guarantee it to absorb the oil if used as directed.

This Powder is put up in 10 and 25 poiind cans.

Price, 30 Cents per Pound.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
It can be had from our agents. ST. LOUIS, MO.

HICHPSTCASH PRICE PA\t>^rcR pur,Kvw scrap
fitia SLD LAW BASES lOVTAlNIWS. pi-ATlMi/M-- ."l-ATlNi; ll V/IRE ^^P,t.-£

&OLDSI*nH BUOS-, PLATpfWO/ll PcFIMrRS • o3 V/^^SHIWCTOW JT. CrflCAfia

clLlm&J^
F/W£ TOP'S &MWF'/ii MlfDW'*''^

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
HATAI rifillF Nn 7 basjustbeen issued and will be mailed

new fixtures in
upon request. It shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, CDMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, FAJBIEJS IkTPG. CO., Deo^ttir, Ililnois.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Hig&est grades for electrical insulatioii and :

tuKS, rods and special shapes* Catalogues and sample
, insheets^

on application

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJc

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TtJBnvft.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Eallway Dust Guards WMJMia
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANTTFACrUEED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmlngtoo. Dk.

TMomeoNS
MAEiC LANTERNS ana SLIDES 1

CONDENSED CATALDGUE FREE
,

RILEY BROS. 15 BEEKMAN 5T. NEW YORK.

THE "TEMPLE"
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

Maoafsctnred by

WILL \ 80; COMMUTATOR WEAR.

SAVE ) 60; BRUSH WEAR.

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

all makes of machines.

^VheD ordering give size of brush in use, also distance from center of binding
screw in brusn holder to end of brush. DescriptiTe drtalir seal upon request.

CL&Y ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
208-210
LLINOISST., CHICAGO.

K*t.l8«S. Ime. 18»»

I Black Diamond File Works.

?
?

4^ OUB CiOODS ABE OX8AI.E VS UTEBT TXASiVStA KARDTTABK l#
^ 8TOBK IH THE CWrrED STATES ASm CASADA. ^
|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,

I

J^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Special

Prize

Gold Madi£

at Atianti,

1895.

WOYENWIRE
BRUSHES

Of ETerj- I>e8criptioii.

"We are nowmantifacruriiig the
best Dynamo Brushes in use.
We have ample facilities (or

euppljin^nny deEcripTion or an^
size of Brush.
No order is too lar^e for us to

handle or too smaU lor our con-
sideratloQ.
Our material is or a superior na-

lure aud our workmanship the
best.
A trial order will conviuoe you

of the many excellent quaiities ot
our goods, wMch, when ouceused
win always be given the prefer-
ence.
Our prices are right and oar

shipments prompt.
li'riUfor new 'go "A" Caia-

logut ivitk price list and dis-
caunts.

American Woven Wire
Brush Co.,

27 WALNUT ST.,

PEABODY, MASS.,

U. S. A.
American C.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: 19th and Allegheny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Lighting
and Transmission of Power.

High=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.
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IMDI BTV INSULATED
llVIr kCiA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"r "Ixson"""^
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonadnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING ACCNT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO

1889—Paris Exposition,
9Ied<tl for Bobber Insalatl*m^

1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Babber InusnlatiOK.

THE STAin>AB» FOB
BVBBEB InrsVIiATIOir.

Sols Manufacturers of

Itinite Wires, Qkonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee*".'.?'' Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
ny^iltgh'Se^'eVl""-''"' 253 Broadway, Mew Yort. S,"H.^a",y."'s^cr^°'^

IN/IORE

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOES Dept,

AimW i Wire Co,
The Rookery. CHICAGO, ILL.

Jbi^Standard Underground GableGo.
I ^ I 642 rhe Rookery, Westlnghouse Bldg.

I V I Chicago. PlttsDurg,
i^ I 60? Security Bi

T|r Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hieli Cirade Bnliber Covered 'Wires and Cables.

18 Cortiandt St., 1225 Betz Bldg^
^ New Yorls City. Phllsdelplila, PS,

60? Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

2S% DIVIDEIMD.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNW, MASS.

Tie flfllf Fire DetectiTe CaWe in llie fforll
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed %m

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door bells! M
automaticaUy notifies o£ fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one iostalW
tion.

Fusible Core rnnalaf tbronxbotil the cible Is
Immedlateir short-clrcijlled od any Intemip'
tloa by Fire or Tblef, Accfdeal or lolealloa.

Call and see cables operated

Why use dormant wireaf
T^ The MoDtauk Automatia

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous systea
of a human being is to th«

r«»«u«iw touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mal-

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt. IOC Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from 14 to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits
for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.
1012 Chettnut SI., PHILADELPH)*.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ri^

Focus Tubes, induction Cote

Mnllcal Colli,

Spirk Colli.

17-27 Vandeirater St., Hew York.

X-Ray Coll3,

Telephone
Colls.

PBOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT. .

Plttsbnrgli. New York, Chicago.

ica^oBelth§Coni„,

LEATHERCira:^ MILL

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is the re-

sult of patient Inquiryand careful

study of tbe requlrementi of the

different machines usedunder all

conditions and in all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

67-69SOUTM CANAL STREET
CHICAGO ILL.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTBlfi^L C0„ PHILAOEUW

WESTON EieDMeal In^WmiiBnt Co.,

114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

The Weston Standard PortaWe

Direct Reading

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

»OE

AllenatUig anl Direct cnrrent Circnlts

.

Are the only standard portabl.. in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

on standard Portable Alteriiatlnc w* MentlDn the Wmhe» Euotsiouh when

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINOS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

107 Chambers St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCo°uT:.
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THE BELDEN ARC LAMP
IS SUPERIOR TO OTHER LAMPS

BEICAUS

i

By Means of This Toggle

The carbons have a range of
separation ofover three times
the distance at irhich they
normally bum.

.^^3HB^^^.

fll

!

i

By Means of This Toggle

The magnet has an extraor-

dinary leverage, thereby
allowing the nse of the heavy
gravity pall.

i

I

Simple and light but very powerful
mechanism.

Gives the largest possible life for one
}i in. X 12 in. carbon.

No alignment necessar)'.

Clutch releases itself without striking
a trip-post of any kind.

No shadows cast from carbon points.

Absence of metal of anj' kind on in-

side of inner globe prevents chance of
coloring ashes deposited on globe.

All springs usualh" emploj'ed in mech-
anism of arc lamps eliminated.

Permanent adjustment at all times re-

gardless of changes of temperature.

No sliding contacts to corrode and
cause trouble. No carbon rods.

No part of lamp (except globes)

needs cleaning or polishing at an}- time,

as parts cannot become corroded or

dirty enough to interfere with proper
working of lamp.

Short and verj' light in weight.

Has extraordinarily strong frame,
built like a bicycle.

Trims as easily as an open arc lamp.

Lamp is so insulated that when cur-

rent is on no uninsulated portion is ex-

posed.

Easy access to working parts.

Long, stead}' and powerful pull of

toggle produces no flickering.

Danger-proof against fire.

if Interested send for Descriptive Catalog. See Illustrated Article in Western Electrician

Issue October 28.

MANUFACTURED BY

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U. S. A.
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The Best Testimony is a Duplicate Order.
THE UNION TRACTION CO. OF PHILADELPHIA INSTALLED ITS FIRST BATTERY OF

Chloride Accumulators
IN JULY, (896, AND HAS RECENTLY CONTRACTED FOR FOUR ADDITIONAL BATTERY PLANTS.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SALES OFFICES:

New York, lOO Broadway. Boston. GO State St. Baltimore. Equitabl© Building. Chicago. Maninotte nuUdlng. San rranolnco. The Tarrott Building.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

"Thlc TfoHo-M ai-lr °° ^'"='^''''' Receptacles,
I Ills I rdUe-iTlarK Rosettes. Mains and

Braoches, Edison Cut- Outs

Sfinap Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. ... . .

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS

MOTORS.
SI MI-EKCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

Manufactured by

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

31 3 West Main St., Louisville. Ky.

Correspondence solicited.

BULLOCK GENERATORS.

BULLOCK MOTORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. CO..

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
TH4T MAINTAIN THEIR CANDLE POWER AND PRODUCE
A PURE WHITE LIGHT, BECAUSE THEY HAVE A PERFECT

^VACUUM^
Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by

latest process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro. Ky, 8, ID, 16 C. P., Bbl. Lots,
I7c. each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c. each.

Either E., T. H. or W. H^ Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.
MANUFACTURED BY

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
INCORPORATED,

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.

THE REAL THING.'
PAIL LARD

NON-MASNETIC

WATCHES
ENDORSED BY THE CfitfifrESr £LECr Rici ak S

AND sciENT isrs OF rwe woRLfj.

A USEFUL GIFT'
NO MORE USEFUL OR WfLCOME GIFr COVLD
BEorSlREO. its A (^OOD THING TO
HAVE Y0Uf?5"fl.F.

rex ocscHrpTiv£ cmcumR yikite

A.C.BECKEM
lOS STATE ST. CHICfi^CO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co .

.

Americau Battery Co .. ..

Amer. El. Specialty Co.

.

Am«r. El. Telephone Co.

Am«rtoaa Elec. Works . .

.

Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co.

Amer. Steel & \Y)reCo..

Amer. Tech Book Co...

Amer-Wov-Wr. Brush Co.

Arno'-dEl. Power Sta. Co. sv

xvli

Bain.Poree Ix

Baker & Co xIM

Ball Engine Co xvll

Barnes Co., "Wallace— xr

BamettCo., G. & H xx
Bani, F. A xil

Beclten, A. Hi

Be]den-Lar\vlUEl.aJIf Co. Ii

BerttLOld & Jennings xlii

Besly & Co.,Chas. H xx

"Big Fonr""R. R. Co xlii

Boesert El. Const. Co. .. xl

Brady, T. H xlll

Bryan & Humphrey xiil

Baekeye Electric Co z

BulloclcElec. Mfg. Co ill

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co..

Gary Spring Worts xl

Oeniral Electric Co v

Centanl Mlg. Co xlli

Central Tel. A Elec. Co. . xlv

Chicago Belting Co i

CbKn«D EtUaon Oo It

CmcFuseWlre AMfg.Oo, s

xii

Ix

xli

Hi
XX
vi

Chi HonseWreekIng Co.

Chicago Ins. Wire Co....

C, M. &St. P. B. R....

Chicago Rheostat Co....

Clark, Jas. Jr , & Co
Clay Electric & Mfg. Co.

Cling-Surlace MIg. Co. ..

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.xiv

Cornell Machine Co xvli

Ccuch A Seeley Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xl

Cutter m. A Mfg. Co i

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvi

Dearborn Drug& Ch. Co. . Ix

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Cmclble Co.. Job . xvli

Eagle Electric Works— xl

Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. ill

Eastern Elec. Cable Co . .

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edleon Mfg. Co xlll

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inat .

Electric Appliance Co... x

Electric Storage Bstt.Co- iii

Electrician Pnb. Co x 1 x

Electrolier Co., The xx
Emerson El. Mfg. Co ... . xv i

ErlcBsonTelophoue Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co xlv

FarlesMfg. Co
Farr Tel. <fe Con. Sup. Co.

Federal Battery Co v

Foote, Pleison & Co xlv

"For Sale" Advs xll

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xix

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

General Electric Co.... vil

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo Ix

Gillespie A Tartt xx

QoldBmlth Bros

Gordon Battery Co xii

Hamlin, Geo. R xill

Harding & Hammer xvlt

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Go. ivil

Harvey Co., TheG. P.... xs

Hays Construction Co.. iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xil

Holmes Fibre-Qraph.Co.

Haebel & Manger x

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co.

Inglis.Wm.,W.4Ir. Wks. xx

Intemat'l Cor. Schools. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xii

Johnston, Thos. J xi

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Kelley & Sod. Benj F....

Kentucky Electrical Co.. dii

Klein & Son, Mathias . xlv

Klemm & Co si

Kokomo Tel.&El.M.Co. xvi

Kuhlman Electric Co ... . xil

Kusel, D. A., Tel. 4 Elec.
Mfg. Co xlv

Lea Manufacturing Co. . . x

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xil

Leclanche Battery Co . . . xlll

Leffel&Co.. James.,., xvll

Llndaley Brothers Co... xlll

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co. xl

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co.. i

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. v

Mass. Chemical Co 1

McIntlreCo.,TheC xlv

McLennan <& Co., E x

Meyrowltz, E. B
Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xil

MononE. R xlv

Montauk Multip. CableCo. 1

Muneell & Co., Eugene.. x

Murdock & Co., W. J xlv

National India Rubber Co.

Naugle, Holcomb &Co.. xill

New Yorklnsul.W. Co... xvi

Noblett.E. J xlv

Non-Polarlzlng Dry Bt. Co. Iv

North Electric Co xv
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. (x

Ohio Electric Works
Okonlte Co., The 1

P&Iste Co., H. T HI

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Partridge Carbon Works.
Pendleton & Gilkey xlii

Perrizo & Sons xlii

Peru Elec Mfg. Co xx

Peterson A Co., John L. x

Phllllps Ins'd. Wire Co. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. Iv

i

xvll

xl

xU

I

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.

Plass, H. E., Elec. Co..,

Polyglot Co.. The
Prlngle, Wm. T

Queen & Co

RawBon Electric Co xlv

Relslnger, Hugo -

RUey Brcs xvi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xl

Roebling's Sons Co.. J- A. xvi

Rolfe Electric Co xv

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . . .

Schlff. Jordan A Co Ix

SchwalmCo., Geo. F— xv

S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Co 1

Shultz Belting Co
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Speer Carbon Co Ix

Spies & Company xii

Splitdorf,C. F 1

Spon & Chamberlain
Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. AEl.Co... xiv

StandardUnderg.C^ble Co. i

Sterling & Son, W. C xlli

Sterlln g Arc Lamp Co ... . vli

Sterling Electric Co. . . .

Sterilng Varnish Co.,The xx

Steward, D. M.. Mfg. Co.. i

Stewart ElectricalCo.. . xil

StUwell-Blerce & Smlth-
ValleCo xli. xlii

Stow Mfg. Co XV
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xlv

Sturtevant Co., B. F.... xs
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xU

Texas Arm & Pin Co.... xill

Thompson, Son A Co.... ill

Torrev Cedar Co xlll

Trotter's MonaMf.Co.,Lt. xvi

trnlied Corresp. Schools ix
United Elee. Imp. Co ...

Valentlne-CIark Co. xlii

Varley Duplex Magnet Co. st
Victor Electric Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co
Walsh's Sons A Co xil

Warner Co., W. F., The., xvi
Warren Elee. Mfg. Co.. ii
Western Electric Co tII

Western El. Supply Co. vili

Western Tel. Cona Co. . . xlv
Westlnghonse Electric St

Manufacturing Co— xvill

Weston EleetrlcsJ Inst. Go. I

Williams Eaectrto Co... xv
Woods Motor Vehicle Co. —

-

Worcester A Co., 0. H.. xill

wnght Discount Meter Do.

Glassl-fiipcl Indent of iXdvortlsotTnon-ts Seo Paeo'VI-
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

V\/^l9|-rE F^V*

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

I

I
5!

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTING ENfllNEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

'•^mT**?**'?'*•%«5m?m!W!'»*?mJw ;..;.»».>.;..»! » » » t « > ii fr«»».>»4 14

PHOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfc. Co.,
ST. UOUIS, IVI^.

O K DRY BATTERY
NE\A/ IIMGIN

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.
No Solution to slop over. No Missing of sparks.

Highest Voltage.
Quickest Recuperation. Long Life.

Unaffected by heat or cold. Compactness.

BOXED, CONNECTED, COMPLETE, READY TO BE HITCHED
TO ENGINE.

POINTS IN ORDERING.
1. Name of engine.
2. Number of revolutions per

minute.
3. Number of sparl(s perminute.
4. Mode of ignition, whether by

sparl<coil or induction coil.

5. If sparl< coil, whether butting
or wiping sparl(.

6. Kind of spark contact points,
whether platinum, steel or
other material.

7. Average number of hours per
day engine is run.

Size for Stationary Eoglnes, 7 high
by 4(4 square.

Siiefor Automobiles, 7 high by 4
st^uarB. NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY CO., «''°.g^<'^P.'!^''T>
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COLUMBIA \ AMPS
FROM STOCK

IN

ALL UJUvL

VOLTAGES

AND

CANDLE

POWERS.

FOR

STANDARD

SOCKETS

SEND US

VOUR

HURRY ORDERS

264-270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Federal Batteries

Using...Federal Salt
ARE STRONGER THAN ANY

Salammoniac Cell ...In the World.

FEDEML SALT
USED IN

Carbon Cylinder Batteries

GIVES

33 MORE E. M. F.
ANo33 LONGER LIFE
THAN SALAMMONIAC.

Initial Voltage X.B to 1.8.

Absolutely no crystalizing Salts.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
TELEPHONES, HOUSE BELLS,
RAILROAD SIGNALS AND ALL
HARD OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK.

MADE BY

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
I f PINE STREET,

ALL DEALERS. NEW YORK.

CATALOGUE No. 11 NOW READY, 352 PAGES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,
32 Cori:lanci-t S-breet;, IME\A/ YORK.

1,000.000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged ;th6 Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2V4x6H

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
,»oslte zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
aapplled by th-it company.

Price $6.00

We make a number of diflEerent styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14.

With our high-grade car
bon transmiiter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
00 Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Outfit. No. i/g.

Price, Outfit $3.75

" Clockonly 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Dlttmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register tin
strength of open o'

closed circuit batter
les.

Price each, $3.60.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelepbone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2i^,3. 3Hand4lncb. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found In our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., ^'Z^i^TJ^^^"'
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BEOWS, DUKREXL & CO-
Clingr-Sarface Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, N.T. Boston, Mass., Aug. 1.1899.

Dear Sirs:—Having tried CUng-^nrface on my 12-iiich dTmamo belt (16 feet between
centers), I have been able to carry full load with £2-inch sag on belt with no perceptible
slip. It surpasses mv expectations and I can recommend it to do all that is claimed for
it, if directions are followed. Yours respectfully, E. B. PRESCOTT, Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

A
fl

^
4

A

GLING-SURFACE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

known than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

GUNG-SURFAGE MfG. GO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BBA3i"CH: HHS Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ammnelators.

ctiabrtti £aecbric Co.
iiaeciric Appuance CJo.

Jlanbatian Eiec. Supply Co.

Western liiec. Supply Co.

Arc Aj&mpB,
Belden-La rwill El.AMf. Co.

Fc wayneiliec. Wfcs., Inc;

(jenerai i!,ieciric Oo.
beneraiinc. Arc iit. Co.

Lea juanulatturing uo.
bierting Arc L.amp uo.
W&sterLi J:;ieciric \Jo.

Western iLieci,. aupply Co.

Wesimfinouse £L a, Mlg. Co.

Batteries and J ars.
uurnley Batiery jc Mlg. Co.

Cenijaj Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co. .

Feoerdl Battery uo.

Uura^n oatiery *J0.

ueciancne Battery Co., The
Jianhaitan Elec. Supply Co.
^allunoi oarDuii uo.
Non-PoiariziDg Drj Bat. Co.
Omo iiUectric v> oriis.

fern Ei&c. Mfg. uo.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
central Electric Co.

Kleotnc Appliance Ca
Huebel 4 Manger.
Manhattan Elec- Supply Co.

Ooio ciiectnc Wuiiij.
Western iiiiectnc Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Beitiug Co.
Cilng-aurface Mfg. Co.
lieatuer PreserverMIg. Corp.
Shuliz Belting Co.

ItelttnC*
Cnlcago Belting Co.

Leather FreserverMIg.Corp.
Shuitz Belting Oa

Boofe*. Kieetrieal.
Amer. Tecnnicai Book Co.

KieOHlcian ±'uDilfimng uo.

Spon & Chamberlain.
Brasses.
Amer. WOT. Wire Brush Co.

central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fihre-Graphlte Co.

Partridiie Caioon Wr^s
Western Elect. Supply Co.

BruBli Holders.
Ulay Electric s. Mf?. Co,

Burslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co-

Electric Appllanoe Co.

Huehel & MAoeer.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Elect. Sappiy Co.

Cables (See Influlated Wlrei.)

Cables, Kieetrle (See Insu-

lated Wlresj, Copper,
Bbeet and Bar.
American Elec works.
American Steel J; Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eaatem Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Ek-c. Supply Co.
>iew York Ina. Wire uo.
Simpler Electrical Co.
Standard "D nderground C. Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Carbons.Points A; Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Gen'l Inc. Ar*' Lt Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
JTatlouai uarbon Co.
ReiHlnKPr, HUFO
Schiff. Jo'-dm .^ Co.
Speer Carbun Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
HarvevCo.. The G. F.

Cltttches fAre Lamp).
Peters^D it C-o., John L.

Colls and Hasnets.
SpUtdorf. C. F.
Varley Duplex Magnet Co.

Compoand.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wts
Mass. Cbemlcal Co.
McLennflTi & Co.. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona >lfg. Cc.Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Condnlts.
pentral Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als l:*atent).

:McIntire Co.. Tne C.

Conatmctlon dt Itepalrs.
Bullock Eiec. aifg Co.
Chicago Edison uo.
Ciarfc, Jas. Jr.. oc Co.
Ft. Wayne i:,iec. Wes., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- Waish Elec Eng. Co.
Nonnern Jiiec. Mfg. Co.
Siurievant uo., B. F.
Victor Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. aifg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andKleetrle
Ldettt eiant«.
AruuIdEi. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Kiectrlc Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr , & Co.
Corijeii Machine Co.
Ft. Wajne Eiec. Wks.. Inc.
General iClectric Co.
Hays construction Co.
>'orlhern Elec. M/g. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mlg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec £i Mfg Ca

Copper.
Besly &Co.. Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Worka,
American Steel & Wire Co.
Besly aua, Chaa H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Eiec. Supply Co.
>jationai inoia Kuboer ua
Okonite Co. , The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Roeblmg's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence s^cbools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Sohoola.
United Corresp. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pina and
Braebet^.
Brady. T H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Apnllance Co.
:Manuaitan Eiec. Supp'y Co.
Nauele. Hoicomb & uo.
Texas Arm A Pm Co.
TaUntine-Clark Co. . The,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-cmts and Swltebes.
Bossert Elec Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Tlov.se WreckingCo.
Clarii. Ja^. Jr., & Co.
Cutter 1:^1. fit Mlg. Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mlg. Ca
Foote. Pierion i Co.
Ft. Wayne ELec. Wk's., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart i: Hegeman Mfe Co.
Manba'.ian Elec. Supplv Co.
Mevrowitz, a.. B.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Sch ff, J-rdan.\; Co.
Wagner iciec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie EL a Mfg.Ca

Drnamos.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cbicaeo Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. .Tr.. .S; Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mie Co
Northern Elec. Mfs. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B . F.
Thompson. Son i Co.
Cmted Elec. Imp. Co.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
W'arren Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. supply Co.
Westlngnouse SlL & Mlg- Co.

JEleetric Railn^ays.
ArnoiaELi^owersstationCo.
General JiJlectrlc Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Ca

Electric Vehicles,
Wovds Motur Vcnicie Co.

Klectrleai tmd Jleelianl-
cal Kn£lneers.
AraolaE,. PowerStationCo.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec. Mlg. Uo.
Hays uonsiruction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Nurthern Etec. Mfg. Co.
bargent & Lunay.

Electrical Instminents,
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
Foote, Plcr-on i Co.
General h,iectnc uo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
unij tiecinc WorKs.
faiste Co.. a. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
bchiff. Jordan ^.t Co.
S. E. I. Uo.
Victor Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Electrical specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric A Mftr Co.
Columbia Eiec. & Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
[Manhattan Elec. Sunply Co.
Mclntire Co. , The u.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass. E. H.. Electric Co.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Spies i Company,
\ icior Eieciric uo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Electro-Plating M.aeh.'y,
Besly SCO., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engrlnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Siurterant Co., B. F.

Fan Ontflts.
Central Electric Ca
Edison Mfs. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg- Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onio KleLtnc Worss.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Sch'.ff. Jordan & Co. .

Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Victor Electric Co
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westittghoufle EL & Mlg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mlg. Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Ca

FUes.
BamettCa.G. AH.

Ftxtnres, EL & Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfgh Co.

Fnses.
Mclntire Co.. The C-
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fose Wire,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mf . Co.
Electric ApnUancf Oo.

Manba-.tan F.lec. Siipplv Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas Idshtins- Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

General Elec Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Ohicaeo Ffiigon f^a

Chicago Hou<e Wrecking Co.
Electric Appliance Ca

Foote, Pierson ^t Co.
tjenerai HjIg iric uo
Manbattan i:iec. Supply Co.
Uaiu liiectriC works.
Peru Elec. Mlg. Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phoftnis Glass Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

CJoVnors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dlion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Ca

Gnards. Wire.
Ingils, Wm , W. & Ir. Wks.

Heaters (Keed Water).
Kelley & :^oa. Beij F.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
E ectroi.er uo., Tne
Faries Manufacturing Co.
Gillespie A Tartt.

Igniters.
Harding A Hammer.

Insnlators and Insulat-
Ins Materials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Ca
Ciiicago Ib.iii>e WreckingCo.
Cnicago lusuiflteU \v irt? uo.
Kagle Pain: i Varnish Wks.
Electric Appuance uo.
Emerson El Mlg. Co.
Foute, PiersOn ife Co.
General mc Arc ijight Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mass, unemicai Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. [The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mlg. Co.
Phlliips Insulated Wire Ca
Scuiff. Jordan i Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
SterllUE Varnish Co.
Steward Mfc. Co., P. M.
Vuicanizeu Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—nacnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric uo
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Cbicago inauiated vtireuo.
Eastern Electric Cable ua
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co-
Manbai-.an E:ec. Sappiy Co.
MoniauE .MQitipn. Uaoie uo.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Ca, The.
PhlUlps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Jnnction Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison DecoratiTe A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric uo..

General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamn Co.
Manhattan Flee, Supply Co.
Onto EieciriC u orks.
Sawyer-Man Elec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Laxa.
Steward, D. M , "Mfc. Co.

liijEhtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.

General Electric Ca
itoiie Klectric Co.
Weaungnouse Kl & IKg. Co.

Jlagnet Wire.
(bee insuiateQ SVlres.)

Manipulators (Inc.Ljnp).
Inc. i:;i. Lit. Manipulator ^^o.

Uecnanlcal JLacUnery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Robertson &. sons. Jas. L.
StliweU-BIerce Smitn-VaUe.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Cj.
^Vrlght Discount Meter Co.

niea.
Central Electric Go.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Wining Apparatus, Elec
Buliock EleC. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

:n.otors.
Bullock Elec. Mlg. Co.
uentral Electric uo.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. & Co.
t;agie Electric vvorKs.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Manhattan f:iec. Supply Co.
Northern tiec. MJg. uo.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, son & Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Victor Electric uo.
Wagner Elec Mlg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpplv Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson ^ Sons. Jas. L.

Faints.
Central Electric Co.
Cllng-Surface Mlg. Co.
Eagle Paint i Varnish JVks.
Maiis. Cnemicaico.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Mamlm, Geo. R.
Jounst-on, Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronxe.
Besly Si Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronie Sm.CaLtd.

Platlnojn.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Eros. Co.
Nangle. Holcomb ^ Co.
Pendleton J: Gilkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C
Texas Arm & Pln Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Pereeialxu
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mlg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Ca

Be-Wlndins—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spk-? i Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mlg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc ArcLt- Co.
Iron Clad, Resistance Co.
Spies ^.t Company.
Victor Electric uo.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand 31aehinV*
Baux. F. A.
Chicago He useWrecking Co.
Hodge-Walsn Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewan Electrical Co.
Thompson. Son «k C^.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Lte. Co.
Faries Manulactorlng Co.

KJemm & Co.
SpeiULinK Xnbes.
uentrai i.ieciric uo.
Kiectric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Flee. Supply Co.
n eatcru c^ieciric uu.
Western Eiect. supply Co.

Speea Xnaieatom.
iia«ly (S Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Kobei tson & Sons. Jas. L.
Weston Electrical inaw Co

Springs.
narncs Co , The WaUace
Cary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const. Co.

Stereopticons, Slagle
I^anterns and Slides.
Kiiey Brts.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Central TeL 4 Elec. Co
OclumbiaE.ee. s Mfg Cououch ASeelevCo.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote, Pierson A Co
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mlg. Co.
Kusel.D.A.TeL&ELMlg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply CoMuroock & CO., W j "

Noblett, E. J.
Xortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard TeL i EL Ca
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.C0.
WarnerCo. W. F The.
Western Electric Co
Western Elect. Supply Co.Western TeL Cons. Co:
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas
Therien Tool Works.

'

Toys, Electrical.
Otilo Electric Works
Plass, E.H., Electric Ca

Transfbrmers.
Bullock Electric Mlg Co
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec Wks., Inc
General Electric Co.
Kunlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mlg. Ca
Western Electric Co
Western Elect Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Idig. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co.. The.

Trolley Cord-
Samson Cordage Wki,

Tmchs, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Tnrbtned: WaterWTieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co.. Jas.
Stiiwen-Blerce Smith-Valle

Varnishes,
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tulcaniied Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Watches. Xon-3lasnelic.
Becken. A. C.

Wire. Bare.
Besly & Co.,Ch&s. B.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wood-work. Electrical.
NoDlett, E. J.

X^Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
QuoBD ft Oa
SpUtdorf, C. F.
Victor Electric Co*

r««v ^tm^hm^%-^^*-l^*^l I v«W««? »« ^d«^^rftls0r«non«m Si»« 9mar^ III.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
a-9 SERIES ALTERHATIHG SYSTEM

of

50-Light Constant Current Transfoimer, Complete.

Enclosed Arc

Lighting

Has been adopted during

the past year by

60 Central

Stations
aggregating

5, 500'Light

Capacity.
Series Alternating Lamp.

The General Electric Compaimy,
Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y,

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

^'A and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

write
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open
for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,
214-222 West 26tli St., NEW YORK.

Western Office; 6ATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Burnin§

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for e:reat varia-

tlonsia voltage and frequency.

Ordinary chang:es in voltage

and frequency do not pro*

duce fllckerioK or unsteadi-

ness of tbe arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework In sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoor and outdoor use.

26 Inches long.

Easily trimmed.

PLAIN WEATHERPROOF LAMP, WITH AlETAL SHADE
AND STANDARD ENCLOSINQ GLOBE L-

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrarh, Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue do Breteull.
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Western Electrical Supply Co.,
ro AND 12 N. 9TH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

I

ADAMS' BAGNALL
ENCLOSED

ARC LAMPS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
FROM ST. LOUIS

STOCK....

MOLONEY TRANSFORMERS.
The most up-to-date and practical transformer on the mar-
ket. Highest efficiency, closest regulation, smallest core

loss, perfect ventilation. Two years' guarantee.
CORRESPONDENCE AND INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

I

S

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

Easy accessibility to mechanism. Per- ^

feet in regulation. Simple in construe- ?

tion. Long life.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
cc EI>/'^rytHins iSI^^'tricai,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
99

AV.^v.^v.^^sv.^^v.^v.v.^^v.v.^^v.v.^^v.v.^v.v.v.v.^^^v.^v.^v.v.v.^^v.v.^^^v.^^v.v.^v.^sv.^v.^^v.v.^.v.v.vvv
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Dearborn (
rus and CHemical >A/^orl>«s,
ab^ra-fc^rieS'-'-NA/a't^r CH^mis-ts.

( VesG'table Boiler Oompouncls.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RlALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

ttf^M 11^99 Highest Grade CARBONS
Will give a brilliant and steady light of highest efficiency
without hissing and spluttering. Special carbons for en-

closed arc lamps, alternati^ng and direct current. "Ship" carbons are made in Vienna and Nurem-
berg, and are so marked.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST, ALSO CATA\.OCUE OF GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EVERYTHiNc^^^^^^^ SCHIFF, JORDAN $c CO., New York, shp^^anr nI:j ro ..

SHIP

I

MOTOR.-GENERATOR BRUSHES

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andrew Kanl, Pres. Iionls Strenber, Tlce-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, .Tr.,Seey. and Treas. J. S. Speer, Gen'l Msr. ST. MARYS, PA.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
I Expert in patent causes.

I Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bld£., - Chicago*

New Tourist Sleeping Car Line

To California.

The Wabash Railroad has inaiigui-ated a
new weekly tourist sleeping car line be-
tween St. Louis and Los Angeles, via the
Santa Fe Route from Kans.is City. The
tourist sleeper will leave St. Louis via the
Wabasb every \\'cdnesd:iy ;it 9 p. ni. P;is-
sengers from Chicago should take the ^^'a-

bash fast day express, leaving Chicago at
11 a, m., and connecting in the Union Sta-
tion at St. Louis with the through car.
Berths reseiwed in advance upon request.
F. A. PALMER, A. G, P. A,, 97 Adams St.,

Cbieago.

AMERICAN"S"
ARE THE BEST. Send tor deicrlptlve Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'O lass. 174-S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

OUR STUDENTS

SUCCEED.
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.

I think there is no better chance to advance
than through the Schools. Before I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically nothing
about electricity or steam engineering. My
Courses in Electric Power and Lighting atd
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great benefitto me, as I now have charge
of an electric-light plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to
the Schools.

STEPHEN S. YAHNER, Patton, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolllne in th-«

Schools I had been reading everything I

could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-

trical engineering, but found ihat I needtd
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course I was eecond engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-

wards, I was promoted to the position of

chief engineer at a much larger palarv.

J. L. CHASE. Topeka, Kansas.

Mttio fi\oriftra\ rt\it«»coc Electrical Engineering, Electrical, Electric Power and
niUC CICCLntai ^./UUraCS. Lighting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony. Telegraphy. Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction In charge of Prof. R. B. Williamson,
Formerly professor of Electricity In Lehigh University.

lOS.OOO STrOENTS AXD <ilRA1>rATES August, 1S90. CAPITAI,, $1,500,000.

112 to $70 In Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Wrife for Circulars and Local Feferences to ike

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, i?^ANTOk, pa.

FOR tlST OF MAXVFACTIRES SEE CI,ASSIFIE» IXDEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES-NEW TOBK: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON: 31 Milk St. PHItADEXPHIA : 233 Drexel Bldg. CLEVELAND: 39-47 E.
Prospect St. SAN FBANCISOO: 698 Parrott BldK. ST. LOUIS: 638 Century Bldg.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
CHICAGO: 1012-1013 Monadnock Block. MINNEAPOLIS: 616 Guaranty Bldg KCLWATJKEE; 700;PabBti Bldg'.

Admiral Sampson
worked on afarm when a boy. By
study at Dit;;bt he prepared him-
self for a brilliant career. We
offer you greater advantapeii for

a successful future If you
study 'between times,"
through Eilucatlon liy
Mail, in Electrical. Me-
chanical, Steam. M<ning
and Civil EngineeriDK:Met-
allurgy. Art. Architecture,

Practical Newspaper Work, English Branches,
Stenography. Machine Design and Mechanical
Drawing. Low price: easy terms. The moat
thorough and complete course of any corres-
pondence school in the world. Send to

THE UNITED CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

15M5S Fifth Ave., New York, for free calalosue

No. n.

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA, COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

CMcap.MilwaDkee&SlPaiilR'y
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. madisqn. wis.

GENERATORS
MOTORS

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
i-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nppipccj Northern Engineering Co.urrii^co
I gg cortlandt St.. New York.

Kohler Bros.,
MonadnoctE Block. Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical 0?,,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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PACKARD TRANSFORMERS
MEAN

CLOSE REGULATION,
SMALL CORE LOSS,
HIGH INSULATION.

A Saving in Dollars and Cents by their use.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION. PRICES TOO.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac^
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

INDIA & AMBER FO r? y^ FT tVIWT tJ

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IM^ULATCD
Cloths and P<3pers.

COIVIPOUWD
UNEODALEI^.

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
Eu^eiieMiinselLsCo. Mica insulator Co.^ 2ISWa(ci Sl.IVew York 8,- Cllica^O. ll7lakeSt.

-PERFECT

INSULATOR

OUR TRADE MARK
WIRE IS

LINE OF TESTED FUSE
NOW PACKED

in tin cases, making a Bracticallyair-tlghtpack-
age; also preventing possibility of damaee In
handling. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. 8old by first^ilass

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

853 Broadway. New York. 1 S4 Lake St., Chicago.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
arAl.^S

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE. Sample Stick.

1
Name ,

.

1 Address .

I ty. E.

The only article that will PREVENT
SPARKING. Win keep the commutator in
good condition and PKEVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
I

THE BRUSHES
I

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you haye so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

^ - - ^ Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
"»>"'''" Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Rheostats and Brushes.

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 nraham St..
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY ^A new (iuvice for lijihiing Gas The C^^^Sv
Or G:isoline Stoves. Sate! con-

""
^^}\

vcnieniand economical. No AJAX ^^^^-j
electric connections required. jJT^^ \
AUvavs ready for use. Will

^

lasta'lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by

NO MORE MATCHES for the
Aildren to play with

Price, compleie, S2 50
Advance Specialty Co.

119 Labalie St., Chicago.

aiMlM

BUCSE7E
IIMCAIMDI

Monadnock Building, Chicagro.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED-

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

;iM"r i-Aivif»s.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worthi sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

Tlie W.R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattin BIdg., Chicago, III.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for

^<-inch and S-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars.

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galisburg, III.

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & Co.
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mANK N. PHILLIPS, PRE«IDENT.
0. H. WAGCN8EIL. TncAauncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNCHAL MANAQCR.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDESrCE, K. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL A^D UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw York Store. W. J. Watson, 20 Cortlandt St,

Chu'AOO Stork, F. E. Donalioe. '^41 Madison St.

Montreal Eranth. Eugene F. Fhilli|ts' Kleetrieal Works,

MaiN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R, I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions. -<

Address -^

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

:PR ION:
To your motors from damage liable to foltoi\- an Interrupted current is assured by using

C. &H. starters with automatic release. It is not safe to use a starter
which costs less than ours, on any installation.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Writefor prices and particulars.

^w-j. BRAND NEW^^ NOVELTIES.
Write for
prices.

H. E. Plass

Elec. Co..

23 Barclay St.,

New York.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Eiectric Co.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OrTIiET AJTD JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOAKDS, PAJTEt BOABBS, SWITCHES, »TCt

«J-riO^^. NE\A^ Y^IVK.

If I FMMJL-^^ N.W. Cor. 5111 anaherryV Lit IVI Iwl 0& WW > 9 Sts„ Plilladelpliia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapes, and bes.

Reflector for Lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

"KLEMM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , be best n ,he ..arUe.

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

Tel. 3346 ISth St.

GARY SPRING WORKS, g ^.
240 and 242 West 29th S/.,S

New York City. . (L
, . _ ,

>U:^uf3ciurers of

m WIRE and SPRINGS

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used in show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. K."WeatlierproofWire.

Sloi-Biirnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

EAGLE EIECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

P

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from I kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE, 32B Brady St.

LOSING MONEY
when a small expenditure will save it, is not good policy.
Our Indicator will enable you at all times to know that
your engine is developing full power for fuel consumed.
It is invaluable in every plant. Eureka" Packing will cost
lyouless, last two to three times longer and keep rods in better
condition. Feed Water Heaters, Orate Bars, Steam Sep-
arators, Oil Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for same.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.Improved Robertsoa'Tbompsoa.
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F-^F9 s^vi-e:.
One M. P. conipounil wound dyDaino. 2()0 lights,

llOvolts; seIf-regu!atine;earl>on brushes; rheo-

stat and adjustable base; ball and socket self-

aligDing boxes and rind oilers.

One B. P. shimt wound dynamo, SO liglits, lin

volta; self-regulating: rheostatand adjustable
base; ring self-oiliDg bearings.

One plating dynamo. 6 volts, good for 500 gallons
, nickel solution; self-regulating; adjustable

' base.
One plating dynamo, G volts, good for 250 gallons

nickel solution; adjustable base.
AU the above dynamos warranted for one

year's time and new and of standard make.
Address I. AV. 4'olburn. 415 Jlarket Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.

\A/A.IMnrED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops Work guaranteed. Teayears' experience.
Llebt plants Installed completed Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City. Mo.

WAIMTED.
Armature winder on general repair work.

Steady work for good man. Address
UUKGESS ELECTRIC CO..

Duluth. Minn.

WANTED.
Good Energetic Man with About

Ten Thousand Dollars . .

.

To invest in two of the best electric specialties

on the market. Thoroughly tested by leading

companies. Best of references, both electrical

and financial. Company now doing business

Tvants to lucrease output to All orders.

Fully Protected by Patent.

Address "CHICAGO." care Western Electri-

cian, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago

(Transformers,
Kuhlman Electric Co.

ELKHART. INDIANA.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft- AVayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revohitions.l.lOO volts, 140 eycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. I^Iachine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR," care ^Vestern Electrician, 510
Marquette Building. Chicago.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison oOO-volt Each.
dynamo3 $ 850.00

One 250-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,650.00
One 200-K. W. G. E- Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00
One 175-E. W. Brush oOO-volt

dynamo 1,350.00
Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.

Alt 400.00
Two 60-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 650.00

Two 60-K. W. Slattery Alt.

One 240-K- W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One 300-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One D. .50-K W. 125-volt G. E.

Co. T.-H. dynamo 550.00
One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-volt

motor 350.00

TEANSFORMERS.
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 6.00
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. .

.

6.00
15-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100. .

.

8.00
20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 15.00
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 15.00
40-lieht Stanley, 1,000 to 50 18.00
40-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 18.00
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 26.50
50-llght Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 26.50

Also a quantity ol type F, T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H, Westinphouse, etc. "Write for prices.
All binds of Jn-namos, Motors. Engines. Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SOU & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes. Calvano'ine-
ters, Experimehtal Work, Repairing.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezlngat
28" below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
market. For No. i cell, 300
ampere hours; for No. 3 cell,

125 ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to iVo
volt. Send for circular and price list.

I

OORDOX HATTEKY COMPAXY,
I

594 Broadivay, Xe^r I'ork.
Western Representative.

Qeorge W. Patterson. 1533 Marquette Bldg, Chicago, III.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
It you have any Old Copper Wire of any desoriptiOQ to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
'.'. all times In the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trp.de with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Deaplaines Street, CHICAeO, II.I..

^H To correspond with ns concerning

* BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
^M^^ ADDRESS

UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E. CORNER FIFTH AND SrCAMORE.

Long-distance Telephone, C I l 7. ... CINCINNATI, O.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON. OHIO, U. 8. A.

Selling Agents: RIsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cat

POWER
GENERATORS.

Special for Street Ry. Work.
Two M^P.Generators, 175 h. p. each.

Speed, 550 revolutions for 550 volts.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
Address F. A. BAUX, 1002-138 Washington St., Chicago.

Slotor Startlns Rheostats.
Motor Reenlatins Kheostats.

l>>'naino Field Rheostats.
Theater Iklmmers.

!$pecial RheostatB.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
tVestfleld. W. J., v. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGUUTORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES,
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

dec-trioal Supplies
OF A SECOItlU-HAaiO ITATUBE FR09I THE

OMAHA EXPOSITION.
aHERE'S A FE1¥ ITEMS:"

COPPER W^IRE.
KUBBER COVERED. I WEATHERPROOF.

300.000 feet, gauges 14 to tMJOO
I
35,000 lbs., gauges 14 to 0000

liAMP CUUU.
200,000 ft., all lengths, per yard 21-2-3C

]

1,000 ft., all lengths, silk covered, per
I

jard '. 6c

ARC GLOBES.
550 Opal, price, each 35c

I
275 Clear, price, each 30c

ISrCAKUESCEJfT EA91PS.
Brand now lamps: Price each.

S.OOO—16 C. P. Edison SO 14

11,000— 8 C. P. Edison 14

1,200—10 C. P. Crescent 13

600— 4 O. P. Edison 14

150—32 C. P. Edison 22

385—8 0. P. Edison, frosted 16

1,800—4 C, P. Miniature Columbia.... 15

We have the following lamps used but a
short time and guaranteed in good condi-
tion: Price each.
23,200—16 0. P 50 10

170— 8 C. P. Beacon colored 11
11,400— 8 O. P 10
1,52(>— 8 and 16 C. P. Edison colored.. 12
Also 10.000 burnt-out lamps. Price on ap-

plication.

i$OCKETi!> AND RECEPTACLES,

Keyless Edison Sockets $0 09

Key Edison Sockets 10

Rubber Key Sockets 12

W^eatherproof Rubber Sockets.. 15

No. 4 G. E. Wall Sockets OS

15 Bryant Wall Sockets

fscd a
Praiid new, i^hort time.

e each. Price eaeli

.

50 08
09
11
14

07
07

AMUIEXERS.

Sawyer-Man Key Sockets
Sawyer-Man Keyless Sockets... 08
Sawyer-Man Wall Sockets 08
Westlnghouse Wall Sockets 12
No. 9171 G. E. Receptacles 06
Miniature Receptacles 10

Used a
Brand new. shorttime.
JMce each. Price each.

m
07
07
u
05
09

In perfect condition. Price.

Weston No. 2647 0-150 D. R. D. C .$10 00

Thomson No. 25S 0-200 D. R, A. C 10 00

Thomson No. 265 0-100 D. R. A. 10 00

Edison Station 0-528 D. R. D. 10 00

VOLTMETERS,
In perfect condition.. Price,

Weston No. 4724 0-150 0-600 D. R, D. C..510 00

Weston No. 4057 0-3 -150 D. R. D. C. . . 10 00

Weston No. 1946 0-150 D. R. D. C. and
A. C. Portable, leather case 45 00

Weston Multiplier for Voltmeter. No.
4724 0-10 250

Edison Station 048 D. R. D. O.
Edison Station 0-4S D. R. D. O.
Edison Station 0-2500 D. R. D. C.

Price.
. 10 00
. 10 00
. 12 50

Incandescent Lamp Clusters.
We have the following solid Iron cluster

balls: Price each.
125— 2-light 50 15
248— 4-light 25
375— 5-light 30
24S— 8-light 40
160-39-light 1 10

Also—Knife and Snap Switches. Cnt-Onts. Pines. Insnialors, I^igbtniiis
Arresters. Ribbon Fuses. Carbons, in fart everything electriesl.

3 Westinshonse 400 h. p. engines; 1 Atlas Corliss »75 ta. p, : 1 Ball I50h. p.

We bought the Omaha Exposition complete—absolutely everything.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 156. Address

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
West 351h and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-

riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.
WHITE FOB CATAJOOttUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladlo Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Raiiroad
Contractors,

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, IVIICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MBNOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to so-foot foles our ^ecJalty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AMD DCCT ^ii tliewond IscialmeloftUemt LAnbtil AnU Bt:>l texaS arm & pin CO., Beaumont, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"W^ rxiQ-lt© -tlrxe I3K-WE5"S' ..^ICIVI. "Write for j3x*ioes.

\A/Kii-bo Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^^oV'^.^i^i. PERRIZO & NOXS, Daggett, Mich.

BET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

ThehiyMta.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
V/OT^.— Caialoffue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

. Book." Price, Si.oo. . . .

Electrician Pubiishlng Company,
Bnlte SIO Dlarqnette Bide Ghlcaco.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

BSXTD FOB OIECULAK AND PEIOEa.

THE LECUINCH^ BAHERy CO.,

Ill iollTEastlSlstSt.. N. Y.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly en Hand.

POLES AND SARMS
BERTHOLD Sl JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

I CEDARPOLES ,

,

// We CONTROLTHEOUTPUTOF CEDAR OMTHE LINEOF-THE WISCOfisiN ,.

\j & MICHIGAN R.R.SSMILKINLENGTHXOVERIN&ATERRITORY OF *l

' OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS. i

, FOR FiROMPT an
> note: our OUOTATIOMS are based on actual 5T0CK ON HAN D- c^

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH. '

r,-~ ^>- .-afc-sss-'-^*.-^*^ -

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CUHRENT

AND

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL LESCfllPTlON IN BOOKLET NO. 4,

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

Central Maonfactaring Co.,
ChattaDooga. Tenn,

Manufacturers and
MMSfite'iV 1tf (gTjV^S^mil Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross

Arms, Locust Pins

Oak Pins, Electrical Mouldings, Oak Brackets.
I>ars:estocl*.M on hand. Delivered prices quoted,
F. O. B. cars, yourcity,iQany qiiatitity. ^^"Writeua.

P L,JI^'rilM VJIVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Pcfiip ami Native Platinum Purchased.
BAKEIR & CO., 40S414 New Jersey

Railroad Ave., Bi'ewarlc, X. J.
^- York Office, 120 Liberty Strett.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St, N. W., Washington. D. C.

Booklet: "iDformatioD for Inventors."
free. Si-iecialty: Electrical Inventions.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Vlechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Keports, Estimates, Plans,
Specilicatious. Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chasing. UesiRus of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.OO EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHIC75GO.

EUGENE^ Given Free

FIELD'S

POEMS«
A $7.00

i to each person Interested

J sviljscribing to the tugeni

J
Fitld Monument Souveni:

« Fund. Subscribe any amou

S
desired. Subscriptions as \i

as 51.00 will entitle donor
S bU da.intily artistic volume

-i

$7.

BOOK
fund. Book contains a sell

lion of Field's best and m<
representative works and
ready for delivery,

j But for the noble contr
ution of the world'
rtists this book could not
e been manufactured for

•A
\

;
THE Book of the century '.

' Handsomely lllus-
j

trated by thirty- .

;

two of the World's S less thai
! Greatest Artists. J The Fund created is d

; Tided equally between the family of the late Eugene Field I

and the Fund for the buildinc of a monument to the mem- J
• orv of the beloved portof childhood. Address J
: EUGENB FIELD MONUMENT SOUVENIR FUND. I
\

lAlso at Book stores) )8o Maoroe St., Cblcag* »

If yon also wish to 5end poitag?. ^neltwe 10 ct», f
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IT

OFTTIMES
HAPPENS
Tlijit you have a
toll line ruDDJnR
to some small
town wherein
TOQ could place a
small brancH ex-
chaage and In-
crease thf earn-
ings of your toll

line. Why not in-

vestigate the

EUREKA
AUXILURY
SWITCHBOARD
TELEPHONE?

It is just
what you
ha V e been
looking for.

Write us for
"1900" cata-
loerue. illus-

trating our
full line of
switchboards
and tele-
phones.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
Nos. I S7-1 59 S. Canal SI.. Chicago. III.

Our Apparatus Kever Displaced.

THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Stj'les. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority' on either
short or longdistance work.
Anyone can make an instru-

ment that will work well at

first, but to produce one that
will continue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR wiU.

SIAXTTFACTrKED ET

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO,
ELVRIA, O., U.S. A.

Call on us for

Everything used with telephones.

No order too small for attention or

Too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveiies are our rule,

And each order filled with csre.

Large stociti always on hand,

Telephones,

Every style and grade.

Long and short baciiboards.

Elegant finish and design,

Prices that will suit.

Hard rubber receivers.

Oal( or walnut woodwork.

New ideas in magneto bells.

Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies.

New parts for old telephones.

Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools.

Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse.

Eitension bells—standard and

Circuit closers. bridging.

Transmitters of various styles.

Repeating coils,

Induction coils.

Construction material of all kinds.

Correspond with us on any

Order you may wish to place.

ANOTHER OF OUR SPECIALTIES:

Blackwell Portabli

Telephone Set.

For use in connection with Fire Alarm. Police
Signal Systems, etc. It furnishes an abso-
lutely reliable means of communication in

cases of emergency on steam and electric

roads. Hiew catalograt? uoi\' ready.

FOOTE, PIERSON & CO.,

82-84 Fulton St., New York,

.MANUFAi TrRFP.> <•¥

ELECTRICAL GOODS,
Successors to The E S. Greeley & Co.

Mfg. Dept.

WRITE
TO

160 Congress St.,

BOSTON,
For their

prices

fc. on their new

MURDOGK & CO.,

"STAR" RECEIVER.

THE COLU[«/IBIA ELECTRIC & MFC, CO,,

Telephone Switchboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
250-S54 S. Clinton St.. Chicoso. III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THIS TRiOkDI IVIA.RK^
STANDS FOR THE

Toll.Uine

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
IMew S-fcandarcJ ^ry Oa-t-teri^s.

.^^rres'fcer and ^u-fc-^u-fc S-wi-fcch.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON, WIS.

wm
Central Energy

Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Kellable.

The ODly manufacturers selling a complete line of

PuDUc E.\change, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone ApparaMs fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTSATALOa. CHICAQO, V. S. A.

MciNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors for HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE C. MclNTIRE CD., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, H. J.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S^
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^B-5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son^
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHtCAGO. fLL

NOTICE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MF6. COMPANY,

1105 Pine »t„
ST. EOriS, MO.

The oldestand
most reUahle
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
theT\'est. Writa
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

5

JUST fUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the DesigTiing',

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DvrsAivios,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Eng-ineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pages, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

RRICB, 2S CEISXS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 llarqnette Blds:^ Chicago.

S?EC/AL
yioomoKK
Toy Telrplionf ftiiii EUetnc,^)

Cor\st"»^"^ttltinol tvevv acstriptiorv

I

-t ^
;

L'TiernpTTs/oo) J3 oxcs,

-n,.i:„„„.,«,,3 "77. i/-._.. »!?..) c
^->- -^f •

I 'i

ATI d StknA^, ^c. n V I i t U.S.

E.j; NOBLETT
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ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.
Engineers and Contractors, Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.

Owners of Patents Covering the

"ARNOI-D SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of the "ARNOLD" Magnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER

That we pay spot casb for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer JI. 00 and freight charges per hundred for old | MUn DACCC *^^ ^^y makeex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHIllr DHvCv we pay 60 cents

per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest marltet prices (or Piaunum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will

exchange new or renewed lamps for burned-out ones If desired. For full particulars address

- Agents Wanted. GEO. F. SCHWALM & CO., HarrJson, y. J.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO..

No. 25. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
ImAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILSI

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

Tliese 28 3^-]bs. spools (91 lbs. total) of
No. 36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
t243net at 50 , 10. 10, 5 off Hsr ; and there is

sufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1.000 600-ohm brld^ing-bell magnets. Tour
winding labor will, cost you at least 80
additional, makinpT a total cost of your
own 1,000 1magnets tlnished at factory, 8218.

The above liox contains 1,000 "Dup ex '

magnet windings. Kach ^vlDding is made
np oE No. ;tfi wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiT
wound magnet. Price, 8218.70 net. ThCs
Is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill

and we charge nothing tor winding.

I
THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387BfST.JERSEYCITYNJ.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

F.S'I Ani.IHHEU 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water prool. For Portable

Drllllne, Tapping. RearolDtr, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen*I European A[.'f;nts, Selig. Sonnenthal & Co.,

a'j (Jueen Victoria Street r.nfiddn. P^nsland.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER,
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exclianges
agereaatlDK over 300.000
telephones in use. Six
years' service,
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
efti'-iency of our aiipaniius to be of the highest grads
and agree to dofend, at our o^vn exoense, any action at

law which may be brought against our
PATRONS on alleeed Infringement of
patents owing to the use of our Instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-4Z-44-46-48and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

DIVIDENDS
MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed

a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-75 FRANKFQRTST., OHIO.
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80 S. LUDLOW ST.

DAYTOH, 0.)AYTON Globe IRON WORKS Co.THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

'^^^mmM^mssmmi^^is^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^ms^i^^^

^^^Mi^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys,

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

»»» -»

TheWarnerTelephone

Generator

Cabinet.
SIMPLE, DURABLE,

EFFICIENT.

It is rapidly taking the place of

the old magneto-generator outfii for

ringing subscribers' bells. Is just the

thing for selective signal ringing; is

furnished fitted with either dry or

storage batteries. One set of dry

batteries is guaranteed to give 5oo,-

000 signals, allowing about five sec-

onds to each signal. It is guaran-

teed to ring the heaviest loaded toll

lines and to do harder work than

any magneto made. It is just the

thing for exchanges, both large and

small. Is the cheapest and most re-

liable method of obtaining power for

this purpose. You cannot afford to

be without it. It is fully guaran-

teed and is sold by all responsible

telephone supply houses.

ISIanufactured exclusively by

THE W.F.WARNER CO.,
MUNCIE, IND.

BUY
Your. Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

SMMIMB MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES
CONDENSED QATALDGUE FREE

^

RILEY BROS. IE BEEKMAN 5T. HEW YORK.

IMD TO U
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVI iEVTES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Best Lubricator Is theCheaoest.
Trotter*8 9ffona Commatator Componnd is the most efficient lubricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparking. It is used In the largest electric power plants throuph-
out the Inited States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on vour commutator. lubricates
the brushes, aad keeps the surface in that condition that you have 'long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or any other material tbat wears out or destroys Its surface. If
you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your" equlhbrixun and
quietness, vou will certainly adopt Its use.

The ^fona" comes in two sizes: Small. $3 00 per doz ; large. S5.00. For sale at all supply houses
throughout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with directions for use. by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 1 2 1 Worth St., New York.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Afoney Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

ROEBLING

arid Co^lbl^^.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from

Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue jusl out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.
KokomOf Ind., U. S. A.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandl St., New York.
RRANCHES; I CHICAGO:

1 320 Dearlnm St.

BOSTON:
t34CDngrtisSI.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood BuimM.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAGO office: I52SM0NADN0CKBLDQ.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

DO YOU RUN A GAS OR GASOLINE ENGINE?

// so, you cannot afford to be without our Qas Engine

Igniter.

No Batteries (except for starting); no renewals; no trouble.

The 6rst cost is the last cost. Used by scores of gas engine

manufacturers. Descriptive circulars sent on application.

HARDING &, HAMMER, 1649-I6B0 MARQUETTE BUILDING.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Cornell
EnginesGAS AND

GASOLINE
Isolated Electrical Plants

2S to t.OOO 16 c. p. light capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you
can (with a Gas Engine Plant) obtain
ten 16 G. p. incandescent liglits.

Absolutely No Fluctuation.

Write for Prices and Circulars.

State number of lights required, or what work the engine

will be called upon to do.

Cornell Machine Co., ".icTml:!
H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York City.

175 West Superior Street,

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Kspfriaiiv a'lapted to hU kin'ls ot

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable ils to guarantee

:

77(« Lnrgrst Power ever obUihtet! from n vhrd of the mjm diamder. The MgheM speed
ever ahlained for fJie mint: power. The hUjhent mean efficiency ever reaiiz^d wlien
rnnnmy from half to full (jate. We ^arautte also: A runner of the greatest poa*
sible Htrcjifith. A gate UTiegualed in guieknesn and eaxe of opening and ctogtug.

Teats Hliow over 81 per eeiit. average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent a'lipp'ng aod to preserve the leather.
It "sviil pay you to send ror circulars and testimon'als.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY CiTY, N. J.

f,EG.TRAOE MARKS ThE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.QMITED,
2200 WASHIN'STON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOT,3,CAS7INGS,WIRE,BODS,SHEETS,ETC.

y/h^A<n,JSi,„f ,

""—7 DELTA METAL
• ' '/>\ •-. CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

(D

e

H-«'"

pll5«

jWTC

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THEREIS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, tO-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

The Lord

of the Dynamos
Is sent free of charge to anyone.

This tale is a weird description of an East Indian dynamo
tender in one of the great London Power Stations.

It will bold your interest from start to finish. Our
catalogue of Technical Books is included in the applica-

tion. Write for "THE LORD OF THE DYNAMOS."

Mathematics Simplified for Laymen.

Algebra Made Easy.
By EDWIN J. HOUSTON, Ph. D., and ARTHUR E. KENNELLY, Sc. D.

THIS new work Is Of great value to all students, but particularly to the students and laymen
who desire to read mathematical formulae found in so many scientific works.

Readers of Prof. Thompsoa's works on Dynamo-Electric Machinery and Polyphase
Electric Currents will find this little book of special value, as It explains in a very comprehensive
manner all of the mathematical equations and formula; found In those works.

The work Is specially designed for the beginner, and for all engineers and electricians who
have not been able to avail themselves of a college education.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE CONTENTS INCLUDE:
Chapter.

I.—Introduction.
II.—The Symbols Commonly Employed in Algebra,

with Their Meanings.
III.—Powers and Roots.
IV.—Radicals,
v.—Logarithms.
VI.—Trigonometry.
VII.—Differential Calculus.
VIII.—Integral Calculus.

Students will And this work of valuable assistance in the study of the higher mathematics.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OKICAGO: IHOIVADNOGK BI.OCK.

One Vol., i6rno. Cloth, With Diagrams, 75 cents.

ISent post-paid on receipt of price.

American Technical Book Co.,
23 Duane Street, New York.
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Westinghouse

Direct and Alternating Current Motors

I

• FOR,

«>

«>

D. C. Motor Driving Pump.

Machine Driving.

4>

»
«>

Type "C" Induction Motor Operating a Hoist.

For direct connection to all kinds of machinery.

St
«>

<s>

«
«
«>

<s>

<&

*

«>
<&
«>
«>
8>

<S>

s>

<s>

<s>

<s>

«

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

\^«stinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,
32 Victoria St, London, S. \?., England.

All Principal Cities in
U. S. and Canada.
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I FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE^=^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

«>«^S^4^^««S«^<S>«>«><S^«»S«^««S>*<&<^«^<^S>«>«^«>«>*<8«»^h&«hS^^«^<^

JUST 1a£HKT you KRE L-OOKING FORI
K

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, t^.oo, postage free. This work

girei all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost ot Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire^

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.

rAPCR ooveh, price ti-oo.
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BALANCE,
For Incandescent Lamps.

(Patented.)

SOMETHING
New, Adjustable,

Cheap, Durable.

No Spring to wear out

or get weak, No

Wire to out.

Does not require an

Expert to Attach.

Price, $1.00
Liberal terms to dealers and

- sf^entg.

GILLESPIE &TARn,
EDWARDSVILLE, ILL.

'TEMPLE

CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

Manafactiired by

WILL } 80'; COMMUTATOR WEAR.

SAVE ( 60^ BRUSH WEAR.

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made In all sizes and fit

rail makes of machines.

When ordering give size of brush in use. also dlstahce from center of binding
screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive clrcalar seal npoi request.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., Illinois st.,chicaco.

WIRE LAMP GUARDS
W^IHGLISWIRE&raWfORKS. DETROIT, MICH.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insolation and meclianical purposes, in sheeli^

toKS, t^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on appUcatloac

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJ.

sAijistalile Electrolier

For the adjustment of incandescent electric

lights to the different heights desired. Noun-
sightly balls or loops of cord, as the extra
cord is taken up by the spring balance dram -

inside the Electrolier.

It is as easily adjusted as yoar window curtain.
It takes the place of the fuse rosette in common use.

THE ELECTROLIER COMPANY.
27 Daniels Ave., Piltsfield, Mass.

Ml
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

SOVKTiTTK IS POBGEX.AIK

MZSlTir PZSRU FUSES PImUG.
TKX IT—YOtTXI. BUY IT.

PERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY OZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
isy^Bus>,cr, ni7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

For

Electricians

Vitogen should be in every

power house, for the

simple reason that it is the

best antiseptic dressing
j'ou can obtain for treating

bnrnwoands,etc. , with.

There is no guess-work
about it. Write for 52-

page book, "Vitogen in

Practice," telling how it

saved one electrician's life.

This is a necessity that j'OU

should not be without.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
ceipt of price; 20Z..5OC.; 402., ti.oo.
Canadian prioe: 2 oz., 60c., 4 oz., il.20.

"cr™t£."' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Branch, lUlle Boctaes, Ont., KEiiR & Benkbtt, Agents.

i4SI3fejfeiyfe*ifeJfe;fe*ife

Black Diamond File Wori(s.
Eat.lS6S. lae. MM

Twelvt

Medal!

Awarded at

International

Expoiliions.

4f{ Ora CKIODS ABB oar BAItB IX ETKBT I.BASIXC} HABDWAMB
^O STOBB IB THE VNTTED STAKES AHD CAHADA.

|G.&H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

|^

Spadal

Prize

Gold Midal

ai Atlanta, ^
1895.

WE BUILD

HIGH^GRADE ENGINES
in more than 50 types and sizes,

ranging from 3 to 300 horse power.

WE BUILD

MOTORS AND GENERATORS
in more than 60 types and sizes.

WE BUILD

GENERATING SETS
in great variety by combining the

above elements.

FOR INFORMATION
about engines, send for Catalogue No. 103;

about motors and generators, send for Bulletin F;

about generating sets, send for Bulletin G.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON, MASS.

New York Philadelphia Chicago London
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IMDI FV INSULATED
IIVII^kiCiA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'"r ^hIxson"""^'
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BO&TON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

1889—Paris Exposition,
aiedal for Bobber Insnlattwm:

IStt.'J—^Vorld's Fair,
lUedal for Rubber Insalatioa.:

TRADE MARIC

THE STAKDABD FOB
BUBBFB TN»VLiA.TlOTi.

Sole Manufacturers of

ilonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee*'p?o'.r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
rR;iitgh%"e^'a';,>"'°'^' 253 Broadway, New York. g,'!°H^HX""'s^y".'"°'^

IVIORE

"Grown'Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

\mm Steel k Wire Co,
The Rookefy, CHICAGO, ILL.

A WONDERFUL ALL METAL RECEIVER
— ^ "'ccfi': NO ADJUSTING. STRONCFS"

^ m THE WORLD. .55^
fnai^lc^ITfSTHE

' BEST.WHYNOTHAV
ERICSSON TELEPHONE CO. .236 Broadway N.T

i^rfR.
National

rndia
Rubber Go's

RUBBER COVERED
AA/^iros and Oables.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

c. H".

Medical drill,

Spark Colli.

17-27 Tandewater St., Hew ITork.

X-Ray Cells,

Tekphooe
Colts.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sois & Co., Newark, N. J.

Tie Only Fire Delectiie Catte ii tie fori
Every Fractional Part of which is contiauoasly Thermostatic, and designed faff

alt Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasl Rings the door bellsl I|
automaticaliy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one iostalla-

Pusibk Core ninotrK IhroujthcKit the cable Is
Immediately short-circuited od any Inlerrap'
Hon by Fire or Thief, Accldeal or latealioo.

Call and see cables operated

Why use dormant wirei?
"CS The MoDtauk Automata

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous systea
of a human being is to th«
touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mmt*

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and JluUipolar Mo-
tors from H toBO*iorsepower.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits
The Hobart Etec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHIUDELPHIIU

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Inxtrumeiits, X>R^

Focus Tubes, Induction CoJte

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods SO wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL Co"";.

^ H«KERS OF ^L_3PL DEaiEPS IN V

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING Wy" SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of feather belting Is the re-

sult of patient inquiry and careful
study of the requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the syatem used.

OFFtC- AND FACTORY
67-69 SOUTH CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.

THE "TEMP LE

CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

5^

WILL } 80$ COMMUTATOR WEAR.

SAVE S ^^"i BRUSH WEAR.

Designedto replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

rail makes of machines.

when ordering give size of brush in use. also distance from center of binding
:! -J

'.-' screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive circular sent upon request.

"
IHaaufactored by CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., ILLINOIS ST., CHICAGO.

Wanted For Cash.

We pay $I5.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE.

^^^

Goldsmith Bros.,
63 and 65 Washington St.,

CHICAGO,
Work*. 58tti and ThroopSt*.,
REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.P ^\ LdJ i\

^^

WESTIIN ElBDteal \nlnmA Co.,
** ^ 114-120 WUliam St., NEWARK, N. J.,: U,- S. A.

Part&blA Otre«t

The Weston Mart Portalile

Direct Beating

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

POB

Alternatiiig anl Direct Cnrreit Clrcnlts

Are the only standard portable in-

struments o£ the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention ttla WKSTBBit ELznTBinTAN winto

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

r>. jvr. sTEj-WA.ict> jvxkg. co.,
107 Chambers St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Tei. 3346 3Sth St,

. Q GARY SPRING WORKS,
^

V\ =^: 2iO and 242 West 29th St.,

:V, y^^ yew York City.

/ >

*

WIRE and SPRINGS
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MOTOR BRUSHES
AIMNOUIMOEIVIEIMT:

The Speer Carbon Co., organized with Capital $200,000, has just completed

a large, expensive and modern factory at St. Marys, Pa., and now solicits your

orders.

These Brushes are made under the direct personal supervision of Mr. J. S.

Speer, who was for nine years a manufacturer of carbon brushes at Sandusky, O.,

which is the Company's guarantee of the first=class nature of its products.

Speer Carbon Co.,
Andrew BLanl. Pres. Lionls Strenber, Tiee-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, Jr.. Secy, and Treas. JT. S. Speer, Gen'l Slgr- OFFICE AND FACTORY: ST. MARYS, PA.

PERFECT contact be-

tween upper carbon and

central tube—supplied

through a novel flexible wire

arrangement.

Skeleton for solenoids made
of vulcabeston, reducing heat-

ing effect in coils 25 per

cent.

Confinement of all vibra-

tion within U-shaped core

—

an almost absolutely noise-

less alternating-current lamp.

Carbons 9^ x^ inch upper;

lower, sH'^/^ inch, one cored

and one solid.

Length over all 25 inches,

or with reflector 24 inches.

Weight about 24 lbs.

Life 75 hours, more ac-

cording to quality of carbons.

Wide range in adjustment,

from 50 to 133 cycles on 95 to

125 volts.

Ready access to inner globe

and trimming device,

Made for globe or reflector

in any finish.

NewAlternating-CurrentEnclosedArcLamp.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT

ARC LIGHT CO,,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICER :

No. 572 First Avenue, New York.

SALES OFFICES:

Kew York; 39-41 Cortlandt St.

BOSTOHlSlMllkSt.
PHILADELPHIA; 233 Drexel Building.

Cleveland; 39-47 E. Prospect St.

St. Louis; 511 Security Building.

CHAliLOTTE, N. C, 29V1 S. Tryon St.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.:
CHICAGO: 1012-13 Monadnock Building.

MiNNEAroLis: 51G Guarantee Building.

Milwaukee: 43S Ulhlein Building.

Sax Fkancisco: 598 Farrott Building.
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The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

e.V.S-'^T'?^ FDR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS. ^vecr«^

"UNEQUAL.LEtTlN QUAUT
AND EFFICIEN<ff

STEADY,
ILLIAr^TVLICHT.

HUGO REISINGER"BROADWAY NEW YORK.

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

"just as good."

I

!

!

>•————»»——»—————————««»—«
The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made fay

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Westera Representatives: J. B. McKeagueCo., 324 Dearborn St., Chicago.

EREOPTICONS

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Worlcs,
PITTSBURG, PA.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS
AND

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

Manufactured t)y

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

Correspondence solicited.

MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES
CONDENSED CATALOGUE FREE

,

RILEY BROS. 16 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.

WEMME'
1®

i.iery IlanfTiwp; Li..mpo,$ll,Ou
Telephone, complete, . 5-95
Electric Door Belle, . . 1.00
Electric Carriage Light, 8 95
Battery Fan Motor, . . 5.95

Electric Hand Lanterns, 2.00

Pocket Flash Lights, . 1.50
Miniature Electric Lamps, .40

$8 Medical Batteries, . . S.95
Genuine Electric Belts, . 1.00
J12BeIt with Suspensory, 2.50
Genuine Electric InBoles, .25

Telegraph Outfits, , . . 2.25
Battery Motors from $1 to 12.00
Battery Table Lamps, . 8.00

Necktie Lights, 75 cts. to S.OO
S6BicycleElectric Lights, 2.75

Electric Cap Lights, . . 1.75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.95
Battery Student Lamp, . 4.00
Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.25

All Electrical Books at low
prices.

We underiell all oa Everythlos
Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electric Nov,
elties and Supplies.

Agents wanted. Send for New
Catalocue just out.

CO

"a3
CO

CU -=
I . I CP

Q3 2;
e5 i=

CO C
OS 03^ GO

152-154 Lake St.

CHICAGO, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co. . xx
AmerlcanBatteryCo....
Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x

Am«r. £1. Telephone Co. xv
A.iaerlcan Elcc. Works .... x 1

Amer. Reflect. A Ltg. Co. xi

imer. Steel & Wire Co. .. t

A.iner. Tech. Book Co... xvli

Amer.Wov. Wr. Brush Co. xx
Arnold El. Power Sta. Co.

Balii,Foree

Baker&Co
Ball Engine Co
Barnes Co., Wallace ...

.

BamettCo., G. & H
Baux, F. A
Beclien. A. O
Belden-LarwlU Elec. 4
Mfg Co.

Bertliold & JeaninKB....

Besly A Co.,CbSB. H....

•'Big Four" R. B. Co
BoBsert El. Const. Co. ..

Brady, T. H
Bryan & Humphrey
Buokeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co. ...

Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.

ix

xlM
XTil

ix

XX

vili

xlil

XX
xlil

X

xlU
xlll

xl:

Gary Spring Works i

Cenrtral Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xlti

Central Tel. & Elec. Co. .

Chicago Belting Co 1

OhUafpo EOlaon Co It

CWcFuseWire AMfg.Oo.
Chic. HouseWrecking Co. xli

Chicago Ins. Wire Co ill

CM. A St. P. B. B.... ix

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xli

Clark, Jas. Jr.,&Co lii

Clay Electric & Mfg. Co. 1

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co... vi

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Go.xiv
Cornell Machine Co xtU
Couch & Seeley Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. xi

Gutter El. & Mfg. Co

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. xvl
Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . ix

Diamond Meter Co viU
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos , xvil

Eagle Electric Works....
Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. lii

Eastern Elec. Cable Go. . xl

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xl

El. Eng.Inst.Corr. Inst. . xl

Electric Appliance Go... x
Electric Storage Batt. Co .

Electrician Pub. Co xix
Electrolier Co., The
Emerson El. Mfg, Co ix

EricssonTelephone Co. .. 1

Eureka Elec. Co

Farles Mfg. Co xx
Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xv
Federal Battery Co v

Foote,Plerson A Co
"For Sale" Advs xli

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xii

Ft. Wayne Inc. Lamp Co.

General Electric Go vli

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo 11

Goldsmith Bros 1

Gordon Battery Co xil

Hamlin, Geo. R xlll

Hart A Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co. , The G. F
Hays Construction Co.. iv

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xlt

Holmes Fibre-Graph.Co. x
Huebel A Manger xx

Incandescent Electric
Light Manipulator Co. xiv

Inglia,Wm.,W. Air. Wks.
Intemat'l Gor. Schools. Ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli

xiJohnston, Thos. J. . .

,

Kartavert Mfg. Co x x

Kelley A Son, Benj F xli

Kentucky Electrical Co . . x x
Klein A Son, Mathlas , xlv

KlemmACo
Kokomo Tel.&El.M.Co. xv
Kuhlmau Electric Co.... —
Kusel, D. A. , Tel. A Elec.
Mfg.Co

Lea Manufacturing Co... x

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xli

Leclanche Battery Co... xlll

Leffel A Co., James.... xvil

Lindsley Brothers Co . . . xiii

Lombard WaterWh. Q. Co.

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co.. ix

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. v

Mass. Chemical Co i

Mclntire Co., The C xiv

McLennan A Co., E x

Meyrowltz, B. B Ix

Mica Insulator Co x

Miscellaneous Advs xU
MononE, R xlv

Montauk Multlp. CableCo. 1

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x

Murdock A Co., W. J xlv

National India Bubber Co. i

Naugle, Holcomb & Co.. xlll

New York Insul.W. Co . . . xvl

Noblett,E. J

Non-PolarlzlngDryBt.Co.
North Electric Go
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

Ohio Electric Works ill

Okonlte Co., The 1

P&lste CO., H. T ix

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Partridge Carbon Works, iv

Pendleton & Gllkey xlll

Perrlzo & Sons xlii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Peterson & Co., John L. ix

Phillips Ins'd, Wire Go.

.

xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. iv

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvli

Piass, H. E., Elec. Co.... xi

Polyglot Co., The xli

Prlngle, Wm. T Ill

Queen A Co.. 1

RawBon Electric Co
Belsinger, Hugo lii

ElleyBros HI

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.-

—

Boebling'a Sons Co., J. A.

Rolfe Electric Co.... .... xiv

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co . - .

Schlff, Jordan A Co
Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xx
S.E.LCo Ix

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co
Simplex Electrical Co., The, 1

Speer Carbon Co il

Spies & Company xti

SpUtdorf, C. P i

Spon A Chamberlain xl

Standard Paint Co x

Standard Tel. AEl.Co... xv
StandardUnderg.Cable Go.

Sterling A Son, W. C xlii

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.... vli

Sterling Electric Co xv
Sterling Varnish Co.,The xl

Steward, D. M., Mfg. Co.. i

Stewart ElectrlcalCo.. . xii

Stllwell-Bierce A Smlth-
Valle Co xll. xiii

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel
Mfg. Co xiv

Sturtevant Co., B. F xiv
Swarts Metal Refin'g Co. xii

Texas Arm A Pin Co.... xill

Thompson, Son A Co.... xii

Torrev Cedar Co xlii

Trotter's MonaMf.Co.,Lt. xl

United Corresp. Schools ix
United Elec. Imp. Co ...

Valentine-Clark Co xlll

Varley Duplex Magnet Co. xv
Victor Electric Co
Vnlcanlzea Fibre Co ... , xx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co x
Walsh's Sons & Co i

Warner Co., W. F,, The..

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi
Western Electric Co ... . vii

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Cons Co... xlv
Westinghonse Electric A
Manufacturing Co..., xviil

Weston Electrical Inst. Co. i

Williams Eaeotrio Co...

Woods Motor Vehicle Co. Till

Worcester A Co. , G. H . . xiii

kssl-fiod Indoac of i(K.clver-l:ls«inrftor»-bs ^e« ^ae^ ^^1-
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAI. REPAIRS AND MACHIJTE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TION. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors you are sure ofgood work and get the benefit of our experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IVIARKI

<..:»K'*<'«<":-x««*«K'<~>**<~>*<*«*o<":-><H~K~H-:":^^

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENQINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

«>*.%.v;m&.:»!>Cm;«:.^<-;~:..;m;«;.»;.«X'<'«:«'X~I«'8'»8'':">^>X''; t {i 't 9 ^•>»»>'

l»HOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.,
ST. L-^UI^, IVI^.

04

o<

GOOD BROSHES ARE CHEAPER THAN COMMUTATORS,

"PARTRIDGE"
A.IMD SiBwVE IVIONEV'.

PARTRIDGE CARBON WORKS,
JMDLJSKY, OHIO.
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W^gMSfTfsflsformers

TYPE F

ARE ADAPTED FOR

Central Station Use.

Efficient,

Compact,

Best Meclianical

Workmanship.

264-270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Federal Batteries

Using...Federal Salt
ARE STRONGER THAN ANY

Salammoniac Cell ...In the World.

I
USED IN

Carbon Cylinder Batteries

GIVES

33'fc MORE E. M. F.
AND 33% LONGER LIFE
THAN SALAMMONIAC.

Initial Voltage 1.6 to 1.8.

Absolutely no crystalizing Salts.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
TELEPHONES, HOUSE BELLS,
RAILROAD SIGNALS AND ALL
HARD OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK.

MADE BY

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
I I PINE STREET,

ALL DEALERS. NEW YORK.

CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PACES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
Cor-tland-t S-tree-b, IME:^A/ YORK.

1,000,000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size. 2y,x6i4

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Kubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

"We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs In all forms and quality heretofore
Bupplled by that company.

Price ,$6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14.

Witli our high-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. i^.

Price, Outfit $3.75

" Clock only 2. 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Dittmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent Telephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

Eetail price, 90 cents. 2Hi 3, 3*^ and 4 Inch. Special prices

L

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,
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BROWN, DITRRELL & CO.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co., Eaffaio, S. T. Boston. Mass.. Aug. 1.1899.

DearSirs:—Having tried Cling^arface on my 12-inch dynamo belt (16 feet between
centers), Ihave been able to cam- full load with 22-inch sag on bell with no perceptible
Blip. It surpasses my eipectaCions and 1 can recommend it to do all that is claimed for
it, if directions are fr-llowed, Youri re.-pei.-tfullv, E. B. PRESCOTT. Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

A
cj

s
s

CLINB-SURFAGE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

known than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

GUNG-SURFACE MfG. GO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BBAKCH: SiiS Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajuiiuiclau>rs>
Utsairai £.iecirtc Co.
jsiectnc Appliance Co.
^Janbitian Elec. supply Co.
W caLtfiii r.iBcirriC UO
We^burn jj^iec. siapply Ca

Belden-La r\v ill El. i ilf. Co.

Ft. vva^ne Elec. Wks., Inc.

uenerai iiiiecinc Co.
(ienerai inc. Arc lit. co.

Lea Manulacturing Co.
faierung ATc Lamp »J0.

Wesiern Electric Co.
Western tiect. Supply Co-

Weatmgliouse J£l. * Mlg. Co.

Batteries and. J ars.
burnley Battery & Mf g- CO.

Cenimi Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Feoeriil Baitery Co.
Gwiauii Daiitery uo.
L#eciancne Battery Co.. The
JIanhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Natii^n*! oarouu oo.
Non-PolarizingDrj Bat Co.
Onio tilectnc \> orks.

Peru Elec. Mfg. UO.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Western Eleciric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bella-
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co-
Huebel 4 Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ooiu ciiectnc Workj.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
CliiCago Belt Lug Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg- Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shaltz Belting Co.

ICeltUuc.
, .

Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shuitz Belting Co-

Booka, Bleetrleal.
Amer. Technical Book Co.

Eleoinuian puDiismng uo.

Spon & Chamberlain.
BruaJieB. ^
Atner. Wov. Wire Brush Co.

central Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Partrldije Carbon Wks
Western Gleet- Supply Co.

Brush Holders-
Ulay Eltctnc J: Mfg. Co.

Bursl&i' Alarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co-

Huebel & Maoeer.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

western Elect. Sappiy Co.

Cables (See InBUlsied Wlrei.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated Wlreaj, Copper,
Sbeet ana Bar.
American Eleo. Work^
American Steel x Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co
General Electric Co.
Manhaaan Elec. Supply Co.

New Yorlt Ins. Wlreoo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Dndergrounil C Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons^olntaA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arf^ Lt Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
>'atloaai uarbon Co.
Rei8i"ger. Hugo.
Schlff, Jo'dan ^.V Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvev Co.. The G. F.

Clutches (Arc liamp).
Peters'^r ^ f^o., John L.

Coils and Haslets.
splltdorf. C. F.
Varley Duplex Magnet Co

Compound.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wks
Mass. Cbemical Co.
MoLennar & Co.. K.
StacdsTd Pamt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co., Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als ,1'iiient}.

McInlireCcTheC.
ConiitructionA Bepairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison uo.

. Clark, Jas. Jr.. .\; Co.
Ft. Wayne ciec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- waish Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern dec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevani uo-. B. F.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Blectrle
liiSht Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan <t Humphrey.
Bull(,ck E-ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr , & Cc
Coriien Macbme Co.
Ft. Wasne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mlg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse Elec Si MfgCo.

Copper.
Besly sCo..Chaa. H.

Copper ^f'ires.
American Electrical Worlca.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Besly SCo-iChaaH..
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Otonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Schools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt. Correspond. Schools.
United Corre^p. School?.

Oross-Arms, Pins and
Braebets.
Brady, T. fl.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric ApnUance Co.
Mannatian Elec. Supply Co.
Xauele, Holcomb & \jo.

Texas Arm & Pm Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Cnt-Outs and StFitehes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicaizo House Wrecking Co.
Clark.. Ja<. Jr.. & Co.
Cutter .h.1. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Foou-. T'ierion a: Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart&Hegeman Mfg Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mevruwitz. E. E.
PaiBteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kolfe Electric Co.
Sch.ff. Jordan .\: Co.
Wagner Eiec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghouie EL Si Mfg.Co.

Dynamos.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Cfintral Electric Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr., a: Co.
Eagle Elec'.ric Worts.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Thompson, Son ± Co.
United Elec Imp. Co.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Eiectnc Co.
Western Eiect. bupply Co.
Wesungnouse El. & Mfg. Co-

£lectric Balln^ays.
AruoioEl. I'owcrSiationCo.
General njlectnc Co.
Westlnghouse EI. & Mfg. Ca

Klectrie Veliicles.
Wocds Motor \'cnicieCo.

Klectrieal and 21eehaui-
eal Knfflneers.
ArnolaE.. Power Station Co.
Hain. Foree.
Brvan A: Humphrey.
Builock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Havs construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Eiec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lunay-

CUectrical instruments.
American El. specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
Ft. Wayne ulec. Wks,. Inc.
Foote, Pierson iCo.
General l:,it;ctric uo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onij tieoinc Woras.
Paiste CO., i±. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
Schiff, Jordan A Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg.Co.
Weston Electrical Insv Ca

Electrical speelaltleB.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric & Mfg- Co.
Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
MclQiire Co. , The u.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass. E. H., Electric Co.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Spies" it Company.
Western Elect, supply Co.

Glectro-Platlns Haeb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, Has.
Cornell Machine Co.

Bnfftnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Stunerant Co., B. F.

Fan Uutnts.
Central Electric Ca
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onio Elef trie Woras.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Siunevant Co..B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Wettloghouae EL & Mlg. Ca

Fibre.
Kartavert Mlg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Flies.
BamettCo.,G. AH.

Fixtures, El. A Comb'iu
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fnses.
McIntireOa.TheC
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse vrire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
ElPTtrlc Apniiance Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

6ra8 Lighting. Electric.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Besly & Co.. Chaa H.

General Elee. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Ca
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Electric Appliance Ca

Foote, Pierson a Co,
Uencrai iLieutric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Uniu iiieoiric Wotes.
Peru Kiea Mfg. Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Klectrieal
Glasstrare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT^ors, Water Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Ca

Graphite Specialties.
Besly <& Co., Chas. H.
Diron Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes Flbre-Graphite Ca

Guards. Wire.
Ingiis, Wm , W. & Ir. Wks.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Keliey & Son, Beoj F.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Eectroiier uo.. The
Faries Manufacturing Co.

Insulators and insulat-
ing Materials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Cnica^i't lusuiatea wire uo.
Eagle Paint i Varnish Wks.
Electric Appuance uo.
Emerson EI. Mfg. Co.
Fooie, Pierson A Co,
General inc Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
^ilanhattan ]:iec. Supply Co.
Mass. uoemicai Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell i Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Scniff. Jordan i Co.
Simplex Electrical Co-
Siandara Paint Co.
Standard Underground O. Ca
Sterling Varnish Co.
Ste\v^rd mil:. Co.,U, M-
Vulcanizea Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—31asnet Wires.
American Electrical Worlci.
American Steel <t Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago Insulated w Ire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable ua
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Montana. Muitipu uaoie uo.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

liamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye i^lectrlc Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc, Arc Light Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhatian Elec. Supply Co.
Onlo Electric Works.
Savryer-ManElea Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Lava.
"'tewai-d, D- M .

Mfg. Co.
iiixhtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft, Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westlnghotise EL & Mfg. Ca

Slacuet Wire,
(See insuiatea Wlrei.)

Manipulators (IncLmp).
inc. El. i>t. Manipoiatur uo.

Jtteehanieal JItachlnery.
Besiy & Co., Chas. H.
Robertson & toons, Jas. L.
StUweli-BIerce Smitn- Vaiie.

Meters.
D*,mond Meter Cj.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Mica^
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elee.
Builock EleC. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric uo.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. & Co.
Eagie Electric Works.
Ft. Wa>ne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Eiectnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
:Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern c.ec. Mfg. uo^
Ohio Eiectr.c Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, ion & Co.
Dnitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson i Sons. Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
CllnE-Snrface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Paint i Varnish Wks.
Mass. Cnemicaiuo.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R,
Johnston, Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronce.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor BronieSm.Co.Ltd.

Platlnnm Bought and
Sold.
batcer & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
>"aagle. Holcomb & Co.
Peodleton i Giltey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine- Clark Co. . The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain^
Central Electric Co.
Pern Elec. Mlg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer- Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Ca

Be-Winding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hndge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies i Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mlg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spies A Company.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Baitery Co.

Second-Hand Machln^.
Baux. F. A-
ChicagiHruseWrecking Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson, Son «k Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Faries Manufacturing Co.

Klemm ^ Co.
Speaii^lng Tubes.
uentrai i:,iectric uo.
Electric Appuance Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
w esiern Mtctric Uu.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Queen & Co.
Kobeiifion & Sons, Jas- L.
Weston Electrical ins*. Co

Springs.
oarnts Co , The WaUsce.
Cary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const, Co.

Stereopticons. M a g i eLanterns and Slides.
Riiej BfLS

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
New Y ork iusmatea Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
^mplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American EL Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elee. Co
Columbia Eec a Mf? CoCouch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote, Pierson i coKokomo Tei, & ei. Mlg. Co
Kusel.D.A.Tel.&ELMfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. SuppiT Co.Murootk d; lo.. W j
Nobleti, E J
Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co
Standard Tel. A EL Co
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson TLMCoWarner Co . W. F The
Western Electric Co
Western Elect Supply co.Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathlas

Toys, Electrical.
Ohio Electric Works
Plass, E.H . Electric Ca

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc
General Electric Co.
Kuhlman Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mlg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co

Translations.
Poijglot Co.. The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A. Mlg. Ca

Turbine^: WaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel&Co.. Jas.

***-"

Stiiwell-BIerce Sznith-Valle
Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Watches. X^on-Magnetic.
Becken, A. C.

Wire. Bare.
Besly & Ca.Chai. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co., Th6.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrical.
Xoblett. E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queeo St Co.
Splltdorf, C. F.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SERIES ALTERNATING SYSTEM

of

50-Light Constant Current Transformer, Complete.

Enclosed Arc

Lighting

Has been adopted during

the past year by

60 Central

Stations
aggregating

5,500-Light
Capacity.

Series Alternating Lamp.

The General Electric Company,
Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,

3 to 5 Amperes.

Constant Current Series,

5 to 7 Amperes.

Alternating Current,

Z% and 6 Amperes.

Series Alternating Current.

WRITE
FOR NEW
CATALOGUE.

A few good territories open
for live agents.

STERLING ARC LAMP CO.,
214-222 West 26ili St., NEW YORK.

Western Office: BATES & RANDOLPH, 13 Monidnocii Block, Clilcigo, iil.

Petite Alternating Enclosed long^Burning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varla-

tlonsia voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes In voltage

and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard

adjustment 104 volts; with

this adjustment the lamps

will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 volts.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoorahd outdoor use.

Easily trimmed.

PLAIN WEATHERPROOF LAMP. WITH INNER ENCLOSING QLOBE
L AND OUTER ENCLOSING GLOBE S.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

nANUPACTURERS AND DEALERS.

Electric Lleht .nd Power Apparatus,
Arc and lacandejcent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

TelcErapb, Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric LlEtat and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich. B.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyni.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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THE $EAL OF APPROVAL
Has been placed on the use of Automobiles by the high social factors of the country and another

year no member of elite society will be up-to-date or strictly correctlneveryrespectin his equipage

unless he is the possessor of one or more Automobiles. Anticipating this, the IVoods Illotor

Vehicle Company have developed and perfected beyond all further experiment under the

Woods system of electrical propulsion correct styles for the coming year in over thirty different

formsof vehicles, including Buggies. Traps. Brakes. Broughams. Victorias and Cabs, all of which

are so simple in their operation and care that the same servants now employed can be retained,

and in the lighter vehicles for ladies' and gentlemen's driving an hour's time is sufficient to learn

their every manipulation.

STANDARD OF THE

WORLD.

Weight, 1,800

Pounds.

Mileage capacity,

one charge, 35

miles.

Speed per hour, 12

miles.

The Stanhope illus-

trated here fills in

every particular the

requirements of the
fastidious carriage
user, as it has every

feature of refinement

in design and style
which constitutes a

carriage and not a mere
machine, and one of

STANHOPE. Price, $2,000.00 net. the greatest delightsin

store for ladies is the

usage of this character of vehicle. We strongly recommend the placing of orders early this fall

and winter for spring delivery in order to insure no delay in getting such vehicles for a full season's

use next year. Send for book of magnificent illustrations in latest styles of Automobiles.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY,
547-551 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Vanderbilt Ave. and 44th St., New York. 14 King St., Toronto, Ont.

Cost to run per mile, ' _ cent.

A LIGHT PROBLEM
EASILY SOLVED

..IF YOU USE..

P

Our Booklet Will Explain. See Illustrated

Article in Western Electrician, issue Oct.

28.

THE BELDEN-LARWILL

ELECTRIC & MFG. CO..

FORT WAYNE, IND„ U, S. A.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK!
NEW AND REVISED EDJTION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zlember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of '^Electricity in Daily Life.'^

leo IReig^s, 133 lllus-trei-bi^ns, Cl^iihy Hsind-'B^olc Siz^, F^rice 91.OO.
Extract ftom Preface.—" This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony, as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everylhingregarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

OONTENTS
anyone can understandand learn from it
the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephones.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Biittcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Lonj: Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

30.

31.

33.

33.

34.

35.

Pabiisiied and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquetto Building;, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony..
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATTMETERS.
Accurate on All Loads. .

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.

''.',',T-ii.riirrv

METER WITH CASE.
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Dearborn (

Drug and CKiemioal NA/orks,
I—abora-tories NA/a-fcer OHemis-fis.
V^S^iiabl^ Boiler Oomp^i^iricls.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Vetter Current Tap.
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A simple and safe device for tapping and carrying the current from any electric Ilpht
fixture to Motors. Drop-lights and other electrical otvlces WITHOUT THE LOSS OF LAMP
IN FIXTCTRE, Adapted 1 o any system of electric lighting. When ordering, state what
socket la used. Each tap is packed, with full directions, in a neat box.

B.]«EYR0WlT2,==j '"' "SJr«.f"='^^-
^ "

( ALSO AT 125 W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

MANUFACTURER
•nd PATENTEE.

3 Rue Scribe, Paris, France.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for
Vj-inch and |-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars.

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galesburg, III.

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & CO.

TI-lSc; Tt'arlck-A/I OfL^ "" ^'"''"''^' Recep-aoles.
I Ills 1 rdUC-lTldrK Rosettes. Mains and

Branches. EdisonCutOuls

3nsJi,ap Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHIC '00.

SMALL SPRINGS
Of rVERY DESCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BAfKUtS CO.,
ts7ABusNii^ fts7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bldg., - Chicago*

HELP

YOURSELF
% toabetterposition,

a better salary, by

securing a tschnical

education. Our method leads to

sure success. Complete courses in

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Steam, Mechanical or Civil Engin-
eering; Mathematics: Chemistry;
Mining; Mechanical or Architectural

Drawing; Surveying; Plumbing;
Architecture; Metal Pattern Drafting;

Prospecting; Book-Keeping; Short-
hand; English Branches

TAUGHT BY MAIL
Circular free. Statesubject you I ** m.m^

wish to study. EsUbll8hedl891. $^iUU
45,00c students and graduates. I ^
The International Correspondence Schoola, 1

Box 1003 Scranton.Fa. Month

SEIIMD TO LJS....
Your Specifications for Switcliboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVI^^TES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

SIOVEI/TY is; POBCEI.AIN

NXSTTIT PERU FUSE PImUG.
TRY IT-YOrXLr BUY IT.

PIe-v«r C^taloe»a.» Out. Senia «or It.

PERU ELECTRIC IVIFC. CO., PERU, IND.

% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.

If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to ^et it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNN, MASS.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.C0..3
Syracuse, N. Y,

39CortlandtSt., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston.

SUCCESSFUL MEN
have learned their tmsiness 'from A to Z."
Your future depends iijion your ambition. We
have prepared thousands who studied "between
times" to secure enviatjle positlonb through

EDUCATION BY MAIL
In Electrical. (Jlvil, Mining, Slea,ni
and Mechanical Engineering:
Metallurgy. Journalldm, Ma-
chine Design, Mechanical Draw-
ing. Art, Architecture, English
Branches, Stenography.
Low price, easy terms. Most

thorough course of any corre-
sjionden^e school in the world.
tEXT FHEE to those who enroll
now. a complete drawing outfit
worth $11. lU.

Tbe United Correspondence Schools,
lofJ-loS Fifth Ave., New V(,rli.

Write at once for Patalogue No. '.U

TO CALIFORNIA
VIA THE

Midland Route
VIA OMAHA, COLORADO SPRINGS,

SALT LAKE CITY, OGDEN and
SAN FRANCISCO.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
A THROUGH TOURIST CAR FOR
SAN FRANCISCO LEAVES THE

Clicap,Milwaiiiee&St.PaiilR'y
Uaion Passeagcr Station, Cbicago, at 10:35 p. m.,

connecting with all trains from the East, carrying
First and Second-class Passengers for Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and all points in California.

Reserve Sleeping Car Accommodations Early.

TOURIST CAR BERTH RATE ONLY $6.00.

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams St.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING GO. mmt wis.

PEIMERATORS '-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.wi^i^ai^f^i wixw
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

MOTORS - - - 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. p., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
iiiN^ wix^ FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

ncciPFQj Northern Engineering Co.urrib»-{
gg cortlandt St.. NewTork.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
Sao Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Og.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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GUTMANN
LEAGUE.

HAVE YOU JOINED?
You will become an enthusiastic member upon the

purchase of one Gutmann Recording Wattmeter.
The best meter on the market for alternating-cur-
rent work.

WE SEND BOOKLET.

Electric Appliance Gompany,Chicago,

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

50 CENTS PER STICK. $6.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt o< thU COUPON we will

Send FREE. Sampl« Stick.

Name .

.

Address ,

„„Tlie only article that will PREVENT
brARKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PllEVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that hlRh gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO. ILL.

The Direct-Reading Ohmineter
The Only Instrument lo

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co,,

123 Uberly St., N. Y. Cily.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
10 Cortliuidt Rheostats and Bru^hep.

INDIA 8> AMBER

EMPIRE ;svMIC
Cluths anil Papers.

C01VIPOUWD

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EiJleneMunselLsCo. Mica ImiilatorCo.

2l8>V,ittiSt.l\cw York ^ Cllicasju. llTl^keSt.

:P,iR'FEC^^

INSULATOR

HT«r PDR £AMI3LE5 AT-

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 10

1 7) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL OUTLET AWD JVWCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAJTEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES. K9€l

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator BrushJ
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shitting of Quadrant.

i 80 per cent, Pure Graphite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6165 Wakefield SI.. Germanlown, PHI'.ADELPHl <.

m/^&mpHiTEi

COMMUWOR i^

msH I-

stLT-VVjaWtW \VkC,i

^H A. C. Moloi-s
^^iiwltches^^H Fann.
^^H Instruments^^H HwitcUboards^^H I'ransformers.^HD. C Mntorfi
^^JfliiU Cf-ncrator';

C- ^ewcR^TOH^

!

Ngw York, -203 Havemeyer Bide-
Pliiiadelplilu, 1000 Hetz Bldg,
Boston, 620 Atlantic Ave. '

ClilcAgo, l.MS> Marquette Bldg.
San Francisco, 120 Sutter St.
Spokane, Waab., E. Darrow, Agt,
Centi-al and Western States, Cen-

tral Electric Co., Chicago, 111.

Yokohama, Jap. ,Bagnall <£ Hllles,
London, Enp., C. R. Heap, Agent,

iT Victoria Street.

W/\&Nepx eatrmc (Ircr.to..

PAINT
EVERYTHING

WITH

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibilityc

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It Is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

Tlie W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

e03-604 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago, III.
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rilANK N. PHILLIPS, PucbidenT.
0. H. WAQCN8CIL, TnEAauRCn.

EUQCNE F. PHILLIPS,
Qenkkml Mknaoen.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vlt-c-Pnia
C. n. REMINOTON, JR., SEO.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROTIDENCB, H. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Ni w VoKK Siiilil-, W. J. Wilts a; ('urllarult SI.
Cine V'ii- S'luiM';. I'", 10, IHnKiliuc, I'll Miidlsnii St.
.Mu.NTiiKAL IliuM'ii.HiiKcMi' l''. riillll|is' I'.lcctrlcail Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALC, R, I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded andFlex-

Ibic Wire and
CobUs with

CUrk'slnaulatlon

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect."

The Clark wire lias been before the public and in use fur the past ten yeara,

and has met with universal favor. We j;uarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLAKK, Treas. and t:en'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Kloctrlclan.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

Is all we ask. If that doesn't make you entirely willing to send us further
orders for Rheostats, we'll miss our guess.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rtieoslats In the world. Wrilefor prices and particulars.

CAN I BECOME AN ELECTRICIAN?
Vos, yoii can. Wo teach ErEiTitlCAl-
KNGiNiCKUiNci ut your liume nv mail
at a ooHt wlihin tlio roacli of iinyone.
No matter whoro you Mve, tf you can
readand ^Yrlto, we giiaranice lo tearli
yon thorouRlily. Our Institute is en-
tlurficd liy Thomas A. IOihson andotbtsr
pi'omlnoiit raoD of tlio country. Wc

i tBachlllS0Ml':(HANlfAL KNtilNKEltlNfi.
)IiANlCAI, JIHAWINt;. M A( IMNIClJlC-
v;. TKLEIIltAl'llV. Tl'JI KI'nONV,

Ki.Ec'inn' ItAii.WA^s. ('Ji i:riuo-TnEi(-
Ai'iocru's. Ei.Errmc Mimnc, oii-., Iiy

mult. Wrilr lorourfreo llhistialoU huu'k
Stalo siiltjL'ct you wIhIi lu siiidy. The

Elecincal Engineer Institute of Correspondence

3.™.j«-^.tT.j...-rf«-;,„3.a«=i7-- "ns'ructlon,

(12U|iaKt'Si.

cf.-srr.'.-f ««t-''='^^

120- 1 a;*

Liberty St.,
New York.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

six years with General Electric Co.

BRAND NEW
^K^ NOVELTIES.

WrUnfnr
I)rluL^s.

H. E. Plass

Elec. Co.,

i?;i ItJirelay St.,

^'KW YUKK.

SEND LJ3 5 OEIIMTS
For a copy of THE MODEL ENGINEIiK. The ANNUAL

SI'BSCHII'TION is 75 cents.

GOOD lOOK!
AI.I.M<»|>. lili.i.iKiiii.s: 11,,. ir ( ,.i,^liii,'lli,„, FlttlhKK, Worklnn, iMalnleunucu . ete.;

urn ,',|lll,,ii; 1 1, My lllilKlml.'il: I'J ..I'li.th •i,%S
KO It It IK. Ir,.lii.'t „lls,ii,il Coll .Mi,IiIi,k; fully llluiilrated; cloth ,&<»
MAIll*IIAIil..-Si„i,ll .\,'i'iiii,iiliilors; Jlow to Mako anil I'm- Them, tullv llhiKlrati'd;

''"111 ,B(»
TKMHIAKT AMI* M IK KALY.-Thc .Slide Valve .Slrnply Kxplalncd: fiillv llhip.lraled;

I'l'J'l' !.««
Any book malted postpold on receipt of price.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN, Publishers,
12 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

Uati
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY. 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trol(<>r"H aioiia t'ommntalor t'cmiioniiil Ls the most i ll'.i'lint Mil rl.nlor, llio only

article that Is i;iiiirantiM>d to stop .spatklni;. It Is iisimI In llie hirnrsti liclllc pi «ii pli,nl« Hire ucli-
oiit the rnlti'd States iinil ( iiiinila. It nuts tliiit liniullfiil liislif , .11 i iiiii ,• 1,11,11,1,1,1 ioluliatiK
the brushes, ami licps the mill,.',, Ir, IIiilI ...lelllloii llii,l vmi li;,ie'li li^' s, iimIiI I<li,ll, Does
away with II, i' iis,> m s:i,,il|,api.,' ,,, ;,iiv nllier mateilal I In, I ivi ars ,>iil or il.-sli.ijs llsMiilnc'e. 11
you want your ii,aclilti.' lo 11111 i,i,lM>l,>hs ai,il spaiklefs, Ihus olitnlnniK yi iir i.iullll)! luin and,
nuletness. yet, will certainly ailojit Its „.se.

'The l^fl,na" eonies In two sizes: Small, #;!.eo per do/. ; larpe, $.^,.00. Forsaloatall .supply liousets
tlirmmliout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with dlrtctlons lor use, bv
adilresslriK

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO.. Ltd.. No. 320 Broadway.

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

I'lr.-isc nii'Hlloil Wi'steru ICleel richlT, when wrltll,K.

REFLECTORS!
nii.vi:u-i>XjAtkd
MIlMtOlt
KKKlil'^VTOItH
VOIC
INCAIVORt^CKNT
C'lillHTKUIS.

Made In many sl/.eB and styles. Trhiinied
with prisms If desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Olass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

Porlliil, tint! and veiitl-

latlnu
diuretics,
Theotre.H,
llaii.s and
Public Itulldlngs.

Streetand Ornamental
Slei, Lamps ol Kvery
Kinil li,r oil, (hw or
Oasoliiie. U o r il e r

l.lKlits, lluneh Mishts.
I'ool l.lKhlK and (las
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S, A.

IMPROVED
"" WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUiKY

OHIO

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENQINES.

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILtS,

RAILROAD &IGNALB,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS.

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TtGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON, PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"0,K," Weatherproof Wire,

Slow-BBrning Weatherproot

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.i
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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One M. P. compound woiuid dyuamo, 200 lights,

110 volts; self-regaIatlng;cart>on brushes; rheo-

stat and adjustable base; ball and socket self-

aligning boxes and ring oilers.

Oneli. F. shunt wound dj-namo, 80 liRhts, 110

volts; self-regulating; rheostatand adjustable

base; ring self-oiling bearings.
One plating dynamo. 6 volts, good for 500 gallons

nickel solution; self-regulating; adjustable

base.
One plating dynamo, 6 volts, good for 250 gallons

nickel solution; adjustable base.
All the above dynamos warranted for one

vear's time and new and of standard make,
AddressI, AV. Colbarn, 415 Market Street.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE.
Electric-light plant in to\vn of 2.000 inhabitants

n«ar Chicago; capacity 40 arc. 60 k. w. .incandes-

cent. City contract, excellent profits and terri-

tory for large increase. Failure of health and
too much other business. Nearly $10,000 inter-

ested. Will sell at sacrifice for spot cash if pur-
chaser wjU take possession December 1st. Ad-
dress "LIGHT," care Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
Telephone engineer, hlghtlieoretical training,

nine years of practical experience in all

branches of telephony; successful inventor of

many i mprovements ; knows how to handle men
tothebest advantage; wants position in tele-

phone manufacturing concern or exchange. Ad-
dress " R. S.," U79 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
Bbops. Workgnaranteed. Ten years' experience.
Light plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St., KANSAS CiTY. Mo.

NOTICE.
Plans, specifications and estimates are in-

vited for a complete electric-light and power
plant. Particulars can be had by calling on .J.

A. fllurray, Manager. Pontlac. Ill . or S. E.
Simms, Secretary.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
CKELLEV'S PATENT. I

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and up-to-date
in every respect, at a price that
wiU assure consideration. Vastly
superiorto any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley &, Son,
91 LiberlySt., New York.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature.
1.040 revolutions,! .100 volts, 140cycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR," care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-volt Each.
dynamos $ 850,00

One 250-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,630.00

One 200-K. W, G. E, Co, 500-

volt dynamo 7'. 2,500.00
One 175-K, W, Brush 500-voU
dynamo 1,350,00

Two30-K, W. G, E. Go, T.-H,
Alt 400.00

Two 60-K, W, G. E. Co, T.-H,
Alt 650.00

Two 60-K, W. Slattery Alt,

One 240-E. W. G. E, Co,'s Alt,

One 300-K. W, G, E, Co,'s Alt,

One D. 50-K. W, 125-volt G, E.

Co. T.-H. dynamo 550.00

One 35-H. P, Sprague 220-volt

motor 350,00

TBAKSFORMEKS,
lO-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 6,00
10-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100.. . . 6,00
15-light Stanley, 1,000 to 100, , . 8,00
20-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100, 9.50
30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 15,00

30-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 15,00

40-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 18.00

40-lighl Stanley, 1.000 to 50-100. 18,00

50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50 26.50
50-light Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100. 26,50

Also a quantity of type F, T.-H. & G. E. Co.'b,

G. & H, Westinghouse, etc. "Write for prices,

All kinds of Dynamos, Motors, Engines, Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sell,

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

I07 Liberty St., New York.

^S^r:y

l.OUO. 300. &00. SOO.

SO horse powei- and others.
Largest stock in America. Mostly
aU taken in trade for our Im-
proved Ben-yman.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Worlc.

Tlie Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Marltet.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAIH:—Constant dis-

charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
'IS^ below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell In

market. For No. i cell, 300
ampere hours; for No. 3 cell,

125 ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to {o%
volt. Send for circular and price list.

OORDOX BATTERY COMPAXY,
59-4 Broadway, Sew York.

Western Representative,
Qeorse W. PatterKtin, 1533 Marquette Bids, Cblcago, 111.

Scrap Copper Wire Wanted.
If you have any Old Copper Wire of any description to

dispose of, it will pay you to communicate with us, as we are
»,'. all times In the market for any quantity of Scrap Copper
Wire, at the highest market values. We pay cash and send
prompt returns. We are also supplying the electrical trade with
our high grade Babbitt, Cotton Waste, Solder, Etc. Please com-
municate with us,

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
so N. Deaplaines Street, GHICAeo, II.Ii.

^H To correspond with as concerning

I BARGAINS in or REPAIRS of

WILL Electrical

PAY Machinery.
VM^^II ADDBESS

I UU STEWART ELECTRICAL CO.,
S. E, CORNEB FIFTH AND SYCAMORE,

Long-distance Telephone, 1117. ., .CINCINNATI, O.

SNIITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING,

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
CatalOBue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. 8. A.

elllng Agents; Klsdonlron Works. San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co,, Los Angeles, CaL

mm

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hish. Prices loir.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

TlieBurnleyBattery&Mfg,Co.,|

PAINESVILLE, OHIO,

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes,
ters. Experimental Work, Repairing.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. Van Buren St., Chicaeo, 111.

UotOT Starting Rheostats.
Motor Resnlatiug Rheostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater I^inmiers.

Sperial Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
n'estfleld. v. J„ V. s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR 5CRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO,

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS,

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS,

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES,)

CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.
THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

Electrical Supplies
OF A SECOND.HAXI> SIATl'BE FS09I THE

OnfEAHA EXPOSITION.
"HERE'S A FET*^ ITEUS:"

COPPER TVIRE.
KUBBER COVERED. i WEATHEKPROOF,

300,000 feet, gauges 14 to oooo 1 35,000 lbs,, gauges 14 to 0000

L.AMP CORD.
200,000 ft, all lengths, per yard 2l^-3c

]
1,000 ft,, all lengths, silk covered, per

I
yard , ,, Se

ARC GLORES.
550 Opal, price, each 35c

I
275 Clear, price, each ....30c

INCANUESCEUTT L,A9IPS!».
Brand now lamps: Price each.
8,000—16 C. P. Edison ?0 14

11,000— 8 O. P. Edison 14
1,200—IC C. P, Crescent 13

600— 4 C. P. Edison 14
150-32 O. P. Edison 22
385- S O. P. Edison, frosted 16

1,800—4 C. P. Miniature Columbia 15

We have the following lamps used but a
short time and guaranteed in good condi-
tion: Price each.
23,200-16 O. P „.50 1O

170— S O, P, Beacon colored U
11,400- 8 O. P 1»
1,620—8 and 16 C, P, Edison colored,. 12
Also 10,000 burntK>ut lamps. Price on ap-

plication,

SOCKETS AND RECEPTACI.ES.
Used a

Brand new. short time.
Price each. Price each.

Keyless Edison Sockets 50 09 50 OS

Key Edison Sockets 10 09

Rubber Key Sockets 12 11

Weatherproof Rubber Sockets. . 15 14

No. 4 G. E. Wall Sockets OS 07

15 Bryant Wall Sockets 08 07

Sawyer-Man Key Sockets
Sawyer-Man Keyless Sockets.
Sawyer-Man Wall Sockets,...
Westinghouse Wall Sockets .

.

No. 9171 G. E. Receptacles .

,

Miniature Receptacles 10

rseda
Brand new. short time.
Price each. Price each.

07

OT'
U
K

08
12
06

AMMETERS.
In perfect condition,

Weston No, 2S47 0-150 D,
Price.

R. D. C 510 00

Thomson No. 258 0-200 D. R. A, C 10 00

Thomson No. 266 0-100 D, R. A. C 10 OO

Edison Station 0-52S D, R. D, C 10 00

VOLTMETERS.
In perfect conditioB. Price,

Weston No, 4724 0-150 0-600 D. R. D. C..S10 00

Weston No, 4057 0-3 -150 D. R. D. C. . . 10 00

Weston No. 1946 0-150 D, R. D, O, and
A. O. Portable, leather case 45 00

Weston Multiplier for Voltmeter, No,
4724 0-10 250

Edison Station 0-48 D, R, D. C.
Edison Station 0-45 D. R, D, C,
Edison Station 0-2500 D, R. D. C.

Price.
. . lOOO
. . lOOO
..12 50

Incandescent L,anip Clusters.
We have the following solid iron cluster

balls: Price e&cii.
125— 2-lIght 50 15
24S-4-light 26
375- 5-Iight 30
24S— 8-light 40
160—3S-light 1 10

Also—Knife and Snap li^witches. Cnt-Onts. Plng:s, Insnlalors, I.ightnine
Arresters. Ribbon Fuses, Carbons, in fact everj thing electrical.

3 ^Ve8tinehonse400h,i>. engines: 1 Atlas Corliss 27S li. p.: 1 Ball 150 h. p.

We bought the Omaha Exposition complete— absolutely everything^

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE No. 156. Address

CHICACO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W^est 35th and Iron Sts., CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WHITE FOR C'ATALOtJLE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric LIghf

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladio Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORV BLDO., dKCAQO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to 80-foot roles our Spe cialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK QC, 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PInconnIng, Mich. areen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AlUn DCCT I° '^^ worm ts claimed of the

int LAHUtil APiU Dt5l TEXAS ARM & PIN CO., Beaumont, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"W© xxisilxie -tine I^BWBl'V' .A.X2IWI. "Write' for* prloe-s.

NA/Kii-te Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

S?oi?tfc*iB8* PERRIZO & SONS, Oaggett, Mich.

The BralyMastlriiis.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
Swinging Hood s. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
Vi/ork.— Ca/alogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

BET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Suite SIO Haranette Bide CUcbko.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOE CIECDLAB AND PEICEa.

THE lECLANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
Ill tol17 Easl nistSt., N. Y.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.|
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Manufacturer.-^ ana Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. E. cars, your citj-, in any quantitj'. ^^WEITE US.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMIOAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

r-'^i5<&->4fe--K^-"^<^- -"^i— -*^ -J

! CEDAR POLES V
- We cONTROLTHE output of cedar qm the line of-the wiscotisin

\; & MICHIGAN R.R.SSMlLKINLENGTHXOVERINOATERmTORY OF

,- OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

m We HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL SIZES FOR PROMPT SHIPML..

t note: our OUOTATiONS ARE B.\SBD ON ACTUAL 5T0CK ors HAN U ^

": C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

'

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth. Binding. Size of Type Page
5 i-ax3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is. as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

a„A.-riiMui\/i
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scfiip an;! Native Platinum Purchased.
IIA1££K & CO.. 40S-414 New Jersey

Railroad Ave., Ne^vark, 9f. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Strett.

P

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

80O H St.. N. W., Washington. D. C.

Booklet: "iDformation for Inveo tors,"
free. Speeialt>'; Electrical luventions.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Specifications. Superintendence, Tests. Pur-
chaslDR. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707.708 Llacola Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

Bound Volumes

I^ESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOR SALE.

From Vol. 1 to Date.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING 00.^

Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

1 EUGENE [Given Free

j

[FIELD'S

|POEMS«
I A $7.00
I BOOK

Eugene
i to e.ich person

J Field Monument souvenir
« Fund. Subscribe any amount
i desired. Subscriplious as low

J
a- Jl.OO will entitle donor to

S his daintily artistic volume

? "field Flowers"
S (clolh bound, Sxin. as a

LTtilicat« of suhscriptif certificate of su
i fund. Boole C01
* lion of Field's b

a selec

best
representative works and ia

i reidy for delivery.

J Btit for the noble contri-
« billion of the world's greatest

S artists this book could not
2 have b^en manufactured for

I less than «7 00.

{ The Fund created !•

vided equally between the family of the late Eugene Field I

and the Fund for the bviildinE of a monument to the mem- J
ory of the beloved poft-'f childhood. Address J
EUGESB FIELD MONDHERT SODVENIR FUND,

j
(Also at Book Stores) iSo Monroe St., Chicago j

If you also wish to 'end postaE'^. enclose 10 cts. *

I THE Book of the century
; Handsomely Illus-

;
trated hy thirty-

I

two of the World's
Greatest Artists. "Idi- *
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If you want your build-

ing effectively heated

THE
STURTEVANT

5YSTEn
will do it

If you want it thoroughly

ventilated at the same
time

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEn
will do it

If you want to utilize your

exhaust steam

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEn
will do it

If you want to eliminate

all direct steam pipe

THE
STURTEVANT

SY5TEn
will do it

If you want to cool and
ventilate your building

in summer

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEn
will do it

If you want to centralize

your entire heating

plant and place it un-

der one man's control

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEn
will do it

If you want to know all

about

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEn
of Heating and Venti=

lation by forced Circula-

tion of Warm Air, send

for Catalogue No. 84.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

New York Philadelphia

London

Chicago

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from Injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

WRITE
TO

I60 Congress St.,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

"STAR" RECEIVER.
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG, CO.,
79 S-thi iD^-v^nu^, ^Kii^^sOi

Telephone Switchboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties.
Send for
Catalog.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
850-254 S. Clinton 8t.. CUcnso, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones^Swiichboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

"WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yoa are asked a question on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and he will find what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Resistance, Electromotlre Force and Current
Fully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of Wires. The Different Metliods of "Wiring, with
Diagrams. How to Apply the Simple Formula, in Calculating the Size of Wires Under aii Condi-
tions. Diagrams for Wiring 3 Point, 4 Point, Head Light and Heat Regulating Switches.

!i7 TAB1,ES ON WUtlXO AXD VAI.€AAI,E DATA.
Ohm's law is described in such plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ in. Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO./'rifZr CHICAGO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
la Complete, Durable, Sellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete Una of

Putllc Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S, A.

INCANDESCENT

LAMP MANIPULATOR.
HOVELAHO VERV USEFUL TOOL.

Unscrews and I
renews an hI^^^H ^^^H
Incandescent hI^^^I ^^^1
Bulb of any Hi^^H ^^H
standard make and Hill^^^l ^^1^1
Candle Power in Hill^H H^H
any position at ^HlHB P^H
any height. K'^^h &^^H
Can be made ^^"^H r^^^H
telescopic to Hf JPP^vg^
suit heights. Hft h^^SMtkwS^i^\
Splendid for BHIHI IthH
cleaning bulbs. HjKW^L

SEND FOR ^^EL-:-r^H
DESCRIPTIVE ^^Hllr-V: '^^9H|
PRICE LIST AND
CIRCULAR. ^mggjH

The Ihcaiidesceht Electric
Boom 300, LiCHT MaHIPULATOR CO.,
116 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Lately on exhibition at Electrical Exhibition at
IVIadison Square Garden, New York.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS UNO TEBMINALS.
Special Connectors (or HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all siies. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE C. MclNTIRE CO., 13 S 15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. .^^5end for one.

Mathias Klein & Son,
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. I

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Warauette BIdg., CHICAGO.

irrH^souTH
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

I No. 357 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO. ILL.

NA/hiol

F^MONE SU

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited,

arid Re-tail

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Dfstlnct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephoned Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, rnd., U. S. A.

(Edition of 5,000 copies.)

Revised. Up-'to-da'te'.

THE FIFTH EDITION JUST OUT.

"Standard Wiring" for Electric Light and Power.
By H. C. CUSHINQ, Jr., flember A. 1. R. E.

Electrical Inspector Fire Underwriters' Tariff Association of New York.

ADOPTED BY THE FIRE UXDERWBITEBS OF THE raJITED STATES.
It contains every tahle, formula and rule for all systems of outside and Inside wiring, together

with thirty illustrations of the newest and safest methods for the installation of Pole Lines, Dyna-
mos, Motors, Switchboards, Transformers, etc., etc., as required by the insurance inspector.

RUSSIABf I.EATHER COVER, POCKET SIZE, Sl.OO.
Sent postpaid to any address upon receipt ofprice by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

IVIi (K
STANDS FOR THE

Toll-l_ino A.

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence—

are theMow S-fcandard ^ry Ba-t'fevrles.

rr^s'feer and ^u't-Ou't: Swi'fcoh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3+lbs. spools (91 lbs. total) of
Ko.36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
I213netat 50, 10. 10,5 off list; and there is

sufBcient wire on these 28 spools to ivind
1,000 bOO-ohrabridgrlng'-bellmagneta. Tour
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, makinp a total cost oC your
own 1,000,magnets finiEhed at factory, 8348.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magnet windings. Each winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, aOO ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Pi-ice, 3218,70 net. This
is 10 per cent- less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

I367U^ST.JERSEYCITYNJ,
W£ CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER,
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agi^regatlnp; over 300.000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material ^^^
efficiency of our apparatus to be of the highest j^rad

2

and agree to defend, at our own exoense. any action at
law which may be brought against OXJE
PATRONS on aileeed Infringement of
patents owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF.NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in thefield which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents —
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE
NEW

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

^^ Dayton Qlobe Iron WORKsa^fSro!"

'yiMi^/AyiSTyfi^yi'Al^/^/f'MMiM^^^

SHAFTI^G.

Geaping,
Pulleys,

PiLLOWBLOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.

JUST lA^HHT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
K

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

8y W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Powei,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A,

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under
writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L, A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its Kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

t3-1 7 Cortlandt St.. New York.
BRANCHES: \ CHICAGO:

I 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON

:

134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGIME CO.
ERIE, PA.
BUILDERS.

CHICAOO office: IS2SM0NADN0CKBLDG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

ENGINES€raM and
<jraNOline

SOL4TEO ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
•2'} to 1,000 IG c. p. light capacity.

For every five gas jets you now burn you can (with a Gas
Engine Flaot)
obtain ten 1<I

c. p. Incandes-
cent lights.

State number
of lights re-

quired or what
work the en-
gine will h<i

called upon to

do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
175 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York Cily,

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-pa^e

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., - 510 Marquette BIdg., Ciiicago.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to ail kinds ol

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
KfUL'iit lt.'st> at Holyoke enable uh to gu&rauti-e ;

Tlie Uirgr^t Power ever obtain&l from n whfd of the mmt^ diijneier. The higfieel fpeed
ever obtained for the same power. The liigheM mean tfficiency ever rralized iihen

Tttnniiuj from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the ffreatest pos*
sibte itlrcngth. A gate u-nefpialcd in quickness and ea^e of opening and cUjsing.

Te^ts show over 81 per cent, average efjxciency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pannphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

fiRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms aa
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DlXOir CRrCIBIiE CO., Jersey City, X. J.

. EG.TRADE MAPKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.QMITED,
2200 WASHIN'^TON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

I
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0T3,rASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

%^in.J^io,vf- -/— DELTA METAL—
- X^. = CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS '

^ DRIGIN.AL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

STEVENS'

MECHANICAUATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

FOR
5tatlonary and riarine Engineers. Firemen, Electricians, notormen. Ice

Machine Men and Mechanics in Oenerai.

New and Original. All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear by Word and Drawing. Qmitions and Answer.s

for K ivil Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND. CROSS COM-
POUND RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES, CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE. LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION. ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES. PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT. LEVERAGE. ELECTRICITY. DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER. VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING. THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREJIENTS, MOTORS, STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING. HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, ITRIOTION
CLUTCH, COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

'i9I^^El, $1.00. Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg,, Chicago.4

The Lord

of the Dynamos
Is sent free of charge to anyone.

This tale is a weird description of an East Indian dynamo
tender in one of the great London Power Stations.

It will hold your interest from start to finish. Our
catalogue of Technical Books is included in the applica-
tion. Write for "THE LORD OF THE DYNAMOS."

65TH THOUSAND NOW READY,
Of which 25,000 were sold In Europe.

A B C of Electricity.
By WILLIAM H. MEADOWCROFT. ^

Endorsed by Thos. A. Edtso'.

THIS excellent primary boolt has taken the first place in elementary scientific worbs. It has
received the endorsement of Thomas A. Edison. It Is for every person desirinK a ! nowledge

of electricity, and Is written In simple style so that a child can understand the work, it is what
its title indicates, the first lilght of steps in electricity.

YTHAT THE FR£t^S SATS:
"A clear and comprehensive little treatise."— J\'. Y. Sun.

"Electric science is making maenificent strides and this hook fills a useful office in setting
forth the features and characters of these advances."— -BrooA-/y« Times.

"The need of such a book has undoubtedly been felt by many ... we predict for it a splen-
did sale."— TA^ Age of Sted.

"A book like this sliould be largely read:""—-V. T. Herald.

"The book is well Illustrated, and no pains have been spared to make it accurate and reliable
t\ilou^\\o\xV"—EhctricalR(vieiL\

'In simple language the author lays bare the secrets of electrical science and application.'"—
Electrical World,

''A vast amount of useful information."— nasAi/if/^o/i Post.

From the Laboratory of Thos. a. Edisox, Orange, N. J.

Mr. W. H. Meadowcroft, New York City.

Dear SiK:—I have read your MS. of the "A BC of Electricity" and find that the statements
you have made therein are correct. Your treatment of the subject and arrangement of the matter
have impressed me favorably. Yours truly,

THOS. A. EDISON.

108 Pages, Illustrated, i2mo. Cloth Binding, 5o cts.
Seat post-paid oa receipt of price.

American
23 Duane Street,

Technical Book Co
New York.
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Westinghouse
MULTIPOLAR DIRECT-CURRENT M«i«rORS

Jt ^ jt FOR jt J* jt

MACHINE DRIVING,
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WESTINGHOUSE DIBECT-CURRENT MOTOR DRIVING A PUMP.

!

i

Specially adapted to driving machine tools, pumps, etc.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria Street, London, S. W., England.

All Principal Cities in

U. S, and Canada.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE^=^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY,

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated,

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

„ PART I . CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and NegatlTe; Conductors,
Non-Conductors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Onms; Current; Am-
Eeres.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Colls: Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
HAPTEK III : Armatures, Construction of, DlltereDt Kinds of; Commutators, How Made and Con-

nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current; How Produced;
Induction: Series "Wound Dynamos; Shunt Wound DvTiamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dj-namos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Are System.—
CHAPTER Y: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing
Candle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In MultipleArcor Parallel; Multiple Series
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed,
Causes of Unsteadiness: Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
GoDditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
liamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII; Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Styles of Brushes: Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Bnishes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo: Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brusli Armature: Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial:
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush DNTiamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System: Automatic Regulator;
Circultsof Regulator: Circuits of Dj-namo; Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits

;
Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII : Excelsior System of Auto-

matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits: The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Regulator,—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
praamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
gtor; Circuits in Regulator.-CHAPTER XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Kegulation: DjTiamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Contrullirig Magnet; Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Bhist.—CHAPTER XV; Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Roslstance Coils and Regulator. CH.iPTERXVI:
Ampere Meters: Tangenti.al Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indicators.-CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apparatus.—CHAPTER SIX: AVheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance: Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature: Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series: In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines^—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards: Loop Switch; Plugand Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket; Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
same as in Dj-namos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of .shunt Motors: Of Series Motors; Counter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotation and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field; Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems ; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II; Dj-namos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures:
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.-CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo:
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers,-CHAPTER V: Transformers Continued : Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforroors ; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Groundiiig the Secondary; Other Devices: The Foil Protector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits: Parallel System; Primary Circuit: Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses: Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis: Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force: Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouso
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism: Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slatterv Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI; Measuring and Indicating Apparatus: Instruments for Use with AlternaHng Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents: Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments. Continued; Hot Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter: Details of tlie Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter; Two Types.—CHAPTER XTX: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments: Diagram of Connections and Oneta-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley iMeter; Construction and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slatterv Induction Meter: Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation : Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel:
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in ParaUel; Diagram of Common .\rrangement of Machines and Circuits.-
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PURLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO
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THE

F Bell.
Cost more because

it is worth more.

TRY IT.

FUEBEL& MANGER, 6?fo8!?L\T?^v.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

lastalifciimc. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by

NO MORE MATCHES for the

Advance Spectaltj' Co.
iigLaSalleSl.. Chic

new fixtures in

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
HATAI HRIIF Nn 7 has just been issued and wm be mailed

!r"J, «!TJ,.T.y^h„ upon request. It shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, FAIRIB'S JVIFG. CO., r>eoatt:»r, Illinois.

FORGET SPAIN, BUT REMEMBER
That we pay spot cash for

BURNED-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS
And offer $1.00 and freight charges per hundred for old I MUn DACCC °^ ^^^ make ex-
cept the Edison General Electric Company's, for which LHInr DHOCv "'e pay 50 cents
per hundred. We also buy and pay the highest market prices for Platinum. Brass and Copper
Scrap and metals of every description. Special prices paid for series lamps and bases. We will
exchange new or renewed lamps for bnrned-out ones if desired. For full particulars address

QEO. F. SCHWAJLM & CO., Harrison, X. J.Agents Wanted.

C^^^^
I

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical msulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets
tubes, ri^ and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on applicatioSc

Vulcanized fibre go., Wilmington, DeJ.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBm&

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Hallway Dust Guards, WmSmsv
and Packings. Patent Lnsulating Cleats.

MAXUPACrUEED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, U.

BULLOCK GENERATORS.
-"BULLOCK ELECTRIC

n BULLOCK MOTORS; ^'^£^^^

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
THAT MAINTAIN THEIR CANDLE POWER AND PRODUCE
A PURE WHITE LIGHT, BECAUSE THEY HAVE A PERFECT

VACUUMi
Made of the Highest Grade iVIaterials, and by

latest process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro, Ky, 8, lO, 16 C. P., Bbl. Lots,
I7c. each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c. each.

Either E., T. H. or W. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.
MANUFACTURED BY

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
INCORPORATED,

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.

American.
I

IWOYENWIRE

BRUSHES

\\'e are now manufacturing the
bt-it Dynamo Biiishes in use.
We have ample facilities for

supplving any description or any
sizeof Bru(^h,
No order is toolar^efor us to

handle or too small for our con-
sideration.
Our material is of a superior na-

ture and our workmanship the
be^t.
A trial order will con^-ince you

of the mauy excellent qualities of
our goods, which, when once us^ed
will always be gi^en the prefer-
ence.
Our prices are right and our

sbipnients prompt.
Writefornem 'Qq 'M" Cata-

logue ii'ith price list and dis-
counts,

American Woven Wire
or £Tery Description.

27 WALNUT ST.,

PEABODY, MASS.,

U. S. A.

Brush Co.

American C.

Black Diamond File Works.
Bat.l86S.

«?

?

4r| omi 600D8 ABE our saxe isr etebt i-EADiarti vlamvwamm h^^ 8TOBE IK THE UNITED STATES AlTD CANADA. >X

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

SpeciaJ

Prize

Gold Matfil

at Atlanta,

1895.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

(D

H-^,-,

plJS«
5*1'

e

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, lO-AMPERE CAPAG:.

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HI6H STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAeO: afONADNOCK BI.OCK.



(UESTEBN SELLING AGENT,

IMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"^ "'v"°
!""'• Simplex Electrical Company,

I. R. HIXSONf ->

lonadnock 3lock, CHICAGO. 75-8 I Cornhlll, BO'&TO N, MASS .

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock 3lock, CHICAGO

1S89—Paris Exposition,
91ed<il for Babber InsnlatlAK;

lSi>3—'World's Fair,
Medal for Babber InsalatiOBc

'TMDBMMIC

THE STANDAB» FOB
BinBBFB mrsvi^Tioar.

Sole Manufaoturera of

•lanite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee^'Xr' Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
nUinS liiir.;. \

"«"•«•'•• 253 Broadway, New York. %'.%hXf^Ts^2^

IN/I<

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use thm all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

•AfflBrici Steel & Wire Co.,
Tbe Rookery, CHICAQO, ILL.

^i^Standard Underground GableGo.
Westlnghouse Bldg.

Pittsburg,
18 Cortlandt St.,

New York City.
607 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

1225 Betz BldgM
Fhllsdelphla, Ffe,

t ^ I 542 The Bookery,

I
^'^ I Chicago.

^p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
AlHO Hisli Cirade Babber Covered Wires and Cables.

Tie Oily Fire Delectfye Calile id i forll
Every Fractional Part of which is contiauously Thermostatic, and designed lot

all loterior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights tbe gas! Rings the door bellsl U
automaticaUy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installa-

tion

l^iuible Core mnnlne throujtboat tbe c«ble li
Immedlilely Rborf-ctrculled on any (olerrnp-
tloQ by Fire or Tfalet. Accldeat or lateotloa.

Why use dormant wiresi
"I^The Montauk Automatit

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to beat
or fire as the nervous systea
of a human being is to tha

"^"^ touch of flame.

„^ Write for descriptive mat*

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
too Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Va to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Oood profltB

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.
1012 Cheitnul St., PHIUDELPHiJL

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wlrl
Switchboard Iiutruments, X>Rii>

Focus Tubes, Induction CoAs

INSULATE ARMATURES'
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead ok by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR ARCHAIC methods so wasteful

M-iSSACHUSETTSCHEMICALCaj;:

c. n*. ®r»j:.,iiM>oieFi»,
Medlcsl Colli,

SpirkMli.

17-27 Vandewater St., Kew Yorb.

MAKERS OF LlfjIlTJA """' "

LEATHER C^S^ MILL

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand o£ leather belting Is the re-

sult of patient Inquiry andcareful

Btudy of the requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and In all climates.

When, ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the syitem ased.

07-69S0UTH CA\AL -STREEF

CHICAGO ILL

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sots ft Co., Newark, N. J.

Wanted For Cash.

We pay $I6.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

' PLATINUM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE.

Goldsmith Bros.,
63 and 65 <^ashlngton St.,

CHICAGO,
Work«, 58th and ThroopSt..,
REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest pr'fces paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.P W\ * u ^i

D

^ESTIIH ElBcMoal InjtamenS Co.,

"^"^IF 1 14-120 WiUiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S.A.

Statioa Isstnunents.

Tbese InotrameDts are
"baiiod apoD the same gen-
eral principle and are just
48 aoooTate as oar regnlar
standard Portable Direct
Onrrent Voltmeters and
Ammeters, bnt are mnoh
larger, and the working
iparts are Inclosed in a
neatly designed , dust-proof
cast-iron case which effeot-
iTely shields the instm-
ments From disturblDg in-
flaeaoes of external mag-
«etio fletds.

Mm Sludard

Portable Direct Beading
Toltmeters and Mllllvolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammetere, Wattmeter5
and Voltmeters, for Alter*
nating: and Direct Current
Circuits.

Our portable instrnments
are recognized asstundarde
thronghoat the civilized
world.

Our Seml-Portabte La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-
ble, absolnta standards for
Laboratorr use.

Nail

Heads.
-^~ Get our Prices on

this and other

Specialties.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

210 Illinois St., CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUHER ELECTRim CO., PHIUDEUWA

PDOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
LOGUE? IF NOT. SEND FOR IT. i.
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"IWidger
ENCLOSED ARC LAMP

For Constant-Current Circuits.

The Simplest and Most Efficient for STREET AND

COMMERCIAL LIGHTING.

Economy, 97.3 per cent.

Life, 1 25 to 1 50 hours with one 1 2 in.x^

in. carbon. No adjustment required for

variations in amperes from 3^ to 7 am-
peres. At 5 amperes equal to 1 ,200 can-

dle power open arc lamp. At 6.8 amperes
equal to 2,000 candle power open arc

lamp. Light is white, steady, no noise,

flashing or sparking. The cut shows the

mechanism and the compact positive

Hanger Cut-Out.

For indoor service the single globe is

desirable. For outdoor use the double
globe, either with or without a metal re-

flector above the outer globe.

FULL PARTICULARS, CIRCULARS AND PRICES FURNISHED
ON APPLICATION.

STAHDARD THERMOMETER AND ELECTRIC GO,
F^EABODY, IVIA3S., LJ. 3. A.
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The Best Testimony is a Duplicate Order.
THE UNION TRACTION CO. OF PHILADELPHIA INSTALLED ITS FIRST BATTERY OF

Chloride Accumulators
IN JULY, 1896, AND HAS RECENTLY CONTRACTED FOR FOUR ADDITIONAL BATTERY PLANTS.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SALES OFFICES:

New York, 100 Broadway. Boston, 60 State St. Baltimore, Equitable Building. Chicago, Marquette Building. San Francisco. The Parrott Building.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

TTI-iSc? T*i»aAa )\/l a ••L' on S"'^!'^'^' Receptacles,
I Ills 1 I ClUC-iTlCtl tV Rosettes, Mains and

Branches, Edison Cut- Outs

Ilfinap Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. ^^__^-„—.^.^__

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

f'-'-^

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS
AlVO

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

Manufactured by

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

Correspondence solicited. .

25% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
.

LYNN, MASS.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
THAT MAINTAIN THEIR CANDLE POWER AND PRODUCE
A PURE WHITE LIGHT, BECAUSE THEY HAVE A PERFECT

VACUUM
Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by

latest process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro, Ky, 8, ID, 16 C. P., Bbl. Lots,
I7c. each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c. each.

Either E., T. H. or W,. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.
MANUFACTURED BY

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
INCORPORATED,

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY,

THEREALTHINC'
PAIL LARD

NON-MAGNETIC

WATCHES
ENDORSED fiY THE GBCA^TEST CLECT Rici an S
AND SCItNT ISTS OF rHE WOf?L0.

A USEFUL GIFT'
NO MORE USEFUL OR WflCOME CIFr COVLD
BE DCSIREO. ifS A (^000 THING 70
H-^VE fOvRSELF.

A.C.BECKEM
103 STATE ST. CHICAGO.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.. xl

American Battery Co .. .. ix

Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x
Am«r. El. Telephone Co. xt
American Elec. Works .... xl

Amar.Reflect. ALtg. Co. xvli

Amer. Steel & Wire Co, .. l

Amer.Wov.Wr. Brush Co.

ArnoldEl. Power Sta. Co. vlli

Baln,Foree ix

Baker & Co xlftl

B&UEn^neCo xvil

Barnes Co., Wallace.,. . xx
BamettCo., G. & H xx
Baux.F. A xii

Becken, A. C Ill

Belden-Larwill Elec. &
Mfg. Co vU

Bertiiold & Jennlnes.... xlii

Bmly A Co.,Cliaa. H xx
*'Big Four"R. B, Co xiil

BoBsert El. Oonst. Co. .. xl

Brady, T. H xlll

Bryan & Humphrey xlll

Bnobsye Electric Co x
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co x
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.. -

—

Gary Spring Works x x
Oentsal Electric Co v

OonttTftl MIg. Co xlll
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I DOES
Your Electric Ligfht or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

f.

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENGINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

^i^<i>^»^*4'*t'"t*<8>*^I*^S»^^I**Z**t**t**t*^'**!**S^I**I^^

I^ItIOEIMIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery WIfc. Co.,
Uli VI4

E D. & \A/. RUSE CO
MANUFACTURE

SERVICE SWITCHES
FOR TWO AND THREE WIRE SYSTEMS.

May be used on outside of buildings and
in wet cellars, as they are water-tight.

FITTED WITH D. & W. FUSES.

TYPE F, SERVICE SWITCH. 3-WIRE.
D, & W. FUSE CO., Providence, R. I,

TYPE D, SERVICE SWITCH. 2-WIRE
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Telephone
Construction and Wiring

SUPPLIES
IN OUR

CHICAGO STOCK

And fully covered by

PRICE LISTS Nos. 372 AND 373.

Send for these.

264-270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Federal Batteries

Using...Federal Salt
ARE STRONGER THAN ANY

Salammoniac CelLm the vm.

fEDEMLm
USED IN

Carbon Cylinder Batteries

GIVES

33 a more E, M. F.
and33% longer life
THAN SALAMMONIAC.

Absolutely no crystalizing Salts.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
TELEPHONES, HOUSE BELLS,
RAILROAD SIGNALS AND ALL
HARD OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK.

MADE BY

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
I I PINE street,

ALL DEALERS. NEW YORK.

CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PAGES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO,
32 Oor-tland-t S-tree-b, NE\A/ YORK.

1,000,000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size. 2^x61^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each ....

Battery Zincs.

Wo have purchased- the plant of tlie Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Alarm Clock Outfit. No. i/j

Trice $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

\\ ith our high-grade car-
han transmitter, which
will be sfnt on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Bittery, $9.00.

Price, Outfit $3.75
" Clock only 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Setall price, 90 cents.

Dlttmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. 11.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97

|2i^.3, 3^ and 4 Inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,
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O K DRY BATTERY,
NE\A/ :iMGIIM

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.
No Solution to slop over. No Missing of sparks.

Highest Voltage.

Quickest Recuperation. Long Life.

Unaffected by heat or cold. Compactness.

BOXED, CONNECTED, COMPLETE, READY TO BE HITCHED
TO ENGINE.

POINTS IN ORDERING.
1

.

Name of engine.
2. Number of revolutions per

minute.
3. Number ofsparks perminute.
4. Mode of ignition, whether by

spark coil or induction coil.
5. If spark coil, whether butting

or wipingspark.
6. Kind of spark contact points,

whether platinum, steel or
other material.

7. Average number of hours per
day engine is run.

size for Stationary EDgines. 7 hlgb
\)T iv, square.

Size for Automobiles, v high hy 4
square.

NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY CO., «25^l^°*i>w*Y,

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anniuiciators.
General Klectrio Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Jiiectnc Co
Western ii^eo. Supply Co.

Axe liamps. ^
Belden-Larwill El. ii Mi. Co.

Central Electnc <J0.

Ft Wayne Elec. Wfea., Inc.

General Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

Standard Therm. ^ El. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinglionse EL * Mfg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mfg. CO.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.

Klectrlc Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.

Gordon Battery Co.
jjeclancte Battery Co-. The
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National Carbon uo.

Non-Polarizing Dry Bat. Co
Ohio Electric W orks.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

PhoenlK Battery Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

BellB> , „
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Go.

Huebel & Manger-
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

6mo isiectric Works.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
CUng-Surface MIg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Strnltz Belting Co.

BeltlnS'
Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.

Sbulu Belting Co.

Boob.s, EleetrleM.
EleoBTlolan publishing Co.

^ISSfwoT.WlreBrtishCo.
central Electric Co.

HobartElec. Mfg. CO
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Partridge Caihsn Wks-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Brnsli Holdeps.
Clay Electric ^M-fg. Co.

Bnrslar Aaarxng.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & M^oper.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

western Elect. Suppiy Co-

Cables (See Inaulsted Wljei.)

Cables, Eieetrie (See Insu-

lated Wlrea), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec. works.
American Steel ± Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Insulated Wire Go.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

General Electric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

New York Ins. Wire uo.

Simplex Electrical Co.

Standard Dnderground C. Ca
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.FointsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance r^o.

Gen'llnc. Arc Lt Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Kational carbon Co.
Reislnger. Hturo-
Schia. Jo'-dan & Co.

Speer Carbon Co.
western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
HarvevCo.. The G. F.

Clntebes (Arcliamp).
PetersriD A <^o.. John L.

CoUs and Maamets.
Pnlltdorf. C. F.
Varley Daples Magnet Co-

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug&Chem.Wlis
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan & Ca. K.
Standard Pamt Co.

Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co., Ld.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Condnlts.
neutral Electric Co-

Electric Appliance Co.

Western Elect. Stipply Co

Connectors and Termin-
als (Patent).

McIntireCo.,TheC.
Constmetion Jt Bepairs.
Ballock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clark, Jas. Jr., i Co.

Ft. Wayne liiec. Wka., Inc.

Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.

Northern Elec, Mfg. Co.
Siurtevant Co.. B. F.
Warner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Contraetors andEleetrle
IdslLt Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.

Balu. Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BullcckElec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark, Jas. Jr., & Co.
Cornell Mactilne Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Ca
Hays Construction Co

.

>'^ortheTn Elec. Mfg. Co.
SturtevantCo., B. F.
Umtea Elec. Imp, Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinirhotise Eleo S Mfg Co.

Copper. _
Besly «lCo..Chas. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Workt.
American bteel & Wire Co.
Besly&Co.,ChasH.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National India Rubber Ca
Otonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Eoebling'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard UndergroundC Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ck>rrespondenee ticlioois<

Elec. Engineer Corr. Insv
Ttjt. Correspond. Schoola.
United Corresp. Schools.

CrosB-Arms, Pins and
brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Kis. City & So. Lumber Co.
Mantiaitan Elec Supply Co.

Xauele, Holcomb & co.
Texas Arm & Pm Co.
Yalentine-ClarkCo-.The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and Swltebes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co,

Cark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Cuner El & Mfg. Co.
D. i" VT. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Ca
Foote. Pierson A Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Ca
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart .t Hegeman Mfp Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mevrowitz, E. B.
PalBteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kolfe Electric Co.
Schifi, Jordan ^t Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Weitinghouie BL Si Mfg.Ca
Dynamos.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Eleo, Mfg. Co.
Cftntral Electric Co.
Clark, Jas. Jr., i; Co.
Eagle Eleoirlc Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B .F.
Thompson, Son & Co.
United Elec Imp. Co.

Wa&ner Elec MIg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. Si Mfg. Co.

Electric Ballways.
Arnoid El. PowerStationCo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

JBleetric Vehicles.
Woi-ds Motor Vehicle Co.

Kleetrieal and SEeelianl-
eal Engineers.
ArnoldEi. Power Station Co.
Bain, roree.
Brvan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec Mfg. Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Klectneai Instnunents.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Ca
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Foote, Pierson & Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Go.
Ohio Electric vVorks.
Paiste Ca, H. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Bchiff, Jordan i Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WesUnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

£lectrleal B^peeialtles.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric <fc Mfg- Co.
Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntlre Co. , The u.

Ohio Electric Works.
Plass, E. H., Electric Co.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Spies & Company.
western Elect, supply Co.

Electro-Piatlnff Itaeli^y.
Besly aCo., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engrines. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co,

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Pan Ontlits.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Manhattan Elec Supply Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Schifl, Jordan & Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Wagner Hectrlc Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouie EL i Mfg. Ca
Fibre,
Kartavert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BamettOa.Q. AH.

Fixtures. Bl. A Comb's.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
D & w. Fuse Co
Mclntlre Oo., The C.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire <fe Mf. Co.
Klectric ApnUance Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntlre Co.. The C
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas liightlns. Eleetrle.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Gears.
Bealy i Co. , Chai H.

General Elee. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Ca
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Electric Appliance Ca

Foote, Pierson ii; Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Oniu Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sotiff, Jordan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and £leetrieal
GlasBifare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water WTieel-
LombardWaterWheelGv.Ca

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Ch^. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joi.
Holmes ribre-Graphite Co.

Guards. Wire.
IngUs, Wm-, W. & It. Wks.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Holders, Inc. I<amp.
Eectroiier uo., The.
Faries Manufacturing Co.

Insulators and Insolat-
1ns Haterlals.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBon Co.
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Chicago Insulated Wire no.
Eagle Paint &. Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El- Mfg. Co.
FoiDte, Pierson & Co.
General inc. Arc Light Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Ca
Okonite Co-jTha
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Scniff. Jordan i Co.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Ga
Sterline Varnish Co.
Steward Mfg. Co.,D. M.
Vulcanizen Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Masnet Wires.
American Electrical Worti,
American Steel <fc Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago Insulated wire Co.
EE^tem Electric Cable Ca
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric C^
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,

Montauk Muitiph. CaDie CO.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Ca
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Undergrotind C. Oo.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

IiampSf Ineandeecent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative i: Minia-
ture Lamp Dep*. ,

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc Arc Ligfet Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onio ElectrLC works.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec Imp. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatinghouae EL & Mfg. Co.

JjBTa.
steward, D. M., 'Mfg. Co.

liixhtninjE Arresters.
Central Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Haffnet Wire,
(bee Insulated Wire*.)

llanipulators (Inc.Lmp].
Inc. El. Lt- Manipulator uo.

.Ueehanieai Hachinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
StllweU-Blerce Smith- VaUe.

Heters.
Diamond Meter Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Hlea.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU & Co., Eugene.

Mlfilng Apparatus, Elec.
Bollock Eiec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
WestLnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Jttotors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
central Electric uo.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Kendrick & Daris.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern biiec. Mfg. uo.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Tnompson, Son & Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
W^estern Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Paebinje.
Bealy & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Faints.
Central Electric Co.
nine-Surface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Paint i Varnish Wks.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin. Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly SCO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Lid.

Platinum Bonsrht and
Sold.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton i Gilkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C.
Texas Arm <k Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain,
Central Electric Co,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectore.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be -W^indins—Sepair8.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hrdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies & Company.
Stewart Electrical Cc.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spies i" Company.
Westinghouse El. ± Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

See-ond-Hand Haehin^.
Baux. F. A.
Chlcagp House Wrecking Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Thompson. Son & Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Lte. Co.

I Faries Manufacturing Co.

KJemm & Co.
SpeaEUns Tubes,
Central Mecinc Go.
Electric Appliance Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western liiectric Co.
Western Elect. SupplyCo.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H,
Queen fit Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical inst Co.

Springs.
uarncs Co., The Wallace.
Gary spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons, li; a s i c
r.anterns and Slides.
Ruey BfLs.

Storaee Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Worti
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated Wire Co
OkoniteCa.The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

'''%\t^*'2P^»' Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co
Central TeL & Eiec. Co
Oolumbia Elec & Mf? CoLouch JiSeelevCo.
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. SupplyCo.
Foote, Pierson i- Co
Kokomo Tel, ± El. MIg. Co.
Kusel.D.A. TeL & EL Mfg.Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supplv Co.Murootk &. Lo., W J
Noblett, E. J.
Nortn Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co
Standard TeL & EL Co.
SterUng Electric Co-
Strdmberg-Carlson TI.M.C0
Warner Co

, w. F. The
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply *Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathias.

Toys. Electrical.
KendriCK ec Davis.
Ohio Electric Works
Plass, E.H., Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft Wayne Eiec Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Thompson, Son & Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El, & Mfg. Go

Translations.
Polyglot Co., The.

TroUey Cord.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

TurbineA WaterWlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Worka Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
StiiweU-Bierce Smith-Vaile

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co-

W'atches. Xon-Maguelic,
Becken, a. C.

Wire, Bare.
Besly S Co., Chat. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
OiociteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Koebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Eleetrleal.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Queen St Co.
Splitdorf, C. F.

III.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
SERIES ALTERNATING SYSTEM

50-Ligiit Constant Current Transformer, Complete,

of

Enclosed Arc

Lighting

! Has been adopted during
"^^ the past year by

60 Central

Stations
aggregating

. 5,500'Light

Capacity.
Series Alternating Lamp,

The General Electric Coivipany,
Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Light in weight.

Easily trimmed.
Easy access to \vorking parts.

Absence of complicated
mechanism, so common in
other makes.

Burns long and absolutely
without flickering.

Has many other good points.

Our Booklet will explain.

See illustrated article in
Western Electrician, Issue

THE-

BELDEN-LARWILL
Electric $c Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND., U. S. A.

Petite Alternating Enclosed Long=Bnrning

Arc Lamp.

Adapted for great varia-

tions ia voltage and frequency.

Ordinary changes In voltage
and frequency do not pro-

duce flickering or unsteadi-

ness of the arc. Standard
adjustment 104 volts; with
this adjustment the lamps
will burn steadily under vari-

ations from 90 to 115 voHs.

Reasonable cost.

High efficiency.

No framework in sight.

Shade reflects upward rays
downward.
For indoorand outdoor use.

26 inches long.

Easily trimmed.

ORNAMENTAL PETITE ARC LAMP FOR INDOOR USE.
WITH M SHADE AND STANDARD QLOBB L.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUPACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire. Cable,

Telegraph, Station and Measuring Instruments,
Electric Light and General Supplies.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C,

North Woolwkb.E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteull.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WCRKS
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE—

^

DUNCAN METERS
Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY,

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORv, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.
Engineers and Contractors, Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.
Owners of Patents Covering the

"/^RNOI-^ SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of the "ARNOLD" Magnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRicuN Publishing Co.
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

MOTOR/GENERATOR BRUSHES.

8PEER CARBON CO.,
Andren' Kanl. Prea. lionis Streaber, Vice-Pree.

Andrew Kanl, .Tr.,Secy, and Treas. J, S. Speer, Gen'l Mffr. ST. MARYS, PA.
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Dearborn 1

h

(

irus and OKiemical NA/^orlcs,
ib^ra-t:ories---NA/^-ter Oh^mis-ts.

V^S^-table B^il^r Oonripounds.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

ttSHIP" Highest Grade CARBONS
Will givea brilliant and steady light of highest efficiency
without hissing and spluttering. Special carbons for en-

closed arc lamps, alternati'ng and direct current. "Ship" carbons are made in Vienna and Nurem-
berg, and are so marked.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST, ALSO CATALOGUE OF GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EVERYTHiNG^^^^^^^^ SCHIFF, JORDAN $c CO., New York, shpraanr hI^ ro.

I

THE SPARKER.

$1.00 BATTERY.

Medical Battery and Motor.

Either or both will amuse the children.
Will interest them.
Will instruct them.
They are not simply toys—they're well-made miniature of large

apparatus.
Mounted on polished wood stands, nickeled trimmings and

superior to any manufactured for the price.

MADE BY

Kendrick & Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.,

Makers of the famous Ajax Motor.

THE REX.

$1.00 MOTOR.
WITH FAN SI.20.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657.59 Honadnock BIdg., - Chicago.

TO LOS ANGELES AND

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

Erery Fridaj' niglit, at 10:35 p. m., a
tLi'oiiS"li Tourist Ca,r for Los Angeles
and Southern California leaves the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way Union Passenger Station, Chicago,
via Omaha, Coloracla Springs and Salt

Lake City, for all points in Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and California.

In addition to the regular Pullman
porter, each car is accompanied by an
intelligent, competent and eom'teous
"courier," i\'lio will attend to the wants
of passengers en route. This is an en-

tirely new feature of tourist-car serv-

ice, and will he appreciated by families

or by ladies traveling alone. Particu-

lar attention is paid to the care of chil-

dren, who usirally get weary on a long
journey.
These tourist cai-s are sleeping cars

supplied with all the accessories neces-

sary to make the .iourncy eorafortalile

and pleasant, and the berth rate (each
berth will accommodate two persons)
is only .?6 from Chicago to California.

Ask the nearest ticket agent for a tour-

ist-car folder, or address Geo. H. Heaf-
ford. General Passenger and Ticket
Agent. Chicago, 111.

FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.
I think there is no better chance to advance

than through the Schools. Before I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically nothing
about electricity or steam engineering. My
Courses in Electric Power and Lighting and
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great benefitto me, as I now have charge
of an eiectric-Ught plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNEK, Fallon. Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolling iu the

Schools I had been reading everything I

could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-

trical engineering, but found that I needed
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-

wards, I was promoted to the position of

chief engineer at a much larger salary.
.T. L. CHASE, Topeka. Kansas.

Mind PlorfrirnI rniirofc Electrical Engineering. Electrical, Electric Power and
I'linc CICtinCal V,/OUrses. Lighting. Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction In charge of Prof. R. B. Williamson,
Formerly professor of Electricity in Lehigh University.

lO.'i.OOO SXBDESTS AJTD GK.IOIIATES Angitst, 1S99. CAPrTAI, $1,500,000.

$12 to $70 in Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Write for Circulars and Local References to the

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, IJ^anTon, pa.

SUCCESSFUL MEN
have learned their business from A to Z."
Vour future depends upon your ambitioD. We
have [jrepared thou.sii' ds who studied "between
times" to secure enviable positions through

EDUCATION BY MAIL
Id ElectriCii!. Civil. Mining. Steam
and Mechanical Knglneeriog;
Metallurgy, Journalism. Ma-
chine Design, Mechanical Draw-
iny. Art, Architecture. English
Branches, SteDOgraphy.
Low price, easy terms. Most

thorough course of any corre-
sponden"e school in the world.
SENT FLtEE to thosB who enroll
now. a complete drawing outdt
worth JII.IU.

The United CorrespondeDce Schools,
UiH-l.'i.s Filth Ave.. New Yi..rk.

Write atLince for Catalogue No. :I4.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
.All e<incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Marqnette, CHICAGO.

AMERICAN" kZ°'
ARE THE BEST. Send tor descrlplivi Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST D laas. 174-S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

POJl LIST OF MAXFFACTI ICES SEK CiASSiriEO IJTDEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFP/C£S—NEW YORK: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON; 31 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA: 233 Drexel Bldg. CLEVELAND: 39-47 E.
Prospect St. SAN FRANCISCO: 698 ParrottBldg. ST. LOUIS: 638 Century Bide-

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
OHICAQO: 1012-1013 Monadnock Block. MINNEAPOLIS: 616 Guaranty Bldg MILWAUKEE: 700;Pabat Bldg.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. mmn. wis.

GENERATORS
MOTORS - -

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

OFFICES^ North«-E"Northern Engineering Co.
New York.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Off>.

Los Angeles, Cal,
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IVill not dry out. Tery adhesive.

High insnlation. One-third rubber.

SEND FOB SAMPLE.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,

AMERICA'S IiAKGEST ELECTRICAL,
SUPPLY HOUSE.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
OAli-ES

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt o« this COUPON we will

Send FREE. Sample Stick.

I

Name .

.

Address .

I w. E.

«PAB?-T°w]? ^^H?'? "'"' ™" PREVENT
f^-^*^^SS- ^"J '^'^^l' ">e commutator Ingood condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the comma-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

G09 Title and Trust BMg., CHICAQO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading Oiimnieter
The Only Instrument to
Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
^ The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Rheostats and Brushes.

INDIA a ArsnSER

EMPIRE i MIC
INSULATED
Cluths and I'apors.

COIVIPOLMD
umEOUAI.CIl.

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
Eugene iMunselLsCo. Mica I imii la tor Co.^ 2i8H.ifcrst.McwYorkis CI»ica5|o.ii7i<,Kc_st.

PERFECT.

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium
targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

"TEMPLE"
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

WILL
SAVE

80f COIWIVIUTATOR WEAR.
60'; BRUSH WEAR.

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and Tit

7-all makes of machines.

When ordering giye size of brush in use, also distance from center of binding
screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive clrcolar sent upon reqaest.

««u,..,.redby CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
208-210

ILLINOIS ST., CHICAGO.

BULLOCK GENERATORS. -^^EMB^i?!^:"-

n BULLOCK MOTORS. i

BITCSBITE
QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IIMOA.IMDESOI
Monadnock Building, Chicago.

IVI
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland. Ohio.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is bard to beat, and vou CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up witb the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for

^•^-inch and f-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Gaiesburg, ill.

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & CO.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

The W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago. 111.
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rnANK N. PHILLIPB, PflEaiOCNT.
0. H. WAGENSEIL, TiiEAaURcn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNCHAL MaNAOCR.

E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vicc-I

c. n. REMiNaroN, jr., scc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTTDEBTCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store. W. .J. Watsou, 2G Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store. F. E. Donalioe. 241 Madison St.
MONTRE.\L Braxch. Eugeoe F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP5DALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

Don't waste it trying to find a rheostat equal totlieC.& H.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

^m. BRAND NEW
^NOVELTIES.

Write for
prices.

H. e. Plass

eiec. Co.,

23 Barclay St.,

New York.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go,
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLET Aim JITSCTIOII BOXES,
S^riTCHBOARDS, FAJTEIi BOARDS. SIVITCEES, BTG.

\JTl^A.. NE^A^ -V^fVIC.

WIRE LAMP GUARDS
riHGLISWIRE&m WORKS. DETROIT, MICH.

DON'T SELL
^our burned-out and broken incandescent lamps before writirji: us. .Seven
years of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that
we are here to stay.

GEO. F. SCHWALM $c CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

lailMlUMK
MAGIC LANTERNS ana SLIDES
CONDENSED CATALOGUE FREE >

RILEY BROS. IE BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.

IM US....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVIATES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE

F Bell.
Cost more because

it is worth more.

TRY IT
HUEBEI& MANGER. Sl*o8!?^T,?f;v.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
A new device for lighting Gas -ri-g

or Gasoline Stoves. Sale, con-
'"

i

vcnieniand economical. No AJAX J

electric connections required. jy
.•\hvays ready for use. Will
last a lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading gas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the I

children to play with
|;

Price, complete, «z 5

Advance Specialty Co.
iigLaSalleSi., Chicag

ROEBLING

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatlierproof

and Sloi-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

EABLE ELECTRIC WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 124 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE. 326 Brady St.

LOSING MONEY
when a small expenditure will save it, is not good policy.
Our Indicator will enable you at all times to know that
your engine is developing full power for fuel consumed.
It is invaluable in every plant. Eureka Packing will cost
[you less, last two to three times longer and keep rods in better
condition. Feed Water Heaters, Grate Bars, Steam Sep-
arators, Oil Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for same.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.Improved Robertson-Tfaonipsoo.
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Power Generators

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

SPECIAL FOR STREET RAILWAY

WORK.

Two M. P. Generators, 175 h. p. each.

Speed, 550 revolutions for 550 volts.

ADDKESS

F-. A. BAUX,
1002-138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

WANTED.
An engineer and chemist, a graduate of one of

the best technological institutions in this coun-

try, with several years' experience in construc-

tion work, designing, estimating, equippmg and

managing power plants, hydraiilic and steam

transmission lines, laboratories, experimental

vcorks. electro-chemistrj-ahd metallurgj-. speaks

BUSSIAX. German and English, is about to re-

turn to RUSSIA and wishes to represent an en-

gineering firm as construction and installation

engineer. Ai references. Address "EUSSIA."'

care \Yestern Electrician. 510 Marquette Build-

ing, Chicago.

WANTED.
Competent electrical salesman of long expe-

rience to sell specialty (a monopoly) to large
buyers. Very liberal commission. Large earn-
ings can be made in a pleasant and agreeable
business. Address -SPECIAI.TY." care West-
ern Electrician, oio JIarquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical engineer with office in Chicago de-

sires to represent manufacturer in this territory.

All communications strictly confidential. Ad-
dress XXXX. care Western Electrician. 510 Mar-
quette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
A competent electrician and engineer to take

night nm. Also trimmer and lineman. FORT
SCOTT ELEC. LIGHT & POWER CO., Fort
Scott, Kan.

WANTED.
Good telephone inspector and line man for ex-

change of 600. Send references and state what
salary expected. Address MARION TELE-
PHONE CO.. Marion. Ind.

POSITION WANTED.
Married man. 35 years, present manager, wants

position as manager, inspector or any other trust-
worthy situation- Practical experience in manu-
facturing 'phones, etc.. building exchanges, oper-
ating, maintenance, ofhce work, accounting, etc.

Hard worker; good reference. Address ^6-2.

care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Build-
ing, Ctiicago.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K- W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature.
1,040 revolutions.i.lOO volts, I40eycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
GENERATOR." care Western Electrician, 510
Slarquette Building. Chicago.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS
Two 100-K. W. Edison 500-voIt Each.
dynamos $ 850.00

One 2oO-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,650.00

One 200-K. W. G. E. Co. 500-

volt dynamo 2,500.00

One 175-K. W. Brush 500-voU
dynamo 1,350.00

Two 30-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 400.00

Two 60-K. W. G. E. Co. T.-H.
Alt 650.00

Two 60-K. W. Slattery Alt.

One 24C-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One 300-K. W. G. E. Co.'s Alt.

One D. oO-K. W. 125-volt G. E.
Co. T.-H. dynamo

One 35-H. P. Sprague 220-volt

motor

TEANSFOEMEKS.
Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 100....

Stanley, 1,000 to 100. .

.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1.000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

Stanley, 1,000 to 50
Stanley, 1,000 to 50-100.

10-light
10-light

15-light
20-light
30-light

30-light
40-light

40-lighi

50-light
50 -light

Also a quantity of type F, T.-H. & G. E. Co.'s,

G. & H, "Westinghouse. etc. Write for prices.
All kinds of Dynamos, Motors. Eneines, Cars,
etc. Correspond with us to buy or sell.

THOMPSON, SON & CO.,

107 Liberty St., New York.

550.00

350.00

6.00
6.00
8.00
9.50
15.00
15.00
18.00
18.00
26.50
26.50

WANTED.
Man with practical knowledge of medical bat-

teries for assembling and repair work. Steady
employment to right man. Give age, experience,
references and state salary expected. Address
THEE.-T. MFG. CO., 26 W_ Marj'land Street.
Indianapolis, Ind.

OFFICE OF
THE BOARD OF PARK COMMISSIONERS,

Fourth Floor. City Hall,

Sealed proposals will be received at this

office until Saturday. December i6, 1S99,

at 2 o'clock p. m.. for furnishing all mate-
rial and doing all the work necessary to

illuminate the roadways in West, Lsike and
Mitchell parks by electricity, naphtha or

an illuminant equally as good, according to

plans and specifications now on file in this

office. The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.

THE PARK COMMISSIONERS,
Per Ed. C. Lydon, Secretary.

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in the market to buv any quantitj' of SCRAP PLiTINCM from Incandescent Lamp

Bases, for which we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy

any quantity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES, we
extract the Platinum, for which we allow the full market value, less the cost of extracting. We
are also large buyers of Scrap Coppeb Wire, Brass, Etc., from electric-light and street-rail-

way plants.
We supply the electrical trade with our " high grade" Babbitt Metals. Bar. Solder.

Wire Solder and Cotto>' Waste. If in want of anything in our line, it will pay you to com-
municate with us before placing vour orders elsewhere.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,OFFICE AND WORKS:
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

ESTABLISHED 1885,

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty. New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents : Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaU

POSITION WANTED.
First-class stenographer and office man, ten

years' experience in machinery and electrical
business as private secretary and cashier: clean
record. Best of references. Address "H,"" care
Western Electrician. 5io Marquette Building.
Chicago.

\A/^A.IM-rED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
abops Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
U«fit plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

KODGE-WALSH ELECTBICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

3Iotor Starting Blieostats.
Motor ReBalatlng Blieostats,

Dynamo Field Bheostats.
Tbeater Dimmers.

Special Bheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
If'estflelil. M. J, r. s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 51Ze OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)
CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS-PROSPECTUSES.

THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

s

!

i

i

MACHINERY .^^SUPPLIES

IN GENERAL.
We have the largest machinery plant
on earth. Be sure to write for our
Lists and Catalogues before purchas-
ing your wants in this line. Our facili-

ties for placing second-hand machin-
ery in good condition are unsurpassed.
We guarantee all our Boilers, Engines

,

Pumps, etc., to be

THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL FOR FURTHER USE.

We purchased the Omaha Exposition .

Get our quotations on Copper Wire,
Incandescent Lamps, Sockets etc.; our
prices will interest you.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. 156.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,

WEST 35tli AND IRON STREETS,

CHICAGO.

m
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATAXOGIE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
CaA^-VTOIM, OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Lighf

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladio Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. G. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE. MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

ME^OMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to SO-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Green Bay. Wis. New London, Wis.

THE LARGEST AND BEST mml^tTKrBeaumoEt, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"We* rxx^li:© t:ti.e HJKWB'V .A^I^IVI- "Wr-ite for- r>i^oe^!s»-

^A/l-libe Cedar F>oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

StomfcE^Bs^ PEBBIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A,

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
SwingingHoods, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
WoTH.— Catalogye and Prices fur-
nished on application.

BET A MAP,
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

miim I Rates Via tlie WABASH,
Od November 29 and 30, the Wabash -will

sell Thanksgiving Excursion Tickets to

points within 150 miles of Chicago at a

fare and one-third for the Eound Trip.

RETURN LIMIT DECEMBER I.

Ticket Office. 97 ADAMS ST., • CHICAGO.

Tim Standard Open Circuit Batteries

ol the W orld.

SESD FOB CTiBCULABANII PBICES,

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

Oak Brackets
and CS^KK and 1_C3C«-IST PINS.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE WEST. CAR LOT ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

KANSAS CITY AND SOUTHERN LUMBER CO., - Springfield, Mo.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

MaDufacturers ana Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your citj", in any quantitj'. i^^WEITE US.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING. ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices, POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

m^xkil ->«&---i«i«fe--a*^--^^^^='*fc-:-Ar

iGEDAR POLES
V/, WEC0NTi2OLT,ttE0UTPUT0FCEDAR0fltHELINE0F-THE WiSCOfisih

;

f SMfcHrGANR.R.SSMILirSINLENCTHXOVERINGATERRlTORYOF ^
r OVER- 4-00 .SQUARE.MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

. /, (

^ 'We have a Lar&e stock of all sizes for prompt aHipnenj. \
''

. NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL =TOCK OM HAr^ O- t'

I C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSSMICH. '

L»j^-riiMUi\/i
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Sci'iip anil Native Platinum Purchased.
UA£t.£R <£ CO., 40S-414 Xew Jersej

Railroad A.ve., fiewark, X. J.

New York Office, L20 Liberty Strett.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St. N. W., Washington. D. C.

Boolilet: "Information for Inventors,"
free. Specialty; Electrical Inyentions.

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes. Caivano-Tii
ters. Experimental Work, Repairing,

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician PubllsMng Company,
Suite 510 Harquette Bide-; CUcazs,

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates. Plans,
Specifications, Superintendence, Tests. i'Tir-

ctiasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707.708 Lincota Trnst Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Ooen and Closed Circuit Worlc.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies-

WE CLAin:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization: no local action; uo
noxious gases or fumes: no
acids; least labor for opera-
tfnn; cleanest; notfreezingat
2S° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent- greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell in
market. For :No. i cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. u coll,

125 ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to i^^'J,

volt. Send for circular and price list.

GORDOX BATTERY COMPA^fY,
S94 Broad'way, Xew Yorls,

Western Representative,
Oeorse W. Patterioo, 1533 Marquelle Bid;, Cliicaso, III.
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TO BE

UPTODATE
intheequipment

of your Tele-

phone exchange

is of vital im-

portance to its

success.

We can supply

EVERYTHING

USED WITH

TELEPHONES.
No order too

small for atten-

tion or too large

for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries

our rule, and
each order filled

with care. Large
stocks always on

hand.
Telephones,

every style and
grade. Long and
short back-

boards. Elegant

finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard
rubber receivers. Oak or walnut woodwork.
New ideas In magneto bells. Each instrument

guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts

for old telephones. Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, car-

bon and fuse. Extension bells—standard and
bridging. Circuit closers. Transmitters of vari-

ous styles. Repeating colls, induction coils,

construction material of all kinds.

Write for Catalogue.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE &

ELECTRIC CO.,

909 Market STREET, St. LOUIS. MO.

THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
in Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Stjies. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on either
short or longdistance work.
Anyone can make aninstru-

ment" that will work well at
first, but to produce one that
will conttnue to meet every
proper demand is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR win.

MA>'UFACTUEED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA.O.. U.S. A.

IT

OFTTIMES
HAPPENS
That you have a
toll line running
to some small
town wherein
you could place a
small branc^j ex-
change and /n-
crease the earn-
ings of yoiu' toll

line. AVhy not in-

vestigate the

EUREKA
AUXILISRY

SWITCHBOARD
TELEPHONE?

It is just
what you
have been
looking for.

Write us for
•1900" cata-
logue, illus-

trating ou r
lull line of
-switchboards
.lud tele-
hones.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
Nos. 167-169 S. Canal St., Chicago, III.

Our Apparatus Never Displaced.

ANOTHER OF OUR SPECIALTIES

1] Blackwell PortabI

J
McINTIRE'S PATENT

nCONNEGIOIlSilNDTEIlMiNALS.

Telephone Set.

for use in connection with Fire Alarm, Police
Signal Systems, etc. It furnishes an abso-
lutely reliable means of communication in

cases of emergency on steam and electric

roads. Wew catalugae uoiv ready.

FOOTE, PIERSON & CO.,

82-84 Fulton St., New York,

^I.VXUFACTVKERS OF

ELECTRICAL GOODS,
Successors to The E S. Greeley & Co.

Mfg. Dept.

WRITE
TO MURDOGK & GO., 'boston,-
For their

prices

on their new "STAR" RECEIVER.

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,,

Telephone Switciiboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties, ciwog

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-2S4 S. Clinton St., Chieago, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

STANDS FOU THE

l\/l^s^r> 1
T*oll-^in<

Best Transmitter
FOU ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled
by us

—

and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the

^rr^slier and ^u-t-^u-fc Swi'fc^Kt.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON, WIS.

Special Connectors lor HARD-ORSWN COPPER
WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED

LINKS and STRIPS.

THE G. MgINTIRE GO., 13 S ISFcanldinSt.,

NEWARK, n; J.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. flS'Send for one.

IVlATHiAS Klein & Son,
87-69 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL

CBTAatisHED 1 eee.

NOTICE I

The old original

\ D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St.,

ST. LiOiJis, mo.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

0. A. KUSEU
Proprietor,

5

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the Designing-,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVINAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Eng-ineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pages, Size 7 hy 10 inches, 26 Illustrations,
Pamphlet Form.

PRICE, 25 CENTS,

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofBce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANIIE EQUIPMENT
l8 Complete, Dnrable, Reliable.

Tlie only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public E.\change, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. \Ve respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U, S. A.

ELECTRIIAN PUBLISHING OMPAN Y,

Snite 510 Marqnette Blds„ Chleaso.

SPEC/A L

y^OODMK
To r 7e I r pKoti t tmii £ itdut o.\

ConstY"'ttlcihol cvfvv a^crijtioTv.

()ro5s/m5,^-nS,3ro.c^tTs

,

Catl e ft.-hiTrvni iii<il]3 fiAe*,.

L'-neTneTi's7«ol3oX,cs,
-Ai- IT.. ^~D \ ^

ejnoblett;

L.J)-re!ff.aoT,cYor^y803.
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To the Unconverted

!

IN our efforts to secure your business we have often longed
for that gift of prophecy which seems so easily acquired

by many of our Telephone friends, that we might be able to

give you the exact dates when all competitors would be wiped off

from the face of the earth. Failing in this accomplishment,
we have sighed for that spirit of poetry which would enable

us to melt your icy heart and cause you to sweat blood as a

penalty for not using the W. & C. Bi-polar Receiver and our
complete Telephone Equipment. But we have no such ability.

Our only salvation seems to be in making the best telephone

apparatus on earth, and some day you will find it out.

COUCH & SEELEY GO.
f

212 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agt^reeating over 300,000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, miterial and
efficiency of our apparatus to be of tlie highest grad

i

and agree to defend, at our own exoeose, any action at

j law wblch may be brought against our
I PATRONS on alleged Infringement of
I patents owing to the use of our Instni-
I ments.

American Electric Teleplione Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

Thes-e 28 S+lbs. spools (91 lbs. total) of
No-36 ajngle silk-covered wire will coat jou
e243netat60. 10. 10,5 ofElisr; and there is
sufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 600-ohm bridclng-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, makinp a total cost ol" your
own 1,000 .magneta finiBhed at factorj', 8318.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magnet windings. Kach grinding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 600 ohms per winding,
and each winding haw 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiT
wound magnet. Pl^ce, 8218-70 net. This
Is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill

and we charge nothing lor winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

myn^SlJERSEYCITYNJ. W£ CAN SAVE YOU
CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

••••••••••••••••ae*«s««**«*«*«ec«daeeeafte£SS8ee«ss€it!

We Don't |

Want I

tlie Eartli 1

Merely give •
us your ear •
and con- j
sider our *

I DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wear ont. llagnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

maintenance
Repair EXPENSE Reduced to the

IHinininiii

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

I
Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oaaaaaaaaaaaMf
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Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. 8. A.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter's 3fona Commntator Compoand is the roost efficient lubricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparking. It is used In the largest electric power plants through-
out tlie Cnited States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your commuiator. lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the surface in that condition that you have long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or any other material that wears out or destroys its sxirface. If
you want your machine to rim noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your" equiUbiium and
quietness, you will certainly adopt Its use.

"The llona" comes in two sizes: Small, ?3 00 per doz ; large. S5.00- Forsale atall supply houses
throughout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with directions for use. by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention "Western Electrician when writing.

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not

onl)- attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO,,

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.,

80 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, - TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

No. 2S. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CURRENT

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL CESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON, PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St,, New York.
BRANCHES:] 32Q pEarborri St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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HIGH
GRADE

THE BALL ENGINE CO.— ERIE, PA.
BUILDER5.

CHICAOO office: l526nONA0NOCKBLOG.

AUTOMATIC
ENGINES

CORNELL *i ENGINES
UaiM and
Oasoliiie

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS
•ir> to i.noo IG c. p. light capacity.

For every five eas jets you now burn you can {with a (.4as

Engine Plant i

ohtaln ten in

c. p. incandes-
cent lights.

AVrite for
Prices atud
Circular)!!.

State number
of lights re-

quired or wliat
work the en-
gine will li

)

called upon to

do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
175 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL. " .;

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York Ci'.y.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send lor our 100-page
Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION iS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, lOAMPERE CAPAC:

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAeO: MOIKAnNOCK BliOCK.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

E.speclal!y adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTINC PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The iMrgcet Power ever obtained from n whrd oj the name dlnmricr. The higltegt speed
ever obtained for the same poiver. The highest mean eMcifmry ever realized uhen
Tunning from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest po»
sible streiigth. A gate uncgualed in fjuichiofit and eaue of opening and closing.

Ttvts i^hrnu over 81 per ecnt. average rfficiency with half to jutl water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND I.EATBER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent s'npmng and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send (or circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. JERSEY City. N. J.

F,EG.TRADE MftRKS ' ThE PHOSPHOR BRON^I^SMELTINGCO.IIMITED,
^ 22np WASHIN'5T0N AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
' ING0T3,GASTINGS,WIRE,R0DS,SHEETS,ETC.

:;:^^« Ji^^^^J-- ^— D E LTA ' ME TAlT
-. v.- >xX < CASTINGS, StAMPINGS and F0RGIN{SS

'^
ORIGIN.AL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

I/' I ClUin/liLr^O N.W. Cor. 5111 and Cherry

fVkk Iwl lYI W-WW 9 Sts., Phlladelpliia.

"KLEMH" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , the bes. in the market.

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

"KLEMH" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and bes.

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Qalleries,
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I

Engine-Type Generators*
i

\

•'ENGINE-TYPF' GENERATOR.

Superior in all details*

I

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg* Co*,

Phteborg, Pa.

All Principal Qties in 'Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St.,

U. S. and Canada. London, S. W., England. ''

Incandescent Lamps*

Anchored filaments^ no vibration*

Sawyer-Man Electric Co*^

Allegheny, Pa.

t ,31,

A%^VAV.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.^v.v.^^vv.v.vA^^^v.^^^v;.v.^^v.v.vA^v.v.^^v.v.v.^v.v.^VA^v.^v.^v.^v.v.^^^
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TeleDhones-Switchboards

EVERYTHING
Pertaining to the equipment of Telephone

Lines and Exchanges.

Distributing and

Gross-Connecting

Boards,

Pole Terminals,

Gable,

Wire,

Brackets,

Insulators,

Gross Arms,

Braces,

Pole Steps,

Poles.

Perspective view of the new Western Express Switchboard ecjuipped wltli one hundred combined
removable jacks, drops and coils. This board contains many new features which,

with those of the No. l, make it a model of the designer's art.

The above cut shows new Combined Removable Spring Jack. Prop and Coil of the recently designed
Western Express Switchboard. Any jack, drop or c»il can be easily taken out by removing

the two thumb nuts, Nos.l and2,inrear, without disconnecting any line or other wires.
,

Western Electrical Supply Company,
10 and 12 North Ninth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Get Our Catalogues and Descriptive Matter.
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mni TSADE MARK UKE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

<ln tin casSs, making a practically olr-tight pack-
age; also preventing possibility of dania£e In

handling. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Pases and Blocks. Sold by first-elass

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

'GHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

853 Broadway. New York. 1 54 Lake St., Chicago.

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

ID? Chambers St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Tel. 3346 3Sth S:.

^ GARY SPRING WORKS, 1
'^"-^; HO and242V/est29thSt.,

New York City.

y M WIRE and SPRINGS (f H BESLYStCO
,
flA/£ Jo Oi.S <St NiNFR'S. HARDWAHE

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation ami meclianical c

tubes, rc^ and special shapes. Catalogues and sampk
irposes, in shee<%,

on applicatiosio

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJ.

- HiljDslalile Electrolier

For the adjustment of incandescent electric

lights to the different heights desired. No un-
sightly balls or loops of cord, as the extra
cord is taken up by the spring balance drum
inside the Electrolier.

It Is as easily adjusted as your window curtain.
It takes the place of the fuse rosette in common use.

\ Black Diamond File Worics.

THE EIECTEOIIEE COMPANY,
27 Daniels Ave., Piltsfield, Mass. ^

I
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

-IIIOTEI.TY IN POBCEI<AIjr-

NETRT PXSRU FUSE PIiUG-.
TBY IT-lTOrXI. BUT IT.

9fe>-w- c:^t;eiXoe%:>^^ OxiS-t:. @^x3.cX fox? I-f;* .

^ERU ELECTRIC MFG. CO., PERU, IND.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,'

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
fS7.euj«£« j^: BRfvSTOL, CONN., U. £ A.

FOR

Wounds
AND

Burns.

Vitogen has proved very

successful for treating

electrical burns. A great

many electricians keep it

constantly at hand, as a

burn is liable to come
at any time. After ortce

trying Vitogen, you would
not be without it.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
celptof price; 2oz.,50c.; 4oz., $1.00.
Canadian price: 2 oz., 60e , 4 oz., $1.20

""e^t.ti,"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., u. S. A.

CanadlBD Branch, Mllle Eoches. Ont., Kjjzak Si Bemkett, Agents.

mk

^ T 1^ Twelve

^ Medal!

^ Awarded at

^f\ International

^ Expoittlons.

Bat. 1868. Ja«. 18»»

Special

Prize

Gold Mada!

at Atlanta,

1895.
|j^

4^ ova CIOOD8 ABB OH BAliB IK BTBBT IiBAI>Ilr«» HABDWABB
^D I8TOBB Ur THB VinTBD STATES ASTD CANADA.

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,!
4^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

DOUBLING THE SPEED

OF A FAN
increases the required power eight-fold.

DOUBLINQ THE SPEED OF AN
ELECTRIC MOTOR

increases the output only two-fold.

HENCE, AN ELECTRIC FAN
requires a different size motor for each

range of speed.

We have over loo different sizes and types of

motors and no end of fans.

We can make any combination you require.

Bulletin H illustrates a large variety. Send
for it.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON, MASS.

New Yorl« Philadelphia Chicago London
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IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"= ^L'-.TJUT"^' Simplex Electrical Company,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 7S-3I Cornhlll, BO'&TON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

1889—Paris Ilxposition,
nedal for Babber InsalailMk

1893—'World's Fair,
medal for Bobber IiuiilatiOB.

TManumf,

THE StTANBABB FOB
BVBBFB rsHVijAnom.

Sole Manufaoturers of

llinite Wires, Okonite Tape, Hanson Tape, Candee^^p'^ar Wires,

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
iwirdLc.nde., jM,„,g„,. 253 Broadwajf, New York.1

VsBiiranlCheever,
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi
W. H. Hodglns, Secy.

IVIORE

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

AMicaii Steel & Wire Co.,
The Rookery, CHICAQO, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PERUCO,"the new style Creole rosette. Insulation
perfect, long fuse, superior in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

Pasible Core ruaDlitr throtiKboat fbe cable li

tmoiedlately short-circuited oa aoy Interrap'
lloa by Fire or Tbiel, Accident or lafeDtloa.

The Only Fire Detective Catile ii tlie

Every Fractional Part ol which is continuously Tberinostatic, and d^Wli^^iar
all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door^HUfl'-^
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one inSftrfW
**°°- -J

I

Bill ...A^ro, Why use dormant wireaf
^2 The MontauK Automatic

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous systea

7Hi yoMTfiuH ttuLTiPMJnr cjisu. ^^^^ ^'^ * human being is to tba
•^ touch of Same.

Write for descriptive mat*

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from V-i to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profltB

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen & Co.,
1012 Cheilnut Si., PHIUDELPHIA.

Acme Test4ng Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-R^

Focus Tubes, Induction Colto

INSULATE ARMATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING

TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic METHODS so WASTEFUL

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALC6?uTr.

Medical Colls,

Spirk Calif.

17-»7 Vandewater St., Kew York.

c :

X-Ra; Colls,

Tclepbone
Colls.

liljaJoBeltii^Conipj,

MAKER5 OF j^^j.'j*^ nc.icnc ,>.

LEATHERdE^ MILL

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting is the re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study of Ihe requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and in alt climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OrFIC AND FACTORV
67-69SOUTri CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.
NEW ORLEANS ST. LOUIS MEMPHl'i

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sous & Co., Newark, N. J.

Wanted For Cash.

We pay $16.SO per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE.

Goldsmith Bros.,
63ano6S Washington St.,

CHICAGO,
Works, 58th and Throop St..,

REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.P n\ LM 1 ^i

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate,

r». sa.. STK>^JVA.icr> adCFG. co.,
I07 Chambers St. , NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TEN N.

WESTIIH Electeal In^tment Co.

II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Illuniiiiatei Bial

Station MrmentSi

These Instmmeata are

baeed npon the same gen-

eral principle and are just

ee accnrate as our regular

Standard Portable Direct

Oorrent VoltmeterB and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and tbe working
partfl are incloeed in a
neatly designed, dust-proof

cast-iron case which effect-

ively shields the Instni-

mentB from disturbing in-

fluenceB of external mog-
netio fields. Weston Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B.

WwdTiTTi-w TTr.TrnTTiiPTAW when writintr for catalonueSr

Weston Stmdird

Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and Millivolt-

meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammetere, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating ana Direct Current
Circuits.

Our portable instrnmeiits
are recognized as standards
throughout the civilized

world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Yolc-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory use.

%

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. L PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Represeatallves: J. B. McKeagae Co., 324 Dearborn St., Cblcago.

DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps.are ordered from us is a 25 percent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it,

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNN, MASS.

National
India

Bnbber Co'«
RUBBER COVERED

AA/^iros and Oables.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

!M. 1. R.

Genuine Ericsson
. swedish coal-
GRAIN- -^^ fERrecT

TRMArSMrTTER.
Mo PACMNO,NOAPJUSriNG,NO

' TROUBLE.ALSO COMPLETE LINE LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONES.

ERICSSON Telephone co. ise Broadway n. y
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CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PACES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
32 Oor-tland-t S-treo-t, IMENA/^ YORK.

1.000,000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size. 2Hs6^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each...; ....$1.25

Battery Zincs.

"We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price .56.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit.

No. 14.

\^"ith our hiph-grade car-
bon transmitter, which

;

will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

!

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, S9.00.

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

PERFECT contact be-

tween upper carbon and

central tube—supplied

through a novel flexible wire

arrangement.

Skeleton for solenoids made

of vulcabeston, reducing heat-

ing effect in coils 25 per

cent.

Confinement of all vibra-

tion within U-shaped core

—

an almost absolutely noise-

less alternating-current lamp.

Carbons9^x^ inch upper;

lower, 5K^/^ inch, one cored

and one solid.

Length over all 25 inches,

or with reflector 24 inches.

Weight about 24 lbs.

Life 75 hours, more ac-

cording to quality of carbons.

Wide range in adjustment,

from 50 to 133 cycles on 95 to

125 volts.

Ready access to inner globe

and trimming device.

Made for globe or reflector

in any finish.

L

O.I. New Alternating-

Current Enclosed

ARC LAMP...

GENERAL INCANDESCENT

ARC LIGHT CO,,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES:

No. 572 First Avenue, New York.

SALES OFFICES:

New Yobk: 39^1 Cortlandt St.

B0ST0H:31Mlll£St.
Philadhlphia: 233 Drexel Buildtng.

Clevbulnd: 39-47 E. Prospect St.

St. Locis: 511 Socurltj- Building.

Chakloite, N. C, 29>s S. Tryon St.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.:
CHICAGO: 1012-13 Monadnock Building.

Minneapolis: 516 Guarantee Building.

Mi£.'\rAUK£B: 43S nihleln Building.

Sak Fbanciscot 598 Farrott Building.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trade

mark "ELECTRA."

FOR
DJ R E e'T

•. CURRENT
flRG--,LAM'P:S

roR_
ALTEHnATING

GXJ r;b E.N n;

UNEQUALLHTIN QUALIT

AND EFFICIEttcT' ?1T U.LIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

'•".••••••••••••••••••^•t*

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos
and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

>^^^^^^^^^4^||||$||||$||||$|||$$|$||||$|$||^^

This Trade=Mark °" ^" ' '" Receptacles,
Rosettes, Mains and
Branches, Edison Cut-Outs

Guarantees Satisfaction
PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
That maintain their Candle Power and produce a
Pure White Light, because they have

A PERFECT

VACUUM.
Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by Latest

Process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. B., Owensb.oro, Ky., 8, 10, 16 C.
/ P., Bbl. Lots, 17c each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c

each. Either E., T.-H. or W. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.

MANUFACTURED BY...

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., "".Sf
INCORPORATED.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

G. &W.
LIFE-Because they are Well Made.
EFFICIENCY--Because the filaments are the Best.
ECONOMY-'Because they are Lower In Price and give

better light with less consumption of current
than any other lamp on the market.

SPECIAL PRICES offered to Electrical Supply Houses,
Power Plants, Railways and all large users of

Incandescent Lamps.

GOODCHILO & WELSH,
OUR LAMPS ARE
OUR BEST SALESMEN.
LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES.

149 Academy St., NEWARK, N. J.

152-154 Lake St.
'

CHICAGO, ILL. U.S.A.
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL REPAIRS AND MACHIJTE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TION. In having yonr repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure ofgood work and get the benefit of our experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
IV/IARKI

DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

t BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

I CONSULTINQ ENQINEERS,

I TROY, OHIO.

I

PHOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.,
ST. L.OUIS, IVIO.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT CO.
Office and Works: 19th and Allegheny Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus for Lighting

and Transmission of Power.

Hi§:h=Qrade Incandescent Lamps
FOR ANY SERVICE.

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR NEW SERIES LAMPS.
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Whether
Self=Contained

Current
»»• ^'•p'" Commercial Circuits,

we supply all devices in

Electric Lighting

264.270 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

COLUMBIA FOR

^>^ . »»^..^ ENCLOSED
Carbons arcs

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of

size and straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us
and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
1 198 West Madison Avenue,

p CLEVELAND OHIO.

When You Want TRANSFORMERS of Any Size,

Send Us Your Specifications.

We build them in units of any size required and for

any ratio of voltage transmission desired in any of

the following types

WATER-COOLED OIL-FILLED, SELF-COOLING OIL-FILLED,

100 K. W. WATER-COOLED TYPE.

AIR-BLAST DRY

Send for Bulletins 9, 1 2 and 16, descriptive of our different types.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO., TfK!TIT'
BRANCHES-NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO.
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BROWN, DURRELL & CO.
Cling-SurfaceMfg. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y. Boston, Mass., Aug. 1,1899.

DearSirs:—Having tried Cline-Snrface on my 12-inch dynamo belt (16 feet between
centers), I have been able to carry full load with 33-inch sag on belt ^^^th no perceptible
slip. It surpasses my expectations and I can recommend it to d(i all tliat is claimed for
It, if directions are followed. Yours respectlullv, E. B. FRESCOTT, Engineer.

AN
EASY
BELT

CLING-SURFACE
Means a saving of time, money, belt

and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

known than Cling-Surface.

We have something to say.

Write Us.

CUNG-SURFACE MfG. GO.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAeo BRANCH: HHS Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajonnjiclators.
Central i<Jiecirrio Co.
Kleocrio Appliance Co.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Wesiurii Hiiectric Co
WeBieru Jilec. Supply Co.

Arc Ijampn.
Belden-LarwUl El. & Mf. Co.

CHiibrai iiiioubriu v^u.

Ft. wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

Uenerai i!.iectric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

Western Electric uo-
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WeBtlnghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mfg- CO.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Bleotrio Appliance Co-

Feaeral Baitery Co.

Guroon uaitery Co.
Lieolanohe Battery Co., The
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.

NrtHunal carDuu uo.
Non-PolarizlngDrjBat Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Eleo. MXg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belle.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.

Onio tfliectric VVorka.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing:.
Chicago Betting Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

lieltlits*
Chicago Belting l^o.

Leather Press rverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

BookSt Electrical.
Electrician PuhUahing Co.

Amer Wo'- Wire Brush Co.

Central Electric Co.

HobartElec. Mfg. Go.

Holmes ribre-Graphlte Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Brush Holders.
ulay Elec'iric & Mfg. Co.

Bnrslar AJanns.
Central Electric Co-

Eleotrlc Appliance Co.

Huehel & Manger.
Manbattan Elfc. Supply Co.

western Elect. Suppiy Co.

Cables (See InBUlsied Wlrei.)

Cables, Electric (SeelnBU-

lated Wlrea). Copper,
Sbeet ana Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co-

Eastern Electric Cable Co
fleneral Electric Go.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Go.

New York Ina. Wire uu.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard tl nderground G. Co
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Carbons.PolntBA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiBon Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Manhattan Elt?c Supply Co.
National carbon Co.
RelBlnger, Hugo
Schlff, Jordan ^t Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harvey Co., The G. F.

CIntches (Arc Lamp).
Peterson A Co., John L.

Coils and Slagnets.
SpUtdorf. C. F.
Varley Duplex Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn DrugAChem.Wka
Mass. CbemioalCo.
McLennan b Co. , K.
Standard Paint Go.
Trotter's Mona Mfg Go.,Ld.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Connectors and Termin-
als (Patent).

Mclntire Co.. The C.

ConstructionA Bepairs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison (Jo.

Clark. Jas. Jr.. A Co.
Ft, Wayne ciec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hudge-Waish Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern ttec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. P.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Klectrlc
Idffht Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bulltck Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark, Jas Jr . »t Cp.
GorDBli Machine Go,
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Dnitea Elec. Imp, Co,
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co-
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse Eleo fii Mfg Co-

Copper.
Besly «iCo..Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Besly&Co.,ChaiiB.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Ruboer (Jo.

Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Roebllng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence Schools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt Correspond. Schools.
United Corresp. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Kis. City & So. Lumber Co.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Nauele, Holcomb a co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentlne-ClarkCo.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gut-Onts and STPltches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Chicatro House ^V^eckiugCo.
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Cutter mi. et Mtg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Foote. Piersou & Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General (nc. Arc Light Uo.
Hart & Hegeman Mfp Co.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Meyrowitz, E. B.
PaiBteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rolfe Electric Co.
Sch ff, Jordan A Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouie El. «t idfg.Co.

Bynamos.
Eaux, F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co
Clark,.Tas. Jr.. A Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfe Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Go.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. Supply Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Kallivays.
AruoiQ Ei. powerstatlonCo,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. Si Mfg. Co.

Klectric Vehicles.
Wocds Motor Vehicle Co.

Klectrlcal and mechani-
cal ifintrineers.
ArnolaE.. PowerStationCo.
Bain. Poree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec, Mfg. CO.
Hays Construciion Co.
Hodcie- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Go.
^jargent & Lundy.

Electrical instruments.
American El. specialty Co.
Central Electric Co-
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Foote, Pierson & Co.
General i!.ieutric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Oniu Eiewiric works.
PaisteCo.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Roife Electric Co.
Scbifi, Jordan & Co.
S. E. 1. Cu,
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Klectrlcal Specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric i Mfg, Co.
Columbia Elec. A Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclotire Co, , The C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass, E, H,, Electric Co.
Prmgle. Wm. T.
Spies A Company.
Western Elect, supply Co.

Blectro-Platins aiach'y.
Besly&Co.,Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines, GskB.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Go.
Emerson El. MIg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Mauhatlan Klec. Supply Go.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Go.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wertiaghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Oo.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fixtures, El.A Comb'n.
Central Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
McIntlreCo.TheC.
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co,
Klpctrff* A.pTiiianCP Go.

Manbattan Elec, Supply Co.
McInttreCo., The C.

Western Elect- Supply Co.

eas Cishtine. Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

6ears.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

Cieneral Elec. Supplies.
Central Electric Co.
Cbtcatro Edison Co.
Cbicago House Wrecking Go.
Electric A.DDllaricfi Co.
Foote, Pierson & Co

General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Oniu Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sehiff, Jordan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobes and Electrical
Oiassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€)^OT'nors, Water Wlieel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Co-

^Mraphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Dixon Crucible Co-, Joa.
Holmes Flbre-Qraphite Co-

€ruards. Wire.
Ingiis, Wm , W. & Ir. Wks.

Beaters (Feed W^ater).
Kelley & son, Benj P.

flolders. Inc. Lamp.
E ectroiier co., The
Farles Manufacturing Co.

Jbisulators and Insulat-
1ns materials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cbicago House AVreckingCo.
cnicanti msulatea wire uo.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Go.
Emerson El. Mfg. Go.
Foote, Pierson & Co.
General inc Arc Light to,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
[Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Uo.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co. LThe-
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg- Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Scniff, Jordan & Co.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard PalntCo.
Standard Underground O. Oo.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Steward M!V, Co.,D. M.
Vulcanizea Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. A MIg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—masnet Wires.
American Electrical Worki.
American Steel & Wine Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago Insulated wire Go.
Eastern Electric Cable Uo.
Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Co.
Maub attan Elec. Supply Co.
MontauE Muitiph. caoie CO.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Oo.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

IjampSt Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept, "

Electric Appliance Co.
Fort Wayne Lamp Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc, Arc Light Co.
Goodchlld A Welsh,
Kentucky Electrical Go.
Lynn Inc. Lamp Co.
M'anhattan Klec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A MIg. Oo.

fjava.
steward, D. M , Mfii. Go.

IjijChtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Go
Electric Appliance Go.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.

Rolfe Electric Co.
Westingnouse El- & MIg- 00.

maffnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wlrei.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chaa- H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas- L.
Stllweli-Bierce Smith- Vaile.

Meters,
Dtiimond Meter Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunseU A Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, £lee.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A MIg. Co.

motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Go.
uentral Electric l.0.
Chicago Rheostat Co-
Clark, Jas. Jr., & Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Kend' ick & Davis.
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern uiiec. Mfg. uo.
Ohio Electric Woiks.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chaa. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
OUng-Surface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Paint & A^arnish Wks.
Maus. Chemical Co

-

Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Uamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Go.Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Go.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Llndsley Bros. Go.
Naugle. Holcomb & Co,
Pendleton A Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Texas Arm A Pin Go.
Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine- Clark Co , , The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co-

Befiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co,
Klemm A Co.

Be-Winding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hedge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies A Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer MIg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spies A Company.
Westinghouse Ei. A MIg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand macbin'y.
Baux, F. A.
Cbicago HcuseWrecklogCo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Go.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg, Co.
Faries Manufacturing Co.
Klemm A Co.

Speahdng Tnbes.
central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Manbattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western tlectric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co,

Springs.
oarncs Co., The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons, magic
lianterns and Slides.
RueJ Bri.s

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Work*.
Central Electric Go.
Electric AppUance Co.
New Y ork insulatedWire Co
OkoniieCo..The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. A Elec. Co
Oolumbia E ec. &i Mfe Co
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Go
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote, Pierson A Co
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mtg. Co.
Kusel. D. A, Tel.A El. Mfg.Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Muraotk A lo., W J
Noblett, E. J".

North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co
Warner Co , W. F., The
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Eleln A Son. Mathlaa.

Toys. Electrical.
KondricK A Davis.
Ohio Electric Works
Plass, E. H., Electric Co.

Transfbrmers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Translations.
Polyglot Co.. The.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Tmcbs, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbineAWaterWheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
StliweU-Blerce Smith-Vaile

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tuicanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co-

Watches, Won-magnetic.
Becken, A. C.

W^ire, Bare.
Besly & Co.,Chai.H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhilUpB Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'sSons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Wood-work, Electrical.
Noblett, E.J.

X.Bay Outfits.
Central Electric Co-
Queen ft Oo.
SpUtdorf, C. P.

fs-or A-lphmbe-liaoal Ind^x of JKclv«r-tleAm«n«s &mm IRaK« >-
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
NEW TYPE OF ALTERNATOR.

75 K. W. G. E. Compensated Revolving Field ComblQed Alternator and Direct-coupled E cciter.

Without change of adjustment this type of alternator gives accurate automatic voltage regulation when loaded
with lights, with motors or with a combination of the two, while the compounding of all other alternators re-

quiresspecial adjusting for similar loads. WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4206.

Main Office: SCHENECTADY. Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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FEDERAL SALT
PATENTED.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERIES

GIVES

33% More Current
AND

33% Longer Life
THAN

Sal Ammoniac.Packed in boxes only.

Absolutely No Crystallizing Salts.

"FEDERALITE"
PATENTED.

SOLD IN BULK,
Gives More Current, Lasts Long^er

and is Cheaper than Sal Ammoniac.

MADE BY

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
I I PINE STREET,

ALL DEALERS. NEW YORK.

New
Type
Sunbeam.

no VOLTS, 10, !6, 20, 32, SO, 100

CANDLE POWER.

ANCHORED FILAMENT.

Catalogue I-S gives complete description and

illustration of the New Type Sunbeam lamps,

made by new machinery and latest improved

methods. Every lamp exhausted individually.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable.

Telegraph, Station and Measuring InAtrumenti,
Electric Light and Oeneral Supplies.

LONDON.
79 Coleman Street, B. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudcwyn

PARIS,
46 Avenue da Breteult.
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If your draft is deficient

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to burn
cheaper fuel

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to increase

your boiler capacity

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to utilize the

waste heat of the flue

gases

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want your boilers

to instantly respond to

sudden demands for

more steam

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to save from

60 to 80 per cent, of the

cost of a chimney

Mechanical Draft

will help you

If you want to know more
about

Mechanical Draft

write to

B. F. Sturtevant Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

and ask for Catalogue No. 110

BRANCHES

New York Pbiladelpbia Chicago

London

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS
ASfB

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

Manufactured by

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

Correspondence solicited.

bullock generators, "^i:^^^",...

BULLOCK MOTORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

THE SEAL OF APPROVAL
Has been placed on the use of Automobiles by the high social factors of the country and another

year no member of elite society will be up-to-date or strictly correct in every respect in his equipage

unless he is the possessor of one or more Automobiles. Anticipating this, the 'Woods Dlotor
Vehicle Company have developed and perfected beyond all further experiment under the

Woods system of electrical propulsion correct styles for the coming year in over thirty different

forms of vehicles, including Buggies. Traps. Brakes, Broughams, Victorias and Cabs, all of which
are so simple in their operation and care that the same servants now employed can be retained,

and in the lighter vehicles for ladies" and gentlemen's driving an hour's time is sufficient to learn

their every manipulation.

STANDARD OF THE

WORLD.

Weight, 1,800

Pounds.

Mileage capacity,

one charge, 35

miles.

Speed per hour, 12

miles.
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The Stanhope illus-

trated here tills in

every particular the

requirements of the
fastidious carriage
user, as it has every

feature of refinement

in design and style
which constitutes a

carriage and not amere
machine, and one of

Pri«, $2,000.00 net. the greatest delights in

store for ladies is the

usage of this character of vehicle. We strongly recommend the placing of orders early this fall

and winter for spring delivery in order to insure no delay in getting such vehicles for a full season's

use next year. Send for book of magnificent illustrations in latest styles of Automobiles.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY,
547-55 1 WABASH AVENUE, CHICACO.

Vanderbilt Ave. and 44th St., New York. 14 King St., Toronto, Ont.

Cost to ruo per mile, S cent. STANHOPE.

American.

IWOVENWIRE

BRUSHES
Of Every JVescription.

We are nownianufactiiriner the
best Dynamo Bnashes in iise.

We have ample facilities for
supplying any description or any
size of Brush,
No order is too tari^e for us to

I handTe or tot) snmll for our con-
' sideration.

Our material is of a superior na-
ture and our workuianship the
best.
A trial order will convince you

of the many excellent qualities of
our poods, which, when once used,
will always be given the prefer-

Our prices are right and our
shipments piSampt.

U'rite/or ne7v 'QQ ",-)" Cata-
logue ivith price list and dis-

counts.

American Woven Wire
Brush Co.,

27 WALNUT ST.,

PEABODY, MASS.,

U. S. A,
AmeriCBn C.

yv%"**vv%*vv%%*vvv%**<

LAMP
USERS

Do you want a Lamp

That will burn a minimum of

150 hours with a single izx}^

inch carbon

—

That contains a clutch which

will release itself without strik-

ing a trip post of any kind, a

feature other manufacturers

have long sought

—

That throws absolutely no

shadow

—

That needs no alignment

—

That is Ball Bearing ?

4-

4-

BELDEN LAMP
Has the above special features

and many others which it will

pay you to investigate if you

are in the market for lamps.

Let us send you full particu-

lars of this money maker.

Belden-Larwill

Electric & Mfg. Co.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.
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Dearborn
Drus and CKiemical 'NAAorlcs,
I—abora-tories NA/ater OHemistis.
V^Se-tabl^ Boiler ^onrkpounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

3END TO UJ3....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and iet us give you
EST I ivi A.-re:s.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

\The Fibre-Graphite Comniutator Brus\ul
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

SNo Shitting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure GrapUte.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 61 6S Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

fIBRErGRAPHm

Bmmm
i^^tVJ-VXSBRKWNUS

UflllllMl^
MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES
CONDENSED DATALOGUE FREE ,

RILEY BROS. 16 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.

RntterjHanginp Lamps. IIO.TO
Telephone, complete, . 5-95
Electric Door Bells, . . 1.00
Electric Carriage Light, 8 &5
Battery Fan Motor, , . 5.S5
Electric Hand Lanterns, 2.00
Pocket Flafih LiRhtB, . 1.50
Miniature Electric Lamps, .40

$8 Medical Batteries, . , 3.95
Genuine Electric Belts, . 1.00

J12 Belt with Suspensory, 2.50
Gcnaine Electric Insoles, .25
Telegraph Outfits, . . . 2.25
Battery Motors from ?1 to 12.00
Battery Table Lamps, . 8.00
Necktie Lights, 75ctB. to 8.00
S6BicycleEIectricLights, 2.75
Electric Cap Lights, . . 1-75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.fi5

Battery Student Lamp, , 4.00
Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.25

All Electrical Booke at low
prices.

We underiell ail on ETerytbiag
Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND. O.

Headquarters for Electrio Nov,
eltiea and Supplies.

Agents wanted. Send for New ^
Cataloene jnst out.

WA

CO
03

03
CO

C3
03

CO
CO

03
CO

03

CO

CO C
CD 03
a= GO

. MOL.IDAY S
THE SPARKER.

Medical Battery and Motor.

Either or both will amuse the children.
Will interest them.
Will instruct them.
They are not simply toys—they're well-made miniature of large

apparatus.
Mounted on polished wood stands, nickeled trimmings and

superior to any manufactured for the price.

THE REX.

MADE BY

$1.00 BATTERY.

Kendrick 9^ Davis,
LEBANON, N. H.,

Makers of the famous Ajax Motor.
$1.00 MOTOR.

WITH FAN SI.20.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. S. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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BE THANKFUL
THAT YOU CAN BUY

EACO TAPE
AT A PRICE BELOW
ITS REAL VALUE.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE, CHICAGO.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
ojnii^s

.^^JRECTiOf'JS FOR USE -'^j^

SO CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send FREE. Sampla Stick.

I
Name ,

.

Address .

I w. E.

The only article tbat will PREVENT
SPARKING, "Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUIHNG.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It win put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

B09 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO. ILL.

The Direct-Reading OJimiiieter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly andAccurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, 126 cortiandt. Kheostats and Brushes.

.ttttUl

INDIA a AMBERM
IN AMV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
Cloths and l*.ip«^r*.

COIVIPOLWD

Eii^eiiciMiiiisclLsto.' Mic<i liiMildtorCo.
2IS»v.,i(rSl.lVf»v York fs Cliic«)jio. il7i>ike.St.

PERFECT^/

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-

ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery

and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue

(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

THE "TEMPLE
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

-^

WILL
SAVE

80<i COMMUTATOR WEAR.
60,^ BRUSH WEAR.

Maaufactured by

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

all makes of machines.

When ordering give size of brush in use, also distance from center of binding
screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive circular sent upon request.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
208-210

ILLINOIS ST., CHICAGO.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL OrTIiET AIVD JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAlTEIi BOARDS, SWITGHIES, KTCt

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. m»dison. wis.

CEIMERATORS 1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.v^i^i^t^r>.f^i wivw
sp[^erjc3|, steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

MOTORS . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
- FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nEEirPQj Northern Engineerinc Co.urribEO-j
gg Cortiandt St., New York.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111,

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W- Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical tj(>,,

Los Angeles, Cal.

PAINT
EVERYTHING

WITH

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

The W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago, III.
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rilANK N. PHILLIPS, President.
0. H. WA0EN8EIL, TncASUHEn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
CENEMAL MANAQEn.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
PBOTTDEISCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nk,«' Vcikk Store, W. J. Watson, 20 Cortlandt St.
CHH-A<io Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
Montreal BHANr[i,Kugene F. I'htllips' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"
All sizes of

. Stranded and Flex<

Ible Wire and
Cablfs with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

**A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and inuse for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENBT A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

OUR MOTOR STARTERS
Are the standard of excellence and are used exclusively by the majority of large motor

manufacturers.

THE CUTLERtHAMMER MFG. CO.,
12th and St. Paul Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world. Write for prices and particulars-

CAN I BECOME AN ELECTRICIAN?
Tes, you can. We teach Electrical
Engineering at your home bv siail
at a cost within the reach of anyone.
No matter where you live, if you can
readand write, we guarantee to teach
you thoroughly. Our institute is en-
dorsed by Thomas A. EnisoN and other
prominent men of the country. We

I fceachalso Mechanical Enginkehing.
I Mechanical Drawing. Machine de-
j SIGN, Telegraphy, Telephony,
Electric Railways. Electro-Theh-
APEuTics, Electric Mining, etc., by
mall. Write for our free illustrated book

(120 pages). State subject you wish to study. The
Electrical Engineer Institute of Correspondence

-ffi^;,«-3.a3=,r-- ffsiruction.

Dept. K,
120-122
Liberty Bt.,
New York.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

six years with General Electric Co.

BRAND NEW
NOVELTIES.

X'^" Write for
prices.

H. E. Plass

Elec. Co.,

23 Barclay St.,

New Yukk,

§!•ONT SELL
\our burn<;d-out and broken incandescent lamps before writing us. Jjeven
years of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that
we are here to stay.

CEO. F. SCHWALM $c CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DZSCRIPTION

THf: WALLACE BARNES CO.,
^sTABusMcn /i-s7. BRfvSTOL, CONN., u. S A.

Nail

Heads.
Get our Prices on
this and other
Specialties.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
210 Illinois St., CHICAGO.

AN EXPERT'S INCOME
is within easy reach uf anyone who will study
"between limes" and learn his buf^ine'ss or trade
thoroughly. Thousands of youDK men and
women, pre|)ared by as and now holding bigh-
sahiried pONlIions, cannot endorse ton strODciy
our unequaled course of

EDUCATION BY MAIL
in Electrical. Mechanical. Sleam.
Mining and Civil Engineering; Met
allurgy. Art, Architecture. Prac-
tical Newspaper Work, English
Branches, Stenography, Machine
De-Sign and Mechanical Drawing.
Low price, easy terms. Sknt frke
TO those who enroll now, a
COMPLETE D RAWING OUTFIT
WORTH $11.10. Mention si'bjecis you
are interested in when writing to

Tbe United Correspoadeace Schools,
];j-l Kiith Ave., New York.

Fcjr Catalogue No. 'Ji.

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for
/'2-inch and f-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galisburg,
Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & CO.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENQINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS.'

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof lire.

Slow-Barning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.|
Office and FacLory: PAWTUCKET, ft. I.
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WANTED.
Electrical engineer with office iu Chicago de-

sires to represent manufacturer in this territory.

All commuiiications strictly confideutial. Ad-
dress XXXX. care Western Electrician, 510 Mar-
quette Building. Chicago.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
BtH)p8. Work Euaranteed. Tea years' experience,
Ueflt plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HOOGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

TELEPHONE MANAGER
Wanted, for an Independent Exchange, about

800 subscribers. A permanent position. Must
be "up-to-date" Id telephony, a thorough electri-

cian and understand switchboard. Siate ex-
perience and age. Address "I. O. A.," care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chi-
cago. 111.

SITUATION WANTED.
To represent manufacturer, firm or patent at
Paris Exposition: commission or salary. Speak
live languages; references; bond; correspon-
dence solicited. Address L. SCHINDLER.
y W. Huron St.. Chicago, 111.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

6UR«tfj.j All Other Types.

8?'?!?^^'^ ^^ successful use for ten years.
^ S^taadard hish. Prices Ioif.

Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revolutions. 1,100 volts. I40cycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
•'GENERATOR," care "Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

OFFICE OF
THE BOARD OF PARK COMMISSIONERS,

Fourth Floor, City Hall,
MIIiWAmEE, WIS.

Sealed proposals will be received at this

office until Saturday, December i6, 1S99,

at 2 o'clock p. m., for furnishing all mate-
rial and doing all the work necessary to

illuminate the roadways in West, Lake and
Mitchell parks by electricity, naphtha or

an illuminant equally as good, according to

plans and specifications now on file in this

office. The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.

THE PARK COMMISSIONERS,
Per Ed. C. Lydon, Secretary.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S I'ATENT.)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and iip-to-date
In every respert, at a price that
will assure consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

9H HSMn Heaters, 2,000.:.500,
6U aaau 1,200, 1,000, aoo, 500, 300,
8 horse power and others.
Larpest stock in America. Mostly
all taken in , trade for our Im-
proved Ben-j-nian.

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in tlie market to buy any quantity of SCRAP PLATINUM from Incandescent Lamp

Bases, for whicli we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy
any .)uantity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES. We
extract the Platinum, for which we allow the full market value, less the cost of extracting. AVe
are also large buyers of Scrap Copper Wire, Brass, Etc., from electric-light and street-rail-
way plants.

We supply the electrical trade with our "high grade" Babbitt Metals. Bar, Solder.
Wire Solder and Cotton Waste. If In want of anything in our line, it will pay you to com-
municate with us before placing your orders elsewhere

OFFICE AND works: SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St., SMELTERS and REFINERS.

CHICAGO, ILL. ESTABLrSHED 1885.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter's Mona Commutator Ccinpound is the moEt f llieient lubricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparking. It is used In the largest electiic power plants through-
out the United States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your commutator, lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the suiface in that condition that you have long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or any other material that wears out or destroys Its surface. If

you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your equllibiiumand
quietness, you will certainly adopt its use.

The Mona" comes in two sizes: Small, $3 00 per doz ; large. $5.00. For sale at all supply houses
throughout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with directions lor use. by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd.. No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

STREET RAILWAY IVIEN
-And others engaged in
electric railway work will

_ be interested in

THE MOTOR ENGINEERS' AND ELECTRICAL WORKERS' HAND-BOOK.
By WM. I^T^TEKHf.

The Motor Engineers' and Electrical Workers' Hand-Book is compiled with a view of fur-
nishing a book of reference in a simple and convenient form for the use of motor engineers and
street railway men. The diagrams of controller connections and combinations will be found of
great Talue in practical work. The^methods of testing are boib simple and reliable. The writer
is indebted to the Westinghouse. General Electric, Walker and Steel Motor companies for in
formation cheerfully furnished.

TABLE OF COXTENTS.
Chapter I.—Elementary Principles. Units, Ohm's Law, Watt, Kilowatt, Ampere, Turn, Hour,

etc. Potential, E. M. P.. Voltage. Drop of Potential. Resistance (Ohmic), Conductivity. Chaptei-
II.—Magnetism and Electro-Magnetic Induction. Chapter III.—Circuits: Varieties of Circuits,
Series, Shunt. Parallel or Multiple Arc, Joint Resistances of Parallel Circuits, Multiple Series,

Saries Multiple. Chapter IV. Dynamo Electric Machine. General Principles. Field Windings,
(Varieties), Series. Shunt, Compound, etc. Short Shunt, Long Shunt. Chapter V.—Instructions
for Operating Generators; Running a Single Generator, To Shut Down a Machine Not Run in
Multiple, Sparking. Polarity, Excitation Grounds. Generators in Multiple. Connections, Running
Generators in Multiple. To Shut Down a Machine Running in Multiple. Chapter VI.—The
Electric Motor: General Principles, Counter Electromotive Force and Mechanical Power, Ef-
ficiencv. Chapter VII.—Measurements and Testsof Street Railway Motors—Faults, Measurement
by Drop of Potential Method (E.\amples), Insulation Tests. Voltmeter Method. Description of
Voltmeter and Ammeter, The Wheatstone Bridge, Instructions for Operating, Drop of Potential
in Motor Circuits. Chapter VIII.—Instructions for Operating Car Apparatus: Brushes, Sparking
at Brushes, Bearings, Bucking, Fuse, Block. Operating Car, Trolley, etc. Chapter IX.—The Elec-
tric Motor Car in Detail; Series; Parallel. Controller. Reverse Switch, Rheostat, Fuse Box, Light-
ning Arrester, Heaters. Chapter X.—Detinitions of Terms. Chapter XI.—Diagrams of Car Wir-
ing and Controllers, with Written Descriptions and Diagrams of Combinations: Westinghouse
Svstem (G. No. 14, No. 28 and 28 A). General Electric (K. with W. P. Machines, K 2; General
Electric Series Parallel Controller with Magnetic B,-ake). Walker System (B2, E) Steel Motor
Co. System. Chapter XII.—General Electrical ana Mechanical Information. Belting. Shafting,
Pulleys and Gears, Melting Point. Specific Gravity and Relative Conductivity. Table Comparing
Wire Gauges, Number, Dimensions, Height. Length and Resistance of Pure Copper Wire, Elec-
trical Unite and Formulas. Equivalent Carrying Capacitv, Proportions of Gear Teeth Notes, Bill

of Material for Span Wire Construction (Single Track) "(Double Track), Bracket Construction,
(Single Track) (Center Pole) (Double Track).

160 pages. Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.00. Sent on receipt of price.

ei/ECTBICIAN PUBIiISHIN« CO., SIO aiARQU£TTE BLDG., CHICA«iO.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Dutjr New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SfflITH-?AILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents. Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaL

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

13 AND 15 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SAKGENT. A. D. LUNDY.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 ripnadnock Bids:., - Chicago.

motor f^tartlng Rheostats.
Motor Reipalating Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater I>lmniers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TTestfleld, m. J., 17. s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZe OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)
CATALOGUES—PRICE LISTS—PROSPECTUSES.

THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., HEW YORK.

:

i

MACHINERY ^^«SUPPLIES I

IN GENERAL I
We have the largest machinery plant

on earth. Be sure to write for our
Lists and Catalogues before purchas-
ing your wants in this line. Our facili-

ties for placing second-hand machin-
ery in good condition are unsurpassed.
We guarantee all our Boilers, Engines ,

Pumps, etc., to be

THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL FOR FURTHER USE.

We purchased the Omaha Exposition .

Get our quotations on Copper Wire,
Incandescent Lamps, Sockets etc.; our
prices will interest you.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. r56.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,

WEST 35th AND IRON STREETS,

CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATAI-OeiTE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladio Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONV BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINOSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot Poles our Spgcialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning. Mich. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AMR DCCT iQ^Hewoncl is claimed of themt LAnbt5l APIU DtOl TEXAS ARM & PIN CO., Beaumont, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"W^ xxia^lzie tine IDB'VVB'S' .A^ieiVl. -write «or i3«-ic»es.

\A/l-ii1:e Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

Sr^%3'=#E*Bs^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Baggett, Mich.

»hiy Mast Urns.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Gonstructlon
yidv^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

6ET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

TliaiiksiiTiDg Rates Via tie WABASH.
On November 29 and 30, the Wabash will

sell Thanksgiving E.\cursion Tickets to

- points within 150 miles of Chicago at a

fare and one-third for the Round Trip.

RETURN LIMIT DECEMBER 1.

Ticket Office. 97 ADAMS ST . CHICAGO.

Oak Brackets
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE WEST.

PINS.
CAR LOT ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

KANSAS CITY AND SOUTHERN LUMBER CO., Springfield, Mo.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Manufacturers aiiu Dealers In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. 0. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. (^"WKITE US.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Slock Constantly on Hand.

POLES AND GROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOE CIECULAE AND PEI0E8.

THE LECLANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
Ill toll? East 1 31 si St., N.y.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

; CEDAR POLES
J

i We CONTROLTHE OUTPUT OF CEDAR OMTHE LINEOF-THE WIs'cOtlSIN f

f"
&MfCHIGANR.R.5SMILE51NLEN6TH:C0VERlNOATERRlTORYOF ^

r OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORIrSTS. ^, I

^ We HAVE AL&ROE STOCK OF ALLSIZES FOR P,ROMPT SHiPM^T. *,

}-- note: OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUAL 5T0CK OIN HAND. ^

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH,
^

p(UJ^TIIMLJ IN/I
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scfiip anil Native PlatlDum Purchased.
IfAKfiR &. CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Railroad A.ve., Nen-ark, ?f. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Street.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet: "Information for Inventors."
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

Rheostats, Shunt Boxes. Calvanone-
ters. Experimental Work, Repairing.

SPIES & COMPANY,
•87-89 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, III.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Suite SIO Haranette Bide, Chlcaaro.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mecbanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speciflcations, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706.707-708 LIhcoIo Trust Bldg., SI. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. M. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

CORDON PRIIVIARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or funies; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezingat
2S° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell In
market. For No. 1 cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. Q ccM,
125 ampere hours; on open

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to^
volt. Bend for circular and price list.

OORDOX JBATTERY COMPASTY,
594 Broadway, Xew Yorl£.

Western Eepresentative,
Oeorge W. Patterson, 1533 Atarquetie Bids, Chicago, III.
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Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out oi repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Bellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protectfd hy patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromherg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

Sneak Currents,

Lightning,

Power and Lighting Currents
Prevented from injuring

TELEPHONE, • TELEGRAPH, - FIRE ALARM
And Similar Instruments
and Circuits by the ....

ROLFE PROTECTOR.
Endorsed by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

ROLFE ELECTRIC CO.,
Send for Catalogue. 355 Wells Street, Chicago.

TO LOS ANGELES AND

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

EveiT Fridaj- night, at 10:35 p. m.. a

throug-ii Tourist Car for Los Angeles
and Southern California le.ares the

Chicago, ililwaulcee & St. Paul Rail-

Tvay rnion Passenger Station, CUcago.
viaOmalia, Colorado Springs and Salt

Lake City, for all points in Colorado,

Utah, Nevada and California.

In addition to the regular Pullman
porter, each car is aecompanied by an
intelligent, competent and courteous

"courier," irho will attend to the wants
of passengers en route. This is an en-

tirely new feature of tourist-car serv-

ice, and will be appreciated by families

or by ladies traveling alone. Particu-

lar attention is paid fo the care of chil-

dren, wbo usually get weary on a long

iotimey.
These tourist ears are sleeping ears

supplied with all tbe aceessoiies neces-

sary to mal;e tbe journey comfortable

and' pleasant, and the berth rate (eaeli

berth will accommodate two persons)

is only ?6 from Chicago to California.

Ask the nearest ticket agent for a tour-

ist-car folder, or address Geo. H. Heaf-
fcrd. General Passenger and Ticket

Agent, Chicago, 111.

EUGENE I
fiivenFreei

FIELD'S
POEMS«
A $7.00

* to each person interested

J subscribing to the Eugene
• Field Monument Souvenir
« Fund. Subscribe any amount
i desired. Subscriptions as loir

$1.00 n-ill entitle donor to

is daintily arti'tic %-olume

jlk ^ ^^ t "field Flowers"
O" ^ nn * fcl^th bound, SxUi. as aA I .UU * certificate of subscription to
^r I IWV I fund. Boot contains a selec-^ 0^ j^ mm * tion of Field's best and most

Dlinif * representative norlcs and

DUUIV * re^dy^ord<^^ ^*
J But for the noble coctri

THE Bc^k of the century J bution of tbe world's greatest
Handsomely lllus- J artists Ibis book could not
traled by thirty- J have been manufactured for
two of the World's S less than 47,00.
Greatest Artists, J The Fund created

Tided equally between the family of the late Eugene Field

and the Fund for the buildin:: ot » monument to tbe mem- S
ory of the beloved poet •£ childhood. Address

J

EDGEXB FIELD MOSOUEST SOUVENIR F0ND,
J

iAlso at Book Stores) iSo Monroe St., Cfaicago j

If y"ii also wish to*pn1 po^tag"?. »nclo5e 10 cts.
'

for
j

5 di- •

WRITE
TO

160 Congress St.

BOSTON,MURDOGK & GO.

STAR" RECEIVER.
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
79 S-tl-i ^X-venuo, Chioagro,

Telephone Switchboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
350-S34 8. CUnton St., CMcago, 111,,

-Largest Manufacturers of_

Telephones^ Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States,

Portraits of Telephone Men.

On receipt of ten cents we will mail portraits

of 36 prominent telephone men—leaders in the

independent telephone movement—printed on fine

heavy paper, size 15x22; published as a supple-

ment to the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S AN-
NUAL INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE NUM-
BER (March 11, 1899).

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^^Send for one,

Mathias Klein & Son,
67-69 W.VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL

MelNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TEfiNliNALS.
Special Connectors for HARD-DRAWN CDPPER

"WIRE, Sll-sizes. • FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS arid STRIPS.

THE C. HclHTIRE CO., 13 S 15 Ftanklin St.,

NEWAi^K,; N. J.

ITTH^SOUTH
VIA THC

fRVNKJ-ft£CD

W+t+lcDOCL-CH4S+t-DOCHiWZU-

• CHICAGO- '^V*

MOTOR/GENERATOR GRUSHES,

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andreir Kanl. Pres. liOnis Streuber. Vlce-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, Jr., Secy, and Treas. J. S. Speer, Gen'l ISeri'. ST. MARYS, PA.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

\A/Hol
l-EPMOIME SU

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Reiiail

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue jusl out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything

for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 i°2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEAY BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 iHarquette Building, CHICAQO.

IVIi tK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
l^ew S-tandard ^ry Ela-fc-bwrles.

tl^pKon^ Pay S-fca-fcions.
i^rres-fcer and Cu-fc-^ui: Swi-fceh.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..

MADISON, WIS.

ITELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
ImAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS!

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT ,^^

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-f-lbs, spools (91 lbs. total) of
No. 36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
e2i3net at 50, 10. 10, 5 off lisr ; and there is

sufBcient «ire on these 28 spools to v.-ind

1.000 bOO-ohrabiidR-lng-bell magnets. Tour
winding- labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000,magnets Ilnished at factory. 8248.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiy
wound magnet. Price, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your vrire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

I
THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

!

13871^31JERSEYCITYNJ. c^Af^^RT^tcToH.Y.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents-
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This Instnunent, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
ag^reeating over 300,ooo
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
efliciency of our apparatus to be of the highest gradi
and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at

law which may lie brought against oub
PATRONS on alleged infringement of
patents owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,

38-40-4Z-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AriERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOIE

trH^ Dayton QlobNRon Works Co^'prniror'

'>ii,iiff>^/<b'^i<///<y//^^^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

oovernors,

Etc.

%}i^7fmmm>m7^7ms'^^<m^^^8^^^^^

JUST 3iA^HKT YOU KRE I-OOKING FORI
(OOK

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting,

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri

bution. Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power;

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
"Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcom5 of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L, A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicag

I TO SUCCESS 'VF'-^ I

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

l3-t7 Cortlandt St., New York.
j CHICAGO:
1 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
1 34 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Bglldlng.
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Engines

Unequaled for electric service,

with many points of superior-

ity; AUTOMATIC and economical

oiling, superior adjustment of

main bearings, connecting rod

and other wearing parts; sim-

plest and best governor; finest

materials and workmanship.

For particulars write

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,
Erie, Penna., U. S. A.

CORNELL iian and
<i(a»«oline ENGINES

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
•iT) to i,(xnj IG c. p. light capacity.

For every five Kas Jets you DOW burn you caD (with a Gi
EuglDo PlaDt>
ubtaln ten ii;

c. p. Incaiidea-
i.-ent llKhts.

Absolutely no
Fluctuation.

Write for
Prices uiid
ClrcularH.

State number
of lights re-
quired,or what
work the en-
Bliie will be
called upon to
do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
1 75 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St.. New York Clly.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. l>IXOy CRUCIBLiE CO.. • • Jersey City. K. J.

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

ter pay and positions through our

" BY MAIL
Buildings erected

enpress!

y

for this

purpose

at a cost

of $226,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw-

ing; Surveying: Plumbing: Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing ; Bookkeeping ; Shorthand ; English

Branches.

A« _ y^nlh P^y^ f°'' " College

«PA a mUll I II Education at Home.
45,000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to stud;.

THF INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box <002' SCRANTON, PA.

, EG-TRADE MAF?KS

.^ At^lC^M'OllV,

The Phosphor Bronze^SmeltingCo.Iimited,,
2200 w.ashin'^ton ave.,philadelphia.'

'ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE^^
ING0T3,nASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

^

—

DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGiNGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate unejjualed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests sholo over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- pag:e pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

mHOLIDAYS
ARE NEARLY AT HAND.

Electrical books make most acceptable gifts. WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS in the West and carry the largest stock

of electrical books. Orders filled on day received. We can

send you prepaid any electrical book published, on receipt of

price. Get our loo page catalogue.

ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Induction Motors

FOR

Operating Electric Cranes and Machine Tools*

WESTINGHOUSE TYPE "C" MOTOR, OPERATING CRANE.

Our Type "C^^ Induction Motors operate successfully under conditions which

cannot be imposed upon other motors.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg* Co,t

Pittsburg, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria Street, London.

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.

t

s

s
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FORT Wayne Electric Works
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE—

^

DUNCAN METERS
Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTIOM AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and Negative: Conductors,
Kon-Conductors andlnsiualors; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Coils; Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of, Different Kinds of; Commutators, How Made and Con-
nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current: How Produced;
Induction: Series Wound Dynamos; Shunt Woiuid Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dynamos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple ArcorParallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series CutOut; Three AVire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed:
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes: Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Larbps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER AQI: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Styles of Brushes- Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
ConstantPotential Brush Dynamo—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulator: Circuits of Dynamo; Action of Regulator- Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Regulator.-CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
lator; Circuits in Regulator.—CHAPTER XTV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Eegulation: Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Magnet; Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.-CHAPTER XV: Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush- Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Aoparatus.-CHAPTER XIX: Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testinglnscrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Counimg Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same as in Dynamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
nonof Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E.M.F.: Direction of Rotacion and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of th«
Field: Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Altemar
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of Ij>-
duction.—CHAPTER II: D>Tiamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationair Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyn^
mos Concluded; Siemens Dj-namo; Best Magnetic Circmts; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses m Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transformsrs Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforifors; The Static Charge; Protectio»
Against; Grounding tne Secondary; Othfer Devices; The Foil Irotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.-CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; AVindingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Anr
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel Svstem; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placingi
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;.
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity 01 Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghous*
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism- Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Current*
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; A'oltmeters; Description of Severs*
Forms of Instruments.-CHAPTER XII; Measuring Instruments, Continued; Hot Wire Instm.
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters: Double Coil Voltmeter; Two Tj-pes.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curteft
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prl»
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel;
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits ana
Machines for Operating in Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.

—

CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XlX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors,

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO
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device for lighting Gai
loline Stoves. Sale, con

-

1 1 and economical. No

THE TROVBIiE OF Olli OX BEIiTS OTERCOnE BX

Oil Extracting Powder,
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

A. great man; belts get oil on them, which lessens their drirtog power by caoslog them to slip,
besides rotting the belt. To send them to some place to have the oil extracted is expensive, and
another belt must be kept In reserve, to bensed while this is being done.

We manufacture an Oil Extracting Powder wblch can be applied to the belt while it is run-
ning OD the pullevs, which absorbs the oil and leaves the belt in nice, drj' condition. This can be
done with HEtle cost and without loss of time or the use of the belt- It also lengthens the life of
theb^lt. We guarantee it to absorb the oil If used as directed.

This Powder is put up in 10 and 25 pound cans.

Price, 30 Cents per Pound.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
it can be had from our agents. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mg Eitra Mail fanoi
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higiiest grades for electrical instilatioii and mfffianical

tubes, n^ and special siiapes. Catalogues and sampl
insheet^

on applicatioa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJ.

KARTAVERT.
HARO AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBISa

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kallway Dust Goards, WMbm
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleate.

MAyUFACi UKED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wiiningtoil, HL

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
CATil flfillF Nn 7 lias just been issued and will be mailed
r™«!Ti;,_„„ ;„"*'' ' npon request. It shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

new fixtures in

Discount
to Dealers . . . •

Address, FJViei:B>S adOPG. CO., Deoatur, njl±ti.ois.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instmment we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

s.E.i.co..?i:
Syracuse, N. Y.
~9 Cortlandt St., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

Sifellfejfeifefe;feife4feifeifeA

Black Diamond File Works.
Birt.is«m. Imc im»
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J
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J
W| OTO CiOOI>8 ABE OH SAIiB IS EVEBY XlEAI>IH6 XDLKDWABB
^ btobe hi ths uahtju* states axd cajtada.

|G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY,
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. g

Special

Prize

Gold Hadil

at Atlanta,

189$.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR

TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC:
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,

99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

OHICAOO: HOXADKOCK BI.OCK.
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IMDI PV INSULATED^
llYlr LiELA. WIRES and cables.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'"r "ixso*n""^
Simplex Electrical Company,

linad'nock Block. CHICAGO. 75-31 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

I' f:STeRN EELUNG AGENT,
' H. R. HIXSON,

1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

^oN'^:
1889—Paris E^Kposition,

Medal for Robber Insolation.

1893—World's Fair,

Hedal for Bobber Insolation.

TRAD MARK,

THE STAI«1>AR» FOR
RUBBER INSULATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape. Manson Tape, Candee ""Sr Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
K;l„Vc'h^e"e?/r:}"=-9-- 253 BfOadWay, l»6W YOfk. &"H.'Ho"<l7ns"secT.""'"-

in/iore:

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY. OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Afflericai Steel & Wire Co.,

The Rooker}', CHICAQO, ILL.

Standard Underground GableGo.
642 The Bookery

Chicago,
WestlDRhouse BIdg.

Pittsburg.
ISCortlandtSt.,
New york City.

507 Security Building, St. Louis. Mo.

1225 Betz BIdg.
Philadelphia, Pt,

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Bieb Crrade Rubber CoTered TVires and Cables.

Tie OdIi Fire Betective CaWe in 11
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and desigD?T"C«

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl ll
automaticaUy notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one installa-

t^BBible Core njaalnt ihrouxboat tbe cable Ii

{mmedlately sbort-clrculled oo an; Inlerrnp-
tlofl by Plre or Tbiel. Accident or lateotlon.

Why use dormant wireil

';S The Montauk Automatii
Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal
or fire as the nervous systeia"^
of a human being is to th«

"^'"^ touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt.

for ageut:

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Va to 50 "lorse power,

Ul>.VDamos from lOlights to 700.
- We sell or rent. Good profits

he Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.. Troy, Ohio.

Queen $c Co.,
1012 Chestnut St.. PHILADEIPHM.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

INSULATE ARr^ATURES
WITH PAINT OR VARNISH ACCORDING
TO Chemical Law instead of by
HABIT. Nowhere are experiments
OR archaic methods so wasteful

MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICALCaJr:

X.Ra; Colls,

Tclepbone
Colls.

Medical Colli,

Spark Colli.

17-27 Vandeivater St., Meir ITork.

t„ica.oBeiniiCo,p

LEATHER^^ MILL

BELTING '^>' SUPPLIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is tbe re-

sult of patient inquiryand careful

study of the requirements of the

different machines usedunder alt

conditions and in all climates.

When ordering Dynaipo Belt-

log always state tbe system used.

OFMCr A^D FAtlORV
67-69 SOLITM CANAL STREET.

CHICAGO.ILL.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sois & Co.. Newark, H. J.

M Goldsmith Bros.,
83 and 65 Washington St.,

CHICAGO,
Works, S8th and ThroopSta.,
REFINERS andASSAYER8.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.

Wanted For Gash.

We pay $I6.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUM SHEET And
WIRE FOR SALE. P 1 A"1 1 N 1 1

1 ^^ ^t^F
^^ ^^ ^^

WESTIIN ElBGMcal imm^iA (Jo.

II4-I20 WilUam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

\kmiti Bial

SiatioB Instrme&ts.

Tfaese iDBtrnnieDte are
bsBed opon the eame pea-
eral principle and are gaat

as accurate as oar regular
Standard Portable Direct
Correct Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
loTRer, and the working
partn are inclosed in a
oeatly deaigned. daat-proof
cast-lroo case which effect-

ively Bhielda the iofltm-
mente £rom disturbing in-

flneoces of external msg-
oetic fields.

Weston standard Illuminated
Dial Potential Indicator,

Style B. "FlusiiType."

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and Miliivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating ana Direct Onrrent
Circuits.

Our portable iostrumenta
are recognized BBstandards
throiif<boat the civilized

world.

Oar Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-

meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Latraratory use.

Nail

Heads.
Get our Prices on
this and other

Specialties.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

210 Illinois SI . CHICAGO.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

PDOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-

LOGUE? IF NOT, SEND FOR IT. 9

Pittsbiirgti. New York. Chicago.
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WARD LEONARD
RHEOSTATS.
Circuit-Breakers.

CARPENTER ENAMEL FIELD RHEOSTAT.

I2S VOLTS.

Max. Amp. i

I(.20

8

$5.80

12.5

17.30

20 30 to

PRICE $16.40 $Z4.S0 $33.00

IOO=LiaHT THEATER DIMMER.

PRICE $16.00.

10 H. P. MOTOR STARTER,

with "no voltage" release and interlock-

ing overload Circuit-Breaker.

PRICE $14.70.

t

CIRCUIT-BREAKER, WITH HAMMER
BLOW, 110-225 AMPERES.

PRICE $21.00.

SO H. P. STARTER.

Enclosed Type. Hammer Blow. Automatic.

PRICE $36.00.

CIRCUIT-BREAKER, WITH HAMMER
BLOW. 700-1,650 AMPERES.

PRICE $118.00.

1 H. P. SPEED REGULATOR,

with no voltage release.

PRICE $6.00.

3 H. P. AUTOMATIC STARTER.

PRICE $4.50.

0%sr,^'^^'

1-8 H. P. SPEED REGULATOR.

PRICE $1.60.

I

Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
BRONXVILLE, N. Y.,

U. S. A.

BADT=QOLTZ ENQINEERJNQ CO., CHICAGO, AGENTS.
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For Electric Railways
To obtain increased economy of fuel, labor and repairs—to prevent severe strains upon generating machinery—to reduce liability of breakdov»ns—to increase station capacity—

CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR.
Sales Offices: THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

New York. 100 Broadway. Boston, 60 State Street. Ballimore, E<niltable HulldlDg
Chicaco. Marquette BulMloir. Sau Francisco, Tue I'nrroli HuikiinK, I9th ST. AND ALLEGHENY AVE., PHILADELPHIA, Pfl.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

25% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us Is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNN, MASS.

THE TWO MOST TALKED ABOUT

THINGS OF THE PAST WEEK.

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.
THE BELDEN ARC LAMP.

Get posted on its good points.

THEREAL THING!
PAIL LARD

NON-MAONETIC

WATCHES
ENOPRSED BY THE &RC/>>TCST EUCTRiClANS
AND sciENT isrs or rwe world.

A USEFUL GIFTf
NO MORE USEFUL OR WflCOME GIFr COVLD
BE DESIRED. ifS A <^00D THING TO
HA\/£ YOURS€LF.

roR OtStRIPTlVE Ct/fCt/lAR W^'TE

A.C.BECKEN
109 STATE ST. CHIC^CO.
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DOES
Your Electric Light or

Street Railway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

I

I

X

HAYS CONSTRUCTION CO, i

CONSULTING ENGINEERS, :

TROY, OHIO.

F3I-IOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery WIfc. Co.,
ST. I_^«_»IS, IVI^.

K DRY BATTERY
IME\A/ imgiime:

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.
No Solution to slop over. No Missihg of sparks.

Highest Voltage.
Quickest Recuperation. Long Life.

Unaffected by heat or cold. Compactness.

size for Stationary Engines, 7 high
by 4H square.

Size for Automobiles, 7 high by 4

square.

BOXED, CONNECTED, COMPLETE, READY TO BE HITCHED
TO ENGINE.

NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY CO.,

POINTS IN ORDERING.
1. Name of engine.
2. Number of revolutions per

minute.
3. Number ofsparks perminute.
4. Mode of ignition, whether by

spark coil or induction coil.

5. If spark coil, whether butting
or wiping spark.

6. Kind of spark contact points,
whether platinum, steel or
other material.

7. Average number of hours per
day engine is run.

625 BROADWAY,
IME\A^ YC3IRK.
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Columbia Lamps
and

Okonite Wires.

A Combination for Results.

BOTH FROM STOCK.

264-270 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago.

C/vy^^

fifi

FEDERAL SALT
jj

Packed in boxes only.

PATENTED.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT BATTERIES

33% More Current
AND

33% Longer Life
THAN

Sal Ammoniac.

Absolutely No Crystallizing Salts.

£CFEDERALITE JJ

PATENTED.

SOLD IN BULK,
Gives More Current, Lasts Longer
and is Cheaper than Sal Ammoniac.

MADE BY

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
( I PINE STREET,

ALL DEALERS. NEW YORK.

CATALOGUE No. 1 1 NOW READY, 352 PAGES.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
32 Oor-tland-t S-tree-b, IME:\A/ YORK.

1,000,000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2^x6^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Eubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs In all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price SG.OO

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

Willi our hiRh-grade car-
bon transmitter, whieli
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Bittery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. H^.

Price. Outfit $3.75

" Clockonly 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Dittmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-

Price each, $3.60.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

We make a dozen dlfEer-

ent lelephoDo Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2^,3, 3J/a and 4 inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,
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BKi^'WN. Lii,"h.i-.r.LL ^ 1.1.'

Clinp-Surfaceilie. Co.. Buffalo, N-Y. Boston. Mass.. Aag. 1. 1S99.
Dear Sirs:—Having tried Cling-Snrfaceon my 12-inch dynamo belt (16 feet between

centers\ I have been able to carry full load with 22-inch sa^ on belt with no perceptible
?lir- It ="UTT9-??e5 iTT^ err-ectation? and I can reccromeTid it to do all that is claimed for
:T. if al!-.?-;i.-n? .ire : i.Ko^-t-d. Y 'Ur^ re-j e.nfMKy E E PRESCOTT. Engineer,

CLING-SURFACE

AN
EASY
BELT

Si

iM Means a saving of time, money, belt

j? and bearings, to say nothing of the

engineer's comfort.

There is no better belt preservative

kno'wn than Cling-Surface.

We have someihing to say.

Write Us.

GUNG-SURFAGE MfG. GG.,
177-182 VIRGINIA ST., BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO BBAXCH: 235 Dearborn St.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anniuiclat^irs.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manbanan Oec, Supjily Co.
Western i^iectric Co
Western Kiec. Supply Ca

Arc Ijamps.
Eelden-Larwiil El. ^ Mf. Co.

Central Electric uo-
Ft- Wayne Elec. Wfes., Inc.

Ueneial Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Lea Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westingtiouse El. 4 MIg. Co.

Batteries and J ars.
Surnley Battery A MIg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanclie Battery Co.. The
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National carDon Co.
Non-Polar;ziEgDryEat Co.
Ohio Electric Worfes-
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
Centi^ Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel 4 Manger.
:Manhaitan Elec. Supply Co.

Obio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
ShQltz Belting Co.

neltin«-„ , .

Chicago Belling Co,

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shult2 Belting Co-

Boob^s. Eleetrleal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BriLSlies. „ T, ^ «
Amer. Wov. Wire Brush Co.
Central Electric Co.

crown Wov. Wire Brush Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Flhre-Graphlte Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.
Bmsh Holders.
clay Elec-.rlc J; Mfg. Co.

BnfKiar Alarms.
Central Electric Co-
Electric Appliance Ga
Huebel Si Maoeer
Mannanan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wlrea.)
Cables, Bieotrle (Seelnau-
latsd wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec works
American Steel a Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co
Retipral ElP'^trlc Co
Mannaitan Elec. Supply Co.
New York Ina. Wire "Jo.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard 13 nder^round C Ca
Western Elect. "Supply Co.

CaTbons.PoiJit9& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electnc Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Li Co.
Manhaiian Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelslTiger. Hugo.
Schiff. Jo-dan a- Co.
Speer Carb3n Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemists.
Harvey Co.. The G- P.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Eipc. « Mfe. Co.
Leopard, Ward, T='left. Co.

Clntcbes (Arc T^amp).
Peterson A Co.. Jobn L.

Coils and Hasuets.
Bplitdorf. C. F.
Tar'pv D jp""**^ M arret Co

Coloring f Inc. Tianip].
Webster Cheqilcal Co.

Componnd.
Crown Wov. Wire Brash Co.
Dearborn Dmg&Chem.Wks
Mass. Chemical Co.
McLennan ft Ca. K.
Standard Pamt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co.. Ld.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric uo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Connectors and Termin-
als Patent).

Mclmire Co., The C.

Conacruetlon A iCepatrs.
Buiicct Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clark. Jzs. Jr.. A Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodse-Walsh Elec Eng. Co.
Nonliern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Eleetrlo
Tiight Plants.
Arnold E]. Power StationCo.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullcck E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark. Jas Jr., & Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Hays Construction Co.
>;orthern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Umtea Elec Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Ca
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpplv Co.
Westlnghonse Elec fii Mfg Co.

Copper.
Besly SCo.. Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co
Besly &Co.,ChasH.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
National India Rubber Ca
Okonite Co., The.
PhiUlps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'sSons, Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard TTndergrotmdC. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Correspondence s^cbools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tut Correspond. Schooia.
Eniied Corre>p. Schools.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady. T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric ADpllance Co.
Kas. ruy & S^. Lumber (^o.

Manbaf.an Elec. Supply Co.
Xau^le. Holcomb a t.,o.

Texas Arm A Pin Co
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Siv'ltelies.
Bossert Elec. Coast. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicaso House Wrecking Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. & Co.
Cutter EL & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Kmersnn El. Mf? ^o.
I'oote. Pierjcm .i: Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. W^ks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart A Hegetnan Mf> On
:Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mevrcwitz. E. B.
PalsteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
RoUe Electric C"
Sch ff. Jordan a- Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
w-o«Uiighoiue EL & MfB-Ca

Cnts.
FrankinEn- & Electro Co.

I>viiaii)n9.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hputral Eleftrlr Co
Clark. .Ta>. Jr.. A Co.
Eagle Elec'.rlc Works-
rt. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
atonevant Co., B .F.
United Eiec. imp. Co.
Wagner Elec Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL fit MIg. Co.

Bleetric RaU'ways.
Arnold El. PowerstationCo.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL fii Mlg- Oa

Electric Vehicles,
Wo..ds Motor Vcnicie Co.

Kleetrlcal and Sleebanl*
cal Knslneers.
Arnold E.. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BuJock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays uonsiruccion Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Ei.ec. Mfg, Co.
Sargent i Lundy.

Blectrlcal lustnunents.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cuuer EL & Mfg. Ca
Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
Fooie, Pierson i- Co.
General Electnc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Onio Electric Woras.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Rolfe Electric Co
Schiff. Jordan i Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. i Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Klectrleal specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Elearic Co.
Clay Electric & Mfg. Co.
Columbia Elec & Mfg. Co.
Eibridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manbatian Elec. Supplv Co.
Mclntire Co. , The u.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass. E H , Electric Co.
Pringle. Wm. T.
Spies ifc Company.
Western Elect, supply Co-

Electro-Plating JIaeb'y.
Besly&Co., Chaa. H.
General Electric Co.

Engines. G&s.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engines. tSteam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F-

Fan Ontats.
Central Electric Ca
EdisOQ Mfg. Co.
Emerson EL MIg- Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light C^
^Manhaitan Eiec. Supply Co.
Ohio Eler trie Wortts.
Paraeon Fan Motor Co.
Schiff. JcrdaQ& Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL i MIg. Ca

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Ca
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Bamett Co.. G. 4 H-

Flxtnres. El. & Comb*n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Ca

Flexible Shafts.
tito-w Mfg. Co.

Fnses.
Mclntire Co,, The C-
Rolfe Electric Co.

Fnse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fnse Wire & Mf . Co
Kl*=ftTif A.DP"anc*' '^0

Mannattan Elec. Supplv Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supplv Co.

Gas Lighting. Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
We.'^tem Electric Co.

eears.
Besly & Co., Chaa H.

General Elec Supplies.
Central Electric Ca
Chicago Edison Ca

I Chicago House Wrecking Co.

E'ectric Appliance Ca
Foote, Pierson A Co
lienerai hiieo^ric Uo.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Uuiu iiieciric vVorks.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Schiff. jLidan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobes and Electrical
Glassfrarc
Central Electric Co.
Phoenis Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoVnors, Water WTieel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joa.
Holmes Flbre-Gr^phite Ca

Guards. Wire.
Ingils, Wm , W. A Ir. Wks.

Beaters (Feed Water).
Keliey & ton, Bcdj F.

Bolders, Inc. Lamp.
Electrolier CO.. The
Paries Manufacturing Co.
Vought, M. I.

Igaiter$. Gas Engine.
Eibridge Eiec Mig. Co.

Insulators ana intinlat-
ing llaterlals.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Cnicago Insulated Wire <'o.

Eagle Paint i Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Focite, Pierson a: Co.
General inc Arc Light lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Phillips Instilated Wire Co-
Schlff. Jordan o.; Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground C. Ca
Sterling Varnish Co.
Steward Mfg. Co.,D. M.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet Wires.
American Electrical "Worka.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric no-
Cbicairo House WreckingCo.
Chicago Insulated w Ire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Ca
Electric Appliance Co.
f^enpral Klei'tric r-o-

Manhattac E'.ec. Supply Co.

Montaufi Muitlpn. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Ca, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Ijamps. Incandescent.
Buckeye iilecirlc Ca
Central Electric Co.
Cb'cago Kdison Co.
Edison Decorat'.ve A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co-.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
General Ifc Limp Co.
GoodcDl'd & Welsh.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lvnn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Lava.
Steward, D- M . Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
Central Electric Co

Electric Appliance Ca
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Boife Electric Co.
Westlnghouse JSL & Mfg. Ca

21aguet Wire,
(bee insulated Wlrei.)

.Uechanlcai 3Iachinery.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas- L.
StUwell-Blerce Smitn-VaUe.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunseH & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus. Blec
Bollock Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & MIg. Co.

Motors.
BuUockEiec Mfg. Co.
uentral Electric l-o.

Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. jr.. & Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Eloridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks

,
Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hoban E.ec. Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern tiiec. Mfg. co*.
Ohio Eiectr c Woiks.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supplv Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Xail Heads.
Ojay Elec Ji Mfg. Co.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H
Robertson a: Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Oline- Surface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Faim *i; Varnish Wks.
Mass. Cnemicaico.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Bamlm. Geo. R.
Johnston. Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co-Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker & Co
Goidsmlth Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg Co.
Lindsley Bros- Co.
Naugle Holcomb & Co.
Peadleton ..t G.lkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling £ Son. W. C.
Tesa? Arm »£ Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valenilne-Clark Co. . The.
Worcester & Co., C- H.

Porcelaixu
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.

Beflners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg- Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be - n^inding—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hrdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies Jc Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
CutJer-Hammer Mfg. Ca
General Electric Co
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leopard. Ward. Elec. Co.
Spies A- Company.
Wpjjt'nphoURP Kl. & Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Baiterv Co.

Secon d -Hand Machln'^.
Banx, F. A.
Chicago HrujeWreck leg Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewan Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Lte. Co.
Faries Manufacturing Co.
Klemm i: Co.

Speablng Tubes.
central Eiectnc uo.
Electnc Appliance Ca
Manhattan Elec. Supplv Co.
\\ estern Electnc Co.
Western Elect. SupplyCa

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co.. Chaa. H.
Queen & Co.
Robeitson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical insv Cs>-

Springs.
tarnts Co., The WaUace-
Cary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons, Magi e
liunterns and Slides.
Riiey Brcs.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electnc Storage Bauery Co.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Worki
Central Electric Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
New York insulatea Wire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrtcal Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American EL Telephone Co
Cential TeL & Elec. Co
OLlumbia E ec. & Mfg Co
Couch i Seelev Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Fan Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote, Pierson j; Co
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mfg. Co,
Kusel.D.A.Tel.AEl.Mfe.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supplv c^
MuraoLk J: c o., W j ' '

Nobleit, E. J.
Nortn Electric Co.
RawsoE Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson TLM Co
Warner L.D , W. F , The
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathl&s.

Toys. Electrical.
Eibridge Il = c. Mfg. Co. -

Ohio Electric Works
Plass. E. H .Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft- Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co

TrantjtlatioDS.
Polyglot Co., The.

Trolley Cord-
Samson Cordage Wka,

Trucfes. Eleetrie Car,
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Turbine* ^VaterWTieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
StiiweU-Blerce Smith-VaUe

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co-

Watohes. Von-Magnetic.
Becken, A. C.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chii. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Okonite Co.. The.
phlUlps Insulated Wire Co.
Eoebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrical.
NoDlett, E. J.

I

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Opper ft Co

I SpUtdorf, a F.

P'or ^^Iphaib^-feiosl Ind^x of ^^d v^r-fels^nrton-fes S»« ^m^^
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tTHE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

HEW TYPE OF ALTERNATOR.

75 K. W. G. E. Compensated Kevolvlng Field Combined Alternator and Direct-coupled E-iciter.

Without change of adjustment this type of alternator gives accurate automatic voltage regulation when loaded
with lights, with motors or with a combination of the two, while the compounding of all other alternators re-
quiresspecial adjusting for similar loads. WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4206.

Main Office: SCHENECTADY. Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS

G. &W.
LIFE"Because they are Well Made.
EFFICIENCY—Because the filaments are the Best.
ECONOMY'-Because they are Lower in Price and give

better light with less consumption of current
than any other lamp on the market.

SPECIAL PRICES offered to Electrical Supply Houses,
Power Plants, Railways and all large users of

Incandescent Lamps.

GOODGHILD & WELSH,
OUR UIMPS ARE
OUR BEST SALESMEN.
LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES.

149 Academy St., NEWARK, N. J.

THE
PERFECT VACUUM DOES

IT.

Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by Latest
Process known. Quality Guaranteed.

EACH LAMP EXHAUSTED INDIVIDUALLY,
WHICH INSURES EFFICIENCY, CANDLE POWER
AND ECONOMY IN CONSUMPTION OF CURRENT.

MAINTAIN YOUR VOLTAGE
The Lamp Will Do The Rest.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro, Ky., 8, 10, 16 C.
P., Bbl. Lots, 1 7c each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c
each. Either E., T.-H. or W. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.

MANUFACTURED BY...

KENTUGKY ELECTRICAL GO.,
OWENSBORO,

KENTUCKY.
INCORPORATED.

NEW
TYPE
SUNBEAM.

220 VOLTS. 8, 10, 16, 32, 50 CAN-

DLE POWER.

We make a specialty of High Voltage

Incandesceat Lamps.

Catalogue 1-S gives complete description and
illustration of the New Type Sunbea^m lamps,

made by new machinery and latest improved
methods. Every lamp exhausted individually.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

HANUPACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrarfa, Station and Measuring lostrumeot*.
Electric Light and General SuppUcA..

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP,
iS Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Bretcull.
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ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.
Engineers and Contractors, Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.
Owners of Patents Covering the

"A^RNOI-D SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of the "ARNOLD" Magnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining maktrs it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

^ low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc.. for

general illumination.

OET OCR PRICES.

American Reflector Sl Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

KLEMM&CO., N.W. Cor. Sth and Cherry

Sts., Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

"KLEMH" PATENT flPJUSTflBLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for Lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

"KLEHM" flPJUSTflBLE DESK SHADES , he best n the market

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

THE

F Bell
Cost more because

it is worth more.

UIICDCI UAUPCD 286 Graham St.",

nULDLL&HlAllUtn, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

il«ONT SELL
Vour burned-out and broken incandescent lamps before writing us. Seven
years of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that
we are here to stay.

CEO. F. SCHWALM «( CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY
z for lighiing Gas

Always ready for use. Will

last a lifetime, AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leadins K^ companies.

NO MORE MATCHES for the

childr^-n to play with
Price, complete, =2 50

Advance Specialty Co.
ng'LaSalle St., Chica'^o.

The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE.

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THERE IS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-

ITY ONLY:
NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAGO: nONAVNOCK BI.OCEL

WE BUILD

HIGH^GRADE ENGINES
in more than 50 types and sizes,

ranging from 3 to 300 horse power.

WE BUILD

MOTORS AND GENERATORS
in more than 60 types and sizes.

WE BUILD

GENERATING SETS
in great variety by combining the

above elements.

FOR INFORMATION
about engines, send for Catalogue No. 103;

about motors and generators, send for Bulletin F;

about generating sets, send for Bulletin Q.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON, MASS.

New York Philadelphia Chicago Loadon
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^1^ A DDQDM
I

l-aborat:ories---NA/a^er Ohemis^s.
_ ind OH^mi^al \A/^rl<c!

( Ves^-table Boiler Oomp^unds.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

?? Highest Grade Imported

The Acme of Perfection.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

SGHIFF, JORDAN & CO.,
232 Greenwich St., New York.

1
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Wafer St., Pittsburg, Pa.

FOR

Wounds
AND

Burns.

Vitogen has proved very

successful for treating

electrical burns. A great

many electricians keep it

constantly at hand, as a

burn is liable to come

at any time. After once

trying Vitogen, you would

not be without it.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
ceipt of price; 2oz.,60c.; 4oz., $1.00.

Canadian price: 2 oz., 60c., 4 oz., $1.20

"'c^t.t.;','"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Branch, Mllle Eoches, Ont., Kbzar & Bennett, Agents.

OUR STUDENTS

SUCCEED,
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.

I thiok there isnobetterchance to advance
than through the Schools. Before I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically uothina;
about electricitj' or stpam engineering. My
Courses in 1-Mectric Power and Llghtiue aiid

Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great b'^nefit to me, as I now have charge
of an t-leetric-light plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNEE. Patton, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolUne iu th«

Schools I had bedc reading everything I

could get pertainiug to mechanical and elec-

trical eugineering, but tound thnt I needed
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical hnglneering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-

wards, I was promoted to the position of

chief engineer at a mucli larcer palarv.

J. L. CHASE, Topeka, Kansas.

NiriA Plfirifi/'al ffttifCAC Electrical Eigineering. E1-- — _
I^IIIC ClCCinCdl ^UUrSCS. Lighting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Prof. R. E. Williamson,
Formerly professor of Electricity in Lehigh University.

10.'>,000 ST1JI>E?iTS AXD C^RADUATES August, ISOft. CAPITAt, $1,500,000.

$12 to $70 in Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Write for Circulars and Local Referencei to the

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Ig^ANroN, pa.

CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

Speer Carbon Co.,
ST. MARYS, PA.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, H. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthai & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

The Vetter Current Tap,
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A simple and safe device for tapping and carrrlnff the current from any electric llfrht

fixture to Motors Droivlights and other electrical devices WITHOUT THE LOSS OF LAMP
IN FIXTCTRE. Adapted X o any system of electric liphting- When ordering, state what
socket is used. Each tap is packed, with full directions, in a neat box.

E.B.MEVR0W1TZ,
iHANUFACTlRER (

^^4 EAST 23d STREET,
and PATENTEE. NEW YORK.

ALSO AT 125 W. 42d STREET.

60.4 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

3 Kue Mcrilie. I'ari^

HUimi^E
INOAND

Monadnock Building, Chicago.

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED,

;N"r L-AiviPS.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, OhIOc
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Holiday Lamps.
PACKARD MOGULS
FOR BRILLIANCY.

PACKARD SICIM LAMPS
FOR DECORATIONS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
OJ\3^31S

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

SendPgEE. Sample Stick.

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE. CHICAGO.

'i^T^^^^'^ article that wUl PREVENT
&rAKii.I>G. Will keep the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bidg.. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St.. N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruraents. Automatic .Switches
Arc Lamps, Special iIachlDer>'-

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone. ii?6 Cortiandt. Khpostats and Brushes.

tiSilOjI*

INDIA a AMBERM
IN AHV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

rU»«E OUa ..» A.PMM3

EMPIRE & MIC
IM^ULATCD J% COIVIPOIJWD
Cloths <in(J Papers. ''•' p unemijalei*.

Eu^eneMunselLsCa' Mica liisiildtorCo.
2ISHalciSt.\eM YorK *s Cllicngo. ll7liikeSt.

^PERFECT,-

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatvvelead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery
and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

THE "TEMPLE
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

WILL / 80s^ COIfllVIUTATOR WEAR.

SAVE ( 60^ BRUSH WEAR.

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

all makes of machines.

When ordering give size of brush in use, also distance from center of binding
screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive clrcniar sent npon reqnest.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
208-210
LLINOIS ST., CHICAGO.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL OUTLET A]!0) JUNCTION BOXES.
8WITCHBOAHDS, PAITEL. BOABDS, SWITCEES, ETC

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. ^adisqn, wis.

CEIMERATORS
MOTORS

-

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel, invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

nrciPPQi Northern Engineering Co.
urrii,co-j

33 Cortiandt St., New York.
Kohler Bros.,

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co..
St. Panl. Minn.

E. i; "W. Electrical Appliance Co.,

San Francisco. Cal.
Machinery & Electrical (jc.,

Los Angeles, Cai.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.

Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO.,
400 SIBLEY STREET,

ST. PAUL, MINN,

A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and yon CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
The only clutch e^-er made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.

We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for

'2 -inch and |-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galisbiirg,

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & CO.
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rHANK N. PHtLLIPS, PncsioENT.
e. H. WAGENSEIL, TNEAaufiEft.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Genciial Manaocr.

e. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vicc-Pheb.
C. R. REMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVIDEXCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store. W. J. Watson, 2C Cortlaudt St.
Chicago Stork, F. E. Donahoe. 241 Madison 8t.
Montreal Branch, Kugene F. riiillips' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIP5DALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

liVa at^ex QnftrkICa I lO +C in the designing and building of HIGH-
W»C ttlKi ^pUt/ldllOla CLASS RHEOSTATS for all purposes.

We would be glad to correspond with you about our products and to send you our
catalogue.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
12th and St. Paul Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS. I 36 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats In the world. Write for prices and particulars-

"TWO BALLS
"

ADJUSTER.
Take your light where you

want it—up. down or sidewlse;

stays where you put it ; no
springs or mechanism. Enamel
finish for factories. Polished for

finer service.

AGENTS in Lcndon. Paris, Sydney.

N.S.W.. Tokio and Buenos Ayres.

OTHERS WANTED.

SOLE MANUFACTURER:

M.i.VOUGHT.ls/VTI^i:

THOMAS I JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

Six years wltll General Electric Co.

*., BRAND NEW
^f=NOVELTIEJ.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

.ManuLictured Ijy

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,
313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

f'orrf'Ppondence solicited.

HiiiMum MAGIC LANTERNS and SLIDES ^
CONDENSED CATALOGUE FREE \L

RILEY BROS. 15 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.V

IM LJ3....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
EST I IVI A.-rES.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WIRE LAMP GUARDS
W«IIIGLISWIRE&IRONIVDRKS. DETROIT, MICH.

23 Barclay St..

New York.

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

Th« W.R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan BIdg., Clilcago, III.

IMPROVED

* WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Bnmiiig Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
-

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

[ABLE ELECTRIC WORKS,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jefferson Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearborn St. DAVENPORT OFFICE. 326 Brady St.

LOSING MONEY
when a small expenditure will save it, is not good policy.

Our Indicator will enable you at all times to know that
your engine is developing full power for fuel consumed.
It is invaluable in every plant. Eureka Packing will cost
lyouless, last two to three times longer and keep rods in better
condition. Feed Water Heaters, Grate Bars, Steam Sep-
arators, Oil Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels,
etc., all in catalog. Send for same.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.Improved Robertsoa-Thompaoo.
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WANTED.
Armature winder. Miist be first-class work-

man and familiar with general work; steady
employment. .State wages wanted and give
references

F. BISSELL & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

WANTED.
A good man for armature and commutator

work, direct current, capable of taking charge
of a winding department. Steady employment
for the right party. Please state experience
and salary expected. Address "WIRE," care
"Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
One Corliss type engine, 250 to 300 h. p.

One tubular boiler, 150 h. p.

One 150 k. w. single phase alternator, 7,'20O al-

ternations. Kend full description.
ERNER & HOPKINS. Columbus, Ohio.

\A/ /VIM -TED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
WlnderB direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouae
fibopa. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experleDce.
Llgat plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

Power Generators

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

SPECIAL FOR STREET RAILWAY
WORK.

Two M. P. Generators, 175 h. p. each.

Speed, 550 revolutions for 550 volts.

ADDKESS

F-. /v. BAUX,
1002-138 WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO

WANTED.
...ONE..

PACKARD VACUUM PUMP
OF TWO OR THREE CYLINDERS.
STATING CONDITION, PRICE, ETC.

ADDRESS P. 0. BOX 1637, - MALDEN, MASS.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revolutions, 1,100 volts, 140 cycle,with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments' in first-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR," care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago.

SPECIAL SALE OF ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.
AVe offer for immediate delivery, subject

to prior sale, the following' new machinery
manufactured by the Stanley Electric Manu-
facturinp- Company of Pittsfield, Mass., and
boug"ht by us for a mining plant in the
West. The mining company having failed,
the machinery was never started in opera-
tion, and is entirely new just as it was
received from the factory.
The Type F Generator is 360 K. W., speed

400 R. P. M., shipping weight 59,334 lbs.
The two type A synchronous motors (one

40 H. P. one 60 H. P.), speed 1,333 R. P. M.,
shijjping weight 5,600 lbs. each.
The 200 H. P. synchronous motor, SOO

R. P. M.. snipping weight 12.000 lbs.

One 3 K. W. exciter, speed 1,000 R. P. M.,
shipping weight 700 lbs.

Two 1 K. W. C. & C. exciters, speed 2,400

R. P. M., shipping weight 2^ lbs.

One V/2 K. W. C. & C. exciter, speed 2,000

R. P. M., shipping weight 275 lbs.

Two 6 A 3 H. P. motors, speed 1,S40 R. P.
M.. shipping weight 480 lbs. each.
Two 10 A. M. 3 H. P. transformers, ship-

ping weight 580 lbs. each.
One 12 A. 10 H. P. motor, speed 1,500 R.

P. M., shipping weight 1,800 lbs.

One 14 A. M. 10 H. P. transformer, ship-
ping weight 960 lbs.

Two switchboards, will weigh about 2,000
lbs.

Also the following machine manufactured
by the Eddy Electric Manufacturing Com-
panv, new and never been used:
One 80 K. W., 500 volt, generator, about

108 H. P.
Also the following wire material:
84,000 ft. No. 0000 copper wire.
112,000 ft. No. 00 copper wire.
6 miles of No. 8 coi>per wire.
Prices on application.
Address all inquiries to

FRASER & CHALMERS, Chicago. III.

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in the market to buy any quantity of SCRAP PLATINUM from Incandescent Lamp

Bases, for which we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy
any quantity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES, we
extract the Platinum, for which we allow the full market value, less the cost of extracting. We
are also large buyers of Scrap Copper Wirk, Bras.s, Etc., from electric-light and street-rail-

way plants.
We supply the electrical trade with our "high grade" Babbitt Metals, Bar, Solder,

Wire Solder, and Cotton Waste. If In want of anything in our line, it will pay you to com-
municate with us before placing your orders elsewhere.

OFFICE AND WORKS: SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St . SMELTERS and REFINERS.

CHICAGO, ILL. ESTABLISHED 1885.

NEW CAS ENGINE IGNITER
1b very compact,
Tight-weight ma
chine, tlesitrned
i n reaponse t o
niimerousiiKimi
ieafor an i(;iiit(.r

to be used on
small launrhts
automobile?, etc.
Weight 14 lbs

,

HpeedlfiOO, height
fi!^ Inchea. Total
length of shaft,

9-X Inches. Full
particulars Cir-
cular "*8."

MANUFACTUBED BY

IVI

ELBRIDGE, N. Y., U. S. A.

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty. New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-7AILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents. Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Motor Starting Rheostats.
Motor Kegulating Rheostats,

I>ynanio Field Rheostats.
Theater Ulmmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
IVestfleld. . J^ V. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER AlFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

INCREASE YOUR SALARY
by study "after bours." Well' you to fill the
hitrhest places. We have started thousands of
youDU men and women to prosperity through
£tlDcation by Mail. In Electrical, Mechan-
ical. Steam. Mining and Civil Engi-
neering; Metallurgy. Art, Architec-
ture, .loumalism, English Branches.
Stenography, Machine Design and Me-
chanical Drawing. Low price; easy
terms. Sent free to those who en-
roll NOW, A COfllPLETB DRAWING
OUTFIT WORTH $11.10.

The United Correspondence Schools,

15* Fifth Ave., New York.

Most thorough and
complete course of anv
correspondence school in
the world.
Send for Catalogue

No. 94.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

A NEW BUSINESS !

(ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES.)
CATALOGUES-PRICE LISTS-PROSPECTUSES,

THE POLYGLOT CO., - 120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

I MACHINERY ^^^SUPPUES

IN GENERAL.
We have the largest machinery plant
on earth. Be sure to write for our
Lists and Catalogues before purchas-
ing your wants in this line. Our facili-

ties for placing second-hand machin-
ery in good condition are unsurpassed.
We guarantee all our Boilers, Engines ,

Pumps, etc., to be

THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL FOR FURTHER USE.

i

{

I

We purchased the Omaha Exposition .

Get our quotations on Copper Wire,
Incandescent Lamps, Sockets etc.; our
prices will interest you.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. 156.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,

WEST 35th AND IRON STREETS,

CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-

riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATA1.0GUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DA-Y-rOlM, OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Eldg.

DULUTH. MINN..

203 Palladio Bids.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank BIdg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
UASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to SO-foot Poles our Specialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Green Bay. Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AlUn DCCT I^^^l^eworld is claimed of the

int LAnbtOl APiU Dt5l TEXAS ARM & PIN CO., Beaumont, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

\A/l-ii-t< Cedar ^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

wiooV«?EKs* PERKIZO & SOITS, Daggett, Mich.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A,

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Pole and
Swinging Hoods. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
VfoT^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,
0. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS,
^^11 Kinds. I

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Snite 510 Harauette, CHICAGO

^iiL)^^]&iS]^^^^

Ml) ^

Oak Brackets
and ^A.I«C and L.C9CI_«S*r PIIMS.

LARGEST M4NUFACTURERS IN THE WEST. CAR LOT ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

KANSAS CITY AND SOUTHERN LUMBER CO., - Springfield, Mo.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
^^ CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

i'\ranufaoturei's and Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stacks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. iS"WHITE US.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE. WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Pi-A,-ri IM <J IVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scrap and Nalive Platinum Purctiaaed.
BAKKK Jt CO.. 408-414 IVtw Jersey

Railroad Ave.. WIeAvark. %. J.
New Yorls Office, 130 Liberty Street

PATENTS.GEO. R. HAMLIN. Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington. D. C.

I Booklet: "Information for Inventors,"
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUIS.

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bidg., CHICAGO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batterie.<

of the World.

SEOTJ ton. OIEOULAR AND PEIOlta.

THE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.
Ill to 117 East 131st SL. N. Y.

r CEDAR POLES ,]
7 AVE C0NTi2OLTHEOUTPUT0F CEDAR OnTHE LINEOF-THE WISCOflSlh f
,)7 & MfCHIGANR.R.SSMlLKINLEMGTH-.COVERlNGATERRlTORYO'F *
.' OVER 4-00' SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

.

;'
,

(

* We have A-U&RCil; STOCK OF ALLSI2ES FOR P^ROMPT 5HiPM5T>tT. A
;>-

'

- NOTE'QUROUOfATlOMS ARE BASED OM ACTUAL 5T.0CK t)!^ HAM D. ^

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO KOSS.MICH,

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
lur Work is First-Class, Prices Rea-

sonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-80 w. Van Buren St , Chicago, III.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, Si-oo. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,
Suite SIO Marinette Bids., ChlcBKO.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Vlechanical and Electrical Eogioeers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates. Plans,
Specifications, .Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Lincola Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. B. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use Ijy the leadiog cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezingat
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell in
market. For No. l cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. floc!l,
125 ampere hours; on open

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit, .65 to ^^^
volt. Send for circular and price list.

OORDON MATTERY COMPA?i Y,
594 Broacln'ay, Xe^v YorK.

Western Representative.
Oeorse W. Patterson, 1533 Harqnetie Bldg, ChicaKO, 111.
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THE ORATOR.

The ORATOR
Improved Hunnings
sojid tack dust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and Cabinti
StTles. Thev are Conveii'
ient. Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of their superiority on eithei

short or longdistance work.
Anvonecan make aninstru

ment that will work ^ell ai

first, but to produce one thai

will coatinue to meet ever\

proper demand is quite an
other problem.
The ORATOR ^iU.

IMANrFACTUHED EY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELVRIA. . U.S. A.

IT

OFTTIMES
HAPPENS
Thar vou have a
toll liae running
to some small
town wherein
yoQ could place a
small branch #;t-

change and in-
crease the earn-
Jogs of your toll

line. Why not in-

vestigate the

EUREKA
AUXILIARY

SWITCHBOARD
TELEPHONE?

It is just
what you
ha V e been
looking for.

"Write us for
-1900" cata-
logue, illus-

trating our
full line of
-witchboards
and tele-
phones.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
Nos. 157-159 S. Canal St.. Chicago. IN.

Our Apparatus Kever Displaced.

TO BE

UPTODATE
inthe equipment

of your Tele-

phone exchange

is of vital im-

portance to its

success.

We can supply

EVERYTHING

USED WITH

TELEPHONES.

^^^^^^ >-o order too

J^^BflS^^ ^™^'' ^'^^ atten-

^^^^^H^^^^ ti m or too large

for OUT capacity.

Eapld deliveries

our rule, and
each order filled

with care. Large
stocks always on
band.
Telephones,

every style and
grade. Long and
short back-

boards. Elegant
finish and design. 'Prices that will suit. Hard
rubber receivers Oak or walnut woodwork.
New ideas in magneto bells. Each instrument
Snaranteed-

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts

for old telephones. Double pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, car-

bon and fuse. EUensi'm bells—standard and
bridging. Circuit closers. Transmitters of vari-

ous styles. Repeating coils, indue. ion coils.

construction material of all kinds.

Write for Catalogue.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE &

ELECTRIC CO.,

909 Market STREET, St. LOUIS. MO.

NEW CATALOGUE
NOW READY.

STILL ANOTHER OF OUR SPECIALTIES.
INK WRITING
REGISTER,

Formerly known as the Greeley Ink
Writing Keglster.

For Police, Fire Alarm and
District Telegraph, or any

Special Purpose.
MADE IN SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PEN.

We carry all parts of this Register
in stock, sach aH

Ink Wheels, Ink Pads, Main Springs, Winding Keys, Etc.

OUR ELECTRICAL LABORATORY IS EQUIPPED WITH THE MOST

MODERN APPARATUS FOR DELICATE TESTING. ETC.

FOOTE, PIERSON & CO., New York,
Manufacturers of Electrical Ooods.

KLEIN'S

^V WRITE

nFort
price

I60 Congress St.

BOSTON,MURDOCK&GO.

'STAR" RECEIVER.
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,

Telephone Swilciiboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties, rM.;','

Wesfern Telephone Construction Co.,
250-254 S. Clinton St., CUcaso, XU..

-Largest Manufacturers of-

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

THIS TR.ADI IVI/VRK
STANDS FOR THE

IVI^s^n T

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THIXGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence

—

are the
Me'wv ^-tat-idarcl ^ry Ba'fc'fcories.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable. Reliable.

The only manufacturers selline a complete line of

Public Escbange, Toll Line. Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Ballway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protect>-d by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTSATALOa. CmCAOO, V. S. A.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. *5^Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Sou,
67-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHiCAGO.

MclNTlRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINJILS.
Special Connectors for HARD-DRAWN CDPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEG. MclHTIRE CO., 13 S 15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, ti. J.

ESTABLISHED 1 BSB,

NOTICE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFB. COMPANY,

Pine St„

Tbe oldestand
most reliable
manufacrurer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the "West. ^Vrite
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A, KUSEL-,

Proprietor,

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS,
A practical explanation of the Designing",

Construction. Operation. Main-
tenance and tlie

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVINAiVIOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort 'Wavne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 F ages. Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations.
Pamphlet Form.

P>RICE, 2S CENTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINI OMPANY,

Snite 510 Marquette Blds„ ChicaffO.

STEC/AL

Toy Telf pllO-n?ftiiJl EUctrito.)

CorvsV^u-ttmh ol cveyy aescristioTv.

CttUe ft.Y\3iTrrinin«ilJ B^es,.

L in eTnen'sT^o ) _P ox.t s,

DeM very a-nilaKr-"-/' /[f«)

s

ani Stkn^ ^c. W'l i t U.S.

EJ.H03UTT,
?^ ff- ^OJ. 35" St. T'/rat H««sVea.1
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DIVIDENDS
MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No RiDgiDg Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-75 FRANKFQRTST., OHIO.

READY FOR THE MARKET,
"PEMCO," the new style Creole rosette. Insulation
perfect, long fuse, superior in every detail.

Peru Electric IVIfg. Co., Peru. Ind.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephoned Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

The=e 28 3+lbs. spools fSl lbs. total) of
Ko.ae single silk-covered wire will cost you
f243netat50, 10, 10,5 off list; and there is
sufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 oOO-ohra brldjring-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000 magnets Hnished at factory, ?248.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magrnet windings. Kach winding i:* made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 13 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary-
wound magnet. Pnce, 8218,70 net. This
is 10 per cent- less than your wire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

13871^31JERSEY CITYN.J.
WE CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

TheWarnerTelephone

Generator

Cabinet.
SIMPLE, DURABLE,

EFFICIENT.

It is rapidly taking the place of

the old magneto-generator outfi. for

ringing subscribers' bells. Is just the

thing for selective signal ringing; is

furnished fitted with either dry or

storage batteries. One set of dry

batteries is guaranteed to give 600.-

000 signals, allowing about five sec-

onds to each signal. It is guaran-

teed to ring the heaviest loaded toll

lines and to do harder work than

any magneto made. It is just the

thing for exchanges, both large and

small. Is the cheapest and most re-

liable method of obtaining power for

this purpose. You cannot afford to

be without it. It is fully guaran-

teed and is sold by all responsible

telephone supply houses.

Manufactured exclusively by

ft

: THE W.F.WARNER CO.,
MUNCIE, IND.

I *>^>-fe"»-»^-<»-»^>»» <tA^o

%

\

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not
onl}' attractive in appearance, but of tfie highest
degree of perfection, -electrically and mechanically,
yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest
and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 25 Phones
before placing your large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THE WILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 25, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exaetreproduetloDni
articulate sounds and diu
able qualities is unequale.i

The Largest Manufac=
turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
asreresating over 300,000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE -GUARANTEE worfemansliip, material and
effi-riency ot our app-tia'us to be of the highest grad^
and agree to defend, tit our o^u exoense, any action at

lawwliichmay be brougbt against
PATRONS nn alleeed tnfringemeL. „.
patens owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.
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THE
INEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOOLE

^^ Dayton Qlobe Iron Works Co. " omSro!"

'/^^f^A^/A^^/y/z^y/fy^^^

Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

oovernors,

Etc.

%!WS!»7^m^7mS&'7^^^

BULLOCK GENERATORS. --•^lE?^'

BULLOCK MOTORS. ^^i^§0
SHSHi S

ROEBLING

and Co^Tbl^^.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter's Slona Commiitator Componnd is tlie most efficient lutricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparhinp. It is used In the largest electric pcTver plants through-
out the United States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your conimuiator. lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the surface in that condition that vou have'long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or anv other material that wears out or destroys its surface. If
you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your equilibiium and
quietness, you will certainly adopt its use.

"The aiona" comes in two sizes: Small, ?3 00 per doz ; large. $5.00. For sale at all supply houses
throughout the world. A samp:e will he mailed free upon application, with directions lor use. by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA WFG. CO., Ltd., No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DISCRIPTION

THt: WALLACE BARNES CO.,
isr^Bus^[f> 'ts7. BRISTOL, COMN., U.S.A.

This Trade=MarkRofrt'\?s: ^ITrr^d
Branches, Edison Cut- Outs

Knife
Switches.

Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

PERFECT
ANTING Plates
^s|by eve^ppocess.

STRATING.
!,for specimens.

>NGRAVIING6"i
(LECTROTYPINgI..

*ORN ST.

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHES

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CURRENT

AND

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL LESCR1PT10N IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON, PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

I-OR I-IST OF MAXITFACTrRES SEE CI^ASSIFIEO IXDEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFF/CfiS—NEW YORK: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON: 31 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA: 233 Dresel Bldg. CLEVELAND; 39-47E.
Prospect St. SAN FRANCISCO : 5D8 ParroUBldg. ST. LOUIS: 638 Century Bldg.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
OHIOAGO; 1012-1013 Monadnock Block. MINNEAPOLIS: 616 Guaranty Bide MCLWAIIKEE : 700 Pabst Bldg.

Practical Running ot Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating

And remedying of troubles in djTiamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical boots
Tee.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 :\Iarquette Bldg.. Chicago

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13.17 Cortlandt St., New York.
BRANCHES: J

320 BearSoPn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Baildlt:g.
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Engines

Unequaled for electric service,

with many points of superior-

ity; AUTOAIATIC and economical

oiling, superior adjustment of

main bearings, connecting rod

and other wearing parts; sim-

plest and best governor; finest

materials and workmanship.

For particulars write

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,
ERIE, PENNA., U. S. a.

CORNELL dan and
(iraNoline ENGINES

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
s, to i,oo<J 16 e. p. light capacity.

For every live gas jels you now burn you can (with a Gas
Engine Plant)
obtain ten lij

c. p. Incandes-
cent lights.

Absolutely no

Fluctuation.
,

AVrite for
PriocH and
Circulars.

State number
of lights re-
qulred.or what
work the en-
gine will be
called upon to
do.

CORNELL -

MACHINE CO.,
175 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall SI.. New York Cilv.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve tlie leather.
It will pay yuu to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

AMERIGAN'IS^''^
ARE THE BEST. Send lor deicrlpllve Circular.

Absolutely Non-infrlnginK.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D laas. 174'5. Clinton St., Chicago. Ill,

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechaoics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent caases.

Suite 1657-59 ilonadnock Bldif., - Chicago.

tuBeno

lEUGENE 5 Given Free]

i FIELD'S
iPOEMS«
I A $7.00

each p«r»on liit«r»ted In

5 v<jt,^crililDK to the

I
Kield aionuin«nt

• Fund. Subscrlb«aDya:
• 'l--iired. Subsctlptioi

Lv 11.00 will entitle donuc toiLvii.tx) will entitle donuc to •
bis daintily artlvUc vdlume 1

"field FLOwene"
'^loth bound, Sxlli. U k C

I

i- »

1

..J
'Ided equally between the family of the laU Eugene field t

5 and the J"und for the buildine of » roonument to ih* mem- 1
J ory of the Lelored poeti.f childhood. Address »
; EUGENE FIELD MONDME?iT SODVENIS FUND,

j
t iAUq at Book Storeji iSo Monroe St., Chicaf* t

J If ynu also «ish to *end_p.-jtaE*'.^»ndMe y^ cts. t

BOOK
I THE Book r.f the century
; Handsomely lllus-

I
trated by thirty-

[
two of the World's
Greatest Artists,

• fund. Bookcoiitil
* ti on of Field's best a.nd
# representitive works Uid U
S reidy for delivery.

J But for the ouble contri-
# bution of the worlds greatest

S artists this book could not
• have been manufactured for
i less than «T. 00.

t The Fund created is di

[.EG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronze^SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

. '^TU/tJj-'UlW^'

lNGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,^ODS,SHEETS,ETC.^— DELTA METAL—
CASTINQSi STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS
QRIGINA' -'--'- .._

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest .Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Poiver ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest sgeed
ever obtained for the same power. The high^ mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest-pos-
sible strength. A gate unequaled in guickiiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- pagre pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

mHOLIDAYS
ARE NEARLY AT HAND.

Electrical books make most acceptable gifts. WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS in the West and carry the largest stock

of electrical books. Orders filled on day received. We can

send you prepaid any electrical book published, on receipt of

price. Get our loo page catalogue.

ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,, 510 Marquette Building, Cliicago.
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Induction Motors

FOR

Operating Electric Cranes and Machine Tools.

VESTINGHOUSE TYPE "C" MOTOR, OPERATING CRANE.

Our Type **0^ Induction Motors operate successfully under conditions which

cannot be imposed upon other motors.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg* Co,^

Pittsburg, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria Street, London.

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada*
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

P fi T
ft .^'n
^^^M^H^^^yl^^^^fl

FORT WAYNE^^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
^ SHIPPED PROMPTLY.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYN E, I N D I A N A.

NONA/ READY!!
Western Electrician's

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE

MOONLIGHT SYSTEM FOR 1900.

Liberal Discount if Ordered in Large Quantities. I»JKICK>, lO ORI^TS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
SiO IVIarque-b-fce Building, Chicago.
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OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

In tin cases, maklnp a uracdeallyalr-tlght pack-
age; also preveotlDg possibility of damase in
taanilllng. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. :Jold by Arst-class

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHtCAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,

863 Sroadnay. Ne» York. 164 Lake SL, Chicago.

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

r>. 3VX. STR^^A-Iir* AIFG. CO.,
107 Chambers S^, NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

'TyJ, TeL 3346 ISlh St.

^ car; mim works, J
=:^=: 240 and 242 West 29lh St. , >

_

i New York City.
'

"; '.tar-'sfsclurersof.' >

rp^ WIRE and SPRINGS
Jj

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insnlalion and mechanical p

tubes, r(^ and special shapes. Catalogues and sampu
xposes, in sheetiy

on applicaticm iBIackDiamond File WorksI
VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DeJ.

^^_^_ _

^
^1t

S
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^4 k -i
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gAdjDStalile Electrolier

For the adjustment of incandescent electric

lights to the different heights desired. Noun-
sightly balls or loops of cord, as the extra

cord is taken up by the spring balance drum
inside the Electrolier.

It is as easily adjusted as your window curtain.
It takes the place of the fuse rosette in common use.

THE ELECTROLIER COMPANY,
27 Daniels Ave., Piltsfield, Mass.

Vt ls>TORE IK THE VXITED STATED ASiD CASTADA. J^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
4^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

<jtOP'mATSRARfQn^j Woven
Wire

AND YOLJ CAN
BY USING

Crown Commutator Compound.

.B^iMlM

STOW Wt 5Ph R^\HQ,HtAllH(iAmS^^TIN0

^rtDMlTATOR COMPOUND
;/ STOPS THE SPARKINGtHE/IJ/NG AND CUTTINO

Dynamo
Brushes.

BpHjSimiTfTiTI

AnytMflE %

Yon

Want

^WWt^WWWWWIWWHWWWW^UM^wwwwwwtw^W^WWIWWWW^WWW1 At tie

Lowest

Prices.

The Best Commutator Lubricant Known.
Send for Samples

and Prices,

W« are supplying the largest consumers in the United

States, Canada and Mexico.

We make all grades and defy competition.

Send for samples and prices.

CROWN WOVEN WIRE BRUSH CO.,
sal.e:ivi, ivi^iss.



$3 per Annum. CopyriBht, IBM, by
BtecCiiolan PublitihlnK Company, Cbicaeo. EVERY SATURDAY. 0'£r -

Vol. XXV. CHICAGO, DECEMBER i6. 1899.

I'r'^r^r.g?.^ 1 cents pkr Cppy.

V'ESTcRN SELLING AGENT,

H. H. HIXSON,
I l37Monadnock Slock. CHICAGO

imiDI lev INSULATED
llYir^kKi/V WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"R.'mxsoN?"^' -S/mp/ex Electrical Company,
lonad'rock Block. CHICAGO. 75-31 Cornhlll, BO'&TON, MASS.

iPN'^:

1889—Paris Exposition,

Illedal for Babber Insulation.

1893-Vrorld'8 Fair,

Medal for Rubber Insulation.

THE STAKDABD FOB
BVBBER IirSi:i.ATIOK.
Sole Manufacturers of

tlkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""f^S" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
r'rrlnVc'h'e'y.Vr. t"a"»!>"s. 253 BroaHway, Hew York, I'W'^i^.St^':

'""'•

«
iviore:

Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.
- VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Americai Steel k Wire Co.,
The Rookery. CHICAao, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEMCO,"the new style Creole rosette. Insulation
perfect, long fuse, superior in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

Tie Only Fire DetectiTe Cat IEM
Every Fractional Part of which is contiouoasly Thermostatic, and designed tat

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptatiohs. It lights the gasi Rings the door bellsl II
automatically notifies of &re and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install*-

t^oflible Core ranalnc tbnwfbMrt the able Is
Immedlitdy ibort-crraitted w any latemp-
tloB bjr Fire or Tbtef, Auideot or loteotloo.

ter. Call and see cables operated.

Why use dormant wires!
TSTbe Montauk Aatomati*

Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to heal

^^ or fire as the nervous systea
'^"^

of a human being is to tb«
Mxt'iM* touch of flame.

Write for descriptive maAr

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
lOO Broadway, NEW YORK.Telaphone 403 1 Cortlandt.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Ho*
tors from i4 to 50 *iorse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good profits

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen $t Co.,
1012 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

BRAND NEW
NOVELTIES.

Medlcid Colls,

Spark Mb.
17-27 Vandewater St., Kew York.

HIKERS or /S__1J\ OUl'.aS ,

LEATHERl^^ MILL
BFlTINfr SIIPPIIES

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is the re-

sult of patient Inquiry andcareful
atudy uf the requirement! of the

different machines usedunder all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFI IC AVO fi< Illl>V

67-09 bOUTM CANA^ SHIttr
CHICAGO ILL

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

W*LSH'» So»S & Co.. HEWftRK, H. J.

Wanted For Cash.

We pay $I6.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE. PLATINU

Goldsmith Bros.,
63 and 65 Washington St.,

CH!CACO,
- Works, 58th and Throop St..,

REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

r>. JM. (STB;-wA.ier> imopcj. co.,
107 Chambers St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

^ESTIIN EleoMcal In^toment Co.

Ii4.ii20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

illuminated Dial

Statioa Insiriunests,

These inBtrameota are
based apon the same (^en-

«ral principle and are jnat
as accnxate as oar regular
Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, hnt are much
larger, and the working
parte are incloaed in a
neatly designed, dust-proof
caat-iroQ coae'which effect-
ively shields the instrn-
ments from disturbing In-
fluencee of external mag-
netto flelda.

IVeston Standard IllumlitAted
I>ial Station Voltmeter.

Style B. *'Fla0h Type."
tke WsBTEaN EuKrvszoxAN when vrlttng for cstetlc^aea.

7esto& Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and Millivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
audVoltmeters, for Alter-
nating and Direct Current
Oirouits.

Our portable Instruments
are recognized as standards
thronghout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt'
meters and Ammeters .are
still better.

They are the most relia-

ble, abeolate standsrdB for
XiBboratory use.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in tliis line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Strtet, PHILADELPHIA.
WcBtero Representatives: J. B. McKeague Co., 324:Deflrboni St., CfalUEo.

2S% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.
If j'ou want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CQ.,^ LYNW, MASS.

National
India

Bnbber €o'a
RUBBER COVERED

\A/^ire8 and Oablos.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

N. 1. R.

1

llH^|[!^^^H|t mm*
^\ ERICSSON TELEPHONE CO. 236 Broadway N ,Y
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Bark Days Call For Bright Lights,
AND A BRIGHT LIGHT MEANS THE

!

!

ESPERSEN ADJUSTABLE SHADE LAMP.
" -• When you purchase protection for your eyes, you want the best and

that is what we offer you. Why is it that our shade lamp business the
past year has doubled? Because our lamps are sold, on their merit, and

each lamp is the best salesman we can procure. Why is it

that thousands of these lamps are sent to Europe and all over
the world? Foreigners are practical buyers, they are care-
ful buyers, and they look well to the merit of an article be-
fore they purchase. They have given our lamp universal
praise.

Remember we are spending large sums of money adver-
tising our lamps in the magazines and journals of the country, educating
the consumer and buyer, and we are doing this for you, the dealer and
jobber. We create the demand for these lamps, and we constantly re-

ceive inquiries from all over the United States and Europe asking us for

circulars and catalogues, and we refer them to the dealer. If the dealer
does not carry them we ship direct. Do you wish these inquiries? Then
carrj' our goods. Give us a trial order: a sample will convince you, and
you will place increased orders with us.

We make our lamps in twenty-five different styles to suit all kinds of

people, and we make special lamps to order. Tell us what you wish, and
send for our catalogue and discount.

OVER FIVE THOUSAND SHADES SOLD DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

Pacific Electric Co., La Crosse, Wis., U. S. A.

1
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FEDERAL SALT
Adapted To All Open-Circuit Batteries.

FEDERALSSALT, used in CARBON CYLINDER BAHERIES, gives 33% MORE

CURRENT and 33% LONOER LIFE than Sal Ammoniac.

ii

Packed in Boxes Only. FEDERALITE
99

ABSOLUTELY NO CRYSTALIZIN6 SALTS.

:a.ue:rj

FEDERAL BATTERY COMPANY,
1 1 PINE STREET, NEW YORK.

Sold In Bulk.
Gives more current, lasts longer and is

cheaper than Sal Amnnoniac.

"FEDERALITE" can be used in all bat-

teries.
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The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

^^tCTjj^ FOR ENCLOSED LONE- BURNING ARC LAMPS. i\-'^TS±,

.UNEQUALLED IN QUAUT
AND EFFICIEtK^

( STEADY
ILLIANTaiGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROAowAY NEW YORK.

30IMS

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

"just as good."

XtlJo Tfa/4c»- JVl o«-L^ °° S"°'^<^*^' Receptacles,
I Ilia 1 rdiie-iTldrK Rosettes, Mains and

Branches, Edison Cut- Outs

Sbtnip Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. - .

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CMICAQO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
That maintain their Candle Power and produce a
Pure White Light, because they have

A PERFECT

VACUUM.
Made of the Highest Crade Materials, and by Latest

Process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. -B., Owensboro, Ky., 8, 10, 16 C.
P., Bbi. Lots, 17c each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c
each. Either E., T.-H. or W. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.

MANUFACTURED BY.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., °SS°

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

G. &W.
LIFE"Because they are Well JVIade.
EFFICIENCY"Because the filaments are the Best.
ECONOMY'-Because they are Lower in Price and give

better light with less consumption of current
than any other lamp on the market.

SPECIAL PRICES offered to Electrical Supply Houses,
Power Plants, Railways and all large users of

Incandescent Lamps.

GOOOGHILD & WELSH,
OUR LAIVIPS ARE
OUR BEST SALESMEN.
LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES.

INCORPORATED 149 Academy St., NEWARK, N. J.

152-154 Lake St.

CHICAGO, ILL. U.S. A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdTMiee Specialty Co.. zx i

AmerieanBatteryCo.... |

Amer. EL Specialty Co. . . x
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American Elec Works .... xi
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Bam.Foree xi

Baker & Co....)... xlU
BftUEnrineCo xtU
Barnes Co., Wallace xl

BameUCo., 0. AH xx
Banx, P. A
Belden-Larwlll Elec. &
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"Big Fonr"R. B. Co xlil
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Bra4y, T. H xlU
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.
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Iron Clad Resistance Co. xli
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xl
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XI

xli
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xvii

xli

xlll

Lea Manufacturing Co. ..

Leather PreserT. M. Corp.

Leelanche Battery Co . .

.

LefTelACo., James....

Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.
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.

Lombard WaterWh. G. Co. -

—

Lynn Inc and. Lamp Co.. 1

Manhattan EL Sup. Co. Till

McIntlreCo.TheC zlv

McLennan A Co., E x
Meyrowltz, E. B
Mica Insulator Co x
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Monon E. E
Montauk Multip. CableCo. 1

MunseU A Co., Eugene.. x
Mnrdock A Co., W. J stv

National Carbon Co Is

National India Bnbber Co. 1

Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xlll

New York InsuLW. Co... xvi

Noblett, E. J
Non-PolarlzlngDryBt.Co.
North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Co.. x

Ohio Electric Works Iz

Okonite 00.. The \

Pacific Electric Co.
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Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Pendleton & Gilkey xlll

Perrizo A Sons xlll

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Peterson A Co., John L. x

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Go. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. Iv

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronxe S. Go. zvU
Plass, H. E.. Elec. Co.... 1
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Queen A Co..

Bawson Electric Co
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RUey Brcs
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Boebling'a Sons Co., J.A. •

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Go . . .

Schlff. Jordan A Co
Schwalm Co., Geo. F.... xU
S.E.L Co Ix

Shelby Electric Co
Shulti Belting Go —
Simplex Electrical Go., The, 1

Speer Carbon Co 1 x

Spies & Company xlil

Splltdorf,C. F 1

Standard Paint Co x
Standard TeL AEL Go. . . xv
StandardUnderg.CableOo.

Sterling A Son, W. C xlll

Sterling Electric Co.... xv

Sterling Yarnlsh Co.,The xx
Steward, D. M., Mfg. Co.. i

Stewart ElectrlcalGo...

StUwell-Bierce A Smlth-
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Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Go xi.v

Sturtevant Co., B. F xIt
Swarte Metal Refin'g Go. zll

Texas Arm A Pin Co.... xill

Torrey Cedar Co mi
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F~or Olassl-Flod Ind^x o-f iB^dvor-tls^m^n-ts S»» ^ae^ V^l.
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL REPAIRS AlVO MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DEISCRIP-
TION. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are sure ofgood work and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
iviark:i CHI

i&^^^<^^t*^*^^}^<$>^$^^*^l*^X'^>^l'<*^^>*l^ K^*--
'-»?

DOES
Your Electric Light or

StreetRailway PlantPay

Satisfactory Dividends?

If not, why don't you remodel

and put it on a paying basis?

That's a specialty of our business.

BAYS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CONSULTINQ ENQINEERS,

TROY, OHIO.

4yS^i^***t^t <ti 'I***»^4* '2*^^^**S**t**»**t**t*^i^I* ;.»»».>^»»<»;.«.»<.«.« .»»»»

PHOENIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfc. Co.,
ST. I_^UIS. IN/IO.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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Small Lamps for the Little Folks,

Large Ones for the Grown People.
All add to the Holiday Decorations and are intended for

use on battery or incandescent lighting circuits and fur-

nished either in natural glass or artificial colors.

niNIATURE
LAMPS
For battery currents require from

? to 7 volts and give from 1 to 6

candle power. Those for incan-

descent circuits of 50 to 110 volts

are intended to burn singly or in

series. The candle power is from

1 to 8.

COMMERCIAL
LAMPS
of Columbia make are from 10 to

So candle power. The 10 and 16

c. p. are also made in natural glass

colors. We artificially color any

size of lamp, or will supply Vitro

Chrome or Zero Frost for lamp

treatment at home.

The "Ever Ready" Bapquet and Bedroom Lamps make Attractive and Useful Presents.

CATALOGS AND PRICES UPON ALL TYPES OF LAMPS. WRITE US.

mmm
264-270 Fifth Avenue,

Chicago, 111.

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

St. Louis.

NONA/ RE
Small Single-Phase Self-Starting A. C, Motors

SUPPLEMENTING OUR WELL-KNOWN LIST OF STANDARD SIZES.

Simple,

Efficient,

Guaranteed,

Durable,

Low Cost of

Installation,

Require No

Attention.

4 H. P. FOR 60 AND 133 CYCLES.

SEND FOR BULLETINS 24, 26 AND 32,

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
Ueneral Offices and Factory, ST. L.OVIS, V. S. A.

NEW YORK, 203 Havemeyer BIdg., A. H. Muslaril, Agent.

PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Belz Blilg., Join Mustard, Agent.

BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Avenue, H. C. Buck, Agent.

CHICAGO, I51i> Marquette Bldg., Beo. B. Foster, Agent.

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutler St., A. R. Pike, Agent.

DALLAS, TEXAS, Jamea M. Boyle, Agent.

YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, Bagnall i Hllles, Agents.

LONDON, ENGLAND, 47 Victoria St., C. R. Heap, Agent.

CITY OF MEXICO, American Englneer'g Co. o( Mesico, Agt.

BALTIMORE, 203 E. Lfilngton St., John Mustard, Agent,

Won't chatter like a monkey when the circuit

is closed.

Won't flicker and splutter before settling down
to work.

Won't require aligning when carbons are re-

newed or trimmed.

There are several things it WILL do, which
our booklet will explain—sent on request.

THE-

BELDEN-LARWILL
Electric $c Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, iND., U. S. A.
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one of the BEST BELT PRESERVATIVES KNOWN. Your belts are valuable, and you are afraid of belt

dressings butso are the BELTS of Fraser & Chalmers, Chicago; Union Traction Co., Philadelphia; American Steel
1 uf:.» #«/^ \ur^r^aa*o.r MtxEc ahd Concral Electric Co. Lamp Works, and they use and value Cling-Surface.

177-182
Virginia St.,

; BUFFALO, N. Y.

and Wire Co., Worcester, Mass
Let us tell you more about it.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 225 DEARBORN STREET.
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH: I 70 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON

c Co. Lamp Works, and they use and value

Cling-Surfage Mfg. Co.,

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajumjielators.
General ts-iectrlo Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhatian Eiec. Supply Co.
Western tiectrlc Co
Western Kleo- Supply Co.

Ajtp Ijamps.
Belden-Larwill El. i Mf. Co.

Central Elecwic *jo.

Pt. Wayne Else. Wfca., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manulacturlng Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse EL & Mlg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
burnley Battery & Mfg- Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.

Gordun Battery Co.
L-eclanohe Battery Co.. The
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National carbon Co.
Non-PolarizingDry Bat Co.

Ohio Electric Works
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

B^llB.
central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel * Manger.
Manhattan i:iec. Supply Co.

ODio isiectric Worko.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver MJg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Beltlns.^
, , ^

Chicago Belting Co.

Leather PreserverMfg.Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Boobs. Eleetrleal.
Electrician Publiahlng Co.

Bm0b.es. „ ^ „
Amer. Wot. Wire Brush Co.

Central Klectric Co.

crown W07. Wire Brush Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bmsli Holders.
Clay Electric & Mfg- Co.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel S Manner.
Manhattap Elec. Supply Co.

western Elect- Supply Co.

Cables {See InsolaiedWlrei.)

Cables, Kleetrie (See Inf-
lated Wires), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American flleo. works.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

- Eaatern Electric Cable Co
General Elef^-tric Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard TlnderRround 0. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CarboiLS.PoliitB& Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBOn Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gen'l Inc. ArcLt Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
KelslTieer. Hugo
Schlff. Jo'-dan ..fc Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemists.
Harvey Co.. TheG. F.

Circuit Brcafeers.
Cutter Elefi. B Mfe. Co.
Leonard. Ward, Elec. Co.

Clntcbes (Arc lismp}.
Peterson A Co., John L.

Coils and llaornets.
RDlitdorf. C. F.
Varipv DiTiies Maenet Co.

Coloring f Inc. I^amp).
Webster '^.he-nlcal Co.

Componnd.
Crown Wov. Wire Brush Co.
Dearborn Drue&Chem.Wka
MdLRTiran fc Co.. K.
StandBTd Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co., Ld.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als Patent).

Mclntire Co.. The C.

Constrnction* Bepalrs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. ^ Co-
Ft, Wayne tiiec. Wts., Inc.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge- WalBh Elec. Eng. Co.
Nortbern Elec. Mfg, Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Eiec. Mfg. Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andEleetrie
lAgiit Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullcck Elec. Mfg. Co,
Central Electric Co.
Clark, Jas Jr . & Co.
Cornell Machine Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Umtea Elec. Imp. Ca
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse Elec s MfgCa

Copper.
Be8lySCo..Chaa. H.

Copper Wires.
American Eieotrfoal Works.
American Steel & Wire Co
Besly&Co., Chas H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Ca
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Eoebling'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CorrespondenceSchools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tat Correspond. Sohoola.
L'nited Corresp. Schools.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric AnpUancB Co.
K«3. Hity & So. Lumber Co.
Manuattan Elec. Supply Co.
Xaugle. Holcomb & uo.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Yalentlne-ClarkCo.,The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Outsand Switebes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. & Co.
Cutter El. & Mlg. Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mfe. Co.
Foote. Pierson & Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
HartAHegeman Mfs Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mevrcwitz, E. B.
PalBteCo-.H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
SchifE. Jordan i Go.
Wagner Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
'^"itingbotue El. St Hfg.Co.

Cats.
Frank'in Eng. & Electro. Co.

Bmamas.
Bans, F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
r.PTitrftl ElertrlP Co
Clark, Jas. Jr.. A Co.
Ea^le Eiecrlc Works.
rt. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co
General Ino. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mf« Co

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
BturieTant Co., B.u'.
OmtedEiec. imp. uo.
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Eiect. supply Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Electric Bail^rays.
AruomEl. PowerStationCo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL Si Mfg. Ca

Electric Vebicles.
Wotds Motor Vcnicie Co.

Electrical and neehani-
cal En&rineers.
ArnoldE . Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Builock Elec. Mfg. CO.
Hays Construction Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Go.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. fit Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Foote, Pierson & Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palate Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Schlff, Jordan i Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Electrical ^specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric <t Mfg Co.
Columbia Elec. a M(g. Co.
Djnn-Martin Electric Co.
Elbridge Elec Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supplv Co.
Mclntire Co.. The c
Ohio Electric Works.
Pacific Electric Co.
Plass, E. H , Electric Co.
Prlngle, Wm. T.
Spies &. Company.
Western Elect, supply Co.

Electro-Platlns Maeb^.
Besly&CcChas. H.
General Electric Ca

Enfn^nes. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Enfflnes, 19team.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mlg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
JIanhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouie EL & Mfg. Ca

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Bamett Ca.G. <k H.

Fixtures. El. A. Comb^
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

Flexible Shafts.
<ltow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
Mclntire Oo., The C.

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago ruse Wire & Mf . Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Wfistern F.iRCt. Sunnly Co.

Gas tilsbtlnc Electric.
AdT^nc*" Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
wafltem Electric Co.

Gears.
Uoalv A Cn.. Chft« H.

General Elec HuppUes.
Central Electric Co-
rh'cuco T^fiiflOD r'-o

Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Foote, Pierson X Co
General iiiiecirlc uo
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Onio Electric Works.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Schlff, Jtrdan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phofenls Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

G^T^ors, Water Wbeel.
LombardWater Wheel Gt.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Ca

Guards. Wire.
Ingils, Wm , w. & Ir. Wks.

Beaters ( Feed Water).
Kellej <£ ton. Becj F.

Bolders, Inc. I^amp.
Farles Maaufacturing Co.
Vought, M. I.

Igolters, Gas Engine.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg Co.

Insulators ana Insniat-
1ns naterials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire «;o.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Foote, Pieraon &. Co.
General inc Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Instilated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. LThe.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Schiff. Jordan & Co.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Ca
Sterline Varnish Co.
Steward Mfe. Co., D. M.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—91asnet Wires.
American Eleotrioal Worki.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Ca
Electric Appliance Co.
General Klertrlc Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Montauk Multlph, Cable Co.
National India Bnbber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Ca
Okonite Co., The.
Philllpa Insulated Wire Oo.
Eoebline's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Eleo. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison DecoratlTfl & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept

Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Genera' Inc Li<imp Co.
Goodchild A Wfllsh.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lvnn Tnf- Lamp Co.
Manhattan Eiec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Worka.
Sawyer-ManElec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
w'oRtinghouBe El. «s Mfg. Co.

£iava.
cteward, D. M , Mfg. Co.

Mxhtning: Arresters.
Central Electric Co

Electric Appliance Ca
Euresa Elec.no Co.
Pt. Wa>ne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Westinghouse i£L & Mfg. Ca

Jnavnet Wire.
(See instilated Wires.)

Jllechanieal Machinery.
Besly 4 Co., Chaa. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
StUweli-BIerce Smith- VaUe.

Meters.
U^mond Meter Co.
General inc. Arc Light Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Jlinlng Apparatus, Eiec
Bullock Eiec- Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
central Electric co.
Chicago BheoBtat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern Kiec. Mfg. co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A. Mfg. Co.

Kail Heads.
Clay Elec & Mfg. Co.

Pacblnjc,
Besly & Co. Chas. H
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
Cllne-Snrface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
fiamim. Geo. R.
Johnston. Thomas J.

Phosphor Bronxe.
Besly &Ca, Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.CaLtd.

Platinum Boneht and
Sold.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Davis &Stltt Co.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naogle. Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton & Gilkey.
Perrizo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co. , The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Go.
Pern Elec Mlg. Oa

Befiners.
Swarts Metal Refining Co.

Befleetors.
Amer Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co
Pacific Electric C9.

Be-Windins—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hf dee-W'al.'ih Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies A; Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leorai-d. Wai-d. Elec. Co.
Spies \- Company.
We.sHne'b<''icf El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Maehin^y-
Baux.F. A.
Chicagf H'-useWrscklogCo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Manufacturing Co.
Kiemm & Co.
Pacific Electric Co.

Bpeaklnx Tubes.
(Jentrai Kiectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Ca, Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Robeitfion & Sons, Jas. L.
Weaton Electrical Inst. Co.

Sprinss.
uarnes Co., The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons, Magic
lianterns and Slides.
Riley Hrts

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, rnsulatins.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulatedWire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. i Elec. Co
Oclumbia E ec fi Mfg Co
Couch ti Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote. Pierson i: Co
Kokomo Tel. & El. Mfg. Co.
K use!. B. A. Tel.& El. Mfe. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supplr Co
MurOotk & ( o., W. J
Noblett. E. J
North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Ca
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.C0.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathlas.

Toys, Electrical.
Dunn-Martin Electric Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Eieotrlc Works
Plass. E. H .Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

TructcB, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Bifg. Ca

TurbineA WaterWlieela.
Dayton Glohe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Valle

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcanlzed Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co.,OhaB. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Okonite Co.. The.
PhilUpB Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodn'ork. Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X.Bay Ontuts.
Central Electrio Co.

SpUtdoTf, a F.

Ill
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
NEW TYPE OF ALTERNATOR.

7.'»-Kw. GE. Compeo-sated Revolving JTield Combined Alternator and Direct-coupled E-cclter.

Without change of adjustment this type of alternator gives accurate automatic voitage regulation when loaded
with lights, with motors or with a combination of the two, whilethe compounding of all other alternators re-

quires special adjusting for similar loads. WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4206.

Main Office: SCHENECTADY. Sales Offices in all Large Cities.
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THE SEAL OF APPROVAL
Has been placed on the use of Automobiles by the high social factors of the country and another

year no member of elite society will be up-to-date or strictly correct in everyrespect in bis equipage
unless he is the possessor of one or more Automobiles. Anticipating this, the W^oods Itlotor

Vehicle Company have developed and perfected beyond aH further experiment under the

Woods system of electrical propulsion correct styles for the coming year in over thirty different

forms of vehicles, including Buggies, Traps, Brakes, Broughams. Victorias and Cabs, all of which
are so simple in their operation and care that the same servants now employed can be retained,'

and in the lighter vehicles for ladies' and gentlemen's driving an hour's time is suflieient to learn

ffiheir every manipulation.

STANDARD OF THE:

WORLD.

Weight, 1,800

Pounds.

Mileage capacity.

one charge. 35

miles.

Speed per hour, 12

miles.

The Stanhope illus-

trated here fills In

every particular the

requirements of the
fastidious carriage
user, as it has every

feature of refinement

in design and style
which constitutes a
carriage and not a mere
machine, and one of

Price, $2,000.00 nc4. the greatest delights in

store for ladies is the

usage of this character of vehicle. We strongly recommend the placing of orders early this fall

and winter for spring delivery in order to insure no delay in getting such vehicles for a full season's

ase next year. Send for book of magnificent illustrations in latest styles of Automobiles.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY,
547-551 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Vanderbilt Ave. and 44th St., New York. 14 King St., Toronto, Ont .

Cost to ran ptr mile, 14 «nt. STANHOPE.

New Type

Sunbeam
Street

Railway

Lamp.

16 CANDLE POWER.

Catalogue I-S gives complete description and
illustration of the New Type Sunbeam lamps,

made by new machinery and latest improved

methods. Every lamp exhausted individually.

WESTERN ELEGTRie eOMPANY
CHICAGO, NEW YORK.

nANUPACTURBRS AND DEALERS.

Electric Light and Power ApparatUB,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,

Telegrapb, Station and Mea5arlnff Indtromenta.
Electric Dffbtand General SappHes.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

Nortb_ Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyna,

PARIS.
46 Avenue de BreteutL
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

FORT WAYNE^^
DUNCAN METERS

Register accurately from i-ioo of full load to 50 percent, over-

load.

THE ADJUSTABLE FRICTION COMPENSATOR is described

in our new meter book. Drop us a postal for a copy.

MAIL ORDERS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION AND BE
SHIPPED PROMPTLY,

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

^^>^^>^>^«S>^>^><^^>^^^2^Ki>^^5><S^M^^^>^

FOR LIST OF IfAXCFACTURFS S'EK CX-ASSIFIFO INDEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK

BRANCH OFFICES—VE'W TORK: 39-41 Cortland St. BOSTON : 31 UUk St. FHIt,ADEIiPHIA ; 233 Drexel Bide.
Prospect St. SAN F&A17CIS0O: cee ParrottBldff. ST. LOUIS : 63B Century Bid?.

CI.£VEIJUn>: 39-47 E.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
OHIOAOO: lOia-1013 Honadnock Block. UINNi:APOI.IS : SIS Suarantr Bldg MIUWATrEEB : 70O Pa«at Bide.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating-

aod remedying of troubles in dynamos ana
motors.

I*rloe, lt> Oexit:s.
Catalogue of nrechanical and electrical books

free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBU5HING COMPANY.
510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., "^"SSii-^lSS"-

1,000.000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery-

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2Hx6V4

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1. 25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Dlttmar Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

wm register the
strength of open
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit.

No. 14,

witli our high-grade car-
linn transmiiter, which
will be s-'Ut on approval
10 responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Bittery, $9.00.

Retail price, 90 cents. 2W, 3, 3!^ and 4 Inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue. Calalojne No. 11—Now Ready,

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,
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Dearborn Ih
-us and CKiemical \AAorl«s,
ibora-tories NA/ater OHemisiis.

Vese-table Boiler Compounds.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

BULLOCK MOTORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. CO.. BILLOCK GENERATORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC

WE.HAVE.NO_COIVIPETITORS except in price for

WOVEN WIRE DYNAMO BRUSHES.
OUB qUALilTY IS PARASIOUBTT.

AMERICAN. AMERICAN "C."

'Woven W^ire Brashes of every description. Quality flrst, last and always.
We make but one grade—THE BEST.

If you are using Woven Wire Brusties be sure you get the best—THE AMERICAN.
liOW PRICE, HICrH QrAtlTY. If you will send us a trial order we

are satisfied your future orders will be placed with us.

American Woven Wire Brush Co.,
27 WALNUT STREET, PEABODY, MASS.

CO
IMMl®

Bitrery Ilrmfxiiirl »mpb,?l(i '"'

Telephonr, complete, . 5 ''5

tlectnc Door Belle, . , 1,00
Elect;ric Carriage Light, 8 95
Battery Fan Motor, , . 5.85
Electric Hand Lanterns, 2.00
Pocket Flash Lights, . 1.50
Miniature Electric Lamps, .40

S8 Medical Batteries, . . 8.95
Genuine Electric Belts, . 1.00

J12Belt with Suspensory, 2.50
Gennine Electric Inioles, .25

Telegraph Outfits, , . . 2.25

Battery Motors from $1 to 12.00
Battery Table Lamps, . 8.00
Necktie LightB, 75cts. to S.OO
86BicycleElectric Lights, 2.75
Electric Cap Lights, . . 1-75

Electric Railway, . . . 2.95
Battery Student Lamp, . 4.00
Dry Batteries, per dozen, 2.25

All Electrical Books at low
prices.

We undcrcell all on Everythlag
Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electric Not,
elties and Supplies.

Agents wanted. Send for New
Cataloeue iust out.

-tir'""""-ffa-'i-iiii

e/a ^
.22 a
> C/3

.£2 oT

CO

as

c/3
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all OS

CO

CO
03 03
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CARBON

Motor and Generator
BRUSHES.

Speer Carbon Co.,
ST. MARYS, PA.

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush, i

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

i No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Commutator.

f No Shifting of Quadrant.

t 80 per cent. Pure GrapUte.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i 6165 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

S-E-l
Is the name of the instrument we make

for switchboard use. Fully guaranteed.

Always correct. Specify them in your

next order.

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices.

S.E.I.CO..?
Syracuse, N. Y.
39CortlandtSt., New York.
70 Summer St., Boston,

columbia
Carbons

FOR
enclosed
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of

size and straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us
and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue,

CLEVELAND OHIO.
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ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

They Save Time, Expense and Trouble.

WE SEND PAMPHLETS.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago
AMERICA'S LARGEST EI/ECTRICAIi

SUPPLY HOUSE.
(MAKERS OF EACO TAPE.)

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!
Ct2VU31S

PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Receipt of this COUPON we will
Send FREE. Sample Stick.

!
Name .

.

Address .

=T.?j2-,."i'''y
article that will PREVENT

srARKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PEEVENT CDTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. McLENNAN&Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

B09 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL,

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument 1o

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT A. CO.,
Teiejihoiie, 136 Coitiaiidt. Rheostats and Bruphep.

omaMtTig

INDIA O. AMBER

IH
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE . MIC
IMSHLATtO ,^J|t COIV1POUWD
1 lulhs and l'.i|M'rs. -"I

' uNriuii.Ai «:».

EiifteneMimselLsCo' Mkvi Insulator Co.^ 2ISH,it.i St.,\e\v York cS Cllic.l\So. iniakeSt.

PERFECT.

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-
ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery

and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium fiuoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

THE "TEMPLE
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

WILL
SAVE

80.; COMMUTATOR WEAR.

60$ BRUSH WEAR.

MaoDfactnred by

Designed to replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

all makes of machines.

When ordering give size of brush In use, also distance from center of binding
screw In brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive drcalar seal upon request.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., iLUNoissT.,cHicAco.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLET ABTD JUNCTION BOXES.
SWITCHBOARDS, PAITEIi BOABDS, SWITCHES, BTO.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING GO. mm,, wis.

CEIVERATORS
IVIOTORS

1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

OFFICES \ Northern Engineering Co.
1 39 Cortlandt St., New York.

Kohler Bros.,
Monadnock Block. Chicago, 111.

The Northwest Eng'g Co..
St. Paul, Minn.

E. i W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San Francisco, Gal.

Machinery & Electrical Oc,
Los Angeles, Cal.

PAINT
EVERYTHING

WITH
A new T.-H. Arc Lamp is hard to beat, and you CAN'T
beat it if you fit it up with the Knutson Gravity Clutch.

YOUR OLD T.-H. ARC LAMPS
Will be good as new if you fix them up RIGHT, and BETTER
if you take out old-style clutches and fit them up with the

Knutson Gravity Clutch,
The only clutch ever made that can be put in a lamp
without taking rods out. We can FIX your T.-H. Lamps
and make them better than they ever were.
We wish also to call the attention of arc lamp users to

our one-piece upper and lower carbon holders for

^i^-inch and ^-inch carbons.

Write Us for Prices and Particulars,

JOHN L. PETERSON & CO., Galisburg, III.

Successors to A. W. KNUTSON & CO.
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FRANK N. PHILLIPS, pREaiOCNT.
0. H. WAGtNSCIL, TKEuuncR.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GCNCMAL MANAOCn.

e. ROWLAND PHILLIPS. Vlcc-PncB
C. R, REMINGTON, JR., Sic.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTTDEIfCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkv! York Store, W. ,I. Watsou, 2G Cortlanat St.
Chicago Store. F. E. Donahoe, 241 MadlsoD St.
Montreal Brancf! , Eugene V. riiilllps' tlectrlcal Works;.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP5DALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded aod Flex-

ible Wire and
Cables with

CUrk'slnsulatlon

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before ihe public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

01-93 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

rurny DIICHCTAT UfC liAVC and selt is intended to sell more as a result of its

CvClfT IfnCUwIfll ffC ifllllVC operation. A large number bave been sold in that
way. and more and more are being sold because those already in service are proving their worth in

hard, everyday use. If you want to be sure of getting a high-class Rheostat, get a C. & H.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
12th and St. Paul Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
The larga<taiid«ld8sttxclus[v8nianufacturersofrhsostats In the world. Writefor prices and particulars.

CAN I BECOME AN ELECTRICIAN?
Yes, you can. We teach ELECTniCAi,
EnGinkekenu at your home HV mail
at a cost within ihe reach of anyoDe.
No matter where you live, if you can
read and wri'e. we guarantee to teach
you thorougbly. Our instltu'e is en-
dorsed by Thomas A. Edison and other
prominent men of the country. We

I twachalsoMECHA.viCAL Engineering,
I
Mechanical Dkawing. Machine De-

I SIGN, TELEGKAPHV. TELEPHONY,
Electric Railways, Electro-Thek-
APECTics. Electric Mining, etc., by
mail. Write for Catalogue. State sub-

ject yoo wish to -study. The, Electrical JEngineer
Institute of Correspondence Instriiclion. Dept. K,

9 t-«a*.-«. e&3...^&i^,^ iaa=c-w liberty St.

,

t,..aac* i^ T1V— O)*^ —J msKTs- New York.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with Geoeral Electric Co.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

ElectricitT^^ecliaDics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in {latent caases.

Suite 1657-J9 Honadnock Bld^., - Chicago.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

.Manufactured tjy

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

(orrf"^Iionflencc solicit'^d.

uuiriMfi]^
MAGIC LANTERNS ant) SLIDES
CONDENSED OATALDGUE FREE »i

RILEY BROS. 15 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK. U*

SEND TO US....
Your Specifications for Switchboards, Tablet Boards,

Cut-outs, Cabinets, etc., and let us give you
ESTI ivi4^i-e:s.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

SMALL-SPRINGS
OF fVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
esr-,suj«/> /U7 BRISTOL, CONN., u. S A.

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep coHe, for use with any system of
incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light oji a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

ThouAands of this sX.\ le used In show windows.
Get our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICACO.

IMPROVED

"

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

THE LEA

Enclosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It Is worth sending for.

Lea Manufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, IND.

The W. R. GARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 ManliatUn BIdg,, Chicago, III.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD
(I

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. 1.
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WANTED.
Armature wintler. Must be lirst-class work-

rnau and familiiir with general work: steady
eniiiloynient. State wages wanted and give

referehces-
F. BISSELL & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

\a/^a.imte:d.
armatures to rewind.
winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnphouse
bopB. Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.
LlKHt plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
7U1 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

Good Business Opportunity.

FOR SALE,—An electrical plant

complete, with machinery, tools, imple-

ments and eqaipments. also quantity of

stock en hand and valuable patents for

manufacturing telephones and telephone

transmitters and other articles. This is

a business worth the attention of any de-

siring to engage in electrical manufac-
turing.

For further particulars inquire of Willis

E Sibley, State Mutual Building, or

Charles E. Squier, Secretary Worcester
Board of Trade. \N'orcester. Mass.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1 .040 revolutions.! .100 volts. 140 cyclo.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in first-class condition. Answer
GEXEKATOR." care Western Electrician. 510
.Marquette Building. Chicago.

WILL PAY CASH
For Second-hand Electrical Supplies of

Any Kind—Wire. Dynamos. Lamps, &c.,

AC. Wl.at have yoii to ofter.

M. ROTHSCHILD,
I 250 W. 35th St., CHICAGO.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENT, i

^2C" Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in it:^ effectiveness and ui>-to-date
iu every respect, at a price that
will a.ssure conPideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Keliey <Sc Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

Sii hor^e power and others.
I.arpe^t ^twb in America. Mostly
ail taken In trade for our Im.
proveti Benyman,

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in the market to buy any quantity of SCRAP PLAT 1NTM from Incandescent Lamp

Bases, for whleb we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy

any .luaotity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES. We
extract the Flatlnum. for which we allow the full marl^et value, less the cost of extracting. \\ e
are also lar^e buyers of Scrap Coppeb Wire, Brass, Ele., from electric-Ilght and street-rail-

way plants. - — -

We supply the electrical trade with our "high grade" Babbitt Metals. Bab. Solder.
Wire solder and Cotton Waste. If In want of anything in our line, it will pay you to com-
municate with us before placing your orders elsewhere.

SWARTS METAL RLFINING COMPANY,OFFICE AND WORKS:
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

ESTABilSHED 1885,

il«ONT SELL
\our burned-out and broken incandescent lanaps before writing us. Seven
years of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that

we are here to stay. _

CEO. F. SCHWALM ^ CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

NEW CAS ENCINE ICNITER
Id very ccmpciKt.-
littht'Vreiiaht ma-
hine, , designed^
In reapcDte to"'
numerous inquir-
ies for an igmiter
to he used on
small launches,
automobile-, etc.
Weight 11 lbs ,

speed 1600, height
6!«; inches. Total
length of shaft.

9:V inches.- Full
particulars Cir-
cular 4S."_ ,

:'

^ANUPACTUftED BY

ELBRIDCE, N. Y., U. S. A.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES

FOR QAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOSILES.

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING SELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Selling Agents

:

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Rlsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal. ; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cat

HAVE TOU TRI
$1.

^iv^months to a year. B
brings eataloene of othi

Dunn-Mart'n Elec. Co..

ED A "SHOCKO* ?
This perfect and com-
plete medical Ijattery
-eemt! impossible at the
low price of SI. (-"iirrent

can be repula-tetl to suit.
Lverj- boy want? <'ne for
iDStriiction and amuse-
ment. Invalid? Ilnd it in-

\aluable for home treat-
ment. Mountings are
neat. apT^ai-atus efficient.

Dry cell will last from
mail. Sue. add'l in U. S. Stamp
novelties. Agent:; Wanted.
76-77 Nassau St. New York

WARD LEONARD
RHEOSTATS

AND
CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

Hotor Starting; Rheostats.
3Iotor Regulating Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rlieostats.
Theater l>ininier8.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld. Br. J„ V. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO.

nVCQAI I C nm Youcannse to a highUIEIIHLLO Urrj nosltionltyouwill. All
it requires is ambition and willingness on your
part to study "between times." Our booklet,
WHATSTfuENTS SAY. shows what is being doue
for thousands of people through our course of

EDUCATION BY MAIL
in Electrical. Mechanical, Steam. Mioini:. Civil
Entdneerinp. Metallurgy. Art, Ar-
chitecture. Practical .Newspaper
Work, Eoiurlisti Branches, Stenog-
raphy. Machine Ueslgn and Me-
chanical Drawing. Low price, easy
terms. Sent kkek to those who
enroll nnw. a complete drawing
outfit worth Sll.lO, or other pre-
miums. Mention subjects inter-
ested in when wriling to

The United Coirespondence Scbools,

l.>4-l-56-158 Fifth Ave.. New York,
for catalogue No. 94,

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 L 33d St., Hew Yoric City.

I Omaha Exposition. |

_ , . We purchased the Omaha Exposition, includ-."

ing FXBOTRTCAl. STPPLIFS of all kinds.

We offer for sale the following hjgh-speed en-

giiies warranted in excellent "cohditioB. r-la'use

for about one year. ;' ^

Two compound Westinghouse Engines, 18x30x16, 330 h. p , 125 lbs.

steam pressure, or 440 li, p,, 150 lbs. steam pressure,

One Atlas Corliis Engine, size of cyliniier 18x48, right-iiand size of

hand wheel 17 ft. 8 in., 26^ in. face; diameter of shaft iH in. at

bearings, 9 in. shaft by 8 ft, 5 in, long, Floor space for this engine is

lift, by 29 ft.

One Ball Engine, size of cylinder 16x16, center crank running at

present 250 revolutions; diameter and face of wheel 14^ in, by 5 ft,

I0>^ in,; diameter of shaft i'A in,, length 6 ft.; floor space 12 ft. 6

in. by 7 ft.

Prices on application. Our Catalog No. 156 quotes in-

teresting prices on Electrical Supplies of All Kinds.

We also "publish The Monthly Butletin; a Journal for

Wise Buyers.

West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO.

m
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-

riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATA1.0Gl'JE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric LIghf

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN..

203 Palladio Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLOHY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Bailroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Banlt Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
TIES.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY RROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
60-foot to SO-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUC I ADPCCT AlUn DCCT ^'^ ilie world is claimed of t^e

int LflnlitOl AHU BtOl TEXAJ arm & PIK CO., Beaunioit, lei.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

"Wo arxi^lto t:]n.e I3B'WE5'V JVISIVT- "WTlte for" r>*-^o»=*«-

\A/Kiii:e Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

raomfcMs* PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

JiTlie hpasllms.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hood s. House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
V/ovk.— Ca(alogv€ and Prices fur-
nished on ajiplication.

BET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,

G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
iB^II »<incls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHING COMPANY,

Suite SIO Uar^nette, CHICA60.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEED FOE CIECULAK AND PKIOES.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131 St St., N. Y.

Oak Brackets
and O^VK ond l-CSCUST PIIMS.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE WEST. CAR LOT ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

KANSAS CITY AND SOUTHERN LUMBER CO., - Springfield, Mo.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
ffiHirrnr^^^^ chattanooca, tenn.,

Manufacturers ana Dealeis in

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantitj'. J^^WEITE US.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES

PL.A-ri IM«JI\/I
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purdia.ed.BAKKK &. CO . 4U8-4I4 K<-w Jmey
Kallrond Ave.. \«.wnrb. 31. J.

New York Ofllce, 130 Liberty Street.

P
ATENTS.
GEO R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W.. Washington. D. C.

Booklet: "Information for Inventors,"
free. Specialty; ElectricallnTentions.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE. WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

CEDAR POLES , \
We CONTROLTHf OUTPUT OF CEDAR Oh THE LINE OF-THE Wis'cOttSih

I

&MfCHlGANR.R.5SMlLKlNLEN6TH;C0VERlNOATERRITORYOF \
OVER 400' SQUARE MILES OF CEDAR FORESTS.

,
I

'We have a L&RGE stock of all sizes for p.rompt shi pma^x. *

NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE B.A,SED ON ACTUAL JTOCK OIN HAN D- -

C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
1ur Work is First-Ciass, Prices Roa-

eonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 w. Van Buren St , Chicago, III.

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Otlier Types.

In successful use for ten yearfl.
Staodard hiirh. Prices low.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Vtechanlcal and.Electrlcal Engineers,

Consultations. Reports, Estimates, Flans,
Specifications. Superintendence, Tests, l^ir-
chaslnR. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 LIbcoIo Trust Bids., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Onen and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Ceil Evt r

Put on the Market.
In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

J WE CLAin:—Constant dls-
charfie of current without po-
larization; DO local action; no
noxious pases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28" below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater thafa
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
market. For No. i cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. 9 ocM.
125 ampere hours; on open

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to -^^
volt. Send for circular and price list.

OORDOX BATTERY COMPANY,
G94 Broadtray, STew York.

Western Representative,
Oeorge W. Patterson, 1533 Atar<iuette Bldg, Chicago. UL
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If you want your build=

ing effectively heated

THE
STURTEVANT
SYSTEH

will do it

If you want it tlioroughly

ventilated at the same
time

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEfl

will do it

If you want to utilize your

exhaust steam

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEH
will do it

If you want to eliminate

all direct steam pipe

THE
STURTEVANT

SY5TEn
will do it

If you want to cool and

ventilate your building

in summer

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEH
will do it

If you want to centralize

your entire heating

plant and place it un-

der one man's control

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEfl

will do it

if you want to know all

about

THE
STURTEVANT

SYSTEH
of Heating and Venti=

lation by forced Circular

tion of Warm Air, send

for Catalogue No. 84.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

New York Philadelphia

London

Chicago

TotheTelephoneCompanies.

s^\

1

m1
^iriM^

THE ROLFE

PROTECTORS AND

CABLE HEADS,

Endorsed by the National Board of Fire

Underwriters, are now manufactured

under the Rolfe & Barrett Patents exclu-

sively by EUREKA ELECTRIC CO., manu^

facturers of High Grade Switchboards,

Telephones, Cable Heads and Protectors.

Get our catalogue illustrating our full

line.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,Srsr^; CHICAGO, ILL.U.S. A.

WRITE
TO

160 Congress St.,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & GO.,

"STAR" RECEIVER.
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFC, CO.,

Telephone Switchboards, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties. !wio°s'

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
350-254 S. Clinton St.. CMcago, III.,

-Largest Manufacturers of_

Telephones^Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

Preserve Your Copies
OF ^Hl

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snite 510 Marinette Bttilding,, . « . , CHICAGO.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as tlie name indicates, a NEW I300K, mucli more complete than the
old one, with all tlie information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stroml»erg-Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72'82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTSATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. «S-Send for one.

IVIATHIAS Klein & Son,
67-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHrCAGCS. ILL

TO LOS ANGELES AND

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

Every Friday night, at 10:35 p. m., a
throu.gh Tourist Car for Los Angeles
and Southern California leaves the
Chictcgo, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
way Union Passenger Station, Chicago,
vi.T, Omaha, Colorado Springs and Salt
Lake City, for all points in Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and California.
In addition to the regular Pullman

porter, each car is accompanied by an
Intelligent, competent and courteous
"courier," wto will attend to the wants
of passengers en route. This is an en-
tirely new feature of tourist-car serv-
ice, and will be appreciated by families
or by ladies traveling alone. Particu-
lar attention is paid to the care of chil-

dren, who usually get weary on a long
journey.
These tourist cars are sleeping cars

supphed with all the accessories neces-
sary to make the journey comfortable
and pleasant, and the berth rate (eacJi

berth will accommodate two persons)
is only ?6 from Chicago to California.
Ask the nearest ticket agent tor a tour-
ist-car folder, or address Geo. H. Heaf-
fcrd, General Passenger and Ticket
Agent, Chicago, 111.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

MEGIORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE G. MclNTIRE CO., <3 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, H. J.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

EDUCATION
Thousands have been helped to bet-

BY MAIL
ter pay and positions through our

system of

instruction

Buildings erected

expressly

for this

purpose

at a cost

of $225,000.
Courses of Steam, Electrical, Mechanical

or Civil Engineering; Chemistry; Min-

ing ; Mechanical and Architectural Draw
ing; Surveying; Plumbing; Architec-

ture; Metal Pattern Drafting; Prospect-

ing; Bookkeeping; Shorthand; English

Branches.

<t9 a MnnlllP'^^^ ^^ ^ College

||)£ « InUll III Education at Home.
45-000 Students and Graduates.

Circular Free. State subject you wish to study.

THF INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002, SCRANTON, PA.
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No. 357 Dearborn Street

\A/Hol

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

CHICAGO. ILL.

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Ro-tail

IM SU
KOKOMO TELEPHONES

I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter''8 Slona Commiitator Compound is tlie nioet eflicieot lubricator, the only

article that is Ruarauteed to stop sparkiDg. It Is used in the largest electiic power plants through-
out the United States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your couiniul ator. lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the surface in tliat condition that you have loug souplit to obtain. Does
away witb tbe use of sandpaper or any other material that wears out or destroys its surface. If

you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, ttius obtaining your equlhbilum and
quietness, you will certainly adopt Its use.

"Tbe aioua" comes in two sizes; Small. J3 00 per doz ; large, $5.00. For sale at all supply houses
througliout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with directions lor use, by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

-riHis -ri^.AOi IVIA.RK
STANDS FOR THE

Best Transmitter
FOR ALL PURPOSES

EVER PRODUCED.
Among other of the

BEST THINGS manufactured or controlled

by us—and the fact of our name connected
therewith is a guarantee of their excellence—

are the
IMew S-fcandard ^ry Ba-t-fcories.

krres-fcor and Cu-t-Ou-fe S^Mfi-fcch.

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO..
MADISON. WIS.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-f-lbs. spools Ollbs. total) oC
No-"6 single si ik-covered wire will cost you
l2-tr,netatM, lO. 10, 5 off list; and there is
pufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
J.OOO 500-ohm bridRin^-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000 magiieta finished at factory, 82iS.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
mafrnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of N0.3C wire, 5W) ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinaiy
wound magnet. Pnce, $218.70 net. This
is 10 per tent, less than your wire bill

and we charge notliing tor mnding.

THE YARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387Ii^ST.JERSEYCITYN.J.
V/E CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDEfiABLE MONEY.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 Harquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF. NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in the field which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents-
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Eastern Representative Columbia Electrical Suppiv Co.,

93 Liberty Street, NEW YORK CITY.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exiictreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
al)le qualities is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
ageretiating over aoo.ooo
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
ef(it;ieney of our apparatus to he of the highest grad^
and agree to defend, at our own exoeose, any action at

law which may be brought against our
PATRONS' on alleeed infringement of
patents owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

<00^fif^
IlongdistsnceI

Ml
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The Hart H. & H. Push Switch

NO. 701 SINGLE POLE.

NO. 702 DOUBLE POLE,

IS WITHOUT A PEER.

IT IS EASY TO PUSH.

THE ACTION IS POSITIVE.

THEREIS NO PAINFUL JAR
TO THE FINGER WHEN
OPERATING.

THE DESIGN, WORKMAN-
SHIP AND MATERIAL ARE
THE BEST THAT CAN BE OB-

TAINED.

MADE IN THE FOLLOWING
STYLES, 10-AMPERE CAPAC-
ITY ONLY:

NO. 703 THREE-WAY.

NO. 704 FOUR-WAY.

Also in gangs of any number up to eight.

We make a special line of Iron Wall Boxes and Frames

for the installation of these goods.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
99 HIGH STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHICAOO: nONADNOCK BliOCK.

STEVENS'
I

MECHANICALCATECHISM

I

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
FOR

5tatlonary and Hartne Engineers, Firemen, Electricians, Ilotorinen, Ice

Machine Men and Mechanics in General.

New and Original. All Modern Machinery fully described and explained. Technical
Points made Clear bj^ Word and Drawing, Qutitlons and Answers

for (. ivll Service Examinations, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER, STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
CONSTRUCTION, TESTING AND MANAGEMENT, SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES, COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND, RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS. JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HOKSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS, PUMPS, VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA, AMMONIA FITTINGS, LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE. STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY, DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT, TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THREE-WIRE SYSTEM, MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS, ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREJIENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD RAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO, THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pages. 240 Illustrations.

* 19 1 ^2 EI, $1.00. Sent anywhere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS

NEW DYNAiVIO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Fubusbing Co.,
Suite Sid Marquette Building.

CHICAGO, ILU

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., New York.
BRANCHES:^ 320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building,
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Engines

Unequaled for electric service,

with many points of superior-

ity; AUTOMATIC and economical

oiling, superior adjustment of

main bearings, connecting rod

and other wearing parts; sim-

plest and best governor; finest

materials and workmanship.

For particulars write

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

ERIE, PENNA., U. S. a.

CORNELL
OaH and
GaHoIine ENGINES

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
25 to 1,000 IG c. p. llKlit capacity.

For every Ave gas jets you now burn you can (with a Gas
Engine Plant)
obtain ten Id

c. p. Incandes-
cent lights.

Absolutely no

Fluctuation.

Write for
Prices and
Circulars.

State number
of lights re-
quired, or what
work the en-
gine will be '

.

called upon to
do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
175 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York City.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heata
of 4,000 degrees , .

JOS. BIXOX CRUCIBIiE CO., - • Jersey City, X. J.

Nail

Heads.
Get our Prices on
this and other

Specialties.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

210 Illinois St., CHICAGO.

EUGENE^ Given Free!

FIELD'S

POEMS«
A $7.00
BOOK

. f.M.J. 6t.l.«-riU-an)aiii.juiil j
J 'l-'ircd. Siil;icrii>tloi]» 11 luw J
* a^ ei.Wuillontiilp donor to Z
i tii« tljjiitily artistic volume I

S "field FtOWEHS" *
: fr1..lh bound, fjx 111. u k I
* (crti5cate ot BuU.erI|itl<jn to i
i fiiiid. Book contain
* t,:notFMti%beit a

i rpprtMnt:itiv« works and l

} re^dy lor delivery. J
Butfortho Doble contrl- *

Sbiition of the world's Ereateil {
.irti^ts llils book ould not {

* liave been manufactured for •
i less than 87 (M). J
J The Fund created Is dl-

' lily of the late Eug'^ne Field i

";|

• THEB'T.W r,f the century
; U:inilsonmly nius-

;
tral-;d by thirty-

;

two of the World's
'• Greatest Arti<it3.

1 vided equally between fip
I and the Fund for the buildine ot n monument to the n
> ory of the btlon-d poet -if childhood. Ad'lr'-.s j
EUGENB FIELD MONDMENT SOUVENIR FOND,

j
<Also at Book Stores) l8o Mnnroe St., Cblcaso «

If you also wish to'pnd fOiUg'. enclose I'J ct5, i

f.
^G.jRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Qmited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
lNGOTS,C.ASTINGS,WIRE,f?ODS,SHEETS,ETC.

>.i»i/^.*J^/«i^"
^— DELTA METAL

'
' ViVv. CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

^ ''x ORIGIN.-'XL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Pouer ever obtained from a lohcel of the same diameter. The higkest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The tiighest mean efficiency ever realised when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pos*
sible strejigth. A gale unequaled in quichicss and eaae ofopenintj and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with Half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- pag-e pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

mHOLIDAYS
ARE NEARLY AT HAND.

Electrical books make most acceptable gifts. WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS in the West and carry the largest stock

of electrical books. Orders filled on day received. We can

send you prepaid any electrical book published, on receipt of

price. Get our loo page catalogue.

ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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WESTINQH0U5E
MOTORS

Alternating and direct current motors

for machine driving.

Secure the greatest economy with the least trouble and danger

to operator.

Type "C" Motor Q>niiectedeto a Pump.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Go.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

OFFICES:

New York, Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Buffalo, Cliicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, MinneapoKs, Pfiiladelptiia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, San Francisco,

Syracuse, Tacoma, Washington. Denver, Mountain Electric Co. Canada, Ahearn & Soper, Ottawa. Maritime Provinces, John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.

Mexico, G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico. Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St., London.
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WE DESIGN AND BUILD COMPLETE

ELECTRIC POWER PROPERTIES.
Two of Our Latest Up-to-Date Plants.

The FIRST Direct-Current Central Station in the United States to Successfully Operate Incandescent Lamps, Arc

Lamps and 250 and 500 Volt Motors Off One Set of Mains.

The FIRST Long-Distance Electric Railway Operated from a Central Steam Station Using Three-Phase Transmission Rotary

Converters, Sub-stations and Battery Auxiliaries.

Described in This Issue:

Plant of the

IMPERIAl EltCTRIC IIGHT, REIT

& POWER CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Jhe contract for this entire plant,

including building, was awarded to

the Arnold Electric Power Station

Co., upon designs submitted with its

proposition . Engines and generators

are connected by the

"ARNOLD SYSTEM"
And by

Arnold Magnetic Clutches.

DESCRIBED IN WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN, OCT.

21, 1839.

Plant of the

Chicago & Milwaukee

Electric Railway.

We considered the
conditions, developed
a system of genera-
tion and distribution,
submitted a propo-
sition and took the
contract for the en-
tire equipment. This
is a three-phase elec-
tric railway using ro-
tary converters and
storage batteries.
The engines and gen-
erators are connected
by the "/irnoid System"
and by Amold Magnetic

Clutches.

In each of these plants a stipulated economy was guaranteed under a bonus and forfeiture contract.

We are prepared to submit propositions on complete electric plants for any purpose, under reliable guarantees, after

learning particulars.

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.,

SUITE 1540 MARQUEHE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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THE

F Bell,
Cost more because

it is worth more.

TRY IT.
UtlCDCI MtkirCD 2S6 Qraham St.,

nUtbtLoi BlflHutn, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AHD SHADES.
RATAIflfillF Nn 7 bns just been issued and win be maiteduninLuuuL nu. i upon request. It shows a number of
new fixtures in

'

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS. Etc.

Discount
to Dealers . . .

Address, FA.ieiE>JS IktKG. CO., Deoatur, lllirkoia.

?r^ Tel. 3346 SSth St.

1,,;^ f-)
GARY SPRING WORKS, ^

^^^i\\ ^S' 240 and 2-t2 West 29th St.,''

New York City.

*.:.i:vj;'aclurcrs of

J '7 ^ WIRE and SPRINGS

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
r

Highest grades lot electrical insolation and mechanical purposes, in sheeii,

ttites, rods and spedal shapes Catalogues and samples on applicatio&c

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, DaJ.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLBXIBLB FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINft,

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Batlway Dust Guards, WuHmm
and Packings. Fateat Insulating Cleats.

UANUFACmTBED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTUAINB CO.. Wilmington, Dai.

Sterlii Ma Uaii fami.
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., PHtsburg, Pa.

iBIack Diamond File Works I
Tn KBt. 1863. Inc. 1895. ^

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

Special
j

Prize 2*

^ OtTH UOOJDS ABR OUT SAIiE JN KTEBT IjEADIH« HAKU^VABE O^
V) 8TOBE IN THE VSTITED STATES'Ain> CABTADA. J^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

AND YOU CAN
Qrown Commutator Compound.

GjaoMii^.

COMMUTATORttMPWPI
STOPS WE dP/\RIUNC,H£_AJINO AND CdTTINC. '

:) CfflMUWOR COMPOUND
^

// STOPS THE SPAfiKINGjHE/lT/NG /INO CUrr/NC

Woven
Wire
Dynamo

Brushes.
flBiSoirf^

Send for Samples
and Prices.

M- liiMi^'-:: - '^" --- "- ' ^'m At tie

Yob
'=''°*""^

Lowest

Want Prices.

- ,^^. .^j^

We are supplying the largest consumers in the United
States, Canada and Mexico..

We make all grades and defy competition.

Send for samples and prices.

The Dest Comnutator Lubricant Known.

CROWN WOVEN WIRE BRUSH CO.,
»iBWI_SI\/l. IVIA.!
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARiSe.

WCSTERr^ SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Vonadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

*0N'^:
I8S9—Paris Exposition,

Medal for Robber Insnlation.

1893-World'8 Fair,
,

Sledal for Rabber Insnlation.

THE STAKBARD FOR
RUBBER mrsvLATionr.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""m^'- Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
rayrl.VffJ'et'r; i"^"»9ers. 253 Broadway, Ketf York. &°°H.^H;!fg".r."-sgc7''

^"'"-

IVIORE

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all otber styles oi Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBUHN & MOEN Dept,

'Americatt Steel & Wire Co.,
Tbe Rookery, CHICAGO. ILL.

Standard Underground CableCo.
542 The Rookery, Wdstingliouse Bldg., 18 Cortlandt St., 1226 Betz BWg^

'"•-
Pittsburg^ ,, N^w York City. Philadelphia. 1*4.Chicago.

607 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

p Electric Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also Bleb Grade Btiliber Covered Vt ires and eables.

The Only Fire DelectiTe CaWe in tie fforll
Every Fractional Part of which is cootioaoasly Thermostatic, and designed IM

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gasi Rings the door bellsl It
automatically notifies of fire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install*.

''°°' /"ESS.'SL..* Why use dormant wiretl

i.^'!ll'5.^.':°;'"f"'!n'''°°"'". ?'''*'• / y r"?iC3S?^=2 The Montamc Antomati*
IBUneafilely thortKirco led tn lay lafemp. M ^ / 2^ .r^i. . .- i~i - .-.

Il«a by Fire or Thirt, Acddtiit .fl.tCTlloI! /^J^^^ Thermostatic Electric Ca-
bles are as sensitive to hea(
or fire as the nervous systew

mt tiuTsm mannatt utu, "^^^ "" of a humm being is to tb«
.*.-^ touch of flame.

^ Write for descriptive mat-

ter. Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 403 1 Cortlandt. ICO Broadway, NEW YORK.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from '/4 to 60 "lorse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good profits

lur agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Queen $c Co.,
1012 Cheslruf St.. PHILADEIPHM.

Acme Testing Sets, Quesn-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

Nm, BRAND NEW
^NOVELTIES.

Write for
prices.

E. Plass

eiec. Co.,

23 Barclay St.,

Nmv York.

c;. 'e-. (Si»x.»iTr>oiei'',
X-Riy Coils, ^ggnggM^B^ Medical ColU,

17.a7 Tandewater St., sretr TTork.

LEATHER C^33 MILL

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather heltlngls the re-

sult of patlentiDquhryandcareful
study (.f the requirements of the,

different machines usedimder all

conditions and In all climates.

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

OFFIC- .XNOFACTORV
67-69SOUTM CANAL STREET

CHICAGO ILL

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sows & Co., Newark, H. J.

Wanted For Cash.

We pay $16.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUtM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE.

Goldsmith Bros.,
eSandes Washington St.,

CHICAGO,
Works, sath and Throop Sta.,

REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.P LAIr 1 N iJM

iSlifELECrRIC

]jf
ESTnH ElecMcal \n%mw\A Co.,

n4-i20 Williain St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

lllminated Dial

StatioQ InstriuseBis,

These -lostpimenta 'are
'

I'Bsed apon tbe same eea-
eral princip'e and are jost
88 accuratH ae oar regular
Standard Portable iJirect
Gorrent Voltmeters aud
Ammeters, bat are much
larger, aod tbe working
part4 are inclosed in a
.neatly deeigned dast-ppoof
cast-iron case which effect-
ively shields the instm-
ments from dJetnrbiaR In-
flaences of external mag-
cnetic fields. WeBton Standarrt rilnminated

Dial location Toitraemr.
Style B. •'Fla»h Type.**

Weston Standard

portable Direct Hendinf
Voltmeters and Millivtilt
iueter><. AmmetPraand Mil
amn'ftPrs, Wattmeter;
and Voltmeters, (or Alter
nating ituii Direct Curren-
Oir- JjtS.

Ourportab'e inetrumpntt
are recognized nsstBDiiardr
throuiihout the civilizeo
world.

Oar Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeiers are
still better.

They are the most rella-
Me, absolute standards.for
Laboratory use.

THE MAN BEMI.ND THE BOOKS
boids a resiJODsible position. We g^iarantee to
prepare youDg men and- wumen 10 1311 tbe bigb-
est places in bookkeeping if tbi^y are anxious to
advance and will study " between times.""
Thousands have ]>rospered ibroiigb our. un-

equaled courte of

EDUCATION BY HAIL
in Electrical. Mecjiamcal,
Steam., Miuiog and G^UtiTn-
gioeering. Metallurgy,' Art.
Architecture. Practical
Newspaper Worfe, English
Brancbes. Stenograpby, Ma-
chioe Design and Meehanl-

' cal Drawing, Low price;

easr terms. Sext fkee to those who enroll
now, a complete cirawlug outfit worth Sll.lO,

or other premiums. Mention subjects inter-
ested in when writing to

THE U«<ITEO COR«eSP0NDENCE SCHOOLS,
Ih-t-Rn-^S FifMi Ave. Kpw York. Tnr Catalogue Nn.tH.

I-T-E
GIRGUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER -tLECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

the; i

PHOENIX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC ^

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

HAVE YOU A COPY OF OUR No. 8 CATA-
L0GUE1 IF NOT, SEND FOR IT.

Pittsbnrgli. NewYopk. Chicago.-
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SUPPLIES FOR ELECTRICIANS.
We buy all our goods at SHERIFF'S AND RECEIVER'S SALES—TRUSTEE'S
SALES—ASSIGNEE'S AND MANUFACTURER'S SALES—We offer you excellent

opportunities to save money, by buying your supplies of us. OUR MAM-
MOTH PLANT at West 35tli and Iron Streets, Chicago, is situated about five

minutes' ride from the Union Stock Yards, and is a veritable MINE OF SUR-
PRISES. It will pay you to call on us.

We Purchased The

OMAHA

EXPOSITION,
and are prepared to offer you
rare inducements to buy our

electrical supplies, consisting of

COPPER WIRE,
LAMPS, SOCKETS,
POLES, GLOBES,
ARC LIGHTS,
ETC., ETC.,

ETC.

^cs^^£Ki!Jummj50M0Mo^

'^^0fr/cejAff/>3AATP WA^it0^^

MACHINERY

IN GENERAL.

We have the largest machinery
plant on earth. Be sure to

write for our Lists and Cata-

logues before purchasing your
wants in this line. Our facili-

ties for placing second-hand

machinery in good condition

are unsurpassed. "We guaran-

tee all our Boilers, Engines,

Pumps, etc., to be Thoroughly

Practical for Further Use.

t

Brand New Rubber Belting.

Brand New Rubber Belting—our
purchases from receivers' and other «'"">

Inch.

sales, all strictly new and first-class

In every way.

Price
per

I

1 i-K
I'/s m
2 3ii

7's

:).l.lr

rrtce
per

2K

6-ply
Price
per

E'X

28
3(J

34
»6

9

13

15

i^

23
27

23
27
32
38
43
48

10',.

1-2
"

13

lU

W/,
21

k5
27
33
39
45
51

57
63
70
77
81
91

ll'i

13

$1 .05

1.12

19

23
26
30
33
41

48
50
63
71
79
88
97

$1.05
1.14
1.23
1.32
1.40

•pl.v
IVlce
per

18

20

32
36
40
49
S8
67
76
85
95

$1.05
1.16
1.26
1.37
1 47
L.W
1.68

LEATHER BELTING.
This belting Is all seeoDd-hand, and we gnarantea it as good as new for use—It will lait

as long as new beltlDg. We make this a specialty. We taaTC an experienced man wbo knows
eTer> thing worth kaowing about belting. Anything he buys we guarantee as goodasnewfor
use. Compare our prices with new.

"^\idth
Inches

Price per ft.

Sintcle Thick
Pi lee per ft.

Double Thick

t ' „ -le 8C
1.1, 5' 10c
z 7c He

U!c" 9C . .

.

l.SC

v.^^ IOC 20c
3 lie ..22c

3>i 12c 24c
314 . .. 13c 26c
3i, uc 28c
4 15c 300
4'; nc .: 34c

Width
Inches

Price per ft.

Single Thick
190

Price per ft.

Double Thick

6V., ...

li

*;'>....

7

'no
2:ic

27c
UlC

42C
46C
54c

. y .... 3ne 78C
. . 43c

.

.47C.
-51.:

..-.6c.

.600.

940
..$1.02

We sell b 'ItiQg in any quantity. la orderinec leatlier belting, please menCion whether you
want single t)r double-thick. If nothing mentioned, will send slngie-ttilck bt It.

We have the following widths of

E30t.«Bi-K 1-KAnri.iKia a
l.5'inch Double Leather, per foot *M9
16 • • '• " 1.28

18 " " " ' 140
24 • " ' 195

26-incli Di.uble Leather, per tootT $2.23
30 " '' "

3.45
40 • " ' • 3.75

Prices on Larger Sizes on Application.

Owing to the vast scale on which the electrical lighting at the Omaha Exposition was con-

ducted, we are possessors of the largest stock of Copper Wire, Incandescent Globes and Sup-

plies of every kind that has been offered on the market in recent days. Such a chance as the

present one must be fully understood,and appreciated by you. It is not merely of passing im-

portance, but you've got to stop and think of it—consider it well.

Do You Need Any Crectrioml Supplies?
Will you need any Electrical Supplies some time in the future? If so—write at once for our
prices. ASK FOR CATALOGUE No. 166. We also publish "THE MONTHLY BULLETIN"—

a

journal for Wise Buyers. Is your name on our Mailing List ?

Chicago House Wrecking Co.p
WEST 35TH AND IRON STREETS,

<y

i
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For Electric Railways
To obtain increased economy of fuel, labor and repairs— to prevent severe strains upon generating machinery-to reduce liability of breai(downs-to increase station capacity—

CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR.
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

I9tk ST. IHD ILLEGHENY AVE,, PHILADELPHIA. H.

Sales Offices:

New York. 100 Broadway. Boston, 60 State Street. Baltimore, Etjultable Building
Chicago, Marquette Building. San Francisco, Tne Parrott Building

"EBONITE" COMMUTATOR DRESSING.
OLDEST IN MARKET. SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST.

SINGLE CAKES, 20 CENTS; DOZEN, $1.50.

MNFG. BY E. M. ASHMORE & CO., ^°ET%''o?Tr«%°H° .r=.""^

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

25% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 per cent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNN, MASS.

"*reVe?ved bulletin No. 3005?
REDUCED PRICES ON

"STANDARD" HIGH-GRADE KNIFE SWITCHES
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR FINE SWITCHBOARD USE.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co Sf. Louis, Mo.

ROEBLING

ana Co^lbl^^.

MOTOR-GENERATOR BRUSHES.

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andrew KanI, Fres. I/onis Strenber, Vlce-Pres.

Andrew Kanl, .Jr., Secy, and Treas. J. 8. Speer, Gen'I jUer. ST. MARYS, PA.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Specialty Co.. xlv
American Battery Co.... xsll

Amer. El. Specialty Co . . . xU
Am«r. El. Telephone Co. xvili

American Elec. Works xUl
Amer. Reflect. & Ltg. Co. zUi
Amer. Steel & Wire Co .. i

Amer.Wov.Wr. Brush Co.

Arno-d El. Power Sta. Co. x
Ashmore & Co., E. M ill

teln.Foree xlli

Baker & Co xv
Ball Engine Go xix
Barnes Co., "Wallace xltl

BamettCo., Q. & H zxii

Baus, F. A slT

Belden-Larwill Elec. &
Mfg Co V

Berthold & Jennings.... sy
Bealy & Co.,Clias. H xxli

*'Blg Fonr"R. R. Co ". xv
Bossert El. Const. Co. .. xli

Brady, T. H xv
Bryan &. Humphrey xlv
BQckeye Eleclrtc Co xi

Bullock Elec. Mfg, Co xl
Burnley Batt. & Mfg. Co.,

Gary Spring Works xl

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xv
Central Tel. ± Elec. Co.

.

xvl
Chicago Belting Go 1

GhlcagD Edison Go It

Cbic.EuseWlre &Mfg.Co. xl

Chic BouseWrecklng Co. 11

Chicago Ins. WlreCo.... —
C. M. &St. P. R. R,... xl

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xlv
Clark, Jas. Jr. ,4 Co sill

Glay Elec. & Mfg. Go. .xll, xli
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co... vl

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co. xvl

Cornell MachlneCo xlx
Cotch & Seeley Co xtU
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co xlll

Gutter EL <fc Mfg. Go i

Davis <t StittCo XV
Dayton Globe Ir.Wk. Co. xvlil

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . xl

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co. . Jos . xlx
Dunn-Martin Electric Co. xlv

Eagle Electric Works.,., xxil

Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. HI
Eastern Elec. Gable Go . .

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept xU

EdlBon Mfg. Co xlv
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.. xlv
El. Eng.Inst. Corr. Inst. .

Electric Appliance Co... xil

Electric Storage Batt. Go. ill

Electrician Pub. Co xxl
Emerson El. Mfg, Co ill

Ericsson Telephone Co... I

Eureka Elec. Co xvl i

FarlesMfg. Co.,

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co.

Federal Battery Co
Foote.Plerson A Co iv

"For Sale" Advs xlv
Ft. Wayne El. WkB., Inc. xxl
Franklin Eng. A Elec, Co.

Qeoeral Electric Go vli

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co V

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Goldsmith Bros I

GoodchildA Welsh vil

Gordon Battery Co xv

Hamlin, Geo. R xv
Hart A Hegeman Mf. Co. zxU
Harvey Go., TheG. F.... Iv

Hobart Eleo. Mfg, CO ..,, I

Hodge-Walsh El.Eng, Co. xlv
Holmes Flbre-Qraph-Co.

Huebel A Manger xl

Inglls, Wm., W. A Ir. Wks-xsll
Intemat'l Gor. Sobools. xi

Iron Glad Resistance Co. xlv

Johnston, Thos. J xiu

Kas. City A So. Lum. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co —
Kelley A Son, Benj F..,.

Kentucky Electrical Co.. vil

Klein A Son, Uathlas . xvl
Klemm A Co
Eokomo Tel.AELM.Co. xtUI

Knsfll, D. A. , Tel. A Eleo.
Mfg. Co xvl

Lea Manufacturing Go... ill

Leather Preserr. M. Corp. xlv
Leclancho Battery Co... xv
LeffelACo., James.... xlx
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co. ix

Llndsley Brothers Go... xv
Lombard WaterWh. Q, Go. xlll

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co.. ill

Manhattan El. Sup. Co.

Mclntlre Co., TheG xvl
McLennan AGO., K xil

Meyrowliz, E. E
Mica Insulator Co xil

Miscellaneous Advs xlv
Modern Tel. & Supply Co.xvll
MononR. R xvl
Montank Multlp. GableGo. i

MunseU A Go., Eugene., sll

Murdodk A Co., W. J xvl

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Go.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xv
New York Insul, W. Co . . , xl

Noblett, E. J ivi

Non-Polarizing Dry Bt. Co. iv

North Electric Go xvl
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xil

Ohio Electric "Works

Okcniite Co., The i

Palate Go., H. T xiu

Paragon Fan & Motor Go.
Pendleton & Gllkey xv
Perrlzo A Sons xv
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go xlll

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co., xlll

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. Iv

Phoenix Glaaa Co 1

Phosphor-Bronxo S, Co, xlx
Plass, H. E., Elec. Co.... 1

Prlngle. Wm. T

Qneen AOo.

Rawson Electric Co xvl
Relslnger, Hugo .

Riley Bros xlll

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.xili

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A, 111

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Go. . .

Schlff, Jordan & Co x
Schwalm Co. , Geo. F . . . . xlv
S.E.LCo
Shelby Electric Go I

Sholtz Belting Go —
Simplex Electrical Go., The, l

Speer Carbon Co ill

Spies A Company xv
Splltdorf, G. F 1

Standard Paint Go —
Standard TeL AELGo... xvl
BtandardUnderg.Gable Go. 1

Sterling A Son, W. C xv
Sterling Electric Co.... xlx
Steding Varnish Co.,The xxll

Steward, D. M., Mfg. Co.. xxll
Stewart ElectrlcalGo.. . iIt
StUwell-Bleroe A fimlth-

Yalle Co xlv, xv
Stow Mfg. Co xlli
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Go xTii

Sturtevant Co., B. P.... xxll
Swarts Metal Refln'g Co. xlv

Texas Arm A Pin Co.... xv
Torrey Cedar Go it
Trotter's MonaMf. Co.,Lt. xlv

United Corresp. Schools I

United Elec. Imp. Go .,.

Valeutlne-Clark Co xt
VarleyDiiplexMagn.Co.xvill
Vought.M. I xxll
Vulcanized Fibre Co.... xxil

Wagner EL Mfg. Co
Walsh's Sons A Co i

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. xiu
Webster Chemical Co.... xU
Western Electric Co tII

Western EI. Supply Go, viu
Western Tel. Cons. Co... xvl
Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Go .... zx

Weston Electrical Inst, Go. i

Williams EleArfa) CD.., xvlll
Woods Motor Vehicle Co.

Worouter A Co., 0. H.. xv

Yorkvllle Electric Co.... xl
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FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

\A/Ri-ri F-OR •FRIOI

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
139 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO.

STILL ANOTHER OF OUR SPECIALTIES. F»HOEIMIX
NEW CATALOGUE
NOW READY.

-J^ INK WRITING
REGISTER,

Formerly known ag the Greeley Ink
Writing Register.

For Police, Fire Alarm and
District Telegraph, or any

Special Purpose.
MADE IN SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PEN.

"We carry all parts of this Register
in btock. snch as

Springs, Winding Keys, Etc.

IS EQUIPPED WITH THE MOST

DELICATE TESTING, ETC.

FOOTE, PIERSON & CO., New York,
3Ianafactarers of Electrical Goods.

ink Wheels, Ink Pads, Main

OUR ELECTRICAL LABORATORY

MODERN APPARATUS FOR

FOR

Wounds
AND

Burns.

\'itogeii has proved verj-

successful for treating

electrical burns. A great

many electricians keep it

constantly at hand, as a

burn is liable to come
at any time. After once

trying Vitogen, you would

not be without it.

Sold by druggists or mailed on re-
ceipt of price: 2 02., 50c.; 4oz.. fl.cio.

Canadian price: 2 oz., 60C-,4 oz., $1.20

"^"S.t"' THE G. F. HARVEY CO., Saratoga Springs, N. Y., U. S, A.

Canadian Branch, Mille Roches. Ont.. Kezab & Bennett. Agents.

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manvifacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.,
ST. I-^OIS, IVIO.

Tashington, D. C .,

November 15, 1899.

The !Ion-polarizing Dry Battery Company,

625 Broadway

,

::ew York.

Gentlemen:

I ta^e great pleasure in stating that as far as our use

of "0. K." dry batteries has gona, they have proven all they are

represented to be, and ve have adopted them as our standard Cry

Cell, ffe used only this make of dry cells in Cuba end Porto Rico

end no's use them iji the Philippines, they lasting longer than any

ether 7!ia)ce *e have ever used.

DRY BATTERIES
A.re O. K.'d By ^.H Users.

Read what a Government War Official says of the O. K. Battery.

They are unequaled for Telephones, Fire and Police Telegraph, Railway Signal Work, Burglar
Alarms, Electric Clocks, Gas Engines, Etc, Etc.

fsed exclusirely by U.

O.K.
S. SiRnal Corps and Pull-
man Palace Car Co.

Polarization reduced to
a minimum. Unaffected
by heat or cold. High
voltage and amperaae.
Great recuperative power.
Longest life. Compact.
Full strength.

Beware of Imitations.

Other manufacturers
endeavor to imitate the
shape but cannot ap-
proach the quality.

OK

OK
sunQ[,

WAR DEPARTMENT
SIGNAL OFFICER

NOV 13 I8S9

DISBURSmC omcE.

Very truly yours

,

ptaiB & Signal Oflc«r. U. S. Volfc,

NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY CO.,
ICl\A/^S New^ Yorl^.
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CHINA SWITCHES
-2 ...FOR...

INSIDE WIRING.

Remove

Mechanical

Appearance

to the aid of

Artistic

Effect.

China Case

Coloring per-

mits Matching

or Blending

with Woodwork

or Wall Tints.

Special Catalogue with net prices

will soon be distributed

Central Electric Company,

264=270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

HiPmSTHEMAHWHO_
GETSABELDENARCLAMP.

thebelden-larwill

electric&ifo.co.,

fort wayne, ind.

dom't you

WANT OUR

CATALOG?

PERFECT contact be-

tween upper carbon and

central tube—supplied
through a novel flexible wire

arrangement.

Skeleton for solenoids made
of vulcabeston, reducing heat-

ing effect in coils 25 per

cent.

Confinement of all vibra-

tion within U-shaped core

—

an almost absolutely noise-

less alternating-current lamp.

Carbonsg^xJ^ inch upper;

lower, 5^4 x^ inch, one cored

and one solid.

Length over all 25 inches,

or with reflector 24 inches.

Weight about 24 lbs.

Life 75 hours, more ac-

cording to quality of carbons.

Wide range in adjustment,

from 50 to 133 cycles on 95 to

125 volts.

Ready access to inner globe

and trimming device.

Made for globe or reflector

in any finish.

O.I. New Alternating-

Current Enclosed

ARC LAMP...

GENERAL INCANDESCENT

ARC LIGHT CO,

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES :

No. 572 First Avenue, New Yorl(.

SALES OFFICES:

New Yobk: 39-41 Cortlandt St.

B0ST0S:31MllkSt.
Philadelphia; 233 Drexel Building.

CLEVELAND; 39-47 E. Prospect St.

St. Louis; oil Security Building.

Charlotte, N. C, 29H S. Tryon St.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.:
CHICAGO: 1012-13 Monadnock Building.

MINNEAPOLIS: 516 Guarantee Building. -

Milwaukee: 438 Clfalein Building.

San FEANCI3C0 : 598 Parrott Building.
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YOU MAY NOT BELIEVE US WHEN WE SAY THAT CUNG-SURFACE

WILL STOP A BELT'S SLIPPING, SO IT CAN RUN EASY, j

LAKE CITIES ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO., Michigan City, Ind.: "Have been using Cling-Surface on our two main engine
belts and are very much pleased with it; as these belts were slack they slipped, but now with Cling-Surface
on them, we have no trouble and they run finely."

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LAMP WORKS, Harrison, N. J.: "Cling-Surface has given better satisfaction than any-
thing we ever used."

ADAMS & WESTLAKE CO., Chicago: "Have been using Cling-Surface some time and it gives perfect satisfaction."
FRASER & CHALMERS, Chicago: "After 3 years' use of Cling-Surface we can state that it is a good article and

has given us entire satisfaction."
FOREHAND ARMS CO., Worcester, Mass.: "Have been using Cling-Surface on 24-inch belt, 35 feet between centers; it

is now running with 18-inch sag and gives us perfect satisfaction. Before using Cling-Surface, this belt ran
very tight with much trouble from running ofTpulleys."

WE CAN GIVE YOU PLENTY MORE. ASK US ABOUT CLING-SURFACE.

CLING SURFACE MFG. CO.,
I 77- I 82 VIRGINIA
STREET Buffalo, N.Y.

CHICAGO BRANCH, 225 Dearborn
NEWENGLAND BRANCH, 170Sum

Street
mer St., Boston, Mass.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
^wwinwiftlatora.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Elecirlc Co
Western Elec. Snpply Ca

Are ijamps. „
Belden-Larwill El. & Mi. Co.

Central Electric ua
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wfcs., Inc.

General Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manulacturing Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Snpply Co.

WeBtinghouEe EL k MIg. Co.

Batteries and Jap«.
Burnley Battery & MIg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co,

GuTdun Battery Co.
Leolanche Battery Co.. Tne
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.

National Carbon co.
Non-Polarlzlng Dry Bat. Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Pern Elec. Mfg- Co.

Phoenix Battery Mlg- Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

BeUJ9>
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Ca
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ohio tciectric Worka.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Belt I>ressliiff.
Chicago BeltiDgCo.
Cllng-Surtace Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shaltz Belting Co.

neltlsK- , . „
Cnicago Belting Co.

Leather FieserverMfg.Corp.
StnlU Belting Ca

Boobs. Eleetneal^
Electrician Fubllshing Co.

BmsbeB.
Amer. Wot. Wire Brush Co.

Central Electric Co.

HobartElec. Mfg.Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bmsb Holders.
Clay Electric & Mfg. Co.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co-

Bleotrlo Appliance Ca
Huebel & Maneer
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Cables (See insulated Wlrei.)

Cables, Eieetrle (See Iniu-

Iftted Wlresl, Copper,
Sheet ana Bar.
American fileo. WOrtcs-

Amerlcan Steel & Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co
Oerpral Elertrlc Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ne-w Tort Ina. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground O. Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Gen'l Inc. Af. Lt Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Kational Carbon Co.
ReUlngpr. Hugo.
Schlff, Jcdan & Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cbemlsts,
Harvey Co.. The G. F.

Circuit Breafeers.
Cutter Eie**. Si Mfe. Co.
Leonard, Ward, Elec. Co.

Coils and SXa^nets.
RoUtdorf. C. F.
Varlev D'JTilex MaeretCo.

Colorinj? f Inc. liamp).
Webster Chenlcal Co.

CompoiiD<l.
Ashmo-e & Co., E. M,
Dearborn DrnitAChem.Wks
MoLennan ft Ca. K.
Standard Paint Co.
Trotter's Mona MIg Co., Ld.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnlt and Conduits.
Central Electric Co-
Electric AppUance Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Connectors and Termin-
als (Patent).

McIntireCo.,TbeC.
ConstmetionA liepalrs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr..iCo.
Ft. Wayne tfiiec. Wks.. Inc.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors andEieetrle
lasbt Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
BuUcck Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Ca
Clark, Jas Jr.. & Co.
Cornell Mactlne Co,
Ft. WaTue Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Ca
Hays Construction Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Uniteu Elec Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouae Eleo & MfgCa

Copper.
Besly &[Co..Cha8. H.

Copper W^lres.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Besly &Co.,Chasa.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric AppUance Ca
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Ca
Okonlte Co. , The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
RoebUng'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Ca
Western Elect. Snpply Co.

Correspondence 8eliools>
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt CorTespond. Snboola.
United Corresp. Schools.

Cross-Amts, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Anpliance Co.
Kas. f^ity & So. Lumber Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Xanele. Holcomb & Co.
Tftias Ann A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Swltcbes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison ^o.
Chicago House WreckingCo,
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Cutter EL & Mfg. CO.
Electric Appliance Ca
Emerson El. Mfe. Ca
Foote. Pierson & Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks., Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Oo.
HartA Hegeman Mfe Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Meyrowitz, E. B.
PaiBteCo.,H. T.
Pern Elec Mfg. Co.
Schlff, Jordan A Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wnitlnghotue EL 6 Hfg.Co.

Cuts.
FranknnEng & Electro Co.

Dynamns.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark, .Tas. Jr., A Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co-
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co. i

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.
Dmted Elec imp. Co.
Wagner Elec MIg. Co.
Warren Elec Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wesiinghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Klectrle Ballways.
Arnold El. PowerStationCo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Electric Vehicles.
Wocdi Motor Vehicle Co.

Klectrlcal and Meehani-
eal £nsineers.
AruoldEi. PowerStationCo.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

£lectrieal Instminents.
American EL Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter EL & Mfg. Ca
Electric AppUance Co.
Ft. Wayue Elec. Wks., Inc.
Foote. Pierson & Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Palste Co.. H. T.
Queen & Co.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Ca

Klectrlcal Specialties.
American EL Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric i Mfg. Co.
Columbia Elec * Mfg. Co.
Dann-Martin ElectricCo.
Elbridge Elec Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co. , The C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paoilic ElectricCo.
Plass, E. H , Electric Co. -

Pringle. Wm. T.
Spies & Company.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
YorSTille Electric Co.

Klectro-Platlns naeb'y.
BesIy&Co., Chas. H.
General Electric Co.

EngloeB, tins.
Cornell Machine Co.

£n«rlnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Ca
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
SchifT, Jordan & Co.
Stunevant Co.,B. F.
Wagner Eieetrle Mfg. Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect Supply Co.
'Westioghouse EL & Mfg. Ca

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Bamett Ca.G. AH.

Fixtures. El. A Comb'n,
Central ElectricCo.
Western Elect. Supply Ca

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fuses.
Mclntire Oo., The C

Fuse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mf . Co.
ElPCtric Appi'anCB Ca
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Western Ktect. Snpnly Co,

6as LisbtluK. Klectrle.
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Crears.
BprIt a Ca. Chas H.

e«neral Klec fi4upplieB.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaeo Kdison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Foote, Pierson A Co
General li-iecirlc Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onio Electric Works.
Peru Elec Mfg. Co.
Schlff, Jordan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CMobes and Eleetrieal
Crlassware.
Central Electric Co.
Phoftnls Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

eoT^ora, Water Wlieel.
LombardWaterWheelQv.Ca

Ctrapbite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. E.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Guards. Wire.
Ingils, Wm , W. & It. Wks.

Heaters (Feed Water).
KeUey & Son. Benj F.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Farles Manufacturing Co.
Vought, M. I.

Igniters, fi&s Enelne.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ins Materials.
Central Electric Co.

, Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago insulated Wire (Jo.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
Foote, Pierson & Co.
General inc Arc Light Lo.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
NewYork Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co. jThe.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Scbiff. Jordan & Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground 0. Oa
Sterling Varnish Co.
Steward Mfc Co.,D. M.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Macnet Wires.
American Electrical Worka.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Ua
Electric Appliance Ca
General Electric Co.
Maobattan Elec. Supply Co.
Montauk Muitipn. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Ca
New York Insulated Wire Ca
Okonite Co., The.
FhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng^s Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Ca
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elec Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

IiKUips, Incandescent.
Buckeye illectric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Deptr

Electric AppUance Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Goodcnlld & Welsh.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lvnn Inc. Lamp Co.
Jlanhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-ManElec Ca
Shelby Electric Co.
Cnlted Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Kjtl-VB,.

steward,©. M., Mfg. Cc
l^lcbtnins Arresters.
Central Electric Co

Electric Appliance Ca
EureKa Eltc ric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wesiingnouse KL & Mfg. 00.

Slacnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

necbanlcal Uacbinery.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Robertson &. Sons, Jas. L.
StilweU-BlercB Smith- Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

BUcs.
Central Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec
Bullock Eiec. Mtg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
central Electric %^o.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr., &Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Elbridge Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern Kiec. Mfg. uo.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg Co.

Nail Heads.
Ulay Elec A Mfg. Co.

Paehinc.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
CUne-Snrface Mfg. Co.
Eagle Paint i Varnish Wks.
Mass. Chemical Co.
Standard Paint Co-

Patent Attorneys.
Bamlln, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Pbospbor Bronae.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum Bousbt and
Sold.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros.

Poles.
Berthold & Jeanlngi.
Central Mfg. Co.
Davis & Stitt Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Nangle. Holcomb & Co.
Pendleton & Gilkey.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Texas Arm & Pln Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine- Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Poreelain.
Central Electric Co,
Peru Elec. Mfg. Ca

BeOners.
Swans Metal Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Cc

Be -WIndlns—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hrdge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Spies & Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bbeostats.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Leonard, Ward. Elec. Co.
Spies A Company.
Westlnebouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Macbin'y.
Baux. F. A.
Chicago Hf useWrecking Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Manulacturing Co.
Klemm & Co.

Speafeins Tubes.
central Electric uo.
Electric Appliance Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western ElectricCo.
Western Elect. SupplyCo.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Robeitson & Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co-

Springs.
Barnbs Co., The Wallace.
-Cary Spring Works.
Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereoptlcons, Magic
lianterns and Slides.
RileJ Bn s

Storaee Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Tapes, Insulatlnc.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York InsulatedWire Co
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Telepbones, Teiepbone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American EL Telephone Co
Central TeL & Elec. Co.
OLlumbia E ec. Si Mfg Co
Couch it Seelev Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote. Pierson &. Co
Kokomo Tel, & EL Mtg. Co.
Knsel. D. A. Tel. <t EL Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Mi-dern Tel. & Supnly 1.0
Murdock ± Co., W J
Noblett. E. J.
North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & EL Co.
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson TI.M.C0.
Western ElectricCo.
Western Elect Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Wiiiiame Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son. Mathlas.

Toys, Electrical.
Dann-Martin Electric Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works
Plass. E. H , Electric Co.
YorkvtLe Electric Co.

Transformera.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Snpply Co.
Westinghouse EL & MIg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wlca.

Trucks, Klectrle Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co

TurblneA WaterWlieels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
StIiweU-Biec«e Smith-VaQe

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcanized Plbre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co-

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co., Chai. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric AppUance Co
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Eoebling's Sons Co.. J- A.
Standard Underground C. Cc
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

WoodiK'ork. Bleetrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
QUBSTI ft Go
Splltdorf, C. F.

1

il lnd»x of Aclv*r'fcls*m*n'fes S*» IRai III.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
IVIAIM UP FiOiOTLJ R!Ei

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
To meet the severest conditions of underground, aerial, submarine and

street-car service, in any quantity, of any size, with best insulations.

Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y. Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

% »T»»% »
^
—%AtToT* »

*
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INCANDESCENT LAMPS

G. & W.
LIFE"Because they are Well Made.
EFFICIENCY'-Because the filaments are the Best.
ECONOMY— Because they are Lower in Price and give

better light with less consumption of current
than any other lamp on the market.

SPECIAL PRICES offered to Electrical Supply Houses,
Power Plants, Railways and all large users of

Incandescent Lamps.

GOODGHILD & WELSH,
149 Academy St., NEWARK, N. J.

OUR LAMPS ARE
OUR BEST SALESMEN.
LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES.

THE
PERFECT VACUUiVI DOES

IT.

Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by Latest
Process Itnown. Quality Guaranteed.

EACH LAMP EXHAUSTED INDIVIDUALLY,
WHICH INSURES EFFICIENCY, CANDLE POWER
AND ECONOMY IN CONSUMPTION OF CURRENT.

MAINTAIN YOUR VOLTAGE
The Lamp Will Do The Rest.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro, Ky., 8, 10, 16 C.

P., Bbl. Lots, 17c each. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c
each. Either E., T-.-H. or W. H. Bases.

TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.

MANUFACTURED BY...

KENTUGKY ELEGTRIGAL GO.,
OWENSBORO,

KENTUCKY.

INCORPORATED.

New
Type
Sunbeam.

110 VOLTS, 10, 16, 20, il, SO, 100

CANDLE POWER.

ANCHORED FILAMENT.

Catalogue 1-S gives complete description and
illustration of the New Type Sunbeam lamps,

made by new machinery and latest improved

methods. Every lamp exhausted individually.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUPACTURERS AND DBALBRS.

Electric Light and Power Apparatuf

.

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable,
Telegraph, Station and Mea^urlns Instrumeot*,

Electric Light and Qeneral SuppUea.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, B.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudcwyni,

PARIS,
46 Avenoa da BreteuO.
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I Rubber Lined, Fire, Acid, Water and Nail Proof. |

* Not Affected by Heat or Cold. *

I Approved by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

I Not Affected by Heat or Cold. I

t Single Braid Wire Can be Used. Bend it in any Shape, t

I NO ELBOWS. I
t *

I
Western Electrical Supply Co., f

I 1 and 1 2 North dth St., |

I
ST. LOUIS, MO.

I
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WARD LEONARD
RHEOSTATS.
Circuit-Breakers.

CARPENTER ENAMEL FIELD RHEOSTAT.

I2S VOLTS.

Max. Amp. 4

$4.20

8 12.6

(7.30

20 30 40

PRICE J5.80 SI6.40 $24.50 (33M

p

lOO-LIOHT THEATER DIMMER.

PRICE $16.00.

10 H. P. MOTOR STARTER,

with "no voltage" release and interlock-

ing overload Circuit-Breaker.

PRICE $H.70.

CIRCUIT-BREAKER, WITH HAMMER
BLOW, 110-225 AMPERES.

PRICE $18.00.

SO H. P. STARTER.

Enclosed Type. Hammer Blow. Automatic.

PRICE $36.00.

CIRCUIT=BREAKER, WITH HAMMER
BLOW. 700=1,650 AMPERES.

PRICE $118.00.

>*-i--«^/^

^^^

1 H. P. SPEED REGULATOR,

with no voltage release.

PRICE $6.00.

3 H. P. AUTOMATIC STARTER.

PRICE $3.75.

1 )

^%OSTK^^^

1=8 H. P. SPEED REGULATOR.

PRICE $1.60.

I

Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
BRONXVILLE, N. Y.,

U. S. A.

BADT=GOLTZ ENGINEERING CO., CHICAGO, AGENTS.
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ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.
Engineers and Contractors, Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.

Owners of Patents Covering the

"/^RNOI-D SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of the "ARNOLD" Magnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

?' Highest Grade Imported

The Acme of Perfection.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

SCHIFF, JORDAN & CO.,
232 Greenwich St., New York.

NONA/ READY!!
Western Electrician's

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.

MOONLIGHT SYSTEM FOR 1900.

Liberal Discount if Ordered in Large Quantities. jF»i«a:<Di>, lo c^]VTs.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

>IO IVIarqcie-t-be Building, CHicago.
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Dearborn!
Drug: and CHemical NA/orlcs,
Labora-tories NA/a-ter CHemis-ts.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RiALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

BULLOCK MOTORS. BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. CO., BULLOCK GENERATORS. -"H,-„!?r.^-

THE

Bell
Cost more because

it is worth more.

TRY |-

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 araham St.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7°. Copper Country

-jcalumet 1

rHANCOCK
*i HOUGHTON

I^L'ANSE

^'estorla

CHAMPIOt?

REPUBLIC

' MOUNTAIN

B Wausaukee

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE

^&"ErTE

JjMILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station. Canal & Adams Sis.

City Ticket Office. 93 Adams St.

OUR STUDENTS

SUCCEED,
FARMER BECOMES SUPERINTENDENT.
I thiDk there is no better chance to advance

than through the Schools. Before I enrolled
I was a farmer, and knew practically iiothint;

about electricity or st^ani engineering. My
Courses in Kiectric Power and Lighting ai d
Stationary Engineering have been a source
of great benefit to me. as I now have charge
of an plectric-llght plant, and cheerfully
admit that I owe my position and salary to

the Schools.
STEPHEN S. YAHNEK, Patton, Pa.

BECAME CHIEF ENGINEER.
For some time previous to enrolling iu th"

Scliools I had been re;*dmg everything I

could get pertaining to mechanical and elec-

trical engineering, but found Ihat I needtd
a better education in mathematics. When
I enrolled in the Electrical Kngtneering
Course I was second engineer of the Topeka
Railway Company. About one year after-
wards. I was promoted to the position of
chief engineer at a mucli larger palarv.

J. L. CHASE, Topeka, Kansas.

IMirifK PIprfriral frtiifCAC Electrical Eiigineering, Electrical, Electric Power and
lllUC l^lCCLllCai VUUIAC&. Lighting, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Teleph-
ony, Telegraphy, Electric Mining, Wiring and Bell Work.

Electrical Instruction in charge of Prof. R. B. Williamson,
Formerly professor of Electricity In Lehigh University.

105,000 STUDEXTS A.7iD «RAl>rATES Angrust, 1899. CAPITAI-, $1,500,000.

112 to $70 in Small Monthly Installments pays for a

Wrife for Circulars and Local Reference < to the

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, |?^anton, pa.

Tel. 3346 33th St.

^ GARY SPRING WORKS, 'n

I
2iO and 242 West 29th S/.,S

j
New York City. '^

T; .Ma;v.:f3C[urersof >

=1 WIRE and SPRINGS <

SEND FOR LIST OF
.£=— ARTICLES ON X-RAY
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. ..nS^r.\.%l... CHICAGO.

THE ELECTRIC SCARF PIN, Price SI. 00.

This istlifMegular82.no kind; will give a bright
llt;ht for about four hours. Price $1.00. by mall
10 cents extra. Battery tan be renewed for the
small price of 25 cents.
Yorkville Electric Co.. 26 Vesey St.. New York City.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CI.
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

OUR TRADE MARK LINE OF TESTED FUSE
WIRE IS NOW PACKED

In tin cases, making a Dracticallyalr-Hght pack-
age; also preventing possibility of damage In
handling. All kinds of Fuse Links and Tele-
phone Fuses and Blocks. Sold by first-class

dealers. Send for Catalogue No. 11.

CHICAGU FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO..

853 Broadway. New York. 1 64 Uke St., Chicago.

BUCSETE
IIMOA.IMDI

Monadnock Buildingr. ChicagOr

QUALITY
UNEOUALED

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

;iM"r L-AiviPS.
^HE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

CRIiVISHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

l3-t7 Cortlandt St., New York
I CHICAGO:
I 320 Dearborn SI

BOSTON:
134 Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood Building.
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WRITE US
FOR OUR Proposition

...ON...

MORE LIGHT
FOR

LESS POWER
RENTING TO INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,

AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

_^/R£Cr/OiVS FOR L

50 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of tbis COUPON we will

SendPREB, Sample Stick.

Name .

.

Address .

„„ Tlle ODly article that will PREVENT
bl-ARKING. Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PBEVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It wlU put that high gloss on tho commu-
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

eog Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO. ILL.

The Direct-Reading OhmmeTer
The Only Instrument lo

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, 136 Cortiaiidt. Rheostats and Brushep.

mmatttO*

INDIA a AMBERM
IN AHy SHAPE nR PATTERN.

EMPIRE « MIC
INSULATED
Cluthfi and Papers.

C01VIPOLWD
UKC«>U/I,I.CI1.

Eu^eneMiinselLsCa' Mica ImiilatorCo.^ 2l8W,itci St. iVew York ^ Cliicasio. ii7iakcSt.

PERFECT

INSULATOR

EVERYONE KNOWS
Or ought to know thatwe lead in the manufac-

ture of Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery

and Miniature Lamps. Our latest Catalogue
(No. 1017) to be had for the asking.

Some of our special X-ray tubes have Iridium

targets. The regulars have platinum targets.

We are still making the best Barium tluoro-

scopes.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND
MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N.J.

THE "TEMPLE"
CARBON
BRUSH HOLDER.

:'::-^--^^.-..^tj.E^

WILL
SAVE

80^ COMMUTATOR WEAR.

60^ BRUSH WEAR.

...44 L

Maoufacfured by

Designedto replace Cop-
per Brushes on Dynamos
and Motors.
Made in all sizes and fit

all makes of machines.

When ordering give size of brush in use, also distance from center of binding
screw in brush holder to end of brush. Descriptive circular sent upon request.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
208-2 10

ILLINOIS ST., CHICAGO.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
o MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OrXIiET AXD JUIVCTION BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS, PAITEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, HTCl

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. madisqh. wis.

GENERATORS *'^ ^- ^- ^° '^^ '^- ^-^ Betted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS

nccincc^ Northern En9;ia9armg Co.,
UrrlUtO

I
;)9 Coitlandt St-, New York.

The Northwest Eng'g Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co.,
San I'^rancisco, Cal.

Machinery & Electrical Co.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

THE LEA

Enciosed Arc Lamp.

Direct and Alternating.

Permanent Alignment,
High Efficiency,

Accessibility.

Handsome Fall Catalogue.
Showing new features and
Designs now ready.
It is wortli sending for.

^Lea Nlanufacturing Co.

ELWOOD, m.
The W. R. CARTON CO., Gen. Western Agents,

603-604 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago, III.

EWwaYcHEffiSlfel^l JcheWctI feHElSlOT pl^^ (cHEfJiOT fp^®
ILORIH^' CoLoRifie'^CojQpi^G/ \CoLop|f(e/ 'Colopi^g/ VCoLopitJ'^/ \COLoBifjS \COLopiNfy*COlor|H'

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.

Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO., TS S"
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PRANK H. PHILLIPS, PnESiOENT.
0. H. WA0EN8EIL, TucAiUHcn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Gknebal Manaqch.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vicc-Phes,
C. H. RCMINOTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOTTDENCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoke, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES *ND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY.
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

We Are Specialists ri^rnfor!'''!" HIGH-GLASS RHEGSTATS
for all purposes. We would be glad to correspond with you about our prod-
ucts aod to send you our catalogue.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
12th and St. Paul Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
Tha tar^Kt and tldest exclutlve manufacturers of rheesUts in tha world. Writ* for prices and particulars.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS

MOTORS.
8EMI-ENCLOSEO TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

.M:inul:i.-liirecl l.v

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

Corresfiondence solicited.

lannMiME
MAGIC LANTERNS anx SL[D
CONDENSED CATALDGUE FREE ,,

RILEY BROS. 16 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK.V

This Trade=Mark Rofe^t'tTs, ^rrrra
Branches, EdisonCutOuls

Ifenap Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. .

-.

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

SMALL SPRINGS
or rVERY OISCRIPTION

THt WALLACE BARNES CO.,
^sr^Bu!^ir> /iS7 BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite i657>59 /lonadnock Bldff.. - Chicago.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

I S Park Row, New York City.

six years with General Electric Co.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEMCO," the new style Creole rosette. Insulation
perfect, long fuse, superior in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

REFLECTORS!
SIIiTER-PLiATED
MIRROR
REFIiKCTORS
FOR
INCAIVDESCESIT
CliUSTERS.

Made In many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Sliver and Opal Qlass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Cbandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres.
Halls and
Public Bulldlnes.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights, Bunch Lights,
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

IMPROVED

WARREN

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-Bnrnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DriUlue, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Bingliamton, N. Y.
Gen'I European Agents, Selig, Sonnentbal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

Improved Robertson-TbooipsoD.

MAKING MONEY
is what many electric plants are doing, because they

study economy in every detail. An indicator soon saves

its cost in the proper running of your engine. Eureka
Packing increases the horse power because it creates so

little friction and keeps the rods in good condition. Feed
Water Heaters, Grate Bars, Steam Separators, Oil

Extractors, Planimeters, Reducing Wheels, etc., all

in catalog- Send for same.

JAS L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton St., New York.
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SITUATION WANTED.
By an electrician. Construction work or

as station superintendent. A-1 references.

Address X, care of Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Buiiding, Chicago.

WINDERS WANTED.
Permanent position at good wages can be

had bv two or three competent winders.
They must be expert and accustomed to
winding street railway and stationary dy-
namo and motor armatures. Address
"Winder," care of the Western Electrician,

510 Marquette building, Chicago, giving ref-

erences and slating where they have
worlied and with which work they are most
familiar.

SITUATION WANTED.
As superintendent, engineer or manager

of an electric light or power plant by
steady, married man. Excellent record as
to abiiitv and integrity. Will take small
wages for permanent position. Practical
mechanic, armature winder. lineman and
electrician. Can do own wiring and steam
fitting. Address P. B. Warwick, Franklin-
viUe, Catts. Co., N. Y.

ARMATURES TO REWIND.
WlDdcFB direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
hops- Work guaraoteed. Tenyears'experleQCe.
UrmI plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
701 Delaware St.. Kansas City, Mo.

Power Generators

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

SPECIAL FOR STREET RAILWAY
WORK.

Two M. P. Generators, 175 h. p. each.

Speed, 550 revolutions for 550 volts.

ADDKESS

F-. A.. B/^UX,
1002-138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revolutions, 1,100 volts, I40eycle.with exciter,
switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in flrst-class condition. Answer
"GENERATOR," care Western Electrician, 610
Marquette Building, Chicago.

Electrical Constructing Engineer

A prominent Electrical firm on the conti-

nent would like to engage a

HIGH-GRADE CONSTRUCTING ENGINEER

of large experience in Direct and Alternat-

ing Current Work on Generators and Motors.

High salary and a permanent position for the
right man. Applioants will please make full

statement about their career and pmsent
position, also salary expected. All communi-
cations received will be treated strictly confi-
dential.

riease address under

F. H. 1643, to RUDOLF MOSSE.
FRANKFURT-a-M.. GERMANY.

WILL PAY CASH
For Second-hand Electrical Supplies of
Any Kind—Wire, Dynamos. Lamps, &c.,
&c. What have you to offer.

M. ROTHSCHILD,
I 250 W. 35th St., CHICAGO.

Motor Starting; Rheostats.
Motor Reenlatinff Rheostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater UlmiBers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Tfestfleld, X. J„ IT. s. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Chicago Rheostat Co., 397-407 E. 33d St., New York City.

NEW CAS ENGINE IGNITER
la very compact,
light-weight ma-
chine, desljnied

linen
iSpon;

li|Ull

iea for an itrnitcr
to be used on
small launches,
automobile!', et<r.

Weight U lbs.,

speed 1600, height
ei-i inches. Total
length of shaft,
9% inches. Full
particulars Cir-
cular "4S."

lANUFACTURED BY

ELBRIDGE, N. Y., U. S. A,

Al- l\/IF-^. ^O.p

FOR AUTOMOBILES
AND GASOLINE LAUNCHE:|^

USE THE EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

LIGHT

WEIGHT

AND

LIQUID

TIGHT.

CONSTANT

CURRENT

AND

NO WASTE

WHEN IDLE.

FULL tESCRlPTlON IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Selling Agents:

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR,

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Blsdoolron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe &Co., Los Angeles, CaL

HAVE YOU TRIED A "SHOCKO"?
A

I

_-i«3S'^ \ This perfect and com-
uli /^""""^ijnvS^ plete medical battery

-"^
.
*rTl\'v.^ seems impossible at the

low price of 81. Current
can be regulated to snit.
Every boy wants one for
instruction and amuse-
ment. Invalids find it in-
valuable for home treat-
ment. Mountings are
neat, apparatus efficient.

Dry cell vriU last from
six months to a year. By mail, 20c. add'l in U. S. Stamp
brings catalogue of other novelties. Agents Wanted.

Dunn-Martin Elec. Co., 76-77 Nassau St., New York

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$ r .00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICTtCO.

LIT BY ELECTRICITY

.Alwiiys ready for use. Will

last a lifetime. AN ORNAMENT
TO THE STOVE. Endorsed by
leading eas companies.
NO MORE MATCHES for the

children to play with
I'rice, compleie, S2.50

Advance Specialty Co.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclflcatlons, Superintendence, Tests. l*ur-
chasInK. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

' 706-707-708 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis.

WM. H. BRYAN. M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in the market to buy any quantity of SCRAP PLATINUM from Incandescent Lamp

Bases, for which we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy
any quantity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES. We
extract the rlatinum, for which we allow the fall market value, less the cost of extracting. We
are also large buyers of Sckap Copper Wire, Brass, Etc., from electric-light and street-rail-
way plants.

We supply the electrical trade with our "high grade" Babbitt Metals, Bar, Solder,
Wire Solder and Cotton Waste. If in want of anythinglnour line, it willpayyou to com-
municate with us before placing your orders elsewhere.

SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
SMELTERS and REFINERS.

ESTABLISHED 1886,

OFFICE AND WORKS:
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

§!•ONT SELL
Your burned-out and broken incandescent lamps before writing us. Seven
years of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that
we are here to stay.

CEO. F. SCHWALM «c CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter'9 Mona Commntator CoiupouiKl is the most efficient lubricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparking. It is used In the largest electric power plants through-
out the United States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your commutator, lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the surface in tnat condition that you hare long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or any other material that wears out or destroys Its surface. If
you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your equilibrium and
quietness, you will certainly adopt Its use.

"The ^lona" comes in two sizes: Small, $3 00 per doz ; large. $5.00. For sale at all supplyhouses
throughout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with directions for use, by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO., Ltd., No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention Western Electrician when writing.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOB CATAXOCiVE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
^A.->r-r^t>t, 01-11^.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 Palladio Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORY BLDfi., CKICAGO,

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE. MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mich. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

TUr I JIDPCCT AUn DCCT I^ the world is claimed of the

int LAHbWl AHU Dt5l TEXAS ARM & PIN CO., Beaumont, Tex.
Manufacturers of wooden electrical line material.

We» xxi^lce tln.e> liS'WB'S' JK^I^JMI, Write «ox» TDiT3c»e>s.

\A/hii-t< ^dsir I
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

V'noSvi^Bil PEBBIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

S^

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.PoIeand
Swinging Hoods, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
WoTk.—OafalogTie and Prices fur-
nished on application.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,
G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
4Vil »^lnds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHING COMPANY,

Snlte 510 Marqnette, CHICAGO.

Tfee Standard Open Circuit Batterie.<i

Qi the World.

SEHD TOE OIEOULAK AND PEIClta.

THE LECLANCHfc BATTERY CO.,

Ill loin East I3lst St.. N.Y.

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINO, ST. LOUIS.

CENTRAL MAIMUFACTURINC CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on tiand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. !^"WItITE US.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES

PL.A,-ri IM <J IVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKKK & CO.. 408-4I4 Men- Jrrsej-
Railroad .Ave., nie'n'ark, K. J.

New York Office, 120 Liberty Street.

PATENTS.GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

I 800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

I Booklet: "Information for Inventors."
free. Specialty: Electricallnventions.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
Our Work is First-Class, Prices Rea-

sonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W.Van Buren St , Chicago, III.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

CEDAR
PENDLETON & CILKEY,

LONG DISTANCE
A SPECIALTY.

Write for Delivereil Prices. POLES
JANESVILLE. WIS.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
GtO Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

\'j.'jmg-^^'f^-^-,i^^-''^f^'-T4m-^-'''^li^^is£T-^^j^s^

-CEDAR POLES ,1
4 WECONTROLTHEOStPUTOFCEDAROMTHELINEOF-THE WISCOMSIM '

\; SMI'CH1GANR.R.55MILU-51NLEN6TH:COVERINO/\TERR1TCRYOF \
' OVER 4-00 SOUARF MILES OFCEDAR FORESTS. ^

,
I

4 We HAVE ALAROE STOCK OF ALLSIZES FOR =.ROMPT SHiPfie^iT. ^.

t NOTE' OUR QUOTATIONS ARE BASED ON ACTUH 5T0CK Ors HAN D- -

! C.H.WORCESTER&CO.KOSS.MICH.

'

Bound Volumes
C'F THE

I^ESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOR SALE.

From Vol. I to Date.

ADDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dls-

ctiarge ot current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tloQ; cleanest; notfreezlngat
2S° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
market. For No. l cell. 300
ampere hours; for No. oell,

125 ampere hours; on open
circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to /o'b

yolt. Send for circular and price list.

OORDOX BATTERY COaiPA>"V,
G94 Broadvpay, Jiew YorlE.

Western Representative,
Oeorje W. Patterioa, 1533 Mirqaette Bldg, Chicago, III.
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S?£C/AL
y^oomoKK
Tor TelrpnoTif ftTiii EUctnca)

Con£tV"-t.titin oVcvpvv acicriyti'on.

CftUe a.Tr\JkTrvn(In<il"P6;^e*,.

EI NOBLETT

CHfCA&O.

The ORATOR
AND

Improved Hunnings
solid back dust transmitters
In Wall, Desk and Cabinet
Styles. They are Conven-
ient, Durable and the best
of talkers.
A trial will convince anyone

of tlielr superiority on either

short or long distance work.
Anyone can make an Instru-

ment that win work well at

first, but to produce one that

will continue to meet every
proper demand Is quite an-
other problem.
The ORATOR will.

MANUFACTURED BY

The RAWSON ELECTRIC CO.,

ELYRIA.O.. U.S. A.THE ORATOR.

TO BE

UPTODATE
intheequipment

of your Tele-

phone exchange

is of vital im-

portance to its

success.

We can supply

EVERYTHING

USED WITH

TELEPHONES.
No order too

small for atten-

tion or too large

for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries

our rule, and
each order filled

with care. Large
stocks always on
hand.
Telephones,

every style and
grade. Long and
short back-

boards. Elegant

finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard
rubber receivers. Oak or walnut woodworh.
New Ideas In magneto belts. Each Instrument
guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts

for old telephones. Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, car-

bon and fuse. Extension bells—standard and
bridging. Circuit closers. Transmitters of vari-

ous styles. Repeating colls, induction colls,

construction material of all kinds.

Write for Catalogue.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE &

ELECTRIC CO.,

909 Marltet STREET, St. LOUIS. MO.

WRITE
TO

I60 Congress St.,

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

"STAR" RECEIVER
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

Telephone Switchboarils, Telephone Supplies, Electrical Specialties. Im,o,

Western Telephone Construction Co.,
S50-2S4 S. Clinton St., CbicaeO, III.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephones # Switchboards Exclusively
In the United States.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON WIS.,

Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1900 CATALOGUE.

We Don't

Want

the Earth

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

I DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wear ont. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
Maltiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Repair EXPENSE Bliniinnm

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0,Write for Cataiog.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. J^^5end for one.

MATHiAs Klein & Son,
B7-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILI

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINilLS.
. Special Connectors tor HARD-ORAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sijcs. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEG. MclHTIREC0.,f3&l5Fi:anl(liiiSt.;

NEWARK, N. J.

ESTABLISHED 1 SBS.

notTce !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1105 Pine St..

ST. liOITIS, MO.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards In
the "West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

0. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

5

JUST PUBLISHED.

DYNAMOS
A practical explanation of the Designing-,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DYNAiVlOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief En^neer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 F ages. Size 7 by 10 indies, 26 IllustrationB,
Paraplilet Form.

PRICB, 3B CBINTS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Bntte SIO Harquette Bids.. Chleaeo.

ffTH^SOUTH

flMNK J-RECD-

W-H-ffcDOEL CHASrtBOCHWLLL-
p-wtf UAhauuci- -iBArnctMuu*

'CmCACO-
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SUPERIOR TELEPHONES AND SUPPLIES
At Prices That Will Astonish You.

THE MODERN TELEPHONE & SUPPLY CO. has been formed to supply the wants of users

of Telephones and Supplies. We want the business of everyone in our line and offer exceptional induce-

ments to secure YOUR trade. We manufacture from raw material which we buy in large quantities

FOR SPOT CASH. Our factory is equipped with the latest machinery. We employ only practical,

experienced men. The proprietors of the company give their personal attention to the manufacture of

all goods made. We have no high-salaried officers, our rent is low, we do a strictly cash business, and
consequently can afford to make lower prices than all our competitors. WE HANDLE ONLY THE
HIGHEST GRADE GOODS. Let us know your wants and we will quote prices that will secure

your trade. Send for catalog.

MODERN TELEPHONE & SUPPLY CO.,
Reference: foreman brothers Banking Co.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofEce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Bellable.

_ The only manufacturers selling a. complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Priyats Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OET CATALOG. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

TotheTelephoneCompanies.

THE ROLFE

PROTECTORS AND

CABLE HEADS,

Endorsed by the National Board of Fire

Underwriters, are now manufactured

under the Rolfe 4 Barrett Patents exclu-

sively by EUREKA ELECTRIC CO., manu-

facturers of High Grade Switchboards,

Telephones, Cable Heads and Protectors.

Get our catalogue illustrating our full

line.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO., ir.rsT^; CHICAGO, ILL.U.S. A.

To the Unconverted

!

IN our efforts to secure your business we have often longed
for that gift of prophecy which seems so easily acquired

by many of our Telephone friends, that we might be able to

give you the exact dates when all competitors would be wiped off

from the face of the earth. Failing in this accomplishment,

we have sighed for that spirit of poetry which would enable

us to melt your icy heart and cause you to sweat blood as a
penalty for not using the W. & C. Bi-polar Receiver and our
complete Telephone Equipment. But we have no such ability.

Our only salvation seems to be in making the best telephone

apparatus on earth, and some day you will find it out.

COUGH £ SEELEY CO.
J

212 SUMIVIER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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PDayton OiSli^
80 S. LUDLOW ST..

DAYTOH, 0. Shafting.

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PillowBlocks^

Governors,

Etc.

KOKOMO TELEPHONES
We are the

Patentees.

Free from
Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

Our Telephones are working snccessfuUy where others have
failed.

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-
phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an Exchange.

BUY

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

POSITIVELY THE BEST.
We do not manufacture cheap apparatus, but

have spared no pains to make our product not
only attractive in appearance, but of the highest
degree of perfection, electrically and mechanicall}',

yet attained. Our efforts have met with the earnest

and gratifying support of all who have given our
goods a trial.

We assure you, you will be making a
mistake, unless you examine our No. 35 Phones
-before placing 3'our large orders.

Our riagneto Bells, Receivers, Switchboard
Generators and Transmitters Lead the World.

THEWILLIAMS ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 35. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER,
This instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exaetreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities Is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
agc;reeatiDg over 300.000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
efficiency of our apparatus to he of the highest gradi
and agree to defend, at our own exoense, any action at

law which may he brought against otjk
PATEoxs on alleged infringement of
patents owing to the use of our Instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-.
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3-r]bs. spools (91 lbs. total) of
No.36 single silk-covered wire wiUcostyou
I2i3netat50, 10. lo, 5 off list; and there is
saffiaient w-ire on these 2S spools to wind
1,000 500K>hmtr;dg'ing:-bell magnets. Your
winding- labor will cost vou at least 65
additional, matiner a total coet of your
own 1,000 magTiets finished at factory, S3t8.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dap ex"
ma^et windinirs. Each winding is made
up oC No, 36 Tvire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 13 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Price. "K18,70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill
and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAfiNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

I3871!^ST.JERSEYCITYNJ.
W£ CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

THR TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON *' RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Memhei' of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Ins'itutiori of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of ''A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

I60 F^agros, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-fct-i, Hancl-Boolc Size, Price $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephonv as it exists in America. The time for such a worii is not yet come. But it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone working and mana2:ement. and the TEL KPHONE HAXD-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. AVith the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of traosmitters and receivers used in Europ^e, which a-e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apnaraius and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everythingregarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other flaad-Books which have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and leam from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telephoues.
The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadier's Bi-Te)ephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Xeumayer and

Botccher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

-CONTENTS ^

—

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Blagneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 2S. Metallic Circuit.
29. L'nderground Wires.
30. Lightning Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
33. Inspection and Maintenance.
34. The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.
3.1. Electromasnetic Retardation.
36. Exchange Working.
37. Small Exchanges.
3S. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
4L Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
42. Recent Progress- Appendix.

Published and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5fO Marquette Building, Chicago
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Engines

Unequaled for electric service,

with many points of superior-

ity; AUTOMATIC and economical

oiling, superior adjustment of

main bearings, connecting rod

and other wearing parts; sim-

plest and best governor; finest

materials and workmanship.

For particulars write

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,

Erie, Penna., U. S. A.

CORNELL iiuH and
(xaHoline ENGINES

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
i'j to i,(XK) 10 c. p. light capacity.

For every five gas lets you DOW burn you can (with a Gaa
Engine Plant)
obtain ten IG
c. p. incandes-
cent liKbts.

Absolutely no
Fluctuation.

Write for
Prices and
Circulars.

State number
of lights re-
quired. or what
work the en-
gine will be
called upon to
do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
175 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St.. New York Cllv.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It -will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DiXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Nail

Heads.
Get our Prices on
this and other

Specialties.

m\ ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

210 Illinois St .CHICAGO.

liUiy >

ibe kiiy aoiounl
:rlpllon» m low
entitir donor t«

EUGENE I
Given Free

FIELD'S
lPQEMS«r
i A $7.00
[book n
I

I

t "field Flowers"

f ci rtincat« of (ubveription to
S fund. Book C<iiiljicu a s*l*c-
* tiun of r><^ld's Uil BDd moit

reprc-irntitlie work> maiX is

tf\dj for delivery,

j But for the noble eoEtrl-
THE Book of the century « bntion of the world's gmtcil

Handiomely lllus- J artisla Ibis book ty.uld not
traU-d hj thirty- J tme been manufaetured (or
two of the World's S less than |7 00.

m Greatest ArtMa, J The Fund ere»te(l [s dl-

i Tided equally between tbe funlly of the late Eugfoe field

J »nd the fund for the buildine of * raonumenl to the mein-
J ory of the beloved pot't if ebildhortd. Address

; EUGENE FIELD UONOMENT SOUVENIR FUND,

t&Uo at Book fitores) i^o Monroe St., Cblcago
U yt-uaUn wiih to 'etid_ptiitJK°^, rnrlo^e J^i eti.^

: TRADE MARKS

'ili^/u^jSunir.'

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingCo.||mited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
'

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,r.ODS, SHEETS, ETC.

^— DELTA METAL—

-

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
iiir i imu nHSaMMPipis

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Poicer ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
Tunning from half to full gate. We g:uarantee also: A runner of the greatest pos»
sible strength. A gale unequaled in quick7tcss and ea»e of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

OUR NEW FACTORY
Exclusive

Manufacturers

of

BELL- STYLE

TELEPHONE

APPARATUS.

.K- The

Most

Commodious

and Best

Equipped

Plant of the

Kind in the

United II .

States.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
Main Office and Factory at La Fayette.

( 71-73 West Adams Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

BRANCHES! )

Columbia elect, supply cc,
No. 93 Liberty Street, NEW YORK CITY.
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Westinghouse

Direct and Alternating Current Motors

. . FOR

,

Machine Driving.

D. C. Motor Driving Pump.
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Type "C" Induction Motor Operating a Hoist.

For direct connection to all kinds of machinery.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa,

Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd.,

32 Victoria St., London, S, "W., England.

39-D.

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.

<9

<s>
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Fort Wayne electric works
(INCORPORATED)

"WOOD" ARC LAMP
• SUSPENSION
CUT-OUTS.

A decided improvetnent on hanger boards.

A positive and absolute cut-out for either

series or constant-potential arc lamps.

A beautiful as well as useful device for in-

terior arc lighting.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 1006.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

nHOLIDAYS
ARE NEARLY AT HAND.

Electrical books make most acceptable gifts. WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS in the West and carry the largest stock

of electrical books. Orders filled on day received. We can

send ydteprepaid any electrical book published, on receipt of

price. Get our loo page catalogue.

ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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TWO BALLS"

ADJUSTER.
Take your light where you

want It—up. down or sldewise;

stays where you put It; no

springs or mechanism. Enamel
flalsh for factories. Polished for

0ner service.

AGENTS In London, Pafls, Sydney,

N.S.W., Tokio and Buenos Ayres.

OTHERS WANTED.

SOLE MANUFACTURER:

M.I.V0UGHT.!v1sTri:

AMERICAN"K"
ARE THE BEST. Send for descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing. I

Protection Guaranteed.
AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
tSTO 1BS9. 174S, Clinton St., Chlcajo, III,

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

107 Chamlwrs St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TEMN.

EAGLE ELECTRIC WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Direct-Current Dynamos and Motors.
Bipolar from i kilowatt to 40 kilowatts. Multipolar, 5 kilowatts to 100 kilowatts.

MAIN OFFICE, 1 24 South Jeffenon Ave., PEORIA, ILL.

I

CHICAGO OFFICE. 321 Dearliorn SL DAVENPORT OFFICE, 325 Brady It.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higtiest grades for electtKatiasalation and mecha^ikal ptirposes, In slueti,

ttms, rods and special' siiapes.-'j C^talogties and'sampuEs on applicatboi.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

i WIRE LAMP COARDS.# W"IHGLIS WIRE & IRON WORKS. OETROIT,=MICH.

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Mave You Seen

OUR NEW SWITCH?
For use on the three-wire system. It is a

^ TRIPLE-POLE

iBIack Diamond File Works I
?
{
}»

J*

^ OUB eOODS ABE OS S.4l.LiB ISI KVERY L,KAUI]KCl HABBM'ABB OW
4^ STOBE IKT THE VNITED STATES AND CASIADA. fj^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

SWITCH

Breaking the circuit in two

places on each of the

No. 86-10 Amp. 1% o. aC-SO Amp, ^Phr^G \^^il"OS.
No. 4G~35 Amp.

This switch, as well as our entire line, is more fully described in

our new . -

Ca-talogiie I>,

Which will be cheerfully sent on application.

i HART £ HE8EMAN -.
FC.

CO.,

99 HIGH ST., HARTFORD, CONN.

DOUBLING THE SPEED

OF A FAN
increases the required power eight-fold.

DOUBLING THE SPEED OF AN
ELECTRIC MOTOR

increases the output only two-fold;

HENCE, AN ELECTRIC FAN
requires a different size .motor.;foc each

range of speed.

We have over 100 different sizes and types of

motors and no end of fans.

We can make any combination you require.

Bulletin H illustrates a large variety. 5end

for it.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON, MASS.

New York Philadelphia Chicago Londoa
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,
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WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Blocli, CHICAGO

imiDI ETV INSULATED
IIVir^kiCiA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

'."R."ixso;?"'
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-31 Cornhlll, BO'&TO N, MASS.

*oN'^:
1889-Paris £!(:po8ition,

Medal for Robber Insalation.
1893—IVorld's Fair,

medal for Rnbber InsnlaUon.

THE STANDARD FOR
RVBBER IKSUIiATIOK.
Sole ItAanufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "p^o'.?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
H.'&Vc'i?e"etV. t«=-9ers. 253 Bfoadway, New York. ^''k'-^X^Z^^t^:"

'""'

((

iviore:

Grown" Rail Bonds
Are In use than all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect—Electrically and Mechanically.

VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Mm Steel k Wire Co,
The Rookery, CHICAQO, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET,
"PEMCO," the ncAv style Creole rosette. In-

salat[on perfect, looe (nse^ superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

I O cents per Copy
o. 27

Tie Only Fire DelBctiveCai in tie fori
Every Fractional Part of which is continuously Thermostatic, and designed fa«

all Interior Electric Wiring Adaptations. It lights the gas! Rings the door bellsl U
automaticaUy notifies of tire and indicates that burglars are at work, all in one install*-

Pusibic Core ninnioK lhrow|hoiit the uble ll
Imniedlately sbort-c) roil led on any Interrap'
tion by Fire or Thief, Accident or Intention.

Why use dormant wirett

^Zl The Montauk Automatic
Thermostatic Electric C»'
btes are as sensitive to heftS

or fire as the nervous systea
*" of a human being is to th«
-» touch of flame.

Write for descriptive mal-

Call and see cables operated.

MONTAUK MULTIPHASE CABLE CO.,
Telephone 4031 Cortlandt. 100 Broadway, NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to 60*ior3e power,
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good profits

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohio.

Queen $t Co.,
1012 Chestnut St.. PHILADELPHIA.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

BRAND NEW
NOVELTIES.

23 Barclay St.,

KjiW York.

C )P'.

Medical Colli,

Spark Colla.

17-27 Vandeirster St., Hew ITork.

X-Ray Colla,

Telephoae
Colls.

MAKERS OF /^^_;j\OEll£BS IN

LEATHERC^^ MILL

DYNAMO
BELTING.

The production of our Dynamo
brand of leather belting Is the re-

sult of patientinqulryandcareful

study of the requirements of the

different machines used under all

conditions and io all climates. ,

When ordering Dynamo Belt-

ing always state the system used.

e7-69SOUTM CA\AL STHtET.
CHICAGO.ILL

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

Walsh's Sows & Co., Newark, H. J.

Wanted For Gash.

We pay $16.50 per
Ounce For Scrap.

PLATINUM SHEET AND
WIRE FOR SALE.

Goldsmith Bros.,
esancies Washington St.,

CHICAGO,
Works, 58th and Throop Sts.,

REFINERS andASSAYERS.
Highest prices paid for old
Incandescent Lamp Bases.P fil LJ i\

LAVA LAVA LAVA
WASHERS. BUSHINGS. THREADED

PIECES.

Combine High Heat Resistance with
BEST INSULATING QUALITY.

Send drawing or model for estimate.

107 Chambers St., NEW YORK. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

WESTDB ElecMoal Ingtament Co.,
-^^^ 114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

W88tott8lwdMdPortibyir8clE«dinf
^''""''"'"' "'"''"'*""'"• voi'MmBteri.

^ Ammetirs, MllllaiDineters,

8roiHiil Detectirs txA Circuit Testers,

Oiimmeters, Portable Bahanometeri.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

5he Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-

ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of 'ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumptioa

of energy.

Vestom Standard Portable Direct Mantloa ttia WiaimiiH EMoriuiniH wkaa wiltinE

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeague Co.. 324 Dearborn St., Chicago.

25% DIVIDEND.
The rebate we allow on burned-out lamps when either New or Renewed

lamps are ordered from us is a 25 percent, dividend to you.
If you want this dividend write us and we will tell you how to get it.

LYNN INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,
LYNN, MASS.

N. ). R.
IK^ational

India
Babber Co's

RUBBER COVERED
\A/^ires and Oabies.

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

Genuine Ericsson
swedish coal-

GRAIN- - The
nnrrcT

njfUSMrrTER.
YO PACKING NO ADJUSTING NO
LSO COMPLETE LINE LONG

'

•^ _ LlISTANCE TELEPHONES.

^^
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

i.OOO.WXi sold duriDE the

past twelve months.

Hesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged [the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, mxG%
We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, eacb $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality beretofore
supplied by that company. ,

Alarm Clock Oatflt, No. 1^.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Price, Outfit
" Clock only.. '.

Telephone Outfit.

No. 14.

With our high-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
00 Dry Battery, $9.00.

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Betail price, 90 cents.

Dittiiur Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price eacb, $3.60.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. It.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelepboDe Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, N«. 97.

2>^. 3, Strand 4 inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.
. nQtaJAdnp Nn ii NflW RPfldVWE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of tlie goods found in our catalogue. VfllfllUgUC I1U1 1 1 WUW UCaUJi

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

rOK I.IST or MASUFACTUBES SEE CI.A$$mEI> ISXtEX.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,
572-578 First Avenue, cor. Thirty-Third Street, NEW YORK

BSiASCH OPFICBS—JfSW TORK: 39-41 Oortland St. BOSTON: 31 Milk St. PHILADELPHCi: 233 Drerel Bldg,
Prospect St. BAN FBAKCX8G0: 608 Parrott Bldff. ST. I^OXIIB: €36 Century Bide.

CI.SVBL&ND: 39-47 E.

MARTIN J. INSULL CO.
OHtCASD: 1013-1013 Hm^-imck Bloct, MtS^Sf S \.P3CI3: 813 Qa^raitr Bldg UtLWATTKEB: TOO Pa'>8l; Bide.

Practical Kunning ot uynamos.
A little booliiet on the care and the locating

and remedying of troubles in d^'namos and
tnotors.

Catalogne of mecbanical and electrical books
^_ree.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette BMg., Chicago.

MOTOR -GENERATOR BRUSHES.

SPEER CARBON CO.,
Andrevr S.anl, Pres. liOnie Streuber, Vice-Pree.

Andre-n- Kaiil, Jr., Secy. and. Treas. J, S. Speer, C>en*l Her. ST. MARYS, PA.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

DiAiviOND Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradfl

mark "ELECTRA."

FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS. t^vECTfl^

„ IN QUALITj

AND EFFICIE-''^

H^ STEADY
ILLIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER hbroadway NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-

1

ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
That maintain their Candle Power and produce a
Pure White Light, because they have

A PERFECT

VACUUM.
Made of the Highest Grade Materials, and by Latest

Process known. Quality Guaranteed.

Prices F. O. B., Owensboro, Ky., 8, 10, 16 C.
P., Bbl. Lots, I7ceach. 32 C. P., Bbl. Lots, 25c
each. Either E., T.-H. or W. H. Bases.

- -.^T^' TRY A BARREL AND BE CONVINCED.
V

MANUFACTURED BY...

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., °Sff
INCORPORATED.

9 Rue Scribe, Paris, France.

This Trade=Mark?rofrtVe1: ilTnTlVi
BraDches,EdisoDCut-Out3

^nfenap GuaFaiitees Satisfaction
switches, etc. .i-— .. -,—

—

, „

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

152-154 Lake St.

CHICAGO, ILL. U.S.A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AdTMaee Specialty Co . . zs.

American Battery Co
Amer. El. Specialty Co. . . x

Amer. El. Telephone Co. xv
American Elec. Works xi

Amer. Reflect. &, Ltg. Co. xi

Amer. Steel & Wire Co. .. l

Amer.Wov.Wr. Brush Co. vli

Arnold El. Power Sta. Co.

Ashmore & Co., E. M xii

Baln.Foree xi

Baker&Co... xili

Ball Engine Co xvii

Barnes Co., Wallace .... xi

BamettCo., Q. A. H xx
Bani.F. A
Bel den-Lain- ill Elec. &
Mfg. Co V

Berthold & Jennings sill

Besly A. Cc.Chaa. H xx
•'BigFour-R. B. Co sill

Bossert El. Conat. Co. .. x
Brady, T. H xlii

Bryan & Humphrey xii

Backeye Electric Co
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Burnley Batt.& Mfg. Co.. xii

Gary Spring Works xx
Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xiii

Central Tel. & Elec. Co..

Chicago Belting Oo 1

Chicago BdlAOn Co It

Caac.PiiaeWlreAMlg.OD.

Chic. HonseWrecking Co.

Chicago Ina. Wire Co.... Ill

C. M. & St. P. R. E.... Ix

Chicago Rheostat Co.... xll

Clark, Jas. Jr., & Co xl

Clay Elec. & Mfg. Co. . . x, xvii

CllDg-Snrface Mfg. Co. . . vl

Columbia Elec. & Mfg. Co.siv

Cornell Machine Co svll

Co:;ch & Seeley Go
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. xl

Cutter KL & Mfg. Co

DavisA StittCo xlii

Dayton Globe Ir. Wk. Co. x vi

Dearborn DrugA Ch. Co. . Ix

Diamond Meter Co ii

Dixon Crucible Co.. Joa . xvll

Dunn-^rartln Electric Co. xii

Eagle Electric Works
Eagle Paint & Var. Wks.. ill

Eastern Elec. Cable Oo . . x i

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xi

Elbrldge Elec. Mfg. Co.. xii

El.Eng.Inst.Corr. lust. . xl

Electric Appliance Co. . . x

Electric Storage Batt.Co.

Eiectxiclan Pub. Co xix
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.... xl

ErlcssonTelophone Co... 1

Eureka Elec. Co xlv

FarlesMfg. Co.

Fair Tel. <4 Con. Sup. Co. xv
Federal Battery Co
Foole, Plerson & Co
"For Sale" Advs xU
Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. vili

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

General Electric Co vli

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo 11

General Inc. Lamp Co
Goldsmith Bros 1

Goodchild A ATeish

Gordon Battery Co xlii

Hamlin, Geo. R xili

Hart & Hegeman Mf. Co. xx
Harvey Co. , The G. P . . . .

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co .... i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xii

Holmes Fibre-Qraph,Co. ix

Huebel A Manger xx

IngUs,Wm..W. Alr.Wks.
Intemat'l Cor. Schoola. ix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xii

Johnston, Thos. J..

Kas. City A So. Lum. Co,

Eartavert Mfg. Co
Kelley A Son.Benj F....

Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

Klein A Son, Mathlas .

Klemm A Co
Kokomo Tel.AELM.Co.

xl

Kusel, D. A.,TeL*Et8C
Hfg. Co

Lea Manufacturing Co... x
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leel&oche Battery Co... xiii

Leflel A Co., James.... xvll

Llndsley Brothers Co. . . xili

Lombard WaterWh. G, Co.

Lynn Incand. Lamp Co. . i

Manhattan El. Sup. Co. .- U
McIntireCo.,TheC xlv

McLennan A Co., E x
Meyrowitz, E. B ill

Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneoas Advs xii

Modern Tel. A Supply Co. xiv

MononB, B xlv

Montauk Multlp. CableCo. 1

Munsell A Co., Eugene.. x
Murdock A Co., W. J xlv

National Carbon Co iv

JS atlonal India Rubber Co. i

Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xili

Now Yorklnsul.W. Co... Is

Noblett, E. J

Non-Polarizing DryBt. Co.

North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. x

Ohio Electric Works.,
Okmlte Co., The

Ix

FAiStQ Co., H. T...

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.
PerrUo A Sons xlil

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Phmips Ins'd. Wire Co. . xl

Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co. v

Phoenix Glass Co —
Phoaphor-Bronxfi S. Co. xvll

Plass, H. E.. Elec. Co.... 1

Prrngle, Wm. T i

QneenAOo.

Bawson Electric Co
BelBlnger, Hugo lit

Riley Bros xi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Boebling's Sons Co., J.A.

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elect. Co.. , sviii

Scblff, Jordan A Co
Schwalm Co., Geo. F xii

S.E. I. Co ix

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co —
Simplex Electrical Co., The, I

Speer Carbon Co il

Spies A Company xlii

Splitdorf.C. P 1

Standard Paint Co s

Standard Tel. AEl. Co... xv
Staad&rdUnderg.CableOo.
Sterling A Son, W. C xiii

Sterling Electric Co.... xv

SteilUng Varnish Oo.,The xx

Steward, D. M., Mfg. Co.. 1

Stewart Electricaico.. .

StllweU-Blerce A Smith-
VaUeCo xli.xlii

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co xlv

Sturtevant Co., B. F.... xx
Swans Uetal Rehn'g Co. xii

Texas Arm A Pin Co....

Torrey Cedar Co xili

Trotter's MonaMf.Co.,Lt. xU

United Corresp. Schools ix

Dnltea Elec. imp. Oo ...

Valentine-Clark Co xlll

Varley Duplex Magn. Co. xv
Vonght.M. I

Vulcanized Fibre Co xx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co v

Walsh's Sons A Co i

Ward Leonard Elec. Co. xii

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.. ii
Webster Chemical Co....

Western Electric Co.... tII

Western El. Supply Co.

Western Tel. Coub. Co. .

.

xlv

Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing uo.... xviU

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo. I

WlUlama E^ctrlo Oo...

Worcester A Co., a H.. xUl

YorkvlUe Electric Co.... Ix

F^^r Olassl'Fiod Ind^jc of Aidv»r-fcls*nrfton-t8 Soo PasE^ ^^l.
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We have the Largest and Most Complete Electrical

In the West. ELECTRICAL, REPAIRS AND MACHINE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIP-
TIOIV. In having your repair work done by a company operating hundreds of dynamos
and motors yon are snre ofgood work and get the benefit of onr experience.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY,
76 IVIiP^RKE-r STREE-r, OHI

JANUARY 3, 1900
Is the day the Western Electrician's New
Year's Issue will go to press. A special page
or half-page announcement in it will enable you
to properly place your goods before the thous-

ands of prospective buyers reached exclusively

by the Western Electrician.

Send in your order and copy To-DaVi

columbia
Carbons

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

I fl Guaranteed superior to any Imported Carbon in uniformity of

HlH size and straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us

and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. '"o.™vEr;:roH.o:"^
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CARBONS
FOR

Direct and Alternating

Incandescent Arc Lamps.

IMPORTED NUERNBERG.

•TRADE MARK-

A large line in stock,

CORED and SOLID.

These carbons are the best made
and, when used with our

ZECO ARC LAflPS,
assure perfect light.

Central Electric Company,
264=270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

\A/a-tcli This Space
ifoie the;

LATEST S BEST ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Our ^ H. P.

Single-Phase

Self-Starting

n^L.
A. G. Motors

ARE THE LATEST

addition to our well-

'^'•'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^''"''k;';' known list of standard

^t; . sizes.

,y^,,S5Hp-
»B»rD FOB

BVI.L,£TIIir 32,
'

{

JVST ISSIJEU.
V. H. F. FOR 60 AND 133 CYCLES.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOVIS, V. S. A.

Bnilders of— Dnlletln.
S^vitcliboards for LiErlitlne and PoTver Trai»si«isMioii MO
Hi^-li-telision Fuse Cul-outs 30
Transformers for Li{;-]itintr< Power TranHinlaslon and Motor

TVork: ». 12 and 16
"Wiring Specialties li*

Veutilating^ Fans - 17 and a.>

Direct-current Slotors and Generators IW
Knife Switches 21 and 2!*

Switchboard Ammeters, Voltmeters and Indicating Wattmeters....
2a and 31

Sincrle-nhase, Self-starting Alternating-cnrrent PoT«er Motors
24, 26 and \VZ

Auloitiobile Charging Outfits 27
"Wr<>ngbt-coppcr 'I'erininal.s 2S

NEW YORK. 203 Havemeyer Btdg., A. H. Mustard, Agent. SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St., A. R. Pike, Agent.

PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Beti BIdg., John Mustard, Agent. DALLAS, TEXAS, James M. Boyle, Agent.

BOSTON. 6Z0 Atlantic Avenue. H. C. Buck, Agent. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. Bagnall 4 HiUes, Agents.

CHICAGO, 1519 Marquette Bldg.. Geo. B. Foster. Agent. LONDON, ENGLAND, 47 Victoria St., C. R. Heap. Agent.

BALTIMORE,'.204 E. Lexington St., A. S. Tarr, Agent. CITY OF MEXICO, American Engineer'? Co. of Mexico, Agt.

Start the New Year right by using the
"Belden" Arc Lamp. It will prove

a paying investment.

It will burn a minimum of 150 hours with a
single :2x^-inch carbon. "There's a saving."

It can be trimmed while hot and as easy as an
open arc. This does away with break-

ages. "There's a saving."

It has no complicated parts, therefore re-

quires less attention than any lamp on
the market. "There's a saving."

We pay the postage on our catalog. "There's a saving."

THE

BELDEN-LARWILL
Electric $c Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND., U. S. A.

IMIX

We Are Still Doing Business
at the old stand, and desire to announce to
the trade that we are running full time and
manufacturing and selling everything in the
battery and specialty line.

We have discontinued the manufacture of
electric light carbons and street railway
motor brushes of every description.

Our products ARE THE BEST.
Our facilities are UNSURPASSED.
We are in a position to MAKE PRICES to

meet the requirements of the times or COM-
PETITION of the World.

Our stock is complete, and we solicit
your business.

Phoenix Battery Mfc. Co.,
ST. t-ovJie, ivio.
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one of the BEST BELT PRESERVATIVES KNOWN. Your belts are valuable, and you are afraid of belt
dressings but so are the BELTS of Fraser & Chalmers, Chicago; Union Traction Co., Philadelphia; American Steel

Mass., and General Electric Co. Lamp Works, and they use and value —and Wire Co., Worcester,
Let us tell you more about it

CHICAGO BRANCH: 225 DEARBORN STREET.
NEW ENGLAND BRANCH: I 70 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON CUNG-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

Cling-Surface.
177-182
Virginia St.,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ajumnclators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Axe ijamps.
Belden-Larwill El. & Mf. Co.

Central Electric uo.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wfes., Inc
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Lea Manufacturing Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlngliouse El. & MIg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Burnley Battery & Mlg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gi>rdun Battery Co.
Leclanclie Battery Co.. Tb.e

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National carbon uo.
Non-Polarizing Dii- Bat. Co.

Otilo Electric Works
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Battery Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Ca
Hufihel * Maneer
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Ohio tflieotric Worths.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing^.
Chicago Belting Co.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
ShultK Belting Co.

neltlnK. ,
,

Chicago Belting Co.
Leather PreserverMfg. Corp.
Shaltz Belting Co.

Books, £leotrleal.
Eleotrlolan FubUslilng Co.

Brashes.
Amer. Wot. Wire Brush Co.

Central Electric Co.
HobartElec. Mfg- Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bnisli Holders.
clay Electric & Mfg. Co.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Maneer.
Manhattac Elec. Supply Co,

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (SeelnsnlsiedWlrei.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated Wlrei), Copper,
Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo. WorkB-
Amerlcan Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eftskem EleotTio Cable Co
Oeneral Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
StandardUnderground C Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntsA Plates.
Central Electric Co.
Chloago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hujro.
Schiff, Jordan *V Co.
Speer Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Chemists.
Harrey Co., The G. F.

Circuit Breakers.
Putter Elec. Si Mfe. Co.
Ward Leonard Elec. Co.

Coils and ^lag^nets.
Rnlitdorf. C. F.
Varlev Dunlei Maenet Co

Colorius (Inc. Jjanip).
Webster Chenical Co.

Componnd.
Ashmo-e & Co., E. M.
Dearborn DrugAChem.Wks
McLennan ft Co.. K.
Standard Patnt Co.
Trotter's Mona Mfg. Co., Ld.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co

Conduit and Condnlts.
Central Electric Co.
Electric AjppUance Co.
Western Elect. Supply Cn

Connectors and Termin-
als (Patent).

Mclntire Co., The C.

ConHtmotion& Bepalrs.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Clark, Jas. Jr.. .v Co.
Ft. Wayne Eiec. Wks., Inc.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
StnrtevantCo., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Contractors and Eleotrle
lasht Plants.
ArnoldEl. Power Station Co.
Bain. Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Bnllcck Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark. Jas Jr.. & Cr.
Cornell Machine Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Hays Construction Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B F.
Unitea Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. MIg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatlnghouse Eleo & Mfg Ca

Copper.
Besly«iCo..Chaa. H-

Copper Wires.
American F.iectrioal Wnrkg.
American Steel & Wire Co
Besly&Co., ChasH.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Ca
Roebling'sSons. Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ck>rrespondence Schools.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Tnt norrftSDond. Rrbnnla.
United Corresp. Schools.

CroBS-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Brady. T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Electric Anplianoe Co.
Kis. rity & So. Lumber (^o.
Mantiattan Elec. Supply Co.
Nauerle. Holcomb & uo.
Texas Arm A Pin Co
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Ontsand S^ritches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago F.diBon no.
Chicapo House WreckingCo.
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Cutler EL a Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfe. Co.
Foote, Piersou A Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Wks.. Inc.
General Eleo. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hart <fc Hegftman Mfe f!o.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Meyrcwitz, E. B.
PalBteCo.,H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schlff, Jordan A Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
"WBttinghouje EL & Mfg.Co.

Cnts.
FranklinEng & Electro Co

Dynamos.
Baux. F. A.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr.. A Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Elec. MIg. Co

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.
DniiedElec. Imp. co-
Wagner Elec. Mig. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Electric Bail'ways.
Arnold El. PowerStatlonCo.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal and Mechani-
cal £nsineers.
ArnoldEl. PowerStationCo.
Bain. Foree-
'Bryan & Humphrey.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. 00.
Hodse-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instmments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
Foote, Pierson tfc Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Llgb t Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Queen & Co.
Schlff. Jordan & Co.
S. E. I. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electrical ^specialties.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Clay Electric <k Mfg. Co.
Columbia Elec a Mfg. Co.
Daun-Manin Electric Co.
El bridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Ohio Electric Works.
Plass, E H , Electric Co.
Prlugle, Wm. T.
Spies & Company.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Yorkvllle Electric Co.

Electro-Platinsr naeh^.
Be8ly&Co.,Clias. H.
General Electric Co.

Engrinea. Gas.
Cornell Machine Co.

Engrines, l^team.
Ball Engine Ca
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fan Ontuts.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.
WesWoghouae EL <fe Mfg. Co.

Fibre,
Kartavert MIg. Go.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Oa,G. AH.

Fixtures. El. A Comb'n.
Central Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Fnses.
SLcIntlre Co., The C

Fnse Wire.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire & MI. Co.
Rlectric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Gbs Ijierhtlns, Electric
Advance Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

e^ears.
Bealy & Co.. Chaa H.

Cieneral Elec Hupplles.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co-

Electrlc Appliance Co.
Foote, Pierson i Co
General Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Onto Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schiff. Jordan & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€rlobes and Eleetrleal
Glassirare.
Central Electric Co.
Phoenis Glass Co.
Western Elect- Supply Co.

CrOT'nors, Water WTieel,
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

Ivraphite Specialties.
Besly &Co., Chas. H.
Diion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Qraphite Co.

Gnards, Wire.
Ingils, Wm , W. & Ir. Wks.

Heaters (Feed Water).
KeUey & Son, Benj P.

Bolders, inc. liamp.
Farles Manufacturing Co.
Vought, M. I.

Igniters, Gas Engine.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg to.

Insulators and Ijisnlat-
1ns Slaterials.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Chicago Insulated Wire t;o.

Eagle Paint ^ Varnish Wks.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson EL Mfg. Co.
Foote, Pierson &. Co.
General inc Arc Light i o.

Kariavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell & Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Schiff. Jordan i Co.
Simnlex Electrical Co
Standard Paint Co.
Standard Underground C. Co-
Sterllne Varnish Co.
Ste\yard Mfc Co., D. M.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westlnghouse El. Jt Mtg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—aiasnet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric no.
Chicago House WreckingCo.
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
:Manhattan Elec. Supply Co
Montauk Multiph. Cable Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Jnnetion Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
General Inc Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Buckeye Electric Ca
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative £ Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Eleciric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co..
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
GoodcDlldA Welsh.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Lvnn Inc. Lamp Co.
Manhattan EJec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Bavpyer-ManElec Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
United Eleo. Imp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Steward, D. M , Mfg. Co.

Llshtnlns: Arresters.
Central Electric Co

Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Eleciric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse BL & Hlg. Co.

JHaffnet Wire,
(See Insulated Wlrei.)

Slechanicai aiaehtnery.
Besly & Co., Chaa. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith- Valle.

Meters.
l))amond Meter Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Mica.
Central Electric Co,
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell & Co,, Eugene.

Mining Apparatus* Elec
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Bullock Elec. MIg. Co.
uentral Electric l.o.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Clark. Jas. Jr., & Co.
Eagle Electric Works.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wajne Elec. Wks Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
ilanhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Northern Eiec. Mfg. lo".
Ohio Electric Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
W^estern Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg Co.

Nail Heads.
clay Elec & Mfg. Co.

Pacfalns.
Besly i Co. Chas. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Paints.
Central Electric Co.
niine-Surface Mfg. Co
Eagle Paint 6i Varnish Wks.
Mass. Chemical Go.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin. Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Phosphor BronKe.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.L«d.

Platinum Bongrht and
Sold.
Baker & Co.
Goldsmith Bros,

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Central Mfg. Co.
Davis & Stltt Co.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugie. Holcomb & Co.
Perrlzo & Sons.
Sterling & Son. W. C
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine- Clark Co. , The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Central Electric Co.
Peru Elec. Uig. Ca

Beflners.
Swarts Metal ReQning Co.

Beflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Klemm & Co.

Be-Wlndinff—Bepalrs.
Chicago Edison Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co,
Spies A Company.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Bheostate.
Chicago Rheostat Co.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Ca
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Spios .V Company.
Warii Leonard Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EL & Bflg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Macbin'y.
Baux, F. A.
Chicago Hr useWrecking Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons & Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg Co
Farles Manufacturing co.Klemm A Co.

Speablnff Tubes.
Central tiectnc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen & Co.
Robertson & Sons. Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
barnts Co., The Wallace.
Gary Spring Works.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Stereopticons. Maeic
JLanterns and Slides.
Riley Brts-

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co

Tapes, Insulatinc.
American Electrical Wort*
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.New York Insulated wire Co
Okonite Co.. The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

''U®^^£?^»' Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American El. Telephone Co
Central Tel. & Elec Co
Columbia E'ec. & Mfg CoCouch d- Seelev Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. & Cons. Supply Co.
Foote, Pierson A Co
Kokomo Tel, & El. Mlg, Co.
Kusel. D. A. Tel.& El.Mfe.ro.
Manhattan Elec. Supplv Co.Modern Tel. & Sunnly i.o
Murdoel; & Co., W J
Nohlett. E. J.
North Electric Co.
Rawson Electric Co.
Standard Tel. & El. Co
Sterling Electric Co-
Stromberg-Carlson Tl.M.Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western TeL Cons. Co.
Williams Electric Co.

Tools.
Klein & Son, Mathias.

Toys, Electrical.
Dunn-Martin Electric Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg, Co.
Ohio Electric Works
Plass, E. H , Electric Co.
Yorkvihe Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg- Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co

TroUey Cord.
Samson Cordage Wta.

Tmcfes, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. i MIg. Co.

TnrbineAWaterWlieels.
Dayton Glob© Iron Works Co.
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smith-Valle

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co,

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
Besly & Co.,Ohai. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance CO-
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Woodwork. Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

XBay Ontflts.
Central Electric Co.
Qneen A Co-
SpUtdorf, C. F.

F'or A.lphoibo'tloal Ind^x ot Jk.dvor-fcla«knn«n«s S«o ^aK^ HI
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
IVIiQWiMLJ

.4SS

INSULATED WIRES AND CADLES
To meet the severest conditions of underground, aerial, submarine and

street-car service, in any quantity, of any size, with best insulations.

Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y. Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

^ ^ l ! l l ^H^4^^^^^4HH^W^^^^-H^^^H^H-^»^H^^M^4^^H^H^^^4^•^4^4^^^4^^^^^4•^•44^^^^^^^

We Have No Competitors
EXCEPT IN PRICE FOR

Woven Wire Dynamo Brushes
OUR QUALITY IS

PARAMOUNT.
<u

CO c
o

AMERICAN.

OS j^ We make but one grade-

rs THE BE
as

>
III

AMERICAN "C •

CD

> c
"^ 0) I—
> H -

>
-<

0)

^*'""^'*i?sry^*g;^rB«t; the American
LOW PRICE-HIGH QUALITY.

If you will send us a Trial Order we are SATISFIED your

future orders will be placed with us.

American Woven Wire Brusli Co.,

27 Walnut Street, PEUODY, MASS,

S.K.C. Transformers

TYPE O
WITH FUSE BOXES.

Permanent iron.

Highest efficiency consistent with regulation.

Detachable single-pole fuse boxes,

rioisture proof without necessity of oil, ow=
ing to high grade of insulation used.

ALL SIZES HAVE INTERCHANGEABLE
PRIMARIES AND SECONDARIES.

Secondaries of larger size, such as to permit

use of 220-volt lamps or use on 3=wire sys-

tem with 100 volts between neutral and
either outside wire.

EASILY PUT UP. SAFEST TO HANDLE.

Sand for Bulletin No. loi. without fuse boxes.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

nANUPACTURERS AND DEALERS,

Electric Light and Power Apparatus,
Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Wire, Cable.

Telef^raph, Station and Measuring lastrumentB,
Electric Llebtand Qeneral SuppUes.

LONDON,
79 Coleman Street, E. C, and

North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP.
33 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS.
46 Avenue de Breteutt.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

"WOOD"ARC LAMP
SUSPENSION

- CUT-OUTS.

A decided improvement on hanger boards.

A positive and absolute cut-out for either

series or constant-potential arc lamps.

A beautiful as well as useful device for in-

terior arc lighting.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 1006.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
,

144»^^^^^^4^^^^^^4>^^>^^^4>^^yS>^^^>^4>^^^^4}^4>'$^^:'t'^4:^^^^^^^4i^<S>^<^'S>^^-»^^^^^4>^^>^>^'^4'^'^<^4'^^^^^

JUST WHKT YOU KRE LOOKING FORI
K

Electric Lighting Piants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gires all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting,

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Pynamos and Lampe,.

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-
densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, ^Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcoms of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L, A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,.

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicag
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rnANK N. PHILLIPS, President.
O. H. WAGCN8EIL, TnEABURcn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
Gencmal MANAaen.

E. ROWLAND Phillips, vi<;^e-i

C. n. REMlNaTort, Jft., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEIVCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York St. .re, W. J. Watson, 2G Cortlandt St.
CHUArid Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoNTRE.VL Branch, Eugene F. rhllllps' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE,
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded aad FleX'

Ible Wire and
Cables with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other flrst-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

We Are Specialists ifn,^r/or-:»^°'' HIGH-GLASS RHEOSTATS
for all purposes. We wculd be glad to correspond with you about our prod-
ucts and to send you our catalogue.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
i 2th and St. Paul Sts., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 136 Liberty St., NEW YORK.
The largD9<andQldestexclusivdmanufacturersof rheostats In the world. Writefor prices and particulars.

CAN I BECOME AN ELECTRICIAN?
Yes, you can. We teach Electuical
Engiseeking at your home by wail
at a cost within the reach of anyone-
No matter where you live, if you can
read and write, we guarantee ty teach
you thoroughly. Our Institute is en-
dorsed by Thomas A. Edison and other
prominent men of the country. We

I teachalsoMechanical Bngin'eering.

I Mechanical Dhawing. Telephony.
1 Electric Railways.blectric Light-
' iNG, Short PoprLAR ELECTRroAi,
CoDRSE. Electro - Therapettics,
Electric Mining, etc., by mall. Write

for Catalogue. State subject you wish to study.
The Electrical Engineer Institiite ot Correspondence

'"S. J -* f£j cf^ ? _. . -
Instruction.

D,*^„ *_j mwa=r- 120-122
Liberty St.,

New Yorfe.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
PATENT CAUSES.

1 5 Park Row, New York City.

Six years with General Electric Co.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657.59 nonadnock Bldg., - Chicago.

"Willey" Multipolar

DYNAMOS

MOTORS.
SEMI-ENCLOSED TYPE,
FOR DIRECT CONNECTION.

Maliut.TctlircJ l/v

JAMES CLARK, JR., & CO.,

313 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

( 'nrri-spnri'i>'iif'' sniii-it'-'].

klllMMKO^
MAGIC LANTERNS anf SLIDES W
. CONDENSED -DATALOGUE FREE \\
RILEY BROS. IB BEEKHAN 5T. NEW YORK. 7

"*reVe?ved bulletin No. 3005?

"SUNDARD" HIGrGYADE^KNIFE SWITCHES
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR FINE SWITCHBOARD USE. 1^0

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Go .St. Louis,' Mo.

SMALL SPRINGS
or rVERY DESCRlPTiOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
KS7^Bus>^ir> /ts7. BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

IMPROVED
^ WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS.

ALTERNATOR
5ANDU5KY

OHIO

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

GLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS.

SMALL MOTORS,-

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

1 'QUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
THOMAS A. EDISON. PROPRIETOR. 135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0, K,"WeatlierprootWire.

Slof-Buming Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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SITUATION WANTED.
By an electrician. Constructlou work or

:as station superintendent. A-1 references.

AddL-ess X, care of Western Electrician, 510

:iXflrquette Buildiug. Chicago.

WINDERS WANTED.
Permanent position at good wages can be

ihad by two or three competent winders.
"They must be expert and accustomed to

winding street railway and stationary dy-

-uamo and motor armatures. Address
"Winder," care of tiie Western Electrician,

:510 Marquette building, Chicago, giving ref-

erences and stating where they have
woriied and with which woiU they are most
-famiilar. ^^^^^^

WANTED.
Ambitious mechanic or engineer, to acquire

interest in manufacturing concern. Owners
tave other business needing capital and atten-

tion. Address "E>'GINEI5R/^ care AVestern

Electrician. 510 Marquette ]Juilding, Chicago.

WANTED.
Good man to manage established electrical

isupply business in Chicago. Address "A," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago, 111.

\A/ A. IM -TED.
ARMATURES TO REWIND.
Winders direct from T.-H. and Westlnghouse
shops- Work guaranteed. Ten years' experience.

iXlent plants Installed complete. Send for prices.

\^ODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.

701 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

:3Iotor Starting Rtieostais.
DIotor Reenlftting Klieostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
< Theater Uimmers.

Special RlieostatB.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld. K. J„ V. S. A.

FOR SALE.
One 90 K. W. Ft. Wayne Generator, compound

wound, separately excited, slotted armature,
1,040 revohiitlons.i.iOO volts, 140 cycle,with exciter,

switchboards and instruments. Machine and
all attachments in lirst-elass condition. Answer
"GENERATOK," care. Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE
at a bargain, an electric plant in flrst-class con-
dition in a county seat town in South Dakota of
ten thousand inhabitants. This property belongs
to a corporation in England, desirous of wind-
ing up its affairs in the United States, and will

1)6 sold at. a bargain. For information in regard
lo it, address C W. SWAN, Sioux City, Iowa.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENT.)

J^^^
Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
ts effectiveness and up-to-date
every respect, at a price that
i assure consideration. Vastly

uperior to any Feed Water Heater
>n the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New Yorl<.

9H USWn Heaters, 2.000,1. rim
ill niini/ 1,200,1,000,800,600,3(111

80 horse power and other
Largest stock in America, Mosth
all taken in trade for our Im
proved Berryraan.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., ° CHICAGO

AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTERS.

OVERLOAD MOTOR STARTERS.

AUTOMATIC PUMP STARTERS.

BELTED ELEVATOR STARTERS.

I
AUTOMATIC SPEED REGULATORS.

The Ciiicago Rheostat Co.. 397-407 E. 33(1 St., Hew York City.

"EBONITE" COMMUTATOR DRESSING.
OLDEST IN MARKET. SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST.

single cakes, 20 cents; dozen, $1.50.

MNFG. BY E. M. ASHMORE & CO., S°./:o''.Vr«'?cH. .*.^""^

HAWKINS' NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.
Tlie New Catechism of Electricity will be found to be

surprisingly plain, and free from useless and ambiguous
terms. Tlie plan upon which it is arranged is unique.

«- - ^v^^v.. ^.^// -^ -^ The book is, first of all, intended to be plain and in-

"^^^ ^^^^^\^//"^ ''W^ JS structive; some 300 illustrations have been introduced,

STt -^*?^t:^J^V/ r N?.*-^& Ja so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of the subjects.

It is a scliool hook from the manner in which it pro-

ceeds from the simple facts to the abstract principles
whiih the fa«ts indicate; it is also a book of reference
tbrough the index of seventeen double columns of fine

type pages; hy means of this index a thousand items of

practical importance are at once available.

It is an up-to date work, which has cobtalarge outlay
of capital and time, and. in short, it is doubtful if any
more attractive book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.
The subjects treated uron are as fo'lows: Dedication

to Thomas A. Edison, with engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Kature and Source of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism.
Thel>3'namo; Conductors and Non-Conductors; Sym-

bols, abbreviations and definitions relating to electric-

ity; Parts of the Dynamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the Dynamo and Motor.
Electric Lighting; "Wiring: The rules and require-

5- -3^ S. y ^ I
-

J mentsofthe National Board of Underwriters in fuU;
t Sj^ -^^s^J^*^ El' ctrical Measurements.
» K?^ isS'S^^ra^ . The Electric Kailway; Line Work; Instruction and

Cautions for Linemen and the Dynamo Room; Storatie

Batteries; Care and Management of the Street Car
Motor; Electro Plating.
The Telephone and Telegraph; The Electric Elevat'^r;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and illustrations of the dy-

namo, and particular directions relating to its care and
management;—all the directions are given in tlie sim-

PRICE $2.00. plest and most kindly way to assist rather than confuse
the learner. The names of the various parts of the ma-

chine are also given with pictorial illustrations of the same.
_ „„„,, ^,,„o-m«

In the Catechism no less than 2r, full page illustrations have been given of the various dynamo
machines made !u different parts of the country, and an equal number of part page Ulustrations.

mCTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

Selling Agents

SMITH-VAILE TRIPLEX PUMPS.
OPERATED BY ELECTRIC MOTOR.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING.

HOUSE PUMPS, ELEVATOR PUMPS,
WATER WORKS PUMPS, ETC.

also

Pumping Machinery for Every Possible Duty New
Catalogue Free.

Manufactured by

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Elsdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.; C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, CaL

HAVE YOU TRIED A "SHOCKO"?
^1 ^.-•rtSS'^^N This perfect arid coin-

*! j^^^^^^ynUsA plete medical battery^ ^& _. •P*AS.^ beems impossible at the
low price of SI. Current
can be regulated to suit.
Every boy wants one for
instruction and amuse-
ment. Invalids find it in-
valuable for home treat-
ment. Mountings are
neat, apparatus efficient.

Dry cell will last from
six months to a year. By mail, 20c. add'l in U. S. Stamp
brings catalogue of other novelties. Apents Wanted,

Dunn-Martin Eiec. Co., 76-77 Nassau S'. New York

FOR ALL OPEN-CIRCUIT WORK
Points of Superiority Over

All Other Types.

In successful use for ten years.
Standard hisli. Prices low.
Send for descriptive circular and
testimonials.

I
The Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co.,

PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

WARD LEONARD
RHEOSTATS

CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

gRYAN & HUMPHREY,
.Mechaaical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates. Plans,
Specifications, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a
Specialty.

706-707-708 Uocoin Trust Bidg., St. Louis.

Win. H. BRYAN, M. E. H. H. HUMPHREY, M. S.

SEND FOR LIST OF
^^ ARTICLES ON X-RAY
EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
SUITE 510

MARQUETTE BLDG. CHICAGO.

Scrap Platinum Wanted
We are in the market to buy any quantity of SCRA.P PLATINUM from Incandescent Lam^j

Bases, for which we pay the highest cash prices. We are also in the market at all times to buy
any quantity of BURNT-OUT INCANDESCENT LAMP BASES. We
extract the Platinum, for which we allow the full market value, less the cost of extracting. We
are also large buyers of Sckap Copper Wike, Bkass, Etc., from electric-light and street-rail-

way plants.
We supply the electrical trade with our "high grade" Babbitt Metals, Bab, Solder.

Wire Solder and Corxoif Waste. If In want of anythinginourline, it wiUpayyou to com-
municate with us before placing your orders elsewhere.

OFF.CE AND WORKS: SWARTS METAL REFINING COMPANY,
20 AND 22 N. Desplaines St., SMELTERS and REFINERS.

CHICAGO, ILL. ESTABLISHED 1885.

ONT SELL
Your burned-out and broken incandescent lamps before writing us. Seven
,> ears of successful business has proven that our terms are the best and that

, we are here to stay.

CEO. F. SCHWALM ^ CO.,
HARRISON, N. J.

The Best Lubricator Is the Cheapest.
Trotter's Mona Commntator Ccnipoimcl is the most efficient lubricator, the only

article that is guaranteed to stop sparking. It is used In the largest electilc power plants through-
out the United States and Canada. It puts that beautiful luster on your commuiator. lubricates
the brushes, and keeps the suiface In that condition that you have long sought to obtain. Does
away with the use of sandpaper or any other material that wears out or destroys its surface. If
you want your machine to run noiseless and sparkless, thus obtaining your equilibilum and
quietness, you will certainly adopt its use.

"The Mona" comes in two sizes: Small, $3 00 per doz ; large. $5.00. For sale at all supply houses
througliout the world. A sample will be mailed free upon application, with dlrtctions for use, by
addressing

TROTTER'S MONA MFG. CO.. Ltd.. No. 320 Broadway,

Or Messrs. Goldmark & Wallace, 121 Worth St., New York.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded. Telephone Call, 1962 Franklin.

Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

NEW CAS ENCINE ICNITER
Is very compact,
iight-\veii^ht ma-
chine, designed
in response to
numerous inquir-
ies for an igniter
to be used on
small launches,
automobile-, etc.
Weight U lbs ,

apeedlGOO, height
6K inches. Total
lengtn of shaft,
9^; iiiches. Full
particulars Cir-
cular ' i8,"

«ANUFACTUBED BY

C5E: EI-SCS-1-PIIC5^VL. IVIF'O.
ELBRIDCE, N. Y., U. S. A.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITB FOB CATAX.OCiCE.

THE STILWELL'BIERGE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, HO..

Centiiry Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladlo Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDC, CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
"Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

CEDAR
LINDSLEY BROTHERS COMPANY,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS,
50-foot to 80-foot roles our Specialty.

POLES

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconning, Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London. Wis.

^AAI-li•l:e Cedar F^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

SJ^^f^E^is^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

T.H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Poleand
SwingiDg Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'WoTk.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

GET A MAP.
If you are going to

Florida or the Southeast
write to J. C. Tucker,
G. P. A., Big Four, 234
Clark St., Chicago, for

map, rates and time card.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
.A^ll Kincds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Ilaranette, CHICAGO

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD <&, JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDINC, ST. LOUiS.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Manufacturers ana Dealers io

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stacks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. ^P"WEITE US.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEIID FOE CIECULAB AND PBI0E8.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prices. POLES

.X^TI N tJ IVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and NaJive Pljitinum Purchased.BAKKK & CO . 408-414 Afew Jersey

Railroad Ave.. IVe^tvark. N. J.
N^ew York Oftice, 120 Liberty Street.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St.. N. W., Washington. D. C.

Booklet: "Information for Inventors."
free. Specialty: ElectricallnTentions.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE. WIS,

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 illustrations. Fle.\ible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1=2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators ot all kinds of ISlectric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

^M^.^M. -i3«!&.--5!*fe-<i«fe--.'>^-='>fc-.-*-

CEDARP0LE5 *

^ We CONTROLTHE output of cedar OnTHELINEOF-THE WIs'cOfisiM f

f SMfCHlGANR.R.5SMlLE51NLEN6TH;C0VERlNGATERRlTORYO'F *
.- OVER 4-00 SQUARE MILES. OF CEDAR FOREST5. . ^'

,

{

f: We HAVE A L&RCiE STOCK OF ALLSIZES FOR PROMPT SHiPne~NT. ^,

note: our QUOTATIOMS are based on actual 5T0CK on HAN D.

CW .WORCESTER&CO KOSS.MICH

.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
es Rea-

sonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. Van Buren St , Chicago, III.

Bound Volumes

^^ESTERN Electrician

FOR BALE.

From Vol. 1 to Date.

ADDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit \^'ork.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

I WE CLAIH:—Constant dis-
™*^ charge of current without po-

larization; no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell in
market. For No. i cell. 300

,^ ,

ampere hours; forNo.ic^ll,
125 ampere hours; on open

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit, .65 to {^
volt. Send for circular and price list.

OORDOK BATTERY COMPASTY,
594 Broad-iray, 'S^w Yorlt.

Western Kepresentative,
(korge W, Patterson, 1533 Marquette Bldg, CbUago, III.
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TotheTelephone Companies,

THE ROLFE

PROTECTORS AND

GABLE HEADS,

Endorsed by the Xalional Board of Fire

Underwriters, are now manufactured

under the Rolfe & Barrett Patents exclu-

sively by EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.. manu-
facturers of High Grade Switchboards,

Telephones, Cable Heads and Protectors.

Get our catalogue illustrating our full

line.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.
157-159 S.

CANAL ST.. CHICAGO, ILL,U.S. A.

Teleohones and Supplies

At Prices that Will Astonish You.

We Make and Handle Higli-Grade Goods Only.

Why we Sell Cheaper than any other House.

"We buy and sell for Cash,

We manufacture from raw material.

We buy in large qaantities for Spot Cash, and thus get close

prices.

We enjoy low rent.

We have no bigh-priced officers.

Proprietors of company are practical telephone men and per-

sonally supervise manufacture of ail goods.

We can supply anything used in telephony andare -anxious

10 obtain a trial order from you to demonstrate that vve do
as we say we do.
Let us know your Wants and we will quote

you figures that will surprise you.

Send for our Catalog. FREE upon request.

k
56 Fifth Avenue. CHICAGO.

Mechanical

Engineers

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our

catalogue of ..... .

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

WRITE
TO

160 Congress St-

BOSTON,MURDOGK & CO.,

'STAR" RECEIVER.
For their

prices

on their new

THE COLUMBIA ELECTRIC & MFG. CO,,yS S-th A,ver-ii

Electrician Publishing

Company,

Suite 510 Marquette Building,

Teleplione Switcli boards, Teleplione Supplies, Electrical Specialtlet.
Send for
Catalog,

Western Telephone Gonstruetion Co.,
850-S54 S. Clinton St., Chicago, £11.,

Largest Manufacturers of

Telephon8s#Switchbodrds Exclusively
In the United States.

CHICAGO

Portraits of Telephone Men.

On receipt of ten cents we will mail portraits

of 36 prominent telephone men—leaders in the

independent telephone movement—printed on fine

heavy paper, size 15x22; published as a supple-

ment to the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S AN-
NUAL INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE NUM-
BER (March 11, 1899).

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalog-ue Free. ^e^Send for one.

KlATHiAS Klein & Son,
87-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

OONNEGTORS hU lERMINALS.
Special Connectors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THECMclNTIRE CO., 13X15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N; J.

RTH^SOUTH
I'lilMMt**

/OC^iirt,-£,*U

rWNK J-ftECD^

W+t+lcDOCl CHAStHtOCHWtll.-

• CHICAGO-

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Kellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Pulillc Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protecfd by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlsom
Teleplione Mfg. Co.,

72'82 V/. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

66

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Boole,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

BY THOS. G. CRIER.
WTienever yon are asked a qaestion on 'Wijring, refer the

questioner to this hook, and he will find what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Besistance. Electromotii-e Force and Current
F'ully Explained. How to Calculate the Size of ^yi^es. The Different Methods of TViring, with
Diagrams. How to -Vpplv tiie Simple Formula, in Calculatinc the Size of Wires I nder all Condi-
-ions. Diagrams for Wirings Point. 4 Point. Head Light and Heat Kegulatlug Switches.

3- TABLES ON WlBlX«r AXD TAirAJBLtE DATA.
Ohm's law is descrihed in snch plain and simple langaage

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound in Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7i in, e> Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..''°Bar CHICAGO.
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SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE AND HAND BOOK OF

INFORMATION. SENT FREE.

We Manufacture. No Middle Man's Profit.

Orders From Supply Houses Solicited.

and Re-tail

SU
KOKOMO TELEPHONES

I Free from
' Litigation.

Conversation Transmitted Clear and Distinct.

We are the

Patentees.

Our Telephones are working successfully where others have
failed,

No competition in talking.

Write for new catalogue just out, showing full line of Tele-

phones, Switchboards, Lightning Arresters. Everything
for the full equipment of an'Exchange.

Kokomo Telephone & Electric Mfg. Co.,
Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

J. A. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 53 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of telephone exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating elephoue troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co.,
s'OMa^quene^Buiidmg,

STANDARD

Teleohone and Electric

Company,

IMADISOIM WIS.,

Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1900 CATALOCUE.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 3+Ib9. spools rOl lbs. total) of
.„*J;i°^'*^'^'^-<^o'*'^''etl^^-rew-in cost you
t2i3netat50, 10. 10, 5 Off list ; and there Is
f^™eieQtM-ire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 500-ohratnd^ne--bell magnets. Tour
'*^j5^"^ labor will cost you at least 65
additional, making a total cost oC your
own 1,000 magnets flnished at factory, 82i8.

The above box contains 1,000 "Dup ex"
magnet windings. Each winding Is made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each n-indlng has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Price, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your w-ire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

myi^ST.JERSEYCITYNJ. W£ CAN SAVE YOU
CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

HAVE YOU
SWITCHBOARDS

TO BURN?
IF NOT, YOU SHOULD USE THE

Sterling Protectors.

POSITIVELY THE ONLY
Protective Devices in thefield which
will prevent burn-outs by any and
all kinds of Electrical Currents —
Strong, Sneak and Lightning.

STERLING
ELECTRIC CO.,

71-73 W. Adams St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Eastern Representative Columbia Electrical Supply Co.,
93 Liberty Street, NEW YORK CITY.

NO. 30 AMERICAN TRANSMITTER.
Tliis Instrument, for vol-
ume of voice transmission,
distinctness of articula-
tion, exactreproductlonof
articulate sounds and dur-
able qualities is unequaled
The Largest Manufac-

turers of Telephones and
Switchboards in the
United States.

Seven hundred exchanges
aggregating over 300,000
telephones in use. Six
years' service.
Write for catalogue

showing new types and
prices.

WE GUARANTEE workmanship, material and
efficiency of our apparatus to be of the highest gradi
and agree to defend, at our own expense, any action at

law which may be brought against oub
PATRONS OD alleged Infringement of
patents owing to the use of our instru-
ments.

American Electric Telephone Co.,
38-40-42-44-46-48 and 50
Jackson Blvd., Cor. Canal,

CHICAGO.
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THE
NEW

AMERICAN

TURBINE
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

H^ Dayton Qlobe Iron Works Co.
80 S. LUDLOW ST.,

_ „ ^ . . . _ - DAYTON, 0.

^^^^^mi
Shafting:

Gearing,
Pulleys.

PlLLOWBlOCKSi

Governors,

Etc.

ImportantTelephone Books.
THE TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By Herbert Laws

Webb. 16mo, 150 pp. Price ?L00.
This hanabook Is a complete treatise on telephony, and a prac-

tical book on telephone working and management, based en-
tirely on standard American practice. It is extremely useful to

teleplione inspectors and operators.
PATENTED TELEPHONY. A Review of the Patents

Pertaining to Telephones and Telephonic Apparatus. Pub-
lished by the American Electrical Engineering Association.
Clotb bound; fully illustrated. Price $1.50.

THE ELECTRIC TELEPHONE. By E. J. Houston,
Ph. D., and A. B. Kennelly, Sc. D.; 12mo, cloth, 422 pp.,
142 Illustrations. Price ?1.00.

This book describes the construction of the various
fjrms of transmitting and receiving devices, the signaling
mechanisms, and the switchboard apparatus at the central
station. It is written by two well-known electricians,

and has the merit of being the latest work on the subject.
THE PRACTICAL TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. By

Joseph Poole, A. !. B. cj. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. S60 on, 2S8 illustrations. Price SL50.
In this work 'the writer has endeavored to produce a

manual of moderate size and cost, but thoroughly prac-

tical, and detailing, as far as space will allow, the most

recent methods of telephone working. While the require-
ments of telephone employes have been kept constantly
in view, it is fully intended also that the book shall be of
service as a source of Information on telephonic matters
to users of the telephone and to the public generally.
TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO FIND

THEM. A complete handbook for telephone inspectors.
By W. Hvde and J. H. McManman, edited by Prof. C. H.
Hnskins. 'sixth edition. 16mo, 50 pp. Price 25 cents.
This little volume is an extremely practical work for

telephone employes, written in a popular style and devoid
of technicalities.
TELEPHONE LINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

Bv Wm. J. Hopkins. Second edition. 272 pp. Illustrated.
Price $1.50.

A MANUAL OF TELEPHONY. A new and large edi-
tion. Bv W. H. Preece, F. R. S.. and A, J. Stubba. 508

pages. ^33 illustrations. Price 54.50.

HOW TO MAKE AND USB THE TELEPHONE. By
Geo. H. Gary. The purpose for which this book is written
is to furnish Information to those who may desire to con-
struct or use telephone apparatus or lines on a small scale.
Price $1.00.

TELEPHONES. THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND FIT-

TING. A Practical Manual on the Fitting Up and Main-
tenance of Telephone and Auxiliary Apparatus. By F. 0.
AIIsop. 191 pp.. 168 illustrations. Price $2.00.
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ON THE CONTINENT OF

EUROPE. By Bennett. 436 pages. 169 illustrations. Price
'$4.50.

TELEPHONING OF GREAT CITIES. By Bennett.
Paper. Price 35 cents.
MAGNETO HAND TELEPHONE. Its Construction.

Fitting Up and Adaptability to Everyday Use. By Hughes.
80 pages. 23 illustrations. Price $1.00.
BELL'S ELECTRIC SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Its

Invention, Construction, Application, Modification an**
History. By Prescott. New edition, revised and enlargeff
796 pages. 516 illustrations. Price $4.00.
PHILIPP REIS, INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONl*

A Biographical Sketch with Documentary Testimony. By
Thompson. Translation of the original papers of the
inventor and contemporary publications. 182 pages, 3
plates and 48 engravings. Price $3.00.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OP INTBLLIGENCB

AND OTHER ADVANCED PRIMERS OF BLBCTRICITY.
treating on the telegraph, telephone, etc. By B. J. Hous-
ton. 330 pages. 88 Illustrations. Price $L00.

The Above, or Any Other Electrical Works Published, Sent on Receipt of Price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG. CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Pubusbing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

T^HE TEIaEP^HONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Membe}' of the Amei'ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the InsHtution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "^ Practical Cruide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables/' Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life.''

I60 Pasos, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-fch, IHarftci-Bool^ *rioe $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.— '^ This little book has no pretension to be considered a eomplere treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it is

felt that there iaademand fora practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the informailon oE those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its k
everything regarding telephone work and management. It con

nd. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
forms in size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by

OONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit.
S. Magnet Telephones.

The Bell Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's Bi-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.
Publislied ana for sale by ELECTRICIAN

9.

10.

11.

12.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

CHAPTER 2S. Metallic Circuit.
29. Underground Wires.

Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working,
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony,
Recent Progress. Appendix.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
3S.

40.

41.
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Engines

Unequaled for electric service,

with many points of superior-

ity; AUTOMATIC and economical

oiling, superior adjustment of

main bearings, connecting rod

and other wearing parts; sim-

plest and best governor; finest

materials and workmanship.

For particulars write

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,
Erie, Penna., U. S. A

CORNELL GuH and
<])aMoline ENGINES

ISOLATED ELECTRICAL PLANTS.
•ir, to l.fKK) lii c. p. llKtit capacity.

For every live Kaa Jels you now burn you can (wltb a Oas
Engine Plant)
obtain ten iti

c. p. Incandes-
cent llKbts.

Write for
PrireH and
ClrcnlarH.

State number ^
of llgbts re-
quired,or wbat
v?ork the en-
gine will be
called upon to
do.

CORNELL
MACHINE CO.,
1 75 West Superior St., CHICAGO, ILL.

H. J. DAVIS, General Eastern Agent, 40 Wall St., New York City.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also malie graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOW CRUCIBI,E CO., - • Jersey City, X. J.

Nail

ij Heads.
Get our Prices on
this and other

Specialties.

CLAY ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

210 Illinois St., CHICAGO.

EUGENE iCiiven Free

FIELD'S

\ POEMS«
i

U$7.00
I BOOK 1

• THEBr-iik <,f Ui.

Fuiiil, BulAcrltrc anyouioutil
j

'i'.'iirpd, Su)ncrl|>lioii( LI low <

av|t.0O^«!Ucnt>llp dcnor to |

hl^ daintily arli-tlc vt'lunie
|

"ficlo Flowers" !

'c1r,th Ixjund, %x Ih. IS k •

'-rrllriCMte of aulrt<:rl|,lian to i

runri. Book ctxitaiiii a tplcr-
\

tinn of Fte1d'» Imt ftod iui>it •

rFpres«nlntivn worki and u |

rctdy (or delivery.
;

But for ttie noMe conlrl- <

itury # hullonof the world'sgrealMt
;

. «.i- ,. .J- • -" ^"'^ manufactured for jtwo of tlie ^Vurld s X Uss thuD tT iJO J
GreaUit Arti^ta. J The Fund created Is dl-

-

Tided equally lietwcen the family of the late Eugene Field 1

and the fund for the buttdine of » monument to the mem- J
ory (,[ the beloved poet'-f childhood. Addrtis J
EUGENE FIELD MONUMENT SOUVENIR POND,

\
<Al5o 3t Book Stores) l8o MftDroe St., Chicaga #"

' wi?ih to fend pfiit-ig*, encloae 10 eti. •
»*»*v.

H'JG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.QMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

\
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,r:ODS, SHEETS, ETC.

..,.-^io^3u»,&- "'— DELTA METAL
\'-!>y>-. < CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

'^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. Tlie highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from Itatf to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest poe*
sible strength. A gate unequaled i7i Quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with ha)f to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and Negative: Conductors,
Non-Conductors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Coils; Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III; Armatures, Construction of, Ditferent Kinds of; Commutators. How Made and Con-
nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV; The Current; How Produced;
Induction; Series Wound Dynamos; Shunt Wound Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dj-namos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections: Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series- Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System —CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light: How Formed:
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Stjles of Brushes; Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Djuamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush DjTiamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulator; Circuits of DjTiamo: Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Ree:ulator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuvler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
lator; Circuits in Regulator.—CHAPTER XIV: ThomsonHouston System of Automatic Current
Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Maenet; "Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XA'II: Voltmeters: Pressure
and Potential Indicators,—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apparatus.—CHAPTER KIX: "Wheatstoue Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Roimd Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram 6i Circuits.—CHAPTER
XXI; Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound "Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards: Loop Switch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same asm Dynamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotacion and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection,

PART 11. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation: Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CH^iPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Djuamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.: Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.-CHAPTER V: Transformers Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforivors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil ITotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation: Winding of Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with JMagnet;
Rapiditj' of Reversals and Hysteresis.-CHAJ'TER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouse
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism- Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments, Continued; Hot Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instnmient; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter: Two Types.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI; Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prin
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery induction ]\Ieter; Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel:
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 51 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.
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Engine-Type Generators*

5

"ENGINE-TYPE" GENERATOR.

5
Superior in all details*

I
Westinghouse Electric '& Mfg. Co*,

Pittsburg, Pa. I

I

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.
Westinghouse Electric Co., Ltd., 32 Victoria St.,

London, S, "W., England.

Incandescent Lamps.

I

i

i

Anchored filaments, no vibration.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.,

AUegfHeny, Pa.
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rsiONA/ READY!!

Western Electrician's

LAMP LIGHTING SCHEDULE.

MOONLIGHT SYSTEM FOR 1900.

Liberal Discount if Ordered in Large Quantities

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

SIO IVIi >rquet:t:e Buildins, Chicago.
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BY EL ICITY

THE

F Bell.
Cost more because

it is worth more.

TRY IT.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
r.ATAI flfillF Hn 7 ^^^ just been issucl and will be mailed

newflsturSiin
upon request. It shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, P.^iei:iSS adCKG. CO., I>eoat«r, IlXinols.

(^^\^ Tel 3316 JSlh St.

HUEBEL& MANGER,
286 Qrahara St.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GARY SPRING WORKS,
2i0 and2t2 West 29th St.,''

New York City. ' ,
'

m> WIRE and SPRINGS

1 ^rN£ TOOLj a MiTAI. WO/IK£/lii<'IWts]

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mectianical purposes, in shee^
tubes, n^ and special shapes. Catalogues and sampus on applicatJoa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, D«|.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBIML

For Electrical and Mechanical I^irposes, Kallwaj Dost Goards,. Tfi

and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MA>'TJFACTtrKED BT

THE KABTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilnlagteii. DiL

fcii Eitra Mail Tami!
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, 325 Water St., Pittsburg, Pa.

ivo You

OUR NEW SWITCH?
For use on the three-^••ire system. It is a

TRIPLE-POLE

iBIackDiamond File Works!

T^ OrB GOODS ABE OW SALE IK ETEBIT IiEADlXCr HABD\«'ABE ^
WX STORE IX THE CNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^
of^'^'^^cfCj^cfCf^cfl^^^^^^^^^^^^l

?

SWITCH

Breaking the circuit in two

places on each of the

afo. i.^lo Amp. So. ;iS—*0 Amp. ^rl^J"<
5io. 4C-3S Amp.

\A/^ir<

iif switch, as well as our entire line, is more fully described in

our new

Which will lie cheerfully sent on application.

i HART & HE6EMAN
MFC,
CO.,

99 HIGH ST., HARTFORD, CONN.

STURTEMNT
ELECTRIC FANS

lit 100 typesandsijes.
Specialdesignsfifreiiurrements.
Wehuildbothfan andmotor.

Sendfor Bulletin H.
<*^:^-^ '^'^^ f-*^^

B.F.STURTEVAIVT CO.BOSTON.
CHICAGO • LONDON'.
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